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combs and honey

at any time of the year because it is not
shape for use.
In connection with the I'egular size frame I would
always use the reg-ular size hive for nuclei. Why ? Because
in this way we have nothing- which will be a loss to us, and
by using the regular hive we are ready to unite for winter
on any stand we desire, without changing hives or anything of the kind, or can build up anj- nucleus into a full
colony at anj' time.
But, as I consider it, the greatest advantage in the full
reg^ular size hive comes in not having our nuclei robbed out
occasionally, as is almost sure to happen with some of the
weaker ones, where small hives are used. Such robbing
causes a general demoralization of the whole apiary, often
to such an extent that the bee-keeper almost wishes that he
had never known such a thing as a bee. By using the regular size hive, and placing the nucleus on one side of it,
while the entrance is at the other side no nucleus large
enough to hold a queen to advantage will ever be robbed
out, and smaller than these should not be used.
To help the reader to understand better we will suppose
that the regular hive is 14 inches wide inside, and that the
entrance used is cut from the front board at the bottom, the
whole length of it, and that the hive fronts south. Form
your nucleus on the east side of tiie hive, using- two combs,
one of honej- and one of brood and next to these combs
draw up the division-board or dummy, which should allow
the bees to run under its bottom. Now close up all the entrance except one inch in length at the west side of the hive,
and you will have it as I use them, and I have not had a sing-le nucleus robbed since I found out this plan.
Now, suppose I wish a nucleus in the next hive on the
same row in the apiarj'. In this hive I place the two frames
and dummy next to the west side of the hive, while the entrance is on the east side, the conditions being- the same as
relating to the prevention of robbing-, while the doorwav
to each hive is not at all similar. The next hive is fixt like
the first, and the next like the second, and so on to the end
of the row. In this way the young bees do not mis and in
returning from their wedding-flight no queens are lost by
entering the wrong hive, as used to happen when I used aii
entrance in the same place with all the nuclei in the apiary.
I consider this far preferable to painting the fronts of tlie
hives containg nuclei, of different colors, or laying sticks of
wood about the hives, etc., as has been recommended so
inan3' times in the past.
If the nucleus becomes stronger than is profitable on the
two frames, move out the division-board and give them an
empty frame with a starter of comb foundation, and see how
quickly they will fill it with beautiful worker-comb. If too
weak for the two combs, take away one and draw the division-board up so that it is suited to the wants of the little
colony, thus always working to the best advantage, and
making everything done by any or all count on the right
side of the ledger page.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
in
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An Appeal

for Co-operative Experimental
in the Apiary for 1899.
BY

Work

K. C. ,\IKIN.

MOST

apiarists do more or less experimental work. We
might say that life, as it relates to our actions, is one
long list of experiments. Experiment and research

are necessary to advancement. He who is the most advanced is the man posse.ssing the greatest aggregation of
ideas.

To progress it is neces.sary that we think and experiment, and collective 'and extensive work carried on by many
men and minds will progress more rapidlv than if 'limited
to narrow channels, both as to scope and to minds directinf.

I am a natural investigator. Tho inheriting the inquisitive disposition, I did not inherit the filthv lucre to enable
me to prosecute investigation to advantage," hence my efforts
are, and always have been, very handicapt.
The season I
plan to work out certain lines of thought, often proves to be
a very poor one for that line of work. Then, too, it takes
several different kinds of seasons, and a great variety of
conditions, to prove a theory.
Suppose we plan certain work for the coming- season,
and to carry out the experiments 10 or 20 apiarists in as
many locations and under many and varied conditions, all
join in the work, then compare notes -how great progress
we might make in a single season
The same work in the
hands of one man would be years in attaining the desired
result often would be abandoned in despair.
!

—
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g-oing to appeal to the fraternity to assist me
for 1899. I will tell you some "things I want

demonstrated, how I propose doing it, and why. Others can
no doubt help me in planning the details of the experiments,
and can help in carrying them through. I do not want to
name those who shall help, preferring to get volunteers. I
do not know who can and will do the work, but you, reader,
know for yourself and can offer vour services. I think that
a volunteer will do better work than a drafted man.

But you

will want to know what we are to try to demonwhat theories we want to prove or disprove. I will
name some of them
strate,

:

PRODUCTION OF COMB HOXEY VS. EXTR.-iCTED.
It is said, and believed by many, that an apiarv run for
extracted honey, and with ready-made store-combs, will
yield more surplus than will a similar apiary managed for
section honey and having to build combs. The proportion
of extracted over that of section honey is variouslv estimated
at from one-fourth more all the way "to three times as much.
My own belief is, that where intellig-ent management is
practiced, and in an average location, the surplus will not
"

exceed the proportion of four to five in favor of the extracted.
I do admit that in basswood flows, or any flow that
comes on very abrupt and free, honey may be lost'where

comb has

to be built to receive it
but, "whileadmitting this,
do think that to put out the unqualified statement that so
very much larger yields can be obtained by running for extracted, and placing such before the average reader, is not
doing the right thing. I am now nearing 25 years of quite
extensive apicultural experience, and scarcely a year that I
did not produce both comb and extracted honey, having very
little basswood, buckwheat and cleome, white clover, red
clover,<hearfs-ease, Spanish-needle, alfalfa and sweet clover
;

I

and in all these years, and from the varied sources,
and both summer and fall flows, never did I obtain twice as
much extracted as of comb, per colony. Do you wonder that
I want more positive support of the popular belief ?
crops,

DIFFERENCE IN HONEY RESULTS BETWEEN COLONIES.
Another thing I want to see demonstrated, is the difference in work accomplisht between a colony largelv of young
bees, and one whose bees are all of field-age.
The reason
for this experiment is to demonstrate the necessity of a good
-

stock or supply of old bees in a colony to make it a good
honey-gatherer. I believe that herein lies much of the difference in amount of surplus put up by one colony as
against another that should apparently do equal work.
'

UNOUKENING DURING THE HONEY-FLOW.

A

third experiment is to demonstrate the effect of removing a queen from the colony during the honey-flow.
Many claim that a colony made queenless will not work
with the vigor of one retaining the queen in full laying. It
has been my practice for several years to unqueen about the
beg-inning of the flov\'. and for several reasons. I have for
nine years been running from three to five apiaries. All
these years I never pretended to remain in the vai-ious yards
to manipulate swarms, but visited each place as often as I
could at intervals of one to three weeks. I have larg-ely un-

queened to prevent swarming.
A second object was to have only sealed brood, or nearly
so as possible during- the main harvest, that the colony
might give its whole attention to the work of gathering and
The advocates of natural swarming claim that the
storing-.
colony without a queen even the one retaining- its queen
but not swarming will not store equal to one allowed to
swarm. Direct and comparative tests side by side, and date
for date, are necessary to thoroug^hly demonstrate the matter and show it in a clear light.

—

—

OTHER IMPOKT.4NT QUESTIONS.

Then

there are the matters of big hives vs. little ones,
big colonies vs. little ones, and a whole lot of unsettled matOne question that is a factor in nearly all of the
ters.
others, is the one of wax-secretion. We are taught, and the
teaching- has been generallj' accepted as correct, that for
each pound of wax built into comb we have lost from 15 to
Some put the loss of honey much
25 pounds of honey.

higher than

this.

arg-ued that the production of wax costs directly
the consumption of not less than 15 pounds of honey for one
of wax produced; that the bees secreting- this wax and
binlding- the comb, if not thus eng-aged would be in the
fields after nectar; thus we have not only lost directly the
15 pounds of honey necessary to the secretion of the wax
It is

:
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(just as liberal feed is necessary when a cow is secreting'
milk), but in addition we lose in varYinjr quantities what
these same bees mig"ht haveg'athered from the fields if freed

from secreting and working wax.
Contrary to all this, I believe that all normal colonies,
when g'athering nectar and ripening' and storing the same,
secrete more or less wax regardless of the need of it and
inore. that the secretion and manipulation of this wax is
principally by bees under field-age — bees that would have
been idle if not thus engaged. It seems to me that those
who make claim to the doctrine of the great loss of honey
•^vhen a colony has to build comb, make this assertion without due consideration of all the facts. Let me offer a few
;

figures

We

finally change to something still smaller.
tried the 10-frame Langstroth hive with something still
larger, and chang-ed to the latter.
I have often noticed that the supporters of small hives
agree that the large hive may be g-ood for extracted honey,
but is not .suitable for comb honey but I have never seen
any one give a single reason for making this difference.
The only attempt I have met to an explanation of the difference, is in an article by G. M. Doolittle, in Gleanings, in
which Mr. Doolittle says
,

;

:

"If the queen has all the vacant cell-room her prolificness requires,
more room is only a damaj^e to our crop of comb honey, for in the finding:
of vacant cells in the brood-chamber, at the beginning of the honey harvest, comes an 'accustoment to the brood-chamber for storing- honev,
instead of the sections, and thus the queen is crow-ded upon with honev,
instead of said honey going into the sections," etc.
'

A

10-frame hive, Langstroth size, takes nearh' two
pounds of wax to construct its comb. Surplus honey from
the same hive to the amount of 25 pounds, means about
three pounds of wax secreted, which, at the ratio of 15 of
to one of wax means 45 pounds of honey consumed in
construction. Suppose that the loss by bees beingdetained from the fields that otherwise would have been
there say i-educing the field-force one-third, amount,s to
one-third- the total honey g-athered. This would be reasonable surely. The brood-combs should contain not less than
ZS pounds, which added to the 25 of surplus received would
make 60 pounds. Thus the bees kept secreting wax and
building- it into comb, should have instead added to the total
store another 20 pounds.
Put these figures together and what have we ? Fortyfive pounds of honey consumed in wax-secretion, 20 lost by
bees kept at home total 65 pounds. If such a theory is

honey

comb

—

—

correct, a s-ivarin hived and building all its comb and yielding a 25-pound surplus, should, if given all the comb they
could use, have yielded, in addition to the 25 pounds, 65
more a total of go pounds of surplus honey.. Is not this a

—

reasonable conclusion ?
My next will discuss details of experiment's to prove the
truth or fallacy of the general accepted theories.

Larimer

Larg-e Hives for Either
BY

THE
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Comb or Extracted Honey.
P.

D.iDANT.

which' was sent to the Editor of the
American Bee Journal, is referred to me for reply

following

letter,

:

Emtok York :— I

think that many who are trvinir to solve the hive
question will be misled by Mr. Dadant's articles on the proper (?, size of
hive. It should be remembered that Mr. Dadant is an e.\tracted-honev
man. I have lookt in vain throufjh his writings for his emphatic advice
to use just as lar^jre a hive for comb honey as for extracted.
I wish Mr. Dadant would answer this question
Do you advise just
as lartre a hive for comb as you do for extracted honey ?
Until I became a specialist, two years ag-o, I used the 10-frame Laufrstroth size, exclusively. After trying- S-frariie and 10-frame hives in the
same yard. I have come to the conclusion that I can {jet more comb honev
per brood-comb with the smaller hive, and have fewer unfinisht sections.
I now think- that those " who make their bread and butter by producing- honey to spread upon the bread and butter or others," should fig-ure
their production as so much per comb, and not so much per queen.
After everything has been considered I think it will stand about this
way
If you have nothing- but the care of your bees to take up your time
you will probably make more money with'a small hive. If you have a
"
farm to w-ork, you would better use a larger hive.
:

;

Yours

truly,

E.

W. Bkowx.

would very much dislike to mislead any one, in whatever I write on bee-culture, but most especially on the hivequestion, which, as is well known, wa have tried to avoid,
as it has been so often rehearst and discust that the subject
has become .stale to us. But it appears that, as others find
that we succeed with a large hive, and hear that we prefer
it to others, and have good reasons for so doing
outside of
•our practical experience, they make inquiries about it, and
this is why I have been requested to write a series of artiI

cles on the subject in Gleanings.

So, if the subject proves
worthless, and our experience proves injurious to the beekeeping public, we will not feel as deserving of any blame.
I am very free to say that we are not at present
combhoney producers. All tlie comb honey that is produced in
our apiaries is produced by our boys, for their own pleasure,
on one. two or three hives, every sea.son, and I notice that
they take particular pains to select a very powerful colony
every case. But we //(7zv(!><r« comb-hotiev producers, and
would be yet if we could get more than tw-ice as much for
comb honey as for extracted. But as long as we can sell

m

extracted honey freely for three-fifths to two-thirds of the
pnce we would get for comb, we will probably produce extracted honey.
The experience of Mr. Brown we notice to be similar to
that of many others. They try a small hive— the 10-frame

That is, if there is honey produced, with a large hive
and not a very prolific queen, and there is plenty of room in
the brood-chamber, this honey will be stored in the broodchamber. This is just our experience, and when producingcomb honey with large hives, we would do as some of the
large producers of the East are doing, so

I

am

told,

who

—
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queen lackt

in prolificness vpould

have been reduced or kept

down to a size proportionate to the
Now, please do not accuse u,s of

strength of the colony.

.sayinythat, with combhonej' production in large hives, you will have no swarnjs.
We do not even say that, of our own methods, with extracted-honey production. But we do say, and we know
every man who tries it will acknowledge, there will be less
swarms, many of the colonies will be stronger, and the production of honey, on the average, considerably greatei'.
since there will be a greater average production of bees in
the hive.
'•
Mr. Brown says
If you have nothing but the care of
your bees to take up your time, you will probably make more
money with a small hive. If you have a farm to work, you
would better u,se a large hive." But he does not tell us why.
When some of our bee-men discuss the hive-question, they
iSeem to take it for granted that the small-hive bee-keeper
has all the colonies he can manage at the opening of spring,
and that it is of little import whether all his queens have
all the room they need.
Mr. Hutchinson says, "Queens
cost nothing." We can't take it from that point of view.
Queens, to us in early spring, are the most expen.sive part
of a colony, and we want each queen, in everj' one of our
colonies in early spring, to have all the room she needs. If
we have 80 colonies in one apiary, we want each one of
those 80 queens to have the very best chance possible to display its powers, and we consider that the cost of the hive,
which has to be replaced only about once in 30 years, is the
smallest item of expense. The interest on the money-cost
of a large hive, as compared with that of a small hive, is
not to exceed 10 cents per year. This represents a necessary
production of only about one or two pounds of honev more
each year and when we consider that a large hive may be
made as small, by a division-board, as the smallest hives in
the land, and can still, at a moment's notice, accommodate
the very best colony in the country, with increast facilities
for manipulation, we can but shrug our .shoulders at the
idea of any return to small hives, even if we desired to return to comb-honey production. Does this answer Mr.
:

;

Brown's question

Now, Mr.

?

I sometimes think that it looks as if
grind on large hives, but we have no patent, never did have, and don't care no, not a copper cent
whether any one tries our methods or not. We know that
it takes more of a bee-keeper to manage the large hives than
the small ones. and.therefore have no hesitancy in referring
bee-keepers to the warning I gave some weeks ago, on trying new things, tho ours is not a new thing, neither is it
our own idea, but only a putting in practice of the ideas
advanced bj- masters in the art long before us.
And as to the pride we might take in creating a larger
following among the bee-keepers of the land, we are past
that, too, for we have pupils and followers of whom we can
well be proud, all over Europe and America, northern and
southern.
Hancock Co., 111.
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from all other colonies by other methods, therefore, in presenting my method and hive before the readers of the American Bee Jounuil I shall do so honestly and truthfully. My
object, then, will be to place before the bee-keepers of the
world a system of producing comb honey which, in my judgment, will in time become the general riiethod for the production of section comb honey.
But before doing so, permit me to insist that all who can
will please re-read Mr. C. P. Dadant's wise letter of advice
on page 675

(1898).

It is

chock-full of wisdom,

and the

re-

many

years of a practical life in apiculture. Then
let us all revere Mr. Dadant for his words of advice, which"
will prove to be drops of gold to many bee-keepers if heeded.
In 1895-96 I was experimenting with the two-queen
sult of

.system, and
or field-bees

by this method a tremendous force of workers
were reared and ready for storing nectar when
the flow came, but being a close observer I soon discovered
that such an army of workers could not freely enter the
hive, having to crowd their way throug^h in order to deposit
their loads of nectar and pollen, and altho the entrances
were enlarged it did not seem to lessen the difficulty. It was
then that I began to theorize upon the great improvements
of Father Langstroth and others, and the thought suggested
itself to my mind that men of long experience have from
time to time been writing of different methods of the production of comb honey, and thus much valuable knowledge
is gained by those who read the bee-papers and practice the
valuable suggestions therein taught
however, there are
thousands perhaps who yet claim, boastingly, that they
know more than the bee-papers teach, and still persist in
thiunping^ the old tin pan and ringing the old preserved cow
bells of a hundred years ago.
Thus, after due consideration, I conceived and put in
practice two hives having side passage-ways fom the bottom
of the brood-chamber to the supers, having the out.side made
of glass, and as I was using the house-apiary my hives were
rather crude.. However, they answered the purpose, and the
next day after the change was made, after spending an hour
looking- throug-h the glass watching the thousands of little
workers marching up the side entrances to deposit their
loads of nectar, I noticed the entrance comparatively free
and easy of access. I called to my good wife and assistant
to come and behold a new and great discovery, that in time
would supersede all other methods for the producing of comb
honey, providing swarming could be controlled so as to keep
the great army of workers in an unbroken compact.
Then the thought suggested was. Why not hive the
swarm in what we termed " a double super," containing 48
sections ?
This was adopted, and success was the result.
This method I have manipulated ever since, and have no
desire for anything better, believing it the most simple and
profitable method for the production of comb honey that I
Morgan Co., Ohio.
am acquainted with,
;

[To be cunlinued.]

Method of Producing-

Comb Honey
BY

Jan.

Described.

GOLDEN.

HAVE been requested by the Editor of the American
Journal to contribute a series of articles relative to
I Bee
my method of producingcomb honey, forthe benefit of its
readers, with discriptions of the manipulations of my combination comb-honey hive, the idea of which I donated to
the bee-fraternity of the world free and unstained from
patent, altho letter after letter has been received asking why
I don't secure a patent on my hive, and make myself independently rich. My answer lias invariably been, " No, no."
For the reason that patented articles deprive thousands of
poor bee-keepers from competing with their more wealthy
competitors, providing the implement or method patented
has superior advantages over t-he former. Realizing- this
fact in my own circumstances in life, I could do no better
deed for my brother and sister bee-keepers than I have done
in presenting the Golden method as previously stated, believing it to be far more profitable.
What I wish to say in regard to the Golden hive and
method in this series of articles will be founded on practical
experience, and not on theoretical knowledge.

As hundreds
suit since

of

new

apiarists have

my method was

engaged in our purand are reading
are working the
realizing more

publisht in 1896,
and hearing reports from bee-keepers who
Golden method with grand success, even
than double the amount of surplus honey

per colony than

UNITED STATES

BEE^-KEEPERS' UNION.

Report of the 29tli Annual Convention, held at Omaha, Nebraska,
Sept. 13-15, 1898.

DR.

.\.

B.

MASON,

Secretary.

SECOND DAY— Evening
[Continued from page
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BETWEEN BEES AND

Prof. Hunter, of Kan.sas,

-VI.FAI.FA.

was then introduced

to the
convention, and in acknowledging the introduction he
stated that he had been conducting- some experiments within
the past year upon the matter of the relations between the
bee and alfalfa.
Dr. Miller Won't you give us in a few words the result
of your investigations concerning alfalfa ?
Prof. Hiniter I was very much interested in what I saw
in one of the Omaha papers of yesterday concerning some
di.scussion that had been had before this convention regard-

—

—
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I observed that there was a
iug- sweet clover and alfalfa.
difference of opinion among you, but the reporter for the
paper did not g"ive any definite information as to what the
sense of the association was. I have been working- along
this line somewhat, but there are men here who would natvirally be better informed than I am as to the relative value
of the two plants. The experiments that we have gone
through with during the past year have shown that the
value of alfalfa depends upon conditions that in different
circumstances there is a difference of results. Irrig^ated
alfalfa does not give us the honey results that we getfrom
alfalfa which has had a moderate degree of moisture from
natural sources and where it is on dry ground, entireh- free
from all humid influences, we get little or no nectar." I do
not know whether that answers the question or not but
those are the three points that we have been working upon.

—

;

;

—

Dr. Mason Are you sure you haven't made a mistake
about that matter of irrigation and moisture in the air. and

upon the honey-yield ?
Prof. Hunter I am giving you the results of the experiments that have been conducted thus far.
Dr. Mason Science sometimes makes great mistakes.
Prof. Hunter I am always willing to grant that. One
season's experiments would not allow me to give what might
be called conclusive results. The theory that we have ndw
is that irrigation simply aft'ects the root of the plant, and its
growth, while humiditv of the atmosphere would more affect
the blossoms. There is a certain percent of moisture taken
from the atmosphere by the plant that would not be taken
by the roots that is, there are certain chemical changes
that take place in tlie plant and in the flower, that we are
not able to perfectly understand, but the theory is that the
different conditions are produced by the different effects
its effect

—

—

—

;

from ii-rigation and from rainfall. Irrig-ation does not give
the humidity of the atmosphere that rainfall does.
Mr. Danzenbaker Which is better ?
Prof. Hunter Rainfall gives better results.
Mr. Whitcomb You were speaking in regard to alfalfa
as compared with white clover.
Prof. Hunter "VVe have not much white clover where
the alfalfa grows, so for the comparative results we shall
have to depend largely upon the experience of the men who
have dealt with both. The bee-keepers of western Kansas
say it is equal some go further and say it is better— but
the conservative ones say it is equal to white clover in its
honey. It would be very interesting to me to hear a little
discussion among the members present upon that point.
Dr. Mason— I have often thought of what Mr. Root once
had to say in Gleanings. Prof. Cook had made an analysis
of Alsike clover, and found that it did not contain nearly
the nutriment that other grasses do, and Mr. Root's idea
was that he would give a great deal more for the opinion of
of the horses and cows on its food value than for the opinion of science. It may, or it may not, be true that wliat the
Professor has said will work out all right in practice. If I
understand him rightly, his theory is that alfalfa does not
yield honey in a country where it is simply irrigated, and
where there is no moisture in the atmosphere.
Prof. Hunter— I am trying to give you comparative results, or a statement of the circumstances where it would
give you the best results.

—
—
—

—

—

Mr. Rauchfuss— I lived in the old country, in Germany,
in a very moist section, where it rains nearlv three times a
week, and I never knew that alfalfa was a hoiiev-plant while
I was there— I never .saw a bee on it, nor regarded it in the
light of a honey-plant. When I came to Colorado I was surprised to see what quantities of honey the bees will sometimes gather from alfalfa, and I have tried to find out under
what conditions the bees will do the best on alfalfa. For
this purpose I have had two hives on scales. I have noted
down the temperature, the maximum and minimum temperature each day, and also the general conditions of the
weather, and I have found that in most cases a day that is
fairly calm, with little wind, and comfortably warm,' from SO
to 100 deg.— Would be the best for the bees to gather honey
from alfalfa. And in regard to alfalfa that isirrigated and
alfalfa that is not irrigated, the latter the bees will visit, but
they do not seem to get much from it. This year we have
had about 20 acres of alfalfa within 500 yards' of our bees.
It was not irrigated on account of having
too much other
work, and the bees went right over that patch and visited
some that was irrigated three miles off. We have had our
bees go as far as four miles away into alfalfa fields that are
good bloom. Occasionally, of course, they will visit
alfalfa that is not irrigated, but they do not do very much
good on it. In regard to the maxim'um vield— 16 pounds a
day— that is, for a single day in the best of the season, has

m

been the most that
year we had two
pounds in 10 days.
good colony. The

we have

ever had from one colony. Last
colonies on scales, and one gained 101
That was a fairly good yield. It was a
other colony that we ha'd on the scales
was not in nearly so good condition, but it discounted the
other after all. for it stored 220 pounds of extracted honey
in the season, while the one that made the 10 days' record
produced only ISO pounds for the season. This last colony
we have had on the scales for seven years, and during thos'e
seven years it has never had at any time in the season more
than five frames of brood. It was" in a 10-frame hive, and
averaged about 200 pounds of honey a, year. It was originally an Italian colony, but has been hybridized.
Dr. Miller— I would not give a blue button for the investigations of the scientist if they are not borne out by
practical experience.
But let us be very careful about underestimating the work of the scientist. We may find that
there will be appearances of contradiction when 'there is no
contradiction in fact. I very much doubt whether there is
any real conflict here. The Professor tells us that the raincloud is worth more than the irrigating ditch, while on the
other hand Mr. Rauchfuss tells us that the alfalfa that was
irrigated was worth very much more than that which was
not irrigated. There is not necessarily any contradiction
here.
The point is, the alfalfa in the one case was irrigated did that in the other case have plenty of rainfall ?
'

:

— No,
— Where there lias been

Mr. Rauchfuss
Prof. Hunter

sir.

too

much

rainfall,

you have another condition in which j-ou get no yield. This
year my work has been in 15 countie"s, but I would not like
to have you understand that there is anything conclusive in
the result of the experiments, because
one season's work can be conclusive.

do not consider that
are beginning to
endeavoring to make every man
I

We

work in earnest, and I am
who owns a colony of bees in the State of Kansas a co-operator in the work, whose testimony will be worth as much as
mine.
Mr. Stilson

—

This g-oes along in the same lines upon
which we have been experimenting in this State a little.
To-morrow, when you are on the Expo.sition grounds, we
will show 3'ou some results along these same lines of which
the Profes,sor speaks. You can g-et some profit by discus.sing the question out there.
Dr. Miller— Why is it that in Germany the alfalfa 3'ields
no honey, while it yields honej- out here, and within 10
miles of my place in Illinois it doesn't yield a drop ?
Mr. Westcott I have eight acres of alfalfa at my place
that grew a length of nine feet this year. I let that 'alfalfa
stand until it was in blossom, and in fact it was too ripe before I cut it. I never saw bees on it but one time, and then
pnly a few. I visited it quite often. In the middle of the
summer, before I cut it. I tried it again, but when I lookt at
it then there were no more bees upon it than there were in
the spring. It is in blossom to-day, but I have received no

—

honey from that

alfalfa

j'et.

The convention then adjourned

to hold

an informal sesand Interna-

sion on the grounds of the Trans-Mississippi
tional Exposition, the next forenoon, at 9:30.

The following are the papers by Dr. Brown and Wm.
McEvoy, previously referred to the first is by Dr. Brown
;

:

Needs of Bee-Culture

in

the South.

This subject embraces so much and presents so many
topics for discussion that I am at a loss to know what to
select for this short paper.
You will find the needs in the
South of the same character as the needs that are required
for the successful and profitable culture of the honey-bee in
all other sections of our country.
The first great need is an abundance of honey-producing flora second, bees to gather it third, sufficient knowledge on the part of the bee-keeper to enable him to know
when and honi to manipulate the bees in order to secure the
most profit from their industry and fourth, a market for
the. sale of the product when gathered. I think these are the
great needs for profitable apiculture in any country.
In the South we have a g-reater variety of melliferous
plants than there is in the North. The" honey season is
more extended, while the flow seldom comes in, "as it were,
in a rush.
From the middle of June until the first of September bees seldom gather more than a support, except possibly along the coast of Florida, where the black mangrove
grows. There is need of a forag-e plant capable of standing
drouth and heat, and at the same time secreting hone)', to
come in and fill up this void between the close of the spring
harvest and the fall honey-flow, which comes about the first
;

;

;
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of September. For nearly 30 years I have been trying- and
experimenting-, to find such a plant, but thus far I have
failed to do so. and do not believe any such plant can be
found.
The South needs to have more attention paid to the preservation of her native fore.st honey-producing trees for instance, the poplar, which is one of the best. More attention
should be paid to the culture and propagation of honey-producing plants, particularly to those having other uses than
the mere secretion of honey. Crimson, Alsike and white
clover do well on most soils, but best on alluvial soil. The
two latter clovers did well and secreted nectar abundantly
;

Jan.

The young bee destroyed
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turns yel-

becomes a brown, ropy matter,
(in bad cases) will be sunken a

capping, with a small hole in .some of them.
the foul matter dries down it .settles on the lower side
and bottom of the cells, and sticks there like glue, and will
remain there as long as the comb lasts. And when the bees
are gathering honey they store it in the cells where the foulbroody matter dried down, just the same as they do in .sound
cells, and often seal them
then, as .soon as the larva? is fed
any of the honey that has been stored in the diseased cells,
it will die of foul brood
and when larva? is fed in cells
where foul matter dried down, it will also die of the disease.
No foul-broody colony in the world was ever cured, or
ever can be cured, by the use of any drug. To cure an apiary of foul brood, every comb must be removed out of every
diseased colony, and the bees thoroughly cleansed of the
honey which they will take out of the old combs when they
are being removed. In the honey season, when the bees are
g-athering honey freely, remove all the combs out of the disea.sed colonies in the evening, and shake the bees back into
their own hives then give them frames with foundation
The bees
starters, and let them build comb for four days.
will make the starters into combs during the four days, and
store the diseased honey in them which they took with them
from the old combs.
Then in the evening of the fourth day remove the new
combs and give the bees full sheets of foundation to work
out, and then the cure will be complete.
By this method of treatment all diseased honey is removed from the bees before the full sheets are workt out.
All the old. foul-broody combs, and these made out of
the starters during the four daj-s, must be made into wax or
burned.
The curing- can be continued after the honey season
closes, and the bees be cleansed of the diseased hone)- by
feeding them .sug-ar syrup in the evenings during- the four
days thev are on the comb foundation starters, and when
the little combs are removed, the fourth evening, and the
full sheets of foundation given, the bees should be fed plenty
of stores to winter them. Where the colonies are weak in
bees, put two, three or more of the-m in one, so as to make
good, strong colonies to start the curing with, and end the
season with good, strong colonies, which are the only profitable ones to keep.
In all the thousands of diseased colonies that I have
little

in the

When

;

;

;

Dr. J. P. H. nrowv.

Augusta, Ga., the past season. We need
attention paid to fruit-culture, for with it we get more
.sweets.
We need to build up and preserve the honey-flora.
Knowledge of what to do, when to do, and how to do, is
greatly needed. The person who invests money in bee-fixtures, and not in books of instruction, has just thrown his
money away, for bee-keeping will only be a delusion to him.
" Knowledge is power."' and the mass of Southern bee-keepin the latitude of

i-nore

ers need

it.

With most honey-producers a better market is needed.
Many look off to some big market, accompanied with big
railroad freight and commissions, and lo.se sight of developing- and building tip the home market.
By a liberal scattering of tracts explaining the properties and uses of honey,
and offering it in small packag-es neatly and cleanly put up,
a trade can be establisht in places where now only a few
pounds are sold.
While the Lord helps all, the Southern bee-keepers need
to put their shoulders to the wheel and work out their own
salvation bv pluck, knowledge and untiring energv.
J.

P. H.

Brown.

The following is the paper written by Mr. Wm. McEvoy,
Foul Brood Inspector for the Province of Ontario, Canada

:

Foul Brood Its Cause and t:ure.
Foul brood will be almost a thing of the past when
every bee-keeper keeps dead brood out of every colony of
bees.
The very filthy habit that so man)' have fallen into,
of putting comb with dead brood in, into colonies for the
bees to clean out, is a bad one, and one of the very best
ways of spreading foul brood. Many a l)ee-keeper findingtwo or three of his colonies dead, and not knowing that they
died of foul brood, has divided the combs among his best
colonies, to get the bees to clean out the decayed brood he
found in them, and instead of getting the combs cleaned
out, spread the disease through his apiary at a rapid rate. I
have always claimed, and do vet, that where brood-rearing
is contitiued for a length of time in weak colonies, among
a quantity of decaying brood, that it will .sooner or later end
in foul brood.
If we want our colonies to keep in a healthy
condition, and do well, we must keep dead brood out of them.

Wm. McEvoy.
gotten cured of foul brood, I never had one empty hive
boiled, scalded or disinfected in any way and I know for a
fact that the empty hives cannot give any colony the dis;

ease.

Wm. McEvov.

*

<

Doctor's Advice Frbk.

»

— American

Bee Journal sub-

scribers (and especially the women of the households) are
entitled to free medical advice on enclosure of a stamp to
Dr. F. L. Peiro. Central Music Hall, Chicago, III.

Jan.
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will hear, " p-e-e-e-p, p-e-e-p, pe-ep, peep, peep." and immediately after it you are likely to hear one or more of the
young queens that are yet in their cells replying in a
coarser tone, "quawk, quawk, quawk," the quawkingqueens seeming to be more in a hurry than the one that
pipes. I don't believe you'll have much trouble to tell it

CONDUCTED BY

UK.
(Questions

may

C. O.

AlILLBR,

^larensgft.

when you hear
III.

2.

be mailed lo the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

it.

use sing-le-walled hives and winter them in the

I

cellar.
3. Yes. if you cut out all queen-cells
but' if you miss a
single one it will not work. Neither is there any tise of putting the dead queen on the alighting--board. The bees will
usually come back without that, altho sometimes they may
g-o into some other hive whether the queen is dead or alive.
if you kill the queen, or take her away, do it when the
prime swarm issues. If you leave her till the young queen
pipes, the bees may annoy by swarming out several times
before the young queen issues from her cell. By the time
the young queen pipes, the old queen is likely to be put out
of the way without any attention from you.
;

Introducing Queens.
Critic Taylor, in the Bee-Keepers' Review, calls attention to the fact (for which I thank him) that on pafje 727
(1898). in telling- a sure way to introdnce a queen. I did nc.t
mention that the queen should be put in. Come to think of
by no means
it. it would be a good plan to put her in, but
"not till a handful of bees apat the time he suggests
pear." There would be nothing to gain and a good deal to
Put her in just as soon as you put
lose by waiting so long-.
C. C. Mili.EK.
ill the" frames of brood.

—

#-*-

•

Staple-Spaced Frames
vs.

The Granulation of Honey.
a woman who sells strained honey here, and
says it is pure, and of her own extracting, yet it candies
quickh-. Also a merchant here who has a lot of honey in
pails labeled as pure, yet it is as solid as so much soft
maple sugar. The directions say, " Put the pail in warm
water and it will dissolve :" also that " all honeys will
candy." Now is this true? Is it old or new honey? Or

There

will

is

new honey candy ?
AxswKK.- The exceptions

New

are

.so

few that

Yokk.
it

may

be

all pure honey granulates sooner or later, there
being no exceptions that I ever knew in Northern honey.
If you see a package of honey that has stood through the
winter without granulating-, you may be almost sure there's
glucose in it. Cold weather hastens granulation, yet extracted honey generally granulates before freezing weather
and sometimes before it is taken from the hive. If you get
any extracted honey at this time of the year, you may feel
pretty sure it will granulate soon after j-ou get it, if not al-

said that

Chaff Hives

Hybrids-T Supers

vs.

Pure Italian Bees

Pattern-Slats.

Do you consider

staple-spaced frames all right to
In this locality reg-ular HofFmans are very badly
stuck together.
2. Would you advise me to use chaff hives where there
»
1.

handle

is

no

?

cellar to winter in

Would

?

be best to buy pure-bred Italian queens, or
breed from good hybrids ? Each of two colonies of hybrids
g-ave me over SO pounds of nice comb honey from the fall
3.

it

flow of heart's-eas6.
4. I am well pleased with T tins over pattern-slats. The
bees enter more quickly, work better, and seal the outside
sections almost as soon as the centers. I have destroyed
all old pattern-slat supers.
Ii,linois.

—

Answers. 1. You will very likely like the staplespaced frames mucii better than the Hotfmans, and perhaps
you might like the right kind of wire nails still better than
staples.

In

your locality

(central Illinois) it is doubtful
advisable to use chaff hives. If you winter
outdoors you can use single-walled hives with some protec2.

whether

it

is

tion.

Qiueens

Piping

Board Cover Over Bees
Prevention of Swarming.

in

Winter

1. Will you please describe, as nearly as you can, the
sound of a queen piping? I'do not know a thing about it.
and I would like to know what it is like so I will be sure of
what I am doing when the time comes.
2. On page 694 (1898). in the answer to the fourth question, from Michigan, I understand that you have used for
some time a board cover instead of a quilt over the bees.
Do you mean this for double-walled hives on the summer
stands, with packing on top of the board cover? If so, how
can the moisture g-o up through the board, as much of it
ought to?
3. If I have the queen's wing- dipt when she swarms, if
I kill her and put her on the alighting-board, and the bees
go in ag-ain, and when I hear the young queen piping, if I
cut out all queen-cells will it be a sure plan to keep them
from swarming- ?
B.\ldwin.

Answers.— 1.
down and try to

That's' a very, hard thing to do. Sit
write a description of the crowing of a

rooster so that one who has never heard it will know exactly what it .sounds like.
But altho it's so hard for me tw
tell you what the piping of a queen sounds like, it isn't so
hard for you to tell it when you hear it. The sound a queen
makes when piping is a good deal like the repetition of the
word "peep" or "teet." It's a rather shrill sound, uttered
several times in succession, the first time long drawn out,
then shorter and shorter, then the queen will be silent for a
time considerably longer than »he occupied in piping, when
the piping will be repeated, perhaps in a different part of
the hive, for when a queen is piping- she generally is on the
move pretty lively, only when she is piping she remains
perfectly still. If a strong colony has sent forth a prime
swarm, and nothing has been done to prevent the is.sue of a
second swarm, you may hear piping a week after or later.
Go to the hive in the evening- after the bees have stopt flying and all is still. Put your ear against the side of the
hive and listen patiently. Perhaps within two minutes you

3.
Better breed from the pure stock.
Suppose you
reared a number of queens last summer from a pure Italian
queen, and you found that these young queens had
all met black drones, and that every colony of these hybrid
bees stored 50 pounds of heart's-ease, while the pure stock
did not do so well it might seem to you that because the
hybrids did the better work it would be better to breed from
them. But if you did so you would probably find that the
next generation of hybrids would fall behind the pure Italians.
You'll probably g^et all the hybrids you want when
trying to breed pure Italians, and you'll find those hybrids
better than those that are reared from hybrids.
4. I am with you in preferring the T supers, but are
you not giving them just a little too much credit ? It hardly
seems to me that there would be a very noticeable difference
as to bees entering .supers, and I can't see any reason why
they should finish the outside sections in the T supers better than in the others.
;

Taking Bees from Between House-Partitions.

My

Long

Island has a colony of bees that has
her house, between partitions,
for several years. Once she took off the boards and cut out
a large quantity of honey. She has become greatly interested in bees and bee-culture, and would like to hive these

made

friend in

its

home

in the side of

bees, if possible,

—

and wants

to

know when and how

to do
HOLLIS.

it.

Answer. Much depends on the "lay of the land," each
case being a case by itself. However, having once cut out
honey, it ought not to be a very hard matter to g-o just a
step farther, cutting out the combs, and removing combs,
bees, brood and all. Perhaps the best tii-ne to do this will
be when fruit-trees are in bloom. Then put combs in
frames after the manner described in your text-book as
transferring. Some one who has had a little experience in
handling bees ought to undertake the job, and he will know
how to get the bees out of the way when transferring- the
coinbs.
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a coal-black honey-de\v. We have had a grocer reject a
wholeca.se, and refuse to buy at all, just because he happened to pull out a section of honey that was a trifle off
That beecolor, when all the rest of the case was fine.

keeper should learn not to mix his g-i'ades of honey, but
keep them in separate cases, and mark them according^ly.
But what a pleasure it is to get in a lot of honey from a
bee-keeper who knows how to assort and put up his comb
honey for market. We have had at least two such lots this
winter— one from Iowa and the other from Wisconsin. If
we continue to sell honey to Chicag-o grocers, year after
year, we will likely select the bee-keepers whose honey we
desire to purchase.
We may say further, that we think less than ever of the
commission method of handling honey. The buying'-andselling-outright method is the proper one, if the bee-keeper
sends exactly the grade of honey he agrees to. If he niisrepresents, he should have his honey shipt back to him, and
be compelled to pay the freight charges both ways.

Low

Prices for Honey, according to M. W. Shepherd
American Bee-Keeper, are due to the fact that the
laboring classes, the chief consumers of honey, get such
in the

low prices for labor that they cannot afford to buj' honey.
is to reduce the price of honey to compete witli
the cheaper sweets, and have supply dealers lower their
prices.
The editor says every one is at liberty to make his
own supplies, and if any one thinks supply dealers make
too heavy charges let him emphatically and forever disabuse his mind of that error by making his' own supplies for
one sea.son. He concludes, "If the existence of our industry can be sustained only through a reduction in the price
of supplies of the present standard of excellence, its days

Mr. DooliTTle .and Dr. Miij.ek are both referred to
editorially in Gleanings for Dec. IS. The editor of that
paper has visited these two leaders in American apiculture,
and says that one (Doolittle) uses a meat-block on which to
place his typewriting machine when using it, and the
other (Dr. Miller) an ordinary high stool. Editor Root
seems to have expected mahogany desks and upholstered
chairs.
Oh, no busy, hard-working men like Doolittle and
Miller have no use for " soft," showy and expensive lux;

Only big bee-supply manufacturers can have such

uries.

We

"'^

..

Editor Hutchinson, in the December number of his
paper, says, " Success comes only with hard study, courage,
thoroughness, and genuine enthusiasm." He ought to
know, for we believe he pos.sesses all of these characteristics, and, from his own words, has arrived at the coveted
goal. It means a good deal to succeed now-a-days, especially when handicapt as .some have been that we might
name. But the race in life is not always to the swift or
dashing it is more often won by the patient plodder. We
feel that it will not be ours to know whether we have won
success — or successfully won at least not for awhile yet.
In the meantime we are content to plod on, ever striving
;

:

simply to make a good, full-measure bee-paper.

The remedy

are numbered."

Eees n Switzerland. -In an excliange we learn that
Consul General DuBois says bee-culture has increast in
Switzerland during the past 20 3'ears 100 percent that there
are now 275,000 colonies in that country. The canton of
Lucerne has 187 colonies to every 1,000 of the population,
which is the highest average in Switzerland. This means
;

a colony of bees for everj' family, or for every five or six
persons in the canton of Lucerne. With its invigorating
mountain air and delicious honey everywhere, Switzerland
ought to be a healthy country.

*

'^
..

Hon. Eugene Secor, General Manag-er of the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union, has been sick, hence the delay
On acin mailing his annual report and voting-blanks.
count of his sickness, he has wisely taken the responsibility
of changing the date of closing the polls from Jan. 1 to
Jan. 15. We are glad to know that our General Manager is
recovering from his illness, and trust he is quite- himself

again now.

Mr. W. B. B'lume, of Cook Co,, 111., called a few days
ago, and handed us $1.00 for the Langstroth Monument

Fund when renewing

his sub.scription for 1899.

Good way

Let others do likewise. Mr. Blurne had his best
crop the past season 3,300 pounds of comb honey from 80
colonies, spring count, and closing the season with 97 colonies, which he is now wintering-.
to do.

—

Mr. J. F. McInTvre, of Ventura Co., Calif., wrote us as
follows
" California bee-keepers are a
set just now.
blue
They have just past through the dr3'est year since 1877, and
are now threatened with anf)ther, and bees are not in condition to stand another dry year. Guess we will have to migrate if it doesn't rain this winter. How is Cuba ?"
'

one of the most
will find Mr.
Mills' advertisement in "the Bee Journal during this month.
Be sure to send to him for his catalog, and say j'ou saw his
name and address in the American Bee Journal. Then
afterward buy some seeds of him.
F. B. Mills, of

Rose

beautiful 68-page catalogs

Mr. a. L Root was 59 years old Dec.

many happy,

prosperous years be

9,

1898.

May

yet

his.

The National Fanciers" Association and

Illimiis

State Poultry Association will hold their annual Poultry
Show from Jan. 9 to 14, 1898, in Chicago. It promises to be
a grand affair and a great " cackling week " for this city.
Everybody interested in poultry oug-ht to attend this show.

—

Mr.

—

J. E.

Crank — a famous Vermont comb honey

pro-

visited the A. I. Root Company last month.
He has
about 500 colonies of bees, and produces as fine honey as we
ever saw. We had the pleasure of examining about a carload of his honey, and it was simply superb. But what surprises us is that he doesn't read the American Bee Journal.
At least we can't find his name on our list. Just think what
honey he might produce if he should take the Bee Journal
diicer

I

I

course, all apiarian editors might enjoy them if they
could afford to have them, but we know of only two, perhaps, that either possess such elegant things, or might if
they wisht. They are Root and Leahy. And we are not a
like to see other people enjoy themselves
bit jealous.
when thev can afford it.
*

Of

Hill, N, Y., has
we h^ive seen.

You

The Cyphers Incubator Co., of Wayland, N. Y., have
a wonderfully fine catalog and guide to poultry-culture that
they mail for 10 cents. Our readers will make no mistake
if they send 10 cents for that catalog, and at the same time
mention having seen the Cyphers Company's advertisement
in the Bee Journal.
Mk. E. E. Hasty, of Lucas Co., O.. we learn, has terminated his long series of "A Condenst View of Current BeeWritings " for the Bee-Keepers' Review. Mr. Hasty did
We presume the new " Define work in that department.
partment of Criticism" takes the place of the former by
Mr. Hasty.
•X-

-^

E. J. CronklETOn, of Harrison Co., Iowa, wrote us
" I have taken the American Bee Journal since
October, 1884, and by its help and my own ability I have
.sold thousands of dollars worth of honey at a nice profit.
No one should think of keeping bees without it."

Mr.

Nov. 11

:

—
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some out of the crock into the colander, and put
some new ones into the crock. If none are dry enough I
dry them in the sun or stove-oven. When I want to fire my
smoker I take a rag. perhaps a piece of an old shirt or dress,
the size of my hand (I don't mean the dress but the rag is
the size of my hand), touch a lighted match to it, roll it into
a little ball, and drop it into the smoker. Then, without
waiting to see whether it will burn or not, I fill up the
smoker with chips, planer-shavings, or what-not, with no
fear but there will be a good fire with very little puffing.

der, put

Bad Year I the worst for 50 years Most French beekeepers haven't enough honey to winter their bees, says
Le Rticher Beige.
!

—

An

Australian t1oney=Yield. \V. J. reports in Australian Bee-Bulletin that from 80 colonies he got 11 tons of
honey and increast to 115 ;1275 pounds per colony and 43 percent increase is not so bad.

—

Utah Yield. E. S. Lovesy reports in Gleanings the
highest he has heard of in Utah" the past season, as nearly
That
5!^ tons of honey from 31 colonies, increast to |82.
average 350 pounds per colony in an off year is not bad.

—

Are Drones from a Drone-Layer Virile? Australian
Yankee, in Australian Bee-Bulletin, thinks he has proved
that they are. He had blacks, and there were no Italians
within 20 miles. He got some Italian brood and reared late
in the fall a queen that never produced a worker, but thousands of drones, worker-brood from other colonies being
constantly added. Many of his young black queens produced progeny with yellow bands, showing that they had
mated with the vellow drones from the drone-laver.

—

—

To Seal

Dr. C. C. Miller, in Gleanings.

—

Bottles. Take four parts rosin, four parts
Melt the wax, add the resins,
pitch, and one part beeswax.
and when the whole is liquid, dip the bottle in to the neck,
take out and turn it around, holding the bottle horizontally,
Revue Eclectique.
so all parts will be equally covered.

—

—

To Keep Honey Light in Wax-Extractor. D. W.
Heise (Canadian Bee Journal) is delighted at having learned
that when cappings are put in the wax-extractor he can
prevent the accompanying honey from becomings dark by
never allowing' the sun to strike the vessel -containing tlie
honey, and removing it just as soon as it has run down.
Plain Sections, says M. L,. .Mai^i in American BeeKeeper, are filled and completed more uniformly than
others, and the honey in the outside rows will be more
securely attacht to the wood, hence a larger number will
grade fancy. A picture of eight sections from his apiary
shows the combs not so verv well finisht out to the wood.

Uniting Colonies.— J. O. Grimsley, who conducts the
" Department of Bees and Honey " in the Ruralist, is
charmed with Doolittle's plan of uniting colonies. He
varied from it by not caging the queen, and thinks it not
necessary to cage her. To unite, he had two colonies with
four combs each. 8-frame hives. He took queen from hive
A, then put in A the combs, bees and all, from B. alternaing the frames. No hive being left on the stand of B. the
returning- bees heard the call and joined the united colony,
or else made their home wtih some near-bv colonv.

Way

Sliould Combs in the Hive Run?— G. M.
Which
Doolittle discusses the matter in Gleanings. In a state of
nature bees build their combs in all directions. In this
country most bee-keepers have the frames in the hive with
one end toward the entrance. This allows the hive to be
tipt forward so water can run out of the entrance. If frames
hung crosswise, the combs would not hang true in the
frames. There is better chance for ventilation in hot
weather if frames run toward the entrance. Bees returning
from the field can more readily get to anj' part of the brood-

chamber.

—

BuiIt=Out Combs vs. Foundation. Allen Sharp, in
British Bee Journal, says that in his experience he finds
that bees prefer fresh foundation in sections to unfinisht
combs of the previous season, or those that have been a
long time on the hive. Some 'in this country agree with
him, while others take the reverse view, saying that bees
object to partly-built combs only when they are in bad condition.

Best Ventilation for Hives in Hot Climates, says W.
in tileanings, is that secured by raising the
cover 'i inch at one end, the flat cover being- best. "If

W. Somerford

ventilated thus, hives with flat covers (even tho covers are
made of stuft' onlj' )4 inch thick) will be perfectly safe to sit
in any tropical sun, even when combs are full of honey in
the top story." Of course such ventilation would not work
well for comb honey.

Right Strain of Bees for Comb Honey, says J. B.
Hall in the Canadian Bee Journal, must be great gatherers,
not afraid to leave the brood-nest to store, filling the combs
to the top-bar with brood, building combs without the use
of brace-combs, filling tlie sections to the wood all around,
and not afraid to cap it when full. Such bees can be kept,
and are kept, but "it requires constant culling to keep out
undesirable stock."

—

Saltpeter Rags for Smoker Fuel
I take a two-gallon
crock (of course larger or smaller would do), and throw into
it a pound of saltpeter, then fill half full with water.
Into
this I put pieces of rotten wood or cotton rags.
The wood
must be allowed to soak for a day or so, but the rags may
be taken out at once, or they may be left a month. If you
use rotten wood for fuel, and wish to tell the .saltpeter wood
easily from the other, it's a good plan to throw a little red
aniline dye into the crock. An old milk-pan with holes in
the bottom, or an old colander, stands in the crock, and
some of the rags are put into that' to drain and dry. Next
time I come for saltpeter rags I take them out of the colan-

—

Cleaning Hives Annually. F. L. Thompson sa^-s in
the Prog^ressive Bee-Keeper that for some years he has been
inclined to think it time fooled awa}-, laboriously to scrape
all hives every spring but he has swung completely around
in his views since coming in charg-e of an apiary that had
been run on the let-alone plan. It was such a terrible job
to g-et all in good working order, that he will hereafter
scrape clean each spring every hive. That gives chance
for clipping queens and thoroughly inspecting everything
then in the swarming
at one opening early in the season
season he doesn't dread to open a hive on account of burcombs, franies glued down, etc., but everything- works
;

;

easily

and smoothly.

Doolittle's Box-Plan of Uniting a number of weak
colonies is given in the American Bee-Keeper. For two or
three small colonies make a box that will hold 12 quarts
for larger colonies, one that will hold at least 20 quarts.
One side must be of wire-cloth nailed on. The other side
should consist of wire-cloth nailed to a light frame, so it
can be easily removed. A funnel is put in a hole in the top
of the box. Blow a little smoke into the first hive, and
pound on the top with the fist, then treat in like manner the
others in succession. In five minutes from pounding the
Shake the
first hive, the bees will be filled with honey.
bees into the funnel, caging the queen when found.
cloth in the funnel when not in use keeps the bees in.
Bump the box down so as to shake the bees on the bottom,
remove the funnel and cover the hole. Mix the bees thoroughly by shaking and tumbling the box. Bump it down
again and drop into the hole a caged queen, having the
cage suspended by a wire hookt over the top of the outside
of box. Have candy enough in the cage so bees will liberate the queen in four to six hours. Put box in cellar or
other cool, dark place. Next morning if the bees were put
in box in the evening, or in the evening if the bees were
put in the box in the morning take off the movable side
and emptj- the bees like a swarm in front of tlieir destined
;

A

—

—

hive.

—
Jan.
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Cree. It is full of barsains.
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Ten treat Novelties
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Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

F. B.
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Best Size of Hive for Beginners.

WONDERFUL DOGS
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The Rural Californian
Tells all about Kces in California. The yield-^
and Price of Honey; the Pa>;tura{|re and NectarProducin}^ Plants: the Bee-Ranches and how
Ihev are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fuliy covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells you all about California
As-riculture and Horticulture. SI. 00 per year; o

months. 50 cents.

Sample

copies. 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
Los Angeles. Cal.
218 Xorth Main Street,
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1"

haU-]i

chiikeiis

—maJe merely

to sell.

The Von Culin Incubators
are sold on trial
siibjert to

\our appnu-

Simplest machine ma.le. A chilil can ntierate it." The hic^csl
and ^•poultry pointers" Iiook jmblished, sentfof 51-.
Plan-i for Brooders. Poultry Houses, etc.. sent on
receipt of aSo.

al.

ratftlopae

Voa Culin Incubator Co. S Adams

—

St.

J

•

egg that can be hatched. Send 6c. for new 148-page
Ulled with hen information and plans

catalocrue.

JDES MOINES INCUBATOR CO.

Ohio.

t

Dr. A. B.

Mason — A

10-fraine Laiig-s-

Delaware Cit*. DeU
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An

up-to-date Apiary consisting of 200
good colonies or over, with Fixtures complete.
Privilege to remove to some other
location if desired. Correspondence solicited.
Address,

THE GILA FARM CO.

51Ar,t
Cllft'. Grant Co., A" Af.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

t

78, l»es Moines. lo«o.
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troUi.

E. France— 1 and
hive for both.

2.

The Lanystroth

R. L. Taylor— 1. The 8-frarae
troth hive. ' 2. Ditto.

SEE THAT WINK!
Bee=Supplies. Roofs Goods
at Root's Prices.

Langs-

Prof. A. J. Cook— 1 and 2. Lang-stroth for either or both.
Emerson T. Abbott— 1 and 2. An 8frame " St. Joe," of cour.se.
\V. G. Larrabee— 1 and 2. 10-frame
Lang'stroth in both instances.
Dr. J. P. H. Brown— A 9 or 10 frame
hive, with a frame the size of the
Lang-stroth.

Poudek's Honey-Jars and
everything" used by beekeepers. Prompt servicelow fretg-ht rate. Catalog-

Walter

free.

512

UJ"'Po\)D£R'6fi/'

S. Pouder,
Mass. Ave..

Indi.vnapolis. Indiana.

Sweet Clover!
And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

We

P. H. Elwood— 1. Not over 2,000
cubic inches. 2. For extracting, one
quite a little larger can be used.

have made arraiii^ements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by f reij^hl
or e.xpress, at the following' price^i, cash with

G. M. Doolittle— 1 and 2. The Langstroth frame is as good as any, and for

Sweet Clover
Alsike Clover

a beginner 10 frames to the hive will

be no mistake.
Jas. A. Stone 1 and 2. I have no
other than the 10-franie "Improved
Langstroth-Simplicity," because I like
it best for all purposes.
Eugene Secor 1 and 2. Localities

—

—

may

For my

and method of wintering, an 8-frame Langstroth
seems to be as good as any.
Chas. Dadant & Son— 1 and 2. We
differ.

the order:

WhiteClover
AlfaUa Clover
Crimson Clover
wanted by

lOlts

Sl.OO
1.25
1.40
l.tX)

.TO

25ft
soft
S2.23.S4.O0
5.75
5.00
4.00
3.50

3.00
3.00
2.25
2.00

if

frei.Lrht.

Your orders

are solicited.

GEORGE

W.

YORK & CO,

118 Michisran street,

CHICAGO. ILL.

-

locality

Read what

Hei.se— 1 and 2. A Dadantyou should remain a begin-

—

C. H. Dibbern— 1 and 2. One naturally loves his own child the best, and I
think there is no hive equal for either

or extracted honey to the '• Dibbern." However, I believe a beginner
will succeed as well with the Lang.stroth as any other.
R. C. Aikin 1 and 2. As circumstances may cause a change from one
to the other, or a mixt production, your
hive mttst suit either. I want a shallow
frame, and to use from one to any
number of sets as needed for results.

.1. 1.

Panent.uI

Charlton. N. Y.. says: " We
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter.
5U chaff hives with 7-in. caj).
10(1
honey racks, 500 broodframes, 2.(X>0 honey boxes, and
a Lfreat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc..
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all

if

ner only. Apart from that, 3'ou must
study your locality and be g'overned
accordingly as to size.
J. E. Pond— 1 and 2. Twenty-live
years' experience causes me to advise
the regidar Simplicity 10-frame hive.
I don't think a better one exists, and
fully believe that others by its use will
think as I do.
Mrs. L. Harrison 1 and 2. As far as
as my experience goes, a Langstroth
hive for both. Localities may differ.
I've had the best results with an ,8frame Langstroth. which can be used
two-story for extracted honey.

POWER MACHIRERY

BARNES' FOOT

use larger hives than common, but if
you take a standard, don't use anything smaller than a 10-frame Langs-

W.

Site

dOc
70c
80c
60c
55c

Prices subject lo market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartag-e,

vou sav it will." Catalog- and price-list free.
Address.
W. F. & John Barnes.
'yiS Rubv St.. Rockford. III.
SCtf

THE

A,

I,

ROOT GO'S

MODS

Wholesale.
Retail.

wanted for
use another season. Il will pay you to send ntfe
Cash
for
Beeswax.
list of [Tonds wanted.
M. H. HUNT. Rfll Branch. Mich.
Inc]udin}^»- their discounts lur >rouds

SBMT FREB
Our descriptive circular and

JTv

^v

price-list of

Bee^Hives, Italian Bees
Oueens, Sections, Comb Foundation. Uee-Veils.
Smokers, Honey-Knives, etc. SEND FOR ONE.

K. A.

Address.

SNELL,

Milledgeville, Carroll Co.. Ml.

lA13t

H OfV

comb

TO SELL OR LEASE FOR CASH.

I

of poultry himses.

best for a beyiuner to start with 1st. for comb
honey i>rocluction; 2nd. for extracted honey?

D.

Shehuvgan. Wis.

1

Query 87. — In the ligrht of your own experU
etice. what hive, or size of hive, do you consider

Ouinby,

A postal sent us with your name fur
a Catalog- will meet with the erealest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

,

i

troth.

New

tianipioii Gtiatf-fiive
with fence and plain sections, and
full line of

i

for this record is absolute uniformitv of
J
temperature in egg chamber. Correct instructions
{
for operatinc: has flre-proof lamp. Will hatch everj- t

f@ STAR¥

In IliePMl
to

—

'

make

it

LTK\ ItlM.NESS andhow

a coiiiplfte success is the theme of
OL'IDE. Tells all about poolhon- to build, coat, kc, arnJ how to

our

POULTRY

try

hc'use.-j,

breed, feed and market fowls.

Treats

h^jr; CYPHERS INCUBATOR
which

Is

delivered freight paid to every purchaser.

This machin..' rei|iiires absolutely no artifical moisture. Send 10
cents and i:--t tlie book. Circulars
'flE CYPHERS INCUB4T0R CO. Box .sn WAVLAND. N.Y

FREE.

Please mention Bee Jotirnal -when writing.

!
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Jan.

BY BUYING AND USING

SAVE MONEY AND FEED OUR
It
^^
1

tun- prit'cd.

1

ip.

ti(

n

JIade

I

Just the thinff
heat water for

Reliable stock Food Cookers gfodCtu^
muLh larger capacity.
to 100 gals.
We will he plad to <i\iote
'.iCt

prices on inquiry. i>o not buy until you pet our free descriptive circulars. Better write for them at once.

RELIABLE INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.

B2f

Box

Quincyi

Illinois.

surely queen-excluding' when extracting-.
Start with what you expect to
continue with. Think hard and long,
and get advice of skilled apiarists before starting.

FARMER'S

u.,.

FEED
COOKERS

Dr. C. C. Miller— 1 and 2. That depends. If you intend to give the bees
little attention, perhaps the Dadant or
Muinby hive. If you intend to give all
the intelligent care possible, the 8frame Langstroth or dovetail, using as
many stories as needed.

Eastern Bee-Keepers!
Hi\/e&, Sections, FoLinciation, Etc.,
readv to ship, and the prices will be found higbt. AVe also run two apiaries for honey and
If you expect to use anything in the Apiarian line the coming year, you will do
well to send for our Catalogue. We would be pleased to quote you SPK('IAIj PRICES on what you want,
ae this is ouroull season, and we can alTurd to sell for email protlts. Hives, Sections, etc.. are made in Wisconsin, where lumber is low, and the best can be had.
sell

in stock

BEES AND QUEENS.

Oar Special Price on
Write for

stating the quantity
to mail.

it.

now ready

I.

J.

Apiaries, Glen Cove, L.

Founilatloii, Hives and Sections will
you can use. UEALERS should write for uur

STRINGHAM, 105
I.

A. Green

J.

Seven years ago we sftrted an Apiarian Supply business in NEW VORIv CITY, as we saw an opening
That we made no mistake in this is shown bv the large demand tor Supplies and our constantly increasing trade. Our aim was to turn eh Supplies promptly. In many cases bee-keepers tlnd the freitrbt on
Supplies from the Western lactories is as mu.-h as the cost of the goods. In buying near home you not only
save freight, but get your goods much more promptly. We keep several carloads of
here.

always

make yon
1(9

Smile,

discount j'heet which

1899.

and always with a honey-board, and

$5.00

from the best of cast pray iron

tfl l.iiiier t" Imld ;:(»^'iils.
< k. pii;n or [umltrv ami

nil
.'z. ^-alv-.ni
.....kiiiL'if

5,

is

New York,

N. Y.
Park Place,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

— 1 and

Standard goods

2.

are best for a beginner, as a general
rule.
hive holding 8 L,angstroth
'frames would be about right for comb
honey. For extracted I would prefer
10.
The larger hive would be a better
all-purpose hive for a beginner.
S. T. Pettit— 1 and 2. ISli inches
from front to rear, 17js from side to
side, inside measure; and 9% inches
deep, with 12 frames. The advantages
are
Long entrances more ventilation wide hive, more super room the
section supers project front and rear.
1. Much depends.
J. M. Hambaugh

A

;

:

;

:

—

For comb honey, 10-frame Langstroth

Listen

Take

!

iiiu

Bee-SiiDDlies o!

Advice and

Your

Weiss

ftiioiisi

FINE FOUNDATION AND TONS OF

liiiij

IT.

WORKINQ

in
I defy competition
into Foundation for Cash or Trade a Specialty.
Foundation, nillions of Sections Polisht on both Sides.

Satisfaction Guar.'VNTEEd on a full line of Supplies. Send for a Cataand be your own judge.- Wax Wanted at 27 cents cash, or 28 cents in trade,
delivered to me.
log'ue

AUGUST WEISS,

HONEY * FOR

Hortonville, Wis.

»-

SALE.

Poppleton— 1. Let combO.
O.
hone}' producers answer this. 2. I can
do better with a long single-story hive,
with deep frames. For some reasons
a more standard double-story hive
would be best; but I couldn't conscientiously advise
self discarded.

something

I

have my-

Rev. M. Mahin — 1 and 2. The main
thing in a hive is ease and facility of
manipulation. As to size, something

—

—

upon the
much, in fact
honey-resources of the locality, and no
universal rule can be given. I would
make no diiference between a hive for

depends

comb honey and one
E. S. Lovesy— 1.

Best While Alfalfa Extracted,..

IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.
This fs the famous white extracted honey gathered in the
great Alfalfa regions of the Central West. It is a splendid
honey, and nearly everybody who cares to eat honey at all
can hardly get enough of the Alfalfa extracted.

Prices are as Follows:
A

above to be the same as the broodchamber, here in California. I prefer
the Dadant hive where wintering is a
problem.

Wax

IDtf

for brood-chamber, Miller supers for
surplus. 2. For extracting, the body

sample by mall, 8 cents In stamps, to pay for package and postage. By
freight One 60-pound can, 8 cents per pound; 2 cans, l^i cents per pound;
4 or more cans, 7X cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order.

—

for extracted.
I prefer the 10frame Langstroth, 28 sections to the
with double section-holders,
super,
which virtuallv protects the sections.
2. The 10-frame short Langstroth we
run three stories. It is easy to manipulate, and not so liable to break the
combs in extracting.

—

G. W. Demaree I would have but
one kind of hive (brood-chamber) for
producing comb and honey in the extracted form. In the Southern and
Middle States the standard Langstroth
—10-frame is as good as the best I
have tried. Further north, perhaps,
the 8-frame Langstroth suits a shorter

—

season.

Best Basswood Honey in Barrels.

^^m^^^^^^^^^m

©%E^|^£^
^^^^^^

We

have a quantity of finest basswood honey In barrels,
weighing 625 pounds net, which we are ready to ship f o. b.
Chicago, at 7j-a cents a pound.
Sample mailed for 8 cents.
If desiring to purchase, let us know, and we will write you the
exact number of pounds in the barrel or barrels, and hold same
till you can send the cash for it by return mail.
.

Our honey
produced

is

in this

ABSOLUTELY PURE BEES' HONEY,

the finest of the kinds

country.

tW We would suggest

that those bee-keepers

who

did not produce

any honey

for their home demand the past season, just order some of the above, and sell It.
And others, who want to earn some money, can get this honey and work up a demand for It aJmost anywhere.
Address,

CEORGE W. YORK

&.

CO., 119 itlicliisnn

fit.,

Cliicaj^o, III.

Plain Section and Fence Endopst.
This year we had our first experience
with plain sections and fence separators,
and were very much pleased with the reWith the open sections it usually ocsult.
curs that the inside sections of the super
were filled first, but with the plain it was
not so with us this year. In some cases
the outer sections were the only ones in the

Jan.

S,
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26c Gash Paid

for
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Beeswax.
We

are payinR 26 cents a
a good time to send in your Beeswax.
Now, if you want the money
upon its receipt.
PROMPTLT, send us your Beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price.
Address as follows, very plainly,

This

is

pound — CASH —

G-EORGE W. YORK

«fe

CO.,

11§ Blicliigan Street, ClIICACiO,

OPK.IOES OF-

f%f€f6l€sftse
BeeSmoksr

Bingham Perfect Bee-Smokers
Smoke Engine
Doctor
Conqueror
I^areo

Plain
Ijittle

Wonder

Honey-Knife

\ Iletheringtnn I'lifapping-

Bint-'iiani

00909^9*^9^0^

ILL,.

i

.A.1STID HOlSTE'X'-IClSriVES.
largest smoker made) 4-in. stove. Doz. $13.00; eacb, by
"
stove.
etove.
2H-iD. stove.
:i-in. stove.
(weight 10 ounces) ... 2-in. stove.
in.
3-in.

3]-s

Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz,

9.00;

mail, $1.50
"'
"

Bintcham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
or Knile, look up its record and pedigree.
FIFTEEN YEAKS FOR A I>OLLAK; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
l>ear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with its
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer. 1 write for a circular. I do not think the -iinch Smoke Engine too lart:e.
Truly,
W. H. EAGERTY, Cuba, Kansas.
January ii7, 1897.
T, F.
Farwell, ITIiclilgan.

BINGHAM,
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Page b Lyon Mfg. Co.
NEW
Operates two Sawmills that

cut,

LONDON, WIS.,
annually,

curing the best lumber at the lowest
'!
price for the manufacture of .,

eij^'-lit

million feet of lumber, thus se-

Bee^Keepers'

Supplies,,.,

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
Tlie material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they'are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factorv equipt with best machinerv, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

Send

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAWI~""i.
self-regul.itiug
ti.e

simple,

perft^ot,

EXCELSIOR

IwcuBflTOR

_sanda io BucceBsful operation
..
Lowest priced lst-cla«a hatcher made.
.

OKO.
114

44A26t

II.

to 1J-1 s.

STAHI.,

flili y^t..

Oiiliipy. H'-

Jan.

5.

ISW.

;

Jan.

my success
It

to the American
arrives every Friday. I

take the roclier in the warm corner, and
Mrs. H. smiles and says, " Your testament

weekly."
I have been interested in the discussion
in regard to a pure food law, by the members of the Union. I am not a member of
that honorable body, but I hope to be in
1899.
This great State of Kansas needs a
law of that kind. Adulterated food is sold
in our city every day, and merchants tell
me that the honey they have for sale is
adulterated, but it goes off very slowly unI think
til my stock of honey is exhausted.
that Kansas can do something this winter.
I have talkt with our representative, who
is a merchant here, and he will gladly do
anything iu his power in the House this
winter, to get a pure food law in Kansas.
If General Manager Secor, of the Union,
will send a copy of the Bill required, or to
be adopted, to some good, live bee-keeper,
is

—

chaff hives, and put a glass over
this box. I can feed early in spring. I
take this box out and put a section
of honey in it, flat down, and do not
disturb the bees. I can see them any time.
Then, if I choose, I pour feed on this section, and there is no danger of robber bees.
bees stored but little surplus this

My

B. O. Williams.
Marshall Co., Iowa, Dec. 7.
kAmtAt^m^»Art^i\ ft^j^A

year.

Pamphlets

We Are

Out Of.

We

find that there has been such a large
for our premium pamphlets lately,
that we have run entirely out of the following, for which we have been substituting others of equal value, trusting that it
would be satisfactory to those interested
call

Muth's Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
Preparation of Houey for the Market.
Bee-Pasturage a Necessity.
Hive I Use, by DoolittleSilo

and

Silage.

Rural Life.
Bee-Keeping for Beginners, by Dr. Brown.

among

Couveutiou Notices.
Red Clover as a Honey-Plant.

My

2ii

colonies of bees, spring count, pro-

duced 913 pounds of extracted and about
12.5 pounds of comb honey in one-pound

—

Califoruia.
The California State
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its annual convention at the Chamber of Commerce, in Los Angeles, Jan. 11 and 13, 1898.

sections.
I don't take
honey-plant.

on

it

much stock in

My

Sespe, Calif.

weather; but it does not produce as fine
honey as white clover; when candied it is
coarser grained, and has a water-soakt appearance. I wish my bees would let it
alone, for we have plenty of white clover
when the red is in bloom.
Fred Beohlt.
Poweshiek Co., Iowa, Dec. 11.

A Young- Bee-Keepep's Report.
Last summer was the first time I ever
handled bees, and had a poor year co start.
I am 1(5 years old, and tend to my father's
bees; he has about 105 colonies. 1 got only
about 500 pounds of extracted honey and
'200 of comb this year.
I think the failure
was on account of wet weather.
I have spent my Saturdays this autumn
covering my hives with steel roofing. I
had only three swarms last summer, and
they were all late ones and stored no
honey. I have about 25 empty hives which
I hope to get filled with strong swarms
next spring.
I am going to see Mr. Dadant some day
it is only about eight miles from where I
live.
I know I will enjoy myself.
My father is going to sow some alfalfa
next spring, to try it.

Edmund Worthen.
Hancock

Co..

111.,

Dec.

J. P.

McInttbe, Sec.

red clover as a

work more or less
almost every year during hot and dry
bees

11.

A Wintering Arrangement.

of it:
I take a dovetail super and fit in a Vinch
board the size of the super; fit in the rabbets at each end, nail a '4 -inch strip across
each end of the the board, so that when it
is turned over it will form a bee space between the frames and super.
I then cut a hole in the middle of the
board the size of a quart fruit can have
the can four inches high, and punch the
bottom of this can full of small holes.
Now make a box five inches square, and
four inches high, and fasten around this
hole.
In winter I put the can in the hole
and fill part full of cotton around the can,
so as to receive all the steam the cotton
will hold the damp if there is any.
I fill
the super with oats chaff, as I am using
;

;

J%ew York.— The New York

State As-

sociation of Bee-Keepers' Societies will
hold their annual meeting at the Kirkwood
Hotel, Geneva, N. Y., Jan. 11, 1899. All
interested are invited.
Bee-keepers' societies are especially invited to send delegates. There will be an exhibit of microscopic preparations of foul brood (Bacillus
alvei), and discussions relating to foul
brood legislation. Mr. E, R. Root will give
an address on the subject of foul brood.
Ithaca, N. Y.
Habrt S. Howe, Sec.

91ARKEX QUOXAXIOIWS.
Chicago, Dec. in.— Market

E. Ohio.

—The

W.

IV.

\\,

I\.

^V. I»a.

18th annual convention of the N. E.

Ohio, Western New York, and N. W. Pennsylvania Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held in the City Hall, Cor. 13th and Buffalo*
Sts., Franklin, Pa.. Jan. 11 and 13, 1899.
The following is the larger part of the

program

—

Annual Address Geo. SpitPennsylvania.
" Spring Management of Bees " L. K.
Edgett, of Pennsylvania.
President's

ler, of

"Summer Management

of

—
Bees" — R.

D.

Reynolds, of Pennsylvania.
" How can the Conditions of the Local
Market be Improved ?"— B. W. Peck, of
Ohio.

"The best means of Increasing the Local
Honey -Resources" — H. S. Sutton, of Pennsylvania.
" Profitable Use of Comb Foundation "
J. T. Nichols, of Pennsylvania.
"Making our Association More Useful"
Spitler, of Pennsylvania.
"Preparing Bees for Winter" N. T.
Phelps, of Ohio.
" Experiences of the Past " —D.A.Dewey,
of Pennsylvania.
Notice It is hoped that all will make an
effort to be at this convention, and take an
active part in the discussions. Special rates
of $1 00 per day for those attending the convention have been secured at the United
States Hotel, on Liberty Street.

—

—

Geo. Si'ITler, Pres., Mosiertown, Pa.
Ed Jolley, Sec, Franklin, Pa.

FARM BEE-KEEPING
Is

one of the leading departments

Modern Farmer and Busy Bee,

FARM

in the
the best

BEE

and
paper in existence.
Write for sample copy to-day,
and for clubbing rates with any paper
general

you want.

Emerson

about as

is

last

Best white comb brings 13c, with
of white at ll@12c; amber, 9(ai0c.
Some lots have come on the market and are
beinK offered at prices that would be reduced
If buyers could be found.
Extracted steady
at GQTo for white and o@6c for amber. Beeswax, 27c.
K. A. Burnett & Co.
Detroit, Dec. 8.— No change In supply of
honey as to quality, but prices are somewhat
lower tdan la&t quotations, viz, Fancy white,
13c; No. 1. 12@i2Hc; fancy dark and amber
9@llc. Extracted, white, 6®7c; dark, 5(a
5140. Beeswax, 25@26c.
M. H. Hunt,
quoted.

off jrrades

:

Colnmbus, O., Dec. 15.— Honey arriving
freely. There is quite an accumulation, and
concessions In prices are necessary to move
stock. Following prices are nominal: Fancy
white, 12V4c; No. i, ll^c; No. 2, 10c; amber,
9c; dark, 8c.
Columbus Com. and Storage Co.
St. Iionis, Sept. 9.
Fancy white comb,
12tol2!4c. : A No. 1 white. 10 to lie; No. 1
white. 9 to 10c. ; dark and partially filled from
5 to 8c. as to quality. Extracted in cases. No
1 white, 6 to 6>4c; No.2, 5Sc; amber, 5c; in
barrels. No. 1 white. Sj^c; amber, 4!4 to 5c;
dark, 4 to4).4c. Choice Beeswax, prime, 34c;
choice, 24 V4c. At present there is a good demand for honey.
Westcott Com. Co.

Kansas

Address,
T. Abbott, St. Joseph,

Mo.

City, Sept, 9.— Fancy white comb,

12®13c; No.

1,

ll@12c; amber, 10@llc.

Ex-

tracted, white, 5i4@Bc: amber, oQS^ic; dark,
4!,4@5c. Beeswax, 22@2oc.
The receipts of comb honey are larger.
O. C. Olemons & Co.

Milwaukee, Oct. 18.— Fancy

1 pounds, 12i4
A No. 1, 12 to 12!4c; No. 1, 11 to lac;
10 to 10!4; mlxt, amber and dark, 8 to
9c. Extracted, white. In barrels, kegs and
palls. 6H to 7c; dark, 5 to 5Hc. Beeswax, 26
to 27c.
This market Is In good condition for the best
grades of honey, either comb or extracted.
The receipts of the new crop are very fair,
and some of very nice quality. The demand
has been and continues to be very good, and
values are firm on fancy grades and straight,
uniform packing.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

to 13c

No.

:

2,

New
I\.

—Geo.

I have been a reader of the valuable Bee
Journal for three years, and have been
studying the best way to winter bees. I
have a way of my own. different from any
I have read about. I will give a description

BONEY and BEESWAX

—

Green's Four Books.

—

the States honored with
a pure food law in 1899.
P. R. Hobble.
Ford Co., Kans., Dec. 9.

one

15

the

or to some representative who will look
after it, and if every bee-keeper in Kansas
goes to work sees or writes to their representatives and senators I believe that this
will be

:
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and attribute
Bee Journal.

—

:

York, Dec 20 —The market

Is

well

supplied, especially with dark. Demand Is
but fair for white and dark and off grades are
being neglected. We quote:
Fancy white, 12 to 13c; No. 1 white. 10 to
lie; amber. 9 to 10c; lark, 7 to 8c. Stocks of
extracted of all kinds are light. White, 6!4 to
7c; amber, 6c; dark, oJi to 6c; Southern, in
barrels. 60 to 65o a gallon. Beeswax dull at
26 to 27c.
Hiloreth Bros. & Segelken.

Buffalo, Dec. 16.— Our market has become
somewhat quiet since the holiday trade set In,

and we consider 12 and 13c an extreme quotation for best one-pound combs now; with
other grades ranging from 7 to 10 cents, according- to inspection. Very little demand tor
extracted at from 4 to 6c. We advise the
marketing of honey as readily as It can be

Batterson &

judiciously sold.

Co.

San Francisco, Nov. 22.— White comb, 9!^
to I0!4c; amber, 7% to 9c. Extracted, white,
7to7!ic.; light amber, 6 !-i to 6 He.

Beeswax,

24@27c

Stocks in this center are light and must so
continue through the balance of the season.
Choice extracted is especially In limited supply and is being held at comparatively fancy
figures. Comb is meeting with very fair trade,
considering that it has to depend mainly on
local custom lor an outlet
Values for all descriptions tend in favor of selling interest.

Boston, Nov. 28.— Liberal receipts with
but a light demand during the holidays. As
a result stocks have accumulated somewhat,
and prices show a lowering tendency, still we
hope for a better demand with prices at present as follows:
Fancy white, 14c;

A

No.l white, 12V4 to 13c;

1, 11 to 12c; light
tor dark. Extracted,
ply: White, 7 to7!4c;
Southern, 5 to 6c.

amber, 10c, with no call

No.

demand, light suplight amber, 6 H to 7c;

tair

Blake. Scott & Lee.
Cleveland, Nov. 29,— Fancy whlte.l3@i4c;
white,
No. 1
12@13c; A No. 1 amber, 10@llc;
No. 2 amber. 9@10c; buckwheat, 8c. Extracted, white, 7c; amber. 6e; buckwheat, 5e.
A. B.

Williams & Co.

Indianapolis, Oct. 3.— Fancy white comb
honey, 12 to 12i4c; No 1, 10 to lie. Demand

fairly good. Tar-colored comb honey, 8 to 9c,
with almost no demand. Cloverand basswood
extracted honey, 6Hto7c. Beeswax, 25 to 27c,

Walter

8,

Pouder.

!
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Order Early
There are indications that the demand

for

SUPPLIES will be very larg-e this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have lar^e facilities for nianufacturintr all
kinds of

B66-K66D6r8' SliPPllGS,
And

will serve our cu?-lomers as

quickly

as possible.

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made.
ready Feb.

1S1Q CataloET

can Hee-Keeper

1.

Copy

i2Upag^es: free.

of the

For Apiarian Supplies,

Address,

LEAHY MFG.

Ameri-

Address

CO„"3n-i^sl?%.aHa.Ne,,
404 Broadway, E.

St. Louis.'lU.

THe W. T. Falconer M!q. Go.
JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

Flease mention Bee Journal

«

when

"WTiting.

YOU WANT THE

IF

=— BEE-BOOK

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completelv than anv other publisht. send 51.25
to Prof. a". J.

Cook. Claremonl,

Calif., for his

Bee-Keepers' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Carloads

ot

Bee-Hives

Sections, Shipping Cases,

^''^

Dadant's Foundation,

Year

Why

does

We guarantee

it sell

so well ?

satisfaction.

has always given better satisfaction than any other.
there have
Because IM 31
not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

What more can anybody do? Beanty,
Purity, Firmness, Mo Sag-

Because

it

YRARS

Send name

grins'.

No I.rOss.

paxeSx

^veei>

process

SIIEE'l'IIVCi.

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

for our Catalog.

Comb

Foundation, and everything
used in the bee-industry.
We want the name and
address of every bee-keeper in
America. We supply dealers as
We have
well as consumers.

ylfv

We

sell

-,/-'-.^

Kiln, Improved Machinery,
and all modern appliprompt shipment. Write for

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

Dry
4(1, (HXt

feet of floor space,

We make

ances

Catalf ys, (Quotations, etc.

Langstroth on the Honey Bee — Revised.
-

The

Classic in Bee-Culture— Price. $1.25, by mail.

Inter-State Manufacturing Co.
Hudson, St. Croix Co., Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing,

IT

PAY YOU
WILL
ATTEND THE

at all times.

TO

Please mention Bee Journal

Eclectic Shorthand

*** College «**

—

Beeswax Wanted

chas. dadant & son,
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing.

Gieaninos and no.

FOR

i

111.

ReDairino Outtit

^1.75.

Headquarters of the Cross Eclectic System.
Lessons by mail a specialty.
Send stamp for alphabet.

94

l>ear1>oi-n Street,
Plea-^e

3'>Aly

mention

CHICAOO.

tlie

Bee Journal.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
A

Has no

1^
Hft^

A

fiffj
f
V^^^A

i^L

Sau* in Brood-Fratm-s.

Thin Flat-Bottoii) Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Beintr the cleanest is usually worUt
the quickest of anv foundation made.

DEUSEioi,
VAN
Manufacturer.

J. A.Sole

l^^^a

S^PM

S])iiiul Brook. MoulL'omery Co., N.Y.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

California

you care to know of its
Fruits. Flowers, Climate
If

or Resources, send for a sample copy of Callfornia's Favorite

The

Paper -

Pacific Rural Press,

leadintr Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekl\-,
handsomely illustrated, S2."0 peraunum. Sample copy free.

The

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Sa.n Fkancisco, C.\l..
Market Street,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

3,Tll

The above shows our very popular Outiil for re|>airiny Boots and Shoes, Rubber. Harnesses
and Tinware. 44 first-class, full-sized tools as shown lu cut. Each set packt in strontr wooden box
and sliipt by freitrht. It is only a litlle time since we sold these Outfits at ?3.tH) each, but! we ^re
now able to furnish tliem with (ileaninps one year for only SI. 75, or with the soldering- and harness
tools oniilled for Sl.5i). Send for sample copy of Gleanings at once if you are not familiar_with it.
Our clubbing (tffers are still g^ood, viz
Both'l year for
Both 1 year for
Gleanings and Nat'l Stockman & Farmer. .$1.3t)
Gleaning-s and Ohio Farmer
"....SI. 10
l.tXl
1.10
Gleanings and Farm Journal
Glean inj^s and Michitran Parmer
l.li'
Gleanings and Poultry Keeper
1.00
(ileanintfs and Practical Farmer.
Gleanings and American Agriculturist
1.00
1.10
Gleanintrs and Prairie Farmer
Gleanings and Kural New YnrK-nr
1--5
:
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that often high

up in the tree. I have often noticed the
Michigan.
I have no doubt that most observing bee-keepers who
read the American Bee Journal have frequentlv observed

same

Honey-Dew — Its
BY PROF.

N

pag-e 581 (1898) occurs

orig-in of

honey-dew

Orig-in
A. J.

the

the same fact. We thus easily explain the origin of the
dictionary definition. We likewise understand how difficult
it is to correct any such error when once given circulation
in what we all suppose to be only the repository of thoroug-hly authenticated facts.
I will now give my reasons for doubting- tlie plant origin of honey-dew

and Uses.

:

COOK.
the

:

" Hoiiey-dew, on the cnMtrar\-. is a saccharine substance or swein
which at times, and under certain atmospheric conditions, exudes
from the surface oi the leaves of trees and plants/'

juice,

This occtirs, we are
Bee Journal, from which

told,

as an editorial in the British

copied. We all know what
a reliable journal that is. and that its editor. Mr. Cowan
tho very likely he never saw this article at all is a justly
recog-ni2ed authority on all such subjects. Yet I g-reatlv
doubt if this assertion is true. I kno\\- that all the dictionaries g-ive a similar definition. They all assert that
honey-dew is a product of both insects and plants. Even
the very correct, and scientifically accurate Gentury, copies
in substance the old definition, which, however, is corrected in part in a note from " Science."
That this definition should gain a place in our dictionaries, and might even have come from a scientist of hig-li
repute and recog-nized ability and accuracy, is undoubted] \
it

was

—

no uncommon thing that aphides — the source of
of the so-called honey-dew are located on certain branches of a tree — may be the topmost limbs.
Yet
their honeyed secretion is scattered and falls to lower
branches, which are very likely the only part of the trer
which comes under the observation of the pedestrian naturalist.
He notes the nectar, and carefully searches for insects, which, of course, unless he climbs the tree, he fails t.i
find.
He concludes that this is a secretion — "exudation "'
from the leaves. He so states in a scientific journal of
known repute, and his conclusion, tho wrong, becomes a dictionary definition, to be copied for years. An error, once
in the dictionary, is very difficult to overtake and correct.
I once rode under some willows in
Sacramento county
in the '60's, the lower branches of which were sticky witii
honey-dew. I was on horseback, and carefully sought in the
thick foliag-e for the aphides which I suppo.sed were the producers of the nectar. I failed to find them on branches accessible tho I was on horseback and sought as far as I could
from the horse's back. I concluded that the honey-dew
was secreted by the willow leaves. I now have no "doubt
that if I had climbed the tree and examined all the branches
I would have found plant-lice.
I think this because I have
often seetr just such cases since.
Every summer since coming to California, in 1893, I
have seen willow plant-lice located on a single limb, and
It is

—

much

—

I

—

—

true.

very

have now carefully examined this secretion for
years, whenever seen, and have always found either aphides
— plant-lice; coccids scab insects: other Hemipterous —
bugs; or else larva; of insects (these are reported to me)
often working in scores — to be the source of this nectar.
This gives strong presumption that such is ahva3-,s; the
source of honey-dew.
2. We have reason to believe, in theeconomv of Nature,
that energy is never expended by plant or animal that does
1.

followiiiiJ- refrardintr

thing- in

Sa=SK£5aisSii««ise=

—
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which thicklj' dotted the leaves. Suddenly the
bees and other sweet-loving insects commenced to visit the
same leaves for the honey-dew which dropt from the coccids,
and the birds at once ceast to come. In a few days cold, or
preferably nectar in other places, kept the bees and their
companions from the place, and the birds a;;-ain commenced
their good work. This alternation of bird and bee visits
occurred .several times. Such observations make the value
of the expensive secretion to the insects clearly evident.
On the other hand, the honey-dew always becomes foul
with the black smut or fungus that attacks sweet substances
on tree or bush. We can hardly doubt that it is a serious
evil to the plants, and are unable to see any good that comes
I fully believe it is always harmful to
to the plant from it.
vegetation, and I feel certain that plants do not originate
scale insects

it

to their

own

hurt.

referred above to certain acorn-infesting larva: that
secrete nectar. I have never seen them, but have often
heard of such— principally from Missouri— so often that I
think they may be more than a myth. Yet I am free to say
that I should feel more certain if I actually saw them. I
can see how oak-tree plant-lice, which are by no means rare,
might lead to an erroneous conclusion.
Ergot— a fungus which attacks rye and other plants
is also said to secrete honej'-dew.
If this be true, then I
feel .sure that the sweet in some way benefits the fungus. If
it does the fungus no good, then I believe it, too, has other
origin.
I hope all readers of the American Bee Journal will
closely observe this honey-dew, whenever they have opportunit}', and see if insects are not always its source, and report their observations in these columns.
In California, where scale insects and aphids are so
common, it is very easy to study the honey-dew, and the
black, repulsive fungus, which our orchardists denominate
"smut." The walnut tree, this season, has been infested
generally with an aphid, and the honey-dew and smut have
I

always attended

it.

not to be inferred that this honey-dew is unwholesome. It is a secretion, and not an excretion. It has a similar origin to honey, and may be as delicious. Much Aphid
honey-dew is deliciously wholesome, and the honey from it
Most if not all of the coccid honey-dew on the
is superior.
other hand, is dark and of ill flavor, and its presence in
honey, or as honey, is greatly injurious, and can never be
sold for the table. I have .sold it by the barrel for manufacturing. This was used to make cookies, and was said to
be all right by the manufacturer. I explained all to him,
yet he gave the ruling price.
Often this honey-dew is produced in exceeding quantities, and I have known it to crj'stallize on the plants, especially on pine and larch trees, so as to encrust them with
white, and become very conspicuous.
Our conclusions, then, which we reach tentatively, are
these
Honey-dew is always a secretion froin insects. It
is always whole.some, and often delicious.
It may be produced in exceeding quantities, and become the source of
much honey. In such cases, coccid honey-dew honey will
often be rank and ill-flavored, and should be kept as much
as possible by itself, and sold for other purpose than table
use. Honej'-dew is secreted by insects to serve them in attracting bees, etc., which shall repel the bird enemies of
the nectar-secreting insects.
Los Angeles Co., Calif.
It is

:

Something About the Wintering' of Bees.
BY

C.

D.WEXPORT.

honey crop in this section the pa.st season -ivas
lighter than that in 1897, but the quality of that I secured was much better, owing mostly to the absence of
pollen or bee-bread in the sections, and this was largely
due to precautions taken to avoid this serious .source of loss

THE

that often occurs in this locality.
Mr. Herrick, of this State, made the remark in the
American Bee Journal a short time ago, that there will be
I
less bees in Minnesota next spring than there are now.
fully agree with him as to this, for I never cellared bees before in as poor condition as mine were this year. Their
poor condition was owing partly to rea.sons or causes I do not
understand, aiui in part to the fact that there was a drouth
and consequent dearth of honey the latter part of the season, on account of which brood-rearing stopt earlier than I
believe I ever knew it to do before. For this and other reasons colonies were, as a rule, weak. I doubled up a good
man)' of mine, and have them in pretty fair condition.

Jan.

12, 1899.

The weather in November, up to the middle of the
month, was so mild that bees were able to enjoy good
flights at short intervals, but about the 20th, when mine as
well as all others around here that I know of, were out yet,
this section of the country was struck by a storm that the
local papers say was the most severe ever known here for
the time of year it was 18 degrees below zero, with a most
terrific wind.
I was away from home at the time, on account of which my bees .suflered much worse than they
would if I had been at home, for the covers from manj' hives
were blown off, others tipt over and off the bottom-board,
and besides the intense cold the air was full of ice and flying snow, but no colonies perisht outright, altho with a few
hives tip over, both cover and bottom-board were off, and it
should be understood that they were exposed in this way
from some time in the nig-hl until late in the afternoon,
when I arrived. For owing to an accident, the man left in
charge was unable to attend to them.
The most severe cold had not occurred yet, but before
this aft'air took place it would have been hardly possible for
me to believe that bees could exist under such conditions

—

some of these did. The colonies in the hives disturbed,
was to be expected, suffered a severe loss in bees — in
some cases a third or more of their number perisht. I was
not surprised at this, but was surprised to find a large loss
of bees in many colonies, the hives of which were not disturbed in any apparent way by the storm. In many there
were from one-half to one and one-half quarts, loose measure, of dead bees on the bottom-boards and between the
combs.
Other colonies no stronger, and in some cases
much weaker, in hives as near alike as machinery can make
as
as

them, lost hardly half a dozen bees.
The only way I can account for the loss is that the bees
that froze may not have been with the main cluster, but the
condition of the weather for two or three da3-s previous, and
the fact that the storm increast in severitj' gradually, and
the large amount of dead bees in some colonies I deem it
improbable that this wholly, if in part, accounts for it. But
if this storm had not visited this section, I believe there
would still be a large loss of bees here the present winter
and coming spring, but this is only my opinion, for there
are very many things about our pursuit that I know but
very little about, and this is one of them.
A few years ago, however, under conditions that I fear
were somewhat like this year, many practical bee-keepers
in this State, or the southern part at least, had a large v,'inter and spring loss of bees, owing, I believe, to cau.ses or
reasons unknown, tho manj' believed it was on account of
colonies going into winter quarters with too large a percent
of old bees, owing to the fact that colonies did not that fall
have as large a percent of old bees as in other years, when
there was practically no winter or spring loss. I can but
believe that this had little if anything- to do with it. One
thing in favor of bees this winter is, that in my immediate
locality, at Iea.st, their winter food, if natural stores, consists mostly of good clover and basswood honey, and I do
not believe that being exposed to severe cold before being
put into winter quarters would necessarily, of itself, warrant an opinion as to poor wintering, for I have sometimes
left bees out late until they had been exposed to a number
of severe cold spells, then cellared them, and in some cases
I was unable to see but what they came through the winter
and spring in as good condition as the average of those carried in early.
As an instance. I remember a number of years ago, 10
colonies in an out-yard were left over from the last load
hauled home, and I decided to let them stay there all winter,
and take their chances. But a week or ,so after New Years
the weather became .so bitterly cold that I chang-ed my
mind, and they were brought home and put into a cellar.
Only one of tliese colonies died that winter or spring, and
they had been exposed in single-walled hives to nearly or
quite 30 degrees below zero, and without a flig^ht since some
time in the latter part of November.
The best authorities tell us it is best to put bees in, if
they are wintered in-doors, before severe cold weather occurs, and this is undoubtedly the very best of advice still,
as I have shown, they will sometimes, at least, winter well
under adverse conditions.
Before closing, I will relate an instance of bees enduring severe cold after they were put out in the spring in poor
condition.
The previous fall I put in about 100 colonies with stores
largely composed of hone3--dew. About the first of January
most of these colonies were badly affected with diarrhea, or
dysentery, known by the hives being badly spotted.
Towards the latter part of February there was a warm spell.
:
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and one day the temperature being up to about 60 degrees,
as I expected to lose most of them any way, about half of
them were put out and had a good flight, and if any
who think bee.s never .spot clothes had been around I think
they would have changed tlieir minds, for not only everything in the vicinity, but the

vicinitj'

itself

was badly

spotted.

Very soon afterward it turned cold, and the temperature
went down to about 20 degrees below zero, with a strong
wind from the north, to which these colonies were almost
wholly exposed. But altho they were unable to fly again
until, if I remember rightly, sometime in the latter part of
Marcli, a small majority of them survived. Of the SO coh)nies left in, about two-tliirds of them died, either inside or
.soon after they were removed from tlie cellar.
Southern Minnesota.
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on a stand by the side of a populous 8-frame black colony.

The season was

poor, and the result was the Italians increast to 18 frames (filling an 8-frame and a 10-frame hive),
and gave me 83 pounds of honey while the black colony
did not store a pound of surplus.
The dift'erence in the reaches of the two strains, in my
opinion, was the cause of the difference of production, and
is also the cause of the difference of the qualitv in favor of
the Italians.
Franklin Co., Mo.
;

Honey as a Fat-Producer — Nuts
liY

DR.

BY TH.MIDEUS H. KEELKK.

SEND

a photograph of a case of aster honey just as it
came from the hive. The sections are the Ideal. 3>^x5xl'2
inches. The honej- was capt as white as any clover or
basswood I ever saw. I have fallen in love with the tall sections, and shall use no other than the Ideals.
The honey crop for this section has been the poorest I
ever saw. I had a few civer 100 colonies in the spring, and
had only 8 or 9 prime swarms, and about 200 pounds nf
spring honey, gathered from clover with daisy or bull-eve
honey raixt with it. It was capt yellow, and tasted about
as good as a daisy smells. The fall crop was the best I ever
had some of my colonies filled two supers, the first coming
from golden-rod, and finishing up on aster. The frost held
off very late in this section.
The photograph shows one of two supers taken from
one hive, being the last one put on the hive.
Westchester Co.. N. Y.

I

C.

to Crack.

MILLER.

WURSTER,

page 782 (1898), wants me to tell
a fat-producer. I don't know enough.
scientist only a bee-keeper.
Evidently Mr.
Wurster has been looking into the subject, and if he has
new
an}'
light, by all means let us have it.
My knowledge of nutrition from the standpoint of a
physician was obtained a good many years ago, and in that
time some things have been unlearned by the profession. I
have always supposed that when the heat-producing elements were assimilated, and they were not needed for immediate use, they were stored as fat, providing everything
was in normal condition. The theory that I must first lay
C.

about honej- as
M";I'm
not a

Prefers the Tall Sections— A Report.

C.

;

;

Why

Italian Bees Store Better

Honey than the

Blacks.
BY A. B. B.\TES.
coming to the front and telling why Italian bees store
INbetter honey than other bees when all have access to,
and all store from, the same sources of supply, as Mr.
Eovins requests, m.-iy not be easily done nevertheless, it is
so, all the same. " The taste of the pudding is the proof."
A great many facts exist without any knowledge of the
causes that produced them.
A few years ago I had two colonies of blacks, located
side by side, and, judging from observation, about equal in
strength, or numljer of bees and energy. There was no difference observable in the working of the two colonies one
stored surplus honey and the other consumed the honey in
store, and at the same time
if any difference, the one that
stored the surplus honey contained the most brood to feed.
T\'hy was this so ? An answer to this might result in an
answer to the other. My opinion is. that the " reach " of a
bee is a more important factor in the characteristic of a
profitable bee than many of us are willing to believe.
It is presumable wnth me, however adverse in the minds
or clearer lights in bee-culture, that where there is a meagre
flow of nectar it lodges in the bottom of the blossom-cups,
and while some colonies are as numerous in bees and are as
industrious, they are unable to reach it, and, if conditions
remained such any length of time would die of starvation,
while colonies possessing longer reaches would be storing
;

—

;

surplus.

Now with regard to the question. Honey is heavier than
water, and as a natural consequence the richer of the saccharine substance would settle to the bottom, and while
black bees during a copious honey-flow might store as much
honey (less the weight <)f the evaporation of water it contains), the Italian bee having a longer reach cleans out the
cup of the blosom-cell to the bottom, giving us not only a
richer and finer quality and flavor from the same bloom,
but the honey requiring less ripening or evaporation of
water the same quantity when first stored would result, in
weight and bulk when ripened, largelv in favor of the
;

Italians.

My observation is that the same size comb when first
stored by the Italian is more dense, needs le.ss ripening, and
is therefore heavier than that of the black.
I placed a 3-frame nucleus of Italian bees, one spring,

Dr.

up in my own body as
any benefit from it as

C. C. Afillcr.

fat, the fat of pork, before I can get
fuel, is something new to me.
That

only such elements as require extra preparation by the
digestive organs can be laid up as fat is also new to me.
Every farmer knows that corn is a good fattener. One
would be inclined to suppose that the sugar contained in it
and gotten out in the form of glucose ought still to be a
good fattener. If all the honey and sugar one ea1s must be
used up at once in producing heat, and none of it can be
stored up as fat, isn't there danger .soinetimes of one being
overheated when one has a big feast of honey ? But if
there's

A.

any new light, by all means let's have it.
W. Hart wants me to crack some nuts that he

g-ives

on page 782 (1898). I am left partly to guess at what he wants
me to tell, and any answer I give must be largelj' a guess.
If I could have seen both cases possibly I might do a little
better guessing.
In the first case, the smaller bee was probably an ordinary worker that entered the cell and was shut in there. It
happens rather often that after a queen leaves a cell a
worker enters, and the other bees fasten on the lid of the
cell as a practical joke on the bee inside— a fatal joke for

I
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the prisoner. How th.it fully-matured dead queen happened
to be in the cell, I don"t know.
I can't quite understand the description given of the
second case, but at any rate it seems tiiat something' came
out of a cell, and afterward no queen could bo found. It is
barely possible that by some means the queen disappeared
and a worker took her place and it is possible that the
queen was so poor she could not readily be distinguisht
from a worker.
McHenrv Co., 111.
;

Improved Frame Top-Bar for Fastening- the
Foundation.
BY LEWIS

K.

THOMPSON.

and
NOW
makes

then some follower of a fraternal pursuit
a discovery which he believes to be of value,
but either from lack of means or selfish motives does
not obtain a patent for his ideas. I may say that the following invention ispublisht for both of these reasons.
Feeling, with the majority of bee-keepers, the necessity
of a more secure way of fastening foundation into broodframes, my father, Irwin Thompson, set out to study up a
better way than the uncertain methods of sticking- the
sheets into the frames in grooves, or to the flat surface of
the top-bar. The result was the best device he has seen or
heard of— one that is practically secure.
A top-bar is made of the usual length, yi inch wide and
'2 inch thick.
It is then sawed lengthwise in the middle to
within one inch of the end. Thus the top-bar is in two
pieces all the way between the end pieces of the frame. In
nailing the fi-ames together the end of the bar that has not
been sawed through is nailed on as usual. At the end
where the bar is in two pieces only one piece is nailed before the foundation sheet or starter is put in.
When the foundation is put in, the bar is spread open
by pulling on the free end of the half of the bar which has
not yet been completely fastened, until there is sufficient
room all the way along the opening to the other end-bar to
admit the foundation. (If the inch which was not sawed
splits out no harm is done, for two nails have been put in at
that end — one near each edge of the top-bar — and it is still
fastened.)
When the foundation is in, the nailing of the other end
of the bar is finisht by putting a nail in that end of the
loose prong, the foundation having been prest between the
two halves of the top-bar as in a clamp. Nails are then put
through the bar edgewise to further seciire the foundation.

My father has a form in which to lay the frame while
putting in the foundation. Tliere is a board the size of a
full sheet of foundatio:i and about 's-inch thick nailed on
another larger board. This is to support the foundation
while it is being fastened in the frame. The frame is laid
flat with the thin board just fitting the inside, and with
other pieces outside of the bottom and end-bars to hold the
frame solid while the nails are put in.
Erie Co., Pa.

A Hive-Tool— 10-Frame Hives— Queen-Cages.
BY

J.

A.

BEARDEN.

DURING
so far as bee-keepers are concerned,

a year of universal failure, such as this

has been
anything of espe-

economical value should have first notice, so it
me. Still, the main subject seems to be. Who has
invented the best hive-tool? Hence, I will describe my invention, which is a piece of steel 'ixl inch, about 12 inches
in leng-th, with one end drawn out to about .!2X'-2 inch, and
sharpened sidewise like a screw driver, for moving frames.
The other end is drawn out as wide and thin as possible
with the end for the edge. But right here is where almost
cial
to

seems

the hive-tools quit off. Mine is carried just a little
farther, so this wide end is just turned at right angles to
the main body or handle, and sidewise of the same, and
all of

then it is sharpened with the bevel all from the outside end,
thus makings a fine scraper for cleaning covers, hives, etc.
Then the tool is relieved of all sharp corners on the handle,
and rubbed generously with some emery cloth to smooth
and polish, and you are all ready for work.
Of course this is not the best, but if any one can tell us
an improvement let's have it, for the best is none too good.
The hive discussion has rather cooled down of late in
the Bee Journal, still, the cooler times are close at hand
with .some snow here just a few days back. It was the
;
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snow I can recollect seeing in October, as I have always
lived here in Lincoln Co., Tenn.
Still, the 10-frame hive beats the 8-frame in this county,
and for this reason alone
When the fall flow of honey is
taken, most bee-keepers take all the honey in the top stories
or supers, thinking- that the bees have enough for winter in
the lower story, and of course the honey is all above. So
the 8-frame hive, to accommodate a good-sized colony, must
be three stories high, and when the top one is taken he says
••
I'll bet that they have got plenty down below, for Mr. Soand-So always takes the honey out clean in all but the bottom story for winter."
But Mr. So-and-So has the 10-frame hive, of two stories,
and the bees have filled out both sides of the brood-chamber
with good, thick honey, that was carried above in the 8frame hive. So if the bee-keeper is careless, or very busy,
he would better get the 10-frame hive, but not with the
Hoffman self-spacing frame, for goodness knows I don't
need a frame that takes a quarter of an hour to remove from
the hive but I do want all of my frames to have the thick
top-bar. Also, it is a good plan when putting frames together to use some small wire brads for nailing the bottom
corners of frames crosswise, as they will be three times as
strong as if they had been nailed into the end of the end-bar
first

:

:

;

from the bottom side.
I don't know, or understand, why the manufacturers of
supplies use wire-cloth for making queen-cages, for the perforated tin used by tinners for making molasses skimmers
is much better.
It is not very costly, is smooth and stiff,
with plenty of ventilation, and so much better to get in
shape, and keep in shape and the holes are just the right
size for a '4 -inch tack.
I don't want any more entrance-feeders, for they are
good fuss-breeders, causing trouble where none would have
happened if a feeder had been used on the hive- top, by
getting the bees in the notion to rob one another.
Lincoln Co., Tenn., Oct. 30, 1898.
;

CONDUCTED BY

DR.
[Questions

may

C C. AHLLER. Marenigo,

III.

be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

Camphor-Balls

Dead ttueen at Hive-Entrance
for Mothworms.

1. What is the best plan to pursue when you find a dead
queen, at this time of year, at the entrance of a hive that
has been packt for winter (on all sides except the front) on
the summer stand ?
2. Can camphor-balls be used in any way to keep mothmillers out of hives, by putting them under the roof, or
above the enameled-cloth or quilt? Or can they be used to
kill the wax-worm whiih may be in some frames of honey
placed in empty hives and set aside for next season, or in
New Jersey.
cases of section honey?

—

Answers. 1. Let it entirely alone. You can't do any
good by meddling with it now. and will be pretty sure to do
harm. Just as likely as not the colony has a good queen,
for a dead queen in front of a hive doesn't always mean
'

When bees begin to fly well
is queenless.
spring- will be time enough to look and see whether any
brood-rearing is started. If not, it will then be time enough
to decide whether it is best to break it up and unite with
other colonies (and the probability is that will be the best
thing if it is queenless) or to g-ive it brood in case it is
strong, so as to coax it along till you can give it a queen.
that the colony

in

2.

No, don't waste

tiiue

and camphor trying

it.

Clover Questions.

Which is the best clover for bees, sweet clover, Alsike,
some other ? How much should be sown on an acre, and
when ? What kind of land is best, and which is the best
kind of grain to sow it with ? What kind of feed does it
or

make for cattle ? Is wet or dry land necessary ? Iowa.
Answers. — Some of your questions hardly come within
the scope of apiculture, but

I

can

tell

something about the
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For Iowa, probably sweet clover will j'ield more
honev to the acre than any other clover. It is g-ood for forage if j-our stock have learned to eat it. Some find the drv
hav eaten more readily than the green clover. Some saj'
matter.

they can't get their stock to eat it. It yields a large quanand may be cut two or three times in a season.
It yields honey after white clover has ceast yielding, and is
valuable on that account. As an enricher of the soil it is
Alsike
excellent, and will grow on poor land or pure clay.
is one of the finest for honey, coming about the same time
as white clover. If you have plenty of white clover, it is
not as valuable for you as sweet clover, but if white clover
is scarce Alsike may be worth more to you, as there is no
question about its value for hay or green feed. It is best on
land not too dry. Sweet clover will stand wet or dr)'. Sow
either one about the same as you would red clover, and with
the same kind of grain, using a little less seed to the acre
than you would where red clover is sown with no other
grass seed.
tity of forage,

^*-»~#^

Making

a

Straw Hive.

to show on the cappings of the sections, but if taken off
as soon as finisht it is hardly likely that you would notice
the dift'erence between sections produced over old and new
combs. There is some difl'erence of opinion as to whether
In my
full sheets or starters should be used in sections.
own practice I prefer the full sheets.

up

Sowing Sweet Clover and Alsike.
sow sweet clover seed ? How much
do you prepare the ground ? Also, how
Indiana.
and when is Alsike clover seed sown ?
Answer. Sweet clover may be sown any time after
the seed ripens in the fall till late the nest spring. Perhaps
the very best way to make sure of a good stand is to sow on
hard ground and' let it be thoroughly trampt in the ground
when the ground is wet. That's the way it's sown on the

When

is

to the acre

mellow soil it is likely to heave badly in
covered rather deep, or if the ground is
Sow Alrolled down pretty hard, heaving will be avoided.
sike the same as red clover, onlv half as much seed will do.

sown shallow

Answer. — I suppose

a band or rope of straw is made,
and sewed together till the hive is done. But
I'm no authority on straw skeps, and will yield the floor to
John Kline or some other veteran. Bj- way of a side remark, I may say that it is doubtful if your admiration for
the shape, form, and style of the straw skep will remain as
great after seeing the genuine article. Some things look

best in pictures.

Sowing Clover for Late Bee-Pastnre.
I want to seed some ground for bee-pasture. What kind
of clovers would be best to sow those that could be sown
in the spring and blossom in the fall so that the bees could
work on them before cold weather ?
JmNOis.

—

—

Answer. Probably no other clover is so good for late
nectar as sweet clover. But it will not blossom the same
year it is sown. It blossoms the nest year, then dies, root
and branch. You can manag-e, however, to have it blooming on the same ground every year after the first year. Sow
in the spring, and then sow again on the same ground in
the fall or the nest spring, and it will re-seed itself thereafter.
By cutting it before it is budded for blossom, or just
when it first shows buds, you can make the main yield come
later, which is an advantage where you have a crop of white
clover.
Alsike may be made to bloom tolerably late bv cutting early enough. Very likely you may find Alsike to suit
you better for hay and pasture, unless j-our stock has been
taught to eat sweet clover.
Section Honey Over Old Brood-Combs.

Would a good quality of comb honey be produced (without fishbone) by hivinganew swarm on old combs with full
sheets of extra-thin foundation in sections ?
I have two colonies and do not desire more.
I will reduce each to four frames and unite when the queens have
filled the combs with brood. I will have the honey extracted
from eight frames, and desire, if practical, to use the same
as stated above. Of course, I would not care to jeopardize
the quality of the product, and hence ask advice. Last season I used part of the sections with starters, and part with
full sheets, and consider those with full sheets the nicest to
look at. In answering, consider one season with another,
and average, as I realize that results might vary under
changing circumstances.
Connecticut.
the emphasis in your question lies
on the old brood-combs and the full sheets in sections.
Much the larger part of all the fancy honey that is produced
is probably produced with old combs in the brood-chamber.
I know that I have produced some such honey fiver broodcombs black with many year's use, and wouldn't think of
displacing those old combs, altho there may be a little advantage in having brood-combs that are entirely new. especially if the sections should be left on too long-. When
left on long, a little of the darkness is likely to be carried

in

If

Preparing and Shipping Bees.

M.\INE.

coiled about

Answer. — I suppose

How

roadside, and it seems to flourish nowhere better. You may
also sow in cultivated ground the same as red clover, only

the winter.

be had, just for novelty.

the time to

?

—

if

How is the old straw skep or straw bee-hive made ? I
always admired the shape, form and style of the straw beehive — that is, the illustrations of it, for I never saw a real
one — and I should like to make or procure one, if one is to
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1.

Can bees be

2.

Tell

from Texas
3.

me
to

shipt in less than car lots ?
how you would prepare bees to be shipt

just

Wyoming.

When would

Answers. — 1.

you ship the bees

?

Tex.\S.

some parts of the country they can be
shipt as freight only in car lots. Your station agent will
Of course, a single colony
tell you how it is on" your road.
Ciin always go by express.
2. If only a small number, each one should have wirecloth covering entire top of the hive, and raised several
inches above the frames. In any case tliere should be some
plan to provide plenty of air. depending somewhat on the
In

kind of hive as to preparation.
3. Not till the weather has become warm enough so the
combs will not break easily. In freezing weather they are
brittle and will break with very little provocation.

Sawdust

In

Double-Walled Hives.

Will sawdust put between the walls of a hive be as good
Subscriber.
aschaft"?
Answer.— Sawdust is not generally liked as well as
If
If you use sawdust, be sure to have it very dry.
chaff.
you get sawdust at a planing-mill, you can also get planershavings, which are well liked for packing.

A Colony Feeding Caged Queens.
Can a queenless colony of bees be depended upon to
feed the queens kept in West cages, or is it necessary to put
Tenn.
feed in the cages ?
Answer.— I think it will not be necessary to put feed
in any cage which allows the bees of a queenless colony a
chance to feed a queen. At one time I kept young queens
in a series of cages something like a top-bar. every two
inches of the top-bar containing a queen, the whole being
placed over a queenless colony, and I think I never knew
any of the queens to be starved. I have also kept caged
queens in a hive with a laying queen, and generally they
are fed. but sometimes I've found a queen dead in her cage.
Loose-Jointed Hive-Bottoms and Supers.
I have a lot of dovetail or lock-cornered hives with Danzenbaker covers and bottoms. The bottoms are in three
boards, square joints, which swell and shrink, leaving
cracks that can be seen through. The supers have a strip
of tin tackt on the ends for the section-holders to rest on,
leaving- cracks on the sides when set on each other, or on
Missouri.
the hive. Is that good enough ?

—

Answer. I should prefer to have all close, still no .serious harm can re.sult, unless it should be that the bees are to
be hauled and the cracks are large enough for them tocra-sv
through.
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no return of surplus. The different localities give various
reasons for the shortage. In this section (this side of the
range) in May we had frequent showers and cool weather,
which interfered materially with the bees flying then followed severe drouth, which affected the secretion of nectar
to such an extent that some of our bee-keepers put their
apiaries in winter condition several months before they did
last year, there being no late flow.
The same trouble existed to a certain extent across the range.
Cold nights and
rains early in the .season produced the same results in many
;

Proceeding's of the Colorado State Bee-Keepers'

Convention.
(CONTRIBUTED BY THE SECRETARV.)

The quality of
The product

and

2,

the honey crop of 1898 is exceptionally
of the State for the year 1898 will approximate 700,000 pounds. The demand for Colorado honey
far exceeds the supply. Denver, in proportion to population, consumes more honey than any city in the United
fine.

The 19th annual convention of the 'Colorado State BeeKeepers' Association was held in Denver, Nov. 30 and Dec.
1

localities.

1898.

States.

On

the morning- of the first day the convention adjourned to the horticultural rooms to hear addresses made
before the Horticultural Association, then in session, by
Pres. Alston Ellis and Prof. C. P. Gillette, both of the State
Agricultural College.
Prof. Gillette's subject was, ' Spraying to Destroy Insects Injurious to Fruit ;" and in the course of his address
he referred to the spraying law, adding that it did no good
whatever to spray during bloom, hut that it was better to
wait several days or a week after the blossoms fall.
The first event of the afternoon session was a paper by

Ben Honnett, on

Altho some have not realized their expectations, nevertheless we must not lag or fall out of the ranks. The future
looks bright. The price of honey is fair, and we hope that
the next season will meet us again as of yore, ready to as-

sume those

responsiliilities

ing the good

name

seems almost

like

observer will note the fact that success in bee-culture means
unceasing care and watchfulness.
The location of an apiary is of paramount importance.
The hives should be raised from the ground, a few inches
being- sufficient to allow air to circulate and prevent dampness.
As to the position of the hive - east, west, north or
south of the entrance — it is a matter of taste, and plan's no
important part. The main point is to have the hive fairly
sheltered, that is, the hive to have some shade during the
hottest part of the day. The ideal location should be one
or two hives under each apple tree in an orchard (or any
other kind of tree). The feeding-ground should be near an
alfalfa field, and where sweet clover abounds, our main dependence being on these plants, and on fruit-blossoms.
Very little sweet clover is planted for bee-forage, and this
is lookt upon with disfavor by the farmers of Colorado.
So
far as it claims to be a honey-plant, I believe there is none
superior. I would rather have an acre of sweet clover for
hone}' purposes than two acres of anj' other kind of forage.
The habitat of the bee is wherever nectar is to be found,
be it much or little. I met bees on the top of Cottonwood
Mountain in 1884. when there was no known apiary within
60 miles of the place. The main apiaries are located in the
St. Vrain, Big- Thompson, Cache La Poudre, Boulder Val-

our

lot in

uphold-

SWEET CI.OVER — FOR AND AGAINST.
Mrs. Washburne — How do you reconcile the advantages
of sweet clover as a source of honey with its disadvantages
Mr. Honnett

going into the speculations of
fairyland to review the bee-industry. There is nothing
more fascinating than bee-culture, to my mind (I might except prospecting), from the fact that you may trace the
progress of a colony of bees from the time of swarming to
its continued succession, and until the result in honey is removed for storag^e or sale. One becomes in a manner personally acquaintedwith each and every colony, noting their
individual peculiarities as they progress. The most critical
It

fall to

Ben Honnett.

in the field, to the fjirmer

The Bee-Industry of Colorado.

which

of the Colorado bee-keepers.

?

— Agricultural

stations are disseminating
the idea that alfalfa should be cut early, and it is done to
some extent. We must have a permanent .source of honey.
Sweet clover is carried by ditches to all parts of the farm.
On the other hand, it has destructive effects on grain crops.
It has so man}' seeds.
Above Arvada is an 80-acre tract
containing some wlieat, in which sweet clover is a terrible
detriment. Millers object to the sweet clover seed. Stock
will not eat it except when it is young, and then is when we
don't want them to eat it. There are some threats of legislation to put sweet clover among weeds.
F. Rauchfuss— Such a law could not very well be carried as long- as the agricultural stations recommend it for
renovating soils and for hay, especially in Utah.

—

ley,

D. Moon I kept sowing it until I had four or five acres.
does not hurt the first season, and does not bloom then.
The next season it goes to seed. My stock sometimes eat it
oft' entirely.
I had it on heavy clay five years, then raised
the finest crop of corn I ever saw on that land. Some seasons the bees don't get much honey from it.
Mr. Adams — I have had 20 years' experience with sweet
clover, and fed tons of sweet clover hay.
Mr. Honnett I said that stock would eat it when j-oung.
Mr. Adams I don't know how young it has to be to be
eight feet high, but I have seen that height all eaten off.
Why should not the wagon-roads be utilized by growing
sweet clover ? I know of a large pasture of sweet clover
that never gets higher than 6 inches to ZYz feet, as thfere
are enough cattle to eat it all. I have never known stock to
have the hooven by eating it, tho they do in the East. As
for its injuring grain, that depends on the farmer himself.
It won't get high enough the first year, and after that it
only does injury if the farmer doesn't plow properly. But
it does not harm our crops,
iff don't consider it a weed.
It is better than
It cannot be beaten as a green manure.

in

alfalfa.

Arkansas Valley, Arapahoe and Jefferson counties, and
Mesa, Delta, and a few other counties across the range.
There are other isolated localities where apiaries exist, but
the above-mentioned furnish most, if not all, of the marketable honey.
Those who make a specialty of the business are as a
rule wide-awake, intelligent and progressive, catering to
the wants of the markets without sacrifice or detriment to
the continuance of a well-reg-ulated apiary.
I would rig-ht here sound a warning note to the inexperienced, to be careful how they follow the advice of some
individuals whose names appear semi-occasionally in the

recommending semi-invalids to engage
business, as being light, profitable and healthy.
press,

in the bee-

I know of
the bee-business both lighf and unprofitable, and not so very healthy.
It takes persons with
their five senses about them to conduct an apiary successfully, altho all must begin sometime
but it should be on a
small scale, and then only in connection with some other

many who have found

;

pursuit.

The

result of this season's honey-business is far from
satisfactory. In very few cases was there a full crop, some
reporting half a crop, some one-fourth of a crop, and a few

It

—

—

Mr. Honnett — I stated that I would rather have one acre
of .sweet clover than two acres of any other honey-producing
plant.
E. H. Rhodes I question the amount of the sweet clover
honey product. We never have any distinctively sweet
clover honey in ovir locality. But it is the best kind of a
I am
fertilizer, and makes one of the best fall pasttires.
acquainted with a cattle man who sowed a patch of wet
land to sweet clover. He never had any pasture equal to it.
if only taken
It grew 14 feet high.
It is a marvel of feed
care of. It is one of the best adjuncts to a stock farm.
Another cattle-man says, "Give me sweet clover more than
all other weeds."
There is nothing better for preparingthe land for potatoes. Put on a log-chain and a four-horse
team to plow it up.
L. Booth — I believe the bees do get a good deal of honey

—

—

from

it.

—

Pres. Aikin A year ag-o about one-fourth or one-third
of mj' crop of honej' was from sweet clover. The past season it was. about two-thirds from sweet clover. I believe it
is a good honey-plant.

Jan.
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The rniinites of the previous meetiiif^-s. of the
ing's of the Executive Committee, and of the joint

23

proceed-

commitand the Denver Bee-Keepers"
were then read by the Secretary,

tee of the State Association

Association on marketin;,'-,
and approved.
Mr. C. B. Elliott, the chairman of the committee on
marketing-, then read his report, as follows
:

kepokT ok m.'^rketing honey.
Our commmittee, with a like committee from the Denver Bee-Keepers' Association, after week.s of labor, and a
very careful canvass of this question, concluded that in our
judg-ment the most feasible plan of co-operation in marketing" honey was in the formation of a stock company, as outlined on the back of this sheet (which is Hereby made a part
of our report).
Your committee sent out nearly 300 of these circular
letters to bee-keepers throughout the State, at an expenditure for printing, postage, etc., of $10.90. These circulars
were sent out about the first of June. Up to the first
of August the committee had received returns from 25 of
the 300 circulars sent out. with a guaranteed .subscription of
stock to the amount of $160. Of this amount $55 was from
certain members of our committee, leaving $105 from beekeepers not members of either committee. Of the full
amount of $160 subscribed, two-thirds was subscribed to be
paid in honey, the balance in cash. With such a showing
before us, your committee concluded for the present at least
to abandon any further efli'orts in this work.
We very much regret that we are compelled to make
such a report, realizing, as we do, the necessity of, and the
advantages to be derived from, such an organization.
C. B. Elliott,
S/a/f
J. E. LvoN,
( R- C. Aikin,
n,„.,^,Committee W. W. Whipple, ^7,,', ,',-,/,, \ W. L. Porter.
I

I

'\

Committee

N. PEASE.
\ ^ r.,uchfuss.
Mr. Elliott then read the circular letter referred to. It
was proposed therein to form a stock co-operative company
to be called " The Colorado Bee-Keepers' Exchange," to be
capitalized for $5,000, to be divided into 1,000 shares at $5
per share, which would give a commercial standing with a
fair rating, each share of stock to have one vote, with no
voting by proxy governed by a board of five directors,
with a full .set of officers none salaried except those in
charge of the company's store-rooms. It was the intention
to derive no pecuniary profit other than advancing and
maintaining the price of honey to see that all honey was
properly graded to have a trade-mark, and affix it to all
approved crates and packag-es, both comb and extracted
and to liquefy and repack all extracted honey in some uniform package.
Mr. Honnett How much honey was shipt from tlie
State this season ?
F. Jiauchfuss Eleven carloads of 1,008 cases to the car,
I

J.

;

;

;

:

;

—
—

besides a number of local shipments
100 cases each.

from Denver of 25

did not
— was askt
stating the product to be 700,000 pounds.
F. Rauchfuss — No, that is too low.

Mr. Honnett

I

if

I

to

Aikin then exhibited .several samples of the
Fibre Package." made by a company in Michigan. It resembles lig-ht-brown glazed pasteboard in appearance, and ranges from small sizes up to those large enough
Mr. Aikin had tested one
to hold 20 or 25 pounds of honey.
by filling it with cold water, and letting' it stand two weeks.
It was not aifected in the least.
Another, submerged in hot
water from 100 to 130 deg^rees in temperature for eight or
ten hours, gave away at the joints. Honey does not affect
them. Mr. Aikin had not tried liquefying honey in them
by dry heat. They are a little cheaper than lard pails, and
fasten with a lid in the same wp^y, but the sides are vertical.
IContitmed next week.]

a neat little 32-page pamphlet especially gotten up with a view to create a demand for
honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written b^- Dr.
is

and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices A sample for
a stamp 25 ctipies for 40 cents SO for 60 cents 100 for
$1.00; 250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00.
For 25 cents extra we
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
C. C. Miller,

:

;

*

-»

•

The Leahy Mfg.

Co. wrote us as follows, Dec. 28
" We are now, and have been for two or three weeks,
running our plant 18 hours a day. It now looks as if we
will all have a good trade again."
:

*

Mr. E. G. Money,

Co., Va., wrote us Dec.
"It gives me much pleasure to renew my subscription
to the American Bee Journal. I consider it more than worth
the money."

14

of

Albemarle

:

* * #

Mr. John Suter. of Seneca Co., N. Y., sent us $1.00 for
the Langstroth Monument Fund, Dec. 17. We hope many
more will follow his example — enclose .something for that
fund when renewing subscriptions.
* #

for Wisconsin, will speak on bee-culture at the Farmers" Institute
He has been .speaking at
to be held at Waukesha, Jan. 15.
some institute nearly every day so far this month. Mr.
France understands his subject, and knows how to present it.

Mr. N. E. France. State Inspector of Apiaries

*

»

" DOOLITTLE is sick in bed with the grip, hence his artidelayed till he is better." So wrote Mrs. DooWe sincereh' hope our sick friend will very
little, Jan. 2.
soon be up ag-ain. Bee-keepers can't aiford to have Doolittle
in bed more than just long enoug-h for him to get the necessary sleep and rest about eight hours of each 24.
cles will be

—

*

Mr. Dan Clibb, of Tulare

Co., Calif., has sent us a
copv of his local newspaper that copied the whole editorial
found on page 728 (1898), entitled "The Union and Comb
Honey Lies." It made almost a column in the newspaper.
That is a good idea. Trj' to get your local papers to copy
It
suc'n things from the Bee Journal whenever you can.
will all help to undo the mischief done by the oft-repeated
falsehoods concerning comb honey that have appeared in
,

the past.
* * *

Pres.

;

season in 1898.

over-estimate in

"German

York's Honey Almanac

Mk. Orville Jones, of Ingham Co., Mich., wrote us
Dec. 15 that the bee-keepers in his locality had a fair honey

;

Mr. H. R. Boardman, in a very interesting- account of
a visit among- bee-keepers, reports in Gleanings that he
found in Lansing, Mich., J. H. Larrabee, formerly so well
known in bee-circles, engaged in the bicycle business, and
he finds it more reliable than bee-keeping-, which he has
about given up. A. D. D. Wood, who went to California to
rear queens on the isolated island of Catalina, he found in a
smith-shop before a hot fire, where he could not stop, even
to talk bees.
» # *

editor of the British Bee Journal,
paper from California, Nov. 16, expressing his
own and the thanks of his family for the many expressions
of tender sympathy received on account of the loss of their
son and daug-hter in the wreck of the Atlantic liner Mohe-

Mr. Thos. W. Cowan,

wrote

to his

gan. as announced in these columns some two months ago.
Mr. Cowan, in speaking of their sorrow, wrote this beautiful parag-raph of trust and submission
;

"

At

first

very soon we

trial did seem almost overwhelming, but
were able to recognize our Father's loving

our

assurance He sent us that all was well
Their bodies were so quickly recovered
absolutely unharmed by the cruel rocks they had been tost
among, and the beautiful look of holy calm upon their faces
testified that they had died as they had lived, and to their
entrance into Glory, .so that we cculd not but feel that, altho taken from us, they were pre.sent with the Lord. So
our hearts were comforted, and we felt indeed that they
were not lost, but gone before."

hand

in it all, bj- the

with our dear ones.
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darkened for a time the lustre of his achievements, and
marred the happiness of a grand g-ood man ?
The committee has in preparation an inscription to be
engraved on the monument, which recognizes the great
services rendered by Father Langstroth. and which attempts to paj- loving tribute to liis memory. It is to be
dedicated to him by the bee-keepers of America.
It is neither just nor wise that a few men should erect
this memorial, when every one interested in bees or beekeeping is reaping the fruits of Langstroth's g'enius.
A large number of subscriptions in amounts not to exceed ifS each would be a better recog'nition than a few large
contributions.
If every reader of these lines who has not already done
so would immediately send in his or her contribution to thi^
fund, it would relieve the commitlee from the embarrassment of erecting a monuinent which they feel is in no sense
an adequate expression of the admiration and love felt for
the Father of American bee-keeping.
The committee will proceed in the spring to erect such
a memorial slab as the funds in hand will warrant, and if
the reader does not in the next few weeks send in his mite,
he will miss the opportunity and privilege of being counted
as one of the donors.
Sincereh',

Eugene Secok.

25

A Separator=Cleaner is mentioned in the Progressive
Bee-Keeper by F. L. Thompson, which cleans the separarators "by simply drawing them through between two
knives made of

and a

files,

held pretty firmly together

bj"

springs

treadle, so that both sides are scraped at once."

Don't Place Bees Along a South Wall
L. P. P.. in
Revue Eclectique. gives a sad experience with bees placed
against a south wall. The hot sun beating on the hives,
with the additional heat reflected from the walls, melted
the combs of a colony into a heap. A north wall is safer.

—

Bees in a Bag. In moving bees, D. L. Shangle puts
most of the bees in a two-bushel bag with a screen bottom
to give air, and also to feed if the bees are confined long.

not already done so, send their
contributions to Mr. Seeor, or to the American Bee Journal
office if more convenient.
If sent here, we will forward to

After the journey, the bees are returned to the hive. He
finds this safer in hot weather than to have them crowded
in the hive.
Gleanings.

Mr. Secor, who will send a receipt for all moneys received.
Better attend to it very soon, and not be left out of one of
the best opportunities of your life to show honor to one of

An Uncapping=Box that gave great satisfaction to
" It was five feet
Rambler is thus described in Gleanings
in length by about 18 inches wide, six inches deep, with a
wire-cloth bottom. Set at an incline it would hold the cappings for two days and drain them nicely. I like an uncap-

Now

let all

the noblest

men

who have

of this greatest of all centuries.

Testimonials which speak in high praise of the American Bee Journal and its editor's humble efl'orts have just
poured in upon our desk the past month or so. Why, we
never saw anything- like it before. To say we appreciate
all the expressions of appreciation of our work is to put it
very mildly. But we can hardly feel that we merit them.
We should like to print all the kind words that have been
sent us, but that would be utterly impossible. Please accept our sincere thanks for such kindly expressions.

The Bee and the Horticulturist is the title of an address delivered by Editor Abbott before the Missouri State
Horticultural Society, and publisht in his paper, the Modern
Farmer and Busy Bee.

an able discussion of the relation of bees to horticulture, and the delivery of such an
address before the leading horticulturists of a State cannot
fail of bringing good results.
Editor Abbott is doing no
little to spoil General Manag-er Secor's chances for paying
It is

lawver's fees in Missouri.

The National Bee=Keepers' Union. — Tlie
report of this organization, for 1898,

is

14th annual
on our desk. We

hope soon to be able to publish the principal part of it.
which shows that General Manager Newman had the usual
number of troubles to settle during the past year. And the
usual success seems to have attended the undertakings of
the old Union. We notice the membership for 1898 was 149,
and that there is $170 in the treasurv.

York's Honey Almanac will hereafter take the place
"Honey as Pood" pamphlet. The new pamphlet
contains 32 pages, with regular almanac pages, and a neat
calendar for the year 1899 on the front cover page. Send
a two-cent stamp for a sample, to the Bee Journal office. It
is a neat honey-seller, and will be preserved by all who
of our

ffet it.

Apiculture as a

more

recog-nized.

Branch of Agriculture

The December number

chiefly occupied with bee-culture, J.

regular conductor of that department.

t).

is

more and

of the Ruralist

is

Grimsley being the

—

:

pig-box of this shape. It does not require frequent removing of the cappings. The cappings of to-day can be spread
then the nest
out in the evening and drain out all night
morning these cappings can be crowded to one end of the
box for further draining through the day, and removed at
night to the sun extractor."
:

—

Bees Dying on the Snow. G. M. Doolittle says if the
cause is diarrhea, the bees might as well die on the snow as
anywhere. If from the sun shining in the hive, put a board
before the entrance, and its shade will prevent the bees from
coming out until it is 45 degrees in the shade, at which temperature, if still, and the sun shining, the bees can rise from
the melting- snow. Novices are unnecessarily alarmed at
seeing- dead bees on the snow, many of such being brought
out of the hives by the living bees when the weather allows
house-cleaning, and 100 bees make more show on the snow
than 10.000 on the bare ground. Gleanings.

—

Honey. — Giraud-Pabou, beingBoomhowcr's report of 1,800
pounds of honey extracted in three hours by two men, wrote
to Mr. Boomhower, in New York State, asking- how it was
done, which reply convinced Mr. Pabou there was nothingFast

Work

somewhat

at Extracting
skeptical as to F.

incredible about it. Mr. B. puts Porter escapes under the
supers in the evening, supers of combs are taken from the
apiary on a wheelbarrow, honey extracted before sealed, a
four-frame reversible Cowan extractor used, and the honey
ripened in a tin tank. One colony produced 400 pounds of
comb honey, largely from red clover, and an apiary of 70
colonies produced four tons of comb honey. Revue Internationale. An average of 114 pounds of comb honey is not
bad for the season of 1898.

—

Fences and Plain Sections— Ten pages of Gleanings for
Dec. IS, 1898, are taken up with a symposium on fences and
plain sections. The editor strongly favors them, and thinks
the adverse reports are due to the faulty con.struction of supers or fences. Cross-cleats were made by .some y-inch
The Roots struck a golden mean, but
wide, by others ?4
The
found it was a mistake, and now have adopted 5-16.
thickness of the cleat has been reduced from 2-12 to 2-13, in
order to be on the safe side. The editor is convinced of his
mistake in believing that the separator should come flush
with the top of the section, and the 1899 fence will drop '+inch below the top of the section. J. E. Crane says bees
finish sections toward the close of season more rapidly with
the fence than with the old-style separator. He found that
sections, whether plain or old-style, when used with the
fence, were filled of sucri even weight that they could be
sold by the piece more satisfactorily than sections with oldF. L. Thompson used sections and separastyle .separator.
tors of both kinds in the same super. More pop-holes could
.

:
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be counted in the old, but in appearance there was no difference, and he pronounces the fence a faihire. He thinks the
scheme of doing without separators altogether more promising than that of using fences. Glue didn't hold his fences.
The objections made in the Canadian Bee Journal are mentioned, and the American Bee-Keeper is credited with
having been fair, altho taking a somewhat neutral attitude.
Editor Root gives half-tones of two of the late Mr. Morton's
fancy honey, " life size." that are fine as pictures also a
picture of eight old-style sections that are fine, for which he
says he hunted long and hard and a picture of four of Danzenbaker's 1898 fence honev.

United States' Bee= Keepers' Union.
General Manager Secor's report for 1898, which
the hands of the members, reads as follows

is

:

Report of the General Manager for 1896

Fellow Bee-Keepers:

:

;

How Much

Heating will make Foul=Broody Honey
Miller advised not less than ISO minutes.
R. L. Taylor thought 15 minutes enoug-h. Editor
Root, less definite, advises boiling "several minutes." Dr.
Miller, in Gleanings, gives his reason for not feeling safe
with boiling so short a time.
Prof. Mackenzie heated
spores of foul brood to 212 degrees, and kept them at that
point for two hours, and then secured growth.
In other
words, two hours' boiling did not destroy the spores, and
Safe to

Jan. 12, 1899.

Feed?— Dr.

the doctor says: "While not inclined to dispute in the
least that you may have safely fed infected honey that had
less than 15 minutes' boiling, with
present light I don't
feel safe to'advise anything less than]boiling 2'2 hours."

my

It is considered one of the legitimate purposes of this
Society to promote legislation in the interest of bee-keepers.
Acting on that idea the Executive Committee appointed
three delegates to attend the Pure Food Congress, held in
Washington, D. C, beginning March 2. lSfl!S. The delegates
Dr. A. B.
consisted of E. T. Abbott, of St. Joseph. Mo
Mason, of Toledo, Ohio; and your humble servant, the
General Manager.
The object of the Pure Food Congress was to unite all
producers and all manufacturers of food products, and all
societies and people that believe in the necessity or desirability of protecting the public against adulteration and misbranding of every article intended for food, drink or medi:

cine,

consumed by man.

Believing that in no other way could this society so
speedily and effectually bring about the results it is seeking
to achieve, Mr. Abbott and myself attended that convention.
We were greatly pleased, not only with the number of
delegates present, but the representative character of the
men: Scientists of national reputation leading physicians
and pharmacists; pure food commissioners from many of
the States; intelligent and progressive farmers; representatives of wholesale and retail grocery and confectionery
associations; and many other organizations and interests
were represented by able and earnest delegates, solely in
the interest of purity of all articles of human consumption.
What was accomplisht at that congress is more fully explained by Mr. Abbott in his paper. " The Busy Bee," and
copied in the American Bee Journal, March 31, page 200,
and my own report publisht in the last-named paper, on
:

—

Hives. In discussing in the Progressive Bee-Keeper
the right kind of a hive, R. C. Aikin favors the shallow divisible brood-chamber, two or three sections, each 15 inches
square and five inches deep. Doolittle follows, and says
this is theoretical bee-keeping, for Aikin has not had experience with these shallow chambers, and by the time he has
had as much experience as Doolittle he will not favor them
so much.
Doolittle says he has modified his views somewhat as to the size of hives. For 20 years he manag-ed successfully the smallest brood-chamber in existence, averaging nearly 100 pounds of comb honey annualh' but having
purchast an apiary with 10-f rame Langstroths which he has
workt in an out-apiary, he thinks he would now prefer the
10-frame Langstroth to the 9;frame Gallup where cellar
wintering could be practiced. For five years he has had
hives larger than 10-frame Langstroths, but sees no advantage in them.
;

—

Saving Strayed Queens It sometimes happens in
taking ofi:' supers that a queen will be taken with the bees
that remain in the super, and if several such supers have
been piled up together it is not easy to tell whence the queer,
came. Fred S. Thorington had an interestiiig experience
in that line.
He put the cluster of bees out in the open air
without protection in the day, covering them with a blanket
at night, leaving them without food.
Two days later they
circled in the air like a natural swarm, and went to what he
supposed was the hive the queen came from.
The idea
.seems to be to let them swarm like a hunger-swarm, and
trust to their going back to their own hive. The only question would be whether, in a case where the workers came
from a number of different hives, they might not return to
the hive from which a large number of workers came, thus
taking the queen to the wrong hive. Progressive BeeKeeper.

—

A

Section-Cleaner made by John S. Bruce is thus deThompson in the Progressive Bee-Keeper
The framework is the same as that of Mr. Aspinwall's, but the roller, about two inches or over in diameter,
consists essentially of a rasp made by punching holes in a
sheet of tin with a !:t-inch fine chisel". The center is a core
of wood, and between the wood and the tin rasp are T tins,
scribed by F. L.

:

••

forming a number of little alleys into which the propolis
and is puncht out occasionally with a wire. The superfluous roughness is taken off the'rasp by turning it with
falls,

a file until it has acquired just the rig-ht degree of cutting
surface to remove propolis and do smooth work. On the
same level with the roller is a knife made of an old file,
which, when the section is past along to the rasping roller,
first cuts away any large-sized chunks of propolis or wax.
It is so near to the rasp that one end of the section is passing over the rasp before the other has left the knife and on
the other side of the rasp i's aiu)ther roller, covered with
emery-cloth over felt, also quite close to the rasp. All being
on the same level, the section passes over the knife, the
rasp, and the emery-cli>tli. at one operation and one sweep.
The edges are cleaned just like the sides, strips between
and on each side of the rollers forming a table above the
level of which the rollers slightly project."
:

page

216.

In April last I got a letter from Frank Gilmore. Watertown. Conn., enclosing a letter from a law firm of his town
which
in
Mr. Gilmore was notified to remove his bees within
prosecution and injunction. The
l.~) days under a threat
oj:
complaint was. that the aforesaid bees destroyed the entire
crop of peaches, raspberries, and other fruits on the premises of a neighbor; that they stung horses and visitors, and
otherwise annoyed the neighborhood.
I gave Mr. Gilmore such advice as I thought best suited
to his case- and presume he escaped the clutches of the law.
as I heard nothing further from him.
During the same month. Mr. Baldwin, of Mexico, Mo.,
sent me an account agaiust a Chicago commission house,
saying he could get no pay for honey billed to the firm. I
at once began correspondence with the commission men,
and after a couple of letters got a draft in full. Mr. Baldwin exprest himself as entirely satisfied with the transaction, and donated to the Union two years' membership in
advance.
»
Ed Gerould. of East Smithfield. Pa., was threatened
trouble from a neighbor who was determined to spray his
peach orchard while in full bloom, altho it had been explained to him that by so doing his neighbor's bees might be
poisoned. Mr. Gerould wrote me for advice and help. I
sent him some printed matter and advised him how to proceed, which was the last I heard of that matter.

Chas. Haise, a quiet, peaceable, unoffending person who
lived in Atlanta, 111., received from the Marshal of the town
the following notice in June, 189S:

"SIR:— You are hereby notified tliat your bees, situated and kept on
the premises now occupied by you. have become and are a nui:*ance to
the ueighborhood and pubUc. and you are hereby notified to abate,
remedy, or remove the same immediately as provided by ordinance. A
failure to do so will subject you to a penalty of not less than $itoo.OO.''

The Union was appealed to by Mr. Haise and his neighbor bee-keepers. The trial had already been set. and only
three days remained in which to get my advice to him regarding a plan of defense. But it proved sufficient. The
case was dropt when the prosecutor found an organization
with money, courage, and hiw behind the defendant.
The bee-keepers interested exprest their gratitude for
the prompt and efficient aid rendered by the Union, and
said they believed the case was disraist because of its assistance. No money was expended by the Union in this
matter.
An effort was made before the Western Classification
Committee to rescind the rule instructing all railroad agents
to refuse bees by freight in less than car lots. I put up the
besc argument I could think of by letter, but failed. The
rule still stands, I believe. Mr. Aiken went before the Committee in person, by request of the President, for the same
purpose.
At a meeting of the Board of Directors held in Omaha,
Neb., in September, Ib'.ls, the General Mauager was authorized to commence legal jiroceedings against the adulterators
or counterfeiters of extracted honey, if, in his judgment.
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such action was likely to be productive of good to beekeepers.

Considerable correspondence has been carried on preparatory to such action, but the evidence and aid necessary to
make it seem advisable has not yet developt, and no suit
has yet been brought.
The Editor of the American Bee Journal called my attention to an article in a New York metropolitan journal
giving credence and publicity to the old fable about comb
honey being extensively manufactured without the aid of
the honey-bee. The article stated that paratHne was largely
used for making the comb which was filled with glucose
syrup and put upon the market to deceive the public.
At the request of the Editor I sent an article to the New
York paper, with a purpose to correct the error and if possible give the public some facts and opinions on the nature
and use of honey.
As my reply was copied in full in the American Bee
Journal, page T2S. I will only say that it brought out a very
satisfactory public retraction, and a personal letter from
the editor asking for literature bearing on the subject of
honey. I mailed her (the editor was a woman) Dr. Miller's
pamphlet on the food value of honey, and I believe one
other editor will be more careful in her public statements
about manufactured comb honey.
If the past year has brought no signal triumph at court,
the labors of the General Manager have been varied and
abundant.
He has been appealed to in behalf of every
threatened bee-keeping interest, public and private.
Were it not for the modern blessings of phonography
and typewriting machines, he could not have performed
the duties of the office with any satisfaction to himself, to
say nothing of pleasing those for whom he works.

TI16

Root 6o;s Column

Fraternally yours

EUGENE SECOR,
General Manager.

Forest City, Iowa, December, 1S98.

We see b}- the financial statement that there is $175 in
the hands of the Treasurer. There are about 450 members
now belonging to the new Union, as shown by the list of
members accompanying- the General Manager's annual
report.

Readers
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bees do not

work on common red clover

?

Do they not know

that there is nothing in
that the honey-bee wants ? The mammoth red clover produces good honey, and
all our honey-bees can reach the nectar,
altho the corolla is far longer and deeper
than in the common red clover.
I never
saw any honey from common red clover
only thin, red stuff. Thin as water.
I have taken the American Bee Journal
for nine years— ever since beginning beekeeping—and I would not like to do withit

out

Theo. Rehorst.

it.

Fond du Lac

Co., Wis,

to
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HORN,
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Journal, but in that of
the other fellow. We are going- to try
to make this column interesting, and,
incidentallv, tell vou about our wares.'
in our

Gleanings in
TWO PAPERS
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Bee^Culture,
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choice of any of the following papers
The American
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Farmer, weekly The New England
Homestead, weekly Farm Journal,
monthly
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;
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:

Gpeat Honey-Eaters.
do not want to miss a single copy of the
American Bee Journal, even if you did
tread most unmercifully on my pet corn
last week, on page 777, in commenting on
the death of Carl Maynard. You say:
" We believe we never before heard of
I

persons eatiug a pound section of
honey at one sittiug. Of course it may be
done, but why should any one %vant to fill
up with so much sweetness all at once ?
People ought to use common-sense in eating as well as in everything else."
Now, I have not only heard of three persons eating a pound section at one sitting,
but I have often seen two persons eat that
quantity. I am a bachelor, and keep bees.
and when I am taking off honey it often
happens that a friend drops in and takes
dinner with me, and I never knew any
three

Gleanings one year, and one of the folThe
lowing papei's also one year
Ohio Farmer, weekly The Michigan
Farmer, weekly The Prairie Farand The Practical
mer, weekly
:

;
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"

;

F.\rmer (Mr. Terry's paper) weekly.
These offers are good to either old or
new subscribers, but all back subscriptions, if any, must be paid at SI. 00 per

we believe in treating all alike.
Look out for this space next time.
Send your orders to

year, as

^•S"

TDefl.I.RooiGoiiipany
MEDINA, OHIO.
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honey left from a pound section placed on
the table on such occasions; we would
sometimes get on the outside of that and
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part of another one. I think it depends a
great deal upon how well one likes honey,
and what he eats besides. Our bill of fare
would consist of about the following:
Bread, milk, butter, meat, fruit and
honey. The meat and fruit would often
remain untouoht. We ate the honey because we liked it. and why should we not ?
It is good, wholesome food, and nobody
ever intimated that we were eating beyond
the bounds of reason
My usual ration is one pound a day, three
meals; therefore, my guest must have
yet I
eaten about two-thirds of a pound
never thought he was a glutton, I was
glad to see him en,ioy it,
I agree with you, that it is not probable
the honey had anything to do with the
death of Mr, Maynard, On the contrary,
he died in spite of the effect of the honey.
My experience, and that of every man I
have talkt with on the subject is, that
comb honej' is a tonic in its effect. That
is, if one is troubled with constipation, a
diet of comb honey will give relief. I know
one man on whom it acts as a purgative.
Extracted honey might have the same

to
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Hurrah for the American Bee Journal
But please do not impugn the good sense of
me and my neighbor because we like
H. D. Mukry.
honey.
Rankin Co., Miss.
!

[Mr. Murry, we take it all back. We
thought «'f could eat a good deal of honey
What
at one sitting, but you can beat it.
a sweet capacity — or what a capacity for
sweets some people have
Yes, we are in favor of everybody eating
but not so much at one
lots of honey
time as to sicken, or kill. — EiiiTOR.]
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I have read the American Bee Journal
for the past year and have become very
much attacht to it for the many excellent
pointers that it has given me on the care of
bees.
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Queen-Clipping Device Free
The Monette Queen-Cllpplne device is a fine thing
for use In catching and clipping queens' wings. We mall
or will send
It for 25 cents
;

FREE

as a premium for
subsending us
scriber to the Bee Journal
or for $1.10 we
for a year at .$1.00
will mall the Bee Journal one year and
the Clipping Device.
It

ONE NEW

GEORGE W. YORK &
118 Michigan Street.
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A year ago last summera swarm alighted
on a tree in my neighbor's yard. He said
that he would not bother with them and it
I borrowed a
I desired I might have thein.
musty hive stored in the cellar of another
neighbor, and with fear and trembling I

my

swarm

was a late
swarm, so I took no honey from them the
Last year was a very poor one,
first year.
and I could take no honey from them
again, but I have had very much pleasure
studying their habits, and putting into
practice some of the very excellent suggestions found in the American Bee Journal.
T. H. SONNEDECKEK.
hived

can't
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seem to be bad friends. We've heard there's a
dispute over line fences. That always makes
rows. Fix the line, we'll fix the leuce.
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Poor Season— Deep Frames.
This has been a poor year for honey in
The spring was all right and
up as well as might be expected, considering that half of them were
weak. White clover bloomed well, and altho the bees workt on it faithfully, it took
too long to make a trip, so they got only
enough to keep up the brood, until towards
the last there came three days of an oldfashioned honey-How, and they packt the
brood-nest full, and some of them started
above, but that was the end of it. Had it
not been for a little white aster that
grows profusely, and blooms in September.
on unused lots around the edge of town, I
should have had to call on the sugar barrel
to feed my bees.
Well. Dr. Miller and others can harp
about sticking to the standard frames, till
all is blue, but I'm through with them. The
way was this: I had been contemplating
changing to a deep frame for several years,
but the Job lookt so big that I put it off until the past summer, when I finisht up the
.job, and I never want another like it.
Now
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my

bees are all in cypress hives, I4I4 inches
inside, and the same in depth. The body is
in two parts horizontally, and the extract-
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ing surplus case the same as a half body, so
the frames are interchangeable for brood
or surplus, and the brood-chamber can be
small or large to suit circumstances. The
frames are spaced by wire staples, and
hung by wire nails on metal rabbets— not
much chance for glue in that arrangement.
Oh. I've got the management down fineall 1 want next year is an old-fashioned
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Something to Correct Fermentation.

Special Agent for the Southwest,

E. T.

nothing the matter with

is

American Bee Journal. I've had about all
of them (bee-papers) and the American
Bee Journal is the best for me.
Tugs. Thdblow.

Sometime, somewhere, I have seen, that
there is something we can put in honey
(extracted) that shows a tendency to ferment, or " work," as we sometimes say,
and smells and tastes a little sour around
the top of the jar. at the edges, a slight,
white frothiness. Has any one seen or
heard of any such remedy ? 'Tis said it
will arrest fermentation and sweeten the
honey. Is this so
And what is it ? I
saw such a statement some time ago, but I
cannot now recall when or where. I think
'.
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Wintering All Right.
have cold weather here now. My
bees are getting along finely. I built a shed
for them four by eight feet, and am wintering seven colonies.
B. F. Schmidt.
Clayton Co.. Iowa, Dec. 15.
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Bingham Smokers have .ill the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
or Knile. look up us recoril and pedigree.
FIFTEE.V YEARS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:-Uave used the Conqueror l.-i yearsi. 1 was always pleased with its
workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer, 1 write for a circular.
I do not think the 4inch Smoke Kngine too large.
January 27, lfS)7.
Truly,
W. 11. Eagerty, Cuba. Kansas.
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an
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T. F. BI%'GH.4(U, Farivell, micUigan.
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Small Honey Crop.
honey crop was small the past season
—about 7,000 pounds of comb and 300
pounds of extracted, from 'i35 colonies. I
bad to feed about 900 pounds of honey and

My

sugar to keep

May, as

I

find

it

my

bees to the middle of
better to feed in the fall

than early in the spring. My bees were
put into the cellar Nov. 20. We have had
good sleighing and steady winter the past
three weeks.
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15.

have

15 colonies of bees now, and have
75 at one time.
I have been in the business seven years, and am now doing well.
I give them only
spare moments, as i
am a contractor and builder. I get 10 and
20 cents per pound here for
honey.
Luke W. Si.mmo.vs.
Pope Co., Minn. Dec. U.
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he a "great help in c 'eating customers for hoi
See prices on another
page.
,

have

had

**

finest of their

will

Doing Well with Bees.

'""'• *"/ "'^''"*
"'"'' samples of joth, 15 cents-to pav for package and nostaue
tl^X^uF^"
'^n
"'"'"'''
'^^j'^- "'^.'^^"'^ per pound^; fou'r or mo'^e cans!
cemfne7;."fund''"cash^';,,,'r"•' ^
"
'"'-""= t\v. <»r' iiinre
cans you can

We

and

Allen Co.. Ind., Dec.

I

Basswood Hone>-

ha.^is/:;s:rk)n^Sft;"^:if??;™!^';;:^;:'re:^Vh^N

stands,

this winter, the only protection being a
double-walled hive. If they have plent ? to
eat. and are not disturbed, they will winter

flavor in tlu-ir honey.

Prices of either Alfalfa or

Double-Walled Hives.

in

Bees are wintering now. The weather
is bright and
sunshiny, with about six
inches ot snow, and not very cold. During
the honey season I got only half a crop, as
it was too dry here.
My bees are on the

summer

This is UiL- well-kuown lig-ht-colored honey g-athered from the rich,
nectar-laden basswood blossoms in
Wisconsin. It has a strong-er flavor
than Alfalfa, and is greatly preferred by tliose \yho like a distinct

ted

c. Theilmanx.
Co., Minn., Dec. 1.5.

Wintering

60-POUND TIN CANS.

ALFALFA

Wabasha

CO.. 118 Michigan

Please mention the Bee Journal

St.,

Chicago,

111.

iJl^rSJS

Favors the Plain Section.
The white clover was plentiful in bloom

the past season, but no honey, or not as
1897, but I got a fair crop
My bees are in good condition for winter, with plenty of stores,
and I hope they will come out all right in
the spring.
I tried the plain sections this year,
and
find that they are all right.
I find a better
sale for the honey at 10 cents a section, as

good a yield as in
from buckwheat.
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To Our ReQular SuDscrlbers— Now

Jan.

12, 1899.

New Readers

tor

3 Great 40-cent Offers-Each One Free!!
THREE

splendid Premium Offers, and we will mail your choice of any
Below are
one of them for sending us $1.00 for JUST ONE NEW subscriber for 189*^).
Or, for sending us TWO NEW SUBSCRIBERS, as above, we will mail the sender all
of the three great 40-cent offers.

JUST READ

WHAT THEV ARE

—Satuautha

1.
at Saratoga.
loo.ooo 5old at $2.50 per copy.

Offer No.

indeed a feast of fun. by the only peer o£
humor— J031AH Allen's Wife (Marietta Holley.)
This

is

Read

this Extract Troni tbe

Offer No. 2.

— Gleasou's Horse-Book.

By

Mark Twain's

Book:

And right here, let me insert this one word of wisdom for the sijecial comfort of my sect, and yet it is one that may well be laid to heart by the more opposite one. If your pardner gets restless and oneasy and middlin' cross, as pard-

:

Prof Oscar R. Gleason.

This is the only complete and authorized work by America's
king of horse-trainers, renowned throughout America and recognized by the United States fiovernment as tbe most expert and
successful horseman of tbe age. The whole work comprising History, Breeding, Training. Breaking, Buying, Feeding, Grooming,
Shoeing, Doctoring, Telling Age, and General Care of the Horse.
You will know all about a horse after you have read it. No one
can fool you on the age of a horse when you have this book. 416
pages, bound in paper, with 173 striking illustrations produced
under the direction of the United States Government Veterinary
Surgeon. In this book Prof. Gleason has given to the world for
the first time his most wonderful methods of training and treating
horses.

Our

100,000 sold at $3.00 each.

Offer No. 3

price, postpaid, 40 cents.

—The Poultry-Keeper

Illustrators.

ners will be anon or even oftener— start them off on a tower. A tower will in H
cases out of 10 lift 'em out of their oneasiness. their restlessness and their

" Poultry -Keeper Illustrators" are the greatest books
on poultry subjects ever issued, and are a veritable poultry dictionary, covering the ground so completely that, having these four
books, one needs scarcely anything more except "grit '' to become
a successful poultry-raiser. You cannot get such other books in
the whole world, not even for s.50 each, for they do not exist.

crossness.

Were they

The four

^'mi^x'P'^R'iiw
Why 1 have known a short tower to Slab City or Loontown act like a charm
on ray pardner, when crossness wuz in his mean and snappishneas wuz present
with him. I have known him to set off with the mean of a lion and come back

with the liniment of s lamb.
And Jest the prospect of a tower ahead is a great help to a woman in rnlin'
and keepin' a pardner straight. Somehow jest the thought of a tower sort of
lifts him up in mind, and happifys him, and m.lkes him easier to quell, and pardDers must be quelled at times, else there would be no livin' with 'em.

She takes

off Foi.t.TES.

Pro Dogs, ToBOGGANiNij,

Flirtations, Low-necked Dressing, Dudes,

etc.

man.
Nicely bound in paper, fully illustrated, printed from
and on fine paper, 370 pages. Postpaid, 40 cents.

GEORGE

they are lighter in weight. They were not
filled as well as they should be, for on an
average they weighed about 12 ounces per
section. I dare say the plain section will
take the lead in ISfl'J, altho this was a very
poor year to test them, on account of the
W. H. Helm.
poor honey crop.

Lycoming

Co., Pa., Dec. 13.

new type

"W.

Honey-Dew for Winter

Stores.

The past season was practically a failure here. I got about 140 pounds of buck-

IIIii<«trator IXo. H.

— Poultry

Incubators, Brooders,

Incubation, Raising

YORK &

etc.,

of Breeds,

25 cents.

CO., xi8 Bliqliisan

in better condition.

Co., Pa., Dec. 15.

Chicks,

Diseases, Lice, Grapes, Moulting,

Egg Eating, etc., 25 cents.
Illustrator l%o, 4L. —Judging Fowls, Description

wheat honey. There was a great deal of
honey-dew in this part of the country, and
I think, generally speaking, that there was
more or less of it left in the winter stores.
and I will predict a great mortality among
the bees in this section. I was very carefi'l
to see that there was none of it left in
mine. My bees had their hives full of good
buckwheat honey, and never went into

Venango

I value the American Bee Journal very
highly. I started in the spring of 1S98 with
six colonies of bees, increast to 10 and sold
$32 worth of honey. If you would call that
good luck, then I owe it all to the instructions 1 receive through the American Bee
Arnold S. Reeves.
Journal.
Cheboygan Co., Mich., Dec. 15.

Houses

Illiiitilralor Wo. S. Artificial
Testing Eggs, etc., 25 cents.

Mating,

winter quarters

Report fop 1898.

— Poultry

IIIii!>ti'atoi- ^'o. I.
Coops, etc., 25 cents.

—

Opinions or ISoted Critics:
" Exceedingly amusing."— Rose E.Cleveland. "Delicious Humor."— Will
Carleton. "So excruciatingly funny, we had to sit back and laugh until the
tears came."— Witness. " Unquestionably her best."- Detroit Free Press.
"Bitterest satire, coated with the sweetest of exhilarating fun."— Bishop New-

Address

given in another form and elaborate binding and colored cuts you might think them easily worth ^5 each, but what
you want is not elegant printing, and in these we give you the
value in information that you can make use of. They have cost
much in labor and cash, but you get all this value for almost
nothing. We mail the 4 Illustrators for 40 cents.

Ed Jolley.

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

come guest

it is.
It is like an old and tried
friend, and I can tie to it. Long may it
live to bless and gladden the hearts of those
who take it and contribute to its pages.
Clark Co., Wis., Dec. 15.
L. Allen.

A Section Scraper,

My

report for 1808

is

Etc.

the smallest

I

have

had since I commenced keeping bees, six
years ago but it is not bad in comparison
with my neighbor bee-keepers.
I had 40 colonies, spring count, and 1,801
full sections, making an average of 41 sec:

Quite Cold Weatlier.
Bees apparently up to date are doiug
well. The weather has been yuite cold, the
coldest morning registering six degrees below zero. I think in this locality, and I
think I may say safely in the county, the
honey crop is all disposed of. We are looking forward to and making preparations
for next year's harvest.
The American Bee Journal comes regularly on each Thursday evening, and a wel-

tions to the colony.
There has been a great deal said of late
ibout 8 section-cleaner made of an old sewing machine and sandpaper or emery
wheel. I have an instrument made out of
Bisection of an old mowing machine. It is
t ne greatest labor-saving tool there is in
tie business. When I take off a surplus
else of honey, before I take out a wedge,
while everything is tight and solid. I scrape

'

Jan.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
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the tops of the sections and then the patxem-slats, and it does not take raore than a
minute or two; then I have nothing but
the bottoms and edges of the sections to
clean. For cleaning old, dirty hives it is
just the thing; you can get into the corners
and pretty nearly plane it out as clean as
new.
I have been taking the American Bee
Journal for six years and have every number bound.
Nov. 2(j I put into the cellar 60 colonies in
a little better condition than I ever saw

them

With the aid

before.

of

dark and not very salable. I sold five
and have 34 this winter. I lost
last winter out of 30.
Blair Co., Pa., Dec. T. S. H. Stouffer.

all

one

tion except from the bee-literature named.

Daniel Smethurst.
Crawford

Co., Mo., Dec. IT.

HON&y AND B&ESWflX

I

report this year

ter of surplus

is

a ton and a quar-

comb honey from

40 colonies,

spring count, and 4S colonies now.
McKean Co., Pa., Dec. 13. G. H. Botd.

Corncobs as Smoker Fuel.
The past season was too wet for

a

honey

crop in this part of Missouri. I secured a
fair crop the last three weeks in August,
and have had a good demand for comb
honey at 13i., cents per pound.
Gentry Co", Mo., Dec. 1.5. J. E. Entart.

Cnic.iGO, Jan. 9.— The trade i.s not actire in
nian.y of the retail dealer.s beUi^
supplied with sufficient stock to meet demands
for some time to come. Prices are quite steady
with 13c for best white, off in color, etc., incliidinsr amber grades, lOfri 12c; dark, 9c. Extracted
t,((i7c for white; amber and dark, Sfe 6c.
Beeswax, 27.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

comb honey,

Dktkoit, Jan. 2.— No chang-e in supply of
honey as to quality, but prices are somewhat
lower than last quotations, yiz; Fancy white,
13c; No. 1, 12f'_' 12'2C: fancy dark and amber, 'ita
lie.

Extracted, white,

wax,

My honev crop was about 200 pounds this
year from 'M colonies, but my bees are in
fine condition, and all in the cellar. Honey
C. A. Goohell.
is a scarce article here.
Blue Earth Co., Minn., Dec. 13.

If you want the ln"^t ln\v-di>\vii Wa^ou you
should buy the Electric Handy Wagon. It is
the best because it is made of the best material;
the best broad tired Electric Wheels; best seasoned white hickory axles: all other wood parts
of the best seasoned white oak. The front and
rear hounds are made from the best anefle steel,

which

is

neater, stron<,''er

and

in

every

way

bet-

Short Honey Crop.

My

honey crop was short the past season.
From 50 colonies of bees I had 1,000 sections
of salable honey, which brought me *!70. or
It is basswood
about 7 cents a section.
honey. White clover bloomed profusely,
D.
secreted
no
nectar.
C. Wilson.
but
Linn Co., Iowa, Dec. 1,5.

A Poop Season.
could not keep bees without the Bee
Journal. The past was a poor season here.
Last spring I had 28 colonies, increast to 39,.
and took TOO pounds of honey, but it was
I

dark,

5('i

S'^c.

Bees-

M. H. Hunt.
S.iN Th.-vncisco. Dec. 28.— White comb, 9'!fa)
amber.

T'.c'ic. Extracted, white,
7(«7j|c:

amber. t,'4"M,' .1. Beeswax, 24rn 27c.
There are »•• chaii>,'es to record in the condition of the honey market, stocks being- light, as
previously noted, of both comb and extracted,
with market firm at current values. Business
is naturally g-reatU- restricted, and at present is
lig-ht

BUY THE BEST.

Article.

0(n 7c:

2S(" 26c.

lOJic;

Honey a Scarce

|

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Results of the Past Season.

My

"Langstroth

of lis years, I think I did remarkably
well, seeing that I never had any instruc-

>!i >J<. >!<. >t< >tt Jti >ti >te jte. >Ji >te tt

>! >ti

colonies

on the Honey-Bee" and the "Old Reliable." I hope to keep improving. For a

man
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almost wholly on local account. Considering
the light yield this season, the aggregate of exports to date is of very liberal volume.
'

COLU.MBUS. Dec. 29.— No improyement in demand tor honey; market is quiet and barely
sti-ady at 12'2"'13c for fancy white, UtoiHc fo'r
No. 1, and Sf« 9c for dark.

Columbus Com. and Storage

Co.

Iniuanapolis. Jan. 4.— Fancy white comb.
121" 12!2c; No. 1, lOcaillc.
Demand fairly good,
Dark comb honey is being- offered at S(«'9c with
almost no demand. Clover and basswood exBeeswa.x,

tracted, 6J<(«!7c.

26f{»'28c.

Walter
ter than wood. Well painted in red and varnisht. Extra length of reach and extra h^ng
standards supplied without additional cost when
requested. This wajrun is firuaranteed to carrv
4.000 pounds anvwhere.
Write the

ELECTRIC

WHEEL

CO., Box Id, Quincy, 111,, for their
new catalog'ue,which fully describes this wa^on,
their

famous Electric Wheels and Electric Feed

Cookers.

S.

Pouder.

New York.

Jan. 2.— The market is well sui>
plied, especially with dark. Demand is fair for
white and dark, and off grades are being neglected. We quote:
Fancy white, 12(8 13c; No. 1 white. lOdi lie; amber, 9,u 10c; dark, 71a 8c. Stocks of extracted of
all kinds are light.
White, bJiW'c: amber, 6c:
dark, 5>i("'6c; Southern, in barrels, 60 to 65c per
gallon. Beeswax dull at 26(a'27c.

Hildreth Bros. & Segelken.
Buffalo, Jan.

b Lyon

Page

NEW

and dark, poor, etc., bi'i.Xc. Extracted,
Beeswax, fanc.v pure, 2S(</30c: dark, etc.,

Mfg. Co.

Cleveland.
No.
2

eig-ht million feet of

curing the best lumber at the lowest TJ
T^
'
DCC'^Ds.CCpCTS
price for the manufacture of

lumber, thus

se-

THE LOWEST

for Circular

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

OUR MOTTO:

2.

A

—Fancy

Co.

white. 13(ai4c;

12'" 13c:
No. 1 amber, 10(« lie: No.
9(<7lOc;
buckwheat, 8c.
Extracted,

white,

amber,

&

Co.

1

also one of the'.LAROEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
is in the State.
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absolutely accurate.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and pos.session of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable
this firm to furnish the BESTdQOODS AT
PRICES.

Send

1

Jan.

white, 7c; amber, 6c: buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams

O
OUpplieSx.,

They have

and

Stabc.
24(a'26.

Batterson &

LONDON, WIS.,

operates two Sawmills that cut, annually,

—

6.
Our honey market is very
quiet. Finest 1-pouad white fancy combs move
slow at 12c— often lie: e.xcellent grades, 9f'» 10c,

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

Conventiou Notices.
Wisconsin.—The Wisconsin State Bee
Keepers' Association will hold their annual
convention at Madison, Feb.
and 10. It
promises to be the best held for years. Every bee-keeper is urged to be present. An
interesting program is being arranged.
Platteville, Wis.
N. E. Fkance, Sec.
'.)

:Tlinn<^sola.— The following program
has been arranged by Pres. E. B. Huffman
for the meeting of the Southern Minnesota
Bee-Keepers' Association, which meets in
Winona, Minn., Jan. 2.5 and 20:
Opening address— Pres. E. B. Huffman.
••
How to prepare bees for winter, and
way to care for them " — Frank
Yabuke.

the proper

S6Giions. siiiDDinQ-Gases and

B66-K66DerS'
We make

a specialty of making- the very best Sections on the market.
The
in this part of Wisconsin is ackno\vledged by all to be
the best for making the ONE-PIECE
selected, young and
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

BASSWOOD

HONEY-SECTIONS—

Marshfield:nanufacturing Company,
Please niention Bee Journal

when

writing.

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

How to prepare a colony of bees for the
introduction of a queen, and the best way
to introduce her' — C. A. Gile.
• Which is the most profitable to work
for, comb or extracted honey, and the most
suitable size hive for the same?" E. B.

—

Corn well.

What is the best size of hive, frames
and sections for general use?"— S.W. Judge.
•'

"The
crease"

best

— W.

way to manage
F. Martin, ,1^

bees for in-

c^

j

What is the best way, and the kind of
hive to use, in stimulating bees, and also
feeding them ^" John TurnbuU.
Winona, Minn.
C. A. Gile, Sec.
•

—
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Order Early
There are indications that

the demand

for

SUPPLIES will be very lar-re this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have larg-e facilities for nianufacluringr all
kinds of

Bee-Keepers' SiioDlies,
will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

And

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made,
1899 Cataloer ready Feb.

can Bee-Keeper

T116

(20

1.

does
it

satisfaction.
any

other.

YEARS

PAXEMX WEEW PROCESS
SHEEVI.^'Ct.

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best VciLs, cotton or silk.

for our Catalog,

We

sell

Address

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

W.

T. Falconer M!g. Go.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal

s:in;;. iS'o I^oss.

there have

not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Copy of the Ameri-

pages; free.

What more can anybody do? Beauty,
Purity. Firmness, I>[o Sag-

has always given better satis-

faction than
Because I3i 31

Send name

Y^ear

We guarantee

it sell

so well ?
Because

12, 1899.

Dadailt'S Foundation.

^Year

Why

Jan.

when

-writing.

Langslrolh on the Honey Bee — Re\/ised.
-

YOU WANT THE

«« IF

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole .\picultural Field
conipletelv than anv other publisht, send
to Prof.

A". J.

mi're
SI. 25

Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

B66-K66P6rs' Guide.

The

Classic in Bee-Culture— Price. $1.25, by mail.

Beeswax Wanted
Please mention Bee Jotimal

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

cha5. dadant & son,

at all times.
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing.

III.

Carloads o! Bee-Hives
Sections. Shipping Cases,

Foundation, and

Comb

everything

usi'd in the bee-iudustry.
,^''^
We want the name and
address of everj- bee-keeper in
America. We supply dealers as

well as consum^ers. We have
Drv Kiln, Improved Machinery,

and all modern appliprompt shipment. Write for

40,000 feet of floor space,

We make

ances.

Catalog's, Quotations, etc.

Idter-State Manufacturing Co.
Hudson, St. Croix Co., Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

IT

PAY YOU
WILL
ATTEND THE

For Apiarian Supplies,

Address,

LEAHY MFG, CO.

TO

Please mention Bee Journal

when

Higgins\'ille,

o S.

nth

Mo.
St.,

•?! Broadway,

Omaha, Neb.

E. St. Louis,

III.

writing.

Eclectic Sliortliand

*«« College «*«
Headquarters of the Cross Eclectic System.
Lessons bv mail a specialty.
Send stamp for alphabet.

l>earl>orn Street, CHIt^ACJO.

»4l

PU-ase mention the Bee Journal.

3'lAlv

Eastern Bee-Keepers!
NEW

YORK., "ITV. as we saw an openmg
an Apiarian Supply business in
we started
Seven
veara aeo
...._...•
3„
.-...I... 1.. .V. :..:.i..l.^nr.. Vn-tliulQ,.iii:i (idniiincl In r supplies
Sill
and our ™'if»nt'y
here. Thit-we made no miBtake in ttiis is shown by the large demand l..r
;';;
creasing trade. Our aim wastofurn'sh Supplies promptly. ^"'^'"'"y'^^-'Y'i'^T.^f.^^^IrhmlKon^^^
In bu> ins; near home you not only
SuppUes from the Western lactones is as uiu.h as the cost of the goods. carloads
ot
save freight, but get your goods much more promptly. We keep several

Hi\/e&, Sections,

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has

Mil

Sair in liiood-Franies.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fi shbo in the Surplus
H.mey.
Beinir the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

VAN DEUSEN,
Sole Manufacturer.

J. A.

Sprout Brook. Montsromery Co., N.Y.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

you care to know of its
r" ^tif4^—ni'i J1
Fruits, flowers. Climate
sample copy of Califor
a
send
or Resources,

C-aniOrnid

If

PaperPacific Rural Press,

fornia's Favorite

The

Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,
S2.U0 per annum. Samillustr.ated,
handsomely

The
ple

le.adintr

copv

free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San FK.iNclsco, C.iL.
Market street,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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Foundation,

Etc.,

apia^
stock ready to ship, and the prices «ill be found higbt ^^e also run two
Apiana line "'gi^'tV'"'^ >?",[' >2","'"°?
sell BBBS AND yUEBNs. If you expect t.. use anythmg m the
PRU
ts on what you want,
sPKClAl.
you
quote
pleased
to
be
well to send tor our Catalogue. We wimld
etc., are made in Wisas this is our oullseason. and we can atlord to sell for small proflts. Hives, Sections,
consin, where lumber is low, and the best can be had.

alwavs

in

Our Special Price on
Write for

it,

now ready

to

maif

^

Apiaries, Glen Cove, L.

Hives

Founilatioii,

stating the .luantity you can u>e.

sTRINGHAM,
I.

M

Sections will malje you Smile.

DKALKKS should

write for our Em discount sheet which

Please mention Bee Jotirnal

26 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.

when

Now,

CASH— upon

if

GEORGE W. YORK &

writing.

This is a good time
to send in j'our Beeswax. We are payinsf
26 cents a pound —

yon want the money PROMPTLY, send us your Beeswax.
was not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,
ceipt.

is

105 Park Place, New York, N.Y.

CO.,
CHICAGO,

118 Micliigun Sireel,

its re-

Impu

ILL..

%
"•f$e1»i

GEORGE W. YORK,

39th'

YEAR,

CHICAGO,

Editor.

JANUARY

ILL,

19,

1899,

No,

3,

continued from the bottom to the uppermost super also
'I inch bee-space entering each super is continuous.
On the bottom of the end-boards of the super a 1/16
inch groove is cut '4 inch wide, to receive a strip of sheetiron 1 '+ inches wide, reaching across the super and lettingthe ends in the super sides 1 / 16 inch, then tacks are driven
in, thus leaving the bottom of the super level.
This apron
is for the section slats and separators to rest on when placed
in the super.
And when slats are placed in the super, a
wedge strip is dropt down at each end of separators. When
the sections are in, two more wedge strips are pusht down,
one at each end, which tightens the sections (see illustration) also a side-wedg-e, if necessary.
The -inch deep rabbet cut on top of the super endboard is to be as wide as the rabbet on the end-boards of the
brood-chamber, which will be noticed farther. (See illusis

;

the

No.

2.— The

" Golden "

Method of Producing-

Comb Honey
BY

Described.

;

J. A.

GOLDEN.

[Continued from

,'4;

paj.'e 4.]

order to fully understand this method, I herewith precut of a hive-body, one super, bottom-board and

INsent a

queen-caj^e.
First, then, if you will notice, the bottom-board has
what we call a " rim " lying- on it. This rim is V-incli
thick on the outside edg-e, and beveled down on the inner
side, and is a little wider than the edg-e of the side-board
space and division-board. The side-body is }s thick, space
J-s, and a division-board or inside board yi, making 1^ inch
the rim 1'4 wide, the beveled edge giving- a js-inch space to
the side passage-way. Then when preparing- hives for wintering this rim is turned upside down, and when the hive is
set on it, it completely shuts up the side entrance, making
it a dead-air chamber from below.
(I will note the temperature further on.)
To form the side entrances in a new hive, take strips ^sinch square, and tack one in each inside corner of the hivebody then a '+ inch or js board as long as the inside of the
hive is tackt on the js corner strips, letting the board be
flush or eveii with the side-body of the hive at the bottom,
and even with the top of the brood-frames, or within '4 inch
of the side-body of the hive. (See engraving for side entrances and division-board, showing- the bottom of brood-

tration.)

The queen-cage which you will observe extending in
is made 'Lt-inch narrower than you use, having- a
partly-drawn comb or foundation in it. and is covered on
the super,

;

:

chamber.)

Now, reader, can you Tiot see wisdom in this construction of a hive ? Suppose there were two stairways leading
up to a gallery— one was crowded with people and the other

was comparatively free, and you had a load of honey to
carry up, which of the two ways would vou choose ? Your
answer would be, " The one that was not crowded, every
time." And think you that the busy honey-bee is void
of wisdom ? Nay, verily, the honev-bee possesses largelv
of instinct, for the Creator has made" it so.
I will now describe the super, which you will
notice in
the engraving.
It differs from the general super in use
only by cutting a "4 -inch rabbet on the top of the end-board
(see engraving), and the side passage-wav is made the
same
way as in the brood-chamber. The >s-inch strips are tackt in
the inside corners, then tack on the same thickness of board
as in the brood-chamber, letting it come even with bottom,
and within '4 inch of the top of the side-body of the super, or
as high as the top of the sections. Thus when the super is
placed on top of the brood-chamber, the side passage-ways
come opposite each other, and thus you seethe side entrance

Hive-Body. Bottom-Board, Super and Queen-Cage.
both sides with wire-cloth, cutting the cloth '2 -inch larger
all around, then folding the '2 inch over, tacking on the
prepared cage with !4-inch wire tacks, leaving one corner
to spring back, to let the queen run in or out, as desired. •« D
I here present a view of my combined cover and feed
receptacle, and I am here to say that it is one of the essentials to have in all apiaries.
It is made from % or y% inch
lumber, and fitted to the inside dimensions of the hive-body.
A strip % inch thick and 1 /< inches wide is laid under each
end of the cover, then tackt fast to the cover and tacks
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Bevel the top edg-e of the cover all around, as this
clincht.
will admit the super rim to rest down and not catch on the
feed cover.

Emptying Unflnisht Sections — Honey of
Bees

;

The end strips that were clincht on the end of the feedcover, when placed on the hive or super, rest in or over the
rabbets, making a bee-space over the top of the frames and
or one inch
supers. Two other strips X-iuch thick and
wide is fitted over the top of the side-entrances in the hivebody, then place the feed-cover on the brood-body, and pass
a couple of screw-eyes down through the feed-cover and
strips into the division-board on each side. This is used
thus for wintering, making- the side-entrance a complete
J-.s

19, 1899.

Italian

vs. that of Blacks.

BY EDWIN BEVINS.

A

box made from 'X or ys inch lumber, 3 inches deep,
10 inches wide, and 15 inches long-, is set over the center
and tackt fast. From the bottom of the feed-cover a rim
made from fs-inch lumber is made 10x15, and little strips of
tin tackt across the corners on top to hold the frame in
square, then cover the frame by tacking- on a cover of wirethen hinge the
cloth, after folding the edges of cloth
frame to the box by a strip of cloth or thin leather. On the
inside of the box, close to one end, bore six or eight J^-inch
holes, and when not in use lay over the holes a little strip
of board, and at the opposite end of the box tack two little
cleats, then tack on a thin strip of board, making a pocket
to keep j'our slate or diary for recording dates of swarm,
and amount of surplus of that colony.

Jan.

WITH

editorial permission I will poach on Dr. Miller's
York " (see
preserves to the extent of telling
page 711, 1898) why his bees failed to clean out those
unfinisht sections.
If I were in the babit of betting I would stake a pint of
cider that all the unsealed honej' in those sections was carried downstairs in a small fraction of the two weeks. " New
York " left the sections on the hive. Then the bees were
too lazy to uncap the sealed portions of the hone3-, and so
long as it was close at hand the?' did not care a continental whether this sealed honey was in the brood-frames or in

"New

supers, and they did not know anything of "New
York's " intention to take it away.
When he found that this sealed honey was not going
below, he should have used theuncapping-knife on it. Then
his sections would have been cleaned out in short order, if
the weather had been warm enough. It is best not to delay
this work too long. If you do, however, you can get the
sections cleaned during the sunny days of early. spring.
The cappings with the adhering honey can be saved in shallow boxes. If these boxes are placed in empty supers over
the brood-frames, and the cappings occasionally stirred,
the bees will clean them nicely, and nothing is lost.

the

DO ITALIANS STORE BETTER HONEY THAN BLACKS?
In answer to the question of Mr. Bartz, on page 718
(1898), I will say that I cannot tell why Italian bees store a
better quality' of honey than do other bees. It has been mj'
belief and contention all along that there is no appreciable
difference when all bees store from all sources alike. This
would be plain to Mr. Bartz, if in printing my last article
on this subject, somebod)- had not supprest the first half of
one of my sentences, and printed the other half as if it belonged to the preceding sentence, thus rendering mj- meaning very obsctire. Mr. Bartz would not then have askt me
to account for a thing which I believe has no existence.
When it is once an understood and accepted fact that
Italians store their honej' from different and better sources
than other bees, there will be no need of asking why this
honey is of better quality than that of other bees. The answer is obvious.
It is most natural for one who has not been a close observer of the habits of the different kinds of bees for a long
period of time, to suppose that all bees store from the
sources within easiest reach, and that one kind of bees will
get about as much honey from any one source as another
kind. If observation has demonstrated the fact that Italians neglect those flowers which secrete the poorer grades
of nectar, and store only from the flowers which secrete the
better grades, then we know whj' the quality of Italian
honey is sometimes better than that of other bees. But let
say
all kinds of bees be confined to one source of supply
white clover or basswood and who is able to affirm that
the honey of Italians will be any better than the honey of
blacks or hybrids ?
The superior quality of Italian honey (if it is superior)
must be accounted for by the fact of selection (if it is a fact)
when liberty of choice can be practiced. In this way only
can J answer the question of Mr. Bartz.
Decatur Co., Iowa.
-

—

Combined Hive-Cover and Feed-Receptacle.
Those strips are taken off in the spring
laid one on each side of the feed receptacle and screwed
fast to the feed-cover, ready for use when desired.

dead-air space.

and

This combined cover and feed receptacle is always to
remain on the hive, or on the supers when the latter are on
the brood-body always ready for its use.
A 5-inch super rim (which is shown back of the food
receptacle) is placed on over the combined cover, then an
outside cover.
Let me note here, during the hottest
weather, should there be any fears of combs, either brood
or surplus, melting down, slip a little stick under the outside cover, raising it )i or !< inch, and I will guarantee no
combs to melt down, either in the brood or surplus I care
not how hot Old Sol shines, for the passage-ways encircle
the entire colony above, beneath, and between — and he
that hath an eye to see please take notice that ventilation
controls the heat and hastens evaporation and if the problem of ventilation, not drafts, is better or more perfectly
solved than as set forth in the Golden hive and method, I
kindly ask for its publication, for in these latter days apiculture keeps pace with all the industries of progression,
and will continue so long as time is extended to mortals
and he who says
like bee-keepers of the present generation
apiculture has reacht its highest attainments surely is not

—

—

;

;

wise.

Morgan

Co., Ohio.

New

—

Device for Closing- Hive-Entrances.
BY

I,.

KREUTZINGER.

EFFORTS

to facilitate preparations of bees for transportation have led me to bring before the bee-keepers an
entirely new fixture. It is a device by which the hiveentrjinces can be closed at a rate of 100 per hour, without
disturbing the bees in the least, and without the use of a
hammer or any other kind of tool whatever.
As it is solely designed for the purpose of closing up
hive-entrances, we may call it an " Entrance Closer."
The accompanying illustration shows its position when
attacht to the hive" The Closer consists of two parts made

of perforated zinc sliding against each other by means of
the framed enclosure thereof. Thus, when slid together,
the "Closer" has a length of a fraction less than 12 inches,
and adapted to the 8-frame hive. For 9 and 10 or larger
hives, it needs only to be extended the desired length. For
the old " box hive," where the entrance is but 8 inches or

Jan.
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less in length, onl)will do.

one of the two parts above mentioned
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whose sole duty should be to see that the laws are enThere is nothing that can be objectionable in a law
compelling the sale of an article under no other than its
true name, and such a law ought to be enforced in every
State uniformly. State .sovereignty, on such questions,
since the abolition of slavery, has always seemed to me to
be no more than a farce, and the inhabitants of one State
ought to have no more right to do wrong than those of
another. What is right in Iowa cannot be vrrong in Illinois,
tors,

forced.

But not only as to the length of the entrance this device
accomplishes the purpose, but also particular attention has
been paid to the heig-ht thereof. The •' Entrance Closer "
is arranged to cover and fit anj' kind of an entrance,

whether narrow or high, short or long, from '4 to ys of an
inch in height, and from 2 to 14ji inches in length.
It is further provided with steel plates or strips, each of
the front ones having a screw, and connected by threaded
rods with the rear ones, thus forming a forkiike shape
(crank), and serving for the firm attachment to the hive-

wall.

When inserting, the strips have to. be down on the bottom-board, slide the rear strips (or plates) behind the hivewall, the perforated zinc thus remaining leaned and prest

T/w Krcut:ini;cr Entrance-Closer.
against the hive then turn the strips upright to the position as shown in the illustration, screw by hand each screw
in both the strips against the zinc and hive-wall, and the
entrance is closed. It is done in shorter time than it takes
to read these directions.
When separating, loosen both screws, turn the strips
from their upright position down to the bottom-board, and
the " Closer " will .slide out.
No tool of any kind is necessary, no hammering, or any
waste of material, such as tacks, screen wire, etc.
;

who practice transporting their bees from
to their out-apiaries, and those who are in the business
of buying- and selling bees, will find in this device a great
convenience and a handy contrivance lasting them for
years. It is durable, and owing- to its material being of
zinc it -will not rust.
Cook Co., 111.. Jan. 10, 1899.
Bee-keepers

and

morally at least.
Some years ago Missouri had no law compelling a girl
to obtain her parents' consent to her marriage before she
was 18 years of age, and rash young ladies of the Sucker
State were known to cross the Mississippi with their lovers,
when matrimonially inclined, for the sole purpose of evading a law which did not agree with their plans. Either it
was wrong for a girl to marry without her parents' consent,
before she became of age. or "the Illinois law was wrong.
If we have a State law on adulteration in Illinois, and
they have none in a neighboring State, may not the violator
of the law establish himself where he will find the greatest
freedom to perpetrate his frauds ?
I believe the time is close at hand when we will obtain
some satisfaction on this subject. When the public spirit
is ready for a reform, it takes but little time to bring it
about, tho it sometimes takes a long agitation to mature the
popular mind on questions involving great interests. But
on this subject there is, or will be, but little open opposition.
The adulterators themselves want to appear honest and
fair, and the only points they will dare raise will be technical points of constitutionality or law, which ought not to
stop an important reform like this.
Many reforms and many new things are on the public
mind, some of which will probably not mature for decades.
But some, like the hard-road question, will be pusht to a
solution by private enterprise in many places, even before
the country takes hold of them, thus "showing plainly that
they are ripe and must be carried throug-h.
Meanwhile, let us all put a shoulder to the wheel. Propagandism is the only way to push a reform to completion.
If you believe a thing is right, do not let it re.st, do not
cease to speak of it, to push it, to advise it until it is done.
,

Hancock

Adulteration of

Foods— Are We Likely

Co.,

111.

to Get

Laws on the Subject?
BY

C.

P.

DADANT.

interest which our bee-keepers
THE
times in this question shows that

have shown at all
one of great importance to them. Indeed, if it were not for the adulteration of honey, and the fear of adulterated honev from
the buyers, this article would probably be twice as valuable
and of much more ready sale than' it now is. Not only
fraud supplies an increase in quantity, but this increast
quantity is also of less .quality, and thus'harder to dispose of.
Then the knowledge of existing adulteration creates a
prejudice which, very often, as we all know, attaches to the
true product, since even the very finest article of comb
honey has been often suspected by uniformed, or rather illit is

informed, parties.
From time to time this question of laws on adulteration
has been brought before the public, but never vet, in this
country, in as persistent a way as at present.
About 1880 my father was appointed by the Western
Illinois and Eastern Iowa Bee-Keepers' Association to draft
and circulate a petition to Congress upon this matter. The
petition was sent out and finallv put before Cotigress with
something over 10,000 bee-keepers" signatures but it was,
like many other things, buried without hope.
Now. we bee-keepers are not in the lead the druggists,
the dairymen, the consumers in general, have preceded us
and joined with us to help put an end to the nuisance of
adulteration. A National Congress was called last year,
another has been called for this year, and the States are
also awakening to the necessity of action for an Illinois
Congress was called but a few weeks ago. But little real
good has been done so far. for it takes time to organize to
get a footing, so as to carry a weightv influence into a legislature
but the ball has been set a-roUing, and it is
hoped will not be stopt until the task is done.
It strikes me that a National enforcement of
pure food
laws IS a necessity for success. State laws, dift'ering in
each individual State, can only be make-shifts of temporary
standing and of imperfect action. Then it would be nece.ssary to have, as in ISurope, where such laws exist, inspec:

Several Things Noted and Commented Upon.
BY WM. M. WH-ITNEY.

EDITOR YORK :— I have read what
blers, etc., in connection
Storj' of Bee-Farming"

you say about
with your reference to
in

.scrib-

"The

the Yoijth's Companion,

which story

I read .sometime ago, and, novice as lam, it was
suppress a smile. While I endor.se all vou say
on the subject referred to, yet I desire to add that crudeness
is not confined entirely to the writings of novices in beekeeping.

difficult to

WHEN

B.^SS-WOOD YIELDS BEST.

As, for instance, in an article on " basswood bloom,"
there appears the following on page 769 (1898)
" The condition most favorable for a large yield of nectar is when the weather is vex-y warm and the air is filled
with electricity. At times when showers pass around with
great display of lightning," etc.
Now, I imagine a broad smile lightin--; up the face of
an electrician, on reading that statement. Having been
taught that in a dry, cool atmosphere is the place to look
for superabundance of electricity, he will be surprised to
find the laws of Nature .so revolutionized as to completely
reverse the order of things.
:

;

;

;

SINGLE-WAI,I, vs. DOUBLE-WAI.I, HIVES IN WINTER.

And in another article in the same number of the Bee
Journal, on the care of bees in winter, while inferentially
condemning the double-wall hive, the writer gives instructions for wintering- bees in single-wall hives, which, in
principle, is the same thing as the double-wall exceptingthe front, which, being unprotected, must in very cold
weather result in severely taxing the energy of the colony.
My bees are in dovible-walled hives, and are packt snug
and warm, and there isn't a single day when the atmosphere is suitable for them to venture out, that they are not
on the wing, whether the sun strikes the front of the hive
or not and I will go him a " Pound Sweeting " 16 ounces
to the pound that in the same locality my bees will show
.

;

—

—

—
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their noses at the hive-entrance sooner than his will for.
if his hives are painted white, as they should be to protect
his colonies from the excessive heat of summer, no winter
sun will thaw out his bees throug-h that board, but they
will be obliged to depend upon their own internal warmth
and the atmosphere outside, while mine are already warm,
and are only waiting- a favorable opportunity to fly. So
much for that.
;

CRUDENESS IN

.\PI.\RI.iN I,ITEK.\TURE.

Proceeding's of the Colorado State Bee-Keepers'

An

editorial in another bee-paper refers to a "pair of
stairs." and in judg-ing- a honey exhibit says, " I should have
this may
believed the judge was impartial or unfair."
be a slip of the pen. or a typographical error, but it doesn't
look so. Many other things could be referred to, but I forbear.
There is plenty of literary crudeiiess, not chargeable to

Convention.
(CONTRIBUTED BY THE SECRETARV.)

Now

novices, but publisht over the signatures of would-be-considered experts. But what am I doing ? Guess I'm not
feeling very well in fact, I'm not. for I drank a cup of
coffee before retiring last night, and did not sleep well. But
let us change the subject.
Being past the age of active business life. I have plenty
of time to devote to ray bees, and either working for or
studying them, nearly my whole time is given. While I
have read many works on apiculture several times carefully,
and while I read all the current literature on the subject obtainable, yet there is much to be learned by actual experience.
TWIN QUEENS COLOR IRRITATING BEES.
:

—

tContinued from page

—

Question Has any one tried the Golden method of
producing comb honey, and with what success ?
No one present had tried it.

honey STORED BY FOUL-BROODY COLONY.
Question — Can we sell section honey from
filled

by a foul-broody colony

W.

nearly fully developt, but dead.
In my experience in the bee-yard my opinion will have
to go with the minority in the " Ouestion-Box " respecting
the color of g-arments worn irritating bees. My habit is to go
to my bees with whatever I happen to have on. and my apparel is as likely to be black as anything else and I have
not yet discovered any chang^e in their disposition. It may
be that any g-arment rough or woolly would cause some irritation
yet my bees are so very gentle, as a rule, that no
tendency in that direction has been noticed.
At the September meeting of the Board of Trustees of
the Insane Asylum, located here, after dinner it vras proposed that we go out and take a look at the bees. There
were several ladies in the party, many of whom, as well as
gentlemen, were drest in black. We went without smoker or
veil, but I suggei^ted that if any desired protection, veils
would be furnisht thej' however concluded to risk beingstung, so we went with no protection whatever. I lifted
several hive-covers to show them section-cases and extracting-supers, then took them to a colony which had no such
appliances one which I was building up with a young
queen which for certain reasons I thought much of after
;

;

;

—

;

Kankakee

time.

[Mr.
tion

— only for the

to its

Co.,

111.,

Dec.

\2.

Whitney did not write the foregoing for publica-

—

editor's eyes but gracefully consented
appearance in print, when we requested it. Editor.]

a super

?

rarely that a super is filled
fine

in

by

the foul brood law

FL.WOR OF .\LFALFA HONEY.
Mr. Booth

— It

is

said that alfalfa

honey has no

dis-

it any more than of other
by tasting where honey comes from.
honeys ? I cannot
Gillette
once askt me to tell by tastPres. Aikin Prof.
ing what a sample of honey was. I g-uest fruit-bloom.
Then he said it was sugar-honey. He said perhaps he was
not an expert at tasting, as his sense of smell was defective,
and he had come to think that .smell and taste went together. I have determined the source of honey by the
smell of the raw nectar, and also by dissecting bees and
tasting the honey-sacs. Alfalfa honey is not decided in
Cleome honey has a decided flavor, and so
flavor, but mild.
has sweet clover honey as Mr. Rhodes .says, it tastes like
cinnamon. I was told by a firm here in Denver that they
could ship in a little white clover honey, mix it with a good
deal of alfalfa honey, and sell it for white clover.
Mrs. Booth I cannot tell the difference between the
perfume of the blossoms of red clover and alfalfa. I have
askt several to shut their eyes and try. but they could not
I don't think the dark and purplish honey is cleome
tell.
honey, as it is said to be. I don't get any purplish hone;^,
tho I live in the midst of miles of cleome.
H. Rauchfuss Don't j'ou get green-colored honev ?

Is this true of
tell

—

;

—

—
—

Mrs. Booth— No.
J. Cornelius
My crop was at least two-thirds cleome
honey, and was a very dark green.
(Samples of Mr. Cornelius' honey were shown, both
comb and extracted, and were of a jlecided green tint.)

COLOR AND TASTE OF HONEY.

—

:

;

verj-

such a colony.
Mr. Adams There is a
against selling such honey.

—

uncovering tbe brood-chamber, I lifted frame after frame
filled with brood and covered with bees
examined them
from side to side, finally finding the queen, pickt her from
among the bees with my fingers, .showed her around among
the company, and put her back, replaced the frames in the
hive with not the slightest demon.stration of anger from one
of them in fact, the bees seemed to admire the variety of
colors worn by the different members of the party.
No, my experience is entirely against the theory, that
it makes any difference what color one wears.
I think the
fact that most woolen goods are of a dark color, or black,
has created the impression that the color causes the trouble,
when in fact it is the texture of the garment, if anything.
I believe bees possess the sense of smell extremely developt, and that they recognize their master by it as comI know mine do.
pletely as a dog does his.
I can put my
hands on the lighting-board, and they will run out and
smell of my fingers, and go back perfectly satisfied; and
the more I handle them, if it is done gently, the more
familiar and quiet they become.
O! I'm a crank, all right enough. I have a lot of
things to tell you, but guess I've bored you enough at this

— It is

L. Porter

tinctive flavor.

Some one in last week's Bee Journal reports finding
twin queens, and asks if any other person can report a like
instance. I had just that experience last summer. A cell
was found as long as my little finger, and well formed. I
watcht it with much curiosity till the time for the queen to
emerge had past, when I opened it and found two queens

23.]

DISCUSSION OF QUESTIONS.

Mr. Porter I have had a good deal of experience with
cleome honey. It is always of a greenish cast. This can
be .seen in the sections. It has a very little bitterness, not
disagreeable. I have noticed a liquid oozing from the bark
and leaves of the plant, leaving a residue. This has a decided flavor of cleome honey.
H. Rauchfuss I think the presence of pollen in honey
gives the color. The pollen of cleome is perfectly green.
Bees working on the blos.soms become green all over, and
soon die. They fringe their wings by pitting them against
the hard and sharp stamens in getting the nectar.
Mr. Booth A dozen persons might bring in honey, and
that we could not tell the
I would -H-ager considerable

—

—

sources of

it.

—

F. Rauchfuss Such a sampling of honey was carried
out at the Omaha meeting, and the committee made very
few mistakes, only three or four.
Mr. Booth I don't want them to see it, only taste it.
F. Rauchfuss Out of a number of .samples of the same
color only one was erroneously estimated.
should there not be some who canMr. Honnett
not distinguish tastes, just as others cannot distinguish
colors ? Railroad committees examine for color-blindness.
Pres. Aikin There is a vast difference in tasting-powers. You couldn't fool me on buckwheat honey if I was
blindfolded.
Mr. Porter You couldn't fool me on basswood honey.

—

—
— Why

—

—

But

it

depends on training the observing-powers.

I

have

Jan.
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extracted some apple-blossom honey it has a very distinct
flavor, like the aroma of apple-blossoms.
The best way to
determine the source of honey is to extract some when unripe, then observe and cultivate the taste.
;

DO BEES NEED SALT IN BROOD-KE.^RING

Question — Do bees necessarily have
brood-rearing-

?

SECOND DAY.
salt

:

in

Improved Apicultural Appliances.

—

—

solution of salt at the entrance. It soon dries up. but the
deposit does not blow away.
Mr. Adams— Salt is necessary. But in this country
the bees get salt from the water.
Mr. Honnett— Bees are fond of salt. Sometimes a
swarm which has absconded from a hive will stay in the
same hive after it has been washt with salt-water.

Mr. Rhodes— The question is. Do they «(•<•(/ salt ? An
Eastern writer says men and cattle don't need salt. For
proof, he says the cattlemen in the West don't give salt.
But our cattlemen do buj' and distribute salt.
H. Rauchfuss We formerly salted our bees, and they
dwindled a great deal in the spring. Lately we have not
done so. and the bees have done considerablv better.
Dr. McLean Physicians say it is impossible for life to
exist without salt.
Bees are like other animals, therefore
they require salt. They will procure more or less in what
thev eat. Salt exists in almost every food.

—

—

COLONIES SLIGHTLY .EFFECTED WITH FOUL BROOD.

Question — What would you do with a colony having
just a little foul brood at this time of year, the hive being

very strong with bees and honey ?
Mr. Adams Let them alone until spring.
H. Rauchfuss When can you handle "bees in spring
without risk ? Kill them. Yoii can buy bees for S2.00 a
colony. Boil the honey, and buy bees with the proceeds.
Mr. Booth It is against the law to get the monev for

—

;

The following paper was read by Mr. Ben Honnett

Walter Martin It is not absolutely necessary, but I
think they ought to have access to salt in .some form.
J. E. Lj'on
I never do without salt for the bees in some
form. I put from a teaspoonful to a tablespoonful of a

.

would monej- be invested in bees, instead of in something
more secure and that if bees were not property, they could
not be protected by law.

?

have

to
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'

—

that hone}-.

H. Rauchfuss— The law only says until disinfected.
Mr. Martin— Can the honey be taken from such hives
so as to be first-class, or salable at all ?
Pres. Aikin—The flavor is destroyed by the heat.
David Bates I have had considerable experience with
foul brood.
If I had such a colony as is described, I would

—

aside and burn the whole thing. If you leave it, you
are liable never to get rid of the disease.
neighbor who
has been treating it has had it continuously four or five
years.. He has kept the whole country alive" with it. The
only safe way to handle foul brood at this time of vear is to
burn the whole thing.
Mr. Lyon There is too much monkeying with foul
brood in my neighborhood. It doesn't pay. I would kill it
out.
Five out of ten colonies will be robbed out before
spring, regardless of the present strength of the colonies.
Mr. Bates I have been in the bee-business over 45
years. I have had it come up in my yard again and again.
I have tried to save the colonies infected, but have only
made a bad matter worse. They get weak and are robbed,
and spread the disease over the yard and the neighborhood.
If 100 sections were on a hive, I would not save any of it.
Mrs. Booth My honey won't burn.
F. Rauchfuss— Make a pit, set the hive over it, and
after everything has burned that will burn, bury the rest.
.set it

A

—

—

—

BEES T.\X.^BLE AS PROPERTY.

Question— What

authoritv have you for thinking that
bees are taxable as other property ?
A lengthy discussion followed, which it .seems best to
summarize. Some thought that as bees could not be identified they could not be taxt. and exprest surprise that anv
one should want his bees taxt, even if they were property,
as no object was apparent in having them taxt and pointed
out that frequently bees were not taxt by assessors. To
these objections it was replied that the reasons bees are
often not taxt are either that they are often considered insignificant, or that freedom from taxation is considered an
inducement to bee-culture
that runaway bees can be
claimed if not lost sight of. and could be recovered if identified, just as horses are
that in general it is not a question
of identifying, for bees are generally in hives, not out of
them, and hives may always be identified that if bees were
not property, inspectors could not inspect, nor bee-keepers'
proceedings be publi.sht at the expense of the State, nor
;

;

:

;

There

an urgent necessity for an article upon this
subject, to elicit the discussion necessary to a formal conclusion. There is a wide divergence of opinion with reference to appliances, so-calh'd improved. Starting with the
Langstroth improved hive are several objections that is,
the brood-frame resting in wood saw-kerf, which causes
many of them to become broken and troublesome at the
busiest time. Another is the raised rabbet all around the
brood-chamber, which frequently breaks off" on being pried
loose from the super. The Wisconsin is an improvement
in this respect, as it allows the super to be slid on without
injury to the bees, which in- itself is a great consideration
where time is essential.
next find many other hives patterned in a great
measure after Lang.stroth's, to-wit
the Wisconsin, the
Wisconsin-Improved, the Heddon .shallow or Heddon deep,
all having- their supporters.
In my humble judgment a
movable-frame hive is correct, no matter what the make.
is

;

We

:

So again we have the preference shown in size, some
advocating 8-frame and others 10-frame hives. From my
own experience I prefer 8-frame hives, for this rea.son They
are more easily handled, the super is more quicklj' filled
and more readily refilled when a good honey-flow is on.
There being more medium-sized swarms than extra-large
ones, is another good reason for 8-frame hives. Of cour.se I
do not for a moment believe this is the only hive that is
good. I would say that the particular hive that a bee-keeper
fancies is more apt to give him good results than any other,
from the very fact of his being predisposed in its favor (providing alwa3-s the frames are movable), the main consideration being the result in honey.
Beginners are more apt to be misled about hives than
the old bee-keeper. It is a notable fact that almost every
novice in bee-keeping makes an attempt to revolutionize
the business, which, according to his or her idea, has been
conducted on erroneous principles, hence we have the large
variety of hives. I have bought bees at various times, and
accumulated Langstroth, Langstroth-Grimm, Simplicity,
Langstroth-Improved, Wisconsin, Heddon, and others; my
preference being the Wisconsin, which I have found to be
simple to operate and producing g-ood results. I know it is
touching a ticklish spot for me to mention this fact, and it
will arouse considerable discussion (and that is what we
want with reference to the best hive), so I will leave the sub:

ject

and proceed.

The various makes

of supers also have many divers
have tried the T, the pattern-slat, and some of
own make, the latter having bars across the super in-

admirers.

my

I

stead of the T, the same allowing only bee-space to enter
the super. They workt fairly well, but I prefer the patternslat to any other, for this reason
the sections fit the slat
to a nicety, and this super keeps the sections cleaner than
any other, which is very desirable, as those having plentv
of propolis to remove will readily appreciate. Of course
the follower can be wedged up to a nicety, thereby giving
the bees a minimum of space to gum up.
I have been using separators for two seasons, and tho I
have not met with the success that was desirable, I am satisfied that those running their apiaries for comb honey
should not do without them. My hives being mostly the
Wisconsin. I use the thin wood separator scallopt at the
bottom, as I found many that had not been scallopt gnawed
at the bottom, thereby evidently wasting- time which should
be otherwise employed.
I carefully examined a new device called the fence separator, which is intended for sections especially prepared,
without bee-spaces. I object to the fence .separators for the
following reasons
They are not practicable, nor are they
profitable to use. A change must be made in every super,
giving more width to allow for the separator, which has
cleats up and down holding- the fence, which are glued, and
in this dry climate fall off.
The space between the fence is
too small, and will cause the bees to enlarge the same, but
at the cost of valuable time.
It is claimed by the manufacturer that the square nobee-space sections produce more uniform and sightly combs
than others. That remains to be proven. I feel firmly that
they are a delusion and a snare in our line. I believe in
:

:
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keeping- up with the times, but make your experiments on a
small scale, so you may avoid disaster. Of course, we understand the animus in most cases the manufacturers find
it necessary to get out some novelty, the same as tree-men.
charg-ing round prices and g-etting- rid of them as rapidly as
possible.
most careful consideration should be given to any
new appliance, in recognizing as a factor the increase in
cost and time necessary to handle the same and most beekeepers have other business, and give their time, which is
rusht in the spring, and is limited. If we could concentrate
upon one style of hive and section, the bee-keeper would
have solved a problem that has as yet found no solution.
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CUNIJUCTED BY

A

;

Ben Honnett.

—

F. Rauchfuss I have never been favorably imprest
with the plain section and fence. But I would not condemn
them until they have been tried. At the Omaha Exposition,
I thought the best filled and capt honey, so far as could be
judged from the outside of the cases, was a lot of three cases
of Minnesota honey, in plain sections. It is another question whether there are advantages enough in these fixtures
to justif5-

adopting them.

—

Prof. Gillette When plain sections and ordinary sections are stackt up separately, the plain sections take the

eye better.

DR.
may

[Questions

—

—

the case.
Prof. Gillette I also found a small difl'erence in favor
of the plain sections, in the matter of holes in the combs. I
have not the figures, but my recollection is, the percentage
was identical with that mentioned by the last speaker.
S. M. Carlzen— Why does Mr. Honnett recommend the
8- frame hive to beginners ?
My hives had IS frames of

—

—

—

access to the extracting-supers ? I would not advise extracting from combs containing brood. There will be some
thin honey, because thin honey is placed next the brood. I
would confine the queen to one story, and use 10-frame
hives.
F.

orado

Rauchfuss— The prevalence of 8-frame hives

in Col-

not due to the choice of the bee-keepers, but to that
of the manufacturers. The 8-frame hive is easy to manage.
Those who started manufacturing here advocated the 8frame hive. Being bee-keepers also, their judgment was
largely followed. Then Root's catalog advises beginners to
use the 8-frame hive. There are iriany who would be glad
to use the 10-frame, but they still continue buying the 8frame because they wish to avoid a change. If the matter
was left to bee-keepers, there would be an equal or greater
number of larger hives used. One can produce just as much
honey with the 8-frame hive, but it takes more labor, and
therefore costs more.
is

(Continued next week.]

ing

The Premiums offered on page
for.
Look at them.

30 are well worth work-

III.

be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

A correspondent informs me that I am in error in saying that all honey in the North will granulate when cold
weather comes, if it is pure extracted. He says that in Gage
Co., Neb., it is the exception and not the rule when extracted honey granulates before March. The honey is heart'sease, of good flavor, not weighing more than 12 pounds per
gallon.

am

glad to

it

known

make

this correction, and wish others would
there are other localities in the North
where extracted honej- remains liquid. It is something new
to me.
C. C. MlLl,ER.
I

make

if

*-•-*•

Moving Bees Long Distances.

How many

miles can bees be moved on a spring
expect to move about 200 miles or more in the
spring. Is it best to move them by freight or express ?
2. Is there air enough for the bees through the hiveentrance in moving ?
MinnesoT.\.
1.

wagon

?

I

—

Answers. 1. There is no limit to the distance bees can
be hauled on a wagon, providing you stop each daj- early
enoug-h for them to have a little flight before dark, closingthem up after all have gone in. They could be placed on a
rack with the entrances facing outward, so they would not
need to be taken off the wagon. It might be better to ship
on the cars, especially if wagon-roads are rough, btit the
matter of cost must be considered.
2. That depends on the size of entrance and the weather.
If cool weather, an ordinary entrance will be enough.
If
the temperature is up to 70 degrees or more, it would be
better to have an entrance the full width of the hive and lyi
to 2 inches deep or, still better, wire-cloth covering the
whole of the hive.
;

—

brood in them.
Mr. Honnett I have 8-frame hives because I am
troubled with the rheumatism.
Mr. Foster I have a number of 8-frame hives, which I
will use, tiering up if neces.sary.
My brother, Oliver Foster, who runs for
extracted honey, has 10-frame hives,
which he tiers up sometimes five high, with brood in all of
them.
H. Rauchfuss Would you advise giving the queen

MILI^BR, Marengo,

Granulation of Extracted Honey.

—

Mr. Adams Don't we have to cater to the eye more
than to the palate ?
Prof. Gillette— Yes.
A. L,. Foster I am starting in the bee-business in Colorado, and I want to start right, not change after starting.
F. L. Thompson Last season I had one-half of five
supers full of plain sections with fences, and the other half
of ordinary sections with plain separators. The plain sections did not prove superior to the others in the matter of
filling at the edges of the combs, except in one super, and
then it was but faintly apparent. On counting the number
of holes through the combs next to the wood, I found that
the plain sections averaged 2!'2 holes to the section, while the
ordinary sections averaged S'i holes. But this superiority
of the plain sections was about all on paper, because I did
not suspect it from the appearance alone, and onl)' found it
out by counting and computing. Of course, the combs were
plump in comparison to the width of the section. I found
they did not need separators in the shipping-case, as had
been supposed they would. As I did not use special cases,
but the ordinary ones, together with a follower and wedge,
I cannot speak of the difficulty of withdrawing them from

C. C.

Worms

Stripping Basswood Trees.

The basswood and other trees of this locality for the
past two years have been stript of their leaves and blossoms
by a worm resembling the apple-tree worm. We have had
no honey from basswood in the past two years. Can you
tell me if this worm has come to stay ?
If so, will it kill
the trees ?
New Yokk.
Answer. — I cannot speak with any degree

my

of authority,

—

opinion that the worm you speak of if it
will not bo a suffiis the same one I've seen in this locality
ciently continuous stayer to do any permanent damage to
the trees. But I may be entirely wrong.

but give

it

as

—

-*-•-*

The Dadant Bottom Frame-Spacer.
I wish to thank A. P. Raymond for his article on framespacing, on page 738 (1898.) He mentioned a bottom-spacer
described in Langstroth Revised, but does not describe it,
and says some object to it because it is old. I would like it
Ohio.
fully explained.

Answer. — The bottom frame-spacer

Langstroth Re-

in

vised has no description given, only a picture of it. You
Drive into a
can make it somewhat after this fashion
board a row of nails as far apart as the distance you want
your frames spaced from center to center, that is, the nails
will be Ifs from each other if you desire to space your frames
These nails are not to be
1^8 inches from center to center.
driven in tight, but left projecting enough to hold the wire.
A second row of nails is driven parallel to the first row, the
two rows being something like two inches apart. In this
second row, however, there are twice as many nails as in
the first row, and they are arranged differently. Opposite
the space between two nails in the first row are two^ nails
about as far apart as the width of your bottom-bar. q They
are just far enoug^h apart so that when the wire is] bent
:

Jan.
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around them the bottom-bar will fit nicely into the bent wire.
Now start to bend your wire by bending it around the first
nail in the first row, then around not one nail but around
the pair of nails in the second row, then around another nail
in the first row, then around another pair in the second row,
and so on. That makes your spacing-wire complete, but
you can't get it off the board. You may draw the nails, or
you may burn up the board. Neither way is as good as the
plan of Mr. Dadant. Instead of having the rows of nails in
the same board, he has them in two boards, the two boards
being lield apart by a piece at each end perhaps '^-inch in
thickness. When the wire is properly bent, these pieces at
the ends are drawn out, and the wire is easily removed. It
is only fair to saj' that many bee-keepers nowadays prefer
that the spacing shall all be independent of the hive and
only connected with the frame. Mr. Raymond likes the
" I believe
plan of spacing he has described, and says
this method has several advantages over the staple or nail
methods of spacing." Others think just the reverse. I had
years ago hives with practically the same spacing he describes, and very much prefer spacing with nails or staples
as I have described on page 791 (1891.) But every one has a
right to his own preference.
:

Sections with and Without Separators
the Honey Crop.
1.

Do you

Questions on

prefer using sections IJ^ wide, with separa-

tors ? Or could you do about as well by using sections 7-tothe-foot without separators ?
2. Did you ever harvest a good crop of honey from white
clover the season following a dry freeze-up ? Or did you
ever know of anj' one that did, where irrig'ation was used ?
3. Did you ever fail to secure a crop from white clover
the season following a wet freeze-up ? That is, the ground
Iowa.
wet two feet or so before it froze ?

—

Answers. 1. I can't do as well with either without as
with separators. Some report that they can get along very
well without separators, having verj' few sections that will
not pack well in a shipping-case. It is likely that localities
and seasons may make a difi^erence. If honej' comes in a
flood from the time bees commence in a super till the sections are sealed, and if the colony is strong', separators are
not so necessary. Bvit if you think I'/s are all right when
.separators are used, 3'ou should not think of using' sections
as wide as 7-to-the-foot 1^^ without separators will give
you combs of the same thickness as 1% with separators. If
I thought of doing' without separators, I'm not sure but I
would use 152 -inch sections.
2 and 3. I've never kept track close enough to be able.to
answer. I'll be glad to yield the floor to any one who will
answer. The questions are very suggestive.
< »
;

Cutting Out Drone-Comb

Cleansing Flight-

Sowing Alfalfa.

My
Ouinby
1.

very strong, (b) The honej' may be taken at any time when
the weather is warm enough for bees to fly freely, but no
brood should be taken till the hive is pretty well filled with
brood.

Probabl3' not. It was only a cleansing flight.
I don't believe it will pay you, so far as the bees are
concerned. I have known of some successful fields of Alfalfa raised in Illinois, but have never yet heard of bees
getting nectar from them. Sweet clover would be more to
the point.
^ > »
3.
4.

'

Michigan Laws on Bee-Keeping

The Union.

1. What are the rules or laws for keeping bees inside
the corporation of city, town or village in Michigan ? How
many feet or rods from the public highway or adjoining
property ?
2. How does the United States Bee-Keepers' Union help
new bee-keepers ?
3. Does it assist him in selling honey ? or is it like a
good many other unions, only for the name of belonging to
the union, and a help to those who have already got a market establisht for their product ?
Michigan.

Answers. — 1. That's hardly a question

for this departfind out a good deal easier than I can what
are the laws of the corporation in which you live. Remember there are many thousands of cities, towns and villages,
and it would take a lifetime to learn about all of them.
2. One way in which great g'ood has been done is in defending those who have been persecuted by petty, unjust
laws trying to drive them out of village or city corporations.
In fact, it is much like an insurance company in that respect.
But you can't get insurance on a house after it is
burned down. Neither can you get help from the Bee-Keepers' Union tmless you are a member before you get in sight
of trouble. Of course, that's not the only good that comes
from the Union. Among other things it has in view putting down adulteration, which will help all bee-keepers
greatly.
3. I don't know of anything' that will help the sale of
honej' more than putting down adulteration. I don't think
many of us would pay in dollars merely for the name.

You can

ment.

Getting Sections Entirely Filled.
I use the 4^4^ x4J^ sections with separators, and the bees
do not fill the sections full, but leave holes at all four corners. How can I get the bees to fill them out ?

Alabama.
Answer. — If you can find a way to have all sections
filled out plump at the corners and get it patented, you have
a small fortune in sight. Having colonies very strong will
help toward it. Crowding the bees for room rather than
allowing an excess of room is also favorable. It is claimed
that the fence separators do not leave the corners of the
sections as open as the plain separators.

apiary consists of 104 colonies, in double-walled
hives.

How

of frames

York's Honey Almanac

early in the spring should drone-comb be cut out

?

let

In the spring should weak colonies be given frames
of honey and brood from the strong ones ? (b) If so, how
early may it be done ?
3. My bees came out yesterday (Dec. 29), as it was warm,
and they covered the windows with spots which I had to
wash off, and found it a rather hard job. Have my bees
the dysentery ?
4. My father has about a quarter of an acre of land in
which he said I could plant Alfalfa next spring if I wanted
to try it.
Would you advise me to do so ?
2.

39

(a)

Southern Ihinois.
Answers. — 1. In time of fruit-bloom, or any time earlier
warm enough for bees to fly freely. But remember that if you cut out drone-comb and leave the bees to fill

on a day

up the vacancy at their own sweet wills, they will be likely
to fill up with drone-comb.
The safe way is to fill up the
holes with pieces of worker-corab. If you have say six
frames containing more or less drone-comb, cut up one or
two of them to provide worker-comb patches for the rest.
2. (a) It maj- do to take frames of honey from those that
can spare them, and give to those that are needy, but as a
rule you lose more than you gain to take brood from the
strong and give to the weak, unless you wait till some are

is

a neat

little

32-page pamph-

especially gotten up with a view to create a

demand

for

should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at the.se prices A sample for
a stamp 25 copies for 40 cents SO for 60 cents 100 for
For 25 cents extra we
$1.00 250 for S2.25 500 for $4.00.
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
honej'

among

:

;

;

;

;

;

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical bee-

The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last. Better order at once, if you want a copy
of this song.
keeper.
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Next would be 2081 and 2085, and the following- 103
ported these numbers

Wiiinins:

'I'liose
Albert E. Isaac
V. W. McNeil

GeorauC. Hall
J. O. K vain beck
A. N. Draper
B. A. Smith

D.

Woodworth

F.

H.

L.
F.

Jj.

Geo.

M. Burns
(J. Purvis

W. Unger

S. C.

* * « »

Boardman

Wm. Kichart
(i. F. Sutherland
Wm. Rohrig
Jos Stephenson
Geo. I. Whitehead

Stray

J.

Aaron S. .Johnson
Fred Welty
John Rogers
JohnC. Ward

B.

Frank Lockliart

A. .Munroe
T. G. Bratten
.1.

F. 'I'atnbourine

Davenport

W. Doe

Erne.st

A. Snideman

Mann

Geo. D. Ilecox
N. StatninKer
H. Gibson

W. Muth

.lohn A. Pease
E. C. Murphree
G. W. Morrow
L. C. Oeoree

11.

C. II. ("arpenter

Scbach

J.

li.

Terrell

liocourek

The last of the cash winners are these 94,
2080 and 2086 as the number of dots

who

^Vinuing

Ij. Morningstar
Thos. Dougherty

Henry

Jos. liuhles
Willie Peterson
V. A, (.'handler
E. Wooilall
B. W. Brown

C. H.

Paul Stahmer
Levi Moss
N. B. Franklin
F. Mothersead.

Alpha Wallace

W. M. Barnes
.\nsmus
Fred D. Gibbons

J. B.

Pavne

B. Pratt
A. B.Cross

Benson
Emile Belle

W.

Dnterhrink
F. M. Curt'Ce
Geo. W. Ebling
G. W. Olds
.Ins.

Harry Brokaw
E. G. Sieber
.losiah Gately
L. G. Clark
A. R. ('owan
G. L. Helm

Wm.

H. Daniel
Miss G, T. Love

Bros.

Howard
Edward Tanner

Wm. Renne

Montlort

.Inn.
Lyell
S. D. McClain
R. F. .lones

Mrs. I.D. Harrison

Frank Ij. Goss
F. W. Goodell
M. F. Hathaway
W. B Mcliraw
J. E. Morgan, sr.
Jas, yninn
.N.

Staple

.1.

A.

W.

Wm

Funk

II.

Max Zahner

Coe

Stansell

Daniel

N. P. Parsons

Robt. Kutzner

Bdw. Craig
K. L. Hayes
C. V. Tomliiison

Mr. G. M. DoolittlE, writing
ing an article for publication, said

Wyss

:

Xho»<i<>

Malcolm Fairchild
A. Wurf-1

Henrv Witherell
R. R. Uyxn
Mrs. D E. Graves
Fred Robev
Mrs. F. C.

Bnndy

N. Paulsen

Ernest Reid
F. Sautter
Chas. Karnatz
H. R. Kobertson

John

As

YVinning-

Marcus N. Ames
U. F. Tressele*
H. M. Arnd
D. P. Stevenson
W.T.Collins
James Shearer
A. Hedler
E. Nuckols
Chas. King

W.

II.

Tattle

M. A. Bradford
E. M. Slocum
B.

W. Hall

H. Matthews
Elsie Markley

llie ICee-Veil Ollei-.
I.

E.

N.

Jacoby

Webb

Edwin Crowell
J.L.
F.

Bill

low

W. Galway

A. Kozell
w. A. J. Simpson
Peter Galle
Mrs. Mary Haas
B. H.Tripp
J. B. Sullivan
Willis Thompson
W. T. Suter

Stanley Runck
A. C. Tilden

D. P. Ott

Dr. C. C. Miller, after taking time
mind," wrote us Jan. 11

F.

Grosser

G. K.
A. J.

Hubbard

Howe

H. W. Best
C. O. Cornelius

$25 ones, 20 cents each
ones, 5 cents each.

;

the $10 ones, 10 cents each

;

thel$5

There are 406 of the cash winners, which would cost us
$8.12 just for postage to mail them their amounts.
Now we
will add that two cents to each one"s amount who will drop
us a card telling us to send it to Mr. Secor for the Langstroth Monument Fund. You see, if all of the 406 would
decide to do this, we would just mail Mr. Secor a check for
$98.12, which would be a handsome addition to the fund,
and go far toward getting a fitting monument.
How;about it, friends ? Do you want us to do that ? If
please drop us a card at once. If not, we will mail what
due in February. Or, if you wish us to make any other
disposition of the amoutit due you, please tell us promptly.
so,
is

right again.
» * » » »
to "

make up

his

:

" The Bee Journal for the new year with its face washt,
hair combed, and clean clothes, is a beauty. Those little
vignettes between the articles in the first department are
very neat. The more I look at the new type, the better I
like' it."

Thank you. Doctor. We thought you would be pleased
with the " shining up " of the old American Bee Journal.
We have long wanted to put a new " dress" on our paper,
but couldn't well see our way clear to do it before. The old
" dress " was worn just eight years, having been " fitted
on " by Mr. Newman. Surely, a new one was well deserved.
»*
»
C.\i>T.

?

g-etting the $50, are entitled to 60 cents each]; the

when send"

But we are glad Mr. Doolittle is " on the mend," even
slow and painful. We hope soon to hear that he is

Braun
Cochran
U.S. Pollock
11.

C. S.

12,

if it is

all

:

Monument Fund

Jan.

W. L. Kemp
W. F.Justin
G. W. Petne
Jos. H. Cox

to the

Those

IS
:

'•
Hardly able to do anything. This is the first article
this year, action of heart is weakened, and extremities are
"Tis almost painful to be using hands and feet
like sticks.
that don't seem like mine."

Geo. Wetter. ,1r
W. s. Feeback

cash offers, we are ready to mail them at once,
but have decided to suggest the following, which [we
thought of only last week
All know that a Langstroth Monument Fund is being
raised. Now every bee-keeper in the land will want to help
on that fund. Why not those who are entitled to cash
awards, just drop us a postal card instructing] us to sendjto
Mr. Secor what is due them, and let it apply on the Langstroth

*****

111.,

The 60 who are entitled to bee-veils are the following,
with either 2079 or 208T dots, the veils having- been mailed
Geo. Randall
Theo. Kehorst
J. U. Stock

Journal.

Co., of Quincy,
are a great concern. Not because they advertise in the
American Bee Journal, but because of their success in making reliable goods for poultry-keepers. Their 1899 catalog,
with its 228 pages, is mailed for 10 cents to any one interested.
Send for it. and also mention having seen their
name in this journal.
* * * * *

Woodmansee

R.

Geo. A. Beiiner
H. W. Savage

Dav

Jos. Nondort
H. C. Roberts

being- made to offer them for sale. The retail price
be 20 cents each. Any one desiring a sample,
can send that amount for it to the office of the American Bee

The Reliable Incubator & Brooder

H. Wilken
.las. A. Stone

S.

D. Pullen
Price

Artie B. Fritz

W

their ''Suc-

*****

Clias. A. Gile

C.

Joa Ouradnik
C. G. Burgess
A. A. I.epper
H. Bristol

tioedlier

showing

'"

will likelv

Wm. N. Sessions
Mrs. John Moore

II.

AViii. G. Corey
G. Scliermerhorn
H. W. Koop

Hubert Fuchsen

catalog-,

henless hatchers. It takes 148 pages to tell about
them, and they mail their catalog for only 6 cents. Better
send for a copy, and tell them you saw their advertisement
in the American Bee Journal.
cessful

ments are

Frank Coverdale
M. M. StoutTer

W.

Wm. Webb

W. U. Dougherty

B.

Wm.

A. Dickson

S.

Jac. Verret

(I.

has sent us their 5th annual

(pag-e35) we have
examined, and, upon testing it on our hives, we find in it the
merits which are mentioned. We understand that arrange-

B. Weber
O. R. Co»
Geo. E. Dudley

Geo Bschoff
W. D. Furry
J. J. Angus

C. B.

Incub.^tok Co., of Des Moines, Iowa,

The Kkeutzixger Entrance-Closer

tl>e Sl.t.OO Ollei
M. A. Foster
Geo. M. Buck

The Des Moines

reported

:

'I'liose

Mk.'D. D. D.\niher, a bee-keeper of Dane Co., Wis.,
lately in the Wisconsin State Journal, at
Madison. Mr. D. has 55 colonies of bees. He is the oldest
bee-keeper in his part of the country. In 1879 he imported
12 Italian queens, for which he paid $68.42.

was written up

S. M. Bragdon
J. F. Merrill

M. Ilunzeker
Chas. ('. Current

Jos. Fiirtier
W. B. Tarbux
.John Kidney
C. V.

A. Ziegler
Fred liehrens
F. U. Walker

.Inu.

Owen

\V. E.

Klein
Thos. Shotbolt

Andrew Vorum

Ijinttblom

Alex. Rose
Pinkin
B. A. Armor

C. Pierce

L. Sta'dielhausen
C. W. Brenner
B. H. Bridenstine

W.

H. Trout

J. P.

A. C. Faulkner
N. Rntrhair

Duncan

a.

Wm. Munch
J,

Kantman

G.

John Hopkins
.lobn Hileman

A. Tidmore
A. F. Smith

(look

c. F.

W. Wiloox
Auk. Weiss
Wni. .1. Healev
H. E. Mundorf

Harter
Croy

M. McKiiumie
.7

J.

(;.

It

re-

Oiler.

Brown

H. Lampinan

Dann
Shaw

K.J. I'urcell
Henry Willson

Chalon Fowls
Wiu. Russell
W. I.Copeland
Gen. M. Siiwarby
Key. Chas. Horack

F..1.

\V. N.

B.

.las.

C. .I.SittkT

1/.

A. Waddintton
Hollis Pullen
Lillian E. Trester
B.C. Miller

F. A. Cnjwell
.Tames McNeill

W. H.

Jno, D.

A.

Wm.Hetpbrey

ijjilO

H. Stouffer
Alfred E.Smith
.).

J.H. Tait

llic

S.
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E.

honey-producer in
"

Hetherington — perphaps the largest
New York State — wrote us Jan. 6

all

I have g-reat faith in the
Union if its present officers will

:

United States Bee-Keepers'
stand by it with the good

sense and energy they certainly possess."
Capt. Hetherington, who is one of the " old-timers" in
bee-keeping, knew intimately the lamented Moses Quinby,
who did -SO much to place practical bee-keeping upon a higher
plane. We had the great pleasure of meeting the Captain
at the Buffalo convention, in 1897, and there formed an exalted estimate of him and his work in apiculture. He delivered a most eloquent address at that meeting of the
Union, going back over the many years of his apiarian experience, and paying high tribute to the labors and memory of Moses Quinby. We regretted exceedingly that no
shorthand reporter was present to " take down " the Captain's interesting address, so that it might be preserved
with the rest of the proceedings of that memorable Buffalo convention.
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" There is something about extracted honey that causes
bees to feed a queen in such a way that she will give double
the eggs, if she has comb-room, that she will when no extracting is done." He says he gets no more brood in his 10frame Langstroth hives thai: he does in his 9-frame Gallup
hives (equivalent to 634 Langstroth frames.)

Drouth and Honey Crops Qo Together
Properly 'Reared Queens Give Best Results.

— G.

M.

Doolittle says his queens now require a larger brood-nest
than they did before he began rearing them according to
the plans given in his book on " Scientific Queen-Rearing."

— Gleanings.

His Honey Sells Itself.— S. F. Trego has been selling
pounds of nice heart"s-ease extracted honey for a dollar,
and now he does not need to seek for customers, with granulated sugar 16 pounds for a dollar the honey just sells itIS

self.

—

The Wedding-Flight

of the Queen, says R. Wiesner, in
supposed to take place as a rule only
once, and at the most only five or six times, but he determined that in favorable weather, with plenty of drones, a
queen takes at least 10 such flights, at about 11 o'clock, each
fiight lasting only a few seconds, and at the longest only 10
minutes. In 189S a queen that returned to the hive with
signs of mating took three flights on the following day, and
did not begin to lay till the 8th day after the last flight.

A Use for Propolis is given in Revue Internationale as
a substitute for gum-lac in the manufacture of fire-works.
Gleanings thinks no one would want to take the job of
gathering 100 pounds of it at $5.00 a pound. Perhaps propolis is not as plenty at Medina as at some other places.

Deutsche Imker,

Morse=Hair Veils, or those having the face part of that
material, says F. L. Thompson, in Gleanings, are abovit
equal to cotton tulle veils for seeing through, with the advantage that they never gather in folds. He has one in
which the horse-hair part is still good after two seasons' use.

—

two weak ones. The two weak colonies will consume for
their own use a good deal more honey in the course of the
year than a single colony equal to their combined force.

Clipping Queens seems to be quite popular in Canada.
At the Ontario Convention nearly all seemed to be "clippers."
Editor Holtermann met the objection that dipt
queens are more promptly superseded by saying thatunclipt
queens are superseded without its being known. When a
superseded,

it

can easily be

is

Large Hives are advocated in Southland Queen bj' L.
Stachelhausen. He says he has found by actual test that
they are more profitable. Especially in seasons with not
very good honey-flow, these strong colonies are sometimes
the only ones that yield any surplus. Even if two weak
colonies should store as much as one strong one, it takes
more time and labor throughout the year to take care of the

Cost of Large Hives C. P. Dadant, in comparing
large with small hives, gave the cost of the large ones as
about double as much as that of the small ones. In a later
number of Gleanings he reconsiders the question, and gets
figures from the A. I. Root Co., to the effect that the cost is
only 40 to SO percent more.

is

— The

—

Sealed Brood as Bait.— In order to induce the bees to
commence promptly in the extracting-super, J. W. Rouse
puts in the super a frame or two of brood, and he says the
queen is less likely to go up_ if the brood is all sealed. Progressive Bee-Keeper.

dipt queen

Texas.

Burying Bees for Winter. Jungclaus publishes, in
Leipzinger-Bztg., his experience therein. Nov. 14 he put
his bees in a hole dug seven feet deep, lined with boards,
covered with boards on timbers, then put roofing-paper over
this, then 16 inches of earth, and over the whole a covering
of roofing-paper weighted down with stones to prevent
blowing awaj'. After four months the bees came out in fine
condition, the average consumption having been 3)4 pounds.

—

— Gleanings.

in

editor of the Southland Queen having reported that for lack
of rain he was feeding his bees, G. F. Davidson says he
thinks no one else is doing any feeding, and in an experience of 13 years he has had his best crops of honey when
it was extremely drv. altho getting good crops when rain
was plenty. No' rain fell from Aug. 20, 1886, to May 9, 1887,
and 1887 was the best honev-vear he ever knew.

known.— Canadian

Bee Journal.

To Preserve Combs Against Bee=Moths A. Delcour
puts them in a close place and then puts in a piece of rag
saturated with essence of aspic. He prefers this to sulfur,
as it avoids the danger of fire, and also because the sulfur
does not aflfect the eggs, while the aspic either affects the
eggs or else remains to afi'ect the young larvae when they
hatch out.— L'Abeille.

Prevention of Swarming.- Last season Mr. Doolittle
caged his queens in the out-apiary when the yield was on
and there were signs of swarming. Ten days later the
queen was removed and a young laying queen was put in
the same cage, the cage being left in the same position in
the hive. Enough candy was in the cage so the bees liberated the queen in about two days. This prevented all swarming, and left the colony with a vigorovis queen for next
spring's breeding. Of course all queen-cells were cut at the
time the young queen was given. Progressive Bee-Keeper.

—

Getting Wax Out of Combs is done by Wm. McNally
" Our wash-house boiler is of 25 gallons
after this manner
capacity, and into this I put 10 gallons of rainwater and
three tablespoonfuls of vitriol I then procure a clean, old,
strong bag, like a very open sugar-bag the combs are prest
hard into it to a size that will go inside the boiler it is then
As the
firmly tied, and immerst in the boiler of water.
combs melt the wax oozes out and is ladled ofi^ the top and
poured into clean, cold water. The vitriol and the pouring
second melting of
into cold water improves the color.
the wax is necessary to put it into marketable shape. Bee:

To Liquefy Honey

—granulated
An item from Gleanings advising
honey

packages of
in the oven of a
cook-stove is being copied by other journals, but without
adding the direction given i'n Gleanings to set the glass
vessels in shipping-cases. A glass tumbler raav be set on a
shingle in the oven all right, but if set directly on the hot
to set glass

metal

it

will

come

to grief.

;

:

;

A

Value of Queens.— In opposition to the views of Editor
Hutchinson, who says queens are the least expensive part
of a colony (making "that an argument in favor of small colonies), C. P. Dadant, in Gleanings, is emphatic in the as.sertion that in the spring the queens are the part of most
especial value. In the spring there is a lack of queens and
an overplus of empty hives and combs.

Egg=Laying Depends on Kind of Honey
Doolittle
having made the statement that nine Gallup frames would
entertain the best queens to their fullest capacity as to egglaying, and Dr. Gallup having said that a queen of his occupied fully 24 frames, Dr. Miller askt Doolittle in Gleanings how he reconciled the two statements. Doolittle replies that he was talking about colonies used for comb
honey, while Gallup was talking about extracted. He says
:

—

Keepers' Record.

—

Death from Stings. Geo. L. Vinal gives in Gleanings
a detailed account of the case of a horse that received many
The normal
stings on head, nose, ears, neck and body.
pulse of a horse is 36 to 40 in a minute respiration, 10 to 12
temperature, 98 3-S. In 4S minutes the pulse was 60, respira;

:

Urine highly brown color, with
frequent watery evacuation of the bowels. IS minutes later
pulse was 80, respiration 60, temperature 104, the horse
throwing himself down, jumping up, plunging and tugging
75 minat his rope, and whinnying in a loud, shrill voice.
utes later the symptoms began to abate, the breathing becoming heavy, the extremities showing paralysis, and four
hours after being stung he was no longer able to get up,
and seven hours after being stung he died.

tion 30, temperature 102.

:

Jan.

;
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EVERGREENS

Root's Column
We are not quite ready yet to tell you
about our new g'oods and some of the
improvements we have made in certain
lines but when we are, we propose to

OO, ti to H in. $1; 13 to IH In. $2.50.
00. an. iflO prepaid. lOO. 4 to tilt.
varieties, $lf>. iochoice Fniittrees,20
varieties, ^Ul. Ornamentul A- Fruit
iTrees. Catalou'iie and (.nres of 50
threat barRaiii Ints
c:^ Good l,ooul Airfiil-t \\ iinted.

SENT FREE.

In the multitude of counsellors there
safety.— Prov. 11-14.

is

;

you something that
you beyond a doubt so
tell

will

interest

How

to Win Success in the HoneySelling Business.

:

keep your eyes on
a:a;a; this column ajxa;
While our engravers are busy tinishing certain cuts, we desire to call your
attention to

Gleanings in Bee^Culture.

X.XX-X

you haven't seen late numbers,
send for sample copies. Among other
things you will discover that it is
If

An

Illustrated

Bee Journal- J^J?<lJ/c
you are a busy man, and haven't
time or inclination to read much, you
may pick up in Gleanings an idea that
will be worth dollars by once glancing
If

at a cut.
j-ear

we propose

to describe several different

manipula-

tions pertaining to bee-keeping, by a
series of line cuts that will show you

how

XX:X

honey, with the view of following honey-selling
as a business. Briefly, what would you advise
that would tend to success in the line indicated?
—City.

it is

done.

Another Big

Ollei-,

XX:X

In addition to our other offers in last
week's Bee Journal we propose to make
one more.

Dundee,

III.
Irec^afi'sl.
Please mention Bee Joumal -when writing.

LADIES*

iryoii havesiiiierfliiouN

THE FACE
HAIR ON how

to remove it easily and
new information
effectually without chemicals or intitrumtnts.
Cor
respondence contidentiai in plain sealed envelope.
<t3. Oak Park. IllsMrs. M. N. PEKRY.
. Box

send for

C

—

E. France Honesty and push.
Rev. M. Mahin The question is too
big for this department.
W. G. Larrabee Alwaj'shavea firstclass unadulterated article.
Prof. A. J. Cook Energy and honesty.
They will win, SURE.
C. H. Dibbern— Get out and hiistU-.
'
and don't be afraid of anj' one.
G. M. Doolittle— That you supply
your customers with only the best.
O. O. Poppleton I have had too little experience in this line to offer ad-

—
—
—

with onr

[iiplt iinlceiJ.
Ktroseue Lunilsiijii
Imailtr while pumping.
12 varieties
|Sprsvera,
Bordeaux and Venuon-'

NWl.M. the "W'orldV HcHt."
^THE DEMINQ CO. SALEM, OHIO.J

^
1 fJ^^^^r

^^'<^'^^vu A^ejiLs,

To every one. either an old or new
subscriber, sending us $1.00 for Gleanings for one )'ear, we will send, some
time in July or August next, one UN-

TESTED ITALIAN QUEEN.

COlNTIDITIOiTS
Old subscribers

may

take advantage of this
offer, PROVIDING that all back dues on subscription, if any, be paid at the rate of Sl.OO per
year in addition to Sl.OO in .idvance for Gleanings and the queen. We reserve the right to
send queens in July or August in the order that
these subscriptions are received. First come,
first served.
Again, as we are giving these
queens away free we cannot guarantee replacing
in case one dies in the mails. We will use our
best mailing-cage, and take everv precaution,
but cannot do more. So far as possible queens
will be reared in our own yards by the Doolittle
method; but if the demand for these queens is
too great we reserve the right to order from reliable breeders to help out. First orders received
will probably take queens of our own rearing.
Remember that the $1.00 secures a year's subscription to Gleanings and an Untested Italian
Queen, providing that all arrears, if any, are
paid. Send all orders to

Tlieft.l.RooiGoiiiDany
MEDINA, OHIO.

a

HeiiniiFii

Catak>gueand

ChitaKii.

|

Hiil^l

I-ormulafl Kree."

Please mention Bee Joumal

when

writing:.

—

•>THIS^

vice.

A. Green

— Sell

only good honey,
at a price that will pay you for your
J.

Wood

labor.
Jas. A. Stone Deliver true to sample give honest weights, and live up
to contract.

—

will hold

ence in boob form.

By paying for a year's subscription STRICTLY IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, postpaid, for 10 cents extra.

—

ADDRESS,

15

CiEO.

GWe make

Eugene Secor— I advise the same
methods that make success in any other

postal sent us with your name for
a Cataloe will meet with the grreatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

A

;

;

and

stick to

Shebovg.\x, Wis.

it.

— Honest}'

the best
policy.
Try to carry the best goods,
and give the producer and consumer a
square deal, and j'our success will be
assured.
is

Please mention

the word.
R. L. Taj'lor -Eearn to know the
quality of honey, how to handle and
take care of it, and the tastes of your
customers. Deal fairly, be active and
is

indomitably persistent.
S. T. Pettit— Be
candid, punctual,

prompt and obliging, but not subservient.

Keep your place of business
Handle nothing but pure

very clean.

Bee Journal -when

-writinK.

HATCH CHICKENS
the
BY STEAM-«iii>
rtv^nlatibt;

siiiilile, [.err..'Ol, self

—

A. F. Brown Get started, and keep
at it, advertising your business, never
tiring of .setting forth the merits of
honey as an article of food. Briefly,

PUSH

and a

SUPPLIES.

—

E. S. Eovesy

New

Willi fence and plain sections,
full line of other

;

deal fairly

the

111.

tiampion Gliatt-Hive

—

business integrity, energy,
perseverance.
Emerson T. Abbott Attend strictly
to business do not talk politics or religion handle only first-class goods
of

W. YORK & CO.

lis Mich. St., Chicago,

are useful.

line

one year's numbers

accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Journal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-

M. Hambaugh — Handle the pure
stuff, put up ill attractive and durable
shapes, and adi'ertisc, and work.
Dr. J. P. H. Brown— Read the articles on marketing honey in late numbers of the American Bee Journal.
J.

Harrison
Representing
Mrs. L.
goods just as they are. Buy or .sell no
faced goods do an honest business.
Chas. Dadant & Son Take samples
and sell from these in all sizes of packages. A quick mind and a glib tongue

Binder

of the American Bee Journal
and will be sent by mall for
SO cents. Full directions

—

P. H. Elwood I haven't had much
Produce a good artiretail experience.
cle, and distribute honey-leaflets.

—

Free.,. J?c

new patent

KEROSENE SPRAYERS

;

Oueen^Bee

i-

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

;

During the coming

just

Query 88. — I am a young man desiring to
build up a demand for both comb and extracted

D. HILL,

EXCELSIOR INCMIMS?
J
^

Seodfki. for

i

lljouMandH In successftil 0|>erBtinTi.
Lowi'^t priced IsI-cUbb butcher made.

i

OEO.

Jl.

STAIII.,

44A26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

FARM BEE-KEEPING
in the
the best
paper In exand
general
Write for sample copy to-day,
istence.
and for clubbing rates with any paper

Is

one of the leading departments

Modern Farmer and Busy Bee,

FARM

you want.

Emerson

B£E

Address,
T. Abbott, St. Joseph,

Mo.

—
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Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.
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UNION

tion

ripping"",

liii"

cutUu^,

SAW

cross-

uiitering",

rabeting-, grooving-,
Dtraming', scroll-sawing-, boriug-, edg-emoulding, beading-,
etc. Full line Foot

and

Hand Power

Machinery. Send
for Catalog
Sencni Falls Mr^. Co.,

4(i

Water

A.

St., Sfliiftca Falls, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal wlien writing.

M OVI

^*

ill

make

to

1

I© STARI

tb^ntl

it

Lilt V

mSI.\ESSaD.lhow

a ci'iuplele success

POULTRY

is

the theme of

GUIDE. Tells all about poultry houses, bf.w toLuild.cost, Ac., and hnw to

Sour
I

breed,

r

tV*<l

at,.

I

niurket IoivIh.

Tteais

CYPHERS iNGUBATOH

which

ia

9t^°n.r,
delivered frclcht puid to every purelinser.

This machiue rc-iuires absolulely no
cents and got the hook. Cir.-ulara

artificai moisture.

FREE.

$end 10

TIE CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO. Box 50 WAYLANO. N.V

SEMT FREE
Our descriptive

A; A;

circular and price-list of

Bee^Hives, Italian Bees
Queens, Sections,

Comb

Smokers, Honey-Knives,
Address,
lA13t

Foundation. Bee- Veils,
etc.

SEND FOR ONE.

A. SIMELI^,

p".

IVIilledeeville, Carroll Co., Ills.

Please mention Bee Joiirnal

when

writing.

SEE THAT WINK!
Bee=Supplies. Root's Goods
at Roofs Prices.
Pouder's Honey-Jars and

everything- used by beekeepers. Prompt service
low freig-ht rate. Catalogfree.

U.^j>OVDtfi^

aP'

Please mention Bee
iLi-:

Walter

S. Pouder,

I^r,Ai•^POt,s^ l"nr..x..
Journal when writing.

Jan.

19, 1899.

;
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^nOUBLE

catibescTuredfrnm prrain fed to live stotk if it is in..ke-l. It isl
more easily dicented and uHHlmllutvd by the aiiinml slnnuifh.

D(

eight years I have sold it in Chicago. In
my 20 years' experience in shipping honey

THE FOOD VALUE,

ELECTRIC FEED COOKERS

eonl; (-ftl ill till' qlu^kt^t iuui iM'^-t \vny aiid with the least amount uf
Maik' <-i --a-^t n-.m. liiu'd \\ iili ^t^i-l. 'Hoilers made of heavy ^alfntl
iipaolty frnin 25 to 100 gftls. Stroiit;,
vaiii'/i-'l steel. nia<lein liisi/.i-s.
<'rdti Ix-roie the cold weatht-r
w •^11 made and will last indefinitely.
(

g^'SuLrr'and%*rer'°' ElectHC WtiEei

WP \V3nr
^===

Co.,

Box 16

Every bee-keeper
a

"*"'*'•"

copy

to
'

__
't-

Y
l^.,
^s7#

Quincy.lll,

to

will take pleasure in

LEWIS

Q. B.

He Likes Bee-Keeping.

mailing you a copy.

CO., Watertown,

Wis.

ABBOTT,
Mr. Abbott

Joseph, Missouri.

St.

our Hives and Sections at Factory Prices.

sells

FK.IOES OF
Bingliaiii Perfect
Smoke Engine (largest smoker made) 4-in.
Doctor
3^ in.
Conqueror
j^arue

Plain
Little

Wonder (weight

10 ounces)

3-in.
2!^-in.
2-in.
2-in.
..

Honey-Knife
its

Doz.
Doz.
Doz.

1:3.00;
H.fKi;
ti.50;

Doz
Doz.

5.00;
4.75

Doz.
Doz.

6.0O;

4.5'

each, by mail. $1.50
"
"
"

i.io
l.mi
.90
.70
.60

•*

"

i;

"

the new improvements. Before buying a
record and pedigree.

Bingham Smokers have
or Knife, Icib up

Bee-Smokers

etove.
stove.
stove.
stove.
stove.
stove.

all

ton UncappingKnite.

lar.

Wintering in a Cave.
The American Bee Journal has been a
great help to me the past summer. I bad
bees on shares and could not have gotten

along nearly so well without it. I got my
dollar's worth (the price of a yearly subscription) out of several single numbers at
several different times. I will not be without it as long as 1 keep bees and can raise
the subscription price.
I put '.)4 colonies into the cave last fall,
and they are all right so far.
T. J.

Pine Co., Minn., Dec.

iTll< lit^^aia.

BEST:

Extracted Honey For Sale.

I

BASSWOOD

HONEY.

HONEY.

the famous White Extracted Honey g^athered in the great Alfalfa regions of the Central West. It
honey, and nearly
is a splendid
everybody who cares to eat honey at
all canU get enough of the Alfalfa

This is the well-kuown lig-ht-colored honey grathered from the rich,
nectar-laden, basswood blossoms in
Wisconsin. It has a stronger flavor
than Alfalfa, and is greatly pre-

extracted.

flavor in their honey.

is

ferred by those

who

like a distinct

Prices of etttier Alfalfa or Bass^rood Honey:
of either, by mail, 8 cents; samples of both, 15 cents—to pay for package and postage.
freight— one 60pound can, 8 cents a pound; two cans, 7X cents per pound; four or more cans.
per
pound.
Cash must accompany each order. If ordering two or more cans you can
7J^ cents
have half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. This is all

By

Buncombe

kinds produced in this country.

would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce any honey for their home
this year, iust order some of the above, and sell it. And others, who want to
money, can get this hone^* and work up a demand for it almost anywhere. ^* YORK'S
ALMANAC" will be a great help in creating customers for houev. See i)rices on another
GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, 111.

demand

;M>nie

HONEY

page.

~

BY BUYING AND USING

SAVE NIONEY AND FEED OUR

It is low priced, not cheap. Made from the best of cast pray iron
with 14 oz. galvanized steel boiler to hold 20gal9. Justth*^ thing
for looking I'eed for etoek, plgn or poultry and heat water for

^!''' Reliable Stock Food Cookers ",:sl"u''S
much

larger capacity
t'llOU k'uls.
We will he triad tn quote
prices oil inquiry. l)o not buy until yuu K^t our free descriptive circulars. Better write for them at once.
-

Box

$5.00
FARMER'S

i:;"i

RELIABLE INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO.

02,

Quincy,

Illinois.

C, Dec.

16.

A Beginner's Report.
commenced the spring of 189S with

honey

FEED
COOKERS

in each hive.
lot of

We had a
and my wife

fun catching swarms,
thought not so much in watching tor them to issue. It was not a very
good season for honey, but what we got in
the supers was No, 1 the best I ever saw.
Next year I hope for a better season and
more honey.
I like the American Bee Journal; it is a
great help to me. and I will continue to
take it as long as it helps me so much.
M. N. Ames.
Vernon Co., Wis., Dec. 19.

—

An
am

Old Bee-Keeper's Report.

nearing SI years of age. I put my
bees out last spring, and when they were
ready to go to work there were about 75
or 80 colonies, which increast to about 100,
and I got about 30 pounds of surplus honey,
not all marketable. They had stored for
winter from 30 pounds down to starvation.
I thought I would try to winter the greater
part, so I bought a big barrel of sugar and
fed them. I got ready to put a part of
them into the cellar, and a part packt on
the summer stands. I got up on a Monday
morning, and the ground was covered with
sleet and snow. The next morning, Nov.
22. the awful snowstorm came, and there
the bees are under the snow, and there
tbey are likely to stay while they live.
1

We

earn

Co., N.

three fair colonies, and had nine good
swarms, but I was unfortunate in losing
one queen, so I doubled its colony with another.
It workt all right, so now I have 11

ABSOLUTELY PURE BEES' HOXEY,
finest of their

the spring of 189S with five

colonies in the cellar, with a fine lot of

A sample

The

in

and increast to nine, but I had
one swarm issue Aug. Iti, and another Aug.
*22.
In October I put the two together and
gave them 1.5 pounds of honey in addition
My bees did fairly well
to what they had.
the past season, and if I can succeed in getting them through the winter ail right I
shall be glad.
J. W. Hawkins.

I

ALFALFA

began

colonies,

ALL IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

This

Brooks

17.

Bees Did Fairly Well.

.ttO

I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Kngine too iavae.
Truly.
W. H. Eagerty, Cuba. Kansas.
January ii7, l'-97.

T. P. BIINOHAITI^ Farwell,

17.

Smoker

FIFTEEN YEAKS FOK A IJOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the ''onqueror I'l yeirs. I was always pleased with its
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer, i write for a circu-

Bingham & Hethering-

The Bee Journal has been a great help to
me. My bees did well last summer. I like
bee-keeping as long as I can have the Bee
Fred Robt.
Journal as an adviser.
Hall Co., Neb., Dec.

special Agent for the Southwest,

E. T.

Indiffer-

—

1899 Catalog.

Send us your name and address and we

more than

in

[We fear that 'Horace" was pretty
severe on the Democrats. We know some
that are nice men. But a'f care more for"
Editor.]
the man than tor any parly name.

have

our

of

commission men

ent cities. I never had the pleasure of meeting an honest commission man till I met
bim in Chicago. Up to eight years I had
the same opinion of commission men that
the immortal Horace Greeley had of the
Democrats, " He did not think all thieves
were Democrats, but he thought all DemoC. D. Doane.
crats were thieves."
Genesee Co.. Micb., Dec. 32.

iU[;tr)cIjj|f|W

!
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HIGH-

WE CAN SUIT YOU IN PRICE AND WE
GUARANTEE TO PLEASE YOU IN QUALITY.

j

What muff could

GRADE

\vf dot <Hir caUiloLjUf tetis all.
and is devoted largely to practical matters pertaining
tu poultry raising.
Has 148 pages; mailed to any

<

No wild and woolly

i

address for

tic.

INCUBATORS
MOINES INCUBATOR
DES

Page

Jan.

statements, toy

nor prize packaEe lots to
Fair treatment, prompt
service and full value are what
we try to fxlvo our fnstnniPi-s

outfits,
offer.

i

^
(

j

CO. Box 78, Des Moines, Iowa.

Lyon
b
NEW LONDON,

Mfg. Co.
WIS.,

operates two Sawmills that cut, aniiualh', eight million feet of lumber, thus
curine- the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

Ty

TJ

'

O

That seems to be the only way I can get
rid of them.
One thing I would like to say for encouragement of bee-keepers, and that is, if I am
not a false prophet, 1S99 will be a good
honey year, for this reason: In 1897, about
the middle of July, vegetation dried up,
the clovers killed out. bees quit breeding;
the bees that went into winter quarters
were old field-bees. There was so much
spring dwindling, and tbey were so late in
getting to work; while in 1S9S they kept
breeding quite late, and the hives were full
of young bees. More: The clovers are
seeded thick, and we are having a good
winter for it to keep.
Can't do without the Bee Journal, it my
bees live.
A. F. Crosby.
Franklin Co., Iowa. Dec. 21.

se-

A Good Report.

1

D^^^lS^^^ipCTS OUpplieS,.»«

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinerj- for the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinerv, all combine to enable

BESToQOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this tirm to furnish the

Send

began the spring with 20 colonies, increast to :li2, and ran 24 for honey. My
I

total crop

were used

!

TaRG

iiiu

M

flflvlce

Yoor

Diiij

FINE FOUNDATION AND TONS OF IT. WORKING
Wax into Foundation for Cash or Trade a Specialty.
defy competition in
Foundation, nillions of Sections — Polisht on both Sides.
I

Satisf.\ction Gu.^ranteed on a full line of Supplies. Send for a Catalogue and be your own judg^e. Wax Wanted at 27 cents cash, or 28 cents in trade,
delivered to me.

MAMMOTH

OFFER.

salable articles of the day and as staple as flour;
somethinia" that every house-keeper will buy. It
is useful ifor gold and silve'r, brass, copper, tin,
steel, or anj- material where a brilliant lustre
is reriuired.

Farmers' Paint — Farmers will find this

profit-

able for house, fence, or bee-hives.
Qrafting=Wax The best kind that is made; it
has no equal.
Washing Powder the Laundress' Assistant.
Warranted not to injure the finest fabric. Nn
acid, no potash. In the washroom it saves time,
labor, expense, muscle, temper, and hands. The
clothes will come out clean and white without
wear or tear, or rubbing on washboards; therefore will last twice as long. It also requires to
be tested to be appreciated. If it does not give
satisfaction I will refund the money. All these
total value S2.00 all for 25 cents, stamps or
silver. Address quick, JOHN GASSON, Brock,
Darke Co.. Ohio.
3Alt

—

—

—

—

My

with 3-banded Italians, and another with
the golden strain. I would not exchange
my hives for all other hives. I have a hive
that has wintered bees for six years, without loss, on the summer stands.
C. Van
Co., Mich., Dec. 19.

Blariccm.

Fears Overstocking.
There are a good many bees in this vicinity, and I am a little afraid it is overstockt.
think there are nine men owning bees
within the city limits, and about four of
these on quite a large scale. Then there
are several within one or two miles of
town. I am the only one that winters
bees on the summer stands, but so far I
have been very successful with this method.
Grant Co., Wis., Dec. 19.
A. Shaw.

Wintered Without Any Bee-Bread.
have 100 colonies of bees in the cellar,
good condition. I got 3,000 pounds of
comb honey the past year, mostly light. I
have made some experiments with bees the
I

Hortonville, Wis.

TWO WAGONS AT ONE

For only 25 cents — I will mail y<m on receipt of
this amount Four Valuable Money=Making Secrets. Electric Powdkks— one of the most

2,350 pounds.
Six colonies
for experinaental purposes.

I

B66-SllDDri6S 01 rtUOUSl W6lSS

AUGUST WEISS,

was

bees are all Adel, and I can assure you I
have a strain for business. I crosl one

Calhoun

Listen

19, 1899.

PRICE.

a matter of ^reat convenience and a savlabor for a farmer to have a low, haudv
wag-on. They save more than half the labor of
loadinof in hauling- manure, hay. grrain, cornIt is
ing- of

fodder, wood, stones, etc.
The mau who already- has "^a wagron may have one of these low
handy wag-ons at the small
additional cost for a set of
wheels. These Electric Steel
Wheels, with either direct or
stagg-er spokes, with broadfaced tire, are made to fit any
axle. Yon can convert your
old wag-on to a low, handy

wagon

in a

few moments. You
two wagWrite to

ilius virtually have
ons at one price.

the Electric
16,

Quincy,

Wheel

Illinois,

Co., Box
for their

catalogue, which fujly explains about these and
their Electric Handy Wagrons, Electric Feed
Cookers, etc.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

all in

season also wintered two colonies
without any bee-bread at all, last winter.
I could not do without the American Bee
Journal for twice what it costs.
ROBT. H. NOKTMAN.
Jackson Co., Wis., Dec. IS.
past

;

A Short Honey Crop.
the old American Bee Journal very
much, and do not want to miss any of the
copies as long as I keep bees. My bees are
in good condition for winter, tho our honey
crop was short this year I got only about
2,500 pounds, which I sold at home, and
could sell as much more if I had it. I had
only 65 colonies to start with in the spring,
and increast to 140. I hope next year will
W. W. Williams.
be a good one.
Goliad Co., Tex., Dec. 18.
I like

—

writing.

Last Year a Hard One.

OUR MOTTO:

WELL MANUFAC TURED STOCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

Sections, StiiDDinQ-Gases aod

B66-K6eD6r§' SypDiies

Will Use 10-Frame Hives.

We make

a'specialty of makinff the very best Sections on the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledg-ed by all to be
The
the best for making- the ONE-PIECE
selected, young and
thrift)- timber is used.
'Write for Illustrated Catalog: and Price-List FREE.

BASSWOOD

HONEY-SECTIONS—

Marshfield Hanufacturing Company,
Please mention Bee Journal -when

^xrriting.

am

an old bee-keeper, having kept bees
ever since I was old enough, except the
four years during the war, 1801 to 1805. I
have only 30 colonies at present. This year
was a deadener in this locality
S. Poland.
Richland Co., Ohio, Dec. 31.
I

Z.1

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

Last spring

I

got the bee fever and then

I

commenced to read up on bees, and I got
two colonies, one in an old soap-box, which
transferred, combs and all. into a St. Joe
hive. It stored about 30 pounds of honey.
I also transferred one lor
neighbor
which stored for him 25 pounds. Both did
well, and went into winter quarters in
good condition. I think I did well, not
I

my

Jan.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

19, 1899.

having had any experience before, except
what I learned from the book " Bees and
Honey."
My other colony stored for me 75 pounds,
and I now have four colonies in good condition,

am

using the St, Joe hive, S and 10
I will use the lOframe hive hereI can have a
after, as I think it is the best,
larger colony in a hive that costs but a few
the colthe
larger
Generally
cents more.
ony the more honey, and the less trouble,
N, H, VOGT,
Nemaha Co,, Ean,, Dec, 19,
I

frame.

Bees did very poorly the past season.
38 colonies, spring count, I had only
one swarm, and somewhere between ,500
and COO pounds of comb honey. I believe
there will not be many bees in this locality
by next spring. They have mostly honeydew stores for winter. Prospects are good
for next season.
The American Bee Journal is what every
Harvey Brokaw,
bee-keeper needs.
Richland Co., Ohio, Dec, 16.

Poor Season in 1898.
The past season was a poor one for honey
this county, but we hope for better
things in the future,
I must have the
American Bee Journal as long as I handle
W, H. Tuttle,
bees,
Union Co., Iowa, Dec. 21.

in

Poor Season for Honey.
The past was a very poor season for
honey, I have 10 colonies in the cellar in
fair condition, I have plenty of honey tor
the home table, but none to spare as surplus.
W. H. KlZER,
Jasper Co,, Iowa, Nov, 33,

Cheap Bees and Honey.
Comb boney is selling at 10 cents a pound
Bees are in good condition, but beekeepers seem ratherdiscouraged. Any one
can buy all the bees he wants now for
$3. .50 a colony.
Two years ago they were
^00.
N. Richardson.
Steele Co,, Minn.. Dec. 19,

i) >ti >tt >J<.

ous dry weather absolutely dried up everything just as the linden was in the bloom,
and I am sure that a great many bee-keepers in this section will find before next
June that theic number of colonies will be
greatly cut down, as brood-rearing stopt
two months earlier than it should have
been allowed to do if feeding had to be re-

?)>{? >^ >?<" >f^ >J<>{if >^ >}« >1>C >J? >J? TJ^f^

sorted to. Of course, all practical beekeepers feed enough to keep up brood-rearing
sufficient to make sure of plenty of young
bees for the winter, and those that did not
will see it after it is too late,
F, A, Crowell,
Fillmore Co,, Minn,, Dec, 30,

Very Short Honey-Flow.

Wintering Well.
Wood

well

so far.

It

is

W, M. Daniels.

Co., Ohio, Dec, 19.

Results of the Past Season,
bees went into winter quarters in
good condition. 1 have 31 colonies— 4 in
the cellar, and the balance outside in chaff
hives, I had about 800 pounds of surplus
honey this year from 31 colonies. Last
year I had 2,000 pounds from 13 colonies.
Lucas Co., Ohio, Dec, 18,
M, Best

My

A Young Bee-Keeper.
Two years ago my father bought 4 colo-

nies of bees, and the next year they increast to 0, and this year to 14, Now be
has given them to me tor full management
I am It; years old, and take the
greatest
interest in bee-culture, I have read all the
works on bees I could get hold of, and find
nothing in the way of general information
as good as I can find in the American
Bee
Journal.
Willie T. Stephenson
Massac Co., 111., Dec. 19.

Report for 1898.
Our summer flow from white clover was

short on account of dry weather
about .30
pounds per colony, spring count, halt comb
and half extracted. My apiary is located
on the beautiful Upper Iowa river,
just
over the State line on the Minnesota
side
Ihe bee-business has not been a success
in
;

my

from the same

HON&y AND BEESWAX

J

hive.
I think
bees did
fairly well considering the short honeyflow, I have all Italian bees, I have tried
to get the best I can find the past four or
five years,
I like the clear, bright 5-banded
the best. I have some pretty nice bees. I
have one queen 1 bought last spring for an
extra-good one, and paid ?3 00 for her, and
I would not give 35 cents for another unless
I could not help it,
I dipt all of
queens
last spring, for I could not spend the time
to watch them through the swarming season.
When I thought the colony was
nearly ready to swarm I caged the queen
and then would go through in eight or nine
days and cut the queen-cells out, and let
the queen go. Sometimes I would take the
queen away and let them rear a queen and
cut the rest of the cells away. Either way

Chicago, Jan. 0.— The trade is not active iu
of the retail dealers being
supplied with sufficient stock to meet demands
for some time to come. Prices are quite steady
with 13c for best white, off in color, etc, includintr amber y-rades, 10(<il2c: dark. 9c. Extracted
6f'.' 7c for white;
amber and dark, 5(S6c, Beeswax, 27,
R. A. BUR-XETT & Co,

comb honey, many

Detroit, Jan. 2, — No chang-e in supply of
honey as to quality, but prices are somewhat
lower than last quotations, viz: Fancy white,
13c: No. 1, I2i" 12J3C; fancy dark and aniber, 9@
Extracted,

wax,

IXDl,AN.4POLls, Jan. 4.
No, 1, lOwllc,

Ontario, Canada, Dec,

19,

is

From

:

spring

count. 38 colonies, I have taken 1,000 pounds
of honey. I build my hives two stories high,
dovetailed bodies, and 8 frames each, I
have not had a natural swarm from a twostory colony since I began using them, four
years ago. My bees are Italians and hybrids.
I leave 35 to .50 pounds of honey in
the hive until spring, as it pays me better,
then
and
no feeding, and I can sell the
honey at better prices. I am a farmer, and
make a regular hand in the field. I have a
wife and sour small boys to support.
E. C, MURPHREE,
Blount Co., Ala.. Dec. 20.

Somewhat Old Beginners.
am years old and my wife is 64,

IJI
I
but
we are beginners with bees. I have now
three bee-papers to read. I need not keep
bees for a living, but all my children have
places of their own, so I must have bees
and poultry in order to have something to
work at. From 5 colonies I had bought
last spring, 1 put into the cellar 31 this fall,
but had only about 100 pounds of honey,
•

James Oleson,
Chippewa

white comb,
fairly good.

plied, especially with dark. Demand is fair for
white and daric. and off g-rades are being neglected.
quote:
Fancy white, 12'" 13c; No, 1 white, W@llc; amber, "i" liic; il.trk, 7(u 8c, Stocks of extracted o£

We

all

kinds are

dark,

Iit,'ht,
White, 6;.<(a7c; amber, 6c:
Southern, in barrels, 60 to 6Sc per
Beeswa.x dull at 26fqZ7c,

S'iC; 6c;

gallon,

HiLDRETH Bros, & Segelken.
Boston', Jan, 9,— Fancy white, 13(6ia4c; A No.
1, 12c; No, 1, lie; light amber, 9@10c; buckwheat, no call.
Extracted, white Northern
stock, 7r«Sc; Southern stock, 6fo 7c, Beeswax, 27c.
The demand for honey seems to have dropt
out of sight during the holiday season, but now
that is over we hope to see a' better call for it.
There is abundance of stock on hand and it now
looks as if the expected shortage would not
materialize,
Blake, Scott di Lee.

BuFF-ALO, Jan, 6,— Our honey market

is

very

quiet. Finest 1-pouud white fanc.v combs move
slow at 12c— often lie: excellent grades, 9tel0c,

and dark, poor, etc., bdi'Sc. Extracted, S&6c.
Beeswax, fauc^^ pure, 28('fl:30c: dark, etc., 24f^26.

& Co.
white, 13@14c;

B.atterso.v

The Past Season's Report.
report this year

Demand

Dark comb honey is beinj^ offered at 8f«i9c with
almost no demand. Clover and basswood extracted, 6;2«/ 7c, Beeswax, 26<a 28c.
Walter S. Pouder,
New York, Jan, 2,— The market is well sup-

Cleveland,

My

dark, 5(g5^2C, BeesM, H, Hu.NT.

— Fancy

I2tol2'-4c;

well.

am

well pleased with the American Bee
Journal, and think it well worth the money
invested,
J. W. McCalpin.
I

white,b('_' 7c;

25(3 2oc.

my

works

|

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

lie.

keep about 35 colonies almost for my
own use. This year we had a very short
honey-flow— only about 15 days. I had between 1.300 and 1,400 pounds of honey,
mostly extracted. From one colony I got
162 pounds this year; last year I took 158
I

here.

Bees are wintering
raining today,

>t< >te Jli Mi >te >lt >K >tt sJilt.

this section the past season, as the continu-

Predicts Winter Loss of Bees.

From

47

Co., Minn., Dec. IS,

Bees Did Fairly Well.

My

bees did fairly well the past season,
considering the general complaint of a poor
season. I had only eight colonies, and
they averaged 40 pounds to the colony. I
had no swarms during the harvest.
This is the first year that I ever took any
interest in the bee-subject, but I am very
much interested in it now. A. B, Cross,
Meigs Co,, Ohio, Dec. 19.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

Jan,

2,

— Fancy

No, 1 white,
A No, 1 amber, lOCallc; No.
amber, 9'" 10c: buckwheat, 8c,
Extracted,
white, 7c; amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B, Williams cS: Co.
12ft 13c:

2

Milwaukee,
12';i«14c:

A

No.

Jan. 9.—

Fancy

1-lb.

sections,

12«/12".c; No. 1, ll{nl2c: dark
Extracted, in barrels, kegs and
pails, 6'j'"7'jc; dark, 5''^5^2C. Beeswax, 2S(«'27c.
The condition of the market is favorable for
shipments of honey, especially of best grades,
which are in small supi>ly. The sales are moderate, but we are e-xpectiug an increast demand
and good trade this spring,
A. V. Bishop & Co.

or amber, Sw

1,

lie.

Convention Notices.

—

Wi$<'on!«in. The Wisconsin State Bee
Keepers' Association will hold their annual
convention at Madison, Feb, 9 and 10, It
promises to be the best held for years. Every bee-keeper is urged to be present. An
interesting program is being arranged.
Piatteville, Wis.
N. E. France, Sec,

—

^Vlinnesota. The following program
has been arranged by Pres. E. B. Huffman
for the meeting of the Southern Minnesota
Bee-Keepers' Association, which meets in
Winona, Minn., Jan, 35 and 36:
Opening address Pres. E. B. Huffman.
•How to prepare bees for winter, and
the proper way to care for them ''—Frank

—

Yahnke.
" How to prepare a colony of bees for the
introduction of a queen, and the best way
to introduce her ''— C. A. Gile,
" Which is the most profitable to work
for, comb or extracted honey, and the most
suitable size hive for the same?"— E, B,
Cornwell,
" What is the best size of hive, frames
and sections for general use !" —S. W, Judge,
"The best way to manage bees for increase " W, F, IVIartin,
•'
What is the best way, and the kind of
hive to use, in stimulating bees, and also
feeding them?" John Turnbull,
Winona, Minn,
C, A, Gile, Sec,

—

—

!

!
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OrderEarly
There are indications that the demand

for

SUPPLIES will be very large this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have larg-e facilities for manufacturing: all
kinds of

And

will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

19, 1899.

Dadant's Foundation.

Year

Why

does

Year

We guarantee

it sell

so well ?

satisfaction.

has always given better satisfaction than any other.
Because 1]^ 31
there have
not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.
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the pains in breeding- that the Americans do for, if I am
correctly informed, the most of the queens sent over here,
unless it is very lately, are from a pi'omiscuous selection,
mostly taken from second and third swarms, on account of
these swanns not being- likely to build up to make good
honey-gathering colonies for the next season.
How much different the mode practiced hy our best
breeders
Queens are selected for generations, each selection being- made from those which are the most hardy, and
give the best results in every way then the verj^ best specimen is selected from the next generation, and so on, always
selecting the queen each time which scores the highest
number of points, till perfection is well nigh reacht. It
seems strang-e that any one can believe that queens from a
promiscuous importatioii will equal queens bred with such
care and painstaking.
Where people are not satisfied with the stock thej' have,
m_v advice would be for all tho.se so situated, to buj- an imported queen if they think them superior, and a home-bred
one from some reliable breeder, and try the two equally,
rearing as many queens from one as from the other, when
thev soon can tell which is the best for them. If thev do
;

!

;

Imported Queens Better than Home-Bred. Etc.
BY

G.

M. DOOLITTLE.

HAVING

been laid aside for some time with fractured
ribs and la grippe, a lot of correspondence, by way of
questions, has accumulated, and with the Editor's permission I will answer some of them througrh the columns of
the American Bee Journal.
" What do you think of
The first one I come to reads
the claim made by some that imported queens are superior
to those bred in this country ?"
From years of experience with both imported Italians
:

Croup of Queen-Cells.

and home-bred queens.

I do not think that any proof can be
found to substantiate such a claim. In fact, I believe the
balance of proof is on the other side. Very manj- have
written me that they would not exchange their home-bred
queens for imported stock on any account, and their yields
of honey are much increast above what they were when
they first obtained Italian queens from the old country.
Queen-breeders on the other side of the water d^ not take

Bees at

ll'or/c

Build i>!g Comb.

not choose the home-bred queens, then they will be different
from the majority of cases coming under my notice.

GERM.iX BEES — HOW LONG DO THEY LIVE ?
Another correspondent wishes me to tell how long the

German

Well, about as long as the
(or black) bee will live.
bees of any other variety, tho I used to think that the Cyprian bees were a little long-er lived than any of the other
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varieties I ever tried. But as they were so vicious that no
one could tolerate them, the leng'th of life was not of sufficient importance to cause them to become a favorite with
the apiculturists of the United States.

The length of life of any bee depends upon the season
of the year when the trial is made, and the condition of the
colon}'.
If in the smnmer or working season, 45 days will
be about the length of life the worker-bee will enjoy while
if during- the fall and winter months, the time will be found
to be from six to eight months.
For instance, if we take away a black or German queen
about the middle of June, and introduce an Italian queen in
her place, we shall have Italian bees hatching. 21 days
thereafter, which date we are to mark on the hive, as the
time we are to count from, as there will be no black bees
emerging from the cells after this. At the end of 40 days
the black bees will be found to be very few in numbers,
while at the end of 45 days not a black bee will be found in
:

the hive.
If the colony is made queenless at the end of 20 days
after the Italian queen was introduced, then the length of
life to the workers will be prolonged on account of their not
laboring so hard, for queenless bees never have the energy
-shown by those which have their mother with them and it
is the amount of labor done which has to do with the length
of life given to our pets.
Again, if the change of queens is made during^ the fall
months we shall find plenty of black bees the latter part of
spring, altho they soon disappear after the active labor of
;

honey-gathering comes on.
This length of life has much to do with spring dwindling, with preparations for winter, making new colonies,
our surplus crop of honey, etc., and therefore should be understood by all. It is impossible to secure a good crop of
honey where the most of the bees are nearly worn out with
age just as the harvest is commencing and where bees become uneasy in winter, and wear themselves out with
worry, spring dwindling is sure to occur. So, all old bees
in the fall will result in empty hives the next spring- and a
divided colony, so made that one part contains all old bees
results in no profit from that part. It is well to be practical along these lines, as well as all others pertaining to bee;

:

culture.

ROBBIXG DURING THE HONEY SEASON.

Another bee-keeper wishes me to tell him through the
columns of the American Bee Journal, whether bees are
subject to robbing during a flow of honey, when the same
stops for a day or two, writing thus
" I see it recommended in a certain book that we should
not try to remove the surplus honey from the hive immediately after a shower, in the honey season, for fear of robbing, thereby causing the bees to become very cross; the
reason therefore being given that the shower had washt the
honey from the flowers, hence the bees are eager to rob. Do
you find this so ? With me the bees do not offer to rob till
a day or two has elapst after the bees have been g-athering
honey plentifully."
I would say that all my experience goes to prove that
bees are not liable to rob during a honey-flow, for at times
of plenty of hone}' they are the least liable to rob of any
time of the year when they can fly. If the honey-flow has
been only a very meager one, then bees mav be inclined to
rob after the stopping of that meager flow, but if the yield
has been abundant then the case is dift'erent. During a
heavy yield of honey which has lasted a week or more, the
bees seem almost g-lad of a rest for at least 24 hours, especially if the weather is dull.
I have taken oft" hone}- hundreds of times immediately after a shower where there had
been an abundant yield before, without being bothered in
the least by bees trying- to rob. At such times each bee is
.so full of nectar that, if squeezed a little, it will throw the
honey out on its proboscis and if jammed a little too hard
the honey-sac, filled with honey, would burst through the
sides of the abdomen.
When bees secure honey rapidly, each bee takes all it
can into its honey-sac, then throws it out again, and so on
to evaporate the watery part of it
for all nectar when
:

;

;

needs much reducing before it is
of the right consistency to be stored in the cells and sealed
over. After all the thin nectar has been evaporated, then
the bees begin to look around for more, and if the flowers
fail to secrete any, robbing is the result, where honey is
left exposed; and all wise persons will avoid leaving honev
exposed at such times, or, in fact, at any other time.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
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The Best Size of Hive Considered.
BY C. DAVENPORT.
what has since been said by some,

FROM
my position in the

I believe that
discussion that took place .sometime
ago in regard to the best size of hive was somewhat
misunderstood on this account, perhaps, I may be allowed
to say a few more words on the subject in this discussion.
I advocated the 10-frame hive as the best for the majority, or, in other words, for those who did not have the
time or inclination to feed, which is more often neces.sary
with 8 frames than 10 but I prefer, and use, a hive containing only 8 standard-size frames, and with them I can
obtain more honey per frame, work, feed, and capital invested considered, than I can by using larger hives. But I
have no doubt 10-frame hives, taking- a series of years,
would give better results to the average bee-keeper, for. as
a rule, it requires a much closer attention to details when
using 8-frame hives, but many years' experience with hundreds of colonies, and with hives of various sizes, has convinced me that a 10-frame hive is better than a larger one
for the production of comb honey in the Northern States,
and I will briefly explain why.
In the first place, here we have at the first but a short
season. From the time the weather is favorable for broodrearing there is what might be called but a short time until
the white honey harvest commences, and I have found but
very few queens that would keep more than 10 frames filled
eariy enough so that the eggs would develop into field-bees
in time to gather this white flow, for the fact should be
borne in mind that it takes about 35 days for an egg to
develop into a field-bee. Later, tho. a large percent of
queens mig-ht require more than 10 frames if they were
given the opportunity to develop there full laying- capacity,
but in this locality it is not only not profitable, but is a loss
to have an immense force of bees reared at this time, for
before they come into action as field-bees the white honey
and while we .sometimes get a fall cropharvest is over
here, many of the.se bees will be too old to be of much service in gathering a fall flow. But if otherwise, the dark
honey they would be able to gather in the fall would not be
worth the white honey which it has taken to produce, and
which they have cfonsumed. But, again, even if it was, it
would be no plea for allowing them to be reared, for in the
natural cour.se of events, even with 8-frame hives, there
will be a force of field-bees larg-e enough to secure anythingin the nature of a fall crop, which is likely to occur in thi.s
;

;

;

locality.

Some who have arg-ued in favor of larg-e hives have
practically admitted all I have just said to be true, with the
exception that it is still profitable to rear a large force of
bees toward the latter part of the sea.son, for in that case it
is claimed colonies will go into winter quarters stronger,
and have a much larger force of bees when brood-rearing is
commenced in the spring and that because this extra force
of bees is present they will breed up and develop much more
rapidly.
But the fact of this matter is, that in this locality at
least, it is by no means the rule that these extra-larg-e colonies will be any strong-er by the first of next May or June
than are medium-sized colonies of the previou-^ fall. But I
can understand that in some localities, where the conditions
of the season are dift'erent from what they are here, they
might be. Let me explain why they are not, as a rule, here.
In the first place, my present belief is that the most
practical way to winter bees in this State is in soi-ne repository under ground. This means confinement of from four
to five months, and bees reared the previous.season and confined for this length of time live but a short time after thev
are put out in the spring but a few days, comparatively
speaking', of active work and they are gone. Of cour.se,
they last longer some seasons than they do in others, according as the seasons vary.
Here, in the spring, owing to reasons that I do not fully
understand, extra-strong colonies in large hives seem to
lose a larg-er percent of old bees sooner than do mediumOne of the principal rea.sons for this is, I
.strong colonies.
believe, owing to the fact that in the spring we have many
cold, sunshiny days, when it requires all the force of a
medium-sized colony to keep their brood warm. Extrastrong- colonies having a larger force than is required for
this purpose, more of them fly out and wear themselves out
sooner in the chill air, roaming barren fields and when a
strong colony in a large hive becomes reduced to normal
size in the spring, it is at a disadvantage .so far as the size
of hive is concerned.
Now, I do not wish it to be inferred that I am in favor
;

—

;

_
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of weak colonies, for in this locality one of the main factors
of success in the science of production of honey is to have
strong colonies at the proper time but in the production of
comb honey, at least, it is also a very important factor to
have these strong colonies in the right size of hive.
Let us take two strong colonies of equal strength at the
beginning of the white honey-flow— one in an 8-frame hive,
the combs of which are tilled with brood and stores. If the
other is in say a 12-franie hive, there will be. as a rule, two
or three emptv combs this means so much less white section hoi'.ey. for no colony will do section work with unoccupied comb in the brood-nest.
But it is claimed by many that a colony in a small hive
;

;

is

much more

liable

This

swarm.

to

is

not, however,

usually the case, here, for of the two colonies I have just
described one is about as likely to .swarm as the other, but
the one on 8 frames will swarm a few days sooner, the
other following suit as soon as, or very shortly after, the
empty comb in the brood-nest is filled. That is, in a good
season with nothing done to prevent or discourage swarming, for 12 frames of comb will not prevent swarming, lb
.sometimes will, 24 will as a rule prevent all desire to swarm
with an V colony, provided they are also given additional room
But here it is a better .season than we have
if it is required.
had for sometime when a colony on even 16 frames will do
much section work, that is, with only the bees which are
the product of one queen. But I believe it is a fact which
has often been announced, that a colony, no matter how
.strong, will very seldom swarm in any season if it has all
the drawn empty comb in large frames that it can occupy.
But can this means of preventing swarming be profitably
practiced in even the production of extracted honey ? I believe not, in my locality, unless the working force of two or
more colonies are thrown into one.

Some experiments

I

-scribe later.

have made in this line I may
Southern Minnesota.

de-

back until the young queen got out, and as she could fly she
went with the swarm, and tiie old queen crowded back into
the hive. In the face of the bad weather they did not wish
to swarm again.
If it had been a case of .superseding, the
bees would not have destroyed all the cells, but would have
reared one to share the hive with the old queen till the
honey-flow became slack again and then I think they stop
feeding the old queen and let her die.
I found an old queen nearly dead on the bottom-board
and fed her. and divided the colony (taking away part of
the bees and the young queen), and then fed the old colony,
and reared three fine young queens. I let one stay in the
old hive and superseded the old queen.
I have tried three times to save a valuable breeder
when she seemed to be as prolific as any queen, and for
some unaccountable reason the bees were determined to
supersede them. By rearing the cells in other colonies, cutting' them out when "ripe." in each of the three cases the
old queen died before spring. No matter what you may
think, the bees knoiv before you can detect it, when a queen is
beginning to fail. Let them have their own wav about
;

that.

a Poor Season
BY

WISH

— Queen
C.

By

to tell

E. ME.\D.

why

had for honey.

honey came

first

stroth frames in
the season.

A
I

the

man

In

WHERE

the

full of

young queens and queenbrood and eggs and the

hive two stories high ver)- strong in bees.

way
The bees wanted

;

I

account for

:

to

swarm

;

who

give no winter protection this work is
I do not believe in having our bees
buried in snow. The snow covering makes the hives
warmer while it remains over them, and is almost sure to
start the bees to brood-rearing, especially as late as the last
of January or February, which is undesirable in our latitude during winter. There is danger of our bees having
diarrhea fnjm the activity and increast consumption of food
thus caused, unless they have frequent fliglits, which is not
apt to be the case.
Our bees, if buried for a time in snow, and a thaw coming later and melting the snow off, leaves the hives much
colder if followed b)' cold weather, and the brood reared before is very liable to be chilled, the older bees die oft', and
by spring we have the so-called spring dwindling, which
was caused by the early activity in brood-rearing', and the
connecting increa.se of food consumed.
The dead bees that accumulated on the bottom-boards
should be removed about once each month, wherever our
bees are wintered, and the hives be kept sweet and clean b)'
tho.se

doing

.so.

When

the bees are wintered in the cellar, the hives and
cellar floor should be kept cleared of dead bees, and if signs
of mice are found, traps should be set, and the mice caught.
It is only a few hours' work each month that is needed to
keep the hives and surroundings clear.
Hives, if to be made, can be put up at this time of the
3-ear. honey sections and cases put together, and be out of
the waj- when the busy spring-time arrives.

As work is not crowding at this time of year, and our
evenings are long, considerable time shfiuld be give'n to the
laying of plans, and reading' up in our pursuit. It is an ex-

pleasant one. I eagerly read all the books on bees that I
could find. I was a real enthusiast. I believe no one can

Ma)'. As he requested me to look over the new swarm to
see if they had honey enough to last through the cold, wet,
northeast rain. I found a big young queen witii unclipt
wings. I lookt over the parent colony, and found the old

in this

SXELL.

the bad weather kept tliem

have always said that the old queen alwaj-s went with
swarm. Well, she doesn't. I sold a queen to a
some eight miles away, and its colony swarmed in

all

A.

the bees were properly housed in November,
as they should be in our cold winter climate, not a
great deal of work remains to be done with the bees,
but it is important that this be done when necessary. If
the bees are wintered otit-of-doors, when snow-storms occur
and the snow drifts so as to obstruct the hive-entran.ce and
exclude air, it .should be shoveled away as .soon as the storm
If allowed to remain it may soon thaw and seal
is over.
the hive-entrance with ice, and smother the bees.

We

;

first

and combs

and for the Apiary.

it

20 Langstroth, and 16 Langtwo bodies high, and run that way through

YOUNG OUEEX WITH THE SW.\RM.

cells destroyed,

F.

cellent plan to get out the old bee-papers and look them
over, always to find valuable ideas that we had nearly or
will find numerous articles that will
quite forgotten.
give us light on points we most need read, too, each new
number as it arrives in the mails. If not a sub.scriber to a
good bee-paper, become one right away, for success depends
very much upon tJie knowledge we possess. This we can
only get by study and experience. At least one good book
on bee-culture should be obtained and studied, which will
prove a very pleasant work indeed. I well remember, over
30 3'ears ago, when I was a boy, how anxiously I lookt for
the then monthly arrival "f the good old American Bee
Journal, to which I at that time became a subscriber, and
which I have taken and read ever since. The work, if such
it can be called, was then, and has ever since been, a very

— sometimes

queen with dipt wing, and

in

of increast importance.

with the Swarm.

the past season was the poorest I ever
March my bees flew strong, and with
so many bright, well-favored young bees, I thought that
they would need surplus room in fruit and dandelion bloom.
But northeast winds prevailed cold and damp from oflr' Lake
Michigan. The field-bees that ventured out were chilled,
and never got back to the hive. When I reacht home at
night I would look first at the hives, and see the ground in
the yard covered with bees loaded with pollen, honey and
water, chilled and dead on the ground. Of course, what I
saw was a small propi>rtion of the loss, as most were chilled
away from the yard.
I contracted the hive-entrances, and made them as
warm as I could. Still the wind held in the northeast. It
would be warm in the middle of the day and then clouds or
a sudden, stift' lake wind would cut off all that were out.
This kept up till the middle of June, with the result that
my bees were weaker in numbers June 1 than on March 1,
tho all the bees were young ones. They seemed to jump
from weak colonies to full-sized ones by July 1.
In the first part of August the northeast winds again
came on, and kept in that quarter the balance of the season,
so my report is only 20 pounds of extracted honey per
colony.
Tlie most ambitious colonies suffered the most. Beekeepers further away from the Lake, as the winds got
warmed up by the time they got there, did not have the
losses that I did.
Heretofore my hives have been full of bees when the

I

Cook Co. ."ill.
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Winter Work

With
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reach even a moderate degree of success with bees unless he

becomes enthusiastic.
Read, learn, study, and practice, are needed requisites
become a g'ood and succe.ssful bee-keeper. For myself, I
can find no more pleasing- and interesting- reading-matter
than that upon bee-keeping, and such has been the case
from the time I was taken with the bee-fever.
I have known of no one who was not enthusiastic in his
calling to meet with much success. The present winter
should be improved by thoroughly studj-ing- and learning
our pursuit, at least bv those new in the business.
to

Carroll Co.,

111.

CONDUCTED UY

DR.
[Questions

may

C. C.

AlILLER, Marengo,

111.

be mailed to the liee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

Arranging the Hives -Comb or Extracted Honey.
1. In locating a small apiary of from 30 to SO hives,
which method of arranging the hives would you consider
preferable — (a) leave a space of about three feet between
each two hives (the hives will be in a long row)
(b) or.
group the hives in threes, leaving about a foot space between the center one and those right and left of it, and allowing- about six feet between groups
(c) have you any
better plan to offer than either of the above ?
;

;

2. I can set the hives to face east (straight) or south-east
an angle) which would be the better ?
3. In your locality, and taking an average season, what
would you consider a fair cash return from 10 colonies (a)
workt for comb honey, (b) for extracted ?
Iow.\.

—

(at

—

Answers — 1. The groups

of three will make it easier
their hives, but it will
not be very convenient for the operator to g-et at the middle
hive in a group of three. Better than either of these plans
you will probably like having the hives in pairs, with not
more than about four inches between the two hives in
for bees

and young queens

to find

each pair.
2.

You

3.

I

will not be likely to find any material difference.
don't know. Perhaps $25 for either.

Temperature of a Moist

Cellar.

Does it make any difference whether the temperature in
the bee-cellar is high or low in regard to moisture in the
hives in winter ?
Iow.a.

—

Answer. Yes, more moisture will collect in the hives
in a cold than in a warm cellar, other things being equal.
If a cellar is verv damp, it will need to be kept warmer than
if drv.
Quintet of Questions.
Last year I started in the spring with 12 colonies, increast to 19, and received about 200 pounds of honey. In this
section the past year was very poor indeed.
1. Do you approve of full foundation sheets for a new
swarm- in an S-frame dovetailed hive ? The reason I ask
about foundation is, if you use full sheets, will not the deposit of wax the bees go with go to waste ?
2. Which do you consider the more valuable for hives,
basswood or pine ?
3. Where can I get them, and what will a colonv of
Cyprian bees cost ?
4. I know of .some basswood trees about three or four
inches throiigh that I can get. Will it, pay me to get them'
and reset near my apiary ? How long will it be before such
trees will bloom ? There is quite a large locust grove not
far from my apiary from which my bees get much hone)-.
5. Is rye Hour the best for feeding bees for pollen when
they cannot take a flight ?
New York.

—

Answers. 1. Yes, it makes sure of having j'our combs
worker. It also makes sure of straighter combs than
you can get in any other wa}'. The bees will draw out the
foundation only a little way, and then they will find use for

all
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wax they have in finishing out the cells. Some excellent authorities prefer to have the first half of the combs
built with starters, having full sheets of foundation for the
last half. But it takes a good deal more care to g-et straight
the

worker-combs without foundation.
2. Pine, b)' all means.
Basswood is one of the worst
woods to shrink and swell, and is not fit for hives or frames.
3. I don't know.
4. VerA- likely it may pay well to do so.
It depends
somewhat on circumstances. If they are within a mile, and
not too crowded, so that if left they would grow up into
good trees of their own accord, then it might not pay to
touch them. But if they are crowded, or likely to be destroyed, it will be well to get them, especially if not plenty
about you. Sometimes others will take and plant them as
shade trees in reach of your bees. I've seen them blossom
when five or six inches through.
5. Better not think of feeding- rye or any other substitute for pollen when bees cannot fly. Leave them in quiet.
Substitutes for pollen are to be fed in the open air when it
is pleasant for the bees to fly, but have no natural pollen to
work on. Just as soon as they can get genuine pollen they
will desert the imitation article.
What is best to feed is
partly a matter of convenience. I think ground corn and
oats has been more satisfactory than anything I ever tried,
and I've fed bushels of it. The bees will work out the finer
parts, and the coarser part that's left can be fed to stock.

Hive-Stands Hiving Swarms Foundation in SectionsSpring Feeding Finding Blaclt Queens.
1. How is the best way to make hive-stands?
I have
mine of four posts driven into the ground about six inches
high. Is there any better way ? I wish to put my hives in
groups next spring-, the same as you have yours. How

much space should

there be between each g-roup ? Please
give full particulars.
2. If I hive a swarm in the forenoon, putting surplus
case of the parent hive on the swarm immediately, can I
wait until 5:20 p.m. before removing- the parent hive to the
new location, and putting the swarm on the stand of the
parent hive ?
3. When hiving swarms and putting section-cases of
the parent hives on the swarms with excluding-board, how
do the drones get out ?
4. Please give the best way to put foundation in sections.
I have been using full sheets (3^4x3^+) but had two
cases on a colony of Italians that were not built down to
the bottom.
5. Do snakes ever trouble bees ?
A neig-hbor of mine
told me he saw a snake near the entrance of two of his hives,
and a few weeks later noticed they were weaker.
6. Give some good way to feed in spring.
Mj' book
does not give full partictilars. I would like to feed over the
brood-nest. What kind of feeder do I want, and how do
you keep the hive warm without enameled cloth ? My hives

have board covers.
7. I have a few colonies of black bees to which I would
like to give Italian queens, but I am unable to find the old
queens. Can you give me a sure way of catching them ?

New York.
Answers. — 1. The best way to have hives arranged depends somewhat on the lay of the land, and other circttmstances. but as a general rule it is doubtful whether anj' way
is better than to have them in groups of fours, two hives
side by side, and two others back to bac"k to the first pair.
Make a stand, not for each hive, but for each pair. It will
take less work than to make a separate stand for each hive,
and it's much easier leveling the larger stand. Set two
hives side by side, facing the same way. with four or five
inches .space between them. Your stand must be just of
the right size for those two hives to sit comfortably upon
it when placed in that position.
Each stand requires two
pieces of board six inches wide. Common fence-boards are
all rig-ht.
Cut two of the pieces four or five inches longer
than twice the width of a hive. Cut the other two pieces
about as long as the bottom-board of your hive. Now nail
the two long boards on the two short ones and your stand
is finisht.
Exceedingly simple, isn't it'/ Lay your stand
on the ground where you want to place your hives, use a
spirit-level, and make it perfectly level the long; way. That
will make the hives level from side to side.
As to the other
direction, let the stand slant a little forward, .so water will
run out of the entrances of the hive.
Of course, if the
g-round is not perfectly level, you will have to block up the
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make

level, and in any case the stand should be
does not rest upon the ground at any part.
This is merely as a matter of economy to keep the stand
from rotting-. The long boards of the stand will be uppermost. If your rows run north and south, one pair of hives
in the group of four will face east, and the other pair will
face west, the two pairs standing back to back, with perhaps four inches between them.
2. If I understand you correctly, it wouldn't be advisable.
Your idea seems to be to hive the swarm wherever it
happens to cluster, put supers on. and let it stand there till
evening.
During that time some of the bees will have

stand to

blockt up so

markt

it

it

and commenced work

in the fields, and
there will be some trouble next day
about their finding their home. But if circumstances are
such that you must leave them till evening-, don't change
the super to the swarm till 3'ou move it to the new place.
3. They don't get out. They stay, and in course of time
die there if not let out. But it doesn't seem to trouble the
bees a great deal to have their dead brothers Iving around.
4. If you want to make sure of having sections built
down to the bottom, put in a bottom-starter ', or |^-inch
deep, and let the top starter come down within '4 or Vs-inch
of the lower one. 's is probably better than '+
I have used
these bottom-starters for years, and with great satisfaction.
5. I have found snakes under hives a good manj- times,
and sometimes in them, but I never thought they did

their location

when you move them

.

any harm.
6. Probably nothing would suit the bees as well as to be
fed with combs of sealed honey. But as you say you want
to feed over the brood-nest, it is likely you h'a-v'en't the
combs of honey. To suit your desire, it isn't likely anything would do better than "the Miller feeder. As furnisht
by supply dealers, it is usually made to fit 8-frame hives,
but it could be made of any size. All you would have to do
would be to put the feeder on the hive, put in some sugar,
pour on some water, either cold or hot, then put on your
board cover. If you don't want to be to the expense of a
feeder, and are willing to take a little more trouble, use the

crock-and-plate plan so many times described in past numbers.
If you can't find it easily, ask for it about a month
before you want to use it and it will be described again.

Another way is to put an empty hive over another, having
an excluder between. Have one or more frames of brood in
the lower story. Brush the bees into the upper storv.
The
workers will go down to the brood. If thev don't go fast
enough to suit you, poke them up a little. The queen will
"

be

left

by one colon3', if the queens are barred from each other and
enough apart. If a laying queen is in the lower storj',
you may have a young- queen in the third or fourth story,
with an entrance there, and she may go out and become fertilized, and then begin laying all right in that upper story.
far

Feeding Bees

above.

Question About fietting Apis Dorsata.

How can I have the giant bees sent from India ? How
should they be sent— bv mail or express ? Would they have
to be fed on the way ? Will they live in this climate
? I belong in Bombay, and can get tlie bees sent to me if I give
directions about sending them.
Connecticut.
Answer.—It is so difficult to get them to this country
that no one has yet succeeded in getting them Here. Perhaps the only way you could succeed would be to have them
sent with sorqe one coming this wav who would see to propei-ly supplying their wants on the wav.

Winter.

have one colony to feed. Tell me how to feed them at
time of the year, and what is best to feed.

I

this

Kentucky.
Answer. — It's a bad thing to need to feed this time of
year. Be sure to look out for that next August or Sep-

the
tember, and see that every colony has more than enough to
keep it through the winter. The best thing to be done now
is to give the needy colony a frame of sealed honey, puttingit close to the cluster of bees.
Like enough you have no
such frame of honey, and must resort to candy. Use best
granulated sugar with enough water to dissolve it (it will
take nearly half as much water by measure as sugar), boil
till threads of it break like pipe-stems when dropt in cold
water, pour in a greast dish so as to make cakes half an inch
to an inch thick, lay the.se on top of the frames and cover
up warm. Be sure not to burn the candv.

Proceedings of the Colorado State Bee-Keepers"
Convention.
(CONTRIBUTED BY THE SECKET.\RV.)
[Continued from page

38.]

SINGLE-TIER VS. DOUBLE-TIER SHiePING-C.^SES.

— Is a one-storj' shipping-case better than a
Rauchfuss — have had no experience in shipping the

N. Pease
two-story ?
J.

F.

I

one-story cases. When we ship by the carload, we want
them all of one kind.
Mr. Pease— Don't the Chicago people want the singletier cases ?
F. Rauchfu.ss Altho the Chicago market may prefer
the single-tier, we liave so far found no objection to our
double-tier case. It is not so much a question of convenience to the buyer as of convenience to some other people.
In the East, thin honey may do more damage in double-tier
cases than in single-tier. But here, that is not very much
of an objection. The honey is heavier. If a double-tier
case is used, alwaj's put a sheet of paper between the two
tiers
then if there is a little leakage it will not injure the

—

;

lower tier.
Mr. Adams Orders to us in northern Colorado have required double-tier cases this year. No reason was given.
Mr. Pease It is easier to examine the honey in single-

—
—

tier cases.

— A firm in Chicago said they preferred
which of course are sing-le-tier.

Mr. Honnett

pound

cases,

WISCONSIN

Question — Would
Keeping Young ttueens.
one rears queen-cells like Doolittle does, would it do
one cell in a cage and three or four cages and cells in
a nucleus, let them hatch and confine them in cage until
the first queen has mated, and release one at a time as fast
as the mated queen is removed ? Would bees feed caged
queens if the plan would work ? A great many cells could
be saved in a season.
New York.
If
to put

—

Answer. You can keep a number of cells in cages in a
hive, and the bees will take care of the young queens g-enerally as they emerge, but you must have each young queen
in a separate place to be fertilized and commence

You

in

Hunt

carefully. Don't get the bees stirred up to run.
and if they start to run give it up till another time. You
can strain out the queen with a queen-excluder. Put the
excluder, or queen-trap, at the entrance of a hive containing one or more frames of brood. Shake or brush the bees
down in front of the entrance. The workers will go in, but
the queen will be outside with whatever drones are there.
7.
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laying.
may,;^however, have two queens or more taken care of

VS.
it

12-

OHIO BEE-SUPPLIES.

not be to our interest to insist that

our supply dealers keep more Wisconsin than Ohio goods ?
This question was mainly discust with reference to sections and
shipping-cases, tho hives were also toucht
upon. The preference of those who exprest themselves was
for Wisconsin goods. It was also said that it was simply a
business question, as there was no difference in prices but
there seemed to be more demand for Ohio goods, because
the Wisconsin factories dealt in wood alone, while other
articles as well could be ordered from Ohio.
:

COVERS .^ND SUPERS IN WINTER.
we want anything good, we want good
hives. I don't like the flat cover for wintering. I will have
to put supers on mine in order to get air above.
FL.^T

Mrs. Booth

— If

Prof. Gillette

—

I

use supers in winter,

filled

with leaves.

y
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may be used. I have had no experience with an
other than flat covers.
E. Milleson Anything may be used in the super which
will not attract mice.
M. A. Gill I have become thoroughly cqnverted to the
flat cover.
A colony of bees in Colorado should always
have the super on. I use leaves. In this climate, fs-inch
-stuff' with light nails will not stay in its position in
the
cover. The Higginsville cover is not reversible it is light,
and after the first year it shrinks. A cover of J^-inch stuff',
thoroughly painted on both sides, is best. I have noticed
covers while inspecting three or four thousand colonies, and
have found the flat cover best.
\V. W. 'Whipple— I have used the flat cover.
I fix up my
bees the last of August. I use no blanket, but let them seal
the cover tight. I tip up the hive two inches, with plenty oi
ventilation below, and leave until spring. I have no trouble

Chaff

—
—

;

in

wintering bees.

MORE ox THE SUBJECT OF SPRAYING.
Prof. C. p. Gillette, Professor of Entomology at the
State Agricultural College at Ft. Collins, then read "a paper.
Before doing so, he again referred to the sprayingf law, saying it was never necessary to spray until the blossoms had
all fallen, and that to get the best results it is better to
wait until a week after. There will be some trees, such as
the Duchess, which will bloom early, and if one waits until
a week after the late trees have bloomed, the early trees will
have closed the calj'x, so that the poison cannot enter in.
Hence it is best to keep watch of the early bloom, and not
spray the whole orchard at once. If ever necessary to sprav
forfungoid diseases, the Bordeaux mixture should be used.
This is harmless to bees, and the only effective remedy for
those diseases.
The following is Prof. Gillette's paper
:

Experiments with Drawn Foundation.
Last t^pring I obtained a quantity <if drawn comb foundation from the A. I. Root Co.. for the purpose of comparing its use ill sections with the use of the ordinary thin
foundation. In order to make a proper comparison the sections were filled half with drawn and half with plain foundation, the foundation extending about two-thirds of the
way down in the section so that the lower third would be, in
each case, all natural comb.
There was no question but wliat the bees went to work
more freely upon the drawn foundation. Some of the colonies workt for several days upon the drawn foundation before beginnings on the undrB.wn.
They do not, however, begin storing honey at once in
the partly-drawn artificial cells. They never fail to go over
every part of the surface of the cell with their mandibles, so
biting- and roug-hening it as to render it more translucent.
After the cells had been workt over, and before they had
been drawn out farther, the thickness was found to be reduced about one-sixteenth of an inch, or, in round numbers,
the whole thickness was reduced one-sixth.
Another advantage from the use of the drawn foundation was ill the tendency to unite the sides quickly and
completely to the section without leaving holes for passageways. Where there is a thin foundation only, this is often
done, but the bees seem to be loath to tear down the combceUs for this purpose.
It was also noticed that sections
having- the drawn foundation were, on an average, built
more strongly to the sections, and with fewer passage-ways
through the sides and corners.
The sections on being- removed from the hive were as
white and beautiful as any, and I doubt if any but the most
notional would detect an unpleasant flavor or thickness to
the comb. But if the honey be extracted and the comb
washt and examined, it will "be noticed that the lower half
of the cells, and the septum, are of an amber, or beeswax
color, quite in contrast to the exquisite whiteness of comb
that has been entirely made by the bees.
I found that after carefully removing the cells from the
.septum in natural comb that it would require an average of
18.8 square feet of the septum to weigh a pound.
From
similar computations I found that the septum of comb built
from drawii artificial foundation only required 13 square
feet to the pound. At the same time f found that the septum of the artificial drawn foundation, after the removal of
the cells, would require 21.8 square feet to weigh a pound,
which shows that the artificial septum, before it is workt, is
lighter than the natural. This seemed to me to indicate
very strongly that the bees, instead of thinning this foundation, really thickened it by adding to it.
To further test this point, I took samples of foundation
,
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of three different weights, one being a very heavy product
of home manufacture obtained from Mr. Frank Rauchfuss
another was a medium-weight brood-foundation, and the
third was a good quality of very thin foundation for use in
sections. In each case I carefully weig-hed accurately measured pieces of foundation before the bees had toucht it, and
then similar pieces of the septum of comb built on each
kind of foundation, and the following table shows the re;

sults

:

WEIGHTS OF FOUND.^TIONS AND COMB SEPTA

:
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In an experiment to find the amount of honey necessary to produce a pound of wax, four pound.s of bees were
Some of
kept in a building, in hives, for three weeks.
them then accidentalh' escaped, and instantly went back to

mark.

their old location.
C. H. Gordon then spoke of his intention of starting,'' a
semi-monthly bee-paper for the West, and his confidence in
its

success.

The Wax-Extractor.
In

all

branches of business, .success and prosperity

come from saving of small things. It is
The honev has its origin and is stored

.so

in bee-keeping-.

ill

the most tiny

drops in the flowers the wax is secreted and formed in
minute scales on the bee's body and both, in their aggregate, amount to an enormous sum. From this we may learn
a valuable lesson that no matter how small a thing is, if it
has value it is worth preserving.
The solar extractor is an invention which separates the
wax by the sun's rays. In this bright, sunny climate there
are many days in the summer when it can be used to an exand every bee-keeper who has a few
cellent advantage
colonies of bees should be the owner of one. To get the
best results from the machine, it should be placed in a sheltered place where it will have the reflection of a fence or
building. The machine should be loaded in the morning,
with the glass and pan tipt to the south, by placing in the
pan a layer of broken comb cappings from extracting
honey, or the scrapings of sections, etc. The sun will do
the rest, and at night a beautiful yellow cake of beeswax
will be secured.
It should be of the right capacity for the work. For a few
colonies any number up to 50 a small machine will do
one like the Simplicity, with g-lass 16x22 inches, is ample.
But as the colonies increase, greater capacity of glass is
needed. I have made a very eft'ectualone this summer from
a hot-bed sash. 3x6 feet, with a strip of corrugated iron for
a pan.
One of the difficult problems with me has been to keep
the residue from sliding on the pan, and either going into
the wax-pan or damming up the screen and preventing the
wa.x from going through. To prevent this, I have found it
an excellent plan to place a sheet of wire cloth on the bottom of the pan. with a few small cleats under the wire to
give drainage. The roughness of the screen prevents the
residue from sliding, and lets the melted wax drain throug-h
at once. When the wax is all out, the wire can be raised
out, and a quick .shake will throw all the residue into a box
whereat can be kept for kindling the fire, for which it is
;

;

—

;

—

—

four or five meshes to the inch. Not much will go through
if it is not stirred
but it ought to be stirred if old combs
are melted. Still, the screen i,s a good thing. In buildinga wax-extractor, do not build too small. A large one does
not cost much mere. You can put a large load in and let it
stay a long time. It will surprise you to see how much
drains out after several days, or even a week.
Mr. Foster I use a hot-bed o'ixlO feet, and put all my
dishes in. I use the same thing to raise cabbage-plants in
spring.
Mr. Sylvester In stopping the debris, I have found it a
success to use excelsior for a dam.
;

—

—

H. Rauchfuss It all depends on what the paper will be.
Pres. Aikin Mr. Gordon consulted me on the subject.
I told hiui it would unquestionably be a great thing for Colorado, tho I would not vouch for the Association.
Mr. W. L. Porter then read the following paper, on

—
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;

excellent.

—

A Member— What do you make your pans

of ?
Pres. Aikin I use tin pans. You must not use rusty
tin or iron, especially if there is water with the wax.
H. Rauchfuss Wliat discolors the wax in melting with
water ? Wax produced by the .solar extractor, when remelted with water, turns g-reenish.
Pres. Aikin I suspect that we darken wax by using
water. It may be iron in the water. I do know that the
blackest combs, when melted by dry heat, yield nice yellow
was. But if you melt the same old comb.-, in water, you get
dark wax. That is a point in favor of the solar extractor.
Altho I have melted tons of wax, I have never succeeded
with water as I have with the solar.
Mr. Gordon Cannot darkened wax be restored in the
solar extractor ?
Pres. Aikin To a limited degree, as the result of
bleaching.
Mr. Adams I have tried sheet-iron, g-alvanized iron,

—

—

—

—
—

Wax

—

blackened by sheet-iron, and sticks to galvanized iron.
Mr. Foster Can we depend on the solar extractor,
when properly workt, to get out all the wax that can be
obtained ?
Pres. Aikin If you build a
solar you can. You

and

tin.

is

—

—

/)/,!,'-

can't g-et enough wax out of the residue it leaves to pay for
the trouble of working it. You can with pains get a little
more wax. but it will be as black as my boot.
[Coulinued next week.l

York's Honey Almanac
let

is

pamphdemand for

a neat little 32-page

especially g-otten up with a view to create a

honey among- should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices A sample for
:

25 copies for 40 cents SO for 60 cents 100 for
For 25 cents extra we
$1.00; 250 for *2.25 500 for $4.00.
will print your name and address on the front page, when

a stamp

;

;

;

;

Bee-keepers .should be careful to save everything that
has wax in it, as the demand for wax is constantly on the

W.

increase.

L. Poktek.

—

Mr. Foster I had difficultj' in getting- the wax into
shape, until I used the plan of the Rauchfuss brothers.
F. Rauchfuss— The only point about that is the way the
wax is caked. All other extractors have but one pan. Ours
has a series of pans connected by overflows. This keeps
the honey and sediment practically in the first pan. The
best time to open and fill the solar extractor is early in the
morning, to keep out the flies. If opened at any other time,
flies and bees will be trapt and will become imbedded in the
wax. One of our 4x4 feet extractors last season remelted
900 to 1.000 pounds of wax.
H. Rauchfuss The pans that form the wax have to be
exposed to the sun until evening-.
F. Rauchfuss It has never been advised to place an
obstruction in front of the screen but if there is nothing
but the wire screen at the end of the pan, a great deal of
fine sediment will go through.
To avoid this, place some
slumgum in front of the screen.
Mr. Adams I discarded wire screens, and used a piece
of glass in front of the screen.
T Mr. Porter Have you ever tried a wire screen on the
bottom of the tray that holds the comb ? I have discarded
wire screen at the end. I use a piece of common wire

—
—

;

—

—

screen.
Pres. Aikin I tried a piece of wire screen on one portion of a 6x6 extractor.
But then I was melting a great
many combs. I found that .sediment so entirely clogg-ed the
screen that the wax flowed over. I have anticipated using

—

ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.

The Omaha Convention Report ran through 14 numbers of the Bee Journal, beginning with the first number in
October, 1898. Now we have on hand quite a number of
complete sets of that report, which we will mail for just 10
cents each. That is, 14 copies of the American Bee Journal
for only a dime. There are doubtless a good many of our
new readers who will be glad to get that fine report.
Langstroth on the Honey = Bee, revi-sed by the Dadants,
and thoroughly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound elegantly.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with the
Bee Journal for a year— both for only $2.00.

is

a standard, reliable

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical bee-

The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as

keeper.
copies

long as they
of this song.

last.

Better order at once,

if

you want a copy
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a g-ood deal the kind of a man to have as GenManag-er of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, especially as it contemplates dealing- with adulterators
of honey, and other frauds that threaten bee-keepers or
ing- $60,000 is

eral

their product.

But perhaps Mr. Secor will not thank us for telling
thus publicly one of his private business affairs. And yet,
what harm can come from bee-keepers advertising to the
world the business capabilities of a man whom they all
claim as their own ? We contend that Mr. Secor belongs to
the bee-keeping public, for is he not their valued servant ?
Most assuredly he is. And one that they all delight to honor,
as well as to appreciate his excellent qualities.
Now, Mr. Secor may be inclined to blush at these remarks. All right, for it will be an honest blush, if he does.
We believe in giving a few "flowers" to a man before he
dies, rather than leave them all for his funeral.

'

Cuban Honey.— The-kinds of honey in Cuba are much
fewer in number than in our Southern States. Two-thirds
or more of the honey that will come from Cuba will be from
bellflower, says Mr. O. O. Poppleton in Gleaning-s. It is
like white clover in color and body, but a trifle milder, selling perhaps better than linden, but not as well as clover.
Other Cuban honey is dark and strong, not as good in body
or flavor as buckwheat.
Editor Root thinks bellflower will
compare favorably with our light honey, only some maj'
think it loo mild. As to Cuban competition, he thinks we
will have to grin and bear it, altho he seems to get beyond
his depth when he contemplates honey produced for 2 cents
a pound, and almost the year round.
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expensive. And that is the way it is this time. Little does
the average reader know of the cost of getting out a paper
like the American Bee Journal every iveek.
And yet it is
furnisht at the very low price of $1.00 a year. You would
hardly believe it, yet there are actually .some bee-keepers
who write us that if we will take 50 cents a year for it they
will subscribe
Such fellows are too cheap to notice. Why,
they couldn't appreciate any kind of a bee-paper. And j-et,
we wouldn't be surprised if such specimens spend annually
for tobacco from ten to twenty times the regular subscription price of the American Bee Journal.
But some people always expect to get something for
nothing. There is need of cultivating a little more honorable spirit among- such folks a spirit of willingness to pay
what a thing is worth. No up-to-date bee-keeper, or one
who desires to be up-to-date, would do without the American
Bee Journal if the price were $2.00 a year, as it used to be
when it was only a monthly. At least that is what we are
often told.
!

—

»

» # *

Mr. L.

D. Stilson, of York, York Co., Nebr., is tryingto get a collection of different samples of honey to place in
their State University, and wishes to secure samples of
Cuban or other foreign honey also palmetto or cottonbloom honey, three to tive pounds of each kind. Any one
who can help Mr. Stilson, will kindly write him before
;

sending him any honey.
« «

Mr.
Jan.

Mark

13.

Davis, a bee-keeper of Dupage Co., 111., died
Mr. Harrj' Hatch kindly notified us. Mr. Davis

first bee-keepers of that county.
He had
kept bees continually for 25 years, and until the last year
or two he was regular in attendance at bee-keepers' conventions.
He was a member of the Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association.
He was 73 vears old.

was one of the

Mr. Aaron J. Johnson, of Monmouth
5, when remitting for 1899

Co.. N. J.,

wrote

us Dec.

" I have read copies of the different bee-papers, but the
American Bee Journal takes the lead of them all, for me.
Different things that I have wisht to learn at times have
been answered in the Bee Journal right 'to the t.' I wish
it

continued success."
#

# » *

The Leahy Mfg.

Co. claim to have " spent about
$5,000 for improvements " in and about their bee-supply fac" We expect, too, to
tory the past few months. They say
take care of the trade; but of this we are not so sure."
Well, if they should be unable to "take care of the trade,"
there are some others that can do it very well or at least
they'll make a big " try " at it.
:

CoLUMBfs Commission .\nd Storage Co., of Columbus, Ohio, seems to be out of existence now, as we received
a card from their postmaster a few days ago telling us that
tlie firm is " Defunct."
Our readers will please note this,
and not ship any honey

"

9,

said

Mr. Frank

*

Emma Woodmansee,

writing us Jan.

of

Arapahoe

Co.,

Colo.,

I

Mr. Wm. H. Eagertv, of Republic Co., Kans, gives his
estimate of the " Old Reliable " in these words
:

I feel

that the

American Bee Journal deserves the sup-

port of every bee-keeper in the land for the stand

it

against fraudulent commission-men, thereby saving
hundreds of dollars to bee-keepers."

took

many

»

« # # » »

Mr. W. a. Rrval.

Alameda

Co.,

Calif.,

:

"

I

your new dress. I suppose, like most editors,
on the paper instead of on your back. A pub-

like

you put

it

lisher feels happy when he can come out with a new typographical dress, as well as with a fine suit of clothes. It is

almost a standing joke that a newspaper man cannot do
both at the same time. I trust, tho, that vou have been
able to do both."
Well, Mr. Pryal, that depends upon the prices of the
"and suit. If the " dress " costs several hundred
dollars, then of course the suit would have to be rather in-

"dress

10,

reads as follows

Friend York

:

— We have now

spent almost six weeks
and flowers, and have enjoyed it
very much, as the weather has been very nice for wheeling,
and as we brought our pair of Rambler wheels with us. We
find nice, hard roads here, both in the cities and country,
and my cyclometer shows 600 miles of travel since arrivingYou can see that we are not losing much time ou
here.
account of bad weather.
But the lack of rain is making the bee-keepers and all
:

in this laud of .sunshine

other residents beg-in to feel gloomj', as the rainfall only
aggregates a little over two inches, which is extremely
Still, there is hope for an abundance
light for this date.
yet.

writing us
Jan. 10, had this to say about the present "new " appearance of the old American Bee Journal
of

*

McN.w and

Wife, of Columbia Co., Wis.,
are spending the winter in Southern California, as announced in these columns some time ago. A letter to us
dated Jan.

:

enjoy reading- the American Bee Journal, and look
anxiously for its arrival each week. I have learnt a great
deal from reading what others write."

"

* # *

them.

to
#

Mrs.

—

The American Bee Journal is the only publication that
has followed us up promptly and regularly.
Truly yours,
Frank McNav.

We

know

that our big bee-keeping friend,
this winter.
But if
California bee-keepers don't get their necessary "wetting"
pretty soon, their honey crop will likely be both "short
and sweet," when they all hoped it would be " long and
sweet " this year. We trust they may yet have rain enough
to insure at least an average crop.
# • »
are pleased to

and wife, are having such a nice time

The Premiums offered
Look at them.

ing- for.

on.jjage 30 are well worth work-

—

:
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and unpleasant in taste. A. I. Root thinks there may be
some mistake about this, saying he never saw any sweet
clover honey that was dark or unpleasant. As a forage
crop, Mr. Smith says of it

Dilute Honey Before Boiling, in case of boiling- foulbroocly lioney. says Revue, by adding 25 percent of water.

Otherwise the honev

will be burnt.

Taylor's Swarming Device is not a success with some,
says Editor Holtermann, of the Canadian Bee Journal, becau.se they put the bees in the new hive too soon, before
they have time to settle. Let them first settle in a cluster
in the catcher, then they will stay quietly where they are
put.

—

—

Comb vs. Extracted Honey.— The editor of the Canadian Bee Journal has been doing some figuring. Sections,
foundation and shipping-cases are estimated to cost about
2'4 cents a section.
Deducting this leaves 6!4;;to 18-;4 cents
a section for Canadian comb honey. Extracted sells within
'i to 2^4 cents of this price, and considering the difference
in amount obtained, he thinks it does not pav to produce
comb honey with the present market difference.
A Good Colony of Bees in Early Spring was some 15 or
20 years ago defined by the New York Bee-Keepers" Association to be a colony with bees clustered i'.i five to seven of
the spaces between the combs, the bees nearly touching the
sides, bottom, and top of the hive in the center ranges, and
at the outside covering a surface as large as the hand, thus
occupying four to six combs on a cool morning in the forepart of April.— G. M. Doolittle, in Progressive Bee-Keeper.

How Long Bees Live on Honey they Can Carry.— M.
de Layens put bees in a dark cellar with onlv what honey
they had in their .sacs, leaving them in quiet.
No extra
mortality was shown till the 8th day, when the bees began
dying, and would soon have starved if they had not been
fed.
G. Butet thinks they would not stand it so long under
ordinary circumstances, and thinks it wise to feed a new
swarm in four or five days after hiving if the weather is
such that they can get nothing from outside.— Bulletin

Bourguignonne.

Bees for Honey.— While

in a good season the difference
not .so noticeable, the past poor season has
brought out a strong contrast, says Harry S. Howe, in
Gleanings.
Young queens gave best results, especiallv
queens reared after the honey-flow the previous season. He
has preferred blacks heretofore because he can work faster
with them, but the past season has convinced him that he
will get more honey with Italians or Carniolans.
\V. L.
Coggshall is with iiim in his change of opinion, and will
spend S50 in the spring for queens to change his stock.
is

The Honey Harvest and

its

—

How Long

Shall

FouUBroody Honey be Boiled?— I

shall be glad to believe that it is necessary to boil foulbroody honey only " several minutes ;" but please I'emember
that we have the following to face, which stands yet as a
fact
"Prof. Mackenzie secured growth from spores after
they had been kept at 212 degrees not approaching, but at
212 degrees that is, they were brought to a boil, and kept
boiling- for two full hours. If there is no mistake about this,
is it safe to advise less than something more than two
:

—

;

How to Rear Giant Queens C. T. Bonney uses the
Doolittle method of rearing- queens and by making- cell-cups
'i or '2 larger than common, he has reared the larg-est and
most prolific queens he has ever seen. Gleanings. But
does not Doolittle say that medium-sized queens average better than very large ones ?

in colonies

••
I am pleased with my experiments with sweet clover.
Cut when young, and fed to cows, in stall, they ate it greedily.
It will bear cutting two or three times or more.
I
plowed some under in my young peach-orchard, and planted
late sweet clover.
Turning under such a large amount of
tops and roots can't help being beneficial. I am satisfied
there will be no trouble to prevent its spreading where I
don't wish it not more than other clovers or weeds."

Signs.— In general, wet

years are not good honey-years. Those tolerably dry but
not too dry are best. Bright sunshine is favorable, if not
too dry. Flowers yield most when giving out the strongest
fragrance.
Especially is this true of buckwheat, which
yields no honey when it yields no fragrance. When a good
yield is on. the bees start out eagerly earlv in the morning,
the alighting-board is black with bees that drop heavily
with their burdens, and in the evening the ventilators are
very busily occupied. But the best way of judging as to
the gain is by means of weigh-scales.— BuUetin^Bourguig-

noime.

Sweet Clover in a Dry Spell was a boon to Thaddeus
Smith, as he reports in Gleanings.
It afforded his bees
good pasturage in a very dry spell in July and August, when
there was nothing else for them. Ho foinid the honey dark

hours

[The only question

?

in

mV mind

is

whether these

scientists did not make a mistake and ought their single
scientific experiment to overbalance the results of practical
experience for years ? Ed.] Gleanings.
;

—

Winter Apiarian Work.— When bees are settled in
winter quarters, the next thing- to do is to prepare for the
coming honey harvest. Repair and clean unoccupied hives,
make needed new hives, put foundation in brood-frames
(don't worry about its getting old
it is just as good if prepared years before needed), and get all surplus arrangements ready. Such is the advice of G. M. Doolittle, in the
American Bee-Keeper. He thinks best to count on 150
pounds of comb or 250 extracted for each colony. Less than
this finds him left behind about one year in five. Have bait
sections in section supers. Then study over what is to be
done the next year, read over again the bee-papers, and
write to them some of the new things you have learned in
your own experience.
;

Disadvantages of Large Hives.— C. P. Dadant has in a
of articles in Gleanings been giving the arguments
in favor of large hives in such strong manner as perhaps no
other could do. and having g-iven their good points, he now
gives their disadvantages in a manner that is remarkable

.series

for its fairness. The large hive costs nearly twice as much
as an 8-frame dovetailed. It is not suitable for comb honey
unless under special management, for honey will go in the
brood-combs that oug-ht to go in the supers, especially in a
bad -season. It is bulky as well as heavy, needing two men
to move it in the apiary, and it is twice as much work to
The worst thing- is transportacellar as the smaller hive.
wagon that will take 28 small hives will take only
tion.
Freig-ht on the railroad is twice as much as
12 large ones.
for the small hives. But in view of the fact that the Dadants do very little moving of hives, the better wintering in
the large hives, the less danger of spring dvrindling-, and
the greater scope for a prolific queen, they feel warranted
in continuing- the u.se of large hives.

A

Sectional Hives are a bone of contention between
Messrs. Aikin and Doolittle in the Progressive Bee-Keeper.
Mr. Aikin makes this pleasant picture of a hive composed
" Friends,
of sections 15 inches square and 5 inches deep
With these sectional hives the apiarist can
just look at it.
make increase or not as he pleases, can make any and all
colonies work in supers, can cause all (nearly) of the honey
to go into supers, can at any time make the size of the hive
conform to the needs of the case, whether increase or honey
You can contract and squeeze white honey to
is wanted.
the surplus, and then enlarge and get the dark for winter
:

stores."
Doolittle replies: "I wish to ask him and
it will pay to have our bees brooding sticks and empty space, during the spring, instead of
queen's eg-gs, larva and pupa bees ? Just sit down and figure how much of that kind of a thing must be done when
two sections of his wonderful (?) hive are placed tog-ether
for a brood-chamber. Do you see that row of bottom-bars
clear across the hive ? Then all that vacant space between
them and the top-bars. necessary for a bee-space ? Next, all
of those top-bars ? Thousands of bees could be reared were
this idiit/) with the same economy of heat, etc."

Then Mr.

the readers

if

they think

1

|

Jan.

2(1.
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CCCri DDE Bill FREE
^^ntdm^m^

Root's Column

for

Iwiiiitinil i,v h.u,.l->'iu- i-ittaloirue
and beaulifully inu:,tratcJ. aud a lOf.
K«<id for 10c, worth of seeds for Iri.il, absolutely
It is full of bartraios.
the
t^eedn, BiilbM,

IA^%

lilh.Ji,'ra[.hod

I>ue Bill,

AH

free.

Bent

Fnrm

HIants* KoaeHf new Frultta*
Seedt*. I'otatoeH,
etc., at lowest prices. Ten Great \<>\ eHlen offereii withoul
'<•' each.
naaifcs. 1 will pay $50.
Dou't buy
your stock until you 9e*f this nc« .iinl' _ u--, ^.'ir-ral varielitH shown
in colors.
Great inductnients fur nr-ipr- tiiis 'e:ir.
ToU will be
cnrprised at rny bargain offers. Sond your address on Postal tt^day.
Tell your friends to stnd too.
Old customers will receive a copy.

FOR A NAME

Getting Sections Well Filled.
On page Ty.5 (1S9S) is a letter about getting all sections well Slled.

LOOK OUT
FOR

THIS SPACE

I

would

like to

ask Mr. Harding how he would operate it
he were here in Utah. At a suitable place
a bee-master can produce from a strong
colony, by not letting the bees swarm, from
five to nine cases of comb honey in one season, 28
one-pound sections in a case.
Where we have here to take comb honey
off about every 10 or 12 days. I would like
to have Mr. Harding
tell through the
American Bee Journal how be would manage in a good season, to keep the comb
honey from travel-stain. I have been a
subscriber to the American Bee Journal
since I kept bees in Missouri, years ago,
and also when I was in Texas. I have been
here four years. I do not see how any one
in the bee-business can do without the
American Bee Journal, if he w.nnts to be

MILLS, Seedsman, Box KM Uose Hill, N. V
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

F. B.

.

Glass Honey=Jars
For 3=4 Pound at $3.75 per Gross.

We

have on hand a limited supplv of tall,
strai^'ht, white-glass Honev-Jars holding %pound each. They have a tin cap that screws
on the glass. They are very attractive for the
retail grocery trade.
Put up in barrels holding
exactly one gr<is< each, f.n.b. Chicag-o, S3.75 per
gross; 5 gross. S3.5II per LTDss. .\ddress,
ll.S

OEORQE W. YORK & CO.,
Slrci'l.
CH IC.\<;n.

Michigan

-

Lake

ioa.ij

'.iiUirv^H.

That's the

u f .-tad oiitour

CYPHERS INCUBATOR.
L'oodqnaliiifs

Co., Utah, Dec. 30.

It., ml.inesth.-

and haa the

fiiiilts

of all machines
Our Catalogue

of none.

nnd

Good Rain

NEXT TIME.

in

San

Dieg-o Co., Calif.

In this portion of California bee-keepers

do the past summer
except to feed the bees and
combs of those that
starved out. We had a good rain over
most of San Diego county Dec. 16. which
revived the hopes of the bee-men. as well
as the orange and lemon growers, for many

have had but

little to

in the apiary,

ILL.

f^REIGHT
PAID
a
way

Friedbiiu Schach.

successful.

Salt

<

(Juide to Poultry CuKure ttlU all about
.
the laws of incubation, an.1 how to raise,
xed and markot poultry—all about the monej end
of the busin.'6s, (-.itains plana for construction
and cost ->i. .modern poultry
bouses and many other things worth knowing.
Sent for 1» et»

THE CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO. Bojlo. Waylaod. N. vl
Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

try to preserve the

WE SHALL

orchartls

were suffering for irrigation, and

no water

in the reservoirs for the
feel encouraged.
Grain

now

All

purpose.
is being

sown

at a great rate, and with continued
favors we will be • right siiie up '' the coming season.
F. C. Wiggins.
San Diego Co., Calif., Dec. 20.

BeeI
lSuDDlies.1
^
I

Roul Goods at Kodl's l'rict;i>.
PouDER's Hoxfy-Jars and everythin<ruped b^- bee-keepers. Prompt

^^
^'

Service— low

Catalog

^;

POUDER,

^
^.

.s

HAVE
SOMETHING
INTERESTING

Poop Year for Bees.
I am well pleased with the American Bee
Journal, and think every one who keeps
bees s-hould have it
This has been a very
poor year for bees in this portion of Texas.
The season started out promisingly, the
early flowers in full bloom, and hives full
of brood; but about the last of March a
hlizzani came and killed all the brood and
flowers.
A great many bees died for want
of food, and but few swarms issued in consequence in a large section of country.
However, where the hives were not robbed
too close, there is enough left for wintering: and if we can get an early and miki
spring, bees will do well next year,
McLennan Co., Tex.
A A. Peury.

A Turkey Dollar- Puns,

TO

SHOW

The year

drawing

favorite

repast of roast turkey. I don't
complain nor envy in the least. Tho I
should dine on savory stuft owl, the
thought would be compensating, that tho
the Editor was regaling on tempting,
toothsome, tender turkey, be has each
week furui.-ht me with a mental repast far
better than any holiilay's feasting could be.
But I have concluded not to have the Editor
draw on me next year for his Christmas
feast, so 1 will play'him a little trick, send
him two dollars, then he will have to look
to some other delinquent subscriber, if he
has any, for his turkey dollar.

The American Bee Journal

Tll6fl.I.R00t60lllWlll|
MEDINA, OHIO.

is

a

good vehi-

information in regard to the changing seasons in various parts of the country,
through the reports of bee-keepers which
show that no two seasons are exactly alike
cle of

freijjrbt

WALTER

S.

rate.

512 Mass. Ave.,
IXUIANAPOLIB, IxniAXA.

Please mention Bee Journal

writing.

<^^

|

KEROSENE SPRAVERS
I leties j^irayen,.

lior.leaus au.i \'er.
lb.- .Vorld's first.

J

morfl

'

THE DEMINQ

.\.:.zzle.s.

U, Chicago.

CO. Salem, 0.

Catalog, formuJas free

Please mention Bee Journal

when

^>.

(

'

(^^^^S-^
writing.

SECONDHAND

5ixty=pound Cans
FOR SALE CHEAP!
We

have about

llii.) M'cciiicl-liand oo-pi.und
Cans,
two in a case, that we offer, while thev last, in
lots of five or more cases It) cans, at 4i) cents a
ca.se, f.o.b. Chicag-o. Better order at once if vou
want some of them. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &
ll.s

Michitran Street,

CO.,

CHIC.ACO. ILL.

-

MAKE 'EM LAY
the eggs in the middle of
hf winter, when eggs are worth
most money. "Mens do that

l.'ul.le

'111-

«liiti

ttlon

irO„.v,

•

^:

when

with our rpw patent

^

to a close.

again the dollar allotted for holiday enjoyment must go to Editor York to enable
him to dine at Christmas on his annual

YOU.

:$
•^
'^

_

Etc.

Another
Christmas is near, following quick on the
heels of the last
Again I find myself in
arrears for the American Bee Journal, and
is

'^
'^
:^

green cut bone.

,,re[,ar..il,v

BONE
HANnV
UnnUT CREEN
CUTTERS.

-Made >vub or without ^k^x. Cot
rlenii, fine and easy. Can't be choked.
Largest line made. Ask for what JOU
want, ffitalf.cue and j-ri. ..-i fre..-.

Stratton & Osborne.Box siErie.P*
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.
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BUY THE BEST.
the best because it is made of the best ntaterial;
the best broad tired Electric Wheels; best seasoned white hickory axles; all other wood parts
of the best seasoned white oak. The front and
rear hounds are made from the best ang^le steel.
is

and

neater. stronir*^r

every

in

same locality. Probably this immense section of country was never surpast in honey-producing and bee-increasing
during the months of May and June in the
same months of any previous year. But
then
we have had drouth and
since
dearth, so the bees have a long autumn
and winter rest.
Sometime since some one (I have forgotten who) alluded to, as being displeasing to
in the

you want the best low-down Watron you
should buy the Electric Handy Wagon. It is
If

which

way

bet-

York's "horrible puns!"
I thought they were pithy,

Editor

him.

"Horrible!"

ter than wood. Wi-U painted in red and varnisht. Extra leuf^th uf reach and extra luntr
standards supplied without additional cost when
requested. This wayon is truaranteed to carry
4,000 pounds anvwhere. Write the
CO.. Box 16. Quiucy, 111., for their
new catalogue. which fully describes this wagon,
their famous Electric Wheels and Electric Feed

ELECTRIC

WHEEL
Cookers.

WOMAN

OR
:ir

pointed, pleasing, the spice of composition,
and would like the Editor to cultivate his
punning faculty.
Can our friend, that
thinks puns horrible, put words together in
a more pleasing style than the following
pat, pithy, pointed, pleasing pun attributed
to " Bill Nye ?" One day, when seated at
a hotel table with other guests, the sable

waiter approacht

./, il/.

illustrated cataloi,'ue

U , Bedford,

Let ^me send

.vou

Catalog

pag-e

!

Ohio.

my

for

best of everything. Write for
Catalog, with prices, and samples
of

64-

this

Beeswax Always Wanted
Send me your name, whether you
are a small or large consumer or
dealer.

GUS DITTMER, Augusta,
MONEY

Contains oyer IhO

has not discouraged me in the least,
come out successfully in the

I could not think of trying to keep bees
without the American Bee Journal. It is a
welcome visitor every week.

Bollinger Co., Mo., Dec.

INTERESTED

J. P.
21.

Pipkin.

Prospects in Southern Clifornia.
As to the prospects of the bee-industry

can't

EPITOMIST.

Southern California, up to this date I
We have
never saw it so discouraging.

Sample copy Free to ony address
upon receipt of name and address
plainly written on postal card naming paper in which you saw this ad.

had scarcely enough rain so far to lay the
dust, and it is now almost January. At
this time of year usually the hills and val-

in

AGRICULTURAL

Address

AURICr^>XV«UX

KriTOniST.

iDdlnoanolU,

HATCH CHICKENS
BY

STEAM-«iti.

now nothing but a parcht and barren waste is presented to the eye. Unless rain soon comes
I don't see how bee-men can hope for much
A. Rozell.
of a return for 1S'.I9.
Los Angeles Co., Calif., Dec. 21.
leys are covered with green, but

IdiI

Please mention the Bee .lournal.

26B2fit

\

the

,;

Biinplc, perfi.-iH, seltre^ulaliui;

EXCELSIOR

INMOB

[inced Ist-clasH hatcher made.
II. 8TAIII.*
to ia'» S. fiih Jit.. Oiilncy. III.

Has Kept Bees Five Years.
many bee-keepers in this

*L-it

Circtilara rrec
Send 60. for
Illu-. Cntalo".

114

GEO.

There are

of the State

Combina^

SAW

tion
rijipintr,

cross-

mitering,
cuttintr,
rabeting-, grooving-,

^
\

^g-aininfT. scroll-sawing-,

boring^,

edg-e-

uiuulding, beading-,
etc.

and

FuU line Foot
Hand Powek

Machinery. Send
for Catalog" A.
Sfiieca Falls Sir^.

i'o,. 4ti

Walpr

St..

Seneca Falls,

\. ¥.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MoNKTTK
Device

is

mail

GEORGE

VV.

part

to 40 colo-

all

I started in the bee-business five years
ago, with two colonies; I now have SO in
I winter them on the sumfine condition.
mer stands, with Hill's device and chaff
cushions. My winter losses have not been
over ,5 percent. I credit my success to " A
B C of Bee-Culture," "Langstroth Revised." and the American Bee Journal,
which I could not well do without.
111.,

Dec.

C.

Hudnall.

23.

Oueen-Clipping'

and

FREK
ONE NEW

the Bee Journal one year

and the Clipi)ing Device.

and are

Wm.

a fine thing for use in

We

who keep from one

depending on what they
knew 50 years ago in the management of
their bees, unless they can steal it from me
by borrowing my American Bee Journal
and never returning it.
nies,

Fulton Co.,

clipping- Queens'
wing's.
mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it
as a premium for sending us
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at Sl.iKi; or forSl.lU we will

catching-

Address,

Recipes Using Honey.
Honey Apple Cream Pie —Line

a pieplate with pie-crust, then pare and core the
apples, lay them one piece at a time till the
plate is covered, and sprinkle over with
flour: then Vj cup of honey and
cup of
sweet cream also sprinkle a little cinnamon on, and bake till the apples are done.
'

,

;

YORK & COMPANY,

lis Michigari.St.. Chicairo,

111.

This

is

good.

Honey Apple Sbokt-Cake.— Pare and

THE

A.

I,

IN

Th,' largest aiu! most valu:it,le

for I hope to
end.

18'>9.

AjtrlcuUnrnl Hurfnilts
afford ti> be without the

in

Foundation and Sections.

for Cash or Trade at highest price. Catalog
for 1899 will be ready in January.

Wis.

POULTRY

ROOT CD'S GOODS %^tr^-

Includiiij,^ Iheir UiscmiiUs ttn* jroods wanted for
use aiiotlier season. It will pay j'ou to send me
Cash lor Beeswax.
list of g-oods wanted.
M. H. HUNT. Bkli. Bkasch, Mich.

core two quarts of apples, boil till half
done, then add one cup of extracted honey,
and cook till done, then put on shortcake
when warm. To be eaten warm. For
dough tor short-cake, take 1 cup of sourmilk, }.; cup of good cream, pinch of salt.

new

boukever

pul.li-thed.

llhistriitlon<i. huiidre.ts of

HOW

MAKE POULTRY

,,:u.,hle recipes and
TO
PAY BIG. ^'<"i 15'' f'" '"'"'"'e "I'l postage.

JOHN BAUSCHBR. Jr..
mention Bee Journal when writing.
.

Please

TO SELL OR LEASE FOR GASH.
An up-to-date Apiary consisting of 20O
good colonies or over, with Fixtiires comPrivilege to remove to some other
plete.
location if desired. Correspondence solicited.

AKYONE

3UPPLIES.

Ifi
OUR LARGE '99 POULTR* GUIDE FREE.
anyone.
Explalnn all, Worth *Co.

have 11 colonies of bees paekt for winon the summer stands. My bees did no
good this year. 1 did not get any surplus
honey, and had to feed some colonies, yet

Wetutnpl^a, Ala.

,Jan]iiiis,

full line of

The

I

are so simple ami perfect
that one cannot fall with tbem.
They hatch erery fertile eg^.
Sold under a positive guarantee,

BEE-KEEPERS

and a

ter

They

Box

Hives, Sections,

t..

MASCOTTE

Co.*

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

Got No Surplus Honey.

INCUBATORSand BROODERS

& Lumber

Foundation
Working VNZax
Wholesale and Retail.

even & little

entire
success of the poultr\' buslne:ia when thev ub*? the

Mascotte Incubator

bearing a turkey on a

plate which he accidentally dropt on the
Then said Nye:
"Gentlemen, we here see the downfall of
Turkey, the upsetting of Greece, the destruction of China, and the humiliation of
J. L. Se.xton.
Africa."
Sheboygan Co., Wis., Dec. 31.

26. 1899.

Comb

floor.

child can make an

FREE

Jan.

Address,

THE GILA FARM CO.
SlACt
Cliff. Grant Co., A^. AT.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Jan.
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BEST

teaspoonful of saleratus. and bake in two
layers, then spread the above apple sauce
between the layers, and on top of the last
layer. To be eaten with sweet cream and
honey.

Extracted Honey For Sale.
ALL

HONEY.
1- tlic

Honey gathered

ted

flour.

At present we have .W colonies of bees on

summer stands, all in chaff hives, and
alive to date.
had 22 young swarms
summer, and 38 old colonies. For this
poor season we got 400 pounds of honey
from 2.5 colonies, and the others we think
have enough to winter on, or very nearly.
run for comb honey.
have had
two weeks of very deep snow, tho not very
cold, but now it is thawing.
Mr.
Mrs. Ira C. Matteson.
Wyoming Co., N. Y., Dec. 31.
the

It

splendid honey, and nearly
•everybody who cares to eat hone3- at
all can't c^et enoug'h of the Alfalfa
extracted.
a

last

We

Basswood Honey:

An Opinion

A sample of either,

by mail, S cents; samples of both, 15 cents—to pay for package and postag-e.
freig-ht— one 60-pound can, S cents a pound; two cans, 7;''^! cents per pound; four or more cans.
114 cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order.
If orderintr two <m- more cans you can
have half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. This is all

By

The
would

finest of their

kinds produced iu this country.

HONEY ALMANAC

St.,

^^^^y bee-^keeper
WC
WSnt
==^^===^= copy our
a

''''''''

have

will take pleasure in niailiny

nine colonies, spring count, in 1S9S, and am
wintering 20 colonies. The increase was
all by natural swarming.
I ran for comb
honey, and got about 400 pounds, mostly

ABBOTT,
Mr. Abbott

all

a copy.

sell;,

St.

Joseph, Missouri.

our Hives and

JSi-ctions at

A.1<T1D
Smoke Engine

(

largest

IJoctor
''Ji'.i'e

fluia

Wonder (weight

Honey-Knife

OF

HOlTEJir-IClSriVEiS.

smoker made)

4-in.
in.
3-in.
2M:-in.
2-ln.
10 ounces)... 2-in.
3><;

Conqueror

Factory Prices.

Perfect Bee-Smokers

Biiigliaiii

stove. Doz. $13.00; each, by mall
•
stove. Doz.
9.00;
stove. Doz.
6.50;
stove. Doz.
o.oo;
stove. Doz.
4.75;
stove. Doz.
4.50;

Doz.
6.0O;
all the new Improvements. Before buying a
record and pedigree.

Bincham Smokers have
or Knite, look up

Its

from

'

1.50
1.10
1.00
.90
.70
.60

ITIi('lii<;an.

SAVE $8
ON A HARNESS!
He
are the largent

iiiniiiijactiii-ers n/ harness
cai-liuges in the irorltl selliny to the
con-sniner ejrcttisifely,

WE HAVE NO

aitil

AGENTS, DEALERS OR MIDDLEMEN.

We sell you direct £rom the factory at wholesale prices and save vou all
additional expense. We ship anywhere for examjiiation. W e
LTiaiantpi.
b""'auLee
and warrant everything,

This Elegant Team and
Many customers who have bought

report that they have saved from »s
to SIO in buying this harness from us. Kor full description
of this and 60

?i';ms.^s^o'u?r.^i^or.^'poSi'?i?^

£LKHART CARRIAGES HARNESS MFG. CO.

^

Report fop Two Seasons.
started in the spring of 1897 with two
colonies of bees, and got 90 pounds of comb
honey from the two old colonies, and five
swarms; so I had seven colonies to put into
winter quarters. They came out all right
the next spring, and from the seven I got
52T pounds of comb honey, and Hi swarms.
I have put into winter quarters 21 colonies,
and up to date they are doing finely. The
temperature stands at 40 degrees, and has
not changed a degree since putting them
away. I put them into the cellar Nov. 19.
I am highly pleased with the American
Bee Journal, and I attribute my success to
"•
Frank E. Knai-t.
Wadena Co., Minn., Dec. 24.

Bees Did Very Poorly.

My

bees did very poorly this year. I had
30 colonies, spring count, and got about IS.'i
pounds of honey in all. I have now 33 colonies in fair condition— 31 in the cellar and
12 on the summer stands packt in sawdust.
But I don't have to depend on bees alone; I
have a farm, and have plenty of work.
Bees are only a side work with me. There
was lots of white clover and Alsike, but it
did not furnish any honey to amount to
anything the past season.
Loui.s Thiei,
Huron Co., Mich., Dee. 30.

A Report

Farm Harness for $19.50

it

^j^ir

\.^.^r'''

^" °""'" '""^"^''^

ELKHART, INDIANA.

Please mention the Bee Journal
lJ^?rtTs1i4^^

George E Kilmer.
Co., N. Y., Dec. 20.

I

Smoker

FIFTEEN YEAHS FOB A DOLLAH; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:-Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer, 1 write for with its
a circular. I do not think the 4inch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, ls97.
Truly,
w. H. Eagerty. Cuba, Kansas.

T. F. Bi^<;HA:ll, Fanvell,

fall flowers.

Cayuga

WatertOWH, WlS.

•FK,ICES

Little

you

LEWIS COMPANY,

SPECIAL AGENT FOR THE SOUTHWEST,

is

Past Season's Report.

1899 Catalog.

G. B.

the

is

Altho I have been in the bee-business
only about three years, I feel that I can't
get along without the Bee Journal. I had

of

Send us your name and address and we

E. T.

Chicago, HI.

to

of Bee Co., Tex.

poorest country
Too dry;
a bug, moth or weevil for
everything that grows or lives. Bee-moths
are as thick as mosquitoes in the Kankakee
swamps. If a bee turns his back at the entrance, in goes a swarm of moths.
Another thing, it costs more to get the
honey to market in small quantities than it
is worth.
It one sells it to a certain firm in
this county, he might as well get a tin bill
and pick dirt with the chickens.
Bee Co., Tex., Dec. 31. O. H. Stevens.

that those bee-keepers who did not produce anv honev for their home
demand this year, just order some of the above, and sell it. And others, who want to
earn^ -^ome monev, can pet this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere. " YORK'S
" will be a irreat help in creating- customers for hnnev. See prices on another
page.

CO., 118 Michigan

this

(Southwestern Texas) on earth.

and there

sug-g-est

GEORGE W. YORK &

believe

I

ABSOLUTELY PURE BEES* HOXEV,
We

We

&

flavor in their honev.

Prices of eittier Alfalfa or

We

all

This is the well-knuwu litrht-colored honey t^athered from the rich,
nectar-laden basswood blossoms in
Wisconsin. It has a strong-er flavor
than Alfalfa, and is greatly preferred by those who like a di.stinct

in the gri-at Al-

falfa regions of the Central West.
is

^.:

HONEY.
Wbile 'Extrac-

l.iinniis

of honey. 1 cup
}-.: teaspoonful of saleratus, 1 egg,
teaspoonful of ginger, pinch of salt:

of cream,

BASSWOOD

ALFALFA
Thiv

Honey-Cake.— One cup

60-POUND TIN CANS.

IN

My

report for 1898

for 1898.

about 500 pounds of
300 of extracted honey,
colonies, spring count, and
are in poor condition for winter.
probably will starve before spring
is

comb and about
from about 250
they

Some

comes.

I want to tell Dr. Miller that I can hold
him level on putting bees into the cellar.
commenced at 9 a.m. and quit at 5 p.m..
and put in 334 colonies, all myself, in that
I
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To Our Regular Subscribers— Now

tor

Jan.

26. 1899.

New Readers

3 Great 40-cent Offers-Each One Free!!
THREE

Below are
splendid Premium Offers, and we will mail your choice of any
one of them for sending us SI. 00 for JUST ONE MEW SUBSCRIBER for 1899.
Or, for sending us TWO NEW subscribers, as above, we will mail the sender all
of the three great 40-cent offers.

JUST READ WZHAT THEY ARE
Offer No.

Saraantha at Saratoga.

1

Offer No. 2

loo.ooo Sold at $2.50 per copy.

This

is

Gleasoa's Horse-Book.

By

indeed a feast of fun. by the only peer of

humor— JosiAH Allex's Wife (Marietta Holley.)
Read this Extract rroni tbe Book

Mark Twain's
:

And right here, let me insert tliis one word of wisdom for the special comfort of my sect, and yet it i.s one that may well be laid to heart bv tiie more opposite one. If your pardner gets restless and oneasy and middlin' cross, as pard-

:

Prof Oscar R. Gleason.

This is the only complete and authorized work by America's
king of horse trainers, renowned throughout America and recognized by the United States Government as the most expert and
successful horseman of the age. The whole work comprising History. Breeding. Training, Breaking, Buying. Feeding. Grooming,
Shoeing. Doctoring, Telling Age, and General Care of the Horse.
You will know all about a horse after you have read it. No one
can fool you on the age of a horse when you have this book. 416
pages, bound in paper, with 173 striking illustrations produced
under the direction of tbe United Slates Government Veterinary
Surgeon. In this book Prof. Gleason has given to the world for
the first time his most wonderful methods of training and treating
horses. 100,000 sold at $3.00 each. Our price, postpaid. 40 cents.

The Poultry-Keeper

Offer No. 3

Illustrators.

The four " Poultry-Keeper Illustrators " are the greatest books
on poultry subjects ever issued, and are a veritable poultry dictionary, covering the ground so completely that, having these four
books, one needs scarcely anything
ners will be anon or even oftener— start them off on a tower. A tower will in ^
cases out of jo lift 'em out of their oneasiness. their restlessness and their
crossness.
Why I have known a short tower to Slab City or Loontown act like a charm
on my pardner. when cri>S!-ness wnz in his mean and snappishneas wuz present
with him. I have known him ti:> set off with the mean of a lion and come back
with the liniment of a lamb.
And jest the prospect of a tower ahead is a ^'reat help to a woman in rulin'
and keepin' a pardner straight, .^omehow jest the thought of a tower sort of
lifts him up in mind, and happifys him, and makes him easier to quell, and pardners must be quelled at times, else there would be no livin' with 'em.

She takes

niT

Follies. Flirtations,

Pug Dogs, Tobogganing,

Low-Necked Dkessixg, Dpdes,

etc.

man.
Nicely bound in paper, fully illustrated, printed from
and on fine paper. 3T0 pages. Postpaid, 40 cents.

if

like to
I

am

them eight to ten rods.
anybody has beat this time I would

know

it.

like tbe

Doctor

— whistling

up

my

courage for next year, as I have plenty of
empty sections left over from this year.
N. Staisinger.
Cedar Co., Iowa. Nov. 30.

Entirely Satisfied.
do not believe in filling a letter with
fulsome praise, but I will simply say that I
am entirely satisfied with the American
Bee Journal, and expect to continue taking
it as long as I keep bees.
S H. Herrick.
I

Winnebago

Co..

111.,

Dec.

32.

Rather Poop Season for Honey.

My

bees did rather poor business this seaI had 62 colonies, spring count, and
got only 300 pounds of comb and extracted
honey, which was of fair quality. I paid
son.

new type

No.
'25

1.

— Poultry

Houses

become

Incubators, Brooders,
Chicks,

Illiiniti-ator Xo. a.— Poultry Diseases, Lice, Grapes, Moulting,
Egg Eating, etc., 25 cents.
IIlii»itratoi- yio.

Mating,

&

4.—Judging

Fowls, Description of Breeds,

etc., 25 cents.

CO., xiS Ullcliigaii

St.,

Advice to Bee-Keepers," by Mr. Abbott.

was interested in the various discussions,
particularly on the hives and sizes of secI have notions of my own. yet
largely culled from some one else's, but for
me to change 4I4 open-all-around sections,
and the appliances to agree thereto— I could
not afford such alterations for the short

flapjacks this winter.

tions.

honey-flows

honey.

C. S. Fkemcii.
Co., Minn., Dec. 22.

Spraying Fpuit-Trees,

Ete.

Like unto other bee-papers that I have
perused, the American Bee Journal is good.
The Omaha convention notes are particularly interesting; all the addresses made
by some of the most eminent bee-keepers
of the country have been read and duly

more particularly

"General

CHICAGO, ILL.

I

All colonies seemed to have plenty of
honey in October, when I examined them,
but when I came to put them in their winter quarters, Nov. 22, I found they had
shrunk considerably, and I fear that some
of them will not pull through the winter.
Of course. I can't do without the Bee
Journal as long as I keep bees, honey or no

considered,

to

cents.

out $30 for hives and fixtures last spring,
and I sold only •*'22 worth of honey this
fall, after reserving a good supply for our

Todd

"

IIIu!«li*ator yto. 2. Artificial Incubation, Raising
Testing Eggs, etc., 23 cents.

GEORGE; W. YORK

time, and brought

Now

IIIii!«lrator
Coops, etc.,

—

Opinions of Noted Critics;
"Exceedingly amusing."— Rose E.Cleveland. "Delicious Humor."— Will
Carleton. "So excruciatingly funny, we had to sit back and laugh until the
tears came."— Witness. " Unquestionably her best."— Detroit Free Press.
"Bitterest satire, coated with the sweetest of exhilarating fun."— Bishop New-

Address

more except "grit

You cannot

get such other books in
the whole world, not even for -siO each, for they do not exist.
Were they given in another form and elaborate binding and colored cuts you might think them easily worth $5 each, but what
you want is not elegant printing, and in these we give you the
value in information that you can make use ef. They have cost
much in labor and cash, but you get all this value for almost
nothing. We mail the 4 Illustrators for 40 cents.
a successful poultry-raiser.

particularly

judgment

we have here, and still more
when fruit-producers lack good

in spraying their trees while in
bloom, thereby destroying thousands
bees as was the case last season.
It is true that last season's honey-flow
was almost a failure here, but the killing
off of so many bees dwindled the colonies
to such a degree that what little nectar
there was could not be collected by them,
I hardly know what course to pursue the
coming spring to keep the strength of my
colonies in fruit-blooming time, unless Mr.
8ecor might make a few suggestions.
My apiary is reduced from 32 colonies to
22, by doubling the weaker ones and fall
feeding them. They are in excellent con
full

of

my

Jan.
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for CirCUlcir and

Chicago, Jan. '».— The trade is not aclivc in
nianj- of the retail dealers beine"
supplied with sufficient stock to meet demands
for some time to come. Prices are quite steadv
with 13c for best white, off in color, etc., including- amber {trades, 10f« 12c; dark, 9c. E.Ktracted
6(" 7c for white; amber and dark, o^ooc.
Beeswax, 27.
R. A. Burnett & C«.

comb honey,

Dktroit, Jan. 2.— Xo change in supply of
honey as to quality, but prices are somewhat
lower than last quotations, viz: Fancy white,
13c; No. 1, \2io\2\2C', fancy dark and amber, 9(0

WIS.,

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee»Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut frimi patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
the_y"are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswdod forests, and possession of mills and factorv eqnipt with best machinerv. all combine to enable
PRICES.
this tirm to furnish the BEST. GOODS AT

Send

I*

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

^

Illn"

Operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
curing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

ttON&y AND BE.ESWflX

:;

^:

ItiT.iitaiiis -JJS put'es rl]U.-k 1
I
iioultry people hhituld know. i'litN of nil tlu Ic
hreedf*. jneubuttirM. Urooiler.H 11114) ii full lllii oil

RELIABLE INCB. & BROODER CO. Box B
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see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

lie.

Extracted, white,

wax,

dark.

6hi7'c;

5(o^55^c.

Bees-

M. H. Hunt.

25(<t26c.

Ixni.^NAPOLis, Jan. 4.— Fancv white comb.
Ui"l2'2c; No.

1,

lOfrtllc.

Demand

fairly g-ood.

Dark comb honey is being- offered at 8(" ')c with
almost no demand. Clover and basswood extracted, 6J^fo'7c. Beeswax. 2()(<^ 28c.
Walter S. Poudek.
New York, Jan. 20.— Fancy white. 12c; No. I
white, lO^llc; amber, 9c; buckwheat and dark.
7c.

Extracted in g-ood demand at uuchano^ed

Beeswax rather quiet 2~(fi 28.
in comb honey is quiet. White isprettv
well cleaned up, but there is a lartfe stock of
buckwheat, amber and mixt. having^ accumulated of late, and in order to sell in quantitv lots
it is necessary to shade quotations.
prices.

Trade

HiLDKETH Bros. & Segelkex.

OUR MOTTO:

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

Seciions, StiiDDinQ-Gases and

out of sig'ht during the holiday season, but now
that is over we hope to see a better call for it.
There is abundance of stock on hand and it now
looks as if the expected shortag^e would not
materialize.
Blake, Scott & Lee.

Bee-Keeoers' Syppnes
make

a'specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged bv all to be
the best for making the ONE-PIECE
selected, young and
thriftv timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

'We

The

BASSWOOD

HONEY-SECTIONS—

Marshfield Hanufacturing Company,
Please mention Bee Journal

when

dition tor the winter, protected from the
cold west, north and northeast winds, the
hives all facing the east.
The Bee Journal will be watcht with eagerness as to instructions when to spray

M. N. Simon.

fruit-trees.

Wood

Co., Ohio, Dec. 23.

Report for 1898.

My

apiary consists of 38 colonies, and
I didn't get any honey.
White clover was
a failure; basswood was of short bloom,
lasting only three or four days. I fed one
barrel of sugar in September to help winter the bees.
Mine are hybrids and Italians, and a few of the Adels.
They were
very strong and able for duty, if there had
been anything for them to do.
Silas Johnson.
Marshall Co., W. Va., Dec. 'il.

Another Year of Failure.
Another year has come and gone, and
it another year of failure.
But such
is life.
I still have hopes of something bet-

with

ter for

18',I9.

began

last spring with TO colonies in fine
condition. The spring was all that could
be desired, and the bees built up rapidly,
owing to the tact that they had an abundance of stores of the previous season's
gathering, for they got but very little
from the early bloom.
Fruit-bloom was
quite abundant, but no honey. Fourteen
swarms issued during May, and that ended
I

swarming.

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

writing.

These were aU hived back with
the parent colony, so I had no increase.
White clover came on early in June, but it
was so perfectly destitute of honey that
bees paid no attention to it. working in-

Boston. Jan. 9.— Fancv white, \3(o Uc; A No.
1,12c; No. 1, lie; li^ht amber, 9(»i0c; buckwheat, no call. Extracted, white Northern
stock, "fc 8c; Southern stock, b*^' 7c. Beeswax, 27c.
The demand for honey seems to have dropt

on honey-dew, getting just barely
enough of this miserable stuff to keep up
natural wear and tear of the colony.
This thing went on until September,
when we got nearly enough from goldenrod and other fall flowers to put the bees in
fairly good condition for winter, tho I expect to have to feed quite heavily in the
stead

Buffalo, Jan. 6. — Our honej- market is verv
Finest 1-pound white fancy combs move
slow at I2c— often lie: excellent grrades, 9^ 10c.
and dark, poor, etc., 6<c8c. Extracted, 5f^H6c.
Beeswax, fancy pure, 28(n30c: dark, etc., 24''«'26.
(]uiet.

Batterson &
Cleveland,

Jan.

2.

— Fancy

Co.

white, 13frtl4c;

No. 1 white, 12f<^ 13c: A No. 1 amber, 10(o lie; No.
2 amber, Of^lOc; buckwheat, Sc.
Extracted,
white, 7c; amber. 6c: buckwheat. 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.

Milwaukee,

A

No.

Jan. '\—

Fancv

1-Ib.

sections.

llwUc; dark
and
pails, {j^2('_' 7'jc; dark.
oljc. Beeswax, 2o((?27c.
The condition of the market is favorable for
12^^("14c:

1.

12'"12';c;

No.

1,

or amber, Sc Uc. Extracted, in barrels, kegs
5i'_f

shipments of honey, especially of best grades,
which are in small supply. The sales are moderate, but we are expectiuur an inereast demand
and good trade this spring-.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

spring.
I have 411 colonies in the cellar, and 17
on the summer stands in chaff hives.
Those in the cellar seem to be wintering

out-doors seem to be
dying ofl" fast. Probably the late cold snap
was pretty severe on them.
I am going to try the Golden method of
producing comb honey on a few colonies
next spring, providing we get a paying
L. G. Reed.
honey-flow.
Portage Co.. Ohio, DeCj 34.

Death of an Interested Worker.
Sept.

1898,

10,

at the age of

'24

years,

your appreciative reader, my afflicted son,
X. F. Murphy, past from this life. He was
much interested in bees, and during his
work in that way was quite successful,
owing, doubtless, to the information gathered from the American Bee Journal.
M. P. Ml'FI'HY, Sk.
Maury Co.. Tenn.. Dec. '23.

Honey from Sweet Clover.

My

report for

honey from

IS'.is

is

1,000

pounds of

colonies, spring count. I
surplus from sweet
o£
clover. It grew from 3 to T'o feet high.
neighbors got no surplus. They had no
A. D. Lord.
clover.
Lyon Co., Minn., Dec. '24.

think

My

I

Couveiitioti Notice.

while those

nicely,

get

'20

all

my

Wisconsin.— The 15th annual meeting of the
Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held Feb. 9 and 10. 1899, In Madison. Many
experienced bee-keepers will be there. The following is a part of the prog-ram:
" What to do with Unfinisht Sections ''—John
Trimberger, of Clark Co.
" Working an Apiary for Comb Honey witliout Increase"— H. Lathrop, ai (ireen Co.
"Short Cuts in Extracting- Honey "—Frank
Minnick. of Sauk Co.
"Handling and Shipping Extracted Honey "
—(V. W. Wilson, of Vernon Cu.
"Selling Honey" — Gustav (Vross, of Jefferson Co.
" Selling Comb Foundation " -Aug. Weiss, of
(Outagamie Co.
•'Advantage of Honey Exhibits "—Ed Ochsner.

<jf

Sauk

Co.

"Cellar Winteriny "— A.

•
(i.

Wilson, of Ver-

non Co.
" Benefits in Attending- Convention' '—J. Hoff-

man, of Green Co.
" State Foul Brood Report

"— N. E. France, of
(rrant Co.
" Future Prospects of Wisconsin Bee-Keeping"— F. Wilcox, of Juneau Co.
As many other State Societies will be in session the same week in Madison, there will be
excursion rates to all wlio take receipts of their
railroad tickets.

F.

Wilcox, Pres,

N. E. France, Sec. Plalleville, Wis.

—
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OrderEarly
There are

indicatiuiis that the

SUPPLIES

demand

for

will be very larg-e this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have larpe facilities for manufacturing- all
Ivinds of

Bee-Keepers' SiiDPlies,
And

.

will serve our customers as quickl.v
as possible.

""^
Year

Why

Jan.

26, 1899.

^-""'

Dadant's Foundation.
does

Year

We guarantee

it sell

so well ?

satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beanty,
Purity, Firinne»is, I^o Sag-

Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.
Because lili 33
there have
not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

VRARS

ciiiST. I>'o l.,oMM.

PATi-;!\T we:ki>

process

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made,
CatalofT ready Feb.

1S'>9
-

CAX Bee-Keepek

T116

(20

1.

Copy of the AmkkiAddress

T. Falconer Mtg. Go.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

when

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other publisht, send $1.25
Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

a'. J.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of

writing.

YOU WANT THE

to Prof.

We 'sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

W.

Please mention Bee Journal
«ff-|F

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

pages) free.

Bee-Keepers' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Kinds.

all

Langstroth on the Honey Bee — Re\/isecl.
-

The

Classic in Bee-Ciilture

— Price, $1.25,

by mail.

Beeswax Wanted^
at all times.
please mention Bee Journal

=

chas. dadant & son,
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing.

III.

Carloads ol Bee-Hives
Sections, Shipping Cases, Comb
Foundation, and evekvthixg
used in the bee-industry.
^'':j:
We want the name and
address of every bee-keeper in
America. We supply dealers as
well as consumers.
We have

Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery.
and all modern appli-

40,000 feet of floor space,

We

ances.
make jirompt shipment.
Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Write for

luter-State Manufacturing Co.
Hudson, St. Croix Co., Wis.
Please luentioii Bee Journal vrhen

IT

"writing:.

WILL
PAY YOU
ATTEND THE
TO

For Apiarian Supplies,

Eclectic Shorthand

**» College «**

LEAHY MFC, CO. '^
26 cents Cash

Higginsville, Mo.
S. 13th St.. Omaha, Neb.
Broadway, E. St. Louis, III.
»

l>eai-l>oi-ii Street. CllICACWO.
Please mention the lic'C Journal.
39A1V

Sa^-- in

J. A.

VAN

DEUSEIV,

Sole Manufacturer,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., X.Y.
'Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.
care to know ttf its
I f you
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
uv Resources, send for a sample copy of Califoruia's Favorite Paper—

GEORGE W. YORK &
118 Micliigan Street,

The

Pacific Rural Press,

leading' Horticultural

paper of the Pacihc Coast.

handsomely

and

Ai^'ricuUural

Publisht weekly,

illustrated, S2.00 per

aunum.

Sam-

ple copy free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cal.
Market Street,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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-

its re-

Impure

CO.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Eastern Bee-Keepers!
NEW

YORK CITV, as we saw an opening
Seven years ago we stsrted an Apiarian Supply business in
here. That we made no mistake in thia is shown bv the large demand for Supplies and our constantly increasiDR trade. Our aim was to furnish Supplies promptly. In many cases bee-Reepers Hnd the freight on
Supplies from the Western factories is as much as the cost of the Koods. in buying near home you not only
save freight, but get your goods much more prtimptly. We keep several carloads of

California!
The

cents a pound

if

Brood-Franus.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Hein>r the cleanest is usually worki
the (juickest of any foundaliun made.

26

CASH — upon

you want the money PROMPTLY, send us )-our Beeswax.
wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,

Now.

ceipt.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no

This is a good time
to send in j'our Beeswax. We are paying

paid for Beeswax.

Headquarters of the Cross Eclectic System.
Lessons by mail a specialty.
Send stamp for alphabet.

94

Address,

Hi\/e;&r

Seotions, Foundation,

Etc.,

stock ready to ship, and the prices will he f<iund right. We also run tw<. apiaries for honey and
sell BEKS
QUKENs. If von expect to use anything in the Apiarian line the eomiiiB year, you will do
well to send for our Catalogue." We would be pleased to quote vou SPECIAL PRICES on what you want,
as this is our guU season, and we can atford to sell for small protlts. Hives, Sections, etc., are made in Wisconsin, where lumber is low, and the best can be had.

always

in

AND

Our Special Price on Founilation, Hives aiiil Sections will make yon Smile.
DBA LEXIS should write tor our 'tui discount sheet which

Write for it. stating the quantity ynu can use.
now ready to mail.
I.

J.

Apiaries, Glen.Cove, L.

STRINGHAM, 105 Park
I.

Place,

New York,

Please mention Bee Journal

is

N. Y.
when -wTitins.

"

CHICAGO,

39th YEAR.

ILL,

FEBRUARY

2,

1899,

crease the production of

No,

comb honey, and

at the

5,

same time

curtail expenses.

—

Mr. Benton one of our best authors on bees and beekeeping said in his work on " The Honey-Bee," Chapter
VIII, page 75
" To secure a yield of surplus honey, the part remaining to be done if all goes well, is merely to put the surplus
receptacles in place, admit the bees," etc.
Farther on in the article he again says: "But if
swarming complications arise, the whole of the bee-keeper's
skill and ingenuity may again be called into requisition to
keep the forces together, and storing in surplus receptacles.
Thus the skill lies in having the colonies readj' for
whatever may come, and a force sufticient to store the whole
season's surplus in a few days. My practical work for the
past four years with the Golden method here given proves
Mr. Benton's words to be undisputable facts yet we as bee-

—

:

No.

3.— The "Golden" Method of ProducingComb Honey Described.
BY

T-

A.

GOLDEN.

[Continued from page

HAVING

34.]

my

last article described a new hive and howconstructed, I now take pleasure in presenting a remodeled description with an illustration of a remodeled

in

;

and bottom of the super.
you look at the picture, you will notice a strip
has been cut from each top side-body. Take a guag-e and
mark '4 inch from the top edge of the side-body, and saw
down at each end '4 inch, then with a draw-knife shave the
,4 space off, and tack the fs corner strips on the outside
ends of the side-body in place of the inside, as in the new
hive then tack the thin boards on the outside, letting the
board be even with the side-body at the bottom, and extend
as high as the end-board, or as high as the side-board was
before you cut the '4 incli off. Thus you see a '4 -inch beespace is created over the top of the brood-frames, and the is
space on the outside of the hive proper.
The supers are remodeled the same way, cutting- a strip
from the top of the super and letting the outside board extend '4 inch, or as high as the side-bodj' before cutting off
hive, showing- the top of the hive

Now,

if

:

the

'4

inch.

it is a small task to change a hive as made by any
factory to the Golden method, and any one desiring can
test the Golden method properly.
The super bottom here illustrates the tin or sheet-iron
apron that the section slats and sepai'ators rest on, and how
put on, as previously noted. It also shows tlie side passageways, and clincht end-strips previously mentioned, making
the '4 -inch bee-space over the frames and sections when

Thus

]ilaced on.

Having- given a full, plain and complete explanation,
accompanied by engravings, of my hive both new and remodeled, and how constructed, in my next I will give a full
explanation of my method of manipulation, so that there
need be no mistakes bj- those who may feel disposed to test
the Golden method in 1899 and if found wanting in a single feature I represent, discard the method; but if found
But before doing so I
profitable, follow it and he happy.
trust all who can do so will procure a perfect model hive by
which to test the method, that no mistakes be made, either
in hive or manipulation, from the fact that a combination
cannot be explained on paper like seeing the thing itself.
The great problem that has occupied the minds of the
bee-keepers of all ages has been, is, and ever will be, how,
or by what method, should we as bee-keepers pursue to in;

Top of Hive and Bottom of Super.
keepers want a system that will not onh- secure a large percent of surplus over former methods, but a system that will
curtail expenses, time, and labor, as well.
These are factors that have caused many of our beekeepers sleepless nights, meditating and formulating- plans
which, when put into practice, took the wings of the morn-
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ing and were found wanting, notwithstanding' wonderful
progress has been achieved in the foregoing direction, and
to this end the method herein described has in all of mjexperience doubled the amount of surplus per colony over
any other method I have practiced, except in isolated cases,
while the expense, time and labor were lessened one-half,
and often more than one-half. As I have written hundreds
of pages explaining my method to bee-keepers the past
three years, in the next article I will again give the formula

Morgan

freely.

Co., Ohio.

[To be continued.]

Cellar-WinteFing" of Bees

PERHAPS
"

a

little

BY

K. S.

of

my

— Hints

to Beg-inners.

MILKS.

experience will be of use to

Wisconsin " (see page 758, 1898). I have wintered
bees with bottoms on the hives the same as they were
in .summer, and also with bottoms off. I very much prefer
the latter way, for, as Dr. Miller says, it requires too much
attention to keep the entrance clear of dead bees when they
have only the usual summer entrance. The Doctor's way
may be the best of all, but if one does not have his kind of
bottom-boards they must do the best they can under the
circumstances.
I always take off the bottoms before carrying into the
cellar, as I find that, no difference how carefully you handle
bees in carrj-ing in, the going from the cold atmosphere outside to the comparatively warm air of the cellar, always
rouses the colonies more or less, and when yon lift off from
the bottom you will lose a good many bees.
While going into the warm air of the cellar with bottoms oS will rouse the colony the same, there is nothing
for them to crawl onto, and as they are all ready to be
quickly set in place, the disturbance is soon over and they
settle

down.

have .the cellar pretty dark, just so I can see to
set the hives in place, and for this reason I seldom work at
putting them in in the middle of the day.
I

this article is too late to be of any use this winter, I think it will pay any beginner to save it till next fall,
as it will save him considerable time to know just how to
proceed to get the bees in the cellar in the best condition to

stand the long confinement.

With the common loose bottom, if the hives are within
three or four rods of the cellar, I pry them loose from the
bottom-board a day or two before cellaring-, so they will be
perfectly quiet and undisturbed when I go to carry them
into the cellar. The distance to raise them from the bottom-board depends on the strength of the colony. If not
very strong, like mine were last fall, one only has to raise
them enough to slip a nail under each corner but if real
strong, and the combs nearly full of honey, you may have
If there is a cold wind
to raise them a half inch or more.
blowing the bees will the more quickly draw up among the
combs and off of the bottom-board.
;

In extreme cases, as an extra-strong and cross colony, I
carry the hive carefully and set it facing north, near the
door, the evening before I wish to put it in. Thej' pry it
loose from the bottom, and after an hour or two, when they
have quieted down again, I raise them some more at the
front end so as to get them all off the bottom.
On a still night, with the temperature at zero, I have
had hives raised '4 to '4 inch from the bottom, and still
have the cluster touch the bottom-board. In such cases I
carefully pick up the hive and carry it into the cellar. The
loss of a couple dozen bees from such a colony is no damage.
Right here I would like to say that these extra-strong
colonies, when wintered in the cellar, seldom are the best
when they come out, as they are largely old bees, and die
I prefer a moderate colony
off fast throvigh the winter.
with young queen and plenty of honey for cellar-wintering,
every time.
If the hives are more than three or four rods from the
cellar, I carry them the same as I do the extra-strong ones,
on a cold afternoon, and have them all ready to take in
earlj' in the morning.
Sometimes I carry in some in the
evening if it is moonlight. Have the cellar prepared before
hand, by taking an empty hive or super, and level it on
four bricks. Fix as many of these as you need, side by side,
as close together as necessity requires, then begin at the far
corner of your cellar, set in a hive of bees, then take a
couple sticks about 2 inches squai-e and as long as the hive
is wide, and lay one on top of the hive just set in, at each

2,

1899.

end, for the nest hive to set on. Pile up this way till the
pile is as high as you want it, then begin on the next one.
If I had only four or five hives I would pile them in one
pile, as I think the)' are better off up from the floor.
The advantages of this way of piling, over the way
commonly recommended, is that it is easier to fix the
stands, and if you happen to make a jar, as you will sometimes, you only jar the pile of hives you are working on,
while the other way you jar the whole lot of hives.
Hives arranged as above in a cellar of the proper temperature will need little or no attention through the winter,
and the combs and bees will stay perfectly dry and clean.
To take out in the spring, take a bottom-board, lay it
on a box or on the cellar floor, set a hive on it, and they are

ready to go out.
Tight-bottom hives need top ventilation in the cellar.
If for any reason I wish to leave the bottom on a hive, I
put a quilt of muslin over the frames while it is yet warm
weather, then when I get them into the cellar I carefully
remove the cover and pile in the cellar the same as those
with bottoms off.
All work putting bees in the cellar should be done with
the greatest care to avoid jars or shaking of the frames.
Always carry a hive endwise of the frames, that is, if a
Langstroth hive, the entrance should be in front as j-ou
carry it.
Crawford Co., Iowa.

Wintering' Bees in the Cellar.
BV

S.

T.

PETTIT.

page 602 (1898) may be found the following
' To prevent mold in hives, tlie editor of Revue Internationale
says a plan that has proved satisfactory to all who have tried it, is

ON

:

have an openings at the back as well as front under the hive, allowingthe air to pass through. In this country the same object is attained by
those who cellar their bees, by having a front entrance two inches deep,
or by removinjr the floor entirely."
to

like to

While

Feb.

I

wish

means

to .say, if the writer,
to include Canada, that

by the term " thiscountry,""

is laboring under quite a
big mistake. Since the winter 1886-87 I have practiced and
advocated providing air-passages throtigh under the hives by
placing 's-inch blocks tinder the rear ends of the hives. I
also elevate the rear end of each about two inches higher
than the front end. There is great gain in having the air
to pass automatically through under the hive from front to
rear.
The difference in temperature between hive air and
cellar air causes the air to pass sogentl)' and surely through
and around the bees and out at the highest opening that the
A good many in Canada
effect is all that can be desired.
are adopting this plan, and those who do not will, .so I think,
continue to suffer more or less, and you will hear of them
using arts of one kind or other to coax their bees upstairs in

the

comb honey

he

supers.

In the light of my own experience and observation I see
hive that depends only upon a large enit as follows
trance for ventilation has only what is gained by the diffusion, assisted by the efforts of the bees. Now, I presume
we all know that cellar air in a cellar filled with bees is a
good way off' from being pure, and con.sequently the hive
Well, it follows
air has only foul cellar air to purify it.
that the diffusion will be sluggish, and the cleansing very
imperfect and the bees, feeling the consequent depression,
will, in order to effect a change of air, tuse their wings, and
a disquietude and murmuring will tell the attentive beekeeper that all is not well. But very likely the colonies will
pull through, but the)' cannot be in just the same vigorous,
condition that they would be if they had been, during the
winter, in a perfectly comfortable condition, not feeling the
necessity of moving a wing.
It is a good thing at this time of year to examine and
stud)' our bees and bee-cellars, and our methods, atid take
another step forward in our profession. One thing is certain, and that is this, if our bees are noisy there is room for
:

A

;

improvement.
I will add that in my cellar the hives set one upon
another to the top of the cellar, with a chaff cushion between them, so that the floor of each hive above another is
kept warm through the cushion by the heat of the one upon
which it sits. In most of the hives the bees lie upon their
own warm floor, kept warm by the heat of the bees below
them, and, I tell yoti, it gives me a good deal of pleasure to
go through my bee-cellar two or three times a week, candle
in hand, and see the dear little "hum-bugs" sleeping—resting so comfortably and free from care. I have no anxiety
about their .safe wintering. With pleasing anticipations I

Feb.

2,
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the hives booming- with brig-ht, healthy bees when
spring^time shall come ag-ain.
' Spring dwindling," "building up bees in spring,"'
"swarming out." " half-comb honey supers," "bait combs,"
and other devices to coax the bees upstairs, are phrases
strongly suggesting defective wintering.
I have experimented in the line of wintering without
floors, and the result has not been favorable in my hands.
There is a great deal of imperfect wintering in Canada,
and the worst feature is that so many are satisfied.
Ontario, Canada, Jan. 21.

see

I feel confident that
g-eneral characteristics of queen.s.
very frequently the age of the queen has a great influence
upon the colonj-. I should want the queens of about the

BY FRANK COVER DAI.K.

THE

"double-deckers" referred to on page 805 (1898)
proved to be a very interesting study for me during the
entire season of 1898. One very prominent feature that
cropt out was their determination not to stay in a singlestory after being hived. Only one out of the lot could be
induced to stay, the persistent ones had to be " scattered
among all nations." I g-uess they thoug-ht eight Langstroth
frames entirely too small quarters. The one that did go to
work did very well. I never had a reasonable amount of
success in hiving swarms on eight frames that had emerged
from anything larger, -so j-ou see I could not apply the contraction plan at swarming-time.
Why did they swarm so? I can't tell, but I think I

might make somewhat of a liberal guess, after watching
them and their work. Perhaps the surplus of honey all
around the brood-nest had something to do with it. The
reason I formed this opinion is because when both stories
were chock-full, queen-cells were started at once almost inand very little work in any case was done above.
Strong 8-frame colonies right by their side completed two
cases of sections, and didn't swarm at all. This strengthens and bears me out on what I have of late years begun to
believe, that the more honey stored in and around the brood
variabl}',

filled

solid

with brood

from the bottom and verj' close to the top-bars will usuallv
do considerable work in sections before swarming, and with
a far less liability to swarm at all.
Right here let me say that an apiary all supplied with
g-ood, young, prolific queens will do nearl)- all to bring
about the above solid brood-chamber in time, and to a very
great extent lessen the chances of swarming and increase
the surplus.
P*or years I u.sed 10 and 8 frame hives side by side, and
the former swarmed fully as much. I am fast coming to
the conclusion that it is not so much in the size of the
brood-chamber as how completely it is filled with brood before the opening of the harvest. Get such a colony started
«arly above, and keep an empty case directly above the
brood, and those more complete above it, and so on until the
season begins to draw to a close. Fully 50 percent of such
colonies, and treated as above, whether on 8, 10, or on 16
frames will not swarm at all, and these last are the ones
that just stack up the honey-cases. I have had them standing from three to six cases high with but a few capt on top,
but later on nearly all finisht.
Suppose a super is placed on a colony like the latter,
and the bees allowed to fill it. wouldn't that be somewhat
after the fashion of a double-decker .filled with brood and
honey ? and the swarming-fever will be just as sure as with
a double-deck that contains a like amount of honej'.
As nij' experience is so limited I think I will let those
of further knowledge next occupy the stand.
Before long I will tell just how I safely introduced 50
Southern queens without the loss of one.
Jackson Co., Iowa.

COMB

VS.

EXTRACTED HONEY.

A Proposed Experiment
BV

to

R.

C.

Show Compapative

Yields.

AIKIN.

to detail plans for experiments, the
INpurpose of the am
experiments to prove or disprove present
this article I

accepted theories.

honey

I

shall

first

consider that of

comb

vs. extracted.

Take a number of

plisht in various ways.
I cannot recommend the use of less
than 8 or 10 colonies in this experiment. The fewer colonies
used the greater by far is it necessary to be very careful in
details.
Even with far more care in the work a small number of colonies used will be far less conclusive than a large
number.
Select these colonies long before the flow. It is necessary to have them as nearly equal as possible, and to do this
we must be intimate with every colony in its career from
early spring till the experiment is concluded. Suppose the
flow or harve.st is to come in June, make the selection of
colonies not later than April. See how nearly each is like
all the rest in stores, amount of brood and bees, and in age

and

Those Double Bpood-Chamber Colonies.

the greater the liability to swarm.
A colony in a brood-chamber

67

colonies, which number may be
greater or less as the apiari.st maj' be prepared to use in the
experiment, and divide the lot into two equal parts. The
dividing should be very carefully done, and maj- be accom-

same age.
Beginning say about the

first

of April,

make and

con-

keep a close record of each colony. Have this record state the strength of each colonj- in both bees and
brood. Estimate the number of combs the bees can nicelj'
tinuall)'

cover, and the number of combs of brood. Do not fall into
the error of recording four combs of brood simplj' because
there is brood in four, but each not over half filled. Estimate the brood as to how many /«// combs it equals, and not
the number of combs containing brood. Apply the same
method to the amount of bees and honey. In estimatinghonej', if a comb should be extra thick and have probably
twice the weight of an average one, make j'our record show
the number of combs average. Any practical apiarist
knows at a glance about what is an average full comb.

In my regular manipulations through the spring I follow these rules in recording, and the entrj' is usually made
on a scrap of section in the top of the hive m5' hives are so
constructed that I can so keep the record-board. I have
also practiced using book-entries, keeping the hive number
These entries are always in abbreviation. I
in the book.
have a settled rule as to the order of the entry, here is the
order
Month, daj- of month, amount of bees, amount of

—

:

brood, and amount of honey. Having this as the order
alivays, a system of figures serves the purpose as well as a
great lot of words.
On April first I probably examine a colony. My record
would read something like this 4-1. 3-2-4. This means bees
:

normally 3 combs, 2 full combs of brood (this brood
may be in 3 or 4 combs), and the equivalent to 4 combs of
honey. If I clip the queen I mark in addition, "cpd,"or
for swarming, " smd," etc.
It is very imporI do not think this all unimportant.
tant that you know the condition of every colony in the experiment, else you draw false conclusions, get erroneous
Any apiarist who
ideas, and promulgate false theories.
will bring himself to the details of an experiment like this,
will be well repaid in becoming more thorough and expert
in his apicultural work.

to cover

During- the building-up process prior to the harvest,
will depend upon the management of the experiment
colonies. I said the queens should be very like in age and
general characteristics. The reason for this is that queens
of varying ages especially if some be very young- and one
aged the old queen may fail in the midst of the experiment
when too late to remedy the trouble, and such a thing would
Do not
verj' seriously aft'ect the accuracy of the result.
have a failing queen in the experiment.
Having started with colonies well nig-h alike, try to keep
them equal all the time. Many and many a queen just as
good every way as her rivals in the apiary, falls behind because of environments. Previous manipulation or circumstances may have hampered her so that she had less bees to
winter, and so would necessarily have a weaker colony to
sustain her in the spring and be one to three weeks behind
To avoid this trouble,
in breeding up through the spring.
or rather to remedy it, when one colony seems not able to
keep up with the rest, take from the strongest bees and
brood to help the weaker, preferably taking bees rather
than brood. The reason for taking bees is, the queen that
is getting behind may not have bees enough to care for
brood as fast as she would lay. A verj' common reason why
queens lay sparingly in spring is because there are not bees
Try to judge of a queen
sufficient to care for the brood.
whether she lacks natural vigor or simply needs more
workers, and if the latter, give workers but if the former,
give both brood and workers, thus adding vigorous workers
equalizing- both in numbers and stamina. Keep the colonies equal, and make them enter the harvest equal in num-

much

—

—

:

bers,
I

age and vigor.
shall not discuss in

minute details

all

the

little

things

—
G8
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how each manipulation must be performed, etc, but having- pointed out what is necessary to
accomplish I leave the rest to the experimenter. Make sure
that each colony has an equal chance if they become unequal make them equal in bees, brood, stores, size of hive,
and opportunities for work. Be sure to keep a record of all
that happens to the colony brood or bees added or taken,
whether queen failed or lackt vig-or, day and date of every-

in tfie prior work, as to

;

—

thing- affecting individual colonies.
difficulty of

all.

We

Oh, for absolute control of swarming
can equalize
bees, brood and stores, but we cannot so well control the
swarming matter, yet this is important to do else we lose in
a large measure the previous work so far as accuracy in results is concerned. If one colony swarms, all the others
should do so. and do it at the same time. I see no way out
of this difficult^' save to simply forestall all swarming, or,
instead, cause all to swarm, and on or near even date.
part run for comb and a part for extracted makes it harder
to manage.
The comb-honey colonies will be almost sure
to swarm, while few, or possibly not any, of those run for
'.

A

extracted would do so.

As for my.self, I think I would unqueen and control
swarming that way but for those who may have a fall flow
;

would not do to unqueen in the early flow if the colony
was expected to do good work in the late season. I think I
should recommend unqueening for those who have but one
comparatively short flow, and those having two flows, or
one very long one of eight weeks or more, to introduce cells
it

into each of the colonies, doing so just as they are likely to
begin cell-building in anj' of the colonies, and give all alike
and at the same time. The cells introduced should be unsealed, and perhaps two or three to each colon)-, for if given
sealed some might not be willing to accept. I think unsealed cells especially three or four- days before sealing
age would be almost certain of acceptance, and al.so almost
sUFe to cause swarming.
The fact that swarming makes a difference in the hone vgathering work, first bv time lost at swartning-tituc, and,
second, by causing the swarm to build comb where readymade combs are not supplied, would make comparative results very unsatisfactory indeed as a basis upon which to
build. It is imperative that in every single test the colonies
musl be alike in every way, or nearly so. Better that many
apiarists simultaneously perform these experiments, each
upon a few colonies more or less as he may be able, and
each do a thorough job. Ten apiarists in as many locations, and each using 10 colonies, 5 to each side, would give
us 100 colonies in the test, and in varied conditions. I hope
that 20 or 30 at least will take up the work and join me in

—

experimenting.
In my next article I will continue detailing other experiments. Meanwhile I would be glad to receive postal cards
from any apiarists willing to help. I expect each to keep a
record o-f the work showing in detail how it was done and
the results, and a copy of the record sent to me. After receiving these reports I will compile the whole and place the
same before the readers of this journal. It will help all beekeepers, and, most of all, we who do the work.

Loveland, Colo.

Value of Bees to Fruit— Other Items.
BY

H.

S.

PRICE.

HAVE

noticed the Editor's kind invitation for subscribers to write their experience with bees, the way thev
have them packt for winter, etc., and I thought ere this
I would have written my experience.
I rather expect, tho,
next winter I will be better able to give an account of myself (or rather the bees), as last season was a very poor one
for bees, and for fruit, too. Poor for fruit because we had
so much rain that the bees could not get to the orchards to
fertilize the blossoms.
There was plenty of bloom, but it
requires something besides just the mere bloom to make

I

—

must be fertilized.
had one or two nice days during pear and cherry
bloom, and the bees got to work on them, so we had a nice
crop of each, but the apple crop was a failure. This is
quite a fruit country, apples being the main crop, and when
we have a failure in apples it means almost a failure in
everything else.
fruit

and

I sold, last

2,

1899.

season, $16.25 worth of fruit.

should have been that many hundred dollars, but the rain
kept the bees in so they could not fertilize the blossoms, so
we had only '• a drop in the bucket."
I was the only one that had any fruit to sell in this section of the country, and if it were not for my bees I don't
think I would have had 16 cents worth of fruit. I am, as
It

you

my

will see, a firm believer in
bees.
have two reasons for keeping bees

— pleasure and
derived from working with them, and
watching them work profit from the honey and the pollenization of the fruit. I have 24 colonies, all in modern
hives. I expect to increase to SO ne.xt season.
Last season
was mj- first in this section of the State. I know of no reason whj- bees will not pay, and pay big, for the extra work
they may cause any one here.
We had bees at home (southeastern Missouri), and they
paid there, and I think this a much better country' for honej'
than that. The main things here for honey are fruits, linden, white clover, smartweed and Spanish-needle (commonly
called " yellow blossom '). The latter is the most productive of all.
In the fall there are thousands of acres of it
here it just looks like fields of gold. It lasts about four
weeks, and the flow is surely great. It brings to mind the
poet who wrote
I

At swarming-time comes the greatest

—

at this place,

Feb.

it

We

I do not want to leave the impression that apples are
that is raised here, where everything grows in abundance, but we feel a failure in apples, I think, worse than

all

anything else.
I have the management of the Plunkett Hill Fruit Farm

profit.

Pleasure

is

;

—

many a g-em of purest ray serene.
The dariv unfathnmed caves of ocean bear;
many a flower is born to blush unseen.
And waste its sweetness on the desert air."

" Full

Full

There are acres and acres of it that bees never get to sip
the nectar from a single blossom, there being no necessity for them going far from home they have all thej' can
do right at their door.
I have the 5-banded Italians to gather honey for me.
I
think they are by far the best bees. All tho.se who want
hybrids can have thera, but I want the pure Italians. I
think they are better workers, easily handled, and so much
prettier than the hybrid or black bees.
I will sometime in the future write an article on the
hive I use. and whv.
Livingston Co., Mo.

—

Proceedings of the Colorado State Bee-Keepers'
Convention.
(CONTRIBUTED BY THE SECRET.\RV.)
[Continued

f rem ptfg-e 55.]

The President's Annual Address.
Another year has past, and we are again in annual session of our Association. I am glad to meet you, and rejoice
that we have had a reasonably prosperous year. True, we
cannot boast of large crops, yet there ha.s been a decided
improvement over the past few seasons. So far as I have
had reports from the various parts of the State, our general
crop has been a fair olie, and when compared with the average of the States we have no reason to complain. The failure in other States has redounded to our advantage by making a market for what crop we have.
We have reason to rejoice in the fact that our Association now numbers a membership of some 150, the largest
membership ever attained. This growth is very encouraging-, for it betokens a better condition of bee-culture in all
parts of the State.
What has caused this increase of membership and genI do not want to
eral interest ? Let me saj' to you, work.
seem personal nor a flatterer, but I do want the members of
this Association to know that our very worthy Secretary,
Mr. Frank Rauchfuss, has performed a labor of love. He
has been untiring and unselfish in his labors in g-uarding
and furthering the intere.sts of this Association and the
whole apicultural interests of this State. Your Executive
Board and the general committees have workt together to
make our Association second to none not even the National.
Editor York, of the American Bee Journal, has very
materially assisted in our work, and this Association is under obligation to him, which obligation I hope will be faith-

—
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fully discharg-ed. In a recent letter from Mr. York, he says
that he always looks forward with much interest to the publication of the proceeding's of this Association, and that he
ranks it next to the National association reports, and expresses a desire that the report of this meeting' be sent in to
appear in his journal.
Colorado apiarists are lookt up to, and so is our product.
Instead
I sav this not to boast, but for our encouragement.
of being puft up let us rather be humbled, remembering
that to whom much is given of the same much is required.
It is my sincere desire that this Association shall continue to grow in both membership and influence, until every
apiarist in the State shall be enrolled as a member, and
until there shall be a full and harmonious co-operation in
the conduct of all our apicultural affairs.
Why do I desire this general interest why encourage
others to success when it is .so hard now to find a market
for our product ? Know you not that freedom is and has
been the foundation-stone yea, is at the very bottom of our
national prosperity ? Could I monopolize the honey-production of this State. I should thereby temporarily advance my
own financial interests, but in my doing .so I should necessarily impoverish each of you as producers, and it is common-sense and the soundest of reason that to impoverish
ninety-nine one-hundreths of the bee-keepers of our State
not only affects the.se same bee-keepers, but nian^- others in
other pursuits as well, and eventuall}' m}' monopolizing
folly comes back as a curse on my own head.
My product
must sell if I continue to prosper, and only a prosperous
people can buy my product. Were it not for the equalizing
effects of panics and hard times we would, as a business
community, quickly become slaves to the greed3', and soon
the whole mass g'o down to one common grave.
Yes, your prosperity means mine, and I want you to
prosper. The growth of this Association means that you
will be aided to prosperity.
I say you will be aided, for this
Association cannot bring- you prosperity against all other
influences, but it can help. A large membership means
more money to do the work of the Association. I want to
call your attention to the fact that not one of us knows the
burden and expense that is upon our Secretary in keeping;
the books of this Association, and in correspondence, and
the time given to thought in solving the problems that are
for our interests, and yet it has been freely given. I desire
to see, this year, this Association grow to a membership of
many hundreds, and a treasury of hundreds, and that out
of that treasury our official servant, the Secretary, get an
allowance that w-ill justify him in working for our interests.
This would be proper, just and right.
Shall we make the eft'ort, or shall we not ? Who will
volunteer to do missionar3- work in the various parts of the
State ? I commend to this Association the plan of g-ettingsome good member in each location to •' missionate " in getting members. I shall charge upon mj- successor to see
that the will of this Association be carried out. and upon
the members that they rustle and help in both money and
work. If each one who is now a member shall get. during
the next year, as many new members as has your humble
servant during the past year, our next annual meeting;
should see on our roll near 1,000 names.
I am not offering any visionary scheme, but a business
proposition that can be carried out if we put ourselves to
the task. I ask that before we adjourn from this meetingwe shall each pledge ourselves to the work, and begin the
action that shall see not less than SCO stubs on the Secretary's membership receipt book.
R. C. AiKix.

—

—

A

discussion then ensued on giving the Secretary a
All were in favor of the idea, but as the
condition of the treasury did not justify it, the matter had
to be dropt. A motion was made to confer a loving cup
upon the Secretary as a token of gratitude, but at his urgent
request it was withdrawn.
The Secretary then made a verbal report of the work
during- the year, mentioning- in particular the soliciting of
new members, -which resulted in a total membership of 154
the efforts made to create a marketing organization, and
concluding with a statement of expenses and receipts.
A vote of thanks was then extended to Prof. Gillette,
and he was made an honorary member for next year.

compensation.

;

A DISCUSSION ON FOUI, BROOD.
Mr. M. A. Gill had been down on the program for an
address on foul brood, but had concluded to leave it to Mr.
Foster. Mr. Gill said he had been in.spector for three years
in one locality where there was a great deal of foul brood,
but it had been confined to that region by a sort of quaran-
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agreeing not to buy or ship out from there.
Mr. Foster spoke of the umvilling-ness of the Boulder
county commissioners to pay for the work done.
Mr. Gill If any work is done, a g-ood deal is done
gratuitously. If five bee-keepers in the county think the
disease exists, an inspector can be appointed and. if appointed, his
compensation must be allowed under the
statute.
From my experience on the Western Slope, I
would not advise any one to use a hive again which has not
been disinfected.
Mr. Foster — Mr. Adams has more than he can do in
Boulder county. He is expected to oversee 18,000 colonies.
Mr. Foster then exhibited a map of the vicinity of
Boulder, comprising an area of about six by eight miles,
with a larg-e number of locations markt where foul brood
One
exists, and stated how many cases were in each yard.
apiary had about 70 colonies infected out of a total of 140.
There are not over two persons in the territory mapt who
will send for an inspector. They are careless and indifferent.
H. Rauchfuss A provision in the law says the inspector has to go where he knows foul brood exists.
Does the inspector have to go when
J. E. Lyon
called on ?
Mr. Gill— He does.
Pres. Aikin Section 3 of the law sa^'s; "Every beekeeper or other person who shall be aware of the existence
tine, bee-keepers

—

;

—
—

—

of foul brood, either in his own apiary or elsewhere, shall
immediately notify the County Inspector of Bees, if there
be one, and if not the Secretary of the Colorado State BeeKeepers' As.sociation, of the existence of such disease, and
in default of so doing shall on summary conviction before a
Justice of the Peace, be liable to a fine of $S and costs."
" On receiving notice from any source, in
Section 4 says
an)' apiary in his county, of the disease known as foul
brood, or anj- other infectious or contagious disease of bees,
the Count)' Inspector of Bees shall forthwith inspect each
colony of bees and all hives."
Mr. Adams Suppose a man comes to me and orders me
to inspect when it is freezing hard.
Mr. Martin Is there any penalty if the inspector does
not do his duty ?
Mr. Gill After the inspector has been notified he is
amenable to the law as well as the owner. On the Western
Slope men watcht :ne to find out any delinquency.
Mr. Lyon I have askt Mr. Adams to go half-a-dozen
times.
I the man to ask him to go in freezing weather ?
Suppose it is freezing. Let us wipe out the inspector if he
is no good.
If he refused to go when it was too cold, why
did he not go when the weather was favorable ? We are
overrun by foul brood. I do not mean to be personal.
:

—
—

—

Am

—

—

Mr. Adams I understand that. That is all right. But
every one of the days that Mr. Lyon came, the wind was

blowing from the north, and it was cold.
Pres. Aikin This is simply a difference in judgment between two men. That point of the proper time was over-

—

lookt in the law. If particular colonies are known to be
diseased, then any time will do. But whoever formulated
the law didn't think of that.
L. Booth The law is all right. The official is not expected to do his duty at an unsea.sonable time, but within a
reasonable time and in a reasonable manner.
Pres. Aikin You are correct.
Mr. Gill The time of visit is usually agreed upon between the owner and the inspector. Usually there is no
brood in the hives at the time referred to. The best time to
inspect is when bees fly freely. I have inspected 3.100 colonies without a veil. There is alwaj'S some time between
June and January to inspect. One man can order the inspector to g-o to any part of the county.
Pres. Aikin The law does not contemplate the unreasonable, but the point might be brought up whether a certain course is rea.sonable or unreasonable.
Mr. Fostsr Early last spring- I sent for Mr. Adams.
He said the weather was not fit. I put up a tent and a .stove,
and he came. I think Mr. Adams does well with 18,000 colonies.
At every sixth or seventh house, one sees bees. If
he .stops at every house he spends half his time calling-. If
he does not. he misses a good many. I say. take a small

—

—

—

—

—

district

and do

Mr. Gill
tor does

it

well.

— Wisconsin

it all.

spector can find all
I spent little time.

Mr. Honnett
taxt.

claims the best law. One inspecdone. One inthe bees diseased. If I found no disea.se,

The work can be thoroughly

— Assessors

They could add

bees,

make

a

list

of

products not

and the inspector could get

his

information from them,
Mr. Adams When my commissioners say, "You've got

—
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to keep down the expenses," I haven't got the money to
fight Boulder county and support myself and family.

— And somebody else says to confine the inspecexpenses — but the
commissioners can't go
against the law.
Mr. Rhodes — They do in some counties, but
is not the
Mr. Gill

tor

to S200

it

law that they should.

Adams — I'm hunting the man who gets $200.
Pres. Aikin I have here some samples of combs infected with foul brood in an advanced stage after it has
dried up. There is another disease like foul brood, and the
test is the elasticity of the matter.
But the dead brown
matter at the bottom of the cells is a pretty good indication.
Mr.

—

The samples referred to were put up in a securely enclosed box of glass and wood, the glass being on both sides,
next to the faces of the combs.
The reading of the Inspectors' Reports followed, which
are here put together and tabulated
:

INSPECTOR.

Feb.

2,

1899.

Feb.

2,

AMERICAFn

1899.

BEti

on the sides as stops so that the foundation will rest on the
board while the frame rests on the stops. Put a bunch of
the sticks in the heated wax. They will froth up at first
because of the air and moisture in the wood. In a little
while that will be cookt out and the wax will settle down
Then with the pliers lift a stick out of the wax and
clear.
lay it on the foundation, and with the wet edg-e of the
presser press it into the foundation. Being- hot it will melt
its way into the foundation, and if prest too hard or too
A little experience
long- may cut the foundation in two.
wili enable you to do it rig-ht. It is perhaps well to heat
the wax little more than enough to keep it melted, for if too
hot there will not be so good a coating of wax on it, and if
you use a stick not coated with wax at all the bees will digout the stick. The sticks are put perpendicularly, one about
an inch from each end, one in the middle and one on each
side of the middle one-half way between it and the end one.
2. No.
3. Yes, where propolis is at all plenty.
don't believe

it

would make any

4.

I

5.

Probably the wood-zinc.

6.

It

7.

Make your wood-strips about

.serious trouble.
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Hoffman or something else. I know of no
special reason why more is not said about them, or why
they are not recommended more, unless it be that a larger

others prefer the

number have not preferred them.
Leveling

Down Combs.

What kind

of an instrument is used in leveling drawn
sections ? I understand the cells should not be
over )'s-iiich in depth when the super is first put on. I cannot understand whj- it is not just as necessary to level down
the cells of the extracting-combs after they have been completed in the extractor. If good honey can be obtained by
leaving full-depth cells in the extracting-chamber, why not
Mass.
leave deep cells in the super combs ?

combs

ill

Answer. — Taylor's comb-leveler is the tool. It costs
The object in leveling is to cut away
edge of the comb that has become darkened. That will

$1.00. postpaid, SI. 25.

the
explain to you

why

necessary to level sections and not

it is

can.
5-16 thick,

an inch wide

(^-.-.-

,-.-_,_

GEHERAuVilW

or less, having a saw-kerf in each edg-e to receive the zinc.
Put tog'-ether so that your honey-board shall be flat on one
side and the other side shall have the ends and sides '4
thicker than the rest. That will make a bee-space between
the honey-boai'd and the super.

Getting an Italian Queen Early.

Where can I g'-et a good, cheap, Italian queen ? I want
one as early as I can get it. I think I could introduce it in
March, or April at least. I got a colony of black bees last
spring, but they didn't do well. It wasn't a good honey
year, but there is an Italian colony right by the side of mine
which g-athered enoug-h honey to nearly winter, and they
are about twice as strong. They were started the same
time. I got one colony a year ago. and divided it, but in
the fall one of them left, and in February the other died, so
I had to get another colony last spring.
I intend to keep
on, all the same, and make a bee-keeper of myself.
The
American Bee Journal is the only help I have, but it has
been enough so far.
Maky.
Ans-vver.

— Yes,

you mig-ht introduce a queen

in

or even in February, but all things considered it is not advisable. You'll be as well off if you get your queen in May.
probably, rvmning less risk in shipping, and by the time it
will be advisable to get a queen you will see queens advertised by reliable dealers in this paper.

Alfalfa or Lucern

Van Deusen Self-Spacing Frames.

I

kee. I noticed in the catalog that German lucern was priced
differently from American alfalfa or sand lucern, so I think
there must be a difference between lucern and alfalfa, for

77/c

Tavlor Comb-Lcveii'r.

extracting-combs. The comb of the extracting-combs is
not taken with the honey, hence there's no need to cut any
of it away. Indeed, in most cases it would do no good, for
you'd have to cut away all the comb to g'-et rid of the dark

Some have insisted strenuously that the comb of sections should be leveled to '/i of an inch. I don't believe
there ever was any good reason for that, and I have always
held that all the leveling that was needed was to g-et rid of
the darkened part. If the comb is pure white clear out to
the edges of the cells, there's no need to cut any away, unless in rare cases in which the cells are so deep that they
would be built fast to the separator. I think this view is
now held b}- those who have insi.sted most strongly on the
-;'s-inch.

*-*~»^

the bees do not visit mj- lucern.

Years ago I used the common hang'ing^ frames, but
having much trouble with spacing'- and g-etting straight
2.

combs.

I

askt a supply dealer for a self-spacing frame.

He

showed me one which he called the Van Deusen. This
spaced above and below, by means of little irons fastened
on each corner. This frame suits me best of all. I have
.seen the Hoffman but would not want it.
The bees cannot
fasten the Van Deusen frame to the hive.
What is the
reason we do not hear anything in regard to this frame
and why do bee-keepers not recommend it ?
MlCHiG.\>r.
'!

AxswEKS. — 1.

that the difference is not in
In this region I never saw bees on alfalfa, altho it is the same as that farther west.
It is not
uncommon for an imported article to differ in price from the
home product, even when just the same. Bokhara clover
seed is imported into this country and sells at a different
price from that of sweet clover seed, altho Bokhara and
sweet clover are one and the same thing.
2. The Van Deu.sen spacers have been before the public
It is likely

kind but in place.

for

some years.

Some agree with you

',

el;

part.

have read much in the American Bee Journal of
alfalfa being so good a honey-plant in the West, but the
bees do not tackle alfalfa in the Northern States or gather
honey from it. I was born in Germany, and can remember
that almost every farmer had a lucern (alfalfa) field.
Twelve years ago I ordered some lucern seed from Milwau1.

l*MP FLUE

March

in liking-

them, while

Preventing After-Swarming.
I see bj- some of the bee-papers that one of the methods
prevent after-swarming is to place the primary swarm
on the stand of the old hive, and remove the latter to a new
location. It has also been found advisable to give the surplus cases to the new swarm. Now, in removing the surplus
cases from the parent colony, is it best to rid them of bees
before they are placed on the hive containing- the new
swarm, or should the supers be lifted off' with the bees in

to

them

?

-

—

Massachusetts.

Axs-vvER. In taking the supers from the mother colony
to give to the swarm, take bees and all. It's easier, and it's
better.
But if you do this when the swarm is first hived,
there is danger that the queen may take up her abode in the
supers unless barred by a queen-excluder.
If no queenexclpder is used, better wait a day or two before putting the
supers over the swarm. To make the plan more effective,
it is better to put the old close beside the new one. and in
about a week move the old hive to a new place.
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Editor.

Feb.

2.
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A. P. Grout, of Winchester Vice-President, H. Augustine,
Normal Secretary and Treasurer. H. S. Grindlev, of the
Universit.Y of Illinois. An Executive Committee, composed
of prominent representatives of a number of State org-ani;

of

;

zations interested in the subject of foods, was elected. We
notice that Mr. Jas. A. Stone, Secretarj' of the Illinois State
Bee-Keepers' Association, is a member of the committee.
The conference adopted the following- resolutions
:

73

are having an interest in honoring Father Langstroth with
a monument.
Yours trulj-,
C. Thiki,m.\nn.
Yes, Mr. Theilmann, you would be surprised to see how
many have thaiikt us for suggesting that the Dot cash
prizes be turned into the Langstrotli Monument Fund. Of
course none of them will feel a contribution itiade in that
way. Many only regret that their amounts are not larger.
But to all from whom we do not hear by Feb. 15, we will
mail the amounts due them and all who notify us to place
their prize amounts in the Monument Fund will be acknowledged in the Bee Journal later on, no matter if it is only a
nickel contribution.
^

;

the sense of this Conference that a bill should
be enacted into law which should prevent the sale of articles of food and
druirs in Illinois which are harmful to the consumer, and which will also
regulate the sale of mi.\t products under proper reuulaticns, to the end
that the health of the people miy be protected from injurious products
of manufacture, and that mixt products shall not be past upon the consumer in lieu of the hit^-her priced genuine article. Said bill is to include
also the resrulations re^'ardinp the sale of farm and jrarden seeds.
Resolved, further. That we believe it necessary that a State Commissioner or Comimssion should be appointed to carry out the provisions
of the law.
Resolved, That the E.'cecutive Committee is hereby instructed to
secure the co-operation of all persons and associations interested to assist
in the carrviuff forward of this work, and that the committee be authorized to draft a bill along- these lines, and secure its enactmeiU into law.
Resolved, That the Committee be authorized to call a meetincr, if
they consider it advisable, and submit the drafted bill for further consideration before its introduction into the leg-islature.

Resolved, That

it

is

The Executive Committee appointed Senator H. M.
Dunlap, with the assistance of Sec. Grindley, to draft the
jjroposed bill upon lines indicated by the conference that all
interested take an active interest in the subject. The committee would also like to have suggested any facts or measures which should be given consideration in framing a bill
directed to the end in view.

Bees Breeding in the Cellar.— Dr. A. B. Mason has
this paragraph in a letter we received from him dated
Jan. 21
" The statement of .some of our great lights, that bees
don't breed in the cellar, is given a whack every winter by
my bees. I believe every colotiy is stronger now than when
put into the cellar last November, and not a sign of disease."

*****

Mr. H. W. Brice — a prominent bee-keeper and writer
in England— says in the British Bee Journal that the fruit
crop on a farm near one of his out-apiaries is worth $500 a
year more than it was without the bees. So says an item in
Gleaning-s. It is just such intelligent and conclusive information as this that will help to cure the blindness on the
part of many fruit-growers who are enemies of bees when
thev should be their friends.

Mr. H. W. Buckbee'S Seed and Plant Guide for 1899 is
one of the most elaborate and complete catalogs we have
seen this year. It contains 132 pages, and will be sent to
you free upon receipt of your name and address. Write for
it, to H. W. Buckbee, Rockford, 111., not failing to mention
the American Bee Journal when doing so. The name " Buckcommend him to bee-keepers on account of
^)t'f " should
the very familiar latter part of it.

—

Mr. J. H. M.artix (Rambler), of Los Angeles Co.,
wrote us Jan. 20

Calif.,

:

" We have had a good rain, but it is far from enough to
ensure a honey crop. The conditions are however favorable
to the continuation of additional rains.
The absence of
moisture another season would about use up the industry in
Still, the person that has the grit to hold on
this State.
would reap a benefit in the end."

*****
Mr.
21,

said

S. T.

Pettit, of Ontario, Canada, writing us Jan.

:

"I am now in my 70th vear. How rapidly life glides
away. You cannot realize it yet, but the serious fact will
rush upon your mind before long. It is a good thing to
work while we can."

Editor E. R. Root is the subject of a curious mistake
is going the rotmds of the foreign bee-journals, to the
effect that •• Mr. E. Root, editor of American Gleanings."
has for more than 50 years practiced clipping queens, and
likes the practice.
As Mr. Root has not yet seen 37 years,
he may be excused for having some doubt as to the correctthat

ness of the statement.

***** G

D.\IKV .\XD CRE.A.MERY is the name of a new 16-page
semi-monthly paper, devoted to the advancement of the
dairy, creamery

and

.stock

interests.

may

A

free

sample copy

be had bj- writing to J. Lewis Draper, 279 Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111., and mentioning the Bee Journal.
The
subscription price of the Dairy and Creamery is 50 cents a
year.
We will order it for you for one year as a premium if
you will send us one new subscriber to the American Bee
Journal, with Sfl.OO.

*****

Mr. C. THi:ir,M.\NX, of
as follows Jan. 23

Wabasha

Co.,

Minn., wrote us

De.4,k Editor York :— I herewith hand you SI. 00 to go
with those winners of the Dot contest who are willing to
give their prizes toward the Langstroth Monument Fund. I
hope that everj' one of the winners will consent to your ingenious suggestion, to raise and increa.se this fund for putting up a respectable stone over the resting-place of Father
Langstroth, which he so justlv deserved.
I have never read anything in all the bee and' other
papers that pleased me so highly as did your suggestion to
the winners in that Dot contest, as it amounts to a big .sum
if all consent, while none will feel any poorer in giving the
small amount, and all will feel cheerful to think that they
in

Yes, we already realize how fleeting time is. It will
soon be 15 years since we first began to work on this journal, and yet it seems only a few months ago.
Being so
busy helps to speed time on its way. Verilj-, " It is a good
thing to work while we can," for " the night cometh when
no man can work."
* * » * *

Dr. F. L. Peiro. of Chicago (office in Central Music
Halll, is well known to many of our readers, as he has written quite frequently for our columns, and also has attended
several national conventions. He visited the Pacific Coast
some tiine ago, and called on some of the bee-keepers.
Here's what he has to say abotit his meeting Prof. A. J.

Cook,

who

lives

near Los Angeles, Calif.:

" What
Didn't I tell you about meeting Prof. Cook in
Santa Barbara, on my recent visit to California? Well, I
Seated like a
did, and I envied his delightful situation.
king on his (street-car) throne, surrounded by as charminga bevy of ladies as you could see in a great journ.ey there
he was, dispensing smiles and information as easily and
genially as if it were an ever3' day occurrence. Old, did
I

—

Bless you, no!

j'ou sa3' ?

He's not that kind.

young another SO years, at least.
' The very next day I met him again.
i sat in his seat, next to the
nered him
1

He'll be

This time I corand he had

aisle,

Couldn't get out. Then we
to stay in that railroad car.
had it. He told me much about his part of the State, near
the famous 'Redlands;' about bees, and the new house he
was btiilding, etc.; and told in so delightful a way I was
charmed with his engaging companionship. I wanted to
lot of other questions, but you know how quickly time
Almost before I knew it we
pas.ses in pleasant company.

ask a

were too-tooting into Los Angeles, and there our paths
diverged.
" Jov be to

him and

his,

always."

Dr. Peiro.

—
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and verj- nearly in proportion. If Mr. D. will take the
pains to get the price on glucose by the carload he will find
that there is a good margin for adulterating- 3'et. If there
were not, there would not be so much of it. I dislike to talk
about adulteration as much as any one but if we bee-keepers try to cover up the fact, or try to convince ourselves that
it is not as bad as some folks think, the glucose-mixers will
take new courage. All they want is to be let alone. In that
cose,

;

Logwood

reported, in Southland Queen, as the best
honey-plant in the island of Jamaica. It comes into bloom
is

January.

in

Cypress Half-Barrels for Honey are preferred by Dr.
Blanton. When dry they weii,'^h 27 to 29 pounds, and ab.sorb three'pounds of honey.
Cleaning's.

—

Drone-Cells Opposite Worker on Same" Comb
"I
once had a full sheet of heavy brood-foundation, one side
every cell drone-comb, whilst the other was all worker,"
says J. W. Green, in Australian Bee-Bulletin. Is there no
possible chance for mistake in that ?

To Stop Robbing.— Set in a new place the hive that is
being- robbed, and put in its place one of the strongest colonies.
Do this in the evening. Robbers begin work early
in the morning, and will get a warm reception.
After a
little fighting they will give it up.
Gleanings.

—

A Woodpecker's Work.— A bee-keeper was greatly
surprised to find that a colony that had been unusually
heavy had become very light. A hole was in the side of the
hive, and on watching he found a woodpecker was the agg-ressor, perhaps being aided by others.
Wegweiser.

—

Market Quotations appear

to glory in

giving the low-

Canadian Bee Journal, and if in Toronto, Montreal, or some other cities a few culls have been
est prices, saj-s the

sold at b'i cents a pound, the public, without explanations,
see in the press that comb honey is selling at from 6'2 cents
The tendency of this is to depress prices.
to

—

.

Darkening Hive=Entrances for Winter Franz Ebster,
Deutsche Imker, considers it of very great importance
that colonies wintered out-doors should have the entrances
well shaded. During the winter rest the bees should not be
able to tell day from night, least of all should they be able
to tell that the sun is shining. They will keep quieter, consume less, and endure the winter better.
in

Arizona Honey.— C. A. Hatch says the principal sources
the Salt River Valley are three mesquite, which does
not yield every year, and gives honey a shade darker than
good white clover alfalfa, the main reliance, with honey
nearly equal to that of Colorado or Central California iii
flavor, but much darker ground-cherry, which yields some
years largely, and compares favorably with eastern buckin

:

;

;

wheat.

— American

Bee-Keeper.

To Prevent Swarming, R. C. Aikin says there are two
'• Hive the queen
ways
and bees in one section of the hive
just as the flow comes on, making a new or strengthening
weak ones with the brood, or by excluding the queen from

respect thej' are like the saloon-keeper, whose bu.siness Mr.
Doolittle and I mutuallj' despise. Gleanings.

—

Cleaning in the Spring.
In the Progressive BeeKeeper, R. C. Aikin sa^-s to clean up hives and frames in
April or May, depending on latitude and season, and the
bur-combs trimmed oft" will pay for the labor, leaving the
combs much pleasanter to handle throughout the season.
Doolittle thinks not enoug-h wax could be accumulated in
one season to pay for the work if top-bars are jj to % thick,
as u,sed now by most apiarists. When he finds a colony
gives an extra amount of bur-combs, he replaces the queen.
Getting Frames Filled with Brood. Frames which
have brood at the front end and honey at the back are reverst by R. C. Aikin. in the early season, or if the hive allows, it is turned half around, so the brood will be at the
rear and the honey toward the entrance. This makes the
bees fill up the whole of the frame with brood.
A good
scheme, where honey is thus found in one end of frames,
but those whose bees fill the frames with brood from one
end to the other without any attention on the part of the
bee-keeper, are saved the labor of such manipulation. Pro-

—

gressive Bee-Keeper.

The Dickel Theory has taken up a good deal of space in
German bee-papers, but has been little noticed on this
side the water. The theory is that all the eggs laid by a
the

fecundated queen, whether in large or small cells, are fertilized alike, and after they are laid the workers decide their
sex by the food. L. Stachelhausen, himself an able beekeeper and a well-informed German, gives, in the Southland Queen, an account of the theory, then gives some arguments of his own and others to show the fallacy of the
theory, saying, " It is astonishing that this controversy
could have so much space in German bee-papers, and that a
man like Mr. Dickel could have any influence."

Making One's Own Hives.— W. Z. Hutchinson says he
buys sections and shipping-cases, but makes his hives. He
is " near planing-mills that have good machinery and competent workmen," with lumber cheap, so.it costs him much
less than to send to a bee-hive factory.
But thafs hardly
making his own hives. I suppose the onU- difl'erence between him and me is that he gives special instruction how
his stuft' shall be cut. He says wisely that each one must
decide for himself which is best for him.
[W. Z. Hutchinson does just the right thing but tliere are few, compara:

are so favorably situated.
By far the great
majority are out of the vicinity of cheap lumber. Indeed,
they could buy the hives all made up in the flat about as
cheaply as thej" could buy the same superficial surface of
plain lumber. Ed.]
Gleanings.
tively,

who

—

:

part of the hive 10 days prior to the flow then at the beginning of the flow take the queen and unsealed brood to a
new stand, and give the bees and scaled brood on the old
stand a ripe cell or virgin queen.— Progressive Bee-Keeper.
;

Credit to
obliged to get

Whom

—

Credit is Due.
This Boiler was
down on his marrow-bones because when
mentioning some items brought out in the discussions of a
convention, he failed to mention that the report of the convention was given in Canadian Bee Journal. Will the editor of that esteemed journal please print some words that
will show he has assumed the same attitude when he notices
that he has omitted to give any credit for the first half of
page 4,52 in his paper ?
Doolittle on Adulteration.— Mr. Doolittle, in the Progressive Bee-Keeper, thinks there is more noi.se about adulteration than the facts will warrant that there is less
adulteration now than formerly. If Mr. D. will go over the
markets as some of us have done, especially in the large
cities, I think he will have reason to change his mind.
It
is true, honey has come down in price, and so also has glu:

—

Larvae in Queen-Cells. R. C. Aikin. in Gleanings, says
he has unqueened about 1,000 colonies in the past nine
years. He always counted that there would be positively
no swarming for 10 days after the unqueening'. He aimed
to visit the unqueened colonies the ninth day after unqueening, when no unsealed larva; would be present, but frequently it happened that queen-cells were not cut till the
10th and 11th days, and sometimes not till the 12th and 13th.
He found that a I'cry small percent would have a queen
emerge the 10th day after the unqueening. and even a very
small percent the 11th day. while some went to the 13th and
Probably half the colonies had a queen to
14th days.
emerge by the end of the 12th day, tapering from that to
the ISth. Counting 16 days to mature a queen, the majority
must have started with larvK not more than four daj-s from
the la3'ing of the egg, and by far the larger part inside of
But this does not at all prove that such queens
five days.
are equal to those reared for swarming or super.sedure. The
editor is verj' emphatic upon this point, and says in a foot" If there is any one thing about which I feel pretty
note
sure, it is that queens reared from cells built in a colony
that is suddenly made queenless, are not the equal of swarming or .supersedure quiens, in prolificness, size, or long-evitv,"
:

—
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SWEET CLOVER

Roors Column
We

have a

thing's to

want

g^reat

many

we can present

to

to

lu the multitude of counsellors there
s.ifetv.— Prov. 11-14.

a

consideration only one thing at a time.

were so

that

we

T. Pettit— Yes.
W. G. Larrabee No.
Prof. A. J. Cook— That depends. Yes
S.

however, a slight difference. The crosscleats, instead of being '2 -inch wide,
are 5-16, and the slats themselves a
little narrower
just enough narrower
so that the top slat will drop down '4inch from the section, shown at A, in

—

the drawing below.
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"by freig'ht.

orders are solicited.

W.

YORK & CO.

Michiiran Street.

-

CHICAtiCi, ILL.

—

illus-

trations in our Catalog for last year
answer for the 1899 goods. There is,

lOlh
Sl.OO

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartajrc,

wanted

?— Anon.

tion

60c
70c
80c
60c
SSc

Alsike Clover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover
Crimson Clover

Bee-Keeping as a Business.

sold last year

nearl5' perfect that the

Sft

Sweet Clover

Query 89. — Would you advise any one to follow bee-keepinj^ as a business in the United
States ? That is, to depend upon its results for
a livelihood — be a specialist in honey-produc-

Fences....
The Fences

is

your

Our 1899

Seeds.

"VVe have made arrangrements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by f reiirht
or express, at the foUowinjjr prices, cash with
the order:

interesting

show you, but owing

of space

And Several Other Clover

and

VALUABLE BOOK

no.

OH POULTRY FOR

onies.

posiagesnd

G. M. Doolittle— Well, that is what I
am doing, and what I do any one else

can do.

—

Jas. A. Stone I am of
mind in bee-keeping as in
don"t believe in specialties.

Dr. J. P. H.

the

same

;

worth

$S5.

MAKf

JOHN BAUSCHER.

Jr.

Freeport, 111.
Box U4
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
mailing.

Dec I^CCDCDC
DCL-NLLr LliO

farming

Brown— Best

1890 FREE.

Hew ; the largest out
to anyone. Tells all you may want to koow
about poultry. H^w to build poultry lionsts and
BIBHOHEY'vithpoultry. S^ndlSc. tor

—

Chas. Dadant & Son Yes, provided
you do not keep less than 300 to SCO col-

.-^oniHthlne enlirtly

•J.

A/,

?
1

L^t tne send vou my 64paffe CAT.iLOG for 1S>)9.

Jenkins, WetvtmpUa, Ala.

not to risk

one basket. Have
some more strings to your bow.
R. L. Taylor No, not any o)u\ but
any one who has a taste for it, and
ail

)-our

eggs

in

—

who

is

able-bodied, active

and

skillful

withal.

—

M. Hambaugh Location has much
do with this question. I would saj'
yes were the conditions right otherJ.

to

;

"^^
'.^

•^

Rout's Guilds at Roofs Price-.
^f:
PouDER's Honey-Jars and every- ^;
^»
bee-keepers.
Prompt
thinp used bj

where bee-keeping as a business

^^2

Service

Eugene Secor — There may be
ties

will pay, but such places
judgment.
tiful, in

are not plen-

my

—

O. O. Poppleton No man can fully
advise another a stranger what busiI have myself been
ness to follow.
doing as the question suggests for over

—

—

20 years.

We

are almost daily receiving very
flattering reports of honey put up in

Mr. J. E. Crane, of
Middlebury. Vt., one who has no interest in supplies, having recently been
over the markets of the East, says that
honey in plain sections was all cleaned
up in some markets, and that there was
a demand for more. While this may
not be true in other markets, it is a fact
worth considering. When you place
your order for comb-honey supers the
plain sections.

coming season, consider.
But the Fences and Plain Sections
are not the only latest feature to our

Supers and Hives. In the next issue
will show you .some conveniences
that will be readily appreciated.

we

Keqs your Eye on this Column, for it
may save you Dollars. A-iVA^A^A^

—

Emerson T. Abbott Not unless you
have a good farm to fall back on. Beekeeping is a part of agriculture, and.
as such, should be carried mi with other
agricultural pursuits.

A.

J.

Green — Doubtless there are

many

localities
where a specialist
would do well. But I believe the time
has past for bee-keeping as an exclulocality.
sive business in

my

A. F.

Brown — No,

C. H.

Dibbern

True, there
sir
are lots of specialist men who make
the production of honey their sole business and livelihood. Still, it's a business equal, almost, to gambling'.

my

— It

!

would not do

Mrs. L. Harrison

—Not

every one

—

MEDINA, OHIO.

;

special qualifications are needed not
only a good producer, but a good seller.
A careful, painstaking person who
looks after the adds and ends may succeed.
C.

Aikin

— Specialism

requires

more of a reserve bank account

ThGfl.l.RooiGoiiipaiiy

in

locality, as

there are entirelj' too
many failures in seasons. There are
no doubt many sections where such a
course would be safe and profitable.

R.

lSuDDlies.1

locali-

wise, no.

to tide

over failures than does " niixt farming." A mixture maj' succeed almost
anywhere specialism only in favorable localities. In the right field, and

—

r$
.^
r^

— low

frei<;rliT^

WALTER

S.

rate.

Catalog

POUDER,

S12 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

J^

^:
<».
^^

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
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SOLD ON TRIAL!

liuy no Inoubutur uiul i>u> tor It
before ^ivliifc It u triul.
Many people have lost faith in incubators be.iiisi-

Ihev

lo

•-,1

thai ivas never inleml,iiul>L-Ms— Lii.1,1,.. Tii^TL-ly tosell.

liiiiiirhloiie

h;ii.h

The Von Culin Incubators
arc sohl on Irlal tubjecl tu >uiir approvSimplest machine uiade. A cbiid cau oi>erate it. The hisrsi'^l
fataln^ue and "poultry pointers" book published, sentfor 5<*.
Plans for Brooders, Poultry ilous.-;.. etc.. sent on receijit u: 2r»f.
Von CultD Incubator Co. 5 Adams St. Delaware CiW. Det
nl.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

SECOND-HAND

for the greatest success finaiiciallv, I
say yes but for the most enjoyable
life and the best citizenship, I say a

mixture.
D. W. Heise

FOR SALE CHEAP!

general

it is

eggs

one

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO.,

CH1CA(;0, ILL.

118 Michijran Street,

—

—

upon

it

in

—

a specialty, and to depend

5ixty=pound Cans
"We have about 100 second-hand 60-pound Cans,
in a case, that we offer, while they last, in
lots of five or more cases 10 cans) at 40 cents a
case, f.o.b. Chicago. Belter order-at once if you
*wadt some of them. Address.

H»», 6 (c. S III. «1; l-i to IH In. ^^.ftO.
lUU. i It. ^l*> pri-inilil. IDU. 4 tofil't.

I cannot say as to the
United States, but as a Canuck I would
consider it unwise for any one to
launch into bee-keeping- as a specialist,
and depend upon it for a livelihood in
Canada.
Rev. M. Mahin I would advise the
very few not the many to make the

—

1899.

2,

EVERGREENS

;

business

two

Feb.

mainly for a living.
not well to carry

But
all

in

the

.rlmice 1- ruit tiees.-.J()
arieties. .>ir».
varieties. ;J1'>. ^Iriiitiiifntul A Fruit
ITrcew. fatal. itriie aii>l in'rcs of .")0
J

^eat bar-ain

l.-t..

SEP*T E^REE.

D. tilLL,|Si''Dund'ee,''8ff.
Please nK-tuion the Bee

3D8t

Jouriu'il.

CATALOG BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
son,
JOHN' n?;i;kl,

An PARP

..v

SAtf
Please inenMon

Hif.M Hill, MissorRl.
Bee Journal -when -writing.

ba.sket.

—

No, I would not. Not
J. E. Pond
one in 50 can do so and make a success.
Once in awhile a
I speak generally.
good living can be made, by a person
especially fitted by Nature and study,

DOGS \i:rlS'e''J.ZTSlTe
WONDERFUL
to dn v.nir work for you.HS well as
du^' will

leiirn

protect your children Jind your home. Everybody
pleased with ours and the prices. They are secured
as fast as we can produce thrm. Write at once tor
particulars to PoTTS Bkos box 10, Parkesburtt.Pa.
Please mention the Americau Bee Journal.
Ctf
.

but as a rule it can't be done.
P. H. Elwood Bee-keeping has afforded for the past few years a very
poor living to a majority of those who

—

HATCH CHICKEKS
BY

STEAM-^v,(i,

the

suiiple. i".T(r';[, selI^^l;latlug

EXCELSIOR INci'imE
Musauds in successful nHTatmu.
"•t I'riced Isi-claiis

1 1 J

to

htitcim

.ujiKlt

(;i:4>. II. sTAiii..
I'-i'J! S. fith ^"1., <)iiilnrv.

lU

44A2Ht Please mention the Bee Journ-l.
Wholesale.

THE

A,

I.

ROOT GO'S GOODS

Retail.

Includinsr their discounts for poods wanted for
use another season. It will pay you to send me
Cash for Beeswax.
St of g-oods wanted.

M. H.

HUNT, Bell Bkanch,

Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

ripping, crossLuttiny,
mitering-,
tor

rabeting-, g-rooving-,
'aiiiing',

scroU-saw-

ng^, boring-, edg^enuiulding-, beadingr,
etc. Full line Foot

Hand Power

and

Machinery. Send
for Catalog- A.
S.ripra Fulls MTl'.

(:»., 4(>

Water

St..

Seneca Falls,

IV.

Y.

Q-aeen-Clipping

Device

on.

—

G. W. Demaree I would not advise
every one to enter the bee-business,
far from it. If your inclinations lead
that direction, and you have no
business that pays for your time and
labor, honey-production offers a field
of fascinating- work with fair profits
to the man suited to the business.
E. S. Lovesy Under favorable con-

«hh

my

ditions, yes.
I am trying to make
living in the business. Without sayingwhether I have acquired it or not, I
would advise a practical knowledge in
the bee-business, as it is more or less
like Paddy's flea now you think you
have it. and now you don't. The beekeeper is liable to a hundred accidents

(Jueen-Clipping"
a fine thing" for use in
and clipping^ Queens'
wing-s. We mail it for 25 cents;
as a preor will send it
mium for sending- us
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at Sl.OO; or forSl.lO we will
is

catching-

is

FREE
ONE NEW

Michigan

St.,

Chica-ro,

Foundation
Working Wax
Wholesale and Retail.

and a

full line of

The

Expects Successful Wintering.
Bees are all in the cellar and apparently
very contented, with every prospect of a

The past season was
a rather moderate one here, and in Cairo,
this State, while my bees in Colorado have
done better than I'nr several years.
Greene Co., N. Y.. Dec. 20. O. R. Coe.
successful wintering;.

SUPPLIES.

Write for
and samples

best of everything.

Catulog. with prices,
ot Fouudatiiin

Bee Journal Worth $105 to Him.

and Sections.

Beeswax Always Wanted
for Cash or Trade at liighe.st price.
for IM D will bi rendy in January.

Send
are a

Catalog

me your name,

whether you
small or large consumer or

dealer.

GUS DUIMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please msuuo.i l,^u jourr.ai wh-sn -writing.

Vermorel

Rp'«t.'"

SALEM.

CO..

0.

\\>sleni AL'ents, Hennion A Hubbell.
CaUli->£ue .ind formulas free.
Chicagy.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

I

-writing.

POWER MACHISERY

BARNES' FOOT

Kl-:ia

WlKU

.1.

I.

I'AKl XT.of

^^^^^f^^^iS^fm. cut with one of your Combiued Macliines. last winter,
f (0'i,//'S\ 4'^
-''^ ?o chaff hives with 7-in. cap.
II Nl
honey raclcs, 50O brood''

'

'

'

frames, 2.'i-HXl honey bo.\es. and
LTeat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc..
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all

:i

vou sav

it

will." Cataloi.' and price-list free.
W. F. A: John B.4RNEB,
'W5 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

Address,
5Ctf

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

I

WCUBaTOR SUCCESS
pruper dlstritmttoD of heatami
perfect roi;QlatloQ«nd
These points attaiD per-

ti.i!-^

moMure and
»enlilati«n.

PETALUMA INCUBATOR

Aditothesepoiuts superior coiiMtruetloa anil finish aD.l
yoa ha« a nerfect ii.ia.n.e. Th>y ,U»\ -iny "'J't}'' l"';.nt.se» ut

SIztsfromr.O to K50 ICC". Prlee» IflO. up.
WEPA* -REIGHTANV WHERE iu the U.S. catalogue free.
Cal.

halch.

Box vl. PctalumB.
Please meniion Bee Journal -when writing.

Pctaluinu Incubator Co.,

The Rural Californian

Comb

Hives, Sections,

li varieties

aD<l

"Wm-M's

Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honev; the Pastur.a^re and NectarProducing- Plants: the Bee-Ranches and how
thev are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fullv covered by an e.xpert bee-man. Besides
this" the paper also tells you .all about California
.\^'riculture and Horticulture. SI. on per year; 6

111.

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

Bordenui

THE DEMINO

Addrt-ss,

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY.
118

sprayers,

No/.rles, the

mail the Bee Journal one year

and the Clipping- Device.

simple indeed.

made while pumping,

]

I

or misfortunes, and if he would obtain
success he must be able to grapple with
and apply all necessary remedies at
once.

new patent

J

in

—

oiir

Kerosene Sprayers^
Kerosene enmlaitiQ

1

—

Free....

The MuMCTTK

Device

Whether
depend entirely upon it.
prices and other conditions will permanently improve remains to be seen.
Dr. C. C. Miller— That depends. Certainly not, if money is your chief aim.
If the most you care for is to live a
healthy, happy, and useful life, even
then it will hardly do to make beekeeping your sole business, unless you
have some money laid by to fall back

would not be without the Bee Journal,
for it is worth its weight in gold to every
bee-man who keeps bees. 1 can't see how a
bee-man can do business in sellins honey
and wax if he is not posted on the market
prices and crops of the different States.
Last year I had over 13. OUO pounds of huney.
I sold my honey from 4 to4'.j cents a pound.
When the honey dropt to i^'.j cents i had
over 6,000 pounds on hand, but I did not sell
for that price. 1 saw in the Bee Journal

Sample copies, 10 cents.
THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
Los .-Vni; ELKS. C.\L.
218 North Main Street.
FIe.ase mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
months, 50 cents.

BROODERS .h^:'."i^r
INCUBATORS &
use sueiessluliy. Fully Olustrato niiike and hdvv to
lert in Poultrv Keeper lOiislnitur No.

2. 2-i

cis.

send

lorlree sample cony ot i^oi-ltuv Kkki'EUw th partieulars aDout other vaUiable poultry tnowleUtse.
Adu ress, I'oultry Keeper Co., box lU. Parkesburg, f ».
Ctf

Flease mention the American Bee Journal.

I

TlieAmericauPoiiltry Journal
.-^25

Oearborn Street,

iii^.'

its

Cnic.\(-io. III.

o^*"'' " quarter of a
century old and is still gconmust possess intrinsic merit of its own. and
Held must be a valuable one. Such is the

Alrtiift-l^l
JOUrndl

II'-"

'**

American Poultry Journal.
50 cents a Year.

Mention the Bee Journal.

F
Feb.

2,
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BEST

Extracted Honey For Sale.
ALL IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

BASSWOOD

ALFALFA
HONEY.
This
ted

HONEY.
This

famous White Extrac-

is tlio

Honey gathered

is

the

wuU-knowu

light-col-

ored honey gathered from the rich,
nectar-laden basswood blossoms iu
Wisconsin. It has a stronger flavor
than Alfalfa, and is greatly preferred by those who like a distinct
flavor in iheir honey.

in the great Al-

falfa regions of the Central West. It

a splendid honey, cand nearly
every body who cares to eat honey at
all can't get enough of the Alfalfa
is

extracted.

of either,

bv mail.

8 cents;

samples

of both. 15 cents— to

that in different States the honey crop was
light, and not of very good quality, so I
kept ray honey for better prices.
A buyer's agent came along and offere4
me 4 cents a pound. I said. • No. the honey
is worth more."
He argued that there was
plenty of honey all over the East. I re"How do yoi;
plied, "I know better."
know it ?" he askt. I replied, " I read a reliable paper, which gives the production of
honey and prices, and that is the America^
Bee Journal."
"Well," said he, "Papers don't make
prices," and started off.
Last week he,
came and paid me 5;'.i cents a pound. I
sold COOO pounds to him. and I made a profit
of SI05 over his first offer of 4 cents. This
S105 I made by reading the American Bee
Journal, otherwise I would have sold the
honey to him for 4 cents a pound.
Also the Bee Journal gives good information to beginners, telling them bow to

hsndle bees.

Prices of either Alfalfa or Bassinrood Honey;
A"sample

—

Orange

freight— one 6()-pouud can, Scents a pound: two cans, 7;i cents per pound; four or more cans.
per pound. Cash must accompany each order. If ordering two or more cans you can
have half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. This is all

By

Bees Have Not Done Well.

7J^ cents

ABSOLUTELY PURE BEES' HONEY,
The

an^^p^ We

produced

finest of their Icinds

in this country.

not produce anv honey for their home
demand this year, just order some of the above, and sell it. And others, who want to
earn some monev, can get this honev and work up a demand for it almost anywhere. "YORK'S
" will be a grea't help in creating customers for honey. See prices on another
page.

would suggest that those bee-keepers

who did

sB^^

HONEY ALMANAC

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 118 Michigan

St.,

bee-keeper
WC W 3rir ^"^^^y
copy
our
a

/^\(fi(f\(f\

Send us

j'Oiir

to

111.

have

will take pleasure iu mailing'

you a

Mr. Ahboit

sells

Joseph, Missouri.
OF-

-PK-ICEE
Biiigliaiii

them " Schmidt's Hardy Bees."
The North winds are blowing and our bees

Call

would respectfully suggest that your
correspondents. Messrs. Moore and Golden,
brush up a little on botany.
Tbey confound sunflower, JhUnnllins. with thornapple. Jamestown weed, Jimson weed
•Stirurwiiiunt.
While sunflowei" would probably make good smoker-fuel, it has no nar-

Perfect Bee-Smokers

cotic properties. On the contrary. Stranio^
Ilium is a powerful narcotic, and its smoke,
might be expected to subdue the most
vicious bees.
R. H. Lee.
Carroll Co., Ohio.

j^isriD H:o^^TH]^s'-ICl^TIVHlS.
Smoke Engine Uareesl smoker made)
Doctor

Conqueror

PUin
Wi>n(ler (weight 10 ounces)

..

Honey-Knife

H.ihi;

3-m. Move. l)oz.

6.50;
5jki;
4,7o;

Duz

2-m. siove. Doz.
:;-in. stove. D<^iz.
Uoz.

"
"
"

l.Ui
i.rifp

.h<i

"

.70
,60
.80

•*

4.5'>;

'*

e.'O;

Bint-'ham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before
or Knile. lo'k up its record unci peJigree.
Binjjhtim & ilethering
tun UiicapyingKnite.

Very Poor Honey Crop.

stove. Dnz. Siy.ofi; each, by mail, $1.50

2j^-in. stove.

l.arb^e
I,ittle

4-in.

3M> in- stove. Doz.

buyinga Smoker

FIFTEEN YBAKS FOH A PuLLAR; ONE-HAI.F CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have useiJ the (^'onqueror 15 yenrs. I was always pleased with its
workintis, but thinking I wouM need a new one this summer, I write for a circular.

do not, think the 4 inch Smoke Mngine ton larye.
January Si, l>y7.
'iruly,
W. H. Eagertv. Cuba, Kansas.
1

T. F.

BINGHA.n, Farwell,

.nichiguii.

SAVE $B ON A HARNESS

do not see how any bee-man can do
without the American Bee Journal.
We bad a very poor honey crop here this
season.
Erwin Gabriel.
Green Co., Wis., Dec. '2B.
I

Gathered But

gathered but

Wyoming

and warrant

everything-.

This Elegant Tfara

iLiidFarin Harness top $19.50. Many t-ustoui- ^,
ers who liave bought it repmc that they liave ^-nved from :tS to $10 in buying- this harness from us.
Kor lull dsscnption of this anil 60 <ither styles of
harness and l:i5 styles of vehicles see our new
1
Illustrated Catalogue. Your naune on a po^tal
card will get it-

""

*

-

-

J,

"

-

,

EtkhaH Carriage and Harness Mfg, GonA
W.

B.

PRATT, Sec,/.

ELKHART, IMDIAHA.

Please mention the Kee Joiiriial

Etc.

commenced

the season of 189S with 50,
colonies, iucreast to n'i. and got TOO pounds
of the darkest stuff 1 ever saw. 1 sold it at
all my conscience would
H}.J, cents a pound
allow. It was gathered from the tops of
large timber, wtiite oak mostly. I vrould
give something pretty to know what it
I

—

'

^_^^

surplus.
L. D. Thurston.
Co., N. Y., Dee. '3T.
little

Honey-Dew, Sweet Clover,

WS HAVE NO AGENTS, DEALERS OR MIDDLEMEN.

\\ p sell you direct from the lactory at wholesale prices and save you all
a Initional expense. We ship anywhere foi- examination, \V e guarancee

Little Surplus.

have seven colonies of bees. I am not
getting rich at them, and fuss with them
for a supply for the house. This year tbey
I

iVe are the lavfjfst tttittttffavtid'ff!^ af harnci^n mitt cavrittges in the ivoi'ls'C seHitig to the rtmsittney eji-vlitsivel*/.

^

Co., Colo.

A Question of Botany.

our Hives and Sections at Factory Prices.

S€5S«€5€?fe«%

Park

I

WateftOWn, WlS.

ABBOTT, SL

bees have done no good for the last
three years, still I do not think I can do
without the '• old reliable " American Bee
Journal.
W. H. Price.

cop3'.

LEWIS COMPANY,

SPECIAL AGENT FOR THE SOUTHWEST,

My

are flying. We take pleasure in sending
you a sample of our bees, which were pulled,
out by the workers Dec. 18— dead ones, of
course. But it is astonishing to see bees
flying while one has to use an overcoat, a
fur cap and mittens, to keep warm. W©
have 4.5 colonies of these "toughs" that
were flying, while the Italians did not show
up at all. Please name these hardy bees in
the "Old Keliable."
R. H Schmidt <& Co,
Sheboygan Co., Wis., Dec. ati.

1899 Catalog.

G. B.
B. T.

Chicago,

of

name and address and we

F. S. Buchhei-M.
Co., Calif., Dec. 2'i

pay for package and postage,

IfeJTSr?^

comes from.

My bees are not in as good condition for
winter as I would like, but the prospects
are good for next year, for white clover
honey.
Will sweet clover do any good 100 miles
south of Chicago J It has bloomed for two

—

!
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MONEY
Svon nro

The Greatest Opportunity to MAKE MONEY that may ever Come to Voul
twelve chances to make from
Qiirf. cif thp Finest Varilen Jegetables and stand

Trom

a single^^kage of seed, in
?5™K)0 00,
that hu will clear »5,UO0.0O in ISIW.

SPECIAL
OFFER!

FOR YOU!

IN SEEDS

Collectlonl

^

lEND2rCENTri«2Libe«]Pkgs.
BiilM New
Made

Liberty
t

To

Prill

foOJ.UU

.

Mr. F. C. Jameson, of Boston, Ma^s., cleared 1500.00 an-l

IS'JS,

Pnxfaqe and Packing,

to
Ituoluens.

t

Write to-day and
Mention tbis Paper
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Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

years here, and the bees have workt on it
very little. How does it do in Michigan,
say about Oceana and Mason Counties ?

Page h Lyon Mfg. Co.

How is
l_

I

that county for bees, anyhow ?
have just been down in Florida, but

could not recommend
for health, water

it

iu

any one who knows, kindly

?

reply,

the questions askt in the foreEditor.]

Had a Good Season.

We had

a good season with the bees this
best colony produced 144 onepound sections of honey. Of course we
give the American Bee Journal credit for
part it not all of our success.
I have in the cellar now 33 colonies, all
of which I think are in good condition for
winter.
Success to the American Bee Journal.
year.

My

H.

Sauk

Co.. Wis., Dec.

LONDON, WIS.,

operates two Sawmills that cut, annually,

28.

briefly, to

going

NEW

aud climate.
R. R. Stokesbkrry.

Vermillion Co., Ind,, Dec.
[Will

I

any way except

curing" the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

eig-ht million feet of

Bee^Keepers'

lumber, thus se-

Supplies.,*,

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the matiufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
lutely accurate.
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt witli best machinery-, all combine to enable
this firm to furnish the

Send

BESTQOODS AT THE LOWEST

PRICES.

for Circular and

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.
Please mention Bee Journal "when wilting.

W. Savage.

'.iC.

Llsicn

!

TaRc

iiiu

flflvice

-^^i^i^^

Bees' Earnings Satisfactory.
For some years I have been handling
bees as an amateur. Last season my colonies had so increast that I purchast others
and establisht an apiary, having now between 70 and SO colonies. The spring and
early summer were too rainy for the best

my

results; but, after all, the earnings of
work'ers were satisfactory. In this new in-

dustry I have found the Bee Journal of
great value. Its information is practical
and useful in a high degree.
E. Stuart, M. D.
Ellis Co., Tex., Dec. 29.

A Very Poor

Season.

have 55 colonies of choice-bred Italian
bees wintering on the summer stands, and
seem
to be in good condition yet. The
all
past was a very poor honey season. I had
only about a third of a crop, and that all
buckwheat, but of the very best quality.
A great many bee-keepers did not even get

B66-Sl!D|)li6S 01 flllOUSl

FINE FOUNDATION AND TONS OF

WClSS

IT.

WORKING

Wax

I defy competition in
into Foundation for Cash or Trade a Specialty.
Foundation. riillions of Sections— Polisht on bothSides.
'

S.\TiSF.4CTiON

logue and be your
delivered to me.
IDtf

OUR MOTTO:

GUAR.\NTEKD

own

judge.

Oil

a full line of Supplies. Send for a Cataat 27 cents cash, or 28 cents in trade,

Wax Wanted

AUGUST WEISS,

Hortonville, Wis.

WELL MANUF ACTURED ST OCK- QUICK SHIPMENTS.

I

a third of a crop, but nothing.
PaIT, WnlTEIlKEAI).
Luzerne Co., Pa., Dec. 27.

Poor Honey-Year, Etc.
has been a poor honey-year with us. I
had 10 colonies, spring count, and have 17
packt on the summer stands for winter.
Not half an average crop of honey this fall.
I am over J4 of a century old, and am
It

Seciions. sliiDDinfl-Gases and

B66-K66D6rS" SUPDlleS
We make a'specialty
The BASSWOOD in
the best for

of making the very best Sections on the market.
this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged bv all to be

making the ONE-PIECE

thrifty timber is used.
'Write for Illustrated Catalog

HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young

and

and Price-List FREE.

Marshfield Hanufacturing Company,
Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

—
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ii >ti >fe. >t<. Jti

ItVciiMy (tjini
C'ataloeue and Poultry Guide

tells

StirSr^^iTFAMlufs
which

how.

('ivct^ tlu- fxiierit;ri'

CYPHERS

»-.

know

iiiilv

plans, ctr

,

liow
Our
nt the hie.->taud

BATOR

Bl^Cy
m.iisturo.

is delivered, treijrht pnid to every P!irrbn*t'r.
It neeiis T)i>
Oontrolstbis
point completely. Possesses the irood [loliitH of all mnebineN iind the I'ltulLM of iione. Buy
the book and be informed. Prkc lOe. The CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO. Box it), Waylaod, N.Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

than 30 years, on a daily paper, but quit
that 10 years ago — then spent three years
writing a history and now am on a farm,
with inability to work it— can only do some

Albert Baxter.

wax,

0W«IVIWW4»V«tiW«W

>j>;

|

>;< >{«:>{« (<

2S(nJ26c.

6@7c; dark, SfeS^c. BeesM. H. Hunt.

IxDiANAPOLis, Jan. 4.— Fancv white comb.
No. 1, lOtvllc. Demand fairly good,

12fal2j5c:

Bees did not do very well the past season,
it was too dry from July on.
I have 1(5
colonies, and got only 250 pounds of honey.
Last year was a little better, as I got 4.50
pounds.
R. H. Bergfeld.
Hardin Co., Iowa, Dec. 29.

AffffD

as

Dark comb honey is being- offered at S((j'9c with
almost no demand. Clover and basswood extracted, 6'A(a^^c. Beeswax, 26(g'28c.
Wai.tek S. Pouder.
New York, Jan. 20.— Fancy white, 12c; No. 1
white, mm lie; amber, 9c; buckwheat and dark,
7c.
Extracted in g-ood demand at unchanged
prices. Beeswax rather quiet 27(a28.
Trade in comb honej- is quiet. White is pretty

SA VE MONEY.

"Money faved is ni'mey oariieii." "^Ve
make a complete line I'f Surries. Phaetons, Butrpies, h-prinp Wagons and Road
Wa^ons,~aiid sell them to you direct at
wholesale prices

Best S^rln^ Wagon Made,
Two and

A Poof Season

in 1898.
had a poor season here 100 pounds

tlire'O

Snino

seat.

t^t.yles

well cleaned up, but there

Mik-yKans., wiles: •'Rtctind
Ko 9~S Combination Spring Wagon in fine t/iape.
Coiisidcr I sat'ed ^L'i:. 00 bif dealing with j/ou."

of comb honey from 31 colonies. One colony stored 21 pounds of surplus, while a
number put none in the supers. There did

too far away todobusius and f;ave money, fr'end for

YOU arc NOT
ne--^3 v.'ith

All
iJhistrated catalogue— FREE.
Comprices marked in plain fiLTures.
plete li-ie 'f harness ei.fiO ami npwaid.
enWARD W. WALKER CARRUOE CO.,
GO ElRhth Gt. (ioshcn, Indhinti.
n'-'W

not seem to be much nectar in anything.
Bees are out strong today, seeming to be in
good condition. I hope "next season will be
a good one. Success to the Bee Journal.
W.M. M. Miller.
Franklin Co., Kans., Dec 28.

when

Please mention Bee Journal

Boston, Jan. 9.— Fancy white, 13frol4c; A No.
1, Uc; light amber, 9(«l()c; buckno call. Extracted, white Northern
stock, 7('> Sc Southern stock, 0((i'7c. Beeswax, 27c.
The demand for honey seems to have dropt

¥^

writing

wheat,

;

out of sight during the holiday season, but now
that is over we hope to see a better call for it.
There is abundance of stock on hand and it now
looks as if the expected shortage would not
m,aterialize.

Bees did very poorly here this season,
and are in bad condition to winter. They
have good honey, but the bees are all old.

Kansas
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Bees Did About Medium.
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have to be
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6c.,

according^ to quality.

'

white, 7c; amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.
Milwaukee, Jan. 9.— Fancv 1-lb. sections,
12'r'" 14c;

Bees Wintering Finely.

nt-ednotire Hettiiiir— last indefinitely.
is only one thing better, and thatisan

There

Irpe iflnsfrufpil cat.ll.iLnie tells &li
b'.tluui.l -ivci pri.rs.
:-fjj,l l,,r it.

"Ill-

\VHt:EI. CO.

Box

I

Please mention Bee Journal

J. Qiilncy,

when

A

No.

1, ll(al2c; dark
and
Beeswax, 2S(m'27c.
The condition of the market is favorable for
shipments of honey, especially of best grades,
which are in small supply. The sales are moderate, but we are expecting an increast demand
and good trade this spring.
1,

12.iM2'ic; No".

or amber, Sw He. Extracted, in barrels, kegs
pails, 6'2(('7',c; dark, Sl'S'ic.

I

ElEGTRiG HANDY WAGON.
ELECTRIC

'

Co.
Cleveland, Jan. 2. —Fancv white, 13rftl4c;
No. 1 white, 12'o 13c; A No. 1 atnber, 10(g.llc; No.
2 amber, 9(«10c;
buckwheat, Sc.
E.xtracted

They are made uitii direct or wt.ncjrtred o\ul
R|ioket<, bruud tire-, uiiy lieicht, and tu fit
liny uni;oii.
They <an't rot. ffo to Ppoke-and

can't keep bees without the American
Bee Journal. My bees are all in the cellar
and doing finely.
A. J. Freeman.
Neosho Co., Kans., Dec. 28.

"

Batterson &

ELECTRSG

I

Blake, Scott & Lee.

City, Jan. 23.— Fancv white comb,
13c; No. 1. 12c; amber, lie; dark, 10c. Extracted
white, oc; amber, 5c; dark, 4'..c. Beeswax, 2Sc.
C. C. Clemons & Co.
Bi'FFALo, Jan. 27.— There is a little more activity on strictly fancy 1-lb. combs at 12c. The
bulk of receipts of low grades sell at 10c. down'
to 7c.. and in a few cases even less. A moder"
ate amount can be sold every day. Extracted'
'

WAGON

The American Bee Journal is a fine bargain at $1.00, and should be snapt up by
every bee-keeper in the land.
Bees did about medium here last season.
From 14 colonies I got 1,034 pounds of
honey, one-third comb, and increast to 20
colonies.
L. Dickerson.
Grayson Co., Tex., Dec. 2S.

a large stock of

1,12c; No.

Bees In Bad Condition.

D. S. BUREANK.
Co., Iowa, Dec. 26.

is

buckwheat, amber and niixt, having accumulated of late, and in order to sell in quantity lots
it is necessary to shade quotations.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Segelke.v.

C. D. Maa'-ellar,

—

Blackhawk

>$<

Chicago, Jaa. <).— The tratie is not actirc in
hoHe3-, many of the retail dealers beings
supplied with sufficient stock to meet demands
for some time to come. Prices are quite steady
with 13c for best white, off in color, etc., including; amber frrades, 10fo'12c: dark, 9c. E-xtracted
6(at'ic for white; amber and dark, 5(«tjc.
Beeswax, 27.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

lie. E.xtracted, white,

Co., Mich., Dec. 3S.

Too Dry for Bees.

We

>p

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Detroit, Jan. 2. — No chang-e in supply of
honey as to quality, but prices are somewhat
lower than last quotations, viz: Fancv white,
13c; No. 1, 12(« 12'sc; fancy dark and aniber, 969

choring, take some care of the bees and
Belgian hares, and cultivate the garden a

Muskegon

AND BEESWAX

7^ >;^ >p- >jf >4^ >{<>}ic

comb

growing neither younger nor handsomer,
but feebler. I was an editor once, for more

little.

fiON&y

I
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&
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Conveutlou Notice.

-writing.

Wisconsin.- The ISth annual meeting of the
Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers" Association will
be held Feb. 9 and 10, 1899, in Madison. Many

Wood
will hold

of the

and

experienced bee-keepers will be there. The following is a part of the program:
" What to do with Unfinisht Sections "—John
Trimberger, of Clark Co.
" Working an Apiary for Comb Honey without Increase"— H. Lathrop, of (ireen Co.'
"Short Cuts in Extracting
^ Honey
^ "—Frank

Binder

one year's numbers

American Bee Journal

will be sent by mail for
cenl>«.
Full directions
accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Journal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for reference in book form.
By paying for a year's subscription STRICTLY IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, post-

S
Qo
^S^
.^^.

^5

—

paid, for 10 cents extra.

Wepresenf'THE NEW ftUMELY" which is the clImaioi 44 year'n exrorience in engine buildiuc

ADDRESS,

Embodying all th

OEO. W. YORK A: CO.
118 Mich. St.. Chicago,
if^

111.

Miniiick. of SaukCo.
Il:indling and Shipping Extracted Honey "
W. Wilson, of Vernon Co.
" Selling Honey "— Gustav Gross, of Jefferson Co.
" Selling Comb Foundation "—Aug. Weiss,
of
Outagamie Co.
" Advantage of Hone3- E.xhibits " Ed
Ochsner. of Sauk Co.
"Cellar Wintering"— A. G. Wilson, of Vernon Co.
" Benefits in Attending Convention' '- J. Hoffman, of Green Co.
" State Foul Brood Report "— N. E. France, of
Grant Co.
" Future Prospects of Wisconsin Bee-Keepiug" F. Wilcox, of Junean Co.
As many other State Societies will be in session the same week in Madison, there will be
excursion rates to all who take receipts of their
railroad tickets.
F. Wilcox, Pres.
N. E. France, Sec, PlatteviUe, Wis.

— G.
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bf-t invRuf ior.n of

ournivnQnd

AND EASILY OPERATEO. But tluroismoretoit—
•zplained in detail in onr new catalogue FREE.

M.

RUMELY CO., LAPORTE,

Please mention Bee Journal

when
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Order Early
There are indications that the demand

1899.

2,

Dadant's Foundation, fm

iea!

for

SUPPLIES will be very large this season, and
everyone should order as earlj- as possible. "We
have larg-e facilities for manufacturing' all
kinds of

Why

will serve our custoniuis as (|iiickly
as possible.

does

We guarantee

it sell

satisfaction.

so well ?
Because

B66-KC6D6rS' SllDDliGS,
And

Feb.

it

What more

can anybody do?
J^iirity. I'iriunt'ss,

has always given better satis-

faction than

any

other.

VKARS

there have
Because 11% S3
not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Reality,

No Sag-

PA'i'KNT «VKi:i» i>ro<;ess

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made*
1899

Catalog ready Feb.

can Bke-Keeper

1.

Copy

of the

(20 patres' free.

Ameri-

Send name

Address

for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

We

sell

W.

T. Falconer Mtg. Go.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

TI16

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of

Kinds.

all

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

»5-|F

YOU WANT THE

=— BEE-BOOK

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than anv other publisht, send 51.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

Bee-Keepors' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

HonGy Bee— Re\/isecl.

Lcjngstroth on the
The

-

Classic in Bee-Culture— Price, fl.2S, by mail.

—

Beeswax Wanted
at all times.

chas. dadant & son,

3ease mention Bee Journal when

Mamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing.

111.

Garloafls ot Bee-Hives
Sections. Shipping Cases, Comb
Foundation, and everything
used in the bee-industry.
^.''s.

We

want the name and

address of every bee-Ueeper in
America. We supply dealers as
well as consumers.
We have

mUTTL

Y_M FG.CO

J..„

'stj rile if ;''!;;
Ills IJjUl

Kiln, Improved Machinery,
40,000 feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
make prompt shipment. Write for
Catalogs, OuutatioMs, etc.

Drv

,-

-

We

Inter-State Manufacturing Co.
Hudson, St. Croix Co., Wis.
Please mention Eee Journal -when writine.

WILL
PAY YOU
ATTEND THE

IT

For Apjairjan Supplies,

Address,

Lti/\Jrl

^^M

Higginsville,

TO

Ededic

Sliorlliaiid

* College ***

are

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flal-Bottoni Foundation
in the Surplus
Honey.
Being: the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

Has no Fishbone

DEVSEN,
J. A. VAN
Sole M.inufacturt-r,

Sprout Uruok, Montfjomery Co., N.Y.
Ple.ase

mention Bee Journal when writing.

SENT FREB

::^

Our descriptive circular and

:x

price-list of

Bee^HiveSj Italian Bees
Queeus, Sections, Cumli FnuTidalion, Bi-c-Veils,
Smokers, Honey-Knives, etc. SEND FOR ONE.

Address,
lA13t

F. A. SNEI-I.,,
Milledgeville, Carroll Co.,

Please mention Bee Journal

when

Ills.

writing,

Omaha. Neb.

E. St. Louis,

III.

expect to buy anythinfi- in the line of Apiarian Supplies the cnminsr year? If so,
As we K'eep
to hear from you as to what >.>u want, and mail ynu our Caial

we

Several Carloads of Supplies

9-1 l>earl»orn Street, CIIICA^WO.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
39Aly

Sa^^ in

Mo.

S. 13th St.,

404 Broadway,

would bt'pleased

tation.

Has no

1730

Eastern Bee=Keeper5!
Do you

Headquarters of the Cross Eclectic System.
Lessons by mail a specialty.
Send stamp for alphabet.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION

iVlr'VJ*

I

in stock,

ne can ship promptly, and our

location insures you low freig-ht rates

and quick transpor-

eour hives, sections, etc.
Wisconsin where lumbtM
Weed Process Foundation in stuck.

made

in

is

cheap and the best can be obtained.

We

keep Dadant's

on large

orders. X. a:
Ti. a; special prices
Our apiaries are located at our home. Glen Cove, L. I., from which we sell Bees and Queens
during the season. We have several vards of pure-bred, white Wyandotes. which wc ha-.e bred for
eggs, not fancy points. Thev are proat winter layers. If yi>u are interested in POULTRY, we would
like to quote you price on eg'g-s for halchinff. We guarantee fertile eggs.
I.

J.

STRINGHAM, 105 Park

WESTERN

Place,

New York,

N. Y.

beautifully illustrated paper called
Belt" is published every
month and contains a quantity of interesting information about the farm lands
west of the Mississippi Rivei. Pictures
of all sorts of farm scenes in Iowa, MisPersonal expersouri and Nebraska.
The handsomest
iences of farmers who went to those states from the East years ago.
BELT,
farm paper published. Send 25 cents for a year's subscription to
209 Adams St., Chicago

A

"The Corn

FARMS.

THE CORN

Think of the Future.

Don't Rent.

Establish

A Home

of

Your Own.

CHICAGO,

39th YEAR.
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The

Afterthought. I

" Old Reliable " seen

By

through New and Unreliable Glasses.
"

COGITATOR.

^'
^'.

•
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much bother to rear SO young queens from her and introduce them.
No special value in a little frame on purpose for queenrearing, and many disadvantages.
Worth something to be
told that by such competent authority.
Have a good frame,
and use it for queen-rearing same as for everything else.
One tiptop idea that needs rubbing in is, that nuclei
with queens always build worker-comb and combs with
holes in them should be given to such for them to mend up.
Strong colonies mend holes with drone-comb too often.
When your " hole y " combs give out, cut out your patches
of drone-comb, and have it replaced by comb of' worker size.
The use of a little frame for nuclei blocks this excellent
;

—

INTRODUCTION.
upon line, precept upon precept," is the way to inLINE
struct. The effect of bee-medicine is much of it lost for

want of somebody to come afterward and rub it in
through the cuticle and therefore here comes your humble
servant to put you in mind of what you read several weeks
It's a peculiar job, tho, because different sorts of paag-o.
tients require different kinds of rubbing.
The rubbing
that would do nicely for chilblains or callousities might
cause the gouty patient to knock 3-0U down with his crutch.
And, then, the medicine suitable for colic might not be just
the thing for insomnia and in doctoring through the printing press we have to deal out the medicine to all, like
an army ration. (All this will make you think it's Dr.
Peiro that's starting in again but of course shrewd judges
will perceive that " Cogitator " is only another alias for the

—

;

policy.
It also looks as if he was right in the rather extreme
advice to use a full-sized hive for nuclei no handy way yet
devised to keep little hives from being robbed which is "at'all
comparable to making the bees enter one side of a big hive,
and then go across it to their compartment on the other

—

Unless the nucleus is unrea.sonably weak, robbers
almost never overcome it if so arranged. Probably
robbers soon come to distinguish diminutive hives from bigones, and assume that the former can of course be beaten if
the attack is sharp enough, when they would let a big hive
alone in the same circumstances just as banditti attack a
cabin, but keep clear of a fort. Beginners (and perhaps
most of us) need a heroic dose of capsicum to wake us up to
the magnitude of the robbing evils which a little forethought could prevent just as well as not.
side.

will

;

;

-A.BOUT

editor.)

Well,

THE

The

PORTR.-VIT

OF

DOOI,ITTI.E.

thing that strikes us in the new year is how
different the portrait of Doolittle looks from all liis previous
pictures.
Looks as if he had just been doing something
naughty, and was inwardly chuckling about it. Cogitator
thinks the multiplication of bee-men's pictures is getting
to be a nuisance, very like the pictures of folks cured of
something by somebody's dollar-a-bottle stuff. But tliis
does not hit Doolittle at all. It is a high honor to be the
foremost practical bee-man of the whole world and we are
more than willing to contemplate a new picture of our
leader any time. The point suggested is this
Pictures of
nobodies continually thrust before us obliterate from the
mental retina the pictures of the somebodies which we
first

:

:

would

like to retain.

THOSE "

.\IKIN(G) "

EXPERIMENTERS.

how about Mr. Aikin's plan

to get 20 apiarists to

experiment simultaneously on problems of importance?
Good; only I don't believe he half realizes the difficulty of
arranging the details of the business. It is driving 20 horses
in a team with a compound evener. Now and then one
might fly back. And a trifle of kicking is possible, even.

Anon some
work
it."

" I am doing- a full share of the
will say
of this, and .somebody else is getting- all the credit of
And at last the results would not agree; and the un:

solved problems would mostly remain unsolved. When the
symposium method of question-box answers" was first invented we were to have all unsettled things settled right

away.
How many were really settled ? The problems
mostly stay with us to the present day and yet the plan
was worth its page-room. The present' plan i.s' likely to be
worth trying but we must not expect too much of it.
Perhaps the best of tlie probli;ms he suggests for such
investigation is
When a colony stores 20 pounds of comb
honey surplus, how much extracted surplus would tliev have
stored? His present thought is, about 25. (I cheerfully
second that figure.) Thinks he never once realized 40.
The question whether unqueening during harvest makes
the bees less energetic in their storing, would do well for
joint investig-ation also but I doubt if much good would
come of submitting the honey-wax ratio. Nineteen would
find in accordance with previous prejudices
and the twentieth would find nothing beyond what has been found
;

;

:

EVERYBODY HIS OWN OUEEX-RE-\RER.
Doolittle's article says, "No person is an accomplislit
apiarist until he is a thorough master of the queen-rearint.part of the business." Maybe that's the truth but it hits
a lot of us unpleasantly hard the happy-go-lucky way of
letting our bees rear their own queens entirely comes so easy
easy as slumber to the sluggard. Mr. D. backs his unpleasant assertion by reminding us that when we happen to
be favored with a queen of exceptionally valuable qualities
we let a big prize go mainly to waste, just because it is too

—

,

—

;

;

:

before.

Aikin says 25 pounds of surplus comb honey means 3

:
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to me he has g-ot that more
should be. Cogitator himself
thinks the current ratios should be hauled down a long way.
and that a few hot shot thrown into them are seldom amiss;
but let us beware of reckless overstatements. The conclusion that 25 pounds of comb honey should equal 90 pounds
of extracted falls throug-h if 20 pounds of comb honej- contains onlj" one pound of wax.

pounds of wax

than twice as

secreted.
larg-e

as

ON THE HIVE OUESTIOX, T.\KE TO A TREE.
C. P. Dadant seems to think the 10-frame Lang-stroth
hive a small hive. Most bee-folks began with that toosmall hive and, suspecting it sized wrongU', they jumpt
from the frying pan into the fire by dropping to a still
smaller one. If they had started in with the 10-frame
Langstroth side by side with a really big hive, they would
have changed up to the big one. Well, Cogitator is not
prepared to dispute that, and still less prepared to assent to
so to climb a friendly tree seems about the proper thingit
:

;

to do.

PLAYIXG WITH THE FOUI, BROOD "FIRE."
sad when wise and good men advise little children
Same when so good a man as McEvoy
to play with fire.
(page 6) encourages experienced bee-folks to put healthy
colonies in foul-broody hives without disinfection. As often
as he does it, some of us must protest vigorously. Just as
good men as he encourage the children to play with the opposite kind of fire teach that the danger is all in the hive
and debris, and in the bodies of the bee, and that it's nonsense to fear contagion from the honey. (Scientific experiments cited to prove it.) Between the two we should have
no protection at all against our great destroyer.
It is

FROM DRONE-LAYING QUEENS OK LAV-

ING WORKERS.
That Australian example on page 10 seems to prove
that drones from a drone-laying queen are O. K., if; if only
there were not unknown Italians living in freedom someCogitator also thinks that laying-worker
where near.
drones are sometimes virile but the evidence he has to
offer would fall quite a bit short of complete proof.
;

ORIGIN OF HONEY-DEW

"UP HIGHER."

Prof. Cook's leading idea, on page 17, may profitably
be rubbed in a great deal (even if the patients do get mad
and strike). It is the nature of theaphis to if/d'rf the juiciest
and most rapidly growing shoots and gather on these in
immense numbers. These shoots on a tall tree are at the
top, the whole tree from top to bottom being smeared with
sweet from thence. The sophomore bee-naturalist climbs
up into the tree half way, looks all around sharply, then
comes down and reports that there are no sap-sucking insects on the tree, when the simple fact is that he did not
climb high enough to see one. Notice the most common
example the grape aphis and you'll see how it is at once
myriads on a few tender tips, few or none anywhere else.
And these words about honej'-clevr, from the best scientific
authority on this continent, deserve to be hung up in our
minds, set in capitals, and perhaps sometimes displayed before the people

—

—

—

"IT IS A SECRETION AND NOT AN EXCRETION."
That is to say, when it's good it's good, and when it's
bad it's bad. The way in which it is sprayed around exposes it to admixture with various kinds of dirt and fungi
are sadly free to grow in and on it but it is not necessarily
(But the kind we had here last
vile, any more than milk is.
summer was unnecessarily vile).

1899.

Dr. Miller mostly rubs in his own medicine pretty well,
and to have another doctor come around and tinker hardly
sounds in accordance with the fitness of things. I'll venture, however, to rub a little more on his answer about bees
feeding caged queens. I see no reason to doubt his conclusions and it is of prime importance to remember that a
normal colony will somcli>ncs let them starve and that a
good, strong colony unqueened will always feed them.
(Doolittle wants us all to be queen-breeders, you remember.)
;

;

WRONG ABOUT FACING HIVES.
Guess Ben Honnett is wrong when he says (page 22>
that it is unimportant whether the hive faces east, west,
north or south.
JOINT STOCK

COMPANY A SMILE-PRODUCER.

indulged a smile at that Colorado joint stock company,
to be started on $160. mainly paid in truck.
When it comes,
to cash expenses in securing a market, most bee-folks seem
to think that apiculture is all the same as religion.
I

WOULD LIKE TO SEE THAT FIBER HONEY-PAIL.
That fiber pail, on page 23, that holds cold water indefinitely, and takes eight hours of hot water to soak its joints,
loose — well, I should like to see it. Would think it promising were

—

VIRILITY OF DRONES

9,

BEES FEEDING CAGKD QUEENS.

Seems
it

Feb.

It is

it

not for the one

word— reliquefying.

KIND WORDS DON'T "BRUISE" HARD.
really good to hear, as we do on page 25, that the

subscribers are treating our editor to an avalanche of kind
words beyond all precedent. Send 'em on. Avalanches of
that sort don't bruise a fellow badlj- enough to require
arnica.

"boiler's" BAGGED BEES.
in " Beedom Boiled Down " which I will
touch this time is the plan of transporting bees in a bag
separate from hive and combs. It may take a long time to
get all the details of this just right but I am strongly imprest with the feeling that an important advance will sometime be made on this line. But many stubborn noddles will
have to be trepanned first, to let in the fact that honey
alone is not adequate food for bees. In the hive thej' chew
cocoons, and lick out the dried larval food and excreta hidden between but if bagged long, some corresponding food
must be given. Cogitator has tried bagging bees, and discovered that after awhile they tear the dead bodies of their
comrades apart, and suck the interior.

The one thing

:

;

THE EDITOR "OFF HIS (HONEY)-BASE."
Probably our editor was a

little off his base in intimating that a third of a section of honey, eaten as food,
with only such other viands as fitted in nicely, was an unreasonable meal. But first be sure that your stomach fully

tolerates honej'.

Some stomachs do

not.

And

if

the

honey

should be aught else than best quality (color not being
quality in this case) go slow on it.
SALICYLIC ACID TO "SWEETEN"'' SOUR HONEY.
A. W. Hart, page 29, wants salicylic acid to put in his
Unhealthy stuff. Feed it to the
sour honey. Tut, tut
pigs (not the acid, but the honey), and ripen up j'our honey
Cogitator.
before vou extract it next time.
1

;

York's Honey Almanac

;

HONEY FROM

ITALI.^NS VS.

THAT OF THE BLACKS.

Mr

Bates, on page 19, makes some headway with the
question, " Why Italian bees store better honey than the
blacks." Now if some one will tell us, Why black bees store
better honey than the Italians why, then we'll have a mitten on each hand.

—

FASTENING BROOD FOUNDATION BY "CANDLE-LIGHT."
Mr. Thompson's way of setting foundation is ingenious,
and also effective but I .suspect Dr. Miller, with the ordinary saw-cut bar, and his beeswax candle (or half a dozen
of them) would securely put in about ten to his one.

is

a neat

little

52-page pamph-

especially g-otten up with a view to create a demand for
hone}' among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
sample for
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices
a stamp 25 copies for 40 cents 50 for 60 cents 100 for
For 25 cents extra we
SI. 00; 250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00.
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
let

:

;

;

A

;

;

THE UNCOMBINED THE BEST TOOLS.
combine the hive-lever
I doubt it just a little.
We
best
scraper
and combination
want the best lever and the
short
of
uncombined.
the
tools proverbially fall
Mr. Bearden,
with the propolis-.scraper ?
Is

it be.st,

to try to

:

Langstroth on the Honey = Bee, revised by the Dadants,
a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is boutid elegantly.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions thjit
ari.se about bees.
We mail it for $1.25, or club it with the
Bee Journal for a vear both for only $2.00.
is

—
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again in others, buckwheat, yielding honey in August but
as nearlj' all have a yield of honey from basswood, let us
speak of that as the harvest. Bear in mind, however, that
it
devolves on each bee-keeper to ascertain b3' careful
watching just when and what is the source of his surplus
honey crop, so as to work accordingly. After having determined just when we may expect our harvest of honey,
then the thing to do is to secure the maximum amount of
bees just in the right time for that harvest, doing it as has
been given above.
If a farmer has a field of grain to cut he hires the laborers when the grain is ripe, not before or afterward, yet in
keeping- bees few g-ive any attention to this matter, so that,
as a rule, the bees are generally produced so as to become
consumers rather than producers, and thus we often hear
would-be bee-keepers complaining that bee-keeping does
;

Successful Bee-Keeping'
BY

— Some of the Requisites

G. M. DOOI.ITTI.K.

bee-keeper must have a simple
and for coinb honey
the brood-chamber should not contain more than fri>m
1,800 to 2,000 cubic inches, inside the frames.
All know that bees g'ather honey instead of producing,''
it, and that the eg'g's laid by the queen produce bees, consequently the more eg'g's the queen lays the more bees in the
hive, and the more bees we have the more honey they
gather. In fact, the queen is the producer of the honey.
Therefore, if we wish good returns from our bees, we must
see to it that we have good prolific queens, and that they
before the honey season comfill the combs with brood
mences, so that when the honey harvest comes the bees will
be obliged to place the honey in the section-boxes, as there
will be nowhere else for them to store it.
But how shall we secure combs full of brood and plenty
of bees to carry on the labors of the hive by the time our
honej- harvest beg-ins ? As soon as spring opens, our bees
should be examined by lifting the frames of each hive, and
if the colonies are weak, the bees are shut to one side of the
hive by means of a division-board, so as to keep up the
necessary heat for brood-rearing, on as few combs as thev
can cover. As soon as the queen has filled these with eggs,
thej- are spread apart .so as to insert an empty comb between those occupied with brood, and in a few days the
queen will fill this also, and so we keep on until every available cell is occupied with brood.
Thus it will be seen that instead of the queen laying
her eggs on the outside of the cluster, v.-here it is comparatively cool and not so well suited for the youngest brood,
she lays them in the center of the brood-nest, where it is
the warmest of any place in the hive.
After the hive is filled with brood and bees, it does not
make so much diiference, as the weather is warm by this
time, and bees are plenty, .so that the queen can deposit her
eggs anywhere in the hive to advantage. As soon as the
strongest colonies are full, take a frame of brood just g-nawing out, and place it in the weaker ones, giving the stronger
one an empty comb for the queen to fill again, and so keep
the
be
TOmovable-frame
hive
.succcessful,

of s<:ime kind,

on

till all

are

full.

When
as

was

this is accomplisht put on the section-boxes, and
said before, if any honey is gathered it must be put

in the boxes.

Each section should have a small piece of

comb

attacht to the top of it for a " starter," or be filled
partly or fully with comb foundation of the thinnest make,
to entice the bees to W(jrk more readily in them
while the
center tier of sections should, if possible, be full of comb
left over from the sea.son previous.
As soon as the first few
sections are completed, they should be taken off before being colored by the bees traveling over them, and empty sections put in their places, thereby' causing the bees to work
with renewed vigor to fill the empty space left where the
full sections were taken out
and thus keep taking full sections and putting in emptj- ones to take their places, as long
as the honey season lasts.
But there is another thing which plays an important
part in this matter, and that is a thorough knowledge of
the location we are in. In nearly all localities where bees
can be kept there are certain plants or trees which g'ive a
yield of nectar at a certain time of year, while aside from
this there is little more honey obtained by the bees than is
needed to supply their daily wants. Hence, it will be apparent to all that if such a flow of nectar, or honey-yield,
passes by without any surplus, none can be obtained during the season. From this it will be seen that in order to
be a successful bee-keeper a person must have a knowledge
of the locality he is in, as well as to know how to secure the
bees to meet that locality', if they are to succeed in the pursuit of bee-keeping-.
Failing in this point there is no profit in apiculture.
Here in central New York our honey crop comes mainly
;

;

from basswood. which blooms from July 5 to Julv lo. and
lasts from eight days to three weeks, according to the
weather. In other localities in this State, white clover gives
the main crop, coming in bloom June 15 to Jlme 20. and

not pay.

To know how to bring the bees and the locality together,
should be understood that after the egg is laid bv the
queen, it takes three days for it to hatch into a larva. This
larva is fed six days, during which time it has grown so as
to fill the cell, when it is capt over and remains hid from
it

view for 12 more days, when it emerges a perfect bee, making a period of 21 days from the egg to the perfect bee.
This bee now works inside the hive for lb daj's more, when
it is readj' to go outside of the hive as a field-laborer, and at
45 daj's from the time it emerged from the cell it dies of old
age, and another g-eneration takes its place. From the
above it will be seen that the egg must be laid at least 37
days before the honey harvest, in order that our bee has an
opportunity of laboring in that harvest to the best advantage.

Now.

the harvest is basswood, commencing to bloom
the egg for our laborer must be laid on or before June 3. In this way we can calculate on any bloom,
so as to have our bees ready in time for any harvest.

say July

if

10,

—

Allow me to say that these two factors securing the
and a knowledge of our location — have more to do
with successful bee-keeping than all else connected with
bees,

Onondaga

the pursuit.

Securing' a Foul Brood
BY

C.

P.

Law

Co., N. Y.

in Illinois.

DAD.\NT.

WISH

to call the attention of the Illinois readei's of the
to the short report of Secretarv
765 (1898), concerning the decision
of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association to make an
effort to obtain a foul brood law in this State, such as is
now in force in Canada, and such as has lately been past in
Wisconsin, where Mr. N. E. France is foul brood inspector.

I

American Bee Journal
Jas. A. Stone, on page

Whether such laws are necessary needs but little
thought. The expense to the State of an inspector such as
is provided for by the Wisconsin law is insignificant if the
disease does not exist in general throughout the country.
Foul brood, altho of rare occurrence, is one of the most
malignant diseases that prey upon domesticated animals.
This disease, known scientifically as " bacillus alvei," is a
fungus which attacks the larv^ of the honey-bee, and
causes them to die and decay in the cell with the most putrid
and disgusting smell. It is contagious, and for this reason
the existence of apiaries in the neighborhood of diseased
colonies is threatened during the entire season, for it suffices for a bee to visit the inside of a hive which has been
destroyed by this disease. to bring it home to its own colony.
The larva' dying before maturity, there is no reproduction
of adult insects, and the colony is doomed. The ccmibs, the
honey, the queen, the bees nay, even the very walls of the
hive^are contaminated by the disease and made channels

—

of infection.

There is one remedy, salicylic acid, which is successful
where properly and thoroughly applied, but in most cases
the safest and most rapid means of prevention of the spread
of the disease

is fire.

Past experience shows that when the disease once take.s
root in any part of the country it is likely to remain in a
latent state, owing to the carelessness of some bee-owners
who pay little attention to their bees. The late Chas. F.
Muth, of Cincinnati, for years was compelled to fight this

own

apiary, owing to the neglect of neighborJust now the disease exists in very few parts
of the country, and this is certainly the time wlien we can,
with the verj- lowest cost, prevent its spreading, and de.stroy it from the face of the earth.
Therefore such a law is

disease in his

ing apiaries.

timelv.

—

:
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But laws of this kind cannot be past by the isolated influence of a few individuals. It requires comined action.
We therefore urge all Illinois bee-keepers who have an interest in the pursuit, and who appreciate what a scourge it
would be. should this dread disease make its appearance in
their vicinity, to write to the representative or senator of
their district, and ask the extension of their vote to the bill
which is about to be introduced.
c I understand that Mr. J. Q. Smith, the genial president
of the State assooiation, has been recommended for the
State inspector. He is certainly well fitted for such work,
which, I believe, will require but very little of his time at
present. Better have such an appointment now than wait
until the disea:Se has made ravages among our apiaries.
,

must say

that, personally, I have never seen a case of
foul brood, but it seems to me that I would become entirely
di.sgusted with the pursuit if it ever struck our bees. That
it is difficult to eradicate, when once establisht, is clear, and
has been proven by all who have suffered in the past.
Friends of Illinois, do not let this subject drop out of
I

your mind before you have done your share towards getting
our law-makers to help us in this matter.

Hancock

Co.,

111.

[See editorial columns for further reference to this subject.

Editor.]

Feb.

feel pretty safe in sa^-ing that in that case cellaring bees
without a flight after moving was a bad thing.

But Mr. Davenport says he moved bees and put them
into the cellar without a flight, and they wintered well.
Others have s'aid the same thing. Evidently cellaring
moved bees without a flight is not i:i all cases so bad a
thing as I have believed. The question is whether it just
happened that my case was different, or was there some difference in conditions to account for the different result ? I
am inclined to take the latter view. M^- bees were hauled
when it was not very cold weather, altho too cold for them
to fly, and they were probablj- as much frightened and excited by the journey as if the weather had been a good deal

warmer.
I think those who report good success in wintering bees
that were cellared without a flight after being hauled, in
each case moved their bees in very cold weather (evidently
Mr. Davenport did), and at that time it may be that the
bees would not become so much excited as in a warmer time.
Possibly they may al.so have been moved very quietly in a

while mine were hauled over hard roads (not very
rough) in a wagon.
It is quite possible I have been wrong- in thinking it did
so much harm to put bees directh- into the cellar after being
moved in the middle of winter. But it would take considerable money to hire me deliberately to put my bees into the
cellar without a flight after being hauled in the fall.
sleig-h,

McHenrv
Pickled Brood

9, 1899.

Co.,

111.

Origin and Prevention- Cellaring Bees.

Its

BY DR.

C.

C.

:MII,I,EK.

time ago Miss Fannie C. Damon, of Massachusetts,
SOME
wrote me about her bees, which were badly diseased.

I

referred her to Dr. Wm. R. Howard, to whom she sent
samples of the dead bees, and he decided it was a case of
pickled brood. Some points obtained from him are of general interest.

The disease is in the old pollen. If j'ou want to keep
clear of the disease, don't use moldy combs or old pollen.
10 percent water solution of salicylate of soda will destroy
the spores of the mold if it comes in contact with them, but
if any bee-bread be present, the application will be useless
.so far as the bee-bread is concerned.
When fresh honey
and pollen are coming in, the disease usually subsides.
Freezing will not affect the fungi.
Dr. Howard's observation is that old bees as well as
j'oung consume pollen at all times, more or less of it being'
consumed in winter. In all the years that he has been dissecting bees, he has never found an adult bee without pollen in the alimentary canal. Queens are also consumers of
pollen.
The di.sease appears to be epidemic some seasons the
seasons and resulting conditions having much to do with its
spread. Inferior food may have much to do with it, especially if pollen is rained on every day.
If fresh pollen is
lacking, sterilized (baked ?) rye-meal or flour maj- be fed.

Proceeding's of the Colorado State Bee-Keepers'

Convention.

A

;

The

disease will not be conveyed to the brood unless
fed in the pollen or water. It must be fed to it. Old as well
as young bees must have pollen to be furnisht their normal
food, and the absence of it changes materially the qualitv
of the food.
Miss Damon is somewhat puzzled to reconcile matters,
as she says she has not a comb in the apiary in which mold
was visible to the naked eye, and while her apiary is almost
ruined, one within a mile of her arid another within two
miles are entirely healthy, altho she thinks they must have
gathered some of the same pollen.
IS IT

BAD TO

CEI,I..\R

BEKS WITHOUT A FLIGHT AFTER

MOVING

?

Dk. Milli:k:— If I understand you correctly, you teach that it is very
important to alhnv bees to have a flif^Ut after hauling-, before puttinjr
them into the cellar. On paye 16, C. Davenport tells about 10 colonies
that were hauled from an out-yard and put into the cellar apparently
without a flifrht in the middle of the winter, all but one wintering- well. I
think others have also said it was not necessary that bees should have a
flipht after tlit*y ha\e been hauled before bein? put in the cellar. Which
is rigrht?

NOKTHEKNEK.

neitlier.
A rather costly experience has made
strongly to the view that a flight is important. One
winter part of the bees in one of my out-apiaries were
brought home late and did not have a flig-ht before going
into the cellar. The loss in this hit was very heavy, while
the other bees in the same cellar wintered well. I know of
no reason why the mortality was gfreater among those cellared without a flight except that one item, as in all other
respects conditions were the same so far as I know. So I

Perhaps

me hold

(CONTRIBUTED BY THE SECRETARY.)
[Continued from pape

WHEN

70.]

TO REQUEEX BEES.

—

Question What time is the best to requecn a colony ?
H. Rauchfuss — We need to know what object is to be
accomplislit by requeening.
E. H. Northrup— I askt the question. I wish to change
the character of my bees, and get a better grade.
H. Rauchfuss — Do not requeen until you can get good
queens cheap. Then if increase is not wanted, introduce
young queens just before swarming-time. By so doing you
accomplish two objects. I did this with 40 colonies, and not
one swarmed.
Mr. Martin The inost convenient time is during the
swarming season, because the bees accept strange queens
better then. If you have a large numberto requeen, I would
not buy, but get a choice queen and requeen during swarm-

—

ing-time.

—

Mr. Foster For IS or 20 colonies, I would requeen from
the best colony as early in the .swarming season as possible.
For only two or three colonies I would buy queens.
Mr. Gill Whenever a colonv is poor, I would requeen
any time, tho I would not interrupt them in tiie spring. But
I would especially do so in the swarming season, choosing
the prime cells for that purpose.
S. M. Carlzen
I had a queen that laid drone-eggs in
the spring. If I had bought another queen early, I could
have obtained three supers from that colony. By letting it
go I got only one super.

—

—

USU.^L

AMOUNT OF HONEY TO A COLONV.

Question — What
colony

?

is

the usual

—

amount of honey

to a

F. Rauchfuss Probably the usual amount of surplus is
meant.
Mr. Gill In Wisconsin, m^- average for a term of IS
years was 110 pounds of extracted honey, including two
years of failure. On the Western Slope, my average in
comb honey has been 40 pounds one year it was 90 pounds.
This year, the grasshoppers cleaned everything out. and
my bees lackt 10 pounds of anything. From one apiary of
240 colonies outside I obtained 400 cases. Perhaps the general averag-e of the Western Slope is 50 pounds.
What has
it been over the State ?

—

;
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Mr. Adains^Mv average has been very little, rang-ingfrom 10 to 134 pounds— the total average being 40 or SO
pounds.

—

pounds was the average surplus of
Only
it was an average season.
practical bee-keepers will obtain the results mentioned by
those who have answered the question. Many colonies kept
by farmers and others do not j-ield anything, which reduces
F. Rauchfuss

12,'3

Colorado last vear. and

the general average.

—

H. Rauchfuss Last fall I was requested to take off the
surplus from a yard of 36 colonies. I obtained a total of
three untinisht sections.
F. Rauchfuss— The yield is largely due to management.
The highest average reported last year was 118 pounds.
Some colonies in that man's neighborhood yielded nothing
many not a quarter as much.
Mr. Rhodes I know the man. A number of apiaries in
that neighborhood did not produce a pound. The average
per colony must be very low.
;

—

BEST

WAV

TO STOP ROBBING.

Question — What do you consider the best way

t(j

stop

robbing ?
A lengthy discussion ensued. The method of contracting the entrance, closing with a bunch of grass, and sprinkling with water at intervals of one or two hours was advised also, that of trapping the robbers by an inverted
shipping-case on top, and letting them go at night. These
methods were criticised as being suited to well-dispositioned
;

bees, but not generally successful. The advice was also
given to drive out all the bees with .smoke, and close the
hive up, as a colony that is robbed is not worth much, being weak or queeniess. To this it was replied that it was
not good policy to close up a hive that is being robbed, as
in two or three mintites the robbers will attack neighboring
hives, and that it was better to leave a small quantity of
honey and let them clean it out. This was in turn criticised
as being dangerous advice to give to the shiftless bee-keeper
near Boulder, and not g-ood for the small bee-keeper, as it
educates bees to rob. The best method is to remove the
cause. Weak or queeniess colonies, or those having combs
broken down, are the ones usually robbed by the thrifty
lot of extracting-supers exposed will cause
colonies.

A

robbing, and .sometimes supers above bee-escapes. It is
contagious, and very hard to stop after g^etting fairly
started.
In .small cases, when the bees are not on a regular
rampage, a change of position, or a wet blanket, will do
good.
EVENING SESSION.

Miss Mary C. Porter read a paper

:

;

.

M.^RY C. Porter.

— Don't .small bits of wax go through the
strainer
so.
Miss Porter— We do not find
F. Rauchfuss — Don't you re-strain when liquefying
Miss Porter— Yes, and then we use a much finer
strainer, an 80 mesh.
Mr. Porter — Couldn't the Cowan extractor be improved ?
F. Rauchfuss — saw a ball-bearing Cowan at the Omaha
Exposition. A brake would be an improvement.
Mr. Martin — The Cowan is not geared high enough.
Mr. Pease
?

it

?

I

Rauchfuss— I reported to the Root Co. a year ago
I did not examine the gearing of the extractor
Omaha. I have had experience with low gearing with an
F.

about that.

extractor three feet in diameter.

Extracting Honey.
intention to give any prescribed rules for

It is not my
honey-extracting, for every bee-keeper has l;is individual
way. The underlying principle is that b^' centrifugal force
the honey is thrown out of the comb.
Extracted honey .seems to me to be a more useful and
attractive as well as more concentrated form of honey, from
the absence of wax. For this reason it may be put to man)'
uses unsuitable to comb honey.
The machine used, called an extractor, consists of a
cylinder in which a wire basket is hung, of such a .shape
that the extracting-combs may be easily rested therein.
The first extractor we used had room for but two frames,
and these were lifted out and turned but for two seasons
we have used a " Cowan Improved," which holds four frames,
and these turn automatically, saving much time, tho requiring more strength to propel it.
Perhaps the best way to tell you how we extract is to
describe a day in the honey-field. To do a day's work one
must rise early and be in the field on a sunny day by 9
o'clock.
The first thing- for us, as our yards are all some
distance from home, is to load.
We carry extractor, capping-box, knives, tools of other kinds, a small oil-stove,
smokers, and our lunches, for we have a whole day's work
before us, and the out-door work produces a wonderful
;

—

not run to its fullest capacity. Now the capping-box Ours
is a water-tight box in which aresu.spended two deep sieves.
These are hung within three inches of the bottom, and on a
good day, at noon, about 30 pounds of good, clear honey are
drawn oft". The comb rests across the box lengthwi.se of
the sieve, and we find it a great improvement over the can
with a board across it, which we formerly used the cappings drain so well, and so much honey is saved which
would otherwise be greatly darkened by the solar extractor.
The honey having been uncapt, the frames are carefully scraped, which we find a g-reat advantage in using the
Cowan extractor, as otherwise the bur-combs, propolis, etc.,
make the baskets gummy, and greatly hinder the work.
Then in storing is it not much better to put away clean,
well-scraped combs and frames than those covered with a
season's wax, propolis and bur-combs ?
The next step is extracting proper, which, if the honey
is at the proper temperature, is very easily accomplisht.
The person who extracts soon learns from experience about
how much turning each set of combs requires, how to balance the combs to prevent undue jarring of the machine,
and subsequent loss of combs, and how fast to run the machine to make all the honey fly out.
When the honey comes from the extractor, it contains
particles of wax and candied honey, which rau.st be removed. To accomplish this we have found a wire strainer
The wire is about 32 mesh, and the honey
very useful.
passes through very easily, leaving candied honey, wax and
bits of comb behind.
One thing that should be remembered by every beekeeper, is that the honey-house should be kept neat and
clean, and handy— that is, have all things in order, with a
place for everything, and everything in its place.
Another year may we all be successful, and succeed in
producing a good crop of the finest honev.

at

entitled.
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—

appetite.

Our force consists of four per.sons, two to take the
honey from the hives and carrj' in, two in the shop to uncap and extract. Arriving at the field of action the .smokers
and stove are lighted, water to heat the knives is heated
(by the way, this water is excellent to make honey-vinegar),
the extractor and capping-box are set up, and then we
are ready.

When the hone)- is well capt over, two experienced persons are required to uncap, and even then the extractor is

satisfactorily'.

It

would not throw out

—
—
—
—

Pres. Aikin How many have had experience in extracting in November ?
Mr. Pease I have, and I don't want any more of it.
Mr. Porter Three years ago I extracted sections in
November by using artificial heat.
Pres. Aikin I have been planning to have enough extra extracting-supers to hold the entire crop, so that I can
store it all in a building in the comb. I would go to the
out-apiaries in the morning- and come home with a load of
honev. It is not hard to smoke bees out if there is a chamber beneath for them to run into. I would have a room
equipt for heating on the second floor, closed and tight, the
heat being generated in the basement. I have found that
for late extracting the temperature must be high, and kept
there 24 or 36 hours, and the last three or four hours it
should be close to 100 degrees. I would take one case out of
the room at a time and extract it, letting the honey run into
a tank in the room below. The worst diffculty is with
honey candying but the plan does save lots of labor in the
busy season. I cannot make a definite report of the plan.
The basement
It is largely yet in the experimental stage.
might be built so a team and load of honey could drive right
in, and a few extracting-supers at a time loaded on a simple
;

and pulled above.
Mr. Porter In using escapes,

elevator,

—

I

had one clogged by one

the bees in that oxtracting-super were dead.
Pres. Aikin I wfiuldn't trust the Porter escape. I
would have a little room at each apiary, with a wire-screen
window-escape, where the supers would be carried in from
the hives and allowed to remain a short time before loading
on the wagon. Two persons can take off a ton of honey in
a few minutes. I would do no shaking of combs. Sometimes the outside bees will find their way in through a
screen escape. In that case I would extend it up a consid
able distance, or use a double one.

bee,

and

all

—
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Mr. Porter I had a screen escape outside, which was
entered and clog-g-ed up by robbers.
Pres. Aikin I would not use a cone, but two sheets,
with an opening clear across the window. That plan keeps
outside bees from going- in, and inside bees from .passing
honey out. When the opening- is extended, the bees will
not cluster. Where they cluster robbers cluster also, and
find their waj- in.

of
of

THE RIETSCHE FOUNDATION PKESS.
I have here a machine for making foundation by means
melted wax. Having had an argument with the editor
Gleanings on whether this machine was practical or

not, he offered to pay the transportation charges if I would
paj- the actual cost.
I did so, paying SS.SO.
As near as I
can make out. the transportation from Germany to
York was So. 50, the duty $3.50, and the expressage from
York to Denver S2.50 or a total of $17, if a bee-keeper
there would buj- one out and out. Consequently, it could
only benefit bee-keepers in general by being manufactured

New

New

;

this country. That could be done, if they would take
interest in it. In Europe, 14,000 of these presses
are in use.
To use, the press is set on a level table, and the vessel

in

enough

containing the melted was within easy reach on a stove on
the right hand. A vessel containing- the lubricant sets on
the table behind the press. I used soap-suds. With the
left hand the press is opened, and enough lubricant poured
in to merely fill the press, when it is closed again. The
lubricant is then poured back, opening the press slightlv at
the same time, so that both plates may drain thoroughly.
The press being replaced in position, the left hand opens it
a little over half vray. while the right hand dashes in a dipper of melted wax, taking care to cover at least half of the
surface on the side away from the operator. The press is then
instantly closed. No particular pressure is necessary, as
the wax at once solidifies. The forefingers then slightly
raise the ball-and-socket attachments of the upper plate,
while the thumbs press down on the lower one. The upper
plate is then graspt by the wooden bar attacht to it in the
middle, lifted off, inverted, and the sheet trimmed while
still on the plate.
(If rightly done, the sheet remains at-tacht to the upper plate when" this is lifted off.)
The plate
is then held over where the pile of foundation is wanted,
and again turned over, when it either peels off itself, or
comes off with a very little assistance.
I made about 200 sheets last summer, and calculated the
weight and area of 179. I figured that the foundation ran
almost five square feet to the pound. When the \\ork was
progressing s-.moothly, I made a sheet every minute and a
half without hurrying. But I did not become at all skilled
in the use of the machine, and no doubt an expert could
it much faster.
To show what other English-speaking bee-keepers

work

think

of it, I will read some extracts from the Australian BeeBulletin.
The question was askt, "Can anv bee-keepers
give their experience with the foundation "wax-press?"
" Gippslander " replies
" Yes, we get on all right with one. If your wax sticks
vrash it well with strong soda water, and use plenty of
honey-water. It makes the foundation rather thick, that's
the only fault."
"Australian Yankee" says: " Not a
success in my hands." John Thacker an.swers
"If you
refer to the Rietsche press, we have used them for three
sea.sons, and find them invaluable.
Difficult to use while
new, but better afterwards. Foundation thicker. We find
it better for bedding the wires."
W. L. Davey replies
"Yes. I wasted about a week practicing on a' Riet.sche
foundation press before I got into full working order. So
far I have attained a speed equal to 50 pounds a day, or six
pounds an hour. Sometimes the foundation comb is a trifle
thick, but I prefer the press-made article, as the cells stand
out much further and more truly than the mill-made. Get a
sheet of each and compare them, and you'll be convinced."
:

:

:

Samples of the foundation are here on the table. The
heavy foundation which Prof. Gillette refers to in his experiments was made on this press.
Mr. Elliott and Mr. F. Rauchfuss have also tested this
press, and I will leave it to them to supplv any points I
have omitted.
P\ L,. Thompson.

—

Mr. Elliott The machine would be practical here if it
could be obtained for $5 to SIO. By means of it, when one
has only five pounds of wax he can work it all up, and it is
not necessary to strain it, either any kind of dark wax can
be used. I found no trouble in rapid work I turned out
sheets at the rate of a minute and a half apiece.
:

;

Feb.

—
—
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Mr. Porter What temperature should the wax be ?
Mr. Elliott Pretty warm so as to make the press as
hot as can be borne by the hand. I have had considerable
experience with rolls. Comparing the work of both machines, this is the machine for the average bee-keeper.
It takes lots of wax to work the rolls at all. and it must be
purified, and kept at an exact temperature.
Mr. Martin Is there any advantage in pressing the
plates

—

—
—

?

Mr. Elliott No. Perhaps a little. But just a quick
movement in pouring in the wax will thin it.
Mr. Martin — Is it not possitple to have the plates come
very close together, for surplus foundation ?
"Mr. Elliott— Not for surplus.
Mr. Pease Couldn't sheets of dipt

—

wax

be used in that

machine ?
Mr. Thompson — It

is not generally done, but I have
read of one case. A bee-keeper in Italy emploj's a press
about like this for dipt sheets, the that press, too, is intended only for melted wax. He uses a bottle of ice-water
for dipping, so as to get thin sheets.
Mr. Foster Is any special style of dipper used to pour

—

wax ?
Mr. Thompson — No,

in the

just an ordinary dipper.
brother, Oliver Foster, used 1o make
plaster-of-paris presses for sale, using a sheet of thin foundation for a pattern. They did not last long, but they were
cheap. He used a special dipper, .so as to get the wax on
the lower plate instantaneously. It was a tin tube with a
row of holes along- one side. When this w;is held over the
plate, and turned aroinid, the wax would all fall down at
once.
Mr. Elliott If plenty of wax is put on. it is all rig-ht.

Mr. Foster

The excess

— My

—
—

poured ofl:'.
Pres. Aikin I should think
is

if you got the temperature
too high, the wax would stick. Wax just above the melting
point poured on a board can be readily removed, but hot

wax

cannot.

—

Mr. Thompson It does.
The temperature must not
exceed a certain point, which is when the machine does not
get too hot to be comfortably handled.
F. Rauchfuss From some points in the State the
freight on wax is 2'j cents a pound to Denver. Supposing

—

22 J< cents a pound is obtained, that makes the net return 20
cents a pomid, for which less than 20 cents' worth of foundation may be bought, for the freight on the foundation is
also 2|2 cents, making the expense 5 cents for every pound
of wax. The expense of rolls, therefore, is not the only
item to be considered.
Pres. Aikin In making foundation by rolls, one must
have a large amount of wax melted, in tanks. In the dipping process, there is a great deal in getting the boards and
wax at the proper temperature. It is a trade that not one
man out of ten will be successful in. I use the Vandervort
I believe a low side-wall will give a thinner base
mill.
when thinned by the bees.
Mr. Foster Dadants' foundation is prest until it is
transparent.
Pres. Aikin We can't manufacture foundation prest as
hard as theirs.
Mr. Foster Some have said that it is prest too hard,
and that Oliver Foster's home-made foundation is better.

—

—
—
—
Aikin — Perhaps

Pres.
the high pressure makes it too
hard for the bees to manipulate. There is one point that
has not been made prominent enough. The grain in a bar
of iron made by rolling runs lengthwise. It is hard to break
a bar of iron crosswise. Pound it, and it will break into
strings.
The same principles are embodied in foundation.
I once put two pieces of foundation edge to edge, with the
side-walls of one at right angles to the side-walls of the
other, welded them together, and then bv means of two
clamps pulled the resulting piece in two. The piece which
ran the direction that rolling would make weaker, when
the pull was applied where it was, broke first. And yet the
Dadants put out sheets which will not hang the long way of
the grain. The Roots, too, say the side-walls should hang
perpendicularly. So this is something even the Roots and
Dadants ha'ven't got hold of Both the side-walls and the
g-rain should hang vertically.
Mr. Porter I have noticed a curve in the Weed foundaWhen two pieces ai'e put in one section, one curves
tion.
away from the other.
F. Rauchfuss The Weed foundation has more inclination to crack lengthwise than that made by the old process.
It is more brittle, there is no doubt of it, tho the contrary is
claimed. For surplus foundation, I could not see an advantage in tlie Weed foundaticm over the old process founda.

—
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have not seen the equal of the

Van Deusen

flat-bot-

tom foundation yet for surplus foundation.
Pres. Aikin— I have had no trouble with foundation
melting down, except when it is extremely hot.
Mr. Pease— Do you use full sheets or starters ?
Pres. Aikin — Both. I start with full sheets and finish
Quite a few ag-ree with

with starters.

me

that drone-comb

looks just as well as worker-comb.
[Continued next week.]

apartment J^-inch wide, and an apartment outside that is
>s wide, only this last apartment has no bottom, and through
this last apartment the bees can go up, and then down into
the other small apartment into which the feed has leakt, or
where it will leak after the feeder is filled. To confine the
bees in their proper place, a cover of ^4 -inch stuff is dropt
in to cover the two narrow apartments, stops being placed
so it will go down just enough to be flush with the upper
part of the feeder.

Put your feeder on the hive with the end where the bee.s
go up a little lower than the other. Put into the feeder the
dry granulated sugar, dish out a

little

place in the center

and fill the disht place half full of water and let it stand
two or three minutes then pour in more water, so there
;

LUNDUCTED BV

DR.
jOuestions

C. C.

miLI^ER, MarenifO,

III.

be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.)

may

Using Fence-Separators with Scallopt Sections.
use fence-separators with 7-to-the-foot scallopt
Simplicity-Langstroth supers ? I want to use
no-bee-way sections and fence-separators next season, but I
have a stock of 7-to-the-foot scallopt sections on hand which
If the fence is too thick or too thin the
I want to use first.
should on the sectionsections would not stand as they
"
MiNXESOT.\.
holder bottoms.

Can

•sections

I

in

Answer. — If you get fences proper to use with plaiii
<no-bee-way) sections, you can use them with your scallopt
sections this year, only it will make the comb in your sections thicker and heavier than with
least a quarter of an inch thicker.

separators, at

plain

much water

as sugar. If )-ou pour in the
water at first without any precaution, .some of it may run
right through into the other side and have so little .sweet in
If you have flat
it that the bees will not readily take it.
covers, the hive-cover will be all right to cover your feeder.
Otherwise you must make a cover that will do.
2. Excellent for bumble-bees, and I think some claim
that hive-bees can do more on it than on the other red clover.
It blossoms at the same time as the other.
3. At a time when moths are flying, the best place is in
care of the bees, putting a hive full of combs under a colony.
Indeed, a colony can take care of two or three hives full of
combs. Before freezing weather comes the hives of combs
can be taken away and piled up out-doors, covering up from

be about as

will

the rain and

making mouse-tight.

A

Transferring

in a box-hive. How would be the best
them into a movable 10-frame hive ?

have one swarm

I

wav

Perennial Question.

to get

Missouri.

Answer. — That's qne

of the .standard questions that

answered in any good text-book on bee-keeping,
cannot too strongly urge those who have no text-book to
secure one as soon as possible, and then become thoroughly
familiar with it. Every now and then some one gets a book
and reads it so little "or so carelessly that when the need
comes suddenly upon him he asks a question that he would
find fully answered in his book if he had only been more
familiar with it. After you've studied all there is in the
books you'll still find plenty of things to ask about that will
more than fill this department.
you'll find

Styles of Hives
1.

Which are the principal

Most

i

in Use.

styles of bee-hives

most

in

use in the United States and Canada ? and what are the dimensions of the respective frames ?
2. Has the improved, double-wall American bee-hive

any merits ?
K.\NS.4.S.
Answers. — 1. Probabh- no frame is so generally used
as the one 17^ inches in length and 9's in depth, outside
measure. Of ^the styles of hive in which the frame is used,
none is perhaps more popular than the dovetailed.
2. It would be hard to find a hive without merit in any
direction, but

I

Daisy Fastener and T Tins.

have no acquaintance with the particular

hive vou mention.

What

1.

fastener

How

2.

The Miller Feeder

Mammoth

Red Clover -Preserving
Extracting-Comljs from the Moth.

1. Please describe as nearly as you can how the Miller
bee-feeder is made.
2. Is the mammoth red clover a good honey-plant ? and
will it bIos.som late in the fall ?
3. How is the best way to preserve extracting-combs
Minnes0T.\.
from bee-moths when not in use ?

Answers. — 1. You can make one

of any dimensions,
you get the principle right. I think if I had a new
lot to make, I should make them in this way
Make a box water-tight the same width as the hive,
about 1 '2 inches shorter, and about S inches deep. The
depth, however, is not important. Cut down one end at the

only

are the dimensions of the daisj- foundation

?

hive super

long should

shall not
come up as high as the other three sides by about >s of an
inch. Now at this same end nail on the end at each corner
a block 5 inches long (if that's the depth of your feeder.) y's
wide and 's thick. Then nail on this another outside end.
If your feeder is for an 8-frame hive, this end will probably
be 13>^.ix5. Now you have two walls at that end of your
hive, and at the same end you need a third, inside, and jsinch distant from the adjacent wall. Make that wall to
come to the top, but it must not be so tight at the bottom
that water will not leak through. Perhaps you'd better let it
come within 1-16 of an inch of the bottom. Less would do,
only there's a possibility it might swell enoug-h to be waterNow
tight. Make it, however, water-tight at the sides.
you have three apartments in your feeder the main apartment that occupies nearly all the room, adjoining it an
it

in the first place so that

;

it

Langstroth

Answers. — 1. Three
I

2.

inches

:

feet long, 5 '4 inches wide.
don't know certainly, but probably 14V or 1^
12 inches is the length of T tins used for 8-frame

hives.

They simply rest on
3. Thev are not fastened at all.
bent staples that support them. When the super is tui-ned
upside down, its entire contei'.ts can be pusht out, sections,

T

tins

and separators.
^

:

make

tins be for a 10-frame

3. Please explain how T tins are fastened in a super so
New York.
they can be removed and cleaned ?

-so

top, or rather

T

?

Hives Without Shade

Can

1.

»

Sowing for Bees.

bees, kept in single-walled hives, painted white,
tiie summer at a place without any shade-

remain during

What

is your advice ?
have about an acre of ground which I would like
sow for bee-pasture. What seed is the most advisable ?

trees

?

2.

I

to

Illinois.

Answers. — Yes, they may do very well. I should want
the shade more for the comfort of the bee-keeper than for
that of the bees. It makes a difference whether there is a
One year I had combs melt
free circulation of air or not.
a hive under trees where the sun never shone.
side and standing corn on the other
They
effectuallv prevented free circulation of the air.
would have been better off out in the glare of the .sun with
nothing to stop the breezes froin reaching them.
2. If the chief object is honey, I should say sweet clover,
especially if your stock has learned to like it.

down

in

Dense shrubbervon one
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appliances, or expose other bees to the daiig"er of said disease, or refuse to allow said inspector to inspect such apiary, honey, or appliances, said owner shall, on conviction
before a justice of the peace, be liable to a fine of not less
than fifty dollars ($50), nor more than one hundred dollars
($100), or not less than one month's imprisonment in the

county

jail,

nor more than two months" imprisonment.

—

;

EXPENSES.
hereby appropriated out of any
moneys in the State treasury-, not otherwise appropriated, a
sum not exceeding seven hundered dollars ($700) per year,
for the suppression of foul brood among bees in Illinois.
Said inspector shall receive four dollars ($4.00) per day,
and traveling expenses for actual time served, which sum
shall not exceed the moneys hereby appropriated, to be paid
by the State treasurer upon warrants drawn and approved
by the governor.
SeC; 7. This Act shall take effect, and be in force, from
and after its passage and publication.
6.

— There

is

—

Mr. Stone, when sending us the foregoing copy of the
proposed law, added these words, that Illinois bee-keepers
should heed
If bee-keepers who know the harm of
to protect them against it, let them

foul brood wish a
to, and talk
with, their representatives and senators (as we will have
the same Bill before the Senate), for there is no Bill that
goes through without work, especially that has an appropriation attacht. If our bee-keepers' executive committee
comes before the appropriation committees of the House
and Senate, and none of them have been approacht by their
constituency, our work will be hard, and probably a failure.

law

If

it is

worth having,

it is

worth working

Dr. J. P. H. Bkowx. of Richmond Co., Ga., wrote us
Jan. 20
" I am just' getting over the la g-rippe have had a hard
time of it. The past season has been an'ofl:''one for the
busy bee. I don't think 2,000 pounds of honey, all told,
have been taken inside of a radius of 100 miles of this place.
Result
Hundreds of colonies will go up before next
spring, unless fed. In fact, the loss already- has been very
:

—

'

:

.\NNU.\L REPOKT.
Sec. 5. The inspector of apiaries shall make an annual
report to the j,''overnor of Illinois, yiving' the number of apiaries visited, the number of diseased apiaries found, the
number of colonies treated also the number of colonies
destroj'ed by fire, and his expenses.

Sec.

89

write

for.

Disinfecting FouI=Broody Honey
Mr. J. B. Adams,
Bee-Inspector for Boulder Co.. Colo., uses the following
method for disinfecting foul-broody honey for feeding back
:

"Boil the honey hard for 20 minutes after adding '3
water. Let it get cold, and then boil again for 20 minutes.
Foul brood .spores have two skins the first boiling and
cooling loosens the first skin the second boiling and cooling kills the spores."
;

:

'

heavy."

We are glad to know that our good Southern friend is.
right again. La grippe is a terrible enemy to human
health and happine.ss. We are just now (Jan. 23) suffering
from a severe attack of eczema. La.st week it covered the
middle of the body, and now it is in the face and head, particularly around the eyes. It makes us almost sightless,
all

We

at night sleepless.
now know how to
fully with any person suffering with eczema.

and

sympathize

# #

Mr. G. M, Doolittle, of Onondaga Co., N. Y., .spoke
on bees and honey at a farmers' institute near Sj'racuse,
Jan. 18. Altho the " great lights " of New York State were
there, and ex-Gov. Hoard, of Wisconsin, Mr. Doolittle, we
understand, was as well received as any. Of course he
would be. for he's a fine off-hand speaker, as was shown at
the Buffalo convention, where he gave a splendid address.
Mr. Doolittle and Rev. E. T. Abbott we believe are amongall the bee-keepers that we
ever go to sleep under the sound of
their voices. Both of them ought to be kept in institute
work a good share of the time, on the subject of bee-keeping.

the readiest public speakers of

No one would

know.

«

» »

The

M.-vscotte Incub.^tor Co., of Bedford, Ohio, report that they have been barely able to keep up with their
orders by running their factory at its fullest capacity, and
night and day. The Mascottes are standard machines of
the hot-water type, and are finisht in the highest style
known to the art. In hatching and brooding- they leave
nothing to be desired if we are to judge by the testimony of
those who have u.sed them, and shoidd therefore know them
best. Write these people for tl;eir new catalog, which gives,
full details of construction, etc.
Also mention this journal

when writing them.
» # * # #

OR Basswood Honey we can still supply as
per our advertisement on page 94. There should be the best
demand of the year for the next few months, and bee-keepers should supply it. Canned fruits will be running out in
many a household, and honey will come in as a great help
We can make prompt shipment at the
to the housewife.
prices quoted. Better try a two-can order, hadn't you?
Ai.F.\LF.\

*

Dr. a. B. M.\son, Secretary of the United States BeeKeepers' Association, is already working on the program
for the 1899 convention to be held in in well, we don't
know just where )'et, but it will be in some good place. We
were going to say in Philadelphia. And the program will
be a good one, too. The big Doctor knows just how to build
it.
He's had lots of experience " along that line."

— —

# *

The G. B. Lewis Co., of Watertown, Wis., have issued
a very neat 1899 catalog of their apiarian supplies. Thev
are one of the verj- best concerns in all this country. Wisconsin seems to be noted for its bee-supply firms. And, so
far as we know, they are all good ones, too.
* * «

The

* »

Co., Pa., speaks thus of

O. PopplETON, of Dade C;o., Fla.. writing usJan. 18, said
" Bees are gathering some honey, and commencing to
build up. The winter so far has been very mild, more so
than usual, the thermometer indicating from 70 to &5 degrees every day for weeks past."

Mr. O.

:

:

" Say, do 3'ou
fine ?

things pretty much his own way in many localities. We
hope that he will not deplete the ranks of bee-keepers.
They can't be spared just yet.

*

Mr. Geo. Spitlek. of Crawford
this journal

Mk. E. E. Hasty, of Lucas Co., wrote us Jan. 21 that
he was " nursing a stubborn case of la grippe." This has
been another winter when that heartless enemy has had

last

know that
number (Jan.

— so much really original

the American Bee Journal is
12) is just full of good things

matter."
* * * * *

« *

Dr. Peiro, whose

office is in Central Music Hall, in this
makes a specialty of throat and lung diseases. Any of
our readers may feel free to consult him by mail, not forg-etting to enclose stamps, of course.
He has what is called
the American oxygen treatment for lung trouble that he
claims is a fine specific for la grippe and similar troubles.
Just write him for his circular on the oxygen treatment,
and mention the American Bee Journal. Don't be afraid to
write him fully concerning yourself, if vou wish.

Mk.

city,

1,

said

F. F. /^ii.i.mer, of

» *

Grant

Co., Wis., writing- us Feb.

:

"The weather has
or four days

ing

—

it is

been intensely cold the past three
25 to 28 degrees below zero."

The Premiums offered on page
for.
Look at them.

62 are well worth work-

—
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A Slatted Separator for
the A.

I.

Inset Sections b,eing- demanded,
Root Co. are preparing- to meet the demand.

Large or Small Hives, according

to

A. E.

Manum.

in

American Bee-Keeper, is a question for each one to decide
for himself. The Dadants are rig-ht in using- larg-e hives,
and G. M. Doolittle is right in using small hives.

—

burnt. which, wlien burnt out, have a bucket of water to
which a plentiful supply of carbolic has been added thrown
over the ashes. This is important, because the honey, when
getting hot, is apt to run, and if in the vicinity of other
bees, they will be sure to get at the melted honey and carry
it off to their hives.
The bees under treatment remain on
the starters for three daj-s, during which time no food is
given. On the expiration of the three days, the bees are
shaken ofl^ the starters into a clean hive on as many full
sheets of foundation as they will cover, and fed up 'w'ith
'

some good syrup medicated with naphthol

beta.

By

this

time they will appreciate the food, and, with me, bees so
treated soon work up into a strong colony. Finally, the old
hive is disinfected as recommended in the "Bee-Keepers'
Guide-Book,' and the frames of starters together with all
old quilts burnt."

—

Painted Hives are preferred by C. Davenport. They
keep in good condition for 20 years, -svhile unpainted ones
begin to decay in seven or eight years. He does not believe
with Doolittle that bees do any better in unpainted hives.
Bee-Keepers' Review.

Peppermint Honey as gathered in the West is reported.
in the Progressive Bee-Keeper, as "curious looking stuff."
Of excellent flavor, " but the cappings have exactly the appearance of moldy combs, even on the closest inspection by
the naked eye

;

and yet there

is

no mold about

it."

Honey Carried from Brood=Nest into Sections. At
time of fruit-bloom, E. A. Daggitt gave each colony a super
of partly-finisht sections. At the clo.se of fruit-bloom quite
a little surplus was found in the sections, but it proved to
be buckwheat honey, showing that it must have been carried up from the brood-chambers.
Bee-Keepers' Review.

—

Formic Acid for Foul Brood. Foul brood appeared in
the apiary of J. Pontonnier, and the editor of Revue Internationale advises him to try formic acid. He took 100 grams
of water, 100 grams of 25 percent formic acid, and 50 grams
alcohol, thus making a 10 percent solution of the acid.
He used 100 g-rams of this solution upon each colony. Without brushing off the bees, he sprayed each comb with an atomizer, thoroughly going over everything, unsealed as well
as sealed brood, and cells containing honey, excepting no
part. Three such treatments, perhaps a week apart, seemed
to leave the colonies in health.
But avithorities in this
country have little faith in drugs. A rather discouraging
thing for drug treatment is that while cures are frequentlyreported across the -ivater, there is no persistent settling
down to anv one remedv as successful.
Pressure for Wax=Extracting is advocated in the BeeKeepers' Review. The editor thinks the man who renders
old

combs

with steam

in the solar extractor los.ses '< or - j of his wax,
'3 is lost, and with boiling- '4,
I, W. Beckwith,

by means of a squeezer made of two planks hinged together,

—

Big Hive-Entrance for Winter
Mr. Rutfy formerlv
closed carefully all cracks and openings in his hives, made
the entrance as small as possible, and yet each spring he
found moldy combs, spoiled stores, numerous cases of diarrhea, queenlessness, etc.; while at the present time with entrances open full width, and colonies ready for winter by
the middle of August, he has excellent results. Muenchener
Bztg.

got the wax out so entirely that the residue was dry and
mealy instead of being the usual hard cake of slumgum.
F. A.Gemmill took 21 pounds of slumgum left by the steam
process, and by boiling- and putting through a screw-press
he got seven pounds of the finest wax. With the press he
got from eight Langstroth combs three pounds of wax, onehalf of which had perhaps been given in the foundation.

Winter Feed." We often get inquiries on how to make
a bee-candy for a winter feed when combs of sealed stores
are not to be had. The best candy is the Good or Scholz.

Bee=Escapes Are Not Liked by Mr. Bruce for extracting-supers, because they allow the honey to get cold for extracting. For comb honev he prefers to pile supers 10 or 12
high " with a generous light-admitting screen-escape arrangement on top." F. L. Thompson failed with the same
arrangement, using it late in the season when bees are
sluggish. Progressive Bee-Keeper.
Mr. Thompson will
probably succeed if he sets his piles in the hot stin, especially if bees are busy.

—

and is made in this way
Mix sugar and honey into a stiff
dough allow it to stand for a couple of days in a warm
place and then knead in more sugar. Granulated sugar may
:

;

be used; but powdered, or, better
much better." Gleanings.

—

still,

confectioners',

is

Tali Sections are Finisht Faster and Better at the sides
than ^square sections, says R. C. Aikin, in the Progressive
Bee-Keeper.
In comb-building, combs alwaj's progress
much faster downward than sidewise, so the square section
is finisht down the center before at the sides
while the tall
section will be finisht farther down and stand transportation better. For this reason he also favors bottom starters
for any sections that are to be shipt.
;

—

—

Work for the Bee=Keepers' Association. -If the beekeepers of this country would support the United States
Bee-Keepers' Association to the necessary extent to enable
it to permanently engage an expert salesman, whose business it would be to develop a demand for honey put up and
guaranteed by the Association under its official trade-mark,
we firmly believe that every member who produced 100
pounds of honey annually would derive, in increast price,
the cost of membership. American Bee-Keeper.

—

Wax-Sticking and Cracking. -Dr. Miller having directed
to wet a wooden mold to keep wax from sticking to it, I. \V.
Beckwith says, in the Bee-Keepers' Review, that no amount
of wetting or soaking will do if the wax is put in very hot
and allowed to cool slowly. He sets the ves.sel of caking
wax, when convenient, in ice-water, and if it shows a tendency to crack, as it seldom does, he runs a thin knife-blade
half an inch deep between the wax and tin.
Foul Brood.— G. Sawyer tells, in the British Bee Jourhow he uses the McEvoy method of curing foul brood.
He thinks it an advantage to give j^oung queens, and does
not agree with Mr. McEvoy that it is needless to disinfect
the hive. He says
" My method of procedure is first to examine the hive,
and, if found afl'ected, I do nothing else in the apiary that
day. Meantime, I make some rough frames, in which strips
of foundation about '^-inch wide are fixed. After the bees
have ceast flying for the day. I go to the hive, shake off all
bees from the combs and replace with the frames fitted with
starters. The diseased combs and frames are then promptlv
nal,

:

—

Lumber for Sections. Editor Hutchinson, of the BeeKeepers' Review, says a man must use "a mighty deal of
nice consideration " before he turns out a first-class section.
In the matter of timber alone there must be great nicety.
of old trees is too dark. Only young-, thrifty trees
yield white wood. It must be cut in winter when the timber
is frozen, and must be sawed before it thaws, for if sawed
when not frozen it will be of a dark cream color. Spring
must find the little, short planks piled uj). but not too closely,
or it will mildew.

The wood

The Secret of Well-Filled Sections, Editor Hutchinson
(Bee-Keepers' Review.) seems inclined to think something
that has yet eluded our gra.sp. Better filled sections have
been claimed for fences, because there was freer communication. Editor H. ag-rees with E. A. Daggitt that, on that
basis, the best filled .sections ought to be those secured without separators, but expresses his conviction that "combs
are more perfectly attacht to the sections when separators
are used than when none are in use." No doubt a good
manv will hold a diifei-ent view.

—
Feb.

!
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Root's Column
It

seems

that a

to be

means

sion on sections

when

in the super is

and some go so far as to say
a necessity. If sections and sepa-

desirable,
it is

rators are placed in supers loosely, it
leaves little interstices or spaces that

the bees till up with propolis. Various
devices have been used to bring about
the desired compression. Some prefer
and use thumb-screws others, wedges
:

making
The same

are very often propolized fast,
difficult to

Bees Helpt the Fruit.
pounds of honey from 90 colonies of bees this year. Prospects were good
in the spring, but the honey crop failed to
materialize.
apple and peach orchards
paid quite well, which is partly owing to
the services of the bees in poUenizing the
bloom. This was an incidental benefit fully
equal to what they could have done storing
honey in a good year.
D. L. Files.
Monroe Co., N. Y., Dec. 31.
',)0(l

My

A

remove them.

We now

use
two or three springs to our 1899 supers,
one at each end, bearing against the
ends of the fences, and one in the
center. See S in the cut below
;

101b
$1.00

Sit

Sweet Clover

nieliiot)

60c
70c
80c
60c
55c

Alsike Clover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover
Crimson Clover

1.25
1.40
1.00
.90

25tt5

.soft

S2.25
3.00
3.00
2.25
2.00

f4.00
5.75
5.00
4.00
3.50

Prices subject to market chang-es.
25 cents to your order, for cartage,

Add

wanted by

if

freig^lit.

Your orders are

solicited.

GEORGE

W.

YORK & CO.

118 Michifjfan Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Fairly Good Season.

This has been a fairly good season for
There was no early or white honey
stored above, most of the surplus being
gathered in August from smartweed or
lady's-finger.
Honey is about the same
price here as it was last season.
Frank L. Goss.
Vernon Co., Mo., Deo. 36.

MONEY IW POULTRY
BIG
OUR LARGE '99 POULTRY
Worth *a5.
GUIDE FREE.

bees.

objection applies to tightening-strips,
altho to a less extent.

got

I

Seeds.

We liave made arraiig'ements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freif^ht
or express, at the following- prices, cash with
the order:

;

and still others, tightening-strips.
Thumb-screws stick out in the way,
and sometimes in damp weather become stuck fast in the holes. Wedges
it

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

g-enerally admitted

for producing compres-
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He "Blames" the Bee Journal

lAplliliiM ull,

'Ilic

rontiiiiiN

IHOnpH

to

anyone,

JOHN BAUSCHBR.

m^Jii^'^

Jr.

.

Freeport, Illinois*
"qE^S^B^ Box •»4
Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

me send you my 64Catalog for 1899.
.7e/i/*ins, M'ef ump/ira. A/a.
Let

BEE-KEEPERS

My

in the city.
locality, but the

,.11,'r

h.M.kevcr published.
iUiistr.Ulons. huinircdBOl

%^lii:il,le

III. 'St

vhIuuMo reciiiea ami HOW TO MAKE POULTRt
PAY BIG Send Ijc, for miiliiitr :iiid fiostage.

bees did very well this year. I had l.'i
colonies, spring count, and got about 1.20U
pounds of honey, part extracted. People
want to know how the bees get so much

honey

.uiii

I'.iw.-.sl

fJ.

A/.

!

GW'e

them it is not the
American Bee Journal
I tell

pag-e

make

that does it.
M. M. RifKARD.
Erie Co., N. Y.. Dee. 26.

New

the

tiaiiipioii

Gtiatt-Hive

with fence ami plain sections, and a
full line of uther

SUPPLIES.
A postal sent us with your name for
a Catalog will meet with the g'reatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

Fears Hard Winter for Clover.

My

bees are quiet with a temperature in
of 4:i degrees; outside, zero
weather, with but little snow on the ground.
I
am afraid this will be hard on white
clover; still, let us not borrow trouble.
the

cellar

Please mention

Sheboygan, Wis.
Bee Journal -when writine.

Wm. M. Barnes.
Richland Co., Wis., Deo.

37.

Bees Didn't Do Much.
Bees did not do much here last season. I
have SO colonies on the summer stands, and
had to feed part of them before packing

them

for the winter.

to day.

and

all

They had a good flight

appeared

in

good condition.

The prospect
Marion

for the coming.season is good.
G. C. Allinger.
Co., Ohio. Dec. 20.

These springs produce a gentle, even
pressure against the contents of the
super and. no matter how much the
:

weather changes, causing the stuffjto
shrink or swell, t hose spring s will produce^hvays'a gentle yet firm pressure.
After the sections are filled theyTan
be easilj- taken out, owing- to the fact
that there is a yielding' pressure
propolis well, it has no show.
In the nest Bee Journal we will

;

show

you how these springs are applied.

Meantime

KEEP YOUR EYE ON
THIS COLUMN,
we may be

could not think of keeping a colony of
bees without the American Bee Journal. I
am a beginner, with four colonies, which
did poorly the past year, but I am not discouraged, as they were bought late in the
season, just after the linden flow.
Richland Co., Wis.
Mrs F. C. Fennel.
I

able to save vou dollars.

Bees Did Very Well.

MEDINA, OHIO.]

him a favor.
CHAKLIE STRONG."
n(H K\ H IKK I'KM K tO.. AUUI.VX. MICH.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

am

di.ins,'

PA<iK,

Glass Honey = Jars
For 3-4 Pound at $3.75 per Gross.

We

have on hand a limited supply of tall,
strait^ht, white-jrlass Honey- Jars holding' Kpouud each. They have a tin cap that screws
on the g-lass. They are very attractive for the
retail trrocery trade.
Put up in barrels holdingexactly one g-ross each, f.o.b. Chicago. S3. 75 per
gross; 5 gross, !?3.50 per gross. Address,

118

Michigan

Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

My bees did very well this year. I got
about 4,000 pounds of comb honey from 92
colonies, spring count, and increast to 1.50,
halt of which I put into the cellar; the
others I am wintering in a house lined inside and packt with leaves.
I wintered
some 2."> colonies last winter in the same
place, and they came out all right.
Iowa Co., Wis.
Wm. J. Healt.

Season of 1898
The bees came out

Bees and Colors.
of the cellar in the

best condition I ever saw them in 1S98. I
1:^0 colonies, all strong and healthy.
It
was a hard spring on the bees, and by the
time the white clover bloomed they were
weak in numbers. I got 1.300 pounds of

had

TnGfl.l.RooiGoiiipany

Alexis, Illinois.

T never feel so trood as when T am eelllnff a
neichbor Pai,'e fence, as I know from experience I

GEORGE W. YORK &

and

—

for

Beginning with Bees.

t<

basswood and white clover honey mist.
The basswood is five miles away. I got a
little over 2,000 pounds of buckwheat honey.

BeeI
lSuDDlles.1
I

r^
1^
'^
1^2

Root-s Goods at Root's Price:;.
Pouder's Hon f.v- Jars and everyPrompt

thing used by bee-keepers.
Service— low freig-ht rate.

Catalog

free.

?»

WALTER

S.

POUDER,

.^UMass. Ave..
I

XI

II

VNAI'Ol.iS. lNriI.\N

Please mention Bee Journal

^^
^^
^i.
^^
•

^

1

when

-writing.

"
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DDE Bill FREE

SEED
__

ninil

_

my

for 1899, lithographed and henutifuUy

Due

Bill, good for

fVee.

It

is

full

new

Fruits,

trial,

Bent

All the

of barf^^ns.

Plants, Roses*

haniisntno
illuslrated,

worth of seeds for

lOc.

Farm

CiatuloKUe
and a lOf.

ebnolutel;

(*eed(«,

Bulbtt,

Seeds. Potatoes,

etc.* at lowest pncea. Ten (ilreat Koveltles offered without
tf" each. Don't buy
Dunes. 1 will pay $50.
yoor stock nntil you see this new catalogue. Several varieties shown
You will be
ID colors.
Grtst inducementa for orders this year.
GQrprlHed at my bargain offers. Send your address on Postal to-day.
Old customers wilt receive a copy.
Tell your friends to send too.

FOR A NAME

MILLS

F. B.

Seedsman, Box «8, Kose

Please mention Bee Journal

when

Ulll,

>.Y

-wTiting.

SECOND-HAND

I moved 41 colonies and
ran them for
comb honey, getting 1.000 sections. I got
only 10 new swarms this year.

They don't mind the Sunday

in a case, that we offer, while they last, in
lots of five or more cases 10 cans) at 40 cents a
case, f.o.b. Chicag-o. Better order at once if you
want some of them. Address.

two

GEORGE W. YORK &
U8 Michig-an

CO.,

m?wmm/Wt/m\mmmm\'m%r'F'^r^

clothes

it

I

have my old hat on.
Bees will store just as much honey without a bee-paper, but I think it pays me to
take two.
Chas. Blackblrn.

THE BEST WAY

Co., Iowa, Dec, 28.

to

5ixty=pound Cans
FOR SALE CHEAP!

make money

Honey Crop a

\\f iiake a

Failupe.

WE

I have 42 colonies of bees in fine condition
for winter, packt with chaff in the new
Champion chaff hive.
bees are nearly
all ,')-bauders.
Our honey crop was a failure the past summer, but I hope for a better

B¥ STEAM-"iU;

tiie

T uusauds
Loi

•St

in successful

priced Ist-class hatc3er jjadc

c:t:o. II.
1

t^pcr:uii<>i

14 to 1*^2

8.

STAiiL.

Ath

H. C. Ci.ymer.

Please un-iiliuu

ilie lire

THE

A. I. ROOT GO'S GOODS atf,^"^'
Including their discounts for g-oods wanted for
use another season. It will pay you to send me
st of g-oods wanted.
Cash for Beeswax.
M. H. HUNT. Bi:ll Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Reports for

2i^gaining. scroll-sawing, boring, edge-

moulding, beading,

Foot

etc.

Full line

and

Hand Power

Bees Did Fairly Well.

Machinery. Send
for Catalog A.
Seiipca Falls Mf?.

Our bees

did fairly well on white clover
and basswood the past season. The fall
flow was light. I had 87 colonies when the
honey-flow began at the close of the season
136, then doubled down to 111.
1 would
have put them down to 100 it the weather
:

had kept warm.

My

pounds.

Houston

honey crop was 2,800
John Turnbull.

Co., Minn., Dec.

7.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

use mention Bee ^'jurual ^vhen writing.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
An
*tU PARF
HUL CATALOG
Instrucliutis tolit^;^'iniier.s, Aic, free.
I

JOHN NEBEt & SON,

Seem

Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber tt> the Bee Journal for
a year at Sl.'Kl; or forSl.lO we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping^ Device. Address,

to be

Wintering Well.

98 colonies of bees seem to be wintering all right, so far. They had several good
(lights last week, and seem to be in good

W.

condition.

Nicholas Co., Ky., Dec,

S.

Feeback.

20.

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,
118

Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

111.

Comb

Foundation
Working Wax
Wholesale and Retail.

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

full line of

The best
of

the person su^pesttif>.t naiiif foraCi-misli liuliaii
cockerel that is takintithe first
prize wherever t;lio\vii Ve al^) \n
a line lot of Li^ht Brahnias. Harred

st'tthi^- r.r eu'u'stn

iiiL'the

Game

riviuouth Rocks and While AVyanSendlOo for catalogue. I.lt-e
Killer Formuluan*! particulars.

dottes.

Box«75

Kockford,

Please nientioii

(.A4t

GET MORE EGGS
beetl

Beeswax Always Wanted
Send me your name, whether you
are a small or large consumer or
dealer.

Augusta, Wis.
when

(rrccM

til'- h-i-ns .>ti

»

wijl Uv -IniiMe the efu"^
right in the middle of the winter,
when eggs are worlh most money.

DAMDY

°^SS?tf?8"*

stRlTfoii& OSBORNE

-writing.

when

Please mention Bee Journal

writing,

FARM BEE-KEEPING!
is

one of tho

deparinu-tUs

IcadiiiLr

in

the

had a very slim crop of honey here
During the white clover bloom
it rained all the time, and the bees stored
none.
I never saw
basswood so full of
bloom, both great and small trees, but the
bees only seemed to look at an occasional
one. I got no honey except late fall honey,
and but little of that, but I could hardly expect much, for I started in last spring with
one colony of blacks and four Italians, and
increast to 20, besides two swarms went
away. The increase all came from the Ital-

paper in exand
the best L^eneral
istence. Write for sample copy to-daj', and for
clubbing' rates with any paper you want.
EMERSON T. ABBOTT,
Address,
St. J(tsEPH. Missouri.

We

this year.

FARM

Kerosene
while pumping.

Stick to the spelling reform. Others will
follow the good example in time.
I started the past season with 8 colonies,
bought one new swarm, and increast to 20
colonies, taking .'lOO pounds of No. 1 comb
honey, besides 50 unfinisht sections. The

Bordeaux

I

No7^"l..,^.

the

At;t-iiU.,

Chicago.

CO.

writing.

Kmiilti

and

"AVorldV

/THE DEMING
WeHteffL

do not want to get along without the
"Old Reliable"' as long as I can get the
" necessary evil '^ to help keep it going. I
look for a better paper for 1899 than the
past year, as it has been improved every
year since I became a subscriber.

when

iuiple indeed.
lie

Spravers,

'

Report for 1898.

BEE

Please mention Bee Journal

.

SALEM

Hrlitllun

*

Mil

C-.t.iloi^iie ail

Please mention

I

for Cash or Trade at highest price. Catalog
for 1899 will be ready in January.

Journal.

Modern Farmer and Busy Bee^

Write for
and samples

Foundation and Sections.

Please mention Bee Journal

tl'o ]Iee

Slim Honey Crop.

of everything.

GUS DITTMER,

III.

Mii

stop

SUPPLIES.

Catalog, with prices,

!llH!<i(ll!lllJlllHi!ilrfll!lS
FREE! A young cockerel or one

ians; they filled their hives in a short time,
and then went to swarming. I could only
them by injunction.
J. M. Clock.
Wood Co., Wis.

Hi\/e&, Sections,
and a

High Hill, Missouri.

My

The MoNKTTE Oueen-Clipping

CO.

with or without gear are the t.rpt
machines for preparing bone i-r
rnwls. Cut taut, turn eu») .

^6 Wntfr St.. S«iieca Falls, X. Y.

t:«.,

'

Seasons.

have SO colonies in my apiary. I got
about 3.000 pounds of honey last year, and
about 2. .500 this year.
S. M. Jones.
Norton Co., Kan., Dec. 22.
I

UNION iirl'Xw
fi>r ripping", crosscutting-,
mitering",
rabeting", grooving,

Two

^;.',.l"';

<;0*IILN, 1>1UA>.V.

St.

5Atf

Journal.

^,

'i'

.VVVVVVVVkM

Marshall Co.. Iowa, Dec.
44A2t)t

'J

Adilreas.

fipiireJi.

50nsl»th

hungry before

J. C. Akmstroxg.
28.

;

,t

\\',igMi,«,

EDWARD W. WALKER CARRIAGE

Bees Lig-ht in Winter Stores.
My liees are tuckt away in winter quart-

St.. (fiilnrv. Ill

1-'"

;.:

^:;;.i,ii; Kw.d \V:i^ui.s, %'ibM.
Excrllrnt ijunlity (iiinranteeil.
Wi> Make V.\PTy Vrhicle We A<l»erti«e.
We fully guarantee everj- vehicle weirake from
WOOD GOODS always.
the lowest pri.ed np.
An excellent hnmess as low as $4.80. Larce
All prices marked
illoBtrated catalogue FREE.

Spring

27.

but I am afraid some of them will get
spring. I fed some, but I
never put bees in as light before. I hope
we shall not have another such season soon.

vehu-le line.

tlie

n£ Si.rries B"L'cU'S

SELL DIRECT TO YOU
From Our factory

Wehav^^urn,.

ers,

EXCELsToR^iSilOR

\\ecanBave

save lU

t.-

lifL,-

At WhoSesale Prices,
H"..'!,

My

season to come.
Linn Co., Iowa, Dec.

full

Spring Wapons, Hoad WaRons.

Fhaeliin-i,

in plain

HATCH CHICKENS

is

vm money on ever', tliinc in

CHICAGO, ILL.

Street.

1899.

9,

I fee this question was askt in the Bee
Journal it bees would sting black any
quicker than any other color. I find on
tSunday if I go in the bee-yard with a black
hat on I am apt to get stung, when it I put
my straw hat on they don't bother me.

Buchanan

DWe have about 100 second-hand 60-pound Cans,

Feb.

Bee Journal when

writinB.

SAVE FEED.
iiiiinal

economy.

iitereal heat.
..

-

'

,

-^

v|>., ,.:„!,

It

If itis

it-,vesthatmuihfuel(feed).

Electric Feed Cookers
reed.
mnn^y, and prodaec
hetliT result
Made of best cast iron
lit!
boiler made of extra»Llh steel linings;
rauiiedsteel. Capacity •2b to 100
heavy palvaiii;
,

gallons

Electric

Circular and price free.

Wheel

Co.,

Box

Please mantion Bee Journal

16, Quiocy.

when

HU

WTiting»

-

Feb.
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all in the cellar, with a good quality of stores, but some are short.
There was no fall flow here, and owing to
rush of other work feeding was neglected
" Poor management."
.until too late.

93

bees are

p^rIgsx
when

My

life

are

Reliable Incubators

Bees Did Poorly.
From U colonies I
pounds of comb honey. The bees

hatch lilt the frititr rggx. and will prnduce strong,
ing
healthvchicks— Tin lie..; n.. .Ij^rase. Th.- hi-ii ran keep on liiyi—
the year. It is the unli/ itrttvtietit itiaehiiie Miarte.
hatches are uniform; tin' r.uiil:itor \\'oik^ pfrlettly. Send
lOcents for illustrate, 1 eatal'i^'ii.', whiih also tells of our

icill

bees did poorly.

all

with plenty of stores.
J. C. Smail.
winter them out-doors.

Hancock

ami early

'il.

•got 300
are in good condition,
I

liatcliini:

reduced tu a minimum,

O. B. Griffin.

Aroostook Co., Maine, Dec.

pais

the losses incident to

mammoth

Co., Ind., Dec. 20.

poultry farms.

RELIABLE INCUBATOR AND BROODER
Box B 2. Quincy. III.

CO.,

Poop Season for Bees.
Please mention Bee Journal

have been in the bee-business about
three years, and have now 70 colonies in a
I

house, all in first-class condition. I put in
the house last winter 45 colonies, and took
them all out last spring in good shape but
it has been a bad year with me here, as in
the blossoming season it rained all the time,
and then it came off so dry that there was
no moisture in the flowers, and clover all
dried up. So I did not get much surplus
honey, and left me with about 1,000 sections
with starters in them.
I am in a good location as there are not
many bees within miles of mine, and plenty
Frank Van Dyke.
of white clover.
Greene Co., N. Y., Dec. 33.

when wriuug

WELL MANU FACTURED ST OCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

OUR MOTTO:

;

Not a Prosperous Season.

Seciions. stiiDDino-Ga§6§ and

B66-K66DerS' SUDDI16S
We make a'.specialty
The BASSWOOD

of making- the very best Sections on the market.
this part of Wi.scon.sin is acknowledged by all to be
selected, young and
the best for making- the ONE-PIECE
thrifty timber is used.
'Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.
iii

Marshfield Hanufacturing Company,

My

bees did about the same as a good
many others— from 24 colonies I got about
600 pounds of comb honey, not quite onetbird as much as I got last year. There
seemed to be plenty of clover, but the bees
did not work on it, and it was the same
with buckwheat. But I will try to have
them do better in IS'Jil.
J.

Worth

HONEY-SECTIONS—

Please mention Bee Journal

when

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.
MAKERS ARE FOUND IN

writing.

MONEY

GOOD

H. Logemann.

INCUBATORS
BROODERS

AND

manufarture a greater variety of standard marliineFi than anv other inmbator
Capacity. hO to 800 eggs: price, «8.50 to $fiS Over 1,000,000 chickens hatched by
our incubators last season. Send 6c. for H8-pa(reeatalotr. Tells how to raise poultry
and ...iitain.s designs for poultry houses and other useful hints to the poultrynian.

Co., Iowa, Dec. 28.

"W'e

firm.

The Land of Rain.

SUCCESSFUL"

This land of flowers, the past few months,
could appropriately be called the land of
rain. There has been down-pours, showers
and real trash-movers since August last,
and one time there was some rain fell every
day for 30 days. So much fresh water running into the bay caused the death of shellanimals, such as oysters and conchs.
Roses are blooming, and bees find something to do in the ti-ti thickets. The growth
of underbrush is so thick that it protects
flowers from frosts, which so far have been
light.

Honey

in sections is selling for 10 cents a

or three pounds for a quarter.
from saw-palmetto is
thought to possess medicinal virtues.
Mrs. L. Harrison.

pound,

Honey gathered
Washington

Co., Fla., Jan.

2.

Bee-Stings and Rheumatism.
There has been so much said on the subject of bee-stings and
useless for a man of

rheumatism that

my calibre

it is

to try to

add anything new, but after reading the
discussion on page 812 (1898) I am led to
state a few facts, and facts or the truth is
what every one should seek.
I was born April 30, 1824, consequently I
will be 75 years old next April. In 1862 1
inlisted in the service of my country, and
served three years; during that time I contracted rheumatism, from which 1 have
suffered ever since. I have been confined
to my bed for a month at a time; at other
times I could not lie down for a week, and
all the sleep I got was in a rocking-chair by
a warm stove.
Since 1S80 I have received $8.00 per month
pension. My rheumatism has brought on
heart disease of a very dangerous nature (a
hardening of the valves), for which my
pension was increast two years ago to 817
per month. During this time, since I was
17 years of age, I have workt among honeybees almost every season, and have been

DES MOIMES INCUBATOR,

Lyon
b
NEW LONDON,

Page

Operates two Sawmills that

cut,

CO.,

Box 78,Des Moines,

la.

Mfg. Co.
WIS.,

annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus se-

curing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

T3^_.

I/'-.-,.—.-..^™'
DCC^KeeperS

C.

..«,*.kli/^<^
OUppllCS***,

Thev have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improvedmachinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
For Sections, the clearest and -whitest Bass-wood i.s used, and
lutely accurate.
theyare polislit on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
Send for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

WESTERN

A beautifully illustrated paper called
"The Corn Belt" is published every

month and contains a quantity of interesting information about the farm lands
Pictures
west of the Mississippi Ri/et.
of all sorts of farm scenes in Iowa, MisPersonal expersouri and Nebraska.
went to those states from the East years ago. The handsomest
BELT,
Send 25 cents for a year's subscription to

FARMS.
iences of farmers

who

farm paper published

209 Adams

THE CORN

St., Chicago.

Thinl( of the Future.

Don't Rent.

Please mention

Establish A

Bee Journal -when

Home

of Your

Own.

-writing.

when

"writing

Please mention the Bee Journal Advei'tisers.

—

!
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^J^iarLi

stuDg times almost without Dumbers, both
before and since I was troubled with rheumatism, and I never receive any benefit or
obtained any relief from stings of the
honey-bee; the severity of rheumatism has
increast rather than diminisht.
What is rheumatism, or rather, what
causes it ? I once aslit a physician this
question, and his reply was, "It is acid in
the blood." An alkali neutralizes an acid,
hence physicians administer potassium to
neutralize the acid in the blood. Scientists
tell us that the poison of the honey-bee
sting is formic acid. Will one acid neutralThose acids which were Urst
ize another
recognized were sour, but now there are
acids that have not this property. Is formic acid one of them ?
Let us hear from those who know. I have
known where rheumatism has left a man as
suddenly as it came, without any beestings, as in Dr. Mason's case. I don't wish
to make light of any man's opinion, that
thinks he has been relieved of rheumatism
by beestings, but I have no faith in it. But
when doctors can't agree, how shall we
S. B. S.mith.
know the truth '
Millelacs Co., Minn.
'.

Feb.

tells first of

intend to
Italianize next spring. I have 11 cedar
hives and two Eastern pine. I like the
cedar better, as they are lighter. There
were "lO tons of dried prunes shipt from
within seven miles of me. and the bees did
not bother when drying them.
I sowed some sweet clover in 1S97, and
last summer it grew from three to seven
of

honey

Some

feet high.

last season.

FOREWARNED
FOREARMED

Do Not

and gain honey by

first

frost

of

it is

in

7,

HEKBERT PRUNEi4.
Douglas

Co., Oreg., Dec. 20.

An Experience with

Hives.

have kept bees for some time and tried
to learn something of their habits, and find
that it pays to give them comfortable
homes. I began about six years ago, and
soon adopted the dovetail hive, using
mostly 8 frames— a few 10. I attended the
I

bee-congress at Atlanta during the Fair at
that place, and met Mr. Danzenbaker. who
showed me all about his hive, but I did not
try it then. At the same time be met my
friend. Dr. Copeland, and the consequence
was, the next season Copeland adopted the
Danzenbaker hive, and seems to be well
pleased with it. Knowing Copeland to be
a man that took pains to get out all the
money there was in a thing, upon his recommendation I bought some of the same
hives and have used them for two seasons,
and I am sorry that I did so, as they are

to order 3'our Supby delay in shipment

honey harvest. Save
your estimate

money

inducements

NOW.

for Early

ders.

LEWIS

Q. B.

SPECIAL AGENTS:

Abbott, St. Joseph. Mo.
WoonjtAN. i;rand R.i|iii1<. Mich.

CO.,

Watertown, Wisconsin^

FR-ICES OF-

^6?w-?6?w ?»?w
TirfM

BINOHiOl

BeeSmoker

Perfect Bee-Smokers

Biiigliaiii

Smoke Engine (larpest smoker made) 4-in. stove. Doz.
3^ in. stove. Doz.
Doctor
Conqueror
),ar«e

Plain
J.,ittle

Wonder (weight

3-in.
2j^-in.
2-in.
10 ounces)... 2-in.

stove.
stove.
stove.
stove.

Honey-Knite

Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.

$13.00; each, by mail, $1.50
*'
9.00;
i.io
"
6.50;
i.OO
"
o.iK);
.90
"
.7i>
4.75;
"
4.o'i:
.60
••
6.1x1;
.80

all the new improvements. Before buying a
record and pedigree.

Binpham Smokers have
or Knite, l0'>k up
l'.iii;;liaiii .V

ll.'thiTinj;-

tun iMiriippm^'Knili'.

its

lar.

1 do not think the
January UT, l^97.

MONEY

It you care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Cali-

California
fornia's Favorite

The
The

Paper

Pacific Rural Press,

leading- Horticultural

paper of the Pacific Coast.

Supplies at Bottom Prices,

handsomely

" Bee-Kcepiutr for lieLrimuTs," price fH cents,
imparts the instruciit>n. Price-List free.

BROWN,

Smoke Engine too large.
Truly,
W. U. Eagerty. Cuba. Kansas.
T. F. BIIVGHAI?!, Farwell, jnicliigan.

4 inch

Queens for Business ......

J. P. H.

Smoker

FIFTEEN YEAKS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the Tonqueror L5 years. I was always pleased with it»
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer, I write for a circu-

BEES, HONEY,

6E8t

Or=

(Jur 1899 Catalo<< free.

Augusta, Ga.

and

AjrricuUural
Publisht weekly^

illustrated, $2.00 per

aunum.

Sam-

ple copy free.
330

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Market Street,
San Fkancisco, CaL-

BEST

blossom now.

was Dec.

=^

sendinj^- us

are offerini; Special

Wrttt Bnft

,

moment

vv ait until the last

lose a portion of the

We

IS

You may be disappointed

plies.

and

I

and we had
cold weather till the 14th. There is no
sweet clover except where we sowed it.
The bees workt on it real well.
Our best honey comes from poison-oak
blossoms. It is almost clear, and real thick.
Our bees have plenty of honey to winter
on. The coldest it has been in the last six
years here was 16 degrees below zero.

Our

INCUBATORS
BROODERS
AND
in poultry
Then about the money there

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

A Report from Oregon.

pounds

^0 POULTRY CULTURE

PYPUEDG
^* m MLI^O

aU about the wonderful

From Away Up North.

Last spring we started in with nine colonies and increast to 14, but one of the old
colonies was eaten up by worms. I got .300

1899,

is
with a complete history of the laws of incubation.
and how to get it. All about modern poultry houses with plans for construction and cost.
Tf Us how the bin breeders succeed and gives pictures of their plant-'^. It's woith many times
it^cost. Sent tor 10c. Circulars free
The CYPHERS INCtBATOR CO. Box 50, WayUod. N.Y.

E. T.
L. C.
Its
I am very fond of the Bee Journal.
patience and good humor are very refreshing. I have no bees .iust now, but intend to
make another trial in the spring. I bad
one colony last year, but they all disappeared some way. I think the blackbirds,
catbirds, toads or mosquito-hawks must
have gobbled them up. I noticed some
very large black crickets with feelers over
two inches long, the bodies l^., inches,
and big. round heads. I never saw anything hide themselves so quickly, and station themselves under the bottom board.
But I only saw them attack dying bees, and
I do not think they entered the hive at all.
Perhaps they were only pall-bearers come
Thomas Henet.
to the funeral.
Muskoka. Ont.

9,

Extracted Honey For Sale.
ALL IN 60-POUND TIN CANS.

BASSWOOD

ALFALFA
HONEY.

HONEY.

This is the famous White Exti
ted Honey jrathered in thp great

This is the well-known lig-lit-colored honey g-athered from the rich^
nectar-laden Ijasswood blossoms irt
Wisconsin. It has a stronger flavor
than Alfalfa, and is greatly preferred by those who like a distinct

falfa regionsof the Central West.
honey, and ney
is a splendid

everybody who cares to eat Uouc
can't y-el enoug-h of the Alfi
extracted.
all

flavor in their honey.

Prices of either Alfalfa or

Basswood Roney:

of either, bv mail, 8 cents: samples of both, 15 cenls-to pay for packa^'e and postag-e^
Bv freight— one t.O-pound can, s cents a pound; two cans, T'i cents per pound; four or more cans.
7^2 cents per pound. Cash must accompany each order. If ordering two or more cans you can
have half of each kind of honey, if you so desire. This is all

A sample

BEES' HOPJEY,
ABSOLUTELY
PURE
The
kinds i)roduced
finost dI Uieir

Wp

in this cinintrv.

wonld sugjrest thai those bee-keepers who did not produce any honey

for their

home

demand this vear, just order some of the above, and sell it. And others, who want to
earn some money, can" iret this honev and work np a demand for it almost anywhere. "YORK'S,
HOXE Y ALMANAC " will be a -rreat help in creatins.' customers for honey. See prices on another
"^

'"^

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago,

111.

Feb.
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very much more

and

difficult

of the bees

3-.5

to rear brood.

I

to manipulate,

think the brood-frame

M.

Polk Co.. Tenn.

At

From Factory

Beekeepers

to

>J<.

>!< >!i Jii iteti.

we have sold on

Detroit, Jan. 2.— No chang-e in supply of
honey as to quality, but prices are somewhat

comb honey, many

added to the actual
costuf making.
profit

ti''_'

consumer ejcditsively.

twenty-sis years

money fc..iving plan.
for examination.
fully warranted.
this

where

than last quotations, viz: Fancy white,
No. 1, 12(o 12'2c; fancy dark and amber, i)m
Extracted, white,0(rt 7c; dark, 5'<(5'-c. Beeswax, 2S(8.26c,
M. H. Hu-XT.
li.)wer

"We ship anyEverything is

13c;
lie.

Our line consists of Rockaways, Surreys, Traps, Pliaetons, Stanhopes, Driving Wagons, Top Buggies, Open and
Top Road Wagons, Spring Wagons, De-

In'Diaxapolis, Jan. 4.— Fancy white comb.
No. 1, lOliillc. Demand fairly g-ood.

12("12J2C;

Dark comb honey is beintr offered at 8fg9c with
almost no demand. Clover and basswood ex-

Wagons, Milk Wagons, Wagonand all styles of harness.

livery
ettes,

have

sometimes

Chicago, Jan. 0.— The trade

tracted,

is

Having decided to Join our ranks May 9.
180S, Mr. W. proceeded to the apiary of J J.
Scott, in this county, where he obtained 4
.

colonies (about the right number for a beginner), but neglected the slight formality
of either getting Mr. Scott's permission or
leaving any of Uncle Sam's shekels to compensate Mr. Scott for the loss of his property, with the result that Mr. Weisse was
committed to the Hennepin county bastile
on May 30. from which institution he was
liberated on $.500 bail.
The grand jury
having found a true bill against him, he
was tried in Minneapolis, Oct. 13. and sentenced to two years in the State's prison.
If Mr. W. had taken the American Bee
Journal he would have known for SI 00 just
what it will cost him two years of "hard
labor" to find out. viz: That he adopted a
poor plan tobegin with, and also that "the
way of the transgressor is hard."
Hennepin Co., Minn.
Wm. Russell.

Beeswa.x, 26(™28c.

tl'/i(S^c.

Send for our large Free Catalogue.

Walter

ELKHART

New

ELKHART, INDIANA.

mention Bee journal ^wnen writing.

Boston, Jan. 9.— Fancy white,
12c;

1,

wheat,

VVZ-Vl-^

1 1— L^'a competent m.-,,,
can secure a position for the comiug- season by
conitnunicatiug with the office of the American
Bee Journal.
bA4t

THE ourPUBLIC
WE TRUST
mid
Incubator
on

send thcni

No mau should buy an incubator
trial.
uid pay for it before giving it a tiial. You
pay not a etriit for ours until you have
-iveu it a thorough trial. It's made so
that nobody can full with it. Acbild
.an run it with 5 minutes attention daily. U
boat

otheis at

ill

World's Fnlr.NaRh-

V ill e and Omaha Expositions. The
treatise on Ini-ubatlon published, sent
Brooders. Poultry Jlousfs,

eti.\, sj?nt

VooCulin Incubator Co.

S

upon

Adams

be^t cntaloeuean'i
Plans foi
for
ets.
receipt of
Cts.

5

So

St.

Delaware

City, Del-

No.
no

lie:
call.

Extracted, white

stock, 7f('Sc; Southern stock, 6'^ 7c. Beeswax, 27c.The demand for honey seems to have d'ropt

out of sight during the holidav season, but now
that IS over we hope to see a better call for it.
There is abundance of stock on hand and it now
looks as if the expected shortage would not
materialize.
Blake, Scott & Lee.

San Francisco,

Dec. is.— White comb, 9}4@
amber. 7'_,m 9c. Extracted, white, 7fai7Kc'
amber, oj-iwibjac. Beeswax, 24(5'27c.
There is very little extracted honey now obtainable, and of water-white the market is practically bare. Comb is still in fair supplv, with
10', c;

light

inquiry for the same of a light order. Market
is firm for extracted and steady for
comb.

Kansas City, Jan. 25.— Fancy white comb,
No. 1, 12c: amber, lie; dark, 10c, Extracted
white, 6c; amber, Sc; dark, 4J2C. Beeswax, 2Sc.
C. C. Clemoxs & Co.
13c:

BuFFALOjJan. 27.— There

a

is

more ac-

little

tivity on strictly fancy 1-lb. combs at 12c. The
bul^k of receipts of low grades sell at 10c. dowit.
to 7c., and in a few cases even less.
moder*

•THIS^

Wood

ate

I

Binder

one year's numbers
American Bee Journal

will hold

of the

and

will be sent

by mail for
cenl<>.
Fall directions
accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Journal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for reference in book form.
By paying for a year's subscription STRICTLY IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, post-

30

I

amount can be sold every day.

6c.,

"

according^ to quality.

A

E.xtracted'*"

— Fancv

US 14c:

white,

No. 1 white, 12'i!l3c; A No. 1 amber, lOia llc^ No.
amber, 9(5 10c: buckwheat, Sc.
Extracted,
white, 7c; amber, 6c: buckwheat, Sc.
A. B. WiLLI.AMS & Co.
2

Milwaukee,
12"..("

14c:

A

Jan. 9.— Fancy 1-lb. sections,
U'lc: No'. 1, Hw 12c; dark

No.

1. 12(n

or amber, Sw lie. Extracted, in barrels, kegs and
pails, li'/2(al',c: dark, .^wSHc. Beeswax, ZSfc
27c.
The condition of the market is favorable for
shipments of honev, especially of best grades
which are in small supply. The sales are moderate, but we are expecting an increast demand
and ^ood trade this spring.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

W. YORK & CO.

lis Mich. St., Chicago,

A

111.

WASTE OF

4,000 Pounds

MONEY

is

can't

iaipt-rfect

INCUBATOR

only prevents fuch waste.
but turns failure into success.
RegTilates perfectly as to hent,
E«nd at once f-^r FREE cata]'>[r"enot

Guaranteed.

Mascotte locubator

&

Please mention

the ^i^amaiiteetl <aj>ar]t\
It is

Lutober Co.. Box 11. Bedford, Oblo.
Bee Journal -when -writing.

f'niif'ped

.

f tiii^

wagon.

»ith

JELECTRgG
STEEL WHEELS
"Uh
..val ^p..ke^, broad tne-.
stai.'u.'-.-r

etc

It ii.'isani^le

incubator.

TheMASCOTTF
nnd TentllHtioD.

19

never desirable or justitile. It is worse than wajste
put hieh priced eegs in a
•-•T.

EPITOMIST.

Address AORiei-TViieAL KPITOMIST. iDdUaaoolls, In*
^oE2ot
Ple;i-^L- mention the ti^i- Journal.

2.

ADDRESS,

CiEO.

afford to be without the

Sample copy Pre© to any address
upon receipt of name and address
plainly written on postal card naming paper iu which you saw this ad-

Cleveland, Jan.

paid, for lU cents extra.

INTERESTED

AGRICULTURAL

Northern,

B.ATTERSOX & Co.

—

I'tirHitlti!*

A

13(nl4c;
No.
light amber, 9fnl0c; buck-

1,

Bees Did Quite Well.
Bees did quite well this season in this section of country. I got about 2,000 pounds
of extracted and about '300 pounds of comb
honey from 3.5 colonies, spring count.
I have 49 colonies in the cellar in fine condition.
It is about 20 years since 1 first
started in the bee-business, but I lost my
start a number of times, but did not give it
up as I liked the little bees too well to be
without them.
I got my last start in 1893, when I went to
the woods with my neighbor an old beehunter— and found six swarms, which I
wintered in first-class shape. I have been
successful since that time with the exception of one year; we had a large supply of
honey-dew which was death to the bees.
I have had a great deal of experience in
hunting bees in the woods and transferring
them to hives. I believe 1 can hunt bees
with any man. It I want to have a pleasure trip I take my hunting outfit and start
out.
J. A. DOERR.
Sauk Co., Wis., Dec. 36.

Acrliullnriil

Poudek.

HiLDKETH Bros. & Segelke.v.
jT'ied.se

4(ff

AHYONE

S.

York, Jan. 20.— Fancy

white, 12c; No. 1
white, lOts'llc; amber, 9c; buckwheat and dark,
7c.
Extracted in j^ood demand at unchan'^ed
"
prices. Beeswa.x rather quiet 27('ffi.28.
Trade in comb honey is quiet. White is pretty
well cleaned up, but there i» a large stock o'f
buckwheat, amber and mixt, having- accumulated of late, and in order to sell in quantity lotsit is necessary to shade quotations.

Carriage & Harness Mfg. Co.,
W. B. PRATT, Sec'y,

methods

brought to their notice that are not taught
in either the text-books or bee papers; and
judging from the results that followed the
method adopted by Henry Weisse, of St.
Paul, it has not much to recommend it to
those about to start in the bee-business.

^

vt< >i^>4^>}ic(y

M'c're the Largest Jflnnufacttirers of Carriages anU
Harness in the
Jl'oriil, selling to the
I-'or

Begin Bee-Keepingf.

>j»;

is not active in
o£ the retail dealers beinf
supplied with ?;ufficient stock to meet demands
for some time to come. Prices are quite steady
with 13c for best white, off in color, etc., incltidinsr amber srrades, lOfo 12c; dark, 9c. E.xtracted
7c for white: amber and dark, Sfi'bc. Beeswax, 27.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

One small

any

>p

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

to User.

any very extensive

least his experience

Way

»li >}i

yi7i^'jiiiyti'/;iy(i >j<:

not all
borne out by that of many others. — Editok.]

Poor

>!<. >t<.

ti HONE,y
^IIVMi./
AND
,I,W l.L,i.O»„l/V
B&ESWflX

is

T. Forxs.

fear Mr. Fouts has hardly given

of the hives mentioned
trial.

>!i Jlt

«fe.

.s!

went up into the super

too shallow, and if I were to change from
the Langstroth depth. I would want one
deeper rather than shallower.
I have also tried the tall section and I
don't think it is any improvement over the
Bees will enter and work
regular size.
sooner in shallow sections than in the tall
ones, as I take it most bee-keepers will
admit. This has been proven in more than
one way. They will not work on deep extracting-frames when they will willingly
do so in shallow ones.
I have tried the Golden method for comb
honey, and find it doesn't give me satisfaction.
I believe the best all-around hive for
this country is the S frame dovetail hive,
with plain sections and fence-separators.

[We

95

1^^55*1^
m\ /m
I

WL \I l/m>
WNAVJJl
l-^aaB.'a B
^JP?"M

I'^yfV^'

W

I

|\^

.steel

hounds

ft ..it

and

^^'^ lo«'<iown and easy to load.
""' '"'^" ''^" Xositl it; saves an extra
liarul in huulincrrorn fodder, elf A
I'iiif <^f these whee!s will make a
iifw waeoii out of Toiir ntd one.
^^''^'''

'^•^'id

for free eatalot^ue

Elecric

WheelCo. Box

16,

and

i>riees.

Quiacy.III.

please mention Bee Journal -when writing..
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OrderEarly

'^"*
Year

There' are indications that the demand for
SUPPLIES will be very larg-e this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. "We
have largre facilities for manufacturing- all
kinds of

Why

And

Dadant's Foundation.
does
it

Year

VVe guarantee

it sell

so well ?

satisfaction.

has always given better satis-

faction than
Because i:% 33

will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

9. 1899.

'-"^

Because

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,

Feb.

any

other.

VKARS

there have
complaints, but thou-

<
f£-^\

What more can anybody do? Beauty,
Purity, Firnines!), I\o Sag--

rATKi^T

not been any
sands of compliments.

process

n'i:Ki>

SIIKE'I'liliU.

Falcon] Sections are the Finest Made.
1899

Catalop ready Feb.

-CAN

Bek-Keepek

1.

Copy

of the

(20payesi free.

Ameri-

Send name for our

Address

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Catalog-,

We

sell

The W.

T. Falconer MtQ. Go.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

—

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

*S-1F

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of

BEE-BOOK

Langstroth on bhe Honey Bee — Re\/isecl.
-

The

covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other publisht, send SI. 25
.to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

That

Rinds.

all

YOU WANT THE

B66-K66P6rs' Guide.

Classic in Bee-Culture

ot

chas. dadant & son,
when

Please mention Bee Journal

Carloads

by mail.

Beeswax Wanted
at all times.

l^iberal Discounts to the Trade.

— Price, SI. 25.

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing.

III.

Bee-Hives

Sections, Shipping Cases,

Comb

Foundation, and everything
used in tlie bee-industry.
We want the name and
:i:^^
address of every bee-keeper in
America. We supply dealers as
We have
well as consumers.

Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery,
and all modern appli-

40,000 feet of floor space,

ances. We make prompt shipment.
Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Write for

Inter-State Manufacturing Co.
Hudson, St. Croix Co,, Wis.
Please mentioii Bee Journal when writing.

IT

WILL
PAY YOU
ATTEND THE
TO

For Apieipian Supplies,

Address,
Higginsville,

»** College **«
Headquarters of the Cross Eclectic System.
Lessons by mail a specialty.
Send stamp for alphabet.

04 l>ear1>orn Street,
39AIV

CHICAGO.

1730 S. 13th

St..

404 Broadway,

Omaha, Neb.

E. St. Louis,

111.

Do you expect tn buy anything in the line of Apiarian Supplies the coiniiif^'- year? If so,"we
would be pleased tt) hear from you as to what you want, and mail you <iur Catalog'. As we keep

Several Carloads of Supplies
in stock,

we can ship

prcutiptly,

and our location insures you low

freiyrht rates

and quick iranspor-

Please mention the Bee Journal.

;OUR HIVES, SECTIONS, ETC.;
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our home, Glen Cove, L. I., from which we sell Bees and Queens
during the season. We have several yards of pure-bred, white Wyandotes, which we have bred for
pyg"s, not fancy points. They are ^real winter layers. If you are interested in POULTRY, we would
like to quote you price on eyf^s for halchin*^. We guarantee fertile e^^^r^.
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put on the cover, then the S-inch rim and cover, and if the
queen is to be returned let her run in at the entrance with
two or three pufl:'s of smoke.
The question has been askt why I recommend making
this change in the evening.
I do so because all worker-bees
are at home, and by morning every worker knows her department, and all goes well. Should you make the change
at noon, all the difference would be, the bees would be bothered quite a little while, so it is advisable to change in the

No. 4.

-The " Golden " Method of ProducingComb Honey Described.
BY

J.

A.

GOLDEN.

[Continued from pag-e

66.]

then, is a properU' constructed hive, either a newhive or a remodeled one, as previously described.
Second, a normal colony of bees.
Third, a g'ood queen, and her wing's dipt.
Fourth, when your colony casts a swarm pick up the
dipt queen and let her run in the cage, as previously noted.
Fifth, remove the parent hive from its stand and place
the two prepared supers with sections on the stand, then remove one of the sections from one of the middle rows of the
top super, and insert the caged queen, setting the parent
hive on top of the two supers. If a super was on the hive
at the time of swarming, just leave it on. and return tlie
section (taken from super) to the feed receptacle which al-

FIRST,

evening.

—

Seventh Now it must be remembered that a new swarm
of bees will work far more energetically until they build up
to a normal condition than at any other time, consequently
one must not overlook this and neglect to supply colonies
on this method with plenty of surplus room, so there are
thousands of workers already, and thousands still coming
in upon the stage of action
and as the queen has been deprived from depositing eggs five or six days, she has now an
opportunity, as many cells await her; otherwise, if the bees
have not plenty of storing-room they will crowd the queen
out by depositing their nectar below, and thus deprive the
;

ways remains on top.
Now take from the

little pocket in the back end of the
feed receptacle the slate, and register the age of the queen,
and date of swarming, and don't forget, when taking oflf
surplus, to register the same. Return the slate, and cover
up the hive, by which time the bees will have returned,
finding their royal mother occupying new quarters, ample.
clean and tidy, and at once commence work.
(I will note here that some have reported that the bees
re-swarmed after returning the queen, but almost all afterwards reported that the queen-cell or cells had been overlookt, therefore I advise setting a zinc entrance-guard for
two or three days after releasing the queen.)
Sixth, on the fifth or sixth da^', in the evening, lift the
frames from the hive one by one, and shake or brush tlie
bees at the front of the hive, and examine closely, and if
you want to return the queen -destro)' every cell and anything that looks like a cell, as I have found queen-cells witli
just the tip showing above worker-brood, and having the
miniature cups plainly markt.
But if yon want to supersede the queen, take your
choice of cells, and pinch the mother-queen's head, havingexamined all tin; frames and if j'ou wish to reserve two
frames of capt honey for winter or spring stores, take out
the two outside frames and set or hang them in the fumingbox. and insert two dummies in their place, and put tlie
parent hive on the stand, placing the two supers with the
swarm on top of the parent hive removing the queen and
cage, insert the section that was previously set in the feed
receptacle, and if a super was on the parent hive set it on
top of the two occupying the swarm, and if having reserved
two frames of capt honey, record it on the slate also, and
;

;

A

Vie-cv

of (he Golden Hive Perfected.

queen of her mission, then sulk into the swarm fever, and
results will not be satisfactory.
A little too much room is
better than not enough. Of course, one must use judgment, also be guided according to the flow whether.long or
short.

Having been censured

for being reserved in giving in-

—

—
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formation on my method in former articles, I trust the foregoing- will be ample, and so plain that all may test it then,
having kept a record, as previously noted, figure the difference between a colony on the Golden method and the best
colony workt on any other method, and report results.
Practical tests are the proper methods to test it, and not
what Golden or any other bee-keeper says, before you put
all your eggs in the basket at one time.
Also, I ask in making out a record, don't forget to consider the new hives, frames and comb foundation one would
have to make or buy for other methods when hived in separate hives also the cost of brood-combs and the honey
they contain, etc. Then contrast that with the same number of colonies on the Golden method, and see which you
I
prefer to follow. Then be happy while following it.
not fair in the proposition ?
Again, when the flow begins to wane, keep taking out
finisht sections and keep filling in their places sections
nearest finisht, thus reducing the number of supers as fast
as the outlook will admit, by which one can have nearly all
sections finisht, providing the flow is not cut short suddenly.
After the surplus receptacles are removed, and you have
some sections nearly completed, place' a super over the
brood and fill up with sections to be finisht, then place over
it an empty super and feed receptacle on top, and put in it
one or two sections having a small amount of honey in
them, and see how quickly the bees will empty them and
store in the sections below. Then you can keep increasing
the amount to be carried down, and thus you can save much
nice comb, and at the same time have more finisht comb

Feb.

Honey-Dew— An Experience With
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It.

;

;

Am

honey.
After the flow closes, remove all surplus receptacles,
take out the two dummies, moving the two outside frames
to the side of the hive, and insert two frames filled with
comb foundation. When you prepare your colonies for winter, if those frames are full of honey, you have two nice
frames of capt honey stored away for each colony. But if
a fall flow comes, you will have four in place of two.
To prepare colonies for winter, make cushions of cheese
cloth or any cheap material, and loosely stuft' with any
choice of packing, so as to coinpletely fill the feed receptaClose the wire-cover, and pack all around inside of the
cle.
S-inch rim, and put on the outside cover, having previously
screwed the combined cover down, closing the side-entrances at the top of the brood-body, and bottom side-entrances by turning the bottom-board rim upside down, and
setting the hive on the rim completely closes the same at
the bottom. Then adjust the expander to suit your climate.
The idea of this wonderful little piece of furniture the
contractor and expander entrance-guard was donated to
the perfecting of my hive by Mr. J. S. Hartzell, of Pennsylvania also the movable alighting-board, which explains
itself, and which is a great saving of wide lumber in cutting.
When using this movable alighting-board the bottom may be the same length as the top, thus very handy for
packing in a wagon when moving to out-apiaries.
In conclusion, I here show a view of the Golden hive
perfected, giving a glimpse of the combined cover in position, also showing how the expander is used.
The screweyes are past through the saw-kerf, then the expander can
be changed to any desired space, and a turn of the screweye secures it. It is a real blessing in a time of robbing
so handy and complete, and if you u.se the Golden method
use the expander and the detachable alighting-board, if de-

—

—

;

BY

J.

A.

XASH.

Prof. A.
Cook writes on honey-dew, taking
ONthepage
ground that honey-dew
a secretion of
and
J.

17,

insects,

is

doubts the assertion of the British Bee Journal that it is
" a sweet juice that sometimes exudes from the surface of
the leaves of trees and plants." For many years I was of
the same opinion as Prof. Cook regarding this matter, but
I have since changed my mind.
A few years ago this section of Iowa was blest (?) with
a very heavy flow of honey-dew. I did not see it on anything but the hickory leaves, but was told it also appeared
on the walnut. It made its appearance only on the upper
side of the leaves.

Every

leaf

had many small, glistening

drops of a sweetish substance on it. The bees would leave
the hives at daybreak, and continue working until the heat
of the midday sun had partially dried up the leaf juice, then
work ceast late in the afternoon they would often commence again and continue until nightfall.
I never saw as great activity in the apiary as at this
time. The home apiary was situated near a heavy growth
of small timber (and by the way, I never saw this "dew"
on a large tree). This substance was very dark-colored, had
a very rank flavor, and killed over 80 percent of my bees befor the next spring, in a cellar that wintered my large apiary with a loss of about one colony in a hundred several
;

times.

Now, I noticed this dew just as Prof. Cook says he did
from the back of a horse as I rode through the timber, and
while I did not see any aphides, I had no doubt they were
on the upper branches engaged in the manufacture of what
some facetious writer called "bug-juice."
Now, undoubtedly, I should have believed to this day
that all of the honey-dew in the country was caused by
bark-lice had it not been for an old-time bee-keeper — one of
the log-gum and brimstone regime an old backwoodsman
with a keen eye and a good supply of what Ben Butler
called " horse-sense." He came into the apiary one morning as I sat watching the clouds of misguided bees as they
fell heavily loaded on the alighting-boards, and wondered
what I would do with the thousands of pounds of liquid filth
(for it was not fit to eat) that they were filling the hives
with, and remarkt, " Look a-here, old man you told me
that this honey-dew was made by bugs. Now, I jist cut a
black hickory tree that was covered with honey-dew, and
they were not 40 lice on the hull tree, as I could find, and
I allow I have two good eyes.
Say, don't you think it was
a sorter heavy strain on them lice to make all that dew ? I
allow they sot up nights."
The last remark a little sarcastically. I told my.old
friend that very likely the falling of the tree shook the

—

;

could give many testimonials from honest beekeepers from various parts of the United States, speaking
in highest praise of my^ method. I kindly ask the beekeepers throughout the world to carefully, and without
prejudice, give my method, as described, a test by a practical manipulation during 1899, then report your findings,
whether good or bad.
I take this opportunity to publicly return my thanks
to the very many that have written me, from every quarter
of the globe, so many kind wishes, all of which have been
highly appreciated by me.
Morgan Co., Ohio.

aphides oft", but concluded to investigate a little myself.
This time I climbed the tree, in fact several of them, and
the more I lookt the more my faith in the bark and leaf
louse theory was shaken.
On none of the trees examined could I find any insects
except a few scattering, green-colored (verj' small) ones,
such as can be found on hickory leaves at all times in warm
weather. They are almost always found on the under side
of the leaves, while the "dew " is on the upper.
A careful examination developt the fact that the leaves
on the tops of the trees were covered as thickly as elsewhere, showing the theory that this substance was ejected
from the bodies of insects did not bear a close inspection.
To make assurance doubly sure, I took a saw and cut
off the top of a tree that stood about 100 yards away from
any other timber, and observed this tree repeatedly. The
tops of the upper leaves were covered as thickly as those on
the lower branches. I also took a number of small limbs
and placed them on the floor of the honej'-house, carefully
cleaning the tops of the leaves with a damp cloth. This
was done in the evening. The branches were freshly cut,
and no insects were visible. The next morning the dew
could be plainly seen and tasted on these leaves, plainh'

The Omaha Convention Report ran through 14 numbers of the Bee Journal, beginning with the first number in
October, 1898. Now we have on hand quite a number of
complete sets of that report, which we will mail for just 10
cents each. That is, 14 copies of the American Bee Journal
for only a dime. There are doubtless a good many of our
new readers who will be glad to get that fine report.

showing that it was the juice of the leaves that from some
cause burst forth and dotted them.
Now I don't wish to join issue with Prof. Cook. Honej'dew so-called may at times be caused by aphides, very
likely it is, but I don't think that all the leaf and bark lice
in Iowa could have made the honey-dew that was exuded
from the leaves of Jasper county trees.
On this occasion there were tons of this stuff gathered
by the bees, and the lice could not be found at all.
Jasper Co., Iowa.

sired.
I

plain.

have endeavored in this series of

articles to

make

all

I

—

—
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National Pure Food and Drug- Congress.
BY REV. EMERSON T. ABBOTT.
second annual meeting of this Conjfress was held in
THE
the city of Washing-ton, D. C, Jan. 19-21. The pro-

gram was an interesting- one, and included some of the
men of the Nation, among whom was the Secretan,'
of Agriculture, and several other members of the House and
Senate. The attendance was g-ood, and the delegates repleading-

resented almost every productive industry in the land.
Scores of State and National organizations were represented, and they were nearly a unit in the belief that the
passage of the Pure Food Bill as revised by the Congress
last year should be urged without any material changes.
There were some who thought the Bill could be strengthened by slight changes in the wording, and a few others,
we are sorry to saj', who wore the insignia of delegates,
who were anxious to amend the Bill in order that they
might kill it, but the Congress promptly sat down on all
such movements.
A markt peculiarity of the Congress was its disposition
not to encourage what is known as " class legislation." The
bill as drafted a year ago is remarkably clear of anything
of this kind, and it semed to be the almost unanimous opin-
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It will no doubt be of special interest to the bee-keeping
friends to know that our industry received its full recognition on the floor of the Congress the same as last year. The
editor of the Modern Farmer and Busy Bee, who went as a
representative of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association and the Missouri State Board of Agriculture, was made
chairman of two important committees, and was again
named as vice-president for the State of Missouri. Mr.
Secor was continued vice-president for the State of Iowa
E. S. Lovesy, for Utah, and, at the suggestion of the writer,
Thomas G. Newman was named for vice-president for California.
It will be seen from this that the bee-keepers will have
themselves to blame if they do not have a hand in this im;

portant legislation.

We desire to say, in this connection, that the bee-keepers
of the United States are under special obligations to the
" Burlington," "Big Four," and the Chesapeake & Ohio
railways, for it was through the courtesy of these roads that
the delegate of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association
was able to attend the Congress, there being only the small
appropriation of $15.00 .set apart for this purpose by the
Directors of the Association, and this amount would not
pay hotel bills and sleeping-car fare, to say nothing about
the other necessary incidental expenses. Therefore, we
trust our friends will remember this, and show their appreciation of the favor by giving the roads mentioned above
their patronage when opportunity offers.
We desire to say before we close that the Pure Food Bill
was reported favorably by the Senate Committee during the
time the Congress was in session. It was ordered printed,
and a copy of it can be had by addressing the Senators of
your State at Washington, D. C. The House Committee
will also make a favorable report on it, we were informed,
and the important thing now is for every one who reads
this to write his Senators and Representatives from his District, and urge the passage of the Bill.
The Bill has found rather smooth sailing up to the present time, but it has now come to the danger line its enemies are organized, and on hand with money and influence
to defeat it.
It stands in hand for every friend of common
honesty, and pure food, drinks and drugs, to be on the alert
and up and doing, that we may not lose the ground we have
gained in our fight with this the arch enemy of mankind
;

the adulteration fraud.

Let us not be lukewarm
us not flatter ourselves that

let us not be slow to act
let
we are not personally interare.
No man who eats or drinks can escape
the baneful effects of this adulteration fraud, but if we are
not interested for ourselves, it is to be hoped that for the

ested, for

;

;

we

good of humanity, for the good of our wives and children,
for the good of generations yet unborn, we will shake off
our lethargy, and go forward in our might to remove from
Rc-i'.

/;.

r. .Ihhoft.

ion of the Congress that it should be left so. Here is one of
the essentially weak points of many pure food laws they
are enacted purely in the financial interest of the producers,
and generally of a single class of producers. Now, it seems
to the writer that law has nothing to do with increasing the
price of the produce of any individual or class of individuals,
but it does have something to do with the interests of all of
the people, consumers as well as producers. While the law
has nothing to do with high or low prices, it does have
something to do with preventing fraud and deception.
The Pure Food and Drug Congress is not asking that
any industry be supprest, or even crippled, but it does ask
the Government to compel every man to sell his products
for what they are, and that he be prevented from perpetrating any kind of fraud on his customers, as does every
man who, prompted by greed and avarice, misbrands any
article of commerce, or mixes anv inferior or deleterious
article with a food product.
All o"f the addresses delivered
before the Congress, with one or two exceptions, were along
this line, and were keyed to this idea.
President Blackburn showed himself to be an excellent
presiding officer, and, owing to his promptness and decision, a great deal of routine business was transacted, notwithstanding there were a great many addresses on the program. It was voted to make the organization permanent,
a constitution and by-laws were adopted, and officers elected
to serve until their successors are chosen.
The old officers
were all re-elected, it being the opinion of the committee on
organization (of which the writer was chairman) that those
who had begun the good work would better be left in full
charge for the present.

—

the history of our country this cursed blight of fraud, deceit and duplicity, and that it may no longer be said that
we are the only civilized country on the globe that permits
the open and flagrant adulteration of foods, drinks and
drugs. Modern Farmer and Busv Bee.

—

Honey and Pollen ProducingBY

F. A.

Trees.

SNKLL.

the early-blooming trees that
AMONG
shade and ornament, the soft maple

are planted for
probably the
Northern States. This tree yields
a liberal amount of pollen, and but little honey. When the
weather is mild during .soft-maple bloom the bees are found
humming the whole day long among the inviting blossoms,
are stimulated to activity, brood-rearing is commenced, and
the bees are much benefited.
first to

bloom

is

in the

This tree blooms, .some years, very early, when a cold
after it has been in bloom two or three days,
and the blossoms are frozen, and the yield of pollen and
honey thus abruptly ends from this source. Had we years
ago planted later-blooming honey-producing trees more extensively, and the soft maple not so much, our bees would
have been benefited more. That matter should be more
closely considered in the future in ornamenting our homes

wave comes on

or

home surroundings.

I have found the hard maple to be a true friend to the
honey-bee, and well worthy of being planted by every beekeeper and others who wish to secure one of our substantial trees.
The hard maple yields a liberal amount of honey
while in bloom, and blooms late enough so the weather is
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generallj' g^obd for the bees to work, and a great stimulus is
given to brood-rearing where this tree grows in abundance.

The white

or gray willow is also a later-blooming tree,
well in honey and pollen. It has been planted
for windbreaks and shade quite a good deal, as well as for
fuel.
The bee-keeper who has been located near by has
also been benefited. I have had strong colonies store
enough honey while this tree was in bloom so the cells nes,t
to the top-bars in the brood-frames were filled with honey
and sealed over. The weather was favorable during the
blooming period, so the bees put in about every day. Onh'
the observing bee-keeper knows what a pleasing condition
this flow, coming before fruit-bloom, brings about in the
filling of the brood-combs with hone)-, pollen and brood
and the amateur will almost daily open the hives to note
the improved conditions daily taking place within his hives.
" I have been there," to use a common phrase.
I would like to see the white willow extensiveh' planted.
It thrives well on moist land as well as upland, and can be
grown on land not suitable for farming purposes. I believe
a grove of these trees will pay good rent on most farms in
windbreaks, fuel and protection to stock and field crops in
general. The bee-keeper, at least, is hardly doing himself
justice who neglects this valuable tree. The charcoal from
this timber is considered with great favor.
In my locality the cherry and plum trees next come into
bloom. For many years the planting of cherry-trees has
here been much neglected, and where 25 years ago bushels
of fruit were raised, now we may say that but little more
than quarts are grown. This should not be so. Farmers
and townsmen should study the different varieties of cherry
trees, and select those that seem hardy and produce good
fruit in near-by nurseries, and plant them. There are several varieties of these trees that fulfill the above requirements. There can be found room around almost every town
home for the planting of a few of these trees, the fruit

and

j'ields

;

from which

is most healthful.
cherry-trees of our hardj' varieties will grow on a
variety of soils, and I doubt if any farm is .so well occupied
that room now not utilized cannot be found for the planting
of from a dozen to two dozen trees. I feel free to assert
that in northern Illinois not one farmer in ten raises his
own cherries, and I believe the same to be true over a large
part of our country.. All bee-keepers should plant a liberal
number of these trees and encourage their neighbors to do
-so by their own good example.
The beautiful fruit seen
growing on the trees of the apiarist would of itself have a
good influence upon those passing along the highway when
the ripe fruit was hanging upon the trees. The families
would be supplied with fruit of their own instead of buying-,
as is too much the case with most farmers at present and
the honey-resources would be materially increast by the increast amount of bloom thus afi'orded. The trees may be
planted along fences or upon sodland, or anywhere that one
may elect to put them. They will do well when planted as
near as 12 feet apart. Let every bee-keeper plant a few
cherry-trees the coming spring.
Carroll Co., 111.

The

;

Starting' with Bees

— Hive Construction.

BY H. W. HECHLEK.

boyhood had a natural longing for the honej--bee
FROM
and bee-culture, but never had the pleasure of owning
I

I

any until three years ago, excepting some 12 years ago,
when, on June 28, while working on a farm as a farm hand,
I found a very small swarm of bees, not more than a quart
in all, clustered on a limb of a little tree. I told the man
for whom I was working that I was going' to hive them, as
it was good luck to find a swarm of bees.
He had a big
laugh at me, but with the laugh I got a nail-keg, and with a
little trouble I hived them in it.
Every da)' I would glance
at mj' bees. I was very much surprised to see, after a few
weeks, how fast they built up to a middling strong colony.
As I did not know anything about bees, I then thought that
another swarm came and went in with them.
In the fall, when the honey-flow was over, not knowing
how much honey it would take to winter them, I supposed
that they did not have enough to winter, so I killed them.
But to my great surprise they had the nail-keg filled to the
bottom. Then I was sorry that I killed them. This little
experience only increast my desire to own and handle bees.
But I never was situated so as to own any until a few j-ears

ago.

Three years ago this winter I traded a nice rockingchair, which I made, for a colonv o* bees. The following
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summer was

a poor season for bees here, and, being very
swarm, but stored about 15
pounds of surplus honey.
In the fall I bought another colony that was strong, in
fine condition, and a good grade of bees.
The greatest problem that faced me in bee-culture was
hive-construction. I made several different sizes before I
settled on a style of hive that suited me.
And while I had
this problem before me, I commenced taking the American
Bee journal, and also commenced reading the " A B C of
Bee-Culture." From these two useful helps I gained much
information.
I use 1x10 inch lumber, generally in the rough, and by
carefullj- dressing it I can gain a little in the thickness, probably leaving it IS /16x9;V inches. With drest lumber you
hardly ever get over 34 -inch thick. I cut the ends out of
the thickest of the lumber, so as to have good, wide rabbets
or shoulders for the frames to re.st upon. I gauge the top
edges of ends, letting the gauge rest against the outside, to
7/ 16 inch and rabbet from the inside, ,'2 inch wide, to the
gauge mark. The ends are cut perfectly square, and 13 '4
inches long. This requires neat work. The sides are cut
21 inches long
this length includes 2 inches for a portico
The length of the hive-body proper is 19 inches
in front.
on the outside. The front end is ^ inch narrower than the
back for a bee-entrance.
After the bod)- is nailed together I cut down from the
top of the portico 2!4' inches, and on these shoulders nail a
water-table a strip 234 inches wide by ys at one edge, and ^i
at the other.
I prefer loo.se bottom-boards.
The cover is made of two
.boards 1x10 inches, with one edge beveled. The.se are nailed
on two strips 3 inches wide, J-s thick, and having a slope of
2 inches from the center of each strip, so as to form a roof.
These roof-boards should be nailed on these strips so
they will fit neatly on the super and hive-body.
The super is the same length as the top of the hive, 19
inches, made out df Jj inch lumber, thus giving a chance to
tier up as high as desired.
And last of all the frames. The top-bars are 7 /16xlxl8
inches long, with a comb-guide tackt on the underside, or
two three-cornered (>'s inch wide) strips with foundation
comb placed between these two strips, thus holding it perfectly tight, and at the same time giving strength to the
top-bar. The ends or legs to the frames are 34x7/16x834
inches, and bottom piece is 34x7-16x1534 inches, and nailed
between the legs. All these pieces are cut in a cutting-box.
thus making them exactly the same length, and also square
By this method the frames will be square and
at the ends.
hang true in the hive. Super material can also be cut in a
cutting-box.
But how to space the frames and keep them spaced was
a puzzle to me and after studying over the matter for a
long time, and trying different plans, some one mentioned
That idea alone was worth
staples in the Bee Journal.
$5 to me. But it did not specify how to use them at that
time. At first I tried to put them in the edge of the top-bar,
but it would split the top-bar, so I tried putting them in the
rabbet and spacing with a compass, and making holes with
a brad-awl. I like this plan very well. Frames are easiljtaken out. I use 9 frames in my size hive.
This method will do only for those who are mechanics
enough to make their hives, and have not much else to do in
winter time, and a warm place to work in.
Keokuk Co., lo-s^a, Dec. 26.

weak

in the spring, they did not

;

—

;

.*******^*^*^*^*^*******^*^^********, *****
York's Honey Almanac is a neat little 32-page pamphup with a view to create a demand for
honey among should-bc consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concern-

let

especially gotten

ing honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices A sample for
a stamp 25 copies for 40 cents SO for 60 cents 100 for
For 25 cents extra we
Sl.OO; 250 for S2.2S 500 for $4.00.
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
:

;

;

;

-,

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last. Better order at once, if you want a copjof this .song.
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[Questions

may

C. C. Mlf^J^ER, A/arenao, HI-

be mailed to the ]5ee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

Basswood Two-and-a-Half Miles Away.
I want to move 40 colonics of bees to within about 2',
miles of a rich growth or river bottom with an)- amount of
basswood on it. Can bees make a success at that distance ?

Ind. Ter.

Answer. — I think you
on basswood
lot

of

it

will find that bees will work well
2!< miles distant.
I'd give a good deal for a

that near me.

Moving Bees

in Winter.

have just bought a large apiary

I

17 miles

sense, is generally applied to hives with frames that do not
vary much from 18 inches in length and 9 inches in depth.
The Dadant and Quinby are the same, with frames of large
size, 18,"/< inches long and 11'+ deep.
The Gallup frame is
Heddon frames are 18 1-16 inches long
11J4^ inches square.
and Sys inches deep. They are not hanging frames, like
the others, but are held in place by the pressure of thumbscrews. The hive can be inverted at will, and two or more
stories are used at pleasure.
All dimensions here given are
outside measure.
To give all that has been said as to the advantages and
disadvantages of these diiferent hives would fill many numbers the American Bee Journal, so of course it cannot be
given here.
5. The frame generally used for the Langstroth or dovetailed hive is 17)^ long and 9>s deep.
For an 8-frame hive
the body is 18'+ inches long, 12 's inches wide, and 9^8 deep.
For a 10-frame hive the width must be 2-'4 inches more.
These are inside measurements.
6. All things considered, I prefer the dovetailed hive,
but there are good men who use successfully almost all of
the other kinds. It is possible that what is best in one place
may not be best in another, and in any case the man is
more than the hive.

from home.

Would it do to take the bees from the cellar some fine day,
and move them to my own at this season (Jan. 27) ?
Wisconsin.

—
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Answer. Yes, if the weather is fine enough for the
bees to have a flight before being put into the cellar again.
I shouldn't want to take them from one cellar and put them
into another without a flight, unless pretty sure they would
be kept in only for a short time. Some have reported doing
so with no bad consequences, and if you care to take the
risk yours might be one of the successful ca.ses, but unfortunately there have been other cases in which the results
were disastrous.
LiKely Dying of Old Age.

Quite a number of my bees are dying others on a fine
day will come out, fly a short distance and drop dead. They
have plenty of honey. What is the trouble ?
Oregon.

Some Northern Extracted Honey

Doesn't Granulate.

In regard to all extracted honey granulating in the
North when cold weather comes, we have some that was extracted in August, 1898, that is not granulated yet. It is
kept in o-gallon cans in our shop it was well ripened when
extracted, and is as good now as when first taken. By
having a good quality of honey, we are able to get better
prices than do most of them on our market.
Missouri.
;

—

Answer. Here's further evidence from a well known
bee-keeper that not all Northern honey granulates in winter.
I'm very glad that my ignorance in this matter has been exposed, and should be pleased to know of others who have
kept honey in the North without granulation. I have an
idea that the thorough ripening has somethingto do with it.

;

Answer. — If

the number is not large, there may be
nothing wrong. In the course of the winter a great many
bees die in every colony from old age, and when there comes
a day warm enough for them to fly the healthy bees will
carry out some of the dead ones "and drop them on the
ground, and some that are " on their last legs " will fly out
and never return. It is quite possible that there is nothing
wrong with your bees, so far as can be learned from your
description.
•* • *•

Styles of Hives, Etc.
I

1.

lows

bought a colony of bees last fall, size of hive as folby 14 inches deep, outside measure, with 11

14x20,

:

frames put in crosswise. What make of hive is it ?
2. Are frames better lengthwise or crosswise ?
3. On top of the frames was cotton stuck fast
by propolis.
I have them wintered outside packt in chaff.
Should
I have taken off the cotton before putting them
away for
winter

ttueen-Excluders, Full Sheets of Foundation and Wired
Frames in Extracting.

Answers — 1. Some

Dampness

4.

:

and Ouinby.

What

5.

hives

?

6.

honey

are the sizes of the Langstroth 8 and 10 frame
see that make spoken of more than any other.
Which style of hive do vou
consider best for comb
•
I

?

Answers.— 1.

Canad.4.

don't know.
2. In this country mpst bee-keepers prefer
to have the
frames running toward the entrance, so that a bee on first
entering a hive can go upon any frame.
3. It is generally con.sidered better to
have some open
cloth like burlap in place of a cloth that is covered
with
propolis .so as to be air-tight. Still, if the propolized cloth
IS warmly covered over, and the entrance
is open enough.
I

do very well.
In one sense all the movable-frame hives in the
country are Langstroths, for he invented the movable
frame. The name, however, when used in a more restricted

It

will
4.

I

do,

some

don't.

Some

object to the

hindrance of the excluder to the work of the bees, but most
think that of little account. Very likely the advantage of
having a sure thing in confining the queen to her proper
place more than pays for all trouble and co.st. With my
present light I should much prefer to use excluders.
2. On more than one account you will find it best to
have full sheets so as to have .straight worker-combs.
3. Yes, unless prevented from .sagging in some other
way. but if very shallow they may do without wiring.

?

Describe the different makes of hives, with their advantages and disadvantages. Being a wood-worker I could
make my own hives, frames, etc. I would like to know
about these hives
Langstroth, Dadant, Gallup, Heddon

Should

use a queen-excluder between the broodin producing extracted honej' ?
2. Should I use full sheets of medium brood foundation,
or a starter, in the surplus frames for extracted honey ?
3. Should extracting-f rames be wired ?
Iow.\.
1.

chamber and the super

in

Hives— Early Breeding,

Etc.

1. I find that some of my colonies have it very damp,
the water hanging in drops under the cover and on all sides
inside the hive. What is the cause and the remedy ?
2. One colony has three frames nearly filled with brood,
altho other colonies (seemingly in the same condition last
fall) have, scarcely any.
I would like to know (a) Why this
colony has so much brood at this time ? (b) Would the queen
be a good breeder ? (c) Will this colony be ahead or better
than others in the .spring (provided, of course, that they live
till spring) ?
3. Will bees that take flight every three weeks or so
consume much more honey than bees that .scarcely take any
flight through the winter ?
4. I have a colony of pure Italians that will sneak
around the entrances of other hives (even in chilly weather)
and disturb them, causing them to be restless. What would
I better do ?
W.ashington.

Answers.
tight.

time,

—

and

if

Very

likely your hives are closed up too
being thrown off from the bees all the
there are no facilities for its escape it settles
1.

Moisture

is
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on the walls of the hive, just as in summertime the moisture
of the air settles on the outside of a pitcher of cold water.
Many think the best plan is to have what are called absorbents, that is, packingf of some kind, over the frames so close
that it keeps the bees warm, and at the same time so open
that the moisture can escape up through the packing.
There is not so much need of this if the entrance is larg'e,
and perhaps the best thing you can now do is to increase
the entrance in .some way. If it can be done in no other
way, perhaps you can slip little wedges under the two front
corners, raising the hive 14 or % inch.
2. (a) Possibly the same reason that makes the hives so
damp maj' account for the unusual amount of brood. The
bees are shut up too close haven't air enough, and that
makes them exert themselves trying to change the air in
the hive, and anything that excites to activity may start
breeding. Of course that's only a guess, without knowing
all the circumstances,
(b) It's not at all certain that she'll
be better than others, (c) Probablj' the chances are that
the colony will be no better than, if as good as, others.
3. Probabl5- not a great deal more.
The benefit of a
flight once in three weeks will pay for the extra con;

sumption.

Without knowing any more of the case, I should
a guess that one good way to get rid of the trouble
would be to have all your bees the same as that one of pure
Italians.
When there is much robbing going on, it's not so
much that the robbers are of bad habits as it is that temptations have been thrown in their way. The fact that those
bees are hunting around even in chilly weather shows that
they're not lazy, and very likely you'll find them good
honey-gatherers. But they would hardl)' be fooling around
much in the cold if the other colonies had always promptly
repelled them.
That colony is probablj- as wide-awake
about defending itself as it is at trying to rob others. If all
were like it, there would be little temptation to robbing,
and in chilly weather all would stay at home and mind their
own business.
4.

.

make
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ural causes, saying that he simply outgrows the enthusiasm
of youth but does that explain it all ?
I think that to this habit of spending the best years of
one's life in the pursuit of money exclusivelj', is largely due
the veneration of work for work's sake, of mindless diligence, which is so constantly- held before us by short-sighted
moralists. They fail to realize that the enthusiasm afforded
by spontaneous growth and activitj- is the highest possible
incentive to diligence, and to the undertaking of just as
much unnecessary drudgery, if not more, than the habit of
mindless routine ever inspires, and that the man thus inspired never outgrows his youth.
But this must be practiced to become available. Training is required, just as truly in the one case as in the other.
One cannot swim without entering the water. One cannot
ride a bicycle by becoming a good horseman.
The ability
to discover and apply one's tsest powers, and put them to
work, without the stimulus of getting something to eat, or
the artificial aid of habitual routine, is a hard thing to
learn and like other difficult things, must be practiced
earlj' in life to acquire proficiency.
Not onlj- is it hard to learn, but we do not even get the
chance to learn it under ordinary circumstances. Society
tells us the only work is to work for a living, or to work to
get rich, and in accordance with this sentiment so manages
that almost all occupations absolutely must be followed
from daylight till dark, year in and year out, to be made a
success of at all and if we do not watch out, we will fall
into the habit of believing this nonsense, and of regarding
this condition of things as one of the laws of the Medes and
;

;

:

Persians, which cannot change.
Right here appears the essential superiority of beekeeping. It gives us a chance, not in the evening of life
when well-nigh impossible, but now, to acquire the fullness
of this attribute which distinguishes man from animals,
this untrammeled freedom, this fresh energy, which comes
from'regarding one's self as an intelligent instead of a mechanical portion of the universe.
It gives
It is true, it does not give us the thing itself.
no more than the chance to acquire it it gives the spare
time, that is all. But, as I say, most other occupations do
not give even this much.
Therefore, it behooves us to jealously guard this characteristic of bee-keeping from attack by the sordid and stupid
mechanical spirit of the age. We do not want profit reduced to such a small margin that onh' capitalists can keep
bees, when such numbers will be required as to keep one
man hard at work all the 3'ear round, besides others during
the swarming .season. We want to keep this precious possession of leisure, freely given us without price in such
abundant measure, as would require many years' toil of the
best part of life to laj- up enough to purchase.
;

Proceeding's of the ColoFado State Bee-Keepers'

Convention.
(CONTRIBUTED BY THE SECRETARV.)
[Contiaued from page

87.]

Organization is the remedy for diminishing profits;
in our occupation it is to some extent also a remedy
for diminishing leisure, by lessening the number of colo-

and

THIRD DAY.
An Adequate Income from Bees by Seven Months' Labor
Without Hiving.
not answer this question, but leave it as uncertain as I find it. Nor shall I say anything original, but
rather aim to put it suggestively, so that you may answer it.
Bee-keeping during the last few years has become less
profitable.
We say that organization is the remedy. It is,
so far as financial returns are concerned. But when beekeeping becomes less profitable, all its advantages, not only
the financial ones, are threatened and the great advantage
of bee-keeping as an occupation is not so much the size of
the money returns, as the fact that it contributes in a far
more substantial and direct waj- than money does toward
I shall

;

true riches.
The chief end of money is to purchase leisure that is,
the liberty to do what we can best do, without regard to the
means of subsistence. Bee-keeping gives us leisure during
a portion of each year without the necessity of hoarding up
money to purchase it. The specialist bee-keeper with an
income of $300 a year is a richer man than the city physician or lawyer with an income of $3,000. The latter may
save money with a view to retiring sometime and enjoying
the fruits of his labor but meanwhile the best years of his
life are slipping away
his habits of mind become fixt, and
when his liberty does arrive, he is nothing more than a cog
in the social machinery the treadmill theory of existence
;

;

;

—

has done its work. He is mentally crippled. He cannot work
without supporting himself with the crutch of routine. He
insists that crutches are a necessary portion of the human
anatomy. We often refer this unnatural condition to nat-

make a living, and so removing the necesmaking hives and putting up sections all winter.
But the fight is an unequal one. The price of honey is
down now, and can scarcel)- be raised more than a trifle.
Every method must be tried to prevent that bondage to false
nies required to

sity for

which so many other occupations have succumbed.
of the most honey by the least labor is no
important than the sale of honey. Advanced methods

ideals to

The production
less

and short cuts should be discust just as
ventions as business questions.

much

in our con-

Socialistic schemes are well enough in their way, but
they do not go to the bottom of the matter. As long as
money alone is workt for, and the opportunities of acquiring leisure without money are ignored, it will become
harder to do anything without money. It is not true that
men do not get what they strive for they do get it, and
with a vengeance. They set up unthinking industry as the
ideal and then have tlie inconsistency to complain when
the social conditions to which they have contributed react
by keeping them at routine work the whole time. If they
workt as hard and as unitedly for leisure as for money, they
would get it.
Under present conditions, I think in most localities a
man who .sells his crop wholesale needs about 300 colonies
of bees, in say three different apiaries, to make a fair living
and have about five months of leisure, i. e., unfinancial
work.
Of course, the management of swarming in out-apiaries, in connection with getting as much surplus as possiI will put it in the form of
ble, is the kernel of the matter.
a concrete question, and if that can be satisfactorily answered, the question in general will be settled, and, inci;

—

—
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dentally, much information elicited which will be valuable
The question
to the man with two apiaries or one apiary.
Can one man without any assistance do all the
is this
work inside of seven months of properly running 300 colonies in three apiaries for comb honey ?
The answer to that question must not be based on any
cannot afford, at present
particular form of hive.
prices of honey, to buy new hives for the bees we have, or
for the colonies we pick up here and there around the country, unless these are in very undesirable hives.
:

We

It inI have tried dequeening, but am not satisfied.
volves finding a great many queens, and cutting a great
many cells, when time is very valuable. Besides, I want
brood at that time, to rear workers for the second crop.
I tried a plan once for natural swarming on 15 colonies,
and liked it very much, which I think, could be readily applied to artificial swarming. Extra hives are necessary.
The swarm is hived in the new hive on the old stand, and a
day or two later the old colony set on top of the new hive
and super, with a board between containing a little perforated zinc to allow the bees to pass up and down, and a
bee-escape communicating with the outside to allow the
drones and young queens to get out and this upper story
That settles the
is kept there until all the brood hatches.
question there are no queens to find, no cells to cut, no
after-swarms to hive, and the whole strength of the colony
I think it might be simplified by having
is kept together.
no zinc or bee-escape in the board, but simply an outside
cTiannel, large enough for ventilation, connecting the upper
hive with the entrance of the lower one. I have not tried
the latter arrangement just for that purpose, but I have
tried it on a large scale for a bee-escape, using a small
channel, and it workt well.
But the details of the plan are unimportant. That the
principle is a success is shown by the experience of F. and
H. Rauchfuss with a device by which the hives sit side by
side instead of one above the other. The objection to this
class of plans is that extra furniture is necessary. But
from such experience as I have had with both, I like the
idea better than dequeening.
In order to get rid of the extra devices, Mr. H. Ranch
fuss now prefers a plan which he described in the convention last j'ear, wViich came at such a time in the proceedings
that it was not appreciated as it should have been. I will
therefore briefly describe it as a representative of another
class of plans, those which involve requeening
Shortly before the honey-flow the queen and two frames
of brood are put in an upper story with an excluder between, and the upper storj- filled out with empty combs.
The vacancy below is filled with frames of brood and bees,
taken from some colonies reserved for the purpose. Nine
days after, the upper story is removed to a new stand, all
queen-cells cut from the lower storj", a virgin queen is given
to the latter, and a super put on.
There are certainlj' no objections to the results of this
plan it is bound to be successful, and has been proven to
be.
But it involves finding of queens, cutting of cells, and
queen-rearing. To be sure, the cell-cutting, in this case, is
not a serious matter, for not so many bees are in the way
as by the ordinary plan, and all cells are cut instead of all
but one, so that the bees can be shaken from every frame.
But 300 queens are to find, and 300 queens to rear. These
are trifles for Mr. Rauchfuss, but I suspect many would be
glad of a modification which would enable them to work in
a little different way.
Finally, there is a class of plans which consists essentially of removing or shifting sealed brood.
Mr. Hutchinson has told us in the Review how a bee-keeper of Michigan, Charley Koeppen, manages five apiaries of SO to 75
colonies each on this plan, with the help of one man for
about three weeks during the swarming season. This is
not exactly what we want, for we want to know how to do
it with no help.
Few can afford to hire. But it may be
suggestive.
He puts empty combs in the center of the
brood-nest just before the flow. A week or ten days later
the combs of sealed brood in the center are shifted to the
outside, and the outside combs, which are largely filled with
honey, are moved to the center. Then at the beginning of
the basswood flow he overhauls them again. I suppose if
we were imitating his plan we would make it a week after
the last round. This time he takes away two combs of bees
and brood from all strong- colonies, filling the vacancy with
empty combs, and makes nuclei with the brood removed,
giving each nucleus a queen-cell, of which there are plenty
to be found in overhauling the colonies.
All queens are
dipt. With this management, Mr. Hutchinson says there
is practically no swarming.
Upon reaching an apiary, if
;

;

•

:

;
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there is not time to go over the whole number of colonies,
the strongest are selected.
Mr. Brock, of our Association, has followed a plan
something like this for 20 years, and always secured good
crops. However, he runs only two apiaries, and we want to

run three.
Circumstances will probably compel me to adopt a combination of plans. The trouble with most of the.se schemes
that thej' require extra hives. As honej'-prices now are,
afford much even partially idle capital, in the
shape of hives, not about every one occupied by bees all the
year round. I cannot answer the question certainly in my
own mind, whether an average man can run 300 colonies
for comb honey without assistance, and do all the work inA few smart men do. Ouite a numside of seven months.
ber attend to two apiaries with ease. But I think there is
a possibilit)', that by attentivelj- considering and weighing all methods heretofore given, the average man may
evolve one suited to his particular case, which shall be sucis

we cannot

cessful.

In order to help him out, I ask every one here who has
had experience with out-apiaries to give the method which
with him has proven most successful and consumed the
least time and not only that but to think and experiment
about this matter during next season's work. It is one of
the most important problems which confront modern bee;

F. L.

keeping.

Thompson.

—

Mr. Pease Why that number in three apiaries ?
Mr. Thompson — I put it that way merely to avoid
bringing in the question of overstocking.
Mr. Foster How many have made a success of nonswarming, that is, so that the swarms do not come out and
alight on the trees ?
Pres. Aikin I have been managing three, four and five
apiaries with a minimum of swarming.
Mrs. Rhodes We had 60 colonies in chaff hives. We
opened them early, and gave them plenty of room. The
the second season, three or
first season we had no swarms
four. We gave 24 frames altogether, and ventilated by

—

—
—

;

raising the cover.
Mr. Foster I have succeeded as far as

—

,

I have gone, by
watching, and when likely to swarm soon I either divided a
colony or gave a large amount of room.
Mr. Adams I have no particular method. It depeuds
upon a great many things room, ventilation, weather
getting bees to work in the sections is the main thing.
Occasionally one can't control the swarming impulse.
A Member When bees get warm, will it bring on the
swarming-fever, without a crop of honey at the same time ?
Mr. Adams The bees get warm beeause they are
crowded.
F. Rauchfuss How do you give room ?
Mr. Adams Just bj' giving room just adding more.
F. Rauchfuss You must have a different strain of bees.
Mr. Adams Yes, I have a non-swarming strain. I had
4 to 8 percent of swarms in the last seven or eight years.
Mr. Carlzen I had 2 to 2 '2 brood-chambers to the colony. I took away all the sealed brood possible, and put on
supers when the honey-flow came.
F. Rauchfuss We have practiced dequeening, but did
not like it. But we gave young queens or hatching queencells just before the inclination to swarm. It is hard to rear
young queens at that time of year.
Mr. Pease— Did you destroy the old queens ?
F. Rauchfuss— We kept the old queens as a reserve
stock, in nuclei of one frame of hatching brood each.
Mr. Gill I have not prevented svrarming. I have 234

—

—

—
—

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

—

colonies in the

home

apiary, and two apiaries outside.

One

bee-keeper can attend to the work, but he has to have a
I make the strong ones swarm early, and have been
wife.
successful, using the 8-frame hive. From every colony that
shows an inclination to swarm I remove a frame, and let
them build a little comb, and get them started in the super,
and keep the bees engaged. Worthless queens are killed
and others given. Starters are used indiscriminately.
Supers are removed from one hive to another, with bees in
them, so as to give the other bees an object-lesson, and
show them they can keep at work, and empty supers placed
on the hives they were removed from. I soon have all the
bees at work in supers. Last season I had 30 swarms in
the home yard. I have little faith in dequeening for comb
honey, tho it is all right for extracted.
Philip Large— I do not try to prevent swarming, but

have no more swarms than I need. I had
from 195 colonies, mostly in 10-frame hives.
[Concluded next week,!

16 or 17

swarms
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of bees, gathered in 25 years of practical work wi,th them, I
am led to conclude that some one is drawing: on his imagination for his facts when such a statement is publisht.
comb honey which I
I have never seen a pound of
thought did not come from natural sources, and I have
acted as judge at two international exhibitions, and at State
fairs, besides inspecting honey in the markets for many
years.
I fear that some retail grocers discredit comb honey put
up in the best shape, for the purpose of working off the poor

they have on hand.
It is the opinion of all bee-keepers whom I know, that
have experimented along this line, that bees will not touch
glucose syrup unless compelled to by necessity, and then
thej' would not be in proper condition to store surplus.
The colony must be in prime condition prosperous, full
of bees of all ages, and increasing in numbers before they
If there is not
will go outside the cluster to store honey.
plenty of food available which they like, the condition
above described will not be present, and, therefore, if thejdid have access to glucose syrup and nothing else, they
would not be in condition to use it profitably.
Now, in defense of my argument, I wish to introduce
the testimony of a couple of men who are bee-keepers.
These statements were made before the National convention of bee-keepers last fall at Omaha, in answer to the
question, " Is comb honey adulterated ?"
Mr. Danzenbaker, who is a large bee-keeper near Washington, D. C, said
stuff

—

:

" I don't think that bees will take yliicose and put it into comb. Some
years aj^o the Secretary of a trlucose manufactory boarded with me.
There were bees in the yard, and he took ^reat interest in them. It was a
hobby with him. In the early morningrs he would be out there and have
the hives open, and I found out that he was experimentinp with g-lncose.
He brou^rht j^lucose and put it into the tops of the liives. I wondered
what he was doino', and I found the fsrlucose there. The bees would not
take it. Then he took the best glucose suirar and put it in, and the bees
wouldn't take it. It was during- the honey season, and he thought the
bees would mix with it the honey that was cominjr in from the field. He
meant to keep bees. He imported a lot of Italian queens, and was thinkI beinfj of making honey out of glucose, but the bees wouldn't touch it.
lieve that the acid in the (glucose would finally kill the bees. They have
an instinct of sense that enables them to detect it."

Mr. George W. York, editor of the American Bee Journal, and President of the Association, added
:

"I

would like to give one instance of feeding glucose to bees that I
of.
Mr. Grabbe, some years ago, was interested in bees with Mr.
Perrine, in Chicago, who was one of the biggest adulterators itt the State
at that time. They moved two or three hundred colonies to Mississippi,
and began feeding t^litcose, and it was scarcely any time at all until they
had killed all their bees."

know

have not occupied so much space as to rule me
out of your columns, I hope you will give this reply the same
publicity which the offending paragraph enjoyed. I might
add, that the Association which I represent is using every

Now,

if I

means to bring to justice those who adulterate or
contaminate the foods which we consume, especially honey;
and we hope that the great State of Illinois will speedily
pass such a pure food bill as will enable us to get after the
adulterators of food products, whether they be bee-keepers
or mixers in the cities.
Yottrs trulj-,
Eugene Secor.
possible

Mr.
ruary
"
nal.

9,
I
I
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Gordon,

I.

of

Dodge

Co., Minn., writing us

Feb-

said

get value received in every copy of the Bee'Jourcould not get along without it and keep bees."
'

'

*

Mr. W. Bishop,

of Otero Co., Colo., wrote us Feb. 4:

"It is cold, ro/fl' weather for Colorado. I suppose the
bees think so, as snow has been on for a week, and stormr'
ing most of the time."
LTI^
I

I

Mr. M.

F.

M.wer,

* * * »

Zl

of Green Co., Wis., wrote us Jan. 30

:

I have
like the American Bee Journal very much.
had bees for several years, butxituld not produce honey to
Eong live the Old
sell until I began reading the Journal.
'•

I

'

Reliable.'

"

* # » #

Mr. R.

Earimer

Co., Colo., President of
the Colorado Bee-Keepers' Association, wrote us Feb. 7
"This is awful weather terribly cold. The past six
mornings from 20 to 40 degrees below zero, averaging not
less than 25 below each morning' for the past week, and seldom much above zero during the day. We have had it below zero every day for about 10 days I fear for bees all
out-doors in this country. Eots of snow here."
» * *
#

C. AiKiN,

of

:

:

—

—

The Eewiston
eastern newspapers.
ciated paragraph

(Me.) Journal is one of the leading
In a recent issue it had this appre-

:

'The weekly American Bee

Journal, of Chicago, eaexistence with the number for
Jan. S. It has well earned the sobriquet of the Old ReliIt is perhaps praise enough to saj' that Bro. York is
able.'
the man to keep the Journal up to its previous high standard and abreast of the times in apicultural progress."
ters

upon the 39th year of

its

'

"

ominous heading to
Review in which E. E. Hasty
is compelled by the great amount of reading involved to close the series of " Views " he has been giving
continuously in that paper for the past ten years. There
must be something a little out of order in the mind of any
reader of the Review who will not join with the editor in
his regret at the necessity- for sttch a step. Mr. Hasty has
always had such an tmfailing sttpply of good-nature, delicious iiumor, and upright and downright integrity, that the
readers of the Review will sorely miss him.

Hasty

an item
says he

S.ays GooD-BxJ.'^is_-the

in the Bee-Keepers'

'

We are again delighted. Mr. Secor answers the offending papers in such a complete way. It must do good in this
instance, as in the case of the New York Evening Post several months ago.
If we bee-keepers will just follow up
this plan for awhile of letting a little light on honey into
the benighted heads of some newspaper correspondents and
editors it must result in overcoming, in amea.sure, the evil
effects of the comb honey misrepresentation that was let
loose on the public some 15 years ago. We believe the
United States Bee-Keepers' Association is doing a great
work when it keeps close after the offenders in question.

—

—

—

To take Qrease Out of Cloth Make a mixture of the
following parts by weight Alcohol, 8 honey, 6 soft soap,
5 water, S wet the cloth with the mixture rub livelj'; rinse
in clear water.
The mixture can be kept a long time if
tightly closed in a bottle. Mode Francaise.
:

;

;

;

;

;

—

" Queensound "

is

a

word proposed by E. Kreutzinger
having a good laj'-

to signify that a colony is aTT nglil^lis to

ing queen.

— Gleanings.

Dr. Peiro, when on his visit to the Pacific Coast awhile
ago, called on Mr. E. S. Eovesy, of Salt Eake City, Utah,
President of the Utah Bee-Keepers' Association, and writes
thus concerning him

:

" I occasionally notice .some practical, hard-headed facts
regarding bees from the pen of Mr. Eovesy, vrhich vividly
reminds me of the delightful visit I had with him in Salt
Eake City. I found him ensconced iti his charmingly embowered hofne busy ministering to the comfort of his bees.
He explained, among other thoughts of interest, that he
was trying to circumvent the predatory instincts of the ants
which greatly abound and as greatly annoj- his colonies.
Just how he has succeeded I am unable to state, but jtidging
by the intelligent determination evinced, I suppose he has
succeeded in his purpose.
" I much regret that my allotted stay in that beautiful
citj' of saints did not permit me the pleasure of accepting
his very kind hospitalities, but my gratitude to him and his
good wife is none the less.
" Under the guidance of another friend I visited many
of the noted places of interest there, even to taking a bath
This was one of the most
in the famous Salt Eake jiseli
singular and delightful experiences of my trip toward the
very interesting chat with Elder Snow was
setting sun.

A

exceedingly gratifying-.
" Atif ivieder sehn .'"

Dr. Peiro.

—

—
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which the)- in a deteriorated state are unable
This is the dictum of S. Simmins, editor of
Bee-Chat. He disclaims any belief in spontaneous generation, but thinks the initial germ of foul brood is present in
all healthy colonies, ready to grow whenever circumstances
lected matter,
to

remove."

are propitious. He suggests that the primarj- seed is so infinitesimal that no scientist has so far discovered it. Inspector McEvoy is at least partly with him in his belief
fact he mentions with apparent pride. Scientists who have
produced the bacilli from the spores will hardly agree with
the view that the primary seed of foul brood has not yet
been discovered.

—

Repairing f Bruised Comb Honey
When a hole is
puncht in a nice section, E. A. Emmons makes a case-knife
quite hot on a stove, then smears it over the hole, which
covers it with a coating- of wax. If the hole is very large,
a bit of white comb from an unfinisht section is dropt on.
Gleaning-s.

To Drive Bees Out
clu.ster

a

of a llollow Tree, put under the

bunch of cotton-batting- saturated

in dilute carbolic acid.
The odor is insupportable to the bees, and they
will soon be clustered on the outside of the tree. If the entrance is above the cluster, bore a hole at the rig-ht place to
g-et the carbolic acid, below the cluster.— French Journal.

Queen-Excluders Hinder,; according

Carbolic Acid in Place of

given

was rampant.

Smoke

has been used much in
L'Abeille et sa Culture
says that bees conquered by the odor of the acid allow themselves to be handled or brusht without much resistance, and
the odor of the honey being overpowered by the odor of the
drug, the robbers are not troublesome, so the bees are less

England and Europe.

irritated

and more

A writer

in

—

it

The Holtermann Hive-Cover is mentioned in Canadian
Bee Journal by D. W. Heise, as a flat cover costing about
the same as the ordinary cover, absolutely water-tight, and
a good non-conductor of heat and cold. Something in that
line has been needed a long time. (If I remember correctly
our figures show that this hive-cover cost us more than the
all-wood ones. It is cheap, as made by the E. L. Goold Co.,
because they have a good deal of sheet metal that is used
for protecting certain packages, and this metal is practically good for nothing otherwise. Editor.) Gleanings.
Whether it costs more or less, a water-tight, non-conducting

—

cover will be likely to find a market.

tractable.

The Laying of a^Young Queen The young queengalways lays her lirst eggs without any order. She travels
over the combs and lays at random. Upon a large comb I
counted 13 sealed cells, and not more than three of them
were together. The first eggs are generally found on the
comb that contains the cell from which her young majestv
issued, and it is only later, when the laying becomes
abundant, that

;

maturely.
to evidence

in^the Progressive Bee-Keeper, by F. L. Thompson. They
restrict workers as^.well as queens, dead workers being
found on top of the zinc, and a screen door composed
partly of excluding zinc, altho it allowed bees to get out,

did not admit robbers when'robbing

Bees and Fruit. — In Bienen-Vater are given results of
some experiments in which netting was put over branches
of trees at time of blooming. The time of blooming of
blo.ssoms on such covered limbs was prolonged as if the
blossoms were waiting for the bees to fertilize them. On
apple-trees the time of such blossoms was prolonged one to
three days more than the time of blossoms uncovered.
Pear-blossoms were prolonged four to five days plum, four
to seven days. No fruit set on the covered apple branches.
Some fruit set on the other trees, most of it falling pre-

becomes^more'regular.— Pfalzer Bienenzucht.

Foul-Broody Honey ; How long shall it be boiled?— In
reply to a question some time ago in this Journal, Dr. Miller
said that to make it safe to feed to bees honey taken from a
colony infected with foul brood, the honey should be brought
to a boil and held there not less than 2}i hours. Critic
Tay-

lor insisted IS minutes was ample, and Editor Root
endorst
the idea. The latter has changed his views, and has now
become more radical than Dr. Miller, for he says, " I believe
one will be taking risks if he feeds such honey if it has been
boiled less than three hours."

The Braula Coeca,; or Bee-Louse, is quite common
across the water, and is sometimes found on bees freshly
imported into this country, but somewhat curiousl)' it never
is reported as being perpetuated here.
Probably not one
bee-keeper in a thousand in this country has ever seen a
bee-louse. H. W. Brice says of it in the British Bee Journal
" What are its means of existence ? Is it a scavenger
or does it suck the juices of the bee ? The latter is, I think,
the more reasonable conclusion, but even -where the Braula
is found in large numbers bees seem but little inconvenienced by them, and they are usually more plentiful in
strong colonies than in weak ones. They also have a decided preference for the bodies of queens, tho I have seen
them scattered on all bees indiscriminately, tho the bodj' of
the mother-bee is, as a rule, the favorite haunt of the parathis is so I do not say, tho I think they have no
site.
choice, and if queens flew daily, as does the worker-bee, she
would have just as few braute as the rest."

Why

The

editor says

it

seldom lives more than one season in

England.

" Propolis is Often Mixt with Wax when it is used,"
says Editor Hutchin.son. D. W. Heise showed him a cake
of wax secured by repeated meltings from chips of propolis,
altho it had a strong odor of propolis. Editor Hutchinson
thinks we are losing a little wax when we throw away the
scrapingsof sections.— Bee-Keepers' Review. —Why, haven't
you often seen bees packing on their legs scrapings of wax
found out-doors, and what else is done with such wax but to
use it for propolis ? And don't you know that the analysis
of the lamented Dr. Planta showed more than half of ordinary bee-glue to be beeswax ?

No-Bee-Way Sections are not viewed with':favor"by
the Jeditor of the Canadian Bee Journal. He thinks vrhatever advantage there may be in the open separator may be
had with the old style of sections. Jacob Alpaugh makes
fences with tin for the upright parts, and these are used
with old-style sections. At the Toronto exhibition plain
sections took no prizes. Sections of the ordinary kind
shown there beat the sections .shown by Danzenbaker at
Buffalo. To the claim that plain sections will cost less for
shipping-cases, he replies that different shipping-cases will
create confusion.
" The Origin of Foul Brood is foundlJin a fermenting
mass of neglected dead animal matter and excretions, combined with the presence of a weakened colonj-, breeding and
feeding amongst, and warming up to blood heat such neg-

Travel -Stain what is it?— A thoughtful article from
E. Crane appears in Gleanings, in which he resents the
popular idea that the dirty feet of the bees traveling over
the surplus combs are responsible for the darkening of the
cappings. He says
"I consider the whole idea of travelstain as a foul slander. The idea of our illustrious insects
not being tidy is infamous." Sometimes bees carry pollen
into the hives on their bodies, and this may have some
efl'ect in darkening the sections.
Bees often use considerable propolis for capping late in the season when wax is
scarce.
But the chief source of the dark color on sections
is the dark wax and old cappings carried from the broodchamber into the super. One proof of this is that the dark
color is not on the surface of the cappings, but the cappings
are colored clear through. A queen is removed from a
strong colony. All goes well so long as there is maturing
brood to seal, but after eight or nine days the brood is all
sealed, and yet the hatching bees are throwing off 1,000 to
1,500 cell-caps daily. Not being needed elsewhere, a good
share of these cappings are carried into the super to darken
the sections. The case is cited of a strong colony thrown
on foundation in Julj', which remained queenless, and after
four months the combs, even in the brood-chamber, were as
white as the most fastidious dealer could desire.
;

J.

:

ing

The Premiums offered onjpage
for.
Eook at them.

62 are well worth work-

—
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Root's Column
It seems to be g'enerallY admitted
that a means for producing compression on sections when in the super is
desirable, and some go so far as to say
it is a necessity.
If sections and separators are placed in supers loosely, it
leaves little interstices or spaces that
the bees fill up with propolis. Various
devices have been used to bring about
the desired compression. Some prefer
and use thumb-screws others, wedges
;

come stuck

Wedges
are very often propolized fast, making
it difficult to remove them.
The same
fast in the holes.

objection applies to tightening-strips,
altho to a less extent. We now use
two or three springs to our 1899 supers,

one at each end, bearing against the
ends of the fences, and one in the
center. See S in the cut below

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

Bees in Good Condition.

SB

have 30 colonies of bees, which were in
good condition last fall. We had a poor
year for bees here I got only 50 pounds of
honey per colony. We generally get 100
pounds per colony. I have kept bees for
eight years. I started with two colonies.
I have bad the Bee Journal two years, and
am going to continue taking it. Two days
ago the bees bad a flight, and today it is 10
degrees below zero.
George Weis.
Washington Co., Ohio. Dec. 31.
;

Sweet Clover (melilot)
AlsikeClover
White Clover

if

freight.
are solicited.

GEORGE

YORK & CO.

W.

118 Michig-an Street,

CHICAGO,

-

VflLUflBLE
'^p^

'ff.'i:>.

t.i

anyone.

Tells

ll'p

;

lar^t-wt

you

alt

II,I<.

Mm

1899 FREE.

ON POULTRY FOR
^l>lll•-thln(; fiiti'^'ly

out;

may waai

worth
U-

know

How to build poultry hooacs and
MAKE BIQ l«ONEYwHh poultry. Send 15e. for

consider it valuable to
anyone keeping bees either tor pleasure or

111,

I

i.t

("ullrv-

JOHN BAUSCHPO.

>(u:.'.^aiid

t

My busine.ss is merchandising, and
keep bees simply for amusement, and I
assure you there is nothing that will drive
care from a man's mind, or afford more
pleasant, healthy amusement, than a few
colonies of well-bred Italians. I have kept
bees two years last spring I had one colony and a poor excuse for another. Nov. 1
I put seven good, strong colonies into win-

B„i

lu.-iiimg.

profit.

(.

.»r.

'

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

I

^st me send you my 64?
pag-e Catalog for 1899.
^Jenkins, 'H'etuxnp/ca, Ala,

DEC I^CCDCD?

DCL~^LL^LnO
«7.

;

AT,

I

Please mention Bee Journal -when wxitin^

R. Davis.

Charlevoix Co., Mich., Dec.

$4.00
5.7S
S.00
4.00
3.S0

Your orders

have taken the Bee Journal but six
months, but permit me to say I am much

ter quarters.

1.00
.90

SOB

25ft
$2.2S
3.00
3.00
2.2S
2.00

Prices subject to'market changes.
Add 25 ceiUs to your order, for cartage,

wanted by

Bee-Keeping fop Reereation.

it.

10ft
$1.00
1.2S
1.40

60c
70c
80c
60c
SSc

Alfalfa Clover
Crimson Clover

I

pleased with

Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:

I

:

and still others, tightening-strips.
Thumb-screws stick out in the way,
and sometimes in damp weather be-
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GWe make

30.

the

New

naniDion GHatt-fiive

:

Wintering

All Riglit

So Far.

with fence and plain sections, and a
full line of other

Bees here are going through the winter
so far in good shape; they had a fair flight
yesterday, and are cooled off this morning
by a cool breeze with the thermometer 15
degrees above zero.
A. A. Hocser.

McDonough

Co.,

111.,

Dec.

SUPPLIES.
A postal sent us with your name for
a Catalog will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

30.

Please mention

Sheboygan, Wis,
Bee Journal when •writine.

Bees Had a Flight.
Bees are flying today at 44 degrees above
zero, and are packt all around with wheat
chaff. How is that for not warming up
through the packing ? I believe the warmth
gets in through the entrance. Long live
the American Bee Journal
Michael Haas.
St. Joseph Co., Mich., Dec. 29.

Have Plenty of Stores.
my bees have plenty of

Most of

These springs produce a gentle, even
pressure against the contents of the
super and, no matter how much the
;

weather changes, causing the stuff to
shrink or swell, those springs will produce always a gentle yet firm pressure.
After the sections are filled they can
be easily taken out, owing to the fact
that there is a yielding pressure and
propolis well, it has no show.
In the next Bee Journal we will show
you how these springs are applied.
;

—

for winter, but tbey produced no surplus
worth talking about, and that was of very
dark color. One of my colonies stored 70
pounds, and another 80 pounds of surplus.
These colonies were right among the rest
that seemed quite as strong as they were.
George Sage.
Greene Co., Ind., Dec. 31.

it

may

save you dollars.

Crop Almost a Failure.
The honey crop here the past season was

MEDINA, OHIO.

Glass Honey=Jars
For 3=4 Pound at $3.50 per Gross.

We

have on haud a limited supply of tall,
strait;rht, white-glass Honey-Jars holding %pound each. They have a tin cap that screws
on the glass. They are very attractive for the
retail grocery trade. Put up in barrels holding

from

failure. I secured about 600 pounds
21 colonies, against 1,600 the year be-

fore,

from the same number

GEORGE W. YORK &
118

Michigan

Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

almost a

Chas.

Logan

Co.,

Selling

111.,

Jan.

of colonies.

W. Conklin.

3.

Honey Competition.

Altho failure is reported all around, yet I
succeeded in obtaining from 33 colonies,
spring count, over 1.000 pounds of extracted

honey — all clover and basswood and also
away with swarming.
As I could give but one day out of the
week to my bees all through the season,
and then had to come 12 miles to see to

did

them,

THefl.l.RooiGoiupanu

Steady hoiiihardment with

liattl'-.

;i

exactly one gross each, f.o.b. Chicago, f3.50 per
gross; 5 gross, ?3.25 per gross. Address,

;

as

won

bi^ffuns,littlemui,s and rapid tirt.' pieces counts.
We nave all sorts of ammunition. Write for it.
vxuv. \\\}\vvs \vikkh;n( K <«>., AnuuN,nu:H.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.
stores

Meantime

KEEP YOUR EYE ON
THIS COLUMN,

A SmCLE SHOT
iiHvcr

think I did fairly well.
I am at present testing a new plan for
selling honey, which I believe is going to
be ahead of anything I have ever read on
the subject (and I have read all in the Bee
Journal for S'.; years), tor those who are
I

BeeI
iSuDDlies.1
I
1^^
1^^
'^
:^

r$
^»
^^5
.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.
Pouder's Honey-Jars and everyPrompt

thing used by bee-keepers.
Service— low' freight rate.

WALTER
512

S.

Mass.

Catalog

^^
^^
^'
^*

POUDER, ^.
Ave..
^.

InI>IAN AI'OI.IS, IniiIAN.-^.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

^f^
writing.
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have to be made every
little while with wood-

not born agents and I believe it is also a
good plan for them. So far it has been a
success, and is so simple I wonder others
have not thought of it. After I prove its
success or failure I will report through the
Bee Journal.
I am trying this plan ih the city of Flint,
where honey can be found in the stores
at all seasons of the year.
At present I have SO colonies in winter

en wheels. Stup all this

quarters, in good shape.

16, 1899.

;
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ELECTRIC

Sieei Wheeis
tny are

with dii-e«-l or wtaergt-ptd oMiI
Niiolics, l»ru:id tire, aiiy hcliiht, ai.tl i-> fit
uny wnffoii. They can't rot. e«t tosp<ike*.anJ
need no tire (•ettiiie:— last indelinitely. There
IS only one thing better, and that isan
!

tnaile

1

ElEGTRiG
HANDY WAGON.
1:m„
<.lur

'4i\,_-~ \>:]r^_':i.

ELECTRIC

WHEEL

Scml

Please mention Bee Journal

when

FOR SALE CHEAP!
a case, that we offer, while they last, in
lots of five or more cases (10 cans) at 40 cents a
case, f.o.b. Chicag-o. Better order at once if you
want some of them. Address.
in

OEORGElW. YORK & CO.,
•
Michisran Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.

my

I

hope you will be handsomely remunerated
your labors, and that you may, with

the

help of

its

make

contributors,

the

American Bee Journal a mirror in which
its readers can see and understand the
mysteries of bee-keeping more clearly in
the future than they have in the past.
Bees here had a cleansing flight Dec, 33,
with no snow on the ground.*
White Co.. Ind.
A. Wortman

Ifyou Imvesiiuernuons

new jnlormatlon

to remove it easjl v and
effectually without cheniicala or iiisitrumcnt.-;. "Correspondence co;iiid^ntia; in plain sealed envelope.
M-fi. M, N. PERRY. C^ t , Box 93. Gak f-grk., Slls

Please mention Bee Journal

when writing.

'Wtrr

THE

A, I, ROOT GO'S GOODS
Including their discounts for goods wanted for
use another season. It will pay you to send me
St of goods wanted.
Cash lor'Beeswax.
M. H. HUNT, BellBka.n-ch, Mich,
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

SOLD

TRIAL!

Buy no incubator and pay
before

grivinj- It

.Manywopie have

a

for it

trial.

lost faith in iDL'ubalors be-

Credits the Bee Journal for Success.
The American Bee Journal has workt
wonders with me in teaching about handling

my

bees,

which did well

last season.

took from one hive 110 pounds of honey,
half extracted and halt comb. I lookt at
them last Monday, and they are wintering
in fine shape,
I owe all my success to the
American Bee Journal, as I knew nothing
about bees until I commenced to take it.
John A. Flett.
Hennepin Co., Minn., Dec. 30.
I

to

h;it«h

t-hi.kfiis— ifkkIl-

iiiiTL-ly

-

subject to your approv-

Simplest machine made. A child can operate it. The
biacMl
Mtologne and "poultry pointer*" book published, sentfo'sc.

Flansfor Brooders, poi.ltry

VonCuIin locubaiorCo.

Please

meuuun

Hoii.ses.

etc..

sent on receipt of gfte.

Adams St. Delaware CiU'. DeL
Bee Journiii wnen writiuc'5

Workino Weix
INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

Hi\/es, Sections,
and a
sell

the

(ull line of

VERY BEST

SUPPLIES.
atilowest prices and

ship^promptly.

Send me your name for.1899 catalog and
whether 3-ou are a large or small
consumer or dealer.

Beeswax always
highest price.

prices.

Avanted for cash or trade at the

Adtires.s.

GUS DiTTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal

I

JOHN N'EBEL

-

.V

SON,

Hi'iH Hill, Missouri.

.^.\tf

ROCKFMD POULTRYfARM.
FREE! A youngr cockerel or
the persmi su^'prestinp the best name for a Cornish Indian
cockerel that i^ taking the first
settiiif^uf c^'frsto

when

shown We also have
a fine lot of Light Brahnias, Barred
Plymouth Rocks and White \Vyanprize wherever

.
'

\

SendlOc fur catalogue, l-it-e
Killer Formwlu and particulars.

Adottes.

\

Bos

My

far.

I

and
have 17

Theodore Simpson.

Greene Co., Pa., Dec.

28.

We got

but a few pounds of honey the

past season.

writing.

We

like the

American Bee

Journal very much it has been a great
help to us, and tho we got no honey the
past two seasons we may profit by what we

BY STEAM-«'th

the

FMiiiile. jii-Tkot. sellr'-'t^vilatiug

EXCELSIOR INCUMIS?
Ttjousands in successful upcration.
Circulars
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fi

Lowf^i
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1 to

made

jiriced IsI'Cln'iS hatciier

O KO.

9
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'J

'-i

II.

s.

8TA II L.

6ih

><t..

*(nlncy.

Ill

Please mention the Bee Journal.

44A2ot

/^
If vou care to know of its
f
;
Fruits, Flowers,' Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Cali-

o I fl-fr^f*ni d
V^ctlllUnild.

The
The

Paper

Pacific Rural Press,
and

leading' Horticultural

Agricultural
Publisht weekly,

paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely
ple

copy

330

Market

;

in the

mML

HATCH CHICKENS

fornia's Favorite

Got No Honey in 1898.

111.

Pleape mention the Bee Journal.

IliuA.

bees had a nice flight to-day,

they are wintering well so
colonies.

Kockfopd,

.S?5

Iffi^

Wintering Well.

Mason

Foundation

Wholesale and Retail.

I

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
AH
MUL CATALOG
tU PARF
Instructi.ius li>l:ct;inn>TS, &c,,free,

nd6c.

have learned,

DITTMER'S

Comb

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Icsell.

The Von €ulin Incubators
ni-e sold on trinl

al.

EDWARD W. WALKER CARRIAGE CO.
OOSIIEN, IM>IA>A.
St.

SOKlKhtb

I

.ause they b-jushtone that was nuvennteiideil

$51.00; Top Buggies, $35.00;
Spring Wap-ns, $:!7.60; Road Wagons. J25.00.
Esr«-UoDt (Quality Cunrnuteed.
We Make E^<*rj Vehicle He Advertise.
We fully guarantee e^try vehicle we make from
GOOD GOODS always.
the lowest priced up.
Au excellent harneFS as low as $4.80. Large
All prices marked
illustrated catalogue FREE.
Address,
Id phiin hirureh.

Game

HAIR ON how
THE FAG_

send for

We have Surries at

19,

Editor York:— I offer
congratulations for the success you have achieved as
a publisher of so valuable a journal of
knowledge and information for the beekeeping fraternity throughout the world,

SELL DIRECT TO YOU

Front Our Factory
At WhoSesalo PrIceSm

for

We have about 100 second-hand 60-pound Cans.

LADIES.

WE

Congratulations -Cleansing Flight.
•writing

5ixty=pound Cans

lis

We can save
to make money is to b:tve IL
you money on everything in the vehicle line.
We make a full line of Sarrles, BiicglM,
PbaotoDR, Spring Wagons, Koad Hagons.

ill.

SECOND-HAND.

D

Genesee Co.. Mich., Dec,

l">r' it.

CO. Bnx li, Quincy,

THE BEST WAY

E. B. Ttrkell.

illustrarfl caTfllocup tells all j.lmut

buth mill

two

As J have Editor Hutchinson, his " neighbor Koeppen " with his .370 colonies, and a
Mr. Torrey with about 100 colonies, on the
west side of me; Hon. R. L. Taylor, with
his large apiary, and Rufus Ivory with 76
colonies on the east, and Jones Skinner
with about 75. and a man named Doane,
with over 200 colonies, on the north, besides numerous small apiaries around me,
you see there is plenty of competition.

illustrated, 52.00 per

annum.

Sam-

free.

RURAL PRESS,

PACIFIC
Street,

San Fr.4ncisco, C.4L.

-

coming season.
F. C. McClain.

EVERGREENS

Co., Mich., Dec. 30.

100, 6 to 8 in. $1; 13 to 18 In. $3.50.
100, 3 ft. $10prepnlii. 100. 4 to ti ft.

Giving Bees Winter Flights, Etc.
Dec. 29 was a warm, springlike day. Seeing that some bees were flying a little I
exposed all the fronts of the hives that I
could to the morning sun, and aroused the
rest by drumming on their chaff hives and
boxes. By noon they were flying freely,
and carrying out dead bees. Up to this
date my bees had no flight for about six
weeks.
Now I feel much relieved as to
their wintering.
Last winter my bees had no flight for 3).^
months, and then I had to take them out of
their chaff hives and Iioxes. and set them
on snowdrifts in order to give them a
flight.
I
think bees should fly once a
month, and when my bees are compelled to
stay in three or four months, I feel quite
uneasy,
(I mean
when packt in chaff
hives, or any outdoor wintering,)
Many colonies were scant in stores last
fall, and no doubt hundreds of colonies will

varieties, $15. tSchoice Fruit trees. 20
varieties, iJlO. ^trnnmetitnl A: Fruit
ITrees. Cataloirue and prices of 60
(Treat bargain lots

SENT FREE.

ts?"

D. HILL,
3DSt

Good Local Ajrc'tn Wanted.

irec^afi'sl

Dundee,

III.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MoNETTE

Oueen-Clipping"

thing for use ia
clipping- Queens*
wing's.
mail it for 25 cents;
as a preor will send it

Device

is

catchiug^

a

tine

and

We

FREE
ONE NEW

mium

for sending us
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or for$1.10 we will

and

mall the Bee Journal one year
Device, Address,

t!ie Clippiii'T

GEORGtl W. YORK

fk

COMPANY,

ILs Michi^'au Si.,

Chicago,

111.

Feb.
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perish in this county alone. Some people,
seeing that their bees were scarce in stores
killed them.
It seems to me that the shortage of bees will be felt as much next year
as a short crop of honey was felt this year,
and tho a good season may come the honey

crop will be short still.
This one thing I have learnt this year:
By taking the Bee Journal I could keep
trace of the markets and knew how to sell
my honey. Some men who take no beepaper sold their honey for from 10 to 1.5
cents, I sold mine at from 11 to IS cents
early in the fall, and if I had more I could
for 20 cents now.
Through the Journal

sell it

drum out

the bees

when

I
it

Co,,

111,,

D. J. Blocher,
Dec. 31.

Bees Didn't Do Well.

am

nies together, and have now IS. Bees did
not do very well here last season. I don't
think this is a good location for bees. Mine
were almost all new swarms, so I didn't expect much from them, but I expect to continue in the business,
M, E. Buck,
Washington Co., Oreg., Dec. 37,

m AGENTS,

but have sold to the

hh Dnnlile
-0, as good

Sorghum

Mill.

keep about 80 colonies of bees and get a
fair crop of honey every year.
I run a
sorghum mill about six weeks every fall.
I

The
The

located 15 rods from the bees.
three weeks the mill is in operation the bees try their best to get at the
sap, but I keep a good smoke under the
press, and if the smoke is started before the
bees start stealing they won't trouble
much. If I were not the owner of the mill,
and tended to the smoke it would not be
safe for man or beast to be near the press.
Besides, the bees would store sap in sufficient quantity to give them the diarrhea
before the New Year, and I believe it would
take only one season for the mill to kill the
bees.
But the two industries have workt
well together for the last 13 years, I have
so far not lost more in wintering than
others whose bees have no access to sormill

Andrew

Chisago Co., Minn., Jan,

winter, in a cellar 12x40 feet, about T feet
high. I have wintered them thus for a
many years, I have been living here
for about 40 year.s, and have kept bees
about 36 years. My bees are wintering

great

William Fleming,
Croix Co., Wis., Jan.

-.rils

fur:^:iU.

35,

Bees are wintering nicely this year
with me; very few dead ones." It has been
36 degrees below zero, I see some claim
they could not get along without the Bee
Journal, Well, I could, but am not going
to as long as I keep bees and can get the

retiilU

t'

ELKHART

Carriage and Harness Manfs. Co.,
KI.KnART, INDl.XN A.
W. n. I'KATT. Secy.

?W^
Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

WELL MANU FACTURED ST OCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

OUR MOTTO:

Seciioiis. SiilDDino-Gases and

Bee-Keepers' supplies
u'.specialty of making the very best Sections on the
in this part of Wisconsin i.s acknowledg-ed

BASSWOOD

The

market.

bv

the best for making- the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected,
thrifty timber is used.
Write for lUastrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

all to

be

young and

Marshfield Hanufacturing Company,
Please mention Bee Journal

when

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

-writing.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has
wi(h onr

new patent

simple

icdefid.

Kerosene

made while pumping.

l!^mul-

P.'

var-

Bordeauxand Verm'}Tf\ >o/.ilis, the World's B<'st.
THE DEM!NQCO. Salem. 0.
Weaterii .Agputa, Henniou A Hubietie,^ 'Hin-ayerj,

,

Chicago.

!()

Sa^' in

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being- the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

KEROSENE SPRAYERS
is

sion

J. A.

VAN DEUSEN,

Sole Manufacturer,
Sprout lirook, Montfjj-omery Co., N.Y.

.

Catalog, formulas free

Please mention Bee Journal "when writini

WESTERN

John Michaels,

Stingless Bees in Old Mexico.
was very much interested in Prof.

Bruner's address at the Omaha convention,
about stingless bees, as I have two colonies
of them in my apiary. They are very different from the ordinary bees as they are
about 3-lb of an inch long and are tilack,
except the queen, which is yellow and
twice the size of the workers. They work
in hollow trees and accumulate quite
a
quantity of honey— sometimes three or
four pails of honey can be gotten out of a
hive. The honey has an acid taste, and is
very palatable— in fact, a person can eat
more of it than of the ordinary honey as it

A

beautifully illustrated paper called

"The Corn Belt"
month and contains

is
published every
a quantity of interinformation
esting
about the farm lands
west of the Mississippi Rivei, Pictures
all
of
sorts of farm scenes in Iowa, Missouri and Nebraska,
Personal experiences of farmers who went to those states from the East years ago.
The handsomest
farm paper published. Send 25 cents for a year's subscription to
CORN BELT,

FARMS.

THE

209 Adams

St.,

Chicago.

Think of

tiie

Future.

Don't Rent.

Please mention

Establish A

Bee Journal when

Lyon
h
NEW LONDON,

Page

Clearfield Co,, Pa., Jan, 20.

I

at*

Senfifov I^arge Free Catalogne*

Wintering Nicely— Cold Weather.

dollar,

Ju8t UH sooti

Carlson,

18,

Wintering Well in the Cellar.
I am wintering 1'30 colonies of bees this

well.
St.

,

u;

Kocliawavs. Surreys, Traps. Phaetons. Stanhopes,
Driving Wapcons. Top Buggies, Opeu and Top Koad
Wagons, Sprinp: Wagons. Delivery Wagons. Milk
WagoDi). Wagonettes and all styles of Harness.

is

sap.

curtiiliiH, iipruii^, luiti|iH.
sbnl'tH, for *T'-i.

I

- iif^:? in tlie world selliutr
consumer exclusively. Our line consists of

to the

first

ghum

'

at factory prices tor
the past twenty-[>ix years.
We ship any wfiere for examination,
liverj thill ir
^Vc
Fully Wurranlcd.
are the largest nianufaoturersof vehicles and har-

l!iii;crv ll:irn<>ss,
.i>>

We make
Bees and a

TliN K.vteiiHlon-Top Si
double IVmiiKts, coiitfU-t

'

tiii'eet

in the bee-business in a small way.
I commenced last spring and got 31 coloI

iiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:i:!ii!iiiiiiii;iBiii^

WE HAVE

also learned to
is entirely safe

for bees to come out, I like the Bee Journal very much, and do not see why some do
not want it.
Success to the American

Bee Journal,
Stephenson

lllinilliliiHElBBli
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Operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight
curing' the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

Home

of Your

Own.

writing.

Mfg. Co.
WIS.,
milliuii feet of

lumber, thus se-

Bee^Keepers' Supplies^,,

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
is in the State,
The material is cut from patterns, liy machinery, and is absolutely accurate.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswo'od is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and pp.ssession of mills and factorv equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable
this firm to furnish the

Send

BEST QOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

for Circular and

see the prices on a fitU line of Supplies.
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

no
has not the sickly taste. The wax is very
lark -colored and is used for medicinal pur•oses.
The comb in which the honey is
ored is quite a curiosity, as it cousists of
balls about half an inch in diameter, which
are fixt on a stem then to this they keep
fixing other balls, till they make one mass
of comb, and in and between fix the broodcomb, which is similar in shape but smaller
than the ordinary bee-comb.
My bees are gathering honey from peach
blossoms, and seldom miss a day going out.
so I am not very much interested in the
discussion on wintering bees.
I have also a colony of bees that are between the big or ordinary and the small or
stingless bees,
but these build in the
branches of any tree, and the comb is just
like papier-mache, and the honey very
sweet.
My hive is 18 inches in diameter.

it

dividing tor increase. I am now (Jan. 1.5)
feeding outdoors. I prefer it for several
reasons, and none more than to hear that
joyful hum in the hive morning and night.
They are also carrying a good deal of pollen in. I cannot tell from what source they
get it. There is some peach bloom at the
present time.
We have a fine climate for bees, but we
never have an abundant flow of honey,
from tree or plant, as the papers speak of
coming from those farther north. By the
middle of June our whitest and largest flow
We have a good deal longer time
is over.
to rear queens in, altho I have not tried it
South Al.4Bama.
yet.
Washington Co., Ala.

An Experience with
think
it

it

was

''

FAMOUS

Extracted Honey ForoSale.
ALL

IN

60-POUND

BASSWOOD
HONEY.
This is the well-known lig-ht-colored honey gathered from the rich,
uectar-laden basswood blossoms in
Wisconsin. It has a stronger flavor
than Alfalfa, and is g-reatly preferred by those who like a distinct
flavor in their honey.

is

is a splendid
honey, and nea
everybody who cares to eat honei
all canH g-et enoug-h of the Alfa

extracted.

Prices ofeitber Alfalfa or Bass'wood Honey:
either, by mail, 8 cents: samples of both, IS cents — to pay for packag-e and postage^

A'sample of

By

freig-ht— one 60-pound can, 8 cents a pound;

two cans, 1^ cents per pound; four or more cans.
order. If ordering^ two or more cans you can
This is all

7^ cents per pound. Cash must accompany each
have half of each kind of honey,

if

you so

desire.

ABSOLUTELY
PURE
BEES' HONEY,
The
country.
kinds produced
finest of their

iu this

We

would suggest that those bee-keepers who did not produce any honey for their home
this year, just order some of the above, and sell it. And others, who want to
earn some money, can g-et this honey and work up a demand for it almost anywhere. "YORK'S

demand

HONEY ALMANAC" will be a g-reat

help iu creating customers for honey. See prices on another

page.

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO.. 118 IVHchigaii St., Chicago,

Bingham Perfect Bee-Smokers

in 1SS9 I

would rather move them

Smoke Engine (largest smoker made)
Doctor

Conqueror
liarue

Pluin
Little

4-in. stove.
3?^in. stove
3-in. stove.
2!^-in. stove.
2-in. stove,
(weiffht 10 ounces)... 2-in. stove.
,

Wonder

Honey-Knife
or Knife, l0'>k up

its

$13.0f);
9.(Xi;

6.50;

Doz

S.'Kj;

Doz.

4.75;
4.5n;

each, by mail, $1.50
"
l.io
"

l.OO
.90
.70

"

"

all

.60
.80

Smoker

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR; ONK-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror I.t yenra. I was always pleased with its
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer, I write for a circular.
I do not think the 4inch Smoke Kngine too large.
January 27, 1^97.
Truly.
W. H. Eagerty, Cuba. Kansas.

in

decided to get some
more hives, and also straighten up what I
had. and try to follow orthodox methods.
So I got everything ready early in the
spring, and knowing that those old hives
and frames were in a horrible shape, I
transferred the best of the combs and
melted up the balance. Some of them were
built on starters, and I guess some were
started on empty air. Some sheets were
tolerably good, and some were every cell
drone comb; but I got through with the
job, and after the old combs were patcht
up by the bees and the full sheets of foundation were drawn out, and every cell
worker, 1 felt proud of them. I honestly
believe the old veterans couldn't beat the
job themselves.
But just about the time the combs in the
brood-chamber were filled it came on wet,
wetter, wettest, and our surplus was small.
About this time, having previously purchast an Italian queen, I decided to try my
hand at requeening; so I hunted up all the
authority I could find and sailed in, and at
the first pop I got 18 nice cells in a row (I

Doz.
Doz.
Doz.

"
Doz.
"
6.' >0;
Doz.
the new improvements. Before buying a
record and pedigree.

Bingham Smokers have

T. F. BIINGHAIfl, Harwell, TlMlilgan.
In

seeking an

enfi:ine oS

any ktnd, either SEHU
or Traction, buy the

PORTABLE, PORTABLE

RUIVIELV

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best and
only Weekly Sheep Paper publish! in the
Unted Stales.
If

Wool

season.
I

OF

I=K,ICBS

of

last spring

111.

Bees.

warm weather, but say. Doctor, they are
not nearly so liable to sting in cold
weather!
I packt the bees in chaff, and procured a
dozen chaff hives.
When spring came I transferred the
combs and bees into the Langstroth frames.
In due time they swarmed, as any wellbehaved bees should do, and in two or
three years the hives were full; and I
would get 300 or 400 pounds of honey every
But

TIN CANS.

ALFALFA
HONEY.

came near

Marengo

It's easy If jou only know how
Our
Gives the experience, plans, etc., ot the be^itand

BEST:

took the bee-fever,
flooring me. 1 purcha«t
bees in box-hives, and
moved them home done up in horse-blankets. They made no trouble, as the weather
was so cold that it was sure death to a bee
to even poke her nose out. I think it was
believe the "Sage of
I
in February.
I

and

four colonies

how.

the famous White Extt
ted Honey grathered iu the great
falfa reg"ioiis of the Central West,

would not be amiss to let the
bee-keepers in more Northern latitudes
know what our bees are doing down South.
The winter caught me with 34 hives weak
in bees and stores, caused from too much
rain in late summer and fall; also from
thought

out of poultry.
/%%#BlieDC
IVI/^
^ A ^* /\
\* T frlbKO nO U tS A
UD
K

tells

liirKestpoullrymen of the country.
I
I I
about TIIK
I
I
whii'h is delivered, freight paid to every purebn««er. It needs no moisture. Controls this
point completely. Possesses the good poIntH of all maehfneM and the faullH of none. Buy
the book and be informed. Priee lOe. The CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO. Box 50 , Wayland, N.V.
Tells also

This

Report from South Alabama.
I

16, 1899.

WAKF MONFY
I'M^'l^M-lM

*''**-'

Ontaloeue and I'ooltry Guide

;

Samuel Andrew.
Nuevo Leon, Mexico, Dec. 25.

Feb.

ITlarkets a^ncl Slieep
has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
first, foremost and all the time.
industry,
his
Arc vou interested? Write to-day.

They ore Mmple or c-ornponndand represent unupual
value. Korsawmills.well drilling, thre^binp— anything.
Also Threshers, Horse Powers, Sawmills, etc. Catalogue FKEK
CO.. La Porte, Ind.
n.

RUMELY

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

WOOL MARKETS AND

FOREWARNED
FOREARMED

Do Not

vC^ait until the last

SHEEP, CHICAGO,

ILL.

IS

moment

to order your Sup-

You may be disappointed

b}^ delay in shipment
honey harvest. Save money
and gain honey by sending us your estimate NOW.
We are offering Special Inducements for Early Or=
ders. Our 1899 Catalog free.

plies.

and

lose a portion of the

(j . l5.

SPECIAL AGENTS:
E. T.
L. C.

Abbott,

Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

St.

Woodman,

L tf VV ^
I
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VV ISCUlIdlll.
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!
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a rainbow), as per Alley. So now I
18 good colonies in winter quarters,
each w ith a good queen, either pure Italian
or hybrid, as I had excellent luck in getting
those cells hatcht and queens laying.
One thing in regard to the above I must
Hive No.
give you from my record book
19— July 23 I gave unfertile queen Aug 2,
no eggs; 1 gave Italian brood, whole frame;
Ang. 9. saw queen but no eggs, and gave
Italian larvse as per Alley Aug. 19 I found
full of brood, some brood in several more
combs, and four nice queen-cells. Question
—Why didn't she go to laying at S or 10
days of age. instead of waiting until she
L. L. Travis.
was at least 26 days old ?

mean

i) >Ji

>Ji >fc >li >te stt >ti >to. >!< >ti >Ji. >te.t4.

have

HON&y AND BEESWAX

I

|

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

:

;

Chicago, P'eb. 9.— The trade is not active in
of the retail dealers bein^
supplied with sufficient stock to meet demands
for some time to come. Prices are quite steady
with 13c for best white, off in color, etc., includin(f amber grades, 10fiil2c; dark, 9c. Extracted
6((_i7c for white: amber and dark, S(5i6c.
Beeswa.'c, 27.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

comb honey, many

;

Wyoming

Detroit, Jan. 2.— No chang-e in supply of
honey as to quality, but prices are somewhat
lower than la^^t quotations, viz: Fancy white,
13c; No. 1, 12(u 12;6c; fancy dark and amber, 9@
He. Extracted, white, 6(a 7c; dark, 5(a55^c. Bees-

Co., Pa.

Poor Season— Cellar Winteping'.

We had
1898.

wax, 25W26C.

a very poor season for honey in

The worms destroyed most

basswood blossoms.
Tell " Iowa Joe," who spoke of cellar
wintering with bottomless hives (page 09.5,
1898) that I place a four-inch super under
the hive in place of the bottom board, with
wire-screen on the bottom side, which keeps
the mice from getting in, and the bees from
getting out. The dead bees drop down on
the screen. My bees winter nicely that
way. Leave them thus until you put the
bees out on the summer stands, and there
will be no loss of bees flying out in the cel-

Langdon.

E. B.

lar.

Douglas Co., Minn., Jan.

M. H.'Hunt.
Indianapolis, Jan. 4.— Fancy white comb.

of the

12M12Jjc; No.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

"writtng.

I

started in the spring with

4.5

colonies

and increast to TO, having hived back about
40 swarms, and about 10 swarms took the
traveling fever like a good many Arkansas people do. and left me because I was
not able to hive them. I got about 3 000
pounds of nice honey and 100 pounds of
wax. I always made my living' from bees.
and there are eight in my family. I have
the American Bee Journal and the Italian
bees.
Let me have the "Old Reliable,"
and I am all right.
F. J. Gunzel.
Craighead Co., Ark., Jan. 17.

you want the best low down wag-on you
should buy the Electric Hand\' Wagon. It is
If

the best because it is made of the best material;
the best broad tired Electric Wheels; best seasoned white hickory axles; all other wood parts
of the best seasoned white oak. The front and
rear honnds are made from the best ang-le steel,

which

is

neater, stron^'er,

W, M, BARNUM,

and

in

way

every

bet

ter than wood. Well painted in red and var
nisht. Extra length of reach, and extra long

standards supplied

when

requested.

carry

4,'X)0

without

additional

cost

This wagon is guaranteed to
pounds anywhere. Write the Elec-

Wheel Co. Box lt>, Quincy, Illinois, for
their new catalog, which fully describes this
wagon, their famous Electric Wheels and Electric

Feed Cookers.
Please mention Bee Journal

tric

Young

when

Trade in comb honey is quiet. White is pretty
well cleaned up, but there is a large stock of
buckwheat, amber and mixt, having accumulated of late, and in order to sell in quantity lots
it is necessary to shade quotations.

Hildreth Bros. & Segelken.
San Francisco, Feb. 1.— White comb, 9'A®

our market: Fancy white, 13(ai4c;
No. 1, U(n Uc; light amber, 9(aiOc.
for buckwheat.
Extracted, white

A No.l, 12c;
No demand

Northern stock,

7ra>8c.

Beeswax quiet at 27fti28c.
Blake, Scott & Lee.

Kansas City, Jan. 2S.— Fancy white comb,
No. 1, 12c; amber. He; dark, 10c. Extracted
white, '6c;.amber, Sc; dark, 4!<c. Beeswax, 2Sc.

13c;

C. C.

Clemons & Co.D

.^Buffalo, Jan. 27.— There is a little more 'acon strictly fancy 1-lb. combs at 12c. The
bulk of receipts of low grades sell at 10c. down
to 7c., and in a few cases even less. A raoder^
ate amount can be sold every day. Extracted'
4(o,6c., according to quality.

and

rien

Batterson &

pay you

g-ood position.s

to

fit

yourselves for

bv takingf Shorthand
$1.60 for Text Book

by Mail. Send

or 3 cents for catalog-

Publisher,

Boston, Feb. 8.— The demand for comb
honey is very light, with full stock on hand.

We quote

writing.

Women

.

"Wainwright Building,
ST. LOUIS, MO,
7Dtf
Please mention the Bee Journal

No.l

white,10@llc; amber, 9c; buckwheat and dark,
Extracted in good demand at unchanged
prices. Beeswax rather quiet 27(g^28.
-j

7c.

tivity

The Midland Fanner
'SEMI-MONTHLY

Pouder.

10;4c; amber, 7'ifa.9c. Extracted, white, 7@7Jic;light amber, b'iKi'b'Ac. Beeswax, 24@27c.
Stocks of all descriptions are light and are
largely in the hands of jobbeJs. At current
values, however, not much is required to satisfy
the demand. Supplies of Water White Extracted, uncandied, are practically exhausted.

It will

The representative modern Farm Paper of the
Central and Southern Mississippi Vallev. Page
departments to every branch of Farming- and
Stock-Raising^. Plain and Practical— Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of jour neiorhbors (for
free samples;, and we will enter your name for 1
year. [If you have not received your monej''s
worth at end of year, we will, upon request, continue the paper tV) you free of cost another year).

S.

New York, Jan. 20.--Fancy white, 12c;

BUY THE BEST.

An

;

fairly g-ood.

26(Si28c.

Walter

My

1898.

Demand

Beeswax,

tracted, 6>^@7c.

17.

Illinoisan in Arkansas.
honey crop for 1898 was very good
for the first year in Arkansas. The spring
was very wet and almost all summer, but
in the fall we had about 8 or 10 days when
the bees and myself put in overtime, as
golden-rod and Spanish-needle yielded a
heavy flow of nectar, and after S or 10 days
we got a heavy rain then it was over for

lOfmllc.

1,

Dark comb honey is being offered at 8(a'9c with
almost no demand. Clover and basswood ex-

Cleveland,

Jan.

2.

— Fancy

Co.

white, 13(ai4c;

No. 1 white, 12(" 13c; A No. 1 amber, lOfallc; No.
amber, 90' 10c; buckwheat, 8c.
Extracted,
white, 7c; amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.
2

Milwaukee, Jan. 9.— Fancy 1-lb. sections,
No. 1, U(il2'Ac; No'. 1. lira 12c; dark
12"r(" 14c;
or amber, Swillc. Extracted, in barrels, kegs and

A

Eclectic Sliortlianil College,

94 Oesirborn Street, CllIOAOO*
Headquarters of the Eclectic System.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
39Aly

pails, bli(a7'Ac; dark, Slq'S'Ac

Beeswax, 25(«27c.
The condition of the market is favorable for
shipments of honey, especially of best grades,
which are in small supply. The sales are "moderate, but we are expecting an increast demand
and good trade this spring.
A. V. Bishop &"Co.

VYrVl-^

1

L-rl^A

competent

man

can secure a position for the coming season by

communicating
Bee Journal.

witli the office of the

American
6A4t

XX

SENT FREE
Our descriptive circular and

price-list of

Becr'Hives, Italian Bees
Listen

!

Take

iiiij

B66-SiiDDii6s 01

flflvlco

AND BUY YOUR

Mmi WGiss

FINE FOUNDATION AND TONS OF
Wax

IT.

S.\TisF.\CTiON Gu-\R-\XTEED on a full line of Supplies. Send for a Cataown judg-e.
Wanted at 27 cents cash, or 28 cents in trade,

iDtf

Wax

AUGUST WEISS,

Hortonville, Wis.

Comb

Foundation, Bee- Veils,
etc.

SEND FOR ONE.

SNELL,

Address,
f. A.
lA13t
IVIilledgeville, Carroll Co., Ilia
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

WORKING The

into Foundation for Cash or Trade a Specialty.
I defy competition in
Foundation, nillions of Sections— Polisht on both Sides.

logue and be your
delivered to me.

Queens, Sections,

Smokers, Honey-Knives,

"

Emerson " Binder.

The Emerson

siiff-cli)lh-board Binder for the
for 60 cent-s; or
will send it with the Journal for one .vear— both
for SI. 50. It is a very fine thing- to preserve the
copies of the Bee Journal as fast as they are received. If you have the " Emerson " no further

American Bee Journal we mail

binding-

is

necessary.

GEORGE W. YORK &
118 Michit.'an Street,

-

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Order Early
There are indications that the demand

22nd

n^rl^r.4'^

leai'

Dadant's Foundation.

16, 1899.

B!««..c»rl^4:^r.

22d(1

Year

for

'SUPPLIES

will be very largre this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have larg-e facilities for manufacturing' all
kinds of

Why does

B66-K66|]0rS' SllDDliGS,
will serve Qur customers as quickly
as possible.

We guarantee

it sell

so well ?

satisfaction.

has always ^iven better satisfaotion than any other.
Because i:^° 33 I'lB.lRS there have
not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

What more can anybody do? Beauty,
Purity, I-'ii-niuess, No Sstg'

because

And

Feb.

it

SrincT.

So

MMnt^.

PAXE^X WKK1» PROCESS

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made*
1899 Qatalog-

ready Feb.

can Kee-Keeper

T116

(20

1.

Copy

of the

Ameri-

Address

pages) free.

Send name

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

for our Catalog-,

We sell

W.

T. Falconer Mfg. Go.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of all Kinds

Carloads ol Bee-Hives
Sections, Shipping: Cases,

Comb

Foundation, and everything
used in the bee-industry.
^'*4,
We want the name and
address of every bee-keeper in
America. We supply dealers as
well as consumers. We have

Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery,
and all modern appli-

40,000 feet of floor "space,

ances. We make prompt shipment.
Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Write for

Inter=State Manufacturing Co.
Hudson,

St. Croix Co.,

-

^

Beeswax Wanted
at all times.

chas. dadant & son,
Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

Please mention Bee Journal "when -writing.

III.

Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when

fl®^!F

Langslpoth on the Honey Bee — Re\/isecl.
The Classic in Bee-Culture —Price, $1.25, by mail.

-writing.

YOU WANT THE

== BEE-BOOK

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than an.v other publisht, send SI. 25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremoiit, Calif., for his

Bee-Kcepers' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to

tlie

Trade.

nease mention Bee Journal when

UNION

writing.

t?ors'A"w

for ripping, crosscutting, .mitering,
rabeting, grooving^,
^gaining, scroll-saw-

For Apicirian Supplies,

iig,

and Hand Power
Machinery. Send
St..

Please mention Bee Journal

Seneca Falls.

Bf.

Y.

when writing.

Do you expect
would be pleased

tation.

NU5KIV1EL1

are

in stock,

OLLUiJ

VEGETABLE
— ^*^fciD»*^*r
'

'

"^^io^t
Oardenen?

Wisconsin where lumber
Process Foundation in stock.

ifMofif

for

Market

and

others
aa

^^hp, grard^n for profit
^vell as for pleasure.

IS

chL-ap and

I.

on large

We

orders, a:

keep Dadant's

x

J.

STRINGHAM, 105 Park

Place,

New York,

N. Y.

BEE=SUPPL1ES.
We

THE OFFER:

have the best equipt factory in the West. Capacity,
one carload a dav; and carry the larpest stock and great-

pkt Sweet Peas, 25 kinds
I pkt Mignonette, Giant
I pkt Mornint; Glory, Giant
I pkt QIant Pansy. 12 kinds
I pkt Nasturtium. Mad. Guntber
I pkt Cosmos. New Early
Cut out this ailv. and mail us with four i^c stamps and
we will send prepaid above six kinds, with cata,luguo.

est varietv of evervthing- needed in the apiary, assuring
BEST g-oods at the"LO%VEST prices, and prompt shipment.

Illiistrated Catalog,

We

Vaughan's SoBd Store,

also manufacture

steel, all sizes,

CHICAGO, 84-86 Randolph Si.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

the best can be obtained.

We

I'opular Floivffs.

Barclays).

is

looated at our home. Glen Cove, L. I., from which -ne sell Bees and Queens
during: the season.
have several vards of pure-bred, white Wyandotes, which -we have bred for
eggs, not fancy points. They are srreal winter layers. If you are interested in POULTRY, we would
like to quote you price tjn e^^s for hatching-. We guarantee fertile ef/^^s.

I

NEW YORK.U

in

Our apiaries are

Our 1899 Cataloi^e is a mirror of American HorticulIt telU the whole story for the Garden. Lawn
and Farm. The best Flower SeedN In America.
CUT OUT THIS ADV. and send to us with ic in stamps
and we mail free catalo(rue with 1 packet each of Paul
Koae and new Rocky Ford ^luskmelons.

Six

location insures you low freight rates and quick transpor-

a; a; special prices
first

ture.

A BARGAIN! HERR

we can ship promptlv, and our

made

Weed

introduced Morrill's Osage.

OrrnO
vKbIbIIv

to buy aiiythiiiisr in the line of Apiarian Supplies the coming year? If so, we
hoar from you as to what ^ou want, and mail you our Catalog'. As we keep

:OUR HIVES, SECTIONS, ETC:

All that we said nf this now
famous muskmelon was more
than true. The most profitable and best melon for home or shipping &ince we

VAUGHAN'S

to

Several Carloads of Supplies

PaulPo/^
"'•

"'foS.'rlthlJ.'omaha.Neb.
V-iV-'<» /o4 Broadway. E.St. Louis, III.

Eastern Bee=Keepers!

for Catalog A.
SeDeca Falls Mfg. Co.. 46 Water

Address,

FAHY MFG
i\ir\J, CO

T
i~il-/J^ri 1

boring, edgemoulding, beading,
etc. Full line Foot
i

Address,
Tl)13t

E.

7-J pafces. Free.
Tanks of either wood or

any form,

g-alvanized

for all purposes. Price list free.

KRETCIlMliK.

Kec/ Oali, Iowa.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

CHICAGO,

39th YEAR,

ILL,
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23, 1899.

No, 8.

ing or turning it until it is ready to be housed or stackt outside, so as not to lose a large percentage of its leaves.,
which, when dry, are very brittle, a'nd easily drop off.
It is best, in loading on a wagon, to use a hayloader

How

to

MELILOT OR SWEET CLOVER.
Sow It and Grow It for Hay and Honey.
BV \VM. STOLLEV.

NOTICE

that quite frequently Dr. Miller is still bombarded with questions regarding- sweet clover, such as,
preparing- the ground for the planting- of its seed, how to
Now, if
plant, how to make hay of it, when to cut it, etc.
•the Doctor will not consider it trespassing on his domain, I
will touch upon some of these questions for the benefit of
beginners, and tell them what I know about sweet clover
from experience.
Those contemplating- the growing of melilot (sweet
clover) as a field crop, may very properly take for it any
small-grain-field stubble, or a corn-field, sowing the seed
broadcast, and using from 15 to 20 pounds of seed to the
acre, without any further prepartion of the soil whatsoever,
except harrowing the rather compact soil with a sharptootht harrow after sowing.
The sowing may be done at all times after the ripe seed
begins to drop to the ground, and from that time on clear
into, and during winter, but it should not be done too late
in the spring, for fear that a dry spell may injure or destroy
the young, tender plant before it has sent its taproot deep
enough into the moist soil below.
Of course, seed sown on frozen land cannot be harrowed
and thus slighth- covered but this is hardly needed. The
tramping into the soil by stock, and the action of melting
snow, is all that is required for the seed, if good, to sprout
and take root earU' in the season, having the benefit of all
the winter and early spring moisture. In fact,, melilot seed
sown on country roads, and alongside of railroad tracts, or
vacant places, if the seed be good, always gave good

I

attacht to the wagon. Thus in 10 or IS minutes the wagon
is loaded, and but one good man is required on the wagon^to
do the work.
The unloading is also best done with a g-rabblefork, or.
still better, with a so-called "sling."
It is verj' hard work
to do the unloading with a common pitchfork.
While housing or stacking a liberal sprinkle of salt
should be given on each layer as it is spread out. This will
improve the quality of the hay, will tend greatly to prevent
heating, and is greatly relisht by the stock feeding upon it.
Melilot must remain in the field to cure at least double
the length of time that alfalfa requires, and therefore will
but this bleaching does not in the
bleach considerable
;

;

I have tried it, and hereby acknowledge
results with me.
that I am guilty, even if it should be considered a crime.

Those growing melilot as a

field crop generall)' expect
other benefits besides a reliable honey crop, viz.:
such as pasture for stock, cropping it for hay, or enriching
poor and worn-out land. Melilot will do all this, and even
more. Melilot is a good and efficient subsoiler.
If a good stand is secured in its first year's growth, it
should be cut for hay about the first of July, depending
somewhat on the headway it has made by that time the
next cutting may be done about six weeks later on but do
not cut too close to the ground, lest you may risk killing the
plants. Leave a stubble of from 3 to 4 inches high, and the
plants will not be injured.
Melilot being exceedingly succulent, requires much
longer curing than any other plant utilized for the making
of hay. It should remain on the field, as cut, without work-

to derive

iriii.

Stolley.

;

:

quality of the ha3'. It should be workt,
secured, only early in the forenoon and towards evening to prevent loss by waste of dropping leaves.
In the second year of its growth, if hay as well as beepasture is the object in view, melilot should be cut not later
than June IS, with a stubble from 4 to S inches high, and

least injure the

when
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after that it should be allowed to mature seed. Thus treated
here in Nebraska, it will furnish most excellent bee-pasture
up to the time when frost kills all vegetation, and sweet
clover is the very last to succumb.
For early spring- pasturing of cattle, particularly milch
cows, there is nothing better than sweet clover. I never
knew it to bloat them, altho mj' cattle have pastured on it
year after year from morning to night, when no other plant
food was in sight, and while it was wet with dew and rain.

suitable vault, which in winter is filled with dry soft-maple
leaves. In 18 winters I have never had trouble in wintering

Pasturing cattle on alfalfa in the same way would frequently have been with fatal results.
While sweet clover is in no way objectionable on cultivated fields and pastured lands, it is objectionable whenever
it gets a foothold on original prairie-grass land which is to
be utilized as hay land. By the time that our native prairiegrass is ready for the mower, sweet clover is gone into seed,
the stems have become as hard as wood, and thousands of
seeds have dropt, thus spreading gradually all over the
grass field. Raking together the hay tends still more to
scatter the seed broadcast over the infested land, and eventually sweet clover is sure to run out " old America." But,
then, the best of us are not free from sin, and why should
sweet clover be
On public highways it is the best plant to grow, if only
properly treated. It runs out all noxious weeds, perfumes
the air, and feeds the bees and to the eye of the bee-keeper
it looks very nice, even if it should grow 10 feet high.
If cut about the middle or towards the end of June,
leaving a rather high stubble, it is dwarft sufficiently in its
growth to prevent its becoming a nuisance by growing so
high as to cause snowdrifts in winter.
Should a too luxurious aftergrowth follow the first cutting in June, the mower has easy work to lay everythng flat
late in the fall. That is the way I deal with this useful

all.
One-half of my last year's crop, I may say, was
pure melilot, or sweet clover honey, and my fall crop of
darker-colored honey is intermixt with melilot and alfalfa
so as to consist of about three-fourths of it, while about
one-fourth is derived from wild fall bloom, making it of
amber color and pleasant taste.
Hall Co., Nebr.. Jan. 30.

1

;

plant.

A public road, well and evenly seeded down with melilot.
but the growth of it properly checkt at the proper time, is a
thing of great beauty, and there is nothing bad about it,
but, instead, it furnishes a bee-ranch hard to beat, because
it win employ the bees until killing frost ends the season.
I am advised that a very extensive sheepman about ten
miles north of my farm has seeded down a very large tract
of land with sweet clover for a sheep pasture. Verj' few
sensible men, indeed, will nowadays say that cattle, horses
or hogs will eat the " blamed stuff," for it has been proven
too often that all of thcin will.
I very well remember the time
some 35 to 40 years ago
when this country was still full of Indians, that their
ponies would not eat our corn. Well, these animals soon
learned to like it much quicker than some men will learn
that sweet clover is a good thing, and that there is no
serious objectionable feature about it, provided it is handled as it should be handled.
Now, Mr. Editor, I am bitterly opposed to all kinds of
monopolies, and therefore I consider it time for me to stop
my pencil right here on this subject, so as not to monopolize too much space in your highly-valued paper.
I have
preserved every number of all the volumes of the American
Bee Journal for over 18 years, which f,act I think proves
best my appreciation of the " Old Reliable." May it ever

—

—

flourish.

Besides some other topics, I will probably have something more to say about sweet clover later on, if agreeable.

REPORT FOR THE SEASON OF

1898.

appears that the season of 1898 was not a very
propitious one for a great number of bee-keepers. I notice
in glancing over the many reports in the American Bee
Journal, that many of those who have sent a fair or good
report attribute their success princially to sweet clover. So
Sweet clover as a reliable honey-yielder is
it is with me.
•'
the queen," at least here in Nebraska.
I began the season of 1898, in May, with 22 colonies
which I workt for extracted honey, and 5 colonies in the
Heddon hive for comb honej', after I had sold about $80
worth of bees.
I obtained 2,890 pounds of extracted honey, and 375 wellcapt 4 '4x4 '4 sections of comb honey a total of 3, 265 pounds.
It

my

bees.

I obtained a little over 30 pounds of the finest wax from
the cappings rendered in a solar wax-extractor of my own

make.

The foregoing

is

my

report for the season of 1898.

Now,

had not had sweet clover growing all around me, what
would my honey crop have been ? Indeed, very little if any
if I

at

Something About Queens and Queen-Rearing,
BY DR.

F;.

GAI.LUP.

promist to give something of my ideas about queens
and queen-rearing at the time that I got up the large
hives, here goes.
The reader will recollect what I have said about seeing
extra-long lived and prolific queens in large hollow logs in
a small house built purposely for bees, in extra-large boxes,
In consequence of this I had extra-large ideas, and in
etc.
some way I have never yet seen any reason for changing
those wild fancies, as some have seen fit to call them.
Where bees take their own time and supersede a queen
at the right season, and in a strong colony, I have invariably had good queens. I removed a queen from one of those
strong colonies right in the season, when it was good
weather or swarming time, removed all unsealed larva?, left
the sealed brood and only eggs, introduced two frames of
eggs from other queens, so I had three frames of eggs in
diiierent parts of the hive separated from each other. Now
understand I had a large working-force of outside or field
bees, and a large force of inside working bees or nurses,
yet I went to different colonies in the middle of the day and
took out frames of comb with the adhering nurses and
shook them down in front of my prepared colony, from several different colonies, until I had a hive running over full
of nurses, as the nurses, having never had a flight, staid
wi'.ere they were put, of course the old bees went back. By
allowing them none but eggs to start queens from, I did not
run any risk of having queens started from larvaj too far
advanced as we many times do.
Well, the result was, I had 36 extra-large cells built, and
saved 30 of the first lot of queens, and every one turned out
as satisfactory a lot of queens as I ever had. I was not expecting so large a number, con.sequently I was not prepared
You can readily see that having
to take care of them all.
so many nurses and strangers, as it were, from many different colonies, the}' built large cells, and after the queens
hatcht out there was left in each cell a quantity of royal
jelly nearly if not quite as large as a common marrowfat
pea. So they were reared under the very best possible conThat was experiment No. 1.
ditions.
After removing the first lot of cells and queens I filled
up again to overflowing with nurses as before. The weather
was still excellent. This time I gave four frames containing eggs, separated from each other in different parts of
the hive no division-board was used, and I had 38 cells
built.
I lost some of this lot in getting them fertilized, as
the weather turned bad. What I did save turned out perI then quit the bees and went, into my
fectly satisfactory.
present occupation.
in Ventura county, with a
I tried the experiment again
3-.story 10-frame Langstroth hive, and reared 30 good extra
ones the first experiment.
I need not tell you that I am in favor of extra-large
hives and powerful colonies, both where I lived in Iowa and
here in California, either for honey or queen-rearing.
Orang-e Co., Calif.

AS

I

;

—

increast from 22 colonies to 30, and from the 5 Heddons to
but 6 colonies, so I am wintering 36 colonies.
Besides the above, I set aside for spring and June feeding 157 brood-combs, containing at least 550 pounds more of
sealed stores, while each colony had not less than 25 pounds
of honey to winter on.
I winter my
bees in an open shed, on the summer
stands, in double-walled hives, all packt inside the hives.
The bees in the Heddon hives are, summer and winter, in a
I

Some

of the Insect Pests of Cuba.
BY O. O. POPPI^ETON.
(1898), Mr. Danzenbaker asks me for

page 820
ONmation
about

infor-

the drawbacks of a life in Cuba, espeThis is a rather peculiar
cially the insects found there.
subject to find a place in bee-literature, nor will it make the
pleasantest of reading, yet it is important that one who

:

Feb.
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moves into a southern country, should know beforehand
something about the annoyances he is sure to meet, and

best to lessen them as much as possible.
There are mosquitoes in Cuba, plenty of them, but they
are neither so many nor of so mean a disposition as those
we have here on the East Coast of Florida. There are said
to be a dozen different species of them in Cuba, but those I
g-ot acquainted with were the shyest and most cowardly
fellows of their kind I know anything of. They never
bothered at all in the daytime, not even in the thickest of
brush or in creek bottoms. Always in the evening, when
sitting on the piazza, there would be a swarm of them back
of us, but rarely indeed would one of them venture to alight
on us long enough to bite. The least motion of any part
of our person would cause them to dart away to a safe distance. The time when they trouble is after we get to bed,
and they can trouble little or none then if one has a good,
tight house, or uses mosquito nets over beds. Doors and
windows of the houses must be kept screened, or nets used
over beds the year round, and care must be taken that no
mosquito is inside of the net, after one gets into bed. All
such must be killed before trying to sleep.
I was told that the ordinary kind of mosquitoes was
very bad at times, close to the ocean, say within half a mile
or so of the shore, but, taken all in all, mosquitoes were
less of a pest in Cuba than in any other part of the South I
have ever lived.
By far the worst pest we found was fleas the common,
old-fashioned, high-jumping fellows. We found it impossible to prevent serious annoyance from these, that is, in the
daytime but we could keep quite free from them at night
by not allowing our night-clothing to come into any conand the more we
tact with clothing worn in the daytime
kept away from any place where any kind of animals was
lam told they
kept, the less we were troubled with them.
can be kept away by the free use of insect powder. If I were
going to Cuba I should take a supply along- with me.
A pest not found so far as I know in the States, is the
Chigoe the iXixiia of the Cubans. This is a flea, a jumper.
black, and so small as to be almost invisible with the naked
eye. These fellows burrow just under the skin, usually at
the side of one of the toe-nails (big toe preferred), and then
proceed to grow into a bag full of eggs. I think that the
abdomen of the insect itself distends as the eggs grow in
The
I have seen them the size of a kernel of wheat.
.size.
first one knows of their presence is a peculiar itching, and
an examination will show what looks like a white fester
novice will open the supposed fester,
under the skin.
squeeze out the eggs, and if wise drop in some kerosene to
kill the insect and such eggs as will still remain.
But that is not the thing to do. The egg-sac remaining
ill the flesh will act like any other foreign body, causing inflammation and suppuration, and a good deal of pain and
soreness for a few days. The right thing to do is to take a
pin, and by being verj' careful, separate the entire egg-sac.
This is not a sore or
ivitJiout brcakiiii^ it. from the flesh.
painful operation to do, but requires slow, careful work,
and, if rightly done, leaves no bad eft'ects except a bothersome itching for a day or two. I had only four of these fellows to wrestle with during the two years I was in Cuba,
and mv wife had two but the natives, who went nearly or
quite barefoot, were troubled very much, especially those
who had much to do around where stock was kept.

how

—

;

;

—

A

;

—

There are a great many scorpions there more and very
larger than we have here in Florida. Empty hives

much

are favorite places for them. It was of daily occurrence to
I have
kill one or more, but it is rare to be stung by them.
been stung only once while in Cuba, and once here in Florida.
The .sting is a little more severe than is a bee-sting,
but not much. I think the scorpions found in America are
much less venomous than are the Asiatic and African
species.

There are said to be no venomous snakes in Cuba, and
not many of any kind. Guess St. Patrick must have made
a brief visit to the island some time or other, as almost all
other tropica.1 countries are infested with poisonous serpents.
I neither saw nor heard anything of either sandflies or
bedbugs while in Cuba. These last are found in several of
our own Southern States, and are a genuine nuisance, indeed, altho they use few persons as badlj- as they seem to
have done Mr. Danzenbaker. The remedy he gives for
them is probably good, but not so readily applied as one we
use.
It is simply to anoint the lumps caused by them as
soon as one feels them, with a preparation called " The
Magic Mosquito Bite Cureand Insect Exterminator." This
preparation has no oft'ensive odor, and seems to both kill
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the insects and allay the itching and discomfort caused by
their bite
and is much the best remedy I have ever found
for any kind of insect bites. It is quite cheap, costing 20
cents per pint, or $1.00 per gallon. It is claimed to be a
perfect destroyer of certain insects that sometimes infest
houses, but I cannot say as to that from actual use.
Mr. D. misunderstood what I said about foul brood in
Cuba. I said, " There was none while I was there ;" but I
learn through the papers there has been some there since
then. I try, as a rule, to write only what has come under
my own observation, leaving others to tell what they have
seen.
Dade Co., Fla.
;

COMB HONEY

VS.

EXTRACTED.

Those Proposed Experiments for Comparative
Yields.

BY

K. C. .\IKIN.

the preceding article (see page 67) I treated of a plan
to secure a comparative test to find the difi^erenCe in
yield between comb and extracted honey, conditions
equal save that the comb-honey colony builds its comb
while that for extracted to have combs ready-made. I now
continue the discussion.
The experimenter having followed my plan of management up to the harvest, should have every colony very
nearly equal in bees, age of bees, and amount of brood in
Having attained this, and the honey-flow on, I
all stages.
recommend to unqueen where the flow is confined to one
short season, and so control all swarming (for unqueening
method see a later article), and if two flows, or a very long
one. to cause all to swarm at same time.
As to management when they do swarm, if all swarm it
matters but little what method is pursued so long as all are
treated alike. I think, however, that more accurate results
will be obtained if the working force be kept together, say
by hiving on the old stand and setting the old colony somewhere near to be later removed to a new location, thus adding to the swarm all bees that can possibly be spared from
the old one, expecting nothing more of the old one but to
fill the brood-chamber and be ready for winter.
As to whether they be hived on starters, full sheets of
foundation, or fully built combs in the brood-chamber, I
should prefer first full siieets, and, second, starters. It will
be necessary to use queen-excluding honey-boards, especially on the extracted-honey colony when full combs are
above and starters of foundation below, else the brood-nest
would be establisht in the extracting-combs. It would be
unwise to put ready-made estracting-combs on at the same
time a swarm is hived on starters or foundation, because the
bees would so largely take to the extracting-combs as posFirst let the
sibly to refuse to build in the brood-chamber.
swarm get started in the brood-chamber, and, started there,
put on the extracting-combs. The extra may be put on at
once if zinc is used and combs below.
Let no colony suffer for room. Weigh off the surplus
from each hive, and keep the amount in the colony record.
When the flow is over, and all surplus off, weigh each hive
to determine the amount of honey in the brood-chambers.
Do not forget to find out the amount of honey in the broodcombs. It is almost an invariable rule, that more honey is
stored in brood-combs of section-honey colonies than in
those run for extracted. The rapidity (freeness) of the flow
and strength of the colony have to do with this, and it is no
uncommon thing for a section-honey colony to have its

IN

brood-combs packt almost full of honey, and very little
brood, and along side of it an extracted-honey colony having vcrv much brood, and what honey-combs are in the
brood-chamber not well filled. Brethren, thereby hangs a
tale so be sure to find out how much honey is in the broodchambers.
OTHER EXPERIMENTS.

—

There is another way to accomplish something definite,
and by a method that requires few bees and less time, but
requires bees from one location to another. Here is how I
expect to to work it
I shall make a box largely of wire-cloth, say with ends
and two sides wood, the other two sides to be of wire-cloth.
One end of this will have a hole into which I can insert a
large funnel, one large enough that I can shake broodframes over it and thus box the bees shaken oft', by having
them slide down through it into the cage. In this way I will
draw bees from strong colonies at an out-yard, bring these
bees home, thoroughly mix them and weigh out equal

—
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quantities and put into two sets of prepared hives, supplying each of these new colonies with queens hived rig'ht in
with them. The bees being caged and hauled home in the
wagon, and without queen or brood, would be ready to accept almost an)- queen. To make things more sure I would
feed them all the diluted honey (sweetened water) they
would take, then the last thing before weighing out the
divisions, give them a good mixing, then just let the queen

run

in

with them.

I
^^

Feb.

Mf tertliought.
The

" Old Reliable " seen

By

The

object in this thorough mixing is to get the bees of
different colonies and bees of different ages all one conglomerate mass, all with sacs full, then to weigh out and
Bees
divide would result in colonies that I knoiv are alike.
thus handled and hived in the evening would be ready for
business the next day, and start out very much as a swarm
does.
I consider such "swarms" very much less likely to
attempt absconding than natural ones, yet, to make sure, I
would clip the queens. They must also be considerable distance from each other far enough so that during the night
the)' will not hear each other call, and pass from one hive
to another.

—

Previous to bringing- in these bees I shall prepare the
hives they are to occupy. Four brood-chambers will be
provided with one or two dry brood-combs, the rest of the
space being filled with frames with starters or full sheets
of foundation. I would use (at least I think I would) six
frames Langstroth size or equivalent, filling the rest of the
chamber with dummies.
On two of these hives I would put sections and full
sheets of foundation, on the other two put ready-made extracting-combs. An excluder must be under the extractingThe ready-made combs, by relieving- the broodcombs.
chamber, will allow the colonies under them to rear more
brood than those with sections, and to allow the queen to
use the extracting-combs for breeding would still further
unequalize the colonies.
I will also prepare four more hives, two to have starters
only, both above and below, the other two to have complete
combs throughout. It may be necessary to keep the supers
has been begun in the
oflf this .second four hives till work

brood-chamber.
There is one common difficulty with all these plans
the unequal breeding. There would naturally be more
brood in those hives having the most comb to start with.
This could be overcome in a larg-e measure by hiving with
virgin queens just hatcht thus the entire lot would be
without brood for about eight or nine days, at which time
breeding would come along more nearly equal in the various colonies.
As usually is the case, however, in getting out of one
difficulty we get into another.
To hive these swarms with
virgin queens, they are not so likely to settle down and get
regularly to work, and some of the queens are likely to be
lost while mating. If all would stay by their hives and no
queens be lost, the use of virgin queens would be much the
more accurate or trustworthy test.
This would u.se eight colonies in the experiment. The
bees used would be very like new swarms are forced
swarms yet all are as alike as can be four brood-chambers just alike, all having one or two brood-combs apiece to
;

—

—

—

form a brood-nest at once. Two of the four must work in
sections, and the other two be given unlimited storagecomb, thus making a direct test as to which will store the
most.
all

Of the second division of four colonies, two must build
comb in both brood and surplus chambers, the other two
have full sets of combs throughout so they do not have

to
to build

any comb.

This second four hives being very opneeded comb, and two to have no
comb-building whatever ought to show quite conclusively
the advantage, if any, in relieving a colony from combposites

— two to build all

—

building.

However, to avoid the difficulty of the ones with combs
getting a great mass of brood in excess of those having to
build, it is essential that one of two methods be followed.
They may be given virgin queens as before mentioned, or,
instead, they may each be given a comb containing just a
very little brood, but no queen given. If given virgin
queens they would begin to have brood in ten days, but if
given only a little brood to start with, they would be 20 to
25 days in getting new brood .started time to pass over
quite a honey-flow.
These methods would eliminate the swarming problem,
and surely would give trustworthy data. How many will
Larimer Co., Colo.
try it and report ?

—
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through New and Unreliable Glasses.
"

COQITATOR.'

^/(f>(f>(f>ff>(f>(f\(tyft\ff\ffy(fi(fy(fy(f\ffyfVfy(f><^

"CLIMBIN' up DEM 'golden'

ST.A.IRS."

doesn't deliberately want to " blow cold "
on Comrade Golden's side climb-ways (page 33), but the
impression produced on his mind is that they call for
too much carpenter work to secure a very moderate advanThe trouble with him is that he doesn't believe bee.s
tage.
carry honey upstairs exactly as good little boys carry up
stovewood. He cogitates that usually a number of hours
pass before the nectar is put into the cells at all. Probably
under pressure of a rapid flow a good deal is put into the
cells temporarily, to be taken out again later.

COGITATOR

BEES TH,\T "smell" their KEEPER.
rather think Mr. Whitney is running thing-s to extremes a little (on page 36), in claiming- that bees know their
keeper by sense of smell. It is not iiiipossihle, however;
and in cases where bees are handled very often it is probable enough. I can heartily agree with him (and the rest
of the minority) that there is no need to abjure ordinary
dark or black clothing when going among bees. If you
<x'(i«/ to dress in white, like an oriental sahib, why do so
but you don't have to at all. Color may make so»ie difference.
I

;

M.\NV-HUED CLEOME HONEY.
See the Colorado convention (page 36) for an example
of how provoking personal experiences can be when one
wants the exact facts. On the question as to what is the
color of the honey from cleome (Rocky Mountain bee-plant),
.some said it was green others are referred to as calling it
purple. Mrs. Booth, you will see, stoutly averred that she
never got either g-reen or purple honey, and yet lived in the
midst of miles of cleome.
If cleome has such sharp little spikes on its blossoms as
habitually tear bee's wings all into fringe, and if bees at
work on it die prematurely, we shall not be anxious to have
the plant spread in our direction.
;

S.\LTING BEES

— ST.A.RT1NG

RIGHT

— RHEUM.\TIC

HOSS.

What an ingenious and easy way of salting bees J. E.
Just a little salt water on the
Lyon gives on page 37
alighting-board. Some soaks in, and soon all dries up but
!

;

the salt

is

there, against the bees

want

it,

in a

shape that

it

cannot readily get away.
He'll have to wait a hundred years yet
that brother at
the convention who wanted to start right, and avoid all
changing of fixtures and methods.
Eight-frame hives and rheumatism go together in span,
'Tator would leave the stable door
it seems from page 38.

—

unlockt for somebody to steal that off hoss.

PREDICTING NEXT YE.^^R'S CROP.
for us to watch out and see if " Iowa " (on
page 39) is correct, or somewhere near correct, in his surmises. Bad for white clover, and no crop next season, if
the fall freeze-up comes when the ground is dry. Good crop
assured if the soil is well wet clear down before freezing.
Some one will remark that we won't be able to do anything
about it. Hardly correct to be able to predict next year'.s
crop will lead to considerable doing about it.

Good plan

;

INDECENCY IN EXTR.\CTING-M.\N.\GEMENT.
Surprising, and not altogether pleasant to hear, that so
old and excellent a bee-man as Oliver Foster lets his extracting colonies have brood in every story (five stories
sometimes). Very likely he thinks /w is maintaining decency in extractting, but one-half the brethren will not, if
queens have the run of the extracting-combs. Every few
minutes filthy little dabs of larva; and larval food will fly
out into that honey which we desire normally-minded folks
to buy and eat as iiii'r and liaiii/y ; but which they wouldn't
touch with a pole if they knew the facts. Mr. Rauchfuss
promptly reminded the convention that a peculiar thin
honey or feed, not fit for extracting (to say the very least)

—

"

Feb.
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more or less right next to young brood.
which cannot be shut out, if we allow queens in
the extracting--chambers, presumably contains the matter
bees pick up about hog-pens and privies. Can we afford to
let public indignation hang over our heads like the sword of
Damocles hung by a single hair?
i.s

iLsually stored

This

stuff,

—

HONEY-SELLING MADE SWEETER BY RELIGION.
Perhaps you noticed that E. T. Abbott (on page 43) says
for us not to talk religion when retailing honey. I hardly
think Mr. A. meant that as a fling of contempt for everyday
religion.
In fact, few things are meaner than sanctimonious talk for the purpose of convincing a stranger that he
may confide in your honesty and truthfulness. This
rather common meanness is foolishness as well for it
usually increases suspicion instead of allaj'ing it. Also religious disputes might waste time, and do harm instead of
good. But surely a word of Christ a/ftv business is disposed
o/i& not a thing to object to. And then there's the familiar
honey-seller and the old customer, mutually knowing each
other perfectly well, what earthly use is there of restraining conversation on the best-beloved topic of all providing
it is to both the best-beloved topic ?
And vphen one or the
other says heartilj-, " Let us pray together before we part "
are you sure, Mr. Abbott, that you could preach a sermon
that would do half as much good ?

—

;

—

—

FIGHTING BEE-MOTH WITH ASPIC.
aspic (page 42, par. 8) is materially better than sulfur to fight the bee-moth with, we shall be wanting to
know what aspic is. and what it costs. Killing an extensive lot of larva? with sulfur is a difficult job.
If
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where it is just as cheap to save a trifle as it is to waste, we
do ill to bluff the youngsters out of the right path, with our
veteran air of " don't-care-a-continental.

SNOW

.AT

HIVE-ENTRANCES— DEAD BEES

IN WINTER.

Cogitator would start two conundrums on F. A. Snell's
article (on page 51).
Are we quite sure that a few inches of
fresh light snow at the entrance is not a benefit that is, so
long as it does not get solid ? Again, if all the bottom except the entrance were three inches deep with dry dead bees
(brought from elsewhere), wouldn't that be a benefit to the
colony ? and can we get dead bees out in winter without
doing- decided mischief in several ways ?

—

BEES TAKE NOTHING FOR GRANTED.
That was an interesting fact contributed by Prof.
Gillette (page 54), that bees before adding to drawn foundation first nibble it all over, so much that its thickness is
one-sixth less at that stage than when first put in. Not
much inclined to take things for granted, are our bees.

FOUNDATION CONTRAST NEARLY A KNOCK-OUT.

And

the final contrast is curious between ordinary
foundation and drawn foundation. Bees reduce the base
weight of the former from 22 to 4b percent. They iiurease
the weight of the latter by 67 percent, mainly with wads of
wax stuck in the corners in the eft'ort to g-et the shape of
the bottom more to their mind. The Professor would call
the result, on the whole, favorable to drawn foundation
but the 'Tator. he would call it nearly a knock-out, so far as
last year's samples go.
Just let's wait for the samples of
1899.
Cogitator.

A LONESOME COMMISSION-M.AN.
only honest commission-man in Chicago, eh ?
Please don't publish his name. If the public knew of him
he couldn't possibly do justice to the business that would
come and then the dear people would denounce him as a
rogue. (See page 45.)

The

—

BEES HUNG UP IN STRINGLETS.
That frame of bess building comb (on the

first

page of

Jan. 26) is very lifelike indeed but for the benefit of beginners one maj- point out two things which are not normal. Comb that bees are at work upon is all covered up
out of sight. A slight puff of smoke, or some other means,
has been used to get this little comb partly in view. The
same cause also has made .some of the bees' that still cling
to the comb stick their heads into the cells as they were
not doing probably when undisturbed in the hive.
"What in the world are they (A)/«i,% hung all up in
strings so ?" is the question that perenniallv springs to the
lips of spectators.
And, as the books and papers seldom or
never give any answer, 'Tator will take pity on you and tell
you. They are not doing anything. They are just waiting
for the forces of Nature, which are within their bodies, to do
the work. And the work is .secreting little flakes of wax
•(six for each bee), and at times ripening some honey also.
;

Proceeding's of the Colorado State Bee-Keeoers'

Convention.
(CONTRIBUTED BY THE SECRETARY.)

—

ANOTHER NON-EXISTENT FACT.
extra-Strong colonies lose bees proportionallj- faster
in spring than medium ones ?
If it is a fact, then Mr.
Davenport's reasons for it (on page SO) seem sensible. (Bees
of the latter all have to stay at home cold days, while from
the former they fly, and many perish.) But let us not add
another non-existing fact, to be accounted for, to our previous long list.

Do

AMOUNT OF FRAMES TO PREVENT SWARMING.
And Mr. Davenport gives us a cogitation-provoking
estimate on a matter concerning which we have few or no
previous estimates. Of good comb, well placed, 24 frames
the amount needed to make sure a colony will not swarm.
As an opener, to start an investigation, this is serviceable.

ivOUNG QUEEN WITH THE PRIME SWARM.]
Comrade Mead's case of a young queen that went with
a prime swarm, and left the old queen behind, is interesting, and seemingly genuine.
(Page 51.)

[Continued from page

103.]

.AMOUNT OF STORES FOR WINTERING.

—

About what amount of honej' should a colony of bees have, to go into wintering quarters with ?
Mr. Adams — From 20 to 25 pounds, if in an 8-frame hive.
SPRING FEEDING — SEPARATING SWARMS.
Question Do you advise spring feeding ?
It was suggested that it might pay in certain localities
where fruit-bloom had started extensive brood-rearing, and
a lull might otherwise ensue. Where there is no fruitbloom, and sufficient stores are in the hive, bees will ordinarily build up without feeding. Pres. Aikin suggested
that the bees be stimulated by extracting the combs, so that
Question

—

they will

move

the honey.

Question — What is the best method of separating
swarms if several or more should go together while swarming
in

?

Mr. Whipple
both hives.

— Shake them

on a sheet, and

let

them run

—
—

A Member Scoop some into each hive.
Mr. Elliott I had read of a plan of having a long- box
with frames in it suspended crosswise, into which the bees
are allowed to run, when they will separate of their own
accord. I have tried it, and while it does not work in all
cases, it does in a good many.
several questions answered.

—Is best to keep hives for wintering close
to the ground, or two or three inches higher
DIFFERENCE IN FRONTING EAST OR SOUTHEAST.
Mr. Honnett — I would advise the higher space, so that
On page 52, I respectfully object to Dr. Miller's answer mice cannot get in.
Pres. Aikin — They should be high enough for the air to
of no difference between east fronting and southeast. We
circulate freelj-, and so that an ordinarj' snow will not pile
have to /rtv/o;-, in shortened life and labor of our bees, all
up about them.
distressing experiences which they are subjected to — at
least so 'Tator thinks.
sweet clover on w,\ste l.\nd.
A southeast fronting, when bees
are hanging out. roasts the bees from 12 to 2 on torrid days,
Question — Is there a law requiring sweet clover to be
when in hives
Question

it

?

at those hours.

with an east facing there would be comfort
Of course this is not a great thing but
;

destroyed on waste land
It

was

?

replied that a law including noxious

weeds had
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been past some years ag-o, but not enforced, and that the
law was probably intended to cover sweet clover.
Question Suppose my neig-hbor takes a full case or
two from a foul-broodv colony, shall he be told it cannot be

—

—

?

Pres. Aikin read Sec. 8 of the foul brood law. which
forbids under penalty the sale of such honey.

HONEY LEAFLETS— CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS.

OFFICERS .^ND COMMITTEES

A

little discussion then took place on the propriety of
purchasing a quantity of honey leaflets, printed with the
Association's name, for the use of its members. The idea
was favored, and the suggestion made that each member

could in addition stamp the leaflets he used with

liis
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a description is to have representative combs of each
grade photographt, and send the photograph to a bee-paper.
Mr. Carlzen We have honey that is better than that.
F. Rauchfuss Then people will get something a little
better than they ask for, and there will be no complaints.
By a vote of the convention, the committee were instructed to have a photograph made of representative .sections of each grade.

—

sold

Feb.

— RESOLUTIONS.

ensuing year were then elected, as folPresident, R. C. Aikin, of Loveland Vice-Presi-

Officers for the

lows

:

;

A. McLean, of Fort Collins Secretary, Frank
Rauchfuss. of Elyria
Treasurer, Mrs. R. H. Rhodes, of
Arvada Member of Executive Committee, W. L. Porter of
Denver.
On motion of Mr. Gill, a committee of three, consisting
of M. A. Gill, A. F.Foster, and D. A. McLean, were appointed to draft a vote of thanks to the Secretary for his
services, and send the same to the bee-papers.
Other committees were appointed as follows
LEGISLATION L. Booth, Senator Swink, Col. Whipple. E. Milleson.
Exhibits— W. L. Porter, M. A. Gill, C. B. Elliott. Supplies Walter Martin, J. N. Pease, Philip Large.
Re.solutions of thanks to Prof. Gillette were adopted for
his lecture on foundation, to the Board of Capitol Managers
for the use of the room, to the officers for their efficient
work, and to the reporter and other resolutions, also offered by the Committee on Resolutions, that the Association
should feel grateful for the unwonted attendance and interest manifested, and for the harmony and mutual feeling between the members, and that the bee-inspectors should be
ably sustained by the members of the Association in eradicating- foul brood, were further adopted.
The convention then adjourned, subject to the call of
the Executive Committee.

dent,

own

D.

!

;

name.

;

The committee on Constitution and Bv-Laws (J. B.
Adams, D. A. McLean, and Ben Honnett) made the following report

:

"Your committee would

respectfully report that after

examining

briefly the constitution we find that many important matters in it require revision, and require more
time than is now at our disposal, and we would recommend
that a committee be appointed to do this work and report at

:

—
—

our spring meeting."
In accordance therewith, the following committee was
appointed
J. B. Adams, A. F. Foster, and M. A. Gill.
:

GRADING OF COMB HONEY.

;

The

report of the committee on grading, consisting of
W. L. Porter. J. E. Lyon, Walter Martin, M. A. Gill, and
R. H. Rhodes, was read and adopted. The Secretary requested the reporter to reword portions of it, so as to make
it clear without altering the meaning, and in its revised

form

it

stands thus

:

No. I.— Sections to bf «vU-filled, honey and comb white, comb not to
project bejond wood, wood to be well cleaned; cases to weigh not les.s
than 21 pounds net per case of 24 sections, but cases in lots must average
22 pounds net.
No. 2.— Includes all amber honev, and all white honev not'included in
No. 1; to be fairly well sealed, and not weigh less than 18 pounds net per
case of 24 sections.
Cl-LLS.— All cull honey shall be sold in the

home market.

After the report Mr. Porter exhibited the honey which

had been graded by the committee in arriving
up in turn, so as

clusions, setting each section
ject lesson in grading.

A

at their conto be an ob-

CONDUCTED BY

DR.

was then handed around which the committee
could not agree upon, and a vote taken on its grading.
section

[Questions

Twenty-eight voted that it should go into the first grade,
and ten that it should go into the second. The comb was
white, straight, and well filled but on one side, at the bottom, all of the first row of cells was empty, all but a few of
the second row, five of the third, and one of the fourth.
The trend of the ensuing discussion was in favor of calling
it a second-grade section.
It was urged that only a few
cells were empty
but the replies were made that then it
could not be called well capt, that it is hard to establish
rules after going beyond one row of cells, and that another
section, which was exhibited as undoubtedly a secondgrade section, had no greater number of empty cells, only
these were differently arranged, .so as to form a patch, and

may

C. C.

MILLER, Marengo,

III.

be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

Seed of Rocky Mountain Bee-Plant.

;

Where can

—
—

?

H. Rauchfuss Good honey may be light.
F. Rauchfuss Words do not speak plainly enough.
A
good many members are absent. The only way better than

Which is best, to put on drawn sections of last year,
without cutting them down some, or cut them down, and to
what depth ? They have never had honey in them.
South Alab.^ma.
Answer. In very rare cases the comb of drawn sections may be .so thick that it needs cutting down so the
comb will not touch the separator. Generally, however, the
only reason for cutting down or leveling sections is because
the edges of the cells are .soiled or discolored to a greater or
less depth.
If the sections are of the ordinary kind, with
insets, lay a straight-edge across the section and see how

—

is it ?

Mr. Pease— Wouldn't the limit of 18 pounds for No. 2
allow pretty light honey

Queen's Laying.

Using Sections with Drawn Comb.

—

What

it.

—

;

1.

.f.eed-houses ought to be able to furnish
to .some of the seed advertisers in this journal.

?

1. Referring to
the controversy in the Bee Journal
about small and large size hives, and what a queen is capable of producing in eggs, I would like you to tell which is
the more profitable, to give 10 frames to a queen capable of
filling them with eggs, or 8 frames ?
2. If this queen can keep 8 frames full for four years,
would she be worn out in two years on 10 frames ?
Subscriber.
Answers. 1. That might depend somewhat on circumstances. As a general rule it might be better to let her have
the 10 frames.
2. I don't believe she would, nor in three years.

F. Rauchfuss The Washington grading cannot be
lived up to. Its fancy grade requires the wood to be uiisoiled, and its No. 1 grade that the combs shall be uneven
or crooked, or otherwise defective. Now, here is a section
with the wood just a little soiled, and the comb perfectly
straight, completely capt and white. It is not fancy it is

not No.

Rocky Mountain bee-plant
Amateur.

Small and Large Hives

thus be more apparent.
A double-tier case faced with nice white sections, with
all varieties of No. 2 and cull honey behind the facers, was
next exhibited, and created much merriment. It was markt
"From the Rocky Mountain Apiary of Michael Snider,
of Rocky Canyon, Colo." Probably "but few present realized that it was a hoax, having been prepared by one or two
members as an awful example of faced honey ;" but as such
honey has actually been put on the market^ it was no exaggeration.
Mr. Pease— I don't see why No. 1 should correspond to
Eastern fancy, if we sell to Eastern markets.
Pres. Aikin— My idea of proper grading is No. 1, No. 2,
culls.

get seed of the

Answer. — The
Write

;

and

I

I
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near to it the comb comes. If there is a space of about '4 inch between the stra'iffht-edge and the comb, and if the
comb is nice, white and clean, then it doesn't need cuttinj;down at all. If the edg'e of the comb is soiled, cut away all
the soiled part, and no more. You say your drawn combs
tiever had any honey in them. In that case the cells are not
more than '+ or yi inch deep, and unless they have been left
on the hive a long- time when not needed, they will be clean
and not need any cutting- down at all. If they are soiled
enoug-h to need any part cut away, it's very likely they are
soiled clear to the septum and only fit to melt into wax.

Bees Affected with the Diarrhea.
I put my bees in the cellar and two of the colonies are
affected with diarrhea. I have put them all outside now.
What must I do for those that have the diarrhea ?

Montana.
Answer. — There isn't much you can do for them unless
you can g-ive them a gpood warming- up. Perhaps you can
in some way heat your cellar for a short time.
But better
it at nig-ht, for if thej' get stirred up thoroughly and the
least ray of lig-ht g-ets in you inay have trouble. If you heat
the cellar to 60 deg-rees or more, the bees will become greatly
e.xcited and will run all over the hives, but by the next
morning they will be all quiet. To set them out when it is
too cold for them to fly will only make matters worse.
Better keep them where they are, and hope for a warm day.

do
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flight you can pack them, and it might be a good
plan to take part in the cellar and see which do best.
3. Yes, rats and mice will destroy the combs badly and
eat both honey and bees. You should have closed the entrances with wire-cloth having about three meshes to the
That would have kept the mice out. It will do some
inch.
good to screen them now, for the mice will do more harm to
be allowed free run than to be confined in the hives.

have a

Swarming and Double Brood-Chambers.
1. Can you prevent swarming bj' the use of two 8-frame
hives for a brood-chamber, taking^ one away at the approach
of the honey harvest ? If not, what percent cast swarms ?
2. By what method, if any, do you control swarming
other than the double brood-chamber system ?
3. What numbers of frames does a colony fill with brood
up to the honey harvest with the double brood-chamber

system

Iowa.

?

Answers. — 1. No, indeed. About the same number
will swarm as if you had used only one story from the beginning, say about 100 percent in a good season.
2. Like a good many others, I'm feeling around in the
dark after some satisfactory system, but not sure of anything. Somc/iincs you can prevent swarming by cutting
out queen-cells, but you can't depend on it, and it's too
much trouble. If 3'ou can re-queen your colony with a
young queen reared in the same hive, it is possible you will
have no swarming but how to do that satisfactorily is the
;

Using Musty Hives

Full Foundation Sheets.

question.
12, counting the frame with the usual
3. From
border about the brood.

6 to

1. I have two old hives that I would like to use, but they
have a musty smell and I am afraid bees will not stay in
them. What can I do to the hives that will remove the

smell

Foundation

?

2. Do you advise using full sheets of foundation in
frames that will not last more than five or six years ?
ViKGINIA.
Answers. 1. If the hives are without any top fast to
them, and if your hives with bees in them have loose bottoms, then put one of these old hives under a strong- colony
as soon a.s bees begin to fly in the spring-, and b)' the time
you want to use it the bees will have it all sweet and nice.
If your hives will not admit of that, take the frames of comb
out of the hive and let the hive stand a few weeks out in
the sun and rain. If you want to make a shorter job of it,
wet the inside of the hive pretty thoroug^hly with kerosene
and set fire to it. Or you may scald and scrub the hive.
The combs will still be musty, and you can g-et the bees to
clean them by putting one or more at a time in one of the

—

hives with bees.
2. I rather think it would pay to use full sheets of foundation even if the combs lasted only two or three j-ears.
Now it's my turn to ask you a question. What's the
matter with your frames that they'll last only S or 6 years ?

1.
2.

bars ?
dation

in

Brood-Frames.

Does your split bottom-bar work all right ?
Do you let the foundation come down between the
and will the bees not stick it fast and bulge the foun-

when

it

stretches

?

you prevent stretching with your sticks, why is
not a solid bottom-bar just as good, and let the foundation
South Dakota.
come down to the bar ?
3.

If

Answers. — 1. Yes, indeed.
The foundation comes down between the two parts

2.

of the bottom-bar. The bees don't stick it fast too soon,
The foundation
for it's held fast before the bees get it.
doesn't bulge because it doesn't stretch. The little sticks
prevent stretching.
3.
.solid bottom-bar is just as good, if you cement the
foundation fast to the bottom-bar. But if the foundation is
at all loose from the bottom-bar, the bees will be sure to
gnaw away more or less of it and have passages between
the comb and bottom-bar. Even if fastened solid they'll
sometimes do that. Putting the foundation between two
parts of the bottom-bar is rather easier and surer than cementing with melted wax. Besides, you're sure of having

A

the foundation exactly in the middle.

Colonies Suffering for Air.

am

wintering- 17 colonies in one end of a hen-house
partitioned off to about the right size. I left about
one inch entrance, and when I scraped the dead bees out
from the bottom-board, I noticed an unpleasant odor, as of
decaying matter, in some of them. The hive-bottoms are
quite damp inside, also, and the bees in.side do not carry
the dead ones out. Can I do anything- for them ? Should
they have fresh air ?
2. What do you think of putting- those colonies out early
I

which

is

and packing them ? If all rig-ht, when would you do this ?
3. There are some rats and mice in the room with the
bees.
Do you think they will do harm ? If so, how can I
g-et rid

as

I

of

them

?

Illinois.

Answers. — 1. You do not plainly say so, but as nearly
can make out, the bees have no chance to fly out even

a warm day should come. That's a bad job. From your
description the bees are suffering- for air. Instead of that
1-inch entrance, open up the entrance the whole width of
the hive and clean out the dead bees, doing it quietly to disturb the bees as little as possible.
2. Very likely it might be a good plan to do so the first
day the thermometer goes up to 50 degrees with the sun
shining.
Even at 45 degrees it might do if it is still. You
can take one colony out and see if they fly well before
taking out the others. But if it's up to SO degrees and not
After they
too windy, ':he .sooner all are out the better.
if

Temper, Hardiness and Beauty of Bees Re-ttueeningComb from Black Bees.
1. Which is the gentler in disposition, leather-colored
or five-banded Italians?
2. Are the golden Italian bees as hardy as the banded ?
3. Which is the handsomer, the three or five banded?
I want
4. What will be the price of queens in April ?
to re-queen.
5. Will the comb from a black colony do for Italian
Kans.\S.
bees ? I mean will the cells be large enough ?

—

to reports there is a good deal
the five-banders, some of them being
cross, while others are as gentle as the leather-colored, if
not more so. The leather-cohjred are almost uniformly
gentle.
2. Probably Italians having more than three bands are
not alike with respect to hardiness, some of them being reported as not so hardy as the three-banders. Others may be
just as hardy.
To me the five-banders are
3. That's a matter of taste.
much handsomer, and likely most vfould agree in that view.
4. Probably about the same as other years, from % to yi
higher than in June or later. Don't you think it will be
pretty early to re-queen in April ?
5. Yes, they are used indiscriminately.

Ans-wkrs.

of variation

1.

According

among
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a full crop of honey. Two such seasons in succession are
not only discourag-ing to the producer from the loss of income, but they are disastrous in causing- the destruction of
the bees.
and some of
If we do not get heavy rains from this on
long experience think it is now too late to save the crop
even if rains come there will be a tremendous mortality
among the bees. Even one year of honey-dearth is serious,
as so many colonies starve, but with two following each
other in succession, there will be few colonies left, it is
feared, to reap the benefits when good seasons with bountiful rains come ag^ain.
Southern California has much to recommend it, but
this one drawback of scant rainfall is the one thing that
causes foreboding and unrest. It is not the bee-men alone
who suffer, but the ranchers and orchardists are also suf-

Vegetation, especially fruit-trees, were being forced
along too rapidly the frosty weather that is likely to follo-«' later would have a disastrous effect upon the fruit-blossoms, or the young fruit. Still, we may have no more cold
weather during the year."
year.

;

—

*****

—

A.

ferers.

J.
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John Bauscher,

Jr., of Freeport, 111., has issued one of
the finest Poultryand Seed catalog's for 1899 that has come
to our desk. It contains nearly 200 pages, is Nvell illustrated,
and contains much practical information. He mails it for
IS cents, and for 2 cents extra he will send a calendar.
Better write him for both, not forgetting to mention the

American Bee Journal when doing

so.

*****
Ira B. Travis, son of I. A. Travis, of Walworth Co.,
Wis., died at Littleton, Colo., Feb. 1. where he had gone on
account of ill health, being afflicted -n-ith asthma, which, by
reason of taking several colds, developt into consumption.
" Ira " was only a little over 21 years old, and an exemplary
Christian boy, beloved by all who knew him. He was
buried at his old home in Wisconsin. The Bee Journal extends sincerest sympathy to the bereaved ones.

Cook.

Surely, the outlook for bee-keeping this year in Prof.
Cook's section of California is very depressing. But all
any one can do is to try to " make the best of it," and hold
on, if possible.
The good seasons will doubtless come
again in due time, and those who are able to bide that time
will reap the harvest. We know how valueless are simply
words at such a time, but if anything can be said that will
tend to inspire hope for the future, we feel that it should be
said.
Let us trust that the rest of the country may have a
honey crop this year, and that old Southern California may
ere long roll in sweetness again.

Our Advertisers we believe to be entirely reliable in
every case. If any of our readers find otherwise, we ^vould
consider it a favor if tiiey would report it to us. We do not
intend to accept the advertisement of a single irresponsible
or dishonorable dealing firm. We hope our readers will extend their patronage to those who patronize our advertising
columns, always remembering to mention the old American
Bee Journal when writing to them. It will help both the
advertiser and ourselves to thus mention this paper.

*****
Mrs. Mate Williams, of Wadena, Minn.,

Mr.
Feb. 15

C.

p. Dad.\nT, of

Hancock

Co.,

111.,

is in sorrow
by reason of the death of her beloved daughter. Jessie, who
was a ' noble girl, popular wherever known, and was a
valuable helper to her mother in the apiary and elsewhere,
as well as a sweet and dear companion." Mrs. Williams is
the conductor of the apiarian department of the Farm,
Stock and Home, as well as a regular reader of the American Bee Journal. Our sympathy, as well as that of our
subscribers, will g^o out to Mrs. Williams in her bereave-

wrote us

:

" We have just had a good day for the bees. The colonies are strong, there is next to no loss, and you may say,
Hurrah for the bees !' They appear to be in splendid

ment.

shape."

*****

Dooi.itti.e, of Onondaga Co., N. Y., writing
us Feb. 10, said
" It is blowing very hard here, with the mercury 13 de-

Mr. G. M.

:

grees below zero, and as we had about a foot of light snow
on the ground, which fell yesterday, all our roads will be

blockaded."
« « * # »

The Leahy Mfg.
Feb. 15 as follows
"

annual convention.

Co., of Lafayette Co., Mo., wrote us

* « *«»

:

The Von Culin Incubator Company,

We

have been having some very cold weather here
22 degrees below zero. For this part of the country this is
Bees will be short in quantity in the
extremely cold.
spring, as hardly any one in this latitude protects them."
Calif.,

reported himself as still in the doctor's
care with little evident good. He said the weather there
was cold also, but that it is worse for them to have the temperature at freezing than for the East to have it at zero
the air being so heavy and humid at San Francisco. We
hope, as will thousands of Mr. Newman's old friends, that
he will find relief in some way, and fully recover his health.
writing- us Feb.

9,

:

'

:

;

;

;

Delaware

Editor E. R. Root, in Gleanings for Feb. 1, in commenting upon the improvements in some of their apiarian
exchange papers, had this to say concerning the American
Bee Journal
"The 'Old Reliable comes out with a new title-page,
new body type (just like ours, by way of compliment), and
one cannot fail to note an added freshness and vigor
throughout the whole journal. It is the oldest of all the beepapers on this side of the Atlantic. It is a weekly, and
always on time — the only one, I believe, that can really

*****
Mr. W. a. Prvai,, of Alameda Co., Calif, (near San
Francisco), writing us Feb. 1, said
" We have just had the hottest weather we ever had in
January it was for several days 75 degrees in the shade
here in the interior it was even hotter. It has been great
weather for the bees. Honey was coming in so fast from
the g'um-trees that it seemed the bees had a pipe-line from
the trees to the hives. Wild blackberries were beginning
to bloom
so were the willows. Yesterdaj' a change came
a big- wind from the ocean blew in the clouds, and last night
it commenced to rain.
The weather is now quite cool. The
warm weather was a little too good for this time of the

of

City, Del., have lately reorganized and doubled their former
capital, and also added machinery to their present plant
that will increase their present output of machines 50 perThis was necessitated by the increast demand for
cent.
their incubators in 1898, after they had added to their
alreadj' high-grade machines their patented automatic venIt would pay you to
tilation and temperature regulators.
send for their large catalog. Their factory is at 8 to 12
Washington Ave., Delaware City, Del. Don't fail to mention the American Bee Journal when writing them.

*****
Mr. Thomas G. Newman, of San Francisco,

*****

of Friend, Nebr., President of the
United States Bee-Keepers' Association, has been delivering lectures recently on bees and bee-keeping, at local
farmers' institutes. Of course he created much interest in
the subject, just as the newspapers reported. Pres. Whitcomb is right "at home" on bee-keeping. And he can
make it lively for his audience. He can dance and sing like
an Indian, too. Probably the old Association never had
such an all-around president. But he will need all his Yankee and Indian tactics when he comes to preside over the

Mr. E. WhiTCOMB,

'

;

I

claim that distinction."
We make our very best bow for the foregoing compliment. Coming, as it does, from one who is so competent to
judge, we can but appreciate it very highly, and continue
to strive to issue a good bee-paper.

:
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large hive should be best, and demolishes them one after
a'nother, still leaving the question open, and demanding to
know wherein he is wrong and what the real why is. This
Boiler does not want to risk his life between the di,sputants,
but would hint, Mr. Hutchinson, that you either forget, or
have not seen, what Dadant has said about where the capital lies.
You say it is not in the queens but in the hives
and combs. Dadant says it is in the queens. So long as he
holds that view, it is why enough for him to use large hives.
Izal for Foul Brood is championed by Editor Simmins
in Bee-Chat, and a number of reports are enthusiastic as to

The Dickel Theory is one that is occupying a good
of the German bee-journals nowadays, and now
occupies a page or more in Gleanings. The theory was advanced some 10 3'ears ago, and is now revived and vigor-

many pages

its success.

Hand-Hole Cleats for Hives.

H. R. Boardman and
strongly preferred cleats to hand-holes for
handling hives, and the A. I. Root Co. now announce that
they are making- a compromise a short cleat directly over.
and continuous with, the hand-hole.
others have

—

Fruit, Bees and Poultry go well together. The bees, if
the weather gives them half a chance, will see that every
blossom of the fruit-trees is pollinated during- the blossoming-time, and the chickens that have the run of an orchard,
particularly of a plum-orchard, are worth all it costs to keep
them if they never lay an egg. Iowa Homestead.

—

Likes Big Hives but Not Big Frames
N. D. West endorses most of what C. P. Dadaiit says about big hives, but
is emphatic in his dislike of Dadant's large frames.
He
used them when first using frame hives they winter well,
give strong swarms, etc., but require a strong man to handle
t(iem all day long-, and they are bad about breaking down
when hauled over rough roads. Gleanings.
;

—

ously advocated by Editor Dickel. Dickel objects to the
Dzierzon theory, and Dzierzon says the Dickel theory is
nonsense. According to the Dickel theory, every egg laid
by a normal queen is fertilized, and the workers determine
the sex by the kind of nourishment given. The editor of
Gleanings agrees with Dr. Miller, that it ma)' be well to
wait until the battle shall have been fought out in Germany
before taking up much time with it here.

Do Bees Freeze?— Of late it has been bluntly asserted,
especially in the agricultural papers, that bees never freeze,
altho they may starve. Now comes W. Z. Hutchinson in
one of the leading agricultural papers. Country Gentleman,
and says that when he wintered bees out-doors in singlewalled hives without protection, the bees came through in
pretty fine condition in mild winters, but "in severe winters the bees in the outside spaces or ranges of combs died
the cluster became smaller the bees in more ranges
first
died and by spring all were dead " or ruinously reduced.
It would be somewhat troublesome to show clearly that
hunger and not cold was the trouble in such a case.
;

;

;

—

Jamaica Bee-Keeping
"Christmas pop," a white
morning-glory which is the bellflower of Cuba, begins in
November, and logwood last of December, the two lasting
three months. Nearly all the honey is shipt to London,
netting three to five cents. Hives must be at least two feet
from the ground on account of toads, which are very large
and swallow many bees if they have a chance. H. G. Burnet, in Gleanings.

—

Blocking Up Hives at the four corners, together with
equalizing and putting on sections early, prevented swarming for Mr. Bruce, as told by F. L. Thomp.son in a meaty
article in the Progressive Bee-Keeper.
The only two colonies that swarmed were induced thereto by superseding.
But he thinks brood-rearing is hindered by blocking up too
earl)'.
Mr. Thompson surmises that another reason for the
lack of swarming- was the much swarming of the previous
year, giving so many young queens.

Wood-Zinc

Plain Sheet-Zinc Honey-Boards. Gleanings that the wood-zinc are "infinitely better."
R. Wilkin says he has been using the
plain sheet-zinc for 10 years, has 700 of them, likes them,
and wouldn't take the others and use them as a gift. He
takes hold of the plain sheet at one end or corner, peels it
off like a sheet of paper, with no snap to jar the bees, and
no care to prevent breaking: the wooden frame. If curved,
turn the convex side up, and the super set on straightens
vs.

J.

H. Martin says

it

out.

in

—

Stimulative Feeding
Editor Hill, of the American
Bee-Keeper, flings this somewhat defiant language at those
" The doctrine and pracwho oppose stimulative feeding
tice of stimulative feeding is not as popular as it was some
20 years ago
but, brethren, be it known, that yet a few of
its old-time adherents are stalking up and down in the land,
and the same satisfactory results are derived through its
latter-day application that gladdened their hearts in the
days of yore."
He probably takes comfort in the thought that he has a
good deal of company the other side the water.
:

;

Why Are Large Hives Best?— Editor Hutchinson
quotes from Gleanings an article by C. P. Dadant with accompanying remarks from the editor of Gleanings, and
then says
" I have no doubt that in Mr. Dadant's locality and
management a large hive is better than a small one. He
must have found it so or he would use a small hive. Admitting this, I am still at sea as to the ivhy of it."
:

He

then brings up various arguments proving that the

Large or Small Hives.— A. E.

Manum

is

confident that

in a poor season, and in a poor locality, a large hive is preferable to a small one. He says in the American Bee" I find that in a location where the honey season
Keeper
is short, that is, where the main dependence for honey is
:

from clover and basswood, with little or none from fall
bloom nor but little is expected from fruit and other early
bloom in the spring.— that large hives are preferable to
small ones, for the reason that the large hive will admit of
suflicient winter stores gathered during the honey-flow
coming from clover and basswood to carry the bees
through until another season's harvest without resorting to

—

'

'

the sug^ar-barrel."

Out-Door Wintering is the subject of an able article by
Editor Hutchinson in the Country Gentleman. He believes
in packing four inches at the .side and six on the top, using
means to make bees fly on warm days if necessary. For
packing material, chafif, leaves, planer shavings, dry sawWith a
dust. The best of all is cork-dust, but it costs.
good, strong colony and abundant ventilation above the
To keep the
packing there is no trouble from moisture.
packing in place, boxes of thin, cheap lumber. Can be made
to knock down for summer. Or, hives may be in a row with
long box about them. He does not believe there is suflicient
gain to warrant packing before freezing weather. Have a
rim two inches deep under the hive with entrance above the
rim. Then entrance can never be clogg-ed. Weak colonies
should be put into the cellar.
Ho-w to Know Honey is All Right for Feeding.— In the
Canadian Bee Journal, page 476, appears the following" Look- out for foul brood. A note of wamniir has several times been
sounded by Editor Hidterniann atrainst feedinjir honey ^^ot from t)ther beekeepers. The safe thiny- is to feed no honey unless you know it's all
right."— Beedom Boiled Down. Please, Mr. Boiler, will yt»u tell us how

we may

''

know

it is

all

right?"

Mr. Holtermann, you must not ask this Boiler to tell
how we may know, but ask Gleanings, the one that said it.
It might be suggested, however, that we may know it is all
right if we have saved it from our own bees or got it direct
from some one who we know has no foul brood. But while
your ear is at the 'phone, will you please tell us how such a
strange metamorphosis came to be made in the item quoted
by you ? On page 650 (1898) of the American Bee Journal
" A note of warning is sounded in Gleanings,"
it reads:
and you quote it as sounded by Editor Holtermann. Do
such typographical errors occur in your locality, was the
devil fooling with your copy, or how did it happen anyway ?

—
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Root's Column

And Several Other Clover

sharpened.
This is driven into the
at a point that will come opposite
the end cleat of the fence when in the
.super.
After this is driven in, the
other end is pounded down into the
wood, making' a sort of groove for
the end B to slide in.
Three such
springs are used in our regular super
two to come directly opposite the end-

wood

Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that* we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers bj\freight

we
We now

In this department of last issue

showed )'ou our super spring's.
show them a little more in detail, and
how to put them in the supers. X is a
curved piece of steel wire, one end of
which is bent at a rig-ht aiig-le, and

SWEET CLOVER

Succeeded the Fourth Time.
I

tried three times to keep bees, getting

my

I bought
and commenced
taking the American Bee Journal a year
ago. I got 150 pounds of comb honey from
two coloDies, and no swarms. There was
much honey-dew in the first taken off.
Dark honey was the general complaint in
this locality. The tall honey was very nice,
I think, from smartweed.
I am well pleased with the American Bee

no surplus and

"ABC

bee.s

dying.

of Bee-L'ulture "

Journal.
Cass Co., Ind., Jan.

Evekett

Bant.^.

12.

Bee-Keeping In Jamaica.

My

mother has an apiary
which I look after. 1 want

of ISO colonies
to start an outapiary of 200 colonies for myself this year.

The honey season commenced Christmas
day, fully a month earlier than we have
ever known it. The logwood (Hiematuiylun
i-'nupirfiiamtm) our best yielder and choicest
honey, has commenced to blossom, and I
want to send you a sample later, and get
your opinion of it, and see how it compares
with clover, sage,

etc.

vine, so highly spoken of by
Mr. Poppleton. at Omaha, is commonly
called "Christmas pop" in Jamaica.
Some time in 1899 I will send some of
experiences with the busy bee in the " Isle
of Springs."
C. R. Edwards.

The Cuban

my

Jamaica. W.

I..

Dec. 26.

Past Year a Success.
The past year was quite successful with
me. I got from 60 odd colonies 3,000 to
The best colony
3,300 pounds of honey.
stored about 90 pounds and from that down
to 10 pounds of clover and basswood. It
was just fine honey.
I have taken the American Bee Journal
8 or 9 years, and never have had one numJacob Mooke.
ber miss.
Ionia Co.. Mich., Jan.

5.

Sweet Clover.

A Report from Maine.

cleats of the fence, and one opposite
the center cleat as at D, showing' super
side detacht. On the opposite super
side, and spaced in the same manner,
are nailed three thin cleats, supplied
with each package. These are to keep
the outside fence a bee-space from the
super side, about the same distance
away as the springs do on the opposite
side.
We put in enough fences so that
we have a fence between each outside
row and super side. It costs a little
more, it is true but it carries out in
effect THE PETTIT IDEA, or what he
calls his divider a method by which it
is said the outside faces of the outside
rows' of sections are as well filled out
as the faces in the center rows. Reports from bee-keepers last season go
to show there is a good deal in this
little scheme, and if so it may be worth
;

—

dollars.

Keep Your Eye on
as

it

may

lliis

Column,

save you dollars.

I commenced in the spring of 1S9S with 34
colonies and increast to r>2. They built up
well, but until June 15 they stored no surplus; then white and Alsike clover commenced to bloom and it yielded a good deal
of nectar. The Alsike kept in bloom until
the middle of July when it suddenly stopt.
For about two weeks the bees could find
nothing to work on, then they found some
basswood three or four afternoons; when
that source was suddenly denied them, presumably on account of dry weather. After
that they scarcely managed to get a living,
a little buckwheat and golden-rod yielding
sparingly.
Breeding was suspended a good deal
earlier in the season than common, and the
bees went into winter quarters fewer in
numbers than usual. I am looking for
some losses this winter and spring, altho
mine have plenty of stores, partly sugar
syrup, and seem to be all right now on the
summer stands.
My crop of honey amounted to 2 250

pounds

of

comb honey and

ITO

pounds

of

or express, at the following? prices, cash with
the order:

sm
Sweet Clover fmelilot}
Alsike Clover...

White Clover...
Alfalfa Clover
Crimson Clover

5.75
5.00
4.00
3.50

if

freight.

Your orders are

solicited.

GEORGE

W.

YORK & CO.

118 Michifraii Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Barred

le l..t ..f Liis'ht liraliiiias.

Plvinoutti Kocks anil White \V_van'
SeiuilOc f'lr uatalutrue.
'\
Killer Formulu and partk-ulars.
do'ttes.

Boi S75

Hockrord,

III.

extracted.
I never had the boxes filled so full, many
them weighing from one to three ounces
over a pound. 1 noticed most of the heavy
ones were in colonies having young queens.
and were somewhat in want of room. It
could not have been done with older and
more prolific c|ueens, I think, as they would

t..\4t

iietltiun

Ple.-is

the Uee

Jourii.'il.

of

used five of the dovetail hives with supers of plain sections and fence, the past
season, and I am well pleased with them.
I did not.give them a thorough trial, as I
I

MEDINA, OHIO.

.soft

$4.0(1

3.00
3.00
2.25
2.00

1.25
1.401
1.00
.90

Prices subject to'market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartag-e,

wanted by

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM--'"'

thfl

simijle, ptTfect, self-reijulftVio?

EXCELSIOR INcyim^

have swarmed.

THefl.l.RooiGoniDany

25m

$l.LXt J$2.25

101b

60c
70c
80c
60c
55c

Lowfsi

114

[.nocil lst-cla'8

HKO.
12U

II.

h&tcber ajade

8TAIIL.

K.

6th

t4t.,

Please mention

ti.e

Bee Journal.

to

Qiilncy.

Ill
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I The

Acknowledge

Hens

did not get them in time, but I think I have
never had sections filled and finisht so fust
as those were. But they are all a scant
pound to the section— about 14 ounces on
an average. For all that, they sell as readily as a section with insets, which weighs

It.

There is no time

SUCCESSFUL:
Tfc

Brooder*

Successful

are in the poultry house.
There's nothinpr to do
eprtrs. This incubator has liatohed
chicks durin^r the past yotr. Itt^
re^rulator insures uniformity r>f temperature
It
ha.-; patent etTK'-trav adjuster; lias lire-jToctl lamp
Send 6 cents for new U8-pai:e catali.cue. finely
illustrated; contains plans for poultry houses.

l^Ht eat and lay
X over
W
one million

^
^»
DES MOINES INCUBATOR CO.,
^
:lto\
7N. |>e^ Mulnes Iowa*
Please mention Bee Journal

THE

A,

I,

when

"

J
J
A
^
J
^
^

"writing.

ROOT GO'S GOODS ^R^tr-

Including- their discounts foi groods wanted for
use another season. It will pay you to send me
Cash for Beeswax.
St of g:oods wanted.

HUNT, Bkll Bkanch,

M. H.

m

Mich.

TRUST THE ourPUBLIC
on

Heiitl (hftii
Inciiliiiliir
N.> lu.'Ui .-liui.l.i tmv au \u.uh^lot

iiikI

Uriill.

huM [lay for it bef.ire t'iviiigit a tiial. You
pay not a ci-iit for ours until you have
^!M.-ti it

1

a thtiruugh

trial.

It's

mude

80

that noboily enn fall with
I

Li\in run

it

It. Acliild
ivith 5 inioules attention liailv.

U

bentallotheisat \Vorld^RFair.>aHh*
ExpoAltloitH. The ti*^st c-atnlotrueaml

ilcnnd Omaha
treatlNe on incubation
PrWHlers, f'nultry Houses,

&

publisheij, sent for
etN.
up-.n re.vipt of

5

I'Inns fur

25

et.7., s«?nt

VoDCulia Incubator Co.

Adams

St.

Delaware

Ctn.
City, Del.

MONEY

BEES, HONEY,

We

call the last

for this part of
many years.

INCUBATOR

|t:^sr-^,i^

more.

honey season a good one

Maine— the

best, in fact, for

I like the American Bee Journal very
much, and would not do without it at

double its present price.
Penobscot Co.. Me. Frank Champeon.

Wintered Well Thus Far.
has been snowing nearly all day, and
snow is about six inches deep, with
good sleighing, for the merry sleigh bells
can be heard far and near. My bees had
two flights last month, the first they had
was the first week in January, and the second Jan. I.t; it was quite warm on that day
so they had a good flight. I am glad to say
that my bees thus far have wintered all
right.
But February and March are the
two months in which bees need careful attention, as this month they begin to breed;
however, I am afraid my bees are like the
ground-hog that came out last Thursday
from his winter quarters only to see his
own shadow and then go back to stay six
weeks longer. I have not seen anything of
my bees since Jan. 1.5 this makes me think
they are like the ground-hog, as they may
stay in their house longer than six weeks.
So all we bee-keepers can do at present is
to carefully read every article in the beepapers, and get ready for the coming spring
by putting comb foundation in sections,
painting the hives, etc.
W. H. Hei.m.
Lycoming Co., Pa., Feb. 5.
It

**Bee-Keepinj^ for Beg^iiiners," price 50 cents,
imparts the instruction. Price-List free.

J. P. H.

6Est

BROWN,

Aug-usta, Ga.

to Miehig-an.

EhitorYork: — You chose wisely when
you took back what you said on page 2S, for
the reason that Mr. Murry has too many

full of

It is

INTERESTED

Ajcrleultural I'ursults
afford to be without the

in

AGRICULTURAL

can't

EPITOMIST.

Samijle copy Free to any addrens
upon receipt of name and address
plainly written on postal card naai>
ing paper in which you saw this ad.

Address

AtiUICl-U-^h&L

KPlTOmiST.

Indlftnasolls,

Init

Please mention the Bee Journal.

2t.E2tit

FARM BEE-KEEPING
i^

one of the

leadini,--

departments

in the

Modern Farmer and Busy Bee,
FARM

and BEE paper in existence. Write for sample copy to-day, and for
clubbingf rates with any paper you want.
the best greneral

EMERSON

T. ABBOTT,
St. Joseimi. MissotiKi.

Address,

DITTMER'S

Comb

Foundation

Wax

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

Hi\/e&r Seotions,
and a
I

sell

the

full line of

SUPPLIES.

VERY BEST

at lowest prices and
ship promptly.

Send me your natne for 1899 catalog- and
whether you are a larfjfe or small
consumer or dealer.

Beeswax always wanted
highest price.

for

prices,

cash or trade at the

Address.

GUS DITTMER,

;

A
I

Bee-Keeping Experience.
have hunted wild bees for years. Two
Little

Augusta, Wis.

started saving a few colonies,
and last fall I put fi colonies into the cellar.
They are hybrids and blacks, except the
last swarm I found in a tree, which I transferred into the movable-frame hive, they
are as yellow as gold, except their beads
and the tips of their abdomens, which are
black. What are they
Are they a good
1

and a lOc.

absolutely
Bulbn,

trial,

t-.r

Itett SeedH,

All Ihe

carprised at my bargain offers.
Tell your friends to Bend too.

Send your address on Postal Uwlay.
Old customers will receive a copy.

MILLS, Seedsman, Box HA, Rose lltU, N.T
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

F. U.

Young Hen and

Women

=

to fit yourselves for
g-ood positions b v taking' Shorthand
It will pa3'

YOU

by Mail. Send $1.60 for Text
or 3 cents for catalog

Book

Eclectic Sliorttiaiiil College,

CHICAOO.

94 l»earborii Street,

Headquarters of the Eclectic System.
39Aly
Please mention the Bee Journal.

,^^^"-— ""

with onr

new patent

Kerosene Sprayers^
1

I
'

made while pumping.
Bord*-aux

j

N0Z7.I.-S. ihf

1

falftlo^uc and formulas free.

hicago.

An
*tU

varieties

1'2

and Vermorel
^'Worlds Rest."
THE DEMINQ CO.. SALEM. 0.
\Vesl*Tn .\t:<>nt.s. MeoDion A HubbeH.
spravers.

when

Please mention Bee Journal

writing.

CATALOG BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
PARF
rtUU Instructions to Befrinners, &c., free.
I

JOHN NEBEL & SON,

-

5Atf
High Hii,l, Missouri.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

MONEY

POULTRY

IN

Ifi
kOUR LARGE *99 POULTRY GUIDE FREE.

Worth

FEiplaillMall.
hi-

largest

and

iiiosl \alii:ililf

*a.>.

t. any^-Ue,

In^ikever published.

nen Uliislratlons hundreds

imlatns nver INO

.InU.le recipes and
^fi'i ^^^-

PAY BIG

ot

HOW TO MAKE POUITRI
f'"'

mailinK and postage.

Jr.
JOHN BAUSCHBR.
Freeport, Illlnole*

business

years ago

Wholesale and Retail.

Working

men for witnesses, and will leave
with our banker, or send it to you to
hold. If the man fails to eat the honey in
IJa minutes from the time he commences,
money is yours; if he does eat it in that
time I have my i^l 00 back, and the "Old
Reliable" one year free of charge. The
one that gets beat pays for the honey.
I traded this man one two-quart Mason
fruitcan full of extracted honey when he
was a boy he took it home, sat down and
ate one good-sized loaf of bread, and the
honey was just 1".^ inches deep in the bottom of the can when be 6nisht his supper,
or one meal. I timed hira while he ate In
ounces of comb honey this summer; it took
him just 33 seconds, and he is not dead yet.
Hillsdale Co., Mich.
C. H. Austin.

seeds

catalogue

I

"backers." Now for a little sport, that is
you will agree to it.
I will buy of our grocer IVo pounds of
comb honey, cut it out of the sections and
place it on a plate with " knife," choose a
man to eat the honey, call in six of our best
.?1.00

bar^ins.

my

to teit

handsome
illustrated,

new Frult»t, Farm Seedm, Potatoes,
etc.. at lowest prices. Ten Great Pioveltles offered without
Dames. wiH pay $50, FOR A NAME for each. Don't buy
your stock until you see this new caul'true. Several varieties ahowD
ID colors.
Great induceuients for orders ibis year. You will be

it

ANYONE

,-

Plants, Rosea,

;

The " Cake " Goes

sliiiiiers

for 1H91», lithographed and bi-nutifullv
I>ue Bill, K'>od for 10c, worth of st-e-is
free.

23, 1899.

DUE Bill FREE

SEED

the

Queens for Business ......
Supplies at Bottom Prices.

Feb.

,

Box 94

Please mention Bee Journal -wheii writing.

SEMT FREE
Our descriptiTe

A; A;

circular and price-list of

Bee/Hives, Italian Bees
Oueens, Sections,

Comb

Smokers, Hooey-Knives,
Address,
1 A13t

Foundalioii, Bee- Veils,

SEND FOR ONE.

etc.

F. A.

SNELL,

Mllledgeville, Carroll Co.,

Ills.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MoNETTE
Device

is

Queen-Clipping"

a fine thing for use in

and

clipping- Queens*
mail it for 25 cents;
wing-s.
as a preor will send it
mium for sending- us
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at SI. 00; or forSl.lO we will

catching-

We

FREE
ONE NEW

mail the Bee Journal one year
Address,

and the Clipping Device.

QEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY.
118

Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

111.

'.

kind to keep ?
I understand the handling of bees, but am
not acquainted with the different kinds.
These are a beautiful bee with golden
bodies, tipt at both ends with black.
I use the improved Langstroth-t^implicity
hive, but I don't like them, for when I take
off the supers it leaves a crack all around
for bees to crawl out and bother. Please
tell me the best way to drive bees out of the
honey-boxes or supers when they are filled.
Last season was a very poor year for
honey. I cannot remember a yeaf that the

DHWOMAH
ir

even a little

child can make an

entire

Bu. ivsa

of the jHJultrj' business when thfv use tne

MASCOTTE
INCUBATORS ""itROODERS
They

are Bo pimple and perfect
that one canuot fall with them.
They htitv\ erery fertile egg.
Solif uii4er a positive guarantee,
illiiHtrated catalogue

FJJKE
& Lumber Co., Box U«3edford. Obla
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Mascotte Incubator

—
Feb.
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flowers were as thick as they were last
year, but they did not have any honey in
them. 1 found a number of bee trees, and
but very little honey, and part of that was
not fit to eat, being very thin and watery.
It tasted and smelt as if it came out of an
apothecary shop.
C. A. Wjikser.

Kandiyohi

Pointers for Poultry

i

i

Poop Honey Crop.

bees average only about 2.5 pounds to the
colony. Some of my neighbors did not get
nearly so much.
I consider the Bee Journal a great help to
me, for I am a beginner, and my neighbors
have had bees tor years, but they do not
That's where they
read any bee-paper.
miss it, else they would have better success.
wintering
well, and have had
The bees are
several flights already.
R. C. Suppe.
Woodson Co., Kans., Jan. 3.

Peoplej^'

Tlmtisthe real piini'>i"t "f our O'^'-S-p.-.-e l',.ulti> -ntjil. ^urm a
KiKvclMi)a;dia. Tells all about artjlicial iiK-ubatiiiK ami bio u»ife
olchicksand how to feeil. breed and market piniltry and euh^ leUs
aboutourl82yardsof pure-bred poultry, with cuts ofleiuliniH varietiea an 1 bleed
line of poultn' supplies and appliiiui'es. Above all it treats tn the

Co., Minn.

The honey crop last season in this county
was a poor one, owing to the wet weather
in spring and drouth in summer. There
was a fair flow of honey in the fall. My
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I se them tlll^
elean
Tliev make
winter. RELIABLE COPPER PLIANT LEO BANDS easiest aii.l .luickest applied
—don't come ott in sliililiini; nr Immllint;. Prices Ereatly redueed fnr this
season— 12 bands, »e; Wi, Sue lOii. wie :-ix>. «3.50-, l,0OO,J6.5(l. post or exp-paid.
-SQUINCY, ILL.
RELIABLE INCUBATOR AND BROODER CO., BOX B
t'le lIclileM. »lroiiBe»t an.l
lovs Is lix'k liHiicNnnie <•!! tlie lienehes.
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Please mentiou Bee Journal
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;
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writing.

WELL MANU FACTURED ST OCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

Seciions. SHiDDinQ-Gases and

Bee-Keeping in Oklahoma.
five colonies, and put them into
the cellar in November. I carried them
out three or four days ago, the weather
being fine. They are all right so far.
I wish to ask in regard to bees in Oklahoma. I am about to sell out here and go
to Oklahoma City.
How do bees do in that
I

have

country

It

?

move mine

they do

right.

all

there.

G.

Jackson Co.. Kan., Jan.

I

want

briefly.

Last
The past two

Editor

Two
falls

We make

ajspecialty of making- the ver_v best Sections on the market.
iii this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged bv all to be
selected, young and
the best for making the ONE-PIECE
thrifty timber is used.
'Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

The

BASSWOOD

W. Mauk.
the

the

MONEY SAVEDproperIS MONEY
EARNED.
yuu

Falls Good.

were the best since

If >uu buy
expense ol'

ail artiele of tlie
rfjiaii.
To ^a^e it-pair

money,

uu

12.

Bees Did Poorly Last Year.
have taken the old American Bee Journal off and on whenever I kept bees for the
last 15 years.. I would not think of trying
to keep bees without it.
My bees did very poorly last summer, but
I put in 50 colonies in good condition, and
they are all right up to date.
John J. Cox.

<tuaUty
imiiK-diui Is rut oif tbe
caves m<-ut-v.
o i^a\ * imniey t-ariis

ul repair

'i

when you buy a

-setof

WHEEL

Please mention Bee Journal

Co., Wis., Jan. 10.

WESTERN

when

writing.

have about 20 colonies each
live within eight miles of where

A beautifully illustrated paper called
"The Corn Belt" is published every
month and contains a quantity

of interesting information about the farm lands
Pictures
west of the Mississippi Rivet.
of all sorts of farm scenes in Iowa, MisPersonal expersouri and Nebraska.
The handsomest
iences of farmers who went to those states from the East years ago
BELT,
farm paper published. Send 25 cents for a year's subscription to
209 Adams St., Chicago.

FARMS.

THE CORN

Think of the Future.
Please

Bee-Keeping in Quebec, Canada.
I

e-\p*-iicL-

Wheeler.

I

Chippewa

pall

.-t'

They neither break down, wnrp. »'<'t, get loose or «ht'«l the tire and
last indeilnitelT. Made to fit any skein, any heitrbt. any widtli «>f tire
Spnd f< r free iUust'd ontiilociTe of these and oiir EL'"CTRtC HANDY WAGON
ELECTRIC
CO.,
Box 16. QUINCY, ILL.

gained over 30 pounds.
S.

"i

ELECTRIC STEEL WHEELS.

I

have kept bees, and that is since 18.56; 30
pounds was the most I had ever had per
colony during golden-rod bloom until the
fall of IS'JT, when one colony gained over
60 pounds in 13 days, and the past fall they
Hillsboro Co., N. H., Jan.

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

J

Geo.

HONEY-SECTIONS—

Marshfield flanufacturing Company,

16.

[Will some of our readers who live in
Oklahoma country, kindly reply to

foregoing

to

B66-K66D6rS' SUPPII6§

Don't Rent.

Establish A

Nome

of Your

Own.

mention Bee Journal wtien wntinc

try to

spring.

I

Dr. Gallup, of California, lived when he
bought the lucky swarm from the widow
and gave for it the large quantity of lumber, that he told of in his articles on the
recollections of an old bee-keeper, about a
year ago.
I have a colony that I bought the first of
last May, from a man living near the old
mill that the Doctor and his father ran at
that time, I believe they must be descendants of his lucky colony. They are in a big
box, and last season they swarmed four
times, beginning about the middle of applebloom. That old box colony and its four
swarms gave me more surplus than any
two of my Italians or hybrids and their

swarms.

The first part of August I took all, or
all, the honey there was in all my
hives except the old box— I could not get at
that. I put my bees into the cellar the first
of December, weighing each colony without the bottom-board. The old box weighed
68 pounds, and of the four swarms from
this old box one weighed 44, two 45, and
about

Page

Lyon
b
NEW LONDON,

Mfg. Co.
WIS.,

operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus'securing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the

manufacture of

Bec/^Keepers' Supplies.,,.

They have ahso one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
lutely accurate.
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factorv equipt with best machinerv. all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this tirm to furnish the

Send

Please mention the Bee Journal

I^v^tTser?^
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one 46 pounds. The Italians and hybrids
ran from 40 down to 27 pounds.
[; It is very difficult to find one of the native
queens. The bees rush over the sides and
out at the entrance as soon as I open the
hive and give them a little smoke, and I
think the queen goes with them. It is good
of them to do this at extractingtime, but
they seem to do be.-t at comb honey. It
may be that they steal the most of what
they get. as they are bad robbers. They
can do a big day's thieving when it is so
wet and cool that the yellow bees will be
lying around on the sidewalks, chilled. I
am beginning to think there is no bee that
equals the old natives for this climate.
T. R. WOODARII.

Riobmand

When

it comes to biiyinu a vehicle of any kind you may just as
uell have all the m'-ney in the tran>actic.n above the inaimfactUTf r's price. No ntfO to pay added 'ninm^issions and expenses of
truveliiig eaU'Minen, middle men, deulerH, affentM, etc.

WE HAVE NO AGENTS

but selldirert from "ur factory at wholesale price;;. We are the
larverit manutacturertt of vehleleM und barneMS In the world
selling to the consumer exeluslvelj'.

No. 717 Canopy-Top Surrey, with donhlp fnndprn.
PrlF«>, complete, with rartnlns all around, Htorm
aproDf Bunbhade, lamps and pole or tihafta, $68(
as pood as sells for $ 100.

IN VEHICLES WE MAKE
Rockawaya, Surreys, Traps. Phaetons, Stanhopes. Driving Waeons,
Top Buifgios. Open and Top Road
WaaonM) Hprine WaKon§. Pelhery
Wagons. Milk \> aeonH and \>'air»

•nette«. in harness we make either tiutjle
the ahove vehicles and heavy team use.
Sn. 77—Slnftle Surrey

all

SEND FOR LARGE FREE CATALOGUE.

Last Season Disappointing.

Many

of us in this part of

ELKHART

(northwestern Pennsylvania) were disappointed in not getting a large yield of
honey the past season, notwithstanding the
prospects were very bright last spring up
to white clover bloom. Many of our beekeepers got no yield of clover honey, and a
few got fair yields. My apiary averaged
about 30 pounds per colony, one-half white
honey, which sold at 12 cents, wholesale.
We are afraid our bees will get the grip,
as well as the rest of us, for the unsteady
weather cannot be good for them at zero
or below one day. and 40 or 50 above the
next day Is certainly not encouraging
weather. Bees seem to be all right so far.
Geo. Spitler.
Crawford Co., Pa., Jan. 10.

Smoke Engine (largest smoker made) 4-in.
Doctor
3H in.

Conqueror
].iar«e

Plain
Jjittle

Wonder (weight 10 ounces)

the new improvements. Before huying a
record and pedigree.

Bingham Smokers have
or Knife, look up

its

is

lar.

do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January :i7, Ur'97.
Truly,
W. H. Eagkhty, Cuba. Kansas.
1

T. F.
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bees.

When

an ex-

I
I

things.

One colony of Italians made progress all
through the season, and when they had
three stories full and sealed, I could exchange for empty combs from other hives
and thus give the Italians room.
I secured one swarm, increast by the
nucleus plan to 15, and packt them all up in
chaff cases of my own make. Most of them
were in two stories of S-frame hives.
I reacht Florida Nov. 1, and found 19 colonies alive out of 2.t here. The fall fiow
was nearly over. I hurried through them,
extracting four frames from each hive, and
they nearly filled them again. I secured
four colonies from trees in the woods.
I have learned that a wired frame with a
starter put in the brood-nest, the new comb
will be brought down over the wire all

have learned that when a nucleus is
one side of a hive behind a divisionboard, the balance filled out with frames
and starters, the bees will cross the divlI

writing.

douhle the epgs in tbf midille of
titer, when epp* sre vvortti
miTst money.
Hens do that
hen fed on green cut bone.

_lhe
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DANDY
Made with

hv

GREEN BONE
CUTTERS.Cat
or without gear.

Near the best market and best
shippings point in WestMichig^an.

and easy. Oan't be ihoked.
Larcest line made. Ask for what yon

Now T.\CKLK THE SUG.\R
BAXTER, Muskegon,

Icttn, fine

want,

rat.'ilngiie aTid prifiaj free.

& Osborne.Box aiErie.Pa
Journal when writing.
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BEKT.
Mich,

the Hee Journal.
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GWe make

the

New

liampion GHatt-ttive
with fence and plain sections, and a
full line uf ulher

SUPPLIES.

SmokelessFor Powder

A

postal sent us with your natne for
a Catalog will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

is Ujicd to escape notice.
years we've loaded
witli bliick poHdiT. You've noticed the smoke,

— why
I»A(iK

not promptly return our firewith a letter.
WOVKN Hllth;FKM:E)O..AllltlA.\.}ll( II.

Sheboyg.a,n, Wis.

Hease mention Bee Journal "when

Do Not

vv ait until the last

"writing.
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FOREWARNED
FOREARMED

IS

moment

to order 3'our Sup-

You may be disappointed

by delay in shipment
honey harvest. Save money
and gain honey by sending' us your estimate NOW.
We are offering Special Inducements for Early Or=
ders. Our 1899 Catalog free.
plies.

and

lose a portion of the

right.
left in

when

MAKE 'EM LAY Improved Farm
For Sale==^

New

—

Farwell, Michigan.

TO POULTRY CULTURE
(illinF
\M%fmm^m^ rYPHFD^ incubators
^* rBll^M^O AND BROODERS
aU

Please mention Bee Journal

don't
reacht

Hampshire, the middle of April. I
found my five colonies packt in chaff cases
wintered
so strong, and were working
had
so fine, I felt like crowing long and loud,
but like the goose of a rooster I was I never
opened a hive until near the opening of
apple-bloom, when to my surprise they
were building queen-cells and about ready
to swarm. I could not stay with them and
hive swarms, could not consult Dr. Miller,
as I had only five minutes to find out what
Well. I had to use something I call
to do.
judgment, tho I did not have any if I had,
I should have lookt after the bees in time.
I learned a few
It was a poor season.

BINOHAM,

tells first of
about the wonderful
withacorapletehistory of the lawsof incubation. Then about the money there is In poultry
and how to get it. All about modem poultry houses with plans for construction and cost.
Tells how the big breeders succeed and gives pictures of their plants.
It's worth many times
itscost. SentforiOe. Circulars frea. The CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO. Box
SO, Waylend, N.Y,

James Quinn.

strongly than ever that

know much about

Smoker

l.'»

ton Uncapping-

An Expepienee— Things Learned.
My past season's experience convinced
me more

all

FIFTEEN YEAK8 FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
years. I was always pleased with its
Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer, 1 write for a circu-

BinKham & Hethering-

extracted honey that
does not granulate may be lookt upon with
suspicion, yet I have some extrated honey
that has been all winter where the temperature has not been above 40 degrees, and
has been down as low as freezing for a week
at a time, and the honey is all right now.

New Hampshire honey

...

Honey-Knife

all

stove. Doz. $13.00; each, by mall, $1.50
'^
stove. Doz.
9.00;
i.io
*'
stove. Doz.
6.50;
1.00
"
stove. Doz.
5.(K);
.90
"
li-ln. stove. Doz.
4.75;
.70
"
J-in. stove. Doz.
4.50;
.60
"
Doz.
6.00;
.80

3-in.
2?^-in.

Nopthepn Honey Not Granulated.

ception.
Strafford Co., N. H.

OF

Binghani Perfect Bee-Suiofcers

Knife.
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double harness suitable to

Co., Quebec.

Feb.

SPECIAL AGENTS:
E. T. AiutOTT, St. Josepli, Mo.
^^.-f^^ids,
L. C. Woodman, (Jrana

Q. B.
Mich.

LEWIS

CO.,

Watertown, Wisconsin.

!

Feb.

,
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sion-board and work on all right, with the
bee-master 3 000 miles away.
I have learned that a 51nch rim between
the brood -chamber and cover is a nice place
to get chunk honey made without labor or
attention, and a handy place to secure it
compared with a hollow tree or even a
frame hive with crest combs.
I have learned that you will get no poor
queens reared above a bee-zinc with a good
laying queen below. If the honey-flow is
not sufficient none will be reared.
Now will some other greeny write about
his blunders and mistakes ? Perhaps while
I was planning to run on the no-swarming
plan, and opening my hives for the first
time with queen-cells all built, some other
fellow was standing with swarm-catcher,
spray-pump, and new hives and never got
Edgar B. Whipi'le.
a swarm.
Orange Co., Fla., Jan. 30.

—

"Egypt"

will yet

bea white clover coun-

try?
Let

me say here that Dr.
New York, page does

answer
not hold good
to
with me. The Doctor's answer would lead
to the conclusion that all pure honey will
granulate on the approach of cold weather;
I have never known Spanish-needle honey
to granulate imlrsx there was a large percent of heart's-ease mixt with it. I mper
have my extracting-combs cleaned out
when the extracting has been done late in
the fall, yet the honey left in them does not
7',

granulate.

I

my

keep

Crop— Honey Not Gpanulatlng

unfinisht sections,

honey and all, for the next seoson's use,
and have never had one to granulate, tho I
would surely espeet it if it were not Spanish-needle honey in them.
I would be pleased to hear from others on
this subject, from .Spanish-needle districts,
through the " Old Reliable."

Efflngbam Co.,

111.,

Jan.

>j >li

Miller's

R, P.

Light
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Mahon.

—

Chicago, Feb. 16.— This month trade has been
volume in comb honey, due perhaps ti>

of small

that has made transportation
now look for a better movement;
drawing to a close, as after the
middle of March there is practically none sold
until the new harvest is ready.
Fancy grade of white comb.loc; travel stained
and light amber, life 12c; amber and dark,
candied and mixt colors, ot^iTc. Ex!S«( lUc;

the rxtreint-

than

son

they

Can

recollection.

been

have ever
be

it

^/x C'f^'n'i'
^
^^IILS
^\J

in

possible

my

that

yet

Failure.

'^ ^ good time
send in your Bees-

'^'^'^

it.s

you want the money promptly, send us your Beeswax.
wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,

Now,

if

Cit^OKCiK \\.

VORK &

4'0.,

118 miolaigan

Detroit, Jan. 2.^-No change in supply of
honey as to quality, but prices are somewhat
lower than last quotations, viz: Fancy white,
13c; No. 1, 12(«12>^c; fancy dark and amber, 9(&i
Extracted, white,

6(''

7c; dark, 5(fl5!^c.

Bees-

M. H. Hunt.

25(§ 26c.

No.

1,

tracted,

Demand fairly good,
being offered at 8(f("9c with
Clover and basswood ex-

10(t"Uc.
is

almost no demand.

Beeswax,

tliiii ~c.

26^^ 28c.

Walter

S. Poudek.
York, Jan. 20.— Fancy white, 12c; No. I
white,10(§'llc; amber, 9c; buckwheat and dark,
7c.
Extracted in good demand at unchanged
prices. Beeswax rather quiet 27f'i 2S.
Trade in comb honej' is quiet. White is pretty

New

well cleaned up, but there is a large stock of
buckwheat, amber and mixt. having accumulated of late, and in order to sell in cjuautitv lots
it is necessary to shade quotations.

Hildreth Bros. & Segelken.

San Francisco,

re-

Impure

Chicago,

St.,

amber, 5f" 6c. Beeswax,
R. A. Burnett A Co.

28c.

Dark comb honey

reirpr„dpaid for Beeswax. CASHupon
ceipt.

is

tracted, white, 6C"7c;
27(fl

12i'fll2^2c;

failure here last
season, but bees stored plenty for winter
stores from golden-rod.
S. W. S.miley.
Lincoln Co., Mo., Jan. 80.

to

season

tlu-

Indianapolis, Jan. 4.— Fancy white comb.

The honey crop was a

L
fi^rl
V/Cl.^11

Li'ld

daiigtTtius. u «

wax,

Honey Crop a

|

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

The honey crop was

light here the past
season. I got 1,200 pounds of extracted
and 400 pounds of comb honey from ,50 colonies, spring count all fall honey. Prospects are better for white clover next sea-

AND BEESWAX

ttONEY

I

lie.

0.

Mi ii'L >!i >te. >li Jte. >li >fe >Ji >!i >liti.

lO^^c;

light

Feb. S.— White comb, 9%@.
amber, 71,2(0 9c. Extracted, white, 7(n7J^c;
amber, b%(a'(,l^c. Beeswax. 24^ 27c.

Market is not favorable to buvers, more especially for desirable extracted. stocks of which
are decidedly light. Comb is in moderate sup-

III.

ply, and has to depend almost wholly on local
custom for an outlet. (Quotable rate's'remain as

previously given.

Glass Honey=Jars
We

have on hand a limited supply of tall,
Honey- Jars holding' %•
They have a tin cap that screws
on the glass. They are very attractive for the
retail grocery trade.
Put up in barrels holding
exactly one gross each, f.o.b. Chicago, $3.50 per
gross; 5 gross, $3.25 per gross. Address,
straijrht, while-grlass

pound each.

GEORGE W. VORK &
lis

Michigan

Street,

-

CO.,

BeeI
lSuDDlies.1
Root's

CHICAGO, ILL.

Root's Prices.

tiood,-» at

^fl

PouDER's Honey-Jars and every- ^^
thing used by bee-keepers. Prompt ^i
•

'J.

Jl/,

Service— low freight

Let me send you my 64page Catalog for 18'J9.

BEE-KEEPERS

./c'/i/vins,

WetumjylcQ, Ala,

r$
^5

^;
^i
-

WALTER

S.

POUDER,

512 Mass. Ave..
Indianapolis, Indiana.

^
^,

^^

....

If you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best and
only "Weekly Sheep Paper publisht in the
Unied Stale's.

Wool Mai-kets and Sheep

Kansas City, Jan. 25. -Fancy white comb,
No. 1, 12c; amber, 11c; dark, lOc. Extracted
white, 6c; amber, 5c; dark, 4J^c. Beeswax, 25c.
C. C. Clemoxs & Co.

13c;

Buffalo, Jan. 27.— There is a little more activity on strictly fancy 1-lb. combs at 12c. The
bulk of receipts of low grades sell at 10c. down
to 7c., and in a few cases even less.
moder
ate

A

amount can be

iOj 6c..

sold every
according to quality.

daj'.

Extracted

Battekson &
Cleveland,

Jan.

2.

— Fancy

Co.

white, 13^ 14c;

No. 1 white, 12(f_il3c; A No. 1 amber, 10(o lie; No.
amber, 9f«10c; buckwheat, 8c.
Extracted
(c: amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.

2

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no Sag

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you iiUeresled? Write to-dav.

in

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus

Honey.
Being the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO, lU.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

LADIES.

Catalog

rate.

free.

^fc

FREE FOR A MONTH

Boston, Feb. 8.— The demand for comb
honey is very light, with full stock on hand.
our market: Fancy white, 13('(14c;
A No.l, 12c; No. 1, IK'? Uc; light amber, 9(>t 10c.
No demand for buckwheat. Extracted, white
Northern stock, 7(«8c. Beeswax quiet at 27((( 2Sc.
Blake, Scott & Lee.

We quote

For 3=4 Pound at $3.50 per Gross.

J. A.

Ifyouhavesupernuoua

VAN DEVSCTf

'

white,

Milwaukee, Jan, 9.— Fancy 1-lb. sections
UH^i'Uc; A No. 1, UdiUl^c: No. 1, ll(fll2c; dark
or amber, Hro lie. Extracted, in barrels, kegs and
pails, (j'ji./ T'-c; dark, 5ff'5.'-2C. Beeswax, 25'" 27c.
The condition of the market is favorable for
shipments of honey, especially of best grades,
which are in small supply. The sales are moderate, but we are expecting an increast demand
and good trade this spring.
A. V. Bishop

&

Co.

Sole Manufacturer,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.

HAIR ON how
THE FACE

send for new infnrmation
to remove iteasilvand
effectually without chemicals or in.-itruments.
Correspondence conHdential in plain sealed envelope.
Mrs. M. N. PERRY, C. 1 , Box 93. Oak Park, ills-

Flease mention Bee Journal

r^o
l|-fr\t"ri I d
V.^clU10rnia

when

writinK.

vou care to know of its
:
Fruits, riowers, Climate
or Ke'^ources. send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper—

The

I

If

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,
handsomely illustrated, $2.00 per annum. Sample

copy

free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Market Street,
.San Fkancisco, Cal.
Please mention Bee J ournal when -writing.

ur laigf IlUisti-alognf Bees,

Sent Free

ives.

i

Smokers, &c

d(li\'sv.

Theodore Bender, Canton, Ohio.
Pli-.is.-

>l.\t1

meiuiiin the IJee J.iurnal.

The " Emerson " Binder.
'Phe Emerson stiff-cloth-board Binder for the
American Bee Journal we mail for 00 cents; or

—

will send it with the Journal for one year both
for S1.50. It is a yery fine thing to preserye the
copies of the Bee Journal as fast as they are received. If you have the *' Emerson " no further
binding is necessary.

GEORGE W. YORK &

330

118

Michigan

Street.

-

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Convention Notice.
Utah. —

The Utah Bee-Keepers'

Association

will hold their regular semi-annual convention
April 8. at 10 o'clock a.m. .in the city and county
building. Salt Lake City.
full" program in
the interest of the industry will be presented,
and all bee-keepers are' cordially invited!
the subjects to be considered'will be the
purchasing of supplies, the disposal of our pro-

A

Among

ducts, and tlie best method for the protection of
the industry. It is desirable ta have every
county represented, either personally or by
Questions are solicited.
letter.
Mill Creek. Utah.
J. B. Fagg, Sec.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.
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OrderEarly
There are indications that the demand
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DadaHt'S Foundation.

Year

Year

for

SUPPLIES will be very larj^^e this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have larg-e facilities for manufacturing all
kinds of

Why

will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

does

We guarantee

it sell

so well ?
Because

B66-K66|]6rS' SllDDli6S,
And

Feb.

satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty,
Purity, l^'iriiine!!)!), No Sag-

has always given better satis-

it

faction than

any

other.

Because li'\ 23 VS-^ARS there have
not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

PA'i'ESix

\vfr:i:i>

PROCESS

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made.
1899 Catalog-

ready Feb.

can Bee-Keeper

THe W.

1.

Copy

Ameri-

of the

20 pa<res' free.

Address

Send name for our

Samples of Foundation and
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Catalojf,

\'eil

Material.

We

sell

T. Falconer MtQ. Go.

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

Please mention Bee J aurnal -when -writing.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of all Kinds

Carloads ot Bee-Hives
Sections. Shipping Cases,

Comb

Foundation, and everything
used in the bee-industry.
*% We want the name and
address of every bee-keeper in
America. We supply dealers as
well as consumers. We have

Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery,
and all modern applimake prompt shipment. Write for

40,000 feet of Iloor 'space,

ances. We
Catalogs, Quotations, etc:

Inter=State Manufacturing Co.
Hudson. St. Croix Co., Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

<®"IF

Langslroth on the Honey Bee — Re:\/i&&cl.
-

The

Classic in Bee-Culture

— Price, SI. 25,

by mail.

=

Beeswax Wanted
at all times.
Please mention Bee Journal

chas. dadant & son,
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing.

III.

YOU WANT THE

=— BEE-BOOK

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook. Claremont, Calif., for his

B66-K66p6rs' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

UNION friTw
lor rippintr, crosscutting,
miter in g,
rabeting, grooving^

^gaining, scroU-sawn g, bor n g, ed gemoulding, beading,
etc. Full line Foot
i

i

For Apiarian Supplies,

Address,

FAHY MFG
i\ir\J* CO

T
L^Ljrxn. I

and Hand Power
Machinery. Send

"lfs."3thl?.°0maha,Neb.
LouK m.

V-l>-'»f 404 Broadway. E. St.

for Catalog A.
Senfifa Falls ntg, Co., 46

Water

St.,

Eastern Bee=Keepers!

Seneca Falls. S. Y.

Do }ou

expect to buy anything in the line of Apiarian Supplies the coming year? If so,'we
to hear from you as to what you want, and mail you our Catalojf. As we keep

would be pleased

Several Carloads of Supplies

•-THIS^

Wood
will hold

in stock,

location insures

you low freight rates and quick transpor-

-OUR HIVES, SECTIONS,

Binder

one year's numbers

of the American Bee Journal
and will be sent by mail for
20 cents. Full directions

accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Journal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-

1^

we can ship promptly, and our

made

Wisconsin where lumber
Weed Process Foundation in stock.

are

in

X a;

is

:hL'ap

special prices

ET(t.

and the best can be obtained.

on large

We

keep Dadant's-

orders, a: a;

from which we sell Bees and Queen&
durins; the season. We have several yards of pure-bred, white Wyandotes, which we have bred for
eggs, "not fancy points. They are great winter layers. If you are interested in POULTRY, we would'
like to quote you price on eggs for Iiatching. We guarantee fertile eggs.

Our apiaries are located

I.

J.

at our

home. Glen Cove, L.

I.,

STRINGHAM, 105 Park

Place,

New York,

N. Y.

ence in book form.

By paying for a year's subscription strictly in advance
this Binder will be sent, postpaid, for 10 cents extra.
ADDRESS,

GKO. W. YORK & CO.
lis Mich. St., Chicago,

111.

BEE=SUPPLIES.
W<

have the best equipt factorv in the West. Capacity,
one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest varietv of evervthing needed in the apiary, assuring
BEST goods at the loweSt prices, and prompt shipment.

llluslratetl Catalog, 72 pag-es, I'ree.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galyanized
steel, all sizes,

any form, for

all

purposes. Price li*l free.
loxi'a.

H. KKETCHMER. Reel Oak,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
Address,

OEORQE W. YORK.

Editor.

«

m

39th YEAR,

CHICAGO,

ILL,,

MARCH

2,

1899,

No.

at 2 p.m., Jan. 11. In the absence of Pres.
H. Clayton was elected President /rofe/w.

The

9,

Hatch, Mr. C.

paper presented was by Mr. Geo. W. Brodbeck,
on "The Bee-Keeper of the Future." The needs of better
methods of management were pointed out, the results would
be larger yields and a better quality of honey, all of which
first

—

desirable results will surely come in the future.
The Secretary read the following paper from Mr.
Pryal, after which followed a lengthy discussion

W. A.

:

Report of the California Bee-Keepers' Convention
BY JOHN H. MARTIN.
The ninth annual meeting of the California State Bee-

Keepers' Association was held in the Chamber of Commerce, in Ivos Angeles, Jan. 11 and 12, 1899.

The

meeting-

was

Blue-Gum on Right

called to order

ytn

by Secretary Mcliityre

bloom)~Rcd-Gicm on Left

(the tallest

—Blue-Gums on

Our

fiigantic

do not want

Honey-Producer—The Eucalyptus.

understood from the title of this paper
that the eucalyptus, or Australian gum-tree, is a gigantic
producer of honey, but I wish simply to let you know that I
consider it a great, big nectar-yielding tree of incomparable value to the honey-bee and her owner.
I have not seen a larger tree in America that
secretes
I

it

of all)-CaliJonna Laurel or Bay-Tree Km lefthand eorner)

the Hill at the Left.
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nectar I don't believe any one else has. Where is there a
tree, often 100 feet high, in this country, that can be called
a honey-tree ? As far as I know, the basswood does not
grow as high as our tall gum-trees, yet it secretes much
more honey, at least in some years, as you know who have
followed bee-keeping in the Eastern States. Possibly some
day, when the gum-trees now growing in this State have
obtained a good old age, they may be far superior honeyyielders than the basswood ever was.
We have bigger trees in this State than the eucalyptus,
and I am proud to say that they are natives of California.
Perhaps some daj-, when our eucalypti are old and hoary,
they may be larger specimens of the vegetable kingdom
than any of our sequoias of world-wide fame.
We Californians want to see everything about us spring
into being with wonderful rapidity. We desire to prove
to the world that we live in a fast age, and I think we
do it. We have trees that in a few short years grow to prodigious size. "Jack's bean-stalk" would not be "in it"
with some of these trees of ours. While I say our trees,
the eucalyptus,
still I would include some of foreign origin
;

—

Mar.

2,

1899.

It is a delightful pleasure to a lover of Nature to
beneath a eucalyptus tree on a balmy day in winter,
listen
to
the myriads of bees merrily humming their
and
gladsome tune as they industriously gather the nectar from
the thousands of flowers overhead. With what vim they
work is fully attested by their joyous hum and their rapid
flight to and fro between hive and tree.
It is not long after the gum-tree begins blooming that
the brood-chamber that was most depleted of stores during
December which, to me, seems to be the month when the
bees consume the most honey in this climate is again well
provisioned. This honej' is very dark in color, thick, and
of a strong, aromatic flavor the color often resembling
the iron-colored sap that sometimes exudes from a cut in the
tree and forms a gum of a rusty iron nature. And, in passing, I might ask, What honey gathered during the winter
months in this State is light in appearance, and of a good
marketable flavor ? I know of none. Do you ? My observations lead me to the belief that none of our honeys from
native or imported plants yield light-colored honey, except

the bees.
sit

—

—

;

warmer months

of the year.
not a light-colored honey that the apiarist cares so
much for during a year of drouth almost " any old thing "
at such a time will satisfy him and his bees. Where the
apiary is located near a gum forest, or in a neighborhood
where gum-trees are numerous, even if they are planted as
roadside trees, as we find them in nearly all portions of the
State, the apiarist's bees will not starve. They will be able
to fill their hives with stores obtained from the flowers of
these trees.
All through the winter, when the weather is fair, my
bees work on the blossoms of eucalyptus globulus (bluegum), and sometimes on eucalyptus rostrata (red-gum). It
is not always that the latter blooms during winter hereabouts more often its season of inflorescence is in the fall.
Even then it is a boon to the apiarist, for it allows the bees
to lay in a store of sealed honey for winter.
We could sow the seed or set out many plants that are
noted honey-yielders, but how many do so ? And this
mainly for the reason that we consider the ground more
valuable for some other crop. Where there is an abundance
of water for irrigation, alfalfa is often raised, and an excellent honey-producing plant it is, too. Would that there
were more of it in this State, for it would not only be a
great acquisition for the apiarist, but for the cattle and
sheep raiser as well.
Right here I would like to suggest to bee-keepers who
have not tried it. that they fill their pockets with alfalfa
seed when about to take a walk along the bank of a creek,
or along the roadside, and then scatter some of this seed at
intervals during their journey. By taking these little walks
in different directions they will soon have seeded quite a
section about their home. Most of this seed will grow, provided it is sown just before a rain. In a few years seed
from the plants thus grown will scatter and become selfsown. The area of one's bee-pasture will be greatly augmented by pursuing this plan for several j'ears.
There are many varieties of the eucalyptus in California besides the two I have already referred to, but I consider these the best for the bee-keeper, as they are of rapid
growth, bloom profusely, and make excellent fuel. Eucalyptus globulus is well known it is now about one of the
most common and striking trees we have in the State. l5ucalyptus rostrata is not so common. It is not quite so rapid
a grower as the blue-gum, but it is generallj- of a handsomer appearance, if it is possible to attribute beauty to
either of these trees. Some people are of the opinion that
this is far from being
all varieties of eucalypti are ugly
correct, for out of the several hundred varieties of gumtrees there are many that are ornamental.
Anj' bee-keeper who possesses a patch of land in the
hills should by all means plant as many gum-trees as he
possibly can, as I consider these trees very valuable for
fuel, ornamentation (and God knows that our Southern
California hills and some of the Northern ones, too are
quite desolate in their treeless nudity), enhancing the
value of the realty and last, tho not least, for honey.
Eucalyptus is of easy culture, and any one can raise the
plants from seed. When the young plants are eight or
twelve inches high, they are ready to set out in the place
where they are to remain. They will require no attention
I
after they have been in the open ground a year or two.
would recommend planting them in clumps of a dozen or
so, rather than plant them at set distances through the field
as one would plant an orchard. Clumps of trees at irregular intervals scattered over a field or hillside are more picturesque then when set out orchard fashion besides, the
in the

It is

—

—

;

Blue-Gum

(Eucalyptus.) Flowers.

for instance. In the tree just named, bee-keepers are the
most interested it is one that overshadows everything else
in their bee-garden, and as it is the one I started to discuss
in this paper I must confine myself to it.
It is well that our delightful climate allows us to grow
this tree, for it enhances the value of our State as a bee's
paradise. With the aid of the honey from the eucalyptus
an apiary that is located near a grove of these trees is able
to bridge over a gap when other bee-pasturage would be an
unknown quantity.
About the Bay of San Francisco, and more especially in
the vicinity of Oakland and Berkeley where my observations of the tree under consideration have been principally
confined the blue-gum blooms in winter and early spring.
The flowers are numerous, and I have known individual
trees to begin their period of inflorescence in December and
continue to bloom continuously until May or June. The
buds on the south side of the tree are brought into bloom
by the warm sun of December or January, and as the days
grow more balmy the flower-cups expand in increast ratio
until finally the whole tree has opened its honey-chalices to
;

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

—
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grow better; they do not have that bean-pole appearance that Rambler attributed to them once upon a time. In
order to make them grow rapidly the first year or two after
being planted in the open, and to prevent their being
choked out by weeds, they should be cultivated.
I have been able to work my bees much closer since the
advent of eucalyptus honey in my neighborhood than I was
at any time previouslj'.
Before we had a flow of this honey
there would be few wild flowers for the bees to work upon
after the last of Jujy. Now we have considerable honey
from the red-gum during the fall. As there are five goodsized gum-tree forests in my vicinity two being- on the
grounds of State institutions at Berkeley, and another of
over 100 acres a few hundred yards away perhaps I am too
enthusiastic about these trees. Yet I hardly think I am, for
I have given them a good deal of attention as honey-producing trees since 1877, as will appear from the old BeeKeepers' Magazine and the Pacific Rural Press.
After March eucalyptus honey is not so dark and objectionable as that gathered during the preceding months
trees

—

—

Blue-Gums

in

Winter

;

;

!

from some Australian friend. He would raise a lot of plants
from these, and in time they would be set out in his immediate vicinity. In and around San Rafael there are some
fine specimens of eucalypti, one of which is, I believe, eucalyptus ficifolia, which produces a generous profusion of
gorgeous scarlet flowers in trusses. It is one of the most
handsome of the family is rather tender, and on this account is cultivated more largely at the place named than
any other place in this portion of California, because the
climate of San Rafael is noted for its mildness. I have
often seen ladies with large masses of these flowers as they
wended their way from the San Rafael ferry in San Francisco.
I should judge that the tree is a rich honej'-producer.
At San Mateo, San Jose, and other places about the
Bay, I have seen many varieties, and they all seem to be
attractive to the bees. I should think there are more than
two dozen varieties grown about Oakland. It was here, I
;

believe, that the gum-tree was first planted in California
it surely seems to thrive better hereabouts than in any
other place I know of. On our place we have a blue-gum
;

— Red-Guins

my experience. Possibly in the southern
counties of the State the honey from this source may be
lighter in color, owing to the difference of climate. I am
told that some of the honey gathered from these trees in
Australia is very beautiful in appearance that it is as
light-colored as one could desire. Then I have been told by
others that it is dark and disagreeable in flavor. I have not
the least doubt that my informants are right they came
from different sections, and the climatic conditions being
different, the honey was consequently afl'ected therebj'.
I have not seen any gum-tree honey that I could call
light amber. Our light honey is produced after the eucalyptus has almost ceast to bloom.
I have noticed that in some portions of the State more
of one variety of this tree is set out than there are of others,
aud that hardly any two places plant largely of a sort that
predominates in another locality, excepting, I might say
always, the everlasting blue-gum. What a hold this tree
has on the aft'ections of the people of this State
I suppose
the reason of this uneven distribution is due largely to the
nurserymen who introduced the trees in the different towns
of the State. One man would get a collection of a few sorts
at least that is
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on the Hill at the Left.

tree about a quarter of a century old, that is over three feet
in diameter a foot
feet tall.

from the ground, and something over 100

In the southern portion
varieties of eucalypti that

I noticed a few
had not seen up here. I

of the State
I

shouldn't wonder but they may be better honey-producers
than anything we have hereabouts.
Over a score of years ago a bee-keeper in Los Angeles
county asserted that the honey of a certain variety (he called
it eucalyptus ekostrata) of gum-tree near the City of Angels
yielded a nectar that poisoned all bees that sipt thereof.
The Herald of that city exploited the matter. It appeared
that it was slaughtering bees by the million that it bid
fair to destroy every bee near the city.
My attention was
called to the article by the editor of the Pacific Rural Press,
and I was askt if I ever heard of eucalyptus hone)' killing
bees. I answered that I had not, and I doubted very much
if nectar from any plant was injurious to bees.
After several more squibs in the local papers of Los Angeles, the
matter was dropt, and I have heard nothing since about
gum-tree honey being injurious to bee-life.
In closing, let me advise bee-keepers, especially those
;

.
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who have plenty

of unimproved land, to plant eucalyptus
wherever and whenever they can. Those who have
room may plant out what trees their land will accommodate. Raise more plants than you require for your own
use, and give the surplus ones to your neighbor to plant.
He may be glad to get them, for he may have been wishing
to establish a windbreak behind his barn, or, perhaps, he
had been thinking that he should set out a lot of trees that
would give all the fuel and fence-posts he and his children
would require in the future. Just cast j-our bread upon the
waters and it will return a hundred fold.
W. A. Pry.\l
trees

little

Mr. Brodbeck practices migratory bee-keeping, moves
his bees from the sage-fields in the mountains to the suburbs of the city where the bees have access to a large acreage of the eucalyptus trees the bees get enough honey to
keep them through the winter, and sometimes they store a
surplus.
Mr. Steele recommended eucalyptus robusta as a good
honey-producing tree. It required great care to start the
growth of the tree from the seed. The seed should be sown
in fine soil in trays, and covered lightly with fine soil, and
exposed to warmth and moisture. The young tree, when
first planted, requires some nursing with water for a few
years, but when it becomes fully rooted it will take a very
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proverbial for their generosity in imparting their knowledge. His idea was that we should come together often,
and trust each other more, and the result would be in a better class of bee-keepers. He indorst the labors of the United
States Bee-Keepers' Association, and hoped all would join
the organization.
Mr. Wilkin was elected President for the coming year,
J. F. Mclntyre re-elected Secretary, and the present Treasurer continued.
short honey season is not conducive to a large attendance at a bee-convention in California. Fully SO percent of
the bees have died, and the rains have not been suflicient
encouragement to ensure a honey crop.
Los Angeles Co., Jan. 21.

A

;

severe drouth to

Winter

kill it.

METHODS OF FBKDING BEES.
Methods of feeding were discust by M. H. Mendleson
others.
Mr. Mendleson crowds the bees upon a few
combs, compelling them to crowd the queen into small
space by so doing the queen is prevented from enlarging
the brood-nest and rearing a large number of bees to consume the temporary stores given them. He used for a
feeder a half of a five-gallon can in which a float is placed.
Mr. Mclntyre used a six-pound feeder on the rear of
his hives, the bees having access to it through an augerhole. The feeder has a cover to it, and there is no chance
for robbers to molest the colony — they would make no attempts to gain an entrance in front of the hive.

and

;

Mr. Aldrich feeds at even,' tenth hive to this colony he
gives all of the feed and distributes combs as fast as they
are filled to the colonies that most need the food.
Mr. Wilkin found that bees could be fed nicely at night,
by tilting up the front of the hive and turning the feed in
at the entrance, the bees taking it up from the bottomboard.
The session of the Association on the morning of the
12th showed some signs of dwindling. Altho the attendance was not so numerous, the discussion of foul brood laws
and foul brood was quite animated, and consumed a good
portion of the forenoon.
The question was askt if the bee-keepers would make
an exhibit at the Paris Exhibition. As no concerted action
was taken it will probably remain an open question, and
made, if at all, upon individual contributions. California
has never made a creditable exhibition of honey as representing the whole State, and probably never will until the
advent of that " sweet bye-and-bye " referred to in the open;

ing paper by Mr. Brodbeck.

MARKETING HONEY AND CO-OPERATION.
Mr.'McNay, of Wisconsin, was present, and gave an
interesting talk on marketing honey. He stated that nearly
all of the Eastern honey is put in up barrels and kegs, and
dealers prefer Eastern honey in that style of package. He
advised bee-keepers not to ship honey to commission-men
unless they got a good advance upon their hone}'. Honey
that is sent on without exacting an advance, is usually put
in the back portion of the warehouse, and is the last to be
sold that is the reason why bee-keepers sometimes have to
wait so long for their returns. He found that where extracted honey was put upon the market, and where people
could have confidence that it was the pure article, it would
sell better than comb honey, and the sales could be increast.
As there is a difference in tastes, and as some people like a
strong-flavored honey, he could sell buckwheat at the same
price as the light-colored and milder-flavored.
Mr. R. Wilkin, our well-known veteran bee-keeper, gave
an interesting- address upon "Co-operation." He had noted
a great improvement in honey-production since 1861. Since
that period more conventions were held, and journals publisht, and they all had an influence to elevate the business
;

of bee-culture. The person who did not read the bee-papers,
or did not attend the meetings of an association, obtained a
second-hand knowledge of the business. Bee-keepers are

Flig-hts for

BY

C.

P.

Bees

— Constipation.

DAD.\NT.

WE

are having a good winter for the bees, tho it is a
poor season here for the wheat-grower. There has
been but little snow, but the alternatives of cold and
warmth have g^iven our bees repeated chances for winter
flights thus far.
It would now be very strange if the bees
did not winter well. The early and rigorous cold weather
of November and December threatened us with a long winter, but January proved to be mild, and the severe but short
cold spell of February has not done them much harm.

Bees are a warm-blooded insect, and as long as a colon}'
keeps in health the temperature of the cluster is about the
same as the normal temperature of the blood of a human
being. So the bees go safely through some of the most extreme cold-spells, even with a great deal more ventilation
than one would think was good for them.
We had a neighbor bee-keeper, years ago, who kept bees
in the old-fashioned way, and allowed them to go through
the winter without a bottom-board, the hives being raised
from the ground on stakes, and his winter losses were not
much greater than the average. He held that they wintered better in that way, as they never lackt ventilation and
pure air, which was true, but it always seemed to me that it
was like sleeping with a window open. I know of people
who never sleep without an open current of cold air. I
never could become quite convinced that this was the proper
way to avoid colds and catarrh, altho I will acknowledge

change of air is necessary, or
want mine warmed up before

that a

but

I

rather, indispensable,
it

reaches me, during

zero weather at least. Tho our bees are in no fear of
catarrh and cold, the protracted cold and extremes of temperature compel them to consume an unusual quantity of
stores, and their abdomens become distended with fecal
matter which they must discharge occasionally, if they are

expected to keep healthy and winter well.

So an occasional warm day, allowing them to take wing
and cleanse themselves, is always beneficial, and it may be
safely asserted that with a warm day once every three
weeks, ordinary colonies will live through the most frigid
weather that is known in our latitude. When the cold
weather is of long duration they are not only in danger of
being compelled to discharge their bowels in the hive, but
are also running the risk of constipation. And, by the way,
this constipation which, in some years, seems to take the
shape of a contagious disease, is but little seen outside of
long confinement. I have often thought that the disease
generally called " the nameless bee-disease," might be but
a contagious form of constipation.
Cheshire, who has made an anatomical examination of
this disease, gives it the scientific name of " bacillus gaytoni," after Miss Gayton, who, it seems, called his attention
In constipation, a.s in the " nameless," the bee is
to it.
apparently crippled by the distended condition of her abdomen when the contents of the bowels are examined, they
are found loaded with ofi^ensive matter as foul as that discharged by healthy bees that have been confined a long
time in the hive. The disease seems to be most prevalent
among the oldest bees, for in most cases the sick ones are
;
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those which are deprived of hair by long
and shiny."

toil,

and are "

slick

health and a full coat of hair, suffering from this same
malady. When constipation has been prevalent in a colony,
it seems to retain its hold among the bees, and to continue
slowly and contagiously, and I have often known even the
queens to die of the same cause. Occasionally the " nameless disease " has run with more or less force in a hive for
an entire season, tho not with sufficient virulence to endanger the strength of the colony, but I am of the opinion that
it may usually be traced back to the long winter confinement of the bees on perhaps inferior honey.
Plenty of good, well-diluted, warm feed in the spring,
is the best thing that can be recommended to do away with
this disease, but it is certainly advisable to procure our bees
as many chances of flight as possible during the cold
weather.
We have just had a pleasant day (Feb. IS), and the bees
have again had a good cleansing flight. Every colony is
alive in the home-apiary to-day. Surely the loss cannot be

Hancock

Co.,

111.

No. 1.— Doolittle's Talk on Bees at a Farmer's
Institute in New York State.
BY REPORTER.
and
19
there was a Farmer's Institute held
JANUARY
at South Onondaga, N. Y., about 10 miles out from
Syracuse. Among the other speakers announced on
the program was Gilbert M. Doolittle, who was to be the
18

speaker for the afternoon of the first day. Besides the
address of welcome in the morning, there were to be two
speakers in the forenoon, and in the afternoon ex-Gov.
Hoard, of Wisconsin, was to address the institute preceding
Mr. Doolittle.
But the meeting opened late, and for this reason the
first speaker of the forenoon took up all the time before
dinner, thus crowding three speakers into the afternoon
session. The first took an hour and a quarter of time, and
the Governor an hour, so that it was nearly four o'clock
when Mr. D. took the platform and lookt over the tired
audience which had been assembled for about two hours
last

and a

half.

Mr. Doolittle's face showed that he was in a " brown
study " for a moment, as if he feared he could not "catch
and hold " his hearers with the subject, "Bees and Honey,"
which had been assigned him. when in their tired condition,
for quite a few had been going out before the Governor
closed his address. But presently a light came over his
face, and he began something like this
A little boy was sent to a neighbor's by his mother, one
dark night, on an errand, and this little boy was always
afraid in the dark. When he returned, his mother said to
him, " You were not afraid much, were you, my son ?"
The boy replied, "Oh, mamma, if you had only felt the
streaks of scaredness run up and down my legs as I did,
you would know I was scart."
"And now to follow two such eloquent speakers as have
preceded me this afternoon, and especially a Governor of a
great State like Wisconsin, makes the
streaks of scaredness run up and down my legs, just as they did on the
legs of that little boy."
Here Mr. Doolittle gave a great shudder, which caused
a smile to come over nearly every face, and from that time on
Mr. D. had perfect power over those before him, so that no
one left the room till he had finisht speaking.
He went on to tell how he was raised in " old, cold
Spafford " (as the town of Spafi'ord in which Mr. D. lives
has the highest elevation in the county of Onondaga),
where it was so cold they could eat "jack-wax " off snowbanks on the Fourth of July, and raise flax to perfection.
How his parents moved to that town from the State of Connecticut, and being- poorly supplied with this world's goods,
kept him at work on the farm, so he had only a limited district school education.
How one day, when the school commissioner came to examine the school, his teacher had
pointed him out as " the biggest ignoramus in the school,"
and. said Mr. Doolittle, " he might have added his name is
:

'

'

Doo-mne."

This caused a ripple of mirth to pass over the audience,

when he continued
" But

I

am

or anything of the kind, but to speak
you as best I can, in my homely, ungrammatical way,
about bees and honey."
He then went on to tell how each good colony of bees in
early spring contained a queen, and from five to ten thousand workers. The worker-bees are the ones which do the
stinging, gather the nectar from the fields, nurse and feed
the larva?, build the comb, etc.; while the queen is simply
the " mother-bee," her only business being that of laying

eggs. When she first commenced to lay in the early spring
she only laid about ten eggs a day, but as the weather grew
warmer she made an increase, until, when doing her best,
she would lay from two to three thousand every daj' during
the forepart of June. These eggs were in that form for
three days, when they hatcht into little worms or larvK, so
small as hardly to be seen with the naked eye, but, under
the stimulus of the chyle fed to them then, grew till they
nearly or quite filled the cell six days after hatching, when
the cell was sealed over, and they remained in the pupa
form, or hid from view, for 12 days more, when they
emerged a perfect bee.
He told how the young bees did little more than eat and
straighten out for the next day or two, when they went to
feeding the larvae, building comb if needed, and doing general " housework," till they were 16 days old, when they
went out as field-workers, gathering honey, water, pollen
and propolis, till 45 days from the time of emerging from
the cell, when, as a rule, during the working season, they
died of old age, and another generation took their place.
Thus the workers lived 45 days only in the summer-time,
but in the winter, when they were comparatively inactive,
their vitality was not worn out so soon, hence the bee that
emerged from its cell in September lived over till the next
May or June.
As the bee was 3 days in the egg form, 6 days in the
larval form, and 12 days in the pupa form, making 21 days
from the egg to the perfect bee, the queen could place on the
stage of action two and one-seventh generations to where
one died off, thus bringing about swarming throug-h her
more prolific eg-g-laying during May and June.
He next told how by reversing and spreading the brood
the queen could be coaxt to lay a greater number of eggs
than she otherwise would, and if planned rightly, so that
the greatest number of workers were on the stage of action
at the same time when the honey harvest was at its best,
the best results could be secured in honey.
He explained how to know when the honey-producing
flowers would bloom, and how to rear the bees so as to meet
this bloom
but to go into all of the minutia of what he
said would take too long to be interesting to the reader. He
reminded the audience that few bee-keepers paid much attention to this, which was the most essential point to be
lookt after in producing honey. In fact, he made it very
plain that the person who did not look after this part of the
business could not possibly secure the best results in api;

culture.
At this point he took the audience by surprise with a
story something like this
There was a certain darkey in the South who went
almost daily to his nearest city to vend the proceeds from
his truck-garden. But one morning something unusual
happened, which was that his wife went with him, for the
first time.
As he reacht the suburbs of the citv he called
out in his usual way, " 'Tatoks 'TATOES !" Mr.' D. here
put such power in his voice that quite a number jumpt in
their seats, and one girl gave a little shriek, which only
added to the merriment.
Immediately the darkey felt something pulling on his
coat-skirt, and his wife said in a hoarse whisper, " Hush,
hush, honey you'll waken everybody in town." To which
the darkey answered, " Do you suppose any one will hear
:

!

;

me when

say 'Tatoks !"
" Hear you, hear you, yes they'll hear
for five miles around !"
"Well, that's what I'm shouting
I

!

•TATOES

j'ou all the
for.

tell

you of

my

scaredness, of ray

way

'Tatoks

1

1"

This story brought a general applause, and as soon as
had subsided Mr. D. imprest upon his audience that such
shouting, about bringing the bees and honej' harvest together, always brought success to the one practicing it.
He told them how he might talk to them about swarming and non-swarming, queen-rearing, crating and marketing honey, preparing^ for winter, etc., but if they would
take home with them one thought of securing the bees in
time for the honey harvest, both he and they would be well
it

paid for the time .spent in coming to the institute.

:

not here to

home surroundings,
to

It has been sug-g-ested that the slick and shiny appearance was caused by the disease itself and only a result, but
I have often seen young bees, with all other appearances of

great.
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[Continued next week.]
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That Stored by Blacks.

BY EDWIN BKVINS.

WHEN

I first read the article by Mr. Bates on page 19 I
said to myself, " The committee appointed to investigate and report on the causes for the superior
quality of Italian honej' is making progress." Then I
" read over again that perplexing epistle," and concluded
that not much progress had been made, after all.
It may seem ungracious in me to maintain so persistently the character of a Doubting Thomas, but as long as I
a»i a skeptic I will not try to appear to be something else.
When the evidence is such as to produce conviction I will
own up as freely as Thomas did.
And now let us analyze the evidence adduced by Mr.
Bates.
He says, " The taste of the pudding is the proof," leaving us the inference that he has tasted the two puddings
made by the two different cooks, and that the pudding made
by the Italian cooks had an appreciablj' better taste than
the one made by the black ones. Now, I am not going to
contend that one pudding did not taste better than the
other. It is not the fact that one tasted better than the
other, but the reasons for this better taste that we are in

search

DR.
[Questions

may

CONDUCTED BY
Afareng-o, XU.

MILLER,

be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

Number of Bees

—

Answer. According to Root's "
there are about 1,600 bees in a pint.

Number of Colonies

in

One Hive

In his third paragraph, Mr. Bates relates the circumstances that a few years ago he had two colonies of blacks
located side by side and apparently equal in all respects.
One colony stored surplus, the other consumed the honej- it
had. His conclusion is that the difference in the " reach "
of the bees of two colonies made the difference in results.
It is then a fair conclusion that so»ie colonies of blacks
have longer tongues than do other colonies of blacks. If
this be so, may it not well be that some colonies of blacks
have tongues as long as some colonies of Italians? That
the average length of the tongues of Italians may be greater
than that of the blacks may be a proven fact, but I confess
that I am not familiar with the proof.
In his seventh paragraph, Mr. Bates tells us that one
season he had a 3-frame nucleus of Italians which beat an
8-frame colony of blacks. He attributes the difference in
production to the difference in the reaches of the two
strains, and also the difference in the quality of the honey.
With what did he compare the Italian product ? He says
that he got not a pound of surplus from the blacks. But
then he might have had other colonies of blacks that stored
surplus.
I think that if Mr. Bates kept none but Italian bees he
would some seasons observe similar differences in production between different colonies and similarly if he kept
none but blacks. So many factors contribute to produce
differences in both production and quality that it will not
do to attach much importance to any one of them.
There is some plausibility in the theory of Mr. Bates,
that the better portions of the flower-secretions go to the
bottoms of the flower-cups, and this would make me wish
that these better portions would rise like cream instead of
settling like a sediment, if it were not for the fact that the
flower-cups of many flowers are bottom side up.
The facts recited by Mr. Bates in his third paragraph
seem to be fatal to many of the claims and contributions
embodied in his article.
Like the member of a certain fraternity (which shall be
nameless), I am hungering and thirsting for "more light."
;

do not now question the fact of the better taste of the
product of Italian bees this fact is attested by so many
credible witnesses that I am constrained to yield it my belief.
But that this superiority is present at all times and
under all circumstances may well be questioned. I would
be understood as not being satisfied with the reasons thus
far given for the existence of this better taste when present.
It is my impression, however, that when this discussion is over, it will generally be agreed that the reasons
presented by C. P. Dadant are the reasons which come
nearest affording a solution of the problem.
Decatur Co., Iowa.
I

—

Langstroth on the Honey.Bee, revised by the Dadants,
a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains S20 pages, and is bound elegantly.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
is

We

mail it for $1.25, or club
Bee Journal for a year— both for only $2.00.

it

with the

in a Pint.

How many bees are there in a pint ? As many claim
that 40,00 bees make a good colony, I would like to know on
what plan to estimate, so that I can tell when I have from
20,000 to 40,000. If I know how many there are in a pint I
can estimate a colony.
Pennsyi,vani.\.

of.

arise about bees.

C. C.

1.

How many

2.

Can

ABC

of Bee-Culture "

One Apiary Two Queens

in

Storing Syrup.

colonies will do profitably in one apiary ?
there be two queens kept in one colony by liaving

a queen-excluder between, with one entrance
3. If syrup is fed to bees and they store
will it be honey or syrup ?

?
it

in the cells

Oregon.
Answers. — 1. That depends on the amount of pasturage. J. F. Mclntyre, in California, had 600 colonies in one
apiary. It is quite possible that a less number might give
more surplus, and it is entirely certain that in the large majority of locations 600 colonies would not only yield no surplus but would starve for want of food. It is estimated that
a colony consumes about 60 pounds of honey in a year, and
that 60 pounds must be taken from all that is gathered before any surplus is left for you. There is no way to determine positively how much nectar is in a certain territory,
but suppose 6,000 pounds of honej' is the entire amount that
can be gathered by the bees in a given apiary. If there are
100 colonies, they will need for their own use the whole of
the 6,000 pounds, and you will have no surplus. If there are
more than 100 colonies, they will starve unless they are fed.
If there are SO colonies, they will need for their own use
3,000 pounds, and the remaining 3,000 you would have in
surplus. If you have a fair amount of white clover or linden, with fruit-bloom and some fall flowers, it is probable
that 100 colonies would do well, but it must be remembered
that no two years are exactlj' alike.
2. You can have two queens in a hive by having a thin
board partition between the two, and the two queens will
sometimes, perhaps generally, be allowed if an excluder is
between.
3. If bees are fed syrup in the ordinary way, whatever
they store will still be syrup.

Transferring -Preventing After-Swarms -Fence and
Plain Sections.
1. In transferring, would you advise the Heddon plan
as described in " A B C of Bee-Culture ?" If so, how should
the second " drive " be united with the first at the end of 21
days, as I presume they will have reared a queen of their
own in the meantime ?
2. To prevent after-swarming, I see you advise setting
the swarm on the old stand, leaving the parent colony close
to it for a week. The " A B C of Bee-Culture " recommends
placing the old colony at the other side of the yard at once.
What are the reasons for the different plans, and why will
either plan stop it ?
3. I am thinking of adopting fence and plain sections
Would you advise doing so, or sticking to the
this year.
old style ? Which of the plain sections would be better
Woodi,awn.
the square or the tall ?

Answers. -^1. Yes, the best way is to use the principle
Heddon plan, which is to get all the worker-brood
hatcht out before cutting out any combs. Very likely, how-

of the

instead of driving, you
own accord by way of
swarming. For one thing, it's less trouble to hive a swarm
than to drive them. Another thing is that the bees know
ever,

wait

you will be better suited

till

the bees

come out of

if,

their
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is the right time when all thing's are ready for swarming, and you may make a mistake about the best time for
driving. If the bees do not swarm by the time most colonies have swarmed, you still have the chance to drive them.
At the end of 21 days you can drive out all bees and unite
without paying any attention to queens the bees will settle
that matter for themselves.
2. When a prime swarm issues there is a big lot of
sealed brood present, and young bees are emerging by the
thousand every day, so that when the first young queen is
ready to fly there is a strong force of bees ready to go with
her.
If you can manage to have the larger part of those
young bees unite with the swarm, you increase its ability
for gathering surplus, and you at the same time lessen the
desire for a second swarm. If you put the swarm on the old
stand and at once put the old hive in a new place at some
distance, all the bees that were out in the field will go back
to the old stand, and all the old bees that leave the old hive
the next day or so will return to the old stand. This will
strengthen the swarra, and at the same time will weaken
the old colony so much that it will generally prevent any
second swarm. Not in all cases, however, and if we can do
anything to throw a still larger number of bees from the
old hive into the new, it will be an advantage to do so.

when

—

Now, suppose

that instead of putting the old hive in a

we set it close beside the swarm. Then
two days later We move the old hive to a new place. All the
bees will join the swarm that would have done so had we
moved the hive on the day of swarming, and in addition to
new

place at once

that there will be all the bees that have turned into fieldbees in the two days. If we wait until three days after
swarming, the number of field-bees will be still larger, and
so the number will increase daily for some time. But we
must be sure to move the hive before a second swarm issues.
Under ordinary circumstances, we are safe to move it a
week after the daj- of swarming. On that day set it in a
new place, and all the field-bees will desert it and join the
swarm. You can make the matter still more emphatic if
you move the hive at a time of day when the young bees
are taking a flight, for all of them that are out when the
move is made will also join the swarra. For a day or two
no nectar will be brought into the removed old hive, and
this, together with the depletion in numbers, will so discourage the bees that they will give up all notion of swarm-
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the smallest particular is put down in black and white there
If the beewill almost certainly be misunderstandings.
books were to give instruction that would cover all cases, it
would make a book of itself. Each case is different from
all others, and it is not very likely that a full answer to the
present question will be of any use to any other reader, as
may be seen to some extent by looking up what is said in
the last volume of this Journal as to bee-keeping on shares.
See pages 11, 26, 122, 598, 662 and 807. On those pages you
will perhaps find more on the subject than is to be found in
any of the bee-books, and yet from the nature of the case
nothing there said is likely to be of much use to the very
next one who desires information on the subject. I regret
that I cannot give an explicit answer to every question of
the kind, but I think you will see it is impossible.
In the present case the question is less involved than in
some others. A has a certain number of colonies from
which he wants an annual interest. Plainly, he should
have the same interest he would get on the amount of
mo.ney the bees would sell for, with the bees as the only security for getting back his principal at the end of five years.
But that leaves the question still open, for the risk depends
much on the locality and the kind of a man B is. The rate
of interest is always higher where the security is poor. If
the locality is one where it is hard to winter bees in safety,
where the majority run out of bees entirely in five years or
less, and if B is so little skilled that he doesn't know how to
succeed in wintering, there should be a good deal more than
the legal rate of interest.
At the end of five years, if A has had his interest annually, he should expect nothing more than his regular interest for that year and his principal back.
The value of bees varies with time and place. It may
be three times as much in one place as another. I have no
means of knowing what they are worth where A and B live.
Turning to page 560 of last year's volume, you will see definite prices given by a man with his mouth full of sobs and
his voice full of tears. But those prices may be very different from any A can realize. You can know something definite as to the price of bees of those who advertise them for
sale, but that doesn't tell what they are in other places.

duestions on Transferring.

ing.

sometimes happens that at the time when a first
is ready to issue the weather is so bad that swarming is delayed for two or three days. In that case the second swarm would issue in less time than usual after the
first, making it happen that if we wait a week before moving the hive to a new place, there would be a second swarm
before that time. So if there has been bad weather just before the time of the prime swarm issuing, it may be well to
move the old hive to a new place in six days or even less
time after the day of swarming.
I had
3. I don't know enough about them to answer.
them on trial last year, but the failure of the honey crop
left me no wiser than a year before.
It will be wise for
you to try the two kinds side by side and decide accordingh'.
It

swarm

Keeping Bees on Shares.

As there is but very little said in the text-books in regard to leasing or renting bees, I have concluded to ask a
question on that subject, not only for my own benefit, but
for the benefit of others that may be interested in bees on
shares.

Suppose A should lease to B any number of colonies,
from 2 to SO, for a term of five years, B to furnish every-

—

thing hives, sections, foundation, etc., and do all the
work, rear and furnish queens to keep all colonies up to the
standard. What rate of interest should A receive annually ?
And what would be the value of said bees per colony, if Italians in modern hives ? Also the value of common bees in
common hives ? How many colonies of bees should A receive over and above the number least (if any) at the end of
five yearsg

1. I have one colony which is hived in a home-made
box, nailed up at both ends. There are two sticks inside
crossing each other, and the bees have built the combs
everyway. I bored some holes in on top and put on a super,
but they didn't do anything above. How can I transfer
them into another hive ? and what can I do with the comb
in the old box ?
2. How can I clean the dead bees from the bottom, when
bottom is nailed ? My idea is to take out some frames,
scrape an empty space, and brush over the balance of
frames towards the clean space. After I get the bottom
cleaned I push the frames back in place and put in the ones
taken out where they were.
I ought to have a good bee-book so I could learn about
Iowa.
bee-keeping.

—

Answers. 1. If you had put in the super a bait, perhaps the bees would have stored in it. As a bait you can
put in a piece of comb. Perhaps you will do as well to
leave the hive undisturbed till after the bees swarm, then 21
days later there will be no worker-brood present, and you
can transfer according to the directions given in the beebooks. By all means you ought to have a text-book for it
will hardly do to take up room here repeating all that you
will find in the book. If there are nice, straight combs in
the old hive, you can transfer them into the new, and the
rest can be melted up.
2. Your way will do, but it is rather slow and troublesome. Take the hive off its stand and set in its place a clean
empty hive. Lift the frames out of the old hive and put
them in the clean one. Now clean out the old hive and it is
ready to replace the next one to be cleaned. If your hives

are very heavy and you are not very strong, instead of first
setting the clean hive on the old stand, go at it in this way
Set the clean hive near by and lift into it half the frames.
Then take the old hive off the stand and put the other in its
place, when you can move the rest of the combs. If you try
it you will probably like your hives better with the bottoms
:

In answering this question the winter losses and taxes
along with increase should be taken into consideration.
But we will suppose that B works the bees for comb honey
Indiana.
and does not care for increase.

—

Answer. Very little is said in the bee-books as to
bees on shares, for the verj^ good reason that very little can
be said that will tie of general interest. The one thing that
can be said to apply to all cases is that unless everything to

loose.

<

»

»

The Premiums offered on page
ing for. Look at them.

62 are well worth work-
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National Bee-Keepers' Union to help put the United States
Bee-Keepers' Union [now Association Ed.] on a more substantial basis, both by their influence and their mone}', I
move that a committee be appointed by the President to
devise some plan by which so desirable an object may be
accomplisht whenever the Advisory Board of the National
Bee-Keepers' Union may signify a wish so to do. [Motion
adopted, and the Board of Directors appointed as such com-

mittee.] "

We

Mr. N. E. France, Wisconsin's State inspector

of api-

republish the foreg-oing paragraph for the purpose
of reminding the Union how nicely the way was left open
for them to come into the United States Association, whenever they should so desire. All that is necessary is for the

aries, is speaking daily upon bee-culture at the farmers'
As that
institutes. He expects to be through by March 17.
is " St. Patrick's Day," we presume he will celebrate then I

Advisory Board of the Union to express their wish to the
Board of Directors of the Association. Mr. G. M. Doolittle
is now President of the Union (and we presume chairman
of the Advisory Board), and Mr. E. R. Root is chairman of
the Board of Directors of the Association.

Mr. Wm. Stohey, of Hall Co., Nebr., writing us Feb.
said
" After a confinement of 22 days, and part of the time
30 degrees below zero, my bees have had three days sporting
in the warm sunshine, and they are now in good trim to
stand another severe spell of cold weather."

Now,

the members of the Union's Advisory Board
wedding " should take place, thej' could so inform Pres. Doolittle, who would communicate such "wish "
to Chairman Root, and likely the contracting parties could
be ready to begin "housekeeping" Jan. 1, 1900 the time
when Mr. Newman says he must terminate his work as
General Manager.
Personallj', we had once decided not to speak again of
uniting the two organizations in question, but perhaps the
time is now at hand when it will be wise to take up the matter and unite under one banner the bee-keepers of this
countrj-.
We are willing to do what we can to make everybody happy, and if the Board of Directors of the Association shall report, at the next annual meeting, that they had
arranged with the Union's Advisory Board to unite the two

:

if

feel that a "

—

organizations Jan. 1, 1900, we shall be glad to join in a
hearty welcome to the Union's membership, and extend
congratulations all around.

—

Michigan Foul Brood Law
We understand that a
Foul Brood Bill is now before th e Michigan legislature, and
Editor Hutchinson, of the Bee-Keepers' Review, speaks of
it

17,

as follows

J. J. G., 1800 Prairie Ave., Chicago, 111., wants a good,
trustworthy man who understands bees thoroughly, and who
will be an assistant gardener. The position would be in

the White Mountains in New Hampshire, town of Littleton,
on an estate of about a thousand acres. The situation is a
good one, and a permanent one to the right man. Address
as above if you think you can "fill the bill," and want the
place.
# « * * #

"Pickings from Our Neighbors' Fields"
title of a new department in Gleanings which gives

is

the

in conother bee-peri-

denst form items of interest gathered from
It is conducted by " Stenog," which is short for
odicals.
W. P. Root, a man not related by blood to the Roots of
Gleanings, but one who has had much to do for many years
with the fact that Gleanings is typographically so near perHe is stenographer and proof-reader, and what he
fection.
doesn't know about the ins and outs of punctuation and the
fine shades of meanings of words is hardly worth knowing.
Withal he has a good stock of the sort of humor of which
one never tires. He seems to find pretty good " picking "
in the

American Bee Journal.

Mr. Thom.\s G. Newman,

of

San Francisco,

Calif.,

General Manager of the National Bee-Keepers' Union, writing us Feb. 18, said
" I have seen in the daily papers of the extreme cold
and of the storms and blizzards you have been having in
the East, for to us Chicago is " East," tho the people in
New York think it West, and nearly out of the world. Like
all else, the blizzards are but temporary, and soon pass
away. The weather here has been cold to us, and very disagreeable much of the time since New Year, but now it is
again pleasant and much warmer. We feel the cold here
much more at freezing-point than you do in Chicago at
zero, because we are not fixt for it, nor used to it, and also
on account of the humidity in the atmosphere, and so it
always seems to be colder than it really is."
:

" If the legislature thoroughly understands the matter,
knows how badly the law is needed, and why it is needed,
there is no doubt of its passage. It is the business of the
bee-keepers of the State to inform the legislature in regard
to the matter.
" If each bee-keeper who reads this will write to his
member in the legislature, and fully set forth the reasons
why the law ought to be past, it will be past. Don't think
that because there is no foul brood in your apiary, nor near
you, that there never will be and the sooner we have this
law, and an inspector to look after the matter the better,
the less likely is it that it will appear in your j'ard. Simply
write to your member and explain to him the contagious,
infectious character of the disease. How it finally destroys
an apiary but that is not the worst of it bees from other
apiaries rob out the depopulated hives, and thus carry home
the seeds of the disease to destroy another apiary, and thus
it continues to spread from apiary to apiary, unless it is
checkt. Call his attention to the fact that it is not the beekeeper alone that suffers but that the fruit-grower and the
horticulturist need the bees to fertilize the blossoms, and
thus cause them to bring forth fruits in abundance. Don't
get up any petitions. Simply write a personal letter to your
member, and it will be read and considered, while a petition
will simply be tuckt away in a pigeon-hole.
" Friends, I beg of you, do not neglect this matter. It
is important."
;

;

;

We

at

Michigan subscribers
once write their representatives at Lansing, urging the
also

would have

all

of our

importance of the foul brood law.

Dr. Peiro, who, as we have reported, visited the Pacific
Coast the past summer, speaks thus of the climate of California

:

to know my opinion of California as a
climate for persons not in robust health that, with the editor's permission, I am tempted to reply to wholesale enquiries through the American Bee Journal.
For persons in advanced years, to the point of feebleness, or those threatened with a development of serious
lung trouble, I would say by all means go to California, and
don't stop until you reach Los Angeles or its vicinity. The
northern portion of the State as a place of residence for
the ailing is from bad to worse generallj' worse.
I can imagine no climate more delightful than that of

So many wish

—

Southern California. But you will do best first to go there,
say for a year, and see how j'ou personally like it before
you " pull up stakes " at the old home for good.
One thing you must also consider while the climate is
excellent it is a poor place for a working-man without capiYou may do so, but it
tal to depend upon earning a living.

—

Laying Workers, Mr. Wilson puts over
the colony a queen and some frames of bees and brood, doing this toward evening, and has succeeded in each of the

To Qet Rid

of

half-dozen cases he tried.

— Progressive Bee-Keeper.

is

best to rely

upon a

well-filled pocket-book.

Dr. Peiro.
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with breeding-room in an 8-frame hive while perhaps only
two or three percent of the healthy queens would find this
hive too large.
"Perhaps many people will disagree with me, who have
never used anything larger than an 8-frame hive, because
they judge of the possible strength of a colony bj- the experience that one may get with such a hive. I beg leave to
say that it is next to impossible to judge fairlj' of this question without first giving a trial to large brood-chambers the
year round. It is useless to expect as populous a colony for
either spring, summer, or winter, on an average, in a small
hive, as in a large one. One might as well expect as large
a colt from a pony as from a Norman mare.
A greater
cluster, a larger space, and a greater amount of stores are
bound to produce, with a queen to match, a more satisfactory colony."
;

ToPrevent a Swarm Scattering into other hives, simply sprinkle the bees with a little water whenever you dump
them 'off the branch on which they have clustered then
they will not take wing, but march straight for the hive in
front of them. F. L. Thompson, in Progressive BeeKeeper.
;

—

Getting Section Honey and Extracted from a colony at
the'same time, is characterized by G. M. Doolittle in the
Progressive Bee-Keeper as a myth. So long as there is any
room in the estracting-combs, bees will build no comb in
sections, even if the extracting-combs are farther than the
sections from the brood-nest.

Getting Light Honey from the Wax=Extractor.— Ordinarily the honey that comes from cappings thrown in the
wax-extractor is injured and darkened by the great heat required to melt the wax. Rambler finds he can get the honey
in good condition by a mild heat long continued.
This is
secured in a cloudy day, and in a bright sun he makes his
own clouds by putting a gunny-sack or something of the
kind ajfew inches above the^glass. Gleanings.

—

A Point for Large' Hives isjmade by Adrian Getaz in
Gleanings, who insists that it is not enough that colonies
are strong to overflowing when the harvest comes, but says
he gets best results from those that are strong before this
time, even if no stronger than others when the harvest begins. He thinks that when a colony merely fills up with
bees ready for the opening of the harvest, that the workers
are not old enough for best results. Practically, the colonies'mu-st be strong the preceding fall.
Bee=Keeping

in Cuba seems to be a live topic nowadays.
talks about it in Gleanings. He thinks bellflower or canipanilla honey is finer than bas.swood, and one
who eats it will want more. He tells of 700 gallons pure
sugar-cane honey being extracted and unsalable, which the
bees gathered the first year of the war from burnt canefields.
He thinks that competition from Cuban honey need
not be greatly feared, as Cuba is not so very large, and not
more than half of it will do to keep bees on at all, except as

W. W. Somerford

a

side-issue.

Practice Better than;Theory.— What I have done, and
the result, is of far more importance to the world than what
I want and why.
In other words, if more of our writers
would wait about telling us their theories till after they had
practiced them for a few years, and then tell us how they
workt, and their .success, less chaft' would appear in our beepapers, and the fraternity be saved much bv not being led
to try so many will-o'-the-wisp things, which result ui a
long "chase" after nothing.— G. M. Doolittle, in the Progressive Bee-Keeper.

Some Interesting Apicultural Figures, in the American
Bee-Keeper, are given by G. M. Doolittle. He began beekeeping
1869, paying 10 cents each for 6-pound boxes.
Got two boxes filled and ate the honev. The next vear he
-sold at 2a cents a pound, boxes costing
$16.66 for each 1,000
pounds of honey. In 1872 or 1873, 2 .jound sections came in,
costing $30 a thousand in the fla-. or $40 ready for use
Sold honey in 1874 for 2»% cent^. .ir 27 cents after taking

m

Sl'r "i?**

°J

sections in

flat.

Thei: sections

fell

to $25, $18,

and $7. To-day tne finest 1-pound sections
are $3, and if honey had fallen ii; the same proportion,
section honey would to-dav bring 6 rents a pound.

$15, $12, $10, $8,

Does the 8-Frame Hive Accommodate the Average
Queen ?^In answer to this question, C. P. Dadant says in
Gleanings
" Emphatically

I will say no.
Neither do I think that
the bee-keeper who makes any tests at all, no matter who
he is or where he is, would answer the question in any other
way. My experience is that about H of the queens are
crowded in a 10-frame brood-chamber, and that not over
one-tenth of the colonies can be sufficiently accommodated

Shall Sections be Scraped?— Editor Holtermann. of the
Canadian Bee Journal, does not take kindly to the idea that
it is better to have .sections daubed with propolis so people
will think the honey genuine. He says
"The above reminds me of an incident when out at
Farmers' Institute work some years ago. The member of
the Government deputation with me was very partial to
milk, of which verj' little, even for tea and coffee, had been
upon the table for some time (we were in a newer and colder
part of the Province). One day for dinner a jug of milk appeared upon the table. I took half a glass and began sipping it. It tasted so strong of the stable I suggested to my
colleague there was no mistake about it
this was genuine
cow's milk. He filled his glass promptly and downed half
of it before he struck the flavor. It was cow. We do not require to have our honey product in a crude condition to
enable an intelligent public to understand it is genuine. It
is just as absurd to call for propolized and travel-stained
honey as it is to call for hair in butter."
:

;

—

—

Sweet Clover Melilotus This plant closely resembles
Alfalfa, but makes a much larger and coarser growth, and
is especially adapted to lime soils.
It will make a good
growth on any lime soil, even on the white barren limehills, where the land is so poor that no other plant will live.
Melilotus is of little or no value on the red clay or sandy
soils which contain little lime.
In this latitude it is a biennial plant, making only a moderate growth the first year,
but an excellent growth the second. This plant comes from
seed the first year and from roots the second, and will then
continue to re-seed itself for years without interference.
The seed may be sown late in August or in Februarj-, at the
rate of Yz bushel per acre, as directed for Lespedeza.
Melilotus, in either the cured or green state, is not generally liked by animals unaccustomed to it at first, but they
soon learn to relish it, and it is very nutritious either in the
green or cured state. Melilotus starts into growth early in
the spring when other green forage ife scarce, and stock
learn to like it quickly. This plant not only furnishes a
large amount of grazing, but has few equals as a soil-improver. Mississippi Experiment Station Bulletin.

—

—

Tar Odor a Cure for Foul Brood. Loyalstone says in
Australian Bee-Bulletin
" I got some foundation, wrapt a piece of cheese-cloth
over it, then I got a box of thin wood, placed two pieces of
tarred felt in the bottom of it, put the foundation in cloth
on top of this. Then put two more pieces of tarred felt on
:

top.

Put

a

this in

warm

place for three weeks,'

when

the

foundation had inhaled the tar it smelt very strong. I then
hived two swarms bad with foul brood in a fresh hive with
starters made of this foundation, and hived two other
swarms bad with foul brood in a fresh hive with starters of
The two swarms
ordinary foundation, with this result
hived on tar-smelling foundation showed no sign of foul
brood. The other two hived on ordinary foundation were
again attackt with foul brood. So again I experimented.
The worst of these two I hived in a fresh hive with starters
of tar-smelling foundation. The other I hived in a fresh
hive with ordinary foundation. Again the hive with antifoul-brood foundation showed no signs of foul brood, whereas the other one was infected. The last I transferred into
a fresh hive with anti-foul-brood foundation, and it showed
no signs of foul brood. I then got a lot of thin cakes of
wax and put in a box in a warm place surrounded with
:

and

weeks the smell of the tar was so
that you could not boil it out. The more
the was was boiled the stronger was the smell. Make this
wax into foundation and foul brood will not trouble j-ou. It
has not in the many cases I have tried.
tarred

felt,

strong in the

in six

was

Mar.

2,
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Root's Column
HAND=HOLE CLEATS
FOR HIVES.
—

We

have finally g-ot them perfected or at
least so they suit us, and now offer them in all
our Dovetailed hive combinations. They are
nothing- more nor less than short pieces of
moulding- beveled at each end, and nailed so as
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Totnata
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Bee-Keeping In Arizona.
Last season I ran my apiary for extracted
honey, and colonies averaged about 80 lbs.
My neighbor, Mr. Glasscoli, had 140 colonies, and they averaged 40 pounds of comb
honey, which is rather a poor crop here.
The alfalfa was a failure, but the old reliable mesquite never fails here, and we are
always sure of a fair crop it yields a milky
white honey, much like the alfalfa.
The prospects are good for next season,
as there has been plenty of snow and rain
in the mountains, and bees are in fine con-

Earliest Good Tomato. Absolutely
first of 200 kinds.
Medium In size,
slightly wrinkled, but of first

first In the market.
Larpe package 10 <'ts,. only, with
our coniplt.-t€lKy9 catalogue.'- -A MIRROR

The

SIX MOST POPULAR FLOWERS,
1 pkt Migaoaette, QIaat
pkt Sweet Peas, 25 kinds
I pkt Morning Glory, Qiaat
pkt Glaot Paasy 12 kinds
pkt Nasturtium. Mad. Qunther I pkt Cosmos, New Early
The above six kinds for only four 2c stamps (8c).

1

I

,

I

honey-bees were kept here
years ago, which were shipt from

California. There were 10 colonies brought
on an ox-wagon. Now the timber and
rocks in the mountains are full of bees.
There is a fly here that ruins the alfalfa
honey one year out of three. It seems to
suck the bloom to death.
W. D. Jefferson.

Graham

Co., Ariz., Jan.

3.

The Bee Journal Helpt Him.
commenced with one colony in the
spring of 189.5. I now have 22 colonies
packt on the summer stands. I think they
are in good condition. I owe my success
I

come directly over the top edg-es of the handholes, as shown above. The following illustrations show a little more of the detail.
nPerhaps the question may be askt v,'u\ the
hand-hole cleat alone would not be sufficient. It
is much more convenient than the hand-hole
alone: and the two in combination are far better
than either alone. When one tries to lift a 50pound hive by hand-holes, his fing-ers can get a

7 Bulba for 14g.
1
I
1

Begonia
Black Calla
Tuberose

so far to a careful reading of the

Bee Journal.
Somerset Co.,

D.

American

And Several Othep Clover

Indian Territory, Jan.

60c
70c
80c
60c
S5c

(melilot)

Alsilie Clover

WhiteClover
Alfalfa Clover
Crimson Clover

more or less
month. They are do-

nearly every day this
ing all right so far as I know. I have 18
colonies in the cellar that can't enjoy this
nice weather to fly out.

Iowa

grip only at the mere tips,
at D. Such a hold is a severe strain on, if not
painful to, the ends of the fingers; and one does
not feel that he cares to lift very many hives in
this way; but if he can tret the heft of the weight
on the middle joints of the fingers, as at A, and
on a rounding edge, he can lift all that his back
will stand.
We sell these cleats separately when called
They
for, at 75 cents per 100, or $6.00 per 1,(XK>.
can be attacht to hives already in use; and
where they are to be moved to out-yards, or
handled very much, these cleats are a great convenience, and worth many times their cost.
Dr. Miller wants his cleats to go clear across
the hive. If there are those who prefer to have
them so, we can supplj- their hives with such,
but the price fof the cleats) will be twice as much
as for the short ones, and will be supplied only
from the factory, as our dealers will keep onl.y

regular goods.

Tliefl.l.RooiGoiiipany
MEDINA, OHIO.

1.25
1.40
1.00
.90

25ft
$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.25
2.00

50K
$4.00
5,75
5.00
4.00
3.50

if

solicited.

GEORGE
US Michigan

W.

YORK & CO.

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

ROCKrORD POULTRYTARM.
FREE!

A youngr

co.u.

Game c

iking the first
H.'kerel that
'
also have
hiz-rever shown
line n'l or utrint Hralin
mtiMmas, Barred

We

Plvniouth n>^<ks and White ^Vyandottes. Send H'c fi.r t-atalogue, IJee
^\ Killer t'urniuluand particulars.
- >
Kockt'ord, 111.
Box K75
.\

:1

_

6A4t

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Noah Miller.

Co., Iowa, Jan. 24.

Something About Bee-Stings.
on a sharp edge, as

Seeds.

freight.

Your orders are

prize

bees have flown, out

Gloxinia

Prices subject to 'market chang-es.
25 cents to your order, for cartage,

a,

My

Cyclameo

I

Add

17.

Bees Have Frequent [Flights.

lOtb
fl.OO

Sft

Sweet Clover

Report for 1898.
sold five colonies,

I

We have made arrang-ements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the foUowintf prices, cash with
the order:

wanted by

I

Easter Lily
Qladlolus

Catalog Free with every order.

SWEET CLOVER

W. Will.

and bad .54 left, which increast to 91, by
natural swarming, and 1.500 pounds of comb
honey. I peddled it out at 10 cents a pound
except a little in spring that was not so
good, which I sold at 8>jJ cents.
A. R, Yandell.

1

New York, 14 Barclay St. CHICAGO, 84-86 Randslrk SL
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Pa., Jan. 16.

In the spring of 1S9S

I

Vaughan's Soeii Stars,

first
l(j

OF AMERICAN

It tells the whole fttory of the
garden, lawn and farm. We also make following
bargain otfers t<> prove that Vaughan's flower seeds ana
bulbs are the bist in the mark<:-t.

HURTICILTUKF.."

dition at the present writing.
All the practical bee-keepers here use the
Langstroth hive, while a great many use
box and old hollow log, and call the queenbee a " king."

about

i

quality and

;

to

-%,

i

Seeing several articles in regard to beeFrom the
I may have a word also.
action of the poison it seems to be of the
same nature as a snake-bite, and no doubt
if the same or equal amount of the poison
stings,

were forced into the circulation its effect
would prove equally fatal. I used to be
very susceptible to the effects of bee-stings,
but after a continued interview of the business end of bees for about 30 years it does
not affect me so seriously. But there are
several things to do in case a sting is received, and several not to do, i.e., don't attempt to pull out the sting the first thing,
but leave it right where the bee put it. The
reason for this is, a bee's sting is barbed
like a fish-hook, and the sac containing the
poison is always left with the sting; any
attempt to pull it out only forces more poison into the wound. Don't stand near the
hive any longer than necessary after being
stung, but move back gently a few feet, as
the smell may anger more of the bees.

Don't make any quick demonstrations, but
move gently and quietly out of the immediate vicinity. Before you go among the
bees provide yourself with a little salt
where you can get it handy, and a small

Seed Offer
The Greatest
New
each Great

Pre-Historic Corn.
One packet
July 4th Oat!*. Great Kuttawa Dwarf Tree Tomato,
inn wtiht. Cabbatiie, Imp. Banana Musk Melon,
ThanSsyivint: Pumpkin and live packets beautiful
tlowerB all free tot:ether with " Up-to-I>ate Farmine
and Gardenint:' vpar ^n eta.) and the Kreatest of
all poultry paper8"The Poultry Keeper" i year (50
Send at once for
otsi.) all the-^e Inr only 75 cents.
the February " I'oultry Keeper " and read about it.
Address. Poultry KeeperCo..box lO.Parkesburg, Pa.
Please mention the American Bee Journal.
Ctf
1

i

HATCH CHICKENS
(

the
BY STEAM-«itb
aeit-rcfialating

Biiiil.ll>',

pf^rrt--cC,

FUr.FISinRI NCUBfiTOB
Thfuaaoda in succeasfui opfralion.
hovitsi priceii let-claas bftlcber made

GKO.

1

44A.;oi

14 to laa

II.

K.

8TAHL.

6th

8t..

Qulncy, HI.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

The "Emerson" Binder.
The Emerson stiff-cloth-board Binder for the
American Bee Journal we mail for 60 cents; or

—

will send it with the Journal for one year both
for $1.50. It is a very fine thing- to preserve the
copies of the Bee Journal as fast as they are received. If you have the '* Emerson " no further
binding- is necessary.

GEORQE W. YORK &
US

MicUisjau Street,

-

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

—
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(ounce) vial of the best whisky immediately swallow about one teaspoonful and
lay a little salt on the sting and wet it with
the whisky. You will, it not a drinking
person (and no bee-heeper should be) feel
the poison going into the circulation from
the wound and the whisky from the stomach. This is the only remedy I have ever
found, if I except the exudations from the
ear, i.e.. ear-wax. which will stop the pain
of a sting uvstaiiUy, but it is not always
attainable.
After the salt and whisky are applied, let
the sting dry up, and then remove it with a
knife. But you can go right back amongst
the bees without fear of their smelling or
being angered, as the whisky and salt kills
the smell as soon as applied.
Garland Co., Ark.
J. H. Herma>xe.

FROM MAKERigr

iDiRecT

aUKim

ftWHOLESAL^

"WINNER"
TOP BUGGY

$35.00

Thorouphlypood. Fully guaranteed. No
better one retails for ^60.
Such a price
withquaiity is only possible under our

[We fear that if some beekeepers should
take a swallow of whisky every time they
are stung they wouldn't be able to do much
with bees or anything else.
We would
much prefer to endure the pain of the sting

plan of business.
sell yoii direct from our Factory
At Wholesale Prices.
I^iirrlcft, Phaetons, BuftrleA* ^prtnf Was*
oiiH and Roud WiigronM. Uur vehicles excel in
quality cfstnck^iatcrial. workmanship, fin-

We

'

make every

vehicle we
odvertlse.
and Double Harness
everythingryoucoulduish. An excellent sinprle
IlanieMH onlownn $4.M0.
Illustrated cataish an. 1 style.

than to swallow the whisky.

\\'c
In Slnfrle

EDWARD W. WALKER CARRAQE CO.
<;o!^iiEN, Indiana.
.-voEiehihsi.

when

Please mention Bee Journal

-wTitme.

SOLD ON TRIAL!
Bay no

Incubator and pay for
before givlnip It a trial.

It

—

The Von Culin Incubators
are sold on trial subject to your approTal. Simplest machine made. A child can operate It. The big^:v«t
e&talogae and "poaltry pointers" book published, sentfor 5c.
Plans for Brooders, Poultry Honsi's, etc.. sent on receipt of 25c.
Voa Culla lacubatorCo. 5 Adams St. Delaware Clt«. Del*

Parent, of

Chaiiion, N. Y., says: " We
cut with one of your Combined Machiues, last winter,
5ii chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
li>0
honey racks, 500 broodframes, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a great deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do

you say

it

it with this Saw. It will do all
will." Catalog- and price-list free.
W. F. & John Barnes,
995 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

Address,
5Ctf

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

JUSTASNATUR4L.r.h'„
Doeso'l
and a
il^alnuire
goinl

reliable.

break itaepcs or make Ita chicKS lonny.
Doesn'tstay off the nestand allow the eggs
to chill but hatches every egg that can b«

THE

hatched.

have become almost discouraged

PETALUMA INCUBATOR
Ib absolntely perfect fts to tncuhatoressintlals— proper applica*
tlon and alxtrlbutlon of heat and molMture, reeulatlon iind ventilation. For 50 to :i.W eixgs, WE PAK
FREIGHT AHYWHEREintheV S. Handsome catalog free.
Petaluma Incubator Co., Box 91 Petalunia, Cal.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

One

3Z5

Dearborn

Street,

^^^^

'^

Chicago, III.

r-%.

century old and IS still growing must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
its field must be a valuable one.
Such is the q

American Poultry Journal.
50 cents a Year.

1899.

I

am

trying wintering bees again in my
The four colonies came

out

right last spring, and I increast to 11
300 pounds of extracted and comb
honey. I think they have plenty to winter
on also, and a few frames for spring, if
needed.
Last winter I set the hives in a row, and
covered them all around below as above
with a foot or more of oats chaff, leaving a
spout of two or three inches through the
chaff to the open space inside, to give them
air.
I likewise gave them two one-inch
holes through the honey-boards on t6p.
covering them with wire-cloth and sacking
to keep out the dust
This year I have built them three deep,
and covered them in chaff in the same way,
all

and got

Sample copies, 10 cents.
THE RURAL CAirFORNIAN,
218 North Main Street,
Los Angelks, Cal.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.
months, 50 cents.

-

FREE!
II

a (tample paekaeeof^

send ^ou

nderful" Melon together with mv Besiitiful and Instructive S^ed and Plant Book;
nil about thp best varieties of MeL-nsnd
profit-,
to prow Ihei
,is, plants.
Fthine of inttrest ii
•

^mm

.

iBoi 537

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

TWO WAGONS AT

ONEoPRICE.

a matter of g-reat convenience and a saviuiir of labor for a farmer to have a low, handy
waffon. They save more than half the labor of
loading- in hauling' manure, hay, grain, cornIt is

fodder, w^ood, stones, etc.
The man who already has a wag-on may have one of these low
handy wag-ons at the small
additional cost for a set of
wheels. These Electric Steel
Wheels, with either direct or
stag-g-er spokes, with
faced tire, are made to

broadfit

any

axle. Yon can convert your
old wa^on to a low, handy

m

wag"on
a lew moments. You
thus virtually have two wag-ons at one price.
Write to
the Electric Wheel Co., Box
16, Quincy, Illinois, for their
catalog-ue, which fully explains about these and
their Electric Handy Wag^ons, Electric Feed

Cookers, etc.

EVERGREENS
llOO, 8 to

100.

M

in. $1;

IS to 18 In. $3.50.
100. 4lo«tt.

an. $10 prepaid.

' -varieties,

$15.

varieties,

45choii.'e

Fruit trees, 20

^»rnamental

jflO.

A

Fruit

|TreeM. Catalogue and juices of 60
great bar^rain lots
FREE.
(Sf"

Good Local

SENTWanted.

lllZt^l

Aceiit>«

Dundee,

III.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

3D3t

The Midland Fanner
(SEMI-MONTHLY).
representative modern Farm Paper of the
Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Pag-e
departments to every branch of Farming- and
Stock-Raising-. Plain and Practical— Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neigfhbors (for
free samples,, and we will enter your name for 1
year. (If you have not received your money's
worth at end of year, we will, upon request, continue the paper to you free of cost another year).

The

W. M- BARNUM,
Wainwriuht

Buildiiii,'.

PubUsher,
ST. LOUIS. MO.

Please mention the Bee Journal

7Dtf

results.

my

by dividing. They were put in the
week of November, and we do not look
them getting a flight before the first or
it

for

middle of April, or later. I think the dividing plan suits my time and idea better
than watching for swarms.
R. McCradie.
Co., Minn., Feb.

6.

The Rural Californian

t>

nent'oti <
this paper

first

Norman

they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered b^' an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells yoj all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. $1.00 per j-ear;

bWrite

If all is favorable in the spring I would
like to double
number of colonies, and

Mention the Uee Journal.

Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturag-e and NeclarProducinff Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how

1

'Hybrid ^elon.

D. HILL,
frame building.

Melonj

This grand meinn was orlpinateJ Ijv j-l.
^the nii>st luscious variety of Straw 1,Tries h.-^tween evfjy other row
of a Perfected

my

Wintering and a Report.

do

over a quarterTof a

;» Strawberry

neighbors sprayed his fruittrees last spring, and I claim that it killed
the bees for he did it while the trees were
in full bloom.
H. Root.
Cortland Co., N. Y.
of

and now wait

The Americau Poultry Journal
A ^v/uiildl
lmit*n;il

2,

'BUCKBEE'S HEW.

in the

bee-business, with three years of failure.
Formerly this was considered one of the
best locations in central New York. Last
spring my 105 colonies came through without any loss, and in good condition. I was
looking for early swarms, and tho the
spring was cold and wet
bees increast
and filled the hives with bees, but refused
to swarm, and they continued throughout
the season. I had no increase, and but about
.500 pounds of poor honey in the supers,
with my bees in fair shape for the winter,
that is, with plenty of honey and bees.

my

POWER MACHINERY
J. I.

Almost Discouraged.
I

Many people have lost faith io incubalors because taey bouehloue that was nevenntemled In hatfh chi- k^nf
rnaJe luerelv to wH.

Read what

We

are too
old to begin to take whisky, and wish the
vile stuff had never been invented. The
world would be better off without it.
Editor.]

All prices marked in plain
Iof?ue sent free.
figures. 'Write at once
Address.

BARNES' FOOT

Mar.

;

ITO USERl^r

1

'

Some Good Southern Honey.
Having seen so many expressions in the
American Bee Journal as to the poor qualSouthern honey, I send a sample,
under separate cover, of gallberry honey,
your opinion.
About 18 months ago I sent a sample of
the poorest honey I produced that year
(1897) and I was surprised when you said it
was ''better than the usual samples of
ity of

to get

Glass Honey=Jars
For 3-4 Pound at $3.50 per Gross.

We

have on hand a limited supply of tall,
straig^ht, white-g-lass Honey-Jars holdingr Hpound each. They have a tin cap that screws
on the g-lass. They are very attractive for the
retail grocery trade. Put up in barrels holding
exactly one gross each, f.o.b. Chicagro. f3.50 per
Address,
g-ross; 5 gross, $3.25 per gross.

GEORaE W.nYORK
118

Michigan

Street,

-

&..CO..

CHICAGO, ILL.

—
Mar.

2,
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Southern honey received;"

so please let
think of this.
The past season was quite satisfactory
here. I had 500 pounds of as nicely put up
white comb honey as I ever saw (and I
have lived in Iowa, where we had white
clover) also 200 pounds of extracted, from
20 colonies, spring count, and increast to

me know what you

RUiVIELY
THRESHER.

;

32.

I

have sold

it

all

at

could have disposed of as

had

good

prices,

and

much more had

I

it.

expect to double the number of colonies
this winter (by purchase), and hope to do
I

Improved Farm
For Sale
Near the best market and best
shipping- point in West Michigan.
Now T.\CKLE THE SUG.\R BkKT.
A, L O. BAXTER, Muskegon, Mich.
8A5t

H
OIV
**

even better this year.

Eknest W. Halstead.
Jackson Co., Miss., Jan.

mention the Bee Journal.

lM,-a-.e

TO START

iDthePOVLTRY BISIXESS andhow

17.

ike

a conipltte succt'ss is the theme o£
H'LTRY GUIPE. Tell3 all about pouli.ii^es. how tnt.uild.oft. Ci--.. an.! how
to
it

'<

[The sample of honey arrived in good
order,

many points of pnperl<^rity that every
farmer sllouM dt-nmiui its u^e when he iia^ hi- ^^laiii
threshed. ComLiines all the points of the apioii end
vibrator principles. It threshes fast enough to suit
the threDherman. It threshes clt-nn enough to suit
It possesses so

the farmer. Catalofnie of Kunit-ley Threshlnff Ma*
ehloeryt Eugines, Hor^e Fowers, Saw Mills, etc., FKIvE.

RUMELY

M.

and

CATALOG BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
PARF
HUU Instructions to Beginners, i:c., free.
JOHN NEBEL & SON,
I

High Hill, Missouri.

5Atf
Please mention

Bee Journal -when

SENT FREE

Results of the Season of 1898.

Bee^Hives, Italian Bees
Queens, Sections, Conib Fouudation, Bee-Veils,
Smokers, Honey-Knives, etc. SEND FOR ONE.

SNELL,

Address,
F. A.
Milledgeville, Carroll Co., Ills.
lA13t
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

BOOK

VflLUflBLE
ON POULTRY FOR

1899 FREE.

ethinp entirely Dew : the largest out; n-ortb
if'ifA. to anjoue,
Tellaall vou may want !. koow
Bli..iit jDullrv.
H.nv 1.1 build poultry h"iis.s and

MAKi

BIO MONEY»ilh

S.'bJ

Hox Ul

BEE-KEEPERS

15c.
Jr.
IM.

fo.

JQHN BAUSCHER.
Fr-eport.

p..laK«and
niailiug.

.7.

poultry.

Let
!

pag^e

A/. tJeri/i'ins,

me send you my 64Catalog for 1899.

'Wetumjtlfay JLla,

had 10 colonies in the spring,
and got 700 pounds of comb
honey. They are in good shape now, and
wintering well.
I
will try the Golden
method next summer.
H. D. Stephan.
last season. I
increast to 34,

Wabasha

Co., Minn., Feb.

Foundation

and a

full line of

VERY BEST

SUPPLIES.
at

lowest prices and
prices,

-Beeswax always wanted for cash or trade at the
highest price. Address,

Please mention

Augusta, Wis.

Bee Jotimal -when

writing.

A MINIE-BALL

sweep an avenue," but its screech v,-ill call
attention. These little ads. may remind you we
ha velart;er am munition for the ask int<. Write us.
i>*(;k wovk.n wiiu; kknck co., adkian, .iiich.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.
t

330

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street.
San Francisco, Cal.

Market

-

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has

n(.i

Sag" in

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Huney.
Beiny the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. A.

VAN DEUSEN,

Sole Manufacturer,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.

Our larye

Illustrated catalog- of Bees,

Sent Free

Hives, Smokers,

&c

Address,

Theodore Bender, CautoUtOhlo.
Ph-ase mention the Bee Journal.

8Atf

GWe make

the

New

tiampion Gtiatt-ttive
with fence and plain sections, and a
full line of other

J. M. Donaldson.
Worcester Co., Mass., Jan. 27.

SUPPLIES.
A

postal sent us with your name for
a Catalog- will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO..

lb

Sheboygan, Wis.

year with 25 colonies,
swarms. 5 of which died, leavin last

ing us with 35 colonies.
Last year was a poor one for bees in this
locality.
We got only 309 sections of good
comb honey. I have been taking the
American Bee Journal for nearly a year

now, and have found
and u.seful.
Davidson Co., Tenn.

it

very instructive
Z. Fontaine.

W.

A Maryland Bee-Keeper's Report.
We are now having very nice weather,
yesterday the thermometer indicating 70
degrees, and the bees were taking a good
flight and doing a little house-cleaning,
getting ready for spring. My bees are on
the summer stands with lots of honey. I
have them protected on the West with
boards and fodder, and face them to the
East. But we had some very cold weather
about the holidays, but only for a few days

New

year's night, or the mornthe temperature was down to
14 degrees below zero.
It is feared by the
peach-growers in the mountain belt that it
has frozen the peaches, but lucky for the
bees, they pulled through.
The honey crop was short last year too
wet and colJ in the spring. I could not
complain much, as I had an average of
about 30 pounds per colony. I had a field
at a time.
ing of Jan.

won

Pacific Rural Press,

leadinjT Horticultural and Ag-ricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,
handsomely illustrated, $2.00 per annum. Sam-,
pie copy free.

;

ship promptly.

Send me your name for 1899 catalog and
whether you are a larg-e or small
consumer or dealer.

GUS DITTMER,

The
The

Fire in a House-Apiary.

and saved

the

If vou care to know of its
f
;
Fruits. Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper—

Poor Year for Bees.

Hi\/e&, Seetions,

Send 10

artifiral moisture.

FREE.

TIE CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO. Box SO WAYLAND, N.Y
Please mention Bee Journal, -when writing.

7.

had an experience in rendering wax
which for speed beats anything I have ever
seen, but I cannot say that I care to use it.
the bees
I keep my bees in a house-apiary
are on the south side, with supers, extra
hives, tools, etc., on the north side. My
extracting-frames and combs of honey I
keep in a cupboard. Last night, from some
unknown cause, the place caught fire. I
live in the village, and the fire department
was soon on hand, and gave the best of
service. Everything on the north side was
destroyed, but my bees are all safe and

We started
INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

Treata

delivered frelsht paid to every purchaser.

i9

I

Wholesale and Retail.

I sell

which

This TTiachiiie requires absolutely do
(rents and s^t the l.^^.k. Circulars

sound. Some of the hives are scortcht, but
a little paint will remedy that.

DITTMER'S

Comb

Bees are very quiet. I have 27 colonies.
did not get much from them last season.
G. H. Lawrence.
Juneau Co., Wis., Feb. 5.

Bees did not do a very big business here

price-list of

feed aci market fowl**.

CYPHERS INCUBATOR

C f:*\l'^f\frttfM
^ctlllUi
Ilia

Bees are Quiet.
I

;*l,

and

writing,

A; /v

Our descriptive circular and

A

in flavor

La Porte, Ind.

CO.,

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

An
*rU

most excellent

is

body. It would suit us almost as well as
the best alfalfa. No wonder it sold at good
prices, and people were looking for more.
Editor.]

3.

—

Bees Wanted land
At

$5.i>t'

per acre to trade for bees.

HARRY ncCARTER,
Dodge

9A11

ALdINU yUttNo

pro'lifi"

City, Kans.

Queens— n™y°ou

want the ^eiulest Bees— If you want the best
honey-g"atherers vou ever saw^trv my Albinos.
Untested Oueens in April, $1.00; "Tested, $1.50.
9A26t
J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.

Those Wonderful Dogs*
We

received the Scotch Collie Male Pup all right
and am very much pleased with him. We think vou
made a good selection.— Horton Lougyear, Lansing,
Mich., Feb. It. lH;ii>.
Our Scotch Collie male pup arrived in splendid
condition. He suits Mrs. B. splendid, and we think
he will make a fine dot:.— Rev. D. M. Buchanan,
Mauch Chunk, Pa.. Feb. 7. 1899.
The Scotch Citllie male pup which we received a

week
gent.

qua.

ag(.> i3

We

diting flrst-rate

and seems very

intelli-

are well pleased.- W. J. Snvder. MoweaFeb. 3. 1899.
pair of Scotch Collie male pups received last
are very nice.—A. F. Carlson, Renovo, Pa.,

111..

The
week

Feb. 9. 1899.
I received the three Scotch Collie pups last week
satisfied with them. They%re
I am well
the pets of the whole family.— Henry McConnell,

all right.

Arnot. Pa.. Feb 2.
The Scotch Collie pup arrived all right. He is as
fine a little fellow as I ever saw. Think he will be
grand as he growa older. In fact I am more than
pleased with him.-TVIrs. J, H EUingwood, E. Lexington. Muss., Feb. L', 1899.
For purticnlars and prices, address Pott.sBros.,
box P, Parkesburg, Pa.
Ctf
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BE
YOUR OWN AGENT
and Save Moneym

Kverv time vou buy an ai tule from an apent
iirilealer >'>n must pay him a liberal com-

addition tn tlie actual value of the article.
places an article bcyoiidyour rt-aeh.

In

iiiispinn in
this'

VE MO AGENTS
WE HA
vehitles
hut
:ind

tiut sell y<u]

nepsdireot.

many

cases

fmm ^

,

FaDcy Body Top Rui;gT

;

is

complirte

1

,

A Harness Mfg,

it
;

Co»

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

BEE-SUPPLIES!
have the best equipt factory in the West. "^ Capacity,
one carload a day; and carry the larg-est stock and greatest variety of everything needed in the apiary, assuringBEST goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

We

71?

pa^es, F'ree.

also manufacture

steel, all sizes,

Tanks uf either wood or galvanized
any form, for all purposes. Price list free.

.\d dress,

E. KRETCHMER, RED
Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

7A13t

me

little

over 12 cents per sec-

purchast them along the mountain near
McClean's Lookout, during the battle of
South Mountain and Antietam.
L. A. Hammokd.
Washington Co., Md., Jan. 23.

"VVe

Illustrated Cataiog-,

netted

and the other 400 pounds we will eat.
have seven in the family and all big

purchast a few colonies Jan. 21, for from
to 50 cents each. Some were in old nail
kegs almost falling to pieces, and some in
the old Stoddard hive, patented in 184S. I

Elkhart, Indiana.

B. Pratt, ^ecy,

and
tion

I

Iteniemher that we ship oiir poods
anywhere for exaniiuati.in and jniarantee safe delivery.
\\\

my

2.5

harness

Elkhart Carriage

1899.

honey-eaters.

mer exclut^ively. V>'e make 170 styles of vehicles, surreys, as low as $50, and 'eft styles of
wilb Hl<)e lamps, fenders, sni-- curtains, storniapmn
and shafts IVRe^; .0. aaiTOo.l iwdeakrsstll for^hO.
Write at once (or Illustrated Catalogue— FREE.

2,

of 20 acres of sapling or peavine clover for
bees to gather from, and they made
good use of It, too. I got a little over 1.000
pounds of nice honey, but the sections were
not filled very heavy. I shipt 600 pounds
(nearly TOO sections) to Washington, D. C,

We

our factory at wholes-ale pHcs.
We are the largest manufartu re rsofnarriapes
and harness in the world seUlnu: to the consu-

No. 1»1

Mar.

OAK, IOWA.

Bees Did Well Last Year.
I

have some

ing.

We did

20 colonies run for extractwell last year, getting more

honey than we ever got before. I can sell
all we get.
I have been a bee-keeper all my
life, but only knew bees sting and gather
honey until three years ago, since when I
have read the American Bee Journal and
other bee-literature.
I am 60 years old,
am an invalid, yet able to attend to a

and

OUR MOTTO:

WELL MANO FACTURED ST OCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

limited

number

of colonies of bees.

W. A. Thompson,

Sr.

Franklin Co., Va.

Sections. sniDDino-cases and

Wintering on the Summer Stands.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies

My bees are wintering well on the sumstands. 1 have some in chaff hives.
All are doing well so far. They have had
three good flights, but I never saw so many
dead bees in wintering as this year.
mer

We make

a'specialty of making- the very best Sections on'the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
the best for making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young and
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

The

Henbt Lohaus.

BASSWOOD

Marshfieid nanufacturingoCompany,
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Platte Co., Nebr., Jan. 28.

Improvements

in

Wax-Extractors.

have been giving the solar wax-extractor some study, and anything that appears in the bee-papers upon that subject
immediately commands my attention.
Mr. W, L. Porter's paper and the discussion that followed at the recent meeting of
the Colorado State Bee-Keepers' Association, was of interest, and among other
things I note what is said about the material that is put into the extractor, sliding on
the pan and damming in a mass at the lower
end. fersons who have access to Gleanings in Bee-Culture for Jan. 15, will note
an illustration and the efforts I have been
making to overcome some of the objections
I

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

in the ordinary solar wax-extractor.

Instead of making the delivery at the end
The pan is made of
it at the side.
tin, and can be adjusted in various posihorizontal
to quite an
tions from nearly
Upon the delivery edge I have a
incline.
dam or strainer of coarse-mesh wire-cloth
there is no damming of refuse in this extractor, and the wax is rendered quite rapidly.
I think a can four feet in length and
20 inches in width is sufficiently large to
render all the cappings and scraps from a
large apiary.
My primary idea for a side delivery was
to allow the quick exit of the honey usually
mixt with the cappings, and to save the
honey from becoming darkened by heat;
this is greatly promoted by shading the extractor while the honey is being rendered,
and then giving the residue the full rays of
the sun.
This extractor was made in the backwoods of Siskiyou Co.. Calif. I have plans
now for another for this southern country,
which will be a little more finisht in appearance, and with a wax-caking attachment.
I hope the Colorado friends will have
their extractor illustrated, for it is only by
comparing notes that we can improve and
J. H. Martin.
approach perfection.
I

For Apiarian Supplies,
PAT-IY
T
IVrPrr
iVlJTVJ,
i^LJ-f^i^
I
Please mention

Address,

r~!0
V.i'^'f

Bee Journal -when

;

i7'foS.*i^3th'st.°'omaha, Neb.

404 Broadway, E.St. Louis,

ill.

-writing.

Lyon Mfg.
b
NEW LONDON,

Page

Co.

WIS.,

operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus'securing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

TJ^ _

"L^

^^^^^^^

C .—

.—.li-.^

OQC^'tS.CCpQtS OUppUCS***,

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinerv, all combine to enable
this firm to furnish the

Send

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

for Circular and

make

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Los Angeles Co.,

Calif.

[We should be

pleased to give an illustration of both Mr. Martin's and the Colorado
extractor, if they will please send us either

drawings or photographs of them.— Ed.]

Mar.

—
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"Grippe" Specific
OXYGEN TREATMENT.

AND B&ESWflX

HONE>y

I

inhalation of this Oxygen Treatment is really
wonderful, and is the nearest possible specific for the
cure of Consumption, Spitting of Blood, Asthma, Bronchitis, Hay Fever, Grippe and all diseases of the throat
and lungs. Don't ffive up hope before faithfully using-

>ti Jte itt itt iltts.

|

The

this

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
Chicago, Feb. 16.— This month trade has been
Tolume in comb honej, due perhaps to

remarkable Oxygen treatment

of small

the extreme cold that has made transportation
dangerous, we now look for a better movement;
yet the season is drawing to a close, as after the
middle of March there is practically none sold
until the new harvest is ready.
CITI
Fancy grade of white comb,13c; travel stained
and light amber, ll(gi\2c; amber and dark,

Read these Testimonials from Prominent People
*'
I recommend no proprietarj' remedy but the Oxygen." — W. P. Nixon, Editor Inter-Ocean, Chicago. »*
" Your Oxygen treatment is excellent; glad to recommend it."— Gen. C. H. Howard, editor Farm, Field
and Stockman, Chicago. «• " I have the utmost faith
in your Oxygen treatment."— Prof. W. R. Harper,
Chicago University. »* " In diseases of the lungs I esteem your Oxygen a specific."— Dr. Joshua Allen,

candied and mixt colors, 6^*7c. Extracted, white, 6^7c; amber, 5(a\bc. Beeswax,

Sf<'.40c;

*

I would not think of being
Philadelphia, Pa.
without your Oxygen."— Mrs. M. B. Carse, President
W. C. T. U., Chicago.
" The merit of your Oxygen reflects additional confidence in yourself."— Rev. Wm. Fawcett,
" It'seems I cannot live without your Oxygen."— Mrs. A. A. Wheeler, Argyle,
Chicago.
" Oxygen is pre-eminently nature's remedy; only good can result from its use." Dr.
Mich.
O. W. Nixon, Chicago. «« " The Bible and your Oxygen should go together for the healing of
"If Hay Fever sufferers
both soul and body."— Mrs. S. B. Simpson, Independence. Kans.
would be convinced and use your grand O-xygen treatment !"— Mrs. E. D. Adams, Clyde, Ohio.

**

»

Address,

Write at once for circulars giving further informatii

DR. P&IRO. 2nd Floor, Central Music

Ml Gliicaoo,

Detroit," Jan.

Take

inu

Bee-SuDDiies ol

Advice

fliiousi

FINE FOUNDATION AND TONS OF

WORKING

Wax

I defy competition in
into Foundation for Cash or Trade a Specialty.
Foundation, nillions of Sections— Polisht on both Sides.

Satisfaction Guaranteed on a
logue and be your

own

full line of Supplies.

Wax Wanted

judge.

Send for a Cata-

at 27 cents cash, or 28 cents in trade,

delivered to me.

AUGUST WEISS,

iDtf

Please mention Bee Journal

when

Hortonville, Wis.

-writing.

in

Co.

supply of

Indianapolis, Jan. 4.— Fancv white comb.
No. 1, lOCaillc. Demand fairly good,

Dark comb honey is being offered at 8((<'>c with
almost no demand. Clover and basswood exBeeswax,

tracted, b%(g!7c.

Weiss

Burnett &

change

12fgil2J^c;

26fgi28c.

Walter

III.

AND BUY YOUR

IT.

—No

to quality, but prices are somewhat
lower than last quotations, viz: Fancy white,
13c; No. 1, 12(" 12j|c; fancy dark and amber, 9(gi
lie. Extracted, white, 6@7c; dark, 5@5;4c. Beeswax, 25@26c.
M. H. Hunt.

S.

Pouder.

New York, Jan. 20.— Fancy white, 12c:
lOffl

lie;

Extracted

7c.

!

2.

honey as

white,

Listen

R. A.

27(n^28c.

No. 1
amber, 9c; buckwheat and dark,
in good demand at unchanged

Beeswax rather quiet 27((i^28.
Trade in comb honey is quiet. White is pretty
well cleaned up, but there is a large stock of
buckwheat. ;imber and mixt, having accumulated of late, and in order to sell in quantity lots
it is necessary to shade quotations.
prices.

HildrethBros. & Segelken.
San Francisco, Feb. 8.— White comb, 95^@
10'/2c;

light

amber, 7^^9c. Extracted, white, 7i^i7Mc;
amber, t)%@6}ic. Beeswax, 24@27c.

Market

is not favorable to buyers, more especially for desirable extracted, stocks of which
are decidedly light. Comb is in moderate supply, and has to depend almost wholly on local
custom for an outlet. Quotable rates remain as
previously given.

Boston, Feb. S.— The demand for comb
honey is very light, with full stock on hand.

We quote our market: Fancv white, 13(mi4c;
A No.l, 12c; No. 1, U(«a2c; light amber, 9(:«10c.
No demand

for

Northern stock,

buckwheat.
7(a'8c.

Extracted, white

Beeswax quiet at 27W28c.
Blake, Scott & Lee,

Kansas City, Jan. 25.— Fancy white comb,
No. 1, 12c; amber, lie; dark, 10c. Extracted
white, 6c; amber,5c; dark, 4J^c. Beeswax, 25c.
C. C. Clemons & Co.
13c;

BlDgliani Perfect

Bee-Smokers

Smoke Engine (largeBt smoker made)

Doz. $13.00; each, by mail, $1.50
"
Doctor
Doz.
9.00;
l.io
"
Conqueror
Doz.
6.50;
i.OO
"
i,a.Tue
5.00;
2j-^-in. stove. Doz.
.90
"
Plain
2-in. stove. Doz.
4.75;
.70
"
Little Wonder (weiirht 10 ounces) ... 2-in. stove. Doz.
4.50;
.60
"
Honey-Knife
Doz. 6.W;
.80
Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.
4-in. stove.
3\4 in. stove.
3-iD. stove.

IletherinyBiughuni
ton Uocapping^S:

Knife.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with Its
workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer, I write for a circular. 1 do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January 27, lf97.
Truly,
W. H. Eagertt. Cuba. Kansas.

T. F.

BINOHAIU^ Farwell,

ITlftcliigan.

FOREWARNED IS
FOREARMED ^^

Do Not Wait

until the last

moment

your SupYou may be disappointed by delay in shipment
plies.
and lose a portion of the honey harvest. Save money
and gain honey by sending us your estimate NOW.
We are offering Special Inducements for EaMy Or=
ders. Our 1899 Catalog free.

SPECIAL AGENTS:
E. T.
L. C.

Q. B.

Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.
Wooo-MAN, Grand Rapids, Mich.

to order

LEWIS

CO.,

Watertown, Wisconsin.

Buffalo, Feb. 24.— Closely cleaned up on
fancy one-pouud combs; such kinds move brisk
to-day at about 12 cents. Other grades have
cleaned up mostly, but few remaining which are
selling at 9c down to 7c. Extracted honey not
much used here; stray lots 5(a^6c. Fancy pure
beeswax, 30rc^33c common, 22@28c.
Batterson & Co.
;

Cleveland, Jan.

IfcSJi"^

—Fancy

white, 13@l4c;

Milwaukee, Jan. 9.— Fancy 1-lb. sections.
125^@14c; A No. 1, 12%U%c; No. 1, llfa^Uc; dark
or amber, 8(«41c. Extracted, in barrels, kegs and
pails, (>l^@V/2C', dark, 5@i554c. Beeswax, 2Sr«^27c.
The condition of the market is favorable for
shipments of honey, especially of best grades,
which are iu small supply. The sales are moderate, but we are expecting an increast demand
and good trade this spring.
A. V. Bishop &. Co.

SECOND=HAND
Sixiy-Pounfl

Cans

For Sale Cheap.
We have another lot of about 300
second-hand 60-pound Cans, two in a
case, that we offer, while they last, in
lots of five or more cases (10 cans) at 40
cents a case, f.o.b. Chicag-o. They are
in g-ood condition. Better order at once
if

Please raentioo the Bee Jonrual

2.

No. 1 white, 12'^^13c; A No. 1 amber, lOrddlc; No.
buckwheat, 8c.
2 amber, 9("10c;
Extracted,
white, 7c; amber, 6c; buckwheat, Sc.
A. B. Williams & Co.

you want some of them. Address,
OEORQE W. YORK & COMPANY,
118

Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

III.
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Order Early
demand

for

SUPPLIES will be very large ibis season,
everj-one should order as early as possible.

and

There are indications

have

larg-e

facilities

the

tB.at

We

manufacturing-

for

all

kinds of

^^°^
Year

Why

does

will serve our customers as quiclvly
as possible.

Year

We guarantee

it sell

satisfaction.

Because

And

1899.

2,

Dadant's Foundation.

so well ?

B66-K66D6rS' SliPDiiOS,

Mar.

it has always given better satisfaction than any other.
Because IIX 33
there have
not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

YEARS

What more

can anybody do? Beauty,
I'lirity, Fii-niness, IVo Sa.g>

PATENT

HROC-ESS

\VKftll»

SHEETIi^U.

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made*
1899 Catalog- ready Feb. 1. Copy of the AmeriAddress
(20 pag^es) free.

can Bee-Keeper

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or

Tti6

sell

W.

T. Falconer Mtg. Go.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

—

Please mention Bee Journal

i^-|F

We

silk.

when

-writing.

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than anv other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

Bee-Keepers' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

UNION frlk"?^
for rippin^r^ crosscutting-,
mitering-,

rabeting, grooving-,
^gaining-, scroll-sawing, boring, edge-

moulding, beading,
Full line Foot

etc.

and

Hand Power

Machinery. Send
for Catalog A.
Seoeca Falls Mf^. Co., 46 Water

St..

Seneca Falls. N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when 'wTiting.

THE

A. I, ROOT GO'S GOODS ^^tr^'^•
Including their discounts for goods wanted for
use another season. It will pay you to send me
St of goods wanted. Cash for Beeswax.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Young

and

rien

Women
It will

pay you

fit

Langslroth on the Honey Bee- — Revised.
-

The

Classic in Bee-Culture

— Price, $1.25,

by mail.

=

Beeswax Wanted
at all times.

chas. dadant & son,

Please mention Bee Journal -when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

-writing.

WESTERN

A

III.

beautifully illustrated paper called

"The Corn

Belt"

published

is

month and contains a quantity

every

of inter-

esting information about the farm lands
west of the Mississippi Rivet. Pictures
of all sorts of farm scenes in iowa, Missouri and Nebraska.
Personal experiences of farmers who went to those states from the East years ago.
The handsomest
farm paper published. Send 25 cents for a year's subscription to
BELT,
209 Adams St., Chicago.

FARMS.

THE CORN

Think of the Future.

Don't Rent.

Establish A

Please mention Bee Journal

S.\tf

Home

Your Own.

of

-\.vhen -wrltinj^.

Carloads

=
to

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of all Kinds

of Kee-

j'ourselves for

bv taking Shorthand
by Mail. Send $1.60 for Text Book

Hives

or 3 cents for catalog-

Sections,
Shipping^-Cases,

g-Qod positions

Comb Foundation
Eclectic SliorttiaiKl ColleEC,

and EVEKYTHING used

94 Dearborn Street, CHlCAfiSO.
Headquarters of the Eclectic System.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
39Aly

in

America.

ss
li
l \ 1
v bee-keeper
A\ e w mt the n iine unl
well as consumeis. We ha\e Drj Kiln, Imi^roved Machin-

in the bee-industry.

We supply dealers as

i

i

<

1

!

ery ,40,000 feet of floor space, and all modern ajppliances. We
INTER=STATE MFG. CO., Hudson. St. Croix Co.. Wis.
for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

make prompt shipment. Write

Eastern Bee=Keepers!

BeeI
ISuDDlies.1
I

;^
t^^
'^
'^^^
'^
r$

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.
Pouder's Honey- Jars and everything used by bee-keepers. Prompt
Service low freight rate. Catalog

—

free.

WALTER

:^5

S.

POUDER,

Mass. A
iNniANAPel.IS. IxniANA.
512

^^
^;
^•
^^
^'

^

^^

Why

SUPPLIES, vrhen you can get them near home, in less
time, -with less freight to pay, and at as low prices, quality considered. We keep
in stock several carloads of
send West for your

^IVES, SECTIONS, COMB^FOUNDATION, SMOKERS,
everything a bee-keeper needs.
two apiaries, and sell from them
in fact, nearly

also have at Glen Cove, L.I.,

ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS.
Untested Queens, after March IS, 70 cts.; 3 for $1.80 Tested Queens, $1.25 each.
Colonv of Italian Bees with a Tested Queen in a complete Hive, $7.50. Catalog
free. 'Fertile Eggs from heavy-laying White Wyandots, $1.00 per 13 $1.50 per 26.
;

;
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easily, but the smaller portions

10,

between the outside

combs cannot, and before long the weather is too cold to
permit them to go around the combs and rejoin the main
cluster.
I think that some passage-ways through the combs
would help them greatly in such cases, and I am going this
year to try some arrangement of that sort.
STIMULATIVE FEEDING OF BEES.
This

Influence of Locality on Bee-Management.
BY ADRIAN GKTAZ.

THIS
agfo,

title

sounds somewhat like a joke.

A

few years

when something; happened that was not fully understood, it was customary to attribute it to the " strain
bees ;" later on, the accusation was made against the

another of Mr. Doolittle's periodical subjects.
it.
And let me say here that on this point
often been misunderstood, or misquoted.
Many times it has been said that Doolittle is not in favor of
feeding. Thafs wrong. Doolittle says positively that unless there is plenty of stores in the hive, the bees will not
breed freely, and if there is not plenty all the time, feeding
is

He

objects to
Doolittle has

of
" locality."
Nevertheless, it is true that the locality, or
rather the climate, the length and character of the honeyflow, and several other circumstances, including the methods of management and the awkwardness of the keeper,
play an important part in the results obtained.

WINTERING BKES.
the periodical articles that appear regularly
every year or so in the different bee-papers, is one by Mr.
Doolittle, to the effect that the bees dying in small groups
outside of the main cluster, during the winter, are old bees
which went off for the purpose of dying. This statement
has often been denied, and many have said that the bees
thus found were those unable to reach the main cluster in
time, and simply died of cold.

Among

My own

experience is in accordance with this la.st point
frequently find small clusters of bees between
the outside combs, that have evidently died of cold because
the main cluster beyond has receded and thus withdrawn its
warmth. Or, sometimes they have eaten what honey was
around them, and on account of a too low temperature
failed to go aroutid the combs and reach another part of the
cluster or of the honey.
Mr. Doolittle is a very careful observer, and his statements are always correct, or practically so. In this case
the difference of opinion can very easily be accounted for.
Doolittle winters his bees in a cellar, or rather a repository,
in which the temperature remains at about 40 degrees during the whole winter. The inside of the hives outside of
the cluster must be higher by a few degrees. Under such
circumstances (shall I say " locality ?") I think tho.se of the
bees that may be separated from the main cluster, or get
out of stores, can crawl around the combs and reach a betof view.

I

ter place.

In my " locality " the case is altogether different. I
winter my bees outside. The climate during the winter is
very variable. To-day the bees may fly freely. A cold
wave comes, and in 24 or 36 hours the mercury may drop
away below the freezing-point, if not below zero. What
are the consequences ? During the warm days the cluster of
bees expands considerably, they fly out freely, and when
the night comes they occupy the spaces between several
combs. When the cold comes, the different parts of the
cluster contract, and those numerous enough can keep

Adn
must be done.

He

Ccfaz.

calls plenty the equivalent of

two combs

of honey.

What Mr. Doolittle objects to is the feeding of a small
quantity of honey every day, or every night for the purpose
of stimulating brood-rearing. On the other hand, quite a
number of our best honey-producers practice successfully
that kind of feeding.
This is a question not of " locality " but of manage-

—
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Mr. Doolittle practices what is called "spreading- the
brood-nest." That is, every few days he goes over his colonies, takes the center combs, which are full of brood, to
the outside, and those that have but little brood he puts in
the center. In doing this, he compels his bees to rear all
the brood that they can take care of. Under such circumstances, stimulative feeding could not add anything to the
tnent.

amount of brood reared.
The others obtain the same result by stimulative feeding, and if they were to add brood-spreading to it, they
would probably lind no advantage in
choice between the two methods.

it.

It is

simply a

SPACE FOR QUEENS.
Some time ago Mr. Dadant said that one reason for
having a pretty good sized brood-nest is, that if the queen
has only a few combs she maj' have to go over a good deal
to hunt up the empty cells, and therefore lose quite an
time, while with plenty of comb space there will
cells within reach.
To which Mr. Doolittle
retorted that /it's queens didn't have to hunt up space to lay
Whether their queens spend much time in hunting up
in.
space or not is evidently a matter of "guess-work." As
both " guessers " are
experienced bee-keepers, their
" guesses " must be pretty near the truth. And here Doolittle's brood-spreading explains the difference in their
opinions, for by it he gives his queens plenty of space to
lay, and at the best place, that is, the center of the brood-

amount of

always be some

nest.

THE TWO-STORY BROOD-NEST.

On commenting

on_^

the subject of a two-story brood-

Mr. Hutchinson suggests that it might be as well to
add one or two supers to the first storj- instead of a second
This is unquestionably a question of
brood-nest story.
"locality." If I understand rightly, E. R. Root wants to
add the second story at a time when the honey gathered is
dark and comes in moderate quantity, and replace it by
supers only when the more abundant flow of white honey
comes, preferring to turn the dark honey into bees. These
bees are to gather the white honey which follows.
If the honey-flow is of short duration, I should think
better to put on supers at once than to rear bees that would
be too late to help during the flow. In "my locality " the
flow is never very heavy, and is verj- irregular, and the only
way I can obtain some surplus is to keep the colonies very
strong throughout the whole season, so they can take advantage of whatever flow may come at any time.
Knox Co., Tenn.
nest,

Mar.

9,

1899.

And now,

in order to bring this about, he must bear in
old adage, " Eternal vigilance is the price of success." He must know also that there is work to do. He
must not only have a strong representative lobby before the
committees of the two houses, but from all parts of the
State must come strong- appfeals from the constituent beekeepers, to the various members composing these committees, to vote favorably on the measure.
The more cudgels
that can be wielded over the heads of members by their constituents, the better and remember, that a favorable consideration of a Bill before the committee is equivalent to
one-half the battle.
After the Bill is favorably considered, see after the
measure closely that it is not pusht to the rear and " pigeonholed," but promptly brought to its place on the calendar.
And now is the time for the importuning of the members
for a favorable consideration, with all the force that can be
brought to bear, from every bee-keeper that can be mustered
into service, in the way of writing to their representatives
and senators, and sending petitions, etc., in behalf of the
measure, and see to it that a strong, vigilant vanguard is
ever on deck to throttle opposition in whatever way it may
present itself, by counter active arguments and work from
its advocates and the opponents' constituency.
And now, fellow bee-keepers, if you are in earnest and
need the law, it is your duty to work for the same. I appreciate Mr. Stone's energy and grit. I know him of old, but
it is not within the province of any one man to convince a
whole legislative body of men to enact a law, where there is
no approval at his back from the people who are directly interested, and a legislator is quick to note this point.
Now, as neither Mr. Dadant nor Mr. Stone are members
of that " disreputable " bodv. J'ou must secure the services
of the next best man you can get, and. let me beg of j'ou,
don't get one to introduce the Bill and then sit back and let
the Bill take care of itself, as was done with a former foul
brood bill, which I have a recollection of. It was a case of
" The father of the Bill didn't father it."
San Diego Co., Calif.

mind the

;

[No doubt Mr. Hambaugh's advice is most excellent,
whether it be Illinois, Michigan, or any other State that is
attempting to secure a foul brood law. Mr. H. ought to
know, for he was at one time a member of the Illinois legislature.

Editor.]

A Prayer

for the Night=Time.

BY HON. EUGENE SECOR.

Securing- a Foul Brood
BY

J.

M.

Law

O

in Illinois.

May

HAMBAUGH.

really gratified to see our old friends in " Suckerdom " taking such aggressive and bold steps for the obtaining of a foul brood law in that State.

Mr. Stone, as you know, is an old " wheelhorse," and
always ready for battle, and many a tilt have we had in
defense of the bee-keepers' interests in the days of " Auld
Lang Syne."
As for Mr. Dadant, everv blow that he administers is a
"sledge-hammer blow," and now that he has appeared
above board in the aggressive vindication of the foul brood
law, we shall expect good results to emanate therefrom.
And now, fellow bee-keepers of my native State, wouldn't
it be a grand idea for you to bring proper influences to bear
that would elevate Mr. Dadant to the dignity of a "Member
of the Illinois General Assembly ?" You would have a powerful exponent of your rights and privileges in the lawmaking machinery of the State. With such a member (if
he is a Frenchman) to entrust to his keeping such a measure as the foul brood law as now proposed, you could rest
assured that his keen foresight would quickly map out the
ways and means by which to bring about the necessary
votes and support of the Bill to enact it into law. He would
reason like this
Never can this proposed measure be gotten upon the
statute books without the necessarj' number of members in
both branches of the legislature to approve of the Bill, and
the governor to sign it; and in order, first, to bring this
about, the members must first be convinced that there is
some true merits in the Bill.
Secondly, that it is really and absolutelj- wanted by
their constituency.
Thirdly, that it will utimately achieve the ends at which
it is aimed.
:

my

senses, thou Giver of sleep.
nig-ht of Forg-etfulness ^>ver;

slumber be

restful,

and

trustful,

and deep.

Till daylig-ht return, daily rover.

AM

I

cover

With the

The

mornini^ will break on a world of unrest;
there'll be duty or labor:
May the streugth which I g-ather w-hile Da.v's in the West,
Be spent as for God and my neig-hbor.
Forest Ciiv, Iowa.

For me

2.— Doolittle's Talk on Bees at a Farmer's
Institute in New York State.

No.

BY REPORTER.
[Continued from pag-e

133.1

next spoke on honey, told how it was of two kinds,
comb and extracted. How extracted was different from
the " strained " honey of former times, explaining fully
all about how extracting was done, and told in a story-like
way how his old mother used to strain honey SO years ago.
Then how honey was the purest sweet in the world, most
easily digested, etc., and j-et, strange to say, hardl3- one person in three, as nearly as could be ascertained, ever tasted
honey.
He next told how those eating honey never stopt to
think of the verj- nice mechanism of the comb, which is so
thin that it takes nearly or quite a thousand thicknesses of
it to make an inch
how the six sides of one cell formed one
side to six other cells, and the three angling bases of each
Then how
cell form one-third the base to three other cells.
the bees, by their antenn;e, told in the dark just how to
shape their cells, each bee having a rule and a square of its
own how the hexagon form gave the greatest strength
with the least waste of space and njaterial, illustrating it
with square and round circles, and how the wax was secreted

HE

;

;

(

—
Mar.

9,

—

v
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b3' the bees consuming honey, the same as the fat of an
animal was produced by consuming' larg-e quantities of food.
How the wax exuded in scales from under the segments on
the under side of the abdomen, and how it was taken from
there with the feet of the bee and carried to the mouth,
illustrating- how it was manipulated into comb.
He then told how Huber. the blind bee-keeper of the
past, ascertained that it took 20 pounds of honey to produce
one pound of wax. and yet with this knowledge, thousands
of pounds of wax in comb form was allowed to go to waste
in the land, or to be worse than wasted, by breeding hundreds and thousands of the wax-moth to go about to injure
the bees of the one who was careful that no bit of comb vras

allowed to lie about to breed these pests. And yet these
wasters thought they knew as much about bee-keeping as
anybody, and could not be coaxt to take a bee-paper that
their understanding might be enlightened. He said it reminded him of a certain poor church that wanted new
hymn-books.
A certain church needed hymn-books badly, but felt too
poor to buy them. At last they instructed their clerk to write
to certain houses to ascertain the price at which SO hymnbooks could be purchast, and adjourned the meeting two
weeks to hear the replies.
When the time came, the clerk read the prices of the
different houses, all but one of which wanted $25 for the 50
books, or SO cents each. But the exception read, that, if
the church did not object to a few advertisements being in
the hymn-books, the house would furnish them at 5 cents
each, or $2.50 for the lot. After due consultation, it was
concluded that a few advertisements, as is often seen on the
covers of our Sunday-school lesson helps, would do no special harm, so the clerk was authorized to procure the books.
It so happened that Christmas of that year came on
Sunday, and the books arrived late Saturday night. The
sexton hurriedly distributed them among the pews without
taking time to look at them, and the preacher, having his
own, or one of the SO-cent books, read the first lines of the
hymn beginning,
''Hark, the herald anjjels sing-.
Glory to the new born king' "

explaining that the same would be verj- appropriate to
Christmas morning, when he sat down.
The organist played the prelude, but imagine the surprise and chagrin of that congregation when they found
themselves singing
" Hark, the herald

Beecham's

a'.igels sing,

pills are just the thingf,

Always sure and very mild,
Two for man and one for child."
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created and placed upon the earth. Every farmer raising
fruit, the clovers, buckwheat, or any member of the vine
famil)-, could well afford to pay the keeper of bees a reasonble sum for keeping them, rather than have the bees removed from their locality. Yet they usually growl about
and malign their best friends, being jealous of the small
compensation the bee-keeper secures from his bees, thinking the same in some mj-sterious wa)' might have gotten
into their pockets, had not the bees carried it off and put
it into the pockets of their keeper.
God created the bee for the especial purpose of pollenization of flowers, and so placed nectar in the flowers, which
need poUenizing, to attract the bee. And by and through
nectar stored in the flowers and gathered by the bees, their
wants are supplied, and thej- caused to live, so that in return the)' can fertilize more flowers and so the flowers and
the bees are mutual admirers, the one helping the other continuously, thus causing both to thrive and be happy. This
was the sole purpose for which bees were created, but as
they were like some farmers he knew of. a little greedy,
they would store much more of the nectar than they needed
to sustain life, when there was a plentiful secretion by the
flowers, and through this trait of the bee there was often a
surplus stored, or more than the bees needed that they
might live. Taking advantage of this trait, man had come
to understand how he could have a sweet " suitable for the
gods," and thus we had not only honey for the bee-keeper,
but ship and train-loads for commerce.
"Can I prove this point?" said Mr. Doolittle. He then
went on to show how among the grasses none secreted tiectar in this county but the clovers, and proved by the shape
of the flowers, how it was impossible for the clovers to be
self-poUenizing through the agencj- of the breeze, as were
the others, hence honej' or nectar was secreted by each little flowret to attract the bees, that through their agency
seed might be perfected. And to clinch the matter he gave
history to show how the Australian government had spent
thousands of dollars importing bumble-bees from the
United States so that they could raise seed from the red
clover, which previous to this importation did not give
sufficient seed to pay for the harvesting of the crop.
He then took trees of various kinds, and proved the
same of them which he had of the grasses, and, as a
clincher, told how in a certain township in Massachusetts
through jealousy bees were once banisht. The next year
no fruit came to perfection in the interior of that township,
while around the edges fruit perfected as u.^iual, so that
through this the jealous people were led to see wherein they
had made a mistake, and begged the bees back again, when
they had fruit ^s before.
;

[Concluded next

Here the audience went into uproarious laughter and
As soon as a little calm cotild be restored. Mr.

weeli.]

applause.

Doolittle said, " And just so with the man who allows wax
to go to waste, but is too poor or stingy to take a bee-paper
he really thinks he is singing the praises of God and practical bee-keeping, when he is only singing for BeechamV
pills, to the disadvantage of Godliness, himself and hi>
;

neighbors."
It soon appeared to me that Doolittle had now reacht
the part of his theme which he had especiallj' come for. I
had wondered that he, only just up from a sick bed, had
driven 13 miles over rough roads, and in the cold, to talk to
only about 11 persons who were at this time keeping bees,
and about 14 others who had at some time in their lives
kept bees.
How these numbers were ascertained, Mr. D.
had taken an expression of the audience soon after he commenced to talk, by asking all who had bees at present tn
rise, and, when they were seated, asktall who had ever kept
bees, but had none now, to rise, which showed the above result, or onh- about 25 persons out of an audience of nearly
300 or more who had ever been interested in bees to keep a
single colony.
As soon as Mr. Doolittle had

made the application of
hymn-book storj-, he continued by asking the farmers if
they had ever thought that the bees were the very drs/
friends ///rj and the fruit-growcis had ? And without waiting for any reply he told them that such was the case, for
\evy much that was raised on a farm could not be raised at
all to perfection were it not for the agency performed by
the bees and other insects, through their carrying the pollen on their bodies from one flower to another while in
search of honey, from such flowers as are not capable of
self-fertilization.
None of the flowers which sfcretc nectar
will ever bear fruit to anj- degree of perfectioti without the
aid of the bees. And jet we find farmers all over the country who are jealous of the bees and their keeper, through
their ignorance of the prime reason for which they were
his

Report of the Northeastern Ohio, Western
York and Northwestern Pennsylvania
Convention.

New

BY ED JOLLEV, SECKETARV.
The Xortheastern Ohio, Western New York, and Northwestern Pennsylvania Bee-Keepers' Association held their
annual convention at Franklin, Pa., Jan. 11 and 12, 1899.
Owing to the prevailing epidemic, " la grippe," and the extremely cold weather, together with the past discouraging
season, the attendance was rather slim.
Pres. Geo. Spitler delivered the annual address, in
which he exprest his pleasure at meeting those present.
Altho he had hoped to see a larger number of bee-keepers
present, he thought that these small conventions were
usually as enthusiastic and
and that it was those
tained the loss.

ones

;

fullj-

who

as profitable as the larger
failed to attend that sus-

SPRING M.\N.^GEMENT OF BEES
subject on the program for consideration. Mr.
Sutton managed by stimulating weak colonies bj- feeding,
and keeping them well packt until all danger of cool nights
was past. He never practiced contracting the brood-nest.
Mr. Tubbs contracted to the number of combs the bees

was the

first
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could cover, making sure that they had plenty of honey and
a good queen, adding empty combs or honey when needed.
Mr. Reynolds would feed to stimulate brood-rearing as early
as safe. He would feed honey if he had it if not. he would
feed sugar syrup. If the spring was late and cold he would
feed artificial pollen and give water.
Some questioned if bees ever needed pollen before natural pollen could be gathered, saying that they believed
late fall honey contained pollen sufficient for the needs
of the bees in the early spring. The fact that bees will take
artificial pollen readily, even greedily, early in the spring,
was cited as evidence that bees are often then in need of
pollen. Mr. Bair and one or two others had seen their bees
gather pollen, or dust resembling it, early in the spring
;

from sawdust-piles.
The question was askt if it paid to feed to stimulate
brood-rearing, where there was an abundance of honey in

The majority thought not.
The next question before the convention was

the hive.

that of
large or small hives. It was settled as usual, viz.: Some
woman
preferred 8, some 9, and some 10 frames. As the old
said when she kist the cow, " Everybody to their fancy."
Mr. Reynolds' paper, on " The Summer Management of
Bees," completed the afternoon session, as follows
:

Summer Management
Summer management

of

bees

of Bees.

Why,

?

this is easy

will give them a wide berth and keep at a
safe distance, they will manage themselves. If I am not
mistaken, the bee-keeper who sent me the notice, askt me

enough.

If

you

summer management

of bees for dollars and
what most of us keep or try to keep bees
for, not merely for our health and the pleasure of coming
in contact with the pointed way in which they do business.
We will suppose the bee-keeper has the apiary in No. 1
shape, all colonies ready to be workt as he thinks best for
queen-rearing, section honey, extracting, or the increase of
colonies for sale or to keep for his owii use. He may fancy
rearing queens and bees for sale if the location and surroundings are good. I say this is his line, others would
like the producing of comb and extracted honey
this should
be their way, but keep this one idea in view.
Produce a No. 1 article if possible, and always sell it for
just what it is.
cannot establish a reputation, or a
market for the product of our apiary, unless we show our
customers that we are to be depended upon, that they will
g-et just what we represent to them.
I have found when
you gain their confidence it is easy to keep if not betrayed.
to write on the
cents. This is

—

;

We

Summer management of bees for profit I think must be
determined by the bee-keeper himself, for what suits one
answer in another. The same will hold
good regarding the season and the bee-keeper himself.
Some say that they get just as many pounds of honey as
their neighbor, and don't fuss half as much as he does. But
a glance at the apiary and honey when ready for market
tells for itself who gets the best price from their sales. Let

locality will not

•

every bee-keeper, after studying the location, the demands
of the market, his fancy for the different branches of beekeeping, choose one or all, and do the best he can. As for
the best way to manage bees for profit in siimmer, I don't

know.
But

I will give my way when trying for comb honey.
section of the country is not to be depended upon every
year for a g'ood flow, either from clover or buckwheat. I
try to have the bees of the right age to g-ather surplus, if
any, and to get them I must figure back from the time I expect the honey-fiow. I mu.st comit 37 days from egg to the
field-worker, and as I cannot get the egg's all laid in one
'day, I commence feeding- to stimulate the bees to feed the
queen so she will begin laying six or seven weeks before

Our

the honey-flow is expected, if I am to get my bees in shape
for the first honey-flow of the season by the queen of each
colony laying the eg-gs.
Sometimes I feed sugar syrup, if I have no unsealed
sections left over or brood-combs filled. If the bees have
plenty of honey in the brood-combs I will change them,
putting combs of honey with the cappings shaved off if
necessarj' between combs of brood. I like this way best,
for I have had the least trouble about robbing.
Keep on feeding and changing combs until the honey
harvest is at hand. If the bees show signs of swarming, I
change a frame of brood with some weak colony for a frame
of comb, or put in a frame of foundation.
After the sections are on, if colony we will say No. 1
swarms, put the swarm in a new hive filled with frames of
comb or foundation, placing the new swarm on the stand of
the parent colony, setting that in some new place. The

9,

1899.

next morning take the sections off the old hive and place
them on the new swarm. This secures most of the fieldbees with the old queen, allowing the bees in the old hive to
rear a queen for themselves, and to replace any old queen I
may have that does not lay eggs enough to build up her
colony good and strong.
If I don't want increase of colonies, I put the swarm
that comes from hive No. 2 into hive No. 1, that swarmed
first, returning- the queen of No. 2 where she came from,
and so on through the season, and I have only increast one
colony of bees. I use mostly what is called T tin supers,
or supers holding 24 sections 4'4'x4'4xl 15/16 or l^s, with
no separators; the 8-frame hive, the frame about 17 inches
long, and lO'i deep. I use foundation in the sections from
ii inches wide to whole sheets, always putting the sections
containing the narrowest starters in the middle of the super.
If the honey-flow seems to be good when the sections are
about ready to seal, I raise up the super and put another
under it, and continue this as long as the honey-flow lasts.
In the forepart of the season, when it is cool at night, I
pack around the supers in the hives with old rags, or quilts
made on purpose, paper or burlap sacks, anything to keep
them warm, and I have found it pays well for the trouble.
Let us see if we cannot improve in the management of
our bees this year, so when the toils of the season of 1899
have been reviewed, and we meet again in 1900 to compare
notes, it will not be sorrow and disappointment we report
regarding the bees, but words of good cheer and encouragement to all. Let us do our best and leave the rest.
R. D. Reynolds.

—

—

Mar.

EVENING SESSION.
This session opened with the discussion of

SUMMER MANAGEMENT OF

BEES.

Mr. Sutton managed about the same as Mr. Reynolds,
When swarming occurred he managed on the Heddon plan,
and depended on the swarm for the surplus. Mr. Peck
managed the same for extracted honey as for comb, up to
putting on the supers. He used queen-excluders to keep
the queen and the pollen below. He would use excluders if
he had to pay a dollar apiece for them. By keeping the
queen and brood below, he got more honey in the supers,
and had more in the brood-chamber in the fall. He workt
for both comb and extracted honey, principally extracted.
He could produce nearly as much comb as extracted honey,
but his market called mostly for extracted. He thought it
advisable to run for both comb and extracted honey. Mr.
Spitler said if he kept but two colonies he would have an
extractor.

FEEDING BEES — OUT-APIARIES OR BEES ON SHARES.
Tapping the question-box brought forth the query,
'• What is the best method of feeding bees ?"
The majority
used a Mason jar with a cloth tied over it, inverted over the
Mr. Sutton took the porcelain lining out of the
and puncht a row of holes around the outer edge of the
from the inside. This workt nicely, and was much
lid
handier than tying a cloth over the jar. Mr. Bair fed his
bees by brushing the honey or syrup into the empty combs
with a painter's brush, and hanging the combs in the hive.
frames.
lid,

The next question was, " Is it preferable to run an outapiary, or put the bees out on shares ?" It was decided that
where the owner had time to work an out-apiary it was best
to do so but where he had more bees than time it might be
best to put them out on shares. It was considered a fair
arrangement for putting bees out on shares, for the owner
to let them out for half the hone)' and half the swarms,
each party paying half the expenses for supplies, the owner
to get all his old colonies back at the end of a .stipulated
time. If any of the old colonies died during this time, it
was the owner's loss, but he should get the hives and combs.
;

Mr. Sutton next gave a talk on increasing our honey
In brief his ideas were, to plant and encourage
fruits, white, sweet and Alsike
the planting of small
clovers and where shade-trees were needed, to plant linden.
The next question was, " In producing comb honey is it
best to use separators or not ?" The majority thought that
Messrs. Sutton and Reynolds used no separait was best.
resources.
;

tors.

The next query was
tried

Tubbs

as to whether any one present had
fence separators. No one present except Mr.
had used them, and he found no advantage in their

the

use.

Next in order
bull Co., Ohio, on

was a paper by Mr. B. W. Peck, of Trum-

—
Mar.
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How

to Improve the Conditions of the Local Honey

Market.
with considerable hesitation and a feeling- that I
one of the labors of Hercules that I attempt to
jot down on paper a few thoug-hts on this important subject.
Of course, it might reasonably be inferred that an experience in producing honey and building- up a home country-market for the same, covering a period of 18 years,
might well give rise to some ideas on the subject that would
be of value to other bee-keepers, yet I feel that there is a
great difference between marketing honey and writing
articles on the same, and however much or little I may convince you that I know about the former, I am certain that
when I am done you will be unanimously of the opinion
It is

am

tackling^

that the latter

is

out of

my

However,

line of business.

if I

should happen to stumble on some point that would excite
discussion, I should feel that I have accomplisht the principal object of a paper of this character.
The first and most important point to be considered in
building up and keeping a home market is the quality of
the honey. Under no circumstances do I attempt to sell
anj'thing but well-ripened honey. It should also be of the
best color possible. Of course, we shall have to dispose of
some dark honey, but our customers should have a fair

opportunity of sampling it, and it should be sold at a lower
price than the whiter goods. I leave as much as possible of
the dark honey in the brood-nest, but even then I have two
or three thousand pounds of it to dispose of in an ordinary
season. I find that my customers prefer it at the lower
price, and as they understand exactly what they are g-etting
there is no cause for complaint. In making my fall sales I
usually have the amber, white, and dark hone^- in the same
load, which gives customers a fair opportunity of seeing- the
difference in quality as well as price, and govern themselves
accordingly.
In this, as in all matters pertaining to the marketing of
honey, absolute honesty is the best policy. One price to all
should be the rule. If one for the sake of closing out a load
quickly is tempted to cut the price in the hope that his
other customers will not know it. he would better resist the
temptation, for such information ti'avels very rapidly, and
it will not be very long before some one, perhaps several
miles distant, will say, " I understand you sold it for such a
price to so and so, and I don't want to pav anv more than
he does."
A reputation for honest and square dealing will also
help us to deal with those who are unduly suspicious of
adulteration in honey.
There are still ".some ignorant
enough to suppose that granulation of honey is positive
proof of the presence of sugar or some other "foreign substance therein. I label it all " Pure Honey," and on the
label are directions as to what to do if it granulates. It is
also necessary to supplement this with extensive verbal explanations in many cases, and how much of it is believed
depends largely on the amount of confidence placed in the
salesman. I have found it profitable in many cases to leave
a copy of a honey-leaflet, which explains clearly the subject
of granulation, and explodes some of the popular myths in
regard to adulteration. But most important of all is to become acquainted with our customers, and to win their confidence that thej- may be more ready to accept our explanations of these matters.
In regard to the size of the package, I use cases of 12,
20, and 24 pounds each for comb honey, and about uniformly
use 2S-pound pails for extracted honey.
In working up new territory it is well to have some
smaller package, varying from three pounds to 25. With a
small packag-e a new customer may be secured who could
not be induced to purchase 25 pound.^s at first but after the
trial trip I usually follow this up with the uniform size
25
pounds. I find it better to break a package occasionally, or
weigh out wliatever may be wanted, than to carry small
packages for very many take the large packages -^vithout
objection who would take the smaller ones instead if thev
had the opportunity this would make it necessary to cover
the same territory too frequently. As I dispose 'of six or
seven thousand pounds in this way in an ordinary season. I
find it desirable to sell it in as large packages as possible.
It is not always desirable, however, to sell all that you
can to one individual. There are those who can be induced
to take two 2S-pound pails at the same time.
Some people
will thereby become so tired of honey that they will not buy
any at all the next season, but will tell you that they have
some of your last year's sale still on hand. I would rather
make a smaller sale and meet a hungry customer the following season. However, the cases in which one is in danger
:

—

;

;
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of selling more than can be satisfactorily

consumed are

comparatively rare.
In regard to prices, this will depend of course largely on
local competition.
In general I think we should get not
less than 12 cents a pound for white comb honey, and 8
cents a pound for white extracted and generally I have no
;

difficulty in g-etting these prices.

There

one kind of competition however which I would
like to hear discust at this meeting.
Afterlong years spent
in building up a home market, we are commencing- to reap
the fruits of our labor, and have secured a long- list of regular customers who are looking to us to supply them yearly
with hone^-, when along comes some fresh young competitor, whom you yourself, perhaps in a moment of mistaken
benevolence, have started in the business, who, for the purpose of securing your customers, offers it to them at a
slightU- lower price thati you have been receiving. Is this
legitimate competition ? If not, how is it to be met ? Some
of the editors of our bee-papers would say, " Get them to
subscribe for a good bee-paper :" but I've tried that, and I
find that it makes an already unscrupulous competitor a
more powerful and eff^ective one. I can't help but believe
that if we should induCe all the small honey-producers
about us to subscribe for bee-papers, it would result in still
lower prices. As a question of business policy, can we
afford to do it ?
I have now, I think, sufficiently indicated some of the
conditions of a local market, both favorable and unfavorable.
If I have not fully answered the question " how to
improve them." I hope I have at least sug-gested something
worth}' of your consideration, and that the discussion following maj- serve to supplement and correct the deficiencies
of this paper.
B. W. Peck.
is

Mr. Tubbs thought that it was not best to try to induce
our neighbors to go into the bee-business, or subscribe for
bee-papers. The majority however thought that there was
room for more good bee-keepers — alwaj-s room at the top
and that every bee-keeper should be a reader of bee-literature.
It was thought that many of those who injure the market do so inadvertent!}', or from a lack of understanding the
conditions of the market and that this condition might be
alleviated if there was more fraternizing among bee-keep;

more visiting back and

forth, g-etting- better acquainted
with our neighboring- bee-keepers, and, through discussion,
arrive at a better general understanding of the conditions
of the market, and how to meet them.
ers,

SECOND DAY— Morning

Session.

comb foundation."

Messrs. Tubbs,
Sutton and Reynolds used starters in the sections. Objected
to full sheets on account of "fishbone." All present used
full si'.eets in the brood-frames, except Mr. Silzli, who used
starters in both sections and brood-frames.
"Preparing bees for winter." The first preparation
was to see that they had a good queen in the fall and plenty
of good hone}'. Nearly all present practiced out-door wintering-.
Nearly all used double-wall or chafl:' hives. Chaff,
straw or forest leaves was the packing generally used. Mr.
Silzli used paper with excellent results:
" How to prevent robbing." Leave no honey exposed
during a dearth of honey, and keep good queens in your
colonies. Mr. Sutton said he believed that robbing never
occurred in a colony that had a first-class queen.
"Making the Association more useful." Mr. Spitler
thought that our meetings were very good, but if a larger
attendance could be .secured greater good to a greater
number would result. He thought it would be advisable for
the Association to offer some premiura^-a bee-paper he
thought would be a very good and appropriate premium to
oft'er as an inducement to attend the conventions.
The following- officers were elected for the coming year
President. Geo. Spitler, of Pennsylvania: Vice-President,
B. W. Peck, of Ohio Secretary and Treasurer, Ed JoUey,
of Franklin, Pa.
Andover, Ohio, was chosen as the next place of meeting.
'•

Profitable use of

:

;

AFTERNOON

SESSION.

Mr. Sutton exhibited his new extension swarming-pole.
This pole was made to use an ordinary swarming-box. or
any other swarming device. By means of a cord within the
pole, its length could be instantly extended from 12 to 22

any intermediate length desired.
was originally designed to have some bee-keeper of

feet, or
It

long experience give a sort of reminiscence. In the absence of such a paper it was decided to hold a regular old
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Methodist experience-meeting, except that our experiences
should be about bees and things kindred. This was really
one of the most enjoyable features of the convention one
Had any of the uninitiated been in
in which all took part.
the corner listening, they might have thought, "What great
fishermen those fellows would have made '." It would be
superfluous to attempt to give each one"s experience here in
detail, nevertheless these experiences were thoroughly enjoyed by all present. But I cannot refrain from giving a
part of what Mr. Bair said.
Mr. Bair is a veteran a veteran soldier and a veteran
bee-keeper. After giving some of his more common-place
experiences, he told us some of the curious superstitious
ideas in vogue when he commenced bee-keeping. " In those
days," he said, "when a swarm of bees came out. and you
had not the necessary things at hand to make sufficient
noise, if you ran into the kitchen and took a loaf of bread,
turned it upside down on the table, and plunged a knife
down through the loaf into the table, the swarm could not
possibly go away, but was sure to settle. If you had everything ready, and the family all at home, a loud noise was
all that was necessary to cause them to settle.
If, perchance, they had started to leave before you discovered
them, if you could run ahead of them and turn your hat upside down on the ground the swarm could not possibly pass
over it. If )-ou succeeded in getting them hived, if you
would go to the pig-sty and get some dirt and put it on top
of the "skap,' it would be impossible for the bees to leave.
If a member of your family died it was necessary to go and
tell the sad news to the bees, or else you would never have
any more luck with them."
A number of other experiences were fully as ludicrous

—
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them a queen. It's a little doubtful if you'll have a chance
anyhow, for a queenless colony put in the cellar doesn't
generally come out alive, and if it does the bees are likely
to be so old that it will only be an aggravation to give them
a queen, for they will be rapidly dying oft' and will make
very slow work building up to a colony that's worth anything. The wise thing will be to unite them with a weak
colony, or divide them among several. Do this as early as
the weather is warm enough for bees to fly freely.

—

and enjoyable.
The convention adjourned
Jan. 12 and

to

meet

at

Ed

13. 1900.

Andover. Ohio,
Jollev. .SVc.

What About Catalpa for Bees ?
Do you know anything about the catalpa tree for honey ?
have about 60 of them, and they were loaded with blosMendot.4..
soms and bees last spring.

I

Answer. — I

don't know. My impression has been that
value, and j'et the fact that bees are
is pretty strong evidence that they are of
value. Even if the bees get only a little nectar from them,
or if they get only pollen, it's just that much more than
they'd otherwise get, for the bees wouldn't work on them if
thev could do better elsewhere.

they are not of
plenty on them

much

Closed-End

Open-End Frames

vs.

Foundation Fasteners

for Sections.
I am situated so that my bees have abundant pasturage
on willow early in the spring, followed by dandelion, April
flowers and other wild flowers. Large fields of wild mustard are in full bloom by June 1, but bees do not gather any
surplus honey from it. By the last of June wild clover is in
full bloom which yields our main flow of honey.
1. Under these circumstances, do you think that the
closed-end frame hive would induce bees to breed up faster

in the spring thati in the ordinary Hoffman frame, so as to
be in full force to work on clover to the be.st advantage, and

probably gather some mustard honey ?
2. Which foundation fastener for sections do you rec-

ommend ?
3. What

CONDUCTED BY
liR. C. C.
[Questions

may

MILLER. Marengo,

have

your opinion of the A. C. Miller fastener

?

Os.^Kis.

be mailed lo the Hee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

Moving Bees the Middle of February.

my

bees in the cellar (Feb. 14). but as I have
eight miles from them I would like to move
them, as the man that lives in my house doesn't know anything about bees. If I move them now I can use a sleigh.
Will it be all right if I move them and give them a flight
before putting them into the cellar here ? I would like to
have them here, but I don "t want to do anj'thing that will
harm them. I have only 11 colonies they are hybrids and
I

is

111.

moved about

—

Answers. 1. With the ends entirely closed, the bees
are warmer for winter and warmer for breeding up in
spring, but the advantage is more than counterbalanced by
the inconvenience in handling, unless I am mistaken, and I
don't believe there would be enough difterence made to
allow a harvest from flowers earlier than open-end frames
would allow. But where propolis is scarce there is not the
same objection to closed-end frames, and with propolis as
plenty as it is with me, Hoffman frames are by no means
desirable.
2. I've never tried
Daisy fastener.
3.

It

anything that does better than the

doesn't work as well for

me

as the Daisy.

;

golden Italians.

Wisconsin.

—

Answer. So ne_ar spring as this there would be little
risk in hauling them and putting them directly into the cellar, as they will not likely be confined there very long
at farthest. But it may be still better to wait a little later,
and set them directlv on the summer stands.

A Bunch of Ten Questions.
1.

2.

fertile

What

to Do with a Queenless Colony.

my

One of
colonies, a swarm of last summer, did not do
well, while the other colonies stored from one to three supers each

full of honey.
This one colony filled the lower
box all right, but did not do anything in the super, and
showed a forlorn appearance during fall. I believe the colony is queenless, but niy perception came too late — I had

my

bees in the cellar before I knew the probable cause of
I dare not examine the colony while in the cellar, but as soon as I can put them out, I shall examine it
and find whether it is queenless. My question is
Would
it be advisable to introduce a new queen if queenless ? and
when would be the proper time to do it ?
Io\v.\.
inactivity.

:

Answer. — If you have only

lately

commenced keeping

bees, the advice to g'ive you is to give the bees a queen as
soon as you can get one for them in the .spring'. Not that
such advice is at all good but it's the only advice you'll
follow. If, however, you've kept bees long enough to be a
little toughened, then my advice is not to think of g-iving
;

What kind

of bees are the yellow-banded Adel bees?

Are they good honey-gatherers?
Will bees finish queen-cell cups

when they have a

queen ?
I have some

partly-filled sections where honey is
3.
partly candied. Is there any use I can make of them, or
will the bees clean out the candied honey if I put them in
supers on the hives next spring ?
4. Are tin supers better than others ? and do sections
come out of tin supers cleaner than wooden ones ?
5. Is it well to divide when bees swarm and return to
their hive when they have a dipt queen ?
6. Will capt queen-cells hatch out in an incubator ?
7. I have .some moldy frames of honey which I kept over
winter. Will it do any harm to give them to the bees next

spring

?

About how many eggs does a young queen lay ?
9. To-day it was warm, and my bees wanted to fly, but
the ground was covered with snow, .so I put on the entrance
of the hive some wire-netting. Was that all right ?
10. How close, or how much, do you cut the queen's
New Jersey.
wings ?
—
of
them.
If I am not
never
saw
any
1.
I
Answers.
8.

mistaken,

it is

a strain of Italian bees to which that

name

—
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given, just as you might take a colony of Italian bees and
give them a particular name.
If ynu look into almost any hive con2. That depends.
taining a colony, you will find a number of queen-cell cups
that will remain unfinisht until the bees think of swarming,
when they will be occupied and finisht. They will not be
occupied and tinisht unless a fertile queen is present, for if
the queen is taken away, instead of rearing a queen in one
of these cups, a larva in a worker-cell will be chosen.
3. If the least bit of honey has candied, it is doubtful
that you can get them cleaned out so they will be good to
use again.
4. I never before heard of " tin " supers, and I doubt
whether such are in use. It is probable you have reference
to T tin supers, or, as they are generally called, T supers.
The only tin about them is the bottom supports on which
the sections rest, and these are called T tins because a crosssection looks like the letter T inverted x5. The common practice is to set the old hive to one
side, let the swarm return to a new hive placed on the old
stand, and let the queen go in the new hive.
6. Yes, a sealed queen-cell will hatch out a queen if kept

is

—

anywhere warm enough.
7. That's the best thing to do with them, only you
mustn't give one colony so many at a time as to discourage
it.
You may give to a colon)- as many as two or three at a
time outside of its brood-nest.
When she first begins to lay
8. She lays one at a time.
she will lay very few in a day. but when she gets fairly
warmed up to the work — say when the white honey harvest
is about at hand
she will not think it a very big thing to
lay 2,000 or 3,000 every 24 hours.
That left the light
9. You might have done better.
shining in and the warmed air coming in, urging the bees

—

the strongest way to come out for a play-spell, and the
fact that they are fastened in seems to make them all the
more fierce to g-et out, so that it is quite possible more bees
die in the hive than would die on the snow. The better way
would have been to put boards or something of the kind in
front of the hive so not a ray of light could enter.
in

10. A queen has four wings, two on each side.
two on one side as short as vou convenientlv can.

Number

How many
at a

time

?

of Colonies to a Load.

colonies do you

commonly put on a wagon

Answer. —Generally

I

put on

colonies. Nine of these go in the
the rack, the other 22 on the rack.

Robbing

all

the

wagon

holds

— 31

body of the wagon under

Clover

Best Size of

Hives, Etc.
early to have young- bees in the hive ? I had
1. Is
some that took a flight Jan. 15.
Will they
2. I have a strong colony that is q^eenless.
rear a queen now if I give them some brood, before natural
pollen comes in ?
It seemed that
3. I have some bees that want to rob.
they got a start at a queenless hive, and I put them into the
cellar, yet there seemed to be quite a number working
around all the hives. What shall I do ? Do all bees rob to
.some extent during warm days in winter?
4.
What kind of clover would you recommend for this
State (Tennessee), sweet or Alsike ? We have red clover,
but it doesn't yield nectar as well.
5. What kind or size of hive is best for comb honey
10-frame or 8-frame ? I use the standard Langstroth inframe.
6. Will bees store honey enough in an 8-frame hive to
it

winter on

?

Tennessee.

Answers. — 1. Generally no brood will be found as early
it is quite common to find breeding- comFebruary when bees are wintered out-doors. If
the bees that flew Jan. 15 had just emerged from their cells,
that was remarkably early. It is possible they had emerged
so late in the fall that they still appeared young.
2. They might, but it would not be very successful, and
the wisest thing you can do is to unite them with a weak
colony that has a good queen.
3. You can't get bees so honest that they'll never rob if
the temptation is g-reat enough, and you can't do anything
with the robbers to stop them. The only thing is to keep

as Jan. 15, altho

mence

in

everything as safe from them as you can, not exposing
honey and not keeping weak and queenless colonies.
4'.
Sweet and Alsike ought bcith to do well with you.
Unless your stock has learned to eat sweet clover, you may
Likely an acre
find Alsike the more profitable for forage.
of sweet clover will yield more honey than Alsike, but you
must consider its other value as well as its value for honey.
Unless a good
5. It depends much on the management.
deal of attention is paid to them. 10-frames are better.
If the combs are
6. Sometimes, and sometimes not.
kept filled with brood until pretty late, there is hardly room
enough for honey. If left to "themselves there is more
danger of suffering for want of stores in 8-frame than 10-

frame hives.

-^ •

Getting Bees to

Empty

*

Partially-Filled Sections.

On page 98, near the beginning of the page, I .see a way
given to get honev emptied out of sections. Now what I
If I put on a hive a super of .sections
want to know is this
.partly finisht. and then put over that another super having
sections with a little honey in them, will the bees carry
Subscriber.
down the honey out of the upper super ?
:

Answer. — So
and

I

have tried

it

I have tried anything of the kind^
extensively— it has been an utter failure.

far as

Using a Bee-Escape How Much Comb FoundationTransferring from a Tree.
1. Can I use a bee-escape on an improved LangstrothSimplicity hive without a super ? or will I have to use supers ? If so, would it be well in this part of the State to use
double supers ?
2. How much comb foundation do I require through the
summer for two hives ? and which is the better, the extra
thin surplus or the thin surplus, if I use a one or two inch
starter in an 8-frame hive for comb honey ?
3. How can I transfer a swarm of bees from a tree in
the woods ? Will I have to cut the tree ofi" so short that I
can carrv the trunk home, or can I take a hive along to the
tree and" transfer them there ? What is the best way to do
this, and what time of the year?
4. Which bee-book do you consider the better for a beginner, the " A B C of Bee-Culture " or Prof. Cook's " ManMinnesota.
ual of the Apiary."
.

Illinois.

"

Bees Flying Early

Cut the

151

Answers. — 1. I'm not

entirely sure whether I understand your question. There's hardly any need of a beeescape unless you have something in the line of a super, understanding, of course, that by a super is meant anything
that is put ore;- the hive in which to have .surplus honey
stored. It may be a super to contain sections, or it may be
a super to contain extracting-combs. In either case an escape can be used. If by " double super" you mean two supers on a hive at a-time. it is generally advisable to have
more than one super on at a time if there is a good honeyyield and the first super is pretty well advanced. If I
haven't struck the right idea, ask further and I'll try again.
2. I don't know which is better, altho I have generally
used the thin. When not storing-, the bees are likely to
gnaw the extra-thin more than is desirable. To be sure,
supers should not generally be left on the hive when bees
are not storing, but one wants them on a little before storing' begins, and sometimes there is a temporary lull when
the bees stop storing for a very short time and then begin
again. One pound of foundation will probably do for what

you require.

whichever is most conven3. Either way will answer
ient for you, taking all things into consideration.
4. Probably no bee-book in the world is fuller of practiof Bee-Culture." " Cook's
cal information than the "
Manual " contains information that is lacking in the
of Bee-Culture " as to the natural history of the bee from
the stand-point of an entomologist, as well as giving pracI wouldn't like to spare either of them,
tical information.
nor would I like to be without Dadant's Langstroth.
;

ABC

"ABC

Langstroth on the Honey=Bee, revised by the Dadants,
a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pag-es, and is bound elegantly.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with the
Bee Journal for a year both for only S2.00.
is

—
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spector shall receive four dollars per day and traveling
penses for the actual time served, which sum shall not
ceed the moneys hereby appropriated, to be paid by
State Treasurer upon warrants drawn and approved by

Governor.
Sec.

and

7.

exex-

the
the

— This Act shall take effect and ,be in force from
and publication.
— By this Act all previous legislation on the sub-

after its passage

Sec.

8.

ject of foul brood on the statutes of
pealed.

Michigan

is

hereby

re-

Mr. Hilton also desired us to again urge all bee-keepers
in Michigan to write at once to their senators and representatives at Lansing, urging them to favor the passage of the

Foul Brood

:

Bill as above.
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Before leaving Los Angeles we enjoyed an ocean voyto San Diego and return.
I also had a very pleasant
visit with Mr. Harbison, and a drive of 25 miles out to his
large apiary, which is an ideal location on his 700-acre
ranch in a mountain canyon.
I also took a ride by wheel over the Mexican border, returning by way of Coronado Beach and the famous hotel.
We have now spent a week looking over San Francisco.
Oakland, the Golden Gate Park. Sutro Heights, and the
Beach, and I took a wheel-ride to San Jose, 45 miles down
the Bay, through a fine farming and fruit valley. But we
do not. enjoy this part of the State as well as Los Angeles
and vicinity, and we will soon leave the coast, as we wish
to spend a few weeks in Salt Lake City and Denver before
Frank McNay.
returning home.

age

We

are glad our friends have enjoyed themselves so
Some day we hope to be able to follow
their example, and ramble around awhile in winter in a
warmer clime.

much

in California.

»»»«*

Dk. Peiro, when on his trip West last fall, also visited
the States of Oregon and Washington. He has this to say
about them
I have given much thought regarding the matter of
migration to either of the above States since a personal
observation of the several encouragements each offer, particularly in an agricultural and horticultural sense, and
conclude that to the young man of brains and brawn anxious to " get on in the world " a well-selected piece of land
for a farm home in either of these States is preferable to
the drier altitudes of Arizona, California, or even Idaho.
Much moisture can be depended upon to insure regular
crops, and the market for any produce is fully as favorable.
Because of the plentiful and natural irrigation, fruits
are abundant, small grain yields fine average crops, and
hay (alfalfa, especially) is always and bountifully to be depended on. Hence to the young, or even middle-aged, blest
with health and a willingness to work, I suggest they investigate the possibilities of these comparatively new but
fast-growing States. From a climatic point of view I
should deter the weak, consumptive or inflaminatory rheumatic patient from going there.
Dk. Peiro.
:

Dk. C. C. Miller was in Chicago last week attending
the third quarterly meeting of the Chicago Bee-Keepers'
Association. It is just wonderful how young he keeps. He
is 67, and Dr. Peiro, when so told, said, "Why, he doesn't
look a bit over SO." But may be it's a habit doctors have
of looking young. Now. Dr. Peiro is 59, and he doesn't
look much over well, 45. Of course doctors ought to know
how to keep looking young while they help to make the rest
of us look old

—

!

* # *

Redbug Not Bedbug. — Mr.
Co., Fla., wrote us Feb. 28

Friend York

O. O. Poppleton. of

Dade

:

— On page 115

of your issue for Feb. 23,
paragraph, the word "bedbug" is
printed for " redbug." Please correct the mistake, as the
balance of the paragraph reads rather funny as it is.
Bees are doing the poorest in building up this winter I
have ever known them to do here. The reason is because
the extensive fires last spring destroyed our winter pasturfirst

column and

:

last

age.

O. O. POPPLETOX.
* * « «

Dr. C. a. D.wiD is one of Chicago's eminent medical
specialists.
He was born in 1845, in Richland Co., 111., and
came to Chicago in 1875, when he decided to devote himself
exclusively to one class of diseases that of the rectum
such as the treatment of piles, fistula, irritable ulcers, strictures and the like. He then took a thorough course at the
University of New York, graduating therefrom in 1882. Dr.
David has superseded the old methods of torture with a
more rational treatment, and, as a consequence, success has
attended his efforts, and b^- the profession at large he is

—

recognized as an authority. His success maj' best be summarized by the simple statement that of the vast number of
treatments which he has given, aggregating nearly 100,000,
he has never lost a case.
We have recently had occasion to patronize Dr. David,
and are glad to recommend him to all who require the kind
of service he can so successfully and satisfactorily perform.
His office is in the Champlain Building, northwest corner
of Madison and State streets, Chicago. To our mind he exemplifies to the fullest degree the highest ideal of the
Christian physician.
*

Mk. Frank McN.w.

of Wisconsin, who with his wife,
has been spending the winter in California, wrote us as
follows from San Francisco, Feb. 20
:

Friend York

— California

seems

be doomed to
another year of severe drouth, as there has been no rain for
several weeks, and only about an aggregate of three inches
in most locations in Southern California, and but little
more up here. Bee-keepers are fast losing hopes of a sufficient amount of rain to secure any honey, and bees are
being shipt to Arizona and Utah.
The very small amount of rain and exceptionally fine
warm weather have afforded us an excellent winter for touring. Mr. J. H. Martin (Rambler) was our near neighbor
while in Los Angeles, and on our Rambler wheels %ve enjoved many long rambles to the country and mountains
with " Rambler " as our guide.
:

to

The Union Combination Self-Feed Rip and Crosscut Saw, while it is designed for wood-workers generally,
is especially valuable for making bee-hives, frames, etc.
This machine and attachments are suitable for ripping,
cross-cutting, mitering, rabbeting, grooving, graining,
dadoing, boring, scroll sawing, edge moulding, beading, etc.,
thoroughly practical in every particular, and easy to operate.
It has a large combination wood and iron table, 28x36
inches, with extension rolls, four changes of speed and
three changes of feed. It has babbitt metal lined boxes
which are adjustable to take up the wear has steel shafts
and machine cut gears has foot power with a walking moA comtion, and a chain belt attachment for fast speed.
plete illustrated catalog fully describing this machine and
attachments, also a full line of wood-working machinery,
will be sent on application. Send for catalog " A." Address
;

;

the manufacturers— The Seneca Falls Mfg. Co., 46 Water
St., Seneca Falls, N. Y.. and say you saw their advertisement in the American Bee Joarnal.

Editor Hutchinson, of the Bee-Keepers' Review, had
February number
" The American Bee Journal began the year with a
new dress of type and a number of little nicknacks that add
By the way, this
to the beauty of its personal appearance.
this to say in his

journal recently printed 15,000 copies the extra copies to
be used as samples. This is probably the largest single
issue of any bee-journal that has ever been printed in this
country."
Many thanks, Mr. Hutchinson. But the number we
printed in that large edition was 16,000. You mist it by
only 1,000.
;

#

* #

105 Park Place, New York, N. Y., has
sent us his catalog of bee-keepers' supplies for 1899. He is
one of our regular advertisers, and will be glad to mail his
catalog to all who will write him for it. Please mention
the American Bee Journal should you write Mr. Stringham
or anv others of our advertisers.
I.

J.

Stringham.

—

—
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Bees Needed :for Fruit
Press Bulletin No. 8, of the
Kansas Experiment Station, says:
"If bees are kept from fruit-blossoms by netting or
other artificial means, the amount of fruit set is little or
none. It not infrequently happens that inclement weather
prevents or hinders the flying of bees during the period
are receptive. A fruit-tree, half of which
a continuous spray of water during the
flowering period, produced no fruit upon the sprayed portion, but an abundance upon the other.
A failure due to
the above-mentioned cause cannot well be prevented, but
may be modified by having bees near at hand to utilize the
short favorable periods -which do occur.

when the flowers
was subjected to

Long Heating Darkens Wax,

as also does frequent re-

heating-, altho slow cooling- allows the impurities
to the bottom, saj's Editor Root.

to

settle

Smoking Bees When Taking from the Cellar is recommended by C. Davenport, in the Bee-Keepers' Review. It
helps to keep the bees from mixing- up and going into the
wrong hives, and no harm comes from the smoking. An
acquaintance of his prefers a windy day for taking out, as
bees fly closer to their hives, thus mixing less.

Moths will not Trouble Dry Combs, if such combs are
entirely free of honey, pollen, or cocoons. J. B. Hall told
the editor of the Bee-Keepers' Review that an excluder
keeps the queen out of extracting-combs, the bees lick them
clean at the close of the season, then there is no trouble
from worms, even if the combs are stackt up in hives outdoors and the hives left open to the moths.

—

Do Bees Freeze ? Dr. Miller discusses the question in
the Progressive Bee-Keeper, and says that while it is true
that bees enough in a cluster, with air and food enough and
cleansiag flights enough, are in no danger of freezing, yet
with some of these conditions lacking they may freeze in a
temperature not so very low and that when the unqualified
statement is made, " Bees never freeze they starve," the
answer should be, " Bees do freeze, millions of them."
:

;

Does Black Anger Bees ?— J. H. Martin thinks color
does not make so much difference as texture and cleanness.
Fuzziness is more than color, a fuzzy hat, white or black,
attracting attention, and a hole in such a hat being a special
target.
Bee-Keepers' Review. Those who say -they have
seen bees make a distinction on account of color may be
hard to satisfy that there is no such thing bj- the testimony
of those who have never observed it.

—

—

American Hives Larger than German. In Germany,
bee-keepers in general don't know what a large hive is.
Only lately I was reading how a German bee-journal made
fun of the French for using the large Dadant hives, and
when a larg'e yield is reported from such hives they call it
pure humbug. .. .1 may further say that here in America
entrances are very much larger than in Germany, and the
bees seem to prosper with them. L. v. Stachelhausen, in
Deutsche ill. Bztg.

—

A

Point in Favor of Small Hives, and a strong point in
his estimation, is given by the editor of the Bee-Keepers'
Review. If the bees get started with more honey in the
brood-nest than brood, or even half as much honey as brood,
the habit of storing in the brood-apartment has become so
strong that thej- will not give it up. He especially values
the practice .of giving at the opening of the harvest a super
of drawn combs, thereby inducing the bees to begin their
storing in the super.

Nailed Sections Preferred.— Says G. M. Doolittle in the
Progressive Bee-Keeper
"I consider that nailed sections are enough better for
shipping honey, to more than pay for the extra time spent
in nailing them, for the loss by breakage with other than
nailed sections rules .so much greater than with the nailed
that the damage through breakage will more than hire the
sections nailed, or pay the bee-keeper for his time when
nailing them himself."
:

A

Separator
Bee-Keepers' Review.
super by a strip of tin

described by Jacob Alpaugh, in the
The separators are supported in the
at each end of the super, the same as
in a T super, but instead of a T tin the sections are supported by strips of tin fastened to the separators. These
pieces of tin are 1 '2 inches long and 'i inch wide, '4' inch at
the bottom being turned at right angles to support the corner of the section. Some one got up something of that kind
before. Was it L. A. Aspinwall ?
Ne-vv

is

" An insufficient supply ot\ bees will hinder the setting
of fruit. While other insects may take part in the carrying
of pollen, the fruit-raiser must rely chiefly upon honey-bees.
Experience shows that, tho hungry bees may fly two or
three miles, hives should be within half a mile of the
orchard or small-fruit patch."

Boiling Foul-Broody Honey is discust by the BeeKeepers' Review without reaching any positive conclusion
as to how long boiling is required. If the work of the scientists is to be counted. Editor Hutchinson thinks Dr. Miller
may be justified in demanding 2K hours. But he .seems to
think we can't count too much upon what the scientists find
out, and cites, among other things, that Cheshire reported
foul brood spores in the eggs of a queen, while a queen
from an infected colony has never carried the disease to another colony.
That leaves the possible inference that
Cheshire was mistaken as to finding spores in eggs. After
Mr. Hutchinson had written this, he made a visit to Guelph,
Ontario, had an interview with Prof. Harrison, the bacteriInologist, and saw some things through a microscope.
stead of knocking into pi what he had written, with admirable frankness he lets it stand, and adds that through that
microscope he saw with his oivn eyes spores in an egg. Perhaps it is well for all to avoid being too positive, no matter

which side we are on.

—

Baits in Supers Help to Prevent Swarming. A Stray
"If L. Stachelhausen is correct,
in Gleaning-s says
as I think he is, as to the eft'ect of baits in supers, page 85,
then they form quite a factor in prevention of s-warming.
Forcing bees to begin on raw foundation in the super by
the crowded condition of the brood-nest is forcing them just
[This is a good point. It is
so much toward swarming-.
one of the golden nuggets that appear in the ordinary articles of some of our contributors, but which the editor had
not seen. I now desire to give it all the prominence I can,
as I believe there is a good deal ita it. Ed.]

Straw

:

Winter Protection. — D. W. Heise — the man that notes

—

and picks for the Cat adian Bee Journal is getting ready
for himself a whole lot of trouble. He has so little respect
for generally accepted opinions that he says if the cluster
of bees is properly protected on top and sides, he would
rather have his hives out in the open plain than surrounded
by evergreen hedges or high board fences. When too much
protection is given by building-s, fences, etc., the bees venture out when too cool for their safety, while the bees in the
open mind their business and stay at home.

Liquefying Extracted Honey Before Selling is a mistake in the opinion of D. W. Heise. Instead of taking that
trouble, he sells his honey in whatever condition it happens
to be, taking pains to instruct his customers what they must
do to liquefy it, and finds his advantage in doing so.
Canadian Bee Journal.
Heise's head is level. No matter what pains you take
in liquefying, the honey will granulate in your customers'
hands, and if they do not know how to liquefy it, your trade
will sufi'er. You may as well instruct them properly in the
first place.

When

Should Bees be Taken from Cellar? C. Davenif bees winter well and are nearly dormant they
should be left till settled weather but if restless and uneas}', many leaving their hives and dying, the sooner they
are set out the better. If in an intermediate condition, it
matters not whether they are taken out in March or April.
More stores are consumed if the bees come out early, but
they will be strong-er for the harvest if early weather is
good. If the weather is bad, then those left in the cellar
port thinks

;

are better

off.

— Bee-Keepers' Review.

—
Mar.
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Prospects Good for Honey.
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According to present indications Southern Indiana, and especially Vanderburgh
county, will have a good honey-yield for
the season of isiill. We have had the largest
A
rainfall for quite a number of years.
heavy snow falling just immediately before
the recent cold wave, when the mercury
reacht 1.5 degrees below, saved the most
of our young honey-plants from freezing
out. I examined and found the roots of the
dry weather honey-vine to have withstood
the cold weather nicely, thus insuring a
bountiful supply of rarest nectar from this
source, should the summer be hot enough.
However, clover does not look so well, altho
Large
it is somewhat early in the season.
losses of bees are reported all around.
J. C. Wali.enmeykr.

Vanderburgh Co

,

offered wlthoul

f"^ each. Don't buy
yourstflck until "you m^ this new L.it-al.it'u--. Several varieties showa
will bfr
Great inducements for orders this year.
ID coloTfl.
Qurprised at my bargain offers. Send vour address on Postal to-day.
Old cuslomere will receive a copy,
T€ll your friends to Bend too.

MILLS, Seedftman, Box SS Kose Ul!l, N.T
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

r. B.

,

BUY THE BEST.
you want the besl low down wagon you
should buy the Electric Haudy Wagon. It is
the best because it is made of the best material;
the best broad tired Electric Wheels; best seasoned white hickory axles; all other wood parts
of the best seasoned while oak. The front and
rear honnds are made from the best angle steel.
If

Ind., Feb. 23.

a slat separator to take the place of the

ordinary

Bees Had Good Flight.

solid-wood separator.

tin or

Bees had a good

flight Feb. 31.

all seem to be in
have thus far lost none.

onies

-J^l

My 34 col-

fair condition.

John Stroebel,
Saginaw

I

Jr.

Co., Mich., Feb. 27.

which is ueaier, stronger, and in every way bet
ter than wood. Well painted in red and var
nisht. Extra length of reach, and extra long
without

standards supplied
n'tjuested.
4.t"n.'

Wheel

tric

additional

cost

This wagon is guaranteed to
pounds anywhere. Write the Elec-

when
carry

Box

Co.

16,

Quincy,

Illinois,

for

new catalog, which fully describes this
wagon, their famous Electric Wheels and Electric Feed Conkers.

their

Don't Depend on Neighbors.
have four colonies of bees. I bought one
colony in 18%. and that year they did not
get a pound of honey; they would have
starved if we bad not fed them. The year
ISflT we got about 100 pounds, mostly from
sweet clover, but some heart's ease. The
year 1S9S we got 37.5 pounds. My husband
was discouraged, he could not work with
the bees, as his work kept him so busy that
be had no time to spare. We sent for our
neighbor every time there was anything to
be done with the bees, so last year 1 told
my husband to send for a veil and smoker,
and I woidd help take care of them myself.
This thing of depending on someone else is
I

They

bound

are simply four slats

gether at the ends by folded

can be used
old-style

in

tins.

to-

They

any super taking the

sections

and their cost

;

is

hardly any more than wood separators.

We
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T

supers or for section-

all

For odd-sized supers, of course

holders.

we

have

shall
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additional
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Please mention Bee Journal "when writing,

GWe make

nonsense.

full line of otlu-i

SUPPLIES.
A postal sent us with your name,' for
a Catalog will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO..

0.

Shebo^'gax, Wis.

the supers

is,

Bees Working Hard.
old-style sections

and

T

holders, or with our regular

Mr.

J.

E.

section-

supers.

Crane produced several

HATCH CHICKENS

I have 11.5 colonies of bees in good shape,
and the prospect are for a good year. We
are having fine weather. Pussy willows are
in bloom, and bees are working hard.
B. P. Shirk.
Kings Co., Cal., Jan. 8.

rators of this kind,

and he

is

of the

BUiiiile. [ierti.ct,

Thouwaiids in Euccesfiful (ijicratiou.
Isl-clasH hatcaer njade

Lowest (Kiced

Gt:o.

Doolittle's

afforded
:

gave him

fuller

and better

but the boxes were hardly as

complete and nice as those from fences.

Funnel for Malting Nuclei

the size of the bee-funnel recomDoolittle to shake bees into,
nuclei ? What I want are
top and bottom dimensions.
J. N. Ladenburger.
referred the above question to Mr.
who answers as follows: Ed.]

Doolittle,

Answer.— I

Keep Your Eye on
this Column, ^C^C^C
as

we may

be able

to

save you dollars.

Tnefl.l.RooiGoiupanu
MEDINA, OHIO.

think that the funnels used

by the A. I. Root Co.. and others, in putting up bees by the pound, were an oblong
at
the
dicular

14 to

^•^'^

KTAlll,,
6lh f^t.. Oulnry.

II.

fi.

III.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

44A26t

is

mended by Mr.
when making

[We

n^e

Hell-reciiUliD?

EXCELSIOR INCUBnoR
1

What

opinion that the freer communication

BY STEAM-«'Li.

f

thousand pounds of honey with sepa-

boxes

New

with fence and plain sections, and'a

our bees and left them on
the summer stands. It is very cold at present—five degrees below zero.
Co., Kans., Feb.

the

tianipion Gtiatt-Hive

We just paokt

Cowley

(urn ea»j

sVRAffbfiik OSBORNE'

RENA LiFORGE.

They can be supplied with

charge.

MORE EGGS

Feed the he us un (Creen

top,
till

the

commg

sides
being perpennear the bottom, when

a gradual slant was made till the outlet
to the funnel was reacht, which outlet
should be not less than 2i., inches in diameter, in any funnel made for this purpose.
If smaller than this, the bees will clog in
this narrow part, when a full frame of
them are shaken in at once, a thing which
we nearly always want to do.
But I bad my funnel made the same as an

Glass lioney=Jars
For 3=4 Pound at $3.50 per Gross.

We

have on hand a limited supply of tall,
straight, white-glass Honey-Jars holding ^pound each. They have a tin cap that screws
on the glass. The.v are very attractive for the
retail grocery trade. Put up in barrels holding"
exactly one gross each, f.o.b, Chicago, ^3.50 per
gross: 5 gross, $3.25 per gross. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &
lis

Michigan

Street,

-

CO..

CHICAGO, ILt.

SREiGHTPAlD
H
to

any

iiddrexH.

That's the

we Bend o"tour

Ii

way

CYPHERS
INCUBATOR.
-oinbinusthe good

.'iiid

iiud

([nnlillesofnll

mnchioea

has the faults of none. Our Cntalo^e
Guide to Poultry Cnlturo tells all al>oul

made, the top of which

tbe laws of incubation, and how to raise,
fi-ed ntid raarbet iioultry
.-ill
about the monpj pnd of the buslnpE-i. < iTiiaiop plaii.s for ((.nslructinD and cost
oL modem poultry
hmiseE BTi.i n.ar,v nh^r things worth knowing. fc.f nt for 1<» c*ti»,

was 10 inches in diameter, the sides gradually sloping, at about the angle used in the

THP CYPHERS INCIIH»'»"Opro. Rot .Sft Wnvlanil. N. V.
Flease mention Bee Journal when •writing.

ordinary funnel

is

—
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95 HATCHES
^
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'lien reprinted

who use

by those
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1

SUCCESSFUL!
INCUBATOR
[

i
}
r

\
t

One reasnn

for thia record is absolute uniformity of
temperature in egg chamber. Correct instructions
for operating, lias flre-proof lamp. Will hatch every
egg that can be hatched. Send f>c. for new HS-pa^'C
cataloerue. Filled with hen information and plans
of poultry houses.

i
J

\

j

ordioary small funnel, till they reacht the
outlet, which was 2^.2 inches long by 2^-2
inches in diameter. After it was made 1
bent the sides in at two opposite points till
the top was of an oval shape about 1?
inches across the long way by one foot the
short way. And this is the only funnel I
have ever had or ever seen, and it works
completely with either the Gallup or the
Langstroth frame, the Langstroth frame
being held endwise in the funnel when
shaking the bees off the comb. I use this
funnel much, in connection with the nucleus-box, and should consider no apiary
complete without the funnel and the box,
for with them we can make " swarms'' or
nuclei at our pleasure. G. M. Doolittle.

Mar.

Improved Farm
For Sale^=^=
Near the best market and best
.shipping- point in West Michigan.
Now T.\cKi.E THE Sugar Beet.
A.LO. BAXTER, Muskegon, Mich,
Please mention the Bee Journal.

8A5t

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no Sa^
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when

Please mention Bee Journal

-writing.

MONEY

BEES, HONEY,

I have been a regular subscriber to the
American Bee Journal now for IT years,
besides several copies in the earlier days.
My bees have wintered well so far.

Emil

Hancock

Co.,

111..

Feb.

j.

6E8t J. P. H. BROWN, Augusta. Ga.
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entire apiary will be swept away
cold, as they were poorly
An early snow and freeze
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A Rather Poor Year for Bees.

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading' Horticultural and Agrricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,
handsomely illustrated, 52.00 per annum. Sample copy free.

winter.

caught me napping. My bees haven't had
a good flight for some time. J. M. Young.
Cass Co., Neb.. Feb. 11.
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We have had

a rather poor year for bees
1 have 4.5 coloin this section of country.
nies of bees and only had about 500 pounds
is located on
My
apiary
of comb honey.
Green River, in McLean Co.. Ky., on a bluff
about 2U0 feet above low water mark.
J.

W. COLTHARr.
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or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper

in tlie

Modem Farmer and Busy
the best g-eneral

fear

by the extreme

EPITOMIST.

Sample copy Free to nny address
upon receipt of name and address
plainly written on postal card naming paper in wliich you saw this ad.

is

2."S

fixt for

Sprout Brook, MontgomerjCo,,N.Y.

Vp/dlllUl

Thermometers in this section are ihdicatto 30 degrees below zero today.
ing from
I

Sole Manufacturer,

i^nl|-f/\«*tiio
llld.

4.

Fears Loss by the Cold.

Supplies at Bottom Prices.

VAN DElJSEBi,

J. A.

Baxter.

Queens for Business .,..,,

"Bee-Keepnitr for Besriniicr^." jjricc 5n cents,
imparts the instruction. Price-List free.

Being- the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of anj- foundation made.

Wintered Well So Far.

i

Brood-Frames.

in

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.

DES MOINES INCUBATOR CO.
Box

9, 1899.

4 Hub-

CKtalog, formulas free

mention Bee Journal when wriun''.

1 I found a colony that had a
drone-laying queen a young queen. She
had a deformed wing; in tact, one wing
was all twisted up in something like a web.
and fully half of the colony were drones,
and the comb was full of drone brood. I
killed the queen, and I had a good queen to
give them, which I introduced thus:
I take a small piece of screen-wire about
4 inches square, turn down about ', of an
inch all around the edge and insert it in a
frame of the drone-brood and honey, and
put the queen and a few bees between the
comb and the screen. I let her stay there
10 days, at which time I liberated her.
When I took the cloth off I found an empty
For the first time
cell had a larvB" in it.
with me in introducing a queen in that
way, the bees immediately killed the queen.
The reason 1 know it was she, her wing

About Nov.

—

was

them worthless, as there
were no drones flying, and no honey or polI thought the
colony was no good, I decided to put a new
colony in the old hive. So yesterday I cut
a fine bee-tree and thought I would burn up
this drone colony, take the bees gut of the
tree and put in it. I hived my bees in a
sack, brought them home, and built a fire
to burn the drones, as I thought. 1 began
to take out the frames and burn the bees.
I burnt those from the first three combs,

len for the bees to get, so. as

surprise the fourth comb was
well filled with brood and had a nice laying
queen on it, and no drones in the hive.
Now, how do you account for this queen ?
Of course she must have been reared from
those eggs that were laid by the i)ueen I
tried to introduce, and she must have been
mated to one of those drones that were laid
by the unfertile queen, as there are no
drones at this season of the year, only in
such a queenless colony. There is no brood
here in the hives in November and Decemto

my

ber.

Will some of the expert beekeepers tell
I will be
that queen was mated

how

Hive&, Seetions,
and a
I

the

sell

full line of

SUPPLIES.

VERY BEST

at lowest prices and
ship promptly.

Send me your name for 1899 catalog- and
whether you are a larg-e or small
consumer or dealer.

Beeswax always wanted
hiyhest price.

prices,

for cash or trade at the

Address,

GUS DITTMER, Augusta,

Wis.

Flease mention Bee Journal "when writing,

ALdINO IJUllNo

proTiKc Queens-If you
^'eutle^i IJees— If you want the best
honey-}?atherers vou ever saw— try my Albinos.
Untested Queens in April, $1.00; Tested, $1.50.
9A26t
LISBON. TEX.
J. D.

want Ihe

dipt.
Well, I thought

and

V\Zorkincj VXZax
INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

'.

GIVENS,

The "Emerson" Binder.
The

Emer.son stiff-clotli-board Binder for the

Americau Bee Journal we mail

for 60 cents: or
will send it with the Journal for one year— both
for $1.50. It is a very fine thingf to preserve the
copies of the Bee Journal as fast as they are received. If you have the " Emerson" no further

binding-

is

necessary.

QBOROE W. YORK &
lis

Michi^'an Street,

-

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

A MINIE-BALL
won't '*sweep an avenue," but its screech will call
attention. These little ads. may remind you we
have larger ammunition for the ask ing. Write us,
l'A(JK

WOVEN WIUKFKNCECO., ADKIAN,MICH.

—
Mar.

9,
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pleased to hear from tbem. unless she
mated with the unfertile queen's drones.
The reason I hive bees out of a tree in a
sack is, they are more easily carried out of
the mountains. As we often have to carry
them miles afoot or on a pack-horse, a hive
or box would be too unhandy. The mountains are full of bees. I found five beetrees yesterday, and it was too cold for
the bees to fly, and the only way I could
find them was by knocking on the tree, or
blowing in the holes. But it is bard work,
as it is so rough and steep. From the tree
I cut yesterday I got five gallons of honey
and ten pounds of wax.
W. D. Jefferson.
Graham Co.. Ariz.. Jan. 37.

Bees have wintered well so far in the celThe new department called "TheAf-

lar.

tertnought is a great improvement, for I
think everyone will enjoy being ' rubbed "
after a little, after he takes his beemedicine.
Paul F. Bratz.
"

Co., Wis.,

Feb

THE_HATCHIIMG
HEN
HAS LOST HER OCCUPATION
and

in the i>r<iilu»'ti.ui ami br
upplanti'il \<y th

line

"I" cliii

ks she

hi

'

RELIABLE

INCUBATORS

BROODERS

and

llutc-h and Brood when you are ready Thev tloii't J^^=^>S £.t*
pet lousy. They crow the «tronEeHl c-hlt>Lr> and the mowt of them.
It takes a
aSR-pape bnok to tell ahnut these machines and our Mamniotli Keliahle I'uultry
Farms. Plans for piniltr>' houses, best way to handle, feed and market fowls etc.

They

RELIABLE INCB. AND BROODER CO. Box B
when -writing.

Sent on receipt of 10 eeuts.

2* Quincy,

13.

Wintering Well— Prospects Good.
I have 30 colonies of bees in the cellar in
good condition. I commenced with 24 colonies last year, spring count, and got only
500 pounds of honey. The prospects for the

coming season are good.
RuFus Williams.
Lawrence Co.. Ind., Feb. 17.

Hard Freeze for Fruit.
bad a hard freeze here the first days
of this month, which killed blackberry and
raspberry bushes and nearly all larger

We

fruit-buds; also killed a large percent of
the prune, pear, and cherry trees. I think
the prospect here for honey next summer is
slim. This section of the State is not much
for honey any year.
C. F. Holt.
Marion Co., Oreg., Feb. 23.

WELL MANU FACTURED ST OCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

OUR MOTTO:

Bee-Keepers' SypDiies
We make

a specialty of making- the very best Sections on'the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
the best for making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young and,
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

The

BASSWOOD

Marshfield Hanufacturing Company,
Please niention Bee Journal

when

Fear Winter Losses of Bees.
The recent cold weather (terribly cold
weather prevailing here now) will, "l fear,
work havoc with the bees. Their winter
stores are composed mainly of honey-dew
and aster honey. The lilack stuflf has a
great tendency to sour in the combs, and
there is a sticky, nasty oozing out upon the
cappings that means almost certain destruction. Our winters here have been so
broken that almost any kind of honey
would winter bees, tho I much prefer good,
well-ripened honey for them.
Scioto Co. .10.. Feb. 13. W. W. McNeal.

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

-writing.

WESTERN

A

beautifully illustrated paper called

"The Corn Belt"
month and contains

published

is

every

a quantity of interesting information about the farm lands
west of the Mississippi River.
Pictures
of all sorts of farm scenes in Iowa, Missouri and Nebraska.
Personal experiences of farmers who went to those states from the East years ago.
The handsomest
farm paper published. Send 25 cents for a year's subscription to
BELT,
209 Adams St., Chicago.

FARMS.

THE CORN

Think of the Future.
»=*lease

Don't Rent.

Establish

A Home

wild bees. Any
can supply them, please address, with

one

who

ft.)r

GEO.

price,

huntiil^r

F.

RECORD.

lOAlt
Dover Plains. N. Y.
Please mention Bee Journal when WTiting.

Page

Your Own.

mention Bee Journal when writing
Our

larg-e Illustrated cataiotrof Bees,

Bee-Hunting Outfit Wanted. Iz^^^i
lu-e-liunlintr ho.xes,

of

Seni Free

Hives, Smokers,

Theodore Bender, CatitotiyOhio.
8Atf

Lyon
b
NEW LONDON,

The weather has been very cold for more
than two weeks, and bees have not had a
flight since about the third week in January. The mercury has been below zero almost or quite every day for the last two
weeks. Once it was 38 degrees below. Today it warmed up so that some bees flew at
noonday. They made a heroic efifort to
clear themselves aud also to clean house.
The mortality does not seem to be great.
but I never saw the snow spotted so badly.
I am glad to say that the bees from one Tar
Heel golden beauty, and one Buckeye Stale
golden beauty, are standing the racket as
well as any in the yard. These queens are
going through their second winter.
EnwiN Bevins.
Decatur Co., Iowa, Feb. 14.

Wintering on Honey-Dew.
send you a small sample of honey-dew
for inspection. My bees are wintering
finely so far. eating that kind of honey and
staying on the summer stands, without any
protection except the single- walled hives;
I

I

losses

up

to this date, 90 colonies in

all.

took about 4,000 pounds of this sort of

honey

last

year— some

tiOO

pounds

of

comb

curing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

&c

Address,

Pleas^e meiuioii the

Bee Journal.

Mfg. Co.
WIS.,

Operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

Bee Mortality Not Great.

no

lit.

Please mention Bee Journal

Seciions. St]iDDino-Ga§6s and

Wintering Well.

Waukesha

157

se-

Vt^^.l^^^^^^ci^
Si IDnllf**;
UCC'TVCCV'^I^^ OU-lJiJllCox**

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
itnproved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material i.s cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
lutely accurate.
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinerv. all combine to enable
this firm to furnish the BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

Send

for Circular and

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.
Pleas« mention Bee Journal -when writing

26 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.

This is a good time
send in your Beeswas. We are paying
26 cents a pound
upon its receipt.
Now, if you want the money promptly, send us your Beeswax. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,
to

CASH —

GEORGE W. YORK &
118 Bllcbisan Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO,

IL,L,«

'

:
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GREAT**Qrippe" Specific
OXYGEN TREATMENT.
The inhalation of this Oxyt^en Treatment is really
wonderful, and is the nearest possible specific for the
cure of Consumption. Spitting of Blood, Asthma, Bron=
'Chitis, Hay Fever, Grippe and all diseases of the throat
and lungs. Don't t^ive up liope before faiihluUy using^
this remarkable Oxygen treatment
'.

Read these Testimonials from Prominent People
t^** I recommend no proprietary remedy but the Oxygen."— W. P. Nixon, Editor Inter-Ocean, Chicag-o. *'*
Your Oxyg'en treatment is excellent; glad to recommend it."— Gen. C. H. Howard, editor Farm, P'ield
and Stockman, Chicag-o. ** "I have the utmost faith
in your Oxyyeu treatment."— Prof. W. R. Harper,
Chicago University. #* •" In diseases of the lungs I esteem j-our Oxygen a specific."- Dr. Joshua Allen,
Philadelphia, Pa. ** "I would not think of being
without vour Oxygen."- Mrs. M. B. Carse, President

'

"W. C. T.'U., Chicago.

"The

merit of your Oxygen reflects additional confidence in yourself."— Rev. Wm. Fawcett.
" It seems I cannot live without your Oxygen."— Mrs. A. A. Wheeler, Argyle,
Chicago.
Mich. ** "Oxygen is pre-eminently nature's remedv; only good can result from its use."— Dr.
O. W. Nixon, Chicago.
"The Bible and your O.xygen 'should go together for the healing of
both soul and body."— Mrs. S. B. Simpson, Independence, Kans. *» "If Hav Fever sufferers
would be convinced and use your grand Oxygen treatment!"— Mrs. E. D. Adams, Clyde, Ohio.

#

»

Write at once for circulars giving^further information.

DR. FE,IRO. 2nd Floor. Central Music
Please iii#ntion Bee Journal

when

Address,

Hall. GHIcaQO,

III.

writing.

Carloads
of BeeBives
Sections.

Shipping^Cases,
Comb Foundation

and EVERYTHING used
in

America.

the bee-industry. We w.iiu ili.- n.inu- .mo .t<id i--.s <>\ evrr> lK-i.--keeper
dealers as well as consumers. \\'e have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinmodern appliances. We make prompt shipment. Write
INTER=STATE MFG. CO., Hudson, St. Croix Co., Wis.

in

We supply

i

ery, 40,000 feet of floor space, and all
for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

-FK,IOE3S OF-.

ofi tiifi dfi dfi ttfi difi

Biiigliain Perfect
.A.:N-D

Smoke Engine (lartjest smoker made)
Doctor

stove.
2?>5-in. stove.
2-in. stove.
weijtht 10 ounces) ... 2-in. stove.
3-in.

Plain

Wonder

4-in. stove.

3(^ in. stove.

Conqueror
Larue
Little

Bee-Smokers

HOITES^S'-iClSriVEJS.

(

Honey-Knife

Do2.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.

$i:i.oo;

each, by mall, $1.50

9.00;

all the new improvements. Before buying a
record and pedigree.

Bingham Smokers have
or Knife, look up
BinKliiiiii

& llethering-

ton UncappingKnile.

its

Smoker

FIFTEEN YEAKS FOR A UOLLAR; ONE-HALP CENT FOR A MONTH.
l>ear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror l.i yenrs. I was always pleased with its
workings, but thinking would need a new one this summer, 1 write for a circuI

lar.

I do not think the
January 27, Ih-jt.

4 inch

Smoke Kngine
Truly.

T. F.

too hirye.

W. U. Eagerty, Cuba. Kansas.
Jnichl;^au.

BINGHAIU, Farwell,

Mar.

9,

1899.

Mar.
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through almost everything except the fire.
My bees have not had a good cleansing
flight since the middle of November.
I
hardly know what condition they are in.
It is too cold to think of opening hives to
see, as they were all packt on the summer
stands early in the tall, with plenty of good
honey, and fairly well protected from the
cold winds
1 had a fairly good crop of honey in 1S9S,
mostly from buckwheat, which is all sold
Fkbii E.

at a fair price.

Cayuga

159

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

to CoFPeet

We have made arrang-ements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
Chicago, Feb. 16.— This month trade has been
volume in comb honey, due perhaps to

of small

the extreme cold that has made transportation
dang-erous, we now look for a better movement;
yet the season is drawing to a close, as after the
middle of March there is practically none sold
until the new harvest is ready.
Fancy grade of white comb,13c; travel stained
and Vighl amber, llfeUc; amber and dark,

Whitmobe.

Fepmentation

candied and mixt colors, 6f^'7c. Examber, 5(gi6c. Beeswax,
R. A. BUKNIiTT & Co.

Sfa'lOc;

think that boric acid is what Mr. A. W.
Hart, on page 39, refers to, and I think he
will find the article in one of the issues of
the American Bee Journal of six or eight
years ago, if my memory serves me righSy.
That will not stop fermentation after it
once sets in, but if put in while extracted
honey is being cnred, according to the
article referred to, it will prevent fermentation. Extracted honey improperly cured,
or, if properly cured, but stored in a damp
place, is almost sure to ferment.
The
moisture should be well evaporated, and
the honey then stored in a dry, warm
room, and sealed in air-tight cans or botI

tracted, white, 6(ai7c;
27<S'28c.

Detroit, Jan. 2.— No change in supply of
honey as to quality, but prices are somewhat
lower than last quotations, viz: Fancy white,
13c; No. 1, 12wl2j5c; fancy dark and ainber, 9®
lie.

Extracted, white, dg'Tc; dark,

wax,

SdiiSJ'ic.

Bees-

M. H. Hunt. J

2S(n 26c.

Indianapolis, Jan. 4.— Fancy white comb.
No.

rZ(sny,c:

lOWllc.

l,

Demand

fairly good.

Dark comb honey is being offered at 8(m9c with
almost II" demand. Clover and basswood extracted,

Beeswax,

o';'l' Tc.

26(<i

28c.
S.

Walter

New

tles.

Pouder.

York,

Jan. 20.— Fancy white, 12c; No. 1
white, lOto lie; amber, 9c; buckwheat and dark,
7c.
E.xtracted in good demand at unchanged
prices. Beeswax rather quiet 27«i iS.
Trade in comb honey is quiet. White is pretty
well cleaned up, but there is a large stock of
buckwheat, amber and mixt, having accumulated of late, and in order to sell in quantity lots
it is necessary to shade quotations.

I am not acquainted with the chemical
properties of this acid; it may, for aught I
know, be very poisonous, and require very
careful handling.
B. A. Thompson.
Middlesex Co., Mass.

Cold and

Mi >t4 >tit4.

HON&y AND B&ESWflX
|

I

Co.. N. Y., Feb. 13.

Something

iJ sJt >li il<. Jsli >t<. >li >t< >te >te

Windy Winter.

HiLDRETH Bros. & Segelken.

intensely cold. IS degrees below zero,
this forenoon. It has been cold and windy
for 10 or l.T days, which makes me hunt the
stove. I have (K) colonies in my bee-cellar,
snug and warm, and 13 packt out doors. I
believe those in the cellar will come out far
the best, as it has been a pretty cold and
windy winter.
F.
LeFevre.
Adams Co., Nebr., Feb. 9.
It is

Sax Francisco,
10J<c:

amber,

Feb. 8.— White comb, 9!^@
Extracted, white, 7fe'7>ic;

7^ft5'9c.

light amber. b]i(ab'Ac.

Beeswax,

24(s'27c.

Market is not favorable to buyers, more especially for desirable extracted, stocks of which
are decidedly light. Comb is in moderate supply, and has to depend almost wholly on local
custom for an outlet. Quotable rates remain as
previously given.

C

Boston. Feb. 8.— The demand for comb
honey is very light, with full stock on hand.

Second-Hand 60-Dound
Cans tor Sale Ctieap.
We have another lot of about

We quote our market: Fancy white,
A No.l, 12c; No. 1, Ufel2c; light amber, 13^14c;
9@10c.
No demand
150

case, that we offer, while they last, in
lots of five or more cases (10 cans) at 40
cents a case, f.o.b. Chicag-o. They are
in good condition. Better order at once
if YOU want some of them.
Address,

QEORQE W. YORK & COMPANY.

won't pay you to
Buy from us
It

—

if you live in China, but if you live in Minnesota
or Iowa, or even the Dakotas. you had better ^et
our Catalog before buyinf^. VV'e keep a

Full

flt II

Sweet Clover.
or express, at the following" prices, cash with
the order:

Sweet Clover imelilot)
Alsike Clover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover
Crimson Clover

lotb
$1.00
1.25
1.40
1.00
.90

25m
$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.25
2.00

.som
$4.00
5.75
5.00
4.00
3.50

Your orders are

118 Michifjau Street,

will send the calalo^r

AT ONCE.

Standard Lumber Co,
lii.\tl

Complete

line of Bee^Keepers' Supplies— Rifrht
prices— Send for catal^sj-.

Crossmau Manufacturing:
109

10A4t

Commerce

St..

Co.,

DALLAS. TEX.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

33c;

Cleveland,

common,

Jan.

22'fl

28c.

Batteeson & Co.
2. — Fancy white, 13(an4c;

Milwaukee, March 2.— Fancy

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

1-lb. .sections.
1, 12(a,12J<c; No. i, ll(oi2c; dark
old, 7(a 10c. Extracted, in barrels or
kegs, white, 7'a7t^c; dark. 5J^(«*6J4c. Beeswax

or

.\

No.

amber or

'

25fa'27c.

The Best Bargain
BEST GOODS
And

THE
AT FAIR PRICES.

that's the secret of our

immense trade

'

Since our last report we have had a very good
market for honey, and the demand has been
very good for all grades, especially for sections

and the demand is good now
and small supply. We encourage shipments of
best comb. Extracted, fair demand.
of the best quality,

A. V. Bishop

&

Co.

that

has made us

HEADQUARTERS
IN THE WEST

MANKATO, MINN.

CYPRESS BEST
BEE=H IVES WORLD

30'-;

No. 1 white. 12(0 13c; A No. 1 atnber, low llcT No,
amber, 9W10C; buckwheat, Sc.
Extracted
white, 7c; amber, 6c; buckwheat, Sc.
A. B. Williams & Co.
13(sa4c;

YORK & CO.

IS

Drop a postal card and we

beeswax,

'

if

solicited.

W.

Buffalo, Feb. 24.— Closely cleaned up on
fancy one-pound combs; such kinds move brisk
to-day at about 12 cents. Other grades have
cleaned up mostly, but few remaining which are
selling at 9c down to 7c. Extracted honev not
much used here; stray lots Sw 6c. Fancy pure

2

freig"ht.

GEORGE

ditierent Points.

60c
70c
80c
60c
55c

Prices subject to'market cUang-es.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartag"e,

wanted by

Stock ot

SUPPLIES

Extracted, white

Beeswax quiet at 27(a28c.
Blake, Scott & Lee.

13c;

sft
111.

7(Sj8c.

Kansas City, Jan. 25.— Fancy white comb,
No. 1, 12c; amber, lie; dark, 10c. Extracted
white, 6c: amber, Sc; dark, 4;ic. Beeswax, 25c.
C. C. CLE.MONS & Co.

second-hand 60-pouud Cans, two in a

118 Michig-an St., Cbiciffo,

buckwheat.

for

Northern stock,

For Bee-Keepers' Supplies. We are ready now
for the season of 1899 with an immense stock of
the latest and best in our line. Send for our
1899 catalog- and discounts for early orders.
Address,

TOS. iT"2-SE^7v"^S.iTI3EI^,
lOAtf

DES MOINES. IOWA.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

Couveutiou Notice.
Utah.

— The

Utah Bee-Keepers' Association

will hold their regular semi-annual convention
Afiril 8. at ID o'clock a.m., in the city and county
building. Salt Lake City.
full program in
the interest of the industry will be presented,
and all bee-keepers are' cordially invited!
Among the subjects to be considered'will be the

A

purchasing of supplies, the disposal of our products, and the best method for the protection of
the industry. It is desirable to have every
county represented, either personallv or bv
Questions are solicited.
letter.
Mill Creek, Utah.
J. B. Fagg, Sec.
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OrderEarly
There are indications that the demand

SUPPLIES will be very large this season,
ever>"one s;hould order as early as possible.
have

and

We
all

kinds uf

n#%rlA.^4'^

Year

Dadant's Foundation

r^..r.rl«%«:^r.

Why does

1899.

2M
Year

We guarantee

it sell

so well ?

B66-K66D6rS' SlIDDliGS,
And

22D(1

9,

for

manufacturing-

for

facilities

lary^e

Mar.

will serve our cu.stoniers as quickly
as possible.

Because

it

satisfaction.

has always given better

any

faction than

What more can anybody do? Beauty,
Purity. Firmness, No Sag-

satis-

other.

VFARS

Because 11*%' 33
there have
not been any complaints, but thousands of compliments.

No I..OSS.

einar.
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Finally, a diseased colony has often its alighting-board
near the entrance more or less bedraggled and dirtj'.

HOW IT SPREADS.
speak not as a scientist nor as a microscopist, but
from observations made during the practical handling of
this disease. The bacilli multiply in the viscid matter of
the dead larva;, and the bees, in their efforts to remove the
matter, get them upon their tongues whence thej' are conveyed to the cells of honey and then into the food of the
larva;.
Sometimes, too, hone^' is stored in cells with the
dried matter, which being thus moistened releases the
bacilli .so that they mingle with the honey.
Of course
when such honey enters into the food of the larva; they are
pretty sure to contract the disease, and when such hone}' is
carried away by robber-bees the disease is spread to new
colonies. In endeavoring to control this plague, robbinn- in
all its forms is the great thing to be guarded against.
I

Report of the Chicag-o Bee-Keepers' Convention.
BY A SHORTHAND REPORTER.

The second
ers' Association

quarterly meeting- of the Chicago Bee-Keepwas held Dec. 1, 1898, with a good attend-

ance.
President C. Beers called the convention to order, and
Secretary Herman F. Moore read the following paper by
Hon. R. L. Taylor, of Michi;ran. on

Foul Brood in a Nutshell.
Foul brood is a term that is applied to a disease that attacks the larva; of the honey-bee, and is attended with fatal
results either before or soon after the cells containing them
are capt. Unless remedial action be taken it generally re-

HOW TO CURE IT.
Three days of comb-building with no brood to feed and
no comb for the storage of honey, except what is made

sults, in the course of a

year or two, in the destruction of
the colony attackt, not so much on account of the numbers
of the larva; destroyed as on account of the fact that from
the consistency of the dead larvae the bees cannot remove
them, and so are precluded from rearing j-oung again in
such cells.
ITS CAUSE.
The disease is caused by the action of a microscopic
organism termed " bacillus," from its rod shape. So far as
I am informed its nidus or original home is not known, and
the disease is spread only by the conveyance of the bacilli
from one colony of bees to another.

HOW
The healthy

To DETECT

IT.

of a glistening white color.
When attackt by the disease they lose this lively appearance, and turn brown like coifee prepared with milk, when
each is a homogeneous, g-lue-like mass. Now it is viscid or
ropy, like mucus, as readily appears by inserting the end
-of a sliver in it and withdrawing it.
This is the surest test
of the disease, and for the greater part of the year the
easiest to be applied.
This ropy mass after a time dries down and becomes
a thin, dark-brown scale, lying on the lower side of the cell
and reaching nearly, but not quite, to the open end of the
cell.
By holding the comb at the right angle in the light,
these scales are readily seen, thus revealing the disease in
the winter when there is generally no dead larva; remaining in a viscid state.
Further, the cappings of comb much diseased are generally to a degree ragged, sunken, perforated, and discolored.
The odor of a brood-nest much diseased is always
bad, tho not always very strong, and will not be confounded.
by any one having a good sense of smell, with anything
else in the apiary, unless it might be with a bad case of

dysentery.

larvae are

J\.

L. Taylor.

within that time, frees the colony subjected to these conditions from all germs of the disease. The comb may be
built either entire or from foundation.
The problem then
simply is. to put the bees under those conditions without
permitting any robbing, or what amounts to the same
thing, the mingling of any of the bees of the diseased col-
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ony with other colonies. Practicall)', too, the prevention of
robbing- means the destruction of the identity- of the combs
and hone_y of the diseased colony by burning- or boiling.
As comb-building is necessary for the cure, the best
time for effecting it is during a honey-flow and for the
benefit of the novice in apiculture, I may say, also, and in
;

conclusion, that the only time allowable (generally late or
early in the day) for putting the bees under the conditions
spoken of so as surely to preclude robbing, is when no bees
R. L. Taylor.
are on the wing in the open air at all.
Dr. Miller

— How

many have had

experience with foul

Would you be willing

[Two had.]

brood?

to

what

state

has been ?
H. S. Jones The experience I have had is not practicallv with my own bees, but with those of a neighbor. I
was called upon a year ago to come and look at his bees he
told me he couldn't get them to work or do anj-thing with
them they were in bad shape. I found several colonies had

j'our experience

—

;

;

foul brood. I went to work to clean the hives for him the
best I could with what he had there he had 40 colonies
about a mile and a half from my place. He had never got any
comb honey, and didn't know anything about it the bees
were let go winter and summer I cleaned the hives up as
best I could, and as far as I know they are in the same conthat was a j-ear ago last
dition to-day that thej' were then
;

;

summer.

— He still holds the bees there
— Yes, and takes no care of them.
Dr. Miller — What did you accomplish by cleaning- them
up
Mr. Jones — He saved several colonies.
Dr. Miller — How did you clean
Mr. Jones — durapt out the hives and started the bees
on fresh foundation.
John Eenigenberg — found some foul brood this fall
Pres. Beers

?

Mr. Jones

?

it ?

I

I

my

colonies I think there are some more pretty
bad, too. I weighed the colonies before I put them in winter quarters, and they weighed 35 pounds each and when I
examined them they were just full of foul brood.
Pres. Beers Have you done anything with them ?
Mr. Eenigenburg I burned them, bees and all.
Dr. Peiro From my information, the gentleman's
treatment is very heroic, but I want to know if there is any
other way it can be done. If you attempt to save the bees,
they may contaminate the others and this foul brood infection may be imparted to the other colonies.
Dr. Miller One of the first questions that I would probably answer is. Is it worth while to take up time discussing
foul brood where nineteen-twentieths have had nothing to
do with it, and don't care two straws whether it is foul or
Perhaps under ordinary circumstances I
clean brood ?
should say it is waste of time, but I don't believe it is in
this case. It is time you did know about foul brood it is
the severe scourge the one danger j-ou have to face that
will make you wish you never had anything to do with bees
at all, and you would better know something about it we
should understand something about what the thing is: the
paper that has been read on foul brood here this morning is
a good paper I don't believe that there was ever written a
paper that covered as small a space, and contained as much
information about foul brood, as this one. Suppose you
think of a lot of thistle-seed scattered over your field what
are you going to do about getting- rid of it ? You can take
up the root, but in spite of that the seeds are scattered over
the ground, and, do what j-ou will, it will come up again.
IJacilli are simply little plants,
Please understand this
and the spores are the seeds of those plants. Don't think
as I thought a good while ago, that they are little animals,
or somethings of that kind they are little plants, and if you
can kill all the plants and all the seeds then you are rid of
the disease. Dr. Peiro asks very pertinently the question.
If you save your bees will they not still have those seeds
and distribute them around ? Those seeds must come into
the proper place to grow. You can have thistle-seeds and
carry them around in your pocket and they will do no harm,
but put them in the ground and they are a most mischievous
thing. The foul brood seeds must come into the larva? the
bacilli may be more or less in bodies of bees possibly, but if
you stop their being in the larva;, you stop the whole busiin

one of

;

;

—
—

—

—

;

—

:

;

—

:

;

;

The treatment

throw your bees upon foundation
That honey is
contaminated, and it must not be u.sed. Take a single drop
of honey that comes from a foul-broodj' colony and it may
cost you a hundred dollars, because you get the seed there.
When you put your bees on foundation you understand they
are not at that time having larvK they have perhaps in
ness.

and take away

all

is to

the honey from them.

;

16, 1899.

their honey-sacs some contaminated honey that is used in
comb-building or for their own use. If you are going to
keep bees I advise every one of you to get Dr. Howard's little book on foul brood (price 25 cents), and be ready for it ;
that 25 cents may do you a great deal more good than SlOO
after your bees have the disease. As part of the treatment
is to throw them on empty frames, or nearly empty frames
for the second time, everj-thing they build has to be built
fresh, and bj' that time all spores and plants have gone,
and thej- are clean and pure, and you are rid of the disease,
so far as that colony is concerned.
Mr. Eenigeiiburg What would be the best season of
the year to do it ? The busy time of the year when they are

—

working they use up the honey, but

it

won't make much

difference this time of year, as things are quiet if you
attempt to go throug-h with the treatment in the busy season you will lose the use of your colony. Don't you think
the spring would be best ?
Dr. Miller The spring would be better than the following fall suppose however it was August or September, it
would be a better time than the following spring, because
you get rid of it that much sooner.
Mr. Moore Do vou have foul brood in your apiary. Dr.
;

—

:

:

;

Mar.

Miller?

—
Miller —

am

sorry to say I was fool enough at one
had never seen foul brood, and I was not
going to see it, and would not look at it when I had an opportunity to do so. I am older now and have more sense,
and would examine it carefully. I have never seen a case
of foul brood. I am trying to tell you what you ought todo I have informed myself about it, and don't believe that
foul brood could come in my apiar>- and make very great
Dr.

I

time to say that

I

;

inroads without mj' being able to spot it.
Dr. Peiro I am interested in this thing mj- bees may
never have foul brood, and I may never see it, but I want to
know the very best information I can get. I consider the
cost, danger of it, and all that sort of thing, and I am quite
of the conviction that our friend has done the very best he
can, to destroy the whole business but why do it in the fall
when the combs are full of honey why not do it before,
and save the bees trouble and j-ourself expense ? I think
now if my bees had foul brood I would burn them up.
Mrs. Stow Do I understand that the full-grown bees
do not have this bacillus ? It is in the honey and brood, is
it not ?
Dr. Miller In the brood, but not in the organism of
full-grown bee. A microscopic examination shows it sometimes in the grown bees, but it will not perpetuate itself in
that way it must be through the larva-. Dr. Peiro says he
would go through the same process our friend here did,
burn it. If I had a colony attackt with foul brood I would
destroy the whole business, root and branch, because it
would be running too great a risk but if I had a whole apiary infected before I knew about it, then I would try the
other measure.
Dr. Peiro Why not destroy it before the combs are full
of honey ?
Dr. Miller You will not notice it, probably, until they
are fairly started in the spring.
Mr. Eenigenburg I examined my colonies in the
spring, then they were all right, and lately I examined them
and found some foul brood.
Dr. Miller The Irishman's rule in a fight is, when you
see a head hit it. When you see a colony affected with foul
brood it is time to get after it.
A. P. Raymond In the paper read by Mr. Taj'lor, he
has told us the symptoms of foul brood. I am inclined to
think many people believe their bees have foul brood when
they have not any. I had a long talk about this with Mr.
France. State inspector of apiaries of Wisconsin. He told
me in his travels over the State he didn't find many cases
of foul brood among extensive bee-keepers, but amongthose who had a few and did not take care of the bees. He
stated one instance. One day he called upon a man who
was about to drive out of his place as he (Mr. France) was
driving in. The man told him he had some foul brood
that he had half a dozen or more colonies he said, "I don't
think it is necessary for j'ou to look at them I am going to
burn the whole business to-morrow morning it is my intention to burn up the whole shooting-match." Mr. France
told him that as long as he was there he would like to go in
and examine the bees. So Mr. France went in and examined them, and the man drove away. This I think was
quite late in the spring or latter part of the summer. He
found one colony a new swarm that had its hive full of
comb the entire contents had broken down and laid upon
the bottom-board, bees and everything. Of course, they

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

:

;

;

—

;

—

—
Mar.
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all dead, and there was a horrible stench.
He' examined other hives, and found there was no foul brood in the
yard at all. He went into the house and wrote a messag^e
to this man. to be delivered to him when he arrived home,
telling- him he had examined the bees and found no foul
brood, and recommended taking- out the hive that had
broken down and save the rest of the bees. Mr. France
saved this man five or six colonies of bees. So, as I said in
the first place, we would better be sure ourselves that our
bees have foul brood before we destroy them.
Mr. Moore Have you had foul brood, Mr. Raymond, in

were

—

your own apiary ?
Mr. Raymond No, sir as Mr. France told me, he did
not find anj' foul brood among extensive bee-keepers.
Pres. Beers Principally among those who, in j'our
opinion, are careless and do not pay much attention to their

—
—

bees

?

Mr.

—

;

Raymond — I

think

many

times, possibly, there is
some trouble with bees, and theirowners don't know what it
is, and consequently they destroj- the bees unnecessarily.
Dr. Peiro Mr. Raymond's suggestion is a very good
one. After all there is an intrinsic evidence in foul brood,
and I suppose that any person knowing it can't go wrong
that is, the condition of the cells, and especially the condition of the advanced state of foul brood.
As stated in the
paper, it looks like coffee that has had milk in it and that is
stickj'
stick a sliver in it and it pulls out like thin molasses now if that exists, why, I don't think I would hesitate
very long to surmise it was foul brood, and destroy it.

—

:

;

;

Mr. Richardson — I would like to ask if there is any
work giving a history of this parasite ?
Dr. Miller — Dr. How-ard's book gives more than you
will get from anything else.
[This book is mailed from the
office of the Bee Journal for 25 cents, or sent with a year's
subscription to the Bee Journal both for $1.10 Editor.]

—

[Coutiuued
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hold all the honey. Just to be hateful, Cogitator will complain that this doesn't look like an actual record. Two
frames of brood too much to expect April 1st, of a colony
only covering three frames.

Here is an actual entry from my own " Stand Journal :"
"5-4 Bees (12) Brood (38) Hon. (F. P.)" This reads
May
4th, bees 12 counts, brood 38 counts, honey enough for the
present. Of course F. P. are the abbreviations of "for
pre.sent," capitalized for convenience and prominence in the
book. A count of brood is a rude estimate of a quarter
thousand, which would be a patch a little over 3 inches
square, and I think of 3 inches when counting. Thus, 38
counts are expected to approximate 9,500 young bees and
the ease of reducing counts to thousands is a point in favor
of the system. The counts of bees are (for convenience's
sake) much less accurate and I bear the fact in mind that
weak colonies are likely to number less bees to the count
than strong ones. Combs with only a few dozen bees on
are counted nothing
combs with 200 or 300 count one
combs thinly covered count two and combs well covered
count three. Long practice makes the various counts come
easy to me as I look through a hive. Bees (12) would be,
two combs well covered, two thinly covered, and two combs
with considerable bare territory.
If a number of " recording angels" would send in an
actual entry or two, then perchance beginners in the r. a.
business might choose an eclectic system, with good points
from several, and faults of none. (Or would they do just
the reverse of that ?)
The weak point of the Aikin recording is that a progressive man will every now and then be making changes
in his system
and ten years hence he will be unable to
read his own records, they are so largely in the mind of the
the recorder. Mine are full enough and clear enough that
another person could probably read my record-books with
some effort and study.
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

BRACING FOUNDATION WITH SPLINTS — A TWO-PLANET
CLIPPER.

was much

interested with Dr. Miller's method of putting brace splints on sheets of foundation, to prevent sagging', as given on page 70.
I

mAf terthought. I

i
^^
^

The

"

Old Reliable" seen through

By

"

New and

Unreliable Glasses.

^^

^

COQITATOR."

And .so Ernest Root has been clipping queens 50 years.
Well, well case of transmigration and he dipt the bees
of some other planet 25 years before he came over.
1

;

DRONE-COMB OPPOSITE WORKER-COMB.
guess the drone-comb opposite worker-comb (page 74,
paragraph 3) is all right. The foundation was probably so
heavy that the bees treated it just as they would a waxt
board first left one side alone then leveled and propolized
it, and later on made it a half-comb of drone-cells.
I

—

TOO RESPECTFUI, TO A CROSS COLONY.
Mr. Miles, you have written a first-rate article, and I
guess you are all right, but it sounds almost as if you
were too respectful to that extra-strong and cross colony j'ou are preparing for cellar, on page 66. I was going
to say. end the terrible tension at once
borrow a big cannon and blow the whole thing from the muzzle of it but
on the whole I won't say it. Under some circumstances
your precautions are probably all right only do not get
our young brothers too much frightened before thev are hurt
;

;

;

any.

PASSAGE UNDER THE HIVE

—DISGR.4.CEFULLY

SATISFIED.

Mr. Pettit's contention, on the same page, that a passage under the hive is better than the bottom off entirely
well, it may be correct, but Cogitator came through it without feeling that it had been proved exactly.
One gem of a thoug-ht that sparkles at the end of Pettit's
article is where he tells us that the worst feature of the wintering situation is that so many are satisfied satisfied with
disgracefully imperfect results. Right he was, that time.

—

" 'TATER " DREADS TOO BIG SWARMS.

Mr. Coverdale, page

.43

S.^MPLES.

So this is Aikin's way of recording: "4-1; 3-2-4."
'Which same means April Ist, 3 frames would hold all the
bees 2 frames would hold all the brood
4 frames wovild
:

;

;

K LONG-TONGUED WOODPECKER

?

go into bee-keeping expecting to make his whole living out
it.
Others would have understood that any ordinary person desiring an occupation might safely do so — a very different affair. Saying "anyone" when we mean " every
one " is one of the perversities of the English tongue yet
so common that it cannot be ruled out altogether. As it
stands, the respondents are split lengthwise by their opinions, and crosswise by the view of the question which they
take. About 15 out of 24 seem ready to encourage a good
man in a good place. Apparentlj- no one of the 24 thinks
that indiscriminate plunging into apiculture oft'ers a liveliof

—

hood.

—

ENTRIES FROM "RECORDING ANGELS " NEEDED

IT

OPINIONS SPLIT LENGTHWISE .4ND CROSSWISE.
Query 89 is bad because it has two very different meanings.
Suppose all the respondents had answered with a
simple "Yes." Then some readers would have understood
that a well-qualified individual, in a good location, might

ADULT BEES ARE POLLEN-EATERS.

Too big swarms

that have to
be '• scattered among all nations " before they will stay any
place.
Yes, Cog-itator is aware that there is such a
thing. Even a seven-pound swarm should have a little extra thought and care
and room. And a ten-pound swarm
'Tater kind o' dreads.
67.

WAS

'Tater wants to know whether that woodpecker's tongue
was long enoug-h to reach half the honey in the hive, or
whether his everlasting thump, thump, thump, caused the
bees to quit work, and eat the honey up themselves.

think the impression prevails very widely among us
that adult bees pass a considerable portion of their days
without consuming any pollen. On this account I would
jog- the reader's memory once more on Dr. Miller's article,
page 84. The Dr. Howard who is there quoted is one of
the leading authorities. If every bee he ever di-ssected had
more or less pollen-grains within, why, then, our impressions had better be giving way. Evidence prettj' strong
like a minnow in the milk and our impression that the
milkman is honest will hardly suffice.
I

—

—
;
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MORE EGGS NOT ALWAYS ME.^N MORE

Mar.
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BEES.

One

of the penalties of eminence as a teacher is that
carelessness of speech cannot be tolerated. The "fierce
lig-ht which beats about a throne " is not wholly fun for the
throne occupant. On page 83, Mr. Doolittle remarks, "The
more eg-g-s the queen lays the more bees in the hive." At
the time, and under the circumstances he is thinking- of,
this is measurably correct but beginners and students are
in danger of taking it as an axiom of truth. In their minds
it may lodge in the shape that eggs laid by the queen are
always developt into bees and that is far from being true,
if I have the right of it.
The spring-dwindling colony can
develop only a fraction of the eggs we see and the nice
patches of fresh eggs we see late in the fall, in normal colonies, are probably nine-tenths of them left to perish.
A
few days of cold rain in May will consign thousands of eggs
to non-development.
And whether colonies which might
do better .sometimes contract a vice of destroying eggs (just
as poultry are known to do) is a matter which will bear
some investigation.
;

The Spping- Management of Bees,

Etc.

;

BY

—

—

a $5.50 press shows that all the atrocities of transportation
have not j'et been overcome.

Never thought of it before that our editor
cause he's one of the Y's.

is

so wise be-

FOUL-BROODY COLONIES AND HONEY.
foul brood law, on page 88, seems to me
one of the best yet suggested. But I wouldn't pay for colonies destroyed, except in cases where more than half the

The proposed

yard is destroyed. The increast value of the rest will be
compensation. And I'd put the upper limit of compensation at one dollar. Very rarely the case that bees demanding destruction are really worth more than that.
It's a splendid and up-to-date idea to give foul-broody
honey two short boilings rather than one prolonged one.
(Page 89.) Damages the honey less, and makes a surer
thing on the " varmints."

\V.\X RENDERING .AND MELTING.
The Beckwith wax press and process, referred

to on
picture, article and all. in all
the journals. Evidently the best thing in its line.
Very slow cooling of cakes of wax usually works well
and very rapid cooling will no doubt work fairly, if you see
to it at once that the wax lets go of the sides.

page

90,

had best be copied,

WHERE

STINGS DIDN'T STOP RHEUMATISM.

Page

94 scores a plain case where stings did not benefit
rheumatism. That stings sometimes cure wonderfullj-, and
sometimes do no good at all, seems to be the situation.

COGITATOR.

Langstroth on the Honey = Bee, revised by the Dadants,
a sfandard, reliable and thoroughly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound elegantly.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with the
Bee Journal for a year both for only $2.00.
is

—

r.

DADAXT.

HAVE

;

A BATCH OF SHORT " AFTEKTHINKS."
Forty colonies requeened with young queens, and not
one of them swarmed, is an instructive item on page 84.
Average surplus of Colorado in an average .season 12!4
pounds, page 85. I wonder how near to accuracy they got
that.
It is not surprising at all, seeing how many people
" keep bees " in a way to get (and deserve) nothing.
I would amend Miss Porter's removal of bur-combs and
propolis lumps after uncapping by having the same done
before uncapping.
Pres. Aikin goes rather beyond me in his directions for
extracting honey in cold weather, but I guess he's right
24 hours of warm room, and the last hours 98 degrees or
more.
Yes, Mr. Aikin, if you can get the foundation makers
to "mill " foundation so it will hang the toughest way of
the grain, and with sidewalls vertical, too, you will be winning a little gain for us unless you bother 'em so much
that thej- put on another cent.
Curious that 14.000 melted-wax foundation presses are
used in Europe, and none in this country and that style of
machine once had a good start here, too. Colorado "folks
trying to start it again. 'Tater doesn't believe they will
succeed, altho he wishes them well. Seventeen dollars for

C.

I

been askt to answer through the columns of the
American Bee Journal the follo.wing questions
:

How do

you manipulate your brood-frames ia order to ^et the
greatest amount of bees to the hive? In other words, tell us somethingabout frame manipulation and its relation to successful apiculture.
2. If you have both combs and full sheets of foundation, which would
you use to hive swarms on, and which for e.xtracling- ?
3. What are the dang-ers to a beg-inner in feeding- bees ?
P. D. Gr.w.
The first and third of the above questions have a very
natural relation to each other, so I will speak of these two
first, and will afterwards consider the second question,
1.

which has no bearing on spring manipulation.
In the manipulation of hives in the spring there are two
very distinct methods which ought to be considered comparatively and also separately to get into the details. .Thefirst method consists in allowing nature to work without
anj' interference, except as it is absolutely necessar)-, in
case the bees are short or weakened by circumstances beyond their control. This method is followed by the great
majority of apiarists, but is certainly not always the most
successful. The other consists in helping the bees in every
possible way, by furnishing them whatever will tend to increase their activity and their prolificness supplying them
with food, extra space, additional shelter in cool nights, etc.
The first method is perhaps the safer one for beginners
who are apt to overdo their part when manipulating the
hive, and carry things to any extreme, which may prove
even worse than a complete indifference to the condition of
the bees. With an absolute lack of care certaitily manj'
colonies will suffer from want, or from extreme winter
losses, and the loss in colonies will be great in hard seasons, after protracted and severe winter weather, or in cold,
backward springs but an experienced novice may lose as
many bees through over-management as through entire indifference.
In any case, it is entirely indispensable to ascertain early in the spring the needs of each colony.
The first requirement is a sufficient amount of stores to
breed and recuperate winter losses to all colonies having
laying queens. Queenless colonies need but little feed, as
the brood consumes much more food than the adult workers.
Then a queenless colony is less able to defend itself than
one in normal condition, and is more likely to get robbed.
So it is hardly advisable to feed them unless they are entirely destitute, or unless they have been given brood for
queen-rearing, and are in a fair way to recuperate. But
queen-rearing- in this climate can hardly be attempted till
April 1, and in the meantime such colonies must remain in
status quo.
The apiarist who wishes to carry his bees through with
the least possible expenditure of time will ascertain that all
the colonies have a sufficient amount of honey, and not too
great a breeding-space, and will then leave them to their
own resources until the beginning of bloom. If this method
is not a very forcing method, it has at least the advantage
of not taking anj' risks of drawbacks and reverses through
artificial forcing, when there is still a possibility of se%'ere
weather which might chill the brood of a too precocious colony. Yet. even with this method it is not advisable to leave
four or five empty combs in a hive if there is only about the
same number occupied by the bees. A large, cold space in
spring is sure to delay the breeding, and here the divisionboard, or dummy, plays an important part by enabling the
man who wants to succeed to reduce the space within normal limits, making a small colony as comfortable in its
hive over the space it covers as a larger 0010113- maj' be in a
greater compass. Two or three, or perhaps four, visits to
each colonj- during the spring will enable one to readily
follow the progress of the bees, and enlarge their .space as
needed, wherever weak colonies have been found towards
the close of winter.
But if an apiarist has the leisure to attend to his bees
daily, or if he is making- it his especial business to rear his
colonies to the highest possible strength for the honey harvest, there is no doubt that he can achieve very much more.
;

;
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and secure enough more honey

to pay him for his extra
pains, if he more closely attends to their needs. But, as I
said before, it would be a great mistake to recommend this
practice to the beginner, as he would perhaps overdo his
work, and make a failure of his very eagerness for success.
With this warning I will proceed to map out the course that
maj' t^e successfully pursued.
As early as convenient, provided the weather is suitable, an examination of each hive is made, dead bees removed, and all weakened colonies reduced to not over two
combs more than the entire number they cover. The
weaker the colony the more closely confined it mu.st be. If
upper ventilation has been furnisht during the winter, and
there is no probability of very hard freezing weather, it is
best to close up all upper currents of air, for these have been
given in the first place, only to prevent the gathering of
the moisture over the combs during frosty weather. This
moisture is no longer to be feared, but the air-current takes
away heat, which is very necessary to the rearing of brood.
So we close all upper currents and still retain as warm a
covering as possible, and all tlie shelter that is available.
The entrance of these weak colonies is reduced to a mere
fraction. It must be of easy access, but as small as practicable.
If feed is needed, and the weather is likely to be
cold, so as to make it unadvisable for the bees to stir about,
it is best to feed by supplying honey in the combs by interchange with more wealthy colonies. If the weather is fairly
warm and likely to remain so, a little warm feed, but only a
little at a time, is given right above the brood in a place of
easy access.
Mr. Gray, in the questions askt above, refers to the
dangers to a begfinner in feeding. He has evidently " been
there." and is not himself a "beginner." This early feeding of weak colonies is a stone in the path of the apiarist
over which he will surely stumble, if he is not very cautious, as can probably be testified by hundreds of my readers.
When we supply the bees with combs of honey sealed,
and in good shape, there is no excitement. In a few minutes they have taken possession, and see no need of hurrying to consume it. But when warm feed is given it acts
upon them exactly as a crop of honey would that began all
of a sudden. They become so elated by their "find " that
they lose all restraint, care for nothing, but spread the good
news abroad, and not only stir up their own colony to un-

expected activity, but even seem eager to spread the news
to the neighborhood, and " gossip " it about from door to
door, apparently, but in reality imagining that they may
expect to find good things almost anywhere.
If the weather is cold, many bees will perish that have
strayed too far away. If it is warm the buzz and excitement may attract some powerful neighbor, that will at once
think of " expansion," and will try to annex the supplies of
its weaker acquaintance.
So it is necessary to keep a
close watch and to use considerable discernment in the feeding of fresh food to weak colonies.
Hancock Co., 111.
[Concluded next week.]

Annual Report of Ontario's Inspector of Apiaries
BY WM. m'EVOV.

DURING

1898 I visited bee-yards in the counties of Essex,

Middlesex. Huron, Grey, Wellington, Simcoe, Cardwell. Norfolk, Wentworth, Lincoln, Peel, York, Onta-

rio

and Victoria.

I

examined 100

apiaries,

and found

foul

brood in 32 of them.
Nearly every bee-keeper that had foul brood in his apiary wrote me private letters about it, and, working on the
rule of doing to others as I would like to be done by, I
treated all such letters as if they were markt strictly private, and always will.
By working along this line in a
quiet way, and helping the owners of the diseased apiaries
to cure their colonies, I have been able to find out more
about who had foul brood in their bee-j'ards than could, or

ever will, be found out in anj- other way.
I am very much pleased with the way the owners took
hold and cured their apiaries, and particularh- so with two
that were cured by two ladies in the county of Simcoe.
These two ladies did the best work in the shortest time that
I ever had done, and with two of the worst foul-broody apiaries I ever handled.
Scarcely one week ever passes any more than I do not
receive more or less letters asking questions about foul
brood, and dead brood of other kinds. I have also received
very many samples of combs with dead brood in them, and
about seven out of every ten of these were genuine foul
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brood. The most of the letters, and samples of comb containing decayed brood, came from many parts of the United
States, and the others from bee-keepers in the Provinces of
Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia.
" About how long would foul brood be in a colony before it would become very bad with the disease ?" was one
of the questions askt by several of the writers. I answered,
saying, sometimes not more than one week in others over
one year but in the most of cases less than three months.
Just how soon or how long it would be before any diseased
colony would become very bad with foul brood would depend entirely upon how much, or how little, of the honey
was diseased. The honey to become diseased must be
stored first in cells where foul-brood matter had dried down,
and when any honey is removed from such diseased cells,
to cells partly filled with sound honey, it will disease it
Foul brood is spread throug-h a colony just in proporalso.
tion to the amount of diseased honey that is fed to the
;

;

larva;.
I sent out Mr. F. A. Gemmill a part of the time, and he
inspected 15 apiaries, and found foul brood in three of them.
I am very much pleased to say that neither Mr. Gemmill
nor I had to burn one diseased colony. We found all parties very willing to cure, and gave them a chance to do so.
I believe that the Province of Ontario has less diseased
apiaries for the number kept than any country in the world,
judging by the number of letters that I have received.
For the very nice way that Mr. Gemmill and I have
been treated by all parties while on our rounds through the
Province, we return to them our most heartfelt thanks.
Woodburn, Ont., Canada.

No,

Talk on Bees at a Farmer's
Institute in New York State.
BY REPORTER.

3.- -Doolittle's

[Coatinued from pag-e

147.]

next took the grains in a like manner, showing that
buckwheat was the only grain raised in central New
York which needed the aid of the bees, and that was
the only grain that secreted nectar, yet time and again had
jealous persons claimed a remuneration from him for the
damage done their buckwheat yield, by the bees taking
away the nectar needed to bring the grain to perfection
But with the farmer who had kept a record of his
yields of grain from buckwheat, he had always been able to
show him his mistake, by comparing that record with his
honey record, so convincing the farmer that in the years of
his greatest yield of buckwheat grain, Doolittle had secured
his largest yields of buckwheat honey, and vice versa.
He then took garden truck, speaking of the vine family,
and proved from Gregory, the great squash-raiser, how it
was an impossibility to secure even an imperfect squash,
pumpkin, melon or cucumber from any female blossom
where bees had been excluded from the blossoms by tying
netting over them as Gregory had done in his experiments
at cross-fertilization, unless fertilization was accomplisht
by the hand of man. His reasoning was so conclusive that
many changed their views entirely, as was admitted by several to the writer, and from the energy Mr. Doolittle put in
this part of his address it was very evident that herein lay
the main object of his coming. But as before, he must
clinch the point with a story which ran as follows
A certain farmer dreamed he died and went to hell (not
that all farmers go to that place!). And when he arrived
there, an imp from the Satanic majesty met him to escort
him around "sight-seeing" before he took up the place of
his final abode. Ho took him first to a room in which were
many politicians, all writhing and crying out in the terrible
burning, which made the farmer shudder and draw back.
Then to a place filled with lawyers burning in like torment.
Next, to a place where there were brewers, distillers and
saloon-keepers, where it appeared, if such a thing was possible, that the "burning " was hotter than any other. Then
to where there were mechanics, then merchants, then a few
ministers, who had mistaken their morality for the new
birth and church-deacons and members who had used their
profession as a cloak to cover iniquity all of whom were
suffering such excruciating torment that the farmer was
sickened in the extreme, and was about to say he had seen
enough, when it came to him that he had seen no farmers
in any of the places he had visited.
So he inquired if there
were any farmers that came there.
" Oh, yes, plenty of them," was the reply. " Would j'ou
like to see them ?"

HE

•

!

:

;

—

:
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Assenting-, he was taken to a room which was very hot,
but in which there was no flame to be seen. To the ceiling

of this hundreds of

little

turn-tables were

fist,

which were

slowh' revolving around, while to each of the turn-tables
was aflixt the feet, or heels, of a farmer so that he hung
head downward, slowly revolving in space, in that awful
heat. The farmer appealed to the imp to know what it all
meant, and was met with the reply that "the farmers when
they came there were very green,' so much so that they
had to be hung up in this way and be kiln-dried before they
'

would burn !"
At this point the audience broke entirely away from
the speaker, and for fully a minute went wild with laughter and applause, which was evidently ' too previous " to
suit him, as what he wisht to enforce more particularly was
lost sig-ht of in the merriment, as the point was forgotten.
or failed to impress, throug-h the ridiculousness of the story.

As soon as any degree of quiet could be restored, Mr. t).
gave the "point," which was the finishing of the imp's
speech, viz.: " Why, the farmers are so green that they
would kill their best friends, the bees, by spraying their
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shall give us more exalted views of life, and thus shall we
be lifted to a higher plane, and as we are lifted up we shall
draw others up. up nearer to God.
When Mr. D. had finisht he was given another round of

applause, after which W. W. Newman, the man who gave
the address of welcome in the morning, moved a vote of
thanks for the good way Mr. D. had entertained them. This
was seconded by a half-dozen voices, when the Wisconsin
governor arose and said he believed ISIr. Doolittle had been
wrongly named, that it was evident that he had done more
than a little, and not only this, but that he had had manjlittle helpers all along the way in his pursuit.
The chairman of the meeting then arose and said he
had been greatly interested, and wisht he could spend several evenings with Mr. Doolittle in talking bees, after
which he put the motion, which was carried with much

emphasis.

fruit-trees while in blossom."

Continuing, Mr. D. said
wish to say a few words which
:

And now,

will not
keeping-, but to all the pursuits in life.

conclusion,

in

I

only apply to beeTo be successful in

the highest sense of the word, a person must love his occupation far beyond the dollars and cents which may come
through it. I have been a careful observer for many j'ears,
and I have yet to see the person who makes a success of
any business upon which he entered, when such was done
wholly and simply to make money out of it. No. no, there
is no success, either financial or otherwise, when the only
thought which enters a person's being is jnoiiey getting.
We must love the bees until we see only fun in our work
with them. We must love our horses until it is onh' sunshine to care for them, and see that they are comfortable.
We must love the cows till an hour spent in their society is
more precious to us than an hour spent at the corner
grocery, listening to the idle gossip there, and the same
with all our farming operations.
I have been keeping bees for 30 years, and still stings.
sweat and toil are only pleasure to me, except the extreme
pain for the first few seconds after being stung. Mrs. D.
says I care more for the bees than I do for my dinner, any
day. For often it is from five to fifteen minutes before I
can tear myself away from them to go to dinner after she
has called. And some of these cold winter days I go poking
around to get even a glance at the pets, when attending to
other parts of the business would be more to their advantage and mine.
I have listened carefully to all of the speakers who preceded me, and very little has been said except for the profit
or money side of farming, poultry-raising and dairying, as
if that were to be the chief objects in life.
I wish to counteract that thought. The money-getting part should be
secondary. " Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and then
all these things shall be added."
But I confess we are all
built very much on the plan of the crane in the ancient
legend. A beautiful white swan alighted on the banks of
the water in which a crane was wading about among the
reeds and rushes seeking snails for his" breakfast. For a
few moments the crane viewed the swan in stupid wonder,
and then inquired: "Where did you come from?" " I came
from heaven," replied the swan. " And where is heaven ?"
askt the crane.
"Heaven," said the swan, " Heaven
Have you never heard of heaven ?"
And the beautiful bird went on to describe the grandeur
of the Eternal City, the New Jerusalem. She told of the
streets of gold, the gates of pearl, and the walls of jasper
of the river of life, pure as crystal, upon whose banks is the
tree whose leaves shall be for the healing of the nations.
How there was no night there, no sickness nor crying, for
God shall wipe away all tears from all eyes. In eloquent
terms the swan sought to tell of the hosts who live in the
spirit world, but without arousing the slightest interest on
the part of the crane. Finally, the crane askt
"Are there any snails in heaven?" " Snails 1" repeated
" no there are no snails there." " Then." said
the swan
the crane, as he continued his search among the reeds and
rushes of the pool, "you can have your heaven. I want
snails!"
Let us get away from the idea that the snails of monevgetting are all there is of life, for many a man has sacrificed
all there is good in life in his search for snails.
Many a
man has sacrificed all the comforts of home, wife, family,
in fact his all, for the snails of sin. Oh, let us get a broader
view of life, a loi'e for everything about us a love which
I

;

CONDUCTED BY

DTt. C. C.

AlILLER, Marengo,

III.

[Questions maj* be mailed to the liee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

Which Way Should Hives Face?

On page 117, Cogitator objects to my thinking there's
no material difference between east and southeast as the direction for hives to face. Since he objects " respectfully,"
I'm willing to twist the hive that eighth of a circumference,
but if I do that I'm afraid of getting into trouble with Editor Doolittle. In the last number of the Progressive BeeKeeper he is ver^- emphatic in preferring south to north exposure, especially if left on the summer stands through the
winter. He says
*'
Years ag-o I tried the experiment of facing a part of the apiary to
the north, leavinor them thus during- the winter, and while those facingsouth had two or three good flights during the winter, and came out in
pood condition in the spring, those facing north flew scarcely at all, and
and even during the summer seaall but one died before the next May
son, the hives having their entrances facing north would not start out to
work in the morning for a long time after those facing south were fully
started for the day .... In every apiary which I have visited during my 30
years of bee-keeping, I have found the hives facing from southeast to
southwest, the majority facing south, which is the correct way, where
hills do not seem to niaive it necessary to vary a little."
;

Now there you are. Doolittle says south is the correct
thing, practice of others varying from southeast to southwest, making sure in any case of having that 12 to 2 sun
to

which Cogitator

objects.

keep friends with both those

Now how am
men

?

I

to

C. C.

manage

to

Millek.

Feeding Syrup.
I

have 10 colonies of bees to feed, and I have no honeythem. What would be the best way to feed sugar

to feed

syrup

?

Answer. — If they can stand

it till time for them to fly
every daj' or two, a Miller feeder or the crock-and-plate
method will be all right. If they mtist be fed right away,
it will be better to fill the syrup in combs, so you can put it
right in the hive close to the brood-nest. Lay a comb flat
in a tub, and pour the syrup, pretty hot. into it from a
height of four or five feet, preferably using some kind of a
dish that will let it fall in a lot of little streams. One wajis to punch a lot of holes in the bottom of a baking-powder
can or something of the kind, hold this at the proper height,
then pour the syrup into it from a pitcher or other vessel.

:

;

Frost in Hives in the Cellar.

!

—

I lookt at my bees to-day and found the hives full of frost,
more on the rear end than on the other walls. Some
were completely covered with a coat. I should judge, from
H to Yx inch thick, but -ivhere the bees were there was no
frost. I .scraped otit the dead bees, which were not so manj-

as I expected. I put my 18 colonies of bees in the cellar.
16x16 feet, when cold weather set in. The entrances of mjhives are small since readitig the Bee Journal I found thejwere too small for an5' use. I have nothing in the cellar
;
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but bees, and the temperature has been too low to be good,
but it was impossible for me to keep it warmer. I am afraid
when warm weather comes, and the frost melts, the bees
will get wet and damp, and perhaps die.
Wisconsin.

Answer. — It is quite possible that no great harm may
come from the frost in the hives, if it is only on the sides
and not directly over the cluster of bees. But a cellar that
so cold as to let frost gather in that way in the hive is
fit place to winter bees.
Can't you heat up the cellar
in some way for a few hours ? If there is an inside door
connecting with the kitchen, leave that open at night, keeping a g-ood fire in the kitchen. If you can't do that, take
down some heated stones or iron, or take down jug's of hot
water. But don't try hot water unless tightly corkt so steam
cannot get out.
stove with fire in it would be the thing,
but it isn't likely you can have that. If the bees are uneasy
and spot their hives with diarrhea, take them out the first
day warm enough for them to fly, say on a bright day with
the thermometer at 45 or 50 degrees.
is

not a
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as no queen could be found. On introducing a new queen
a black one was found in the hive, and captured. The introduction was not a success, and in taking care of the
frames a cluster of worker-brood was found on the same
frame as the drone or supposed laying-worker.
I have
thought perhaps the queen was not fertilized, and her first
duty was to rear drones for that purpose, hence my question.
Missouri.
Answer. Whatever a queen might think about it. she
never would be fertilized by a drone of her own progeny, for
after she commences once to lay she will never be fertilized
afterward. If reared in the fall, she might be fertilized in
the spring, and then would be likely to lay the same as any
other queen, principally worker-eggs.

—

A

Taking Bees Out of the Cellar for a Flight.
Thej' were all
I have 75 colonies of bees in the cellar.
right up to the first of this month, but now they do not seem
the bees are dying fast, and the hives are dauby.
to do well
Will it be better to take them out of the cellar as soon as
the bees can take a flight, even if there is a little snow on
the ground, or later ?
We had honey-dew here last summer, and the bees
got a lot of that stuff. It was the first time that I saw
honey-dew in this place but we get good honey here. In
1897 I got 1,925 pounds of comb honey from 16 colonies,
Last year
spring count, which I sold at 15 cents a box.
there was no honey. I got only 1,500 pounds of fall crop
Minnesot.\.
from 30 colonies, spring count.
;

Swarms from

,

Clipt Queens.

Should two swarms issue from hives containing clipt
queens at the same time, and cluster on the same place,
on returning to the hives, would they all return to one hive,
or go to the hives thej' came from ?
Ili.inois.

Answer. — Generally they go back

the

to

same hives

from which they came, but sometimes all go to one hive.
Sometimes they will do neither, but go to some other liive
where there is a big commotion because of swarming a short
"

time before.

'

fall

Answer. —Yes,

I'd take them out for a flight the first
If snow is on the ground it may be
of some advantage to make some effort to keep the bees
from sinking in it. If very little, the ground about the

day

Worms

in

Hives— Eight-Frame Hives.

have some bees in box-hives. I lost one colony last
with worms how do you clean them out, and when is

1.

;

I

;

hives might be swept. Otherwise the snow might be trampt
down hard, or something might be used to cover the ground,
perhaps straw.
^•-•~*'

the right time ?
2. I expect to use the 8-frame dovetail hives next season.
Do you think the bees will winter in them on the summer
stands ? The thermometer gets as low as IS or 20 degrees

below

New Jersey.

zero.

Answers. — In box-hives you must depend upon the bees
to clean out the

worms, as there's no way

3'ou

can get at the

combs to dig- out the worms. Strong colonies will not allow
them to make great headway, especially if the bees are
Italian.
2. Very likely they will winter all right, but 10-frame
hives will be safer, for colonies are likely to be stronger and
to have larger stores for winter.
In either base thev should
have some protection for winter.

Moving Bees— Using Queen-Excluders with Sections.
have bought a place and will have to move my bees
miles. XVhich do you think is better, to take' them
right out of the cellar and move them, or set them out in
the yard and let them have a good flight, and then move
them ?
2. What do you think of using the queen-excluding zinc
with sections ? I thought some of trying it with a few
hives, and giving them sections about the second or third
day after hiving. My object in doing this is to give them
lots of room in order to prevent swarming.
Wisconsin.
1.

about

I

2,'i

Answers.— 1.

let

them have a

flight before

hauling.

Under ordinary circumstances there

no need to use
a queen-excluder with sections, but it's a good thing to do
so when sections are put on immediately after hiving. But
there is no danger of bees swarming- within some time after
2.

being hived. Your idea
of

rpom

is all right,

is

however, to give plenty

in supers.

A Queen Rearing Drones

or Workers First.

Would a queen that was superseded late in the fall, after
the bees ceast flying, be likely to rear first drone or worker
brood, and why"?
Case
A colon}' of blacks was transferred late in the
fall, and after some weeks a weak queen crawled out of the
hive, was pickt up, and soon died. Earlj- in the spring capt
brood was noticed and thought to be from laying workers.
:

Transferring from a Box-Hive and a Tree.
1.

I

have a colony of bees

like to transfer it into

when

in a bos-hive,

another hive.

How

and

shall

I

I

do

would
and

it,

?

I know of a colon}' in a tree, and I would like to take
home and put it in a hive. How can I go ahead with that,
Pennsylvania.
and when would be the best time ?
—
transferring
are given in
1.
Directions
for
Answers.
the text-books, and hardly belong in this department. You
2.

it

will probabl}' be as well satisfied to wait till after the bees
swarm, and transfer 21 days after the swarm issues.
2. It depends upon circumstances what is best to do. If
other trees are near by, it may not be a hard thing to take
the bees home in the log where they now are. By means of
a rope you may ease the falling of the tree when you cut it
down so that the combs will not be broken. Tie one end of
a long rope to the upper part of the tree, throw the other
end over some part of a neighboring tree, and then when
the tree falls you can let it down gradually. Then cut oflf
the log above and below where the bees are, haul it home,
and you can transfer it when convenient, either before or
after swarming.

^

•

»

Changing Location of Hives and Arranging Them.
1.

Decidedly,

warm enough.

it's

When

usual place

is

the best time to remove bees from their

?

2.

Have you any

3.

Is

groups

?

it

special method of removing colonies ?
best to have colonies widelj- separated, or in

Kentucky-.

Answers. — 1. If their location is to be changed it is
better to make the change before bees do much flying. If
bees are moved after they have markt well their location,
they are likely to go back in considerable numbers to their
old location. It will be some help, after they are moved, to
put up before the entrance a board so as to hinder direct
flight as much as possible.
2. No, just pick up the hives and carry to the new place.
3. There is some advantage in having them in groups,
making it more convenient for the bee-keeper than to be
obliged to travel over much ground. A good way is to have
them in groups of four, one pair standing back to back to
the other pair. A space of four inches is enough between
hives, and four feet or more between groups.
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•was approved, and the list of words %yith simplified spellingadopted for use in all publications of the National Educational Association, is as follows

keepers' rights and interests, that they will become members at once, if they are not already.
Fraternally yours,
Eugene Secok, Treasurer.

Program for prog-ramme tho for though altho for
although thoro for thorough thorofarc for thoroughfare
thru for through thruout for throughout catalog for catalogue prolog for prologue dccalog for decalogue demagog
for demagogue pedagog for pedagogue.

The new plan of thus notif3-ing members was recommended at the Omaha convention, and must prove a good
thing- for the Association, in keeping up the membership
list.
While now there are only about 400 members, there

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

You
join in

are invited to extend notice of this action, and to
securing the general adoption of the suggested

amendments.

We

we have always used program for proBee Journal, and catalog for catalogue, so
there will be only about a half dozen more words that will
require our attention, in order to be up with the National
Educational Association. Next week we hope to begin on
them, and trust that our readers will help on the good work
all they can by also adopting the simplified spelling in their
correspondence. It's a grand thing to be leaders in wise
reforms, and we hope that bee-keepers will be in this one
from start to finish.
believe that

gramme

in the

How Much Honey at a Heal ?— "Stenog," the new
department editor of Gleanings, "touches us up "in this
style on the subject of how much honey one can eat at a
meal
" It seems that Mr. York doubted whether three persons
ever ate a pound of comb honey at one sitting. Mr. Murry
says two often eat that much." Certainly— why not ? Evidently Mr. York can't hear honey as well as some of us
human bruins can. I can eat half a pound of good clover
honey at one meal any day, with impunity (or milk without
the impunity). But I never eat on a wager, nor to show
what I can do. I eat to live, and stop when I have enough."
This leaves one in confusing uncertainty as to the real
honey capacity of "Stenog." Does he mean he abvays
stops when he has had enough, and that half a pound at a
meal is the proper allowance, if taken with milk or impunity ? and if so, how much could he stow away at a meal if
he could secure a fair wage for his labor

?

should be a full thousand, at least, so that the Board of
Directors would feel more like undertaking some adulteration
cases that ought to be taken up now and puslit to a finish.
Everything is ready except the cash to go ahead with and
that must be supplied by the bee-keepers those who are
most interested in the enforcement of laws against the
adulteration of honev.
;

—

John Nebel

* * * * *

on our desk.

*****

Mr. Wm. J. Brown, of Skagit Co., Wash., writing us
March 2, said
" The Bee Journal is worth its weight in gold to a beekeeper if he has the money to pay for it."
:

*****
Mr. Geo. I. Wolf, of Cass Co., Ind., wrote us March
when renewing his subscription for another year

If the

should

:

young bee-keeper has not already done

so,

he

now begin to put everything- in readiness for tiie
The busy days will soon be here again,

coming season.

and our success will larg-eh' depend upon the preparation
Like a colony of bees, the mind of the beekeeper is often materially advanced by a little "stimulative
feeding " in the spring, which is handsomely repaid in the

" I can't do without the American Bee Journal, for I
have learned three dollars' worth from its pages so far this

*****
& Co.,

Messrs. R. H. Schmidt

Mr. Hill also wisely recommends the reading of a beebook as a "spring tonic." It seems a pity that anyone
should think of making- a thorough success with bees without getting and studj'ing one or more of the several excellent bee-books and bee-papers now publisht.
It would be
time and money well invested.

The U. S. Association, through its General Manager
and Treasurer, Mr. Secor, is sending out notices of expiration of memberships. We received the following recently
:

My Dear Brother Bee-Keeper — The

Treasurer's
books show that your membership in the United States BeeKeepers' Association is paid to Jan. 1, 1899. If the record
needs correcting to accord with the facts, I shall be glad to
be notified. If correct, I sliall hope to receive the amount
necessary to renew your membership to date, including the
current year.
:

The Board

of Directors have some work in view which
the interest of the bee-keeping fraternity, but it cannot be prosecuted without the help of those whom it is intended to benefit. The membership fee is $1.00 per year.
It is hoped that all bee-keepers will feel so interested in the
effort to protect the purity of honey, and, in fact, all beeis in

of

Sheboygan

one of our regular advertisers, wrote us March 3

Co., Wis.,

:

" Business is good. We are also pleased to say that our
bees are all in very good condition, and have had several
good flights. We expect a rich honey har-yest this year."

*****

we have made.

season's results.

7,

:

year."

graph by

Son, of Montgomery Co., Mo., have sent

M. H. Hunt & Son, of Wayne Co., Mich., have issued
their 17th annual catalog of bee-supplies, a copj' of which is

Good Advice

for all bee-keepers is given in this paraEditor Hill, of the American Bee-Keeper

i!*

us their annual bee-supply catalog- for 1899.

the firm of Pender Bros., of
Australia, is visiting in this country, calling on some of
our principal bee-supply manufacturers and publishers.
His own firm deals in bee-keepers' supplies, and does a
large business in that far-away land. Mr. Pender is a very
pleasant gentleman, and a thorough-going bee-keeper, having for several years edited the Australian Bee-Bulletin,
now the only bee-paper in Australia, we believe. We trust
that lie will have a pleasant trip and safe return home.

Mr. W.

S.

Pender, of

*****
Advantages of Direct Buying. — Certain manufacturing institutions have in recent years inaugurated a new
system of disposing of their products which is unqualifiedly
It took courage to make
to the advantage of the consumer.
the change, but they did it. Among the pioneers in this
new method of doing biisiness was the Elkhart Carriage &
Harness Mfg. Co., of Elkhart, Ind., whose advertisement
appears on page 173 of this issue. These people began this
plan of doing business 26 years ago, and have adhered to it
strictl)- ever since.
The result has been so entirely successful that they are to-day the largest manufacturers of carriages and harness in the world selling to the consumer exclusively. The)' publish an extended illustrated catalog,
which we will take pleasure in mailing to all our readers
who request it, and mention the American Bee Journal

when

writing.
•*-•-¥•

The Premium offered on page
ing for. Look at it.
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is

well worth work-
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quilts will feel inclined to smile at the objections as to taking off" and putting on board covers. If it be admitted that
there is no trouble in taking ofl^ such a cover from a super
of comb hone^', or from a hive upon which it is expected to
put such a super, what possible difficulty can there be with
an extracting-super ? Are not bees just as plenty- and just
as irritable in one kind of super as the other ? And it will

Selling Sections by Count
the Bee-Keepers' Review.

is advocated by J. E. Crane,
He thinks it absurd that the
bee-keeper who produces thousands of sections of the same
size and nearly the same weight should sell them by weig-ht
and then the purchaser should sell them by the piece. He
thinks selling- by count would have a tendency to the production of combs of more even weight.

in

be hard to corr\-ince one with experience in such things that
he cannot put on a board cover without killing bees in a
great deal less time than he can get on quilt and cover.

As to the Value of Queens " The Boiler in the American Bee Journal, 42, says
In opposition to the views of
Editor Hutchinson, who says queens are the least expensive
part of a colony.
.C. P. Dadant in Gleanings is emphatic
in the assertion that in the spring the queens are the part,
of most especial value.' Why jumble language, brethren ?
Isn't the common air of most especial value,' and yet, isn't
it the least expensive ?"
Critic Taylor in the Bee-Keepers'
'

.

.

'

Empty Supers OverPartly=Filled Ones
many toward the close of the season, but

Putting
ticed bj-

recommended

is

prac-

is

now

Progressive Bee-Keeper as a plan to be
used all through the season for the sake of getting sections
filled up more evenly in the super already partly filled.
You may rely on the plan for getting the sections" finisht
sooner, but there is also danger that the sections will not be
so white.
in the

Do Bees Get Used

to flovements? is a question raised
H. Martin, in the Bee-Keepers' Review. He cites the
common observation that bees are not so troublesome where
they are visited daily, and if the movements of the people
make the difference, why not movements of inanimate objects? Rethinks of planting a dozen flags in his apiary,
so that their contijiual motion may make the bees take less

by

J.

notice of the

movements

of the bee-keeper.

.

Boiling Foul=Broody Honey 15 Minutes is held to be
long enough by the Bee-Keepers' Review critic. To the argument of Dr. Miller that Prof. McKenzie succeeded in
getting spores to grow after being kept for 2''i hours near
212 degrees, Mr. Taylor has a counter argument that will be
hard for the Doctor to withstand.
He says the specific
gravity of honey is nearly a half greater than that of water,
so its boiling point will be above 212 degrees, giving- the
spores a harder roasting in boiling honey than in boilingwater.

—

Queen=Traps for Swarms W. Z. Hutchinson has tried
leaving queens unclipt and allowing them to go with the
swarms, till he is heartily sick of it. His preference is for
queen-traps. He says in the Canadian Bee Journal
" I have tried both the clipping of queens and the using
of queen-traps, and my preference is for the latter. It saves
the time and trouble of hunting up and clipping the
queen, the time and trouble of hunting for and caging her
when the swarm issues, aud there is no danger of her being
lost- by the swarm coming out when no one is present to
:

care for it."

One-Pound Sections Small Enough J. E. Crane says
inJIGleanings: " The fact that the many attempts which
have been made to use a half or quarter pound section have
ended in failure would indicate that a section less than 4 '4 s4 '4
is*;iikely to prove unprofitable and quite impracticable.
I
tried it myself some years ago, but have not cared to repeat
the experiment. Bees seemed to dislike to build comb and
store honey in very small receptacles, or else were unable,
when clustered in very small bodies, to secrete wax, and
build combs rapidly. We have learned by the use of -single
combs of various thicknesses the thickness of comb that
bees can build to the best advantage, which seems to be
somewhere from 1 to l^s inches."
Quilt or No Quilt?— In this country the tendency is
toward discarding everything in the line of quilts and
sheets, having nothing between top-bars and board-cover.
Evidently the British colonies do not take kindly to this.
The Australian Bee-Bulletin says it may do for comb honey
but not for extracted. Disturbs bees too much in snapping
up the board cover. The Canadian Bee Journal objects that
too many bees are killed in putting on the cover. It may be
a question worth considering whether in throwing aside
quilts the bee-keeper may not be securing his own convenience at too great an expense in the way of comfort to the
bees, but the man who isifamiliar with board covers without

—

Review.

That is a slight intimation that there is no difference
after all in the views of the two men. Well, Mr. Taylor,
look at the Review, 55, where Mr. Dadant says, "Queens, to
us in early spring, are the most expensive part of a colony,"
and try your hand at reconciling that with Editor Hutchinson's statement that thej' are the l/ras/ expensive part of a
colony.

A Bee=and-Poultry Scheme is thus given by S. M.
Keeler in the American Bee-Keeper
" I have a small plot of ground that I sow to buckwheat
the first of July, and seed it with crimson clover. The bees
are ever readj' for the nectar from both. When the buckwheat is ripe thg hens are let in to harvest it, and grow fat.
The clover comes in bloom the next spring, two or three
weeks sooner than white clover, and just the time bees need
looking to, to keep them from starving. And such a mass
of red blossoms, and such a mass of bees humming over
them, is very gratif3'ing to the bee-man.
"Now, when the bees are done working the flowers, the
clover is cut and cured, and run through a clover-cutter for
the hens while they are in their winter quarters. Then the
ground is put to buckwheat and clover again on the first of
Julv. And so on every vear."
:

Cold Facts in Favor of Plain Sections is what the editor
of Gleanings calls the following statements (some would
call them hot facts) by J. E. Crane
"Will the evolution of the honey-box bring the plain
section into general use ? I believe it will. One dealer in
Washington told me he would paj' three cents per pound
more for the 4x5 plain-section honey than for the old-style
sections. Indeed, I was offered two cents per pound more,
for 5,000 pounds of clover honey, to be delivered next fall,
than I have been receiving of late for my best grade of
honey, if put in plain 4x5 sections. In New York I inquired
of Mr. Segelken for his plain-section honey, that I mig-ht
compare it with that in old-style sections. He said he had
very little left in plain sections, as such lots were pickt up
first by retail dealers, who preferred them to the old-stj-le
sections. I found the same true in Albany, N.Y., where I
stopt to look over the honej-. As these retail dealers are
not in the supply business, I thought their opinions worth
recording-."
:

Ordering Supplies in Advance is very generally advised,
sort of blame thrown on the man who does not send
By way
his orders some time before the goods are needed.
of variety, a writer in British Bee Journal has this to say
on the other side
" I do feel, as a beginner, that this is a great grievance
to us amateurs, who do not and cannot know, until experience teaches us, what we do want, and, in consequence,
are kept waiting by tradesmen, who ought themselves to
know by experience when, and to what extent, the rush of
orders. will come in. It is the only trade I know where the
seller has the face to expect his customers to tell him beforehand what they will want and in our case I speak for
us novices we do not know, and the tradesman loses what
mig-ht turn out afterwards to be good customers by the fearful delay in suppU-ing the most simple and absolutely neces,sary articles, and thus frequently putting back a beginner
to so late a date that he is unable to make a success by
having everything f« fraiii at the proper time, and perhaps
even disgusting him for good in consequence."

and a

:

—

;

—

.
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Root's Column
Report for 1898.

Ttlisisa a;.-va;
Qll66r World. We cannot
to see all thing's alike.

be made

Some

and some another.

thing-,

My

There

no doubt, who hesitate

class,

one

like

a

is

try

to

Plain Sections because of the extra ex-

pense of the fixtures. There

who would

class

how.

Well,

everybody.

another

is

not have them any-

we

s.re

We

have just brought out

-I^

are simph' four slats

gether at the ends by folded

old-style

Ellis Co., Tex., Feb. 10.

prepared to suit

ordinary tin or solid-wood separator.

can be used

winter is now about over, and I have lost
only 8 or 4 colonies.
Of course no man or woman should attempt to keep bees without a good journal,
and also a text-book, and read and re-read
the good items. Don't get them and lay
them away.
J. A. RossoN.

bound

tins.

to-

They

any super taking the

in

sections

and their cost

;

is

W^e can supply them for 80 cents per

holders.

we

T

supers or for section-

For odd-sized supers, of course

shall

have

to

They can

charge.

our regular S super
with

old-style

J.

make

additional

be supplied with

— that

sections

Aptifieial

E. Crane

T

supers.

produced several

rators of this kind, and he

is

of the

opinion that the freer communication

boxes

;

gave him

fuller

and better

but the boxes were hardly as

complete and nice as those from fences.
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CYPHERS INCUBATOR

Good Season

in 1898.

The season of 1S9S was very good here,
but the honey was all dark. I got about
400 pounds, but all was dark except about
50 pounds.
I have 17 colonies, all doing

which

is

.an,::;
delivtTfd trclfifht paid to every purchaser.

This machine tLijiiin'S absolutely no artilical moisture. Send 10
cents and i:et the h.u.k. Cin-ulara
'THE CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO. Box 50 WAYLAND. N.V-

FREE.

.

--'lease

Vermillion Co.,

111.,

Jan.

mention Bee Journal -when

We make

well.
I take great interest in bee-keeping,
like the Bee Journal very much.
S. M. Hodges.

A

Little

'27.

Bee-Experienee.

Glorious Rain in Northern Calif.
had a glorious rain last night. The
weather is yet cloudy, and I believe we
shall have occasional showers. The rain
we had last night was very opportune; it

We

will save the crops in the northern portion
of the State, and somewhat in the southern
central portion, where it has fallen. I do
not think any rain fell in the southern portion of the State, at least this morning's

papers do not mention such fact.
With rains every few weeks, and no drying %vinds, we shall have a fair crop of fruit,
grain and honey all through northern California. I wish I could say as much for the
lower part of the State. Those who have

New

other

SUPPLIES.
A postal sent us with your name' for
a Catalog" will meet with the t^reatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO..

The American Bee Journal has been a
great help to me during the past year. I
started by catching and hiving a swarm in
the spring of 1S07. They gave no increase
or surplus that year. Last year I got no
surplus from them, but they gave a swarm
May 1. which I also hived in a bux-hive.
This new colony also gave a swarm Aug. 1,
and 20 pounds of surplus comb honey. I
also got one after-swarm from No. 1, which
has built up; and I bought a swarm on a
bush from another man June 21: this last
gave me 40 pounds of nice section honey.
The last three colonies are in dovetailed
hives, and I want to transfer the two from
box-hives in the spring.
E. L. Hayes.
Jeflferson Co., III., Feb. 0.

the

-writing.

tiaiiipion Gtiatt-tiive
with fence and plain sections, and^a
full line of
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is,

and section-

thousand pounds of honey with sepa-

afforded
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hardly any more than wood separators.

100, either for

WHOLESALE^ ^M

.Each

put TO colonies into the cellar last fall,
and they are all alive at the present time,
but it has kept me guessing for the last
month, for it has been from zero to 40 degrees below, and I had to keep a fire in my
cellar most of the time to keep the bees in
good shape. Don't tell me that artificial
heat is bad for bees in this part of the
State, for I have used it for three years,
and have not lost a colony.
It was a poor season for bees last year,
and I got only half a crop. From .50 colonies, spring count, I took 4. '200 pounds of
extracted honey, mostly white. I have
kept bees 10 years, and do not know much
about the business, but am learning every
year. I give the credit to the American
Bee Journal. " Bees and Honey." " A B C
of Bee-Culture." and Doolittle's "Scientific
Queen-Rearing," for every man ought to
rear his own queens.
A. E. Bradfoki).
St. Croix Co.. Wis., Feb. 'iO.

AT

lllBilGQIES
V-

ftwwiiiiw

a slat separator to take the place of the

They

report (or ISflS is 42 colonies, spring
count, increast to 8.5, and took 3,000 pounds
of extracted and .500 pounds of comb honey,
principally
from cotton-bloom. Honey
from this source granulates very readily on
the first approach of cool weather. Our

Sheboygan, Wis.
^.^^:>i
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The Best Bargain
THE
AT FAIR PRICES.

IS

BEST GOODS
And

that's the secret of our

immense trade that

has made us

Mar.

tell me that things " are done
for " there this year. 'Tis too bad. Hay is
§18 a ton here; I am told that south it is

16, 1899.

been south

Doolittle's

That makes it very hard on those
who have stock, especially stock-raisers.
Meat has about doubled; butter is higher
than usual at this time of the year. Eggs
are cheap enough I learn that this State is

430.

Book Free

;

HEADQUARTERS
IN THE WEST
For Bee-Keepers' Supplies. We are ready now
for the season of 1899 with an immense slock of
the latest and best in our line. Send for our
1899 catalog and discounts for early orders.
Address,

shipping large quantities to the East. I
suppose the warm weather here has caused
hens to lay abundantly, while the very cold
weather in the East has prevented the eggcrop from "maturing."
W. A. Pryal.

Alameda

March

Co.. Calif.,

QUEEN-REARING.

A Rathep Severe Winter.
Our 13 colonies gave us about 17.5 pounds
of salable second-grade honey in 1898.

DES MOINES. IOWA.

have had a rather severe winter thus far,
and not having given them any better
honey I expect some loss, but discourage-

Please mention Bee Journal

LADIES.

IC

when

roriting.

We

ment has not entered

you have superdnouD

Holmes

HAIR ON how
THE FACE

send for new information
to remove it f;isjl\ ami
elTei'tually wittinut chemicals or instruments
r<irrespondence conridential in plain sealed envelope.
Mrs. M. N. PERRY. C> 1 . Box 93. Oak Park. Ills-

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writins.

TWO WAGONS AT ONE

PRICE.

a matter of g:reat convenience and a savlabor for a farmer to have a low, handy
wagon. They save more than half the labor of
loading in hauling manure, hay, grain, cornIt is
ing- of

fodder, wood, stones, etc.
The man who already' has a wagon may have one of these low
handy wagons at the small
additional cost for a set of
wheels. These Electric Steel
Wheels, with either direct or
stagger spokes, with broadfaced tire, are made to fit any

axle. Yon can convert your
old wagon to a low, handy

wagon

in

a few moments.

You

thus virtually have two wagons at one price. Write to

Wheel

the Electric

Quincy,

16,

Illiuois,

Co., Box
for their

catalogue, which fully explains about these and
their Electric Handy Wagons. Electric Feed
Cookers, etc.

won't pay you to
Buy from us

It

if

you

live in China, but if

you

—

live in

Minnesota

or Iowa, or even the Dakotas, you had better get
our Catalog before buying. We keep a

will send the catalosr

Standard Lumber Co.
MANKATO, MINN.

Please mention Bee Journal -when wrriting.

SOLD ON TRIAL!
Buy no incubator and pny
before

Many rieople
i-,iuHO
i'>]

to

glvliiff It

have

n

for tt

triul.

lost faith iu incubaUirs be-

tney bougbtotjii that was LevenntLMidhaU'h cfeickeiis— iimde mert'ly to tifll.

The Von Culin Incubators
arc sold on triiil siiliject tuyoiir ii|t|iru\*
Simplest machine niaiie. A chilfl cao operate it. TIip !>ii;L-.-st
catulo^nc and '•poiillry poinler^'* book published, si-nlf.'r r»i-.
Ph;tis tor Brooders, I'oultrv Houses, etc, sent on receipt ui Sftf.
Voo Culin Incubator Co'. 5 Adams St. Delaware Citv. Del'
al.

flease

mention Bee Journal v/hen

CYPRESS

"writing.

BEST
IN

THE

BEE=HIVESwoRLD
Complete

line of Bee=Keepers' Supplies— Ri^'-lit
Send for caUilojr.
I-)rices

—

Crossmau Manufacturing
10')

luA4t

Commerce

St.,

time'of the year when bees can fly; all about
the different races of bees; all about shipping'

Co., Ohio. Feb. 28.

Bees in the Best Condition,
started iu the winter with 43 colonies,
and haven't lost one to date. I find them
in the best condition with plenty of bees
and honey. I have kept bees for 20 years.
and never had such " luck," as some people
call it.
I think plenty of young bees and
good sealed honey, with dry hives, is the
secret, tho the thermometer has registered
17 degrees below zero the coldest winter I
ever saw in this country. Success to the
Geo. W. Knight.
Bee Journal.
I

—

Oldham

Co., Ky., Feb. 22.

Expect Heavy Winter Losses.
Bees did the next thing to nothing here
last year. There was no surplus to speak
of, and bees gathered but little to winter
on. We have had three weeks of bitter
cold weather, which will finish at least 90
percent of the bees that were out-doors. It

would be impossible for them to get to their
feed in such weather. Well, they might as
well starve now as later on. That is what
will happen to all the bees in this part before fruit blooms unless they are fed. Bees
that are under ground will be all right until taken out, then they must be fed. I have
now 20 colonies in the cellar, which are
wintering nicely so far, but I will have to
L. C. Watts.
feed them in the spring.
Jasper Co., Iowa, Feb.

20.

queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-cages,
etc.; all about forming nuclei, multiplying or
uniting bees, or weak colonies, etc.; or, in fact»
everything about the queen-business which you
mav want to know. The price of the book is
Jl.Liti, being bound iu cloth, gold-lettered.

We want
New

i,ooo

Subscribers

Between Now and June

1,

like to have our regular
subscribers help us in this work. In

And we would

who may want a copy of
"Scientific Oueen-RearING " maj' earn it very easily, and at
the same time aid in swelling- the Bee
Journal's list of subscribers, we wish
to make the following Liberal Offers-

order that

all

Doolittle's

only to our present subscribers

:

™^'' •''^ book for Sl.tXl, or
nffor Un 1
UHtjl flUi 1. club it with the Bee Journal for
one year— both for 51.70.

Quite a

Number

of Dead Bees.

hear of quite a number of dead bees
Most of the new
through this county.
I

died, and some old ones,
which were run for extracted, there being
no fall flow, and nothing after basswood.
G. H. Fret.
Linn Co., Iowa, Feb. 21.

swarms have

dittereni Points.

AT ONCE.
lOAtf

will have it if you desire to
to have queens fertilized iu upper
stories while the old queen is still laying- below;
how you may safely introduce any queen at any

know how

^^'"^

SUPPLIES
Drop a postal card and we

YOU CERTAINLY

mind.
D. H. HORST.

stock oT

Full

fit II

my

sIiohIcI liave

SCIENTIFIC

1.

JOSEPH NYSEWANDER,
10A8t

Every Bee-Keeper

Co.,

DALLAS, TEX.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Good Report from Central California
All the bee-keepers in California are not
quite so blue as Mr. Mclntyre. of Ventura
county, makes them out in the American
Bee Journal of Jan. 5. The bee-keepers in
Southern California may feel blue, but I
assure you they don't in Central California, where they get a crop of honey every
year. It is not here like it is in the southern part of the State, where they only get
a crop every fourth or fifth year.
I also saw that Mr. J. H. Martin (Rambler) says the absence of moisture another
inseason would about use up the
dustry in this State. It would be well for
location,
and
their
gentlemen
to
state
those
not compare their locations with the whole
State. The counties of Kern, Kings, Tulare
and Fresno are not to be compared
with those barren rocks of Southern California.
The counties above mentioned
have thousands of acres of alfalfa for bees
to work on, to say nothing about the thousands of acres of fruit-bloom, raisin vineyards and wild flowers in which the wastelands abound.
My crop for 1S9S was 93^ tons of ex-

Send us Three New Subscribers
to the Bee Journal for the balrlU.
ance of the year, at 60 cents each, and we
Avlll mail you a copy of the book free as a

nffnn \Tn
UilCl

L

premium.

new subscribers
Mn *) ^r, send us two
nU i' to the Bee Journal for the balance of this year at 00 cents ea,oh, and 40

nffQH
Ullul

cents additional making $1.60 in all and
will mail you the book.

we

subscriber
Wn i Or, send us one new for
the balrlUi 4. for the Bee Journal
ance of this year at 60 cents, and 65 cents ad-

flfTotl

Ullul

niakinj,' 51.25

ditional

in

all,

and we

will

mail you the book.

Now, the sooner the new names are
sent in the more copies of the Bee Journal they will get for their 60 cents, and
if sent before April 1, each will be certain of getting the Bee Journal for nine
months, or about 40 copies.

Remember, that only our present
subscribers can take advantage of the
last three offers above.
Now, let everybody go to work, and
help roll up the 1,000 new subscribers.
.\ddress,

GEORGE W. YORK &
I

iS

Mich.

St.,

Chicago,

III.

CO.

—
Mar.
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tracted, and 43.2 tons of aoinb honey from
440 colonies; and lots of other bee-keepers
did better than I did. And 1S9S was not
nearly so good as 1896, and a little better
than 1897.
R. H. Fkat.
Tulare Co., Calif., Feb. .5.

FUUm 1/^ f f
You are entitled

?

[Yes, Mr. Niemann, we got a sample of
the same stuff you refer to, here in Chicago. It is a most villainous liquid. Of
course it never saw California, but was put
up by the firm named. What a pity that
those who put up such vile stuff, and palm
it off as honey, can't be put where they
can't defraud honest people. It is simply a
form of robbery, and often carried on by
people that would feel terribly insulted it

they were called common thieves, which
they really are. All the difference between

them and those that often are sent
penitentiary
millionaires,

lows.

that the former are often
and the others are poor fel1

Bees in No.

We

Il> fire the tavgfftt ntanttfac^
tiirers in the irorUi setting
vehicles mitl harness tothe

Shape.

I presume all the readers of the Bee Journal will be glad that our little smoker apiary of 144 colonies showed up on Feb. 21 all
right, with no more dead on the bottomboards than usual, while the mercury was
10 degrees lower than for three years past.
My long, high entrances, all wide open,
tnabled me to clean the bottom-boards very
handily of dead bees. Much has been written about wide entrances of late. All of
my bees are treated alike, all having '„inch high by 12 inches wide, wide open, entrances. The hives have shrunk in weight

since Nov. 10, an average of 11 pounds
each, and now have 18 pounds all sealed
honey, and no brood. They are dry. clean,
and in No. 1 shape.
T. F. Bingham.
Clare Co., Mich., Feb. 24.

Bees Seem in Good Condition.
the American Bee Journal very
indeed, and find much valuable inin its columns. Tho a sub.scriber
for little more than a year, I feel I could
not get along without it.
I have 130 colonies of bees wintering on
the summer stands, and seemingly in good
condition. Btees had a good flight to-day.
I have this winter made 12.5 hives for use
next summer, so you see I have not been
idle.
I have a nice 2i.i'-story honey-house
in which I can conveniently work in the
winter.
Wm. J. Stewart.
I

like

much

formation

Utah

Co., Utah, Feb. IS.

Something
On page

'.

—

'So. 81 fl Two-SprineCania^, with side cartaib^,
storm apron. Hunshaiie. lamps, fenders, poie or abafts.
Price l^^K; same a-, ii^ij:iI1v sells U't ^^\h io ^
,

OUR MOTTO:

No.

for examination and guarantee everything. Send your name on a postal

M-'ree

100— Double

Harness,

Price,

full

Bu^^f
nickel

trimmed. $17; as good as

card for

re-

Illustrated Catalogue.

ELKHART CARRtAGEA HARNESS MFG. GO.

W. B.

Pratt, Sec.

ELKHART, iMDIANA,

WELL MANU FACTURED ST OCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

Seciions, SiiiDDino-Gases and

Bee-Keepers' SuDDiles
We make

a specialty of making- the very best Sections on'the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledg-ed by all to be
the best for making- the;ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, younc^
and

The

BASSWOOD

thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog

and Price-List FREE.

Marshfield Jlanufacturing Company,
Please mention Bee Journal

when

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

-writing.

Extracted Honey For Sale.
60-POUND
CANS.
TIN

ALFALFA
HONEY.
This

is

Prices
A

the famous White Extrac-

to

pay

freig-ht

more cans, 1)4 cents per pound.
Cash must accompany each order.

or

We

extracted.

V4»RU

sample -by mail, 8 cents,
and postag-e. By

—one 60-pouud can, 8 cents a pound;
two cans, 7^ cents per pound: four

nearly
honej', and
is a splendid
everybody who cares to eat honey at
all can't g^et enough of the Alfalfa

<.il.4PaS4»E: \\.

ot Alfalfa floney.

for packag-e

ted Hone.v trathered in the g^reat Alfalfa reg-ioris of the Central West. It

A: I'O.,

11m

WESTERN

.lli

A

guarantee purity.

Iii;:ai> St., t'liioiiBo. III.

beautifully illustrated paper called

"The Corn Belt"
month and contains

is

published

every

a quantity of interesting information about the farm lands
west of the Mississippi Ri-.'ef,
Pictures
of all sorts of farm scenes in Iowa, Missouri and Nebraska.
Personal experiences of farmers -who went to those states from the East years ago.
The handsomest
farm paper published. Send 25 cents for a year's subscription to
BELT,
209 Adams St., Chicago.

FARMS.

THE CORN

Think of the Future.

Page

to Aprest Fepmentation.

Cogitator savs that Mr. Hart
wants salicylic acid to put in his sour
honey. I do not think I do. It may be all
right for some embalming purposes, or in
some ointments, but. as Cogitator says, I
should hardly think it healthy as a diet.
The honey was supposed to be ripe
enough to work with, but aside from that
feature it was all extracted within two
days, and put up in Mason jars, pints and
quarts. If unripeness is the matter, why
would not all the honey be affected the
same way
Whereas nearly all of it is
nice, and only four or five quart jars show
a little fermentation, but not bad.
The article I referred to said the recipe
S3,

consumer excltisivety*
We make 170 styles of vehicles and 65
styles of harness. We ship anywhere

IN

1

**o Money.

*'*"'

to the

is,

Editor.

y

to that. Itdue^ nut mean simply that you should get the
best goods for the monev, but also that you should be saved th©
added expense of agent's commissions,
dealer's profits, salesmen's expenses, etc.
save you all this by selling vou direct <
from our factory at wholesale prices.

"California White Clover Honey!"
Some grocery stores in this city are selling extracted honey put up at Chicago in
one-pound glass jars. It is all liquid with a
small piece of comb honey floating in it,
and is labeled "California White Clover
Honey. Franklin McVeagh, Chicago." It
is retailed at 10 cents per Jar.
Is there
such a thing as California white clover
honey
I had some curiosity to taste it,
but did not like to buy any of it.
Jos. M. Niemann.
Jackson Co., Iowa, Feb. IS.
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Don't Rent.

Establish A

Lyon
h
NEW LONDON,

Operates two Sawmills that cut, annually,
curing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

Home

of

Your Own.

Mfg. Co.
WIS.,

eig-ht million feet of

Bee^Keepers'

lumber, thus se-

Supplies,,,,

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Bass-wood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and po.ssession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable
this firm to furnish the BEST GOODS AT
PRICES.

THE LOWEST

Send

for Circular and

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

!
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Improved Farm
For Sale==^^
Near the best market and best

given would arrest fermentation, and
sweeten the honey, but did not say a word
about any deleterious effects. We do not
want to use it. only I thought it might do
then to feed the bees this spring. Will it
A. W. Hart.
do ?

Stephenson Co.,

shipping- point in WestMichig-an.

Now Tackle the Sugar
O. BAXTER, Muskegon,

A. L

III.

Beet.

Last Season's Results.

Mich,
I

me send you my 64BEE-KEEPERS pa.ge Catalog for 1S99.
«7. A/, ^Jeriicins, 'W'etuinp/fa, Ala.
Let

started with

1S9S, lost 2 by bad mamagement, and had
fine swarm leave after I had hived it,
I had 9 colonies in good condition for

one
but

My

winter.

average was about 30 pounds
I could not do without the

to the colony.

Second-HancI 60-i)ountl

Cans tor Sale Gtieap.
We have another lot of

most

ALBINO QUEENS ^Ufl"cFueU%"
s — If you
_
want the ixeiitK-si Bees~If you want the best
houev-g-attierers vou ever saw — try rav Albinos.
Untested Queens in April, SI. 00: 'Tested, $1.50.
9A26t
J. D. GIVENS. LlSBON.TEX.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being the cleanest is usually T\'orkt
the quickest of anj- foundation made.

Ott.

VAN
DEUSEN,
Manufacturer,
If J'ou care to

know

of its

;
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy, of California's Favorite Paiier—

The

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading- Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,
handsomely illustrated, $2.U0 per annum. Sample copy free.
330

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street,
San Fkancisco, Cal.

Market

-

DITTMER'S

Comb

Foundation

Wholesale and Retail.

Working

colonies to commence
with this year.
hope for a better year.
O. P. Hyde
Son.
Williamson Co., Tex., Feb. 16.

have

&

I see a good deal said in regard to starters
in brood-frames, and I wish to tell you the
way I do. I make
frames with the topbars one-half inch by one inch, then I take

and a

full line of

had a poor season

last year tor
honey. I purcbast 21 colonies in box-hives
and transferred them to frame hives. I got
300 fairly-filled sections, have plenty of
stores for spring breeding, and lost but one

from home for a few days.
well tor a beginner ? I had

lots of

prices,

for cash or trade at the

Address,

Wis.

"HOPE SPRINGS ETERNAL,"
l'A(iH

UOVKN

in

the HpriiiK."

Nntlc

j

THE OEMINQ CO.. SALEM.

0.
Hennion & HubbefL
CatalogLt and fommlas free.

Ctlcago.

A^frits,

Please mention Bee Journal
A.

I.

when

ROOT GO'S GOODS

'

writing.

^Xr^-

Including^ their discounts for g'oods wanted for
use another season. It will pa.v you to send me
St of goods wanted.
Cash for Beeswax.
M. H. HUXT, Bell Branch, Mich.

first

An
*rU PARP
nOL
I

CATALOG BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
Instructions tu Hetrinners,

ii:c.,

JOHN XEBEL i SOX,

=

free.

High Hill, Missouri.

SAtf

XX

SENT FREE
Our descriptive circular and

Queens, Sections,

Comb

price-list of

Foundation, Bee- Veils,

Smokers, Hone.v-Knives,
Address,
lA13t

SEND FOR ONE.

etc.

F. A.

SNECL,

IVIilledgeville, Carroll Co., Ills.

EVERGREENS

;

100, « to M in. ?l; 13 to JH In. $2.50,
.100. 3 t'l. $10prtpuid. 100.4 tottft.
varietiet-. $15. ir>clioit'f Fiiiit trees. 20

drowned

^Itl. Ornnnientnl A- Fruit
Catalogue aiiM pnits of 6tt

varieties,
iTreef*.

SENT

preat bargain lots
FREE*
tt^ <;ood Locitl Ajii'iit-* Uiinted.

Dundee,

D. HILL,

III.
irec^^fisl
Please mention the Bee Journal.

3DSt

:

Co., Calif., Feb. 13.

The Midland Farmer

Convention Notices.

The representative moderti Farm Paper of the
Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Page
departments to every branch of Farming- and
Stoclc-Raisinf*'. Plain and Practical Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neighbors (for
free samples), and we will enter your name for 1
year. (If you have not received your money's
worth at end of year, we will, upon request, continue the paper to you free of cost another year).

— The Texas

State Bee-Keepers' Asso-

W. R. Graham & Son's. Greenville, Te-vas, the
first Wednesday and Thursday in April, 1S99.
All interested are invited. No hotel bills to pay.
W. H. White, Sec.
Utah.

— The

Utah Bee-Keepers' Association

will hold their regular semi-annual convention
April 8, at 10 o'clock a. in., in the city and county
building. Salt Lake City. A full program in
the interest of the industry will be presented,
and all bee-keepers are cordially invited.
Among- the subjects to be considered will be the
purchasing- of supplies, the disposal of our products, and the best method for the protection of
the industry. It is desirable to have every
county represented, either personally or by

etc.

it.

,

WIl!KKKXCKCO.,AI)ltIA.\,.Miril

Sent Freel

""ives.

Sec.

Smokers, &c

Address,

Theodore Bender, Cautou^Ohio.
SAtf

PlL-ase niuutiou the

—

W, M. BARNUM,
Wainwrig'ht Buildin;j,
Please nienti.
7Dtf

Bee Journal.

Publisher,
ST. LOUIS. MO.

Ill

the Bee Journal.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MoNETTE
Device

Fagg,

ur larpe Illustrated catalo^rof Bees,

There's no winter ordiKcontent known to the
Pjlee, lint onlv rierpctual fc|n-iiiu^-tlnie. Tliat'swby
rlj;lit

in.ie^.l.

li' varieties
sprayers, Bordeaus and Vermorei
Noziles. Ihe "World's Best."

Western

trouble

watering bees
they would get
in everything that held water.
Finally I filled a pan level full with coarse
gravel, and set it in the sun where water
from a barrel would drip into it fast enough
to keep it full. In a week I had all the bees
in the neighborhood coming for water, and
no more drowned bees.
Success to the American Bee Journal it
is worth dollars to me.
W. H. Baker.
at

Questions are solicited.
Mill Creek, Utah.
J. B.

"coiui-s nut

mple

mailt white pamping.
I

I
'

absence
Isn't this doing

letter.

It

kerosene Sprayers

my

colony by robber-bees during

Texas.

SUPPLIES.

GUS DITTMER, Augusta,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Bee^Hives, Italian Bees

A Beginner's Experience.

We

ciation will hold their 21st annual convention at

at lowest prices and
ship promptly.

hig^hest price.

YORK & CO.

W.

Michisjan Street,

^SEMI MOXTHLY:.

VERY BEST

Beeswax alwaj's wanted

if

freight.
are solicited.

my

combs that are nearly straight and cut
strips about halt an inch wide, and glue
them on the underside of the top-bar. It
saves foundation, and is better.
Warren Co., Pa.
Geo. Whitcomb.

Wax

Send me your name for 1899 catalog and
whether you are a larg-e or small
consumer or dealer.

soft
$4.00
5.75
5.00
4.0a
3.50

Your orders

THE
Starters in Brood-Frames.

Yolo

Hi\/e&, Sections,
sell the

wanted by

4.50

We

2ift
52.25
3.00
3.00
2.25
2.00

Alfalfa Clover
Crimson Clover
.90
Prices subject to market changres.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

From 260 colonies, spring count, we
secured 20,000 pounds of comb and extracted honey, and increast to 325 colonies.

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

I

10ft
Sl.OO
1.25
1.40
1.00

60c
70c
80c
60c
S5c

WhiteClover

us.

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.
T

Sweet Clover .'melilotl
AlsikeClover

GEORGE

Sole

*iit-^r^frwt^
C*
V^aillUl
Hl4X

We

liable"— could not do without it. We like
the two departments. •' Beedom Boiled
Down " and Cogitator's ' Afterthought."
Last year was only a moderate one with

We now

118 Miohisran St., Chicajfo, 111.

J. A.

J.

Seeds.

have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the foUowiajj prices, cash with
the order:

Only a Moderate Year (1898).
We very much appreciate the " Old Re-

about ISO

QEORQE W. YORK & COMPANY,

Sag- in

And Several Other Clover

118

second-hand 60-pound Cans, two in a
case, that we oflfer, while they last, in
lots of five or more cases (10 cans) at 40
cents a case, f.o.b. Chicag-o. They are
in good condition. Better order at once
Address,
if you want some of them.

Has no

David

16, 1899.

SWEET CLOVER
Sft

colonies in the spring of

American Bee Journal.
Augusta Co., Va.

Mar.

is

catching-

Queen-Clipping-

a fine thinpr for use in

and clipping Queens*

wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium fi>r sending us OXE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at Sl.iXl; or forSl.lO we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,
118

Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

111.

Mar.
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PATENT

Beeswax
extractors
The

onl_v

Wax

Extractor in the world

that will extract all the

combs rapidly by steam.

wax from
Send

old

for de-

scriptive illustrated catalotr.

C. G.

FERBIS,

Coliunbia, .^ei>v Vork.

Soittli

Please mention Bee Journal "when, writing.

FK.IOE3S OIP

•^w^w -sV-Tw --ijO-^w
eiNQMAM

BeeSmokar

Biiigliaiii

Perfect Bee-Smokers

Smoke EDgine (largest smoker made)
Doctor
J'Hrne
Pluin
Xjittle

Wonder (weight

Honey-Knife

3-in.
2}^-in.
2-in.
10 ounces)... 2-in.

or Knife, look up

\ Hethering-

lun I'lifuppingKiiite.

its

stove.
stove.
stove.
stove.

Doz. $l3.O0; each, by mail, $1.50
"

Doz.
Doz.
Doz.

9.0(1;

"
"

6.50;
5.00;
4.75;
4.50;
6.00;

"
"
"

Doz.
Doz.
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3!^ in. stove. Doz.

Conqueror

all
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i.OO
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.80

Smoker

FIFTEEN YEAKS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror ir» veftrs. I was always pleased with its
workiDgs, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer, I write for a circular. 1 do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too larye.
January ii7, l)?97.
Truly,
W. H. Eagertt, Cuba. Kansas.
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OrdeLEarly
There are indications that the demand for
SUPPLIES will be very large this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have larg-e facilities for manufacturing- all
kinds of

Yea!

Why

Mar.

Dadant's Foundation.
does

And

will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

Year

We guarantee

it sell

so well ?

satisfaction.

»*'

What more can anybody do? Beauty,
Purity, Kirniness, IVo Sag^-

Because
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16, 1899.

it has always given better satisfaction than any other.
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COMB^FOUNDATION, SMOKERS,
bee-keeper needs. We also have at Glen Cove,

HIVES, SECTIONS,

in fact, nearly everything: a
two apiaries, and sell from them

L.I.,

ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS.
Untested Queens, after April 10, 70 cts.; 3 for S1.80 Tested Queens, $1.25 each.
Colony of Italian Bees with a Tested Queen in a complete Hive, $7.50. Catalogfree. "Fertile Eggs from heavy-laying White Wyandots, $1.00 per 13 $1.50 per 26.
;

Untested Queen .31.00
6 Untested Queens.. 4.S0
12 Untested Queens 8.00
1 Tested Queen .... l.SO
3 Tested Queens.... 3.S0
1 select tested queen 2.00
"
" Queens 4.00
2
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Select Tested
previous season's rearExtra
Selected,
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Several Opinions on the Origin of Honey-Dew.

MARCH

23, 1899,

No,

12,

quite a curiosity, as they will repeat their sprays a number of
times, when the tree is jarred. The readers will see by this
that the honey-dew will not only be found on the "lower
limbs and leaves of the tree, as the Professor indicates, but
these sharp sprays will also reach the tops, as I have often
witnest on some plum-trees in my apiary, and on many other
trees and plants.
But this does not prove that all honey-dew is secreted
by insects, and that none exudes from plants and trees as a
saccharine substance. I have seen my bees working lively
on the joints of the cornstalks about the time when the tassels come into bloom
and when we had a dry spell previous
to this, and then had a good, warm rain, which gave a vigorous g'-rowth to the corn, and an overplus of sap, probably
more than the stalks could hold, and consequently produced honey-dew at the joints, there were no insects there.
These conditions occur only once in three or four vears.
:

MYsumsmy

attention has been drawn to an article on pag-e 17,
by
friend. Prof. Cook, on " Honey-Dew," and he
up his article by saying^ that " Honey-dew is
always a secretion from insects."
My object in writing- is to say that I believe it is no
long-er a matter of conjecture, that under certain atmospheric conditions a saccharine substance or sweet juice exudes from the surface of the leaves of trees and plants. I
at one time thoug-ht very much like Prof. Cook, but I have
had ample opportunities of observing that in many cases
insects have nothing whatever to do with producing honey-

dew.

Some

years ago,

Vosges mountains,

when

I

was

staying- at

Hohwald,

in the

had a very good opportunity of convincing myself that those were in the right, who held that
plants do at times exude a sweet juice which is eagerly
sought after by bees, while that produced in insect agency
is very reluctantly taken by them, and then only when the
natural exudation is not available.
Gaston Bonnier is one of the most careful observers and
experimenters that we have at the present day. and he not
only asserts that the leaves of trees do exude a saccharine substance under certain atmospheric conditions, but he
has also been able to reproduce the phenomenon by placingthe branches of trees in water and subjecting them to similar conditions.
At any .rate, he is not likely to be misled
by not looking for the insects on the tops of the trees, as it
is at the tips of the branches that any one but a tyro would
naturallv expect to find them.
Thos. Wm. Cowan.
Monterev Co., Calif., Feb. 20.
I

Prof. A. J. Cook, in his article on honey-dew, on page
hopes that all readers of the American Bee Journal will
observe closely this honey-dew question and report.
Tho not a scientist, I have spent quite a little time in
observing the origin of honey-dew, and from what I have
seen and observed I have come to a ditferent conclusion from
what the Professor did when he says, " Honey-dew is always
a secretion from insects."
I admit that much of the honey-dew is a secretion of insects, of which we can satisfy ourselves without climbing
the trees where it exists, or where we find the honey-dew on
the leaves by jarring the tree or brush, and looking towards
the sun in the morning after sunrise, or in the evening a
half or three-quarters of an hour before sunset, when you
will see hundreds of sprays crossing each other in rainbow
shape several feet high from where the insects stand on
their legs while they operate their spraying-tubes.
This is
17,

C.

Tlicilmanii.

The honey is of very fine quality, and has a golden color.
Some years I have received considerable surplus from this
source.

Some years, when the right conditions meet, the birchtrees produce honej'-dew in large quantities.
Some years
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ago I received from them about 1.500 pounds of surplus
honey of the most delicious flavor, and almost \yater-white.
-The iionev g-athers at the junction of the leaves and the
newly-g-rowins twigs, where a small drop of " honej- " can
.be seen from some distance away.
The birch and corn do not yield honey on their blossoms
any more than does hazelbrush, at least I never saw bees
work at all on the birch-bloom, but I have often seen them
work on corn-tassels for pollen. Some bee-keepers claim that
bees do not gather honey from corn-blossoms, which I
think

is correct.

the birch-trees does not fall on the
leaves like a " g-entle rain," but drops on the leaves below
from where it exudes, if not taken up by the bees or other
I have seen the honey g-listening at the junctions
insects.
of the birch twigs, only a few rods from my apiary, while
the bees were briskly gathering the nectar. My bees sometimes were in such excitement that 3-ou would think every
colony was swarming but as soon as the condition of the
Sometimes
atmosphere changed the excitement ceast.
is the
it lasts only a day or two, while four or five days
long'est I have seen it in one season.
I am positive that this is no insect production, for I
have examined it very closely and persistentlj-.
I am not so sure that the acorn honey is an exudation
of the overplus of saccharine substances of the tree or the
acorn, or whether the acorns are pierced by insects to make
the sap or nectar flow from them the Professor seems to
be "on the rail " himself about this, and seems to be anxious to know if the acorn honey-dew alwaj-s comes from
what he supposes to be wounds of the nuts by insects. (See
page 459 of the American Bee Journal for 1886.)
I have examined the acorns closely from the lower part
of a tree to the very top, but have not discovered any larva?
nor any caterpillars on them, nor any other insects but
nearly all the acorns on the same trees were wounded horizontally right above the acorn-cup from which the " tannin " nectar oozed. The wounds extended to the center of
the nuts, but I did not discover any larva?, tho I examined
only some of them closely. I will make a more extended
search the next time I get a chance.
The acorn honey is the poorest in taste and color of
anything my bees gather.
In conclusion, I find that honey-dew is not "always"
a secretion of insects, and that some trees and plants produce nectar under certain atmospheric conditions, regardless of insects, or blossoms, and that the definition in our
dictionaries is in line with my experience.

The honey-dew on

;

;

;

Wabasha
I

Co.,

Minn.

have read the

article

in regard to the origin

C.

on page

17,

Theii,mann.

from Prof. A. J. Cook,
and as he invites the

of honey-dew.

readers of the American Bee Journal to make close observation and report our experience. I will report.
I am 66 years of age, and have handled bees more or
I have seen
less all my life, and now have 72 colonies.
honey-dew as far back as I can recollect I used to lick it
off the hickory leaves when a child, because it was sweet. I
have seen it on trees, shrubs, and all kinds of grass, and I
;

have found it on my oilcloth when I was a soldier. I have
found it on the plain's, and much of what I know has been
learned from observation. I have given it a great deal of
thought, and my observation has led me to the conclusion
that there are two kinds of honey-dew one is the exudation of insects, and the other is caused by the conditions of
the atmosphere, and falls as dew from the heavens. So
thoroly am I convinced of this that I am astonisht that a
man .so well informed as Prof. Cook should not know that
there are two substances called "honey-dew."

—

The exudation of insects is a filthy sweet, not fit for
or bees, and when there is plenty of it, and no genuine

Mar.

23, 1899.

two may be mixt. But at the same time the genuine honej'dew may be found where no aphids or honey-exuding inThe exudings of insects are odorous, while
sects exist.
the genuine honey-dew is not, unless perfumed from the
fragrance of flowers. It is the condition of the atmosphere
that causes nectar to secrete in flowers the same conditions
cause honey-dew to fall.
Volumes may be written on the best kinds of hone3-;

plants, but all fail to secrete nectar unless the proper conditions of the atmosphere are at hand. How often do we
hear complaints that there was no nectar secreted in the
white clover, or in the basswood bloom and I have even
read of sweet clover failing to secrete nectar. The flowers
of all honey-producing plants are stisceptible of secreting
nectar when the conditions are present. Some are more
susceptible than others. Thus we have our best honey-flow
one season from one flower, and sometimes from another
flower, owing to the congenial conditions for the one flower
or for the other.
must look above the trees for our blessings. Is it
not just as reasonable that honey-dew is a result of the conditions of atmosphere, as it is for the elements to be full of
S. W. M.\XEY.
malaria or of some epidemic ?
Kittitas Co., Wash.
;

We

have heard and read a good deal about honey-dew
thinks I, I'll keep mum, those other fellows having said enough concerning it. But after reading Mr.
Nash's article, on page 98. and tussling and gurgling it for
awhile, it failed to go down. He thinks Prof. Cook is wrong
about his statement, that honey-dew is deposited bj' insects
I

lately, so

we

or bee-lice, as

them

call

here.

Again, he saj's some facetious writer calls it " bugjuice." 'Tis naught else but bug-juice, pure and simple. I
have had experience with it some six or seven years, and
have never failed to see the little fellovv that makes the juice.
But 1898 capt the climax. In the spring we get a few sections of it from extra-strong colonies, but last year I received between five or six hundred sections filled with
honey-dew. Some people even go so far as to think, or say.
that this filthy stuff' comes from heaven. Had the promi*
land flowed with milk and this kind of honey, our forefathers would have gone to the " Himmels " pretty quick.
These insects, or tree-lice, are mostly found in spring
on the plum-trees after fruit is set, and, if not taken care of
very soon, will ruin both tree and fruit. They are almost
always on the underside of the leaves. (That is the rea.son
why this honey is always on the upperside of the leaves and
not on the underside.) I have seen them so numerous as to
cover both branches and leaves completely from stem to
stem, and if disturbed would give you a small shower-bath.
But last Year they were just as numerous on both the hickory and black oak. The underside of the leaves would be
covered with .small lumps resembling warts, and on being
broken open would contain a small larva of these insects,
which lie dormant until warm weather of spring hatches
them.
Another peculiarity about honey -dew is this Bees will
not work much on anything else when they can get this
We had about as much sweet clover in 1898 as the
stuff.
season before, but nary a bit of sweet clover honey did we
Bees that have not been fed in the fall, or those winget.
tered in small hives without protection, have surely "gone
up," as the cold has been very severe here, bees not having
:

a flight in six weeks.
I do not want to cross swords with Mr.
spell," but

I

have

out having good reasons to do so.

Cook

Nash concerning

trees do sometimes have a " sweating
failed to see them in such a sweat with-

Maybe

his article.

Co.,

111.

PETKR

J.

SCHARTZ.

man

honey-dew, the bees will deposit a lot of this worthless
stuff'; but if there is a good fall of honey-dew, the bees will
leave this bug-juice and gather what is called a good honeyI have
flow. This genuine honey-dew is clear as crystal
seen it hang in great dropson the blades of grass. We used
to get our best clothes spoiled with it when we went thru
the grass to Sunday-school when we were children. I have
also seen it on the bunch-grass on the plains, and I have
seen the cattle that run at large on the prairies with their
horns all gummed and daubed over with honey-dew in great
profusion where there were no trees to climb, and no aphids
to be found— nothing in all the scope for them to subsist on.
This honev-dew makes the best of honey. A test will
prove that it viill candy quicker, and be whiter than the exAtmospheric conditions may occur
udation of in.sects.
when there is an abundance of insect exudation, and the

Rendering'

Beeswax— How Loss May be Avoided.
BY

I.

W. BECKWITH.

;

WHEN

new. and especially when it contains honev, and the weather is hot. there is probably
no better method of rendering it into wax than by
the use of the solar extractor but with the conditions reverst, the solar is " no good." In my experience with old,
it being
black comb I get little or no wax in this way
nearly all left in the residue, which, on getting cold, is as
solid "and hard as a lump of wax. One writer, I think it is
Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Georgia, says he thinks it is no loss
to have this wax left in the refuse, because it makes such
the

comb

is

;

;

good

fuel.

It

seems

to

rather expensive fuel

;

me that wax at 25 cents a pound is
besides, the waste will burn just as

—
;

Mar.
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well without the wax and as that from the solar extractor
is nearly half wax, I propose to tell how to save it.
For a press I take two pieces of 2-inch plank 10 inche^
wide, and 3 feet or more in length, and cut them into the
shape shown in the accompanying engraving. In the lower
plank, near the wide end, I make a hole 2x3 inches in size,
and across it string 6 or 8 wires, fastening them with nails
or staples. Now laj' one plank on the other, with some
sticks between to hold them about -'4 of an inch apart, and
hinge them together with a pair of 6-inch strap hinges,
bending the hinges to fit. Tack a 6-inch piece of cloth
around the wide end of the upper piece, letting it extend up
as far as the narrow portion. This is to catch the wax that
otherwise might fly out and soil clothing, furniture, etc.
This cloth is not shown in the picture, as it interfered with
a clear view of the press.
Get a tub one 10 inches deep cut from the end of a barrel will answer
fasten a bar across it 3 inches from the top
and 6 inches from one side. Put the lower end of the press
on this bar, and the other end on some object that will raise
;

—

—
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meal while the strainer will be entirely free from wax except at the edges. If you have cookt it too long the cocoons
will have become so viscid that when you bring pressure to
bear they will stick to the strainer like a mass of glue, and
j'ou can get nothing from it.
I think tlie greatest reason
whv rendering wax hy boiling is not more popular is that it
is generally cookt too long ; so. keep the fire hot, and cook
onlj' a short time.
If the contents of the boiler are likely
to become too cold while j'ou are straining, put it back on
the stove while you press but you should not be more than
two minutes filling and pressing a strainer full.
Doirt put the hinges too near the corners, since the
pressure is mostly near the middle, or you will be liable to
split the plank.
Don't put much heavy comb in the boiler at one time,
and leave it without stirring-, or it will be liable to burn and
so color the was.
Don't put anj' lumps of wax in the boiler after any comb
is in
as the lump will be so long melting that the cocoons
will be liable to cook too long.
Save all the residuum from the solar extractor, and, at
the end of the season, chop it very fine, boil it, and then run
it thru the press.
The blackest comb will make almost as
light-colored wax as will the lightest combs, if it is not
cookt too long.
Dr. Miller, in reply to the question, "How can I keep
the wax from sticking to a Vooden mold?" replied, "Wet
the mold." I will inform the Doctor that no amount of
wetting or soaking will keep the wax from sticking if the
wax is put into the mold very hot, and then cooled slowly
as the hot wax will drive all the moisture from the surface
of the wood, leaving it dry, and then the wax will stick.
The Doctor has also told us to cool the caking wax in
any vessel very slowly to prevent its cracking near the
edges. When convenient I set the vessel of caking wax into
ice-water, and if it shows a tendencv to crack, as it seldom
does, I run a thin knifeblade between the wax and the tin,
cutting no deeper than '2 inch, and have no more trouble.
;

:

;

Bee-Keepers' Review.

An Experiment

Fremont

Co.,

in Producing' Extracted

BY

Wvo.

Honey.

D.WEXPORT.

C.

most
ASprobably
know,

of the readers of the American Bee Journal
I make a speciality of comb honey, but
I have the last few years run a number of colonies for
extracted, and perhaps the results of another experiment in
this line which was conducted last season may be of inter-

some.
Early in the spring, 30 colonies in good condition, all in
8-frame hives, were .selected. They were divided into three
lots of 10 each.
In lot No. 1 the queens were confined by
zinc to the lower story in lot No. 2 they were allowed two
stories for brood-rearing
while lot No. 3 had no restriction
in the way of zinc, the queens being allowed their will in
three or four stories. Perhaps I should say that with all,
the upper stories were of full depth, and were placed on top
instead of under the brood-nest, care being taken to give
these upper stories as fast as thev could be occupied, so that
in lot No. 3 the queens had unlimited room for brood-rearing thru the entire season and while lots Nos. 1 and 2 were
confined to one and two stories for brood-rearing, they had
all the drawn combs they required for storage.
The flow from miscellaneous sources in the spring- was
sufficient to keep up brood-rearing, and the weather on the
whole was more favorable than the average of springs here.
I do not remember ever having colonies in better condition
in the spring than they were last season.
The flow from clover opened and continued in a scant,
irregular way for about two weeks, when basswood commenced to yield. This basswood flow was at no time very
profuse, and clover and basswood were both workt at the
same time something that seldom occurs here, for usually
when basswood commences to yield everything else is
largely forsaken for it.
An interesting thing to note about basswood is its different characteristics in different localities of about the
same latitude. Mr. Doolittle says in his locality he never
knew it to fail to yield considerable honey, while last year
est to

Rendering Beeswax.
the edge of the tub. Throw the upper handle back
against the wall or some other object. Soak the tub, and
have a little water in it. Warm the press just before using
by pouring hot water on the inside faces. Make a strainerholder of a piece of No. 6 wire fastened to the tub, so that
the top-ends will be about 6 inches apart and 8 inches above
the top of the tub. Make a sack-strainer 9 inches wide and
16 inches deep of some strong stuff I use a piece of seamit off

—

less grain-sack.

Put a boiler
The method of operation is as follows
containing a pail of water on the kitchen stove and when
it boils make the fire as hot as you well can
then stir in
comb as fast as it will melt, but not much faster, continuing to do this for about 1,5 minutes. Let it stand, stirring
often, and when it boils freely set it by the side of the tub
next to the strainer-holder.
Hang the strainer on the
holder, hold it open with the left hand, and fill yi to \i full.
The more liquid wax it contains the greater the quantity
that can be put in. There is not much gained, however, b^putting in a large quantity, while it increases the danger of
bursting the sack. Lay the strainer on the press with the
bottom end next to the hinges, fold the top end back on the
filled part, then bring down the handle and put your weight
on it if you are not very heavy. As soon as the wax is
nearly done running, dip your fingers in cold water, throw
back the handle, lift the edge of the strainer which is toward you, fold it back on itself, and bring down the
handle again. Throw back again, turn the strainer onefourth round, fold back and press again each time makingthe fold as even in the center as you can. You will now
have a ' cheese "' about 4 or 5 inches square, perhaps an
inch thick, and in four equal layers.
If you have done j-our work well you will now have tio
wax in thfe residue which will shake out almost like dry
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

was the first basswood honey here, so far as surplus was
concerned, for three years and it not only fails to blossom
here, but I have seen the trees literallj- loaded with bloom
when it would fail to yield, and while there have been many
theories advanced to account for this, I believe there is some
reason or cause as yet unknown, for I have known it to
;
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yield well some years, where in others, with apparently the
same climatic and atmospheric conditions, it would be an
entire failure. But while basswood often fails, it may be
of interest to state that there was never a failure from all
sources known in this section. The late Mr. B. Taylor,
who was eng-aged in bee-keeping- in the southern part of
this State for over 25 years, reported, I believe, that about
SO pounds per colony was the smallest crop of comb honey
he ever had. I have not done as well as this myself, but I
have never failed to g-et each season from some source what
might be called a paying- crop.

An

incident somewhat curious in this connection oca few years ago.
That season, if I remember
rightly, the yield from both clover and basswood was light,
but later a large amount of light surplus honey was secured
from a species of sunflower. This plant was described and
illustrated some time ago in Gleanings in connection with
a description of a visit the editor made to Wisconsin.

curred

The season I have mentioned, this plant blossomed here
in great profusion, and seemed to yield nearly equal to bass-wood, but altho it blooms here more or less each season, I
never knew it to yield much in the way of surplus before or
since.
Of the 10 colonies which composed lot No. 1, and in
which the queens were confined to one storj-, 7 swarmed
of the 10 comprising lot No. 2, in which the queens were
allowed two stories. 6 swarmed and in lot No. 3. where the
;

;

queens had unlimited room, there was no swarming. Nothing to prevent .swarming was done with any of them, except in the way of ventilation and shade, and all were
treated about equally in this respect.
From lot No. 1 about 500 pounds of white clover and
basswood honey was extracted. About the time of the last
extracting the indications were that there would be no fall
honey, so in order to avoid feeding, if this was the case, as
it turned out to be, enough honey was left in the frames of
each colony in all three lots to carry them over to the following spring.
From lot No. 2 about 175 pounds was obtained. Those
in lot No. 3 were only able to spare about 150 pounds, all
told.
No increase was allowed, for the working-force of all
colonies that swarmed was kept together, and the two finally
merged into one ag-ain and in lots Nos. 1 and 2, in which
swarming occurred, there was a small amount in the way of
wax to be added in their favor aside from this it will be
noticed that the colonies that had their queens confined to
one storv yielded considerable over three times as much
surplus per colony as did those whose queens had unlimited
room. The matter is explained by the fact that eight
frames were about all the queens, on an average, could keep
and eggs in time for them to develop
full of brood
into field-bees for the main-flow. Later an immense force of
bees was reared by those colonies that had more room, and
these thousands of extra bees per colony were reared from,
and had mostly to live upon, what the lesser force were able
to gather during the flow.
Here I would like to say that I have never said, or at
least never intended what I have written to mean, as some
have since claimed, that the average of queens could not
keep more than eight frames filled. What I did say, or intended, was at the right time ; and by this I mean so that
the brood and eggs will develop into bees J:hat will be of
service in securing the main harvest. A force of bees
reared out of season to be of value as field-bees, in excess of what is required for the welfare of the colony, are a
large factor in reducing the amount of surplus and in
mj' opinion this matter is not given the consideration its
great importance should insure it. But it is no more than
fair for me to say that it is very seldom that the conditions
of a season here would be as favorable to, and allow, such an
immense advantage to be shown in favor of a single brood
story, for we had a great drouth here the latter part of the
season, and nothing- much was secured after basswood.
While it is no uncommon thing not to get any surplus fall
honey, I never before remember when at least some was
not stored in the brood-nests, and if this had been the case
last season more white honey could have been taken from
;

;

;

and 3.
Another thing that perhaps I should say is, that on account of the colonies comprising these two lots being
stronger in bees, I considered it necessary to leave, on an
average, probablj' seven pounds more per colony than in lot
lots Nos. 2

No.

1.

In giving the difi^erent amounts of surplus from each
" about " instead of giving^ the exact
lot, I have said
amount. This is for the reason that it was measured in-
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stead of being weighed but the amounts would vary but a
few pounds either way from the figures given.
Before closing, it may be better to mention for the
benefit of beginners, that it would not have been a difficult
matter to handle the swarms from lots Nos. 1 and 2 in such
a way that the results would have been as much in favor of
lot No. 3 as it is against it.
As I have said, with the colonies that swarmed, the entire working' force was kept together. If they had been allowed to divide up and increase,
the results would of course have been altogether different.
While this swarming made extra work with two lots in
which it occurred, it was but little more than that of handling and looking for surplus honey in two or three stories
containing more or less brood, and the other work that this
entailed. I would like to explain just how those swarm&
were treated, but the space I am allowed forbids.
;

Southern Minnesota.

The Spring Management of Bees, Etc.
BY

C.

P.

D.^DANT.

[Continued from pag-e

165.]

In the previous article I called the attention of the
reader to the necessity of great caution in feeding. It is
worthy of notice that the excitement, which I have mentioned, does not continue as intense if feeding is practiced
regularly with certain colonies. The bee is a very sagacious,
insect, and very soon discovers in what manner the food
comes. Fed for a few days in succession in a certain spot,
a colony of bees will thereafter expect the food in the same
manner, at the same hour, and in the same spot. The excitement diminishes and the danger likewise.
Now as to the efi^ect Bees fed with combs of sealed
honej' will use this honey sparingly, just as if it had been
their own crop. But when fed with liquid food, especially"
warm food, the effect is the same as that of a honey crop.
It entices them to breed.
Each bee, as it carries its load
from the feeder to the cell, seems to impart the news to all
The honey-sacs are all more or less loaded with
it meets.
the welcome sweet, and the queen is ofi^ered more food than
So her laying propensity is increast just as.
otherwise.
much, and in the same way, as that of the barnyard hen
when the winter's i-nanure is thawing out.
:

If too much food is given,
cells, and fill them up unduly.

the bees will store it in theSo this also must be guarded
against. We are feeding only for breeding, and must leave
the room for brood. All we need is to make the bees feel
that they have a sufficient supply to encourage them to continue their breeding. If the hive is well sheltered, and the
space is adequate to the present needs, there is no need of
fear of chilled brood.
The feed given must not be as thick as the winter food,
and if honey is used it is advisable to add a small quantity
of water. We all know that the bees need more water whenfeeding brood on old honey than on fresh nectar and I believe that thin food, if not unreasonably thin, will induce
more rapid breeding and require less trips for water. The
water-hunting, in my opinion, is responsible for more
spring losses than any other item, unless it be actual want
of food.
As our colony grows and becomes more populous, the
queen will enlarge her circle and more combs will have to
be added to the room of each weak colony. Here, again,
discernment must be used. If too many combs are given
at one time, and if some of them are placed between the
brood-combs, some risk may be run of chilling the brood.
This is the most dangerous practice, and I believe more objections have been raised against the spring forcing- of bees
from this practice than from anj' other. Yet, if the weather
is good, and the thing is not overdone, I know that something may be gained by placing empty combs between
combs of brood. The outside combs usually contain pollen
and honey, and act as a partition-wall when dry combs are
placed beyond. If the queen goes to these empty combs,
her brood is practically divided in two, and she will often
be compelled to delay her laying in those combs, owing to
this objection. But if the last comb of honey and pollen is
drawn outward, and the empty comb placed between two
combs of brood, she will readily fill it with eggs. The apiarist is thus called upon to judge, by the strength of the
colony, the number of bees, and the age of the brood,
whether he may safely increase the space.
If things are carefully done and a vigilant eye kept over
the hives, this method is by far the most .successful. The
populous hives themselves may be made much more service;

—
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able to the apiarist with a little timely feeding. Some of
my readers may have occasionally noticed in the spring- a
colony or two in any apiary running over with bees, and
fairly roaring with activity %vhile the others are only slowly
progressing. A close watch would ha.ve shown you that
these two or three colonies have had a little extra feed in
the shape of stores from deceast colonies whose condition
had not been perceived in time to prevent the strong ones
from robbing the little honey remaining in their combs. If
such accidental feeding is productive of so wonderful results, what may not be achieved by judicious provision ?
But in spring management, such as I have described, I
repeat it, much discernment must be used. It is only the
careful man who will succeed by constanc3' and perseverance but his success will be gratifying when he compares
his results with those of his more careless neighbor.
As to question No. 2, in Mr. Gray's inquiry, I would advise to use the full combs on which to hive swarms, and
the foundation for the estracting-story, if a choice is to be
made. In hiving a swarm on sheets of foundation there is
always more or less danger of its being pulled down by the
weight of the bees, before it is fairly fastened at the top
while in producing honey the bees gradually occupy the
combs and have ample time to fasten the edges to the wood
before loading them with honey.
For extracting'-supers we use combs only six inches in
depth, and have never had any trouble in using foundation
for this purpose. AVe would not alternate built combs with
foundation except where an additional brood-comb is accidentalh- required, because it usuallj- happens that the bees
lengthen out the combs while also building the foundation,
and the one becomes out of proportion in thickness to the
;

;

Hancock

other.

Co.,
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where its suburbs give so much sweet clover, and perhaps a
hundred colonies might be kept. I don't believe you would
Perhaps not over 75.
feel ver^- safe in going over that.
QuES. Are bees in any particular climate affected by
foul brood more than another?
Dr. Miller So far as I know foul brood will work in
any climate, and it is not a new thing by any means, altho
with a great number of bee-keepers perhaps it is a new
topic and a new subject, j-et there is nothing very new
about it. It has existed for many years, and I don't know
when the disease came I know that more than a hundred
years ago it was well known.

—

—

;

BEE-KEEPING IN TOWNS AND VILLAGES.
QuES. Is it advisable to encourage bee-keeping in
towns and villages ?
Dr. Miller— What is bee-keeping for? Two thingsgetting the honey, that is one thing that is not the main
The main intention. I suppose, for which God
thing.
created bees, was to have them fertilize the flowers, and
wherever there are flowers of a kind that need fertilizing by
bees, there it is a good thing to have bees kept. They are
in towns, and about towns as well. I should say it is a good
thing to encourage the keeping of bees in towns and cities,
everywhere from a selfish standpoint I should say, "No, I
don't want everybody to keep bees; I want to have a monopoly of the honey-trade." But when you come right
down to it. the greatest good for the greatest number, bees
should be scattered all over the country wherever flowers
are, to fertilize them, and this includes towns and villages.
It is the same in villages and towns, precisely the same as
it is desirable for the sake of the ferit is everywhere else
tilization of the flowers to have enough bees everywhere to
do that work it is also desirable to have everywhere
enough bees to secure nectar that would otherwise go to
waste. Now, there you have the whole thing there is that
nectar that would go to waste if there were not enough bees
to gather it, so it is desirable to have enough bees to get it.

—

;

:

;

;

;

HOW

M.\NY COLONIES IN ONE API.^RY

?

—How many colonies can profitabh'
one apiar^' in a city or town
Dr. Miller — Just the same as elsewhere. You
OuES.

t)e

kept in

?

can tell
something about it, but it's hard to know for certain every
now and then some one will say that there can be three or
four hundred kept in a place. I remember a gentleman a
few years ago I was very much interested in watching
him'; he said he was going' to keep so many colonies, naming about twice as many as I felt safe in keeping, but he
was unsuccessful. It is like anything else, you must go according to your pasturage. One man in California has
kept 600 colonies in one place it is possible he ihight do betit is one of the things you don't know about.
ter with 500
I might have 100 colonies and not get as much honey as if I
had only 80 or 90. The next year it may be a better season,
and llO'will do just as well as' 100 you see how it is if you
live a thousand vears you will know more about it than you
do now it is very difficult to tell in a city or town it
mav be that it is just exactly the same thing in the country
it depends upon the pasturage.
it niav be a little different
If there is an v one that has any definite knowledge about
Mr. Kreutzinger, can
this, we would' be very glad to hear.
you tell us how many 'colonies can be kept in one place ?
Mr. Kreutzinger— It depends I have had 114 in one
place 84 have done better. I find that around Chicago
;

Report of the Chicag-o Bee-Keapers' Convention.
BV A SHOKTH.\ND REPORTER.
[Coulinued from paire

The questiou-box was then taken up by
follows

;

163.]

Dr. Miller, as

:

\V.\X-SCAI,ES IN

FRONT OF A HIVE-

— I have noticed a

;

considerable quantity of waxscales, like sawdust, before each hive what is the reason
for it, and of what import ?
Dr. Miller I remember very distinctly the time when I
went off some little distance to ask that question of a neig-hbor I was somewhat exercised over it. One thing you will
notice, if the bees have not been disturbed, you will find it
in streaks along under the frames in rows. In Germany they
take that, carefully sift it. melt it up and get what wax they
can we don't do it in this country the Germans are much

QuES.

—

—

;

;

;

more careful about saving anything than we it is simply
cappings and remains that are thrown down by the bees.
;

HANDLING BEES ON A HOUSE-ROOF — FOUI, BROOD.
QuES. — What is the best method of handling bees in a
city on the roof of a house ? What number of colonies
would be the most profitable ?
Dr. Miller — C. F. Muth. who unfortunately committed
suicide not long ago, possibly had more experience in that
line than any other man in the countrj-. I don't know that
the handling of bees in his case was any different from
what it would have been on the ground. There are some
things that

make

a dift'erence, for instance, the

swarms

would like to know more particularly what the questioner had in mind. When an apiary is kept on the housetop, for instance in the city as Mr. Muth's was, it would not
be so convenient for him to have them swarm, and perhaps
a little different practice would be used in that respect. Let
me see, how many are there here who have had experience
with bees on housetops ? I don't see anj- hands, I should
certainly have all queens' wings dipt. I should take the
same course as with the bees on the ground.
Hundreds of colonies might be kept in one apiary in
some places and per'naps it might not be profitable to keep
more than a small number for lack of pasturage in some
places and some States. Chicago is one of the best cities.

and

I

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

(Cook countvespeciallv) there is plenty of sweet clover 100
colonies can be kept in one place safely other places where
thei-e is only white clover which is to be depended upon
every year, I would rather recommend 80 colonies, no more
in other places where basswood is you can have a thousand
colonies in one place.
;

;

IS

COOK COUNTY OVERSTOCKT

Cues.— Is Cook
keepers

?

county, Illinois, overcrowded with bee-

?

Dr. Miller— That is not a question for me to answer I
don't know how many bee-keepers there are in Cook county
it will bear a very large number of bee-keepres.
:Mr. Moore— There are about 150 persons keeping bees
;

;

Cook county.
Dr. Miller— If there are as many as 200 there are probably as many as the ground will stand a man can't keep a
very large number of bees if he cares for the money return
he becomes a little discouraged if he can't increase and
have a larger number. I should think Cook county differs
very much from other counties, because there being so
much larger population there is a larger number of people
who will be interested in bee-keeping and entirely indein

;

;
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pendent of the money return in

it

;

you will find amongst

so large a number of people as are in Cook county, here and
there a man who cares so much for the thing- that he would
keep perhaps a half dozen colonies to study, even if he had
to pay for the privileg-e of keeping- them and give away the
honey besides. Perhaps I am inferring there is a little too
much enthusiasm on the subject. In my own case, altho I
have kept bees for more than a third of a century, if it co^t
me something' to keep them I would not be without a few
colonies on account of the interest I have in bees. You will
never find the time to come when there are not some new
questions and problems to study over at least it has not
been so up to 1898 I don't know what 1900 will bring. I
should say that Cook county is not overdone with beekeepers. I think likely there is some danger of the ground
being overstock! with bees if there are 200 bee-keepers, or
even ISO, and each one should keep a considerable number
of bees there is some danger in that direction.
;

;

;

PROTECTION AGAINST OVERSTOCKING WITH BEES.

—

QuES. What protection can a bee-keeper get against
another bee-keeper coming into a locality already overstock!
with bees ? In my neighborhood we are well stockt. Last
spring- a Chicago bee-keeper moved several colonies of bees
-within a few blocks of m3' apiary, which were neglected so
much during swarming-time that small clusters could be
found on bushes and under sidewalks. Do you think such
careless management will cause the public to get laws prohibiting bee-keepers from keeping bees within the city
limits ? Within a circle of i;i miles from mj' apiary I have
located 172 colonies of bees. What protection can a beekeeper get when os-erstockt with bees ?
Dr. Miller So far as I know there is positively no protection he can get at all from existing laws. There is a
moral protection he may have if his neighbor is an intelligent person. If the locality is already overstockt an intelligent bee-keeper would hardly want to go into that locality
for two reasons
In the first place, on account of his selfish

—

:

for those who
Already occupy the ground. There is first and last a good
deal said about intruding upon territory alreadv occupied,
and there is a moral side to the question, so that it is generally considered that a man, if he is well informed and of
good principles, will not want to go into a locality already
fully occupied. It is damaging to him and to those already
on the ground. A wise man will desire to find a field unoccupied however, things of this kind will sometimes occur, and I don't know of anything that will help the case
except to try to talk to a man and inform him.
A Member I would suggest an injunction.
Dr. Miller That won't count can't do it. If you have
the place, and have say 100 colonies of bees, and' that 100
colonies fully occupies the field, and I can buy or rent a lot
of ground within 10 rods of you, I can put my bees down
there and you can't help yourself.
Mr. Moore By the way. Dr. Miller, I had a notion to
break in at the start and ask if this is not a sore spot. There
has been some pretty lively discussion between ^-ourself and
others, and the editor of Gleanings.
Dr. Miller— No
Gleanings' editor has been almost
interests, and, in the second, out of respect

:

—
—

;

—

;

always on my side.
Mr. Moore You took the ground that a

—
—

man had a sort
of a vested rig-ht if he got there first.
Dr. Miller All agree on that. If you have the ground
already occupied it is a mean thing for me to come in and
" fish in your hole," as the fisherman says; that is the way
it stands
all agree on that.
I believe the time might come
when it would be a desirable thing if in some way I could
secure a certain territory where I know that no one will
come in and intrude upon me.
Mr. Moore Some one has askt the question, '• Does a
man when he deeds 600 acres of land deed the bee-pasturage ?" It was answered that he deeds the land, and he does
not give any title whatever to the nectar in the flowers, but
the time will come when he can buy the nectar on 600 acres
;

—

by paying

for
Dr. Miller
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make trouble for him I have not the moral right, and I
very foolish if I do it. It is a g-reat deal easier to f:ee/>
out of trouble than to^^t-/ out of trouble. You should be exceedingly careful not to do anything in that line that will
will

am

make

trouble for others.

DISTANCE TO KEEP BEES FROM HIGHWAY.
QuES. Would a law governing distance from public
highways to which bees could be kept be beneficial to bee-

—

keepers

?

—

Dr. Miller I somewhat doubt that. They have some
laws in the old country with regard to it. It is possible
that it would be in some cases a good thing-, but there is so
much good common-sense in this country- I very much doubt
whether a law of that kind is needed.

BEST HIVE FOR WINTERING OUT-DOORS.
QuES. What is the best hive to winter out-of-doors in
Cook county ?
Dr. Miller I don't know, and if you commence talking
about that you will spend all of your time. Here is a man
who is certain that his hive is the very best in the world
and another who knows his is worth three of the other
man's, and so on. If you have had success with a hive,
that is the hive for you, and it is quite possible that what
j'ou have done the best with may not be the best hive for

—

—

;

me

to winter bees out-doors.

WINTERING OUT-DOORS OR IN THE CELLAR.
— How many Cook county bee-keepers winter

QuES.

bees out-doors
Dr. Miller

their

?

— How many winter their bees out-doors [16.]
— I am keeping^ my bees in a shed spe?

Mr. Kreutzinger

used to keep them in the cellar, but

cially constructed.

I

somehow water got

in.

—

who

Dr. Miller I would like to hear from some of the rest
don't keep their bees out-doors, and don't keep them in

the cellar

?

—
—

I winter my bees in a- speciallj'-constructed
bee-house, made of one-inch lumber.
Dr. Miller I suppose that would be counted out-doors ?
How many keep your bees out-doors all the year around,
thru the winter just the same as in summer? [2.]
Tell
us about how many "vou winter, Mr. Goelet.

Mr. Doerr

Mr. Goelet— 23.

— How manv thru the season
Miller — Will you tell us whether there

Dr. Miller

?

Mr. Goelet— 21.
Dr.

to protect

them particularly from the winds

around ?
Mr. Goelet

is
all

anything
the year

—

I have them fairly well guarded from the
north wind, alongside a big fence. I have double hives
packt with sawdust.
Dr. Miller You keep them packt winter and summer?
Mr. Goelet— Yes.

—

INTRODUCING VIRGIN QUEEN TO OUEENLESS COLONY.
QuES. — What is the quickest way to introduce a virgin
queen into a colony that has been queenless for se%'eral
days ?
A Member I just drop the queen in on the combs, and
have never lost one.
Dr. Miller There is a possibility that next time you do
that the queen will be a dead one. Don't count too much
on that if you have done it 147 times and never lost a
queen you might feel pretty safe, but I would not consider
you would always be safe if a colony has been queenless for
several days. I will tell you one of the things that may
make a difference — the time of day j'ou do it if you do it in
the evening you will be a good deal safer than in the middle of the day. In the evening there are no other bees flying around. If you try it when no honey is coming in you
will jeopardize your queen.
Another thing is the age of
the queen. You said, " I just drop them in on the combs
and have never lost one." I don't believe you will if you
drop them in while they are so young that they have just
come out of the cell a young queen is not treated by the
workers as the older queen is; they don't seem to think
there is anything they need care for. Let a laying queen
drop in and the bees will attack her at once.

—
—

;

;

;

it.

—

am

said that nobody in this
vporld would be foolish enough to say that but nie. Prof.
Cook once said, "This much is certain, that you can't hold
the nectar it belongs to the public."
Dr. Miller Another question is involved Do you think
such careless manag-ement will cause the public to get laws
prohibiting bee-keepers from keeping bees within city
limits ? Certainly, bee-keepers should not keep bees where
they may disturb others. We should be exceedingfly careful.
While I may have the legal rig-ht to keep my bees
within so short a distance of another man's house that thev
:

Mar.

—

I

afraid

I

;

[Conliiuied next wcek.l

:

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last. Better order at once, if you want a^copy
of this song.
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cluster in front. You can get over that by raising the
hive half an inch or more when hot weather comes, then the
bees can cluster on any side of the hive they like. I'd rather
manage so as not to have them cluster out on either side.

to

CONDUCTED EY

DR.
[Questions

C. C.

MILLER, Marengo,

Moving Bees a Short Distance Transf erringSquare Frame.

III.

be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.;

may

1.

A Mammoth Red

Clover Correction.

not in March

mammoth

pag-e 87 I said that

mv

bees on the winter stands, and wish to
SO feet, and 100 feet to the west of

When

is

the best time, and

how

?

Is it

?

2. I also have one box-hive colony which I intend to
transfer into the Langstroth hive. How am I to go about
transfer
it, and when ? Would it be better to move it first, or
on the old stand ?
3. What kind of a hive is it that has frames 12x12
Ohio.
inches, running crosswise ?

same time as the other. It seems that
what I was talking about. I am indebted

at the

Review

have

where they stand.

red clover blossoms
I did not know
to Hon. R. L.
Taylor for the following- correction in the Bee-Keepers"

On

I

move them back about

:

" In this locality the mammoth clover blossoms two to four week's
later than the June clover— so much later that the first crop bears the
seed; while June clover blossoms so early that, on account of the scarcity
of appropriate insects to fertilize the blossoms, the first crop yields no
seed. Again, there is seldom much, if any, second crop of mammoth
clover; and, hence, very little fall bloom; while, under favorable circumstances, the June clover yields a g-oud second crop well filled with seed."

Answers.— 1.

If

.

they are not packt so that moving

would leave them without packing, then you may as well
move them the first warm .spell. After moving, put a board

front of each hive so as to make the bees bump against
in coming out. That will help to make them mark their
location. Don't leave any hives, stands, or anything on
the old location that will make it look like home to them.
The more dift'erent the old place looks the better. Sometimes, however, some bees will persist in clinging to the old
In that case it may be adspot, in spite of all you may do.
visable to place for them a hive containing a few combs for
them to cluster on, then in the evening carry these bees to
in
it

Evidence of a Mouse in the Hive.
I .send a sample of stuff I pulled out of one of my hives.
pulled out about a pint March 2. I examined the hive last
Saturday (March 4) and pulled out about a pint more of the
same stuff, and found that the bees had cut considerable from the bottom of five combs. This is the only one
of my 11 colonies in which the bees have done this. I thought
at first that the mice had a hand in this, but there is no
way for the mice to get into the hives. What is the cause.
I

and how can

I

prevent

it, if

any harm

is

being done

?

Illinois.

Answer. — Mice. Sure. The sample sent is made up
comb smelling- very sweet and nice, some of
inch in size. If the work was done by the
them '4 to

of pieces of

some colony that is not very strong, repeating it next day
or so, if necessary. If moving necessitates unpacking without packing again, then it may be well to wait two or three
weeks later, even if a little more inconvetiient.
2. You'll find instructions for transferring in your textbook, and YOU will do well to move early and not transfer
till fruit-bloom, unless you prefer to wait till three weeks
after swarming— a plan that seems to be growing in favor.
Perhaps American.
3. I don't know.

'/i

'

bees the pieces would be more nearly the size of ground
coffee.
You say " there is no way for the mice to get into
the hive." Probably not. Neither is there any way for
the mouse or mice to get out that are in there, and you
probably shut the hive mouse-tight when a little fellow was
in there, chuckling to himself how he had outwitted you.
It is possible that you closed your hives at a time when it
was cold enough for the bees to suffer a mouse in the hive
without protest. The first day they can fly they will likely
dispatch Mr. Mouse, unless you open the hive so he can get
out of the wav.

Bees on a Block
1.

I

wish

to

know how

block three feet long.

them

Facing Hives.

I

I can remove bees from a pine
found them in a tree and sawed

and wish to get them into a hive.
have another hive that is packt in chaff, extra out-

otit,

2.

I

side three inches thick of

chaff,

except

the

front.

On

was warm, and they came out and seemed to be
greatly disturbed; they dropt on the snow and were chilled.
and remained on the snow. Is it rig-ht for them to come

Thursday

it

out?
3.

This hive

is

facing south.

Should

it

face to the east
OnT.\rio.

?

—

Answers. 1. The only dift'erence between this case
and transferring from a box-hive as described in your textbook is the matter of splitting the wood. Stand the block
on end upside down, and .split off part at one side and then
Don't split oft' a piece where several
at the other side.
combs are fastened to it, but try to take a place where two
or three combs will come away with the piece split oft'. It
also do to split right through the middle, choosing such
a spot that the combs will separate without breaking.
2. The excitement on flying after a long confinement is
entirely natural, and unless the number that fell on the
snow -n-as large no great harm will come of it. It might
have been a good thing if you had beaten down the snow in
front of the hive. It's a good thing for them to have a

may

flight.

Some say south,
3. I don't really know which is best.
.some say east. 'V\'hen facing south the bees get the sun at
the hottest time of the day. But some object to that in
warm weather, because the bees will have such a hot place

Odd

Size

Frame Foundation for Brood-ChamberBees Dying.

My bees are in hives which contain 11 frames, the
of "each frame, inside measurement, being 9'2xl2
inches. Do you think this too large for producing comb
1.

size

honev
2.

If so, what size would you use ?
Which kind of foundation is best

?

to be used

in

the

brood-chamber — drawn, heavy, or brood-foundation ?
3. Yesterday (Feb. 18) w"as warm, and the bees were
nearly all out for a cleansing flight. I suppose. After they
were thru flying I noticed a large number of dead bees
I cleaned these away and in a short
in front of oiie hive.
time there were nearly as many more. I concluded to watch
them, and for nearly an hour they continued to come out of
the hive, run around for a minute or two, and then die.
They were all worker-bees, and fully grown. I am sure
they were killed by the bees in the hive, but w/iy I don't
know. Can vou give me any information about it ?

Xew York.

Answers.- 1. No, not too large, but it's an odd size,
and if you haven't so many that it will be difficult to change,
you will do well to adopt the standard size, 17;^x9,'s, outside
measure.
2. You -will probably be suited with either medium or
light brood. The light is more economical, the medium less
inclined to sag or warp. Supported by wires or little sticks,
the light will be all right.
3. A good many bees die through the winter, and will
be carried out when bees have a cleansing flight. But you
say the bees came out and died after running around a

minute or two. which looks as if some weak "hungerswarm " had entered, and the intruders were dispatcht by
the bees of the colonv.

The Omaha Convention Report ran through 14 numbers of the Bee Journal, beginning with the first number in
October, 1898. Now we have on hand quite a number of
complete sets of that report, which we will mail for just 10
cents each. That is. 14 copies of the American Bee Journal
for only a dime. There are doubtless a good many of our
new readers who will be glad to get that fine report.
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The Dot Prizes and Langstroth Fund. Finally
have the work completed on the Dot Contest Prizes.
who did not feel like contributing- their amounts to
Langstroth Fund will have received them before they
this number of the Bee Journal.

185

we
All

the
get

The following are the names of those who gave us permission to add the amounts of their cash prizes to the
C. Aikin, President of the Colorado Bee-KeepAssociation, read a paper recent!}' on '" Fruit vs. Bees,"
before the Farmers' Institute, which was publisht in the
Loveland (Colo.) Register, of March 8. It filled three columns, and of course was an able and interesting production.

Langstroth Monument Fund

Mr. R.

ers'

Fourteen of the OO-cent Prizes— $S.40.
B. W. Peck
John MichHels

o.

E. D. Lercti

Oliver Adcock

W.

H. Pridaen
H. F.Schultz

Putman
McGregor

CU:i3.

H. B.

Taylor

R.

Lawlin

B. K.

W. Knuf
F. Logsdon

P.ev.

Jobn

Wbiiney

I,. J.

Lowey

* *

Sixty-four oftlie 30>cenl Prizes— 813. *0.
W. Lanier
Paul F. Bratz
Alonzn Kniuhts

Jos. J. (iiger

Wm.Danbenspeck

M.

G. L.Good
E. Au;;ust Weiss
N. H. Vogt

Edmund Worthen
«. A. C. Clarke
G. W. Lawson

Frod Reitman
Mrs. M. A. Golden

B. Volkeriutt

E.

Wm.

Smith
Berry

J. P.

F. VV.

Snow
Haynes

Julius

E. Manicke

Sauter
Miletus Sini^
A. T. ^mitli
S. S. Butts
Percival Goldin
Wm. Stewart
H. S. Jone^
Gen. F. Fall
H. Nootnagel

L. K.
D. F.

Wilson

S.

F. C.

Wm.

L. P. Spring

Wiggins
Wiikaisky

Jolin L. Waltlier

Jolin K. Frisbee
C. E. SrydeiFrank Fishell
J. D. Mollett

Jesse Willis
Allen Lewton
D. L. Carlton
Carlos Wheeler
A. H. Kanagy

John T. Voung
T. J. Green

\V.

Lane

W. Bishop

V.
J.

Edw. Scoggin
H. D. Hill

Louis Thill

Stoughton Cooley
G. F.

Haader

and

A.

Waddington
Dann

H. Lampman
M. McKimmie

L. Sta"belbausen

F. A. Crowell

J. B.

James McNeill

Lillian E. Trester

Wm. Munch

Wra. Russell
W. f. Copeland
Kep. Cbas. Horack

K.J. Purcell
Henry Willson
J. A. Tidmore

W. Muth-Rasm's'n

E. H. Bridenstnie
S. M. Bragdijn
J.F. Merrill

Ernest W. Doe

L. B.

.1.

W. U.

(^oiik

C.

.John Kidney
F.J. R. Davenport
C. V, Mann

Lindblom

W.

Owen

E.

L. C. George

Pavne
C. B.

Then

A. B.Cross
Jos. Unterbrink

Harry Brokaw

Jno. W. Lyell
S. D. McClain
Mrs. LD. Harrison

S.

Geo. B. Dudley
Frank Coverdale
M. M. Stouflfer

Jas. i^uinn

Wm. N. Sessions
Jas. A. Stone

N. Staple

H.

Jos. Ouradnik
H. C. Roberts

K. L.

a

list

Savage

Haves

of 18 extra contributions that

have not reported heretofore, amounting
follows
Wm. Munch

AV.

to

$13.23,

we
as

:

A. Syverud
N. Staple
Wm. Hildebrandt..

li.

CWm.Harkens
Wilson
A.J.Fisher

$ .10
2t
25
.2,^

30
30
28

John Stroebel,Jr...$

C.D.Day

A.RossoD
Edw. S.Goudge
C. Theilmann

l.'O

J.

W.

$1.2o
L. Kreutzinger
2. (i
Mrs. N. L. Stow
Lewis J. Whitney.. 2.i1o
John A. Blocher ... l.uo

.35

50
50

A. B. Cross
...

A. .\lder

LOO
LOO
l.W

TotaL

Cogitator,'

establisht 46 years

and has been doing business all these years at
LaPorte, Ind. The M. Rumely separators and engines are
known everywhere for the superiority of their construction
and the uniform high quality of their work. They make
compound traction engines, portable engines and semi-portable engines. In threshers they manufacture the New
Rumely Separator. A full line of'Dingee-Woodbury horsepowers, saw-mills of various sizes, and Maurer's Automatic
Bailing Presses completes the line. Every article is the
complete embodiment of good material, good skill and perWrite them for large illustrated catalog
fect workmanship.
which they will take pleasure in mailing to our readers, if
the American Bee Journal is mentioned with the request,

a;go,

#

Co«

It.

'

a good one,

a real addition to the Old Reliable."

A. Dickson

O.

Heim

U. W. Roop
is

Jobn M.Uunzeker

Montfort

Clark

Wm. Goedker

there

Wm.
Jos.

Frank L. Goss
M. F. Hathaway
W. B McGraw

G, Schermerhorn

Bros.

Howard

Boardman
Sutherland
Kohrtg
Stephenson

F.

(J.

Stray

of tlie 5-oent Prizes— S>1.!*5.

Edward Tanner
L. G.
A. L.
O. B.

Munroe
J.

Aaron S.Johnson
Fred Welty
John Rogers

A, Snideman

'I'liirly-nine
Thos. Dougherty
F. A. Chandler
E. WoodHll
F. Mothersead
Alpha Wallace
W. M. Barnes
-J. B. .Ausmus
Fred D. Gibbons

A.

Geo.

is

The M. Rumely Comp.axv was

Forty-tliree of'tlie 10-oent Prizes— §4. SO.
Wm. J. Healy
Alfred B.Smith
L. G. Purvis

W. McNeil
H. Tait

had this kind word

new department
'

John v. Enimert
M. S. Patterson
F. C. Snyder

L. P. Billings

say about our

#

in Gleanings,

" The department called Afterthought,' by
now running in the American Bee Journal, is

Herman

F.

O. M. Pierson

.T.

to

Blunk
Geo. W. Kiker

Stephen Lawson
Orville Jones
TlKis. S. Wallace
Philio Roth

A. J. Fisber

Editor E. R. Root,

$i:(.-J3

All the foregoing amounts to S40.68. There are 160 of
the Dot Contest contributors, upon which we agreed to add
two cents each extra, as we would have been compelled to

spend that two cents on each in order to have mailed their
amounts to them. This makes $3.20 more. So the
check which we mail Mr. Secor. who has charge of the fund,
would be $43.88. No, we will make it an even SoO.OO. and
contribute the difference ourselves, tho we have contributed several times before. But a $50.00 check looks so
much better than one written for S+3.88

several

1

—

Thirty Poisonous Plants. Under this title the Department of Agriculture has issued Fanners' Bulletin, No.
86.
This is a reproduction, in part, of Bulletin No. 20, of
the Division of Botany, sent out in July, 1898, and entitled,
"Principal Poisonous Plants of the United St9.tes."'

The statement is made, by the botanist of the Department, that the publication of that bulletin, instead of satisfying the demand for information on jjoisonous plants, has
increast it, and in order to supply the innumerable requests
received since its appearance, it has seemed desirable to republish the information which it contained in a condenst,
As this Bulletin is
less expensive, and more popular form.
distributed free, those wishing it should request it by addressing the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

—

The value of keroKerosene Emulsion
sene as a material for spraying has been generally appreciated by horticulturists and others for some time, but the
difficulty and uncertainty of preparing and using of the
various emulsions of kerosene have prevented its general use.
With an eye singly fixt on its value. The Deming Co., of
Salem. Ohio, set to work experimenting for a machine that
would make its own emulsion while in the act of spraying.
The result is the " Weed " Knapsack Kerosene Sprayer, the
" Success" Bucket Kerosene Sprayer, and the " Peerless"
Barrel Kerosene Sprayer. The great success of these several machines is due to the fact that the force applied in
pumping injects just the amount of kerosene desired into
the spraj- in such a manner as to make a perfect emulsion.
The amount of kerosene is easily regulated by an indicator
on the top of the kerosene tank which controls the percentage of oil. The Deming Co. 's illustrated catalog containing complete formulas for spraying, in addition to descriptions of their very complete line of pumps and nozzles, will
be sent on application. Be sure to mention the American
Bee Journal when writing them.
in Spraying.

* # » # *

Dr. Peiro, when in California last summer, learned
something about the Chinamen's bee-keeping, and tells of
it

in the following

:

One has to go from home to study some of the least
known characteristics of bee-keeping. The celestial is not
are
so much more removed from the best methods as

some of his brothers with less slant of eye and deprest
cheek-bones. But as with others not governed by right
ways of bee-keeping, results are equally discouraging.
"
A Chinaman's bee-vard offers the most variegated assortment of hives that have prevailed the last thousand
years the grass, rope cupola, hollow knot-hole, crackerto
box, and beer-keg. Bees of any nationality are alike
John. The poetic Italians have no greater honor shown
than the more obstreperous German. To him they all sting
He carries
alike, and their fierv darts are all equally hot.
that
his fan to cool off excessive temperature, a failure in
direction alwavs being veiled in his peculiarly high key—
" Hellee !" which being interpreted in the vernacular means
" Fire."
The crop of honev obtained from those and side-hills in
California is small indeed, and attended with great vexathe
tion of spirit, but I suppose the flavor is the sweeter for
-Dr. Peiro.
trouble endured.

—

.

—

:
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take part in the carrying of pollen, the fruit-raiser

must rely chiefly upon honey-bees. Experience shows that
tho hungry bees may Ay two or three miles, hives should be
within half a mile of the orchard or small-fruit patch."
American Bee-Keeper.

Plain Sections and Fences, says Editor Root, were
bought by several thousand of their customers last year,
only two calling them a failure, while some others who were
not entirely satisfied with them were found to have fences
of faulty construction.

Don't Experiment on too Large a Scale, is the advice
M. Doolittle. It is needless to sacrifice a whole apiary
to an experiment, as some seem to think.
On the other
hand, don't be too much afraid of experimenting on your

of G.

own

hook.

—Gleanings.

To Get a Special Breeding-Queen, Gleanings advises
buy four or five queens at S5.00 or $10.00 each, breed from
all and get a composite stock, getting the queens from dif-

to

ferent breeders so as to avoid in-breeding. Which may be
very good advice for those who don't know how to get rid of
their money otherwise.

Japanese Bees, according to K. Aoyanagi, in the American Bee-Keeper, are grayish-yellow, becoming darker with
age, smaller, gentler, and hardier than Italians.
They
build white comb with thin walls that does not bear transportation as well as that made by Italians. They work in
rainy weather when Italians stay at home.
Threading Instead of Wiring Foundation.— A writer in
the British Bee Journal saj-s he uses cotton-thread instead
of wire for fastening foundation, letting the thread be opposite on each side and slightly cutting: into the foundation.
The foundation is drawn out enough to hold it firm before
the bees gnaw away the thread.
This "needs confirmation."

Importing Queens.— W. A. Gilstrap, of California, reports in Gleanings that last year he imported six queens
from Italj'. Four died on the way, one was lost in introducing, and the other one absconded with most of the bees
several weeks after being introduced. He thinks a trip of
20 days is too trying, and that it is better to buy of importers in the Eastern States.

Large or Small Hives.— In the American Bee-Keeper,
A. E. Manum favors both kinds the large hive for a location with a short honey season, if no increase is wanted and
no feeding desired the small hive for a location with a
honey-flow of long duration and the bees run for comb
honey by one who gives close attention at all seasons, and
also where increase is desired.

—

;

The New York Spraying Law, which went
July

1,

1898, is

Section

given

in

into effect

American Bee-Keeper as follows

:

—Any person who

shall spray with, or apply
in any way, poison or anj' poisonous substances to fruittrees while the same are in blos.som, is guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of not less than $10.00 nor
more than S50.00.
Section 2.— This act shall take efl'ect Julv 1, 1898.
1.

How Long After Infection Before Foul Brood is Bad ?
a question answered b_v Wm. McEvoy, in Gleanings.
Sometimes in a week, sometimes a year generally less
than three months. Depends upon amount of diseased honey.
To become diseased, the honey must be stored in cells where
foul brood matter had dried down, then other cells partly
filled with sound honey may become infected by honey from
the diseased cells.
is

;

—

Bees as Fertilizers
A bee-keeper gets less fruit from
apple and pear trees three miles from any bees than from the
home orchard near bees, and G. M. Doolittle advises planting bees nearer than three miles from the dilatory trees.
He relates that Gregory, the squash man, tied gauze over
the'squash-blooms with little squashes at their bases, and
invariably the little squashes turned yellow and died. A
Kansas Station Bulletin s;iys
"An insufficient supply of
bees will hinder the setting of fruit. While other insects
:

Wide Frames, which have been discarded by many, are
strongly advocated by G. M. Doolittle in Gleanings. He
sees no reason for changing, so long- as he gets highest
market price and more, having gotten 20 cents last fall in
Boston for some of his fancy honey, when it was quoted 14
and IS cents. Properly constructed wide frames keep sections so clean there is no need of a machine to clean them,
and the tin separators he has had in use 20 to 25 years have
been cteaned only once.
Strong Colonies for large results, has almost past into
an axiom, yet that there are limits must be conceded. In
Centralblatt is mentioned a case in which a giant swarm
was formed by the uniting of several swarms, until a weight
of 13 or 14 pounds was reacht. The season was favorable,
all colonies being very heavy in the fall. This giant colony
yielded a harvest of 73 pounds of comb honey, but in comparison with others it oug^ht to have j'ielded 120 pounds. A
larger result would in all probabilitj' have been attained if
the big- swarm had been separated in two.

—

Making Haste Slowly In the American Bee Journal
for Feb. 2. the editor of the Canadian Bee Journal has hisattention called to the fact that he had copied half a page
in his journal for January from the British Bee Journal
without giving credit. In the Canadiaa Bee Journal for
" We therefore hasten to make the
March the editor says
correction," adding- that his paper has never been accused
of systematic pilfering. The latter statement is true, for
his pilfering doesn't seem to be particularly " sj'stematic,"
but it's a little difficult to understand how he has "hastened
to make the correction," when it occurs two months after
the omission of credit.
:

—

Examining Bees in Spring. A discussion reported in
the Canadian Bee Journal makes it appear desirable not to
open too early hives for examination, as the breaking of
Mark the
the sealing leaves the hives cooler afterward.
hives that appear light, so as to supply their wants, then it
may not be necessary to disturb the others. But weight
alone cannot be depended upon, as was brought out by Mr.
Alpaugh. Two colonies may weigh the same one may be
light in bees and have more honey than it needs, while the
The usual
other, strong in bees, may starve unless fed.
difference of opinion prevailed as to the advisability of
stimulative feeding- in the spring.

—

"What's the flatter with Holtermann ?" is the anxious
inquiry of the editor of Gleaning-s. tJn page 106 of this
journal, in an item giving a statement of the views exprest
by Editor Holtermann, of the Canadian Bee Journal, with
respect to no-bee-way sections, the following passage
occurs
" At the Toronto exhibition plain sections took no
Sections of the ordinary kind shown there beat the
prizes.
sections shown by Danzenbaker at Buffalo."
The statement in that passage is a very severe infraction of the ninth commandment, if there is no mistake in
what is said in Gleanings for March 1. That this
Boiler may not be held responsible for misrepresentation,
the following quotation gives verbatim the words of the
Canadian Bee Journal; "....how is it that at Toronto,
London, and Ottawa exhibitions the plain sections did not
distinguish themselves by capturing the prizes on comb
honey ? The comb honey in the plain section was shown
at Toronto, but secured nothing."
It appears, however, according to Gleanings, that plain
sections were nof exhibited at Toronto. C. E. Taylor sent
some plain sections of honey that he found unopened the
last week of the fair in Manager Hill's office, where he
opened the lot and showed it to Mr. Holtermann. This being brought to the attention of Mr. Holtermann, he said in
his paper:

"Again at Toronto plain sections were entered and
sent to the exhibition. I saw them there, but thru an oversight they were not judged."
This does not satisfy the editor of Gleanings, who
wants evidently to have Mr. Holtermann say in plain words
that plain sections were not on exhibition at Toronto, and
had no possible chance to take any prizes. Of course that
will be the easiest wav out. if it is the truth.
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Root's Column

SECOND=HAND

Siuo-Pounfl Cans
For Sale Cheap.

Bees In Good Condition.

PLAIN
SECTIONS.

Last year was almost a failure here. We
got but 900 pounds of extracted honey and
200 pounds of comb honey. The season
bids fair this year. Six hundred pounds of
the extracted was dark honey-dew, and the

comb honey

also.

tracted in the

As

fair.

make an

Who

said

they were

Money ^Makers

not

Second-hand 60-pound Cans, two in a

fall

But 300 pounds of exfrom asters, was very

a pretty warm day,
examination of the bees.
it

is

J.

Anderson

?

case, vre offer, while they last, in
lots of five or more cases (10 cans) at 40
cents a case, f.o.b. Chicaj^o. They are
in good condition. Better order at once
if you want some of them.
Address,

Co., Ky.,

I

QEORQE W. YORK & COMPANY,

shall

Michisfan

118

St., Chicijfo, 111.

WiLET MOUNTJOT.

March

ALBINO QUEENS 'UZlXlLl^Tro^
want the (:rentlest Bees— If you want thebest
honey-gatherers vou ever saw — trv mv Albinos,
Untested Queens in April, Si. 00; "Tested, $1.50.
9A2bt
J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.i

S.

Small Loss in Winter so Far.
had 102 colonies of bees packt for winter,
and I think the.v are wintering fairly well.
I saw them Feb. 3."), and I think there were
but seven dead ones in the lot. I expected
to lose very heavily, for the weather was
cold and no bright, warm days so they
could fly, until the middle of February;
since that time they have had a very fair
I

Read

this Unsolicited Testi-

monial

:

I have tried the fences the past season: and if
side of an
appliance for bees or bee-hives, the last one
surely would. I watcht the outcome of usinjr
fences very carefully, and note the foUowinpr:
Two hives of bees, side by side, were g'iven the
second super each, one containing- fences, the
other old-style sections 454x4Xi no fences or separators, both having- stored the first supers
nearly full. The one containing fences stored
nearly double the amount that the other did.
Now, I found this to be the case all over the
apiary: in fact, the bees seemed to give the preference to supers containing- sections and fences,
no matter whether they were next to the hivebody or two or three supers above. I won't say
why this is so, but will leave that for you. As
to the matter of cleaning fences, it is not a very
great task, as only the uprig^hts have to be
cleaned; and the pleasure of having- neat and
even sections of honey compensates for whatever extra time is used.
W. T. Sherman.
Millard, Wis.. Feb. 13.

any season would show up the poor

And now

read this, from that
careful and conservative
bee-keeper,

Will the evolution of the honey-box bring the
plain section into general use? I believe it will.
One dealer in Washington told me he would pay
three cents per pound more for the 4x5 plainsection honey than for the old-style sections.
Indeed, I was offered two cents per pound more,
for 5,000 pounds of clover honey, to be delivered
next fall, than I have been receiving of late for
my best g-rade of honey, if put in plain 4x5 sections. In New York I inquired of ZSIr. Segelken
for his plain section honey, that I might compare it with that in old-style sections. He said
be had very little left in plain sections, as such
lots were pickt up first by retail dealers, who
preferred them to the old-st^-le sections. I found
the same true in Albany, N. Y., where I stopl to
look over the honey. As these retail dealers are
not in the supply business, I thought their
opinions worth recording.

We

now have about

hundred more

like

half a

the American Bee Journal very
indeed. I don't think anyone should
try to keep bees without one or more good
papers the more the better.
Jos. S. Seccomb.
Cayuga Co., N. Y., March 5.

may

THe

Column, J^^JVJTc
save you dollars.

ft. I.

If you care to know of its
I
I
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy. of California's Favorite Paper—

^aliYrfct-Mia
V^aUlUrnia

Satisfied with the Business.

The

my

bees are getting natural pollen

now

from the pussy-willow. I produced 10.000
pounds of section honey last year. My
honey is sold here and at Spokane some of
it went to the miners.
I have been in the bee-business for many

Root Company

MEDINA, OHIO.

Pacific Rural Press,

The leading

I

but

VAN DEVSEN,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y*

—

have 200 colonies all in good shape. I
have been feeding flour for three weeks,

Brood-Frames.

Sole Manufacturer,

Horticultural

and

paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely illustrated,
pie copy free.
330

Agricultural
Publisht weekly,

$2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street.
San Fkaxcisco, Cal.

Market

-

;

years.

I

use the Langstroth-Simplicity

S-

frame hive. I am satisfied with the business, and also truly satisfied with the American Bee Journal, to which I credit my success.

May

live

and keep

it

lay on
bees,

is

my table as long
my prayer.

as

Yakima

Co.,

Wash., Feb.

HAD THE GRIPPE?

I

27.

Wire fences, as well iis people, have felt the srlp—
of hard winter. Notice how the.v comjiare "after

No

tiiliinir."

Not a Promising Outlook.
tor honey this season is not
very promising. Many of the fruit-trees,
flowers, etc., were in bloom when the February freeze came, and all were killed.

The outlook

Just think of

it.

zero this far south

!

We

have never had it so cold before. The bees
were breeding up fast, but that stopt them
for awhile, and weak colonies were lost. I
have made a Manum swarm-catcher, Daisy
foundation fastener, section-press, and an
Alley queen-trap, besides hives, covers and
bottom-boards. This is all done in my spare
time at nights, etc. I have a small shop
and a good variety of tools, and my brother
has a saw-mill and planer, so I don't have
much trouble about lumber. Success to
the American Bee Journal.
Lee Elder.
Harrison Co., Miss., March 7.

notice a great

was

discust.

feehns" about the Pase.

Improved Farm
For Sale:

—

Near the best market and best
shipping point in West Michig-an.
Now T.\CKI,E THE SUG.^R BEET.
A. L O. BAXTER, Muskegon, Mich.

DITTMER'S

Comb Foundation
Wholesale and Retail.

Wforkinci V\Za?c

Block.

many

questions in the
Bee Journal about stopping robbing, and at
the Colorado Bee-Keepers' Convention it
I

"tired

PAGK WO VKX WIKK FKNCK CO., AltKIAN, iHICH^
Please mention Bee Journal -when "WTitingt.

them.

Keep Your Eye on
It

J. A.

like

I

in

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

much

An Anti-Robber

this

Has no Sag

show.

Isaac Hays.

J.E.Gran6,o!Mi[ld!6biiry,Vt.:

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

Hives, Seetions,

and none of their theories

were ever a success with me. I have a
plan of my own that I have never given to
the fraternity, and I have never tailed to
stop robbing. I have stopt them from robbing queenless colonies when they had half
of the honey carried out, introduced a
queen, and everything was all right.
I take a block of wood somewhat longer
than the entrance, 1^4 inches square, and
saw four or five notches in it large enough
for a bee to go in and out. Place it in
front over the entrance late in the evening

and a
I

sell

the

full line of

SUPPLIES.

VERY BEST

at lowest prices and
ship promptly.

Send me your name for 1S99 catalog and
whether you are a larg-e or small
consumer or dealer.

Beeswax always wanted
highest price.

prices,

for cash or trade at the

Address,

GUS DITTMER, Augusta,

Wis.
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AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

DDE Bill FREE

VH
V
^
^^mtmmttWL^

my ^-..L
catalogue

Toeettie^- cusf.m^n. to
Iwill mail mv hmdsom^

tt^l

illualraled, acd a 10c.
for trial, absolutely

for 1H9;», luhnfraphed and beaullfully
I>ne Bill, gfodfor lOc. worth ef sepJs

Beftt &ecd8. BulbH.
Plants, Roses, new Fruits, Farm tweeds. Potatoes,
etc.. at lowest pritea. Tt-n Great Novelties offered without
for each. Don't buy
names.! will pay $50.
vonr stock until you see this now Lilalnt,'iir'. Several varieties shown
free,

it is full

All the

of bargains.

FOR A NAME

Vou

Great Indurenietjts for or-iers this year.
will be
cnrprised at my bargain offera. Send your address on Postal to-day.
Tell your friends to send too.
Old cualomers will receive a copy.
in colors.

after the robbers quit work, or early in the
morning before they come out, and they
never offer to go in the small holes, while
the bees of the hive will work in ami out
through the small holes without any difficulty.
Almost all of the robbers will
alight on top of the block, and it they cau't
get it away they will soon give up. Now I
have never had a colony robbed since
adopting this plan.

Mar.

The Best Bargain
And

that's the secret of our

HEADQUARTERS
IN" THE WEST

the best because it is made of the best material;
the best broad tired Electric Wheels; best seasoned white hickory axles; all other wood parts
of the best seasoned white oak. The front and
rear honnds are made from the best angle steel.

The above

is

a diagram of the block.
G. W. Bell.

Clearfield Co.. Pa.

Weather Hard on the Bees.
Yesterday morning it was 1.5 degrees and
this morning 14 degi-ees below zero here.
It is hard on the bees.
They have had but
one good flight since cold weather came to
stay, and did not fly from all the hives
then.

E. D.

Orange
which is neater, stroncrer. and in every way bet
ter than wood. Well painted in red and var
nisht. Extra length of reach, and extra long
without

additional

cost

W'hen reque.sted. This wagon is guaranteed to
carry 4,000 pounds anywhere. Write the Electric Wheel Co. Box 16, Quincy, Illinois, for

new catalog, which fully describes this
wagon, their famous Electric Wheels and ElecIric Feed Cookers.
their

R 1N€DBAT0RS
,

^-

^S^^*BEST..

Improvements

all tlie Intent

and are sold at veiT low urices and

^ GUARANTEED
Send

to pk-ase everv
tic. for our 148 page
^1]. vi?-tonier.
(:italop-ue which contains full descriptions of our extensive line
and teils how to raise poultry
"isuccesslully. Send tor it at once.

^DES MOINES

INC'B CO.

lEox
7H Dqs MoIneH, luna.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

,.„.,

Suplles

at

Boltom Prices,

"Bee-Keepitisr tor Beginners," price 50 cents,
imparts the instruction. Price-List free.

6E8t

J. P. H.

BROWN, Augusta,
when

Please mention Bee Journal

ANYONE
in

Ga.

writing,

afford to

l'nr«nttH

EPITOMIST.

Sample copy Free to any address
upon receipt of name and address
plainly written on postal card naming paper in which you sawthis adAddress AUBiCfSairtfiU. EPlTOniST. lodiSDaDolls, Inl
26E26t
Please mention the Bee Jnurnal.

FARM BEE-KEEPING
is

one of the leading departments

istence.
clubbing--

Address,

FARM

and BEE paper in exWrite fin- sample cupv to-dav. and for
rates with any paper you want.

EMERSON

T.
St.

ABBOTT,
MissouKi.

Ji)si:i*it,

MAKE 'EM LAY
ih'.'

in

ec£:^^

uliHL

,

iiii>rify.

the middle

icRE^N
,
th

fir

BONE

CUTTERS.
without gear. Cat

f«>*y.

Can't be choked.

Ask for what you
ami prices free,

naile.

want.

Catal'ij^iie

& Osborne.Boi siErie,Pa
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
Stratton

<

when

writin".

HATCH CHICKENS
BV STEAM—ith the
simple,
(lerfect, seir-rctijlalin?

EXCELSIOR
Low<-si [.need

114

Bees.

AiKO.

laa

to

Isl-cla.'is

INCUB.uoR

II.

oper&n

,.

halcber ajade

8TAIII,,
Ontncv.

S. fiih St..

Ill

Please mentirni the Bee Journal.
holesale.

A. I. ROOT CO'S GOODS ".Retail.
Including their discounts for groods wanted for
use another season. It will pay you to send me
St of g-oods wanted.
Cash for Beeswax.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

THE

Bees Seem All Right.
Bees seem to be all right.
They commenced carrying in pollen March 10. We
have had the coldest Februarv ever known
in Kentucky.
I thought the bees would all
perish, but I believe they havecome through
in about as good shape as usual.
Score
another victory for the golden Italians:
they winter as well as any bees. I have
tried

them

W.

all.

Nicholas Co., Ky., March

S.

Feeback.

Ii

simple indeed. Kerosene Enmtsion
ImaJt while iiumj.iug. IL' varieties
ISprayere.
Borde.iux and VernioIs

1

right.

All Right.

Nemaha

Long may

\\ extern

Chicago.

CATALOG BEE-KEEPERS'
PARP
n UL Iu-,irueti.'iis
lo

One-half of the bees
starved to death. I
far.
I think as long
we should "sow " and

I

JOHN

x?:i:i:L

Co., Ohio,

in

ROCKS

MRS. L

C.

AXTELL,

rossville.

ill.

GVVe make the New
liampion Gliatf-fiive
with fence and plain sections, and'a
full line of other

this locality are

SUPPLIES.

saved

14 colonies so
as we have 'seed"
" try again."

A postal sent us with .vour name" for
a Catalog- will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT
CO..

Joseph Usterbrink.
March 12.

A Diffepenee in the Honey.
was a little puzzled in the work of

free.

Thorobred — Fine Pluinaged
Fowls — Farm Raised — J1.2S

iiAtf

14.

SUPPLIES,

^<ix,

FROM BARRED PLYMOUTH

EGGS
for 15.

A

Hn.H Hill, Missouri.

5Atf

it live.

March

"

j;,'u^iiiiier.-^. vV:c.,

I

Half the Bees Starved.

Putnam

Asenls. Heiinion A Hu-.bcU,V
Caliiiygueaud Kormulaa Free.^

N. RiiMu-.
Co., Kan.,

.,

i^'i

Please mention Bee Journal v/hen writing.

-

I have 22 colonies of bees wiutering all
right so far in chaff hives. It was 30 degrees below zero here. I got about itno well
filled sections from the 22 colonies last year.
I get the Bee Journal every Thursday.
It
is all

.-.-,

,,,

/7|
*''

'

••WorldV Bes>t.- „
'THE DEMING CO. SALEM, OHIO.ferNo77ks. the

An
*tU
Wintering

our npw patent

KEROSENE SPRAYERS

14.

&

Shebovg.\n, Wis.

SEMT FREE
my

bees the past season. There were only two
of the 10 of
colonies that I got any surplus honey from. They stood within a foot
of each other. The honey from one was of
a thin quality and of an inferior taste, so
that none of
family except myself
would eat it. The other was first quality
and gathered, so far as I know, at the same
time. There was the same difference between the sealed and the unsealed. I would
like Dr. Miller to explain the cause of the
difference.
J. C. Armstrong.
Marshall Co.. Iowa, March 4.

my

:X

Our descriptive circular and

X

price-list of

Bee/Hives, Italian Bees
Queens. Sections.

Comb

Smokers, Honey-Knives,
Address,
lA13t

Foundation, Bee-Veils,
etc.

SEND FOR ONE.

SNELL*
Milledgeville,
F".

A.

Carroll Co.,

Ills.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MoNETTE

Queeu-Clippiaga fine thing- for use ia
and clipping- Oueens'
wing's. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending- us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or forSl.lO we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping- Device. Address,

Device

is

catching-

jjreen cut bone.

-11

i!

<jt

egtp are worth
Hens do that

DES MOINES, IOWA.

Please mention Bee Jouni.Tl

ii«a[ids in successful

my

in the

Modern Farmer and Busy Bee,
the best jreneial

lOASt

cun't

without the

lie

AGRICULTURAL

Ad.livss.

Co.. N. Y., Feb. 11.

Hard Winter on

INTERESTED

AicrlouIfnrHl

uow

JOSEPH NYSEWANDER,

Howell.

This has been a very hard winter on bees.
My neighbors tell me they have lost nearly
all of their bees.
Most of them are wintering on the summer stands. Mine are wintering nicely in the cellar. I have lost only
one so far out of 41.
C. L. Burlet.
Calhoun Co., Iowa, March 11.

BEES, HONEY, fHIONEY
Oiieeus for Business

are ready

for the season of 1899 with an immense stock of
the latest and best in our line. Send for our
1S99 catalog- and discounts for early orders.

you want the best low down wagon vou
should buy the Klectric Handy Wagon. Jt is

They have

We

For Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

BEST.

If

"ItJ

immense trade that

has made us

MILLS, Seedsman, Box SM, Rose li 111, ^.Y
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

standards supplied

THE

IS

BEST GOODS AT FAIR PRICES.

F. B.

BUY THE

23, 1899.

Long, Hard Winter— Sweet Clovep.
has been a long, hard winter, and the
bees don't seem to do much good any more
here. Mine did not get more than what
will keep them.
I got only a very little
honey from two or three colonies. I sowed
It

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,
113 Michig-au St., Chicag-o, 111.

—
Mar.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

23, 1899.

white clover and Alsike on a piece
ground last year. By the way, is white
clover and sweet clover the same? When
I bought the clover I askt if he bad any
white sweet clover, and he said it was all
the same— that all the white was the same
kind, there was no difference.
Wm. Y. Stackhocse.
Chester Co., Pa., March 14.

a

little

A

of

[White or Dutch clover and sweet clover
are not at all alike. The former grows
only a few inches high, while the latter
grows all the way from two or three feet
to 10 feet in hight.— Editok.]

A

Little

Expeplenee— Facing HiVes.

started the fall of 1S94 with one colony.
In 189.5 I increast
It wintered all right.
the colony to two; in 1866 to nine; in 181*7
to IS; and in 1898 to 2.5. The increase is
rather slow, but sure, as the winter loss is
winter them on the summer
small.
I
stands, but have the hives well packt with
chaff and sawdust on the outside, of course.
I have five, six or seven hives in a group,
so I can use 12 or 14 foot boards for packing-boxes. About ^X of ™y hives face east
and the rest west or southwest. The former

and

189

Little ^Gold Dollar

Our Big Poultry Book

represent about equal value. This book contains every
thini^that It is necessary to know to succeed in the poul-f<;_
All about IneiibntorK and Brooders, the
try business.
:

and the best way to handle them; thoroughbred poultry, with illustrations of each breed
and a complete line of poultry supplies. We send it to all inquirers on receipt of ID cents in stamps. ^
best kind

2,QUINCY, ILLINOIS.
RELIABLE INCUBATOR AND BROODER COMPANY, BOX B
Please mention Bee journal when writing,

WELL MANU FACTURED ST OCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

OUR MOTTO:

seciions. sniDDino-Gases and

I

flight from the middle
November to the middle of February
about three months^ confinement; while
the latter bad three flights, and have had
perhaps only half the loss in bees on the
bottom-board. So that is a valuable object
lesson as to which way to face hives during
winter, and tallies with the advice of both
Mr. Doolittle and Mr. Dadant.
Jos. M. Reitz.

had only one good
of

Buffalo Co., Wis.,

March

Colonies Strong

11.

and

Lively.

I have 300 colonies in good condition at
this date in winter-cases, two in a case.
lively on warm

They are quite strong and
days.

saw some time ago that foul brood was
Schenectady County.and likely to spread,
but I hope it may be stayed.
E. H. Sturtevant.
I

in

Washington

Co., N. Y.,

March

B66-K66D6rs' Supplies
We make
The

a specialty' of making- the very best Sections on'the market.
in'this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be

BASSWOOD

HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young

the best for making the;ONE-PIECE
thrifty timber is used.
"Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List

and

FREE.

Marshfield flanufacturing Company,
Please mention Bee Journal

when

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

writing.

Honey For Sale.
Extracted60-POUND
CANS.
TIN

IN

ALFALFA
HONEY.

Prices

Honey.

A

sample by mail, 8 cents, to pay
package and postage. By freight
—one 60-pouad can, 8 cents a pound;
two'cans, 7% cents per pound; four
or more c ans, Tj^acen ts per pound.
Cash must accompany each order*
We guarantee purity.

the f.imous White E.xtracted Honey g-athered in the great Alfalfa resrioifs of the Central West. It
honey, and nearly
is a splendid

This

ot flltalta

is

for

everybody who cares to eat honev at
all can't get enough of the Alfalfa
extracted.

14.

Report from Indian Tepritopy.

My

bees wintered well. 1 lost only three
colonies out of 80. I wintered them on the
summer stands, with super on, and packt

Page

with hay and leaves.
I increast from 34 colonies to SO last season, and secured about3,000 pounds of surplus, about one-half comb and balance extracted.
honey in the home market at 15
I sell
cents for comb and 10 cents for extracted.
I always speak a good word for the American Bee Journal. I prize it very highly,
having taken it ever since I kept bees, and
shall continue to do so. I hope this may be
a good year for our business.
J T. Hairston.
Cherokee Nation, Ind. Ter.. March 3.

my

RepoPt of the Season of 1898.
Dec. 1. 1S97, I put 204 colonies in the beehouse, and March IS, 1898, I took out 203,
losing one by starvation. I offered them
for sale for 5^2.00 a colony, but did not reduce them low enough so that I could handle them and do my farm work, so I
doubled them down to lau colonies; then I
thought I would put spctions on them and
that would check them some from swarming.

We had an adundance of white clover
bloom, but the bees gathered no honey
from that source. Then basswood was the
next to bloom and that lasted about four
days so that the bees could work on it. on
account of rain. Those that had the hive
full of brood and honey stored one super
each of 24 one-pound sections of basswood
honey; and they were but a small share of
the apiary. Then there was nothing more
to store surplus honey from until buck-

Lyon
b
NEW LONDON,

Mfg. Co.
WIS.,

operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus securing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

Bee^Keepers'

Supplies,,,,

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved'machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
lutely accurate.
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

Send

WESTERN

A beautifully illustrated paper called
"The Corn Belt" is published every

month and contains a quantity of interesting information about the farm lands
Pictures
west of the Mississippi Rivet.
of all sorts of farm scenes in Iowa, MisPersonal expersouri and Nebraska.
The handsomest
iences of farmers who went to those states from the East years ago
BELT,
farm paper published. Send 25 cents for a year's subscription to
209 Adams St., Chicago.

FARMS.

THE CORN

Think of

Don't

tlie

tiiil

Future.

Don't Rent.

Establish A

to lueiilion (he Bee Journal

Home

when writing

of Your

Own.

advertisers.

——

wheat came

into bloom, so I thought, as
I would fill the balance of
hives for winter. By so doing I had
216 colonies to put into the bee-house, besides three that I disposed of in the fall,
and they stored a little over 2,000 finisht
sections of honey, besides several hundred
partly-finisht ones. I fed some of the unfinisht ones to the bees, extracted some,
and sold some in the home market.
Bees are doing well. On th9 12th of this

they swarmed.

my

I

strolled

down among them. The

thermometer on the outside showed eight
degrees below zero, and I took it in
the bees for 10 or 15 minutes, when
to 46 degrees above zero.

among
rose

it

Andrew M. Thompson.
Allegheny

Co., N. Y., Feb. 13.

bringing in pollen. The weather is
not favorable for them it is a little too
windy. I am working for comb honey. I
did not get much honey of any kind last
year, for the season was too poor. I am
thinking that I will run for extracted
honey when I get a few more bees. It will
not pay me to buy more now. My bees are

—

hybrids.

I

want

to Italianize

them

Specific

The inhalation of this Oxygren Treatment is really
wonderful, and is the nearest possible specific for the
cure of Consumption, Spitting of Blood, Asthma, Bronchitis, Hay Fever, Grippe and all diseases of the throat
and lung;s. Don't irive up hope before faithfully using"
this remarkable Oxyyen treatment
Read these Testimonials from Prominent People
t^*' I recommend no proprietary remedy but the Oxyfi-en."— W. P. Nixon, Editor Inter-Ocean. Chicaeo.
Your Oxyg-en treatment is excellent: jrlad to recommend it."— Gen. C. H. Howard, editor' Farm, Field
and Stockman, Chicago. ** '* I have the utmost faith
Prof. W. R. Harper,
in your Ox.vgeu treatment."
Chicag-o University-. »* *" In diseases of the lungs I esteem your Oxygen a specific." Dr. Joshua Allen,
Philadelphia, Pa. ** '"I would not think of beingwithout vour Oxvgen."— Mrs. M. B. Carse, President

*

»

DR. PEIRG.

*

2n(l Floor.

tlrMl tnft

this

since, and bought some, so I now
have a fair start in bees. I have learned
a good deal about bees the last few years.
I have taken the Bee Journal eight months,
and I think that is worth twice the subscription charged for it.
I have tried sowing buckwheat here, and
it does very well.
I planted mine too late
last season, and the frost killed it before
the wheat had ripened. It helpt the bees a
lot, for they would work on it when all
other flowers had failed.
Julian Hallman.
Lexington Co., S. C, March 6.

I notice in my last Bee Journal that some
of the bee-keepers are telling of 2.5 and 30
degrees below zero. Here in Clayton Co.,
Iowa, the first of February we had IT days
in succession that the thermometer did not
get above zero, and it was down to 38 degrees below some of the time; and this was
The
without any snow on the ground.
ground is frozen six feet deep. If the bees
stand
thati
guess
they
will
stand
clover
and
almost anything.
I started in the winter with 130 colonies,
but have only 105 left now, with prospect of
losing a good many more. The ones I lost
had plenty of honey in the outside combs;
as long as they had honey over the cluster
they were all right. When that was gone
it was so cold they could not move sidewise.
so they starved right at the top of the hive.
When they talk about large hives I am
with them, only I want my hive large up

bees

I expect
to drive back and forth, and take care of
them this season, altho the prospect for a
boney crop is very discouraging.

F. B.

Fakrington.
12.

Cold Weather for Bees.
Editor York: — I send you one of our
country papers so that you can see what
kind of weather we have had the last two
weeks; and Monday, Feb. 13, there was
blinding snow flying, we could see no disWith it all I
tance, and it was very cold.

my bees, but after breakfast
and my farm-stock was fed and
my two boys and I went to work
get the bees in a good, dry cellar. We

did not forget
at 6 a.m.,

cared
to

for,

III.

FI^IOE3S OP^-

reiM

BINOHAM

Bee Smoker

Biiigliaiii

Perfect Bee-Smokers

J^:t^JD KC03^TE3Y-K:lSrI^^ElS.
Smoke Engine

smoker made)

Doz. $13.00; each, by
" mail, $1.50
"'
"
Doz.
9.()o:
Doz.
Jiarwe
Doz.
Plain
li-in. stove. Doz.
Liittle Wonder (weight 10 ounces)... 2-in. stove. Doz.
Honey-Knife
Doz.
Bingham t^mokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
or Knil'e. look up its record and pedigree.

Doctor

Conqueror

some

Discouraging Prospect for Honey.

Central Music Hall, Gtiicaao,

^^?W?W?w^w^W

—

Clayton Co., Iowa, March

j

Chicago.
merit of your Oxyg-en reflects additional confidence in yourself."— Rev. "Wm*. Fawcett,
Chicago. ** *' Itseems I cannot live without your Oxygen."— Mrs. A. A. Wheeler, Arg-yle,
"Oxygen is pre-eminently nature's remedy; only good can result from its use." Dr.
Mich.
O. W. Nixon, Chicago.
"The Bible and j-our Oxygen should go together for the healing of
both soul and body."— Mrs. S. B. Simpson, Independence. Kans.
"If Hay Fever sufferers
would be convinced and use your grand Oxygen treatment!" Mrs. E. D. Ad.\ms, Clyde, Ohio.
Write at once for circulars iriving'further information. Address.
C. T.'U.,-

that are regular, old-fashioned blacks as
black as coal tar.
The first bees I ever owned I found in a
tree about four years ago. I have found

my

23, 1899.

OXYGE^ TREATMENT.

year with the finest Italian queens. My
stepmother has a few colonies of black bees

and down.
I have moved to town, leaving
on the farm four miles from here.

Mar.

"The

The last season was a poor one in this
section of South Carolina, tho I am hoping
for a good season this year. The bees are

now

greIt* 'Grippe"

W.

Poop Season Last Year.

all

—
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month

—

:

!

f

largest

4-in. stove.

3^

in. stove.
3-in. stove.
2J^-in. atove.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
L'li;nn \1

1

lethering-

Un.apping-

^^S^9^^^

Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with its
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer. 1 write for a circular. I do not think the 4inch Smoke Kngine too larye.
Truly,
January 27, l-^DT.
W. H. Eagertt. Cuba, Kansas.

T. F. BIKOHA.TI, Farwell, ITllchlgan.

!

Mar.
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a fire in it and got the thermometer
to register 4tj degrees, and they seemed as
happy as fighting chickens; and, by the

Convention Notices.

made
way,
were

I felt good, too, in knowing that
Fifty-two colonies, all
all alive.

they
with
soon

plenty of honey except one which I
fixt; almost all of them got up to the top of
the combs with plenty of honey on each
side of them. I lookt in some of the hives
a few days later when they were in the cellar, and found the bees on each side of the
hives on the honey enjoying themselves.
Last Monday killed a great many bees.
My brother, S. J. Hammond, lost II) out of
100 colonies, and another neighbor lost two
out of eight.
The last few days have been warmer and
the snow is melting slowly. Yesterday the
thermometer was 48 degrees in the shade.
We have bed snowdrifts 10 feet deep. I
belpt two days last week to shovel roads
open to get out. With all the snow and no
regular mail the good old Bee Journal got
here at the regular time.
L. A. Hammoxd.
Washington Co.. Ind., Feb. 20.

>3 ite. >t^

Texas. —The Texas State Bee-Keepers" Associatiou will hold their 21st annual convention at
W. R. Graham & Son's, Greenville, Texas, the
first Wednesday and Thursday in April, I8'>'i.
All interested are invited. No hotel bills to pav.
W. H. White, Sec.

Utah. — The Utah Bee-Keepers' Association
will hold their reirular semi-annual convention
April S. at 10 o'clock a.m., in the city and county
building-. Salt Lake City. A full prog-ram in
the interest of the industry will be presented,
and all bee-keepers are cordially invited.
Amouw- the subjects to be considered will be the
purchasing of supplies, the disposal of our products, and the best method for the protection of
the industry. It is desirable to have every
county represented, either personally or by
Ouestitnis are solicited.
letter.
Mill Creek, Utah.
J. B. Fagg, Sec.

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the foUowinfj prices, cash with
the order:

Bees in Good Condition.
I have eight colonies of bees in good condition, considering the cold weather they
have gone thru, as they have been on the
summer stands all winter and the thermometer registered 10 degrees below zero.

am

using the 13-frame Langstroth hive.
very well. I am delighted with the
reports from other bee-keepers in the Bee
Journal, and am well pleased with the
Wji. HixcncocK.
paper itself.
Lonoke Co., Ark., March 8.
I
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I like it

.soft
2Sft
Sit)
lOB
60c $1.00 $2.25 f.4.00
Sweet Clover :melilot)
S.TS
1.2S
3.00
AlsikeClover
70c
S.OO
1.40
3.00
80c
White Clover
1.00
2.2S
4.00
Alfalfa Clover
50c
.90
2.00
3.50
Crimson Clover
S5c
Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for carta^^e, if
wanted by freight.

Your orders are

solicited.

GEORGE
118

Michigan

W.

YORK & CO.

Street.

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

^'L >!i >tit .sJi >li >Ji >li >!i :^!i Jliti

AND B&ESWflX

HONE,y

J

|

ATARKET QUOTATIONS.
Chicago, March 7.— Fancy white comb bring-s
and there is a good demand for it. No. 1
is also wanted at ll(<.''12c., depending- upon
quality.
Lower grades of white, amber and
mixt colors raug-e from 8@'10c., with dark and
buckwheat Tfo 8c. Extracted white clover and
sa^re, Sc;
basswood and alfalfa, 7c: amber
grades, 6c: buckwheat, 5^2f« 6c. Beeswax, 27fg 28.
Market generall.v healthy in tone with best
g-rades of honey scarce. R. A. Buknktt &. Co.
13c..

white

Detroit, March 9.— Fancy white comb scarce
and higher and we now tiuote it 13(" 14c: No. 1,
Ufc 13c: ftiucy dark and amber, 10i<( lie. There
is considerable ijoor honey in the commission
houses which is offered at S(rt')c.
Extracted,
white, Oli<n 7c: dark, S(^t6c. Beeswax. 25''' 26''^c.

Kansas

M. H. Hunt.
March 10.~Fancv white comb,

City,

No. 1, 12c; amber, lie; dark, 10c. Extracted
white, 6c; amber, 5c; dark, 4!^c. Beeswax, 25c.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

13c;

New York,

March 8.— Fancy

white,12c; No. 1
buckwheat and dark,
pretty well cleaned up
now and we expect to dispose of the balance of
our stock during- this month. Excepting- California there is not much stock of extracted on

white,

10''rt

lie;

Comb

b(cs~c.

our market.
tations.

amber,

honej-

Demand

Beeswax.

9c;

is

is fair

at unchang-ed quo-

27f'i-28c.

HiLDRETH Bros. & Segelken.
San Francisco, March 9.— White comb, 9^@

amber, 7}4^9c. Extracted, white, 7ty7>ic;
Ugrht amber, 6%(a'6l4c. Beeswax, 24(ai27c.
Market is not favorable to buyers, more especially for desirable extracted, stocks of which
lOVnc:

Comb is in moderate supand has to" depend almost wholly on local
custom for an outlet. Quotable rates remain as

are decidedly light.
ply,

previously g-iven.

Bees All Right so Far.

My

I examined
all right so far.
February after the cold spell, and
found some brood and also some hatching
drones. Those few I had in the cellar I put
them out-doors, as it was too damp for
them inside, and they are doing all right.
M. Best.
Lucas Co Ohio. March S.

some

bees are

in

,

A Believer
In 1S68

and

tried

in Big Hives.
commenced working with bees
to commence right. I read Glean-

BisliiilP

Theodore Bender, Catitoti,Ohio«
8Atf

I'lrase

mentiou the Bee Journal.
Let

BEE-KEEPERS
.7.

pag-e

Al. .Jeri/tins,

We don't

me send you my 64Catalog for 1899.

WetumpJia,

A.ia.

keep

worth knowing!
The colony I had on the scales all last
summer made a gain of 54 pounds in eight
days while basswood was in bloom that
;

was the only gain

the season here.
Many colonies starved before winter, and
many others are dying now. I have lost 6
colonies, and have 104 with plenty of stores
in the middle stories on the summer stands.
Let Mr. Doolittle have small hives and
Mr. Dadant large hives, if they are suited
with them but Gallup and I want big hives.
For the last 10 years 1 have used the 3-story
15-frame Langstroth hive, which makes a
big hive. Now when there comes nectar,
so the bees can gather from 10 to iO pounds
a day for two or three weeks, those hives
will hold it. and the bees don't have to look
around for more room or a new home.
They won't swap such a hive full of honey
for rtotJuHj/. And the hotiey can remain until thoroiy ripe, without being in the way
of the bees, and always makes the best
honey when extracted. My bees never
swarm from these hives. I hope others will
try the big hive and report, from different
localities.
I feel that Dr. Gallup and I are
on the right track for the most honey and
best queens.
(Say, Doctor, let's stay with
it and convert the world to big hives and
good queens.)
Geo. W. Riker.
Lucas Co., Iowa, Feb. 2.5.

Supplies

No demand

buckwheat.

for

Northern stock,

7(ft'8c.

Extracted, white

Beeswax quiet at 27(qi2Sc.
Blake, Scott & Lee,

Omaha. March

13.— The stock of comb honey
market is very light. There are not over
cases of all grades in first hands. Demand
continues fairlj" active. Fancy white quotable
at 13c: choice, 12c; No. 1 amber, lie. Extracted
well cleaned up.
Pevcke Bros.
in this

3'Xt

any. here. No extracted to mention.
pure beeswax, 30c
Batterson
if

WE

SELL THEM

this; we have to have GILT=EDGE
STOCK, and make prices rig-ht.

In order to do

for

Send us a

what you want for the comingr
season, and let us make you
SPECIAL PRICE.
I'l^t

of

Standard Lumber Co.
luAtf

MANKATO, MINN.

CYPRESS
^^
^^

P'ancy
Co.*

&

Cleveland, March 9.— Fancv white, 13(S).14c;
No. 1 white. 12<a!l3c; A No. 1 amber, lOfaMlc; No.
2 amber, 9falOc;
buckwheat, Se.
Extracted,
white, 7c; amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.

Milwaukee, March 2.— Fancv
13^'14c;

;

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

We quote our market: Fancv white, 13tol4c;
A No.l, 12c; No. 1. 11(g12c; light amber, 9@10c.

Buffalo, March 10.— There is only ver_v little
dark poor honey in our market, which is selling
at mostly S cents. Some stricily fancj' white
comb honey would bring about 12 cents. Little,

I

ings awhile, and then took the American
Bee Journal, which I read yet. And now
what 1 ihin't know about bees of coume is not

Boston, March 10.— The demand for comb
honey is very light, with full stock on hand.

A

No.

1, I2(ft^l2l4c\

No.

1-Ib.

sections,

1, ll(rtl2c;

dark

or amber or old, 7(aa0c. Extracted, in barrels or
kegs, white, 7®7J^c; dark, 5>^@6^c. Beeswax,
25fa^27c.

Since our last report we have had a very good
market for honey, and the demand has been
very good for all grades, especially for sections
of the best quality, and the demand is good now
and small suppl.v. We encourage shipments of
best comb. Extracted, fair demand.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

BEST
IN

THE

BEE=HIVESwo™D
Complete

line of Bee=Keepers' Supplies— Ri^rht
prices— Send for catalog-.

Crossmau Manufacturing
109

luA4t

Commerce

St.,

Co.,

DALLAS, TEX.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

HEIGHT
PAID
any
way
nddreMfi.

we send

That's the

o'_itour

CYPHERS INCUBATOR.
Ittoditilnesthe p«odquali:ie9ofall ninchiiio?
and has the faults of none. Our Catalogue
nnd Onide to Poultry Culture tells all about
the laws of incubation, and how to ralte,
feed and market poultry all about the monej end of the bu-^inpw. Contains plans for construction and cost i^^ iiiodera poultry
ho\i;e9 arj.l manv t^lher thintra worth knowinff. Sent for lO ct-*.
THE CYPHERS INCUBATOR CO. Box SO. Waylaad, N. Y.

—

BeeI
ISuDDlies.!
I

;^5
'.^
•^^

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.
^f:
Pouder's Honey-Jars and every- ^^
thing used by bee-keepers. Prompt ^*

:^

Service- low freight

r«
^^^
r^

WALTER
512

S.

Catalog

^;

POUDER,

gi;
j^.

rate.

Mass. Ave.,

Indianapohs, Indiana.

^:

;
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OrdeLEarly
There are indications that the demand

22Qd

n-ill

Why does

Siipolies,

serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

Catalog ready Feb.

can Hee-Keeper

T116

(20

Copy

1.

satisfaction.

has always given belier

satis-

What more can anvbodv do? BEAUTY,.
PURITY, FIRMNESS,No SAQOING, No>

any other.
Because in 22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compli-

pages} free.

Send name for our Catalog. Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,
the best Veils, cotton or

Address

The following

T. Falconer Mfg. Go.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Jeurnal "when •writing.

Lewis Co
E. Kretchmer
J. M. Jenkins
G, B.

Portland Seed Co

for

J.

-

i

Full line

n g

.

Foot

Hand-

Power

CHINEKT. Send

tor Catalot: A.
Seneca Falls Mfi:. Co.. 4« Water

St

G.

W. Fassett
W. Bittenbender

Ma-

Seneia Falls. X,V.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

:

Mo.

Higrh Hill,

h. Gray
Pierce Seed and Produce Co
F. Foulg-er & Sons
R. H. Schmidt & Ci_

Middlebury, Vt.
Knoxville, Iowa.
St. Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo, Colo.
Og-den, Utah.

Sheboygan, Wis.

Hudson, Wis.

Co

edge-

beading, etc.

ANi>

Red Oak. Iowa.
W^etumpka. Ala.

The

Lang-stroth on the Honey-Bee, Revised.

sawing,

boring,

Xebel

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

beting', fjroov'i n g, graining,

mo ul d

& Son

J.

Grand Rapids. Mich.
Des Moines Iowa

Nysewander

Intef-State Mfg.

rippiDg,
cross - cutting,
miiering. rab-

dealers handle our Foundation exclusively

J.
J.

We sell*

silk.

Watertown, Wis.
Portland. Ore^ron.
St. Joseph, Mo.

E. T. Abbott,
L. C. Woodman

Union combination Saw—

scroll

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

ments.

W.

Young

it

Ameri-

of the

Year

We guarantee

it sell

so well?
faction than

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made,
1899

Dadant's Foundation.

Year

Because

Bee-Keepers'

23, 1899-.

for

SUPPLIES will be very large tbis season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have large facilities for manufacturing all
kinds of

And

Mar.

Price, $1.25,

Classic in Bee-Culture-

by mail.

Beeswax Wanted ^^^^^^^^^=
at all times.

chas. dadant & son,
Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing

III.

and

rien

Women

=

pay you to fit yourselves for
gfood positions bv taking Shorthand
by Mail. Send $1.60 for Text Book

It will

or 3 cents for catalog'
Eclectic Sliortliaiici College,

94 Uearborn Street, CIIIC'ACiO.
Headquarters of the Eclectic System.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
39Aly

«®-|F

—

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

For 7\piarian Supplies,

LEAHY MFC

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than anv other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

Please mention Bee Journal

B66-K66D6rs' Guide.

To

the

say to the readers of

Bee Jouknal

thai

concluded

HIVES, SECTIONS,

select tested «[ueen
**

*'

About

;

;

Queens

I.

J.

STRINGHAM, 105 Park

Place,

New York,

N. Y.

2.CH1

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We

4.CtO

have the best equipt factory in the West.^ Capacity^
one carload a dav; and carry the largest stock and greatest variety of evervthing needed in the apiary, assuring
BEST goods at the'LOWEST prices, and prompt shipment.
llliistratea Catulois, 72 jjagres, free.

ing, S3: Extra Selected,
for breeding, the very
of Bees in a 2-frame
pound
a
Queen, S2.()0 extra.

Nucleus, with any
Circular free, giving full particulars regardAddress,
ing each class of Queens.

G. M.

L.I.^

Untested Queens, after April 10, TO cts.; 3 for $1.80 Tested Queens, $1.25 each.
Colony of Italian Bees with a Tested Oueen in a complete Hive, $7.50. Catalogfree. 'Fertile Eggs from heavy-laying White Wyandots, $1.00 per 13 $1.50 per 26.

Tested Oueen,
previous season's rear-

S5.tMi.

III.

ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS.

Select

best,

COMB^FOUNDATION, SMOKERS,
We also have at Glen Cove,

in fact, nearly everything a bee-keeper needs.
two apiaries, and sell fi'om them

—

2

E. St. Louis,

writing.

season

during 1899, at the following prices
1 Untested Queen ..=1.00
6 Unlested (Jueens.. 4.50
12 Unlested Queens 8.00
1 Tested Queen .... 1.50
3.50
3 Tested Queens
1

404 Broadway.

send West for your SUPPLIES, when you can get them near home, in less
time, with less freight to pay, and at as low prices, quality considered. We keep
in stock several carloads of

to sell

in their

Mo.

^*'' "*-*'""""'
St..
"""^
S. 13th
1730
'"°>

Why

DOOLITTLE...
ha-^

QUEENS

Higginsville,

CO,,

Eastern Bee=Keepers!

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

I ARISE

when

Address,

We

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino, Onundai^a Co.. N. V.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

.\ddress.

llA26t

7A13t

Q -U CJ

Tanks of either wood or galvanized'
any form, for all purposes. Price list free.

also manufacture

steel, all sizes,

E. KRETCHMER, RED
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

OAK, IOWA.

—

%Mm*m*m.
JV

T

T

^

Y

J.

J.

L*'

«J5il«lft,>e

^^

OEOROE W. YORK.

CHICAGO,

39th YEAR,

ILL,

^^.

Editor.

MARCH

30, 1899,

No,

13,

—

faith in the ultimate triumph of the Kingdom of God helps
people in such a contest as that ? Sometime, not far off, in
the sweet by-and-by, things will not be sold undercfalse

names.

i aAfterthouglit. I
The

f^

" Old Reliable " seen

By

:,S

through
"

New and

Unreliable Glasses.

COGiTATOR."

4^
g^

WHAT ABOUT THE "GOLDEN" METHOD.

Now

method has been fully set forth,
shall we say about it ? Rather a matter for trial than
a matter of criticism. It is a superior auger //" it bores belter than pt/icr augers, otherwise not. Plausiijle enoug-h to
demand a show, and in points " onplau.sible " enough to
demand watching. Watch a little out as to what the bees
do with their pollen those first five days. Mr. G. well says
that the Golden

PRICE OF SUCCESS— A HARD PROBLEM.
daylight to dark, year in and year out the
price of success in almost any calling." (Page 102.) That's
another thing the sweet by-and-by will abolish. At present
we are tied up in this contradictory fix. First, excess of
labor offering, so that some must go idle. Second, long
hours for all that do work and dreadfully long hours for
most who get independent jobs. I don't know how to solve
this problem of too much and not enough.
If I did (and
told) that would be politics, and I should have to stop.

—

"From

—

UNOUEENING TOO MUCHEE FUSSEE.

what

that the

and

(Page

methods.

"knock-down" evidence on HONEY-DEW.
That knock-down evidence that leaves secrete honey-

dew without any

insects at all (page 98) has been given beis just scabby and dirty enough not to believe it, either for "tother chap, or for this chap.
Of course,
Mr. Nash is sincere and all right but then. There are experimenters, and experimenters. The commonest kind are
capable of proving' things that aren't so, in the most lovely
fashion. He wiped off the surface sweat, but not that
which had penetrated the pores of the leaves. This last
modicum of it workt out in time. What we are askt to believe is too much like believing that an amputated arm
would spurt out blood 24 hours afterward. Still, 'Tater
may some day have to hunt his hill, and admit that there
sometimes are circumstances under which leaves pour out
sweet of themselves. Freshly-cut stubble certainly does
sometimes in immense quantities but that is more like
having the stump of the arm bleed after an amputation.

But 'Tater

—

—

A LITTLE OLD-FASHIONED FAITH NEEDED.
"

On hand with money and influence to defeat." Yes,
sir
that's the kind of an age we are living in. No law to
make a man sell his products for just what they are is going
;

enforce it.
ever think

—

awful fight and another one to
See Mr. Abbott's article, page 99. But did you
how much a little genuine, old-fashioned faith

to get thru without an

Too much

a bod^' hasn't time to fuss.
the colony undesirabl_v.

allee time fuss, fuss, fuss,
at best it depopulates

And

SWARMING WITHOUT INCREASING.
While successful non-swarming seems

Cogitator once ran a number of hives several years in
which bee-space chambers (ftiU of bees usually) surrounded
the sections entirely top and sides. They were not so they
could be used as climbways at all. The inventor was only
seeking to give confidence to the little misers, and secure
evenness of temperature.
I don't knoiv that this plan
secured the storing of more surplus than otherwise would
have been stored, but it seemed as if it did. So I cogitate
that Golden's spaces help on somewhat, in the same way as
those of mine, but not for the reason which he assigns.

—

103).

when

method saves an immense number of new hives
which of course need to be figured in as reasons

fixings,
in favor.

fore.

Interesting to see that so strong a hand as F. L.
Thompson is not satisfied with the unqueening-in-harvest

to be no nearer
than the millennium, swarming without increasing does
seem to be .getting down to a cheerfully accurate science.
Mr. Thompson's last contribution to it seems excellent. Put
the hive that has swarmed a-top the new one, pretty closely
shut up, yet with a perforated-zinc passage leading below,
for young workers, and an escape at the door, available for
drones and young queens.
Soon all the population have
left
and administration is in order on an emptj' hive and

—

;

a

swarm from

WHEN

the full one, perchance.

TRAVEL-STAINS ARE NOT TRAVEL-STAINS.

Quite important is that boiling from J. E. Crane, on
Certainly travel-stains can't be travel-stains
page 106.
literally if they go clear through.
Undoubtedly they sometimes do and sometimes do not. Whether real travel-stain
is rare or not is the question
let's find out.
Current opinion has been that travel-stain is a very common thing.

—

STINGLESS BEES OUGHT TO BE MORE CLEVER.
The information about the stingless bees of Old Mexico,
on pages 109 and 110. deserves a more prominent place than
it got.
Three or four pails of honey sometimes from a colony of the little trigonas, which are individually only 3/16
of an inch long. If we were g'oing to keep them for honey

we should

object to their style of storing honej- in hollow
can't they be clever, and put their honey, as
well as their brood, in civilized comb ?
bullets.

Why

TWO DIFFERENT RANKS OF
Bees

BEES.
divided broadlj' into two
one prepares its honey by manipula-

(as to their storing) are

different ranks.

The

and processes in which comparatively little is added to
the other trusts mainly to secretions which they add to
usually some acid. All the bees we are familiar with

tion,
it
it,

;

here belong to the

first rank, but elsewhere there are a multitude of species of the second rank. And, if I am right, no
two are exactly alike as to the character and palatableness

—
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of the chemicals they pour in some nice acid honey, and
some abominable acid honej-. Mr. Andrews (page 110) has
struck a g-ood kind. Possiblj- the decided novelty of its
tamarind-like deliciousness may stir up a market for it
som.etime. And you see he has a paper-making bee that
stores honey and also belong's, like our bees, to the nonchemical rank.

—

NO HUMAN HOGGERY WANTED.
If six respectable business
Tvinesses in such a di-sgusting-

men

Mar.

30. 1899.

and tells us a bad trick of it that we had
heard before sprinkles itself all over the natural
prairie-mowing grounds, and gets dead and dry like hazelbrush just as the late prairie-grass is ready to cut.
Indian ponies had to be taught before they would eat
corn white man's ponies have to be taught before they
comprehend sweet clover. Verj- pretty aphorism.
COGITATOR.
his favorite plant,

not

—

—

should consent to act as

show of human hogg'ery as

that proposed on page 124, I should be surprised. Let's be
decent and gobbling- down (of anj- kind of food) a pound
and a half in a minute and a half is not decency.

—

APIS DORSAT.^

You

—GOOD

EXAMPLE TO FOLLOW.

on page 120, about those
howls against Apis dorsata. Let the big bee have judgment
on the merits (or demerits) of its own case. What's the use
of forever looking at it thru the specter of Frank Benton
and then going into a spasm ? F. B. is certainly not a pet
at the American Bee Journal office, yet our Editor's position is as you see. Right good example to follow.
hit 'em well, Mr. York,

"years HAVE COME, AND PAST AWAY."
We're growing

we're growing- old. For IS consecuG. Newman has held the helm of the
National Bee-Keepers' Union with signal ability and success.
Of them that were given him to defend he lost none.
Especially we should remember that his victories have redounded to the protection of all the rest of us, outside the
Union. And now he says this must be the last time. Thus
to us all, sooner or later, there comes the time for us to
sing-tive years

old,

Thomas

"

I

—

do not pass this way again."

GRADES OF HONEY TO HAVE THEIR " PICTER TOOK."
And so that breezy and irrepressible Colorado convention is going to have photographs prepared illustrating
Tiptop idea. Language can be
grades of honey.

its

twisted with dreadful ease but " photos," while not always
competent to straighten out folks who have a twist in their
moral natures, are not easy to pervert. And how pleasantly
photographing would relieve us of impossible grades of
;

honey

!

COLONIES RUN FOR COMB VS. EXTRACTED.
similar colonies, one run for section honey and
one for extracted, and the former will close the season with
plenty of honey below, while the chances are that the broodframes of the latter will be very light. Comrade Aikin
makes a good point when he shows this up, on page 115.

Two

Cuba's "skeeters" and sn.akeless porto rico.
Queer about those mosquitoes in Cuba that Mr. Poppleton tells of, on page 114. Does cowardice affect all animate
creation on that flowery and languid isle ? That both
Spaniards and Cubans fought by shooting off their guns
and falling back, we've heard before but '" 'skeeters " that
shoot off their music at a distance, and then flee to cover,
are a novelty.
Porto Rico's exemption from snakes maj- be from having (some time in the remote past) a verj' dense population
of snake-eating-people, often hungrj- to bed but that Cuba,
-with its immense swamps, should have no venomous snakes,
and few of any kind, is curious indeed.
;

;

BEWARE OF BEES that BUILD TOO MANY QUEEN-CELLS.
If we obey Mr. Doolittle and all learn to be queenbreeders, perhaps Dr. Gallup's method, page 114, will serve

—

as a good way to begin strong unqueened colony made
not a too-old
still stronger by shaking in hosts of bees
larva left in the hive anj'where plentj- of eggs, both foreign and domestic, in center, and also on each side. Not
surprising that he got 36 at a lick under such conditions,
even from a first-rate colony. Beware of the strain of bees
that builds two or three dozen cells under circumstances
where ordinary bees would build only half a dozen degenerates, Cogitator thinks, backsliding into bumble-beeism.

—

—

—

—

GOT him at last
SWEET CLOVER TRICKS.
Glad we've got him. I'm as happy as the aged husband
was when his wife (after 40 j'ears of nightly search) found
a sneak-thief under the bed. After many years of multitudinous denials from the chaps who didn't sow sweet clover
It was honest-looking
by the roadside, behold the man
Mr. Stolley, page 113. But I hope community will decide
that the fellows who didn't confess need "massacreeing "
!

!

more.
It is a

mitigating circumstance

tliat

he " squeals

"'

on

A

Crisis in California Apiculture.

BY PROF.

A.

J.

COOK.

WE

have all read of the person who " when she -was
good she was very good, and when she was bad she
was terrible." At present that seems not an inapt
characterization of Southern California. In good seasons
like that of 1897, from 100 to 500 pounds of honey are often
secured from each colony-, and that even with three or four
hundred colonies in the apiary. No one will say that that
is not "very good."
Yet close upon this excess of sweetness comes 1898, with a severe drouth, and no nectar-secretion by the flowers, and no honey product from the bees.
The provident bee-keeper did not take too severely from the
bees the previous season of abundance, and so his colonies
were well supplied, and past the season with no loss. Less
careful bee-k-eepers removed so much of the honey that no
margin was left to bridge over a year of honey-dearth, and
so, long before 1898 had past, the bees were victims to greed
on the part of the owner thru starvation.
But now comes 1899, and all prospects point to a greater
drouth than that which confronted us a year ago. As j-et
we have only four inches of rain, whereas we 'need many
times that amount. Even the bees of our most expert and
careful bee-keepers are short of stores, and unless rain
comes soon, or liberal feeding is practiced, there will be
few bees in Southern California to greet the incoming century as 1900 dawns upon us. Very likely floods of water
and floods of honey will come with the new century, if the
bee-keepers are ready to avail themselves of the restored
conditions of prosperity.
It is, then, a question of great practical import to the
bee-keeper, how he may best and most cheaply hold on to
his bees, and maintain them in health during the protracted
famine. To keep full colonies breeding, and feed enough
Simply
to sustain all, is too costly, and not wise at all.
working to keep queens, and just sufficient brood-rearing
and bees to keep her in good thrift and vigor would seem
the wisest plan. Could not this end be met, and at the
same time economy be served, by securing at the same time
young, vigorous queens in all cases where such were not
already in the hives ? Nearly all of us have at times taken
a queen with a pound or less of bees, and in a few weeks
have had a good colony. Is this not a good year to make
nuclei a main or entire feature of the apiary ? Why not
rear queens in small nuclei until we are sure we have only
young queens, and all from our best stock ?
Then, whj' not keep our bees reduced so as to save the
energy of the queen, and at the same time save to the utmost in the expense of feeding ? Scant stores usually lessens the working energy of queen and workers alike, and
so a minimum of food, consistent with the well-being of
the bees, will save alike in the expense and in the wear and
tear of both queen and bees. I believe a little labor in reducing the bees to nuclei and in requeening where such a
course is desirable, may save much, and paj- good profits in
the time spent.
It is very probable that 1900 will be a season of rains
and honey, and fortunate indeed will he be who is ready to
avail himself of the riches that come so generously at such
seasons.

PRESERVING THE EMPTY COMBS.
There is one more thing that should be kept in mind.
Good combs are very valuable, and, with an abundance on
hand, colonies can be built up with great rapidity when the
time comes to prepare for the harvest. It is verj' wise,
then, to look to it that, the moths do not ruin the combs set
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free by the formation of nuclei, as sug-g-ested above. These
should be kept in very close boxes, where it is cool, so that
"they will not melt down, or else hung in cool, lig'hted rooms
so as not to touch each other.
I have kept combs over, year after year, in both these
ways. In practicing- the first method we must be sure that
no moth-eggs are on the combs, or, if we are uncertain, we
must examine, and if necessarj- must use sulphur fumes to

destroy these comb destroyers.
In one respect California is very fortunate in her misfortune when these seasons of disaster come to us, we
know for weeks long before the season opens, that no harvest will come, and so we can plan to make the best of our
ill-fortune, and can set about some other work to busy our
hands and fill the larder.
;

They say

THE FROST — ANOTHER C.\I,AMITV.
calamities never come singly, and Southern

California seems to illustrate the truth of the saying the
present season. Two weeks ago we had a bad freeze-up.
The thermometer reacht successively, for four nights. 27
•degrees, Fahr., 25 degrees, Fahr., 20 degrees, Fahr., and 26
degrees) Fahr. In the East that would be thoug-ht mild, but
here in our citrus groves it borders on the disastrous. The
oranges and orange-trees seem not much injured, but the
lemons, and the lemon-trees, are very greatly damaged.
The trees look as if the blight or a fire had IJeen among
them. It is also reported that bees suffered, but as they
could fly days during the time. I think it was more probably
depleted larders that victimized the bees.
Los Angeles Co., Calif., Feb. 24.

Cold Winter for
BY MRS.

Bees— Other
L. C

Matters.

AXTELL.

FEAR it has been too cold for bees in this reg^ion, as
they were not strong in numbers, each colony being
rather small. If the winter had not been colder than the
past few winters, I think they would have wintered all
right, and possibly they may }-et where they were packt
with chaff. Ours had filled their brood-nests very full of
honey, and the bees lookt and acted healthy, so we concluded to let them go without uniting them, as uniting is

I
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July and first of August our peach-orchard was alive with
bees on the early peaches they would not only suck the
juice out of the ripe ones, but from those that were rotting.
Often we would see a peach almost covered with bees, and
they seemed stupid sometimes, not sick, but loth to leave
the peach, and often would stay all night on the peaches.
But on looking into the hives and in front of them, there
were no dead bees, and as they were almost out of honey we
thought it best to let them alone. I now think it would have
been a good plan to have fed them some white sugar each
day, to mix in with their peach-juice. The honey in the
hives had a decided peach flavor, and was rather dark.
When the fall flowers blossomed they almost let the
peaches alone, so by the time the neighbors' seedling
peaches ripened they did not bother them much. It was the
early budded kinds they bothered the most. One kind, especially after several days of rain and damp weather, rotted badly, the bees working on them to their harm.
I am glad that we took great pains to pack those out-ofdoors with chaff, the very best we knew how, and set them
up from the bottom-board about an inch, as we always do.
This has been the coldest winter here since 1885, when
the mercury went down to 28 degrees below zero. Last
week Thursday it reacht 30 degrees below, and every night
since has been from 15 to 25 degrees below, so we will probably have no peaches another season. I hope the peachjuice will make no difference with the wintering of the
bees I think they did not store enough to affect their winter honey, but I think it caused them to dwindle some, but
not so much as they would have dwindled if they had not
gotten the juice, as they had failed to fill the hives in the
spring full enough to carry them thru and cause the queen
to keep her hive full of bees. The peach-juice caused the
queen to go to laying eggs in the fall two or three weeks
sooner than she otherwise would have done. But the juice
seemed to sicken or cause the old bees to become less in
numbers, altho I could see no dead bees anywhere.
Last spring opened up promisingly, and we got everything in readiness for a crop of honey, but the weather was
so cool, wet and cloudy that flowers, especially white clover,
failed to secrete nectar. We had but two swarms, and they
were more supersedures than natural swarms but half a
dozen colonies or so went to work in the sections, so we
secured only about 30 or 40 pounds of honey from the whole
apiary of 155 colonies. I think we would not have had that
if it had not been for the honey in some of the supers we
put back on the hives in the spring. I think we got the
least surplus honey the past year we ever did, tho we had to
feed the bees scarcely any a few dollars' worth only before
white clover bloomed.
Warren Co., 111., Feb. 15.
;

;

:

—

Prices of

—

Honey Not Made by Law(?).
BY

G. M.

DOOLITTLB.

not conclude that it is because soniethingr is out of joint politically
that you gret such a low price for your honey, or have such a hard
time in the world.— Rev. E. T. Abbott, in American Bee Journal.
It is impossible at this time to form any idea of the probable
effect of Cuban honey on the American markets. If the present duty
should be removed, it is easy to see that it mi^-ht be a serious competitor
if it were sold for less money, as it could be with the duty removed
So far Uncle Sam has made no move to annex Cuba; and unless he
does there is no reason why the duty should not remain on Cuban honey;
and even if annexation should take place, it does not necessarily follow
that Cuban honey will come here free. E. R. Root, in Gleanings.
Now it seems to the writer that law has nothing to do with increasingthe price of the produce of any individual or class of individuals
"While the law has nothing- to do with hi^h or low prices, it does have
somethingr to do with preventing fraud and deception.— Rev. E. T. Abbott, in American Bee Journal.
"While the price of almost every aprricultural commodity has declined
g-reatly durinir the past 30 years, official salaries and ta.xes have increast.
This applies to local. State and national affairs, and no political party
pledgees itself to reduce the big- salaries nor abate the hitrh taxes. J. C,
Stephenson, in Free Press.

DO

—

—

Mrs. L.

C. A.vlfll.

a very satisfactory piece of business, and certainly not
very desirable work.
'S3 The bees that are in the cellar I think will be all right,
«ven if the colonies were small. There seemed to be in our
whole 155 colonies scarcely any that we could call strong
yet, as I said before, they lookt and acted healthy late in
the season, but just about the time tl ey began to gather
fall honey they had dwindled down v eak.
The cause, I
think, was from getting so much peach-juice. The last of
inot

;

Will the reader carefully go over the above quotations
from three noted men, until they are perfectly familiar with
what is said, and what would be the logical result of each
when carried to its legitimate end ? Having done this, let
us look at the matter a little to see if it is a fact which Mr.
Abbott is stating when he tells us what he does about the
price of produce (honey) not being made by law.
God made the world and placed in it, and on it, all that
was necessary for (7// men, and this partis included by the
one word "land." In the true economic sense, the fish of
the sea, the fowls of the air, and the bees in their wild state
in a cave in the rocks or hollow tree are included in the term
land, as well as the forests, mines and earth. But man
could not use or appropriate any of these things without an
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muscle or brain whereby any of the natural g-ifts
of the Creator were chang-ed from the natural form to something- desired by man, or some portion of the human family.
And this effort of the hand or brain is called " labor." And
the production of labor on land is called " wcaitli," because
it is something- desired by some portion of the human family.
And thus it comes about that labor alone, aided by the
forces of nature, produces all wealth.
W. Z, Hutchinson finds a wild swarm of bees in its
native home in the forest, and by labor of muscle and brain
plans and makes a modern hive with supers, into which he
places said wild swarm, and in due time thru his labor he
has several cases of nice comb honey (wealth .somethingdesired by man) stored away in his shop. He nest sends
it to a distant city to be sold on commission, and the
carrier, the commission man, the retailer, the book-keeper,
etc., are all laboring on land, from an economic standpoint,
just as much as Mr. H. was, in producing the honey. Thus,
to understand a thing fully, we must look at it in "all of its
bearings, if we would come to a rig-ht conclusion in any
matter, and not make statements which ' will not hold
effort of

—

water,"

have seen that labor alone produces all wealth, but
mere c/^or/ of head or brain does not constitute /(?*();, but
effort which is productive of anj-thing desired by the human
race or any portion thereof. If, when Mr. Hutchinson has
that honey all nicely crated, I go and work all night digg-ing a hole thru the well under his shop, and just before
morning carry off part of the crates of honey stored there,
tho I may put forth much effort in so doing, yet, as by that
effort nothing has been produced which is desired by any-

human family, such effort is not labor.
" some Napoleon of finance " sits down in his
office, and by the most arduous eff'ort thinks out a plan and
g-ets laws past whereby he is able to steal a railroad, form a
trust, or accomplish a corner in the money market, by
which he is enabled to reduce the price of honey at the expense of bee-keepers, or cause them to pay a higher freightrate on their honey, so that he can live by " his wits," as is
often exprest. that eff'ort, no matter how arduous it may be,
is not labor in the economic sense.
And, notwithstanding
what Mr. Abbott would have us think about nothing being
out of "joint politically," history proves that nearly all of
our lazvs are made politically, and nearly all of our political
tali's a.Te made for these " Napoleons of'jinance," to the robbery of bee-keepers and others, thru prices made by law.
And to the man who " sees clearly," these politicalh'-made
laws are so much more oppressive to bee-keepers than any
adulteration of the past or present, that the adulteration
matter, which has been in every bee-keeper's mouth duringthe past decade to account for his " misery," is but a " drop
in the bucket " compared with the robbery coming to beekeepers thru our unjust system which prevails, by laws
bought thru by our Napoleons of finance, and sarictioned
by such bee-keepers as Rev, E. T. Abbott, and 99 out of
every 100 of the rest of us who call ourselves apiculturists.

And

of the
if

Let us look a moment
According to statistics of a few
ag-o, there were living in the citv of Pittsburg, Pa.,
6S men whose aggregate veealth was' 5700,000,000.
This
wealth had practically been accumulated within 20 years.
Now, if I read Mr. Abbott aright, he would claim that, because these 65 men had " climbed up the mountain side "
faster than either he or I had done, or rather, nearly reacht
the top without climbing at all, they had not hindered us
any, for " law has nothing to do with increasing the price
:

years

of the produce of

any

?

SO, 1899.

securing Mr, Hutchinson's honey certainly not more than
to earn the $50,000 salary we have allowed them.
As we have already seen that no zccalth can come into
the world except by labor on land, it >iiust have been taken
from others who had earned it, thru our unjust laws. And
yet Mr. Abbott tells us " law has nothing to do in increasing the price of the produce of any individual !" And these
65 men are only samples of thousands of others who are
daily gathering from the bee-keepers of our land, and from
other laborers, thru their law-made prices, till at the lowest
estimate $1,000,000,000 are being taken from the rank and
file of our people who produce all wealth, and given to the
few each year, until 25,000 men own one-half of the wealth
produced by 70,000,000 people. This wealth is taken without giving any return in labor of either hand or brain. It
is being gathered from bee-keepers, farmers and professional men, from the laboring men, from the women in
cities toiling at starvation wages, and from helpless children gathered from all of these and poured into the lap of
the /aai'-protected favorites, whose wealth no man can comprehend.
And yet Mr. Abbott evidently would claim that
this is no hindrance to those from whom it is taken
Think of a scheme brought forth by " wise heads " of
our Government which gathers from its starving paupers
and hard-workt bee-keepers, gifts to pour into the laps of
the millionaires
How do the people furnish this money ?
B3' the extra price paid on all the /arc-protected goods they
buy. E. R. Root gives a little hint regarding how the law
works, and J.C.Stephenson tells how the " produce " of
salaried officials and taxes are /azc-increast.
In the Bee-Keepers' Review (page 17), R. L. Taj'lor
would have us think that Gen. Alger got his millions by
" saving $3.00 stage-coach fares in walking 40 miles and
back again ;" but informed bee-keepers know that law-protected lui>ibe7- rm.d.e exevy bee-keeper using hives tributary
to his riches, by paying- a higher price for the lumber they
had to use. Had ftfr. Alger commenced towalk'with Christ
on the plains of Bethlehem, and been enabled to walk 40
miles each working daj' ever since, at the same rate Mr.
Taylor tells us of, he would still have 227 j-ears to walk before he would have g-otten even one of his millions he now
;

;

!

We

member

Mar.

We shall

any individual."

Have they hindered

us

see.

It is but reasonable to suppose that it would take a
higher order of ability in each of the above 65 men to manage their business than is required in us bee-keepers who
labor hard for a whole year with an income of $1,000 or less
annually to show for it. But would it require an ability
greater than is required in the Secretarj' of the Treasury of
the United States ? Yet that officer receives only $8,000 a
year. But suppose we allow them the salary enjoyed by
the President of the United States— $50,000 a year— and
that they are each worth that much to the country -and
supposing that they had saved all their earnings for the 20
years, the accumulation of the 65 men for that time would
have been $65,000,000, As their accumulations were $700,000,000, it is evident that they have received from the beekeepers and laborers of the country during the 20 years
$635,000,000 in addition to what they would have earned
with a salary equal to the President. How did they g-et it ?
We have seen they could not have earned it, for the most of
them did no kind of labor except of the kind I did in
:

!

possesses.

seems strange to me that bee-keepers can see so muc/t
and spend time and money in fighting it,
without a word about the unjust system in our country
which is "slaying its thousands to where adulteration slays
its tens."
Adulteration is bad enough, God knows, but
would it not be well to get this ''big beam " (our unjust sysIt

in adulteration,

tem) out of our eyes, so that we can " see clearly " to pick
out " the mote " (adulteration) from our national affairs ?

Onondaga

Value of Queens in the
BY

C,

P.

Co.,

N. Y.

Spring-.

DAD.\XT.

nPHE

publication of several articles from me about larg-e
Gleanings and the American Bee Journal, has
brought forth a number of remarks from different
writers, and I have noticed that great stress was laid upon
my statement, that in the spring- the queen is the most valuable part of the colony. I had resolved to say nothingmore, being rather tired of a discussion in which I take no
interest, 4s I know it is out of the question to change our
critics.
But the remarks on page 170, quoting Mr, Taylor,
have brought the matter afresh to my mind.
There seems to be a denial of my assertion that the
queen, in the spring, is the most valuable as well as the
most expensive part of the colony, Mr. Taylor says, " Air
is of most especial value, yet is it not the least expensive ?"
What I wish to saj' is only a repetition of what we all know.
In the spring a bee-keeper may have empty hives, empty
combs, queenless colonies, but he never has queens without
bees, colonies without hives, unless he has bought them at
great expense and great risk from a warmer latitude. It is
therefore a fact, and a fact which does not bear discussion,
that the queen is the most valuable as well as the >nost expensive, since it is the most scarce, requisite of a good colony, and the sine qua non of a living colony of bees for the
opening season.
Air is inexpensive, but if Mr. Taylor were deprived of
air, he would be ready to pay a big price for it within a few
minutes.
Hancock Co., 111.

1
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hives, in

The Premiums offered on page
for.
Look at it.
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of comb honey on any market, and very often it may be sold
for two-thirds of the value of comb honey. Besides, it is
much safer to ship, less easily damaged by railroad hand-

and when it has to be kept over from one year to
another, the risk of its losing any of its quality or salableness is much less than with comb honey. We know this
also by experience, for we have often found it advisable to
keep honey from one year to another to secure a greater
price for it. In years of great crop the price is low,
while the seasons like the present (1898), when the crop
seems to have been universally a failure, much better
prices may be secured besides the satisfaction one has of
keeping one's customers by being- able to supply them.
We have often kept extracted honey one. two, three,
and even four years, without loss while with comb honey
the leakag-e and the danger of the invasion of the moth
make it very unadvisable to hold it beyond the season of its
production.
But the advantages above-mention are not the only ones
that are connected with the production of extracted honejwhen compared with that of comb honey. A most important point to be considered, or at least one that has had to
our mind a great deal of weight, is in the easier and more
thoro prevention of natural swarming. When the number
of colonies under the control of one man has reacht into the
hundreds, the results in honey are of much greater value
than the results in swarms, which can only be sold with
ling,

Report of the Chicag-o Bee-Keapers' Convention.
BV A SHOKTHAND REPOKTEK.
[Continued from pa^e

:

182.]

Next was read a paper -written by Mr. C. P. Dadant, of
Hancock Co., 111., on
Producing Extracted Honey on the Mississippi River.
with the g^reatest plea.sure that I open a subject
probably more familiar to me than any other question pertaining- to bee-culture, as we have made the production of extracted honey on the Mississippi River a constant
practice for a quarter of a century or more. It is only necessary to state our experience and our reasons for tindiiij,'- it
more profitable than the production of comb honey in the
same circumstances.
It was only after some 10 or 12 years of experience witli
both comb and extracted honej', begun immediately after
the invention of the honey-extractor, that we finally concluded to devote our apiaries almost exclusively to the latter.
Everv apiarist who has read up on the subject is aware
It is

which

is

of the great cost of comb to the bees. It is by dig-esting
honey that the bee produces wax, which is produced much
in the same way as fat on farm animals, and costs the bees
about the same proportion of honey as fat costs of grain
an amount variously estimated at from 7 to 15, and even 20
pounds, according to the more or less favorable circumstances in which the insect or the quadruped finds itself.
The production of extracted honey does away in part with
this expenditure, or, in other -words, with the enforced production of comb during the harvest.
When the colony is populous and the crop begins, as it
very often does in a sudden way, the bees often find themselves short of room to deposit their honey, even before

—

they have become prepared to produce any comb for it
takes some 24 hours before the transformation is made, and
until wax is produced and comb is bi'.ilt, a part of the bees
at least, have to remain idle and lose the opportunity of
going to the field. And if comb has to be built rig-ht along
to lodge the crop, it is a very important item of expense to
them, both in time and honey. It is therefore not astonishing that bee-keepers should have found in practice that
more than twice as much honey could be produced, if the
combs could be furnisht ready to be filled by the bees instead of having- to be built by them.
Some comb honey producers who think that this question has been overestimated, say that the bees naturally
produce beeswax anyhow, and that this beeswax must be
used by them or wasted; but they do not stop to think that
a certain amount is needed at all times, even when full
combs are given to the bees, to repair such places as may
have been damaged by the handling, or to lengthen the cells
that have been cut down in extracting, and also to seal the
cells when they consider the honey sufficiently ripe to be
:

sealed.
I do not know whether the bees are really compelled by
Nature to transform some honey into wax if they will
or not during a heavy honey-flow, but I can hardly IJelieve

the quantity thus produced can be very great in ordinary
circumstances for I have never seen any beeswax wasted
except in accidents to the bee-hive, such as the breaking
down of some of the combs by heat and weight, when the
bees are all compelled to fill themselves to the utmost with
the wasting honey. In such instances I have noticed that
they would attach it to the walls of the hive, as if expecting
to use it later on.
At any rate, our experience, which was gained by a
number of years of production on hundreds of colonies, has
clearly evidenced to us, and to our entire satisfaction, that
the teachings of the masters who advanced these ideas,
let it be remembered, long before the invention of the extractor are in
accordance with the facts. Experience
proved that bj' saving our combs with the use of the extractor, and returning them to the bees the foUovring season to be used and filled over and over again, we could produce more than twice as much extracted honej' as comb
;

—

—

hone}-.

Extracted honey

is

hardly ever less

t'.-an

half the price

;

Then, if swarming can be almost entirely prevented much less capital is needed in the way of empty
hives. The bees need less watching, and the cost of production is lessened. With large hives, of course, and plenty
of room, and a judicious use of shade and ventilation,
swarming-, even with comb-honey production, maj* be kept
within comparativel}- reasonable limits, but with an additional supply, liberal and unlimited, of empty combs ready
to put on the hive at a moment's notice, there is no need of
any fear of swarming except in unusual circumstances, or
with careless management.
But to my mind, and with the results of past experience,
I cannot too strongly urge the importance of using hives in
which the fertility of the queen will have full scope, and
supers which will not cramp the bees for space in a few
days. One must remember that the little 24-pound super is
entirely inadequate for a strong colony that is to be supplied with an unlimited stock of empty comb.
I have no patience with the extracting-super made to
A super 4'+ inches deep gives
fit the ordinary section-case.
too much labor in the handling. The supers that we use
with our large hives hold from 40 to 60 pounds of honey,
according to the season, for inuch depends upon how the
bees fill them. But one super is not enough, tho in some
bad seasons each colony may not fill even this space. We
keep an average of two supers or more full of empty comb
for each of our colonies, and we have had man}- instances
where even three supers were placed on populous colonies
and filled several times over during one .season.
Another item in favor of extracted honeyis that it costs
less labor; for when the combs are once built there is nothing to do in the way of preparation for each crop. The
labor of folding sections and placing in the foundationguides, or strips of comb that are necessary to secure salaable, straight combs the putting in of the sections, the
constant oversig-ht to make sure that not too great a number
of sections will remain unfinisht and unsalable, the annoyance of seeing a half-filled case deserted by the swarming
of the colony are not fully compensated by comparative
difficult}-.

;

profits.

The

labor of removing combs or supers for extracting

no greater than the removal and putting in shape of the
same crop of comb hone)-, and extracting is additionallj'
remunerated by the cappings. which, when rendered into
beeswax, will go very far towards paying the help employed.
The best grades of honey probably bring the best prices
when in the very nicest shape in the comb, but the inferior
g-rades. such as honey-dew, buckwheat, boneset, etc.. have
no value for the table, and can only be used in the liquid
extracted form bv bakers, tobacconists, brewers, and others.
is

C. P.

—

Dadant.

every one were to believe
Dr. Miller The fact
with Mr. Dadant and I wish he were here, as he is one of
the nicest men you ever met if everybody were to believe
with him. then "everybody would produce extracted honey,
and it looks inconsistent for him to urge the production of
extracted honey if he were looking after his own welfare
he ought to say. produce comb honey, so he would have the
market for extracted honey himself. I suppose there are a

—

:

is, if

—

—

;

;
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many different opinions about it. I think some Nebraska bee-keepers will tell you they produce three times as
much extracted honey as comb. No doubt they are telling
you the truth. There are others, again I have in mind
Mr. Aikin, of Colorado who will tell you he can produce
nearly as much, if not altogether as much, comb as extracted circumstances are different in different places, and
I think it is one of the things that will settle itself, and I
doubt very much if it would be wise for us to try to decide,
becau.se both extracted and comb honey are needed in the
market like everything else, if I tind I can rfjake more
money by producing one than the other, I am settled by
that, and so each one will settle the question largely for
great

—

—

;

;

—

Extracted honey, 3

comb honey,

;

is

— bees which

somewhat lacking.

opinion.

<

«

»

Bees Don't Always Die of Foul Brood.

Do all bees that die and have dead brood in the hive die
of foul brood ? Is the honey fit for family use ? I have lost
two colonies that way this winter both had pletity of honey.
;

13.

Washington.

AVER.^GE LIFE OF BEES.
QuES. What is the average life of the bee ?
Dr. Miller That depends upon what kind of a bee it is
if it is' a queen it will perhaps live on an average of about
two 3'ears. I think there have been some cases in which it
has been pretty satisfactorily settled that queen-bees have
lived as long as six years. They are often superseded in
less than a year from the time they emerge frorn the cell
sometimes I have had them superseded in a few weeks.
Very likely queens are superseded oftener than you suppose.
A common thing is for a queen to be superseded after the
time of swarming it may not have occurred to you that
every queen that dies in the natural condition of affairs, if
you don't meddle with them, is superseded. The worker, in
the busy season, will average about six weeks the life of
the worker depends upon the amount of work it does. The
drones I cannot tell you much about they will last usually
until there is a stoppage in honey.

—

30, 1899.

have been so bred that the coloring-matter
Adels are bees to which that name
has been arbitrarily given, just as you might breed from
some of yottr best bees and call them " Johnny Bull Bees."
As to honej'-getting and temper, the 3-banders being the
most fixt type may be perhaps most generally relied on as a
whole class for gentleness and industry, while in the variant
types some may be good and others bad.
2. Very little is said about them of late, making it somewhat doubtful as to their confirming generally his good
race

himself.

PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY AND EXTR.\CTED.
QuES. — How many are there who produce principally'
extracted honey and how many principally comb ? Ans.

Mar.

—

Answer. — No, thousands

of colonies die and leave dead
brood without there being an)' foul brood in the case. The
honej' left in such hives is all right for table use, unless the
bees have had diarrhea and have daubed the honey.

Cubic Inches in Eight

Frames— Queen-Excluders.

;

:

;

;

[Continued nest week.]

1.

tail

How many

hive

cubic inches inside the frames of a dove-

?

2. What style of queen-excluding honey-board do you
Iowa.
use between the hives ?

Answers. — 1. The outside dimensions of the frame are
17^ and 9's, making the inside ineasure .sotnething like 140
square inches. The width of an 8-frame dovetailed hive is.
12^8 inches, and deducting from this about H for dummy
and space leaves 11';. That makes about 1,610 cubic inchesas contents inside the frames.
2. Wood-zinc, when any are u.sed, but no excluders are
generally used between my hives and supers.

Substitutes for Natural Pollen.

CONDUCTED BY

DR. C. C. MILLER, Marengo, 111.
(The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers'by mail.

Editok.]

1. I have five colonies of bees. The queens stopt laying
about Sept. 1. Will my bees live till spring? There seems,
to be plenty alive yet, but there are also lots of dead ones.
2. We have some warm weather just now (Feb. 20), and
my bees go to the feed-lot I2 mile away, and carry corn-meal
home. 'Will it do to put a box of meal closer to the hives

for

them

The Wells* Two-ttueen System.
Please describe as nearly as possible how the two-queen
system is handled and workt by producing comb honey. I
would like to try the two-queen system the coming season.

New

?

have to feed my bees this spring. Can I put
candy or syrup on a stand close to the hives so that they can
Kansas.
all help themselves on warm days ?
3.

York.

Answer. — I

don't know what you mean by the twoqueen system, unless you mean the Wells' system, which
has been practiced to .some extent in Englatid. The main
feature is having two colonies side by side in a large hive
with a division-board between them, a lot of holes being
burned through the division-board, and when the harvest
comes the bees have access to the same super. Sbme like
the plan and some don't, and the British Bee Journal thinks
it not an advisable plan for the majority.
So far as I know,
no one has reported a success with the plan in this country.

I will

—

Answers. 1. There is nothing unusual in anything
you mention, and your bees will probably come out all right.
2. Yes. it will be a nice thing to give them something
of the kind one to ten rods from the apiary. They will
probably like it a little better to have groinid corn and oats
but as soon as they can get plenty of natural pollen they
will pay no attention to the substitute.
3. Yes, put it a rod or more from the nearest hive.

Making Nudei-The Golden Method.
1. I intend to increase my number of colonies the coming
I have 14season by dividing. My plan of doing it is this
:

and want to increase them to 28 in all. So I
thought I would take 14 of my new hives in which I want to
hive the new swarms, and make a nucleus in each, by putting a frame of brood and eg'gs and one of honey in each
hive, and then contract the inside of the hive with a division-board so as to keep the bees which I intend to put into
the hive confined to the side of the two frames. How many
bees will I have to put into a hive ? Will a pint or so do ?
And will these bees rear a queen from the eggs given them ?
Do you think a nucleus formed in this way will be all right ?
Would it be safe from robber-bees ?
2. In the American Bee Journal of Jan. 5, G. M. Dooold colonies,

Varieties of Bees.
1. Kindly differentiate between the following varieties
of bees, especially as regards appearance, but al.so as regards honey-getting and temper
3-banded, 5-banded,
golden and leather-colored Italians, Albinos and Adels.
2. Prof. Cook in his Manual speaks well of Syrians.
Do subsequent experiences confirm or disprove his good
opinion of them ?
Johnny Bull.
:

Answers. — 1. The

original pure

Italians that

came

from Italy were 3-banded, that is, the first three bands of
the abdomen next the thorax were yellow breeders in this
country by selection have secured workers with five yellow
bands, some having all the bands yellow, these last being
;

called golden. Some of the imported 3-banders are of a
darker color, and are called "leather-colored.'"
Albinos

among

bees' are

much

the .same as albinos

among

the

human

gives his plan of making nuclei. Is his plan the same
?
There is one thing that isn't clear to me in his article, altho it may be very plain to an expert in bee-keeping.
Does he use one of the old colonies in making a nticleus ?
That is, does he make room in an old colony by using a
division-board, and then put the two frames in the place
partitioned off, with the rest of the old colony on the other
little

thing

Mar.
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side ? or does he take a new hive ? The reason I think Mr.
Doolittle makes his nucleus in an old colony of bees is because he says, " The greatest advantag-e in full, reg-ularsize hives comes in not having- our nuclei robbed out

occasionally."

How

long- before swarming- shall I make these nuclei ?
4. I intend to use light brood-comb foundation this year.
you think it will hold the bees without sagging- if I
3.

Do

stretch four wires across the frame ?
5. In Mr. Golden's articles I see he makes the entrance
in the bottom-board of the hive.
Would it not also do just
as well to make it about five to six inches rig^ht above the
lower entrance of the hive ? Our hives are 14 inches wide,
with an entrance cut from the front board at the bottom,
the whole length of it.
Iowa.
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They are probably used in propolizing, for cappings,
for aug-ht I know for building combs.
4. I never heard of any one using them or thinking

3.

and

them necessary.
5. I don't know.
I think I have seen them advertised
for sale, but not for a long time.
6. One of the first things I do each year after it becomes
warm enough to handle bees safely, is to look through each
hive to see if its queen is dipt, clipping all found with
whole wings, and throughout the rest of the season each
young- queen that commences laying is dipt the first time

convenient.

it is

7.

Not

8.

Some have used and advocated

to

any extent.

J

and

I

think

^-•-»

Answers. — 1. No, I'm sorry

to say your plan wouldn't
one respect it would be exceeding-ly bad.
If Tou put in a hive a frame of brood, another of hone.v, and
a pint of bees, they mav protect themselves ag-ainst robbers,
and they will be pretty sure to rear a queen, but the chances
are that the queen will be a very poor affair. Don't think
of having a queen reared anywhere but in a strong colony.
at least until after the queen-cell is sealed.
Such a nucleus
as you speak of may do providing"- you give it a sealed
queen-cell (you mustn't g'ive the queen-cell till a day or two
after the nucleus is formed, unless it is formed from a queenless colony), but it is better to have brood in two frames, a
good share of it sealed brood, and enough bees to thoroly
protect the brood after the old or field bees have deserted
the nucleus and gone back to their old home.
2. I don't think Mr. Doolittle had in mind anything different from a nucleus such as I've been talking- about. No,
he certainly does not mean to have the nucleus in a hive
with a full colony, but means the nucleus alone to be in the
hive.
I've read over carefully what he says, and I don't see
how he could have made it plainer. That not having nuclei
robbed has nothing to do with having other bees in the hive:
in fact, it wouldn't work if other bees were in the hive.
Look on page 2, at the parag-raph beginning-, " To help the
reader to understand," and you'll see that when the nucleus
is at the fas/ side of the hive the entrance of the hive is entirely clcsed the whole width of the hive except an inch at
the uies/ side of the hive. A robber doesn't like to enter at
that west side and then run the gauntlet clear across to the
east side before reaching anything to rob. I think this idea
is original with Mr. Doolittle, and it's valuable.
3. Nothing- is gained by beg-inning too early.
Wait till
about the time bees want to swarm, at least till they are
very strong-, and have your queen-cells sealed before forming any nuclei.
4. You will not be likely to have any trouble.
5. I don't know
but in following .-my one's instructions
it's well to follow them to the letter. I have never practiced
Mr. Golden's plan, so I cannot speak from experience.

be

the plan,

without scenting.

An

all right, for in

Electrical Swarm-Notifier.

from the New York Herald of
as you will see, to an electrical device which announces the advent of a swarm.
As
I have never seen anything in the Bee Journal about this
interesting invention, can you give me any light on the

The enclosed dipping

Sunday, Oct.

subject

is

It refers,

16, 1898.

?

[The clipping reads as follows

:

— C.

WooDLAWN.
C. M.]

What has been called the " pleasant occupation of hiving bees " has
been made even more pleasant by an electric invention which obviates
the necessitj- of keeping- a watch on the hives at swarming-lime.
The basis of the apparatus is the conversion of the winfj-motion of
the swarm into power. As the bees swarm out they cause two small,
easj-swing-ing- doors to open outward. A little hammer, which rests upon
these doors when closed and is connected witli a battery, drops, as the
doors swing open, upon a small metal leaf, and the electrical connection
thus effected ringfs a bell in the bee-prower's house.

Answer. — Another correspondent has sent the same
I don't know whether anything of the kind has
really been tried, or whether it is a creation of some rething.

It might be difficult to arrange it so
the alarm would be g-iven when a swarm issued and only
then. For if a mass of bees rushing out should make the
bell ring, the same thing might occur if a sufficiently large
number of bees were leaving and entering at their regular
work. Still, it might be so arranged as to be a success, but
I'm afraid the expense would be such as to make it unprofitable.
A rather expensive apparatus would have to be attacht to rai/i hive. An arrangement somewhat akin has
been used to some extent, which has the advantage that one
simple arrangement does for a whole apiary. It is one or
more wires stretcht, connected with a telephone at the
house. When a swarm issues, the number of bees striking
the wire gives notice at the house.

porter's imagination.

;

Super Covers

Wax-Scales on Hive-Bottom Queen
Stimulative Feeding, Etc.

Clipping
1.

so,

Is

it

necessary to cover the sections in a super

what kind of covering would you prefer

?

If

?

In using a board cover over the sections, how would
it do to have '+-in<:h strips nailed or tackt on the underside
at each end of the board, allowing a '4 -inch space over the
tops of the sections ? With such an arrang-ement would as
much propolis be deposited ?
3. Are the wax-scales that fall to the bottom of the hive
ever used by the bees ?
4. Do you use clamps to hold the supers to the hivebody ? Do you think it would be advisable to do so ?
5. Where could I buy some Langstroth frames with tin2.

isht

combs

in

them

?

and what would such combs be worth

?

Do you clip the wings of your queens ?
7. Do you practice stimulative feeding in the spring ?
8. Where so much increase is not desired, would it be
safe to unite a swarm with a colony which had cast a swarm
6.

some time previously

?

York's Honey Almanac is a neat little 32-page pamphespecially gotten up with a view to create a demand for
honey among should-be consmners. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices
sample for
a stamp 25 copies for 40 cents SO for 60 cents 100 for
$1.00; 250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00. For 25 cents extra we'
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
let

:

;

A

;

;

The Omaha Convention Report ran through 14 numbers of the Bee Journal, beginning with the first number in
October, 1898. Now we have on hand quite a number of
complete sets of that report, which we will mail for just 10
cents each. That is, 14 copies of the American Bee Journal
for only a dime. There are doubtless a good many of our

new

readers

who

will be glad to g-et that fine report.

In such a case would the bees have

to be scented?

Subscribek.

Answers. — 1. Principally on account

of convenience, I
prefer to have no cover except the flat board cover of
the hive.
2. Such an arrangement would hardly suit you so well
as the one in common use. In that the super is made deep
enough so that the tops of the sections come within '4-inch
of the top of the super. Less propolis is deposited in a '4inch space than in otie through which a bee cannot pa»s.

is

Langstroth on the Honey = Bee, revised by the Dadants,
and thoroughly complete work on

a standard, reliable

It contains 520 pages, and is bound elegantly.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that

bee-culture.

arise about bees.

Bee Journal

We

for a year

mail

— both

it

for SI. 25, or club

for onlv $2.00.

it

with the
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"Good Things From Other Journals

reacht beyond which further discussion will not yield a

He

profit.

saj'S

:

I have ever written anything- giving' the impression
believed any one who ivis/il should be allowed to writ^
7vhat he wisht, and /wzi.' he wisht, and that it then became
the duty of the editor to publish it, and to allow discussions

"If

that

I

—

run on and on, and to wander where they may if
ever g-iven such an impression, I wish to correct it."
to

I

have

But he believes in giving every one a fair show, and
allowing a discussion to go on, even if it does make the fur
^y, "so long as the original subject is kept in vieiv, and personality and abuse do not take the place of argument, and
each round brings out new facts and views."

An Interesting Plan for Conventions was followed at
the Brantford, Ont., convention, reported in the Canadian
Bee Journal. "The members spoke in consecutive order,
and not otherwise unless to ask a question. When all had
spoken, or declined to speak, a few minutes were allowed for
general discussions. The first question began with the

gentleman in the circle, the next with the second gentleman, and so on all around the circle." So good a plan
might well be imported into the lands lying south of
Canada.
first

Amalgamation.— The Editor

of Gleanings thinks that
time for a " wedding " to take place between the
National and the "United States Union" (will he please take
note that the latter is not a Union but an Association ?).
seeing that two of the main props of the National refuse to
take office again, and that the Manager accepts his office
for the last time. It is quite probable that a " wedding "

now

201
"

is

a

new

de-

partment in the Bee-Keepers' Review, to be selected by Dr.
A. B. Mason. In this department he selects the items especially to be commended, commenting upon them, and in
some cases emphasizing them by giving some of his own
experience. In the March Review he makes his introductory
bow, and gives place to two items from the American Bee
Journal, and one from Gleanings. The first item is that
given by Mr. Doolittle on the advantages of using frames
of regular size for nuclei the second by the same man is
the plan of preventing the robbing of nuclei (if the reader
is not thoroly familiar with it he should at once turn back
to page 2 of this journal)
and the third relates, to the resources of Cuba as related by Mr. Sonierford, and it inakes
the Doctor's head swim to think what big money may be
made there by enterprising Yankees.
;

;

Brasilianische Biexenpki.ege is the name of a
monthly bee-journal started in Brazil about a year ago. It
is printed in the German language, and edited by Emil
Schenk, Curityba. State of Parana, Brazil, South America.
Its editor requests us to mention his paper in our columns.
While doing this, we might add that it is printed monthly,
contains 24 pages, at fl.25 a year, illustrating- mostl)' the
Brazilian method of bee-keeping, their different kinds of
common and stingless bees, and other things of interest.
The principal contributor on our American system of beekeeping appears to be L. Kreutzinger, 2872 N. Hermitage
Ave., of this cit)% who is also authorized, as seen from the
pages of said journal, to receive subscriptions for that
paper from the German-speaking bee-keepers of this country.

is the

will be

announced before

verj- long.

A New Word—" Alright"— has
by one or two bee-papers on

been persistently used

this side,

and now

its

appear-

Mr. F.

B. Mii.i.S, of Rose Hill, N. Y., is an enterprisingThe 10-cent due bill that he furnishes to all
who write him for a catalog, is proving a verj' liberal offer,
and our readers need have no fears that they will be unBetter send at once for catalog and get a
fairly dealt with.
due bill, which will help pay for your season's seeds. The
object in making this liberal otfer is to induce those not
acquainted with Mr. Mills to try his seeds for this season.
Mr. Mills feels confident that one season's trial will make a
permanent customer.
Please.. mention the Bee Journal
when writing to Mr. Mills or any other of our advertisers.

seedsman.

ance in Bee-Chat, an English bee-paper, raises the question
whether it is the beginning of another spelling reform, or
whether it isja word for which there is some present or past

of

authority.

in reference to

# • » *

The Inland Printer,
newspaper

of Chicago, in its department

had this to say in
the American Bee Journal

criticism,

"A careful

its

March

issue,

:

inspection of the Journal reveals no flaws
A most careful attention

in its typographical appearance.
to every detail is evident."

Coming as this testimonial does, from the leadingprinter's journal of the United States, we appreciate it verj'
highly, and will strive to merit the good opinion exprest.
#

What to Eat — the

The Leahy Mfg.

Co.'s catalog for 1899 has come to
hand. It quotes prices on a full line of bee-supplies. Their
advertisement will be found regularlv in the Bee Journal.

Editor Hutchinson has gotten up a very nice 20-page
advertising pamphlet describing- and illustrating " Some
Characteristics of the Bee-Keepers" Review." A copy lies
on our desk, and will be appreciated for its artistic beauty.

Mr. W. a. Pryai,,
March 16, said

of

^Alameda

Co., Calif., writing

us

:

" We have just had two days heavy rains in northern
and central California, and prospects of more. Good crops
are assured. The storm may have reacht the south. The
rain is worth millions to us."

appetizing name of a monthly magazine publisht in Minneapolis devoted a whole page of its
March issue to "Honey as Food." copying, upon our suggestion, several pages from " York's Honey Almanac." We
wish that more magazines would thus publish the truth
about honey. It"^ a good thing to keep going. Every beekeeper should get his local newspaper to make extracts
from our almanac. It will help their readers, as well as
those who have honey to dispose of.
* * * *

Pres. WhiTCOMb. of the United States Bee-Keepers'
Association, is called " The king-bee man of Nebraska."
At least that is what the Herald, of Chester, Nebr., called
him, when giving over a column of an address he delivered
on " The Organization of the Himey-Bee and the Relation
of Insects to Flowei-s." We shall expect to hear somethingof the eloquence of "King-Bee Whitcorab " at the Philadelphia convention, next September. He'd better la3' in a
good supply before starting.

* *

Mr. Thomas G. Newman,
writing us March 20, said

# #

of

San Francisco,

Calif.,

:

" All here are tickled that 'the drouth is now broken.
State is drencht, but in. the southern part it is
said to be too late to give crops. I hope not. This is a
peculiar countrj', and ever^-thing depends upon rain at the
right time, else all is lost."

The whole

—

Cincinnati,

* #

MuTh, son of the late Chas. F. Muth, of
Ohio, died March 4th. The son had just ar-

Mr. Aug.

J.

'

to continue his father's bee-supph' and seed business, but was called away. This leaves the business for
sale, as will be noticed bj- an advertisement on another
think it would be a fine opening for some young
page.
man with capital and enterprise.

ranged

We

—

:
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Keepers' Review, says this is an unwarranted.assumption.
For several years he had three sizes of hives 8-frame, 10frame and 11-frame and he still uses 8's and lO's, and he i&
syre that the most populous colonies are not always found
in the larger hives.
Large-hive men want a hive large

—

—

to fully accommodate the most prolific queen at any
time, while he wants a hive large enough to accommodate
the a%'erage queen. If there is more room in the broodchamber than the queen will occupy, white honey goes in
there that should have gone into the super.

enough

Old Foundation is Still Good, according- to G. M. Dooin Gleaninys.
Feb. 15 he was putting- foundation
about a year old in sections, and foundation purchast in
1896 in brood-frames.
little,

A Handy Way to Carry Bees, according- to the editor
of the Bee-Keepers" Review, is to pick up the hive and carry
it on the shoulder.
This does not apply to hives with loosehanging: frames, and hardly to very large hives. It is especially appropriate for Heddon hives.
Taking Bees Out of the Cellar was discust at the Brantford convention, the prevailing opinion being that they
should be put out early in March or April some preferring
to take out all at once, others by installments. No uniformity of opinion as to whether they should be put on the old
stands. Canadian Bee Journal.

—

What Darkens Honey-Combs is a matter that has been
pretty thoroly discust in Gleanings. Aside from some cases
of darkening by pollen, J. E. Crane thinks the first brown
color given to the combs is from the cocoon. Dr. MiJler
thinks Cheshire is right in saying that the darkening is due
to the residua of the bowels of the larv;e being plastered
outside the exuvium, within the cell-wall. But he thinks
white sections in the super, if left on long enough, are darkened by dark material being carried up from below. Both
are agreed that the feet of the bees have nothing to do with
darkening.

;

—

—

Is Extra Prolificness Desirable?
To the argument that
users of small hives never really know how prolific their
queens would be if given room. Editor Hutchinson, in the
Bee-Keepers' Review, replies that there is no object in
having one queen lay so much the object being a big lot
of bees whether from SO or 100 queens.
;

Fruits in Wax.— Take the fruit a little bereaches maturity, being careful that it is in every
way without bruise or blemish, and retaining the stem.
Holding the fruit by the stem, dip it in melted beeswax that
is not too hot, and gently remove it.
It will have a thin
envelop of wax, and if put in a cool, airj' place, will keep
nicely for several months. Prak. Wegweiser.

The Curative Properties of Honey are strongly lauded
an item in Centralblatt. A lad had his knee badly injured by falling on a hard object, and the physician said it
was a serious matter of several weeks. In spite of the different remedies applied there seemed no diminution of the
pain and inflammation. The father then resorted to the use
of honey, wrapping well the injured part with it. Within
a quarter of an hour after the application the lad fell asleep,
peacefully sleeping several hours, and on awakening declared the pain was all gone. The remedy was continued,
and in 10 davs he was about as usual.
in

To Preserve

fore

it

—

Wax

—

from Old Combs with Solar Extractor. Editor
Hutchinson having said that when old combs are put in the
solar extractor, '2 or -, of the wax is lost, O. O. Poppleton
makes, in the Bee-Keepers' Review, the following report
Number of combs rendered, 32 amount of purified wax, 9
pounds amount of residue, 3 pounds, IS/2 ounces. He
thinks that not a third of the residue was wax.

—

Selling Sections by Weight and by the Piece. In reply to the proposition of J. E. Crane, that sections should
be sold by the piece and not by weight, R. A. Burnett, the

prominent honey commission merchant in Chicago, says
there are many difficulties and many things to be considered. He says the demand for 14-ounce sections comes from
those dealers who want to undersell their neighbors, and
yet eqxial or excel them in profit. He concludes by saying :
"We have thought very much on this question, and can
never get away from the conviction that the only fair and
accurate way is to buy and sell honey by weight." Bee-

—

Keepers' Review.

;

;

The riorton S-warming-Pole
in Gleanings,

is

figured and described

being the invention of the late Miles
Morton. A square pole slides inside a hollow pole, or long
box, 2 inches square and 12 feet long. It is an extension
it

a pull upon a rope sliding' the inside pole up, so that
be made to reach a swarm 30 feet high while the
operator stands on the ground. If the swarm is higher than
30 feet, the pole is still a help, for one need not climb so
hig-h with the pole as without it.
affair,
it

may

Honey-Flow was

Equalizing Colonies Before the

dis-

cust at the Brantford convention, some favoring, some opposing, according to the report in the Canadian Bee Journal,
The chairman, Jacob Alpaugh, said
" I have done some equalizing that was in times when
I believe j'ou can
I did not have as many bees as later on.
it is worse
do it to advantage, but you need to be careful
than spreading brood to take from one hive and give toanother. Go to your strong hive, take out a frame of hatching brood, take it to a weak colony and replace it for a
frame that is just full of eggs, and take that back to the
strong colony. You will find them both strong, afterwards,
and no loss of brood the same bees are there to cover the
same amount of frames."
:

;

;

—

;

Varieties in Nectar-Secretion.— F. Greiner gives some
interesting points in regard to this in the American BeeKeeper. Cherry-trees are valuable for honej' in Virginia,
and almost worthless in Western New York. Apple is better
for honey North and South. The great honey-plant, white
clover, in his locality yields only enough for brood-rearing
three years out of four. O. L. Hershiser exhibited at a convention some white honey ^yhich he felt sure was g^oldenrod, while golden-rod is almost universally considered amber.

Scolding Bees. —Rambler wants to know why it is that
are at work in the apiary, two or three bees will
follow and scold you when it might be a thousand as well.
says
He
if you knock the scolders down, in five minutes another two or three will take their places. Dr. Miller says
the rule with him is that when the two to six scolders are
batted down, peace prevails. Editor Root says he finds it
sometimes one way and sometimes the other, but he thinks

when you

it is

good practice

to

knock down the

scolders.

Do Large Hives Have Larger Colonies in Spring?
.question of fact enters into the large-small-hive discus.sion.
The advocates of larg-e hives say they will have a stronger
population in spring. \V. E. Hutchinson, editor of the Bee-

A

—

Is Swarming Contagious?
A good deal of testimony,
one time and another, seems to show that it is, and that the
excitement of a swarming colony may induce others to issue that would not at least have issued so soon. F. E.
Brown reports a case in which he had 18 swarms in the air
at one time, all settling in one bunch. One swarm after another settled on a slender cedar-tree 10 feet high, which accommodatingly bent to th$ ground. Then the bees were
put into hives and set on stands, many of them swarmingout again as fast as they were hived. This was kept up a
good part of the day. The middle of the afternoon the operators gave it up as a bad job and sat down to watch what
the bees would do. At 4 o'clock they arose in a body, but
instead of sailing off lit on another tree. The air was black
with the roaring mass, and bees in hives apparently quiet
left brood and honey and joined the saturnalia. As the day
waned the bees began going back to their hives, and when
account of stock was taken there were 18 new swarms. The
next day was a repetition, the 18 swarms being as frantic
as ever, and all that spring on heavy swarm days the bees
from new swarms would deserr, leaving brood and honey.
Gleanings,

—

Mar.
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In the mullitude of counsellors there

safety.— Prov.

m

is

11-14.

40 percent
rlic;p.niinto"'»98

Fences

BUY DIRECT

What About the "Golden" CombHoney Management?

"Mnnry

[These questions were sent out and answered
before the recent series of articles by Mr. Golden

were publisht.— Editor.]

Two and

methods?
2. Do you consider

— S.

discount?L?s

may

worthy of

YOU

fuller trial?

that remain of last

of

Fences, and Supers

up references.
Dr.

J.

P. H.

Brown— 1 and

make them move.

ktiow.

Last year's fences,
though not perfect, can be used by
those who prefer cheapness to perfeccleats

are

U-inch wide,

where we now make them
to 2 inches thick, while

clo.ser

and 12

we now make

Slats are a

little

together in some cases than this

These changes are so slight as

year.
to

to 2 inches.

S-16

be scarcely appreciable in results.

There

is some stock at all of the addresses given below, which we offer,

while

'98
'98

it

lasts, as follows
fences, 60c per

:

'W

P

98

I

"

75c

6. SO

•98

S

"

70c

0.00

21-8

supers

2P or
4P or

Usual

$1.10 for 5;

f2.20 for 10

1.80 for 5;

3.60 for 10

1-8 hive,

5.00 for 5;

9.00 for 10

I-S hLve,

ti.OO

41-8

ADS2P or
'98 AD04Por
'98

SS.40 per 1000

100,

e.xtras for 10-frame

for

5:

11.00 for 10

Supers and Hives,

A FULL SUPPLY OF THE
LATEST GOODS
CAN ALSO BE HAD OP

Tli6ft.l.RootGonipanu
MEDINA, OHIO.
118 Michigan St., Chicago, 111.
1024 Mississippi St., St. Paul, Minn.
1635 W. Genesee St., Sj'racuse, N.Y.
10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mechanic

Falls,

Maine.

High Hill, Missouri.

—

never tried them.

them 13

JOHN NEBEL & SON,

all

our

CATALOG BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
An
*TW PARP
nut. Instructions to Betrinners. &c., free.

—

A. F. Brown 1. No, not entirely. 2.
In a measure.
Mrs. L. Harrison No time to look

clean out from

iAiiiVf%!liiA"4^Ai"'vii'''"'*''''"'i''*™'"«!"'Tii''<

I

be.

packt with' them, we offer them while
they last at a sufficient reduction to

The

siyles

—

It

tion.

s..tiu'

'

it

—

.stock

three sent.

with us and save nmney. Rend for
new illustrated eatal<.t,'ue— FREE. All
Comprices marked in [.lain Htnires.
plete lino f harness 9t.f;;i and upward.
EDWARD V.'. WALKER CARRIAGE CO.,
60 Elichth Bt. (•oMhen. Indiana.

—

year's

a

ne''3

D.

E. S. Lovesy 1 and 2. Yes.
D. W. Heise 1 and 2. I don't know.
Rev. M. Mahin 1. I would not. 2.

1898 fences

branches

We

"lieceired
C, B. MaaUllai; Milo,Kana., writes:
No.'oSS Coi'ibntation Spring Wa-jon in J?!M ehaj^a.
CoJi^idir I mad $25.00hi/(i€aUng u-ith you."
arc NOT too far away to do bust-

Query 89.— Referring to Mr. Golden's conibhonev articles, on pag'es 481 and 883 1896 and
Mr. Hartzell's on paffe 742 (18971, I would ask
you to state briefly
1. Would you adopt it in preference to older

10 percent

IN

inoufy earned."

asiowas$37,eO

,

to

is

Best Spring Wagon Made*

-AND-

ORDER

s.ivcii

inaNeii .'luui'lete line nf Suiries. Phoei;iii,'^'ie>. Spring' Wagons andltuail
\\'aL'>iiis. uii'l sell them to you direct at

toris.

2.

can't

I

I

adopted

it.

C.
2.

I

have

Miller— 1. I have
I have not tried it.

Emerson T. Abbott — M}* advice
let

know

is.

too little

answer these

to

questions.
J.

A. Green— 1 and

2.

The method

looks plausible to me, and I consider it
worthy of a trial.
S. T. Pettit— 1. I never read it in
full, so I am not in a position to judge.
2. I don't know.
R. L. Taylor— 1. No. 2. I see noth-

ing to recommend in it. Mr. Golden
practically acknowledges it a failure
on page 742 (1897).
Jas. A. Stone 1. The methods re-

—

ferred to looks reasonable, tho I cannot speak of them from experience. 2.
I don't like to recommend what I have
not tried.

—

1. I would stick to
C. H. Dibbern
such methods as have been most successful with me until experiments with
other methods have convinced me that
they are better. 2. Yes.
P. H. Elwood— 1. Not yet; not having- tried it I am not qualified to say
much about it. 2. I have not tried it
because I thought a fine quality of
comb honey could not be produced by
that method.
G. M. Doolittle— Nearly all have
methods of their own which they consider just a little better than those
adopted by others. Golden's methods
are good, but mine are just a little bet-

ter.

Do you see ?"
C. Aikin— 1. No.

fruit

treet!.2ft

SENT FREE»

HILL,
p.
3DSt

irecfafi'sl

Dundee, IIL

Please mention the Bee Journal.

ing.

—I

i.'^ielioice

Ornuinentul A Fruit

not

the other fellow do the experiment-

O. O. Poppleton
about comb honey

arieties, .*ir».
varieties, ijio.

iTrees. I'atalok'ue and luin-H of 6(^
trreat. bartratn lots
I'Oeal A^entu \\ unfed..
tLsP" <iood

saj-.

—

C.

EVERGREENS
100, tJ to H in. *l; Vi to is In. *a.i»0^
100. -iW, :flOprei»ild. lOO, -1 lot* ft.

have

really don't

E. France I cannot say, as
not your references at hand.
Dr.

I

'

M. Hambaugh — 1.

J.

2.

"

R.
2. Probably in
a limited way. Let Messrs. Golden and
Hartzell get
in their 1898 reports.

The Midland Farmer
^SEMI-MONTHLY).
The representative modern Farm Paper of theCentral and Southern Mississippi Valley. Pagedepartments to every branch of Farming' audi
Stock-RaisinfT. piaiii and Practical— Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neig-hbors (for
free samples), and we will enter your name'for 1
year, ilf you have not received your money'sworth at end of year, we will, upon request, continue the paper to yon free of cost another year).

W, M. BARNUM,

Publisher,

Wainwrij^'ht Iluildinsr.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
"Dtf
JMease mention the Bee Journal.

THIS

IS

THE NEW

RUMELY

^ STRAW BURNING
TRACTIO
ENCIN
*

Specially constructed boiler, presentinp largest heatingsurface.
One of remarkablyIt Is a quick steamer.
high power and efficiency, requiring the minimum
amount of steam. Five-foot drive-wheels wita 16-lnch
face. An efflcieut spark arrester preventa all danger

The u^ual Rumely high flnistu We mak&
fire.
porfuMe and station-'
ary engines; the famuus *'>ew fiumely Thesher,**
UorBe Powers and Suw Mills. All ore fully described
in our Illusti-ated Catalogue— FREE.
from

also other traction engliu'S.

M.

RUMELY

00., La Porfe, Indiana.
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Mr. Golden gets past the

Foundation

E.

method

Working Wax.
INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

1

sell

the

full line of

G.

at lowest prices and
ship promptlj-.

Send me your name for 1899 catalog- and
whether .vou are a large or small
consumer or dealer.

prices,

to upset a well-tried system for something- new. 2. While I
have lost time and some monej' in

mig-htj' slow

at the

trials,
that line.

I

am

writing.

VAN DEUSEN,

Sole Manufacturer,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

U^l^J^r:^

Bees— If you want the

best

honey-gatherers vou ever saw— trv mv Albinos.
Untested Queens' in April, $1.00; Tested. il.50.
9A26t
J. D. GIVENS. Lisbon, Tex.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing,

MAKE
HENS PAY!
H

want to ktiow hew others lio this, send
our Cntalopup and FouUry tJiilde. It leMs
about the poultry busineas and about the

yoii

fr.r

all

CYPHERS INCUBATOR

whiih rmt".idn.-sall the pond p<iitits ot other
machiDt-sand thffaulls.it m.ue. Si'nt frelelit
paid loevery buyer. Catalugn-' lOi-. ("'ircuiarsfree.

Thp ''vnH"-'* Infh.Co. Box SO. Wavland. N.V.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Y^dli-fi-kf-ri
Jo
^i^cllllUriU<l
or Resources.

?
i

;>eiiii

along

vou care to know of its
Fruits. Flowers, Climate
for a sample cop.v. of CaliIf

Paper—
Pacific Rural Press,

leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,
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copy

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cal.
Street,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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TRIST THE
them our
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uiid Hend
No man should buy an incubatur
trial.
and pay for it before giving it H liial. You
Vpay liotaci'lit for ours until yon iiave
1

a thorough trial.

It's

J

^iven

I

that nobody can fall with

il

•liin run

it

with

5

made

so

It. Achihl
minutes attention daily. It

bent all otheisat World's Fair, NashTlllf and Omaha KxposltlonH. The best eatalocue and
treatise on Incubation published, sent for & ets. Flans for
Bro«dcrs. Poultry Houses, etc., sent upon receipt of

VonCuliD Incubator

Co.

5 AdaiDS St.

3&

Delaware

ft".
City, Del-

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

The
will

"IVIedder Lot'

Bonn he needed to "tiirn liitii." How jire
Weniiiliea Iruslni-ss cf kcoplML' "Ihe

fences;

lh<c.ld

mure" and other jstock wlwri' tln-y IuMoiil,'.
PAOE nOVK.N WIRE FENC'K CO., ADItlAN, .1II< II.
Please mention Bee Jonrnal -when "writing-,

Please mention Bee Journal

when writing Advertisers.

We

For Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

are ready

now

for the season of 1S'J'> with an immense stock of
the latest and best in our line. Send for our
1S99 catalog' and discounts for early orders.

Address,

JOSEPH NYSEWANDER,
DES MOINES. IOWA.

lOASt

Please mention Bee Journal -^vhen -writing.

BY STEAM-*!"'

ibe
eimple, perk-ct. 9ell-rft;iilatiag

(

Til

Low

^^^^M^mA
Carbolic Acid Instead of Smoke.
notice some mention of using carbohc

to 1:^2

II.

K.

8TAH1.,

«th St,.Oiilnry.

Ill

Please mention the Bee Journal.

EGGS FOR SITTING ^^er"
Plymouth Rock,

I

acid in place of smoke. Now it seems to me
that beekeepers have enough to contend
with without adding carbohc acid to the
list, as everybody knows it is very poisonous. Suppose in handling the acid some of
it is spilt on the face of section honey.
Would it be safe to eat ? And if it becomes
generally known, will it not be a hindrance
I think it will in this
to the sale of honey

INci'SilOB

jusands id successful i,[-<r8iuni
St priced Isl-cla^'s batcier njude

Ot:0.

114
44A26t

l,^

Egffs for

Sl.fiO.

Comb Black Bantum Eggs,
No other varieties kept.
S2.00.
bein^ men of good
keepers
Italian-bee

IS for

Superior Rose

taste

and sound judgment should beep the best and
most profitable kinds of Poultry. Only fresU
e^ffs used. .carefully paclct and sent by express.
Safe doliverv g-uaranteed.
D. S. HeFFRON,

Washington Heights.

i3--^tf

III.

'.

market.
There are a good many bees kept in this
county, but very few in frame hives. I
have 18 colonies in S-frame dovetail hives,
part Italians and part blacks.
I ordered one dozen queens last spring.
and introduced seven in one apiary without
a single loss; five in another apiary with
the loss of two.
My IS colonies are wintering well on the
summer stands, with the exception of some
of them being Hght in stores; but I have
frames of sealed honey to give them the
J. R. Adex.
first warm day.
Henry Co.. Tenn., Feb. 18.

All Right, Let

The
iple

HEADQUARTERS
IN THE WEST

L" e^®^^^

Tfornia's Favorite

The

has made us

EXCELSIOR

Honev.
Being the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

-want the gentlest

liberal

immense trade that

that's the secret of our

^to^^gy/^Sa^^^^-ad;^^^^

Has no Sag in Brood-Frames.
Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus

ALBINO QUEENS

And

J

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION

J. A.

still

THE

IS

BEST GOODS AT FAIR PRICES.

HATCH CHICKENS

Augusta, Wis.
when

express-

an opinion as to the practicability
of any new or so-called new arrang-ement iti honey-producing-, I would be

making

Beeswa.\ always wanted for cash or trade
highest price. Address,

Please msntion Bee Journal

make the tests.
W. Demaree — 1. Without

ing-

SUPPLIES.

VERY BEST

GUS DITTMER,

is

30, 1899.

The Best Bargain

;

faith

Hives, Sections,

Pond— 1 and

2. Mr. Golden's
not mine. To my mind it
presents no features that are of especial value. Tests may prove it of g-reat
vaUie let those who have time and

J.

Wholesale and Retail.

and a

first

flush of enthusiasm to where he can
see clearly, he will modify some. I
catinot here tell why.

Mar.

Young America Invent

Mr. Editor-. — It seems to me that you
are very wrong in what you say in your
"Inventive Beginners,"
editorial headed
on page 24. You credit the trash in the
way of poor hives which have been tried
and cast aside to litr-keepera, and especially
to young bee-keepers, when the real fact is
the hives of the Patent Office can
mostly be traced to men who never handled
bees but were good carpenters and cabinetmakers men well used to handling tools
but not conversant as to the wants of bees.
As witness, the hives were mostly built
with drawers like a bureau, or were like a
kitchen-safe. These hives workt very well
for one or two seasons, but the bees glued
up the drawers and the hives became worthless to the apiarist.
But there is plenty of room for improvement in the hives now in use in this country, tho our supply dealers are making a
very fair hive. You see there is a lot of
new bee keepers coming on every year, and
there will always be a good demand for the
factory-made hive. But don't you try to
stop the inventive genius of Young America in the making of hives, to please any
gentleman of the Old World. If our Langstroth had confined himself to the systems
of our masters we should have been very
far behind today in the matter of hives, as
well as in every other branch of apicultural

that

—

knowledge.

Our

Millers,

Dadants. Doo-

Aikins. Aspinwalls. Taylors, and an
array of others, ouaht to have sat down
waited
for the masters cf the Old
and
lictles.

with our new patent

KEROSENE SPRAYERS
simple Indeed.
Keroseue Emalalon made while pnmping. V2 varieties sprayers. Bordeaux and Ver»
morel Nozzles, the World''* Rest,
le

THE DEMINQ

CO. Salem, 0.
Western Agents, lleoDiouA HubChicago. Catalog, formulas free

.,
**

,

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

TWO WAGONS AT ONE

PRICE.

a matter of great convenience and a savlabor for a farmer to have a low, handy
wacrou. They save more than half the labor of
loading- in haulin<;r manure, hay, g-rain, cornIt is
ing- of

The man who alfodder, wood, stones, etc.
ready has a wagon may have one of these low
handy wag-ons at the small
additional cost for a set of
wheels. These Electric Steel
Wheels, with either direct or
slag-g-er spokes, with broadfaced tire, are made to fit any
Yon can convert your
wag-on to a low, handy
wag-on in a few moments. You
thus virtually have two waggWrite to
ons at one price.
the Electric Wheel Co., Box
16, Quincy, Illinois, for their
catalofTue, which fuUv explains about these and
axle.
t>ld

their Electric

Cookers,

THE

A.

Handy Wagons,

Electric

Feed

etc.

I,

%^tr-

ROOT GO'S GOODS

Including- their discounts for goods wanted for
use another season. It will pay you to send me
St of "'oods

wanted.

M. H.

Cash

for

Beeswax.

HUNT, Bell Bkanch,

Mich.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MoNETTE
Device

is

catching-

Queen-Clippioga fine thing for use in
and clipping Queens'

We

mail it for 25 cents;
as a preor will send it
mium for sending us
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at Sl.tX); or forSl.lOwe will

wings.

FREE
ONE NEW

mail the Bee Journal one year
Address,

and the Clipping Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,
118

Michigan

St.,

.

Chicago, IIU

!
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World

to get through with the straw-skep
and the toy hive!
We are very far still from perfection in
the matter of bee-hives, and I hope some

young

apiarist will yet

come

=iiiwiiwnii^

Satisfaction
Guaranteed
you
We

both as Ik quality of
feel so certain of our ahilitv tn satisfy
prii-e that we do rint lifsitate to ship for inspection, guaranteeing satisfat-tion. We are turllier justifleii in this position by our 2d
years of experience. Could anything be more fair!

poods and

to the front

with the very hive we are all looking for.
Our varying climate and ever-changing
seasons make it hard to get up a hive to
suit the whole country, but let the young

and enthusiastic bee-keepers keep on trying.
Don't stop them to please any man
from across the seas. I know that we owe
a good deal to them — to Cowan, Cheshire,
Huber, Dzierzon. Swammerdam, Mehring,
Bertrand, Hruschka. and others, but not in
the way of hives. So let Young America
have th? tcols and let him use them, please.
W.m. Eagertt.
Republic Co., Kan.

Season of 1898, Tall Sections, Etc.

We

did not have an extra season last
year, but did tolerably well.
I got 2.500
pounds of honey from 48 colonies, and the
increase of colonies a little more than covered the loss. The season was very wet and
bees could not do much, but late in the season we got some real nice honey from
golden-rod and wild-aster, and the bees
filled their brcod-chamber so that we did
not feed any for winter stores.
Most t f the honey we got in the early
season vas mixt with honey-dew, and was
not very n ce. I sold most of my honey for

none for less than 10 cents. The
13J.2
honey that was put in the plain sections
with fences was real nice, particularly the
tall sections. .S'sXoxU.,'.
I like them better
than snytbing I have used for some time,
ani expect to use nothing else but plain
se-tious with fences during the coming
cents,

We nre the largest niunufacturers
of TehU'U-iiiund liunieHs In the %vorldy

to
,^

fco<

X'

;

—

Rockbridge

Va.

Co..

P.

I.

Huffman.

T\
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1

you by this or other nieaiis hence we
you direct from our factory at
;

6^ll

_.,^

T

We

wholesale prices.

...lit,

are not iobbera

TIN

IN

ALFALFA

Prices

HONEY.

for

is a splendid
honey, and nearly
everybody who cares to eat honey at
i

can't g-et euouo-h of the Alfalfa
extracted.
all

Page

Honey.

sample b^- mail, 8 cents, to pay
package and postage. By freight
—one 60~pound can, 8 cents a pound;
twoocans, 7X cents per pound; four
or more cans, T^acents per pound.
Cash must accompany each order.
We guarantee purity.

i.s

Honey

fWBCORUE: \%\ VOiei*:

otflltalta

A

the famous White Extracg'athered in the ^reat Alfalfa reg-ions of the Central West. It

This

ted

Mic1iis;an St. Chicago,

A: 4'0.. Il<^

Lyon
b
NEW LONDON,

111.

Mfg. Co.
WIS.,

Operates two Sawmills that cut, annuall_v, eight million feet of lumber, thus se»
curing' the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

Bec/^Keepers' Supplieso^

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee«Hives, Sections, t&c, that there
is in the State.
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absolutely accurate.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used,;and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factorv equipt with best machinerv, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this tirm to furnish the

Send

Carloads r~ *<i®

ofBee-

An Old Lady's Bee-Experienee.
I

^

Extracted Honey For Sale.
60-POUND
CANS.

was quite amused when I read, on pages
and 9.5, Mr. M. Fouts' article condemning
the Danz. hive, tall sections, and the Golden
method. I beg leave to differ from Mr. F.
in regard to the Danz. hive and tall sec-

but I
a little more difficult to manipulate, but I
consider the extra surplus we get more than
balances the extra trouble and the tall sections well, tbey just can't be beat. I have
no trouble to get bees to work in them; in
fact, when fences are used, I believe they
will occupy them sooner than they will
with the old-time scallopt sections: and. besides, they look so nice, are better filial,
and bring a better price; at least that has
been my experience.
As regards the Golden method. I have not
tried it, but I expect to do so during the
coming season, it I live, and I will then tell
after the season is over how I like it. I
shall not condemn it until Dr. Miller and
Mr. Doolittle say it is no good.

r-

SEND FOR l.^RBE FREE ILLISTKATEH CATAI^OCrF..
Elkhart Carriasre and Harness Mfg. Co., W. B. Pratt, Sec'y, Elkhart, Indiana.

I

have but one of the Danz. hives,
like it very much; it is true they are

''^

VIE HAVE INO AGENTS.
We have DO desire to increase the cost

94

I

~

»elllu{; to the cou»iuiuer exclusively.

season.

tions.

235

itp

read an article in Green's Fruit-Grower

on how

to unite weak colonies.
It was to
a small hole in a paper and put on
one hive, and set the other on top and close
the entrances of the top one and the bees
would go down a few at a time. But it
would not work for me. In an hour's time
there were lots of dead bees on the paper.
I had smasht both and taken out the empty
frames of both, and caged the one by the
side of the other one. bottom-board and all.
So when I found that plan would not work.
I set it off on the bottom-board, then uncovered both and puft some smoke on both.
Each one had four full frames or combs, so'
I lifted the four out of the one I had on top
end put them in the other hive, bees and
all, so that made eight full frames.
Then I
puft some smoke on them and put on the
canvas and cover and left them. I did not

make

any more dead bees.
Each one for a couple of days stayed on

see
its

own

in the

frames, then they got together
middle and seemed to do all right. It

was the
October,

last of
I

don't

September or the

first

remember which, when

of
I

examined them, and they were all right
and seemed to be strong. When I last saw
one on the porch

I

tbougbt that that one

Sections.

Shipping=Cases,
Comb Foundation

3;J^^^^i^^JfiS==^
wantthe nameaud address of every bee-keeijer
dealers
as well as consumers. We have Dry Kiln, Improved Machiniu America.
ery, 40 000 feet of floor space, and all modern appliances. We make prompt shipment. Write
INTER=STATE MFG. CO.. Huclson. St. Croix Co.. Wis.
for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

r^~^'.J^*-£^-^^,,,^i

and EVERYTHING used

in the bee-industry.

We supply

Listen

!

We

Take my

B66-SllDDll6S Ot

fldvlco

flllOllSt

FINE FOUNDATION AND TONS OF

AND BUY YOUR

Weiss

IT.

WORKING

Wax

I defy competition in
into Foundation for Cash or Trade a Specialty.
Foundation, flillions of Sections— Polisht on both Sides.
S.\TisFACTiON GuAR.\NTKED On a full line of Supplies. Send for a CataWanted at 27 cents cash, or 28 cents in trade^
log and be your own judge.

Wax

delivered to me.

AUGUST WEISS,

Hortonville, Wis.

!
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might be dead, but it was not. I also united
two in that way for a friend that got two
colonies in the spring from me. but I have
not seen her since I have examined mine.

Doolittle's

Book Free
Every Bee-Kerper

have

»>lioiild

[QUEEN-REARING.
VOUciCERTAINLY will have it if you desire to
^now liow to have queens fertilized in upper
stories while the old queen is still layintr below;
bow you may safely introduce any queen at any
TJime of the year when bees can fly; all about
*he different' races of bees; all about shipping-

'etc.;Call

candy for queen-cag-es,
about forming nuclei, multiplying' or

queen-cag-es,

uniting- bees, or

weak

colonies, etc.; or, in fact,

everything about the queen-business which you
mav want to know. The price of the book is
$l.t»b, bein^ bound in cloth, g-old-lettered.

We want
New

i,ooo

Andjwe would

like to

1,

have our regular

subscribers help, us in this work. In
•order that all who nia_v want a copy of
Doolittle's "Scientific QuEEN-RkarING " may earn it very easily, and at
the same time aid in swelling- the Bee
Journal's list of subscribers, we wish
to make the following Liberal Offersonly to our present subscribers
:

flfFo« Un 1
Ullul Will i.

^'^
We
club

Sl.OO, or
mall the
"^^'^
^^^ book for $1.00,
it with the Bee Journal for
I

one year — both for

1

SI. Tit.

Send u« Three New Subscribers
nffnn Mn
Ullul rlU. L to the Bee Journal for the balyear, at 60 cents each, and n e
of
the
ance
will mail J-ou a copy of the book free as a
premium.
Or, send us two new subscribers
Wl). 0. to the Bee Journal for the balance of this year at 60 cents each, and 40
cents additional (raakinij $1.60 in all; and we
will mail you the book.

fUFnn \Tn

unci

Or, send us one new subscriber
A
Kl). 4. lor the Bee Journal for the balance of this year at 60 cents, and 65 cents additional (makins'$1.25 in alll, and we will
mail you the book.

nffnn ITn

UHGI

Now, the sooner the new natties are
sent in the more copies of the Bee Journal they will get for their 60 cents, and
if sent before April 1, each will be certain of getting the Bee Journal for nine
months, or about 40 copies.
Remember, that only our present
subscribers can take advantage of the
last three offers above.
Now,
help

everybody go to work, and
up the 1,000 new subscribers.

let

roll

Addre^-,

CEORGE W. VORK &
iiSMich.St.. Chicago,

III,

CO.

weak

rip them up in
the proper depth for the hive, then saw
them the right length, then nail them together. I do not spare nails where they
will do any good, so they are strong and
good. What isn't thick enough for bodies

buy dry-good boxes and

I

make

what

tops and bottom-boards, and
I

make frames

I had bought
boxes and sawed
them up, and made six bodies ready to
paint in one day. Don't you think it pretty
The
good for a woman in her 70th year
sawing and nailing was good exercise during that cold weather we have had. I have
made 26 bodies, tops forall. a lot of bottomboards, and a lot of frames to set the hives
on; and almost all are painted, and all the
pound boxes ready that I will need, and
other things ready, all this winter. So I
will not have anything that way to do
when I need them. I credit the bees for all
I sell from them, and charge them with all
I have on hand more than
I buy for them.
I will need all summer, except some more
of the foundation for the bodies. All I
have on hand, and all I have used, don't

the bodies.

I

¥1..50

ript

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

stb

Sweet Clever (melilot
AlsikeClover

for, if

the

half

way

to

what

I

made from them

Mrs. Sarah

last season.

Cumberland Co., N.

I.

Feb.

J.,

Griffith.

ST.

60c
70c
80c
60c
S5c

White Clover
Alfalfa Clover
Crimson Clover

GEORGE
lis

Michigan

W.

I

feel

as

if

I

would

like to

"speak

Bay State or Alley, and
They are mostly

Dr. Tinker's patBay State
make, 8 frames with closed ends.
In preparing for winter I put the hives in
rows running east and west, fronting to the
I
put down on the ground 2x4
south.
scantling, raising them an inch or two
higher. On these I put a board or two
running lengthwise; this constitutes the
platform on which the hives are to rest. I
commence at the east end of this platform,
storing away my bees for winter. I leave
a space between each hive, from 4 to 6
inches. After all are thus placed, I lift the
covers and pack with 2 inches of straw all

tern.

of the

if

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

VOnt PPDD

ted'^catlfo^g of "bcct,

oullu ritiijAdTesr''''"^*'^
Theodore Bender, Cautoii,Ohio.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

S-\tf

Let me send von my 64?
page Catalog for 1899.
.Jenkfns, ll'etumpfca, Aia.

DCC I^CCDCD?
DLL-NCCr LIIO
Af.

»J.

I

Please mention Bee Journal -when WTitin&

We don't

keep
=

Supplies

WE SELL THEM
we have to have GILT=EDQE
STOCK, aud make prices rig-ht.

In order to do this

Send us a

li's.t
of what you want for the comingseason, and let us make vou

SPECIAL PRICE.

Standard Lumber Co.
MANKATO. MINN.

lOAtf

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

GWe make

the

New

Hanipion GHatt-fiive
with fence and plain sections, aad"a
full line of

other

SUPPLIES.
A postal sent us with your name' for
a Cataloff will meet with the grreatest
surprise.

R. H.

SCHMIDT &

CO.,

Sheboygan, Wis.

SENT FREE
Our

A: A:

descriptive circular and price-list of

Bec/'Hives, Italian Bees
Address,
lA13t

in

soft
$4.00
5.75
5.00
4.00
3.50

YORK & CO.

Street,

Queens, Sections,

meeting," as I see others are giviug their
testimony on the line of out-door wintering
of bees. I have had but three years' experience in this direction, but they have
proven successful. The hives I use are the

.90

25m
$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.25
2.00

wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

Comb

Smokers, Honey-Knives,

Succcessful Wintering of Bees.

loft
$1,00
1.23
1.40
1.00

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

'.

come

Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or e-xpress, at the following' prices, cash with
the order:

to set the

hives on. I don't have them on benches,
The boxes
so I use the lumber up close.
are planed and grooved so a seam doesn't
hurt them. It thpre is a nail-hole, or anything, I putty it before I paint it. For one
box I paid 2.5 cents, and made what 1 would

have had to pay

30, 1899.

colonies

distance.

won't do for them.

Subscribers

all

that way.
I find the American Bee Journal a very
I
useful help to anyone that has bees.
would not like to be without it now. as I
know how helpful it has been already to
me. I have been in the bee-business three
years, bought one colony and took two on
shares a year; now I have 11 and sold 4. I
have lost one during this last cold spell.
I had it on the porch sheltered from the
north and west. I put it there because I
thought it would need attention. The 11
outside I examined yesterday, and they
seem to be in good condition, so I think
they will come out all right.
I have a
I like to work with the bees.
large box put over a part of the hive, and
box, a
between
the
hive
and
in
hay stuft
cover over it, and a good cushion in the top
part of the hive. Some with fodder around
all but the entrance, and tied over the top.
As I don't
All seemed to be doing well.
have the money to buy hives, I made all I
have used. I make them in the winter and
paint them, and have them ready when I
For the frames I get strips
need them.
sawed and planed ut the mill and nail them
myself. I space them by driving a small
nail in the edge of the frame near each end,
the first one on each side to go against the
hive, and on the other side for the next ono
logo against; and the same with the rest
on the one side, so they will stay the proper

I

Between Now and June

treat

will after this

I

SCIENTIFIC

•queens,

Mar.

Foundation, Bee- Veils,
etc.

K, A.

SEND FOR ONE.

SNELL,

Milledgevllle, Carroll Co.,

Please mention Bee

.rotirnal

when

Ills.

writing.

PLYMOUTH
P
T^r^ r^ O FROM BARRED
ROCKS
-Fine
Fine Plumaged
J_J Vj Uf )J T horobred —
Fowls - Farm Raised — $1.2S

MRS. L C. AXTELL.

for 15.

ROSEVILLE,

llAt

Please riiention Bee Journal

when

ILL.

writing.

CYPRESS BEST
BEE=HIVESwo™
Complete

line of Bee-Keepers' Supplies— Right
prices Send for catalog.

—

Crossmau Manufacturing
10A4

Co.,

D.\LL.\S, TEX.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

U" Commerce

St.,

Mar.
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as well in the spring, if not better, than
those I wintered in the cellar. I think that
bees generally are wintering well in this
L. Allen.
locality.
Clark Co Wis,, March 4.

around the brood-chamber, and put 4 inches
of straw on top, and then put on the covers.
Then I pack straw in between each hive,
taking pains to pack it solid. Then I bank
the hives on the north side with straw 10 or

,

inches deep, putting some pieces of
boards or sticks to hold it down. X then
put about 4 or 6 inches of straw on top and
cover this with boards, leaving the front of
the hives exposed.
This winter, a part of the- time, the hives
were invisible; snow had drifted and completely hid them. March 3d I shoveled
away the snow, and as I cleared the snow
from the entrance there came the old
familiar bz-zeez; 20 colgnies thus responded
I thought that pretty good
all in the row.
for this frozen region, where the mercury
went down to 52 degrees below zero.
My bees have had two or three flights
during the winter. Thus I have wintered
my bees successfully out-doors for three
winters. I think they have come out fully
12

Texas.

— The Texas

ciatiou will hold

W.

Graham

State Bee-Keepers' Asso-

its 21st

annual convention at

Son's, Greenville, Te.xas, the
first Wednesday and Thursday in April, 1899.
All interested are invited. No hotel bills to paj'.
W. H. White, Sec.

R.

Utah.

— The

.t

Utah Bee-Keepers' Association

will hold its re^ruiar semi-annual convention
.\pril 8, at 10 o'clock a.m., in the city and county
full prog-ram in
buildiuf^, Salt Lake City.
the interest of the industry will be presented,
and all bee-keepers are cordially invited.
.\mon(? the subjects to be considered will be the
purchasings of supplies, the disposal of our products, and the best method for the protection of
the industry. It is desirable to have every
countj- represented, either personally or by
Questions are solicited.
letter.
Mill Creek, Utah.
J. B. F.iGG, Sec.

A

WELL MANU FACTURED ST OCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

OUR MOTTO:

=

Sections. SiilDDinQ-Gases and

Bee-Keepers' SuDDiies=
We make
The

a specialty'of making' the very best Sections on'the market.
part of Wisconsin i.s acknowledged bv all to be

BASSWOOD in'this

the best for making the;ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected,
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

young and

Marshfield flanufacturing Company,
Please mention Bee Journal

when

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

-writing

miCES OF
Biiigliain Perfect
-A-ITID

Smoke Engine (largest Binoker made)
Doctor

Conqueror
Jjarire

Plain
Little

Wonder

Btuve.
* ,2J-^-in. stove.
2-ln. stove.
(weistht 10 ounces) ... 2-in. atove.
3-in.

or Knife, look up

ICnil.-.

Doz. $13.00; each, by mail, $1.50

its

9.00;

Doz.
Doz.
Doz.

Doz.

Doz.
the new improvements. Before buying a
record and pedigree.

Bingham Smokers have

ton Uncappin^'-

4-in. stove.

3!^ in. stove. Doz.

Honey-Knife

BinKham & Hethering-

Bee-Smokers

H:01>TEY-K:3SriVES.

all

Smoker

FIFTEEN TEAKS FOR A DOLLAR; OXE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Ilave used the ronqueror
years. I was always pleased with Its
workings, but thinbina 1 would need a new one this summer. 1 write for a circul."i

lar.

do not think the -linch Smoke Engine loo large.
January 27, 1p97.
Truly.
W. U. Eagertt. Cuba. Kansas.
1

T. F. BINGHAITI, Farwell, Michigan.
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Year

There are indications that the demand for
SUPPLIES will be very larjre this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have large facilities for manufacturing all
kinds of

so well ?

B66-K66D6rS' SlIDDlIOS,

Because

1899

can Bee-Keepek

THe W.

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

has alwa.v^ g-iTen better

satis-

What more can anvbodv do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRiVlNESS,No SAQQINQ, No

any other.

in

Send name

for our Catalog,

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,

the best Veils, cotton or

We

seU

silk.

The following dealers^handle our Foundation
Lewis Co
E. Kretchmer
J. M. Jenkins
(i.

UXION CtlMBINATioN Saw—
i\

\^

-

—#=

^\

Co

Nebel

G.

W. Fassett
W. Bitteubender

J.
J.

R. H. Schmidt

&

:

Hifrh Hill, Mo.
Middlebury, Vt.
Kno.xville, iowa.

L. Gray
Pierce Seed and Produce Co
F. Fouleer & Sons

Co

St.
.

.

.

Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo, Colo.

Opden, Utah.
Shebovg-an, Wis.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
Langstroth on the Honev-Bee, Revi.sed.

edge-

beadins, etc.
Full line Foot

AND H A X D-

Power

Ma-

CHIVEKV. Send for Catalog A,
Snicni Falh IHfir. Cn.. 4(1 Wabr St.. Seneca Falls, S.Y.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Women

The

Classic in Bee-Culture-

price, $1.25, by mail.

Beeswax Wanted ^^^^^^^^^^
at all times.

chas. dadant & son,
Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

Please mention Bee Jotirnal -wlien "writing.

and

rien

Portland, Oregon.

Nvsewander

Inter-State Mfg-.

Ala.

St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Des Moines Iowa
Hudson, Wis.

Woodman

sawing,

boring,

mould
moulding,

-;<^

Wetumpka,

exclusively

& Son

J.

r

scroll
'=^^,

J.

C.

ripping,
cross - cutting.
miterint'. rabbeting, gruovi n M.
sraiuing,
f

"Watertown, Wis.
Red Oak, Iowa.

B.

Portland Seed Co
E. T. Abbott,
1,.

Young

satisfaction.

1.

T. Falconer MKj. Go.

/

it

ie"!

We guarantee

it sell

22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Copy of the Ameripages) free. Address

[20

does

faction than

will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

Catalog ready Feb.

Dadant's Foundation,

Why
Because

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made.

30, 1899.

22od

Order Early

And

Mar.

III.

=

pay you to fit yourselves for
good positions bv taking Shorthand
by Mail. Send $1.60 for Test Book
It will

or 3 cents for catalog
Eclectic Shortliaiiil College,

94

l>eai-l>oi-n Sli-«;ea.

f^ItlCAOO.

Headquarters of the Eclectic System.
Ple.i-^e nu-niiun the Bee Journal.
39Aly

—

M^\F YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

That covers the wHole Apicultural Field more
completely thau anv other publisht, send J1.25
J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

to Prof. A.

Bee-Keepers' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to

Trade.

tlie

I AEISE
To

send West for your SUPPLIES, when you can get them near home, in lesskeep
time, witli less freight to pay, and at as low prices, quality considered.
in stock several carloads of

Why

We

HIVES, SECTIONS,

Bee Journal

two

apiaries,

and

concluded

li.is

QUEENS

to sell

in their

season

during- I8W, at the following prices

Untested Queen ..$1.00
Untested Oueens.. 4.50
12 Untested~<2ueens S.OO
1 Tested Queen .... l.Si
3 Tested Queens ... 3..=*1
1 select tested queen 2.iM*
1

sell

L.I.,

from them

ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS.

that

DOOUTTLE...

COMB.FOUNDATION, SMOKERS,
We also have at Glen Cove,

in fact, nearly everything- a bee-keeper needs.

say to the readers of

the

Higginsville, Mo,
1730 S. 13th St., Omaha, Neb.
404 Broadway, E. St. Louis, til.

LEAH 1 JVlPG^ COk*
Eastern Bee=Keepers!

Supplies, address

Untested Queens, after April 10, 70 cts.; 3 for $1.80 Tested Queens, $1.25 each.
Colony of Italian Bees with a Tested Queen in a complete Hive, $7.50. Catalogs
free. "Fertile Eggs from heavy-laying White Wyandots, $1.00 per 13 $1.50 per 26.
;

;

I.

J.

STRINGHAM, 105 Park

Place,

New York,

N. Y.

6

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We

have the best equipt factory in the West.'" Capacity,,
one carload a day: and carry the larpest stock and greatest variety of everything needed in the apiary, assuring
BEST goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

"

Queens 4.(K)
Queen,
Select Tested

3

•'

previous season's reari'lg-,

S3;

Illustrated Catalogs, 72 pai;es, free.

Extra Selected,

We also

breeding, the very
best, $5.00. About a pound ot Bees in a 2-frame
e.xtra.
$2.00
Nucleus, with anv Queen,
Circular free, jrivinf full particulars regardAddress,
Ouei-ns.
ing each class of
f jr

G. M.
llA26t

Address,
E. KRETCHMER, RED
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino, Onondaga Co
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handled, excepting the occasional cleaning of the edges I
if they are handled rightly to start
with, this will not be necessary excepting once every few
years, for in practice I have failed to see that wide spacing,
up to a certain extent, does any harm, but while glue cannot be put on the end-bars so as to cause much inconvenience, here it is sometimes put on and around the ends of
the top-bars to such an extent that sometimes in old hives
with wood rabbets the ends of the top-bars have broken off'
before they would loosen. But with hives that have improved tin rabbets, I have never had any trouble in thi.s

have mentioned, and

Something About Handling Hoffman Frames.
BY

C.

DAVENPORT.

season a bee-keeper came from quite a distance to
LAST
was very busy at the time, and upon his
visit me.
I

departure I told him I was sorry that it was not so I
could have given him more time. In reply he said, in effect, that wliat lie had seen me do would be worth a good
many dollars to him, as the way I handled Hoffman frames
was a revelation to him. Altho sincere in what he said, he
of course exaggerated the matter, but as Hoffman frames
of late years have probably had a larger sale than all others
combined, I am going' to say something about handling
them, for many who have them consider it a difficult matter
to handle them rapidly.
I consider .self-spacing frames of some kind (if hives
have to be moved to and fro from out-yards) as the only
kind worthy of being considered, and even if hives are to
remain in one yard permanently, I think .self-spacing
frames far superior to loose-hanging ones.
I have tried a good man3- kinds of frames, and framespacers, and as I believe I have before said, I prefer the
Hoffman frames above all others, and I do not think there
is any locality where propolis or bee-glue can be much
worse, or more plentiful, than it is here. I prefer, tho, to
have both sides of the projections on the end-bars square
instead of having a V edge on one side, as this V edge
allows and causes much more glue to be put between these
end projections. It is claimed that with these V edges
there is much less danger of killing bees when the frames
are handled rapidly, but any one who has had many of
these frames in use for a few years in a locality where
propolis is plentiful, knows that in actual practice this is
not the case, for glue will be stuck on and around these V
edges until they are as wide and fully as apt to catch bees
as square edges are: and as for cleaning or keeping the
sides of these V edges free from glue, it is entirely impracticable in a large way, but both edges of these end projections must be occasionally cleaned of glue, or in time it
will cause them to space so wide that the frames alone will
hardly go in a hive, to say nothing about the divisionboard with a space back of it and the main advantage of
square edges is that they can be more easily and quickly
cleaned. In theory it would appear the other wa3-, but in
practice it is a hard matter to quickly and effectually clean
these V edges without danger of splitting- or removing some
of the wood. But so far as they, on account of having
more glue on them, make it harder to separate the frames,
this is a small matter, for no kind or quantity of glue can
be put on the end-bar projections that need materially affect the ease or rapidity with which the frames can be

respect.

The main reason of my success in easily and rapidly
Hoffman frames is due to a special tool which is
made from a piece of steel about 10 inches long, 1,'/ inches
wide, and about '4 of an inch thick. One end is spread out
a trifle and drawn down thin the other end has a piece on
each side cut oft' in order to bring it down so that it is only
handling-

;

Yucca Plant of Califoniia

— See page 21

1.

:

about '4 of an inch wide. The point is then bent at a right
angle H of an inch from the end. When one opens a hive
with this tool in hand it is an easy matter to remove any
frame propolis cannot stand before it.
For instance, if one of the center frames is to be removed, the wide end is inserted between it and the next
one, and the rest of the frames including the division-board
are shoved over en masse; while the hook on one end is

—
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sometimes very convenient for pulling out a division-board
or frame, if grlue has been allowed to accumulate on the
end-bars until there is not much vacant space left in the
hive. Its main advantage is that the tool can be hookt or
hung on the edge of the hive after the frames have been
loosened.
At the time the visitor

I mentioned was here, I was
swarms from some hives containing Hoffman frames, and some from hives with loose-hanging

making

artificial

frames. In each instance this necessitated removing all
the frames, shaking the bees off, and replacing the frames
in the hives from which they were removed. He timed me
on a number of hives, and said with Hoffman frames it
took me from !>< to 2 minutes, while with the loose-hanging
frames it took from 3 to 4 minutes. This difference was
owing mostly to the time it took to space the latter.
With me nails and staples have not proved verj' satisfactory as spacers still, there are many who prefer them
and object to frames that require the use of a tool to loosen
them, but here some kind of a tool is necessary anyway to
loosen covers and supers.
Shortly before a swarm is put into a hive containing
Hoffman frames, I drive a wedge that fits very tight between the division-board and the side of the hive at each
end opposite the end-bars. When this is done, if the frames
are made true, it spaces them accurately at the bottom, and
by turning the hive bottom side up the frames can be pulled
into exact position endwise and if the wedges are tight
enough they will remain so. When this is not done some
frames are liable to be a good deal out of position endwise,
and after the comb is built thej' will remain so, and be a
continual nuisance, for one end of the frame may be so
close to the end of the hive that it will be fastened there,
while brace-combs may be built at the other end. As combs
are something that, barring accident, will last nearly a lifetime, it pays well to take pains to secure straight combs in
frames that are held true in the hive.
;

;

Southern Minnesota.

Bee-Keepers' Mistakes in Colorado —Foul Brood.
BY " INSPECTOR."
neighbor S. had 3 colonies of bees. He called in
early spring at my house to get a few sections. Of
course we talkt bees, then I showed him my vat for
steaming hives and melting wax.
" I have a few old combs you may have for wax," he
" Send your boy down and get thtm."
said.

MY

When the lad returned I saw the evident signs of foul
brood, and dispatcht the boy with a note to my neighbor
warning him of the danger of letting the bees taste of the
honey in the hive from which these combs came. But my
caution was too late the bees had been allowed to clean up
the honey daubed on the hive, and the best combs had been
placed on the grass near by, so the bees could clean up the
honey. Several weeks later the inspector found a large colony foul in this yard.
Near the close of the honey-flow a lady desired her two
bee-hives examined. The first hive held a late swarm, but
tho light it seemed health}', while 8 or 10 foul-broody combs
lay under and against the hive. Ten feet distant stood the
parent colony, heavj' and populous, with 28 sections well
filled with honey, but with the center combs of the broodnest foul.
My German friend stopt me in the road " See here,
vou go right past my house. I want you to look at my bees."
" I will call Saturday."
"All right I'll be there sure," said he.
I came, found L,. anxious to learn all about the bees.
The first hive was clean, and the brood nice. I said, "Now
you see the eggs here, and also the young larva; so white,
^nd even the empty cells are clean, and shine, all ready for
the queen to drop in the eggs."
"And here is the queen, you see."
"Ah, sure but isn't she a fine one ?"
" In moving these combs I will cut out this honey built
fast to the side of the hive. Now can you get another
frame to put in ?"
" O yes, I have some frames of comb upstairs."
;

—

;

1

This was brought, and on examining found to be foul.
it to the window, and the shrunken cells were
pointed out, the cappings with the tooth-pick holes and the
dried, coffee-colored matter on lower side of the cells were

We
all

carried

explained.
" Well," said

my

friend, "

if

this is the disease, then
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that hive under the willow has it, for I put some of these
combs in that hive when I put the szfarm in."
" We'll go and see," said I. "You handle the frames
and I will use the smoker, while you see if you can find the
disease."
Lifting a frame from the center of the brood-nest, he
soon discovered the cells containing the foul and ropy mat" / inow what /but brood is," he said
" and now when
ter.
I understand how to treat the hive, I shall be able to avoid
such a state of things hereafter."
Several weeks afterward we met. and when I spoke of
the importance of bee-keepers becoming fully informed regarding the danger, he replied, " O you are" doing lots of
good I would not take $25 for what I learned of you."
One yard of about SO hives was found where a dozen
foul hives were emptied and spread over the ground, and
thousands of bees were crawling over them. The result of
this mistake was the ruin of one-half the bees, and no surplus for that year.
Another yard of 10 or 12 colonies were all diseased but
4.
The yard was cleaned, wax melted, and bees that were
saved did quite well but at the end of the season an old
hive was found back of the house in the brush it was dead
and foul, and when the cover was lifted several bees flew
;

;

;

;

out.

Larg-e Hives

and Small Hives

— Swarming-.

BY EDWIN BEVINS.
proceeding with the subject upon
BEFORE
tend to write, wish to say that I approach

which

I in-

with some
hesitancy because I presume Mr. Coverdale to be a
bee-keeper whose experience antedates mine, and covers
a far greater number of colonies than I have yet handled. I
will venture, however, to submit a few thoughts suggested
by his two articles giving an account of his experience with
10 colonies in 2-story hives, on pages 805 (1898) and 67(1889.)
What strikes me most forcibly is the seetning inadequacy
of his motive for njaking the experiment. I say seeming
inadequacy because it may be that Mr. Coverdale had motives not avowed, and, again, it may be that I have not a
The chief purpose
full comprehension of the one avowed.
of the experiment, if I gather it rightly, was to learn if the
I

it

colonies in the double-deckers would swarm as much as colonies in hives of one story. I think he manifests a little
surprise that they did so swarm, and then he goes on to
outline the condition of these colonies, and gives the conditions under which colonies in any hive, whether in large or
small single-story hives or double-deckers, may be expected
With brood-chambers full of brood and honey,
to swarm.
queen-cells present, weather propitious, and a honey-flow
on, what is there to look for but swarming, unless the beekeeper himself intervenes ?
It seems that Mr. Coverdale did put on supers at the
time the second stories were placed under, but the giving
of room above cannot be relied upon to prevent or even reWith honey
tard swarming under all circumstances.
enough in the hives to keep brood-rearing going on, and
the
fields
coming
in
from
to
start
work in the
not enough
supers, queen-cells may be started, and then it is my experipreparations
will
not be abandoned
ence that swarming
when the flow comes.
two-story
with
hives
is limited, but I
My experience
have thus far been unable to get much work done in supers
placed on top of them.
Contrary to the advice and practice of most bee-keepers,
The smallest size I use is
I use hives of six dift'erent sizes.
the 8-frame dovetailed, and I have a larger percent of
swarms from these than from anj' of the larger sizes. The
larger the hive the less swarms has been the rule with me.
(I will remark here in parenthesis that I do not find any
great disadvantage or inconvenience in the use of so many
different sizes of hives. My aim is to have enough for a little
apiary of each size, and so determine sooner or later which
is the best size for me, with reference to both the honey
and the wintering problems.)
With regard to swarming, I think the trouble with the
small hives is that queen-cells are started before they are
started in the larger hives that give more breeding-room for
the queen. After these cells are started, room above cuts
no figure. The bees will continue their swarming preparations even tho work should be begun in the supers.
In the larger hives queen-cells not being started so
soon, the honey-flow may come before any are started, then
work will be begun above, and perhaps no swarming prep-

;
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arations made. To me, the idea that the size of hive makes
no difference with the swarming is a mistaken one. I am
willing-, however, to say that at almost any stage of the
game, when honey is plenty in the blossoms, and weather
favorable, the conditions can be changed so as to bring
about swarming preparations. Let storage-room above be
withheld, and the brood-chamber become congested, and it
would not be surprising if some of the bees should get the
idea in their heads that they would like to start house-keeping in more roomy quarters.
One remark of Mr. Coverdale's enables me to understand why I lost one of the largest swarms I ever had or
saw. It issued from one of my biggest hives, and I reasoned
that if I should hive this big swarm in an 8-frame dovetailed
hive and put the super right on, I should get a big lot of
section honey right away. But the swarm left in a little
while after it was hived.
Mr. Coverdale has, it seems, made the discovery which
Mr. Hutchinson made years ago, viz.: That bees with
Did the behavior of
ro««A'' queens are not likely to swarm.
the bees from those SO queens he introduced without a loss
have anything to do with the discovery ? I will indulge the
hope that Mr. Coverdale will g^ive us the method of introduction in time to be of service the coming season.
Having occupied the stand longer perhaps than is becoming, I will retire and make room for some one possessing that "further knowledge," of which Mr Coverdale
speaks.
Decatur Co., Iowa.

The Yucca Plant of California.
BY W.

A. PRYAl..

THE

yucca is a rather odd plant it is also called Spanish
bayonet and Christ's candle-stick. It is quite common
in the waste places in Southern California, especially
Several varieties are to be found in
in the desert portions.
gardens where it can be protected from severe weather.
The flowers are numerous, drooping and pretty. I have
not observed it sufficiently to state whether it is much of a
honey-producing plant or not however, the bees work in;
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do a thing " to that comb, as the saying goes. When I
turned to take it up again he was wiping his bill on the
grass. He had one square meal on white, juicy bees. I
tried hard to forgive poor Jim
but when he shook his
short, downy tail and lookt up at me with a sort of sleepy
;

squint in his eye, as if to .say, "Much oTjliged I" I said
right out loud that I would break him of eating workcrbrood.
This was not difficult to do. As soon as his crop had
lost its prominence, I took a couple of imperfect combs, one
containing worker-brood almost ready to emerge from the
cells
the other larg-e, rounded drone-brood. A few mouthfulls out of the worker-comb did the work.
The difference
in size of cell, and the boiled-down taste of the occupants
of the smaller cells, soon had him fully in line.
Delicacies in the manner spoken of could not be furnisht at all times, and then more mature drones would be
substituted.
In a little while other chickens began to
" catch on," and large numbers of drones were caught at
the hive entrance, and upon returning to the hive after a
play in the open air. Standing within a few feet of the
hive, they would dash up to the entrance, seize a drone, and
then hie away to the currant-bushes with a worker-bee on
their soft, downy back. This makes the bees verj' bad about
stinging the newly-hatcht chicks so I endeavor to keep
these out of the apiary till they are several weeks old.
When a dozen or two of the chicks are in the yard looking for the bee-moths, the unwelcome visitors have to get
out of their hiding-places in the grass and go. Chickens
should not be allowed in the apiary during cold weather.
Their scrathing and picking around the entrances to the
hives disturbs the bees not a little. Then if the apiary be
protected from the wind, and the day clear, yet too cold for
bees to fly, chickens are very apt to jump on top of the
hives, thereliy causing many bees to leave the cluster and
peris'
Scioto Co., Ohio.
;

",

Spring-

Work
BY

;

F.

in the Apiary.
A.

SNELL.

and other supplies
not been secured or made up during winter, this
should be done now, and the hives, if procured in the
flat, should be put up and painted two coats.
I have found
pure white lead and oil to be the most satisfactory for this
purpose, and the color just what I want.
In putting the hive-bodies and brood-frames together,
one should see to it that they are put up square, as should
be the surplus-cases and honey-boxes. In fact, do all work
to the best of your ability.
The foundation starters or full sheets, as may be preferred, can be put into the brood-frames and honey-boxes if
one has a room warm enough at hand in which to do it. To
do this work properly, the temperature should be from 80 to
90 degrees, which softens the wax, making it pliable.
All hives and other things likely to be needed should be
in readiness before the surplus honey season arrives. The
supply should not be scrimpy, but enough for a good season.
In case the season iS only fair, and the supplies not all
needed at the time, the goods -vvill keep with very little loss
but if one is short, in the hight of the season, the loss so
incurred is often a serious one, and should be avoided,
which can only be done by a generous purchase of supplies
during spring or earlier. The honey-flow sometimes comes
with a rush, as those experienced well know. If one has to
send oft" for supplies, the honey-flow may be over before the
goods are received, and the apiarist be left to mourn over
the lost opportunity to get a good crop of hone)'. Bee-keepers err more in not having sufficient supplies at hand than
in any other direction.
During March, in our latitude, the bees do not need a
great deal of attention, if they had an abundant supply of
honej- when winter set in. If any are short of stores,'the
first warm days should be improved in supplying them with
food, and for this purpose nothing is as good or as handy
as frames of honey, which should be kept in reserve for
such purpose. The frames should be the regular size used
in the brood-chamber.
During April the warmer weather permits the bees to
fly more, and more bloom is present, brood-rearing increases, and the apiarist is rejoiced to hear the more frequent merry hum of his bees. If any colonies are running
short of stores, such should be given. Watch should be
kept for queenless colonies, and if such are at hand they
should either be united with a colony having a queen, or a
hives, surplus-cases, honey-boxes,

IFhave

Yucca Bee Brush
dustriously upon its blosso.ns. I think it was Mr. William
Wallace Bliss, of L'os Angeles Co., Calif., who made raids
on these plants in the desert places out near the Mojave
Where joined
desert, to obtain the leaves for bee-brushes.
By cutting them
to the trunk these leaves are very fibrous.
off so as to get four inches of this fiber they may be made
into a very soft and serviceable brush for getting bees ofl"
combs and other purposes where a small brush is required.
The plant is an ornament worthy of any garden.

Alameda

Co., Calif.

Teaching' Chickens to Eat Drone-Bees.
BY W. W. M'NE-M..

ONCE

I

had a young Brahma rooster whose mind was so
great that he appeared never to be happy unless diagncsing a piece of drone-comb containing nice, plump larval

drones. The pleasures of the barn-yard, or a stroll in the
wood-lot, were of small moment to him after having dined
on drones, so I accordingly took him in as a " full member,"
and called him " Jim."
Now Jim was very young at this time, and would often
get lonesome but to "cluck " to him softly at every such
time which was too frequently the case when I was busily
occupied with the combs, for instance, hunting- a shy
queen was more than I could stand. To just whistle was
so much easier, so I concluded Jim had best learn to catch
comfort and consolation from that, and he did. In a very
short while he knew the call so well as to come running to
me from any part of the bee-yard at the sound of it.
The chicken grew nicely on a diet of drone-bees, and I
had much amusement with it. But there came a time one
day when I forgot the presence of the pesky rooster, and
stood a frame containing a beautiful comb of just-capt
worker-brood down on end against the hive. Jim " didn't

—
—

;
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queen given,

if a g^ood force of bees is present
the latter is
often preferable.
Our bees are generally taken from the cellar the early
part of this month, the time depending- on the season or
weather. On removing bees from the cellar it is preferable
to give each colony its old stand.
All dead bees and litter
not cleared from the hives the day put out, which should be
a mild one, with the temperature 50 deg^rees or more, should
be removed by their attendant at his earliest opportunity.
The hive-entrance should not be large, and depend upon the
strength of the colonies I find from one to three inches
;

;

about right.

The

hives should be as

warm

as they can well be

to conserve the heat so essential to brood-rearing.

made

No

up-

ward ventilation should be allowed, as that would allow the
heat to
after.

pass

off.

All these

things should be lookt

little

With the advent of Maj' we usuallj' expect quite nice
weather for our bees. Fruit-bloom usually comes during
this month, and with good weather bees make great progress in brood-rearing the queen lays at a rapid rate the
circle of brood is spread, and good colonies should have
brood in all, or nearly all, the combs in the hive. This
month's work in each colony lays the foundation for that
colony as a factor in securing the honey harvest from white
clover, whether it be good or poor.
At the close of apple bloom we have a slack in the
honey-yield. As stores are rapidly used up during heavy
breeding, the stores are liable to run short, and the beekeeper should watch his bees closely at this time, or they
may slack up brood-rearing, or even starve, especially if
bad weather follows. Brood-rearing should not by an)'
;

:

means be allowed to slacken for want of stores. Each
colony getting short should be given frames of honey, if at
hand, or fed in some way. A very few days' neglect may
result in

Of

much

loss.

times in the season, this is one that the queen
should be kept inost busy, and the rearing of brood encouraged to the fullest extent possible and it can only be done
when a full supply of food is at hand for the bees' use.
Should any colonies, during this month, be found'
queenless, they should be duly cared for as stated herein.
If any colonies died during winter, the combs and hive
should be well cleaned of dead bees, and closed up, if not
all

;

done

earlier.

little matters need our attention, and our success depends largely upon our diligence and watchfulness.
Carroll Co., 111.

All these

Honey Candying: or Granulating — Reliquefying-.
BY

H. P.

WHSON.

THERE

has been a good deal said in the American Bee
Journal and in bee-books about candied honey. It is
claimed by some old experienced bee-keepers that it is a
sign of good, pure honey to candy readily. That may be
true, and no doubt it is so far as their experience goes, but
my experience doesn't exactly run in that channel. Different climates, and also the source from which the honey
gathered, may make a material difference.
With us the earh'-gathered honey has never candied in
the combs, while that gathered late in the season candies
readily. Two 3'ears ago I had quite a nice lot of hone)-, and
some of that gathered late in the season was quite solid in
the combs in three weeks after being taken from the hive,
while all that which was stored early enough to become
thoroly ripened before the cool fall weather commenced, did
not granulate at all, altho nearly one-half of it was kept
over and sold the next fall and winter.
This past year's honey has not candied any yet, and I
account for it from the fact that the honey-flow stopt before
the warm weather did. That is, there was sufficient warm
weather after the honey was stored to ripen it well. This,
however, may not be the sole reason.
There may have
been a difference in the weather, or in the nectar from
which the honey was gathered. The flora, however, was
the same each year. I am led to believe from experience
that good, well-ripened honey is slow to candj-. This majto some extent depend upon the sources from which the
honey is gathered.
As to adulterated honey candying, or not candying, I
have no experience in fact, I don't know anything about
glucose. There are but two sources from which honey is
gathered here to amount to anything basswood and goldenrod very little clover of any kind here, and no buckwheat.
is
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have never extracted any honey. When it candies in
I cut up the combs and put them in a pail and
set the pail in a pan or basin of water on the stove, dropping in some small sticks from Js to '+ of an inch thick between the bottom of the pail and the basin. Then I heat
the water till it boils, and when the combs are all melted I
set the pail away to cool.
The beeswax will form a cake on
top of the honey, and if there is any pollen it will adhere to
the wax, and when taken oft' the pure honey is left. Any
water that might be in the honey is driven ofi:' by the heat.
I also treat many of the unfinisht combs in the same way.
Honey that has once granulated is apt to granulate soon
again. Candied honey is melted in the way above stated.
There is no danger of the honey being injured by heat.
You may boil the water around the pail containing the
honey as hard as you can, and the honey won't boil, because
it is heavier than water, and won't boil at the same temperaI

the

combs

ture.

Honej'
I use from two to four quart pails for melting.
that has candied in glass-jars can be melted in the same
way, only be sure to set the jar in while the water is cool,
and let it heat gradualh'. Don't try to melt candied honej'
by setting the pail, or jar containing it, back of the stove
or near the stove, for if you do you may forget it and scorch
the honey on the side nest to the stove.

Pembina

Co., N.

Dak.

The United States Bee-Keepers' Association.
BY "KNICKERBOCKER."
an adage somewhat like this, " If it is a good
thing, push it along." Now this is just the thing that
bee-keepers in general are not doing. The United
States Bee-Keepers' Association should have more names of
good bee-keepers upon its roll of membership. " The butchers, the bakers, and the candlestick makers," each has its
association, and holds its convention to discuss business
affairs for mutual benefit.
The city of Sioux Falls could not accommodate all the
members of the butter-maker's convention which was re-

THERE

is

cently held at that place. If there are 300.000 bee-keepers
in the United States, we surely ought to have amongst so
many several thousand members in the United States BeeKeepers' Association. If we had the large membership we
deserve, we of course would have a large treasury', and with
a good financial backing the Association could advertise,
and, as Dr. Mason suggested, put an expert salesman on
the road, representing- it, and help the pursuit in different

ways.
I think the present members ought to have more " hus" about them in getting new members. There is, however, one class of bee-keepers for whom the United States
Bee-Keepers' Association has no time to spare. They are
those beginners who are always tantalizing the genial Dr.
Miller in his " Answers to Questions," by asking questions
the answers to which may be found in anj- book treating on
the subject. Every one who wants to keep bees must have
a book. The book comes first, the bees second, and the
paper third. If one follows this order, and if at the end of
a year he is still enthusiastic on the subject, then he is a
fit member for our United States Bee-Keepers' Association.
There is another thing that we bee-keepers can do to
help each other and the business. Not so much for the beepapers, but for any periodicals. Good, plain articles showing the healthfulness and cheapness of honey as a regular
diet.
Good articles are sure to be copied, and in a year the
whole country could be wakened up to see the value of
honey as a regular food. There would be a tenfold increase
in the demand if this were done.
The bee-papers should be the medium for obtaining
new members for the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, and the family newspaper the medium for introducing
Turner Co., S. Dak.
our product.

tle

[We wish to endorse most fully the suggestions contained in the foregoing. All are excellent. If everj' one of
our readers should read them over about four times, and
then try to act on such as they can, we believe the beneficial
results all around would be wonderful during the year, just
as the writer has said. Editor.]

—

—

—
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Will they use mucli of it in the spring ?
Dr. Miller A fair amount. Then this will also make
pretty good vinegar. I would count it as profitable as anj'thing, if you have room for it, to have it turned into the

Cues.

—

bees.

APIS DORS.4.TA

Report of the Chicag-o Bee-Keepers' Convention.
BY A SHORTHAND KEPORTEK.
[Continued from pagre

WHY BETTER QUEEN REARED

IN

1*^8.]

STRONG COLONY

—

;

either the bees or she knew that she was not of mucli
I am not sure whether I can fully answer the
I suppose one of the reasons that a queen is better when reared in a strong colony than in a small one. is
that in a strong colony the young- larva has all the food it
needs, all the heat and care it needs, and in a weak nucleus
it may be chilled and fall short of provision.
I think the
feeding perhaps is the greater part of it.
Mr. Moore Why is the queen b(^tter fed in a strong
colony ? Do you mean that a little nucleus of three or four
thousand bees won't feed one queen ?
*
Dr. Miller That is not so very little, you know. It
does seem that if there are three or four thousand bees,
there ought to be enough the fact is, they don't feed tlie
royal larva as profuselj' as a strong colony does.
;

account.
question.

—

—

—

HONEY-DEW

honey

at

all.

[1.]

—

Mr. Crego I had quite a good many sections this year
very well filled, in which the honey was a kind of brown
color it was stored about the time that intervened between
the storing of the honey-dew and the first of the sweet
clover, and I have never been able to settle definitely in my
mind what that was some of it had a few cells of black
honey-dew, but more of the sections were all filled by a
brownish-colored honey I would like to know if possible
;

;

;

what

it is.

—
—
—

Dr. Miller It is just possible it might have been even
then a mixture of honey-dew, with white honey.
Mr. Crego It was of fairly good flavor had none of
the strong, disagreeable taste of honey-dew.
Dr. Miller There is a great difference between the
taste of honey-dew, and honey which has more or less
honey-dew in it. I had some honey this year that had only

—

honey-dew in it, and it was really of good flavor —
am not sure but what some would like it better than the
pure white honey. Suppose you should put some meat on
your plate, and there is no salt on it, and you empty the
salt-cellar on 3'our meat, you don't like it, but you do like a
little salt.
Sometimes you may have a certain kind of
honey with a very strong flavor, and it may be honey-dew.
and you don't like it. but you like the flavor when there is
little of it.
I had that kind and I thought it was quite good.
Honey-dew varies decidedly I have had some not fit to eat
at all. but what I had this year was of rather good flavor
some of it tastes as much like brown sugar as anj-thing I

a

little

;

;

;

am

now in coffee in preference to
— What can honey-dew be used

using it
QuES.
strong ?

—

sugar.
for that

is

quite

Dr. Miller I suppose honey-dew, even if it is quite
strong, will rear good bees for one thing and I want to say
that you don't use enough honey for rearing- bees. In the
spring of the year, if you have some honey-dew, you can
feed it to the bees j'ou might just as well have that amount
of white honej- given back to you; if you don't, there are
vacant cells and combs in the hives, and before they put a
bit in the supers they are going to fill up their brood-combs,
and they will fill up with that white honey.
;

;

BEES.

;

—

;

;

;

IN COOK COUNTY.

—
—
—

QuES. How many Cook County bee-keepers g-ot honeydew this season? [4.]
Dues. How many Cook County bee-keepers here got
no honey-dew this season ? [10.]
Oues. How many Cook County bee-keepers got no

AND OTHER

is

—

—

?

—

OuES. Why is a queen better when reared in a strongcolony than in a very small one ?
Dr. Miller When I first commenced keeping bees I
learned that you could rear queens in a small nucleus, and I
took all the advantage of that I could, and reared queens in
a nucleus of one frame, sometimes, and only a few bees. I
would not give you a cent a bushel for the kind of queens I
reared then. I'll tell you of one I reared, a queen that laid
one egg and then died that one egg was reared in a queencell

—Which

the best bee, the Italian or the Apis
dorsata, for the United States ?
Dr. Miller I dare not say. The Apis dorsata is the
larger bee, next to the largest I believe they have a larger
size.
A good deal has been said about this bee, and a great
many bee-keepers are quite anxious that the Government
should introduce it into this country.
QuES. How large is the bee ?
Dr. Miller I think it is something like the size of a
small-size bumble-bee. I have heard that it is half as large
again as our regular Italian my impression is that that is
not far out of the way. A peculiarity is that the drones and
workers are reared in the same size cells, the drones being
as small as the workers. Apis dorsata are very large bees,
and the thought is if we can g-et them into this country
they will work on red clover red clover j'ieldslots of honey,
but our bees don't get much of it. Get the Apis dorsata
here with its long tongue, and it is thoug-ht it will work on
the red clover. The trouble is Apis dorsata has never
been domesticated in its own country. Only a few days
ago I saw a letter from a man in the Philippine Islands,
and he said owhere he was they only staid six months in
the northern part, and then migrated and staid six months
in the southern part. They build a single large comb on a
Another man said he had seven large colonies, and
tree.
the bees left one after another until the queen was left
almost alone, and then deserted. A man who wrote about
them down in Louisana, says it is too cold for them there.
I am anxious that they should be brought here, but if they
should get in this country and be acclimated, I don't see
that there would be any g-ain if they cannot be domesticated they would simply use some of the nectar that our
bees get, and we would be so much worse off.

Cues.

PROSPECTS IN ILLINOIS POR

1899.

— What are the prospects in Illinois for the next
summer
Dr. Miller — In bee-keeping the prospects for next seaQuES.
?

son are always good. I never knew a time yet when beekeepers, no matter how dire the failure was, did not look
forward with the hope that they would have a good season
next year. I will say this, that in my locality I never saw
white clover more plentiful than it is now, and last year
white clover was very plenty. There is this dift'erence between this year and last year in the fall the clover was
burned down to the ground. You would have to get down
almost on your hands and knees to find where it was. The
roots were "there. This year it is green and bright all over
the ground, so that if there is any difference there is better
prospect this time than last year.
:

SIZE OF

ENTRANCE FOR STRONG COLONY.

—

QuES. Are there any objections to allowing strong
colonies with plenty of stores a full one-inch opening at the
entrance

?

—

A strong colony in the honey season will
bear more than an inch entrance. I would like if I could
have a two-inch entrance to my hives in the honey-season,
only that you cannot have too much space under the bottombars or they will build down there is no objection to a
strong colony having a one-inch entrance.
Dr. Miller

:

LONGEVITY AND PROLIFICNESS.

A Member— The

general discussions in the Bee Journal
seem to have a tendencj' to speak of the length of the
tongue as being the gauge of capacity, and that with a
long tongue bees can get honey from red clover. Would it
not be a better idea for the queen-breeders to run on the
strength of the bees' wings rather than on the length of
the tongue to rear a bee with stronger wing, so that they
won't wear out so easily ? If the bee lives twice as long
j'ou can cut down your force one-half.
Dr. Miller—"Your idea is longevity of the bee that has
been advocated, and with good reason. For instance, here
is one colony that will always be full of bees, and will have
a big lot of brood here is another that never has a very
large amount of brood, but a good force of workers. The
first uses a large portion of its honey in rearing young bees.
If you can have longer-lived bees there is a very decided

—

;

;

advantage.

—
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QuES. Is there such a thing- as getting too prolific
queens ?
Dr. Miller— What is the harm ?
A Member— I think they would have a natural tendency
to swarm late they will use so much honey for brood.
;

OPENING IN THE UPPER P.4RT OF THE HIVE.
QtJES. Is there any objection to making an opening

—

April

6,
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in a division-board crosswise at the back of my short
I could put in a long frame by sawing off a part of a
division-board and put a narrow piece (which would be 4 '4 wide)
from the end of the board sawed off to the back of the hive. Please
advise the way you think best for increasing in this exchanging
short for long frame case of mine.
Arkansas.

you put
frames ?

Answers. — 1. No, you are not using standard goods. Your
objection to your present arrangement is correct, providing
your frames run crosswise, instead of having each frame running
toward the entrance. Your other objections are correct, and probably sufficient to make a change seem desirable. An additional
reason, and one that is of itself enough to decide the change, is the
simple fact that what you now have is /ml standard. It at any
time you want to buy hives, a standard size will cost less than an
odd size. If you should want to sell, the purchaser, if well informed, would be willing to pay more for a standard article. I
have been changing my hives and frames for no other reason than
that they were not standard size, the difference in size between
them and the standard being so little as to make no practical dif•

in

the upper part of the hive to allow the air to circulate
thru ?
Dr. Miller— Comb or extracted ? [Ans.— Both.] I should
decidedly object to it for comb hone)', but not for extracted.
If you make any kind of an opening in the upper part
where you are producing comb honej', near that opening
the bees will not finish up their combs prqmptlj-. For a
number of years I followed the lead of Adam Grimm, who
was a very successful bee-keeper in Wisconsin. I was at
his place one time it was before the day of sections. He
was putting on boxes, and wedged up the cover of his hive,
leaving it open perhaps half an inch or more he said, " I
consider that very important." I think he was right; it
helpt them to get air, and I think it helps to keep down
swarming somewhat and so, for a number of years after
that, I used wide frames after I began to use sections, and
the upper story I slid forward, so as to leave one-half inch
opening at the back of the hive between the first and second storj', that allowed fine ventilation to go thru but the
row of sections nest to the opening, if they were sealed up
at all, it was a long time after the others were.

—

;

;

;

[Concluded next week.]

first

ference in results.
2. You say you intend to increase solely by division.
Do you
mean that you don't intend to allow your bees to swarm? Not

once

You

?

wait and

see.

don't believe you'll like the mixt plan you propose. Very
likely you will be better suited to put the new hive on the stand of
the old, shake off nearly all the bees with the queen into the new
hive, and set the old hive on a new stand. To make the bees more
satisfied with their new quarters, you might for a day or two put
in the new hive one of the short frames, setting it at one side and
letting it rest on the bottom. Or you might cut out the comb and
fasten it in one of the new frames, leaving it permanently. At
the same time it will not be a bad plan for you to have a hive all
ready in which to hive that swarm that you don't intend shall issue.
If you don't intend to continue any of the old frames at all. it
will be a comparatively easy thing, and the best plan of all, to cut
the combs out and transfer them into new frames. This could be
done in fruit-bloom, or later, at the time of dividing.
3.

I

Increase of Colonies Wanted.
CONDUCTED BY

DR.

C O. MILLER. Afareng-o,

I bought three colonies of bees last summer which are now in
I desire to increase them to as many as I can. and
have them strong enough to go into winter quarters safely. What
will be my best plan of procedure ? I can give foundation, and
Utah.
feed.

fine condition.

111.

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.]

—

Answer. The safest plan is the nucleus method as laid down
your bee-book. That allows to continue increasing gradually as
long as the season lasts without the danger of being caught with a
large number of weak colonies on hand and none of them strong
in

Climate and Foul Brood— A Difference in Colonies.

enough for winter.

On page

askt, "

Are bees

any particular
climate affected by foul brood more than in another?" The answer
given is all true enough, but can hardly be called a fair answer to
the question. I think bees are more affected in cold than in hot
climates. I think in some parts of northern Africa the disease is
at present unknown. Whether it is due to the hot climate, the
181,

the question

is

variety of bees found there, or simply to the fact that the disease
has not yet been introduced, I don't know.
In reply to the question of J. C. Armstrong, page 188, it may
be said that the two colonies mentioned obtained their honey from
different sources. One year while all the other colonies were gathering very dark honey, two or three of them stored some beautiful
white honey. When the bees of a colony get started on nectar in
a given place, they're likely to continue at work in that place so
long as the yield is fair.
C. C. Miller.

Changing to Standard Frames.
I have in excellent condition 8 colonies of very nice bees in 12frarae hives. The frames are just the right size to admit six 4I4X4^4 sections in the lower story or three of the same in a super.
It
seems that bee-men in general prefer a 10-frame hive with frames
just 4}{ inches longer than mine, or IT-'j. outside measure, and the
same depth of mine, or large enough for the surplus or super frames
to accommodate four 4i4x4'4 sections instead of three, as in mine.
1. Are my hives and frames of a standard size ?
Are they just
as good as the 10-frame hives with longer but same depth frame ?
I think I see three very good reasons why I should adopt lO-frame
hives with lT*fi frame. In the first place, the bees can more readily
reach any frame in the hive from the entrance. Second, in examining say 10 colonies of bees I would save handling 20 extra frames.
Third, I would get just as much honey from the super frames of
the 10 colonies (if all were full) with 10 frames per hive as I would
from my r2-frames with four pounds per super or 40 pounds for the
10 colonies extra.
3. Do you think it best, and would you advise, on beginning
(while I've only a few, 8 hives) to adopt the 10-frame, with \7-''^
frame ? Are my three reasons valid enough to pay me to make
the change in frames, as my old hives are just the size for a 10frame hive with 17 ';-inch frame by turning the side to the front
and cutting out a rabbet on the (now) side of the same, the frame
being all I will have to change ? I propose to increase solely by

division.
3.

that

If I

way

make

this

change

(by division)?

in frames,

If so,

can

I

*-*-*'

in

(successfully) increase

how would you go about

it?

Would

Dividing Colonies for Increase.

When is the colony in
How do you divide?

the best condition to divide ?
How
(I want to divide but once.)
many frames would you place with the queen part, and where
would you place the hive ?
3. Will I need to cut out the extra queen-cells from the half
that have no queen, and when? Could X use the queen-cells to
make up others, and how ? Would it pay to buy queens for this
half ?
4. What condition will the divided colonies need to be in, before I put on the supers for honey ?
5. Last year I put on a queen-excluder and kept the queen below. Was that right ? Is there any danger of these excluders being too small to let bees through ? One bee-man told me his were.
6. In giving a colony frames of honey or foundation, is it best
to mix it up in the brood-nest, or put them at one side ?
To confine
7. What do you think of this way for increase?
the queen with a little brood in the bottom of the hive, and let the
bees rear a queen-cell in the upper hive, and when capt move it to
Minnesota.
a new stand of its own.
1.

2.

Answers. — 1.

If you can tell when it is in condition to swarm,
ready to divide. This will be when it is strong in bees,
and honey is beginning to come in plentifully. If you will look in
the hive you will find a number of queen-cells started. It white
clover is one of your chief honey-plants, a colony will be ready to
divide about a week after you see the first clover blossoms, proviiliiig it is siruiig.
You will be tolerably safe to go by the time you
hear of the first swarm anywhere in the neighborhood.
3. There are different ways, and what is best under one set of
circumstances may not be best under another. Before thinking of
dividing, the most profitable thing you can do is to get u good beebook and study it thoroly. Then you'll have some basis to
work upon and will be ready for emergencies. With no special
knowledge, and taking as little work as possible, you may find it
your best plan to put in a new hive about one frame less than half
the number of frames, taking among them the frame the queen is
on, and taking with each frame all the adhering bees, putting this
on the old stand and putting the old hive in a new place perhaps
ten feet or more away.
queen-cells unless the
3. There will be no need to cut out
queenless part is pretty strong. If cut out, it should be about nine
or ten days after making the division. Yes, if you have read up
in your text-book, you can use the cells to good advantage in makit

will be

April

6,
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ing other divisions, thus saving a good deal of time. One way to
is as follovps:
Take from the hire two frames of brood with adhering bees
and the queen, put them in an empty hive on a new stand, filling
up each hive with empty combs or frames full of foundation.
Eight or ten days later let the two hives swap places. Now divide
the queenless hive into three or more parts, depending upon its
strength, making nuclei out of it, and making sure that eflch
nucleus has one or more queen-cells. To divide up the cells properly, it may be necessary to cut out some of them and nail them
on the surface of the brood with a heavy pin or perhaps better a
wire nail an inch or more long. Of course the nail must not run
through the part of the cell that would interfere with the apartment of the queen. As soon as a queen is found laying in one of
these nuclei, you can make it into a full colony. Go to one of the
colonies you want to divide, take away from it half its combs with
adhering bees, and give to the nucleus. Then brush off the bees
from all but two of the remaining combs, and after these combs
are brusht add them to the nucleus. Be sure you don't take away
the queen. You have now left in the old hive the queen, two
combs of brood, and you will fill up with empty combs or frames
of foundation. There is also a fair supply of bees there, and this
number of bees will be strengthened within the next two days by
field-bees returning from the nucleus. This is a good way to
double your number of colonies, but of course you'll not get the
yield of honey you would if the bees were left without dividing or
swarming. You can get along somewhat faster by buying queens.
Whether that will pay depends somewhat upon how anxious you
are and how plenty money is.
4. They must be strong iu bees, and the lower story must have
all its frames filled either with brood or honey.
b. Yes. that was all right if working for extracted honey.
For
comb honey it isn't usually necessary. You will hardly find any
of the perforated zinc sold by reputable dealers with perforations
so small as to make trouble.
U. You may as well have the frames filled with foundation together.
7. It will work very well if the bees start cells, which they may

do

not always do.

*

*

Bees Wintering

»-

in a

Garret.

I stored my eight colonies in a garret, and the mice have captured one colony already, so I have set about trapping them. The
rest seem to be very uneasy, altho the room is as dark as can be,
yet the bees keep coming out, and I fear many never return.
What causes this uneasiness, and what is the remedy ? They are
in common hives.
How soon will it be safe to place them outdoors ? All of these mistakes were the result of not beginning in-
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on a limited number of frames (perhaps four or five) having only
starters, and some two weeks later filling out with frames filled
with foundation.
If honey is coming in at a lively rate it may
4, That depends.
not be desirable; if a bad spell of weather should occur, it might
be of very great advantage to have some honey on hand.
There
5. They're worth good money to feed to other colonies.
isn't one case in fifty that a colony doesn't use up its honey so as
Take out these
to have some empty combs before fruit-bloom.
empty combs and replace with combs of honey from the colonies
that died. No need to fumigate them if the frames are very badly
daubed, scrape them off, the bees will do the rest of the cleaning.
;

Feeding

when bees have a prospect for a flight at least
times per week, would you advise feeding them liipieflnl
sugar if they are n'r>i short on stores ? If so, in what proportions
If not, what should be fed ?
should the mixture be made
In early spring,

five or six

'.

Kansas.

—

Answ'er. If very short of stores, they should certainly be fed,
whether they can fly or not, for nothing can be worse than utter
starvation. The very best thing is to give them combs of sealed
honey. If, however, they can fly five or six times a week, there
ought to be no trouble in feeding sugar syrup. When they are
flying almost daily it doesn't matter such a great deal as to the
proportions of sugar and water, three parts water to five parts
sugar making a very good syrup, and those parts may be by weight
or by measure.
^ • »

Brood-Ctiambers Full of Honey.
I started last spring with six colonies, two of them on 4-frames
each and increast to 10 and got 458 pounds of comb honey, which I
think is good for this part of the desert.

My bees filled the brood-chamber last fall; I weighed some of
them to-day, and they weighed from ,50 to 55 pounds each. They are
in S-frame hives, the hives weighing about '35 pounds, thus leaving
35 to 30 pounds of honey, and this is March 10. By April 30 there
will be plenty of honey coming in, so they must have a surplus.
What is the best to do with it, cut it out and put in frames of foundation, or leave it where it is and let the bees do as they please

with

Kansas.

it ?

Answer.— They'll

use a lot of honey before they gather any.
Better let alone, unless you find the queen crowded for room to lay,
frame.
take
out
a
then

-»—-»

New York.

telligently.

Answer. — Probably no one has succeeded in keeping bees in a
Too cold, and in mild weather they can't fly. Set them
on the summer stands the first day it comes so they can fly, say 4.5
degrees or warmer, when the sun is shining.

Spring.

in tlie

Rearing Queens.

Spraying Fruit-Trees

garret.

1. Do the poisons sprayed on fruit-trees have any effect on
bees, such as Paris green or London purple ? In the spring of 1898
54 colonies came out in good shape, and were very strong until
after fruit-bloom, then they kept getting weaker, and many of
them died. I laid it to the poisons sprayed.

my
Keeping Empty Combs for Swarms.
examined the bees today, and found one dead colony. I am
sure they had no disease, but they were few in numbers and unable
to endure the cold. I am feeding the honey left, back to another
colony. The combs contain a tew small patches of brood which of

3. Will bees sometimes rear a queen from a worker-egg, or is
Union Hill.
there no difference in the eggs when first laid ?

I

course perisht with the older bees. Will it be safe to use those
combs again next summer
I should like to hive one of my early
swarms on them, if there is no danger of disease from the pollen
and dead larva^. If my method of feeding out the honey and saving the combs for a new swarm next summer is not correct, what
is a better way to do
Massachusetts.
?

?

—

Answers. 1. Yes, it trees are sprayed at the time of bloomBut nowadays
ing, the bees that work on them will be poisoned.
no intelligent fruit-grower sprays trees when in bloom. It can
wormy, but it
fruit
from
being
have no effect in preventing the
does have an injurious effect upon the fruit crop. The number of
States is increasing in which it is made a criminal act to spray
fruit-trees when in bloom.
3. Yes. bees can rear a queen from an egg laid in a workercell, such an egg being the same as one laid in a queen-cell.

—

An><wer. You're all right. But the sooner those combs are
put in charge of bees the better. Set the hive containing them
under some colony till needed to use for the swarm. That will
keep them free from the worms, and the bees will clean them up
so they will be sweet and nice for the swarm.

Spring Requeening and Other auestions.

One Neighbor
What can

I

do to save

'

Answers.— 1. Not before fruit-bloom.
3. About a week.
If. however, the weather happens to be bad
at the time the prime swarm is ready to come ofl", it may be delayed, and in that case the queen may emerge from her cell in less
time than a week after the swarm issues.
3.

The majority probably favor

full sheets.

Some

favor hiving

my

bees

?

My

neighbor got some bees

last spring and gave them old comb from some dead bees all over
his yard. He has his bees under a shed and mine go there and rob
He closes his hives in the morning, and kills
his on nice days.

my

bees that go there

How

early in the season will it be advisable in this locality
to introduce a queen ? That is, requeen a colony ?
2. How soon after swarming does the young queen usually
emerge from the cell ?
3. For comb honey, is it best to hive a new swarm on full
sheets of foundation, or starters ?
4. Is it advisable to put in one or two frames of honey with the
foundation in an S-frame hive ? I have been advised by old beekeepers to do so.
5. Having no extractor, what is the best way to dispose of
When the swarm has died from
honey left by a dead colony
diarrhea, should the frames of honey and the hive be fumigated
Maine.
before using again ?
1.

Killing Another's Bees.

how

all

day.

Can

I

do anything to stop him, and

Minn.

?

—

Answer. It's just a little doubtful whether you need do anything. It is quite possible that he is killing more of his own bees
than of yours. If he closes his hives so your bees cannot enter,
your bees will soon give it up as a bad job, and he is killing off a
good many of his bees by shutting them in the hives on nice days.
Perhaps it might not be a bad plan for you to try a counter attraction for your bees by putting sugar syrup out for them to
work on. If you can clearly prove that he is enticing your bees
and killing them, you may have recourse in a court of justice. If
the trouble becomes very serious you may be sure of assistance by
calling on the Bee-Keepers' Union or the Bee-Keepers' Association, providing, you are a member, but if you are not already a
member it will do no good, for you can't obtain membership if in
trouble in advance. You have done a very wise thing if you have
secured membership in advance, for no bee-keeper can tell when
he may need help, and the triHiug amount of a dollar a year is as
good as insurance, besides helping your own and the interests of
other bee-keepers by putting down adulteration.
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Value of Bees to Orchards. The g^reat importance of
bees in securing' better fertilization of fruit-blossoms will
become more and more apparent as the producers of fruit
learn the facts. We find the foIlo%ving' paragraphs in one
of our exchang-es, which should be past on among all farm
papers, as the facts given are of value both to the growers
of fruits and the keepers of bees
:

Some years ago

a great

hue and cry was raised

as account must be taken of the amount consumed by the
multitude of tourists.
When it is remembered that the honey is gathered only
from the beginning of May until the end of July (that gathered later being required for the bees' own use), it will be
seen how unresisting is the energy of the little workers.
Nor is this more than a fraction of the harvest which only
awaits gathering on the verdant hillsides and rich vallevs
of the land of Tell.

in cer-

tain sections of the country over the assertion that bees ate
holes in the fruit and caused it to decay. Experiments innumerable have been proving the folly of such a statement.
In one instance bees were kept in a room where there were
dishes of all sorts of fruit, including grapes, pears, peaches
and plums. It was noticeable that the fruits that had the
skin broken were visited by the bees, but in no case was
there any evidence that they troubled the whole fruit.
The value of bees to fruit-growers can scarcely be overestimated. Some years ago a place was least to a tenant
who kept a few colonies of bees. In one corner of the yard
was a very large and thrifty-looking apple-tree that alwavs
bore an abundance of blossoms, but no fruit.
number of
colonies of bees were placed underneath this tree, and much
to the surprise of the owner of the place, the tree was
loaded with extremely fine apples something that had
never occurred before within tire memory of the man who
had owned the place for 25 years. The next season the bees
were distributed under trees that had not been in the habit
of bearing freely. The most surprising results follo%ved,
the trees being full of very fine specimens of fruit. If the
blossoms on an apple, plum or pear tree are covered up and
the bees are kept away from them until the blossoming season is past, there will be no fruit. This has been tested
again and again.

A

Rev. a. B. Mettler, a Methodist-preacher bee-keeper
of Will Co., III., called on us while in Chicag-o last week.
His bees seem to be wintering all right.

—

Shape or Condition of Bees

—

Dr. Miller's condition

:

Mk. Editor — Recalling that you have been somewhat
insistent that when a man said anything about the shape
his bees were in he must have reference to their being
:

round or square, or something of the kind, I arise to inquire whether there has lately been a change in a number
of cases as to the general contour of bees, or whether, the
shape of the Editor's mind is different. I ask this because
of the frequent mention lately in the " Old Reliable," even
in headings, of the shape of bees.
If you are in sh
condition to enlig-hten me, I shall be very much obliged.
Anxiously,
C. C. MlLl,ER.

—

Now, look here Doctor,

if

you want

to

retain your

usual shapely condition, you'd better touch very lightly on
such subjects as the above.
You see, the very cold weather this winter has had such
an unusual effect on the bees that both their shape and condition have been seriously affected.
So, naturally, the
shape or condition of the Editor's mind would be different
from what it was previous to receiving reports of the unfavorable shapes and conditions the bees are in this spring-.

Honey and Bees

Mk.

H. Page, of Thaver Co., Nebr., wrote us March

I.

27:
'•I

nal.
it.

us

I

am more

than pleased with the American Bee JourI have been getting along- without
its banner wave."

know how

don't

Long may

Mr. W. a. Pkval. near San Francisco,
March 23, said

Switzerland.— In a recent issue of
the National Hotel Reporter, we find these paragraphs in
reference to bees and honey in Switzerland

" Regular

rain-storm these three days
17 inches for the season.
lets up."

rtood ere

it

;

In no country in the world is honey used so generallv
as in Switzerland. Thruout the country it is an article i>f
daily consumption. At every hotel it is served with unfailing regularity but the enormous demand has led to adulteration, and the purest honey is rarely found in the hotels.
The LiiicTiei- class consume it most larg-ely. With his bread
and butter, the workman always hashoney. "It is healthy,"
he says truly " it builds up the body and it is cheap."
According to the most recent returns, there are about
250,000 colonies of bees in the whole country, or one to
every 12 inhabitants and the yield of a frame-hive coluny
often reaches 100 pounds of honey per season. The yield
from a "skep," however, is much, smaller; so that, at an
average of 50 pounds per colony, the honey harvest of
Switzerland may be taken at 12,000,000 pounds, or some 4
pounds per head of the resident population. These figures
do not, of course, represent the actual ratio of consumption.
;

—

;

;

writing

— continous,

May have

* * * * *

The Interstate Mfg. Co., of Hudson, Wis., is one of
the growing bee-supply institutions of that State noted for
The Interstate is comits many apiarian manufactories.
posed of W. H. Putnam, general manager, F. E. Williams,
secretary and treasurer, and E. E. Belden, superintendent.
They began the season with 30 employees. They are wellequipt for taking care of a largfe business. Their advertisement is found in every number of the American Bee Journal, just as should be the advertisements of all dealers who
want to do business with the bee-keepers of this country.
Write to the Interstate Co. for their catalog, not forgetting
to sav you saw their name in the old American Bee Journal.
The Farm Journal,
any other paper

;

mentioned on page

222, is

unlike

for one thing it prints no quack medical,
for another it takes five-year subscriptions

advertisements
and gets the paper to its subscribers the full time if they
are anywhere on this planet, even if they move two or three
times if they die their heirs get it. Now we offer to send
the 50-cent Farm Journal for the balance of 1899, and all of
1900, 1901, 1902 and 1903, nearly five years, to every advance-paying subscriber, with the Bee Journal one year, all
for only SI. 40. Better speak quick, as we have only a limSee
ited number of Farm Journals to offer on these terms.
our other offers on page 222. It's a rare opportunity to get
£3.50 worth of the best bee and farm literature for only $1.50.
;

;"

* * * * *

in

:

Calif.,

:

warm, and heavy

these days seems to be that of idleness, if we may judge the
shape his mind is in from the writing of such letters as the
following-
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Root — son-in-law

Mr. L.
Ouinby — is
Ouinby in

of the lamented Moses
Connecticut, and has "Mother"
his family. In a letter dated March 21. Mr.

Root says
" While

I

C.

living-

in

:

do not lose

am now managing an

my deep interest in apiculture, I
almost ideal milk service. With

.something of a knowledge of my right to make the assertion, I may be pardoned for saying that we have here one
of the most correct milk services in all of its details, in the
world and you must know what that means for a manag-er.
It commands my constant supervision from 4 a.m. to 9 p.m.
To produce absolutely wholesome milk means much more
than is g-enerally understood."
Mr. Root, years ag-o, revised Quinby's book, " Mysteries
of Bee-Keeping Explained," but it seems of late years he
has been devoting himself to the milk business in the town
where he lives. We like to keep track of the once prominent bee-keepers of the country, and know that tho they
may be engaged in other business they have not entirely
lost interest in the little busy bee.
;
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all, the feet of the bees having nothing to do with
says that the stained combs come in rare cases from
pollen carried on the bodies of the bees in others from
propolis mingled with the cappings but most frequently
in the cappings of surplus honey from impure wax carried
from the brood-chamber, the impurities being propolis, pollen and cocoons. The original coloring of brood-comb he
attributes to the cocoons, in which he is probably in error,
as Cheshire saj-s the color comes from the contents of the
bowels of the larva; being plastered on the cell-walls.

stain at
it.

He

;

;

For Protection Against Wind and Winter Editor
Root favors a hig-li board fence. J. E. Crane objects that
the wind goes over the top of the fence and swoops down on
the hives with increast force. He prefers a pickt fence to
one of close boards, or else an evergreen hedge so as to slow
up the wind. If the wind is stopt too much, it will warm
up within the enclosure in early spring, the bees enticed
out, never to return. Gleanings.

—

—

Apis Dorsata
Editor Hill, of the American BeeKeeper, gives some account of Frank Benton's efforts to
secure Apis dorsata, and sa^-s
" That no subsequent effort has been made to introduce
this bee is a fact not only to be regretted, but calculated to
arouse the agriculturists of America to demand governmental aid in testing its qualities, which promise to be of inestimable value to American agriculture."
:

The Pure Food
"

Dear Sir

:

—

:

I

and others here are much interested in
and we hope you will do what you can

the Pure Food Bill,
to have it past."
Then address with the name followed merelj' bj'
ber of Congress, Washington, D. C." Gleanings.

—

Mem-

A

Fresh Credit to Sweet Clover is set down in
Elias Johnson saj-s it is one of the best root
crops for cattle. He plowed five acres of sweet clover land,
and the cows gathered on it and workt on it for weeks eating sweet clover roots till they had the ground so hard they
couldn't get another root. It spoiled the plowing, but almost doubled the milk. He also saw at a county fair towels

Gleanings.

made of

the fiber of sweet clover.
linen, and were verv strong.

They

lookt

much

like

—

Black Bees Preferred for Comb Honey. C. Davenport thinks he can get more white honey in sections with
blacks than with Italians. Italians are too much inclined
to crowd honey into the brood-chamber when the white flow
begins while blacks will have very little white honey in
the brood-chamber at the end of the flow. Blacks cap
whiter, and are more tractable when it comes to the matter
of mixing and uniting colonies. For extracted honey he
prefers Italians, considering the vigorous defense they
make against the moth. Bee-Keepers' Review.
;

—

An Interesting Interview with J. E. Crane is given in
Gleanings, the interviewer being the Editor. Mr. Crane
has about 525 colonies in five apiaries; thinks a smaller
number in an apiary would give more honey per colony, but
the convenience in handling compensates produces comb
honey and has generally onlj' one helper averages about
ten hours a day of work, and 11 and 12 in the height of the
season. When swarming comes, he removes queens from
some, cutting out queen-cells, and giving virgin queens
after two weeks or more from others he removes broodcombs, filling up with empty combs or foundation.
;

;

;

Plain Sections are not strongly favored by Editor Holtermann, and he does some vigorous arguing by way of
pictures. On one page in the Canadian Bee Journal is given
a picture of plain sections copied from the American BeeKeeper, and on the opposite page is given a picture of "sections with the top and bottom bar only of the section open,
with solid separators and section-holders." The latter are
beautifully finisht out. and are distinctly superior to the
former. The advocates of plain sections will, however, be
very likely to say that it is hardly fair to take as a representative of plain sections a picture so much inferior to
others that have been given of the same class of sections.

—

Different Locations Require Different

TraveI=Stain. A second article by J. E. Crane upon
this subject appears in Gleanings, in which he maintains
the ground that the so-called '• travel-stain " is not travel-

Management.

of this, Adrian Getaz cites in the BeeKeepers' Review the practice of allowing bees to swarm,
hiving on empty frames, and depending on the swarm for
surplus. With him the plan would be an utter failure. The
swarm -would come in mid-May in poplar bloom, and by
June 20, when the best flow (the sourwood) comes, nearly
all the original bees of the swarm would be dead and few
young ones to replace them. The plan will be successful
only where two conditions prevail 1st, the flow must be
not more than a few weeks; 2nd, the swarming must take
place at the beginning of the honey-flow. He thinks these
conditions prevail nowhere in the world except in southern
Canada and northern United States east of the Rockies.
illustration

—

Conditions in Cuba.

—

C. Davenport urges that every
bee-keeper should write to his member of Congress on a postal something like the following
Bill

— In

— In reply to questions about CiAa,

No trouble from
in Gleanings
banditti, but plent'y from rain, everything being soakt in
the rainy season, when for 90 days it never forgets to rain
for a single day, and bees may starve if not fed, especially
W. W. Somerford says

:

blacks
and no malaria. Wax-moths plenty the year
round, but give no great trouble except in comb honey,
which should be shipt North before March. Extracted
honey might become thin in the rainy season, but is generally sold in February or March. No poisonous reptiles
except water-moccasins. Fleas to beat the world can't get
away from them jiggers pretty bad, but no ticks nor bedbugs. Grapes, figs, oranges, and vegetables grow splendidly, but he predicts that in the future the comb honey of
Cuba will be the thing to astonish bee-keepers.
;

—

—

—

Large vs. Small Hives. In a very iuteresting manner
Adrian Getaz discourses in the Bee-Keepers' Review. Take
two equal colonies. No. 1 being in a small brood-chamber.
No. 2 in a large one. When the brood-chamber of No. 1 is
full it commences storing surplus, while No. 2 continues
If the flow is short. No. 1 gives
filling its brood-chamber.
a crop of surplus honey and No. 2 gives none. But Mr.
Getaz, like Mr. Dadant, thinks the fair thing is to consider
the second year. Instead of being equal in the spring. No.
2 is stronger, and builds up more rapidly in proportion to
its numbers, has its brood-nest full as soon, and begins in
super as soon or sooner than No. 1, and harvests as much or
more in proportion to its size. There is a saving of time in
manipulating perhaps less feeding to do, and less swarming. If there is a light flow after the main flow. No. 2 may
store surplus when No. 1 does nothing. In winter No. 2
consumes proportionally less stores and loses proportionally
fewer bees.
;

8. Frame Langstroth vs. io=Frame Quinby.
P. Dadant having said that it is better to have one
story of Ouinby frames than to use two stories of 8-frame
Langstroth, Dr. Miller says in Gleanings he is afraid Mr.
Dadant is right, but is anxious to believe him wrong because it is much more convenient to have the lighter hives.
So, "by way of whistling to keep his courage up," he
argues in favor of the smaller hives with smaller frames in
two stories. The room can be limited in two as well as in
one story, by using dummies. When a second story is
given, the bees increase the brood-nest just as gradually as
when frames are added one by one in the large hive, except
that they hesitate to cross the space from the upper to the
lower story. There is economy of heat in adding the second story, for the heat descends in the lower story only as
the bees descend. While the large hives and frames may
be better, they are not enough better to overbalance the disadvantage of their cumbrousness.

— C.

Two.Story

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written" by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last. Better order at once, if you want a copy
of this .song.

—
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SWEET CLOVER
And

Root's Column

Have

it

at Last.

has been proven that wax in the
base of ordinary foundation is not
utilized by the bees, but is left there
It

leaves the mill
and
the result is, vrhen drawn out into
comb, the so-called gob, or fishbone, in
practically as

it

;

comb honey.

Our New

Thin-^Base

FOUNDATION
is

exactly what

its

name

Little

Experience Witli Bees.

have kept bees for a loug time in a
small way with varying: success, and without any particular system. For the last
three yeans I have given them more attention. and have consequently been anxioiis to
inform myself in the science of bee-culture.
Realizing that a good paper devoted to the
subject would be indispensable, I have selected the American Bee Journal as the
most desirable.
I now have about 50 colonies, which I am
I

Foundation.
Wg

Several Other Clover Seeds.

m/^^^m^i-f^M^M

A

No=Qob

indicates

foundation with a base as thin as
natural comb, with heavy deep walls.
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wintering in a cellar. My hives are of my
plan and make, as are my surplus

own

I have seen none I like better, and
none quite so handy and convenient. My
hives are 14 inches wide, IT long, and U
deep in the clear, with frames; loose bottom attaeht with hooks, ''i opening with

cases.

fl

one-inch hole in the center of the front (for
ventilation in winter). I use half board
and half screen tackt over the front, raise
the cover xlii/litly. after removing the
honey-board, and they are ready for winter
quarters. The object o£ the inch hole is to
provide ventilation in case the bees should
become uneasy aud fill the entrance with
dead bees, as some times occurs.
I have
lost but one colony in three winters, so I
am satisfied with my method of wintering.
As to foul hrool. I am not informed, as I
have never seen any, to my knowledge. I

would like to know how to determine
from extental evidence the presence of foul

We have made arrang-ements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:
Sweet Clever (melilot)
AlsikeClover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover
Crimson Clover

Sib

lom

60c
70c
SOc
60c
55c

$1.00
1.25
1.40
1.00

2Stb
$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.25
2.00

.90

.50*
$4.00
5.75
5.00
4.00
3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

wanted by

if

freight.
solicited.

Your orders are

GEORGE
lis

Michigan

W.

YORK & CO.

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

^Pnt r"POO

ted catakig of Bees,

^^

OUlIb ri UU

'^i^-sf-"'"^"

Theodore Bender, Caiitoti,Ohio.
8Atf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

POWER MACHINERY

BARNES' FOOT

Kead what

^^i-uiBru,„.

'^^„4;^^^F
--^^._^,

J.

I.

Parent, of

We

Charlton, N. Y., says: "
,-^?T*r^/
^^^ with one of your Combined Machines, last winter,
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 broodframes, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a trreat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
,' the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
^-^ to make, and we expect to do
it

you say

it

with this Saw.

will." Catalog

W.

Address,

F.

and

Ruby

brood.

5Ctf

The last season was a poor one for bees
in this locality mine averaged only about
30 pounds ot comb honey, spring count.
Very few of the old icolonies produced any
surplus.
bees weighed from .iO to SO
pounds, gross, when I put them into the

Please mention Bee Journal

'

It will

do

all

price-list free.

& Johx Barnes,
St.,

Rockford,

when

111.

writing.

;

My

cellar.

Fig.

7,

herewith shown in cross-section

am very

fond o£ hunting wild bees, and
have quite a reputation as an expert. I
have found a large number of wild swarms
(several hundred).
H. B. Knowles.
I

Winona

Co., Jlinn., Feb.

thin-base heavy-vfalled foundation

running about 10

feet to the pound.

Heavy Rains Neap San Franeiseo.

We have now had four days steady and
continuous rain. The earth is now so full
of water that it cannot take up any more
and it is running off where it can in other
places it lies in pools on the surface. We
have not had so much rain at one time for
years. Grass is growing wonderfully fast.
It does not look as if less than a fortnight
ago we were despairing of rain and crying
' dry season.'' Prayers for seasonable rain
were commenced in the Catholic churches
when the season began to give indications
of a dry season, and soon all the other
churches joined in the prayer. It has evidently been answered. Four days without
sun is something unusual here. This evening the rain is slacking off and giving place
to a high fog. U may be that it is going to
Well, it can do so now, as we
clear up.
have bad all the rain we need. I should
judge that we must have close to 30 inches.
We had only 11 last year. W. A. Pkyal.
;

Fig. 13 represents the ordinary thin

foundation

with

heavy

and

base

scarcely any wall, about 10 feet
the
heavy base, without modification, going
right into the comb honey with ver^:

change, and forming fishbone.
have so far only small dies, and
cannot afford to sell this product for
less than $1.00 a pound.
Next year,
perhaps, we shall have larger dies, and
will make a corresponding reduction
little

We

in price.

Seven or eight

pieces, large

enough

to fill 4 '4 sections, 15 cents, postpaid
24 pieces, prepaid, 40 cents.

;

TnGfl.i.RootGoiiipanu
MEDINA, OHIO.i

Alameda

Co., Calif.,

March

Makes His Own

24.

Hives.

This is the third year I have had bees,
I think I can say that so far it has been
the hardest of the three. My bees had a
flight yesterday (Feb. IS) for the first time
since
1st.
Dec.
It
was a very necessary thing for them to get out. as their
stores were mostly buckwheat honey, and I
saw that the hives were damp and the
combs moldy. I think my hives are too
tight.
I have decided that bees don't want
to be closed up too tight.
My hives are
double-walled chaff, the outside wall continuing single above the top of the broodframes high enough to take in two supers,

and

325

Dearborn

AlrkllfrmI
^UUi ll<;il

Chicago, III.

Street,

over a quarter of a
century old and is still ^rrowmerit of its own, and
one. Such is the
^^'^^^

'^

iiiy must possess intrinsic
its field must be a valuable

Amepican Poultpy Joupnal.
50 cents a Year.

'i4.

from an actual photo, represents the

new

The Aiiicricau Poultry Journal

Mention the Bee Journal.

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
aud Price of Honey; the Pasturape and NectarProducinyr Plants'; the Bee-Ranches and how
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. SI. 00 per year; t»

mouths, 50 cents.

Sample

copies. 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
Los Angkles, Cal.
21S North Main Street,
iPlease mention Bee Journal when vrriting.

T^ /^ /^

O

FROM BARRED PLYMOUTH

h tI tN
XjVJVJkJ
I

for 15.

llAt

ROCKS

Thorobred — Fine Pluma<red
Fowls — Farm Raised — Si. 25

MRS. L C. AXTELL.

ROSEVILLE.

Please r.iention Bee Journal

when

ILL,

writing.

on't Rent
ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn Belt," a handsome
monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
2og Adams St., Chicago.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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MONEY

BEES, HONEY,
Queens for Business

».»..

Supplies at Bottom Prices.
••Eee-Keepinir for BeL''iniu'rs," price 50 cents,
imparts the iustruction. Price-List free.

6E8t J. P. H. BROWN. Augusta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

ANYONE

INTERESTED

Ajcrleultornl

in

Pnrtmtts

can't

afford to be without the

EPITOMIST.

AGRICULTURAL

Satnplo copy Free to any address
receipt o£ name and address
plainly written on postal card naming paper in which you saw this ad.
AUR1CT3-U#>4L EPIT031IST. iDdlanasolls, lol

upon

Address

Please mention the Bee Journal.

2oE2fjt

one of the leadiny departmeuts

in the

Modern Farmer and Busy Bee,
FARM

and BEE paper in exthe best greneral
istence. Write for sample copy to-day, and for
clubbing- rates with any paper you want.
Address,
EMERSON T. ABBOTT,
St. Joseph, Missouri.

A

WASTE OF

IViO^EY
i-i

ni'Vrr.lrsiraMr nr iustili!..

It

Isw.-rs,' tl.:in

put

Ijik-h pr;r.'(l

IT,

iuip^Ttc-t

wa^te

'.-'JiT* iiJ

it is

too close.

i

We don't

I want to say to the readers, and to those
that should be readers of the American Bee
Journal, that this is the third year I have
taken this journal, and it bids fair to be
the best of tbe three. I have been very
much interested in Mr. Golden's method of
producing comb honey, and his very unselfish way in
giving it free and unrestrained to all alike, and I for one would
thank him. My interest was first awakened by the article appearing in the first

Supplies

number

Send us a

of the year, then 1 took the previous volumes, as I have them bound and
indext, and read everything pertaining to
the Golden method, and I have decided
there is something in it.
I am young in the business, but I am in it
because I love it. and am very fond of
honey. I can't give it my undivided at-

tention, but sometime
it more of a business.

FARM BEE-KEEPING
is

one being on and filled with chaff, and a
cover over all. I think from appearance

April

I

hope

I

may make

I have noticed some discussions as to tbe
advisability of bee-keepers making their
own hives. 1 want to say I for one believe in it. but not for all. I confess I am
very particular to have a good job when it
is done, and some of the bee-supply firms
can do the best kind of work, and cheaper
than most of us can possibly do it. But
with others like myself, it is different. I
have a nice little barn on my place which I
use tor a shop. I have a two-horse power
engine and a combination circular saw, all
of which I made, and by taking pains I can
do pretty good work. So I say. it one is so
fixt he has the advantage over others in the
business.
Norman O. Jarvis.

lrjiiil>al<.r.

Madison

r.r-d

ventilation.

tut turiis failure Into sinc-^as.
Repulatea perfectly !i3 to hent,
iSend at once f.T FREE irat.ilr.ijne.

tiiiaraijlee.i.

Hascotte Incubator

& Lumber

Co..

Box

II. Bedford, Ohio.

BUY THE BEST.
If vou want the best low down wagon you
should buy the Electric Handy Wagon. It is
the best because it is made of the best material;
the best broad tired Electric Wheels: best seasoned white hickory axles; all other wood parts
of the best seasoned white oak. The front and
rear honnds are made from the best angle steel,

we have to have GILT=EDOE
STOCK, and make prices right.
list of what you want for the
season, and let us make you

Standard Lumber Co.
MANKATO. MINN,
when

lOAtf

Please mention Bee Journal

w r-uld be to purchase an Incubator ur Brooder witho-it first
getting a copy of our US-page
but is
It costs 6c.
(.atalogne.
worth a dollar to you for the
contains,
infornxation
it
poultry
-^5
'^to say nothing of the pointei-s it
Send fnr it at once.
gives you.
_
INCUBATOR CO . Box 78. Des Moines, la.
it

DBS MOINES

ALBINO QUEENo

proTi"fi"c OueLns-IfTo^u
want the grentlestBees— If you want the best

honev-^atherers vou ever saw— try mv Albinos.
Untested Queens' in April, $1.00; Tested, $1.50.
9A26t
0. D. GIVENS, LISBON, TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing,

.30 pounds of honey, nice and
Our damp
white clover mostly.

and about

sealed

weather has continued since the middle of
February, and 1 begin to feel shaky about
William Lyons.
the bees.
Sioux Co., Iowa, March 14.

—

tml^^

fection ID the

PETALUMA INCUBATOR

to these points Buperlor conRtructloD ond finieh and
vou have a perfect machine. They deal onlv iu hit;h percenUges of
Prices *10. up.
hatch. Sizes from fiO to 860 eeei^
WE PAT f^REIGHT ANYWHERE in the U. S. Catalogue free.

Add

Petaluiaa Incubator Co.,

Electric
and in ever_v way bet
ter than wood. Well painted in red and var
nisht. Extra length of reach, and extra long
standards supplied without additional cost
when requested. This wagon is guaranteed to
carrj- 4,0U0 pounds anywhere. Write the Electric Wheel Co. Box 16, Quincy, Illinois, for
their new catalog, which fully describes this
wagon, their famous Electric Wheels and Electric

is

neater, stronger,

Feed Cookers.

C. J.

March

SUPPLIES.
A

postal sent us with your name^for
a Catalog will meet with the f2freatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO..

ing
e

;

poultry bouses and cost of same.
f-lher tliines tntretbi^r wilh
iii:iiiv

and

CYPHERS INCUBATOR

which isbi-tit fn-iulil ji.iltl to evcrv liuri:h:i!ser
acoutainediD our Poiiltr) (aiide,
Sent for 10 eta.
Tbe Cyphers Incb. Co. Box 50 vVayland, N.Y.

Please mention Bee Journal whe;-. ^-riting.
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
Zn
InUL CATALOG
Instructions
IV-tiiiniers, A:c., Iree.
f U PARF
t..

-

BY STEAM-^>'LL

tbe

FiLiinle. i"rf>.l, sei: rt.-L;ijlai-iti?

EXCELSIOR

INOiliLOR

I'liousKudn ID Buccesstul operainxi.
iBt-class b&tc!ier iuade
(iEO. II. STAMI.,
to TJt4 S. «th Nt.. Oulnpy. Ill

Lowest priced

YODEK.

4

Please mention the Bee Journal.

44A261

loss in this part of the coungreater than ever known before.
Some bee-keepers' loss is 25 percent, and
some 50 I was very successful, tor I wintered my whole apiary without the loss of
a single colony. I never before had bees in
as fine shape as this spring— plenty of bees
and brood.
The prospect for a large honey crop was

JOHN NEKEL & SOX,

High Hill, Missouri.

try

is

never better than it is this spring. Maple
and elm are in bloom, and the weather is
clear and warm. The bees are tumbling
over each other bringing in pollen. Hurrah
for the American Bee Journal!
C. H. May.
Page Co., Va., March 34.

Worst Winter— Bitter Honey.

SURE THmC!

If tlici*''s notliin:.' in coil.'.i surltiL's. wliy not iiiakp
iiuittrp-^^os ntVtiMiu'ht \vir»''.' lint theie is, yuii knuw,
il is (.ins.
^ndtli.

«ii!k ki:n( k(0.. aduiax. iiini.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing

I'vch: \\()vi:n

HATCH CHICKENS

33.

The winter

it
how to mate, Itrepd, feeii ami
market poultry.
Cuts and pUnsfor

5Aif

Sheboygan, Wis.

Heavy Loss -Good Crop Prospect.
to get

9

Petalumo* Col.

liampion Gliatt-fiiv6

I
00. and bought oue queen for .$15 00.
bought my first colony of Italian bees for
but
now
they
came,
-SO 00 when they first
are low. I have transferred bees for many
years. I went 40 miles to transfer, but
now the seasons are poor and winters hard.
I once had fiO colonies, and have now 10.
Last year was very poor. Two years ago
1 got 55 gallons of honey from five colonies.

Co., Ohio.

91,

with fence and plain sections, and'a
full line of other

An Old Bee-Keepep.
am an old beekeeper, and have reared
good many queens and sold them for

Wayne

Box

make the New

GWe

*.")

which

Thi-oe points »ttain per-

TcntllatioD.

I

a

SUCCESS

pruppr distribation ofheatand
moisture and pprTect re^alatioa «Dd

Bees.

—

writinff.

A GreBt Mistake

I NCUBflTuB

are having dark, damp weather at
present. I am afraid tor the bees. I have
lost one of my colonies with the diarrhea
already a good one. '3^.j gallons of bees in

coming

SPECIAL PRICE.

We

it,

keep

In order to do this

Co., N. Y.

Hard Weather on the

not onlv prevents euoll waste,

1899.

WE SELL THEM

ThelHASCOITP.
INCUBATOR

6,

appreciate the American Bee Journal
very much, and have tried to get my
friends to take it. This has been the worst
winter I have seen here, the temperature
went to IS degrees below zero. I have at
present 14 colonies, which have all come
thru safely so far, tho I expect to have to
I

EGGS FOR SITTING
Plymouth Rock,
Superior Ro.se
S2.0U.

IT/.'/''

15 Eixsjs for $1.00.

Comb Black Bantum Eggs,
Xo other varieties kept.

Italian-bee keepers being-

men

IS for

of g-ood taste

and sound iudgraent should beep the best and
most profit.-ible kinds of Poultry. Only fresh
eggs used, carefully packt and sent by express.
Safe delivery guaranteed.
D. S. HEFFRON,

Washington Heights,

III.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

i3Atf
writing.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MoNETTE Queen-Clippidg
Device is a fine thing lor use in
catching and clipping Queens'
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

NEW

OEORQE W. YORK & COMPANY,
118

Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

111.

April

6,

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

1899.

feed, as fruit-bloom is all killed, and the
spring is so backward. This is not much of
a honey locality, as for the last few years
the greater part of the honey has been so
extremely bitter, especially late honey.
There is a weed known locally as '• yellowweed." which yields plentifully, a beautiful, light honey, but as bitter as quinine.
The same weed also ruins milk. 1 will send
Albert E. Isaac.
a sample this year.
Morgan Co.. Ala.. March 23.

A Correetion— Lots of Rain.
On page 94 I am made to say: "The
coldest

has been in the last six years here

it

was 16 degrees below zero." I wish you
would please change it to 10 degrees ahoi<e
zero.
are haying
I like the Bee Journal.
Herbeut Prunek.
lots of rain.
Douglas Co.. Oreg., March 23.

We

THE HATCHING

Good Weathei' for Polar Bears.

much

longer, the production of polar bears
will be a more profitable industry in Minnesota than the production of honey.
Wm. Russell.
Hennepin Co.. Miim., March 2.5.

HEI

HAS LOST HER OCCUPATION

ho
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Sent on receipt of 10 cents.
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Fanns, Plans for poultry houses, best n av to liandle. feed aud iiiaikttf wis, etc.
CO. Box B
RELIABLE INCB.
2, Quincyi 111.
2:;8-page

book to

tell

1
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AND BROODER

r'lease

menuon Bee Journ.i,i
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Page

NEW
operates two Sawmills that

\viic;ii

writing.

Lyon Mfg. Co.
cut,

LONDON,

WIS.,

annually, eig-ht million feet of lumber, thus"se-

curing the best lumber at the lovcest
price for the manufacture of

There seems but little prospect of getting
bees out of winter quarters for some time
yet. To-day the snow is two feet deep all
over the bee-yard, and it is still snowing,
accompanied by a strong gale from the
north. If such arctic conditions continue

221

T3__ I/"^^^^^^' Q.^^^ti^^
DCe^rVeeperS OUpplieS,*,,

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cvit from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswo'od is used, 'and
lutely accurate.
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and'possession of mills and factorv equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

Send

''

Carloads

Endured a Hard Winter.
have one colony of bees which I purfall and packt with chaff on the
stand, as nearly as the American
Bee Journal instructed me as I knew how.
They have endured a long, hard winter,
but have taken occasional flights whenever
the climatic conditions would permit, and I
believe they are in good condition.
Chas E. Hoover.
Whitman Co.. Wash., March 13.
1

chast last

of Bee-

summer

.

1898 Not a Total Failure.
The year ISOS was not quite a total failure.
I began the spring with only 12 colonies, increase none, and I took off about
1..500 pounds of honey in the comb, while
neighbors, who cannot afford to take

my

the Bee Journal, received

Kent

little

George

from their

bees.
Co., Mich.,

March

or no honey
A. Kerr.

My

condition, and
so they can
stand being coopt up for a while yet. Some
have lost some bees around here.

bees are in

first class

flight

March

21,

W. H. POTTORF.

Mason

Co.,

111.,

March

I-

is'ii:iigSJ^

Comb Foundation
and EVEKYTHiNG used
in

America.

We

the bee-industry.

ill

23.

modern appliances.

ery 40 000 feet of floor space, aud all
INTER-STATE
for Catalofjs. Ouotatious, etc.
when writing.

MFQ.

CO., Hudson. St. Croix Co., Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

OUR MOTTO:

Seciions. SliloDino-Gases and

B66-K66D6rS' SUDDli6:
We make

a specialty of making- the very best Sections on'the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
the best for making- the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young and
thrifty timber is used.
'Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

The

BASSWOOD

Marshfield flanufacturing Company,

Bees in the Cellar, All Right.

POLICES OFBiiigliaiii

were in a smell bee-house
outside. Those I put into the cellar are all
right. The cellar is the place for me to
winter bees.
M. V. Jewell.
Genesee Co.. Mich.. March 17.
3 out of C that

Conqueror

My

honey

to give their experience.
exis limited, and is confined to a
few trials with grapes.
Trial No. 1. Seven pounds of sound

—

grapes on the stem packt in a stone jar.
a syrup of 4 pounds of honey. 1 pint
of good vinegar, with cloves and cinnamon
to suit say S ounces each
boil together

Wonder

Honey-Knife

Ameri-

perience

stove.
2Vin. stove.
--in. stove.
(weight 10 ounces) ... 2-in. stove.
3-in.

Plain
Little

Preserving Fruits with Honey.
can Bee Journal, I came across a request
for those who have tried preserving fruits

Perfect Bee-Smokers

Smoke Engine (largest smoker made) 4-in. stove. Doz. $13.00;
3W in. stove. Doz. 9.00;
Doctor
],arife

In looking over the pages of the

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

The thermometer has ranged here from
12 to 34 degrees below zero, without any
snow on the ground. The bees have come
out pretty slim, where they were outside,
some losing their last colony. I have lost

in

We want the name aud address of every bee-keeper
We have Dry Kiln, Improved MachinWe make prompt shipment. Write

supply dealers as well as consumers.

25.

Bees in First-Class Condition.
had a good

Sections,

BiDKhiini

\:

Hetherin{i-

ton Uncappinj::-

;

6.50;
5.(.X);

4.75;
4.5n;
6.i)0;

each, by mail, $l.5a
**
"
"
"

"
"

i.io
i.oo
.90
.70
.60
.80

Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
or Knite, look up its record and pedigree.
FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with its
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer, 1 write for a circular.

I

Smoke Engine too large.
^
Truly.
W. H. Eagerty, Cuba. Kansas.
T. F. KI>(;HAin, Farwell, miclilsan.

do not think the 4-inch

January

27, if-y7.

Make

—

Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.

Please mentioii the Bee Jourual

IfeSJ?«

—

—
;
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20 minutes, skim well, then turn hot
over the grapes and seal.
This recipe I found in " Honey as Focd
and Medicine" [A pamphlet now out of
print.
Ed J, and it was added that apples,
peaches and plums may be preserved in
the same way.
The grapes thus treated
were good enough for anybody, and kept
for a long time.
Trial No. 2— I put a lot of real nice
bunches of sound grapes into a lot of real
nice honey, and the result was that I

for

'

'

HIGGLE

m

A

Farm Library of unequalled value— Practical.
Up-to-date, Concise and Comprehensive—Handsomely Printed and Beautifully Illustrated.

1— BIGQLE HORSE BOOK
All about Horses

— a Common-Sense Treatise, with over

74 illustrations

a standard work-

;

Price, 50 Cents.

O
H

2— BIQQLE BERRY BOOK

No.

All about

growing Small Fruits— readand leam now

contains 43 colored lile-like reproductionsof allleadicg
varieties and 100 other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents.

3— BIGQLE POULTRY BOOK

No.

All about Poultry

;

the best Poultry Book in existence

tells everything
with23 colored life-like reproductions
of all the'principal breeds; with 103 other iUustrationi.
;

O
u

4— BIGQLE COW BOOK
AU

about Cows and the Dairy Business having a great
sale, contains 8 colored life-like reproductions ofeach
breed, with 132 other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents.

No.

5— BIGQLE SWINE BOOK

—
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it

is

o

5

YEARS
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to anv address
Sample of

lor

iSqq, iqoo, igoi, Z902

A DOLLAR BILL.

the

and

CHAS

F.

d
n

Utl

Uiltjl

nUi

nffoTl

¥n

^^ ^"'^

it

years

Send us ONE new subscriber for the Bee Journal for a year
order the Farm Journal for you for S years as a premium.

"^'"^ ^^^ ^^^ Journ.ll for
(as above) all for SI. -ki; the

UUIjI

nUi

Lt

flffor

Wn

Q

Or, send

iji

60 cents each,

nUi

Ullul

TWO new subscribers for the Bee Journal for the

Better apply soon, as
Address,
tions to offer.

(at $1.00,1

G. D.

and we

Sullivan Co., Tenn.,

March

Hawk.

31.

Fruit-Trees in Bloom.

-niU

balance of this year at

CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago,

Honey-Eatep.

five

and we will order the ITarm Journal for you for 5 years as a premium.
we have only a limited number of 5-year F.'\KM JOURNAL subscrip-

GEORGE W. YORK &

17.

had a very cold winter here.
Bees have come thru in poor condition.
There is no brood in the hives to amount to
anything now. Very late spring, and no
flowers yet. Bees will be late in broodrearing, the latest I ever saw. Prospects
are good for a honey crop thus far.

one year and the Monthly Farm Journal for
Farm Journal alone is 50 cents a year.

1

Little

Farr.

.J.

We have

The Farm Journal and the Bee Journal.
flffoTi

A Big

March

Good Prospects for Honey.

by mail

Philadelphia

JENKINS.

F
Calif.,

Seeing the question in the American Bee
Journal, as to how much honey one can
eat at one meal, I thought I would tell how
much I could eat. I have often eaten one
pound of honey at a meal, and I am only
13 years old. I wasn't trying to see how
much I could eat, but I ate it because I
JosiE M. Tichenor.
wanted it.
Crawford Co., Wis.

FARM JOURNAL

1903) will be sent

X^ARM JOVRXAI^

Address.

having a good rain— the
It will have to rain a
since Jan. 12
great deal more than it usually does to
make honey in the late buckwheat locali-

o

FARM JOURNAL and circular describing BIQGLE BOOKS free.

WILAtER ATKINSON,

Having a Good Rain.

We are just now

Los Angeles Co.,

for you and not a misfit.
It is 22 years
the great boiled-down, hit-the-nail-on-the-head,

BIGGLE BOOKS, and

(remainder of

19.

ties.

quit-after-you-have-said-it, Farm and Household paper in
the world— the biggest paper of its size in the United States
of America— having over a million and a-half regular readers.

Any ONE

I

first

your paper, made

old.

in

am

feeding bran now, and
you ought to see them carry in the beebread. The weather is lovely, and we look
for an early spring.
F. D. Hahnenkratt.
fine shape.

;

Just out. All about Hogs— Breeding, Feeding. Butchery, Diseajes, etc. Contains over 80 beautiful halftones and other engravings. Price, 50 Cents.
The BIQOLE BOOKS are unique.original.useful- you never
sawanythinglikethcm— so practical, so sensible. They
ere having an enormous sale East, West, North and
South. Every one who keeps a Horse, Cow. Hog or
Chicken, or grows Small Fruits, ought to send right
away for the BIQGLE BOOKS. The

Is

Bees Wintered in Good Sliape.
bees have come thru the winter

My

Otero Co., Colo.. March

Price, 50 Cents.

No.

My recollection is that I had
something that resembled vinegar more
Edwin Bevins.
than anything else.
Decatur Co., Iowa.
spoiled both.

By JACOB BIGQLE
No.

6, 1899.

Fruit-trees are now in full bloom. The
bees are busy, and I think that prospects
are favorable for a good season.
J. G. Stewart.
Donna Ana Co., N. Mex., March 20.

111.

Wintering in Good Condition.
me send vou mv 64DLt-MlLrLno page Catalog for 1899.
J. ill. Jfcnktns, Wetumpka, Ala.

nrr l/CCDCDC

A, I. ROOT GO'S eOODS ^\XT'^Including their discouuts for goods wanted for
use another season. It will pay you to send me
Cash for Beeswax.
list of goods wanted.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

THE

Let

!

1

Please mention Bee Jotimal

when

writins.

ders.

Abbott,

Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

St.

Woodman,

free.

Q. B.

SPECIAL AGENTS:
E. T.
L. C.

until the last

Our 1899 Catalog

LEWIS

bees are in fair condition now. They
have been carrying some pollen from the
elms when the weather is suitable. I have
My
lost one colony so far this winter.
honey crops in the last three years have
been "just medium. In 1S90 I secured 214
pounds of comb honey and 240 pounds of
extracted honey; in 1S97, 120 pounds of
comb honey and 51'^ pounds of extracted,
from 50 colonies; in 1S9S I secured 315
pounds of comb honey and 273 of extracted,
from 55 colonies. This isn't much of a
country for honey, that is, for quantity,
but the quality is all right. Our honey is
generally fair, and fine-flavored, but not
enough of it to pay for the trouble of taking care of the bees, which in this part of
the country, except in the mountainous
parts, don't get very much surplus honey.

My

moment to order your Supdisappointed
by delay in shipment
You may be
plies.
and lose a portion of the honey harvest. Save money
and gain honey by sending us )'our estimate NOW.
We are offering Special Inducements for Early Or=
W^ait

bees, and those of Mr. L, C. Watts,
to be wintering in good condition thus
G. H. Schram.
far, in cave and cellar.
Jasper Co., Iowa, March 25.

seem

Not An Encouraging Report.

FOREWARNED IS
FOREARMED ==

Do Not

My

CO.,

Watertown, Wisconsin.

!

April
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DITTMER'S

Comb

Foundation
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I am not located in reach of the mountain
country. The reason the mountains are
better is the poplar timber isn't cut out for
lumber.

.Si

J

have had two outapiaries for three
years; they didn't pay anything, not
enough to pay for the hives that the bees
were put into. I sold one of the out-apiaries of 13 colonies last fall, and I am going
to sell the other as soon as I can find a
buyer. I have 3.5 colonies here at home,
which are as many as I can attend to for a
short i)rofit.
A. C. Babb.
Greene Co., Tenn., March 20.

jJi >!4 >l<. >t4 >t<. >te. >li

Jte. >fe

>Ji >tt iJiti.

HONEY AND BEESWAX |

I

Wholesale and Retail.

Working

Weix.

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

Hi\/es, Sections,
and a
the

sell

I

full line of

3UPPLIE5.

VERY BEST

at lowest prices and
ship promptly.

Send me your name for 18'>9 catalog: and
whether you are a larg^e or small
consumer or dealer.

Beeswax always wanted
highest price.

for

prices^

cash or trade at the

Address,

A

all along, and finally died. I found one last
fall in .the cornfield (Sept. IT), an average-

Gincinnati.O., the tloneij and Bee-Keepers'
b,v

the late

MUTH & SON.

F.

of

buckwheat and wild aster

cheap. Call ou or address Mrs. Annie
13A2t
Central Ave., Ciucinnati, O.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Will

swarm

very light hybrids.
I
brought them home and put them into an
Strame hive, and fed them sugar syrup;
they built 7 frames about 2,j full of comb,
but did not get it full of stores. They did
very well until we had a young blizzard,
and that ended them with some stores left.
I think the cluster got too small to keep
warm, as they died off quite fast.
I think this ought to be a very good section for bees, as we have early pasture,
willow, soft maple, plenty of fruit, white
clover in all the pasture land, and lots of

sized

For Sale
CHAS.

Beginner's Experienee.

got two swarms last summer; one did
fairly well, and the other v/ie had bad luck

Please mention. Bee Jotxrnal -when -wTiting.

Siipplij Business
establisht and formerly owned

in the fall.
P. A. Barclay.

sell

MuTH,

Ulster Co., N. Y., March

214()

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no

Sag- in

Illinois.

— The

Northern

Beingr the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

Illinois

Bee-Keepers^

the Vice-President: and one at Mr. Oliver Taylor's, at Harlem, Winnebago Co., in charge of
the President, on Tuesday, May 16, 1809. Every
"
one is cordially invited.
B. Kennedy, Sec.
New Milford, 111.

VAN DEUSEN,

Sole Manufacturer,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.
Please mention JOce Journal when writing.

—

Connecticut. The annual meetingrof the Connecticut Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
at the Capitol, at Hartford, May 3, 1899.
Waterbury, Conn. MRS. W. E. RiLEY, Sec.

The Best Bargain
THE

IS

that's the secret of our

Costs

II.

More

IHo

are ready now
for the season of 1899 with an immense stock of
line.
Send for our
in
our
and
best
latest
the
1899 calalog^ and discounts for early orders.

TO FEED, RAISE
AND HOUSE GOOD

Pure Bred Poultry

JOSEPH NYSEWANDER,
DES MOINES. IOWA.

than

The
The

?

it

does

better.

writing.

alog;

vou care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy, of California's Favorite Paper—

r'aiifr\fnirt
V^ctlllUrillct

If

common

Send stamp

and it pays tenfold
once for Illustrated Cat-

stock,
at

and Poultry-Book.

3t.n Fifty-third

Avenue,

330

Market

Street,

San

And

ull

.\piiirian

Supplies

rheap. Send for
T. FLANAGAN, BelletUIf, Ul'

Fk.incisco, Cal.
when writing.

mention the Bee Journal.

Please mention Bee Journal

FOR SALE.

CARNIOLAN

SILVER GRAY -QUEENS—
ALSO THE

Fifty

50'

colonies of

ITALIAN BEES

in

standard Lan^stroth hives in g-ood condition.
Will sell five l^) colonies, or the lot, at S3.tKi per
colony. Also one (iiven Foundation Press, and
one Cowan Honey-Extractor. For further par-

Golden and 3-baiided Italian.
Untested, 50c each; tested, 75c. Purity of stock
and safe arrival guaranteed.

RocMale, Texas,
C. B, BANKSTON,
Please mention the Bee Journal.
13Atf

amber, 7!4^'9c. Extracted, white, 7K(^
amber, 6-^4(5 7c. Beeswax, 24@26c.

Present slim stocks admit of onlv a light jobbing business being transacted," with" values
much the same as previously noted. The coming crop is likely to be small. The bees are now
being fed in a large portion of Southern California, and many are reported to have already
died.

A

Boston, April 1.— Fancv white, 13c:
No. 1,
12f«*12^c; No. 1. llMl2c; No. 2, 9@lOc: demand
fair; no call for dark.
Extracted, supplj- very
light, good demand. White in 60-pound cans,
"jic: light amber in barrels, 7c. Beeswax, very
light stock, good

demaud,

2'*c.

Blake, Scott & Lee.
Buffalo, April 1.— Little or no strictly fancy
one- pound comb honey here.
It would sell
well at about IK" 12c.
Few lots of common,
dark, etc., arriving, and sell at 7mSc mostly:

some very poor
here; worth

at 6c.

from

There

is

no extracted

e.Ktra fancy, 6c.
30(«32c: poor, 25(a}2Sc.

4;2'«5!-^c:

Co.

April 1.— Fancv white quotable at
13(0 13^sc: choice, 12^ 12^2C.
Extracted, 6J3C.
Quotations are practically nominal, as there
is no stock left now in receivers hands, and
dealers have also but very little left. There will
not be a pound of any kind of honey carried over
in this market.
Peycke Bros.
1-lb.

sections,

A No. 1, 12(3 12;^c: No.i, llwl2c; dark
or amber or old, 7('_' 10c. Extracted, in barrels or
kegs, white, 7(g7j3c; dark. 5J4(a;6J4c. Beeswax,
13(fl;Uc;

Since our last report we have had a very good
market for honey, and the demand has been
very good for all grades, especially for sections

and the demand is good now
and small supply. We encourage shipments of
best comb. Extracted, fair demaud.
A. V. Bishop & Co.
of the best quality,

ILL.

Smukers. Sections.
Comb Foundation

RURAL PRESS,
-

DREXEL,

-

QUEENS

Afrricultural

paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,
handsomely' illustrated, $2.00 per annum. Sample copy free.

PACIFIC

28c.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

14A3t

Pacific Rural Press,
and

2"ff?

HiLDKETH Bros. & Segelken.
San Francisco, March 15.— White comb, 10@

DREXEL POULTRY YARDS CO.

.

leading- Horticultural

Beeswax^

25<a^27c.

Address,

when

tations.

Milwaukee, March 2.— Fancv

We

Please mention Bee Journal

New

York, March 8.— Fancv white,12c: No. 1
white, lOfallc; amber, 9c; buckwheat and dark,
Comb honey is pretty well cleaned up
now and we expect to dispose of the balance of
our stock during this month. Excepting California there is not much stock of extracted on
our market. Demand is fair at unchanged quo-

6(rt'7c.

Batterson &

HEADQUARTERS
IN THE WEST

lOASt

Mnrch 10.— Fancy white comb,

Omaha,

immense trade that

has made us

For Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

City,

Fancy pure beeswax,

BEST GOODS AT FAIR PRICES.
And

Kansas

No. 1, 12c; amber, lie: dark, 10c. Extracted
while, 6c; amber, 5c; dark, 4'Xc. Beeswax, 25c.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

13c;

7J2C; light

Asst)ciation will hold two sessions of its spring
meeting', one at Mr. John Waj^ner's, near Beuna
Vista, Stephenson Co., under the supervision of

Honey.

Detroit, March 9.— Fancy white comb scarce
and higher and we now quote it 13(a 14c; No. 1,
12fg 13c; fancy dark and amber, lOftlllc.
There
is considerable poor honev in the commission
houses which is offered at S(" '>c.
Extracted,
while, 6^2'^ 7c: dark, 5^«6c. Beeswax. 25(<i'-26l'ic.
M. H. Hunt.

10!'2c;

12.

Couveutlon Notices.

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Botlom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus

J. A.

Stocks of the best g-rades of
white comb are being reduced, and receipts are
light, with some accumulation of the off g-rades,
there being additions to tho^e grades from time
to time.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
last quotations.

I

GUS DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

in

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
Chicago, March 21.— Fancy white, 13c; No. 1,
11'" 12c; ambers, 9i<i 10c; dark, 7i<j8c.
Extracted,
white clover, Sc; other kinds, 7c; amber and
dark, 5(S'6c. Beeswax, 27(?'2tfc.
There is no change of consequence since our

i4A4t

MRS.

J.

W, LeROY,

Please mention Bee Journal
I

^^
•.^
•^
'.^^
•^
r5
3,
:^5

ticulars inquire of

-

BeeI
iSuDDlies.1

I

Rio, Wis,
WTiting.

when

Root's iioods at Roofs Prices.
^^
PouDER's Honey-Jars and every- ^'
Prompt ^*'

thing used by bee-keepers.
Service— low freight rate.

Catalog

free.

WALTER

S.

POUDER,

512 Mass. Ave.,
iNDI.tNAPOLlS, INDI.4NA.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

^^
^$=
^.
^^

writing.

'
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OrdeLEarly
There are indications that the demand

Bee-Keepers' Supplies,
will serve our

6,

1899.

""^

'"'

Dadant's Foundation.

Year

Year

for

SUPPLIES will be very lartje this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have large facilities for manufacturings all
kinds of

And

April

Why

does

We guarantee

it sell

so well?

satisfaction.

Because

What more can anrbodv do? BEAUTV,
PURITY, FIRMNES5, No SAGGINQ, No

has always griven better satisany other.
22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliit

faction than

Because

customers as quickly

in

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

ments.

as possible.

Falcon^ Sections

the Finest Made.

ai*e

Send name for our

1899 Catalog- ready Feb, 1. Copy of the American Bee-Keeper [20 pag-es) free. Address

W.

T116

T. Falconer MIq. Go.

JAMESTOWN,

when

U.vioN Combi-

lor

// ^

n

-

Nysewander

Inter-State Mfg.

cutting

-

ed ge-

btading, e t c.
Full line FOOT
AXI> H A N D-

Power

Ma-

St.. Seiiera Falls, K.V.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

G.

W. Fassett
W. Bittenbender

J.
J.

:

Hijrh Hill,

Mo.

Middlebury, Vt.
Knoxville, Iowa.
St. Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo, Colo.
Ogden, Utah.

L. Gray
Pierce Seed and Produce Co
F. Foulfrer & Sons
R. H. Schmidt & Co

Sheboygan, Wis.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

moulding,

CHINEKV. Send

Co

Nebel

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, Revised. The Classic in Bee-Culture
Price, $1.25, by mail.

Biiwing,

borinp,

for Catiilng A.
Seneca Falls Mf?. t^o.. IB VVal.«r

J.

KuininK.

p.

scroll

^

Portland, Orejron.
St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Des Moines Iowa
Hudson, Wis.

E. T. Abbott,
L. C. Woodman

& Sou

J.

sell

ripping.

cross

i

Red Oalv, Iowa.
Wetumpka, Ala.

M. Jenkins

rab
\jl_ niiiering.
beting, proov-

-'j".-^ ,:

-Waterto-nn, Wis.

Portland Seed Co
"writing.

nation Saw—
,^,

folio-wing dealers handle our Foundation exclusively

C. B. Lewis Co
E. K retch raer
J.

N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal

The

We

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Catalog-,

Beeswax Wanted
at all times.

=

chas. dadant & son,

writing.

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

III.

Young Hen and

Women

=

pay YOU
yourselves for
good positions bv taking Shorthand
Mail.
Send
for
by
Text Book
S1.60
It

will

to

fit

or 3 cents for catalogEclectic

Sliortliaiiil

CollcEe,

94 Uearborn Street, ClIICACiO.
Headquarters of the Eclectic System.
39Aly
Please mention the Bee Journal.

«®-|F

—

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

Supplies, address

That covers the wbole Apicultural Field more
completely than anv other publisht, send 51.25
to Prof.

a". J.

LEAH. I

Higgins\'iile,

JVlFG* CO<»

1730

Mo.

S. 13th St.,

404 Broadway,

Omaha, Neb.

E. St. Louis,

III.

Eastern Bee= Keepers!

Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

Bee-Keepers' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to

Trade.

tlie

I ARISE
To

the

ITALIAN BEES
HONEY

say to the readers of

Bee Journal

that

DOOUITTLE
has

I'urnishing- bee-keepers with practical appliances to use in producing honey in marketable
shape so they will receive the highest price for it, is our principal business. If you are in the
EAST you will make a great mistake if you send WEST for your Supplies, wait several weeks, and
pay a bigf freig-ht bill, when you can get them in a few days, at as low a price, and less freight to
pay. Our Catalog will explain. It is Free. THIXK IT OVER. We carry a large stock and the
quality is of the best. We also own two Apiaries and sell

concluded

Those Apiaries are run

...

QIJEENS

in their season
during- 1899, at the fol-

I.

J.

$1.50; 6 for S2."il.
Sl.W) each.

N. Y.

.

ti

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We

have the best equipt factory in the West. ^ Capacity,
one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest variety of everything needed in the apiary, assuring
BEST goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.
iistrated CotaJog-, 7'^ pajj-es, Pree.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized

previous season's rearing:, S3; Extra Selected,
for breeding, the very

steel, all sizes,

About a pound of Bees in a 2-frame
Nucleus, with any Queen, S2.00 extra.
best,

well, as the bees are hustlers.

STRUSTGHAM, 105 Park Place, New York.

Untested Queen .$1.00
Untested Queens.. 4.50
12 Untested Queens 8.00
1 Tested Queen .... 1.50
3 Tested Queens
3.50
1 select tested queen 2.00
"
" Queens 4.a)
3
Select Tested
Queen,
1

AND QUEENS.
and pay

Untested Queens, 60 cents; 3 for
Tested Ouecns

to sell

lowing- prices

tor

any form,

for all purposes. Price list free.

S5.i>-'.

E. KRETCHMER, RED
Please mention Bee Journal when -w-riting.

Circular free, g-ivinj^r full particulars rej^ardAddress,
each class of Queens.

in^'

Q. M.
lIA26t

OAK, IOWA.

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Please mention Bee Jotimal -when writing

Don't

fail

to mention the Bee Jonrnal

when writing

advertisers.

;

.

'l*'>i>

OEOROE W. YORK,

39th

CHICAGO,

YEAR,

ILL,,

^S\l>\i/\iAiAi/\iAi/\i/ii/\i/Vi/\tAiAiAl/ViAl/\i/^^

IIM
f^
:^

The

" Old Reliable" seen

By

through
"

New and

Unreliable Glasses.

COGITATOR."

^^

^

NOT ENTHUSED OVER EUCALYPTUS.
Mr. Prj-al's talk and pictures about the eucalyptus trees
(page 129) are very interesting- indeed and yet I do not find
myself getting enthused about them inuch. If a tree looks
like a beanpole, and if we have to say to a fellow, " This is
an excellent medicine." in order to make him eat the honey,
'pears like that bee-folks might go further and do better in
the matter of tree-planting.
;

Editor.

APRIL

13,

1899,

on the rudiments of a thing he

No,

is

15,

pretty sure to let out'some

which those advanced in the art can feed on with inProbably not one in a hundred of us knew that the
terest.
queen begins in the spring by laying about ten eggs a day
for awhile. If Cogitator had been driven to a Yankee guess
he would have guest about half-a-dozen eggs the first day.
and a couple of hundred the second. But of course Doolittle
In the observation of little things he is one of the
is right.
most accurate observers.
DIFFERENCE IN TASTE OF HONEY.
facts

As to the question of the taste of Italian honey vs. the
taste of the other kind, which Mr. Bevins sails into so valiantly (page 134), 'Tater would incline to go further, and
deny the alleged facts in toto. Different races, strains and
colonies differing in pretty much every imaginable way,
now for the better, and now for the worse, the bees a fellow
is enthusiasticallv in favor of store (of course) the besttasting honey for him. That was a sharp shot of B.'s where
he reminds his antagonist that very many flowers hang bottom side up, so the heaviest nectar would settle into reach,
instead of out of it, if any such separation went on.

FEEDING EVERY TENTH HIVE.

What shall we say about Mr. Aldrich's plan
of feeding- everj- tenth hive, and making the bees store honey
for the other nine ? I should have doubts abotit their doing
so much storing readily, and fears that bees so overworkt
Still, I am
in the fall might " peter out " before spring.
conscious that these may be empty and needless apprehenI don't knoii' much about it.
sions.
Page

PROOFS OF gs;nuineness

132.

A TRICK OF THE HONEY-COMMISSION MEN.
There is an idea dropt by Mr. McNay. on page 132, that
^we can hardly afford to let slip. Send a commission man
honey outright and he puts it in the back part of the store,
to sell -when he gets other things cleared up. Make him pay
it, and (just as naturalh') he sets
}-ou a good advance on
it at once, because he -wants to get his money
See? Quite honest men have been "known
in hand again.
to look out for their own interests, don't you mind ?

about selling

FREQUENT FLIGHT-DAY'S .4ND GOOD STORES.
You're just like all the rest of us. Comrade Dadant
crowing loudly before we're out of the wintering woods.
Frequent fiight-daj'S are indeed the best thing we can possiblv have to get thru the winter on, except one. And that
one thing is " pizen on us " this winter. Not for many
years has the quality of the winter stores been so poor as
this time. If spring should prove late and trying manj' of
us will suffer, I fear. Good plan to count our mercies, however.
Had this winter been as destitute of flight-days as
some winters are, many localities would scarcely have had a
bee left \>y this time.
.\

queen's SPRING EGG-LAYING.

Whoever has stood before a tired audience, burdened
with the duty of interesting them notwithstanding their
weariness, can sympathize with Mr. Doolittle as he began
the brilliant address reported on pages 133, 146 and 165.
We're all glad that the •' scare streaks " up his legs didn't
make him sit down. When a really competent lecturer talks

(!).

In the ninth boil-batch page 138, Holtermann 'hits the
bull's-eye (or say the cow's) with that milk story.
Leaving
propolis on the sections to prove genuineness next door to
proving butter by the hair in it and milk by that cowdung flavor often gentlv alluded to as the "taste of the

—

barn."

ODOR OF TAR FOR FOUL BROOD.
to trust one swallow for a summer, but if
many swallows get the same results as Loyalstone, on page
138, we shall have something new of distinct value in fightWon't do

ing foul brood. Just powerfully impregnate
for foundation with the odor of tar.

was designed

THAT " EAR-WAX FOR STINGS " STORY.
Ear-wax the best remedy for .stings, eh, only so apt to
Let me suggest, Mr. Herbe unattainable. Page 140.
If all the bee-folks should warm your ear, by tellmance
ing you what they think of your whisky remedy, it would
melt out wax enough to give j-ou a start»in the ear-wax sup:

ply trade.

THE QUESTION OF FACING HIVES.
Miller, on page 166, was being switcht not for
facing- hives the wrong way, but for teaching that the
direction made no difference. And, lo, he thinks to get off
That boy

by showing that a big bee-man

(the biggest one of all, in
facing quite important. No, my boy, if you
could get Doolittle and Cogitator to plaj' the two-ram act,
that wouldn't help you any. Furthermore the chances are
that the)' won't butt. Doolittle lives in a very cool climate,
high altitude, and prettj' well north and if he decides that
the days when sunshine right square in front does harm are
so very few tliat the days when direct sunshine does good
greatly overbalance them, 'Tater won't denj' it. And if
'Tater finds very few summer days when the sun after 11
is any good, and many days when it is a sweltering nuisance,
I don't believe Doolittle will put down his wooly pow and
fact) considers

;

—
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charg'e.

Nobody in the
thing' a matter of climate.
g-ood word for a north facing but presum(if hives had to be left awhile without shade)
;

ably in Cuba
north facing- would be the only proper way. The matter is
very simple indeed. To get the morning sun and not much
To get the most sun possible, face south.
else, face east.
To get the least possible, face north. If j-our honey mostly
comes in afternoons, and afternoons are apt to be too cool.
face west.
MR. GKTAZ PROBABLY TWICE CORRECT.
Cogitator agrees with Adrian Getaz, page 145, that dead
bees in the outer spaces, in out-door wintering, are dead of
cold rest of the world to the contrarj' notwithstanding.
And quite possibly Mr. Getaz is correct in calling stimulative feeding and brood-spreading two equivalents, either
one of which may be used, but not necessarily both at once.

—

'Tater's a

little s'hy

of both.

BRUSHING HONEY INTO COMBS.
Another way to get honey into empty combs for feeding
purposes brush it in with a paint-brush. Maybe now that's
a good idea. Thanks to Mr. Bair, page 148.

—

MARKETING HONEY

PECK'S PECK OF TROUBLE.

Mr. Peck's peck of trouble, on page 149, is one wherewith many of us have been peckt good local sale-route
patiently workt up (8 cents a pound), and, presto, a young-

—

The

remedy is rather
hard to find. Mr. Peck thinks " edicating him " with beejournals, etc., only makes him worse — surer than ever that
Whatever we do, let's not
Jie can get rich on 7-cent honey.
get mad and hate the boy in our hearts he's only at what
ster strikes in at 7 cents.

satisfactorj-

;

the world calls " business." I put my retail figure at 7
cents years ago, and the 6-cent boy has not yet turned up.
If he should, vay honey would be 6 cents directly. I admire,
rather than hope to imitate, the once-a-year visited route,
and the uniform 2S-pound package. Too late to make my
route stand that now, sure. Smaller packages and more
frequent visits are more to the mind of the average customer and once-formed habits do not change easily to habits
a little less agreeable.
;

30,000

Honey

TONS OF COMB HONEY.

country at least) are apt to be
disgustingl)' unreliable, and far off from the truth but
when the big makers can be got to report how many sections the3' made we have somethingXo tie to. The 30,000,000
that Wisconsin made is a big lot. If we may credit all the
rest of the Union with as much more, we have an indirect
hint of 60,000,000 pounds of section honey. Page 152.
stati-stics (in this

;

DEFECT IN MICHIGAN'S FOUL BROOD BILL.
That Michigan Foul Brood Bill looks excellent in the
main, but seems to have one gross fault. The minimum of
punishment under it is a 50-dollar fine and this can be inflicted on a person not to blame at all. onh' densely ignor:

Better split things. The 50-dollar minimum just so
to be for the man who resists the inspector
but
for selling foul-broody bees or honey better let the court dethe
measure of guilt is. and not compel incide just what
Cogitator.
justice by a minimum.
ant.

it

13, 1899.

Whole

North has any

as

April

ought

;

The Omaha Convention Report ran through 14 numbers of the Bee Journal, beginning with the first number in
October, 1898. Now we have on hand quite a number of
complete sets of that report, which we will mail for just 10
cents each. That is, 14 copies of the American Bee Journal
for only a dime. There are doubtless a good many of our
new readers who Mrtll be glad to get that fine report.
Langstroth on the Honey- Bee, revised by the Dadants,
standard, reliable and thoroug-hly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound elegantly.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with the
Bee Journal for a year both for only $2.00.
is a

—

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last. Better order at once, if you want a copy
of this song.

Poof Stores and Want of Air Cause Loss.
BY WM. M'EVOY.

FANNIE C. DAMON, Middlesex Co., Mass.
MISS Your
letter of answers to my questions was received
some time ago, atid I will now give you my opinion of
the cause of the sudden death-rate of your old bees in the
winter, and the unhealthy condition of your colonies in the
Want of air in winter and poor stores in the fall were
fall.
the causes of all your loss of bees.
The closing of the entrances of your colonies with ice
and snow in Februarj', 1898, was a very serious matter, because it left the bees to depend entirely on what air thev
could get thru the packing on the tops of the brood-chamWhen I read of the large death-rate of bees among
bers.
your colonies all dead in six, and only a small quantity
alive in the other 11 hives I felt certain that you had too
much weight on the " safety valve '' too much close packing on the brood-chambers, when the entrances of your
hives became closed air-tight with ice.

—

—

—

To make sure that I was not mistaken, I wrote to you
asking how many inches of packing you had on each broodchamber, and what it was composed of. When you answered saying that you first put on a covering of burlap,
and on this a woolen ma}, then an oats chaff cushion five
inches thick, and above this from two to five inches of
leaves, which made the tops of the brood-chambers almost
air-tight, I knew well that it would not do to let the entrances become closed solid with ice and frozen snow, and
remain inthat condition for several days with so much
packing on top of the hives, because the steam that would
arise from the breath of the bees in that fix would dampen
the packing above, soften the capping on the sealed stores,
thin the honey in the unsealed cells, and injure the keeping
qualities of a part of the honey, and particularly so with
honey gathered from fall flowers.
Miss Damon, I see b)' your letter before me, that while
your hives were bankt up with snow in February, 1898, it
rained until it filled the snow with water, and then froze
the snow solid with a crust of ice on it strong enough to
bear up a horse, and after that everything seemed to be as
hard as adamant. Very true, and that same very extremely
cold dip froze the damp packing above the bees, and closed
the entrances with ice and snow, and then the bees began
dying by thousands for the want of air.
As you say, you had been for years very successful at
wintering bees, and I don't wonder at it because you not
only gave your bees plenty of stores to winter on, but had
taken the greatest of pains to pack your colonies in firstclass order. If you had only thought of it and kept the entrances to all of your hives clear, so that the bees could''
have had plenty of air, your colonies would have wintered
just as well as the others had done in the past.
In reading over your letter of answers to my questions,
I find that you prove my opinion to be correct as to the
cause of your loss of bees in winter, and the dwindling in
spring, when you say, " But the only colorty of mine that
came thru .safely was in a cooler place, and not so bankt
with snow, and had more ventilation at the back of the
hive, as the loose bottom-board had become warpt.'' Ventilation was the very thing that saved that colony, and it
was a pity that your other colonies did not have as much
ventilation as that one.
Now about the combs with honey, which you took such
pains to save so nicely and so well. \'ery few of our best
bee-keepers vrould have thought of that. I was anxious to

know

your bees had not gathered considerable honey from
which I believed they did. You replied,
saying, " The bees did gather a great deal of fine thick
golden-rod honey in the fall of 1897." The keeping qualities
of the different kinds of honey in the comb varies a great
deal when exposed to dampness. Some will keep in fair
condition under trying circumstances for six months, while
.some other kinds of honey won't keep as good for three
months if exposed to the same amount of dampness. Some
of the combs which you took out of the dead colonies had
more or less of the honey in them, which j'our bees gathif

fall flowers in 1897,

—

—
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ered from fall flowers a class of honey that doesn't keep
as well as clover after the bees almost wintered on the
combs that it was in.
If these combs had been m\ne, I would liavc extracted
/he honey out of every one of t/wm, Tigiit after I took them
out of the hive, and then heated the honey until a g-ood
wax}' foam raised on top of it after skimming it I would
have fed the honey to the bees in the ei'enings when the bees
were gathering- little or no honey during the day. The bees
would have fed the most of the honey direct to the larvie
just then, and by steady and regular feeding at such times
the most of the old honey would have been profitably used
up, a very much larger quantity of bees reared, and not one
cell of dead brood would be found in any colony during the
time the feeding was going on.
Miss Damon, it is my opinion if you had extracted
every particle of honey out of every comb last spring, before vou used any of the combs, j'our colonies would have
beenall right last fall. When your bees began dying at a
rapid rate last fall, a prompt removal of every comb for
combs with better stores is what should have been done,
and if these could not have been had, I would have crowded
the bees on a limited number of nice empty combs and then
fed them plenty of granulated sugar syrup until they filled
them and sealed them over nicelv, and then all would have
Woodburn, Ont., Feb. 27, 1899.
been right.
;

is fully in line with the two pounds to 10 Langstroth-frame
combs. Counting the necessary waste in the melting of
the 100-comb lots, I should say that my estimate of three
pounds of wax in the brood-chamber and a 25-pound surplus
of section-honey stored as indicated in that former article,
was not overdrawn one bit. And more, the addition to the
60 pounds of 45 more represented in the wax (105 in all)
should represent the honey gathered by that colony if the
15-to-l theory is correct.
I further stated that if it was true that bees were kept
from fielding X-o secrete and manipulate this <(7a.r, that an
additional amount must be lost in that way, and I guest
that at '3 the total honey gathered, putting it at '3 of the
60 pounds, whereas it should have been '3 of the 105 or
more. According to the basis of figuring used, I said, " A
S7varm hived and building all its comb and yielding a_ 25pound surplus, should, if given all the comb it could use,
have yielded, in addition to the 25 pounds, 65 pounds more
a total of go pounds of surplus."
At the bottom of page 81, and top of page 82, Cogitator
makes an unfair reference to me, and misrepresents what I
said.
I did not say " that 25 pounds of surplus comb honey
means three pounds of wax secreted," and I hereby demand
that Cog-itator come down on his knees and receive his just
reward, and that hereafter he will not set me up in such a
light as he there does.
A certain preacher wisht to condemn a certain fashion

and took for his test, "Top-knot come
whereas the whole text was, "Let him that is on
the house-top not come down." etc. To take detacht sentences, and sometimes even paragraphs, would make any of
us appear as fools.
No, sir, Mr. Cogitator, I stick to it that 10 Langstroth
combs and 25 pounds of section honey represent just about
You admit that "the current
three pounds of wax.
ratios should be hauled dawn a long- way," so we will haul
itdownto8'3 instead of 15, and still the easel supposed
would give 50 pounds instead of 25, which ratio your humble servant would haul down at least by another 4'(,.
Now suppose the colony to be an old establisht one,
having all its brood-chambers full of combs, only that in
sections to build. Take your own figures of one pound of
wax to 20 of honey, and let us figure some more. If a pound
of wax costs five pounds of honey, then the ratio as between
that stored when comb is built, and when no wax-secretion
in

Wax-Secretion, Etc.— A Reply to Cog-itator.
BY

K. C.

AIKIN.

pages 2 and 3 appears an article from myself in which
I referred to comb-building and wax-secretion and their
I referred to certain doceffect on the yield of surplus.
trines that have been commonly accepted in the past as

ON

correct, tho now largely disbelieved, viz.: That 15 to 25
pounds of honey are consumed, over and above that which
would otherwise be, for each pound of wax made into comb.

also said that I did not believe that so much was lost
normal colonies, when gathering nectar and ripening and storing the same, secreted
more or less wax regardless of the need of it," inferring
that it might be as well to let the colony build some comb.
I further said that " a 10-frame hive, Langstroth size, takes
nearly two pounds of wax to construct its combs. Surplus
honey from the sime hive to the amount of 25 pounds means
about three pounds of wax secreted, which, at the ratio of
15 of honey to one of wax, means 45 pounds of honey consumed in comb construction."
I also said, " the brood-combs should contain not less
than 35 pounds " (which is surely very reasonable, for I
have known 10-frame hives, when full, to contain over 50
pounds of honey), " which, added to the 25 pounds of surplus received, would make 60 pounds." Is there any overdrawing or rash statement in that ? There is a plain statement that a colony has built all its comb and stored 6n
I

to the bee-keeper, but " that all

pounds

of honey.

Now,

if it

be true that the

wax used

in

these

combs

would cause the consumption of IS pounds of honey to one
of was produced, then surely the colony, if no wax was
secreted or comb built, but instead had been given all eoinds
needed to receive all they gathered, that stock of honey must
at least equal the 60 pounds plus all consumed to make wax
(comb).
I once cleaned this and
I have a large solar extractor.
loaded it with 100 Langstroth combs, putting \\\ frame and
After removing the wax and refuse, the solar was
all.
again loaded with 100 combs as before. These were nearly
all natural combs, and yielded about 18 pounds of wax to
the 100. I do not know ho%v much was was in the refuse,
nor how much soakt into those 200 brood-frames, but surely
some. This corroborated the statement of others, that about

two pounds of was would build comb

in 10

hair-dressing,

down

;"

necessary, is 20 to 25. At 10 it is 20 to 30 at 15, 20 to 35
at 20, 20 to 40. I will take the 5 to 1 as the nearer correct of
any of them, and if you or any other cogitator can prove
me wrong, just pitch in.
Beware that you do not fall into the error of accusing
me of saying that there never are conditions under which
the yield as between comb and extracted will not exceed
the ratio of 4 to 5, but as far as wax-secretion alone concerns the question I challenge you to prove that I am not
rig-ht.
I have repeatedly made this challenge
or one very
similar and in something like two years it has not received
an attempt at answer.
Come over some evening, Mr. Cogitator, and we will
play checkers and talk bees, and have a good old bee-convention. Will vou come ?
Larimer Co., Colo.
is

;

;

—

—

The " Long'-Idea Hive

"

and

— would like to ask in
MR.Mr.YORK
Poppleton uses. What
the

Its History.

regard to the hive
the frame,
and how many does he use for extracting ? I have a
11
few one-story hives with frames
inches deep and 12'2
long, with 16 in a hive. Would you consider it a good hive
for extracted honey ? There is no surplus arrangement on
top of this hive, the honej' to be extracted from the outside
brood-frames.
F. EaTingkr.
:

I

is

size of

''2

Langstroth

frames.
Since the publication of that article, on pages 2 and 3,
I have made two more experiments. Honey from 25 sections
4'4s4'4Xl/s, and full separatored, was cut out and melted,
and a second 25 treated likewise. I neglected to put down
the figures, so I have them somewhat indefinitely in my
mind, but I remember distinctly that one lot gave me 17
pounds of honey, and the other a little more— I think it was
18 or 19 pounds— and of wax one gave 14 ounces, and the
other either a little more or a little less— I think a little
more.
The section experiment shovrs clearly that very close to
one pound of wax is used to hold 25 pounds of honey. This
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[We

who

referred the foregoing questions to Mr. Poppleton,
kindly replied as follows
Editor.]
:

Editor York

:

— At

j'our request, I

will try to

answer

Mr. Eatinger's questions.
The frames I use are what is commonly called the
" American frame," said to be 12 inches square, but mine
are actually ll'ixll'i inside measure, being practically the
same as Mr. E. has. In my opinion a shallower frame than
these should never be used in single-story work.
Sixteen frames are not enough. My hives will hold 24
frames each, with a thin division-board in each end. One
of the advantages of this method of working bees is that

—
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number of combs in use can always be adapted to the
size and needs of each colony. When working- with
bees, I almost always have empty combs within reach, and
to every colony I find with too few combs I add as many as
the

my

it one or more, and take away from any that
have more than they need.
My colonies occupy all the way from 3 to 24 combs each,
according- to their strength, but I consider one that needs
only 16 combs during- the hone3- season as not being up to

are needed, be

standard.

were again to keep bees in Iowa, and not practice
migratory work, I should use hives that would hold three or
four frames more than do the ones I am now using.
The Long-Idea hives were referred to in " Beedom
Boiled Down," in your issue for Nov. 10, 1898, also a statement from Mr. Gallup that the t%vo he tried were comparative failures.
See article in Gleanings, page 13, of last
year, for a history of these hives, origin of the name, and
also reason why Mr. Gallup failed with them. The Gallup
frame is not suitable for working in that manner, his own
method of using that particular frame being the best.
Dade Co., Fla., March 28.
O. O. Popplkton.
If I

article in Gleanings, to which Mr. Poppleton
reads as follows
Editor.]

[The
fers,

re-

:

Report of the Chicago Bee-Keepers' Convention.
BY A SHORTH.\ND REPORTER.
[Coatiuued from page

214.]

GETTING THE PUBLIC TO EAT HONEV.

— What can be done to get the public to eat more
A Member— Sell them better honey.
much in that. At one time I had
Dr. Miller — There
put
on the
some very poor honey-dew — miserable stuff.

QuES.
honey ?

is

it

I

market and insisted people ought to buy it because it was
honest honey, gathered by the bees. I liurt myself greatly
by that. If you want people to eat honey, you must give
them good hone}'. There is a great deal of very poor extracted honey put on the market I don't blame people for
if they get good, ripe honey they will use
not liking it
more of it. The quality of the honey has a great deal to do
with the public consuming a large quantity. Give them a
good article and they will like it and use it. There is some
honey so poor that they ought not to like it then there are
other things, and we might take up the whole afternoon
arguing on this, and I would advise you to suggest thru the
American Bee Journal any time what you may have found
but you will
to help increase the consumption of honey
find that a great deal lies in giving the public a good quality
;

On page

634 of Gleanings for Sept. 1, Mr. Doolittle
gives a version of the history of •' Long-Idea " hives, and
some remarks on their use. While the history of the origin
of any of our implements or ideas may be interesting, thejbut I feel very much
are, of course, not of practical value
like trying to correct the historical part of Mr. Doolittle's
;

remarks.

About 1870, Gen. D. S. Adair, of Kentucky, devised and
think) patented what he named the " New-Idea " hi%-e.
This hive was a long single-story one with the entrance in
one end, at the side of tlie frames, instead of the ends, as
commonly practiced. The " new idea "' of the General was,
as I understood it, having the combs containing brood all
in the back end of the hive, with surplus honey arrangements all between entrance and brood, compelling tlie bees
to pass thru the surplus honey part of the hive to reach the
brood, instead of thru the brood-nest to the surplus honey,
as in tiered-up hives.
(I

I do not know who first changed from Gen. Adair's end
entrance to having an entrance in the side of hives, and
brood-nest in the center instead of in the back end but I
think the change was made and experimented with by a
good many of us at the same time. It was not Gen. Adair,
;

the name '"Long Idea" to the hive. I have
always thought the name was first g-iven to it in derision
but as no other yet used describes the hive so well, it has become the recognized name.

who gave

;

;

;

of honey.
Dr. Peiro

—

There is another reason for it the chief
people don't know anything about honey. Where
can you get it ? What does it cost ? Many such questions
are askt about honey. People don't read the bee-papers,
and they are the only journals that say ain'thing about it.
some advertising. I don't see
It needs some stirring up
many advertisements in fact, the honey is all right if the
people only knew it was all right.
Dr. Miller It is not all right. Some of it is unripe.
Dr. Peiro I mean honey I don't mean fraud honey. I
don't care what you have to dispose of, if you don't adverI think
tise it in .some way you are going to "get left."
the problem to-day is, how to reach the public. You will
not sell it unless you interest the public in it.
reason

;

is,

—

;

—
—

;

;

The

discussion over these hives occurred when I was
mj- apiary in Iowa and after trying both
styles for a year or two, I adopted the long single-story
hive, and still use it, not having a single double-deckt hive
in my apiaries. I used about 500 double-story hives for two
years in Cuba, and was verj' glad to return to mj- own style.
i would no more think of using a two-story hive for extracted honey than Mr. Doolittle would think of using- the
single story.
The truth is, Mr. D. probably has no knowledge of a
properly made single-story hive. Neither the Langstroth
nor Gallup frames can be successfully used in such manner.
To use the right amount of combs in either of those frames
will spread them out too much doesn't leave them in as
compact a form as they should be for successful use. I have
told a great manj' bee-keepers who askt my advice, not to
attempt to use shallow or small frames in such a way. Some
of the foreign bee-journals, according- to a review of them
by Mr. Thompson, have lately been discussing this matter
quite fully, and the conclusions thej' arrived at were similar
to my own
that only deep frames were suitable for use in

first starting-

_

;

—

—

such hives.
Let me review Mr. Doolittle's objections very briefly.
I can work a single-story hive much easier than a double
The extra depth of my frame, and a little higher
story.
stand makes the top of the hive the same height from the
g-round as the top of a two-story Langstroth. I shake my
bees inside, not on top of mj' hives, and avoid the trouble of
crawling bees he speaks of. If I remember rightlj', I used
to be as successful as the average of bee-keepers in wintering my bees in Northern Iowa, and I used the long hive entirelj', Mr. D.'s non-success with only two hives to the contrary notwithstanding.
O. O. Poppleton.
bade Co., Fla., Nov. 18, 1898.

M.\INT.\INING A CERTAIN

— If you have a field

NUMBER OF

COLONIES.

that will normalU' support
100 colonies, and we call this a working capital during a
series of years how near can this working capital be maintained ?
A Member If I understand the question, I should say
it can be entirely maintained.
Dr. Miller The question is, how nearly can it be maintained ?
Pres. Beers A hundred colonies ought to keep 100 colonies going.
Dr. Miller If it will normally support 100 colonies, how
nearly can those 100 colonies be maintained ? As I understand it, how long will it take to run out this 100 colonies?
With proper management I should say those 100 colonies
ought to be kept up 3'ear after year. You hear it spoken of
sometimes as bees running out. Here is a man that had so
many colonies, and got along so and so for a number of
years, and then run out but I think with proper management in breeding, 100 colonies, without any fresh blood
being thrown in, might be kept up.
Mr. Moore Dr. Miller, take the 100 colonies you had in
1888, how near has that 100 colonies maintained itself without outside money of yours put in for any purpose up to

QuES.

—

—
—
—
—

;

—

now, good and bad years

—
—
—

?

Dr. Miller I think I partU' understand you, it has
partly supported myself and family.
Mr. Moore That 100 has given a net income of .so much
a year ?
Dr. Miller They have given something, certainly. I
don't mean that the 100 colonies supported myself and family
thej' couldn't do it
but that 100 colonies as a working
capital will give an income.

—

A Member — It

;

will

average for 10 years an income
it has for 35 j-ears.

Dr. Miller— Certainly

;

?

;
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WHAT ABOUT

APIS

DORSATA

—

.'

—

QuES. Do we want the importation of the Apis dorsata
from the new American territory — the Philippines ?
Mr. Hammersmark I think if we were familiar with it
we would want it. I think we would all vote for it if it had
a longrer tongfue and could be domesticated.
QuES. If they build only a sing-le comb would it be
worth while ? Would they build a number in a hive ?
Dr. Miller — I don't know, unless you get them under
stress in the hive to do differently that is what they do

—

—

;

themselves.
Dr. Peiro I would like to ask if the long tongue is all
they have in their favor?
Dr. Miller There might be a decided advantage in this
because of the red clover it certainly would be a desirable
thing where the red clover is plenty, to have a bee that
could get the honey from it. If Apis dorsata can be domesbut if it cannot be domestiticated, there would be a gain
cated, or cannot live even tho it should be brought into this
because even tho it could be
countrj', it would be no gain
domesticated it might not be able to stand the climate here.
A Member If it is a fact that they are very heavy waxgatherers, would they not be absolutely useless to us ? They
would be all right for the extractors, for those that extract
honey, but not for the comb-honey producers.
Dr. Miller You think the comb would be too heavj' ?
A Member I don't believe you could get enough honev
from them, and you would have to sell it at a lower price.
You would
It would not be as good for eating purposes.
have to gather the was up and put it at the side of your
plate.
They might be all right in this country for those
that run for extracted honej' alone, but for comb honey,
what I understand of them, they would be perfectly useless.
left to

—
—

;

;

;

—

—
—

BOARD OR CUSHION OVER FRAMES IN WINTER.

— What is best, a board or cushion over frames in
Dr. Miller — That depends a little upon what there

QuES.
winter ?

is

Perhaps taking it in genThere may be at the preseral, the cushion may be better.
ent day a tendency to have a single board cover over the
above the board or the cushion.
bees

;

the objection to that

is,

that

it

is

cold

;

that the heat

conducted away from the bees thru that single thickness
of board, and really we need a different hive-cover from
what we have one that has a thin board, and something
like an air .space. There are some advantages in having a
single board cover, and perhaps there are so many that it is
better not to use the cushion at all a great many don't use
it, because you can have it summer and winter the same
but as far as bees are concerned I suppose there is an advantage in the cushion, as it is a better non-conductor, and
if you have it so the air can get thru, the moisture will escape and not be condenst in the hives. So in answering
that, which is the best, I should say the cushion is the best
thing if only the comfort of the bees is to be considered,
but there are so many other things in the case that I prefer
to have a board cover, and my bees are all covered with
board covers now.
COLOR OF HIVES IN SUMMER .'^ND WINTER.
is

—

;

;

— Would be advi-sable to have your hives black
spring and fall, and white in hot weather
Dr. Miller — Possibly. In the spring and fall you want
Cues.

in
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Dr. Peiro Practicallj-, does it pay to paint the hives,
say twice a year ? Is the amount of paint required more
than offset by the good itmaj' do ?
A Member Doesn't that fool the bees when they get
into a white hive and then a black one ?
Dr. Miller So far as fooling the bees is concerned, you
need not count on that, because you paint them at the same
time. The other is practicallv a question we have to meet.
Is it a desirable thing to paint the hives ? If I lived in Cook
County, the probability is that I would have all my hives
painted but I live far out in the country, and don't have

—
—

;

my

hives painted.

—
—

How are they shaded ?
Dr. Miller Some of them are shaded, some of them are
out in the sun if trees would never die they would all be
shaded. Mr. Doolittle thinks he is very sure about it, that
he would not have his hives painted if you would pay him,
because he thinks the bees are better off in unpainted hives.
I think he is right, but I don't feel as sure as he does.
A Member Don't you think the construction of the
hive has much to do with whether they are painted or not
painted? Some hives are only single wall; some double;
the double are better painted than not painted.
Dr. Miller Perhaps there may be something in that: I
can't say. I don't know that it would make any difference
to the bees whether double-walled hives were painted or not.
So long as you are talking about single-walled hives I would
not have them painted.
Mr. Moore I have experimented a little this summer,
and I am dead sure what I want, but I don't know how to
accomplish it. I want my hives unpainted in the spring
and fall, and I want them white in the hottest weather, because the white paint will protect the hives from the excessive heat. How can I have black when I want it ?
Pres. Beers Paint them twice a year.
Dr. Miller Of course it would be too much expense and
trouble painting twice a year you can accomplish that by
shade boards to a large extent. I very much doubt if you
Vfould care for them in the fall, or in the spring in the
spring you want the benefit of the heat, and to let the sun
shine directly upon the hives. Suppose you have a singlehive, you get the heat and are all right in the spring; that
part is easily managed, but now comes the summer, and
you want to have them protected from the sun. If you live
out in the country where you can get long slough-grass,
put a good armful on the hive, and put a stick of fire wood
on that. I don't know of a better covering, and it is a good
non-absorbent it gives shade and protects from the heat of
the sun. You can put .some kind of a board covering on, a
temporary rough one, but I believe I would a little rather
have long-grass covering.
The convention then adjourned to meet the first ThursMr. Moore

;

—

—

—

—
—

:

;

;

day

in

March,

CONDUCTED BV

it

DR.

?

to get the heat from the sun, and the black will absorb the
heat better than the white and in the hot days in summer
you will have the white to keep the hives cool. If you have
the hives in a dense shade, it does not matter much what
the color is. If you have them out in the sun, there would
be a decided difference, but if well shaded there won't be
that difference. Many think that if you have your bees in
dense shade then you will have them cool, and there will be
no danger of combs melting down. The most combs I ever
had melt down was in a place vrhere the sun didn't shine all

1899.

C. C.

AlILLER. ATarengo,

111.

may

be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail.— Editor.]

[The Questions

;

day long.
Mr. Moore — Mr. G. M. Doolittlehas a building arranged
for ripening his comb honey he has it painted black, with
a southern exposure, and he is able to keep it an even temperature for weeks. Black is the highest absorber of the
sun's rays, white the least. Black takes it all in white
;

;

glances it off'.
Mr. Clark What is the thickness of his walls ? If the
walls were double thickness, take a one-inch board painted
black, then fill in with sawdust or packing, then a board inside of that. I could imagine the black retaining the heat
and causing an even temperature: it must be specially
built, painted black, to keep that even temperature.

—

Increasing and Italianizing Colonies.

My
my

bees are hybrids and I want to Italianize them this year
plan of doing it— will it work all right ?
to send tor a tested Italian queen early in the spring
and introduce her to one of my hybrid colonies, and as I am going
to increase by dividing this year, I thought, by swarming-time, I
would close all the hive-entrances of the hybrid colonies with
drone-excluders, so that the young queens from the nuclei would
be mated with one of the drones from the bive having the tested
Italian queen. Then to Italianize those colonies from which I
built up the nuclei (for the queens of those colonies will still be
hybrids). I thought I would take the queen from one of them, and
also take away the brood and eggs from that colony, and exchange
it with the one having the tested Italian queen, and so let the colony from which I took the hybrid queen rear queen-cells from the
Italian queen's brood and eggs. Then, after they have reared a
number of Italian queen-cells, I want to give each of the old colonies having the byijrid queens an Italian queen-cell.
3. How early must I give the colony from which I want to
rear Italian drones, the Italian queen ? I mean the colony in
which I want to put the Italian queen that I send for ? Will it
1

this

.

is

I

want
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it I introduce her say about the beginning of
And will this tested queen have tinae enough from the beof April to rear drones for use by swarmingtime ?

be time enough
April

?

gmning

Iowa.

Answers. — 1. You

will find

some

probably. Shutothers have dark bees

difficulties,

ting in drones will make little difference if
within a mile or less. If you succeed in having your queens mate
as you desire, it will be close in-breeding, which is not considered
very good. Something depends on the number of colonies to be
treated. If the number is small, it may work very well. If the

number

is

large, be prepared to

to secure a smaller crop of

Very

honey

meet some disappointments, and
this year.

introduce your Italian
have plenty of drones a
month later than the time she is introduced, providing the weather
is warm and honey yielding.
If you have two Italian queens not
related, rearing queens from one and drones from the other, your
success will be better, but as before said, if neighboring beekeepers have hybrids your chances for purity are lessened.
2.

queen

will be as well not to
before April or even later. She can

likely

it

April

themselves, and it may be on account of something else. All do
not have the same management, and so what suits one may not
suit another.
As closed-end frames have been in use nearly as
long as hanging frames, they are by no means new things, and it
seems pretty clear that the majority prefer the hanging frames,
use.
considering the large number
It is possible that if I tried
the two kinds thnt ire linre Jiad, I might prefer the closed-end frames.
I hardly think I would prefer any closed-end frame to the hanging
frames I now use. I certainly know that I prefer the ones I am
using to either of the kinds of closed-end frames I used, and they
were among what are considered the best, and I think I gave them
a fair trial. But they were so unsatisfactory that they are now
untenanted. But I am quite willing to concede that others may
have a different preference.

m

Albino Bees.
Are the albino bees equal
Are they any gentler

to the Italians, as

honey-gatherers

have 30 colonies of bees in two-story eight-frame dovetail
They were united last fall and wintered on the summer
stands without any loss so far. I intend to run them for comb
honey. I want to take away the under story and let them
swarm naturally, then hive them in it on the old stand, depending
upon the swarm for surplus; then unite in the fall.
1. What do you think of the plan
3. What percent of the lower stories do you think I will get
Wis.
3. When must I take them ?
I

hives.

'

'

Answers. — 1.

It may work quite satisfactorily.
don't understand what you mean. If you mean
what percent of the lower stories you will have swarms to put
If the season
into, that's a thing no one can tell anything about.
If that isn't the right
is poor enough you might have no swarms.
drift for your question, please ask more fully.
3. You might take them away just before, or at the beginning
In some cases there will be brood in
of, your honey harvest.
lower stories, which can be given to other colonies which haven't
brood in as many as eight frames.
2.

Answer.— As a rule, I believe that albino people, or albino
animals, are supposed to be somewhat lacking in vigor, but it is
possible that some albino bees may be just as vigorous as regular
Italians. I think albino bees have a good reputation for gentleness.

Thin Foundation for Brood-Frames, Etc.
Will thin foundation do for brood-frames ? If not, why ?
I extract frames not wired or fastened at the bottom,
and partly to the sides ? I have no extractor, but will get one if
those combs can be extracted. They are the large Langstroth or
Kansas.
brood-frames.
1.

2.

Can

Answers.- 1. The

I really

frames

is

the sagging.

chief objection to thin foundation for broodIf sufficiently

may

do very well.
2. By being careful enough, you
fastened only at the top.
it

supported by wires or splints,

may

extract

if

Comb or Extracted Honey ? Fastening
1.

for extracted

1'2}.>

cents per

the combs are

Bee-Veil.

rely on one year with another if
for comb honey or six cents

Which crop would you

you could get

Getting Bees Out of a House.

?

SmscRiBER.

?

A duestion on Management.

13, 1899.

pound

?

Would you advise always using a queen-excluding honeyboard when working for extracted honey ?
3. Which is best, wood-slatted or plain zinc ?
2.

A neighbor wants me to take out several colonies of bees that
have taken up their abode between the studding of his house, entering thro a crack on top the veranda. The house is nearly new and
well painted. One colony stored a lot of honey in another house
here, that melted one hot day, spoiling the plaster. How can I get
Nebraska.
them out without spoiling the house ?

—

Answer. Find out about where the swarm is located by listening carefully with your ear against the wall. Make a hole in the
wall in addition to the hole that the bees have been using so that
one hole shall be above the other. If one hole is already near the
bottom of the space occupied by the bees, make the other hole as
near as possible to the top of the space, and vice versa. Put some
rags very strongly saturated with carbolic acid in a smoker and
blow into one of the holes till the bees run out of the other. Of
course you can't get out any of the combs without cutting the wall.
If the only object is to be rid of the bees without caring to save
them, there may be no need to make a second hole. Just squirt a
lot of carbolic acid into the hole that is there.

Closed-End

vs.

Answers.— 1. Comb.

But

in

some places the other would be

the best.

Yes, as a rule.
Wood-zinc. Yet it is possible you might like the plain zinc.
excellent bee-keepers do.
4. Have a hem at the bottom through which is run a rubber
cord.
With a safety-pin fasten it down to the waist in front. If
well strecht down when pinned, not a bee can get under.
2.

3.

Some

That is. it is less labor
5. Probably in most cases extracted.
to run the same number of colonies for extracted than for comb.
Yet it is possible they might be run in a slipshod way for comb
honey with less labor than for extracted. But it would be slipshod
comb honey and would command slipshod prices.

Loose-Hanging Frames.

In your answer to a question on page 1.50, in regard to closedend frames v^. open-end frames, you say " the advantage is more
than counterbalanced by the inconvenience in handling, unless I
am mistaken," which it seems to me you are. I have handled bees
in frame hives in a small way for a good many years, procured
my first swarm in 18.50, and the larger part of the time in hanging
frames, but for the past 10 years I think I have had all. or nearly
all, closed-end frames, and I think them very much easier to handle than the hanging frames; that they are warmer, and that bees
breed up faster in them in the spring than hanging frames no one
I think, who has ever tried them.
hives are 8 frames, but if I were to start in now I would
make them 10 frame. My section of the country (southern New
Hampshire) is quite 1.200 to 1.400 feet above sea-level, and we need
a warm hive. My bees are wintered on the summer stands. Some
years we get a fair quality of honey, and a fair amount, but in
others hardly enough for the bees themselves, tho I think almost
every season there is honey enough, but the weather is wrong just
at the time when the bees would get a good supply if conditions
were favorable.
When you try closed-end frames until you are accustomed to
them I think you would hardly like to go back to hanging frames,
tho perhaps propolis troubles more with you than here, but we
N. H.
have plenty of it.

will doubt,

My

Answer.— All do

4. My mother cannot think of any way to keep her bee-veil
fastened down at the bottom, so as to keep out the bees. Can you
give any hints that will help her ?
5. Which crop has the least labor connected with it, comb or
Mo.
extracted ?

not think alike about things in g;eneral, nor
about hives in particular. It may be on account of the hives

Getting Bees Into Standard Hives.
have often intended writing you before, but if I waited a
so some one else in the same quandry would present his
case to you, and save me (and you) the trouble.
Don't tell me to get a bee-book; I got them before I had ever
Now I suppose
seen a hive of bees, except in a picture.
you wonder what I ran have to ask you. if I have any intelliafter having
much
nearly
as
know
gence whatever. But I do not
bees two summers as I imagined I did after reading a lot of beeI bought a choice colony from a
literature the winter of ISUli
New York bee-keeper, another here, and transferred them both to
from one p.m.' until after
hours—
It took
Langstroth hives.
six for each one. But I did it, despite advice to get "Ole Mose Livingston," who could transfer, put in " cross-sticbs," and make the
I

week or

'.IT.

bees stay, for a dollar a colony.
The first summer I was trying all sorts of experiments, dividLast year I had 12 colonies, or perhaps
ing, rearing queens, etc.
"
nuclei I would better call them. Only one survived the cold snap,
our below zero weather, and all my hopes are centered on that colony and one I bought but have not moved home yet. It is in a tall
hive, frames 11 inches wide, and 13 inches deep, inside measure,
and slanting bottom nailed on, and the four sides project three
inches above the frames. What hive is it
?

The colony I have here had a hybrid queen hatcht July 30.
They were cross, and so got a chance to build up, as I did not med-

April
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them much. Besides, they were in a
the Langstroth frames were easier to handle.
die with

Heddon

hive,

and

I have empty, two more Heddon hives, 16 frames of good
combs to each seven Langstroth hives, combs for three of them
and another of those high hives. I want to get the bees into a
Langstroth hive from the tall hive, so as to get surplus in marketable shape, but leave the combs in that hive so as to have an Italianized colony in there later and sell it to some one who does not
The Heddon hives will go. too, for
care for "new-fangled hives
I examine each frame, and
I am not an expert to handle hives.
they are too much trouble— 10 closed-end frames to a hive. The
;

;

'

surplus will be all right, over those hives, but there are only holes
cut in the top edge of each frame in the other, any small box is set
on top, so I want the bees out. Could I drum them all out into
two of those nucleus boxes Doolittle uses, give a good queen to the
queenless half, and put them back to care for brood and build up
to sell, and put the others in a Langstroth hive on as many combs
as they can cover with the queen, Italianize later, feeding them of
course
I have some division- board feeders made according to
Doolittle's '• Queen Rearing." I think it a good plan, but hope you
can suggest something better if it is not. I have the nucleus boxes
with wire sides, and was successful with them, but have lost conJohnstown, Pa.
fidence in my own plans.
?

—

Answer. Your letter interested me even before I opened the
envelop, for the postmark of that ill-fated city in Pennsylvania
where the flood swept so many away brought to mind the many
happy days I spent in that city in the long ago. Then it's quite
refreshing to find some one who has taken pains to keep her reading up to, and ahead of, her practice. It is a mistake to suppose
that this department is mainly for those who have not read up in
any text-book indeed, many a question is askt by those who
have bad no little experience, and the advice can hardly be repeated too often that to make a success at bee-keeping one should
be well read up in one or more of the textbooks. Even after that
there will be always plenty of room for questions.
Now between you and me, don't you think you ought to be just
a little bit ashamed of yourself to let other people ask all your
questions for you ? What if all should do that way ? But it's no
time to scold now, after you've commenced asking for yourself.
I don't know the name of your tall hive.
Considering that you want to get an improved queen into the
old hive at the time of making the change, your plan of dividing
may do very well. But don't operate till the colony is strong,
perhaps Just before clover bloom. You say nothing about where
you will set the two parts, and upon that much depends. If you
leave the old hive on the old stand, the other will not do very well
unless you give it nearly all of the driven bees. Remove the old
hive to a new stand, putting the new hive on the old stand, and ail
the bees you put in the old hive will stay there, and for a day or
two there will be an additional force coming from the old hive, for
all the fleld-bees of the old hive will enter the new one on their
return from foraging. The large number of young bees hatching
out will make up the loss in good time, and the old colony will be
;
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frames of foundation, and putting the remaining brood and bees
in a second story with an excluder between. What is there to prevent tbe bees starting the cells above, and thus cause swarming ?
'2.
Why won't the cells have to be cut out to make it a success ?
I have never seen it recommended.
Would it not be just as well to use no excluder but alternate
the brood and combs with full sheets of foundation in both stories
just before the swarming season ? I have no empty combs. Which
plan do you think best, and can you suggest a better one
4. What do you think of producing extracted honey without
using excluders ? Are not a good many doing that now ?
Conn.
Answers. 1. The great amount of empty room in the story
that contains the queen is enough to prevent tbe desire to swarm.
3. There is no mention of cutting out cells, because none are
'A.

'.

—

expected.
3. Your plan is not so sure to prevent swarming, and the
frames of foundation will not be so well built out. A frame of
foundation between two full combs is often made thin, while tbe
The other plan bas
cells of the old combs are unduly lengthened.
been tried and approved.
4. Probably no one who has tried the two ways thinks it better
With the excluder you never need put brood
to use no excluder.
extractor. Read the article by C. Davenport, on page 179.
the
in
A good many put brood in the extractor, and a gocd many have
thus a poorer quality of honey.

Combs

Left with Honey in Them.

What had I best do with some combs of honey that I have ? I
on the summer stands last fall, after packing the upper stories with forest leaves; but after the extreme
cold weather that we had for 20 days (the thermometer hardly
ever registering above zero, and at one time 48 degrees below zero)
there was not a live bee in the whole 20 colonies. Now, after the
weather gets warm enough tor bees to fly freely, would it do to
let my other bees— some .t1 colonies— curry out the honey from the
first-mentioned hives, and save the combs, and after cleaning hives
and combs, use them for putting swarms on, the coming season ?
How would it do to clean up the hives and combs as well as I
can, and put swarms right on the combs with honey in them, putting sections on swarms right away, or soon after putting the
Wisconsin.
swarms into the hives
left 20 colonies of bees

'.

plan you mention will work all right. Only,
if you allow the bees to rob out the honey, be sure not to move
are
robbing until several days after all the
any of the hives they
honey is cleaned out. There is danger that worms may trouble
the combs before swarming-time, so perhaps the best thing is to
put each empty hive under one of your good colonies till swarming-time. That will make them safe from worms, and it will also
insure their being cleaned up well.

Answer.— Either

strong enough.

Brood-Chamber Crowded with Honey.
Bee-Keeping

in

Washington— Foul Brood.
have just bought 3 colonies in .S-frame Langstroth
to contain a good deal of honey, and I should
that by and by there will not be enough room for brood.
weigh about .50 pounds each. I am a beginner, and have

hives.

I

What

1.

and honey

part of the State of Washington

'

Is

any

of

it

good

I

?

the best for bees
would like to know about the
is

east part, also on the coast.
'2.
What was the final decision of Messrs. McEvoy, R. L. Taylor, and others, about transferring to get rid of foul brood ? Is one
transferring enough, or should they be transferred twice, the last
four days after the first ? Should they be starved during the tour
Iow.\ Boy.
days
',

Answers. — 1. I am unable to give the desired information.
li.
Nearly all agree that the bees must be thrown on empty
frames of foundation the second time. The bees are not to be fed
during the three or four days, the object being to get them to use
up all the infected honey before there will be any larvf?^ to feed.

Virginia a good State for bee-keeping ?
Are the Southern States better for bee-keeping than the
Western ?
3. Which hives are the best
Penn.
4. Do queens live as long as worker-bees ?
1.

Is

?

Answers. — 1. Some good locations in Virginia, some not so
I don't know where the best are.
Taken as a whole, probably there isn't much difference.
Perhaps at present the
3. All are not agreed on any one hive.
dovetailed is the most popular.
a few months to four or five years.
4. Queens live from
Workers in the busy season live al)Out six weeks. Those batcht in
the fall live until some time the next spring.

good, but
2.

They
no ex-

tractor as yet. Would it do, when the combs now empty are getting full of brood, to take the two outside combs of honey and put
them in the middle, and put on a super ? Would the bees take the
are earlier here than
honey up and store it in the sections ?
B. C.
you are; I had a swarm out on May 13, last year.

We

—

You will probably find that tbe bees will use up
of that honey in brood-rearing than you suppose. You will
hardly find it satisfactory to try to get tbe honey carried into sections.
It's a good thing to have some combs of sealed honey on
hand in case of need.
Answer

more

Keeping Bees

Localities for Bee-Keeping, Etc.

3.

think

They seem

in a

Garret.

I wish to ask you in regard to putting a colony of bees in tbe
garret of a bouse. I want to put them in tbe north end so they
will face the north.
Will that do. or would it be better to face tbe
south ? Give directions how to build such a hive. A neighbor
wanted me to construct it for him in his house. The house. is
Illinois.
heated with hot air, and can be regulated.

—

Answer. It is generally considered that bees will do better
facing south thau north. A hive for a garret may be built the
same as a hive for out doors, the special point of difference being
that particular pains must be .taken to have a passage-way from
the entrance of the hive to the outside by means of a passage-way
that shall allow no bee to get out into the garret.

Brood-Combs with Candied Honey.
Running for Extracted Honey-Preventing Swarming.
run a few colonies of bees for extracted honey in
8-frame dovetailed hives, and prevent swarming as much as possible.
Tbe plan recommended by some is to put one or two frames
of brood with the queen in the first story, filling out with full
1.

I

want

to

What can

I do with candied honey in the brood-frames
Will
Kansas.
remove it, or shall I destroy the combs ?
Answer. — I think I would try the plan of M. M. Baldridge.
Spray the combs with warm water and give to the bees, repeating

the bees

the spraying as often as necessary.

?
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of the busli is brief, at a given altitude, and the bees have
to follow their favorite food higher and higher as the se;isoii advances.
Now, you know the bee makes a bee-line
for the hive as soon as she has soakt her feet in the liquid
sugar of the flower.
" Well, the west Texas bee evidently found it very inconvenient to climb all the way down to the valley with
each load of honey, and some smart bee struck upon a plan
as simple as it was unique. It is generally known that tlie
self-same shrub that gives honey to the bees produces a
succulent root, upon which as big and rocky-looking a lizard cas you ever saw feeds and fattens. This creature,
called a yollo by the Indians, is 14 inches long-, and is too
lazy to get out of its own way. The yollo's back bristles
with points, and he is terrible to behold, yet to the bee he is
only a God-send, and without the least fear a swarm will
proceed to establish its comb between the points of the
yollo's pachydermatous back, and without ado fill in the
honey. The beast, of course, following the food-plant, will
keep the hive always within easy walking distance, and in
the fall, when the season is over, the bees swarm back into
the lower level, while their diminutive pack-mules wind
down the mountain paths to the valley, where the honey is
quickly transferred to its winter quarters in the bees' trees
or the ranchman's hive."

233

'

'

'

'

Perhaps some of our readers in the locality referred to
tell us something further about this.
More tlian likely
is "onlv a bee-storv."

can
it

The Philadelphia Bee-Keepers' Association
spoken of by the Philadelphia Public Ledger

is

thus

:

There are many associations of bee-keepers in America
and Canada, but of them all that of the Philadelphia beekeepers is the oldest, and in its day has been the most
prominent and influential. Its origin and continuance, and
the g;ood work done in and thru it, have all been due to the
efforts of the president, Dr. Harry Townsend and his g'ood
wife, both of

whom

are devoted friends of the honey-bee,

and thru all the years have had faith that some day its
economic importance would be recognized, and farmers,
villagers, and even city people, would come to understand
that with its aid a luxury could be added to the table, and
dimes to the pocketbook, and from the otherwise wasted
sweets in the flowers of field, forest and garden.

As

the United States Bee-Keepers'

Association will
next annual :neeting in Philadelphia, its members
will have the privilege of meeting the members of the Philadelphia association. We wonder if it really is older tiian
the National society.
hold

its

Tin Cans vs. Barrels for Honey.— We hope that tin
cans will be considered more favorably this year bj' those
who have been using barrels heretofore for holding extracted honey. Cans may be a trifle more expensive, but
they are ever so much more convenient for handling, and
for reliquefying the honey. Then the\' seldom " spring
a leak " as do the barrels. Neither do cans soak up a lot of
honey, and thus cause waste and loss to the shipper or
buyer. There are so many evident advantages possest by
cans over barrels that all need not be enumerated here. We
trust that the

leaky, bulky,

cumbersome honey-barrel may

soon be a thing of the past.

York's Honey Almanac is a neat little 32-page pamphgotten up with a view to create a demand for
honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to g-eneral information concerning honej'. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a verv
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices A sample for
a stamp 25 copies for 40 cents SO for 60 cents 100 for
let especially

:

:

;

;

$1.00 250 for $2.25 500 for $4.00. For 25 cents extra we
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
;

;

The Premium offered on page
Look at it.

ing; for.
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is

well worth work-

Hon. Eugene Secor, of Winnebago
us April 5
" Two days of spring. Bees are
siderable loss is reported."

Co.,

Iowa, wrote

:

still

in the dark.

Con-

* * * *

Mr. Wm. Fricker, of Hampshire Co., Mass., when
sending a new subscriber for the Bee Journal, March 23,
wrote

"I have taken the American Bee Journal over a year,

and

I

am

without

iiioir

t/iaii

salisjicd.

No

bee-keeper should be

it."
* * *

The Farm Journ.ai. is the boiled-down, hit-the-nailon-the-head paper, cut to fit the wide-awake farmer and
villager.
We give the Farm Journal for the balance of
1899 and all of 1900, 1901, 1902 and 1903, nearly five years,
as a premium to every one of our subscribers who will accept the offer on page 222.
Mr. G. M. Doolittle, of Onondaga Co., N. Y., wrote
us April 3
" Snow and cold here with no let up for spring yet.
Bees out-doors are in bad shape, with many dead, as they
have had no good chance for a flight since last November,
or nearly 4J2 months."
:

« »

» »

Dr. C. C. Mili^ER is not only a prominent bee-keeper,
and a leading writer on bees, but he is also a well-known
worker in the Presbyterian church. He bears the distinction of being the only layman in the State of Illinois who is
chairman of any of the many committees of the synod
which comprises the Presbyterian churches of the State.
Sometimes we are inclined to think that it is the Methodist
blood in him that helps to make him a good Presbyterian.

You know

it is

said that " blood tells."

Mr. O. O. Poppleton,
March 28

of

Dade

Co.,

Fla.,

wrote us

"My honey season is just coming on. As I wrote you a
short time ago, our bees are not in their usual strong condition for the time of year, and altho the saw palmetto
promises an unusually large flow of honey, the lack of
strong colonies will prevent my getting a full crop. Other
bee-keepers up and down the coast, whose fields were not so
badly fire-swept as mine were last spring, tell me their bees
are in their usual condition."
Mr. C. a. H.^tch, of Richland Co., Wis., vice-president of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, wrote
us April 6':
" Friend York
According to present indications
there is to be no very serious loss of bees in our part of
Wisconsin. I have talkt with four or five bee-keepers representing an ownership of over 600 colonies, and onlj' one
reports serious loss, and this lot were wintered out-of-doors
protected by straw packing only. Of course, bees are in
the cellar yet, and putting-out time maj' change things
somewhat, but I think not much.
"It is too early to say much about the honey prospect,,
but I can say this much, white clover does not appear to be
injured. I hope for a good honey season, and a prosperous
year."
:

—

* # »

The Fearful Traveler. — Dr.
good

deal,

Peiro has traveled a

and makes the following observations

:

almost pathetic to note, in traveling, the fear
some display- at their surroundings. Not from danger of
accidents, but dread of the evils that may befall them from
contact with their fellow travelers.
"From childhood thej' have been admonisht regarding
the subtlety of strangers that the unfortunate credulous are
at once on guard, and the defensive, lest every hand but
their own be raised against them. The anxiety they display on this score is manifested by the ludicrous efforts
"It

is

—
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make for the safe keeping' of their treasures. They
not only frequently glance in the direction of their stored
valuables, but inadvertentl)' clasp their hands over them
for greater assurance, thus revealing their secret to such as
might annoy them. This constant fear greatly mars the
pleasures of traveling. The only class likely to come to
grief is the ignorant and vainglorious, anxious to display

the^'

Smart Aleck '-ism to all who seem to cater to their
their
conceit. These fools they are generally from 18 to 24
deserve the punishment they so glaringly invite.
'

—

"

The

way

modestlj' attend to one's legititravelers are as
reasonable, civil and as honest as ourselves. This principle
will secure for us due respect and avoid disappointments.
better

is to

mate business, and conclude that our fellow

April
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but containing considerable wax. The experiments of
Hon. R. L. Taylor showed a thinner base in Given foundation than in others, notwithstanding the fact that rolls
would make a more regular and a nicer-looking article.
Editor Root says that " experiments show that we can stick
as much wax as we like in the walls, for it will be thinned
down but we must be careful about getting too much in
the bases for while the bees i>iay thin it there, they rarely
do and the excess of wax. therefore, in the bases is simply
so much waste product, and who pays for it ? The beekeeper, and not the supply-dealer." At present the newproduct is made with plates, in sheets large enough to fill a
section, the thickness being- about Jij-inch.
;

:

;

Spraying Fruit=Trees. — J. W. Rouse says that spraying-

"Dr. Peiro."

trees when in bloom shows ignorance on the part of the
sprayers. The time to spray depends on the object of the

To Secure the Whitest Sections, Mr. Shaver,

spraying. For fungus, before bloom. For codling-moth,
after the bloom has fallen, as the moth does not deposit her
eggs until the fruit is set. For information as to spraying,
send to Cornell University, Ithaca. N. Y., for Bulletin No.
101 (The Spraying of Trees), also Bulletin No. 86 (Sprayingof Orchards), both being sent free, as also Farmers' Bulletin No. 7, sent out by U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C. The best of all is the Spray Calendar,
issued in 1895 by Cornell University Agricultural Station.
Gleanings.

of Canada,
allows no sections to be sealed over old brood-combs. Colonies with old combs are allowed to build combs in sections
and fill them, but. as the capping process is begun, the
super is transferred to a colony of the current year. Bee-

—

Keepers' Review.

Keeping Bees Qood=Natured is considered by T. F.
in the Bee-Keepers' Review, and the moral of his
discourse is that if we would get along in towns without
having complaints from neighbors as to cross bees, we
should keep a cloud of smoke in the apiary when working
with them. A good bit in that. It is also quite possible
that Mr. Bingham had in mind that if more care were taken
in this respect there would be more Bingham .smokers in
use, and there was nothing wicked in the thought if he did

Bingham,

think

so.

—

—

Bee-Keeping No Sinecure in Cuba. A. W. Osburn's
son warns adventurers not to be too rash in rushing into a
strange country to make a fortune. Money, big money,
can be made at bee-keeping in Cuba, but it takes work, bigwork. To produce a crop of honey requires 365 days' work
" The tropical sun shines and the flowers
in the year.
bloom the year round." Beginning with March, for an
apiary of 500 or 600 colonies, 125 or 150 queens must be
reared, got to laying, and colonies must be built up. By
May swarming is in full blast, no time for a nap between
swarms, and for four months the wax-worm furnisljes
much employment. Then when the harvest begins to come
in, when the 500 or 600 colonies get limbered up and bringin 2,500 or 3,000 pounds in a day, " you have to step around
as if you had coals of fire in your shoe.'' The thought of
taking in $125 a day occasionally, is hinted at as no slight
Gleanings.
offset.

—

The Secret

of Successful

Honey=Production, according

to Messrs. Aikin and Doolittle. in the Progressive BeeKeeper, lies i;; so manipulating colonies as to have the maximum number of bees on hand ready for the harvest, and
those bees without any desire to swarm.
To prevent
swarming. Doolittle saj-s cage the queen for 10 days just
before harvest, then cut out ali queen-cells, cag'e the queen,
or one just commencing- to la}- in her place, in a cage with
a stopper of candy that will take the bees about two days to
eat thru, and swarming is done for six weeks, and for
the whole season unless the honey-flow is long drawn out.

Latest Development in

Weed

Foundation.

—A

series

of illustrations in Gleanings show thicknesses of walls and
bases in natural comb and in different kinds of foundation,
running from five to 13 feet to the pound. It seems to be a
question that has not been fully settled in the minds of all
whether it is better to have extra wax in the base or in the
incipient side-walls, or whether the bees would thin either
or both. The latest eft'ort of Mr. Weed is to produce foundation with a very thin base, with a side-wall not very deep

:

TWO WAGONS AT ONE

SWEET CLOVER
And Sevepal Other Clover

Boiling FouUBroody Honey. J. H. Martin comes in
as a pacificator in Gleanings, with the belief that those who
hold such diverse views as to the time of boiling necessary
He thinks the
to kill foul-brood spores may all be right.
boiling acts in strata, the lower stratum boiling first, and
so on to the top. A small amount will be boiling- thruout in
He advises,
a short time, but not so a larger quantity.
" boil a g-allon in a large boiler 10 minutes, 20 gallons an
hour, 50 gallons three hours." Prof. Hodg-e, in the same
journal, calls attention to the much greater difficulty of destr6ying the vitality of sport's, advising at least 15 minutes
boiling with thoro stirring on three successive daj^s. The
expectation is that b}' the time of the third boiling all the
spores may have vegetated, and as bacilli 15 minutes will
" The spores
be enough to kill them. T. W. Cowan says
also possess the power of enduring adverse influences of
various kinds without injury' to their vitality, so far as
germinating is concerned, even if subjected to influences
fatal to bacilli themselves. The latter are destroyed at the
temperature of boiling water, while the spore apparentlj'
suffers no damag-e at that temperature."

w

Seeds.

costs

fodder, wood, stones, etc.
The man who already has a wagon may have one of these low

We

have made arran^jfements so that we cad
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freiijht
or express, at the foUowin^ prices, cash with

No More

the order:

SB
Sweet Clever (melilot)
AlsikeClover
White Clover

60c
70c
80c
60c
S5c

Alf.alfa Clover

Crimson Clover

101*
$1.00
1.2S
1.40
1.20
.90

25«)
S2.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

.Wft
$4.00
5.75
S.OO
5.00
3.50

Prices subject to market chang-es.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

if

wanted by freight.
Your orders are sulicitod.

GEORGE
118

Michigan

W.

Street,

TO

Pure Bred Poultry
than

it

alog"

common stock, and it jiavs ti-nfold
at tmce for lUustraiiMi CatPniiltrv-IiLKik.

does

better.

CHICAGO, ILL.

fe?:d, r.\ise

AND HOUSE GOOl

YORK & CO.
-

PRICE.

a matter of great convenience and a saving of labor for a farmer to have a low, handy
wagon. They save more than half the labor of
loading- in hauling manure, hay, grain, cornIt is

and

Send stamp

DREXEL POULTRY YARDS CO.
31.11

Fifty-third Aveiuio,

-

DREXEL.

ILL.

handy wagons at the small
additional cost for a set of
wheels. These Electric Steel
Wheels, with either direct or
stagger spokes, with broadfaced tire, are made to tit any
axle. Yuu can convert your
old wagon to a lt)w, handy
wagon in a few moments. You
thus virtually have two wagons at one price.
Write to
the Electric Wheel Co., Box
lb,

ynincy,

Illinois,

for their

catalogue, which fully explains about these and
their Electric Handy Wagons, Electric Feed
Cookers, etc.

—
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Root's Column
Bees

No=Qob
Have

II

Was

All Right.

saved by the inhalation of
Oxygen, the only Specific cure

The bees have coaie thru so far all right,
but it looks blue for them this morning
April 3— with the ground all covered with

Foundation.
We

Came Thru

for all forms of living diseases.

I hope this will be a favorable season for them. They are all (some 80 colo1 am not
nies) in the home yard in town.
able to go to the country to have an apiary,
as [ will be 72 years old May 12. I never
employ any help, but do all the necessary
work myself. Success to the Bee Journal.
D. C. McLeod.
Christian Co., 111., Aprils.

snow.

at Uasl.

has been proven that wax in the
of ordinary foundation is not
utilized by the bees, but is left there
It

KiDlina's LIIg

Riiclyarfl

rfi'f^mi<f.

Office of

The Oxygen Companj',

34 Central

Music Hall, Chicago

— to whom all letters of inquiry
should be directed.

base

leaves the mill
and
the result is, vrhen dravrn out into
comb, the so-called gfob, or fishbone, in
practically as

it

:

comb honey.

Our New Thin/Base

FOUNDATION
is

exactly what

its

name

Organizing in

Please mention the Bee

Utali.

We

have formed a bee-keepers' r rganization here within the last month, known as
the Uinta Bee-Keepers' Association, starting in with about 2.5 members. We hope to
start other associations, and work in harmony in every respect. We have sent a
petition to our congressman in regard to
the pure food law. lam pleased with the
Bee Journal.
• I have not lost one colony out of 96.
All
are doing well, and have plenty of brood
and young bees.
G. W. Vanguxdt.
Uinta Co.. Utah, March 12.

indicates

with a base as thin as
natural comb, with heavy deep walls.

The bees
only

last year did very poorly.
about 1.000 pounds of comb

from

1.50

colonies.

tered fairly well.
Platte Co., Mo..

got

I

honey
So far they have winJno. Schumacheb.

March

EVERGREENS
100. a to 8 in. SI; 14 to 18 in. $2.50.
100, art. $10 prepaid. 100. 4 lo«n.
varieties, $15. 4rjchoice Fniit trees. 20
varieties, ;J10. ^>riinmentul A Fruit
Trees. Catalnt^nie ami jirict-s of 51)
Kivat bar^'ain U.t.
FREE.
:

17.

Bees Wintered Nicely.

herewith shown in cross-section

from an actual photo, represents the

new

thin-base heavy-walled foundation
to the pound.

running about 10 feet

SENT \\

L»<iil

At;''n(-

HILL, l^^^. Dundee,

luilcd.

III.

Please nicrition the Bee Jniinial.

3U.st

The Midland Farmer
The represeatative modem Farm Paper of the
Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Pag-e
departments to every branch of Farming" aud
Stock-Raising-. Plain and Practical— Seasonable and Sensible. Send" 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neig-hbors (for
free samples,, and we will enter your name for 1
\'ear.
(If you have not received your money's
worth at end of 3-ear, we will, upon request, continue the paper to^-ou free of cost another yearj.

My

Fig-. 7,

Oood

f-'

iSEMI-MONTHLY;.

Poop Season Last Year.

foundation

Journ.-il.

bees wintered nicely on the summer
stands. I did not lose any. They gathered
considerable honey from the plum and
peach bloom, but everything is too dry for
any more until it rains. Crops look bad
wheat and oats drying up. Our corn was
bitten down by frost March 28. but is comD. F. Marks.
ing out again.
McLennan Co.. Tex., April 3.

W, M. BARNUM,

Publisher,

Wainwrijrht IJuilding".
ST. LOUIS, MO.
"Dtf
Please mention the Bee Journal.
In seeking

an engine of any kind, either SEHU
or Traction, buy the

PORI ABLt. PORTABLE

RUIV4EIJV

Backward Spring.
The spring

Snow

very backward.

is

They are Rlmple or iompoiiml and represent unusual

has

fallen to the depth of over eight inches the
last three days.
There is heavy loss of
bees thruout this section.
E T. Flanagan.
St. Clair Co., Ill,, March 20,

Fig-.

13

represents the ordinarj- thin

scarcely

with

any

heavy

and

base

wall, about 10 feet

:

the

heavy base, without modification, going
right into the comb honey with very
little change, and forming fishbone.
We have so far only small dies, and
cannot afford to sell this product for
less than SI. 00 a pound.
Next year,
perhaps, we shall have larger dies, and
will make a corresponding reduction
Seven or eight
fill 4,'4

pieces, large

enough

sections, 15 cents, postpaid

my

Ple.ise

jj

I

I

Those

Address,
\

in

the cellar are spotting hives badly. It has
been such bad weather that they could not
be taken out yet. The ground was covered
with snow last night.
Geo. L. Ferris.
Cayuga Co.. N. Y., March 31,

mention the Bee Journal.

e-t il; binv to mute, breed, feed and
arket poullry.
Cuts anj plaus for
poultry bouses and cost of same,
These and many other things tot;i>ther with
ti>

Bees Not Wintering Well.
Bees are not wintering well.

Illustra-

lartjfe

Theodore Bender, Canton, Ohio.

Over ,")0 percent of
bees will be winter-killed, and the balance in very bad condition, owing to the severe winter. They
were on the summer stands. C, Becker.
Pleasant Plains, 111., March 28,

Editor York: — Kindly permit
correct

:

24 pieces, prepaid, 40 cents.

one

9

la

CYPHEStS INCUBATOR
whuh

is lie lit freittht piiid to evr-rv i'urLh:iier
voDtairjfiiin our Poult rj Guide.
Seut I.ir in cts.

The Cyphers

lacb. Co.

Box SO Wayland, N.Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -whe— ^vriung.
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
An
*tU PARF
nUL CATALOG
Instructions to lie^inners, *kc., free.
I

-

JOHN NEBEL & SOX,

High Hill, Missouri.

5Ati

Adel bees
he

?"

to the question, '

Root Goiiipanu

MEDINA, OHIO.

cor••
Any strain o't
called Adel," or some-

this reply

Italian bees can

rt.l.

to

my memory serves me

If

made

thing very

me

made
What are

statement Dr. Miller

when he replied
rectly,

TUG

)ur

ed catalo(2f of Bees,
Hives, Smokers, &c

"Adel" Bees are "Superior."

in price.

to

RUMELY

Please inentiou Bee journal when, writing.

8601 Free

Over Half the Bees Dead.
foundation

wlU ilnlliuK, threshing— anytbing.
Al^o Threshers, Horse Powers, Sawmills, etr. Catalogue KREK
n.
CO.. La Porte, Ind.
value. Forsawnulls,

tie

:

much

like this.
The bees that I call Adels (properly pronounced A'l'l) were bred up in
apiary

my

from the gray Carniolans, which came

we

LAST WEEK

told you there

was Fomfthint:

in

the eoil of

The I'lige. As tlu' mercury rises watch the fence
Does
and see
sa::?
PAiJKHOVKN niKK KKNIKCO., ADRIAN, MKH.
iil>«Jiit it.

it

Please mention Bee Journal

when

-WTiting,
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April

from Carniola. Frank Benton, who
many years in Carniola, says he
never saw an apiary of all steel-gray bees

13, 1899.

direct

Doolittle's

spent

Book Free
fMm
Every Bee-Keeper

liave

signifies

siijx riur.

Hesrt Alley.

Essex Co.. Mass.

QUEEN-REARING.
YOUlCERTAINLY

will have it if you desire to
to have queens fertilized iu upper
stories while the old queen is still layinjj below;
how you may safel.v introduce any queen at any

know how

fly;

Adel

Bees are wintering well, tho March has
been the worst month of the year; no
warm weather, but plenty of small snowstorms.

SCIENTIFIC

time'of the year when bees can

tive bee-keepers consider the yellow-banded
superior to the gray bees, and call them

" Adels."

><IiouI«l

all

about

Ihe different races of bees; all about shipping-

,:^r-.^..-.'{;.,-,',^..^y,,,.'^

...t--„„.t~-

in that country.
In all apiaries there are
more or less yellow banded bees. The na-

THE BEST WAY

Adel simply means " superior." then

[If

to maketiM.i..;.

of cour.se Dr. Miller was right if he said
that " any strain of Italians can be called

Adel." provided

i-.

Wuciicbave

-^-f H-

;

Voo monev CD c^i.f liiiiiu' in Ihe v-.-hble liiie.
\Ve D,ake a full ln-^ oi S.irri«"s Buirgirs
Phaetons, Sprine »'ngoiis, Houd Hacons.

DIRECT TO YOU
From O^r Factory

IKT SELL

tbey are excellent bees.

No one has

the sole right to the words
" Adel" or "superior." any more than to
the words "simplicity" or "perfection,"

At WhoSesalc Prices,
^.i&.TO;

Webav«.Surriti.:.L .J.i.vi 'i u^- i;:ii;t;i--S,
Spring Wapms, $:i7-b.'; Uoad Wagons, ^'JS-UO,
Excfllrnt (junlUr Giinrautetfd.
Uc make F.t try Ycliiclo U e Advertise.
fully guarantee every vehicle we make from
GOt'DG^mr'S always.
lowest
priced up.
the
Ad excellent harness aii low as $4. HO, Litrge
All priees marked
illustrated catjilopiie FREE.
Addresa.
in plain fiinireb.

we understand it.
Several of our readers, during the past
few years, have acquired as to the meaning

We

as

EDWARD W. WALKER CARRIAGE CO.
t;OMII:.>, IM»1A>A.

"Adel bees." It seems to us if wo were
any particular variety of bees,
we would call them by some name that
would be self-explanatory— some word that
could be found in any common dictionary.
of

r>OJ.lKblb Kt.

to designate

—Editor.]

•

Wintered Well
queens, queen-cages, cand.v for queen-cages,
etc.; all about forming nuclei, multiplying or
uniting bees, or weak colonies, etc.; or, in fact,
everything about the queen-business which you
may want to know. The price of the book is
Sl.OO, being bound in cloth, gold-lettered.

We want
New

1,

subscribers
order that all

who may want a copy of
"Scientific Queen-Rearing" may earn it very easily, and at
the same time aid in swelling the Bee
Journal's list of subscribers, we wish

Wintered

My
tho a

to make the following- Liberal Offers
only to our present subscriRers
:

We

1.

club

mail the book for Sl.OO, or
it with the Bee Journal for
51.7t\

Send us Three New Subscribers
unci 111). L to the Bee Journal for the balance of the year, at 6o cents each, and we
will mail you a copy of the book free as a
premium.
flffon

Mn

Or, send us two new subscribers
unci nU 0. to the Bee Journal for the balof
this
year at 60 cents each, .and 40
ance
cents additional (mak-in<j Sl.OO in allj and we
mail
you
the bonk.
will
flffpn TJn

flffoP

unci

Un
111).

Q

*-*'"'
li

4.

^end us one new subscriber
Bee Journal for the bal-

for the

ance oi this year
ditional

at 60 cents, and 65 cents ad(makin!;r 51.25 in all', ami we win

mail you the book.

Now, the sooner the new names are
sent in the more copies of the Bee Journal they will get for their 60 cents, and
if sent before April 1, each will be certain of fretting' the Bee Journal for nine
months,

or about 40 copies.

Remember, that only our present
subscribers can take advantage of the
last three offers above.

Now,
help

let
roll up

everybody go to work, and
the 1,000

CBORGE

new

subscriber.s.

Address,

"W.

per dozen.
llAt

I

Weight.

HATCH CHICKENS
BV STEAM— '"
'»'•

EXCElsToR'iNiioB
Thousands in successlui operiiuoti.
Lowest priced Ist-cls's hatclier luade

4.

VORK &

i8 Mich.St., Chicago,

III.

CO.

bees
little

All Right.

the winter all right,
short of stores, but with plenty

British Columbia,

March

J.
24.

Bkimmage.

II. 8TAIII.,
Iti'J S. 6lh fit.. Qiilnov. 111.

We don't
Supplies

have been reading the " Old Reliable"
two years, and I could hardly keep bees
without it now. I have kept bees 2.") years,
I

a farmer, and. until late years.

=

we have to have GILT=EDQE
STOCK, and make prices rijrht.

In order to do this

for

am

keep

WE SELL THEM

An Old Bee-Keeper's Experience.

but

to

Please meulion the Bee Journal.

44A26t

came thru

of bees.
"
I find lots of bints in the " Old Reliable
that come in handy. I wish you success.

Doolittle's

1

ROCKS

— Fine Plumaged
Fowls— Farm Raised— 75 cents
MRS. L C. AXTELL,
ROSEVILLE. ILL,
Thorobred

Gt:0.

like to hiive our rej^ular
help us in this work. In

Vn

EGGS

FROM BARRED PLYMOUTH

114

Subscribers

one year — both for

a Bee-Cellap.

E. R.

Scott Co., Iowa, April

And we would

unci WUi

in

have 112 colonies

in a bee cellar 15x33
feet.
They are wintering nicely. Last
season I got one-fourth crop of honey. I
hope this year they will do better. Success
to the American Bee Journal.
I

i,ooo

Between Now aud June

flffnn

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

I

was at the head of a dairy and stock farm,
but as age came on I had to turn the care
of the farm into younger hands, which is
run under the name of F. Hall & Son. But
cling to the bees and the garden. I never
wintered more than 21 colonies. I used to
keep them in box-hives and wintered them
buried in the ground, sometimes fairly well
and other times not so well. But the soft
winter of 1877-78 cleaned out my bees. The
last l.T or 20 years I have just put them into
the cellar, which I will describe.
All of it has a well-mortared wall, and
the exposed sides have a double wall, all
cemented on the bottom. The bee-cellar is
8x14 feet, partitioned off by a single brick
wall. A window on one side has a wire screen
on the outside and a hanging glass wintlow
on the inside. In the winter I just bank up
that window with straw, and in mild
weather I open the inside window and the
straw will let in enough air. This cellar
just nicely holds 21 hives without tiering
I

up.

Usually about Nov. 10 I put in the bees,
and see that they have plenty of air from
the bottom, and I aim to put in none but
good colonies, but I can't always stick to
that rule. I put them on planks on old beehives. I don't have any trouble with mice.
I just fix the door so they can't gnaw, and
keep it shut.
1 usually take the bees out about April 1.
I never have any mould in the hives, and if
they were all in good shape in the fall I
don't expect to lose a single colony. There

Send us a

list

of-what you want for the coming
let us make you

season, and

SPECIAL PRICE.

Standard Lumber Co.
lOAtf

MANKATO, MINN.
when

Please ruention Bee Journal

writing.

Uniox Combination Saw—
tor ripping,
cross

-

cutting,
rab-

iniicrinK,

beting,',
groovI
n g. giiining,

scroll

-

BUwing,

boring,

mou

edge*

d i n g
beading, etc.
Full

1

linfe

,

Foot

HA N DPower MaAND
CHIVEKY.

^entl lur '.'Htiil'iu A.
Seneca Falls Mfg. to.. 41) Water St

Please mention Bee Journal

Seiieca Fulls, X.Y.

when

writing.

Queen-Clipping;

Device

Free....

The Mo.NETTE Queen-Clipping
a tine thingr tor use in
and clipping Queens'
mail it for 25 cents;
send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a Tear at Sl.OO; or forSl.lOwe will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clippingr Device. Address,

Device

is

catchin<r
winjrs.
or will

We

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,
US Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

111.

April
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DITTMER'S

Comb Foundation
Wholesale and Retail.
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has not been a day this winter that I, being
a little deaf, could hear them at all.
In September, 1ST7, I took away all the
queens, which were black, and two days
after I had an expert bee-man introduce
fertile Italians, without a single failure in
21 colonies.

WZorkincj V\Zax
INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

I

Hi\/e;&y

Sections,

and a

SUPPLIES.

the

sell

full line of

Send me rour name for 1S99 catalogr aud
whether you are a larg-e or small
consumer or dealer.

prices,

for cash or trade at the

Address,

GUS DITTMER, Augusta,

Wis.

there are moths iu the honey after it is
taken off, and I always put out in the apiary anything that I want cleaned otf.
When I " take up" hives in the fall I extract the honey from the frames and put
them among the hees. and when they are
well cleaned off I put the frames back into
the hives, and leave them there till needed
again, and I find that by that time the old
pollen will have shrunk so that the bees can
it

Francis Hall.

out.

Fillmore Co.. Minn., March

BEE^SUPPLIES,

11.

Very Late Spping.

root's goods at root's
a;
a; a; prices,

I

a

have 34 colonies of bees now.
is

C. F.

Mower

C. H.

bj'

Chas

2169 Central Ave.,

F.

March

Co., Minn.,

Greening.

Mt th

An Experience with
A:

About

1.")

years ago

nies of bees for !}W.

Son,

little

I

IJee

Journal.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Sj.^ in IJroLnl-Frames.

Thin Flat- Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone iu the Surplus
Honey.
Being- the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of an^' foundation made.

VAN OEUSEN,

J. A.

Sole Manufacturer,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.

DLL~^LL^LnO
tj.

f

Let

me

send vou

mv

64-

page Catalog for 1899.
A/, yJertUinSt ^l^ef ump7ca, ^ia.
l

bees are situated to the south and
my residence. The hives all face
east, and are in rows six feet apart and
three feet apart in the row. They are all,
or nearly all, in chaff hives. The chaff hive,
like all hives, has some good points, and
some people seem to think a great many
poor ones. I talkt with a man who said he
didn't like the chaff hives because the bees
wouldn't start in the morning until the sun
warmed them up. It he had been at my
place last summer, some mornings, before
sunrise, he would have thought that my
bees didn't wait for the sun. Perhaps his
bees don't work before sunrise, but mine
do.
of 1^*07 found me with 23 colowhich I increast to 41, and harvested
about 1..500 well-filled sections. My best
colony gave me 100 complete sections.
Passing the winter of 1S97-9S without loss,
nies,

I

The Best Bargain
IS

BEST GOODS
And

THE
AT FAIR PRICES.
immense trade that

that's the secret of our

has made us

HEADQUARTERS
IN THE WEST
We

For Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

are ready

now

for the season of 1899 with an immense stock of
the latest and best in our line. Send for our
1899 catalog aud discounts for early orders.

Address,

JOSEPH NYSEWANDER,
lOASt

DES MOINES. IOWA.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

increast

summer

SILVER CRAY "o?,Ss*!!
ALSO THE

Golden and 3-batided Italian.
Untested, 50c each; tested, 75c. Purity uf slock
and safe arrival guaranteed.

B.

13Atf

BANKSTON,

-

RocMale, Texas,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

the Hi

colonies the following

and secured 1,300 pounds ot
honey, working exclusively for comb,
which sold in my home market at 10 and 12
cents per pound. My honey is all gone,
and I could have sold more it I had had it.
I have tried a great many times to get
subscribers fqr the American Bee Journal,
but of no avail, as the people had all sorts
to

W, LeFOY,

Rio,

when

Wis,

-writing.

QUEENS

Ani] nil
r-hpap.
'

Supplip»

Apiarlfin

Send for

£. T. FLA.NaOaN, Kelledlle.

FUtt: <:atalogue.

UL

IMease mentinn the Bee Journal.

14A4t

CHAS,

F,

MUTH

L SON.

wish to announce to mv friends and patrons
that I have this day sold to C. H. W. WEBER,
of Cincinnati, my Honey and Bee-Keepers' SupI

ply business, known for the past 38 years as
Chas. F. Muth & Son. Mr. Weber will continue to keep on hand at the old stand a full, upto-date supply of all g"oods pertaining to said
business. I beg^ the customers of the old house,
to whom I wish to extend my thanks, to continue iheir patronag^e with Mr. Weber, bv whom
I am sure they will be accorded fair and honest
treatment.
Mrs. Annie Muth. Widow.
If yo^ ^^"'^ ^^^^ "i"st
prolific Queens-If you
want the gentlest Bees— If you want the best
honey-g-atherers vou ever saw— trv mv Albinos.

Al DlUn nilPEM^
MLDIIlU
yUULllO

and seemed strong and
have always been successful

7th,

bees in chaff hives on the
I

tion of

all

in

right.

Washington Heights,
I^lease

WflNT&D
and

lU-Irame

20.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

CARLOAD
iloffrnan

B.

WALKER,

iSAtf

Please mention

BEES

OF-

Hivt.-^

Frames

prct'-rrcd.

Evapt, Mich.

Bee Journal "when

writing.

2-frame Nucleus with Untested
Queen, $2.25.
Untested Italian Queens, 65 cents each. Ready
May 1, 1S09. Have orders bookt now,
and get bees when wanted.
F.

J.

GUNZEL,

Obear, Craighead Co., flrk.

Plea'^e

mention the Bee

Wanted

BEES
HIVES. Write

at

By pound
hive,

box

BEES

tor Gasli

or colony, in any
or t.dlierwise.

WANT — NOT

I

once, and give price, 3"our

CA.HUFF.Clayton, Lenawee
15Alt

JonriKiJ.

Address,

location, etc.

Co,,Micli,

Please mention the Bee

on't

Jourii.tl.

Re

ESTABLISH A

HOME OF
YOUR OWN

stands,

Cltde Cady.

\7riting.

TO BUY A

swarming.

Jackson Co., Mich., March

taste

i3Atf

III.

mention Bee Journal when

never could succeed in the preven-

My

15 for

and sound judgment should beep the best and
most profitable kinds of Poultry. Only fresh
eggs used, carefully packt and sent by express.
Safe delivery L''uaranteed.
D. S. HeFFRON,

wintering

summer

15 Egtrg for Sl.m.

Comb Black Bantum Eggs,
No other varieties kept.
5Z0t>.
Italian-bee keepers being: men of good

I

inside hive is the regular 8-frame
dovetail, while the outside is made of shiplap siding, the greatest objection being tlje
cost.

Plymouth Rock.
Superior Rose

.58,

of excuses, some thinking they know more
(about bees) than all the bee-editors and
One
their correspondents put together.
young man, in particular, bought a number
of colonies last summer. I tried to have
him take the Bee Journal but he did not,
and now he has .iust one colony alive; but
he has the bee-fever for sure, for he bought
six more at .*:j 20 per colony, and a lot of
old hives at .50 or 60 cents apiece, that were
just fit for kindling. My bees were out the

but

C.

J.

Smokers, Sections,
Coiub Foundaton

about bees.

The spring

DEC IfCCDCDQ

MRS.

i4A4t

Please mention Bee Journal

EGGS FOR SITTING ^:^''

Bees.

purchast three coloAt that time I knew

My

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Please mention the

Has no

in

Untested Queens" in April, Si. 00: "Tested. 31.50.
9A26t
J. D. GIVENS. LlSBON.TEX.

37.

west of

Ir'All

ITALIAN BEES

Bee- Keepers.

for Catalog.

W. WEBER,

Successor to

The

very late here, with 1.5 inches of
snow on the ground, and below zero last
spring
jiight.

Send

colonies of

ticulars inquire of

read much of robbing of bees, and of
wax-moths, but I never have any trouble
with a colony that is worth having. Often

pull

Everything- used

(50)

I

at lowest prices aud
ship promptly.

highest price.

Fifty

standard Lan^jstroth hives in good condition.
Will sell five (5) colonies, or the lot, at S3.(K-) per
colony. Also one Given Foundation Press, and
one Cowan Honey-Extractor. For further par-

nal.

VERY BEST

Beeswax always wanted

I have been greatly helpt by my acquaintance with good bee-keepers, particularly
the late B. Taylor and D. H. Wbitmore, of
Minnesota, and S. T. Petitt, of Canada:
and by reading the articles written by the
great bee-men iu the American Bee Jour-

FOR SALE.

Read "The Corn Belt, a handsome
monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
"

2og

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

—

!

'
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AGENTS,

SENT

to the user
direct at fact nry piices for
Ihe past t\venty->ix year.''.
We ship any ufieie for examination.
Kver* thiittr

but have

-

s«ild

George W. York

We
l-'ullv Wiirritiited.
are the lar;;et-t manufacturers of vehicles and hariiess in the world selling'

Harness.

BV

Mich, St. Ghicago.

Langstroth on the Honey=Bee, revised by
Dadant. This classic in bee-culture has been
eiuirely re-written, and is fully illustrated. It
treats of everythin»r relating- to bees and beekeeping. Xo apiarian library is complete without this standard work by Rev. L. L- Lang-slroth— the Father of American Bee-Culture. It
has 520 pages, bound in cloth. Price, SI. 25.

—

Seitd/or I-.arge Free Cntalogtte.

FLKIIART
B.

POSTI'.ilD

& Go. 116

Bees and Honey, orManag-ement of an Apiary
for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G. Newman.— It is nicely illustrated, contains I60pag-es,
beautifully printed in the hig-hest style of the
art, and bound in cloth, gold-lettered.
Price, in
cloth. 75 cents; in paper, 50 cents.

the consumer exclusively. Our line consists »i
;'>cka\vavs. Surrevfi. Traps, Phaetons, Stanhopes,
-iving Wairoiiti. Tup Bucyies. Open and Top Koa.l
airons, Spiinir Wajrons, Delivery Watrons, Milk
a-oDs. Watrouettesand all elylea of

13, 1899.

Bee- Books

^E HAVE
ISO

April

Carriase and Harness I>Ianfs. Co..
EI.KIIART. I\1>I \> A
Pratt. Sey.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

Bee=Keepers' Guide, or Manual of the Apiary,
J. Cook, of the Michigan Agricultural College.— This b<ii>k is not only instructive
and helpful as a guide in bee-keeping-, but is
interesting and thoroly practical and scien-

by Prof. A.

Convention Notices.
Illinois.— The Northern Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold two sessions of its springmeeting, one at Mr. John Wag-ner's, near Beuna
Vista, Stephenson Co., under the supervision of
the Vice-President; and one at Mr. Oliver Tay-

Harlem, Winnebag"o Co., in charg-e of
the President, on Tuesday, May 16, 1899. Every
B. Kennedy, Sec.
one is cordiallv invited.
lor's, at

New Milford, III.
Connecticut. The annual meeting- of the Connecticut Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
at the Capitol, at Hartford, May 3, 1890.
Waterbury, Conn. Mrs. W. E. Riley, Sec.

—

THE

A.

I.

ROOT GO'S GOODS "rXT"-

Including- their discounts for g-oods wanted for
use another season. It will pay j'ou to send me
Cash for Beeswax.
list of g-oods wanted.

M. H.

HUNT, Bell Bk.^nch,

It contains a full delineation of the anatphysiolog-y of bees. 460 pages, bound
cloth and fully illustrated. Price, SI. 25.

tific.

omy and

Bee-

I

I
I SuDDlies. I
^^
t^5

l^
•^
*„^^
•^
;$
^»
^^

Rout's Goods at Root's Prices.
PouDER's Honey-Jars and everything- used by bee-keepers. Prompt
Service low f rei {jrht rate. Catalog

—

free.

WALTER

S.

POUDER,

Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
512

.

^;
^*
^f;
^-

^
^.
^;

Mich.

in

Scientific Queen-Rearing:, as Practicallj' Applied, by G. M. Dooliitle.
A method by which
the very best of queen-bees are reared in perfect accord with Nature's way. Bound in cloth

—

and

illustrated.

Price, Sl.OO.

A

cycloof Bee^Culture. by A. I. Root.—
pitdia of -MX) pages, describing- everything j)erContains
of
the
honey-bees.
laiuing to the care
300 engravings. It was written especially for
beginners. Bound in cloth. Price, *1.20.

A BC

Advanced Bee=Culture, Its Methods and ManZ. Hutchinson.— The author of
work is a practical and entertaining- writer.
You should read his book: 90 pages, bound in
paper, and illustrated. Price, 50 cents.
agement, by W.
this

Rational Bee^Keeping;, by Dr. John Dzierzon.
is a translation of his latest German
book on bee-cnliure. It has 350 pages, bound in

-This

Listen

!

Take

iiiij

Mm

B66-Sl!|)|]ll6S 01 flOOllSl

FINE FOUNDATION AND TONS OF

AND BUY YOUR

Weiss

IT.

WORKING

Wax

I defy competition in
into Foundation for Cash or Trade a Specialty.
Foundation; nillions of Sections— Polisht on both Sides.

Satisfaction Guaranteed on a full line of Supplies. Send for a Catalog and be your own judg-e. Wax Wanted at 27 cents cash, or 28 cents in trade,
delivered to me.

AUGUST WEISS,

H„f

Hortonville, Wis.

paper covers, Sl.tH'.
Bienen=Kultur, by Thos. G.

Bienenzucht und Honig^ewinnung, nach der
neuesten methode (ierman, by J. F. Egrg"ers.—
This book g-ives the latest and most approved
methods of bee-keeping in an easy, comprehensive style, with illustrations to suit the subject.
50 pages, board cover. Price, 50 cents.

Bee=Keeping for Beginners, by Dr. J. P. H.
Brown, of Georgia.— A practical and condenst
treatise on llie honey-bee. giving the best modes
of management in order to secure the most
profit. 110 pages, bound in paper. Price, 50 cts.
Bee=Keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker.
—Revised and enlarged. It "details the author's
" new system, or how to get the largest yields of

comb

or extracted honey." SO pages, illustrated.
Price, 25 cents.
Apiary Register, by Thomas G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colon.v. Leather binding. Price, for 50 colonies, $1.00; for 100 colo-

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing

Carloads

nies. 51.25.

Dr. Howard's

reviews the e.xperi-

ments of others. Price, 25 cents.
Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by G. R.
Pierce.

— Result of 25 years' experience.

30 cts.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R. Cheshire.— Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts.

Sections,
Shipping:=Cases,

Comb Foundation
the bee-industry. We want the name and address of every bee-keeper
in America. We supply dealers as well as consumers. We have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery ,40,000 feet of floor space, and all modern appliances. We make prompt shipment. Write
INTER-STATE MFG. CO.. Hudson. St, Croix Co., Wis.
for Catalogfs, Quotations, etc.
Please mention Bee Journal w^hen writing.

and EVERYTHING used

in

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying

26 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.

26

cents a pound

CASH — upon its re-

you want the money PROMPTLY, send us your Beeswax,
wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,

Now,

Book on Foul Brood.— Gives the

McEvov Treatment and

of Bee-

ceipt.

Newman.— This

is a German translation of the principal portion
of the book called "Bees and Honey." lOO-pag-e
I»amplilet. Price, 2r cents.

if

GEORG-E W. YORK &
118 Mlcliigan Street,

Impure

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Foul Brood, by A, K. Kohnke. — Origin, Development and Cure. Price, 10 cents.

Capons and Caponizing, by Dr. Sawyer, Fanny
Field, and others.— Illustrated. All about caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the mostmoney in poultry-raising. t)4 pages. Price, 20c.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the Poultry
Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by Fanny
Field. —Everything about Poultry Diseases and
their Cure.

()4

pages.

Price, 20 cents.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for Profit, by
Fanny Field.— Tells everything'about Poultry
Business.

ti4

pages.

Price, 2u cents.

York's Honey Almanac

is a neat little 2-4-page
esjiecially gLilten up with a view to
creating a demand for lioney. A very effective
helper in working up a home market for honey.
Prices: A sample for a stamp; 25 copies for 40c;

pamphlet

50 for 6ac; 100 for $l.tK»; 250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00
For 25 cents extra we will print your name and
address on the front page, when ordering 100 or
more copies at these prices.

—

!
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—
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Page & Lyon Mfg. Co.
NEW

HON&y AND BEESWAX

J

LONDON, WIS.,

Chicago, April 8.— Choice g-rades of white,
travel-stained and light amber, UKiillc;
buckwheat and dark, 7@8c. Extracted, while,
TffiSc; amber,
7c; dark amber, 5(o*c. Beeswax, 2(tc.
Stocks of white comb honey are about exhausted, and this is as it should be if a market
is to be had for the e.vpected larg-e flow of nectar
from the season of 18''9. R. A. Burnktt A Co.
12iujl3c:

curing- the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

Bee^Keepers'

Supplies,*.,

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
Send for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

6(<_(

Detroit, March 9.— Fancy white comb scarce
and higher and we now quote it 13('0I4c; No. 1,
12(«13c; fancy dark and amber, lOCa^'llc. There
is considerable poor honey in the coram.issiou
houses which is offered at S'» 9c.
Extracted,
white, 6;r(((7o: dark, 5(5 6c. Beeswax. 25fa26'-4c.
M. H. Hunt.
New York, March 8.— Fancy white,12c; No. 1
white, 10(«'llc; amber, 9c; buckwheat and dark,
t>(n7c.
Comb honey is pretty well cleaned up
now and we expect to dispose of the balance of
our stock during this month. Excepting- California there

our market.

seciions. sniDDinQ-Gases and
We make
The

tations.

iii

this part" of

Wisconsin

is

San Francisco, March 15.— White comb, 10®

acknowledged by

HONEY-SECTIONS—

making the ONE-PIECE
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List
the best for

selected,

all to

bing business being transacted,' with values

be

young and

when

FREE FOR A MONTH....
If you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best and
oniv Weeklv Sheep Paper publisht in the
Unted States.

Wool

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

-writing.

If \'ou care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper

I?lai-kets a,nd Slieep

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO,

ILL

light stock, good

Horticultural and Ag^ricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,
handsomely illustrated, $2.00 per annum. Sample copy free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cal.
Strecl,

Market

330

OF

Perfect Bee-Smokers

stove.
stove.
stove.
2Win. stove.
ij-in. stove.
(weight 10 ounces) ... 2-in. stove.
in.
3-in.

Plain
Ijittle

Wonder

Honey-Knife

Doz. $13.00; each, by mail, $!.50
'•
9.o(.i;
Doz.
i.io
"
Doz. 6.50;
i.oo
*'
5.00;
Doz.
.90
"
Doz.
4.75;
.70
"
Doz. 4.50;
.60
"
6.o0;
Doz.
.80

Binfjham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.
Bint:h;un \ Hetheringtoii rrriuppin;,'-

Kniti'.

FIFTEEN YEAKS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror L") yesrs. I was always pleased with its
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer. 1 write for a circular.

^BqO 0BoB oQqB

1 do not think the 4-inch Smoke Kngine too large.
January 27, lfr97.
Truly.
\V. H. BAGERTY. Cuba, Kansas.

T. F. BliMiHAIYI, Farwell, miclilgan.

FOREWARNED IS
FOREARMED ==

Do Not

vv ait until the last

moment

to order your Sup-

You may be disappointed by

delay in shipment
honey harvest. Save money
and gain honey by sending us your estimate NOW.
We are offering Special Inducements for Early Or=
ders. Our 1899 Catalog free.
plies.

and

lose a portion of the

SPECIAL AGENTS:

ij ,

t I:^%lZ\lkl%lTn^lri., Mich.

1,

demand,

29c.

Cleveland, March 9.— Fancy white, 13(al4c;
No. 1 white, 12'" 13c; A No. 1 amber, 10(a-llc: No.
amber. 9(-/Uic: buckwheat, 8c.
Extracted,
white, 7c; amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.

2

-

3"-)

Ijarue

No.

choice white at 12j2i^l3c; dark, 10J^(S ll'sc. Extracted scarce at ojic.
Peycke Bros.

Pacific Rural Press,

Smoke Engine (largest smoker made) 4-in.
Doctor

A

12c;

The
leadin<3r

Buffalo, April 1.— Little or no strictlv fancv
one-pound comb honey here.
It would sell
well at about IK" 12c.
Few lots of common,
etc., arriving, and sell at 7<<iSc mostlv;
some very poor at 6c. There is no extracted
here; worth from 4'ir«7 5^c; extra fancy, 6c.
Fancy pure beeswax, 30((_(32c: poor. 25'n2Mc.

dark,

Batterson &

Omaha,

Conqueror

13c;

No. 2, 9(fl:.10c; demand
Extracted, supplv verv
light, good demand. White in (.0-pound cans,
~l6c; light amber in barrels, 7c. Beeswax, verv
llf<'

dark.

Blake, Scott & Lee.
Kansas City, April 6.— Fancy white comb
honey continues in good demand at 13''i'«14c;

•PK.ICEJS

Bliigliaiii

Boston, April 1.— Fancv white,
12(n>12J4c; No. 1,
fair; no call for

California

The

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first. foremost and all the lime.
Are \<'ii inttTested? Write t<i-day.

much the same as previously noted. The coming crop is likely to be small. The bees are now
being fed in a large portion of Southern California, and many are reported to have already

died.

FREE.

Marshfield flanufacturing Company,
Please mention Bee Journal

27(5 28c.

lOJ^c; amber, 7J^^9c. Extracted, while, 7K(^
7;2c; light amber, 6 '<i@7c. Beeswax, 24(a.»26c.
Present slim stocks admit of only a light job-

a specialty of making- the ver)' best SectioTis on'the market.

BASSWOOD

not much stock of extracted on
Demand is fair at unchanged quo-

is

Beeswax,

HiLDRETH Bros. & Segelken.

SUDDli6S—

Be6-K66D6rS'

|

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

operates two Sawmills that cut, annualh-, eight million feet of lumber, thus'se-

OUR MOTTO:

>!4 >t< >li >t<. >li >!4 >te >!< >li >ti >}«ti

D. LIUVVI^ wO.,
Watertown, Wisconsin.

April

Co.

—Fancv

white quotable ' at
13(»13J^ic; choice. 12(y;l2J:;c.
Extracted, 6^^c.
Quotations are practically nominal, as there
is no stock left now in receivers hands, and
dealers have also but very little left. There will
not be a pound of any kind of honev carried over
in this market.
Peycke Bros.
1.

Milwaukee, March 2.— Fancv
13(§ll4c;

or

A

No,

amber or

kegs, white,

1-lb.

No.

sections,

dark

1, 12(§*12J^c;
i, ll(«42c;
7(a.'10c.
Extracted, in barrels

old,

7f«'7J4c;

dark,

SJ^ffl)6J4c.

or

Beeswax,

25fS'27c.

Since our last report we have had a verv good
market for honey, and the demand has been
very good, for all grades, especially for sections
of the best quality, and the demand is good now
and small supply. We encourage shipments of
best comb. Extracted, fair demand.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

BEST

Basswood Honey
WANTED.
Write us how much you have,
and in what shape, with your
lowest price, delivered in ChiAddress,
cago.

CEOKIJi: W.
118 Michigan

YORK

St.,

A:

CO.

4'lit«ago, 111.

:
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OrdeLEarly
There are indications that the demand

will be very large this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have large facilities for manufacturing- all
kinds of

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made.
can Bee-Keeper

TUB W.

Why does

JAMESTOWN,

has always given better

the

nampion

when

Send name

New

Nrsewander

Iutei--State Mfg-.

Please mention Bee Journal vrhen writing.

rien

and

Women

G.

Portland, Oregon.

Nebel

W.

& Son

Hig-h Hill,

Mo.

Middlebury, Vt.

Fassett

J. -\V. Bittenbender
J. L. Gra.v

Pierce Seed and Produce
F. Foulffer & Sons

R.H.Schmidt & Co

Co

Knoxville, Iowa.
St. Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo, Colo.
Og-den, Utah.

Shebo%-gan, Wis.

Hudson, Wis.

Co

Langstroth on the Honev-Bee, Revised. The Classic in Bee-Culture
'Price, $1.25, by mail.

SUPPLIES.
Sheboygan, Wis.

J.

Red Oak, Iowa.
Wetumpka, Ala.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

with fence and plain sections, and a
full line of other
postal sent us with your name' for
a Catalog will meet with the greatest
surprise. R, H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

Vk'e sell

dealers handle our Foundation exclusivelj'

Waterto-n-n, Wis.

St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Des Moines Iowa

E. T. Abbott,
L. C. Woodman

Gliaif-fiive

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

Samples of Fotindation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

G. B. Lewis Co
E. Kretchmer

J.

A

What more can anvbodv do? BEAUTV.
PURITY, FIRMNESS.'No SAGGING, No

for otir Catalog,

M. Jenkins
Portland Seed Co
writing.

satis-

any other.
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seemed a provision of Nature to prevent in-and-in breeding.
When I began rearing queens for sale I found that I must

Report of the Michig-an State Convention.
BY W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON.

The Michigan

State Bee-Keepers' Association met in
annual convention Dec. 30 and 31, 1898, in Woodman's Hall,
at Reed City. For several years this convention has not
been a g^reat success in point of numbers. When a man
gets little or no honey, he has no money with which to attend conventions. This time the convention went into the
heart of the willow-herb district, where the bee-keepers get
honey, if any one does, and there was really quite a respectable crowd. Altho there was no set program, the proceedings were of interest and profitable. This plan was not
adopted because any one thought that it possest any special
merit, but because the secretary was too busy to get up the
program. If there is the right kind of a president in the
chair, as there happened to be this time, this plan is all
right. Another thing, it is now three months since the
convention met, and the secretarj- is now writing up the
proceeding's. I think that the Michigan convention better
choose some other man for secretary one who can give
more time to the work.
But to return
Slips of paper were past around, and
the members a.skt to write questions and pass them up to
the president, who read them and selected one for discussion.
When one topic was thoroly discust, another was

get rid of all black drones in my neighborhood, but it was
not until I had Italianized all of the bees within about three
miles of my apiary that I finally succeeded in getting all of
the young queens purely mated. With all of the bees Italians within three miles there were none of the queens mismated, and there was no trouble in keeping my bees pure
Italians.
People say that Italians will " run out," and go
back to the black blood, so to speak, but this isn't true. If
an Italian apiary is surrounded by black bees nothing is
more certain than that these Italians will eventually be
superseded by hj'brids. The same thing would occur if a
man should start an apiary of blacks in a neighborhood
Mr. Aspinwall restrained the
filled with Italian bees.

—

:

taken up.

THE MATING OF QUEENS.
T. F.

Bingham—Other things being

ian queen more likely to
with a black drone ?

mate with an

equal, is an ItalItalian drone than

—

J. M. Rankin
We have been trying at the Agricultural
College to breed for length of tongue in the bees, and, of
course, we wisht the queens to mate with Italian drones,
and we succeeded. I think that there is no difference as to
the likelihood of a queen mating with a black drone or an
Italian drone, that is, other things being equal.
Mr. Bingham I have noticed that it is difficult to keep
Italians pure. Three years ago my bees were all pure Italians, now they are mixt.

—

Hutchinson — When I began bee-keeping I had
black bees, and all of the bees in my neighborhood were
black bees, with the'exception of a few colonies of Italians
that were a mile and a half from my place. It was a sort
of a puzzle to me that one-half of my queens should mate
with these distant drones, when there were so many black
drones right in the yard. Later, I read the views of some
of the leading bee-keepers that queens or drones, or both,
had a disposition to fiy far from home when mating. It

W.

A.

C. Siiiijon/

—

(.St

I

/HI

i; I

J -,11.

Z.

queens in their disposition to roam bj' cutting from 1/16 to
an inch from each wing, and the result was that
J's of
almost all of them were mated by Italian drones, while
black bees were in the vicinity.
Mr. Rankin I think that a caution ought to be given
in regard to this clipping. At the college we dipt 62 queens,
and onlv three or four of them were mated. One of those

—
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that mated was dipt only the 32nd of an inch, and one
dipt as much as % the leng-th of the wing-.
PI,AIN SECTIONS

was

AND FENCE SEPARATORS.

—

L. C. Woodman I have used 100 cases of plain sections.
The season was poor, but I cannot say very much either for
or against them. The fences are expensive, and the bees
glue them up considerably.
Mr. Powers I have used both stj-les of sections. The
sections of the plain style are better filled. The separators
are just as easily cleaned.
H. G. Giiford When plain sections are used we get
heavier combs and less pop-holes, and there is a saving^ in
shipping-cases.
H. S. CoUingwood I want plain sections, but not fence
separators. I want slats on the separators, so that I can use
plain sections, but I do not want any fence separators. Here
he showed a fence separator in which most of the cracks

—

—

—

were filled with propolis.
Mr. Bingham called attention to the fact that most of
the openings were too narrow.
Mr. Hilton called attention to the fact that the separator had been used at the outside of the super where the bees
could not get behind it, and that and the narrowness of the
openings accounted for the great quantities of propolis that
had been used. He said that the A. I. Root Co. acknowledged that some of the first fences that they sent out had
too narrow spaces. The fear of " washboardy " had led
them to make the spaces as narrow as they had. This fault
has been remedied.
Mr. Bingham There is no question that the use of
plain sections allows of a saving in shipping-cases, but
With tight
there are other considerations. Here is one
or closed separators the bees will begin upon only a few
sections in the center of the super, and if the flow is slow,
or if it is near the dose of the harvest, they will keep on
and finish up those few sections that thej' have begun working upon, when, with no separators, they are more inclined
to spread out and begin work upon a large number of sections, and perhaps not finish any of them.
With tight separators there will be less unfinisht sections than with no
separators, and it seems as if open separators might have a
tendency in the way of encouraging the bees to spread out
and begin work upon more sections than they can finish.
Mr. Hutchinson I was over to the convention of the
Ontario bee-keepers last December, and Mr. Jacob Alpaugh,
who has had much experience in fomb-honey production,
took the same view as that advanced by Mr. Bingham, viz.:
that separators have a tendency to keep the bees from
spreading out and beginning more work than they will
finish.
That is, they seem to look upon each compartment
between the separators as separate from the rest of the
super, as independent in itself, and are more inclined to
finish up work that is begun than to spread out and begin
more work. In other words, tight separators seem to have
a tendency to cause the bees to concentrate their efi^orts.
Mr. Bingham Perhaps some of you may remember the

—

:

—

—

It was made or coarse wire-cloth.
Betsinger separator.
The openings were large enough so that a bee could pass
thru. If these openings had been too large I suppose that
the bees would have made little warts upon the surface of
the comb. The Roots have been very careful in this matter
of plain sections and fence separators. They are working
slowly as they did with the deep-cell foundation. They are
not crowding these things. Fence separators may yet be
thrown entirely out of the market.
Mr! Rankin At the college we gave the plain sections
and fence separators a trial. We filled one-half of a super
with plain sections and fence separators, and the other half
with old-style sections and old-style separators. The plain
sections were better filled around the edges.
Mr. Bingham When we see how easj' it is for a firm like
the Roots to rnake a mistake, we'd better be careful how we
adopt anything about which there is even an opportunity

—

—

making a mistake.
NEEDED FOUI, BROOD LEGISLATION.
The secretary read a paper from Mr. A. D. D. Wood, of
Lansing, which went to show the difficulty of doing anything in the way of suppressing foul brood so long as there
was no better law upon the subject. At the time the old
law was past it was supposed that the only possible thing
to do with a colony affected with foul brood was to burn it

for

up. We have since learned that it is possible to save the
bees, to disinfect and use the hive, to boil the honey and to
melt the combs into wax, and to thus get rid of the disease
with but little loss except the labor. The trouble is that
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many

bee-keepers have only a few colonies, and are not
specially interested in bees. They do not know anything
about foul brood, and do not recognize it when it first appears, and would not know how to treat it if they (//(/ recognize it. It is neglected, and colonies become weak in numbers, are robbed, and the seeds of the disease are thus
spread from colony to colony, and from apiary to apiary.
There is scarcely a county in the Lower Peninsula that is
free from this disease and until there is someone who has
the authority and skill to step in and help bee-keepers to
crush it out, it will continue to spread. Over in Ontario this
disease threatened to wipe out the industry of bee-keepingwhen an inspector of apiaries was appointed. He has now
been at work several years, and the disease is fast disappearing from the Province. Wisconsin has followed in the
steps of Canada, and now has a similar law and a most efficient inspector. Illinois and New York are also working to
get a similar law. Colorado has a foul brood law. There
is too much machinery about the old law. There is too much
trouble to get it enforced. If it turns out that there is no
foul brood where it was suspected, then the man who complained is shouldered with the expense of the examination.
This fear of being called upon to bear the cost deters many
from complaining that would otherwise make a complaint.
Mr. Rankin This disease is certainly on the increase.
In Sanilac county I found an entire apiary dead from foul
brood.
Pres. Hilton
need protection from foul brood. The
old law was all right at one time, but now it is different.
Many of j'ou probably have never seen foul brood, and do
;

—

— We

not know what it is like, and I hope you never will. The
brood dies and turns a dark brown, and it is stringy and
ropy, and emits a disagreeable odor. Seeds of the disease
get into the honey, and anj' of this honey carried to some
other hive starts the disease there, and so it goes. Some of
j'ou ma)' think that there is no foul brood near you, and that
you will never need the law in your own personal case. This
It may be
is something that you cannot be sure about.
nearer than j-ou think. Even if it isn't the way to keep it
away from you is to have it stampt out wherever it may be.
If we as a body ask for this law, and show the legislature
that it is really needed, it can be secured without a doubt.
Upon motion of Mr. Bingham, it was unanimously
voted that Mr. Rankin be instructed to draft a bill similar
to the Ontario or Wisconsin law, and secure its introduction
to the Michigan legislature.

THE HEDDON HIVE

—

.\ND

MANAGEMENT.

D. R. Van Amburgh With the Heddon hive I put on
the sections when the bees are ready regardless of whether
the hive is composed of one or of two cases. It is from the
swarm that I get the honey. I give the supers to the swarm.
Mr. Hutchinson Mj- practice is the same as that of Mr.
Van Amburgh. As soon as the bees are nicely at work in
the first super, and it is half or two-th,irds full of honey,
that is, the sections have reacht that stage of completion, I
raise up the super and put another underneath. I fill all
sections full of foundation. When the bees have made a
good start in the second super, and honey is coming in at
a good rate, I raise both supers and put another underneath.
It must be remembered that the force of bees in the hive is
rapidly increasing at this time of the year, and it does not
take long for enough to hatch out to fill a super. By the
time that it is advisable to add another super, if that time
comes, it is likely that the top super will be ready to come
off.
If the bees are a little slow in completing the corner
sections I would not leave the super on for them to be completed, but take it off and take out the unfinisht sections in
the corners. As soon as enough of these unfinisht sections
have accumulated to fill a super I fill one and put it upon
some colony. I would not tier up supers more than three'
high.
If a colony is crowded for room, and has three
supers, and the top one is not ready to come off, I would
give it, bees and all, to some weaker colony. I have never
had quarreling when I did this. In hiving a swarm, I hive
it in two cases of the Heddon hive, with only starters in the
frames. It is hived upon the old stand, and the old hive set
by its side. The supers are transferred from the old hive
to !the swarm. In about three days, after the bees have
quieted down and recovered from their swarming-fever, I
remove the lower case. If hived in only one case there is
danger of their absconding, but there is no danger after
three days. On the seventh day the old hive is moved to a
new location. This robs it of its surplus bees at the time
when the )-oung queens are hatching, and, as a rule, there
is no after-swarm.
If there is an after-swarm I usually go
thru the hive and cut out the remaining queen-cells, and

—
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hive it back agfain, when the trouble is over. Like Mr. Van
Aniburgfh, I get my surplus from the swarm. This contraction of the brood-nest leaves a colony in a condition that is
not strictly first-class for wintering'. If there is a fall flow,
an additional case can be given, and the bees will build up
into a good colony. If the location is such that there is no
fall flow, then I unite the swarms at the end of the main
honey harvest. To do this I remove one-half the queens
about two days before I wish to make the unions. The
queenless colonies are carried and set up on the top of
those having queens. Queenless bees are much more inclined
to give up their location than is the case with those having
a queen. There is also less danger of quarreling if the bees
of one colony are queenless. This, in brief, is a sort of outline of IH3' management with the Heddon hive.
Mr. Bingham I would like to know hove small a colony
will winter well. I may say, however, that I think that
colonies are more nearly of an average size in the fall than
many of us imagine.
Mr. Hutchinson I prefer a colony of ordinary strength,
but the bees must be young bees. A large colony of old
bees is not of much value compared with even a small one
of young bees.

—

—

THE BUILDING OK \ HONEY-HOUSE.
The question was askt, " What kind of a honey-^ouse
should be built for 100 colonies of bees ?"
Mr. Hutchinson My honey-house was for 100 colonies.
It was only 8x10 feet in size.
The sills were 2x4 inch oak
scantling laid upon stones. The sides were of boards nailed
to the sills and plates.
It was battened.
The boards were
painted a dark red, and the battens white. It had a peakt
roof, and there was a door in each end and, a window in
each door and in each side. These windows allowed us to
see if swarms were coming out. The windows slid to one
side, and there was wirecloth over the windows on the outside.
This wirecloth extended up above the windows, and
was held out a little distance from the side of the building
so that bees could crawl up and escape. This building answered very well as a honey-house, but we had another
larger building near by that was used for a shop and storehouse. Our honey-house stood in the middle of the apiary.
H. S. Wheeler I would like a larger house than that. I
want one in which there is room to do some work, also to
store from 4,000 to 6,000 pounds of honey. I would have the
house at least as large as 15x16 feet.
Pres. Hilton I agree with Mr. Wheeler. It costs but
little more to build a large house than it does to build a
small one. I would have it at least 12x16 feet.

—

—

—

—

Mr. Bingham I would have a trap-door in the roof so
arranged that it can be opened, and the opening closed with
wirecloth. When extracting in hot weather the heat in the
closed building is something that is almost overpowering.
This door in the roof would allow the heat to pass off. T
would have wirecloth over the windows, but inside the glass
instead of outside of it. I would have my work-shop in a
separate room from the honey-room. We often wish tlie
honey-room closed, and it is not a comfortable place in
which to work.
.ADVISABILITY OF H.WING OUT-.\PIARIES.
be

The question was askt as to how an
managed in swarming-time.
Mr.

hand

Woodman — If I had

to help

me.

it

to

do

I

POSSIBILITIES OF

THE WILLOW-HERB.

—

—

—
—

Mr. Bingham

Yes, but that was when the woods were
honey. It was when Mr. Root got the cistern full.
Pres. Hilton I presume that Mr. Bingham is reall}'

full of

—

;

L.AY'ING

WORKERS, HOW TO DETECT THEIR PRESENCE, AND
HOW TO GET RID OF THEM.

In reply to a question as to

how

the presence of a laying

worker could be detected, Mr. Hutchinson said
" It can be detected by a large number of eggs being
deposited in one cell. The eggs are seldom in the bottom
of the cell. Perhaps the worker cannot reach to the bottom
of the cell. They are always on one side, and near the bottom. When the eggs hatch all of the larvffi soon die except
one, and when the cells are capt over the)' have a conical
or raised capping the same as the capping over drone-brood.
It is very seldom that a laj'ing worker is seen.
Once or
twice I have seen a worker laying eggs, or at least it lookt
as if she was laj-ing. I caught and killed her, but it did not
stop the laying of workers. I presume that there is more
than one in a colony."
Mr. Bingham — The bees act uneasy. Thump on the
hive, and they will keep up a humming for a long time.
Thump on a hive containing a colony with a queen, and
the bees will make a short hum, or buzz, and then stop.
Mr. Hutchinson — The quickest and easiest way of getting rid of a laj'ing worker is to unite the colony with some
other colony having a laying queen. Or the colony with
a laying worker may be moved away and a nucleus with a
queen set in its place. The workers will return to their old
home and join the nucleus. When most of the bees have
joined the nucleus the rest of them may be shaken down in
front of the nucleus, and all will be well.
:

PREVENTION OF BUR-COMBS.

—

Mr. Rankin We have tried various frames, and the
Hoffman frame with top-bars I's wide and. /s deep, spaced
'4 inch apart, gives us the least bur-combs.
Pres. Hilton My experience is the same. With this
frame I see no need of a honej'-board. Such a top-bar also
has a tendency to keep the queen out of the supers.

—

PLACE OF MEETING AND ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
Thompsonville was selected as the next place of meeting, and the following officers chosen
President, Geo. E.
Hilton vice-president, H. Gift'ord secretary, W. Z. Hutchinson and treasurer, J. M. Rankin.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
:

;

;

;

—

—

colony.

good yields.
Mr. Van Amburgh I have taken as much as 50 pounds
a colony in a little basswood flow but I have hadbasswood
harvests in which I got onlj- five pounds.

should want a cheap

Mr. Wheeler told how quickly a colony had filled the
of an upper story when willow-herb was in bloom.
Mr. Gilford I once hived a swarm, and in seven days it
swarmed again. I examined the hive and found the 10
combs full of honey, except a few patches of brood, and the
two supers of sections were also full.
Mr. Bingham I object to the publication of such
stories.
It induces men to go into the business only to be
disappointed. In this instance they are probably true, but
they are not representative yields. Michigan does not yield
more than IS pounds per colony on the average.
Pres. Hilton For eight years I kept a careful account,
and m3' average 3'ield for the eight years was 75 pounds per

combs

correct in saying that the average yield for the whole State
of Michigan is not more than 15 pounds per colony, but in
this region SO pounds per colony is a fair average, and I can
aff^ord to hire a man to care for my bees and pay him good
wages, and make money out of the business. It must be
remembered that bees cannot be neglected if we are to get

out-apiary should

Mr. Bingham I would keep a close watch at each apiary and see where the bees did the best, and take all of the
bees to that place. I doubt if it pays, many times, to have
out-apiaries. It increases the work wonderfully.
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Purity of Drones from a Mismated Mother.
BY

G. M.

DOOLITTLE.

following was referred tome to answer in the American Bee Journal. I don't know why, for I do not profess to be informed on such matters, as do some of our
more scientific brethren in apiculture. But I will try to
throw what light I can on the subject from a practical
standpoint. Here is the subject referred to

THE

:

Editor York:— Tlie

American supplement No. 1207 contains an article on the honey-bee, reprinted from a pamphlet issued by
the United States Department of Ajjrriculture as Bulletin No. 1, Division
of Entomology. The article closes thus:
*•
The fact that drones develop from unfertilized e^^^s is to be noted
as having" an important practical bearing- in connection with the introduction of new strains of a given race or of new races of bees into an apiary. From a single choice home-bred or imported mother, joung queens
Scientific

may be reared for all of the colonies of the
apiary, and since the mating- of these young queens does not effect their
drone progeny, thereafter only drones of the desired strain or race and
pure in blood will be produced, rendering, therefore, the pure mating of
future rearings fairly certain if other bees are not numerous within a
mile or two. Eventually, also, all of the colonies will be changed to the
new race, and without admi.\ture of impure blood, provided always that
of'undoubted purity of blood
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the youagr queens be reared from mothers of pure blood mated to drones
of equal purity."
Now, I wish you would answer this thru the Bee Journal, or have a
specialist in queen-rearing answer it, namely; Does experience teach
that queens from a mother of undoubted purit.v of blood produce only
drones of the same purity as the old queen, no matter to what race the
drone belontjed which the young queen met on her wedding flight? That
is, does a pure Italian queen, mated to a Carniolan drone, produce hybrid
workers, but purely Italian drones?
I have often heard that the color of the drones of any colony would
show the purity or impurity of blood more certain than the color of the
workers, which is contradictory to the above.

ArGCST F. Koch, Ph.G.
In the first place I object to the term " ptirity " as often
applied to the Italian bee, and as spoken of by the writer of
the above. Nearly 30 j-ears of experience with the Italian
bee has thorolj' convinced me that it is not a. pure yace of
bees, but only what would be called " thorobred." If such
is the case, which I shall soon try to prove, then all talk
about keeping an apiary of such bees pure is only a case of
reasoning' upon a false base or beg'innitig', to start from.
When it comes to breeding the Italian bee " to the feather,"
as it is termed by poultry-men, such bees are " not in it,"
and never have been, for the queens vary all the way from
being as dark as a pure-blood German queen to one whose
abdomen is of a rich orange color the whole length, even to
while the drones
its extreme tip, on the best specimens
and workers vary nearly as much, altho no worker-bee has
ever been reared whose extreme tip was of an orange color.
Now if the queens coming from Italy, or "imported
stock " as they are usually termed, produce workers with
only three dark or leather-colored bands upon their abdomen, and drones which the ordinary observer would pronounce only as black drones, while their young queens vary
all the way from black to those being ring-streakt, speckled and spotted, the same as being called pure Italians,
how comes it about that any careful breeder can take these
bees and by selection soon come into possession of bees so
yellow that there is no sign of black on the queen, very little on the drones, and only a very little of dark or black on
the extreme tip of the workers? Is it not self-evident to
any unprejudiced mind, that there can be no establisht
purity in the imported mother from which we started?
Take a black or German qtieen in her purity and try the
same line of breeding for a whole century, with none but
drones from a German queen, and you will have only common black or German queens, workers and drones at the
end of the 100 years. So if we are to start from the purity
side for any experiment as to whether the drones are affected
by the young queen meeting the drone of a different
" blood," we must start with the German queen, or something we know came from a pure race of bees.
Then there is another point I wish to call attention to,
which is, where the statement is made that success can be
attained along this line of pure mating of queens, " if other
bees are not numerous within a mile or two." Herein lies
one of the weak points in " breeding for purity," which is
very fallacious, and, strange to saj', this fallacious part is
more often put before the public than the real truth.
All careful observers know that a distance of at least
five miles must intervene between the race of bees we would
desire to keep pure and that of any siri^/e colony of anotlier
race, else all our breeding for purit}' is of no avail. Yea,
and were I to say just what I thought I should say that the
distance should be at least seven miles, from the experience
I have had since I catne into possession of my out-apiary.
When I bought this out-apiary it was composed of nearly
all black bees, tho some of the queens had evidently mated
with drones from dark Italian stock, that being the kind of
Italians chiefly kept where other but black bees were used,
up to this time. At about the time I came into possession of
this out-apiary, I became interested in what is termed the
" five-banded " or golden Italians, those bred in this country from the dark imported stock, as before mentioned, till
they were as yellow as gold.
Having beome interested iti these yellow bees I kept
down drones from the dark Italians and allowed much
drone-comb, consequentlj' many drones of the yellow variety
to come forth, and the result is, that, altho this out-apiary
is fully five miles distant from my home yard, fully one
queen out of six at the out-apiary shows by her progeny
that she mated one of the yellow drones.
No, no, friends, there is no such thing as pure mating
of queens where apiaries of different races are located
" within a mile or two " of each other, and he who thus
breeds, expecting to reap any certain results, is destined to
an uncertainty of affairs which is not pleasant to contem;

plate.

All familiar with the flight of drones

know

that they
if not

have places where they congregate by the thousands,
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coming

to these places from all over a region
seven miles around, and when the queen comes
to these congregating places she is as apt to meet a drone
from a "scurf" breed as she is one of those choice, nice,
yellow "gentlemen" you would have her secure as her

millions,

from

five to

partner.
early spring, drones nor queens
consequentlj' we are more sure of pure [?] mating
with Italian bees than at other times of the working season. For this reason I select combs of drone-brood from
my choicest colonies, near the close of the honey season,
and mass this drone-brood in a colony kept queenless and
fed bountifully, so that these drones are kept after other
drones are killed off in the fall, when they are "handpickt," so that only the best remain when young queens are
reared, and a satisfactory result obtained.
And now to tiie real question which it is desired should
be answered. There can be no question but what the drone
is the SON of /lis mother, for all queens can lay eggs which
will perfect drones, even tho they never meet a drone, or
become capable of laying worker-eggs. From this standpoint it is easy to say, that " as is the mother so will the
son be," and this is what the scientists have claimed thru
all the past.
But there are those who claim that the son of
the mother of a pure black queen, mated to a yellow drone,
is not the same son. to all intents and purposes, that he
would have been had this queen never met a drone at all,
or had she met a drone of her own race and I believe this
last to be correct, when we come down to the very fine
points of " breeding to a spot or feather."
I am fully persuaded that a succession of breeding along
this line will result in a mongrel race, thru the contamination of the queen in mating but the process will be so
slow that, when practically applied, the writer from the
agricultural department of the United States is very nearly
or quite right. I presume the writer of the reference given
was none other tlian Frank Benton, a man whose opinion,
along these lines, is fully equal in value to that of any other
in the world.
Onondaga Co.. N. Y,

Late

in the fall, or in

fly so far,

;

;

Rheumatism Cured by Bee-Stings.
BY ELD. DANIEL WHITMEK.
the forepart of June, 1898, I called on Editor York, and
in our conversation I remarktthat I had not reported my
work with the bees for a number of years, tho having
manipulated them for about 20 years, and having been a
constant reader of the American Bee Journal for that time.
He replied that I ought to let my light shine. Therefore,
remembering the best of all books giving the intelligence
that if the light that is in thee be darkness, how great is
that darkness, here goes.
First, then, I call the attention of the bee-keeping fraternity to the dreaded and unenjoyable rheumatism which
afflicts and affects so many persons who so much desire a
remedy giving relief and effecting a radical cure to the sufI believe that bee-poison, with some people, is a good
ferer.
remedy it has proved itself a bonanza and antidote to the
writer for many years.
Prior to my entering the bee-industiT', I had been a victim of the disease in its different forms, attacking- the
limbs and other portions of the body. Finally, by overwork in manual labor, I was attackt with sciatic rheumatism, resulting in paralysis of the back, thighs, kidnej's,
bladder, etc.. and was under the doctor's care and confined
to my bed atid room for three months.
Under the doctor's treatment I became convalescent,
btit unable to perform manual labor on the farm.
As yet
the great numbness in my limbs was so present that in my
invalid condition I chose apiculture as a pursuit to give me
a livelihood.
One day in handling a colony of bees I became somewhat careless in the manipulation, and irritated the bees to
the extent that they rusht out of the hive and stung me
desperately on the most numb parts. If I had no feeling
before, it was evident I had then, for I just danced as I never
did before, for I don't believe in it.
In 24 hours I was a well man, so far as rheumatism was
concerned, numbness all gone. I am liable to get it in the
It has returned three times in 20 years,
fall and winter.
and subsided every time when I got out with my bees in
the spring.
I reported my cure to mj' physician, giving the remedy
that did it. He stood before me staring and with amazement, and said that the poison of the bee-sting would have
that eft'ect. So at the next medical institute, at Chicago, he

IN

;
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my

case and cure to the medical faculty, after
calls for bees that the poison could or mig-ht be
extracted in alcohol to be given internall)' as a remedy for

reported

which

I

had

rheumatism.

My

general health has improved during

all

these years.

Joseph Co., Ind.

St.

Feeding- Sug-ar Syrup to Fill the Brood-Combs
Prior to the Main Honey Harvest.
BY

\V.

\V.

M'NE.^L.

CANNOT

but think it a mistake on the part of anyone
who resorts to the use of sugar syrup in the manner
spoken of to secure a crop of honey. The feeding of it
to stimulate the queen to increast activity, thereby getting
the combs tilled with brood instead of syrup is certainly a
more practical method and less questionable. Feeding bees
is a fussy, unpleasant work at best
when the word is
spoken and the act performed, the story will reverberate up
and down the valley and adjacent hills till they who eat
honey decide to buy it of some one else. If the colony is
allovfed an abundance of good, ripe honey the fall previous,
or given a sufficiency at one feeding in the spring of the
year, they will usually be found able to take care of their
share of the honey crop when it comes.
To feed bees sugar syrup and get it stored in the broodcombs in the manner they store when gathering from the
flowers, is something every one cannot do, or will not take
the time to do. If only a little is fed for a goodly number of
days, surely none of it can be stored for future use unless
the bees are gathering from other sources enough to meet
their needs, and if they are given syrup in quantities to enable them to do this, it will most certainly be done at the
expense of brood or numerical strength.
When the honey harvest arrives the result most likehwill be one of two things
The queen, if she be one or two
years old, will issue with a swarm if she be of the current
season's rearing, the bees will clear the brood-combs for
her of the syrup, and carry it into the supers. If they never
do this, why is it that a swarm having a young fertile
queen and hived on drawn combs during a good honey-flow
continues to work right along in the sections for sometime
after the flow has ceast ? Will those who insist that bees
do not carrj' above a portion of the syrup when the broodcombs are crowded at the opening of the harvest consent to
feed a dark grade of extracted honey prior to the coming of
the 7i'/iile honey ? The addition of sug-ar syrup to wellripened clover or basswood honey does not improve the
quality or color, be it done by the bees or the apiarist. The
darker grades and thin, watery, unripe honey may be made
better but to sell it under the name of honey well, say,
my esteemed bee-keeping friend, wouldn't you feel just a
little bit wronged if some one to whom you had paid the
price of best pure honey would deliver instead an article
composed of sug-ar syrup and honey, and the whole labeled
" honey ?"
Bee-keepers should not be too loud in their condemnation of glucose when their own houses of stone are composed so largely of glass. I feel that no one can be more
bitterly opposed to the use of gflucose with honey than myself.
Such adulteration cannot be other than a voluntary
effort to deceive for the sake of gain.
But to ignore such
wholesome proof as the bees produce, that the syrup or
honey of the brood-combs is oftimes carried into the supers
a portion of it, I mean and there stored in the comb
along with the honey being gathered from the field, is a
moral slackness which gentlemen of the brotherhood should
be very careful of.
haste the time when there will be made known some
simple, reliable means of detecting the presence of glucose
or cane sugar in honey
Then our patrons may read from
the label on can or bucket the surety of the genuineness of

I

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

!

its

contents.

1 am prone to believe, owing to the largely varying
flavor of pure honeys, that adulteration is not nearly so
prevalent as the belief thereof. But a world of suspicion
on the one hand, and a company on the other practicing the
adulteration of honey, and no ready means to convince a
quizical customer that the honey one is selling- is, beyond
peradventure, strictly pure, has changed the selling of
honey in many places from a pleasant to an unpleasant one.

When honey

bought in a distant market to hold one's
and judgement should be exercised in selecting and in the handling, if the apiary be close to where the
hone)' is kept. Honey that differs widely in flavor from

trade, great care

is
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to buy will generally find poor
be a fruitful source of foul brood contagion, and so prove to be a pretty expensive way of holdingthe trade in honey. Alfalfa extracted honey is certainly
pleasing enough in body and flavor to suit the most exactbut even this I would not feed to my own
ing- purchaser
bees without first diluting with water and boiling thoroly.
With proper precaution I believe it to be to one's interAs well as I like the
est to buY when his own crop is short.
taste of alfalfa honey the daintiest little mouthful distresses
me as if it were poison pure and simple to my stomach. I
have eaten of a g-ood many kinds of hone)', but none save
the alfalfa ever hurt me. I have sold it quite largely with
the best of satisfaction to all parties concerned, and know
of but one other case who, like myself, was made sick from
eating it.
A good article of extracted honey, to my notion, is better than the same in the comb, and I fully believe that
honey in this form will be the only way it can be produced
at a profit in the near future.
The sooner bee-keepers cease to stir up further opposition by the injudicious feeding of sugar syrup the better it
Scioto Co., Ohio.
will be for the pursuit.

what people are accustomed
sale

but

;

it niaj'

;
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Law and Honey Prices— A Reply to Mr.

Doolittle.

BY EMERSON TAYLOR ABBOTT.
a certain animal which
THERE
much excited at the appearance of

is

is

said to become very
a red rag, and some

my

remarks seem to have had a like effect on Mr.
page 195), yet, for the life of me, I cannot tell
why. There seems to be no reason why he should lash himself into such righteous indignation, unless he has lookt at
the dark side of things so long that his vision of the crown
and glory of life, health and happiness, has become a little
of

Doolittle (see

blurred.

Mr. Doolittle, this is not a radically bad world, and
is not dead," even tho they did feed our soldiers on
bad meat, and just now we are engaged in an inglorious
"

God

effort to kill off a lot of half-civilized

Filipinos.

It is true,

however, that some men are a good deal richer than an exercise of common honesty would seem to warrant, but I see
no advantage in becoming greatly excited about it.
I have verv positive views on the subject which Mr.

am thoroly confident that the
not the place to discuss them. I
think I can see these things just as " clearly " as Mr. D.,
but perhaps they may not look the same to me as they do to
him. Let that be as it may, I want to set myself right, for
I am convinced that the two articles referred to, taken as a
whole, do not teach what Mr. D. tries to write into them.
Perhaps I did not express myself clearly, but what I wanted
to say, in the pure food talk, was that no law should be past
ivith'a viciL< to raising or lowering the price of any product.
Especially should no law be past because it will enable a
certain class of people to get more for their products. This
is not what law is for, but to promote the common good.
Briefly, to illustrate, I do not believe we have any right to
pass a law against the adulteration of honey because it will
raise the price of honey, hut because it is a. fraud to adulterate, and all frauds should be supprest.
Bless your soul, Mr. Doolittle, I had no idea of discussing what effect laws do have on the price of things when I
said, "Law has nothing to do with increasing the price of
the produce of any individual ;" and I still insist that this
is not the province of law, but rather to guarantee unto
every man " Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."
Perhaps it would have been better if I had said, " Law

Doolittle

touches,

but

American Bee Journal

should have."

I

is

etc.

Mr. D.'s repeated
assertions that evidently Mr. Abbott believes so and so, for
I am quite sure he does not know what I do believe on these
subjects. I have never discust them in any bee-paper, nor
do I intend to do so. There is not much occasion just now
to discuss low prices of anything in this locality, especially
the price of comb honey, for there is very little to be had,
and I could sell a great' deal of it at remunerative prices, if
Wonder which it was, lazv or
I only knevr where to get it.
politics that brought about this state of things
Let me say, in conclusion, that I honestly believe that
the adulteration fraud is the gigantic crime of the centur)-,
and a disposition to wink at it shows a lack of moral sentiment which should startle into activity the most sluggish
and indifl'erent citizen of a free country. Adulteration
ignores the foundation principles of all moral sentiment,
and undermines two of the recognized basic ideas of legitiI

want

to enter a mild protest against

!
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mate trade and commerce, namely, that a contract is the
agreement of two minds as touching- one thing and that
every man who has come into the lawful possession of any
article has a right to fix the price at which he will part with
it.
If he makes the price so many pounds of honey, and
you give him half the amount in glucose, you defraud him
just that much, and everj' man who does it is a criminal,
;

and, as such, should be punisht severely. If this raises the
price of honey, all right if it lowers it, all right but let
us be honest, " tho the heavens fall." No, Mr. Doolittle,
your " pet hobby " is not of more importance than this.
;

Nothing can

;

Buchanan

be.

Co.,

Mo.

have purchast
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the queens from different apiaries, and
keep some from swarming, making some
work, and supplying upper stories to others that seem to turn mud
to honey, they gather it so fast.
Of all the queens I ever had 1 got
one from the South that beats anything I ever saw swarming, and
the swarms manage to get in the highest branches of the trees, and
afford the entire neighborhood amusement watching us get them
down and hiving them.
All my hives are of Root's latest and in summer are entirely
covered by caladians and cannas. which makes it difficult to handle
them, but they set off the apiary beautifully, which is nothing
more than a large flower-garden.
Ohio.
all.

as

I

all

find pleasure in trying to

Answer —Send 25 cents to the publishers of this paper and get
Howard's pamphlet on foul brood, and you will have the best
thing in the language.
I've never yet heard of foul brood spores being injured by cold.
It's the extreme of temperature at the other end that's hard on
them. But I'm not sure whether a continued application of 40 degrees below zero has ever been faithfully tried.
Dr.

Letting Bees Fly After Stiipping.

CONDUCTED BY
r>R. C. O.

MILLER. Marengo,

III.

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail.— Editor.]

When a colony of bees has been shipt a distance, and confined
for several days, is it best to open the hive and allow them a flight
upon arrival ? Or, let them get quieted down first, and open the
hive say in the evening ?
Iowa.
Answer

Farm-Stock Damage an Apiary.
I have 156colonies of bees. We have a man here that is against
bee-keeping; he believes in spraying when in blossom. There was
a law past last winter that stops bim on that, but he pastures 50
bead of stock on the byways, which have been in my apiary and
damaged the bees to a great extent, turning two hives over, pushing several from the stands. The disturbance Is bad, the bees fill
up with honey in cold weather, and can't fly.
New York.

Answer.— I don't suppose there's anything different about the
case from a case of damage in which there were no bees in the case.
The probability is that your laws are such that one is not allowed
to let his stock run in the road, and is responsible for damage done
by them if they are allowed to run at large.
In that case you
would sue before the proper officer, probably a justice of the peace,
the same as in any damage suit. It there is any special difficulty
in the case, you can count on help from the United States BeeKeepers' Association, providing you were a member before getting
into trouble. If you are at present a member you are one of the
wise ones, for some put off securing membership until they get into
trouble, and then it's too late.
Besides that, every beekeeper
should be willing to pay his dollar a year to help put down adulteration. A dollar spent in that way may put several dollars in
his pocket in increast price of honey.

let

them out

—I

don't know of any reason
as soon as possible.

Wood Foundation-Splints

why

it is

not better to

Instead of Wiring.

1. Why will not wiring brood-frames do just as well as to muss
with the sticks you use ?
2. Would not the Van Deusen wired foundation be just the
thing if it is put in the new grooved top-bar, and let the wires rnn

up and down in the frame ?
3. Had you tried wire in any form before you finally decided
on the sticks ?
4. Are there any other advantages over the wires, by using
than the prevention of sagging or stretching ?
seems to me your sticks don't prevent the comb from
breaking loose from the top-bar in moving bees.
S. Dakota.
sticks,
5.

It

—

Answers. 1. It is no more trouble to muss with the sticks
than to muss with the wire, and I have never been able to get as
good combs with wire as with sticks.
2. Good combs might be secured thereby.
3. I have had wired frames in use by the thousand for many
years — began using them from the first that wiring was made
known have perhaps 2..'J00 such frames now have tried wiring
horizontally, vertically, diagonally, and mixt, in fact in perhaps
all ways recommended and some not recommended.
Yes, I've
;

;

tried wiring.

Grapevines for Shading Hives
Granulated Honey.
1.

Are grapes good

for bees

Frames of

>

3. I am thinking of putting a grapevine at every other hive for
a.shade. and also for the fruit. What is your opinion of it ?
3. Would the grapes make a good shade ?
CT" 4. I have about 150 or 'M) brood-frames with granulated honey
in them. Is there any way to gel them out, besides tearing up the

combs ? They were taken off last fall.
Answers. — 1. At different times my

Kentucky.

bees have workton grapes
after birds have pickt holes in the grapes, and I don't know that

any harm came from

4.

I

have never been able with wires to have perfect combs
and I have such combs with

built completely to the bottom-bar,

the sticks.
5. When a comb fills a frame completely from top to bottom,
did you ever hear of its breaking away from the top-bar in moving ? Probably the most popular form of wiring now is the horizontal.
Do you think a horizontal wire that is half an inch or
more below the top-bar will do more to prevent breaking from the
top-bar than five sticks that are 'h-inch or less from the top-bar ?
Please remember that I don't insist that any one else shall use
foundation splints. I only say that so far as I have tried them I
like them very much, and have just ordered 4,000 more.

it.

CI 2 and 3.— So far as fruit is concerned, grapes will do very well
planted in an apiary. For shade a grapevine is not so very satisfactory, unless you have a trellis overhead, which is expensive.
4. Don't think of destroying the combs.
L
Spray them with
water and put in the hives for the bees to clean up, spraying again
as often as needed.
.

*

»

Bees Ttiat Have Foul Brood.
In preparing my bees for winter last season I found, to my
great surprise, that 2 colonies of the 12 were entirely destroyed by
foul brood, and that every other one showed traces of the same
disease. I would have found it out before, but the only time I
have to work with them is on Saturday afternoon of every month,
as all the remainder of my time is taken up with work and study.
Is it possible to cure the remainder, and how ? is what I would
like to know.
I should like to know what books or pamphlets contaiu'the most information on that subject, as I would like to make
a thoro study of it, and might bring some of my knowledge to assist in getting an easy cure for it.
As assistant engineer of a large ice-machine manufacturing
establishment, I thought that maybe a little chilly air supplied to
them might affect a cure, as we have an abundance of it at our
disposal from
to 40 degrees, Fahr., below.
For the past few years I have derived much pleasure in handling my bees, and only regret that I haven't more time to give
them, but I should feel very sorry to be obliged to destroy them

Brood-Frames and Their Spacing.
There has appeared in the American Bee Journal a description
of the brood-frames used in your hives. I have had several years'
experience with different styles of frames, and have decided that
your idea of a brood-frame is about right. Kindly give the dimensions of your frames, and who manufactures them.
What size nails do you use in spacing (brad or flat head), and
how far from the end of the top-bar, and how far down on the side
piece, are they driven ?
City.

—

Answer. Top bar, lS;"'f,'xlij, xTiJ, At each end is cut out '^xO-lO,
leaving the end 516 thick. A saw-kerf to receive foundation runs
lengthwise along the underside of top-bar. 5 32 wide and '4 inch
deep. End-bar, S H-IOxl'^x;'?,), The bottom-bar is in two parts,
each lT,"j^xi,jX'4. Only one of these pieces is nailed on when the
frame is made, the other being nailed on after foundation is in
place. The sheet of foundation is IGJa'xSJi. No wiriug is used, the
foundation beiug supported by five vertical basswood splints, 7J.^x1-16x1-10.
These splints are boiled in beeswax and prest into the
foundation while warm.
For spacers to hold the frames at the proper distance from
each other, common wire nails are used 1^4 inches long with flat
heads 3-16 inches across. A gauge is used in driving in these nails
so that the head shall project '4 -inch above the surface. Two nails
are on one side at one end, and two nails on the other side at the
other end. The nail in the top-bar is about U4 inches from the extreme end, and 7-10 from the top. The other nail is driven in the
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Hold the frame up be2^.^ inches from the bottom.
fore you as it hangs in the hive, and on the side next you the two
nails will be at the left, while at the right they will be on the side
opposite. To hold the frame in proper place endwise, small staples
are used about the same as window-blind staples. The staple is
driven into the end-bar close under the top-bar.
It is only right to say that I'm not sure whether the width of
these top-bars, l'^, with a space of 14-inch between them, is the
very best. The bees build more brace-combs between the top-bars
than are desirable.
Some of my frames were made by the A. I. Root Co., and some
by the G. B. Lewis Co. I think neither of them make such frames,
only to order.
--•-»
end-bar about

Moldy Combs

Putting on Supers.

My Italian bees in 8-frame dovetailed hives have wintered well
considering the cold weather we had here, being 20 degrees below
zero, and one spell was 30 degrees. If I had not had my bees packt
in winter-cases I would not have had a bee now. But the combs
which contain the honey toward the back part of the hive are
moldy and very damp. I saw water dropping off of them and lying on the bottom-board, and water standing in the empty cells at
the bottom of the comb. They have lots of honey yet. What is
the cause of the above conditions of mold and the combs sweating
so ? And is there anything I should do, or shall I let them go
Will they come out all right themselves ?
The combs at the entrance of the hives are dry, and not moldy.
The bees seem to be flying finely, and are very vigorous, trying
their best to rob a colony of black bees.
2 They have four brood-frames about full of honey, and the
other four about half full. Should I put on a super by the middle
of April ?
West Virginia.
'.

Answers.— 1. Probably the entrances were hardly open
enough for sufficient ventilation. The parts farthest from the entrance would suffer most, the moisture settling there. The bees
probably correct the trouble of their own accord.
2. It is hardly wise to put on supers till a harvest comes from
which they can store, but if you find the queen is crowded for want
of room in which to lay, take out a full comb of honey and replace
with an empty comb.
will

-•-

drawn-out combs,
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or partly foundation and part

(c)

y.2

or

1

inch

starters alternately placed in the hive ? Authorities seem to differ
on these points.
4. Which is the best foundation to use in shallow frames, medium brood, light brood, or thin super ? Should I use full sheets
or starters ? Will it be necessary or advisable to wire shallow

deep ?
can get good, strong colonies of Italian bees at $7.00 or
1st swarms, at $3.00 each
$8 00 each
'ind swarms, at $1. SO each.
Which would be the cheapest to buy considering the fact that increase of colonies is most desired ? The full colonies would be in
their own hives. For the swarms I would have to provide hives,
Iowa.
frames, etc., buying bees only.

frames
5.

5-'^

I

;

;

Answers.— 1. I don't know, and I'd be obliged if some one who
has had experience with such shallow frames would answer. I
should think the No. 17 you mention would work all right if it
doesn't take too careful work to get the two combs in the same
basket.

advisable to use a dummy with any kind of a self-spacOtherwise you can't easily get out the first frame.
3. You are right in saying authorities differ, so you can't expect me to do more than to give my own preference, which would
If I had to
be, first, full combs; second, full sheets of foundation.
use part starters, I'd use them by themselves, and not alternately.
4. Light brood with one horizontal wire will probably work all
3.

It is

ing frame.

right.

That's a hard one. If you'll tell how much the old colonies
it will be easier to answer; also what time you
can get the first and second swarms. If they come early enough,
I'd risk the second swarms. Take an average season, and perhaps
the first swarms will be best.
5.

swarm,

will

Sections with Starters Left Over.
I have been watching the Bee Journal for some time to see if I
could use my pound sections that were in the supers last year with
the starters in, or whether I have to throw them all away. I have
about 1,700 of them that are not drawn at all, but are just as when
New York.
put in the sections last year.

Answer. — By

all

means use

all

the sections you have left over

that are nice and clean.

Taking Care of Combs of Honey.
'Adel" Bees
six hives that the bees froze in. I cleaned the bees out,
but the hives are full of honey. I want to keep them, as I have
made arrangements with a neighbor for swarms to put into them.
What will be the best way to do, to keep the moths out till used ?
Bees did very poorly here; 90 percent of those not stored are dead.

Iowa.

Answer. — A cool, dry cellar is a pretty good
a place the worms will make very slow headway.

place, as in such

If such a place
be kept above ground, being spaced well
apart, where moths and bees cannot reach them. Look at them
from time to time, and pick out with a wire-nail any worms that
get a start. They may be brimstoned. but it takes very heavy
brimstoning to affect worms in brood-combs. Probably the very
best way is to put a hive full of combs under a hive containing a
strong colony.
is

Zinc for Solar Extractor.

have

I

may

not at hand, they

»—-*

The Bee-Keepers' Association
Where can

Enameled Cloth.

obtain the proper iuformation in regard to
joining the Bee-Keepers' Association ?
tZ: 2. Is it necessary to scrape the caps clean, providing they were
used the year before ?
3. Do you advise the use of enameled cloth over the brood1.

frames

I

New York.

?

Answers.— 1. Right

You

probably mean the United
States Bee Keepers' Association. Send a dollar to the General
Manager, Hon. Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa, and tell him you
want to join the Association. Or, send to the Secretary, Dr. A. B.
Mason, 3512 Monroe Street, Toledo, Ohio, or to the editor of this
paper. You can hardly do a wiser thing than to become a memhere.

1. On page 150, New Jersey asks, " What are yellow-banded
Adel bees ?" You say you never saw any of them ? Aren't you
mistaken ? Frank Benton says, " /SV/..-^ queens of any well-establisbt race or variety may properly be called Adel queens."
See
Vol. XXXIV, No. 25, American Bee Journal, page 783.
2. Would a sheet of zinc be suitable for making a solar waxWisconsin.
extractor ?

Answers. — 1. The word "adel" is a German word meaning
" nobility." Mr. Benton is right in saying that such a word might
have been applied in a general sense to any strain of bees of good
quality, just as any good strain of bees might be called " honeygetters." But if you should develop a particular strain of bees
and call them " honey-getters," beekeepers would be likely to respect that title as belonging to your strain of bees, especially if
you used the name in some foreign language. So when Mr. Alley
uses that name for a particular strain, I see no reason why his
Instead of being a
title to that name should not be respected.
strain of Italians, Mr. Alley says they are from Carniolans. In a
" Don't you remember what F. Benton said in
late letter he says:
Gleanings about the two kinds of bees in Carniola ? Well, he said
this:

I

never yet saw an apiary

in

Carniola that contained

all

steel-gray bees; many of the bees are yellow-banded.' The Ad'l
bees I have were bred up from the yellow strain. Ad'l means, or
rather signifies, superior, and as the natives consider the yellow
bees superior to the dark bees, they call them Ad'l bees."
2. I'm not sure just how you would mean to use the zinc, but I
see no reason why sheet-zinc might not be used for any part of a
solar wax-extractor except the glass part. Very likely you mean
the perforated part, and for that it ought to work all right.

ber at once.
2. If you mean hive-covers, I should say it was not necessary.
.3.
That depends somewhat on how the hives are made. If the
covers come within i^-ineh of the top-bars, nothing of the kind is
needed. If the covers don't fit down so close, then something in
the line of sheets or quilts is needed. Perhaps, however, heavy
sheeting is better than enameled cloth.

A

Quintet of Questions.

use shallow Hoffman frames (.o'^y deep) for extracting.
advise me to get a Cowan extractor with baskets large
enough to hold two of these frames in each basket ? How would
the No. 17 two-frame Cowan do
2. Is it necessary or advisable to use a dummy or follower in
the extracting-super when using Hoffman frames, as above
described ?
3. In hiving a swarm, which is the better plan (a) to have all
the frames filled with foundation, (b) partly foundation and part
1.

I

Would you

?

York's Honey Almanac i.s a neat little 32-pag-e pamphespecially gotten up with a view to create a demand for
hone)' among' should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part con.sists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
sample for
furnish them, postpaid, at these prices
a stamp 25 copies for 40 cents 50 for 60 cents 100 for
$1.00;,250 for S2.25 500 for $4.00. For 25 cents extra we
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
let

We

:

;

;

A

;

;

ing

The Premium offered on page
for.
Look at it.
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stand our Northern. -winters, but the result mig-ht beanything- but desirous in the South.
It seems to me that it ought to be easier to domesticate
them in their native reg-ion than to bring- them here and
domesticate them. Let the effort first be made where they
are. and, if successful. Apis dorsata can be brought here
if the effort should be unsuccessful. Apis dorsata can remain in foreign lands, and this country be saved from
another English-sparrow scourge.
C. C. MiLi,ER.
;

agree exactly with Dr. Miller in the above not because it is Dr. Miller who wrote it, but because we think his
view in the matter is eminently sensible. It is always safer
to be sure vou are right before going ahead.

A Group

to the number of
and a full-page illustration
therefrom graces the pages of the Canadian Bee Journal.
17,

of Canadian

were taken

Bee^Keepers,

in a photograph,

They're a fine looking

lot,

making one wish

year ago. A good article of comb honey could be bought a
short time ago for 10 cents, and now " fancy " brings all
the way from 12 to 14, and No. 1 from 10 to 13. There was
one year, a good many years ago, when honey was so
scarce that in spring it went up quite materially, but since
then the rule has been that honey kept over till spring
broug-ht a lower price. There seems at present to be no
question that ^oo</ honey is a pretty scarce article, but it
will not be so very long until the new crop from the South
begins to come in.

Getting New Subscribers for the American Bee Journal ought to be easy work at this time of the year. The
warm spring days will soon be here, when the bees will begin to hum again, and then their keepers will be interested
in reading about them, and will want a good bee-paper.
The Bee Journal, we believe, will just suit them.
From time to time we offer some excellent premiums to
those of our regular readers who will go to the trouble of
getting one or more new subscribers and send in the money.
We hope that those who value the Bee Journal the most
(our regular readers) will try to get their bee-keeping
friends and neighbors to subscribe for it.

—

—

» « * « «

Mr.

a scarce article, being Iji to 2 cents higher than a

A A A A * A

subscribers

We do not republish the foregoing prosy-looking poetrjbecause we fear being pantsless by another winter, but
thought it might help to remind some of our readers that
their subscriptions were not paid up. We hope that all who
are in arrears will remit promptly, and thus help to keep up
the financial end of the Bee Journal the very important
end of the business the " business end," as is sometimes
spoken of the bee.

for closer ac-

Honey Advancing. — Gleanings says \.h.a.\.good extracted

h

to

" Lives of poor men oft remind us honest men won't
stand no chance. The more we work there grow behind us
big-ger patches on our pants, once new and glossy, now
are strips of different hue, all because subscribers linger
and don't pay us what is due. Then let us be up and doing
send in j'our mite, however small, or when the snow of winter strikes us we shall have no pants at all."

9,

is

poem

:

quaintance.

honey

Pathetic Appeai<. — The following poetical effusion
Rocky Mountain Celt,

for its author, the Editor of the
the prize of $1,000 for the best appeal
to pay up their subscription

;

—

We

A
won
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F.

wishing

Co., N. Y., wrote us April

Grkiner, of Ontario
to

make

the following correction

:

— In your synopsis of my article,

" He or
of a certain phrase is rather
misrepresented. I do not wish to have it go that way, lest
the German readers of the American Bee Journal might not
think very highlj' of my conception of the German language. I did not say that the Germans nowadays call the
queen-bee " koenig " (king), for the intelligent, up-to-date
"
bee-keepers do not. But it is a fact that this word " kuenig
has been used by the people just the same as the word
"king " has been used here among English-speaking people.

Editor York

She," on page

:

216, the

meaning

In the case of the drone it is true that
language the drone has the feminine gender

in

F.

the

German

"die drohne."

GrEinER.

* * *

Emerson Taylor Abbott

is

no longer connected with

the Modern Farmer and Busy Bee. We learn this from the
following, which we received from Mr. Abbott last week
:

"Notice. — I
Modern Farmer.

hereby cancel

all

offers to furnish the

has'past beyond my control. Forced
out because I objected to a certain class of advertisements.
Emerson T. Abbott."
It

—

Mr. Abbott was making a good paper, and it seems unfortunate that his connectron should be severed. But we
are glad to know that he values principle above financial
gain. There are too many in business who are just the
opposite. Truly, the love of money is the tap-root of much
evil.

* *

—

The Man Who Succeeds. The man who makes a
success of an important venture never waits for the crowd.
He strikes out for himself. It takes nerve. It takes a great
But the man who succeeds has both. Any one
lot of grit.
The public admires the man who has enough
can fail.
confidence in himself to take a chance. These chances are
the main thing after all. The man who tries to succeed
must expect to be criticised. Nothing important was ever
done but the greater number consulted previously doubted
the possibility. Success is the accomplishment of what
most people think can't be done. C. V. White.

<

—

Mr. Fred D. Gibbons,
April

S,

said

of

Orange

Co., Ind., writing us

:

"The American Bee

is

Journal gets better
a welcome guest in our home."

all

the time.

It

* *

The

F.\rm Journai^ is 22 years old, prints 40 tons of
paper a month, and is out of debt it is cut to fit every progressive farmer and villager. Very well, see the offers on
page 254. We will have the Farm Journal sent to your address for the balance of 1899 and all of 1901, 1902, 1903, and
1904 nearly five years and it will get to you if alive anvwhere on this planet.
;

—

«

Mr. W. T. Richardson and Wife [of California], who
spent several months in the East, have returned to his
ranch and his bees in the Simi Valley. He reports better
bodily health, but a sickly dry-weather feeling when he considers bee-matters. A goodly number of his 1,200 colonies
are still on deck, but a good amount of feed will be necessary to carry them thru the season, provided it does not rain.
Our conversation in this country is regulated by that proJ. H. Martin, in Gleanings.
viso.

—

—

Langstroth on the Honey. Bee, revised by the Dadauts,

* * * *

R. Iv. T.WLOR criticised Dr. Miller for using the expresThe Doctor defends his usage by
sion, " bring to a boil."
referring to the Standard Dictionary, the latest and by far
the largest

work of the kind ever printed.

Mr. Taylor obmention of

jects, saying no other dictionary makes anj" boil " as a noun in this sense (heating water).
Stenog, in Gleanings.
is entirely right.

—

Dr. Miller

» »

a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound elegantly.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
arise about bees. We mail it for SI. 25, or club it %vith the
Bee Journal for a year— both for only $2.00.
is

—
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and if you have done it carefulh' so as not to rouse the
bees in the least, you will be surprised almost into wondering what has become of the strong colony you supposed
present. " It seems hardly possible such a vast host can so
contract themselves that a gallon measure will more than
hold a population you imagined would fill at least a halfbushel."
nies,

BiosraDhical. |

1

—

MR.

A. C.

SANFORD.

Selection for Work Rather than Color. Speaking of
the careful selection made by American breeders in rearing
queens. Editor Holtermann, of the Canadian Bee Journal,
" I doubt very much if there has been enough selecsays
tion for honey qualities doubtless there has been a great
deal for color." Mr. Holtermann is quite right.
:

;

My

father and mother came from Newtown, Conn., to
Wisconsin in an early daj'. I was born in 1852, at Ashippun, Dodge Co., Wis., and lived with my parents till 21
years of age. I was married to Irene Blair in 1874, and in
1876 we moved to Pierce Co., Wis., where I have since resided. I located in a heavily timbered section where the
basswood grows tall, clovers abundant, and wild flowers are
in profusion a bee-keeper's paradise.
In my youth I loved bees and honey very much especially the latter and early I was eager to learn all about
them. But father did not keep bees, and there were few
kept in that locality, and those in a primitive manner. I
longed to get a chance to try my hand at bee-keeping, but
was obliged to be content with hunting bee-trees, and I
learned in that way some of the habits of bees.
In 1876 I purchast my first colony of bees, paying $7.00
for them then my study with the bees began. I had the
opportunity of being neighbor to a bee-keeper of considerable experience, and from him I learned many things.
My first season I got about 30 pounds of comb honey
and one swarm. The first winter I lost the old colony, but
the new survived. The following spring I purchast several
colonies in box-hives, and experimented with them by
transferring to frame hives. I procured the book
of Bee-Culture," and with the aid of Gleanings and the
American Bee Journal I was soon into the mysteries of beekeeping. My wife used to say, " Albert, you spend so much
time with those bees that they won't amount to much ;" but
the first thing she knew I had a fine lot of honey, and sold
$125 worth. Of course, after that I could fuss with the bees
all I liked.
And so I did. I kept on increasing till I had all
I could handle (and sometimes more).
I have never been
without bees or honey since, and the American Bee Journal
has come to me regularly ever since. So, Mr. Editor, I am
nearly to the 25-year mark.
With the money I made from my bees I paid off
the indebtedness on my farm, built a large brick house, improved my farm, and purchast a young herd of purely-bred
shorthorn cattle in 1891, which have been kept on mj' farm,
and have now increast till there are 30 head also many

—

—

—

;

"ABC

;

have been sold.
This is giving the bees a good deal of credit, but any
good, intelligent, industrious and honest person can do
what I have dore if he goes at it in the right way.
A. C. S.\NFORD.

Open - Cornered and Split Top = Bar Section.—The
Canadian Bee Journal mentions as a great and valuable reform the introduction of a one-piece section in which the
passage for the bees runs the entire length of the top-bar
and bottom-bar. The publishers of the paper have now introduced a section with a split top-bar, the foundation being
held in place by being pincht between the two parts of the
top-bar.

Queens Don't Lay at Will. —The elder Dadant, now
82nd year, yet one of the most vigorous writers in
the French bee-journals, now appears on the scene in
in his

Gleanings

In reply to the objecin defense of large hives.
tion that in large hives queens lay so many eggs that they
" The
are soon overworkt, and die, Mr. Dadant says
queen doesn't lay at will. The eggs come out when they
are ripe, and the queen cannot stop their exit."
:

Honey Leaflets have been reported in Gleanings as
not helping sales. But a recent number gives some favorable reports. C. R. Morts says, like a mustard plaster, they
work according to the way they are applied. He says they're
not as costly as labels, and are 16 to 1 better. F. Z. Bu" Fully half the customers to whom I have
chanan says
handed a leaflet along with the honey have askt, What's
this ?' lookt at the heading, and have been well along in the
reading matter before I left."
:

'

Hanging Foundation the Other Way. A "straw" in
" W. S. Pender says that, instead
is as follows

Gleanings

:

of putting sheets of foundation in the usual way, he cuts
the sheets in two and hangs it t'other way, and then it does
not stretch. Does that mean it stretches more readily the
way it has been already stretcht ? [It is true, I think, that
foundation stretches less when hung the opposite way to
what it is ordinarily supported, than when it is fastened in
are just planning to reverse the
the usual manner.
hang of the cells on our rolls, because we know it will be an
improvement to have them the other wa3-. Ed.]"

We

—

Fighting Upon the Introduction of a Queen. Mr.
Doolittle says in the American Bee-Keeper that instead of
dead bees at the entrance being a sign that the queen has
been safely introduced, it is a sign that she may have been
If bees
killed, or, what is almost as bad, mained for life.
fight over a queen, not one queen in ten comes out of such a
fight as good as she was before. So it is desirable to have
the queen caged till all fig-hting is over. Mr. Doolittle says
" I have known as many as a pint of bees to be killed
when the cage was thus covered, yet the queen would not
be harmed at all but let half that number of bees be killed
when the queen is among the fighting bees, and she will be
materially injured if not spoilt entirely."
:

;

Queens in Diseased Colonies, that is,
nies that have suffered from diarrhea in
Canadian Bee Journal does not consider as
workers had remained healthy and the
fresh queens is advised.
;

queens

in colo-

the winter, the
good as if the
introduction of

Breeding in flidwinter is spoken of in Bee-Chat as a
thing that commences regularly in normal colonies. That
shows the milder climate of England, especially as compared with the northern States, and would be a surprise to
Hon. R. L. Tavlor. whose queens do not commence laving
till

April.

The Cluster

of Bees Stirinl<s with Cold, according to
Bee-Chat, in a way that is little realized bj' those who have
made no careful examination. On some cold morning take
a peep into a hive containing one of your strongest colo-

—

Big Yield of Pollen with Lessened Laying
G. M.
" Just why the queens do not
Doolittle says in Gleanings
breed when pollen comes in so abundantly is a mystery I
have never been able to solve, tho I have spent much
thought and study over the subject. The nearest I can come
to the matter is that, for some reason, the bees fail to feed
the queen on the stimulating food usually given at all times
:

laying very prolifically, and all know she lays
Wlien laying very prois fed and cared for.
lifically we see bees offering the queen food ever3' few minutes but at these times when pollen is coming in so as to
crowd the brood it is a rare thing that I see the bees feeding
the queen ... .It is possible that a little very thin or diluted
sweet fed at such times would have the desired effect, if
fed just at night, this causing the bees to feed the queen, as
it generally does at all times when so fed."

when she

is

only as she
;

—
April
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bees did very %vell last summer. It
was the first year that I ever handled them.
old. and teud my father's
I had fiO
have 10!) colonies.
swarms last summer, and I expect to do
better next summer.
Lawrence Brotles.
Socorro Co., N. Mex., March 21.

Foundation.
We

Have

it

am

13

years

We

bees.

Banking Hive-Entrances with Snow

;

I have just been out shoveling snow up to
the hive-entrances, as we put out our bees
(one-half of them in the cellar), and it
grew cold almost immediately, and they
got no flight. It snowed more or less for
three days, until we have had the deepest
snow of the season— about one foot and
when the sun shines the poor bees fly out,

wanted by

Our New Thin^Base
exactly what its name indicates
foundation with a base as thin as
natural comb, with heavy deep walls.
is

GEORGE

YORK & CO.

W.

Street,

O
pItItS

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

/^ /^

FROM BARRED PLYMOUTH

J-JVJVJO

Thorobred — Fine Pluraaged
Fowls — Farm Raised — 75 cents

T"'

ROCKS

C. AXTELL.
ROSEVILLE.

MRS. L

per dozen.
llAtf

ILL.

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM-"itb

(

[lerri'i-i,

Fiiiii..le.

the

regulaiiug

nelt

EXCELSIOR INcyiOB
tidfl

lu BuciTPRfirul oiicrBluKi,
ujudi'

Lowest priced lelclasB batcher

GKO. H. HTAIIK,
1

Not a Colony Lost.
came thru the winter

14 to ia*J

S.

6(h

Kt..

Oiilnpy.

Ill

Our larpe

F. C.

Lawrence

Co., Mo., April

Illustrated catalog- of Bees,

in fine

shape. I have not lost a colony, but some
report heavy losses. I have now young
bees cutting themselves out of the cells,
and combs entirely filled with brood.

Seni Fr66

Hives, Smokers,

&c

Address,

Theodore Bender, CantoUyOhio.
SAtf

Please mention the Ilee Journal.

Yentsch.

CATALOG BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
An
*tU PARP
f MUL Instructions toBeg-inners, &c., free.

7.

JOHN NEBEL & SON,

High Hill, Missodri.

SAtf

Wintered Well.

Please mention Bee Journal

The valuable American Bee Journal has
beeu a great help to me, and I can't get
along without it Today has been bright
and warm, sol got the bees out of winter
quarters, and they had a glorious flight. I
put in 11 colonies, and all came out brisk
and lively. I hope some time to know a
little of the much to learn about bees
C. W. Hewitt.
St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., April 10.

Ith

when

onr nevr patent

,

I

'

Issunjil.- in-le^i].
Ker<>seii.' Kraulslon niadf while pumping. !'.' varietiea spravers. Bordeaux ami Verel Soixhs, the ViorM'u Beet.

THE DBMINd

CO. Salem. 0.
& Hub-

Western Agenls. HeoBioa

The past winter has been severe on

bees.

me that about .50 percent
of them have "died out" in Salt Lake
County, and other localities in the State.
Pres. Lovesy has lost all but 4 colonies.
H. W. Dudley.

My

brother told

Salt

Lake

Co., Utah, April

Catalog, formulas free

:
'

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Severe Loss In Wintering.

new

"writing.

KEROSENE SPRAYERS

bell,C
1, Chicago.

from an actual photo, represents the
thin-base heavy-walled foundation
running about 10 feet to the pound.

Michigan

1,

bees

All

herewith shown in cross-section

April

if

freight.
are solicited.

Please meation the Bee Journal.

My

FOUNDATION

111.,

.50*
$4.00
5.75
5.00
5.00
3.S0

251*
$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

1.25
1.40
1.20
.90

Your orders

and every one "is lost, so we bankt snow
around the entrances, yet some push out,
but I think the snow will soon go off.
Mrs. L, C, Axtell.
Co.,

lOtb
Sl.OO

60c
70c
80c
60c
5Sc

Alfalfa Clover
Crimson Clover
Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

—

Warren

7,

Sweet Clever (melilot)
AlsikeClover
WhiteClover

118

at Last.

It has been proven that wax in the
base of ordinary foundation is not
utilized by the bees, but is left there
and
practically as it leaves the mill
the result is, when drawn out into
comb, the so-called gob, or fishbone, in
comb honey.

Fig.

And Several Other Clover Seeds.
We have made arrangements so that we can
5ft

My

I

SWEET CLOVER
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the foUowintf prices, cash with
the order:

Bees Did Very Well.

No=Qob

251

6.

BUY THE BEST.
If YOU want the best low down waggon you
sHouid buy the Electric Handy Wag-on. It is
the best because it is made of the best material;
the best broad tired Electric Wheels: best seasoned white hickory axles; all other wood parts
of the best seasoned white oak. The front and
rear hounds are made from the best angle steel,

A Long, Tedious Winter.

Fig. 13 represents the ordinary- thin

foundation
scarcely

any

with

heavy

wall, about

base
10

feet;

and
the

heavy base, without modification, going
right into the comb honey with very
little change, and forming fishbone.

We have so far only small dies, and
cannot afford to sell this product for
less than 75 cents a pound.
Seven or eight
to

fill

4

'4

pieces, large

enough

sections, 15 cents, postpaid

;

24 pieces, prepaid, 40 cents.

TDefl.l.RooiGoiiiDany
MEDINA, OHIO.

This has been a long, tedious winter for
the bees in this coimtry. I put mine into
the cellar about Dec. 1, and they are still
there, but I hnpe to get them out in a week
or 10 days. There is plenty of snow on the
ground at present. 1 expect to lose onethird of my bees. I put 122 colonies into
the cellar, and will be glad if I have SO the
Some have lost all already.
first of June.
We had a good, average season last year,
same this year.
the
for
and hope
J. J.

Vernon

Co., Wis., April

Marshall.

7,

Sympathy Wasted on

California.

So much sympathy being wasted on the
Southern Califoruin honey crop for I8H'.I,
and in reference to Mr. C. H. Clayton's letter on page 1S4. where he says. ' We shall
make nothing this year," 1 feel in justice to Southern California to say that it
will be well to let the creature die before
"shall" is a very
you bury her.
strong word, and I. for one, think the word
•'
will " would have iieen much more appropriate, as I consider the present prospects

Now

which is neater, strong'er, and in every way bet
ter than wood. Well painted in rea ana var
nisht. Extra leu;;th of reach, and extra longwithout additional cost
when requested. This wagon is guaranteed to
carry 4,000 pounds anywhere. Write the ElecBox 16, Quincy, Illinois, for
tric Wheel Co.
their new catalog, which fully describes this

standards supplied

wagon, their famous Electric Wheels and ElecFeed Cookers.

tric

MLHjii

\mM -QUEENSALSO THE

Golden and 3-baHded Italian.
Untested, 50c each; tested, 75c. Purity of stock
and safe arrival guaranteed.

B,
13Atf

C.

BANKSTON,

-

RocMalG, Texas.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

:
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THE

G. B.

April

LEWIS

20, 1899.

GO'S

BEE=HIVES
AND SECTIONS
ARE MODELS OF PERFECTION.
9w^w^w^w^mw^w^w'mw^w^ww>w^mw^w^w^w^w^w^w^w^wmwm'9'mw^w^w^w^w^fwmrw^^^^^w^9^w^w^w^w^w'm^^mir^
TMs
Our unrivaled

the Verilicl of Thonsanfls of Customers and the AcknowleflEment of Competitors,

is

coupled with twenty-five years of manufacturing experience, enable us to anticipate and
want and need of the bee-keeper, promptly and accurately.

facilities,

supplj' every

YOU WANT THE BEST—They Cost No More.
A copy of our Catalog and Price List mailed free upon application.

Main

Factories and

Branch Offices and Warepooms
LEWIS CO.,
515 First Ave., X. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
B. LEWIS CO.,

AGENCIES

1'*

MONEY

good, and if we get the rain which is now
threatening, we will not be so nearly '• out
of sight " as some writers would picture us

many.
Suimlies at Bottom Prices.

J. P. H.

BROWN. Augusta,

Ga.

Please mention Bee Jotirnal "when wTiting.

ANYONE

INTERESTED

AffrlcuUnrnl Pursuits
afford to be without the

AGRICULTURAL

can't

EPITOMIST.

Sample copy Free to ony address
npoQ receipt of name and address
plainly written on postal card naming paper in which you saw this ad.

—

auric CUJIWAii

KPITOHIST.

iBdlanaoolIs,

Inl

Please mention the Bee Journal.

EGGS FOR SITTING
$2.00.

No other

UAtf

III.

when

Akurews.
36.

for

varieties kept.

Please mention Bee Journal

were, were occasioned by my not requeening when they became queenless, as [
thought it cheaper to save the combs and
hive swarms, or make increase on them
when a honey season did come.
I caught only one swarm last year, with
possibly five or six lost, and have not fed
any at all. and only kept a few from their
more wealthy neighbors.
Now, do not come to California to produce honey, but take California for the seasons of ISrtS and 1S99, and compare with
any State in the Union, and see how far we
are behind them in proportion.
I am in favor of a consolidation of the
Union and the Association.

Most of the Bees Alive.
was afruid I shouldn't see more than
half of my bees fly again but most of them
E. E. Hastt.
showed up alive today.
Lucas Co., Ohio, April 10.
I

;

-writing.

What

is

the Plant?

have considerable curiosity about a
plant that grows here in Washington Co.,
Fla. The bloom and seed-pods resemble
gardeu-sage, and residents say that it is
the same as California sage. If any of the
I

YOUR WIRE FENCE,
or

ciitlli', should
pniiltiv. -li'Tp
whetlier for pi
Hi ih.\|'iUiis it d:d in i'('tjruar>.
stana ap trim ;inil
W'h:ii kliKl 4li<l >"ii lMi\ f
CO., A Dili AN. 511(11.
I'KIKHOVKN Willi.;
I

H-XK

Please mention Bee Journal

when

VTritings

bee-fraternity are familiar with this plant,
and will tell us about it, they will confer a
The severe freezing of the past
favor.
winter does not appear to have injured it
in the least.
The roots of orange trees that were bankt
up high with sand, are sprouting up; others

GOSIS

No More

can say

Riverside Co., Calif., March

Italian-bee keepers being men of good taste
and sound judgment should beep the best and
most profitable kinds of Poultry. Only fresh
eggs used, carefully packt and sent by express.
Safe delivery guaranteed.
D. S. H'eFFRON,

\l

spoken of by
but for myself

L. L.

15

Washington Heights.

know not

losses
of others,

^"r^^r''

Eggs for Sl.OO.
Superior Rose Comb Black Bantum Eg^s. 15
Plymouth Rock,

I

extreme

I have 1*6 colonies in fine condition out of 110 at the close of the season of
1897, and most of my losses, such as they
I

"Bee-Keeping' for Jiei.-'inTiers." price 50 cents,
imparts the instruction. Price-List free.

Address
26E26t

Smith's Cash Store, San Francisco, Cal.

to be.
As to the

Queens for Business ,..*.,

6E8t

Fred Foulgkk & Sons, O^den, Utah.

South Alabama Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.

BEES, HONEY,

:

E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.
L. C. Woodman, Grand Rapids, Mich.

G. B.
G.

Watertown, Wisconsin.

Office:

TO FEED, RAISE
AND HOUSE GOOD

PureBred Poultry
than

it

does

better.

common

Send stamp

and it pays tenfold
once for Illustrated Cat-

stock,

at

alog and Poultry-Book.

DREXEL POULTRY YARDS GO.
3611 Fifty-third
14.\3t

Avemie, - DREXEL, ILL.
mention the Bee Journal.

Ple.ise

WANTED -™€°- BEES
lC»-franie

Hives and Hoffman Frames preferred.

WALKER,

Evapt, Mieh.
B.
Please mention Bee Joxirnal When writing.
i5Atf

you want

the most

rolilic Queens — If
ALBINO QUEENS \L
want the gentlest liees — If you want the

you

best
houej'-gatherers vou ever saw— try my Albinos.
Untested Queens in April, $1.00; Tested, $1..TO.
LISBON, Tex.
9A26t
J. D.

GIVENS.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MoNETTE Queen-Clipping
a fine thing- for use in
and clipping Queens'
mail it for 2i cents;
or will send it FREE .as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
Device. Address,
Clipping
the
and

Device

is

catching-

wings.

We

NEW

GEORQE W. YORK & COMPANY,
118

Michigan

St.,

Chicago, IIU

!

April

*
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The Best Bargain
IS

THE

BEST GOODS AT FAIR PRICES.
And Ihafs

immense trade

the secret of our

HEADQUARTERS
IN THE WEST
We

For Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

are ready

now

for the season of 1899 with an immense stock of
the latest and best in our line. Send for our
1899 catalog and discounts for early orders.

Address,

JOSEPH NYSEWANDER,
DES MOINES. IOWA.

10A8t

when

Please mention Bee Journal

MRS,

J.

now

falling,

W, LeROY,

and

it is

DITTMER'S

Comb

\AZorking

Hi\/e&, Sections,
I

Bees put up in good shape last tall are
in good condition, with very
few losses: but those not packt and cushioned are just the reverse.

coming out

sell

the

Rio, Wis,
writing.

when

But very

little

SUPPLIES.

VERY BEST

at lowest prices and
ship promptly.

Send me your name for 1S99 catalog- and
whether you are a larg-e or small
consumer or dealer.

Beeswax always wanted

10.

No Loss— Loolt Out for Starvation.
My bees have come thru the winter withloss.

full line of

honey

is

for cash or trade at the

Address,

GUS DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing,

An<l

kU Apiarian

mti:

HA4i

(dialogue.

IMea-'^e

i:.

Su|i))liea

SPDtl for
Kclle*lll«,

rh<'ai>.

T. FLASA(;AN,

Ut

mention the Bee Journal.

2-frame Nucleus with Untested
Queen, $2.25.
Untested Italian Oueeus, 05 cents each. Ready
May 1, 1S'>9. Have orders bookt now,
and gret bees when wanted.
F. J.

GUNZE.L, Obear, Craighead Co.,

am

feeding all of them sugar syrup. I
would advise all in this part of the country
to look out for starvation among their bees,
M. S. Teague.
if they are not feeding.
Pike Co., Ind., April 10.

^

V

beading, etc.

Full line

AND

seven colonies out of 36 wintered in
the cellar. Those in hives with bottoms
similar to the Danzy, with wide sides up,
wintered finely. Six of those I lost were
bottoms and small
tight
hives with
entrances, and one had a f's-inch dovetailed
hive bottom. Those with small entrances
got damp, uneasy and moldy, while the
others kept dry and clean, and are in exI lost

m

Herman L.
cellent condition.
Green Co., Wis., April 13.

CHINEUV. Send

tlie

IN

Give us your address and we will send
YOU special prices, together with
our

New

Catalofr.

BEESWAX WANTED.

Please

Let

BEE-KEEPERS

me

pag-e

f

keepers.

Send

for our Catalog.

C. H.

\AZ.

V\ZEBER,

Central Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO,
Successor to
Chas F. Muth & Son and A. Muth.
Always in the market to buy

iSAtf

my

f
4

FOR CASH.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

expect to get bees out in about a
I have found three
this date.
out of 1.50, but expect to find
colonies
dead
quite a few more when we come to take

64-

for 1899,

Brood-Frames.

J. A. vAT»f

Russell.

4.

Sag- in

Thin Plat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being- the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

We

Wm.

*
4

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION

10.

Co., Minn., April

•3-

Gkat.

Has no

them out.
Hennepin

f
4

210')

week from

writing

send you

Catalog

J. L.

4

— in fact everything- used by bee-

Honey and Beeswax

bees have wintered finely with a loss
one colony out of .59.

Stearns Co., Minn., April

Seneca Falls, N.¥.

Mnth Jars.Muth Honey Extractor

Bees Wintered Finely.

My

St.,

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Taliing Bees from Winter Quarters.

Standard Lumber Co.
MANKATO, MINN.
niention Bee Journal when

24.

of only

You will be sure to send us your order
when j'ou know what we can do for you.

lOAtf

March

Water

Langfstroth Hives and everything
pertaining to satne.

Midst of Fruit-Bloom.

Co., Calif.,

4t;

BEE^SUPPLIES,

Gloege.

are in the midst of fruit-bloom, and a
glorious rain. It has rained more or less
during the last nine days over two inches
have fallen. Bees are in No. 1 shape.
A. R. GuRR.

Merced

Ma-

for Catalog A.

Please niention Bee Journal -when writing.

—

GiisioiiiGrs
THE NEXT 3 MONTHS.

Foot

hand-

Power

Seiiffa Falls Mf(r. Co..

We

1.000 New

rippiDK.
cross - cutting,
mitering. rabbeting, trroovn g. gaining,
scroll - sawing,
boring, edge-

moulding,

In

WE WANT-

for

i

flrk.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

UNION Combination SAW—

I

left.

Hive-Entrances in Wintering.
Smokers, Sections,
Comb Foundation

prices,

Westcott.

L. O.

out

Wax.

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

and a

Pays to Prepare fop Winter.

It

Foundation

Wholesale and Retail.

to

hig-hest price.

colonies of ITALIAN BEES in
standard Lau<?stroth hives in g^ood condition.
Will sell five (5) colonies, or the lot, at $3.00 per
colony. Also one Given Foundation Press, and
one Cowan Honey-Extractor. For further particulars inquire of

i4A4t

is

Saline Co., Nebr., April

(50)

Please mention Bee Journal

rain

be hoped that it will not be followed by
severe drouths similar to those of the two
previous years. Rain will cause flowers to
bloom, and bees may do better than they
have done, even if the early bloom has
Mrs. L. Harrison.
failed.
Washington Co., Fla., April 8.

-writing.

FOR SALE.
Fifty

are not as yet. Orange-bloom honey will
be a scarce prodtict liere the coming season.
Some beatitiful homes that were surrounded
with these lovely trees are now nude and
bare, and their owners discouraged.

A heavy

that

has made us

253

deuse:^,

Sole Manufacturer,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.
Flease mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Baclcward Season.
is very backward.
The
winter has been so severe that many bees
have frozen, thereby leaving many colonies
C. C. Parsons.
weak.

The season here

Jefferson Co.. Ala.,

BeeI
iSuDDlies.1
^^

I

:^
'^
'„^
*^
r§

^

Root's Goods at Root's Price.s.
Pouder's Honey-Jars and everything' used by bee-keepers. Prompt
Service— low freig-ht rate. Catalog-

^^.

free.

&

WALTER
512

S.

POUDER,

Mass. Ave..

^;
^;
^'
^fc-

^*.

March

't

23.

ESTABLISH A

Weli-Behaved Bees.

HOME OF
YOUR OWN

Our bees did fairly well last season, considering it was a poor one. They are wellbees, too, seeming instinctively to
their friends, and altho they occasionally give a sting or two. that is what
bees of any kind of spunk are expected to
do. But, on the whole, they are very gentle, and give no trouble because of savage
tendencies. My hives face the east, and all
have wintered in single-walled dovetailed
S-fraiue hives on the summer stands; but I
have a shed built over them which is open
the whole east front. Around each hive

behaved

know

Rent

Read "The Corn Belt," a handsome
monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
209

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writina.

'

I
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numbers one day

That

is

what

is

I I

I

Pon/rii^

thintjs poultry ptnpk'

Sl

lilio

228 pairi/s cliih'k lull
know. CiitM ot' all tin

should

Mm

bn-cdH, liicul>atorH, Brouder»t and a full
help you out of many of the little tniubles that ari
in breeding potlltrv. Sent for
in stamps.
lui;

^
RELIABLE INCB,

ka bp

I

It i-i.iitaliis

.

XOe.

brooder CO. Box B

'4'

K

tin

1

Uu«l-"fa-i^^ - ^^
at i>onItr\ Huiipllt

It

« ill

THE END

Qulncy, III.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
2,

Co.,

April

III.,

3.

Wintered All Right.
have 35 colonies, which wintered outdoors with only a good covering of paper
on the cover, and they get along all right.
I have lost but one colony so far, and I am

I

have

C. H.

tried.

Christian Co., Ky.,

Farm Library of unequalled value— PractlcaU
Up-to-date, Concise and Comprehensive—Handsomely Printed and Beautifully Ulustraiedo

By JACOB BIGGLE
All about Horses— a Common-Sense Treatise, with over
74 illustrations a standard work. Price. 50 Cents.

March

Two-Thirds of the Bees

Ui

left will

2— BIGGLE BERRY BOOK

All about growing Small Fruits— readand learn now;
contains 43 colored life-like reproductions of all leading
varieties and 100 other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents.

3— BIQQLE POULTRY BOOK

No.

All about Poultry

;

the best Poultry

Book

in existence;

tells everything ;' with23 colored life-like reproductions
of all the principal breeds; with 103 other illustrations.

they surely

Summit

U

4— BIQGLE COW BOOK

—

Bees in Fair to Good Condition.
It now begins to look like

O

E. S.

H

I—

—

the

Lake

F.

FARM JOURNAL

Some

LOVEST.

31.

Apiaries.

I

bees seem to have wintered all right.
overhauled a few colonies early in

March, and found lots of brood and some
young bees, which shows that the queens
must have commenced laying in the very
There is
coldest weather in February.
quite a loss of bees in some apiaries. "They
froze," they say, but of course they were
not packt so as to keep dry.
Geo. Spitler.
Crawford Co., Pa., April 6.

Wintered Poorly.

parjh JOVRKAI^

Bees wintered poorly in this locality,

PHILADELPniA

JENKINS.

Utah, March

My

S YEARS (remainder of iSqg, Jooo, 1901, 1902 and 1903) will be sent by mail
to any address lor A DOLLAR BILL.
Sample of FARM JOURNAL and ciri;ulaT describing BiaOLB BOOKS free.

CHAS

Co.,

Quite a Loss in

your paper, made for you and not a misfit. It is 22 years
old, it IS the great boiled-down. hit-the-nail-on-the-head,~
quit-after-you-have-said-it, Farm and Household paper in
the world the biggest paper of its size in the United States
of America— having over a million and a-half regular readers.

Is

Salt

O
d

BIGGLE BOOKS, and

and everybody is hopeful of good
times and a good honey-flow. The bees, as
a rule, appear to be in from fair to good
condition, but my we have had a terror of
a winter for snow. It has buried all records
out of sight. There was said to be four
times as much as last year. It is now hoped
that we may have cool weather with little
or no rain, so as to prevent floods.
!

tr"

FARM JOURNAL

Address.

Rennert.

29.

spring,

5— BIGGLB SWINE BOOK

WILMER ATKINSON.

March

All's well.

Just out. All about Hogs— Breeding, Feeding, Butchery, Diseases, etc. Contains over 80 beautiful halftones and other engravings. Price, 50 Cents.
The BIQGLE BOOKS are unique.original.useful— you never
saw anything like them— so practical, so sensible. They
ore having an enormous sale East. West, North and
South. Everyone who keeps a Horse, Cow, Hog or
Chicken, or grows Small Fruits, ought to send right
away for the BIQGLB BOOKS. The

of the

we

dwindle,

Co., Ohio,

there are
a hive

in

know.

!^

;

Any ONE

will

all

G.

O

All about Cows and the Dairy Business having a great
sale; contains 8 colored life-like reproductions of eacn
breed, with 132 other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents.

No.

when

spring-dwindle, for

no more than a double handful

Price, 50 Cents.

No.

Lost.

have had a hard winter here. Bees
have been dying with the diarrhea on account of the poor honey they gathered last
fall.
Every one in this locality lost 8 colonies out of 12. A good many bees that are

;

No.

Anderson.

31.

We

o

1— BIGGLE HORSE BOOK

No.

Menard

afraid they starved to death. I make my
own hives and use the 10-frame LangstrothSimplicity. I like it better than any other

BIGGLE
A

have not had much honey for sale for
a year, but our customers have come again
after having purchast once, for they say
the honey is surely pure.
Mks. M. B. Martin'.

I

.»*<>«> fj 11 1 »»« HVA»t<»

•*•»*»***

last weeii.

We

•v;

ultrv

0.\

20, 1899.

are pieces of carpet. They have wintered
in line condition, and were out in large

and all that lies between that
and the end of the poulti-v
business, from the hati )i
'k uiitii it rcai.-lu-s the iiuirket; the be^t method^
iti'hiiitr, br»i>dliii;. I'eeilliie uiid mBrkctintr <'t ei;^--

THE BEGINNING
THE^ MIDDLE
¥ ^^ ^^

April

some

Frank Sntdeu.

losing one-half.

Jones Co., Iowa, April

I

6.

The Farm Journal and the Bee Journal.
Bee Journal for one year and the Monthly Farm Journal for five
above) all for $1.4U; the Farrn Journal alone is SO ceuts a year.
Send us ONE new subscriber for the Bee Journal for a year (at $1.00,) and we will
Offer No. 2. order the Farm Journal for you for 5 years as a premium.
new subscribers for the Bee Journal for the balance of this year at
Or, send
Syears as a premium.
Offer No, 3. 60 cents each, and we will order the Farm Journal for you for
JOURNAl, subscripBetter apply soon, as we have only a limited number of 5-year

We

Offer No,

1.

will club the

years

Mr. Kipling's

(as

TWO

iner

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 118 Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

Saved

The

Oxy(;en Treatment,

Address,
DR. PEIRO.
Central Music Hall. Chicago.

FARM

tions to offer.

Lite

the inhalatiou of Oxygen, the
specific cure for all lung' troubles.
For special infortnation regard-

By

111.

^^"^3^-

A. I. ROOT GO'S GOODS
Including their discounts for goods wanted for
use another season. It will pay you to send me
Cash for Beeswax.
list of eoods wanted.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Bk.\nch, Mich.

THE

Carloads
of Bee-

If vou care to know of its
I
>
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper—

r'..IS'ff<->*-nio

C'alllUnila
Sections,

The

and EVERYTHING Used
in

America.

Pacific Rural Press,

The

Shipping-Cases.
Comb Foundation

We

We want the name and address of every bee-keejjer
We have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinmodern appliances. We make piompt shipment. Write

in the bee-industry.

supply dealers as well as consumers.

erv 40 000 feet of floor space, and
for Catalog's, Quotations, etc.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

all

INTER-STATE MFQ.
writing.

leading- Horticultural

paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely

ple copy free.

PACIFIC

CO.. Hudson, bt. Croix Co., Wis.
330

Market

Agricultural
Publisht weekly,

and

illustrated, $2.00 per

Street,

annum.

Sam-

RURAL PRESS,
-

San- Fkancjsco, Cal.

—

'

April
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CHA5.

Cottveutloti Notices.

255

MUTH & SON.

F.

wish to announce to mv friends and patnms
that I have this day sold to C. H. W. WEiiEK,
of Cincinnati, my Honey and Bee-Keepers' Suij-

ii >tt ite.

I

Illinois.— The Northern Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold two sessions of its springmeeting, one at Mr. John Wagrner's, near Beuna
Vista, Stephenson Co., under the supervision of
the Vice-President; and one at Mr. Oliver Taylor's, at

Harlem, Winnebago

Co., in

charge of

the President, on Tuesday, May 16, 189**. Every
B. Kennedy, Sec.
one is cordiallv invited.
New Milford, 111.

Connecticut.— The annual meeting- of the Connecticut Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
May 3, IHW.
Waterburv, Conn. Mrs. W. E. Riley, Sec.

>k i!i >k. >Jt >14 >te >te>fc >li ititt

thing- pertaining' to same; besides, he has secured the ag-ency for Mr. Root's poods, and will
sell them at his prices.
I beg- the customers of
the old house, to
I wish to extend
thanks, to continue their patronag-e with Mr.
Weber, by
I am sure they will be accorded
fair and honest treatment.

whom

my

whom

Mrs. Annie

at the Capitol, at Hartford,

Cincinnati, Ohio, April

7,

Muth

(Widow.)
ISAtf

1899.

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying
26 cents a pound
— upon its receipt.
Now, if j'ou want the money promptly, send us your Beeswax, Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,

26 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.

118 lUichigan Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO,

II.I..

|

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
Chicago, April 8.— Choice grades of white,
and lig^ht amber, looillc;
buckwheat and dark, 7(((8c. Extracted, white,
7<a'.Sc; amber, of"'7c; dark amber, 5((t6c.
Beeswax, Iltic.
Slocks of white comb honey are about exhausted, and this is as it should be if a market
is to be had for the expected larg-e flow of nectar
from the season of 1899. R. A. Burnett & Co.
12i>U3c: travel-stained

Detroit, April 10.— Fancy white. 12c; No. 1,
dark and amber, Sfc 9c. Extracted in
demand without chanpe in price. Beeswax,

lOCrtllc;

fair

demand and the attempt to crowd
down prices on comb honey.
M. H. Hunt.
York, March 8.— Fancv white,12c; No.l

Decreasiny-

sales have forced

CASH

GEORGE W. YORK &

AND BEESWAX

fiON&y

I

ply business, known for the past 38 years as
Chas. F. Muth & Son. Mr. Weber will continue to push the Lanj^stroth hive and every-

New

white,10@llc; amber, 9c; buckwheat and dark,
O&lc. Comb honey is pretty well cleaned up
now and we expect to dispose of the balance of
our stock during- this month. Excepting- California there is not much stock of extracted on
our market. Demand is fair at unchang-ed quotations.

Beeswax,

27(<p2Sc.

Hildreth Bros. & Segelken.

FR,ICE3S OF"

San Francisco,

April 5.— White comb, 10@
amber, 7'2(S!'9c. Extracted, white, 7H@
amber, 6:'^(m7c. Beeswax, 26'2(^27c.
Beyond a small jobbing- trade, mainly out of
supplies in second hands, there is nothing- to
record in the way of business. There are only
moderate supplies, and these are mainly comb.
Values are steady. It is too early to g-et'definite
information concerning- coming- crop, but it is
not likely to prove larg-e in this State.
lOJ-^c;

7Jic; li^ht

Biiigliani Perfect
Smoke Engine (largest smoker made)

Bee-Smokers

Doz. $13.00; each, by
mall, $1.50
''^
Doz.
9.00;
i,io
"
Doz.
6.50;
I.OO
"
Doz.
5.o0;
.90
"
Plain
:2-in.
Doz.
4.76;
.70
"
Ijlttle Wonder (weight 10 ounces) ... "J-in.
4.5i);
Doz.
.60
"
Honey-Knife
Doz.
6.0O;
,80
Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
or Knite, look up its record and pedigree.
4-in.
3>^ in.
3-in.
2j^-in.

Doctor

Conqueror
l^Hrwe

stove.
stove.
stove.
stove.
stove.
stove.

PIFTEBN TKAH9 FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.

Bincham & Hetherington UneappinftKnife.

Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with Its
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer, 1 write for a circular. I do not think tht) 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January -27, 1^97.
Truly,
W. H. Eagerty. Cuba, Kansas.

T. F.

BINOHAin, Farwell, Michigan.

A

Boston, April 1.— Fancy white, 13c;
No. 1,
12((yl2^c; No. 1, iltol2c; No. 2, 9(aH0c; demand
fair; no call for dark.
Extracted, supply very
light, g-ood demand. White in 6i)-pound cans,
7!4c; light amber in barrels, 7c. Beeswax, very
lig-ht stock, g-ood demand, 29c.

Blake, Scott & Lee.

Kansas

City, April 6.— Fancy white comb
honey continues in good demand at 13'2'a'14c;
choice white at 12li(^l3c', dark, lO'^fell'^c. Extracted scarce at 6>2C.
Peycke Bros.

Cleveland, March 9.— Fancv white, 13@l4c;
No. 1 white, 12(an3c; A No. 1 amber, lOfoillc; No,
amber, 9(a'iOc: buckwheat, 8c.
Extracted,
white, 7c; amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.
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NEW

Lyon Mfg. Co.
LONDON, WIS.,

operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
curing- the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

"O

jy"

'

O

se-

Batterson &

1

DCC^JSL.CCpQTS OUppllCSM«#
LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most

They have also one of the
improved machinerj' for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
is in the State.
The material is cut from patterns, bj- machinery, and is absolutely accurate.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used,;and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and'possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
Send for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

OUR MOTTO:

Buffalo, April 1.— Little or no strictly fancy
one-pound comb honey here.
It would sell
well at about ll<fil2c.
Few lots of common,
dark, etc., arriving-, and sell at 7f<['8c mostly;
some very poor at 6c. There is no extracted
here; worth from 4Hf«'-5J^c; extra fancy, 6c.
Fancy pure beeswax, 30@32c; poor, 25(aiZSc.

Seciions. sniDDino-Gases and

Co,

Omaha,

April 1.— Fancy white quotable at
13tol3'/2c; choice, 12®l2%c.
Extracted, (jijc.
Quotations are practically nominal, as there
is no stock left now in receivers h'ands, and
dealers have also but very little left. There will
not be a pound of an.y kind of honey carried over
in this market.
Peycke Bros.

Milwaukee, March 2.— Fancy
13(SJl4c;

or

A

No.

amber or

kegs, white,

1,

old,

1-lb.

sections,

No. 1, ll(al2c; dark
Extracted, in barrels or
dark, 5^<qi(,^c, Beeswax,

12(gl25^c;

7(f3^10c.

~<a>7l4c;

2S(n*27c.

Since our last report we have had a very good
market for honey, and the demand has been
very good for all grades, especially for sections
of the best quality, and the demand is good now
and small supply. We encourage shipments of
best comb. Extracted, fair demand.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

BEST

Basswood Honey
We make

a specialty of making the very best Sections on'the market.
The
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
the best for making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young and
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

BASSWOOD

Marshfield flanufacturing Company,
Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

WANTED.
Write us how much you have,
and in what shape, with your
lowest price, delivered in ChiAddress,
cago.
CEOR<>iI:: IV.

Don't

fail to

meiitiou the Bee Journal

when writing

advertisers.

IIM ;Mic-liigan

YORK

St.,

Jt

CO.

Chicago, lU.

:
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OrderEarly
There are indications that the demand
larg-e

facilities

manufacturinfj

for

Dadant's Foundation.

tar

all

Why

does

kinds of

so well?

B66-K66D6rS' SlIDDlleS,

Because

satisfaction.

it
has always g-iven better satisfaction than any other.
in 22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compli-

will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

Falcon^ Sections arc the Finest Made1899 CataloET ready Feb.

can Bee-Keeper

m

W.

(20

Copy

1.

of the

pages) free.

Send name

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

for our Catalog,

The following
G. B. Lewis Co
E. Kretchmer
J.

N.Y.

the

Wetumpka,

M. Jenkins

Portland Seed Co

New

J.

Nysewander

Inter-State Mfg.

tiampion Gliatt-Hive

dealers handle our Foundation exclusively

Watertowd, Wis.
Red Oak, Iowa.

E. T. Abbott,
L. C. Woodman

Co

Ala.

postal sent us with your name' for
a Catalog" will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

Sheboygan, Wis,
Please mention Bee Journal -wheu 'writing.

G.

W. Fassett
W. Bittenbender

R.H.Schmidt & Co

Langstroth on the Honev-Bee, Revised.

Hill,

Mo.

Middlebury, Vt.

Co

Knoxyille, Iowa.
St. Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo, Colo.

Ogden, Utah.
Sheboygan, Wis.

The

Classic in Bee-Culture-

by mail.

Beeswax Wanted ^^^^^^^^^
at all times.

chas. dadant & son,
Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

Please mention Bee Jotu'nal when writing

and

Women

sell

:

High

Nebel

L. Gray
Pierce Seed and Produce
F. Foulger & Sons

Portland, Orepon.

'Price, $1.25,

A

& Son

J.
J.
J.

St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Des Moines Iowa
Hudson, Wis.

SUPPLIES.

rien

We

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OP ALL KINDS.

with fence and plain sections, and a
full line of other

Young

L05S.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

ments.

Address

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

GWe make

What more can anybody' do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS, No SAGQINQ, No

Ameri-

T. Falconer Mlg. Go.

JAMESTOWN,

Year

We guarantee

it sell

Because

And

20, 1899.

for

SUPPLIES will be very larg-e this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have

April

III.

=

yourselves for
It will pay you
good positions by taking Shorthand
by Mail. Send $1.60 for Text Book
or 3 cents for catalogto

fit

Eclectic Siortlianfl College,

94 Dearborn Street, CHICACWO.
Headquarters of the Eclectic System.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
39Aly

J9^IF

—

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

FAHY MFG
IVIJTVJ* CO
Eastern Bee=Keepers!

^''nnl-^.f"^.",
Supplies, address

completely than any other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

B66-K66P6rs' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please m,ention Bee Journal -when writing.

I ARISE
To

the

Furnishing bee-keepers with practical appliances to use in producing honey in marketable
shape so they will receive the highest price for it, is our principal business. If you are in the
EAST you will make a great mistake if you send WEST for your Supplies, wait several weeks, and
pay a big freight bill, when you can get them in a few days, at as low a price, and less freight to
pay. Our Catalog will explain. It is Free. THINK IT OVER. W'e carry a large stock and the
quality is of the best. We also own two Apiaries and sell

ITALIAN BEES
HONEY

say to the readers of
Bee Joiiknal that

These Apiaries are ruu

DOOLITTLE...
has

concluded

to sell

Untested Queen ..Sl.OO
6 Untested Queens.. 4.50
12 Untested Queens 8.00
1 Tested Queen .... l.SO
3 Tested Queens .... 3.50
1 select tested queen 2.00

for

AND QUEENS.
and pay

well, as the bees are hustlers.

Untested Queens, 70 cents; 3forS1.80; 6 for $2.70.
Sl.OO each.
Tested Queens

QUEENS

in their season
duting- 1899, at the followiii(^ prices

"7!^S."3.hs';.':Omaha,Neb.
V-(>w/#, 404 Broadway, E. St. Louis, 111.

T
IjCrVn. 1

I.

J.

ST RINGHAM, 105 Park Place, New York, N.Y.

1

"
" Queens 4.00
Select Tested
Queen,
previous season's rear-

3

Extra Selected,
for breeding, the very
best, 55. IW. About a pound of Bees in a 2-franie
Nucleus, with auv Queen, S2.00 extra.
int,',

$3;

Circular free, ^ivinji full particulars reg-afdAddress,
ing each class of Queens.

Q. M.
llA26t

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We

have the best equipt factory in the West. ^Capacity,
one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest variety of everything needed in the apiary, assuring
BEST goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Catalog:, 72 pag-es. Free.

We

Tanks of either wood or galvanized
any form, for all purposes. Price list free.

also manufacture

steel, all sizes,

Address,
E. KRETCHMER, RED
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

OAK, IOWA.

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. V.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing

Please mentioD the Bee Journal

iJl^nTslJ^s

—

^^

/>Ji.^-

CHICAGO,

39th YEAR,

ILL.,

APRIL

No,

27, 1899,

17,

please in that regard that is, always keeping in mind certain laws.
When the bees start to rob a place, if we can make them
think the}' have got it all, there will be no further trouble,
while if we cover up or take away the honej' they will keep
on looking for it.
Now for m)' method of feeding the bees, and at the
same time caring for the combs that are likelj- to be
troubled by the bee-moth
;

:

As soon

Concerning- Bee-Moths and Robbing".
BY HARRY S. HOWEthe past few weeks have attended several beeDURING
conventions in different parts of the State.
I

Among- the things that struck me as worthy of note
was the number of people who had questions on the two
subjects — bee-moths and robbing. Generallj- the man who
was interested in one also had some questions on the other.
not less curious to me were the remedies proposed.
that the combs to be kept from the
ravages of the moth be first soakt in brine, then dried and
packt away. When they were to be used again they were
to be soakt in fresh water to remove the salt, and then
dried again
Some years ago I bought out a bee outfit. The former
owner wintered the bees in a double-walled house. Some
time during the previous winter he died, and the family,
being afraid of bees, opened the door, but left those bees
just as they were. When I got them later in the season
there was a sight. The rats had eaten the lower tier of
hives about all to pieces. Some of the bees had moved out
and taken up their abode in the corners of the room. Others
had succumbed entirely, while 15 colonies still held the fort
in their hives, and the moths well, there was a great
chance for missionary- work. Yet in a season or two, without anj- special treatment, there were no moths to be seen.
And the bees were not Italians, either.
All the precautions necessary to keep my large stock of
extracting-combs even at that place are to space them one
less to the hive than they are used in the summer, and then
leave them where they will freeze during the winter.
The moth passes the winter usually in the egg-stage,
and a good, solid freeze will kill those so in the spring there

And

One man advised

as the bees begin to work in the spring, I go
around and take out all the dead ones and store the honey
and combs in the honey-house. Then I put out one or two
hivefuls of it somewhere at one side of the apiary, leaving
the entrances so the bees can get in and carry away the
honey. As fast as one lot is carried away I put out more, as
long as I have more to put out. Then I go thru the hives
and take out the heavy combs, replacing them with the
ones first cleaned out, letting them carry this honey back
in turn. This I keep up clear to the time of the honey-flow.
No self-respecting moth will stay in those hives that
are used for feeding things are too much stirred up, and
;

1

—

worms to eat the comb.
There are usualU' two broods during the season, one

are no

in

the spring, the other during the fall. It takes about three
weeks for the larva to mature.
Another point in the safe keeping of combs is the presence of pollen or dead brood. The larvae of the moth cannot
Now.
live on wax alone, they must have some other food.
combs used for extracting seldom have anv pollen or other
nitrogenous food for the worm. The combs which are in
hives where the bees have died are the most liable to their
attacks. How to protect them brings me to the second of
those two questions

HOW

TO PREVENT ROBBING.

We used to think that we must not let a bit of honey be
exposed when the bees were not storing honey or we should
have trouble from the robbers, but now we do about as we

/. L.

Hubbaid^Sec page

265.

combs go into good, strong colonies often enough to
discourage them if they tried it. If we can J<eep the spring
brood of worms from maturing, we shall have to wait for
more until our neighbor sends them to us in August again.
As to robbing, the only time I ever see any is at the
last extracting, after the honey-flow stops in the fall, and
the
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not then unless we are a little too slow in getting over the
I usually
j-ard.
I mean bees trying to rob one another.
give them something else to think about at that time.
As fast as the combs are extracted they are spaced and
piled crosswise of one another so the bees can get at them
Soon the bees find that there is honey to be had in
freely.
the back part of the honey-house, and they start in to clean
those combs. By the time the last one is piled away there
is a scent like the one Ernest Root so graphically described
after one of his visits to W. L. Coggshall, but there is no
robbing in the yard.
Perhaps if one workt slow enough the bees might get
started on colonies that were opened any time when there
was not a honey-flow, but life is too short and honey too
cheap to spend that amount of time over any one bee-hive.
I cannot better sum up the question than by quoting a
remark made at dinner at a recent bee-convention: "No
good bee-keeper is troubled by bee-moths or robbing."
Tompkins Co., N. Y.

April

27, 1899.

As soon

as received open them and put the roots in thin
the leaves muddy.
these out in the bean or radish
or lettuce bed, or early cabbage bed. Set them in just deep
enough so the ground will be level around them, and the
roots well spread. As these plants grow to need the room,
pull out the lettuce, radishes, etc., and give them room. Cut
off all the flowers that bloom on them the first spring, for
if they should fruit the first year they would not amount to
much would be small and hard.
Keep all the runners cut ofl^ until the first of July, then
after that time set the runners by spreading them out in all
directions from the main plant, like the spokes of a wagonwheel. What is meant by covering up the runners is to put
a little fine dirt on the end of each runner, and press it into
the ground so it will take root.
The reason I speak of planting the strawberries in the
beds of the vegetables is because the ground is generally in
good condition for planting the vegetables, and will be
likelj' to be kept mellow the first part of the season
but if
the strawberries can be given a bed all by themselves, all
the better and if the ground could be gotten ready in the
fall, by being made very rich with barnj'ard dirt, and
plowed or spaded in, and the .ground made very mellow, all
the better. Then plant the strawberries as earlv in the
spring as you can get the ground ready, as earlj- planting
is alwaj's the best.
Now, do not think this too much work
for you, as it is no more work to raise strawberries than
flowers, and they pay ever so much better.
Besides, the
strawberries have beautiful flowers upon them, almost as
beautiful as any raised in the flower-bed and then, the
plant itself, when raised on rich ground, makes a fine foliage plant. If I could find no other room I would plant it asa border along my flower-bed, or have that unsightly back
yard spaded up and strawberries planted there. They will
bear considerable shade and yet fruit some, but will not
fruit much if continually trampt over by children or chickens, but will look ever so much better than weeds.
Strawberries for profit should be fenced away from
chickens, the ground kept very rich and mellow, covered
slig-htly in winter with straw or other covering, and good
plants taken from beds that have not fruited, both pistillate

mud in a basin, but don't get
Now towards evening set

—

;

;

Methods of Introducing- Queens.
BY FRANK COVEKDALE.
years ago I sent to a Massachusetts queen-breeder
for six queens, and they were to be introduced according to his plans, and if any failed to become safely introduced the dead would be replaced by living queens. His
instructions were to remove the old queen from the hives
that were to receive the new stock and bare of the candy,
at once lay the cage over the frames and close the hive for
five days a thing which I did, and found only one queen
that had been accepted.
Two or three years later I received an albino queen
from an Iowa breeder, but this time I made the colony
qeenless that was to receive the queen 48 hours before introducing, and lost my queen. I could not understand why
it was that these queens, coming from a distance, were rejected b3- my bees when I had no trouble in introducing my
own stock among my own. May be some one can tell.
I sent South last spring for SO queens, and when they
arrived all were laid on the shelf, and 48 2-frame nuclei
were made, and all shut up tight with wire-screen until 48
hours had past, then the 48 queens were laid on top of the
frames as before, and every single one was accepted. All
had started cells in abundance, but when the queens were
I didn't wait five days,
set free all cells were destroyed.
either, to see what was going on, but took a look at anj* of
them at any time I chose. The remaining two were introduced in full colonies, but not confined with equal safety.
I think I would not be afraid of introducing any number
when done as above. Tho others may have plans that
work equally well, I am not afraid of this plan in my hands.
Jackson Co., Iowa.

SOME

;

—

Strawberries and Bees for Women
BY MRS.

THINK

I

—Propolis, Etc.

L. C. -AXTELI..

strawberries as a side-issue go well with bee-

work for women. The question is often askt, What other
work can women do besides caring for bees, as honey

Strawberries never fail with us.
In the first place, she needs to dress suitably for out-door
work. This is of the utmost importance, for if she tries to
dress as "she does for house-work, her health will suffer.
She should have a good, strong pair of boy's boots, warm
underclothing, and a dress of strong material like gingham
or flannel. I like flannel for cool weather, as it -does not
catch the dirt like cotton goods, and alwaj-s looks neat.
Most farmers' wives expect, and almost always have,
Let them deicrmiyie to have
lettuce, onions, beans, etc.
strawberries, also, and they will have them in abundance.
I know they
I do not speak from theory, but from practice.
are not so hard to raise as most people think, and what a
bountiful crop they do repay, if we only know how to grow
them and then they are so appetizing, so luscious, coming
so early in the spring before other fruits and most vegetables are ready for use.

sometimes

fails ?

;

STBAWBERRIES IN THE BEAN-BED.

To make

a beginning send 25 or 50 cents to a nurseryman, or some one who has good plants for sale, and get
half in staminate and half in pistillate plants. Ask him to
send you his best kind for your locality and for fertilizing.

;

and staminate varieties. They will pay largely' for work
on them, and it may all be done by women at times when
the bees do not require attention, by getting the bees ready
for white clover honey before strawberries are ripe.
If one succeeds in raising more strawberries than are
wanted in the family, there is always a good sale for them,
people' coming to your doors for them at good paj'ing prices
or, if you have no time to pick them yourself, they will pay
by letting others pick and pay for them at a reduced price.
But it should be understood that no children are wanted to
trample the vines, and if others besides yourself pickt them
they should be kept in narrow rows.
The early, such as Mitchell's Early and medium kinds
go best with bee-work where many are raised. The latter
ones, like the Gandy, do not ripen until swarming-time. but
it is so nice to have strawberries even in swarming-time for
table use, as they can be pickt morning and evening, and
do not have^to be cookt, and if one has a large dish of
strawberries and a plate of honey, bread and butter, many
a meal can be made out when there is little time for cook;

ing in swarming-time.
If one raises berries for market, of course the quart
boxes should be made before wanted, in leisure time in the
winter, just as bee-work, such as getting sections ready for
the bees, should be done in winter-time, or before wanted.
PROPOI.IS

AND WHITE

CI.OVER.

Last spring I took time when clipping queens' wings
and scraped the inside of our hives and edges of combs very
clean and carefully. I supposed it was nearly all propolis.
I had nearly a half-bushel when I got around with all the
the 160 hives. I thought it not worth saving, but did not
want it thrown upon the ground to stick to the bottoms of
our shoes, so I thought I would throw it in the sun wax-extractor, and was much surprised to see a nice cake of beeswax when all was melted in a day or so. It was not so light
yellow as honey-comb would be, but lookt like dark beeswax with a greasy appearance, but softer than beeswax,
and smelt of rosin. I think it would make a good ointment,
but would not do for foundation, even for the brood-nest.
Bees are flying nicely to-day (March 9). Just after the
severe cold weather I examined all our bees that were outof-doors, and all were alive, and apparently wintering well,
altho they have not had a flight for a good while. I threw
out many dead bees. One colony was injured by the mice

April
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and working- in the chaff -vrhich clogged the entrance nearly half the bees were dead in the hive. I think
to winter out-of-doors in this climate bees should always
have chaff or some such materieal packt around them on all
four sides and on top, and raised from the bottom-board an
inch or so, as was Moses Ouinb_v's method of out-of-dour
wintering. We follow his plan, and find it most successful.
White clover does not seem nearly so abundant of late
years as it used to be years ago in this vicinity. The roadsides sometimes used to be white with it, which has not
been the case of late years. We used to think it was the
dry weather that killed it, but it has been wet enough for
other crops for two years now. Dry weather in the winter,
and freezing aiid thawing, seem to heave it out and kill it.
getting- in
;

Warren

Co.,

111.

Spraying Fruit Trees and Bushes.
BY

F. A.

SXELL.

GOOD deal

has been said and written on this important subject, and yet tliere are some who d^o spray at a
time when all informed persons and all writers say it
should not be done. That time is during the blooming
period. All who have given the matter intelligent thought
know that spraying at this time is worse than useless in
destroying the codling-moth, as the eggs have not at this
time been deposited, for there is no place to deposit them.
The eggs are not laid by the female moth until the fruit is
formed, and the eggs are then deposited in the blossom-end
of the apple. It is thus evident that spraying earlier is of
no value, as there is nothing to destroy in this direction.
Much harm will result from spraying while the fruit is
The busy bee the best friend, and most useful
in bloom.
one, the fruit-grower has while in search of honey and
pollen will be poisoned from that thrown upon the blossoms
by spraying. In this the fruit-grower is deprived of the
great fertilizing agent the busy bee for while gathering
food for its own use and the rearing of young, it carries the
pollen-dust from blossom to blossom, thus fertilizing them,
without which very little fruit could be secured. The beekeeper also suffers from the great loss of bees, which means
to him depleted colonies, and as a result of this perhaps little or no increase of colonies, and no surplus honey, when
had it not been for the stupidity of the one who did the
spraying while the fruit was in bloom, a g'-ood increase in
bees and a fair to good crop of honey might have been
secured by the apiarist.
This matter of spraying at the right time is a very important one, and should be kept before the people who do
not all yet seem to understand its importance, until the pub-

A

—
—

—

—

well-informed.
to the best authorities I have read, there is
no fruit that should be, or need be, sprayed until out of
bloom, when apples, plums, cherries, g-ooseberries and currants should be sprayed to destroy the insects or worms
which prey upon them. Spraying with the proper materials .soon after the bloom is over will largely destroy the
fruit depredators, but it is well to g-ive two applications,
the second one being given about one week after the first.
I have used paris green for a good many years, and
have found it to be very effectual in destroying every insect
or worm that feeds upon the fruit or foliage of the trees or
bushes. London purple is also a good insecticide, but I
have not used this, as paris green has pleased me so well.
Leaf lice have appeared the past few years on the
leaves of apple and plum trees, which we spray with paris
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same time. According to no lees authority than Prof.
Burrill, of our State University, the spores that have until
recenth' been supposed to liv6 over winter on the twigs of
trees do not do so, but instead live over winter on the leaves
that drop to the ground, and there remain until spring
weather ripens them, when they float in the air and later
attack the leaves of trees. Now the destruction of the two
may be accomplisht at the same time by using the poi-son
and a fung-us destroyer, the two being mixt tog-ether and
applied with a good sprayer a few days after the trees are
second application should be made about
out of bloom.
one week later, or in a little less time, rather than later.
The fungicide or preventive is composed of sulphate of
copper, three pounds, to be dissolved in eight gallons of
water. In some convenient vessel two pounds of lime in
three gallons of water is slackt, and when cool is poured
slowly into the copper solution, at the same timekeeping
the liquid well stirred .so that a thoro admixture may be
effected.
To this I added four heaping teaspoonfuls of good
paris green, and mixt thoroly. Before filling the sprayer
the liquid was well stirred each time, so that the work
would be more effective. No sediment should be put into
the sprayer. The quantity mixt can be varied to suit the
needs of the user. The proportions should be kept about
the

A

'

the same.

No

fruit or other tree or
produce good fruit unless the

bush can remain healthy and

fruit and leaves are kept in
good condition. The leaves are the lungs, and must be
kept free from preying enemies, the same as should be the
Wormy apples, stung plums, wormy cherries, curfruit.
rants and grapes may be reduced to the minimum by spraying, which is the only way that the best fruit can be preserved. This with good culture and care in other directions
will give us good fruit in abundance.
From the fact that the spores live over the winter on

the fallen leaves, as Prof. Burrill says, it is very evident
that all leaves should be burned during fall, winter, or very
early in the spring-, so the fvnigus spores maj' be destroyed.
What has this to do with the apiarist ? some may ask.
It is this
In order that our bees may reap the great benefit
from an extensive fruit-bloom it is essential that our fruits
of all kinds be kept alive and in abundance, which can only
be secured by preserving fruit-trees and bushes in a healthy
and vigorous condition, and bear, to encourage still further
planting. With no fruit-bloom our bees could not be strong
enough to secure any surplus honey from white clover, or
but very little at mo.st. One who has not tried it would be
surprised at the amount of such work that may be done in a
day, or even a few hours, with suitable and cheap convenCarroll Co., 111.
iences.
:

lic is

According

green to good advantage.
For currant-worms, which attack our currant and gooseberry bushes, we have used both the paris green and white
hellebore, and rather prefer the latter, which may be applied in the form of powder or liquid. A sharp watch
should be kept of the bushes, as the worms come up from
the ground and do rapid work, first working on the lower
leaves. They begin their work when the leaves are about
one-fourth grown. The poison would better be put on the
first time a little in advance of the worms, and thus nip
at the start. Two or three applications at intervals
of five or six days will suffice, and leave the bushes and
fruit in good condition.
Spraying to destroy fungus that works on or attacks the
leaves of fruit-trees and numerous others, as well as bushes,
potatoes, etc., is also an important work which should be
done. The first application needed for this is at the same
time at which we should spray for the codling-moth and
the other fruit enemies which begin their work about

them

i
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:^
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A SEEMINGLY HILARIOUS CONVENTION.
Inauspicious the opening of that Chicago convention
First they put up the Beers, and then somebody called for
Moore and then they all gave willing- ear to a foul subject.
Mr. Taylor himself might almost be suspected of hob-nobbing with Beers, when he leaves us in doubt whether foul
brood smells like a bad case of dysentery, or only that the
looks around the entrance of the hive suggest it. But he
tells us something of sober value when he says for us to
tinker with foul-broody bees only when no bees whatever
are on the wing. (Page 161.) 'Tater doesn't believe that
dj'sentery and foul brood smell alike but his experience is
Doubtless in early spring the same colony somesca.nty.
times has both diseases at once to the confusion of nonexpert noses.
!

;

;

—

DON'T CROWD VILLAGES WITH BEES.

On page

181, Dr. Miller

is

admirable in willingness to

yield the monopoly of the honey-trade, that the fertilizing
office of the bee may be carried on everywhere, to the genBut the logic is not quite
eral good of the human race.

—

—

;
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faultless that would insist on keeping- bees inside every
village for that reason. Our villag-es are not so large but
err a little (the rest
that outside bees can cover them.
of us, not Dr. Miller) in trying- to "spunk up " our spunky
brethren to persist in disregarding protests, where families
live right adjacent, and -svant their little children to play
out-doors -without being stung-. Mo-\fe the bees a short distance, into a vacant vicinag-e, before the irritation grows to

We

April

—

strong in bees at the expense of the others bees stay out
till the east doorways are shaded and cold, and then seek a
warm, lively entrance to go into. As bees usually behave
as free commoners in winter, they can easily do this. And
if it happens that the only hive faced a warm waj' is one
the keeper is trj'ing a wintering experiment on just you
hear him shouting what a valuable discovery he has made.

—

THE BELL ROBBER-BLOCK.

an ordinance of expulsion.
G.

NUMBER OF BEE-KEEPERS IN A COUNTY.
don't know whether the ISO bee-keepers

I

of
of

Cook

to say, " Teacher, they're crowdin'
here," or not.
survej' township of suitable territory
would have space for nine apiaries, and allow four square
miles to each.
add as many more who onlj- want to
keep just a few colonies, and we have 216 to the county. Cook
County on the map looks like 20 townships.

County have occasion

A

Now

A

FB-VV

OF MR. DADANT'S SUGGESTIONS.

C. p. Dadant, on pag-e 164, gives us the new phrase,
" experienced novice. " Well, yes, that's him handles his
bees as a lusty baby handles a kitten really more for the
sake of handling them than for the nominal object and the
Mr. D. also
inexperienced old-fogy's bees win the race.
As many combs as they can
formulates a handy'new rule
cover, and two more, for a colony at spring examination. I
guess that's a good rule, altho I don't quite live up to it. I
seldom take out combs unless the bees are quite weak. In
one thing I think a warning is needed, where Mr. Dadant
saj's that a colony given a comb of sealed honey will not
show excitement and attract robbers soiiif danger, I fear,
when the colony is weak, and also on short allowance. On
page 180, he makes a good hit in saying that thin food in
spring, if not unreasonably thin, will stimulate more, and
save many trips for water, which often cost heavilv in bee-

—

—

—

W.

LOOK OUT FOR A " HOT TIME."

some use

in cases

Its strong point is that the robbers
think the proper place to get in is on top of it. But of
course they'll find the new route unless the 'bees inside defend tolerably well.
TH.\T GERM.\N CASE.

up during the night.

On page 186, paragraph 12, that German case of a great
swarm that yielded less surplus per pound of bees than
swarms less than half as large did is important if valid. I
think it common for the old bees of mixt swarms to half of
them go home during the first few days after hiving (don't
like the miscellaneous company), and unless the managers
of this experiment assured themselves on this point the result has no special significance.

CONSOLIDATE FOR BETTER LOOKS.

—

A

;

THE "IMPROVED spells" GIVE
And so (as per page 169) we are

BAD SPELL.
have a new batch

'T.^TER

.^

of
to
'Tater feels an interest in this matter
but personally he thinks he is too old to get rid of his orthographical prongs now. Luckily he is not too old to find
fault and he finds some with that new word"thoro."
Either let it be, or spell it"thuro." Don't rile us with
what impresses the eye as a bran new worfl, with its first
vowel masquerading in the place of another vowel. Of
course, sometime in the future it will have to be changed
again just a wretched case of cutting off the dog's tail at
two times.
A QUARTET OF " AFTERTHINKLETS."

improved

spells.

—

—

Three j-ears' experience with artificial heat in winterand not a colony lost, is valuable testimony. Thanks
due to A. JS. Bradford, page 171.
ing,

Mr. Bingham didn't say directly that he winters his
bees out-doors, in northern Michigan, but it sounds so; and
if such a big hole in a hive as an entrance Jixl2 inches rePage 173.
sults well, that is valuable testimony.
He was seeking
It seems I did Mr. Hart an injustice.
to doctor some honey, but only to make bee-food of it.

Glad

to correct.

Three-story 15-frame Langstroth hive, just the thing to
convert the world with, eh ? Well, here we are, Mr. Riker,
all sitting in the rowdies' corner, eating peanuts, and waiting for the services to begin. Page 191.

MORE ABOUT FACING
Mr. Reitz, on page

189, strikes

look better to have the
consolidate, and page 184 reads as
It will

Union and Association

if the prospective wedding was approaching Niagara Falls condition " nuthin'
"
or at worstonlva few broken bones and delayed
to hender

—

—

—

love letters.

HONEV-DEW ON THE GRASS.
like to see a man fight well on a losing side ; therefore I incline to cheer S. W. Maxej' (page 178) in his plea
for real honey-dew right from heaven. I shall be a glad
and easy convert if I can see a little of this but at present
I

—

apprehend that the sweet on the grass was direct exudation, or possibly from wounds made by grasshoppers, and
I

In Dr. Miller's excellent department (page 166), he let
one incautious expression that may do harm where he
says pour the. syrup ' pretty hot " into the combs you are
As I have " been there." I have a right
filling to feed bees.
to protest that one needs to look quite a little out or he will
damage combs by softening the wax. With hot sj-rup in it,
" first j'ou don't know " your comb tumbles right out of the
/I'/Z/c' hot syrup can
be put in the middle of a
frame.
tough old comb but even thus the ends of the cells are destroj'ed by a touch.
slip

page 188, will very likely be
where the assailed colony has spunkt

Bell's robber-block,

:

life.

27, 1899.

—

so practically the same as stubble-honey or what's to hinits being insects down on the sod. and firing the nectar
up a la Theilmann ? At any rate, honey on the g-rass will
have to be allowed the name of honey-dew.

der

PROF. COOK BALANCED OFF ON HONEY-DEW.

Mr. Cowan is one of the first-class authorities, and if
he is convinced that honey-dew is sometimes a direct exudation from leaves, without insect agency. Prof. Cook is balanced off in fact more than balanced oft' as one competent witness, holding actual and direct evidence, weighs
more than ten equally good men who hold merely the absence of evidence in situations where evidence might be

—

—

lookt for.

MR. THEILMANN'S FIRE-ENGINE PLAY.
Also Mr. Theilmann's case of honey from the nodes of
birch leaves we shall have to allow that to be called honej-dew, too, as it gets spattered around upon the leaves. We
are glad to hear of its excellent quality. (Say, not a great
while ago I was on the side which appears to be licking its
adversaries out. Prof. Cook, behold your recent convert's
back-sliding under the loam). Mr. Theilmann's experiment with the aphides, making them eject by having some
one jar the tree, and looking toward the sun to see the
sprays, and especially the surprising distance thej- can play
fire-engine, are valuable contributions to our knowledge.

—

TH.AT

EXPERIMENT

And now

IN PRODUCING EXTR.\CTED HONEY.

haven't half the room left that might be well
devoted to Mr. Davenport's experiment, on page 179. Probablj' it would not turn out the same all years and all locaRight glad am I to see that the result favors neattions.
ness and propriety. To let the queen run " amuck " thru
all the combs decreast the surplus instead of increasing it
to this tune, 500 pounds, 175 pounds, 150 pounds: the better
score being where the queen was kept in one storj-. As to
non-swarming, the result is the other waj-, to be sure: but
then many of us are not prepared to give our colonies each
three stories of finisht comb, anywaj- and with less than
that, swarming is only decreast a little, not prevented.
Rearing a great host of bees too late to be of any use, is
credited with the above decline of surplus.
I

:

HIVES.

another consideration of

some importance on the hive-facing question. Sometimes
colonies faced west will get a pretty good flight in winter

COGITATOR.

And here's another item
those'-faced east got none.
When one or a very few hives face south or
I would add
west, and all the rest east, and when there comes a winter
when

:

day that

the^' all fly, the first-mentioned hives

may

get very

ing

The Premium offered on page
for.
Look at it.

254

is

well worth work-

April

:
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Report of the Vermont Bee-Keepers' Convention.
BY M.

F.

CRAM.

24th annual convention of the Vermont Bee-Keepers' Association was held at Middlebury, Feb. 23 and 24,
1899.
The meeting- was called to order at 1:30 p.m. by Pres.
R. H. Holmes, praj-er was offered by O. J. Lowrey, and the
minutes of last meeting- were read and approved. The following committees were appointed by the chairman

The
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There is nothing to be said about winter packing, for
they are packt the same as those run for comb honey.
I do not have very much trouble with swarming— about
all that I do have is from some very strong colonies that get
their upper story too full before I "get around to extract. I
usually g'-ive such colonies several empty combs a few days
before" I extract, or divide them. About all the increase I
have at this yard I get by dividing.
I have been surprised to see the difference there is in
different seasons in regard to the average amourrt of honey
produced bv bees run for comb and for extracted honey.
Some years thev will produce but very little more run for
extracted honey than for comb honey, but last year they
produced more than twice as much extracted as comb.
This is why I have made such varied statements in past
years in regard to the relative expense and profit of bees
run for comb or extracted honev, and I am not yet able to
W. G. Lark.a.bee.
say which pays the better.
"

:

Nominations — A. E. Manum, W. G. Larrabee, and

J.

I.

Clark.

RESOLUTIONS — W. H.

W.

Bristol,

H. L. Leonard, and G.

Fassett.

Next
bee,

in

order

was the following paper by W. G. Larra-

on

The Production of Extracted Honey.
Bees run for extracted honey should be watcht more
closely in the springs to see that they do not get short of
honey, for I find that I am more liable to be deceived on the
amount of honey in the hive, as they will fill all of the
combs for perhaps two inches below the super, and the rest
of the comb will have no honey in it at all. This is not an
invariable rule, but it is more liable to be the case when run
for extracted honey than for comb.
I use 10 Langstroth frames in the brood-chamber, and
a division-board and 10 Langstroth frames in the upper
story without a division-board, spacing the frames a little
farther apart. This allows the bees to leng-then the cells a
little, and they can be uncapt more readily, and more honey
can be put into a frame.
I put the upper stories on before the bees begin to get
honey to amount to an^'thing, and before white clover
opens, sometimes in fruit-bloom. I do this in order to give
them plenty of room before they begin to get the swarmingfever, and do not let them g-et their hives too full before ex;

tracting.
I extract as soon as the combs are about one-third capt,
and in most years honey will not sour if as ripe as this, but
at the close of the season I like to let them cap the combs
nearly all over, as I think it gives the honey a better body,
and is less liable to sour. I use queen-excluders on all
hives, and could not get along without them.

When the honey is ready to extract, I go to the yard
toward night and put the bee-escapes on the hives that need
extracting, and the next morning- they are usually free
from bees. (I say usually, for sometimes an escape will not
work, or something- of the kind.) lam then ready to extract.
I have an uncapping-tank that allows the honey from
the cappings to drain off at the bottom, and quite a lot of
honey is saved by so doing. I have a 30-galIon can with a
honey-gate; I tie a cheese-cloth strainer over this, and let
As
it sag down enough to hold two large pailfuls of honey.
fast as it is extracted I pour it into this, and allow it to
drain thru at its leisure, and it will usually run thru as fast
as I can extract it. From this large can it is drawn off" into
60-pound cans, of which I am careful to have enough at the
vard where I am extracting, and it is then ready for market.

The empty frames are returned to the hives after I am
thru extracting usually towards night and after the
honey-flow is over. They should never be returned at any
other time except toward night, for if it is done in the
morning, or middle of the day, it will excite robbers to such
an extent that you will not care for a second dose.
I always put the empty combs back on the hives at the
close of the season, and leave them there until cold weather
comes, as the bees can take better care of empty combs than
lean. But if this is done, queen-excluders should always
be used, or one will be likely to find the bees all in the upper
story, and the honey for winter all in the lower story.
As I have said before, great care should be taken not to
be deceived on the amount of honey in the brood-nest in the
have opened many a hive that apparently had
fall.
I
plenty of honey, but upon closer examination there would
not be more than 20 pounds, and this is not enough.

—

—

Prof. George H. Perkins, entomologist at the Vermont
Experiment Station, then gave a lecture without notes on

the relation of other insects to bees. He exhibited a German collection of bees, and different kinds of combs, showing some of the diseases of bees as they would appear on
the comb, all under glass. Also a collection of the forest
worm that has wrought destruction to some of the finest
maple orchards in the State. It strips the apple-tree of
both leaves and fruit, also the basswood, so that it yields no
honey. Certain insects were very closely related to the
bee, especially the bee-moth. Every insect which injures
Things do not happen by
tlje flowers injures the bees.
chance— there is a reason for everything. He would make
no promises, but thought we had .seen the worst of the forest worm, as the Ichneumon fly was destroying large
quantities of them. Out of 200 cocoons that he examined
at one time, onlv 30 developt, or IS percent. The eggs on
the trees were laid in cylindrical form, both edges of the
cluster being very nearly true around the twig, while the
common tent or apple-tree worm laid its eggs more irreguThey could be
larly, tapering off more or less each way.
cut 'off from small trees by taking a long, slim pole with a
knife in the end of it. People were learning that crossBees would still be a blessing
fertilization was necessary.

thev never gather honey.
The Professor was askt a large number of questions,
which were answered in a very pleasant and satisfactory
manner, after which he was tendered a rising vote of
thanks.
SPRAYING FRUIT-TREES.
if

Mr. Boardman had sprayed 75 trees with 60 gallons of
water and I'l pounds of paris green. He secured 150 barrels
of apples. He sprayed the first time just as the buds began
the last time just after the blossoms had fallen.
to open
Mr. Isham sprayed six times, and got no fruit.
Mr. Manum spr'aved just as the buds opened, sprayed
again just as the leaves came out, after that every week or
ten days, but didn't get much fruit. One of his neighbors
did not spray at all, and got a very heavy crop of fruit, so
much that he had to prop up the trees.
Prof. Seely, of Middlebury, then gave a short talk very
complimentary to apiarists, as well as instructive. He said
he had learned that bee-keepers were very observing, and
he had learned very much listening to them at their meet;

ings.

He

first

became interested

in

entomology

in study-

ing the apple-tree caterpillar. They were destroyed by the
Ichneurnon fly.
Mr. Crane said a heavy late fall of snow in the spring
would destroy the forest worms and tent caterpillar and
said there was a difference in the time it took for the eggs
to hatch of the forest worm and tent caterpillar.
It was decided that the president and secretary be appointed a committee to confer with the same officers of the
Horticultural Society, to see if they would hold their next
annual meeting together.
A report of the members present was then taken Number of colonies in the spring of 1898, 1,779 number in the
fall, 1,994 ; produced 80,000 pounds of comb honey and 6,000
;

:

;

of extracted.

Question— Is
flowl

Ans.

The

it

profitable to feed just before the honey-

— No one thought

reports of

it

was.

evening session.
the secretary and treasurer were read

and adopted.
After the expenses were
in the treasury.

all paid,

quite a

sum was

left

—
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PLAIN SECTION AND FENCE SEPARATORS.

Mr. Crane then g-ave a talk on the plain section
showing the different kinds of fence. He thoug-ht it
was an improvement in getting the honey filled out to the
edge of the section thought the bees would store more
honey because of freer communication. At the close of the
season they were more apt to be sealed. Separators made
with blocks were better than cleats. Another advantage
was getting the outside sections filled with the rest. He
had tried some of the 4x5 inch .sections was going to do so

fence,

;

:

more extensively the coming season.
Mr. Leonard used the 4x5 section.
The present committee was ordered to report at the
morning session what to do in regard to experimental
work.

when looking to see if the young queen
Out of 29 colonies 16 were queenless
to lay.
when looking to see if the)- had begun to lay. Some had
superseded their queens, and then lost them. He would be
obliged to have nuclei to supph- the lost queens.
Mr. Leonard had a house-apiary, and lost half of the
colonies each season, mostly in the fall. He thought they
were too warm in February and March, causing the bees to
breed too early.

TK.WEL-STAINS.

had begun

miscellaneous discussion.
discussion on the different kinds of
foundation. I think the Weed process came out ahead. Mr.
Cook said Southern beeswax was harder than Northern.
How to get the most benefit from experimental work.
The following committee were elected to confer with the
board of control
O. J. Lowrey, M. F. Cram and J. E.

Then came general

:

Crane.

Mr. Leonard then gave a talk on travel-stains. It was
not all the dark honey that was made the first of the season.
He had honey spoiled by the bees bringing in something to
stop cracks with just as the season was closing. He did not
know where it came from, but thought it was the same as
the last run of sap the honey that was gathered last. It
was sometimes colored bj' the bees using old comb and capping, and sometimes by the bees taking honey out of the
brood-nest and" carrying it upstairs. It was not caused by
the bees walking on it, as he had left the honey on until
time to pack for winter, and it was nice and white.

it be practical for Vermont bee-keepers to estabheadquarters for the purchase of supplies ? Mr. Fassett
said with headquarters we might get supplies much cheaper,
but he thought bee-keepers were not organized sufficiently
Mr. Lowrey said he was in
to do .so at the present time.
favor of drawing as close together as possible, in purchasing supplies, and thought we could save quite a percent by

Would

lish

—

It

effort

in carload lots.

was voted that we recognize and fuUj- appreciate the
of the Vermont State Board of Agriculture in behalf

of the bee-keeping industry of our State.

M. F. Cram,

Sec.

the following re-

:

—

buying

Session.

The Committee on Nominations made
which was adopted

port,

1899.

as well, especially

and

SECOND DAY— Morning

April

—

Vice-Presidents Addison
President R. H. Holmes
County, J. E. Crane Lamoille Count}', Geo. H. Terrill
Chittenden Count}-, O. J. Lowrej' Orange County, P. W.
Smith and Rutland County. V. M. Forbes.
Secretary, M. F. Cram and Treasurer, H. L. Leonard.
The Committee on Resolutions made the following report, which was adopted
Rt'so/vi'd, That we as bee-keepers assembled thank our
Heavenly Father for the prosperity of this Association, and
trust that we may have manj' j'ears of prosperity.
Resolved, That we express our thanks to John Higgins,
the proprietor of the Addison House, for favors shown us at
this meeting
also to the Rutland, Central Vermont, and
Boston & Maine railroads for reduction in rates.
Resolved, That we express our thanks to Prof. Geo. H.
Perkins, for his able address on the relation of other insects
to bees also to Prof. H. M. Seely, for interesting remarks.
W. H. Bkistol, 1
H. L. Leonard, I Com.
G. W. Fassett. )
THE house-apiary.
;

;

;

;

:

CONDUCTED BY

;

DR.

C.

C miLLER, ATareng-o, HI.

:

[The Questions
direct,

may

when he

be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
will answer them here. Please do not ask the
bj- mail.— Editor.]

Doctor to send answers

Answering and Asking Questions.

;

In sending in a batch of questions, a correspondent has sent
one that I bave coneluded to take out of its regular setting and answer separately. He says:

—

;

Mr. Holmes then gave a description of his house-apiary.
In
It is 51 '2 feet long-, 12 feet wide, 7 feet and 1 inch high.
the north end is a place to drive in a team, and a large door
from there into where the bees were. In the opposite end
On the sides are 30 windows
is a large door and window.
9x13, all hung on hinges. Each colony has an entrance
IJixS inches. It is painted red, white and blue, each color
taking in three colonies in each strip." The rafters project
over two feet, so as to keep oft" the storm and sun. There
The first stand
is an alighting-board in front of each hive.
for the bees is 15 inches from the floor, the upper one 4 feet.
The frames running crosswise of the entrance make it
easier to manipulate. There are several tables and benches
thru the center of the building, the longest one 18 feet.
He moved the bees from out-of-doors into this house
just after the honey-flow began, at night, in three different
The first time 31 colonies were carried in they were
lots.
;

best ones. Some of the bees went back, and that
strengthened those that were left. He carried in 19 the
next time, leaving 11 of the poorest out-doors, which it
strengthened immensely, making them about equal to the
All were in good working order, and no fighting.
others.
The whole cost of the building, aside from the work,

the

was

$278.

of the advantages were, to be able to work when
rained; bees did not sting as badly as out-of-doors he is
not troubled by robbers, and could stay all night if it
rained, and had done so several times. He had been awakened quite suddenly sometimes by a bee falling on him,
striking sharp end first. He could take off honey much
faster had taken off 1,200 pounds after 5 o'clock p.m., and
got the bees out before dark. Bees mix more or less, and
some of the disadvantages were that he could not see quite

Some

it

;

—

•

"Dk. Millek: Do \ou not iret tired of answering- questions about
bees and bee-keeping-? If any of the above questions are unimportant
and not worthy of an answer, omit them; or, if you have answered them
in the last five years refer me back, as I have the American Bee Journal
covering- that time. Si'BSCRIBer."
Seeing you've askt the question, I don't mind telling you that
sometimes I do get tired. When a friend asks for some information that I happen to have, it's a real pleasure to give the information, but if one after another they keep asking questions all day
There's a difference, too, belong, it gets to be another thing.
tween answering some one sitting before me, of whom I can ask
answering
a question so worded that
any explanations I like, and
I can hardly tell what is really meant, but must answer somewhat
Sometimes questions are written in such penmanship
in the dark.
that I may be obliged to puzzle a long time over some of the words.
In some eases there's anxiety for fear the answers may be misleading. Then there are so many things that one doesn't know. If
you want to get a realizing sense of your own ignorance as to
matters apistieal, just try for a time answering questions for a
bee-journal.
But there's a bright side to the case. I have very distinct reof the time when so many questions were coming up
constantly, and I wonld have given a good deal for a chance to receive replies as to things that might seem very simple to one of
more experience. So it's no small pleasure to know that I'm helping to throw some light on the path I have already trod and which
others are now treading. Of course I couldn't make so much of a
business of answering questions without being paid for it, but it
there were connected with it no thought of helping others it would
be a somewhat irksome task. Sometimes, too. there comes a very
pleasant word of recognition of help received from my answers,
and a word of that kind is fully appreciated.
Once in a great while I receive a word of a different kind.
Not long ago I had a letter from a man who was not entirely satisfled with an answer I gave, and in the course of his letter he said:

membrance

"Of course no one ever did ask the question. I was speaking about
this 'question' matter with a bee-keeper the other day. He said: 'Do
you reallv suppose any one ever asks such foolish questions as are found
in the

bee-papers

'/'

You can guess what my

reply was."

smiled when I read that. It would probably trouble any one
person to get up such a variety of questions. Neither is it necessary. The only trouble is to find room for all that come. The
worst spell of questions in the history of this Journal occurred
I
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somewhat more than a year

ago.

For some time questions rained

in such lively style that this department overflowed the page
to which it was legitimately entitled, finally being satisfied with
nothing less than two pages. Then came a flood, and beginning
with the number for Feb. 38, smaller type was used to crowd as
much as possible on two pages. In spite of that the worlj began to
numbers
get behind, and only by continuing the fine print for

down

U

was the work caught up with, and with the month of May matters
returned to their normal course and the usual type was again use J.
No doubt, when the editor was struggling so hard to get all the
matter in, he would have been somewhat amused at the suggestion
that some one was making up questions; but the suggestion would
be no more true at the present time.
The correspondent first quoted says I may refer to answers
given any time in the past five years. That might do in his case,
but would hardly do in general; for I may not know how long the
inquirer has lieen taking the paper, and. moreover, it /" should not
be able to find in back numbers just what might fit his case, it isn't
at all certain /should be able to do so. It is difficult, however, to
keep down a discouraged feeling when a question comes that is
fully explained in any good text-book on bee-keeping. There are
plenty of questions left after one has become familiar with his
text-book.

Side-Entrance Hives— Self-Hivers.
It is more convenient for me to usehives with side-entrances.
If
the bees do as well in such hives as with end-entrances
why is the entrance almost always in the end of the hive ?
•3.
In using the Pratt self-hiver, is it any practical hindrance to
the workers while gathering honey ? Is it practical ?
1.

Do

?

they do.

Oklahoma Tebbitokt.
In this country it is the almost universal custom
to have the ends of the frame running toward the entrance, mainly
because it is supposed to be better for ventilation, and because the
bees can go more directly to any one of the frames. It it's a matter of serious inconvenience to you to have them thus, the difl'erence is probably not sufficient to have them the other way.
Perhaps some one else can tell.
2. I've had no experience.

Answers.— 1.

Getting

Swarms— Eggs

in ttueen-Cells.

have 11 colonies of bees, and would like to get all the
can by June 1. I have combs with sealed honey saved
from last fall. How can I manage to get a good many swarms by
I

1.

swarms

I

that time
also,

?

How

2.

long after the first swarm will the second swarm issue?
after the second swarm will the third issue
Wisconsin.
do the eggs get into queen-cells ?

how long

3.

How

'?

Answers. — 1. Be sure that the bees have stores and to spare.
See that there are no cracks or holes thru which heat can escape
from the hives. Wlien a swarm issues, some advise putting the
swarm on the old stand and putting the old hive in the place of
another strong colony, setting the latter in a new place. In a week
or so a second swarm will issue, when the same old hive is to be
put in place of another strong colony, and so on as long as swarms
issue.
2. A second swarm is likely to issue about eight days after the
prime swarm, but may be a little earlier or later.
3. Probably the queen lays them there.

Having Hives

in Pairs in

the Apiary.

You stated somewhere in some paper that you placed two hives
as close to each other as you could and not have them touch, so I
thought I would make a double hive stand. I made it much like
the single hive-stand shown in my bee-supply catalog. The front
and back pieces are long enough "for two hives with a strip from
front to rear between the hives S'.; inches wide.
The strip is to keep down the grass between the hives and to
Last year I used .5.5
help to place the hives true on the stand.
stands of this description. Soon after putting the bees out of the
crossing the strip
one
colony
the
bees
from
(March
I
saw
cellar
7),
between the hives and enter the other hive without opposition. I
lookt thru the visiting colony and found them queenless. In working among the bees I found four or five cases of the same kind,
that is, queenless bees visiting the neighboring hive. These were
all the queenless cases found in the spring.
I placed my bees in this yard in the spring of ISSS for the first
time, having bought the place the fall before. There was not a
tree in it until I planted them in the spring. The stands are S feet
apart one way and 10 feet the other. I kept my bees all summer
just about as you see them in the picture I send you, except in rare
cases I used a shade-board. When the temperature was 90 degrees
the bees began to cluster out. and in several cases the bees from
both hives clustered together. This worried me for a time, but I
have failed to notice any harm coming from it.
One end of the front of the stand is black and the other is
white. The stajid is kept level much easier than the single one. on
account of its greater length. You will see how much clustering
out was done, as this view was taken on a hot day in September.
I am of the opinion that young queens often entered the wrong
hive, as I lost quite a number during the summer. I understand
all the losses cannot be charged to having hives in pairs, yet that
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and the regularity of the rows are somewhat to be blamed. I have
left out one row of hives in the center which makes the central
rows 16 feet apart in the rows. I am thinking of taking the central
row out of each section of the yard, which will make five divisions
instead of two, the hives removed making the filth.
If you think my hives are far enough apart for safety to the
queens and bees, will you kindly let me know, as they are much
more easily cared for as they are.
It appeared to me that the central colonies were much weaker
than those on the outside.
I want to thank you for kindly consenting to correct the statement in regard to granulation of honey. It is quite apparent that
there is quite a diflference in the character of honey gathered from

Nebraska.

like flowers in different localities.

Answer.— Allow me

to congratulate you in the first place on
the neat appearance of your apiary. I think it never struck me
before that an apiary is improved in hjuks by having the hives in
pairs.
If 1 ever said that hives should be as close as possible without
touching (and quite likely I did) I hereby take it back. I prefer to
have them about four inches apart. Your S^.^ inches will do

nicely.

The only grave charge. I think, that can be laid to having two
hives on the same stand is the fact that under certain circumstances a queenless colony will unite with another. I think this will
not happen in the summer if a colony becomes queenless in the ordinary course of aff'airs. as after swarming; but if you take away
suddenly the queen, or if you take away all the broOd and combs,
there is danger sometimeti of uniting. It may also happen in the
spring when bees are first put out of the cellar. At such a time I'm
not sure that anything better could happen, and it is so rarely that
uniting occurs nt any other time than in the spring that I have
never considereii it a serious matter.
I have never taken the precaution to have one end of the stand
differ in color liom the other, but it can do no harm, and may do
some good.
The clustering together of two colonies side by side is a common thing when hanging out, but. like you, I've never seen any
harm from it, and I don't believe any harm ever happens.
With regard to queens being lost on returning from the wedding-flight, 1 am very positive that putting the hives in pairs is not
responsible for that, but. on the contrary, that there is much less
danger of loss than if the same ground is occupied with the same
hives placed singly at equal distances. Suppose on a treeless plain
with no surrounding objects by which the bees can mark their location, you have a straight row of hives with a space of four feet
between each two hives. A young queen can get into the wrong
hive by going four feet out of her way. Now move each alternate
hive so they stand in pairs, with eight feet between the pairs. A
queen will go into the wrong hive only by going eight feet out of
much
its way. That makes the chance ot going wrong only half as
as it was when the hives were placed singly.
"
But the queen can get into the
I think I hear some one say,
wrong hive by going out of her way only a few inches into the
liees don't make mistakes of
Listen.
pair."
the
hive
of
other
In the spring close the entrance to a hive all
that kind. Try this
but three inches at one end. When the bees are accustomed to
that, so that each bee on returning to the hive goes straight to the
part of the entrance that is open, change the place of entrance to
the other end. closing up the end that has been open and leaving
open three inches at the other end. If you never tried it before,
you will be surprised to find what difficulty the bees will have in
finding their entrance. I formerly kept two colonies in one 10frame hive, a division-board in the "middle, the entrances separated
at the front six or eight inches. 1 have had many colonies in that
way. and bad many queens fertilized in them, and I think there
was less mixing than with colonies in separate hives.
Suppose 30 colonies in a straight row in pairs, eight feet between the pairs. A worker or a young queen flies out from No. 15,
If she
the hives facing east and the numbers running south.
makes any mistake at all, she is more likely to go into No. 13 or
stand.
same
hive
the
other
on
10,
the
No.
into
go
than
to
No. IT
For she has markt the right hand hive, and there's no danger of
her going into the left hand hive, but some danger that she may go
Into the right hand hive of an adjoining pair.
If there were no other advantage in having the hives in pairs
than the one of having bees more easily find their own hives. I
should consider that advantage very far outweighs the disadvantage of the few occasional cases in which a queenless colony may
unite with its neighbor.
.

York's Honey Almanac i.s a neat little 32-page paraphespecially gotten up with a view to create a demand for
honey amon'g-"should-bc consumers. Aside from the Almanac pag-es, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be«a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
sample for
furnish them, postpaid, at these prices
a stamp 25 copies for 40 cents 50 for 60 cents 100 for
$1.00 250 for $2.25 500 for §4.00. For 25 cents extra we
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.

let
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success of bee-keeping' (thus no more honey produced), but
each one, having: acquired a taste for honey, will never
again be found without honey on his table (thus much more
consumed). And they will all saj-, " I see now that you
people earn your money, and that dollars don't roll uphill to
you without effort on your part, as I once believed they did."
Now, I honestly think that this is a fair probability of
results and having' cleared my conscience of what seemed
to me a duty, I submit the foregoing'.
;

J.

H. TiCHENOR.

We

think Mr. Tichenor has advanced several good reasons wh^' farmers should more g'enerally keep bees. His
views will doubtless help to strengthen Rev. E. T. Abbott
in his belief along this line, as he (Mr. A.) has several times
threatened to start a paper to be called " Farm Bee-Keeping." We very much doubt if such a paper would pay, tho
we believe thoroly in the idea that it would be no detriment
to anybody if each farmer would keep about five colonies of
bees at least enough to produce honey for his own home.

—

—

Barrel an Unsatisfactory Honey-Package. A beekeeper and honey-dealer to whom we have sold quite a good
deal of honey in barrels the past few months, wrote us as
follows lately
" A barrel is a very unsatisfactory honey-package for
the man that handles it in the last instance. Nineteen times
out of 20 the barrel must be taken apart to get the honey
out."
:

We

have often wisht that those who put up their honey
buy and handle such honey
for awhile. After they had a little experience with the
stuff leaking out, and a number of pounds soaking' into the
in barrels could be compelled to
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point for other pure-food legislation. It creates the machinery for food inspection, with the intention that the
duties of the inspection officials will be gradually enlarged.
The Bill creates the office of State food commissioner, to
be filled by appointment of the governor. The salary is
$2,500 a year. The commissioner, with the consent of the ,
governor, may appoint two assistant commissioners at a
salary of $1,800 a year each, one of whom must bean expert
in dairy matters, and the other a practical and analytical
chemist. The commissioner is also authorized to appoint
necessary inspectors, not exceeding six in number, the compensation of the inspectors to be $3 a day and expenses. It is
made the duty of the commissioner to enforce laws now existing, or that may hereafter be enacted regarding the production, manufacture and sale of dairy products, or the
adulteration of any article of food. The terms " food " and
" adulteration " are defined, and the sale of articles adulterated within the meaning of the Act is forbidden under
penalty. The Bill al.so makes regulations concerning vinegar, candy, fruits and veg-etables, jellies and jams, extracts and chocolates and cocoas.
In order to give dealers time to prepare for the operation of the Act, the enforcement of penalties under it is
suspended until July 1, 1900.

Our only regret

is

new law

that the

doesn't go into

year later. But it is really
encouraging to feel that we have such a law, and there is
hope that in time we shall be able to make th^ adulteration
road a hard one to travel.
Now, if a food commissioner who has more than a cotton string for a backbone is appointed, there will be just
effect

July

1,

1899, instead of a

cause for hope that in a few years the consuming public
will be reasonably sure of getting just what they pay for in
the line of thing's to eat.

wood — all the loss, of course, to come out of their own pockets — we believe they would be done with putting honey into
barrels or wood of any kind. Tin is the thing for a honeypackage. In some instances a half-cent a pound more can
be secured for honev in

tin.

fir. J. L. Hubbard, whose picture appears on the
page of this issue, until a few years ag^o lived in
Hampshire. He wrote us as follows some time since

first

New

:

My Dk.'VR

Mr. York

—

received the

number

of
the American Bee Journal soon after its publication in
1861, and think I have had every number printed since then.
They have been read and studied with much pleasure, and,
It has ever been a champion of the right and
I hope, profit.
progressive in its ideas. At first it was supposed by some
that the whole subject would soon be gone over, and that
there would then be but little use for a bee-journal, but the
subject seems to have been continually opening in new
directions, and grows more interesting.
Besides teaching new ideas in bee-keeping a bee-journal is very useful to keep one posted in regard to the business in all parts of our country and the world.
In the earlier days of the Bee Journal my name was
sometimes found in the reading and advertising columns,
but of late years I have been doing but little in the beeline, and am now sojourning among the mountains of
:

I

western North Carolina.
The American Bee Journal has not
but, if possible,

grows more

reliable.

prosper.

An

lost

May
J.

Henderson
Illinois

first

vigor by age,
live long and

it

L.

Hubbard.

Co., N. C.

Pure Food

Mr. E. L. C.\rrington, of Florida, desired us to announce that he will not ^ffer queens and bees for sale this
year, as all his bees are dead or dying.
» »

«

"

gun

Two Worlds "

is

name

the

of the $50 prize story be-

Bee-Keeper for April. It was writM. Null. There were 17 contestants for the

in the Progressive

ten by Mrs.

J.

prize.

* # #

*

cream, not skim-milk, and just
keeps cows. We give it for the
the
balance of 1899, and all of 1900, 1901, 1902 and 1903, nearly
five years to every subscriber who accepts the offer on page
254.
This is a short time offer, as we have only a small
number of Farm Journal subscriptions on the terms offered.

The Farm Journal is
paper for the man who
"

JSSRS. F. L,' Murray and F. P. White, of Lafayette
Mr. Murray is the secreCo., Wis., called on us last week.
tary of the Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' AssociaMr. White's bees have wintered very well, but Mr.
tion.
Murray lost quite a number of colonies. The latter has two
hope soon to show pictures of the apiaries of
apiaries.

We

was past at the late session
was introduced by Senator Dunlap

both Mr. White and Mr. Murray.

Bill

of the leg^islature. It
one of the best men in the whole State. From an editorial
in the Chicag'o Record of April 14, we take these paragraphs:

This measure is one of the important ones to be enacted at this session of the legislature. Illinois has been
backward in pure-food legislation. The passage of this
Bill means that a start at least is to be made in the direction of State supervision of food products offered for sale.
Time will show what changes are necessary for the perfection of the law. It was not intended to be very far-reaching in its effect at the outset, but was designed by its
framer. Senator Dunlap, to serve rather as the beginning-

* #

the Progressive Bee-Keeper for
April, has these congratulatory words to offer in reference
to our new department, called "The Afterthought," in
charg'e of that cogitating individual

Somnambulist,

in

" Permit us to congratulate you. Friend York, on your
for all the Journal readers extend to it a
most hearty welcome. But as to unreliable glasses being
strictly appropriate— well, one cannot help seeing a clash
of arnis between that word unreliable and the matter fol-

new department,

'

'

lowing."
"

Sommy

"

They'd make a

and

"

Cogy

fine team.

'

'

"

ought

to

get acquainted.

—
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not included in No. 1 to be fairly well sealed, and not
weigh less than 18 pounds net per case of 24 sections.
"Culls. All cull honey shall be sold in the home
market."
One might ask why cull honey should be inflicted on
the home market if not fit for shipping. The reason given
is a very commendable one
On account of the use that
may be made of them to be cut up into strips to have glucose poured over them. Cull honey is not defined.
One of the hardest things for an outsider to see thru is
that matter of 21 and 22 pounds. If a lot averages 22 pounds
per case, and a 21-pound case is added, then a 23-pound case
must be added to balance it. When it comes to selling out
by the single case to the grocer, each 21-pound case is firstclass, then wh)- would not a whole lot of the same kind
grade just as high ? But it may be that demands of grocers
in the same market may vary.
;

—

:

Consumption

of Stores in Severe

and Mild Winters

In the severe winter of 1894-95, amount of stores consumed
per colony from Nov. 1 to March 1 was 7.5 pounds, and 13.4
during- the same time in the mild winter of 1897-98.

Fruit=Bloom Honey, Mr. Robertson thinks, is a bad
mist with Hg-ht honey. He believes raspberry
is as bad as fruit-bloom, and, altho not very dark, raspberry is about as poor flavored hone)- as there is. Canadian
Bee Journal.
thing- to g-et

—

—

Large Hives for Outdoor Wintering. In an apiary of
80 colonies, 50 in Quinbj- ll-frame hives and 30 in Lang-stroth 10-frame, only one in 25 died the past winter in the
large hives, while one in three died in the Langstroth
hives, Chas. Dadant, in Gleanings.

—

Crimson Clover has for the fourth or fifth winter winMedina Co., Ohio. Mr. Root sowed
some last August in wheat that grew so rank it fell down.
It looks fine this spring, except in some spots bare of wheat.
It is of some consequence to learn in what localities it is,
and is not, worth while for bee-keepers to sow crimson
tered beautif^illy in

clover.

At what Stage Should Honey be Extracted? was a
question discust at the "Meeting of the senate of Canadian
bee-keepers." Mr. Holtermann thought it should be left till
the honey has a glossy, shiny look in the cell. Mr. Robinson thought the longer left on the hive the better, so long
as the weather is warm and dry. Mr. Shaver had had sealed
honey become thinner when left on the hive, perhaps on
account of rainy weather. Canadian Bee Journal.

—

It is

drive them out in time, just as- the one-pound section
drove out the two-pound section. The size preferred is 4x5
xljs, without bee-ways, with a leaning toward something
still narrower.
The" demand is for sections of 12 or 13
ounces. He favors selling honey, not bv weight, but bv

much

easier thing to find fault with a systo evolve a faultless one.

Increase by Nuclei.— Remove or cage the queen.

Ten

daj's later take two frames of brood with adhering bees,
put in an emptj- hive at one side, using a full comb of

honey as a division-board.

Stuff the entrance with green
moss, grass, or leaves, packing it in very tig-ht. so not a bee
can get out. See that at least one good queen-cell is in
each nucleus. In two to five daj-s ^he bees will gnaw a wajout, and not a bee will go back to the old place.
Each
strong colon)- should make four or five good divisions, that
will become good colonies in 40 or SO days.
Enlarge the
entrance when the bees gnaw out. The old queen, if good,
may be freed in the hive on the old stand without fastening
in the nucleus.
\V. W. Somerford, in Gleanings.

—

Parthenogenesis — as

male bees besomewhat diflicult of belief to some people. Stranger things,
however, occur among other classes. The aphis, or common plant-louse, is only to be seen in the perfect winged
form in the fall. After mating, the female lays eggs in
the recesses of plants, these eggs hatching the next spring,
but producing only wingless lice. Without mating, these
in the case of perfect

ing produced from unfertilized eggs

wingless

A Commission Man on Tall Sections.— H. Segelken,
of Hildreth Bros. & Segelken, New York, tells something
of the New York market in Gleanings, and thinks the 4'4X
4X .Sections have had their day. He thinks the tall sections

a very

tem of grading than

— seems a thing

bring forth other wingless females, not hatcht
bor>i alive, and these in their turn bring
forth others, so that they often extend to nine or ten successive generations, until the last brood brings forth males
and females with wings, and from these come the fertilized
eggs in readiness for the following spring.
lice

from eggs, but

•will

the piece, and by the crate. "The demand for honey iii
paper boxes has fallen off somewhat for the past two "seasons, and unglast has been in better demand than heretofore.

Strong Colonies for Results can hardly be repeated too
In the Progressive bee-keeper R. C. Aikin says
" Hold your forces together if you want surplus. Better
take a few bees from each strong colony, and make nuclei,
and ask nothing more of these, but to get in winter stores
and make colonies for winter, and see that the parent colonj'
gets you surplus."

often.

:

'

Doolittle endorses this, but says if little increase is
it is better to make no nuclei, but make strong colonies at once, by using a big funnel and nucleus-box and
going from colony to colony till 7 to 10 pounds of bees are

" Face the Hives South," says Somnambulist, in the
Progressive Bee-Keeper, endorsing Doolittle, "giving them
the advantage of more frequent cleansing flights during a
severe winter, and lengthening not only the season, but the
separate days which constitute the season ;" advising that
the apiarj- be placed where the general lay of the whole
country is to the south, as the southern slopes warm up
sooner and blossoms appear there in advance. That raises
the question whether Somm)-, who always dreams so
brightly, must not have been in an abnormal condition
when penning that. Wouldn't an apiary with a northern
slope get those southern-slope flowers all right ? Or is the
slope to be continuous as far as the bee flies ? As to the
g-eneral question of north or south facing, or facing some
other direction, Cogitator probably has it about right
" whole thing- a matter of climate."
-

needed

obtained, then giving a queen. This keeps
ing, and yet keeps all at work in the supers.

down swarm-

Colorado Grading of Honey.— F. L. Thompson reports
Bee-Keepers' Review the system of grading comb
honey adopted by the Colorado As.sociation, and a very fine
half-tone picture shows six sections of each of the two
in the

The grades are as follows
"No. 1. — Sections to be well filled; honey and comb
white comb not to project beyond wood wood to be well

grades.

:

;

;

cleaned sections to weigh not less than 21 pounds net, per
case of 24 sections but cases in lots must average 22 pounds
net.
(That is, if a few cases in a lot weighed 21 pounds
each, that would not prevent the whole lot'from being first
grade honey, provided the" average of the whole lot was 22
pounds.)
"No. 2. Includes all amber honey, and all white honey
:

;

—

—

Sections Without Separators. W. B. Ranson reports
Gleanings that without separators he secures sections
with onh- 21 in a thousand bulged. His chief dependence
is upon very .strong colonies, with hives carefully leveled.
He encourages earlj- brood-rearing, and, when the colony
swarms, removes the queen and lets the swarm return. In
in

eight or ten da3-s they swarm with the virgin queen. He
removes the old hive and puts the new in its place with perforated zinc at the entrance, running the swarm into the
new hive, and allowing only the best young queen to go in.
On the hive is put an excluder, over this a super of sections, with starters, and on this the super of unfinisht sections from the parent. Then the bees from the old hive are
brusht into the new, the old hive closed with wire-cloth, put
in a comfortable place, and in 24 or 48 hours the bees again
brusht out into the new hive, and the third day the excluder removed from the entrance. That makes a powerful
colony with no danger of swarming again, and work goes
on so strongly in the sections that no separators are needed.

—
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SWEET CLOVER
Root's Golumn

And Several Other Clover

have made arrang-ements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with

WE WANT
at

every reader of this paper to send
once for a sample copy of Gleanings
See some of
IN Bke-Cultuke.
our offers below.

Please'

mention this column when

writing-.

the order:

Bees Doing Nleely.

SH)

Sweet Clcver(melilot)

We

started
Our bees are doing nicely.
last spring with 4 colonies, and increast to
10 several went away. Honey here is prin;

GLEANINGS

cipally gathered from alfalfa, and it is
took 400
nice; heart's-ease is next.
pounds of comb honey, all in one-pound
always leave them some in
sections,
the super; I lookt today and found some
out of food, and gave them more. I love to

We

.

BEE=CULTURE
Clubbing Rates.
For One Dollar— GLEANINGS and your choice
uf the following: papers one 3"ear:

American Agriculturist with Farmer's

Al-

manac.

Okange Judd Farmer

with Farmer's Al-

manac.
N. E.

Farm

Homestead with Farmer's Almanac.
Jot-knal.

PoULTK^-lVKEPEH.

For One Dollar and Ten Cents— GLEANINGS
and your choice of t he _ follow in gr papers
one

3'ear:

Practical Farmer,

Prairie Farmer,

Michigan Farmer,

Ohio Farmer.

For One Dollar and Twenty-Five Cts.— GLEANINGS and Rural New-Yorker one year.

ForOneDollarand Thirty Cents— GLEANINGS
and National Stockman and Farmer
one vear.

For One Dollar and Fifty Cents— GLEANINGS
and Cosmopolitan or McCll're's Magazine one year.

GLEANINGS one
ian Queen, for

year, and one untested

We

Ital-

only.
beg-in mailing- these Queens in June, and orders are
filled in rotation, so the sooner your order
comes, the earlier yon will «ret the Queen.
Sl.tX)

We

Mrs. M.

work with them.

Jewell Co., Kan., April

J.

Bevington.

PUNCH

"

ijMVi—a*^"^

.XS^^

are having a very cool, backward
spring, the thermometer registering 31 degrees yesterday morning. The fruit-crop
in this section will be a total failure, and
box-hive bee-keepers will lose very heavily.
Last June and July the honey-flow was
good, and they (the box-hive men) robbed
about July 30; the fall was very wet, so
that no honey was gathered after July, and
their bees are now destitute of stores, and
unless the weather changes right away to
warm and fair, the loss will be heavy.
This spring is the fourth cool and backward one. I wonder if it will never change.
The June and July flow, lasting from 40 to
60 days, rarely ever fails, and the man
whose bees are in good condition the first
of June is reasonably sure of a crop every
J- M. Cutts.
year.
Montgomery Co., Ala., April 10.

Hard Winter on

if

you don't want any of these

ClubbiniT Offers, send us 50 cents for
ings the remainder of the year.

Glean-

MEDINA, OHIO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

BY STEAM-^'th

t!,«

INCUBATOR

Tliou3»nd3 in successful of>«rat
lsl'clas§ batcber madt

Lowest priced

tiEO.

II.

8TAHIm

IMtol'-i'.: K. 6lh St.. Uiilncy.

44A26t

111.

Please mentioa the Bee Journal.

BEE-KEEPERS- SUPPLIES,
An
*rU PARF
nUL CATALOG
Instructions to Beifintiers, &Cm free.
I

JOHN NEBEL & SON,

High Hill, Missouri.

5Atf

Please mention Bee journal

when

writing,

ORWDMiN
Of evea a Utcle
child can make au entire

success of the pOUlltT bu3Inesa when thev use tue

MASCOITE
INCUBATORS'iO BROODERS
They

are so simple

and

perf'^ct

that one caooot fall with theco.
hatcli erery fertile egg.
Sold under a positive gTiaranti^e,
illustrated catalogue

Buchanan

Co., Iowa, April

1.5.

Bees.

saw

on sorghum-making. I had an experience
I
last fall which was very dear to me.
raised quite a quantity of cane last summer, and in the fall as is the custom in
this country, and I suppose in all other
countries where they raise the "stuff"
I undertook to make the molasses, just at a
season when there was no bloom for the
bees to work on rather earlier than com-

Mascotte Incubator & Lumber Co., Box

TWO WAGONS AT ONE

came

Farmer
The Midland
SEMI-MONTHLY
.

The representative modern Farm Paper of the
Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Page
departments to every branch of Farming' and
Stock-Ralsing. Plain and Practical— Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neighbors (for
free samples), and we will enter your name for 1
year. (If you have not received your mone^-'s
worth at end of year, we will, upon request, continue the paper u\ you free of cost another \-ear).

W. M. BARNUM,
Waiuwrig-ht
7Dtf

Buildiiiif,
I*le.-ise

We

I

1

a mess.
I

kept on this

way

a day or so, until the

mention the Bee J<"mrnal.

OO. « to H In. SI; Vi to IS in. $2.50.
00. '-Jit. $10 prepaid. 100. 4to6t't.
arifties. $15. 4ochoiee Fruit trees, iO

began to grind out the juice, and such
Instead of
another time you never saw
grinding " cane,'' as it is called, we were

my

Publisher,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

EVERGREENS

into

It did not stop here. When
we began to boil the juice we began to boil
you never saw such
the bees, and oh,

PRICE.

a matter of great couvenieuce and a savlabor for a farmer to have a low, handy
wag-on. They save more than half the labor of
loadiu^r in hauliug- manure, hay, grain, cornfodder, wood, stones, etc.
The man w^ho already has a wajron ma.v have one of these low
handy wag"ons at the small
additional cost for a set of
wheels. These Electric Steel
Wheels, with either direct or
stagg-er spokes, with broadfaced tire, are made to fit any
axle. Yon can convert your
old waggon to a low, handy
wagon in a few moiqents. You
thus virtually have two wagons at one price.
Write to
the Electric Wheel Co., Box
16, Quincy, Illinois, for their
catalog'ue, wliich tnWy explains about these and
their Electric Handy Wag-ons, Electric Feed
Cookers, etc.

—

just before the wild aster

Ohio.

•writing.

It is
ing- of

—

mon,

U « Bedford.

Please mention Bee Journal -when

varieties. $10.

iTrces.

grinding bees.

TUGfl.l.RooiGoiiiDany

YORK & CO.

EXCELSIOR

bloom.

LAST OF ALL,

W.

Michifran Street,

FKEE

a solicitation last fall in the Bee
Journal asking someone to give experience

GLEANINGS

GEORGE
118

Bees.

has been a hard winter on bees in this
part of Iowa. Almost all died that were
left on the summer stands without protection.
I put 150 colonies into the cellar last
they were
fall, and took them out April 11
all alive, tho some of them were weak and
the hives spotted badly.
It

Sorghum-Making and

C

if

They

I

only 51.75.
Syracuse,

25 cents to your order, for cartage,
freight.
solicited.

We

dote for bee-poison, to try spirits of turpenScrape off the sting and apply the
tine.
turpentine at once, and no itching or swellH. M. Jameson.
ing will be the result.
Riverside Co., Calif., April 11.

KS. ^- Y., Mechanic Falls, Maine, Medina,
: _Z or
Des Moines, Iowa, so the freight will
be low.
one year, and Mantel Clock,
Can ship clocks from Clevel>Oth for S4.50.
land or New York City.

SOHs
$4.00
5.75
S.OO
5.00
3.50

Your orders are

(

Turpentine for Stings, Etc.

Repairing--

Add

2Sft
$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

wanted by

Spring-.

Rain or no rain, my bees are piling in
honey from orange-bloom, which has been
on about two weeks, and will last a week or
10 days yet. Then alfalfa will begin to
bloom (there being hundreds of acres along
the Riverside canal.) Of course I do not
expect to get any orange honey, for the
hives were nearly empty to start with, but
the bees will store for themselves some of
the best honey the world produces.
Tell those who are anxious tor an anti-

GLEANINGS one year, and No. 1
Oultii. l*rice of this combination
ZZ We can ship these outfits from

10ft
$1.00

HATCH CHICKENS
Very Backward

Charles Blackburn.
dudl^V iBf

60c

Alsike Clover
70c
1.25
1.40
White Clover
80c
1.20
Alfalfa Clover
60c
.90
Crimson Clover
.£oc
Prices subject to market changes.

1.5.

;

^

Seeds.

We

threat

; tT

D. HILL,
3L>r<t

Good Local

Irec^afi's?.

& Fruit
and piiees of 50

Ornamontal

CataloiTii"?

bargain lot^

FREE.
SENTWanted.

Ajffiit".

Dundee,

III.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

:
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THE

G. B.

April

LEWIS

27, 1899.

GO'S

BEE=HIVES
AND SECTIONS

TMs

Branch
LEWIS CO.,
LEWIS CO.,

Main

and Warepooms

Offices

Office:

Watertown, Wisconsin.
AGENCIES

:

E. T.

515 First Ave., N. E., Minneapolis,

Minn.

.\BBOTT,
L. C.

St.

Joseph, Mo.

WOODMAN, Grand Rapids. Mich.
FRED FOULGER A: SO.N'S, Ogden, Utah.
SMITH'S CASH STORE, San

South Alabama Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.

1'*

SILVER

-QUEENS—
Gm CARNIOLAN
ALSO THE

Golden and 3-bauded Italian.
Untested,

5()c

each; tested,

Purity of stock

75c.

and safe arrival guaranteed,

BANKSTON,
I'lease

RocMale, Texas.

mention the Bee Journal.

ALBINO QUEENS
want

UZl^n^r^l

llie ;^entle.st Bees-^If you want the best
honev-^'"atherers vou ever saw try mv Albinos.
Untested Queens in April, $1.00; "Tested. $1.5CI.
9A26t
LlSBON.TEX.
J. D.

—

GIVENS.

YOUR GOAT FADES
your wire fence
vou bought the wronc kind.
IF

If

The Piiffe,
UOVKN «IKKFKN( K(0.,ADIilAN.MKII,
Please mention Bee Journal when "WTiting,

'"iookh like a fish net, " you didn't buy
nrelee vmir puNtshave trivcu away.

PAiJK

TO BUY A

-OFWANTED CARLOAD
BEES
Frames

10-frame Hives and Hoffman
i5Atf

AcknowleilEiiieiit of Competitors.

YOU WANT THE BEST— They Cost No More.
copy of our Catalog and Price List mailed free upon application.

Factories and

C. B,
13Atf

tlie

facilities,

A

G. B.

Customers and

coupled with twentj'-five years of manufacturing experience, enable us to anticipate and
supply every want and need of the bee-keeper, promptly and accurately.

Our unrivaled

G. B.

of Tlionsanils of

is llie VerilicI

B.

WALKER,

Evart, Mich.

EGGS FOR SITTING
Plymouth Rock,

preferred.

Pure=bred
Barred

bees literally besieged the works, worse
than the Spaniards at Santiago. I began
to reconnoiter the apiary, to devise some
plan whereby I could get some advantage
of the bees, it possible, but all to no purpose—they outwitted me.
So the next thing was to devise some plan
to keep them in the hives, it possible. I got
slats (the bottom pieces to Langstroth
frames), and took a small nail and tsckt it
on the mouth or entrance ot the hives, in
the morning, betore the bees were " up,"
leaving, as I thought, space enough for
them to get air, and went to my work
again, thinking I had struck a bonanza.
But along about noon the bees were storming the castle again by making another
charge on the mill. I stood them as long as
I could, which was about 3 o'clock in the
evening. By this time I was getting " hot "
again, and said to myself, " 1 will keep you
in next time."
When I went to the hives in the evening
I found the honey running out ot the hives
in torrents.
I hastily took the strips off,
and found tive ot the best colonies just as
dead and as wilted as it I had held them
over the flre. Sutlice to say, I will never
try it again.
No beekeeper should "monkey" with
cane-raising. I had one queen I had imported from Italy which I examined hastily,
and found it all right, and was truly glad it
was no worse than it was. The bees crowded
in the space I had left, and shut off all the
air, and you would readily know the consequence. I lost 5 out of .50 colonies.
Joseph A. Pierson.
Braxton Co., W. Va., April 3.

Francisco, Cal.

FOR 5ALE.
Fifty

(50)

colonies of

ITALIAN BEES

in

standard Langstroth hives in {^ood condition.
Will sell five (5) colonies, or the lot, at S3.00 per
colony. Also one Given Foundation Press, and
one Cowan Honey-Extractor. For further particulars inquire of

HA

MRS.

t

J,

W- LeROY,

Please mention Bee Journal

Rio, Wis,
writing.

when

QUEENS

Smokers, Sections,
Comb Foundation
tnti

UtEE

CiiUlogu*.

ii)l

Apiiirlnn

Suiijtlics

hrnp. Send for
K. T. 1-LaSA*;aN, BelleTillf, Ufc

Please mention the Bee Journal.

14Aly

EGGS

FROM BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS

— Fine Pluraag-ed
F<iw]s— Farm Raised— 75 cents

Thorobred

MRS. L

per dozen.
llAtf

C. AXTELL.
ROSEVILLE.

ILL,

Please mention Bee Journal whea. vrriting.

THE

A.

I,

ROOT CO'S GOODS Ttf.""-

IncludintJ their discounts for f/oods wanted for
use another season. It will pay y-ou to send me
Cash for Beeswax.
list of g-oods wanted.

M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

UNION Combination Saw—

V

IS Eg(fs for $1.00.

lor

ripping.

cross - cutting,
miiering. rabbeting, groovn g, gaining,
scroll - sawing,
boring, edgei

Superior Rose
$2.00.

Comb

Black Bantum Eggs,

15 for

Bees in Fine Condition, Etc.

Nf) other varieties kept.

Italian-bee keepers

beint,'

men

of ^'ood taste

and sound judj^ment should beep the best and
most profitable kinds of Poultry. Only fresh
epg-s used, carefully packt and sent by express.
Safe delivery yruarameed.
D. S. HEFFRON,

Washington Heights.

III.

Please mention Bee Journal when

UAtf

T^rriting,

Bees wintered well in this locality as far
I know.
I put 04 colonies into the cellar
Nov. 33. and took them out about the first
ot March. I took tiO out alive, and they are

moulding,
beading, etc.
Full line

as

in fine condition at present. I tried outdoor wintering on a small scale, and lost 5

AND
chinery. Send

tor

<

Seneca Falls Mfg. Co..

Foot

Hand-

Power

Ma-

Hlalog A.
It;

Wiittr St.. Senera Falls, K.Y.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.
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THE NEW

RUMELY
THRESHER.
It possesses SO many points of snperi'^rity that every
farmer shouM <k'Miaod its ure vlien he lia- lu^ ciai''
tliifbhed. Comoines all the pointsof tlie opruii mid
\lbrntor principles. It threshes fast enough to gult
Ihethre^herDian. It threshes olcan enough to *»iilt
the rarmer. Catalogue of liumt-lfy Threshlnc: !\lnehluL'ry, LuKliies^Horae I'owers.Sawilills.etc., FKEE.

M.

RUMELY

La Porte, Ind.

CO.,

Please mention Bee Joxirnal

Queens

when

writing.

Untested Italian, $1.00 each;
after Julv 1, 70 cents each;
Tested. Sl.25
3 for 52.00^
each. CitaloiT free. Address

Theodore Bender, CautoUyOhio.
I*lease

mention the Bee Journal.

ID

~o'i'^^

«>

05
a.

I

the up-to-date bee-keeper, all sroods manufactured by The; A. I. Root Co., shipt to me in car

and sold at their prices.
trated, 3t)-pag-e Catah:)ir FREE.

Send

for illus-

GEO. E. HILTON,
FREMONT, Xewayso Co., -MICH.

Address,
IVAlTt

Flease mention Bee Journal

when

wrritins:,

GOOD LANGSTROTH
BROOD-COMBS

500.
ARTHUR
'

For Sale

Address

at 7 cents each.

"STANLEY, Box

4o0,

DIXON, ILL.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

WE

busy— the

are kept very
tion

HAVE
?
If not. you
Sendinitr out CataloLfs never

it.

had

bet-

TROUBLES
we are anxious to place our prices and
g^oods before the bee-keepers of the Northwest.
Most of our stock is

OWN

make, and always

a

card, antl

we

trives satisfaction.
Write us
will send the Cataht>r at nuce.

Standard Lumber Co.
lOAtf

MANKATO, MINN.
when

Please ruention Bee Journal

iDIReCTAlSKSK

aWHOLESALEfg

I

This set me to thinking how I
could help my neighbors, and at the same
time help myself. So I bought a lot of
Alsike clover seed, and got some of my
neighbors to try it. and I tried some of it
myself on some of the wettest land that we
had. This land was too wet for timothy,
and this clover has not failed to produce a
crop. Some years ago we had such a wet
season that some of the land was under
water six weeks, and this was in the summer (May and June), and this clover was
all right when the water was gone, and we
made hay from that land in July.
There is another point that I find that
farmers don't seem to understand very
well, and that is. the fertilization of plants.
There are not enough bumble-bees to fertilize the red clover, while the honey- bee
works on the Alsike clover. It is this working by the bees that makes it yield seed the
first and second crops, and it is those two
crops of seed every year that keeps up a
good stand when we have cold and wet
weather, when apple, plum, raspberry, and
all other fruits are in bloom so the bees
cannot work on the bloom. We generally
don't get much fruit, still there are some
people that think bees are a nuisance, but
they don't think that nice fruit which the
bees have helpt them to get is a nuisance.
My last year's honey crop was about 400
gallons, which I sold long before the new
year arrived. I have over GO colonies that
I am going to run for extracted honey, because I can sell that the best. I am going
into the bees a little heavier in the future,
because I have found some one that is willing to help me a loving wife. (There
ought always to be two to keep bees

''WINNER"

TOP BUGGY
$35.00
Xo

:hlyu''H-iJ. Fully guaranteed,
ne retails for ^CO.
Such a price
quality is only possible under our
plan of business.
sell you direct from our Factory

clover.

"ith

We

At Wholesale Prices.
Pliiietonw, Ituetflef** Spring Wae*
ami Iloud WiipTon*. ourvehicles excel in
fiuuliiy r.-ti.ck^aterial. workmanship, finish an >tyle.
We make every vehicle we
odverlise.
In Sinj^le and Double Harness
iiirric-ii,

(IIIF4

<

1

I
'

everythin^^ynii could ^vish.

An excellent sinprle

llarne*'«anlowa8 $4.H0.

Illustrated cata-

lotnie sent free.
All prices marked in plain
tipures. ^Vriteatonce
Address.

r,«

EDWARD W. WALKER CARRAQE CO.
OOSHEN, INDIANA,

Elchi h St.

Please mention Bee Journal

BEE-KEEPERS
*J,

Let

when

"WTitiiiK.

me send you my 64Catalog for '189').

pag-e

!

A/, <Jc^iiUins,

ll'etumpica, A.ia.

BEE^SUPPLIES.
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Lang'-stnith Hives and everythingf
pertaining' to same.

Muth Jars.Muth Honey Extractor

— in fact everything used by beeSend for our

keepers.

C. H. WZ.
:;i4t,

Ceiur.-il ,\vt..,

Catalog'.

WZEBER,

CINCINNATI, OHIO,

Successor to
CH.iS F.

Muth & Son and

tloiieij

A.

Muth.

and Beeswax Wanted.

I)

The American Bee Journal ought to be
taken by every man and woman that keeps

ISAtf

Please nieiuion the Bee Journal.

bees.

lam

of the opinion that

honey dew

is

pro-

duced by insects in this part of the country.
I haveseen Justasclear stufl' as water
on the leaves of common hedge, and on examination I could find the insects. Last
spring our plum trees were just alive with
insects, and I found my bees working on
the leaves of those trees. The stuff was
color. Later in the summer I found
the bees working on acorns, and on examination I found a grub in each one of them.
This stuff lookt' like pine tar. and was not

dark in

fit

Jacob Wirth.

to eat.

Henry

Co.,

111..

March

31.

These are our stretching days. We yawn
and groan and twist our.»elves with threatening danger to our backbone and the general anatomy! Why' Because spring has
come, and Nature is making startling efforts to loosen our joints into greater
activity, as the buds are pusht out for their
fruitful mission.

us, as

OF OUR

frozen.

CHAS.

F.

MUTH & SON.

I wi<li to aiiu.iuiice to mv friends and patron!>
that I have this day sold to C. H. W. WEBER,
of Cincinnati, my Honey and Bee-Keepers' Supply business, known for the past 38 years as
Chas. F. Muth Sl Son. Mr. Weber will continue to push the Lang-stroth hive and everythintr pertaininy to same; besides, he has secured the ayency for Mr. Root's g-oods, and will
I beg" the customers of
sell them at his prices.
the old house, to whom I wish to extend my
thanks, to continue their patrouag"e with Mr.
Weber, by whom I am sure they will be accorded
fair and honest treatment.

Mks. Annie

Muth

7, IS't'i.

(Widow.)
15Alf

That Tired Feeling!

we always yive our customers.

ter g-et

is

Cincinnati. Ohio. April

result of the satisfac-

you had our Catalog- yet

MAKERS

fpROM

have examined several stalks of Alsike clover, and it looks as
Bees have done nothing
if it were frozen.
so far here (March 28). I saw them work
on soft maple March 14 three or four years
ago. but we generally get good weather for
bees about April 1st. So far we have had
no sign of spring. We had about three
inches of snow yesterday, and the ground
looks as bare as it was in January.
Eight years ago. when I started in beekeeping, the farmers around here always
sowed red clover on lowland, and then they
would claim that they could not raise
the clover

rightly

prepared to furnish everytliing" needed by

lots,

out of 9 colonies, and those 4 that are left
aren't of much account. I prefer cellarwintering, every time.
We have had some awfully cold weather
this winter, and no snow. It is quite likely

—

Ever

Better than
Am

269

writing.

The winter's cold has. in a manner, shriveled us. as all thiugs else with life, and now
the warm sun and balmy air have come to
loosen our joints, to clear the brain, to stir
the blood for the greater activities that
await us from now until the mercury shall
again contract into its little round receptacle at the lower eud of the thermometer,
which has patiently stood outside, thru the
vicissitude of all weather, to remind us of
the frequent and varied changes, from tor-

Don't Rent
ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn

Belt,"

monthly paper, beautifully

a-

handsome

illustrated,

containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt.
209 Adams St., Chicago.

!

'!
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BUY A T WHOLESALE
Travelinv; men's

and save all intermediate profits and expenses,
expenses, atrents' and dealers* cuiimiits^ione,
losses on bad accounts, et<'.

We have no AgeniSm
We sell to you

direct

from our factory
We are the iBrjc-

at wholesale prices.
est manufacturers of rehlcleft and
hurncHM In the world eelllntr to the
eonKuiner exclu-tlvely. You may not

have been acriisti.med

way but

we

Extension-Top CarPrice, complelt, with lamps, fenders, curriage.
tains, storm apron and pole or shafts, $65; asual
retail pnce, |**5.

and puarantee and

to dealintr thia
jUst one trial will convince you

of its advantages.
or jobbers.

No. ai 4— Three-spring

We

«ell.

We

live,

If you care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Pajjer—

Bugpy

Price, full nitkel
a^ |,'or,d
retails for $25.

and

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco,
Street,
-

Elkhart, Indiana.

*^fe!i:r';.^,\^^

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best and
onlv Weekly Sheep Paper ])ublisht in the
Unted States.
If

Wool ^larUets and

Slieep

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first. foremost and all the time.
^
Are yiui intcrt-'^tf d Vg Write to day.

pie copy free.

Market

100— Po«»>le

trimmed, $17;

FREE FOR A MONTH

Pacific Rural Press,

Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,
handsomelj' illustrated, $2.00 per annum. Sara-

330

No
we can reach you.

No.

Harness.

We ship our goods anywhere for ex amiaatfon

Caiifornia
The

fi5

to select from.

styles of harness

matter where you

and

Send for our Iiircc IIIuRtrated Cotuloiruc— FK TE.

wfli-rant ever>'thincr.

leadiuf^ Horticultural

are not dealers
article

make every

170 styles of vehicles

flkhart Carriage and Harness Mfg. Co.

The

—

!

April

1899.

:

rid heat to artic cold, as the seasons

have

come and gone.

Then limber up the binges
and bring yourself into a happy frame of
mind for the work that must be done— work
that if intelligently accomplisht will prove
our physical as well as financial blessing.
" Oh. but I feel sort of rheumaticky these
days — can't spunk up like I used to, you
know," says our elder Uncle Billy. Just
so.
I understand your feelings.
The muscles have become infiltrated with a kind of
poison termed ' uric acid," which, from

want of sufficient exertion to throw it off,
makes the legs and arms and back stiff,
lame and sore. But, say, Uncle Billy, you
don't have to seek far for the best remedy
which a kind Nature provides. Just look
around for those early yellow dandelions
the bees'll take you right to 'em. Dig up a
hatful of the roots and leaves and get
mother to make you a gallon of good
strong tea of them, and take a cupful each
night and morning tor a week or two
drink it hot, mind you — and see where all
those pains and aches have gone to
Why,
you'll feel like cutting the " pigeon wing "
as in days of long ago.
Well, here's to you
Dk. Peiro.
!

'

Cai..

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO,

ILL.

2-frame Nticleus with Untested
Queen, $2.25.
t)5 cents each.
Ready
Have orders bookt now,
when wanted.

Untested Italian Queens,

Lisien

!

May

AND BUY YOUR

TaRe my Advice

and
F. J.

Bee-SuBPiiGs

FINE FOUNDATION AND TONSiOF

IT.

WORKING

Wax

I defy competition in
into Foundation for Cash or Trade a Specialty.
Foundation, nillions of Sections— Polisht on both Sides.
Satisfaction Guar.\nteed on a full line of Supplies, n Send for a Catalog and be your own judge. Wax Wanted at 27 cents cash, or 28 cents in trade,
delivered to me.

AUGUST WEISS,

intf

Hortonville, Wis.

Comb Foundation
Wholesale and Retail.

V\Zorking V\^ax
INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

and a
I

sell

the

full line oi

SUPPLIES.

VERY BEST

at lowest prices and
ship proraptlj-.

Send me your name for 1S99 catalog and prices,
whether you are a large or small
consumer or dealer.

Sections,

Shipping-Cases,
Comb Foundation

Beeswax always wanted
highest price.

We want the name and address of every bee-keeper
We have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinin America. We supply dealers as well as consumers.
erv, 40,000 feet of floor space, and all modern appliances. We make prompt shipment. Write
and EVERYTHING used

in the bee-industry.

INTER=STATE MFG.

for Catalog^s, Quotations, etc.

CO,, Hudson, St. Croix Co.. Wis.

TOOK

25

YEARS to

The OLIVER

THE OLIVER

IS

is

find out that typewriters have
built right-side up, where the

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no Sag

it

because

been built up-side-down.
IS IN SIGHT.

it is

an up-to-date typewriter, not

shows eveky wokd as vou write

Harper

Bros.,

in the

New

York.

McClure's Magazine, New York.
Kevikw of Reviews, New York.
KECCtKD, Chicag"o.

Times-Hek.\ld, Chicago.

Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago.
Morgan &. Wright. Chicago.
U. S.

Government, Washington.

C, M. & St, p. R. R., Chicago.
Chas. Sckibner's Sons, New York.

CosMoronTAN, New York.

Journal, New York.
Trihune. Chicago.
Inter-Ocean, Chicago.
Title A: Trust Co., Chicago.
J.

V.

J. A.

it.

Farwell &

Co.. Chicago.

Youth's Companion, Boston.
Illinois Central R.R., Chicago
and countless other houses of like importance
and character.

Oliver Typewriter Company, ^^^^j-i^-^'sroViLl^"^^"^*'
flease mention Bee Journal when writing.

Brood-Frames,

VAN DEVSEN,

Sole Manufacturer,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.

USE BYn^

+2NiINl

in

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

WORK

POPULAR

Trust, and because

for cash or trade at the

Address,

GUS DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

The Oliver Typewriter.

17D(<t

Obear, Craighead Co., flrk.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

'

Hives, Seetions,

of Bee-

lT.,k...

bees

DITTMER'S

Carloads

IT

g-et

GUNZEL,

15Atf

Weiss

01 fliiou§t

1, IS')").

—

Illinois.
The Northern Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold two sessions of its spring
meeting, one at Mr. John Wagner's, nearBeuna
Vista, Stephenson Co., under the supervision of
the Vice-President: and one at Mr. Oliver Tay-

Harlem. Winnebago Co., in charge of
the President, on Tui-sday, May 16, ISW. Every
one is cordiallv invited.
B. Kennedy, Sec.
New Milford, 111.
lor's, at

Connecticut.— The annual meeting of the Connecticut Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
at the Capitol, at Hartford,

Waterbury, Conn.

May

Mrs. W.

3, ISO*).

E. Riley, Sec.

Colorado.^A .ioint meeting of the Colorado^
State Bee-Keepers' Association and the Denver
Bee-Keepers' Association, will be held in roont
35, second floor of the Capitol Building, in Denver, Wednesday, Maj' 10, at 10 a.m. Amendments of the Constitution and By-Laws, and
other important matters, will be brought up.
Frank Rauchfuss, Sec.
Denver, Colo, (box 378).

—
April
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iJ ste. >li >te

Lyon
b
NEW LONDON,

Page

Mfg. Co.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
se-

Bee^Keepers' Supplies,,M

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

wax

7@

tracted, clover, He; other trrades of white,

"%c; ambers and dark, 6(gi7c. Beeswax, 27c. V Sales are in a small waj'. as the time of .year
is with us which usually sees the close of active
sales. Owin<rtothe inclement weather which
has cutoff the early fruits and vetiretables the
honey market has benefited, so that all of the
white comb is nearly disposed of. There is
quite a quantity of dark and undesirable comb
R, A.

being- offered.

Burnett

A:

Co.

Detroit, April 10.— Fancy white, 12c: No. 1,
lOff'llc; dark and amber, H(«' 9c.
Extracted in
fair demand without change in price. Beeswax,
25('i^2o!4.

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying'

26 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
Now,

ceipt.

Chicago, April 18.— Best grades of white, 13c;
Il(^il2c; li^ht amber, Kirallc;
dark amber and mixt buckwheat, 7(st9c. Exoff in color, etc.,

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswo'od is used.'and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, andlpossession of mills and factorv equipt with best machinerv. all combine to enable

Send

>K >li iteti

AND BEESWAX |

fiON&y

WIS.,

Operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eiyht million feet of lumber, thus
curinfT the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

J

>tt >tt Mi rfi >lt >te

26

cents a pound

CASH

— upon its rewant the money promptly, send us your Beeswax. Impure
any price. Address as follows, very plainly,

if j-ou

not taken at

Decreasintr demand and the attempt to crowd
sales have forced down prices on comb honev.

M. H. Hunt.

New York,
white,

April 19.— Fancy white, 12c: No.l

amber,

l(.l((('llc;

buckwheat, KoTAc.

9c:

Extracted in yood demand at unchang-ed prices.
Beeswax quiet at 27c.
Our market is well cleaned up on comb honey.
There is a fair demand, especially for white.
HiLDRETH Bros. &'Segelken.
San Francisco, April 5.— White comb, 10@

amber, 7'A(^''^c. Extracted, white, 'JM<^
VAc\ light amber, (i}4.@.1c. Beeswax, 26'3f^27,c.
Beyond a small jobbinfsf trade, mainly out of
supplies in second hands, there is nothing' to
record in the way of business. There are only
moderate supplies, and these are mainlv comb.
Values are steady. It is too early to jyet definite
information concerning" coming crop, but it is
not likely to prove larg-e in this State.
1054c;

GEORGE, W. YORK & CO.,

118 MichiQan St., Ghicaao, HI.

fk,ice;s:^of
eiNOHAH

Bingham Perfect Bee-Smokers

BeeSniokw

Boston, April IS.— Fancv white, 13c; No. 1,
lir«12c;
No. 1, HXaillc; light amber, 9c. Extracted, stocks about cleaned up.
Nominal
price for white, Sc; for lig-ht amber, 7c. Beeswax, very light stocks; selling at 27((( 28c.
Naturally the demand for hone^' is gradually

A

Smoke Engine (largest smoker made) 4-in.
Doctor
3H in.

Conqueror

3-in.

J.arte
Plain

2H-in.

2-m.

Wonder (weight

Little

10 ounces)

Honey-Knife

Bingham Smokers have
or Knife, look up
BinyiiHiii

A Helherin^-

tun UncappingKnife.

its

all

...

2-in.

stove.
Btove.
Btove.
stove.
stove.
stove.

Doz. $13.00; each, by
mail, $1.50
''^
Doz.
9.00;
Llo
Dt.>z.

DozDoz.
Doz.
Doz.

"
"
"
"

6.50;
5.00;
4.75;
4.50;

"

1.00
.90
.70
.60

>0
the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
6.1*0;

l.'i

T. F, BINGHAITI, Farwell, miclilgan.

The Best Bargain
IS

BeeI
I
i SuDDlies. I
^'
:^
^
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.
^f^
PouDER's Honey-Jars and everyby bee-keepers. Prompt ^»

thing' used

:^^

•^
r$
^>
^^5

•

Service— low freight

rate.

Catalog-

free.

WALTER
1

S.

POUDER,

512 Mass. Ave.,
N I H A N .\ r-O T,I S, I N' I I A N A
>

.

^^
^'
$;
^.
^^.

THE

BEST GOODS AT FAIR PRICES.
And

that's the secret of our

immense trade

that

has made us

and altho stocks on hand are not

Blake, Scott & Lee.

For Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

We

are ready

Kansas

City, April 6.— Fancy white comb
honev continues in good demand at 13U(ail4c;
choice whilst 125^(a''13c; dark, lOYiiwWAc. Extracted scarce al b%c.
Peycke Bros.

Cleveland, March 9.— Fancv white, 13f5ii4c;
No. 1 white, 12("'13c; A No. 1 amber, 10(a.llc; No.
amber, 9(al0c: buckwheat, 8c.
E.xtracted,
white, 7c; amber, tjc; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.

2

Buffalo, April 21.— Our market is cleaned up^
on fancy comb; more would bring about 12 cts.
There are more or less very poor lots selling at
7(rt'S cents, at which quite a large amount can be
Extra fancy beeswax, 28(" 30c.
sold.

Batterson &

HEADQUARTERS
IN THE WEST

Omaha,

now

for the season of 1S'.''> with an immense stock of
the latest and best in our line. Send for our
1899 catalog and discounts for early orders.

JOSEPH NYSEWANDER,
DES MOINES. IOWA.

WELL MANUFAGTUREDJTOCK- QUICK SHIPMENTS.

April 18.— There

but

Co.

stock
left in dealers' hands now, and realizing that no
further receipts can be expected until another
crop gets into the market, it is held firm at 14c
for fancy white comb. Extracted, 7^c.
is

little

•
Peycke Bros.
Milwaukee, March 2-- Fancy 1-lb. sections,

13(<i'14c;

Address,

lOASt

OUR MOTTO:

less,

large, still the demand is so small that the general feeling is weak and prices are being shaded
in order to work off stocks.

record and pedigree.

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror
years. I was always pleased with Its
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer. 1 write for a circular.
1 do not think the 4-inchSmoke Bngine too larye.
January li", ipy".
Truly,
\V. H. Eagertt, Cuba. Kansas.

OP o" o* o* »• o*

t^5

growing

A

No.

1,

l2<^12J^c;

No.l, ll(al2c; dark

or amber or old, 7(gH0c. Extracted, in barrels or
kegs, white, 7to7}^c; dark, 5^(g'6j^c. Beeswax,
25(aa7c.

Since our last report we have had a very good
market for honey, and the demand has been
very good for all grades, especially for sections
of the best qualit.v, and the demand is good now
and small supply. We encourage shipments of
best comb. Extracted, fair demand.
A. V. Bishop

&

Co.

Seciions. SliiDDino-Gases and

B6e-K66D6rs' Syppii6s
We make

a specialty of makin<,' the very bestlSections on'the market.
The
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledg-ed bv all to be
the best for making- the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS^selected, young and
thrifty timber is used.
'Write' for Illustrated Catalog and Price-Eist FREE.

BASSWOOD

Marshfield flanufacturing Company,
Please mention Bee Journal

when

-writing.

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

Nuclei of Bees For Sale.
We have arranged with a bee-keeper
about 100 miles west of
orders for 3-frame Nuclei of Italian Bees, with Oueens, at
$2.75 each, or in lots of 5 Nuclei, with
Queens, at $2.50 each. Orders can be
filled about May 10 and after.
in

Lee

Co.,

Chicago, to

111.,

fill

GEORGE W. YORK &
lis Micliit'iin Slruel,

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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OrderEarly
There are indicatious that the demand

April

22ii(l

Dadant's Foundation.

Year

Why

does

Bee-KeGpers' Supplies,

satisfaction.

it
has always g-iven better satisfaction than any other.
in 22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compli-

W.

Tlie

Copy

1.

GWe

make

the

when

G. B. Lewis Co
E. Kretchmer
J.

N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal

J.

Nysewander

Inter-State Mfg-.

nanipion Gliatt-Hive

Portland, Oregon.

J.
J.

NebelA Son
W. Fassett
W. Biltenbender

High

Hill,

Mo.

Middlebury, Vt.

L. Gray
Pierce Seed and Produce Co
F. Foulger & Sons

R.H.Schmidt & Co

Knoxville, Iowa.
St. Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo, Colo.

Ogden, Utah.
Shebovgan, Wis.

Hudson, Wis.

Co

The

Classic in Bee-Culture

Price, SI. 25, bj' mail.

A

postal sent us with your name for
a Catalog will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO..

Sheboygan, Wis.
-writing.

and

rien

G.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, ReYised.

SUPPLIES.

Young

sell

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL' KINDS.

with fence and plain sections, and a
full liue of other

when

J.

Red (>ak, Iowa.
Wetumpka, Ala.
St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Des Moines Iowa

E. T. Abbott,
L. C. Woodman

We

dealers handle our Foundation exclusiYelj-

Watertown, Wis.

M. Jenkins

Portland Seed Co
-writing.

New

Please mention Bee Journal

for our Catalog. Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

The following

Address

T. Falconer Mfg. 60.

JAMESTOWN,

Send name

Ameri-

of the

pages) free.

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

ments.

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made.
[20

What more can anvbodv do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS,No SAGQINQ, No

Because

will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

can Bee-Keepek

feS!

We guarantee

it sell

so well?
Because

1899 Catalog- ready Feb.

1899.

:

for

SUPPLIES will be very lar^e this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have larg-e facilities for manufacturing- all
kinds of

And

—

:

;

Beeswax Wanted

Women

chas. DADANT & SON,

at all times.
Please mention Bee Journal

^

when

writing

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

III.

=

YOU to fit Yourselves for
good positions bv taking Shorthand
by Mail. Send $1.60 for Text Book

It will paj-

or 3 cents for catalog
Eclectic Shortliaiiil Collese,

CHICAOO.

04 Oearborn Street,

Headquarters of the Eclectic ^ystem.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
39Aly

«®"IF

—

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
inore

That covers the whole Apicultural Field

Supplies, address

LEAH. I

Higginsville,

JVlr(-T» \JUif

1730

Mo.

S. 13th St..

Omaha, Neb.

404 Broadway, E.

St. Louis.

III.

completely than any other publisht, send SI. 25
to Prof. a'. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for bis

Eastern Bee=Keepers!

Bee-Keepers' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention Bee J ourual

when

writing.

I AEISE
To

say to the readers of

the

Bee Journal

Furnishing bee-keepers with practical appliances to use in producing honey in marketable
shape so they will receive the highest price for it, is our principal business. If you are in the
EAST j-ou will make a great mistake if you send WEST for your Supplies, wait several weeks, and
pay a big freight bill, when you can get them in a fev.- days, at as low a price, and less freight to
pay. Our Catalog will explain. It is Frefe. THINK IT OVER. We carry a large stock and the
quality is of the best. We also own two Apiaries and sell

that

BEES

DOOLITTLE...
lias

concluded

to sell

QUEENS

in their season
durinsf 18'W, at the followinf? prices
1

Unlested Queen

.

Tested Queen .... 1.50
3.50
Tested Queens
tested queen 2.00
select
1
•'
" Queens 4.00
3
Queen,
Select Tested

—

1

previous season's rearinf:r.

S3;

Extra Selected,

for breeding, the very
best, r?.Oil. About a pound of Bees in a 2-frame
Nucleus, with an%- Queen. S2.00 extra.
Circular free, givinsr full particulars regardAddress,
ing- each class of Queens.

_

'

ll.\26t

Q. M.

J.

SEASON.

STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

.$1.00

6 Untested (Jueens.. 4.50
12 Untested Queens 8.00
3

I.

IN

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We

have the best equipt factory in the West.^ Capacity,
one carload a dav: and carry the largest stock and greatest varietv of evervthtng needed in the apiary, assuring
BEST goods .at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.
llhl^trated Cata/OK, 7- JJaf-es, I'ree.
We also manufacture Tanks nf either wood or galvanized
steel, all sizes, any form, for all purpose-^. l>i ice list free.
Address,
E. KRETCHMER, RED OAK, IOWA.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. V.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing

Please mention the Bee Journal iJllVtY^Iri"^

J:^

.^^

->^»:

J^

.i.

i

^

J:^
r«i.ri%i.fwi

QEOROE W. YORK.

Editor.

^<-
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the information of those wishing- to try this plant, that it
should be sown as early in the spring as possible, so that it
may receive the benefit of the spring rains. It is sometimes
sown alone here, and sometimes with grain crops in the
latter case t would sow about 23 or 24 pounds of seed to the
acre, but if sown alone about 18 or 20 pounds is enough.
Where it will produce honey, as a rule, it will be of a superior quality, and while as a rule we regard it as our best
honey-plant, in a rainy climate it cannot be relied upon as a
honey-plant at all, because, like sweet clover and some other
plants, the rain washes the nectar out of the blossoms. But
we believe that any place where it will grow it is one of
the best forage plants known, and it will produce the most
to the acre.
Of all Utah crops, alfalfa (or lucern, as it is called here),
we think, is the "'boss." Good land will produce about
seven tons to the acre, and I know of land where over 200
tons from the acre have been cut since it was first planted,
about 30 years ago. Almost any animal that can be named
will live and thrive on it, either in its green or dry state,
and all stock will eat it in preference to any other hay. I
have just been buying a lot of honey-jars packt in clean
meadow hay from Illinois, which I tried to save by feeding,
but after starving- the horses for 36 hours they would not
touch it. I then mixt lucern with it, and they pickt out
every spear, but left the Illinois grass.
;

WINTERING BEES

IN UT.\H.

a rule, the principal cause of winter loss among the
bees in this part of the country is a lack of ventilation. Our
bee-keepers, in their anxiety to protect their bees from the
cold weather, cover them up and make them so nearly airtight that it causes the bees to sweat. Then the little air
they may have in the hive, when the temperature drops low.
becomes foul, which causes the bees to become so weak that
they cannot leave the cluster to seek their stores, and thus
they hang in the cluster until they starve when the beekeeper opens his hives he finds the frames damp and moldy,
and his bees dead. I could give over a hundred illustrations

As

:

to prove this.

the bees are kept dry. Rememdry. Bees don't often freeze, but
they can be easily smothered, and starve. Thus it would
be preferable to prop up one end of the cover rather than

Packing is all right
ber, they must be kept

them down

to seal
I

if

into

1899.

oil

it,

—

—

;

ever saw them on basswood when in full bloom.
Since reading Prof. Cook's article I am more convinced
of the source of the light honey than before. The dark
honey was all extracted, but what to do with it was the puzBut late in the fall the idea of vinegar crost my dull
zle.
perceptions, and immediately a warm liquid, that was
strong enough to bear up an egg, was made bj' stirring into
warm water honey enough to produce the result. So now I
have about 80 gallons of very strong vinegar, which may be
increast to 100.
One of the most striking objects to arrest my attention
on making- the examination for honey-dew was the difference that existed between the honey in two hives standing
near each other. Supers were put on both at the same time,
but one contained honey-dew almost as black as tar, while
the other contained not a cell of such honey, but the
contents was as clear and light-colored as anj- clover honej'
Query Do individual colonies of an apiary
I ever saw.
have fields to which all the bees of the hive direct their attention, instead of scattering promiscuously over the whole
territory ? This discovery seemed to indicate such as a fact ;
at least it must have been so in this instance.

—

Kankakee

was four times the amount of snow

4,

used on shafting, until the iron has been ground
so as to produce a muddy black, comes the nearest
to describing it of anything I can think of, but scarcely
any of it was in the brood-chambers, for the)' were almost
wholly occupied with brood.
In searching for the cause, I went into the cherry orchard of 1.000 trees, or more the nearest point being not
more than 20 rods from my bees and found all thru the
orchard, on the under side of the leaves, a black insect, or
plant-louse, and the upper side of the leaves was covered
with a sticky subtance, which the bees were vigorously gathThis I thought would account for the very dark
ering.
honey, but there was yet an unsolved problem there was
more light-colored honey than could be accounted for from
basswood and clover, for these sources were nearly a total
On looking over the lawn of some 30 or more acres,
failure.
a large number of box-elders were found, on the under side
of the leaves of which were found a light green aphid
almost transparent, and apparently much larger than those
on the cherry-trees, and the upper side seemed to be more
completely covered with honej'-dew than were the chern,-tree leaves, and the bees were working it as vigorouslj- as I
cating

air-tight.

believe there

Co.,

111.

in

Lake county

the past winter as in the previous one.
of the tall pines in the canyons of the Wasatch
Mountains were covered out of sight there were many
slides with some fatal results, and while a few of our stockmen felt a little blue, the farmers and bee-keepers felt jubilant, as it insured an abundance of water for irrigation, and
Salt Lake Co., Utah.
a good flow of honey.

Salt

May

Many

Planting' Fruit-Trees

and Bushes for Honey.

;

BY

F. A. SXELI,.

opening of plum-tree bloom follows closely upon
THE
rich in both honey and pollen.
that of the cherry, and
is

During

fine

weather the honey-bees fairly swarm

in the

proving that a rich harvest is there in store. The air
is made fragrant for quite a distance by the sweet perfume
During a profusion of plum
floating- in the atmosphere.
bloom no prettier scene can be witnest than to behold these
trees,

Observations on the Subject of Honey-Dew.
BY WM. M. WHITNEY.

COOK,

on page 17, under the
of "Honey-Dew Its Origin and Uses," asks the
readers of the American Bee Journal to observe closely
this honey-dew, and report the result of their observations.
It has been my habit to observe somewhat closely the
production of honey-dew for years, before becoming interested in bees. But I have never known an instance of its
production that has not been the result of insect life. I am
not sufficiently verst in entomology to be able to definitely
classifj' the different species which produce this kind of
honey but from my observation during last summer, I concluded there were in this vicinity at least two classes or
species of aphides at work. To make myself understood
clearly, I will be compelled to give a history of my opera-

PROF.
head

A.

J.

in his article

—

;

tions in this direction.

The

early spring bid fair for a successful season, and
13 I put extracting-supers on several hives, and section-cases on others, but soon the conditions changed to
such a degree that for some time little was done except to
build up strong colonies, which fact I discovered by fre-

on

May

quent examinations. This condition continued thru the
early white clover and the basswood season, and except for
the hope of a supply from sweet clover, our fond anticipations had vanisht but on July 27th, after a respite of ten
days, I made another examination, and, to my surprise, I
found several of the section-cases partly filled, and quite a
number of supers nearly full of honey. The most of it,
however, was the vilest looking stuff one ever saw. Lubri;

their snowy whiteness. The bees secure a fine
harvest from this bloom to encourage and produce broodrearing which at this season is so desirable by all apiarists.
Several plum-trees of the different hard)- varieties
should be grown by every bee-keeper even if the amount of
land at hand consists of only a few town lots. Fruit-trees
make a good and profitable shade. With the planting of
hardy varieties of plums to the number of 25 to 50 trees on
every farm, an increase of honey will be secured by our
bees, and a profitable crop of fruit secured for family use
and to sell. Good cherries as well as plums are in good
demand each season and at good prices. If one will give
the proper attention I doubt if any crop on the farm will
pay as good a return as will an acre or two devoted to cherrj'
and plum culture. The bee-keepers at least should do something in this direction, and may rest assured that a good
reward will follow the effort so wisely made.
Apple-trees, peach and pear trees follow in opening of
early bloom, or that coming before the small fruits. The
apple is here grown to some extent, but not so much as it
should be. A good many farmers have bought of unreliable agents, and also trees grown in milder climates than
we have, and the trees have often proved not true to name,
or tender so they soon die in our colder climate. This has
discouraged a good many, and not near the planting has
been done that would have been had earlier purchases given
trees in

good

results.

have great faith in our climate for apples and much
other fruit, if hardy, reliable trees are grown or planted.
I
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planting- should consist of trees that have proved
in our home or Northern nurseries, buying- only of
those -ivhom we know to be men of honor. With this rule
followed, and good care given, we may grow the delicious
apples instead of sending our money to distant States for
them and paying freight, and the middlemen their profit beWho can estimate the benefit that would result to
sides.
the bee-keeping industry of our country-, and in the better
health and wealth of our people ?
Ill the planting of an apple orchard it should be made a
point to have a succession of fruit for family use from July
1st to the following April, which is easily secured by the
proper selection of a few of each of the varieties to secure
the desired end. Four to six trees of each variety will do
for an ordinary family.
It must at all times be remembered that bees and fruit
go well together, and that while the fruit-bloom is of much
value to the bees and their keeper, the bees are also almost
indispensable to the fruit-grower, and are his best friends,
and aid in securing a good fruit harvest.

The

hardy

Peaches, pears and apricots have been planted here only
on a very small scale the past few years, but the first two
named have given the past three years good crops, the trees
being loaded. Apricots are, so far as I know, too young yet
to bear, so it is not known what the result from these trees
will be.

Gooseberries, currants, raspberries and blackberries
are here grown to some extent, and are of benefit to our
bees. The two latter coming in bloom after the fruit-trees
are out, help to fill the interim between fruit-tree and clover

bloom.

With anything of a favorable spring, with our bees,
well wintered, and the planting of fruit-trees and small
fruits named above, our hives should be crowded with bees,
and some surplus stored when combs are furnisht before the
close of the fruit-blooming period, and on the opening of
clover bloom our bees should be so numerous that each colony would promptly begin work in the supers. As it now
is, only a part of our colonies are strong enough to do this
at that time, and clover bloom may be in ten days or more
before all our bees are storing in the supers.
Fruit-bloom is well known to be an important factor in
the securing of a crop of surplus honey. To secure the desired results bee-keepers must do more planting of honeyproducing trees and bushes, and encourage others to do so.
and they will at the same time reap a double harvest that
of honey and fruit than which no more healthful products
can be named for man's use.
The honey-bees, in visiting blossoms of any kind in
search of honey, carry pollen from blossom to blossom, and
thus fertilize them and add to the fruit or grain .so visited.
This fact has been establisht beyond all doubt. This is of
untold benefit to farmers and fruit-growers.
Carroll Co., III.

—

—

An Explanation

of Foul Brood

BY PROK.

AM

A..

J.

and

Its

—

;

elastic, so that as it lets go the pinhead which draws it forth
from the cell of comb, it flies back. The odor is very pene-

and has been likened to that of old glue. These
microbes seem to work on the tissues, and cause their disOther bacteria are supposed to generate
organization.
poisons which tend to destroy the life of their victims. The
microbes of diphtheria are of this kind. This is why the
substances which are injected to destroy these poisons are
termed antitoxins.
The dead larva or brood, victimized by the foul brood
bacillus, after decay commences loses all semblance of its
former self, and finally dries up and settles to the bottom
rear end of the cell a dry scale, but supposed to have the
germs of the trouble, so that it will ever be a menace until
As is well known, the cell cap sinks, is
it is destroyed.
often perforated, and the dead brood with these signs in
the cappings, the odor, and, best of all, the brown, ropy,
elastic matter in the cell, are the best signs that the fatal
trating,

malady is present.
Every bee-keeper should know these signs, for, unless
he does, he may scatter the combs of dead brood, and so
spread the disease very rapidly thru his apiarj'.
The idea of curing foul brood by use of salicylic acid,
or phenol, is now entirely given up. These substances were
never satisfactory, as they were very uncertain. Many
careful apiarists secured no good at all by their use. To
put the bees in a new hive on foundation, let them remain
four or five days, gathering from the field or being fed as
circumstances demand, then melting up these as well as
the other combs, after extracting the honey, and living
again on foundation, we entirely eradicate the disease. We
have destroyed all the germs. The one danger is in scattering the honey as we manipulate the bees and combs. We
must know that this honey has the germs of death in it,
and so must be most cautious not to give any chance that
any bees can ever get any of it until it is scalded. We must
scald out the extractor after use.
Mr. McEvoy, of Ontario, says there is no danger of
using the hive again, with no pains to scald it out. As he
has had a very wide experience, treating thousands of colonies, he is certainlj' good authority.

Cure.

b)-

and

They are one-celled plants, and so are of the vegetable
world. Some are spherical, others rod-shaped, and still
others are spiral. They are classified from these three
characteristic forms. The matter of form, however, is not
so important really as their physiology or the work they do.
As the rod form may merge into the spiral, the microbes
reproduce in two ways. They maj- simply divide one becoming two or more or spores, or minute germs may develop, and burst forth and develop into the specific microbes
Xot all microbes are harmlike that which produced them.
Some are helpful in removing dead matter. We now
ful.
know that all decay is the result of microbe growth. We
see, then, that except for these bacteria of decomposition
the earth would soon be clogged by its own dead organisms.
Some microbes work on the roots of legumes, like peas,
beans, etc., cause tubercles or wart-like excrescences, and in
their development breathe in the inert nitrogen of the air
and combine it into available form for plant use. They are
ton.

—

;

thus the cheap, rapid producers of our most valuable or expensive fertilizer nitrogen, in available form for plant
growth.
Other bacteria enter into the development of cream so
as to give flavor to butter, and still others add their gifts in
the processes of cheese-making so that many of the most
valuable cheeses owe their superior excellence either to
products arising from the microbes, or to the microbes
themselves.
The microbe of foul brood belongs to the rod-like forms,
and is one of the forms that develops in living organisms,
and breeds decay. Thus these bacilli kill the org-anism
which they attack, and death is followed with decomposiThe
tion, which is peculiar in color, character and odor.
color is brown, much like that of coffee the consistency' is
stick3', string)', and the thread formed in pulling it out is

Los Angeles

Co., Calif.

COOK.

one of our intelligent bee-keepers to explain
to state whether all microbes are harmI ful. I am glad to
give a brief chapter on these inconspicuous but very significant organisms, from the fact that
I have had numerous inquiries of late on this very subject.
Bacteria or microbes, also spoken of frequently as
germs, are very minute, so minute that were man magnified as we must magnify these Lilliputian organisms to study
them at all, he would appear as large as Mount Washingaskt

foul brood,
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Nailed Sections A Foul Brood
Inspector's Experience.
BY F. BOOMHOWER.
page 154, in " Beedom Boiled Down," it is reported

One-Piece

vs.

ONthat Mr. Doolittle says

in the Progressive Bee-Keeper
that he considers the nailed sections the best, as they
will stand shipping better, and are not so apt to break down.

Now, I have never known any section, whether nailed
or otherwise, to break down in a shipment, I have in the
last 20 years handled and shipt upwards of 75 tons of comb
honey, both by rail and water, and some by rail that went
long distances, and I have never yet had a box to break,
neither have I had a shipping-case to break, and I make the
cases very light at that. Our cases hold 24 sections, and
are made of basswood, weighing only 2)< pounds. I think
it a waste of lumber and a useless expense to make boxes
and crates of such heavy material. The ends of our cases
are scant l-i inch thick, and generally the bottom and top
are 3/16.
To nail sections is like going back to the old scythe and
snath to cut grass. I would like to see Mr. Doolittle sit
down with a job of 30,000 or 40,000 sections to nail. A dovetailed section can be put together before Doolittle or any
one else can pick up and drive one nail. And if the dovetailed joint is glued which we always do a dovetailed sec-

—

—

:
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tion is strong^er, and will stand more banging' than any
nailed section I ever saw, and I used to nail a good many.
I have seen a case of honey drop over 10 feet to the ground,
of
vyith dovetailed sections, but not a box was broken
;

course the honey was masht.

A LAUGHABLE EXPERIENCE IN FOUL BKOOD INSPECTION.
I would like to relate a laughable experience that I had
last fall while I was inspecting bees for foul brood.
I was notified one day to examine some bees about 10
miles from home. After some inquiries, and traveling over
a very crooked road, opening at least a half-dozen pairs of
bars, I found the place, and walkt up to the door. I rapt
gently, and a large, portly woman with sandj' hair and an
extremely large mouth responded to
rap. I lifted

my

my

gentlemanly a way as possible bade her good
afternoon. I askt her if her husband, Mr. H., was at home.
Drawing her mouth to one side, the corner of which extended nearlj- to her left ear, and cocking her head to one
side as far as her shoulder would permit, she replied
" Y-e-s, he is over on the hill raking up buckwheat, a
half mile or more away.
IV/iat dew yi'w ivant to see my
husband for ? At this outburst, and the important way
with which she brought it out, I made up mj' mind I had
struck a snag, and it would be policy for me to proceed very
carefully, for I had had some experience before, and something seemed to whisper in my ear, " Look out. old fellow,
there is trouble ahead."
I smilingly and very genteelly replied that I had been
informed that they had some bees that were diseased with
foul brood, and that I had but before I could finish my
answer she strode up to within about two feet of me, and
again cocking her head to one side, and putting' both hands
upon her hips, extending her mouth this time until the corner was so far around as to be invisible, she said
" A-r-e y-e-w the chap what's around burning up foaxe-s
hat,

and

in as

:

—

Mav

me I would arouse the bees in my defense, and drive her
from the field. I bumpt the hive and shook the bees, and
even crusht a few so as to arouse their ire. It was but a
moment before I was master of the field. Her husband
made a dive and shot into an old pigpen with a lot of fighting bees in hot pursuit and, glancing over my shoulder, I
saw a sight I nev.er shall forget, and often in my sleep I
have dreamed about it, upon awakening I have laught out
loud, and my dear wife has often told me that she believed
I had the nightmare, but it was no such thing.
It was only
a vision of a 200-pound, red-haired, sandy-complexioned
woman, with powerful lungs, a calico apron over her head,
stamping and jumping with a few bees twisted up in her
golden locks, with a mop in one hand, trying to get thru an
old woodhouse, and calling to her daughter to come and
;

pull a stinger out of her nose.
I proceeded to examine the rest of the bees in peace, and
when once in awhile I would quickly glance up toward the
house I could see the old woman peeking out of one window,
and the husband and a couple of red-headed girls looking
out of the other.
I found the bees rotten with foul brood, and rotten-

broody combs strewn around the yard from colonies that
had succumbed to the disease long before.
Finally, before I left, the husband came out, and then I
him that he seemed to be a quiet sort of a man, with
considerable sense, and that I did not believe there was a
law in New York State that would compel a man to live
with such a woman as he had. He replied that he had become used to it, and one must not pay attention to all that
told

women
Is

Schoharie Co.. N. Y.

said.

Pollen Fed to Larval Bees

!

teakettle.

" Oh," she said, " if I only had some hot watier," coming back again to where I stood. Oh, I shall never forget
the look that creature gave me, as then she bolted around
the house out of sight, and at once began yelling to her
husband to come to the house quick, for the man was there
to burn up the bees.
Oh, what a pair of lungs that woman
did have. I thought to myself, when I heard that voice, if
every one had such lungs we would not have any use for
short-distance telephones. She made the hills and valleys
ring, and as it echoed back and forth it reminded me of the
old, long tin-horn that my grandmother use to blow to call
the men together in anti-rent times, when the sheriff was
coming. If all women had such a voice the tin peddlers

would have no traffic in dinner-horns. I thought about A.
I. Root, where he tells of getting his second wind while riding his wheel if he only had half of the wind that woman
had, he would not have to wait until he got his second wind.
After giving vent to those lungs, she rusht back to
where I was standing, and if ever a man got a dressing
down it was myself. Vainly I tried to reason and explain
to the woman, but it was of no avail her tongue was loose
at both ends and hung on a double swivel with ball-bearings, well oiled, and it would have to be an expert at shorthand to have kept track with one-half of what she said.
Finally her husband appeared around the comer, and
after introducing myself and explaining to him the object
of my visit the best I could under the circumstances, we
proceeded to examine the bees, after he had partly quieted
her down and told her to shut up, and not to make a fool of
;

—

herself.
I got a hive open, and to my great joj- I found that they
were about the crossest bees I had ever come in contact
with, as she stood there with an old mopstick, flourishing it
at me. I had fully made up my mind if she made a charge

?- -If SO, in

What

Form?

b-e-e-s?"

Cautiously and carefully taking a step or two backward,
sh'ly glancing my eye over my shoulder to measure the
distance to where my horse stood, in case of emergency, I
replied that I had come to examine their bees, and if they
were badly diseased, and no hope of saving them, I was
there to see that they were properly taken care of. Again
she came up toward me, and lifting' that long arm with indignation and scorn written on her face, with her front
finger she pointed towards the lane whence I had come, and
roared out
"N-o-w y-e-w g-e-t
If you don't I'l-l scald your ej'es
with hot water !" At this she made a dive for the kitchen,
but as good luck would have it the fire was out, and I could
hear her upbraiding one of her girls for being so shiftless
as to let the fire go out, and not a drop of hot water in the
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BY

LETTER

G. M.

DOOLITTLE.

me

in which I find the following
larval bees, at any stage of their existence as
larva;, eat pollen, or is their food of some other material ?
I see it is claimed by some that the young bee in the
larval state does not eat pollen, but its food consists of a
purely animal secretion. Please tell us thru the columns of
the American Bee Journal what j'ou think regarding this."

A "Do

lies

before

:

I am not informed in these matters to an extent sufficient to be considered an authority on this subject, therefore I am very glad to know that my " think " is what is
wanted of me, rather than what I knoiv. However, I am
glad this question has been brought up, for it will be one of
interest to most of us, and it will be a good time during the
summer months to interrogate the nurse-bees, and perhaps
while they are liberallj' feeding the larva? they will tell us
just what it is they are feeding then.
From many careful observations during the past, regarding the food of larval bees, I have been led to believe
that such food is composed of about two parts honey or
saccharine matter, four parts pollen or flour (where the latter is used in early spring as a substitute for the former),
and one part water, the whole being taken into the stomach
of the nurse-bee and formed into chyme, after which it is
given to the larval bees in the cream-like form we see it
surrounding the larva; in the cells.
Right here I wish to digress a little and give some other
observations as bearing on the eating of pollen by the old
or hatcht bees. The older readers of the American Bee
Journal will remember that some ten or more years ago I
told how I starved some colonies entirely, and others partially so, trying to make them eat pollen in the fall, and at
other times when there was no brood in the hive and that,
so far as I could see, not a cell of pollen was toucht. At
another time some of the colonies had to be fed, when I
again tried an experiment which I had formerly tried several times, which was to see if the bees in hives which had
scarcely a cell of honey in them, but plenty of brood in all
stages, would live, if provided with pollen.
:

As

the weather at the time of this latter experiment
so bad that the bees did not fly for several days, it was
with much anxiety that I waited to see what would be the
outcome of the matter after the honey was gone. The first
thing noted was that, as soon as the few cells of honey were
gone, the larva; was scrimpt for food, and the eggs removed
from the cells, or more probably eaten by the bees, while a
little later there was a general eating of the larva;.
A day
or two later the sealed lirood was taken from the cells and
suckt dr)', while the harder parts were scattered about the
entrance and bottom-board of the hive. At this time I no-

was

:
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ticed the bees putting- their tongues tog-ether as they do
when bees feed the queen, this thing- being continued till
nearly all the pollen -was used up, -which lasted for several

days,

when

it

came good weather again, so new

supplies

were gathered.

From these observations I formed the opinion that old
bees partake of pollen only in the form of chyme, and that
this chyme is prepared onlj' when there is, or has been,
brood lately in the hive. I have thus wandered to show
that pollen can become a factor in our problem of wintering of bees, only in connection with brood-rearing, and
that, where no brood-rearing is carried on, pollen can have
nothing to do with the so-called disease bee-diarrhea and
the result of the past winter, during which many colonies
have had the diarrhea, onlj' add strength to former opin-

—

But to return.
That the larval bee subsists -wholly on
creamy food, I think no one will deny and

;

ions.

;

chyme, or
from m3- ob-

this
if

am correct, the larg-est element in this food is
the larva absorbs this food the grosser part of
the pollen forms itself into the yellow streak seen in the
larva; when taken out of the comb, but most plainly in the
drone-larv;e, which streak is finally enclosed by the intestines of the newlv-hatcht bee, and evacuated on its first
servations

I

As

pollen.

I had time it might be interesting to digress here
again, and tell how I have found, by experimenting, that
ewly-hatcht bees which have not had a cleansing flight
are practically worthless to ship with queens long distances,
and that I always avoid, as far as may be, catching such
bees when sending queens to Australia and other distant
countries, because they are liable to daub the queen and
cages with their excrement, or die from over-distended
abdomens but I will not take the time here. To show that
I am not alone in the belief that larval bees eat pollen, I
wish to give the testimony of others who incline to a like
;

belief

Root says
"It is supposed that this larval food
nursing
is pollen and honey, partially digested bj' the
bees."
Bees of this age, ot a little older, supply the royal
jelly for the queen-cells, which is the same. I think, as the
I.

:

'

food given to very small larvae. Just before the larva? of
the worker bees and drones are sealed up, they are fed on a
coarser and less perfectly digested mixture of honey and
pollen."
" The food is composed of pollen, for,
Prof. Cook says
as I have repeatedly proved, without pollen no brood will be
reared."
" How this food is prepared is mere conQuinby says
jecture. The supposition is, that it is chiefly composed of
pollen this is strongly indicated by the quantity which
accumulates in colonies that lose their queens and rear no
brood."
" Everj' bee-keeper ought to know that
Gallup says
bees do not feed pollen directly to their young, but it is
elaborated in the stomach of the bee into chyme to feed the
young on."
•'
Kirby says
With this pollen, after it has undergone
a conversion into a sort of whitish jelly by being received
into the bees stomach where it is probably mixt with honey
and regurgitated, the young brood, immediately upon their
exclusion, and until their change into nymphs, are diligently fed by other bees, which anxiously attend upon them,
and several times a day afford a fresh supph'."
Neighbour saj-s
"A portion of this pollen is taken at
once by the nursing bees, which are supposed to subject it
to some change before ofi^ering it to the larva;."
" The larva? are immediately fed by
Gundelach saj's
the worker-bees, with a pellucid jelly prepared in their
chyle stomachs by the digestion of honey and pollen mixt
with water."
In the above I have told what I think in the matter, and
given the "think "of several others, who very nearly, if
and I should be very much
not quite, agree with me
pleased to hear from anj- who do not agree. Let us all try
to see if we cannot arrive as nearly at the truth in this matter as possible during the coming season's work with the
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
bees.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

'

The 15th annual meeting of the Wisconsin State BeeKeepers" Association was called to order by Pres.-F. Wilcox,
Feb. 9, 1899, in the Lieutenant Governor's office at Madison.
The secretary's and treasurer's reports were read and
approved.
H. Lathrop, as committee to secure freight rates on
bees in less than car-lots, reported that after several efforts
no rates could be secured. Mr. Johnson spoke of taking a
sample hive to the general express office in Chicago, and
getting a special rate to ship bees by express as cheap as
by freight.

The members then
berg-er, of

flight.
If

A.

Report of Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Convention.

'

;

Langstroth on the Honey=Bee, revised by the Dadants,
a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound elegantly.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
arise about bees. We mail it for SI. 25, or club it with the
Bee Journal for a j'ear both for only S2.00.
is

—

listened to a paper

by John Trim-

Clark Co., on

What

to Do with Unfinistit Sections.

of introduction, and to emphasize what comes
after, I will say that I have been in the bee-business 20
years. For five years I kept bees for pleasure and experimental purposes in all kinds of hives then known. In 1884I had the good fortune to chang-e to the 8-frame GrimmLangstroth hive and the Heddon super and have in use
nothing else to-day except three of the New Champion

By way

;

chaff-hives. Last and most important
but the 7-to-the-foot open-top section.

I

have used nothing

Your worthy secretary struck me right when he wanted
a short paper on the above topic by a practical bee-keeper.
I accepted because I hold myself to be immensely practical.
For instance, I have never been fooled with reversible
frames. Neither did I ever fool with no-bee-entrance or
plain or tall sections, or fence separators nor have I been
fool enough to break up or smash unfinisht sections.
;

There was a time when bee-keepers almost unanimously
advised to save unfinisht sections for next year's crop, as
they were worth their weig-ht in gold. That was good.

Then came

a time,

and

is

it

on

yet,

when

too

many

bee-

keepers advocated and still hold to the absurbity of extracting the honey from unfinisht sections; cut out the comb
and break up the section lest you should be tempted to use
them next season and spoil the whole comb-honey business.
Only the loquacious paid writer
That was and is very bad
or the manufacturers of sections and comb foundation could
advise such a detrimental course.
You are already aware that I do not hold drawn or partially-drawn comb responsible for the occasional appearance of sour or watery comb honey. I will presently endeavor to show how and when such are apt to occur. Let
us create an occasion and a condition. Here is a strong
colony of bees June 24, with one surplus super on. Honey
We go thru the bee-yard to see where
is coming in fast.
surplus room is needed. We come to this colony and notice
with regret that we are a week late. The super was put on
with an inch starter of extra thin comb foundation. Now
finit is full of comb honey, one-fourth of which is capt
isht ready to take off. We are prest with work. The super
Next day
is lifted aiid an empty one added underneath.
this colony swarms, and it swarms again and again but
the hive is left standing uudistui-bed until we come around
again on July 24. Ten to one, the honey is watery. It has
an ashen-gray, bluish lead color with death perspiration
standing in relief. For the same reason such comb honey
will hardly ever be found after the swarming season is over
and the bees have permanently settled. Such honey is
put on the strongest and liveliest colony in the yard, or
carried into the honey-room and set two or more feet above
the floor, where a ternperature of 90 degrees, Fahr., is maintained, artificially if necessary, and by letting the sunshine
In a week or two it will
in full blast whenever it wants to.
be fair honey in the comb. I know of instances when it
was reclaimed or resuscitated to represent fancy white
comb honey.
We handle sections by the super or case. When the
first super is filled, or nearly so, it is taken ofl", the unfinisht
sections taken out, and after being leveled with the uncapping knife, if any be bulging, returned to the colonies for
completion.
!

—

—
;

a
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In the fall, when the grand cong-lomerate sweepstakes
of surplus is carried into the honej'-room, the orthodox temperature as above must be maintained. The finisht sections
are placed six in a compartment of the super where formerly had been seven, making^ 24 to the super. Commencing- well up from the floor, these are tiered with a piece of
lath between ever)' other one to give free circulation of air.
The utitinisht sections are assorted and piled up the same
way. Tho,se that are well filled and capt one-half and better, to the point from which they go as finisht combs, are
packt in regular shipping-cases, to-wit
Three sections
long, six wide, two tiers high, 36 sections in all, and sold
cheap at 8 cents a pound close at home. Two cases pay our
road tax one is given gratis to this neighbor, one to the
other. The minister gets one free of charge, sure. All go
like hot-cakes.
For two seasons I have used the Taylor handy (socalled) comb-leveler.
To use it the honey must be extracted
and the combs lickt clean by the bees. Light your lamp.
Put water in the trough around the melter. Wait half an
hour till all is hot enough to start in. Place your comb on
the leveler and wig-wag it. When melted down to the prescribed limit, lift ofl:". With a case-knife scrape off propolis
and wax quickly lest it might ignite. With a tiny penknife
open the sealed air, as air can be readily artificially sealed
in this manner. I have purposely and repeatedly left such
sealed air-cells untoucht, and put on the hives the following
season when the bees left them the same and I might have
done a splendid business had air more weight. Beware lest
a despairing sigh escape you blow the moat dry, extinguish
your lamp, etc., only to start fresh again.
All this is obsolete with me now. I do it no more. My
first step in fixing the remainder of the unfinisht comb is
by taking three unfinisht sections and the Bingham uncapping knife to the near-by village barber who hones it (the
knife) to a razor edge. I now resolutely walk into the
honey-room with the devout determination of doing a good
chop. The aforesaid temperature is somewhat lowered to
be more comfortable. A frame made of lath, unplaned and
unpolisht (because it so holds the sections better) is laid on
the table. It holds six sections. The left hand picks up a
section, and with the aforesaid knife is made one great cutting sweep to the left and one to the right and one side is
uncapt and the comb cut down low so that when the other
side has received a similar treatment it is about an inch
thick.
Sections go into the frame, the frames into the extractor, the honey into my ripening and clarifying tank.
Here is where the 7-to-the-foot open-top section scores a big
point. You can cut the comb down easilj-.
All the unfinisht sections, whether or not they contain
honey, are leveled. The tops of the cells that are propolized, even when low enough already, are shaved off. Propolized foundation is cut out entirely.
The honey being all
extracted from the sections, they are set out for the bees to
lick clean and dry, so they can be stored away until the
next season sees them on the hives again, to be filled by the
bees and capt snow-white, to be shipt to market as fancy
:

;

;

;

white comb honey.

John Trimberger.

A lengthy discussion followed, especially upon evaporating honey not ripened as it comes from the unfinisht
sections, and at times in extracting.
QUES. Is all unsealed honey unripe honey ?
Several replied no, especially that gathered in very dry
weather, and often the fall-gathered also that each beekeeper should know at sight any honey that is ripened, and
never take from the hive before such quality is secured.
A recess was taken to pay the annual dues, which was
responded to by a large number, representing 14 counties in
Wisconsin in attendance, and delegates from two other

—

;

States.

Next was a paper by H. Lathrop, on
Producing

Comb Honey Without

Increase.

your bee-cellar is not sweet, sprinkle a good coat of
fresh lime on the floor. If the trouble is simply dampness,
six or eight inches of dry oats-straw scattered on the floor
will do much toward helping the matter. I have a bee-cellar
that has a very moist, porous bottom by using the straw as
described, it has wintered very successfully for a number of
If

;

years.

A certain bee-keeper has a chance to rent 35 colonies of
bees from a farmer for next season. He wishes to run
them for comb honey and take no increase he will keep
them where thej' now are on the owner's premises and barg-ain to leave the original number at the close of the season.
How can he manage ? There are several ways of procedure
;

May

4,

1899.

I will mention two, either of which will
in such cases
work. I should visit the apiary in the spring often enough
to see that each colonj-, if possible, was gotten in shape for
the honey harvest, by feeding any that needed it, by equalizing and by seeing that each colony was provided with a
queen that could attend to her proper duties.
Now when the honey harvest begins, provide all with
supers that are in shape to work in them. Very likelj' some
of the colonies will not swarm at all if given surplus room
at the proper time, but you will have some one on the
ground often enough to attend to the swarming question in
the way that I shall point out. When you find a colony preparing to swarm by having queen-cells well underway, take
a sharp knife and cut out and remove about two-thirds of
the brood, including all that has queen-cells started on it.
The bees will go to work and build down the combs again,
and swarming will be .stopt, very likely, for the season,
especially if they are well at work in the. sections. The
brood thus removed can be placed over weak colonies, if
there are any, in almost any kind of box, and allowed to
hatch and build up the colony, or you can take it home and
feed it to the chickens, and put what they leave into the
wax-kettle, so that nothing will be wasted. In this way
you may take a good crop of honey and have no increase of
;

colonies.

This may look like a rough and wasteful way, but it
answers the question, and it will work. At the close of the
season the bees are all right, and have their combs rebuilt,
so what harm has been done by cutting out the brood ? Of

—

course such work is not recommended for novices it requires one who has a practical knowledge of bee-keeping
but even if practiced by a novice it \yould often result in far
better returns for the labor expended than what is gained
by the old method of letting the bees swarm and swarm,
furnishing hives to put the new swarms in, the result
lot of weak colonies to die during the winter or coming
spring, and no surplus honey, unless the season happens to
be an extraordinarily good one.
The other plan, which I will briefly outline, requires
more fixtures, but as I said of the first, it will work if properly carried out. Make some cheap shallow cases of common fencing, same width and length as the hive, put sticks
in the top to correspond with the top-bars of the broodframes. When a colony swarms remove the hive to one
hive
side with the entrance turned in the opposite direction
the swarm in the shallow case on the old stand reduce the
old hive as much as possible, by getting all field-bees into
the temporary brood-chamber.
After a few days when they have gotten well started in
building combs, you can give them the supers that were on
the present hive, or you can do so at once by using a queen;

—

;

:

excluding honey-board.
After the first day turn the old hive around and allow
it to remain beside the other with the entrance the same
way. On or before the seventh day you can weaken the old
colony to prevent further swarming, by .shaking oft' the
young hatching bees from the combs and letting them run
into the other, which is to be made the working colony. The
temporary brood-chamber being small, the queen will occupy nearly the whole space with brood so that you will get
nearly all the surplus honey in the sections. After the
honey season has closed, all supers have been removed, and
you wish to leave the original colonies as you found them,
iplace the old hive back on the original stand, and on top of
leave it there until
it place the temporary brood-chamber
brood-rearing ceases," and all brood is hatcht. then place a
bee-escape under it, and when clear of bees take it away. It
will be seen that when these two colonies are placed the
one on top of the other, that there is a queen in each one
can be removed by the bee-keeper if he desires, otherwise
the bees will do it. Almost any bee-keeper will know what
to do with these shallow cases containing strips of comb
and a very little honey. They can be saved entirely for the
same purpose another year, or the honey and wax can be
gotten out of them by the agency of heat.
Now, if any of my bee-keeping readers think they can
furnish a better answer to the original question than the
foregoing, I would be glad to have them do so, as I am here
to learn as well as to furnish what information I can relaH. L.^THrop.
tive to the subject of bee-keeping.
;

;

As Aug. Weiss was present, and making over 14,000
pounds per year of his comb foundation, and having samples of foundation and long rolls of sheeted wax with him,
many questions on comb foundation were answered bj' him.
[Continued ne.xt week.]

—
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C C MICLER, Marengo,

111.

(The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail.— Editor.]

alone ? My wish is to have as many good, strong colonies as I can
by the time the honey-flow begins.
Just as
I wish to thank you for the answer to my last letter.
soon as I received the American Bee Journal and found your anhive
upon
swer, it being a warm day, I went out and turned the
the bottom-board, and began to rake out between the frames. The
Then I saw the tail
first thing I saw was Mr. Mouse running out.
of a mouse on the bottom-bar of one of the frames. I pulled him
out; he was dead, and so large that I had a hard time getting him
out. I will look out for mice after this.
4. Will it be well for me to close the entrance of my hives some
III.
I am using S-frame dovetailed hives.
during cold days
'.

Answers.— 1. It may work all right, and it may
somewhat upon whether the colony is strong enough

not. Depends
to work down

into the lower story.

No Bee-Supplies for

Sale.

harm to put them there
combs.
3. With plenty of honey it isn't necessary to feed.
entrance
4, It would be a good deal of trouble to change the
daily to suit the weather, but it may be well to contract the entrance till warm weather comes.
3.

No matter how

right away,

Could you spare me
are they, and what is your price

a couple of queens

?

If so.

what kind

Wisconsin.

?

Answer. — I don't keep anything
(or sale.

now

in the line of

bee-supplies

"»•».

and

soon. It will do no
will be the better for the

Albino Bees— Danzenbalier Hives.

Colony Destroying Eggs.

Will albino bees give as good results as Italians
Is the Danzenbaker hive a good one for the beginner

1.

'.

3.

?

Connecticut.

Answers. — 1. Some albinos are better than some Italians, and
Italians are better than some albinos. Taken all in all, beekeepers who work for honey seem to prefer Italians.
For the
2. Depends something on the tastes of the beginner.

some

majority

it is

perhaps not the

best.

Bees Affected with Paralysis.
I have two or three colonies affected with paralysis, and can
find but little advice in
books. What do you think of moving
affected colonies, as fast as discovered, to some place away from
the apiary
How far do you think it necessary to move them

my

'.

;

Alabama.

Answer. — I don't believe it would do any good. If the disease
can be conveyed by having affected bees enter sound colonies,
there would be no surer way to spread it than to move away the
diseased colonies, for that would make the field-bees of the affected
colonies enter the sound ones.

There is one of the most peculiar freaks now being indulged in
by one colony of my bees, and I can't unravel the cause for such
action. The bees destroy all the eggs transferred with combs from
other colonies. It is quite strong with bees, and one of my best

colonies of lb98,having a dipt queen, but commenceJ breeding quite
early this season, and all hatch drone-bees, becoming a droneother colonies
I have taken at different times frames from
layer.
and inserted in the hive; the bees immediately destroy all eggs
that I am unconfess
and even clean out the cells where hatcht. I
Ohio.
able to solve the mystery.

Answer.— I dcn't know. I have noticed that it is a frequent
thing when a colony becomes queenless, or when a frame of eggs is
given to a queenless colony, for most of the eggs to be removed or
when
eaten, but X don't know why. It has also been said that
breeding ceases in the fall, it is the work of the workers rather
betime
some
hatching
of
cessation
is
a
there
for
than the queen,
fore the queen stops laying.
Division-Boards

T Supers, Etc.

hive, 13i„ inches wide, suita1. Is a common, 8 frame dovetail
or would it space
ble for eight frames without a division-board
them too far apart ? Do not a good many use them without
;

Colonies Deserting their Hives.

My
had

bees swarm out and go into other hives, queen and all. I
colonies, and eight of them came out and went with others.
did not rob, nor did they fight. I never saw this before.
were good colonies. Can you give me any insight into this

3.5

They

Some

trouble

Michigan.

?

Answer. — The trouble you mention

not so very rare, but it
is not an easy thing to say why a colony with clean combs, having
plenty of brood and honey, deserts its hive for another. I've some
times thought it was because the old bees had died off rapidly,
leaving more brood in the hive than the bees could cover but as a
matter of fact, I don't know.
is

;

Foul Brood

division-boards?
medium brood founda3. Is it necessary to use any support for
both top
tion in frames like yours, where it is firmly fastened at

and bottom-bars
3

In using

dummies

T

?

tins in the super,

1. I am a young bee-keeper, tho an old man. and ready to acknowledge my ignorance about the business. One of the things I
don't know is, what " foul brood " is. Will you kindly describe it
so that a novice can detect it?
'2.
I would like some good work on bee-culture. Will you please
indicate some work suitable for a novice in the business

^
^
-^u
out at the ends with
Missouri.
^.

fill

.

Answers— 1. Probably not many use dovetail hives without
division-boards, for most of them have self-spacing frames, and it's
rather necessary to have a division-board— more properly a
frames
to get out the first frame. But eight loust-hniiyii,!/
frames will
will work all right, the only difference being that the
some
that
be spaced 11, inches from center to center, a distance
good authorities approve. But I would hardly advise loose-hang-

dummy—

3. Fastening at top and bottom
would stretch and bulge badly

Good Text-Books.

do you

?

will

not do, for the foundation
^

j

hives, and don
3. No, the T supers are shorter than the
anything to fill out the ends.

...

t

j
need

'wmv^m^mF^'"^

>.

Michigan.
Answers, 1. Turn to page 161 of this Journal, and you will
find an admirable reply from Hon. R. L. Taylor — "Foul Brood in
a Nutshell." [Also on page '27.5 of this number you will find Prof
Cook tells something about it. Editor.]
Root's "ABC of Bee-Culture," Dadant's "Revised Langstroth," and Cook's " Manual of the Apiary," are good text-books
on bee-keeping.

—

*-*-*•

Using Hives and
1.

Combs

Left by Dead Colonies.

During the severe cold weather

nies of bees on the
hives under some of

my

my

last winter, four of
colodied.
plan is to put their
strong colonies, then about swarming-time

summer stands

My

move the top hive to a new stand and leave the bottom one on the
old stand, and introduce a queen in the queenless hives. Will my
plan work

'

2.

When

will be the best

3.

There

is

time to put them under ?
considerable honey in the hives of the colonies lost.
after I put them under, or just let them

Wouldiyou advise feeding

No.

1

— PoBTic

Beatitude. — Scridner's Mag. Advertiser.
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farmers spray when the trees are in bloom, and thus destroy

many bees, which is certainly wrong."
Remarks :— There is probably no law

on the subject in
of the States, and yet there should be. No thou.<,'htful person, even tho he has no bees of his own, would be
willing to injure those of his neighbors but some people
are not as careful as they should be.
The time to spray is, first, before the buds expand, and,
second, after the bloom has fallen off. Subsequent sprayings may be necessary, according to the judgment of the
orchardist, but there is no need to spray while the trees are
in blossom.
The bees are among the "best friends of the
fruit-g-rower, carrying pollen from one flower to another.
and from one tree to another, and any one who raises fruit
of any kind— will find it to his advantage to keep bees,
even without taking the honey into account.

some

;

—

It would be a splendid thing for both fruit-grower and
bee-keeper if all the farm papers would stand with the able
National Stockman and Farmer in this matter. Of course
it takes time to educate the public, but it can be done if
persisted in by those who know the facts and can spread
them among the people.

—

Advertising Bees and Queens. Owing to the quite
severe and general loss of bees the past winter, there will
In view of
likely be a good demand for bees and queens.
this, we would suggest that those who will have any for
sale cannot do a better thing than to offer them thru an
advertisement in the American Bee Journal. Our rates are
very low, considering the quality and quantity of our
weekly circulation. Send for rates on advertising if you
are interested in the suggestion we have made.
Also, all dealers in bee-keepers' supplies will find it to
their interest to keep their advertisements standing in our
columns. The G. B. Lewis Co. now are using a half-page of
space the A. I. Root Co. a third of a page and many others
who do any business realize that if they want to reach beekeepers they must use space in a paper that goes to the people they want to induce to become their regular customers.
Those dealers who have tried it say that the old American
Bee Journal draws business their way. It would be glad to
;

;

help turn some your way, too,
you are not already among its
and deserve to be found there.

if

you want

list

to

it

do

so,

and

if

of reliable advertisers,

Editor Hili,, of the American Bee-Keeper, says
" Why not begin the season right by adopting some good
record system ? One year's experience will convince those
who have not tried it, of its advantages."
:

# *

advertised on page 283
of this issue, are owned by a personal friend of the Editor
of the American Bee Journal. He will give entire satifaction to all who extend to him their patronage. If you are
interested, give him a trial ordei", not forgetting to mention having seen the advertisement in the Bee Journal.

A Langstroth Monument Suggestion comes from the
Island of Jamaica, as follows
"Mr. Secor, on page 200, asks for approval or otherwise
of the inscription for Father Lang-stroth's memorial. Having subscribed our mite, allow us to suggest that the wording remain as it is, only arrange it so that it will represent
or have the words engraved on a
a Langstroth frame
Langstroth frame in relief. In some way the movable
frame should be shown, and not less than $500 spent on the
:

;

shaft.

—J.\MAic.\."

*

:

a stamp 25 copies for SO cents SO for 70 cents 100 for
For 2S cents extra we
fl.2S; 2S0for$2.7S; SOO for $4.S0.
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
;

;

;

tf

* * *

G. Newman, of the
tional Bee-Keepers' Union, writing us April 24, said

General Manager Thomas

Na-

:

Editor American Bee Journal :— On page

248, it is

stated that I have made "demands" as a condition of amalgamation of the two Unions, and that these are never likely
to be assented to by General Manager Secor, and that there
the matter rests, etc. This is nexvs to me. I have never
made anv "demands" in that line, and call for the proof

Yours

Thomas

truly,

Newman,

G.

General Manager.
We think perhaps Mr. Newman has takeii Mr. Abbott's
words, as given on page 248, a little too seriously. We do
not know to what he (Mr. A.) referred, but are certain that
whatever it was, it must have been only a mere difference
of opinion,

York's Honey Almanac is a neat little 32-page pamphlet especially gotten up with a view to create a demand for
honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a verj'
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices A sample for

»

The Drexkl Poultry-Yards

and

likely

proper one to use, as

the word " demand "
not know that Mr.

we do

was not the

Newman

has

demanded anything lately in regard to amalgamation. Still,
we haven't much doubt that before a uniting of forces
could be consummated he would require certain conditions
ere he would advise the Union to go in with the Association.
But we don't believe any further public discussion of this
either necessary or desirable.
» » » »
Mr.'Fr.\nk Boomhower, of Schoharie Co., N. Y., is
suggested as State inspector of apiaries by Mr. P. W.
Stahlman, of that county, in the following, dated April 22

matter

is

:

Editor York — I notice on page 248, that the proposed
Foul Brood Bill has become a law in New York, and I endorse the words that Mr. H. S. Howe expresses, viz.: That
its success will depend upon the man who may be appointed
inspector. I think that Mr. Frank Boomhower, of Schoharie
County, would be the man for the position. He has been
inspector for two years in his county, and has done good
work. (See his article in Gleanings of Sept. 15, 1898, page
:

He is a man of 26 years' experience in the bee-business and has had much experience with foul brood. He attends strictly to his duties, and is very particular in all his
work about bees. He knows what he is doing, and has the
"git " to push things right thru. I know of no better man
691.)

in
cle

New York for the place.
On another page of this number

P.

W. Stahlman.

will*

be found an

experiences he has

cited he evidently exhibited great bravery and if he can
handle the disease known as foul brood as diplomatically
and successfully as he did his feminine enemy, we think
that he possesses qualifications that ought to recommend
him very highly for the position. But personally we know
nothing of the candidates for the inspectorship in New
York— neither as to the men themselves, nor their special
fitness for the position.
;

No.

2— Another Poetic Bke-Atitude. — Scrib. Mag. Adv.

arti-

in which he gives a sample of the
In the case
in his work as inspector.

by Mr. Boomhower,

:
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same as that amount of space in the body of a frame
hive, for in the latter case a lot of room is taken up with the
10wood of the frames and the surrounding spaces.
frame Langstroth would about suit Ouinby's idea, as the
space inside the frames is 2,100 cubic inches. An 8-frame
hive has onlv about 1,670 cubic inches inside the frames.
the

A

Scholz (or

To Preserve the Aroma of Honey, according- to a discussion reported in Canadian Bee Journal, it is important
to seal it up as soon as possible. Any exposure to the air,
unless for the sake of further evaporation, is a damage to
the quality of the honey.
For Spring Feeding, Bee-Chat advises to let weak colonies alone, feeding only the strong colonies with syrup, and
taking filled combs from these strong colonies for the
weaker ones. Provident bee-keepers may do still better to
have on hand a stock of combs of sealed honey, so no syrup
need be

fed.

Travel -Stain.— J. E. Crane reports that where old comb
had been cut down and the bees had built out new, the part
nearest the old comb was darkest, and the color changed to
nearly or quite white at the edge farthest from the old comb.
Also that the cappings in an extracting-super were dark if
young bees had been reared in the comb, but white in combs
that had not been used for brood-rearing. Gleanings.

—

"Good") Candy.— To make

this candy,

G. M. Doolittle thoroly warms good powdered sugar by setting it near the stove four to six hours, then good, thick,
wholesome extracted honej' is warmed till it feels quite
warm to the hand; the sugar is stirred in till it can beworkt
by the hands, when enough of the sugar is kneaded in till
the loaf will stand up without flattening down when pjaced
on a flat surface. It is now set away in a warm room for a
week or so, when it is ready for use but if the weather is
warm, or the queens are to go to a warmer climate, about Yd
of the bulk of the candy must be kneaded in of aiie ^ranutated sugar, when it will not run, even at 100°. Gleanings.
:

—

—

Wintering Bees in Colorado. F. L. Thompson reports,
in the Progressive Bee-Keeper, some points brought out in
a discussion of Colorado bee-keepers. Single-walled hives
are chiefly used, but chaff-hives or cellaring mig-ht pay well

saving bees and honey, if properly managed. He says
" But chaff-hives should be painted a dark color, not
have propolized or sealed cloths between the frames and
top packing, not have too thick walls, an inch or two being
suflficient bet\yeen outer and inner walls, and should be ex-

in

at the conclusion of cold spells to make sure that
the top packing continues dry if not, it should be aired as
soon as the weather is warm enough. One member reported
that for three years in succession he had made tests of chaffhives on a large scale with single-walled hives sitting along
side, and every year found that the colonies in chaff-hives
had enough more honey to pay for the hives. Another said
he always had to remove honey in the spring from his chaffand that his cellar-winhives, to make room for the brood
tered colonies consumed five or six pounds during the winAnother said that bees
ter, while the others averaged 20.
in his thick-walled chaff-hives, painted white, with the same
quilts they had in summer, and left to themselves in winter,
invariably wintered very poorly."

amined

Sun or Shade

for Wintering
The editor of Schweiz.
Bztg. found, as the result of observation, that a colony
standing in a sunny place, on account of more frequent
flights, consumed three to four pounds more from Nov. 1 to
Feb. 1, and also had more dead bees than one in a shady
place. That leaves it still possible, however, that in other
localities the shady place might be the worse of the two.
At least if the place is so shady
that bees are confined too
"
long.

Quinby's Idea of Size of Hives.— F. L,. Thompson has
been doing some fig-uring in the Progressive Bee-Keeper.
Quinby's 2,000 cubic inches for a box-hive is by no means

THE

G. B.

;

;

LEWIS

GO'S

BEE=HIVE5
AND SECTIONS

Tills is tli8

Our unrivaled

Verdict o[ Thousands of Customers and

coupled with twenty-five years of manufacturing experience, enable us to anticipate and
supply every want and need of the bee-keeper, promptly and accurately.

YOU WANT THE BEST—They Cost No More.
copy of our Catalog and Price List mailed free upon application.

Factories and
G.

Main

Branch Offices and Warerooms
LEWIS CO.,
515 First Ave., N. E., Minneapolis. Minn,
B. LEWIS CO.,

B.

I't

South

Ackiiowledpeiit of Competitors.

facilities,

A

<i.

tlie

Al;ib.iina Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Office:

Watertown, Wisconsin.
AGENCIES:

:

E. T.

ABBOTT,
L. C.

St.

Joseph, Mo.

WOODMAN, Crand Rapids, Mich.
FRED KOULCER & SONS. Opden,

Utah.

SMITH'S CASH STORE, San

Francisco, Cal.

—
Mav
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ENTIRELY UP

A Long, Severe Winter.

WITH ORDERS

My

Our extensive enlargements last fall,
costing in the ag-gregate some $15,000,
enables us to keep pace with our increasing trade. Send in your orders,
and they will be promptly executed,
either from the main office or branches
and agencies. Give us a trial, and see
how quickly we can make shipment.

Save Freight
By Buying at the Nearest Bpaneh
or Agency.

A.

I.

ROOT

118 Michigan Street,

-

CO.,
Chicago,

long except where drifted, but it soon
turned cold, and has been a very long, severe winter, the most so of any winter here

known to the oldest inhabitant. I had 3fi
colonies of bees last fall, and now have Just
four. I am allowing them to build up on
the honey left by dead colonies, taking off
the covers and setting out from the live
bees, some distance, and now think it is a
wise Providence, as I could not attend to so
many without help or overwork.

111.

George W. York, Manager.

THE

A. I. ROOT CO..
1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
H. G. ACKLIN, Manager.

Page
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A.

I.

West Genesee

ROOT
St.,

F. A. Salisbury,

THE
Mechanic

A.

I.

Manager.

ROOT

Falls,

J. B.

CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

CO.,

Maine.

-

Mason, Mgr.

THE
Vine

A.

W.

ROOT

CO.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
A. Sei.ser, Manager.

Street,

I.

Site

Sweet Clever

man,

a far

to

WhiteClover

GEORGE
118

Michigan

Weak

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

BV STEAM-«itL

Ptiii|>l>?,

[>eifi.'et,

AGENCIES.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Vickery Bros.. Evansville, Ind.
Jos. Nysewander, 612 W. txrand .\ve.,
Des Moines, Iowa.
Jos. Nebel & Son, High Hill. Mont-

gomery Co., Mo.
O. P. Hyde & Son, Hutto, Texas.
TheL.A.WatkinsMdse.Co.Denver.Col.
The Abbey-Hardy Co., Grand Junc-

TIlGfl.l.ROOtGOIiPIliJ
MAIN' OFi'ICK

A.NI)

WORKS:

MEDINA, OHIO.

INO'SVLOR

io Bucceasfui opcmtioti
i-ricfd iHt-clBKn hatcJer uiadc
iillif. II. STAIil.,
l-i'i 8. ftth Kt..Oiilnov. Ill

::>uii&uds

44A26t

:st

to

Please mention the Bee Journal.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
An
PARf
*t'U
nUL CATALOG
Instructions to JJeti-iniiers, Ac, free.
I

JOHN NEBEL & SON,

High Hill, Missoctri.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.
5Alf

Uke-Hives, Sections, ShippingCases — everythintr used by beei

Orders filled promptly.
Send for Cataloir. Minnesota Bee-'

Keepers.

Keepers' Supply Mfg. Co.. Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minu. ISAtf

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

^il^r^^-'^
koiie Star flpiaru
'^

Colonies— Little Clover.

Co.,

111.,

April

L. C.

Axtell.

36.

^ (.>UEEN,$1.25; 2frame, S2.ai. BEES, one poun j"on frame, Sl.W;
111 or more, 75 cents each.
OUEENS. 50 cents,
75 cents and SI. 00, from I.mi'oktkd Mothers.
.\11 Queens not satisfactorv will be replaced.
Sons,
G. F. Davidson
F.AIK\'IKW. 'f EX.^S.
18A4t
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

&

percent
A Rather Gloomy
The outlook

Outlook.

gloomy. Bees, as far as I
know, are gone from the smaller keepers.
The larger ones have suffered, while tieekeepers of my type don't know yet how
they do stand I have 30 dead colonies, aud
the next 'JO days will demonstrate what
small colonies will do in maintaining their
identity after a winter with no warm days
in March,
Yesterday my bees had their first flight
since the warm days in February, and it
was so cool yesterday that none took wing
till the Hfternoou. aud then only for two
hours. Of course, we are up in the clouds
l,'20O feet above the ocean — aud don't have
warm days. All days are clear and bright
We have little tint sunshine neither
here.
snow nor rain or clouds ru cuuipare with
the southern part of the .Srate
It is uniformly cool, and this March it was colder
a week near zero all the time, and C.S to 30
degrees below two nioruings — 10 degrees
will write
I
colder than tor four years.
again after finding how things turn.

Pays 500

II

is

:

T. F.

Clare Co.. Mich.. April

Bingham.

11.

Bees and Sorghum-Making.

tion. Colo.

H. Back, 235 West Third North St.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Buell Lamberson, 180 Front Street,
Portland, Oregon.
Union Hive & Bos Co., Eos Angeles, Cal.
M. R. Madary, Fresno, Cal.

J.

the

Hell-regiil&LiDi;

EXCELSIOR
Low

-

A. F. McAdams, Columbus Grove, O.
C. H. "W. Weber, 2146 Central Avenue,
(Successor to C. F. Muth & Son and A.Muth)
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Prothero & Arnold, Du Bois, Clearfield
Co.. Pa.
Cleaver & Green, Troy, Bradf. Co., Pa.
W. W. Carv, Lvonsville, Mass.
M. H. Hunt & Son, Bell Branch, Wavne
Co., Mich.
George E. Hilton, Fremont, Newaygo
Co., Mich.
Walter S. Pouder, 512 Mass. Avenue.

if

1(3.

Bees are working very hard now. bringing in pollen, but we have very many very
weak colonies. Mr. Axiell says there is but
little white clover left in this neighborhood.

Warren

1.2S
1.40

.501b

$4.00
5.75
5.00
S.OO
3.50

HATCH CHICKESiS

I

Atchison Co., Kan., April

2Sft
$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

YORK & CO.

W.

Street,

(

away

day now, and doing
Albert Wiltz.

lOtb
$1.00

wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

my

land.
Bees are flying every

Seeds.

Alfalfa Clover
1.20
Crimson Clover
.90
Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartag'e,

mind, not superior to other
people as man. tho he may be in bis class in
is.

60c
70c
80c
60c
SSc

(melilot)

A Isilce Clover

114

means superior." If I am right, adel signiAdel
fies noble, and adelig means nobility.
is a German word and means something
with a pedigree; Adeliger, meaning noble-

Mrs
10

And Several Other Clover

"We have made arrant^ements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:

Co., Iowa, April 13.

well.

THE

SWEET CLOVER

Georoe McCullocgh.

" Adel " Means " Noble."
On page 23.5, Henry Alley gives bis explanation for the adel bees. He says, "adel

BRANCH OFFICES.
THE

bees nearly all died during the past
long winter. I tbink it was the longest and
coldest winter I ever past thru. The first
heavy snow here fell Oct. 13. about one foot
deep where not drifted, and it did not lie

283

In regard to the qnestiou of keeping bees
and running a sorghum mill, my experience is much on the same line as that of

Andrew Carlsi>n. on page 100. I have
workt the two together lor eight years. My
bees are at)ont the same distance from the
mill, but a neighbor keeps bees within three
rods of the mill. The hees give no trouble
as long as there are flowers to gather nectar from, hut after a frost, followed by
warm days, they come in large numbers,
but we could control them with smoke.
But last season was a beater. The summer
was a poor one for honey, the flowers prac-

KEEP

T(l

better

(;00D

PURE=BRED
POULTRY
Than

it

doos

CHICKENS.

COMMON

WHY?

^WKITK
^i^^for

US. Send stamp

Illustrated

Catalog'-

"^^and PouUry-Book.

DREXEL POULTRY YARDS CO.
3(ill

Fifly-third

.\.vc-niK-.

-

DREXEL,

ILL.

Please mention the iJee Journal.

ls.A4t

BY^ETURNMAIL ^^IP^'i^^^^
ii-art'd ticnii
5ii

c<-nts;

Impokthii Mothers.

Tested,

Untested,

51. iH.).

T&RRftL BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Co. Tex
IsAtf

Please mention

llie life

Journal.

Colonies of Bees
FOR SALE.
We

have a few good colonies of bees
for sale 32 miles Northwest of Chicago,
which will be ptit on board cars there
They are in hives
at SS.OO a colony.
having 9 Langstroth frames, and are

good honey-gatherers. Better order at
once if j'ott want any, as the supply is
limited.

Address,

<,iKi^R<]iE \\.
118

VORK

Michigan

St.,

X- CO.
Chicago, 111.
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closing by June 20, and the bees
were idle until sorghum-making commenced, which was Aug. 29.
The second day they began to come in
swarms, and seemed to be perfectly wild
after the sweet; they were into everything
where there was Juice or syrup unless
tightly covered, smoke having no effect
unless so dense that the hands could not
work in it. They would fly into the steam,
causing them to drop into the boiling
juice.
The juice-tanks would be covered

:Mav

Kerosene Sprayers
iilsioi

j.Il-i

,.[.,!,.-

and

bordeaux

eprayer.i,

Nozzips. the

vririfties

1'^

npiii;;.

niaiic

Vennorel

''WorWd RcRt."

THE OEMINO CO. SALEM,

0.

,

Aeftits, Hennioii Ji Hubbell,
Catalogue .ind fonnulaa free.

Wesltra
Chicago,

when

Please mention Bee Journal

writing;.

with drowned bees.

beemMeyTmMey
for Business

SEilies

at

At the mill they were the worst; some
days they came in such swarms that 1 was
compelled to saturate cobs with coal-oil. set
fire and burn the bees.
I confess it made
my heart ache to destroy them when they
were trying so hard to supply themselves
with food.
Now as to the effect on the colony at the

»....»

Bottom Prices,

"Bee-Keeping- for Begrinners," price 50 cents,
imparts the iustruction. Price-I*ist free.

hive: I believe it is quite a benefit, as it
stimulates the queen to laying and broodrearing, thereby having a good supply of
young bees to winter, for those that are
destroyed are old workers, and would die
before spring, and the sweet they store is
all used before winter by the young brood,
as I have found none in the cells when I
prepare them for the winter, which is the
last of November.
The loss of bees this winter from starving
and freezing is heavy from )„ to }:, Very
few use chaff-hives, and none winter in

H, BROWN, Augusta, Ga.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.
J. P.

6Est

ANYONE

INTERESTED

AjcrleuUnrnl PurnuIN
afford to be without the

in

AGRICULTURAL

can't

EPITOMIST.

Sample copy Fre« to any uddrese
upon receipt of name and address
plainly written on postal card naming paper in which you sawthis adAddress

AURIC 1'&^U^»A1.

EP1T031IST.

ladUoiurDlls,

Isd

W.

5Ctf

F.

"^'^S

and

Please mention Bee Journal

The American
Dearborn

Almifnfll
^UUI Ilctl

I

when

Clark Co., Wis., April

^^"^^

'^

Bees that pulled thru the past winter are
building up finely. Fruit is just; blooming,
and alfalfa is growing well. Otero County
did not lose as large a percentage of bees as

111.

-writing.

most places report.
Otero Co., Colo., April

Such

is

Mention the

The Rural

Hi

Calif orn fan

Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey: the Pasturage and NectarProducing Plants: the Bee-Ranches and how
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells you all about Califoraia
Ag-riculture and-Horticulture. SI. 00 per year; 6

Sample copies, 10 cents.
THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
Los Angeles, Cal.
218 North Main Streei,
iPlease mention Bee Journal when writing.
months,

50 cents.

-

UNION Combination Saw—
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^
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lor Catalog A.
Seneca Falls Mf:,'. Co.. 4K Water

etc.

Foot

St..

Seneca Falls, N.Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

THE

A.

I,

ROOT CO'S GOODS

%^trr

Including- their discounts for f,'oods wanted for
use another season. It will pay .vtm U) send me
Cash U)r Keesw.ax.
list of goods wanted.

M. n.

HUNT, Bell Bkanch,

Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal -when •writing.

my

I

bel-

OF OUR

OWN

make, and always gives satisfaction. Write us
and we will send the Catalog" at once.

a card,

Standard Lumber Co.
MANKATO, MINN.
when

lOAtf

Please niention Bee Journal

writing.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MoxETTE Queen-Clippidg
is a fine thing fur use ia
and clipping Queens'
wings. We mail ii for 25 cents:
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at SI. 00; or forSl.lO we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

Device

catching-

NEW

Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

111.

BEE.SUPPLIES,

>
I
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.
T
T
everything
and
Hives
Langstroth
^
^
pertaining to .same.

•:•

W. Cuak.

"t

•$•

*

*
4

— in fact everything used by beekeepers.

Send for our Catalog,

"f

WZEBER,

-^

C. H. WZ.

Central Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO,
Successor to
Chas F. Muth & Son and A. Muth.

21-40

3.5.

tioneu and Beeswax Wanted.

"
k
V
m

Please mention the Hee Journal.

15.\tf

Ameriean Poultry Journal.
50 cents a Year.

F.

down to Louisiana on
home, 4S miles north of
New Orleans. I spent two days with my
nephew, Edwin R. Wells, who has a very
pretty home just a half mile west of town.
The "queen " of this home, an intelligent
and womanly little woman, and four or
five children, raabe Mr. Wells one of the
happiest of men. He is engaged in strawberry and vegetable growing, and beekeeping. His vegetables and berries are
shipt to Chicago, and net him quite handa visit to

you had

TROUBLES

Visit to Louisiana- Lost None.
Last January

the

If not,

are anxious to place our prices and
jfoods before the bee-keepers of the Northwest,
Most of our stock is

I

over a quarter of a

?

Sendin<r out Catalog's never

y Muth Jars, Muth Honey Extractor y

Chicago, III.

one.

it.

we

us. as

•:•

century old and is still g-rowmerit of its own, and

ing- must possess intrinsic
its field must be a valuable

7.

Bees Building Up Well.

Poultry Jourual

Street,

Sam Sevekson.

bees.

price-list free.

& Johx Barnes.
Ruby St., Rockford,

ter g-et

ll»i

Charlton, N, Y., says: ^ We
cut witli one of your Com-

will." Catalog-

HAVE
you had our Catalog- yet

GEORGE W, YORK & COMPANY.

the cellar yet. having lost a few during the
winter. This has been a hard winter for
the bees, in this location, on account of cold
weather. A great many have lost all their

J. I.

—

are kept very busy the result of the satisfaction we alwaj'S give our customers.

2!).

'bined Machines, last winter,
50 cliaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 broodframes, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a ereat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all

'

32S

March

Hard Winter for Bees.
have my bees— about 100 colonies — in

^

Address,

Ind..

Parent, of

Read « hat

it

Shelby Co.,

POWER MACHIHERY

BARNES' FOOT

Orion Conger.

cellars.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

2t»E2t)t

Tou sav

—
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WE

tically

nittioiirnpw pcitent

4,

ran

old

somely. The product of bis apiary, he told
me. be could not so easily dispot-e of. His
bees did very well the past season, storing
a good surplus. There was served on his
was there, some finelyI
table, while
flavored extracted honey of a light straw
color. It was quite thick, but it never
granulates.
I was
unable to ascertain
whence the nectar was taken by the bees.
He had Italianized his apiary about three
years ago. but there being so many black
bees in the forest and in neighboring colonies he was unable to keep his stock pure.
One of the greatest depredators on his apiary is an immense dragon fly that comes
during the spring and summer, just before
sunset, and waylays the homeward-botind.
heavily-laden little bees, and devours them
with ravenous appetite.
Mr. Wells has promist to write me a list
of the nectar-pi'oducing plants of that region, together with some of his experiences
in a Louisiana apiary, which 1 may give to
the readers of the Bee Journal, it considered worthy of interest.
Our bees here are in good condition, and
out of 11 colonies, packt last autumn, we
have lost none. I happened to be busy

CHAS.

F.

MUTH &

SON.

I wish to announce to niv friends and patrons
that I have this day sold to C. H. W. WEBER,
of Cincinnati, ray Honey and Bee-Keepers' Supplv business, known for the past 38 years as
Chas. F. Muth & Son. Mr. Weber will continue to push the Langstroth hive and everything pertaining to same; besides, he has secured the agency for Mr. Root's goods, and will
I beg" the customers of
sell them at his prices.
the old house, to whom I wish to extend my
their
patronage with Mr.
thanks, to continue
Weber, bv whom I am sure they willbe accorded
treatment.
fair and honest

Mrs. Annie

Cincinnati, Ohio, April

7,

Muth

IS^n.

(Widow.)
15Atf

Please mention Bee journal -when -writing.

Don't Rent
ESTABLISH A
HOIME OF

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn

Belt," a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
209

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

—
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Bee= Books
Sli.XT

Oeoroe W. York

POSTPAID BV

& Go. 118 Mich. St. Chicago.

Bees and Honey, orManag-ement of an Apiary
and Profit, by Thomas G. Newman.— Ii is nicely In sirated, contains 160 pages,
beautifully printed in the highest style of the
fnr Pleasure

i

art,

and bound

Bee=Keepers* Guide, or IManual of the Apiary,
A. J. Cook, of the Michigan Agricultubook is not only instructive
and helpful as a guide iu bee-keeping, but is
interesting and thuruly practical and scientific.
It ciniains a full delineation of the anatomy and i>hvsioU>gv of bees. 460 pages, bound
t)y Prof.

ral ColK't-^e.— This

fully illustrated.

Price, ?1. 25.

Scientific Oueen='Rearing, as Practically Apmethod by which
plied, by G. M. Uoolittle.—
the very best of queen-bees are reared in perfect accord with Nature's way. Bound in cloth,
and illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A

Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.— A cyclopaedia of 400 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. Contains
300 engravings. It Was written especially for
beginners. Bound in cloth. Price, $1.20.

A B C of

.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and Management, by \V. 7.. Hutchinson.— The author of
this work is a practical and entertaining writer.
You should read his book; 90 pages, bound in
paper, and illustrated. Price, 50 cents.
Rational Bee=Keeping,

— This

is

bj'

Dr. John Uzierzon.

a translation of his latest

book on bee-culture.
paper co\lts, $1j'i»,

It

German

has 350 pages, bound in

Bienen^KuItnr, by Thos.

G Newman.—This

German translation of the principal portion
of the book called " Bees and Honey." lL>0-page
pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.
is a

Bienenzucht und Honiggewinnung, nach der
neuesten nu-thode (German) by J. K. Eggers.
This book u"ives the latest and most approved
methods of bee-keeping in an easy, comprehensive style, with illustrations to suit the subject.
50 pagtis, board cover. Price, 50 cents.

Bee=Kecping for Beginners, by Dr. J. P. H.
of Georgia.— A practical and condenst
treatise on the huney-bee, giving the best modes
of management in order to secure the most

Brown,
profit.

110

cribbing a large crop of corn at the time
the bees needed fixing for winter, so Mrs.
Durbin gave them her attention, and without assistance from any one arranged them
so comfortably that they past safely thru
our unnsunliy severe winter, with the mercury rnnning down to 28 degrees below
zero. They are on the summer stands.
It
is too early to prognosticate for the coming
'

Wm.

season.

Fayette Co., Ind., April

J.

Dukbin.

12.

pages, bound in paper.

Price, 50 cts.

about three weeks, consequently they are
not rearing any bees. So we fear they will
not be in condition to make the best of the
honey-flow which we usually have in May,
from poplar, willow, black locust, blackberries anil dewberries.
Dr. Miller recommends giving bees a mixture of oats and cornmeal. and from reading bee-books and papers I have been led to
believe that flour, meal, and such mixtures
could and would be used as a substitute for
pollen.
So with the idea untested. 1 have
been giving my bees corn and oatmeal
mixt. I also put flour where they could
get it. They seem to like flour the best. I
will add that this is the first time I ever
noticed that bees could not get all the pollen they needed.
I would like to ask Dr. Miller or any of
thope who have been telling beginners to
feed corn and oatmeal, flour, etc., what
good does such stuff do the bees ? It certainly is no good as a substitute for pollen,
or larva food, for I have several colonies at
thisdate in which there are from oneto three
Langstroth frames filled with eggs, and
have been for the last 1.5 days, and yet there
are no young itees in any of the combs.
This rather puzzled me. and I took some of
the combs of eggs out and gave empty
combs, and the queen would at once fill
them with eggs.
One might think it would not be taken by
them unless it could be valuable in some
way, but such proof is not worth much, for
they will take fruit-juice, sorghum or almost anything thnt is the least bit sweet,
in times of scarcity, yet almost any beekeeper of experience can tell you that bees
will not thrive on them.
I do not know of
any good it can be to them, unless the old
it
as
food,
and
bees use
I am not sure they
would not be better off without it.

let's

Price, 25 cents.

know what

it is.

C.

Bradley Co.. Tenn.. April

ing. Price, for 50 colonies, si. 00;
nies, Si. 25.

for 100 colo-

Book on Foul Brood.— Gives the

McEvoy Treatment and

reviews the experi-

ments of others. Price, 25 cents.
.Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by G. R.
of 25 years' experience.

30 cts.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R. Cheshire.— Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts.
Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Origin, Development and Cure. Price, 10 cents.
Capons and Caponizing, by Dr. Sawyer, Fanny
Field, and others.- Illustrated. All about caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most

money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 20c.
Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the Poultry
Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by Fanny

Field. — Everything about Poultry Diseases
their Cure. 04 pages. Price, 20 cents.

and

Poultry for Market and Poultry for Profit, by

Fanny Field.— Tells everything about Poultry
o4 pages.

Price, 2o cents.

York's Honey Almanac is a neat little 24-page
pamphlet especially gotten up with a view to
creating a demand for honey. A very effective
helper iu working up a home market for honey.
Prices: A sample for a stamp; 25 copies for 4<:tc;
50 for 60c; 100 for $1.00; 250 forS2.25; 5<:K}for S4.00
For 25 cents extra we will print your name and
address on the front page, when ordering 100 or
more copies at these prices.

and
the

sell

I

V\Zax

SUPPLIES.

a full line of

VERY BEST

at lowest prices and
ship promptly.

Send me your name for IS99 catalog and
whether j-ou are a lar^je or small
consumer or dealer.

Beeswax always wanted

prices,

for cash or trade at the

Address.

highest price.

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing

QUEENS

Sniukers, Sections,

Conib Foundati on

FUKb

Anil »ll Apiarian Sujipliea
cheap. Send for
E. T. FLANAGAN, Brlle*llle, UL

a(ulugue.

(

14Aly

mention the Bee Journal.

I'lease

pec IfCfPfDQ
uLL'^LLrLnO

?

Let

I

pag-e

A/, t/o/i/.'/ns,

»7.

me send you mv 64Catalog for 1899.

H'etumpka,

A.la.

SILVER GRAY "o?,S*!!
ALSO tuf;

Golden and 3-batided Italian.
Untested, 5Cc each; tested,

and safe arrival

75c.
Purity- of stock
g"uaratiteed.

B, BANKSTON,
RocMale, Texas,
13Atf
I^lease mention the Bee Journal.

C.

ALDINU yybtlld

Queens— If you

prolilic

want the gfentlest Bees— If you~want the best
honey-g-atherers vou ever saw trv mv Albinos.
Untested Queens in April, $1.00; "Tested. $1.50.
9A2ot
J. D.
LISBON. TeX.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

—

GIVENS,

Presswood.

11.

IF

YOUR GOAT FADES

wrong kiiitl. If your wire fence
"looks like ii tlsli m-t." you didn't buy The Pagre,
or else voiir posts liave tjiven jiwhv.
yon bought the

Apiary Register, by Thomas G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather bind-

Business.

Working

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

bees have carried several pounds of
flour into their hives without any
So if there is any good
benefit.
in feeding corn and oatmeal, flour, etc.,

new system, or how to get the largest yields of
comb of extracted hone3'." SO pages, illustrated.
**

— Result

Wholesale and Retail.

My

meal and
apparent

Pierce.

Comb Foundation

Hi\/es, Sections,
Substitutes for Pollen.
We would like to exchange some rain for
sunshine .just now. Our bees are not getting any pollen, and have not been for

Bee-Keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker.
— Revised and enlarged. It details the author's

Dr. Howard's

DITTMER'S

Price, in

Langslroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadaiii.— This classic in bee-culture has been
entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated. It
treats of everythiutr ielatiii<r to bees and beekeepintj. Xo apiarian library i-> complete without this siaiidard work by Kev. L,. L. Lang-strolh— the Father of American Bee-Culture. It
has 520 pAiTL-s, bound in cloth. Price, ^1.25.

and

285

I

in cloth, yold-lettered.

cloth, 75 cents; iu paper, 50 cents.

in cloth

—

Albino Bees— Loss of Bees.
Editor YoiiK:~I see several are asking
for a description of the albino bees. By
this mail I send you a cage of
albinos.
You rather intiaiate they are lacking in
vigor, or color-matter, which would convey
the impression that they are an inferior
race or strain. I have had this strain of
bees for the last six years, and in the past
12 years I have had queens of every and all
the different strains and races now in the
United States, except the Funics; I have
had (]ueens from nearly all the prominent
breeders iu the Union and Canada and I
consider, taking all points, the albinos the
superiors of the whole lot. Because their
hair is white I can't see why that should
lessen their vitality.
I now have an old white mule which
father bought when I was a boy. He (the
mule) is now 20 years old, and the past
winter he helpt to plow 80 acres of land for
corn, and is far better than many black,
Surely, his
sorrel, and bay mules I know.
white hair has not lessened his vitality.

my

WOVKX HIKK FKXCK ( ()., ADHIAN', MICH.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing,

PXiiV.

If you care to know of its
t
.
Fruits^ Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper

CjlIifol*nifl
V/CtlllUrUlct

The
The

Pacific Rural Press,

leadiniT Horticultural

paper of

tlie

handsomely

Pacific Coast.

Because the albinos have white hairs on
their abdomen, and rather a bluish hair
around their shoulders and head, I can't
see why that should weaken their constitution and as the regular Italians have a
;

Agricultural
Publisht weekly,

annum.

Sam-

ple copy free.
330

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Market Street,
San Fr.incisco,
-

;

my

and

illustrated, $:i.00 per

EGGS

C.4L.

FROM BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS

"Thorobred

—

Fine Plumag-ed

Fowls— Farm Raised— "Scents
per dozen
MRS. L C. AXTELL.
llAtf
ROSEVILLE. ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal whea 'writing.

2-frattie

Nucleus with Untested
Queen, $2.23.

Untested Italian Queens, 65 cents each. Ready
May 1, IS'W. Have orders bookt now,
and get bees when wanted.
F.

J.

GUNZtU

ISAtf

Obear, Craighead Co., flrk.

Please mention the Bee Journal,

—

—

'
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n

ail article

of

ELEQTRIG STEEL WHEELS.

of one. all on the summer stands and no
j)rotection whatever, aliho the weather took
a tumble in February from 71)^' above to 10"'
below zero in 24 hours.
J. D. Givens.
Dallas Co., Tex., April 17.

They neither breiik (lo\' i». warp, rot, ctt Joo«e or r^lic.] the lire and
last indeflnitelv. Made to lit any skeiii, any heitrli^ nnv wi.lth '.t tire
Sendf r free illu^t'tUatalofiieof these andourEL^'CTRlCFAHDY W/\G0N'
ELECTRIC
CO.,
Box 16. pUiNCY, gLL,

WHEEL

Please mention Bee Journal wlien writing.

m

»i>i4 n >><-»*.«.

.<»

«fl

n iii n'

i

mm
i

vtf

[The bees were received and are nice in
appearance.
A thoro trial, such as Mr.
Givens has g^iven the albinos, ought to have
some weight. We have no doubt that they
are good bees, but certainly no better than
some others because they have a sort of
whitish hair on their bodies. Editor

i^ »

BIGGL

m

A

]

Farm Library

of unequalled value— Practical,
Up-to-date, Concise and Comprehensive— Handsomely Printed and Beautifully Illustrated.

Conveutiou Notices.

By JACOB BIGGLE
1— BIGGLE HORSE BOOK

No.

All about

Horses— a Common-Sense

74 illustrations

a standard work.

;

\

Treatise, with over
Price. 50 Cents.

2— BIGGLE BERRY BOOK

No.

All about

RTOwing Small Fruits — readvind learn now

;

contains 43 colored life-like reproductionsof all leading
varieties and loo other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents.

3— BIGGLE POULTRY BOOK

No.

All about Poultry

IS

No

;

:

;

No.

o

1

the best Poultry Book in existence
tells everything
with23 colored life-like reproductions
of all the principal breeds; with 103 other iUustrationr..
Price, 50 Cents.

4— BIGGLE COW BOOK

All about Cows and the Dairy Business having a grea t
sale, contains 8 colored life-like reproductions of eacn
breed, with 132 other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents.

I

;

f
^

;

No.

5— BIGGLB SWINE BOOK

Illinois.— The Northern Illinois Bee-Keepers*
Association will hold two sessions of its spring
meeting, one at Mr. John Wagner's, near Beuna
Vista, Stephenson Co., under the supervision of
the Vice-President: and one at Mr. Oliver Tay-

Harlem, Winnebago Co., in charge of
the President, on Tuesday, May 16. IS")**. Every
is cordiallv invited.
B. Kennedy, Sec.
New Milford\ 111.
lor's, at

one

Texas.— The Central Texas Bee-Keepers' Association will meet at Milano, Te.x., July 20 and
21. 1S')9.
All are cordially invited to attend.
H. 11. Hyde, Asst. Sec. and Treas.
Hulto, Texas.

Colorado.— A joint meeting- of the Colorado
State Bee-Keepers' Association and the Denver
Bee-Keepers' Association, will be held in room
33, second floor of the Capitol Building:, in Denver, Wednesday, May 10, at 10 a.m. Amendments of the Constitution and By-Laws, and
other important matters, will be brought up.

Just out. All about Hogs— Breeding, Feeding, Butchery, Diseases, etc. Contains over 80 beautiful halftones and other engravings. Price, 50 Cents.
ThcBIQGLE BOOKS are unique.original.useful— you never
saw anything like them— so practical, sosensible. They
are having an enormous sale— East. West, North and
South. Every one who keeps a Horse, Cow, Hog or
Chicken, or grows Small Fruits, ought to send right
eway for the BIQGLE BOOKS. The

Frank Rauchfuss, Sec.
Denver, Colo, {box

for

you and not a misfit

It is 22

n
H

years

old, it IS the gieat boiled-down, hit-the-nail-on-the-head,
quit-after-you-have-said-it. Farm and Household paper in
the world— the biggest paper of its si^e in the United States
of America— having over a million and a-half regular readers.

Any ONE
S

YEARS

of the

:;ddress K.r

to an-

Sample of
\»-IL,''IFR
h

CHAS

BIGGLE BOOKS, and

(remainder of

iSqq

iqoo, 1901, >qo2

A OOLLAR BILL.

the

and

ATKINSON

Address.

trated, 36-pag"e Catalog

FREE.

GEO.

Address,

E.

HILTON,

FREMON'T, Newayg-o Co., MICH.
Flease mention Bee Journal "when writing.
ITAlTt

GOOD LANGSTROTH
BROOD-COMBS

be sent by mail

FARM JOrRXAL,
Philadelphia

Ever

prepared to furnish everything- needed by

FARM JOURNAL

1903) will

500.

For Sale

FARM JOURNAL and circular describing BIGGLE BOOKS free.

JENKINS.

I

the up-to-date bee-keeper, all broods manufactured by Thk A. I. Root Co., shipt to me in car
lots, and sold at their prices.
Send for illus-

FARM JOURNAL
your paper, made

378).

Better than
Am

Is

1899.

why

quality

immediatt- i\ t-ut ..if the
expense of repair. To save repair .^aves money. To savt- inuuey earns
money, "iou .stup aH expense oi repair when you buy a ,vet uf

n «*i

4.

faded yellow or dirty brown hair,
this color should make them more hardy.
The general reiiort is thai more bees were
lost the pa»t winter in Texas than was ever
known before. 1 wintered KKt full coloniesand several 4-frame nuclei without the loss

MONEY SAVED
IS MONEY EARNED.
the pioper
you

juu buy

May

at 7 cents each.

ARTHUR STANLEY,
17A2t

Box

4o0,

Address

DIXON, ILL.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

I

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no

The Farm Journal and the Bee Journal.
We

Bee Journal

for

TWO

J. A.

CO., 118 Michigati St., Chicago,

Untested Italian, 51. Oli each;

Qoeens
SAtf

ifUl

Sections,

Shipping-Cases,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

FREE FOR A MONTH....
If you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best and
only Weekly Sheep Paper publisht in the
Unted States.
YVool ]TIarlcet!$
Sheep
has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are vou interested ''j Write to-dav.
WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO, ILL,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

and

Comb Foundation
and EVERYTHING used
America.

after July 1, 70 cents each;
3 for $2.00.
Tested, SL25
each. Cataloir free. Address

Theodore Bender^ Cantou»Ohlo.

of Bee-

in

VAN DEVSEX,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y»

111.

Carloads

Brood-Frames.

Sole Manufacturer,

FARM

GEORGE W. YORK &

Sag" in

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

one year and the Monthly Farm Journal for five
Offer No. 1. years (as above) all for $1.40; the Farm Journal alone is 5i) cents a year.
Send us ONE new subscriber for the Bee Journal for a year (at $1.00,' and we will
Offer No. 2. order the Farm Journal for you for 5 years as a premium.
new subscribers for the Bee Journal for the balance of this vear at
Or, send
Offer No. 3. 60 cents each, and we will order the Farm Journal for you for 5 years as a premium.
JOURNAL subscripBetter apply soon, as we have only a limited number of 5-year
Address,
tions to offer.
will club the

in the bee-industry.

We supply dealers as

We^antthein

I

Ittss. l l% erv bee-keeper
Kiln, Impioved Machin-

well as consumers. A\ e havr )i \
modern appliances. We make prompt shipment. Write
INTER-STATE MFG. CO., Hudson. St. Croix Co.. Wis.

erv, 40,000 feet of floor space, and all
for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

l

—
May

4,

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

1899.
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Lyon
b
NEW LONDON,

Page

Operates two Sawmills that

Mfg. Co.

Send

se-

Chicago, April IS.— Best prrades of white, 13c;
ll'fl'12c; lig"ht amber, luiaHc:
dark amber and mixt buckwheat, 7f(j*9c. Exoff in color, etc..

Bee^Keepers'

Supplies,.,,

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

for Circular and

|

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
lumber, thus

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswo'od is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable
this firm to furnish the

HON&y AND BEESWAX

j

WIS.,

cut, annually, eight million feet of

curing- the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

Mt >li >Jt ite. >ti iK Jstt sSt ti

tracted, clover, 8c: other errades of white, luj)
7J2C; ambers and dark, 6(«j7c. Beeswax, 27c.
Sales are in a small wa.v. as the time of year

with us which usually sees the close of active
Owinytothe inclement weather which
has cutoff the early fruits and vegetables the
honey market has benefited, so that all of the
white comb is nearly disposed of. There is
quite a quantity of dark and undesirable comb
being- offered.
R. A. Buhnf.tt & Co.
is

sales.

Detroit, April 10.— Fancy white, 12c; No. 1,
lOmllc; dark and amber, 8('( 9c. Extracted in
fair demand without chanye in price. Beeswax,

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

demand aud the attempt to crowd
down prices on comb honev.
M. H. Hunt.
York, April 19.— Fancy white, 12c; No. 1

Decreasing-

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying-

26 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.

26

cents a pound

CASH — upon its re-

Now, if you want the money prompTLV, send us your Beeswax.
not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,

Impure

ceipt.

wax

GEORGE. W. YORK & CO.,

118 Michigan St., Giiicaoo,

BINQHAM

BeeSmoksr

Perfect Bee-Smokers

Biiigliaiii

New

lOfaillc;. amber, 9c: buckwheat, 7r«7J^c.
Extracted in jrood demand at unchang-ed prices.

white,

Beeswax quiet at 27c.
Our market is well cleaned up on comb honev.
There is a fair demand, especially for white.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Segelken.
San Francisco, April 5.— White comb, 10@
IOV2C; amber, 7'2fi^9c. Extracted, white, 7'4(ffi
7^^c: light amber, 6H@7c. Beeswax, 2fi^2%2'tc7

III.

F»I^IOE3S OF^-

^w^W-^V^W -^W^w

sales have forced

Beyond a small jobbing^ trade, mainly out of
supplies in second hands, there is nothing- to
record in the way of business. There are only
moderate supplies, and these are mainh- comb.
Values are steady. It is too early to getdefinite
information concerning coming- crop, but it is
not likely to prove larg-e in this State.
Boston, April 18.— Fancv white,

A

Smoke EnKinetlargcBl smoker made)
Doctor

Conqueror
Plain

Wonder weight
1

10 ounces)

Honey-Knife

Doz.

£13.<V);
9.(H);

Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.

6.50;
5.00;
4.7o;
4,50;

3-in. strive.
2J^-in. stove.
2-in. stove.
...
2-in. atove.

}.nTtie

Little

4-in. stove.

3"^ in. stove. Doz.

each, by mail, $1.50

6.ih>;

"

"
"
'*

"
"

ijo
i.oo
,90
.70
,60
.80

Binfrham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
lis record and pedigree.

\

lli'tluTing-

ton Unc-appingKnife.

FIFTEEN YKAHS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir;— Have used the fonqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with its
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer. 1 write for a circular.
I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too larue.
January -JT, 1^97.
Truly,
W. 11. EAQERTY. Cuba, Kansas.
T. F. BIN^^HA.fl, Farwell, ITllclilgan.

The Best Bargain

BeeISuDDlies.1

BEST GOODS AT FAIR PRICES.

^.

I

I

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.
Pouder's Honey- Jars aud everythiag" used by bee-keepers.
Prompt
Service low freight rate. Catalofj

—

*

free.

r5

^^
^*
^^
^^

WALTER

S.

POUDER,

Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
512

^
^.

^^

Aud

that's the secret of our

Blake, Scott & Lee.
City, April 6.— Fancy white comb
liouev continues in g-ood demand at 13'^^'(ol4c:
choice white at 12J'2i^l3c; dark, lOi^raMli^c." Extracted scarce at b%c.
Peycke Bros.

Cleveland, March 9.— Fancv

For Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

We

are ready

2

1

white,

13f5)/14c;

A No. 1 amber, lO^n^llc; No.
buckwheat, 8c.
Extracted,
amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.

white, 12('il3c:

amber,

white, 7c;

9((iiuc;

—

Buffalo, April 21. Our market is cleaned up
on fancy comb; more would bring about 12 cts.
There are more or less very poor lots selling- at
7(a8 cents, at which quite a large amount can be
sold. Extra fancy beeswax, 2N(r( 30c.

Batterson &

HEADQUARTERS
IN THE WEST

Omaha,

April 18.— There

is

but

little

Co.
stock

hands now, and realizing- that no
further receipts can be expected until another
crop gets into the market, it is held firm at 14c
for fancy white comb. Extracted, 7J'2C.
left in dealers*

now

for the season of IS0'> with an immense stock of
the latest and best in our liue. Send for our
1899 catalog and discounts for early orders.

Address,

JOSEPH NYSEWANDER,
lOASt

OUR MOTTO:

immense trade that

has made us

1,

Kansas

No.

^N\l/\lAl/\iAi/\i>U/il/ViAiAl/<^^

No.

growing less, and altho stocks on hand are not
large, still the demand is so small that the general feeling- is weak and prices are beingr shaded
in order to work off stocks.

or Knife, look up
BiTiL'liiini

13c;

No. 1, lUto'llc; light amber, 9c. Exll(«12c;
tracted, stocks about cleaned up.
Nominal
price for white. 8c; for light amber. 7c. Beeswax, very light stocks; selling- at 27r<i 2.xc.
Naturally the demand for honey is gradually

DES MOrNES. IOWA.

WELL MANUFA CTURED ST OCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

Peycke Bros.
Milwaukee, March 2.— Fancy 1-lb. sections,

13fgil4c; A No. 1, 12@12^c; No. 1, U(ol2c: dark
or amber or old, 7(a40c. Extracted, in barrels or
kegs, while, 7('tt'75^c; dark, SK@6^c. Beeswax,

25(w27c.

Since our last report we have had a very g-ood
market for honey, and the demand has been
very good for all g-rades, especially for sections
of the best quality, and the demand is good now
and small supply. We encourage shipments of
best comb. Extracted, fair demand.

A. V. Bishop

&

Co.

Sections. slilDDino-Gases and
Nuclei of Bees For Sale.
We have arranged with a bee-keeper
We make

a specialty of making- the very bestJSections on'the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
the best for making- the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young and
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

The

BASSWOOD

Marshfield flanufacturing Company,
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

MARSHFIELD, WISCONSIN.

Lee Co., III., about 100 miles west of
Chicag'o, to fill orders for 3-fraine Nuclei of Italian Bees, with Queens, at
$2.7.5 each, or in lots of .5 Nuclei, with
Queens, at S2.50 each. Orders can be
filled about May 10 and after.
in

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
lis Michi|,Mn Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

:
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OrderEarly
There are indications that the demand

^-"''

B66-K66D6rS' SllBDll6S,

Why

FalconD Sections are the Finest Made*
can Bee-Keeper

THe W.

(20

Copy

1.

of the

Because

GWe

the

New

Woodman

Nysewander

Ala.

postal sent us with your name for
a Catalog will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

Sheboygan, Wis.
-writing.

and

Nebel

G.

W. Fassett
W. Bittenbender

We

sell

Hill,

Mo.

:

High

L. Gray
Pierce Seed and Produce Co
F. Foulger & Sons
R. H. Schmidt & Co

Portland, Oregon.
St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Des Moines Iowa

Middlebury, Vt.
Knoxville, Iowa,
St. Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo, Colo.

Ogden, Utah.
Sheboygan, Wis.

Hudson, Wis.

Co

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
Langfstroth on the Honey-Bee, Revised.

The

Classic in Bee-Culture-

by mail.

=

Beeswax Wanted
at all times.
Please mention Bee Journal

Women

& Sou

J.
J.
J.

Price, SI. 25,

A

rien

dealers handle our Foundation exclusively

Watertown, Wis.
Red Oak, Iowa.

Wetumpka,

Inter-State Mfg.

SUPPLIES.

Young

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Portland Seed Co
E. T. Abbott,
J.

LOSS.

thousands of compli-

M. Jenkins

lianipion 61iatt-tliv6

when

What more can anvbodv do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS.'No SAOaiNQ, No

for our Catalog,

G. B. Lewis Co
K. Kretchmer

with fence and plain sections, and a
full line of other
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No,

consumed by the working people

19,

this increast consumption I think is likely to continue.
are hopeful of legislation that will tend to suppress the adulteration of honey,
and this will increase the consumption of honey b3- giving
people confidence in the purity of what they are buying.
;

We

Report of Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Convention.
[Coatiuued from paire

27S.]

The three followingf papers were read by those whose
names are signed thereto
:

Future Prospects of Wisconsin Bee-Keeplng.
only judge the future by the past. For the past
20 years the price of honey has steadilj- declined. It is true,

We can

prices were higher in 1898 than in 1897, so also in every season of very short crops. Still, the general tendency is
•downward, as will be seen if we look at quotations for a
few years past, taken in December of each year
Comb honev.
Extracted houev.
1881
1883
188S
1886.

1889
1890

From
1897
1898

14
14
13
10
10
12

to
to
to
to
to
to

22 cents
20 cents
16 cents
13 cents
IS cents
15 cents

8 to 10
8 to 10

6to 8
6 to 7

6to

7

7to8

Any improvements either in packing or transportation
that will enable us to ship comb honey without smashing it
will help to increase consumption and strengthen prices. I
am confident the majority of producers don't know how
badly their comb honey looks after it has been shipt even
a short distance by railroad, especially in cold weather.
All things considered, I look for lower prices for two or
three years to come, but not much below the prices of 1897.

Juneau County.

F.

Wilcox.

Handling and Shipping Extracted Honey.
extracted honey should be handled differently from what is necessary in other seasons. For instance, last season, in ray locality, almost any way of Iiandling it would have been successful, because the honej- as
soon as stored in the combs was very thick, so that it would

Some seasons

cents'.

cents.
cents.
cents.
cents.
cents.

1890 to 1896 a little decline each year.
4 to6
cents.
Sto6;^ cents.

8 to 12 cents
10 to 13 cents

The lowest prices we have ever seen were in 1897, when
was a good crop over a large portion of the country'.
The crop of 1898 was very short, and the advance of prices
was from one to two cents per pound.
The improvements in methods and appliances may have
had some influence in increasing the quantity, and conseThe diminisht
quently cheapening the cost of honey.
there

profits of other pursuits

has induced

many

to

engage

"\

""M'

in

who would not otherwise do so, and thereby
to fill the markets and drag down prices.
have noticed that whenever a good crop brings down

bee-keeping
helpt
I

any of our small villages or cities the decline
becomes permanent. A poor crop the following season will
not restore prices. Whenever two or more apiarists bid
the price in

down

the prices for their

own town, they cannot

vance prices in that town again.

An advance

easily adof one cent

a pound induces many to dispense with it who would willingly pay a fair price if they did not know it had once
been sold cheaper. This being true, according to my observations, bee-keepers should be slow to undersell their
neighbors in the home market.
There is also noted a tendency toward higher prices for
supplies, which affects profits, but I hope this will be of
short duration.
Against these discouraging thoughts we may find some
encouragement in the thought that more honey is being

Pics. F.

M'ilco.v.

strain very slow thru cheese-cloth while yet warm. Presumably, the cause of it being so thick when gathered was
on account of the very dry weather during the honey-flow,

which

is

My

nearly

mode

all

from basswood bloom.

of handling honey

when

in the

above condi-
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have a funnel larg-e enough to hold a pailful, with
the small end just the right size to fit in the bungholes of
the barrels or kegs that I wish to store the honey in. Then
have a cheese-cloth strainer large enough to tie over the top
of the funnel and bag down into the funnel enough so that
Put the funnel into the barrel or keg
it will hold a pailful.
tight, then draw from the extractor a pailful and empty it
into the funnel. While that is straining 3'ou can be extracting more. When the barrel is full, bung it up and let
it stand in the honey-house, or any other dry room, until
ready to ship.
But in the season of 1897 the honey was thin when
gathered by the bees, and during basswood bloom it came in
so fast that the hives were full before any of it was fit to extract. After having used all the supers I either had to extract
some to give them, or else let the bees lie idle while the
honey was ripening-. So, rather than have them idle, I extracted a few combs from each hive every two or three
days, taking the best combs, or the ones that had the most
sealed honey, each time, and stored it in kegs, and put
cheese-cloth over the bungholes for ventilation; and yet,
after taking all the care of it that I knew how, about 1,000
tion is to

pounds of

it

soured.

Since having the above trouble. I have bought two
galvanized sheet-iron storage-tanks holding about 1,800 or
1,900 pounds each, to use for holding honey, particularly
any honey that I think is not well ripened before extracting. Then, after standing in the tanks a few days, or until I have to put more honey in the tanks, I draw it off from
the bottom of the tank thru the faucet, and fill into barrels,
or whatever I want to store and ship the honey in.
My experience is, that honey after standing in kegs or
barrels will partially separate the heaviest and best will
be at the bottom of the barrel, and the poorest and thinnest
will be at the top. These storage-tanks being 4'i feet hig-h,
give a good chance to draw off the best of honey, and leave
the poorest in the tank then what poor honey there is
can be put by itself, and not have a little poor honey in
every barrel.
For convenience in handling, I prefer barrels, kegs or
I have handled thousands of pounds in 60-pound tin
kits.
cans, crated two in a case, and consider them the most unhandy and inconvenient package to handle extracted honey
It takes more muscle to handle them
in that I ever used.
with ease than I have. You dare not end them over for
fear of smashing the box; they won't slide worth a cent
and it makes me red in the face to pick one up and carry it.
Barrels or kegs can be rolled into or out of a wagon quite
conveniently, and 30-pound kits can be pickt up one in each

—

;

;

hand and carried easily.
I have shipt honey to 10 or 12 different States, and I
have had no reports of leakage or loss in shipment, consequently I have not had much experience (that is, not much
bad experience). Before shipping I always drive the hoops
tight, then nail the chime hoops with three or four penny
I drive the bungs tight, and saw them off even with
nails.
the head. I put plain directions on the shipping-tag, and
tack

it

fast to the head of the barrel.

G.

W. Wii.son.

Vernon County.
Selling Honey-

To one who would engage

in the pursuit of bee-keeping
the numerous text-books supplj' all the needed information
as to how to handle bees so as to attain the best results.
But when the crop is secured, these same books fail to g-ive
any instruction as to how that crop is to be disposed of.
Different circumstances and difThe reason is obvious
ferent localities require different methods. It is not, therefore, my purpose to lay down some set rules for the successful selling of honey, but rather to give some results of my
experience in that line, hoping, in the discussion that will
follow, to profit by the experience of others.
:

And at the start I would submit to you the proposition
that honey is not a staple but a luxury. While it is true
that some people use it daily, and may regard it as an article necessary to their table, it is also true that such people
are like angels' visits few and far between. In my whole
acquaintance I know of but two, and they both belong to
the same family.
While times are good and money is plenty one can dispose of honey very easily, but let the crops fail, and economy become necessary, honey will always be found among
the first articles to be put on the retired list. Such being
the fact, it follows that in the case of honej', more than in
that of any other article of food, customers must be hunted
after and not waited for.

—

May

11, 1899.

For me, it has always been easier to sell comb honey.
There maj- be several reasons why people prefer it. In the
because of the looks, for what is prettier than a
white honey ? And that leads me to
submit another proposition
With very few exceptions
honey sells more by looks than bj' taste.
Then, comb honey, if properly cared for, will not
change its appearance, while the extracted will after awhile
candy, and whenever that happens, people look on it with
first place,

nice, full section of

:

less suspicion.
I have had store-keepers tell me
that my honey had soured(l). Getting them to put it on the
stove a few hours soon convinced them of their mistake.
Besides, the flavor of comb honey will not be affected by
the lapse of time, while the extracted will after awhile be
found to have a different flavor from what it had at the
time of extracting. (On this point my experience is limited
to basswood honey.) Then it has a mild flavor; for me it
is the most delicious honej- in the world
later on it takes a
strong minty flavor, which is disliked by those who are not

more or

;

used to

it.

In order to realize a good price for comb honey, it is
essential to have it reach the market in good shape. I have
found that 12-pound cases, showing three sections, are preferred in the large cities. Such I fill with Sections of the
same quality, putting the nicest. side next to the glass. I
always make it a point to so arrange it that the sections
can be taken out easily, nailing the covers with smooth
nails, not larger than one inch.
I ship by freight always,
using crates holding 18 cases, which crates have handles,
and my honey has always reacht the market without breakage.
mark the boxes with my name and address, and
I
weight, putting it an ounce or so below actual weight, for
honey will lose a little if kept three or four months. I have
never yet used labels on sections, but I am inclined to
think that it would be a help, and propose to give them a
trial nest season.
In disposing of my crop I have had the best success
while working up mj' home market. For the same kind of.
honey I often get a better price than in the large cities, and
certainly so if I count the commission, which I save by being my own salesman. Besides, the home market does not
grade honey so closely as commission men do. In my
neighborhood only two grades are recog-nized the dark and
the white, with a difference of only two cents between them.
Another thing in favor of the home market is its steadiness mine has not varied more than 2'2 cents in nine
years for comb honey, and has been at the same price for
extracted.
The home market is also the place to dispose of all the
Once I sold about 400 pounds of such to a store
off grades.
It netted me a little over $30, which
at 7'2 cents a pound.
I thought was better for me than extracting or feeding.
What I said about the home market for comb honey will
apply equally well to extracted honey. One that has never
tried it will be surprised to find how much extracted honey
he can dispose of in his own neighborhood but to succeed
one must be persistent, neglecting- no one, for in the same
town some stores would have a constant sale for my honey,
while others would not handle it, having- a different class
of customers.
The style of package used may have some importance.
After several trials I prefer now the one-quart Mason jar.
It will show oft' the honey to the best advantage, and whenempty it is always useful to the buyer. If kept too long,
and it candies, I replace it at my next visit. I believe that
honey would sell more freely in a smaller package, that
would be retailed for 10 cents, but a great objection to such
is their increast cost compared to the value of the honey.
I once tried glass tumblers with tin lids, but altho I sold a
goodly number, I soon gave them up on account of the
work involved in filling them. Muth's glass bottles, which
might do for a fancy trade, would not sell in the country
because of their cost.
It has always been easier for me to eft'ect sales after becoming acquainted with prospective customers, for I found
the fear of adulteration very prevalent among the people,
and there has been good g-round for that feeling. To my
own knowledge a Milwaukee firm has sold a large quantity
of so-called honey, put up in pint jars, selling it at the same
price I was offering mine.
I have found it in Watertown,
Jefferson, Fort Atkinson and Whitewater. Since the new
law has taken effect, it has almost disappeared, for it has to
be labeled adulterated or mixt.
After the home market has been supplied, and there is
some honej' left, one maj' have to send it to the large cities
to be sold on commission, but I would do it only as a last

—

;

;

—

—
May
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resort, as I cannot say that I have ever been entirely satisIn trying- to find a new outlet for
fied with the result.
to do
crop I even shipt some to Europe. What induced
so was the hig-h prices obtained there. While on a visit to

my

me

Switzerland two years ago, I saw extracted honey sell for
my attempt was not entirely successful.
I had sent basswood honey, but most people did not
I think the result would have been
like its strong- taste.
different if I had shipt clover honey, as I had at first intended doing.
We have seen the price of honey getting lower year
after year, until it is very near the point where the price
obtained will hardly cover expenses. I attribute it to the
fact that production has been greatly increast with the better knowledg-e of apiculture, while the consumption has not
kept pace with it. How to find a remedy for this state of
affairs is a problem that is very important to the bee-keeping fraternity. A more equal distribution of our crops
after securing them, and more reliable reports of the yield
in different parts of the country, would, I think, help us
greatly in ans-wering this hard question. And I indulge the
hope that the honey exchange, which is being tried in California, may be found to work well, and its operation be extended thru the whole country.
Jefterson County.
GuSTAVE Gross.
24 cents a pound, but

.

[Concluded uext week.]
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ers alone, without joining'-

teams with the rest of humanity,
could abate the adulteration evil to a great extent. As our
interests all lie in that direction, it \ocMs,\\Ve 3. practicable
scheme. A scheme that cannot succeed till it has a majority of the entire electorate enlisted looks, if not impracticable, at least rather remotely practicable.
Big job to rig-ht
our political and financial evils even as it's a big job to
put down the liquor evil. All these thing's will be set right
some day but to say. Stop catching that one lark till the
sky comes down and we get all the larks well, that's the
style of some people, but not a wise style.

—

;

—

FEELS LIKE DOFFING HIS HAT TO A HIVE-MAKER.
I

my

feel like taking off
hat to Mrs. Griffith (pag-e 206).
in one day six hives all ready to paint by sawing
reconstructing dry-g'-oods* boxes is a remarkable

To make

and
achievement for a woman coming 70. I am not a woman,
and not 70: but I am such a mechanical " non-possum "
that I fear I should require a whole day to make one — and
then it wouldn't be a good one. And I'm not advising the
sisters to follow Mrs. G.'s method of providing a supply of
hives, unless they feel strong'-Iy inclined that way.
LETS SCOLDING BEES ALONE.

On

the question whether to knock down persistent
scolders or not (page 202, paragraph 9), my experience
favors letting them alone. Rather seldom do I get peace
by killing them. Kill three, and directly there'll be four or
five.

1
^^
:^

Mlterthouglit.
The

" Old Reliable

seen through

'*

By

"

New and

Unreliable Glasses.

COGITATOR."

I

badly as

^^
^•

PERCENT OF WAX IN COMB HONEY.
Of course I see Mr. Aikin's invitation, on page 227, to
get down on my knees — and play checkers. Thank you,
Mr. A but I do not kneel at g-ames — except possibly when
;

seeking to win a queen

— and there

are no queens in checkit that you claimed it
took three pounds of wax to fill the sections holding 25
pounds of surplus. You didn't say so. What you did say
was reasonably clear two pounds below and one pound in
the sections and yet I didn't " catch on." At the time I
penned that criticism I think I must have been forcing myself to write when my mind was not in condition for any
such business.
ers,

I

Well,

believe.

I

honestly got

—

—

A CASE OF KEEPING ALL COLONIES WEAK.

all square edges would, and cannot be cleaned
nearly as well. Page 209. But I laught when I heard him
say of his pet hive-lever and hook, that its main advantage
was that it could be hung on the edge of the hive. Probably
he didn't mean exactly that.

TO PREVENT SWARMING MUST PREVENT QUEEN-CELLS.
I guess Edwin Bevins is right, that to prevent swarming we must prevent queen-cells. With these once tenanted, nothing short of a long spell of very bad weather
will cause them to be torn down.

KEEP POULTRY OUT OF THE APIARY IN WINTER.
W. W. McNeal sets us a wise saw when he tells us^not to
let fowls use the apiary as a loafing-ground in winter. They
thump around the hives to such an extent that many bees
come out of the cluster and perish. Page 211.
CANDYING OF GOOD, WELL-RIPENED HONEY.
H. P. Wilson thinks that " g'-ood, well-ripened honey is
slow to candy." Probably rig-ht, if the strict meaning of
the words is adhered to but some may use those words in
the sense that good, well-ripened honey doesn't candy at
all.
If that idea should be pusht, there would be a numerously-attended row in our camp directly. Page 212.
;

Singular that Prof. Cook, who has done so much to
popularize the motto " Keep all colonies strong " should,
on page 194, come to the front with the advice to keep all
colonies weak (in famine times in a warm climate) but it
looks as if he was right in this reversal of the doctrine.
That young queens reared in famine times would be better
than the old ones is not quite so clear, but may be all rig-ht

—

THE V-EDGE HOFFMAN \ HIVE-LEVER.
Comrade Davenport's argument against the V edge of
the projection on the Hoffman frame seems to be valid.
Bees quickly put on propolis enough to make it as thick as
the corresponding edge is. Then it catches bees fully as

—

QUEENS REARED

;

if

the apiarist "

knows

the ropes."

BEES ON PEACHES ALL NIGHT.
Mrs. Axtell's observation that bees at work on peaches
stupid, and often stay all night on the

some times seem

known

that the leaves and
kernels of the peach carrj' considerable poison yet we
should hardly expect the fruit to contain enough to stupefy
bees.
Whether she would have succeeded in g-etting- peachjuice and white-sugar syrup mixt by feeding the latter
when they were gathering the former well, next time
she must try it ani^ report. You see they might abandon
the peaches if they had syrup enough to store. Page 195.
fruit, is of interest.

It is

well

;

IN

SMALL COLONIES.

see on page 213 the Chicago convention wrestled with
the question why queens reared by just a few bees are inferior too cold too small a supply of food.
Perhaps I can
add a little (to the theory, that is.) The queen-larva is cap
able of taking a larg-e share of its food by absorption, right
thru the pores of the skin. In so far as it feeds in this way
it can select
or perhaps " filter " would be the bette/ word
taking the richer parts of the jelly and leaving the grosser and thus the great lot of jelly left is not entirely waste,
as it looks to be. Diminutive colonies never supply jelly in
such plenty it's " eat what's set- before you, and eat it all."
I

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

THE HONEY-DEW

DR. MILLER DRINKS.

pag-e

I'm afraid Dr. Miller's example, in using granulated
honey-dew in preference to sugar in his coffee, will not be
followed largely enough to create a market. Interesting to
see that there is such a honey-dew product that can be so
used by a good judge.

that the effort that the thief puts forth in
is not labor.
Some of our brothers and
sisters in the craft, who workt hard last summer, may take
this grain of comfort, that it wasn't labor (produced nothing).
But I suspect Doolittle is about right in his main
contention. In this one matter he's a little " off," I think,
seeming to blow cold on anti-adulteration efforts. Bee-keep-

think the most unique and interesting thing in the
beedom boil of page 218, is the sweet clover paragraph
those cows that for weeks pulled and ate sweet clover roots
from the plowed ground. Nature is not inclined to waste
There are no thorns on roots; and if any
its weapons.

I

TIME NEEDED FOR GREAT REFORMS.
wonder if Doolittle isn't drawing it too fine, on

when he says
gaining his swag
196,

COWS E.ATING SWEET CLOVER ROOTS.
I

taste is simply for defense, to disgust above-ground eaters,
it would not be surprising- if roots should be free from that
taste
I've just been out to get a sweet clover root to
eat.
I find the leaves have the most pungency, the stems
somewhat less, the roots still less, but yet not free from the
distinctive flavor of the plant. The robts seem to have a
sweetness in addition, which probablj- " fetcht 'em." But
if I were a cow I'd be ashamed to kick at either leaves,
stems or roots.

—

JOSIE THE HONEV-E.\TER HE OR SHE ?
That 13-year-old Josie, on page 222, who oft eats a
pound of honey just for appetite's sake — is Josie a boj' Josie
or a girl Josie — that's what I want to know ?

HONEY

PRESERVING FRUIT.

IN

Bevins' trials of honey for preserving fruit (page 221)
seem to show that it will work in the stj-le of extra-sweet
pickles, but not alone on raw fruit. I made some grapejelly with honey last fall damaged the honey, without
benefiting the grape-juice to any great extent.

—

FRUIT-BLOSSOMS AND BEES.
I

protest (with due modesty, of course) against the first

on page 217. It's an ancient chestnut to
begin with and, to end with, all bee-folks ought to know
that putting a hive of bees right under a tree does not
secure its flowers any more bee-visits than if the hive was a
quarter of a mile away. Field-bees rather prefer to fly a
short distance. What kept the bees off that tree the previous 25 j-ears is surely quite a mystery. Most bee-folks
do know these things, after a fashion but when political
editors and other outsiders give us tafi'y we tumble, and lose
our heads altogether too easily. The circulation of thinlydisguised nonsense tends to make the public think that all
our claims are nonsense which is far from being true in
fact, some of the claims of that quotation are O. K.
editorial quotation

—

;

—

—

COGITATOR.

Spring Manag'ement of Bees in Large Hives for
Extracted Honey Production.
BV

C.

P.

DADANT.

desires my ideas on the management
of large hives for extracted honey for six weeks previous to the expected honey-flow. I believe that my last
articles on spring management would express the most important part of the system I would advise. To iiarvest large
crops we need bees, and those bees must come at the right
time. If the breeding of bees on a large scale does not begin till the opening of the honey crop, and if this crop fs
short, say three weeks in duration, the bees will have been
reared to no purpose. It takes just about three weeks to
develop a hone)'-bee from the time the ^z% is laid and all,
or nearly all, our naturalists tell us that the bee does not
become an active field-worker till about a week after emerging from the cell, except in extraordinary circu-rastances,
such as the departing of a swarm or the deprivation of the
hive of its old bees by artificial swarming, which renders it
imperative for some of the bees to volunteer in search of
stores before the time set by nature. Thus the reader will
see that about a month elapses before the bee is of use to its
colony. Then it is fit that we should by all means induce
an increast laying when we forseea crop in the near future.

A

Mav
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the peach, and the apple bloom so suddenly that one blossoming merges into another, and the push is steady and
vigorous. So the disadvantages of a late season are somewhat made up bj- the steadiness of its action. In our locality
we have never seen the vegetation so belated and so suddenly active as this year. The last of the snow disappeared
April ID. and we thought we were about to see the latest
fruit-blooming we had ever had. But by the 15th, or five
days later, the whip-poor-wills were whistling in our woods,
and the fruit-bloom is now as far advanced as in average
seasons.
But if we can, by artificial means, by oft-repeated feeding early in the season, of small amounts of food, induce
our bees to breed early, they will be the better prepared to
increase their brood-nest at the first warm days, and the
bulk of our bees will be hatcht out of their cells before the
flow.
This is the only secret of success.
Compare two apiaries in which different plans are pursued. In the one the bees are left to themselves without
shelter, perhaps without sunshine if their location is in an

unfavorable spot. Their supply of honey is .scant because
they have been too closely robbed by their owner the previous fall. They must stint themselves, they dare rear but
little brood until they are sure of a coming harvest close at
hand. They linger along, probably dwindle some in numbers, till the first bloom appears, but they cannot rear brood
largely till there is actually some honej- to be found in the
bloom. With the best efforts that they can put forward
they will not begin breeding to the full capacity of their
queen until the opening of the real harvest, and they will
be booming just in time to close the season with a small
crop of surplus to their owner.
Now, the other apiary will give us a different story.
The hives have been left with plenty of stores in the fall,
they are well sheltered, they have all the sunshine that is
The first warm days find them ready to work.
to be had.
They need not stint themselves since they have yet a surSo the least inducement in the way of pollen-bearing
plus.
bloom encourages them to spread out. even tho no honey is
yet to be had in the field. When the fruit-bloom begins
they are sufliciently strong to give their queen the freedom
of every comb, that is, sufficient warmth on every comb to
enable her to lay eggs anywhere; they " horsewhip their
queen," as some of our friends would call it. No, the queen
does not lay any more in that hive than in the hives of the
late-breeding apiary if the liives are of the same size, but
she lays at the right time. The push comes so that the
hatching bees are in time for the feast, and help harvest
the crop instead of helping consume it.
There is nearly always an interval of about three weeks
in this latitude between the fruit-bloom, which only incites
breeding, and the real honey crop from clover, basswood,
It is during this interval that the thriving colony
etc.
builds itself, and it is only the colony that thus builds itself,
upon which we may .safely depend for a bountiful harvest
and a reward for our cares.
I think I have said enough to show what is needed previous to the harvest. In another article I will speak of
what is done when the harvest is on.

Hancock

Large

greater when it does come, for the reason that the number
of blooms that come out at once is of greater variety. For
instance, in early spring the willow is first to bloom, then
comes the gooseberry', then the peach, then the apple, etc.
These blossoms follow each other with intervals, during
which the cool days again retard the laying, so that altho
the inducements offered to the bees are oft-repeated, the
alternates of cold and heat, of bloom and dearth, make the
laying irregular. In a late sea.son the weather warms up
suddenly, but remains warm. The willow, the gooseberry,

vs.

Co.,

111.

Small Hives in Kansas.

BY WM.

;

In late .seasons, altho the inducement to laj' is retarded
by the natural circumstances, yet the impetus given is

11, 1899.

H. E.-i-GERTY.

looking over the articles written by Mr. Dadant for
the American Bee Journal, I wondered at his patience in
making the statement so often in regard to the large
hive as used by him. I have used both large and small
hives, and I know that the bee-keeper is, and will be,
pleased with the work done by a prime swarm when put
into a hive of moderate size, and for the first season the
swarm doing so much better than the bee-keeper expected,
but from actual use of both large and small hives, I will
take the large one, every time.
Of course, there is a difference between the work done
here in Kansas, where we have no white clover, and our
honey-flow is mostly from fall flowers with a fine flow from
sweet clover and alfalfa. The bees here must be strong the
whole season thru, and it takes a good deal of honey to
carry the colony over winter, but those large colonies in
large hives pay well for all the honey they eat and while
it takes them some time to build combs in the brood-chamber, they "get there " every time when the work is once
over while the old colony in the small hive has not room
the second season for both brood and honey in the brood-

IN

;

;

Mav

short of bees for the tield-work. Of course.
where the white clover is plenty, and the
honey-flow is early and stronjj:, a small hive can be used to
goodadvantage, and the bee-keeper who has never used one
of our mammoth hives will be pleased with his small hive.
But take a hive holding 10 frames 10 inches or more
deep, and IS inches long each, and with a good queen if
there is any honey to be had, you will be very apt to get
your share of it, and you will not have to lie awake nights
figuring how to have your colony strong enough just at the
Your only wonder will be at the stream of bees
rig'ht time.
as they come and go at the entrance of the hive, how the

combs, and
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Section-Cleaning-

in other localities,

—

box can contain them.
I have kept bees for several years, and never extracted
anv honey, and I hear very much said about small hives being the best for comb honey, but I know the value of large
hives and very strong colonies of the very best strain of
Italian bees, for I think that there is as much difference in
the quality of honey from dift'erent strains of bees as there
the quality of butter from dift'erent cows that are fed
same pasture. I am foolish enough to think that the
bees "make ' honey, adding an animal oil to the nectar
while thej- pump it in and out of the cells of the comb. But
of course I know they cannot change it very much in one of
those very fast flows, as from linden or clover.
is in

in the

Republic Co., Kan.

Machines— Some Experiments.

BY

C.

DAVENPORT.

have spent considerable money and time in making
and experimenting with section-cleaning machines, I
will describe the results and conclusions I have arrived
at in regard to them, for by doing so it may save others
time and expense in going over the same ground.
In the first place, tho, it seems locality must make a
difi'erence as to the kind of propolis gathered, for sandpaper of any kind, no matter how fast the disk or wheel is
revolved, is entirely impracticable for removing such glue
as is put on sections in this locality, either when it is first
gathered or years afterwards.
Some time ago an article in the Bee-Keepers' Review
described how the writer met with success by using an
emery wheel. While there are, if I am right, about 20
kinds or grades of emery wheels made, none of them would,
I think, be of any account for removing such propolis as we
have here. I tried three different grades of them, and they
were worse than worthless, if I may use such a term. If
the glue was soft the wheels gummed up if hard, the
emery had but very little effect on it. I also made moulds,
and cast a number of wheels out of difl'erent kinds of sand
and cement; these were all worthless so far as removing

AS

I

;

was concerned.
next took a wooden roller about 2}i inches in diameter and set steel knives in it about 6 of an inch apart, and
had them project about 1/7 of an inch above the wood.
These knives were pieces of thin sheet-steel, and were let
into the wood by means of saw-kerfs, and fastened and held
in place by cement. A disk of this kind, if made accurately,
and hungso it revolves true, will, if run very fast, remove
propolis from sections very rapidly. It never clogs up, even
if the glue is so soft that it is difficult to clean the sections
by hand, tho when the edges of a section are held against
it, care has to be taken or the knives will catch on the corners and instantly tear the whole section to pieces.
I also made a perforated-tin disk, as described by a correspondent in the Bee Journal, and altho this would remove propolis quite rapidly, it was not nearly so eft'ective
as the knives. Tin being such a soft metal it soon wore
down so smooth that it was of no account. Tho it is considerable work to perforate tin for this purpose by hand, it
could no doubt be done very cheaply by machinery, but I
feel sure that no really practical machine can be made to
run by foot-power, that is, on the same principle as a sewing machine.
I tried sewing machines and a small turning-lathe,
which was about the same thing, and there is not power
enough to do eft'ective work. I tried putting on a heavy
balance-wheel, and while this was considerable help it fell
far short of being enough so that practical work could be
done As probablv all "know, foot-power as applied to a
sewing-machine treadle, is what its name implies— simply
foot-power generated by the moving of one or both feet up
and down. But there is another kind of foot-power that is
obtained on a different principle, by the use of a long
treadle that has a long sweep up and down, so that instead
of being able to applv only actual foot-power the weight of
the whole body can be brought to bear on the treadle. I
saw and ran a' large turning-lathe of this kind in a machine
shop a short time ago, and I should judge that the power
was about twice what could be obtained from a sewingmachine treadle, and more easily obtained at that, as nearly
as I can tell from the picture of it. The Barnes' saw has
this same kind of power, and if I am right in my estimate,
that this kind of treadle gives double the power a sewingmachine treadle does, it will be ample to clean sections, and
with power enough a disk or roller set with knives, as I
have described, will clean at least three while one could be
cleaned bv hand and the roller could be long enough so
that one end could be covered with perforated tin, or something similar for cleaning- the edges.
If I have a crop this season I shall give the matter
another thoro trial, for when I have a crop the item of
cleaning sections is no small one with me, for here 500 sections a dav is more, on an average, than one person will
clean. I have myself cleaned 600 a day. I have also workt
just as hard on 400 a dav— it depends upon the amount and
kind of glue there is on "them, and here the amount depends
largely upon the character of the flow. If it is scant and
irregular, much more propolis will be gathered than when
the yield is free and regular. The kind of surplus arrangement also has some influence. Sections from T tins are
harder to clean than those from section-holders. The bottoms of the former will be badly stuck up and soiled even
propolis
I

J

The Long'er Tongue Gets the Best Nectar.
BY

THERE

A. B.

BATES.

may

be perplexities in the communication I wrote
on page 19, and there may be something like discordance in the third paragraph that seems fatal to the
facts embodied in the article, as Mr. Bevins claims on page
134, but I am frank to admit I am unable to see it.
If I am correct in the statement, that nectar is heavier
than water, I am also correct in the statement that the
richer of the saccharine substances settles to the bottom of
the flower-cup.

Since Mr. Bevins does not doubt the superior quality of
the Italian product, but seeks to find the cause, I will refer
him to the bee's tongue as the only cause that seems to me

While some blacks may have longer tongues
than others of their own class, and while the ver^' best of
this black race of bees may equal or excel the poorest of the
Italians, it does not signify that the Italians as a class do
not excel largely the blacks as a class.
The tongue of the bee is certainly its most important
factor in the work of honey-gathering. The long-tongue
strain, in my opinion, lives longer, stores more honey, and
of a rich quality in flavor and in sweetness than does the
short-tongue strain and when we find a colony of bees surpassing another with like strength and opportunities, in
possible.

;

quantitv,

we may

find like excellency in the quality of their

honey also and had we the ability or means to do so, we
might locate the cause in the tongue.
Now, Mr, Bevins (I suspect you being a member of that
order that you say is seeking more light), let us reason together, and it may be that the hood-winks may fall from our
;

eyes.

When

there is a meager secretion of nectar it remains
bottom of the flower-cup, and if the bee's tongue is
too short to reach it, you know the result. If the bees can
barely reach it without any margin to go on, they must
visit so many flowers before they can fill their honey-sacs
in the

that their pent-up energy, that constitutes their lives, is exhausted, and the honey stored being gathered from the
watery part of the nectar is inferior both in flavor and in
sweetness. The longer-tongue strain being- able to reach to
the bottom of the flower-cup fill their honey-sacs from a
few blooms, with a richer quality, and with probably less
exhausted nature, less wing-splitting, etc.
Regarding the flower-cup that is inverted or turned
downward, how do they compare with those that turn upward, for it is the general bloom that we are to look to and
I have not been as observing as I
not the exception ?
should be, but I believe the basswood bloom is turned
downward, and in the nectar-secretion by this bloom all
strains have the same tongue ability, and should you find
the quality to be the same coming from this source, and
that the quantity is altogether conditioned to the population of the colony, will you not believe that the long tongue
is the cause of the superior quality of honey stored from the
general bloom in favor of the Italians?

Franklin Co., Mo.

;

:
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under favorable conditions, while the latter, no matter how
adverse the conditions are, will have but two slight ridges of
glue one on each side of the insets.
As I am afraid practical machines for cleaning sections
will not be in general use at least this season, for the benefit of beginners only I am going to say a few words about
cleaning sections by hand, for I can remember the time
when I could not clean nearly as many as I can now.

—

Most of those new to this work hold the section in one
hand while cleaning it, and I even know a man who had
produced tons of comb honey who said he knew no better
way. It is, however, quicker and easier to clean a section
if it rests on a solid bench, and if much of this work is to be
done two benches of different heights, so that one can
change off and work both standing up and sitting down,
are a great help. On top of the bench tack a piece of board
that is two or three inches wide, four or five long, and about
yk of an inch thick.
Have it back a few inches from the
front of the bench. Stand the section on this strip so that
the front projects over it a trifle, then scrape up and down,
not across the top. The object of the thin board on top of
the bench is to let the edge of the section project over it so
that the knife can reach clear down. Of course, the same
effect can be obtained bj' letting the section project over the
edge of the bench itself, but if this is done their is nothing
to catch or stop the downward strokes of the knife; and
this makes it harder work for me.
Some, tho, prefer to let
the section project over the edge of the bench itself.
There is quite a knack about cleaning sections by resting them on a bench or table, but after it is acquired one
can, if the sections are badh- stuck up, clean at least a third
more than by holding them loose in the left hand.
I prefer a knife the blade of which is
that there is no spring in it whatever.

stiff enough so
Mine are made
drawn down thin and

from small flat files; one edge is
sharp, and the Other is left thick, and

is ground square
across this edge is used mostly for cleaning the edges of
the sections. The knives are long enough so they will
reach clear across and clean the edges of two sides at once.
;

Southern Minnesota.

An Experience with a Queen and Nucleus.
BY EDWIN BEVINS.

HAD

an experience with a queen and nucleus last fall
which was a little out of the ordinary, and which mav be
worth relating. Early in October I found a colony
queenless, and resolved to re-queen by first giving the
queen to a nucleus of hatching brood, and then gradually
changing the frames of the colony to the hive of the

I

nucleus.

Looking around among the colonies in the yard I found
where the frames of Ixrood could be easily gotten, and then
sent for a queen. As there were evidences that a few bees
had hatcht from the combs, I did not fear any trouble, altho
I thought it might be a little late in the season for such
operations.
When the queen arrived I was so ill that I could hardly
crawl from the liouse to the bee-yard, but as there was no
one else around who knew what to do. I had to go. An assistant helpt me to get the frames of brood and put them
into another hive, and then I had him place the hive over
the hive of the queenless bees, first putting a frame with
wirecloth nailed to both sides between the two hives. Then
I releast the queen and escort by turning back one end of
the wire covering of the cage. The cage was left on the
wire covering of the frame close to the frames of brood.
Then I crawled back to my bed.
About the third day after, feeling a little better, it occurred to me that I would better look after my queen and
nucleus. I was not g^reatly surprised to find that no bees
had hatcht. but was surprised to find the queen in the cage
instead of on the combs. I made her get there, and removed the cage from the hive, and then felt a little puzzled
about what to do next. What I did do was to take the
frame of wirecloth awaj-, thus admitting the bees of the
colony to the combs of the nucleus. I knew this would be
all right for the brood, but did not know how it would be
for the queen.
By this time I was used up, and again crawled back to
my bed. It was two or three weeks before I could get out
again, but the first thing I did was to find out what had become of my queen. I found the brood in the two frames of
the upper story all hatcht out as expected, and, looking-

further,
story.

I

May

found sealed brood

in several
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frames of the lower

Ordinarily there 'is no risk in introducing queens on
frames of hatching brood. What rendered it hazardous in
this instance was the coolness of the weather which prevented the hatching of the brood.

A

queen to the queenless bees
beginning might have been as successful, but I have
had manj- losses by trying to introduce direct to the bees
that have been for some time queenless. Probablj' the presence of the brood, and the fact that everything in both
hives had become scented alike, helpt to insure the queen a
kindly reception.
Decatur Co., Iowa.
direct introduction of the

in the

Holding' the Breath While Handling Bees.
BV

\. P.

RAYMOND.

MOST

bee-keepers, probably, have discovered that nothing is so offensive to bees, and so angers them, as a
person's breath.

If an J' one doubts this he can easily convince himself bj'
removing from a hive a comb covered with bees, and breathing upon them. I think just one trial will be sufficient to
remove his doubts as to the truthfulness of the above asser-

tion.

Very early in my experience in handling bees, I began
and continued the practice of holding: m.V breath while looking for queens upon a comb, or while peering into a hive for
the same purpose — in fact, while performing any other difficult task that had a tendency to anger the bees. I thought
I saw good results from doing this, consequently, as I said
before, I continued the practice until it finally became to me
" second nature," as it were. Whenever I was engaged in
removing combs from or returning them to a hive, I would
find myself unconsciously holding my breath, especially if
the bees were inclined to be irritable. Of course, it would
become necessary to breathe occasionally, but when doing
so I would turn my head aside so the bees would not observe
the least effects of my respiration. By first filling the
lungs, a person may, after a little practice, hold the breath
for nearly or quite half a minute without inconvenience.

My only reason for holding the breath while handling
bees was simply to prevent angering them but recently I
came across the following item in the Minneapolis Journal
Almanac for 1897, which, if true, sheds more light upon the
subject, and, also, maybe another explanation for the seeming good results I experienced from the practice. I have
not as yet tested this theory as relating to stings, consequently I cannot vouch for its truthfulness, but I give below the article in its entirety for what it may be worth. I
am unable to give the name of the author. Here it is
;

JUST SIMPLY STOP BREATHING.
*'

It is

a fact not fjenerally

known

that

if

a person holds his breath

wasps and bees ma3' be handled with impunity. The skin practically
becomes a coat of mail a«"ainst which the insects vainly drive their
The moment a particle of air escapes from the lun^s the sting's
stingos.
In explanation of this curious fact, a well-known physician advances the theory that holding the breath partially closes the
pores of the skin, and thus leaves no openings for attack. This interesting- statement explains and enhances the value of a practice I have followed for the prevention of colds. For many years my occupation took
nie to crowded political and labor meetings, g-enerally held in rooms destitute of anj- means of ventilation. The heat was intense, the air fetid
and poisonous. I have left such meetings bathed in perspiration and
pluTiged into the chill air of a winter's night, thereby running the risk of
catching the severest cold. Yet, strange to say, I enjoyed a singular immunity from such aggravating ailments. .\t the first touch of cold air I
took a deep inspiration, and then held my breath for half a minute, in the
meantime walking as fast as I could. During that half minute the pores
of the skin were closed against the chilling atmosphere, and by the time
the lungs called for reinvigoration, the body had considerably cooled,
and the risk of a chill w-as over. I recommended the practice to public
speakers, vocalists, entertainers, and those who are obliged to frequent
unduly heated rooms. In my own case the practice never failed, and
altho I fully believe in its value, I never understood the reason of it until
a learned scientist came forward w-ith the remarkable theory that while
holding the breath the skin could be maintained impenetrable to the
sting of a bee."
will penetrate.

Holding the breath to avoid colds has been practiced, I
think, by many persons with good results. What is nearl3'
or quite as good, when emerging from an over-heated room
into the cold, crisp atmosphere of winter, is to close the
mouth for a few moments and breathe thru the nostrils, as
the air thereby becomes partially warmed before coming in
contact with the lungs.
If holding the breath is a sure preventive of bee-stings,
every bee-keeper should be acquainted with the fact. SupClark Co., Wis.
pose you try it, this spring.

)
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now in place of combs that have drone-brood in them ?
Would vou be afraid of foul brood ?
You understand that so much is said pro and con about
onies

OR.

CONDUCTED UV
O. O. AlILI^ER, A/areng-o,

///.

(The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not
Doctor to send answers by mail. ^Editor.]

Supplies Enough, Perhaps

to Dr. Miller
.ask the

Transferring.

stories,
1. I have six 8-frame Langstroth hives, IJi
Five of the broodcomplete with sections and starters.
frames ill each hive have full sheets of foundation, and
three have 3-inch starters. I have one colony of bees in an

odd-sized hive, which I will transfer and make two colonies,
on the Heddon plan. I will then have four einpty hives.
I will g-et first swarms in three of those (from a neig-hbor.
The question is, have I enough supplies for this summer ?
I have a good location for bees.
2. In transferring, can't I set the hive I want the bees
in, over the old hive and drive them up into it, as well as to
drive them into another box and empty them in front at the

entrance ?
3. Will there have to be queen-cells in the old hive before I transfer in order to make the second drive into anIowa.
other hive ?

Answers. — 1. In

have supplies
all probability you
be for surplus, about which j'ou say nothing. If the season be favorable, you ought to need some
sections or extracting-stipers.
2. That will be all right if your hives are constructed
to make it convenient.
3. It isn't absoluteU' necessary, but you'll have better
queens if started for swarming than you will have by for-

enough, unless

it

cing a weak colonj'

to start cells.
«

How

»

»

to Get Along Without Transferring.

have six colonies of bees in common boxes, nailed all
around. I am a beginner and know nothing about transferring. I am told by experienced bee-men that I will probably fail and sincerely regret it if I should attempt to transfer.
The experienced bee-men are too busy with their bees
I have three or four swarms that I caught
to do it for me.
the other day, in 10-frame Langstroth hives. If there is
I

any way of making the old colonies help these new ones, or
nuclei, swarms that I maj- form from the new ones, without
getting' the old ones out of their old hives, say for instance
by changing stands, I should be very glad to have you tell
me. I have one small new swarm. I thought to change
places with it with one of the strong old colonies, but feared
for the queen of the new swarm.
California.

Answer. — Some who do not

care to transfer manage
very profitably by keeping their colonies in box-hives as
breeders. Wait till the bees in a box-hive swarm. Hive
the swarm in a frame hive, setting it on the old stand and
the old hive close beside it. In six or seven days remove
the box-hive to a new place, at a time of daj' when the most
bees are out. This will throw a large number of bees from
the old hive into the new one, making the latter good for a
big surplus. You may leave the old hive to breed up for
winter, or you may drum out the remainder of the bees 21
daj's from the date of the first swarm.

Fears Foul Brood from Dead Brood.
In the][first place, about Jan. 26, or a few days before,
there was a warm spell here and a maple-sugar camp was
opened, and the bees carried in some sap which caused the
queens to laj- from two to four frames of brood then I believe the cold weather commenced on the 26th and continued
until about Feb. 14, and that remarkable cold weather
was during that time a number of colonies were caught on
one side of the hive when the brood was away from the
honey. Each colony that died had from 15 to 30 pounds of
This brood has been hung up
honey. Now the question
and dried in the combs. Would j-ou be afraid to use these
combs to put into hives to hivB swarms on, or to put in col-

dead brood starting foul brood, by the bee-keepers of eminence, that it is hard for a man who never had' a case of
Some claim dead
foul brood to understand what to do.
brood will, and some say it cannot, start foul brood.
Ohio.
Answers. ^If I had such combs, I would most certainly
use them, and would have no anxiety as to results. Whether
In my
it would be safe for every one is another question.
case there is no foul brood in the vicinity, and has never
been any. In a place where foul brood is more or less common, there would be danger that some of the colonies which
died on these combs might have been infected, making it
unsafe to use the combs. But if I thought there was no
foul brood in those combs at the time the bees died on them,
Even those who believe
I wouldn't hesitate to use them.
that foul brood may start spontaneously would hardly object to it, for you say the combs have been kept dry, and I
think no one has ever claimed that foul brood could originate from dead brood unless it was moist and rotten. I've
used hundreds of combs containing dead brood, and never
had any harm from it.

Moving Bees a Few Rods Feeding for Pollen Candied
Sections of Honey Frames of Comfi
and Dead Brood.
I
1. I have 16 colonies of bees, wintered in the cellar.
took them out April 1. My bee-yard was full of snow, so I
had to put them in the garden about four rods away. I will
have to move them just as soon as I can hear from you.
What time of day is best to move them, and what can I do
to keep them from returning to the old stand ?
I have been feeding them some corn-meal and sugarsyrup in a tin-pan— one-third sugar and two-thirds water.
The 16 colonies will carry away three gallons a day. Can I
give them too much of it ?
not
3. I have some sections of candied honey that are
What can I do with them ?
finisht.
dead
4. I have some brood-frames of comb and some
Minn.
brood in them. Can 1 use them this summer ?
•

Answers.— 1.

It

probably doesn't make much difference

what time of day vou move them. When you move them,
take awav all hives, stands, or anything that might make
the place' seem like home. After moving, set up boards in

front of entrances, making it as troublesome as possible
for the bees to get out, in hopes they will mark their entrances when they come out. If, in spite of all you do, some
of the bees persist in going back to the old place, put a
comb for them to cluster on, and in the evening give them
to some colonv that needs them.
altho
2. There i'sn't much danger of feeding too much,
you might look occasionally to see that too much of the imitation pollen is not stored. Of course it would iiot do to
feed them so much of the syrup that the queen would be

crowded.
3. Sprinkle with water, and let the bees eat them out.
4. Yes, but let the bees have them to take care of as
soon as possible, by putting a hive full of the combs under
a colony.

York's Honey Almanac is a neat little 32-page pamphgotten up with a view to create a demand for
honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, tiie forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concern-

let especiallv

ing honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices A .sample for
:

25 copies for SO cents 50 for 70 cents 100 for
For 25 cents extra we
SI. 25; 250 for S2. 75; 500 for $4.50.
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.

a

stamp

:

;

;

;

;

:

Langstroth on the Honey.Bee, revised by the Dadants,
a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound elegantly.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with the
Bee Journal for a year— both for only S2.00.
is
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The

Illinois

Foul Brood

Bill.

— Secretary

Jas. A. Stone,

of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association, desires us to
publish the following- statement regarding- the effort re-

cently put forth to secure a foul brood law in Illinois, but
which unfortunately resulted in failure
:

Editor American Bee Journal — The Executive
Committee of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association
desire in behalf of the Association to have kindly named all
those who have assisted in an effort to secure a foul brood
law for the State. We have found none more ready to assist than Editor York, of the American Bee Journal, and
his letters to the House Appropriation Committee would
have influenced a reasonable set of men, but we found the
majority of that committee had no regard for reason, were
not well enough brought up to give heed when our committee was being heard.
Mr. N. E. France, of Wisconsin, helpt us as far as was
in his power, sending us pictures of apiaries destroyed by
foul brood, and the hives all piled.
Mr. Dadant gave us letters of introduction to his senator, and the Bill was put in his (Senator Berry's) hands,
and went thru the Senate booming to be defeated by the
Appropriation Committee of the House.
Mr. H. F. Moore, secretary of the Chicago Bee-Keepers'
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made with the regularity of a clock.
years the " Old Honey-Man " sold bananas and honey,
amast a fortune but years ago he gave up bananas,
since that time devotes himself to dispensing honey
sweet smiles, for the old man is verv genial.
visits to these are

;

For
and
and
and

:

—

Association, did all he could to influence his representatives, as also did Mr. Jas. Poindexter. of Bloomington, but
Funk. He
still we could do nothing with his representative
insisted that the wild bees in the timber would hold the disease, and it would be useless to rid our apiaries of the disease as long as there were bee-trees in the timbers. Such
flimsy arguments as this had their influence with the committee. And one of the committee-men said he was talking
to one of his constituents who kept bees, and he told him
he would not give a cent for such a law, as he never had
foul brood in his apiarj'. These little things had their
weight ag-ainst us. But we had on that committee some of
whom we are able to name Chairman Curtis, Dr. Vincent,
Messrs. Young, Rankin, and some others we are not able to

—

:

name.

Among

our enemies there were none more bitter than
could not wait to hear from our committee,
and moved (without the chairman giving heed) to report it
back with the recommendation that it do not pass. Then
there was another member that lookt at us as if he would
say, " Just wait till I get a chance to swallow you!" We
askt for a roll call, but were unable to get it. However, we
will be able to get some of the names when we see their
pictures.
,
J. O. Smith,
rStewart.

He

)

Ta? a Stonw
n^:^ Becker,
k^J-TJt"
Chas.

We

{

ExecuUve

Committee.

i

whenever any of those who opposed the
come up for re-election they will be remem-

trust that

Foul Brood Bill
bered by bee-keepers, at least, in a way that they will not
soon forget. It seems strang-e that nearly every other organization except bee-keepers can get what they want at
the hands of tlve legislature. But so long as self-seeking
politicians are often elected to make the laws perhaps we
ougrht not to be surprised that the dear people "get left."
However, as the votes of the " dear people" put the selfish
politicians into power, the place to do the hardest kicking
is at home.
'Tis better to elect men of sense than those
who are after only the cents instead of the best good of
their constituents.

—

Philadelphia's " Old Honey=Man." The Philadelphia
Record says that one of the queer characters of that city,
who goes on in his own quiet way, and who has wealth
enough to afford him all kinds of luxury, if he so desired, is
known by every man, woman and child in the southern
part of the city as the " Old Honey-Man." The queerest
characteristic possest by this old fellow is his -extreme
reticence concerning himself and his past career. There
are those who know that he was a sailor at one time, and,
if he was not the captain of a ship, he was well up in the
ranks. With a traj'f ul of honey in the comb on his head,
the old man traverses all the downtown streets and a few of
the uptown ones, selling to all who care to buy. He has a
list of regular customers among the old-timers, and his

Mr. Doolittle says [in American Bee-Keeper] a wooden paddle about 5x7 inches is the thing to kill cross bees
that follow one around the yard. He once tried a paddle
made of fine wire-cloth stretclied over a wooden frame,
something like a sieve. But he says he can hit a bee just as
well with the solid paddle as with one that allows the air to
pass thru. The latter sometimes only stuns the bee, while
the solid one always kills it. Gleanings.

—

* « *

*

among the neighboring
Gleanings, has this to say in reference to the word
" alright " to which we called attention awhile ago
StenoG, who picks around

fields of

:

"

new word.

Alright is referred to as being possibly a
That's alwrong. Poor spellers often use it, supposing it
follows the analogy of already. It is an eyesore to have
such things thrust before us. But it is no worse than sometime as a word as, He was here sometijnea.go.^ Sometiiiies
(an adverb) is always one word but some time is an adjecSometime is obsolete. It used to mean
tive and a noun.
former or formerly ; as Monroe was sometime (once) president of this country.' Also someone, noone. and anyone, in
place oT somebody, nobody, and anybody, are gross blunders.
If used they should be separate words."
'

'

'

;

;

'

We

word "alright,"
"alwrong." But we wish he would unbend a little and pick up the reform in spelling which ourselves and
others have undertaken. It wouldn't hurt him any to favor
a little progress in this line, and some day he might be glad
that he threw the weight of his influence on the right side.
that

are agreed with Mr. Stenog on the

it is

*****
always an interesting target at which
Dr. Miller enjoys shooting off jokes. Fair samples of the
" wads " in the Doctor's " popgun " are found in the following, which appeared in Gleanings for April IS

Mr. a.

I.

Root

is

:

—

"My dear old Friend: Please have my subscription
extended. That's because I began with Vol. I. No. 1 of
Gleanings. I think it began not so very long after the first
That was not long after you had had a
visit I made to vou.
fire, in 1870, aiid had your jeweler shop and dwelling all
Other company was there, somewhat
under one roof.
crowding the sleeping facilities you and I slept together,
and you kept me awake detailing a plan that was in your
head for putting a hive under each hard-maple tree, tapping
the tree, and having the sap run directly into the hive for
the benefit of the bees. You didn't manufacture smokers
then, and I showed you how to smoke bees with a pan of
hot coals. You liked the plan, and as soon as I was out of
sight you tried it atid burnt up a hive, or tried to. I think
I've slept with you a number of times since, and was distinctly the gainer on at least two separate occasions, when
vou absent-mindedly put your nightcap in my overcoat
pocket instead of your own. I never lost anything by
sleeping with you. I always put my Waterbury under my
pillow. Please don't forget to have my subscription ex;

tended.

"C.C.Miller."

There's no telling what mischief those two " boys
will get into at the Philadelphia convention, next September.
But they'll bear watching. I hope Pres. Whitcomb
If not,
will keep both of his keen Nebraska eyes on them.
they'll make "Uncle Whit " more nervous than he usually
is when joining in an Indian war dance.

ing

The Premium offered on page
for.
Look at it.

254

is

well worth work-

:

:
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low, the snow-white appearance of the sections will be af" To produce the most snow-white honey in secfected.
tions, it must be built over new cojnbs below, or over combs
of sealed bi'ood or honey by very strong colonies."
'

'

is discust in Gleanings by G. M.
objects to outside feeding', because bees for
two miles around must be fed, because there is some danger
it may start robbing, and because those which need the
If a warm morning is followed by
least may get the most.
a chilly afternoon, bees may be lost by flying out, and at
this time of the year one bee is worth as much as a hundred at the close of harvest. In early spring each colony
should have from 10 to IS pounds of honej-, then they will
need no further feeding unless the weather is bad in fruitbloom. Instead of feeding nightly for stimulative purposes, he thinks it better to give full combs of honey, and
if these are not at hand, then combs filled with sugar syrup.

Spring Feeding of Bees

Doolittle.

A Plan for Watering Bees is g-iven in the British Bee
Journal that may be very convenient for those who drink
much tea or keep few bees. The spent tea leaves are saturated with water and put in a .saucer in a sunnj' spot for the
bees.

Sacks to Contain Melting Combs, C. Davenport saj's,
in the Bee-Keepers' Review, should not be of any 2voven
cloth, as this will leave a large portion of the wax in the
slumgum. but should be coarse, knit, cotton stuff, like that
in a cheap, but heavy, coarse, knit, cotton sock.

He

—

Starting Bees in Sections. The editor of Gleanings
a plan for starting bees in sections given by
Mrs. A. J. Barber. She says
" I had 60 colonies of Italians in my out-apiary, and in
trying my experiment I tried to be fair. I took 30 supers of
half-depth extracting-frames full of comb from the home
apiary, and put them on 30 hives in the out-apiary at the
same time that I put sections on the other 30 hives. In four
or five daj's the extracting-combs were full of new honey,
and the bees excited and busy at their work, while most of
those having sections were loafing, and some had swarmed.
I raised the combs by putting a super of sections between

commends

—

Difference in Queens
S. F. Miller had seven colonies
of equal streng-th one of them filled everything full from
top to bottom, while the others gathered no honey to amount
to anything. The editor of Gleanings thinks the difference
in results might be accounted for by the difference in queens.
:

He

says
" We once had a colony in our apiary that would fill its
hive full of honey when the othJr bees would be almost on
the verge of starvation. Work ? We never had anything
like them.
Rob ? Thej' would clean out anything they
could fight down. The queen of this colony we called the
'honey queen,' and her daughters were sold at advanced
prices."

Putting Section=Supers Between Stories of Broodis advised in the Progressive Bee-Keeper, by R. C.
Aikin, as a sure way of getting rushing work done in the

Combs,

sections. G. M. Doolittle says, in the same paper, that it is
good practice to have an extracting-super between two
stories of brood-combs, but it's a bad thing for sections, because the old, black comb from above will be carried down
in bits to help seal the sections. Even with old combs be-

THE

G. B.

:

them and the brood-nest. At the end of two weeks from
putting on the combs those sections under the combs were
better filled than those on the hives that had no combs. As
soon as the combs were sealed I put them away to extract,
having that amount of honey extra, and the bees started
nicely in their work. I had only about a third as many
swarms from those hives as from the ones with sections and

no combs."
But those who have been in the habit of using bait sections will probably think it is no advantage to use extracting-combs in their place, unless it be desired to have extracted honey.

LEWIS

GO'S

BEE=HIVES
AND SECTIONS
ARE MODELS OF PERFECTION.
r^m^^^^w^w^w^w^w^mw^w^w^w^0 9^0W^^w^mw^w^w^w^w^ww>w^w^^^m^w^w^w^w^w^fv ^fw^w^w^^^w^9^'9^^^w%

Tills is tlie Verilicl of Tlioiisaniis o[

Our unrivaled

Custoiers and

tlie

Addiowledpent

of Competitors.

coupled with twenty-five years of manufacturing experience, enable us to anticipate and
supply every want and need of the bee-keeper, promptly and accui-atel3-.

facilities,

WANT

A

Factories

THE BEST— They Cost No More.
YOU
copy of our Catalog and Price List mailed free upon application.

and Main

Branch Offices and Warerooms
LEWIS CO.,
515 First Ave., N. K., MiuaeapoUs. Minn.
B. LEWIS CO.,

G. B.
G.

19

South Alabama

Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Office:

Watertown, Wisconsin.
AGENCIES
E. T.

ABBOTT,
L. C.

:

St. Josepli, M...

WOODMAN, Grand Rapids, Mich.
FRED FOULtiER & SOXS, Qtrden, Utah.
SMITH'S CASH STORE, San

Francisco, Gal.
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Root's

Gommn

ENTIRELY UP

Bees in Splendid Condition.

WITH ORDERS

My

bees were

April 11 and 13.
I placed

Our extensive enlarg-ements last fall,
costing in the aggregate some $15,000,

tion.

enables us to keep pace with our increasing trade. Send in 3'our orders,
and they will be promptly executed,
either from the main office or branches
and agencies. Give us a trial, and see
how quickly we can make shipment.

colonies.

111)

colonies in the cellar

Nov. 30, and they were there nearly five
months. They wintered with a loss of two
on the summer stands,
one of which died. Bees which were left
on the summer stands in this vicinity have
G. F. Tubes.
suffered a terrible loss.

By Buying

at the Nearest
or Ag-eney.

Branch

McKean

Co., Pa., April 33.

ROOT

THE

CO.,
Chicago.
York, Manag^er.

A. I.
118 Michigan Street,

GsoRGE W.

-

111.

ROOT

THE

CO.,
A. I.
1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
H. G. AcKijN, Manager.

THE
1635

A.

I.

The information contained

in the report

Colorado convention in the Bee
Journal was worth many times the subthe

scription price, to practical bee-keepers who
are trying to make a living from the busi-

West Genesee

St.,

F. A. S.\LISBURV,

THE

A.

Mechanic

ROOT
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J. B.
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I.

Manager.

-
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Please mention Bee Journal

writing.

16.

Average 75 Percent

Mr. Kiplino'8
Loss.

Saved

Li!e

inhalaliuu uf Oxy^jfeLi, the
specific cure for all lung" troubles.
Ft»r special information regardIly the

31 colonies out of 35; but I will not
neighbors have lost
Some of
all.
On an average the loss will be about
"5 percent.
C. L. Hamilton.
Nez Perces Co.. Idaho, April 39.
I lost

my

Muth & Son and A.Muth)
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Prothero is Arnold, Du Bois, Clearfield
Co., Pa.
Cleaver & Green. Troy, Bradf. Co., Pa.
W. W. Carv, Lvonsville, Mass.
M. H. Hunt & Son, Bell Branch, Wayne
Co., Mich.
George E. Hilton, Fremont, Newaygo
Co., Mich.
Walter S. Pouder, 512 Mass. Avenue,
(Successor toC. F.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Vickery Bros., Evansville, Ind.
Jos. Xysewander. 612 W. Grand Ave.,
Des Moines. Iowa.

Son, High

Hill,

Loss in bees in this section is heavy,
owing to long, cold winter. Last season
wiis a poor one, as it was very dry. and the
grasshoppers ate most of the bloom of the
second crop of alfalfa and sweet clover.
I.

McAdams, Columbus Grove, O.
H, W. Weber, 2146 Central Avenue,

&

them

K. FiTZPATRICK.

J. J.

Tex., April

Last Season a Poor One.

ROOT

A. F.

Nebel

sell

The Oxygen Theatment,

inir

Address,
DR. PEIRO.
Central Music Hall, Chicago.

M.\soN, Mgr.

AGENCIES.

Jos.

honey source of this dry region— mesquite
— which is in full bloom now.

give up.

Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
10 Vine Street,
W. A. Sei.sek, Manager.

C.

We
—

Dimmit Co.,

full liuciit' ItiiKuIcd,

and Itood WafiroDS and
you direct

l^AfW

torn

I have only 110 colonies at this date.
had a very dry fall, winter and spring no
rain since October. Swarming is some four
or five weeks later than usual. However,
my bees have been doing well the last
week, gathering honey fast from the stable

ROOT

CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

(^

WWf.y

of

BUGGIES AT
wn
WHOLESALERS^

'^^^ Wenianufacturea
'

L'p,

v™\|[7y/doul..le

ness.

BRANCH OFFICES.

I

left 14 colonies

I

Bees Doing: Well on Mesquite.

Save Freight

Suggies$35 antl

i:?"^

removed from the cellar
and are in splendid condi-

Mont-

gomery Co.. Mo.
Hvde & Son, Hutto, Texas.
TheL.A.WatkinsMdse.Co.Denver.Col.
The Abbey-Hardy Co., Grand JuncO. P.

tion, Colo.

H. Back. 235 West Third North St.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Buell Lamberson, 180 Front Street,
Portland, Oregon.
Union Hive & Box Co. .Los Angeles.Cal.
M. R. Madarv. Fresno. Cal.
J.

Mesa

AND WORKS:

MEDINA, OHIO.

E. Palmer.

1.

writing.

Farmer
The Midland
(SEMI-MONTHLY).
The representative modem Farm Paper of the
Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Pag^e
departments to every branch of Farming and
Stock-Raising-. Plain and Practical Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neig^hbors (for
free samples), and we will enter your name for 1
year. (If you have not received your money's
worth at end of year, we will, upon reiiuest, continue the paper to you free of cost another year),

W, M, BARNUM,

Co., Wis., April

Publisher,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Wainwrisfht Building-,
Please mention the Bee Journal.
7Dtf

EVERGREENS

August Bartz.
Chippewa

when

—

ing that as nearly as can be ascertained fully
50 percent of the bees died. I lost 100 colonies out of 3G1. Some of the smaller apiJust to-day
aries are entirely swept away.
I received notice from a prominent beekeeper that has lost 100 colonies out of 140.
Diarrhea did the work here.

lOO. « to 8 In. SI; 12 to IH in. S3.50.
100, 3 ft. $10 prepaid. 100, 4 to « ft.
varieties, $15. 4'>chuice Fruit trees. 20
varieties, :J10. Oriiamentnl A Fruit
Trees. Catalntrue antl prices of 50

18.

,>

Bees Had a Severe Time.
Bees have had a severe time this spring.
all old bees dying off in the cold weather
in February. leaving the hives full of brood
and young bees, and no honey coming in
caused a cessation of brood-rearing, which
has been disastrous to the early honey-flow.
However, we have some very fine honey

from

tupelo.

Next comes holly.
Cornelius

Vermillion Co., La., April

L. Rice.

15.

have three colonies that I wintered,
had not been for the book
I would been minus one
colony soon. It was like this; In going
over my bees not long since I found the
brood to be all drones in one hive, and of
course I got my bee-book and lookt it up.
I

if it

of Bee-Culture."

SENT\\FREE.
anted.

trreat bartjain b.ts
'i'W Good Loeul AecntH

HILL,

Irec^lfrs^.

Please

Dundee,
ihi- llee

nu'Ulii

III.

Jonrnal.

Colonies of Bees
FOR SALE.
We

A Laying-Worker Experience.
I am just making a start in the bee-busiand

M.\IN' (IFFICE

May

Fully Half of the Bees Lost.
Most of the bees in this section of country are now out of the cellar, and a large
number of reports have been received, say-

ness.

TDGfl.l.RooiGoiiipani!

Co., Colo.,

Please mention Bee Journal

"ABC

have a few g-ood colonies of bees
for sale 32 miles Northwest of Chicago,
which will be put on board cars there
at S5.00 a colony. .They are in hives
having 9 Langstroth frames, and are
good honey-g-atherers. Better order at

once

if

limited.

you want

anj-,

as the supply is

Address,

OKORCiE

\¥.

113

TORK

Michig-au

A-

CO.

St., Cliicaffo, II..

—
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and found the colony bad a laying worker
and no queen. I procured a queen, put her
in a hive, placed it where the drone hive
was, removed Mrs. Laying Worker and her
drones to one side, and now they are doing
nicely. The bees all left the old hive but

YOUR
WAGON
WHEELS
y lueil iifw

new

I thought this pretty good.
There are very few bees in this part of
A. C. Smith.
the world.
Columbia Co.. Wash., April ll>.

I

ELEGTRIG HANDY WAGON.
ELECTRIC

WHEEL

CO.

about

Box IJ.Quincy,

Please mention Bee Journal

when

lU.

Heavy Losses of

better

Quite

CHICKENS.

lur

THE

A.

Weld

ROOT GO'S GOODS

goods wanted. Cash for Beeswax.
M. H. HUNT. Bkll Branch, Mich.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

list of

UNION COiMBINATiON Saw—
o r
eross
1

-

ripping,
cutting.

mUering. rabbeting, groovn g, gaining,
- siiwing,
boring, edge-

'i

scroll

o n 1 d n g
beading, e t c.

ni

i

Full line

AND

^.^^;
CHINEIIY.

Send tor

,

Ma-

A.

Seneca Falls Mfg. Co., Id Walfr St., Seneca Falls, N.V.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Queens

Untested Italian, SI. 00 each;
after July 1, "0 cents each;
3 for $2.0(1.
Tested, $1.25
each. Catalog free. Address

Theodore Bender, Canton, Ohio.
8Atf

I'lease

•;•

•J

mention the Bee Journal.

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best and
only Weekly Sheep Paper publisht in the

Clovers in Bad Sliape.
As nearly as I can find out. of those

bees
that were left out-of-doors 90 percent are
dead; of those in the cellar, 35 percent are
dead. Starvation, poor stores, and diarrhea were the causes of those dying in the
cellar; very cold, long continued, and starvation, were the causes of the loss out-ofdoors. Clovers are in bad shape. The season is at least three weeks behind. Elm is
in bloom, and cottonwood and box elder
E. C. Wheeler.
will soon follow.
Marshall Co., Iowa, April 23.

If j'ou

Unted States.
Wool IHai-Icets and tiilieep
has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, forenmst and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.
WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO, ILL.
.Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Agreeably Surprised

in

Wintering.

took my bees out of the cellar April 4,
after a confinement of 13S days, the longest
time I ever had bees confined. I had begun
to lose hope in them, but I was agreeably
I

They had daubed their hives
somewhat, but most of them were booming
with bees, and the queens had commenced

for our Catalog,

i*

W^EBER,
W.CINCINNATI,

*
"

OHl6,

Ave..

k

Successor to

4

Ch.-is F.

Muth & Sox

and A. MrxH.

tloney and Beeswax Wanted.

I

%
a

Please mention the Bee Journal.

ISAtf

CHAS.

F.

MUTH & SON.

I wish to announce to mv friends and patrons
that I have this day sold to C. H. W. WEBER,
of Cincinnati, my Honey and Bee-Keepers' Supply business, known for the past 38 years as
Chas. F. Muth & Son. Mr. Weber will continue to push the Langstrolh hive and everything pertaining- to same; besides, he has secured the agency for Mr. Root's groods, and will
I beg the customers of
sell them at his'prices.
the old house, to whom I wish to extend my

—

24.

Send

keepers.

214<.,

of comb honey
amounted to $100. besides the extracted. I
run 30 colonies for the latter. My best colony stored 300 one-pound sections of comb
lioney, mostly white clover.
The American Bee Journal comes as regularly as day and night. It is just like all
other good things the more you read it the
better you like it. I would not do with-

R. H. NORTMAN.

— in fact everything used by bee-

* C. H.
*
Central

sales

Jackson Co., Wis., April

111.

«5»

fairly well.

it.

Chicago,

BEE^SUPPLIES,

results.

out

St.,

J
I
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.
T
T
everything
Hives
and
Langstroth
^
4
pertaining to same.
"
Extractor
y MuthJars,Muth Honey
4*

think long confinement and dampness was
mostly the cause. What few are left will
need careful watching to bring any good

my

Michigan

lis

Losses.

Foot

Hand-

Power
(.'atalot:

QEORQE W. YORK & COMPANY,

Co., Colo., April 33.

Last year

will

the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

Our apiary at home wintered fairly well,
better than I expected, and most of the
bees are in good shape; they are working
bard on willow now. Some of my neighbors lost .50 percent, others all they had. I

^^tf.':'^•

we

m'ail

Wintered Fairly Well.

Including' their discounts for goods wanted for
use another season. It will pay you to send nie

NEW

a year at SI. 00; or forSl.lO

Catalog"

-

FREE

mium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for

US. Send stamp

Illustrated

Avenue,
DREXEL. ILL.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

I.

We

Wm. Brobyn.

DREXEL POULTRY YARDS CO.
18A4t

a fine thing- for use in
and clipping- Queens'
mail it for 25 cents;
wings.
as a preor will send it
is

catching-

reports 75 percent loss (but I suppose he is excusable, as he soys he can't
learn anything by taking a bee-paper
knows too much. See?). But the bees that

aud Poultry-Book.

3tll Fifty third

The MoNETTE Queen-Clipping
Device

see

were packt wintered

writing.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

One man

COMMON

WHY?

WRITE

MANKATO, MINN.
when

Please niention Bee Journal

Bees.

Heavy Winter

OWN

Standard Lumber Co.
lOAtf

by the reports that the winter losses
of bees were severe the past winter. In this
locality the losses have been quite heavy.
I

does

OF OUR

for
a prosperous season in 1899.
A. J. CcsniSG.
St. Croix Co., Wis., April 25.

PURE=BRED
POULTRY
it

bet-

make, and always g^ives satisfaction. Write us
a card, and we will send the Catalog- at once.

American Bee Journal, and had hoped

-TO KEEP (iOOD-

Than

you had

If not,

TROUBLES

another lost 4 out of SO; and a lady had
IS colonies last fall and lost all but one.
much last season from the
I learned

Please meiitiou the Bee Journal.

Pays 500

?

we are anxious to place our prices and
g'oods before the bee-keepers of the Northwest.
Most of our stock is

all;

Sl.LiO.

percent

11

ter

Sending' out Catalog's never

About 90 percent of the bees are dead.
Honey-dew is thought to have killed them.
Much of the honey has a bad taste. One
man put 51 colonies into the cellar and lost

writing.

TERRflL BROS. Lampasas, LamD. Go. Tex
IsAtf

result of the satisfac-

our customers.

HAVE
sjet it.

'

BY RETURN MAIL ^^l?^"^^^^
— reared from Impokted Mothers. Untested,
50 cents; Tested,

g"ive

vou had our Catalofr yet

.iust

from a place where the water was never
known to run before. I will devote most of
my energies to restocking for awhile now.
Geo. W. HnFSTEDLEK.
Bee Co., Tex., April 33.

There

ilhistratPii caialnL-'iio tells ail
trives priees.
Send tor it.

we always

We

They are made \vith direct or ^tacgtred o\ul
t«lioLci4, broud lirec, niiy hclsht, and to fit
any ivucon. They can't rot. CT" tospoke»and

In.-t;

Honey.

rolling the honey in
had fine rains all thru
since April 1.5.
this country, so much so that I had an apiary of S.T colonies completely washt away

Bees have been

Sieei Wheels
buth and

tion

busy— the

us, as

Just Rolling in the

ELECTRIC

(Mir

11, 1899.

WE
are kept very

10.

riiij;"*,

or new
The^e repairs
tlffe.
liavetn be maiic every
little while with wt'(jci.
en wheels. Stupalllliis
expense tor bH time
by liujjug a set vi our
»'|i4ike8

need no tire setting— last iiuletinjtely.
is only one thint; beltt-r, ami tLtit isan

May

'

thanks, to continue their patronage with Mr.
Weber, by whom I am sure they will be accorded
fair and honest treatment.
Mrs. Annie Muth (Widow.)
15Atf
Cincinnati, Ohio, April 7, IN'I''.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

-WTiting.

Don't Rent
ESTABLISH A

HOME OF
YOUR OWN

Read "The Corn Belt," a handsome
monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
2og

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

surprised.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

!

Mav

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

11, 1899.

The greatest amount of power procurable
least amount of fuel, with the least

They were pretty short of honey.
have been feeding them nearly every day
giving them C sugar, and oats and
corn ground for iioUen. I tried them with
buckwheat flour but they seemed to prefer
the oats and corn.
J. C. Armstrosb.
to lay.

from the

I

attention to details, result from using the

since,

rljs4e:i:v

Marshall Co., Iowa, April
"Hiis is tnip in f.T-li case, whether you are
threshing, drilling wells, lunuiiiK a sawmill,
grinding feed, cutting fodderor ensilage or anything else. Thev are Semi Portable, Portaljle
and Traction, either simple or compound. They

from 8 to

rantre

SO licirse-power.

The

traction

ensines are remarkalile for large traction power,
easy steaming, fast travel, great strength, sim-

Boilers made of plata
plicity and durability.
Fire boxes surof tin.onn Ills, tensile strength.
make also Threshers,
vithwatfr.
rounded
Horse Powers and Sawmills. Illustrated catalosue sent free— fuUv describes all.

We

M.

RUMELY

CO., La Porte, Ind.

Please mentioii Bee Journal -when writing.

nrr l/CCDCDC
Let me send vou mv 64page Cat.^log for 1S99.
DLL'^L[1^ LnO
J. A/, Jenkins, Wettunpka, Ala.
I

I

Please mention

Bee Journal when

cents each. Ready
orders bookt now,

Uutesled Italian Oueeiis,

May
F. J.

1, 18')9.

~Have

t>5

and get bees when wanted.

GUNZtL,

Obear,

QUEEIMS
Smokers.
Sections,

Comb Foundation

Xad

.*pi;irian

ull

K. T.

Catalogue,

14Aly

Siijiplie*

S^nd for

slipup.

UtEE

FLANAGAN,

KelleviUe,

experience with
bees, and I did pretty well, thanks to the
American Bee Journal. I got 33 pound of
first

surplus from the old colony, 19 pounds from
the new colony, and a number of unflnisht
sections.
I think the honey-flow was cut
off by dry weather, but I am not looking
for so much surplus as some get that 1 read
about in the Bee Journal. I was surprised
at what I got last year, and I think by
better management I can make them average that one year with another. I now
have four colonies in good shape, having
Lewis Lamkin.
lost one in wintering.
Woodbury Co., Iowa. April 39.

And Several Other Clover

ALSO THE

Golden and 3-baiided Italian.
Untested. 50c each; tested,

and safe arrival

75c.

the live bees in this part
of the country. The rest wouldn't read,
all.
Mine
are all alive and strong
and lost
with brood in four frames to-day. I wintered them in the cellar. The Bee Journal
J. P. Blunck.
is my guide, and will be.
Webster Co., Iowa, April 28.

have about

Busy. Great rush of the season. Don't
think I ever saw bees at work on maple
bloom and apple bloom slmultnni'0u\/y beE. E Hasty.
fore. Usually weeks apart.

Lucas Co., Ohio,

May

1.

BANKSTON,
r*lea-^e

RocMale, Texas.

mention the Bee Journal.

GEORGE
lis

No Spring at Dr. Miller's.
summer. Was no spring. Jumptright
square from winter into summer. Apples
in bloom May '2: earlier than 1S9T or 189S.
April 29 the mercury stood at 91'-^
It's

McHenry

Co.,

Ill,

.'May

2.

C. C.

Miller.

We are having weather that suits the
most exacting agriculturist; glorious showhave been falling for the past three
days. They are light and will do immense
good. I have no particulars from the South.
The honey crop here gives evidence of being
good, tho it may not be as heavy as I could
W. A. Prtal.
desire.

when

writing.

Alameda

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM-'^'"'

»>«

Biniple. perfvci, 8elI-rtt:ijlai.iD';

Thousautlg

GKO.
Ito

Iti'J

INOfBaiOf

D BUCCeSSlul Op€ral[0li,
l.'il-cla'n halcbet aiade

LowL'st prioei]
1 1

STAIII,,
Oth Kt..*>nlnrv. HI

II.

fi.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

c 44A26t

/^Q lif^-w***^ I Q

I
If vou care to know of its
•
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper—

^ctlllfjrillct

The
The

Pacific Rural Press,

leadini^:

and

Horticultural

Agricultural
Publisht weekly,

paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely illustrated,
ple copv free.

$2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market Street,
San Francisco, Cal.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
-

An PARF
*tU
r nUU

HAVE YOU HEARD

iisk titr a "LinttHr fniice tlian Hih P,i^'h" ; I nivei'*:!! S:ilif*l'aftion IS a t'ood reL'^ >m]iieud. Ua\e

a ni.m

is

commenced keeping

—

WIKE FKXCE CO., ADRIAN, MICH.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

BeeI
I
I SuDDlles. I
^^

Roofs Goiuls at Root's Prices.
^f;
Poudek's Honey-Jars and every- ^'
Prompt

S.

^

Catalog:

POUDER,

513 Mass. Ave,,
Inihanapolis, Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

^^
$;
^.
^^

"writing.

i<i

Ke-riiin^rs. &c., free.

JOHN NEBEL & SON,

High Hill, Missouri.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Saff in

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being- the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. A.

VAN DEVSEX,

Sole Manufacturer,
Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.
Please mention Bee Journa,! "when writing.

EGGS
per dozen.
llAtf

—

FROM BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS

Thorobred — Fine Plumaged
Fowls — Farm Raised — 75 cents

MRS. L C. AXTELL,

ROSEVILLE.

ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal -whea. vrriting.

Comb

Foundation

Wholesale and

Retail.

Bees Doing Well.
Bees ere doing well now, storing honey
from the " sugar-bush."
Sylvester Peasley.

WALTER

Insiructioiis

5Atf

PAi'l'^SvOVEN

thin^ used by bee-keepers.
Service— low freight rate.

CATALOG BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,

Co., Calif.. April 15.

getting to be quite a bee-country.
bees last spring, and
am succeeding well all on account of the
American Bee Journal, which I could not
H. T. Wilson.
do without.
Rice Co., Kan., April 29.

This

I

ai

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

(

Good Honey Crop Expected.

Succeeding Well.

t^^

if

YORK & CO.

W.

Michisfau Street,

ers

GIVENS,

Please mention Bee Journal

•

5.75
5.00
S.OO
3.50

freight.
are solicited.

Has no

Ouelns-If"y*^o*u
trentlest Bees— If you want the best
aiouev-jratherers you ever saw— trv mv Albinos.
Untested Queens in April. $1.00; 'Tested. $1.50.
9A2t.t
0. D.
LlSBON.TEX.

r$

50ft
$4.00

Your orders

all

Working on Maple and Apple Bloom

Purity of stock

want the

Z^^

1.25
1.40
1.20
.90

Prices subject to market chanjjes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

wanted by

f^^uaranteed.

ALBINO QUEENS proS

•^

60c
70c
SOc
60c
55c

Please mention the Bee Journal.

SILVER GPiAY -OLEENS—

^^^

2Sn>
$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

lOft
$1.00

516

Sweet Clever (melilot)
AlsikeClover
WhiteClover
AlfalfaClover
Crimson Clover

Lost None.in Wintering.
I

Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the foUowini? prices, cash with
the order:

EXCELSIOR

Ui

CARNIOLAN

C. B,
13AiI

my

SWEET CLOVER

Graiglieacl Co., flrk.

Pk-asf mention the Bee Journal.

15Atf

Satisfied with the Results.
Last year was

writine.

2-frarae Nucleus with Untested
Queen, $2.25.

IS.

301

McLean

Co.,

111..

April

37.

Severe Loss in Wintering.
Under the above heading, Mr. H. W. Dudthat about 50 percent
of the bees in Salt Lake County and other
localities have died the past winter; and
that Pres. Lovesy has lost all but four coloThis should have read ' all but four
nies.
in the home apiary." Otherwise Mr. D. is
very nearly right. Some have lost from BO
to 90 percent, while others have not lost 10
percent. Salt Lake County cannot be considered a bee-keepers' paradise. The wintering question seems to be the hardest
problem. I never try to winter more than
10 to 13 colonies at the home apiary, and I
ley says, on page

2.'J1,

VNZorking

Wax

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

DO NOT WAIT
Before placiiiy your order, to send
what j'ou need in

me

a

list

of

Foundation, Sections,
And

other Supplies, and

will get the best yoods
trated Catalog' Free.

j^et

my

prices.

and save money.

You
Illus-

BEESWAX WANTED.

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

—
AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
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PROFIT FOR MAKER ONLY.
manufacture 170 styles of vehicles and Cft styles of harnessand
In
sell them to you direct from our factory at wholesale prices.
fact, we are the !ar;_'est manufacturers of vehicles and hariicss ia
the world pellin;.' to the consumer exclui-ively. When you buy oa
this plan you pay only the proUt of the manufacturer.
No travelintr expenses, no losses, no agent's commission and
no dealer's protits.
\\

e

We Have No Agents,
TIT— Cnnppy

Top Surrey, with doable

fen-

Price, complete, with curtaiiia all aroiimi, storm
sproD, GUQshnde, lamps aDil pole or shafts, $6t>; just
as good as sells for JU'O.
ders.

Elkhart Carriage

mention Bee Journal -when

Com

tnm-

nickel

Complete with coland hitch straps, ^-20. AB
good as sells for $'K>.
mlDga.
lare

Eikharf^"indiana.

-writing.

Page b Lyon Mfg. Co.
NEW

cause of loss, because at and near the
smelters no bees live thru the winter.
We are having beautiful weather here,
now the hum of the busy bee is heard on
all sides, the trees are in bloom, and all nature looks bright. The health of the people
is improving, and all are hopeful for na-

A Leader with Poultpy and

Bees.
have a friend that sells a little over $200(>
worth of honey each year from 200 colonies
of bees. Can any of your readers beat that?
If they can I would like to hear from tbem.
I also have a friend in the chicken-raising
and egg business, and he tells me for some
time back he has been getting 120 dozen
eggs weekly from :^00 hens. Can anyone
I

beat that ?
Sutter Co., Calif., April

LONDON, WIS.,

operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus'se-

'D-a^ J[^ e>e>-t^e>-t*e<^ Q. 44^4^f ^ ao
DC^'' l\,^^^jCTi>

OUppilCS««««

LARGEST

FACTORIES and the latest and most
They have also one of the
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, bj- machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable
PRICES.
this firm to furnish the BEST GOODS AT
for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

THE LOWEST

Send

26 cents Cash
for Beeswax.
paid
r^^

This is a good time
to send in your Bees-

p^-lrrpSf
CASH —

upon its reyou want the money promptly, send us your Beeswax. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,
ceipt.

Now,

if

GEORGE, W. YORK & GO.,

118 Michiaan St., Ghicaao,

PK,ICE3S

only one colony during the winter.

They were on the summer bench with only
a roof and the back closed, front open, and
18° below zero for a week in February.
J. W. McFadden.
Nez Perces Co., Idaho. April 27.

I

ExtpactoF fop Shallow Fpames.
notice Dr. Miller asks for somebody who

has had experience to answer Iowa's question about what kind of extractor to use for
5'n-inch frames, on page 247. This is just
the size of my extracting-frames. and 1 use
the No. 17 Cowan extractor. The combbaskets are 11'., inches inside, so there is
plenty of room for two frames. I use thin
super foundation for shallow frames, and it
I have 1,000 of
is all right without wiring.
these frames built with tbin super founda-

and no wire.
I think 7.'i percent of the bees o«9ned by
farmers in this vicinity are dead. My loss
was 18 percent. Honey-dew was the cause
H. H. Porter.
of my loss, I think.
tion

Sauk

OF

G. T. Jones.
30.

Small Loss in Wintering.
The Bee Journal is just the paper for beekeepers. I have 13 colonies doing nicely. I
lost

curingr the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

Lovest.

130— Double Bug^

haraesK, with

& Harness Manfgm

iriva.se

;

ture's stores in abundance. E S.
Salt Lake Co., Utah. April 28.
Ko.

tre sell,

and we can assure you of good quality
from beginning to end ;good wood work,
pnod iron and steel, good paint and varnish, „pood finish, pood trimmings, fine style
end the lurgetut Heleetlon In the lund. Lurge lIluHtruted Catalogue FJ{tE.

usually lose about half of them, no matter
I fix them
while with the same treatment I obtain much better results elsewhere. I think the evidence is pretty conelusive that smelter smoke is the principal

how

:

^

with you direct. No
matter where you live, we can reach
you and save you money. We ship our
vehicles and harness anywhere for examination and guarantee sate arrival.
lie .Wrtnif/rtcfure Everything
preferrinf,' to deal

No.

11, 1899.

Co., Wis., April 29.

Fpuit-Bloom Sppa.yed Ignorantly.

We

Bingham Perfect Bee-Smokers
-A-ISTD
Smuke Engine

(

lartiCBt

Plain
Ijitlle

Wonder

4-in. stove.
in. stove.
3-in. stove.

3^

Doctor
Conqueror
J.arue

H:01TE^2^-K:3^q'IVES.

emoker made)

Doz. $13.00; each, by
mail, $1.50
''^
Doz.
9.00;
i.io
Doz.
6.50;
1.00

Si-s-in. stove. Doz.
2-in. stove. Doz.
(weight 10 ounces) ... 2-in. stove. Doz.

Honey-Knife

Doz.

5.00;
4.75;
4.50;
6.00;

all the new improvements. Before buying a
record and pedigree.

Bingham Smokers have
or Knife, look up

BinKbam &

llethering-

ton UncappingKnite.

iis

.90
.70
.60
.80

Smoker

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror ir> years. 1 was always pleased with its
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer, I write for a circular.
I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
Truly,
W. H. Eagertv, Cuba, Kansas.
January 27, 11^97.

T. F. BINOHAITI, Farwell, micliigan.

lost bees heavily just at apple-bloom
time, and I know that our farmers spray
their trees that I want to warn them not tospray while apple-trees are in bloom. I do
not know that they do. but I am almost certain one or more seasons they did spray in
apple bloom, tor those seasons there were
scarcely bees enough left in the hives to
take care of the brood, when at the very
first day our trees bloomed our bees were
strong, and in three or four days were very
weak in numbers. Of course, no one who
knew it would kill bees would do so it is
done in ignorance.
Our bees flew strong in February, but
now are much depopulated, and quite a
number wintered out-of-doors are dead
just simply died out.
;

The severe winter was very hard on our

OUR MOTTO:

WELL MANU FACTURED ST OCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

Seciions. stiiDDino-Gases and

peach-trees.

Warren

B66-K66D6rS' SUPPll6S
We make a specialty
The BASSWOOD in
the best for

of making- the very best^Sections on the market.
this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be

making the ONE-PIECE

thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog

HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young

and

and Price-List FREE.

Marshfield Hanufacturing Company,
Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

We

obliged to replace

are

We had a nice little orchard of
about 1.600 trees, about S, or more old
enough to bear. We had some 400 bushels
from them last year, of very fine, large
freestones, lasting about three months.
Mrs. L. C. A.xtell.
many.

Co..

III.,

April 23.

Van Deusen Jlim Foundation.
We have several ^5-pound boxes of VauDeusen
Thin Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation for sale at
This Foundation is preferred by
many. We have only a few boxes of it at our
Chicago Branch, .so an order for same should be

$12.5" per box.

sent promptly.

THE

Address,

A.

lis Micliifiao street,

I.

ROOT
-

c'lJ

CO.,
IC.\(;0, ILL,.

!

May
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Couveutioa Notices.

Better than

to furnish everything' needed by
the up-to-date bee-keeper, all g"oods manufacThi-:
A.
I. Root Co., shipt to me in car
tured by
lots,

and sold

at tlieir prices.

trated, 3(i-paf?e Catalog-

Send

HILTON,

E.

Flease mention Bee

Neway^r,, Co., MICH.
Journal when writing.

Harlem, Winnebago Co., in charge of
the President, on Tuesday, May 16, 1899. Lvery
B. Kennedy, Sec.
one is cordiallv invited.
lor's, at

eepers.

Orders

filled

promptly.

for Catalog. Minnesota Bee=
Keepers' Supply Mfg. Co.. Nicollet

Send

111.

Nland, Minneapoli-^. Minn.

Italian Bees

Headquarters ?HEfllDino Bee!
THE BEST

IN

SUPPLIES.

VALENTINE,

Hagerstown, Md,
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

MRS, A, A.'^SIMPSON,
SWARTS, Greene Co.,

l'lD4t

TOOK

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

YEARS to find out that

have been built up-side-down.
where the WORK IS IN SIQHT.
OLIVER IS POPULAR because it is an up-to-date typewriter, not in the
Trust, and because it shows every wokd as vou wkite it.
25

The OLIVER

THE

is built

tvpe-n'riters

right-side up,

USE BY^

+^IINI
Harper

New

Bros..

U.

S.

Government, Washing-ton.

Intek-Oce.\n, Chicago.
Title & Trust Co., Chicago.
J. V. Farwell & Co., Chicago.
Youth's Companion, Boston.
Illinois Central R.R., Chicago
and countless other houses of like importance
and character.

^

E. Cor.

Washington and Dearborn
CHICAGO, ILL.

Sts.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing-

17DSt

!

TaRo my

BGG-SiipDiics 01

Mm

27c.

7@
^'

Detroit, April 10.— Fancy white. 12c; No. i,
dark and amber, -Scj'Jc. Extracted in
demand without change in price. Beeswax

'

25to26K.

Decreasing demand and the attempt to crowd
sales have forced down prices on comb honey.
M. H. Hunt.

York, April 10.— Fancy

white, 12c: No. 1
amber, 9c; buckwheat, 7(a>';i4c,
in g-ood demand at unchang-ed prices.
quiet at 27c.

white, lOfgllc;

Extracted

Beeswax
Our market is well cleaned up on comb honey.
There is a fair demand, especially for white.
HiLDRETH Bros. &"Segelken.

San Francisco,

April 26.— White comb, 10@

1014c; amber, 7'/ifg''9c. Extracted, white,
V/nCX lig-ht amber, 6J^@'7c. Beeswax, 26'/3^i27c.
Lig^ht supplies of both comb and e.xtracte"d

1%®

operate against any special movement in honey.
Prices remain quotablj' as before. New crop
honey will be on market in about 30 days, but
the yield is certain to prove liffht, and there will
be very little white sage, which is the best

A

13c;

No.

1,

No. 1, lOfallc: light amber, 9c. Extracted, stocks about cleaned up.
Nominal
price for white, 8c: for light amber, 7c. Beeswax, very light stocks; selling at 27(« 28c.
Naturally the demand for honej' is gradually

growing less, and altho stocks on hand are not
large, still the demand is so small that the general feeling is weak and prices are being sliaded
in order to work off stocks.

Blake, Scott & Lee.

Kansas

City, April 6.— Fancy white comb
honev continues in good demand at 13!>"(gl4c;
choice white at 12M-to"13c; dark, IQ^iOvlV.Vc. Extracted scarce at 6'.6c.
Peycke Bros.

Cleveland. March 9.— Fancy white, 13@14c;
No. 1 white, 12(<i'13c; A No. 1 amber, lOfaillc: No.
buckwheat, 8c.
2 amber, 9(^ilOc;
Extracted,
white, 7c; amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.
Buffalo, May 5.— The season

Some

for

honey

is

extra fancy white would

sell at \\{<i 12c; s()me very poor selling at 6(&7c,
more business in honey before the
and dull.

No

AND BUY YOUR

Mmi Weiss

FINE FOUNDATION AND TONS OF

Beeswax,

fair

about closed.

Listen

6@'rc.

a small way. as the time of year
is with us which usually sees the close of active
sales. OwinfT to the inclement weather which
has cutoff the early fruits and vesj-etables the
honey market has benefited, so that all of the
white comb is nearly disposed of. There is
quite a quantity of dark and undesirable comb
being offered.
R. A. Burnett <fe Co.

Boston, April 18.— Fancv white,

C, M. & St. p. R. R., Chicago.
Chas. Scribner's Sons, New York.
Cosmopolitan, New York.
Journal, New York.
Tribune, Chicago.

Oliver Typewriter Gompany,

ambers and dark,

Sa.les are in

llrrtl2c:

Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicag-o.
Morgan & Wright, Chicago.

for
Catalog...

tracted, clover, He; other g-rades of while,

^rown.

York.

McClure's Magazine, New York.
Review of Reviews, New York.
Record, Chicag-o.
Times-Herald, Chicag^o.

Send

dark amber and

New
PA.

The Oliver Typewriter.
IT

Chicago, April 18.— Best grades of white, 13c;
ll@12c; lig"ht amber, lOfrtllc;
mi.xt buckwheat, Tfa'ic. Ex-

off in color, etc.,

10('_'llc;

Queens, Sl.Oi* each. Bees by the pound, 51.00.
Nuclei, twtvframe, with Oueen,S2.00; oue-frame.
$1.50; each additional frame, 50 cents. These
are sent in liglit shipping-boxes, L. pattern
frames.

Italians, but orders stand, as heretofore, 50 to 1
I manufacture and
in favor of the ALBINO.

S,

and Queens

...FOR SALE...

THE WORLD.

If vou are looking- for the bees that g-ather the
most honev, and are the g-entlest of all bees to
handle, buy the ALBINO. I can furnish the

furnish

l>;Atf

|

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

"J^^c;

Uke-Hives, Sections, ShippingCases —everything' used by bee-

>li >ti >li >!i >Ji >li iiJiti

AND BEESWAX

HONE,y

for illus-

FREMONT,

iTAlTt

I

FREE.

GEO.

Address,

Illinois.— The Northern Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold two sessions of its springr
raeetinf.^, one at Mr. John Warner's, near Beuna
Vista, Stephen-ion Co., under the supervision of
the Vice-President; and one at Mr. Oliver Tay-

Milforti,

>3 iti >!i >!<. >ti >lJt

Ever

Am I prepared

Texas.— T.he Central Texas Bee-Keepers' Association will meet at Milano. Tex., July 20 and
All are cordially invited to attend.
H. H. HvDE, Asst. Sec. and Treas.
Hutto, Te.xas.

21, 1809.

New
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IT.

WORKING

opening of the ensuing season.

Batterson &

Omaha,

April 18.— There

is

but

little

Co,
stock

hands now, and realizing that no
further receipts can be expected until another

left in dealers'

crop gets into the market, it is held firm at 14c
for fancy white comb. Extracted, 7f'3c.
Pevcke Bros.

Wax

I defy competition
into Foundation for Cash or Trade a Specialty.
in
Foundation, flillions of Sections— Polisht on bothSides.

Satisfaction Guaranteed on a
log and be your
delivered to me.
IDtf

own

judge.

r Send for a Cataat 27 cents cash, or 28 cents in trade,

full line of Supplies,

Wax Wanted

AUGUST WEISS,

Hortonville, Wis.

Nuclei of Bees For Sale.
We

have arranged with a bee-keeper
Lee Co., 111., about 100 miles west of
Chicago, 111., to fill orders for 3-f rame
in

jlU IVll

of Bee-

(Langstroth) Nuclei of Italian Bees,
with Queens, in light .shipping-boxes,
at $2.75 each, or in lots of S Nuclei,

with Queens, at $2.50 each.
Sections,

Shipping-Cases,
Comb Foundation

and everything u->^-d in ihc bee-industry. We want the name and address of everv bee-keeper
in America. We supply dealers as well as consumers.
We have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000 feet of floor space, and all modern appliances. We make prompt shipment. Write
tor Catalogs, Quotations, etc.
INTER=STATE MFG. CO., Hudson. St. Croix Co., Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writinE.

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
118 Michig-an Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Please tnention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

:

:
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Order Early
There are indications that the demand

'"*

""*

Dadant's Foundation.

Year

Why

B66-K66D6rS' SlIDDllOS,

1899 Catalog-

ready Feb.

W.

T116

JAMESTOWN,

Send name

•writing.

the

The
J.

Watertown, Wis.
Red Oak. Iowa.

Wetumpka,

Portland, Oregon.

Nysewander
Co

-writing.

Young rien and
Women:

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

I

J.

G.
J.
J.

High

Nebel-& Son

W. Fassett
W. Bittenbender

Hill,

Mo.

Middlebury, Vt.

L. Gray
Pierce Seed and Produce Co
F. Foulger & Sons
R. H. Schmidt & Co

Vickery Bros
C.

—

W. Weber

H.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, Revised. The Classic
Price, SI. 25, by mail.

SUPPLIES.
Please mention Bee Journal -when

sell

Knoxville, Iowa.
St. Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo, Colo.

Ogden, Utah.
Sheboygan, Wis.
Evausville, Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

with fence and plain sections, and a
full line of other

Sheboygan, Wis.

Ala.

St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Des Moines Iowa
Hudson, Wis.

Woodman

liampion Gtiaft-fiive

We

following- dealers handle our Foundation exclusivelj-

M. Jenkins

L. C.

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Reynolds Elevator Co

A postal sent us with your name for
a Catalog will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

What more can anvbodv do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS,'No SAQQINQ, No

for our Catalog,

Inter-State Mfg.

New

satis-

any other.

G. B. Lewis Co
E. Kretchmer

J.

GWe

has always g-iven better

Portland Seed Co
E. T. Abbott

N. Y.

when

satisfaction.

22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Address

T. Falconer M!q. Go.

Please mention Bee Jeurnal

Year

We guarantee

it sell

in

Copy of the Ameri-

1.

(20 pagres) free.

make

it

faction than

Because

will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

FalconO Sections are the Finest Made.

does

so well?
Because

can Bee-Keeper

11, 1899.

for

SUPPLIES will be very larg^e this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have large facilities for manufacturing- all
kinds of

And

May

in Bee-Culture-

=

Beeswax Wanted
at all times.
Please mention Bee Jovu-nal

chas. dadant & son,
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

-writing

III.

'

:

pay you to fit j'ourselves for
good positions bv taking- Shorthand
by Mail. Send $1.60 for Text Book
It will

or 3 cents for catalog
Eclectic Sliortliaiiil College,

518 Aslilana ItlotU. C'lIICACiO.
Headquarters of the Eclectic System.
39Aly
Please mention the Bee Journal.

fl®-IF

YOU WANT THE

—= BEE-BOOK

That covers the wnole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other publisht, send SI. 25

For Apiarian
Supplies, addres

,

LEAHY MFG*

COm""°>'^"^'^^°-^°'^^''^'^'''404 Broadway, E. St. Louis, 111.

to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremout, Calif., for his

Eastern Bee=Keepers!

B66-K66D6rs' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

-writing.

I ARISE
To
the

Furnishini? bee-keepers with practical appliances to use in producing' honey in marketable
shape so thev will receive the highest orice for it, is our principal business. If j'ou are in the
EAST vou will make a great mistake if vou send WEST for your Supplies, wait several weeks, and
pay a big freif^ht bill, when vou can get them in a few davs, at as low a price, and less freight to
Our Catalog will explain. It is Free. THINK IT OVER. We carry a large stock and the
pa'v.
quality is of the best. We also own two Apiaries and sell

ITALIAN BEES
HONEY

the readers of
that

saj- to

Bee Journal

These Apiaries are run

DOOLITTLE...

AND QUEENS.
and pay

Untested Queens, 70 cents: 3 for
Tested Queens

has

concluded to sell
QUEENS in theirseason
dnring 1899, at the following prices
1 Untested Queen .$1.00
6 Untested Queens.. 4.50
12 Untested Queens 8.0(5
1 Tested Queen .... 1.50
3 Tested Queens
3.50
1 select tested queen 2.00

for

I.

J.

well, as the bees are hustlers.
$1.80; 6 for $2.70.
Sl.OO each.

STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

.

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We

—

3

"

"

Queens

have the best equipt factory

4.00

Tested Queen,
previous season's rearSelect

We

infjT, S3; Extra Selected,
for breeding-, the very
2-franie

Circular free, giving- full particulars reg-ai'dAddress,
ing each class of'Queens.

Q. M.

[

l]A26t

West. ^Capacity,

7A13t

Tanks of either wood or galvanized
any form, for all purposes. Price list free.

also manufacture

steel, all sizes,

About a pound of Bees in a
Nucleus, with any Queen, S2.00 extra.

best, $5.00.

in the

one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest varietv of everything needed in the apiary, assuring
BEST goods at the lo-west prices, and prompt shipment.
Illiistratecl Cataiog-, 71? jjnij-es. Free.

Address,
E. KRETCHMER, RED
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing

OAK, IOWA.

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Flpase mention Bee Journal -when writing

Please niention the Bee Joiirual iJl^rtTsl^r

,K

^+« J^^ J:^ **,

QEOROE W. YOKK,

->^^

CHICAGO,

39th YEAR,

Agave Americana, op Century
BY W.

A.

ILL,

Plant.

PRYAL.

HONEY -PRODUCING

plant should yield a crop of
hone)' every year after it has once reacht its period. of
blooming-. Then it should not be one that the beekeeper should have to wait a century before he sees it yield its crop of honey. I
am afraid there are very few apiarists in
this world that would care to plant for a
crop for nectar that they would be likely
to harvest when they were ready to be
g-athered themselves in that vast crop that
death stores away each j'ear with more or
less pains.
Of course, no one knows a
bee-keeper who ever sowed the seed of a
plant that he had to wait a century before
his bees gathered honey from the blos-

A

soms of said
Herewith

MAY

18,

1899,

No, 20,

grasshopper, butterfly, or some other insect. * * * But I am
to tell of the plant as a honey-producer.
In doing- this let
it be understood that I am not going to advocate the planting- of agaves by the apiarist as an addition to his bee-flora.
Should he live in a climate as mild or warmer than that of
California, he may set out a few for ornament or curiosity,
or both. In time, and it won't be a century, as many have
been led to suppose by the misnaming of the plant, it will
bloom and he will see his bees swarm on the flowers as he
never before saw bees crowd upon a flower to extract the
nectar therefrom.
For years I had noticed bees working upon these flowers,
but as the flowers were always so high from the ground, I
did not have a chance until a year ago of observing the
amount of nectar a .single flower yielded. In from 8 to 12
years one of these plants will beg-in to show signs of getting
ready to flower. After blooming the plant
dies, tho it has made provision for continuing its species by numerous suckers. Its
asparagus-like stem or scape will then
push its way from out the sheathing of
the last leaves the original plant will produce, and rapidly rear

Tho

I

its

tip sk^'ward.

have never measured a day's growth

of one of these trunks, I verily do believe
that it is no uncommon thing for them to
grow over a foot in 24 hours. In a fewweeks the plant will present the appearance of the one in the eng-raving shown
here, and possibly be 25. or 30 feet tall.
It was while one of these trunks was
making- giant strides upward on ourplace,
that its weight was carried out of the perpendicular, and its roots were unable to
hold it upright, so it came toppling to the
earth. Yet, while the main portion of the
trunk remained in a recumbent position,
the portion that was to bear the flowers
raised itself erect. Thus I was enabled to
study the flowers at close range. It was
delig-htful to see bees pile over each other
to get at the nectar.
And such quantities
of the fluid
I never saw anything- like
it before, nor do I expect to again, unless
I look into more flowers of the century
plant.

plants.

presented a very nice picture of a century plant. Who has not
heard of this plant ? Those who have not
seen it. have come to believe that it is a
wonderful part of the vegetable creation.
It may be. but I have never lookt upon it
with so much wonderment. Perhaps this
is owing mainly to the fact that I have
been familiar with it almost as long as I
can remember. Still, there are a few features about this plant that takes it out of
the ordinary run of plants we are wont to
meet in our daily intercourse with plantlife.
In warm climates it makes a rapid
growth, that is, it seems rapid, for its
leaves become quite long and succulent,
and sometimes numerous. They are great,
lubberly-looking leaves, and remind one
for all the world of whale-bone just as it
is brought from off the whaling ships, tho
they are of a greenish-gray color, and
their edges barbed with vicious hooks or
thorns that are curved toward the trunk
of the plant, thus being able to catch or
wound anything that comes within their
reach. Then, the end of the leaf has a
sharp-pointed spike or thorn that is so
hard that a keen-edg-ed knife will cut it
only with difficulty. I have heard that in
some places butcher-birds impale their
prey on these points, and often every leaf
will have its end •" ornamented " with a

^«<-

Editor.

is

1

The flowers are anything but pretty
they are of a nasty yellow color a halfinch or more across and about one-and-ahalf inches deep, sometimes more. They
always maintain a vertical position, so
that the nectar does not run out of the
flower-chalice.
I was able to make a pho;

;

-.-,

^^.

;i

,

lAiw

^M^'^^si
r*R^.w^?a

tog-raph of a cluster of the flowers. With
a glass syringe, such as is used to charge
a fountain-pen, I have taken sufficient
nectar from three or four flowers to fill a
dram-phile this at one time.
The nectar was as clear as water. I
set a small bottle of it in my room.
In a
few days thereafter, on examining it, I
:
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found that fermentation had set in and the cork was forced
I suppose there are worse
Talk about rank odors
smells in this world, but I have fortunately not come across
them, nor I don't want to, either. I hardly think the honey
the bees would be able to store from these flowers would be
like the odor I have mentioned, as the bees would put the
nectar through a process that might rob it of its objectionable features. Above I said I did not see anything wonderit is the
I must make an exception
ful about this plant.
odor of its nectar. This peculiar smell is noticeable, to

out.

1

;

some

extent, in the flowers.
or Century Plant, as it is commonly and
improperly called, is a native of Mexico and South American countries. By some it is referred to as the American
Aloe. This is' incorrect. There are several varieties of the
plant, one of which, I believe, is a native of California. In
South Ataerica the natives make a kind of cordage from
the leaves. In Mexico juice obtained from the leaves is fermented and made into a drink which is said to be agreeable,
tho intoxicating. I should think if this drink was as odoriferous as I have found the fermented nectar to be. a man
would have to have a strong stomach to tackle it one for
instance that could delight in storing away limburger
Alameda Co., Calif.
cheese.

The Agave,

—

About Pure Italians, FiveBanders and Albino Bees.

Dr. Miller Pitcht Into
BY

G. M.

DOOLITTLE.

several j-ears Gleanings kept an arena for Dr. Miller
FOR
and
seemed to do Editor
and Doolittle to fight
in,

.

it

May

18, 1899.

we had

the American Italian bee with three yellow bands
on the first three segments of the abdomen ?
Don't sit down yet. Doctor, for I want to hit you some
more. You further tell " Johnny Bull " that " breeders in
this country by selection have secured workers with five
yellow bands." Now, did you ever see a single worker-bee
that had both yellow and black (thus making bands) on five
of the segments of the abdomen ? If j-ou have, you have
seen something which I never did. I have seen workers
with both yellow and black on /our segments, but when it
came to pass that a yellow and black band was found on
the Ji/th segment, some of the other segments lost the dlack
entirely, so that a part of the segments (usually the first
two, three or four next the thorax) were a solid yellow, this
making the vporker appear like " a lump of gold " when out
sporting at the entrance for its " first play-spell " in the

sunshine.

Next you tell "Johnny Bull " that " breeders in this
country by selection have secured workers
some having all the bands yellow, these last being called golden."
Now, Doctor, look out, I'm going to hit you hard, right
straight between the eyes.
Did you ever see a single
zvorker-hee having all the bands {segments) yellozv f If so, I
stand read}' to give you ten dollars for the mother of that
bee. There, I knew that ?10 would hit you hard, for I see
vouaredown. " Ten dollars lost I" did I hear you exclaim ?
Not so. You can never lose something j-ou never had. See ?
But I am not thru with you yet, even if j-ou are d9wn.
You tell "Johnny Bull" that "albinos among bees are
much the same as albinos among the human race bees
which have been so bred that the coloring-matter is somewhat lacking." Did you ever see an albino bee? If so,
what part of it lackt in coloring-matter the head, thorax

—

—

Ernest Root lots of good to see Miller and Doolittle
"lock horns " therein. But our Editor York is such a peacemaker that he would not allow of any fighting anywhere
about him, so it will be of no use to call on him to open up
an arena for anj- one. Nevertheless, I am going to pitch
into the good Doctor " just a wee little bit " to see what the
result will be. As Dr. Gallup used to say in these columns,
that he, when a boy, would hit the " old tom-cat between
the eves just to see what efl'ect it would have." And so he
would hit Flanagan, Quinby and others, and the effect was
something which brought lots of practical things out in the
good old American Bee Journal. With this introduction
finisht, I now call on Dr. Miller to stand up and defend him-

or abdomen ? Was the coloring of the horny segments of
the abdomen so lacking that the yellow or maroon part of
the bands were white ? The Students' Standard Dictionary
says albino means " a person, animal or plant unnaturally
white a person with milky-white skin and hair, and pink
or red eyes." And as you " swear " by the Standard Dictionary, and tell us that " albinos among bees are much the
same as albinos among the human race," of course we shall
all be looking for a bee whose head, thorax and abdomen
are milky-white, all but the eyes, which should be either
Now, Doctor, doubly look out, for I'll give
pink or red.
vou twenty dollars for the mother of such a worker-bee as

self.

Remember. I a'm going to leave you now, lying there
under that pile of thirty dollars till you reflect a little while,
and tell us what j-ou really meant by those answers to
"Johnny Bull," but I have " another grist " for you from
the same number of the American Bee Journal, and would
"go for J-ou " still further, but I always considered it mean
to trample on a man after he was down.
(Aside to the reader.) I have purchast several albino
queens, and all the difference I could see between their
workers and those of the ordinary Italians was, that the
majority of the workers had white or graj- hairs on them
instead of the yellow or dark-brown hairs of the Italians.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.

You say on page

198, in reply to "

Johnny Bull," "The

original pure Italians that came from Italj- were threebanded, that is, the first three bands of the abdomen next
the thorax were yellow." Now, Doctor, did you ever see
anj- pure Italians that came from Italj- ? If so, in what
sense do you use the word "pure"? If you use it in the
sense of " free from mixture," as the Standard Dictionary
speaks of purity, how did it come about that bees were bred
from this original pure stock having " all the bands yellow," as you speak of in describing the golden Italians?

Then, Doctor, did you ever see an Italian bee which
Italy, except a queen ? If so, were the first
three bands (?) next the VaoriL's. yelloivf And did you ever
see even one bee from an imported queen that had three
yellow bands ?
But what do j-ou mean by bands ? You saw that question-mark back there, did you not ? That doesn't mean
" sic," exactly but I had supposed the yellow was on the
horny segments of the abdomen. In other words. I had
supposed that the abdomen of each bee was composed of six
horny segments, instead of six " bands of the abdomen.'' as
you put it, or would have, had you spoken of the six instead

came from

;

of the three.

Now, if " bands," as you used it, meant segments, did
you ever see one single bee from an imported queen that
liad three yellow segments ? If so, you have seen something
that I never saw. In the first place, I never saw a single
worker-bee from an imported queen that had a.ny yellozv on
The color was always a maroon, chestnut or
it at all.
leather color, not yellow.

In the next place, I never saw a single bee from an imported queen that had three segments which were all of a
maroon color. Did you ? W»s not each of the three segments next the thorax composed of both maroon color and
black or dark brown, and did not these stripes of maroon
color and black, running around the top part of the segment, constitute the bands? Then as these pure (?) maroon-banded bees were bred in this country, did not the
color of maroon become changed to orange yellow, so that

;

that.

The Laying' of Young- Queens— Queon-Rearing-.
BY HKNKY

.^LLBY'.

SOME

time the past winter I read a quotation in this
paper that was decidedly wrong, and I have been expecting to see it denied by some of the old correspondAs no one has done so, I am moved to say something
ents.
about it.
The quotation was taken from a foreign bee-publication, and the wrong statement was by a foreign bee-keeper
who, it seems to me, must be a person of limited experience
in queen-rearing, to say the least. The writer said something like this
" Young queens never lay their eggs compactly as old
queens do, but scatter them over the combs." Such a statement is as far from the truth as any statement can be.
The best evidence that a young queen is of no value, or an
old queen, as for that, is the fact that she does not laj' her
eggs compactly. If she " skips " even a few cells, she is
not up to the standard I place upon all queens.
When a queen scatters her eggs, pinch her head she
has lost her usefulness. The queen that deposits an e%^ in
every cell, and every egg alike, is the queen for me, and
shows every indication of being well-bred, and of the first
:

—

quality.

—
May
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While I admire large queens. I must say that the best,
most prolific and profitable queens I ever had were medium
in size. On the other hand, the meanest queens I ever saw
were very large, and were reared from cells taken from a
I do believe, and have
colony that had cast a swarm.
always claimed, that the best queens we have are reared by
I certainly have found this correct in
artificial methods.

my own

experience.
Some one has said that

any one can rear queens. That
But every one who rears queens cannot produce
3.11 ^ood queens.
I know I cannot, and I have been tryingit for 37 years.
Nor do I believe every one who rears queens
can become expert at the business, any more than all can
become expert at any kind of business. There are but few
is correct.

people of the

many

in

anj-

kind of business

who can

be-

come expert at it. I know that the person who rears queenbees must use his brains a good deal if he produces a good
queen by any method known to bee-keepers. Many have
found this out, and have retired from the business.
There is no part of the bee-business that does not require tact, brains and long experience in order to become an
expert and to be successful. A bee-keeper may be located
in a land of honej', but he never can get that honey stored
by bees unless! he kno%vs how to do it. One must use his
wits and his muscle, and then a mark can be made in this
world. I suppose we are on this earth for some good purpose, and the only way to do to advertise our existence is to
put a little kick and push into business, then if there is not
much money in it there may be a little fame, and that may
help out some day.
Essex Co., Mass.

The Honey Season

in California

BY PROF.

A. J.

— Other Items.

COOK.

well known, California has two markt peculiarities
a honey-producing State. First, the immense crops
of honey in certain years and, second, the numerous
years when no hone}- is produced at all, or at least little
more than enough to keep the bees. Since I came to the
State, in 1894, each alternate year has been visited with a
drouth, and no honey was produced at all. The other years
have not only produced lioney, but the crops have been
enormous. The fact that drouth is surely followed with a
dearth of nectar-secretion is so well vniderstood that if we
get verj' much below the average rainfall the bee-keepers
themselves are entirelv despondent, and count on no crop
at all.
The present season bids fair to bring two seasons of no

ASas

is

;

honey-production in .succession.
It has generally been
thought here in this region that IS inches of rain which is
about our- average was necessarj- for a crop of honey.
Anything below that would result in a diminisht crop, and,
if very much below, no crop at all.
Last year the flow of
rain was just about one-half the average, and except for a
short time in early spring, very little honey was stored.
The rainfall the present season unless we get little more
is hardly up to that of last.
Yet I think we cannot judge
correctly of the present year from our experience of a year
ago. The present season all the rains that have come have
been when most needed, and have come in such gentle mood
that every drop has been utilized. It is certain that the
grain crop this year about here will be much better than

—

—

—

that of last year.
also be different.

It

is

possible that nectar-secretion will

—

—

The first ^-ear I came to California 1894 we had a
small rainfall, which was well distributed thru the season.
I taught the botan)' that year, and was a close student of
the flora. There was a well-markt and continuous succession of flowers from the early spring-beauty, as I should
call it
Gilia dianthorides to the host of composite flowers
which appeared from July on. From my study since I judge
the succession that year was well-nigh typical. The three
following years, one of drouth and t%TO of good rain supply,
showed a succession of flowers much the same as that of

—

—

1894.
1898, the early spring was exceedingly dry.
flowers came verj' early and in scant numbers. I despaired having enough for class use but in earlj- April, as
my work commenced, a copious rain came with it, and I
found that the earU- flowers came again, and so with a little
more trouble to visit the canyons we had no difficulty in
finding all the flowers we needed for our class use indeed,
the range in number quite equaled that of anj' previous
year.
This jear we have a season much different from any of

Last year,

The

;
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the previous ones. The flowers seem to be buncht, the early
ones coming late, and the late ones coming forth early. The
beautiful Gilia, already mentioned, and the shooting-stars,
are fully a month later than in any of the previous j'ears,
while the black sage is in full bloom for weeks before its
usual time. These show that this season is quite different

from any that we have had before. Is it possible, then, to
correctly judge of what the season may bring forth in the
way of growth, vigor, and may we not add,nectar-secretion ?

While I fear that the bee-keepers will be disappointed
again this year in not securing a crop in this region, I am
not at all sure that such will be the case. I find the bees
now bus3' on the black sage and the just-opening white
sage, as well as on many other flowers, and so far as I can
judge the)' seem to be getting not a little honey. A week
ago I met on the streets of Los Angeles our friend Mr. J.
H. Martin, and found him quite hopeful of the honey crop
the present season. I think that most bee-keepers would
not sympathize with him in this feeling.
Several of the largest apiarists of Ventura County have
moved their bees to the region of the alfalfa fields in the
San Joaquin valley. Thej' expect, and not without reason,
not only to get enough honey to sustain the bees, but also
hope for some surplus besides. It seems more than likely
that this is a very wise course, and yet, if we should have a
partial crop here it might pay better to keep the bees at
home, as the expense of moving is by no means a trifle.

NATURE AND SOURCE OF HONEY-DEW.
I have been very much interested to read the various
comments upon my article in a late number of the American
Bee Journal regarding the nature and source of honey-dew.
There seems to be not a little testimony that honey-dew may
come at times as a secretion from the plant. Yet there
seems to be almost as much that it rains down a product
from the heavens. This latter seems so improbable that I
think almost any student of nature would hesitate to give it
credence, except as he had most crucial and repeated proof.
I should be very glad to receive samples illustrating
honey-secretion from plants. One writer in the last Bee
Journal is very certain that bees do not gather honey-dew
secreted by insects. There is no doubt at all in this matter.
I have known bees to gather large quantities of honey both
from plant-lice and scale insects. The former was of excellent quality, and would rank first-class both as to color and
flavor in any market.
Honey-dew from the large plant-louse in Michigan, and
from the coxcomb-elm plant-louse, both furnish material
for excellent honey. I have repeatedly found the nectar so
abundant in the last case that I have been able to take it
first hand directly from the insect, without waiting for the
bees, and with others pronounced it of most excellent qualOn the other hand, the honey secured from the honeyit)-.
dew secreted by scale insects is very dark in color, rank in
flavor, and even possesses an odor that makes it quite unfit
for table use. As many will rememl^er, barrels of this kind
of honey were secured in Michigan for more than one season during the very dry years of the 80"s. I myself produced one 3-ear more than a barrel of such honey. I took
samples to a confectioner, who made a very tine quality of
honey-cookies, and he took it at a fair price, finding that it
was as good for this purpose as any other honey.
If Mr. Cowan should tell me that he had personally seen
honev-dew that he knew was secreted by plants, I should
certainly feel convinced that I was wrong. But if he takes

his evidence second-hand, I should hesitate before accepting it I should at least wish to know that his informants
were as accurate and scientific as I know him to be.

—

HERMAPHRODITE

liEES.

have just received one of those interesting bees, of
which I have received several in years past. This bee has
the head of a drone and the thorax and abdomen of a
worker-bee. The eyes meet above, while the posterior legs
show well-markt hone3--baskets. The sting shows plainly
Such cases are not verj- rare, and
at the tip of the body.
while the bees appear to be hermaphrodites, they are not
I

Dissection proves that the abdomen really determines the sex of the bee. In this case the bee is really a
worker, but has a drone head. The antennae and jaws are
more like those of the drone than of the ordinarj' worker.

really so.

CYCLOPEAN BEES.

;

have another bee that is still more remarkable than
are even the so-called hermaphrodites just referred to above.
This bee has only one eye, which is a huge crescent, the
I
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center of which is at the apex of the head, with its convexity uppermost, otherwise this bee is not at all peculiar.
The hive from which this bee came produced several of the
same kind. While this peculiarity is much more rare than
the one referred to above, I have found several cases on
record. It is probably a variation produced by somethingabnormal in the environment of the bees of this hive.
Los Ang^eles Co., Calif., May 2.

May

18. 1899.

aim at the eyes, the ears, the nose, and the mouth,
besides burying themselves in the hair with frenzy.
Nothing angers them more than fighting- them, and for
that reason persons who are much afraid of bees are in
greater danger of being' stung than those who have no fear,
for they gesticulate and strike at them the moment they
hear their buzz, and a bee that might pass harmlessly is
apt to mistrust that something is wrong in the intentions
of the person who so unwiselj' attracts her attention.
for they

Hancock

Co.,

111.

The Ang-er of Bees— Their Bravery.
BY

C.

P.

Some

D.^DAST.

courage
not measured by
THAT
by the bee. We have no cause to

plainly proven
be astonisht that
lions, tigers, bears, or other large animals have the
courage to defend their life or to attack others the idea of
valor calls before our mind's eyes the ponderous knights in
steel armor, and the feats of Hercules and Samson
but
that a small insect that is hardly half an inch long, and
weighs but a few grains, should not only fight other insects
larger than itself, but should even attack any being by
whom it or its home maj' be threatened, whether the aggressor be bear, lion or man, and that it should usually win in
the fight, is indeed wonderful. Without taking into account
the number of its enemies, without considering its own
feeble strength, it defends to the last its home and its
stores, even at the sacrifice of its own life, since the loss of
its sting is usually the cause of its death.
Virgil says. " Mens omniIt is true the bees are united
bus una est " the spirit of all is one all would rather die
than not conquer, when the fight is once beg-un. Among
these Amazons there is no such thing- as moderation or restraint when the battle is on, and their ardor degenerates
into fury. Not only must they win or die, but they persist
in following their aggressor far from the battle-field. King
David finds no better way to describe the obstinacy of his
enemies than to say, "Theycompast me about like bees."
Brave men who have faced dangers of all sorts, as soldiers in battle, as firemen in dangerous conflagrations,
have no courage before a colony of angry bees and Delia
Rocca, in his treatise on bees (1790), gives two instances
where bees were employed to defeat an armj'.
;

;

;

—

;

;

When

a bee's suspicion
to ascertain whether the

Interesting- Notes

size, is

is

is

aroused,

and she takes wing

enemy is about her home, her
assumes a special sound.
Her buzzing is sharp,
quick, and very different from the noise made by a peaceable worker returning from the field. This sound serves
as a call, a special warning to the sisters at home. It certainly attracts the others, and informs them as plainly as
a speech, that some danger is feared. You may move away
ever so cautiously, if a single bee has followed you, there
are ten chances to one that her ang-ry buzzing- will attract
others from the same hive, unless you can manage to put a
safe distance between )'ou and the place of strife.
Slight jars, quick motions in front of the hives, and all
unusual actions about the apiary are liable to anger bees. I
have known the bees of a dozen hives to rush out ready to
fight, from the passage of a heavy traction steam-engine
close to the apiary, which jarred the ground in its passage.
Yet the bees in close proximity to railroad tracks become
flight

used to the passage of trains.

They are more intractable at times during atmospheric
disturbances, and their ill-nature is often a sign of an approaching storm. They have great dislike of clothes made
from the covering of animals, while clothing made of vegetable fiber is less objectionable to them. For the same
reason a brush made of asparagus tops, or of hemp, jute, or a
whisk-broom, is better to brush them off the combs than
either a hair brush or a feather broom, which they will sting
with persistency. There is nothing extraordinary about
this.
They are accustomed to seek their living among
plants, and to be in constant contact with all forms of
vegetable life among the grasses, in the cah-x of flowers,
and about the leaves of the trees, while, on the other hand,
all animal life is by them naturally regarded as a danger.
They naturally and instinctively hate the woolly fur of
the bear, and all that has a resemblance to it. Thus, woolen
clothes are obviou.slj' dangerous to wear, and the more
woolly thej' are the worse is the effect. They dislike black,
either because black is not a natural color among fieldplants, or because it also resembles animals. They will
sting a felt hat unmercifully. But Debeauvoys. in his book,
says that a white felt hat is as readilly attackt as a black
one. They seeem to know the weak spots in their enemies.

and Comments.

BY EDWIX EEVINS.

SPELLING

Reform. —Now and then

somebody kicks

the American Bee Journal's spelling reform.
What's the use ? If any of us are too old to learn new
tricks, the editor says we don't have to.
Just look here !
Almost every one sees, or is liable to see, packages labeled,
" Buckeye Rolled Oats." What a waste of time and ink is
here. O mv countrymen
Why" is not this label printed,

about

1

"Buki Roid Ots"?"

—

Bee-Supply Combin.aTion. There is a little matter of
interest to honey-producers that needs a little airing. It is
charged, or at least broadly insinuated, by very respectable
authority, that northern supply manufacturers have combined to keep up the prices of supplies. I know nothing of
the truth or falsity of this charge, but it does look as if
there may be something- wrong when the price of so inexpensive a thing- to make as B. Taylor's comb-leveler is held
at one dollar.

HdFFMAN

Fr.vmes.

—

I

am

with Mr. Davenport in

mv

liking for Hoffman frames for all hives not deeper than the
standard. True, thej' get stuck up with propolis sometimes,

but even then I can handle them in less time than I can
handle the loose, hanging frames. As Mr. Davenport has
given a means of overcoming the inequalities of spacing
the Hoffman frames at the bottom. I shall like them better
than ever. I have never had much trouble on account of
these inequalities, but have sometimes thought that the

manufacturers might have done a little better job. I never
liked any spacer for the bottoms of the frames that reaches
across the hives and comes in contact with the bottomboards. Nor do I like nails or staples driven into the edges
of the end-bars. Some sort of spacer, however, is necessary
in hives deeper than the standard, and I have tried hard tothink of one less objectionable than any I have yet tried. I
will throw out a few suggestions, and ask the Roots, or
some other manufacturer, to work them out to a practical
result.
It seems to me that a metal spacer might be made
to reach across, and be permanently attacht, to the ends of
the hives just above their inside bottom edges, with projections pointing inward and reaching far enough to embrace the end-bars of the frames. Of course, end-bars would
have to be of uniform width, and perhaps a little narrower
than many in common use.
I have a sneaking fear that the kind of spacer I have
here sugg-ested will be reg-arded as impracticable, but I will
continue to hope that something may come of it. It seems
as if an attachment with curved upper edges to guide the
frames into the spaces intended for them, and so slight as
not to admit of the accumulation of much propolis, may
have to be a feature of the spacer.

End-Spaced Frames. — I took occasion once

to write
derogation of frames that have to be spaced
at the ends. I wish now to modify what I said then, and
to say that I have no disposition to hurt their inventor.
That season I thought I would
You see, it was this way
use the thick-top hanging- frames, and somebody .sent me a
Of course. I had to use
lot with the shortened top-bars.
staples or send the frames back, and I resolved to try them.
When these frames wei-e put in a hive they would not stay
anywhere in particular if the hive was jarred the least bit,
but rattled around in a most exasperating way. The Hoffmanized bob-tailed frame is a very good frame to use.

something

in

:

Taking an Inventory— Wintering.— It

is

now

April,

and bees are flying a little for the first time in many days.
The atmosphere is chilly, the frost is not yet out of the
ground, the late snows are melting, and the country is one
vast sea of mud. In view of the disagreeable weather conditions at this stage of spring, it may be a good thing for

May
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bee-keepers to size up the conditions affecting their interests in the immediate future.
But, first, let us glance at the conditions that have prevailed in the recent past. Winter weather came earU- in
November, and has had but few interruptions up to the
present time (April 11). The days when bees could have a
flight have been few, and the spells of confinement have
been long ones. I am speaking, of course, about bees wintered out-of-doors. Great losses are reported from almost
every place, and it is quite likely that the colonies that have
survived are weaker in numbers, and their stores nearer
the point of exhaustion than is usually the case at this time
of the year. Those persons who do not examine their colonies early in the spring will, no doubt, meet with many surprises if they examine them now. Like myself, they will,
I presume, find some colonies dead with plenty of honey in
what would seem to be easj' reach some colonies will be
found consuming the last little patch of honey in the hive,
and in some colonies will be found some little patches of
brood with honey so remote that you will wonder how the
bees live and j'et keep the brood alive.
In view of the weakened condition of manj' colonies,
and the deficiencj' of stores, it seems that more than usual
care will have to be exercised in order to get a large force
•of workers in time for the harvest.
For myself, I am studying the methods lately given by Mr. Doolittle and C. P.
Dadant, in the American Bee Journal and other bee-papers,
believing that if anybody can tell how it is done they can.
And now as to the way my own bees have wintered.
One in nine of my colonies is about the extent of my loss. I
have less bees than I had last fall, but, as a partial compensation, I know more. I had hardly a loss that was not
avoidable, and 3'et these losses were all in hives of the 8frame dovetailed size.
colonies in hives taking frames
11 '4 and 11 inches deep have all come thru in safety, as
have those in 10-f rame dovetailed hives, and those in two
sections of a sectional brood-chamber hive, each section of
which is 7;?s inches deep. But I am not blaming the size of
hive much for my losses.
A part of the colonies lost were too weak to winter without uniting or having the space in the brood-chamber contracted, and I did neither. Two colonies were smothered
by dead bees at the entrance, and the others, with one exception, had consumed all of their stores. The bees in that
one hive had eaten their way to the top-bars right up thru
the centers of the combs, and starved, it seems, because it
was too cold for them to move the cluster two inches either
way.
cake of candy laid on the frames in time would
have saved the colony, and several others might have been
saved in the same way.
The conclusion of the whole matter seems to be that,
while it is not impossible, or even difficult, to winter bees
iu the 8-frame dovetailed hives with complete success, yet
they will winter with less work and less worry in the 10frame hive, and hives that take a deeper frame. All this
may have been settled to the satisfaction of many beekeepers long ago, but I remember that there was a good
deal of controversy over the matter in my early bee-keeping
days, hence mj' experiments. Whether the advantages of
8-frame hives when the bees are storing honey, will compensate for their disadvantages in wintering, is a matter
that each one must decide for himself. Would it not be
well for those who think they must use hives of standard
depth to make a compromise by using the 10-frame hives
when the flow comes? I borrowed this idea from Doolittle.
I wish to modify what I have said about wintering, to
the extent of saying that I lost one colony wintered in two
stories of the 8-frame dovetailed hives. I wintered other
colonics in two-story hives with perfect success. The honey
in the one mentioned was all in the upper storj', and there
was an abundance of it, as much as four full frames of it,
well distributed, was found after the bees had died. The
colony was excessively strong thru the working season, and
I can account for it only bj' supposing that the queen had
exhausted her reproductive powers so early as to prevent
the rearing of young bees for the winter. When I made my
first examinations in March, the colony had dwindled to a
small cluster too small to maintain the necessary heat
thru the cold weather that followed.
Decatur Co., Iowa.
;
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Report of Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Convention.
[Continued from patre

2'>1.]

Cellar-Wintering of Bees.
In a cave or cellar prepared f<ir the purpose in which I
have quite successfully wintered for several years, the temperature is controlled by the use of air-tubes thru which
fresh air can be admitted without disturbing the bees.
cellars are constructed mostly under the surface of the
ground, with not less than three feet of earth over, and on
all sides, except the doorways, which have three tight-fitting
doors. The fresh-air tubes are 10 inches square on the inside they go in under the doorways, and have one or two
elbows to prevent the light getting to the bees.

My

;

I have another and a smaller air-tube for each cellar,
which is six inches square, and goes down thru the center
of the roof. From this tube the thermometer is suspended
bv a string. Each air-tube is supplied with a slide cut-off
I keep the
to wholh' or partly cut ofl-' the circulation of air.
temperature as close to 45 degrees as possible. A high temperature will, I think, prevent dampness.
Bees should be prepared for winter in September, and
put into the cellar the first cold weather in November,

usually from the Sth to 20th.
I place my bees in the cellar on a long frame made of
Each hive is
2x6, and one foot above the cellar-bottom.
raised above the bottom-board by sticks one inch thick
placed under each end of the hive. I usually place the hives
I leave all covers
in tiers one above another five high.
sealed down to prevent rats and mice cutting combs. I distribute rat-poison around in the cellar. I do not usually go
into the cellar more than once during the winter. If the
bees are put into such cellars in good condition the winter
loss should not exceed 2 or 3 percent.
The}- should be removed from the cellar during soft
maple bloom. I think it advisable to take them out in the
evening after dark, and place them on stands regardless of
where they stood the previous season. Their movements
the next morning will be very gradual for the first hour or
two, marking location, etc. No loss of queens will be
A. G. Wilson.
caused by bees mixing.

Vernon County.
Benefits of Attending Bee-Conventions.
Preparatory to the opening' of my paper I wish to say
that the smiling faces and the friendly greetings of members of this convention are worth_v of note. How is it with
you, my brother bee-keeper ? Does it not inspire you with
fresh courage ? Is there not something in the pleasant visage of each that not only says •' Welcome." but "we have a
feast of the knowledge gained in the past 12 months for you

and

for all

?'"

Again, have we not been housed up and perplext with
other cares and duties, and allowed ourselves to become
stale in the bee-industry ? Can you think of any place
where you can become more thoroly aroused, filled with
more enthusiasm, than at the annual convention ? How
otherwise can we expect to get the different modes practiced
by our best bee-keepers ? So rapid is the progress that we
cannot afford to live in the backwoods in this nineteenth
century.
At our conventions we are encouraged with
papers' and discussions to add to the knowledge imparted by
the research and inventive skill and methods of our most
prominent bee-keepers. Each succeeding year brings before us scientific apiculture comparativel}- of to-day's creaPractice has been shown the best fitted to obtain the
tion.
best results.
Then. I consider it a duty that we impart all knowledge
gained from year to year, to our friendly bee-keepers.
learn at our annual meetings that bee-culture is being recognized as an important factor in the commerce of the
country, and if properly fostered and encouraged it will

We

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a prettj- song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last. Better order at once, if you want a copy
of this song.

soon grow to large proportions. Every industry in the
country is represented annually or semi-annually dairying, agriculture, florticulture, horticulture, manufacturing,

—
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If such conventions be beneficial, it is a fact that to
succeed in apiculture we must convene regularly.
I will speak of a chapter by G. M. Doolittle in his book

etc.

on " Scientific Queen-Rearing." He did not wish credit
for that which was valuable in his book he stated that he
had pickt up a little here and there, and the credit belonged
to some one besides Doolittle.
Some of the suggestions received came thru the bee-periodicals, but quite largely from
the reports given and thoughts dropt at many bee-conven;

tions.

The events of each year truly mark an epoch in the
progress of our association it has emerged from its crysalis
state to enjoy its higher and better fully-fledged legal existence. Thru the generous assistance given by the members
of this association we have succeeded in presenting a Bill
to the legislative body of our State, and by that body was
recognized. The Bill was in regard to the extermination
of foul brood. We now have as a recompense for our labors
Mr. N. E. France as our inspector for the eradication of the
worst enemy we have from our midst, and whose labors we
greatly appreciate. It is not only a privilege but a duty to
I

wish

it

any

evil of this kind.
to induce

were possible

more bee-keepers

to

become members of our

association, with the hope of establishing a fixt price for our product, the quality governing
the price. Our home markets are many times ruined by
those who have only a small quantity, and perhaps inferior
quality at a nominal figure.

So much knowledge is being graspt from our coming
together each year and imparting to each other practical
ideas and uses, that it would be like reaching out into a sea
of knowledge to mention all points given worthy of note.
I can only hastily mention a few.
The different ways of
successful wintering the methods of strengthening weak
colonies preparation for the collection of supplies necessary ventilation
the condition of the temperature as governing the amount of moisture held by the atmosphere
the kind of hives most practical the most successful way
of handling bees the best honey markets the best way to
market honey and make it the most inviting a uniform
style of comb and package.
As I have already remarkt, there are many points
which would be impossible for me to mention. When we
try to help others we always help ourselves. We are getting
at facts which would evidently help not only the producer,
but dealer and consumer as we undertake to educate others
we become educated ourselves.
Since attending our annual meetings I have acquainted
myself with many useful articles which lessen labor and
prove a great help in apiculture.
Thru the knowledge
gained I have purchast articles which tho inexpensive yet
they have proved valuable to me. I find I can get my wax
made into foundation by those that make it a specialty, so
reasonable that it does not pa3' me to bother with it', my
machine being- one of the first ones out. I have been able
to purchase a machine for putting sections tog-ether and
fastening the foundation at the same time, for which I am
also grateful. These useful articles are labor-saving, and
curtail expenses, as you do not require the hired help.
We also come in contact with " bee-ology " in all its
various branches.
The elements of success, however, at
times baffle the best of us, and yet seem apparently easy
of solution when as a body we exchange thoughts and give
our various experiments. Practical apiculture rests upon
more than the mere knowledge of what can be, and should
be, done. It rests upon the -unwritten part of our trade.
How to obtain this knowledge is a matter for your careful
consideration. Undoubtedly, if you were so situated as to
attend every convention in your reach, and receive the advice and precepts of our most skillful apiarists, I know of
no more reliable information. I can with pride say to you
that the works of our own countrymen are pre-eminentlv
the most practical and scientific. I have found them able
to explain the anatomy and physiology of the bee, and its
bearing upon practical agriculture. With all your knowledge, never allow yourself to be absent from our annual
meetings, neither neglect the little things that impress you
at the time as new, and you will soon become able to lav
the foundation for success broad and strong, and when the
superstructure is built it will long endure.
Green County.
Jacob Huffman.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The Hive

Prefer, and

Why

Prefer It.
In the first place it might be well to say that I run for
extracted honey, and my crop is gathered from raspberry,
white clover, bergamot, buckwheat, etc., thus making a
light, continuous flow for a long period.
I

I

18, 1899.

The

hives are 13-frame Langstroth in size, and I run
stories hig^h, from the time it is warm enough in
the spring until the harvest is about or quite over. The advantages are these
1st. Less feeding and less swarming.
2nd. I get more honey from the best colonies.
3rd. They winter better than colonies in 10-frame hives
in the same cellar.
To sum up, it means more honey and less labor with a
large hive than with a small one. Of course I speak for
my own locality.
E. M. Haves.

them three

:

Columbia County.

;

call attention to

Mav

Apiarian Exhibits at Fairs

The

Their Advantages.

question to settle is. Shall I exhibit at the
State fair or other fairs ? If you decide to make an exhibit
you should begin early, that is, as soon as the honey season
is

first

on.

In the first place, you must determine just what you intend to place on exhibition. If you decide on bees, honey
and beeswax, the first to be attended to are the different
races of bees, and be sure to see that yours are the standard
in every way. The Italian bee as a standard has but three
bands of yellow, no more and no less. The golden are bred
only for beauty, and some points in working and swarming,
but mostly for the former.
The next thing to prepare is the honey. You must
have perfectly-filled cases of the different g-rades of honey,
namely white clover, basswood, buckwheat, golden-rod,
other fall flowers, etc. The sections should be of different
sizes, as 4'4's4,'4s2, 4'4s4'4xl%, and also include no-beespace sections, so as to show the public in g-eneral the different styles of packages. Only the one-tier cases should
be used. All sections must be free from propolis, and no
leaky sections allowed.
With regard to the extracted honey, you should have
samples of the different grades, as above mentioned for
comb honey. This must be put up neatly in fancy gflass
jars, and most marketable packages, from the barrel down
to the Muth one-pound jars, and be sure to show the styles
of cans and tin pails used. Take both honey that is granulated and that which has not yet started to g-ranulate, so as.
to show those that are ignorant of the granulation of honey
how it comes about, and be always on hand to explain, for

you

by so doing.
before you start for the fair have j'our oneframe observatory nucleus hives all ready to receive the
bees you intend to take. Do not overcrowd them, for a few
are just as good, and will stand the journey much better. I
sometimes lose my best bees in making an exhibit, so you
must not think it is all gain if you are lucky enough to get
a few premiums.
The bees can be shipt, but I prefer to carry my bees
with me in the coach, and then I know that they are safe.
Last fall they tried to prevent my taking- them into the
coach with me, but I took them in spite of protest. Of
course your other goods must go by freight a few days
ahead of you. And here I wish to say that the only right
way to ship a lot of honey is by freight, as it is by far the
safest and cheapest way. and you do not need to protect the
glass unless you wish. By nailing two cases together you
will have a nice package that is easy to handle.
Upon arriving at the fair grounds prepare to arrange
your exhibit with as much taste as possible, -for your sales
will depend largely upon the way this is done.
Now as to the advantages of honey exhibits. My aim
has been, not only to take as many premiums as I could,
but to sell as much honey as possible in small packages
with nice labels attacht, showing my guarantee and full
address. In this way you will be surprised when you return the next year to see your customers and their friends
about you to see if that " honey-man is there again." In
will profit

The night

this way your sales will increase, and if your honey is No. 1
in every respect, you can sell it bj' the hundred weight right
on the grounds, and take orders for more.
I have never had any trouble in disposing of
beeswax for 30 and 35 cents a pound. I have sold to certain people regularly foryears, and do not intend to let any one excel me in beeswax.

my

I

and

have often given away extracted honey as samples,

find that

it

pays.

I

now

sell

large quantities of ex-

honey to private families in Milwaukee, when four
years ago I could hardly get them to take a pound. One
gentleman boug-ht ISO pounds of basswood comb honey of
me in 1897 for his own use, and he said that he had just
used the last of it in August, 1898, and that it was as good
as when he bought it.
E. D. Ochsner.
tracted

—

—
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DR.

Nl'lXTEr* BV

C. C. JUILLEXt. a/arengro,

111.

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.]

Using Combs of Granulated Honey.

Do you mean, when you say put the brood-fratne yrith
granulated honey that one finds in the winter-killed colonies under strong colonies, that you take the hive of the
strong colony off its bottom-board, put the hive with the
granulated honey on it, and then set the one with the bees
rig'ht on the frames without cover or bottom-board between
them ? I had ISO colonies die last summer with lots of
honey in their hives I think it must have been honey-dew.
This is the first year I ever lost more than two or three col-
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help the weakest ones. If I do anything in the way of
equalizing, it will be to help those that need only a little
For example, if I have a number of colonies that
help.
contain broo<f in seven or eight frames, and from that down
to one or two frames, I'll take frames of brood with adhering bees from the strong-est, enoug^h to reduce them to five
frames of brood, and I'll not give these to the weakest, but
give a frame to each colony that has four frames of brood.
If there are frames enough to afl'ord it. I may give two
frames of brood and bees to a colony that already has three
frames. When these are all supplied, the two-framers may
get three frames of brood each. The idea is to reduce the
strong- ones no lower than five frames of brood each, and to
bring up to five brood any colony that is helpt. If two or
three frames of brood and bees are given to a weak one. it
safer for the
is better to have them from different colonies
queen. Of course, one must look out not to take the queen

—

when taking brood and

bees.

Yes. I'm not entirely sure that's best, but
know with my present light.
4.

I

it's

the best

;

Quinby Frame for Queen-Rearing— Hybrids

Answer. — Yes, you have it exactly straight. The idea
have the combs where the bees will readily get at them
take care of them. You may have no entrance directly

is to

to
to the upper story, forcing- the bees to go thru the lower
story to get to the upper one. or you may allow an entrance

between the two stories. In some cases I have given a colony two, and even three, hives full of combs to take care of.
If no honey is comitig in yoti inust be on the lookout for
robbers when combs are first given, if there is honey in
them.

Perhaps Two Queens

in

One Hive.

first really warm day we had this spring, about the
of April, and the first day that the bees were out plentifully, a neighbor came to me and said a swarm of bees
was on his fence about 200 yards away. As I started to go
to see them I met them coming to my yard. They clustered
at the root of a gooseberry bush.
I examined them and
found a queen, but for some reason she evidently could not
fly.
As the swarm was so small, and no bloom yet out, I
put the queen on top the frames of the hive from which I
thought she came, but soon I found her on the grass in a
butich of bees. I decapitated her. All my colonies at this
time had la3-ing queens in them and some brood. The queen
must have been in the hive all winter with a fertile queen.

The

first

Please explain

Ilwnois.

this.

Answer. — If

1.

Do you

queen-rearing

think
?

Ans-vvers.
in general,

out.

Wire-End Frame—Saving Queens When Uniting
Building Up Weak Colonies.
1.

How

2.

Is there

4.

Are

the B. Taylor wire-end frame constructed ?
any way to save the queens of weak colonies
when united in the spring- ?
3. In building up weak colonies in the spring, do you
wait until the best colonies are real strong- before drawing
on them, or do yoti equalize all colonies and try to keep
them so till the flow comes ?
is

j'our

frames I's inches

all

around

?

Mich.

—

Answers. 1. It would be somewhat difficult to describe so that you would understand without seeing, and
my remembrance of it is hardly clear enough to describe it
even if you would ttnderstand it.
One waj- is to put them in cages and place them on top
of brood-frames of a colony. There is some danger, hpwever, that the queen of the colony may be killed
at any
rate I once put several of them over a colony and the free
queen was killed. At other times the queen has not been
hurt.
3. I would never draw from the strongest colonies to
;

why

?

—

1.

Yes, use the same frames you are using

whatever they may

be.

That's a hard question to answer, and what might be
best for one might not be best for another. In late numbers of this Journal Mr. Dadant and others have shown up
the advantages and disadvantages of the different kinds.
The kind that has been in most general use and has been
most successful in your own neig-hborhood, other things
The smaller frames
being equal, is the one to adopt.
have the advantage of being in more general use, and are
easier to move. If your hives are to stand in the same spot
from one yeartoatiother, and you are working- for extracted
honey, j-ou might consider the Quinby.
3. The hybrids are as good for work as the Italians,
providing they are g-ood hj'brids, for they will work just as
industriously, and a cross, making a change of blood, tends
In some respects the hybrids are inferior. They
to vigor.
are crosser, and their progeny will be likely to work backward. While the first cross may do as much work as the
ptire Italians, the progetiy of the Italians will stand many
chances of being crosses, and I'd choose the pure stock
every time.
2.

*-•-*.

A Queenless

is

place,

advisable to use the Ouinby frame in

'ft'hich

I

barely possible that the swarm came from
and that the queen could fly before you
found her. It is more likeh' that a mother and daug-liter
had wintered in the same colonj'. I had a case once in
which two queens not related wintered in the same colony.
It would be nothing so very strange for two queens to winter together, but it seems unusual for one of them to swarm
It

some other

it

If not,

frame would j()« advise a beginner to adopt
the (Juinby or the Langstroth ?
Mass.
3. Are hybrid bees as good as Italians ?
2.

understand you correctly, each colony
had a laying queen without cottnting the queen found in the
grass.

vs. Italians.

C.\RY.

onies.

Colony.

I have a colony that is queenless, and being unable toget a queen so early in the season, on April 14 I put in two
frames of sealed brood and eggs, the lower part of one of
which containing drone-comb but no eggs. I cut away, to
keep up the streng-th till I could get a queen. On the 16th
I lookt in and found two queen-cells begun where I cutaway
the drone-comb, but could see nothing in thetn. To-day
(23rd) I lookt again and found both cells sealed over one
had a qtieen in the imago form, the eyes just turning pink.

—

But what
wish to ask you
There were about a
dozen sealed cells amongst the worker-comb which projected
is this

I

:

far beyond the others, like drone-cells, the pupa; of which
were as larg-e as that of a drone. I unfortunately destroyed
them, thinking they were queen-cells, since which I have
begun to wonder if they could be drones changed by the
workers from worker-eggs, which I see from my book some
authorities say is possible. If not, what were they ? I am
in hopes I have overlookt one or more if so I will see w'nat
B. C.
they turn out.
;

—

Answer. Very likely they were queen-cells, which are
often found projecting very little above the general surface.
It is also nothing- very unusual to find an occasional case of
drone-brood in worker-cells, for some cause the egg-s not
beings fertilized. There is no necessity to resort to the supposition that the workers changed an egg that would produce a worker into one that would produce a drone and if
you care for my opinion in the matter I am free to say that
I don't believe such a thing- ever happened.
I wish you had
I've
said in what book you found such a thing mentioned
seen it in papers, but I think never in a book.
;

;
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Awful Adulteration of Foods. At the last session of
Congress, at Washington, a committee was appointed and
an appropriation made for the purpose of conducting an investigation of the foods consumed by the people. Senator
Mason, from Illinois, we believe was the author of this
initiatory effort, and for the past week or two his pure-food
inquirj' here in Chicago has been treated to a revelation
along the line of adulteration that is simply awful to con-

—

template and of course worse than awful when it comes to
swallowing the poisons that the adulterators have put into

some

of the foods

we

eat.

Here is a list of astonishing facts that just one day's
probing brought to light
for sale thruout the United States,
and in popular use among dairymen and milkmen for the
preservation of milk and cream, and by bakers for the preservation of cream puffs, chocolate eclaires and similar
pastry, is a product of wood alcohol, which is absolutely
poisonous that this preparation is used by undertakers for
the preservation of dead bodies, and by health authorities
for the disinfection of buildings where virulent diseases
have been treated.
That ground tarred rope has been used to adulterate

That a commodity

;

313

lic publication is very greatly in advance of what used to be
termed highway robbery.' Catalog's, circulars, price-lists
and advertising columns are the places for booming, if such
must be done, and not in the columns which are purchast
by subscribers for their instruction and advancement."
'

it was a rather strangle coincidence that in the very
issue in which was the above paragraph, also appeared, in the reading columns, about two pages devoted to
booming what is called " a new hive." giving illustrations,
Mr. Doolittle should labor with Editor Hill before he
etc.
" goes for " some other people.

But

same

*

Mr. R.

and

* # #

company, of Missouri, have
recently been given a write-up in their local newspaper,
which had

B. L,e.\hv

his

this to saj' in regard to

them

:

" In 1883 R. B. Leahy, then a struggling day laborer,
made his appearance in this city; and for a time found employment doing odd jobs for several of our oldest citizens.
Soon after his arrival here he opened a little wood-shop and
began his life's work, that of building bee-hives and kindred supplies. His largest and most expensive piece of
machinery at that time was a foot-power saw. With this he
workt early and

and by

late,

se-

vere perseverance
he added to his

ginger.

plant, little by little, until he was so
fixt that his work

That absolutely pure flour is a rare commodity that it
adulterated with ground stone and clay from Tennessee
and Georgia.
That pure buckwheat flour is rarely to be purchast after
it passes thru the hands of a jobber or a wholesaler; that
one barrel of pure buckwheat flour is generally mixt with
two barrels of inferior spring-wheat flour that can be purchast for less than one-third the price of the buckwheat.
That nearly all powdered sugar is composed in great
part of cornstarch.
That nearly all black pepper is adulterated with what is
known as " buckwheat shorts" (hulls).
That retail butter dealers in this citj- daiU- violate the
oleomargarine law.
That flavors sold at sodawater fountains as the juice of
strawberries, bananas and pineapples are chemical compo;

is

and output attracted some little
attention.

"In

1890 he

started the erection of his present
plant, and. being
short of finances,

succeeded in interesting John J.,

That pure vanilla extract for flavoring purposes is
almost unknown, and that the flavorings for such extracts

Jas. E.. F.M..and
E. B. Gladish sufficently to form a
stock company, of
wliich he retained
a half interest.

as are sold in the market are in the main derived from
cuniarin that lemon and other flavoring extracts are also
adulterated to a verj' great extent.

ized

sitions.

stock company was organ-

This

;

Dr. H. W. Wiley, the Government chemist, has been
here to give testimony before the committee, whose work
is simply preliminary, as we understand it.
We believe
that when it completes its investigations there will have
been compiled such a mass of evidence regarding adulteration of foods that Congress will be compelled to enact a
strong anti-adulteration law in order to put a stop to killing people with poisonous mixtures, not to saj' anj-thing of
the fraudulent side of the subject, which is simply appalling. Why, it seems there are plenty of people who are perfectly willing to sell poisons as food if thereby they can
Highway
onlj' put a few more dollars into their pockets.
robbery isn't " in it " when compared with some adulterators of foods.

Mr. G. M. DoOLiTTlE, in the May American BeeKeeper, gives these words about new things in bee-keeping
:

"There

is

much

of value

and merit in nearly

all

the

new things put forth, when properly developt, but I cannot
cat's-paws to
think that the using of these things as the
pull the chestnuts out of the Are,' as some do, before they
'

have settled down and become an establisht fact, and the
of them inthe reading columns of a purchast pub-

booming

under

name
Leahy

the

of The
Manufac-

turing Company,
with a paid - up
capital of $8,000.
R. B. Leahy was

appointed general

manager and
R. B. Leahv.

treasurer, and Ed.
B. Gladish, gen-

foreman of the shops. The business has been continuously under the same management since, and the present
business is a sufficient proof that it has prospered.
"Late last fall it became necessary to again enlarge
the plant, and a new brick addition was built, which, with
the new and improved machinery added at that time, doubled the capacity of the plant. They now occupy a two-story
brick building, 54x130 feet, thoroly equipt up-stairs and
down with the best improved machinery. In addition to
the main building they have several warehouses, their waxroom and tin-shops being under separate cover.
"In the busiest season, which is now on, the plant is
run day and night, and from 35 to 40 men and boys are employed during this period. That this factory is a great
boom to labor has been duly demonstrated, over $10,000
being paid out here last year for labor alone. Sixty-five
carloads of material was consumed in the manufacture of
goods sold last j'ear. which amounted to over $30,000."
« « « * *
" Two Sweethearts of Mine " is the name of a song'
received by us from the publishers a few days ago, the
melody and words of which are very pretty. The song complete, words and music, will be sent to an)' address for 20
cents in silver or stamps, by the Groene Music Publishing
Send for it. menCo., 32 East Fifth St., Cinciiniati. Ohio.
tioning that you saw the notice of it in the American Bee
Journal.
eral
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Root's Goiymn
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ENTIRELY UP

MAY.

WITH ORDERS

And Several Other Clover

AlsiK-eClover
White Clover

So light of step, si> fair of
She passes on her way:

Crimson Clover

AlfalfaClover

face,

With every beauty, every grace.
The rare and radiant May.

— Farm Journal.

below zero.

I

severe, as
lost 3 out of 2S col-

lis

By Buying

at the Nearest

Branch

Michigan

kinds of fruit are in blossom,
onies.
and the bees are very busy. I could not
heep bees without the American Bee Journal. Long may it live and prosper.
I. D. Hyde.
Washington Co.. Mich., May 7.

Lost Thru Severe Cold.
many have lost
large numbers of colonies on account of the
severe cold weather. The losses, however.

THE
118

A.

Michigan

I.

ROOT

Street,

-

CO.,
Chicago,

111.

George W. York, Manager.
A. I. ROOT CO.,
1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
H. G. ACKLIN, Manager.

THE

THE
1635

A.

I.

West Genesee

HATCH CHICKENS

St..

A.

Mechanic

THE
Vine

Manager.

ROOT

Falls,

J. B.

10

I.

CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

-

CO.,

Maine.

A.

Street.

I.

EXCELSIOR jNcymoR
TliousaudB in Buccessrui

W. A. SelsEH, Manager.

AGENCIES.
A. F.
C." H.

McAdams, Columbus Grove, O.
W. Weber. 2146 Central Avenue,

(Successor toC. F.

Muth & Sou

,in<l

A.Muth)

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Prothero & Arnold, Du Bois, Clearfield
Co.. Pa.
Cleaver & Green, Troy, Bradf. Co., Pa.
W. W. Carv. Lvonsviile, Mass.
M. H. Hunt & Son, Bell Branch, Wayne
Co., Mich.
George E. Hilton, Fremont, Newaygo
Co., Mich.
Walter S. Ponder, 512 Mass. Avenue,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Vickery Bros.. Evansville, Ind.
Jos. Nysewander, 612 W. Grand Ave.,
Des Moines, Iowa.
Jos. Nebel & Son, High Hill, Montgomerv Co., Mo.
O. P. Hyde & Son. Hutto. Texas.

TheL.A.WatkinsMdse.Co.Denver.Col.
The Abbey-Hardy Co., Grand Junction, Colo.

H. Back, 235 West Third North St.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Buell Lamberson, 180 Front Street,
Portland. Oregon.
Union Hive & Box Co. .Los Ang-eles.Cal.
M. R. Madary, Fresno, Cal.
J.
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.MAIN OFFICE

My

36 colonies wintered without any loss.
winter them in the cellar with bottomboards on. My neighbors lost almost all of
theirs, still they would not spend a dollar
Success to the " Old Refor a bee-paper
!

G. Johnson.

Clark Co., Wis..

CO.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

AND WORKS;

MEDINA, OHIO.

o(>e/htiiiu.

Lowest priced Ist-clttKB hkictier luade
«ii:0. II. ^TAIIL,
11 4 to 122 S. 6lh »it..4|ulnrv, til.

Please mention the Bee Journal.
If vou care to know of its
I
J
Fr'uits, Flowers, Cllmato
Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper

r^a Ii-f/^t*ni o
Vi^dlllUnilct
fir

The

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading" Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,
handsomely illustrated, $2.00 per annum. Sam-.
pie copy free.
Market Street.
San Fk.\ncisco, Cal.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
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Loss.

May

1.

ROOT

-

ti,«

acllrfj^ulaling

I

liable."

M.\soN, Mgr.

BY STEAWI-"iU.

Biiuiile, [lerfuct,

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,

Wintered Without

ROOT

F. A. S.\LISBURY,

THE

are with those who ought not to complain,
as proper attention was not given the colonies in the fall. It is ever thus.
Success to the American Bee Journal.
F. A. Gemmill.
Ontario, Canada, May 3.

CHICAfiO, ILL.

-

f

Many

Bees are booming, but

YORK & CO.

W.

Street,

OF Agency.

BRANCH OFFICES.

if

solicited.

All

Save Freight

soft
$4.00
5.75
S.OO
S.OO
3.50

2Stti

$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

freight.

GEORQE

Bees Are Busy.
The past winter was the most

1.25
1.40
1.20
.90

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order; for cartage,

wanted by

Your orders are

low as

60c
70c
80c
60c
SSc

(melilot)

pride of e:irlh and sea,
With blossoms on her pulsing breast
From glen and glade and lea.

28*^

10n>
fl.OO

511s

The

Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:
Sweet Clever

Behold, she conies, the spring's beloved,

Our extensive enlarg-ements last fall,
costing in the aggregate some $15,000,
enables us to keep pace with our increasing trade. Send in your orders,
and they will be promptly executed,
either from the main office or branches
and agencies. Give us a trial, and see
how quickly we can make shipinent.

SWEET CLOVER

ALBINO QUlCNo

—

GIVENS.

Feeding Bees- Honey Prospects.
Will you allow me to correct Cogitator,
as to my plan of feeding bees, as given on
page 22.T ? Instead of feeding every tenth
hive, as stated. I reserve the surplus of
every tenth hive, in full-sized frames, to
feed the nine, in case they need it.
I claim it is poor policy to feed liquid
honey to a starving colony, as it only stimulates brood-rearing, to require more feed.
I am speaking more particularly of carrying bees over a dry year in California. If
comb honey is fed t^ees they will economize
and save feed, lu carrying bees thru a dry
year all we need is a normal colony. We
do not need a surplus of bees when there is
nothing to gather.
I am having soQie prospects of part of a
crop of honey. 1 have had 40 new swarms
from 114 colonies, and some of the swarms
have filled their hives. But generally prospects are poor in California.

Cyrus
Riverside Co.,

Calif..

April

C.

Better than
Am

Address,
ITAlTt

EGGS
per tlt'zen
llAtt

E.

The summer of l^'JS was noted for boneyThere was more of that here than

when

writing.

FROM BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS

Thorobred — Fine Plumaged
Fowls — Farm Raised— "Scents

MRS. L

C.

AXTELL.

ROSeVlLLE.

whea

ILL.
-writing.

Comb Foundation
Wholesale and

Working

nest in this part of the country. I began
the winter with 30 colonies packt in forest
leaves, on the summer stands; they all
came thru the hard winter all right, and
didn't get out to the soft maple which is in
great abundance here, till April IT, and now
they are all just booming. I never had my
bees in such a nice, healthy condition, and
in such good shape at this time of year.
While I suffered no loss in wintering,
some of my neighbors report heavy losses,
some losing three out of five colonies. I
don't know what gave me such success, unless the American Bee Journal did it.
I
credit my " good luck." as my neighbors
call it, to that source.

HILTON,

Please mention Bee Journal

No Winter Loss— Honey-Dew.

dew.

GEO.

FREMONT. Newaygo Co.. MICH,

Please mention Bee Journal

30.

wit-

Ever

prejiared to furnish everyihinsr needed by
the up-to-date bee-keeper, all floods manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., shipt to me in car
Send for iUus-i
lots, and sold at their prices.
trated, 36-pa^e Catalog- FREE.
I

Aldhich.

The past winter was the coldest ever

QueLns-Vf" mj

proUfi^c

want the [.'t-ntlfst Bees— If you want the best
honev-^'atherers vou ever saw trv mv Albinos.
Untested Oueens" in April. $1.00; "Tested, $1.50.
9A26t
Lisbon. Tex.
J. D.
Please mention Bee Jonrnal -when writing.

Retail.

V\Zax

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

DO NOT FAIL
Before placing' your order, to send rae a
what you need in

list

of

Foundation, Sections,
other Supplies, and get my prices. Yon
goods and save money. Illus..
WANTED.
trated Catalog Free.

And

will ^'et the best

BEESWAX

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis,

Please mention Bee Journal -when

writlufi;.

.
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ever witnest in these hills, and with the
exception of a little in the beginning which
was very dark, it was rather yellow and
sweet, and most of the people seemed to
like the taste of it. except the first gathered
which was as black as old-fashioned cane
moIa.«ses.
I hear so

dew

that I wish to tell what I saw last summer. About June 28 I was going across
the country and watching the houey-dew;
it seemed to be in every place and on all
kinds of leaves, even the weeds were covered with it. It being about 8 a.m., 1 lookt
across under the sun. and I could plainly
see the honey-dew falling, and it was coming from above the tree-tops. Now. where
was it coming from unless the insects that
produced it were flying in the air above the
tree-tops ?
This is the conclusion that I

4,000 Pounds
the t'uaraiiteeJ rapacity >f tlii.s wa^'on.
it is equipped with

ELEOTRIO STEEL WHEELS
th
oviil
Innail
i[a;r^'.-i-

tin--, et.-

-ji^.Kt.'-.

Jiasaiu'lr >r>-v\ h..iiinN i r-..i;t aii^i
rtar. If^ Iriw iii.iw;i and ta.Ny to load.
>ne man (.'an load it saves an extra
hand in hnulinfr corn fodfler. etc A
pair of these wheels will make a
new wacrim ont of ynnr oki one.
Send [or free catalogrTie and prices.
Elecric WtieelCo. Box 16, Quiacy.III.
It

<

;

Please mention. Bee Journal \vhen "writing.

2-frame Nucleus with Untested
Queen, $2.25*
Untested Italian Queens, 65 cents each. Readv
May 1, 1899. "Have orders boukt now,
and g-et bees when wanted.
F. J.

much pro and con about honey-

Success to the American Bee Journal and
its many readers.
Ira Shocket.
Randolph Co.. W. Va.. April 20.

QUEENS

FUEE
14Aly

And all .tpiiirinn Supplies
cheap. .Senil for
E. 1. FLANAUA.N, Belletllle, UL

Cittalugae.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Bees

tup:

ALS'")

Golden and 3-'baiided Italian.
Untested, SOc each; tested, 75c.

Purity of stock

Came Thru

All Right.

TROUBLES
to place our prices and
goods before the bee-keepers of the Northwest.
Most of our stock is

OF OUR

Standard Lumber Co.

-

Rockdale, Texas,

l*UMse mention the IJee Journal.

My bees wintered well on the summer
stands, packt in leaves. I am going to try
the fence and plain sections this year.
Ika Lubbers.

Sheboygan

Co., Wis.,

May

8.

Unpaekt Colonies Died
Our bees have wintered

Has no

Sag" in

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus

now

in Winter.
well here, and

tiptop shape, and working
every day on fruit-bloom. Nearly all the
farmers have lost all their bees— in fact. I
don't know of a colony that was not packt
are

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION

in

that lived thru.

Brown

Co.,

111.,

Eugene Hambaugh.

May

3.

Hooey.
usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.
Being- the cleanest

VAN DEUSEX,
Sole Manufacturer,

Sprout Brook, Montg-omery Co., N.Y,

Queens

Italian

Reared bv the Doulittle method from the

HONEY-GATHERERS.

BEST

Untested, 50 cents each: 5(j.0<> per dozen.
arrival and reasonable satisfaction.
Address,

W.

Safe

FOREHAND.

J.

FORT DEPOSIT, ALA.

2iiAtf

FOR SALE
B66S
LATHROP. BROWNTOWN.
me

^^ r te

soon.

WIS.

H.

BEE^SUPPLIES,

\
T

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

\

4

Lang'stroth Hives and everythingpertaining to same.

+

y Muth Jars.Muth Honey Extractor ^
•j-

— in fact everything used

i"

keepers.

Send

bj- beefor our Catalog.

* C. H.

WZ.

WZEBER,

T

:uoCealral Ave., CIXCIXN'.-VTI, OHIO,
F.

Muth & Son and

tloneij

Very Backward Spring.
This has been a very backward spring.
Bees had done very poorly until the last
few days.
J. A, RossoN.
Ellis Co., Tex., May 4.

•!•
"?"

*
"

Successor to

Chas

A

is

J. A.

MANKATO, MINN.

Please niention Bee Journal -when writing.

•I*

BANKSTON,

OWN

make, and always gives satisfaction. Write us
a card, and we will send the Catalog at once.

Bees Wintered Well.

and safe arrival g-uarauteed.
C. B,
13Alf

bet-

we are anxious

us, as

2L'Atf

ilCARNIOLAN

^IllfrR r<n
OILVlII llkAl -OLEENS-

HAVE

My

bees came thru the winter all right,
but as a rule bees came out of winter a little
weak. Fruit-bloom is on now. and they
seem to work with unusual vigor. My first
virgin queens hatch to-day. H. G. Quirin.
Huron Co., Ohio. May (5.

result of the satisfac-

we always give our customers.

you had our Catalog yet ? If not. you had
ter get it. Sending out Catalogs never

tion of the flying insect family.

Obear, Craighead Co., flrk.
Ple.ise mention the Bee Journal.

Smokers, Sections,
Comb Foundat;oa

tion

busy— the

lOAtf

Let some of the big lights tell, who think
that honey-dew is produced by the leaves
on certain timber, I for one feel sure that
a great percent of honey dew is the produc-

18. 1899.

WE
are kept very

have reacht.

GUNZEL,

ISAtf

May

A.

Muth.

4

and Beeswax Wanted.

Please nientiou the Bee Journal.

15Atf

CHAS.

F.

MUTH &

SON.

wish to announce to niv friends and patrons
that I have this day sold to C. H. W. WEBER,
of Cincinnati, my Hone_v and Kee-Keepers' SupI

REPAIRING NEATLY DONE
le

jilirase on the farm uhere I'a^f
exclUMVely used. It takev care ol'
'while von wait.*'

an uhs.deti'

Fence
1t«elt'

I»A(JK

ipi

WOVKN WIUK FKNCE

ADUIAN,MICH.

CO.,

Please mention Bee Journal

when

-writing

BeeI
lSuDDlies.1

i

1^5

1^
'^
!^
*^

;$
•^
*00

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.
^^.
PouDER's HoNEY-J.\RS and every- ^'
by bee-keepers. Prompt ^*

thint^ used

Catalog

^'
^^

POUDER,

512 Mass. Ave.,

^

Indianapolis, Indi.\na.

^:

Service— low freight

rale.

free.

WALTER

S.

Please mention Bee Journal

^r

when

writing.

Good Prospects for Honey Crop.
The past winter was the most disastrous
en bees that we have bad in this locality
since I have kept bees. The average losses
will run over ,50 percent, my own being 2.5
percent. Bees generally are weakened, and
their only salvation lay in the propitious
weather that has prevailed during the past

There have been only one or
during that time that they
could not forage and gather if there was
anything for them to get. The bees are
holding high carnival on the sugar maples
at this date, which are blooming profusely
this season (something that has only occurred twice in 7 years), and are building
up very rapidly considering the weakened
condition that early spring found them in.
The prospects are very good. I think, for a
honey crop for those who have any bees
left.
D. W. Heise.
Ontario, Canada, May S.
four weeks.

two days

Indian TerritoryJFine for Bees.
The past winter was severe on my bees,
I lost a few colonies.
X winter them on
the summer stands. I have the advantage
of a fine climate and large range of native
bee-pasture. My bees commenced to swarm
April 27. and up to date 1 have 7 swarms,
and in all 90 colonies. I have my new hives
and

ply business, known for the past 38 years as
Chas. F. Muth & Son. Mr. Weber will continue to pu.sh the Langstroth hive and everything pertaining to same: besides, he has secured the agency for Mr. Root's goods, and will
I beg the customers of
sell ihetn at his prices.
tlie old house, to whom I wish to extend ray
thanks, to continue their patronage with Mr.
Weber, by whom I am sure they will be accorded
fair and honest treatment.

Mks. Annie
Cincinnati, Ohio, April

Muth

7, ISO'i.

(Widi>w.i

15Atf

Don't Rent
ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn

Belt," a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
2og

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

;

May
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put up and painted nicely, and ana now
In this
wiring and placing in foundation.
work I am assisted by two nice Cherokee
Indian girls. {Now. say, you young fellows
that don't believe this part of ray letter,
just take a trip down to this splendid country and see it and me, and yes, the girls,

—

^•*ii

have a neighbor bee-man 40 miles away,

A Farm

Library of unequalled value— Practical,
Up-to-date, Concise and Comprehensive— Handsomely Printed and Beautifully Illustraiea,

a pleasant correspondent. Mr. Hairston. of
the Saline district. Cherokee Nation. There
We are
is room for more bee-men here.

expectmg

a change of status soon, after
which outside or non-citizen people can

By JACOB BIGQLE

come and settle in this fine country. We
will wqnt not boomers but good, industrious
home people. After I add that this is a fine
that

climate,

all

All about Horses— a Common-Sense Treatise, with over
74 illustratious ; a standard work. Price. 50 Cents

vegetables and

grains,

2— BIQQLE BERRY BOOK

No.

do

the best Poultry Book in existence
tells everything
with23 colored life-like reproductions
of all the principal breeds; with ju3 other illustration:..
Price, 50 Cents.
All about Poultry

in April.

All about Cows and the Dairy Business ; having a great
sale, contains 8 colored life-like reproductions of eacr.
breed, with 132 other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents.

1.

Prospects Not So Favorable.

C.
,

May

Monette.

Bees.

cellar was the best the past winter, where
thej- were left in till near April.
March
was a hard month on bees: they died with
plenty of honey in the hives.
About T.i
percent of all the bees are dead in this

Noau Miller.
8.

A Hunting Trip and
I

have been trying

to

o
o

FARM JOURNAL

Bees.

There has been a big loss of bees in this
neighborhood.
Nearly all are dead that
were wintered out-doors. A good, warm

May

Feeding, Butch-

Contains over 80 beautiful half-

ery, Disea,:es, etc.

The past was a bad winter on bees. I believe fully two-thirds of the colonies died in
this part of the country. I lost 35 out of
•17 colonies.
Nearly every one that had
bees lost all. It didn't make any difference
how good care had been taken of the bees,
as those in the cellar and in the house died
all the same.
I put one colony in the coldest place I knew of, where the northwest
wind had the best sweep: I didn't care for
them, and wanted to freeze them out. but
they came thru all right, and are very
strong. Three-fourths of those I had in a
nice, dry cellar and house, and took extra
care of. are dead, and so it is with everybody else's bees.
Chas. Schmuckle.
Bureau Co., III., April 14.

neighborhood.
Iowa Co.. Iowa.

Hogs— Breeding,

8.

A Hard Winter on

Heavy Loss of

All about

tones and other engravings. Price, 50 Cents.
The BIQQLE BOOKS are unique,original,useful— you never
saw anything like them— so practical, so sensible. They
are having an enormous sale— East. West, North and
South. Every one who keeps a Horse, Cow. Hog or
Chicken, or grows Small Fruits, ought to send right
away for the BIQOLE BOOKS. The

:

this season.

a

5— BIQGLB SWINE BOOK
Just out.

Prospects for a good .season here are not
as favorable as I wish they were and I lost
heavily in bees last winter and early
spring.
I have only
about 100 colonies
left, that are in condition to amount to

Fillmore Co.. Minn

COW BOOK

No. 4--BiaGLE

No.

much

;

;

The weather has been very warm here.
and we had May weather in April. Cherryblossoms are first here, and they have just
opened.
George Ccktin.

May

o
!^
U
H

3— BIQQLE POULTRY BOOK

No.

Middlesex Co.. Mass..

—

growing Small Fruits readand learn now ;
contains 43 colored life-like reproductions of all leading
varieties and 100 other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents.
All about

May

May Weather

O

1— BIQQLE HORSE BOOK

No.

well, don't ask questions, but
W.m. A. Scott.
come and see.
Cherokee Nation, Ind. Ter.,
5.

bees. too.

ri<ii nn w^ » »'

«fl

BIGGIE BOOKS

m

too.)
I
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your paper, made

Is

Report.

you ever since I returned from my annual
hunting and trapping trip. I came home
two weeks ago. I had a fine time, altho it
was very cold: Feb. 13 it was 7 degrees
below zero. I did not do as well this winter
as I have done some other winters, but I
caught 219 'coons. HI minks. 2 otters. 57
opossums I caught wild hogs alive, one
weighing 147 pounds, the other about 100.
Deer are scarce. I saw only one all winter,
and no bears.
When I got home I lookt over my 210 colonies of bees, and found a few had frozen,
perhaps 10 or 1.5. I bought an apiary about
six miles north of here last week they are
all good Italians and hybrids.
The owner
died last August. I got .SS strong colonies

a misfit.

It is 22

!^
l-H

years

the great boiled-down hit-the-nail-on-the-head,—
quit-after-you-have-said-it. Farm and Household paper in
the world the biggest paper of its size in the United States
of America— having over a million and a-half regular readers.

old.

it is

—

Any ONE
5
to

YEARS

of the

any cddress

i..r

t

iqoo, igoi. zgo2

A DOLLAR BILL.

Sample qf FARM
WIL.VIFR ATKINSON

CHAS

HIGGLE BOOKS, and

(remainder of iSoo

the

and

FARM JOURNAL

1903) will

be sent by mail

JOURNAL and circular describing BIQQLE BOOKS free.
Address.

JENKINS.

FARM JOURNAI^
Philadelphia

The Farm Journal and the Bee JournaL
Wr
Offer No,

1.

Offer No,

2.

will club the lice Jmirnal for cue year and Ihe Monthly P^arm Journal for five
(as above: all for Sl.-Ki; the Farm Journal alone is 50 cents a year.

years

Send us

ONE

order the

new subscriber

Farm

for the

Journal for you for

5

Bee Journal for a year
years as a premium.

(at $1.00,)

and we

will

TWO new subscribers for the Bee Journal for the balance of this year at
cents each, and we will order the Farm Journal for you for 5 years as a premium.
Offer No, 3,
Belter applv soon, as we have only a limited number of 5-year FARM JOURNAL subscripitr,

send

(ill

tions to offer.

Address,

GEORGE W, YORK &

CO.. 118 Michigan St., Chicago,

Northern Queens.
\'0\j want ihe best honey-gatherers, ihLlongest-lived and hardiest Queeus, try a few
of my"Northern=bred Italians—" daughters of
imported Queens." Tested Queens, 51.^0; untested, 51.00; 2-frame Nuclei with tested Queen,
;3.0it each: the same with untested Queen, SZ25.

IF

get time to write

you and not

for

d

Readv

to
solicited.

fill

nrders bv Jnne

1.

Correspondence

HeatlquartersTfl^fllDinoBee!
THE BEST IX THE W()KLI>.
If you are looking for the bees that gather the
most honey, and are the gentlest of all bees to
handle, buy the ALBINO. I can furnish the
Italians, but tirders stand, as heretofore, 50 to 1
in favor f)f the ALBINO. I manufacture and
furnish SUPPLIES.

MATE WILLIAMS,

NiMKOD, Wadena Co., Minn.
20A4t
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

111.

S.

VALENTINE,

f^iease

Hagerstown, Md,

mention Bee Journal when writing.

'i

;

in 10-frame hives, all double-story, painted.
57 empty hives, one sun extractor. l.Ot'O

Hoffman frames, and a honey-tank holding
new Cowan extractor, 1.000

137 gallons, one

of IteeSections,

Shipping=Cases,
Comb Foundation

and EVERYTHING used in the bee-industry. We want the nam. mil .hMi.-^s of every bee-keet>er
Weli.c, < l»i;, Kiln, Improved Machinin America. We supply dealers as well as consumers.
We make prompt shipment. Write
erv,4ti,CMNi feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
INTER-STATE MFG. CO,. Hudson, St. Croix Co.. Wis.
for Catalo<r^. Quotations, etc.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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Mav

sections, about 1(1 pounds of foundation,
and 37 pounds of beeswax, and lots of other
tools, all for .?85.
I have workt this apiary
since isy'2. and have never taken less than
1)110 gallons
of honey in any season, and

20 Colonies of Bees

some years with

First-class Italian Bees, in 9-frame Langstroth hives,
Price, S5.00 per colony, or $4.75 each

located in thjs city.

taken

or more colonies at a time.

five

you want a bargain.
Address

less bees than there are
I shall divide up my home apiary,
try to increase by natural swarming, and
try and keep about 400 colonies hereafter.
Score one more for the golden Italians;
they winter and build up better than any
bees I ever had.
I can't very well get along without the
American Bee Journal.
J. H. Siple.
Bolivar Co., Miss.. March IS.

now.

For Sale.
if

18, 1899.

QUICK

Speak

(No supers go with the

GEORGE W. YORK
118 Michigan Street,

" Up to Her Eyes " in Honey.
if

hives.)

6i CO.
CHICAGO,

ILL.

" up to my eyes " in honey.
I began extracting last Friday, and got six
gallons from the first hive. I have a dozen
I

am

supers of sections ready to take off— all
" neat as wax." ' white as snow." and
filled with • nectar fit for the gods."
My
bees wintered on the summer stands without any protection whatever.
My first
swnrm came off March 2.5. Our honey-flow
seems only begun.
The American Bee
Journal is a great helper.

Mrs. M. M. Dunneoan.

San Patricio

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We

have the best equipt factory in the West.'' Capacity,
one carload a day; and carry the larg'est stock and greatest variety of everythinfT needed in the apiary, assuring'
BEST goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.
Illustrated Catolotr-^ 7*2 jjoi*'es, JPree,
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or sralvanized
steel, all sizes,

Address,

^

Please mention Bee Journal

MONEY

BEES, HONEY,

Queens for Business .....*

anv form,

for all purposes. Price list free.

KRETCHMER, RED OAK, IOWA.
when

•writing.

UMayBee...
^

EGGS

Supplies at Bottom Prices.

ACTLY

H. BROWN, Augusta, Ga.
mention Bee Journal when writing.

J. P.

6E8t

AKYONE

INTERESTED

Aicrleuliiirnl I'urdutts
afford to be without the

AGRICULTURAL

dddress

epitohist.

auric ci-xJi^&i.

EPITOMIST.

of

ind

Pure- Bred Poultry
Fertile

Eggs

for Hatching.

DREXEL POULTRY YARDS CO.
Avenue, - DREXEL, ILL.
Please mention the Bee Jitunial.

3oll Fifty-third

lSA4t

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Zbiu2tji

BEE-KEEPERS
*J^

indiuia«oiU.

WHAT
YOU WANT. Send stamp for Illustrated Cataloir and Poultry-Book

can't

Sample cojiy Free to any addrets
upoa receipt of name and address
plainly written on postal card naming paper in which you sawthia ad-

Let
!

paffe

A/, t7eji/*ins,

me send you my 64Catalog for ISO'i.

W'Gtumplca, Aia.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

1th

promptly.
Send for Cataloir. Minnesota BeeKeepers' Supply Mfg. Co., Nicollet
Island. Miiiiu-apolis. Minn. isAlf

OUR MOTTO:

Orders

our new pntent

KEROSENE SPRAYERS

writins.

K
puinpiuc-

Bee-Hives, Sections, ShippincCases — everything' used by beekeepers.

iriieaux

!:

and

varietiH
Vt-rniiT^

'WorldV Rci*t."
CO. SALEM. OHIO

-

/THE DEMINQ

filled

Western

^

Chicago.

Atifiits,

HenoioQ A Hubbell
anJ Formulas Fr.;t

Ctttilo|{ue

Please mention Bee Journal

when

WELL MANU FACTURED ST OCK- QUICK SHIPMENTS.

hmm%,

siiiDDinQ-Gases and

We make

a specialty of making- the very bestJSections on the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledg:ed by all to be
the best for making- the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young- and

The

BASSWOOD

thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog

Pric.e-Ivist

FREE.

Marshfield flanufacturing Company,
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing

2.

Lost All Wintered Out-Doors.

We

had 13 colonies of Italian bees last
good shape. We wintered them
out-doors packt in large boxes with straw,
as we always had done before, but they all
died, leaving lots of honey. Our neighbors'
bees that were wintered out-doors are also
dead. Bees that were stored in cellars did
We are sorry that we lost our bees,
well.
but we are not going to give it up. We
have bought two colonies again.
We like the Bee Journal so well. We find
such good reading in it. Long may it live.
fall, all in

Maky
Buena Vista

J.

Beights.

Co., Iowa, April 20.

Here in Uinta County we are 125 miles
from the nearest railway shipping point at
Price, on the line of the Rio Grande Western Railway, or 100 miles south of Green
River City, Wyoming. On the north are
great mountain ranges that stand as a barrier between Utah County and civilization.
On the east and south tor many miles
stretch the bad lands of western Colorado
and eastern Utah on the west lies the
Uinta Indian Reservation, over which
travel must go to reach the railway at
;

Price.
" What has that got to
you ask. Well, only this:
all these obstacles, Uinta

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

do with bees ?"
That in spite of

County

is

fast

gaining a reputation as one of the best
honey-producing sections of the State, if
not of the West. The honey produced here
ranks very high in the market, both for
flavor and color, and bee-keepers are very
enthusiastic in consequence. The bees find
unlimited pasturage of alfalfa, greasewood,
and white clover, besides many wild flowers
at certain seasons. The greasewood is very
early, and the bees will be working industriously on it now- in a few days. The flow
of honey under normal conditions is above
the average.
The business has been conducted in a
rather haphazard way in the past, and
honey of the very finest quality has been
put upon the market, in cans of all sizes,
and in barrels, or anything that could be
Despite these drawbacks, and
obtained.
the lack of united effort on the part of the
beemen, the good quality of the article has
been recognized, and the business now bids
fair to become one of the leading, if not the
leading, industries in the county.

The Uinta County Bee-Keepers' Associawas organized the pa.st winter, and
matters are now assuming definite shape.
Pres. C. C. Bartlett is very enthusiastic
over the outlook, and. in a report read at a
business men's meeting recently, gave out
the statement that if tlie business increast
tion

and

May

A Great Utah Honey-County.

"Bee-Keepin«- for Bejjinners," price 50 cents,
imparts the instruction. Price-List free.
i^lease

Co., Tex.,

'

May

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

18, 1899.

at a normal rate {or the next two years.

Uinta County would produce 1,000,000
pounds of hiKb-grade honey per annum.
The output for last season— which was a
poor year— was 300.000 pounds. The beekeepers are having cans manufactured here
for this season's crop, and have placed an
'

order (or 4,000 60-pound cans as a starter,
with more contracts to follow.
There was a very heavy loss in bees a
year ago, but the winter just past has been
mild, and the losses have been very light.
The faces of the bee-men are wreathed in
smiles, as a great season is anticipated.
Shipments are made as far as Chicago on
the east, and Butte, Montana, on the north.
A 10-ton shipment of old honey was sent
out last week, consigned to eastern points,
J.
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Jsl

Van Deiisen Jliin Foundation.
We have several 25- pound boxes of VanDeusen
Thiu Flat-Bottom Comb Fouudation for sale at

fiONE.y

I

SU.50 per box. This Foundation is preferred by
many. We have only a few boxes of it at our
Chicag-o Branch, so an order for same should be
sent promptly. Address,

THE
US Michigan

A.

I.

ROOT

Queens

CO.,

Untested Italian, $1.0(.> each;
after Julj'l, 70 cents each;
Tested, $1.25
3 for $2.0(1.
each. Catalog- free. Address

Theodore Bender, CautoUyOhlo.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Union combination SAW—

H. Hardt,

lor

rippintr.

cross - cuttin;^,
miierinn. rabbeting, groovn p.
Raining,
I

acroll

Texas,— The Central Texas Bee-Keepers" A ssocialioii will meet at Milano, Tex., July 2'> and

-

BHwinKf

edge-

boring,

mo u

I

d

i

n g

,

beading, etc.

All are cordially invited to attend.
H. li. Hyde, Asst. Sec. and Treas.

Kull line

AND
CHINEKV. Send
Hcim-A Falls

Foot

hand-

Power

Hutto, Texas.
Co.. i^

Walnr

St..

Ma-

Seneca Falls. N.Y.

when

Beeswax,

Mr. Kipling Cured
By the inhalation of Oxygen, the
specific cure for all luuf^r troubles.
special information reg'ardI* or
intj:

The Oxygen Treatment,

Address,
DR. PEIRO,
Central Music Hall, Chicago.

I,

writing.

ROOT GO'S GOODS %^trr-

Including- their discounts for o-oods wanted for
use another season. It will pay you to send me
wanted. Cash for Beeswax.

list of g-oods

M. H.

HUNT, Bell Branch,

FREE FOR A MONTH

Mich.

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best and
onlv Weeklv Sheep Paper publisht in the
Unted States.
If

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

%Vool ^lai-lcets ancl Sheep

yin PARF CATALOG BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
*rU nUL Instructions to Betrinners. itc, free.
JOHN NEBEL & SON,
High Hill, Missouri.
5Atf
Please mention Bee journal -wlien writing.
I

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first. foremost and all the time.
Are vou interested? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

FK.IOE3S OF-

?e^^?€^f€5€
QINQHAki

BeoSmotear

Biiigliaui Perfect Bee-Siiiokers
A.2STI3

H0ITE3Y-K:2>TIV-E3S.

Smoke Engine (largest Binoker made) 4-in.
Doctor
a^ in.

Doz. $13.00; each, by mail, $1.50
'^
Doz.
9.0*J;
l.io
"
Doz.
6.50;
l.OO
Conqueror
"
5.ih3;
Doz.
.90
l.aree
"
Doz.
4.75;
.70
Plain
"
Doz. 4.50;
.&)
Little Wonder
'•
6.ih);
Doz.
.80
Honey-Knife
Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
or Knife, look up us record and pedigree.
stove.
atove.
3-in. etove.
2J^-in. stove.
12-in. atove.
(weight 10 ounces)... 2-in. stove.

FIFTEEN YEAH9 FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.

^o^o ^o9<9 9'^3''

Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror L"i years. I was always pleased with its
workiDgs, but thinking 1 wouM need .a new t>ne this summer, l write for a circular. 1 do not think the 4inch Smoke Kngine too lartte.
Truly.
January J7, lb97.
W. U. Eagerty. Cuba, Kansas.

Page

T. F. BliNOHAITI, FarwelK Itllchigan.

Lyon
h
NEW LONDON,

*fe

Co.

Detroit, April
— Fancy white, 13c; No. 1,
liifdllc; dark and amber, Sc *Jc.
Extracted in
fair demand without change in price. Beeswax,
Decreasing demand and the attempt to crowd
down prices on comb houev.
M. H. Hunt.

sales have forced

New

York, May

oi'if)i,3c;

fair, S'^f^^^'ic;

Beeswax quiet

at

9.

—Fancy, "(SiTJ^c;

choice,

common, S5@60c per gallon.

from

26<S'28 cents,

according

to quality.

Our market is in first-class condition, being
bare of extracted honey, and demand good.
New crop is beginning to arrive from the South.
Comb honey is well cleaned up; some demand
f(jr white but demand for dark has ceast.

HiLDRETH & SeGELKEN.

San Francisco,

April 26.— White comb, 10@
lOfic; amber, TVifniOc. Extracted, white, 7'4@

amber, b\i&:7c.

Beeswax,

26f^(<^27c.

Light supplies of both comb and extracted
operate against any special movement in honey.
Prices remain quotably as before. New crop
honey will be on market in about 30 days, but
the yield is certain to prove light, and there will
be very little white sage, which is the best

grown.

Boston, April 13.— Fancy white,

13c;

No.

1,

A No. 1, 10(aviic; light amber, "^c. Extracted, stocks about cleaned up.
Nominal
price for white, Sc; for light amber, 7c. Beeswax, very light stocks; selling at 27((_i 28c.
Naturally the demand for honey is gradually
llf«'12c;

growing

less,

and altho stocks on hand are not

large, still the demand is so small that the general feeling is weak and prices are being shaded
in order to work off stocks.

Blake, Scott & Lee.
City, May 11.— No change in the
honey market. Trade at this time of the year
is naturall.v light.
There is nothing on the
market except some very dark New York buckwheat comb honey which meets with rather
sl<:iw sale at lOwllc.
A correspondent in Texas
advises us that he will be ready to ship new
c<.>mb and extracted honey shortly.

Kansas

Peycke Bros.
Cleyeland, March

9.

—Fancv

white, 13@14c;

No. 1 white, U''i 13c; A No. 1 amber, lOfg^Uc: No.
buckwheat, 8c.
2 amber, 'XgIOc;
Extracted,
white, 7c; amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.

Buffalo, May 5.— The season
about closed.

Some

for

honey

is

extra fauc.v white would,

sell at llfy 13c; some very poor selling at b(a.7c,
more business in honey before the
and dull.

No

opening of the ensuing season.

Batterson &

Omaha,

April IS.— There

Co.

but little stock
lett in dealers' hands now, and realizing that no
further receipts can be expected until another
crop gets into liie market, it is held firm at 14c
for fancy while comb. Extracted, ~l4c.
is

Pevcke Bros.

Mfg. Co.
WIS.,

Nuclei of Bees For Sale.
We

have arranged with a bee-keeper
Lee Co., 111., about 100 miles west of

in

Bec/'Keepers' Supplies,

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinerj' f or the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
lutely accurate.
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

BEST QOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

Send

Burnett

10.

Operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eig-ht million feet of lumber, thus securing- the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

R. A.

2"c.

liic: light

A,

|

Chicago, May 8.— Not anything of conse(juence doinj?; a little honey is being^ sold at
jirices that have been prevailing- for some time.
White comb is scarce, but there is a surplus of
dark.
Stocks light.
E.xtracted unchanged.

Inr ('Htalug A.

Mff,'.

Please mention Bee Journal

THE

AND BEESWAX

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Street,

Sec Uinta Bee Keepers' Ass'n.
Uinta Co., Utah, April 16.

21, 1^''9.

s!i >te jte iti >te Jli >Jt >lt >fe sti >ti iteti

Chicago, 111., to fill orders for 3-frame
(Langstroth) Nuclei of Italian Bees,
with Queens, in light shipping-boxes,
at $2.75 each, or in lots of 5 Nuclei,
with Queens, at S2.50 each. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
llSi

Sl?rSri"^

CHICAGO, ILL.

BEAUTY
BY RETURN MAIL (;OLDEX
ITALIAN QUEENS
—reared from Impokted Mothers.
?i)

Please Mention the Bee Journal

Michi-,'.-ui Street,

cents; Tested,

Untested,

sl.lX).

TERRflL BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Co. Tex
IsAll

Please meulion the Bee Journal.

— —

:
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OrderEarly
There are indications that the demand

FalconQ Sections are the Finest Made,
can Bee-Keeper

(20

1.

Copy

of the

Dadant's Foundation.

Year

Why

does

satisfaction.

has always given better satisany other.
22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliin

Send name for our

Ameri-

T. Falconer M!q. 6o.

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing*

The
E.
J.

GWe

Wetumpka,

Ala.
Portland, Oreg^on.

Woodman

Nysewander

Inter-State Mfg-.

Co

Reynolds Elevator Co

tiampion Gtiatl-Hlve
full line of other

SUPPLIES.
postal sent us with your name for
a Catalog" will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

Sheboygan, Wis.

rien

Women

G.

Xebel

W.

& Son

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

C.

R. H. Schmidt

Co

& Co

Ojrden, Utah.

Sheboyg-an, Wis.
Evansville, Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Vickery Bros
H.

Mo-

Middlebury, Vt.
Knoxville, Iowa.
St. Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo. Colo.

Fassett

J. W. Bittenbender
J. L. Gray

Pierce Seed and Produce
F. Foulfjer & Sons

Hill,

:

High

St. Joseph. Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Des Moines Iowa
Hudson, Wis.

sell

W. Weber

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, Revised. The Classic in Bee-Culture
Price, $1.25, by mail.

A

Please mention Bee Journal -when

J.

We

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

with fence and plain sections, and a

Young

Watertown, Wis.
Red Oak, Iowa.

Kretchmer
M. Jenkins

L. C.

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Catalog'.

following- dealers handle our Foundation exclusively

Portland Seed Co
E. T. Abbott,
J.

make the New

L05S.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

ments.

G. B. Lewis Co

THe W.

What more can anvbodv do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FlR.^^^ESS,No SAQQING, No

it

faction than

Because

Address

pages] free.

Year

We guarantee

it sell

so well?

will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

ready Feb.

"""

""*

Because

Bee-Keepers' SiioDlies,

1899 Catalog-

18, 1899.

for

SUPPLIES will be very large this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have larg-e facilities for manufacturintf all
kinds of

And

May

"writing.

and

Beeswax Wanted ^^^^^^^^^=
at all times.
Please mention Bee Journal

chas. dadant & son,
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing.

III.

:

.

pay YOU
good positions bv taking' Shorthand
by Mail. Send S1.60 for Text Book

to fitjyourselves for

It will

or 3 cents for catalogEclectic Siorttiand Collep,

518

A!ililan<1

Klook, C'HICAtiiO.

Headquarters of the Eclectic System.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
30Aly

«®-|F

—

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other publisht. send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

Supplies, address JLiJDwrVlJ. 1 iVlJT VJ< V-iV^m 404 Broadway,
Please mention Bee Jotirnal when "^vriting.

B66-K66D6rs' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.
leabe mention Bee Joarn^i

f

when

ilie

Eastern Bee=Keeper5!

vrriting.

I AEISE
To

Furnishing bee-keepers with practical appliances to use in producing honey in marketable
shape so thev will receive the highest orice for it, is our principal business. If you are in the
EAST you will make a great mistake if you send WEST for your Supplies, wait several weeks, and
pav a big freight bill, when vou can get them in a few days, at as low a price, and less freight to
pay. Our Catalog will explain. It is Free. THINK IT OVER. We carry a large stock and the
quality is of the best. We also own two Apiaries and sell

say to the renders of
liEE Journal that

ITALIAN BEES
HONEY
These Apiaries are run

DooyiTLE...
ha-^

concluded

QUEENS

to sell

season
at the fol-

—

previous season's rearing, $3;

Extra Selected,

for breeding, the very
About a pound of Bees in a 2-frame
Nucleus, with anv Queen. S2.00 extra.
?5.iMi.

Circular free, giving full particulars regardAddress,
ing each class of Queens.

G. M.
llA26t

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino, Onondaga Co.. N. Y,

riease mention Bee Journal

when

writing

ivr

AND QUEEN5.
and pay

Untested Oueens, 70 cents; 3 for
Tested Oueens

in their

during 18'.'9,
lowing prices
1 Untested Queen ..$1.00
Untested IJueens.. 4.5('
12 Untested Queens S.CtO
1 Tested Queen
1.50
3.5it
3 Tested Queens
1 select tested queen 2.(H^
''
" Queens 4AX)
3
Select Tested
Queen,

best,

E. St. Louis, III.

I.

J.

well, as the bees are luistlers.
S1.80; 6 for S2.70.
$1.00 each.

STRINaHAM, 105 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

25 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.

a good time
your Beeswax. We are paying25 cents a pound

This

is

to send in

CASH —

upon its reyou want the money PROMPTLY, send us your Beeswax, Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly-,

ceipt.

Now,

if

GEORGE W. YORK &
lis

CO.,

Michigan

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

^•'VvK^bALHa.Cj.^-^

A^.

B

GEORGE W. YORK,

->«»

CHICAGO,

39th YEAR,

ILL.,

MAY

Editor.

No.

25, 1899.

21.

Height to Which Sweet Clover Grows.
BY W. W. L.^THROP.
was taken to show how

THIS
grows in my
picture

back

y;ird.

I

am

S

hig-h sweet clover
feet 9 '4 inches tall,

and I hold a two-foot rule in my hand, which
that the clover at that end of the row is 9 feet hig-h.

shows

Brood-Frame for Comb and Extracted Honey.
BY

C.

A.

BUNCH.

HAVING

used the Siraplicity-Langstroth frame for 13
seasons. I think it is all right for the production of
comb honey, and I like the frame first-rate but for the
production of extracted honey I would like the frame about
two inches deeper. I tind the frame is too shallow, as Mr.
C. P. Dadant well saj's.
My hive for extracting has 12 Langstroth frames in
the brood-chamber, and the supers are the same length and
width, and hold 10 frames 6 inches deep, which make an
ideal super, only that the queen is very apt to go up from
the shallow Lang-stroth frames below and laj' eggs in the
extracting-combs, which causes the bees to store all. or
nearly all. the honey there about the eggi and brood, which
does not suit me. as I want my bees to feed themselves for
winter, and place the hone^' in the brood-nest, enough at
;

least to winter on.

consider this a serious fault, but ver^- little is said
it, and I think I will never change to a deeper frame
for the brood-chamber, as it would cost too much, but what
I have said may be the cause of the beginner in apiculture
investigating the matter, which might be to his advantage.
I

about

FULL SHEETS OR ST.\KTERS IX SECTIONS— WHICH
Full sheets of foundation in sections, or starters

deep — which shall we use?

For myself

^4

?

inch

want

to say it is a
well known fact that full sheets of foundation in sections
do not of themselves secure a crop of honey. Bear this in
I

mind.
After experimenting along this line for years, I have
time and again filled sections one-half to three-fourths full
of foundation and placed them carefully on the hives only

them off a couple of months later to scrape them
and put foundation in them again. And why? Just because we had a poor season, and the bees borrowed said
foundation and carried it down below. But a good season
would cause drone-comb to be built in the sections, that
Editor Root says would be more " gobby " eating, which I
think is more imagination than real harm. Am I not
to take

about right

The plants in the fiireground are cleome pungens and
gladiolus at the right, blackberries and tomato vines in
the background, a plum and an apple tree and in the shade
of these are my five hives with bees, one of which can be
Fairfield Co., Conn.
seen.
;

;

;

?

REPORT FOR THE SE.4SON OF

1898.

I commenced the season with 87 colonies of bees in fair
condition, increast to 92, and took off 1,200 pounds of honey,
about two-thirds extracted and one-third comb, which is far
below the average of my apiary 27 pounds.

—

Marshall Co., lud.

Hauling- Bees to and from Out-Apiaries.
BY

C.

DAVKNl'ORT.

the benefit of those who haul bees to and from outyards, I will describe the screens I use and the manner
of fastening them to the hives. No nails are used, yet
they are more firmly and quickly fastened over the top of a

FOR
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hive than can be done bj- the use of nails. While there are
hive-hooks made and designed to be used for such purposes,
they have not proved (with me) very satisfactory, and when
nails are used the hives in time become damaged, for in
order to be sure the nails will hold it is necessary to drive
them in a new place each time, and I much dislike to mar
or damage hives in any way, for they are an important part
of the means by which I earn a living, and also enable me
to lay up a little each year for old age, or a rainj' daj', as
the saying is.
Altho my method of fastening screens to hives without
the use of nails or marring the hive in any waj- is so simple
and easily employed that probably many others have made
use of it, I do not remember ever seeing anything said
about it. There are, without doubt, many who have not
thought about it, and some time ago one of the great honeyproducers of California, who hauls as many as ISO colonies
at one load, described the kind of screen he used and altho
he had tried hooks he preferred nails instead, but seemed
far from being satisfied with nails as a means of attaching
screens over the top of hives.'
The screen I use is large enough to cover the entire top
of the hive, and I will say here that I consider it a very important matter when hauling bees to give them plenty of
air, as the jarring and disturbance cause them to till themselves with honey, and arouse them to such activity that
they generate much more heat than when in a normal condition. While in some cases colonies can be moved without
much provision being made for the ventilation of the hives,
and not actually smother, I do not think thej' do so well for
some time afterwards.
The frames for the screens should be made so that the
wirecloth will be up at least an inch above the top of the
brood-frames. Some of mine are made of inch thick pieces
about two inches wide, and halved together at the corners.
The wire screen is tackt over the entire top, and then pieces
of lath are nailed on top of it around the edges, .so the
edges of the wire will not be turning up and catching
things, or cutting one's hands.
Tho I have the frames of these screens made in various
ways, they are all of such size that when placed on top of a
hive the outer edge of the frame is just even or flush with
the outside of the hive on both sides and at each end. In
other words, the frame is just the size of the top of the hive.
After a frame is made so far, I take eight pieces of lath
for each frame, that are about three inches long, and nail
two pieces on each side, and two on each end of the frame.
They are nailed on near the corners on the outside of the
strips forming the frame. The top or upper end of each of
these short pieces of lath are just up even with the wirecloth, so the lower part of them hangs or projects down on
the outside of the hive.
Now, if I have made mj-self understood, it will be seen
that the screen, on account of these short pieces, cannot be
shoved or moved out of place, either sidewise or endwise. The
only way it can get out of place, or be removed, is by being
raised up. To prevent its raising up, two stout strings (or
perhaps very small rope more nearly expresses what I use,
something like a small cotton clothes-line), are tied around
the hive, bottom-board, screen and all. They are placed
one near each end. If. however, the frame fits down true
on the top of the hive, and there is no danger of the load
being upset, one string near the center is ample. If the
frame does not fit true it can easily be brought down tight,
when a string is used at each end. A screen can be tied on
in less time than nailed, and if tied tight enough it will hold
the screen surer than nails will.
I will briefly cite an incident in support of it
One
spring I sold four colonies, and was to deliver them to the
buyer, a few miles away. There was one place on the road
where there was a high embankment off to one side, and
when I arrived at about the worst place, the horse I was
driving a powerful black one that I had recently traded
for suddenly wliirled almost square around, and upset the
wagon so that I with the hives went down the enbankment.
Screens were tied on as I have described, and none were
loosened or out of place except on one hive, which struck
on a rock and was badly broken up.
There is quite a knack about tj'ing strings around a
hive, but it is easih' acquired. I have a loop on one end of
each string, and pass tile end without the loop under the
hive, then up thru the loop; the string is then placed so
that the edge of the loop is even with the outside of the
frame. I tlien draw it tight and hold it from slipping or
loosening with the left hand, while tying the knot with the
right hand. These strings cost but a trifle in the first place,
and will last so long that they are about as cheap as nails.
;

:

—

—

May

JOURN/\L.

25, 1899.

I use loose bottom-boards, and have special ones for
hauling, which are made just the same as an ordinary bottom-board except they have short pieces of lath nailed on
at the sides and on the back end, which project up and prevent the hive-body from moving sidewise or backwards. To
prevent its moving forwards, and to close the entrance,
blocks are used that I will describe, for depending upon a
simple .strip to close the entrance, with bottom-boards that
have strips around the outside to form the entrance, like the
dovetailed bottom-board, with me has sometimes caused
trouble. I take a strip that will just fit between the strips on
the bottom-board so it will entirely close the entrance, and
which is about l''^ inches wide. Then I take another strip
which is long enough to reach clear across the bottomboard, but which is onl)- '4 inch wide. Now to make myself clear I will say, take the shorter strip and shove it in at
the entrance until only about half its width is left out in
front, then take the longer and narrow piece and lay it over
or on top of the short piece that projects out in front, and
tack the two together with small nails that can be clincht.
To hold it in place when moving, two wire nails are driven
in the bottom-board in front of it.
With this kind of block,
if the body of the hive moves nearly an inch on the bottomboard either backward or forward, no bees can escape.
A bee-keeper who saw my screens made some in a little
different way. The frames of his were just the size of the
top of the hive, but the strips forming them were only %
inch wide, and instead of using short pieces of lath nailed
on the outside to hold them in place, he used short pieces of
thick iron that had two holes in one end. and one piece was
fastened at each corner of the frame on the inside of the %incii strip, so that these irons fitted down inside the hive.
While he considered this wa5- an improvement, I prefer to
have short pieces of lath on the outside, as they prevent the
hive's themselves from coming close enough together to rub
Southern Minnesota.
or chafe the paint off.

An Experience with Bees

in Wisconsin.

BY HERBERT CLUTE.
the Spring of 1895

I

moved here from Mauston,

Wis.,

INwhere the large honey crop the year before showed Clark
County
quality as

to be as

any place

good for hone^'

in

quantity as well as

which the latter is the
That spring (1895) I traded

in this State, of

very b'e.st as to color and flavor.
m)' bees at Mauston toward a one-third share in one carload of bees that Mr. Grimm, of Jefferson, Wis., had, and
which were purchast by Frank McNay, and placed in mjcare here.

We

had a very bad freeze here on or about May 25, that
basswood blossoms, so as to make things look verjdiscouraging, as the bees hardlj- had a pound of honej' thru
Julj' to breed on, except what little the raspberries furnisht.
On Aug. 1 they began to swarm, and the hive on scales
killed all

commenced

to gain, the first day's gain being o'i pounds.
All thru August there was a lot of rainy weather each week
that would check the honey-flow so that sometimes it would
be a couple of days before the bees would gain as before.
The honey harvest lasted until Sept. 5 on that day the
colony on scales gained 5'i pounds, there being that day a
hot wind so as to take all life out of the flowers, it checkt
the honey harvest so as to stop all the nectar from flowing
as before, and from then on the bees never gained an ounce
of honey, still there was fine weather and lots of flowers.
From the car of bees, or 100 colonies, there was an average
of 100 pounds besides an increase of 28 colonies, and 400
new combs drawn out for extracting.
;

The next spring, 1896, the apiarv was all moved IJ4
miles west, to the other side of town, just inside of the city
limits, as the year before the bees all workt in that direction, on the river bottoms, which made l-'^ miles that was
them
That spring

useless for

to travel.
(1896) there

was another car of bees purchast in chaft' hives from Hartford, and turned in as before
with 50 other colonies that I had purcliast at Neilsville. All
the bees were divided in two apiaries, one apiary for home
yard and the other for an out-yard, which was located five
miles southwest from the home yard. That season they
gave a surplus of 30,000 pounds of honey, gathered from
July 1 to the 30th, from basswood and willow-herb. That
fall the out-apiary was brought in and placed with the
home yard, and kept together from that time on, for the
reason that both apiaries took more time to do the .same
amount of work than if both were together; and for
another reason, the bees in each yard workt the heaviest
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toward each other, as the bigr slashing lay between the two
yards showed that if they all had been together there would
be just as

them

much

hone)' gathered, besides less

work

to

tend

all.

The season of 1897 was a very poor one in Clark County,
as well as over the most of the State. In the springtime
here it was very cool and rainy: strong colonies of bees
dwindled down to nothing, which found lots of empty hives
at the commencement of the honey-flow, which began about
July 4, and lasted until July 25. The apiarj- gave but 25
barrels of basswood honey.
The season of 1898 was another poor one, which made
two poor seasons in succession for the bees, as there was
onl)' an eight days' honey-flow that came in July from
basswood. It gave an average of onlj- 75 pounds to the colony, of extracted honey (as there is no comb honey produced
in the apiary), besides plenty of honey for wintering-.
The bees in chaff hives seem to do the best in the apiary, except in early spring they don't seem to get the benefit of the sun as do the bees in single-walled hives, so as to
breed up as early. The rest of the season they are far
ahead of single-walled hives, especially for honey.
Each chaff hive has 10 frames below (Langstroth size),
and 14 to 16 above, the same size as below while the singlewall hive has only 8 frames of the Grimm-Langstroth size.
The best day's gain in the season of 1898, in an S-frame
Langstroth hive, was 12 'i pounds, while on the same day the
best gain in a chaff hive was 21 J4 pounds. The hot days
and cool nights didn't seem to affect the bees in the chaff
hives as much as in the single-wall, as the wall prevents
the heat from entering, which seems to save the bees lots of
labor in ventilating the hive still, the entrance of chaff
hives is not as large as the others for air.
Last winter was my first in trying to winter bees in the
cellar.
Eighty colonies in chaff' hives were placed in the
cellar, and 20 left out on the summer stands.
Out of the 80
in the cellar there were 80 strong colonies taken out in the
spring, while of the 20 out-of-doors 10 died, or 50 percent.
There would be an improvement on the chaff" hives for
winter if the top part was in band or oven shape, so as to
be taken off, and not to occupy so much room.
My honey extractor is a Van Allen & Williams 4-frame
reversible. It is very handy on account of the comb-basket
being so near the top. The extractor is kept fastened on a
stationary bench made out of matcht ceiling, 8 feet to the
left from the corner of the house, up just high enough for a
pail to work handy under the faucet.
From that on, running toward the corner of the building, there is another
bench 8 inches higher running past a large window fitting
snug to the extractor, with a square hole cut in it for uncapping the combs on, and to hand to the one that is turn;

:

ing the extractor.
For a capping-box there

washtub set under the hole
in the bench.
From the corner running to the right there
is another bench built 9 inches lower, in sink shape, running past another window for light to come in to give
plenty of light on combs as they are being uncapt. This
bench is for a washdish and pail of water, so as to keep the
hands from being stuck up, by dipping the ends of the
fingers in the water once in awhile. At the end of this
sink-bench there is another bench built barrel high, 8 feet
from the corner running to the right. This is for an extralarge barrel to rest on to strain the honey in also to help
ripen the honey, and the common 30-gallon barrels are stood
up under a faucet and filled here.
By having the honey-extractor at the left 8 feet, and the
strainer barrel at the right 8 feet, it gives a chance for the
one that is extracting to carry the honey across the corner,
and not be in the way of the one that is uncapping, but
saves room, and keeps all the dauby muss from the drippings of honey from the extractor, uncapping-box and
is

a

;

strainer-barrel, all in one corner of the house.
With the sink-hole being placed under the strainerbarrel bench, by throwing a pail of water up by the extractor, and with the use of a broom a couple of times or so
through the day, the floor will keep clean, and the dauby
muss won't have to be trod in. By keeping the floor
cleaned, and the water being run in a drain, the bees never

bother the bee-house by trying to get in.
Over each window is a row of bee-escapes that keeps
the house rid of bees that are brought in on combs, and flies
also.

The bee-house
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being a 4-foot cut. while the lower side is filled in 2 to 3 feet,
which leaves the bees high and dry. and still near spring
water. Trees are all around the grading, which keeps the
wind from the bees. By the bee-yard being graded it gives
a level entrance to the bee-cellar, which is built in the bank,
to take the bees in and out.
Our honey-plants and honey-producing shrubbery here
are, first in the spring maple-juice from the large maple
trees (as quite a lot of maple syrup is made here), besides
the sap from the stumps where the trees were cut for sawlogs, as there are carloads of the logs shipt from here every
year. This sets the bees to breeding very early in the
spring, as they sometimes gather 5 to 6 pounds to the hive.
Next comes tag and black elder that furnish lots of pollen, with willow of several kinds out about the same time,
which furnish pollen and honey. Poplar and birch-elm of
several kinds blossom, and the bees breed up fast and as
the wild cherry, plum and thorn-apple blossom the bees begin to swarm, the first swarms beginning to come off about
;

the first of May. Each of the latter three trees are so thick
as to make the woods look white when they are in blossom.
Dandelions are very thick here, and help the bees out in
feed the most of any of the honey-plants until basswood
bloom.
White clover is thicker here than in almost any
other part of the State, but the bees hardly ever notice it
except in the latter part. of its bloom, then once in awhile
there is a day that they work on it well.

Raspberry blossoms come next to the dandelions, and
little honey from them so as to keep up breeding in good shape until the basswood sets in. At the same
time the basswood blooms the willow-herb blossoms. The
bees get the nicest honey from the willow-herb and asters
the bees get a

:

of the latter there are several kinds, but they don't yield
honey every year.
Buckwheat is very seldom noticed by the bees here for
some reason, the same as white clover.
The farmers are just beginning to raise Alsike clover
here, and it grows very rank
the bees work on it very
well.
As the land gets cleared up more, so the ground will
warmer,
be
and farmers get to raising more clover, the
honej- harvests will begin to get still larger each year. The
first year that I was here there was not an acre of Alsike
that I knew of. The past summer there was a little sown
by most of the farmers.
Grocerymen claim their customers like our honey flavor
better than any other. One of the grocerymen lets the
hone)' candy in the barrel, then he sets the barrel of honey
on a table in the front part of the store, and cuts all of the
hoops from the barrel, then pulls the staves off. In that
way it leaves one big lump of candied honey on the table
right in the show-window the customers come in and inquire what that big chunk of sugar is. He tells them that
it is honey, and then they wish to buy a few pounds, and he
takes a large knife that he has lying beside it, and slices
off on the top edge as you would cheese.
In this wav he
sold a barrel of honey a week, at a profit of 4 cents a pound,
while the two adjoining groceries sold but a barrel or two
all winter, of the same kind of honey, as it was shipt from
me at the same time. But the others kept it in the barrel.
They had the barrel up at the front of the store, but there
was not enough curiosity excited in that way to create an
appetite, as was the case with the large cake.
Clark Co.. Wis.
:

;

York's Honey Almanac
let

The upper story
is to store barrels, to work in, etc.; while all the honey
is
stored on the lower floor. The bee-cellar is made of white
oak, 6x8 two feet apart, and plankt.
The bee-yard is graded into a sidehill, the upper side
two-story, 18x30 feet.

a neat

little

32-page pamph-

demand

for

honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a veryeffective helper in working- up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices A sample for
:

a stamp 25 copies for 50 cents 50 for 70 cents 100 for
$1.25 250 for $2.75 500 for $4.50.
For 25 cents extra we
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
;

;

;

;

;

Langstroth on the Honey. Bee, revised by the Dadants,
a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound elegantly.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with the
Bee Journal for a year both for only $2.00.
is

is

is

especially gotten up with a view to create a

—
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will.
She also can refrain from laying for
a certain length of time. What she cannot do is to refrain
inde/iuilety when fully distended with ripe eggs. Probably
the length of time she can refrain differs greatly under

queen can lay at

—

varying circumstances time much less when she is laying
1,000 eggs a day and 2,000 on Sunday, than when only depositing 200 a day. In order to have Mr. Dadant's remark
amount to much of anj'thing, we would have to infer that
the queen, in the ordinary quiet of existence in an 8-frame
hive wastes eggs for want of any place to lay them. Cogitator, for one, doesn't propose to believe that without con-

-«»«i

The "Old Reliable" seen throug^h New and Unreliable
By " COOITATOR."

Olasses.

siderable proof.

GETTING THE PUBMC TO EAT JIONEY.
The Chicago convention was just level on the subject
of getting the public to eat more honey. First reach their
ears and then be careful about putting any ill-tasting
honey into their mouths. Don't you know, honesty, altho
the right policy, is not always the hat policy ? Best policy
sometimes has to go a long way beyond honesty. It's
honest to sell poor honej-, if j'ou make the customer understand just what he is getting but it's better policy for you
not to do anything of the kind — kill your customers, and
you haven't got any too m.iny now.
;

;

HIVES WARM IN SPRING AND FAI.L AND COOI. IN SUMMER.
But how to have black (the warmest color) on the hives
spring and fall, and white, the coolest color in the summer,
that problem seems rather to have floored the Chicago convention. Pres. Beers' suggestion of painting twice a year
was none too practical. Tough job to paint a black hive
white. A black hive completely shaded in hot weather
seems to have been the nearest they got none too near.
Page 229. No one said double-walled hive, with the outer
shell painted on both sides, and so joined at the corners as
to be capable of being turned inside out.
I have made a
good many unpainted hives look respectable and white by
tacking on cheap cotton cloth. I rather like the plan. In
similar style a black hive could be surfaced with white cotton for summer, and " peeled " for autumn, if any one
thought the matter important enough to pay for the trouble.
MAKING THE HONEY-LEAFLET EFFECTIVE.
The honey-leaflet (see editorials on page 232) is not selfenforcing, as indolent temperance folks would like a prohibitory law to be. Not much use to throw them around, in
this day of advertisements knee-deep. But if you can afford
to stir up a person's interest a little in the first place, and
then give him a leaflet, some results will be likely to follow.
In short, the leaflet, like any other tool, must have a work-

—

man

to use

it.

CURIOUS REASON FOR PROSPERITY OK BEES.
" Johnstown," on page 231, has a curious reason for the
prosperity of bees in the Heddon hive — don't get meddled
with so much by their bee-feverish master. Very possibly
that would cut quite a figure in some cases.
BANKING HIVES WITH SNOW "LONG-IDEA" HIVES.
Mrs. Axtell's experience (page 251) is quite an unusual
one, and her prompt way of meeting it seems commendable.
Bees taken out of the cellar April 1, or thereabouts, and before they had any flight a foot of snow came. Next, some
enticing sunshine came along, and of course the poor bees,
having been restrained all winter, wanted to fly. Now some
sa)' that bees which die on snow are merely bees that come
out on purpose to die, and the only proper course is to let
alone. Mrs. A. evidently belongs to the opposite (and I
guess more numerous) party who regard as a calamity a
grand flight when soft snow covers everything ergo, she
kept them in with well-bankt snow. She doesn't narrate
the end of the struggle, whether it proved like holding a
dog by its ears or not. The bee's strongest flight-maxim
seems to be to keep its back toward the illuminated half of
the cosmos. The snow-covered ground being brighter than
the sky, it tries to fly with its back toward the ground- -and
makes a wreck of his voyage. Even if it gets up and starts
again, inborn obstinacy makes it do the same thing right
over again, until too cold to fly at all.
And so Mr. Poppleton still uses and champions the
long-idea hive. First we know it will have another run
and if so we want to keep in mind some things told us on
page 227. Neither Langstroth nor Gallup frames suitable
(needs a deeper frame), and 16 frames not enough hive
.should hold 24 at least, and a capacity of 28 would be better.
i^UEENS LAYING AT WILL.
Paragraph 6 of " Beedom Boiled Down," page 250,
hardly .sounds candid, altho in a measure correct. The

—

;

;

;

"FIGHTING UPON THE INTRODUCTION OF A QUEEN."
There is an inference in paragraph 9, page 250, that
might as well be halted to await proof. Natural enough to
infer that a queen cannot be harmed when not a hostile bee
can touch her but when the whole cage is balled solid with
infuriated bees, ejecting^ poison, and the queen has to exist
;

an atmosphere thick with poison, it looks as if
she might he damaged to some extent thereby. Cogitator
has a suspicion that half of that pint of dead Ijees were not
killed by stings, but by too great and long-continued nerve
excitement, aided by poison taken otherwise than by infor hours in

jection.

FEARS EXCESSIVE AS TO APIS DORSAT.\.
rather feel that our editor and Dr. Miller are excessive
in their fears of Apis dorsata, if allowed to run wild in the
South. May be they are right, tho. Looks to 'Tater as if
the decrease of regular honey crops by such a cause would
be small, if not infinitesimal while the enlargement of the
poor man's resources, by gathering beeswax, and his larder
by gathering wild honey, would be quite cheerful in these
days of monopolies, and of destruction to the independent
means of livelihood.
I

;

EX-EDITOR ABBOTT DESERVES HOMAGE.
to the man who would rather be <M'-editor, and
a clean man, than fat-ox editor and his hands sooty with
degrading and swindling advertisements. This means E.
T. Abbott see page 249. Also, I like the ring of Abbott's
article on page 245.
Not of more importance for us to bark
at the big financial seizers and Caesars than it is for us to
get after flat, straight-out dishonesty in the sales between
man and man.
"AGIN" THE FEEDING OF SUGAR SYRUP.

Homage

—

On page 245, W. W. McNeal also stands up for common
honesty, dealing stalwart blows to the practice of stuffing
the brood-chamber, just before harvest, with sealed sugar
sj'rup.
And he gets iii a left-hander that some of us had
not fully considered before, where he says that such a performance (in addition to its dishonesty) " will most certainly
be done at the expense of brood or numerical strength."
A DANCING ELDER -\ND THE RHEUM.\TISM-DOCTORS.

And

so the Elder, who doesn't believe in dancing,,
little hot-tailed rheumatism-doctors got in
their work. Well, they cured the patient in 24 hours, which

danced when the

regular doctors do not always do and they were rather
unique among successful physicians in making no chargethat is, no charge except charge bayonets. See page 244.
;

SLIGHTLY CLIPPING QUEENS RATHER RISKY.
Clipping queens slightly before mating, to insure mating near home, must be risky indeed if the Michigan Agricultural College had onlv 4 mated out of 62 so dipt. Page
241.

IMPURE MATING AFFECTING THE QUEEN HERSELF.
of interest to .see, on page 244, that Doolittle castswith those who hold that impure mating affects,
the queen herself, and thru her exerts a slight but perceptible
influence on her drone offspring. Of course this is much
less than the one-half influence exerted on the female offspri'ng, but there is no use to deny its realitj' (if it is real>
as it is perfectly comprehensible, and not unscientific.
Cogitator (in a mild way, and on other people's observation
rather than his own) joined the same crowd quite awhile
ago.
Experiments to settle the matter positively should be
made, Mr. D. well points out, on German bees, or somereally pure race, not on such a high-mixt and sport-inclined
race as the Italians.
It is

in his lot

HOW ABOUT DIFFERENCE IN MATING ?
the boys will surely ask how it is that at Mr. Doolittle's out-apiary one queen out of six showed extra-banded;
And
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five miles away, while at Mr. Hutchinson's (page
none of the queens mismated when the undesired blood
was put back three miles. " Locality "" again— but there's
a locality called •' The Noddle," that oft has an atom or so
to do in "some of these matters where doctors disagree.
COGIT.^TOK.

Wood from
241)

in Cook County, by letter or personal call, urge their reprentatives to vote for the passage
of the Foul Brood Bill.

and that every bee-keeper

George W. York,

\

Henry M. Arnd,

'

Fannie Horstmann,

Coimnittee.

)

resolutions on the united states bee-keepers' assoCIATION.
bee-keepers of the United States have a
common interest in the pursuit of apiculture, and the beneand.
fits and profits arising therefrom
Whereas, A society called the United States Bee-Keepers' Association has been organized, having now about 500
members, and national in character and.
Whereas, The objects of the said association as set
" To promote the interests of
forth in its constitution are
bee-keepers; to protect its members to prevent the adulteration of honey, and to prosecute dishonest commission
men ;'" and.
Whereas, To carry into full effect these various objects
of the said organization will require much money there-

Whereas, The

:

;

:

;

Report of the Chicag-o Bee-Keepers' Convention.
BY HERMAN F. MOORE.
third quarterly meeting of the Chicago Bee-KeepAssociation was held March 1, 1899. The printed program had been mailed to about 150 bee-keepers in and near
Cook County, the resulting attendance being the 50 without
the hundred. Total paid membership is now 50, making
our association of half a j-ear's life the largest city bee-keepers' association in America, if I am correctly informed.

The

•ers'

The meeting was a great success, as any one might
readily infer from an inspection of the printed program.
Four seasonable topics were discust. Dr. C. C. Miller was
present, and helpt in his characteristic way to make the
meeting interesting and profitable to all who attended.
Pres. C. Beers opened the session with an address on
the aims and objects of our association, pointing out clearl)'
and concisely the pathway to success in our chosen pursuit.
A committee composed of George \V. York, Mrs. Fannie
Horstmann and H. M. Arnd. was appointed by the president
to draw up resolutions expressing the sense of our association on the Pure Food Law then before the Illinois legislature, and also the Foul Brood Law, and a resolution endorsing the aims and objects of the United States Bee-Keepers"
Association. This committee reported a set of resolutions
in the afternoon, which were adopted without change, after
some discussion, as follows

;

fore,

be

it

Resolved. That the Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association
convention assembled does hereby express the fullest
confidence in the ability and aims of the officers and directors of the said United States Bee-Keepers' Association, they
being eminent in the pursuit of bee-keeping, and well
known all over our land for their integrity and enthusiasm
and, be it
in their chosen pursuit
Resolved. That each and every member of our Chicago
Bee-Keepers" Association, and every bee-keeper in Cook
Co., 111., be, and are hereby advised and urged to join the
United States Bee-Keepers' Association, and pay the annual
dues to Hon. Eugene Secor, of Forest City, Iowa, general
in

:

manager and

Whereas, Manj' of the adulterants so used are unhealthy and injurious to the human body and
Whereas, Most, if not all, of the said articles so adulterated are fraudulently sold under false labels and false
representations; therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association
does recommend and urge the passage of the Pure Food
Law about to be brought before the legislature of Illinois
Resolved, That copies of these resolutions be forwarded
to Gov. Tanner and our representatives in senate and
house, and that ever3' bee-keeper in Cook County by letter
or personal call urge their representatives to vote for the
passage of the Pure Food Bill.
;

;

Henry M. Arnd,
Fannie Horstmann,

\
!-

Coimnittee.

)

resolutions on foul brood.

The contagious bee-disease commonly
WherE.'VS,
known as foul brood is destroying the honey-bees in portions of the State, and is gradually spreading and
Whereas, This, like all contagious diseases, should
and must be supprest by prompt and vigorous means before
the honey-bee. one of the most important factors in successful agriculture, and the great apicultural industry of this
State is ruined therefore, be it
Resolved. That the Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association
recommends and urges the passage of the law for the suppression of foul brood among beeS in this State, which has
been introduced in the Illinois legislature by Representative
Kumler, of Sang-amon County and known as House Bill
;

;

;

No.

103.

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be forwarded
Tanner and our representatives in senate and house.

to Gov.

\
'•

Committee.

j

The first subject— "How I Handle My Bees in Early
Spring," was to have been opened by Dr. A. B. Mason, of
Ohio, but his paper, which here follows, failed to arrive in
time for the meeting by about 12 hours
:

How

I

Handle

My

Bees

in

Early Spring.

—

well known to the public that honey in
liquid form, as well as nearly every kind and character of
food, is adulterated, and yet labeled " pure •," and
It is

George W. York,

George W. York,

Henry M. Arnd,
Fannie Horstmann,

:

RESOLUTION ON THE PURE FOOD LAW.

Whereas,

treasurer of the association named.

To the Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association :
Your secretary has taken the unwarranted liberty of
giving me an invitation to attend this meeting of your association, and whether I can be with you or not, to give you a
paper on "How I Handle My Bees in Early Spring," and
saying that I may aid you " in bringing out some new
ideas."

To the first part of his request I should be most happy
respond by being with you, but distance sometimes does
more than "'lend enchantment," and in this instance prevents my enjoying the pleasure and profit I am sure would
be mine'if I could be with you. and I shall have to content
myself with the hope tha't I may aid you in bringing out
something that may be of use to some of you who may have
had but little experience in our truly fascinating, and ofttimes profitable, pursuit.
I am glad your secretary didn't ask me to give the best
method of caring for bees in the early spring, because I'm
sure I should be "called down" by some for not being
on the right track, that is, the way they do, but I can tell
how / do, and your most cranky member can't make me
lose any sleep over what he may say, for I'll not hear it.
I like to begin to " handle my bees in the early spring,"
along about the last of the September or first of the October
previous to putting them out of the cellar in March or April,
and altho it has been a long time since I began my "early
spring " handling in any other way, I have not forgotten
how I used to fool away my time and damage the bees with
my spring foolishness.
Perhaps you'll say I can't begin my early spring work
in September or October, but I can and do, and I begin in
to

this

way

:

first killing frosts come in the fall, while
some honev is still being gathered, and as soon as possible
after removing the surplus, I thoroly examine every colony
for three purposes— to learn as to the exact condition of the
colony as regards bees, brood and stores and as I use an

Before the

;

8-frame Langstroth hive, with a tight bottom-board in summer and no bottom-board in winter, I proceed as follows
I take a hive-body with a loose bottom-board, and set it
:
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side, or in the place of the one to be examined.
I
then lift out each comb and examine it, and if all is satisfactory I place it in the empty hive, and do the same with
each comb, arrang-ing them in this way. If the hive faces
the south I put a full comb of honey next to the east side of
the hive, and if it faces east I place the full comb at the
south side. I then place the combs containing brood next
to the one filled with honey, and as near as may be in the
same relation to each other as they were before I began the
examination. I then fill up the balance of the hive with
full combs of honey, or enough to last until an abundant
supply comes in the spring.
If there is not such a supply of honey in the hive as
will be an abundance for winter stores, I take full combs
from supers that have been left without extracting for this
purpose. I have followed this plan of preparing my bees
for early spring handling for over 20 years.
Then when settled cold weather puts in an appearance,
which in this locality is generally about Nov. 12. all are
placed in the cellar without bottoms to the hives, where
they remain until such time in the spring as they become
too uneasy to safely remain longer, frequently remainingin the cellar until many of the soft maples have past out of
bloom.
Before removing the bees from the cellar, if I decide to
give them spring protection, I place a box made for that
purpose on each stand before removing the bees. This box
is made of five separate pieces
bottom, two sides and two
ends and these pieces are made of half-inch lumber of any
convenient width, being held together with cleats 1 'i inches,
or less in width, at each end, these cleats being- placed at
such distance from the ends of the side and end pieces as
will allow them to be put together as shown by the sample
corner sent with this, the cleats having been cut half an
inch shorter than the sides and ends are high. The sides
and ends are made of such length as will make the box four
inches longer and wider inside than the hive is outside, and
about six inches higher than the hive-body. The bottom is
made of the same kind of material as the sides, and of such
width and length as to go inside the box. The cleats on the
bottom are placed at least two inches from each end. The
box is held, tog-ether at the corners by small wire nails or
hooks.
When the box is ready, or at any convenient time before wanted for use, the bottom is covered with chaff or
fine-cut straw to the same depth as the thickness of the
cleats it is put together with, and a hive bottom-board put
over the chaff, resting on the cleats and chaff. I keep the
box covered from storms with a board made like the bottom.
but wide and long enough to project over two or three
inches on all sides. The bottom-board to my hives is long
enough so that when in place in the box it projects beyond
the front of the box which has to be cut to fit it, and makes
an entrance to the hive.
In taking the bees from the cellar each hive is set on a
bottom-board, and the entrance closed to keep the bees from
escaping. The hive is then set on scales and weighed, each
having been weig-hed when put into the cellar. It is then

—

—

summer stand, and lifted from its loose botset in place in the box prepared for it.
When all are in place, and the entrance fixt, I fill the
space between the box and hive with chaff, or some substitute for it. It takes but a moment to do this, pressing- it
down just enough so that it will not settle of its own weight.
If I haven't extra bottom-boards I can get along nicely
carried to its

tom and

with only one extra one, by having the chaff or other material in place on the bottom of the box the bottom-board
releast by lifting the hive from it to place it in the box, can
readily be put in the box where wanted.
I use enameled cloth to cover the frames, on top of
which is a rimmed cover, and I fill with chaff only to the
top of the hive I then cover the enameled cloth with sev;

;

eral thicknesses of new.spaper, and replace the cover.
I keep the entrance opened or closed, as the weather
may indicate, so as to help the bees maintain a proper temperature in the hive, frequently closing the entrance at
night and during cool days.
As soon after the bees have had a good cleansing flight,
as the weather will admit, I examine everv comb to learn
about the strength of the colony, the amount of brood and
stores, and whether queenless or not. If I find the colonv
in a satisfactory condition, I close the hive and let them
alone for ten days or more, according to their apparent
condition as seen from the outside, or by turning- up a portion of the enameled cloth.
If I find any colony .short of an abundance of stores and
otherwise in good condition, I supply the lack by removing-
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one or more combs having the least honey and no brood,
and supply their places with combs more or less full of
honey, that have been saved for this purpose from the previous year.

colony weak in numbers, but strong enough
worth building up. I put the bees on as many combs
as they can profitably use, and contract the brood-nest with
a division-board, making sure that they have plenty of
If I find a

to be

stores.
Sometimes I put the colony in the center of the
hive, using two division-boards, and fill the spaces between
the division-boards and sides of the hive with chaff.
If I find a colony queenless I make the entrance as
small as will allow the bees rather a close passage to guard
against robbing, and leave it until a pretty cool evening,
when I remove the covering of the weakest colony with a
queen, and place a queen-excluding- honey-board in place of
the covering, and when all are quiet carefully set the hive
with the queenless colony on it, leaving off the bottomboard. The bees of the queenless colony will readily go to
the colony with the queen, and, in m^- experience, without
any quarreling. I have united weak colonies in the winter
in the cellar in this way, leaving out the queen-excluder,

and had no

trouble.
find colonies with

queens too weak to be profitable,
remove such queens as I care least for, and unite two or
more as may seem best, as above, uniting but two at a time.
If I don't find plenty of unsealed honey in the hive I
uncap some, unless the bees are able to gather some from
the fields, for they seem to build up more rapidly when they
If

I

I

have a supply of uncapt honey.

week or ten days, more or less as circumstances
indicate, I give another examination as at first, treating them in the same way. Sometimes, but rarely, I find
too much honey in the hive, being so full that the queen
In a

may

does not have the room needed -for depositing eggs. In
such cases I replace one or more combs of honey with
empty, or nearly empty, ones, always leaving an abundance
of stores.
If I do not give spring- protection I do just the same as
where protection is given, only that when I give the first
examination I furnish each colony a hive with a tig-ht bottom in this way
I nail a bottom to a hive-body with four nails an inch
and a quarter long. That will hold the bottom on firmly,
and still permit of its easy removal when I prepare the bees
for winter quarters. I remove the colony I wish to examine
from its stand, usually placing it in the rear of where it
was, and place the empty hive with the tight bottom in its
place.
I then proceed to remove the combs from the full
hive to the empty one, examining them and arranging the
entrance according to the needs of the colony, and the
:

weather.

When
hive,

the combs have all been removed from the old
any remaining bees are brusht or shaken into, or

down in
The

front of, the

new

hive.

then nailed to an empty hive which
This process
is then ready for the colony next examined.
is repeated until all have been examined, and each colony
is treated in the same way as where spring protection is
given, but I much prefer to have all colonies protected..
I keep a record of everything I do to a colony, and also
what it does. This record I keep either on a piece of heavy
card-board, a piece of section, or a small piece of smooth,
thin board, like a piece of planed shingle.
Your secretary didn't ask me to give any rcas.otis\for
my way of doing-, but perhaps he will allow me to say that
after a good deal of experience in stimulative feeding in
the spring, I have found that with plenty of sealed stores
in the hive the bees will do the best for me in getting strong^
loose

bottom

is

Of course, the queen must have room to "spread
I have also experimented in spreading brood to
hasten brood-rearing, but it takes too much time and attencolonies.
herself."
tion to

make

Lucas

it at all profitable for
Co., Ohio.

^^

me.

"A.

B.

Mason.

[Continued next week,]

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song- in fsheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at J20 cents each, as
long as they last. Better order at once, if you want a copy
of this song.
.* •

»

The Premium offered on page
ing for. Look at it.

2.S4

is

well worth work-
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[The Questions may be mailed to the Kee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail.— Editor.]

T Supers Shorter than the Hive.
on pag-e 279, you say:
In your answer to " Missouri
"No, the T supers are shorter than the hives and don't need
anything' to till out the ends." I would like to know what
kind of supers you use shorter than the hives. Mine are the
same leng'th as my hives and I don't need anything' to fill
out to the end. The case holds 2-1 sections, and they fit up
close to the end. I would like to have some more of them,
but I believe the manufacturer has gone out of the business.
Do you know of any one that is making that style ? I sent
to Mr.
for some T supers, and he sent me some slat supers, and I don't like them a little bit.
I want nothing but
T supers with the T turned upside down when in use.
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started you'll ta'ne one frame of brood with adhering bees
and queen, put it into a new hive on a new stand, leaving'
the old hive without further attention, it won't do at all.
But you might wait till one or more cells are about ready to
be sealed (the difficulty is to know just when that is, for as
soon as one is sealed the colony is likely to swarm), then
put your frame with brood, bees, and queen into the new
hive, brushing into it also about half the bees from the old
hive, set it on the stand of the old hive, leaving the old hive
beside it, and a week later take the old hive away and set it
on a new stand. There would be no advantage in that over
letting the bees swarm naturally, but from your question it
is a possible thing that you cannot be on hand to take care
of the swarms.

""

Ansiver.

— The T supers

Iow.\.

are of the plainest kind,
the sides and ends being of % stuff and the inside measurement 17->sx12;s. Of course that must be shorter than a hive
that takes frames I'yi long. Some object to the looks of a
hi\'e with a shorter super on it, but it isn't best to sacrifice
too much for looks. If yours are the same length as your
hives, the super being for 4'4 sections, and the hive taking
frames 17% long', then the ends of your supers must be
made of stuff thicker than >H. I prefer to dispense with the
additional weight, even if it doesti't look quite so well. I
think you ought to have no trouble in gfettingrT supers from
any of the leading manufacturers. Certainly no one should
send )'ou slat supers if you order T supers. Possibly you
merely ordered supers without specifying what kind, for
Mr.
is agent for
and they have T supers in their
list.
But they make the super the same length as the hive
by adding' a cleat at each end, which is not a bad plan.
I u.se

,

Combs of Honey

eig'ht frames of comb left by a colony that died
they are all partly filled with hone^' and some are
mildewed. What can I do with them ? If I put them under
a colony will not the queen take possession and lay there ?
Or can I hive a swarm on them in their moldy condition ?
I

'

Left by Dead Colony-

have

recently

;

Jeksev.

Answer. — Nothing would be more

desirable than to
have the queen take possession and lay in the combs, if she
needs the room. If desired, however, an excluder could be
put between the two stories. It would be better to have the
bees clean up the combs before offering them to swarms, as
a swarm is more fastidious about such matters than a colony having brood, and might not be willing to stay on mildewed or moldv combs.

Young Bees Thrown Out.
1.

Mornings, when

to do with

Empty Combs.

some bees the past winter, and they left some
nice, bright combs. What can I do with the empty combs ?
Kentucky.
Answer. — There is no better way than to let the bees
of a strong colony take care of them till swarming-time.
See reply to " Gary," on page 311.
I

lost

Making Increase by Dividing.
in making
parent colony as follows, to take

Would you advise

one increase froin each
one frame which has the

queen and bees on it and put into a new hive just when the
old colony has new queen-cells started ? I don't wish to
buy a new queen for the old colony. I have movable-frame
hives.

Answer. — Of course

Indian.^.

will cost you less money to follow the plan 3'ou propose than to buy new queens. Whether
it will work all right depends somewhat upon further details.
If you mean that as soon as you find queen-cells
it

go

my

to

bee-yard,

I

find

young

—

Answers. 1. If there are many of them, it is to feared
that the bees are about at the starving-point, and are sucking out the juices of the larvs- and throwing' out the skins.
which may
If, however, they are fully matured young bees
be the case from your saying some are brown then the
probability is that the wax-worm has made the trouble by
making its silken galleries through the brood-combs.
2. Likely they were thrown out of the combs by the

—
—

bees.

^

*

»

Black and Mouldy Combs.

two colonies I bought one month
poor shape, and after it got warm
enough to examine them I found the combs mostly all black
and mouldy, and dead bees piled up on the bottom between
the combs. I got them into a clean, new hive all right, and
they seem to have started to work. Of course, I had to put
the' old frames that had honey in them into the new hives
with some frames of foundation, but the combs in the old
frames are all out of shape, and I wish to have them replaced with new frames with sheets of foundation. Will it
be safe to take them away from the bees when the fruittrees are in bloom ? or w-hen would be the best time to do it ?
Wisconsin.
Answer. If your bees are busy on fruit-bloom or any
other flowers, you may make the change at once, but likely
you may as well wait till they are at work on clover. Indeed, it will be easier to make the change when the colonies
are stronger, and you must look out not to waste any
worker-brood that may be in the old combs. One way is to
have these crooked combs with brood in another story either
above or below the one the queen is in, with a queen-excluder between. The combs that have no brood in them may
be taken awaj- at any time without ceremony, providing it
doesn't take away honey that they need. But don't feel
troubled about the blackness cf the combs. That's just
what the bees like.
I

wish

to ask about
in very

They were

ago.

—

#

Entrances

What

I

bees on the bottom-board dead. Some are white .vet and
some are brown. What is the trouble ?
Do they
2. I find sotne worms on the bottom-board.
crawl out, or do the bees carry them out ? New Jersey.

in

*

i»

the Supers— Excluders.

I am desirous of knowing whether, if in running for extracted honey and using honey-boards, the bees would
gather, or rather fill up the supers, more readily, if the entrances were made in them ? If this would not work well,
how should I go about it ? Do you think I would obtain
more honey by not using excluder-boards ?
We are having a fine season of it this year. Bees are
gathering immensely from the logwood (which we have
I shall take pleasure in sending a sample
in abundance).
Jamaica, April 25.
of this (logwood) honey, next mail.

Answer. — Entrances in supers from outside have been
but I don't remember that anyone who has tried them

tried,

There seems to be a desire on the
part of the bees to enter where the brood is. Moreover, if
bees entered supers without first entering the brood-nest,
they might put more pollen in supers than would be desired.
It's better to have no pollen in extracting-combs.
The general opinion is that it is better to use excluders,
and that they are no great hindrance. If you have j'our
brood-chamber large enough, there is not so much need of
excluders.
has reported favorably.
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according- to witness.

Tliere had been experiments made,

he said, with a mixture of paraffiiie and beeswax, but tlie
former had proved too susceptible to heat, and would not
answer tlie purpose at all.
Mr. York was followed by Mrs. N. L. Stow, of Evanston, who is vice-president of the Chicag-o Bee-Keepers' Association. Mrs. Stow has kept 80 colonies of bees, and her
knowledg-e of the industry has gained for her the position
she holds. Her testimony corroborated that of Mr. York,
as also did that of Herman F. Moore, secretary and treasurer of the association, who took the stand after Mrs. Stow

had

finisht.

the intention of the Senate committee to print all
the testimony the.v may gather as to the adulteration of all
kinds of food, and present it to Congress at its next session,
and then doubtless an attempt will be made to enact a naIt is

tional anti-adulteration law. We endeavored to impress up'>n
the committee the urgent need of statutory law ag-ainst all
We
forms of adulteration, including honey, of course.
hope that our testimony will do good. We were glad of
the opportunity to give the committee all the information

we

Mr. Moore and the writer gathered up about a dozen
samples of honey both adulterated and pure which we
placed before the committee. Prof. Wiley suggested that
we forward them to his laboratorj- in Washington, where
he would analyze them and then report.

—

—

The Reformed Spelling.— Mr. Stenog, in Gleanings,
has this comment on our spelling'-reform eflfort
:

Mr. York spells " burr-comb " with one r, but spells
fuzz with two z's, instead of fiiz. Why not go the whole
length and spell it eel, wil, t>f for Oce, etc.? The new spelling is certainly misleading when past is used for passed. A
la%v that was />(7i/ last March has ceast to be a law at that
time.

" Bur "
"
is given as correct spelling in the Standard, but
fuz " cannot be found there. There is no objection whatever, "in
this locality," to spelling eel, wil, and be for bee, unless it
be that some people are so conservative that they prefer to
hold on to the old no matter how bad it is. Some printer's
ink is wasted in printing cell, will, and bee. As to passed
and past, there's no need of spelling a word wrongly just

Does Stenog object

to

going by the dictionary'

?

has two different meanings. Perhaps Stenog
with two t's when it has wings, so we
will know he is not talking about a ball bat. Most people
who have learned how to read, know the sense intended
simply from the particular waj' in which a word is used
that has different meanings, tho spelt the same. Of course,
Stenog, who writes shorthand, always writes " past " for
" passed " when taking dictations. Pretty good joke on
him, when he criticises a spelling that he u.ses himself, and

would

Mk. R. F. HolTKRM.^nn, of Ontario, Canada, editor of
the Canadian Bee Journal, writing us May 11, said
' The prospects here for honey are excellent, and I do
not know that the bees were ever in better condition, or
had more favorable weather since the growing season came
on."
» #

Dr. C. C. Miller, of McHenry Co., III., spent Monday
night. May IS, with us, when on his way to attend the annual cotivention of the Illinois Sunday School Association,
at Decatur. The Doctor was feeling well physically, and is
as good-natured and young-hearted as ever. He lost about
half of his bees in wintering, owing to honey-dew stores,
principally, he thinks. He put 280 colonies into the cellar
last fall, so his loss

possibly could.

because
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it

like bat spelt

must necessarily endorse.

amounts

*

:

When lesus was come dowue from I'ne mountaync, moch people fol•owcd him. Aud lo, Iher cam a lepre and worsheped him saynge
Master, if thou wylt thou canst make me cleue. He putt forthe iais houd and
touched him. saynge
I wyll, be clene, and immediatly his leprosie was
clensed. And lesus said vnto him: Se tliou tell no man, but g-o and
shewe thy silf to the preste, aud offer tlie fjyfte that Moses coramannded
to be olfred, in witnes to them.
When lesus was entred into Capernaum
there cam vnto him a cena.vne Centurion, besechynir hyni and sayntre:
blaster, my servaunt lyeth sicke att home of the palsye, and is g-revously
payned. And lesus sayd vnto him: I wyll come and cure him. The
Centurion answered aud saide: Syr I am not worthy that thou shuklest
com vuder the rofe of my housse, but speake the worde only and my servaunt shalbe healed. For y also m3'selfe am a man vnder power, and
have sowdeers vnder me. and .v saye to one, f^o, and he jfoeth, and to
auothre, coine, and he cometh; aud to my servaunt, do this, and he doeth
it.
When lesus lierde these sayu^s, he marveyeled and said to them that
folowed him, Verely y say vnto you, I have not founde so grreatfayth:
:

:

no, not in Israeli.

*

of our subscribers and a beekeeper of Crawford Co., Wis., was recently married to Miss
Emily Birchard, of Grant County. The local paper, after
announcing the event, remarkt as follows

Mr. Fr.\nk Zillmbr, one

:

"The

bride is well known to ourreaders, and has a host
of friends wlio join with us in wishing her and her husband
(who is a very successful apiarist) bon voyage thru the
journey of life. Mr. and Mrs. Zillmer will remove at once
to their new home, where everything is in readiness for

housekeeping."
We wish to add our congratulations and best wishes to

the happy couple. We trust that their troubles in life may
be ONi.Y LITTLE ONES, that afterward may prove to be blessings.
# *

Mr. J. H. Martin — equallj' well known by
name — Rambler— says this in Gleanings

his other

:

" We think we are doing the appropriate thing in
Southern California when we have a bee-keeper by the
name of Honey but in the northwest portion of Oregoti
there is a town named Apiary also a man bearing the
:

:

same name."
We wondered when we read the above paragraph
whether in that Honey family there were any marriageable
daughters. If so, we haven't the least doubt that Rambler
knows all about them. He's a great investigator, and
would be particularly so when it came to a young lady who
But to exchange so
is sweet both in name and nature.
mellifluous a

Rambler

—

name

as

"Honey"

Martin or
You'd better

for that of

doubt if she could be persuaded.
ramble on, Mr. Rambler.
I

* « # *

Mr. R.

C. Aikin, of

Larimer

Progressive Bee-Keeper, April

Co.,

27, 1899,

Colo., writing the
had this to say for

him.self
" As

:

you already are aware, I am a very busy man, and
my many duties, I have just past thru a political
campaign in which I was not only a worker, but was on the
ticket, and am now in for it to serve our little city as a
councilman for the next two years. May the Lord help us
to

add

to

'

It's a fine thing for Gleanings that Stenog isn't several
hundred years old, for if he were he would still want to keep
on spelling as they did in the 16th century, a sample of
which we reproduce here, showing how the first ten verses
of the eighth chapter of St. Matthew were once printed

to quite a good-sized apiary.

'

scheme that dares to ply in our
the election with a full ticket and a round

to rout every whisky-selling

midst.

We won

majority."

We wish to extend to Mr. Aikin the heartiest kind of
congratulations upon his political success. We hope he and
his fellow councilraen will have the courage to enforce the
laws they have, and make better ones if they need them.
We think the quickest way to educate a community up to
the level of good laws, and a desire to see them enforced, is
just to enforce them for awhile and thus demonstrate to the
people the pleasure to be derived from living in a respectable town or city. It is now 15 years since we lived in a
place where the laws were enforced. Here in Chicago it is
almost true to say that only the laws that suit the politicians are enforced. No attempt whatever is made to close
on Sunday the front entrances to hell (saloons), tho there is
a State law that would close them if enfotced. And it
makes no difference which party is in power here, as elsewhere both want the saloon vote, and so cater to it.

—

—

—
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veil, the attacks will be upon the mustache, eyes, eyebrows,
or right under the hat-rim, and nine times our of ten a sting
on the hands will be near or under the shady edge of the
sleeve.
A team of horses past his apiary the white horse
escaped with few stings, while the dark bay with black
mane and tail was stung to death.
;

—

Painting Queens. Instead of clipping the queen's
wing-s, C. Boesch advises in D. Iniker to paint her thorax a
bright color. That would make it easj' to tell whether a
queen had been replaced by the bees, and in case of a run-

away swarm

W.

would be possible

to

More Wax and Less Honey

is

it

A. H. Gilstrap, in Gleanings.

prove property.

somewhat favored by
g-ives some fig-ures

He

to show that under some circumstances, instead
of extracting and saving the combs to use over again, it is
possible it mig-ht be better to melt up the whole and get

Taking the Travel-Stain Off from the surface of section
honey, according to an editorial in Gleanings, is a thing
that may yet be accompHsht. Byron Walker is confident
that he has discovered a successful method. If it is true
that the dark color of sections is due to bits of old comb
brought up from the brood-combs, it hardly seems that the
sections can be made white otherwise than by reversing
the process and removing the outer portion, a thing that
seems hardlj' possible of accomplishment. Mr. Walker will
certainly do a great service if he gives a successful plan.

which seem

more than twice as inuch wax.
Density of Buckwheat Honey Varies

in different local-

according to a discussion reported in the Canadian
Mr. Brown said it was thinner than other
honey. Mr. Darling had it average 14 pounds to the gallon, and so thick that he could lift I'/i pounds with a spoon.
In a dry season it was said to be thicker than in a wet one.
ities,

Bee Journal.

who

Importance of Good Queens is urged by J. J. Cosby,
rears his queens by the Doolittle plans and thereby ac-

counts for the fact that his bees in a poor season secured
72,'2 pounds per colony, spring count, and increast from 80
colonies to 100, while a neighbor with 23 colonies got 56
sections in all, and another neighbor with 60 colonies got
nothing, all three apiaries working on the same field.
Gleanings.

—

Bees and Colors
Elias Fox discusses this matter in
Gleanings. He gets many stings with black pantaloons, but
very few with light ones. A black ribbon or feather worn
by his wife is a^distinct point of attack. If he wears no

Hildreth
UM

&

tal

added.

Bienen-Vater by
is praised in
inexperienced eye cannot distinguish it from
the Carniolan. But its flight is different. It goes straight
as an arrow, while the Carniolan has a more circling flight.
It is grayer than the Carniolan, with yellowish rings and
In southern Hungary it is almost as
yellowish down.
highly colored as Italians. It is more inclined to swarm
than the Italian, but less than the Carniolan. It also holds
middle ground between the Italian and the Carniolan as to
the amount of brood reared. Among the places to which it
has been sent are mentioned Illinois, Ohio and Kentucky.

An

—

Albinos as to Wintering. J. O. Grimsley reports, in
the Ruralist, that the winter in Tennessee was exceptionally severe, the mercury' at one time g-oing down to 20 degrees below zero. In an apiary composed of albinos and
Italians he reports the loss not so heavy as expected, but
says
'

:

To our surprise it was confined mainly to the albinos.
few light colonies of Italians were lost, and we barely
saved seed of the albinos. We were not surprised so much

A
'

'

at the loss of albinos, as we expected a greater loss all
around, but the test has proven that for the extreme Xorth

and severe winters, albinos must be well protected.

Segelken,

T20-122 W. Broadway,

NEW YORK.
We desire to

The Hungarian Bee

Maurus.

JOBBERS AND
COMMISSION

MERCHANTS

Beeswax, Haple Sugar and Syrup.

inform our friends and patrons that our firm has been re-organized and additional capiwill be conducted under the firm name and style of

The business

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN,
where we have had the pleasure of serving our friends for the past 11 years. Management and supervision will be the same and our business methods — those of square and honest dealings
at the old stand,

will be practiced as heretofore.

We believe we have now the esteem and confidence of our shippers thruout the country, and that our
dealings, as a rule, have been of the most pleasant nature.
Our additional capital will put us in position to increase our already lai'ge business still farther,
if possible, and at the same time enable us to treat our shippers even more liberally than heretofore, in
making advances,

etc.

Records will show that we handle by far the bulk of all the honey sent to our market.
We make
honey the principal part of our business, are personallj- acquainted and have trade connections all over tlie
country, which enable us to handle any amount of honey to better advantage than any other house.
(_)ld shippers know us and will bear us out in what we have said.
Those bee-keepers who do not know
us and have had no dealing's with us. we would cordially invite to correspond with us and make our acquaintance.
We not only handle on commission but buy largely as well, from small lots to carloads, for
spot cash.

We wish to call the attention of the Southern bee-keepers to the fact, that our market never was in
better condition than this season. Old stock is disposed of and the market is bare, with a good demand.
New crop will find ready sale and at higher prices than have ruled for years past. We would advise them
to send their honej', while there is a good demand at good prices, as later on conditions of the market may
change.
also handle MAPLE SUGAR AND SYRUP very extensively, and would be pleased to hear from
having any of these goods to offer.
In conclusion, we wish to extend our thanks to all of our shippers for their past favors, and trust to

We
tho.se
'

receive their kind consideration in the future.
21A4t
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Root's Golumn

And Several Other Clover

ENTIRELY UP

Stb

Our extensive

enlarg-emeiits last fall,
costing- in the ag-gregate some $15,000,

enables us to keep pace with our increasing trade. Send in your orders,
and they will be promptly executed,

main office or branches
Give us a trial, and see
how quickly we can make shipment.

What hi^rher fate for niau can wait
Thau 'neath the ovurarchiu^ sky
To sow aud reap, to leud aud keep
The fertile fields that round him lie?

Sweet Clever

A Isike Clover

Whose life is spent iu sweet content
Where hearth and home aud loved ones

Alfalfa Clover
Crimson Clover

are.

Add

—Farm Journal.

By Buying

at the Nearest

Branch

or Agency.

BRANCH OFFICES.
THE

A.

I.

ROOT

118 Michigan Street,

-

CO.,
Chicago,

Your orders are
I

THE

A. I. ROOT CO.,
1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
H. G. ACKi,iN, Manag-er.

1635

A.

I.

West Genesee

ROOT
St.,

F. A. Salisbury,

THE

A.

Mechanic

10

Vine

Manager.

-

I.
-

Old Reliable:" it seems it
is crowded more and more with such valuable information, especially the last two
weeks.
Bees are now about getting up to their
original working order. Prospects are good

honey year. White clover is beginning to bloom, and locust also in full
bloom. Everything pertaining to apiculture seems to be prospering, and i£ we have
a few seasonable rains the bees and we will
J. Wiley Mount.iot.
do the rest.
Anderson Co.. Ky.. May 11.
for a fine

Maine.

CO.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

A. Set-SEK, Manager.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Prothero & Arnold, Du Bois. Clearfield
Co., Pa.
Cleaver & Green, Troy, Bradf. Co., Pa.
W. W. Carv. LvonsviUe, Mass.
M. H. Hunt & Son, Bell Branch, Wayne

the memory of 'the oldest inhabitant.''
Roses called hardy were killed to the
ground, altho well protected. Many soft
maple trees are badly injured, and I think

many

ash trees are killed outright. Farmers report that red clover is almost entirely
killed, but. somewhat strangely, white clover seems to be uninjured
Miller.
C.
McHenry Co.. III., May 30.

Bad Weather for

Bees.

The weather has been very bad for the
bees.
We have had just a few days that
they could work with any comfort.
Lewis Lamkin.
Co.. Iowa.

May

16.

Co., Mich.
S. Pouder. 512 Mass. Avenue,
Indianapolis, Ind.
Vickery Bros.. Evansville, Ind.
Jos. Nysewander, 612 W. Grand Ave.,

Walter

Oliver Caron.

Red Lake

Co.. Minn..

May

Untested, 50c each; tested, 75c.

Purity of stock

and safe arrival g-uaranteed.

BANKSTON,

C. B.

UAtf

-

RocMale, Texas.

meiitiuu the Bee Journal.

l'U:i-,e

HATCH CHICKENS
BY

(

STEAM-«itLtt,.
seir-regulatiDK

Bliiiple, pvtt-:ci.

EXCELSIOR HMMIOR
TIjousKDds in successful opcretioa.
Lowt^it priced Ist-class batcber tuaile

8TAIIU

OEO.
1

44A26t

14 to

II.
1*^*^ a. 6th St..

Qiilnoy.

111.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

ALBINO QUEENS
want the

HJZ^n^i^X

g^entlest Bees— If you want the best
honev-g^atherers vou ever saw trv mv Albinos.
Untested Queen.s in April, SI. 00; "Tested. $1.50.
9A2t>t
LlSBON.TEX.
J. D.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

—

TheL.A.WatkinsMdse.Co.Denver.Col.
The Abbey-Hardy Co., Grand Junction, Colo.

H. Back. 235 West Third North St.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Buell Lamberson, 180 Front Street,
Portland, Oreg^on.
Union Hive & Box Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
M. R. Madarv, Fresno, Cal.
J.

Wintered Without Loss.
four colonies of bees wintered on the
summer stands packt in chaff and sawdust
A. Shaw.
without any loss.

Grant

AXD WORKS:

Co., Wis.,

May

and sold

at their prices.

Address,

Send for

illus-

FREE.

GEO.

E.

HILTON,

FKE-MOXT. Newaygo

Co.. .MICH.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.
17.\lTt

EGGS

FROM BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS

Thorobred

—

Fine Pluinaged

Comb

Foundation

Wholesale and Retail.

the Use?

on the uselessness nay. the absolute danger attending
the usual promiscuous band-shaking * It is
a meaningless custom with the majority of
people, in which no sentiment or genuine
This fact is apparent
interest enters.
enough on the mere observation how this
perfunctory salutation is aceomplisht.
Two persons meet who entertain no spe-

—

Ever

prepared to furnish everything" needed by
the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods manufactured by The A. I. Hoot Co., stiipt to me in car
I

14.

Shake?- What's
Have you ever

V\ZorkJng VNZax.

reflected

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

DO NOT FAIL
Before placintr your order, to send
what you need in

regard for each other, but each extends
a "flipper" and mechanically shake each

me

a

list

of

cial

What's the use
us consider the more dangerous
results that not infrequently occur. Here
comes a man with whom you shake. In a
week or two your hands begin to tingle and
soon you find you have caught the itch
This you generously give to your family
and friends to keep them busy scratching.
Eczema is often contracted in this neighothers' fingers.

But

TDefl.l.RooiGoiiipani!

Better than
Am

Fowls— Farm Raised — 75 cents
per dozen
MRS. L C. AXTELL.
ll.\tf
ROSEVILLE. ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -o^riting.

14.

My

Mont-

Hvde & Son. Hutto. Texas.

MEDINA, OHIO.

THE

.'ILSU

trated. 3t«-pag^e Catalotr

Bees wintered very poorly here the past
winter. My neighbor lost 60 colonies out
of 0.5. I lost one-half, which is 50 colonies.
My bees are now in very good good shape.
The American Bee Journal is the boss of
all the bee-gapers 1 ever read.

George E. Hilton, Fremont, Newaygo

-MAIN OFFICE

cm "o^Ss*"

Golden and 3-bauded Italian.

lots,

Bees Wintered Poorly.

Co., Mich.

O. P.

SILVER

The past winter was perhaps more severe
on plants and trees than any other year in

Woodbury

A. F. McAdams. Columbus Grove, O.
C. H. W. Weber. 2146 Central Avenue,
(Successor toC. F. Muth A: Sou aud A.Muth)

Hill,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

GIVENS.

ROOT

Des Moines, Iowa.
Nebel & Son, High
gomery Co.. Mo.

YORK & GO.

W.

118 Michig-an Street,

Severe Winter on Plants and Trees.

C

CO.,

AGENCIES.

Jos.

if

solicited.

GEORGE

in the "

is

Mason, Mgr.

A.

Street.

W.

CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

ROOT

Falls,

J. B.

THE

I.

your order, for cartage,

111.

Geokge W. York, Manager.

THE

25 cents to
freight.

wanted by

Apiculture Prospering.
could not help noticing what a change

there

.90

$4.00
5.75
S.0O
5.00
3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

either from the

Save Freight

70c
80c
60c
S5c

soft

2Sn>
$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

lOib
$1.00
1.2S
1.40
1.20

Wc

(melilot)

WhiteClover

Siuall pleasure springs from joys of kings
Aud richer is his lot by far.

ag-encies.

Seeds.

We have made arran<.'ements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:

The Farmer.

WITH ORDERS
and

SWEET CLOVER

Foundation, Sections,

?

let

other Supplies, and get my prices. Yon
the best g"oods and save money. IllusWANTED.
trated Catalo? Free.

And

will

g-et

BEESWAX

;

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

vrritin^.

•
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THIS

THE NEW

IS

RUMELY
STRAW BURNING

TRACTIOW

Like

th3

all

Ruiiielyengiiiea

composed
tlie best ma-

it

EMCiNE.

i«

'.f

through.

rial

May

borly fashion Nor is that the worst. Here
comes an exuberant chap whom you may
never have seen, but shake he will. You
take hold of his band in good country
fashion, to soon learn what a clammy,
slimy thing you've had hold of. May as
well shake the tail of a fish. But note that
eruption on his hands, and the evil smell he
has imparted to yours
If in your enthusiasm you have not thereby contracted a case
of syphilis that will cost you $10(J to cure, it
has simply been a matter of good luck
rather than good judgment.
I have been vext more than once at my
cowardly weakness in not refusing to shake
hands with some, when I instinctively desired to go and wash my hands immediately
afterward. The nastiness was abhorrent
I have learned, however late, to ignore the
extension of an unknown hand to me.
I
simply don't see it, and go on saying what
1

I

otherwise

I

would.

seldom gives

This

25, 1899.

WE
are kept very
tion

busy— the

we always

grive

result of the satisfacour cu^^tomers.

HAVE
you had our Catalog' yet
ter t^et

?

If not.

you had

bet-

Sending^ out Catalo@:s never

it.

TROUBLES
us, as we are anxious to place our prices and
g-oods before the bee-keepers of the Northwest.
Alost of our stock i-^

OF OUR

OWN

make, and always g^ives satisfaction. Write us
a card, and we will send the Catalog at once.

Standard Lumber Co.
MANKATO. MINN.

lOAtf

Please niention Bee Journal "when writing.

offence.
Specially constructed boiler, rresenting largest heating
One of remarkably
Bnrface.
It is a quick steamer.
high power and efficiency, requiring the minimum
amount of steam. Five-foot drive-wheels with 16-inch
tape. An efficient spark arrester prevents all danger

from

The usual Rumely hiph

fire.

finish.

in OUT lUusti-atcd Catalogue—FREE.

M. BUMELY GO., La Porte, Indiana.
:

band-shaking

Queen, $2.25.

F. J. GUNZEL, Obear, Craigliead Co., flrk.
ISAtf
Please nieiUiotl tlie Bee Journal.

Washington

Smokers. Sections,
Comb Foundation
Anil

rUEE

14Aly

:tll

Apiarian

:i>upp|les

SpDd for

rlivaj).

E. T. FLANAGAN, Bflleville,

Catalogue.

111-

of

my

imported Queens." Tested Oueens, S1.50; untested, Sl.OO: 2-frame Nuclei with tested dueen,
$3,00 each; the same with untested Oueen7S2.25.
Ready to fill orders bv June 1. Correspondence

MATE WILLIAMS.

solicited.

NiMKon, Wadena

20A4t

Please mention Bee Journal

Co..

when

Minn.
writing.

THE WHITE MAN'S BURDEN
of
to fhp IVnce qiiealion
r.

~|ionhiliility

cli.Tr,i.,ltii lii.'ext.Tit that
H;t\'- \,,n (jiken it iipf

the

Paee

is dis-

is

introduced.

iM<a: AvovKX wiiii: kk\( e (o.,AnuiAX.,Mi(i(.
Please mention Bee .lournal when writine

BeeI
lSuDDlies.1

I
5'
US
•^

:j$
•«^

i$
iJJ
'00

Roofs Goods at Root's Prices.
^:
PoUDER's Honev-Jars aud every- i^
thing- used by bee-keepers. Prompt ^*
Service— low freight

rate.

Cataloir
''

free.

WALTER

S.

POUDER,

.=;UMass. .\ve.,
Txr.rAXAPor.is. Ini»i.\x,\.

Please mention Bee Journal

Co., N. Y.,

May

when

^

ife
^!
^^

writing.

Queens

Italian

HONEY-GATHERERS.

10.

bees never were in finer condition at
time of the year, and I only wish I had
been prepared to get some of this fine willow honey in the section boxes.
Mate Williams.

Wadena

Co., Minn..

May

BEST
Safe

Address,

Good Prospect for Honey.
has been rather discouraging so for.
The loss of bees around here is about 50 per
It

My

three-eighths. North of
here there seems to be nothing but beeswax
left.
Prospect for honey is good.
loss

is

Gns DiTTMER.

Eau

Claire Co., Wis.,

May

the bees have died, fully four-fifths, it not
more, have succumbed either to the long,
cold winter, or honey gathered from
sources that proved destructive to bee-life.
I think perhaps both combined may have
added to the great loss. What few colonies
survived the ordeal seem to be weak, and
will need good nursing to brineithem thru.
I had 38 colonies, part of them in the cellar;
out of that number I have three left, and
two of them are very weak. All that were
left on the summer stands perisht.
One of
my neighbors had about B.'j colonies, and he
has three or four left, and they are weak.
So it is all over this county, so far as I can

many having

The weather
cold aud quite

lost all.

against us now, as it is
Fruit-trees are in bloom, but are of
little account to the bees
too wet and cold
for them to be out much.i
L. Allen.
Clark Co., Wis.. May 10.
is

rainy.

—

What I Know About

FOREHAND,

J.

FORT DEPOSIT, ALA.
when *WTitm&

Please mention Bee Journal

BEE/SUPPLIES.

J
T
^

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Laiig-stroth Hives and everythingpertaining- to same.

y MuthJars.Muth Honey Extractor
••^

— in fact everj'thing used by bee-

i*

keepers.

*
f
4
A

C. H.

Send

12.

Great Mortality Among- Bees.
I am sorry to record the great mortality
among the bees in this locality. Nearly all

hear,

W.

20Allt

Vi.

the

a few
Northern-bred Italians—" daujfhters of
tr.v

promptly.

Minnesota Bee-

Reared bv the DooliUle method from the

this

Northern Queens.
YOU

want the best hunev-g-atherers,
IFlongest-lived
and hardiest

filled

Bees in Fine Condition.

cent.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

(jueens,

Catalog".

Keepers' Supply Mfg. Co., Nicollet
Island. Minneapolis, Minn. ISAtf

Untested, 50 cents each; Sd.OO per dozen.
arrival and reasonable satisfaction.

QUEENS

_

Orders

Send for

Bees Doing Fairly Well.

My

Uatested Italian Queens, o5 cents each. Readv
May 1, 18W. Have orders bookt now,
and g-et bees when wanted.

—

lieepers.

the most repulsive.

Bees are doing fairly well. It is very
dry, and we have to feed, I have about 300
colonies.
E. H. Sturtevant.

2-franie Nucleus with Untested

_

is

i-'.\SES

Dr. Peiro.

mention Bee Journal -when writing.

_

liEE-lIivKS, Sections. Shippixgeverything' used by bee-

women's habit of kissing
they dislike), promiscuous

to the

women

We make

also other traction cngliios* portuble and Btatioii*
•ryenRlncH; the famous '*>'ew Kumcly Thesher,**
HorwePowcrnaud Haw MIU8. All are fully described

p;e

Next
(even

Honey-De-w.

have seen honey-dew fall more than a
score of times, not as dew, but just like
small drops of rain, and I have seen it fall
on the leaves of the trees and spatter just
as a drop of rain will; then the dew at night
thins out so that it spreads over the whole
surface of the leaves, and while it is damp
the bees gather it. They can't gather it
when it is dry and hot.
This is not theory any man can see it for
I

;

himself if he will take the trouble to step
out to some clear place, when there is a
heavy flow of it, and look uuder the sun on
a bright, clear evening from four o'clock
till sunset. Don't get where there is timber
lest you think it falls from the trees.
My

for our Catalog.

WZEBER,
W.CINCINNATI,

OHIO,

146 Central Ave.,

Successor to

Chas

F.

Muth & Son

I
T
^
*
•!•

4*

*
*
J
k

and A. Muth.

tloney and Beeswax Wanted.

^
a

Please mention the IJee Journal.

ISAtf

CHAS.

F.

MUTH & SON.

wish to announce to mv friends and patrons
that I have this day sold to C. H. W. WEBER,
of Cincinnati, my Honey and Bee-Keepers' SupI

ply business, known for the past 38 years as
Chas. F. Muth & Son. Mr. Weber will continue to push the Lang-stroth hive and every-

thing ])ertainiugr to same; besides, he has secured tlie ag"ency for Mr. Root's g-oods, and will
I beg" the customers of
sell them at his prices.
the old house, to whom I wish to e.\teud my
thanks, to continue their patronag^e with Mr.
Weber, by whom I am sure they will be accorded
fair and honest treatment.

Mrs. Annie
Cincinnati, Ohio, April

Muth

7, ISO'i.

(Widow.)
15Atf

Don't Rent
ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn

Belt," a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
209

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

!

May

:
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THE

LEWIS

G. B.

Are Models
TMs
Our unrivaled

of Tliousands of

is llie VerilicI

of Perfection.

Customers and the AcknowleilEiiient of Conmetltors.

coupled with twenty-tive years of manufacturing experience, enable us to anticipate and
supply every want and need of the bee-keeper, promptly and accurately.

YOU

WANT THE BEST— They Cost No More.

copy of our Catalog and Price List mailed free upon application.

Factories and

Main

Branch OfRees and Warerooms
LEWIS CO.,
515 First Ave., N. K., Minneapolis, Minn.
B. LEWIS CO.,

AGENCIES:

^

EGGS

ACTLY

Pure- Bred Poultry
Fertile

Eggs

for Hatching.

DREXEL POULTRY YARDS GO.
3611 Fifty-third

Avenue,

-

DREXEL,

ILL.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

18A4t

PARF
nU

^=^=:

I-

CATALOG BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
In.'^tructiuns to Betriiiiiers. &c.,

JOHN NEBEL & SON,

freii.

High Hill, Missouri.

SAif

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no Sag

in

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus

Honey.
Being the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

VAN DEVSEX,
Sole Manufacturer,

J. A.

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

L. C.

St. Josepli,

bees gather
selling

it

it

than

I

me send you my 64page Catalog for 1899.
tJenliins, Wetumplza, ALa,

BEE-KEEPERS
J. Af,

Mh

Let

FOR 5ALE
Wr'te

me

and I have uo more trouble
do what they gather from

Howers.

Now

word about " bug-juice " Has any
man taken pains to see which comes first,
We see them on
the bugs or the juice
sprouts and we see juice also, and if I am
a

:

not lal:)oring under a great mistake the bugs
are only scavengers. I have had two seasons' observation and the bugs were second
both seasons. Now I will explain how it
was:
There are cherry and plum sprouts growing right in my bee-yard, and when a sprout
is very thrifty I see on the tender taps,

down, that a sticky
substance exudes from both stem and leaf
on the top and bottom, and I have tasted
it, and it was sweet, like honey. There was
not a living thing on it. but in two or three
days 1 would see some small insects on it,
and in three or four more days the whole
of the stem and all the underside of the leaf
would be black with them.
from

.soon.

H. LATHROP. Browntown, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Mo.

WOODMAN, Grand Rapids,'Micll.
FRED FOULGER & SONS, Ojfden,

six to eight inches

W.
Ozark

Co., Mo..

May

T.

The Midland Farmer
SEMIMONTHLY,.
The representative modern Farm Paper ot the
Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Page
departments to every branch of Farming and
Stock-Raising. Plain and Practical Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neighbors {for
free samples \ and we will enter your name for I
year. (If you have not received your money's
worth at end ol year, we will, upon request, continue the paper to you free of cost another year).

—

W. M, BARNUM,
Wainwright
7Dtf

Buildiuijr,

EVERGREENS
lOO. 6 to S In. SI; IS to \S In. ^'i-ii^O.
.100, Sit. $10 prepaid. 100. 4t»6fl.

'"

Alexandek.

varieties, $ir». i5 choice Fruit ti-ees.Xtt
varieties, i^lll. ^>riiuineHtul A.- Fruit
iTrees. t'atalocue ami juices of fA
trreat bar^rain lots

IW

10.

SENT FREE.

Good Local Aeeiit* Wanted.

D. HELL, %v^^a Dundee,

Safe In-Doors— Loss Out-Doors.

outdoors are

Iowa

Co., Iowa.

all

dead.
J. N.

May

Publisher,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Please mention the IJee Journal.

3DSt

Ple.ase nientit

Bees wintered in the cellar with but little
loss, and are in good condition now. Those
left

Utah.
Francisco, Cal.

SMITH'S CASH STORE, San

IH.

J.iurn.d.

Extractor. 3 frames,

Pi

12.

l;,-.-

An Excelsior Honey-

rt

SUEDENHELM.

ll)

any
BflRGflIN
Cist
'Address,

size,

almostoew.

?14.iM.

ice, ST.iio.

Theodore Bender, Cautou^Ohio,
.SAif

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Honey-Dew on Cotton— Swarming.
For some time now there have been several articles on

2oAtf

.\BBOTT,

I

WHAT
YOU WANT. Send stamp for Illustrated Catalotr and Poultry-Book of

I

E. T.

South Alabama Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.

mMayBee...

An
*tU

Watertown, Wisconsin.

Office:

G. B.

19

CO'S

facilities,

A

G.
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boneydew

^

in this journal,

and the same subject has been commented
on during conventions.
I am living in the cotton-belt of Texas, on
the edge of thousands of acres of post-oak
and black-jack (a species of oak) scrub, and
my bees are working hard on the bloom,
which affords a great deal of pollen but no
honey, or very little.
To counteract the lack of honey in the
bloom, there is a little caterpillar about
inch long, that feeds principally on the

V

<£

''.

^^iy^y / \

\^

UNION Combination Saw—

for rippinp.
cross - cutting.
miierirng. raberoovn n. caintn?,
i

scroll

-

sawing,

borinp,

edge-

moulding,
beading, etc.
Full line

AND
CHINEKV. Send

FOOT

Hand-

Power

MA-

for Catalog A.

Spiifca Falls BUk. Co..

4ti

Water

St,.

Seneca Falls, B.Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when, w^rlting.

'

Farm Wagon Economy.
The economj-

of this proposition is not all
found in the yeVy reasonable price of the wagon
itself, but in the great amount of labor it will
save, and its great durability. The Electric
Wheel Co., who make this Electric Handy
Wagon and the now famous Electric Wheels,
haye solved the problem of a successful and

Mr. Kipling Cured
By

the inhalation of Oxj-greu, the

specific cure for all

lunp troubles.

For special information regarding The Oxygen Treatment,
Address,
DR. PEIRO,
Central Music Hall, Chicago.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

durable low-down wagon at a reasonable price.

of goods wanted.

M. H.

Cash

for

writing.

This wagon is composed of the best material
throughout— white hickory axles, steel wheels,

Beeswax.

HUNT, Bell Branch,

FREE FOR A MONTH

steel

Mich.

hounds,

etc.

(Guaranteed to carry 4000 lbs.
Electric Wheels are

These

made to fit any wagon, and
make practically a new wagon
out of the old one. They can

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
vou cannot afford to be without the best and
only Weekly Sheep Paper publisht in the

be had in any height desired

If

any width of tire up to S
inches. With an extra set of
these wheels a farmer can interchange them with his regnlar wheels and have a high
aiul

Unted States.
Wool :viarlcets and Slieep
has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write to-day.
WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO, ILL.

wagon

or low-down

Wheel

Co.,

at

will.

Write for Catalog of the full
"Electric Line "to Electric
K., Quincv, 111.

Box

THE BEST FOR THE MONEY

what every' "laii is naturally seeking. He should be doubly t-areful
to the puivUase of vehicles and harusss. A man's uia
and that nf his wile and family nttet. depend upon quality in hi;^buKgy orearria^^e
and harness. We trive extraordinary (iual-<^
Thfn there are tlie
ity tor the mon('y.

when it coiiies

a<ivantai_'Cs ol .lurpjjni or

iiojir_- lHivni.--;s.

WE HA VEMO AGENTSo
our

but Ni'll iiLl KoiidH liircft IVoiii
factory at wholesale prlcen.
We ship our i^oods anywhere for examinWe
ation and guarantee everythintJ.

No. lOO-Double Bu2gy
and fir> styles
trimDon't buy any of these Harness- Full nickelgiJod
as
med, price $17; aa
thinp-s until vou get our large illustrated
and descriptive catahJtrue. It's FKEE. retails for ^05.
Ind,
Elkhart.
Elkhart Carriage & Haraess Mfg. Co. W. B. Pratt, Sec'y,

make

— Exttnsion-Top Two-spring

No. 814

Carria^f.
lacompleU! with lamps, fenders, side curtains, storm
apron and pole or whaflH. Price, $63. i uaranteed as
good iQ every nay as others ticll £or l^^O.
I

170 styles of vehicles

of harness

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We

hare the best equipt facti>ry in the West.' Capacity,
one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatof everything needed in the apiary, assuring
variety
est
BEST goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Cata7o«f,

We

also manufacture

steel, all sizes,

7:? paires, free.
Tanks of either wood or galvanized

any form,

for all purposes. Price list free.

Address,

E. KRETCHMER, RED
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

2(IAl3t

OUR MOTTO

:

WELL MANU FACTURED ST OCK

Secilons,

OAK, IOWA.

- QUICK

SHIPMENTS.

27.

[Tbe difference would depend altogether
upon tbe length of time thesubstituted cell
would be in getting a queen to lay after tbe
other is removed. You can measure that
pretty closely by tbe length of time between tbe swarming of No. 3 and No. 1. If
they should swarm at the same time, there
would be no loss of time by the change of
If No. 1 swarms S or U) days after
cells.
No. 3. then 8 or 10 days of laying will be
lost.— C. C. Miller ]
Texas.— The Central Texas Bee-Keepers' As-

Hutto, Texas.

We have several 25-pouiul boxes of VanDeusen
TUin Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation for Sale at
512.50 per box. This Foundation is preferred by
many. We have only a few boxes of it at our
Chicag'o Branch, so an order for same should be

a specialty of making- the very bestlSectioiis on the market.
iii this part of Wisconsin is acknowledg-ed by all to be
The
the best for making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young- and

BASSWOOD

and Price-List FREE.

Marshfield flanufacturing Company,
MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

-orriting.

W. H. Alder.

Callahan Co., Tex., Apr.

Van Deuscnjliin Foundation.

We make

Please mention Bee Journal -when

leaves of tbe blackjack, and after it has
run its appointed time, it webs itself up in
one of the leaves. In eating, it starts generally on tbe edge, and wherever it cuts
one of tbe laterals running from the midrib, there comes a drop of transparent
liquid, about the size of a pinbead, which,
if left for a day or two, gets as thick as
good, ripe honey, is very sweet, and is more
abundant after a good, heavy rain say a
week after. I have noticed this for tbe last
two years. My bees suck this eagerly, and
boil in and oiit of tbe hive in a way that
makes me feel good, and tells me that
swarming-time is near at band.
Sometimes, during a damp spell, tbe cotton gets covered with vast numbers of
aphis, and tbe upper side of the leaves will
first get gummy, and then will even drip a
kind of dirty-looking sweet fluid. If there
is anything else on hand the bees here will
not touch it. Tbe same way with the cottonwoodtree, the leaves of which will get
in tbe same condition. This will attract
myriads of flies and wasps, but never a bee.
I
i have a queen that is four years old.
have had ber two years. Last year she
kept If) Hoffman-frames full, but this year
only 8. Now her daughter keeps IG frames
going. This is what I want to do: When
mother and daughter swarm, cut out all
but two of tbe best queen-cells from each
hive, and then go to all the other hives, cut
out every one of their queen-cells, and substitute two of these others, cr my good ones.
Say mother and daughter are Nos. 1 and
2. respectively. No. 3 has swarmed about 10
days ago and is pretty short of bees, as I
shook oft' a goodly number from the parent
colony, and drove them in with tbe swarm
on the old stand. Will it make much difference if I kill the young queen in No. 3
when either Nos. 1 or 3 swarm, and give
them a cell or two with protectors ?

sociation will meet at Milano, Tex., July 20 and
All are cordially invited to attend.
21, 1809.
H. H. Hyde, .\sst. Sec. and Treas.

StilDoWcases and

thrifty timber is used.
"Write for Illustrated Catalog

25, 1899.

—

Including their discounts for goods wanted for
use another season. It will pay you to send me
list

May
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sent promptly.

THE
11,'*

Address,

A.

ROOT

I.

_.^BEES
flDEL

iion-swarniinjr.

Are not Italians:

thev are GOLDEN

LARNIOLANS —
and

unn-stin^>-it]«-

irreat honei'-gatherers
Queens, each, Sl.tXi; o

CO..

CHIC.\GO, ILL.

MichiL'an Street,

practicall.v

of

strain

a

bees;

and sure to winter. Tested
Oueens,

$5.50:

12

Queens^

Everything trnaranteed. Book driving- 37
vears' expefience'in .lueen-rearinjr mailed free.

SO.iX).

Carloads

HENRY ALLEY,
:;i.\.'t

of Bee-

Wkniiam, Essex Co

Italian Bees

M.*s

and Queens

...FOR SALE...
Sections,

Queens, Sl.Oi' each. Bees by the pouiid. 51.00.
Nuclei, t»'o-frame. with iJueen,S2.00: one-frame,

j^.j

Shipping-Cases,

cents.
il.50: e.ach additional frame, SO
are sent in light shippiuL'-boxes. L.

Comb Foundation

We

\
ry bee-keeper
wint the n ini uil iMi ss
and EVEKYTHING used in the bee-industry.
Wehi\L Iii\ Kiln, luipioved Maclunin America. We supply dealers as well >as consumers
Write
shipment.
make
pi
ompt
apiJlnnces
modern
and
all
erv,40,000 feet of floor space,
INTER-STATC MPG CO Hudson. St. Croix Co., Wis.
for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.
t

We

,

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writina.

frames.

_

These

pattern

.

MRS, A. A, SIMPSON,
SW.^RTS, Greene Co., PA.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.
l.)D4t

"

Mav

!
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Lyon Mfg. Co.

NEW

LONDON, WIS.,

curing- the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

D^^
j'k^/5.»<\/»*»o'
DCC'^JN.eCperb

Q«
n>*^l-I/>c>
OUppilCS****

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved'machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, b^- machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswo'od is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

Send

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

for Circular and

INOHJtM

Smoke Engine (larjjeat smoker made)
Conqueror
],arue

Plain
Little

4-in.

Btove. Doz. $13.00; each,

Wonder (weight

10 ounces)

...

3-in.
2?^-in.
2-in.
2-in.

stove.
stove.
stove.
stove.

Honey-Knife
its

Doz.
Doz.

5.<X);

Doz.
Doz.
Doz.

4.75;
4.50;
6.00;

by
mail, $1.50
'^
i.io
i.OO
.90
.70
.60
.80

"
"

"
"
"

the new improvements. Before buying a
record and pedigree.

Bintrham Smokers have
or Knife, look up

9.00;
6.50;

all

Smoker

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HAI,F CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the f'onqueror 1.^ year^. I was always pleased with its
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer. I write for a circular. 1 do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
Truly,
VV. 11. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.
January 27, 1^97.

T. F. BINGHAITI, Farwell, mtelilgan.

The Oliver Typewriter.
IT

TOOK

25

YEARS

The OLIVER

THE OLIVER

IS

to find out that typewriters have
is built rig-ht-side up, where the

been built up-side-down.
IS IN SIGHT.

WORK

POPULAR

Trust, and because

it

an up-to-date typewriter, not
shows Every word as you write it.

because

it is

Harper

Bros.,

in the

USE BY«*

^IINI

New

York.

(iovERNMENT, Washinerton.

C, M. Ji St. p. R. R.. Chicago.
Ch-^s. Scribxer's Sons, New York.

Cosmopohtan, New

Y'ork.

Journal, New York.
Tribune, Chicago.
Inter-Ocean, Chicago.
Title & Trust Co.. Chicag'o.
J.

V.

Fakwell &

Co.. Chicago.

Youth's Companion, Boston.
Illinois Central R.R., Chicago
and countless other houses of like importance

Send for
Catalog...

Oliver Typewriter Gompany,

E. Cor.

and character.
Washington and Dearborn

CHICAGO,

!

9.
Fancy. 7(S'75^c; choice,
common, 55'fl 60c per g^allou.
quiet at from 26(528 cents, accordingto quality.
Our market is in first-class condition, beine
bare of extracted honey, and demand good.
New crop is beginningto arrive from the South.
Comb honey is well cleaned up; some demand
for while but demand for dark has ceast.

HiLDRETH & SeGELKEN.
San Francisco, May 3.— White comb, 10@
10,^c: amber. ~^<:(aj.9c. Extracted, white, 7%.@
Ij^c; light amber, 6'/^to'7c. Beeswax, 26'<f^27c.
In quotable values there are no changes to
ship clearing this week for Siberia
record.
took 231 small cases of extracted, being- honev
repackt by jobbers. There will be a fair vield
this season in the San Joaquin, probably 15u
cars, mostly alfalfa honey, but the production
will be very light in the balance of the State.

A

Boston, May 17.— Fancy white, 12*y<#13c: A
No. 1. Iir((a2c: No. 1, 10c; lig-ht amber, 9c: buckwheat, Nc. Extracted Florida, white. 7f3to8c;
light amber. 6'2(rt7c. Beeswax, 27 f^ 28c.
The demand for both comb and extracted
honey has settled down to the usual small proportions of summer, and prices quoted would be
shaded some, too, as stocks are a little heavier
than is liked at this season of the year.

Blake, Scott & Lee.

Kansas

15.— No. 1 white comb, 15c;
fancy amber, 14c; No. 1 amber, 13f2c; fancv
dark, 13c: No. 1 dark, 12c. White extracted, 6c;
amber, 5]4c: dark, 4@4J4c. Beeswa.x, 25c.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

Buffalo, May 5.— The season for honey is
about closed. Some extra fancy white would
sell at lUul2c; some very poor selling at 6^7c,
and dull. No more business in honey before the
oijening of the ensuing season.
Battersox & Co.

Omaha, May

WORKING

Wax

into Foundation for Cash or Trade a Specialty.
I defj- competition in
Foundation, riillions of Sections— Polisht on both Sides.

S.\TiSFACTiox

Guaranteed on a full line of Supplies, d Send for a CataWax Wanted at 27 cents cash, or 28 cents in trade,

and be your own judge.

delivered to me.

,„„

AUGUST WEISS,

Hortonville, Wis.

is

a hard matter just

now

We
in

have arranged with a bee-keeper
Lee Co., 111., about 100 miles west of

orders for 3-frame
Bees,
with Queens, in light shipping-boxes,
at S2.75 each, or in lots of 5 Nuclei,

iJl^rSS^

111.,

to

fill

(Lang-stroth) Nuclei of Italian

with Queens, at $2.50 each.

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
lis Micliijjan Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

;OLDEX BEAUTY
BY RETURN WAIL ITALIAN
QUEENS
— reared from Imported Motheks. Untested,
50 cents:

Please Jientioii the Bee Journal

IS.— It

to give quotations that would have any meaning at all. With the excei)tion of small lots of
buckwheat— very good for its kind, but it is not
the kind wanted here, which dragged at 8fSi9
cents— there have been no new receipts, and
there will not be a pound of honey carried over
in dealers' hands. First receipts of new crop
will certainly be pickt up eagerly at fancy
figures.
Peycke Bros.

Chicag-o,

log;

May

City,

Nuclei of Bees For Sale.

B66-SUDDll6S 0! flOOUSt W6l§8
IT.

—

York, May

Sts.

TaRo my fWvlco ^^^ii^i^

FINE FOUNDATION AND TONS OF

Co.

ILL.

flease mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Listen

<fe

Cleveland. March 9.— Fancv white, 13'5il4c;
No. 1 white, 12".' 13c; A No. 1 amber, lOtoUc: No.
amber, O'ft'lOc; buckwheat, Sc.
Extracted,
white, 7c; amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.

MoNTGOMERv Ward & Co., Chicag-Q.
Morgan & Wright, Chicag-o.
S.

Burnett

2

McClure's MAC-iziXE, New Yorlv.
Review op Re\'I?;\vs, New York.
Record, Chica^t).
Times-Hekald, Chicag'o.
U.

R. A.

:;7c.

Detroit, April 10.— Fancy white, 12c; No. 1,
HXnllc; dark and amber, 8'o 9c. Extracted in
fair demand without change in price. Beeswax,
25#26K.
Decreasing: demand and the attempt to crowd
sales have forced down prices on comb honev.
M. H. Hunt.

Beeswax

OF"-

3Va ""• stove. Duz.

Doctor

lieeswax,

6(<i'b%c; fair, 5!2(«6c;

Perfect Bee-Smokers

Biii^liaiii

Chicago, May 8.— Not anything of consequence doin^: a little honey i.s being- sold at
prices that have been prevaiiin;[r for some tiitie.
White comb is scarce, but there is a surplus of
dark.
Extracted unchang-ed.
Stocks lig-lit.

New

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

PK-ICBS
BooSmobor

HONty AND B&ESWflX |

I

•Operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus se-

1^is tirm to furnish the

>ti >k >!i >!<. ift «!4 >14 >te >ti >ti ifctt

Tested,

$1.1)0.

TERRflL BROS. LaiiiDasas, Lamp. Co. Tex
ISAtf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

—

:
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OrderEarly
There are indications that the demand

for

will be verj- larg-e this season,

and

SUPPLIES

everyone should order as early as possible.
have larg-e facilities for manufacturingkinds of

We
all

And

1899

Catalog ready Feb.

can Bee-Keeper

TUB W.

Copy

1.

of the

(20 pag:es) free.

JAMESTOWN,

Why

when

writing.

We make the New

The following

when

•writing.

and

Portland Seed Co
E. T. Abbott,
L. C.

dealers handle our Foundation exclusively

Red Oak, Iowa.
Wetumpka, Ala.
Portland, Oregon.
St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Des Moines Iowa
Hudson, Wis.

Woodman

Nysewander
Co

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

& Son

Nebel

G.

W. Fassett
W. Bittenbender

J.
J.

sell

Hill,

Mo.

:

High

J.

We

Middlebury, Vt.

L. Gray
Pierce Seed and Produce
F. Foulger & Sons
R. H. Schmidt & Co

Knoxville, Iowa.
St. Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo. Colo.

Co

Ogden, Utah.
Sheboygan, Wis.

Vickery Bros
C. H. W. Weber

Evausville, Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, Revised. The Classic in Bee-Culture
Price, $1.25, by mail.

Beeswax Wanted ^^^^^^^^^
at all times.
Please mention Bee Journal

Women

c.tu anvbodv do?
BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIR.MNESS,'No SAOQINQ, No
LOSS.
PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

Watertown, Wis.

M. Jenkins

J.

SUPPLIES.
Sheboygan, Wis.

What more

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Reynolds Elevator Co

postal sent us with your name for
a Catalog will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

satis-

any other.

for our Catalog-,

Inter-State Mfg.

A

It will

has always given better

G. B. Lewis Co
E. Kretchmer

GHatt-fiive

rien

satisfaction.

in

Send name

Year

We guarantee

it sell

22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliments.

with fence and plain sections, and a
full line of other

Young

it

faction than

Because

Address

N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal

does

so well?

J.

yUamplon

Dadant's Foundation.

Ameri-

T. Falconer M!g. Go.

Please mention Bee Journal

-^"*'

Year

will serve our customers as quicK'ly
as possible.

FalconD Sections are the Finest Made*

25, 1899.

2M

Because

B66-K66D6r§' SlIDDll6§,

May

chas. dadant & son,
when

liamilton,

writing.

Hancock Co.,

HI.

=

pay YOU

to fitjyourselves for

good positions bv takin^^ Shorthand
by Mail. Send $1.60 for Text Book
or 3 cents for catalog
Eclectic Slortliaiiil College,

51S Aslilantl Itluik, 4JiIICA4]iO.
Headquarters of the Eclectu- System.
Please mentimi the Bee Journal.

3'?Aly

<®-|F

—

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

That covers the wnole Apicultural Field more

sCpp1iS"aTdress

Bee-Keepers' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.
Plea-sc mciiuoii ±3l;« Juuni^i

when

LEAHY MFG,

^3nf2|;0n,ah^ajeb.

CO,,

_

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

completely than any other publisht, send Sl.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

Mr. Eastern Bee-Keeper,

writing.

We usually fill orders
is Uie time you want FOUNDATION AND SECTIONS in a rush.
within 24 hours of the time received. If you want your SUPPLIES shipped at once, send here.

Now

I ARISE
To
the

SQUARE TIN CANS
For E.ftracted Honey, two S-galloa cans

Bee Journal

Italian Queens

DOOUTTLE...
concluded to sell
QUEENS in theirseason
during- IBM, at the following- prices

Untested Queen

Our
I.

J.

Tested Queen .... l.SO
Tested Queens
3.S0
queen 2.00
"
" Queens 4.00
3
Queen,
Select Tested

and Bees

Catalog- describes

all,

in Season.

and we mail

it

free.

STRINaHAM, 105 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Please mention Bee Journal V7hen -writing.

..$1.00

6 Untested Queens.. 4.50
12 Untested Queens 8.00
1

3
1

select tested

previous season's rear-

Extra Selected,
for breediufr, the very
of
Bees
in a 2-frame
pound
About
a
best, $5.00.
Nucleus, with any Queen, S2.00 e.xtra.
ing', $3:

Circular free, giving- full particulars regardAddress,
ing each class of Oueens.

Q. M.
l]A26t

Discount on a quantity.

that

has

1

in a case, 10 cases, SS.OO.

say to the readers of

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

-writing

25 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.
^_^

This

a g^ood time
your BeesWe are paving

is

to send in

wax.

^\-«i;rrr;

you want the money pkompti,v, send us your Beeswax.
wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,
ceipt.

Now,

if

G-EORGE W. YORK &
lis

Impure

CO.,

Michigan

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

.TUH>'

OEORUB W. YORK,

Editor.

#

->^»5

*&.

x«<-

-m

#
m
m.
#
^.

vrwi«(fi.^.m.^.^.^.<fi.r^.<m.rfi.m.^.r^.r^.rm.rm.rm4^.^.r^.r^.r^.r^.r^.i
CHICAGO,

39th YEAR,

JUNE

1,

1899.

No. 22.

Seventeen Prominent Canadian Bee=Keepers.

jf
'^

(See page 345.)

[From

W,

ILL,

E.

Young.

G.E.Robinson.
R.

Jas. Shaver.

W.J.Craig.

W. Roach.
Alex. Taylor.

C.

the

Canadian Bee Journal.)

Edraonstod.

Editor R. F. Holtermann.

D.

W.

Heise.

J.

R. Fleming.

C. Spencer,

F. J. Miller.

F. A. Gemmill.

fe
C^

Jacob Alpangh.

L. Vansickle. Jas. Armstrong.

Wm.

Atkinson.

B.S.A.
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When we remember

that nearly 90 percent of the ripe
this, we see that little
would be left. The juice often oozes from verj' ripe fruit,
and so bees are often in the vineyard to the great annoyance of those who would gather in the vintage. Fruit on
the trays in the drying-3-ard has the skin removed, or is cut
open, and so the bees may take most of it unless repelled by
sulphuring, which is now generally done.
see, then,
that bees are a disturbance at times, and annoy the orchardist greatly.
Then must the apiarist be driven ofi" ? Not so,
say the European pomologists. They want the bees, and
there is no quarrel between the two industries. Not so, say
the most intelligent fruit-men of our own State and countrj', for we must have the bees to aid us in time of bloom.
fruit is juice,

and that the bees take

We

Bees and Fruits— The Facts in
BV PROF.

A. J.

tiie

Case.

COOK.

AS conductorhave a Farmers'
opportunity

of
Institutes for Southern Calig-ood
fornia, I
to feel of the public
ipul.se reg'arding' bees, and I have been more than g'ratified at the g-eneral right-mindedness of all parties interAs a region where all kinds and the most luscious
ested.
fruits are raised, and where extensive fruit-drying is carried
on, it goes without saying that bees will of necessity be
more or less of an annoyance at certain seasons in certain
years. When we couple with the above facts that of the
general presence of bees, and often in immense numbers,
we readily see that the question of bees and fruits becomes
one of great importance.
The last week in March and the first week in April I
held institutes in four regions where fruit-growing is the
leading industry, and where bees are kept in great numbers.
These meetings were attended by hardly less than 2,000
people in the aggregate. In two of the places Villa Park
and Banning lawsuits have been recently instituted between orchardists and apiarists. The fact that I was requested to give the true status of the relation of bees to
fruit, shows clearly that the people for the most part wish
I gave as below the facts as I see
to know the truth.
them, and was more than pleased to note that few took objection to my position indeed, only one man called in question
statements, and he did so in private, and not in
hostile mien. I am very sure that Southern California will
very soon be in the same attitude as the people of France,
Italy and England, and will wish the bees brought to the
orchards, and not cry for their removal. Already the orchardists in most localities are converted to the right belief.

—

—

What

then

?

It

may

be wise to move the bees tempora-

when

the annoyance is most severe.
the expense ? Sureh', not the beekeeper, for he was the pioneer in the region, and has a first,
or at least an equal, right. The removal is for the fruitman, and he should be at the most, if not all, of the expense.
But each should know all the facts, that bees are never
harmful to flowers, but always necessary to best success,
and that the)' are only injurious to wounded fruit that if
they are to be temporarily removed it is for the good of the
fruit-man, and he should bear the expense. The harm is
usually not great, and the annoyance usually almost nothing, so that if the bee-men and fruit-men donate the one to
the other their choicest products, and cultivate good-feeling
and not emnity, each may be a tremendous blessing to the
other, and all the best of neighbors.
rily on rare occasions
If so, who should bear

;

Los Angeles

Co., Calif.

Advantag'ss of Docility in Queen-Bees.
BY

\V.

\V.

m'NE.\I,.

;

my

The following

is the position I took in the premises
a truth demonstrated beyond question, by Darwin,
and by many other scientists, by our Department of Agriculture, and by my own experiments, that many flowers are
sterile to their own pollen, or to that of the same varietj' of
fruit.
It is also true that pollination is always necessary to
seed-production, and usually to the production of the pulp
in case of our berries, pomes, drupaceous fruits, etc. There
seems as little doubt but that some fruits usually or sometimes fertile to their own pollen, or to that of the same
variety, are under less favorable circumstances sterile to
the same. Thus, the Bartlett pear is generally sterile to
Bartlett pollen, tho occasionally under favorable circumstances it fruits well tho no other pears are in the vicinity.
Yet in these exceptional cases no one knows when the tide
will turn, and the Bartlett fail to produce unless other pears
are sure, then,
are hard by to insure cross-pollination.
that mixing of fruits so as to secure cross-pollination is absolutely essential in almost all cases, to the best success,
and in a large proportion of cases to any success at all.

JUDGING

from the superior excellence of a queen reared

am

led to believe that to
to supersede the old one, I
further domesticate our bees, all queens should be
brought up in accordance with conditions as therein found.
At such times the desire of the whole colony is in the interests of the home they have. The nurse-bees are not intoxicated with that wild dissipation which culminates in

:

It is

We

Again, this cross-pollinating requires insects to carry
the pollen-grains from the anther of one bloom to the
stigma of another. Before the orchards were planted the
fruits were less numerous, and the solitary scant-insects
were sufficient to do the work but as we mast the fruits
in great orchards, the native solitary insects were all too
few, and fortunately the social bees were brought along
with the fruits. Even the social native insects, like social
wasps and bumble-bees, are very few in spring when the
fruits bloom, and so are absolutely inadequate to pollinate,
our orchard trees. The non-seeding of red clover for the
early first crop is because the bumble-bees are too few to
properly cross-pollinate the bloom. It is possible that in
this case the flowers are fertile to the pollen of other redclover blossoms but not to their own.
The orcliardis.t then must have the bees. To drive them
away would be to kill the goose that lays the golden e.^^.
Again, bees never attack sound fruit. They only come
when bird, wasp, or sultry weather combined with overripeness break the rind and cause the juice to exude. Possibly bees could bite open the skin of the fruit, but positively they never do. Yet let the juice once ooze, and then
the bees quickly hie to tree or drj-ing-tray and leave little
;

behind to show what once was there.

swarming, and which comes from a knowledge of the purpose queens are reared during the flush of the honey season.
To take away the reigning queen when the colony is
enjoying a flourishing situation, in the hope of securing a
number of young queens, and then expect the mother-bee
to duplicate herself in these, it seems to me, is entirely
wrong. The colony is thrown into a state of intense excitement and worry, if not frenzy, and more especially is
this the case if the bees are blacks or hybrids, the kind so
frequently chosen for cell-builders. Now, surelj', the nursebees will not, cannot at such times, furnish nourishment
that will develop a queen-bee possessing the most steady
and pleasing temperament. If queens so reared are allowed
to receive their first impressioiis from angry, loose-footed
bees, or bees madly bent on swarming, it would very materially afl'ect their good behavior, and the tie that binds
them to home and its sweetness.
I believe it advisable, even when rearing queens in colonies having a laying queen, to remove the combs on which
the cells are built to the nursery as soon as they are capt.
Then when the queens emerge from the cells their first lesson will be at the hands of the apiarist. I have retained
young queens in cages containing honey and comb, away
from any but very young worker-bees, and permitted them
to take their first flight from my hand or coat-sleeve. They
would return, barring calamities that sometimes overtake
them while in the air.
If they are handled gentlj-, never blowing smoke or
one's breath on them, their action soon contrasts largely
with that of virgin queens which have remained in the hive.
I see no reason, if one chooses to take the pains, why the
mating of queens could not be secured before giving them
Those large, supersedure
back to the hive-bees at all.
queens, when fully developt and on the combs, behave as if
they had a realizing sense of being in their proper element,
and were fully entitled to protection and respect. Not only
are we to expect strong, gentle workers from gentle queens,
but more uniform success in introducing them into strange
colonies of bees. Any one who has had experience knows
that much depends upon the queen being cool-headed and
quiet at such times and in any colony of bees they are
much less liable to be balled when it is necessary to manipScioto Co., Ohio.
ulate the combs.
;

—
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Some Observations on Queen-Rearing'.

AM one of those who believe that we should improve
upon Nature in whatever line we may be engaged and
;

just how is the best
great secret of success.

way

accomplish this object, is the
It has been my good fortune to be
engaged in apiculture nearly all my life, and while the occupation has been fairly remunerative, it is not from this
cause alone that I have continued in the business.
I am very much interested in the study of the operations
of the honey-bee in all its phases, and particularly in
queen-rearing, in which I have had some experience, and
will give a glimpse of the result of my observations.
First, the colony to do the work should be strong in
bees, and, I think, the stronger the better; if not so naturally, it should be made so by feeding, or by supplying
bees from some other colony. Man)- talk about the szvarming ivipulsf, but I prefer the business impulse: and if there
is not honey enough coming in to make this impulse, you
must secure it by means of feed.
When you have the colony in the right condition, make it
queenless, and let it form queen-cells; let it remain in this
condition until the larva; are too old to rear queens from
then overhaul and destroy all queen-cells, which will put
the colony in the right condition to rear queens from eggs
that you may supply. To obtain the eggs for this purpose,
I place an empty comb or two, or more if desired, in the
center of the brood-chamber of m.y best breeding queens
two or three da^-s before I wish to use them in the prepared
colony. When the queens are all started from the e%^,
they will all hatch about the same time, and you vaz.y expect that they will be ready to cut in about 14 days or you
might wait a little longer.
I now divide the colony into which the combs with eggs
have been introduced, into nuclei one or two frames each
aTid insert one of these newly-formed queen-cells in each
nucleus. If there are enough cells to supph' the demand. I
make the nuclei but one frame each and if there are more
cells than frames, which is often the case, take frames of
comb and brood from other hives. Make the nuclei in the
afternoon; shut the bees in until the nest morning, then
liberate them, and but few will go back to the old hive.
I
want brood in each nucleus, and before the queens are
•'
ready to take their wedding flight," they should be supplied with unsealed larvje.
Geauga Co.. Ohio.
to

;

;

—

;

When

to Put
BY

C.

P.

encouragement one should lose no time in putting on supers
on all hives that show it. The fresh honey itself might be
detected even a day or two sooner if the combs are lifted
out, for it drips out just like water, being thin and unripe.
We would put extracting-supers on every colony that
shows whitened combs, but the comb-honey supers ought to
be withheld from such colonies as have not yet filled all
their combs with brood, unless such combs be removed and
the space be reduced with a dummy or division-board in
which case the space over the brood may be supplied with
supers.
When we run for extracted honey it matters but little
whether the bees still have room in their brood-chamber
when we put on the supers. Unless the weather is cool,
and the space added is entirelj' too extensive, there is no
drawback to the supplying of the hive with a liberal amount
of empty combs. With large hives and populous colonies
in very bright seasons, we have placed on two supers at one
time, giving room for 120 pounds at one time to the best
colonies. It is a fact that a very populous colony, in exceptionally good seasons, can fill two supers in an incredibly
short time. In 1884 we had colonies with three tiers of
supers which were emptied and again filled five times over.
This was from the fall crop. In the season of 1889 we extracted three times, during the clover bloom, from a number
of colonies that were supplied with three supers.
When running for comb honey, if the supers are put on
a hive which has unfilled combs below, we need not look for
any surplus until those combs are all filled. Such colonies
would better be used for increase. It is our method to take
the honey crop from the strongest colonies, and obtain our
increase, whenever any is wanted, from the colonies that
cannot be expected to yield any surplus. This will be the
Hancock Co., 111.
subject of another article.
;

Keeping Down the Swarming-Fever.
BY'

D.\D.4.NT.

BEGINNER

—

—

of a little honey prompts them to repair the combs that have
been cut down by the unsealing of the cells that contained
the previous crop, and they hasten to repair these and add
fresh wax to them, just as soon as they feel that there is
enough surplus produced to justify them in using a part of
it in that way.
Even the blackest and oldest combs are
usually refreshened, and at the first signs of this evident

Supers on the Hives.

inquires as to the best time to put on the
supers, and how he can ascertain what colonies are
likely to need them, as he has been told that it is a mistake to put supers on a hive when the bees are unlikely to
be able to put honey in them.
The time to put on supers, whether for extracting or
for comb honej', is just before the beginning of the real
harvest or at its very inception. When the harvest is about
to begin, or is beginning, the least delay is injurious, as the
possible lack of room may cause preparations for swarming
on the part of the strongest colonies, and it must be borne
in mind that these colonies are the ones upon which we
should depend for the best of the crop.
In this, and other States near us, it is of no use to expect a flow of honey suflicient for surplus before the blooming of the white clover. There are exceptional cases in
which the fruit-bloom has produced a surplus, but I believe
that, if such cases could all be reported, we could still count
them on the fingers, every year, in Illinois. So it is to little purpose to worry about g-etting ready for the crop until
the white clover gets into pretty full bloom and the weather
is satisfactory.
I have seen
and so have probably a number of our readers, among those who have had practical
experience I have seen the bees starving, actually throwing out their brood, early in June, while the pastures and
meadows were turning white with the abundance of the
bloom, just because of a few cold, rainy days. The hives
being very populous, and having a great deal of brood in
all stages, and a great many young bees hatching daily,
the consumption of stores is rapid, and a bad turn in the
weather makes it imperious on the apiarist to closely watch
his colonies. Even with a plentiful bloom and seemingly
fair weather for honey, there is sometimes such delay iii
the crop as to disappoint the eager bee-keeper. The causes
of a production of honey in the calyx of the flowers are a

A

to us all, so we are still unable to ascertain, otherwise than by an ocular examination of the hive, whether
the bees are getting much of a surplus.
The first signs of a beginning of the crop are detected
by the whitening of the combs by the bees. The harvesting

mystery

BY HENKV BOSWORTH.
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MRS.

L. C.

AXTELL.

PUTTING on sections early seems to keep the swarmingfever down more than anything else we ever tried. Put
them on as soon as it can be done without chilling the
brood and retarding' brood-rearing. One year, when we had
not kept bees many years, we put on the supers, but gave
only a few sections in each super, intending to put them on
as soon as was needed, but the bees became crowded suddenly, and swarming was fearful they swarmed over and
over again — no time to get the supers filled, so many
swarms to care for. So we have learned also to have supers
all filled, for a super can as easily be put on as only a one;

pound section.
Large entrances in hot weather are a help to keep down
swarming, and to keep bees working right along in the
supers. With our hive we often (if the hive is in the sun)
take

down

the front side of the hive, or the east side, leav-

ing up the division-board that is at the side of the combs,
and is raised from the bottom-board the height that the
brood-frames are raised, as we use the Quinby style of hive,
and the frames rest on the bottom-board.
Also, we think that bees swarm worse with the use of
separators than without, and so we have not used separaSome of the combs are not
tors for a number of years.
quite so straight and even, but we have no trouble to sell all
the honey we can produce. The greatest trouble, of late
years, is that they don't store honey as they formerly did.
Every year we hope for the better.

EXPERIENCE IN H.^ULING HONEY.
a young man helping us with bees went
our out-apiary and extracted about two-thirds of a
,\N

Some years ago
over to

He laid the barrel on its side in a
wagon, and wedged it up so he thought it would not turn
over and roll about. As it was late he drove prettj' fast,
and when he got half wa)' home a man called to him and
barrel or so of honey.
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wanted

to

know what he had

in

his

wagon.

His

first

thought, the young man said, was to answer back it was
none of his business, and drive on, but he answered, " It is
honey," and the stranger told him it must be spilling out.
The young man lookt back, and there the barrel had turned
partly over, and was pouring the honey out of the bunghole into the wagon-bed among the straw, and it was leaking in a stream thru the wagon-bed. He saved some of it,
what he could, in pails he had along for feeding-back, and
righted up the barrel, as it was not quite all spilled out.

Warren

Planting" for
BY

Honey— The
F. A.

Co.;

111.

Clovors.

SNELL.

AT

June

1,

1899.

By early is meant during our
season, in this case.
Sweet clover is an important honey and pollen producing plant, and is well worthy of culture. There are hundreds of acres in every township where worthless weeds now
grow, that could be sown to sweet clover, and be of much
value to apiarists at least. The farmer bee-keeper would
be well rewarded by sowing this for his bees and stock.
When stock are turned on it to pasture when young it is
fed down and thus kept tender and sweet for the entire season. Were enough sweet clover grown near an apiary
the crop of surplus hone)' from this source would, with good
weather at blooming time, pay a nice profit. With us not
very much is grown, but it helps to keep up brood-rearing.
In some localities it is quite extensively grown, and good
crops of honey realized. All who can do so should extend
their planting of the sweet clover.
Carroll Co., 111.
bloom that gave a surplus.

summer

the close of fruit-bloom, at latest, the surplus receptacles should be in readiness for the crop of surplus
honey which will usually come in with the opening of
the white and Alsike' clovers. Bee-keepers should see to
it that all available space along roadsides and fence-corners
is occupied with white, Alsike or sweet clover.
Our pastures for stock should be well seeded with white or Alsike
clover, or a mixture of these seeds. The pasture thus afforded gives an abundant amount of food, and that of the
very finest quality for cattle, sheep or hogs. For the dairy
it is an establisht fact, as it has been full)' demonstrated,
that a greater amount of milk will be secured from pasture
of either white or Alsike than from red clover.
In an experience dating back into the 60's, I have tested
and observed quite closely as to the Alsike. My first pound
of Alsike clover seed was bought in 1867, at a cost of one
dollar. The seed was sown, and the little plat was a mass
of bloom the following season, and I was much delighted
with the plat, its beauty and utility. The bloom was covered with bees to an extent I have never seen surpast anywhere or any time. From this early planting I have handled this clover as pasture and hay, up to the present time,
or 31 years.
I may mention right here that in pasturing upon either
white or Alsike clover, I have never known any trouble
from cattle bloating, as is often the case when pasturing
on red clover. The hay from Alsike clover is of the finest
quality, and is relisht by all stock. The stalks are fine, and
not woody like red clover hay, so it is all eaten. This clover
may be grown alone for seed or food, or sown with timothy
when with timothy the latter prevents the clover from lodging to quite an extent. In g'ood seasons I have harvested
three good loads of Alsike hay per acre. This clover seeds
at first blooming, and yields well in seed, which usually
brings a good price. As honey-plants the white and Alsike
clovers are unsurpast, and every farmer bee-keeper should
grow all that can be u.sed to advantage on his farm.
There cannot be too much done to give us a full bloom
for our bees; with the bloom secured, good crops of honey
may be had, but if we are negligent we hardly deserve such.
If the Alsike is mown when just out in bloom, it will
bloom later in the season, and thus prolong the honey-flow,
which might be desirable when the white clover bloom is
profuse earlier. The Alsike is very hardy, and will winter
well when red clover is killed out almost wholly. I have
never known the Alsike to winter kill in the 31 years that I
have had experience with it, which is quite the opposite to
red clover, as any one of experience knows. Bee-owners
can and should induce their neighbors to grow this useful

But there are other questions which interest me more
than the above, which are discust in the " Old Reliable "
from time to time, and none more so than pasturage. I will
give my experience with a few of the leading honey-plants.
I have tried crimson clover for three seasons, and for this
section it is a success, and coming just after fruit-bloom it
has proven a great boon to ray bees. I practice sowing in
corn at the last cultivation, or with buckwheat. I prefer to
have it sowed from June 20 to July 1, as it is not so liable to
winter-kill sown this early but I have sown as late as Aug.
15, with a good stand the following spring.
Sweet clover yields abundantly here, but grows success(I am just out of the lime-stone
fully only on rich land.
belt.)
I find the seed propagates best when sown during
the winter, and when thus sown it will hold its own in all
waste places, provided the ground is rich. Italian and
sweet clover I have made pay from a dollar-and-cent point

plant.

of view.

In many localities white and Alsike clover bloom is the
only source from which a surplus honey crop is secured,
and too much effort cannot be made to secure their growth.
The fertility of the land is improved by the growing of
clover, which is also of importance to the farmer.
The
basswood bloom, where that tree is grown, follows that of
the clovers, or comes in before the clover bloom ends in
our latitude, from June 25 to July S.
Of all the honey-producing trees we have, the basswood
takes the lead. When conditions are favorable the yield
from its bloom is immense. The honej' this tree affords is
in quality not equaled, according to my taste, by any other
tree or plant. The planting out of the basswood tree along
streets, highways, and in groves on our farms, has been
sadly neglected. It is high time that all bee-keepers who
can do so should be doing this work. Our groves are disappearing at a sad rate, and if nothing is done in this
direction soon, many of us who have in the past secured
good crops of this fine honey will have none at all, which
means a good deal, as in some seasons it has been our early

I have realized considerable satisfaction in experimenting with a few other honey-plants. Alfalfa is a failure
here, growing luxuriantly until commencing to bloom,
when it turns yellow and dies if cut, it will start up green
again.
Spider-plant yields abundantly if the weather is just
right, but the care in raising will outweigh the profits.
I failed to mention Alsike in the above, for aside /rom
its honey I would not think of discarding it, for here in
mixtures with other grasses it is fully equal to the red,
while as a honey-plant it has no equal in this section, except cottonweed, which here exceeds linden in the amount
of nectar secreted, when linden is at its best, and is a much
more certain yielder, with a longer period of blooming. I
have wondered why it is not more spoken of as a honeyplant probably it does not yield in all sections as it does

Italian Bees"

Honey

vs. that of the
Pasturag-e.

BY

G. H.

Blacks— Bee-

ALLEN.

WAS

greatly amused when I read Mr. Bates' article, on
page 19, on " Why Italian Bees Store Better Honey than
the Blacks," and more so when " Stenog," in Gleanings,
went so far as to say that it is pretty hard to prove he (Mr.
Bates) is wrong, and follows with a long train of reasons.
However, I think Cogitator, on page 82, gives the article
about its right weight when he admits that Mr. Bates has
made some headway, but concludes by saying, " Now, if
some one will tell us why black bees store better honey
than the Italians why, then we'll have a mitten on each
hand." Now, I am not going to put that mitten on the
other hand, but just want to have my say from a practical
stand-point,and leave the theory to Mr. Bates and "Stenog."
I commenced to keep bees in 1890, all blacks.
In 1891 I
introduced Italian blood, and since then I have had blacks,
Italians, and almost all grades of hybrids, with a sprinkle
Now when the honey is capt over beof Carniolan blood.
fore extracting there is no difference in the honey of either
strain or mixture. I have never succeeded in getting pure
Italians to finish up comb honey equal to the blacks, in
The Carniolans were fully up to the blacks, and
color.
usually high-grade hybrids do first-class work.

I

—

;

—

EXPERIENCE WITH HONEY-PLANTS.

;

;

;

here.

Pleurisy-root yields scantily here, while Mr.
prizes it highly as a honey-plant.

Monroe

Co.,

Heddon

W. Va.

—

;;

June
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Foul-Brood

Germs— Spores and

Bacilli.

BY THOS. WM. COWAN.

HAVE

read the correspondence respecting; the destruction of foul-brood germs contained in honey, by means
of boiling, and it appears to me that, when giving- advice with respect to such a destructive enemy as foul brood,
we cannot be too cautious, and had better err on the side of
safety than the reverse.

I

From the promiscuous manner in which many talk
about microbes, bacilli, spores, or germs, it is quite evident
that they do not realize that a very great difference exists
between them and conditions that will be destructive of
the one may not have the slightest effect on the others. In
respect to the particular organism with which we have to
deal in foul brood; viz.. Bacillus alvei, we have to contend
with it in two different forms and stages of life, in one of
;
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eral degrees below the boiling-point if stirred and thoroly
mixt, and, of course, the larger the quantity the longer it
takes to raise the whole mass to the boiling temperature.
Experience has shown that it is not safe in every case to
depend upon 10 or IS minutes' boiling. Several boilings
would be better, but not so convenient to the ordinary beekeeper. The rationale of this is that, at the first boiling all

the developt bacilli are destroyed then suppose a nutrient
favorable conditions to exist in the
honey, the unaffected spores would germinate into bacilli,
and could be destroyed in the next boiling. A third and
even a fourth boiling might be necessary to destroy the
remainder. Failing this method of procedure it is safer,
with our present knowledge of the behavior of spores, and
taking into consideration the appliances at the command
of the average bee-keeper, to insist on prolonged boiling.
April 18, 1899.
Gleanings.
;

medium and other

which the

vitality of the organism is easily destroj'ed
while in the other the same organism, but under a different
form, is capable of retaining life, and germinating into the
condition of the previous stage, even after what would appear the most damaging influences, such as long lapse of
time, drying, heat, cold, and chemical re-agents.
The
bacillus condition is the first stage of active life of this or-

ganism

and it remains in this state, splitting and multiplying as long as it has nutrient material to live upon, and
other conditions are favorable. A bacillus is rod-shaped,
and when, in process of time, it has attained full growth, it
splits in two, each of these taking up an independent existence, and going thru the same process
and as it has been
shown that as many as two generations can be reared within
an hour, and as the same rate of progression can be kept up
by each individual in suitable nutrient media it is not astonishing that foul brood spreads rapidly.
Now, while in this bacillus stage it is not difficult to kill
the organism (a temperature under 160 degrees Fahr. will
do it), and there are a number of chemical re-agents which
even in great dilution will destroy bacilli. It is, however,
very different in the subsequent stage of existence of this
microbe. When the bacilli, or rods, have multiplied to such
an extent as to exhaust all the nutriment upon which they
were feeding, or come in contact with surroundings inimical
to their active existence, the rods gradually turn into
spores.
At a certain point of the rod a bright speck appears,
vi'hich gradually enlarges at the expense of the protoplasm
in the rod, until in its fully developt state it assumes an
oval shape. The sheath swells, and the bacillus looks much
thickened then the sheath breaks, and the spore becomes
;

;

;

free.

Now

it is

when

become spores that the

arises,

—

;

Experiment has shown that, to destroy all the spores,
prolonged boiling is necessary, or they must be subjected
to a higher temperature, such as is obtained from steam under pressure. Spores are unable to withstand steam, even
for a few minutes, at a temperature of 212 deg-rees Fahr.
but this could not be applied to honey, as the spores would
have to be separated before they could be acted upon by the
steam.
I have had frequent demonstrations that many do not
really understand what boiling, from a scientist's point of
view,

is,

ferent.
if

is why the results are frequently so difare content to think that the liquid is boiling
bubbling, whereas the bulk of it may be sev-

and that

They

they see

it

[Continued from patje
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Mr. H. S. Jones, of this (Cook) County, followed with
another paper on the same subject as that of Dr. Mason, viz:

How

Handle

I

My

Bees

In

the Spring.

To begin with, they get little handling by me in early
spring. No doubt it was intended that I should give my
experience in managing my bees in early spring. I must
start from the close of winter, then if you will follow me
thru until spring you will have my whole management.
In the first place, I must describe the hive I use. I make
all my hives by hand, buying the lumber in boards, and
make it complete from bottom to cover. My hives are all
double-wall, without any air-space between, and painted on
the outside. You will no doubt ask why I make a hive
Because the moisture from the bees is taken up by
thus.
the inside ^oard the outside board being painted, warms
the inside quickly the inside board being connected to the
outside by direct connection conveys the heat to the inside
much quicker.
I winter my bees on the summer stands without any
protection, such as fence, etc., until along in January,
when I commence to shelter and start the spring managing.
On sunny days I open every hive, loosening the packing,
which is excelsior, so that the sun goes direct into the
super.
I watch the sun very closely, in case it should
cloud up.
The hives are at once packt and covers put on. This
is continued until along in April, according to the weather.
Now it is time to examine all colonies, and give them clean
houses. We all want clean houses in springtime, so do the
bees. I have several new hives on hand, dried and painted.
Starting at one end of a row I take out the frames and note
their condition, jot it down in my book, opposite the number
of the hive. At a glance I know just the condition of that
hive if short of stores I can give sealed or unsealed honey,
as the case maj' demand, and pack them good and warm.
Why should not bees treated thus give good returns for
trouble taken ? I always give where needed new workercomb this will insure larger and stronger bees. Mr. York,
when at my apiary last year, noticed how large my bees
were. That is the way I got them.
Sometimes I spread the brood, but not unless it will
stand it. I do not advise spreading except under very
favorable signs sometimes I stimulate by feeding honey.
Bee-keepers should have enough extra combs on hand for
times of need.
As soon as possible after the middle of April I replace
In this way there is no
all old queens with young ones.
loss of time, and the bees are not so liable to swarm. I
keep very close watch of all colonies to see that their little
wants are supplied promptlj-.
The extra-strong colonies I divide early in May, giving
one-half a young queen, and nurse them along until basswood bloom or sweet clover, when they are ready for busi;

;

the rods have

because it is very difficult to make many understand the great difference between them and bacilli.
They are analogous to seeds of plants, altho they dift'er
from these in possessing greater vitality. Spores retain
the power to germinate into bacilli after the lapse of long
periods; and Dr. Klein, one of our great authorities, says,
' There is no reason to assume that these periods have any
limit." We have, at any rate, had ample evidence in our
own experience to show that spores have retained their
vitality for many years. These spores are not only capable
of germinating into bacilli after a long period of time, but
will endure heat, cold, drying and chemical re-agent.s influences that would be destructive to bacilli themselves.
The temperature of boiling water does not destroy them unless considerably prolonged, altho a very much lower temperature, as I have already stated, will kill bacilli. If we
had to do with bacilli only, in every case bringing up tlie
temperature to 212 degrees Fahr. would be amply sufficient
but with spores it is different. A few minutes boiling will
destroy some, because all the spores have not the same degree of vitality and in this they resemble seeds of plants.
It is well known that some seeds will germinate much
sooner than others, and some will not germinate at all.

danger

Report of the Chicago Bee-Keepers' Convention.
BY HERMAN F. MOORE.

;

;

;
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I give my bees more care during the early spring
than at any other time of the year, because this is the time
they need more, and in doing this I am looking after my

ness.

own

interests.

In the first three months of winter there is always
plenty of bees in a colony prepared for winter, and as the
winter advances they get less in number; after the first of
the year thej- will not be so strong, therefore they need
more protection, and some shelter, which must be given if
wintered out-of-doors. I take out the packing, according to
the weather, until it is all taken out. Then they are ready
for supers. I remove the Hill's device and take a good,
sharp scraper and scrape all propolis from the tops of the
frames. " Now the bees are ready for the harvest.

Cook

Co.,

^

111.

H. S. Jones.

T. Hammersmark then opened the discussion in
an interesting manner as follows

Mr.

J.

:

June

1,

1899.

Water placed about in the yard in small wooden tubs
with some sort of a float in them to save the bees from
drowning in the water is, I believe, of great importance,
for on cold days when the bees can barely fly, they can get
their supply at home without flying- away to find a drinking
place. Also, to supply them with rye-flour before they can
gather pollen is of some use. But I do not think this is as
necessary' as the water question. The entrance of the hive
I would keep contracted down to an inch or two, as this will
help to retain the heat which is of so much value just now.
When the weather becomes warm and settled, then these
blocks or sticks should be removed, and full entrance be
allowed.
As the topic of this essay calls for early spring management, I shall not proceed any further, but will leave j-ou
right at this point to finish the season yourself. To the
bee-keeper, what I have said is old, and experience that he
should have gone thru but if the novice or any one else
shall derive any benefit from this paper, I shall not consider
A great deal more could be said on this
it work in vain.
subject, still if what has been read in your hearing is followed out in deed, you are on the right road for strong colonies by the first of June, and all ready, so far as bees are
concerned, for the big honey crop in 1899 if it comes.
Cook Co., 111.
J. T. Hammersmark.
;

How

I

Handle

My

Bees

in

Early Spring.

Because I am interested in the bee-cause, and not believing in simply being a drone in the hive of bee-keepers,
but rather a worker, therefore have I accepted the invitation
to write an essay on the subject.
In our line of business we all know, or at least we all
should know, that to set certain dates for the accomplishment of certain duties about the apiary is an impossibility,
for the reason that our work must be done when the weather
is suitable, and when the bees can fly.
The first thing that
I should do with my bees in early spring would be to assist
them to clean up their house, no matter whether they were
wintered indoors or on the summer stands. During the
winter months the older bees die off, and if they do not become clogged up between the combs in their descent, they
fall to the bottom-board, which, by the time spring- comes
around, generally becomes thickly covered with these dead
bees. Bees also sometimes die in patches on the comb,
caused by their leaving the main cluster on some mild day.
But the weather suddenly turns very cold, and they cannot
get back to the main cluster where they can keep warm,
and are therefore soon chilled thru and die. These and all
dead bees should be brusht oft' the combs, and the cemetery
below them should be removed and a clean, fresh bottornboard put in its place. All this is a great help to the colony,
and it seems to appreciate this help, for one so treated will
build up strong in numbers very much faster than one not
so treated.
I would
now, should I find a weak colony unite
it with a stronger one, so that the two would make one
good colony. Feeding the bees with sugar .syrup, or, better
still, full or partly full combs of honey, is also now in order,
for we must see to it that there is plenty of honey in the
hive so that the bees shall not be saving of food, atid thereby limit the queen in her work of egg-laving, for she
must eat plentifully in order to lay eggs profusely. Then
the larva; also have to be fed, and the bees themselves have
to live, so you see it is very important to have plenty of
honey in the hive all the time.
If any colonies are found to be queenless at this early
investigation, they should be given a queen, or a comb containing brood and eggs from another colony, from which
they can rear a queen. A sharp lookout should be kept on
these queenless colonies, as they are liable to be robbed at

any time now.
do not believe it pays to try to build up weak colonies
thing in the spring, but unite them, and in a short
time you can divide them to advantage, if you desire to increase your stock of bees.
In April, when the state of the weather permits, I would
cut out all surplus drone-comb. We can leave this work
until a later period, but see what our neglect will cost. The
queen wastes her time and energy in laying these eggs;
the bees waste their time and your honey in nursing and
caring for these big, worthless babies. But this is not all,
for you must have a hand in this matter also, and cut out
this mussy mass of worthle-ssness if you want the best results in honej'. Had I a colony whose population had become so decreast during the winter confinement as to be
able to care for say only four combs, I would take the surplus combs away and follow up these four combs with a
division-board, for bj' this change they could keep much
warmer, which would also induce the queen to more vigorous egg-laying. When needed, these surplus combs should
be given back, one or two at a time, moving the divisionboard back each time until their regular set of combs are
returned, then the division-board should be removed from

—

A general discussion of the topic followed, by Dr. Peiro,
Dr. Miller, C. Beers, H. M. Arnd, Mrs. Stow, Mr. Hogge,
and others.
The next number was a bee-song by Ferdinand Moore,
the little son of the secretarj-, which was well received and
applauded.
[Concluded next week.]

CONDUCTED BY

rm.

C. C.

MILT.ER. AJareng-o,

111.

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail.— Editor.]

Splints for Stiffening Foundation.

Where can I get, or how can I make, the splints for stifMinnesota.
fening foundation in the frames ?

—

Answer. I got mine from the A. I. Root Co., but any
manufacturing establishment that has machinery for slicing separators can make them. The ordinary wood separators are cut into the proper length, the thickness being 1-16
inch, then a bunch of them can be sliced into 1-16 splints.

The

first I used I sliced out of separators with a pocketknife, but that's a slow way.

I

the

first

the hive.

Fastening Foundation

in

Frames.

—

Dr. Miixer
I see in Gleanings for Dec. IS an article
about sticks in frames for fastening the fotindation.
2. Will these answer for
1. Please let me know the size.
extracting- without any wire in frame ? 3. In speaking of
the engraving under No. 1, "half bottom not yet nailed on,"
does this mean that there are holes in top and bottom bars
:

for insertion of the sticks ? 4. How are the sticks imbedded
5. Which foundation, " medium or
in the foundation ?
W. C. Myer.
light," is best ?
is '/$ inch less than the inside measure
bottom bar, and the sticks are 1-16 inch square.
The reason for having the sticks 's inch shorter than the
space between top and 'oottom bar is that it is easier to
handle the shorter sticks in putting them in and, besides,
basswood (of which timber the sticks are made) increases in
length as well as thickness when it swells, and when the
wood is thrown into boiling wax I think it likely that it in1.

The length

from top

to

;

creases in length.
2. Yes.
I extracted about 300 pounds from such

combs

June

1,

americafn bee journal

1899.

that had been built the same summer, and there was no
trouble.
The sticks do not necessarily touch either top3. No.
bar or bottom-bar, and there are no holes to let them in.
The object of having: the bottom-bar in two pieces is to allow the foundation to go between the two parts. The foundation is cut ;-2 inch wider than the inside depth of the
frame. That allows '4 inch at the top to g-o into a saw-kerf
in the top-bar, and % inch at the bottom between the two
parts of the bottom-bar. The foundation is cut so as to
make a close tit to the end-bars at each side, the frame is
put on the board, such as is commonly used for putting
foundation in frames; the foundation is slipt into the sawkerf of the top-bar, and then the second part of the bottombar is put in place, a single small wire-nail is driven at the
middle to fasten the two parts of the bottom-bar together,
and then the remaining nail is put into each end of the bot-

tom-bar. Top-bars and end-bars are I's inches wide, and
each part of the bottom-bar 'i inch wide. That allows 's
inch between the two parts of the bottom-bar for the foun-

dation.

4. If you put in the dry sticks, the bees will gnaw them
out every time. Put a little bunch of the sticks in melted
wax. keeping the wax where it will stay hot. At first the
air and moisture in the sticks will make a great frothing,
and you will not imbed any till all settles and becomes clear.
Then with a pair of tweezers, or something of the kind, lift
a stick out of the wax, lay it in place, and press it into the
foundation with a presser made of a little board about as
long as the sticks, or not quite so long, and about ^s inch
thick.
The edge that presses in the sticks must he kept
soakt in water, so the wax will not stick to it. Five sticks
are used in a frame, one about an inch from each end-bar. the
other three at regular intervals. In rare cases I've had the
bees gnaw at the sticks, even when cookt in wax, but I don't

know why.
5. I iiave used rather heavy foundation (.some I've had
on hand for a number of years), but it may be that light
foundation would do just as well. Certainly just as light
foundation can be used as if wire replaced the sticks.
These sticks allow the combs to be built solid to the
bottom-bar (but sometimes the bees will dig under), and I
know of no advantage in an3' way that the wires have over
them. Gleanings.

—

'*-•-*'

Blacks

vs. Italians as to Hardiness.

Are Italian bees as good to stand the cold as blacks? I
had five colonies Italianized last j'ear, and they all died.
they were all in
I had 15 colonies of blacks and lost one
one row in double-walled hives. A good many bees died in
New Yokk.
this county the past winter.
;

—

Answer. I don't know whether Italian bees, taken as
a whole, differ in hardiness from blacks. It is quite likely
that your Italians are not as hardy as your blacks. But you
must rememlier that all blacks are not alike as to hardiness
and other qualities, and also that Italians vary.
Pinli

Comb and Honey.

Why

do bees build pink comb and store honey of the
color in the brood-frames ? Some of the combs in our
Maryland.
city hives are thus colored.

same

—

Answer. I don't know what plant they are working
on to produce such results, but it is well known that the
color of the honey, and to some extent the color of the comb,
depends upon the kind of flowers visited.
York's Honey Almanac is a neat little 32-page pamphgotten up with a view to create a demand for
honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices A sample for

let especially

:

stamp

50 for 70 cents 100 for
For 25 cents extra we
$1.25 250 for $2.75 500 for S4.50.
will print your name and address on the front page, when
a

;

;

25 copies for 50 cents

;

;

ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.

;
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§ 2. Section eighty-one of said act is hereby amended
so as to read as follows
Sec. 81. Duties of the commissioner. The commissioner of ag-riculture shall immediately, upon receiving notice of the existence of foul brood among bees in any locality, send some competent person or persons to examine the
apiary or apiaries reported to him as being affected, and all
the other apiaries in the immediate locality of the apiary- or
apiaries so reported; if foul brood is found to exist in them,
the person or persons so sent by the commissioner of agriculture shall give the owners or caretakers of the diseased
apiary or apiaries full instructions how to treat said cases.
The commissioner of agriculture shall cause said apiary or
apiaries to be visited from time to time as he may deem
best and if, after proper treatment, the said bees shall not
be cured of the disease known as foul brood, then he may
cause the same to be destroyed in such manner as may be
necessary to prevent the spread of the said disease. For the
purpose of enforcing this act, the commissioner of agriculture, his agents, employes, appointees, or counsel, shall
have access, ingress, and egress, to all places where bees or
honey or appliances used in apiaries may be, which it is believed are in any way affected with the said disease of foul
brood. No owner or caretaker of a diseased apiary, honey,
or appliances shall sell, barter, or give away any bees,
honey, or appliances from said diseased apiary, or expose
other bees to the danger of said disease, nor refuse to allow
the said commissioner of agriculture, or the person or persons appointed by him to inspect said apiary, honey, or appliances, and do such things as the said commissioner of agriculture, or the person or persons appointed by him shall
deem necessary for the eradication of said disease of foul
brood. Any person who disregards or violates any of the
provisions of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor, and
shall be punisht by a fine of not less than thirtj' dollars,
:

—

Editor Hutchinson wants a good

nor more than one hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in
the county jail for not less than one month, nor more than
two months, or by both fine and imprisonment.
This act shall take effect immediately.
j; 3.

New York

They went after it
bee-keepers
bee-keepers went after it too, and
" got left." Well, we hope that some day Illinois will have
a legislature that will respect the rights of the people a little more, and do justice to so worthy a class as are the beekeepers of this State.
for

1

Illinois

The Georgia State Fair, to be held at Atlanta, Oct. IS
Nov. 4, 1899, proposes making quite a feature of the apiary department. The following is the premium list offered
on bees, honey, etc.:
to

1st.

3rul.

Comb

honey, quality and manner of putting up for
market to be considered
$13 Sb 00
Extracted honej', quality and manner of putting up
for market to be considered
13 6 00
Beeswax, not less than 20 pounds
7
3 00
Italian bees in one-frame observatory hive, purity
S 3 00
of workers considered

Italian queen-bee
Honey-vinegar, one gallon
Apiarian supplies, best collection
Comb foundation for brood-chamber
Comb foundation for surplus honey
Honey-extractor
Wax-extractor
Bee-hive for comb honey
Bee-hive for extracted honey
Shipping-case for comb hone)'
Uncapping-knif e

5
2
IS

2
2
3
3
3

1

1
1

2
2
2

3

2

2

1

1

trust that our Georgia

will help to put

subscribers,

who can do

up a good bee and honey exhibit.

00

8 00

1

Smoker

We

3 00

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
SO
SO
so.

For any

further information address T. H. Martin, Secretary, Prudential Building, Atlanta, Ga.

HoneyMuffins. — Sift together one and

a half pints of

two teaspoonfuls of baking powder, and a small halfteaspoonful of salt. Work in two tablespoonfuls of butter
add three beaten eggs, one cup of honey, and half a pint of
milk. Beat thoroly and bake in a hot oven. Good Houseflour,

:

—

keeping.

article

on hunting

wild bees. We don't know any one better fitted to write
such an article than himself.

Hon.

;

Hurrah
and got it.
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M. Hamb.\ugh, we

J.

pointed

inspector of apiaries
Writing us May 18, he says

learn, has recently been apfor San Diego Co., Calif.

:

"There has been

a slight honey-flow from sage the
past two weeks, but there will be little or no surplus. This
is even more than was expected, owing to the long drouth.
This section has been badly scourged the past two years."
#

Prof. A.
us

May
'•

18,

As

I

J.

said

Co., Calif., writing

:

hoped would be

deal of honey.

* # *

Cook, of Los Angeles

It

may

not

true, the bees are getting quite a
last,

but

I

hope

it

will."

We

understand that Prof. Cook expects to come East in
July. It is over five years since he went to California. We
hope he will arrange to be at the Philadelphia convention,
the first week in September. He would enjoy it, and so
would everj'body else.
*

» #

The Seventeen Prominent Canadians, members

of
the " Senate of Canadian Bee-Keepers," shown on the first
page, form a handsome group, and we are glad of the opportunity to present them to our readers. Mr. D. W. Heise,
the " Noter and Picker " of the Canadian Bee Journal, referring to the group picture, had this to say in the same
issue of the journal in which the engraving appeared
:

not often that I have occasion to find fault %vith
my colleagues in convention, but when two honorable senators will so far lose their self-respect as did F. A. Geramill
and W. Atkinson, at Brantford recently, by making an aggravated assault on a photographer's personal property, in
attempting to walk thru a supposed open door (a plate glass
mirror) to interview the fellow whom they thought resembled themselves in the adjoining room, I consider it a lasting disgrace. The demand for immediate senate reform is
'•

It is

and imperative.
" While being arranged in a proper position for a snapshot in the picture gallery, where the reprobates above referred to ran foul of the mirror, Mr. F. Holtermann (more
commonly known as the editor of the Canadian Bee Journal) exprest a desire to be tickled down about the fourth
rib
or that some one would tell a funny story that would
cause the muscles of his face to contract and bring on a
smile, which is very, very rarely found there. As this
picker happened to be standing bj' his side, and owing to the
disparity in our height, I was in a very advantageous position, and kindly consented to keep up the tickling while
the other fellows told stories (real funny ones). Now, dear
reader, when that picture appears in the journal (which I
expect will be with this issue), just observe the effect the
tickling and stories had on that editor. Perhaps I tickled'
too hard, or perhaps the other fellows told stories too hard.
Instead of producing the smile, his countenance really takes
on the expression of one in extreme agony, and no smile at
Poor editor
all.
" This effect on the said editor reminds me of the Dutchman who purchast a small porker from his Irish neighbor.
After keeping said porker until he grew big and fat, the
pig-killing day arrived, and after breaking Mr. Grunter's
skull with an axe, and giving him it in the neck with a
huge knife, of course Mr. G. lay motionless, and just as
the Dutchman attempted to take him by the leg to place
'nim in a more congenial position, Mr. Grunter decided to
make his last kick on earth, with the result that his foot
came with tremendous force against the Dutchman's
'bread-basket,' which paralyzed him for some minutes.
When he fully recovered from the nervous shock, he exclaimed, Irish ish Irish, deat or alife !'
grim editor will be the same whether in a
"Moral
picture gallery or in his private sanctum."
justifiable,

;

'

'

'

I

'

'
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Hildreth
NEW YORK.
We desire to inform
added.

The business

Segelken,

HrfcNinV
llvJi^CfY,

120-122 ;w. Broadway,

tal

&

June

1,

1899.

JOBBERS AND
COMMISSION

MERCHANTS

Beeswax, flaple Sugar and Syrup.

our friends and patrons that our firm has been re-organized and additional capiconducted under the firm name and stj-le of

will be

HILDRETH & SEGELKEN,
where we have had the pleasure of serving our friends for the past 11 years. Management and supervision will be the same and our business methods— those of square and honest dealings
at the old stand,

will be practiced as heretofore.

We believe we have now the esteem and confidence of our shippers thruout the country, and that our
dealings, as a rule, have been of the most pleasant nature.
Our additional capital will put us in position to increase our alreadv large business still farther,
if possible, and at the same time enable us to treat our shippers even more liberally than heretofore, in

making advances,

etc.

Records will show that we handle by far the bulk of all the honey sent to our market.
We make
honey the principal part of our business, are personally acquainted and have trade connections all over the
country, wliich enable us to handle any amount of honey to better advantage than any other house.
Old shippers know us and will bear us out in what we have said. Those bee-keepers who do not know
us and have had no dealings with us, we would cordially invite to correspond with us and make our acquaintance.
We not only handle on commission but buy largely as well, from small lots to carloads, for
spot cash.

We wish to call the attention of the Southern bee-keepers to the fact, that our market never was in
better condition than this season. Old stock is disposed of and the market is bare, with a good demand.
New crop will find ready sale and at higher prices than have ruled for years past. We would advise them
to send their honey, while there is a good demand at good prices, as later on conditions of the market mav

change.

MAPLE

We also handle
SUGAR AND SYRUP very extensively, and would be pleased to hear from
those having any of these goods to offer.
In conclusion, we wish to extend our thanks to all of our shippers for their past favors, and trust to
receive their kind consideration in the future.
;;iA4t
Please mention the American Bee Journal.
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GEORGE W. YORK & COMPAN'V,

The "Golden Method" Compared
With athers.
Query 90. — What percent more of surplus
honey do you think can be obtained by the
Golden method than bv ordinary methods?
—Ohio.

—

Stone I never tried it.
M. Hambatigh— I don't know.
Dr. J. P. H. Brown— I do not know.
Emerson T. Abbott— I do not know.
Eugene .Seoor— I don't care fo guess.
S. T. Pettit— I don't think it a fair ques-

Jas. A.
J.

118

Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

111.

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturafj'e and NectarProducing Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered bj- an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and-Horiiculture. SI. 00 per year; 6

months, 50 cents.
218

Sample

copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
North Main Street.
Los A.mgeles, Cal.
-

tion.

A. P.
to say.

Brown- My

experience too limited

•'*

its field

The MoNETTE Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catchiup and clippinfj Queens'
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at SI. 00; or for $1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

Dr. C. C. Miller— I don't know.
tried

I

never

it.

J, M. Null— I bnve never tried the
Golden method.
E. Wbitcotnb— I have never tried the
Golden method.
P. H. Elwood— I have never tried the
Golden method.
R. L. Taylor None, I think, but I haven't
tried that method.
W. G. Larrabee— I have no experience
with the Gulden method.
G. M. Doolittle— Ask Mr. Golden. Keep
an • eye " on the reports regarding it, and

Mrs.

—

compare them with others who use the

Queens

Golden

Italian
.^u-^^trma".
Wii: all Oueens l.\ return mail: will run
l.2iM* nuclei; Uueens reared by Doolittle's

method; safe delivery and satisfaction
^--uaranleed; have 11 jears' experience
and know what g^ood (Jueens are.
Prices— 75c each: d f or S4. Selected, $1;
forS5. AflerJuly 1.50c each; 0forS2.75.
Selected. 75c;

IE
ft

'

for S4.
are prolific

My Queens
and workers,
industrious as well as beautiful to look
hundreds of testimonials prove this.
1
iust now have a nice lot of Queens
which have just started to lay. Order at
once and I will send vou something- fine.

at;

SPECIAL

quantities.

LOW PRICE on

Queens

in

Address,

H. G. QUIRIN, Parkertown, Erie Co. Ohio.

^loney Order Oflice. Belle\'ue.
22A21t

Please mention the Bee Journal.

June

1,
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mi'h Column
WITH ORDERS

E. S.

Our extensive enlargements last fall,
costinsf in the ag-gregate some $15.00(1.
enables us to keep pace with our increasing trade. Send in your orders.
and they will be promptly executed,
either from the main office or branches
and agencies. Give us a trial, and see
how quickly we can make shipment.

Save Freight
at the Nearest

Braneh

or Agency.

BRANCH OFFICES.
THE
118

Michigan

A.

I.

ROOT

Street,

-

CO.,
Chicago.

111.

Georgb W. York, Manager.

THE

A. I. ROOT CO..
1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
H. G. AcKLiN, Manager.

THE
163S

A.

I.

West Genesee

ROOT
St.,

F. A. Salisbury,

THE
Mechanic

A.

J. B.

THE
10

Vine

I.

Manager.
CO.,

-

Maine.

M.\sON, Mgr.

A.

Street,

CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y.

ROOT

Falls,

I.

ROOT

-

ordinary methods. Time will prove more
than my "think" possibly can.
Dr. A. B. Mason— I don't know: have not
tried the Golden method.
O. O. Poppleton— I have no experience
with the Golden method.
Mrs. L. Harrison— I have had no experience with the Golden method.
D. W. Heise— I have never tried the
Golden method, therefore I cannot say.

ENTIRELY UP

By Buying

347

CO.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

W. A. Selser, Manager.

AGENCIES.
A. F. McAdams, Columbus Grove, O.
C. H. W. Weber, 2146 Central Avenue,
(Successor to C. F. Muth & Son and A.Muth)

Lovesy— With

agement

Prof. A. J.

manwould be very lit-

able, practical

believe there
tle difference.
I

I

Indianapolis, Ind.

Vickery Bros., Evansville, Ind.
Jos. Nysewander, 612 W. Grand Ave.,
Des Moines, Iowa.
Jos. Nebel & Son. High Hill, Montgomery Co., Mo.
O. P. Hyde & Son, Hutto. Texas.
The L. A.Watkins Mdse.Co.Denver.Col.
The Abbey-Hardy Co., Grand Junction, Colo.

H. Back, 235 West Third North St.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Buell Lambersoii, 180 Front Street,
Portland, Oregon.
Union Hive& BoxCo.,Los Angeles,Cal.
M. R. Madarv. Fresno. Cal.
J.

Tli6fl.l.Root6oinpanii
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS:

MEDINA, OHIO.

sft

Sweet Clever (melilot)
AlsikeClover

—

can.

Rev. M. Mahin— I have not tried the
Golden method, nor seen it tried by any
one else. I may not know as much about
it as I think I do, but I have no faith in it.
J. E. Pond — I know nothing by practice
of the "Golden method." and can say
nothing of it by my own experience. As a
matter of opinion, however, I am inclined
to the belief that little if any gain can be
made by its use.
have not tried this
C. Davenport— I
method, but I have great respect for what
Mr. Golden says, or writes. He is a veteran, and belongs to that class who have
done so much to advance bee-keeping from
old-time methods to what it is at present.
Adrian Getaz— I have not tried the Golden
method. Any kind of management that
will successfully
prevent swarming, or
rather increase, will give far better results
than the ordinary methods. In poor seasons it may make all the difference between
some surplus and none at all.

W. Demaree— The answer

to

1016
$1.00
1.25

60c
70c
80c
60c
S5c

WhiteClover
Alfalfa Clover

Crimson Clover

sort
$4.00
5.75
5.00
5.00
3.50

2site

$2.2S
3.00
3.00
2.75

1.40
1.20
.90

2.1X)

Prices subject to market chang-es.

Add

25 cents to

wanted by

Mrs. A. J. Barber— I have never tried it,
and I do not believe it would succeed at all
with us (in Colorado).
As I have not practiced
C. H. Dibbern
that method I can only make a guess, and
you can do that as well.
E. France— [ don't know anything about
method. All the method I
the Golden
know is " France's method "—get all you

Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we cao
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freiirht
or e.xpress, at the following prices, cash with
the order:

have

Your orders

if

are solicited.

GEORGE
Michigan

IIS

your order, for cartage,

freig'ht.

YORK & CO.

W.

Street,

SILVER

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

GRAYirSs"'
THE
ALSO

Goldeu and 3-batided Italian.
Untested, 50c each; tested, 75c.

Purity of stock

and safe arrival g-uaranteed.

BANKSTON,

B.

C.

13Atf

-

RocMale, Texas.

Plt-ase Tiientidu the IUm- Journal.

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM-witL

(

tt">

simple, perfect, Gell-regQl&l.ii<p

EXCELSIOR

INCUBATOR

Thoua.nda io Euccesstul

0[<]
Ist-class balcber ojud,;
11. STAIII.,
S. Sih Kt..giilnrv. Ill

Lowest priced

GEO.
114to la^
r

44A26t

Please mention the Bee Journal.

ALbINU IjULuNb

prolifl"c

Queens-If°you

want the gentlest Bees— If you want the best
honey-ffatlierers vou ever saw trv mv Albinos.
Untested Queens in April. SI. (X): 'Tested. $1.50.
9A26t
J. D.
LlSBON.TEX.

—

GIVENS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

this

question must be judged tiy the meaning
the reader attaches to your expression,
"by ordinary methods." In my experience as a honey-producer, more depends
upon close attention to all present conditions—utilizing all the forces of the apiary
at the right time— than depends upon the
peculiar construction of the hive.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Prothero & Arnold, Du Bois, Clearfield
Co.. Pa.
Cleaver & Green, Troy, Bradf. Co., Pa.
W. W. Gary, Lvonsville, Mass.
M. H. Hunt & S'on, Bell Branch, Wayne
Co., Mich.
George E. Hilton, Fremont, Newavgo
Co., Mich.
Walter S. Pouder, 512 Mass. Avenue.

And Several Other Clover

Cook— Except one speak from

experience, one better not speak.
no experience.

G.

SWEET CLOVER

Better than
Am

I

the up-to-date bee-keeper, all g-oods manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., shipt to me in car
lots, and sold at their prices.
Send for illustrated, 3(i-pafre Catalotr FREP;;.

m^^^^mmi^^^o^m

GEO. E. HILTON,
FREMONT, Newaygo Co., MICH.

Address,
17A17t

m!)u^^^y

Ever

prepared to furnish everything- needed by

Please mention Bee Journal "when nrriting.

T^ /^ ry ry from barred Plymouth
rlTl-rS Thorobred ROCKS
— Fine Plumaged
AjVJVJIO
Fowls — Farm Raised — 75 cents
per dozen.
MRS. L C. AXTELL.
ROSEVILLE,

llAtf

I have been in the bee-business for the
past four years, and I find a great deal of

in working with bees.
last fall and I wintered

enjoyment

ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Colonies Very Strong.

Comb

had 12
them on
have been very forI

Foundation

Wholesale and Retail.

colonies
the summer stands. I
tunate as I lost but one. My colonies are
very strong; they are Italians.
Whiteside Co. 111.
J. W. Isherwood.

Working

VN^ax

,

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

Northwestern

Illinois

Convention.

DO NOT FAIL

The bee-keepers of the western part of
the Northwestern Illinois Bee Keepers' Association, held the spring meeting at the
home of John Wagner, in this (Stephenson)
County. The attendance was small, as the

rain in the morning and the day before left
traveling in bad shape, but those who were
there seemed enthusiastic and hoped for
better crops of honey this season. There
was small loss reported, and bees generally
in good condition.
Mr. Wagner met us at the station with
his team and took us to his delightful residence where it was one's own fault if be
did not enjoy himself, for Mr. Wagner and

Before placin^: your order, to send
what you need in

me

a list of

Foundation, Sections,
other Supplies, and ;^et my prices. You
the best goods and save money. IllusWANTED.
trated Catalog Free.

And

will

g-et

BEESWAX

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing
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Mr. Kipling Cured
\iy the inhalation of Oxyg^eu, the
specific cure for all lung- troubles.

For special information reyard-

wife had everything in good style, while
they had provided enough for a full-sized
camp-meeting. I hope they may live many
years and have their share of honey.
We mist many faces that we have met at
our conventions, and saw some new ones
which we hope to see at future meetings.

Stephenson Co..

Address,
DR. PEIRO.
Central Music Hall, Chicai^o.

111.,

Moving Bees
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Northern Queens.
YOU want the best houey-g-atherers, the
IFlong-est-Iived
and hardiest Queens, try a few
of my Northern-bred Italians—*' daughters of
imported Queens." Tested Queens, $1.5*); untested, 51.00; 2-frame Nuclei with tested Queen,
^.Oi_^ each: the same-with untested Queen, 52.25.
Ready to fill orders bv June 1. Correspoudence

MATE WILLIAMS,

solicited.

NiMKOD, Wadena Co., Minn.
Please mention Bee Jotirnal -when writing.
20A4t

with the best of
large yellow
prolific, workers gentle and
Queens,
honev-gratherers.
Tested
best
of
the
Send
$1.01.1 each; Untested. ~5c; $S.(M1 per dozen.
for our price-list, and see what others say.
J.

W,

IC

LOREAUVILLE

Italians,

SHAW

£ CO,,
LOUISIANA

(Iberia Parish)

Two Wagons

at

One

Price.
It is a matter of great convenience and a savfarmer
to
have
a low, handy
ing- of labor for a
wagon. They save more than half the labor of
manure,
loading in hauling
hay, grain, cornfodder, wood, stones, etc. The
man who already has a wagon
may have one of these low,

handy wagons

at the small
additional cost for a set of
wheels. These Electric Steel
Wheels, with either direct or
stagger spokes, with broadfaced tire, are made to fit any
axle. You can convert your
old wagon to a low, handy
wagon in a few moments'
time. Y'ou thus virtually have
two wagims at one price. Write to the Electric
Wheel Co., box 16, Quincy,Ill., for their catalog,
which luUy explains about these and their
Electric Handy Wagons, Electric Feed Cookers,
etc.

QUEENS

Smokers, Sections.
Comb FoundatLon
Ani] all Apinrlan Supplies
rhesp. Send for
£. T. KLANAUAN, BrlleTille. Ul

__

UttE
14Aly

t^ilalogae.

Please

meritli.iu

the iiee Journal.

2-TYame Nucleus with Untested
Queen, $2,25,
Untested Italian Queens, 65 cents each. Ready
May 1, 1819. ~Have orders bookt now,
and get bees when wanted.
J.

GUNZE.L, Obear, Craighead Co.,

to

an Orchard.

The prospect

for clover

and linden

good.

living IJo miles from me came
yesterday to get me to put 20 colonies or
more in his SOacre apple-orchard for 10
days, to fertilize the bloom. He offered 15
cents a colony. I took 10 colonies, but do
not like to risk moving many now while
they are gaining so fast here.
Wayne Co., Iowa, May 11. J.C.Davis.

Very Dpy Weather.
The weather here is very dry and bees
have done nothing up to date. As is usually the case, as soon as the trees blossomed
cloudy weather set in. There will be no
clover honey unless raip soon comes along.

Henry Alley.
Essex Co., Mass.,

May

19.

Heavy Winter

Losses.

Nearly all the bees wintered out-otdoors
were lost. One bee-keeper has only 15 left
out of 56 colonies; another has one left out
of 36. Those who cellared their bees are
much better off— loss very light.
The weather now is very unfavorable for
the bees cold and rainy nearly all of the
spring — in fact, very few good days for
them. From all accounts the "golden's''
Geo. Randall.
have wintered best.
Cherokee Co., Iowa, May 20.

—

f\rk.

2i^ \i/ \i/ \i/ \<> \0 vi> \t> il/ lii/ vl/ \i/<i^

of
BY

A,

J.

the Apiary,
COOK,

A description of the book here is quite unnecessary it is simply the most complete scientific
and practical bee-book publisht to-day. Fully
illustrated, and all written in the most fascinating style. The author is also too well-known to
the whole bee-world to require any introduction.
No bee-keeper is fully equipt, or his library
complete, without Trn-: Bee-Keepkks' Guide.

—

TWO New

Given for
The

Subscribers.

made to present suband no premium is also given to

following offer

scribers only,

is

the two NEW subscribers— simply the Bee Journal for one year:
Send us two new subscribers to the Bee
Journal [with $2.00), and we will mail you a copy
of Prof. Cook's book FREE as a premium.
Prof. Cook's book alone sent for $1.25, or we club
it with the Bee Journal for a year— both for only
$1.75.
But surely anybody can get only
new subscribers to the Bee Journal for a year,
and thus get the book as a premium. Let every
body try for it. Will YOU have one?
This 16th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's
magnificent book of 4t>o pages, in neat and substantial cloth binding, we propose to GIVE away
to our present subscribers, for the work of getting
subscribers for the American Bee
Journal.

TWO

NEW

Geo W. York &

I
T

Co., 118

Mich

experience to-day that was
never heard any
I
thing like it in beeexferience. It has been
cold, cloudy and windy for three or four
days, finally ending in a cold, driving rain,
and I suppose the birds have become very
hungry. To-day the bee-birds gathered in
my apiary to the number of two or three
dozen, sometimes two or three sitting on
I

bad a

Chicago, 111.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

I
T

•!•

Lang'stroth Hives and everything
pertaining to same.

4-

— in fact everything used by bee-

•5*

Setid for our Catalog.

"^

^
* MuthJars,Muth Honey Extractor y
keepers.

WEBER, "*

* C. H. W:.
* 21-k)Ceiitral Ave., CINCINNATI,

OHIO,

Successor to

4

CH.4S F.

Mdth i

tloneij

I

.Son

k

and A. Muth.

and Beeswax Wanted.

^
m

»% ^^^ *.*• ^^^ ^^^ •*• ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^4^ *!* ^^^ '^^^*S* ^^^ *£*

Please montion

ISAtf

CHA5.

F.

tlie

Bee Journal.

MUTri & SON.

I wish to announce to mv friends and patrons
that I have this day sold to C. H. W. WEBER,
of Cincinnati, ray Honey and Bee-Keepers' Supply business, known for the past 38 years as
Chas. F. Muth & Sox. Mr, Weber will continue to push the Langstroth hive and everything pertaining to same; besides, he has secured the agency for Mr. Root's goods, and will
I beg the customers of
sell them at his prices.
the old house, to whom I wish to extend my
thanks, to continue their patronage with Mr.
Weber, by whom I am sure they will be accorded
fair and lionest treatment.

Mrs. Annie

King-Birds Destroying Bees.

St-.

BEE^SUPPLIES.

One of the Hustling Bpown(ie)s.
here and it
I have three honey flows
doesn't seem likely that all of them will
fail.
I am trying hard to gel my dishes
right side up to catch all the flows. I do
believe I am in a good location for bees. I
have just extracted over a barrel of honey
that was in the way of the queens. (You
see I put them into winter quarters with a
plenty.) I have put extracting supers on
some of the strong colonies so they can remove the honey from the brood-nests and
make room for the queens, and the bees are
rushing the honey up-stairs just as I told
them to. They have been getting considerWhat they are
able from fruit-bloom.
working on just now I do not know, but
•'
they are getting their daily bread."
I am almost as busy as the blessed bees
are; I get up every morning at 4 o'clock,
and I work at not a thing but bee-keeping.
Erie Co., N. Y.. May 23. E. W. Bkown.

1899.

460 Pages— 16tli (1899; Edition— 18th Thousand— Sl-25 postpaid.

*

Please mention the Bee Jfnirnal.
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PROE

A man

Please mention the Bee Journal.

22Atf

F.

fast.
is

MAIL,

C\\ IFFN^
VotULLi lO ••
Queens, healthy and
• •

Manual

Or,

16.

The loss of bees here the past winter has
been heavy, especially among farmers, at
I lost 5 out of 46 colonies.
least 7.5 percent.
The weather for the past month has been
very favorable, and they are breeding up

^^^^S^^i^b^

you WANT

WtlEN

May

1,

THE BEE=KEEPER'S
i^QUIDE^

Jonathan Stewart.

The Oxygen Treatment,

ing-

June

Cincinnati. Ohio, April

Muth

7. l-S-n.

(Widow.)
ISAtf

little

quite unusual, in fact

Bee-

I

I
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Root's Goods at Root's Prices.
PoUDER's Honky-Jars aud everything used by bee-keepers. Prompt
Service low freight rate. Catalog

—

tree.

WALTER
512

S.

POUDER,

Masn. Ave..

Please mention Bee Journal

when

^^
^'
^'
^^
^^
$;
^.

writing.

one hive. It was cold aud windy so there
were but few bees flying, otherwise I believe they would have done considerable
damage. I tell you, seeing is believiug. and
it will be useless to try to convince me that
the king-bird is anything but an enemy to
the bee-keeper. Why, they would actually
sit on the corner of a hive and watch down
at the entrance, and if a bee showed herself
or took wing she was gobbled up in short
order.
The past severe winter seems to have

Don't Rent
ESTABLISH A

HOME OF
YOUR OWN

Read "The Corn Belt," a hand-umtmonthly paper, beautifully illustrate d.
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
209

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

i

:

June

1,
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Van Deusen Jtiin Foundation.
We have several 25- pound boxes of VaaDeusen
Thin Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation for sale at
This Foundation is preferred bymany. We have only a few boxes of it at our
Chicag"o Branch, so an order for same should be

$12.50 per box.

sent prompilv.

Address,

THE
118

Michiyau

A.

A/,

ROOT

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

me send you my 64Catalog for 1899.
tlenUiiis, 'WetumpJia, A.la,

BEE-KEEPERS
i7.

I.

Street,

Let

!

pag-e

Please mention Bee Journal

when

Are not

flDEL

BEES

writing.
Italians;

thevareGOLDEN

CARNIOLANS —
and practically a

non-swarming, non-stinging strain of bees;
great honev-g'atherers and sure to winter. Tested
Queens, each, 51.00; 6 Queens, 55.50; 12 Queens,
$9.00.
Everything guaranteed. Book giving 37
years' experience in queen-rearing mailed free.

HENRY ALLEY,
21A3t

Please

Wenham, Essex Co., Mass.
mention Bee Journal when writing.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no Sag in Brood-Frames.
Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being the cleanest is usually w^orkt
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. A.

VAN DEUSEX,

Sole Manufacturer,
Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.
Please int^uuon ±ieo jouji^t^i win^ii wniing.

/N

^v ^x

$l.t eacb;
^x Untested Italian, $1.0;'
afterJulvI, 70 cent each;
Testec
ted, fl.25
f'"^ *- *'
I I a\ ^
Address
1 1 (y each. Catalog- free. A

m-fc

IllPl^riv
IJ
1
nn
>3l»U U U
Theodore Bender, Cautoa,Ohlo.
I

1

Please mention the Bee Journal.

THE

made away with all kinds of insects, so I
suppose the birds are hard prest for food.
bees that were left out-doors last winter
almost all died. I heard of one man who
had IS. lost all; another who had 1*2 or 14,
has one left another, who had a big drygoods box that has bad a colony in it for
four or five years, always wintered on summer stands without protection, is now out of
the business. My own loss is about 10 per
cent, mostly all owing to leaving out doors,
my cave being too small to hold all.
The bees have done fairly well up to the
present, but fruit-bloom is a failure on account of cold winds and rain, so I suppose
we will have to feed some.
All my alsike clover winterkilled, but
there is some white clover left, and perhaps
the present wet weather may bring it on in
good "shape" yet.
E. S. Miles.
Crawford Co., Iowa, May 14.

Our unrivaled

I'J

serving fruit with honey instead of sugar.
Some years since I carried on business in
St. Louis, and among my stock I kept fruit
and honey. A customer of mine wisbt me
to be sure to secure her a couple of bushels
of damson plums, and as they were very
scarce in that vicinity. I had to send to Indiana for them, and obtained about four
bushels; by the time I got them and paid
the charges and first cost they stood me a
pretty good figure, and then my customer
backt out, and 1 was out both pocket and
temper.
I kept the plums a few days, iind could
not sell them. I had in the shop about 500
pounds of extracted clover boney, very
fine, and I decided either to spoil a whole
all the plums, or else
lot of honey and
make my money out of them.
I treated the plums the same as I would
to preserve them with sugar, but instead
of pound for pound I used two pounds of
honey to one of plums. I put them up in
gallon stone jars, covered them with paper.

var-

Bordeaux ami Ver*
morel Nozzles, the World's Best.
THE DEMlNd CO. Salem. 0.
WfBtern AgenW, Hennion & HubCatalog, formulas free
, Chicago.

when

Please mention Bee Journal

-writing.

A, I, ROOT GO'S GOODS ^tr."'Including their discounts for goods wanted for
u^e another season. It will pay you to send me
list of goods wanted.
Cash for Beeswax.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

THE

Union Combination Sawfor ripping.

SSI,

cross

cutting,

-

raiiering, rabbeting, groov-

Ppesepving Fruit with Honey.
On page 221 is an item in regard to pre-

'i

n

gaining,

K>

scroll

-

Hawing,

boring,

mo u

edge-

d n g
beading, etc.
I

i

,

Foot

Full line

AND handchinery

Power

.

Ma-

Send for Catalog A.

Seneca Falls IMs. Co.. 4« Hater

St.,

Seneia Falls, N,Y.
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WHITE MAN'S
BURDEN
of rcsponsilnlily to
fence qiieNtioii
i'h;irt,'*'ii til

Havt.> Miti

PA(ii:

tln'

th©
extent that the

tiiken

Itupf

HOVFX WIRK FENCE

Puge
CO.,

Please mention Bee .Tournal

An
*tU

PARF

nUL
^===
I

is die-

is

introduced,

ADRIAN, MICH.

when

-WTitine;'

CATALOG BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
Instructions to Beginners, ttc, free.

JOHN NEBEL & SON,

High Hill, Missouri.
Please mention Bee Jotimal when -writing.
5Atf

LEWIS

G. B.

GO'S

of Perfection.

W

Verdict of Thoiisanfls of Customers

anci ttie

Acknowledpeiit

of Competitors.

coupled with twenty-five years of manufacturing experience, enable us to anticipate and)
supply every want and need of the bee-keeper, promptly and accurately.

YOU

WANT THE BEST— They Cost No More.

copy of our Catalog- and Price List mailed free upon application.

Factories and

Main

Branch Offices and Warepooms
LEWIS CO.,
515 First Ave., N. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
B. LEWIS CO.,

G. B.

19

K^ms^n.. Kmul.

made while puioping.

ieties apraj'cre,

facilities,

A

G.

pie Indee-J.

Slon

sg

n? VK
Is tlie

with oar npw patent

KEROSENE SPRAYERS

;

Are Models
TMs

349

South Alabama Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Office:

Watertown, Wisconsin.
AGENCIES

:

E. T.

ABBOTT, St. Joseph, Mo.
L. C. WOODMA>l, Grand Rapids-tMich.
FRED FOULGER & SONS, Ojrden, Utah.
SMITH'S CASH STORE, San Francisco, CaU
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8
Lyon
NEW LONDON,

Page

operates two Sawmills that

Mfg. Co.
WIS.,

cut, annually, eig'ht million feet of

lumber, thus

se-

f

curing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

13^^
^^^>^^^' Q^^^^ii^^
iiQC^]\.CepCTS OUpipilCS,,,,

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
lutely accurate.
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable
this firm to furnish the

Send

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

for Circular and

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

Please raention Bee Journal "when "writing.

FK-ICBS OF
Biiigliaui Perfect
Smoke Engine (largeal smoker made) 4-in.
Doctor
3H in.
Conqueror

;

l^arse

Plain
Little

Wonder (weight

10 ounces)

Honey-Knife

Bingham Smokers have

all

the

3-in.
2j^-in.
2-in.
2-in.
...

Bee-Smokers

stove.
stove.
slove.
stove.
stove.
stove.

Doz. $13.00; each, by mall, $1.50
Doz.
9.00;
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.

new improvements,

its record and pedigree.
FIFTEEN TKAK8 FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror l^y years. I was always pleased with its
workings, hut thinking 1 would need a new one this summer, 1 write for a circu-

or Knile. look up

lar.

1 do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January :.'7, 1897.
Truly.
W. H. Eagerty, Cuba. Kansas.

T. F. BIXGHAITI, Farwell, inirlilgan.

June

1,

1899.

e

!

June

1,

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

1899.

the fodder around and the ones I had the
boxes around. All did w,dll.
I have changed four o( my hives to the
Golden method. I intend to put the first
swarm into them and see whether I can do
any better with them than with the others.
If I do. so much for having the American
Bee Journal, which I could not think of
being without, nor should any one that has

any

bees.

I

am

Convention Notices.
Texas.— The Central Texas Bee-Keepers' Association will meet at Milano, Te.x., Julv 20 and
ISW. All are cordially invited to attend.
H. H. HvDE, Asst. Sec. and Treas.

FOR SALE

Bees
LATHROP. BROWNTOWN.
me

Write

H.
Please mention Bee Journal

years.
been
I see a question about putting bees into
the garret. A friend of mind has three
colonies in his garret, and they have done
well.
I think he took the frames out of the
hive and put them in a box. I did not see
the box, but it was long enough to put one
hive in each end, a space between each one,
and a hole made in the weather-boarding
opposite each one, and fixt so they could
not get out into the house. The box has a
tight cover to it, so they can look in by
lifting the cover.
He told me they had

when

Chicago, May 8.— Not anything of consequence doing; a little honey is being sold at
prices that have been prevailing for some time.

White comb

WIS.

writing.

is

scarce, but there

a surplus of
Stocks light.
Co.

is

unchanged.

Extracted

Beeswax,

R. A.

27c.

Burnett &

Detroit, April 10.— Fancy white. 12c; No. 1,
dark and amber. X('r9c. Extracted in
demand without change in price. Beeswax,

litcrUc;
fair

fi6adquarl6rsTH§ Albino Bee!
THE bp:st in the world.
If you are lookius- for the bees that gather the
most honey, and are the g'eutlest of all bees to
handle, buy the ALBINO. I can furnish the
Italians, but orders stand, as heretofore, SO to 1
in favor of the ALBINO. I manufacture and
furnish SUPPLIE5.

VALENTINE,

S.

Hagerstown, Md,

If you care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Cali-

California

stored handsome honey. They are on the
south side of the attic. He said they all
used the same passage-way now, that is.
the two in the same box. I believe he said
he took a piece of tube and put in the box,
and cut thru the siding, and made a little
alighting-board outside, as it bothered them
to strike the hole right.

Decreasing demand and the attempt to crowd
down prices on comb honey.
M. H. Hunt.

sales have forced

New York, May
6(«'6Hc; fair,

The

Pacific Rural Press,

leading- Horticultural

paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely

and

Agrricultural

annum.

Sam-

ple copy free.
330

17.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Market Street,
San Francisco, Cal.
-

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We

have the best equipt factory in the West. Capacity,
one carload a day; and carry the larg-est stock and greatest variety of everything- needed in the a^jiary, assuring
BEST goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

IlIustratGd Cataiog-,

7'J pag-es, F^re-e*
Tanks of either wood or galvanized
any form, for all purposes. Price list free.

also manufacture

steel, all sizes,

Address,

E. KRETCHMER, RED
Please mention Bee Journal w.-Uen writing.

"(S'TJ^c;

Our market is in first-class condition, being
bare of extracted honey, and demand good.
New crop is beginning to arrive from the South.
Comb honey is well cleaned up; some demand
for white but demand for dark has ceast.

HiLDKETH & SeGELKEN.
San Francisco, May 3.— White comb, 10@
amber, 7'^(a'.9c. Extracted, while, 7H@
amber, 6;2"«7c. Beeswax, 2ti'^(Si27c.

OAK, IOWA.

In quotable values there are no changes to
record. A ship clearing this week for Siberia
took 231 small cases of extracted, being houev
repackt by jobbers. There will be a fair vield
this season in the San Joaquin, probablj- ISO
cars, mostly alfalfa honey, but the production
will be very light in the balance of the State.

Boston, May 17.— Fancv white, 12^/i(a),l3c: A
No. 1. ll(aH2c; No. 1, 10c; light amber, 9c; buckwheat, Sc. Extracted Florida, white, 7'2fa*8c;
light amber, (iM(a)lc. Beeswax, 27@28c.
The demand for both comb and extracted
honey has settled down to the usual small proportions of summer, and prices quoted would be
shaded some, too, as stocks are a little heavier
than is liked at this season of the year.

Blake, Scott & Lee.

Kansas

May

City,

15.- No. 1 white comb, 15c;
fancy amber, 14c; No. 1 amber, 13!2c; fancy
dark, 13c; No. 1 dark, 12c. White extracted, 6c;
amber, S^zc: dark, Mg}A%c. Beeswax, 25c.
C. C. Clemons &. Co.

Cleveland, March 9.— Fancv

The Novelty Pocket-Knif
;A heavier and stronger knife than the one

we

choice,

7!^c; light

Publisht weekly,

illustrated, $2.00 per

9.— Fancy,

common, 5S(g''60c per gallon.

from 26@28 cents, according

at

to quality.

10',^c;

The

5J^(oJ'6c;

Beeswax quiet

fornia's Favorite l*aper—

Mrs. 8arah Griffith.

We

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

dark.

soon.

20Atf

— three

Co.. N. J., April

HONEY AND BEESWAX I

Hutto, Texas.

week; if I get
always on hand.
We have had a cold, late spring. I hope
we will have better weather soon. We have
had a cold, late spring ever since I have

Cumberland

I

21,

anxious to see it every
my mail on Friday it is

in the bee- business
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No.
2

1

white, 7c;

white, 13(^ml4c;

A No. 1 amber, lOw^llc; No.
buckwheat, Sc.
Extracted,
araber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.

white.

amber,

12'l'

13c;

9(^'10c;

A. B. Williams

offered heretofore.)

Buffalo, May 5.— The season

Some

about closed.

&

Co.

honev

for

is

extra fancy white w«>uld

some very poor selling at bfm7c,
No more business in honev before the

sell at llfn 12c;

and dull.
opening of the ensuing season.

Batterson & Co,

HOWARD

Omaha, May

M. MELBEE,

HONEYVILLE, O.
(This Cut

Your Name on the
wish put on the Knife.
The Novelty Knife

Knife.

is

the Full Size of the Knife.)

—When ordering, be sure to sa^- just what

name and address you

indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the handle. It is made beautifully
of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side
of the handle is placed the name and residence of the Subscriber.
The Material entering into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality; the blades are
hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolster;-.
are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver
wire; the linings are plate brass; the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the
handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.
Why Own the Novelty Knife? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the owner will
never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling,
and yon meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the Novelties, your
Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in case of death, your relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.
How appropriate this knife is for a present What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this beautiful knife, as the ** Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us THREE new si'bsckibers to the Bee Journal (with S3.iX)), and v.-e will also send to
each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book. Bees and Honey. We will club the
Novelty Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

18.— It is a hard matter iust now
to give quotations that would have atiy meaning at all. With the exception of small lots of
buckwheat— very good for its kind, but it is not
the kind wanted here, which dragged at 8@9
cents— there have been no new receipts, and
there will not be a pound of honev carried over
in dealers' hands.
First receipts of new crop
will certainly be pickt up eagerlv at fancy

Peycke Bros.

figures.

is

I

GEORGE. W. YORK & GO.,

118 Michigan St., Chicago,

III.

BEAUTY
BY RETURN MAIL GOLDEN
ITALIAN QUEENS
—reared from Imported Mothers.

TERRflL BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Co. Tex
ISAtf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Bee-Hives, Sections, Shipping-

Cases — everything- used bv
,

keepers.

\

Send

Orders

for Catalotr.

filled

bee-

promptly.

Minnesota Bee-

Keepers' Supply Mfg. Co., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn. ISAtf
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Italian

Queens

Reared bv the Doolittle method from the

BEST

Untested, 50 cents each; Sb.OO per dozen.

Safe

HONEY-dATHERERS.

arrival and reast.mable satisfaction.

.xddressW. J.

Please mention the Bee Journal IfetTs'ir?^

Untested,

ai cents; Tested, $1.00.

20Allt

Please mention

FOREHAND,
FORT DEPOSIT, ALA.
Bee Journal "when "writing.

:
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OrdeLEarly
There are indications that the demand

Dadant's Foundation.

Year

Why does

FalconO Sections arc the Finest Made.

it

satis-

What more can anvbodv do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS, No SAGQINQ, No

any other.

22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliments.
in

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETINQ.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,
the best Veils, cotton or

can Bee-Keeper

The W.

Copy

1.

of the

(20 pag-es) free.

Ameri-

JAMESTOWN,

The

Address

T. Falconer Mtg. 60.
N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

GWe

the

New

J.

Ala.
Portland, Oregron.

Nysewander

Inter-State Mfg,

Co

Reynolds Elevator Co

postal sent us with your name for
a Catalog will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

Sheboygan, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Young rien and
Women:

sell

& Son

Hill,

Mo.

:

Hi^h

G.

W. Fassett
W. Bittenbender

Middlebury, Vt.
Knoxville, Iowa.
St. Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo, Colo.

R.H.Schmidt & Co

Ogden, Utah.
Sheboygan, Wis.

Vickerv Bros
C. H. W. Weber

Evansville, Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
Langstroth on the Honev-Bee, Revised. The Classic in Bee-Culture'Price, $1.25, by mail.

SUPPLIES.
A

Foundation exclusively

Nebel

L. Gray
Pierce Seed and Produce Co
F. Foulper & Sons

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

We

silk.

J.

J.
J.

St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Des Moines Iowa
Hudson, Wis.

Woodman

L. C.

I

Wetnmpka,

Portland Seed Co
E. T. Abbott,

with fence and- plain sections, and a
full line of other

pay you

Watertown, Wis.
Red Oak, Iowa.

M. Jenkins

liampion GHatt-ttive

It will

following' dealers handle our

G. B. Lewis Co
E. Kretchmer

J.

make

Year

satisfaction.

has always given better

faction than

Because

will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

ready Feb.

1899.

We guarantee

it sell

so well?
Because

Bee-Keepers' SiiDDlies,

1899 Catalog-

1,

for

SUPPLIES will be very largre this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have larg-e facilities for manufacturing- all
kinds of

And

June

Beeswax Wanted ^^^^^^^^^
at all times.
Please mention Bee Journal

chas. dadant & son.
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

"writing.

III.

:

to fitjyourselves for

bv taking Shorthand
by Mail. Send $1.60 for Test Book
g^ood positions

or 3 cents for catalogEclectic Stiortliaiid Collese,

518 Ashland UIocU, CHICACiO.
Headquarters of the Eclectic Sj-stem.
39Aly
Please mention the Bee Journal.^

^-|F YOU WANT THE

=^ BEE-BOOK

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than anv other publisht, send $1.25

sCpp1ies,"aTdress

LEAHY MFC,

CO,, ^JlSS'^S'lKf

lii.

Please mention Bee Jotirnal "when writing.

to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

B66-K66D6rs' Guide.

Mr. Eastern Bee-Keeper,

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

I AEISE
To
the

is

SQUARE TIN CANS
For Extracted Honey, two S-gallon cans

Bee Journal

concluded

Italian Queens

...

lowing prices
1 Untested Queen ..$1.00
6 Untested Queens.. 4.50
12 Untested Queens 8.00
1 Tested Queen .... 1.50
3 Tested Queens.... 3.50
1 select tested queen 2.00
*'
"
3
Queens 4.00
Select Tested
Queen,

I.

J.

Q. M.
l)A26t

Address,

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

npase mention Bee Journal -when writing

in Season.

and we mail

it

free.

STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, New York,

N. Y.

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying

25 cents Cash
.^^^

paid for
Ut^t^rS yy CIJV.
*^* Rpp^wflit

^

pound-

Now, if you want the money promptly, send us your Beeswax.
not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,

Impure

ing-, $3;

Circular free, g-iving full particulars regard-

all,

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

previous season's rear-

Extra Selected,
for breeding, the very
best, $5.00. About a pound of Bees m a 2-frame
Nucleus, with any Queen, $2.00 extra.

and Bees

Our Catalog describes

to sell

in their season
durin^,^ 1899, at the fol-

each class of Queens.

Discount on a quantity.

that

QIJEENS

ing-

in a case, 10 cases, $5.00.

say to the readers of

DOOLITTLE
has

AND

SECTIONS in a rush. We usually fill orders
the time you want FOUNDATION
within 24 hours of the time received. If you want your SUPPLIES shipped at once, send here.

Now

*5 "°*^

cASHupon its re-

ceipt.

wax

G-EORGE W. YORK &

CO.,

118 Michigan Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

'^##(i-4(i-(i)-i)4-i)-i)'<i'i><l>#(i-#(i-d-(i-(i'(i<^^^^
GEORQE W. YORK,

Editor.

^
®*(-

@

^««^

CHICAGO,

39th YEAR,

ILL,

JUNE

8,

also for
I

found

1899,

No, 23,

some hints on the wintering of bees, whicli hints
number of the Review received long ago.

in a stray

read the story of the sisters' experience in bee-keeping
with considerable interest, also with some surprise and
some pleasure. Surprise that their interest in the pursuit
has dwindled to the keeping of only tive colonies pleasure
at knowing that they keep these, and have kept more, partly
because of the things connected with the pursuit which
they would not sell for cash if they could.
I

;

The Once Famous Linswik Sisters and Their
Experience with Bees.
BY EDWIN BEVINS.

SOME

time ago Editor Hutchinson visited the Linswik
sisters at their home in northern Michigan.
I am indebted to one of these sisters the one with the beautiful name for the metliod I use in rendering beeswax, and

—

—

The Old

Home

I am sorry to learn that the sisters are now suffering
the penalty for too much early zeal, that a reaction has
come, and that weariness has followed endeavor. At the
age when I commenced the keeping of bees enthusiasm is
dead or dying. A person at that age, if he has been at all
observant, has seen too much of life and the world to be
any longer the victim of illusions. Whatever is undertaken
is apt to be undertaken with more or less of deliberateness
and calculation. And yet, I sometimes wish the old boyish

of Two Lady Pioneer Bee-Keepers in Michigan

— From

the Bee-Keepers'

Review.

—
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enthusiasm ivould come again. As that cannot be, I mean
to husband the resources of muscle and mind so that I may
always feel a little like a boy, even if I live to be a hundred
years old.

June

8,

1899.

ensued, advice was askt. received and acted upon with this
result
Early in May, 1872, I became the happy possessor
of a colony of Italian bees, which had cost me only S25.00,
plus nearly S5.00 express charges When, in June, mj- sister
came home from a six months' visit with a brother in the
South, she became my efficient helper and full partner in
the enterprise.
:

I

Other bee-keepers besides the sisters have tried so hard
to know everj'thing' and do everything' pertaining to the
pursuit, till nerve and brain have become so weary that they
turn for rest to something else. There are many things
pertaining to apiculture which the honey-producer can
afford not to know. It is no great matter to me whether a
swarm of bees is an organ or an oi-ganism. It is of considerable importance to me to have every colony in the yard
in the best possible condition to do efficient work when the
time for work comes round, and my efforts will be directed
to this end.

—
—

of the sisters repeated by many no doubt
and better days was in reading so little before they undertook to do so much. The bee-papers (any of
them) are great helps to the beginner, and he should study

One mistake

in these later

the advertisements with special care. They will save him
a dollar. Then there are hints to be found all thru
their pages that will save the young bee-keeper from making many mistakes. In order to get the g-reatest good from
these hint.4 it is necessary for the beginner in bee-keeping
to get and study a good bee-book till he has become tolerably familiar with bottom facts and first principles. Then
the beginner will not have to ask a whole lot of foolish
questions questions that, later in life, he will be ashamed
that he ever askt. And then Dr. Miller will
have a little rest, as his occupation will be
f
partly gone.
The Linswik sisters, it seems, have found
out that there is not a great deal of money
Some
to be made in honey-production.
others, it seems, found out the same thing
years ago, and degenerated into book-makers
and supply-makers for the throngs of new
and old bee-keepers who have hopes of succeeding in a pursuit in which the others
had found large success impossible.
I am not building any castles in Spain
or here, out of the proceeds of the apiary, but
I have kept bees long enough to feel assured
that there is reasonable pay for their intelli-

many

—

AVe began with no knowledge whatever of bee-keeping
nor had we a bee-keeping- friend or acquaintance. The Italian Bee Co. Mrs. E. S. Tupper and Mrs. Annie Savery of
whom our bees- were purchast. had recommended to us a
small text-book and a monthly bee-journal partly devoted
;

—

—

to agriculture.
As the publishers of this journal did not
advertise rival publications, nor give the address of correspondents, we were shut out from access to the bee-keeping
fraternity.
Still, much of our text-book's teaching wasgood, and often the paper contained interesting and valuable articles from the pens of writers of repute. Perhaps
it was as well that, for our first year, we were not too much
distracted bj- opposing counsels, even at the price of some

mistakes.

Early in the j'ear 1873, at his office in Saginaw, I met
the late Dr. L. C. Whiting, and learned, from some chance
word, that to the duties of his profession he added the pleasures of bee-keeping. During the remainder of that sitting
every opportunity for articulate speech on my part was
filled by a question.
I think Dr. Whiting recognized it,
compassionately, as a case of bee-fever in the acute stage
;

!

gent and economical management.
Decatur Co., Iowa.
[Cyula Linswik and her sister (altho
that's not the real name), as Mr. Bevins says,

kept bees

in

older readers

northern

Michigan, and the

may remember how delightfully

were told

in the bee-papers their haps and
mishaps. All that was j'ears ago, and nothing has been heard from them for a long
time. Very pleasant it was, on opening the
Present Home of Cyula Lins-wi!; aiu! 1 Icr Sutcr.
Bee-Keepers' Review for November, 1898, to
find an elegant picture of the old home of
for, in addition to the kindly patience with which he anthe two ladies, and also their present home, together with
swered all my queries, he quite overwhelmed me with gratia sketch of their career written by the same pen that so
tude by oft'ering to loan me a bound volume of the Americharmed us years ago. (Thru the kindness of the Review
can Bee Journal. It was, I think, the first volume after the
we are enabled to show the same pictures to our readers).
interruption in publication made during the war. As I
turned its pages at home, I could scarcely believe in my
In 1869 they took up their abode in the old home, a log
good fortune that a stranger from the remote backwoods
house surrounded by "the forest primeval," with bears,
should have been trusted with such a treasure
It was our
wolves and deer for neighbors, the nearest post-office being
open sesame into the bee-keeping world.
We soon had in our possession the works of Langstroth
reacht by a trip of 20 miles over an unspeakably bad road.
and Quinby, while the American Bee Journal, the BeeMinute particulars as to the result of their bee-keeping
Keepers' Magazine and Gleanings we began with the first
tiny copy of the latter were regular visitants.
are not given, but Editor Hutchinson avers that they have
And thenceforth how we studied and experimented,
been very successful, he, himself, from first to last, having
and rejoiced over our bees. Ah, me
that such enjoyment
paid them several hundred dollars for bees, and he saj's the
cannot last. That the enthusiasm must die out, leaving
honey they produce is as fine as any he has seen. The litonly a faint thrill at the memor}- thereof the memory of
tle that is told as to their bee-keeping career, as written by
those early days when the bee-3'ard was a charmed spot, a
refuge from loneliness, despondency, even one's own bad
one of the sisters, is here given in full
Editor.]
temper
And later, when we had more work than play in
In December, 1871, there appeared in the New York
the apiary, it was still enchanted ground — a place where
Tribune an interesting report of the meeting of the Amerione could forget the dinner-hour (if there chanced to be a
can Bee-Keepers' Association, at Cleveland, Ohio. Glancmaid in the kitchen), forget the temperature (with the mering it over, my attention was arrested by the fact that two
cury in the 90's), and be totally unmindful and unconscious
ladies took a prominent part in the proceedings and that
of extreme weariness until nightfall and a summons tothej' recommended bee-keeping as pleasant and profitable
the supper-table made it only too apparent.
employment for women. Correspondence with these ladies
It would have been pleasant employment to the last,.

—

1

—

—

I

—

:

1

;

—

a
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had health and strength remained equal to its demands;
but there came' a time when we thought best to recognize
the need of almost total abstinence from the bee-yard. For
several years we have aimed to begin the season with no
more than two or three colonies, and give to these the least
attention possible, without a murmur to let swarms escape
and go to the woods, and to cheerfully put off till to-morrow,
or next week, or next month, even, the removal of sections

which should come off to-day.
Did we find our bee-keeping profitable employment ?
That depends if you mean something more than modest
But if we may count
wages for time and labor spent no
as gains returns which cannot be measured in dollars and
Cyul.\ Linswik.
cents yes
Nov. 3, 1898.
;

—

—

1

!

" Getting

Farmers

to

Keep Bees."

BY \VM. M. WHITNEY.
the head of " Editorial Comments," page
UNDER
we find the following quotation, viz.:
"

What

man

264.

the whole world and lose Jits
own soul "? This is, in my opinion, iust what we as bee-lieep»rs are
dointr when we try to keep our farmer brethren out of the bee-business.
Let me give you some reasons why it will pay us to induce our farmer
neifrhbors to keep a few bees:
1st. Farmers are learning- that they must spray their fruit-trees, and
Now, if every other
in so doinir are slaughtering bees by the wholesale.
farmer owned oue colony each, just'a hint to them that they might kill
all of THKiR bees would be sufficient to prevent this evil.
2nd. It would be no trouble to get them to subcribe for our modern
bee-literature, and thus learn that it requires some effort on our part to
produce a paying crop of first-class honey. And they would appreciate
our efforts to produce good honey. Xo teacher is as good as experience.
3rd. They would learn to like honey, and so would consume more of
it, thus advancing the price of a first-class article.
4th. The final outcome will be I speak somewhat from experience
not more than one out of ten will ever make a success of bee-keeping ;thus
no more honey produced:, but each one. having acquired a taste for
honey, will never again be found without honey oa his table thus much
more consumed,. And they will all say, '^ I see now that you people earn
your moije.v. and that dollars don't roll uphill to you without effort on
your part, as I once believed they did."
Now, I honestly think that this is a fair probability of results: and
having cleared my conscience of what seemed to me a duty. 1 submit the
J. H. Tichenor.
loregoing.
shall

it

profit a

if

he

^aiil

'

.Now, Mr. Editor, if you had not taken the above advice
soinewhat seriously, it would seem scarcely to merit a noUnder the circumstances, I can hardly refrain from
tice.
telling yott what I think about it.
Why the author of the above reasons (?), for the encouragement of farmers to go into the bee-business, should
have made choice of the text which he did, from which to
preach a serinon, such as he has attempted to do, passes my
comprehension. He tells us in his introductory (before he
reaches Firstly), that we are in danger of losing our own
souls by trying to keep our friends and neig-hbors out of a
business which, in his Fourthly, he admits that nine out of
ten of them would make a complete failure in attempting.
Now. it seems to me, that if we take the advice of our
" preacher," and encourage our neighbors to do that which
we know they stand teti chances to one to make a complete
failure in, we are not doing by them as we would have them
do by us and all for the sake, as the sequel shows, of putting a few paltry dollars into our pockets; or, in the language of the text, "to gain the whole world."
The whole proposition seems to be obscure. The
" preacher " denounces us for that which he saj's we are
doing, and which we have been taught to believe was according to the spirit of the Gospel, and advises us to do
that which it seems his text plainly condemns.
One is reminded of the sermon of the colored preacher
He told his hearin the South, during the days of slavery.
ers that if they did evil, and served the Devil, they would be
sure to get " Demnition ;" but if they loved the Lord, and
served Him, they would receive " G'wdemnition." One
brother, who seemed to grasp the situation, shouted, " Den
dis darkey'll take to de woods 1" Now, I must confess that
in the light of the instruction here given, I'm inclined, like
the darkey, to " take to the woods." The only safe course
for bee-keepers to pursue, under the circumstances, is to say
nothing to their neighbor upon the subject, neither pro nor
con, for if they do they will get " Demnition " anyhow.
But, seriously, let us consider some of the ideas here
advanced. Suppose that every other farmer were induced
to deep at least one colony of bees, and, by appealing to his
selfish interest, he were kept from spraying his fruit-trees
while they were in blossom, what good would that do if the
other half of the farmers who don't keep bees saw fit to
;

355
You

continue spraying?

see, that to

make

a success of the

scheme the whole fraternity must be brought

in.

Well, let us bring a little arithmetic to bear upon the
question, and see what the result will be. There are (as an
estimate), in round numbers, 3b0,000 farmers in the State of
Illinois and if each were to commence bee-keeping, it
vyould require an outlay of at least $10.00 to begin with,
making a total outlay 'of S3, 600. 000 for the entire State,
nine-tenths of which— or $3.2411,000— is to be absolutely
squandered for the sole purpose of instructing the farmer
in the matter of spraying his fruit-trees, and to create a
taste for honey. Indeed, experience is a faithful teacher,
but the price this time is pretty high.
It is not overstating the case to say that at least nine
out of every ten would make a complete failure of the business, and the g-reater number would get no honey with
which to create a taste for more. And, again, not one in a
hundred would think of subscribing for a bee-paper; in
fact, but few tajce even an agricultural paper.
I would like to draw a pen picture of what would follow
such a scheme in about three years after its inauguration,
but time and space will not permit. No, no, it will not
work and if the author states the facts of the case it
ought not to. ' For what shall it profit a man if he gain
the whole world and lose his own soul ?"
:

;

Kankakee

Co.,

111.

A Half-Dozen Questions Answered.
BY

G. M.

DOOLITTLK.

AM requested to replv

I

thru the American Bee Journal to
the following questions, whicli I will do with the editor's

permission

OuES.

1.

—

when they are

:

GETTING BEES TO BUILD COMB.
"Is there any way to get bees

to build comb
fed some colonies
was filled, but they would not
This has reference to brood-

disinclined to do so

until all the vacant

comb

draw out the foundation.
combs exclusively."

?

I

—

Ans. I do not see why you failed here, unless your
foundation had some other material in it besides pure beeswax for in all of my experience in feeding, the bees would
work foundation as soon as the3' began to secrete wax to
lengthen out the cells or cap over the food. But had the
bees been persistent in using the combs in the hive rather
than work out the foundation, you could have made them
work it by taking their combs away from them and allowing nothing but foundation. In this case they would have
to work the foundation in order to find space, or a place to
store the food, after they had their honey-sacs well filled.
;

INDUCING BEES TO
QuES.

2.

WORK OVER WAX.

— " To what extent can bees be induced to work

over wax ? Do you not suppose wax could be incorporated
with thick sugar syrup in some way so that the bees would
work it the second time ?"
Ans. There has been considerable experimenting along
the line of havitig old wax workt over by the bees, such as
shaving it up in sj-rup, etc., but I believe it has been acknowledged by all who have tried it, to be a waste of time
and wax, when compared with having the wax made into
foundation.
STRAIGHTENING BUCKLED OR BENT COMBS.

—

—

QuES. 3. " What is the best course to pursue with
brood-combs that are buckled or bent, so that some of the
Is there any way
cells are not deep enough for breeding ?
of bringing thetn straight ? The foundation evidently became bent before the bees workt it out."
Ans. There was a neglect on the part of some one in
having the foundation bent when it was given the bees, or
in giving it at such times that the bees did not commence
work on it at once, before it had a chance to warp or twist
about in the hive. It is best to give brood-foundation to
bees only at such times as they are wanting more combs
for unless they do so want, it will not be toucht by the bees
unless perchance to mutilate it, because they have nothing
to do but mischief.
Then, it is generally better to use foundation in the
brood-chamber only in connection with wired frames, which
entirely prevents the foundation from .sagging or twisting
about. I5ut having combs as described, there are two ways
of fixing them fit for use by the bees. The first is, by melting them up and working over into foundation again
plan recommended by some of our more advanced bee-keep-

—

;

—
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ers, but a wasteful plan, as I consider

it, unless the combs
are too crooked and, secondly, straightening- them in the
spring- of the year when pretty much free from brood and
honey. Take them from the hive to a warm room whose
temperature is up to 90 or 100 deg-rees— and, when thus
warm and pliable, lay on a flat surface and press them in
conformity to that surface, cutting out a little strip of
comb if necessary, where the worst bulg-ed, so that the
combs will come straight without spoiling too many cells
by pressing them out of shape. Years ago I straightened
many combs in this way, before foundation was known, so
that the combs in all of my hives were as straight as a
board, and many of these straightened combs are still in
mj' apiary.
;

—

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BEESWAX AND PROPOLIS.
QuES. 4. "What is the difference, chemically, between
beeswax and propolis ? Is propolis a special product of the
bee as wax is ? Do bees consume anj'thing to produce

—

propolis?"

— Beeswax

Ans.
and

is a fatty substance peculiar to the
produced by the consumption of honey on a
plan similar to animals, such as the hog and cow consuming grains of various kinds to produce lard and tallow, the
same being of a fatty nature, but differing from beeswax
to a considerable extent. Who can tell us more on this subject, as I am no chemist ?
Regarding propolis, bees do not produce it at all, but
simply gather it from the resinous exudations of certain
plants or trees, and from old hives, etc., where it has been
previously placed by other bees. The tree known as the

bee,

balra-of-gilead, and the horse-chestnut, give the most of the
propolis gathered in this locality, the buds being well covered with this resin during the greater part of the summer
season,

DO BEES KNOW BEST AS TO UPWARD VENTILATION ?
— "Do you believe the bees know what is better
S.
or best for their good ? If it is best for them to have
upward ventilation, do you not suppose they would provide
QuES.

therefor instead of sealing everything up tight at the top of
the hives ?"
Ans. I have my doubts whether bees know what they
want along this line, but accept the surroundings as they
find them. It is their nature to seal up all cracks and holes
not large enough for their exit or return, and this they will
do, no matter whether in a tree or hive but after seeing
them prosperous in trees which had only a hole large
or small at the bottom of their combs, and ail the way from
this to a crack large enough to put your hand in the whole
length their combs occupied in the tree, I have concluded
that they accepted things as they found them, as said
above, without asking whether such were the best for them
or not.

—

;

—

The "Uld Keliable" seen through New and
By " COQITATOR."

Unreliable Glasses.

MOTHS AND ROBBING.
The onh' good bee-keeper is a dead one ;" quoth Harry
Howe, page 258. Come to think of it, it was not verbatim
"

that he thus chuckt us into the proverb relative to the poor
Indian but it amounts to that, if neither robbing nor
moths ever trouble the G. B.-K. Let's compromise, dear
Harry, and put it that the evils of moth and robber are
greatly mitigated by wise forethought, and by always being
on hand in time.
A NEW WRINKLE ROBBERS ROBBING THEMSELVES.

—

—

Kew

things take better in a journal than new wrinkles
and I think that we must credit Mr. Howe with quite a
wrinkle in that he combats robbing (must be a shockingly
bad bee-keeper) by keeping the robbers constantly employed
at robbing out their own honey
heavj' combs being continually taken out and carried to the robbing spot. Of
course, this would not be practical where there are outside
bees handy but where it is practical it seems to combine
an excellent sort of stimulative feeding with a clever device
to keep rogues out of mischief.
All the same, let's wait for
our individual afterthoughts after we've tried it. He's
right, that what honey we desire to feed thus can be exposed (discreetly), and no serious harm follow. It is a wise
point that we should, if possible, avoid letting them realize
that we have shut thera out from plunder, or carried it off.
;

:

;

SAFE INTRODUCTION OF QUEENS.

Frank Coverdale's

safe introduction is worth thinking
queen once O. K. in a nucleus, the nucleus can soon
be made to absorb the most of any designated full colojiy.
But it's tough on the queen just arrived from a long journey to make her wait two days more on the shelf; and
mails and dealers are seldom regular enough to have things
of.

A

Page 258.
THE CLUSTER OF BEES IN WINTER.
W. G. Larrabee's excellent paper at the Vermont

match exactly.
Out of

,

convention I cull the remark about the danger of getting
the winter cluster establisht on nearly empty upper frames,
while most of the honey is left in the lower frames quite
out of cold weather reach. Queens below, as much as may
Page 261.
be, should be the rule.

—

THE "BALLING" OK QUEENS.

QuES. 6. "What
queen ? Why do bees

--^^S

your remedy where bees ball a
ball a queen of their own rearing,
after all queen-cells have been destroyed, and they can
have no hope of any other queen ?"
Ans. The last part of this is a mystery which I never
could really solve. It is easy to say that, in' opening hives,
the bees fear that their queen is to be injured, so ball her
for safe keeping but I have known scores of instances
where a virgin queen has been balled in coming home after
meeting the drone, and at other times until they were killed.
or nearly spoilt for future use, being led to the discovery
that the queen was being balled by the general appearance
of the colony at the entrance, such as an unusual commotion denoting queenlessness, or dead and doubled-up bees,
having the appearance of being stung. Who can tell us
why such balling occurs ?
The remedy is the same as in introducing queens that
of caging them until the bees behave themselves, and are
peaceably inclined toward them. Smoke the bees till they
release the queen, then cage her and leave her till the bee's
pay no more attention to the cage than they do to any other
part of the hive. When you find this to be the case, it is
generally- safe to let any queen out.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
is

—

NIGHTBEE
It

seems (page

VS.

262) that

THE NIGHTMARE.
Mr. Holmes, who

sleeps in his

house-apiary occasionally, has at times experimented with
the nighibee (sharp end first) as an improvement upon the
nightmare. (No danger that money would make it go.)

;

—

OUEENLESS COLONIES IN HOUSE-API.\RV.
was shrewd to move in the weak colonies last, after
getting them strengthed up with the obstinate bees that
prefer an alien home near by to own home a little further
I have seen bees in process of being moved show that
off.
same trait, even when moved only a few feet at a time. But
It

a sad proportion to go queenless in summer
deck. We'll be excused from
house-apiaries, if that ratio is to be the rule. Page 262,
16 out of 29

is

when young queens come on

DR. MILLER .\ND HIS " Q.

AND

.A."

DEP.\RTMENT.

so Dr. Miller has encountered a man who thinks
that the questions in the department of " Questions and
Answers " are made up
Mist him that time. Accuse him
of making up the answers, and see what he'll say then.
When Mary told her dream her mistress smilinglj' accused
her of being asleep when she dreamed it which she indignantly denied.

And

!

—

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last. Better order at once, if you want a copy
of this song.

BARRELS FOR HONEY A GR.\ND NUISANCE.
Right, you are, dear editor, about the barrel.
The
dealer who buys it and sells it again whole thinks it O. K.,
naturally but to the retailer it is a grand nuisance. Quite
a good few of us don't admire the job of taking the head
;

:
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BEES .\ND SORGHUM-MILLS.

in next year's
a drawback, indeed. Why has no one mentioned that before ? On the whole, a convention seldom
Page 277.
listens to so stir-up-ative a racket.

Mr. Pierson's experience, on pag-e 268, is pathetic. Still
I think that on a pinch one ca}! have an apiary and make
sorg-hum too. Don"t/i/«c tlie entrances. A little labor and
expense betimes will make each colony a nice front apartment of screen. Many years ago I ran a sorghum-mill one
fall.
We kept bees then, did not shut them up. took few
other precautions, almost none, and had very little trouble.
Orion Conger, page 283, finds bees unendurable only one
year out of eight. Some other years he fought them ofl'
a little with smoke.

Cutting out and throwing away the brood to head off
swarming is remedial work with a vengeance, Mr. Lathrop
and job lots of it, if we examine each colony often enough
And your nice frames of workerto know just when to cut.
comb will be changed to drone.
The other plan will bear more investigation. Had Mr.
L. told us how many colonies, up to date, actually have been
run in this manner it would have helpt on some. Page 278.

out of a barrel
properly yet it

—

perchance couldn't put it in ag-ain
too costly a package to waste. Page 265.

is

DANDELION TE.-l .^N ENDUR.\BLE INSULT.
Alas, alas
Our Dr. Peiro (progressive as he has
seemed to us to be) is non-progressive enough to believe in
some of the old gags. Insulting one's stomach regularly
with dandelio:, tea actually does people good. Page 270.
NO LIKEK STINGKE SUG.\R-FLY.
As I contemplate that poet yelling about a few stings,
I

empty

cells,

honey, that

and they appear as blemishes

is

PLANS TO HEAD OFF SWARMING.

—

ALBINO BEES— POLLEN SUBSTITUTES.
Probably the albino bee is not a true albino, and so inferences of weak constitution founded on the name would
be amiss. Page 285.
I conjecture that Mr. Presswood's flour and meal may
be all right, only that the bees are waiting for a trifle of
nectar, and more springlike weather. Page 285.
COGITATOR.

occurs to me to ask a question. Do vee ever
get sufficiently habituated to stings to tike them? Some
stings I decidedly don't like, including all the extra-severe
ones but still, I often find myself asking of myself. Does
that hurt ? or. Does it feel good ? How is it with the other
old chaps ? Are any of them similarly affected ? Better
spring medicine than Dr. Peiro's dandelion tea. I believe.

on page

281. it

:

NAILED SECTIONS AND A PORTLY DAME.
275. Boomhower's charge on Doolittle for saying that the ordinary section breaks down, seems to indent
his lines somewhat.
When a ca.se can fall ten feet, and
smash the honey all up, without harming a section, it does
seem as tho fair quality must be accorded to the latter. But
it seems that that 200-pound, red-headed dame pusht back
his own lines a few paces
and yet, with the help of the
bees, he won out.
Perhaps Doolittle may do as well — still
retain a sort of hopeless hankering after the nailed section
myself, you see.
PROTEST AGAINST HONEY WASHING OUT.
In Lovesy's excellent article, page 273, I would file a
protest where he says rain washes the honey out of alfalfa.
If I am right, there is none to wash out — scarce a bee ever
seen on it in any weather wet or dry, thru an extensive territory — and yet abundant honey-yield in the irrigated regions. It seems to be a sort of general rule that plants do
not yield much honey except in regions where they specially
pro.sper.
Plants made to grow out of their natural habitat

On page

;

;

very

rarelj-

prove honey-producers.
D.ARK

AND LIGHT HONEY-DEW.

:

struck into the later and better supply. Of couse, bt'cs don't
consider honey any the worse for being dark and their
taste for flavors probably differs some from ours.
;

FORMULA OF BEES' BABY FOOD.
Honey 2, Pollen 4, Water 1, is the

recipe the
bees follow for babv food, according to Doolittle's afterthink.

so.

Page

[Continued from pafje 342.]
Dr. C. C. Miller gave a good talk on " Running an apiary for comb honey," after he had plenty of fun with the
secretary about the article supposed to be lost in the mails,
but which as a fact had been neither written nor mailed
Mrs. N. L. Stow, of Evanston. the most experienced
lady apiarist in our county, then read the following paper
on the same subject
1

I

Running an Apiary for Comb Honey.
that you do not expect any great amount

know

of in-

formation, but only ask that I open the subject so that
others may be induced to give their opinions. I shall not
pretend to know just how an apiary should be run for comb
honey, but would probably refer you to our bee-periodicals as
an excellent source of information. With such good beeall
literature as we have there is no excuse for ignorance
that I know about bees has been learned by experience.
It is said that there is always something new to be
learned about bee-keeping, so if I vrere to write an up-tothe-times essay I might tell you of many things that do not
come in my experience as my hives and fixtures were
bought 15 years ago, the 10-frame hive made and sold by
Mr. Thomas G. Newman at that time, you would probably
call them out of date, but rather than to make kindling
wood of them and give my good husband the further expense of buying more, I still use them.
In order tliaj I may not take too much time, I will only
touch upon the important points, as you follow, if j'ou will
make a mental note of such things as interest you, or that
you can give or get information on, we can discuss them
;

Mr. Whitney's interesting problem about one colony
gathering only dark honey-dew, and another only light, I
would essay to solve thus
The dark supply began first,
and those colonies that got to work on it strong kept at it.
In some other colonies the main generation of bees were
not old enoug-h to gather till several days later, and they

And

Report of the Chicag-o Bee-Keepers' Convention.
BY HERMAN F. MOORE.

:

later.

276.

A TRIMMING FOR TKIMBERGER.

"The loquacious paid writer," eh? Why, Mr. Trimberger, no judge will ever let you off from the charge of
being loquacious, the way you sling English. But I guess
you're right, that watery-looking honey is usually honey
left uncared for in hot weather by the swarming' of the
bees.
Not quite so sure that a hot. dry room will reclaim
such honey but perhaps it may sometimes. Certainly the
acid %vill not counter-develop if souring has begun. Rather
doubtful if capping's which have sunk to touch the honey
can ever be made to leave an air-space. I was going to scold
about those half-capt sections given to the minister but I
forbear. My last run of unfinist sections are apt to be dark
and poor and raw but where there is no fall harvest they
may be much better possibly as good as the minister's
sermons. It is instructive to see a competent judge abandon the Taylor leveler for a better method. If it seals over
;

;

;

—

Let us look at the subject and see what is involved in
the question. There might be comparison, but I have no
way of comparing, as I have never produced any other than
I judge it must mean more work, and at least
closer attention than producing' extracted honey, because I
knew one who did all the work for his bees in the morning
or evening, with an occasional holiday and perhaps Sunday ;

comb honey.

while I never dare be long away from home between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 2 p.m., from the middle of May to the
middle of July.
Winteri:ig is a very important part of the subject, but
that is a problem of itself, and properly comes under its
own head. Locality is the same, but few of us can change
our locality. Kinds of bees are more simple and easily controlled by the bee-keeper.
Spring management is another
part of the question, and also swarming, and hives, sections
and section-cases, and last of all. selling this part I like
least of all, and gladly leave it to others.
;
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Hives, sections, and cases are of most interest to the
dealers I think, unless it is to the beginners, for it is worth
while to start with the best, as hives and tixtures last many
years. They may not affect the quantity of the honey produced, but they may affect the looks of the honey, and also
the comfort in handling.
Having thus briefly disposed of a part of the subject,
we have spring management and swarming to consider
more fully. Supposing our bees to have been well wintered, and on the summer stands, the hives neatly arranged in rows, they should be inspected on the first day in
spring warm enough for the bees to fly, or better, after
they have had a good flight. The handling must be done
quickly, as the bees having nothing to work upon now,
may start to robbing, or if they are much disturbed they
may ball their queen, and unless the daj' is quite warm the
brood might become chilled. Usually it is only necessarjto raise one or two of the outside frames to know the condition of the colony it is better to do this early in the day
so that the bees may have time to fly and get clustered
again before the chill of the day comes on. If short of
stores, frames of honey may be added, or candy put over
the frames. The Hill's device may be removed now to keep
the bees down on the brood, but the cushions should be left
on. The entrances and floor of the hive should be cleared
of dead bees, the entrance contracted, and then they should
be left undisturbed until fruit-bloom, unless there is reason
to think something is wrong. It may be profitable to put
out rye or other meal for them to work on now, and water
should be provided if not within easy reach.
In fruit-bloom I look them over thoroly, clip the queens
if they are not already dipt, make a record of them, also
the amount of honey and brood, and the general condition
of the colony remove division-boards, giving the full number of frames to the hive unless the colony is too weak to
cover. The frames will contain honey if I have them it is
very necessary the)' should not be crowded, or short of
stores now. Some years they will bring in honey all the
spring, enough to keep up brood-rearing they will gather
from the bloom of the maples, elms, oaks, willows and
locust, and from dandelions and fruit-trees, if the weather
is right, but I have seen the time when they must be supplied up to June not for stimulation, but to prevent loss of
brood. This is the time when the bee-keeper must be alert
and watchful he should know exactly the condition of
every colony he should know every colony as he knows his
own family, and he should build up the weak, suppl)- the
needy, note the queens whether prolific or not, and be able
to distinguish between the good and bad traits that develop in the colonies, that when swarming-time comes one
can be encouraged, and the other represt. If there are
many colonies, we will need besides sections a section-press
and foundation fastener, and the hives must be all ready for
the swarms, cases filled to put on as soon as there is lengthening of cells, and everything ready ahead of time rather
than behind, for seasons vary so much that there is often
two weeks difference in the time of doing the same work.
If swarms issue very early I hive them on a new stand,
giving the swarm the full set of combs, but if swarmingtime has reall)' come, and honey is coming in, I hive them
on the old stand, with the hive contracted, and prevent
after-swarms by the Heddon method, or occasionally by
shaking off some of the bees from the combs in front of the
new hive, and cutting out queen-cells.
If late in the season, I return the swarm in some way to
prevent increase, the object being to keep the colony as
strong in bees as possible until the honey-flow is over.
There is much in Mr. Doolittle's idea of getting the bees at
the right time the strongest colony in the spring may
waste its energies in rearing brood and swarming, and be
outstript in surplus honey production by its weaker neighbor, that with combs filled with brood just at the right time,
are forced into the sections, and become so interested in
honey-gathering that all its forces are kept busy and con;

;

;

;

—

:

;

;

tent.

Three section-cases to each colony, spring count, is
usually enough for me for the season the swarm may use
two cases, and the old colony one. I usually put full sheets
of foundation in for the swarms, and starters for the old
colony. Contracting the brood-chamber during the months
of June and July puts the white honey in the boxes, after
that it is better to enlarge the brood-chambers and let the
fall honey go into the brood-frames and secure young bees
for wintering, and also save feeding. I have never failed
to secure enough fall honey for wintering, sol try to get all
the white honey in the surplus cases.
Before closing I must say a good word for the bee-es;
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capes they will pay for themselves in the comfort and
ease with which honey can be removed from the hives.
What was once to be dreaded becomes a pleasure thru their
:

use.

impossible to lay down any set rules for the care of
and not be methodical, a system and not be systematic. So much depends upon the
weather, season, and the condition of the colonies, that the
plan that works well at one time, and even many times,
may under slightly different conditions over which the beekeeper has no control, and of which he may not be aware,
result in a most disastrous failure. The bee-keeper must
be competent to judge of what is best to do under varying
conditions, or go slow until experience the best of teachers
shall give him wisdom to decide.
Mrs. N. L. Stow.
It is

bees

— one may have method

—

—

Then after some discussion of this topic, an adjournment was had at this point until 1:30 p.m.

AFTERNOON

SESSION.

subject on the program was " Queen-Rearing
for Small Bee-Keepers," by Mr. E. R. Root, who was expected to address the meeting, but failed to put in an appearance, owing to press of spring work. Mr. John Bodenschatz then read a paper on the subject, as follows

The

first

:

Queen-Rearing for Small Bee-Keepers.
As the future of our colonies depends upon the prolificness of the queen we must endeavor to rear such queens
.

from colonies that are noted for their prolificness, endurance
and gentleness.
Take two colonies side b)' side in the same style of hive,
of equal strength, and note results. You will find that one
will produce nearly twice as much honey as the other. Why
this is so is quite difficult to explain
altho the queen may
be a good lajer, and keep the hive crowded with her offspring, their honey-gathering and endurance may be lack;

ing.
It is very important to improve our stock by rearing
queens from the best colonies for increase of colonies, also
to replace inferior queens.
To do this, select several of the
best colonies, one for the production of drones and the rest
for the production of queens. The colony which is selected
for the production of drones must have a very prolific
queen, and workers famously noted as honey-producers.
Place alternately two or three drone-combs in the center of
the brood-chamber about the middle of April, or near May,
stimulate by feeding by sodoing we will have early drones
from select stock. At the same time keep all drone-comb
;

;

out of the inferior colonies.
To rear good queens stimulate by feeding, beginning
in early spring so as to have the colonies in good condition
As we are aware, our best queens are
by fruit-bloom.
reared thru the swarming-fever this is because the broodchamber is crowded with bees, to keep the combs warm,
honey and pollen being plentiful, and large numbers of
young bees emerging daily, which act as nurse-bees.
Having selected the colonies from which to rear queens,
remove two or three frames of brood, replace with empty
worker-comb. Look these over daily, and as soon as sufficient eggs are deposited in them, which should not exceed
three days, place these combs alternately in a strong colony
which was made queenless a day previous. Take out most
of the unsealed larva;, contract if possible, also shake the
combs containing j-oung bees from other colonies in front
of this queenless one. This will give an ample number of
nurse-bees.
In about eight to nine days after furnishing the eggs to
the colony made queenless, count the number of available
queen-cells, make preparations for forming nuclei, and replacing queens accordingly. The same daj- destroy the
queens from such colonies as are worthless. The next day,
with a sharp penknife, cut out the queen-cells with a small
amount of comb adhering. Care must be taken so as not to
injure the queen-cells.
To introduce a cell into a colony made queenless the
previous day. insert it into its natural position between
two combs in or near the center of the brood.
;

For forming nuclei place in an empty hive, two combs
containing brood in all stages, place the queen-cells between
these two combs, add more empty combs and contract, also
shake the bees from other colonies in front of the nuclei.
After these nuclei are formed, care must be taken so
the queens will not get lost on their wedding flight. There
must also be a contrast between these nucleus hives this
;

—
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in different positions in front

can be done by placing boards

of the nuclei.
It sometimes happens that the honey-flow slackens;
great care must now be exercised with these small colonies,
as the strong- colonies will make it their business to hunt
up the weak ones and deprive them of their stores.
When little or no honey is coming in, feeding must be
resorted to this must be done in the evening, the entrance
contracted, and not a drop of honey left lying loose in the
;

apiary.
It will also be very difficult to have over two-thirds of
the queens fertilized.
Good queens can also be reared from a colony that has
sent forth a swarm, but this should be discouraged as much
as possible. I believe that in time to come the swarming
habit can be bred out, and a non-swarming race establisht.
John Bodknsch.\tz.

After discussion the nest topic on the list was " Running an Apiary for Extracted Honey." There was not
much discussion of this topic, owing to lack of time. The
most interesting and entertaining feature of the day's program was the question-box. which was opened in a most interesting and effective manner by Dr. C. C. Miller. After
this an adjournment was had to the first Thursday in June,

the 8-frame dovetailed hive, either one-story or two-story,
mav be best, but a larger hive, and perhaps a larger frame,
may be better for bees that are left without much attention.

Bees Outside the Hive and on the Ground.

The alighting-boards are covered with bees all the time
they remain out over night, and if it rains they make no attempt to go in. They are crawling on the ground for several feet around the hive, and seem to be too weak to fly.
The honey in the hive is candied. They have been acting
so only for a few days. It has been very wet and cold for
lD.\HO.
bees this spring.
Answer. From the description it appears very like a
case of starvation. Possibly the bees had workt all the
liquid part out of the honey, and it was so cold they could
not fly out for stores. Still, "it seems that in a wet time they
might have gotten water enough to use the granulated
honey. If the bees were swollen, shiny, and trembling, it
:

—

was

paralysis.
*-»-»^

Making Honey-Vinegar

of Honey.

have a few bits of broken combs, honey and capfall's extracting, and as I will have more at
difl'erent times, I wish to know how to work them into vinegar as they accumulate,
2. I have a few frames of sealed honey of last year's
gathering, so thick that I cannot extract it without breaking the combs. How would you use it, or what is best to do
Minn.
with it ? I wish to save the combs if possible.
Answers. 1. Put them into a crock, cover with water
and let soak a few days (no harm if a few weeks), then drain
off or strain out the liquid, and let it sour as you would cider.
2. Perhaps the best way. if you want to save the combs,
is to spray or sprinkle with water, then give to the bees to
clean out, wetting again if necessary.
1.

1899.

Combs

Old

I

pings of last

—

CONDUCTED BY
DTt. C. C.

Mir.KUK. Mnrengn,

III.

(The Questions may be mailed to the JJee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when lie will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.]

Hiving

Swarms

in

to a novice.

will not be considerable swarming out
ber of this size. What is your opinion

I

wonder

if

there

from a brood-cham-

?
Oregon.
Answer. — In Mr. Lathrop's locality I think there will
be very little trouble from swarms issuing from the small
hives in which the swarms have been put. If there should

be a continuous harvest till late in the fall it might be a different thing. In any case there will not be the same danger
of swarms that there would be if bees wintered in such hives.

Bees After Salts, Probably.

number

notice quite a

I

where urine

is put.

What do

salted,

Limiting

and

of bees all the time around
they gather there ?
Md.

it is

probably a good thing.

Swarming— Best

1.

I
2.

Answers. — 1. So

far as any law is concerned, I think
places in this country where there is
any leg-al restriction as to distance. If bee-keepers are wise,
there never need be any. Every one should put his bees so
far from the road that there need be no sort of danger to
passers-by. If a high fence is between the bees and the
road, they may be put close to the fence.
2. I think the Dadants do not have any special Langstroth form. They use mostly, if not altogether. tiieOuinby
hive, which has frames 18>^xll %

many

.

York's Honey Almanac is a neat little 32-pag^e pamphgotten up with a view to create a demand for
honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices A sample for
:

Size of Hive.

I keep a few colonies of bees, which swarm too much.
stop that ? If so, how ? •' TTJ C_z:
Oreg.
W^hat size hive do you think'is the best ?

Answers. — 1. You can probably
swarm each. When the prime swarm
new hive on the old stand, putting the

25 copies for SO cents: SO for 70 cents; 100 for
$1.2S; 250 for S2. 75; 500 for $4.50. For 25 cents extra we

limit

stamp

;

your name and address on the front page,
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
will print

when

them

to one
in its
old colony close beweek later, set the old hive on a new stand at
side it.
some distance, moving it at a time of day when the most
bees are flying. The field-bees will return to the swarm,
and so weaken the old colony that it will not be likely to
issues, set

it

A

swarm

far must bees be put from the public road ?
Ii,L.
hive is the Langstroth-Dadant hive ?

there are not

a

Can

How

What

let especially

Answer. — Probably salts contained therein. Some
make a practice of keeping the bees supplied with drinkingwater slightly

1.

2.

Shallow Boxes.

H. Lathrop"s plan (page 278) of hiving swarrns in shal-

low bodies looks quite well

Bees from the Public Road Size of DadantLangstroth Hive.

again.
Tnat's a very difficult question to answer, and you
will do well to read over all that has been said about it in
past numbers of this journal, for much has been publisht.
If you give the closest attention to your bees, it may be that

Langstroth on the Honey = Bee, revised by the Dadants,
a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound elegantly.
Every reader of the Aiiierican liee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
We mail it for SI. 25, or club it with the
arise about bees.
Bee Journal for a year both for only $2.00.
is

—

2.

ing

The Premium ofl'ered on page
for.
Look at it.

254

is

well worth work-

—
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it's possible we may not know the rates in much of the territory covered by the Association in time even for the July
journals.
I have corresponded with all of the passenger associations six in number and up to May 17 two only had fixt
the rate of fare the Central Passeng-er Association and the

—

[Entered at the Post-OfBce at Chicago as Second-Class Mail Matter.]

—

—

Trunk Line Passenger Association.
United Slates Bee- Keepers' Association.
Organized

to

advance the jmr^uit of .\picuUure
to protect its members
;
to prosecute the dishonest

of bee-keepers

honey

;

and

;

to promote Iht' interests
;
to prevent the adulieraiion of

honey-commission men.

I'lace anti IJute of A'e-vt Afeefing-.In Fra.nklin Institute,
South Tth Street, between Market and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia. Pa.,
September 5, and 7, 1S>'J. Every bee-keeper is invited.

39.

lUXE

8,

NO.

1899.

trip.

When

EXECI-TIVE Committee— Pres., E. Whitcomb: Vice-Pres., C. A. Hatch;
Secretary, l)r. A. B. Mason, Station B, Toledo, Ohio.
Bo.-iRD OF DiKECTOKS— E. R. Root; E. Whitcomb; E.T.Abbott; C. P.
Dadant; \V. Z. Hutchinson; Dr. C. C. Miller.
Ge.n"!. Manager and Treasurer- Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa.

VOL.

The New England,

Southeastern. Southwestern, and Western Passenger Associations had not fixt rates, but it is probable that the New
England Association will fix the rate at one fare for the

round

A/emLersZiip -Fee— ^/. GO jyer Jlnnuzn.

15

1899.

to

liV

&

8,

know that, but sometimes there is quite a difference between "oiie fare for the round trip " and two-thirds of that
amount. And then, you say. " at any rate there is plenty
of time yet to announce the rates
The important thing
for bee-keepers to do is to begin now to arrange to be in
Philadelphia," etc. Well, now, if railroad rates are not //ic
"important thing," I wish "ye editor " would just post
" your humble servant," and the rest of j-our readers, as towhat "the important thing
to arrange " for is, and
we'll try and get down to business.
If it is not important to know about rates there may be
plenty of time j-et. but if rates an' important (and whodoubts it ?) tlie sooner we can know about them the better.
It's now too late to get a notice in the June bee-papers, and

Editor.

PUELISHT -WKEKLY

George W. York

June

23.

I sent the communication that appears on page
thought I was doing your readers (if wA yon) a favor,
and the same thought calls this out. but if you've any more
reliable information than I, please give it, as it may be
needed, but don't give us "maybe's," for they "may be ""
misleading.
A. B. Mason.
Secretary United States Bee-Keepers' Association.

296, I

Well, Doctor, we fear you are borrowing trouble.
you ever know the G. A. R. to fail to get good railroad
to their annual encampments ? We never did.

Of course, the railroad rate
especially to some of us editors

is

Did
rates-

a very important thing

who have to go nearly 1,000
miles to the convention. But we expect to be satisfied with
whatever rate the G. A. R. secures, for we feel pretty certain it will not be over half as high as the rate bee-keepersalone could possibly get.
Don't you g-et weary in well doing. Doctor. Just keepon sending your " favors " this way, and we will try to ap-

But don't get discouraged when we are trying to help things along, even if our little help doesn't help
very much. You see, we'll have a lot of time to learn yet,
if we should be blest with as many years as you have lived
to enjoy.
And may you be with us many years more.
preciate them.

Note— The American

Bee Journal adopts the Ortho-rraphy of the follow-

ing Rule, recommended by the joint action of the American Philological ^Vssociation and the Philological Society of England:
Change
"d" or "ed" final to "t" when so pronounced, except when the "e" affects a preceding sound.

—

Comb Money

1820 Years Old.— Mention

is

made

in

the British Bee Journal of relics from the ruins of Pompeii,
now in the public museum at Naples. Loaves of bread,
also fig-s rather shriveled, and pears certainly no long^er
' But perhaps the most interesting' relic in the room
juicy.
a honey-comb, ever)' cell of which can be distinctly made
It is so well preserved that it is hard to realize that
the comb is no longer wax, nor the honey, honey. A piece
of the comb seems to have been cut out, and one can imagine some young Pompeiian h;tving- helpt himself to it and
is

out.

down to eat it, when he had to jump up and fly
his life. One cannot help wondering what became of
piece — whether the young fellow took it with him and
sitting

it,

it

Spring rianagement of the right kind, says Editor
Hutchinson, in the Bee-Keepers' Review, is the foundation
of our honey crop. Colonies sometimes starve in the spring,
or are greatly weakened or retarded in breeding by a lack
of stores. Mr. H. G. Sibbald, of Ontario, puts combs of
honey outside a division-board, and has it so arranged that
the bees can have access to these combs. This removes all
danger of starvation, and greatly encourages the rearingof brood. At the end of the fruit-bloom he puts the outside

for

combs of honey in the center of the brood-nest — first one,
and then in three or four days the other. He scratches the

the

surface of the combs.

ate

honev into bees.

or whether he left it on his plate, intending to return for
the eruption was over."

when

This plan converts the early dark

Talking Bees to School Children.— The following item
appeared Saturday, May 27, 1899, in Tlie Chicagoan a local
weekly newspaper publisht in the subin-b of Chicago where

—

Rate of Fare to the Philadelphia Convention. — We received the following communication from Secretarj' Mason
just a little too late for 6ur last issue

:

Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio, May 25, 1899.
Editor American Bee Journal.
I've been wondering what kind of an animal you take
me to be. anyhow. On page 296 I corrected the statement
made in your quotation from the Chicago Record as it appeared on page 264, and in your comments you say of the
Record, " And it may be they are not so far wrong as they
might be." Of course, a person doesn't have to be an editor

—

we

live

"

:

A

rare treat was given to the eighth-grade pupils of
the McPherson .school last Thursday afternoon, when Mr.
Georg-e W. York, editor of the American Bee Journal, gave
them an illustrated lecture on bees. The pupils were delighted, and the way Mr. York described the simple atiimal
was truly wonderful."

The only excuse we have

to offer for

reproducing here

this appreciated notice, is to suggest that bee-keepers in

other cities will find the school children greatly interested

June
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on bees if g-iven a chance to hear it. We had a
Lang-stroth frame of bees in a glass hive, and gave therefrom a practical illustration of the work of bees in the hive.
On the comb were worker-bees, drones, and a queen. There
were capt worker-brood, drone-brood, and the beginning of
a queen-cell. In the open cells were honey, eggs, larv;e in
in a talk

various stages of development, and pollen.
We also had a chart illustrating the development of
bees, and some other things in relation thereto.
Mrs. Lane, the efficient teacher in the eighth grade of
the McPherson school, had invited us to visit them and g'ive
the bee-talk, expecting to have the pupils take notes and
write out afterward as much as they could remember of
what we said. The best reports were then to be publisht in
their little school paper. It made a splendid written exercise for the pupils, and the talk seemed greatly enjoyed by
them, many asking a number of questions, which showed
that they were much interested.
Live bees in a glass hive are always interesting even
to people who are far beyond their school-days.

Preventing Swarming.

— This item, copied without

note

from the New
Zealand Farmer, makes one wonder whether bees are so
diflFerent on opposite sides of the globe, and whether beekeepers are so much more skillful on that side
or

comment

in the Australian Bee-Bulletin

:
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Getting Bees Started in Sections.— Editor Hutchinson
speaks approvingly of the plan of first putting on extracting-supers, and Editor Root advises that the experiment be
tried of putting- on a shallow extracting-super, and then
when the bees are fully at work taking away the extractingsuper and putting on a super of sections.

Mr. B. Walker, of Osceola Co., Mich., has been in
Tennessee for several weeks buying carloads of bees — 475
colonies in all. He is sending- them into Michigan, where
he runs some ten apiaries every year.
#

* *

Dr. a. B. M.\son. of Lucas Co., Ohio, Secretary of the
United States Bee-Keepers' Association, writing us May 25,
reported thus concerning the weather and his bees
:

' This is the

day for bees since the nice
weather we had in April, but there are no blossoms for
them to work on. I have full supers on several hives, and
not for storing honey,
lialf supers on most of the others
for there is none coming in. but to give room for the bees
but to-day I notice that nearly all the hoTiey has been carried from tlie brood-nest into the supers, and the broodfirst

real, nice

—

;

only one way of absolutely preventing
swarming, and that is to take out every frame in the lower
story at least once in every seven days, and destroy every
queen-cell that the bees may be building. The job, to
many, may seem a tedious one, but it is really very little
trouble. An expert bee-keeper ought to be able to take out
each of the ten frames and destroy every cell in about five
minutes."
Destroying all queen-cells once a week will hardly prevent swarming if bees sometimes swarm with no queencells present: and the man that can handle each comb and
miss no queen-cells when averaging' only 30 seconds to a
comb must be expert indeed. But sometimes those who
write for agricultural papers about bees are more theoretical
than practical.

"There

is

—

:

An

interesting letter from Chili, by the editor of the
Chilian Bee Journal, is given, together with a picture of
the writer, Mr. Lafitte himself, and two Chilian apiaries.
His journal comes here, and I have noticed with mucli
pleasure the excellent and progressive qualities of it in
every respect. He says the general aspect and climate of
Chili are especially adapted to bee-keeping. Some of the
farms cover 40,000 and some 80,000 acres, and some are 50
or 40 times as large as that. There is an enormous consumption
of wax there
for
tapers
in the Roman
churches. One of the largest apiaries consists of 700 frame
hives, 400 of which are of the Dadant-Blatt system, and
about 300 of the Langstroth-Simplicity style. These 700
hives are divided into five apiaries about two miles apart.
So far as harvests are concerned, 110 pounds per hive is the
most that has been extracted. This was an apiary of 10
Dadant-Ouinby hives. Deep frames are inconvenient in a
climate like that of Chili.
)

Getting Queens from Italy by Mail is reported a sucThe A. I. Root Co. send to the Italy
breeders queen-cages prepared with Good candy and sealed
honey, all ready to put in the bees, and out of a dozen
queens sent ten came thru alive, but one of the ten was
weak.
cess in Gleanings.

is

full of

brood."
# *

Expensive, according

to

Glean-

«

The HfM.\NE Alliance, New York

(50 cents a year), is
a popular and interesting magazine devoted to animals and
pets and humane education. The May number is remarkable for its fine illustrations and the great amount and
variety of interesting matter in relation to animals. It also
savs that there is one subject on which every dictionary,
encvclopedia, natural history and zoology is in error that
It is strange that this
is. where the subject is treated fully.
error is in the description of one of our native American
animals, the armadillo, of which little seems to be known,,
tho this animal is likely to become a valuable pet.
;

# *

Mr. W. a. Pryal.

Bee-Keeping in Cliili Gleanings recently contained
the following- paragraph referring to an article which appeared lately in the American Bee-Keeper

Cuban Bee-Keeping

combs are

Mav

15,

had this

to say

of

*

Alameda

Co., Calif., writing us

:

" Mr. Pender, of Australia, arrived in San Francisco
Saturday morning from his eastern trip he stopt at Los
Angeles" and saw Mr. Martin. He reports the country very
dry in the southern portion of the State. He called on me
Saturday evening. I askt him to take dinner with me Sunday, and he did so. I drove him about Berkeley, and showed
him over the grounds of the State University, and also thru
the grounds of the institution for the deaf, dumb and blind,
which is also at Berkeley. He'll replenish his cages with
young bees at my place to-morrow, and the next day he
takes the steamer for Australia."
;

Mr. R. McKnight,

for years a prominent bee-keeper
Canada, has a most beautiful home, as is shown
by the two nice pictures in the May Bee-Keepers" Review.
of C)ntario,

He

says this in reference to

it

:

—

and they are
4-V acres
be the finest site in town. They cost
me §10,000. When Mr. Hooker, of London, was stayingwith me during the Chicago Fair, we were one evening
sitting on the rustic seat in the distance, when he declared
he had witnest no finer prospect in all his travels in Europe.
Mr. Cowan was also much taken with the situation. Mr.
and Mrs. Cowan stopt with me for ten days during- their
My apiary was located in the orchard,
first visit in 1887.
which lies behind the house, and inside the row of evergreens.shown here. I have occupied this place for 23 years,
and laid out the g-rounds, planted all the trees, shrubs,
hedges, etc., which are now, like myself, getting old. I
fear that my bee-keeping correspondence is about over. I
have no bees at home now not being able to attend tothem. I still have an apiary about 15 miles from here but
I do little in it personally."

"The grounds embrace about

admitted.

I believe, to

;

makes sheds almost imperative, and
good deal of money.

ings, as the hot climate

they cost a

;

—

—

—

!
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&

Segelken,
HONEY, Beeswax,

Hildreth
120-122 W. Broadway,

NEW YORK.
We desire to

June

1899.

8.

JOBBERS AND
COMMISSION

MERCHANTS
Sugar and Syrup.

flaple

inform our friends and patrons that our firm has been re-organized and additional capiwill be conducted under the firm name and style of

The business

tal added.

HILDRETH & SEQELKEN,
the old stand, where we have had the pleasure of serving- our friends for the past 11 years. Management and supervision will be the same and our business methods those of square and honest dealing's
will be practiced as heretofore.
We believe we have won the esteem and confidence of our shippers thruout the country, and that our
dealings, as a rule, have been of the most pleasant nature.
Our additional capital will put us in position to increase our already- large business still farther,
if possible, and at the same time enable us to treat our shippers even more liberally than heretofore, in
making advances, etc.
Records will show that we handle by far the bulk of all the honey sent to our market.
We make
honey the principal part of our business, are personally acquainted and have trade connections all over the
country, which enable us to handle any amount of honey to better advantage than any other house.
Old shippers know us and will bear us out in what we have said. Those bee-keepers who do not know
us and have had no dealings with us, we would cordially invite to correspond with us and make our acquaintance.
We not only handle on commission but buy largely as well, from small lots to carloads, for
spot cash.
We wish to call the attention of the Southern bee-keepers to the fact, that our market never was in
better condition than this season. Old stock is disposed of and the market is bare, with a good demand.
New crop will find ready sale and at higher prices than have ruled for years past. We would advise them
to send their honey, while there is a good demand at good prices, as later on conditions of the market may
at

—

change.

We

also handle

MAPLE SUGAR AND SYRUP

those having any of these goods to offer.
In conclusion, we wish to extend our thanks to
receive their kind consideration in the future.

very extensively, and would be pleased to hear from
all

21

Plra^o mfinion the Aniericnn

A4T

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
Device
catching and clipping Queens'
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at Sl.OO; or forSl.lO we will
mail the Uee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

In the multitude of counsellors there

safety.— Pror.

of the

free samples), and we will enter j'our name for 1
year, fit you have not received 3'our money's
worth at end of year, we will, upon request, continue the paper to you free of cost another year).

Wainwrifrht

BuiUiiiijf,

Please

7Dtf

iiieiitioii

Italian Bees

Publisher,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
the Bee Journal.

and Queens

...FOR SALE...
Queens, Sl.tX) each. Bees by the pound, $1.00.
Nuclei, two-frame, with Oueeii, S2.00; one-frame.
$1.50; each additional frame. St) cents. These
are sent in light shipping-boxes, L. pattern
frames.

MRS, A, A. SIMPSON,
S\V.\RTS, (ireene

19D4t

Co.,

PA.

PUPSBEKXAKU
FOR SALE

PURE

ST.

* weeks

old.

23Alt

Query 91.— In case you had 150 or 200 nice,
straiarht, empty worker-combs, had 50 or 60 colonies of bees, desired as

little

increase as possi-

and was producing mostlj' comb honey,
what, in your judg-ment, would be the best and
most profitable way to use those combs ?
HOOSIEH.

Michiuan

PUPl'IES CHEAP.
H. S. JONES,
Mayfair Ajnary, Mayfair, III.

W.

G. Larrabee— I should use
increase.

them

for

for

ex-

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Street,

If you care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Cali-

California

Paper—
Pacific Rural Press,

fornia's Favorite

The

ble,

Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Page
-departments to every branch of Farming aud
Stock-Raising. Plain and Practical-^Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neighbors (for

W, M, BARNUM,

lis

Best Use for Empty Combs.

Chicago, IlL

(SEMI-MONTHLY).
The representative modern Farm Paper

is

11-14.

GEORGE W. YORK &

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,

The Midland Fanner

Wanted

as you have any good, well-ripened
Extracted Honey for sale, send us a small sample, stating quantity, price e.xpected delivered
in Chicago, and how put up.
Prefer it in 60pound tin cans. Expect to be able to place carload lots as well as smaller shipments of Extracted Honey. But don't ship us any until we
order.
Address,

NEW

St.,

trust to
Journal.

As soon

is a fine thing- for use in

Michigan

}Vpo

Extracted Honey

The MoNETTE Queen-Clipping

118

and

of our shippers for their past favors,

The

leadings Horticultural

paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely

and

Ai»'ricultural

Publisht weekly,

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

ple copv free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Fk.\ncisco, Cal.
330 Market Street,
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
*

-

Mrs. L. Harrison— Use
tracted honey.

them

E. France— I would put the
bees enough to work tbem.

combs with

Eugene Secor— Melt them into wax, and
trade for foundation to use in sections.
Adrian Getaz — If the combs are white,
cut them up and fit them in the sections.
Dr. A. B. Mason — I would use them in
supers with the colonies I run for extracted
honey.
P. H. Elwood Make enough increase to
cover the combs, and unite in the fall or

—

spring.

E. Whitcomb— Sell
prising fellow who

them to some

enter-

produces extracted
honey.
Mrs. J. M. Null— I do not know of any use
except in the way of increase, which /
should desire.
Doolittle By "pruning" out the
G.
150 to 200 poor combs that may be found in

M

Golden

Italian

Queens

^u^lTn"^.

ted; all (Jueens by return mail; will run
1,200 nuclei; Queens reared by Doolittle's

method; safe delivery and satisfaction
gfuaranteed; have 11 years' experience
and know what good Queens are.
Prices— 75c each; o for 54. Selected, ?1;
After July 1,50c each; 6for52.75.
Selected, T5c: 6 for 34.
Queens are prolific and workers,
industrious as well as beautiful to li>ok
at; hundreds of testimonials prove this.
I just now have a nice lot of Queens
which have just started to lay. Order at

6 for S5.

My

once and

I

will send

\nu something fine.
on Queens in

SPECIAL LOW PRICE

quantities.

Address,

H. G. QUIRIN. Parkertown, Erie Co. Ohio.

Money Order

ortice,

Uellkvi-e.

June
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your 50 or 60 colonies, and using the " nice,
straight, empty worker-combs "' in their
places.
J.

M.

Populous

fore the harvest.

And Several Other Clover

bees becolonies will

—

Dr. C. C. Miller They could be used for
increase, for extracting, or to give extra
room before and after the harvest.

—

Rev. M. Mabin I would substitute some
of them for any crooked or defective combs
in the .50 or 00 colonies. The rest I would
melt into wax.

—

Chas. Dadant & Son Use a part of them
exchange for whatever drone-comb
might be in your colonies, and hive swarms
on the balance.
Dr. J. P. H Brown — I would use them to
the best possible advantage in the " little
increase. '^ and to replace bad comb in the

have made arrangements so that we caa
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or e.vpress, at the following prices, cash with
the order:

Sweet Clever

FOR THE HIVE
AND HONEY=HOUSE

other colonies.
R. C. Aikin— For extracting.
crease,

else

no

VVhiteClover
Alfalfa Clover

Crimson Clover

have them

Save Stings,

Save capping's

can afford to
g-et

along without them.

O. O. Poppleton— Unless there are strong
reasons why you should not increase your
production of extracted honey, you might
do that. Such combs would be of much
value used that way.
Prof. A. J. Cook— Melt up the poorest
drone-cells
ones those with
and not
straight which would not be required. But
why not increase
If one is keeping bees
why not utilize all the combs ?
C. H. Dibbern That would depend a
good deal upon the season. If the prospect
for surplus was good, I should do all that I
could to keep back swarming, but should
use up those combs to some extent for hiving swarms.
A. F. Brown If I do not want increase I
should use the combs over a few colonies
and run them for extracted honey. It is
presumed you have already replaced all

—

—

in

your colonies, and have

combs left over.
Davenport— First,

these

Lasi a uteiime.
Their great superioritv over
everything else of the kind

from the

all

field.

competitors

^V/v A: A; A;

if there were any
drone-combs in the hives occupied I would replace them with some of
those straight worker-combs. Here, in an
ordinary season, what increase could hardly
be avoided from that number of colonies
would use up the rest, or all of them.

C.
ill-shapeu or

—

O. W. Demaree I should use them to
catch the fall flow of honey, because at that
time of year, in my locality (Kentucky),
bees do not succeed at comb-building. But
if I lived in a locality where there was no
fall bee-pasture. I would render into wax
the inferior combs, keeping the best for any

ing to secure a price equivalent to the
value of the wax that said combs contain. I
would melt them up, and use or sell the

wax.

Mrs A. J. Barber — I should hive
swarms upon them, putting four to six

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS.

CO,

;

YORK & CO.

W.

Michig:iii Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM-"'"- the

aeir-renulatiDg

[lertc'Ct,

EXCELSIOR INCUMIOR
Id auccesBful operaiinn.

.nils

Lowest priced

114
c

44A26t

Ist-cla'je

«EO.
to

12a

h»iober

mmie

8TAIIL,

II.
K. 6th St.. 4jiitncy, 111.

Please nieutiou the Bee Journal.

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.
If

Wool

and

lYIai-kets

Slieep

has a hobby which is the sheei>-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO.

ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing,

f4S

ALBINO QUEENS

oren^lnTol'

want the ^'eiitlesi Bees— If you want the best
honey-g-atherers vou ever saw trv mv Albinos.
Untested Queens' in April, $1.00: "Tested. $1.50.
9A26t
J. D.
Lisbon, Tex,
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

—

GIVENS.

Ever

Better than
Am

I

prepared to furnish everything- needed by

the up-to-date bee-keeper, all g-oods manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., shipt to me in car
lots, and sold at their prices.
Send for illustrated, 3t>-pag-e Catalog-

FREE.

GEO. E. HILTON,
FREMONT, Newayjfo Co., MICH.

Address,

ITAHt

Please mention Bee Journal

EGGS
per dozen
llAtf

FROIH

when

writing.

BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS

Thorobred — Fine Pluraag-ed
Fowls — P^arm Raised — 75 cents

MRS. L C. AXTELL.

ROSeVlLLE.

ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal wheii -writing.

Comb Foundation
Wholesale and Retail.

Working Wax.
INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

DO NOT FAIL
Before placing- your order, to send
what 3'ou need in

me

a

list

of

Foundation, Sections,
And

other Supplies, and get

will eet the best g-oods

trated Catalog- Free.

nij-

prices.

and save money.

You
Illus-

BEESWAX WANTED.

colony before winter, and does not increase

much.

MEDINA, OHIO.

if

my
into

new hive at the sides fill up the middle
with new frames with one inch starters
Put the hive that oast the swarm to one
side, and when others swarm pile them on
it five or six high.
This will make a line
the

THE A, L ROOT

GEORGE
US

emergency.
D. W. Heise— If little increase is desired.
and mostly comb honey is to be produced,
and if the 50 or G(i colonies are already supplied with as good combs as the empty ones
are. I would sell my surplus combs.
Fail-

For Sale Everywhere.

50«s
$4.00
5.75
5.00
5.00
3.50

solicited.

Blmple,

—

has driven

Your orders are

A. Stone— I

drone combs

35th
$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

1.25
1.40
1.20
.90

your order, for cartage,

(

'

practical bee-keeper

25 cents to
freight.

?

should make up my
mind to go into e.xtracted honey, and use
them above queen-excluders: or else 1
would make them into beeswax.
Sell them for the best offer
J. E. Pond
you can get. I ast^ume, however, that your
colonies are all amply provided with combs,
and that these are extra and not needed.
Emerson T. Abbott Let the bees swarm,
and hive the swarms on the old stand on
the combs, and give the swarm plenty of
surplus room at ouce. Move the old hive

—

No

Add

away.

to the honev.

$1.00

wanted by

—

Save Hard Work,

initb

60c
70c
80c
60c
55c

Prices subject to market changes.

filled

—

Save Time,

5ft

in-

can you do with them

If you can use it that way,
for use in feeding.

Jas.

HAVE NO EQUAL.

what

If

(melilot)

AlsilieClovor

to

BE.E.=ESGflPES

Seeds.

We

produce the honey.

PORTER

SWEET CLOVER

Hambaugb — Breed up your

R. L. Taylor— 1 should use them first for
the extracted honey so far as needed, then

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

!
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June

Your Bank Account
will scarcely miss the

amount required

to purchase

a vehicle

or harness from us. This is so because you get these articles
at first cost when you buy from us.

We

have no Agents^
but se/iyou direct
front our factory
at wholesale prices^

We make 170 styles
No, ?'07—Extension-top
Complete

lamps and pole

aumer exclusively.
You take no risk

Sarrey with douMe

side curtaics, aprons,
shafts, prict, $Ti.
Just a£ good

as

we

Kg. ISO— Doiibli^ Bngey
Harness with nlikel trim
mings. Price, conipli-te with

ship goods

collars

and hitth

straps. $'20.

any\vbere subject toathorough exami- As good as bells for $aO.
nation. Don't buv until you cet a copy
of our Inyge lliififvatea catalogue,
tf'e »enfl it
to you upon req-nesf.
Elkhart Carriage and Harness Mfg. Co., TF B. Pratt, Sect/ Elkhart^ Indiana.
as

rtL'-ils for

'jr

$110.

FREE

have the best equipt factory in the West. Capacity,
one carload a day; and carry the laryest stock and jrreat-

est variety of everything needed in the apiary, assuring
BEST g-oods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

We

also manufacture

*®"IF

—

^

fur all purposes. Price list free.

KREjcHMER, RED OAK, IOWA.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

BEE-BOOK

That covers the wuole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other publisht, send J1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

B66-K66D6rs' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Bee-Hives, Sections, ShippingCases — everything used by beeOrders

keepers.

for Catalog'.

promptly.

filled

Minnesota Bee-

Keepers' Supply Mfg. Co., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn. 18Atf

2-frame Nucleus with Untested
Queed, $2.25.

TOOK

25

GUNZE.L, Obear, Graighead Co.,

F. J.

ISAtf

P!ea=;e

THE OLIVER

is

—reared from Impoktkd Mothers.
cents; Tested,

SCI

Untested,

TERRflL BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Go. Tex
INAtf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

POPULAR
it

because

been built up-side-down.
IS IN SIGHT.

it is

an up-to-date typewriter, not

shows every word as you'wriTE

in the

it.

bees are doing all right at present,
but they had a hard winter. I lost 5 colonies out of 32. They are booming now. I

my

had

New

York.

Times-Hek.\ld. Chicago.

MoNTGOMEKY Wabd oz Co., Chicajro.
MoKGAX & Wright, Chicatjo.
U. S.

Goveknment, Washington.

C, M.

A:

St. P. R. R.. Chicago.

Chas. ScKiBNER's Soxs. New^ York.
Cosmopolitan, New York.
JouBNAL. New York.
Tribune. Chicago.
Inter-Ocean, Chicago.

Title & Trust
J.

V.

Co., Chicago.
6i Co., Chicago.

and countless other houses of liK*e importance
and cliaracter.
"^^ E, Cor. Washington and Dearborn Sts.

Please mention Bee Journal

Listen

!

Take mu

B66-SllDPll6S 01

writing.

Mm

ftllOllSl

FINE FOUNDATION AND TONS OF

Wax

—

CMICAOO,

when

ILL.

-

WGiSS

IT.

WORKING

into Foundation fur Cash or Trade a Specialty.
I defy competition
Foundation, nillions of Sections— Polisht on both 'Sides.

Satisfaction Guaranteed on a

and be your own judge.

full

Wax Wanted

in

line of Supplies, p Send for a Cataat 27 cents cash, or 28 cents in trade,

delivered to me.

AUGUST

to

day

(May

22).

A Destructive Hailstorm.

We

have just had one of the most furious
in

this

locality

ever known.

were not of such unusual size, but
they came with such force and so many as
to make it quite destructive. Bark was
knockt off of young trees, and the marks of
hail are plainly visible on the bee-hives.
Some of the farmers are plowing up their
wheat to add a "buck" thereto, so bees
hails

will fare all right in the fall.

H. G. QciRis.
Erie Co., Ohio.

May

—

Fakwell

Oliver Typewriter Gompany,

swarm

31.

Hard on the Fapmep op Produeep.

Youth's Companion. Bosion.
Illinois Centkal K.R., Chicago
Send

first

.Nearly all tbe bees are dead in this part of
the country. There is a good outlook for a
honey-flow here this season. It has been
cold for a few days, but it is warming up
H. Messer.
now.
Greene Co., Pa.

The

McCluke's Magazine, New York.
Review of Reviews, New York.
Recokd. Chicajjo.

iDtf

Bees Doing All Right.

My

hailstorms

USE BV^

^IIM

log-

k^ia^ssy/;^j^.=.^>ta^^>^-,fei^^^

WORK

H.^BPEK Bros..

17D:st

be the main condition to success.
S. T. Pettit— I would put the first swarms
upon them until about two-thirds of them
were used in that way. then in 1(1 days
after hiving remove about one-third of
the combs.
Take those containing theyouugest brood, aud then fill up with empty
comtis. Those combs of brood can be used
in different ways. Or I would hive swarms
upon them in contracted brood-chamber,
and in ten days remove the dummies
spread the brood, and insert empty combs.
Every swarm thus treated will render good

flrk.

51. (Hi.

to find out that typewriters have
built right-side up, where the

IS
Trust, and because

lor
Catalog...

high for extracted honey, using
those combs for all they would be worth.
Then I would run the remainder for comb
stories

mention the Bee Jonrnal.

BEAUTY
BY RETURN MAIL GOLDEN
ITALIAN QUEENS

YEARS

The OLIVER

in

Untested Italian Oueens. bS cents each. Ready
May 1, 180"?. ~Have orders bookt now,
and get bees when wanted.

The Oliver Typewriter.
IT

were

service.

YOU WANT THE

Send

7'J paii-ew, Free*
of either wood or g-alvanized

Tanks

anv form,

steel, all sizes,

Address,

your position,
it. I would
divide the bees just enough to take the
swarming-fever out of them, then I would
take about 10 colonies and run them three
I

honey. Of course, a good honey-flow would

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We
Illustrated CataJos:*

Lovesy — If

with a desire as you express

65

manufacturers of vehicles and harncfs in the world selling to the con-

with

1899.

use some tor honey to furnish stores of
such colonies as needed them, and for feeding next spring, and the rest for swarms,
giving each swarm but two or three in th&
the center of the brood-chamber, or if more
had to be given to use them all. restrict thebrood-chamber to the size of five Langstroth frames.
E. S.

and

We are the lareest

styles of harness.

fenders.

of vehicles

8,

VVEISS,DHortonville, Wis.

''

Ei>iTOR York; I desire to thank you
many times for publishing the article by
Prices of Honey
G. M. Uoolittle, entitled.
not Made by Law(').'' I have often wondered if it could be possible that no one of
the many able writers and thinkers of the
Bee Journal knew the real cause of th&
decline of prices, not only in honey but
I could hardly believe
in everything else.
it, when I saw that Dr. Miller when askt
the cause of declining prices of honey,
wiggled out of it by practically saying, " I
d- CD
don't know."
i^"
1 do not wish to set myself up as a teacher,
kind,
but it is so simple
or anything of the
to my mind that I think surely our great
beekeepers could easily give us tbe reason.
A system that will allow the producer only
a small portion of the value of his product
caunot thrive and exist any great length of
time it will surely work or bring forth its
own downfall, for if the producer gets only
a small portion of the value of his product,
he cannot then buy what he really needs,
and there being taxes, rents and interests
(besides the profits that the other fellows
get) to pay, he does without a great many
things that are necessary to make life
pleasant, c A system that produces million-

—

!
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Van Deusen Jliin Foundation.
We have several 25-pound boxes of VanDeusen

Thiu Flat-Boltom Comb Foundation

for sale at

This Foundation is preferred by
many. We have only a few boxes of it at our
Chicago Branch, so aii order for same should be

$12.50 per box.

Address,

sent projiiptlv.

THE

A.

ROOT

I.

me send you my 64page C.\T.\LOG for 1899.
Let

SEE-KEEPERS
r/.
/.

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

lis Michitran Street,

.Jenkins,
A/. .JoJiici/;

Are not

BEES

Italians;

GOLDEN
CARNIOLAXS —
thev are

Everything- g-uaranteed. Book givinof 37
vears' experience in queen-rearin*; mailed free.

$f>.ot>.

HENRY ALLEY,
Wknham, Essex

Co..

Mass.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODUDATION
nt)

Satr in Brimd-FianiL's.

Thin Flal-BottoiTi Poundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being- the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

VAN »Ei;SEI«,
Sole Manufacturer,

J. A.

Untested Italian, $1.00 each;
1, 70 cents each;
Tested. S1.25
for 52.00.
each. Catalog free. Address
after Julv
3

Theodore Beuder^CantotiyOhio.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

SAtf

THE

and a

Our

unrivaled

when

I

LOOK AT HIS TEETH.
Don't t;iki- the Auctioneer's word, but look in the
horse's nmutli. Pnve Fence is fifteen this sprins.
hn8"trood «in<r' and not a pimple. It'M"standrtrd."
pa(;kuovk\ niuK kkx-kto.. aiheian. hi* ii.

CATALOG BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
An
rtUL Instructions to Beg'inners, &c., free.
*tU PARP
I

-

to

pay

High Hill, Missouri.

Don't Rent
ESTABLISH A

HOME OF
YOUR OWN

Did Well on Fpuit-Bloom.
colonies of bees in good shape.
They did well on fruit-bloom, and have
built up strong for white clover, this being
our main stand-by for honey. It has been
cool the last week, with a good show for
had a hailstorm the ITth there
frost.
was hail bounced off my bee-hives as large
as hen's eggs, leaving their marks on the
roof, and calling the bees out to see what
was the matter.
The winter loss was heavy here, and in

have

We

JOHN NEBEL & SON,

5Atf

for a paper, altbo
we desire very much so to do. Always
hoping for better times, but finding that
the rent or interest and taxes increase but
wages go down, and the price of what we
produce seems to get less and less, and the
F. H. Joiunning.
times get harder.
San Bernardino Co., Calif., May 7.

Read "The Corn Belt," a handsome
monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,

;
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LEWIS

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

CO'S

of Perfection.

anci tlie

Acknowledinieut of Competitors.

coupled with twetity-iive years of manufacturing experience, enable us to anticipate and
supply every want and need of the bee-keeper, promptly and accurately.

WANT THE BEST— They Cost No More.

of our Catalog-

Main

Branch Offices and Waperooms
LEWIS CO.,
N. E., Miiiueapolis, Miuu.
LEWIS CO.,

515 First Ave.,
1"^

NiMHOD, Wadena Co., Minn.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.
20A4t

facilities,

Factories and
G. B.

heart bleed

Verdict of Ttioiisanfls of Customers

A copy

B.

my

it is hard to see how a Christian people
can stand idly by and let such a condition
of affairs go on unhindered. If we all got
what we justly earn, the editor would not
have to wait for months and months for
the money due bim for bis paper, but when
It is toil, toil, toil, by day and by night, and
not get enough to have a decent place to
live, and good food and plenty of it to eat,
and good clothes to wear, it is hard to find

G. B.

YOU

<i.

MATE WILLIAMS,

solicited.

me

Are Models
Tills is Itie

best honey-g-atherers, the

hardiest Queens, try a few
Northern-bred Italians—" daug-hters of
imported Queens." Tested Queens, 51.50; untested, $1.00; 2-frarae Nuclei with tested Queen,
$3.00 each; the same with untested Queen, S2.25.
Ready to fill orders bv June 1. Correspondence

my

of

civilized people.

almost makes

It

I

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Queens

(

enough spare cash

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing,

Has

innocent children who have never wronged
any one) to go without food, clothing and
shelter, when others not a wbit better have
all the luxuries that human mind can devise and make, is certainly very unjust, and
will not forever be tolerated by a just Uod

Northern Queens.
YOU want the
IFlong-est-lived
aud

see little children go barefooted,

ar^d practically a
noii-swarmin^r, non-stiii^ing" strain of bees;
yreat hoiiey-t.'atherers and sure to winter. Tested
Queens, each, SI. 00; 6 Oueeus. 55.50; 12 Queens,

21A3t

and paupers is surely not a just one.
A system that causes the toilers and laborers to go hungry, aud causes those who do
no real labor at all to get immensely rich,
is by no means in accord with the teaching
A system that will cause little,
of Christ.
aires

and with
an almost empty stomach, whose parents
toiled
by
night
by
day
and are
have
and
unable to provide for their dear ones. To

WetumijUa, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal v.-hen writing.

rtDEL

365

South Alabama Street, ludiauapolis, Indiana.

and Price List mailed

Office:

free

upon application.

Watertown, Wisconsin.
AGENCIES:
E. T.

ABBOTT.
L. C.

St. Josepli,

Mo.

WOODMAN, Grand Rapids,'Micli.
FRED FOULGER & SONS, 0»den, Utah.
SMITH'S CASH STORE, San

Francisco, Cal.

—
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June

All this was 20 years ag-o; and several times
since then 1 have bought queens of this same
breeder, and I have always found this strain of
bees possest of those same good qualities— industry, gentleness, and hardiness. In addition
to this they cap their honey as the blacks do
theirs. I have frequently corresponded with
this breeder, and with those who have bought
queens of him, and I am thoroly convinced that
he has a strain of bees that are far superior to
the general run of stock. If I were starting an
apiary, for the production of honey, I should
unhesitatingly stock it with this strain of bees.
This breeder has always advertised in a modest, quiet, unassuming sort of way, nothing in
proportion to what 'the quality of his stock

Every bee-keeper who has had experience
with several strains of bees knows that some
are far superior to others— that there is scrub
stock among- bees, just as there are scrub horses,
cattle, sheep and poultry. Let me give my owu
experience:
Years ago, while livintr at Rogrersville, I made
a specialtv of rearing*- queens for sale. Before

I bougrlit Italian queens
Italianized, not only my own bees, but all
within 3 miles of my apiary. In buying those
queens I ihink that I patronized nearly every
breeder in the United States; and even in those
years of inexperience I was not long- in notinjr

eng-ag^injr in ihis worli

and

the great difference in the different strains of
bees.' The queens from one particular breeder
produced bees thv^t delijjrhled me f^^reatly. They
were just plain, dark, 3-banded Italians, but as
workers I have never seen them equaled. They
seemed possest of a steady, quiet determination
that enabled them to lay up surplus ahead of
the others. Easier bees to handle I have never
seen. It sometimes seemed as tho they were too
busv attending- to their own busiuess to bother
with anything- else. Their honey was capt with
a snowv whiteness rivaling that of the blacks.
In addition to these desirable traits must be
added that of winterinfr well. If any bees came
thru the winter it was the colonies of this strain.
They came as near being ideal bees as an.v I
have ever possest.

have warranted, and at last I have
that I can help him, and benefit my
readers, at a profit to myself, by advertising

would

decided

these bees in a manner befittiogly energetic.
The price of these queens wnll be SI. 50 each.
This may seem like a high price, but the man
who pays it will make dollars where this
breeder and myself make cents: and when you
come to read the conditions under which they
are sold, it will not seem so high. The queens
sent out will all be young queens just beginning
to lay, but, as there are no black bees in the
vicinity, it is not lilcely that any will prove impurely mated. If any (jueen should prove to be
inii^ureU" mated, another will be sent free of

SUPERIOR.
I said that the price would
be SI. 50 each.
There is only one condition under which a
queen will be sold for a less price, and that is in
connection with an advance subscription to the
Bee-Keepers' Review. Any one sending $1.00
for the Review for iy?9 can have a queen for
$1.00; that is, I will send the Review for 1&09
and one queen for *2.»'0. Of course, this special
offer is made for the sake of getting the Review
into the hands of those who are unacquainted
with its merits.
Orders for these queens will be filled strictly
iji rotation— first come, first served.

W,
many

NEW

LONDON,

se-

)bUppllCS»»«

ljCC''JxCCpCt*S

price for the manufacture of

HUTCHINSON,

cases

in

my

Flint,

Mich,

was the

fault of the bee-keepestimation. I think if they

trusting to their own .superstitious ideas
often, and put to practice what they learn,
they would profit by it. Success to the
P. W. Greeqor.
Bee Journal.
Wayne Co., Ohio. May 32.

Good Prospects fop Honey.
has been very severe on plants and
trees, but white clover has stood it alt
right, as the whole country seems covered
with it, and also the clover of last season's
seed is coming up thick. The prospects are
good for a fine crop of honey. My bees
have begun swarming the first bwarm
issued May 8, which I think is pretty early,
as bees came out nf winter quarters rather
weak, and a great many died this spring.
E. A. DONET.
Scott Co., Iowa. May 25.
It

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved'machineryfor the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
lutely accurate.
thev'are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinerv, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

Send

Z,.

would read good bee literature instead of

AVIS.,

Operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

1899.

charge.
Safe arrival in first-class condition
will be guaranteed. Instructions for introducing will be sent to each purchaser, and if these
instructions are followed, and the queen is lost,
another will be sent free of charge. This is not
all: if, at any time within two years, a purchaser, for any reason whatever, is n<>t satisfied with his bargain, he can return the queen,
and his money will be refunded, and 50 cents
extra sent to pay him for his trouble. It will be
seen that the purchaser runs no risk whatever. If a queen does not arrive in good condition, another is sent. II he loses her in introducing, another is sent. If she should prove impurely mated, another is sent. If the queeu
proves a poor layer, or the stock does not come
up to the expectations, or there is any reason
why the bargain is not satisfactory, the queens
can be returned and the money wili be refunded,
and the customer fairly well paid for his
trouble. I could not make this last promise if I
did not KNOW that the stock is reallv

ers,

Page b Lyon Mfg. Co.

8,

—

FK,ICE3S OFHoney-Dew Bees

Perfect Bee-Smokers

Biiigliaiii
,A.KriD

H03SrE3Y-K:iTIVBS.

Soinke Enginedargest smoker made) 4-in. stove. Doz.
Doctor
3H; in. stove. Doz.
3-in. stove. Doz.
Conqueror
j.arue

Plain
Little

stove. Doz.
2-in. stove. Doz.
2-in. stove. Doz.

S.Mj-in.

Wonder (weight

10 ounces).,.

Doz.

Honey-Knife

$1.3.00;
9.(Xl;

6.50;
5.oo;
4.75;
4.5(i:

6.o0;

each, by mail. $1.50
"
"
"

"

"
"

1.10
l.(X)

.90
.70
.60
.80

all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
its record and pedigree.
FIFTEKN YEAHS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
years. I was always pleased with its
Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer, 1 write for a circu-

Bingham Smokers have

or Knile, louk up

BiuKhHtu & Hetberington Uncapping-

1.",

Kuife.

lar.

I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
Truly.
W. H. EAGERTT, Cuba. Kansas.
January 27, 1^97.

T. F.

BINGHAM,

reward.
Bees are in fair condition. I put 149 colonies into the cellar Nov. 2n. 1898, and took
lect the

them out April 10, 1899. They dwindled
down, and I have doubled up to 129 colonies. Prospects are for a good season.
C. F. Lang.
La Crosse, Wis May 8.
,

[The item on honey-dew, referred to by
Mr. Lang, reads as follows: Ed ]

nONET-DEW.

Far«vell, IHIchigan.
I

OUR MOTTO:

WELL MANUFAC TURED ST OCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

Seciions,

slilDolpases and

B66- Keepers' SuoDiies
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.
The BASSWOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
the best for making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young and
thrifty timber is used.
'Write for Illustrated Catalog

and Price-List FREE.

Marshfield flanufacturing Company,
Please ir.ention Bee Journal

when

-writing.

VARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

in Fair Condition

Editor York:— Enclosed you will please
find a clipping from the Farm Journal, in
which a man offers t.5 00 for one pound of
I think Prof.
boney-dew from aphides.
Cook ought to get after that fellow and col-

make no great pretentions to knowledge,

but having lived all my life in the woods of
southern Indiana, I have had a chance to
mueh-talkt-of
this
of
learn something
honey-dew, and I am free to take the
ground that there is no such thing, and I
will give any man five dollars on receipt of
one pound of honey that can be proved to
have been gathered from deposits of aphides.
Next summer, say the last of June or
during July, when the weather is warm
and moist, what is generally called splendid
growing weather, take a trip out into the
woods in the afternoon, climb up into an
oak, hickory or ash tree and examine the
leaves, and you will find small particles of a
dried substance on the leaves. Be sure to
have a glass with you, and you will find a
small rupture on the top side of the leaf,
showing that the substance dried on the
leaf has exuded from it. Now touch your

'

June

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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tongue to this dry substance, and
find it sweet as sugar, and on
hickory, poplar, pear and maple
find it of a pleasant flavor, but on

you

367
iJ >Jt >te. >te ite. jte. jfe: >ti Jte. >tt

will

will

Mr. Kipling Cured

the oak

not be so pleasant. At that time you
will find no bees working on the leaves, but
early the next morning return to your investigation and you will find those same
trees alive with bee.^^. provided there was a
fall of dew the night before, as this substance must be dissolved before the bees
can handle it.

it will

In localities here, where no oak or blacktimber grows, we get no better honey
than is gathered from the so called honeydew. The two kinds mentioned seem to
D. M. R.
make it very dark.
Lovett. Ind.

gum

I

For special information regarding The Oxygen Treatment,
Address.
DR. PEIRO,
Central Music Hall, Chicago.

Chicago, May 8.— Not anything- of consequence doing; a little honey is being- sold at
prices that have been prevailing- for some lime.

While comb
dark.

when

scarce, but there

is

Extracted

Beeswax,
Please mention Bee Journal

2Tc.

is a surplus of
unchang-ed.
Stocks light.
R. A. Burnett A Co.

New YoKK, May

-writing.

9.— Fancy, 7f«7^c; choice,

OC'ibJ^c: fair, 5'/2@6c; common, 55t« 60c
Beeswax (>uiet at from 26^28 cents,

Our market

BEE.SUPPLIES,

Send for our Catalog.

C. H.

W. WEBER,

21M, Central .\ve..

Farm Wagon Economy.

10^2c; amber, 'il4(<v')c. Extracted, white, 7Ji@
"'sc: lig-ht amber, 6J4fe"c. Beeswax, 26'/2!^2Tc.
Prices for 1S'>8 product remain nominally unchangred, with stocks lig"ht and in hands of jobbers. Values for this year's honey have not yet
been establisht, but are almost certain to rule
lower than the jobbing rates now current for
old. Thi:s yeai's California crop is expected to
aggregate 20i.» carloads, 75 percent of which will

CINCIN.NWTI, OHIU,

Successor to

The economy

of this proposition is not all
found in the very reasonable price of the wao-on
itself, but in the grreat amount of labor it will
save, and its threat durability. The Electric
Wheel Co.. who make this Electric Handy

CH.4S F,

MuTH & Sox and

tloneij

A.

Muth.

and Beeswax Wanted.

Please mention the Hee Journal.

CHAS.

F.

in first-class condition, being-

Hildreth & Segelken.
San Francisco, Mav 24.— White comb, 10@

—

keepers.

is

bare of extracted honey, and demand g-ood.
New crop is beginning-lo arrive from the South.
Comb honey is well cleaned up; some demand
for white but demand for dark has ceast.

Langstroth Hives and everythingpertaining to same.
Mtitli Jars.Muth Honey Extractor
in fact everything used b3- bee-

Texas,— The Central Texas Bee-Keepers' A s-

MUTH & SON.

I wish to announce to mv friends and patrons
that I have this day sold to C. H. W.
(if Cincinnati, my Honey and Bee-Keepers' Suppl\- busine.ss. known for the past 3S years as
Sox. Mr. Weber will conCh.\s. F. Muth
tinue to push the Langstroih hive and everything pertaining to same; besides, he has secured ibe agency for Mr. Root's goods, and will
I beg- the customers of
sell them at his prices.
the old house, to whom I wish to extend my
thanks, to continue their patronagre with Mr.
Weber, by whom I am sure they will be accorded

be from San Joaquin Valley and mainly alfalfa
honey.
Boston, Mav 17.— Fancy white, I2'^@12c; A.
No. 1. llf<('12c: No. 1, 10c; lig-ht amber, 9c: buckwheat, 8c. Extracted Florida, white, 754@8c;
light amber, 6^^to'7c. Beeswax, 27fe28c.
The demand for both comb and extracted
honey has settled down to the usual small proportions of summer, and prices quoted would be
shaded some, to<i. as stocks are a little heavier
than is liked at this season of the year.

Blake, Scott & Lee.

WEBER,

.."i:

ELECTRIC

makepracticall.v a nen" wag-on
out of the old one. They can
be had in any heig-ht desired

fair

and honest treatment.
Mrs. Axnie

Cincinnati, Ohio, April

16,

Quincy,

Muth

1899.

(Widow.)
ISAtf

f o r
ripping.
^^
s©
cross cutting,
rab\\^ miterinB.
beting, groov-

terchang-e them with his regular wheels and have a hig'h
or low-down wag"on at will.
Write for Catalog- of the full
Line" to Electric
*' Electric

Box

7,

UNION Combination Saw—

and any width of lire up to 8
inches. With an extra set of
these wheels a farmer can in-

Co.,

n g. caining.
- sawing,
boring, ed geo u I d i n g
beading, e t c.
Full line FouT
i

scroll

m

111.

AND

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

cniNEKY. Send

,

Hand-

Power

Ma-

lur (.'atalog A.

Kansas City, May 15.— No. 1 white comb. 15c;
fancy amber, 14c; No. 1 amber, 13'2c: fancydark, 13c; No. 1 dark, 12c. White extracted, 6c;
amber, Slic; dark, 4(a'45^c. Beeswax, 25c.
C. C. Clemoxs & Co.
Buffalo, May 5.— The season for honey is.
about closed. Some extra fancy white would
sell at ll(a I2c; S(mie very po(.)r selling at 6fe7c,
and dull. No more business in honey before the
opening- of the ensuing season.
Batterson & Co.
Omaha, June 2.— A few little lots of new honey
from Texas have made their appearance on the
market. The stock was put up b}' inexperienced people and only sold at moderate prices.
Extracted of fairly good flavor brought 5i^(a*c.
Comb hone.v put up in 60-gallon cans and filled
with extracted sold at 6!^c. This is a most undesirable way of packing comb honey. Trade
doe* not care for it.
Peycke Bros.
Detroit, April 10.— Fancy white. 12c; No. 1,
HHtillc: dark and amber, 8(fl 9c. Extracted in
fair demand without change in price. Beeswax,
25@26!^.

Decreasing demand and the attempt to crowd
down prices on corab honev.
M. H. Hunt.

sales have forced

WaUr St.. Seueca Fdlls, \.Y.
iFlease mention Bee Journal when writing.
Seiicni Falls Mfjr.

I'o..

46

WtlEN you WANT ^t^^iiZnl^v^
MAIL- with the best of
ni [FFN^
•VJULLIIO**

Carloads
of

•
Italian.s. large yellow
'jueens, healthy and prolific, workers gentle and
the best of honey-gatherers. Tested Oueens,
SI. 00 each; Untested, 75c; S8.)X) per dozen.
Send
for our price-list, and see what others say.

I!

J.

W.

K,

LORE.4UVILLE
Sections,

and EVERYTHING used in the bee-industry. We want the name and address of every bee-keeper
in America. We supply dealers as well as consumers. We have L>ry Kiln, Improved Machinerv, 40.000 feet of floor space, and all modern appliances. We niaK'e prompt shipment. Write
for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.
INTER-STATE MFG. CO., Hudson, St. Croix Co., Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal

when

writinE.

Cases of S econd-Hand (JO-ponnd Cans
—

;

GEORGE W. YORK &
118

Michigan

CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

iiientiuii

LOUISI.VN.V

the Bee Journal.

I
BeeiSuDDlies.1
:^
'^
l^
•^

r$
^»
^^5
.

Street,

L CO.,

I

:^5

We have found another lot of 300 cases (two cans in a case) of second-hand
60-pound Cans practically as good as new. We offer them at 45 cents per case
in lots of five, f.o.b4 Chicago or in lots of 10 cases or over, 40 cents per case.
Address,

SHAW

Iberia Parish)

Please

22.\lf

Shipping-Cases.
Comb Foundation

:]00

per g-allon.
according-

to quality'.

socialiou will meet at Milano, Te.\., July 20 and
.\11 are cordially invited to attend.
21, ISW.
H. li, Hyde, Asst. Sec. and Treas.
Hutto. Te.\as,

This wag'on is composed of the best material
thr(ju^hout— white hickory axles, steel wheels,
steel hounds, etc. Guaranteed to carry -KKKI lbs.
These Electric Wheels are
made to fit auy wa^ou, and

|

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Wairon and the now famous Electric Wheels,
have solved the problem of a successful and
durable low-down wa^on at a reasonable price.

HONEY AND BEESWAX

By the inhalation of Oxyg-en, the
specific cure for all lung troubles.

Convention Notice.

Wheel

>ii >ti ilttt

the ash.

you

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.
PouDER's Honey-Jars and everything used by bee-keepers. Prompt

Service— low freight

rate.

Catalog

free.

WALTER

S.

POUDER,

512 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

^C
^'
^*
^'
^*
^.
^.
^^

:
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Order Early
There are indications that the demand

B6G-K66P6r§' SllDDll6§,

n^ri^.^4'^

Year

Dadant's Foundation.

Why

can Bee-Keeper

T!i6

W.

T. Falconer MIq. 6o.

JAMESTOWN,

"writing.

the

The

QUEENS

Smokers, Sections,
Comb Foundation
FUEE OUIogue.

TBE

A.

iii«iition

I,

sell

I

& Sou

High

J.

Nebe!

G.

W. Fassett
W. Bittenbender

J.
J.

Hill,

Mo.

Middlebury, Vt.
Kao.xville, Iowa.

L. Gray
Pierce Seed and Produce Co
F. Foulger & Sons

R.H.Schmidt & Co

Vickery Bros

.\.

Watkins

Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo, Colo.

Ogden, Utah.
Sheboygan, Wis.
Evansville. Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

C. H. \V. Weber
Meic handise Co.. Deuver, Colo.

Pnughkeepsie. X. Y.
L.

St.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, Revised. The Classic
Price, SI. 25. bv mail.

in

Bee-Culture-

Beeswax Wanted ^
at all times.

chas. DADANT & SON,
hamilton, Hancock Co.,

Please mention Bee Journal -when \vriting

III.

ApUri&D ^tuppliei
rhfAp. Send for
£. T. t'LANACAN, BelleTillr, Ul
Anil

'

St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Des Moines Iowa
Hudson, Wis.

The

other

SHEBOVG.^iN, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Ala.

Portland, Oregon.

Nvsewander

SUPPI.IES.

Please

Wetumpka,

Co
Reynolds Elevator Co

A postal sent us with your name for
a Catalog- will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

We

:

Watertown, Wis.
Red Oak, Iowa.

E. T. Abbott,
L. C. Woodman

with fence and' plain sections, and a
full line of

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,
the best Veils, cotton or silk.
following dealers handle our Foundation exclusively

G. B. Lewis Co
E. Kretchmer
J. M. 'Jen kins

lianipion GHatt-ttive

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

for our Catalog,

Inter-State Mfg.

New

What more can anvbodv do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIR.MNESS,'No SAQQINO, No

it

In

Send name

J.

GWe make

satisfaction.

Portland Seed Co

N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when

Year

We guarantee

it sell

has always g-iven better satisany other.
22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Address

(20 pag-es) free.

does

faction than

Because

Copy of the Ameri-

1.

r^...^ri^4:^n

so well?

quickly

Falcon J Sections arc the Finest Made*
1899 Catalog- ready Feb.

tM

22iid

Because

will serve our customers as
as possible.

8, 1899.

for

SUPPLIES will be very larg-e this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have larg-e facilities for manufacturing' all
kinds of

And

June

ull

Bee Journal -when

ROOT GO'S GOODS

-writing.

Wholesale.
Retail.

Including their discounts for goods wanted for
use another season. It will pa.v you to send me
list of groods wanted.
Cash for Beeswax.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

Young

rien

and

Women:

:

pay you to fit'yourselves for
good positions by taking Shorthand
by Mail. Send $1.60 for Text Book
It will

or 3 cents for catalog

Supplies, address

l^Ei-kll 1 lVirVj»
Please mention Bee Journal

V-lV./«f ^^^ groadway, E.

when
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C'HICAOO.
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Headquarters of the Eclectic System.
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Please mentiou the Bee Journal.O
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Mr. Eastern Bee-Keeper,
the time you want FOUNDATION .\ND SECTIONS in a rush. We usually fiU orders
withiu 24 hours of the time received. If you want your SUPPLIES shipped at once, send here.

Now

is

SQUARE TIN CANS
For E.vtracted Honey, two S-gallou cans

in a case, IC cases, $6.00.

Discount on a quautity.

To say to the readers of
the Bee Journal that

Italian Queeiis

DOOUTTLE...
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QUEENS

Our

to sell

I.

J.

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

lipase mention Bee Journal

it

free.

STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Please mentiou Bee Journal

.

Q. M.

in Season.

and we mail

in their.season

during ISW, at the following prices
1 Untested Queen .fl.OO
6 Untested Queens.. 4.50
12 Untested Queens 8.00
1 Tested Queen
1.50
3 Tested Queens
3.50
1 select tested queen 2.00
" Queens 4.00
"
3
Select Tested
Queen,
previous season's rearing, 53; Extra Selected,
for breeding, the very
*est, $S.00. About a pound of Uees in a 2-frame
S2.tX) extra.
Queen,
Nucleus, with any
Circular free, giving full particulars regardAddress,
Queens.
ing each class of
l]A26t

and Bees

Catalog" describes all,

when

writing

when

-writing.

24 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.

This

is

a g^ood time

to send in your Bees-

wax.

We

are paying

ii,jii;rr,7

you want the money promptlv, send us your Beeswax.
wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,

ceipt.

Now,

if

GEORGE W. YORK &

Impure

CO.,

118 Michiifan Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

CHICAGO,

39th YEAR,

ILL,

JUNE

15,

1899,

No, 24,

the point sharp is used to cut the thread in the wood, because the scre-W with the blunt point will not do the work.

The Notre Dame Bee-Hive and Wintering- Device.
BY

B.

J.

CHRYSOSTOM.

ALMOST

any bos. or hive containing- loose frames witii
space enough between the ends of the frames and hive
to

admit a board say

'/i

inch thick, can be converted

what in this locality is known as the "Notre Dame
Hive," by means of a simple
into

The above description was proraist last fall, but had
been delayed till spring for the purpose of further testingthe superiority of the Notre Dame hive in wintering bees on
stores verj' largely composed of honey-dew.
Some were of the opinion that if the bees could be kept
warm and dry. and have several flights during winter and
early spring, the bad effects of poor food would be, to a
great extent, obviated. Such has been the case in this particular instance.

Our experimental work in this line was considerably
aided by the issuing of three small swarms, about the first
of September, from some nuclei which had been formed for
the purpose of rearing late queens. The swarms were
hived on drawn combs and fed honey-dew
two of the
swarms were made queenless late in the fall, and put in full;

device consisting- of the following pieces
One strip of iron one inch
•wide, 's inch thick, and the
depth of the hive two holes
much like key-holes are puncht
in it near each end.
Four
small screws to fasten this to
the board, which is cut to tit
in the end of the hive. Two or
four ;sx3 inch coach or wood
screws, the points of which
are cut off. and a groove cut
near the end to fit in the slots
in the strip of iron
a kind of
little button which when in
the .'-.lots will pull back as much
as it will push forward. These
screws, if only two, are put
thru in the center of the end of
the hive, and are so spaced
that when the board is put on
the slots in the iron strip will
drop down in the grooves cut
in the screws, and rest on the
bottom of the hive. If four
screws are used then two are
put opposite the second frame
from the outside. The heads
of the screws are flattened
for convenience. Three little
strips of wood are nailed on
the sides and bottom of the inside of the hive against which
the board fits up tightly when
T/ie Notre Dame Bee-Hive and Wintering Device.
screwed up against the frames.
One little strip of oilcloth is
tackt on the end of hive and board this is to prevent the
depth supers and placed over the parent colony or^nucleus,
bees from getting behind the board. The edges should be
thus forming one colony on 16 frames.
turned in so that no threads are visible for the bees to pull
The other swarm was hived on 16 frames, two of which
and bite. The holes for the screens are bored with a bit
contained hatching brood, and was fed about 20 pounds of
smaller than the screws, and a screw of the same size with
honey-dew.
To-day (April 20) this colony is working
:

;

—

;

;
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many of the old ones, is in excellent condition, and bids fair to rival the best.
Our bees are wintered on the summer stands in houses,
built without any pretentions to warmth, merely affording
a shelter from storm and wet. About the middle of last
October the bees were warmly packt in short straw and
chaff, by placing- a board wall" about eight inches from the
rear of the hives, and filling this space and that in front
and between the hives with a mixture of short straw and
and chaff. The space between the hives in some cases is
two inches, and in others about five.
strong cloth was put on the frames, and a full-depth
super put on. Then one or two little woollen blankets, and
then the super was almost filled with chaff over which a
wirecloth was placed to keep the mice out then more chaff,
straw and forest leaves till all was entirely covered up. I
believe that the bees never suffered the least from cold, because, so far as I know, the temperature of the packing
nearly as large a force as

A

;

never

fell

from time

below 50 degrees. Measurements were taken
time with the following results
Thermometer outside 10 degrees above zero

to

:

—

Jan. 7
in packing, 30 degrees above.
Jan. 19 Thermometer outside 12 degrees above zero;
in packing, 42 degrees above.
Jan. 29 Thermometer outside 18 degrees below zero
in packing, 39 degrees above.
April 20 Thermometer outside 30 degrees above zero
in packing, 72 degrees above.
April 24 Thermometer outside 55 degrees above zero
in packing, 84 degrees above.
The uniformly high temperature in the packing is owing
to the fact that there are no air-spaces around the ends
of the frames, and the heat of the cluster radiates thru the
walls of the hive and remains in the packing, thus protecting the bees and brood from the bad effects of sudden and
severe changes in the weather. It is certainly a gratification to the bee-master, when he packs his bees snug and
dr)' in the early fall, to know that they will not suffer from
cold, and will need no further attention until the next May.
It is also additional satisfaction, when wishing to look into
a hive, to turn two thumb-screws and lift out the frames

—

—
—
—

;

;

;

almost free of propolis.
I wish to state here that four screens to a hive would do
the work better and more satisfactorilj- if two were placed
opposite the second frames from the sides of the hive. Suppose we wish to expand the hive >'s of an inch, which I
think is sufficient to let the frames lift out, then we have
only to turn each of the four screws so much, and the space
is equal on both sides.
If the bee-keepers in cold countries desire

a hive that

combines in itself the advantages of the box for safe wintering, and the loose frame hive with its facilities of frame
manipulation made more easy and agreeable, a hive in
which bees will winter better, packt in a shed secure from
storm and wet, without the trouble, expense, care and
anxiety attendant on cellar wintering, then they might do
well to invest a few cents in the " Notre Dame Device," put
it in one of their hives, and give it a trial.
With this hive bee-keepers will have no need of beecellars nor chaff' hives. Cheaply built sheds would be better, and if properly built would save the trouble of moving
liives, and the business would be made more easy and pleasant because much of the work could be done in the sheds or
houses on rainy da3s, as I have been accustomed to do for
several years.
I have learnt by experience that to avoid the loss of
queens and other inconveniences to the bees, their houses
ought to be built octagonal in form, so that three hives
face to the northeast, three to the east, three to the southeast, three to the south, etc., with a board about 2'/i feet wide
and about 3 feet high extending out from each corner so as
to make the division complete, and also to serve as a protection from winds. There ought to be a window to each
three hives set in on pivots, so as to open and close easily.
When looking thru a hive all windows should be closed,
and opened when thru the bees will then get out immediately. There is also room in this little house for surplus
supplies, and a little corner to do the frame and section
work. There are many advantages in this arrangement. It
might be more profitable to keep 48 colonies in four such
little houses in large hives (non-swarming) than to keep 100
small colonies in a yard in small hives. However, this is a
question better discust bj' persons of long and successful
experience a subject on which I would like to read some

—

—

thoughtful articles.
It is also important to have frames about five inches
wide inserted in the wall against which the porticos of the
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hives fit tightly, and so placed in the wall as to give about
two inches incline outward to the hives, so that the condenst moisture may run out readily.
Let every one who reads this article do his own thinking, and act on St. Paul's advice, "Prove everything, and
hold fast to that which is good."

—

Later. Since writing the above report the following
added, which maj' be of interest in connection with the
subject
On April 22 it was observed that the bees were working
very strong bringing in pollen and honey. It was evident
if they continued the}' would fill their hives of 16 frames in
three or four days. In order to prevent this it was thought
best to put on supers. Some of the strongest colonies were
that evening unpackt sufficientlj- to get supers on, containing 24 one-pound sections each. The supers were covered
with a cloth, an empty super put on, and the winter packing
returned.
To-day, April 28. the packing was removed for inspection, and the first hive showed the eight outside sections all
the others had some honey stored
filled ready for capping
The fruit-trees will be in bloom the first
in the supers.
week in May. If the weather continues favorable we majexpect from 10 to 30 pounds of surplus honey per colony.
To what cause shall we attribute the flourishing condition
of our bees ? To the long and severe winter and poor
stores ? Or to the superior excellence of the Notre Dame
hive for comfortable wintering, and also to an early hohe}-flow from maples, poplars, and other early-blooming trees,
and to the fact that there was a sufficiently large force of
bees in each hive to bring it home ?
May 6. The apple-trees were in full bloom on May 3,
at which time we had rain and some cool weather, but the
bees did fairly well. The packing has been removed, and
some of the hives have been put on the scales, for the purpose of approximating the amount of honev stored from the
middle of April till May 6.
The first colony weighed 146 pounds this colony
weighed 80 pounds when put into winter quarters. A considerable portion of this must have been con.sumed during
the time elapst since last October, especially in rearing so
much brood. This colony has 16 full-depth frames, and a
super of 24 one-pound sections nicely capt. It is evident
that this colony needs eight more full-depth frames so that
the queen may have more brood-room, and the workers
more space to store honey. It does seem early in the season to have colonies occupj-ing 24 frames with 24 finisht
sections, but such is the case.
The next colony weighed was one formed by uniting
two nuclei last September. This colonj- tipt the scales at
104 pounds weight of the same hive last fall being 76
pounds.
The next one was the little swarm that issued from a
glass observation hive about the first of last September,
which has been mentioned above. This colony weighed 72
pounds, and is in excellent condition.
The last one weighed 148 pounds, the weight of which
is

:

;

—

;

;

was 76 pounds last fall 76 pounds less 35 pounds (the
weight of the hive) leaves the net weight of bees and
;

stores.

stores

It is

quite possible that the greater part of their

had been consumed before April
St.

15.

Joseph Co., Ind.

The Making' of Nuclei— Questions Answered.
BY

G. M.

DOOLITTLK.

Dr. Miller is askt this question: "I intend to increase my number of colonies the coming season by dividing. My plan of doing it is this: I have
14 old colonies, and want to increase them to 28 in all. So
I thought I would take 14 of my new hives in which I want
to hive the new swarms, and make a nucleus in each by
putting a frame of brood and eggs, and one of honey in
each hive, and then contract the inside of the hive with a
division-board so as to keep the bees which I intend to put
into the hive confined to the side of the two frames. How
many bees will I have to put into a hive? Will a pint do?
And will these bees rear a queen from the eggs given them ?
Do you think a nucleus formed in this way will be all right?
Would it be safe from robber bees ?"

ON

page

138,

Now, as I intimated in a late article, I had expected to
take the good Doctor to task for the waj- he answered that
question, asking him a lot of questions regarding his answers to it, so as to draw him out further, but upon a later

—
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I have concluded to answer the same lot of questions myself, and then the readers of the American Bee
Journal, as well as the Doctor, can see how we ag-ree in the
matter.
But before beginning at the general answering there is
one item which I think should be noticed in the matter,
which the Doctor never toucht upon at all. The que.stioner
says: " I thought I would take 14 new hives in which I
want to liic'e the new swarms "' (italics mine), which would
show that after his nuclei are formed later on he intends to
place the swarms, which maj' issue, into these same hives
having nuclei in them, for as soon as his 14 new hives are
occupied with nuclei he will have 28 hives with bees in
them, and that is the number he says he wants. Consequently, if he has any new swarms at all they must be
hived in with those nuclei, or he must procure more hives,
in which latter case he would have more than the desired
28 in the fall.
I know that he speaks of dividing, in his first sentence,
but knowing the nature of bees I know that unless he takes
more than the one frame of honey and brood from each
colony, as he proposes, he will have swarms to hive, and as
he speaks of wanting " to hive the new swarms," I take it
for granted that he expects the new swarms, and is calculating to hive them in with the nuclei. But how he is to do
this is something the Doctor failed to tell us, intentionally
or otherwise. There is only one way which I know of with"
out having many bees killed, and making a g-eneral " muss
of it all around and that wa^' is to have all the queens
with dipt wings, those in the nuclei after they begin t<>
lay, as well as those in the full colonies then when a
swarm issues allow the queen to run into a cage, stopping
her in. Next, carry the parent colony to the stand of the
nucleus you wish the swarm to go into, setting the nucleus
oft' and the parent colony in the place of it, immediately
letting the queen out of the cage and allowing her to run in
her old home. Now set the nucleus on the stand previoush'
occupied by the old colony, and. as expeditiously as possible, fill the hive with frames filled with comb foundation or

reflection

;

;

have all the food they need, they will
put in the hive nearly as well as those from the
but not quite, unless you give them a queen of
virgin or otherwise, after they have been in the
the.v will

swarm

have begun to return, and
as quick as it does so, shake the bees and queen off their
two combs down in front of the hive from a foot to 18 inches
away from the entrance, when all will run in together
without any quarreling, providing you smoked the nucleus
on first removing it from its stand so its bees have filled
themselves with honey. If you do not take these precautions the bees in the nucleus would kill the bees from the
this time the

be boxt, and the hive of the parent colony opened, and if
the queen-cells are not already destroyed they should now
be cut oft", when, as a rule, swarming will be over with
those two hives for the season, if plenty of section-room is
provided for the colony having the old queen.
Now to answering the questions propounded After telling us how he proposes to fix his hive with one frame of
brood and one of honey he asks. " How many bees will I
have to put into a hive ? Will a pint do"? Well, that depends
If four quarts of bees are taken from any colony of
the 14 our questioner sa3-s he has, and said 14 colonies are
all in the same apiary where he is forming his nuclei, as it
will be reasonable to infer, said four quarts will not be
enough to make a decent nucleus of those two frames, providing no precautions are taken to make that four quarts of
bees stay in that hive, for all but the ver^- youngest fuzz}ones will go back home, and the fuzzy fellows run out
in the grass and all about the outside of the hive where
they will perish.
During my nearly 30 years of experience of forming
nuclei with bees taken from a colony having a queen and
putting them on a frame or two of brood and honey, it has
been a great mysterj' to me how nearly every one will get
back to the old hive, altho apparently half of those carried
to the nucleus have never flown from the old hive before.
But such is the fact, and it is useless to take bees from their
mother and put them into a hive having combs of brood
onU' expecting them to sta^-, unless they are fastened to
the hive, or some precaution taken to make them stay
" where put." But if you can go to your out-apiary, or to
some neighboring bee-keeper, and get a quart of bees in a
nucleus-box, such as I have described in previous issues of
the American Bee Journal, and at the expiration of 24 hours
put them on those two combs one of brood and one of
honey j'ou will have a good nucleus, and even if you so
take bees from the same apiarj- in such a box, and keep
them in the box 48 hours instead of the 24, feeding them so
:

:

—

—

when

And now allow me to disagree with the Doctor a little.
takes special pains to tell the questioner that if the bees
do rear a queen from the eggs given, she will be " a very
poor aft'air." Well, as I said before, without any precaution toward making the bees stay on that frame of brood,
they would all leave, and if so >io queen would be reared at
otherwise; but where bees are taken
all
a. poor affair or
from an out-apiary and kept in a nucleus-box without any
queen for 24 hours, at the expiration of which a quart of
bees is turned loose on two frames fixt as the questioner
proposes, they will rear just as good queens as by any of
the plans used which deprive the colony of its queen while
the cells are being built, as I have proven time and time
again for. while in the nucleus-box they do "so long" for
a queen that nearly all of them will prepare royal jelly, and
when they have access to brood the_v will just "flood " the
young- larva chosen for a queen with it nearly, if not quite,
equal to those being reared in a colony preparing to cast a
swarm. And a quart of bees on the two frames will keep
up the necessary heat to fully perfect those queens, where
treated as I have given, fully as good as will a strong colony whose queen has been taken from them that they may
rear queens.
While I do not recommend this way of rearing queens,
if the doubting ones will try it they will become convinced
that a quart of bees so treated will rear queens as good as
any known a score of years ago. outside of those reared by
And if this be so. then the quesnatural swarming.
tion, " Do 3-ou think a nucleus formed in this way will be
all right"? would be answered in the affirmative, and the
Onondaga' Co., N. Y.
robbing part the same.
He

;

The Use of Barrels as Honey-Packag-es.

will

swarm as fast as they came back, in nine cases out of ten.
The next day the nucleus and new swarm combined should

stay

out-apiary,
some kind,
bos from 8

to 12 hours.

empty comb.
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BY

C.

P.

DADANT.

a recent number of the American Bee Journal I see an
editorial criticising the use of barrels as honey-packages.
I will readilv agree that tin makes a much more convenient receptacle, yet barrels have served us so long, especially to keep honey for several years, that I cannot help
saying a word in their favor. We have, many times in the
past, kept honey as long as three and four years in barrels
without any trouble.
The important thing is to have good, tight barrels,
sound and well dried. The great mistake many bee-keepers
make when putting their honey in barrels is to treat them
as if intended for wine or vinegar, or other wood-soakbarrel which needs to be soakt in order not
ing liquid.
to leak, is not safe for honey. Only the very best hardwood barrels should be used for honey, and among these,
those that have been treated to a coat of glue, as for coalThese are entirely imperoil or alcohol, are the safest.
meable, and unless they have been soakt and again dried
they will not leak. If they have remained in a dry place
when not in use. all that needs to be done is to tighten the
hoops on them just before using them, and keep them as
have used some barrels over
before in a drv place.
and over again'for 10 or IS years without any loss.
As to taking the barrel apart to take out the honey, it
is an easv job, and does not injure the barrel in the least if
properly done. When we speak of barrels, we mean ironbound barrels, for wooden hoops are unsatisfactory, always.
To open a barrel of granulated honey all j'ou need is a
strono- o-imlet. a hoop-chase and a hammer or mallet. The
barretis set on end, the head is thoroly cleansed, and the
gimlet screwed into the center of it. Then a couple of
marks are made on the edge of the head to correspond with
similar marks on the chime, so the head may be replaced in
the same position as first found, after the barrel has been
emptied. The hoops are then chased oft', the staves spread
a little, and the head is lifted oft" by the help of the gimlet.
The honey may then be scoopt out with a ladle, a scoop, a
shovel, or even a spade, according to its density. After it
has been entirelv emptied, the head is replaced in exactly
barrel treated in this way may
the position it occupied.

IN

A

—

We

A

be used over and over again without risk. This is not
theory, but a practical fact, and the first thing I teach a
new clerk who is expected to handle honey and put it up in
dift"erent packages is how to remove a barrel head properly.
It is true that if we use the 60-pound cans we are saved

—
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trouble, but

I

do not believe

I

would trade good bar-

rels for those 60-pound cans when harvesting honey which
may have to be put into small receptacles, according to the

customers' wishes. For instance, if we have a crop of
20,000 pounds of honey, and put it all in 60-pound cans, we
maj' have orders for some 10-pound or S-pound, or even
smaller cans. You will ask. Why not put it up in different
sizes ? We have tried it, but this has to be done during
the harvest, when we are busy, and then we do not know
how much should be put up of each different size of packages. If it is all in 60-pound cans, when we take it out, to
put, say 3, 000 pounds in small sizes, we have SO of those cans
to empty. It is a great trouble to wash them, and it is not
advisable to leave them sticky with honey for a season. If
you wash them, they will not dry inside and will rust. If
your honey is in large barrels the putting up of the 3,000
pounds will use up the honey of only about six barrels.
These are easily emptied, easily cleansed, and ready for
another crop without fear of rust or bad taste.
The demand for honey in 60-pound cans is on the increase, and I am glad of it. I should very much like to sell
all the honey we produce in that shape, but we must cater
to the trade, and I do not think that we will ever cease retailing out our goods in all sizes of packages, from 500
pounds to a single pound. We expect to use tin cans
mainly, but we will always prefer barrels from which to put
up different sizes according to orders.
It is unsafe to melt granulated
One word of warning
honey and return it to the barrel while it is hot. Honey
has such wonderful hygrometric properties that the hot
honey will absorb any moisture that maj' exist in the wood
and actually shrink it till it leaks. This does not happen
with cold honey. We were caught at this twice before we
understood what was the cause of the trouble. So if you
have to melt honey do not put it back into the barrel before
an
it is cold.
It is always best to use a good, strong can
extractor can is very good as it may be used till the honey
has all been drawn off. If large tin cans with open top
were not so inconvenient, they would make excellent packages to keep honey till the apiarist is readj- to put it up for
:

—

—

retailing.
I meant
I spoke of barrels glued for coal-oil or alcohol
barrels that have not been in use. A barrel that has contained alcohol is safe for honey, but a barrel that has contained coal-oil is fit for nothing but coal-oil afterwards.
;

"EXPERIENCED NOVICE" A

MIST.\KE.

I like Cogitator's friendly criticisms, which are always
very much to the point, and pleasantly given, but I cannot
pass his last mention of the new phrase coined by myself,
as it would appear on page 164 "experienced novice." By
referring- to the quotation on the page mentioned, the reader
will readily perceive that I meant " inexperienced novice ;"
the mistake was made either by my fault or by a typographical error. Altho I do not have the infallible correctness which belongs only to erudite writers like R. L. Taylor, I much prefer being guilty of the use of synonyms than
Hancock Co., 111.
contradictory expressions.

—
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" Scientific Queen-Rearing," but I do not like the plan in
nearly so well as I do those in the other book. Then, the
latter gives the reader so many choices of ways that he can't
go wrong, if he has had any previous knowledge of the
business and he is so honest in his expressions that it
seems to me that one can't help but admire the man.
We have had no rain since the middle of April to speak
of there has been none this month, tho the weather has
been threatening showers the past couple of days. Since I
started this letter it has begun to rain some, and I should
not wonder but we ma3- get enough to lay the dust. While
a good rain would be a benefit to the bee-pasturage, still, it
would do great damag-e to the haj- crop, much of which is
now cut, and to the cherry crop, the earlier varieties of
which are ripe. This fruit is much earlier than usual. Our
black Tartarians are seldom ripe before the end of the first
week in June. This year they are now readj- to harvest.
Cherries and most other fruit is not going to be a heavy
crop in California this season, yet the fruit will be of large
The trees are making a fine growth,
size and fine flavor.
which may indicate that there will be a heavy crop next
year, provided there is not a dry season. The grain and
hay crop in this portion of the State will be heavy it will
be above the average. In the lower part of the State I have
been told by those who have been there recently, there will
be no crops to speak of. Grass only five inches high is
being cut for hay here it is three and four feet hig-h, and
in some places more. I notice that Prof. Cook, in the last
American Bee Journal, says that they have had but 7 inches
of rain in his section here we have had 23, I believe.
it

;

;

;

;

;

Mr. Pender and the University. — When Mr. W. S.
Pender was with me a week ago Sunday, I drove him thru
the State University grounds, and showed him the several
varieties of eucalypti we have introduced here. All the
varieties grown in California are not to be seen in these
grounds neither was I able to show the gentleman all that
are scattered over the place. I showed him some that are
;

in other places hereabouts. I find that our names do not
agree with manj- he calls by the same name. There is nothing like knowing the botanical name of a plant.
Mr. Pender was quite an observer of our styles of

he said that we build verj' pretty residences.
the University did not have one or two
large buildings rather than so many of various sizes. I
told him that we were to have even more, and that some of
the very fine and handsome buildings he saw were to be
torn down along with all the smaller ones, and a grand system of building inaugurated, the plans of which are being
prepared by the best architects in the world (there being an
open competition and large premiums being held out for the
best plans), and when everything is in readiness work will
be begun. The plan is to make our State University the
grandest in the world. The site is the finest possible, being about 200 feet above the bay, and opposite the Golden
Gate. Our deaf, dumb and blind asylums, at Berkeley,
have the name of being the finest of the kind anywhere,
tho I hardly think the buildings are the best.
Quite a heavy shower fell while I was writing this
page": it may rain all night. (Later.— It did in showers,
and neither did g-ood nor harm 'twas too light.)
The indications are that honey is not going to be plentiful
the flowers do not yield much nectar. Perhaps later
the flow maj' be better.
architecture

;

He wondered why

—

A Chatty

Letter on Various Topics.
BV W. A. PRYAL.
Weather and Oueen-Rearing. — The weather has

THE
been

few weeks, and the days
spend very little time within
doors. I am glad that I am able to be in the open air
so much, tho I like to spend several hours each day in
Lately I have been giving what
reading or writing.
spare time I can command to my bees. I am in hopes that
I will be able to attend to the 40 odd colonies I have in such
a way that I will secure a good crop of honey. Then I want
to rear a lot of queens. I have found queen-rearing a very
fascinating occupation. I don't know anything I like better.
I have been reading up all the literature bearing upon
the subject I could g-et hold of. I have been very much
taken up with " Thirty Years Among the Bees. " I think
it is about the most interestingly written book on bees pubThe title, tho, is badly chosen it
lisht in this country.
should be changed in future editions. Then it should be
re-written and publisht in nice book form and bound in
cloth.
I believe that if a book is worth printing it should
be worthy of a decent cover. Of course, cheap editions
could be issued for those who may choose, them in less pretentious bindings. My edition is in pamphlet form. It is
too much of a bee-classic to send out that way. I have read
so fine

for the past

seem so long, that

I

:

;

—

Exit Adui,teraTEd Honey. To-day I called upon the
grocer in Oakland where I deal, and where I sold some
honey early this month, with the purpose of telling him
that i was prepared to sell him some of this year's honey
extracted and comb— as I had commenced to harvest it. I
was more than pleased to find out that my prospect of supplying the home market with extracted honey had increast
very encouragingly recently. It came about in this way
The city of Oakland has a health department that is up
with the times it has its health officer, sanitary inspector,
food inspector, chemist, etc. It has a well equipt laboraWell, my grocer told me that the food inspector had
tory.
called upon him a few days ago and askt to see what kinds,
of honey he was selling. He was shown some put up in
glass jars or bottles a piece of comb honey surrounded
With what purported to be extracted honey. The markets
here are flooded with honey put up in this shape, most of
"
which bear the label of some one of the " syrup companies
This particular sort that the grocer
of San Francisco.
brought- forth did not bear any label it was a fair brand
of the usual " honey " that has been so sold in the markets
about the bay, and I suppose on the coast for many years.
:

;

—

;
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The
this sort of ' honej' " is g-etting its death blow.
inspector told the grocer not to sell any more of the stuff as
it is not fit for food.
The grocer is an honorable young man, and will obey
the arm of the law. I presume I can supply him with all
the honey he may sell, and it seems that his store uses a
But

good deal. I have been selling him some in bulk he has
some customers that like my honey better than the Southern California article, tho the former is usually darker tlian
the latter. He says the folks at his home prefer my honey
to anything they ever tasted in the honey line previously.
I believe the California pure food law is doing much
good for the producers of wholesome foods. I notice that
the labels of lots of things that I lookt upon as spurious
articles of food now bear labels stating just what they are.
;

It was a common thing here to see all kinds of oils intended
for salad oil to bear the words " Pure Olive Oil." Now we
see •' Salad Oil," with the further information that it is obtained from cotton-seed. This is but a single instance of
many others. Californians are very proud of their olive
oil
like our honey, there is nothing else as good anywhere
on the face of the globe (hie). Nuf said. Hurrah for //(rehoney !
Alameda Co., Calif., May 23.
;

Summer Work
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surplus cases are at hand having a few drawn or partiallydrawn combs these should be given them, for it is verj- important that an early start be secured in the boxes first, to
secure more honey, and, second, to avoid the crowding of
the brood-chamber with honey, and the risk of the bees getting the swarming impulse and giving no surplus, which
would be the case if swarming occurred. The giving of
more surplus-room than one case to new colonies should be
decided by the honey -flow as indicated heretofore.
At the close of the white honey harvest all honey-boxes
should be taken oft' and stored in the honey-room, which
should be bee-proof. During the honey-flow all boxes
should be removed as soon as the outside combs in the surplus cases are capt over. During a scarcity of honey, such
as we have after clover and basswood. bees are much inclined to rob, and in removing or handling honey it should
be exposed to the least possible extent. We find at such a
time bee-escapes are very useful, for with them a large
amount of honey maj' be taken from the hives and stored
in the honey-room without any excitement being caused
among the bees, or inclination to rob, which is very gratifying.
The honey-room should be a warm one, and well ventilated, so the hone)' may improve in quality by becoming
thicker, which heat alone can do, and then best with circu-

—

lation.

in the

BV

Apiary —Seasonable Hints.

F.

K.

SXELL.

the opening of the summer
and
openWITH
ing
white
bloom the most important season

sea.son
the
of
clover
for the apiarist is at hand. It is a season full of interest and anticipations, and hopes usually run high. The
main honey-producing' season comes within the next few
weeks, which time bring's the bread and butter for family
use for the year to a large extent with many, if a good crop
of honey be secured. The results depend quite a good deal
upon the skill and management of the bee-keeper. A good
deal of work must be done if the best results are to be

Oueenless colonies, if any exist, would better be united
with nuclei or light swarms or colonies, and the honey
stored so robbers cannot get to it, for bees are on the alert
During a light
to find stores at all times and in all ways.
honey-flow, such as we sometimes have late in July or
August, and not good enough for work in boxes, some
honey will be stored by strong colonies in complete combs,
such as we extract from, and all strong colonies should be
given such if on hand, and some more hone.v will thus be
secured, which is some help, and may add quite a considerable to one's income with a large apiary, and in the same
proportion with fewer bees. Get ready for a fall honeyCarroll Co., 111., May 22.
flow.

gained.

A good

supply of hives in which to put new swarms
and should be in a shady part of the
bee-yard, so the hives maj' be reasonably cool when the
swarms are put into them, for if the hives are hot, as will
be the case when standing in the hot sun, the swarms are

should be

all readj',

much more

inclined to

leave for parts unknown.

Tlie

newly-hived swarms should be shaded for the same reason,
and also better work will be done in the supers when the^are put on if the extreme heat be avoided so far as may be.
The supers in full supply for a good season should now
be ready. A foundation guide, or full sheets, should be in
every brood-frame and honey-box. Any partially dra%vn
combs should be used in the first frames or honej'-boxes, as
such are quite an inducement to the early entering of supers
by the bees and work therein. These, when used, I prefer
in the central part of the supers, and about three in each
row of boxes when running for comb honey.
All hives and supers should be sweet and clean before
using. Musty and filthy hives should not be used to put in
new swarms, for such are often deserted, and I can see no
economy* in using such. Clean, new and good hives are
cheap, and if kept well painted and properly cared for will
All utensils u.sed in the apiary should be in
last a lifetime.
order, and a place for each so that the apiarist may know
just where to find them when needed, that no valuable time
be lost in hunting them up.
The bee-yard, if in grass, should be kept mown down
with a lawn-mower, and everything kept neatly, which is
both pleasant and profitable, for more and better work can
be done with such surroundings.
Supers should be placed on all colonies strong enough
to begin the storing of surplus on time, so there will be no
loss in the honey crop.
Extra room should be given for
surplus as needed. Experience will have to be the guide in
this direction largely as to when this shall be done. The extent and length of the honey-flow must be considered in
determining to how great an extent supers should be added.
As the white honey harvest nears its close the surplus
department should be diminisht in securing comb honey in
order to get the greatest possible number of completed
combs. At this time if too much room is allowed many
boxes will be partially filled, and a less number completed.

honey as much by itself and
as much of it as we can, and this can only be done by doingas above directed.
All newly-hived swarms strong in numbers should be
given a super in about three days after being hived, and if
It is desirable to get the early

CO.N'DUCTED BV

OR.

C C. MIKI^nH. a/areng-o,

111.

(The Questions ma.v be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers b.v mail.— Editor.]

Kingbirds and Bees.
birds are bad on bees ? I have but one colony of
and lots of kingbirds, catbirds, thrushes, etc., and do
Nebr.\ska.
not want to kill any unless necessary.
Answer. — It isn't very likely that any birds do much
damage to your bees unless it be the kingbirds. Sometimes
they are troublesome, and sometimes not.

What

bees,

Caging

tlie ttueen.

I read very much about "caging the queen," which is a
subject that I'desire information upon. How is it done ? I
am in my second season of apiculture, and have never yet
seen a queen, altho I have made diligent search and cut oijt
queen-cells every eight days to prevent swarming. This
last information I gained thru a friend who lives some distance away, thru correspondence. I have five colonies, and
am greatly interested in bees and desire to enlarge, as I become conversant in apiculture, as I find it quite a woman's
vocation. I am delightfully situated in the midst of 3,000
or 4,000 fruit-trees, desirable to bees. Is the enclosed cage

what

I

need for caging queens?

How is

it

used

?

OrEG.

of which j-ou send a picture is all
right, and indeed any kind of a cage will do that allows the
bees to communicate freely with the queen thru its walls.
If the object is simply to keep a queen caged in a hive, the

Answer.— The cage
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simpler the cage the better. You can take a piece of wirecloth about four inches square, wrap it around a stick one
inch wide and ;s thick, and four or five inches long-. At one
end tie some fine wire around to hold it tog-ether. Now
slide the other end off the stick till about ;'s of an inch projects, and
the stick.

bend or fold down the wire-cloth upon the end of
Your cag-e is now complete. When you desire to
use it, draw out the stick, let the queen run in. and push the
stick in perhaps an inch. You may take the queen in your
fing-ers and put her in the cage, or, if you are somewhat
patient you may set the cage over the queen and let her run
in of her

own

accord.

difficult

hive upside down, put the new hive over it and drive the
bees up. or drive the bees up into some box convenient, then
put the bees in the new hive. It will be well if you can put
at least one frame of brood in the new hive before putting
the excluder over, otherwise the Cjueen may be slow about

commencing-

—

Answers. 1. I sowed some in the spring:, and some of
bloomed that same year, but the larger part bloomed
early the nest summer. It may not act in all places alike
it

Fine.

You would stand no chance

of keeping pure Italians
with blacks onlj- half a mile away, and yet it might pay you
well to try to keep them. The hybrids -ivould most likely be
nearly as good workers as pure Italians, and occasionalhintroducing fresh Italian blood would keep up vigor.
4. Very likely nothing better than Italians.

Swarms Combs or Foundation

Dividing to

Prevent After-Swarms.
1. I have 16 colonies of bees in 8-frame LangstrothSimplicity hives, running for comb honey. I have 16 more
of the same kind of hives filled with good, straig-ht workercomb. Would you advise giving the new swarms full hives
of comb? Or wiir the bees fill it with honev, leaving no
place for the queen to lay ? Which will be the better, the
combs or foundation ?
2. What is the best method for dividing, so as to prevent all after-swarms ?
Wisconsin.

Answers. — 1.

should prefer the comb to foundation,
but it may be well to give only half the combs at first,
giving the rest 10 or 12 days later. For if all are given at
first the bees would store in them rather than in sections.
2. One way is to take all but one or two frames of brood
from a colony, leaving it all its bees, cutting out all queencells, and giving plenty of surplus room.
Let the frame or
two that you leave contain the youngest brood itt the hive.
The brood you take away maybe put in another hive, brood
from some other colony, if convenient, being added to fill
out the hive, and this may be put on the stand of another
colony which is removed to a new place.
Care must be
taken that all the cells are cut from these combs, and a laying queen from a nucleus is to be given and left caged for
I

two days.
Blacks and Hybrids in

Same Hive— Transferring.

1. Is the queen
fertilized by more than one drone ? If
by only one, what is your reason for both black and hybrid
Italian worker-bees in the same hive ?
2. Is it a good plan to transfer bees from bos-hives by
this method ? Place a hive containing either comb foundation or comb underneath the box that you wish to transfer
the bees from, and drive the queen and" some bees into the
hive that is prepared, and then place a queen-excluder on
top of the hive. Leave the bos on top of the hive say 21
days, then remove it as the bees will be hatcht out in that

ti™e.

Illinois.

Answers. — 1. The

belief is that

general a queen
mates with onlj- one drone. That part of the progeny take
after one parent in color, part after the other, and part after
both, is nothing unusual. In a family of 10 children with
a black-headed father and a red-headed mother, you would
not think it strange that some of them should have red hair,

some

2.

to lay.

Hives and Honey-Extractors.

What

in

and some a compromise.
The plan might do very well, only you would

black,

call it a

4. Which honey-extractor is the best for general use, in
your consideration ?
5. One of my neighbors has a honey-extractor for which
he says that he paid $10 when new. It holds four frames
of honey, and has a spout or faucet below for letting the
honey out. What is its name ?
Iow.\.

Answers.—'1.

don't know.
but one can judge very little
from the description.
3. Any hive such as the 10-frame dovetailed, but remember that the best hive will accomplish little if badly
2.

it

It

may

do

I

verj' well,

intellig-ent manag^ement almost any hive
do well. The man is more than the hive.
4. My knowledg-e of extractors from actual use is very
limited, but I suppose almost any of the extractors now on
the market are good, the Cowan, that you mention, among
them.
5. I don't know.
There may be more than one 4-frame
extractor with a spout.

managed, and with
will

Starting
I

now

find that

the

in

Bee-Keeping.

closely confined

office

practice

and chemical work of a specialist, does not agree
with my health. I am always well in the open air. So the
question comes to me as it probably came to you (in a somewhat similar waj') years ago, " Shall I keep on and die
(doctor),

young, trying to laj- up money here, or shall I be content
with a living in close contact with nature, and live to a
good old age ?"
blueberries, blackberI have the best berry location
thousands of
in a radius of 15 miles
ries and raspberries
plenty of golden-rod
apple-trees, maples and small fruits
and a moderate amount of other small honey-plants little
or no basswood. and acres of mountain laurel. Is it poisonous ? Do the bees gather from it ? An old farmer two
miles off has 16 colonies that he manages on the old natural
swarming^ plan, and lets the bees take care of themselves.
He got 30 pounds of coinb honey per colony last season, and
said nothing about poisonous honey from laurel. If tiiere
was any doubt I would not risk it.
Do you think in the present condition of the honey business that I could make a living at it ? How would you advise me to begin ? Would you advise me to run for comb or
extracted honey at first ?
I had thought of starting 25 colonies in a correctly built
house-apiary, and putting my increase out-doors and' win-

—

—

;

;

;

tering them there.
I have sufficient capital to enable me to do what is'necessary in order to start favorably. I have a brother in CalR. I.
ifornia and could start there if it seemed best,

c

Answers. — Perhaps no other sort of questions makes
me feel more keenly my incompetency to advise than yours.
So many things must be taken into account, and with regard to a good many of them one can hardly have any posThe best I can do is to reply somewhat
itive knowledge.
generally. To one who desires to live to a good old age,
keeping- close company with nature, bee-keeping presents
strong- attraction.
I should perhaps put it that I would
rather die young after living a good many years than to die
an old man after living- but few years and laying up money
that I could not enjoy. But the financial part cannot be
entirely ignored, and that's where the pinch comes.

As
find

Taking

all these points into consideration, would you
good hive for producing extracted honey ? It has
no movable bottom-board, which is one thing I do not like.
3. What hive having a movable bottom-board is also
good for the production of extracted honey ?
2.

Will crimson clover sown in the spring, bloom before
or in the fall of the same year that it is sown ?
2. How is it for feed for all kinds of stock ?
3. Would it pay me to get pure Italians, with another
bee-keeper within a little over half a mile away keeping
black or mixt bees all the time ? He won't get pure stock.
4. Of all the bees, which do you think are the best for
Kansas ?
K.\nsas.
1.

Giving

to drive bees down-hill into an empty hive.
You
it easier to drive them up-hill.
Turn the box-

kind of hive would j'ou call mine, which has a
gable cover, holds eight brood-frames, and has. only place
for one super of sections under its cover ?

Crimson Clover— Italian Bees.

2.

15, 1899.

would find

1.

•^-•--^

3.

June

to location, the probability is that you
if you have told the whole truth about

one, but

have a good
your loca-

it

:

June
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tion is poor. You have mentioned early honey-plants which
are valuable to build up on. but which can hardly yield surplus, and late plants which will help fill up for winter, but
say nothing- of anything likely to give you a profitable crop.
except to mention that basswood is scarce. Very likely,

however, white clover is not lacking, and it is possible there
are other good honey-plants that you have not mentioned.
Please don't understand that those early honey-plants are
unimportant. They are exceedingly important, because by
their means your colonies can build up strong for the main
harvest from clover, and possibly from other plants.
There is probably no foundation whatever for fear of
honey from laurel. Many a feast of honey I've had in boyhood upon hone^- gathered where mountain laurel abounds.
To make a living from bee-keeping alone would be possible if you can live very economically, or if you could have
a specially favorable location.
In most locations there is a
a possibility that the very first year might be one of entire
failure, and in many places the failures occur two or more
years in succession.
If it is a possible thing, it would be wise for you to begin right where you are on a small scale, still holding on to
your present position, and after a year or so of experience
with a small number of colonies (beginning with not more
than 10) you would be much better able to decide whether
it would be wise to adopt bee-keeping as a vocation.
As an
avocation for a professional man it is a delightful thing,
and it is entirely in the range of possibilities that one may
stand the strain of professional life with the burden of beekeeping added better than without it.
Very likely your best plan would be to begin working
for both comb and extracted honey
then you could drop
one, or continue both.
Better let the house-apiary alone till you have had some
;

experience.

Altho you might have a wider experience by working
for a time in some other locality, the probability is that
your better plan would be to work right where you expect
to continue.
Bee-keeping in one place may be quite different from that in some other place.
As a final word. I feel pretty safe in urging strongly
that you do >iot make any very serious investment at first,
and that you do not put yourself in position to depend entirely upon bee-keeping until you have felt your way carefully, so managing that at any time you can give up the
bees without loss, until you have gained some knowledge
that may guide you to a wise answer to your own question.
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to center, for that is about what the bees favor when left to
their own sweet will
the thin combs are filled and ^sealed
more quickly the combs are built straight and uniform
the combs are usually well attacht to the wood and not
rounded down and narrowed as in wider sections the attachment to the wood beings about the same as with wider
sections, while the lesser weight makes less danger of
breaking out and, not least, he finds such sections very
;

;

;

;

;

salable.

—

Does Foul Brood Wear Out?
Prof. Cook says in
Gleanings in Bee-Culture
••
I do not think that foul brood is very apt to leave au
apiary when once establisht. I have known several apiaries
in California entirely ruined by it.
I would not say, however, that bees might not recover from this trouble, tho I
have always had my doubts. Some of the best bee-keepers
in California have assured me that they have known it to
be present, and afterward disappear."
:

Bees Changing Worker-Eggs to Drone=Eggs.— Editor
Simmins says in Bee-Chat that he has frequently seen cases

which workers have changed worker-eggs so that they
produced drones. But he has doubts as to the ability of
workers to change drone-eggs so they will produce workers.
But. Mr. Simmins, if finding drones'in worker-cells is proof
of the first change, is not finding workers in drone-cells (a
thing which sometimes occurs) equally proof of the second
change ? But as yet we may be excused for being skeptical
as to either change.

in

Introduction of Queens.— Here's the plan practiced by
A. Holmberg. given in the Canadian Bee Journal
"The old queen is caged and placed on the top of the
frames for two or three hours. Then she is destroyed and
the new queen is put in the same cage, which is placed in
the same place over the frames. After an hour she is reThe bees think she is
least, when she is accepted readily.
their old queen, now having the odor of the old one gathered from the cage and her position over the bees. He says
the plan is a good one in his practice."

J.

by

:

Control of Queen-Fertilization is claimed to be secured
A. Holmberg-, as reported in the Canadian Bee Journal

J.

" He practices Doolittle's plan in rearing- queens. His
nuclei are supported, not only with nursing-bees but with a
good supply of drones. He removes the nucleus to his cellar where he leaves it well supplied with honey for about
three days. He then, at 5:30 p.m., after all outside drones
have returned to the hives, bring-s out his nucleus, when the
virgin queen and drones will at once rush out for a flight
after their long confinement. After their return the queen
is examined and if she does not sliow evidence of having
met the drone, the operation is repeated and she is given
another chance at the same hour on the following day.

Getting Bees Started in Sections.— Editor Hutchinson
Light Wired-Foundation is announced as the latest
thing, in Gleanings in Bee-Culture. A step farther
than was taken hy Capt. Hetherington and the Van Deusens is to be taken, that is, a means of fastening the strands
of wire to top and bottom-bar, or to the end-bars.

new

Diagnosing Foul Brood with a Microscope is considered by Prof. Cook impracticable for the average beekeeper. He says in Gleanings in Bee-Culture
" A good microscope could be had for from 20 to 30 dollars one that would bring out these germs
but the skill
and dexterity required in manipulation and determination
would make it of little use to the average bee-keeper."
:

—

;

at Two Years of Age is earnestly
advised against by Herr Spuehler. In many cases a queen
will do excellent work when she is three or more years old.
and if she is doing good work when two years old the new
queen that takes her place may not prove a gain. So long
as a queen does good work, let her alone, leaving to the bees
the task of removing her. Deutsche Bienenzucht.

Renewing Queens

—

—

Narrow Sections, Editor Hutchinson, of the BeeKeepers' Review, mentions using sections 1'; inches wide,
evidently not plain sections but with the usual inset, for he
used them without separators, and after using some 5.000
of them he likes them.
He thinks there may be some advantage in having the combs built 1 '3 inches from center

savs, in the Bee-Keepers' Review, that when the flow of
honey starts suddenly with a rush there is no difficulty in
getting bees to work in sections with no special inducement, but let the flow be light at first, gradually increasing,
and the probability is that some colonies many, if light
Italians will think of swarming- rather than beginningwork in sections. In such case, " nothing will so quickly
and surely lure the bees into the sections as will nice empty
combs." He says two or three sections containing drawn
comb are enough to start the bees at work, but as he uses
no separators, the bees make better work if the whole of the
sections in the super contain combs. Some who use separators succeed nicely with a single bait comb.

—

—

—

Preventing After-Swarms. G. M. Doolittle gives his
two favorite methods in Gleanings. If the swarm is to be
left on the old stand, it is hived on combs or on frames filled
with foundation in the old hive, the brood-combs all beingput in a new hive on a new stand, if necessary some of the
bees being brusht off so that barely enough bees are left to
take care of the brood, the weather being considered. Next
morning one of these central combs is lifted out and a virgin queen allowed to run o;; it. The bees at once destroy
If the swarm is put on a new .stand, he
all queen-cells.
listens for piping the evening- of the 8th day, and if none is
heard he does not listen again till the evening of the 13th
day. If no piping is heard by the evening of the 17th day,
no swarm need be expected. Next morning after piping is
heard, every queen-cell is cut off. the bees being shaken off
each comb so that no cell mav be mist.
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The greatest business enterprises have been built up
on broadcast advertising', and this is necessary for every
business, both small and great.
I take it that all the bee-papers vrould publish free any
remarks Mr. Secor and Dr. Mason chose to make on tlie
progress and aims of the Association. Articles could be
sent to one bee-periodical with the request that all the
others copy.
If the officers of the Association did not wish to make
all the contributions themselves, they could request some
bee-keeper to write a paper for publication on some phase
of the Association's work. Suppose prominent apiarists look
up the number and form of mixtures and adulterations of
honey in Indianapolis, New Orleans. San Francisco, New
York, Cleveland, and other large cities, and report the same
thru the papers for our information and instruction.
The first step toward curing any disorder is a perfect
knowledge of the symptoms. This matter of adulteratiim
and prevention of the same is being agitated b_v the people
more than ever before and we must dig up new ideas and
new methods of work, or have the procession pass us.
Herman F. Moore.
;

We hope that Messrs. Secor and Mason will consider
the foregoing suggestions in the same friendly spirit in
which we know they are given. People are not tumbling
•over each other these days to get into an organization that
they know but little about. Inform them, and they will be
ready to join, provided the information shows it to be
worthy of their support. Let us keep the excellent objects
and work of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association
•ever and always before the bee-keeping public.
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smaller salary, God's pure air, and a longer lease of life.
And he got them. The bee-keeping fraternity can rejoice
that we have so mai'.y professional men in our ranks. We
have our lawyers, doctors, members of Congress, and our
senators, school-teachers, professors in colleges, many of
whom have been driven to bee-keeping as a pleasant and
profitable pastime. Such men in our ranks liave done much
to enrich our literature and exalt our calling.
Is there any
other rural pursuit that can show such an array of talent ?
Editor.]— From Dr. Miller's " Stray Straws " in Gleaning-s in Bee-Culture.

—

* * * * *

for

Hon. J. M. Hambaugh, the inspector of apiaries
San Diego Co., Calif., writing us June 1, reported as

follows
" Friend York
It has been so miserablj' cold and
disagreeable on the coast that I have not been able to get
out inspecting, but am awaiting suitable weather. This I
know sounds strange to come from this land of sunshine.
Yes, and to cap the climax, last night and to-day we have
had in the region of '. inch of rainfall, which, in consideration of the hay and g-rain crop being nearly all cut and
lying loose upon the ground, is more of a calamity than a
benefit.
Of course it will help out the bees, and the fruits
"
w,^ll be benefited, but it is one of California's 'little jokers.'
:

:

—

Dr. Miller has told on himself again (and this time
also gets somebody else's " fingers in the pi "). Here's one
of his " Stray Straws " in June 1st Gleanings in Bee-Culture
:

On my return from Illinois Sunday-school convention
with Editor York and his efficient helpers around his
festive board, or, rather at one side of the board, for the
board was up against the wall in the printing-offi.ce, and
the noon-day lunch tasted all the better because the fair
hands that prepared it had been setting type just before."
"

I sat

Apis Dorsata Caught at Last.

—

Gleanings in Bee-Culcontains a letter from Rev. W. E. Rambo, a
missionary in India, who has found a colony of Apis dorsata. It was on a limb of a tree about 60 feet from the
ground, and very difficult of approach. Seen thru a fieldglass, Mr. Rarabo reports the bees as very beautiful. He
spent from 9:30 p.m. till 4:30 a.m. in the tree smoked the
bees, and secured half of them, but does not know whether
he got the queen or not. The single comb was 30 inches by
about IS deep. The greater part of the comb dropt to the
ground, and was made into jam, but enough was secured to
fill nearly three Langstroth frames.
Those who are anxious to secure Apis dorsata will watch with much interest
to see what success Mr. Rambo may have in taming the big
ture for June

1

;

bee.

It's a wonder the Doctor didn't tell what he had for
dinner that day. But it likely was so little that it failed
If those " fair
to fill up any, and thus was not noticeable.
hands " ever get hold of the Doctor again, they'll make a
good case of printer's pi out of him. He won't be so " festive " after that.

*##»«

Mr. Herm.\n F. Moore, secretary of the Chicago BeeKeepers' Association, is rapidly becoming one of the greatHe talks bees
est bee-cranks in this part of the country.
most of the time when awake, and we doubt not his wife
could testify to his keeping up an almost constant buzz in
his sleep. Mr. Moore was invited to address the students
of the academy of Northwestern University, at Evanston,
111., on the subject of " Bees and Flowers," Friday, May 19.
Prof. H. F. Fisk. principal of the academy, in a letter sent
to Mr. Moore afterward, had this to say in reference to the
apiarian address
:

My De.\R Mr. Moork — I desire

to express my hearty
appreciation of your interesting address to the school on
I wish I could give you an honorarium
last Friday
that would suitably recognize the real value of the service
rendered to our young people.
" Yours very truly,
H. F. Fisk."

"

'TT Mr. O. O. Poppi.eton, of Florida, we understand, expects to be at the Philadelphia convention. He's a man
worth seeing. There are many others like him in beedom.
And some of them also will be in Philadelphia when the
bee-keepers "swarm" there in September.
Better get
readv to go.
The convention begins Tuesday evening.
Sept" 5.
* * * « *

~~~Prof. E. a. Gastm.\n, of Decatur,

:

Then the Evanston Index for May 20 contained the following notice of Mr. Moore's talk
"An address on 'Bees and Flowers' was given by
Herman F. Moore, secretarj- of the Chicago Bee-Keepers'
Association, at the academy chapel exercises yesterday
:

afternoon.
" For an hour Mr. Moore kept the preps interested by
the number of unsu.spected phases of apiarian lore he preOueeii-bees and their royal vagaries, the best
sented.
methods of hiving swarms, the races of bees, the hexagonal
forms of cells, the difi'erences in flavor produced in honey
from different flowers, poisonous hone5-. wild honey, were
From these subjects the lecturer
all successfully treated.
past to the great establishments owned bv some American
bee-'Keepers, and phenomenal yields of honej-.
"The address was ingenious, and showed special re'

think, the
nestor of superintendents of city schools in this countrv.
For 38 consecutive years he has been in the public schools
of that city, and its superintendent ever since it had a
superintendent. On a delightful visit at his home he told
me he had never made much money out of bee-keeping (I
think he never reacht 100 colonies, and his location is poor),
but the delightful out-door work had kept him in condition
for going on with his work when others were worn out. I
think he's about 65 years young. [The Doctor might have
said that, had it not been for the bees, /w probably would
not have been among us now. Years ago, if I make no
mistake, he gave up a lucrative position, having a fat salary
attacht to it, on account of his health. DHe preferred a
111., is, I

'

search."
Mr. Moore is an interesting speaker, and fully informed
on his subject. He |is a hard worker, and unless we miss
our guess he will be heard from in a very efl'ective manner
very soon. Keep your ear close to the ground for awhile.

—

—
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Segelken, COMMISSION
MERCHANTS
Haple
Sugar and Syrup.
Beeswax,
HONEY,

120

'^iwv^D^"''''^'

We desire

to

15, 1899.

JOBBERS AND

&

Hildreth

I

June

inform our friends and patrons that our firm has been re-organized and additional capiwill be conducted under the firm name and style of

The business

tal added.

HILDRETH

SEGELKEN,

«&
where we have had the pleasure of serving- our friends for the past 11 years. Management and supervision will be the same and our business methods those of square and honest dealings
at the old stand,

—

will be practiced as heretofore.

We believe we have won the esteem and confidence of our shippers thruout the country, and that our
dealings, as a rule, have been of the most pleasant nature.
Our additional capital will put us in position to increase our already large business still farther,
if possible, and at the same time enable us to treat our shippers even more liberally than heretofore, in
making advances,

etc.

Records will show that we handle by far the bulk of all the honey sent to our market.
We make
honey the principal part of our business, are personally acquainted and have trade connections all over the
country, which enable us to handle any amount of h(>ney to better advantage than any other house.
Old shippers know us and will bear us out in what we have said. Those bee-keepers who do not know
us and have had no dealings with us, we would cordially invite to corre.spond with us and make cur acquaintance.
We not only handle on commission but buy largely as well, from small lots to carloads, for
spot cash.

We

call the attention of the Southern bee-keepers to the fact, that our market never was in
than this season. Old stock is disposed of and the market is bare, with a good demand.
New crop will find ready sale and at higher prices than have ruled for years past. We would advise them
to send their honey, while there is a good demand at good prices, as later on conditions of the market may
change.
We also handle MAPLE SUGAR AND SYRUP very extensively, and would be pleased to hear from
those having any of these goods to oifer.
In conclusion, we wish to extend our thanks to all of our shippers for their past favors, and trust to
receive their kind consideration in the future.

wish to

better condition

Please mention the .\merican Bee Journal.
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Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

Extracted Hoiiev

Queen-Clipping"
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching- and clipping Queens'
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.(.)0; or for$1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

As soon

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,
Michigan

118

St.,

Chicago,

111.

In the multitude of counsellors there
safety. — Prov. 11-14.

Reared bv the Dooliiile method from the

HONEY-GATHERERS.

Safe

A.d.essW.J. FOREttflND,
FORT DEPOSIT. ALA.

24£xt

in

INTERESTED

AicrlcuUnrnl Pursuits
afford to be without the

AGRICULTURAL

can't

EPITOMIST.

any address
anon receipt of name and address
plainly written on postal card naming paper in which yon sawthiB ad.
S;inipIo cnpy Frt'e to

Address

AUK1CI'<-I«4*>U<

KPIT0311ST.

IndluaAolls,

lail

Please mention the Bee Journal.

2(jK2ot

California

If

you care

to

know

ol

us

I
Fruils, Flowers, Climaie
or Resources, send for ,i sample copy of California's Favorite Paper

The

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural and A<fricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,
handsomely illustrated, $2.00 per annum. Saiiiple copy free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Market Street,
S.4N Francisco, C.\L.
Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.
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-

any

grood, well-ripened

Extracted Honey for sale, send us a small sample, stating quantity, price expected delivered
Prefer it tin 60in Chicag'o, and how put up.
pound tin cans. Expect to be able to place carload lots as well as smaller shipments ol Extracted Honey. But don't ship us
Address,
order.

any

until

we

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
and Black-Italians
Swarmins: Without Capt

118

Michigan

Street.

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

—

Query <)2. It is generally admitted, I believe,
that Italian bees will sometimes ?warm without
having capt queen-cells in the hive, and somelimes even without having queen-cells started.
1. In the light of yi>ur e.xperience, are you prepared to affirm that black bees can be depended
upon not to swarm without capt <iueen-cells?
2. Same question applied to black-Italian hybrids.— Ml n.vesot a.

ANYONE

as you bave

Queen-Cells.

BEST

Untested, 50 cents each; Sd.Oi) per dozen.
arrival and reasonable satisfaction.

is

Italians, Blacks,

Queens

Italian

Wanted

•'

The MoNETTE

A. F.

Brown— 1 and

3.

No.

Eugene Secor — I and 3. No.
C. Davenport— 1 and 2. No.
Chas. Dadant ct Son— 1 and 2. No.
J. A. Stone— and 2. I am not prepared
1

:.

iioziles, th.-

r.'

)IU1S10Q
varieties

aDd \'ennorel
•Wi.rM's Bpst."

THE OEMINQ CO., SALEM,
Western
Chicago.

At:er.i9,

Hennion

j

0.

& Hubben.

CatAldgue and formulas

free.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.
iJ .*!<. <*t >!t Jjt ril

Golden

>!<>t4 Jfe. >tt Stt >K >te ti

Queens

Italian

Warranted
purely ma\

ted; all Oueens b\ return mail; will run
1.2(K' nuclei; (Jueen^ reared by Doolittle's

method; safe delivery and satisfaction
have 11 vears^ experience
and know what good (jueens are.
Prices— 75c each; for $4. Selected, $1:

guaranteed;

to say.

Mrs. L. Harrison— 1. Yes. 2. I think not.
Dr. J. P- H. Brown— 1 and 2. I cannot

aflirm."
W. G. Larrabee—

kerosene Sprayers

1

and

E. Whitcomb— 1 and
have had no experience.
E. S. Lovesy— 1 and 2.

I

2.

they can.
J. M. Hambuunh— 1 and
thority on this subject.
2.

2.

do not think
I

I

am

not au-

don't know;

(.

b forSS. After July 1.50ceach; 6 for 52.75.
Selected. 75c; (> for S4.
Oueens are prolific and workers,
industrious as well as beautiful to look
at; hundreds of iL-stimonials prove this.

My

just now have a nice lot of Queens
I
which have .iu^t siarted to lay. Order at
once and I will send vou something' fine.
SPECIAL LOW PRICE on Queens in
quantities.

I

have had no ex-

perience to speak of with any kind of black
bees; my bees are mostly the leather-colored hybrids from \i to'% Italian, and the

'^

'k

Address,

QtlRIN, Parkertown, Erie Co. Ohio.
Money Order iffi^^'e, Uellkvie.

H. G.

<

y^vj^ >X^ -jjiT >j^ ">!«: >jv >;*»- >I< -5^ >jf >|rp^
Please mention the Bee Journal.
22A21t
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Root's Column

main incentive to the swarming babit is
heat and overcrowding.
I remove the
cause, and have no trouble in the matter.
E. France— 1. No. 3. No; altho all bees
will usually have capt queen-cells when
they swarm.
O. O. Poppleton— 1 and 3. No. to both

WE WANT

questions; but I have never
stance of either doing so.

at

every reader of this paper to send
once for a sample copy of Gleanings
IN

Bee-Cultdre.

See some of
our offers below.

in-

Taylor— 1. No, but
do

to

3.

it.

I

think of that point before that.
Prof. A. J. Cook— 1. No. there will be
All bees may
cases. 3. The same as No. 1.
behave so. It is exceptional even with

Gleanings in
Bee=Culture

And Several Other Clover

Sweet Clever (melilot)
AlsikeClover
Alfalfa Clover
Crimson Clover

Clubbing
^A^-

Rates

Add

2S cents to
freight.

your order, for cartage,

Your orders

are solicited.

GEORGE
lis

Michigan

W.

For One Dollar— GLEANINGS and vour choice
uf the following- papers one year:

American Agriculturist with Farmer's
manac.

Orange Judd Farmer with Farmer's
manac.
N. E. Homestead with Farmer's Almanac.
ARM Journal.

AlAl-

I*

Poultry-Keeper.
For One Dollar and Ten Cents— GLEANINGS
and your choice of the following- papers
one year:

Practical Farmer,

Michigan Farmer,

Pkairie Farmer,

Ohio Farmer.

BY

so.

Mrs. A. J. Barber— 1 and 3. I have had
but little experience with black bees, so I
The few I had were so unsatisfactory generally that I destroyed the
queens and Italianized them.

cannot say.

J. E.

Pond— 1 and

3.

I

am

black and

affirm that both

Lowest priced

prepared to
" black-Italian

hybrids " have swarmed in my apiary, not
only without " capt queen-cells," but without a rudiment of a queen-cell at all.
C. H. Dibbern I have never known Italians or any other bees to swarm without
having queen-cells, either capt or uncapt.
I am not prepared to say, however, that
they will not sometimes do so, but I think

—

GEO.
114to12'J

ForOne Dollar and Thrty Cents— GLEANINGS
and N.iTioNAL Stockman and
one year.

Farmer

For One Dollar and Fifty Cents— GLEANINGS
and Cosmopolitan or McClure's Magazine one j'ear.

GLEANINGS one

year, and one untested

We

Ital-

ian Queen, for Sl.<K) only.
begin mailing- these Oueens in June, and orders are
filled in rotation, so the sooner your order
comes, the earlier you will get the Queen.

GLEANINGS one year, and No. 1 Repairing
Outfit. Price of this combination only SI. 75.
We can ship these outfits from Syracuse,
N. Y.. Mechanic Falls, Maine, Medina, O.,
Des Moines, Iowa, so the freight will

or

be low.

GLEANINGS one

year, and Mantel Clock,

both for $4.50. Can ship clocks from Cleveland or New Y'ork Cit^-.

Last of All
If

you don't want any of these Clubbing Offers
send us 5Ci cents for Gleanings the
remainder of the year.

TliGft.l.RootGoiiiDaoy
MEDINA, OHIO.

Elwood — When any variety

of bees
swarm without capt cells it is usually because the heat has driven them out. When
queen-cells have been broken out of a
swarm the bees are liable to swarm withP. H.

out capt cells.
Dr. A. B. Mason— 1. No, I never kept
black bees. 3. They cannot be depended
upon not to swarm without capt queencells.
They will sometimes swarm without
making niui preparation in the way of
starting queen-cells.

Emerson T. Abbott— 1 and 3. I have never
known a swarm under normal conditions
without <|ueen-ceHs being started. In the
light of my experience there are very few
things you can depend upon any kind of
bees doing every time.
Adrian Getaz— I and 3. I find but little
difference between the different breeds.
Such swarming generally occurs when the
colonies are much overcrowded, or lack
sufficient ventilation, and are often absconding cases, rather than normal swarming.
S. T. Pettit— 1. I have never known any
bees to swarm without first preparing
queen-cells or cups with the necessary egg
in each.
I have never known pure black
bees to swarm without leaving capt queencells.
3. I cannot tell what hybrids may
do under severe treatment.
Rev. M. Mahin 1. I have known Italian
liees to swarm without having queen-celis
even started. I have not had any experience to speak of with black bees. 3. I
think that crosses between the Italians and
without
blacks will sometimes swarm
queen-cells. There are no hyhriil bees.

—

G. W. Demaree— From long and careful
observation along this line of swarming, I
am led to the conclusion that all the varieties of bees with which I have had experi-

lHt-clft»<n

II.

K

hatcfaer

made

STAIIIm

Gih

Viilncy.

Kt..

lit.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Are not Italians:

flDEL BEES

ihevareGOLDEN

CARNIOLANS—

and practically a
non-swarniin^', non-sting-ing strain of bees;
yreat honev-^'atherers and sure to winter. Tested
Oueens, each, $1.1X1; 6 Queens, ?5.50; 12 Queens,
$^.00.
Everything guaranteed. Book gfv'ing 37
years' experience in queen-rearing mailed free.

HENRY ALLEY,
Wknh.im. Essbx Co., Mass.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.
24Atf

ALBINO QUEENS

proU^c Queens-nToa
want the gentlest Bees— If you want the best
honev-gatherers vou ever saw — try my Albinos.
Warranted Queens, $1.00: Untested, 75 cents.
9A26t
J. D. GIVENS. LlSBON.TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Better than

rarely.

For One Dollar and Twenty-Five Ct5.— GLEANINGS and Rural Nkw- Yorker one year.

STEAIVI-*iii'(f'e

Bimple, perfect, seltrtfuladug

EXCELSIOR INcyBOB
Tlioua»iidB Id BucceBshil oficraiion.

—

do

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

HATCH CHICKENS

G. M. Doolittle— 1 and 3. I see little difference in bees regarding the matter. In
times of excessive swarming, all varieties
of bees fail to observe general rules.

to

YORK & CO.

Street,

lack of ventilation.

upon not

if

wanted by

Mrs. J. M. Null— 1. Yes. 3. Yes. But the
abnormal swarming with Italians is very
rare, and then is often superinduced by

D. VV. Heise 1 and 3. I have never known
black or black-Italian hybrid colonies in
normal condition to do so. I would not
afHrm, however, that they could be depended

. .

soft
$4.00
5.75
5.00
S.OO
3.50

251*5

$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

1.2S
1.40
1.20
.90

Prices subject to market changes.

thenis/Urx.

•^v^

101*
$1.00

60c
70c
SOc
60c
5Sc

White Clover

Italians.

Dr. C. C. Miller— 1 and 3. I wouldn't like
to say so under oath. I think Italians seldom swarm without capt cells whtn hjt (o

Seeds.

We have m.-ide arranfrements so th.it we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or e-xpress, at the foUowinfr prices, cash with
the order:
Sib

I never knew
have had hybrids swarm
without capt queen cells.
R. C. Aikin— 1 and 3. I have not had
blacks for 30 years or more, and we did not

R. L.

them

Please mention tkis column when writiny^.

known an

SWEET CLOVER

Am

Ever

prepared to furnish everything needed by
the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., shipt to me in car
I

lots, and sold at their prices.
trated, 36-page Catalog FREE.

Address,

17Ant

GEO.

for illus-

HILTON,

FREMONT,

Please mention Bee

EGGS
per dozen.
iiAtf

E.

Send

New.tyg.. Co.. MICH..
Journal when writing.

FROM BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS

Thorobred — Fine Plumaged
Fowls — Farm Raised— 75 cents

l

MRS. L C. AXTELL,

roseville.

Please mention Bee Journal

Comb

when

ill.

writing.

Foundation

Wholesale and Retail.

WZorking Wax.
INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

DO NOT FAIL
Before placing your order, to send
what you need in

me

a

list

of

Foundation, Sections,
other Supplies, and get my prices. You
get the best goods and save money. Illustrated Catalog Free.

And

win

BEESWAX WANTED.

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal

when wTitin&
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Van Deiisen Jtiin Foundation.
We have several 2f~pound boxes of VanDeuseu
Thin Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation for sale at
This Foundation is preferred by
many. We have only a few boxes of it at our
Ciiicagro Branch, so an order for same should be

$12.50 per box.

sent promptly.

THE

A.

I.

ence are likely to lose tbeir heads tinder
the influence of sudden prosperity, and do
eccentric things: among which may be
swarming before queen-cells are even

By iliH inhalation of Oxyg'eu. the
specilic cure for all lung troubles.
For special information regard-
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k
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CO.,
UNION Combination Saw—

for

cross

«*

-

Please mention Bee Journal
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training:.

scroll - biiwint:.
bonnt-'. edge-
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beading, etc.

Foot
A N DK Ma-

Full line

AND
CHIXEiM".

Send for Catalog
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tPlease mention

Let
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A/.

St.. SfiiPcft Falls. Hi.Y.

me
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A
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Bee Journal -when

BEE-KEEPERS

writing.

send you

Catalog

my

64-

for 1899.

tJanUins, 'Wetuznpli^a, A.ta,

began the spring of lSfl8 with S.i colotwo apiaries, and took off 4.400
pounds of surplus, about J being extracted.
100
colonies for winter and lost 20;
packt
I
about half of tliem became queenless. which
I united with others.
Some of those I have
left are weak, but are now doing well.
I
swarms
two
yesterday.
had
There was
I

j'

considerable loss in this vicinity the past
winter and spring. The prospects are good
for a honey-year.
B. W. Peck.
Ashtabula Co., Ohio, May ;iT.

.THE FASTEST
ini

mav

the track

Honey.
Being- the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

I

wintered

Page Fence

he tbe

"HOSS"
"priuufej*t looker."

has both,

WOVKN WIUK FKNCE

VXiiV:

ADKIAN,MICH.

CO.,

Please mention Bee Journu.i

wncu

writing.

my bees outsfde. and

lost

three

VABJ DBVSEX,

TOO
n n o^ f 1 Q
l~>
N
AXU.OtllWl.
O
I

each. Catalof^ free. Address

My

72 colonies

winter with

of bees

came thru the

extracted 224
gallons of honey last week. 1 don't expect
more than half a crop this year. Two-tbirds
of the bees in this county are dead
cause,
starvation.
Our people keep their bees
mostly in soap boxes and hollow-logs, and
a loss of one.

I

I

I

a. B.

I

I

Italian

Queens

'rom Imported stock.
Untestedr^o

cts.

each.

—

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

That covers the wnole Aptcultural Field more
completely than any other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

B66-K66D6rs' Guide.

;

Theodore Bender, Canton, Ohio.

I

T. N. BRIGGS. Marion. Mass.
Please mention Bee Jotirnal -when -writine..
24A4t

<®-|F

Untested Italian.Sl.OU each;
after Julv 1, 70 cents each;
J fi>r S2.'00.
Tested, S1.25

J: SOX.
HniH Hill, Missouri.

l-I

Half a Crop Expected.

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.

JOHN XEBEL

-

5Alt

colonies; the others are doing very well;
especially the colony of Italians in an observatory hive is doing exceedingly well. I
expect a fine swarm from them soon. I have
now 30 colonies.
Edw. Rowland.
Hudson Co., N. J., May 2.3.

Sole Manufacturer,

THE

lU't

Don't bet until you know the pedigree and record.

CATALOG BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,
An PARF
*rU
r nU L Instructions to Beginners, ire. free.

Has no Sa^ in Krood-Frames.
Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus

Please inentiua the Bee Journal.

writing.

nies in

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION

Queens

when

Good Honey- Year Expected.

Small Loss in Wintering.

J. A.

ing The Oxygen Treatment^
Addre-s,
DR. PEIRO.
Central Music Hall, Chicago.

,

CH1CAC;0, ILL.

llSMichijrau Street.

15, 1899.

Mr. Kipling Cured

started.

^Wg,.=>^>

Address.

June

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

LEWIS

GO'S

BEE-HIVES AND SECTIONS
Are Models
Tills is tlie

Our unrivaled

VerdicI of Tlioiisands of Customers

tlie

Acldiowleiliineiit of Conipelitors,

coupled with twenty-live yeans of manufacturing- experience, enable us to anticipate and
supply every want and need of the bee-keeper, promptly and accurately.

YOU

WANT THE BEST— They

Main

Branch Offices and Warepooms
LEWIS CO.,
515 First Ave., N. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
B. LEWIS CO.,

G. B.

South Alabama

Cost No More.

copy of our Catalog and Price List mailed free upon application.

Factories and

19

M

facilities,

A

G.

of Perfection.

Street, ludianapoli;

Indiana.

Office:

Watertown, Wisconsin.
AGENCIES

:

E. T.

ABBOTT. St. Joseph, Mo.
L. C. WOODMAI\, Grand Rapid=, Mich.
FRED KOULGER & SONS, O^den, Utah.
SMITH'S CASH STORE, Sau Francisco,

Cal.

June
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rob from tbe top.

This time tbeir knives

One man

were too long.
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lost 110 colonies
out of 125; another, 45 out of 0.^: still ananother, .50 from S)0.
other, 20 out of 21
Some lost all. My son lost 3 out of 50. My
daughter lost out of 45. Everything is
H. F. Baker.
dried up for want of rain.
Liberty Co., Fla., May 22.

,,

MONEY SAVED

iS

MONEY EARNED.

If you buy an article of tlie proper quality you immediutLlv
cut oil the
expense of repair. To save repair saves mojiev. To ^:l\ inouey earn';

;

,•

Vuu

ni'>Tiey.

.'-top

all exjieii^c- ol

repair

when

y."i\i

buy

>

-i-tut"

ELECTRIC STEEL WHEELS.
warp.

-1

Tliey neither hreiik <l..wii.
last indefinitely.
Ma.le f.i

fit

any

"ci
I: J-inVii""''.'."""'"^""""
ELECTRIC

WHEELCO.,

r«l, Kt-t, locae or mIk.1 I In- trrc and
skein, any heieht. aii% iviiltli nt tire

*"""' °"''

Box

EI-ECTRIC

HANDY WAGON'
ILL.

QUINCY,

16.

Bees in Good Condition.
Bees are in good condition, and conditions are tavoralile for a good season. There
was considerable loss among old-style beekeepers here the past winter.
S.

Lincoln Co., Mo.,

May

Page b Lyon Mfg. Co.

W. Smilkt.

NEW

15.

Colonies Built Up Fast.
I lost two colonies out of 18 in winter, and
three were queenless. One of the colonies
was strong with bees, but was queenless.
Our white clover is nearly all winterkilled.
The spring has been so wet and

curing the best lumber at the lowest

LARGEST

They have

also one of the
FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
is in the State.
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absolutely accurate.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable
this firm to furnish the BEST GOODS AT
PRICES.

We

—

THE LOWEST

Send

Wintering Bees on Honey-Dew.

for Circular and

IlrKtBnA
I

BINOHAM

BiiighaDi Perfect Bee-Smokers
Smoke Engine (largest smoker made) 4-in.
Boctor
3H in.

Conqueror

W.
Va..

May

C.

Kautz.

20.

Beginner's Experience— Coal Smoke
I

purchast

4

good, strong colonies of bees

from a neighbor bee-keeper last spring, and
as I was inexperienced, the man I bought
the bees of imparled his bee-knowlege very
freely, which favor I certainly appreciatpd.
Before I was thru caring for his bees (for
he went away to Kansas, leaving his bees
in my care). I had gained considerable
knowledge about them. From my 4 colonies one swarm issued about tbe first
ot May. unexpectedly to me, which I lost.
as they came out wnile I was away from
home. After this I had no more swarms,
for I watcht them very closely, and when
they showed signs of swarming I would
divide them by taking, say two frames of
brood with all adhering bees from one hive,
say No. 1, and placing in a new colony I
aimed to form, then removing No. 1 to a
new stand, and putting my new one on No.
I's old stand, to catch tbe field-bees
from
No. 1. Then to weaken other strong colonies, and give Mrs. Queen more room to
deposit her many eggs, I removed from
each strong colony from one to two frames
well filled with brood, shaking oB all bees,
and also placing them in tbe new colony

Wonder (weiKht

10 ounces)...

2-in.
2-in.

Doz.

6.50;

stoye. Doz.
stoye. Doz.
stove. Doz.

s.iiO;
4.7.^4 5'i.

Honey-Knife
fi'ofiDoz.
Bingham Smokers haye all the new improvements. Before buying a
"j^-'b
or Knite, look up us record and pedigree.

1.00
.90
.70
.60
.80

Smoker
omoser

FIFTEE.V YEAKS FOR A DOLLARt ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror 1.5 yeirs. I was .ilways pleased with ita
workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer. 1 w?ite
i>= iui
for Icireu'
a circular.
I do not think the 4inch Smoke Engine too laige
Jan"-"? ^7. If9".
Truly,
W. H. Eagertt, Cuba. Kan>^a8

Bingham & Hetherington UiicappingKnile.

T. F. BIK«H.«.1I, Parwell, niFhigan.

Bee-

I

in tbe first week of June.
Success to the American Bee Journal.

W.

2ii;-in.

"lain
Little

stove. Doz. $13.00: each, by
mail »i.3u
si -ai
..J "">m.
stove. Doz.
9.nn
1.10

3-in. stove.

Jii-rne

means swarms

Co.,

full line of Supplies.

PK,ICE!S Olf.

BeeSniokw

stands. One of them had 25 pounds of
honey in easy reach. Nevertheless, as soon
as the warm weather set in they reared
brood as fast and lookt as healthy as in
any other season. I feed sugar in the
spring for a stimulant, and especially
watch carefully for intervals when they
get no honey, so as to keep brood-reanng
going on. I also practice spreading brood,
which I now am very successful with, while
before, being inexperienced along that line.
I lost several colonies for meddling with

Webster

on a

foM

mer

which I lookt to-day. 8
had partially completed queen-cells, which

see the prices

afi afi ofi afi efi afi

Bees in this section of West Virginia
wintered only moderately well, and I have
come to the conclusion that honey-dew was
the cause, for the colonies nearly dwindled
down to only a few bees thru the winter,
but only three died out of 51, which I consider a light loss tor wintering on the sum-

of lU colonies thru

se-

Bee^Keepers' Supplies^,

price for the manufacture of

cold that the bees have not been able to do
very much on fruit-bloom, but they seem
to be building up pretty fast. I see there
are some drones flying already.
like
the American Bee Journal, and hope that
all its readers will be like us
pay two years
in advance.
R. CniNN.
Dixon Co., Neb., May 24.

them.
I think it is a great help to put the colony
in condition tor honey gathering as early
as possible, especially when the queens are
not of the very best quality, which need
pushing to do their demanded duty.
My bees are in fair condition now, as out

LONDON, WIS.,

operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

I

r^5

:^^
'^
:^2
'^
;$
•

^
^f

I

Don't Rent
ESTABLISH A

HOME OF
YOUR OWN

SuDDlies. I
Roofs Goods at Root's Prices,
Pouder's Hon kv- Jars and everytilings used by bee-keepers.
Prompt
Service— low

frei;.'^lu

rate.

Catalog-

tree.

WALTER
512

S.

Ma^s.

POUDER,

«v!

.\ye..

IxriiAN..ir()r.i'^, Intii.^n.^.

Please mention Bee Journal

OUR MOTTO:

^^
^;
^*
^f;
^^
C;

when

^^
"writing.

Read "The Corn Belt," a handsome
monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
209

Adams

release

St.,

Chicago.

mention Bee Journal "when writing.

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

Secilons, SlilDDlfGases and

Bee-K66D6rs' Syppiies
make

a specialty of making- the very best Sections on the market.
in this part" of Wisconsin is ackiiowledg-ed bv all to be
making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, "young- and
thrifty timber is used.
"Write for Illustrated Catalog- and Price-List FREE.
"W'e

The

BASSWOOD

the best for

Marshfield rianufacturing Company,
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

MARSHFIELD, WISCONSIN.

—

—
:
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formed from No. 1, sometimes making
my new colony almost as strong as any of
the others, thereby discouraging swarming
in many other colonies.
I put in empty
frames where I take out frames of brood
in all the hives.
I increast to b last season, and got more
honey than I expected, considering the dry
weather.
My bees came thru the severe cold last
winter better than I expected they would.
I did not lose any wintered on the summer

Farm Library of unequalled value— Practical,
Up-to-date, Concise and Comprehensive—Handsomely Printed and Beautifully Ulustraieao

By JACOB BIGGLE
No.

stands.

1— BIGGLE HORSE BOOK
All about Horses— a Common-Sense Treatise, with over
74 illustrations a standard work. Price. 50 Cents
;

No.

2— BIGGLE BERRY BOOK

All about growing Small Fruits— readand learn now,
contains 43 colored life-like reproductionsof all leading
varieties and 100 other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents.

3— BIGGLE POULTRY BOOK

No.

the best Poultry Book in existence
with23 colored life-like reproductions
tells everything
of all theprincipal breeds; with 103 other illustrations.
Price, 50 Cents.
All about Poultry

;

;

o
CO
H
O
!^
U

4— BIGGLE COW BOOK

No.

All about Cows and the Dairy Business having a grea I
sale; contains 8 colored life-like reproductions of eacr.
breed, with 132 other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents.
;

No.

5— BIGGLB SWINE BOOK

Just out. All about Hogs— Breeding. Feeding, Butchery, Diseases, etc. Contains over 80 beautiful halftoiies and other engravings. Price, 50 Cents.
TheBIGOLE BOOKS are unique.original.useful— you never
saw anything like them— so practical, so sensible. They
are having an enormous sale East. West, North and
South. Every one who keeps a Horse, Cow. Hog or
Chicken, or grows Small Fruits, ought to send right
away for the BIOQLE BOOKS. The

—

FARM JOURNAL
your paper, made for you and not a misfit. It is 22 years
old. it IS the great boiled-down, hit-the-nail-on-the-head.
quit-after-you-have-said-it. Farm and Household paper in
tbe world— the highest paper of its size in the United States
of America— having over a million and a-half regular readers.
Is

Any ONE
5

YEARS

of the

BIGGLE BOOKS, and

(remainder of

to a-iv address lor
Sample of

iSqq

iqoo, igoi, igo2

A DOLLAR BILL.

the

and

d
O

CHAS

t.

colony

— I mean to the queen, bees,
It

?

Lonoke

O

not. try

Co., Ark.,

it

brood or
once and see the reWm. Hitchcock.

May

30.

Good Honey from Alabama.

d

send a sample of extracted honey, taken

I

capt.
I want to
22 from frames
thru the American' Bee Journal how
compares with your best grades in body
and color. One of our best honey-plants
(ti-ti) failed on account of the freeze in

May

--,

know
it

H

February.

Washington

L.
Co., Ala.,

May

W. McRae.
23.

[Tbe generous sample of honey came all
and we find it quite equal in body to
the best honey we are acquainted with, but
think in color it is a shade darker. But it
certainly is fine honey, and should suit any
right,

be sent by mail

FARM JOVRNAI.
Philadelphia

Address,

JENKINS.

smoke rising, they ran like cowards. Is
coal smoke injurious to any part of the
sult.

FARM JOURNAL and circular describing BiaQLE BOOKS free.

WILMER ATKINSON

I have increast from S to 11 this spring,
and have had no swarms so far. Bees are
doing fairly well, yes. extra well, considering what they have gone thru in the past 6
or S months.
I was manipulating a very strong colony
of bees in the bee-yard a few weeks since,
and they got pretty badly workt up. so
much so that they tolJ me (by their
actions)
to "git,'' which I did. for my
smoker had failed to smoke when I needed
it.
So on my way to the " chip-pile '' (to
recruit my smoke) I past the coal-house,
and thought I, "I wonder if coal-smoke
would not quiet them ?" So I dumpt in a
single handful of small lumps, and again
made a charge upon them. But. alas! when
I marcht forward with a cloud of black

honey

FARM JOURNAL

1903) will

15, 1899.

Just

BIGGLE BOOKS
A

June

body who cares at

all for '

the real thing."

Editor.]

The Farm Journal and the Bee Journal.

Bees in Fine Condition.

club the Bee Journal for one year and tho Monthb' Farm Journal fur five
Offer Ho, 1. years (as above) all for SI. 40; the Farm Journal alone is SO cents a year.
Send us ONE new subscriber for the Bee Journal for a year (at 51.00,; and we will
Offer No. 2. order the Farm Journal for you for S years as a premium'.
new subscribers for the Bee Journal for the balance of this year at
Or, send
Offer No, 3, 60 cents each, and we will order the Farm Journal for you for 5 years as a premium.
JOURNAL subscripBetter apply soon, as we have ouly a limited number of S-year
Address,
tions to offer.

We will

TWO

FARM

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 118 Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

111.

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We

have the best equii^t factory in the West. Capacity,
one carload a day; and carry the largest stock and greatest variety of everythinsf needed in the apiary, assuringBEST goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.
71? pog-es, Kree.
Tanks of either wood or galvanized
any form. f()r all jjurposes. Price list free.

Illustrated Cataiog-,

We

also manufacture

steel, all sizes,

Address,

E. KRETCHMER, RED
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

M

OAK, IOWA.

Cases of S econd-Hand CO-ponnd Cans

We have found another lot of 300 cases (two can.s in a case) of second-hand
60-pound Cans practically as good as new. We ofl'er them at 45 cents per case
in lots of five, f.o.bi Chicago or in lots of 10 cases or over, 40 cents per case.
Address,

—

;

GEORGE W. YORK & CO
118

Michigan

Street,

,

CHICAGO. ILL.

did not lose a single colony the past
winter, on the summer stands. I use the
Hill's device on top of the frames, and the
super is filled with leaves then 1 turn a
bottomless box over the whole thing, with
bee-space in front. I keep the snow from
the entrance, and when there comes a warm
day after a long cold spell, when some of
the bees are flying, 1 give the hives of those
that are not out a few good kicks which
makes them all have a good fiight; then
they are in good condition for another cold
spell. If the bees are sick from black honey,
I turn the hive down to the sun. take the
bottom-board off. and let the sun shine in
the hive. This will make them all have a
Before night fix them all back in
flight.
good shape. Several of my neighbors lost
half of their bees. Black honey was the
trouble. Tbe prospect is fine tor a crop of
h< ney. The white clover is looking well,
but we are having too much rain.
Sangamon Co.. 111.. May 31. C. V. Mann.
p. S.— Hold on a minute. Bees are swarmIt
ing. I have them in their new house.
was a fine, large swarm. This is my first
ISflD.
V.
M.
of
C.
season
for
the
swarm
I

;

The Yellow Sweet Clover.
do not think that the value of yellow
ofiicinalis— is
sweet clover — Mellilotus
I

appreciated as it should be.
very little white clover to be seen
in this locality, as it was destroyed by the
severe freezing last winter, in tbe absence
of snow, but the yellow sweet clover is in

known
There

full

Don't

fiiil

to luentioii the Bee Journal

when

writin!!; advertisers.

It

or

is

bloom like a bank of gold.
blooms fully a month before

its

rival

e

'

June
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alba— and is a great favorite
with the bees neither does it grow halt so
the stalks are finer, and
tall, nor so ranlj
the bloom more abundant.
From my experience in saving the seed
of these clovers. I think it heats easily.
While at a seaside resort I noticed a few
plants of this clover growing on the edge of
a salt marsh. I made a little cotton sack,
and every day I gathered the seed as it
ripened. When at my rooms I kept it in a
valise; none of the seed grew. If I had
dried the seed in the sun it might. I made
the same mistake while gathering the seed
of the white sweet clover in Iowa, while
there on a visit. Any one who fails to
grow this clover should transplant a few
plants, and if they grow, it will be estabiisht for all time.
It appears to thrive best
when beaten well into the soil, and wagonwheels during a muddy time plant the seed
along highways for miles. Some of the
railroads have ascertained the fact that it
is a good plant to keep their cuts from
washing; and it would be good for the
South to plant it on their gullied lands.
Mks. L. Harrison.
Peoria Co., 111.. May 131.

ilellilotus

383
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BEE.SUPPLIES,

;

Langstroth Hives and everythingpertaining to same.
Muth Jars.Muth Honey Extractor
in fact everything used by beekeepers. Send for our Catalog.

—

C. H. WZ.
2140 Central Ave..

have

48

onies in

now from

ISAtf

MUTH &

SON.

wish to aninmiice to mv friend'^ and patrons
that I have this day sold to C. H. W. WEBER,
of Cincinnati, my Honey and Bee-Keepprs' Sup-

plv business, known for the past 38 vears as
Chas. ^. Muth \- Son. Mr. Weber will continue to push the Lang-strolh hive and everythingr pertaininj^'^ to same: besides, he has secured the ag-ency for Mr. Root's g-oods. and will
sell them at his prices.
I beg" the customers of
the old house, to whom I wish to extend my
thanks, to coutinut- their patronaffe with Mr.
Weber, by whom I am sure they will be accorded
fair aud honest treatment.
Mks. Annie Muth (Widow.)
Cincinnati, Ohio. April 7, l.S'i'>.
ISAtf

I

be a good honey-year in this county.

DiX Cluhb.

1'.'.

F.

Bee Journal.

I

so far, making 98 colrolling in the honey
alfalfa bloom. I believe this will

May

and A. Muth.

Pleav,. iiunition tlie

CHA5.

They are

Tulare Co., Cal..

MfTH & Son

Honey and Beeswax Wanted.

new swarms
all.

WEBER,

CINCINNATI, OHIO,

Successor to

CH.4S F.

Rolling in the Honey.
Bees in Tulare County are doing well.

The Novelty Pocket-Knif
(A heavier and stronger

Uiiile

HON&y AND BEESWAX
|

I

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

than the one we offered

hL'retofore.)

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
Chicago, June 8.— Not any new comb on the
market, and some of the amber and dark grrades
remain unsold. E.\tracted sells upon arrivalwhite at 7(rtSc: ambers. 6f«'Tc, accordins' to quality, flavor and packag-e.
Fancy white comb
would brinerl3c; off grades of white, llfel'c;
ambers, Xixo Uc Beeswax, 27c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

New

York, June 9.— Demand good for extracted honey, all kinds, and same finds ready
sale at the following prices: Fancy, 7(ai7'.4c;
choice, ai'^fjijc: fair, 5Mfff'»c; common.'STfo'oOc per
gallon. Some demand for comb honey at from
111" 12c for white, and IfSlOc for amber.' No more
demand for dark. Beeswax dull at from 2S*27c
per pound, according to quality.

HiLDKETH & SeGELKEN.
S.\N Fr.incisco, May 31.— White comb, 10(^
lOHc; amber, 7;^(a;9c. Extracted, white, ~\i@

T/ic: light

amber, 6^@7c.

Beeswax.

20', (a- 27c.

demand are both light. .Small
new crop extracted, light amber,

Supplies and
quantities of

have been placed to the retail trade
Old honey is still on market.

at G'jCni-c.

Clevel.ind, March 9.— Fancy white, IjWUc;
No. 1 while, 12M 13c; A No. 1 amber, lOiaHc; No.
amber, 'iMKJc; buckwheat, 8c.
Extracted,
white, 7c: amber, 6c; buckwheat. 5c.
A. B. WiLLi.iMS & Co.
2

Boston, May 17.— Fancv white, 12';fi)i3c; A
No. 1, ll(3l2c: No. 1, lOc: light amber, 9c: buckwheat, 8c. Extracted Florida, white, 7!<'a'8c;
light amber,

Beeswax,

6"<(it 7c.

The demand
honey has

27(g 28c.

for both comb aiid extracted
settled down to the usual small pro-

portions of summer, and prices quoted would be
shaded some, too, as stocks are a little heavier
than is liked at this season of the year.
Blake, Scott & Lee.

K.lNSAS City, May IS.— No. 1 white comb, ISc;
fancy amber, 14c; No. 1 amber, Wic: fancy

HOWARD

M.

dark, 13c: No. 1 dark, 12c. White extracted, (jc;
amber, 5!.<c: dark, i(04'/ic. Beeswax, 2Sc.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

MELBE

BoFFALO, May S.— The season

HONEYVILLE, O.

honev

for

is

Some extra fancy white would

about closed.

sell at ll(i}12c: some very poor selling at 6(ai7c,
aud dull. No mure business in honey before the

(This Cut

Your Name on the

Knife.

opening of the ensuing

the Full Size of the Knife.)

is

— When

ordering^, be sure to

say just what name and address you

wish put on the Knife.
The Novelty Knife

is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the handle.
It is made beautifully
of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as class. Underneath the celluloid, on one side
of the handle is placed the name and residence of the Subscriber.
The Material entering- into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality; the blades are
hand-forg-ed out of the very finest Eng-lish razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters
are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver
wire; the linings are plate brass; the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the
Tiandle as described above.
It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.
Why Own the Novelty Knife? Incasea^ood knife is lost, the chances are the owner will
never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having- name and address of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destr«jy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling,
and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the Noveltit'-s, 3'our
Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in case of death, 3'our relatives will at once be ap-

prised of the accident.
How appropriate this knife is for a present What more lasting- memento could a mother
g-ive to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this beautiful knife, as the '* Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

seas.^n.

Batterson & Co.
Omaha, June 2.— A few little lots of new honey

from Texas have made their appearance on the
market. The stock was put up by inexperienced people and onl.y sold at moderate prices.
Extracted of fairly good flavor brought ^'iiqfftc.
Comb honey put up in 6i)-gallon cans and filled
with extracted sold at u'lC. This is a most undesirable way of packing comb honey. Trade
does not care for it.
Pey'cke Bros.
Detroit, April 10.— Fancy white, 12c; No. 1,
dark and amber, S((iJ9c. Extracted in
demand without change in price. Beeswax.
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Decreasing demand aud the attempt to crowd
down prices'on comb honey.
M. H. Hunt.
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Why Not Just Double
The

^
fo

List of Subscribers to the

Old American Bee Journal

1

We really believe that if ALL the present readers of the American Bee Journal were so inclined, they
could help to double its reg-ular list of subscribers before August 1, 1899— or during- the next S or 6 weeks.
We do not find any fault with what our subscribers have done in the past toward increasing the list
of Bee Journal readers- -for they have done nobly- but why couldn't the doubling of the list be acconiplisht
within the next month ? We surelv think it could be done, and in order that it may be easier for those who
help in it, we will make a SPECIAL
SUBSCRIPTION OFFER, and also pav all who will aid in securing new subscribers. Here is the offer

NEW
:

Six Months for 40 Cents

to a

New

subscriber....

Yes, we will send the American Bee Journal EVERY WEEK from July 1, 1899, to Jan. 1. 1900—26
numbers for only 40 cents, to a NEW subscriber. In addition to this we will .send to the present regular
subscribers, for the work of getting new 6-months" readers, their choice of the premiums mentioned below,
but no premium will also be given to any new subscriber on these offers, under any circumstance
:

New
For

40-ceiit Subscriber

Your choice

Sending I

lowing

For

of one of the fol-

Sending

list

Poultry for Market.

New 40-cent Subscribers

3

Your choice
lowing

of one of the fol-

list:

Bees and Honey (160 pages, cloth) bv Newman.
Bee-Keeping for Beginners, by Dr. j. P. H. Brown.
Bienenzucht und Honiggewinnung (German); by
J. F. Eggers.
Advanced Bee-Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson.
30 copies York's Honey Almanac.

Our Poultry Doctor.
Capons and Caponizing.
Foul Brood — Kohnke and Cheshire.
10 copies York's/Honey Almanac.

New 40-cent Subscribers

For

Sending

2

Your choice of one of the
lowing

fol-

list

Dr. Howard on Foul Brood.
Monette Queen-Clipping Device.
Bienen-Kultur (German) by T. G. Newman.
Dr. Tinker's Bee-Keeping for Profit.
Pierce's Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping.
Bees and Honey (160 pages, paper) by Xewman.
20 copies York's Honej- Almanac.

For

Sending

For
Sendi

New 40-cent Subscribers
Doolittle's

m

V,

if<tii)

Queen~

New 40-cent Subscribers
Cook's
Guide.

Prof.

NOW FOR A GRAND PUSH FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS
N

Scientific

Rearing.

Bee-Keeper';

I

with the above low rate to new subscribers, and also the premiums offered, we
should get such a landslide of new subscriptions as will make us sweat to care for them during the next
few weeks without any help from the hot weather.
are ready now to enter the new names and mail
the premiums. Are YOU ready to go out and get tli-iii. and then send them in ?
It

seems

to us that

WE

GEORGE W. YORK &

GO.. 118 MictiiQan St.. Gliicaoo.
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up honey toothers of the colony. The Indians use these for
manipulating the ants much as we do grapes, as we

desert,

Ants— An

Interesting' Nuisance-

-How

to Get Rid

of Them.
BY PROF.

A.

J.

COOK.

AM

requested by a subscriber to the American Bee Journal to write an article on these little insects, which have
been famous in prose and poetry all down the ag^es. It
is not strang-e that the bee-keeper should wish to know more
of the ants. Nest to bees and perhaps we do not need to
make this exception the ant certainly stands at the head
of the insect world, as does man at the head of the Vertebrate branch.
Again, ants are quite like bees in the economy of their
society. The bee-keeper is also interested in the fact that
the ant is quick to discover honey-dew, and such insects as
secrete it. The ant also becomes sometimes the enemy of
the bee-keeper in that it enters the hive and causes no little
disturbance. It is even reported that the ants sometimes
destroy the queen-bee, tho I have never had satisfactory
proof that such is positivel)- true. While it may happen, I
doubt if it is ever a common enough occurrence to cause
alarm or even disturbance.
The ant, like the bees, many of the wasps and the white
ants, which belong to a different order of insects, are truly
social.
They live in large colonies and work together, each
for the good of all. The3- live for the most part in the
ground, tho some of the boring ants live in the holes which
they bore in trees. Sometimes they fairly tunnel the trees,
cutting them so extensively that they are honey-combed. I
have never seen trees bored by any insects more thoroly
than by ants. Even the white ants of tropical regions do
not their work more perfectly than do some of the true ants
which we are now considering. In every formicary, which
name is used to designate a colony, there may be found not
only the queen, male and worker, but also soldier ants,
which are the protectors of the colony.
The ant belongs to the family Formicidae, hence we understand why a colony is called a formicary. In the winter
only worker ants, queens and soldiers are found in the nest.
As with bees, when spring comes drones and young queens
are reared. These, unlike the workers and soldiers have
wings, and in spring or early summer fly forth, often in
great numbers, to mate. The drones, or males, die at once
after mating, as do the drone-bees, but the queen is taken
possession of by workers, read)' to emigrate from the old
home and form a new one, is conducted into some subterranean retreat, and thus a new colony is formed. The first
thing the workers do is to bite the queen ant's wings off. so
she must perforce stay at home. We see then that the beekeeper has a precedent set him by the ants in favor of clipping the queen's wing.
The food of ants is both insectivorous and vegetable.
We often see them carrying insects to their nests, and as
every one knows, .seeds form quite a prominent part of their
Indeed, the agricultural ant of Texas, clears the
diet.

I

—

'

—

ground, sows the seed, and raises its own grain. These
ants also mound about the entrance to their tunnels on
low ground, to keep out the water. In case water enters
and their stores of grain are wet they carry it out to dry
that it may not injure by fermentation. Thus we see that
the ant even seems ahead of bees in its functional development.
Ants also make slaves of other ants, and some have
carried this on so long and so generally that they have lost
the power to care for themselves, except as they secure
these slaves. Some ants bridge or tunnel streams, and it is
authentically reported that in India, where some leaf-eating
ants do great damage, they practice division of labor. They
work by night, and some ants go up the trees, cut off the
leaves, while other ants carry these latter to the nests.
In Colorado there is a strange development of some of
the ants into storehouse forms. Each ant is little more
than stomach and legs, and always attaches to the rock in
its cave home, where it receives honey-dew brought in by
the other ants, and so is a sort of honey-comb for storing
this nectar. As the other ants want this honey they receive
it from the storehouse ants, much as we see bees yielding

use them for like purpose.
I stated before that ants often show us the presence of
honey-dew, and so of plant or scale lice which produce it.
Indeed, it is rare to see ants going up or down trees, bushes
or other plants, where, upon examination, we will not tind
plant-lice or scale insects if we carefully look for them.
It
is probable that the insects secrete the hone_v-dew to attract
the ants, bees and wasps, and thus protect the honey-dewsecreting insects from birds. The birds will not come near
the plant-lice or scale insects when guarded by these bees,
wasps, etc. The ants have learned so well the good office
of plant-lice that they frequently keep the plant-lice in their
homes, feeding and caring for them that they maj- receive
this nectar which the plant-lice secrete. When disturbed,
the ants will frequently carry out the plant-lice before they
do their own brood.
I have stated above that the ants frequentlj- enter the
hives and greatly annoy the bees. Every bee-keeper has
had many cases of such interference. In some sections of
the country the hives are set high from the ground to prevent this intrusion of the ants. I have had reports from the
Southern States that the ants occasionally destroy the queenbee, which, as suggested above, may occasionally be true,
but I think there may be some doubt about it.
Ants are often a serious annoyance on our lawns, and
by getting into the house, where from their small size they
are able to seek out almost every article of food. It is not
In case of disturbance
difficult to prevent such intrusion.
on our lawns, if we search out the anthills we may easily
destroy the ants by the use of bisulphide of carbon. By use
of crowbar or other rod (wood or iron) we make a hole into
the bottom, which the softer
the anthill, reaching to
ground enables us easily to find or determine. We now
pour in a teacupful or so of bisulphide of carbon, cover
quickly with clay, and compact this so as to prevent the
poison from passing off. The liquid quickly vaporizes, and
being held in the nest destroys all the ants that are in the
tunnels. This should be done when the most of the ants
are in the nest.
I have found the best substances to repel ants from the
house to be corrosive sublimate and buhach, or insect powder.
The corrosive sublimate may be brusht along the
floor where the ants enter, or strings may be dipt into it
carpet-rags do well and laid along where they will obstruct
the ants' path. The ants seem so averse to this substance
that they leave at once. Dusting with the buhach also
clears them out, but the treatment may have to be repeated
every week or two. We have been troubled not a little with
ants in California, but have found the above methods very
efficient in ridding our houses of this pest.

—

Los Angeles

The

Sting- of the

BY

Honey-Bee and
C.

P.

Co., Calf.

Its Use.

D.4.D.\NT.

sting of the bee, as well as that of other hymenopTHE
tera,
practically a sharp double sword, well sheathed
is

when in the body, and protruding bej-ond that sheath
when in the act of stinging. Those two blades are barbed,
and when once driven into the wound — which is done
usually by an alternate motion of the two darts

—

are as
the bee
sting has not been driven
too deep, she will extract it out of the wound by turning it
around and around, which probably twists the barbs and
presses them against the blade, allowing its withdrawal.
The poison is a transparent liquid of great venomous
power more deadly than that of the rattle-snake, for the
latter maj' be taken into the stomach with impunity, while
that of the bee would cause sickness. Reaumur and Delia
Rocca both report it as burning the tongue almost like
scalding water. A. I. Root compares its strength and taste
to a compound of cayenne pepper, onion juice and horseradish. So the only reason why the sting of the bee is not
more dangerous is that the quantity of venom ejected is so
very minute. In fact, the pain caused by the sting is
greater or less according to the quantity- of poison forced in.
Were it not for this poison, the wound made by the stingwould hardly be perceived. It is therefore of great importance that tile sting of a bee be removed promptly, especially because it has a spasmodic action, even after it has
been separated from the body of the bee, which continues
forcing poison into the wound until it is nearU- all exdifficult to extract as a fish-hook
stings, if it is left alone, and the

—

would

be.

When
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hausted. But in taking- it oflf great care must be exercised
not to press it or pinch it, as the poison-pouch would thus
be entirely emptied into the wound. It should be brusht off
or scraped off without a second's delay. The smell of the
poison is very noticeable, and reminds one of the smell of
ants, for it is indeed very similar to formic acid. This pungent smell irritates the bees, and adds to their irascibility.

But if the sting of bees is a dangerous poison, it proves
to have also medical properties, like most violent poisons.
It is a well known fact that it has often cured rheumatism.
At least numerous reports of such cures have been made at
•different times by bee-keepers thru the papers, and this is
•doubtlessly not without good foundation. But this is a
" heroic remedy," and very few people will be willing to
get stung experimental^- for this purpose, unless they be
as indifferent to stings as Reaumur, the great entomologist
of the XVIIIth century, who relates in his book having
caused a wasp to sting him at three different times in successioii, just to see whether the wasp would be able to
-furnish as much venom at the last as at the first. He found,
as might have been expected, that the last sting was not
-painful because the venom-sac had been emptied by the
two previous punctures. He saj-s that at a fourth trial he

tXPLflNftTORY.

sac to

reservoir.

B, B — Lancets.
•O, O— Openinjjs from
hijUow in lancets.

S— Reservoir.
E,

E -Valves.

H — Hollow in awl.
T.

T— Ridffes

in

aw1.

Sting with Lancets drawn one

venomous sword, great mortality would ensue. Luckily
Nature has drest them in an armor— a coat of mail— the ordinary shell of most insects, made of a horin- substance
called "chitine." So it isonlyinthe joints of' this armor
that the bee is vulnerable, hence the long fights between
inhabitants of different hives, and the ease with which the
robber often gets away,
Hancock Co., 111.

Putting-

Up Extracted Honey
BY

in Glass Paekag-es.

DAVENl'OKT.

C.

one has said in effect that
might be of benefit to
SOME
others
we would describe our mistakes and failures,
it

if

so

am

going

mention ho%v

I lost about S70 besides
the matter could hardly be
called a failure, for a most singular success was attained,
but not just in the manner expected or desired.

I

to

much time and work.

Still,

When commencing to put extracted honey on the market the best style or kind of package was with me a matter
of much perplexity, and after trying many and various
kinds of packages, I finally decided that the Mason glass
jars, in their various sizes were, all things considered,
about the most satisfactory packages that could be obtained
here for the retail grocery trade. The glass itself, barringaccidents, lasts an indefinite leng-thof time, and as the caps
or covers are made of zinc they do not rust, and if they become discolored or old-looking there are a number of preparations by which they can be very quickly and easily
cleaned so that they look as bright as when new. On this
account these jars, after being emptied, represent, or are
worth, about as much money as when new something that
can hardly be said in favor of any other retail package
with which I am acquainted, and usually eveti the most
thrifty of housewives will hardly object to the cost of the
jars, owing to the almost universal use that is made of them
by all classes for canning fruit.
But I found one great objection to their use, and this
was that soon after they were filled the honey would ooze
or run out enough around the rubber ring to keep the jar
sticky.
At first I thought the rubber rings I had must be
defective, or of poor quality, but I found out, as undoubtedly every one else has who has used this style of package,
that with no kind of rubber rings can honey be sealed so
but what enough will escape to keep the package sticky,
and this makes it, aside from being disagreeable to. handle,
very objectionable in other ways, for it catches and holds
the dust and attracts flies and other insects, and on this
account I found a number of grocers who, after a trial of
them, refused to handle or have anything to do with them.
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side, cross-section

of Sting,

and a Lancet, much magnified.

So I went to work and tried to make some kind of a
band or ring that would hold honey, and the expense I have
mentioned was for dies, material, traveling- expenses, etc.,
during the time I was working at this.
I had a long talk with a man who bottles up tons of extracted honey each season he uses corks and sealing-wax,
and said a wide-moutht jar with a screw cap was preferable
in manj' respects, but he had found the same difficulty I
have described, and had tried rings or bands of different
material, but without success. He said it was the action of
;

could not succeed in inducing the insect to sting again.
The poor wasp had evidently given it up for a bad job.
The queen-bees have a sting, but it is small, curved,
and used only in fighting with rivals. A number of experimenters have reported being stung by queens, and in every
instance the sting was said to cause but little pain. The
poison-sac of the queen is like her sting of secondary im-

—

portance.
is the necessity of so dangerous an " arm " as the
bee possesses ? Is it solely so she may be able to defend
herself against us ? This is not probable, and altho it is
possible tliat without such a weapon the bees might long
ago have been destroyed by man's rapacity, so as to disappear entirely from the earth, yet this weapon is neces.sary
"to them to protect them against many other enemies. There
are a number of honey-eating insects that are both larger
and stronger than the honey-bee, and some animals, like
the bear, are so fond of honey that the fear of the stings
alone can keep them away. But in their own hive the bees
need a weapon. Were it not for that weapon, it is quite
probable that those big, burly drones that are reared every
spring with such care, and so mercilessly destroyed in the
fall, would take advantage of their size to live on thru the
winter at the expense of the workers, and with the great
risk of starving them out.
If they are well armed for attack, our bees are also well
fitted for defense.
As many a combat takes place between
inhabitants of different hives, owing to the greed and pilfering dispositions of many bees when the honey season is
at hand, if one bee could readily pierce another with its

What

the acid in honej- that made rubber rings defective for
sealing.
I did not say anything about the work I was doing in
this line, for I expected to meet with success, obtain a patent, and soon be able to spend the winters in Florida, or
even start a new bee-paper, if I got more money than I
could conveniently spend otherwise
I will not take space to describe the various work and
experimenting that I did, for I found out that if an ordinary rubber ring was dipt in melted beeswax the whole
problem was solved, for if the rubber is dipt in wax not a
particle of honey will escape, no matter, I believe, how long
I have kept clover honey sealed nearly a
it is left sealed.
year before it candied, and not a trace of honey could be
detected oti the glass, and the jars were kept bottom side
up on purpose to test the matter.
These jars and covers are at present made very
cheaply, and sometimes the cover, or rather the underside
of it, does not fit down close enough to the glass to enable
the ring to seal it tight all around, in such cases of course
the defect in the cover has to be remedied, or if not too bad
by using two rings it can be sealed tight.
Before filling the jars with honey, or dipping the rings,
I look the covers over, and if any are not true, I have a device made to bring them in shape. I then test thera by
putting some water in a jar, then put on a ring and the
!

—
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cover, and if no water will leak or can be shaken out, the)are all right for honey. I have said this was done before
the rings were dipt, for the reason that after they are dipt
in the wax, and the cover has been screwed down tight on
them, and then taken oflf, I found in a few instances a trace
of honey would escape if the same rings were used without
being dipt again.
The wax should be boiling hot when the rings are put
in, and they should be simply dipt, and not soakt or cookt
in it. Paraffine might answer as well as wax, but it takes
such a small amount of wax that the difference in price
would hardly amount to anything unless a very large
amount of honey was to be put up.
I think there is no doubt but what some kinds of fruits
and vegetables contain acids that also act on rubber so
that it does not keep the contents of the jar air-tight, and I
believe it would pay those who seal fruit by means of a rubber ring, and have trouble because the fruit " works," as I
have often heard it called, to give this matter of dipping
the rings in hot wax a trial.
This matter is, tho, of but very little interest to me, for
I haven't one of those " queens " that are able to put up
fruit, and the last two j-ears I have sold what little extracted honey I produced direct to the consumer. Last season I sold at the yard about 1,800 pounds, and could have
sold more. It was sold at a low price, but it brought me
more than it would if I had shipt it to some city market, or
more, counting my time, than I could have gotten for it
from grocers.
Southern Minnesota.

lie

"Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Oi^sses.

By "COOITATOR."

HOLDING THE BREATH TO PREVENT STINGING.
As to that impenetrability theory, on page 294, let every
one who inclines to accept the truth of it experiment on his
own skin with a tine needle (not so sharp as a bee-sting,
but mayhap 'twill answer just as well), and if the needle
refuses to go in while you are holding your breath, perhaps
the bee-sting will also snub up and refuse to penetrate. But
Mr. Raymond is all right. Breathe gently or not at all
when your face is close to cross bees and in extreme cases
turn j'our head away when you must expire.
Per contra, when bees are not particularly cross, I
sometimes use my breath instead of a smoker to make them
" git furder."
There is a rationale to the hum in that clipping, and it
is this
Most stings which laymen get they bring upon
themselves by striking or puffing and if they were trying
any experiment that would keep them from doing exasperating things, they would not be stung at all. Some like
the old Scotch wizard's magic drop which, held in the
mouth while one could count a hundred, made angry husbands mild.
;

—

—

GIVING SWARMS DIRTY COMBS.

On page

295, Dr. Miller is all right, that combs of simple dead brood (in a region where there is no foul brood)
may be given to new swarms ; yet it would be well to set

" Ohio " right as to how to give them. He proposes to hive
the swarm directly on them, which is not " orthodox." To
hive a swarm on, use preferably the best combs at hand for
outside combs, and frames with starters or fragmentary
combs for middle. Let things stay in that shape till near
evening of the second day ilien put in your dirty old ones
If you want to
in place of the previous combs or starters.
give a full set of dirty combs, make about three spells of
putting them in, on different days.
;

SICTION-CLEAXING EXPERIMENTS.
to be at his best, on page 293,
where he gives his manifestly considerable experience in
cleaning sections. Queer that so many use sandpaper, and
Quite likely he is
all his sandpaper efforts were failures.
right, that the propolis of some regions is much more sticky
and difficult to adapt a machine to than that of other regions. Also, I would add, the propolis of September is
much more dauby than that of July. And probably, too,
some have reported success when they have not cleaned
more than a dozen sections as a basis for their report. And.
so it is rapidly revolving nutmeg-grater for edges, and
rapidly revolving knives for flat surfaces. Why not give
up the kinds of super that let bees get at any flat surfaces?

SHALLOW KXTRACTING-FRAMES.
"Tater doesn't think much of shallow extractingframes, but he's aware he doesn't know much about them
also aware that in a free country others have a right to sit
up with them if they want to. If they are to be used, it is
fortunate, as Mr. H. H. Porter has found, on page 302, that
there is an extractor kept in regular stock that will hold two
of them in each basket. As to objections, besides those
which readily occur to the mind, bees often hold five or six
inches of the lower center of the comb " empty swept and
garnisht " in hope that the queen will come up and lay
there. With a shallow comb there would only be a little
honey in the ends, it seems to me.

—

WINTERING BEES SMELTING WORKS.
Mr. Lovesy's contribution to the wintering problem, on
page 302, may be important. Some things relative to wintering we are already pretty well at agreement about as
the transcendent importance of good stores, and the desir-

—

ability of occasional flights but it is still disputed as to
air stands in relative importance. Those who
;

where pure

reason down from

human

sanitation to bees naturallv in-

Davenport seems,

SQUARE CANS

VS.

BARRELS FOR HONEY.

G. W. Wilson (page 290) would fain have barrels instead
of square tins because they are easier to handle. Founding
too much on his reason. A couple of square tins boxt is
not nearly so hard to handle as a red-hot cooking-range ;
and if it's the best package I guess we had better contrive
to handle it somehow.
DIFFERENCE IN HONEY AND BEES.
" Many men of many minds." I like the plump impudence witti which W. H. Eagerly says there is as much difference in the honey of different strains of bees as in the
butter of different breeds of cows. Pag-e 292.

AN EGG-SC.\TTERING OUEEN.

:

;

22, 1899.

cline to one side, while those old practicals who have wintered bees by burying them incline to the other even
if they don't sa)' right out that pure air is of no more importance to a bee than it is to a bedbug. Well, Mr. Lovesy
is a man among bee-keepers, and his settled judgment and
observation is that bees will not winter at all verj- near to
smelting works which pollute the air with ill gases, and
very poorlj- at considerable distances even as far distant
as his own home is. This seems to show that the bee is
more sensitive to impure air than human beings are. Did
he lose half the inmates of his home every winter he would
be getting out of that. Of the bees he usually loses about
half, while at out-apiaries remote from smelters they winter much better with the same preparation.

C.

I

June

"

When

a queen scatters her eggs pinch her head."'
Henry Alley, who says this, is one of the oldest and foremost authorities on queens. Her majesty should lose no
time in deciding that she can do a little better on a pinch.

A QUEER SPRING

When

AND

BEE.

Cook reports from California that early
flowers are late and late flowers early, I guess we shall have
And
to admit that the spring of '99 was a queer spring.
Prof.

also queer is that bee with one eye centrallv located.

Page

307.

FL.4VOR OF BASSWOOD HONEV.

When we

new scheme that's surely going to be
are to omit some little item necessary to
success. Mr. Gross, page 290, furnishes an excellent illustration.
He saw extracted honey sell for 24 cents a pound
Didn't occur to
in Switzerland, and thereupon sent some.
him that folks in Europe are not accustomed to the flavor
'Tater thinks that that strong mintv
of basswood honey.
flavor he speaks of in old basswood honey is caused by being
extracted too soon. Thick, t/ioroly-r'i-pe basswood honey is
delicious when it is old.
gay,

how

sure

strike a

we

AGAVE AND
mean

" Nasty " color and

ITS

HONEV.

smell are considerable drawbacks for an ornamental plant. A fluid dram of nectar
drawn at one time from four flowers an inch across is
"some." These meditations are on the agave plant as

;

June
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drawn by Mr. Pryal, page
whether agave honey

He

305.

doesn't seem to know
few people know.

good or bad

is

—

perhaps.

359

Utah hoiley is considered par excellence on all markets
where it has been sold.
Our
Right here is a point that should be considered
;

ANENT THE SPKI,LING REFORM.
" Btiki Rold Ots," eh

This is undoubtedly an argugreatly overworkt the look of
words to the eye. Arabic and Chinese print looks repulsive
And
to us, yet attractive to scholarly Arabs and Chinese.
a few years of scholarly attention to Arabic would make its
writing look singularly and %vonderfull)' graceful to us.
Familiarity, tho not all, is nearly all in this case. I'nfamiliarity could no doubt make " Buckeye Rolled Oats " a
?

ment — but an argument

laughter-provoking

—

line.

bee-keepers should be better organized for the disposing of
our products, at least. The old adage, " Every one for himself and Old Nick for the whole," is foolish in this respect,
for it often causes a stupid and unnecessary falling of
We understand tlie motto, "By industry we
prices.
thrive," but if we could put that other grand one in force,
"In union is strength," it would be better for all concerned.
Some localities have been considerably overcrowded.
There is plenty of unoccupied territory, thus bee-keepers
seeking a location for an apiary should carefully consider
this question.
No one need to envy bee-keepers as a rule
they well earn all they get. Who ever heard of a millionaire bee-keeper ? He often flatters himself that he has past
the rapids safely to fair sailing-, only to be upset and
wreckt in the " Slough of Despond." While with proper
management it is possible that the bee-industry may be one
of the best paying industries in the agricultural line, the
few that attain the summit of success do so by an unceasing determination never to give up. Like many other pursuits, bee-keeping is subject to many accidents and disappointments. In some parts of the country we find the winWhile it is
ter question one of the most difficult to solve.
impossible to give all the causes and remedies, and while
location has much to do with this question, protection combined with sufficient ventilation must be observed in the
north and central parts of the State, Smelter smoke also
seems to be vei}' injurious to successful wintering of bees,
I have received several letters this winter and spring
from different parts of the State in regard to losses and
trouble thru foul brood, but this matter is in the hands of
the bee-keepers in the several counties. The present law
will amply protect all bees and bee-keepers, if they will
petition their respective county commissioners,
E, S, LovESV,
;

DK.

miher's experien'ce with

ouef:ns.

I find information for myself in Dr. Miller's experience
on page 311 — .several queens put over a hive to be warmed
and fed. The result was the free queen was killed. Bees
proceeded on the principle followed by Mrs. Stowe's grandmother, who whipt the innocent boy she could catch because she was infuriated at a rogue that was too nimble for
her.
Quite likely some harm results, in the form of decreast
laying and brood-rearing, in many such cases where the
queen is not killed,
growth in m.\rkets for honey.
Let us have a grain of courage now and then. What's
the use of chanting an endless Jeremiad about the failing
honey market ? This is anent the editorial note on page
312. telling how New York's consumption of hone}' has risen
from 2(),l)(io pounds to 6,000,000 pounds in 38 years'— 300 fold.

We

can liardly expect the metropolis to rise another 300 fold;
much of the country, and many towns, cow/f/ do just
that. x\.ll the trouble was that while consumption grew
production bounded and superabounded. Growth will go
on but the bounding has about stopt.
but

—

:

adulteration of flour and sugar.

The

adulteration of flour with heavy minerals, as related on page 315, is surely a little worse than the adulteration of honey. And if powdered sugar is almost always
largely cornstarch, that has an important bearing on the
provisioning of queens for journey.
Cogitatok.

Considerable discussion and praise was indulged in in
regard to the fine quality of the Utah honey exhibit at the
Trans-Mississippi Exposition at Omaha, in 1898, and a general invitation was given to the bee-keepers to exhibit their
products at the State Fair next fall.
Christopher Wilcock, of Emery County, gave his experience with foul brood as follows
:

Foul Brood.
This

is

the brood,

an infectious disease, but

and does not

is

affect the bees.

confined solely to

Wherever found

should be dealt with earnestly and with dispatch.
If the colon}- is weak, I should recommend smothering
the bees, and in order to do this without letting a bee escape, take a tablespoonful of sulphur and place it in the entrance of the hive. If there is any breeze, turn the hive so
Then fire the sulphur and it
it will blow in the entrance.
will soon exterminate all the bees. This should be done
early in the morning, before any of the bees are flying, as
one bee escaping from the hive might carry the disease
to any colony with which it may take up its abode.
If the colony is a strong one. I would keep the entrance
partly closed so as to prevent any other bees getting in.
Then, as soon as fruit-blossoms come out, so the bees
can obtain honey, I recommend saving the bees. In order
to do this, and cleanse them from infectious disease, I procure an empty box of any kind, then search out the queen,
if possible, and put her in a screen wire cage, which is
easily made by taking a small piece of screen, roll it up and
it

Report of the Utah Bee-Keepers' Convention.

A very interesting meeting' was held by the Utah BeoKeepers' Association, April 8, 1899, in Salt Lake City, Pres.
E. S. Lovesy calling the convention to order.
The minutes of the Octot'er meeting were read and approved, and the following officers were elected for the ensuing year
1st Vice-President, George
President, E, S, Lovesy
Hone; 2nd Vice-President, R, T, Rhees Secretary and
Treasurer, J, B. Fagg and Assistant Secretary, G. E. Gar:

:

;

;

rett.

The following County Vice-Presidents were chosen
Lake County,

Salt

F. Schach
Davis, W. E.
"

Utah,

;

:

Wm. Peay

Smith Box Elder.'j.
A. Smith
Weber, O, Folkman Juab, Thos, Billston Sevier, C, Canutesen
Washington, Mrs. Woodbury; Tooele,
B. Barrows
Cache, Henry Bullock
Morgan, T, R. G.
Welch Millard, S. Teeples'; and Emery, Cris Wilcock.
Wasatch,

Hansen

-J,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The Presi dent' s Address.

The outlook for the bee-industrj- this spring, as far as
Utah is concerned, appears to be more favorable than last
year. The season last year was short at both ends, the
spring was cold, stormy, and late, and while there was a
g'ood flow of

honey

in

many

parts of the State,

it

did not

keep up as long as usual, especially where the supply of
irrigation water was not abundant.
One of the most gratifying features of the industry last
season was the firm demand for our products and the indications are that the demand will be equally good this season, without any regard to the extent of the hone}- crop.
Our bee-products have been pretty well advertised, and

tie

a string around either end,

and place the queen

in

it,

with two or three worker-bees for company cork them up,
and place them in the box, then shake all the bees out of
the hive into the bos. This should be done either in the
evening or early in the morning when the bees are not
;

flying.

Then hold the queen in this box for from 24 to 48 hours,
allowing the bees to fly out and in this box as they please.
Then take a clean hive with good combs and foundation,
and put the bees into it, and they will be free from the disease.

take the combs of the diseased hive, and melt
Be sure to bring it to a boiling heat, which
will purify it. Wash the hive thoroly with boiling water,
and also everything pertaining to it that you wish to use
again. My experience is that this method strictly carried
C. Wilcock.
out will effect a cure,

Then

them

for wax.

;

E. S. Lovesy said that with the excellent law that Utah
has on this subject, and with the improved methods of
handling the disease, there should be no serious trouble in

;
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it down.
Our law is so well worded that our beekeepers don't have to wait for days or weeks before it can
be applied and while it can remain dormant when not
needed, it can also be applied for the benefit of any beekeeper in any county, and at any time, by making application to the inspectors in their respective counties or district.
There doesn't seem to be any trouble in regard to the matter except in a few places where the bee-keepers have not
taken action to get the law in force. Probably if the beekeepers thru the State will take an interest in the matter
for their own benefit, it is possible the whole thing could be

keeping

;

stampt

out.

Some very interesting remarks were made by VicePresidents Hone and Rhees, and also by Mr. Teeples and
others, on the wintering of bees on the summer stands, and
also by the house and cellar methods. They also showed
the necessity of ventilation to prevent dampness.
Messrs. Schach, West, Dudley, and others spoke on the
necessity of a more united action in the purchase of supplies, and in disposing of the bee-products. Mr. Folger and
others spoke on the best shape and style of hives, and also
in praise of Utah honey.
Messrs. Hone, Fagg, Garrett and others gave their
views on the foul brood question. They claimed that all
bee-keepers, as far as possible, should study this subject for
themselves. After some further remarks by several members on general topics the meeting- adjourned until October,
1899.

was one

most largely attended meetings ever
held by the Association some 30 members being present
and the interest and participation in the proceedings were
general. It is hoped that it will be the means of forming a
stronger bond of union among the bee-keepers of the State.
It

of the

—

;
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9. Yes, I have seen a great many single bees from an
imported queen that had three yellow segments.
10. No, I don't know that I ever saw a single bee from
an imported queen that had three segments all of a maroon
color.
In fact, I think the color was always more nearly
yellow than maroon, perhaps the color of yellow ocher. It
is possible, of course, that I may be mistaken as to the matter of color, having no specimen before me, but that's asnearly as I remember, and I think all the authorities that
I've read teach the same thing.
11. Not having a specimen before me, I cannot answer
minutely your question, but this from Cheshire may answer the purpose in describing the three yellow bands
"The first three rings are themselves in large part a transparent, tawny yellow transparent, as may be seen by allowing a bee to fly on the window-pane. The first abdominal
ring on the dorsal side mainly faces the thorax, and may be
mist by careless observation its lower edge only is black.
The tipper two-thirds of the second is yellow, the upper
third smooth and hairless, because this passes beneath the
ring above it when the body is contracted. A band of yellow hair covers the second third, and adds much to thebeauty of the bee, as hairs and ground are alike yellow.
The lower third of the ring is glossy black, carrying manymicroscopic hairs, and a minute fringe. The third ring resembles the-second, while the fourth and fifth carry yellowish hairs, but are black. The sixth ring, black also, is::

;

nearly hairless."
12. I think the tendency of Italians bred in this country
is

toward a

lig-hter color.

I never disputed that in the five-banded bees,,
one, at least, of the bands may have been solid yellow without any black.
14. I don't know that I ever saw a worker-bee with the
sixth segment yellow. I think, however, that I have read
of workers yellow to the tip so often that I took it for
granted that such were in existence. If there are none such
in existence I am thankful for the correction, for there are
many things I don't know about bees, but about which I
am anxious to learn. Possibly those who spoke of workersyellow to the tip were speaking in a slightlj^ exaggerated
form, somewhat as you do when you speak of a worker appearing like " a lump of gold." We mustn't be too hard

13.

I

think

on them.
15.

UR.

C. C.

AlILLER, Marengo,

III.

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. — Editor.]

I

have seen what was callel an albino bee.

think the part that lackt the coloring-matter was
the hairs.
17. If you mean the coloring of the chitine. I don't
think that there was any change in that in the albino.
lack of coloring-matter in the hairs inade the bands or seg16.

CU.XDUCTEl) EV

I

A

ments

lighter.

said that "albinos among bees are much the same as
albinos among the human race bees which have been so
bred ,that the coloring-matter is somewhat lacking." If I
had stopt at the first half of that statement, there would be
some show for pretending to think I meant a bee milkywhite all over, but as I immediately stated in the last half
that I meant " bees so bred that the coloring-matter is somewhat lacking," I think my statement is entirely correct.
If I desired to be as critical with your writings. I think
I could find some spots that would not bear that kind of
scrutiny. For example, you say, "I had supposed that the
abdomen of each bee was composed of six hornj' segments."
Now. if I wanted to pick at that, I might say, "You are
quite mistaken if you think there is nothing of the abdomen
but six horny segments. There is the framework or skeleton composed of chitine, inside of that a whole lot of inwards, and outside more or less hairs or down." But I don't
think it would be very nice of me to talk that way. I think
you and I will do well not to descend to hypercriticism.
C.'C. MII.LER.
I

Pure Italians, Five-Banders and Albino Bees.

On page 306 appears a .series of questions for me to answer, which would have been answered sooner if the editor
had sent them directly to me instead of first putting them
in print. In order to save room I'll not repeat the questions
but answer in order
1. I have seen Italian queens that I had good reason to
believe came from Italy, and I have seen their progeny, all
of which I believe to have been pure, but I don't know that
I ever saw a worker-bee that first saw the light in Italy.
2. I use the word "pure " in its usual sense, a pure Italian being that which is unmixt with something that is not
:

Italian.

suppose changes come about in bees as in other
The people in the world don't all look just like
Adam and Eve, altho I believe Adam and Eve were pure
stock. The more fixt the type, the less likelihood of changes.
I do not believe pure Italians are so fixt in character as pure
blacks, hence it is easier to breed different strains of Italians. While it maj- be true that the Italian is not a pure
race, I should consider it hypercritical to say our queenbreeders had never bred pure Italians.
4. As I said before, I don't know that I ever saw any
bee except a queen that came from Italy.
But I believe
that there are also workers and drones in Italy.
5. As I don't think I ever .saw a worker-bee that came
from Italy, I can hardly tell much about its color.
6. I have seen a great many bees with three yellow
bands that were the progeny of what I believe were imported queens.
7. I mean by "bands" the same as is meant by the
word as used in general bj' all writers on bee-culture the
3.

I

things.

—

segments or
8.

stripes of the abdomen.
Yes, I .saw that question-mark.

—

<

Building

«

Comb

——

in All

Shapes.

I have i4-inch starters in my extracting-supers, and the
Some begin on the
bees are beginning to build comb.
starters and some on top of the bottom-bars and build up
and some build rather across the bottom-bars all shapes.
So. Carolina.
What's the matter ? What must I do ?

—

—

Answer. Very likely the reason for your bees doing
as they have done is the great distance from the brood-nest
to the starters.
If the frames in the super are of the same
depth as in the lower story, it's a pretty long stretch from
the brood-combs to those 34-inch starters. So the bees build
up from below, just as they would if no starters were present.
If you will persistently tear ^out all the work they do in

June
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the wrong- place, leaving- only that -(vhich is begun on the
starters, they will finally give up and build where tok want
the building done. But after they commence working in a
certain way they are somewhat stubborn about changing.
There would probably be no such trouble if the frames were
entirely filled with foundation, or even if two of tl:e central
frames were thus filled. You will make a verj' sure thing
of it if you put a comb of brood in the extractingf-super (on
the supposition that the super takes the same size of frames
as the brood-chamber), either a comb filled with brood or
honey, or an empty comb. This comb may be removed, if
you so desire, after the bees have begun work thoroly in
the super.
^-•-^

Selling

Answek. — The probability is that there never would be
any trouble about j'our selling a preparation of the kind.
but any lawyer or justice of the peace oug-ht to be able to
tell you about the law in your State.

Combs—Sun Wax-Extractor.

had two colonies of bees that died, and some of the
sour and working. Would it be all right to let the
bees clean it up and then hive bees on it when they swarm ?
The combs have a lot of bee-bread in them, and there is a
lot of mold where the bee-bread is.
Will the new swarm
clean it out, or what should I do with the combs ? I win1.

honey

tered
2.

and the unhealthy condition thus introduced makes the immunity cease. Perhaps it is the stretching of this a little
too far that makes some good men believe that chilled'
brood

is

sun wax-extractor

of itself originate foul brood.

Coffee and Honey.

— A writer

Bee-Chat says that in
stored while coffee is
in bloom, there being three or four blossomings of three or
four days each in a season. On a coffee property where 100
colonies of bees were kept there had been no light coffee for
two crops, while 8 or 10 miles away they had 40 to 50 bags
of light coffee.

Jamaica a

larg^e

amount of honey

in

is

Somerford's Plan of Forming Nuclei, lately mentioned
as having been g^iven in Gleaning's in Bee-Culture by
shutting up the nuclei with green leaves till they gnawed
their way out E. T. Flanagan says in that paper has been
much practiced by him, but great caution is needed in warm
weather, for he has known many nuclei to be utterly ruined,
especially very strong ones, presumably by smothering.

—

?

Iowa.

—

Ans-\vers. 1. Don't put a swarm on these combs that
are sour and moldy, for fear the bees would object and abscond. But let the bees first clean them uj), and then they
will be all right for swarms. The best way is to put a hive
full of the combs under a strong colony.
Do so toward
evening-, so that robbers will not trouble, especially if bees
are not gathering much at the time.
2. The simplest and cheapest way to make something
small is to take an old dripping-pan torn open at one end,
or almost any other dish of the kind, or even a piece of old
stovepipe flattened gut, put it in a box and have it slanting
enough so the melted wax will run off one end, and have a
dish beneath to catch the wax, then put the bits of comb on
this upper surface and cover the bo.x with a pane of glass,
setting it in a sunny place, preferably beside a south wall.

—

Heavy Loss

of Bees by Fire. Gleanings in Bee-Culthat T. F. Bingham, he of the Bingham
smoker, had 80 colonies of bees burned by means of a spark
from the railroad. No particulars are given, but it maybe
wise for us to be on guard as much as possible against such
bee-hive with its contents burns readily, and it is
things.
not well to have hives so close together that fire will readily
communicate from one to the other, neither is it well to
have the ground between the hives covered by dried grass
or other combustible material.

ture

reports

A

Milkweed Honey. — On page

I

my bees in the cellar.
How can I make a small

may

—

Honey Cough Medicine.

I make a very good cough medicine of honey, and have
so many calls for it that I cannot aS^ord to give it away any
longer. Would I be liable to a fine if I should take a few
cents for each package to cover expense ? If the law in regard to making and selling medicine is likely to be different in Minnesota than in Illinois, whom should I consult to
find out y
MiNNKSOT.4.

Using Moldy
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798 of this journal for

1898, Dr. Miller made a guess that milkweed honey was amClark A. Montague says in the Bee-Keepers' Review
ber.
is nearly as light as basswood, a correction that Dr.
Miller will no doubt cheerfully accept, as Mr. Montague is
in northern Michigan, in a locality where he gets an annual average of 100 pounds per colony, spring count, from
" We think it is
As to quality, he says
milkweed alone
the best honey we have, altho some prefer the stronger
flavors of basswood or buckwheat."
it

:

I

Water for Bees in Spring is the theme that occupies in
the Bee-Keepers' Review the department of " Good Things
from Other Journals."

Dadanfs Langstroth

is

quoted as

calling attention to the large amount of water used in
brood-rearing in the spring, and the danger that many bees
will be lost if obliged to go a distance for it on chilly days.
One writer advises to give both fresh and salt water, so the
bees can have their choice. Dr. Mason says his bees in the
cellar took water greedily at the entrances of the hives,
when it was given to them warm in a sponge.

—

Shortened Top-Bars. When a top-bar is so long that
not more than 1-16 inch is allowed for play at either end,
the gluing up of this 1-16, more or less, is perhaps the largest factor in making the frames difficult to move. To obviate this difficulty, especially in the case of hives with
metal rests in the rabbets, the ends were made shorter, and
a staple driven in the end-bar under the top-bar at each end
Some fear was entertained
to space the frame endwise.
that there would be trouble about frames dropping down in
the hive whenever they were moved so as not to be square
place. C. Davenport says in Gleanings in Bee-Culture
that in actual practice there is no such trouble, and as no
complaints have appeared from others he is probably corEven when a frame is filled with brood and honey^
rect.
the ends can be sawed off and the staples driven in.
in

Wax from Foul-Broody Combs, the Editor of Gleanings in Bee-Culture thinks, should not be rendered because
of the possible danger of infection. Surelj' it is better to
err on the safe side. Better burn all such combs and run
no possible risk by having such wax made into foundation.

Buckwheat in Dry Weather.— Editor Holtermann. of
the Canadian Bee Journal, has had experience in moving
bees for fall pasture, particularly to buckwheat fields, and
he says it is not worth while to move to buckwheat fields,
especially those on sandy soils, if there is a prolonged dry
time.

—

Immunity from Foul Brood. Prof. Henry W. Brice
gives in the British Bee Journal as one of the most interesting facts in connection with the subject of foul brood,
the immunity of certain colonies in an apiary, even in centers where the disease is widely prevalent. This may be
chiefly attributed to the very healthy condition of the colonies, but let chilled brood be found in one of these colonies.

Travel-Stain has been a matter of considerable discussion lately. After what has been said by J. E. Crane and
others, D. W. Heise, in the Canadian Bee Journal, thinks it
time to bid good-by to the term " travel-stain " as being
misleading. Now comes a brand-new theory with a brandnew discovery of a special secretion by the workers, according to S. P. CuUey, in Gleanings in Bee-Culture, which secretion is the guilty culprit in cases where the substance of
the comb is colored thru and thru. The honey is also colored by this secretion, which accounts for the fact that
honey is darker when gathered slowly. This Boiler does
not pretend to have proof that such a thing is impossible,
but would be far from endorsing Editor Root when he says
Cheshire's explanation that
it " appears very reasonable."
the coloring is due to the dejections of the larva; seems a
good deal more reasonable.
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"I have been badg^ered and browbeaten by manufacturers of adulterated foods until I am tired. I have been
threatened by political destruction, and been approacht by
bribe-givers until I feel it my duty to await the presence of
other members of the committee before taking further
testimony.
There is one concern in this city that has
already threatened to ruin me the fflucose trust.
" It is the old story of the flour bill. I stood by the bill
for unadulterated flour, and have always believed I compelled its passag-e. At that time the g-lucose men did everything in tlieir power to frighten me, or in some other way
^et me off the track of my purpose. Why, they even went
to my son, who was newly wed, and had only a scant home
for himself, and oS'ered him a salary of $10,000 a year to act
as attorney for them, making the injplied condition that he
should haul me away from the support of the flour bill. The
adulterators of food products are pursuing similar tactics
tp-day, and that is why I am determined that before the investigation proceeds further, fellow-members of the committee must step in and share the burden of responsibility.
" Testimony that has been absolutely of no value has
been admitted by me simply because I did not wish to accept the responsibility of excluding it. I have not wisht to
take the risk of having it said that I excluded testimony
that might explain alleged evil conditions. I knew the
testimony could avail nothing, but admitted it in order that
there might be no opportunity for the charge of prejudice.
Had there been other members of the committee to support
me, this time would not have been wasted. Still, I cannot
say that much time has been wasted, because I have gathered enough evidence to form the foundation of a bill to
compel every manufacturer of food products to label all food
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—

according

to its

composition."

So the glucose trust is beginning to make its threats.
All right before they get thru it (the trust) will have a
fe%v scores to settle with the bee-keepers of this country.
Glucose is the principal adulterant found in the so-called
'•honey" mixtures ofl^ered for sale in so many grocery
stores in Chicago and other cities, and some of these fine
daj-s some one will be compelled to stop that criminal practice, or work for the State awhile for nothing.
We believe
it will not be very long until we have a strong national law
against adulteration, and then we will see whether Mr.
Glucose Trust will "threaten to ruin " anybody. About
that time it will likely be ruined itself.
The Boston Transcript, some time ago, publisht the
following paragraph, which gives quite a little information
about glucose, and the extent to which it is manufactured
and used as an adulterant in this country
;

:

What Glucose

M.adk Of.

— Commercial

glucose is
be got from almost any sort of
obtained from cotton rags by
vegetable stuft'. It
mixing with the rags a small quantity of sulphuric acid.
Ordinary blotting paper treated in the same way will yield
glucose. Cotton rags and blotting paper are cellulose, and
cellulose is the same thing chemically as sugar, save that it
contains more water in each of its molecules. The sulphuric
acid takes away the extra water, and the residue is glucose.
Glucose is not quite so sweet as cane-sugar, but it costs only
about one-fourth as much per pound. So it makes a very
suitable adulterant, and for this purpose it is widely employed in the manufacture of candies, jellies, syrups, etc.
It would be made out of rags but for the fact that corn is
cheaper than rags. Ten pounds of glucose are turned out
annually in this country for every man, woman and child
in the United States— a total of 650',000,000 pounds. In fact,
it is the most widely employed of all adulterants.

made from

is

may
may be

corn, but

it

So glucose is more used than any other product by aduland in order to sell it it must be past off under tlie
name of something better, such as honej', syrup, jelly, etc.,
and thus defraud the public. We would advise the glucose
trust to put their trust in some more honorable article.
Glucose is too great a defiler of the pure and the good.
terators,

To Close Saturday Afternoons.— We wish that beekeepers (especially those in or near Chicago) would hereby
take notice that the offices of the American Bee Journal and
Root's Chicago Branch of bee-keepers' supplies will be
closed Saturday afternoons during Julj', August and Sept.

Rev. Ch.\s. Horack, of Lasalle Co., 111., called on us
June 10. Mr. Horack preaches to a Bohemian congregation, and keeps a few colonies of bees for recreation.
» » #

Mr. W.

T. Rich.\rdson, of Ventura Co.. Calif., president of the California Bee-Keepers' Exchange, wrote us
" We shall not have any surplus hone^' this year."
June 5
:

» « * *

H. Stock, of Erie Co., N. Y., has sent us a photograph of his apiary of about 20 colonies. We are glad to
get pictures of the apiaries of our readers, some of which
we are able to have engraved so as to reproduce them in the
Bee Journal. But for engraving they must be very clear
and distinct. Poor photographs cannot be " halftoned
very satisfactorilj-.

Mr.

J.

» «

*

Alice Jennings — evidentlj' a little city girl — writing
about bees, had this to say about them
" Bees are always busy because the idle ones are killed.
Thev make honey and wax, but paratfine candles are
:

cheaper, or else candles made out of whales. The bees
build cells and combs, and sometimes fill trees, and bears
smell the honey and eat it. They suck the juice out of
Bees are meaner than mosflowers, and the flower dies.
quitoes, and you can tell them by the yellow bands on their

abdomen."
* * * *

Mr. Chauncey E. Anderson,

of Lucas Co., Ohio, sends
us a clipping from the Toledo Blade, about bees storing
honey in a sponge that a certain New Englander put into a
The idea is to fill a hive with sponges, then have the
hive.
bees fill them, and afterward squeeze out the honey, thus
saving the comb-building. We can hardly conceive of anything more ridiculous or foolish. The whole thing has every
appearance of the usual newspaper yarn.
Mr. Anderson reports the prospects good for a splendid
honey-flow in his locality this j'ear.
« * * * *

of the firm of E. A. Beers & Co.,
doing a general merchandise business in Uinta Co., Utah,
called on us June 10, having come to Chicago about a week
in advance of a carload of fine alfalfa extracted honey of
Mr. Beers' firm expects hereafter
last season's production.
to represent the bee-keepers of his locality in the marketing
of their honey. He has been instrumental in organizing a
local bee-keepers' association numbering about 25 members.
We wish both the firm of Beers & Co. and the bee-keepers
all the success they may anticipate.

Mr. Frank Beers,

« * * » »

Mr. W. E. Hatterman,

a bee-keeper of this (Cook)
county, returned from a visit to Porto Rico a few weeks
ago. He is simply overwhelmed with the beauty of that
new possession of Uncle Sam. He doesn't believe that
there are two colonies of bees in modern hives on the whole
island. All are wild, living in the trees, and whenever any
honey is wanted, the natives must first go out and find a
Mr. Hatterman thinks it would be a grand place
bee-tree
for up-to-date bee-keeping. He traveled over a good portion of the island on horseback, and found in endless profusion nectar-yielding plants of many varieties. He was
delighted with the climate, and says he is going back some
day.
!

Langstroth on the Honey.Bee, revised by the Dadants,
a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound elegantly.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
mail it for $1.25, or club it with the
arise about bees.
Bee Journal for a year— both for only $2.00.
is

We

ing

The Premiums offered on page
for.
Look at them.

385 are well worth work-
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of Perfection.
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TMs
Our unrivaled

is llie

Verdict of Tbousanfls of Customers

AcliflowleflEDient of Comiietitors.

coupled \yith twentj'-five years of manufacturing' experience, enable us to anticipate andl
supply every want and need of the bee-keeper, promptly and accurately.

YOU

WANT THE BEST—They Cost No

More.

copy of our Catalog and Price List mailed fsee upon application.

Main

Factories and

Office:

Branch Offices and Warerooms
LEWIS CO.,
515 First Ave., N. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
B. LEWIS CO.,

Watertown, Wisconsin.
AGENCIES:

G. B.

19

ttie

facilities,

A

G.

M

E. T.

ABBOTT,
L. C.

South Alabama Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.

St.

Joseph, Mo.

WOODMAN, Grand Rapids, Mich.
FRED FOULGER & SONS, Gsrden, Utah.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
is

Queen-Clippinga fine thinpr for use in

and clipping- Queens'
mail it for 25 cents;
wing's.
as a preor will send it
mium for sending us
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will

FREE
ONE NEW

lu the multitude of counsellors there

is

safety.— Prov. 11-14.

mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address^

Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

lis
111.

If 3"Ou care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper

Eighty Colonies on 8 Frames, or 40
Colonies on 16 Frames Which?

California
The

Pacific Rural Press,

Query 93. — Which

will g-ive the apiarist the
better results, 80 colonies on S-frames, or 40 colonies on 16-frames in two stories, time, labor
and expense being equall3' computed? Ohio.

The

leading Horticultural and AjrricuUural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,
handsomely illustrated, $2.00 per annum. Sample copy free.
330

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Market Street,
Sax Fkancisco, Cal.
-

iJ .»te >fe >li ste. >J4

<iti

>li >ti >Jt >te jJti >te ti

arranled
Golden Italian Queens purrely mated; all Hueeus by return mail; will run
l,2i'0 nuclei; Queens reared by Doolittle's

method; safe delivery and satisfaction
have 11 \ ears' experience
and know what good Queens are.
Prices— 75c each; 6 for $4. Selected, $1;
guaranteed;

will send

SPECIAL LOW

(luautities.

vou something fiae.
PRICE on Queens

Address,

Money Order
22A21t

Office,

Bellevue.

8 combs.

A. F. Brown— The SO colonies, I believe.
Mrs. L. Harrison I would take the 8frame.
W. G. Larrabee— I should say 80 colonies
on 8 frames.
Dr. C. C. Miller— That depends. Generally the 80 S-(rames.
J. M. Hambatigh— Financially, 40 colonies
on 10 frames. 1 believe.
Dr. J. P. H. Brown It will depend on

—

Michigan

Street.

;

double 40 on

y

^
^

Please mention the Bee Journal.

10. in

my

(SEMI-MONTHLY).
The representative modern Farm Paper of the
Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Page
departments to every branch of Farming and
Stock-Raising. Plain and Practical— Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neighbors (for
free samples), and we will enter your name for 1
year. (If you have not received your money's
worth at end of year, we will, upoii request, continue the paper to you free of cost another year)..

W, M, BARNUM,
Wainwright Building,

former; for extracted honey, the latter
S. T. Pettit— The question is too indefinite.
Very much will depend upon the
If the Langsize and shape of the frame.

PubUshcr,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

7Dtf

Italian Bees

and Queens

...FOR SALE...
Queens, $1.00 each. Bees by the pound, $1.00..
Nuclei, two-frame, with Queen, $2.00; one-frarae,.
each additional frame, 50 cents. These
are sent in light shipping-boxes, L. patterni
frames.

$1.50;

MRS, A. A- SIMPSON,
SWARTS. (Jreene Co.,

experience.

Poppleton— I do not practice tiering up of hives, and cannot answer.
G. M. Doolittle— For comb honey, the
O. O.

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

The Midland Farmer

—

Ji

H. G. QUIRIN, Parkertown, Erie Co. Ohio.

H Elwood— SO colonies on

P.

management.
Uhas. Dadant & Son— 8 frames are too
few 10 frames are too many.
Mrs. J. M. Null— 80 on S frames will

My

I

Eugene Secor— The former.

location and

After July 1,50c each; 6 for 52.75.
Selected, 75c; 6 for S4.
Queens are prolific and workers,
industrious as well as beautiful to look
at; hundreds of testimonials prove this.
I
iust now have a nice lot of Queens
which have just started to lay. Order at

6 for $5.

once and

as you have any good, well-ripened
Extracted Honey for sale, send us a small sample, stating quantity, price expected delivered
in Chicago, and how put up.
Prefer it in 60pound tin cans. Expect to be able to place caras
well
as
smaller
shipments
ol Exload lots
tracted Honey. But don't ship us any until we
Address,
order.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY.
118
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As soon

catching-

We

San Francisco, Cal.
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is meant, the 80 colonies will be
out of sight ahead; that is, all things

else "being equal.

Whitcomb— NJ

E.

frame

colonies in two-story 8if the pasturage is

hives, every time,

ample.

W. Heise— I would prefer the 40 colo10 frames, every time, the way I
situated in this locality.

D.

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

We

have made arrangements so that we can/
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with'

ENTIRELY UP

nies on

WITH ORDERS

depend
upon the way they were manipulated, and

A Isik-e Clover

the nature of the honey-fiow.
E. France—10 colonies on Ifi frames: or.
better still, have a stories, or 24 frames. I
have reference to extracted honey.

Alfalfa Clover
1.20
5.00
Crimson Clover
.90
3.50
Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

Our extensive enlargernents

am

Emerson

last fall,

costing- in the aggregate some $15,000,
enables us to keep pace with our increasing trade. Send in your orders,
and they will be pronjptly executed,

either from the main office or branches
and agencies. Give*us a trial, and see

how quickly we can make shipment.

Save Freight
By Buying at the Nearest Branch
OP Agency.

BRANCH OFFICES.
ROOT

THE

A. I.
118 Michigan Street,

-

CO.,
Chicago,

Geokgk W. York, Manager.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT

THE

CO.,

ROOT

CO.,
Syracuse, N. Y.
F. A. Salisbury, Manag-er.
A.

I.

West Genesee

Working for comb honey, the first; for exwe must have the two stories.
Mrs. A. J. Barber— For comb honey, I
would want SO colonies in S-frame hives.
For extracted honey, I would double them

A.

Mechanic

I.

St.,

ROOT

Falls,

J. B.

-

CO.,

Maine.

M.\S0N, Mgr.

tion,

upon locality. For myself
frame hives, every time.
R, C.
nies on

Aikin— Here,
but

16,

W.

A. F.
C. H.

prefer the 10-

will

depend upon the

my

Dibbern

— If

you produce comb

AGENCIES.

ROOT

-

McAdams, Columbus Grove, O.
W. Weber. 2146 Central Avenue,

Muth i Son and .•\.Muth)
Cincinnati. Ohio.
Prothero & Arnold, DuBois, Clearfield
Co., Pa.
Cleaver & Green, Troy, Bradf. Co.. Pa.
W. W. Cary. Lyonsville'. Mass.
M. H. Hunt & Son, Bell Branch, Wajne
Co.. Mich.

George E. Hilton, Fremont, Newaygo
Co., Mich.
Walter S. Ponder, 512

Mass. Avenue.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Vickery Bros., Evansville. Ind.
Jos. Ny.sewander, 612 W. Grand Ave.,

Des Moines, Iowa.
Jos. Nebel & Son, High
gomery Co., Mo.

Hyde & Son,

Hill,

Mont-

Hutto, Texas.

TheL.A.WatkinsMdse.Co.Denver.CoI.
The Abbey-Hardy Co., Grand Junction, Colo.

H. Back, 235 West Third North St.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Buell Lamberson, 180 Front Street,
Portland, Oregon.
Union Hive & Box Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
M. R. Madary. Fresno, Cal.
J.

story hives.
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— Why,

the

80 colonies,
Have the frames straight,
every time.
and keep all colonies strong, and there
would be no comparison, as with proper
management it would be impossible to produce the same results with 40 colonies as
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writing,

YOU WANT THE

«®"IF

BEE-BOOK

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

B66-K66P6rs' Guide.

Dr\d DCCC

'^'"'^

""^ Italians:
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and practically a
non-swarming, non-stinging strain of bees;
great honey-gatherers and sure to winter. Tested
Queens, each, $l.oO;
Queens, $5.50; 12 Oueens,
$'l.OC>,
Everything guaranteed. Book giving 37
vears' experience in queen-rearing mailed free.

HENRY ALLEY,

—

Rev. M. Mahin There are so many things
that naturally enter into the case that the

24,\tf

\Vk.n'h.-\m.

Essex

Co.,

Mass.

Please mention Bee Journal -whesi -writing.

ALBINO QUEENo

prolific

nTou

Queens

want the peutlest Bees— If you want the best
hone.v-^atherers you ever saw try ray Albinos.Warrailted Queeris. $1.00; Untested. 75 cents.
9.\2(.t
Lisbon, Tex.
J. D.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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plymoutH'
T^ r\ r^ry from barred
ROCKS

hlxl-rN

you can with SO,
Adrian Getaz— I suppose that the total
number of bees is to be the same in both
cases, and therefore each 16-frame colony

per dozen.
iiAtf

has twice the number of bees that each 8frame colony has. If such is the case, I
should say unhesitatingly that the 16
frames will give the better results,

Comb Foundation

much

G. W, Demaree— There is too
ference in the influences of locality to answer this question so as to benefit many
people. If I had 80 colonies, or SOO colonies,
of bees in S-frame hives, I would have to go
to the expense and labor of transferring
them to larger hives to suit my hn-alittj.
Eighty colonies of bees in S frame hives in
my locality would send the owner to the
asylum every good honey season.

XjvJ VjkJ

Thorobred

—

Fine Plumaired-

Fowls— Farm Raised— 75 centsMRS. L C. AXTELL.
roseville. ill.

Wholesale and Retail.

dif-

Working Wax.
INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY..

DO NOT FAIL
Before placing your order, to send
what you need in

Better than
Am

Ever

prepared to furni^^h everything' needed by
the up-todate bee-keeper, all g^oods manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., shipt to me in car
lots,

MEDINA, OHIO.

W^^'^-

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

locality and the apiarist. For myself and
locality, the better results will be with
SO colonies on 8 frames to each colony.

H.

YORK & CO.

W.

Street,

/^^^^

cannot understand what
Suspect some

you mean by "equally."
fields would be different.

Mason— It

5.75
5.0C'

believe the 40 colo-

answer is very difflcult. With a good season, and in a good fleld. working for comb
honey. I would use the 80 colonies in single-

I.

iSuccessor to C. F.

O. P.

I

I

I

CO.,
Philadelphia, Pa,
A. Sei.ser, Manager.

A.

Street,

Michigan

locality.

honey I should say the SO S-frame hives.
and for extracted the 40 16-frame hives, if
the colonies were correspondingly strong.

THE
Vine

GEORGE
118

SPtiera Falls

Pond — This is a much mooted quesand a correct solution might depend

1.40

soft$4.00-

freight.
solicited.

it,

C. Davenport— There is no question but
what better results could be secured with
the larger number, for comb honey, in my

2Stb
t2.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

Your orders are
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C.
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wanted by

— —1^

J. A, Stone The one is too small, and
the other too large, but I would (Just a
guess) think the SO colonies with the 8frames.
R, L. Taylor— The 80, of course— twice as
much if they are equally as good in April,
and you give them room for surplus as they

60c
70c
80c
60c
55c

(melilot)

White Clover

up.

Dr. A. B,

THE

Cook — Can't be answered-

101b
$1.00
1.25

51b

Sweet Clever

J. E.

1024 Mississippi Street, St. Paul, Minn.
H. G. AcKLix, Manager.

1635

J.

all

tracted,

need
111.

A.

Prof.

Abbott— It would

T.

the order:

me

a

list off

Foundation, Sections,

I

and sold

at their prices.

trated, 36-page Catalo^'

Address,
17Al7t

Send for

illus-

FREE.

GEO.

E.

other Supplies, and ^et

HILTON,
when

writing.

my

prices.

^oods and save money.

trated Catalog Free.

FREMONT, Newaygo Co.. MICH.

Please mention Bee Jotzmal

And

will get the best

You
Illus-

BEESWAX WANTED.

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

'
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Lyon Mfg.
&
NEW LONDON,

Page

mEi^€ ^^&Mi

Co.

if^mmmiir/f^miQ^^

WIS.,

Operates two Sawmills that

cut, annually, eig'ht million feet of

curing^ the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

lumber, thus

se-

Bee^Keepers' Supplies^.M

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
is in the State. The material is cut from patteriis, by machinery, and is absoFor Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswdod is used, and
lutely accurate.
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factorv equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

Send

Perfect Bee-Smokers

Biiigliaiii

Smoke Engine (largest smoker made)
Doctor
l.arue

Plain
Xjittle

4-in. stove.
in. stove.
3-in. stove.

'S}4

Corqueror

Wonder (weiRht

10 ounces)...

Doz. $13.00; each, by mail, $1.50
"
9.'Hi;
Doz.
i.io
"
Doz.
6.50;
1.00

'2H-m. stove. Doz
U-in. stove. Doz.
2-in. atove. Doz.

Honey-Knife

Doz.

5.o0;
4.75;
4.5o;
6."0;

"

.90
.70
.60
.80

"
"
"

Binpliam Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
its record and pedigree.

The Mysteries of White Clover.
Red clover was badly killed out in this
region last winter. Ijut white clover seemed
to come cut all risht. making a fine show
Favoring rains brought it forof promise.
ward in very thrifty condition, but still the
question would thrust itself unpleasantly
forward. Will the bee^ get any honey from
it
May 26 the first blossom put in an appearance, and others followed in unusually
rapid succession, so fhat in a very few days
the pastures aod roadsides were as white as
they had ever been in the best years. But
the bees didn't seem to be greatly interested, and by June ti I was forced to the
painful conclusion that there was -nothing
in it" tor the bees, as the combs were
empiy of honey and the bees were robbing
wherever they had a chance.
Suddenly, and with no apparent reason
for any change, on June 7 the bees began to
tumble over one another in their haste to
garner the precious sweet, and the present
outlook is good for a crop.
It any one has a key to unlock the mysteries of white clover as to yielding or refusiug to yield honey, I wish he'd lend it
*

to

me

C. C.

McHenry

Co.,

111.,

June

Miller.

9

or Knife, lonk up

FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR; OXE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.

BinKham & Uetherington Uncappinfi-

9^$^^^^

Dear Sir:— Have used the ronqueror I.t yenrs. I was always pleased with Its
workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer, I write for a circular. 1 do not think the 4inch Smoke Kngine ton large.
Truly,
January 27, lf^yT.
W. H. Kagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

T. F. BINGHAITI, Farwell, Michigan.

Good Prospect for Honey.

My

bees came thru the winter all right,
losing 2 colonies out of 40, others lost from
half to all. I attribute uiy success to the
" Old Reliable, and a good, well-ventilated
cellar. Prospects are good for a large yield
of honey. The worms that have destroyed
the basswood the past three years have
nearly disappeared.
J. H. Doty.
"

Carloads

Polk Co., Wis., June

Hives.

Gathering White Clover Honey.

Sections,

Our

Shipping-Cases,

'Comb Foundation
and EVERYTHING used
in

America.

We

lu the bee-iudusiry.

Please mention. Eee Journal

OUR MOTTO:

We

\\

ant the

supply dealers as well as consumerp.

feel of Hotir space, and all
for Catalog^s, Ouutations, etc.

erv,4<!>.(.KXI

when

nmdern

name

i

id

t

J lies-,

ul e\er\ bee-keeper

We have Dry liilri. Improved MachinWe make prompt shipment. Write

bees are in a perfect whirl gathering
white clover honey. No swarms yet, but
a fine start in surplus.
M. M, RoBissoN,
N. A.

&

Clark Co.,

111.,

June

5.

ajnuliances.

INTER-STATE MFG.

CO., Hudson, St. Croix Co.. Wis.

A Backward Spring.

"wriTlug.

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

Seciions, siilDDinQ-Gases and

B66-K6eD6rs' Supplies

—

We make

a specialty of making' the very best Sections on the market.
in this part of Wi.sconsin is acknowledged bv all to be
the best for making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young and
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

The

o.

We

have had backward weather this
spring. Bees got very little honey during
fruit-bloom, on account of frosty nights.

White clover has commenced blooming,
and I see the bees are bringing in some
honey now. Alfalfa will be in bloom in
two weeks. The indications now are that

we

have a good season for the bees reThe winter losses were quite
some places very much to.
Elias Johnson.
Utica Co., Utah. June 3.
will

maining.

heavy

;

BASSWOOD

Marshfield flanufacturing Company,
MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We

have the best equipt factory in the West. Capacity,
one carload a day; and carry the larg"est stock and greatest variety of everything' needed in the apiary, assuringBEST goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

lllustratetJ C'atw/ojf,

We also

71* jjajjree*, I're-G,

manufacture Tanks of either wood or jralvanized
any form, for all purposes. Price list free.

steel, all sizes,

Address,

E. KRETCHMER, RED
Please mention Bee Journal when writiuK.

Please

lleiitioii

OAK, IOWA.

the Bee Joiirual iJl^rSiri"^

A
am

Beg'inner's Experience.

only a beginner in the art of apiculture, but as far as I have had anything
to do with bees, I have had a pretty good
success. This is my fourth year, and I can
say that we have had all the honey that we
can eat. I started in with only one colony,
and the first year I received a surplus of
about 00 pounds of comb honey. The next
year I started in with the same colony, as
it did not swarm, and I received 123 pounds
Last year I transferred
of comb honey.
some bees for a man for the half, and increast my colonies to nine. I received last
year 264 pounds of comb honey.
My bees wintered well last winter, and
came out without loss. I winter them in
double-wallei hives. There was some loss
of bees in wintering in this locality, but not
very severe. Most of the people who have
bees here use the old out-of-date box. There
are, however, some practical bee-keepers
here, who are up-to date in their hives and
I

.

June
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in their manipulations. There are about
1.000 colouierf of bees in this county. About
8 out of 10 do not know how to take care of
their bees. I was askt by two persons today, who have bees and want me to transfer them in a movable-frame hive, but I
have no time to do it. It would be a g:ood
tiing if they would take a good bee paper.

Our honey season has opened, and my
bees are working in the supers. The outlook at present is fur a fair season of white
clover, as it is now in full blast, and the
bees are working strong. Last year it was

10 Cases

397

of S econd-Hand CO-ponnd Caos

We have found another lot of 300 cases (two cans in a case) of second-hand
60-pound Cans. We offer them at 45 cents per case in lots of five, f.o.bi Chicag^o i
or in lots of 10 cases or over, 40 cents per case.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO

Address.

118 Michig-an Street,

,

CHICAGO, ILL,

a total failure Our largest honey crop,
however, is in the fall from Spanish-ueedle.

The swHrniing-season is here also, and quite
a number report that their bees have
swarmed, but 1 have not had any swarms
I try to keep my bees from swarming,
as I do not wish an increase in bees, but an
increase in honey. Young swarms can tie
bought for from 50 cents to 7,t cents. I keep
my bees in town, for enjoyiiient. and to
have something to eat on the table that is
good three times a day.
C. I. Ei.Koo.

yet.

Clay Co..

We

III.,

May

27.

Lost Heavily in Winter.
are numbered among the many who

Io5t quite heavily in bees, having lost H('>
colonies out of S4. and up to date we have
not had any swarms issue, but are looking
for them every day.
Ck.vwfokd Bhos.
Oscoda Co., Mieb., June 4.

Van Deusen Jtiin Foundation.

3 Bee = Supplies, g
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.
PouDER's Honey-Jars and everythings used by bee-keepers.
Prompt

,

•

Service— low

^'

Ireio-ht
^

Catalog

rate.

Queens.

Italian

and S banded, not a hybrid
the
4yard.
Untested,
Tested,
WALTER S. POUDER,
in

•

75c:

•^^

512

sent promptly.

,

Sl.'XJ.

Mass. Ave..

THE

A.

I

ROOT

lis .Mifllit'.iri Mi-fft,

CO.,

CHIL-.VCO, ILL.

J

^^.

^.

^
'^^

•

ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

Please mention Bf^e Journal "when writing.

Yellow Sweet Clover, Ete.
have located several equare rods of yellow sweet clover, and will try to get my
place seeded to it. 1 will send a sample of
the bloom. It commenced to bloom about
May 10. Our bees are doing well, having
wintered finely on the summer stands in
single-walled hive,
A. H. Cosuow.
[Thank you for sending the sprig of yellow sweet clover bloom. We would like to

Ad<iress.

'

,

'^

free.

<^
^
'^

;

We have several 2.=- pound boxes of VanDeusea
Thin Flat-Bottom Co nb Foundation for sale at
per box. This Foundation is preferred by
many. We have only a few boxes uf it at our
Chicatro Branch, so an order tor same should be

?l2.5ii

YOUR OWN

FREE FOR A MONTH....

I

If

iiileiy^ted in Sheep in anv way
afford to be witliout tlie best
Paper ]niblisht ill the United States.

ynn are

\iiu

caniiol

Sheep

t%'ool

:Yliii-lc«-t!i>

has a

and

i^lifep

sheejvbreeder and
tiist. foremost and all the time.
imeiesied? Write to-day.

hitliby wliich is the

his industry,
.•\re_\ou

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO. III.
Hit-asH rneiiTion Bee Journal wnen writing

Read "The Corn

handsome

Belt," a

monthly paper, beautifully

illustrated,

containing e.\act and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
2og Adams St., Chicago.
^lease ineAtion Bee Journal -wliRn -writing.

get a quantity of the seed of this variety. --

Editok

]

Yes,

Listen

Would!
that I am

I

It is perhaps best
not an autocrat for even an hour. It I were, there is
one class of brutes that would never forget
me. tho ever so busy keeping their teet
from scorching.
I refer to those big, muscular people, full
of wrath and ignorance, whose favorite
method of punishing children is to viciously
box their ears.
Perhaps the offense
committed is slight, but the child soon feels
a violent shock on the side of the head, as
if inflicted

by a

10

pound ham!

What

in-

Dk. Peiko.

AUGUST VVEI5S, Hortonville,
The Oliver Typewriter.

in.f

IT

TOOK

YEARS

THE

Wis.

have been built up-side-down.
where the WORK IS IN SIGHT.
OLIVER IS POPULAR because it is an up-to-date typewriter, not in the
Tru.st, and because it shows Evekv wokh as vou write it.
25

The OLIVER

to find out tliat typewriters

is built

right-side up,

^IIM
Harper

Bros.,

USE BY^
New

York.

McClure's Magazine, New York.
Review of Reviews, New York.
Record, Chicago.
Times-Hekald, Chicag-Q.
Montgomery W.^rd & Co., Chicago.
Morgan & Wright. Chicago.

U. S. Government, Washington.
C, M. & St. p. R. R., Chicago.
Chas. Scribner's Sons, New York.
Cosmopolitan, New York.

Jly bees are all right. Out of 10 colonies
lost .none, but some bee-keepers lost the
most of theirs, and yet some of them kno>v
i

ten times as much as I do. Honey prospects are good now, but what we will get is
another thing.
Chakles Leiincs.

June

WORKING

—

Bees All Right-Good Prospects.

111.,

IT.

Satisfaction Guaranteed on a full line of Supplies, n Send for a Catalog: and be your own judge.
Wax Wanted at 27 cents cash, or 28 cents in trade,
delivered to me.

think the prospects are fair.
Ira Lubbers.
Sheboygan Co., Wis., June 7.

Co.,

AND BUY YOUR

into Foundation for Cash or Trade a Specialty-.
I def3- competition in
Foundation, flillions of Sections Polisht on both Sides.

I

Kankakee

fldvlce

iiiij

FINE FOUNDATION AND TONS OF
Wax

Bees are doing very well now. Swarming is commencing in earnest. My first
swarm came out May 26. White and Al»ike
clovers are commencing to bloom. Altogether,

Take

Bee-Supplies otftooyst: Weiss!

juries that brute has occasioned he may
never know, but the poor, defenseless child
may he made completely deaf the rest of
his life, oi' even made a victim to epilepsy
thru injury to the tender, formative brain.

Thinks the Prospects Fair.

!

Joi'RNAL.

New

Y'ork.

Tribune. Chicago.
Intkr-Ocean, Chicago.
Title & Trust Co., Chicago,

(J.

J.

V.

Farwell &

Co., Chicago.

Youth's Companion. Boston.

A

Illinois Central R.R., Chicago
and countless other houses of like importance

Bee-Killer.

send you by this mail one of the beekillers.
Contrary to common opinion they
are quite numerous in this section. 1 have
I

killed a

good many of

them— as many

as

Send for
Catalog.,..

lTD8t

Oliver Typewriter Company,
i'iease

^

E. Cor.

and character.
Washington and Dearborn Sts-

CHICAGO,
nieiMon Bee Journal when writing.

ILL.

—

—
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YOUR
WHEELS
m

iJy the iahalatioti of Oxvg^eii, the
specific cure for all lun^ troubles.

may

rejjard-

u

iiteil

iitw

The Oxvgex Treatment,

ing-

euuheei.-.
fAp-i, f
iij

li

i.u, ii..:

f-li

evrv
time

made with

niiv

BEE^SUPPLIES.

n..-ed

oiir

f

V\^.

2146 Ceutral Ave.,

Chas

F.

tloneij

f

WHEEL

CO.

Box

'

i.*aii

were

I cannot get along without the old American Bee Journal.
W. L. Smithey.

BEE-KEEPERS

CINCINNATI, OHIO,

Let Die send you
!

pagre

Catalog

mv

Co.. Mo..

June

3.

Good Ppospeets fop Honey.
The prospects are (joud for honey this
White clover and motherwort are
year.

64-

for 1899.

J, XI, xJaiiliins, Wetuaiplca, Ala.

and A. Muth.

Please mention Bee Journal

yielding honey very profusely at present;
linden will bloom shortly. It was a tough
winter on bees here. J lost about one-third
of mine, and my neighbors nearly all they
bad. I sell my honey for 10. li'.V and 15
cents a pound; my neighbors sell theirs for
S and 10 cents, and it is a slow go at that
chunk honey taken from the old fashioned

when writing.

and Beeswax Wanted.

F.

Ltmax.

ruary.

Ml

Bee-Hives, SECTION^i, ShippingC.4SES — everything' used by bee-

CHAS.

C.

6.

it.
Fully ."id percent of the bees here
killed in the cold-snap we had in Feb-

Monroe

keepers. Orders tilled promptly.
for Catalog". Minnesota BeeKeepers' Supply Mfg. Co., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn. ISAtf
Please mention Bee Jotirnal when writing.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

ISAtf

June

crop of

ad abuut

l*. Ouincy,

111.,

Please mention Bee Journal w^hen writing.

WCEBER,

Muth & Son

TLete

-last ind'-fliiitt-l v.

fi't'e

ELECTRIC

Successor to

4

i

ilhistrated catalotrue tells
b.jth aiui u'ive.-i prices.
Send tur it.

—

C. H.

direc-t or Htaniri-red o\ol
tire-, nuy helirltt, ai.d ti> fit
ar't rot. jr«V ii» spoke* ai,d

They

ElEGTRIG HANDY WAGON.

Langstroth Hives and everythingpertaininf;^ to same.
Muth Jars,Muth Honey Extractor
in fact everything- used by beekeepers. Send for our Catalog-.

4

itiroii.

iir-nire ftcUitiiT

only one thiiiK better, and tuat

IS

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

f

\\

Co.,

Half the Bees Lost in Winter.
The bees that got thru the winter are
doing finely here now. They will be swarming in a few days. White clover is commencing to bloom, and there will be a fine

Sieai Wheeis
1 hey are
-l.oUe**, broud

fall.

[The sample bee-killer came all right. It
does look very much like a bumble-bee.
Editor.]

pall tins

iti, vl "Lir

ELECTRIG

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

toward

W.

Dupage

%v..inJ-

hll

1

u

of

nc-.v

lepairs

llif^e

ha\ e tn be iija-'t;
hul*> winle with

Address,
DR. PEIRO.
Central Music Hail, Chicagro.

June instead

rini:*,

or

t^iMil^tH

lirt'9,

22, 1899.

seven at a time. Tbey look so much like
bumble-bees that most folks dont know the
difference.
I have seen
them with bees
which they had caught, also horse flies and
bugs. They look and fly very much like
the drone of the bumble-bee, but come in

WAGON

Mr. Kipling Cured
For special information

June

.

^Send

MUTH & SON.

wish to announce to mv friends and patrons
that I have this day sold to C. H. W. WEBER,
of Cincinnati, my Honey and Bee-Keepers' SupI

"gum."
Cannon

Will
Co., Tenn.,

June

J.

Evans.

5.

ply business, known for the past 38 years as
Chas. F. Muth & Son. Mr. Weber will con-

Wintered Out-Doors Without Loss.

tinue to push the Lang-stroth hive and every-

My bees came thru the winter full and
strong on the summer stands, without any
They brought me the last honey and
loss.
pollen Nov. 23, 189S, and the first this year
The winter for bees was
on April 10.
nearly one month longer than last. My
first swarm came out May 23, only three

thing- pertaining' to same; besides, he has secured the agrency for Mr. Root's g^oods, and will
sell them at his prices. I beg the customers of
I wish to extend
the old house, to
thanks, to continue their patronage with Mr.
sure they will be accorded
I
Weber, by
fair and honest treatment.

whom

mv

Mrs. Annie
Please mention Bee

but the horse that takes the leiid
the pole,
not keep it. It's "wtayfufi qualities" thatsettle
Notice where The Hntje trots.
it.
PA(iK WOVK.X WIKK KKXCK (O.. ADKI.IN. MICH.
'

7,

'Htealinff

'

*

may

Muth

(Widow.)
15Atf
Joutmal w^hen writing.

Cincinnati, Ohio, April

CUTE TRICK-

IT'S A

whom am

1S99.

Please m,ention Bee Journal

when

days later than last year.
I have bad
swarms every day since. After 60 years
among the bees I have learned how to winter them on the summer stands without any
The method is easy and sure. There
loss.
should be no loss of bees during the winter
Davu) H. Metcalf.
months.
Calhoun Co., Mich., June 6.

writing.

The Novelty Pocket-Knife
(A heavier and stronger knife than the one

we offered

give your win[ We should be pleased to
tering method a place in these columns,
Mr. Metcalf. Editor. 1

heretofore.)

Basswood Will be Late.

HOWARD

honey crop is good
blooming now. and so far
the bees have workt on it. tho it cannot be
depended upon. Basswood is full of buds,

The prospect

M. MELBEE,

here.

HONEYVILLE, O.

but
(This Cut

is

Your Name on the Knife.— When ordering, be sure to say just what nanle and address you
wish put on the Knife.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the handle. It is made beautifully
of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side
of the handle is placed the name and residence of the Subscriber.
The Material entering- into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality; the blades are
hand-forged out of the very finest Eng-lish razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters
are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver
wire; the linings are plate brass: the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the

118 MicliiQan St., GhicaQO.

111.

bees have died

—

It is a

pity so

Co., Wis.,

I

June

11.

Heavy Loss of Bees

in

Winter.

can't get along very well without the
old American Bee Journal.
There was a heavy loss of bees in this
locality last winter. I got thru the winter
very well. My bees were on the summer
stands, and I lost 7 colonies out of 80. My
bees are in very good shape, and not
D. J. MclNxnRF.
swarming much.
Harlan Co., Nebr., June 9.
I

'.

How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us THREE new subsckibers to the Bee Journal (with $3.00), and we will also send to
-each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book. Bees and Honey. We will club the
Novelty Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

will be late this year.

Vernon

handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.
Why Own the Novelty Knife? Incaseagood knife is lost, the chances are the ownerwill
never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having- name and address of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy'the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling-,
and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the Novelties, 3"our
Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in case of death, your relatives will at om'.e be apprised of the accident.
How appropriate this knife is for a present What more lasting memento could .1 mother
g-ive to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a grcntleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

for a

is

think more than
half in this section. Some bee-keepers lost
Surely, honey will bring a
all they had.
Gustave Gkoss.
better price.

the Full Size of the Knife.)

GEORGE. W. YORK & CO.,

it

many

Clover

j

Best Honey-Flow in Six Years.

We

have not had such an unprecedented

flow of honey since 1S93. Ever since spring
opened the flow has been almost continuous. 1 commenced keeping bees in 1S63,
and have been at it more or less ever since.
1 began in 189S with 6 colonies, wintered 1.5

—
June
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in good condition, and now- have 22. A few
I doubled up. and put on two supers; all are full and capt over. I bought
untested queens, and every one proved the
finest.
I have a model apiary in Simplicity
and dovetailed hives.
A. S. Griffith, M. D.
St. Clair Co., 111., June 14.

swarms

Took His First Section Honey.
I took off my first section honey June

6,

from unless it is locust.
The American Bee Journal has been a
source of much pleasure to me. and brought
tne in ten times its cost. Thirty-two colonies at present constitute my apiary.
L. "C. Salsbukt.

Bradford Co.. Pa., Junes.

Texas.— The Central Texis Bee-Keepers' As-sociatiou will meet at Milauo, Tex., Julv 20 and
All are cordially invited to attend.
H. II. Hyde, Asst. Sec. and Treas.

Hutto, Texas.

THe Bee-Keeper's
^ GuideManual

Or,

PROR

of the Apiary,
BY

A, I

COOK,

Band— $1-25

A

George W, York

& Go. 118

description of the book here is quite unnecis simply the most complete scientific

-essary— it

and practical bee-book publisht to-day. Fully
illustrated, and all written in the most fascinating style. The author is also too well-known to
the whole bee-world to require any introduction.
Ko bee-keeper is fully equipt, or his library-complete, without The Bee-Keepehs^ Gxjide.

This 16th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's
mag^nificent book of 4ti0 pag^es, in neat and substantial cloth binding", we propose to GIVE away
to our present subscribers, for the work of getting
subscribers for the American Bee
Journal.

NEW

beautifully printed in the highest style of the
Price, in
art, and bound in clnih, gold-lettered.
cloth, 75 cents; in jjaper, 50 cents.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee. revised by

Dadani.— This classic in bee-culture has been
entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and beekeeping. No apiarian library i-; complete without this standard work by Rev. L. L. Langstroth— the Father of American Bee-Culture. It
has 520 pages, bound in cloth. Price, 51.25.

and helpful as a guide
interesting and thuroly

scribers only, and no premium is also given to
the two NEW subscribers simply the Bee Journal for one .vear:

—

n Send us two new subscribers to the Bee
-Journal (with 52.00), and we will mail you a copy
of Prof. Cook's book FREE as a' premium.
Prof. Cook's book alone sent for Si. 25, or we club
it with the Bee Journal for a year
both for only
$1.75.
But surely anybody can get only
NEW SUBSCRIBERS to the Bee Journal for a year,
and thus get the book as a premium. Let ererv
body try for it. Will YOU have one?

—

TWO

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
118

Michigan

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no Sag

in

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

VAN DEUSHX,
Sole Manufacturer,

J. A.

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y*
Untested Italian,Tl.OO each;
after July 1, 70 cents each:
Tested. 51.25
3 for $2.00.
ch. Catalog free. Address

Queens:
I

Theodore Bender, Canton, Ohio.
SAti

bee-keeping, but

in

practical and

Please mention the Bee Journal.

HON&y AND BEESWAX

It contains a full delineation of the anatoiliy and physiologv of bees.
460 pages, bound
in cloth and "fully illustrated. Price, 51.25.

Scientific Queen-Rearing;, as Practically Applied, by G. M. Dnolittle.— A method by which
the very best of queen-bees are reared in perBound in cloth
fect accord with Nature's wa^".
and illustrated. Price, 51.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.— A cyclopedia of 4()0 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. Contains
300 engravings.
It was written especially for
beginners. linund in cloth. Price, 51.20.
Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and Man\V. Z. Hutchinson.— The author of
work is a practical and entertaining writer.
You should read his book; 9<3 pages, bound in
paper, and illustrated. Price, SO cents.

agement, by
this

paper covers,

|

Chicago, June S.— Not any new comb on the
market, and some of the amber and dark grades
remain unsold. Extracted sells upon arrival
white at "ot^Sc; ambers, 6(a''7c, according to quality, flavor and package.
Fancv white comb
would bring 13c; off grades of white, ll%12c;
ambers, 10'«j lie. Beeswax, 27c.
R. A. Burnett &, Co.

New

York, June 9.— Demand good

for e.x-

tracted honey, all kinds, and same finds ready
sale at the following prices: Fancy, 7(rt'7J^c;
choice, 6f«*6;4c; fair,5^(rti6c; common,'57(a'60c per
gallon. Some demand for comb honey at from
llM'12c for white, and O^lOc for amber. No more
demand for dark. Beeswax dull at fromr 25fa*27c
per pound, according to quality.

HiLDKETH & SeGELKEN.

is

scien-

tific.

San Francisco, May

31.— White comb, 10@

10"^c; amber, m<mc. Extracted, white,
7}4c: light amber. 6^^@.7c. Beeswax, 26,^fa27c.
Supplies and demand are both light. Small
quantities of new crop extracted, light amber,
have been placed to the retail trade at 6?i(g(7c.

7%@

Old honey

is still

on market.

Clevelant>, March 9.— Fancv white, 13(SH4c;
No. 1 white, l2(qiUc; A No. 1 amber, lOfaillc; No.
2 amber, 9(^l0c:
buckwheat, 8c.
Extracted,
white, 7c; amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B.

Williams & Co.

May

17.— Fancv white. 12'^(§'13c; A
No. 1, ll(a»12c: No. 1, lOc: light amber, 9c: buckwheat, 8c. Extracted Florida, white, 7'4(a*8c;

Boston,

light amber,

it'iiai'Jc.

Beeswax.

The demand

27(fl 2.Sc.

for both comb and extracted
settled down to the usual small proportions of summer, and prices quoted would be

honey has

shaded some, too, as stocks are a little heavier
than is liked at this season of the year.
ISlake, Scott & Lee.

51. 'X'.

Blenen-Kultur, by Thos. G Newman.— This
is a Gernian translation of the principal portion
of the book called " Bees and Honej'." 100-page
pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

Bienenzucht und Honlggewlnnung, nach der
neuesten methnde (German) by J. E. Eggers.—
This book gives the latest and most approved
methods of bee-keeping in an easy, comprehensive style, with illustrations to suit the subject.
50 pages, board cover. Price, SO cents.

Bee-Keeping for Beginners, by Dr. J. P. H.
Brown, of Georgia.— A practical and condenst
treatise on the honey-bee, giving the best modes
of management in order to secure the most
profit. 110 pages, bound in paper. Price, 50 cts.

Kansas City, May 15. —No. 1 white comb, 15c;
fancy amber, 14c; No. 1 amber, 13'/3c; fancy
dark, 13c; No. 1 dark. 12c. White extracted, 6c;
amber, SSec; dark, 4(n'4J4c. Beeswax, 25c.
C. C. Clemons & Co.
Buffalo, May 5.— The season

Some

about closed.

for

honey

is

extra fancy white would

sell at ll((j*12c; some ver.v poor selling at 6(ai7c,
and dull.
more business in honey before the

No

opening of the ensuing season.

Batterson &

Omaha, June 2.— A few

little lots

of

Co.

new honey

It details the author's
to get the largest 3'ieldsof
comb or extracted honey." 80 pages, illustrated.
Price, 25 cents.

from Texas have made their appearance on the
market. The stock was put up by inexperienced people and only sold at moderate prices.
Extracted of fairly good flavor brought Sli&tc.
Comb honey put up in 60-gallon cans and filled
with extracted sold at 6J^c. This is a most undesirable way of packing comb honey. Trade
does not care for it.
Peycke Bros.

Apiary Register, by Thomas G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather bind-

10(a'llc;

Bee-Keeping for

Given for TWO New Subscribers.
"The following offer is made to present sub-

>^oti >ti ili >Ii >ti >t4 >ti >ti >!iti

Mich. St. Chicago,

Rational Bee-Keeping. by Dr. John Dzierzod.
is a translation of his latest German
book on bee-culture. It has 350 pages, bound in

postpaid.

I

>ti >!i

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

— This

460 Page8-16th 1899 Edition-lSth Thou-

.53

SENT POSTPAID BV

Bee=Keepers' Guide, or Manual of the Apiary,
by Prof. A. J. Cook, of the Michigan Agricultural College.— This book is not only instructive

Couventlou Notice.
21, 1819.

Bee Books
Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G. Newman.— It is nicelv illustrated, contains 160 pages,

determine the source gathered

feut can't

399

Profit,

— Revised and enlarged.
**

by Dr. G. L. Tinker.

new system, or how

ing. Price, for 50 colonies, $1.00;
nies, $1.25.

Dr. Howard's

for lOO colo-

Book on Foul Brood.— Gives the

McEvoy Treatment and

reviews the experi-

ments of others. Price, 25 cents.
Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by G. R.
Pierce.— Result

ul 25 years' experience.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Origin, Development and Cure. Price, 10 cents.
Capons and CaponizUig, by Dr. Sawyer, Fanny
Field, and others. Illustrated. All about caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most

money in pouItr\ -raising. 64 pages. Price, 20c.
Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the Poultry
Yard and How to Cure Bick Fowls, by "Fanny
Field.— Everything about Poultry Diseases and
64 pages.

64 pages.

WHEN you WftNT Iliffi^Mr^-'fTuSl
MAIL, witli the best of
..QUEENS.
Italians, large yellow
Queens, healthy and prolific, workers gentle and
the best of honey-gatherers. Tested Queens,
each: Untested, 75c: 5>*.'->0 per dozen. Send
for our price-list, and see what others say.

51.<X)

J,

W.

K,

LOREAUVILLE
22A(jt

SHAW

L CO,,
LOUISIANA

(Iberia Parish)

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Price, 20 cents.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for Profit, by
Fanny Field.— Tells everything about Poultry
Business.

Decreasing demand and the attempt to crowd
down prices on comb honev.
M. H. Hunt.

sales have forced

30 cts.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R. Cheshire.— Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts.

their Cure.

Detroit, April 10.— Fancy white. 12c: No. 1,
dark and amber, 8fai9c. E.xtracted in
without change in price. Beeswax,

fair demand
25(5^26^.

GOLDEN
BY RETURN MAIL ITALIAN BEAUTY
QUEENS
Imi'okted Mothers.

Price, 20 cents.

York's Honey Almanac

a neat little 24-page
pami)hlet especially gotten up with a view to
creating a demand for honey. A very effective
helper in working- up a home market for honey.
Prices: A sample for a stamp; 25 copies for 4'lc;
50 for 60c; 100 for Sl.iM"); 250 forS2.25; SOOfor 54.0(}
For 25 cents extra we will print your name and
address on the front pag«, when ordering 100 or
more copies at these prices.

Untested,

ai cents; Tested, il. IX).

is

TERRflL BROS.Lampasas, Lamp.Go. Tex
ISAtf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

—
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OrdeLEarly
There are indications that the demand

June

''"^

Dadant's Foundation.

Year

Why

does

satisfaction.

it
has always g-iven better satisfaction than any other.
in 22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compli-

can Bee-Keeper

Ttie

W.

(20

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,

Copy of the Ameri-

T. Falconer MIq. Go.

JAMESTOWN,

The

Address

pagesj free.

J.

GVN'e
Damplon

Nysewander

GHatt-tiive

postal sent us with your name for
a Catalog will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

Sheboygan, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

QUEENS

Sniokera, Sections,

'

FKEE

Outalugue.

St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Des Moines Iowa
Hudson, Wis.

sell

Hill,

Mo.

Middlebury, Vt.
Knoxville, Iowa.
St. Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo, Colo.

Gray

Pierce Seed and Produce
F. Foulger & Sons
R. H. Schmidt & Co

Co

Ogden, Utah.
Sheboygan, Wis.
Evansville, Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, Revised. The Classic
Price, SI. 25, by mail.

SUPPLIES.
A

ApiurisD

Co

High

W. Fassett

W. Bittenbender

J.
J. L.

We

:

& Son

Vickerv Bros
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Reynolds Elevator Co
C. H. W. Weber
The L. A. Watkins Mercchandise Co., Denver, Colo.

with fence and' plain sections, and a
full line of other

Comb Foundat

G.

Ala.
Portland, Oreg-on.

Woodman

Nebel

J.
I

Wetumpka,

Inter-State Mfgr.

New

Anil ull
rhfftp.

Waterton-n, Wis.
Red Oak, Iowa.

M. Jenkins

L. C.
J.

the

the best Veils, cotton or silk.
folloiving dealers handle our Foundation

G. B. Lewis Co
E. Kretchmer

Portland Seed Co
E. T. Abbott,

N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

make

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

ments.

Falcon Sections arc the Finest Made.
1.

What more can anvbodv do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS,No SAQOINQ, No

Because

will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

Catalog ready Feb.

Year

We guarantee

it sell

so well?
Because

B66-K66D6rS' SIIDDII6S,

1899

1899.

for

SUPPLIES will be very larpe this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. "We
have large facilities for manufacturing all
kinds of

And

'.

in

Bee-Culture-

Beeswax Wanted ^^^^^^^^^=
at all times.
Please mention Bee Journal

chas. dadant & son,
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing

III.

on

."Miiiplies

Send for
£. T. I-LANAGAN, Itplleville. Ul

Pieasc; iii-,utiOii Bed- Joar.ia^i

"when writing.

THE

A. I, ROOT CO'S GOODS "R^tr^Including their discounts for guods wanted for
use another season. It will pay you to send me
list of goods wanted.
Cash for Beeswax.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Bkanch. Mich.

Special

Sumuier School

of SliorthaDd
For the

benefit of Teachers, Students,
and others.
Six Weeks" Course for only $15.00

beginning- Monday, July
Send for Catalog.

sCpplfetl'ddress

LEAHY MFC,
Please mention Bee Journal

10.

CO,,
when

IS3aS"S't'!'ro:i,^,,

writing.

Eclectic Shoftliaiid CoIIeg:e,
Head<iuarters of the Lross Ecleclii' System,

Mr. Eastern Bee-Keeper,

518 Asliland ICIucK. «;HI4;A4>0.
39Alv

Please mention the Bee Journal.

SECTIONS in a rush. We usually fill orders
the time you want FOUNDATION
within 24 hours of the lime received. If you want your SUPPI^IES shtpt at once, send here.

Now

I ARISE
To

the

AND

is

SQUARE TIN CANS
For Extracted Honey, two

Bee Journal

Italian Queens

DOOLITTLE...
concluded to sell
QUEENS in theirseason
during- 1819, at the following prices:
1 Untested Queen .$1.00
6 Untested Queens.. 4.50
12 Untested Queens 8.00
1 Tested Queen .... 1.50
3 Tested Queens
3.50
1 selecttested queen 2.tHI
•'
" Queens 4.1X1
3
Select Tested
Queen,
previous season's rear-

Our
I.

J.

in a case, 10 cases, *6.t>X

Discount on a quantity.

ing-, 53; Extra Selected,
for breeding*-, the very

when

writing

it

free.

when

N. Y.

w^riting.

to

is

a good time

Now,

if

in j'our Bees-

are

.^^^

wax

X^ease mention Bee Journal

in Season.

and we mail

This

ceipt.

DOOLITTLE,

all,

send
24 cents' Cash
paving
wax. We
paid for Beeswax. ^,^:^rz

Circular free, givintr full particulars reg-ardAddress,
ing each class of Queens.

Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

and Bees

describes

Please mention Bee Journal

About a pound of Bees in a 2-frame
Nucleus, with anv Queen, $2.00 e.xtra.

best, $5.00.

Cataltt^''

STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, New York.

.

Q. M.

cans

that

li.i^

llA26t

f^trallfin

say to the readers of

jou want the monej* promptly, send us yotir Beeswax.
Address as follows, very plainly,

Impure

not taken at any price.

GEORGE W. YORK &
118

CO.,

Michigan

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

3

:

.i«

:

,i^ ^i«

*

J:.

S'

)<I).A

'•»S;l«lv<%l»lv<5;l.lSiI»l^>J»»:-^,l«CS>,l««>»;l»lv<^l»i

QEOROE

YORK,

\V.

S'

i«;;«i«;;''

Editor.

-»3

39th YEAR,

CHICAGO,

JUNE

ILL,

29, 1899,

No, 26-

Why Not Just Double
The

List of Subscribers to the

Old American Bee Journal

?

We really believe that if ALL the present readers of the American Bee Journal were so inclined, they
could help to double its regular list of subscribers before August 1, 1899— or during- the next S or 6 weeks.
We do not find any fault with what our .subscribers have done in the past toward increasing; the list
of Bee Journal readers— for they have done nobl_\
but why couldn't the doubling- of the list be accomplisht
within the next month ? We surely think it could be done, and in order that it may be easier for tho.se who
help in it, we will make a SPECIAL
SUBSCRIPTION OFFER, and also pay all who will aid in securing new subscribers. Here is the offer

—

NEW
:

Six Months for 40 Cents
we

to a

New

Subscriber.

WEEK

will send the American Bee Journal EVERY
from July 1, 1899, to Jan. 1, 1900—26
for only 40 cents, to a
subscriber. In addition to this we will send to the present regular
subscribers, for the work of getting new 6-months' readers, their choice of the premiums mentioned below,
but no premium will also be given to any new subscriber on these offers, under any circumstance

Yes,

NEW

numbers

:

New 40-cent Subscriber

For

Your choice of one of the

Sending

lowing

3

fol-

list

Poultry for Market.
Our Poultry Doctor.
Capons and Caponizing.
Foul Brood Kohnke and Cheshire.
10 copies York's Honey Almanac.

—

O

For

Hi

New 40-cent Subscribers
Your choice
lowing

of one of the fol-

list:

Bees and Honey (160 pages, cloth) by Newman.
Bee-Keeping for Beginners, by Dr. j. P. H. Brown.
Bionenzucht und Honiggewi'nnung (German);by
J. F. Eggers.
Advanced Bee-Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson.
30 copies York's Honej' Almanac.

New 40-cent Subscribers
New
-Your choice of one of the
lowing list

Sending

fol-

Howard on Foul Brood.
Monette Oueen-Clipping- Device.
Bienen-Kultur (German) by T. G. Newman.
Dr. Tinker's Bee-Keeping for Profit.
Pierce's Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping.
Bees and Honey (160 pages, paper) by Newman.
20 copies York's Honey Almanac.

K
Sending
For

Dr.

Hi

New 40-cent Subscribers
^^*
-Doolittle's Scientific

Oueen-

Rearing.

New 40-cent Subscribers
Prof.
Cook's
Guide.

NOW FOR A GRAND PUSH FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS

Bee-Keeper's

!

us that with the above low rate to new subscribers, and also the premiums offered,
we
should get such a landslide of new subscriptions as will make us sweat to care for them during the next
few weeks without any help from the hot weather.
are ready now to enter the new names and mail
the premiums. Are YOU ready to go out and get them, and then send them in ?
It

seems

to

WE

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO.. 118 Miclikjan St.. GliicaQO.HI.
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Home-Made Comb Foundation — How

it

is

Done.

BV ADKIAX GETAZ.
found myself with about a hundred
winter
LAST
pounds of wax on hand, of rather inferior qualitj', that
I

June

29, 1899.

The mold and press could be easily combined in one
apparatus, and much easier to handle than the way I had
them. I would, however, retain the " book " form for the
mold, as it insures an exact correspondence of the two faces.
Making foundation by the press process requires sheets
ofunii, -n thickness. In the roll process the inequalities
of thickn.
are ' laminated out '" by the rolling, but no
such thing takes place in the press.
Dipping the boards endwise in the wax is unsatisfactory,
as the wax runs down and hardens in streaks.
I use a dipping-board with a handle on one side.
(See
Fig. 1.) I simply lay it on the melted wax in a slightly
rocking manner, so as to avoid having bubbles of air be-

had accumulated little by little. I also needed some
foundation for brood-chamber purposes.
Selling-

was

at

some

18 or 20 cents a

pound and buying-

foundation at twice or three times that price did not seem to
me a verj' promising- business. On the other hand,' buyinga f30 mill to save S20 on the foundation business wasn't
very much better.
Under such circumstances I thoug-ht of the once farnous
plaster molds, and proceeded to make a set. The directions
are as follows
Make a frame of wood the size of the foundation
wanted. Lay on a flat surface a sheet of foundation as a
pattern, put the frame on it, and pour plaster paste in it.
This makes one side of the mold. When the plaster is set,
turn it over, put another frame on it (leaving the foundation), and pour in another batch of plaster, making thus
the other side of the mold. Unite the two frames bj' a
couple of hinges on one side, and j-ou have a mold in the
form of a book.
To use it, open the "book," wet both sides with warm
water, pour melted wax on one side, and shut down the
other side on it. In a half minute or so open the book and
take off the sheet. Such are the directions given.
In the first place it is necessary to rub the plaster paste
into the foundation sheet carefully, otherwise bubbles of
air will remain in the cavities of the foundation and spoil
the shape of the mold.
It is better to join the two frames by hinges before
doing any casting, so as to insure exact c6rrespondence of
the two faces. Better use brass hinges and brass screws to
avoid rust. Have the screws long enough to go deep in the
A few nails in the frame
plaster, so it will hold better.
sticking inside and holding the plaster will also help the
strength of the apparatus.
Thus armed I proceeded. The first trouble I g-ot into
was the impossibility of pulling-, or rather peeling, out the
sheets without tearing them up. This is due to the fact
that I used for a pattern a Root sheet of foundation with
deep walls. Some other make with little or no side walls
should be used, if the melted-wax plan is to be followed.
I then tried the sheeted-wax plan, that is, making wax
sheets and pressing them in the " book," or rather the mold.
Simplj' shutting the book is not sufficient, so I put in the
sheet, shut the " liook," and put it in a press, and prest sufficiently to give the sheet a good impression.
In pressing a sheet, unless a very strong pressure is
used, the wax will not be forced very deep in the depressions forming the wide-walls, so I had no trouble in taking
out the sheet. But the trouble was, that the plaster is an
entirely too weak material to stand any pressure at all. So
I beg-an to study about finding a substitute.
My experience in the building and contracting business
enabled me to decide at once that the Portland cement was
" the very thing wanted." The mold is to be made as with
the plaster, only the " paste " must be thicker about the
consistency of the mortar used by brick-masons. After the
first side is filled, wait a day before filling the other, as the
Portland cement sets very slowly. There is, however, quite
a difference between the different brands in that respect.
Then fill the other side, keep the mold wet for about a week
or ten days, and then open it. You will find that the wax
adheres to the molds. Put the mold in a warm place, so as
to soften the wax, and force it open, but be sure that the
wax is not melted and absorbed by the cement. There may
be some trouble in taking the wax out. The mold is now
hard enough to use, but if kept wet, it will still harden
slowly during several months, and eventually be as hard as
the very best quality of stone, and practically indestructiThe cements of the Rosendale, Black Diamond, and
ble.
similar brands set and harden much quicker than the Portlands, but their ultimate strength and hardness is much

Fig.

Fig.

I.

:

tweeu the board and the wax, then take it out and turn
over.
(See Fig. 2.) This causes the melted wax to spread
over the board uniformly, and insures a very regular sheet.
As soon as the wax loses its transparency, I plunge the diping-board and wax into a vat of warmer water, which causes
the sheet to come off" of itself, and with less danger of
cracking than by cooling off' in the comparative!)' cold air.
In cooling off, the wax-sheet shrinks, and unless it can,
so to speak, glide on the dipping-board, it will crack. When
I first began I noticed that the cracking was invariably in
a certain place, and in a certain direction, showing clearly
that it was due to a defect in the wood. It is necessar)' to
have the dipping-board made of fine-grained, perfect wood
kept as smooth as possible.
I have not yet tried any substitute for wood.
Whatever
material may be used should be porous, so as to retain
water (otherwise the sheets would not come off), and be as
smooth as possible so as to permit the contraction that takes

when the wax cools off.
The wax can be melted in

place
tin

;

this

.to

a vessel, or rather a tank of
be placed in another of sheet iron containing

Fig- 3-

water kept boiling all the time. I find that a little water in
the vessel containing the wax helps to melt it more rapidly.
A tank or vat can be made of tin or sheet-iron without
soldering or riveting, by folding the corners as shown in
Fig. 3, but it would be difficult to describe the process.

—

less.

2.

SECTION SUPPORTS ON FENCE SEPARATORS.
Somebody spoke about nailing- buttons (I suppose
square pieces) of tin under the fence separators to support
the sections in the supers, and dispense with T tins and
other contrivances to support the sections. I wish to say
that the ordinary tin is too weak, but the galvanized iron,
26 guage, used on buildings for gutters and cornices, would
be strong and stiff enough for the purpose. Scraps of it
can be procured at no cost at any tinner's shop where such
work is done. There is some danger when nailing in small
pieces of wood of splitting the piece into which the nails
are driven. This can be prevented by clamping the pieces
in a vi.se while the nailing is done.
Knox Co., Tenn.

ing

The Premiums offered on page
for.
Look at them.

401 are well worth work-
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The Nectar in Flowep-Cups— Pure
BY

A.
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—

Italians.

NORTON.

HARDLY

think that any, or at most many, will attach
weig-ht or importance to the idea that nectar in
flower-cups varies in strenffth and quality accordinr;; to
layers in the same blossom, and that different lengths of
tongue in different bees will make a resulting difference in
the character of honey they might gather from the same
flowers. This has nothing to do with the question of the
ability of bees with longer tongues to gather honey from
species of flowers where those with shorter tongues could
not reach it. In this latter case the longer-tongued bees
would gather more honey and better, providing the flowers
in question produced a better kind.
But the other idea seems to me very far-fetcht, and
without any disrespect toward any who have brought it forward, it seems to me hardly worthy of serious discussion.

1 much

But

I wish to look it over briefly.
In the first place, the nectar as secreted originally by
the flower is a uniform product it is alread)' a sweetened
Hence
liquid, not clear water and solid or thickened sweet.
all
it is exuded into the flower-cup as a homogeneous mass
alike.
In the second place, it is not composed of incompatible substances, as, for example, the cream and the water in
milk, or as the lime and water in whitewash, or as paint in
oil.
On the contrary, the substances have the greatest
aflin'ity for each other (I do not mean chemical affinity, but
molecular attraction or affinity).
Hence, the cream in milk is in a state of suspension
and, being lighter than water, rises to the top while the
lime in whitewash and the paint in oil are also merely suspended therein, but being heavier tend to settle to the bottom. But the sweet in nectar is in a state of solution, and
is held everywhere disperst thru the water by molecular
attraction. If you put solid sugar at the bottom of a glass
of water and give it time enough, the sugar will gradually
be dissolved and carried thruout the water this will occur
•even if the sugar be tied up in a bladder or other porous
membrane. And there will in time be no heavier or sweeter
layer at the bottom, unless tlie sugar be in excess of the saturation point, ivhich is not tlie ease in the thin neetar of
Jloivers. Hence the tendency of sweet in water is toward
diffusion, and not toward accretion, until the saturation
point is reacht. The same is true of salt and other soluble
substances. Did any one ever hear it claimed that sap was
sweeter in the bottom of the pail ? Was it ever claimed that
the honey was sweeter in the lower portions of the cells in
the comb, or, if extracted, in the bottom of the can ? Tliis
Tvould be more likely on account of the greater proportion
of sweet in solution than in the case of nectar.
Mineral springs are constantly depositing lime, silica,
etc., in all conditions of the water, and wherever the water
flows from them, for these substances are only in suspetision. But the inland lakes of California and Nevada do not
deposit salt, soda and borax until evaporated down to the
saturation point and, as the saturation points of these
substances differ, they are not all deposited together, but in
more or less defined layers, so that in dry lake-beds these
deposits are reacht in regular succession by digging.
And, finally, if the sweet of nectar would settle (whicli
it does not) the largest drop of honey produced by any
flower would be too small for any difference to be noticed.

—

—

sustain us in this that it is the strongest and best colonies
from which the real honey crop may be expected. If such
colonies may be induced to work freely in the surplus instead of swarming, and we succeed in this by our methods
inmost cases, these colonies maybe depended upon for a
crop far in excess of what the colonies under average would
The prolificness of the queen may not be the sole
yield.
cause of the difference. We believe that the greatest cause
of the difference in yield is the earliness or lateness of the
breeding; the earlj' colonies having the bulk of their bees
ready for the harvest, while the late ones have them ready
too late, as mentioned by me in a previous article.
But aside from these causes, it is probable also that
there is a difference between colonies in the activity of
their bees as there is in men. some being more industrious
or better managers than others. For this reason, altho we
want the increase from the late and comparativeU' inferior
colonies, we must not get our breed from them, fi>r it is
also of the utmost importance that our queens should be of
the very best quality, that is, bred from the most prolific
mothers, and of a race of active workers. In a word, we
must do with our bees, as much as in our power, what we
do with our horses, our cows, our chickens, and our pigs
breed from the best, the gentlest, the most serviceable all
around.
To do this and )-et keep our best colonies at work producing honey, all that is necessary is to rear our queens
from select colonies, taking from them, or rather exchanging from them, as much brood as is necessary for our purpose.

:

;

;

;

QUESTION FOR MR. DOOLITTLE ON PURE ITALIANS.
In closing I wish to ask a question of Mr. Doolittle, who
think is about right. (See page 306.) But if the Italian bee is not a pure race, and if this is shown by the increast amount of yellow that has been bred into some
strains, then should not some pure stock exist with still
more yellow than the yellowest bred Italians? All crosses
are between the two pure types that produce them. Where
is any race found of nearly pure yellow bees ?
And. especially, where are such near enough to Italy to have served
the purpose of crossing with blacks to produce the common
Italian bee ?
Monterey Co., Calif.
I

Making' Increase by DividingBY C. P. D.AD.^NT.

Feeding' Bees.

a previous article I stated that it was our method to
increase in bees, when any is wanted, from colonies that are not expected to store much surplus. Our
reason for doing this is that we have always noticed^and
all who have had extensive experience in the apiary will

INtake the

not in the scope of this article to give instructions

It is

on the rearing of queens or on the making of nuclei, suffice
it to say that we must rear, in nuclei or otherwise, as many
young queens as our swarms will need. These queens may
be introduced while yet in the cell to the divided colonies.
When we say that we take our increase from inferior
colonies, we do not wish it understood that we take it from
weak colonies. A colony which has not filled most of its
combs with brood by the middle of June, is not to be expected to furnish any increase. What we mean to say is,
that when the harvest has begun fairly, we take the increa.se from those colonies which, altho apparently strong,
do not work in the supers. The weak colonies would better be let alone, and if their queens are at fault, perhaps they
would better be replaced, and it is quite likely that some of
our young artificial swarms will soon prove superior to such
colonies.

We

Selecting the colony which is
our young queens, we exchange
a number of its brOod-combs. those containing young brood,
for the same number of brood-combs of an inferior colony,
without the bees, taking care to leave in the latter hive only
such brood as has been furnisht by the selected colony, for if

proceed as follows

:

to furnish us the larva; for

left them any of their own brood, thej- might rear queens
from this perhaps in preference to the other. As a matter
of course, the queen of this hive is removed, either to be
killed or given to a queeiiless colony, or exchanged for a
still poorer queen in another hive.

we

The now queenless

colon)' goes to building queen-cells

On the ninth day after the operaare ready to make as many swarms as there are
queen-cells but one, since one is needed for the colony that
from this selected brood.
tion

we

reared them.

We now

go

crease, find the

to our colonies from which we desire the inqueen of each and remove her to a new

stand with half of the brood-combs, more or less, accordingto circumstances, and a goodly number of young bees,
enough at least to keep the brood warm. It must be remembered that as this colony, or rather this, swarm, gets hone
of the old bees, it needs a rather larger number of j-oungbees than would appear necessary in order to take care of
the brood.
On the tenth day, or the day following this operation,
we give each of our queenless divisions a queen-cell,
grafted on the combs in the usual way. These hives should
as much as possible be supplied with empty comb, or full
sheets of foundation, as their bees will build nothing but
drone-comb until the young queen is laying, which will require from 6 to 15 days. This is important to remember.
On the other hand, the hive containing the queen may be
depended upon to build mainly worker-comb in its empty
frames, as their numbers are diminisht, and there is but
little inducement to the building of drone-comb in any
other than a queenless or a wealthy colony. The queenless
colony builds drone-comb because there is an instinctive
feeling that drones are needed to fertilize the young queen
when hatcht, and the wealthy colony builds drone-comb be-

a
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it is more spacious, and requires less labor
same amount of honey than worker-comb.

cause

swarms, by removing

it

sheep,

at intervals of 10 to 20 days,

and

placing a new swarm on its stand.
By following the methods above given, varying the proportions of bees or brood taken with each swarm to suit the
circumstances, one may secure quite an increase from colonies that would have yielded but little, and at the same time
.one retains the best colonies for honey-production. We have

always found this method the most profitable, and much
prefer an artificial swarm, carefully made and properly
managed, to the swarms secured by natural swarming.
As a matter of course, if your best colonies swarm in
spite of your endeavors to prevent them and to keep them
at work, you will have good swarms, but it will be at th-e
expense of the honey harvest.

WILL

IT P.^Y

TO FEED THE BEES

?

have received the following questions, which
answer here
I

I

will

:

I

have

which wintered well, and I have had
But the bees have no honey in their hives

27 colonies in g-ood hives,

joun^ swarms already.

— r don't think they have a pound.

They

are-befrinnintr to kill the drones,

which shows that they don't get honey enougrh to feed the brood. Will it
pay to feed them ? I have fed SIO worth of sugrar already. We have very
little white clover, but the basswood is full of buds, and it will be about
three weeks until it bej^ins to bloom; but the <rround is full of youn<r
white clover all over. Will this youngf clover that came up from the seed
this spring yield a crop of honey next fall, or will it not produce until
next year? We have had a very wet spring.
T. L.

Answer. — The experience of Mr. L. has been ours
manj' times. We have seen a number of seasons when the
crop failed till the month of June was far advanced, but we
have always fed whenever it was tieeded, and have always

We will confess
that in a number of instances we catne too late, and even
lost colonies in out-apiaries from sheer starvation, when
the fields and meadows were white with bloom. Our experience is that the very best seasons often commence in
this way, for the excess of rain is more detrimental than
any other cause to the immediate production of honey. But
the excess of rain also produces an excess of vegetation,
and sooner or later in the season a lull in the rainfall gives
the flowers a chance and the honey flows abundantl)'.
There are drawbacks in all lines of business, in all
branches of farming, and ours is not exempt. It is the man
who perseveres, who "stays with it," that wins the laurels.
The wet season will produce an arrtount of bloom which
could not be expected in a dry one, and just as soon as circumstances are right the harvest will begin. In the season
of 1875 24 years ago we experienced such a season as the
present one. We fed all thru the months of June and July,
and still the rain poured. In August colonies deserted their
hives, and I saw a sight that I have tiot seen since
swarm hang-ing to a limb and the bees dropping from the
cluster to the ground from inanition. But the flood came
to an end in September, and in the first two weeks of that
month we harvested more than ten times the amount expended during the season.
In regard to the question as to the young white clover,
I cannot make a favorable answer. I have never seen much
honey harvested from young clover, even if it bloomed the
first year of its growth.
It is only during the second year
that much may be expected from it. We have great hopes
here yet of a clover harvest for this year, altho we have had
too much rain. There is an abundance of bloom, and if the
weather gets favorable we will surely harvest enough to
Hancock Co., 111.
pay us all for our trouble.
been repaid for the trouble and expense.

—

—

—

Dead Bees on the Hive Bottom-Boards.
BY

G. M.

DOOLITTLK.

past a would-be bee-keeper a few days ago, I
was called in to see why some of his colonies did not
work as strongly as others in the yard. After looking
at the entrances of the hives for a moment, noting that
some were working strongly while others were doing but
little, I askt if the hives had been opened to see what was
the trouble.

GOING

" No,"

for the

Should the colonies from which the increase is taken
prove rather too weak to follow exactly the above methods,
one swarm may be made from two colonies, by taking^ the
queen and only one or two combs of brood from one hive
and placing the swarm thus made on the stand of another
colony which is removed to a new position. We have used
the same colony three times over to furnish bees to new

10 big'

'

June

was the reply

and so

I

said, "

I

How

29, 1899.

received. I knew this man kept
are your sheep getting on this

spring "?
" Oh, first rate," was the reply.
" How do you know the sheep are doing well "? I askt.
" Why, how does any one know anything ? I have foddered the sheep three times a day all the winter and spring,
and been with them lots beside, even getting up many times
cold nights to look after the newly-born lambs that they
need not become chilled and die. And being thus familiar
with them, why should I not know when they are prosper-

ing"?

"Very well," I said. "How many times have you
foddered the bees this spring "?
" Not a once," was the reply. "Didn't suppose they
needed foddering."
" Have you been up any during cold nights to see that
the newly-born bees did not chill, or paid any attention to
the hives to see that the bees were made as comfortable as
possible, either night or day "?
" No, I had to look after the sheep so much that I had
no time left nor did I suppose that bees needed caring for
like sheep
and I am sure that it would not pay me to
spend time on them as I do on the sheep."
" How many sheep had you
last year "?
'
"

'

;

;

"About 60.''
" How much

'
•

did you receive from

them

for all j-our

work, 'foddering' feed, etc., expended on them during
1898"?
According to my book, not far from $325."
••
A pretty good showing, but when I tell you that last
year from 30 colonies of bees at my out-apiary I sold comb
honey to the amount of S348.28 you will see that the proper
amount of time spent on the bees pays fully double per colony that you get from a sheep, with only a tithe of the work
you spent, and that also without any cost for fodder.' But
let's look into this colony of bees whjch do not seem to be
'

much."
had noticed that where the bees were flying the
strongest there was quite a number of dead bees out on the
ground about the entrance to the hives, but with those not
flying as strong there were less dead bees, and what there
were showed by their old looks that thej' had been hauled
out during the winter. I had also noted that his hives had
loose bottom-boards, from some empty ones which were
flying
I

piled up, so stepping to the hive designated I laid a bottom-

board down beside it and lifted it over from its own stand
By thus doing I exposed almost
to the one I had put down.
a sickening sight from the dead bees that were under the
hive, all moldy in places, and in others all wet and fairly
rotten, with worms crawling and working amongst the rotting bees, while the stench was horrid when this putref3'ing"

mass was disturbed.
Looking up at the man, I said, "How do you suppose
that your sheep and lambs would thrive if you neglected
them as shamefully as you have these bees "?
" Not much, I guess," he said, his face showing shame
and confusion.
I now set the hive back again, keeping under it the dry,
clean bottom-board I had set it on, and proceeded to open
the hive. There was brood in three combs to the amount
of about one frame full, with only about bees enough towell cover the brood, which showed that the little colony
was doing its level best under such adverse circumstances,
for between many of the combs either side of where the
brood was, the dead bees came well up between the combs.
I lookt at two other hives, finding them in somewhat similar shape, tho none quite so bad as the first, fixing those
lookt at in good shape by seeing that they had at least 10>
pounds of honey, the combs free from dead bees, where such
were matted together, and the top of the hive made snug
and warm, telling him to go thru the rest in a similar way.
When I continued on my way, I askt myself, " Is it any
wonder that so many tell us that bee-keeping does not
I have often wondered that tlie idea has so fully
pay
obtained with nine out of ten of those who start in beekeeping, that all they have to do is to get some bees, by
finding a swarm or buying a few colonies, and provide a
place for them to stand, after which a profit will accrue to
them by hiving swarms and putting- on and taking ofi^'secAnd when profit does not accrue, and their bees die
tions.
from //<,£,' /r(Y, we are sure to be told. •'Bees donot/av."
Yet these very persons will work faithfully, year in and
year out, caring for, feeding, grooming, etc., their hogs,
sheep, cows and horses, when a much less amount of labor,
wisely directed, spent on the bees, would yield a greater
profit.

—
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And the most wise of all wisely-directed labor, which
can be spent on the bees, is to see that the dead bees are
removed from the bottom-boards of the hives in the early
spring of the year. With movable bottom-boards this is
very easily done by putting a clean bottom-board on the
stand and setting the hive on it, after which the dead bees
are swept off from the one which was under tlie hive all
winter, the board being cleansed with water if needed,
when

ready to be put on the stand of the next to set
And where the bottom-board is not only
movable, but reversible, the work is still more simplified,
for in turning the deep side down, which was up during the
winter, the dead bees mainly fall off, and what adhere can
do no harm, as they are under out of the way, and will
fall off themselves before you wish to use the deep side
again for the next winter. But with hives having the bottom-boards nailed fast, the work is greater, but even then
it should never be neglected.
A clean hive should be placed
on the stand, and the frames from the hive in which the bees
have wintered be set over into this clean hive, when the
now vacated hive should be thoroly cleaned of all dead bees,
dirt and tilth, when it is read)- for the next colony, and sn
on thruout the apiary.
In all the work done in the apiary, I doubt whether
there is any that pays as well as the removing of the dead
bees from the bottoms of the hive, for bees can prosper little better with a lot of their dead companions underneath
their brood-nest than could we with several corpses in the
cellar under our dwellings.
Progressive Bee-Keeper.
it is

that hive on.

—
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hottest part of the day.
Be sure to have the hive well ventilated by raising up, and for a day or two it may be well
to have the cover slightly open or raised, so the air can circulate freely thru.
2. Unless the smell of tar is very strong I hardly think
the bees will mind it. but I may be mistaketi. I have read
of Australian bee-keepers wrapping foundation in tarred
paper before giving it to swarms, and it was claimed that it
prevented foul brood, but I don't know whether it has been
tried in this country.

Likely Afflicted with Paralysis.
I have a colony of bees in which there are a number of
small, black, glistening bees, and other bees seem to be trying to kill theiit off. The colony is in a prosperous condition, but I can't understand where the black bees come

Penn.

from.

Answer. — Verj-

likely they are afflicted with paralysis,
and as far north as Pennsylvania you need pay no attention to it, for the disease will probably disappear after a
So far there seems to be no reliable
little while of itself.
remedy for it.

Keeping Roaches, Ants, Etc., Out of Hives.
I want to find out how to keep bugs out of hives, such
N. Mex.
as roaches, ants, mice, bee-lice, etc.

—

CONDCCTED BY
r>K. C. C. AIir^T^ER. Marengo,

Answer. The best way to keep roaches, ants and mice
out of hives is to have no retreat in the hive to shelter them.
Have your hive so arranged that bees can get to any part of
An ant or a
it, and the bees will keep out the intruders.
roach can get thru a crack that will not allow a bee to pass,
and in hives that have a quilt over the frames they have a
safe place for a nest into which the bee cannot come, that
But if you use a
is, between the quilt and the hive-cover.
plain board cover, there is no such retreat. The bee-louse
(braula cceca) is troublesome in other lands, but I never
heard of it being troublesome in this countrj'.
III.

A Quartet

(The Questions may be mailed to tlie Bee Journal otflce, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor

to

send answers by mail.

How Often
would

like to

their hives.

Mine

I

to

Examine

Editor.]

1. I want some colonies to build all the comb they can
from frames with foundation, and I don't care for surplus
from those colonies. Which way would you advise for best

Hives.

results

know how

often bee-keepers examine
\'.\.
get fast in spite of me.

Answer. — Some say they

don't examine them more
than once in a year or two, but probably they are quite exceptional. Others examine them two or three times in a
season, and many otice a week. If you mean that the
frames aie stuck fast with propolis when you say •mine
get fast in spite of me," you will probably find that you will
always liave trouble with propolis. But the trouble will be
mucii less if you have such frames and rabbets that the
point of contact will be very small. The trouble will also
be less with even the worst kind of frames if you carefully
scrape out all bee-glue once a year.
*-•->

Swarms Deserting the Hive— Combs Wrapt

in

Tarred

Paper.

done to keep a swarm of bees
hived my new swarms last year in 10-frame
hives without foundation, but most of them went away,
after staying about an hour. This year I hived them in the
same kind of hives with foundation, but I had the foundation wrapt in tar paper for a couple of weeks before I put it
into the hives, in order to keep foul brood otit, but my bees
didn't stay some of them did not want to go into the hives.
^
2. Had the smell of tar any effect on the bees, or d<>
they hate it, and will it keep foul brood out of a colony
My bees are all diseased with foul brood, and almost everyMrs. S. S.
body else's bees have the same trouble.
1.

Is there anj-thing to be

in the hive

?

I

;

-

.'

—

of Questions.

Answers. 1. In probably the great majority of cases
a swarm deserts a hive because it is too close and hot. If
the hive is clean, and if it is in a cool, shady place, with
plenty of ventilation, the swarm is likely to remain. If
the hive must remain in a hot place, it may be a good plan
for a day or two to keep it sprinkled with water during the

?

Will bees cross a bay
was land ?

2.

if it

3.

At what age

is

(1';

miles across) as readily as

a queen most prolific

?

How many

Hoftinan frames should a g;ood queen
have filled with brood by this time? I mean everything
favorable for her laying to her full capacity. My best queen
W.\SH.
has 17 frames well filled in three stories.
4.

—

Answers. 1. I don't know. Perhaps something like
this:
Get 'the colony strong, filling as many frames as
possible in two stories. Take out about half the combs
with brood, giving frames of foundation in place of the
brood taken away, and putting the foundation in the cenPut the brood taken away in an upper story,
tral part.
with excluder between it and the two lower stories. Repeat
the process every week or so, always taking away the
oldest brood present.
2. I think not. But once having found their waj- across,
thev would go across the water that distance for stores as
readily as if it was dry land.
3. Probably in her second year.
4. I should say she was doing good work if she filled 12
or 14. Your queen must be a fine layer.

Bees Affected with Foul Brood

Extracting.

I have kept bees over three years, and this spring I
especially interested in them. I have spent lots of
money for them by buying supplies, bee-books and beepapers. I was witli the bees every day from five to six
times, from about the beginning of April. I have 1.5 colonies—ten in 10-frame hives, and five in 8-frame hives.
Eight colonies in the 10-frame hives are pure Italians, and
the other two colonies in the other two 10-frame hives are
pure blacks the 5 colonies in the S-frame hives are hybrids.
Every colony came thru the winter very nicely, and built
up fast. The beginning of May they started to work in
1.

was

;

.

[
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May 14 the iJrst swarm issued, and up to
had the sixth swarm.
Just a few days ag-o one of the black colonies was stopping work in the supers, so I thoug-ht I would see what was
the cause. As I .opened the hive I found that almost every
comb had more or less foul brood in it, and as I opened all
the other hives the same day, I found about half of the colonies had some foul brood, but only on two or three combs.

June

given to the above-mentioned colony was

29, 1899.

the supers, and

cell

June 6

ing, and I gave this colony a frame of unsealed brood to
rear a queen. I examined this colony this morning, and I
found dead brood. I cut in one of the queen-cells and found
a sick larva. The cells are all capt now, and I find another
colony (next door neighbor) has dead brood. I burned the
old colony, hive and contents on the same day, or rather
night, that I made the discovery of dead brood. Now, the
looks of the combs were just like the cut in Langstroth's
book, page 448 all, or nearly all, brood dead that is sealed,
but none seems to be affected that is not sealed. The dead
brood has no bad smell, and is not ropy, and none so far
that I have found settles down in the lower side of the cell,
but is still in perfect shape. The unsealed brood, so far as
I can tell, is perfectly healthy.
Do you think this is foul
brood ? I will be glad to furnish some samples for a microscopist.
How shall I prepare it for the mail ?

I

(It may be that it has spread all thru the colonies now.)
I
really can't tell how sorry I am. I can almost say I love
my bees, but when I found foul brood in some of the hives I

almost

felt like crying-.
I have neither opened nor handled
of the diseased colonies since, for fear some of their
bees might give the disease to the other colonies. I don't
like to destroy the diseased colonies if possible I would
like to save them.
How can I get rid of the disease without destroying any of the colonies, at least those which are
not affected so badly ? I have heard of spraying the combs.
What do they spray with, and what kind of tool is used ?
2. I expect to buy an extractor
what kind would you
advise me to get ? I mean to increase my colonies to about
80.
I have some two-story hives for extracting, and in the
fall I mean to extract from the brood-chamber, so I will

any

—

;

always keep nothing

Answers. — 1.

else but

Langstroth

size frames.

New

York.

A

good deal has been said one time and
another about using naphtol beta or some other drug to cure
foul brood, but hardly any one in this country nowadays
thinks it advisable to trust to anj'thing of the kind. It does
seem hard to destroy nice combs, but it may be the cheapest
thing in the long run.
2. A 2-frame extractor, such as the Cowan, would probably answer your purpose nicely.

Young Queen Swarming the First Year.
If a young queen is given to a nucleus in April, before
swarming, will she swarm the first year ?
Subscriber.
Answer. — Quite likelj' she will if the colony becomes
strong, and room is limited, but she is not so likely to
swarm as an older queen.

Colony Suffering from Laying Workers.
I have a colony of bees that has laying workers.
Will
do any good to buy a queen and give to them ? I g-ave
a frame of eggs and brood last week, and find that
they started several queen-cells, but in each one there are
four or five eggs to-day, so I think it is a waste of time to
give them any more only on your advice will I do so.
it

them

—

Answer. —It probably won't pay

CiTYMAN.

lost in

mat-

—

Georgi.\.
description it hardly
seems like foul brood, but it would be the part of wisdom to
consult some one better informed as to foul brood, say Dr.
Wm. R. Howard, Fort Worth, Tex., or Wm. McEvoy, Woodburn, Ontario, Canada. A good way to send the brood by
mail is to send it in a tin box such as is used for seidlitz
powders, or a plain square tin box with cover that any tinner would make for you. Of course paper would be wrapt
around the tin box.

Answer. — According

to

j'our

Hive with Jumbled-I3p ComDs.
I bought a colony of bees the hive of which had not
been opened for three years. I got it home and opened it,
and found all the frames (8 Langstroth) one solid mass. I
cut one out, but the comb fell to pieces. I then closed the
hive up. As I wish to get a swarm or two from the colony
bv dividing or otherwise, will 'vou jjease tell me what is
the best thing to do ?
N. B.

Answer. — If

understand you correctly, the frames
built crosswise that they cannot be
taken out. The best thing is to let them swarm naturally,
and there is not much trouble but what a good colony in an
8-frame hive will do so. If you think there is any danger
they will not swarm, you might make the matter a little
more sure by refraining to give them surplus room. It may
not be a bad plan to continue a colony in the same hive,
depending on a swarm from them each year, and depending
on the swarm for surplus, putting the swarm on the stand
of the old colony, and putting the old colony close beside
the swarm, then a week later moving the old colony to a
new stand. That will make the swarm strong for surplus
honey, and it will weaken the old colony so it will not
swarm the second time. But if you care more for increase
than for honey, then put the swarm on a new stand, leaving the old hive on its own stand.
are so filled with

I

combs

to fuss with them, for

most cases the best thing is to break up such a colony
and give their frames to other colonies. If you had a
queen-cell just ready to hatch, or, better still, a voung
queen that was just hatcht, it might pay to give to them.
If you unite them with another colony or colonies, you can
afterward draw brood and bees from those colonies and
start a nucleus that will be ahead of what you would have
had from this colony of laying workers.
in

Bees Affected

About 30 days ago

Perhaps Not Foul Brood.

I was forming new colonies by cutqueen-cells from natural swarms, grafting- in
frames of brood, placing in new hives, and shaking off some
young bees from other hives, or changing places with other
hives, etc. I found one colony with brood badly scattered,
with sunken caps, with nearly all the sealed brood dead, but
I had shaken off two frames of brood before I noticed the
condition of the brood. I had given the new colony a capt
cell already.
I promptly closed both hives, went to my
library and read up all I could find on foul brood. (I have
Langstroth and A B C), and after reading all in them on
the subject, I lookt over all back numbers of the Bee Journal that had anything- on foul brood, and from all the information I could get I was not satisfied whether this was
really foul brood or not. I then ordered Dr. Howard's book
on foul brood, and after reading- this book carefully I came
to the conclusion that my case was the same trouble as the
one Dr. Howard describes on pages 12 and 13 in his book,
and not foul brood. But the queen that hatcht from the

ting

out

Several Questions

Locust

vs.

Basswood, Etc.

I find at this time, after hiving a large prime swarm,
the first thing they seem to be doing is to build a queen-cell
or cells. I use 8-frame dovetailed hives, with 7 frames of
straight comb which I have on hand, and one of these 7 I
give them, with only a small piece of comb, or a small piece
of foundation, so as to give them a place to build or deposit
wax, as I believe it must be their characteristic to build
some new comb.
Now, is it natural for them to build
queen-cells? They are laying eggs in regular form.
2. I have dipt one queen's wings, and intend to destroy
her when she goes out to lead a swarm, and eight days from
then destroy all queen-cells but one. to prevent further
swarmitig. What do you think of the value of this ?
3. I have one hive vrhich is now hatching a large supply
of drones. How is it best, if best, to destroy these ?
4. How do you estimate the value of locust as compared
with basswood for honey ? I ask the last question as locust
grows much more plentiful here than basswood.

I might add that where I found queen-cells started in
these prime swarms I failed to find queens, as I lookt for
them, but possibly I overlookt them, as they were verv large
swarms, and the queens very shy, owing to their being cast
by the black bees.
Poland.

—

Answers. 1. I think it is much more common than is
generally supposed for a swarm to build queen-cells. Son etimes they are built right after swarming, and sometimts
later.
The greater part of superseding is probably done

June
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after swarming-, and it must be remembered that in the
natural order of things every laying- queen is superseded.

work all right if you don't miss any cells.
them dead before ever they g-et alive. Shave

2.

It will

3.

Kill
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the conclusion I am forced to is that this modifying power
takes place so long as the energy of the agent exists, and
on its exhaustion matters are not improved they have been
simply held in abeyance, unless a state of immunity supervenes. To summarize the treatment, my advice, tho containing little that is new, is
(a) get bees off combs and
destroy the latter at once by fire (b) keep bees confined for
24 hours (this will kill many of the badly diseased ones),
rehive them in a clean hive on starters only (c) re-queen or
give hatching queen-cell in 48 hours, /. e., before any eggs
are hatcht out that may have been laid (d) feed dailj' with
medicated syrup for two months at least (e) paint old hives
and supers used in connection with diseased bees as above
mentioned and (f consign to the flames without delay all
quilts, combs, frames, etc., removed from diseased colonies,
and do not leave infected matter about an apiary within
reach of bees."
;

off

heads in the brood form, or, better still, cut out the
drone-comb and put patches of worker-comb in its place.
4. I think basswood is valued as a honey-tree niucli
more than locust. Possibly if locust came as late as basswood the case would be different. Locust is valuable for
building up, even if not a drop of surplus is ever gotten
from it.

'their

:

;

;

;

;

Colony Troubled with Wax-Worms.
I have a colony of bees in a box-hive, and yesterday as
was going thru my bee-yard I found quite a number of
young bees on the ground in front of the hive, and on the
bottom-board some of them were dead, and others were
alive I noticed the bees dragging them out.
From what I
can get out of the American Bee Journal I think it is the
wax-worms that are making trouble with them. What is
the best thing for me to do ?
Mo.

I

;

;

Ans-vver. — If the trouble is from worms, you may do
some good by digging the worms out of their silken galleries that they have spun.
Take out a frame of brood, and
will see the galleries of the worm running along the
surface of the comb. Take a wire-nail, dig out one end of
the gallery, then the other, and then tear it entirely out,
and you will dislodge the worm. Some say that if you
hammer on the frame witli something hard, like a knifehandle, the worms will crawl out and drop to the ground. I
haven't had worms enough in my combs to try it. Neither
will you need pay any attention to worms if you have
strong colonies, especially if they are Italian. Even a weak
colony of Italians wiU keep the worms at bay without any
help on your part.

you

—

Horses Near Bees
F. L. Thompson reports in the Progressive Bee-Keeper that V. Divinny, when working horses
near bees, makes a smudge to the windward, of any convenient material, especially dry horse-manure, that will
make abundance of smoke. Result, safety.

The Amount

Wax

from Old Brood-Combs is a thing
F. A. Gemmill says in the Bee-Keepaveragfe yield of wax from a set of
eight Langstroth combs is three pounds.
As he uses a
press of excellent power, the probabilitj- is that this is a higli
average but it is well to have something as a standard.
of

ofte:i inquired about.
ers' Review that his

;

Honey=Dew

for

Winter Stores.

—After

experiencing a

loss of 25 percent of his colonies in wintering, D. W. Heise
says in Canadian Bee Journal
first experience of
leaving honey-dew in the hives for winter stores has taught
me an object lesson, and I now promise never to do it
ag-ain." Mr. Heise, don't be rash sometimes it is easier to
make a promise than to keep it.
:

"My

;

Empty Combs Above or Under the Brood. Nest. —
When an S-frame hive becomes crowded with brood. Dr.
Miller puts a story of empty combs under, so that the queen
extend the brood-nest downward. If the empty combs
are put above, it cools off too much the brood-nest. But
Delos Wood says in Gleanings in Bee-Culture that he gives
the empty combs above, because when the upper story is
filled with brood and honey his bees are likely to swarm, no
matter how much empty room below. In California there
may not be the same dangler from cool weather as in north-

may

ern Illinois.

For Cure of Foul Brood, Henry W. Brice says in tlie
British Bee Journal
" No doubt disinfectants are most useful in modifying
the virulence of the disease under certain conditions, but
:

)

;

—

Marketing Honey. Some branches of production in
this State have become so thoroly organized that they pracSimitically control the markets in their particular lines.
lar results should obtain among the producers of honey. As
it is, a few local jobbers by concerted action are able to bear
the markets on this coast, and having- obtained control of
the most of the output, proceed to bull the markets in the
Eastern States. The result is that an article which brings
the producer from 6 to 7 cents, after having the profits of
the middleman and the tariff's of the transportation companies added, costs the consumer anywhere from 15 to 25
cents. The producer and consumer must be brought closer
together. H. M. Peters, in Pacific Rural Press.

—

—

The New York Honey flarket. Years ago J. E. Ci-ane
sold most of his honey in tlie New York market, as he relates in Gleanings in Bee-Culture, and at that time much of
the honey was in 4-pound boxes, but some in 2-pound singlecombs glast. On visiting the same market last winter he
didn't see a 4-pound box, and scarcely a 2-pound section.
The dealers said square sections had had their day, the demand being for tall sections. A section 4x5 is preferred to
one3,^sx5. No importance is attacht to the matter of having the row of cells next to the wood sealed. The general
preference is for g-last sections. A case holding 25 to 30
sections is preferred to a smaller one. In some cases sections are sold by the piece. Honey in plain sections was
scarcely to be found, having been pickt up by retail dealers.
Artificial Increase.— W. W. Somerford tells in Gleanings in Bee-Culture how he has increast from 7 to SO colonies. The 7 colonies were in 2-story 10-frame dovetailed
hives, with about 10 frames of brood each, some of it in the
upper stories, each colonj' having plenty of honej'. The
queens were removed from the 7 colonies 11 days before dividing. One of the 7 colonies had hatching queens, and
from this colony "pulled queens" were taken for some of
the nuclei, the others receiving two to six queen-cells each.
Each nucleus had two to four combs well covered with bees,
and the entrances were closed with moss, grass, or green
leaves, so that the bees could gnaw their way out in the
course of two or three days. The seven nuclei, however,
which occupied the parent locations, did not have their entrances closed, and to these no brood was given, only a

queen-cells. When the queens were removed from
the parent colonies, the best of them were taken for use in
another apiary, the rest were killed.

bunch of

Production of

Comb

Hyde

and Extracted Honey.

— Here

is

for producing both, as given in the
Progressive Bee-Keeper
Say an apiary of 50 colonies in
8-frame hives, nearly all two stories, having been left thus
from the previous year. Give the queen the run of both
stories, push breeding-, feeding if necessary. When the fast
flow comes, take away one story, and fill the remaining
story as much as possible with sealed brood, putting the
youngest brood at the outside. Put on sections filled with
foundation, aLso as many bait sections as are on hand.
Storing will continue above, and the hatching bees will
allow the queen plenty of room below, so swarming will be
limited. As the flow gives awaj'. the section-supers are
gradually replaced by extracting--supers, ready for the long,
slow flow. At the time the brood-combs (without bees) were
taken from the 30 colonies, they were tiered up on the remaining' 20 colonies, and these were kept for extracting.
The cotton-bloom, beginning- July 15, is extracted, and the
inferior broomweed honey is left for winter and spring.

the plan of H. H.

:
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formed that we shall need more funds than are now
if

we continue
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in sight

the work.

Pure food legislation and impure food prosecutions are
the lines of work laid out for especial effort this year.
Other matters are also receiving attention, but the largest
expenditures will probably be in the direction named.
Eugene Secor. General I\[anager.
Yours truly,
United States Bee- Keepers' Association.

Now, the foregoing candid statement of proposed efand appeal for funds, ought to induce several thousand
bee-keepers to forward their dollar membership fees to Mr.
fort,

Secor at once. It certainly would be discouraging to get
into the midst of costly prosecutions and then not have
funds sufficient to push them to a finish, and to victory for
the association.

There ought to be a membership of at least 1,000 in the
United States Bee-Keepers' Association by the time of the
Why not send your
Philadelphia convention— Sept. 5.
dollar now to Mr. Secor, if you are not already a member ?
Hon. Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa.
Address him thus
Or, if more convenient for you, send the amount to us, and
:

we

will

forward

it

to

Mr. Secor, when he will mail you a

re-

Editor H. E. Hii.i., of the American Bee-Keeper, is now
and may also go to Cuba, as he has an invitation
from Dr. Viete, a resident bee-keeper, who in one season
took 180 tons of extracted honey. Dr. Viete "has ofticiated
in the Cuban army as colonel, chief-of-staft' of the 1st army
corps, and chief health officer." And having been the chief
bee-keeper, we think he mig-ht as well be called "Chief
in Florida,

Viete " instead of Dr. Viete.

Mr. G. M. DdolittlE, of
us June 20, said

Onondaga

Co., N. Y., writing-

:

"I am fearfully driven with work now, and have sore
eyes and a lame back to make work as uncomfortable as
possible."
regret to hear of Mr. Doolittle's temporary afflicand trust he may soon recover from them. It is bad
enough to have to work hard in hot weather, without having ailments that make the burdens heavier.

We

ceipt therefor.

Now, please don't read this and. then do nothing. Your
help is needed in the work projected and that which is
already begun.

tions,

* * * * *

Some Honey

Prospects

in

California.

— Thomas

G.
of the

of San Francisco, Calif., general manager
National Bee-Keepers' Union, wrote us as follows June 17,
in reference to the prospects for honey in Southern Cali-

Newman,

fornia

:

the San Diego, Calif., Daily
Vidette, of May 30, 1899, shows that the honey crop in
Southern California is better than it was feared it would
be. The drouths here are killing, and we had two j-ears of
such. This year is much better in the northern part of the
State, where we had plenty of rain but San Diego was not
so blest. It is the largest county in the State. The item
reads thus
'-"'•The hnney crop will not be a total failure in San Dieyo county, as
was predicted before the late rains. IL is now estimated that there will

The following item from

;

be at least a fourth of a crop, amountint.' iu the aff?regate to about
pounds, as the product of the county for this j'ear."

T.iilio

Thom.\S G. NEWM.iN.
It -seems to us Jthere must be a big error in the above
paragraph. Surely, "7,000 pounds" is not a fourth of the
That
honey crop of San Diego county in an average year
would make only 28,000 pounds as the total amount of an
annual crop in a fair season. If it is anything like the
other honey counties in Southern California, we should
think that 140,000 pounds would be nearer the true amount.

Mr. Thomas G. Ne\vm.4N. of San Francisco, Calif., reports in his Religio-Philosophical Journal for June 8, the
visitation of an earthquake in his locality. Here is what
he says about it
earthquakes shook up San Francisco and vicinity
on June 1. Crockery, wall ornainents, and
cornices of
glasses were demolisht in great quantities
buildings, chimneys, cap-stones and ma.son-work were loosened and fell to the ground large numbers of people were
alarmed, and ran into the streets in scant attire but no
lives were lost, so far as we have heard. The roaring sound
and flash of light accompanying it were the cause of much
anxiety and foreboding at the time but it soon past avvay,
and things resumed their usual course— the quake lasting
less than a minute."

"Two

at

11:20 p.m.

;

;

—

Old Earth quakes it shakes up things. The senmust be anything but exhilarating in their ef«
fects. What with storms, cyclones, tornadoes, earthquakes,
How helpless, after all,
etc., life seems pretty uncertain.

When

sations felt

is

puny inan

I

# * # *

!

Grading Comb Honey by Pictures is being pusht in
S. A. Niver was appointed by the New York
Gleanings.
Geneva convention to prepare a set of pictures, and these
appear^in Gleanings. There are three grades Fancy, No.
a set of three square sections and another set
1 and No. 2
of three tall sections. Each picture is intended to represent the poorest that will be allowed in its class. The No.
The
2's have perhaps one-sixth"'of the surface unsealed.
Fancy and^No. I'sections 'appear not so '.[unlike but that a
novice might have difficulty in deciding their respective
places. One is a little surprised^Jto see in the tall Fancy
section a dozen or more cells unsealed.

—

—

Grading by pictures is ;not ,yet an establisht fact, but
the whole matter of grading^is so complicated and difficult
that anything in the line of help should be encouraged.
Mr. Niver has certainly struck^a good idea in'selecting for
each^class the poorest representative of that'class. Editor
Root despairs of having ,a single system of grading that
will apply to the whole^ country. New Y'ork bee-keepers
would.never be]satisfied[witli^the Colorado system that puts
fancy buckwheat in second grade.

—

Editor Hutchinson, in the June Bee-Keepers' Review,
writes this paragraph about the reformed spelling
:

So far I have said nothing in regard to the reformed
spelling. What I have several times thought of saying,
has now been said by Stenog in Gleanings in Bee-Culture.
If you will rip up the whole alphaHere is what he says
bet from A to Z, and have a precise character for every
sound, as we have in shorthand, I shall be much pleased.'
So long as a system is radically wrong, we gain very little
by tinkering with minor results. So long as we attempt to
represent 40-odd sounds by using only 26 characters, just so
long will there be confusion. Bro. York gives a .sample of
16th century spelling. Of course, it looks odd to us, but I
doubt if our present spelling, or even the reformed spelling,
would not look as odd to the l6th century folks, if they
could see it. as their spelling does to us."
"

'

:

We hardly think it is a question whether or not certain
spelling " looks odd." It is whether or not we are going to
do anything to simplify the spelling for future generations.
But w'e are almost willing to guarantee that if the whole
job of reforming the spelling of the English language were
done at one time, neither Stenog nor Mr. Hutchinson would
be in favor of adopting it. If they are not willing to adopt
a few sensible changes, naturally they would not care to
undertake a bigger job. Why, if the whole thing were done
It
at once, even publishers and editors could not handle it.
must be done by degrees if at all. No man builds a mansion in a day, but rears it little by little. So with the spelling reform, 'it can't be done faster than our small abilities
can handle it— a few words at a time.

—

—

:
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riease mention the Bee Journal.

I

Pettit— 1 don't know.
don't know.

H.

Elwood— I
tried

should think

so,

but

ITAlTt

GEO.

E.

...Italian

Queens

have been

1

for

I

2t)

reariuf;f queens
seasons on the best

known plans,aud have some
choice ones as follows:
1
t.

untested Oueen
untested (jueens

£ .75
3.50
6.00
1.00
tested Oueen
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tested t)ueens
selected tested Queen 1.50

12 untested (Jueens
1

it

()

1

Adrian Getaz— It

will; but there will be
other places left tor the eggs.

do not think it will. It
tend to prevent the sticking

MICH.

writing,

Gomb^oundation.

—

Pond— I

Co..

when

AND

R. C. Aikin I do not know, but suspect
would be a failure.
O. O, Poppleton— I have no experience in
the use of tallow in hives.

J. E.
will, however,

HILTON,

Please meution Bee Journal

it

yet plenty of

Ever

FREMONT, Newaygo

it.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown— I have never used
for that purpose. I do not know.

1

prepared to furnish everythingr needed by

—

P.

we

i

CHICAGO, ILL.

Street,

Address,

—
—

Davenport I don't know.
E. Whitcouib £ don't know.
Eugene Secor— I don'tiknow.
W. G. Larrabee — I don't know.
Mrs. L. Harrison — I don't know.
Emerson T. Abbott I do not know.
E. France— I don't know; never tried it.
Try the
C. H. Dibbern— I don't know.
plan and report.

have never

)
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Michigan

Better than

Query 94.— If tallow be put in the angles of
the rabbets of the supers, covers, and between
and under the ends of the frames. will it prevent
the wax-moth from depositing her eggs in those
places, and supply the place of bee-propolis ?

ple copy free.

^ >ti >!<. >ti >!i

118

Wax-Moth ?
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and

catching-

CASH STORE, San

Extracted Honev
J

The MoNETTE

r^ii
lifi^t-n 1 o
WdlllUrillcl

GO'S

of Perfection.

YOU WANT THE BEST— They

V)
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coupled with twenty-five years of manufacturing' experience, enable us to anticipate and
supply every want and need of the bee-keeper, promptly and accurately.

uiirivalecl

A

G.

June

LEWIS

a. B.

Are Models

Our

:

COMB FOUNDATION made
Send

for prices.

j

)

J. L.

from pure was.

STRONG,

Clakinda. Page County. Iowa.
•z.'S'
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.
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of frames fast to the rabbets, which ofttimes renders them almost immovable.
Mrs. A. J. Barber— I have never had any
trouble with moth, so I have no experience.
Prof. A. J. Cook I never tried it, but do
not think so. It would not banish the motb,

—

I

am

sure.

G. M. Doolittle— Keep Italian bees, and
will not see wax-motb worms enough
to talk about.

you

PORTER

M. Hambaugh— I have had no acJ.
quaintance with the anti-moth-propolis
method mentioned.
I don't know, but I think it
J. A. Stone
would be about as objectionable to the bees
as the moths would be.
Rev. M. Mahin— I do not know. I do not
believe that the moth lays eggs very often

—

BE.E=ESGflPES

named.
A. F. Brown— Try it and report. Waxmoths do not bother me, and bee-propolis 1
in the places

FOR THE HIVE
AND HONEY=HOUSE
HAVE NO EQUAL.

everywhere, regardless of conditions.
A. B. Mason — It will prevent the
motb depositing eggs there while it lasts,
but in time the bees will remove what they
can get at.
R. L. Taylor— I have my doubts about
tini

Dr.

the depositing, but the tallow might destroy the eggs or the moth-worm coming

from them.
Dr. C. C. Miller— I don't think the moth
would lay eggs in tallow, but I don't bewould make any difference as to

Save Time,

And Several Other Clover

Save Hard Work,

Sib

Sweet Clever

50c

(melilot)

lotb
$1.00

Save Stings,

Save cappings to the honey.

Add

25 cents to

wanted by

practical bee-keeper

can afford to
get along without them.

a queenless hive.
G.

Demaree— I have experimented

VV.

only enough along tbis line to learn that
tallow aud other substances that melt at a
comparative low temperature are out of
place inside of the beehive.

S0»
$4.00
5.7S
5.00

your order, for

;.oo

3.00
2.75
2.00

S.OO
3.50

carta;

a

e,

freight.
are solicited.

Your orders

GEORGE

YORK & CO.

W.

lis Michi^'an Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Northern Queens.
YOU want the best honey-yatherers. iha
IFlongest-lived
and hardiest Queens, try a few
my Northern=bred Italians— " dauL'hters of
imported Oueeus." Tested Oueens. 51.50; un-

of

tested, $1.00: 2-frame Nuclei wUh tested Queens,
S3.iXieach: the same with untested Queens, 52.25.
Correspondence solicited.

MATE WILLIAMS.

2(jA4t
NiMKOD, Wadena County, Mixx.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

Union

(g

'

2Stb
$2,;.25

Alsike Clover
1.25
70c
White Clover
1.40
80c
Alfalfa Clover
60c
1.20
Crimson Clover
.90
55c
Prices subject to market changes.

in the hive.

E. 8. Lovesy — I have never used tallow,
and I never have been troubled with moth
where there is a bee-space under and
around the frames.
Mrs. J. M. Null— I never experimented
along this line; however, moths are not a
consideration only as they destroy combs
which are nofin use.
Chas. Dadant & Son— What it it did prevent the moth from laying eggs in corners
There is no room for moth in a strong colony, and there is always room for them in

Seeds.

"We have made arratifjements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash wltb
the order;

lieve it

worms

No

SWEET CLOVER

Co.mbiV
ripping.
cutting,
miierinu'. rab*
cross

itetiiiK.
I

D

Saw—

-

g.

Hcroll

eroovKatnUiK,

-

sawing,

edge-

borinp,

mo u

d i n g 4
beading, etc.
1

Foot
AM) H A N DP O AV E R Ma-Full line

CHINEHY.

Seiipca Falls

iPIease

Catalog A
ma. ('o,. 46 Waltr

StMKl

t'.r

St.. S»'iiP«-a Falls, Si.Y»

mention Bee. Journal when writing.
Are not

BEES

flDEL

Italians;

thevareGOLDEN
CAR'XIOLANS —
and practically a

iion-swarmiiii,''. non-stintringr strain of bees;
•rreat honey-yratherers and sure to winter. Tested
Oueens, each. $HiO; 6 Queens, $5.50; 12 Queens,
f^.CM^
Everything- g:uaranteed. Book trivin? 37
years' experience in queen-reariny mailed free.

HENRY ALLEY,
Wenham, Esskx Co., Mass.
Please mention Bee Journal whes>. writing.
24Atf

mi*i«^.^^ !^sg^mi^:mi^imms
-

,

!

\

f^I^:
s^E^iT
simmr^^mrrt^mi

Lasi a

Liietiiiie,
Blame

Their great superioritv over

"I
I

everything else of the kind

has driven

from the

all

field.

competitors

I

am

not feeling well to-day.

And sugared almonds, too.
And when I met with Tommy Wells
stick of tine

And
I

Tulu

yet the pain

is

per dozen.
llAtf

For Sale Everywhere.

Me
I

ill

great

CO.

FROM BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS

Thorobred — Fine Pluniafjed
Fowls — Farm Raised — 75 cents

MRS. L C. AXTELL.

ROSEVILLE.

Working

ILL,

V\Zax

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

me

DO NOT FAIL

— 'twas Billy's treat.
wlnjlhj fniiit

Northern

MANL'FACTURERS' AGENTS,

the most

!

sort of think this fearful ache

Comes

you want

Comb Foundation

feeling bad.
Nor the pickles—three or more.
The soda-water couldn't make
left

If

prolific Queens— If yon
Ct.'es— If you want the best

Wholesale and Retail.

Six cookies oft before;

MEDINA, OHIO.

EGGS

;

had six cookies, but I've bad

They've never

L'^i'iilc-.i

houey-g'atherers you ever saw — try my Albinos.
Warranted Queens, $1.00; Untested. 75 cents.
9A2ot
J. D. GIVENS. Lisbon. Tex.

But I was careful with each one.
For much of none I ate.
It cannot be that penny bun.

'X.].

THE A. L ROOT

vvaiu the

on "the Heat."

It

But why I cannot see;
bad some ice-cream 'cross the way
And pancakes home, for tea.
also had some caramels,

A

ALBINO QUEENS

t?te

Illinois

Iniil."

— Selected.

Before placing- your order, to send
what you need in

a

list

of

Foundation, Sections,

Convention.

The beekeepers of the eastern part of the
Northern Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association
held the spring meeting at the home of
Oliver Taylor, in Winnebago County. The
attendance was not very large, owing to
the rainy day ami heavy losses in wintering.
The losses m this vicinity were over

me

other Supplies, and g-et my prices. You
the best goods and save money. lUus*
WANTED.
trated Catalojjf Free.

And

will

gret

BEESWAX

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal \rhen writing;

'
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and as a result the bee-keepers are
feeling a little blue. The number of colonies reported in the fall were 470, and only
330 left this spring; besides, those having
the heaviest losses are more apt to remain
at home.
It was generally thought that the prospect for honey thi-s year is not good, as the
white cloverand also Alsike is badly winterkilled. As the spring meeting is held at the
home of snme bee-keeper, for the purpose
of seeing his methods of handling bees, and
the ladies go along and take their lunchbaskets, you see it is a kind of bee-keepers'
picnic, and there is not as much for a report
as there would be otherwise.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor gave us a royal reception, and we were loth to depart.
Some of the questions discust were:
Is it profitable to send South for queens
in the spring for queenless colonies ?
Ans. No; double up.
Is it best to double up now ?
Axs. No, not so late in the season.
Don't swarms affected with dysentery in
the spring have more brood in hive
Ans. Most of the members thought they
B. Kennedy, Sec.
did.
Winnebago Co., 111.
half,

Page b Lyon Mfg. Co.
NEW

operates two Sawmills that

LONDON, WIS.,

cut, annually, eight million feet of

curing' the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

lumber, thus se-

Bee^Keepers' Supplies,,,

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved "machinery for the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

this firm to furnish the

Send

for Circular and

:

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

:

F>K,ICE3S

OF-

'

:

Biiighaiii Perfect
Smoke Engine (largest smoker made^ -t-in.
I><tcti_tr
3^ in.
Conqueror
],ark:e

Plain
Little

Wonder (weiKht

3-in.
2}^-in.
2-in.
10 ounces)... 2-in.

Bee-Smokers

stove.
stove.
etove.
stove.
stove.
stove.

Uoney-Knife

Doz.
Uoz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.

$13.f)0;

"

l.lo
1.00
.90
.70
.60
.80

"
*'

"
*'

4.5(1;

"

6.oO;

all the new improvements. Before buying a
record and pedigree.

Bingham Smokers have
or Knife, l0"k up

its

ton UncappingKnife.

Cadoads
4' 9 s

of Bee-

aT^

Comb Foundation

am nearly 70 years old and can see and
walk as well as ever. I have been used to
bees all my life. I have some very fine bees.
I never keep over '20 colonies thru winter.
I had only one colony to die thru the winter,
one robbed in spring, and one queenless,
but I soon made the queenless one all right.
a colony with a laying
[ can always make
queen all right in a tew days. My bees are
always on the summer stands ail winter.
We had no honey last summer, but there is
lots of white clover this year, and the bees
are wild on it when there is a fine day, but
we have had a very stormy time so far.
Henry White,
Humboldt Co,, Iowa, June 30.
I

Motherwort.

Hives
Sections,
Shipping'-Cases,

Smoker

FIFTEEN YEAKS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror l.^ years. I was always pleased with its
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer, 1 write tor a circular. 1 do not think the 4 inch Smoke Engine too large.
'I'ruly,
W. H. Kagerty, Cuba. Kansas.
January 27, l>y7.
T. F. Bi:\CHA.n* Karwell, flHlii;£an.

Blndham & Hetbering-

Report from an Old Bee-Keeper.

each, by mall, $1.50

9.(>0;

6.50;
S.iW;
4.75;

,5
[

^^,,i

,if

I^T ^'^^" '''

^™

and EVERYTHING Used

1

i^

.?

.^

3

I
f3

M^m

the bee-iiidusiry. ^^ e w inithe u ime mil ulilies-i ol t;vt.'i\ bee-keeper
in America. We supplj' dealers as well as consumers.
We ha\e I)r\ Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000 feet of floor space, and all mc^dern appliances.
make prompt shipment. Write
for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.
INTER=STATE MFG. CO.. Hudson. St. Croix Co., Wis.
ill

We

Please mention Bee Journal -when writins.

send a plant specimen which

like

to

know

Macoupin

OUR MOTTO:

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

Secilons, StiiDDinQ-Gases and

the

name

of.

We

I would
have the

sweet clover here, both white and yellow,
and both in bloom, and the bees leave all
and go to this plant. There is plenty of
white clover here, but bees do not work on
it.
If what I send is a good honey-plant I
will send you some of the seed.
My bees became weak in the winter, but
John Craig.
bred up again.
Co..

111.,

June

14.

sent the plant specimen to our good
friend. Prof, C, L. Walton, one of the high
school teachers here in Chicago, who re-

[We

ports as follows:— Editor.]

The specimen plant sent

for identification

commonly known as motherwort. The
botanical name is Leonurus cardiaca. and

is

Be6-K6eD6rs' Supplies
We make a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.
The BASSWOOD in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledg-ed bv all to be
the best for making- the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young and
thrifty timber is used.
'Write for Illustrated Catalog-

and Price-Eist FREE.

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We

have the best equipt factory in the West. Capacity,
one carload a day; and carry the largest slock and greatest variety of everything^ needed in the apiary, assuring
BEST goods at the lowest prices, aud prompt shipment.
iiiustrated Cataiog-» 71? jyai^es* Frc^e,
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized
steel, all sizes,

2uAl3t

any form,

for all purposes. Price list free.

Address,
E. KRETCHMER, RED
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

C. L.

fWe might add

Marshfield flanufacturing Company,
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing

belongs to the great mint family. Nearly
the entire family was introduced from
Europe, and is proving a boon to bee-keepers on account of the excellent quality of
honey obtained from it by the bees.

OAK, IOWA.

Please Mention the Bee Jonrnal iJl^rSri";^

further, that

Walton.
if

any

of

our readers want to have plants or flowers
named, they can mail the specimens direct
to Prof. Walton, addressing him at 38153 N.
Ashland Ave., Ravenswood, Chicago, 111,
He will then reply to them thru the Bee
Journal.— Editor
]

Prospects for a Poor Season.

My
year,
little

bees have done just fairly well this
I have had several swarms and but
honey. The season bids fair to be an-

other very poor one in this locality, I am
a bee-keeper of some 30 years' experience,
aud the most of the time a subscriber to the
old American Bee Journal. I have read
I well remember
lots of books on bees.
reading many articles from different writers

June

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL-

29, 1899.

when the Bee Journal was edited by Samuel
Wagner. My old friend, James Parsons,
and I, used to take it together. 1 was young

B66-K66D6r'S

TI16

then, but now I am
years old, and my old
friend past away years ago. Our honey
plants and trees have also past away, so
much so that I can almost safely say that
this part of the country that used to be a
.").5

^ Guide ^
Manual

Or,

PROF. A,
460 Pages

good bee-country, has been transformed, by
the woodman's ax and the farmer's plow,
into a very poor one. I have 53 colonies of
I will
bees in good double-walled hives.
write an article for the Bee Journal on my
experience some time.- G. N. Stinebring.
Wayne Co., Ohio, June IS.

the Apiary,

of
BY

COOK,

J.
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1899 Edition 18th Thousand §1-25 postpaid.

^,OOQ Pounds

the r^iiarmitced capacity

complete, without

The Bee-Kkepeks'

No Honey-Flow
is

Journal.

to

Speak

of.

Bees are in fair condition. White clover
blooming, but no honey-flow to speak of.
Chas, D. Handel,
Carroll Co.,

New Subscribers.

Please mention Bee Journal \yhen -writing.

June

Ill,,

HONEY-GATHERERS.

Untested.

5C» cents each; Sb.Oi.i per dozen.
arrival and reasonable satisfaction.

Address,

nU
24A4t

have changed

with

no

my

colonies

location,

coming here

of bees last Saturday,

from Walworth County, on account of there
being no bee-pasture in my home field.
White clover with other clovers nearly all
winter-killed there.
Here the white and
Alsike clovers are abundant. Bee.s are booming on them now. Basswood will be out in
I. A. Travis.
about 20 days.
Wood Co., Wis.. June 20.

TWO

CHICA(;0, ILL.

Please mentiou

Bad Season for

Bee Journal when

Cases— everythiutr
J

.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus

Honey.
Being the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

Bee Journal very much.
It has been very dry here this spring,
having scarcely any rain for two months.
Bees are doing quite well.
Arthur L. Miller.
Windham Co., Vt., June 19.
I

like the

VAN DEVSEX,

J. A.

BaekwardoSeason.

Sole Manufacturer,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.

Please mention Bue jounid.1

when wriung.

Either 5-banded. (lolden or

QUEENS

from

IMPORTED

Italian
mothers, one each; or b for

A few tine breeders at S1.5i> each. Give me
a trial and let me surprise vou. Satisfaction or
no pay.
CH. H. THIES, Steeleville, 111.
26Atf Please mention the American Bee Journal.
$3.iht.

We

are having a very backward season

here so far, alfalfa is just beginning to
bloom, and it has been very dry for the past
Many that thought their
three months.
bees were in good condition lost heavily
thru April and May. I do not look for a
very prosperous year for the bee-keepers in

W. W.

this section.

Arapahoe

Moth

in

Co., Colo.,

June

v.uii:

Orders

Minnesota Bee-

THE TEMPER
have more (hait one
abont The Page.
an, Jiirtf.

HTiii': kkn(i-: (<>,..adki

—

Please mention Bee Journal -when "WTiting.

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

That covers

the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than auv other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

B66-K66D6rs' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Van Deiisenjrtim Foundation.
We
Thin

liave several 25-pouud boxes of VanDeusea
P'lat-liottom Comb Foundation for sale at

This Foundation is preferred by
many. We have only a few boxes of it at our
Chicago Branch, so an order for satne should be

$12.50 per box.

sent promptly.

THE

Address.

A.

I.

ROOT

CO.,

CHICAi,0.

118 Michisfau Street,

19.

used by beepromptly.

filled

for Catalot»-.

makes him valnable— the average of

wovKN

J8®"IF

Whii'I'le.

Empty Combs- Other

Send

faculties.
Wire fence should
stroni: point. Ask the jndL-^es

Bees Doing Well.
COfflB FOUNDATION
Has no Sag in Hrood-Frames.

keepers.

Keepers' Supply Mfg. Co.. Nicollet
Klaiid. Minneapolis. Minn. ISAtf
Please mention Bee Journa.1 when writing.

of a horse

writing.

PATENT WIRED

FOREHAND,

J.

IT'S

Bees.

I have had 10 swarms this year, and a
very little honey. Our last frost was on
June 3. and it killed everything. This is a
bad season for bees. Lawrence Bkotles.
Socorro Co., N. Mex.. June 7.

S

BRIGGS. Marion, Mass.

Safe-

FORT DEPOSIT. ALA.

\

'™™ Imported stock.
kj UntestedTto cts. each.

1

T. N.

W.

24E><t

15.

Bees Booming on Clovers.
I

YOU

^^ 1 1 r> I
i.XKA.Kj\JX\Jl

Queens

Italian

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
llx Micliii.'-aii St..

free catalogue and prit.es.
WheelCo. Box 16, Quincy.IlI.

Imi-

Elecric

Bkk-Hives, SECTroixs, Shipping-

is made to tkesent subscribers only, and no premium is also given to
the two NEW subscribers— simply the Bee Journal for one year:
Send us two new subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with S2.00;,and we will mail you a copy
of Prof. Cook's book FREE as a premium.
Prof. Cook-'sbook alone sent for Sl-25, or we club
it with the Bee Journal for aj'ear
both for only
$1.75.
But surely anybody can get only
new subscribers to the Bee Journal for a year,
and thus get the book as a premium. Let every
body try for it. Will
have one?

—

May,

Reared bv the Doolittle method from the BEST'

This 16th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's
magnificent book of 400 pages, in neat and substantial cloth binding, we propose to give away
to our present subscribers, for the work of getting NEW subscribers for the American Bee

Given tor TWO
"The following offer

ult^^nn,

oM

Si'Tiii

in

hut only ordinary in June— too wet sometimes, too awfully hot sometimes, and too
cool the past week. I have some honey
harvested, nice and white, and very thick.
L. A. Hammond.
Washington Co.. Md., June 20.

Guide.

tin,--

tiie.--, etc,
Ithasanjrle steel hounds front and
rear. It's low down and easy toload.
I *ne man can load it;
saves an extra
liantl in hijulineroorn fodfier. euv A
pair nf the.se wheels \\ill make a
new waeron ont o( yonr
one.

Chang-eable Weather.
The honey-flow was very good

description of the book here is quite unnecessary—it is simply the most complete scientific
and practical bee-book publisht to-day. Fully
illustrated, and all written in the most fascinating style. The author is also too well-known to
the whole bee-world to require any introduction.
No bee-keeper is fullv equipt, or his library

i"

;r.ta^,';_'tM-

-16tli

A

<

equipped with

It is

ELECTRia STEEL WHEELS
th
iival bixjkcs, bioad

ILI^.

Notes.

from the collar with
my darning-needle — a woman's weapon. I
was not mending hose, but looking over
I've just returned

i|

Bee= Supplies. ^
Goods
^Root's

at Root's Prices.

PouDER's Honey-Jars and everything used by bee-keepers. Prompt
Service— low freight

rate.

Catalog

free.

^
'^
:^^

WALTER

S.

POUDER,

512 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

^

^^
^.
^^

>.
^'
^;

writing.

combs

in hives stored there,

searching for

The
something I did not want to find.
hives had been cleaned, and combs scraped
of everything offensive, and put there to
remain until there were swarms to occupy
them. The eggs of the bee-moth develop
very slowly in a cool cellar, and I look them
over every week or 10 days, and pick out
all the grubs 1 find, never allowing one to
mature, to lay more eggs. To day I found
one encased in a cocoon, and about half a
dozen grubs in a score of hives. I look them
over until all the moth-eggs have hatcht,
and as no miller can gain access to them
they will be safe from their ravages during
the summer.
I had expected swarms to put into these

ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn

Belt." a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt.
209

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

:
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Mr. Kipling Cured
By

the inhalation of Oxyiren. the
specific cure for all lung troubles.
For special information re^rard-

The Oxygen Tkeatment,

iug-

Address,
DR. PEIRO,
Central Music Hall, Chicago.

BEE-KEEPERS
«/.

Let
pag-e

!

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

AT. *7en7i:ins» ll'etuinp7*:a. j\ta.

If

Wool

and

Jtlarkets

Send us vour order. We
fill
by RETURN
MAIL, with the best of

WHEN YOU WANT

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisbt in the United Stales.

Slieep

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first. foremost and all the time.
Write to-day.

SHEEP, CHICAGO. ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writins.

will

..QUEENS..

i't

larg:e
yellow
Queens, healthy and prolific, workers trentle and
the best of honey-gatherers. Tested Queens,
SI. 00 each; Untested, 75c; SS.OO per dozen.
Send
for our price-list, and see what others say.

Are yuu interested?

WOOL MARKETS AND

J,

W,

K.

LOREAUVILLE

Italians,

SHAW
Iberia

L CO.,
Parish, LOUISIANA

Please mention the Bee Journal.

»2A(jt

'
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hives, but we've had none as yet. Som
hives had their porticoes packt tuU of be
I noticed lately that drones were driv
out. and I stopt watching for swarms.
Spider-lilies are usually favorites with
the bees, but tho blooming beautifully, not
a bee visits them in the early morning, as
of yore. I noticed lately a field of Alsike
clover full of bloom, and the sun shining
warm, but not a bee in sight. White clover
is blooming, but I've lookt in vain to see a

their good qualities. Whenever honey is
to be gathered, they store large quantities
of a fine product.
It does not have to seek
a market, but bu3'ers come for it, saying,
" I can't find any so nice in the city of

Chicago."
In the report of the Chicago Bee-Keepers'
convention, in Mrs. Stow's paper on comb
honey, she says in reference to hives:

"You would probably call them out-ofdate, but rather than make kindling wood
of them, and give my good husband the
further expense of buying more, I still use
them."

Has not Mrs. Stow got her industrious
workers, and money to their credit, to buy
hives ? I heard Mr. Stow say at one of the
sessions of the Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
Society, " as he had employment in the
city, it was possible for his wife to keep
bees!" Do their bees have justice ?

><»• HV ^<t»>

BIGGL
A

Mrs. L. Harrison.
Peoria Co..

Farm Library

value— Practical.
Concise and Compreliensive— Hand-

By JACOB BIQGLE

o

All about Horses— a Common-Sense Treatise, with over
74 illustrations ; a standard work. Price. 50 Cents

2— BIQQLE BERRY BOOK

O
o

3— BIGQLE POULTRY BOOK
the best Poultry Book in existence:
tells everything
with23 colored life-like reproductions
of all the principal breeds; with 103 other iUustralionc.
Price. 50 Cents.
All about Poultry

;

;

No.

Prospects for a honey crop are very poor
here.
White clover is all frozen out. 1 lost
half of my bees, and some lost nearly all.
I kept them in winter where I had them for
years and always with a small loss.
Thomas O. Hines.
Jones Co., Iowa, June 20.

Bees Can Hardly Live.
The American Bee Journal was a great
help to me last year in selling my honey
crop. It is very dry here, and bees can
hardly get a living.

4— BiGGLE COW BOOK

Addison

All about Cows and the Dairy Business ; having a grea
sale, contains 8 colored life-like reproductions of eacr.
breed, with 132 other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents.

No.

f
O

The BIQGLE BOOKS are uuique.original.useful— you never
saw anything like them— so practical, so sensible They
ore having an enormous sale — East West, North and
South. Every one who keeps a Horse, Cow, Hog or
Chicken, or grows Small Fruits, ought to send right
away for the BIQGLE BOOKS. The

O

FARM JOURNAL
your paper, made

for

you and not a

misfit.

It is 22

n
H

years

old. it is the great boiled-down, hit-the-nail-on-the-head,—
quit-after-you-have-said-it. Farm and Household paper in
the world— the biggest paper of its size in the United States
of America— having over a million and a-half regular readers.

Any ONE
S

YEARS

of the

BIGGLE BOOKS, and

(remainder of

to arv address
Sample of

I

r

i^qq, iqoo, iqoi, 2902

A DOLLAR BILL.

the

and

FARM JOURNAL

1903) will

be sent by mail

FARM JOURNAL and circular describing BIGGLE BOOKS free.

WTLMER ATKINSON,
CHAS

F.

Address,

JENKINS.

Philadelphia

1

The Farm Journal and the Bee Journal.
Offer No.

2,

Offer No,

3,

club the Bee Journal for one year and the Moiiilil\- Farm Journal for five
(as abovej all for ?1.4<i; the Farm Journal alone is 50 ceuts a year.
us
Send
new subscriber for the Bee Journal for a year (at $1.00, and we will
order the Farm Journal for you for 5 years as a premium.
Or. send
new subscribers for the Bee Journal for the balance of this year at
60 ceuts each, and we will order the Farm Journal for you for 5 years as a premium.

years

ONE

TWO

Beter apply soon, as we have only a limited number
tions to o Ten

of 5-year

FARM JOURNAL

subscrip-

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &

Clark.

What little clover did not freeze is coming
into bloom, and the bees are working on it,
but I don't think there will be enough clover
But
in this locality to make a honey crop.
this overproduction of rain that we have
had this spring has started up a good, thick
crop of biackbart weeds, and lots of the low
land has been too wet to plow, which will
probably be sowed to buckwheat, which almost always yields nectar. Blue vervain
and goldenrod are plentiful along the public
highways, which are good honey-plants. I
am getting sweet clover started all along
the roadside, which I think is a very good
honey-plant, and much healthier than ragweeds, which I don't think yield much
honey. Sweet clever will adapt itself to a
variety of soils; it should be sowed two
years in succession, then you will have one
crop of clover coming into bloom every
year.
I have had but one natural swarm.
I have I'm colonies in fine condiand expect some more swarms soon.
I run my apiary for extracted honey, and
think it pays best in a locality where we get
just a short honey How in the fall, like we
had last fall. Of course, what is best for me
may not be best tor somebody else. Almost
everybody buys syrup and pays 40 cents a
gallon. Now it we bee-keepers can furnish
them a genuine article of extracted honey
at somewhere near the price they have to
pay for syrup, they will always take honey.
Every bee-keeper ought to try to get his

tion,

We will

1,

I.

19.

have had a fine spring for bees here,
and they have been busy working up to
about two weeks ago, when it began to
rain, and since then they have been hanging out and have not been doing much.

So far

M.

J.

June

We

At present

Offer

Co., Vt.,

Too Much Rain for Bees.

5— BIGGLB SWINE BOOK
Just out. All about Hogs— Breeding, Feeding, Butchery, Diseases, etc. Contains over 80 beautiful haiitones and other engravings. Price, 50 Cents.

Is

10.

—

All about growing Small Fruits read and leam now;
contains 43 colored life-like reproduct ions of all le.-i dins
varieties and loo other ilUistrations. Price, 50 Cents.

No.

June

Poof Prospects for Honey.

1— BIGGLE HORSE BOOK

No.

111..

of unequalled

Up-to-date,
somely Printed and Beautifully Illustrated,

No.

29, 1899.

bee working upon it.
Mrs. Stow's bees (see page 358) should
have a day in court. I can bear witness to

me send vou mv 64Catalog for '1899.

FREE FOK A MONTH

June

CO., 118 Michlgau St., Chicago,

111.

—
June

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

29, 1899.

neighbors to eat honey. All children, as a
general rule, are fond of sweets, and I think
honey is one of God's purest sweets. I have
kept bees for eight years, and have never
sbipt a pound of honey. Last year I sold
something over 400 gallons right at home,
and I could have sold that much more. I
am askt pretty nearly every day if I have
some more honey to sell yet, and almost always the person will say, '' When you get

some honey

let

know."

us

think it pays better to sell honey to the
neighbors, if we can realize as much out of
it as we could by sending it to some distant
market.
About 35 percent of the bees died in this
neighborhood. I have been out gathering
up old combs where bees have died. Farmers as a general rule do not know the value
of old combs, and are glad to get the
hives cleaned up for the combs.
I

Henry

Co.,

111.,

June

2T.

Jacob Wibth.

415

Bee- Books

>; >ti >li i!^. :«Ji *!<.

J

George W. York

& Go. 118 AMch. St. Ghicago.
Thomas

G. Newcontains 160 pa^es,
of the
style
hig-hest
printed
in
the
beautifullv
Price, in
art, aud bound in clo(h, g-old-lettered.
cents.
cents;
in
paper,
50
cloth, 75

and

Profit, by
man.— It is nicely illustrated,

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadani.— This classic in bee-culture has been
entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated. It
treats of everythiut,'- relating to bees aud beekeeping. No apiarian library is complete without this standard work by Rev. L. L. Langstroth— the Father of American Bee-Culture. It
has 520 pages, bound in cloth. Price, SI. 25.
Bee=Keepers' Guide, or Manual of the Apiary,
J. Cook, of the Michigan Agricultural ColK^ge.— This b"ok is not only instructive
aud helpful as a guide in bee-keeping, but is

Chicago, June
marlcet

e.Kcept

We

any comb lionev on the
buckwheat and other dark

l'>.— Not

new crop to start in at
about 13c for best y-rades of white; li^ht ambers
and off white Uim 12c. E.xtracted selling- at 3ig>Tc
for ambers, and oi'iSc for white, accordingr to
<iuality, color and package.
Beeswax steadv at
3titei27c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
frrades.

look for

New

York, June 9.— Demand jrood for extr,acted honey, all kinds, and same finds ready
sale at the following prices; Fancy, "fVi'T^c;
choice, 6tai(>',^c; fair, 58(a'6c; common, 576 oOc per
gallon. Some demand for comb honey at from
llMUc for white, and ValDc for amber. No more
demand for dark. Beeswa.t dull at from 23(a'27c
per pound, according to qualit.y.

HiLDRETH & SegELKEN.

bv Prof. A.

Too Much Rain.
Bees are doing rather poorly owing to
the excessive rains we are having. I have
107 colonies, which are almost without
stores, and will have to be fed soon if the
rainy weather continues. The sweet clover
here will be in bloom in about a week
J. F.

Cuming

Co., Nebr.,

June

ROSENFIELD.

lit.

interesting and lh..roly practical and scienIt contains a full delineation of the anatof bees. 460 pages, bound
Price, 51.25.
in cloth and fully illustrated.

tific.

omy and physioldgv

Queen = Rearing, as Practically ApM. Donlitile.— A method by which
the very best of queen-bees are reared in perBound in cloth
fect accord with Nature's way.
Scientific
plied, by G.

and

illustrated.

—

Texas. The Central Texas Bee-Keepers' Associalioa will meet at Milano, Te.K., Julv 2i> and
21, 1899. All are cordially invited to attend.
H. H. Hyde, Asst. Sec. and Treas.
Hutto, Te.xas.

Advanced Bee=Cu!ture» Its Methods and Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson.— The author of
this worlv is a practical and entertaining writer.
You should read his book; 90 pages, bound in
paper, and illustrated. Price, SO cents.
Rational Bee=Keeping, by Dr. John Dzierzon.

—This

CTS
EACH— 3 FOB $2.00.
Tested SI.OO each.
Untested Italian,

Queens

Satist,-XCtit)tl

7

Gl'AKANTEKD.

BENDER,
CANTON', OHIO.

Adihe
Address,
THEO.

Catalog,' free.
Cataloj;
Iree.

SAtf

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

BEE^SUPPLIECif
f

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

4 Langstroth Hives and everything"
pertaining" to same.

I — in

fact everything used by beekeepers. Send for our Catalog".

f

^14*.

V^BBER,

is

a imnslatiou of his latest German
It has 350 pages, bound in

book on bee-culture.
paper covers, Sl.W-

Biencn^Kultur, by Thos. G Newman.— This
a <^iernian translation of the principal portion
of the book called *' Bees and Honey." KKJ-page
pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.
is

Bienenzucht und Honiggewinnung, nach der
neuesten methode (tVermau) by J. F. Eggers.
This book gives the latest and most approved
methods of bee-keeping in an easy, comprehensive style, with illustrations to suit the subject.
50 pages, board cover.
Price, 50 cents.

Bee-Keeping for Beginners, by Dr. J. P. H.
Brown, of Georgia.— A practical and condenst
treatise on the honey-bee, g^iviug the best modes
of management iu order to secure the most
profit. 110 pages, bound in paper. Price, 50 cts.

Muth Jars.Muth Honey Extractor

C. H. WZ.

Bee-Keeping for

Profit,

— Revised and enlarged.

by Dr. G. L. Tinker.
It details

Price, 25 cents.

Apiary Register, by Thomas G. Newman.^
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding. Price, for 5u colonies, SI.OO;
nies, $1.25.

Honey and Beeswax Wanted,

McEvoy Treatment and

Dr. Howard's

ISAtf

Please meutiou the Bee Journal.

CHAS.

F.

MUTH &

SON.

wish to announce Id rav friends and patrons
I have this day sold to C. H. W. WEBER,
of Cincinnati, ray Honey and Bee-Keepers' SupI

that

ply business, known for the past 38 years as
Chas. F. Muth & Son. Mr. Weber will continue to push the Lan<rstroth hive and everything- pertaining' to same; besides, he has secured the ag'ency for Mr. Root's <;!-uods, and will
sell them at his prices. I beg- the customers of
the old house, to whom I wish to extend my
thanUs, to continue their patrona^-e with Mr.
Weber, by whom I am sure they will be accorded
iair and honest treatment.
Mrs. Anxie Muth [Widow.)
Cincinnati. Ohio, April 7, lX'i'>.
15Atf
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

BEAUTY
BY RETDRS MAIL GOLDEN
ITALIAN' QUEENS

— reared front

Impokted Motheks.

50 cents; Tested,

Untested,

Jl.LiO.

TERRflL BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Go. Tex
Please meutiou the Bee Journal.

the author's

new system, or how to get the largest yields of
comb or extracted honey." 80 pages, illustrated.
*'

Central Ave., CIN'CIXNATI, OHIO,
Successor to
F. Muth & Son and A. Muth.

Chas

18Atf

Price, $1.00.

A B C of Bee=Culture, by A. I. Root.— A cyclopaedia of 4U0 pages, describing- everything pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. Contains
300 engravings. It was written especially for
beginners. Bound iu cloth. Price, $1.20.

Couventlou Notice.

Fr.^ncisco, June 14.— White comb, 10#
10;jc; amber, TiiW'Jc. E.\;tracted, white, 7Ji@

amber, 6l2(a'7c. Beeswax, 26!^^27c.
.Market is lirni. with verv little now otferin",
either new or old. This y'ear'.s crop of CalifoTuia honey is liirht. and there is nothing- to warrant anticipatini; low prices the current season.
"/2C: liyrht

K.iNS.iS CiT V, J une 22.— New white No. 1 con- b
No. 1 amber, 14c. New white extracted, tc;
S'ic; dark, 4>^@,Sc. Beeswax. 2')(n J-i.-.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

15c;

amber,

Clevel-i.nd, March 9.— Faucv white, 13(S'14c;
No. 1 white, 12'"' 13c; A No. 1 am'ber, lOI&llc; No.
2 amber, 9m lijc; buckwheat, 8c.
Extracted,
white, 7c; aniber,

(jc;

buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams

&

Co.

Boston. Mar 17.— Fancy white, 12!<(SH3c; A
No. 1, llte'12c; No. 1, 10c; light amber, 9c: buckwheat. Sc. Extracted Florida, white. 7"^(a8c:
light amber, i,W(a7c. Beeswax, 27(f!'28c.
The demand for both comb aud extracted
honey has settled down to the usual small proportions of summer, and prices quoted would be
shaded some, too, as stocks are a little heavier
than is liked at this season of the year.

Blake, Scott & Lee.
Buffalo, May 5.— The season for honey is
clo-sed.
Some extra fancy white would
sell at llig 12c; some very poor selling at 6rai7c,
and dull. No more business in honey before the

about

opening of the ensuing season.

Batterson & Co.

Omaha, June 2.— A few little lots of new honey
from Texas have made their appearance on the
market. The stock was put up bv inexperienced people and only sold at moderate prices.
Extracted of fairly good flavor brought 5^^to(>c.
Comb honey put up in bll-gallon cans and "filled
with extracted sold at 6!<c. This is a most undesirable way of packing comb honey. Trade
does not care for it.
Peyck'e Bros.
Detroit. April 10.— Fancy white, 12c; No. 1,
lOe-llc; dark and amber, 8(S 9c. Extracted iu
fair demand without change in price. Beeswax,
23(0126 «.

Decreasing demand and the attempt to crowd
down pricesjon comb honey.
M. H. Hunt.

sales have forced

Book on Foul Brood.— Gives the

Pierce.— Result ui

reviews

the
b3'

25 years' experience.

experi-

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Origin, Development and Cure. Price, 10 cents.
Capons and Caponizing, by Dr. Sawyer, Fanny
Field, and others.— Illustrated. All about caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most

money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 20c.
Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the Poultry
Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by Fanny
Field. —Everything about Poultry Diseases
their Cure. t)4 pages. Price, 20 cents.

and

Poultry for Market and Poultry for Profit, by
Fanny Field. — Tells everything about Poultry
64 pages.

•THIS^

G. R.
3o cts.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R. Cheshire.— Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts.

Price, 20 ceuts.

York's Honey Almanac

is a neat little 24-page
pamphlet especially gotten up with a view to

creating- a demand for honey. A very effective
helper in working up a home market for honey.
Prices:
sample for a stamp; 25 copies for 40c;
50 for 60c; 100 for $1.00; 250 forS2.25; ^HJfor $4.(J0
For 25 cents extra we will print your name and
address on the front page, when ordering 100 gr
more copies at these prices.

A

San

for 100 colo-

ments of others. Price, 25 cents.
Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping,

Business.

|

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Bees and Honey, or Manag-ement of an Apiary

for Pleasure

AND BEESWAX

ttON&y

SENT POSTPAID BY

>ti >Ji >te. >!i >ti >li ititi.

^1

Wood Biudw
will hold

of the
anil

30

one year's numbers
Amekicam Bee Journal

will be sent

ceut!.i.

by mail for
Full directions

aoeompaay each Binder. The
issues of the Jouksal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for reference in book form.
By paying for a year's subscription STlUCTLr IN AOVANCE
this Binder will be sent, postpaid, for 10 ceuts extra.

ADDKESS,

« KO. ^V. YORK & CO.
US

Mich.

St.,

Chicago,

111.

—

:

•
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OrderEarly
There are indications that the demand for
SUPPLIES wiTl be very larpe this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible.

We

have

largre

manufacturing'

for

facilities

all

kinds of

And

will serve our

29, 1899.

22ii(l

Dadant's Foundation,

Year

Why

does

satisfaction.

has always given better

it

satis-

more can anvbodv do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS.No SAQOINQ, No
LOSS.

iVhat

faction than any other.

22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Because

customers as quickly

fa!

We guarantee

it sell

so well?
Because

Bee-Keepers' SiiDPlle§,

June

in

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

as possible.

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made^
1899 Catalog ready Feb.

can Bee-Keeper

Copy

1.

of the

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,

Ameri-

The

Address

(20 pag"es' free.

W.

T116

T. Falconer M!q. Go.

JAMESTOWN,

B. Lewis

Portland Seed Co
E. T. Abbott

N. Y.

Please mention Bee Joiirnal -when

-writing;.

L. C.

-Woodman

Nysewailder
Inter-State Mfg. Co
Reynolds Elevator Co

J.

^

We make the New

jliampion Gtiatt-Hlve

Sheboygan, Wis.

^

W

^^^r

Mo.
\'x.

Minn.

St. Cloud,

Pierce Seed and Produce Co
F. Foulger & Sons
Des Moines Iowa
R. H. Schmidt & Co
Hudson, "Wis.
Vickery Bros
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
C. H. W. -W'eber
The L. A. Watkins Mer^chandise Co., Denver, Colo.

Pueblo, Colo.

Ogden, Utah.
Sheboygan, -Wis.
Evansville. Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Price, $1.25,

bj'

The

Classic in Bee-Culture

—

mail.

Beeswax Wanted ^^^^^^^^^
at all times.

chas. dadantc& son,
tiamilton,

Please mention Bee Journal ^vhen w^riting

Hancock Co.^

III.

Comb Foundation

^Wt

L

-writing.

QUEEINSS
Smokers, Sections.

^fc^

1

when

Hill.

Middlebury,

Kno.xville, Iowa.

J. -\V. Bittenbender
J. L. Gray

Langstroth on the Honev-Bee, Revised.

SUPPLIES.
Please mention Bee Journal

sell

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

with fence and' plain sections, and a
full line of other

A postal sent us with your name for
a Catalog" will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

High

J.

"Portland, Oregon.
St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

We

:

Nebel& Son
G. W. Fassett

Watertown, -(Vis.
Red Oak, lo-n-a.
."Wetumpka. Ala.

Co
E. Kretchmer
J. M. Jenkins
("r.

the best Veils, cotton or silk.
follofring dealers handle our Foundation

.^ii'l

nil

AplarisD

Supplies

rht-ap.
Sfiid for
I- LA.NAtiA.N, BelleTllIp, IK-

K. T.
niL-iiin

1

Ulf liCC Juu

iial.

^^trr

THE

A. I. ROOT CO'S GOODS
Including their discounts for goods wanted for
use another season. It will pay you to send me
list of goods wanted.
Cash for Beeswax.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

Special Siinimer

ofShor

>Scliool
'

For the benefit of Teachers, Students,
and others.
Six Weeks' Course for only $15.00
beginning- Monday, July 10.
Send for Catalog-.

Eclectic Stiortband College,
Headquarters of the Cross Eclectic System,

518 A»iilun«l Hlock.
39Aly

<;I1I(;A4»4>.

Suppli^es,Td"ress

Higginsville,

CO*,

To

Journal

Bee-Men of

^
^m^

the^'East,

werethinking^ofthe2SHIPPiNG=C/ASES
-^'ou

need for your crop of honey.

QUEENS.

WE GUARANTEE

DOOLITTLE...
concluded to sell
QUEENS in theirseason
Untested Queen .f 1.00
Untested Queens.. 4.50
12 Untested Queens S.OO
1 Tested Queen .... 1.50
3 Tested Queens
3.50
1 select tested queen 2.00
"
" Queens 4.00
Tested Queen,
previous season's rearSelect

best, $5. IX).

About

ing, S3; Extra Selected,
for breeding, the very
pound
of IJees in a 2-franie
a

Nucleus, with any Queen. S2.00 e-xtra.
Circular free, giving full particulars regardAddress,
ing each class of Queens.

Q. M.

Catalog

I.

J.

free'

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.
Tlease mention Bee Journal when -writing

f
:

"

larjre b^tock, of several kinds,

we can

and the prices are

ri^'ht.

you out, as we are bottom on Cartons.
Send for a sample and prices, any^-ay.
[Tested Italian, $1.00 each; 3 for $2.50. These are ALL
YELLOW and their bees are " hustlers."
If so,

fit

SATISFACTION.

describing our full line of

STRINGHAM,

APIARIAN SUPPLIES.

105 Park Place,

New York, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

.

3

have a

^

you use

has

1

\\'e

Perhaps ,f' A pnTOlV
V-ZAlv 1 \Jiy»J»

that

durinjr 18M, at the followinf.^ prices

Omaha, Neb.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

say to the readers of

ihe Bi-:e

Mo.

S. 13th St.,

1730

,o, Broadway, E.St.Lou,s.llB

Please mentitm the Bee Journal.

I ARISE

l]A26t

LEAHY MFC

24 cents 'Cash
paid for Beeswax.
.^^^

•s.

ceipt.

wax

Now,

ifjyou

i\^--;rr,7

PROMPTLY, send us your Bee.swax.
D Address as follows, very plainly,

want the

not taken at||anyjprice.

This is a gfood time
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Mr. Harbison then continues the account as follows

:

MR. HARBISON'S EARLY EXPERIENCE.

First Introduction of

Honey-Bees into California

— Extravagant Prices Paid for Bees
and Honey.
BY

J.

M.

HAMBAUGH.

AM

indebted to our old pioneer bee-keeper, Mr. J. S.
Harbison, for the information herein given, as gleaned
from his valuable work, entitled, " The Bee-Keepers'
Director}',"' publisht in the j-ear 1861.
Mr. Harbison is still
living, and is a highly respected citizen of a citj- in San

I

Diego Count}-.

The following letter from one of the earliest and most
successful apiarists of this State, contains an authentic
account of the introduction of the first bees into California,
as well as the success attending their tirst five years' cultivation in San Jose valley

In the fall of 1855 1 sent East and had one colony of
bees brought out. which arrived in Sacramento, Feb. 1,
1856.
Tho most of the bees had died or escaped from the
hive during the passage, enough remained to prove that by
careful handling they could be imported with little loss, and
that they would increase and store large quantities of honey
when here. I left San Francisco. May 5, 1857, on board the
ship " Golden Gate," on my way East, for the purpose of
preparing a stock of bees for shipping to California. Sixtyseven colonies were prepared from my own apiaries, situated in Lawrence Co.. Pa. They were taken to New York
and shipt on board the steamer " Northern Light." which
sailed from that port Nov. 5, bound for Aspinwall.
The bees were put on board in good order, were placed
on the hurricane deck, kept well shaded and ventilated, and
arrived at the latter port on the 15th of the same month
being 10 days from port to port. Having arrived at Aspin'wall in the forenoon, and ascertained that no passeno-ers
or freight would be sent forward before the next morning

:

AN OLD LETTER
Mr.

ON"

EARLY CALIFORNL\ BEE-KEEPING.
San Jose, Jan. 11, 1860.

J. S. Harbison—
Dear Sir — Yours

:
of the 26th of December propounding
certain inquiries, has been received.
The first bees were imported into California in March,
1853.
Mr. Shelton purchast a lot consisting of 12 colonies.

me unknown, at Aspinwall. The party
New York became disgusted with the experiment,

of some person to

who

left

and returned. All of the hives contained bees when landed
in San Francisco, but finally dwindled down to one.
Thev
were broug-ht to San Jose, and threw off three swarms the
season. Mr. Shelton was killed soon after his arrival,
by the explosion of the ill-fated "Jenny Lind."
In December two of the colonies were sold at auction to
settle up his estate, and were bought by Major James W.
Patrick, at $105 and $110, respectively.
Mr. Wm. Buck imported the second lot in November.
1855.
He left New York with 36 colonies, and saved 18. I

first

purchast a half interest in them. I also, in the fall of 1854.
bought one colony of Major Patrick, from which I had an
increase of two. Mr. Buck returned East immediately, and
arrived in February, 1856, with 42 colonies, of which he
saved but seven. Our increase in 1856, from the 28 colonies,
was 73. We also had about 400 pounds of honey in boxes,
which we sold at from $1.50 to $2.00 per pound.
Mr. Wm. Briggs, of San Jose, brought out, in the
spring of 1856, one colony, from which he had an increase
of seven or eight swarms the following summer.
The above were the only importations I know of pri. .r
to the year (spring) 185", which covers the ground of your
inquiries. There are in our county at this time about 1,000
Very respectfully,
colonies.
F. G. ApplETon.

3Tr. J. S. Harbison.

obtained permission to open the hives on the company's
grounds, and let the bees fly during that evening, which
greatly relieved them, and contributed to their health during the remainder of the voyage. The hives were closed
up, and placed on board the cars, crost safely to Panama,
and reshipt on board the steamer "Sonora," and sailed
from that port on the evening of the 16th, bound for San
Francisco, where she arrived on the evening of the 30th.
The bees had ample stores within their hives before
they were started to last them thru their long journey. I
neither watered nor gave them additional food during the
I

;
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Durtrip, except what they obtained at Aspinwall.
ing each clay's confinement the bees labored incessantly to
gain their liberty, but as soon as it was dark they ahva_vs
became quiet, and remained so during the night.
At San Francisco the bees were transferred from the
" Sonora " to the steamer •' New World," and landed in
Sacramento on the morning of Dec. 2, 1857, thus terminating a journey of 5,900 miles, which was at that time the
longest distance that bees had been known to be transported on one continuous voj-age.
On opening the hives I found that considerable numbers of bees had died in each, and that in five all were dead.
Some hives were found to contain so few bees that they
were united with other weak colonies, till the number was
reduced to SO. The stock was still farther reduced by sale,
so that 34 colonies of bees remained on the first of April.
These were increast to 120, most of which were sold in the

whole

summer and

fall of that year.

Again on the steamer, Sept.

returned East

20, 1858, I

for the purpose of transporting another stock, which had
been prepared for that purpose during the previous summer. On Dec. 6, in company with my brother, W. C. Harbison, I sailed from New York with 114 colonies, and arrived at Sacramento Jan. 1, 1859, with 103 living. Of this
importation 68 were from Centralia, 111.; the remaining 46
were from Lawrence Co., Pa.
Owing to the lateness of the season of shipping, and
unfavorable weather during the first three weeks after our
arrival, we were only able to save 62 out of the whole number these, together, with six good colonies remaining from
the previous year, we increast to 420 colonies, including the
68 old ones 300 of them filled standard hives, and the remainder averaged half full. The increase was all made on
the artificial principle (as laid down in this work).
:

;

Of the modes of importing bees to California, the most
novel was that of Mr. J. Gridley, who brought four colonies
across the plains from Michigan, placed in the rear end of
a spring wagon. He arrived with them in Sacramento on
Aug. 3, 1859, in good condition. His plan was to feed them,
and in addition stop occasionally in the afternoon and
allow the bees to fly out and work till dark, when they were
closed up, to resume their journey early on the following
morning. This was repeated from time to time, as they reJ. S. Harbison.
quired their liberty.
Mr. Harbison gives authentic records of other importations that soon followed, several instances are recorded of
failures, and the introduction oi/oul brood, which made bad
work for the early-day apiarists.
San Diego Co., Calif.

Foul Brood, Careless Bee-Keeping-, and Other
Matters.
BY MRS.

EMMA WOODMANSEE.

WE

read in nearly every bee-paper we pick up articles
on foul brood, size of hive, wintering, amount of
stores required, transferring, and a number of other
things that sometimes seem monotonous; but I have just
had a little experience that has taken the conceit all out of
me, and in the future I am perfectly willing to read evervthing that can be written on any of these subjects.
A neighbor of ours bought about 100 colonies of bees
he lost quite
late last fall without investigating them
heavily during the winter, and was suspicious of the cause.
So he called in the services of the county bee-inspector, and
as we are very much interested in bees, and being desirous
to learn all we could, we donned our veils and went over to
watch the operations of the inspector on about 100 colonies.
We first discovered that our own bees were getting supplies from some source, but as the spring- is very late here
we were at a loss to know where it came from. The^- were
also working on bran or meal, as they came in loaded and
white as millers.
When we got there we found about 20 hives sitting
about or piled up, from which the bees had died, and millions of bees were trying to clean up those frames, while in
the barnyard was a covered bin where chop or bran had
been kept, and there was probably two or three bushels of
!

meal still there. The inspector lifted the loose cover to
show us, and such a sight I never saw — such a mass of
squirming activity, rolling and tumbling till they were
white all over, and I said, " No wonder our bees are bringing
in supplies."

In looking thru this apiary, he found four colonies that
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were slightly affected with foul brood, but with a good
chance to scatter it over the whole neighborhood, as a good
many people in this part of the city keep a few colonies in
their back yards.

am

say that the inspector was very careful in
colonies, not to leave anything that could possibly be carried oif by other bees. He
was also careful to impress upon us all the great importance in cleansing the hands of the operator, and all knives
and other tools used about the infected colony before opening the next hive.
But I must also add right here, that I have visited the
place again since then, and I find that the owner is decidedly careless, and does not even now seem to realize the
fatality of the disease, as there are old combs, wax, honej-,
hives and frames scattered everywhere, as he said, " for the
bees to clean up." Truly, we feel alarmed as we are very
much attacht to our bees, and dread the disease.
In reg-ard to hives
There was a good opportunity to
draw comparisons, as he has at least a dozen different sizes
and makes. We noticed especially that all his colonies in
8-frame Langstroth hives were very weak, both in supplies
and bees those in 10 frames, and some in 11, were much
better and those in the very deep frames with closed ends
were very strong for the 11th of April, both in bees and
honey, some having solid frames of honey and an abundance along the top-bars. Some of these strong colonies
had drones hatcht and crawling over the frames these
large hives contained 10 and 12 frames, at least 13 or 14
inches deep. Two colonies in sectional hives with small
frames in each section were very weak.
We especially noticed that the colonies on 10 and 12 deep
frames were the strongest, and had wintered best. All
these colonies were in single-walled hives, and wintered on
the summer stands without any protection, and even the
piece of muslin, or burlap, that had been laid over the
frames didn't cover more than two-thirds of the frames, and
this in some of the strongest colonies.
We found only two
or three frames with mold on them, possibly because they
had plenty of upward ventilation.
Now, after all that we have read in the American Bee
Journal and other papers about the size of hive, amount of
supplies, ventilation, depth of brood- frames, etc., we find
that the best way to decide is to see what success people
have with a number of different ones side by side. Our own
bees are all in 8-frame dovetailed hives, but we have decided
that a frame that will hold plenty of honey above the broodnest is the best, and at least 10 of them.
As to ventilation, well, we have always taken great
pains to give our bees plenty of packing on top, and in a
sheltered place, and ours are much weaker than those of our
neighbors which had no protection. Sometimes I think we
can coddle our bees too much, the same as some people do
their children. The children of some of our poor people
are on the street half the time, bareheaded and barefooted,
and half clad, yet they scarcely know what sickness is
while the children of many fond parents, with every want
supplied, are invariably delicate. Surely, we will have to
try to reach the happy medium, especially with our bees.
I spent a good deal of time last winter in reading beeliterature.
I brought out all my old journals, then read a
year's numbers that a friend gave me of 1891 and 1892 also
Gleanings in Bee-Culture for 1895, Doolittle on queen-rearing, and " A B C of Bee-Culture," and I assure you it was
time well spent. There are so many things we read carelessly the first time that are new when we read them again.
Arapahoe Co., Colo., April 15.
I

all
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work with those infected
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:

;

;

;
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Making' of Nuclei— Open Letter to Mr. Doolittle.
BY DK.

DOOLITTLE,

C.

C.

MII.I.EK.

have read with interest your article
beginning on page 370, and I trust I shall always have
the grace to receive kindly any criticism made upon
any writing of mine, so long as the criticism is given in a

MR.

I

spirit of kindness.
I

think you misinterpret the question referred to on

You interpret it to mean that "Iowa" meant to
start nuclei, then, after queens were laying in the nuclei, to
careful weighing of all
hive natural swarms in them.
he says will hardly warrant such view. You hinge your

page

198.

A

upon "Iowa's" saying, "hive the new
that expression stood alone, it would be all
right to view it as you do. But you must take all that is
said, for writers are not always entirely felicitous in their
interpretation

swarms."

If

)
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expressions, and sometimes sa^' something' quite different
from what they mean. Careful a writer as you are, you
give an example of the same kind in your present article,

on pajfe 371, where you say, "The nucleus and new swarm
combined should be boxt." Of course you do not mean that
they should be put in a box, and the older readers will have
no difficulty in catching' your meaning'.
It is by no means an uncommon thing to hear a colony
"'
called a •' swarm," and I think that is the meaning " Iowa
attaches to the word when he says " hive the new swarms."
The very fact that he says " ?/£'2ii swarms " is pretty good
evidence that he thoug'ht of all his colonies as swarms, and
speaks of the nczu swarms in contradistinction to his 1+ old
"swarms." So I think he was referring to the nuclei or
new colonies that he intended to make, and not to natural
swarms that he expected to issue. One who commits the
inaccuracy of saying swarm for colony might easily be expected to say " hive " when speaking of putting bees in a
hive to form a nucleus. Indeed, it is not so glaring an error
as to say " swarm " for " colony," and I think it would not
be the first time if a man should say, " I took two frames of
brood and bees and hived them in a new hive."
I said you must take all that is said. " Iowa " distinctly
and specifically sa^'s he intends to increase " by dividing'."
If he fonns nuclei and then puts natural swarms in with
the nuclei, that would not be " by dividing," as the term is
always understood. If he rears a queen in a nucleus, then
puts a natural swarm in the same hive with the nucleus, he
will lose a queen by the operation, and be none the better
off for having formed his nucleus.
It is hardly supposable
that he is so lacking in intelligence as to propose anything
of the kind. So it seems tome your interpretation is hardU'
legitimate.
You say, " I have concluded to answer the same lot of
questions mj-self, and then the readers of the American
Bee Journal, as well as the Doctor, can see how we ag-ree in
the matter," It hardly seems there can be any intelligent
comparison of views when we arc answering questions materially different, as the questions are made by our different
interpretations.
In order that there may be any fair opportunity to see
how we agree, suppose we answer categorically the same
questions. I will send the editor a numbered list of the
questions I understood to be involved in the case, together
with a list of answers. He will send the questions to you,
then when he gets your replies, he can print at the same time
the questions and our replies. The questions I shall send
will be just the ones I understood "Iowa" to mean, and
just in the way I think he meant them. If 3'ou think it unfair for me to have the chance to formulate the questions,
you will please formulate another set to suit yourself, and
we will both reply to them. Then we can tell something
about how we ag'ree, for as the matter now stands it would
be impossible to tell just how far we agree by reading the
replies

McHenry

we have each made.
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Various Remedies Sug'g-ested for Bee-Sting's.
BY

C,

P.

D.^D.iNT.

no end to the
of
THERE
sting of a bee. That none of
is

list

remedies offered for the

these are infallible probably depends upon the fact that the wound made is very
minute, the sting itself being' very much finer than the
point of the finest needle, which, when compared to it,
looks thru the microscope like a coarse bar of blunt iron.
So the remedies we apply have little if any chance of being
put where they will do good, as it is only thru the pores of
the skin that they can have any influence, while the poison,
forced under the skin, has been distributed into the bliiod
thru the minute veins and arteries.
Owing to its great fluidity its distribution into the system is about as prompt as that of a similar quantity of alcohol.
For this reason the best remedies are perhaps ammonia, or spirits of camphor, but writers also recommend carbolic or phenic acid, lime-water, salt-water, cold water,
yellow clay dissolved in saliva and among- vegetable remedies, honey, oil, vinegar, mint, raw onions cut in two and
applied on the wound, bruised parsley, etc. Others advise
rubbing, or sucking the wound. Suction will help if done
at once, but after a few seconds the poison has dissolved
and spread into the blood. Cold water alleviates the irritation, and is good when the stinging is very painful, but it
does not cure it. Rubbing simply serves to spread the irritation to a greater surface, and prevent local swelling. It
is not to be thought of in cases of severe stinging.
It is very probable that of all these remedies the most
",
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practical is ammonia, if it can be used promptly on the
skin, as it will penetrate readilv, and, in cases of very
severe stinging, it has been recommended internall)' in
small doses mixt with water. It is quite likely that severe
cases of stinging may be treated successfully by the methods used in cases of snake-bites. Authorities seem to agree
on the bee-poison being a strong acid which can only be
neutralized by alkalis acting directly upon it. and it cannot
well be reacht when in the system, except by internal

remedies.
The reason

why .so many remedies are recommended,
each having its supporters, is made very plain by Reaumur.
He says that one of his friends, named Du Fay, having
been stung on the nose by a bee, tried olive-oil on the wound
and found that the pain was stopt in a few instants.
Reaumur then tried the same remedy on one of his servants
who had also been stung, and the result was the same, the
wound did not swell, and the pain disappeared promptly.
This seemed to prove the remedy good, so he again
tried this method on the following- day on another person
who had been stung- on the forehead, but altho the man at
first imagined that this had cured him, a quarter of an hour
had scarcely elapst before his forehead was swollen so that
he could hardly open his e3'es. Other trials evidenced to
Reaumur that the more or less pain the greater or less
swelling- was due not to the remedy, but to the location of
the wound, to the g^reater or less amount of poison injected
into it, and above all to the physical condition of the person
stung, some persons being very sensitive to stings, and
suffering greatly from a small amount of venom, while
some others are almost entireh- immune, either from previous inoculation of the same kind of poison, or by their
peculiar and natural physical condition. So one person
will be able to withstand two dozen bee-stings about the
bodj- without apparent suffering, while another may become very sick from a single sting.
That inoculation of this poison is a help against further
suffering is evidenced hy hosts of apiarists. I have myself,
everv' spring, the evidence that the system becomes used to
the poison, for at the beginning of every season I suffer far
more from the first stings received than from others later.
It would seem that in all diseases Nature labors to furnish
an antidote.
But to a novice it looks rather discouraging to have to become inoculated by stings in order to become proof against
them. Many persons hesitate to work with the bees for
fear of the stings. Yet in the majority of cases it takes but
little firmness to overcome the first dread.
The pain, like
many other nervous pains, is most excruciating- if you dread
it, but becomes slight when the first fright is over.
Then with a little care and proper handling no one need
be stung' to any extent. We may be kickt by a horse, we
may be bitten by a dog, yet the fear of kicks or of dog-bites
will never prevent us from keeping and handling useful

Hancock

animals.

Apis Dorsata

Co.,

— Information About

111.

It.

{Ertract from Dr. Wtitt~'<' Dictionary of thf Erononiic Prvdiu-ts of India,
republisM in Oieajtings in. Bee-Culture.

DESCRIPTION. — The bees

of this group differ from Apis
mellifica in being larg'er in building 4':; cells to the
in having 13 rows
inch in the shape of the abdomen
of bristles forming the pollen-basket in the relative positions of the eyes and ocelli, and in a very slightly different
arrang'ement of nervures of the anterior wings. It would
seem that this bee does not build larger cells for drones
than for workers, and that the drone is similar in shape and
size to the worker, differing principally in the head, which
resembles the head of the drone of Apis mellifica. It builds
'
one large comb, 3 to 5 feet long, two or more deep. The
brood-comb is 1 '4 inches thick, and the store-comb much
thicker. Altho both Apis dorsata and Apis florea are normally single-comb bees, under exceptionalh' favorable circumstances they build a second comb, and their single
combs are built much larger than otherwise usual; e. ^.,
Apis dorsata building' in rock cavities and a comb of Apis
florea built in a dwelling-house was found to be about S feet
in area, in addition to being' in some places double, the comb
of this bee being usually single, and perhaps less than one
foot in area. Probably in all these very large nests there
are several queens, and they are not comparable to single
colonies of Apis mellifica. The arrangement of the stores
and brood is the same as in other species. Apis dorsata, as
found in India, is exceedingly constant in size and color. It
It is reis found in forests, but frequently builds in town.
;

;

;

;

;
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Habitat. Apis dorsata is found all over India, but not
at great heights above sea-level. It is said to be found at
2,000 feet or more in Bhutan, but may justly be termed a
tropical insect indigenous to the plains.

—

—

Economic Information. The large size of the comb
and bee has excited hopes of this insect proving, under cultivation, of great economic value, and European bee-keepers have endeavored to obtain colonies of it. Mr. Benton,
a dealer in foreign bees, went to Ceylon for the purpose
but he was unfortunate in his efforts, for the queens died.
He states he does not consider them so vicious as reputed,
when once hived, but he gave up the attempt to cultivate

—

;

If it were bees I was after, the case would be different.
With me. white clover j-ields only enough honey to keep
the bees breeding nicely, and prepares them so that they
swarm mainly from June 15 to July 1. Our honey harvest
is from basswood, which blooms from Jul)' Sth to the ISth.
Now all who are familiar with natural swarming know that
the bees are comparatively few in numbers in spring, and
increase by the rapidly-increasing brood produced by the

:

—

It appears highly probable that most of the honey
produced by bees building in open air is thin, and requires
ripening by evaporation to remove its liability to fermentation.
Out of 60 to 70 specimens sent to the Calcutta exhibition, very few were free from fermentation.

Should a Laying Queen be Given the Parent
Colony ?
BY

G.

CORRESPONDENT

M. D00LITTI,E.

wishes me to tell the readers of
the American Bee Journal whether I think it advisable
to give a laying- queen to the parent colony immediately
after it has cast a prime or first swarm, as is advised by
some.
This is a very interesting subject, and one which has
much to do with our honey crop, if we are situated in certain localities.
The whole matter of profit, resting on
whether we should g-ive such a queen or not, must be decided by our location. If the locality gives a continuous
yield of honey, then the 'giving of a laying queen immediately after the first swarm issues will prove a profitable
investment but if the location is one like the average
location, which gives a good yield of honey at one or two
stated periods during the season, then the giving of a laying queen at the time of swarming- will generally prove

A

;

decidedly unprofitable.

1899.

earliest recollections in bee-culture was the
that the bee-keeper who wisht to secure the best results from his bees should have on hand, and give to colonies, queens as above, and the reason advanced for so doing
was that the time lost by the parent colony in rearing
another queen to take the place of the one going with the
swarm was equivalent to another swarm of bees. I have
experimented largely along this line, and the truth of the
statement that the time lost by the bees in rearing a
queen in natural swarming is equivalent to a swarm of bees
is the first reason that it will not prove successful in locations similar to ray own, which gives, at most, only two
honey-flows each year.

;

;

6,

Among my

to be very vicious
but unless disturbed it does not
attack, and could be handled by some of the measures
usually emploj-ed by bee-keepers.

the species. Several years previously, the writer undertook
to obtain colonies, if likely to prove useful in Europe, but
did not hive any, as it was considered better first to investigate the economic value of other Indian species. The reasons against any attempt to cultivate Apis dorsata in hives
are
1. It builds naturally in the open.
2. It builds normally
only one comb, so that the honey cannot be removed without removing the brood also. 3. Altho it builds a very large
comb, this one comb is not so great in cubic capacity, normally, as the combs built by a colony of Apis mellifica,
which is readily cultivated and well understood already. 4.
It is found onU- in a tropical climate, and in this respect
diifers from Apis mellifica and Apis Indica, the most productive varieties of which are apparently indigenous to
localities having more or less severe winters.
Apis dorsata probably might be cultivated in a semiwild state in the forests, and the produce largel}' increast
by this means. The present practice of indiscriminately
robbing every colony found of all its comb, stores and
brood, might be replaced by a more rational mode of procedure for, altho not hived, many of the processes applied
in the economic management of Apis mellifica might be applied to the semi-wild Apis dorsata. The bees might be fed
to stimulate breeding or to prevent starvation.
Excessive
swarming might be interfered with. Certain colonies
might be selected to breed from, as in the old stj'le of beekeeping. It might be found practicable to remove only portions of the comb, and the bees might be induced to build
on or in artificial structures more accessible than the
branches of trees.
Large quantities of both wax and honey are taken in
the forests from Apis dorsata. This wax appears to be
bought by dealers, and some is exported. The honey is
sold and mostly consumed locally, but is commonly of very
inferior qualit}', being contaminated with pollen, the juices
of larva;, etc. It is also commonly thin, and liable to fermentation. The use of a simple extractor, care being taken
to ripen when necessary, and to grade it instead of mixing
good and bad together these and other simple improvements would greatly increase the value of the honey.
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queen, which, in due time, hatch into bees until a swarm
is the result.
By giving a laying queen to a colonj- immediatel)- after it has cast a swarm, we bring about the same
result (swarming! as before, for we place the bees in the
same condition. The only difference is. that having plenty
of brood the)' build up quicker, and are prepared to swarm
in a shorter time.
As this second prime swarming, brought
about by giving the laying queen, comes right in our basswood hone)- harvest, it cuts off the surplus honey for it is
well known that bees having theswarming-fever do little or
no work in the sections, and if allowed to swarm, the object
we have sought after (section honey) is beyond our reach.
If this laying queen had not been given, and we had workt
so that no after-swarms had issued, we would have found
that the young queen, which was to become the mother to
the colony, would have emerged from the cell, as a rule, in
eight days after the swarm issued, and in ten days more
she would be laying, which would bring the time of her
first eggs at about the time basswood would be yielding
;

.

honey nicely.
During the period between the time when the swarm
issued and the young queen commenced laying, the bees,
not having any brood to nurse for the last half of the time,
consume but little honey hence, as fast as the young bees
emerge from the cells they are filled with honey, for bees
not having a laying queen seldom build comb, nor take
willingly to drawing out foundation in the sections. Thus,
when the young queen is ready to lay she finds every available cell stored with well-ripened honey. At this point the
instinct of the bees teaches them that they must have
;

brood or they will soon cease to exist as a colony. A genthe honey from beeral rush is now made for the section
low is now carried above, so as to give the queen room, and
in a week to ten days we have,asa result, the sections nearly
filled with honey, and fully completed a day or two later, if
the season is not unusually unfavorable.
In this way good results are obtained in such a location
as this, while, if a laying queen is given, the basswood
honey season is nearly or quite used up by the colony becoming "sulky " with the swarming-fever, if they cannot
have their own way.
After basswood we have a honey-dearth, hence the bees
from the introduced queen are of no practical value, but, on
the contrary, become useless consumers. On an average,
it takes 21 days from the time the eg:^ is laid to the perfect
bee ready to emerge from the cell. Then if the colony is in
a normal condition, this bee does not commence labor in
the field till lb days old hence the egg for the honey-gathering bee must be deposited in the cell 37 days before the
honey harvest begins, or else they are of no value as gatherers from the fields, altho they may do some inside work in
the hive near the end of the basswood harvest. As basswood is all gone before the eggs of the introduced queen
become honey-producing bees, and as the larger part of
them die of old age before buckwheat or fall flowers yield
honey, a great gain is made all around by letting each old
colony having cast a swarm rear its own queen, for thereby
we do away with the desire to swarm in the midst of the
basswood honey-flow, and the expensive feeding of the
larvae, which are in turn to become expensive consumers of
;

;

the honey of the hive.
These things are well worth looking into by every person keeping bees, for if brood-rearing is used advisedly,
with an eye on our location, we shall find that great profit
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
will result therefrom.

—

—
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Old Reliable " seen through

Unreliable Qlasses.
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speckled pronouns. It was "his "and not " its " voyage
that went to wreck.
And at this point let me stop laughing, and soberly
take a teacher's chair and tone. Interest and sympathy are
great elements to conjure with when we write. No one can
have very much sympathy when a little organism has its
voyage wreckt. But when reading how a little fellow had
his voyage wreckt there is, almost necessarily, a touch of
pathos. The ideas, " little fellow " and "its, "refuse to fit
together, don't you see ?

PAINTED QUEENS.
whether painted queens (page 330) would
stay painted ? or whether, like black walnut stain on a boy's
hands. Nature has some trick whereby paint would grad-

Who knows

HAND-SHAKING CONTAGION ALL AROUND.

What an assortment

of diseases presidential candidates
at the close of a campaign, if Dr. Peiro's antihand-shaking- raid on page 331 is well founded
And, alas,

must have

!

perhaps we dissentants are only but dogs, chained to the
hind axle of the car of progress. In spite of our hanging
back and 3'elping, on it g^oes, and we with it. Give lis facts
and statistics. Doctor and when we've had enough of them
we'll give hand-shaking up, and wave at each other. It
may be different with soft-handed, in-door folks, but we
(some of us) incline to incredulity about a hard-handed,
laboring-man catching anything by a shake. Drum up
;

some itemized

facts,

and

them into

fire

us.

But, let's see. Doctor; if we learn the A of your reform,
won't we have to learn B also ? There's the habit of knocking on doors now. The human knuckles are very liable to
abrasions and alas for the millions of poor bee-keepers
who have died of leprosy or thunderstroke, caught by
knocking on doors, where some leprous or thunderstruck
chap had knockt just before

—

!

ually disappear ? 'Tater is quite sure that those who actually paint actual queens
will know more about that
manipulation than those who stop at reading and reflection.

On page
honey-dew

fall

such witnesses will convince us

—

" PETER PIPER PICKT A PECK OF PICKLED PEPPERS."

And

behold No. 22 confronts us with the faces of 17
no relation whatever to the forty
Happens
to be the first time I have seen the "Picker"
D. W. Heise.
'Pears like the Kanuckshire pickings are not very tall, if so
short a picker can pick 'em so nicely.

Canadians

—

321, is just

Davenport's moving screens, made to telescope on with
eight bits of lath, and then be tied with two big strings,
are doubtless practical but, then, wire-nails are also practical, and so much simpler.
Page 322.
;

BTJSINESS

This

ON A BUSINESS SCALE.

business on a business scale, I thought as I read
into Herbert Clute's article, on page 322; but
where is there anything to comment on ? Toward the latter end I began to find plenty of comment-ables.
Nice and
unique to have each colony store five or sis pounds of stump
honey from the winter's choppings. My skepticism found
food in that aster honey alleged to be better than basswood.
Still, may be he's right.
Here asters are abundant late in
the season, and seldom or never seem to yield any surplus
perhaps because they do not bloom until surplus-promoting
weather has all gone by. It is a composite flower, however,
with the general flavor of its order, and why should it yield
other than fall-flower honey ?
a long

is

way

The

bee-3-ard,

graded into the side of the

— cellar just pusht

hill

was one

further in. What
with the grading, and what with the trees all round, no
tight board fence could begin to equal it. A moderate
amount of hoeing ought to keep weeds from getting any
hold there, and secure that high desideratum a perfectly
clean yard.
But, on the whole, that groceryman is mj' choice.
Actually makes honey the centerpiece of his show-window
big barrel of candied basswood honey with the staves all
taken off, sliceable with cheese-knife, and provocative of
endless questions and sales. No wonder it all went in a
week. First have a really good thing then give the public mind a right good stirring up.
See ?
of the best things

—

.

VALUE OF BEES IN POLLINATION.

longing to " climb up
some other way " with his deeper frame for extracting,
when up thru the narrow way of perforated zinc is the true
gospel. With any kind of frame above or below, the queen
goes up too much.
SCREENS FOR MOVING BEES.

Bunch, page

—

just as enough grasshoppers will stop a train of cars. It's a little hard on the
grasshoppers, tho and perchance a little trying on those
who throw themselves before the wheels of our incredulity,
as Mr. A. does here.

FRAME FOR EXTRACTING.
C. A.

HONEY-DEW FROM THE SKY.
we score one more man who has seen
from the sky — W. T. Alexander. Enough

332,

On page

Cook, as usual, speaks with a mastwo ideas for repetition
1. Other
insects did once do something at the pollinating service
but when we mass fruits in great orchards the hive-bee is
the only practical resource. 2. The fact that Nature is disinclined to, and often refuses altogether, near fertilizations
(same flower, or same exact variety) is a sure and undeniaable thing. This thing is the underlying fact which calls
338, Prof.
ter's authority.
I cull

;

peremptorily for the presence of bees. Let us be diligent
in the work of convincing our fellows of this, and in keeping it in their minds.

PUTTING ON SUPERS.
Another disag-reement. On page 339, C. P. Dadant says
for us not to put on comb-honey supers as soon as we do
extracting-supers (in certain cases) and Mrs. Axtell, on
the very same page, says putting on sections early is the
;

best thing she ever tried to keep
think I'll be ladies'-man this time.
.ALSIKE

—

—

down swarm

fever.

I

BOTH LONG AND SHORT LIVED.

Thirty-one successive winters and no winter-killing is
quite a record for Alsike (latitude 42 on the Mississippi)
quite a feather in its cap, which ought to count something
in our favor eventually.
F. A. Snell, page 340. But (bane
and antidote) E. S. Miles, page 349, saj's all his Alsike is
winter-killed, and some white clover is left.

COTTONWEED INFORM.ATION WANTED.

still

—

;

think Mr. Allen, page 340, should have told us more
about the West Virginia cottonweed that yields more than
the basswood. We want to get acquainted with it.
I

PROLIFIC FOUL BROOD BACILLUS.
Tivo generations in an hour, says Thos. Wm. Cowan, of
the foul brood bacillus. That beats the children of Israel
in Egypt, decidedly.
Twice one does not impress us mucl^
but twice the billions and trillions seems like business for a
half hour of history. Page 341.

;

THE GENDER OF BEE-PRONOUNS.

And " Afterthought " must be afterthoughted itself, this
time. Page 324. I used to get mad when the editor (of the
ancient " Exchange ") changed the gender of my bee-pronouns (thought I understood our splendid and delicate and
expressive English language as well as he did, don't you
know?) but I never said anything just kept right on, same
as before, and by and by he got tired of reconstructing me.
This time I didn't even get mad laught a merry laugh to
see that they had mist one at last, out of a string of wrong-

—
—

DOUBLE-WALLED HIVE WITH NO SPACE BETWEEN.
H. S. Jones, page 341, is unique in using a double-walled
hive with no space between walls tells us zvhy he does so
pretty well but still it looks a little like fencing a pasture
with no space for grass between the fences. Wonder if he
prefers his meals with no between-times.

—

;

PUTTING UP FRUIT WITH HONEY.

And

so J. H. Hermance's four bushels of plums preserved in honey (two pounds honey to one pound plums)
were manifestly too poor to offer to the public till three or
four months' time ameliorated them and then they sold

—
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Pag-e 349. To sift out the actual facts from the
bee-feverish enthusiasm with which they have got mixt. is
quite desirable in this matter of putting- up fruit with honey.

fairly well.

DR.

Thanks

MINER'S FOUNDATION-SPLINTS.

for the full information about
foundation-splints, on pag-e 342. Wood separators piled and
sliced again and well cookt in wax and prest in place
just hot enough. We see.
to Dr. Miller

—

—

TH.\T PINK COMB IN MARYLAND.
That pink comb Maryland tells of is so rare

in

the

United States as to provoke doubt about it but as the commercial beeswax of the island of Jamaica is a deep pink,
pink comb must be plenty down there, one would say. Or
does a very red propolis bestow the pink ?
;

KEEPING ENTRANCES CLEAR OF SNOW.
For deep snows (if you think snow in front any damage) Mrs. Griffith's way, page 350, is tip-top. Wide board
set up in front, touching at top, and not quite touching- at
bottom.

SOME RECOVERED FROM THE BEE-FEVER.

End

July

6,

1899.

colony beside the swarm for a week and then moving it to a
new place, your force will be kept together pretty well for
storing, and it will be time for you to adopt in general some
other plan after you have tried it on a small scale and know
it will work well for you.
2. No need to put any workers in the cage with the
queen. They may die there, and dead bees are poor company. The bees will feed the queen all right thru the wirecloth of the cage. You speak of caging the queen " to prevent swarming." Now, I'm just a little afraid you're going
to get into mischief. Simply caging the queen will not prevent swarming indeed, if you cage the queen and leave her
caged long enough, you'll be pretty sure to make a colony
swarm that would have had no thought of swarming if you
had not caged the queen. For the bees will rear young
queens, and the first one out will be likely to issue with a
swarm. But you say you mean to cut out queen-cells. Well,
some report good success with that sort of management,
and some have not succeeded with it. Don't you go into it
wholesale till you know how it will work with one or two
colonies. The chances are that you'll not like the plan. I
tried it on a pretty large scale, aud was not one of the suc-

—

cessful ones.
*-•-•

of the bee-fever
Not one of the 28 heavy fellows
who answer the questions has tried the Golden method. But
possiblv the " boys " have not so universally recovered yet.
!

ftueen-Bees

COGITATOR.'
1.

I

If

you have queen-bees for

mean pure
2.

would

CONDUCTED BY
C. C.

MILLER. Marengo,

III.

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail.— Editor.]

in

sale, please

June.
quote prices.

Italian queens.

In this locality bees are gathering very little honey
it be advisable to feed at this time of the year ?
Illinois.

Answers. — 1.

I

have no queens for

;

sale.

bees are not gathering enough for their daily
needs, and if the combs are empty of stores, it maj- be absolutely necessary to feed. Sometimes it happens, even in
June, with plenty of white clover bloom, that bees don't get
enough for their daily living. At such times the queen will
stop laying, and no honej' being in the hive the bees will
suck the juices out of the unsealed brood and throw the
skins out of the hive. If no stores are in the hive it isn't a
bad plan to feed anyhow, for the feed will not be wasted,
and it isn't best to wait for actual starvation.
*****
J/kAJkAAAh,
2.

DR.

Wanted— Feeding Bees

If the

^

Perhaps a ftueenless Colony.

We

had two colonies of bees, but one died last winter,
at the other we found a great many dead bees under the
hive.
This summer, what are left, do not work at all.
think the queen is dead. Do you keep queen-bees for sale ?

and

We

Ne-w York.

Answer. — No,

don't keep queens to sell, but you can
get them from those who advertise in this journal.
It is
just a little doubtful, from what you say, whether it would
be advisable to give a queen to your bees. If they have had
no queen this spring at all, there will be none but very old
bees present, and it will be hard to get them to accept a
queen. Moreover, these old bees will now be dying off verjrapidly, and at their age will not make good nurse-bees, so
even if you should introduce a queen successfully the colony
would hardlj' be worth much. Your better way would be to
let these go and start with a new colony.
Of course, if it
should turn out that they are not queenless, that's another
thing.
I

.*-•-

Preventing Swarming and Caging the Queen.

Our main flow here comes from clover, in May and the
former part of June. My plan is to control swarming thru
May and work for increase in June, and by so doing take
advantage of the flow.
1. Do you approve the plan ?
2. In caging the Cjueen above the brood to prevent
swarming, is it necessary to put a retinue of workers in the
cage with her, or will the bees feed her from the outside,
using the Miller cage ?
WiLLl.'iM.

—

Answers. 1. Yes, if you can keep your forces together
toward the close of the harvest it will be better for the
honey crop. But look out that you don't adopt some plan
that will hinder the bees more than to let them swarm. If
you have some plan in mind that )-ou have not yet thoroly
tried, better try it on a small scale and not with your whole
apiary. If you allow only one swarm to each colony, getting all the working force into the swarm by setting the old
till

—

The Barber Plan of Forcing Bees into Sections. Mrs.
A. J. Barber says in Gleanings in Bee-Culture that one
reason she puts on a shallow extracting-stiper before putting on sections is because the queen will lay in these estracting-supers, and then the bees will fill the sections between the two lots of brood, but will not go up thru the sections to lay again in the extracting-combs. The extracting-super being above does not in the least affect the whiteness of the sections.
The Big"Little=Hive Question seems to be one that will
not down. Chas. Dadant, replying to G. M. Doolittle in
Gleanings in Bee-Culture, urges the difference in swarming
as making the large hive superior, saying that in his large
hives the home apiary of 80 colonies did not give 10 swarms
in three j-ears, while Mr. Doolittle last year alone had 548
swarms from 49 colonies. As a parting shot he quotes Mr.
Doolittle as reporting that in 1877 he had a colony in a
specially constructed hive with 32 frames which had about
99,500 bees.

One Hive=Story or Two. — For some time Editor

Root,

of Gleanings in Bee-Culture, has been advocating large colonies, such as could not be contained in an 8-frame hive,
but has maintained that if additional room was given by a
second story it was just as well as to have more room in a
single story. Mr. Dadant does not agree. Challenged by
A. N. Draper, Mr. Root has had built a number of hives
just like thelO-frame Langstroth in all respects except that
the frames are two inches deeper. These are to be given a
Dr. Miller
fair trial in order to help settle the question.
does not want to believe that large frames and hives are
better, because the smaller hives are so much nicer to haul
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and

to handle, but he has fears that the two-story hives
with smaller frames are not so g-ood. Mr. Poppleton thinks
there is no question that the g'reater capacity all in one
stor3- is much better for extracted honey, altho he doesn't
pretend to understand why. Mr. Root says orders are on
the increase for 10 and 12 frame Lang-stroth hives from extracted-honey men of the South, and the 8-frame size is preferred by comb-honey men of the Korth. Quite a few are
ordering- what he calls Draper's " barns " to test alongside
of the reg-ular 8-frame hives.

^^jUSf:

MR.

—

Comb versus Extracted Honey. In a discussion reported in the Canadian Bee Journal, Mr. Holtermann took
the ground that the beginner should be discouraged from
producing- comb honej'. He estimated that 70 pounds of
comb could be produced to 100 of extracted. Mr. Gemmill
thought this mig-ht be right some years, and some years
wrong. Mr. Davidson thought the amount of comb was
placed too high, and Mr. Darling said that not far from him
first-class comb honey was sold for 5 cents.
readj' to champion the cause of comb honey.

No one seemed

Queens Reared in Queenless Colonies.— Dr. Miller
to have in W. W. Somerford an ally to help support

seems

his heretical notion that good queens can be reared in a
Mr. S.
colony from which the queen has been removed.
saj's that such queens have given him entire satisfaction
for j-ears, seeming to be just as good as queens reared by
the Doolittle plan, except at times just after a honey-flow.
At such times he is obliged to do considerable culling in
order to g-et large queens that will mate quickly, and early
mating and early laying he considers the best evidence of a
good queen. Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

J.

V mmtMy
:'

W. OQLESBY.

subject of our sketch this time is Mr. J. W. Oglesbj',
Logan Co., Ark., whose picture apherewith, and who gives the following short ac-

The

a bee-keeper living in

pears
count of himself

:

I was born May 29, 1858, near Knobnoster, Mo., and
brought up all over the country. In 1863 my parents moved
to Douglas Co., Kan., thence to Nebraska, thence to Holt
Co., Mo., thence to St. Clair Co., Mo., all within a period of

There we lived until I became of age, and I
was married to Miss Virginia Peeden, who died in 1888,
leaving me with two children.
In 1889 I was married airain, this time to Miss Nannie
Poorman, of Milesburgh, Pa., who is still alive and the
mother of four prattlers — three girls and one boy.
I have followed nearly all vocations, from the cowpuncher to the merchant (my present vocation), having
four years.

been farmer, school
teacher, book agent,

—

sewing

—

TraveUStain.

— Editor Doolittle,

man," and about

making some money in drugs coupled
with bee-keeping.
This latter industry
is my chief delight.
In' March, 1895, I
bought a colony of

golden Italian bees,
the
of Bee-

"ABC

Culture," and subscribed for the American Bee Journal,

'

and " at it I went."
With hard study I

;

—

all

the rest of the ways
of making a living,
out finally I settled
down with a small
stock of drugs, and
for the last few
years I have been

in the Progressive Bee-

Keeper, refers to the discussion that has been going on as
to the cau.se of travel-stain, and after referring to the theory
that dark bits of wax from the brood-combs are incorporated in the cappings wliile they are in the process of construction, says:
" While I agree to this part, I also believe there is such
a thing as travel-stain,' or something of the kind, for I
have yet to see a single section of honey which has been
left on the hive three weeks after it was finisht that was as
spotless snow white as it was on completion
and if left on
two months it is discolored to a sufficient extent to throw it
I quite
into a lower grade when putting up for market.
agree in this conclusion, for I have had combs built scores
of times between old combs in the brood-chamber wlien
fully one-half of the wax they contained was that taken
from the old combs each side of the one being built."
Mr. Doolittle will have no great difticultj-in having- any
comb-hone}- producer of experience and observation agree
with him.

machine

agent, insurance
agent, "patent rig-ht

Inspecting Queens in the Cells. W. W. Somerford relates in Gleanings in Bee-Culture that when rearing queens
in foul-broody apiaries he found it essential to examine the
contents of the queen-cells before the time of hatching,
otherwise there mig-ht be in a cell nothing but a dead larva.
He made a cut across the base of the cell with the little
blade of a sharp cell-knife, tipt the blade sufficiently to open
the cut so he could have a good look at the occupant, then
masht the cut nicely together, and with one or two delicate
touches of the hot tire-bos of a smoker it was welded together to the satisfaction of the bees.

managed

to

conduct
apiary

my amateur

in such a manner
got about 40 pounds of fine honey the first year and
one swarm. The follovs-ing winter I bought and Italianized
some blacks, and have since run up, by artificial swarming,
to about 30 colonies last summer but I doubled up to 23
colonies in the fall. I sold 4 colonies and lost 4 by robbing
however, the 4 that were robbed were queenthis spring
no honey-flow whatever here
less, and there has been
this spring, and I was afraid to g-o thru to examine for fear
bees concluded
thru "

that

I

—

—

;

Stimulative Feeding. Editor Gerstung, of the Deutsche
Bienenzucht, sent out a series of questions regarding stimulative feeding.
Of IS replying, 8 thought the harvest
might be iiicreast by such feeding, and the other_7 would
none of it. The reason for these opposite views is that
stimulative feeding is a two-edged sword, a speculation
upon the future, sometimes turning out well, and sometimes
causing loss. All agreed that as to localities and colonies,
the place for such feeding is where early harvests are best,
and the colonies to be treated are the strong ones. Eight
would feed pure honey, others would add some albuminous
2 would feed sugar if
substance, as pollen, flour, milk
honey was yet in the hive, and one would feed sugar unconditionally.
Feeding should begin about 6 weeks before the
full harvest, and cease about 6 weeks before its close. Feed
in small portions often repeated, preferably at nightfall,
with great care to prevent robbing. The conclusion was
that stimulative feeding was advisable only in the hands of
the careful and experienced, being almost sure to bring bitter disappointment to the novice.
;

of Inducing robbing-,

when

the

to

"go

themselves, which they did. Well, I can't say that I lost 4,
either, as I doubled them over strong colonies that I was
sure had queens, and I think I lost only a few bees, so I
don't count that much loss, yet mj- count is 4 colonies less.

My bees are all in fine condition. I have the Adels, and
better workers I never saw. I pride myself in keeping my
stock pure and my colonies strong. I use the dovetail hive
with Hoffman frames, and run for extracted honey, for
which I have a ready market here at home for all I produce,
I believe in large hives, even
at 7'i to 10 cents a pound.
having some of mine 3'i stories high. I get more honey,
and can control swarming better. Our products for this
year were very good.
I hope the old American Bee Journal's shadow may
J. W. Oglesby.
never grow less.
Logan Co., Ark.
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—
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do you think it would take to get bee-supplies
Dubuque. Iowa ? I may need a great many
next year. I know how long it takes to get anything else.
as I have a great deal of stuff to come and go by freight and
express.
Subscriber.

from Chicago

to

We

think that we need only answer the question in the
paragraph above. If tlie bee-supply dealer in Chicago
has the desired goods in stock, it ought not to take much
longer for an order for bee-supplies to be filled from Chicago than for any other kind of goods. But sometimes it
happens that dealers or branch offices run out of stock, and
have then to wait until a new supply comes from the factory.
This may cause delay in some cases.
But, ordinarily, we think our advertisers mean to be
prompt in caring for their business. Still, this season we
have had the most complaint against certain queen-breeders.
It seems that at least one of them not only did not
send queens, but was terribly slow in returning money.
Now, it seems to us that if queens cannot be sent promptly
when ordered, the customer should be notified, and if he
cannot wait, then return his money so he can order elsewhere. It is very annoying, and may cause loss of colonies, when queens are not received when expected.
Queenbreeders cannot be too careful to be prompt at all times. A
prompt, straight-dealing advertiser may not be a " thing of
beauty," but he may be " a joy forever" or at least so
long as he advertises and does business.
last

—

Some Honey in 1899— Diseased Brood Prof. A. J.
Cook, of Los Angeles Co., Calif., writing us June 20, had
this to say in regard to these two subjects
I find as I go out for flowers nearly every day the bees
are very actively at work on the white sage Ramona polystachia. The bee-keepers along the hills are all sending
very fine comb honey to our grocery stores, which readily
sells at 12,'2 cents a pound, and this, too, altho the sections
are far from being well filled. I should have said per section instead of per pound, as all sections sell for 12!2 cents,
no matter how light this is what the groceryman pays,
and not what he sells for. We see, then, that what I suggested at the beginning of the season has proved true. The
we have less rain than last year, it came at such favorable
times that we shall yet get something of a honey crop.

—

;

I still am receiving many samples of diseased brood
from bee-keepers, not only in California, but from those in
Arizona. With the specimen often comes the information
that there is plenty of honey in the hives, and that there
could not possibly be any starvation among the bees. This
is certainly a very important matter.
This disease is entirely difi'erent from foul brood.
It certainly seems as if
the bees die from some cause not understood, and then decay by natural processes sets in. The important question
to determine is what makes the brood die.
In all cases
which I have examined about here, there seems to be none

of this trouble, altho in 1894 I saw not a little of it among
the bees here. If the malady is the same that was so prevalent then, we may certainly hope and believe that it will not
be of long duration. I quite believe that it was a benefit to
me in that year, as it thinned out the bees when numbers
were of no account, and so it was necessary to feed less. I
had to feed my bees to save them, and as soon as I commenced to feed the disease disappeared.
A. J. Cook.

Mr.

M. Hambaugh, of San Diego

J.

us June 20

Bees Averse to Dark Color.— We have just learned
is a large bee-keeper in Quincy, 111., who is also
an extensive poultryman. He has given up the raising of
black and dark-colored chickens because the bees sting them
so.
He will raise the white and lighter-colored varieties
hereafter.

Who was

have one-fourth crop of honey in some localicounty in other localities bees are starving."
;

»

Mr. Henry Alley,

than light ones?

ing

*

of Esses Co., Mass., wrote us

The Premiums offered on page
for.
Look at them.

426 are well worth work-

June

24:

" We have had plentj' of rain lately, but the white
clover was ruined before the rain came. Bees are idle."
* * * #

Mr.

T. Hairston, of Cherokee Nation, Ind.
writing us June 22, said
J.

Te

-.,

:

" My bees are doing nicely.
two four years ago. I prize the
•

have 122 colonies f ro n
Old Reliable highly."

I
'

'

» » »

Mr. S. A. NivER, of Tompkins Co., N. Y., made a twodays' visit recently to The A. I. Root Co. Mr. Niver is a
brother-in-law of the late Miles Morton, of the same State.
He (Mr. N.) has a well-earned reputation for being one of
the best honey salesmen known. We have met him, and
"he's all right."

— —

«

*

M.\TE Williams, of Wadena Co., Minn., writing us June
20,

reported

:

"It has rained nearly every day or night so far this
month. The raspberries are in bloom again. Last year I
sent raspberry extracted honey to Omaha, and it was
awarded a silver medal and a diploma, of which I am very
proud."
* • * # »

H. Martin (Rambler) has this paragraph in
Gleanings in Bee-Culture for June 15. about orange-blossom and sage honey

Mr.

J.

:

"Several tons of honey have been harvested near
Riverside, where the bees had access to the orange-orchards.
The orange-blossoms yielded a good amount of nectar this
year. A limited amount of sage honey is coming into the
Los Angeles market, showing that there are a few favored
locations. There will be hardly enough, I think, for home
consumption."

Dr. a. B. Mason, of Toledo, Ohio, Secretary of the
United States Bee-Keepers' Association, wiote us June 26
:

" For the last two days the bees have been getting a
little surplus
the first this season.
Basswood and white
clover yield none, but sweet clover is giving the bees a lit-

—

tle to

do

— not much."

will be able to make some announcement
etc., for the Philadelphia convention in September. Look out for them.

Next week we

as to the railroad rates,

*

»

Mr. D. W. Hkisk is outrageously slandered in the June
Canadian Bee Journal. A correspondent, referring to his
" Is Heise not a German ?" In reply,
humor, quietly asks
Editor Holtermann makes this public accusation
:

:

German. I do not know if
he ever waylaid an Irishman and stole his wit, or how he
acquired it, but we may rest assured he never came by it
is

certainly a

honestly."

Now, being somewhat German

ourselves,

we

feel like

helping Mr. Heise. The idea of a German having to steal
wit of an Irishman in order to possess any
We wonder
where Editor Holtermann has been all his life
We hope
the next time they meet, Mr. Heise will show Mr. Holtermann the difference between German and Irish wit. If the
meeting-place shall be in Philadelphia, about Sept. 5, 6 and
7, we will try to be on hand to help Mr. Heise. in case he
needs any assistance when he attempts to put a Dutch
" Holter " on that "Irish" " mann " of the Canadian Bee
Journal
!

I

that said all colors look alike to
bees, and that they would not sting dark objects any more
it

wrote

"We will
ties in this

" Yes, Heise

that there

Co., Calif.,

:

: :

:
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Why Not Just Double
The

List of Subscribers to the

Old American Bee Journal

?

We really believe that if ALL the present readers of the American Bee Journal were so inclined, they
could help to double its reg-ular list of subscribers before August 1, 1899— or during- the next 5 or 6 weeks.
We do not find any fault with what our subscribers have done in the past toward increasing the list
of Bee Journal readers— for they have done nobly— but why couldn't the doubling of the list be accomplisht
within the next month ? AVe surely think it could be done, and in order that it mav be easier for those who
help in it, we will make a SPECIAL
SUBSCRIPTION OFFER, and also pay all who will aid in secunng new subscribers. Here is the offer

NEW
:

3

Six Months for 40 Cents
we

to a

New

subscriber....

WEEK

will send the American Bee Journal EVERY
from July 1. 1899, to Jan. 1, 1900—26
for only 40 cents, to a
subscriber. In addition to this we will send to the present regular
subscribers, for the work of getting new 6-months' readers, their choice of the premiums mentioned below,
but no premium will also be given to any new subscriber on these offers, under any circumstance

Yes,

NEW

numbers

:

New 40-cent Subscriber

For

Your choice

Sending I

lowing

of one of the fol-

ill

New

For

(1/

Sending

list

Poultry for Market.
Our Poultry Doctor.
Capons and Caponizing.
Foul Brood Kohnke and Cheshire.
10 copies York's Honey Almanac.

—

U/

3

40-ceiit Subscribers

Your choice
lowing

of one of the fol-

list

Bees and Honey (160 pages, cloth) by Newman.
Bee-Keeping for Beginners, by Dr. j. P. H. Brown.
Bienenzucht und Honiggewinnung (German) by
J. F. Eggers.
Advanced Bee-Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson.
30 copies York's Honey Almanac.

New 40-cent Subscribers

For

Sending

2

Your choice
lowing

of one of the fol-

list

Howard on Foul Brood.
Monette Queen-Clipping Device.
Bienen-Kultur (German) by T. G. Newman.
Dr. Tinker's Bee-Keeping for Profit.
Pierce's Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping.
Bees and Honey (160 pages, paper) by Newmar
20 copies York's Honej- Almanac.

New 40-cent Subscribers

For

Dr.

Sending

5

Doolittle's Scientific

Viz

New 40-cent Subscribers

For

Sending

6

Prof.
Cook's
Guide.

NOW FOR A GRAND PUSH FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS
seems

Oueen-

Rearing.

Bee-Keeper's

!

with the above low rate to new subscribers, and also the premiums offered, we
should get such a landslide of new subscriptions as will make us sweat to care for them durino- the
next
few weeks without any help from the hot weather.
are ready now to enter the new names" and mail
the premiums. Are YOU ready to go out and get them, and then send them in ?
It

to us that

WE

GEORGE W. YORK & GO.

118 MiGtliQan St., GtiicaQO,

A RARE CHANCE

The Midland Farmer
(SEMI-MONTHLY).
Th representative nn:>dern Farm Paper

purchase an apiary of 2txi colonies of Italian
and Carniolan Bees in 10-frame Langstroth and
Dovetailed hives. The hives are two-storv with
10 brood and Sextracting-frames in top storv,
to

of the

aud Soulheru Mississippi Valley. Pag^e
departments to ever.v branch of Farmingr and
Stock-Raising-. Plain and Practical — Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neig-hbors (for
free samples), and we will enter your name for 1
year. (If you have not received' your money's
worth at end of year, we will, upon request, continue the paper to 3'ou free of cost another 3-ear).
Ceiii.al

W, M, BARNUM,

Publisher,
'WainwnghtBuildm;,^
ST. LOUIS, MO.
7Dtf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

H6aclquart6rsTH§ Albino Bee!
THE BEST IN THE WORLD.
If .vou are

looking for the bees that (father the

most honey, and are the gentlest of all beea to
handle, buy the ALIilNO. lean furnish the
Italians, but orders st.ind, as heretofore, 50 to 1
in favor of the .VLIJIXO.
I
manufacture and

furnish
S,

SUPPLIES.

VALENTINE,

Hagerstown, Md,

III.

all

wired for extracting.

Combs

are straight

and in fine condition last year's crop of honey
was over 700 gallons from ISO colonies.
Purchaser can occupv the present good and
convenient location of two acres, well shaded,
:

In the multitude of counsellors there
safety.— Prov. 11-14.

is

with a comfortable residence for a familv, for
JIO.OO per month, within ItX) vards of fast I'ine of
electric cars that go thru main part of
Orleans every 5 minutes. Mail service twice a day.
Poultry-houses and yards at cost of wire-netting
in fences, and some line poultrv for sale; also
furniture in house.
All must be sold, and location abandoned on
account of poor health. All honey, poultry and
eggs can be sold in city h»-me market at good
prices. Correspondence solicited.

New

Starters and Drone-Comb in Sections
Query 95.— If starters are used in sections
enousfh to about half fill them, will the
bees be likely to fill out the remainder of the
section with drone-comb? My only reason for
iisiu^ starters this larg'e is on account of so
much d roue-comb.— Clinton.
larire

H. Elwood— Yes.
M. Hambaugh Yes.
E. Whitcomb— Not so hkely.
G. M. Doohttle— Yes, they do for me.
Mrs. A. J. Barber— It the colony is in
proper condition it will make no difference.
P.

J.

—

J.

W. WINDER,

27A2t
Halfway House, New Orleans, La.
Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.
l^ntested Italian, SOc each;

Tested,

Queens
W. MAAQ,

?1. 00

each.

Queens

and

prolific.

large, yellow,

Address,
E.
Canton, Ohio,
SAtfCH 1i (Successor to Theodore Bender.

W

;

July

6,

'

We use one-inch starters, and have no
trouble with drone-comb. •
^_/—
aS. T. Pettit— ith exceptional cases, yes.
J.A."Gre6n~Yes, they will very 'often
do so.
szi
JZ2
Dr. C. C. Miller— Yes, to a considerable
extent.
E. S. Lovesy— My experience is, as a rule

—

Roovs Column

1___

—

^^

HONEY=PACKAGES.
YOU have a crop of

If
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ho-'>5fv

you

will

want packag'es in which to put it on
the market. For comb honey you will
be interested in our

S 5hipping=Cases

they do not.
D. W. Heise— I will let the comb-honey
producers answer this.
J. A. Stone— I don't know, as I have
never tried it.
Mrs. J. M. Null— Yes. It is more profit-

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover
We

have made arran^'ements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or e.vpress, at the followintf prices, cash with
the order:
Sweet Clever (melilot)
AlsikeClover

White Clover
AlfalfaClover
Crimson Clover

Poppleton— I have too little experiproducing section honey to answer.

ence in

Brown— A

A. F.

would use

will. I

many

great

full sheets

times tbey

or only a small

starter.

Emerson

may

not.
stances.

which we are prepared to furnish in
various styles and sizes as listed in our
catalog-.
They are packt in lots of .SO
in carrying'-crates suitable for shipping your honey in after it is put in

cases.

For extracted honey you will want,
for storing and shipping to market,

Square Cans

qal\.on

two in a case. We provided ourselves
with two carloads of these before the
advance in tin-plate, so that, while
they

last,

we can

still sell

at the old

Abbott— They may and they

T.

That

will

depend upon circum-

Eugene Secor— They

Why

not use

will

full

sometimes,

and thus insure all worker-comb ?
Prof. A. J. Cook — I think they will almost
surely do so. Use full sheets unless you are
willing to have drone-comb. Why not have
it?

size.

Chas. Dadant

& Son—They

to drone-comb as readily
a halt sheet as if you give

will change
you give them
them only a nar-

it

M. Mahin — Sometimes they will,
and sometimes not. They will build less
drone-comb with large starters than with

Mason

Jars,

We

Piut

Mason Jars

Ouart Mason Jars
2-quart Mason Jars

4Sc
48c
60c

52.50

$4. 75

2.75
3.40

5.(H1

ij.50

cThis is a very popular Jar for one
pound of honey. It has porcelain top
with rubber ring and tin screw band.
We have them put up one gross in a
barrel at S5.50 or two dozen in a par:

titioned

when

ready for reshipping
with honey, at 51.15 per

case,

filled

box, or S6.50 for six boxes.

Tin=top Tumblers.
We

have two

sizes of these,
pint,
packt 21 doz. (252) in
a barrel, at S5.00 per barrel
or '3 quart,
16 oz.. No. T89, packt 16- 3 doz. (200) in a
barrel, at S5.00 per barrel. 200 of each
size nested in a barrel for S.S.70.

or 10

oz.,

No.

'•,

strip.

small ones, or with none.

W. G. Larrabee — I always use full sheets,
and have never used but a few starters;
but I think they are very liable to fill out
the section with drone-comb.
From my own experience I
J. E. Pond
should say they would. My bees are very
apt to use drone-cells for surplus storage.
The reason, I think, is obvious.
C. Davenport If there were none, or but
very little, drone-comb below, and the colony had any intention of swarming, they
would be apt to fill out many of them with

—

—

788,

;

THE A. L ROOT
MEDINA, OHIO.

—

Dr. J. P. H. Brown I have had cases
where the bees would put drone-comb in
Hence, to guard against
the remainder.
this. I fill the section with foundation to
one half inch of the bottom.

Adrian Getaz — When I use small starters,
the first three or four rows of cells are of
normal size, then they gradually increase,
and finally the drone size is reacbt somewhere about two thirds of the depth of the
section, and thence continued down to the

W. Demaree — Why

—

—

21, 1899.

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

best hoiu'v-j.-'atheiers. the

hardiest Queens, try a few
Northern=bred Italians--"" dauj^hters of
imported OueeTis." Tested Queens, $1.5i); untested, SI. 00; 2-frame Nuclei with tested Queens,
;3.UU each the same with untested Queens, S2.25.
Correspondence solicited.

MATE WILLIAMS.

2(..A4t
XiMKoD. Wadena County, Minn.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

^^a^

Central Texas Bee-Keepers' Asat Milano, Te.x., Julv 20 and
All are cordially invited to attend.
H. H. Hvui:, Asst. Sec. and/freas.

win meet

Hntto, Te.xas.

Union CombiNATION SAW—
for ripping.

f=a

,__j^

^r^<^---,

^

^ f
A^VY ^'j^^j!/^^/
-,

-^,,

^

^T^M^J^l y/
^W^iil^
1

•

/

'

r"

\i|'

l]*|

i;^1

w

cross

gaming,

'ng,

/

scroll

'

,

Foot

trull line

HANDA

P O W El R

]^

-

for Catalog A.

.Seneca Falls Mfir. Co.. 46

Water

St., Seiieoa Falls, S.Y.

when

writing.

Ar^ "ot

Italians;

mention Bee Journal

DnCC

nrVCI

edge-

<3

AND
-^

--^

sawing,

u1 d 1 n g
heading, etc.
lu

^^isa

^WaI^^—^^
\// -/^.-^iW^^L—

-^

-

boring,

'

CHINEKT. Send

cutting,

-

initering, rabV\."etiug.
groov-

0.\V/

^^1 wr^^:

nUtb DLLO
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^—

h'l^lSSk^l^

and practically a
non-swarming-, non-stiniaring' strain of bees;
great honey-t;ratheiers and sure to winter. Tested
Queens, each, $1.(X): t» Queens, t5.50; 12 Queens,
$'^.00.
Everything- g-uaranteed. Book giving- 37
years' experience in queen-rearing mailed free.

HENRY ALLEY,
Wenham, Essex Co., Mass.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
24Atf

ALdINU yUttNo

proTifil: Queens-If y*mi
want the gentlest Bees — If you want the best
honey-gatherers you ever saw — try my Albinos.
Warranted Queens, SI. 00; Untested. 75 cents.
9A26t
d. D. GIVENS. LlSBON.TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing,

T^ r^ r^

ni

r I tI tS
J-JVJVJO
per dozen.
llAtf

from barred Plymouth
ROCKS

Thurobred — Fine Plumaged
Fowls — Farm Raised — 75 cents

MRS. L C. AXTELL,

ROSEVILLE.

Comb

ILL,

Foundation

Wholesale and Retail.

Working

Wax

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

DO NOT FAIL
Before placing your order, to send
what you need in

me

a

list

of

Foundation, Sections,
And

other Supplies, and get niv prices.

will get the best

Texas.
sociation

YORK & CO.

my

of

should you object

drone comb in siriioiisf When storing
comb honey bees can make better headway
when building "store comb" or dronecomb as we comuiouly call it. In answering your question directly, the bees will
sometimes fill out with drone-cells and
sometimes with worker-cells.
to

— The

CO,

if

Northern Queens.

bottom.
G.

W.

Street,

YOU want the
IFloiig-est-lived
and

Rev.

drone-comb.

No. 25 Glass Jars.

Michigan

iPlease

—

R. L. Taylor Except in colonies having
queens of the current year's production
such comb would mostly be of the drone

row

with Aluminum Caps.
have a carload of these which we
offer for July shipment at the following special prices, put up one dozen
in a box
PER'DOZ. SIX DOZ. GROSS

soft
$4.00
5.75
5.00
5.00
3.50

freight.
are solicited.

sheets in sections,

for retail we
have a variety of packag'es in tin and
glass, listed in our catalog-. Of most
of these we are also provided with a
large stock.

Ball's Best

118

I

price, lo boxes, $6.oo.

a For putting up honey

$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

1.2S
1.40
1.20
.90

;

R. C. Aikin— Yes, likely, particularly if
none below, colony very strong, old queen
or queen-cells.
Mrs. L. Harrison- What are your objections to drone-comb ? I would rather eat
it than foundation.
C. H. Dibbern— They will be inclined to
do so, but I should certainly use full sheets
of foundation, or starters only.
think.

2sm

$1.00

55c

GEORGE

me. as

O. O.

lOlt)

60c
70c
80c
60c

Your orders

France— It would be a mere guess with
I do not produce comb honey.

E.

Sit)

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

wanted by

ble to use full-size starters.

Seeds.

goods and save money.

trated Catalog- Free.

You
Illus-

BEESWAX WANTED.

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writina.

—

—

:
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LEWIS

G. B.

Are Models

6,

1899.

CO'S

of Perfection,

•«« <«x /fp:

TMs
Our unrivaled

Verdict of Tliousanils of Customers and

is tlie

WANT THE BEST—They Cost No More.

copy of our Catalog and Price List mailed free upon application.

Factories

and Main

Branch

and Wapepooms

19

Offices

Watertown, Wisconsin.

Office:

AGENCIES

CO.,

E. T.

515 First Ave.,

G. B.

N. E., Minneapolis, Minn,

ABBOTT,
L. C.

CO.,

St.

WOODMAN, Grand Rapids, Mich.
FRED FOULGER & SONS. Og-den, Utah.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MoNETTE
Device

Better than
Am

Queeu-Clipping-

a line thing for use in
and clipping Queens*
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

^mrfi^

is

NEW

Chicago,

111.

If vou care to know of its
Fruits, riowers. Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper—

rTjl Iiff^f ni

n
^ailTOrniai

The

T

Pacific Rural Press,

leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,
illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

ple copy free.
330

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Market Street,
San Francisco, Cal.

i3 >fe: >t^

>!i >ti iti >li >li i^ >ti >ti

2^ >li Ei

Italian Queens p^'refrma'
¥, ted: all Oueens by return mail; will run
l,2f-'0 nuclei; Uueens reared by Doolittle's
¥, method; safe delivery and satisfaction
guaranteed: have 11 years' experience
and know what frood Queens are.
Oueeus, 5i:ic each, for $2.75.

¥,

^
¥,

l.

Address,

GEO.

300 SELECTED
LARGE and YELLOW
each

6 for $4.00.
Queens are prolific and workers,
industrious as well as beautiful to look
at; hundreds of testimonials prove this.

My

->jir

22A21t

7}?

HILTON,

soldier sought the battlefield
first in coat of blue

He past before the Angel Death
In swift and stern review.
The broken swords were sheathed
The rusty cannon dumb:
But in the tangled grass he found

An army

in mold,

WE DO CLAIM

a drum.

in

were gone that rattled once
Tattoo and reveille,
The shell that took the drummer's life
Had burst the head in three.
But from the shattered sheepskin rose
A low, continuous hum,
The murmur of the rank and file
The army in the drum.
sticks

built a home
And stored the sweets away.
From blossoms horn of soldier blood,

The mingled blue and gray.

Where once the morning sky beheld
The charging columns come.
They pitcht in peace their waxen tents
The army in the drum
—Criterion.
!

that

Page Fence cuntains better wire than its com-

The Pj»ue refiutresit, the others couldn't
Ask iiswhv.
it.
PAliK WOVEN WIKK FKN( K ( <).. AIMM AN. MI( K.
Please mention Bee Journal ^vhen ^vriting.

petitors.

Batelv use

WHEN you WANT

Address,

-^liojo^ 7J? Tj? >?«>;?>?« («•
'Please mention the Bse Journal.

Send us vour order. We
fill it bv RETURN
with the best of

will

MAIL,

..QUEENS..

Italians,

larg-e

yellow

Queeus, healthy and

prolific, workers gentle and
the best of honey-g-atherers. Tested Queens,
$1.00 each; Untested. 75c; $8.1*0 per dozen7 Send
for our price-list, and see what others say.

J,

W,

22A6t

SHAW

K.

LOREAUVILLE

L CO.,
LOUISIANA

;iberia Parish)

Please mention the Bee Journal.

The American

;

I just now have a nice lot of Queens
which have just started to lay.
SPECIAL LOW PRICE on Queens in

quantities.

E.

illus-

FREMONT, Newaygo Co., MICH.

Uueens, nice

all over, at 75c

^ H. O. QUIRIN, Parkertown, Erie Co. Ohio.
^>j? Money>pOrder Office, Bellevue.
•vi

A

Send for

and sold at their prices.
trated. 36-pag^e Cataloff FREE.
lots,

Drum.

For there the bees had

^ Golden

^
^
^

in the

Ever

prepared to furnish everything'" needed bj
the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., shipt to me in car
I

17A)7t

The

The

handsomely

The Army

Francisco, Cal.

Where

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,
St.,

ii^

ija

catching-

Michigan

Joseph, Mo.

SMITH'S CASH STORE, San

South Alabama Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.

118

of CoiDpetitors.

coupled with twentj'-five years of manufacturiiifj experience, enable us to anticipate and
supply every want and need of the bee-keeper, promptly and accurately.

YOU

LEWIS
LEWIS

Admowledsment

facilities,

A

G. B.

tlie

Trying

to

Keep Down Increase.

of Plirenoloo,
Charlotte FowWells,

Institute
I

have 47 colonies of

bees.

White clover

has been abundant for two weeks, but it
didn't secrete nectar until the last H or 6
days. I fenced in a square lot with barbed
wire this spring, out in open ground, and
moved my bees to it about 100 yards. I
never lost any by their going back to the
old yard, but all in the center of the new
yard are weak and haven't started work in

—

t'res. Mrs.
i:k
incorporated in
r^oo, ooens its next session on
•^ept. 5. 1899.
For prospectus
(

-end (free on application) to
the Secretary, care of

FOWLER

& WELLS

CO.

Nku- York.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
.17

East 21st

St.,

July
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the supers, while all around the outside
they are well along in one and two supers,
and swarming. The hives are S feet apart
in all directions. Is it possible that the
young bees get lost when playing out from
the center hives, and go to the outside ones ?
I would like Dr. Miller's opinion on this.
I am trying a (to me) new plan to keep
down increase, and get a big yield of honey.
I keep all queens dipt, and when a swarm
issues I cage the queen, take two supers of
sections, place them on a loose bottomboard, remove the old hive, set the prepared
supers in its place, take the partly-filled
super off of the old hive, put it on the other
supers on the old stand, take one section
out of it, set the caged queen in its place,
put a cover on, let the swarm return and
go into the sections, let them remain that
way 24 hours or longer, then go thru the
old hive, cut out all queen cells and cups,
take the caged queen out, replace the section, remove the swarm and super, put the
old hive back on the old stand, set the 3
supers with the swarm in them on top, let
the queen run into the old hive, and the
work is done. It is working finely so far.
I will report results later on.
Co., Ind.,

June

Lyon Mfg.
b
NEW LONDON,

Page
operates two Sawmills

that cut, annually, eight million feet of

price for the

manufacture of

this firm to furnish the

Send

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

for Circular and

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

FK,IC!E3S

Bingham Perfect Bee-Smokers
Conqueror

S.

June

Plain

i IK-therinKtuu UncappiDKKnife.

Basswood Bloom.

Basswood bloom, and almost no honey
Fine days last week, and the apiary
it.
was quiet — allee same like gravevard.
Lucas Co.. O.. June 26.
E. E. Hastt.

its

4.75;
4.50;
6.00;

"
'*

all the new improvements. Before buying a
record and pedigree.

Smoker

FIFTEEN TEARS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALP CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:~Have used the f'onqueror In years. I was always pleased with Its
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer, 1 write for a circular.

I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
Truly,
W. H. EAGERTT. Cuba, Kansas.
January 27, 1897.

T. F.

BlNCiHAM, Farwell,

micliigan.

^

Carloads
of BeeSections,

Shipping-Cases,
Comb Foundation

aud EVERYTHING used
ill

in

"

Bingham Smokers have
Biii;:luiiu

a farm."

i.io
i.OO
.90
.70
.60
.80

"
"

5.iX);

Doz.

or Knite, look up

23.

^'The only drawback to any intelligent
country community enjoying educational
and refining privileges is lack of co-operation between the farmers themselves."
writes Mrs. John B. Sims, of " Entertaining
'in the Country," in the July Ladies' Home
Journal. " Whenever a farming community realize that in themselves lie the means
of educating their sons and daughters to
love the farm and the farru home, and that
because one does not have the privileges of
the town or large city there is no reason
why he should stagnate either mentally or
socially, tbey will have solved the problem
of how to live happily and contentedly on

Wonder

9.00;
6.50;

Doz.

2^-in. stove. Doz.
2-in. stove. Doz.
(weight 10 ounces)... 2-in. atove. Doz.

Honev-Knile

Harter.

Love the Fapm and Farm Home.

stove. Doz. $13.W; each, by mail, $1.50
"

3-in. stove.

j^arce
Little

-l-in.

3>^ in. stove. Doz.

Doctor

are having a good honey-flow from
alfalfa. Bees have doubled, and are now in
supers. All is lovely in Kansas.

No Neetap

OF

7.

Lovely in Kansas.

Co., Kan.,

se-

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved'machineryfor the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
lutely accurate.
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

We

McPherson

lumber, thus

T3__ 1^-.^^^^^f Q.t^^ii^^
tiCCf'JS.eepCrS OUpplieS««

curing the best lumber at the lowest

Smoke Engine (larKesl smoker made)
All

Co.

WIS.,

RcFus Williams.
Lawrence
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America.

We

in the bee-industry.

We

want i be n.un'

.m.] .tihh l-ss ut i'\ cry bee-keeper
Wt- ha\e Dry Kiln. Improved Machin-

supply dealers as well as consumers.

ery, 40,000 feet of floor space, and all
for Catalo<rs, Quotations, etc.

modern appliances.

We make

INTEREST ATE MFG.

prompt shipment.

Write

CO., Hudson, St. Croix Co., Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writiug.

in

I

Very Discouraging Spring.
my bees are a little stronger than

think

year at this time, altho I don't remember such a discouraging spring since I came
to Iowa, which was in ISTl. It Has been
cold and rainy or so windy that the minute
a bee got outside the hive to fly she was
dasbt to the ground.
The last winter and spring have been
hard on fruitgrowers in this section of
country. I had one acre of strawberries
winter-kill; I never had as strong, healthy
plants, and I put tour tons of wild hay on
them for covering. Also. 1 had -tO cherry-

OUR MOTTO;

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK -QUICK SHIPMENTS.

Seciions, SliiDDino-Gases and

last

trees winter-kill, some of them quite large,
having been set out seven years. They
were all of one kind except two. which were
early Richmond grafted trees; the others
were a black cherry, and were not a grafted
tree.
English Morello. Montmorency.
and others, came thru all right and bloomed
full, but on account of rain, wind and hail,
there is not much fruit set.
had hail
four nights in succession.
I have a half acre of raspberries, and the
bees work on them a good deal, but I have
never seen a bee on my strawberry patch,
altho I see such statements sometimes made
in difl'erent papers. I have observed closely
to see what the bees like, for I love to watch
them and fuss with them, altho I can't eat
honey at all. I find they work on plums.

My

We

B66-K66Ders' Syppiles
We make

a specialty of making the verj' best Sections on the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledg-ed by all to be
selected, young and
the best for making the ONE-PIECE
thrifty timber is used.
'Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

The

BASSWOOD

HONEY-SECTIONS—

Marshfield flanufacturing Company,
Please mention Bee Journal

when

MARSHFIELD, WISCONSIN.

writing.

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We
have the bc^L equipt factory

in the

West.

Capacity,

one carload a day; and carry the larg^est stock and greatest variety of everythiuff needed in the a^jiary, assuring
BEST g^oods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.
7'J pag-es, F'ree,
manufacture Tanks of either wood or g-alranized
any form, for all purposes. Price list free.

I77ustrate<i Catoioj>-,

We also

steel, all sizes,

Address,

E. KRETCHMER, RED
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Ple.m Mentiou the Bee

Joiiiual

OAK, IOWA.

lJl?rSiS*

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
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Queens

...Italian
—

AND

•

have been

1

for

2(j

gooseberries, currants, cherries, apple, raspberries, lilac, and a great many other
plants, but I have never seen one bee working:

on stravpberries.

The basswood

GoiiitrFoundalion.
reariiip

nueeus

seasous on the best

known plans, and have some

July

is

in

i

am

watchshall put my
:

I

1899.

Mr. Kipling Cured

^:

'

bud here

6,

By

the inhalation of Oxvf^en, the
specilic cure for all luut^ troubles.

ing to see when it opens. I
supers on just before it opens, if I can.
There is plenty of basswood within a range
Lewis Lamkin.
of a mile or so of me.
Woodbury Co., Iowa, June 3. -^

For special information regarding- The Oxygen Tre.^tmext,
Address,
DR. PEIRO.
Central Music Hall, Chicago.

choice ones as fonows:51_

^

'-U'hv4

1
tr

untested Queen
untested Queens

1
()

1

COMB FOUNDATION-made from
Send for

J. L.

prices.

3.50
o.OO
1.00
5.00
1.50

pureIwax,

STRONG.

Clarinda. Pag-e County, Iowa.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.
36A4t

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.
If

%Vool iVlarlcets an<t Sheep

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO. ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
Bee-Hives, Sections, ShippingCases — everj'thing' used by bee;

keepers. Orders filled pr<miptly.
Send for Catalog-. Minnesota Beekeepers* Supply Mfg. Co.. Nicollet
Island. MinueaiJolis, Minn. 18Atf

Please mention Bee Journal "when WTiting,

The American Poultry Journal

up nicely on box-elder, maple and
We transferred one colony
fruit-bloom.

A
rv

built

during fruit-bloom, but will

Untested.

(j5

cents each;

Tested,

?1. 00.

Have

had 32 years' experience with bees; am running:
SOO Nuclei, and rearing- only S-banders. 1 have
no 3-banded queens, and no 3-banded drones.

RETURN

Can send Queens by

Dan'l Wurih, Falmouth,
27A3t

«»"IF

—

MAIL-

Rush Go.

Ind.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than anv other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

B66-K66D6rs' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to

tlie

wait

until

three weeljs after swarming to transfer the
remainder. We have now nine nice colonies, but they are hardly making a living
at present, as clover
tion, and. should
plus honey will

a failure in this secalso, the surbe rather scarce, I am
is

My wife attends to the bees with what
I can give her at odd times, as I am
busy on the farm. She has I.t dovetailed
hives painted, and filled with full sheets of
foundation, and supers painted and some
filled with sections and starters.
Better to
be ready a little too soon than a little late.
We use the Ideal sections with fences.
We intend having some winter-cases
made to order that can be taken apart to
pack away in summer. The past spring we
put up a building in which to store apiary
fixtures, and do the work pertaining thereto.

Trade.

It is 12x'20 feet

and

&}.<

BEE^SUPPLIES,
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

I/ang'stroth Hives

4

and everything

pertaining to same.

Muth Jars.Muth Honey Extractor

f

4

— in fact everything used by beekeepers.

Send

for our Catalog.

C. H.

V\^.

VNZEBER,

CINCINNATI, OHIO,

I
4

2146 Ceutr.-ll Ave.,

f

EXTRACTED HONEY

Succesisor to

Chas

F.

Muth & Sox

and A. Muth.

WANTED!
We

now

iu shape to buy Extracted
in large or small lots.
Parties havint' any to offer will do well
to sell to us, as Cincinnati is a g'reat

are

Honey, either

for Extracted Honey. Submit a
small sample, stating' quantity-, style of
package, and price expected. Prompt
remittances. References:
Western (ierman Hank
The Brig-hton
(ierman Bank Co. both of Cincinnati, O.

market

—

ISAtf

Please meutiou the Bee Journal.

Dearborn Street, Chicago, III.

of the readers of the

Iced

get

—

preferable to ice water iced
water being cooled by the ice without being
brought in direct contact with it. The less
ice water one drinks the better. Ice water
increases one's thirst that is, there is a
greater tendency to desire drink inasmuch
as ice water slakes the thirst for a moment
hut does not quench it. July Ladies' Home
Journal.
is

—

Bee-Keeping in Mississippi.
Not seeing anything in the American Bee
Journal from this section of the State, I
conclude that an occasional item might not
be anything out of the way. One would
think from not noticing anything from our
part of the country that there were no bees
here at all, but a greater mistake was never
made than to draw that conclusion. A
great many farmers own a small number of
colonies all over our broad country, and
consider they pay them very well. There
are not a few apiaries on the small order
all about, but some quite extensive in some
localities, especially in the Mississippi Delta
country.
Here in north Mississippi our honey-flows
begin in April, usually, and last alternately
till frost, tho with intervals sometimes of
nearly a month.
Our finest flow comes
usually 'from May 3 to the 8th, on time
promptly every year, with the blooming of
the holly-trees, which lasts only a very few
days, say 3 to 10 days at best, but during
which time you never saw the like, I think.
Such a roaring and busy state of aft'airs in
the bee-yard is not witnest, except in this
very particular time. Honey can be ex-

the

The Rural Californian

Sample copies, 10 cents.
THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
North M,\iti Stn-et.
Los .\nc.eles. Cal.

months,
218

50 cents.

-

POWER MACHIBERY

BARNES' FOOT

Read what

Parent, of

J. I.

Charlton, N. Y., says: "We
kut with one of your ComMned Machines, last winter,
5" chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
loo honey racks, 500 broodframes, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a trreat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do

many

Water Preferable to lee Water.

is

Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturag-e and NectarProducing: Plants: the Bee-Ranches and how
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture andHorticulture. 51.00 per year; 6

of land does

Iced water

own, and

its

Such

Mention the Bee Journal.

50 cents a Year.

American

it require ?
valuable hints from the
American Bee Journal, and would not like
to be without it.
The kingbirds are very plentiful around
the apiary and vicinity, and destroy many
bees. My father-in-law and myself treat
them to powder and shot very frequently,
and my wife also brings down a few.
A. E. Maklow.
Jefferson Co., N. Y., June 13.

We

of

American Poultry Journal.

Bee Journal know by experience whether
or not alfalfa would be a success in this
(Jefferson) county as bee-pasturage ? If so,

what kind

^^ over a quarter of a
century old and is still g-row^'^^"^

ingr must possess intrinsic merit
its field must be a valuable one.

feet high.

—

f

325

loill'tlfll
^yJUl
lltXl

basswood be

help

Do any

ITALIAN QUEENS,

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

losses of bees in this vicinity were
rather severe, some losing nearly all. We
wintered flvecolonies on the summer stands,
four in box-hives, and one in a dovetailed
bive. All came out strong this spring, and

Winter

afraid.

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first. foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.

1

Rather Severe Winter Losses.

S .75

Queens
tested Queen
tested Queens
selected tested Queen

1^ untested

ii

vou sav

it

with this Saw.

and

will." Catalog-

W.

Address,

F.
'>i5

5Ctf

BEE-KEEPERS

Ruby
Let

!

It

will do all

price-list free.

& John Barnes.
St.,

Rockford,

111.

me send you my 64Catalog for 1899.

pag-e

A/, JTen/iins, "ll''etumpZfa, A.la,

^7.

Van Deusen Jliin Foundallon.
We have several 2> pound boxes of VanDeusen
Thin Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation for sale at
This Foundation is preferred by
many. We have only a few boxes of it at our
Chicag-o Branch, so an order for same should be

$12.50 per box.

sent promptly.

THE

Address,

A.

I.

ROOT

CO.,

CHIC.\(;0, ILL.

llS.Michigan Street,

GOLDEN
BY RETURN MAIL IT.\LIAN BEAUTY
QUEENS
—reared from Imm'kted Mothers.
50 cents; Tested,

Untested,

rl.i«.).

TERRflL BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Go. Tex
ISAtf

Please nientiou the' Bee Journal.

Don't
ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn

Belt," a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
2og

Adams

Please

St.,

jiieJition

Chicago.

Bee Journal -when

writing.

^
July

!

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

6, 1899.

tracted out in the yard and bees would not
start robbing; this shows what it is. Some
of your Northern folks may regard this
with a little credulity, but if they doubt it
will come down next May, about the
3rd or 4th, they can see it verifled. Yet
this state of affairs lasts only till it rains,

Hustlers
'

it always does while these holly-trees
are in full bloom.
We run an apiary here of 60 odd colonies,
located just a mile from a large creek-bottom where these holly-trees grow also some
poplar, which yields some pretty fair honey.

have had a very
since holly went out

A

which yields considerable honey. The bees
swarm upon the blossoms. After
that the summer and fall weeds and wild
flowers come, which help some. Thus you
fairly

we are not without a honey-flow all
along thru the summer, the these are very
light generally as compared with our spring
flow. (.i)iiite a number of bee-keepers in our
State produce honey by the tons. Tho we
have no State bee-association, as some of
the Northern States, yet in its quiet way
our part of the country gathers quite a
large quantity of the sweet that Dame Nature intended we should use; still there are
millions of pounds of the finest honey the
world ever saw wasted away every year,
right here in our own State, just for the
want of bees to gather it. But before locating down here, a study and examination
as to locality are very necessary, as some
places are no good at all for a large lot of
bees, while plenty of places are good.
De Soto Co., Miss., June 2. W. T. Lewis.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no

Sat4 in

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Houev.
is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

Beinf? the cleanest

VAN

J. A.

DEtJSEX,

Sole Manufacturer,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.
ilither 5-bauded.

from

QUEENS
A

few tine l>n*fders at

;j.(Hi.

Golden or

IMPORTED

mothers,

oitc

$1.5*)

Italian

each; or for
each. Give me
ti

a trial and let nie surprise vou. Satisfaction or
CM. H. THiE5, Steeleville, 111.
no pay.

26Atf Please mentimi the American Bee Journal.

!

\
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HON&y AND B&ESWflX

\

Chicago, June 19. — Not any comblioney on the
market except buckwheat aud other dark

We look for new crop to start in at
about 13c for best grades of white; light ambers
and off white Iif(/oI2c. Extracted selling at Sw 7c
for ambers, and Ota-Sc for white, according to
qualit.y, color and package.
Beeswax steady at
26(6 2"c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
grades.

New

York, June <).— Demand good for e.xtracted honey, all kinds, and same finds ready
sale at the following prices: Fancy, 7ffl 7^c;
choice, 6('_'-6?2C: fair, SJ^te'tic: common, 57tot>Oc per
gallon. Some demand for comb honey at from
1I('_' I2c for white, and 9@10c for amber.' No more
demand for dark. Beeswax dull at from 25(n27c
per pound, according to quality.

HiLDRETH & SegELKEN.
San Francisco, June 14.— White comb, 10@

1054c; amber, 7!4(ai9c. Extracted, white,
7;4c; light amber, 6^@7c. Beeswax, 26'^(a).27c.
Market is firm, with very little now offering,
either new or old. This year's crop of California honey is light, and there is nothing to war-

7X@

see

Listen

j!

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

light honey-flow now
of bloom, but enough

has been gathered to help finish up wonderfully in sealing over the combs, etc. There
are thousands of elder-bushes all over this
country now in bloom, have been, and will
be for some time yet, which yield nice,
clear honey, and add considerably to the
crop of honey.
little later we will have peas in bloom,

{?
o5 cts. each.
Untested,

T. N. BRIGGS, MARION, MASS.
Please mention B<^e Jovirnal "when "WTitinE,

:

We

Queens

from Imported stock.

24A4t

and

which

Italian
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3 Bee = Supplies.
:^
.

Root's Goods at Roofs Prices.

|;
^*

Pouder's Honey-Jars and every- ^^
Prompt ^^

^fc

^^
^^fc

thing used by bee-keepers.
Service low freig^ht rate.

^^5

free.

—

Queens,

the
and S banded, not hvbrid
^yard.
Untested.
Tested,
WALTER S. POUDER,
a

in

*1.'H).

7Sc;

X

S\Z Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

'

:^

TaRe my

fldvlcc

Kansas City, June 22.— New white No. I comb
No. I amber, I4c. New white extracted, 6c;
amber, S^c; dark, 4}^@Sc. Beeswax, 20(ai22c.

15c:

C. C.

i^.

^^

Italian

!f
r^5
.^

Catalog-

rant anticipating low prices the current season.

Clemons &

Co.

Cleveland, .March 9.— Fancv

white, 13'3il4c;
amber, lOwlIc; No.

No. 1 white, 12i" I3c; A No. 1
amber, Owluc: buckwheat, Sc.
Extracted,
white, 7c; amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.

2

fi
^f^
^.
S.
^'
^'

AND BUY YOUR

Boston, Mav 17.— Fancv white, 12!4(S!i3c; A
No. 1, llfa>12c: No. 1, 10c: light amber, 9c: buckwheat, 8c. E-xtr.acted Florida, white, 7;4(n'8c;
light amber, (i'2(a'7c. Beeswax, 27((j2Sc.
The demand for both comb and extracted
honey has settled down to the usual small proportions of summer, and prices quoted would be
shaded some, too, as stocks are a little heavier
than is liked at this season of the year.

Blake, Scott & Lee.
Buffalo, May 5.— The season for honev is
Some extra fancv white would
sell at ll<ail2c; some very poor selling at 6(a»7c,
and dull. No more business in honey before the
about closed.

opening of the ensuing season.

B66-SllDPll6S 01 flUOOSt W6lSS

FINE FOUNDATION AND TONS OF
Wax

WORKING

IT.

into Foundation for Cash or Trade a Specialty.
I defy competition in
Foundation, flillions of Sections Polisht on both Sides.

—

Satisfaction Guaranteed on a full line of Supplies, g Send for a Catalog and be your own judg-e. Wax Wanted at 27 cents cash, or 28 cents in trade,
delivered to me.

AUGUST WEISS,

ID,,

Please mention

Bee Journal when

Hortonvllle, Wis.

Batterson &

2^'" 26 '/2.

Decreasing demand and the attempt to crowd
have forced down prices'on comb honev.
M. H. HuvV.

writinE.

sales

The Oliver Typewriter.
IT

TOOK

25

YEARS

The OLIVER

is

to find out that typewriters have been built up-side-down.
built right-side up, where the
IS IN SIGHT.

WORK

IS POPULAR because it is an up-to-date typewriter, not in the
Trust, and because it shows every word as vor write it.

THE OLIVER

^IINI
Harper

Bros.,

USE
New

•THIS-*

BY^Cf

Wood

York.

McClure's Magazine, New York.
Keview of Reviews, New Y'ork,
Record, Chicag'o.
Times-Hekalu, Chicagro.

I

MONTGOMEKV Ward & Co., Chicag-o.
Morgan 6l Wkight, Chicag-o.

Cosmopolitan, New

New

V. Fakwell & Co., Chicago.
Y'outh's Companion, Boston.
Illinois Central R.R., Chicago
and countless other houses of like importance

Send (or
Catalog...
17D8t

Oliver Typewriter Gonipany.
f iCasB

racri'-on

N.

and character.
E. Cor. Washington and Dearborn Sts

CMICAQO, ILL.

Bea Journal when writin&

and

American Bee Journal

will be sent

by mail for
Full directions

inserted as soon as they are
read, aud preserved for refer-

Y'ork,

J.

of the

Binder

one year's numbers

accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Jouknal can be

York.

Tribune. Chicajj'o.
Inter-Ocean, Chicag-o.
Title & Trust Co., Chicag-o.

will bold

SO cents.

U. S. tiovERNMENT, Washing-toM.
C, M. A: St. P, K. R., Chicago.
Chas. Scribner's Sons, New Y'ork.
Joi'RNAL,

Co.

Omaha, June 2.— A few little lots of new honey
from Texas have made their appearance on the
market. The stock was put up bv inexperienced people and only sold at moderate prices.
Extracted of fairly good flavor brought 5^2'^i6c.
Comb honey put up in 60-gallon cans and filled
with extr.acted sold at V/ic. This is a most undesirable way of packing comb honej'. Trade
does not care for it.
Peycke Bros.
Detroit, April 10.— Fancv white. 12c; No. 1,
11"" lie; dark and amber, S(a9c.
Extracted in
fair demand without change in price. Beeswax.

I

ence in book form.

By paying for a year's subscription STKICTLT IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, postpaid, for 10 cents extra.
ADDRESS,
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YORK & CO.
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out to the depth of % of an inch. The result will be a piece
of wirecloth looking something like Fig. 2. The sides and
ends are bent up at right angles, making a tray-like cage
1'+ inches deep, i^z inches wide, and S'A long, looking
something like Fig, 3.
To use this cage in introducing a queen proceed as follows
First remove the old queen from the colony to which
the new comer is to be introduced, then look over the combs
until one is found upon which the bees are gnawing out in
considerable numbers. Shake and brush the bees from this
comb. If the circumstances are such that the comb can
now be carried into some room, so much the better, as it
prevents any possible loss of the queen by taking wing. If
she is dipt, of course this precaution is unnecessary. Place
the open side of the cage against the face of the comb:,
choosing such a spot that the cage will cover a place where
young bees are emerging. It might also be well to include
beneath the cage a little unsealed honey, altho Mr. Greiner
says that this is not necessary, as the bees will feed the
hatching young as well as the queen. There certainly can
be no harm in allowing a little unsealed honey under the
cage. Remove from the shipping-cage all of the escort
bees that came with the queen. With the queen alone in
the shipping-cage, open one end, and place the open end
under the wircloth cage, raising one end of the latter for
this purpose.
Watch carefully, and as soon as the queen
leaves the shipping-cage draw it out and press down the
wirecloth cage, thus caging the queen against the surface
of the comb. Press the cage into the comb until the ends
of the wires at the sides and ends are firmly embedded in
the septum or midrib of the comb. This must be done care:

A Certain and Practical
Method.

Introducing- Queens
BY W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON.

introduce a queen to a colony of bees, two things must
be well considered the condition of the bees, and the
condition of the queen. The condition and behavior of
the queen are very important. If the queen will only walk
about upon the combs in a quiet and queenly manner, and
g-o on with her egg-laying-, she is almost certain to be accepted if the other conditions are favorable. lyet her run
and " squeal," and utter that peculiar " zeep, zeep, zeep,"
and the bees immediately start in pursuit.
To introduce a queen from one colony to another in the
same apiary' does not call for the skill needed when a queen
has been absent several days from a colony, and is jaded by
a long journey. I have frequently taken a queeti from a
colony, and caged her to send away, and then immediately
taken a laying queen from a nucleus and placed her upoii
the spot upon the comb whence I had removed the other
queen, and had the satisfaction of soon seeing her surrounded by a circle of admiring retainers. I believe that
there are times, particularly when honey is coming- freely,
when a colony with a laying queen would accept another
fresh laying queen, simply by having her placed upon the
combs and all would go well until the queens came in con-

TO

—

TlC-3.

;

tact.

So far as the queen is concerned, it is important that
she be brought before the bees in a natural manner, in such
a place and way as they would expect to find her. When
queens have come from a distance they are more difficult to
introduce. For the purpose of introducing such queens, the
old Peet cage was excellent. It was a poor shipping-cag^e,
but, as an introducing-cage, that could also be used as a
mailing-cage, it has had no superior. As an introducingcage it did have o«f objection, and that was that the bees
might liberatethequeen too soon that is, before they would
accept her. It is possible, however, to use such a cage that
this objection may be overcome, but the cage cannot be
used for a mailing-cage. This is another illustration of the
fact that these combination tools are seldom so satisfactory
as special tools.
The style of cage, and the method of using it, that I
am about to describe, are not new. I think that Mr. Doolittle has used and described this cage.
Mr. F. Greiner, of
New York, also described it in Gleanings in Bee-Culture for
Oct. 1,1898; and I have to thank that periodical for the
use of the cuts that appear in this article.
The cage is made as follows
From apiece of ordinary
wirecloth, 6x8 inches square, a piece 1'4 inches square is
cut from each corner. Each side and end is then raveled
;

:

fully, yet thoroly, or the bees
kill

may undermine

the queen before the time comes

the cage and

when they would

ac-

cept her.
In replacing the comb be sure that sufficient ro6rii is left
so that the bees can pass between the cage and the adjoining comb. The queen will soon have a retinue from the
newly-hatcht bees that are ready to accept her, as they have
never known any other queen. She will soon begin laying
in the few cells that are at her command, and when she is
releast will be in nearly a normal condition, and surrounded
by quite a little band of loyal followers.
In three or four days, if a fine escort i-; found hatcht
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out under the cag^e, and the outside bees are seen to be feeding the queen thru the wirecloth, the cage can be gently
removed, and the comb put carefully back in the hive, and
there is no question but what the queen will be accepted
in fact, she has been accepted before she is thus given her
larger liberty.
If the bees are seen to be angry towards the queen,
clinging to the cage like so many burdocks, look thru the
hive for queen-cells, destroying every one. Keep the queen
caged until all of the brood is sealed, then destroy every
Now that all possible hopes of
cell before releasing her.
rearing a queen of their own are gone, they will accept the
inevitable. Not one colony in one hundred will drive yuu
to this last resort but you are master of the situation if
you follow these instructions. Bee-Keepers' Review.
;

;

—

Handling Bees— Sugg-estions for Beginners.
BV

C.

P.

DADAN

1'.

BEE away

from home, or laden with honey, never
volunteers an attack. She acts only in self-defense
when closely prest. This axiom is so well establisht,
and so well known by apiarists, that if I were not writing
mainly for beginners, I should not think of mentioning it.
Thus, in order to render bees harmless, it is only necessary
to cause them to fill themselves with honey, and this is
done by frightening them with smoke. When smoke is
driven into a hive thru the entrance, the bees at once begin
But with them as with
filling themselves with honey.
human beings, it is the most experienced that are the slowSo when the old bees are all at home it
est to take fright.
is more difficult, and takes more time, to compel them all
For that reason it is much safer to hanto fill themselves.
dle bees during the warmest part of the day, or at a time

A

when the greater part of the old bees are in the field. The
bees which compose a swarm are usually filled with honey
for the journey that they expect to take, and are harmless,
unless crusht or very much irritated by the anger of others,
and the smell of the poison.
It is not absolutely necessary to smoke a colonj- of bees
till all the bees fill themselves with honey, in order to handle
them safely, but it is certainly the safest method. An expert may open a hive without smoke, and without danger.
and may handle the combs and return them to the hive
without getting a single sting by being quiet, steady and
fearless.
The Italian bees especially may often be handled
without risk in this way, for they are quieter than most
other races. But this method is hardly to be recommended
for practical usage. It requires too much caution, and there
A combination of the two methis too much risk to run.
ods using a little smoke to frighten the bees whenever
they show signs of irascibility, yet handling them with as
is most advisable to practilittle disturbance as possible
But the one who has no fears, and handles
cal apiarists.
his bees without smoke, may often cause others to be stung.
I have a friend in a neighboring city who owns a dozen
colonies of bees. He had been in the habit of handling
them at all times of the day, and without preparations. He
told me once that his neighbors complained of his bees
stinging them, and were talking of putting a complaint
against him for keeping a nuisance in the city. "Yet,"
said he, " my bees are very quiet, and I never have to use

—

—

smoke."
I accompanied him

to the hives,

One

and he opened one

to

or two bees buzzed around
my head, and I prudently retreated a few steps, for I am not
But he continued his investigaat all proof against them.
After he had closed the hive I suggested that his bees
tion.
were not so quiet after all, and that perhaps if they did not
sting him he was in part responsible for their stinging the
neighbors. I advised him to act with them just as if he
were afraid of them, using^ a smoker and all ordinary precautions, and from that time on he had no more complaints
from the neighbors.
It is a fact that the fearless apiarist may often be entirely unharmed, while others several rods away may be
stung by the very bees which his manipulations anger. His
quiet, determined demeanor is his safeguard, while the uninitiated strikes at the angry bee and dances till he is stung.
When you wish to open a hive of bees, if you desire to
be perfectly safe, arm yourself with a smoker, cover your
head with a veil, and step boldly to the front of the hive;
send smoke thru the opening for a half minute, then stop
and repeat the operation after another half minute, or until
they make a steady hum, which will show that they have

show me

their condition.

July
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given up the desire to fight. Then open the hive, smoke
again gently, and you may lift the combs one after another,
shake bees on your hands, in fact, handle them like harmless, inanimate things, provided you do not press any of
them too hard. Avoid quick motions, do not breathe upon
them, and if there are other bees flying about in search of
plunder, do not leave the hive open too long. In case of
accidents the smoker should be used freely, and it ought to
be at hand for any manipulation in the apiary.
It is much easier to prevent the ang'er of bees than to
put a stop to it after it has begun. If you mismanage a col-

ony of bees and rouse their anger, it is quite likely that this
disposition will remain with them for daj's, for weeks, for
months. A colony which has been thoroly angered maj- retain this ill disposition for a long time. Even if smoke is
used in the manner prescribed, it becomes of no avail for a
portion of the bees that seem to remember former treatment, and that simply remain passive until the smoke is
cleared off, and the enemy in full sight, when they pounce
upon him with a will. As I said in a previous article, cotton clothing is better than wool, and all irritating causes
should be avoided. Mischievous boys who delight in poking sticks into the entrance and running away, cause more
stinging than a whole season of careful management and
handling.

We alwajs use a veil fastened to the hat. and this may
be slipt on or folded in the crown of the hat as occasion requires.

Gloves are not practical. A careful person will handle
the bees so that a sting on the fingers will be rare, and the
clumsiness caused by gloves will cause full}' as much dang'er
as there is in manipulation with the bare hands.

The most important instrument is the smoker, and the
In guns, the breechbest smoker is the muzzle-loader.
loader is a great improvement on the muzzle-loader, but in
smokers the reverse is true. The fire must be at the bottom,
at the farthest point from the nozzle, and the refilling must
be on top of the coals. With a breech-loading smoker you
must either unload your smoker from time to time, to fire
up again, or you must put the fuel under the fire instead of
over it. This is obvious. With a good smoker, after the
first lighting, the fire need not go out for the entire day, if
you have a whole day's work at the bees, provided you refill
it with fuel as needed, and you may even leave it sitting up
during the entire dinner-hour, with the certainty of finding
It is not the purpose of
it ready for use when you return.
this article to recommend any one kind of smoker, there are
half a dozen makes sold, and constantly improved for the
Hancock Co., 111.
convenience of the public.

Bee-Keeping as a Specialty
BY MRS.

L.

C.

—Other Matters.

AXTELL.

to me that to throw out the thought that a percan do well and prosper in life with only bees as a
business is misleading, and is doing damage to the industry, as there are so many years that the honey crop is
short, that persons depending wholly on bees for a living
will sooner or later give it up with disgust.

seems

ITson

Most of those who make it a specialty, make a part of
their living by vpriting for the bee-papers, or by lecturingon bees, or something else, rather than merely keeping
them for what honey they gather. Those contemplating
going into the business as a specialty are young people and
beginners, many of whom, if not the greater part, would
not succeed as specialists.
The bee-business with farming will pay well the bees
will help pay for the 'farm, much of the bee-work can be
done in the winter, and it is something that the whole famfather, mother, and all the children can work at from
ily
January to January, and during the hurried months of
farming there need be but little left to be done with bees
except what the women-folks and children can do, unless
there are many colonies.
;

—

—

STRAWBERRIES AND BEE-KEEPING.
These go well together.

If the

strawberries are prop-

erly cultivated there never need be a failure, and they ripen
and are gone before the height of the honey crop, only the
later ones lap on swarming-time.

POULTRY AND BEE-KEEPING.
poultry business, too, goes well with bees. They
are a steady profit one month after another, and so are
hardly appreciated as they should be. Many make a failure

The

—
Julv
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with poultn- by trj-inif to keep too manj-. They reason tliat
because a few pay, a good many ^T'ill pay better. But if a
few are kept of some pure breed, that will pay for selling
both pGultrj' and eggs for hatcliiiig, besides what is sold to
the butchers and grocers, they will help along nicely, more
than the)' get credit for.
I see no reason why all the above might not be combined with bee-keeping, and other industries besides. I
think it not best to keep " all the eggs in one basket," so if
one fails somewhat others will not. True, some years some
ma.y be more neglected than they should be.
It does not cost much to keep bees after one has them,
and when the.v fail to get honey let them alone, only see
to it that they do not starve out. Many who keep only a
few bees take away what they can get at such times, and
fail to feed back if needed, and so let the bees starve out.
Perhaps the verj' next year they would have paid their
owner largely if they had not been robbed. But if they
have barely enough to keep them alive, bee-keeping, like
all other industries, does not pay.
We should not keep
more bees than we can care for, nor more than will do well
in our locality.
Carpenters, merchants, dressmakers, seamstresses and
school-teachers, it seems to me, might all keep a few colonies of bees and make them profitable, and find much enjoyment and health in caring for them. Especially those
who are much confined to the house would find it a real
recreation if they would begin with the right kind of a hive,
gentle bees, etc., and face well protected from stings. There
is so much that is interesting- in their habits that they will
soon learn to love to work with them.

BEES FOR THE CHILDREN.
The neighbor who is wise enough to devise plans to
make his children love home gives each one a calf and a
colony of bees, from the oldest to the youngest, if he will
care for them. It is interesting to see how they watch
father care for his bees, and how gladly they help hira. so

he

will help

them back, and

so care

for their bees.

When

to bravely bear it, and when they
get homes of their own, it will cost them but a trifle to begin bee-keeping on a larger scale. The calves become their
playmates, and make them love home all the more to

they get stung

think they

the}- try

own something

—

themselves.

BEES FOR HIRED HELP.

A

few years ago I had a young girl working for me,
helping at housework and bee-work. She bought a colonv
from us, and paid for it in work, took it to her father's
home (about six miles away, as there were not many bees,
and it seemed to be a good location for them.) They did
well for her; she learned from us how to care for them, and
would go home occasionally and put them in order for each
season of the year, I do not kmiw how much honey she
got, but quite a considerable, the most of which she gave to
her parents, but she married in two years or so, and sold
her bees for $30. having increast them to six colonies. The
$30 was quite a little help to her in buying her bridal outfit.
as her parents were quite too poor to assist her much. I
think a wiser way would have been to have held on to her
bees, to have taken them to a home of her own, and to have
been married in a calico dress rather than part with her
bees.

Many localities change from being good for bees to
being poor, by being highly cultivated, and crops raised
that yield no honey. That is partly the case in our neighborhood all low lands and heads of slough are tiled, and
corn and other crops raised, so that little room is left for
Spanish-needle and wild flowers.
Warren Co., 111.
:
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hone)- crop. This crop is, as a rule, profitable to the farmer
bee-keeper. Even if no surplus honey is secured from it,
enough may be gathered by our bees to keep up brood-rearing, which is of great importance, especially where fall
flowers are otherwise scarce. As I have said in another
place, successful wintering depend* very largely upon having a strong force of young bees with which to go into

winter.

omitted in

my

of honey-producing trees the locust,
and is valuable for timber also,
but with us the borers ruined our groves some years ago, so
that its planting has been dropt. The few trees remaining
bloom each season profusely, coming in a little before
white clover. In sections where the tree will thrive, no
doubt it will pay to grow it. One objection to it is, it is
hard to rid the g'round from it after once establisht.
I

which yields well

list

in honey,

I am prompted to write what I have on the subject by a
realization of the fact that we cannot do too much in planting to increa.se the honey-flow, and the sooner we as beekeepers realize this and act in this direction the better. In
the list of trees, bushes and plants named in these articles,
I have named only those that produce for the apiarist at
least a double crop or harvest, either of which will pay well
for time and money invested, and add to the value and
beauty of many a home if the suggestions made are carried

out.

may be grown on a plat of
almost surprising. Planting of
cherry, plum, apricot, quince, peach and pear trees may be
made at a distance of 15 feet apart each way, and will allow
205 trees to an acre of ground. Apples planted at a distance
of 20 feet each way will give 110 trees to the acre. Any
small fruit, such as raspberries, blackberries, strawberries,
currants, gooseberries, etc., may be planted in rows a suitable distance apart between the rows of fruit-trees, and will
soon come into bearing, and pay good rent on the entire
plat put out. These returns will come in the second year,
and will in addition to rent return pay for all labor given,
if good culture is given, with most of the small fruit named.
In a few more years the trees will come into bearing,
and it is useless to give here the value in dollars and cents
that the crops secured will be worth. It is self-evident to all
thinking people that such an investment would be a good
one for any painstaking person. There is another consideration in the matter above dollars. We would be adding
beauty to our home surroundings, and health to ourselves
and families, as well as be doing a good work for posterity,
thus proving our devotion to home and country, as becomes
every true patriot.
Much more could be written in advocacy of planting to
secure honey, fruit, etc., but I think the above will sutfice,
and if only a few follow the suggestions or thoughts advanced by me, my feeble effort in this direction will not
have been in vain.
Carroll Co., 111.
The amount

of fruit that

two acres with good care

is

Mr. G. M. Doolittle's Queen-Rearing: Methods.
response to a question in Gleanings in Bee-Culture, as
Mr. Doolittle has made any advanced steps
over those taught in his book on queen-rearing, he replied that he had nothing newer than what is contained in
his "Scientific Queen-Rearing," the remarkable feat of
securing 600 sealed queen-cells from one colony, the queen
laying all the while, having been accomplisht by simply
following the instructions laid down in his book. Going
Editor.]
into details, he said

INto whether

:

When

Planting- for

Honey— Buckwheat,

BY

F.

A.

Etc.

SNELL.

spring opens I select one of the strongest colonies
I have in the yard, and one having a queen reared the summer before, as I wish one which is not liable to fail in her
egg-laying powers before the season is over, as that laying
queen below has very much to do with queens of the best

section of country, or our latitude, that is also valuable
as a honey-plant, and that is buckwheat, which affords a
good yield of both grain and honey when conditions are

—

favorable. We have three varieties of this that known as
Japanese, the silver-hull, and the common. I have grown
each variety, and for a grain crop the Japanese has proved
to be superior, as it has given the largest yield. For tlie
honey crop either produces well in good seasons.
Buckwheat is the only crop that we plant for a fall

my

opinion.
to the middle of May I go to several
hives till I find the number of combs of sealed brood that
are necessary to take the place of those having no brood in
them in the hive I have selected, which is generally from
two to four. These combs of brood (without bees) are now
set in the hive, when in a week or ten days I have a colony
strong enough to commence operations. Perhaps I should
say just here that I use nine Gallup frames in this hive,
which is a chaff hive, and that I bring from my out-apiary,
the fall before, the queen to rule over this hive, which is a
mismated (or " hybrid ") queen, as generally called, for I
quality, in

addition to the farm crops that are valuable for both
INstock
and grain, we have only one more to name for our

About the 10th

—
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showing about as many black bees a,s
those with yellow bands, will build and complete nearly
double the number of cells as will pure Italians, and seem
to take to this line of work better than any other. I usually
bring several queens of this class to take the place of those
sold, and then select tbe strongest colony having one of
these queens. As soon as the selection is made the rest are
used in the out-apiary again. I tell this only as I wish to
give everything just as I do it.
As soon as the colony is strong enough to go into the
upper story, I take two combs from below, having mostly
eggs and unsealed larva" in them (don't take any dronelarva;, as drones above a queen-excluder are always a nuisance), and in their places put two combs of sealed brood
from other hives, as we wish all the bees possible thus early
in the season.
I now put on top of the hive a hive having a queen-excluder nailed to its bottom (if thus nailed we never have to
touch the excluder if we wish to remove the upper hive during the season), as it always comes off with the upper hive,
and in the center of this upper hive put the two combs of
brood, four frames well filled with honey, a division-board
feeder, and two dummies made from inch or % lumber.
When about two days have elapst for the colony to adjust itself to the new conditions, it being fed about a pint of
thi)! sweet every night, if honey is not coming in from the
field, they are ready for a batch of prepared cell-cups, as
given in my book. To tell all about ho%v to prepare these
would be too long for this place but all can find all about
the matter by turning to chapter 7 of the book, and I could
not tell that part any better were I to try it over again.
Before going for the royal jelly and the larv;E to transfer into it, I stop at the hive, take out one of the dummies,
shove the frames that way till I leave a frame's space between the combs of brood, when the cover is put on. As a
rule it takes me from 15 to 20 minutes to get the royal jelly,
the larvae, put the jelly and larva; into the cell-cups, and get
the now prepared frame to the prepared hive. I now remove the covering- (which is a quilt, with a 4-inch sawdust
cushion over it, and a hood or cap 8 inches deep over all),
when I find the space left for the prepared frame completely
filled with bees
so much so that I have to work the frame
slowly up and down in lowering it, so as to cause the bees
to run out of the way.
I don't know that causing the bees
to cluster in this vacant space between the frames of brood
has anything to do with the matter, but it has always
seemed to me that they are better prepared with royal jelly
and for queen-rearing by doing so.

find that hybrid bees,

;

—

Three days later I go to the hive again, take out the
dummy, draw the frames to the side of the hive until
I come to the first frame having brood in it, when I lift the
frame of cells, take off" one or two of them, for the royal
jelly needed to start the next " batch," when the frame of
cells is placed in the vacant space behind the frame of
brood, caused by taking out the dummy and drawing the
others along, thus preparing the same place for the next
frame of prepared cell-cups which the first one occupied,
and when all ready it is placed there as was the first. Three
days later a frame of honey is taken out from the opposite
side from which the last dummy was taken, the frames
again drawn along till we come to the frame of brood, when
the last prepared frame of cells is taken out, one or two
taken off for royal jelly, and the frame " jumpt " to the outside of the frame of brood, which gives room for the third
prepared frame between the frames of brood again, where
other

placed as soon as prepared.
the bees on Sunday, I time it so
that no cells have to come off that day, and so four days
now elapse before I put in another prepared frame, which
makes ten days from the time we started, so that we really
have only three prepared frames every ten days.
I now take out the frame of " ripe " cells, or the first
one prepared, and distribute them where wanted, getting
the bees off, etc., as given in chapters 8 and 9 of the book,
when I lift out the two frames of brood, look them over to
make sure that the bees started no queen-cells on these
frames (unless this is done we })iay have a queen hatch
when we least expect, and destroy all of the cells on the
other prepared frames), when these two frames of now
sealed brood are •• jumpt " over behind the two frames of
cells now remaining-.
I now take out a frame of honej' on
each side, and all the frames along to%vard either side of
the hive, so as to make room for two frames containing
eggs and larva; taken from any hives in the yard (generally
from nuclei when under full headway later on), which are
placed in the center of the hive again, as the first two were.
it is

As I do no work with

July

being

now

left apart for the fourth prepared
fixt as was the others, and put in.

Onondaga
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frame, which

is

G. M. DOOLITTLE,

Co., N. Y.

[We mail Mr. Doolittle's book, " Scientific Queen-Rearing," for $1.00 or we club it with the American Bee Journal one year both for SI. 70. Every bee-keeper who gets it
will be fascinated with the way in which Mr. Doolittle tells
his story of rearing queens. And, besides, the reader will
learn just how the '" king of queen-breeders" does it. Ed. J

—

;

Queen Insensible by Cold

Still

Valuable.

BY W. W. m'NEAL.
those who say
NOW here
having been rendered

a queen-bee is " no good"
insensible by cold
Last winter, a little time previous to the cold spell
that began in the latter part of January and closed Feb. 15,
I had a number of nuclei containing choice queens to be
used in cases of emergency, and for replacing inferior
queens in full colonies when the bee-season opened. Well,
upon passing thru the apiary one cold day toward evening,
I tapt on several of the small hives to see if the bees were
still alive
they all responded but one. I did not open the
hive then, but waited until in the afternoon of the next day.
When I opened it the sun was shining, but the wind was
blowing and the air cold. The bees were apparently as
dead as they could be. I lifted the combs from the hive
and stood them in a sheltered place from the wind where
the sun could shine directly on them and the bees. In a
short while I saw signs of life, and most of the bees with
the queen were soon able to crawl about on the combs.
Many of the bees, as I have often before wituest. had
crawled into the cells in a compact mass, whether in a vain
endeavor to keep warm or in sheer desperation from hunger
But upon becoming sufficiently warmed
I do not know.
they backt out of the cells and partook of honey ravenously.
If I mistake not, a bee that dies solely from starvation
always has the tongue extended.
is to

after

:

;

I constructed a still smaller hive for the remaining bees,
and after getting them into it, I carried it into the house,
where it remained for several days on the mantle-piece
close by the fire in the grate. Then it was I noticed a queen
lying at the entrance of a hive containing one of my best
colonies. I waited till dark, when by the aid of a lantern
and a smoker I made an effort to get the little colony into.
the large hive by waj' of the entrance. I might add that
the weather at this time had moderated somewhat, tho I

did not care to break the covering to the hive.
The bees of both colonies fought till I believe every bee
belonging to the smaller one excepting- the queen was
killed.
I also feared that possibly the large colony contained a young queen and it was the old one I had found at
the entrance. But if they did I was never able to find her,
tho I took special care to clear the g-round in front of the
hive that I might see a queen, if she were carried out by the
And, besides, the queen introduced was so markt as
bees.
not to be mistaken for another. This queen is now the
mother of a powerful colony of bees worker-bees. I believe it has been claimed that such queens lay only droneScioto Co., Ohio.
eggs.

—

—

—

York's Honey Almanac is a neat little 32-page pamphgotten up with a view to create a demand for
honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pag-es, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices A sample for
a stamp 25 copies for 50 cents SO for 70 cents 100 for
let especially

:

;

;

;

we

For 25 cents extra
$1.25 250 for $2.75 500 for $4.50.
will print your name and address on the front page, whenordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
;

;

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmever, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as.
long as they last. Better order at once, if you want a copy
of this -song.

July
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V'ellow Sweet Clover is of more value than the white,
according- to John Weir in the bulletin of Kansas University, as it blooms six weeks earlier, and at a time when forage is scarce.

Boiling

Foul-Broody

Honey

Three Hours, Editor
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does not possess the poisonous properties of the bee-poison.
The solution of the poison contains an albuminiod, hydrochloric and phosphoric acids, sodium and calcium. The
albumin does not produce the poisoning, since a solution of
the poison freed from it produced poisoning symptoms, as
observed on the conjunctiva of a rabbit's eye. Evaporating
the poison and heating at 100 degrees does not diminish its
properties, nor does keeping it for some time in sealed
capillary tubes.
On the other hand, when kept in open
glass tubes the poisonous properties are lost in about four
weeks. The poison spoils on standing, and loses its toxic
properties. The poisonous substance is held in suspension
This shows that
b)' acid, and can be precipitated by alkali.
the active principle secreted by members of the aculeata

group of Hymenoptera

is

a.

base.

—J. Langer, in

Experiment

Station Reports.

Progressive Bee-Keeper, thinks unneces-

X)ooIittle, in the

and he speaks of thousands of colonies " being cured
by having scalded foul-broody honey fed back to them
without their ever having the disease again during the
years between 1850 and 1890."
sary,

charged by the editor of
number of apiaries he
'•
has recently visited. He saj-s
If we would preserve the
even surface of our combs, essential to rapid and satisfactorj' work with the extractor, it is important that every cell
be uncapt, and the frames accurately spaced when returned

Section-Cleaning Machines that give entire satisfacseem to be as easily within reach as at first
was supposed, altho there is little doubt that the sectioncleaning of the future will be done by machinery. Editor
Root in Gleanings in Bee-Culture says the solid disk sandwheel is not a success, because it fills up with propolis,
altho Mr. Golden claims good work with a sanded belt. The
Aspinwall machine is fitted with knives, and does not clog,
but Mr. Root says he has not yet been able to do as smooth
work with it as by hand. Perhaps the machine heretofore
described on these pages by C. Davenport may be as good

to the bees."

as any.

'

'

Carelessness In Uncapping
American Bee-Keeper as a fault

is

in a

:

—

Egg.Laying Capacity of Queens. Chas. Dadant figures in Gleanitigs in Bee-Culture that Mr. Doolittle's favorite hive, the Gallup, "has room for but 2,400 eggs per day,
while a good queen can lay more than 3,000 eggs daily."
Mr. Dadant found by actual measurement of comb surface
that several good colonies had 70,000 to 80,000 cells in each
occupied with eggs and brood, making 3,300 to 3,800 eggs
laid daily.

—

Precaution Against Foul Brood. One of the best precautions against foul brood, according to M. Bertrand, editor of Revue Internationale, is to keep the colonies strong
and in healthy condition. While the disease does not appear spontaneousl)-, a weak or diseased colony is a much
more promising field for the growth of the germs than one
that is strong and healthy. As it is good practice on other
accounts to keep onlj' strong colonies, his advice will com-

mend

itself to practical bee-keepers.

Foul Brood had considerable discussion at the Ontario
convention. Some thought the hives sliould not be used
again without boiling or other special treatment, but Inspector McEvoy was very emphatic that the hive needed no
treatment whatever. Askt how long honej' taken from an
infected colony should be boiled before it was fit to feed
to bees, he said
"I never recommend it at all from the
first summer, because I couldn't trust the people.
I have
never had any trouble when they put half water with it and
bring it to a sharp, bubbling boil." Canadian Bee Journal.
:

—

—

Behavior of Swarming Clipt Queens. In the Austra" Suppose
lian Bee-Bulletin the following question is askt
a queen with her wing clipt leaves a hive with a swarm and
there is no one about to hive the swarm, will the queen
never go back to the hive if left alone "? The answers vary
somewhat. One says she will return with the swarm if the
^rass is thick, and six or eight inches high. Another
that she'll return four times out of five, but will come
out day after day until the j-oung queen emerges, when
she will be no more. Another that she will generally be
found several feet or yards away with a ball of bees. But
one man thinks that a clipt queen which issues with a swarm
never re-enters the hive. In this country she can be relied
upon to get back in most cases if she can.
:

—

On the Poison of Honey=Bees. The poison drop,
freshly excreted, weighs from 0.0002 to 0.0004 gm. It has a
specific gravity of 1.0013, is clear as water, and has a markt
acid reaction, bitter taste, and a pleasant, aromatic odor.
The poison was obtained by collecting the drops, or by extracting the entire poison apparatus with alcohol. This
caused coagulation, and the poison was taken up by the
alcohol. When the alcohol was supersaturated with ammonia and evaporated, a yellowish material was obtained.
Solutions of this gave reactions of formic acid. The author's investigations, however, showed that formic acid

tion do not

—

Thick or Thin Combs for Extracting? In the discussion reported in Canadian Bee Journal, the general opinion
seemed to be that there was an advantage in the thick
combs because the cappings projected out past the frame,
making it easier to uncap; but Mr. McEvoy went so far as
to have some combs 1'+ inches thick, and didn't like thera.

The Hoffman frames were troublesome about uncapping,
because the shoulders stuck out in the way. Mr. Armstrong
said the Hoffman shoulders would not be in the wa.v if the
comb was built thick enough. Mr. Darling said the thick
comb bulged the screen in the extracting-basket, and so it
might get out of

place.

Foul Brood Needs Severe Treatment.

— In

Gleanings

foul brood that
this journal from a photograph
by Thos. Wm. Cowan, and referring to it Editor Root says
" If I had combs as badh- diseased as the one shown in
the illustration. I would burn them at night if possible, and
then bury the ashes below the reach of a plow or spade. In
the light of our present knowledge of the difficulty of killing the spores of this enemy at a boiling temperature, I
would never think of extracting foul-broody honey. I would
count it as profit and loss, and consign it all to the bonfire,
in Bee-Culture appears the
appeared some time ago in

same picture of

:

combs and

all."

Growing Basswoods from the Seeds is reported by
A. I. Root as a rather difficult thing, and he asks in Glean" Can anybody tell us how to get SO
ings in Bee-Culture
percent, or even 25 percent, of the seeds to germinate "?
He has sowed the seeds at almost all times with almost no
success, but in some cases the seeds came up readily of
themselves without any sowing. A peck of seed was drilled
in upon four rods of ground, but not a dozen trees came up
the following spring, and the bed was sowed with asparagus. He is convinced that basswoods grow with much
more vigor on very rich ground, especially that which has
been manured for many years, so that it is old, black, and
On such ground' he has had little trees grow three
rich.
feet high the first season.
:

Suppression of Swarming is satisfactorily secured by
R. Pincot, as reported in Le Ruches Beige, by taking away
all frames of brood except two containing mostly eggs and
young brood. This is done when preparations for swarming begin in the way of starting queen-cells. All queencells are carefully cut out from the two frames of brood
that are left, and' the bees brusht from the combs removed,
abundance of super room being furnisht. The combs of
brood thus removed from several colonies are put in empty
hives, eight frames of brood in each hive, all queen-cells
carefully cut out, then a colony of medium strength is removed from its stand and a hive with its eight frames of
brood put on the stand. A young laying queen from a
nucleus is put in the hive caged, and liberated two div
later.
After practicing this plan for two years he thi i c
well of it.

—
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full of bees. On the 18th (Sunday) I hived another very
large swarm, and in looking to see if I could find where it
came from (I was not out when they swarmed), I discovered
that they undoubtedly came from the colony hived on the
14th.
I thought of course they had swarmed out, but on examination I fotind a good, fair-sized colony left in the hive,
four frames of eggs, six or eight of them in queen-cells.

was

They were hived on 11 full combs.
Colorado.
Answer. — No, I never had an experience of the kind,

DR.

•

and altho

CONDUCTED BY
C. C. J11JLJ,EH, A/areng-o, I".

have read of such a thing it is z'ety unsend out a swarm four days after being
hived. It is quite possible that you made a mistake as to
the colony from which the first swarm issued, and as in that
case you would put the swarm in place of a strong colony
that had not swarmed, your swarm would be very much
stronger than if you had put the swarm in the place of the
colon v from which the swarm had issued.
I

usual for a

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.]

Probably Superseding the Queen.
have a prime swarm of black bees, hived June 9, that
on storing- qtieen-cells at a livel)' rate, something I
have never seen before. What is the matter with them ?
I have been cutting them out as fast as they btiild them. Is
I

think

I

swarm

to

Small Bee with the Hive-Bees.

insist

that right

Illinois.

?

Answers. — The bees probably want

to supersede their

you would keep close watch of the matter you
would probably find that about one otit of three of your
swarms supersedes its queen some time after swarming. In
other words, every queen, in the normal course of affairs,
is superseded before she dies, and altho occasionally this
superseding may be before swarming-time, it is usually
after.
If queens average a life of three years, that makes
about a third of them to be superseded every year.
queen.

If

Separating

Wax from Honey.

I have bought several hundred pounds of "chunk
honey " from the farmers here, and wish to separate the
wax from the honey.
1. How can I render it in the most economical manner,
and with the least trouble ?
2. If in the solar extractor, how shall I make it so that
the hot sun will not injure the honey in melting the wax ?

Answers. — 1. Probably the

I see a small bee working with regular worker-bees, not
over half their size, or considerably smaller than the smallest young bees of the hive.
An old bee-keeper I askt about
them says they deposit their honey in a mullein-stalk, and
that they have a sting. They are about the color of a hybrid, or nearer the color of Italian than the black bee with
(not bright) yellow bands.
Do they die out every year like

wasps?

Massachusetts.
Answer.-— You say you see them " working with regu-

worker-bees," but that may mean in the hive or out of
the hive. If you mean they are in the hive, then they are
dwarfs of the regular hive-bee, made dwarfs, probably, because the comb in which they were reared was bent or
crowded in some way so that the young- bees in the cells
hadn't room enough. Such a thing may happen on rare occasions in any hive, and no dwarfs afterward be found in
the same colony.
If you mean you see them working with regular working-bees out on the flowers, then they may be wild bees, of
which there are a great many kinds. Most of them have
stings, and die off like wasps and bumble-bees, a fresh colony being started in the spring with a single female bee.
lar

Georgia.
solar extractor will

fill

Smoking Bees— Large

the

anything.
2. Partially shade the extractor, so there will be merely
heat enough to melt.
Perhaps a thin cloth hung over
will effect it. By a little experimenting you will settle on
the right thing. It may be well to empty the extractor frequently, for the long-continued heat is bad for the honey.
Pour out the melted wax and honey, and let it cool and sep-

Colonies.

bill as well as

arate outside the extractor.

Queen Flying After Introducing Drones Flying Before
the First Swarm.
1. I sent for an ttntested queen and put her into a small
hive with hatching brood, and in a week or two I let the
bees out, and in a day or so more I saw the queen out flying
around. She kept on for a week. Why ?
2. Do drones hatch out and fly before the first swarm

issues

?

Answers. — 1.

I

New York.
Sometimes a nucleus
swarm out for no apparent reason

don't

know.

with a laying queen will
except the weakness of the nucleus, but they don't tisually
go back so many times. If the queen was unfertilized the
bees might have gone with her on her wedding-flight.
2. Oh, yes
drones may fly out, plenty of them, long before any swarm. Indeed, you are not likely to see a swarm
without plenty of drones first.
;

An Unusual Case of Swarming.
Did you ever have an experience like this ? June 14 I
hived a very large swarm of bees in an 11-frame dovetail
hive. A neig-libor indicated the hive she thought the swarm
came from, and altho I thought there were a large number
of flying bees for a colony that had cast so large a swarm,
I removed the old hive to a new stand, and put the new one
in its place that evening. At noon the next day the hive
was so crowded that I put a super on it, which before night

1.

As my bees

are very bad fighters, shall I smoke therti
how, as the brood-chamber is above two

at the entrance, or

supers with the frames, and I will have to lift it off to get
the two supers away from under it ?
2. Do you smoke bees from the entrance in removing^
sections from the super, or do you smoke from the top ?
3. I took off 39 pounds this week, of as nice and clear*
white clover honey as you ever saw. My bees are working
on the blossoms of the cigar tree, and also on the leaves of
the mulberry trees. We have plenty of white clover yet, and
sweet clover is just coming into blossom nicely. Last season I had one of my hives to cast the largest swarm I ever
saw, and I put them back into the parent hive they have
filled two supers with eight frames and are working nicely
in two supers with sections. Would you advise taking away
the two supers with the eight frames now, or later on in
the fall ?
4. I have kept my bees from swarming by entranceguards in front and by returning the swarm to the parent
hive, and giving them plenty of room in the supers. I d&
not know how the brood-chamber is on any of them, as my
bees are so cross I cannot handle them without they go for
everybody around the place, even for the chickens (my
hives are on a bench two feet from the ground) so I do not
bother them any more than I can help. My father's bees
are very gentle (and my bees are the swarms from his colonies), and his can be handled any way even by me, so I da
not think it my fatilt on account of hard handling, as I am
very careful. My father keeps his bees in the city, which
may account for their gentleness.
5. What is the price of a bee-escape by mail ?
6. My father allowed one of his colonies to swarm today, because he thought there were too many bees in the
hive. Don't you advise keeping them as large as possible,
and get better results in the sections ? I told him I thought
;

any way, from what I had read.
M.ahyland.
Answers. — 1. From what you say about your bees, the
probability is that you may need to give them smoke wherso,

Julv
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ever there is a chance for it. However, if you go at it in
the right way, you may not find they need so much more
smoke than your father's. Perhap.s the reason yours are
so much worse to handle than his is because they are handled less. If bees are where people are constantly passingthey seem to get used to it. First blow a few pviffs in the
entrance, not more than two or three puffs of smoke. Then
you will probably lift off the super of sections. Pry it up a

were all dipt. When a queen's wings are dipt she cannot
go with the swarm, so the swarm returns, sometimes not
clustering at all, sometimes clustering before returning.
The queen generally returns to the hive, if the hive is so
placed that she can get back, and then the swarm may issue
After that
once or several times within the next week.
time, or rather about eight days later than the issue of the
first swarm, the young queen appears on the scene, and

one end, and blow in a little smoke there. Then
the section-super and blow smoke over the broodchamber. Then pry up one end of the brood-chamber, and
blow a little smoke in the opening, if they seem to need it,
and some more over the supers that are under, after you
have lifted off the brood-chamber, when you can lift away
the supers from below. But don't be surprised if you find
little but brood in the supers that are below.
2. You will smoke about in the same way when taking
off the super of sections.
First a little smoke at the entrance, then raise the cover a little and smoke, then smoke
over the whole top of the super before removing it. Indeed,
you may give a good deal of smoke over the top of the super before taking it off, so that a large number of bees will
run down out of the sections, but if you pour in too much
strong smoke the honey will taste of it. In subduing bees
with smoke, be guided by their actions. When they show
that they are ready to give up and get out of the way, then
let up on the smoke business. If they show fight, give them
a little more smoke. It's useless and cruel to smoke the
poor things when they don't need it.
3. If there is only honey in the two 8-frame supers, it
matters little whether they are taken away now or in the

then the

little
lift

at

off

If

fall.

you

they contain brood

will do well to leave

— and very likely

them

they do

— then

till fall.

Don't carry that entrance-guard business too far. It
will be all right so long as the old queen is there, and may
do for a time after, but you may count on the old queen being put out of the way in a week or 10 days after the issue
of the first swarm. Then you have virgin queens to deal
with, and when it comes time for the one in the hive to be
fertilized, she must be allowed to fly out or she never will
produce anything but drones.
5. The price of a bee-escape by mail is 20 cents.
6. Yes, it is generally supposed that more honey will be
obtained by keeping the forces together as much as possible
4.

where the honey harvest is somewhat early and short, but
where the harvest is late and long-continued a colonj- and
its swarm may get more than the colony alone if it shoujd
not swarm. But bees don't always submit patiently to be
kept from swarming, and some think it best to allow one

swarm

each colony. Others say that by giving plenty of
in the brood and surplus apartments there is
need of swarming.
to

room both
little

'•*~*~*^

Queen

fioing Into the Supers.

have a colony of bees that hasn't swarmed this spring.
in the spring I put two supers on, and as they did not
swarm I investigated and found plenty of comb, but the
queen had deposited it full of eggs. I would like to know
the cause of her leaving the hive and going into the
supers?
Nkbh.
I

swarm

is

not likely to return.

your queens were not dipt, it would seem that they
were by some means incapable of flying with the swarm, a
thing that would hardly seem likely to happen in such
wholesale manner by accident. By the time this reaches
you, you will probably have plenty of swarms that have not
returned, and it would be interesting to have you report
If

progress.

Another thing that just possibly might be, but hardly
Your colonies might have inon so large a scale, is this
tended swarming, then conditions being very unfavorable
they may have given it up when the young queens were
sealed over, and these swarms may .hav£. issued to accompany the young queens on their flight.
:

Questions on Transferring Bees.

How

1.

tail

hive
2.

When

3.

How

other one

I

transfer bees from a box-hive to a dove-

the best time to do it ?
I have to leave the box-hive by the

is

long will

them

in the season can I wait and then
to store honey enough to winter on ?

Answers. — 1. There

—

Swarms that Returned.
I have 20 colonies of Italian bees in Langstroth hives.
Last week I had IS swarms to issue, some settling and some
not, but all returned to their hives I did not save one. Why
do they swarm and go back ? I've only saved three swarms
this season.
Several colonies have swarmed as many as
three different times, and have gone back. Why do they
go back so much ?
ViRGiNi.i.

—

Answer. — You say you've had a large number of
swarms and have saved only three, the rest going back to
their hives. Most bee-keepers would probably say that the
swarms that went back to their hives were all saved, and
saved in the best kind of a way.
Your bees have acted just as they would

if

the queens

have time

Conn.

nothing specially different in
transfeiTing into dovetailed hives from transferring into
any frame hive. The instruction.s given in your text-book
is

will be all right for dovetailed hives.

Fruit-bloom is generally considered the best time,
may be done at any time when honey is yielding.
3. After the contents of the box-hive are transferred
there is no longer need to leave the old hive.
altogether on the season and the
4. That depends
honey-flow. If there is a heavy flow from fall flowers, it
might be safe to transfer in August and have the colony
Sometimes it would not be safe after
all right for winter.
the white clover harvest. On the whole, perhaps your better
plan would be to wait till next season, and very likely you
will be better satisfied to wait until the bees swarm, hiving
the swarm in the frame hive, then taking out the contents
of the box-hive three weeks later, when all worker-brood
Possibly, however, the bees may
would be hatcht out.
swarm yet this year, when you can hive the swarm in the
new hive, setting the box-hive beside it, and 21 days later
cutting out the contents of the box-hive, adding the bees.
2.

altho

it

to the

swarm.
*-»-*^

Early

Answer. Probably because of lack of room in the
brood-chamber. If the supers contained sections, it was a
little unusual, and might not happen again in a long time.
If the supers contained extracting-combs, it was not strange
for the queen to go up and lay. You can make sure against
such a thing by using a queen-excluder under the supers,
but such a thing is hardly needed under sections.

'

?

How late

4.

for

can

?

Yield of

in Wet and Dry SeasonsFeeding Bees.

Basswood

1. Will basswood yield as much honey in wet seasons
as in dry ones ? The basswood here is full of buds, but we
have so very much rain all the spring. It is so wet every
morning. It doesn't rain much in the daytime, only at night.
2. I have 42 colonies of bees, and have to feed them.
There is very little white clover here this year, but plenty
of young clover that came up this spring from the seed.
The ground is full, but I think this will not yield any honey
I have fed
till next year, but the basswood is full of buds.
two barrels of sugar already. Will it pay to feed bees in
Iow.\.
this way at such times ? Would you feed them ?

—

Answers. 1. Basswood may yield as much when very
wet, but the nectar being thinner it takes more time to
evaporate it, and consequently a less number of pounds in
the sections.
2. It will probably pay to feed any time when bees are
getting nothing and there is scarcity in the brood-chamber.
It would be poor policy to let bees starve to death and give
you no crop next year, when by an outlay of a dollar or so
for each colony you might get back five times as much
next year.
*-•-»

The Premiums offered on page
ing for. Look at them.
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able during the last two weeks of June. We have had quite
hot weather followed by too man)' cool days and nig-hts,
and there is not liable to be a nectar secretion in cool
weather; altho this morning- (June 30) when the temperature was as low as 55 deg-rees by a tested thermometer, the
bees were working lively on the basswoods in front of my
house. At this writing, bees are gathering honey from
both clover and basswood, and if they onl)- hang on we
shall have nothing to complain of.

Curious Result from Scraping Hives.— We take the
following paragraphs from the British Bee Journal

A

neighbor of mine came to me about 12 months ago
•with his face swollen so that he could hardly see, and askt

me what I thought was the matter with hi'm. " I should
say you have been stung," I replied. He assured me he
had not, but that he had been scraping out and cleaning
two bar- framed hives he had had given him, and thought
the dust from the hives had caused the swelling and rash.
However, he got better of that, but now, a week or two ago,
when he was cleaning out his shed (where he had a year
ago scraped the hives), he says he must have got some more
of the dust into his face and arms again. But he has been
much worse than before, for he has been treated by a doctor for a week. He never toucht the hives on the second
Is this not very curious ?— F. W. MoREY.
so "curious" that we cannot possibly imagine
your friend being right in attributing the trouble to the
bee-hives. Editors. ]

occasion.
[It

:

:

is

Probably most bee-keepers will have the same opinion
as the editors. It is just possible, however, that the dust
of the propolis may have occasioned the trouble. Two or
more cases have been reported on this side the water, in
which a similar swelling followed the act of scraping sections, and there may be cases in which the skin is abuormalh- sensitive to the irritation of propolis.
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into kindling-wood. I am trying some this way now, and
find it the most satisfactory method of all, getting more
honey and wax, and keeping down the increase.

The Philadelphia Convention of the United States
Bee-Keepers' Association, as has been announced before,
will be held Sept. 5, 6 and 7, 1899. Dr. A. B. Mason, the
Secretary, sends the following information as to railroad
rates, lodging, etc., which we are pleased to give a place in
these columns

Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio, June 26, 1899.
faithfully trying to get the
railroad rates to the G. A. R. encampment at Philadelphia
for the information of those bee-keepers who may wish to
attend the convention of the United States Bee-Keepers'
Association on the 5th, 6th and 7th of next September, and
find that in the territory covered by the Central Passenger
Association the rate will be one cent per mile each way,
" with a minimum of $11 (except that the fare will not apply via Pittsburg, Pennsylvania road and Washington), but
via Harrisburg direct," but the Sll rate will be waived
where the current first-class one-way fare is less. In such
cases the fare will be one cent per mile each way in the
Central Passenger Association territory added to the authorized one-way fare for the round-trip from the nearest
Trunk Line gateway (or station). Tickets for sale Sept. 1

Mr. Editor :— I have been

inclusive.
rate in the territory covered by the Trunk Line
Association will be " one fare for the round trip with a
minimum of $1.00, except that the fare from New York and
Baltimore will be $3.00; from Washington $4.00; from
Newark, N. J., $2.85 from Elizabeth, N. J., $2.75 and proportionately from intermediate points. One fare to New
York plus $3.00 from points west of Binghamton and Syrato

4,

The

;

;

cuse via New York, going and returning same route."
Tickets to be sold, and good going, Sept. 2 to 5, inclusive.
The Central Passenger Association territory includes
that part of Canada lying south of a line running from
Toronto nearly west to Lake Huron the southern peninsula
of Michigan, that part of Illinois lying east of a line running from East St. Louis to Chicago, including both of
these cities all of Indiana and Ohio that portion of Pennsylvania lying %yest of the Allegheny River, and that part
of New York lying west of a line from Salamanca to
;

Bees—Three Methods.— Mr. F. G. HerJersey, gives the following three ways for
transferring bees, in a recent issue of the American Agriculturist
Transferring

man, of New
;

There are at least three ways of transferring bees from
bos-hives into movable-frame hives. The old method is to
pry open the old hive with cold-chisel and hammer and cut
out the combs and fit them into the frames of the movableframe hive, and fasten them in with sticks and strings.
After trying this method on several colonies I must pro-nounce it mussy, sticky and unsatisfactory. A much. better
way is to drive them out by the following'plan
Take the hive of the colony which is to be transferred
lunder a tree in the shade, or alongside of a building, and
turn it bottom up, place on top of it an empty box of the
same size, blow in a little smoke at the bottomoccasionally,
and drum on the old hive with a couple of sticks for 10 or io
minutes. Nearly all the bees and the queen will go up into
the empty box above. In the meantime place the hive in
which you wish to put the bees on the stand where the old
hive stood, so as the field-bees which will be coming in all
the time have a place to go. Of course they will be rushing
in and out, not knowing what to make of it. Take the box
of bees and dump them in front of the new hive, and they
will soon run in and make themselves at home.
Stand the
old hive in a new location, and drum out again in 21 days.
Put these bees into a new hive, or add them to the old colony, as you prefer. If one desires two colonies from the
:

one,

best to let the old box-hive colonj' cast a swarm
drum in 21 days, and the one drumming will be
all that is necessary.
Still another way, which is better and less work than
either of the above methods if one wishes to keep the whole
force together and get the most honey, is to take a movableframe hive full of combs or foundation a week or two before swarming-time, and place under the box-hive, closing
the entrance of the upper hive, and compelling the bees to
go thru the new one. When honey begins to come in rapidlj- the bees will crowd the queen into the lower story,
always putting the honey above the brood. When the queen
is laying nicely in the lower story, put a queen-excluder between the two hives, and soon all the brood will be hatcht
out above, and the combs will be filled with honey. It can
then be taken off, the combs cut out, the honey extracted,
the old combs melted into beeswax, and the old hive cut up
first,

it is

then

;

;

Bufi^alo.

The remainder of the United States lying east of the
Mississippi River, and south of the Ohio River, and those
portions of Pennsylvania and New York not in the Central
Passenger territory above described, and all of New England, are in the Trunk Line Association territory.
In both the territories named above, " tickets will be
good returning to Sept. 12, inclusive except that by deposit of ticket with joint agent at Philadelphia, between
Sept. 5 and 9, both dates inclusive, and on payment of a fee
of 50 cents, return limit may be extended to Sept. 30, inclusive."
Rates have not j'et been fixt by the Southwestern Passenger Bureau, and the Western Passenger Association,
but bot:h have promist to inform me as soon as announce;

ment

is

made."

inquiring of the station agent any one can readily
learn the rate of fare.
Side trips to Washington, Richmond, Norfolk, Gettysburg, Antietam and other points of interest will be provided
for at about one fare for the round trip, or a cent and a half
per mile for circuitous routes.
In a letter just received from Mr. F. Hahman, secretary
of the Philadelphia Bee-Keepers' Association, he writes in
substance
" If those expecting to attend the convention will write
me we will find quarters for them those not notifying us
will have to take their chances, as we cannot engage rooms
for anybody except those we are sure will come."
Let me suggest that all such as desire entertainment
write Mr. Hahman af once, or as soon as they have decided
to attend the convention, so as to be sure and reach him by
Aug. 15 or 20, and tell him what you wish provided. Mr.
Hahman 's address is Harrowgate Lane, Sta. F., Philadelphia, Pa.
The Philadelphia Association proposes to find good
lodging-places for all who notify Mr. Hahman, and breakfast at the lodging-places if possible and dinner and supper can be had at some of the numerous restaurants near
the place of holding the convention, which will be in Frank-

By

;

;

lin Institute, at

15

Chestnut Streets.

South 7th Street, between Market and
A. B. Mason, Secretary.

:

—

:
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Why Not Just Double
The

?

We really believe that if ALL the present readers of the American Bee Journal were so inclined, they
could help to double its regular list of subscribers before August 1, ISW— or during- the next 5 or 6 weeks.
We do not find any fault with what our subscribers have done in the past toward increasing the list
of Bee Journal readers for they have done nobly but why couldn't the doubling of the list be accomplisht
within the next month ? We surelv think it could be done, and in order that it may be easier for those who
help in it, we will make a SPECIAL
SUBSCRIPTION OFFER, and also pay all who will aid in securing- new subscribers. Here is the offer

—

—

fit

Old American Bee journal

List of Subscribers to tlie

NEW
;

Six Months for 40 Cents

to a

New

subscriber....

WEEK

—

we will send the American Bee Journal EVERY
from July 1. 1899, to Jan. 1, 1900 26
for only 40 cents, to a
subscriber. In addition to this we will send to the present regular
subscribers, for the work of getting new 6-months' readers, their choice of the premiums mentioned below,
but no premium will also be given to any new subscriber on these offers, under any circumstance
Yes.

NEW

numbers

:

f£t

New 40-cent Subscriber

f£t

For

Your choice

Sending I

lowing

New 40-cent Subscribers

of one of the fol-

Hi

-Your choice of one of the
lowing list:

list

Poultry for Market.
Our Poultry Doctor.
Capons and Caponizing.
Foul Brood Kohnke and Cheshire.
10 copies York's Honey Almanac.

Bees and Honey (160 pages, cloth) bj* Newman.
Bee-Keeping for Beginners, by Dr. j. P. H. Brown.
Bienenzucht und Honiggewinnung (German) by
J. F. Eggers.
Advanced Bee-Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson.
\l/ 30 copies York's Honey Almanac.
it/

—

Hi

New 40-cent Subscribers
Your choice
lowing

of one of the fol-

New 40-cent Subscribers

list

Doolittle's Scientific

Howard on Foul Brood.
Monette Queen-Clipping Device.
Bienen-Kultur (German) by T. G. Newman.
Dr. Tinker's Bee-Keeping for Profit.
Pierce's Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping.
Bees and Honey (160 pages, paper) by Newman.
20 copies York's Honey Almanac.
Dr.

Queen-

Rearing.

New 40-cent Subscribers
For

Sending

6

Prof.

Cook's
Guide.

NOW FOR A GRAND PUSH FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS
seems

fol-

Bee-Keeper's

I

to new subscribers, and also the premiums offered, we
should get such a landslide of new subscriptions as will make us sweat to care for them during the next
few weeks without any help from the hot weather.
are ready now to enter the new names and mail
the premiums. Are
ready to go out and get them, and then send them in ?
It

to us that with the

above low rate

WE

YOU

GEORGE W. YORK &

GO., 118 MicHiQan St.. GfiicaQO,

A RARE CHANCE

Queens

Italian

purchase an apiary of 2ixi colonies of Italiaui
and Carniolan Bees in lo-frame Lan^'stroth and

to

Reared from the best 3-banil honej-patherers
bv Doolittle's method Prices—*5 cents each;
SAFE AR^A dozen, S2.50; one dozt-ii, 54.5i'.

RIVAL.

Address,W. J.

FOREHAND,
FORT DEPOSIT. ALA.

28A6t

In the multitude of counsellors there
safety.— Prov. 11-14.

is

The American
iDstitule
Pres.

of Plirenoloiy,
Mrs. Charlotte Fow-

LKK Wells, incorporated in
opens its next session on
Sept. 5, 1S99. For prospectus
send (free on application) to

Amount
vs. a

of Drone-Comb in a Large

Small Brood-Chamber.

IMtiit,

the Secretary, care of

FOWLER

k WELLS

2i E.ist 21st S>t.,

27A'n

CO.

Ni;w Yokk.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

queens: gUEENS! Q^JEE^S!
Untested Italian, 00

els.

each;

'A

dozen,

$3.00.

Satisfaction ^juaranteed.

28Etf

LEININGER BROS.
Ft.

Jennings, Ohio.

III.

Query 96.— Will there be more drone-comb
wlien a very larpe brood-chamber is used than
in a small one?
M.v e.\perience says there will
be more, after one season's

trial.

Illinois.

Dovetailed hives. The hives are twi>story .with
10 brot)d and 8 extracting-frames in top story,,
all wired for extracting-." Combs are straig-ht
and in fine condition: last year's crop of honey
was over 7CK) g'allons from 150 colonies.
Purchaser can occupy the present t'ood and
convenient location of two acres, well shaded,,
with a comfortable residence for a familv, for
$Ui.OO per month, within 100 yards of fast line of
electric cars that go thru main jiart of New Orleans every 5 minutes. Mail service twice a day.
Poultry-houses and yards at cost of wire-netting'
in fences, and some tine poultry for sale; alsofurniture in house.
All must be sold, and location abandoned on
account of poor health. All honey, poultry and
egg's can be sold in city heme market at good
prices.

Correspondence
J.

solicited.

W. WINDER.

Halfway House, New Orleans, La.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing^
27A2t

Brown— Yes.
Whitcomb— Yes.
Dr. A. B. Mason— Yes.

A. F.
E.

Untested Italian, 5iic each;
Tested, $1.00 each. Queens
large, yellow, and prolific.

Poppleton— I think so.
Mrs. A. J. Barber — I think so.

O. O.

Prof. A. J.

Cook— I

do' not think so.

QoeensHAAG,
b.

It

W.

Address,
Canton. Ohio,

(Successor to

Theodore Bender*

!
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depends upon tbe proportion of bees to the
space, and general tbrift.
W. G. Larrabee— I don't know.
R. C. Aikin — Yes, on an average.
C. H. Dibtiern— Perhaps, but I see no good
reason for it.
Mrs. L. Harrison I never experimented
along that line.
Dr. C. C. Miller— Generally, yes. Prop-

—

GLEANINGS
AT REDUCED

erly
J.

managed,

no.

A Green— I

think there will be a

J. A. Stone— No more in proportion to
the size of the hive.

E. France — I guess there would, but
would use the big hive.

I

—

We

do not need to tell you about our
journal, for it will speak for itself but
;

as an extra inducement
following- low offers

we make

Dr. J. P. H. Brown Yes. in the majority
of cases there will be more.

Emerson

T. Abbott— Yes; this is
evident fact, it seems to me.

the

Rev. M.
yes; and

I

a self-

Mahin— In

the brood-chamber,
judge in the super, also.

Mrs. J. M. Null— Yes, as a rule; but with
young queens but little drone-comb is built.

Eugene Secor-I have not observed anything corresponding with your experience.

Offer No. A.
For 25 cents we will send Gleanings
IN Bee-Cui,ture from the time your
subscription
1900. If

you

is

your order promptly
h months for only 25 cents.
in

— Yes.

from the nature of

things, not only more, but

more

in propor-

P.

H.

Elwood— You

worker-comb,

are

right

We

Site

Sweet Clever (melilot)
AlsikeClover

60c
70c
80c
60c
55c

For
Italian

1.40

wanted bv

solicited.

GEORGE

YORK & CO.

W.

118 Michiffan Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Northern Queens.
YOU want the
IFlonyfist-lived
and

best honey-fratherers, the

hardiest Uueens, try a few
Northern=bred Italians— " daufjhters of
imported Oueens." Tested Oueens, 51.50; un-'
tested, Jl.OO: 2-frame Nuclei with tested Queens^
S3.iNJeach; the same with untested Queens, $2.25.
Correspondence solicited.

my

of

MATE WILLIAMS.

2tjA4t
NiMROD, Wadena County, Minn.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writingt

Union combination Saw—

for ripping,
- cutting,
miterinjf. rabhetin^j:. groov--

rela-

eross

—

J. M. Hamliaueh
I think
not.
Use full
sheets of worker foundation, and obviate

i

we will send an untested
Queen worth 75 cts. and Glean-

ings IN Bee-Cui.ture one year.

Offer No. C.

hives.

all of nest year, that is, from the time
your subscription is received until January, 1901. The sooner you take ad-

colony

numbers

will receive.

is in proportion to the brood-nest,
the less drone-comb will be built.

D. W. Heise— Yes. if the colony is given
the whole brood chamber when hived, without full sheets of foundation, honey coming
in freely,

For 50 cents we will send Gleanings
IN Bee-Culture 6 months beginning
July 1 and Vol. I of Gleanings. This
is for the year 1873.
There are many
interesting things. There are 12 articles on "Starting an Apiary," and
while some of these may not be practinow, there is much valuable information and it gives a good idea of
bee-keeping at that time. Our supply
is limited and of course we cannot concal

tinue this offer long.
Old as well as new subscribers ma^take advantage of these offers, but all

arrearages on back subscriptions must
first be paid at $1.00 per year.

Chas. Dadant & Son— If there is more,
take it out. The quantity of drone-comb
built depends on the proliBcness of the
queen at the time when comb is built. A
prolific queen will obtain a greater quantity
of worker-comb.
E. S Lovesy— My experience is that this
question is governed more by the habits of
the bees than by the size of the hive. When
I find a colony exhibiting a penchant for
building drone comb. I aim to keep it from
being in or near the brood-nest, and if I
find unnecessary drone-brood I remove it
from the hive.
G. VV. Demaree— In the brood-" nest "
proper, the age of the mother of the colony
has more than anv other factor to do with
the amount of drone-comb built by the
bees.
Hive two swarms on half inch
starters, let the one colony have a young
queen, and the other a very old queen; now
watch the results, and your question will
be answered without regard to size of hive.

Queens

MEDINA, OHIO.

CO,

po

CHINEuy.
iPlease

Tested,

$1.5(1.

ARTHUR

P.

BENDER.

>Alt
RrXHERFOHD, N K\V J EK SK V.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

wK

SeiKl luD'Htalof.' A.

Spiipca Falls Mf?.

t:o..

R Ma-.

4e W'nUr St.. Spiiprn Falls, J.Y.

mention Bee Journal

when

Are not

flDEL BEES

writing,.
Italians;

thevaret.OLDEN

CARNIOLAXS—

and practically a*
uon-swarmiiit.', non-stin<fing strain of bees;
^reat lioney-(,'atherers and sure to winter. Tested
Oueens, each. fl.OO; 6 Queens, $5.50; 12 Queens,
$1.00.
Everything guaranteed. Book g-iving 3f
3-ears' e-xperieiice in queen-rearing mailed free.

HENRY ALLEY,
WiiNHAM, Essex Co., Mass.
Please mention Bee Journal -wheii -writing.
24Atf

ALblllU yUttllO
want the

gt'ntlest

prolific

Queeiis-If yoii

Bees— If you want

the best

honey-gatherers you ever saw— try niv Albinos,
Warranted Queens, $l.fiO; Untested, o cents.
9.A26t
d. D. GIVENS, LlSBON.TEX.
Please mention Bee Jotirnal when writing.

XT /^ r^

C

JZjVJvJO
per dozen.
llAtf

^^^'^

BARRED PLYMOUTH

Thorobred
Ffiwls

MRS. L

—

Fine Plumaged

— Farm Raised— 75 cents
C. AXTELL.
ROSEVILLE.

ILL.

Comb Foundation
Wholesale and Retail.

3kAZorking

Wax.

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

DO NOT FAIL
me

a

list

ot

Foundation, Sections,

you want

My

ADDRESS

t c.

AM) H A N D-

Queens

!

edge-

Full line Foot-

Before placing- your order, to send
what you need lu

^'ood tjuenes, try mine. They are
strictly pure Italians, and are all purelj' mated.
strain of Italians are unequaled as honeytratherers, and have no superior.
Untested
Oueens, 75 cents each; Tested, SI. 00; Select
If

THE A, L ROOT

and the queen should happen not

to be a very prolific one.

Offer No. D.

sawing,

-

bfading, e

—

Adrian Getaz— If both colonies are of the
same size there will be more drone comb in
the larger brood-chamber. The larger the

vantag-e of this offer, the more

BHining,

e.

moulding,

if

For $1.00 we will send Gleanings in
Bee-Culture the rest of this year and

you

n

scroll

boring,

you, fill the frames
with comb foundation of worker size. Yes,
if you use only starters in the frames.
J E Pond— I think the experience of the
"querist" will be found to be that of
nearly all the apiarists in the country.
C. Davenport
My experience has been
that there will, as a rule, but it largely depends upon conditions. I have bad colonies build about half drone-comb in 8-frame

SOBS
$4.00
5.7S
5.0O

freig-ht.

Your orders are

tively.

G. M. Dooltttle- No,

SI. 00

$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

Alfalfa Clover
1.20
5.00.
Crimson Clover
.90
3.S0
Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartaj^e, if

this difficulty.

Offer No. B.

2Sm

101b
$1.00
1.25

— more

But more drone,

too.

Seeds.

h.-ive made arr.int.'ements so that we caa
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freig-ht
or e.xpress, at the followinjj- prices, cash with
the order:

tion.

received until January,

you send

will g-et

R. L. Taylor

And Several Other Clover

White Clover
little

tendency that way.

RATES....

SWEET CLOVER

other Supplies, and pet my prices. You
the best goods and save money. Illustrated Catalog Free.
WANTED.

And

will

gret

BEESWAX

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal "when

Tsrritiiiflt.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
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THE

Ttiis is

July

LEWIS

a. B.

Are Models

Our

M

the Aclnowleflgment of Competitors.

Branch
G. B.

LEWIS
LEWIS

19

Main

and Price List mailed

free

upon application.

Watertown, Wisconsin.

Office:

AGENCIES:

and Warerooms

CO.,

E. T.

SIS First Ave.,

G. B.

Offices

WANT THE BEST—They Cost No More.

of our Catalog

Factories and

ABBOTT.

N. E., Mitmeapolis, Minu.

L. C.

CO.,

St.

Ever

SMITH-S CASH STORE, San

Am

at their prices.
trated, 36-page Catalosf FREE.

Address,

GEO.

E.

Send

HILTON,

FREMONT. Newaygo

17A]7t

lor illus-

Co..

MICH.

Bees Doing Fairly Well.

My

bees are storing linden honey and
They are progressing tolerably well with their work,
having sealed some honey. They could have
done more if the weather had been warm
instead of cool.
The sourwood furnisht
bloom for two weeks before the linden
came, but the bees stored only a limited
ciuantity of honey from the sourwood.
There is a good supply of linden bloom,
which will he over by July l.^>. I am somewhat hopeful for a summer harvest

have been for one week.

QUITE A JAG.
telecraph poles thrown hy storm across
Puue Fence on the Lake Shore Railroad

fitretch of

not break a lateral wire.

PACK WOVKN WIKK KKNCKTO., AnUIAN. MICH.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

pec ^CCPCDC

me send vou my 64Catalog for 1899.
*7enlfins, WatumpUa, Aia,

DLL'^LLrLnO
kI,

a/,

I

Let

I

pag-c

Please mention Bee Journal

Bees by

1116

when

-writing.

Pound

YOUR OPPORTUNITY

1

John M. Ryan.
Marshall Co., Ala., June

or in lots of five at SI 80 each. There are only
75 for sale. Better order quick if you want any.
If more of the queens are wanted, these can be
had at 7S cents. All queens reared by the Doolittle process.

GEORGE W. YORK &
118

Michigan

Street,

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

The MoNETTE Queen-Clipping'
Device is a fine thing for use in
catch ing^ and clipping- Queens'
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or for SI. 10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,
US Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

111.

If you care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper

California
The
The

Pacific Rural Press,

leadinj^ Horticultural

and

paper of the Pacitic Coast.

handsomely

A;.'ricultural

Publisht weekly,

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

ple copy free.

27.

Extracting Clover and Basswood.

330

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco. Cal.
Market Street,
-

My

bees have stored quite a reasonable
of clover and basswood honey. I
extracting it now. and have been for
two weeks. The white honey-flow is now
closing. At this date last season the bees
did not have, in the whole hive, five pounds
of honey; now the hives are full of honey.
D. A. Cadwallader.

amount

am

Randolph

We have arranged with a large bee-keeper in
Cedar County, Iowa, to furnish ONE-FRAME

NUCLEUS OF BEES WITH WARRANTED
PURE ITALIAN OUEEN and ONE POUND
OF PURE ITALIAN BEES-all for only S2.0il;

Francisco, Cal.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

^^B^^^/i^^^g^'^^jfe^i.^^^^V^^

I prepared to furnish everything' needed by
the up-to-date bee-keeper, all g-oods manufactured b.v The A. I. Root Co., shipt to me in car

and sold

Joseph, Mo.

WOODMAN, Grand Rapids, Mich.
FRED FOULGER & SONS, Ogden, Utah.

South Alabama Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Better than

"did

CO'S

unrivaled facilities, coupled with twenty-five years of manufacturing experience, enable us to anticipate and
supply every want and need of the bee-keeper, promptly and accurately.

YOU

187

13, 1899.

of Perfection.

the Yerilict of Thonsanils of Cnstomers

A copy

lots,

—

!

:

Co.,

111.,

June

YOUR OWN

Ants inSTexas.

On page

3S0. Prof.

ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

25.

Read "The Corn

Cook gives some very

interesting points about ants. He speaks
of the agricultural ant of Texas clearing
the ground, sowing and reaping. Now. I
believe he is mistaken, or misinformed, for
I have been all over Texas, and if there was
such a thing I surely would have heard of
perit.
It is true there is a large red ant
haps the kind be has reference to that col-

— —

Belt." a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
209

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

Flease mention Bee Journal -whBit -writing.

July

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL-

13, 1899.

wheat, oats.

lects grains of

etc.. also

mounds

about their entrances, VVe are bothered
here in parts of Texas very badly with
small red ants they get into the hives, bore
holes in the cappings of the brood, and kill
We lost several colonies this way
it.
while in Lampasas county. We also lost
several fine queens, by leaving them where
the ants could get to them. They seemed to
sting the queens, but didn't bother the
workers. Even here, where there are hardly
any ants, we have to be careful about our
queens, the ants seeming to bother them
more than anything else about the bees.
H. H. Hyde.
Williamson Co., Texas, June 25.
;

Very

Little

Swarming.

Here it is the last of June and I have not
had a swarm from my SO colonies, and but
very little honey as yet. There have not
been 50 swarms out of over :i.OUU colonies in
Otero county, and the loss was from 10 to
70 percent last winter,

Otero Co., Colo., June

F.

Page

Lyon Mfg. Co.

fe

NEW

curing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

j-fv^v^'' j.'v.v^v^l./^x o
Bec/^Keepers*
Supplies
w^Ok^k/xx^i^Offf^.

one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
is in the State.
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinerv. all combine to enable

They have

also

this firm to furnish the

Send

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

for Circular and

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

FHICBS

W, Chdk.

2".

Biiigliaiii

Conqueror
liarue
Jjittle

S.
30.

Wonder

Binpham Smokers have
or Knite. look up

sweet

clover began blooming the first of this week,
and the bees are very busy, and in good
shape to store honey, if the weather man
will give us better weather than we have
had for the past two months.

W.

stove.
2Vin. stove.
-2-111. stove.
(weijrlit 10 ounces)... li-in. stove.

Honey-Knife

Good Weather Needed.

Woodbury Co Iowa, June

Perfect Bee-Smokers
3-in.

Plain

buckbush, and white

OF"

-A.i<riD H:o3>TE!^5r-K:3sri"V"ES.
Smoke Engine (larKCBt smoker made) 4-in. stove. Doz. $l3.(_>n; each, by
"
Doctor
-m in. stove. Doz. y.iMi;

,

,

LONDON, WIS.,

operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus se«

Good Prospect for Fall Honey.
The white clover was winterkilled here
and our bees have to be fed yet. The prospect for fall honey is gof d, as so far we have
had lots of rain.
CiIAs. Blackbukn.
Buchanan Co Iowa, Julv 1.

Basswood.

445

BinKham &

Hetliering-

ton Uticappinf;Knife.

all

the

Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.

I'lf,

fon

"

5,it0;

'an
'70

"
"

4.75;
4.5<i;
6.(X);

'go
IgO

"

new improvements. Before buyinR

record and pedigree.

its

mail, $i so

"

6.50;

a

Smoker

FIFTEEN YEAKS FOR A DOLLAK; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the *'onqueror 15 years. 1 was always pleased with Ita
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer. 1 write for a circular.

I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
January -27, 1^97.
Truly,
w. II. Eagektt. Cuba. Kansas.

T. F. BINOHA.n. Farwell, miUhisan.

Yeaton.
'-:^^^

.^r

Doing Well on Clover and Basswood
Bees are doing well on clover and basswood. If we only had lots of strong colonies I think we would get some honey, as
they have been doing well the last few
days.
Akthuk Stanley.
Lee Co., 111., June 29.

Not a Prosperous Season.
Last winter was a very severe one here,
and was hard on the bees. Some bee-keepers lost all. I lost about 20 or 30 colonies
out of 100. So far they do not seem to be
doing much. I do not look for a very prosperous sea.-on for honey.
Wm. Ai'ken.
Ontario, Canada, June 2S.

Bee-Hunting^Information Wanted.
I am seeking information on the line
of

hunting wild bees. Mine having joined the
majority in this section the past winter, I
would like to find some wild ones to stock
up with again, as those that have any left
hold them '-out o'sight" as regards price.
There are some wild ones here now in the
timber, for I found a colony about two
weeks ago, and more are going to the
woods, as I have heard of two colonies that
were seen to go already. At this season of
the year they will not work on honey

scarcely at all, and it is impossible to get
any lines that way. If a bee is caught in a
box she will probably fill up on the honey
and when you let her go she whirls around
so much that one loses sight of her. and
she
fails to return at all, or, if she does, it
is to
buzz around a little and then go into the

flowers.

there a bait on which bees will work
flowers are plenty ? If anyone knows
any he will confer a favor bv making it
known. I would like a plan for finding bees
in June. July and August
Among the readers of the American Bee
Journal there must be many bee-hunters
that can give the best method for hunting
at this season of the year. To look over all
the timber here would be impossible. There
Is

when

of

3

of Bee-

1^9

a 3

Sections,

Shipping-Cases.
Comb Foundation

i^LLlLLI^>fe^-iI..

and EVEKYTiiiNG used in the bee-induslr\ W e want the n imtr lud address
e\erv bee-keeper
in America. We supply dealers as well as coubumers.
\\ e have Dry KHii, Improved Machinery. 40,0(.K) feet of floor space, and all modern appliances. We make'prompt shipment. Write
for Catalog^s, Quotations, etc.
INTER-STATE MFG. CO., Hudson. St. Croix Co.. Wis,
Please mention Bee Journal when writiuK.
1

OUR MOTTO:

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

seciioiis. sniDDiiiQ-Gases

iid

B66-!(e6D6rS'S0DDlieS=
We make

a specialtj' of making the very best Sections on the market.
this part of Wisconsin is acknowledg-ed by all to be
the best for making- the ONE-PIECE
selected, young and,
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

The

BASSWOOD in

HONEY-SECTIONS—

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
Please mention the Bee Jimrnal

when

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

wrilinir.

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We

have the best equipt factory in the West. Capacity,
one carload a day; and carry the larg-est stock and greatest variety of everyihinff needed in the apiary, assuriugBEST groods at the lowkst prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated Caf«7f»£r.

We also

7'J paife**,

Kree.

manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized,
any form, for all purposes. Price list free.

steel, all sizes,

Address,

E. KRETGHMER, RED
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

OAK, IOWA.

Please Mention the Bee Jonrnal Idv^TsIri^^

!

;
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Queens

...Italian

3 Bee= Supplies. ^

AND

GomD^undalion.

:^^

queens

g»
^^5

seasons en ihe best

^^

.

have been

I

for

2(<

rearingr

Known plads,and have some

^^5

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.
^f;
PouDER's Honey-Jars and every- t^
thinj^ used by bee-keepers. Prompt ^^
Service

— low

freight rate.

]

Queen

u n tested

3.25
6.00

tested Oueen
tested Queens
selected tested

4.00
1.00

1
(1

1

COMb FOUNDATION made
Send

75c;

•

Indianapolis, Indiana.

J. L.
Clahixda. Pa;i"e

»»«>«>»«« ii»* »»»*»** *>>*.

BIGGLE

m

A

By JACOB BIGGLE

o

1— BIGGLE HORSE BOOK

CO

AU about Horses— a Common-Sense Treatise, with over
74 illustrations

a standard worl:.

;

H

Price, 50 Cents

2— BIGQLE BERRY BOOK
All about (growing Small Fruits— readand leam now
contains 43 colored life-like reproductions of all leading
varieties and 100 other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents,

O
!^
U
W

3— BIGGLE POULTRY BOOK

No.

the best Poultry Book in existence
tells everything
with23 colored life-hke reproductioDS
of all the principal breeds; with 103 other illustrations.
Price, 50 Cents.
All about Poultry

;

;

;

No.

4— BIQQLE COW BOOK
AU about Cows and the

Dairy Business having a grea t
sale, contains 8 colored life-like reproductions ofeacr.
breed, with 132 other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents.

No.

;

5— BIQGLB SWINE BOOK
All about Hogs— Breeding, Feeding, Butchery, Disea.^es, etc. Contains over 80 beautiful halftones and other engravings. Price. 50 Cents.

Just out.

are unique.original, useful— you never
saw anything like them— so practical, sosensible. They
are having an enormous sale — East. West, North and
South. Every one who keeps a Horse, Cow. Hog or
Chicken, or grows Small Fruits, ought to send right
away for the BIQGLE BOOKS. The

old.

it

IS

for

you and not a misfit

O
H

It is 22

cl
!^
l-H

years

H

the great boiled-down, hit -the-nail-on-the-head,—

quit-after-you-h.-ive-said-it,

Farm and Household paper

in

the world— the bipgest paper of its size in the United States
of America— having over a million and a-half regular readers.

Any ONE

of the

BIGGLE BOOKS, and

the

FARM JOURNAL

S YEARS (remainder of iSqg looo, igoi, 2902 and 1903) will be sent by mail
to anv addr^s<, inr A DOLLAR BILL.
Sample of FARM JOURNAL and circular describing BIQGLE BOOKS free.

WILMPR ATKINSON
CHAS

f

Address,

JENKINS,

of our readers can help Mr. Clark,

be pleased to publish

Floods in Texas
have had,

Wn
nil

nffoP

Wn

Q

Will

L%

Wn

Q

Ullul
fiffoP
tlllui

1
I

WUt

it

Oi

FARM

Philadelphia

July 4. 2 p.m.— No trains since June 2Sth.
reported that the trains will get thru
this afternoon. The Brazos River is higher
than the uhleat settlers ever saw it. Reports
say that the town of Calvert is in the water,
and Hearne is jtist out of water, the breakwater from the two rivers (Big and Little
Brazos) meeting,/'/.^/ outside of town. Undoubtedly many lives are lost, but we can
only guess yet to what extent. Vehicles,
farming implements, stock and household
goods of all kinds have been coming down
Little River and the Brazos for four or five
days. Farms in the bottoms are all the
way from 4 to 1.5 feet under water noir, and
have been for four days.
E, R, J.
P, S.— See our convention notice below.
It is

—

Texas. The Central Texas Bee-Keepers' Association will meet July 20 and 21, 1S9'1, at Milano, Texas. On account of this meeting' I have
receivtd a rate ot one and one-third lares for
the round trip on the certificate plan from all
points in Texas, on the lines of the foUon-ing
railroads: (i. C. & S. F.; I. & G. N.; H. &T. C;
.M, K. & T.: Ft. W. i- R. G.: the Southern PaDon't forget to tell
cific, and the Cotton Belt.
the ticket agent where you are going-, and take
his receipt showing that you have paid full fare
to Milano. If you cannot get a thru ticket to
Milano, take a receipt wherever you buy a
ticket, showing that you have paid full fare. A
cordial invitation ise.xtended to all bee-keepers.
Remember there will be no hotel bills to pa,v.

Send us ONE new subscriber for the Bee Journal for a year
order the Farm Journal for you for 5 years as a premium.

will

(at $1.00,)

and we

TWO

new subscribers for the Bee Journal for the balance of this year at
Or, send
(>0 cents each, and we will order the Farm Journal for you for 5 years as a premium.
a limited

number

of 5-year

FARM JOURNAL

subscrip-

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &

Com. on Program.
I

will sell to

room,

make

200 COLBEES

ONICS OF
in

n\y

non-swarm-

Address,

JAS. H. DAVIS. Marksvllie. Lo.
Please mention Bee Journal when •writing,

>A:t

five

we have only

Much Damage.

.

BEES
FOR SALE

JOlTRKALr

^^ vi\\\ club the Bee Journal for one 3'ear and the Monthly Farm Journal for
years (as above) all for SI. 40; the Farm Journal alone is 50 cents a year.

Better apply soon, as
tions to offer.

]

think, at least IS to 24
inches of rainfall since Tuesday, June 27.
Wagon-roads are entirely impassable for
vehicles; railroads, culverts and fills are
washt out, and the roadbed entirely gone
in many places in the creek and river bottoms. I had 60 odd nuclei IS miles from
here on the river bottom
I am satisfied
that they are gone, but I can't get there
nor hear from there. I have bad no mail
for two days trains can't possibly get over
the road before Sunday. It still looks like
more rain— nothing to equal this in 32
years, so the oldest settlers say.
8ome
think the creeks and rivers are higher now
than then.
E R, Jones.
Milam Co., Tex June 30.

E. R. Jo.N'ES,

The Farm Journal and the Bee JournaL
UliCil

— Ei>

I

in''-,niiL''ratorv hivt-s.

'flffoii

it.

Convention Notice.

FARM JOURNAL
your paper, made

Clark.

Minn.

O

TheBIQQLE BOOKS

Is

any

[If

we would

Co.,

;

of unequalled value— Practical,
Up-to-date, Concise and Comprehensive— Handsomely Printed and Beautifully Ulustratea,

No.

L. J.

Winona

;

Farm Library

No.

out,

We

County, Iowa.

13, 1899.

are some tame bees scattered all thru the
country. I have tried the " stink bait '' of
corncobs and wine, but that is not satisfactory, as some of the time they will not
touch it at all, I would like to find them as
soon as possible, so that I can save the bees
to stock up my apiary again.
I have been
quite successful in hunting bees in the fall
after frost, but at this season of the year it
is quite diilerent. so I come to the readers
of the American Bee Journal to help me

^.

%
^
^'

512 Mass. Ave.,

:^

from pure wax.

in
?l.nu.

STRONG.

for prices.

26A4t

4 and 5 banded, not a hybrid the
^ yard. Untested. Tested,
'% WALTER S. POUDER,
•^
'00

80

Queen

5
^^

Oueens.

Italian

!f

S .^0

untested Queens
12 untested Oueens
ti

^.
^:

Catalog-

free.

choice ones as follows:

July

Shipping-Cases
We are overstockt on 12-pound and 24-pouud
single-tier shipping-cases; also 1-gaI. Tin Cans,
and ^-pouud, 1-pound and 2-pound Glass HoneyJars (Muth's); aKo Novice No. 5 and Cowan
No.

15

will

CO., 118 Micliigan St., Chicago, IH.

Extractors for

make FIRE

2

Langstroth frames.

SALE PRICES

to

We

move

above stock, get ouk i-ricks at ONCK,as they
won't last loug at the figures we will offer

them

Please mention the Bee Jonrnal IfctTs'^ir?^

'

at.

2^A2i

Standard Lumber Go.,
MANKATO. MINN.

Piease mention Bee jouru-ti w.i^a writing.

Julv
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Tlie B66-K66D6r'§

Mr. Kipling Cured

>ii >!i

>!;t.

HONEY AND BEES WAX |

I

liy ihe inhalation of Oxygen, the
sjn-cific cure for all lung troubles.
I-

Manual

The Oxygen Treatment,

PROE

A.

Address,
DR. PEIRO.
Central Music Hall, Chicag:o.

the Apiary,

of
UY
J.

COOK-

Please mention Bee Journal "when wrriting.

460 Pages— 16th 1899? Edition— 18th Thousand— $1-25 postpaid.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

or special information regard-

in;.'-

Or,

>!i >fct ili >14 >te >1« >li ^K >l4!i

Van D6iis6n THin Foundation.

Chicago. July s.— Not any of the new comb
from other than the Southern States has appeared on our market; most of that is amber to
dark, and hence sells at an average of Sf^lOc.
New white that would grade choice to fancj'
would sell at 13c; off grades of white, ll(gJl2c.
Extracted, white, 7@7^c; ambers, 6(vw7c. Beeswax, 2bUi >T.
R. A. BUKNKTT A Co.

Kansas

City, July 7.— A small shipment of

new comb honey on the market is selling at
Good demand. C. C. Clemoxs & Co.

14(al5c.

A

description of the book here is quite uniiecit is simply the most complete scieiititic
and practical bee-book publisht to-day. Fully
illustrated, and all written ia the most fascinating- style. The author is also too well-known to
the whole bee-world to require any introduction.
No bee-keeper is lully equipi. or his library

essari.

—

complete, without

The BEE-KEErKKs'

Guide.

This 16th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's
mag-niticent book of 4o0 pag-es, in neat and substantial cloth binding, we propose to give away
to our present subscribers, for the work of g"ettingsubscribers for the American Bee
Journal.

NEW

We have several 25-pound boxes of Van Deusen
Thin Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation for sale at
This Foundation is preferred by
many. We have only a few boxes of it at our
Chicaero Branch, so an order for same should be

$12.50 per box.

sent promptly.

THE

Address,

A.

I.

ROOT

CO..

CHICAGO,

118 Miclii.<-an Street,

ILI„.

GOLDEN BEAUTY
BY RETURN MAIL ITALIAN yUEENS
— reared from Importf
RTED Mothers. Untested,
» cents; Tested, il.W.
TEf?Rf\L BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Co. Tex

Given lor

TWO New

Subscribers.

The following- offer is made to present subscribers only, and no premium is also g-iven to
the two NEW subscribers— simply the Bee Journal for one

Send us

3-ear:

TWO new subscribers

to the

Bee

Journal (with 32.(K);, and we will mail you a copy
of Prof. Cook's book FREE as a premium.
Prof. Cook's book alone sent for 51.25, or we club
it with the Bee Journal for a year— both for only
51.75.
But surely anybody can get only
NEW SUBSCRIBERS to the Bee Journal for a year,
and thus get the book as a premium. Let every
body try for it. Will YOU have one ?

TWO

Please mention the Bee Journal.

ISAtf

FREE FOR A MONTH

If you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.

Wool

i^lai-l^ets a.ncl

Michit-an

St..

CHIC.\(;0. ILL.

Slieep

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, tirst, foremost and all the time.
3'ou interested? Write to-day.

Are

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO.

ILL.

Flease nienlion Bee Journal "when writing.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
lis

....

Bee-Hives. Sections, ShippingCasks — everything used by beeOrders tilled promptly.
ml tMrCatalo-r- Minnesota BeeKeepers' Supply iVlfg;. Co.. Nicollet
Klaiui, Minneapolis, Minn. 18Atf
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
.

k<*i'[i<T--.

'

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no Sag

in

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey,
Being" the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

VAN DEUSHX,
Sole Manufacturer,

J. A.

fl®"IF

—

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof, A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y,

B66-K66D6rs' Guide.
Either 5-banded, Golden or

QUEENS

from

IMPORTED

Italian

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal

mothers, ooc each; or b for
A lew tine breeders at ?1. 50 each. Give me
a trial and let me surprise you. Satisfaction or
no pay.
CH. H. THIES. Steeleville, III.
26Alf Please mention the American Bee Journal.

New

York, June 9.— Demand good for extracted honey, all kinds, and same finds ready
sale at the following prices: Fancy, ~'q:'%c\
choice. 6'no'2c: fair, 5^^(fl'6c; common,57((t OOc per
gallon. Some demand for comb honey at from
ll(«i 12c for white, and '^ittlOc for amber. No more
demand for dark. Beeswax dull at from 25(g'27c
per pound, according to quality.

HiLDKETH & SeGELKEN.
S.\N Francisco, June 21.— White comb, 10®
lOf-ic; amber, 7J-3®')c.
Extracted, white, 7^'^
7!'ic:

light amber, 6j^(at7c.-

Beeswax,

26'2(aJ27c.

Values for new crop comb and extracted are
ruling much the same as lately current for old,
but demand is not active at full figures, large
dealers deeming these prices too high for round
lots.

Cleveland, March 9.— Fancv white, 13(a)i4c;
No. 1 white. 12(5'13c; A No. 1 amber, lOfa-Uc; No.
2 amber, 'J.alOc;
buckwheat, ^c.
Extracted,
white. 7c: amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.
Boston, May 17.— Fancy white, 12^^(«'13c; A
No. 1, llwl2c: x'Co. 1, 10c: light amber, 9c: buckwheat, Sc. Extracted Florida, white, 7;^@3c;
light amber, b'^^aTc. Beeswax, 27(((-28c.
The demand for both comb and extracted,
honey has settled down to the usual small proportions of summer, and prices quoted would be
shaded some, too. as slocks are a little heavier
than is liked at this season of the year.

Blake, Scott & Lee.
Buffalo, May 5.— The season for honev is
about closed. Some extra fancy white would
sell at llKj 12c; some very poor selling at 6(gj7c,
and dull. No more business in honey before the
opening of the ensuing season.

Batterson & Co,
Omaha, June 2.— A few little lots of new honey

from Texas have made their appearance on the
market. The stock was put up by inexperienced people and only sold at moderate prices.
Extracted of fairly good flavor brought S%(g>tc.
Comb honey put up in biKgallon cans and "filled
with extracted sold at bMc. This is a most undesirable way of packing comb honev. Trade
does not care for it.
Peycke Bros.
Detroit, April 10.— Fancy white, 12c; No. 1,
lOieUc; dark and amber, yia^c Extracted in
fair demand without change in price. Beeswax,
25'a^2654.

when

writing.

Decreasing demand and the attempt to crowd
down prices on comb honev.
M. H. Httn't.

sales have forced

BEE^SUPPLIES,
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

(loldcn

Italian
^.
Sv

(|ueens!

5-banded Untested, 60 cts.
each; Tested, Sl.OO each.
1-frame Nucleus
$1.50

2-IrameNucleus
2.00
.^trameNucleus
2.50
.^ each, with untested Queen.
am running 800 nuclei,
'fln
and can send Queens bjJ'tjf
RETURN MAIL. I have
'"' 3-banded queens, and
Wlj'V^Y
tt-ALiff
'^^
jj^j 3-banded drones in ray
I

W

Dan'l Wurtti, Faimouth, Rush Go. Ind.
and receive fair treatment and prompt service.
If you want 5-banded queens that are reared in
a yard where there are no 3-banders, I am at
your service. Parties wanting more than one
queen will do well by writing for prices.
Daniel WuRTH. Falmouth, Ind.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

•THIS«»

—

Send

for our Catalog.

c. H. wz.

vv:ebbr,

keepers.

2146 Central Ave.,

CINCIXN'ATI, OHIO,

I

Chas

F.

Mvth &

WANTED

L?

market for Extracted Honey. Submit a
small sample, stating- quantity, style of
packag-e. and price expected.
Prompt

Ml

References:
Western German liank

is

remittances.

—

The Brighton
tierman Bank Co. :both of Cincinnati, O.;

28A2t

7Atf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

by mail tor
Full directions

Toe

issues of the Jouknal, can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved (or refer-

EXTRACTED HONEY
We are now iu shape to buy Extracted
in large or small lots.
Parties haviui,' any to offer will do well
to sell to us. as Cincinnati is a threat

American Bee Joubmal

will be sent

accompany each Binder.

I

Honey, either

of the

Binder

one year's numbers

•in ceatsi.

and A. Mcth.

Son-

Wood
will hold

and

Successor to

Am

apiary.
making a
specialty of rearing- the
5-banded strain this season. My 5-banders are working on red clover.
Queens are reared by Doolittle's method. I insure sale arrival of queens. This is a post-office
money order office. Address your orders to
*

Langstroth Hiv-es and everything
pertaining- to same.
Muth Jars.Muth Honey Extractor
in fact everything used by bee-

ence in book form.
By paying for a year's subscription STRICTLY IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, postpaid, for 10 cents extra,

ADDRESS,

«EO. ^V. YORK & CO.
lis Mich. St,, Coicago,

111,

— —

;
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OrderEarly
There are indications that the demand

July

22ud

^^"^

Dadant's Foundation.

Year

Why

does

We guarantee

it sell

so well?

satisfaction.

it
has always given better satisfaction than any other.
in 22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compli-

Because

B66-K66D6PS' SlIDDliGS,

Catalog ready Feb.

Tlie

W.

(20

Copy

1.

of the

Ameri-

T. Falconer MIq. Go.

JAMESTOWN,

Send name for our

N. Y.

J.

GWe

the

New

liampion GHatt-fiive
with fence and* plain sections, and

QUEENS

Smokers, Sections,

Comb Foundat

^

VU££

Catalogue.

14Aly

if.

W. Fassett
W. Bittenbender
L.

High

F. Foulfer

& Sons

Hill,

Mo.

Middlebury, Vt.
Knoxville, lo-waSt. Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo, Colo.

Gray

Pierce Seed and Produce

Co

Oirden, Utah.

Sheboyg^an, Wis.
Evansville. Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

The

Classic in Bee-Culture

by mail.

Price, $1.25.

Sheboygan, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

'

G.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

SUPPLIES.
postal sent us with your name for
a Catalog will meet with the ^Teatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO..

Api»rian

Nebel

lyangstroth on the Honey-Bee, Revised.

A

:l1I

Portland, Oregon.

& Son

J.
J.
J.

St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Des Moines Iowa

-Woodman
Nysewander

a

full line of otber

And

M. Jenkins

I

R. H. Schmidt & Co
Hudson, "Wis.
Vickery Bros
Inter-State Mfg. Co
Pou^hkeepsie, N. Y.
Reynolds Elevator Co
C. H. W. Weber
The L. A. Watkins Merchandise Co., Denver, Colo.
J.

make

Watertown, Wis.
Red Oak, Iowa.
"Wetumpka, Ala.

Portland Seed Co
E. T. Abbott,

We sell

:

G. B. Lewis Co
E. Kretchmer

L. C.

Please mention Bee Jsurnal -when "writme-

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,
the best Veils, cotton or silk.
follo-sving dealers handle our Foundation

Catalog-,

The

Address

pages) free.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

ments.

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made»
1899

more can anvbodv do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FlRMISESS,No SAOaiNQ, No
LOSS.

Wh.at

Because

will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

can Bee-Keeper

Year

for

SUPPLIES will be very largre this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
Have large facilities for manufacturing all
kinds of

And

13, 1899.

Beeswax Wanted ^^^^^^^^^=
at all times.
Please mention Bee Journal

chas. dadantd& son,
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing.

III.

on

>iiipj)lies

rh^ap. Spoit for
T. FLANAGAN, BellevUle, Ut-

Please mention the Bee Journal.

TIT'*-

THE

A. I. ROOT GO'S GOODS
Including their discounts for goods wanted for
use another season. It will pay you to send me
list of goods wanted.
Cash for Beeswax.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Bkanch, Mich.

Special

Summer

School

of Sliortliaiid
For the benefit of Teachers, Students,
and others.
Six Weeks' Course for only $15.00—
beginning- Monday, July 10.
Send for Catalog.

Eclectic ShoTthaiid CoHeg^e,
Headquarters of the Cf-^s Eclectic System,

518 Ashland
39Aly

Itloi-U. <JHI4'A4j>4».
Please mention the Bee Journal.

I ARISE
To

the

sCpplrJs'tddress

Please mention Bee Journal

.

QUEENS

WE GUARANTEE

Tested Queens

1

select lestedqueen 2.00

3

"

Select

3.5tt

" Queens 4.00
Tested Queen,

previous seasi>n*s rear-

Extra Selected,
for breeding, the very
of
pound
Bees
in a 2-frame
About
a
best, $5.00.
Nucleus, with any Queen. S2.00 e.xtra.
intr, f5:

Circular free, ffivine full particulars regard.\ddress,
ing each class of Queens.

Q. M.

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. V.
TM*-ase mention Bee Journal when -writing
llA26t

.-,,.

larife stock, of several kinds,

I.

J.

and the prices are

rijjht.

^^ "'" '^"^^ bottom on Cartons
prices, anvw.ay.
Send for a sample
pie and prices
Tested Italian. $1.00 each; 3 for $2.50. These are ALU
YELLOW and their bees are " hustlers."
'^ ^"> ^'^ '-"^' *"

•'''°"

°''''

SATISFACTION.

CatalOfr free describinj: our full line of

APIARIAN SUPPLIES.

STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, New York,
Please mention Bee Journal

$1.00

3

have a

DTOIV
^
• ^-'l ~.-'.

concluded to sell
QUEENS in theirseason

Untested Oueen

We

Perhaps r' A
you use V^^^lx,

has

1

^^^SaS^s.'i'LoJJf

writing.

I

\'ou need for your crop of honey.

DOOUTTLE...

6 Untested (Jueens.. 4.50
12 Untested Queens 8.00
1 Tested Queen .... 1.50

when

^
^^^
were thinking of the SH PPINQ=C/ASES

that

during- ISW, at the followinjT prices

CO.,

Bee-Men of the East

say to the readers of

Bee Jouknal

LEAHY MFC,

when

N. Y.

"writing.

24
^ centsXash
paid for Beeswax.
HE:

This

is

a good time

to send in

wax.

24

your Bees-

We

are paying.
cents a pound

CASH —

upon its reyou want the money promptly, send us your Beeswax. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,
ceipt.

Now,

if

GEORGE W. YORK &
118

CO.,

Michigan

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL,.

:

^^(b'^'(b'(b'(b'(k'(b'i>'(bS'(k^^'(k'^'(k'^*(b'(b'(k'(k^
GEORGE

\V.

YORK,

Editor.

_m

39th YEAR.

CHICAGO,

*

&

ILL,

*..

^.AP-HIEAt.
Miss Pickard and Her Apiary.
Miss Ada L. Pickard, who is shown herewith in her
apiary, resides in Richland Co., Wis., and is one of the few
lady bee-keepers who is making- a wonderful success in her
chosen field. We are glad to be permitted to place before
our readers not only the picture, but also the following- few
words from Miss Pickard about herself and her work with
the bees

When I was a small girl my mother purchast Mr. S. I.
Freeborn's apiary, numbering 160 colonies, which he placed
upon our farm in
Richland County
during the summer

She

of 1887.

being very much
interested in the
o r k succeeded
in interesting me
during the vacaty

always
I
workt with her un-

tions.
til

the

spring- of

when w e

1898,

moved 100 colonies

about

miles

12

from home, and I
took charge of the
apiary having sole

management of

it,

and securing, as
the result of

mv

labors,

16,000

pounds

of fine

basswood

honey.

The

picture represents me in my

sum-

apiary last
mer.

When

fall

came,

we removed our

home

bees
placed
winter

them

and

in
quarters.
Having excellent
success in wintering, we moved 111
colonies to the

JULY

20, 1899.
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a Jjeaxt foi' the work, so. that he finds some deg^ree of
pleasure in caring for thein, he had better not attempt to
keep them at all. as they will only prove a source of annoyance without profit.
"" To make a successful bee-keeper requires a special gift,
or a natural' aptness for the business, the facultj- of perceiving what needs to be done, and an inclination to do it
promptly.' The old Spanish adage, " Never to do anything
to-daj' vrhich can be put off until to-morrow." does not apply
to bee keeping, as it savors too much of slothfulness but
the old Anglo-Saxon maxim, "Nev^r leave until to-mormw
vrhat can well be done to-day," will be found more applicable, being much more in harmony with the assiduous activity of the bees.
We are living in a progressive age. No other period in
the world's history has ever been signalized by such wonderful developments in science and art as has been brought
The great labyrinth of Nature's
to light this 19th century.
mysteries has seemed to be set open unto men, and forces
and principles which have lain dormant since the beginning
of the creation, have in our day been brought forth and
made subservient to the will of man with astonishing results. And while such unparalleled progress has been made
in other directions, bee-keeping has also received its share
of attention, and I feel quite safe in saying that more pro.gress has been made in the management of bees, during
the latter part of this century, than during all the thousands of years of previous historj'.
Bee-keeping in its present stage of development is fully
entitled to take rank as one of the arts, and were it, not for
-the variableness of the .seasons, the changeableness of the
.weather, and other atmospheric conditions vipon which the
secretion of nectar in the flowers is so largely dependent,
and upon which hing-es the turning-point of success or failI say,
lire, all of which are entirely beyond our control
were it not for these uncertainties, then bee-keeping might
.properly be clast as a science but inasmuch as the variation of seasons necessitates a variation in management cif
the bees, therefore no set rules can be establisht which will
work satisfactorily under all circumstances that may arise
•but, the judgment and skill of the apiarist needs to be constantly exercised in order to discover just what needs to be
done, and when and how to do it.
Altho the manipulations of an apiary are widely difterent from farm work, as the practice of medicine is different
from the practice of law, yet a few bees in the neighborhood are a real benefit to every farmer or fruit-grower, because the bees evidently perform a very important part in
the fertilization of the blossoms of fruit and seed bearing
trees and plants. Therefore, let the farmer, fruit-grower,
and bee-keeper, live in harmonj' and good-will, for that
.which promotes the interest of one, promotes the interest
Ada L. Pick.\rd.
of all. Give the bees a chance.
h'eJti^s

;

—

;

;

Pead Brood— Kingbirds— Honey-Dew.
BY PROF.

A. J.

COOK.

that in 1894 there was much comwill be
plaint of dead brood in the apiaries of Southern CaliforThe present sea.son shows the same condition
nia.
again. I have received samples from nearly every section
.of Southern California within the past few weeks, always
attended with the inquiry, " Is it foul brood "?

IT

rememb^ed

This dead brood is not at all like foul brood, and any
one who attends to the following description carefully, will
•have no difiiculty in distinguishing the one from the other
In this case, the characteristic, most disagreeable, odor of
foul brood is wholly wanting the sunken cell-cap, with its
frequent perforation, i§ also absent. The dead brood is
always in the form of larva;, and never in the sticky, pasty,
unctuous mass so characteristic of foul brood. We insert a
pin and draw a decaying larva from the cell, and it is not a
stringy or ropy substance which springs back when it lets
go the pinhead, as is true of foul brood, on the whole, yet
it often appears coffee-colored or a rich, dark brown, as does
;

foul Iprood.

The

July

surest

way

to.teU

is

20, 1899.

in the character of the

decaying substance in the cell. If the larva is always found,
showing the form even in its decay, instead of the stringy,
elastic, past)' mass, then it is not foul brood.
I had a good deal of this in my hives in 1894, but I found
it only in colonies in a starving condition, and as soon as I
fed the bees properly the trouble disappeared. I have recently examined several colonies, where there is abundance of honey and pollen in the hive, and I found no sign
of the disease. I believe it comes from some condition
which kills the larva;. I have pretty good reason to think
that this is usually lack of stores. If it is sometimes present with abundance of food, as is reported by some of our
good authorities, then it must be some other cause that
brings death to the brood. Once dead, natural decay commences. The number of dead bees is not usually sufficient
to produce any serious stench about the hive.
I suggest to all who are disturbed with this dead brood,
to feed the bees, or see that thej- have plent.v of honey, and
I predict that their experience will be like mine in 1894
the
trouble will disappear.
It is significant that we hear nothing of this trouble in
good seasons, and, so far as I have observed, see it onlj- in
apiaries where stores are very short in the hives. Nearly
all who have sent me this dead brood this year, have stated
that the bees are very short of honey.

—

THE KINGBIRDS.
There are two birds in the United States that kill bees,
both workers and drones, and I feel sure that they would
not hesitate to take the finest queen should opportunity

The birds are wholly insectivorous. They belong to
the family Tyrannida;, which also includes the common,
well-known pewee. Both, or possibly all three, species belong to the genus Tyrannus. They are all known as kingbirds, bee-martins, or tyrant fly-catchers.
The Eastern one
is Tyrannus tyrannus, while the one here in Southern CaliAnother species I have
fornia is Tyrannus serticalis.
taken here is T. vociferans. The Eastern one is dark ash,
almost black, while the California species are ashy with yelAll have a characteristic red patch on the
low bellies.
crown of the head.
offer.

I

was

interested in the account in

the last

American

Bee Journal of these birds. We have found them here right
at the apiary, and I have seen them dart dowji to the hives.
They were taken, their stomachs examined, and no bees
found, but, instead, the robber-flies, which are among the
worst bee-enemies we have. So about here, I feel confident
that they are more friends than enemies, even of the bees.
Yet I know from actual examination that the Eastern kingbird does upon occasion take bees, and workers at that. I
presume the California species may rarely do the same
thing, tho none of those killed here have shown any bees in
the stomach. Robber-flies, cut-worms, grubs and locusts
have been found abundantly in their stomachs. Even
granting that they do levy occasionally on the apiary, they
take without doubt a score of harmful insects to one bee.
I should like to know how they manage the stings when
they kill worker-bees. If they swallow the bees instanter,
they must be stung, as the bee is too quick with its defenseorgan to permit escape. I have taken five stings from the
throat of a toad that had taken five worker-bees just before.
We can believe a tough, non-sensitive toad might wink at
such misfortune, but the more sensitive kingbird, we should
think, would wince, and feel the pain acutely. Can it be
possible that they have some way of avoiding the sting ? I
hope any who have opportunity will observe on this point.
I should like to receive stomach and head and throat of a
kingbird that had been really taken after eating worker-

bees.

HONBY-DKW—ITS

ORIGIN.

am

surprised at Mr. McKnight's article critique in
the Bee-Keepers' Review, of my position regarding honeydew. I did not suppose I needed to prove that honey-dew
was generally from plant-lice (aphides) or scale (not scab)
insects (coccids). We have only to observe to see the exudation and fall of the nectar from the insects. Whatever
may be the ultimate truth, this is certainly true Nearly
all such honey-dew is from insects, as any one will see upon
superficial examination. Very little, if any, is secreted by
the plants, and none at all falls from the sky. Mr. M.'s
suggestion that the plant forms the honey-dew, and the insects (plant lice and scale insects) sip it up, can be refuted
by a very little close observation. We see the nectar coming from these insects, but we never see them sipping it up,
I

:

a

July
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for the very g^ood reason that they do not do
than do bees pierce sound fruit.

no more

it,

BY DR.

A

"STRAY STRAW"
July

C.

in Gleaning-s

reads as follows

1,

?

MILLER.

C.

in

Bee-Culture for

:

" G. M. Doolittle says, in American Bee Journal, I
never saw a single worker-bee from an imported queen that
had any yeltozv on it at all. The color was always a maroon,
chestnut, or leather color, not yellow." My imported queens,
or those that I bought for imported, have always had workers that I called yellow. Now the question is. Have I been
swindled, or has some one been working- oif maroon bees
instead of yellow on Doolittle ? I don't believe I ever saw
a dozen imported Italian queens, and I doubt whether Doolittle has seen many more than I, for I've been buying since
he thought no more importations were needed, and at
Medina you've had perhaps more imported queens than at
any other place. Please tell us, are the workers of an imported Italian queen yellow or maroon ?"
'

Editor Root, in his foot-note to the above " Straw,"
saj-s this

:

" I do not know where Mr. Doolittle gets his notion of
colors; but if he will consult his good wife I feel sure he
will have to revise his idea somewhat. I do not think I am
boasting when I say that I have seen perhaps 50 imported
queens where Doolittle or yourself have seen one; for we
import from SO to 75 every year. Years ago, as you say,
Doolittle went on record as saying that lie believed further
importation was unnecessary, so I take it he has not seen
an imported queen for some time. The color-bands, both
on bees and queens, are what are generally called leather
color. I never saw one queen or bee direct from Italy that
had bands that were either chestnut or maroon. Maroon ?
my, oh my what's the matter with Doolittle's eyes ? To
my notion these colors are the same as those given in the
Standard Dictionary, the latest and best in the English
language, under the heading of Spectrum.' Strictly speaking, the yellow on the Italians is not exactly yellow, but
leather-colored; but when we use the term 'yellow 'we
usually mean it in the broadest sense, and that may mean
from a leather color to a lemon yellow. To say that Italian
queens and bees do not have anj' yellow on them is to pervert the word from its ordinary accepted meaning. We sav
that the sun rises in the morning. While the statement is
not correct, the phrase has an accepted meaning: in the
same way, 3'ellow, when applied to Italians, conveys an impression to the average person that is not misleading."
'

'

I

'

I

from mj' table which stands in the open air. To my left, a
canyon leads oif to the west to the front a larger one leads
off to the north, and this is subdivided into man}- other
smaller ones. As a consequence of the division of the land
into so many canyons or ravines, there are a great number
of ridges between them, .some of them are quite sharp, with
hardly enough room for a person to walk. These ridges
are called " hog-backs," and when we explore these mountains it is always much more comfortable traveling on the
hog-back than it is in the depths of the canyon, for there
we find all manner of underbrush and obstacles.
This has been a sort of an alas season for California
bee-keepers; our bees are making a precarious living, and
one after another of our hopes of a honey crop have been
blasted. We hoped for a yield of honej- from tlie sage,
which was in profuse bloom, but the fogs from Old Ocean
kept hanging over us with their cooling influence until the
bloom past, and then when the sun did exercise its prerogative of shining it was too late for the bees to get any honey.
Sumac is now coming into bloom, and our hopes are
reviving again, for the buds are set very plentiful, and the
few that are out are immediately visited by the bees. Wish;

wish an}' one who finds what they think is plantsecreted honey-dew would send me a sample of the plant
with the honey-dew on it.
Claremont, Calif., June 4.
I

Are Italian Bees Yellow or Maroon
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have no extended remark to make, but I trust Mr.
my curiosity by answering a question.

Doolittle will gratify

don't remember ever seeing Italian bees called maroon
until the present, and there was nothing original in mv
calling them yellow. Now, Mr. Doolittle, if you knew thern
to be maroon, while all the authorities, the books, and the
bee-journals, were calling them j'ellow these years and
years, will you be kind enough to tell us why you never
mentioned it before ?
McHenrv Co., 111.
I

ing to explore the extent of the sumac pasturage I set out
one morning for that especial purpose. I followed up the
larger canyon to the north, and in the lower depths of it,
where there was much shade and moisture, the bees were at
work upon the wild heliotrope. This is a valuable honej'plant, for it is a profuse bloomer, and holds its flowers for
a long time. There is a good amount of pentstemon

—

trailing shrub,

and having

brilliant scarlet flowers
the
tubes of these flowers are too deep for the bees to reach the
nectar below, but there is another variety with white blossoms that are the proper length for bees to find the nectar,
and I have an idea that the propagation of this variety
would be a good scheme for bee-keepers to undertake.
;

I now climb up an abrupt trail, taking hold of the
bushes to aid. and soon find myself upon the lower end of a
hog-back. The first thing that attracts my attention is a
brilliant spike of white flowers, and I can now see dozens
of them scattered over tiie sides of the mountain. They
look like plumes, tho quite rigid against the influence of
the wind. This is tlie yucca or Spanish bayonet, and I do
not wish to get too near it for the needles with which the
lower portion of the stalk is armed are not agreeable to run
against. Some species of it are credited with secreting a
large amount of honey, but these specimens, and especially
in this dry season, have not a drop of honey in them, and
the bees did not notice the pretty and fragrant flowers.
Wild buckwheat and deerweed, or commonly known as
wild alfalfa, abounds more or less upon the mountainside,
but the bees are shyly working it, which shows that there
is but little honey in it.
I am now well up to the top of this hog-back, and before I cross over to another let me sit down here and rest,
and take in the scenery. Looking to the southwest I have
the Cahuenga valley before me it has recently been shorn
of its grain, and there is nothing but stubble-fields surrounding the buildings on these great ranches. A little
;

—

weed variously known as flea-weed and vinegar-weed, but the true name is " blue curls " will come
Bees gather much honey from this,
in quite plentifully.
and it is a very low grade of honey, but it will be welcome
this year, for it is as good as any hone}' for the bees to winter upon.
Before the advent of the Anglo-Saxon with his enterprise, these valleys were the best bee-pasturage in California the sage here found a depth of rich soil for its growth,
and the plants were vigorous, and yielded a greater amount
of honey than the plants which grow upon the barren hillThat was the condition of the honey-pasturage in
sides.
the early days when Mr. Harbison came to this portion of
California and obtained tliose wonderful yields of honey.
Now. the bee-keeper is thrust back to the hills, and the vallater a vile

—

;

—Southern California Apiarian Conditions and Prospects.
BY "THE R.\MBLER."

Riding- Hog-s'-Backs

above seems
be a sort of an undignified performTHE
ance for the Rambler, and, indeed,
would
under
to

it

be,

the common interpretation of the words. But when we
speak of hogs'-backs in this country, there is a variety to
select from, and even the most dignified man might mount
one of them without so much as ruffling the frills of his
dignity.
It is now mid-day. and hot as furj' in the sun. and I am
sitting in a chair and leaning against a California walnut
tree and enjoying its shade. The bees in the apiary close
by are humming a hot-weather tune. In yonder clump of
bushes a mourning-dove is cooing to its mate, a mocking.bird is shouting and whistling in a sycamore tree, and a
blue-jay is trying to be neighborly by picking the crumbs

leys are under cultivation.
Beyond the valley is a broad expanse, and it looks like
a vast blue plain, and sky and plain merge together in the
far distant. With a glass to aid our vision the plain would
appear to be greatly troubled, and white crests would roll
over it. Why, certainly, I see what it is now, it is the grand
Pacific Ocean. It is six miles from this point of vision.
little to the south we see Catilina Island. 25 miles
from shore. It was here that Mr. Wood, of Michigan, proposed to establish a queen-breeding station some years ago,
but one of California's poor seasons nipt the enterprise in
the bud. I do not have much faith in island-reared queens
mj'self, for just as good queens are reared on the main land
now. So many localities are so thoroly Italianized that the

A
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isolation from other races
queens were on an island.

is

as thoro as the the breeding-

We will now cross over into Laurel canyon. Here is a
deserted cabin, the window pone, and the door hanging by
one hinge. From the number of old. rusty tin cans around
the door it is a deserted bee-ranch, and weeds are growing
where the hives once stood.
Laurel canyon is inhabited to a certain extent, and here
we run against a Chinaman's ranch. It is neat and clean,
and with an infinite amount of labor he is raising vegetables for the Los Angeles market but there are no bees
here, and there are but few Chinamen that take to beekeeping.
Up another branch of Laurel canyon I find another
deserted cabin. The failure of the owner to find water led
him to abandon it, and it is even more deserted than the
bee-ranch below. The building is more or less a wreck.
But here I find something that pays me for all mj- climbing
here in a secluded place is a bush in full bloom, and the
bees literally cover it hundreds of bees are on the flowers of
this one bush. The flowers are in clusters, very small, and
greenish white. It is the California coffee. The only one
I ever saw previous to this was when I first came to CaliforI
nia, and near the home of Mr. Arundell, of Fillmore.
think it is a rare shrub, and it is doubtful if any one knows
the quality of honey the bees secure from it, but the fact
that bees work upon it with such vigor in a dry season
proves it worthy of a closer acquaintance and propagation.
The gum-tree is receiving much attention as a honey-producer, why not include the coffee-shrub?
;

—

;

I am on another hog-back now, and our journey is
homeward. But, look out
Whi-r-r-r-r
That is a rattler
There, he is done for now. Take his
hit him with a club
Two before this have been killed this
rattles for a trophy.
year within half a stone's throw of my apiary.
I am now on the spur of the mountain above the buzzard's roost, and can look down upon the apiary, and a very
good appearance it makes. The shade and the little tent
look very inviting, and after a few minutes scramble downward we have made the circle of several hog-backs, and are
I found acres of sumac, and wherever it
at home again.
was coming into bloom the bees were present. This gave
me encouragement that some honey would be gathered from
it.
Honey-plants of all kinds, in order to make them do
their best at honey-secretion, need the moisture below as
well as above. Only about ten inches of rain in two years
leaves the conditions below very dry, and while we live in
hopes for some honey in the immediate future, our hopes
are mostly stayed upon the glorious rains that will come to
!

!

;

!

refresh the plants for another year.

Los Angeles

The Bee-Hive or the
BY

Co., Calif., July

3.

Man— Which?

DOOUTTLE.

G. M.

CORRESPONDENT

wishes to know if he had not betchange the hives (Langstroth) he is using for the
Hoffman, and gives the reason for thinking of such
change, that he is informed that the Hoffman hive will give
more honey than any other hive in the world. And this is
only a sample of many letters which I receive, and from
such letters it would appear that many think, to procure the
best hive a hive which will give " big results " — is all one
has to do to reap a rich reward, with a few bees in such a
hive. I have reason to believe, from the letters of the past,
that thousands believe that all one has to do is to procure a
Langstroth, Gallup, Heddon, Ouinby, Hoffman, Danzenbaker, or some other highly-recommended hive to meet with
certain success in apiculture no matter how little thought

A

ter

—

;

given to the

location, or securing the bees in time
for the honey harvest, or how poorly attended to, if we have
only a good hive we certainly shall have honey!
From the many failures in the bee-business, and the
shipwreck ending in disaster of so many who started out
joyously when embarking in the business, it would seem as
if they depended simply on using, or having in their apiary, ^oofl' A z'z'Ci. While a good hive has verj' much to do
with the results of bee-keeping, the inav has much more to
do with success or failure, so far as dollars and cents are
is

field,

concerned.
Does a man buy a choice lot of Jersey cows, put them
in a lot enclosed with a beautiful fence, with a nice watering-trough, painted off in ornamental fashion, and then
leave them to take care of themselves, expecting a large
profit from them? No.
The man spares no pains in caring for and milking- them, and gives them everj- chance in
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his power which will tend toward success, realizing that
upon himself lies the element of success or failure with
those cows. Yet, ten to one, this same individual, or many
very similar to him, will expect a large income from the
same number of colonies of bees if they onlv have them in
good hives, no matter whether they do anything for them
once in three months or not.
The idea that " bees work for nothing and board themselves " must be banisht from our thoughts before we secure
much profit from them, and yet this very idea seems to take

possession of very many when they embark in the bee-business.
Work, for a man with brains enough to know that he
must leave no stone unturned that tends toward success, is
what successful bee-keeping- means. A g-ood hive in the
hands of such a man is a power which can be used to roll
up tons of honey, and show to the masses of the people that
there is money in the bee-business. Such a man will have
his bees in readiness for the honey harvest whether that
harvest comes from white clover, basswood, or fall flowers,
and such an one will do things in just the right time to
secure the best results.
I am often askt, " Whatadvantage has a movable-frame
hive over a box-hive ?" Much, every way, in the hands of
a skillful apiarist, but none at all with the man who does
not take advantage of its principles, or of the benefits derived by a judicious use of the same, such as knowing in
the spring that each colony has sufficient stores to last till
the flowers bloom, or in the fall that it has plenty of stores
for winter, or that each colony has a good, prolific queen,
or giving stores to the needy by taking them from those
having an abundance, etc. What are the movable frames
good for if not for the above purposes ? And yet we have
those all over the world who do not take a frame out of a
hive once in a year, yet call themselves bee-keepers, and
wonder why thej' do not succeed in securing as much profit
from their bees as do some of their more successful neighbors
They have the same hives that they made sure of
at the start. They are like some persons I know of who,
when askt how the bees are prospering, say, "Pretty well,
they were about as heavy as I could carrj' when I
I guess
last lifted them ;" and upon being askt when that was we
were informed that it was on some cool daj- in earl_v spring
when there was no danger from stings. If a hive is only
heavy, that seems to be all that is needed to insure a good
crop where the bees are in good hives, for these persons do
not believe in " fussing " with bees as some do
Thus we find plenty of bee-keepers, or those calling
themselves such, all over the country. Is it any wonder
that we have so many ready to tell us in a few years after
they start in the business, that "bee-keeping does not
pay ?" These persons do not seem to realize that it is just
this "fussing," as they call it, which makes the success of
the prosperous ones.
I do not want it understood from the above that I think
that a person is to be continuallj' overhauling hives that
they may be successful. Those who have read my writings
in the American Bee Journal during the past know that
such is not the case. No, not that. What I mean is, that
when a gain is to be made by looking inside of a hive, do it,
and do it at Just the time it null be to our best advantage.
Attend to the bees in the spring \n just the right time ;
put on the sections at the right time see that all colonies
have good, prolific queens at the time such prolificness is
needed the most and so on with all the work in and about
the apiary. Do not keep more colonies of bees than you
can care for, and have everything done in good order.
Better results can be secured from 50 colonies properly attended to than with ISO colonies left to themselves.
Just what I wish to impress on the mind of every one
who reads this article is this That a thoro, practical apiarist will succeed with almost any of the frame hives now
in use, while a careless, " go-as-you-please " person will not
pay expenses with the best hive ever invented and it is for
the reader of this to know to which of these classes he or
If to the latter class, one of two mottos
she belongfs.
should be written in great big letters and placed where it
can be seen at all times
"REFORM, or "BETTER
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
OUT OF
BUSINESS."

—

!

;

!

:

;

:

;

:
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GO

Langstroth on the Honey. Bee, revised by the Dadants,
a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound elegantly.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
mail it for SI. 25, or club it with the
arise about bees.
Bee Journal for a year both for only $2.00.
is

We

—

I

—

—
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HUM.\N N.4TURE AND HONEY-DEW.

How much human

nature there is in the D. M. R. clipping, page 366. Having satisfied himself that some honeydew exudes directly from the leaf (as the editor of the
British Bee Journal has announced himself satisfied) he
now wants to put up $5.00 that there isn't any other kind.

NOTRE DAME DEVICE — HOUSE-APIARV KINK.
The • Old Keiiable" seen through New and Unreliable

Olasses.

By "COQITATOR."

THE OLD HOME VS. THE NEW.
nicer the old home of Cyula Linswik is than
the new one
Pages 353 and 354. So much of our progress
on earth, in some mysterious wa}-, seems to lose for us more
than it gains. When the Kingdom comes on earth I reckon
people will live half the time in little booths made of the
branches of trees. (In Eden they had absolutely nothing

How much
!

—

—

at all for house blue sk)' for one roj-al tent and life one
endless childhood). Upon the advent of sin it was that God
in mercy allowed us to load ourselves up with labor-compelling humbugs, to keep us out of mischief.
And how mad I was to find out. for the first time, that
Cj'ula Linswik is not a real name folks who live in glass
houses have such an itch to throw stones.

—

A SERMON CRITIC CRITICISED.
Mr. Whitney, in criticising the sermon of Mr. Tichenor,
rather gets into the familiar role of "sinful scofi^er." That
sermon, however, is open to criticism, and would be a good

one for somebody

to criticise in a spirit of friendliness,

and

of love for the actual truth, no matter who gets pincht by
it.
Page 355. A farmer near me bega:i bee-keeping recently. His cash expense was, I think, two or three dollars
(instead of the Whitney minimum of $10). Got quite a bit
of surplus honey the next season crosswise of the sections
and didn't talie it off till the following June. That loss
balance of $3,240,000 would simmer somewhat, I imagine, if
adjusted to actual experiences.

—

—

"WILL

I

BE MIST

WHEN

I

."^M

my own

GONE?"

—

familiar nest, page 356, 1 see "yl/Zi/him
that time." The meaning of that looks rather mist-y.
When I am dead and gone shall I be mist f Rather too
In

ambiguous

and

logicallj',

KNOWING

theologically.

COLONY IN THE APIARY.
That good husband, on page 357, I am at a loss to know
whether he needs a club, or a bottle of the " Balm of Sympathy," Does he pocket the profits of his wife's apiary ?
or does she instantly spend 'em for a new hat, and leave
him to buy the apiarj- supplies ? The most startling thing
E.4CH

in Mrs. Stow's essay is the assertion that the bee-keeper
should know every colony as he knows his own family.
Prettj- lofty target for us to aim at. Not necessary to suppose that she herself fully reaches it. Those who call our
attention to high ideals without full}- reaching them serve

us a good term, sometimes.

DRONE-REARING IN CONNECTION WITH QUEEN-REARING.
I note that the excellent queen-rearing article of John
Bodenschatz, page 358, follows the old regulation scheme
of providing choice drones — a scheme rotten and self-defeatSuppress the drones of the non-approved colonies (yet they will rear a few ?i\\& painpfr them),
and cause the approved colonj- to rear hundreds of extra
drones with the inevitable result that they will be shabbily
treated at home, and not one of them will be on time at the
vital moment till abetter groomed male has " got there."
Worse than waste of time to stimulate drone-rearing being,

it

seems

to

me.

*

—

bees' own inclination, unless we are also willing
to take the time to secure the young drones homes, a few in
a place, in colonies having few or none. Bee-keepers are
keen-witted in most things, why can't they have commonsense in this matter?

yond the

GERMAN-ITALIAN BEES FOR COMB HONEY.
There must be something still much to be desired in
our craft when both the Bee-Keepers' Review and Gleanings
in Bee-Culture can soberly countenance putting on extracting-supers, and then taking them off to put on sections. All
this to get bees started above, A good strain of GermanItalian hybrids will start at once (when there is any surplus
coming) with no more inducement than a couple of bait
Why not keep just such bees, if comb honey is
sections.

what you're after ? Page 361.

If I get the correct idea of the Notre Dame wintering
device (page 369) it accomplishes nothing for the winter's
good except to close the spaces at the ends of the frames
good as far as it g^oes, but hardly sufficient to account for
such results as reported, one would think. The amount of
difference we see between a box-hive and a good frame hive
as to wintering helps us to a judgment in this direction.
Probably excellence of packing and some other things contributed largely to the final result. It is certainly a remarkable result to realize 24 sections of surplus, with a
total gain of 66 pounds May 6, on the nortli line of Indiana.
The weights given indicate very large hives. Perchance
we have rather a triumph of thelarge brood-chamber, kept
so all the year round, than aught else. Note also that the
one which last fall was 35 pounds hive, and 41 pounds contents by May 6, had regained the winter loss and 72 pounds
more ' One would almost suspect that these bees, unknown
to their keeper, had had opportunities for wholesale robbery
!

somewhere.
In the same article Mr. Chrysostom contributes one of
the excellent little kinks which cost but little and amount
Attach to each corner of the octagon bee-house
to much.
board projections, extending out three feet or so, making
The effect
its horizontal section look like a paddle wheel.
of this is to isolate the colonies on one face from those on
the adjoining faces.

FEARS TO COMMENCE COMMENTS.
skip the Doolittle article, on page 370 not by
any means because unworthy of comment — but you see if
Dr. Miller comments on his questioner, and Doolittle comments on Dr. Miller, and I comment on Doolittle, and the
editor comments on me, we shall have a "House that Jack
Guess

—

I'll

Built." or a

"Kid

that Wouldn't Go," or something.

Glad to hear that a quart of bees ca?i be made
good queen, however.
B.'l.RRELS VS. TIN CANS FOR HONEY'.

On page

to rear

a

Dadant gives us a model

article in
cousin, the honey-barrel
fighting on the losing side, I reckon, but fights well. He
didn't explain how s^ glue-coated barrel could have its staves
spread and closed again and yet be as proof against honeysoaking as before. How easy it sounds to say, " Spread the
staves a little and lift out the head !" and how provokingly
stiff' and contrary tho'se staves can be when inexperience
After a long time spent in
tries the spreading and lifting
disagreeable skirmishing you'll forget and rest a portion of
your weight on the head down in she goes, ker-sqush
Still no peaceful solution arrives, nor will the head come
out any better than before. Before you get it out and laid
on the'shelf it is in two pieces, and various little " do-funnies" the cooper put in shed out from between them. O, it
can be done, but I don't like to do it.
371, C. P.

defense of our

gawky country

1

—

!

—

That was a good shot at the 60-pound can must be
washt, and then it rusts inside. Very likely but, then,
original sin might tempt us to set it on a warm stove until
dry as a toast. Some would doubtless rather empty one
barrel than eight square cans; but I think they would
mostly be persons accustomed to the former and not to the
That there is no taking out and putting back in the
latter!
use of cans, is a strong point in their favor. Cans rather
need a special heating arrangement to liquefj- in them
while the barrel calls lor kettle-room or pan-room enough
to hold a barrel, and these pans or kettles would far better
be water-jacketed. One set of utensils required is about a
He was honest to tell
fair stand-off for the other, I take it.
us that we must not put the honey back hot if the barrel is
;

;

used.

DYING YOUNG AFTER LIVING LONG.
a

And so Dr. Miller would die young, after having lived
good many years— pretty good ideal. Page 374. Still our

compel our old and weary hearts to be lively about
something, when they don't want to be. are oft a trifle sad.
Doubtful if that is really the best way. Simple rest in the
bosom of Him who hath eternal youthfulness may work
CogiTaTOR.
better than forced skipping around.

efforts to
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strange than that you recognize honesty in play, and you
do not in work. In your lightest games you have always

some one to see what you call fair-play. In boxing you
must hit fair, in racing start fair. Your prize-fig'hter has
some honor in him yet and so have the men in the ring
around him they will judge him to lose the match by foul
hitting.
But your prize merchant gains the match by foul
You drive a
selling-, and no one cries out against that.
gambler out of the gambling-room who loads dice, but j'ou
leave a tradesman in flourishing business who loads scales !
;

:

Report of the Chicag'o Bee-Keepers' Convention.
BY HERMAN F. MOORE.
fourth regular meeting- of the Chicago Bee-Keepers'
THE
Association was held June
The attendance was
1899.

1,

small, considering that the secretary mailed about 250
invitations to bee-keepers in and near Chicago. Attention
was called in the notice to a donation of $9.00 which the
association had received. This sum was to be used in paying a year's dues for the first 18 bee-keepers joining after
the receipt of the notice. In such a case, SO cents from a
new member pays two years' dues. Some new members
were received at the meeting.
In spite of the small attendance, the discussions were
very interesting, and participated in by all present.
The committee on resolutions reported for consideration
a resolution inviting the United States Bee-Keepers' Association to meet in Chicago in 1900 a resolution urging all
our members to join the United States Bee-Keepers' Association
a resolution thanking Mrs. Stow, Mr. York and
Mr. Moore for their present of $9.00, and for the able manner in which they represented the bee-keepers before the
United States food investigation committee. The said resolutions were all unanimously adopted.
The association discust at length the question of amending the constitution. The following amendments were proposed, and the secretary was instructed to give notice of
the same to all members, according to the constitution
Amendments: Strike out the clause which reads, "Only
bee-keepers resident in Cook County are elig^ible to office."
Amend Art. III. making tiie membership fee SI. 00.
Amend Art. VII, making times of meeting " first
Thursday in April, and first Thursday in November."
Amend Art. V, changing word " December " to " November," for election of officers.
On motion, it was ordered that the September meeting
be devoted to amending the constitution only.
" Our success in wintering " was now made the subject
for discussion.
All the members reported heavy losses,
some more than half. Honey-dew stores seemed to be the
cause in a number of cases.
Mr. George \V. York addrest the meeting on the work
of the Senate pure food committee. He was of the opinion
that the information collected by it will be of the greatest
benefit to bee-keepers everywhere.
Mr. Edward N. Eaton, a well known chemist and specialist in honey analysis and investigations, also addrest the
association in an interesting and acceptable manner.
paper was read by the secretary on current topics,
and, on motion, it was ordered publisht.
The association then adjourned to the September meeting.
Herman F. Moore, Sec.
;

;

:

A

Mr. Moore on Current Bee-Topics.

Your

secretary has been requested to address j'ou on
current topics of special interest to bee-keepers, and especially to our own Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association.
This
is the day of organizations (wisely or unwisely), and beekeepers must organize, and, being organized, carry out the
best and largest plans for their chosen vocation.
The pure food investigation recently had in our midst,
by the United States Senate committee, must be productive
of much good. The people will awake to the necessity of
legislation that shall require truthful labels on all articles
of food, and the absolute prohibition of injurious chemicals
or adulterations. Doctors, chemists, pharmacists, merchants,
manufacturers, apiarists, etc., one and all recommended the
enactment of such a national law.
You will see at once the necessity for it, when told that
the investigation showed a very large part of all pepper sold
is ground buckwheat hulls
ginger is ground tarred rope
flour is ground stone and clay
powdered sugar is cornstarch butter is tallow and lard lard is cotton-seed oil and
paraffine; horse-radish is turnips and three-fourths of the
alleged liquid honey on the retail market is composed partly
of glucose.
John Ruskin says: "I know hardly anytliing more
;

;

;

;

;

;

For, observe all dishonest dealing is loading scales. What
does it matter whether I get short weight, adulterated substance or dishonest fabric ? The fault in the fabric is incomparably the worse of the two. Give me short measure
of food and I only lose by you; but give me adulterated
food, and I die by you."
In the midst of all this pure-food agitation, we as beekeepers, as representatives of a most honorable business,
have a duty to perform both for our fellow apiarists and
also for the general public the consumers of our products.
Let us say that as for us, we henceforth set our faces,
like flint, ag-ainst the continuance of fraudulent adulteration of honey. Remember, that in this conflict with fraud
and misrepresentation, the people are with us as a unit.
The great people, the consumers of everything, are more
suspicious than ever before of the food they are buying,
aiid are firmly determined to know the real composition of
everything they eat. This is only right and proper, for in
many cases health, or even life itself, may be lost by inattention to these matters.
The United States Bee-Keepers' Association, with
which most of you are perfectly familiar, has determined to
stop all illegal adulteration, sophistication and substitution
in the honey-business.
This determination is most commendable, especially as we remember that half a million
producers of honey and thirty-five million consumers of
honey, as food and medicine, are directly interested in this

—

question.

A very old saw runs " Pay your money and take your
choice," whereas too often people have paid their money
for honey to find that the dealer had chosen glucose for them.
The far-reaching effects of such a transaction may not be
apparent to a careless observer. When a pound of unsatisfactory, fraudulent mixture is sold to a customer, a producer of pure honey has lost a sale of a pound of good
honey. But more than this, the said customer, on finding
his purchase unsatisfactory, at once objurgates all honey
and honey-dealers, and eats no more honey in his family
for a year. He would have purchast nine pounds more of
good honey in the year; so that the sale of a pound of mixture (glucose and something else) has defrauded the honest
apiarist out of the market for ten pounds of genuine honey.
This is no fairy-tale. The writer can affirm the truth of
the statement in the light of over ten years of close business relations with family consumers of real honey.
The United States Bee-Keepers' Association has now
about SCO members. It is necessary that the number of
members be increast to 1,000 before the aforementioned
plans can be carried out to the fullest extent. It will cost
much money and labor to prevent effectually the adulteration of honey. Many samples must be collected, many
chemical analyses must be made and paid for, and the war
against fraud must be carried on sternly for months, it may
be years, before the enemy is finally beaten.
There is no way in which a dollar will go so far and do
so much good as in paying a year's membership in the
United States Bee-Keepers' Association to Eugene Secor,
Treasurer, Forest City, Iowa.
Certain amendments to our constitution have bee.n
recommended for our consideration by the executive committee. One makes any member residing in Cook County
or not eligible to office, and another changes the annual
fee to $1.00 a year. The executive committee realizes that
in a great city like this, where both aims and expenses are
high, the annual fee of $1.00 each will no more than suffice
If the annual dues
to pay necessary running expenses.
could be made $5.00 instead of one, it would conduce greatly'
to sociability and the more effective protection of the interests of our members. An annual banquet and an annual
picnic would be occasions of great pleasure to our members,,
and be the means of drawing tighter the fraternal bond.
It seems advisable for our association to extend an invitation to the United States Bee-Keepers' Association to
hold their regular meeting in 1900 in Chicago. Their 1899
meeting will be held in Philadelphia, in September,
which will, no doubt, be an occasion of much pleasure and
profit to bee-keepers.
:

—

July

citizens of Illinois, we rejoice that a pure-food law
was enacted at the recent session of our legislature. This
mav be considered a step in advance, whatever may be the
practical working's of the law. Tho much effort was made
by a number of prominent bee-keepers of Illinois to procure
the enactment of a foul brood law, it was unsuccessful.

As

*
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It occurs to the writer that if the bee-keepers should
ask to have as a clause, in a general law for their benefit,
" funds for the enforcement and carrying- out the purposes
of this act shall be raised by a tax of five cents on each
colony of bees within the State," such a law might

Herman

easily pass.

F.

Moore.

there's too much brood to go into one story and you have
no other use for the brood, then put in the upper story the
brood that is most sealed. Be sure that the queen is in the
lower story, and if you don't find her, after you have the excluder on the lower story, brush ofif in front of the entrance
all the bees from the combs in the upper story.
If you are working for comb Honey, it will hardly do to
leave the two stories. Take away one story, filling into the
story that is left all the brood you can. If there is a surplus of brood, you can use it for strengthening weaker colonies or any other purpose.
The plan you propose will work if you don't lose the
new queen, but being inexperienced there is some danger
you may not succeed in introducing her. You will probably
have less trouble introducing if you leave the queen on the
old stand, setting one story on a new stand, and giving it
the new queen next day after making the change.
if

Laying Workers and Drone-Brood.

CONDCCTKU BV
L>H. C. C. lillLLER. A/areng-o,

III.

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
Please do not ask the
direct, when he will answer them here.
Doctor to send answers by mail.— Editor.]

Keeping Down Increase.
Replying to Rufus Williams (page 429), he is probably
right in his suspicion that the outer hives get some of the
At different times
bees that belong to the central ones.
I've seen such a thing reported, and especiall5- in Germany
where they move their colonies to the buckwheat fields.
Placed in long rows, the end colonies become strong at the
expense of the central ones. I think this is more likely to
occur where the bees are placed in an open space with little
That
to mark their location except the hives themselves.
makes an additional argument in favor of having hives
under trees. Aside from the comfort of the shade for the
bees, and especially for the operator, the trees give a chance
to mark the locality of each hive so that bees are not likely
to enter the wrong hives.
I would like to ask Mr. Williams if he doesn't find pollen in some sections by the pl:in he mentions on page 420.
Also what proportion of his colonies swarm again.
C. C. MlI.I.ER.
•^-•-^

Dividing a Colony.
lost a swarm of bees last winter and I took your adand put the hive under a strong colony, and it did not
work just as I thought it would. So I come to you for advice again. When I examined the hive the queen had taken
possession and it was full of brood, so fearing making a
I

vice

mistake I put it back again. The question is. How am I
going to handle these hives ? Will it be necessary to buy a
queen ? If so, when would be the best time to part the hive
bodies ? I took the frames out of the bottom hive but could
not find the queen, but as I have not had much experience
What do you
with bees I was afraid I would miss her.
think of this plan ? Take out the bottom hive and put the
top hive on the stand take out the frames of the hive that
was under, and brush the bees off from the frames in front
then
of hive, and let them go into the one on the stand
move the hive with all of the bees to another stand, and put
the hive that was on the bottom on the old stand, then give
them a new queen. If this plan will work, when would be
Iowa.
the best time to do it ?
;

;

—

Answer. You could hardly have had anything better
than for the queen to go down and occupy the lovver story
with brood, for she wouldn't do that till it was full above,
and without the lower story she would have been cranipt for
room. If you are working for extracted honey, there's no
need to take away either storj'. Just put on the extractingsuper as a third story, with an excluder under it, and you
are all right. If you have only one size of frames, take one
of the frames of honey from below and put in the third
story to give the bees a start. If you think the queen will
have enough room with one story, put an excluder between
the two stories, putting all the brood in the lower story, and

This is my first season with bees. I have nine colonies,
most of them bought and moved the first week in May.
Two swarms issued and got away a few days after being
moved. Not being informed on what procedure to follow,
without then knowing from which hives the absconding
swarms issued, I went thru several hives and cut out all
queen-cells. Two cells taken from one hive hatcht queens
the same evening while I had them on the table examining
them. A few days later I discovered the colony from which
these cells were taken was queenless. It was very strong
Cells were cut out
in numbers, the bees 3-banded Italians.
perhaps IS days ago. Now I find some thousands of cells
containing larva; in all stages, some capt, and all new comb
built drone-comb containing one to four eggs in each cell.
being too
I hookt over 400 larvae out of cells, but the work
slow I gave it up as a bad job. The bees have stored pollen
liberally and some honey in the combs.
I have just secured a fine, young, supposed-to-be laying
queen from a queen-breeder, and placed her under a cage
about S'ixS'i inches on one of the combs containing hatchiug brood. Brood is hatching in her cage, and I placed some
30 just-hatcht bees with her under the cage. This is prest
down tight on the comb so that no bees can get out or in,
and I expect the old bees to accept the queen in two or three
days.

Please advise what is the best course to pursue regarding the combs so filled with the larvae of laying workers, for
previous to the laying workers coitimencing laying I found
there was not a larva or capt cell in the hive— this about
the time I cut out queen-cells.
I have taken out the four combs containing the greatest
amount of larvae, and placed, with adhering bees, in an
empty hive adjoining^ the bees' own hive, expecting the
workers will leave the comb and go home, and that the laying workers will stay, and I can kill them. But there will
be thousands of dead larva- in the combs, and I dislike to
waste the combs. Would the dead larvae produce any disease if the combs were returned to the bees ? or what is best
Nebraska.
to do ?
drone-brood
and slice off
of
the
combs
Take
Answer.
the heads of the sealed brood with a sharp knife, dust
fine salt on the unsealed brood, and distribute the combs to
colonies having laying .queens. They'll clean them out at
a cheaper rate than you can. Don't be too much discouraged if you find your queen has not been kindly received,
for bees with laying workers are inclined to be stubborn
about accepting a queen. It is now believed that where laying workers are present they are present in large numbers,
and perhaps they don't like the idea of giving up their job
As a general rule it doesn't pay to try
to some newcomer.
to continue a colony that has laying workers. The workers
are all pretty well advanced in age, and the best thing is to
break up the colony and distribute combs and bees among
other colonies.

—

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a prettj' song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last. Better order at once, if you want a copy
of this song.

ing

The Premiums offered on page
Look at them.
for.

'

•:
•

-•-»

J

I./.

442 are well worth work-
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Bulletin No. 1. Two or three additions to the list of honeyplants are made, and several changes in dates of blooming
in different localities.
The following has been inserted on

Editor.

page 64

:

" The great value of bees as cross fertilizers makes their destruction
a serious injury to the interest of fruit-growers; therefore spraying with
arsenicals during fruit-bloom should never be practiced. The injurious
insects can be reacht quite as well before and after the blooming periods."

PUBLISHT

WEEKLY BV

George W. York

&

Company,

118 Michigan St., Chicago,

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.

The Simmins non-swarming system is better elucidated
by an added reference to the necessity of employing drawn
combs in the super — a feature too often overlookt in connection with the method brought forward by Mr. Simmins,
and vet one which is essential to its complete success.
III.

SAMPLE COPY FREE.

"^Sfi

This Bulletin No. 1 is intended for free distribution,
we understand that the edition issued July 1, and consisting of 1,000 copies, is practically exhausted already. In
all now there have been 22.000 copies of the pamphlet pubApplicalisht and sent out in the interest of apiculture.
tions for a copy can be made thru congressmen, or direct
to the Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
but

[Entered at the Post-Office at Chicag-o as Second-Class Mail Matter.]

United States Bee- Keepers' Association.
Org-anized to advance the pursuit of Apiculture to promote the interests
of bee-keepers to protect its members to prevent the adulteration of
liouej
and to prosecute the dishonest honey-commission men.
;

;

;

—

;

Afembersiiip J^'ee— ^l.OO

Ajxnuin,

ti&i"

Sweet Clover a Help to Qood Roads. From the way
which sweet clover is so commonly cut down along the
roadside while weeds of all kinds are allowed to grow, one
would suppose that no weed can be so bad for the roads as
sweet clover. C. H. Dibbern makes in Gleanings in BeeCulture a revelation in this regard. So interesting and so
important are the facts he gives that they warrant a very
full quotation from him, as follows
in

Executive Committee— Pres.,

E. Whitcomb; Vice-Pres., C. A. Hatch;
Mason, Station B, Toledo, Ohio.
Board of Directors— E. R. Root; E. Whitcomb; E.T.Abbott; C. P.
Dadant; W. Z. Hutchinson; Dr. C. C. Miller.
Gen'l Manager and Treasurer— Eug-ene Secor, Forest City, Iowa.
Secretarj', Dr. A. B.

I*lat?e

and Date

of N^GXt J\£e&tin^s

In Franklin Institute,
15_ South 7th Street, between Market and Chestnut

September

5, 6

and

7, 1899.

:

Sts.,

Every bee-keeper

Philadelphia, Pa.,

is

invited.

L,ast July, while driving in a distant

township

I

struck

was a pleasant surprise and a revelation
Evidently some bee-keeper must be road commis-

a piece of road that

VOL.

JULY

39.

20,

NO.

1899.

29.

to me.
Here, as in so
sioner, or else he had learned something.
many places in Illinois, the sweet clover was growing luxuriantly on both sides of the road. By running a mower
up and down the road several times dttring the summer it

had been kept from encroaching on the driveway. Not only
that, but the cut clover had been thrown into the middle of
the road and how springy and delightful it all was There
was no dust, and the pleasant perfume of sweet clover filled
the air. Some cattle in an adjacent pasture were reaching
thru the wire fence and feeding on the clover within reach
and the bees were on hand by thousands, carrying away the
nectar and filling the air with their contented hum. Soon
and, tho the sweet clover had
I past into another township
extended for miles further, it had all been cut and burned
I

;

;

Note— The American

Bee Journal adopts the Orthojjraphy of the following- Rule, recommended by the joint action of the American Philological Association and the Philological Society of Enjjland; — Change
*'d" or "ed" final to "t" when so pronounced, except when the *'e" affects a preceding sound.

;

leaving a scene of desolation

in the road,

—

Introducing Queens
Editor Hutchinson says a cauneeded in regard to introducing; queens bj' the
method described on page 435. " Don't use newU'-built
comb for caging the queen upon its surface, as the bees
may burrow under the edge of the cage, and kill the queen.
Such a case has been reported recently. Of course, this
trouble might not happen once in fifty times, but it is just
as well to use old comb and thus avoid this fiftieth time."
tion is

" The Honey-Bee A Manual of Instruction in Apiculby Frank Benton. M. S., Assistant Entomologist," is
:

ture,

the full title of Bulletin No. 1, New Series, isstied b)- the
Division of Entomology of the United Sates Department of
Agriculture. We have just received a copj' of the third

presumably thru the kindness of Mr. Benton, who,
American Bee-Keeper for July, calls attention to
some of the most important changes from former editions,

edition,

iu the

in these

paragraphs

:

There have been slight changes made for this edition,
such as seemed quite necessary, as the pages were all

onlj-

stereotypt

when

first

publisht.

Chief

among

these

is

the

change of the scientific name of the honey-bee, .-Ipis mcllifica to Apis mellifera, the older synonym, which, in accordance with the rules of zoological nomenclature,
precedence. As this name goes back to the tenth
Linnecus' " Systema Natura," 17S7, there will
further change, but Apis mellifera will stand as
The change will be made wherever the name

takes the
edition of

not be a
the

name.

occurs in

;

and. oh,

how

was
Again I past over

dustv

it

!

this road in October. I had been
the mud, and was weary enough, when I
again experienced thepleasant sensation of my sweet-clover
road. Instead of mud there was that springy road-bed,
without mud or dust. Upon further investigation I found
the sweet clover had all been cut when about done blooming, and carefully piled in the road where the sun had soon
wilted it, and the wagon-wheels had crushtand mist it with
the soil. Tho this road ran thru a level, mucky country, it
was the best road there was anywhere. The millions of
decaying roots in the ground on either side seemed to provide
a sort of natural drainage that seemed to carry off all surplus
water. It appeared that no work with plow or grader had
been done on it for several j-ears, and only the intelligent
care of the clover had done the business.

wallowing

thrti

And so new values of sweet clover are being discovered
the time. But just read the following notice, which was
issued b)- a thistle commissioner in Antioch, 111., under date
all

of June 26, 1899:

Notice is hereby given to all propertj- owners in the
town of Antioch, to cut all Canada thistle, sweet clover, and
weeds to the center of the highway growing on their lands
also all other noxious weeds found growing upon their lands
or upon the highways, before allowing same to mature
All persons failing to comply with this notice will be
seed.
prosecuted under the statute made and provided.
Thistle Commissioner.
;

We
clover

is

some words

above so that they
be seen that sweet
clast with noxious weeds, tho there is no law in

have

italicized

will be particularly

noticed.

It

in the

will

:
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We would sug-gest that
the bee-keepers in and around Antioch get after their
"commissioner" with a big- bunch of thistles and compel

this State classing

it,

we

believe.

him to let sweet clover alone until he learns somethingabout its many values.
Thursday, July 6, we took a bicycle ride some 30 miles
northwest of Chicago, and the sweettlover was coming into
bloom in immense quantities, and the bees were just roaring on it. But, actuall}', some ignoramuses who control
the roads and the railroads in that region were mowing it
down just as fast as they could. What a pity it was, to see
If it
and nectar for bees destroyed
must be mowed, why not wait until September, or later ? Of
course, by that time the seed will have matured and fallen
on the ground to grow again, but what of that ? If sweet
clover were not growing there, doubtless some miserable
weed would be, and is it not much better to have the rich,
all that fine stock feed

!

fragrant, nectar-laden sweet clover along the roadsides
than ragweeds and other kinds of noxious weeds?
We do hope that our readers everywhere will inform

themselves as to the varied values of sweet clover, and talk
it up until its enemies cease to cut it down, and thus destroy
one of the best plants our countrj' affords for stock pas-

—

turage, for bees, and, lastly, for the

making

of

good roads,

as Mr. Dibbern has shown.

—

Apis Dorsata in the United States. An editorial in
Gleanings in Bee-Culture is headed, "Apis Dorsata Here at
Medina at Last Giant Bees for Sale." The editor goes on
to describe at length what beauties the5' are, each worker
looking like a great, big yellow Italian queen, and after
arousing to the highest notch the expectation of the would;

be purchaser, he informs him that the bees will be sold,
one worker to each purchaser, at 10 cents each, eac/i
zvorkcr being in a little bottle of alcohol. Oh, Editor Root,
how could you so trifle with one's feelings ?

onlj'

the hoe, he wanted to plant some radish not ten minutes
after I heard him crj'ing on the other side of the house. I
did not go for almost a minute. When I did go, his mother
was with him, and he said he had pains in his legs. In
about a minute he had convulsions. I said he was poisoned.
In response to a question he said he only had what we gave
him for dinner. I jumpt on my wheel and in ten minutes
or so had one doctor, and in a few minutes another, but all
was over in about half an hour. There is no doubt it was
sun-stroke, as he had no hat on his head."
;

Mr. G. M. DooliTTle, of Onondaga Co., N. Y., writes
us that. Providence permitting, he will be at the Philadelphia convention. A good many bee-keepers would be very
glad to meet Mr. Doolittle, having read so much of his
writings on bee-keeping.
* »

*

H. Martin, writing us from Los Angeles Co.,
Calif.. July 3. had this to say about the discouraging conditions in Southern California

Mr.

J.

:

a season of uttnost discouragement to beekeepers here there will be but little honey produced, and
there vein be a great loss of bees. Fifty percent died last
v,'ear, and 50 percent, if not more, of the remainder will die
It will be some years before Southern California
his year.
th
will recover from this disastrous condition of things."

"This

is

;

* * # *

Mr. Wm. a.

SeIvSER, of Philadelphia, dropt in to see

Several
us, very unexpectedly, on Wednesday, July 12.
years ago he called on us when passing thru Chicago, but,
unfortunately, we were then out of the city, and mist seeing him. Mr. Selser is perhaps the largest bottler of pure
honey in this country, having, we believe, disposed of some
30,000 pounds in that way thru grocers, in a single year. He
is also an extensive bee-keeper, producing much of the
honey which he sells.
Mr. Selser is expecting a large convention in Philadelphia, next September, when the bee-keepers " settle " there
for a few days. He is an enthusiastic worker in the beeindustry, as well as a loyal and active Baptist in church
No doubt Dr. Mason (%vho is also a prominent
matters.
member of the same denomination) will lay strong claim to
Mr. Selser at the convention, but we'll try to do our part in
seeing that the jovial Doctor donit monopolize him entirely.
# » #

Mr. Thos. G. Newman was given a call by " The Rambler," when the latter was in San Francisco, reference to
which is thus made in Gleanings in Bee-Culture for July 1
:

"

Stenog, in Gleanings in Bee-Culture for Jul)out his department with this rhythimcal "pick:"
*'

Bring out your

eruus, all

1,

starts

you that has 'em.

And blaze away with enthusiasm
The basswoods now their nectar ooze,"
I

Says Drone, "and

we

;

have not an hour to lose."

Just why the bees 'should bring out their " guns " instead of " honey-sacs," in which to collect the oozing necBut perhaps in Stenog's
tar, we can't quite understand.
locality the bees use guns for that purpose.
*

*

HolTERMANn,

editor of the Canadian Bee
Journal, lost his little 6-year-old son Richard by very suddid not learn it until July 11
den death on June 12.
nearl)' one month later or we would have announced it before in these columns. We are sure that our readers will
join with us in extending to Mr. and Mrs. Holtermann sincerest sympathy in their great sorrow. Mr. Holtermann
gives the following particulars in the July number of his

Mr. R.

F.

—

We

—

paper

June 12, after dinner, contrary to my
remained at the house for some time. I
felt like resting, and did what I do not remember of ever
doing before at that hour of the day I lay down in the
hammock at the side of the house. Those who were at our
house during the winter convention may remember the fair
He came to
little boy, strong, and the picture of health.
me and I askt him if he wanted to go to a gospel meeting
for children, and he said yes. We arranged that his older
brother should take him on the wheel. Then he askt for

"On Monday,

usual practice,

I

—

I felt as tho it would not do to pass thru the city without shaking the hand of that stanch friend of the bee-keeping fraternity, Mr. Thos. G. Newman.
"Mr. Newman gave us a cordial greeting, but we were
pained to find him iii delicate health. When he first came
to California he found an abiding-place in the extreme
south, at San Diego. We were in hopes for a time that Los
Angeles would become his permanent home, and there is
not the least doubt in my mind but this city would have
but business matters
been the more healthful for him
necessitated the change to his present quarters.
Mr. Newman is an eminent spiritualist, publishes the
Philosophical Journal, and but a few moments' conversation with him will demonstrate that he is a man who deHe has been a
sires to benefit and elevate his fellowmen.
faithful worker in the interests of bee-keepers, and there is
no use to refer to the firmness of his backbone in reference
to the affairs of the Bee-Keepers' Union."

It is now a little over seven years since Mr. Newman
severed his connection with the American Bee Journal. For
about 18 years previous to that time he had been its editor,
and had carried it thru many trying years. While he never
run the journal just for fun, it is true that he was, as The
Rambler says, " a faithful worker in the interests of beekeepers," unselfishly devoting his best efforts to the upbuilding and extension of the bee-industry.
When Mr. Newman purchast the American Bee Journal it was issued monthly, at $2.00 a year, and had about
800 subscribers, while to-day it is publisht weekly, at SI. 00
a year, and has nearly ten times as many readers.
It will be noticed that before the reduction in price and
change to a weekly, the Bee Journal cost its subscribers
nearly 17 cents a copy to-day it costs less than 2 cents.
And yet some object to the present price but such are not
worthy of the name "bee-keeper."
;

;

—

:
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so as to stick down (as bees do with propolis) all spores beyond the possibility of their being ever again freed and
finding a suitable medium for growth. It must be remembered that bacilli or germs of any kind are incapable of
spreading beyond the frame in which they are isolated,
whilst in a fluid state, unless carried to fresh pastures after
contact with something else. Thus I contend that a spore
stuck up against a hive wall in a sort of enameled case is
practically sealed up, and impossible of removal under any-

Tin Cans versus Barrels.— Editor Hill, in the American
Bee-Keeper. -while conceding- that others may use tin cans
in preference to barrels, thinks it not amiss to say that he
" has used a number of carloads of tin cans as a honeypackag-e. and has found the percentage of loss thru leakage
greater than -svhere barrels are used."
Duff's Feeder is figured in "Alfalfa, Grasshoppers,
Bees: their Relationship," and is very simple of construction.
Take a t-ivo-inch soft white-pine plank large enough
to cover the hive, bore it full of holes -svith a two-inch or

smaller bit, letting the holes come not quite thru, except
near the center -where one or two may come clear thru to
make passage for the bees. An upper story or a super is
set ov.er, thus protecting against outsiders.

Bees Consume Hore if Stores are Poor A Stray
'•
Straw in Gleanings in Bee-Culture says
Do bees consume more stores -when they have ho'ney-de-w ? Some of
mine starved with -what I supposed were sufficient stores.
[A few years ago, I believe, it was agreed that the bees
would consume less good stores than of poor.
Has there
been anything to change that opinion ? I do not remember.—Ed.]"
:

Duff's T Super, as described in the bulletin of Kansas
University, differs from the ordinary T super in the construction of its T tin. Instead of this being a piece of tin
folded in the shape of a T, a straight piece of tin is nailed
on a strip of wood. The wood is fs-inch thick, ^j-inch deep,
and a little shorter than the inside width of the super. The
tin is one-inch wide and '4 -inch shorter than the wood, being nailed on the narrow edge of the wood. Thus the sections are held ;Js-inch apart by the wood, making less tempr
tation for the bees to glue than when^a narrow crack is left.

ordinary circumstances.
8. Boiling- is almost useless as at present carried out.
In fact, I found it necessary to permit some time to elapse
between successive boilings, to allow the spores to germinate
between each operation. For this purpose a medium must
be present of some kind, as without this even successive
boiling of hives is mainly unsatisfactory.
9. In ordinary hands it is futile attempting to cure any
but mild cases of the disease. It thus becomes both better
and cheaper to destroy by burning. This may seem hard
lines to some, but I feel convinced that in bad cases it is
the only method worth consideration.

Queen=Breeding Delayed

in tiie

South.

— Gleanings

in

" Strangely enough, the queen-breeders
Bee-Culture says
of the South have this spring had almost no advantage over
those of the North. During March and the forepart of
April the weather was about as unfavorable for queenrearing in the southern portions of our country as in thenorthern
and when the weather did open up warm and
balmy, the queen-breeders in the North could Isegin just as
soon. These thoughts came to me when we tried to get
queens from the South this spring. The almost universal
complaint seemed to be that the weather had been too unfavorable in the South.
:

:

—

Extra Honey Brings Extra Prices. " Stenog " says iii
Gleaning-s in Bee-Culture that some remarkabl}' fine honey
was received by the A. I. Root Co. and offered at 20 cents
per section of about 14 ounces (about 23 cents a pound.) It
was all taken instantly, even at that price, and he thinks a
large amount of such honey might be sold in the cities, toa certain class who care little what a thing costs so it suits,
" Of course, not all
them, at 40 cents a section. He adds
can produce such honey, but so long as the poorest regulates
the price of the best, just as the worst boy in school 'reguthe morals of the rest, it behooves somebody to seelates
that the poorer grades are improved."
:

'

Tfie U. S. Pure=Food Investigation is stirring things
up lively at Chicago. Senators Mason and Harris and Prof.
Wiley had Editor York on the stand for tl:e greater part of
one session, and he was well loaded with solid facts that
were corroborated by H. F. Moore and Mrs. Stowe. The
testimony will be printed in full in the report to Congress,
and it will be nothing strange if some laws are enacted that
will not make the way any smoother for adulterators. [The
Pure-food Investigating- Committee got hold of the right
men indeed, it could hardly have secured better ones. Let
the good work go on. Ed.] Gleanings in Bee-Culture.
;

—

Do Large Colonies Store Hore than Small Ones,

in

proportion to numbers? That's the question that is troubling two of our editors. Editor Hutchinson admits Editor
Root's argument that a large colony can keep up the heat
more economically, but thinks that rather an argument
against large colonies, as the principal storing occurs when
bees are driven out of the hive by the heat. To help settle
the question. Editor Hutchinson, in the Bee-Keepers' Review, proposes experiments something like this
"When two swarms unite in the air, hive one-third of
the bees in one hive and two-thirds in another hive, giving
each a queen. Some of these swarms should be hived oncombs, some on foundation, and some on starters, and results carefully noted."
:

Foul Brood has been considered in a series of able
articles by Prof. Henry W. Brice, in the British Bee Journal, and his final considerations Ere as follows
1. Post mortem examinations show clearly that bees
and queens are affected with foul brood, and while this is so
no cure can be effectual that confines its attention to brood
:

alone.

The

present methods of dealing with affected hives
and appliances are decidedly faulty, and in a great measure
2.

useless.
{-p 3. That while comparatively easy to destroy the bacilli,
it is next to impossible (in dealing with live bees and brood)
to destroy the spores of B. alvei without injuring the bees,

other than by the only safe method of causing them to
g-erminate.
B. alvei in the rod form is capable of being effectually
; 4.
destroyed if the process is properly carried out.

—

5.

Chemical agents and drugs

to

be effective must be

persistently applied, and the treatment constant, for at
least three generations of the worker-bees and brood reared
during this period.
6. Seeing that queens are in nearly every case affected,
no treatment can be satisfactory and complete until colonies are requeened from a perfectly healthy colony.
7._ The only perfectly safe method I kiiow of "for treating hives in wliich bees suft'ering from foul brood have been
kept is to paint these inside and out with two coats of good
oil paint, rubbing the same into every crevice and corner,

Queen.Cells- When Should they be Given?- G. M.
Doolittle says in the American Bee-Keeper
" If I attempt to give a cjueen-cell to a colony from
which I have taken a queen, before they start cells from
their own brood, as a rule, the cell will be destroj-ed. Hence
if, at 24 hours after the removal of a queen, no cells are
started with me, it is not safe to give a cell just ready tohatch, unless the cell is protected with a cell-protector. Aslooking over the combs to see just when cells are started isextra work, I now wait 48 hours, or use the cell-protector at
24 hours (generally the latter), and all works well. The West
cell-protectors, which are the best in the market, can be
bought of any supply-dealer, or any one can make protectors bj- rolling wirecloth around a properly-shaped stick so
as to form a cage having an opening- in one end as large a»
a lead-pencil, while the other end is large enough to admit
the cell at the base. The ripe queen-cell is now slipt into
the protector, and the large end secured so the bees cannot
get at it, when the whole is put down between two combs,
where it is left to hatch. As the bees always destroy a cell
by biting into the side of it, this protects the cell .so they
cannot do this, yet allows the queen to come out at the leadpencil hole."

:
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SWEET CLOVER
Roors coimnn

And Several Other Clover

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:
lu the multitude of counsellors there
safety.— Prov. 11-14.

GLEANINGS
AT REDUCED

Which for Hone y

RATES....

Query 97.— If you wanted ouly houey and did
not expect to sell queens or bees, would you
N. C.
clian<;re from blacks to Italians ?

Sweet Clever

not need to

White Clover

—

journal, for

it

tell

Alfalfa Clover

Crimson Clover

we make

:

but

following low offers

wanted by

For 25 cents we will send Gi,Eanings
IN Bee-Cui<TURE from the time your
subscription is received until January,
1900. If you send in your order promptly
you will get 6 months for only 25 cents.

Offer No. B.
For

we will send an untested
Queen worth 75 cts. and Gle.an-

SI. 00

Italian

IXGS IX Bee-Cui.ture one year.

Rev. M.

& Son— Yes,

Mabin— I most

in

any

of

case.

all

of nest year, that is, from the time
is received until Jan-

uary, 1901.

The sooner

j'ou

take ad-

vantage of this offer, the more numbers
you will receive.

certainly would.

Offer No. D.

tinue this offer long.
Old as well as new subscribers may
take advantage of these offers, but all
arrearages on back subscriptions must
first be paid at SI. 00 per year.

53.tXi

each: the

MATE WILLIAMS,

NiMKon, Wadena County, Minn.
Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.
2'.>A4t

Union Combination 8aw-—

A. F Brown- Yes, or at least to Italianblack crosses.
D. VV^. Heise— If I could make the change
at a very small expense, yes.
R. C. Aikin— Yes. Italians ore more pleasant to handle, not so wild, prettier.
Mrs. J. M. Null— Yes, always. On an
average they are worth twice as much as

mo

1

i

,

AND HANDCHIVEUV.

Inr iMlrtiOg

>tMlil

Seneca Falls

Mf^'.

(

f...

46

P O AV E R MA-

A

Water

St..

Senera Falls. \.Y.

when

writing,

BEES

ftDEL

Are not

Italians;

thevareGOLDEN

CARNIOLAXS^

and practically a
ru'n-^tin^''iny strain of bees;
honey-^^atheiers and sure to winter. Tested
tjueens, each, $1.LK); 6 Queens, $5.50; 12 Queens,
f'MMt,
Every thiniur g-uaranteed. Book g'iving' 37
years' experience in queen-rearing- mailed free.
n'ln-swarniinLT,
trreat

C. H. Dibbern— Yes; the best bees are
what we wnut for gentleness as well as

;

good the strain of blacks I might have
would he. If satisfactory, I would not go
to the expense of a change.
ReaJ. E. Pond— Yes. most certainly.
sons in plenty could be given for this, and
I know of no good reason for doing otherwise, at the present price of tested Italian

queens.

HENRY ALLEY,

a question of locality, but

it is

satisfactory bee to
hybril.
T.

me

is

if

I

were con-

I do not like to
The Italians will gather
handle them.
more honey, but the blacks will produce an
article which will bring more in the market.
G. W. Demaree 1 certainly would, in my

tented with the blacks, but

Italian bees protect their combs
better than do the black bees. A
mere handful of Italian bees with a queen
has been used in my apiary to protect a
hive full of combs during the heated season. Black bees will retreat and yield before the moth until all is lost.

FROM BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS
Thorobred — Fine Pluraaged
Fowls — Farm Kaised — 75 cents
MRS. L C. AXTELL,

EGGS
perd.zeii.
llAtf

ROSEVILLE,

ALdINO QUCCNo

Q^'eens-If°you

profific

—

ILL.

(jentle.^t Eees
If you want the best
houev-tratherers you ever saw try my Albinos,
Warranted Oueens. fl.(Hl; Untested. 75 cetlts.

want the

—

9A2t,t
J"; D. GIVENS. LISBON. Tex.
Please mention Bee J ournal -when •writing.

Comb Foundation
Wholesale and Retail.

Working Wax.
INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

DO NOT FAIL

the leather-colored

Abbott— Not

Co., M.iss.

Please mention Bee Journal -wheii -writing.

impossible

to even skim the subject in the question
column.
E. S. Lovesy — While I am not very anxious for the pure Italians, I would change
from the blacks every time. The most un-

Wenham, Essex

24Atf

O. O. Poppleton— My experience in Iowa,
Florida and Cuba has shown me that this

Emerson

CUttlDg,

It is as

honey-gathering qualities.
C. Davenport— For extracted honey I
would for cotnb honey, in my locality and
with my management. I prefer blacks.
R. L. Taylor— I should not change to pure
Italians, but I think some Italian blood in
your blacks would be an improvement.
Dr. C. C. Miller I want only honey, and
do not sell queens or bees, and for many
years I have worbt to keep out black blood.
Adrian Getaz It would depend upon how

is

rippintr,
-

1

Please mention Bee Journal

blacks.

much

CO.

solicited.

miierinK. rab•jetint;.
groovn tr. eainlngt
scroll - sawing,
boring, edgeu d n e
b-aoine. etc.
Full line Foot

locality.

ADDRESS

Queeag,

same with untested Queens, ?2.25.

Correspundence

C^O^iS

—

MEDINA, OHIO.

iNorthern=bred Italians—" daughters of
Tested Queens, ?1.5iJ; un-

for

—

For 50 cents we will send Gleanings
IX Bee-Culture 6 months beginning
July 1 and Vol. I of Gleanings. This
There are many
is for the year 1873.
interesting things. There are 12 articles on "Starting an Apiary," and
while some of these may not be practical now, there is much valuable information and.it gives a good idea of
bee-keeping at that time. Our supply
is limited and of course we cannot con-

ILL,.

P.
section.

—

THE A. L ROOT

my

Brown-Yes, I would change.
H. Elwood— Not unless in a buckwheat

the apiary.

your subscription

CHICAGO,

-

imported Queens."

Eugene Secor— I think I would introduce
enough Italian queens to at least hybridize

we will send Gi.eaxixgs in
Bee-Culture the rest of this year and

YORK & CO.

tested. Sl.OO; 2-frame Nuclei with tested

necessary to
E.
intusenew blood in the apiary as it is in

$1.00

W.

Street,

Northern Queens.

the herd.

For

Michigan

Dr. J. P. H.

Wbitcomb— Yes.

Offer No. C.

if

YOU want the best houey-tratherers, the
IFlonyest-lived
and hardiest Oueeiis, try a few

M. Hatnbatigh— Most assuredly.
Prof. A. J Cook— I certainly should.
Chas. Dadant

50«s
$4.00
5. 75
5.00
5.00
3.50

freight.
are solicited.

GEORGE

J.

Offer No. A.

25ft
$3.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

118

Mrs. A. J. Barber- Yes.
Mrs. L. HarrisoD— Certainly.
G. M. Doolittle— Yes. yes tes.
J. A. Stone— Yes; by all means.

the

1.25
1.40
1.20
.90

Your orders

E. France No.
J. A. Green— Yes.
W. G. Larrabee— Yes.
Dr. A. B. Mason— Yes.

you about our

will speak for itself

as an extra inducement

50c
70c
80c
60c
S5c

(melilot)

Alsik-e Clover

Bla cks or Italians?

10ft
fl.OO

5ft

is

—

We do

Seeds.

Before placing your order, to send
what you need in

me

a

list

oS

Foundation, Sections,
And

other Supplies, and get

will get the best

my

prices.

goods and save money.

trated Catalog Free.

You
Illus-

BEESWAX WANTED.

GUS D5TTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal

Tjrlien

writinfc

:

:

—

!
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GO'S

BEE-HIVES AND SECTIONS
Are Models

of Perfection.

^^^
TMs
Our unrivaled

is tlie

aM

Verdict of Tliousaiiils of Customers

tlie

Acldiowleilgffleiit of Coumetitors.

coupled with twenty-five j-ears of manufacturing experience, enable us to anticipate and
supply every want and need of the bee-keeper, promptly and accurately.

facilities,

YOU WANT THE BEST— They Cost No More.
A copy of our Catalog and Price L,ist mailed free upon application.

Factories and

Main

Watertown, Wisconsin.

Office:

Branch Offices and Waperooms
LEWIS CO.,
515 First Ave., N. E., Miuueapolis, Miuu.
B. LEWIS CO.,

AGENCIES

G. B.

G.

19

E. T.

ABBOTT,
L. C.

St. Joseph,

SMITH'S CASH STORE, Sau

South Alabaiua Street, ItldiaaapoUs, Indiana.

Better than

Mo.

WOODMAN. Grand Rapids. Mich.
FRED FOULCiER & SON'S. Og-den, Utah.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

^ms^;sssra^s^mm!^?si^i;f^m^\^

k

Ever

Am

I prepared to furnish everything' needed by
the up-to-date bee-keeper, all g-oods manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., shipt to me in car

lots, and stjld at their prices.
trated, So-pag-e Catalo^i- FREE.

Send for

The MoNETTE
Device

GEO.

Bees Doing Fairly Well.
Bees are doing fairly well in this locality.
There is quite a crop of white clover, but
not as profuse with honey as some seasons.
I have 18 colonies, and have had no swarms

Shelby Co.,

Patre Fenee that satrired Then the end posts have
given. Renew the posts and the oldest Page is taut
and holds stock.
PAGE WOVE.N WIRY. FKXCECO.. ADItlAX, MICH.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.
?

me send TOU my 64paffe Catalog for 1899.
Jenkins, IV^etumpfca, Ata.

RCC
I^EEPEDC
DLL-^L.t^LnO
«J.

A/.

I

Let

1

Please mention Bee Journal

when

-writing.

Bees by the Pound
YOUR OPPORTUNITY!
"We have arranged with a lar<je bee-keeper in
Cedar County, Iowa, to furnish ONE-FRAME

NUCLEUS OF BEES WITH WARRANTED
PURE ITALIAN yUEEN and ONE POUND
OF PURE ITALIAN BEES— all for only $2.00;
or in lots of five at $1,80 each. There are only
75 for sale. Better order quick if you want any.
If more of the queens are wanted, these can be
had at 75 cents. All queens reared by the Doolittle process.

n GEORGE W.
U8 Michigan

Street,

YORK &

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

111.,

July

6.

wincrs. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it
as a premium for sending- us
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or for$1.10we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping" Device. Address,

FREE
ONE NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY.
li:?

Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

111.

The Bees Like a Dark Color.

Well, I didn't, but I stand reaijy to prove
that my bees can be handled without the
least trouble by a person drest from head
to foot in black, without the least sign from
them of annoyance, so far as color is concerned. In (act, I have had them out of the
hives, the frames standing around me filled
with bees, while thus drest, and all this
without veil or smoke. One cannot do this
with black bees.
Wm. M. Wkitset.
Co.,

If 3'Ou care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper

California

Mr. Editor; — You ask on page 4'~'5. "Who
was it that said all colors look alike to bees,
and that they would not sting dark objects
any more than they would light ones ?"

Kankakee

Queen-Clipping"
a fine thing- for use in
aud clipping" Queens'

Frank Ruffner.

as yet.

HAVE YOU SEEN

is

catching-

illus-

E. HILTON,
ITAlTt
FREMONT, Newaygo Co.. MICH.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.
Address,

Francisco, Gal.

The

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading- Horticultural and .\gricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publishl weekly,
handsomely illustrated, $2.00 per annum. Sam-

ple copy free.

PACIFIC
330

Market

Street,

-

Sax Francisco. C.\L.

111.

ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

Poof Ppospects for Honey.
This season

RURAL PRESS,

we have not had

one-half inch

of rain for three months; everything is
drying up. There is no white clover this
season. I have .54 colonies of bees, aud have

had two new swarms. I have not taken one
pound of honey in the sections yet. I have
kept bees nine years, and this is the worst
season I ever saw. I am afraid I will have
to feed the bees for their winter supply.
Basswood is just coming into bloom, and
that will be our only hope of any surplus.

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn

Belt," a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West,
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
209

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

!

July

Mr. Kipling Cured
Bv the inhalation of Oxygen, the
specific cure for all lun^ troubles.
For special information regard-

The Oxygen Tkeatment,

ing-

DR. PEIRO,
Address,
Central Music Hall, Chicago.

11-
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when

Please mention Bee Journal

writing.

There is quite a good deal of sweet clover
around here.
The bees were strong in the spring, and
had lots of honey. They seem to be strong
now, and ready for work, it there was any
thing tor them to do.
Last year I got about 1,600 pounds of
honey. I sent a halt ton to a man in Brook-

NY., for 12 cents a pound here. About
days after the shipment be made an asI have never received one cent
for any of it; so it will make two poor years
for me— one by fraud and this season by

lyn.
I'o

signment.

the severe drouth.
There will not be any honey thru this
section.

Van Dcusen Jliin Foundation.
We have several 25- pound boxes of VanDeusen

Thin Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation

for sale at
per box. This Foundation is preferred by
We have only a few boxes of it at our
Chicago Branch, so an order for same should be
sent promptly. Address,

$12,511

many.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT

—reared from Imi'okted Mothers.

Untested,

SO cents; Tested, $1.00.

TERRftL BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Co. Tex
Ple.ise mention tbeBee Journal.

FREE FOR A MONTH

^VlarUets a,nd Slieep

SHEEP, CHICAGO. ILL.
Flease mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Bee-Hives, Sections, Shipping-

Cases — everything' used by
J

Send

beepromptl.v.

filled

for Catalog.

Minnesota Bee-

Please mention Bee joarua.1 "whun writiug.
Untested Italian, Si.ic each;
Tested, Sl.iHj each. Queens
large, yellow, and prolific,
_ Address.
HAAG. Canton, Ohio.

Queens
W.

E.

Successor to Thkodoke Bender,
Please ruention Bee Journal -when -writing.
sAif

iDstitute
Pres.

Bees Not Doing Much.
day and no sight for bees.
They have been working somewliat at basswood and other things, but 1 fear not much
more than getting a living. E. E. Hasty.
Lucas Co., Ohio, July 8.
it

is

cold to

the Secretary, care of

FOWLER iL WELLS CO.
:;? East 21st St.,
New York,
Please mention the Bee Journal,

We have had a very disappointing year
with our bees— excessive cold in February
and a continuous drought have ruined
this year's honey-crop, except in a few
Claude Stert.
favored locations.
Honey Crop a
The honey crop

BEE-BOOK

is

Simpson

H.B.Lambert.

Co., Ky., July

will sell to

make

200 COLOF BEES

oNifcs

'

QUEENS
A

from

8.

IMPORTED

Italian

mothers, 60c each; or 6 for
tew line breeders at SI. 50 each. Give me

r3.oo.
a trial

and
no pay.

let

me

surprise vou.

CH. H. THIES,

Satisfaction or
Steelevllle,

III.

26Atf Please mention the American Bee Journal.

AN OUT-APIARY OF
60 COLONIES OP
BtES, all in erood,

For Sale

Failupe.

a failure in this section

our country.

of

I

room,

ia? mi^'ratorv hives. Address,
28A2i
JAS. H. DAVIS, Marksville. La.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

1.

-writing.

YOU WANT THE

BEES
FOR SALE

Either 5-banded, Golden or

Very Disappointing Year.

Uvalde Co., Tex., July

of Plirenology,
Mks. Charlotte Fow-

ler Wells, incorporated in
I860, opens its next session on
Sept. S. ISQ'). For prospectus
send (free on application) to

consumed by the home market.
M. D. Nichols.
San Diego, Co., Calif,, June 19.

Keepers' Supply Mfg. Co., Nicollet
Inland, Minneapolis, Minn. ISAtf

Please mention Bee Journal when

4®" IF

Standard Lumber Go..
MANKATO. MINN.

2^A2t

all

WOOL MARKETS AND

Orders

move

to

at.

of rain, so bees will live over in this vicinity.
There will not be very much honey put on
the market this season, and it will be about

....

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first. foremost and all the time.
Are you interestt-d? Write to-day.

keepers.

them

TA'H

you are intere'^ted in Sheep in any way
vou cannot afford to be without the best
'Sheep Paper publish! in the United States.

1

SALE PRICES

above stock, get our prices at once, as they
won't last long at the figures we will offer

Not Much Surplus Honey.
June 1 we had from two to three inches

If

Wool

make FIRE

will

The American

GOLDEN BEAUTY
BY RETURW MAIL ITALIAN gUEENS

IwAtf

We are overstockt on 12-pound and 24-pound
l-£ral. Tin Cans»
and 54-pound, 1-pound and 2-pound Glass HoneyJars (Muth's); also Novice No. 5 and Cowan
No. IS Extractors for 2 Langstroth frames. We
single-tier shipping-cases; also

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

118>Iichigan Street,

I think a good deal of the American Bee
Journal. It comes to me regularly every
Friday. I don't see how any bee-keeper can
get along without it or some other beepaper. I have learned one thing in the Bee
Journal this season that was worth the
year's subscription.
Geo. H. Adkins.
Essex Co., N. Y., July 1.

Shipping-Cases

movable - frame hives.

CLAR4 WEST EVANS,

2'iAlt
Lansing, Allamakee Co., Iowa.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing,

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than anv other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

B66-K66P6rs' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention. Eee Journal

4

f

?
4
•{•

f
4

writing.

BEE^SUPPLIES,

•>

4

when

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

bee keepers here in Christian County
have had a very wet spring and early summer, and bees have not done very well.
There is not more than one colony of bees
here to where there were 10 five years ago.
It seems as if we do not have the honeyflows we used to have. There was a good
supply of white clover bloom, and the bees
got enough to build up pretty well, but
there was little swarming and no surplus
to

Liangstroth Hives and everything
pertaining to same.
Miith Jars.Muth Honey Extractor
in fact everything used by beekeepers. Send for otir Catalog.

amount

C. H. WZ.

VS^EBER,

CINCINNATI, OHIO,

Successor to

Chas

F.

Muth & Son

and A. Muth.

wanted;!

EXTRACTED HONEY
We

are

now

in sh.ipe to
in large

Honey, either

buy Extracted
or small

lots.

Parties having,' any to offer will do well
to sell to us, as Cincinnati is a great
market for Extracted Honey. Submit a
small sampl^ stating- quantity, style of
package, and price expected. Prompt
remittances. References:
Western German liank
The Brighton
'German Bank Cu. both of.Cincinnati. O.i

—

•^•^^- 49
7Atf

4•^•

•••

Please mention the Bee Journal.

to

much.

There

is

now

a

Basswood

Sliglited

by Bees.

bees literally swarm over those inviting.
waxy blossoms, but not a bee have 1 seen

on them, X expected they would fall over
each other in getting there but not a fall.

—

this thusly

?

Do you

Reared from the best 3-band honey-gatherers
by Doolittle*s method. Prices—45 cents each;
V2

dozen, ?2.50; one dozen,

AdZ,W.
2SAt.t

J.
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SAFE AR-

FOREHAND.
FORT DEPOSIT, ALA.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Golden Italian (|ueeus!
5-banded Untested, oO cts.
each; Tested, Si. CKJ each.
1-frame Nucleus
Sl.SO
2-frame Nucleus
2.00
3-f rameNucleus

have bees, also a couple basswood trees
which have bloomed this year for the first
time. The blossoms on them are big. luscious and fragrant. The bees are not more
than 50 feet away from the trees, and yet I
have watcht and waited hoping to see those
I

Now. why was

Queens

good

prospect for a fall crop of smartweed. if we
have a season from now on. G. G. Large.
Christian Co., III., July 10.

—

2146 Central Ave.,

Italian

Not a Favorable Season.

We

sup-

pose that nectar was too rich for their aristocratic blood, or was it just a trick of
theirs to deceive me ? I even took a limb
with a line lot of blooms, and put it right
No, sirl they
in front of their hives.
wouldn't have it.
Well, for the life of me, I don't know
what those Italians of mine do feed on this
year. The few heads of white clover in the

2.50

each, with untested Queen.
I am runnings 81.H} nuclei,

and can send Oueens by
RETURN MAfL. I have
no 3-banded queens, and
no 3- banded drones in ray

Am

apiary.
making' a
specialty of rearing the
5-banded strain this season. My 5-banders are working on red clover.
Queens are reared by Doolittle's method. I insure sale arrival of queens. This is a post-office
money order office. Address your orders to

Dan'l Wurth, Falmouth, Rush Go. Ind.
and ri'ceive fair treatment and prompt service.
If you want 5-banded queens that are reared in
a j'ard where there are no 3-banders, I am at
your service. Parties wanting more than one<[ueen will do well by writing for prices.
Daniel Wurth, Falmouth, lad.
28A21
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.
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yard seem no attraction tor tbem. Indeed,
I see them on nothing but the poppies, and
they act as if they would devour every
flower roll and dive into the pollen like
crazy things but are shy of the many other
flowers in the garden. Well, I don't complain. Guess they know their business. At
all events they are multiplying and seemingly happy. I am wondering if they'll

The Novelty Pocket-Knif
(A heavier and strong'er knife than the one

we

—

offered heretofore.)

—

make me a
sign of

HOWARD
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Cook

M. MELBEE,

nice lot of filled sections.

yet.
Co., 111.,

HOHEYVILLE, O.

No

Dk. Peiro.

it

July
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Bees Doing Well.

My

(This Cut

is

the Full Size of the Knife.)

Your ^anle on the Knife.— When ordering, be sure to say just what name and address you
^vish imt on the Knife.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the handle. It is made beautifully
of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as plass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side
of the handle is placed the name and residence of the Subscriber.
The Material eiiterinfr into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality: the blades are
hand-forgred out of the very finest Eusjlish razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters
are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver
wire: the lininsrs are pl.ate brass: the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the
iandle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.
Why Own the Novelty Knife? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the ownerwill
never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder v. ill return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. ^ If tr.Tveling.
and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the Novelties, your
Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in case of death, your relatives will at ono.e be apprised of the accident.
How appropriate this knife is for a present What more lasting memento could a mother
.give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanving cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an e-Kact representation of
this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for SI. 25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us three nevi- subscribers to the Bee Journal (with $3.iXl), and we will also send to
each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book. Bees a.nd Honey. We will club the
Novelty Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.
'.

GEORGE. W. YORK & CO.,

118 MichiQan St., GhicaQO,

bees are doing well on basswood and
swdet clover
JosHUa Yousg.
Erie Co., N. Y., July 7.

Bees Had a Hard Time.
The bees have had a hard time of it — almost continuous rain. I had very little
surplus fromiour two spring honey plants
salmonberry and vinemaple — just enough

back now. I lost one colony out of
but have increast now to 33.

to feed
30,

Herman Ahlers.
Clatsop Co., Oreg., July

3.

White Clover Fails to Yield.
You can put me down for blasted hopes
honey is concerned this year.
Clover fails to yield, tho pastures are white
with it. Bees are just about holding their
own. I am in hopes they will get enough
to carry them thru till fall, as we generally
as far as

get some honey from heart'sease.

Henry

Co.,

III.,

July

G.E.Nelson.
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free.
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tage, perhaps at a critical lime.
per is a great factor in success.

Good tem-

— Business.
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The Midland Farmer

Send
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Be good-tempered. It pays in every way;
it pays if you are an employer; it pays if
you are an employee; it is profitable in
every walk of life. And this is taking the
most selfish view. You owe it to others to
be good-temperpd you owe it to your own
mauhood. to your own self-respect. In
making others comfortable, you are making
things agreeable for yoursell you are gaining and keeping goodwill, which may be of
value and help to you hereafter; you are
accumulating a capital of popularity and
good report which may be used to advan-

Iowa.
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price for the manufacture of
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Thev have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved'machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State
Basswood is used, and
lutelY accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest
and posthev'are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests,
to enable
session of mills and factory equipt with best machinery all com^^
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Honey-Knife
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OrdeLEarly
There are indications that the demand for
SUPPLIES will be verj- large this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have large facilities for manufacturing all
kinds of
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And
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No, 30.

BY THE EDITOR.

bee-business, in the earliest numbers of the American Bee
Journal. He came to America in 1863, with the intention
of g-rowing- g-rapes, but the grape-growing- business provinga comparative failure, he ag-ain turned his attetition to the
bees. With the help of a dictionary and a weekly American
newspaper he managed to master the Eng-lish language, so
as to be able to understand it and write it very fluently, but
he has never been able to speak it freely and master the
pronunciation, and his enunciation is difficult, so much so
tnat those who meet him for the first time often wonder
whether this can be the same man who wielded so ready a
pen in the defense of the large hive, of which he has been
the main champion.

Dadant & Son is one too well known
our readers, but to the whole world of
bee-keepers, to need any words of introduction from us.
However, it aiiords us considerable pleasure to be permitted

Among Mr. Dadant's achievements in behalf of beeculture are most prominent his successful importations of
queens from Italy in 1874-75, and his revision of that classic
in bee-culture
" Langstroth on the Honev-Bee " which he

Three Generations of the Dadants.
name

THE
not only to

of Chas.
all

C. P.

to present on
and to give a

this

Dadant.

Louis

C.

page the pictures of a quintet of Dadants,

little of their history.

Mr. Chas. Dadant was born in a village of Champagne,
France, May 22, 1817. He kept bees in France for pleasure when a boy, and long ago told of his adventures in the

in

—

Maurice

3f.

—

Henry

C.

Chas. Dadant.

republisht in connection with his son in 1889, and of which
a number of new editions have since been printed.
Altho Mr. Dadant is well known in this countrj-, he is
still better known in Europe as an extensive apiarist.
His
translation of the work of Langstroth, under the name of
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" Iv'Abeille et la Ruche," which was also publisht in Russian, would have li'iven him a leading' place among European writers, if he had not already been known across the
seas for his strenuous efforts during- many years to extend
the use of the movable-frame hive, and to tight the " routine " of the European peasants. How well success has
crowned his efforts may be seen by perusing the bee-journals of France, Italy, Switzerland, Russia, and even of
Spain, which also seems to be making an effort in the
direction of progress. Even in the South American republics the echo of his voice has reverberated, and a step forward is being taken in the production of honey by progressive methods.
Altho Mr. Dadant is still the head of the well-known
firm of Chas. Dadant & Son, he has practically retired from
active life, but he keeps an eye on the current evehts of the
bee-keeping world. His health is good in spite of his 82
years, yet he is annually compelled to leave home to avoid
the hay-fever, to which he is subject during the months of
August and September. He spends those two months every
season in the pretty little town of Sturgeon Bay, Wis., in
perfect immunity of this disagreeable disease.
Mr. C. P. Dadant, born in Langres, France, April 6,
1851, came to America with his father at the age of 12, and
has resided in Illinois ever since. He is well known to our
readers as one of our regular contributors, one of the directors of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, and the
manager of one of the most successful firms with whom our
bee-keepers deal. Of his three sons, the eldest, Louis C,
aged 20 years, is now a student of the Illinois State UniverThe
sity, in the department of mechanical engineering.
second, Henrv C, 17 j'ears of age, has just graduated from
the Keokuk high school, and is fitting himself for a business
education. As to the third, Maurice M., he is yet too young
to be able to say what he may be able to do he has so far
been trying his ability only in the rearing of Plymouth
Rock chickens.
;

The Dadants manage six apiaries, comprising about
450 colonies, a large vineyard, and an extensive foundationmaking shop. They produce extracted honey almost exclusively, and are among our most successful bee-keepers.

July
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high. If bees go out from the warmth caused by the midday sun shining on this low ground, they are not liable to
be lost thereby for when they rise high enough to strike
the cold air from above, thej' at once fall into the warm air
below, thus immediately warming again, so are not lost.
Then, on the whole, the temperature at the low location
will average much the warmer in early spring.
However, as I said at the start, if it were possible I
should avoid the two extremes in locating, and take an intermediate one. But where our environments are fixt so
that we cannot have our choice in such matters, happy is
that man or woman who can make these environments the
most nearly accord with what a good location would give us.
:

FEEDING BEES IN WINTEK AND SPRING.
— What is the best method of feeding a

Question.

ony of bees that is found to be without food
midwinter or early spring ?

col-

in the hive in

—

Answer. In the first place, we should never allow our
bees to be in this condition, for it is much more to our advantag-e. and to the advantage of the bees, to have sufficient
food supplied them in the fall to last at least till the last
month of spring, and I am quite positive that if enough is
given to last till June it is all the better. The prudent apiarist will look over all his colonies in October, and see that
all are abundantU' supplied till the flowers bloom again.
However, should such a thing as the bees being short of
stores happen, thru sickness or other adverse circumstances,
the very best method of feeding them is to set in combs of
sealed honey, as this places the bees in a natural condition,
and does not disturb them every little while, as most other
methods of feeding do. If no combs of honey can be had,
the next best way is to fill combs with good, thick sugar
syrup, when thev are to be used the same way the combs of
sealed honey would be. In either case, such combs of feed
should be warmed for six hours or more before being placed
in the hives, for where combs of frozen honey are set nest
to the bees the colony is thrown into a state of excitement
to warm this honey up to where they can safely cluster
against it.
There is still another way of feeding in winter which I
like very well, and can be used still more effectively in the
spring where a colony is short of stores, where one has on
hand some extracted honey which has candied, which is as
follows
Make a bag out of cheese-cloth about six or eight
inches square, after which partially, fill it with the
candied honey, which has previously been workt till it is
quite soft, or it can be workt after it is in the bag-. Don't
fill the bag so but that it will assume a flat shape, for we
wish to press it down right over the cluster of bees, so that
it can be covered snugly with bee-quilts or old carpeting to
keep in the heat. The bees will suck the feed thru, and in
process of time cut thru the cloth so as to use it all up.
But let me repeat, that the bee-keeper who does not see
that each colony has stores enough in the fall to last from
October to Ma}', is working in such a way that the word
" failure " is liable sooner or later to be inscribed on his
banner.
F.-VLL AND spring WEIGHT OF COLONIES.
:

Several Delayed Questions and Their Answers.
BY

G.

M. DOOLITTIiE.

SOME

questions arrived along the latter part of the winter which the writer wisht answered thru the columns
of the American Bee Journal, but in some way they g-ot
misplaced, so were not answered when they should have
been. The writer of them is desirous that they be answered
now, so that they may be in time for use when he wants to
refer to them, and after hunting the matter up I have concluded to answer in July what would be more appropriate
for December, altho it is generally best to answer questions,
and give articles, which are appropriate for the time when
they were written or appear in print.

LOCATING AN API.\KY.
Question. — Which is the better location
on low ground where it is moist and frosty

for bees, one
in the spring,

but sheltered, or one on high ground where it is more free
from dampness and late frosts, but somewhat windy ?
Answkk. — If I could have my choice I would select

My

choice would be midwaj' on a moderate slope,
say one inch to the foot, or such a matter, which faced toward the south, or more preferably the southeast. This
would avoid the early spring frosts and the dampness of
the low land, and, to a large extent, the high winds of the
elevated position, which are almost sure to prevail. To be
sure, a wind-break can be constructed around the apiary on
the high ground, but according to ni)' experience many bees
are lost by being swept away on windy days upon rising
above this enclosure into the cold blasts which blow above
and about it, they being lured out bj' the calm and sunshine
within. For this reason, were I limited to one of the two
extremes, I would select the low ground in preference to the
neither.

Question. — What becomes of the difference between
and spring weight of colonies, sometimes amounting to
from 20 to 25 pounds ?
Answer. — Bees use honey largely as fuel during the
winter season, in order that they may not freeze during the
frigid weather of our northern localities. I reason like this
The natural food of the honey-bee contains the least
possible amount of gross matter, and as bees do not take on
fat and thereby increase in weight, the digestion of honey
in the stomach of the bee is equivalent to combustion, or, in
other words, the honey is burned up, hence as the ashes of
burned fuel do not weigh anywhere near as much as the
fall

:

fuel did before burning, so the " ashes," or what is left in
the intestines of the bees, weigh much less than did the
honey consumed to keep up the fire.
Again, much of the weight goes out by evaporation
and should the bees have a flight, more would go out by
way of excrement, but not nearly as much by the latter as
by the former. Honey being very free from nitrogenous
matter, it is past oft' in liquid or vaporous form by way of
sensible and insensible perspiration and respiration, except
the small amount to be found in the bodies of the bees.
This is sometimes carried on to such an extent that water
is seen running out at the entrance of hives in winter.
Some of the food is also used in producing muscular force,
and as this force is constantly wearing out, the loss is per;

—
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ceptible in the food, while in the weig-ht of the bees it is not
seen.
In all of the above we see the wisdom of Him who
created the bees, for were it otherwise they could not stand
the rigors of our Northern latitudes at all, inasmuch as
they are too clean to soil their hives, while the weather
will not admit of their leaving- them, often for months in
succession.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Queen-Breeders Defended—Jiidg-ing" from the
Progeny of a Queen.
BV

M.

J.

judgment
HASTY
less heir
and

is

DONALDSON.

a failing that

mankind

is

more or

bee-keepers not being exempt, the
queen-breeders, like the supply and commission men.
are often the victims. Sometimes it may be deserved, but I
will venture to guess that nine times out'of ten it is entirely
uncalled for.
I do not put forward the claim that all queen-breeders
are strictly honest. We have good and bad in almost any
to,

No doubt there are a few men who rear queens for
market that are careless and slipshod in their methods,
their only aim being the accumulation of the almighty dolcalling-.

lar

but of this

;

We

I

am

not qualified to speak.

have a class of queen-breeders who are careful and
considerate— men who have devoted the best days of their
lives to the study of the honey-bee, its habits, and the best
methods for rearing queens. Such men are not only a credit
but a benefit to the bee-keeping- fraternity, because they are
doing what the rank and file of bee-keepers have neither the
time nor the patience to accomplish, namely, improving- the
present race of honey-bees by breeding out the poor qualities and breeding in the good ones.
Men of this class could
not afford to injure their reputation by misreprcsentingtheir stock or by sending out poor queens. I do not think
they would knowingly do .so, still I have received queens
from this very class of men that fell far short of ii/y expectations, as far as egg-laying was concerned
but I do not
think the one I bought them from was trying to swindle me.
I am thoroly convinced tliat a queen that has been very
prolific while in the yard of the breeder may, after makinga journey in the mails, turn out almost useless as an egglayer. I never studied entomology, and cannot explain -^vhy
this should be, but I will relate' an experience I had, oil
which I base ray opinion
Three years ago I wanted to improve my stock, so I sent
an order for a select-tested queen of the previous season's
rearing. This order was placed with one of the best-known
breeders. The queen arrived and was safely introduced.
As this was the highest priced queen I had ever owned, I
was much interested, and kept a close watch of her. I was
somewhat disappointed when I found she was not keepingup the strength of the colony. But there were other things
I noticed, which saved me from the common error of writing a saucy letter to the man from whom I bought her. Her
progeny was as handsome as any bees I had ever seen, and
in proportion to the number the hive contained they were
the best hustlers in my yard. They were the first out in
the morning and the last in at night. I concluded to try
breeding from her before making any complaints theresuit was as good queens as it had ever been my pleasure to
own.
That season a friend of mine (who is also a bee-keeper)
made me a visit. He took quite a fancy to my nice, yellow
bees, and askt me if I would send him a queen'.
I pickt out
one of the very best I owned, and sent her to him. Last
summer my friend paid me another visit of course I askt
him how he liked the queen I sent him. Imagine my surprise when he told me that if he were buying them, he
would not pay one dollar a dozen for queens such as she
;

:

;

;

was.

From the above facts I came to the conclusion that
when buying queens, should they not quite meet my expectations, I would always breed from them and see how their

queen progeny turned out before
to the queen-breeder.

entered my complaints
Worcester Co., Mass.

I

Langstroth on the Honey = Bee, revised by the Dadants,
a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound elegantly.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with the
Bee Journal for a year both for only S2.00.
is
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Foul Brood
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Germs— Difference Between
and
BY THOS.

I wrote to
SINCE
Gleanings in

Spores

Bacilli.
\VM.

COWAN.

you on this subject

I

have received

Bee-Culture for April 15. and in it I find
letters in reference to which I should like to make a
remarks.
few
Mr. Harry S. Howe, writing with regard to
the several boilings in order to secure the sterilization of

two

honey, points out that •' the spores of Bacillus alvci do not
develop in honey, nor can they live in honey except in the
spore condition." I would agree with this entirely if it

were restricted to honey in a normal condition. But it
would indeed be a bold person who would venture to say
that honey is always in this state, and that it cannot be in
such an abnormal condition as to form a suitable medium
for the germination of spores of bacilli. We know the living spores remain dormant, and bacilli cannot grow in
honey, because in a normal condition it has an acid reaction
but should it, from any cause, become even slightly
alkaline, there would then if other conditions obtained—
be no hindrance to their germination and development. It
was with a view to the possibility of such a condition that I
wrote advisedly in my last letter respecting several boilings
" supposing a. nutrient medium to exist in the
of hone_^
honey, the unaffected spores would germinate into bacilli,
and could be destroyed in the next boiling."
On page 310, there is " A new treatment of foul brood "
by our old friend Rambler, and a recommendation to uncap
a comb affected with foul brood, and wash it under a faucet
of water running with considerable force. I should like to
point out the great danger of this plan. The combs that
are uncapt contain thousands of spores; and in washing
many of these would be driven out of the cells and spread
by the running water, we kno%v not where and as the3- are
not destroyed they are at any time ready to restart the'mischief.
When the combs are in this condition it is always
safer to burn them, as we thus destroy all the spores.
Then as to formalin, I do not think it would have any
more effect upon the spores than any of the other drugs
have, altho it may be equally efficient in destroying bacilli.
It seems to me that, in many cases, the non-success of drugs
has been owing- to not properly unc^erstanding the great
difference between spores and bacilli.
Now, in any inquiry into the influence of one drug or
another on micro-organisms, it is necessary to bear in mind
that the influence of certain conditions on the micro-organism may be a twofold one. First, the condition may be unfavorable to the growth of the organism and, second, the
condition may be fatal to the life and existence of it. The
second condition involves, a fortiori, the first but the reverse is not the case. A great deal of confusion has arisen
on this subject, owing to the failure to distinguish between
these two propositions. We constantly hear of this or that
substance being an " antiseptic," which means that it is
inimical to the g-rowth of micro-organisms, or that it is a
;

—

;

;

;

" germicide,"

meaning that it kills the organi-sms. The
man, of course, knows and understands the dift'erence between the two but the great bulk of people do not,
scientific

:

therefore they expect drugs to perform impossibilities.
I see Rambler calls formalin an antiseptic, therefore it
is probable that it will prevent the growth of spores only
while in contact with it, or kill the bacilli. This is precisely the behavior of all the other drugs used, and they
can do no more. Spores are invested by a thick, double
membrane the external sheath is supposed to be cellulose,
and the internal one probably of a fatty nature, both beingbad conductors of heat. It is this double membrane that
gives spores this great resistance of high and low temperatures to acids and other substances. I do not think any
amount of soaking in water would render the spores open
to the influence of diluted formalin.
Now, we know there
are manj' antiseptics, and these can be used effectually
against foul brood. Carbolic acid, phenol, thymol, salicylic
acid, naphthol beta, perchlorideof mercury, and many other
substances, even when considerably diluted, prevent the
growth of bacilli.
Now we have had considerable success in England in
our treatment of foul brood, which involves the use of
drugs. We call this an antiseptic treatment, because it is
the same in principle as the antiseptic treatment in surgery, which has made it possible to perform with success
the marvelous operations of the present day, and such as
could not have been effected without almost certain loss of
life from blood-poisoning- induced by the growth of various
micro-organisms. We insist on an antiseptic always beingpresent in the hive or in the food we give to our bees. No
;

—
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syrup or honey is g-iven without first being- medicated, and
the antiseptic used kills any bacillus that may be growing-,
or prevents the spore from g-erminating, altho it does not
kill it.

Then we know that there are certain chemical substances which evaporate at the ordinary temperature of the
hive, and whose vapors prevent the growth of bacilli, altho
they do not destroy them. Among these are eucalyptus,
carbolic acid, phenyle (orcreolin), Ij-sol, camphor, naphthalene, and others.
For convenience and economy we use
naphthalene, and have some of this always present in the
hive.

Our treatment is this
we detect the disease in
:

If

stage, before any
we simply feed the bees

its earliest

of the affected larva; are capt over,

with syrup medicated with naphthol beta, because at this
stage there are no spores present. The medicated sj'rup is
used by the nurse-bees in preparing food for the larvae, and
in this waj' the bacilli are destroyed. It is, however, seldom that the bee-keeper is sufficiently expert or alert to detect the disease at this stage, but more generally notices it
onlj- when the combs have irregular patches of brood, with
sunken and perforated cappings to the cells containing the
coffee-colored mass inside. In this condition the cells are
crowded with innumerable spores, and the treatment just
mentioned would not have the slightest effect upon them.
If the colony be weak we destroy the bees, combs, and quilts,
and disinfect the hives. We thus destroy the spores, and
so remove the source of infection.
Should the colonj- be strong- in bees we make an artificial swarm of them, confine them in an empty hive, and
feed on syrup medicated with naphthol beta. We use this
drug because it is non-poisonous or corrosive, and has no
odor repugnant to the bees, is a powerful antiseptic, and
can be used in great dilution, thus rendering it economical.
The frames, combs and quilts are then burned, and the
hives disinfected by being either steamed or scrubbed with
boiling water and soap, and then painted over with a strong
carbolic-acid solution. The bees are confined in the empty
hive for 48 hours, by which time all the honey they may
have taken with them will be consumed, and such of the
bees as are diseased will have died off. Those remaining
are then put into a clean hive furnisht with full sheets of
comb foundation, and are fed with medicated syrup for a

few days longer.

With

this treatment,

when

faithfully carried out,

we

have had considerable and very gratifying success. The
whole secret of this success lies in having the drug ever
present to act on the micro-organism, and either kill it or
prevent its development and growth. I do not see why
formalin, if used in the same way, should not be as efficacious.

[Editor Root then follows with this foot-note:

Editor.]

am

sure we bee-keepers of the United States are exceedingly obliged to Mr. Cowan for the valuable information he has given us. and for the clear way in which he has
discriminated between spores and bacilli.
As I understand him, the purpose of medicating sj'rup
fed to bees is to kill the spores immediately on their entrance to the bacillus form, as well as the bacilli themselves.
Drugs can in no sense kill spores but if the syrup is medicated with the proper antiseptics, when the spores do hatch
(if I may adopt an unscientific term) the microscopic life is
killed at once.
This naphthol beta is something- that I believe American bee-keepers can use with profit, especially those who
have had foul brood in their vicinity, or at least who have
had it in years gone by, and are troubled with its reappearance occasionally. If every year all the syrup fed to the
bees in such apiaries is medicated with naphthol beta, the
time will come when the last traces of the disease, even in
spore form, will be wiped out. Gleanings in Bee-Culture.
I

;

—

The Need of Taking- Bee-Papers- -An Apiarian
Sermon.
BY REV.

WE

I,.

J.

TKMPLIN.

are living in an age and a country of intense physiand mental activity. Discoveries and inventions
crowd on each other with a rapidity that is bewildering. A few centuries ago a man might possess all kinds of
knowledge, but to-day to be fairly informed in one or two
branches is about as much as a man can successfully aspire
to, and to be an expert in any one field of knowledge will
tax any man's faculties and energies to their utmost. The
cal
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discoveries and advances made in any one branch of human
knowledge follo%y each other with such rapidity, the old
giving- way to the new at such frequent intervals, that even
the expert has to hustle to keep up with the advancement of
his own specialty. The need of fresh information along all
the different lines of knowledge and activity has led to the
publication of journals devoted to each of those fields of
activity. The man who fails to take and read one or more
of these publications devoted to his branch of business, will
soon find himself like a chunk of driftwood lodged on the
bank of the stream after the flood has gone by.
While this is true of all branches of knowledge and industry, it is eminently so of bee-keeping. Scientific beeculture is less than SO j-ears old, and it would be sheer egotism for us to claim that we have attained to anywhere near
perfection in the pursuit. We do well to revere the memories and honor the names of Langstroth, Ouinby. Grimm,
and other fathers in bee-keeping; and we will profit by a
thoro study of their excellent works on the subject but we
do not want to sit down on their graves and dream that all
has been accomplisht that is attainable. For in that case
the world will soon move on and leave us behind for as
Galileo declared, after recanting his teachings in regard to
the motion of the earth around the sun, as he rose from his
knees before the dignitaries of the church he remarkt in
" It does move, tho." And so the man who
their hearingsits down and waits will find, Bro. Jasper to the contrary
notwithstanding. Such a man has made a mistake he
ought to have been born two or three centuries earlier.
By the way, what an ag-e and a country we are living
in.
Standing on the verge of the closingcentury, and looking backwards across the years we see, with the exception
of the one all important event in human history, the incarnation of the Son o^ God for the redemption of men, the
most important of all the sixty centuries covered by human
historj-.
A list of the mechanical inventions and the discoveries in science that have been made during the present
century would more than fill a full number of the American
Bee Journal. Going back to near the beginning of the century we find in 1807 Robert Fulton launching his first
steamboat on the Hudson River. This drove the many
boats propelled bj' oars to the shore to rot.
Next came the railroad, superseding the freig-ht-wagon
and the prairie-schooner wherever it went. Then came the
telegraph annihilating time and distance
and now the
telephone threatens to annihilate the telegraph. Near the
middle of the century the steamship put in an appearance
in spite of the assertions of scientific men that it could not
succeed. These great floating palaces, which are almost
like floating cities, have replaced the old sailing-vessels,
reducing the time of passage from several months to less
very learned man in England wrote a very
than a week.
learned pamphlet to prove that in the very nature of the
case it was impossible for a steamship to cross the Atlantic
Ocean. The first copy of that pamphlet that was ever
brought to America was brought over in a steamship.
The old wooden war-vessels have given place to the
great steel-built and steel-armored war-ships with guns that
will hurl shot and shell a dozen miles, and with such accuracy that a ball can be planted inside of a square yard at
the distance of two or three miles. In small arms the repeating rifle and the Maxim rapid-fire guns have displaced
the old smooth-bore and muzzle-loading arms of past years.
;

:

:

;

;

A

The mowing and reaping machines have superseded
the old sickle, cradle and scythe. The separator has done
away with threshing with the flail, and the tramping of
horse and oxen. The sewing-machine, with its tick, tick,
tick, has rendered obsolete the "Stitch, stitch, stitch, band
and gusset and seam," of Hood's needle-woman. The old
hand printing-press, workt with so much back-breaking
energy, has given away to the great Hoe power press that
will print and fold thousands of the great daily sheets in anhour, to be scattered over all the country, like leaves of the
forest, carrying more lig-ht and knowledge, more slander
and degradation, than any other agency ever employed by
the race.
The electric light has caused the candle, the kerosene
lamp, and even the gas jet, to largely pale into dimness
and as a motive force electricity threatens the dominion of
steam itself. Sir William Thompson, probably the highest
authority in the world, recently said
"The steam-engine
is passing away."
And in liquified air may be concealed
latent forces that will render even gunpowder and elec;

:

tricity

back numbers.

All these, and a thousand other wonders, have been
achieved within the life-term of people yet living. The
writer, tho a good many years short of three score and ten.
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has seen three dozen men in a field at the same time wielding the old sickle or reap-hook, keeping step and moving'together with the precision of well-drilled soldiers. He has
seen grain thresht with a flail and winnowed with a sheet.
He remembers when the women cookt by the fire-place in
pots and kettles, and when the cook-stove was introduced
amidst the usual opposition to new things. The spinningjenny and power-loom have turned the hand-loom into
stovewood, and relegated the old spinning-wheel to the
garret, whence it is brought on " state occasions," as relics
of a bygone age. The writer has seen hundrds of pounds
of wool and flax spun and woven, in his own home, on these
now superseded implements.
No man can say what the future has in store for us, and
no wise man will venture to predict that anything that anybody wants done will not be done. It is a grand time to
I cannot
live, with the bright past and brilliant future.
understand how anybody' can sit down on an old bee-hive
and sulk or think of discouragement. The supply of earnest,
energ'etic,
courageous people, is far below the demand.
Especially to the young, the times appeal for pure, healthy
bodies, thoroly cultivated minds, and large, sympathetic
hearts, to grapple with the great problems of life, and lift
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about eternal life without studying His Word, neither can
a bee-keeper keep up with the constant advance in knowledge and methods of his business without studying what
has been done and written, and what is now being done
and written by the masters in the business. In order to do
this he must not onh' read the standard books on the subject, but he must take and read one or more of the excellent
publications now furnisht so cheaply. The man who thinks
he does not need these helps will soon find himself trotting
along behind the band-wagon, when the main procession
has moved on out of sight. The world has no use for an
old fogj'. Societ)- has enough inertia of its own, without
hitching on a lot of dead men, or those who ought to be
dead, to clog the wheels of progress.
It seems a part of human nature for men to become
conservative as they grow old. Standing with their faces
to the past, as the young do with theirs to the future, they
gradually fall out of sympathy with the present. We sometimes hear them lamenting for the good old times. Take
away from them all the inventions and discoveries, all the
blessings and good influences that have come to the world
in the last 50 years, and a few weeks' experience would satisfy them with •' the good old times." I have often thought
what an excellent scheme it is, that when a man loses interest in the world and its advancement when he becomes
fossilized, and a shell forms on him that will no longer expand in sympathy with a moving world, that death comes
along and quietly lays him in the grave where he will no
longer be disturbed by the chang-es and innovations of a
younger generation.
Did it ever occur to you what a condition the world
would be in if the generations that have lived and died in
the past were living, with all their prejudices, fogyism and
narrowness ? What a time we would have in making anj'
advance or improvement along any lines of human interest.
Propose any improvement or change, and j-ou would be met
"Why, that is not the way we did two
with the response
thousand years ago." Another would be ready to declare
that five thousand years ago such a thing' was never
thought of. Would we not have a fearful task in heaving
the world up such a hill as that ? Why, it is bad enough as
it is, when one man in ten thousand does not live to be a
hundred years old. No man has a rig-ht to stand in the way
of the real progress of the world so if Dr. Miller, or Root,
or Doolittle, should become fossilized or ossified in the
joints of their minds so they cannot dismount from some
hobby that has become crippled or so antiquated that it
cannot keep up with the movements of the bee-keeping
world, let him retire, and let the boys come forward and
run the ranch awhile.
;

:

;

—

The bee-business is a delightful one if we can only
succeed. But while enjoying the sweets of this life it is
well to remember that which is " more precious than gold,
yea than much fine gold, sweeter also than honey and the
honey-comb."

L. J.

Tempi in.

they see stars, and even far beyond them, to aid in elevating the race to a higher plane of life.
To succeed in the bee-business, or anj- other for that
matter, one must be alive. And life means more than mere
existence. Nothing has a more real existence than a granite
boulder, and j-et we never think of it as possessing life.
Life means correspondence with one's environment. This
correspondence is not duration, but knowledge. The nature
of this life depends upon the character of the environment
with which one corresponds. If the environment is limited
the life is limited if it is temporary the life is temporary,

Well, I could wish that all bee-keepers might live to be
a hundred years old (if they would not get fogyish), and
then be translated to a happier clime, where the ills of this
Fremont Co., Colo.
life are not known.

till

;

the environment is eternal the life is eternal. "This
is life eternal to know Thee, the true God, and Jesus Christ
whom Thou hast sent." Knowledge is life. This correspondence with, or knowledg"e of, God constitutes eternal
life.
It
includes the idea of unending existence, but

and

if

means much more than this. This life begins here, and
now, whenever a soul comes into this sympathetic correspondence with the eternal environment, and is extended
into a future state of existence. Death has no more power
begin or end this life than a light frost has to begin or
end the life of a pine tree.
So the life of the bee-business consists in a knowledge
of the bee-hive with all its appurtenances, that will stimulate the individual to put forth his or her best efforts to produce the best possible results. As one cannot understand
to

York's Honey Almanac
let

is

a neat

little

32-page pamph-

especially gotten up with a view to create a

demand

for

honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices A sample for
:

a stamp 25 copies for 50 cents; 50 for 70 cents; 100 for
For 25 cents extra we
$1.25; 250 for S2. 75; 500 for S4.50.
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
;

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song- in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last. Better order at once, if you want a copy
of this song-.

ing

The Premiums offered
for.
Look at them.

on. page 474 are well

worth work-

—
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[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.]

Blacks and Italians
I

in

the

Same

Hive.

Italianized a colony of black bees in October, 1898,

and I thought thej- were all right, but when I esatniiied
them the past spring I found about - of them were pure
Italians, and '5 pure blacks. There is not a h^-brid in the
hive. I have been keeping bees for IS years, and I have
never seen anything like it before.
Virginia.
,

Answer. — The first cross between blacks and Italians
means a uniform lot, but part of them are in ap-

are by no

pearance Italians and part are black. So what you have
observed is the rule and not the exception for the y^'/'i/ cross.
With later crosses the appearance of the workers becomes
more uniform, showing one or two bands on each bee.

Transferring Bees from Box-Hives.

How

transfer bees from box-hives into new frame
in the old box-hives seem to be in every
shape and form.
Wisconsin.

hives

can

I

July

:

1899.

'marriage flight;' otherwise she will improve the first
pleasant daj' thereafter for this purpose." Again he says,
"About two days after she is impregnated, the queen, under
normal circumstances, commences to lay." That, you see,
would make the queen seven or eight days old at time of beginning to lay. But he also says, ' If the queen fails to
find an admirer the first day, she will go forth again and
again till she succeeds. Huber states that after 21 days the
case is hopeless." That's as much as to say that she may
not be fertilized till nearly three weeks old.
You notice that Prof. Cook says, "under normal circumstances." Queens reared under normal circumstances are
in full colonies and the harvest and other circumstances are
favorable. The case may be very difterent if a queen is
reared in a nucleus, or if the weather is unfavorable, or if
there is a dearth of pasturage. If a queen is reared in a
nucleus, even if the cell from which she issued was sealed
in a full colony, you will probably find it much oftenerthat
she will begin laying at 12 than at 8 days of age. If her
whole larval life was spent in the nucleus, the case is still
more unfavorable, and more and more in proportion to the
weakness of the nucleus. With bad weather such as j'ou
had, you will probably always get about the same results
as j'ou had with nuclei. The queen that emerged May 5
and had sealed brood June 16 could not have been more than
34 days old, and she ma^' have been considerablj- younger.
For at first she probably laid very few eggs in a day, and
part of the few sealed cells may have been sealed several
days. There may have been delay in fertilization, and delay in laying. In the queen hatcht in the observatioti hive
you have a plain case of fertilization after two weeks old,
and you need not be surprised if that queen commences laying much later than two days after fertilization.
The ants probably' did no harm to the bees, but they
are annoying to the bee-keeper, and you took a good way to
settle them.
•-•-•

The combs

?

Answer. — How

has been askt for several
times in the past few months, and in each case it was replied that the text-book should be consulted, for this department is merely intended to supplement the text-book
without going over all the ground contained therein. It
may be said, however, that you may do better not to transfer now but to leave the bees where they are till time of
fruit-bloom next year. With combs " in every shape and
form ' in the box-hive, it may not be very satisfactory to
try to fasten them in the frames of the new hive. Perhaps
the better way will be to leave the bees in the box-hive till
they swarm, hive the swarm in the new hive, then 21 days
later all the worker-brood will have emerged, and the old
hive can be knockt to pieces.
to transfer

Bees

"Wrong End Up"

in

Drone-Laying Queen.

the Cells

1. I have one colony that is dwindlitig.
They have lots
of brood and it looks healthy. I uncapt a lot of brood and
about half of it was turned the wrong end up. The larvje
lookt nice and healthy and were alive, but of course they
could not gnaw out of their cells. What is the matter, and
what shall I do about it ?
2. I put hive-bodies full of combs under strong colonies
last spring, and the queen went down and laid drone-eggs
in worker-cells, filling two to three frames of drone-brood.
The workers lengthened the cells and they (the capt cells)
look like big warts. Is that regular when j'ou give room

below, or

is it

Wisconsin.

a freak ?

Answers. —

1.

I

don't know.

It is

a very unusual thing

bees " wrong end up " in the cells, and some have
ventured the suggestion that it resulted from weakness.
You say the "larva" was wrong endup. If you mean
realh' "larva," it would be an easy thing to be mistaken as
But if you
to its position, for each end looks like a tail.
mean pupa, that is after the form of the head can be plainly
seen, then the case is a very unusual one. and I know of no
remedy except to give the bees all the chance you can to be
strong in numbers, and possibly that maj' make no
to find

Mating and Laying of ttueens

Ants

in

the Hive.

How long should it be after a queen emerges before she
begins laying ? Prof. Cook says six or seven days. In my
experience it is much longer. On May 5 I had two queens
out in a queenless hive, and I put one of them into another
hive, also queenless. I lookt several times but it was not
till June 16 that I found any brood in either colony, and
then only a small portion was sealed.
Again, two queens emerged in two nuclei, one a twoframe observation hive, on June 16, and to-day (July 2)
there is no brood nor eggs. On June 30 I saw the queen Hy
out from the observation hive three times in the course of
an hour, twice returning in about 5 minutes, the third time
in about 30 minutes, without any sign of having met the
drone. On July 1 she again went out three times, remaining out as before the last time I think she met a drone as
the vulva was open, but no appendages were attacht.
Were the above periods longer than usual ? If so, what
do you suppose was the cause ? There were plenty of drones
flying during May and early June the weather was mostly
cool and wet. I was much troubled b^' some very small ants
getting into the hives. I got rid of them by putting some
poison fly-paper into a small tin box. wetting it with honey,
or sugar and water, and covering with fly-wire to keep the
bees from getting at it. The ants were soon crowding into
it, but the nest day there was not one to be seen.
British Columbia.

difference.

The combs being

under story had nothing to
a case of a drone-laying queen,
and you will find that when the queen went up-stairs she
did the same work there.
2.

do with the case.

It

in the

was

Sand-Vetch— Web Attacht to Bees.

:

;

—

Answer. Prof. Cook says in his Manual, " Five or six
days after issuing from the cell Neighbour says the third
day if the day is pleasant the queen goes forth on her

—

—

1.

all

Is

sand-vetch a honey-plant

?

My

bees work on

it

the time.

2. Why do some of the young bees come out with a
white web attacht to them so that it is difficult for them to

fly ?

What

is

the remedy

?

Alstad.

—

Answer. 1. It must be a pretty good honey-plant (I've
had no experience with it) or else the bees wouldn't work on
At least it must be one of the best yielding
it all the time.
For a plant that yields rather poorly will be
at the time.
well visited by the bees when nothing better is to be had,
but will be deserted as soon as something better offers.
The
2. Possibly it is part of the web of the wax-worm.
remedy is to keep strong colonies, and especially Italians.

A

very weak colony of Italians will keep out the moths.

—
Julv

a
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used the result will be bad. But if the matter is left entirely to the bees to secure from the lot only one queen, the
queens first started from the young larva; will mature before the objectionable ones, and the result will be a goocl
queen. Also if several of the cells are given to a nucleus,
the chances are in favor of a good queen. But he counts
that the Doolittle plan has the markt advantage that all
cells

—

Bees in the Walls of a House. A colony of bees were
located in the dead-air space between the two walls of a
brick house. A. D. Hopps threw in carbolized water all thru
the sides by means of a small syringe, and that being- more
than the bees could stand they came out and were hived.
Gleanings in Bee-Culture.
Duties of Worker=Bees are thus given by A. H. Dufl in
At two or three days old, preparing
a Kansas Bulletin
food and feeding larvae at 10 or 12 days old, secreting wax
and building comb at about 20 days old, field-work. The
generally accepted age for field-work is 16 days. It would
be interesting to know upon what grounds Mr. Duff has departed from the traditions of the fathers.
:

;

;

—

Controlled Fertilization of Queens. Dr. Mason gives
further publicity in the Bee-Keepers' Review to an item
given in Canadian Bee Journal.
The Doctor had tried
shutting in at 9a.m.virg'in queens and the drones he wanted
to meet them, then letting them out when drones had ceast
to fly, but both queens and drones were uneasy, fretting and
stewing to get out for a flight. Mr. Holmberg has supplied
the missing link by putting the nuclei in the cellar where
they keep quiet, giving the nuclei a good supply of drones.

may

be good.

Prevention of Swarming by Perforated Zinc at Entrance seems to be one of the things at which the novice
quite generally grasps with alacrity. As a swarm cannot
go off without a queen, it seems the natural thing for the
inexperienced to jump at the conclusion that a measure that
will prevent the departure of the queen will prevent swarming, without taking into account the fatality that may accompany such a thing. To the inquiry of one more who
has conceived the idea of preventing swarming by means
of perforated zinc at the entrance, the editor of the British
Bee Journal replies with perhaps a shade of impatience (an
impatience which is quite justified) that the idea of preThe thing
venting swarming hy such means is absurd.
has been tried again and again, and only failures reported.
Among other troubles, "excluders have become blockt by
drones endeavoring to squeeze thru in the headlong outrush
of a swarm, and strong colonies half suffocated thereby in
hot weather."

—

Management for Comb Honey. H. H. Hyde, having
said that as soon as the fast flow has commenced he goes
thru, filling the bottom story full of sealed brood as much
as possible, placing frames of the youngest brood at the
outside of the hives, S. P. Culley heartily endorses the plan,
" The principles involved, are briefly, it secures
and says
the right conditions to insure prompt starting and vigorous
(a) it gives a brood-chamber
work in the sections, to-wit
(b) it obviates the necessity
full of brood, not much honey
of bees traveling over much honey to reach the super
thing four out of five colonies do with extreme and expensive reluctance and one or more out of five refuse to do at
all
(c) it invites the bees to store honey directly over the
brood, which is in harmony with their own idea (d) placing
frames of the youngest brood at the outside of the broodnest diverts from storing at the sides of the brood to storing
above, in the sections." Progressive Bee-Keeper.
:

Wax=Moths in Strong Colonies.— Dr. Bartrum demurs
to the statement of British Bee Journal that there is little
fear of wax-moths in strong colonies. Even with the strongest colonies he finds it advisable to squeeze putty " into all
the crevices on the top frames of the combs," in order to
avoid injury to surplus honey. Possibly the kind of bees
has something to do with the case. In England black bees
are preferred by many to Italians, and it is well known that
blacks in this country at least .will not protect themselves
against moths as will the Italians.

—

—

;

;

—

;

;

'

'

—

—

Capacity for Strong Colonies. A. H. Duff says in the
that it would be a fatal mistake to confine
a very strong colony to a single story of usual dimensions.
A second story should be added, the bees using both stories
for brood and honey combined until the beginning- of the
honey harvest. Then only one of the stories should be left,
if comb honey is to be produced, this story being filled with

Queen-Excluders Indispensable for Extracting, altho
not necessary for comb honey, is the theme of C. A. Hatch
He says that without excluin Gleanings in Bee-Culture.
ders more combs must be used for the same amount of
honey, as much of the storage-room is occupied with brood
and pollen labor is saved in the fall, for with the excluder
the brood is all where it ought to be; but the strongest
point he makes a point that can hardly be emphasized too
strongly is that without the excluder the queen will occupy
extracting-combs. and the food of the larva:- will be thrown
out in the honey, to say nothing abovit the larvae themselves
floating around in it, and the lowering in this way the qualHe believes in
ity of the honej' is a very serious matter.
using plain sheets of perforated zinc. These should not be
given when the super is first put on, but after the bees are
well started, even if the queen lays in the super. When the
excluder is given, put queen and brood below, or at least
put onU' sealed brood above.

Kansas Bulletin

;

In place of the removed story, tv\'0 tiers of sections
should be given above. If the extractor is to be used, leave
both stories, putting the brood below and the honey above.

brood.

—

Separator and Non-Separator Honey.— A picture is
given in Gleanings in Bee-Culture of eight sections of
extra-fancy honey in bee-way sections. The honey is snowwhite and of fine flavor, the only drawback being that some
sections are too full and some are lean because separators
were used only in every alternate space. Editor Root thinks
more money could be obtained for such honey by using the

number of separators. It seems that some make a success of producing section honey with half the usual number
of separators, or with none at all, but in some circumstances, perhaps in most circumstances, it is wisdom to use them.

—

full

I

—

Rearing Queens by Unqueening a Colony. The editor
of the Bee-Keepers' Review refers to an article in Gleanings in Bee-Culture in which Dr. Miller admits that when
left to their own choice some of the queens will be poor, and
holds the Doctor still in error in insisting that the first
queens hatcht will be good, and that bees continue to start
queen-cells after larva; are too old. Even if the first queen
Mr. Hutchis best, soiiietiines she goes off with a swarm.
inson has started as many as a thousand batches of queenbetter
followed
the
plan
of
making a
cells, and till he knew
colony queenless. Most of the cells were started the first
day after the queen's removal — occasionallj' one the second
day. All hatcht on the same day, with an occasional one a
day later. That is, the regular cells, but sometimes two or
three days after the regular batch was started, what he
calls • fool-cells " were started with half-grown worker
larvje, producing worthless queens. So his bees don't do as
the Doctor claims continue starting cells in succession.
As Dr. Miller seems to stand alone in his views, one might
be excused for asking him why, since he is not a queenbreeder, he should pit his limited observation against that
of all those who have reared queens by the thousand.

Do Bees Made Queenless Choose Larvfe too Old for
Good Queens?— Some time ago Dr. Miller took issue against
the somewhat generally accepted theory that bees left to
themselves, in their haste to secure a queen as soon as possible, would select by preference larva? so old that good
queens could not be produced from them, maintaining tliat
a queenless colony when left to itself would select the best
material it had on hand. Several of the leading writers
stood up for the old theory, declaring that actual experiment had shown that when a queen was suddenly removed
from a colony a lot of very poor queens was reared. In
Gleanings in Bee Culture Dr. Miller says beliefs have been
read into his article that he never held. He thinks it the
instinct of the bee to rear a number of queens, not all at the
same time but somewhat in succession, and after the first
few days of queenlessness there being no sufficientU' young
larva; present the bees will use those too far advanced, and
these will produce poor queens. If all the queen-cells are

—

I
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and the home market was glutted and prices badlj- cut. He
put an advertisement in his own and near-bj- towns, sayinc,-what the honey was, and that while it lasted he would sell
18 pounds for a dollar. Right below this advertisement was
a notice from the leading banking firm of the town, saying
$100 reward would be paid if any honey sold by C. Davenport was not the pure article gathered from the flowers. A
deposit of SlOO in the bank secured this latter notice.
Result
He -sold all he had, and some 500 pounds more
that he bought. Customers came 20 miles and more, and
many sent by friends and neighbors. He made a nice profit
over what he would have done bj' selling at wholesale. He
has a class of customers who pay 17 cents apiece for sections which weigh less than a pound, their only concern
being to get the best honej- direct from the apiarj-.
:

Tin Cans vs. Barrels
somewhat monotonous on

for

Honey. — At the

risk of being

we wish to refer to
upon it, which came under

this subject,

an illustration bearing directlj'
our observation about two weeks ago.
We were called over to see a shipment of honey that
was sent in barrels from a Mississippi bee-keeper to one of

the Chicago commission men. There were two large barrels holding 600 pounds each, or about 1,200 pounds of
honey when they were started from the Mississippi railroad
station, but when they arrived here there was only 250

pounds of honey left in them. The barrels lookt good and
strong, and had no evidence of leakage at the bung--holes,
but one end of each barrel had the appearance of having
leakt.
We think the barrels were shipt standing on end.
It was certainly a big loss of honey, and we couldn't
help thinking that had the shipper used cans there would
have been no trouble. At least not all of the 20 cans that
would have been needed to hold the honey would have leakt.
We are still in favor of cans, and we believe the MissBut it is
issippi bee-keeeper will be like-minded hereafter.
a rather costly experience for him.

—

The Market Price of Honey. Mr. H. S. Jones is a
bee-keeper of some 50 colonies in this (Cook) county. Naturally, of course, he is somewhat interested in the price of
honey. The following, dated July 19, relates a little of his
recent personal experience, and also contains a few suggestions to honey-producers:

Friend York
mission

:

— Last week

I

man on South Water

made myself known, we

called
street,

upon a certain comChicago.

Having

started in on the honey-business.

first question was, " How much honey have you on
hand "'?
Axs. — "Just those few cases of buckwheat; no new
honey in yet."
QuES." " What will be the price of comb honey this

My

—
season "?
Ans. — "

I

could

sell

some

first-class

honey for

13 cents

per pound."

— "That seems to be a low price for first-class
Ans. — "We expect a big crop this season, and the price
will be lower."
OuES. — "Do you know that several bee-keepei-s have
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be at such a low figure and unless the bee-keepers keep up
with the sugar trust, etc., they will have to give their honey
away and a silver spoon to eat it with. Come, come, beeto the front, and make a firm stand for your
keepers
Everything is advancing in price why not our
rights.
sweets, which we work hard for ?
Is there not one amongst us who would dare get up and
start a honey exchange, whereby all bee-keepers could become stockholders, and share in the profits of what the
commission men get ? The florists have their exchanges,
the fruit-growers have theirs. It pays them first-class.
The orange-growers have their exchanges, where the fruit is
They are .scattered all over the
sorted, repackt and sold.
country, so that no one point becomes overstockt. and is
also never out of stock. The prices are governed by the
;

;

—

quality of the fruit.
That is what the bee-keepers want. Let tkcm set the
price on their goods, as any other producers do, giving each
grade a fair, living profit. Until we have something of this
We must get up
sort the prices will be low, and lower still.
and establish the price of honey, and not leave it to one
man to say what the price of honey shall be.
Come to the front, one and all, and see what can be
H. S. Jones.
done before it is too late.

There is no doubt about there being a good deal of
what Mr. Jones says, and it seems to us that the

truth in

United States Bee-Keepers' Association could organize a
department to inaugurate a plan whereby at least the honey
of its own members could be handled more satisfactorily to
them than has been the rule heretofore. It would be necessary to have a manager, in some large city (perhaps Chicago), to whom would be shipt the honey, or at least some
of it that might need grading and repacking. Doubtless
much of it could be graded properly before shipping, and
then have it go direct to other cities where needed.
Surely, there are brains and business capacity enough in
the present management of the Association to start a plan
that would develop into what the honey-producers ought to
have in order to dispose of their crops to the best advantage.
Planting Basswood (Linden) for Honey .—Editor Hutchinson grows poetic in an apostrophe to " Lovely Linden,"
and then takes the poetry all out of it by discouraging the
idea of planting a linden orchard with a view to profit. He
gives a report from A. I. Root, perhaps the only man who
ever put as many as 4,000 lindens in one plantation. The
trees were planted in the spring of 1873, one rod apart, and
the ground cultivated for two years, and no other crops

have occupied the ground since the trees were planted. The
apiary among the lindens has given much more honey
than the home-apiary two miles away, but only a small part
of the trees has done much blooming. This is perhaps because the land is low and v\'et, besides being poor. E. R.
Root adds that one great fault was that sprouts were allowed to grow around the bottom of the tree.
Mr. Hutchinson thinks the only feasible plan is to own
the land upon which the lindens grow, otherwise the woodman's ax is pretty sure to ruin the bee-keeper's pasturage.

OuES.

g'oods."

nearly all, their bees "?
Ans.—" Oh, yes but there are plenty left to gather the
crop."
This same party wanted me to send him some fine comb
honey at once, for the small sum of 13 cents a pound, with
a low market. It seems to me there is something wrong,
somewhere. Mind you, the market is perfectly dry— no
honey in to oft'er to buyers, still the price is away down for
The first
first-class goods
It is quite different with fruit.
strawberries in the market go away up, and come down to
a price where every one can buy. Where is the difi'erence ?
Can any one inform me where this commission man got
his price of 13 cents? Who gave it to him ? Or did he just
set that price to suit himself ? I cannot understand why.
here in a city like Chicago, the price of comb honey should
lost all. or

;

1

we

Uses for Beeswax.— In the Northwestern Agriculturist
which employ beeswax as an

find the following recipes

ingredient

Grafting-Wax.— To make grafting-wax, melt

four

pounds rosin, and when hot add one pound each of beeswax
and beef tallow. When all is melted, pour into cold water
and work the same as you vrould taft'y.

Common Sealing-Wax.— Common sealing-wax may be
made by slowly melting four pounds of rosin with one

pound each of best gum shellac and beeswax. Cool in thin
sheets which can be easily broken.
Druggist's Sealing-Wax.— A good quality of druggist's sealing-wax is made by melting one and a quarter
pounds of rosin and adding one ounce each of beef tallow,
lard and beeswax. When all is melted stir in one ounce of
American vermilion. For use, melt a piece of .this wax and
dip the corkt bottles into

it.

:

!

:
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Your HelD Wanted to Increase
The

Old American Bee Journal

List of Subscribers to the

?

We really believe that if ALL the present readers of the American Bee Journal were so inclined, they
could help to double its rejfular list of subscribers before Sept. 1, 1899 or during- the nest 5 or 6 weeks.
We do not find any fault with what our subscribers have done in the past toward increasing the list
of Bee Journal readers for they have done nobly but why couldn't the doubling of the list be accomplisht
within the next month ? We surely think it could be done, and in order that it may be easier for those who
help in it, we will make a SPECIAL
SUBSCRIPTION OFFER, and also pay all who will aid in securing new subscribers. Here is the offer

—

—

—

NEW
:

Six Months for 40 Cents

to a

New

subscriber....

WEEK

—

we will send the American Bee Journal EVERY
from July 1, 1899, to Jan. 1, 1900 26
for only 40 cents, to a
subscriber. In addition to this we will send to the present regular
subscribers, for the work of getting new 6-months' readers, their choice of the premiums mentioned below,
but no premium will also be given to any new subscriber on these offers, under any circumstance :
Yes,

NEW

numbers

New 40-cent Subscriber

For

Sending 1

Your choice
lowing

New 40-cent Subscribers

of one of the fol-

-Your choice of one of the
lowing list

list

Wood Binder

Bees and Honey (160 pages, cloth) by Newman.
Bee-Keeping for Beginners, by Dr. j. P. H. Brown.
Bienenzucht und Honiggewinnung (German) by

for a year's Bee Journals.
Poultry for Market!
Our Poultry Doctor.
Capons and Caponizing.
10 copies York's Honey Almanac.

J. F. Eg'gers.

Advanced Bee-Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson.
30 copies York's Honey Almanac.

New 40-cent Subscribers

For

Sending

2

Your choice
lowing

ill

of one of the fol-

Vl/

list:

Dr. Howard on Foul Brood.
Monette Oueen-Clipping Device.
Bienen-Kultur (German) by T. G. Newman.
Dr. Tinker's Bee-Keeping for Profit.
Pierce's Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping.
Bees and Honey (160 pages, paper) by Newman.
20 copies York's Honey Almanac.

Sending

5

New 40-cent Subscribers
Doolittle's

Scientific

Queen-

Rearing.

New 40-cent Subscribers

\li

For

Sending

6

Cook's
Guide.

Prof.

NOW FOR A GRAND PUSH FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS
seems

fol-

Bee-Keeper's

I

with the above low rate to new subscribers, and also the premiums offered, we
should get such a landslide of new subscriptions as will make us sweat to care for them during the next
few weeks without any help from the hot weather.
are ready now to enter the new names and mail
the premiums. Are YOU readj' to go out and get them, and then send them in ?
It

to us that

WE

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO.. 118 MictilQan St.. GliicaQO.

111.

Another Offer:
Golden Italian Queen Free
For

Any

one sending us

SeiKliiio

2 New SiibscriDers!

TWO NEW SUBSCRIBERS

to the Bee Journal for one year
(with $2.00) will receive, as a premium, by mail promptly, a Warranted Golden Italian
Queen=Bee, valued at 75 cents or, send us ONE new subscriber for a year, and 30 cents
more (SI. 30 in all), and the queen will be mailed to 3'ou.
;

Address,

QEORGE W. YORK &

CO.,

118 Michig'an Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

—
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SWEET CLOVER

Roors Column

And Several Other Clover

*_J

Seeds.

We

have made arrang-etnents so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following' prices, cash with
the order:

GLEANINGS
AT REDUCED

lu the muUitude of counsellors there

safety.— Prov.

Sweet Clever

A Isike Clover

11-14.

White Clover

Judging the Condition of a Colony by
External Symptoms.

RATES....

determine the condition of a colony without
niovin»rany of the combs? Illinois.

We

do not need to tell you about our
journal, for it will speak for itself but

we make

—

Offer No. A.
we will send GtEANlNGS
IN Bee-Culture from the time your

no.
C.

is received until January,
send in your order promptly
you will g-et 6 months for only 25 cents.

Davenport — Sometimes to some ex-

For

$1.00

we

will send

an untested

Queen worth 75 cts. and Gle.^nixGS IN Bee-Culture one vear.

O. O.

but not

Popplefon— Some

For £1.00 we will send Gleanings in
Bee-Culture the rest of this year and
all

of next year, that

your subscription

is,

from the time

received until January, 1901. The sooner you take advantag'eof this offer, the more numbers
is

vou will receive.

For 50 cents we will send Gleanings
IN Bee-Culture 6 months beg-inningJuly 1 and Vol. I of Gleanings. This
is for the year 1873.
There are many
interesting things. There are 12 articles on "Starting an Apiary," and
while some of these may not be practinow, there is much valuable information and it gives a good idea of
bee-keeping at that time. Our supphis limited and of course we cannot concal

tinue this offer long'.
Old as well as new subscribers mav
take advantage of these offers, but all

arrearages on back subscriptions must
be paid at 81.00 per ^-ear.

first

ADDRESS

THE A. L ROOT
MEDINA, OHIO.

CO,

W.

Address

FOREHAND,

J.

FORT DEPOSIT. ALA.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

-writing.

Union CombiNATION Saw—

of the conditions,

E. Whitcomb
others, no.

— In

many

cases,

^^ f o r ripping.
^Kcutting.
VcroAS
niiterinK. rab-

yes;

Haven't any X-ray

some I can't.
Eugene Secor— Generally,

I

cer-

poses.

Brown— In

a general

way

you can: but to get positive knowledge you
must go in.shlf: of the hive.
E. France — No. But can tell a weak colony from a strong one. and give a pretty
good guess as to other conditions.
Emerson T. Abbott — Experience will enable one to form a jiretty correct idea, but
cannot explain on paper how it is dene.
Prof. A. J. Cook— In some measure, but
You can measure its
not accurately.
strength and give a good guess at the cause,
if weak.
W. G. Larrabee — I can almost always tell
by looking at the top of the frames without
removing any, btit not by looking at the
outside of the hive.
J. E. Pond— I cannot,

any more than

I

tell what one had for dinner by counting his vest buttons. I can only determine
conditions by examination.
Mrs. A. J. Barber Not invariably. lean
give a good guess but sometimes there are
conditions that one cannot determine except by a close examination.
>S. T. Pettit— If they are short of
stores I
can determine that by lifting the rear end
It they are weak or queenless
of the hive.
I can give a pretty good guess by outside

can

ony. Any time excepting in the swarming
season I can tell from external appearances
when a colony is ijueenless.
E, S. Lovesy— Yes,
in going around
among the bee-keepers I can generally tell
the condition of their bees before opening
the hives, but there is not room in the
for explanations.
"Question-Box
But
"

mention Bee Journal when writing.
Are

tint

iialuius;

ihevareGOLDLN

f\DEU BEES

CARNIOLANS—
and practically a

non-swarming^, non-sting-ing: strain of bees;
honey-gatheiers and sure to winter. Tested
Oueeus, each. Sl.iK):
Queens. fS-SCi; 12 Queens,
f^.OO.
Everything- g-uarauteed. Book gi'^-ing' 37
years' experience in queen-rearing mailed free.
g-reat

t.

HENRY ALLEY,
Wexham, Esskx

24.\tf

Co.,

Please mention Bee Journal -when

EGGS
per dozen.
llAtf

want ihe

Mass.

-nrriting.

FROM BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS

Thorobred — Fine Pluma^ed
Fowls — Farm Raised — 75 cents

MRS. L

C.

AXTELL.

ROSEVILLE,

ALBINO QUEENS
ge'iule'-t

ILL.

most

^U'JirQu^Ln^lLH"';
f you
_
Hees— If you want the best
.

honey-gatherers you ever

saw— try my

Albinos.

Warranted Queens. SI. 00; Untested. ~'~ cents.
9A26t
J. D. G!VENS, LlSBON.TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Comb Foundation
Wholesale and Retail.

Working

;

G. W, Demaree- Well, I can tell almost
at a glance if there ore good reasons from
external appearances for practical iuvestigation of the internal condition of the col-

,

«

-Please

—

symptoms.

i

I

line

Send for Catalog A.
Sencra Falls Mfp. Co..
Water St.. Senpca Falls, N.Y.

some

A. F. Brown— Generally, yes, the there
are exceptions to all rules.
R. C. Aikin— In a general way I can, but
outside diagnosis doesn't answer all pur-

sawing,

Foot
A Nr> H A N PP O W K K MA-

most prac-

almost to a

-

boring, edged n g
beading, etc.

KuU
for

eaininfTi

p.

mo u
CHINEttY.

C. H. Dibbern— Yes,
tainty, every time.

n

1

scroll

can, and

tical purposes.

Dr. J. P. H.

groov-

fjetiny.

Elwood — No.

I

Offer No. D.

—

RIVAL.

all.

Dr. A. B. Mason— Can determine
conditions, but not all.

Offer No. C.

Queens

Reared from the best 3-baud honej-fratherers
by DooHttle's method. Prices 45 cents each;
% dozen, S2.50; one dozen. J4.50. SAFE AR-

2SA(.t

apparatus.
D. W. Heise— Some conditions

Italian

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Italian

—

P. H.

Offer No. B.

YORK & CO.

W.

tent.

subscription

1900. If you

GEORGE

118 Michisran Street,

—

25 cents

if

freight.
are solicited.

Your orders

re-

Mrs. L. Harrison Yes.
A. Green Very often.
J. M. Hamljaugh— Not always.
Rev. M. Mahin h^ometimes. yes.
J. A. Stone— Yes. to a great extent.
Chas. Dadant& Son— No. not always.
G. M.Doolittle— Generally, yes. Minutely,
J.

the

:

For

1.40

Dr. C. C. Miiler-No.

;

as an extra inducement
followingf low offers

50 ft
$4.00
S.7S
5.00
5.00
3.50

2Stti

$2.25
3.00
3.00

L25

Alfalfa Clover
1.20
Crimson Clover
.90
2.00
Prices subject to market changfes.
Add 25 cents to jour order, for cartagfe,

wanted by

Query 98. — Can you by external symptoms

10ft
$1.00

60c
70c
80c
60c
55c

(melilot)

Wax

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

DO NOT FAIL
Before placing- your order, to send
what you need lu

me

a

list

of

Foundation, Sections,
And

other Supplies, and

will get the best goods

trated Catalog Free.

g-et

my

prices.

and save money.

You
Illus-

BEESWAX WANTED.

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writinfi.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
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(^Jlg^pPARM

LANDS

Located on the Illinois Central R. R.

SOUTHERN

^^
And

in

ILLINOIS

'^

Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley R. R. iu the famous

also located on the

YAZOO VALLEY
isissippi^specially adapted lo the
of Mississippi^specially
raisi n^ uf

CORN AND HOGS.

see a colony with a large amount
of bees rushing in and out of the hive, carand pollen, as a rule there
in
honey
rying
is nothing serious the matter with them.

M. Null — To a certain extent, but
examinations are necessary to a thoro
knowledge as to conditions, as stores,
queenlessness. and preparation for swarmWhere movable bottom-boards are
ing.
used this can be done by raising the hive
and looking from the bottom upward.
Adrian Getaz — Yes, I can usually. That
is, near enough to decide if there is something wrong or not. and what it is. But it
takes close observation and daily visits, as
the conclusion is reacht more by the change
of the conditions from one day to another,
than by the actual appearance of the colony
Mrs.

111.

R. L. Taylor Yes. to a large extent.
it is easy to tell in April when the
bees are at work whether a colony is
queenless. but I cannot tell when a young
queen, in a colony from which a swarm has
issued, begins to lay. In April and May I
am certain of the condition of 9.5 percent of
the colonies without opening a hive.

when

*res.

300

Selected Golden

larg:e

and

Italian Queens
warranted purely
mated, reared by Doolittle's method, Oueens by
return mail, safe delivery and satislaction g"uaranteed; have 11 years' experience.
Price of
Oueens, 75 cents each;
for S4.00; or S7.0() per
dozen. Order qulclc, as above queens are young
and will soon be taken. Read testimonials:
RoMKO, Mich., July 10. 1899.
Mr. QuiRiN— Dear Sir:— The queens you sent
me have turned out the yellowest bees in my
all

<fver,

(>

apiary, are gentle to handle, are larg^e and well

C C. Chamberlain.
Blocklv, Iowa, July 5, 1S99.
Mr. Quirin— Dear Sir:— The queen's I e'ot of

marlit.

j'ou last

year are

satisfaction, better than some untested queens I paid rl 00 for, to
breeders who sell for no less at any tirup- of year.
Y'ours truly,
Edwin Bkvins.

Address

all

e-ivin<r srood

orders lo

H. Q. QUIRIN, Parkertown. Erie Co.. Ohio.

Money Order Office, Bellevue.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
30Atf

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no

Sag" in

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being- the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

VAN DHUSHXy
Sole Manufacturer,

J. A.

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.

luiianS-UaiidodQiicoos
Untested, 50 cents each; Testi-d, ilJ^o each.
These Queens are reared in a yard that has no
3-banded queens or drones in it.
I have no more Nuclei to spare.
Remit by
Postal Money Order.

Dan'l Wurth, Falmouth,
Plfa^e

3ilA2t
I

iiiLMUioii

have a

We have several 25-pound bo.xes of VanDeusen
Thin Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation for sale at
per box. This Foundation is preferred by
many. We have only a few boxes of it at our
Chicaefo Branch, so an order for same should be
sent promptly.

THE
n,^

Rush Go.

Ind.

the IJwe Journal.

fully equipt

APIARY FOR SALE
Bees, Hives, and .-Viiiari.ni Siippli.*.^. siliiati-d in
Maiden, Mass. Call, oi aiMtvss uiUi slampil
you want reply.
S. A. FISHER,
30Alt
82 Water Street, BOSTON, MASS.

Address,

A.

ROOT

I.

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Micbiq-au Street.

GOLDEN BEAUTY
BY RETURN MAIL ITALIAN QUEENS
cents; Tested,

«®-|F

Mks. Ch.aklottf Fou-

FOWLER & WELLS CO.
East 21st St., Xkw York.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

yell<i\v

^^^^jj^rr/^^rg

of PlirenoloEy,

27

writing.

Van Deusen Jliin Foundation.

IsAtf

ihe Secretary-, care of

when

Please mention Bee Journal

Untested,

;rl.iH.i.

TERRftL BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Co. Tex

writing.

EK WiiLLS, incorporated iu
!<60, opens its next session on
lept. 5, IS')').
For prospectus
-,end ;free on application) to

27A9t

For special information regarding The Oxygen Treatment,
Address,
DR. PEIRO.
Central Music Hall, Chicago.

5i"'

The American
lEstitiite

the inhalatiou of Oxygen, the
specitic cure for all lung troubles.

—reared from Imi-oktkd Mothers.

Ceut. R. R. Co., Park Kow, R,.i.iu 41j,
CHICAGO, ILL.

30A16t

Please mention Bee Journal

By

$12. 5U

—

SKENE, Land Commissioner,

E, P.

Mr. Kipling Cured

J.

Thus

Write for Pamphlets and Maps.

27, 1899.

when you

at a given time.

Soil RicteiTSe World.

Julv

Bees Wintered Well.

My

queens of this season's rearing are inferior. Queens were extra good last season.
I wintered in a dugout 51 colonies without
loss not enough bees on the cellar floor to
bother about sweeping up. All queens were
alive and healthy in the spring Mice made
nests in the empty supers filled with planer
chips, but did not dare enter a hive.
Bees

—

were like crickets all winter.
I have taken off some honey from raspberry bloom. White clover is not yielding
yet.
John Armstrong.

Chippewa
Fall

Co., Wis., July

5.

Honey Prospects Poor,

percent of my
bees in the cold spell of February, the balweak
out
in
the
spring. April
ance coming
and May were good for the bees to build up
in stores June and July were too dry. The
bees have not made a living. The prospect
for a fall flow is poor, as we had a freeze
June HO. that froze corn and potatoes, and
did lots of damage. White clover is scarce,
and linden only lasted three days on acI used Mr. Raycount of dry weather.
mond's plan for increase, to perfection.
Success to the American Bee Journal.
F. McBkide.
Hardin Co.. O.. July 15

The winter

of 1898

I

lost 50

;

Moving Bees a Short Distance.
My bees are doing very well The alfalfa
i-i

comiug into bloom the second time, and

am

middle of a 8.000 acre field of it.
und the prospect is flattering for a good
flow of honey.
1 moved my bees this spring about 100
yards, to set them under young cherry

I

in the

and for the benefit of those who may
to do the same. I will tell here how I
up and carried
I just took them
them to their new stands, and the next day
they went back inconsiderable numbers;
1 let them alone till the afternoon, and
trees,

want

did

it.

then I set three or four hives full of combs
on the old stands that 1 moved from, and
the bees gathered on them abundantly,
when I carried them and put them into the
weakest colonies I had. In that way I made
the colonies nearly equal, and instead of
moving doing the bees any damage I am
certain it was a benefit.
On the second day after moving I let
them alone iu the forenoon, and after dinner I took two hives full of frames of combs
with some honey in them and let all the
bees there were hovering around their old

Please nientiou the Bee Journal.

YOU WANT THE

^= BEE-BOOK

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than anv other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

B66-K66p6rs' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

you are interested in Sliee]j in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.
If

and

]Vlarlcel!«
Sheep
has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
foremost
and all the time.
his industry, first,
Are you interested? Write tit-day.

%Vool

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO. ILL.
i-'lease mention Bee Journal when writing.
Either 5-banded. (iolden or

QUEENS
A

from

IMPORTED

Italian
for

mothers, 60c each; or

few fine breeders at ?1.50 each. Give me
a trial and let me surprise vou. Satisfaction or
CH. H. THIES. Steeleville, 111.
no pay.
26Atf Please mention the American Bee Journal.

•-THIS<»

Wood

Diuder

one year's numbers
of tbe Amekic^n Bee JouKN-iL
and will be sent by mail for
•in cenl>i.
Full directions
aocotnpauy eacb Binder. Tbe
issues of tbe Joukn.il can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, aud preserced tor reference in book form.
By payiu? for a year's subscription STUICTLr I.V ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, postwill hold

paid, for 10 cents extra.

ADIIKESS.

OEO. W. YORK & CO.
lis Mich. St., Chicago,

111.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

—

:

July
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THE

G. B.

LEWIS

Are Models
Tills Is tlie Vercllct of Tliousanfls of

Our unrivaled

of Perfection.

M \k

Customers

Factories

copy of our Catalog- and Price

and Main

Branch Offices and Warepooms
LEWIS CO.,
515 First Ave., N. E., jVIinneapolis, Miun.
B. LEWIS CO.,

Office

South Alabama

Ever

Am

I prepared to furnish everytliiiifr needed by
the up-to-date bee-keeper, all floods manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., stiipt to me in car

and sold at their prices.
trated, 36-pag-e Catalosr FREE.

Send

lots,

17A]7t

FREMONT,

E.

for illus-

HILTON,

Newaytr<i Co.,

Please mention Bee Journal

AGENCIES

:

E. T.

when

MICH.

"writing.

St.

DON'T

WOODMAN, Grand Rapids, Mich.
FRED FOULGER & SONS, Og-den, Utah.

camp-ground go iuto the two hives, and
there were eno'igh to make two good colonies.
I just left them in the hives, and at
dark 1 carried them over and let them remain in the hive, and in two or three days
I gave them queens; now they are filling
their supers with hcney, and are as good
colonies as I have. So, you see, one can
move bees and not lose any, but improve
them instead.
The bees didn't go back to amount to any
thing on the third day, and I had no more
trouble with them, but all boxes and pieces
of boards, in fact everything, must be
cleaned off the old yard, so they will have

KNOW

WOVEN WIRK FKNCKCO.. AHKI AN, MICH.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

me send you my 64BEE-KEEPERS ! pag^e Catalog for 1899.
A/. tZe/i/f^/ns, ll''etumpfc:a, Ala,

Joseph, Mo.

SMITH'S CASH STORE, San

I

moved 37 colonies.
A. J. Snowden.

Buffalo Co., Nebr., July

(lOw lonK Pasre Fence will lagit. J. W. Dewey,
(Jambridtje, Mich., bae some 13 years old. Says be
thinks it tjood for 50 yeare more.

tM(;K

ABBOTT,
L. C.

nothing to cluster on.

WE

Watertown, Wisconsin.

:

Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Better than

GEO.

Cost No More.

mailed free upon application.

L,ist

G. B.

Address,

AddiowleflEment of Competitors.

coupled with twenty-five years of manufacturing- experience, enable us to anticipate and
supply every want and need of the bee-keeper, promptly and accurately.

YOU WANT THE BEST— They

19

GO'S

facilities,

A

G.
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Honey Crop

16.

Light.

The honey crop here is light. When the
clover was on it was too cold; and when
the linden came it was too late. Thistle so
S. T. Pettit.
far is yielding but little.
Ontario, Canada. July IS.

Francisco, Cal.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MONETTE
Device

Queen-Clippinga fine thing for use in
and clipping' Queens'

is

catching'

We

mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it
as a premium for sending us
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
ayear atSl.OO; or forSl.lOwe will
wings.

mail

FREE
ONE NEW

the Bee Journal one year

and the Clipping Device.

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,
Hy Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

111.

If you care to know of its
f
;
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper

r^^ilifnf
llld
Vi/ctlllUl nisi

The

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,

handsomely illustrated,
ple copy free.
330

$2.00 per

annum. [ Sam-

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Market Street,
San Francisco. Cal.
-

Let

Please mention Bee Journal

when

-writing.

Bees by the Pound

But

Little

Swarming and Honey.

Bees are working pretty well now. There
has been scarcely any swarming in this
part of the country this year, and but a
light honey-flow the forepart of the season.
A. B. Mettleb.
Will Co., 111., July 19.

Don't Rent
ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

YOUR OPPORTUNITY!
We have arrant^ed with a larj^e bee-keeper in
Cedar Countv, Iowa, to furnish ONE-FRAME

NUCLEUS OF BEES WITH WARRANTED
PURE ITALIAN yUEEN and ONE POUND
OF PURE ITALIAN BEES— all for only $Zai;

or in lots of five at 51 80 each. There are ouly
75 for sale. Better order quick if you want any.
If more of the queens are wanted, these can be
had at 75 cents. All queens reared by the Doolittle process.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
118

Michigan

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

YOUR OWN

Double-Wall Hives.
notice Cogitator says, on page 421, that
double-wall hives are like fencing a
pasture with no pasture between. I have
tried the other double-wall hives and given
them up years ago, for reasons best known
to myself. I would not say anything about
other people's way of doing things. Then,
on the other hand, I do not want other people to do my way. A colony of bees that
would not winter thru our winters in my
I

my

Read "The Corn

Belt," a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
2og

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

please mention Bee Journal

when

"writing.
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Operates two Sawmills that

LONDON,

TD_ _ ,1>^«_-.— ^—

curing the best lumber at the lowest

hives would not be worth wintering. At
here in Cook County, I have
taken oflE two full supers o£ fine comb honey
from each of several colonies. Who can
H. S. JoSES.
beat that

Co.

?

Cook

WIS.,

cut, annually, eight million feet of

lumber, thus

'

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved 'machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable
this firm to furnish the

Send

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

for Circular and
when

please mention Bee Journal

Co.,

An

se-

DUppllCS^M
DCe^'JS.eeperS Q..4>^l{»e

price for the manufacture of

111.,

July

19.

Old Acquaintance.

Bees wintered well here last winter. I
lost none from 4(i colonies. Our main honey
plant is alfalfa, which we have in abundance. The honey-flow is liRbt now. but
the outlook is good. The second crop of alfalfa is just beginning to bloom.
I have
a long acquaintance with the
American Bee Journal, my father. Dr. N.
P. Allen, of Kentucky, having taken it for
about 30 years. He was at one time President of the North American Bee-Keepers'
Association, while Thomas G. Newman was
editor of the Bee Journal. Success to you,

see the prices on a full line of Supplies,

Friend York.

writing.

Finney

FK,IOBS OF
Bingliaiii Perfect

27, 1S99.

this date,

Page b Lyon Mfg.
NEW

July

J. C.

Co., Kan..

July

Allen.

13.

Too Much Rain.

Bee-Smokers

haven't taken a pound of honey yet this
year, and prospects for a fall crop are very
poor. It rains so much there doesn't seem
I

any honey iu the flowers.
Sauk Co., Wis., July 19. H. H. Porter.

to be
mail, $1.50
Smtibe Engine (largest smoker made) 4-in, stove. Doz. $13.00; each, by
''
9.(mj;
i.io
Doctor
3J^ in. stove. Doz.
"
l.oo
3-in. stove. Doz.
6.50;
Conqueror
l.arwe

Plain
Jjittle

Wonder (weight

10 ounces)...

2j^-in.
2-in.
2-in.

stove. Doz.
stove. Doz.
Btove. Doz.

Doz.

Honey-Knife

5.00;
4.75;
4.50;
6.00;

-

*'

"
"

all the new improvements. Before buying a
record and pedigree.

Bingham Smokers have
or Knife. look up

Binnhani

.V

U-thering-

3^9^^^

its

.90
.70
.60
,80

'*

Smoker

FIFTEEN YEAKS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALP CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with its
workings, but tliinkiog 1 would need a new one this summer, I write for a circular. 1 do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
Truly,
W. H. KAOERTY, Cuba, Kansas.
January 27, 1H97.

T. F.

BlNGHAin, Harwell, inuhigan.

Storing No Honey.
Bees in this vicinity are storing no honey
We had a good flow of honey-dew
at all.
in May. and lots of swarms, but it rained
nearly every day during the basswood season, and after that the nectar seemed to
dry up entirely. The vast areas of black
sumac here is not worth a cent. It may be
Lee Long.
that cotton will help us out.

Choctaw Nation.

Ind. Ter.

Vepy Light-Colored Bees.

Carloads

have just been watching a colony of
bees, and saw a large number going out,
and of the lightest-colored bees 1 ever saw.
They are many shades whiter than any
I

i)f

Bee-

,,«s«'^^

3

^ S s a

albinos I ever saw. Just look at them thru
Henkt Allet.
a magnifying glass.
Essex Co.. Mass., July 16.

Sections,

Shipping-Cases,

•Comb Foundation

We want the aameaud address of every bee-keeper
in America. We supply dealers as well as consumers. We have Dry Kiln, Improved Machiuerv, 40,000 feet of floor space, and all modern appliances. We make prompt shipment. Write
and EVERYTHING uscd

in the bee-industry.

for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

INTER-STATE MFG.

CO., Hudson, St. Croix Co., Wis.

fWe received the sample of bees, and
they are indeed the lightest colored bees we
ever saw. Personally, we prefer the yellow bees for looks.— Editor.]

Please mention Bee Journal -when writiug.

Did Well at Swarming.

OUR MOTTO

!

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

seciions. sniDDinQ-Gases and

My

bees have done well at swarming. I
had 13 colonies in the spring, lost none in
the winter, and now I have 45. Seven were
doubled up, and .5 left for the West. There
is

not

much honey.

keeping

B66-K66D6r§' SOPDlleS
We make
The

a specialty of

BASSWOOD

the best for making- the

making

Wisconsin

is

acknowledg-ed by

all to

be

ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young: and

thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog

and Price-List FREE.

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
Please mention

tlK- lli-c

J-mrnal wIk-m writing;.

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We

have the best equipt factory in the West. Capacity,
one carload a day; and carry the largest stock antf greatest variety of everything needed in the apiary, assuring
BEST goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

lllustratetJ Catalog* ^- pa^es, Free*
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized
steel, all sizes, any form, for all purposes. Price list free.
Address,

E. KRETCHMER, RED
Please mention Bee Journal ^vheu writing.

OAK, IOWA.

Please Mention the Bee Joiiroal I^|?nTs1ri"^

do not know how to

well, as I
tho old in years.

Winona

the very best Sections on the market.

in this part" of

I

work bees very

am young

at bee-

Mrs. Peter R. Dickson.
July 14.

Co., Minn.,

" Hand-Shaliing Contagion."
No, Mr. Cogitator, I shall not attempt to
regarding promiscuous
inflict statistics
hand-shaking, as per your suggestion on
amount of it could
reasonable
A
page4'21.
be easily given, however, but a little reflection as to possibilities will prove sufficient to clinch the note of warning to
which you very good-naturedly refer.
It need only be considered how minute
a quantity of virus is necessary to inoculate
the human system, to find the key for many
We may breathe in an inflniinfections.
tesimal amount with the air we inhale, to
prove suflicient for the production of most
dire diseases. So. a very little exudation
from an infected hand coming in contact
with some abrasion on a neighbor's fingers
is quite sufficient to impart some of the diseases to which the human skin is liable,
having affinity for the
especially those
hands.
Cogitator need not be reminded tha
eruptions on the skin are simply manifes

!

July
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tations of a more or less seriously contaminated blood, making effort to eliminate its
impurities upon tbe surface. This is Nature's attempt at freeing tbe system of unwelcome substances, wbettier inherited or
acquired. Now. there is no difference how
the trouble occurs, whether the poison is
attacht to a door-panel or a big brass knob,
if it comes in contact with an abraded portion of the body, so that itmay beabsorbed,
contagion is all too likely, but. of course.
not so probable as direct contact with the
warm, moist, and active skin of the hand.
So clearly is the danger appreciated that
now public functionaries, when compelled
to recognize the multitudes, sensibly wear
a light pair of disinfected gloves during the

baud shakmg performance- The
custom especially prevails in European
court introductions, and other formal oc-
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As more thoughtful attention
this

is

given

subject, our democratic officials will

learn to recognize its importance, and
gladly imitate its more sensibly aristocratic
brethren " over the drink."
There, dear Cogitator. you have impelled
me to write nearly a small book in refutation of your doubts, and that, too, of all
other questionable mediums for tbe purpose, in a bee-paper. Now be good.
Dk. Peiro.

Flowers Scarcely Visited by Bees.
I had the first swarm of tbe season July
and took a heap of comfort hiving them,
as they clustered low on a grapevine. My
joy was of short duration, for they were
no sooner in the hive than out they came
pellmell, and returned to their old hive.
Our colonies have made a living, and
reared large families, and yet spend the
larger part of each day clustered in their
porticoes. Tbe bloom of white and sweet
clover is quite plentiful, and yet a bee is
seldom seen visiting them. Did last winter's freezmg destroy the sweetness ? There
was a flow of honey for a day or two, during basswood bloom, tho a portion of it
may have been from the buckbush.
Bees have not carried water for a fortnight; during tbe forepart of the season
they could be seen at almost all hours of
the day around tbe hydrant, but not a single bee is to be seen there now.
11,

Manual

Or,

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

the Apiary,

of

— —
i;y

PROE

A,

J.

COOK,

460 Pages-16th 1899 Edition— 18th Thousand

SI 25 postpaid.

—

This 16th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's
matrnificent book of 4'>ii pagfes, in neat and substantial cloth binding, weproposetoGiVE AW.'iY
to our present subscribers, for the work of yetsubscribers for the American Bee
tiny

NKW

Journal.

—

Send us

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
us Michigan

BEE^SUPPLIES,
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Lang'stroth Hives and everything
pertaining- to same.

Muth Jars.Muth Honey Extractor

— in fact everj'thing used by bee-

is a yreat
market for Extracted Honey. Submit a
small sample, statiny quantity, style of
packaye, and price expected. Prompt
remittances. References:

$3.0(1.

Western German Hank

German Bank

LEININGER BROS.
Ft.

VN^EBER,

to sell to us, as Cincinnati

Satisfaction ^.'uaranteed.
2.HEtf

\AZ.

We are now in shape to buy Extracted
Honey, either in large or small lots.
Parties haviuy any to offer will do well

promptly.

dozen.

C. H.

EXTRACTED HONEY

Minnesota Bee-

'r

for our Catalog.

WANTED!

QUEENS! QUEENS! QUEENS!
each;

Send

Central Ave.. CINCINN.\TI, OHIO,
Successor to
Ch.^s F. Muth .t Son and A. Muth.

"

cts.

keepers.

214t;

Keepers' Supply Mfg. Co., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn. ISAtf

(lO

Jennings. Ohio.
when writing.

Please mention Bee Jonmal

comb honey

is

—

New

York, June 9. Demand ffood for extracted honey, all kinds, and same finds ready
sale at the following- prices; Fancy, 7@7J^c;
choice, 6(a'6J^c; fair, 5^(ai'6c; common, 57{o''ti0c per

Some demand for comb honey at from
fjallon.
11'') 12c for white, and 'J(^10c for amber.
more
demand for dark. Beeswax dull at from 25(a'27c

No

per pound, according" to quality.

HiLDKETH & SeGELKEN.
San Francisco, July 12.— White comb, 10®
amber, 7%''V''^c. Extracted, white, 7J^@
amber, b\^(a\7c. Beeswax, 26'/^(^27c.
Only moderate quantities are arriving of
either comb or extracted, with no prospect of
the itiarket being heavily burdened with offerings any time this seastra. Business is mostly
of a jobbing character, and for such transactions the market is firm at the quotations.
10'/2c;

7l4c; light

Some

extracted of superior quality

is

arriving-

from Monterey County.

Cleveland, July 22.— Fancy white, 13@14c;
No. 1 white, 12f'i'Uc; A No. 1 amber, 10(fl:llc; No.
amber, 9(gil0c; buckwheat, Sc.
Extracted,
white, 7c; amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.
Boston, Mav 17.— Fancv white, 12?'3@13c; A
No. 1, ll(ail2c: No. 1, 10c; light amber, 9c; buckwheat, 8c. Extracted Florida, white, 7j2(S^8c;
light amber, 6'2't"7c. Beeswax, 27iai2Sc.
The demand for both comb and extracted
honey has settled down to the usual small proportions of summer, and prices quoted would be
shaded some, too, as stocks are a little heavier
than is liked at this season of the year.

2

Blake, Scott & Lee.

—The

season for honey is
Some extra fancy white w<juld
ll@12c; some very poor selling at 6('_('7c,
and dull. No more business in honey before the
opening- of the ensuing season.
Battekson & Co.
Omaha, July IS. Altho first receipts of new
crop Southern honey were recof-ded early in
June, there has not been any regularity about
them since. A strajjgling lot of comb turns up
now and then, and, when quality is choice to
fancy, is eagerly pickt up at 14(g 15c. A little
lot of 1898 crop was received a few days ago and
went at 13 cents, quality not above choice. For
extracted there is not such an urgent demand,
still, 7!2r('Sc would be obtainable in a small way.
The heavy bu3'ers will hold back until later in
the season, expecting to purchase on about the
same basis of values as last year. Early shipments of all the comb that can be gotten out is
certainly advisable; there will not beany chance
of holding out with present quotations after the
5.

7Atf

—

first

Please mention the Bee Journal.

60-POUND CANS.

We

are prepared to furnish the best new Basswood ExSamtracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, at these prices
ple for 8 cents, to cover package and postage one 60-pound
can, at 8 cents a pound; two cans or more, 7*4 cents a
:

;

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &
118

Michigan

Street,

is

satisfied.

Peycke Bros.

— The Briyhton

Cu. iboth ofjCincinuati, O.)

Basswood Extracted Honey For Sale

pound — C-iSH WITH ORDER.

demand

Detroit, July IS. — No old honey to quote, and
no new offered. Prices are liable to rule higher
as crop is short. The abundance of rain will
no doubt help the crop of fall honey. Beeswax
in good supplv at 23to24c. M. H. Hunt & Son.

i|

Bee= Supplies.

•„^^

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

'gK

IN

little

sell at

Bee-Uives, Sections, ShippingCases — everylhinir used by bee-

Untested Italian.

A

about closed.

Qyeens

filled

CHICAGO, ILL.

St.,

I'J.—

A

Buffalo, May

I

Orders

Bee
mail you a copy
as a premium.
to the

TWO

Tested, SI. Ml each. Queens
larg-e, yellow, and prolific.
_ _ _ _ Address,
VV.
HAAG,
Canton. Ohio.
E.
^Successor to'THEODOKE Bexder.

for Catalog-.

two new subscribers

Journal (with 52.I.H':, and we will
of Prof. Cook's book FREE
Prof. Cook's book alone sent for SI. 25, or we club
it with the Bee Journal for ayear— both for only
But surely anybody can yet only
?1.75.
NEW SUBSCRIBERS to tlic Bee Journal for a year,
and thus yet the book as a premium. Let everybody try for it. Will YOU have one ?

Untested Italiaa, 50c each;

Send

Subscribers.

following offer is made to present subscribers only, and no premium is also yiven to
the two NEW subscribers slmpl3' the Bee Journal for one year:

The

?

keepers.

TWO New

Given lor

Chicago, July

coraiuiy and the best white in pound sections
bring-s 13 cents; some of it is not properly sealed
and leaks from those few uncapt cells sufficiently to stain the cases and thus detract from
its value. Amber g-rades, lOOi 11 cents, and dark,
"(a 8 cents.
Extracted, white, 7(o7'/2 cents. Amber, h<q-7 cents. Beeswax, 26('^ 27 cents, and sells
on arrival.
R. A. Burnktt
Co.

K.\NSAS City, July ".— A small shipment of
new comb honey on the market is selling- at
14(fi 15c. Good demand.
C. C. Clemon'S & Co.

A description of the book here is quite unnecessary it IS siniplv the most complete scientific
and practical bee-"bo..U- publisht to-day. Fully
illustrated, and all written in the most fascinatinf^ style. The author is also too well-known to
the wiiole bee-world to require au.v introduction.
No bee-keeper is lully equipt, or his library
complete, without The Bee-Keepers' Guide.

Vegetation is very rank from frequent
showers, and there may yet be a fall flow
of nectar. Bee-pasturageyearly grows less.
by the drainage of wet lands, and tbe bees'
only resource is the roads and hedges.
''
What will the harvest be " will soon be
Mrs. L. Harrison.
answered.
Peoria, Co., 111., July 15.

1'

HON&y AND BEESWAX |

* Gulden

general

casions.

I

t^^
^>
^^5
.

^
r^

PouDER's Honey-Jars and everyby bee-keepers. Prompt

thing- used

Service— low

freig^ht

rate.

Catalog

free.

Italian

Queens.

the
and 5 banded, not a hvbrid
^ 4yard.
Untested,
Tested,
WALTER S. POUDER,
^
'^
in

75c;

•

'„^

51. iX).

512 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

|i
^^

^

^^
^.
^^

J
^^

^.
S.
^*
^^

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention

Bee Journal when

WTiting.

—

;
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OrdeLEarly 12
There are Indications that the demand

Dadant's Foundation.

Why

does
it

satisfaction.

has always

faction than

B66-K66|]6rS' SlIDDliGS,

Catalog readv Feb.
(20

1.

Copy

of the

any

ments.

Send name for our

T. Falconer MIq. Go.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when

make

GWe

the

writing.

Hvsewander

Sheboygan, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing,

QUEENS

Smokers. Sections.
Comb Foundation
.ipiHriiiD

High

Nebel

G.

W. Fassett
W. Bittenbender

J.
J.

Son

L. Gray
Pierce Seed and Produce Co
F. Foulger & Sons
R. H. Schmidt & Co

St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Des Moines Iowa
Hudson, Wis.

Vickery Bros

sell

Hill,

Mo.

Middlebury, Vt.
Knoxville, Iowa.
St. Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo, Colo.

Ogden, Utah.
Sheboygan, Wis.
Evansville, Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
C. H. W. Weber
The L. A. Watkins Merchandise Co., Denver, Colo.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
Price, $1.25,

A postal sent us with your name for
a Catalog- will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO..

&I1

Ala.

&

J.

Langstroth on the Honev-Bee, Revised.

SUPPLIES.

.\n(l

Co

Reynolds Elevator Co

liampion GMI-tiive

|

Portland, Oregon.

Woodman

Inter-State Mfg.

with fence and plain sections, and a
full line of other

^

Wetumpka,

M. Jenkins

L. C.

We

:

Watertown, Wis.
Red Oak, Iowa.

Portland Seed Co
E. T. Abbott,
J.

New

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,
the best Veils, cotton or silk.
foUo-iving dealers handle our Foundation

Catalog-,

The
G. B. Lewis Co
E. Kretchmer
J.

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING,

_^^^_

Ameri-

TUB W.

What more can anvbodv do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS, No SAQGINQ, No

in

Address

pages) free.

better satis-

griven

other.

22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compli-

Because

will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

Falcon Sections arc the Finest Made,
1899

S

We guarantee

it sell

so well?
Because

can Bee-Keeper

27, 1899.

for

SUPPLIES will be very larg-e this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have larg-e facilities for manufacturing- all
kinds of

And

July

The

Classic in Bee-Culture-

by mail.

Beeswax Wanted ^
at all times.
Please mention Bee Journal

chas. DADANTD& SON,
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing

111.

Supplies

Send for

chrap.

K. T. FLANAGAN, BelleTlIIe, lU*
tKEt laUloguc.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
14Aly

M. H.

HUNT & SON,
PRICES.

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

AT ROOT'S
Shipping-Cases and Daiiz. Cartons are what
von need to displav and shii> vour hnnev in.
Send for Catalog.
BELL BRANCH, MICH.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
"

Special

Summer

School

of Shorthand

CAHY MFG CO

For the benefit of Teachers, Students,
and others.
Six Weeks' Course for only £15.00.
Send for Catalog-.

For Apiarian
T
"7!o w'hs'J.'omaha. Neb.
Supplies, address i-^Cil.jni 1 iVlX VJ* \^\^0f 404 Broadway, E. St. Louis, in.
Please mention Bee Journal -w-hen writing.

Eclectic Sliotttaand College,

Shi pping=Cases.

Headquarters of the Cross Eclectic .System,

518 Asliland Block, CHICACiO.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

39Aly

lAEISE

To say to the readers of
the Bee Journal that

Do you want nice white Shipping-Cases, smooth and accurately made ? We
have these, made of basswcod, and they cost no more than some factories charge
for rough cases. 12 and 24 sections, with 2 or 3 inch glass, are the regular sizes.
Paper furnisht with all cases.

CARTONS
We make a superior grade of these,

ITALIAN QUEENS.

DOOUTTLE...
has

concluded to sell
in theirseason
during 1899, at the following prices
1 Untested Queen .$1.00
6 Untested Queens.. 4.50
12 Untested Queens 8.00
1 Tested Queen .... l.SO
3.50
3 Tested Queens
1 select tested queen 2.00
" Queens 4.00
"
3
Queen,
Select Tested
previous season's rear-

I.

J.

ing, $3; Extra Selected,
for breeding, the very

Circular free, giving full particulars regardAddress,
ing each class of Queens.

Q. M.
llA26t

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Flpase mention Bee Journal

when

writing

no higher than others

sell for.

Place, New York, N. Y.
STRINGHAM, 105 Park
Journal when
Please mention Bee

.

About a pound of Bees in a 2-frame
Nucleus, with any Queen, $2.00 extra.

is

Tested, 90 cents each.

Catalog of Apiarian Supplies.

QUEENS

best, 15.00.

altho the price

writing.

24 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.

This

is

a good time

to send in your Bees-

We are paying
cents a pound

wax.

24

CASH —

upon its reyou want the money promptly, send us your Beeswax, Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly.
ceipt.

Now,

if

GEORGE W. YORK &
118

CO.,

Michigan

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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31,

the bees and saved them, and saved the honey also,
I boiled that honey and fed it
to feed the next spring.
early the next spring, and in June the whole apiary was
rotten with foul brood. I treated them, and got them into
dovetailed hives. They were so weakened that I doubled
them back to 30 colonies. Then I realized that there were
many things that I could learn about bee-keeping, and
every year since then I am finding out how much I don't

know about bees.
Mrs. A.

The

J.

Barber and

We have fair crops, and have never had a failure. We
have from 10,000 to 20,000 pounds a j'ear, of comb and extracted hone}-. We keep from 100 to 175 colonies.

Son " Flake."

week is perhaps
the best known lady bee-keeper in Colorado. She is also
a very successful apiarist. It affords us no little pleasure
to present Mrs. Barber, and her young' son, to our readers.
She has this to say in reference to them and their work
I was born in Oregon, in 1854, and was brought up in
California, Utah, Wyoming and Idaho until 14 years of age.
Then we went to Kansas. I. attended school at St. Mar3'"s
Academy, in Leavenworth, for a time, then we settled upon
a farm. In 1876 I came to Colorado, and in 1878 we settled
here in Montezuma County, which was a new place. At
principal subject of our sketch this

My little boy, who is now not quite 14 years of age, and
rather small, for several years has been my helper in the
bee-business. For the last four years he has had charge of
an apiary every day in the swarming season. We clip all

:

that time there were only five white women here.
In 1882 I was married here to H. M. Barber. In 1890 my
husband bought two colonies of Italian bees as an experiment. We didn't expect much of them, as we thought the
altitude too great (7,500 feet) for them. We got them in
the fall, and it was decided that I should have the care of
them. I sent for the " A B C of Bee-Culture," and studied
In the spring- I got another colony, and beit all winter.

gan.
I had never lookt into a hive before, but soon became
so fascinated with the work that I could talk of nothing but
bees. In the fall, I had 16 colonies from the three, besides
honey for the table. The next year I bought some more,
and in the fall I had 67 colonies, in all kinds of hives but
good ones. I sold
^
about 1.500 pounds of
honey that year, and

was

fully

convinced

that I knew all about
bees that was worth

knowing
About

that time
one of our neighbors,
who had gotten bees

from Durango, told
me that his bees had
died, and he wanted

me

to put bees in his
old hives. I told him
to bring his hives, and
I filled them for him,
and at the same time
got 10 of my own col-

Flake'Barber.

]\I>s.

A.J. Haibfi:

I

onies infested with
foul brood. I treated

when I am at work at the home apiary he goes
on his wheel to the out-apiary three miles away, and
watches for swarms. He catches and returns the queens,
and marks the hives so that I can treat them the next day
when I visit that apiary. When I visit the out-apiary he
works at home. Last summer he had as many as eight
swarms some days, and managed them all nicely. He also
helps in extracting, by uncapping or tiirning the extractor,
or filling pails. In short, he is serving a regular apprenticeship in bee-keeping, and is busy most of the time. He
is a member of the Baptist Church, and an active member
of the Baptist Young People's Union.
We do all the work with the bees. There are times

queens, and
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call in other members of the family to scrape sections, nail up fixtures, and take the honey to market.
I am still in love with the business, and would heartily

when we

recommend
engag-e in
energy.

it
it,

any woman who is situated so that she can
provided she has lots of patience, grit and
Mrs. A. J. Barber.

to

Extracting' and Ripening Uncapt Honey.
BY C. P. DAUANT,

HAVE
I

which

I

received the following request for information,
will answer in the American Bee Journal
:

Mr. Dadant :— I am seeking information.

Will honey extracted before bein^ capl be all rij^ht, provided it is put into tanks and ripened?
and
storing?
the
bees
from
workiutr
this
discourage
Will
J. C. T.,

Miami, Ohio.

We

have made extracted honey our specialty in keeping
bees for nearly 30 years, or almost since the invention of
the honey-extractor but we have never aimed to extract
unripe honey.
Our reason for preferring to produce extracted honej',
even tho it is of less ready sale, and of lower price than
comb honey, is that we have so many different things to
;

the fire — that we find it next
manage five apiaries with limited help
when producing comb honey. The successful managing of
look after

— so many irons in

to impossible

to

comb-honey apian,^ requires constant supervision in order
produce honey of the best quality and appearance.
Every season the hives must be supplied with a fresh lot of
sections, and as fast as these are filled they must be removed and replaced with empty ones, so the combs of
sealed honey may not be soiled by propolis and the marks
a

to

—

of the passage of the bees travel-stains, as they are called.
Then the product of the apiary must be disposed of during
the following winter, for comb hone_v that has been kept
over a year is but a second-grade at best, as there is always
more or less leakage and soiling of the sections.
On the other hand, we find that the production of extracted honey lessens the labor. The hives are readily
supplied at the opening of the honey season, with the supers
and empty combs which have been set aside from the previous crop. One apiary after another may be fitted out in
this way with little labor, and one apiarist is sufficient to
care for five apiaries, with some time to spare for other
work except a few weeks in a very plentiful harvest. If
he is accustomed to handling them, and can readily gauge
their capacity at sight of the colony, he usuallj' can suppU'
each colony with the amount of surplus-room that it is
likely to need for the entire crop, except in extraordinary
seasons. And as there is not so much tinkering as with
the sections, additional supers, when needed, are soon supWhen the crop is over, a crew of three to five men
plied.
takes up the crop in a few days, and the profits are realized
without a great expenditure of labor.
Then we find that it is not always advisable to crowd
one's honey upon the markets. When we have a large crop
many others are successful as well, and prices are low. If
we are able to hold our honey we often realize much better
prices, for a season of scarcity often follows an abundant
harvest. These are the main reasons that have induced us
to extract our crops.
do not wish to be understood as advising others to
follow our course, and we believe that each man should act
as circum.stances direct him he must be his ovpti judge,
and decide on his course accordingly, taking into account
his facilities for selling and disposing of his crop, as well
as his ability or willingness to put in the labor at taking
care of the crop. The average bee-keeper, who has but one
apiary, is usuallj' a careful man, neat and precise in his
The minutiae of comb-honey production rather
habits.
pleases him, he delights in producing fine honey, well
sealed, in beautiful white comb, and that is why a great
majority of apiarists will always prefer the production of
comb honey, even if it vfas not of more ready sale than the

We

;

extracted honey.

But

I

am wandering away from

the subject of the en-
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quiry above. My purpose was to show why weliave but little
experience in extracting unripe honej', since we always
make it a rule to leave the honey on the hives till the crop
is over, except, as I said before, in extraordinarily wonderful
seasons, when it is impossible to furnish the bees enough
room in any reasonable amount of supers. But in such extraordinary seasons the honey is usually more easily ripened
than in the years of scant crop, especially when the scant
crop is caused by a superabundance of moisture.
The late Chas. F. Muth, who so lamentably ended his
career a little over a year ago, was a very practical beekeeper, as well as one of the most extensive, if not the most
extensive, honey-dealer in the etitire world, and I have
often heard him say that he did not care how unripe the
honey was, it could be easily ripened b)' keeping it in a hot
place in an open vessel during the hot weather. His method
was to use an extractor-can covered only with a light cloth
or muslin, kept in an attic until the end of the summer. I
Mr. Muth had
will confess that we have never tried this.
but a few bees, living in the heart of a great city (Cincinnati), and the amount of unripe honey which he harvested
could not be much in the way. But if we were to try this
method with apiaries numbering 400 to 500 colonies, it
would take a very large room and an endless number of
large cans. We prefer to let the bees do the work, which
we think they can do with much more satisfactory results.
The quantity of honey that has to be handled is much less
when it is ripe, and the labor much less. The only gain of
which we see any possibility in handling unripe honey is
the greater ease with which it may be removed, as one does
not wait until it is sealed, or till the crop is over, and there
is less danger of excitement in the apiarj' and of robbing
during the operations if they are performed while there is
But the latter result may often be
still honey to be had.
attained by beginning the extracting before the entire
finish of the crop.
One thing I must emphasize, and that is, that honey
does not necessarily need to be sealed to be ripe. A great
deal of honey is left unsealed by the bees after the crop,
which is as ripe as the sealed honey, and their reason for
leaving it in this shape seems to be only because the crop
is nearing its end, or is intermittent, and they probably
do not see the need of spending time and was in .sealing
cells which they think will be emptied of their honey before

many weeks.
On the other

hand, honey which is sealed by the bees
not always ripe. We have seen many instances of honey
fermenting and bursting the caps of the cells, and such
honey when found would better be harvested in separate
vessels, to be sold separately. We find more unripe honey
in our locality from basswood than from any other bloom.
For some reason unknown to us we have seen but very little fall honey that was not thoroly ripened within a very
few days after the harvesting of it by the bees.
As to the question whether the taking of their honej'
will discourage the bees, I would say no.
The combs are
returned to the hive always sticky with honey, and this
seems rather to add a new stimulus to their energy. It has
always appeared to us that when tlie honey was extracted
during the flow the bees seemed to work with increast
energy, so there would be no objection on that score.
is

Hancock

Early California Bee-Keeping
BY W.

Co.,

111.

Crop of 1899.

A. PRY'.AI..

might
early history of bees in this State dates,
THE
say, from their introduction into San Jose, then, and
I

still, the garden spot of California.
Alameda County,
which was then a portion of Santa Clara County (San Jose
being the county seat), secured colonies of bees frotn the
Garden City, as the fruit-growers in the latter county, even
at that time, recognized the importance of bees in an orchard. So, in the latter SO's and early 60's, Alameda, Santa
Clara and Sacramento counties were the home for many
years of the bee in this State. Of course, it was not long
before adjoining counties became stockt with the little
workers. Thus, bees were distributed for a distance north
and south of about ISO miles. But Sacramento soon became
the center of the bee-business. This was owing mainly to
the fact that Mr. Harbison lived there, and was engaged in
producing honey, making his patent hive, and, I believe,

raising nursery-stock.
The forage along^ the Sacramento River in those days
was excellent. Hydraulic or " placer " mining in the hills

—
Auff.

and mountains

along- the tributaries of the

Sacramento had

" mountains " of debris to fill the grand
Sacramento, so that it was continuously overflowing its
banks with every heavy rainfall or sudden thaw of snow in
the Sierras. I have not seen it so stated, but I think it
was the mines that ruined the bee-business along the Sacramento. For years it did not pay to produce honey there.
True, there was much honey produced, but it was from
weeds that gave the darkest and rankest sort of nectar. It
was often unsalable only bakers could use it. I presume
the slickens from the mines was responsible for the growth
of these vile weeds. The good forage had been destroyed
for the most part.
The bee-keeper was not the only one to suffer from the
Hundreds and hundreds of
hydraulic mining industry.
acres of beautiful orchards along the Sacramento, Feather,
American and other streams were ruined by the overflows
caused by the washings from the mines. The rivers were
other debris, consequently
filled with earth rock, and
when there was a freshet the water broke over the river
banks and carried vast quantities of sand, rocks, dead trees
and other debris into the once fruitful orchards. They were
ruined, as it was impossible to remove the sand and debris,
and nothing would grow in the sand. (Years later this
sand underwent decomposition, and is now able to support
vegetation.)
Then grain and vegetable fields suffered almost as
badly as the orchards the difference in most cases being
that where the farmer lost one crop the horticulturist lost
all his crops, or until such time as he got anew orchard into
bearing condition. Often, about the time a new orchard
was about to yield the owner a return, another flood would
again destroy the labor of years. So, in time, the federal
government legislated against the running of slickens into
the rivers and streams of the State. If the miner wanted
I think
to mine with water he must impound the debris.
this legislation has been in operation over ten years. It
lias revived the horticultural interests along the streams
that were once blighted.
Thus, to a large extent, honey-yielding flowers again
sprang up. Then large fields of alfalfa are raised along
these streams. I presume nianj' of them are growing on
land washt down from the mines, some or all of which conWith gold
tain particles of the finest kind of gold-dust.
at its roots the alfalfa along these streams is now giving
the bee-keepers golden drops of honey, which in turn bring

not vet sent

down

;

;

him

g-olden nuggets.

It was during the past week that I had occasion to learn
about the extent to which the business along the Sacramento has been revived. I saw much of the honey piled up
in one of the San Francisco commissions. A few days later
It was alfalfa honey.
It lookt very nice.
it was all sold.
I am told that while the honey from the San Joaquin valley
alfalfa is water-white in color, that of the Sacramento valI cannot account for
ley is of a ver_v light amber color.
this in any other way than that the latter is mixt with some
nectar gathered from sources besides alfalfa. The climate
of the two valleys is identical, both being- very hot in late
spring and summer. It is these two valleys that are giving
the State its big crop of honey this year. I say "big," for
if it were not for these two sources we would have no crop
The yield in the upper end of the San Joaquin
to speak of.
The alfalfa fields are yielding well.
I am told is very good.
The
It is destined to be the honey center of California.
yield, I think, this year for the whole State will warrant
the bee-keeper g-etting a good price for his product.
My crop is less than a quarter crop this j-ear. Knowing
how to handle honey I manag-ed to get seven cents per
pound, less commission. This time last year I was offered
three cents for my honey. I would not sell. I told the
dealers I would get five before the year was over. In No-

vember I sold for 5'2 cents. That was something like business. Of course, if I had held on until now I could have
obtained a cent and a half more. But I do not believe in
holding a product too long. I believe in letting a crop go

when you

are offered a reasonable price. Give the other
fellow a chance to make something. The past spring hay
went up to S18 per ton, owing to the dry outlook of the seaI have friends who were offered this price for barns
son.
They said no just wait and we will g-et 830,
full of hay.
as it is going- to be a dry year. A week later the rains came
and hay took a tumble. This season's crop is a good one,
new hay already sel'ing for from S8 to $10.
My advice to .^ny one, unless he can afford it is, don't
speculate you -.lay get burned if you do. Leave it to the
Leiters and th.'^t class. Even they may die poor by speculating too long.
;

;
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hear that some commission houses in San Francisco
is working hard among the honey-producers of the State to corner all the honey. This latter
house is a Jewish concern, and it hopes to make a big thing
While talking with a representative of a certain
in honey.
house, he said that he was afraid bee-keepers would not
send on commission that they might sell if the honey had
not been secured already. I intimated that it might be a good
thing for his house to get in and do some buying, too, as it
has been doing a big honey-business the past two years.
The gentleman told me last week that he sold more honey
the past two months than he sold previousU' in all the years
he has been in business, and that's over 20 years.
While at this commission house yesterdaj' afternoon I
saw a lot of S3 cases of as fine looking water-white comb
honey as I ever saw, that was produced in the Sacramento
valley, and which was then being carted out of the store to
the railroad depot. Just think, it was being shipt to Los
If that doesn't appear to be "carrying coals to
Angeles
Newcastle" I am sure I do not know what is. Of course,
there was a time, I believe, a quarter of a century or so
ago, when this part of the State shipt honey to the lower
portion thereof, but that was before it was discovered that
the lower counties were a vast bee-garden. Of course, it is
the drouth down there that has caused honey to flow southward this year. Perhaps next winter the orange-growers
in the northern part of the State may be sending their fruit
Strange, is it not,
to feed folks of the city of the Angeles.
that tho a number of the northern counties up along the
Sacramento, as well as Sonoma county, send carload after
carload of oranges to the Eastern market, we never see any
of them in our markets ? They come in before the oranges
of the southern portion of the State do, consequently they
bring a high price, and the growers take advantage of this
fact and send them to market where they will get a high
I

one

in particular"

—

;

1

price.

I am working on an interesting case that I may send
an account of later. It was where a bee-keeper up north
always sent five cases of honey to a dealer in San Frana dark honey that
It was bought as " tule " honej'
cisco.
It was purchast without
is used by the bakers of that city.
being sampled, as every dealer knows what the Sacramento
and the San Joaquin river " tule " honey is. It was sent
around to the party who was to use it, and almost as
promptly returned." The " honey " is different from anything I ever saw it is as dark and thick as New Orleans
molasses, and has something of such taste, too. Yet, on
careful examination it would pass for a fruit-jelly. I think
if it were put in jelly-g-lasses it would easily sell for such.
I am inclined to think the bees that gathered it had access
to a field where apricots or prunes were being dried, and
just gathered the juice from the fruit. The man whose
bees gathered the honey writes the commission house that
I am going to
it was positively extracted from the hives.
write the producer to find all I can about the locality, etc.
The weather is still disagreeable, tho we had a few hot
days up to yesterday evening. The indications are that we
are going to have earlv rains, and possibly much of them.

—

;

Alameda

Co., Calif.. July 20.

Making- Increase by a Nucleus Method— The
Doolittle-Miller Controversy.
BY

G. M.

DOOLITTLK.

find an " Open Letter to Doolittle " by Dr.
Miller, near the close of which he says he is about to
formulate some questions according to the way he understood " Iowa " to mean when he askt those found on
page 198, and he will reply to them, sending them and his
answers to the editor, asking the editor to send the same
questions to me for my reply, so that the readers of the
" Old Reliable " can see how we agree. Well, the questions
have arrived, and I am going to say just what I think re-

ON

page 418

I

garding them, even tho I cannot read the same thing out of
"Iowa's" statement on page 198 that Dr. Miller does. Here
are the questions as the Doctor understands them
:

1
I intend to increase artificially this year, and for each new colony
intend to start a nucleus bv putting in the new hive a frame of brood and
of
the
side
frames
at
one
the
two
up
of
honev,
closiuff
frame
and
a
eggs
hive with a division-board, then grivinfj. a sufficient number of bees. I intend to get the bees from the colonies with layintr queens, shaking the
bees from the combs and giving them directly to the nuclei.
1. How manv bees will I have to put into a hive ?
2. -Will a pint do?
3. "Will these bees rear a queen from the eggs given them
right
4. Do you think a nucleus formed in this way will be all
Iow.4.
5. Would it be safe from robber-bees
.•

.'

'.'

—
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Answers. 1. As it is stated that " Iowa " intends to
take the bees which he is to use in forming- his nuclei " from
the colonies with laying queens, shaking the bees from the
combs and giving them directly to said nuclei," I would reply that undersuch conditions a// the bees there were in any
one colony from which they were taken would nof be sufficient to form a decent nucleus. If an}' one has not tried
this way of working, it appears very nicely in print, but let
it once be tried and it will never appear nice after that, for
bees so shaken are the most persistent things in trying to
get back to " mamma " of anything I ever had to deal with.
The proposition does not even hint at any precautions
being taken to keep those bees in the hive with the comb of
brood and honey, and unless such precautions arf taken,
there will not remain bees enough in that hive to make a
decent nucleus 24 hours later, no matter if two bushels are
put in by the plan proposed, for what cannot get back home
again will run out of the hive and scatter over the ground,
thru the grass and anywhere but staj- with those two combs
in that hive.
I know what I am talking about, for I have
tried it many times, even putting them in just at dark, onhto find them scattered all over everything surrounding the
hive early the next morning, with scarcely a bee inside on
the brood and honej'.
These being the true facts in the case, the one word
" No " very fully answers questions 2, 3, 4 and 5.
Now I want Dr. Miller to turn to his open letter to me
and read the last half of paragraph four over again, then
tell us where he got any such an idea from my article on
pages 370 and 371, that " Iowa " would "lose a queen by the
operation." Did not I distinctl}' state on page 371, that
after the hive having cast a swarm was .set on the stand
previously occupied by the nucleus that the queen was to be
let out of the cage, and " allowed to run in her old home "?
And did I not make it equally plain that the queen reared
in the nucleus was to be shaken with the bees out in front
of her hive so that the queen, the bees from the nucleus,
and the swarm, might run into the hive together so that no
quarreling would result?
Don't throw "hypercritical"
back at me Doctor, for if you will take pains to read out,
what there is in tliat plan as I gave it there, j'ou will find
one of the great and grand principles which can often be
used in practical bee-keeping. It is not always easy to
make a swari/i take another queen besides the one which
issues with them, for a swarm having its queen taken from
them and a new one supplied before it gets fully settled in
its new hive or home, is nearly as persistent in leaving the
new hive and going back home as are the bees used to form
a nucleus by the way " Iowa " proposed to do it, except the
few which are engaged in hugging and persecuting the new
queen.
Then I want to say a word or two regarding the first
paragraph in your open letter. You say
:

'^

I

trust

I

shall always have the errace to receive kindly
writing- of mine, so long- as the criticism

made upon any
spirit of

any criticism
is

g-iven in a

kindness."

You and I profess to belong to the Master, and does not
the Master enjoin on his followers that they have grace
given them from on high to receive kindly any criticism, or
anything else, no matter whether given in the spirit of
kindness or not, that they may be true representatives of
the meek and lowly Jesus, thus honoring our Father whicli
Heaven ? And if this is enjoined upon us, shall you
and I be disobedient children because some one criticises us
in unkindness ?
Then I wish to saj' a word or two regarding the questions I askt you on page 306. You evidently seemed to think
that I askt them in .a captious way, taking the last two senis in

tences in your reply as evidences, together with the little
thrust you give the editor in the first sentence. It would
seem that you should have known me long enough to know
that I do nothing in a captious way, nor to be hypercritical.
Perhaps you were a little soured over your controversy with
R. L. Taylor, and so are excusable.
What I was after in those questions was to draw you
out on some of the fine or nice points with which a queenbreeder has to contend. Those buying queens are not so
content with "generalities" as you are. Doctor, and because
only generalities are generally given when giving a description of pure [?] Italians, golden Italians, albinos, etc.,
queen-breeders are often denounced as " frauds, cheats,
dead-beats," and everything but honest. To keep my skirts
clear of such accusations I keep standing in my circular all
" I do not claim all the purity of
the time these words
stock that some do, nor lay so much stress on golden
bands," and in this way I escape being told that I have
misrepresented in the queens I send out. And those ques:

Aug.
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tions were put to you in the hope that you -would so specify
in your answers that some of the pressure of "breeding to

a feather " would be taken off queen-breeders

who do not
do standing in their circulars.
Of course, I could have told you what I -was after, but
that would have detracted from your answers, as the readers would have considered that )'ou were doing something
to bolster up tlie queen-breeders in not sending out queens
giving bees markt as they were led to think bees should be
markt by what the}' generally read. Were you a queenbreeder, }'ou would realize something of the pressure
brought to bear on such breeders by those who are hard to
Onondaga Co., N. Y.
satisfy.
keep what

I

[The condenst answers which Dr. Miller sent with the
questions formulated for Mr. Doolittle, are as follows
Editor.]
DR. miller's ANS-tt'ERS TO THE QUESTIONS.
:

A

quart of bees might do to start the nucleus.
Not so well as a quart, but if the comb is well filled
with sealed brood nearly mature, the nucleus might hold
its own.
3. Very likely
but I wouldn't give much for such
1.

2.

;

queens.
4. No,
5.

it

wouldn't be a nucleus that would satisfy me.
if they were troublesome.

Not very,

C. C.

Preparing' Extracted
{lii'iul l»J Fri'it

Honey

Miller.

for the Market.

Bfuw/i at the California Bct-Kirper.^' Cimreniiait

.

hi'hl in

Hanfurd.)

WE

assume that the bees are gathering honey very
time in which the work is slighted
if ail)', as at such times the honey is often extracted
before it is ripe and that being the case, the hone}' coming
in fast is not allowed to ripen, and when it is put on the
market it is not of a good, heavy body, and the flavor is
will

fast, as this is the
;

also not the best.

—

Extracting. The honey should be at least threequarters sealed, to insure a good state of ripeness, and even
then it should not go into the cans without first going thru
the tank.
With the honey thus sealed, we will proceed to the apiary, as there is where the preparation for good, marketable
honey will begin. We will have a box with a tin bottom,
to put the combs in when the}' are taken from the hive, the
tin bottom will prevent there being any drip, which is a
waste, that gathers dirt, and will keep your extractingroom in a muss the appearance will not be tidy, and there
is more liable to accumulate filth in the packing- of the
honey for the market.
After the honey is thus in the house, and is uncapt and
extracted by the extractor, it should be run thru a separator.
Allow the honey to run thru the tank, or into a tank. And
right here I wish to say that you cannot prepare honey
properly without a tank.
;

—

Good, Ripe Honey. And further. I wish to say that I
hope that the honey-producers of this association will profit
by the lesson taught us by the fruit-packers of this community tliat it is important tp commence right, so there
will be no complaint with the honey, as there was with the
fruit that has g-one into the Eastern market (and by way of
digression let me say, there %vas some very poorly prepared
honey that the association placed upon the market last seaSome was very thin, some was very dirty, and was
son).
not in a merchantable condition when received by me, and
when told to the parties thus offering it, I was met with the
answer that if I did not want it there were others in town
that would be glad to take it. Such honey, in order to
make it marketable, had to be dumpt into a tank and
allowed to settle before it was fit to sell at all.
So you will .see the necessity of each one that packs
honey to have a tank, as poor stuff should not be allowed
Furthermore, we
to compete with good, clean honey.
should have pride enough to want to place only that g-rade
know
to
be absolutely clean,
of goods on the market that we
such as would be inviting to a lover of sweets.

—

Honey-Tanks. — The

best style of a tank, to

I use is
one that is not too deep. The one th
by 3 feet wide, and a depth of 30 inches. It will
hard
to get
40 hundredweight, and is not very
into, as it is shallow, and another advantage is
a good evaporating surface.

is

j.-*-

my

notion,
6 feet long

hold about
the honey
that it has

—
Aug.

—

—
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make it quite comfortable for handling bees in summer. I have a row of
hives on the opposite side of the shed,
the same as is shown in the picture.
Some seasons I place the hives on the
ground in the center of the shed, and
pack hay around them for winter
other tiines I leave them on the summer stands, and have not been able to
decide which of the two ways is better.
I don't think this is a first-class country for honey in the way of quantity,
but I doubt if there is a State in the
Union that will excel in quality.
to

Last season

I

got 1,800 pounds of fine

comb honey from
creast to 36. The

21 colonies,

and

in-

prospects so far this
season are very poor, having only two

days of sunshine in May and April,
and but very little better and still raining in June. It is somewhat discouraging for the manipulation of nectar.
However, the bees are in fine shape for
work, if " Old Sol " should put in his
appearance.

Bee-Shed of Thos. Wickersliain, Wlialcoin

Co.,

Whatcom Co., Wash., June 2.
[We wish that others would follow

Wash.

Mr. Wickersham's example, and send

One

should, by all means, have the honey-house so
arrang-ed that the honey from the extractor will run
directly thru the separator, thence to the tank without any
handling- whatever, and after a short time the honey can be
drawn off, and it will be absolutely clean and marketable.
In my hone3'-house I keep the tank always full, drawing off about five cans at a time. In this way you always
have a good pressure to draw from, and then as the honey
evaporates it will settle to the bottom, and the thinnest will
be on the top, so you are always drawing off the heavy,
thick honey.

us photographs of things they have found helpful in their
work with the bees. We could hardly agree to use all that
might be sent in, but we would try to use as many as we
could of the pictures, accompanied by descriptions. Ed.]

—

HoNKY-C.\NS. When there is a call for a shipment of
honey, cans should be washt clean of all the dust or honey
that has been scattered on top of the cans, as often is the
case in filling.
In every instance the cases should be new and clean
new looking, so the general appearance will be attractive.
Do not use oil-cases, by turning them to hide the marks, as
it is not a first-class case, and not a very strong one after
being- once torn up and reconstructed.
Draw a sample of every grade, and have the cases so
markt to correspond with the sample, that there will be no
difficulty in locating the diff'erent grades, as represented b3'
the sample.
Fiu^iNG Cans. I would recommend that the honey be
weighed in the cans, putting in just 60 pounds to the can
120 pounds to the case. If this would work well, which it
should, there would be no question about the tare, as it
would be checkt up at 120 pounds to the case, and nothing
said about the tare. We tried this plan one season, and got
some ill that way, and if I handle the honey for the association this season I will do all that I can to get the purchasers to accept the honey in this style.
The main point to be careful about is to see that the
honey is drawn into the cans from a well-filled tank, and
that it is well ripened, and that the proper sample has been
taken from each lot. Keep the cans very clean on the outside as well as the inside, and there will be little trouble
;

—

about unmarketable

CONDUCTED BY
r>R. C. C. MJ/-7.EK, JUareng-o,

III.

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal ofBce, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.]

Building Comb from Brood-Frames up thru the Sections.

Why

my

bees build up from the frames thru the bot?
I never had any trouble in that way
until last season. I have the "A B C of Bee-Culture," but
it doesn't mention a case like it, at least I can't find any.

do

tom of the sections

Minnesota.

Answer. — The

trouble likely occurred because the bees
were crowded for room, in which case the evident remedy
would be timely increase of surplus-room. Too much space
between frames and sections might also be to blame.

Nucleus Balling the Queen.

hoiiej-.

As a rule, we in the valley have a good, heavy grade
of honey, and with a little care we can build up a good demand for our produce, which will bring a ready market and
a good figure.

have a one-comb observatory hive, and about a month
put a frame of brood-comb in it (some of the eggs had
just been laid) and about 200 bees the brood became chilled
and died, but the bees remained. Last week I secured a
virgin queen from a third swarm and put her into the obI

ago

I

;

all
servatory, together with about 400 of her own bees
seemed lovely and harmonious for three days the bees
started to clean up the comb and to carry out the dead
brood, but on the fourth day, when I examined the hive, I
found the bees had the queen " balled," and were trying
hard to sting her. I took her out for a few hours, gave her
some honey, and let her run back into the hive again, when
the bees immediately attackt her as before, running wild
after her, and I was forced to remove her for safety. Why
should they attack her after so many days, and how can I
City.
make them accept her ? She is still a virgin.
;

Bee-Keeping- in

tlie

State of Wasliing'ton.

BY THOS. WICKEKSHAM.

THINKING

that a description of some of our Puget
Sound methods of keeping bees might be of interest to
some of the many readers of the American Bee Journal.
I herewith send a photograph of a bee-shed of my own construction, which has proven very satisfactory.
The shed is 60 feet long and 12 wide, and contains 36
hives. At the left end, where you see the window, I have a
room bee-tight for storing honey, supplies, etc.
The lattice-work allows ventilation and light sufficient

;

—

all

Answer. It is hard to give a satisfactory "why '| for
Sometimes
the antics of bees with regard to queens.
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they will ball their own queen after she has been layinj,'- a
year. In such cases it is perhaps to protect the queen, and
it is possible they may have had no evil intent with regard
When you open a hive and find the bees
to your queen.
balling- a queen that they have before treated peaceably,
the best thing is to close the hive promptly, and generally
there will be no more trouble.

Extracting from the Brood-Chamber.

We are having a good flow of alfalfa honey — broodchambers full and all in the supers. I have taken off some.
How would it do to extract from brood-frames about the
time the fall flow from hearfs-ease begins ? The bees averaged 50 pounds last fall of this dark honey. Would you
take all the honey out ? Will I run any risk of starving the
bees? Your kind of splints on foundation for frames are
all'rig ht.
No sagging now.
Kansas.
Whether the bees would get enough for win'Sz Answer.
ter from the fall flow you can only judge bj- past j-ears.
If
you extract their white honey from the brood-combs, you
must be ready to feed in case thej' don't get enough from

—

the dark honey.

Glad you

They

certainly work better
doesn't do to give them to
weak nuclei, which take time to gnaw out the sticks. With
ajfull flow, in a strong colony, they are built out beautifullv.
for

me

like the splints.
But I find

than wires.

it

Colony with Laying Workers.
had a queen that patcht her eggs and had drone-brood

I

mixt all about with the worker. I pincht her head. Then
I gave them a frame with three sealed queen-cells
a week
after that I found they had destroyed the cells and were
rearing a queen. I cut the cell out. The next day I hived
an afterswarm, which I supposed had a virgin queen. All
seemed to be lovely for another week, when I found no
traces of a queen, laying worker, or anything of the kind.
Then I gave them a fine frame of comb with brood and
eggs. I then took the measles myself, and left them to
their fate for 15 days. Now they have drone-brood stuck
all about thru the hive.
What was the matter with them ?
Indian Territory.

Aug

1899.

old place, by smoking them quite freelj- when they are
coming out after removing the obstruction. Bees seldom
leave their home when anything of this kind is too numerous, and I think in the meantime they discover the change
in the location.
California.

Answers. — 1. Your plan may not succeed as well

as

you anticipate, but it will probably do a good deal better
than to leave matters entirely' to their own course. Draw
brood from the hybrid colonies to strengthen the best Italians, then furnish plenty of drone-comb, and with feeding
you ought to anticipate considerably the dark drones.
If you want to take the trouble, later on in the season,
you might try a plan given in the Canadian Bee Journal.
Furnish the nuclei that have your virgin queens with plenty
drones of the desired kind. Put the nucleus in the cellar,
and after drones in the apiary have ceast to fly, set out the
nucleus. If the queen fails to mate, put the nucleus back in
the cellar and try it again the next day.
2. I've tried it, but with no great success.
Unless you
know for sure that the one cell j'ou give is a good one, it is
better to allow several and trust to the bees to retain the
best. If you give a full colony more than one cell, of course
the colony may swarm, but it's better to rear the queens in
nuclei.
3. That's an excellent waj- to enlarge the front entrance
and leave the other three sides closed, but I'd rather have
all four sides open.
The bees don't seem to have anjtrouble climbing up.
4. I think that's an original plan, and I don't see why
it may not be good.
A common way is to put a board in
front as an obstruction, but a wall of smoke may be a good

deal better.

Loose or Tight Bottom-Boards

Wedges

in Place of

;

Answer. — The queen was lost in some way, most likehon her wedding-trip, and then laying workers set up business. The best way is to break up the colony and give it to
others. You can start a new colony more easily than j-ou
can get into proper working order a colony in which laj'ing
workers have been doing business for some time.

Early Italianizing Deep Entrances— Preventing the
Return of Bees After Moving.
In this part of California the bees are all hybrids,
expect some Italian queens from Eastern breeders
this season. Next spring I wish to get as many Italian
mated queens into my apiarj- as possible without too much
expense. The climate is verj- mild here. Can I, early next
spring, feed to stimulate these Italian colonies so they will
be strong, and part of them have drones before the hybrids
have got so far along ? Then re-queen the others, aiid get
the queens out and mated before the hvbrid drones are out
of the comb ? They can mate earlv here, so far as the
weather is concerned. It seems to me that if I manage
rightly I ought to he able to get as pure Italians as the
breeders could produce, without much expense and trouble.
2. I have known it stated that queenless bees will draw
out a queen-cell wherever you bruise the comb with a knifeblade under an egg or larvas. Is this your experience with
Italian bees ? I will put one cell in each queenless colony.
3. It having been settled by experience during the past
year that a deep entrance to a hive overcomes many drawbacks, the next move is to obtain it.
I have seen many
ways mentioned but I never run across this plan Take 16inch shingles and cut them into strips "s-inch wide and
place one or more (butts out) on each side of the entrance,
as per the desired depth. The bees then can run up the
sides or go the rear end, then climb up.
The expense of
fixing a hive is scarcely nothing, and not one bee-keeper in
a hundred but has shingles lying about the place.
4. When I have occasion to move a colon)- of bees I
have had success in preventing them from returning to the
1.

and

I

:

Division-Boards.
1. Ought Langstroth dovetailed hives to be nailed to
the bottom-boards or left loose ?
2. Can I without hurt to the bees take out the divisionboards and substitute wedges to facilitate the removal of
the frames which are so tightly stuck together that I have
trouble removing them ? My frames are the LangstrothVirginia.
spacing kind.

—

Answers. 1. After trying both ways on a large scale,
wouldn't have mine nailed for a good deal of monej-.
Often it is desirable to have one storj' above another, and
you are blockt from anything of that kind if the bottoms
are nailed fast. I don't know that any one nails the bottoms on dovetailed hives. When I want a bottom fast to a
hive, as I do in hauling, I fasten it with staples, which can
easily be drawn out.
2. If you are in a place where propolis is bad and have
self-spacing frames of the Hoffman kind, I'm sorry for )'ou.
Putting in wedges in place of dummies would only help
temporariU'. The bees would lengthen out the cells of the
outside frame so there would be no extra room.
I have
some frames of that kind, and I've -taken out the dummy
and allowed the frames all to spread a little further apart.
But I don't want any more frames of that kind where propI

olis is plentv.
#-•-*

Number

of Extracting-Frames

Putting Supers

on Swarms.
1. Do you use as many extracting frames for a super as
there are brood-frames below ?
2. Will not placing supers from the old hive on the
swarm immediately after being hived cause them to neglect
drawing out the foundation in the brood-frames ? I have
two in that condition, and I have taken off some full sections from each.
Ai..\bam.\.

—

Answers. 1. Yes, I've spaced frames the same in the
super as in the brood-chamber, vphen working for extracted
honey. I think that is the practice of the majoritj-. Some
prefer greater spacing in the super, as with deeper cells the
queen is not so likely to lay in the super, but it is probabljbest in any case to use excluders so the queen can't get up.
2. They may go to work more promptly in the broodchamber if there is nothing above, but that is not generally
considered, for super work is more desired than brood-rearBut if you want to make sure of the work commencing
more promptly below, you can follow the plan of those who
do not put on the supers until two or three days after hiving.
ing.
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of Satan's institutions puts out; but these liquid lies we
have to swallow. What are we going to do about it ? In
some countries the answer to that inquiry would be, " Why.
bless your soul and body, we can't even think of doing anything about it. They've got on their side the power, and
the wealth, and the officials and the law, too, all they
want of it." It is a proper cause of thanksgiving that in
our country, when there are monstrous failures of justice,
or great triumphs of wrong, there is not so strong a dispoBetter the
sition to say we can't do anything about it.

—

The " Old Reliable" seen through New and Unreliable
By "COGITATOR."

Glasses.

SOMETHING THAT AFFECTS THE HONEY-FLOW.
is a topic which will bear a great deal more

There

American spirit (even if we have to take Judge Lynch
thrown in) than the hopeless, sheeplike spirit which some
would commend to us.
MRS. HARRISON'S " DAKNED " COMBS.
talk-

has ever received, which is alluded to in
Dr. Miller's letter on page 396. About time for us to stop
saying so much, it was so cold, or so wet, or such a drouth
prevailed, that very little honey came in. Of course, severe
cold, or constant rain, or 7'crv severe and long-continued
drouth, arrests the honey-flow but there is something being about than

it

And

the worms get in Mrs. Harrison's store of
just darns 'em not profanely at all (as to
no purpose many a masculine craftfellow has oft done), but
with the blessed, old, orthodox darning-needle. Interesting
to see that so simple a device, faithfully used every ten
days, keeps the combs. Page 413.

extra

so

when

combs she

—

:

yond and different from these which constitutes the main
reason. When that mysterious something is right, any one
of these three hindrances may hinder greatly, and yet
there'll be a fair crop.
When that mysterious something is
wrong there'll be no flow, tho all three of the regulation
scape-goats could be choked to death with old tinware.
Let's find out about it. I think the failure of basswood
late years is owing to a fungous disease of the blossoms
and leaves
but that, too, is an eccentric, and does not
touch the main thing. The true solution must be able to
account for the sudden commencement of the honey-flow
when nothing plainly visible as to weather has changed.
" More things in heaven and earth Horatio," etc.
;

there, thou queen-clipper. Prof.

Cook

!

Can't

yi>u ' jist be aisy " without sayingf that the wisest of insects, the ants, give us a pointer to clip the queen's wing,

when they break

of their queens ? The wings
of queen-ants are apparently articulated on purpose to
break oft' (like the stems of brittle willows, and the bases of
leaf petioles), and the wings of bee-queens are not so articulated.
Moreover, we have respectable evidence that antqueens sometimes break their own wings ofi' and beequeens are not led to attempt that. Page 386.
ofl^

the

wings

;

BEE-STINGS AND THEIR EFFECT.

Dadant's article on the bee-sting, page 386, is a very
interesting one. I doubted the identit}' of bee-poison with
serpent poison, but did not think before of the evidence he
gives stomach revolts violently against bee-poison, but
tolerates serpent poison to such an extent that a serpent
bite can be suckt with safety.
(But is if true that a direct
dose of apis nauseates the stomach ? And isn't it true that
a man bitten by a serpent soon vomits violently ?)
I see he repeats the same old caution not to rub or pinch
the sting out. Very bad advice, it seems to me. Of course,
if one could lift oft' the sting with the point of a knife :c'i//ioiit any delay it would be better
but practically care in ex-

—

:

tracting the sting means delay, and delay means a full dose
of the poison. I would say, get a sting out instantly with
thumb or finger nail, if you have a hand at liberty, otherwise rub it out against the most convenient object and
don't rub so gently as to have to rub the second time. Mv
idea is that the holes thru which the poison flows are too
small for pressure to send thru very much additional poison,
if one is quick enough.

—
—

RUBBER RINGS DIPT
Mr. Davenport, on page

IN

HOT BEESWAX.

387. gets a

joke ofi^ on us, keeps
us watching all the way to see the failure he had made, and
then tells us that he succeeded. Just dip rubber rings in
prettj' hot melted beeswax, and honey cannot ooze out under them. It may transpire that this is a very valuable little discovery, and not for honey alone, but for fruit also.
" FOOI,

Adrian Getaz, on page 402, is as full of
suggestions as an egg is of meat. Portland cement much
more substantial than plaster to make foundation molds for
home use. The tedium of u-.iiting for the material to set
can be borne, seeing you an- to get a plate as solid as good
stone in the end. His flatwise dipping method seems to be
excellent.
Rock the dipping plank as you put it in the wax
and whisk it quickly wax side up, when you withdraw it
and finally make the sheet drop off itself by plunging the
whole thing in warm water. One advantage of the method
is that it is adapted to sheeting small amounts of wax.
But perhaps the most valuable thing of all is how to
article of

—
—

drive nails in little pieces of fragile
in a vise while driving.

OUEEN-CWPPERS AND CUPPING.
Avaunt

MAKING FOUNDATION-MOLDS.
The

NEWSPAPER APICULTURE."

That half-acre of sweet clover under wire netting, to
keep the honey unmixt, rather marks the high-water mark
of fool newspaper apiculture but then, yarns of that character don't do us any harm. Page 392.
;

—

GLUCOSE THE GREAT .\DULTERANT.
Glucose — editorial on page 393. Ten pounds of liquid
lies made for each human being in the nation
We are not
obliged to drink the liquid pandemonium that another kind
1

wood— clamp

the pieces

"THE NECTAR

IN FLOWER-CUPS."
Mr. Norton again, on page 403 but I'm
pretty sure he's wrong in saying that silica in water is only
Not even sure that he logically covers all
in suspension.
the points to prove that thick and thin nectar do not exist
How does he Anow that two
in a flower simultaneously.
contiguous nectar-glands secrete nectar of exactly the same
thinness? What's to hinder a ribbonlike film of nectar in
a flower from being half dried down at one end, and nearly
in original condition at the other? or yesterday's secretion from being' thick, when present thin secretions are just
beginning to pour out ?
FEEDING IN F.\MINE SEASONS.
Queens from eggs taken from the very best colonies,
and subjects for them to reign over from the laggard colonies, not much good for surplus honey.
Worth thinking of
— but don't tumble in without thinking. This is anent
Dadant's article on page 403. It seems the Dadants, when
feeding in famine seasons, have never yet failed to get the
honey back, and more, too, before the season was over.

Happy

to see

:

CARE REQUIRED BY SHEEP AND BEES.
Twice a week for a sheep, and not twice a sea.son for
the bees — the way the average farmer does. Bees to blame.
They could stop this nonsense if they would always die off
under it, but sometimes they don't. This for the Doolittle
article on page 404.
TAR SMELL ON FOUNDATION — ABSCONDING.
I think Dr. Miller is wrong, on page 405, in expecting a
swarm not to mind the smell of tar on foundation. The
lady says some of the swarms object to running in (just
what I should expect), and when they don't want to go in
it stands to reason that they may not want to slay in.
One
good and easy way to hold bees which are inclined to abscond is to bury the basket and swarm in a suitable pit until near eventide, and then take them out and hive them.
They can't well run away in the night, and by morning
they may have decided to stay. If also foul-broodj', I'd try
keeping- them in the pit till they began to tumble down
from starvation, and feed them well directly after hiving-.
CYCLONE-CELLAR FOR THE BAD BOYS.

And

so 8,000 miles from Manila, and less than 2,000
years from the Advent, the first lightning struck from the
thunder heads (not dunderheads) of the United States BeeKeepers' Association. Bully! Now may there be no let-up
to the cyclone till the bad boys are all in the cyclone-cellar
substantial and reticulated irons on the cellar windows.

—

CogitaTor.
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by the unfortunate man who is making the
mistake.
Some merchants have failed from employingcheap, inefficient help, under the mistaken idea that tliey
were practicing economy. Others have greatly assisted
their success by an opposite course. Some have failed from
a lack of advertising of the right kind. Others have succeeded because of their excellent advertising methods.
Others have failed because they did not keep up with the
times. Their methods were all right for 30 years ago. but
not appropriate for this age of steam and electricity. The
time was when a man could sit in his office and wait for
business to come to him. That daj' has past. Now he must
go after the business and hustle, too, while he is about it.
A new merchant comes into a town where the merchants are of the old class he renovates the store from top
to bottom, outside and inside uses paper and paint and
plate glass makes a handsome display in his windows;
changes this display quite often puts in a telephone has
a nice delivery wagon uses column after column, perhaps
page after page, in the local paper in short, leaves no
stone unturned to boom his business if his other methods
of business are correct, he gets the trade, and men who
have been in business for years, but have been in a rut, so
to speak, will go down if anybody goes down.
I was quite interested in the way that Mr. Davenport
sold his honey at a good price by advertising it in the local
papers. This is an illustration of the advantages that may
be gained by catching the spirit of the times. A merchant
in a small town would find his dollars well spent if he
would make a visit to the stores in some large city simply
that he might catch the spirit of the times. I do not mean
that he could profitably put into practice all of the methods
that he would see, but what he would see would help him to
get out of a rut and into more modern and more profitable
least suspected

489

— " So long as a system

is radically wrong, we gain
very little by tinkering with minor results" there would
be a good deal in that if it were generally admitted that the
present system of spelling is radically wrong. The trouble
is that so many think it radically right.
Tinker some of
the " minor" defects, and g-et the public used to it, so that

called

—

the system will not be considered so sacredly perfect, and
then the way will be easier to make radical changes.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

ways of doing business.
The 7t>ay of doing t/iings makes such a vast
in the success or failure of any undertaking.

difference
I

saw an

A

illustration yesterday right from ray office window.
man
came along selling strawberries. He sat up straight on his
"
wagon seat and bawled
s-t-r-a-w-berries."
I saw one
woman come out and buy some berries.
short time afterward two women came along selling berries. One woman
drove the horse, and the other took a bos of berries in her
hand and called at the door of each house and slwjvcd licr
berries. There was scarcely a house at which she failed to

A

make

a sale.
If the manufacturer of some line of apiarian goods,
whose goods are of the very best quality, would go at it in
the right way, he could have the lead in the trade in that
line of goods. The goods would have to be advertised in a
telling, striking, unique manner.
Some commission man
in Chicago mig-ht receive the lion's share of the consignments of honey if he would advertise himself and his business in the right way. The same might be said of a commission man in New York, or any city for that matter. The
trouble is, that so many of us are inclined to keep along in
the same old wa}', instead of striking out and catching the
spirit of the times.
Bee-keepers ought to read all of the journals, visit other

bee-keepers, and attend conventions.
They, as well as
others, need to catch tlie spirit of the times.

—

Again the Spelling Reform. Stenog touches on the
Bee-Keepers" Review in the following- parag-raph. which we
take from Gleanings in Bee-Culture for July 1
:

Mr. Hutchinson

common

spelling.

is

He

inclined to adhere in the main to the
" So long as a system is radisays
:

wrong, we gain very little by tinkering'- with minor
results." Further down he says, touching the fashions,
" Girls' plaid shirt-waists must be laid aside for stripped
ones." " Stripped " how so, Mr. H.?
callj'

—

Don't you

see,

Stenog, that

if

Mr. Hutchinson followed

the reformed spelling, such mistakes would be less likely to
occur ? If stripped were printed instead of striped, it would
be corrected to stript, and then the error would come to the

Mr.

Bingham,

of Clare Co., Mich., the big bee14
"Bees have done fairly,
:

» #

»

T. Calvert, business manager of the A. I. Root
Co., spent Friday, July 21, with us. He was returning- from
his annual trip among- some of the Wisconsin and Michigan
Mr. Calvert was
bee-supply manufacturers and dealers.
looking and feeling fine physically, showing that he hadn't
been overworkt in handling the bee-supply business this

Mr.

J.

year.
*

Mk.

W. Haag

the successor to Mr. Theodore BenWe
der, of Canton, Ohio, in the latter's queen-business.
had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Haag- at the Buffalo convention in fact, he was one of the six or eight of us that
" cotted " one or two nights in the same room. Mr. Bender
will still continue to Iiandle bee-supplies as heretofore. Mr.
Haag's advertisement will be found in our advertising columns. We wish him every success, as we believe he fully
deserves.
E.

is

—

*

Florida, where he had an apiary three years ago. near the Indian River narrows. He
gives a fine view of his apiary. The hives seem right on
the brink of a large body of water, on which is a skiff. The
picture is a tempting one, and makes one wish to go to
Florida. On the St. Lucie River Mr. Hill extracted, barreled, and shipt 3,500 pounds of palmetto honey from 65 colonies in two weeks. When that failed he moved to Miami
in the sailboat, and then to Stuart, making a cruise of 300
miles. One morning they were just ready for breakfast
when an overhanging limb swept the table bare, throwingr
the viands to Neptune. Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

Editor H. E. Hill

is in

—

# « *

Progressive Bee-Keeper,
speaks thus about writing for the bee-papers

Mr. G. M. DoolittlE,

in the

:

" As the writers of the past were willing- to shed light
on our apicultural pathway, we would be ungrateful children indeed were we not willing- to hand down that light to
others, together with all of the accumulated light that we
may have been able to gather as we have journeyed up the
mount of apiculture. Oh how much we owe to those who
have preceded us, and yet how often we are selfish enough to
hug the whole unto ourselves and keep all we may get and
all we may produce within ourselves, claiming that we have
a perfect right to all we can secure for ourselves. Having
received, there is a debt hanging on every one thus receiving, to pay that debt with interest, to all who are about us,
and in the paying- comes far greater happiness than in the
receiving. And this is the reason why I write, often when
weary and greatly fatigued, when the couch looks far more
inviting than the paper and thoughts which I am about to
convey, but I thank God that duty calls louder for me to
pay my debts than does the ease of the couch, especially if
my scribbling is of help to any one. Only as all unite
in giving their mite to the common good, can apiculture
reach the high table-grounds at the top of the perfected
1

'

Better climb in the band-wagon and come along,
Stenog. To be sure, you have a big lot of prejudice, but
then you have a bigger lot of hard sense, and it is only a
question of time when the sense will overcome the prejuAnd you would be of very much assistance. Better
dice.
come along now.
As to Mr. Hutchinson's argument, if argument it be
surface.

T. F.

smoker man, wrote us July
and are still doing a little."

'

summit."
We might add for Mr. Doolittle's encouragement, that
the writings of no other of our contributors are more highly
valued than are his. So he can rest assured that his work is
duly appreciated by many thousands who read the American bee-papers all over this country and others.

—

:
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Odor and Color Hake Bees Sting, says M. H. Mendle-

son, in Gleanings in Bee-Culture. It is g-enerally believed
that certain odors irritate bees, but some dispute that color
has any effect. Mr. Mendleson says he buys light, odorless
clothes and has no trouble. A gray and a brown horse of
his pasture off the grass among the bees, and the brown is
often stung at a distance from the hives, while the gray is

never stung except when switching the

flies.

Does Loss

of Sting Cause Death? is a question discust
in Gleanings in Bee-Culture, by G. M. Doolittle.
Among
other things, he says he once mailed a queen on an eight
days" journey, puttings in with her a worker that had left its
sting in his finger, and the customer wrote him that every
worker in the cage was alive. Editor Root says that he has
several times confined in cages bees deprived of their sting's,
and they lived two or three weeks, or as long as they would
have lived with their stings.

Two. Queens

— Anl unusual case
nucleus a young queen
Hive

in a

;

;

—

—

Crimson Clover J. \V. Allison, in the National Stockman, says the chief value of crimson clover is as a soil renovator, for which purpose he considers it superior to any
other plant grown. August sowing made a failure, but
earlier sowing succeeded. It makes fair hay, but is very
hard to cure. It A-ields 6'7 bushels of seed per acre. Sow
from July 15 to 20, cover the seed one to three inches no
danger of getting it too deep then it will make such a good
growth b)- winter that if it does winter-kill you still get big

—

—

pay for

it

Alsike Clover will yield honey for six weeks, with frequent rains, and a heavj- flow for a full month when all
conditions are favorable, says F. A. Snell, in Gleanings in
Bee-Culture.
It may be cut for hay when just nicely in
bloom, and thus made to yield honey later. A strong point
in favor of Alsike is its hardiness.
Mr. Snell has never
known it to winter-kill, and it has repeatedly wintered well
when red clover has killed out entirely. If not wanted for
seed, it is well to sow a little timothy with it, as it stands
up better. The length of stalk is usually two to three feet
sometimes on rich land four feet.

—

was

this:
June 26 I found in a
with her wing's
gnawed entirely away. Directly I found on the same comb
a young queen with perfect wings. The two met and had a
little conference, but did not seem very hostile.
Next day
both were present the 28th I saw the winged one 29th, the
wing-less one July 3, the winged one. So both were there
together at least three daj's, and whether the wingless one
is still there I don't know.
Gleanings in Bee-Culture.
;

out, but if not they often leave them sealed up, and
give rise to a possible source of infection hereafter. I then
see that the napthaline supply in the hive is a liberal one
in fact that the hive on opening it smells of the napthaline.
I then feed regularly, and in as great a quantity as they can
take down, with syrup medicated either with izal or napthol
beta.
Directly the bees take this down, there is a noticeable alteration in their behavior, they become more energetic, and a week after the commencement of this treatment, on opening the hive, you will notice the foul-broody
cells cleaned out, and healthy brood in its various .stages ail
around the infected area. Again, any more cells which appear infected are opened up and cleaned out, and the feeding, etc., is kept up until the hive has a clean bill of health.
If the bees will not take down the medicated food, I force it
into the cells with a syringe."

as a fertilizer.

Powdered Sugar

for Queen-Cage Candy .—"Cogitator"
American Bee Journal, that if powdered sugar
is almost always largely cornstarch, it has an important
bearing on the provisioning of queens for journey. Worth
thinking- about.
[We have used what is called confectioners' and powdered sugar; but the former contains starch,
without a doubt, and it is liable to kill bees and queens in
says, in the

queen-cages provisioned with candj- made with it.
We
have, during the last few years, ordered powdered sugar,
and specified that it should contain absolutely no starch.
Since we have discovered that confectioners' sugar contains
starch, and have used nothing but the powdered sugar
without the starch, we have had very much better success in
sending queens long distances. With powdered-sugar candy
we provision long-distance cages, sending them to Italj',
and then have them returned with queens and bees. We
have had several shipments by mail, of a dozen each, with
scarcely the loss of a queen. Ed.]
Gleanings in Bee-

—

Culture.

—

5liade for Bee«Hives
Editor Root probably voices the
general sentiment in Gleanings in Bee-Culture, when he
advocates the shade of trees as the best. He has a decided
dislike for grapevines nicely trelHst up, because their care
is laborious, and because the rapidly growing shoots get in
the way of the operator.
Near almost every farmhouse
stands an orchard, and there, Mr. Root thinks, "is the proper
place for an apiary. A hive can be so placed under a tree
that it is fully shaded during the heat of the day, the sun
shining- upon it early in the forenoon and late in the afternoon, when the heat is milder.
Izal for Foul Brood.— While drugs for the cure of foul
brood are not lookt upon with very great favor in this
country, the case seems to be somewhat different across the
water. The editor of Bee-Chat, especially, is enthusiastic
as to the use of izal. He says
" It is a fatal error for our scientists to preach the indestructible nature of foul brood spores, in that they readily
germinate in the living- temperature of the hive, they are
easily disposed of in detail, and, therefore, with a little assistance, the strong colony will have no more of them.
Only cause the spores to germinate where the said germs
find no means of continued propagation and there is an end
of them. We have proved conclusively, a strong colony
will, under certain conditions, give no resting-place to
spores or germs how much more so with judicious as:

:

sistance 1"
J. O. Beuttler reports in the same journal that by taking- the disease in its early stages he is entirely successful
with the following mode of treatment
" If I suspect a hive, I take out the brood-combs, and
find in its early stages the disease exhibited here and there
in two or three cells by a j'ellow-looking grub or a darksunken-looking covered cell, or even one pierced with small,
irregular openings directly I see this, all such cells, if possible, are cleared out II use the end of a match) and sealed
cells are broken open
when this is done, the bees clear

A Simple Solar Wax=Extractor, for those who have not
more than 20 colonies, is given in the British Bee Journal,
by Walter Reid, as follows
:

"The

requisite is a wash-hand basin, preferably
as round as possible inside not flat-bottomed.

first

—

white, and
Into this is placed an enamelled colander about six inches
in diameter, with a small piece of muslin to cover the holes
and strain the melted wax. Upon the basin is placed a sheet
of glass, and the extractor is ready for use. For the colander a small pudding-basin maj' be substituted, with a piece
of muslin tied over the top. The pieces of comb are placed
on the muslin, and the wax will be found in a cake at the
bottom of the basin. In order to secure the highest efficiency, the outer basin may be placed in a box full of dry
sawdust, or, better still, cork-dust. Cork-dust prevents the
radiation of heat so effectually that at S p.m. I have found
the wax nf the consistency of butter, and could easily remove it with a spoon. Instead of one piece of glass a
double thickness may be used, or a piece of old plate-glass.
The temperature in this or anj- other form of solar extractor can be considerably raised by placing'- a sheet of glass
almost vertically upon the glass cover in such a position
that the rays of the sun are reflected down into the apparaCareful thermonietric measurements have shown that
tus.
the temperature may be augmented more than SO degrees

Fahrenheit by this means.
" Before placing the comb into the extractor it is worth
while to cut it up and wash it in cold water. This gets rid
of much of the pollen, which otherwise absorbs a considerable proportion of wax. Those who wish to obtain a maximum yield, especially in the case of old combs, should soak
the crusht combs for 24 hours in cold water then boil for a
few minutes, and extract the crude cake of wax in the solar
;

extractor."

:

;

ing

The Premiums offered on page
for.
Look at them.

474 are well worth work-

—

:
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SWEET CLOVER

Root's Golumn

And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

We

have made arrang-ements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the followiii"' prices, cash with
the order:
5ft

GLEANINGS
AT REDUCED

lu the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.— Prov.

Water

RATES....

in

11-14.

the Apiary— How to Supply.

—

Query 99. Is water in the apiary for the use
If so, please
of the bees a necessary factor?
one or more methods for supplyintr it.

wanted by

Michigan

118

We

do not need to tell you about our
journal, for it will speak for itself but
as an extra inducement we make the
followinar low offers
;

Offer No. A.
For 25 cents we will send Gleanings
IN Bee-Culture from the time your
received until January,
1900. If you send in your order promptly
you will eret 6 monthsfor only 25 cents.

subscription

is

Offer No. B.
we will send an untested
Italian Queen worth 75 cts. and Gleanings IN Bee-Culture one year.
For

$1.00

TTor $1.00 we will send Gleanings in
Bee-Culture the rest of this year and
all of

is, from the time
received until Jan-

nest year, that

your subscription
uary, 1901.

is

The sooner you take

ad-

vantage of this offer, the more numbers
vou will receive.

Offer No. D.
For 50 cents we will send Gleanings
IN Bee-Culture 6 months beginningJuly 1 and Vol. I of Gleanings. This
is for the year 1873.
There are many
interesting things. There are 12 articles on "Starting an Apiary," and
while some of these may not be practical now, there is much valuable information and it gives a good idea of
bee-keeping at that time.

Our supply

is limited and of course we cannot continue this offer long.
Old as well as new subscribers may

take advantage of these offers, but all
arrearages on back subscriptions must
first be paid at SI. 00 per year.

ADDRESS

THE A. L ROOT
MEDINA, OHIO.

ponds near by give me all the bees require.
J. M. Hambaugh— Yes, or thereabouts.
A long narrow bos with a float to prevent
drowning.
R. C. Aikin— I think not, but 1 frequently
give water. I have a big galvanized pan
with stones in it.
Dr. C. C. Miller— It's a good thing. A six
gallon crock with sticks of firewood and
filled up with water.
Prof. A. J. Cook Yes, unless it can be
secured hard by. In a dish with slatted
float, or covered with chips.
Dr. J. P. H. Brown— It is a very necessary factor when breeding. Shallow wooden
troughs placed about the apiary.
W. G. Larr.tbee- Of course, water is necessary, but in most locations it can be had
without being supplied by artificial means.

—

P. H. Elwood— Locate your bees near the
water. If you cannot, then take the water
to them. I have never found the latter
necessary with me.
Son— Yes. but they
Chas. Dadant
usually find it, if only from the dew. Supply an inverted .jug on a dish covered with
a piece of woolen cloth.
E. France That would depend upon the
distance to a supply outside of the yard. A
shallow tub, or box with floats in it, is a

&

CO.

good water arrangement.
O. O. Poppletou— I have never yet kept
bees where they couldn't get what fresh
water they wanted from natural sources. I
think it is necessary they should have fresh
water.
Mrs. L. Harrison— It is. I place tubs such
as butter comes in. with a cloth banging in
One with water a little
and out of it.
brackish; a spoonful of salt to a pail of
water.
G. W. Demaree— If there are open pools
or ponds of water brooks or open springs
within a half-mile of the apiary it would
be a waste of time to water bees by artificial

means.

Pond— I have never so considered it.
good plan for watering is to place shallow troughs in the yard filled with chips or
cut straw, on which the bees can rest while
taking water from them.
C. H. Dibbern— Yes, it is very important
to have water conveniently near the apiary. A beer-keg with a small hole near the
bottom, with a quill partly plugged up, allowing the water to drip on a gunny sack,
J. E.

A

is

good.

Eugene Secor— Water in or near the apiary is desirable. If none is near I would
supply it. A Mason fruit-jar, or similar
vessel, a pine board and a jack-knife are all
the capital needed to make an excellent
drinking fountain.
Emerson T. Abbott I think it is. I let
my bees drink out of the chicken trough,
which is a vvooden box with slats over it to
keep the chickens from getting into the
water.
By the way, do you give your
chickens plenty of water ?
Rev. M. Mahin— Bees, at certain seasons,
must have water that the nectar they
gather does not supply. If there is not a
supply within easy reach, it ought to be
supplied. I supply it by filling open-moutht

—

W.

YORK & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Street,

streams and

—

Offer No. C.

freight.
solicited.

GEORGE

Ut.\h.
Suiall

soft

Your orders are

{jive

G. M. Doolittle— Yes.

25m

lOtb

Sweet Clever (uielilot)
60c $1.00 $2.25 $4.00
Alsik-eClover
"Oc
1.25
3.00
5.75
1.40
3.00
5.00
White Clover
80c
1.20
2.75
5.00
Alfalfa Clover
60c
Crimson Clover
2.00
3.50
55c
.90
Prices subject to market changres.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

Queens

Italian

Reared frmn the best 3-baud honey-tratherers
by Doolittle*s method. Prices—45 cents each;
dozen, S2Si>: one dozen. ?4.5it.
SAFE AR1'2

RIVAL.
A<.<Iress,W.

J.

FOREHAND,
FORT DEPOSIT. ALA.

28At,t

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing

UXION COMBINATION Saw—
tor ripping,

<T(i98

•

cutting,
rab-

luiiering.

leting, groovgaining,
n K.
scroll - sawing,
.

i.inring,
iQ o n I d

edge-

Full line

FOOT

n g
beuding, etc.

AND

CHINEKV. Send

i

,

Hand-

Power

MA-

for Catalog A.

ScinTii Fiills Mri:. To.. 4« Wiiler St.. Seii^ra Falls, Sf.Y.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.
e not Italians;

evareGOLDEN
ARNIOLANS—
flDEL BEES s
and

practically a
non-swarming, non-stinging strain of bees;
great honey -gat lieters and sure to winter. Tested
Oueens, each, Sl.OO;
Oueeus, ?5.50; 12 Queens,
59.00.
Everything guaranteed. Book giving 37
years' experience in queen-rearing mailed free.

HENRY ALLEY,
Wenham, Essex

34Atf

Co.,

Mass.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

EGGS
per dozen.
llAtf

FROM BARRED PLYMOUTH
ROCKS
Thorobred — Fine Pluniaj^ed
Fowls— Farm Raised— 75 cents
C. AXTELL.
ROSEVlLLE. ILL.

MRS. L

ALBINO QUEENS

proUfil: Qu'eens-IfTo"u
llie t^'-^MUlest IJees— If you want the best
houey-^atherers you ever saw — try my Albinos.
Warranted Queens, $1.00: Untested, 75 cents.

want

J. D. GIVENS. LlSBON.TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -wrriting.
9A2tjt

Comb Foundation
Wholesale and Retail.

W^orking Wax.
INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

DO NOT FAIL
Before placing your order, to send
what you need iu

me

a

list

of

Foundation, Sections,
And

other Supplies, and

will ^et the best

g-et

my

prices.

goods aud save money.

trated Catalog- Free.

You
Illus-

BEESWAX WANTED.

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

-WTitlne

a
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CHEAPKS^
Located on the

,,,^

^^
And

Illiiioi-^

Central R. R. in

SOUTHERN

Yazoo & Miss
Mississippi
Valley R. R. in the famous

also
Iso located on the

YAZOO VALLEY
isissippi^specially adapted to the
of Mississippi^specially
raJsiny of

World.

,Be

111.

SKENE, Land Commissioner,
Cent. R. R. Co..

Park Row, Room

413,

CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing,
30A16t

BY RETURN MAIL \^^P^\^n^iVlll
— reared from Impoktp:d Mothers. Untested,
50 cents; Tested,

Sl.Oti.

TERRflL BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Co. Tex
ISAtf

Please meutiou the' Bee Journal.

of Phrenology
Charlotte Fow-

i^res. ISIks.

,EK WiiLLS, incorporated in
86(1, opens its next session on
Sept.

For prospectus

5. IS*)').

send

free

on application) to

the Secretary, care of

FOWLER
27A''t

WELLS GO.
St., New Yokk.
tL

East 21st
Please mention the Bee Journal.
2T

300

Selected Golden iialian Queens
and yellow all over, warranted purely
mated, reared by Uoolittle's method, Queens by
return mail, safe delivery and satisfaction g^uaranteed; have 11 years' experience.
Price of
larg'e

for S4.0t»; or $7.iX) per
Queens, 75 cents each;
Order quick, as above queens are young'
will soon be taken. Read testimonials:
Romeo, Mich., July 10, ISOO.
Mh. Quirix Dear Sir:— The queens you sent
me have turned out the yellowest bees in my
apiary, are g"entle to handle, are large and well
markt.
C. C. Chamberlain.
Blockly. Iowa, Julv 5, 189*^.
(_,

dozen.

and

—

Mr. Quirin— Dear Sir:— The queens

I

got of

last year are g-iving pood satisfaction, betthan some untested queens I paid Si. 00 for, to
breeders who sell for no less at any time of year.
Yours truly, Edwin Bevins.
Address all orders to
H. G. QUIRIN, Parkertown, Erie Co., Ohio.
30A16t
Money Order Office, Bellevue.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

you
ter

SUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS.
Hot Air or Hot Water.
A stamiani

machine for

intr stionif.

liealthy

hatt-h

chicks— self

repTulatinj;.
patent f^g turning
trays, drying room under trays,
non-explosive lamp these are a
rfew of its pood points. Our 148 p.
catalop-ncfrives piices and tlescrip-

—

I,

pointers on ji'mitry
Write fi.r it now.
buiklintr-^. Ptr-,, mailt-'i f^r- f.f stamps.
DESMOINESINCUBATORCO.. Box78. DesMoiaes. Iowa.
ti-iii,

als'i

Please mention Bee Journal "when wTiting.

lyilaoS-DaiKlGfl

Queens

Untested, SO cents each; Tested, $1.00 each.
These Queens are reared in a yard that has no
3-banded queens or drones in it.
I have no more Nuclei to spare.
Remit by
Postal Money Order.

Dan'! Wurtti, Falmouth,
3(JA2t

Davenport

ing-

Rush Go.

Ind.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

The Oxygen Treatment,

Address,
DR. PEIRO,
Central Music Hall, Chicago.

—

amount

it

YOU WANT THE

=^ BEE-BOOK

fl^lF

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof, A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

B66-K66D6rs' Guide.

—

D.

the inhalation of Oxyg-en, the

lung troubles.
For special information reg'ard-

specitic cure for all

W. Heise — If

there

is

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Tile

or three inch auger, making communications from one hole to the other. This is
very cheap, and answers very well.
E. Whitcomb As necessary as to furnish
water to stock in pasture.
Use chicken
fountains, or jar or can inverted over a
block in which grooves have been cut not
quite to the outside. Try them and get rid
of spring dwindling. Slightly sweeten the
water for a day or two to entice the bees,

Dearborn

Aifxtimai
«JUU1 lldl

Mrs, A, J, Barber— Yes, A large trough
with coarse hay or straw thrown in loosely
several inches deep, and then water poured
The straw, if not too fine, enin, is good.
ables the bees to get water and crawl out
without getting wet. A leaky five-gallon
can to drip on boards is good, but we like
the trough best,
R, L. Taylor Water is necessary for the
bees, but they get it from the margins of
ponds, marshes and streams. If none of
these is convenient, water may be supplied
near by in any kind of vessels, furnishing
each with plenty of floats of shingles, pieces
of boards, etc., to enable the bees to get to
the water without danger of falling into it.
A. F. Brown I have never been situated
where there was a total absence of water.
Being near the sea-coast (Florida), if my
bees cannot get fresh water, they go to the
beach by thousands and get salt water.
From their anxiety to obtain it I should
say it was very essential. In places where
it is absent otherwise, they obtain it largely
from the dews of night,
E, S. Lovesy— It is, and two of the best
methods for supplying it that I know of
are: First, take a good-sized pan and fill it
with moderately small cobble rocks, then
nearly fill it with water. Second, take a
keg or small barrel, bore holes in it and
stuff rags in the holes just tight enough so
the water will seep thru and keep the rags
wet. Keep the keg supplied with water.

Has no Sag

A

Brood-Frames.

in

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being- the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. A.

VAN DEUSEN,

Sole Manufacturer,
Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.

The Rural Caiifornian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey: the Pasturage and NectarProducing Plants: the Bee-Ranches and how
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. ?1.*X) per year; 6

months,
218

50 cents.

Sample

copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CAIIFORNIAN,
Los .\ngeles, Cae.
North Maiil Street.
-

BARNES' FOOT

POWER MACHINERY
Kt-ad

what

J.

1.

I'akent.oI

Charlton, X. Y., says: "We
cut with one of your Comliined Machines, last winter,
5o chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
HXi honey racks, 500 broodframes, 2.000 honey boxes, and
a i»-reat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it

vou sav

it

with this Saw.

will." Catalog

W.

Address,

F.

9'i5

5Ctf

and

It

will do all

price-list free.

John Barnes,
Ruby St., Rockford,
i:

111.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writrng.

Farmer
The Midland
SEMI-MONTHLY
Z^Z^
.

,

representative modern Farm Paper of the
Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Page

The

departments to every branch ot Farming and
Stock-Ralsing. Plain and Practical— Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neighbors (for
free samples;, and we will enter 3-our name for 1
year. (It you have not received your money's
worth at end of year, we will, upon request, continue the paper to you free ctf cost another year).

W, M. BAFNUM,

is.

the water for the bees to alight on.

Meiitinn the Bee Journal.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATION

—

some cappings without honey were put on

Chicago, III.

is

Amepiean Poultry Journal,

—

Dr. A, B, Mason— For the best results it
In less than one day about the middle
of April last, 611 colonies of bees took a tenquart pail of water that had been sweetened just enough with honey so it could be
tasted as sweetened. On other days they
would take from two to three quarts of
water with no honey in, but in each case

that

50 cents a Year.

—

Yes As water has always
J. A. Green
been plentiful in or near my apiaries, I
have had no experience with artificial
methods. Their preference is for a place
where they can sip water without any danger of getting wet, such as the moist soil or
gravel along the edge of a stream or pond,

Street,

over a quarter of a
century old and is still growing must possess intrinsic merit of its own, and
Such is the
its field must be a valuable one.

no water close

to the apiary I would consider it of benefit
in early spring. Take planks and bore them
full of holes, say one inch deep, with a two

Aiiimcan Poultry Journal
325

—

The American
iDstitiile

and

—

Write for Pamphlets and Maps.
E. P.

By

J.

Bees certainly require a
of water for brood-rearing,
there is none near, it would be a
great help to them to have it supplied near
the yard. Throw a quantity of clean corncobs in tubs or barrels, then pour in the
water.
We think it is. and keep a
J. A. Stone
tub (elevated three or four feet) with a little salt in the water, and the best plan we
have tried to keep the bees from drowning
is the one Mr. J. Q. Smith told us about
cloth spread over the top and sagged to dip
in the water.
Adrian Getaz It is necessary that water
should be within reach. One good way to
provide it is to have a sheet-iron tray about
three feet wide and long, and four inches
deep. Fill it with moss, and put a bucket
of water in it occasionally. The moss furnishes the bees a foothold,
C.

large

3, 1899.

Mr. Kipling Cured

M. Null — Yes. Practical methods which are at once inexpensive and
elticient are constantly found in Ihe bee-

~Mrs.

—

CORN AND HOGS
Soil Ricliest

jars or cans with water and inverting them
in flower-pot saucers, putting sotnething
under one edge of the jar to raise it up so
that air can get in and water get out.

papers. Common-sense and necessity will
discover a feasible method. •• Necessity is
the mother of invention."

^^
'^^

ILLINOIS

Aug.

Publisher,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Wainwright Building,
7Dtf

Tutested Italian, RV each;
Tested, SUK) each. Queens

Queens_HAAO,

large, yellow,

_

and

prolific.

Address,
Canton, Ohio.
iSuccessor to Theodore Bender.

E.

W.

Aug-.

3,

—

—
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Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
is

We

wing's.

is better than a wooden
use and prefer a glass or
other receptacle lurned upside down on a
board with creases cut in the board, where
the bees can sip the water.

vessel.

tliiug- for use in
clipping' Queens'
it for 25 cents;
as a pre-

a fine

and

Some

FREE
ONE NEW

YORK & COMPANY,
Michigan

Wood

mzf^

mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clippiutr Device. Address,
118

•THIS-*

mail

or will send it
mium for sending us
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will

VV.
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stone crock or jar

The MONETTE Queea-CUpping'
Device

catching-

GEORGE

!

I

will hold

of the

will be sent by mail for
oent!«.
Full directions
accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Joi-rnal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for reference in book form.
By paying for a year's subscription STRICTLY IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, post-

ao
see by the reports of different bee-keepers that the prospects are very poor for a
honey crop this year. Here in southeastern
I

BEE^SUPPLIES,
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Kansas the bees have had a continuous
honey-flow from the time the fruit blosThey coujmeneed to swarm the
somed.
I
first of May. and swarmed until July 1.5.
had 17 colonies, springcount. had ITswarms
I double<.l four (making 1.3 oiew
to issue.
swarms) and bought two, making 33 colonies now. The bouey-flow is good, and the
bees are working in the sections. The prospects are that there will be a good honey

and everythingpertaining to same.
Muth Jars.Muth Honey Extractor
in fact everything used by beekeepers. Send for our Catalog.
Laiig-stroth Hives

—

21-4*

W^EBER,

Ceulral Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO,
Successor to
Muth & Son and A. Muth.

WANTED!

EXTRACTED HONEY
now

.'ire

shape

in

buy Extracted

to

largest for several years.
L.
Labette Co.. Kans., July 33.

Uunuy, either in larg-e or small lots.
Parties having- any to ofEer will do well
to sell to us, as Cincinnati is a g^reat
market for Extracted Honey. Submit a
small sample, stating-quantity, style of
packag-e, and price expected.
Prompt
remittances. References:
Western German Bank
The Brig-htou

*7.

W.

Please mention the Bee Journal

Warren

Let me send you my 64page Catalog for 1899.

!

A/, ^enli^ins,

W&tiiinpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

If you care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper

California
The
The

Pacific Rural Press,
Horticultural

leadinj;

paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomeh-

and

Aj^ricultural

Publisht weekly,

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

ple cop3' free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Fkancisco. Cal.
330 Market Street,
mention
Please
Bee Journal when writing.
-

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

If you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.

%Vool Mai-kef*

and

Slieep

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first. foremost and all the time.
Are you interested?'' Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND

SHEEP, CHICAGO. lU.
Flease ineution Bte Journal -when -WTitiug.

knottier

Mich.

St.,

Co..

Pa

.

July

J.

prepared

Watman.

I

FREE.

GEO.

E. HILTON,
FRE:.M0NT, Newaygo Co.. MICH.
Please mention Bee Journal when WTiting.

ITAlTt

Davis, 1st.

31.

WE .DON'T KNOW

how

lontj

Pa:i*'

Fence

will

Pitia.st;

J.

W. Dfwey,

iiicuuoii

Bee

Jouriiiil

when

'WTiting^

Don't
ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

YOUR OWN
Belt," a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,

Poor Prospects for Honey.

We

had a very windy, cold April, and a
May 22. March was very mild
fruit, willow and Cottonwood all bloomed
in March — and bees built up and began to
swarm Viy April, wiien it turned cold and
froze everything, and continued cold and
freeze

Italian

last.

('ambridKe, Mich., has some 13 years old. Sajs he
Hunks it trood for 50 years more.
E'UiK WOVKN WIUK FENCE CO., AI)UIA\,MICff.

Read "The Corn

Golden

Ever

to

Address,

Discouraging' Season.

!

111.

furnish everything: needed by
the up-to-date bee-keeper, all g-oods manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., shipt to me in car
lots, and sold at their prices.
Send for illus-

This season is very discouraging to me,
as I lost nearly half of my bees last winter.
I have not a pound of honey and no increase. Some of my neighbors had some
swarms, and lots of honey. I have been
keeping bees 10 years, and have beateu all
my neighbors every year in honey and increase, until this year. My bees are blacks
and hybrids. I lost what Italians I had last
winter. Where 1 live is the coldest place in
this country, and those of ray bees that
weren't frozen to death were chilled Some
of my best queens that were reared last
year and proved to be hustlers, are no good
at all this year. Not only my bees froze,
but some of my farm stock. It is bad luck
with me about my bees. W.W.Gardner.
Fayette Co., Ala., July IT.

oner

Chicago,

Better than
Am

Western Pennsylvania will not overstock
the honej' market this year. Here is another to thank you for publishing Doolittle's excellent article on price of hon^y.

Co. (both ofjCiacinuati, O.)

BEE-KEEPERS

«KO. W. YORK & CO.
US

Will Not Overstock the Market.

•*^^^•^^•^•^'•^••^^•^••^^
7Atf

ADDRESS.

is

trated, 36-pa(jre Catalog-

^

German Bank

paid, for 10 cents extra.

crop this year in this section of country.
The most of the bees are kept in boxes and
kegs. It is very wet here now. Some of
the grain has been thresht, and some is in
the shock and somewhat damaged by the
wet weather. The corn crop promises the

Ch.^s F.

We

American Bee Journal

and

St., Chicagfo, 111.

Good Honey Crop Expected.

C. H. VV.

Binder

one year's numbers

2og

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

Queen Free

i

For Send ing 2 New Subs cribers

TWO NEW

SUBSCRIBERS to the Bee Journal for one year
Any one sending us
(with $2.00) will receive, as a premium, by mail promptly, a Warranted Qolden Italian
Queen=Bee, valued at 75 cents or, send us ONE new subscriber for a year, and 30 cents
more (SI. 30 in all), and the queen will be mailed to vou.
;

Address.

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO.,

118 Michig-an Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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Page

h
Lyon Mfg.
NEW LONDON,

Aug-.

Co.

WIS.,

operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
curing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of
'.

se-

Bee-^Keepers* Supplies***

also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved'machinery for the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
lutely accurate.
they are polisht on both sides. Kearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable
PRICES.
this firm to furnish the BEST GOODS AT

They have

THE LOWEST

Send

Circular

and see the prices
for
please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

-FI^IOEJS

f6s€?%?e?%-'?6
,

HrKlhtA

on a

full line of Supplies.

1899.

windy until May 22. Bees became very
weak, and a great many died tbat did not
have proper attention.
The mesquite was almost an entire failure for the first time in 10 years. The cause
of its failure was the cold spring. Also the
alfalfa w-as a failure until now. and bees
are storing some honey from it. The sunflower is good, and another yellow flower
that is good will last until November. Its
name I do not know; I call it the "Alkali
honey-plant."
B. Palam had r.'4 colonies, spring count,
has had only 15 swarms, and has taken only
672 pounds of section honey up to date. He
runs his bees in two apiaries about seven
miles apart.
Other apiaries have done
about the same as Mr. Palam's.
I happened in a store in our little village
a few days ago. and saw a super of honey
on the counter. I lookt in it. and to my
surprise it was tilled with
depth Langstroth frames of nice white honey, but was
broken in a few places, and the honey was
running out. It had no cover on it except
a newspaper. It was covered with flies.
The merchant said. Idon't want any more
honey; it is running over everything, and
is only good to draw flies.''
Idon't know
what a man wants to put honey on the
market for in that shape, except to disgust
the merchant and ruin the price of a good
article.
W. D. Jefferson.
Graham Co., Ariz., July 13.
'•

.

OF-

MM

'

aiNOHAM

BeeSmokor

Biiigliaiii

Perfect Bee-Smokers

Smoke Engine (largest smoker made) 4-in.
Doctor
3H in.

Conqueror
Plain
Little

stove.
stove.
stove.
2!-j-in. stove.
'2-in. stove.
(weiuht 10 ounces) ... 2-in. stove.
3-in.

J.arue

Wonder

Honey-Knife

Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.

Doz.
Doz.

i

>13.00; each, by mail, $1.50
"
9.00;
l.io
"
6.50;
1.00
"
5.(K:);
.90
"
4.75;
.70
"
4.5M:
.6f)
"
e.iHl;
.80

all the new improvements. Before buying a
record and pedigree.

Bingham Smokers have
or Knife, look up

its

Smoker

FIFTEEN YEAKS FOE A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.

Bingham &

3,

IJetherint;-

ton UncappinKKnile.

Dear Sir:— Have used the ('unqueror I'y yenrs. I was always pleased with its
workings, but thinking I woiiM need a new one this summer, 1 write tor a circular.
1 do not think tlie 4inch Smoke Kngine too large.
Truly,
January -21, 1x97.
W. H. Eagerty, Cuba, Kansas.

T. P. RIXOHA.TI, t'arivell,

ri

<lil^an.

Carloads

H#p

of Bee-

Clover Almost Neetarless.
Basswood was slighted by bees, and there
was not much honey in white clover this
year. Last year I wanted surplus honey
and no swarms; I got honey -dew but no
swarms. This year I wanted surplus and
swarms; only about half of my colonies
swarmed, and I will get hardly any honey
from the swarms this year, but about all
my surplus will he from colonies that
swarmed and those that did not; something
unusual for me. I am shipping my honey
this year, and prices are good — 20 cents per
pound.

^

Hives

*

think honey-dew killed the bees last
I
winter. I lost about '4 of mine.

3 1

ft

I

Richland Co.,

O.,

July

S.

24.

Poland.

Sections,

ciH.

Shipping-Cases.

Comb Foundation

and EVERYTHiNf^. used in the bee-industry. We want the uameaud address of every bee-keeper
in America. We supply dealers as well as consumers.
We have Dry Kiln, Improved Machiuerv, 40,000 feet of flour space, and all modern appliances. We make prompt shipment. Write
for Catalog-s, Ouoiations, etc.
INTER=STATE MFG. CO., Hudson, St. Croix Co.. Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writiug.

OUR MOTTO

:

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS7

Very Short Honey Season.
have taken

pounds of fine, white
The honey season is very
short. Clover is still in bloom, but no honey
since July 10. There was clover enough to
I

3.000

clover honey.

give 100 pounds per colony, but it did not
• give down " till late. Jno. C. 8tew.4rt.

Nodaway

Co..

Mo

.

July

"24.

Hardly Any Honey.

sections. SHiDDino-Gases and
a specialty of making- the very best Sections on the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
the best for making- the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young and

and Price-List FREE.

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
MARSHFIELD, WISCONSIN.

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We

have the best equipt factory in the West. Capacity,
one carload a day: and carry the largrest stock and greatest variety of everything' ueeded in the apiary, assuring
BEST goods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.
Illustrated CataJogr, 71? pai»-es» Kree.
We also manufacture Tanks of either wood or galvanized
steel, all sizes, any form, for all purposes. Price list free.
Address,
E.
RED OAK, iOWA.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

KRETCHMER,

20Al3t

Please

Jieiitioii

the Bee Journal

I have about loo acres of it.
oats are all right as yet. and
There is
be ripe in about a week.
C. Theilm.inn.
hardly any honey.
Wabasha Co., Minn., July '24,

will

BASSWOOD

Please mention the Bee Journal w hen wiitiu'/.

but ^^ of it was killed by last week's rains,
and hot sun at midday. Most of it will do

Wheat and

We make

thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog

are in the midst of barley harvest,

only for feed.

B66-K66D6rS' SUPPllBS
The

We

IfcSJ^i"^

Brood Died as

it

Hatcht.

My

apiaries did well until after heavy
rains in June, then all the brood as hatcht
died with something like paralysis within
'24 hours.
Being a
tenderfoot " in Texas,
it was a new thing in my experience, but
on inquiry I found it the same with others.
Some said sour pollen caused it; others,
-

poisoned honey, etc.
After close examination I found mine had
no pollen, so I went to feeding rye-flour and
oat-meal, dampened in straight sun-extracted honey. They had quit capping, and
the brood was dying in the comb. They
have now quit dying, are capping brood,
and going ahead, but I suffered severely
from loss, as there is no hive force to assist
the field-force, and a small white-brush flow
on, still they bring no pollen to amount to
anything. This is no farming country, but
the bees have three acres of corn and cane

"

AU£

!
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and a large field of corn within
about one mile.
I have had no means to find out to what
extent the trouble referred to has run. only
right in this neighborhood, running north
on the Sabinal river. From my experience
so far I think it was caused by starvation
from want of pollen, as many of mine had
30 to .50 pounds of honey each in their
J. M. McCdrdy.
supers.
Uvalde Co.. Texas, July 21.

at home,
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A Good Wagon
beirins ^vlth
tht'

wlicels.

i

k'

« lu'tN an- goo.
IF vol

I

I

hIcrh

tin- wiijroii

H iHihirc.

itr^

I

U

hi:

tn

will

helL'liT

Inttse tires.

Any

any widthtire.f'atalotr fre&

(JllXCV, ILL.
Boi IB
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee-Keepers' Photograpli.— We
have now on hand

a limited

number

of ex-

prominent bee-keepers a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 121 on the other. We

cellent photographs of

—

send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
" faces" for their money. Send orders to
the Bee Journal office.
will

Bee-Hives, Sections, ShippingCases — everything used by beeOrders filled promptly.
Catalog-. Minnesota BeeKeepers' Supply Mfg. Co., XicoUet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn. 18Atf
keepers.

Send for

Basswood Extracted Honey For Sale
60-POUND CANS.

IN

are prepared to fiirtiish the best new Basswood ExSamtracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, at these prices
ple for 8 cents, to cover package and postage one 60-pound
can, at 8 cents a pound; two cans or more, 7^4 cents a
Address,
pound C.4SH WITH ORDEK.
:

;

—

lis

Michigan

Street,

LEWIS

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

CD'S

BEEHIVES AND SECTIONS
YOU WANT THE

Factories and Main Office— WATERTOWN,

WISCONSIN.
AGENCIES:

E.T.ABBOTT,

-

-

WOODMAN,
FRED FOULGER &
L.C.

-

St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
-

SONS,

-

SMITH'S CASH STORE, Sau

Og-den, Utah.
Francisco, Cal.

The Oliver Typewriter.
IT

TOOK

YEARS

have been built up-side-down.
where the WORK IS IN SIGHT.
OLIVER IS POPULAR because it is an up-to-date typewriter, not in the
Trust, and because it shows every word as you write it.
25

The OLIVER

THE

to find out that typewriters

is built

right-side up,

^IM USE
H.\KPEK Bros.,

>j^ 7p

-vj^

>fv

|

>j«: 7j^ 7j?

^

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
Chicago, July 19.— A little comb honey is
coming and the best white in pound sections
brings. 13 cents: some of it is not properly sealed
and leaks irom those few uncapt cells sufficiently to slain the cases and thus detract from
its value. Amber grades, IDf" 11 cents, and dark,
7(^8 cents.
Extracted, white, TtoTf^ cents. Amber. b<it 7 cents. Beeswa.x, 2t(<_i 27 cents, and sells
on arrival.
R. A. Burnett
Co.

A

Kansas City, July 7.— A small shipment of
new comb honey on the market is selling at
14(al5c. Good demand.
C. C. Clemons & Co.
New York, June ^.—Demand good for extracted honey, all kinds, and same finds ready
sale at the tollowing prices: Fancy, 7("7!^c;
choice, bfgtijac: fair,5^(«6c; common. 57('_i dOc per
gallon. Some demand for comb honey at from
IKG 12c for white, and ''(rr lOc for amber. Nu more
demand for dark. Beeswax dull at from 25m27c
per pound, according to quality.

HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN.
San FranciscOj July 12.— White comb, 10®
lO^^c: amber, 'i)4('?9c. Extracted, white, 7Kf^
7'2c: light amber, 6^rg;7c. Beeswax, 2(>^2'a;27c.
Only moderate quantities are arriving of

cither comb or extracted, with no prospect of
the market being heavily burdened with offerings any time this season. Business is mostly
of a jobbing character, and for such transactions the market is firm at the quotations.
Some extracted of superior quality is arriving

Cleveland, Julv 22.— Fancv white, 13^14c;
No. 1 white, 12i«( 13c: A No. 1 amber, lOfollc; No.
2 amber, 'ic/lOc:
buckwheat, Sc.
Extracted,
white, 7c; amber, be; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.
Boston, May 17.— Fancy white, 12^2(«tl3c; A
No. 1, ll(al2c; No. 1, 10c: light amber, 9c: buckwheat, 8c. Extracted Florida, white, "^(giSc;
light amber, t>f2w7c. Beeswax. 27f£t 28 c.
The demand for both comb and extracted
honey has settled down to the usual small proportions of summer, and prices quoted would be
shaded some, too, as stocks are a little heavier
than is liked at this season of the vear.

Blake, Scott & Lee.
Buffalo, May 5.— The season for honey is
about closed. Some extra fancy white would
sell at llf« 12c: sctme

ARE MODELS OE PERFECTION.
the verdict of thousands ot customers and the acUtJowled^nient of competitors.
Our unrivaled facilities, coupled with 25 vears of manufacturin-r experience, enable us to anticipate and supplv everv want and need of the bee-keeper, promptly and accurately.
BEST-lliey cost no more.
A copy of our Catalog and Pricelisi mailed free upon application.
is

Brancti Offices and Warerooms:
G. B. LEWIS CO.,
Minueapolis. Miun.
Ave.. N.E.,
First
^15
G. B. LEWIS CO.,
Street,
ludiauapolis, Iiid.
Alabama
South
19

AND B&ESWflX

from Monterey County.

We

GEORGE W. YORK &

>tt!t

"te. >!«.

C'aji't

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.

Getting No Honey.

This

HONE.y

lit

always have ^'ood wheels.

dry nut orrot. No

are not going to get any honey at all
here this year. It has been so dry. and
clover had no honey in it. Only about onefifth of the colonies have swarmed, as they
are hardly getting enough to live on. Unless golden-rod yields well we shall have to
W. E. Virgin.
feed for winter stores.
Merrimack Co., N. H., July 17.

G. B.

J

Jit j*t >te. rfi >4i >!»:

7i>?i: ^ji- ->j^ >|s: >jif

ELECTRICSTEELWHEEL
mail/
any \vaK"ii— yuv wa^ron

We

THE

i) >te »14 >V.

BY^

very poor selling at

6(a.7c,

and dull. No more business in honey before the
opening of the ensuing season.

Batterson &

Omaha,

July IS.— Altho

Co.

receipts of newcrop Southern honey were recorded early in
June, there has not been any regularity about
them since. A straggling lot of comb turns up
now and then, and, when cjuality is cboice to
fancy, is eagerly pickt up at 14(<_( 15c. A little
lot of 1898 crop was received a few days ago and
went at 13 cents, ([uality not above choice. For
extracted there is not such an urgent demand,
still, ~},UqSc would be obtainable in a small way.
The heavy buyers will hold back until later in
the season, expecting to purchase on about the
same basis of values as last year. Early shipments of all the comb that can be gotteti out is
certainly advisable: there will not be any chance
of holding out with present quotations after the
first

demand is satisfied.
Pe'scke Bros.
Detroit, July 15.—"No old honey to quote, and
no new offered. Prices are liable to rule higher
first

is short.
The abuTidance of rain will
no doubt help the crop of fall honey- Beeswax
in good supply at 25'q 24c. M. H. Hunt & Son.

as crop

New

York,
McCluke's Mag.'^zine, New York.

Review of Reviews, New
Record,

Y'ork.

Chicaj.^).

Times-H£:kai-I>, Chicagro.

,

MoNTGO.MKKv Ward & Co., Chicagfo.
MoRG.^x A: Wright, Chicajjo.
U. S. Government, Washing-ton.
C, M. A: St. P. R. R., Chicago.

Chas. Scribnek's Sons, New Y'ork.
Cosmopolitan, New Y'ork.
Journal, New York.
Tribune, Chicasro.

Inter-Oce.\n, Chicago.
Title & Trust Co., Chicago.
J. V. Farwell & Co.. Chicago.
Youth's Companion. Boston.
Illinois Central R.R., Chicago
and countless other houses of like importance
and character.
E. Cor. Washington and Dearborn Sts.

Send for
Catalog...

l7D8t

Oliver Typewriter Gompanij,
Plea.se

mention Bee Journal when

CHICAGO,
•writing-

5 Bee= Supplies. J
^^
l^^

*^
.^

^^5

^^
'^
.'^5

^^
;2
'^

Rout's Goods at Rout's Prices.

7*

^

Pouder's Honev-Jars and everything used by bee-keepers. Prompt ^fl

— low

Service

freight rate.

Italian

Catalog

Queens.

and 5 banded, not a
the
4yard.
Untested.
Tested.
WALTER S. POUDER,
hybri<l in

75c:

irl.'K'.

512 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

^.

J
^^
^.
T.
^'

ILL.

Please mention Btje Journal

when

writinE,

—

;
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OrdeLEarly
There are indications that the demand

Dadant's Foundation.

Year

Why

Bee-Keepers' SiioDlies,

Catalog ready Feb.

can Bee-Keeper

[20

1.

Copy

of the

it

satisfaction.

has always given better
any other.

Send name for our

W.

T. Falconer Mtg. Go.

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when

-writine.

E.
J.

Kretchmer
M. Jenkins

L. C.

Sheboygan, Wis.
writing;.

QUEENS

Smokers, Sections,
Comb Foundation
And

^

Apiarian

all

W. Fassett
W. Bittenbender

L. Gray
Pierce Seed and Produce Co
F. Foulger & Sons
R. H. Schmidt & Co

Co

sell

Hill,

Mo.

Middlebury, Vt.
Knoxville, Iowa.
St. Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo, Colo.

Ogden, Utah.
Sheboygan, Wis.
Evansville, Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
'Price, $1.25,

postal sent us with your name for
a Catalog will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO..

KKEE

G.

The

Lang-stroth on the Honev-Bee, Revised.

SCPPI^IES.
A

'

High

Nebel

J.
J.

Portland, Oregon.

Nysewander

We

:

& Son

J.

Vickery Bros
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
C. H. W. Weber
Reynolds Elevator Co
The L. A. Watkins Merchandise Co., Denver, Colo.

jtiampion cnalt-Hive

when

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,
the best Veils, cotton or silk.
followiu"- dealers handle our Foundation

St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Des Moines Iowa
Hudson, Wis.

Woodman

Inter-State Mfg.

with fence and plain sections, and a
full line of other

Please mention Bee Journal

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

Watertown, Wis.
Red Oak, Iowa.
Weturapka, Ala.

Portland Seed Co
E. T. Abbott,
J.

We make the New

'

What more can anvbodv do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS,'No SAGGINa, No

Catalog-,

The

AmeriG. B. Lewis Co

T116

satis-

22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliments.
in

Address

pages! free.

Year

We guarantee

it sell

faction than

Because

serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made*

does

so well?
Because

1899

1899.

3,

for

SUPPLIES will be very large this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have large facilities for manufacturing all
kinds of

And w ill

Aug.

Classic in Bee-Culture

by mail.

Beeswax Wanted ^
at all times.
Please mention Bee Journal

chas. DADANTC& SON,
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing

III.

Supplies

Send for

rtipsp.

K. T. KLANAOAN, Belleville, Ul

Catalogue.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

14Aly

M. H.

HUNT & 50N,
PRICES.

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

at ROOT'S

Shippintj-Cases and Danz. Cartons are what
to displav and ship your honey in.
Send for Catalog.
BELL BRANCH, MICH.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

yon need

'

Special

Siiiiuiier

School

of Shorthand
For the

benefit of Teachers, Students,
and others.

Six Weeks' Course for only
Send for Catalog.

For Apiarian
Supplies, address

S15.00.

Eclectic SliOTthaiid College,
Headquarters

of the Cross Eclectic

MFG
CO
IVUT

IJ.'omaha, Neb.
VJ* \^\Jtf "'fol'u'th
/^^ Broadway. E. St. Louis, 111.
Please mention Bee Jotirnal "when writing.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

39Alv

lAEISE
To

Uie

Do you want nice, white Shipping-Cases, smooth and accurately made ?
have them, and they cost no more than others charge for cases made from
Ours are made in Wisconsin, from white basswood, and there are
cull lumber.
none nicer. 12 and 24 sections are the regular sizes, with 2 or 3 inch glass.

We

We want

say to the readers of

Bke Journal

has concluded to sell
in their season
during 1899, at the folU)wing prices
.$1.00
1 Untested Queen
6 Untested Queens.. 4.50
12 Untested Oueens 8.00
1 Tested Queen .... 1.50
3.50
3 Tested Queens
1 select tested queen 2.00
"
" Queens 4.00
3
Queen,
Select Tested
previous season's rear-

on Langstroth frames, preferred, from this vicinity.
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This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying
23 cents a pound
upon its reNow, if you want the money prompti,y, send us your Beeswax, Impure
ceipt.
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The illustration shows the tent with one corner hitcht
up on the top of the post. A pretty big hive-tent, but it is
none too big for our use. We use a large hive, that holds
four colonies, and with four men and our traps to work
with, the tent is about right. We used to use an 8-foot tent,
but

was

too small.
the tent, one
pins, take hold of the post
it

To move

man

each corner, pull up the
it up and walk off with
it to where it is wanted
set it down, put one foot on the
pin, push it into the ground, and we are ready for work.
The comb-rack is built of 2x4 inch upright timbers, and
1x4 inch boards on the sides. The picture shows the combrack to store extracting-combs in during winter. Several
Wisconsin bee-keepers that save their combs in this way
are able to produce tons of choice honey each in a single
Grant Co., Wis.
season.

and

at

lift

;

A

Useful Hive-Tent and Comb-Rack.
BY K. FRANCB.

THE

hive-tent is 10 feet square, 7 feet hig-h, with covermade of cheese-cloth. The top is made separate
from the sides, and the sides and top are fastened together with snaps and rings, leaving an open space of two
inches all around the top to let out bees that leave the hives
that we are at work with. The sides come
down tight to the ground.
To get in and out of the tent, raise
one side high enough to go under by stooping, then drop the side down ag-ain.
We use the tent in the spring-time to
ing'

when

clip queens,

fruit-trees

[See illustration of the comb-rack on next page.

Ed.]

and dande-

lions are in blossom, or at any time
the bees will rob, when there is no

coming

•

when
honey

in.

To make the frame The corner posts
made by ripping a 2x4 pine dress the
:

are
pieces smooth, then dress off the corners,
leaving them 8 square, except 6 inches at
the top and a foot at the bottom, which
leave square. Bore a half-inch hole in the
center of the top of the post down 6 inches,
and put a staple near the top to tie the
brace-ropes put another staple near the
bottom for the same purpose to hold the
brace-ropes. We use a fs-inch rope. Now
we want five pieces of g-ood pine, 2 inches
wide and % thick, to go around the top
one of them across the middle to hold up
the center of the cover. Bore a half-inch
hole thru all of the pieces 1 '4 inches from
the ends; get six ^4 -inch bolts 6 inches
long. Lay the 2-inch strips on top of the
posts, and drop in thru the strips and
down into the posts at each corner, one of
the bolts. For the center strip we have a
half-inch hole in the middle of two of the
side-strips, with a bolt in each end.
We must fasten the tent to the ground.
Get four pieces of ^-inch round iron 22
inches long bend one end at right angles 4 inches, and
sharpen the other end. Now we want two staples for each
post one about two inches up from the bottom, the other
one above it about 6 inches. Leave the staples out far
enough to drop in one of the stake-pins, then put your foot
on the top of the pin and push it into the ground. Those
pins are all that we want to hold the tent, with those braceropes inside. Put on the cover and it is ready for work.
;

;

—

Mr. E. France and Hive-Tent.

Barrels as a Honey-Package, Once More.

;

BY

—

SEE

C.

P.

D.A.DANT.

that Cogitator does not at all like honey-barrels,
and so pokes fun at me for taking the part of the discarded vessel. (See page 453.) But I do not believe that
Cogitator has as much experience with honey-packages as
I have, setting aside all modesty, of which I have no great

I

—
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store anyway. I did not write about barrels theoretically.
In fact, I don't write in the bee-papers theoretically concerning aiij' point. What I give is from experience of 30
years of dailj' practice with bees, or honey, or bee-goods.

you differ from me it is simply because you take matfrom another stand-point but the acquired experience
of years cannot be done awaj' with by a few jokes, or a
sneer, and even tho I may not be approved by the mass of

So

if

ters

;

the readers, I will stay with the assertions previously made
by me, that altho tin-cans are a progress, and are very
handy in a number of cases, still the old honey-barrel will
remain, in many cases, a useful vessel.
Cogitator saj-s that I did not explain how a " gluecoated " barrel could have its staves spread and closed
again, and yet be proof against honey soaking as before. I
did not think that it needed explaining, because I thought
any one might try and see how it behaved. The glue fills
up the crevices, and their spreading apart does not cause it
to break away from those crevices, but it simply shuts together when they are brought together again, and the barFacts, not fiction. The description that
rel does not leak.
Cogitator gives of his trial at opening a barrel simply shows
that he will do much better as a tinner than as a cooper.
small receptacles, both from
I have put up honey in
barrels and 60-pound cans, and when it comes to emptying
the honey of five barrels, or of its equivalent in tin-cans
44 to 46 60-pound cans give me the five barrels with all the
fuss of taking out the heads and putting them in again,
and with all the little do-funnies of the cooper that so much
annoy Cogitator. The 45 tin-cans may be dried on the
stove, sure enough the fact is, I have done it on some of
them, but I got sick of it long before I got to the 45th can,
and my five barrels did not leak as much as those dried-up
cans when they happened to get a little too warm and the
solder run off the joints. It is evident that Cogitator had
only one can or two, and took his time, and had the stove
just right neither too cold nor too warm and could give
the steam its own time to get out of those cans thru the
screw-cap opening.
A good many people succeed at one thing- while others
succeed at another, and we often pass by a very simple
thing without seeing it. So it may be that my way is not
the best, but I will tell you all the same how we do when we
extract, and Cogitator, or some other man, can tell us of a
better way.
You all know that when the honey first comes from the
extractor, it is a little cloudy, containing chips of cappings,
motes, and probably a few impurities from the hive. It is
only after a few days that it gets bright and clear, or at
least after a few hours. When we
first extracted we had imagined that
we could strain it clean at once by
draining it thru a very fine sieve.
But we soon got over that fancy.
The very fine sieve got so stopt up
that it would have taken all day to
put in ten gallons. So it had to be
put aside and an ordinary flour-sieve
such as would stop only the large
The first
pieces was svibstituted.
manufacturers of extractors labored
under the same delusion, and we remember that all our early-made e.x-

—

—

—

\ng.

cooper or tinner, but I cannot see how we could go to our
out-apiaries with tin vessels and load and unload the crop
with as much ease if we used large tin-cans to put the
honey in until it settled, as with barrels.
Now another thing I am ready to assert that there is
more loss, on an average, with good tin vessels than with
wooden ones, and I see that I have a helper in the same
number of the American Bee Journal in which Cogitator's
criticism appears. On page 458, Editor Hill is quoted as
saying that he " has used a number of carloads of tin-cans
as a honey-package, and has found the percentage of loss
thru leakage greater than where barrels are used." Thanks,
Mr. Hill, for this shoulder to the wheel.
If our tin-cans were always handled carefully there
would be little danger, but honey is so heavy an article that
the railroad folks are very often displeased when it becomes
necessary to handle those boxes containing" one or two 60pound cans, and the result is they are dumpt around with
very little ceremony. I have often known a can to become
emptied because one of the boards of the box had become
unnailed in rough handling, and the nail driven again, but,
driven wrong at the next turn, had been brought in contact with the tin. These holes are worse than cracks in
:

barrels.

Mr. Editor, pardon me for this long discussion of a subwhich is already thoroly ventilated I wanted to explain my reasons for supporting the use of honey-barrels,
and for using them myself, for we are at it again, and the
boys have this very day filled two barrels from our homeject

;

apiary.

do not think barrels are an absolute necessity in an
but they do verj' well as a temporarj' storing-vessel,
and when honey is to be used for baking or for other manufacturing purposes the barrels are not to be discarded altogether, ez'eri as a selling package.
Hancock Co., 111.
I

apiarj',

—

Removing- Honey by the Bee-Escape Plan.

WHEN

honey

is

BY F. A. SNBI.L.
coming in slowly, or none being gath-

ered at the time one desires to take off honey, the
bee-escape is very useful or almost indispensable.
Near, or after, the close of a honey-flow, bees are very
much inclined to rob, so no honey should be exposed. A
bee-escape is in.serted in a board cleated to give the proper
space, and this board or escape is placed under each super
It is so arranged that the bees can leave
to be removed.

tractors were fitted with movable
sieves inside of the can which had to

be removed because they soon got
so stopt up that the honey would not
go thru them.
Now, when we put up our honey
into barrels the honey settles, and
in about two days, if we see fit, we
can draw off all but about four gallons perfectly clear. The last four
gallons are put in a separate vessel,
and in a short time the top is
skimmed off and our honey is all
clean. If we were to use tin-cans
first, last, and all the time, we should
have to draw our honey first in a
vessel where it would settle before
we filled our cans, or we should have
more or less skimmings in each can.
That is another reason that I had
not given before, for our preference
of barrels to cans when the honey is
Of course, large tin
first taken off.
vessels may be used instead of wood,
and that is only a question of

10, 1899.

France's

A'aci-

for Storing Combs.

Aug.
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super, but cannot return. In doing- this work the
smoker is lighted, and with the hive-opener in hand and a
few escape-boards we proceed.
The bees of the first hive to be workt with are given a
few whiffs of smoke at the hive-entrance, as we do at all
times before opening the hive. With the hive-opener we
pry up the super to loosen it, and then lift it off, after giving the bees a few puffs of smoke, and place it one side.
We then put the escape board over the brood-chamber, and

the

place the super or supers over this. The bees finding they
are shut in, and away from their queen and brood, search
for a place of escape, which is thru the escape only.
All escapes are put on the hives having supers either
for extracting or those used in getting comb honey, but we
take one or the other in order. That is, the comb honey
will all be taken off before beginning on the other, or z'u-f
In from a few hours to a day the supers will be rid
I'ft-sa.
of bees, depending upon the weather and space above the
escape-board.
The supers, when rid of bees, are lifted from the board
and taken to the honey-room. The bees at this time should
be treated to smoke and kept under control, as the hives
are quite apt to be jarred when prying up the super. In
this way a large amount of honey may be taken off so
quietly that the bees are not aware of the fact, and no excitement or robbing caused.
The escape-boards may be removed as one removes the
supers, the bees driven down, and the cover put on the
hives, or the supers may all be first removed to the honeyroom, and the boards later in the day. With this plan not a
frame of honey need be handled in the bee-yard to tempt
the industrious bees.
Before the invention of the bee-escape there was no
way to take off honey without demoralizing the bees, unless
one waited until cool weather had driven them from the
surplus department late in the season. This work is much
better done now during the warmer weather, when the bees
handle to better advantage, and the work is then out of the

way.
I

have

have been brought

tried all the bee-escapes that

bee-keepers, and have only found one among the
number that workt well, and that is what we now use, as
all others have been thrown away as useless.
At the time of a good honey-flow, either the shake-oft'
or escape plan works well, as no robbing will then occur,
Carroll Co., 111.
anj'way.

out

among

Hunting' Bees in Trees During- a Honey-Flow.
A SHORT SYMPOSIUM.
L. J. Clark will go along streams of water he will find
gathering water (if there are any bees in the
vicinity)
then watch the course they go, and it will not
Daniel Loy.
be much trouble to find them.
Preble Co., Ohio.

IFbees

;

In answer to L. J. Clark (see page 445), in regard to
hunting bees during the honey-flow, I would say, go where
you have reason to think the bees are, and find them at
work on water. When they leave the water they won't cirGenerally they get water
cle, but go straight to the tree.
at the nearest point, so if j'ou are a mile from tame bees
you may rest assured they are wild. If you don't get the
line the first time, wait and the bees will come back to the
same place as soon as they can unload.
It is

a very poor season here

;

40 percent loss last winsmall honey crop,
H. L. C.\SK.

and very few swarms this season
and poor prospects for any more.
ter,

Ontario Co., N. Y., July

Referring to L.

J.

:

14.

Clark's call about bee-hunting,

I

will

him about my methods. I have traced
and have found them in trees.
First, take a box about the size of a cigar-box (a cigarbox will do) cut a hole in the bottom about an inch square,
then place two wires thru the box about half way between
the bottom and the top, and place the bait on the wire.
Then take a glass for a lid, and put it on top of the box.
Take the box, and when you see a bee on the blossom, place
the hole in the box right over it, then it will go into the
box, thinking it can go right up thru. When you have
about a dozen in the box take it out in an open field, set it
down quietly about four feet above the ground watch thru
the glass lid till they begin to work on the bait in the box,
then lift the glass lid, which will leave them ready for their

try to explain to
bees three miles,

;

;
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Lie right down below the box, so that when the bee

home.

starts J'OU can see her circle three or four times.
will make a straight line for her home.

Then she

The bait is some fresh honey, with about half fresh
water with it make it about half water, so it will be nice
and thin, almost like water. To about half a pint of bait
add about three drops of golden tincture or ether, and I will
guarantee any bee to work on this bait in any time of the
year. An empty comb is best to put the bait on. I would
like to hear from Mr. Clark after giving this a trial.
Samuel Varnes.
Coshocton Co., Ohio.
;

L. J. Clark, on page 445. I do
can help him any or not. Bees will
sometimes work on honey in the afternoon, even when
flowers are plenty. I think I would start them in the afternoon, and they would probably work back on the honey in
the morning. If he uses comb honey in his boxes, as I understand from his letter, he might try instead an old broodI

not

have read the

know whether

comb

in his box,

letter of

I

and use a

little

extracted honey diluted

about one-third with water.
Bees will not work if caught from buckwheat in the
morning I do not know whether they will from white
;

clover or not.
Oil of anise

is generally used to call bees, but it is my
only of use to aid bees in finding the honey
when coming back, by its strong odor. Never put oil of
anise in the honey or in the box. Bees will leave immeI have found two bee-trees so far, and without
diately.
hunting them, either.
I have caught five swarms in decoy hives set in the
woods. Bees have not swarmed here this spring; it was so
dry in April, May and June. I will guarantee I can catch
20 to 30 swarms of bees in any good year.
Geo. T. Record.
Dutchess Co., N, Y.

opinion

it is

will describe the way I hunt bees in New Hampshire.
First, take some strips of lumber 1'^ inches wide, about
5/16 thick, and make three boxes 2*4 inches wide, 33+ long,
Before
nail a bottom on one. This will be the comb-box.
I

nailing the other tvfo together cut two grooves on the inside of each side-piece of the box, one groove near the top,
and one near the bottom then cut a piece of glass that
will just fit into the top groove, when you nail the box together. When nailed, fit a thin wood slide in the bottom
groove these are the catching-boxes.
In the comb-box fit a piece of black brood-comb the
old black comb is the best, as it won't soften in the heat of
Take some good granulated sugar and water,
the sun.
equal parts, mix well together, and fill the piece of comb in
the comb-box. Get a very small vial of oil of anise, and
now you are all ready to start.
Go where the bees are working on the flowers, set the
comb-box on a stump or stake— on anything that will be
seen by the bees when they " come back." Don't set it too
near the flowers (at this time of year). Then take one of
the catching-boxes, draw the slide nearly out. take it in the
right hand with glass side up when you come up to a
flower with a bee on it, put the left hand under the flower,
bringing the box down over the liee, and the left hand up
under at the same time the bee seeing the light thru the
glass will fly up against it at once, when you push in the
Go to the comb-box, put the
slide, and vou have the bee.
catching-box on top with the slide side down, then draw the
slide, put your hand over the glass to darken it inside, and
the bee nine times out of ten will at once begin to fill. You
can look in the glass and see if she is loading up all right.
If so, raise the catching-box gently, and take it off'; then
also note the time, so as to
sit down and watch the bee go
estimate the distance they are from you.
Be sure to put a little oil of anise on the outside of the
comb-bos, so that when a bee comes back she can smell it.
She will be sure to go into the box when she comes back, as
the smell attracts the attention more than the flowers.
After a bee has been a few times she will go straight
Then if she is gone so
off the box without whirling at all.
long that you wish to "carry them " and set off again, you
As the bees come
will now need your second catching-box.
back and alight on the comb you must catch them at once,
by putting the catching-box over the comb-box. As they
fly off to the glass, push in the slide, and you have them.
Then take the other catching-box and do the same, and
then put the two catching-box slides together, open both
take the
slides, and the bees will go into the top one
empty one to catch some more off the comb. When you
have enough bees, you " go on the line " nearly as far as,
;

—

—

;

;

;

:

:
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you think the time they are g-one will take them, allowing
IS minutes for a mile the first time a bee goes, then set off
again, and so on until you find them.
SUBSCRIBER.
Merrimack Co., N. H.
Noticing the request for information in bee-hunting,
will give my waj'.

Take honey

fresh from the hive, and bees will

work

I
it

during the months of June. July and August, as well as any
other months of the year. Catch in your box from six to
one dozen bees, then turn them loose on the honey, and
while they are filling catch another box full, and by the
time these have filled and returned, one will have a lively
time watching them. I have been out twenty times during
this month, and the bees have never workt better, altho
we have flowers in abundance.
I found my first wild swarm in 1838, and have found
over 1,000 bee-trees since. I have started a number of apiaries from wild bees. The bees I now have are all runaways, that is, were taken from the %voods, excepting the
increase. I let them swarm naturally, yet none run away,
nor do I lose any during the winter months.

PREVENTING WINTER LOSS — AFTER-SWARMS.

To prevent winter

loss, have the hives arranged so you
can examine them at any time. I look mine thru every
week during the winter. I opened them the coldest day we
had last winter, with the mercury from 25 to 35 degrees below zero, and found them livelj' and all right.
I close the hive nearly tight at the bottom (contrary to
the advice of all experts), and have attacht storm-doors or
entrances, then arrange the entrances of the hives so there

like a refrigerator, free circulation within itself
without outside influence. There will be drj' air inside,
never will be any dampness among the bees. The dampness and frost, if any, will all be above the cushion and
above the bees. This arrangement is for wintering on the

will be,

summer

We

had any amount of honej' down in
was no loss in wintering
where they were properly fixt on the summer stands.
To make the second or after-swarms nearly equal to
the first swarms, have ready a fertile queen, destroy the
young queen, and introduce a fertile one ready to deposit
eggs. In this way you will gain from two to three weeks.
Calhoun Co., Mich.
D. H. MeTcalf.
stands.

this vicinity last season, yet there

The Diekel Theory

Dzierzon Non-Sperm
Theory.

vs. the

BY

C.

THEILMANN.

Aug.

10. 1899.

together but the fighting began before they were all in,
so I repeated the spraying and shaking of the frames, but
the killing was still kept going. By this time other swarms
came out to be attended to I gave them another good pepperminting and closed the hive. I was kept busy at swarming and other things until dark.
The next morning I lookt at my Cyprians, and found
not a live bee in the hive. On examination I found on two
frames new pieces of all-worker comb built about as big as
mj' hand, one of which was filled with an egg in every cell
Some of
regularlj', as far as the cells were deep enough.
them had eggs when the cell was hardly 's-inch deep.
There was not a drone-cell in the two pieces of comb.
;

;

After this close examination another swarm came out,
I put into this hive, and thej' went to work vigorously. About a week after I examined them, and found the
frames filled with all drone-combs, except the two pieces
above described. The one which had the eggs now had all
capt brood, and .scattered among it were about 25 drone
pupa; in enlarged worker-cells, and three queen-cells, and
about 300 worker pupa?. There was not an empty cell in
the whole batch, as far as it contained eggs on both sides.
There was no other brood or eggs in the hive. This last
swarm undoubtedly lost its queen while swarming, and to
save their existence they had produced queens, drones
and workers from all worker-eggs, and no one can convince
me otherwise since I made this experiment. It is evidence
that the workers or nurse-bees can, at their selection, produce either sex at will by different food.
I am pleased that Prof. Diekel has found a way to get
at the true facts without having to depend upon uncertain,

which

unreliable analysis.
Take the eggs
of Prof. Diekel is this
from a drone-comb laid by a normal queen, and introduce
them into worker-comb in a colony that has been queenless
long enough to have become somewhat apathetic. The bees
will not accept transferred eggs, but tear them out. The
development of these eggs will show that workers and
queens may be produced from drone-eggs.
Another: Remove from a drone-comb all larva; and replace with just-hatcht larva; from a worker-comb, and give
the one thus prepared to a colony under the same condition as before. You will then see queens and drones reared
from the impregnated or worker-eggs even after they had
hatcht out.
Now I hope that man5' of our advanced bee-keepers and
queen-breeders will try the experiments and report results.
In addition to the foregoing I recommend the formula I
have under my treatment at present, which needs no artificial manipulation, and which almost any bee-keeper can
try.
It is as follows
Hive a swarm with a good laying queen on starters of
foundation, in a good honey-flow. Let them build comb
three or four days, then take out a frame of all worker-cells,
stockt with 300 to 500 eggs, and give it to another just issued with a dipt queen. Cage the queen and lay her at the
entrance of the new hive with the frame of eggs, and the
rest filled with empty frames placed where the old hive
stood, and where the swarm came from. The bees will
come back to their queen and cluster about her. Let her be
caged until sundown, then take her away and drive the bees
into the hive they will find the eggs before the next morning, aiid will stay and make use of the eggs as their instinct
directs them, to save their existence, and in due time you
will find queen, drone and worker pupa; in the comb that
was all worker-cells stockt with eggs of a fertile queen
when given to the queenless swarm. Try this and convince
yourselves of the long-disputed non-sperm theory in droneWabasha Co., Minn.
eggs.
fickle,

The formula

:

:

AT

a bee-convention held in September, 1898, at Salzburg, Austria, Prof. Diekel brought out indisputable
facts against the fallacj' of the non-sperm theory. He
gave the bee-keepers a very simple formula by which they
could convince themselves of the correctness of his experiments. For nearly 50 years the Dzierzon theory, based on
his observation, and supported by Prof. Siebold's microscopical experiments, was, that the queen has the faculty
of laying impregnated and unimpregnated eggs at will.
From the first-named, queens and workers develop, and
from the latter, drones and whoever said or wrote anything to the contrary were laught at, or past unnoticed.
Nevertheless, I have been convinced of the fallacy ever since
July, 1883, when accidentally a colony of my bees gave me
a glimpse into their secret laboratory, which is described
on page 594 of the American Bee Journal for 1883. Probably not many of the present readers are in possession of
it, therefore I will herewith give, in substance, the occur-'
rence
About the middle of July, 1883, I hived a swarm of fullblooded Cyprian bees on frames with starters it was a big
swarm. The queen was one year old, and one of the most
prolific and regular layers I had in my apiary.
I hived
;

;

:

A Lecture on

Controlling- Sex in Bees.

BY PETER

BOIS.

•

them about
their

10 a.m.,

new home.

and they went

to

work immediately

in

The next morning, on examination,

I

found the colony rather smaller than I wisht to have them
for comb honey production, as manj' bees went back to the
parent hive.
Pretty soon a second swarm came out, which I decided
to unite with the Cj'prians.
Knowing from previous sad
experience of their sensitive and fighting character, I prepared some peppermint and sprayed them and the second
swarm, which I had been .shaking before the entrance,
while in the meantime I shook the Cyprians from the
frames on top of the swarm, and let them run into the hive

BEE-KEEPERS

are able, in a measure, to regulate the
production of drones in the hive, and cause the queen
to produce almost entirely worker (female) bees, with but
a small percentage of drone or male bees. This is effected
to some extent by having almost all worker-comb in the
hive and only a small amount of drone-comb. And I consider that bee-keepers have paid more attention to this matter of the production of sex, and that they have obtained
better results than the breeders of other stock generally. I
have been able to keep my colonies for several years past
from swarming, and producing but very few drones per
hive, while in worker-bees or female nurses my colonies

—

:
:
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have been exceedingly strong. This has been achieved by
noticing- that drones were produced, and swarming also,
when the queen in full "lay" received severe checks these
"checks," at such a time, I distinctly noticed, produced
drones or male bees, while freedom from checks, which enabled a queen to go thru her laying season, produced female
or workers only, with but very few males. If, therefore, beekeepers can govern the production of males at will, the
breeders of other stock ought to be able to do the same if
they know the law that affects the produce of male and
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received a check sufficiently powerful to prevent them forming females, but that admits of their being fertilized with
male semen then they produce males in more or less degree resembling both parents. This latter case, which had
not hitherto been solved, presents new interest, not only
for the explanation it affords of the effects produced by the
check described in the present instance, but because the
effects of this check are also common to the eggs of animals generallj'. The effects produced by this check are
therefore important to breeders of farm stock, or of domestic or pet animals, and also to fish-breeders as well as to
bee-keepers in fact, in every case where it may be desirable to specially produce females or males of any variety.
To control the formation of the sex in the egg at will
is a science of itself, and some of the details to be attended
to must be special to, and necessarily vary with, the kind of
;

;

female.

Fowl fanciers can induce birds to lay very early in the
season, and ensure that a fair percentage of the eggs are
but such eggs mostly produce cockerels, and the
fertile
more fertile the hen the greater the percentage of cockerels.
Now if we notice that checks are much more likely to be
produced early in the season, when the weather is more
variable than later on, and that these changes of temperature would chiefly affect the fowls whose ovaries were the
most developt, we get at the reason why eggs set early produce a preponderance of male birds.
The queen-wasp gets in f uU " lay " more towards the
fruiting part of the year than does the queen-bee, and at
such time cold nights begin to set in, and greater atmospheric changes take place than during midsummer. This
has the effect of causing her to produce some drone-eggs
while she laid only worker-eggs previously. Animals generally are more equal in the production of males and
On the other hand, the
females than bees and wasps.
queens of bees and wasps, altho their ovaries are far more
largely developt than those of other animals, and would be
thereby more liable to be affected by checks, yet they are
better protected against outside influences than animals
generally.
The mother-bee, like the mother-wasp, is in the midst
of a full colony of her own progeny, which becomes an increast protection in proportion as the maternal ovaries become developt secondly, they are fed with a food that can
be made to produce but little variation in its influence
thirdly, they have the protection of the combs to guard
them against sudden changes of temperature, and the combs
of each of these insects, altho so widely different in the
material of which each is composed, yet both are recognized
as among the best non-conductors of heat and cold
fourthly, the hive in which they breed is so protected from
extremes of temperature as to retain the warmth of the
brood-nest in a very great degree while the queen-bee is extensively employed in egg-laying.
Other animals, while less fertile, are at all times far
more exposed to outside influences, and thismay in some
measure account for their producing a more equal number
of males and females than the two infeects cited. I infer,
therefore, from these observations, and others of a like
nature, but all giving indirect evidence, that checks can,
and do, affect the production of sex in the egg prior to fertilization, or at the time when the egg is ready for that purpose. More direct evidence, however, could, I think, be obtained by experimenting with the eggs of animals, such as
frogs and fish, whose eggs are fertilized onlv after being
;

;

stock dealt with.

— British
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may

be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers bj- mail. Editor.]

[The Questions

When Clover

Yields Nectar.

;

laid.

The law which appears

to

govern the formation of sex

— so far as checks are concerned — may be stated as follows
An egg which

:

from check produces a
female. In other words, a female is formed from an egg
that has received no check in its fertilization when (or just
prior to) being fertilized.
is

The following

free

fertilized

rules

may

also be stated with reference

working of the law just cited (1.)
may be predisposed by anterior checks

to the

:

A

female (mother)

to produce males.
recent check exerts its greatest force, if received
(2.)
when the ovaries are nearing (or have just reacht) their
greatest development for egg-production.
And, also, the
more the ovaries have been favored towards extensive de-

A

velopment, by prevailing favorable conditions, the greater

have indicated.
queen clearly show the effect
of an absolute check in producing males. When these eggs
were ready for being fertilized, none of the elements necessary for the purpose were present and they therefore received an absolute check, so far as fertilization, but possessis

the effect in the direction

The eggs

I

laid b)- a virgin

;

ing of themselves the necessary vitality to produce bee-life,
but males only.
The eggs of a fertile queen-bee are free from check,
and in consequence produce females. On the other hand,
when she lays eggs that have received an absolute or extreme check, they are non-fertilized, and produce males that
resemble the mother only. She also lays eggs that have

On page 396, you say that white clover bloomed Ma)- 26.
June 6 you were despondent on account of the failure of
clover to secrete nectar. Is it not an accepted fact that
nectar until it has been in bloom in
clover does not yield
'
Tennessee.
days ?
'

—

Answer. I don't know that I ever saw it stated as a
generally accepted fact that clover does not yield nectar
until it lias been in bloom 10 days, but it has been a fact according to my own observation. What troubled me was
that the bees did no/ begin to store nectar within 10 days
after the first bloom appeared. Neither did it begin for
some time after that, when the bees began to be excited
over the harvest. But that soon died out, and the entire
month of June past away with empty supers, some colonies
during that time being at the point of starvation.

A Bunch

of Six auestions.

she did not lay
1. I ordered a queen and introduced her
more than a dozen eggs, and swarmed out after being in
the hive 10 days. The bees settled and remained 15 minutes, and returned to the hive, but the queen did not return.
What
It was a 4-frame nucleus, and well filled with bees.
was wrong with the queen ? She was ordered for a tested
;

the breeder sent another one in her place.
had two queens sent me the other day, arriving the
next day after being mailed. In one cage the queen and all
the bees were dead but three, and in the other the bees were
she died in a few
all dead, and the queen could just crawl
hours. Thev were not daubed up with candy, but seemed
What was the trouble ?
to be clean and dry.
I have my bees in a row
3. I live on an elevated place.
facing the south, hives 20 inches apart, and a shelter over
them 6 feet in front and and 4';. feet behind, and of course
that runs the water off. At the back end, or north side of
this shelter it is banked up to the roof to protect them from
the north wind, as it would have a far sweep at them otherwise. Last winter it was very cold, and out of 43 colonies I
lost 20. some being my strongest colonies, that froze or
starved, as you may call it, but there was plenty of honey
There was frost in the inside walls of those
in the hives'.
hives. Nine colonies froze and 11 died of dysentery. Would
you advise me to put my bee-hives in pairs, and pack them
from now on ? If so, when shall I pair them, and pack
It is not often we have
them, and how shall I pack them
such winters as last.
4. If I do not pack my bees would it not be better for

queen
2.

;

I

;

'.'
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me

to pair them ? I lose a good many queens by trying to
enter the wrong hive.
5. Would it be best for me to leave entrance open the
full width of hive during winter, or close some of it up ?
I
use an 8- frame hive 12 inches wide.
6. When there is a heavy snow on the ground, and the
sun shines out, it makes my bees fly out and the cold wind
strikes them down. They fall in the snow and chill. Would
you shut them in the hives to prevent their coming out at
such times ?
Ai..\bama.

the limb of a tree, and the probability is that bees that naturally build a single very large comb in the open air will
never submit to be shut up in a hive with several little
combs. If you had a colony hanging to a tree as in their
native land, it is not at all likely that you could bj' any possibility get them thru the winter in New York State.
3. According to reports given, the probability is that
basswood would lead a considerable distance.
Possibly
two to one.

Answers. — 1. 1 don't know. It isn't certain that anything was wrong with the queen. Indeed, a queen that had
life enough to swarm out would be considered all that .vou
ought to expect of a dealer, and he did more than his full

sure rule as to the time drones are allowed to live, except
that when a scarcity of pasturage occurs they must get out
of the way, but all colonies are not alike as to that. Yet a
colony with a good laying queen is not likely to support a
lot of drones when no honey is coming in.

duty in replacing her.
2. Hard to tell without knowing more about it.
Perhaps the candy was too dry, and hard.
3. The probability is that in your lifetime you'll never
again see such another winter in the state of Alabama, and
that your bees will winter just as well as in the past. Yet
it might be no harm to pack hay, straw or other material in
CZJ 4. It is a good plan to have the hives in pairs, making
less danger of losing young queens. Move the hives together every few days, a few inches at a time.
5. Leave it open full width.
6. Put up boards to shade the hives, so the sun cannot
in.

Sometimes, and sometimes not.

There

is

no very

Joining Associations and Attending Conventions.
1.

me

Which bee-keepers'

association would

it

be best for

to join ?

Do

the lady bee-keepers attend the bee-conventions ?
go to the one at Philadelphia, if I can go.
3. I see the Central Texas Bee-Keepers' Association extends a cordial invitation to all bee-keepers, and says there
will be no hotel bills to pay. Will it be that way at Philadelphia ?
New Jersey.
2.

the shed.

shine

4.

I

would

like to

Answers. — 1. The United States Bee-Keepers' Asso-

But don't shut the entrance.

ciation.

Ladies attend and are heartily welcomed. If possiyou ought by all means to attend.
3. No
the members attending the convention at Philadelphia will each one pay his own bills, but reasonable
rates are alwavs secured.
2.

Unsealed Brood.

ble,

;

have three swarms which were hived in June, each
having a good queen and abundance of honey, but about
one-half of the brood that ought to be sealed is unsealed.
I do not know if it ever was sealed and was opened, or if it
never was sealed. Nevertheless, this brood which ought to
I

be sealed is in the state of a fully-developt bee, or nearly
so; the head and feelers are from a white to a pink hue, and
eyes are light brown in color. The other brood that is
sealed looks healthy, and so does the unsealed larv;e of all
ages. Brood-rearing seems to go on as if all was in the
most healthy condition.
WEST Virginia.

—

Answer. You probably have a case of what is sometimes called bareheaded bees. The brood matures and the
bees hatch out all right, but there is no capping. It is not
certain what is the cause of the trouble, but I have a suspicion that it is caused by the wax-worm. What makes me
think so is that it often happens that a row of these bareheaded bees appear in a line very much in the same shape
as the gallery of a wax-worm. It only appears in small
patches, or streaks, and if you have a case in which all the
brood on the whole side of a comb remains unsealed, you
have something I never saw nor heard of.
Queens from the South

Apis Dorsata, Etc.

Do you

think that queens from Texas stand the winqueens bred farther north ? I have lost
all the queens I have introduced from there.
They die thru
the winter in chaff hives.
2. Do you know who has
any Apis dorsata queens
1.

ter here as well as

for sale

?

3. From which can the bees gather the most honey in a
day, basswood or clover, each having the same chance ?
4. Do the bees kill off the drones after swarming is

over

New

?

Answers. — 1. The general testimony seems

York.
to be that

no difference in the hardiness of queens reared
North and South.
2. The only Apis dorsata bees that have yet been offered
for sale in this country are offered at 10 cents each by the
A. I. Root Co., but they are not queens but workers, and
there

is

they are preserved in alcohol. You may be pretty sure that
when Apis dorsata queens are offered for sale alive in this
country you will see prompt and prominent mention of it in
this and other bee-papers.
But don't set your hopes too
high on stocking up with that kind of bees. If you had a
queen of that kind, I don't believe you could get her to work
in a colony of Italians or blacks.
If you had a full colony
of Apis dorsata bees, it is not at all likely you could get
them to stay in a hive. No case has yet been reported in
which any one has been successful in getting them to stay
in a hive.
Their nature is to have a single comb hung to

Pollen in Queen=Cells I had been taught to believe a
sure sign of hopeless queenlessness. I think I've seen a
number of exceptions. June 26 I met a plain case. In one
of my ' barns " I found on one comb three enlarged cells
containing pollen, with the queen laying, and all going on
prosperously. Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

—

"The Queen of the Honey -Plants! Do you know it ?
such is the case, you know of sweet clover or melilot. If
you know of one better we shall be glad to hear of it." So
says the editor of Bee-Chat. He says sweet clover is the
only thing that will grow on salt marsh and reclaim it, so
on the 4'2 acres of sweet clover he has sown he has applied
a ton of salt, a ton of ground bones, and 150 loads of farmyard manure. He sows 14 pounds of seed to the acre.
If

House=Apiaries, after some experience, are highly esteemed by A. H. Duff, as he relates in the Bulletin of Kansas University. " Any old house " will answer him for a
house-apiary, but when specially constructed for the purpose he favors a small building 1(1 feet long, 6 feet wide,
and 6 feet high, containing 11 colonies, 5 on each side and
one at the end. He thinks this better than longer buildings, for in such the colonies near the ends get more than
their propershare of bees at the expense of the central ones.
In these small buildings ordinary hives are used, standing
two inches from the wall.

To Paint or Not to Paint Hives ? is a question discust
the Progressive Bee-Keeper by Messrs. Doolittle and
Aikin. Mr. Doolittle has said that he would not allow any
one to paint his hives if the painter would give a dollar
each for the privilege of painting them. Mr. Aikin replies
that in the dry climate of Colorado un painted hives, or any
other thing made of wood, can scarcely be held together
unless well painted. Put the best of lumber in a hive-cover,
and let it be exposed to the sun for a year, and it will not
hold water. Needless to say keep the hive in shade, for
trees are too scarce in that country. But he says that bees
i/tay winter better in unpainted hives, for the lumber warps
in

—

—
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the smoke. Upon examination of the combs I found 48 colfive of them
onies had more or less sealed brood or eggs
had brood in five frames two had brood in four frames 17
had larva; and eggs 24 had eggs only. The remainder had
neither brood nor eggs. All the combs were nice and clean,
The temperature had
and there was no sign of disease.
been about 40° most of the time before the house burned."
It must be remembered, however, that bees wintered
out-doors begin breeding earlier than those in the cellar.

splits in the scorchinj^'- sun and 6ry air, and tlie bees
have so much ventilation that they winter well, and the air
is so dry that 20 to 40 def,''rees more of cold can be endured
than in a moister climate. His plan, however, would be to

and

;

;

paint well to preserve the hive, then provide proper ventilaDoolittle, while admitting that in Colorado he might
paint, still thinks it would be better and cheaper to leave
hives unpainted, then protect by means of a shadeboard
covered with a sheet of 20x28 tin, allowing the air to pass
freelv between the cover of the hive and the shadeboard.

—

Color of Honey. Prof. Hunter's pamphlet gives photographs of six samples of honey in test-tubes. Beg'inning
with the lightest, they range in shade as follows 1, alfalfa
and melon blooin 2, white clover 3, alfalfa 4, basswood
6, knotweed.
I suppose there's no little
5, sweet clover
variation in different localities as to the shades of honey.
Certainly I have always considered alfalfa lighter than
white clover, but .here it is darker. And is basswood usually
darker than white clover ? [The color of extracted honey
from the same source varies greatly in different localities,

—

Acid for Cleansing Beeswax. It is generally known
that acid is used in cleansing wax from old combs, but deThe
tails of the matter have not been very freely given.
following specific information is given in Gleanings in Bee-

:

;

:

acid we use for refining beeswax is sulphuric
the ordinary commercial article. It should be reduced in
water from SO to vSOO times. If the wax is then boiled in
this water, or heated by a steam-pipe, and then allowed to
stand for a few hours, it will turn to a bright lemon yellow.
The amount of acid to be used will have to be determined
by experiment. If you reduce it to one in a hundred, and
then keep reducing as long as you can get the clarifying
effect, you will get the proper solution."
in

Canada.

— J.

Canuck, in Gleanings

in

:

'

good queen."
J.

Gleanings

—

As bearing upon the large-small-hive
N. Harris gives an interesting contribution in

Large Hives
question,

seems that hives too large
are not desirable, 12-frame hives in his case being the happy
medium. His figures make an interesting studj'. He says
in Bee-Culture.

;

:

and varies

in the

as a rule,

I

same

locality in different years. Alfalfa,
lighter in color than white clover
basswood is generally a little darker, but only slightly so.
Sweet clover is a little darker, on account of having somewhat of a greenish tinge. Knotwocd or sr.iarc-.YCcd ought
to be clast as amber, altho I have seen some samples that
were very light-colored. Ed.] —Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

Bee-Culture, advises that in trying large hives they shall
not be occupied bj' colonies with queens that have been
bred in little hives for generations. He is disgusted with
the statement of queen-breeders that good queens should fill
eight Langstroth frames with brood before the hone^'-fiow,
and says
" Why, Mr. Editor, at this date. May 9, I can show j-ou
lots of colonies in barns with 9 and 10 frames filled with
brood from one end to the other (frames considerably larger
than the Dadant-Ouinby,) and the hive boiling over with
bees, and we have had a very backward spring -first pollen
noticed April 18, and fruit-bloom just beginning to open.
As you are aware, our honey-flow does not start for nearly
a month, so you can see wliat, in my opinion, constitutes a
'

;

;

"The

Large Hives

;

;

tion.
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It

think,

is

The Best Hive

;

for Extracting.

—J.

M. Hambaugh was

for years a neighbor of the Dadants, and adopted their
style of hive with its large frame, so favorable in his opinion for successful wintering. Having settled in California,
a change of conditions has allowed a change of preference,
and he says in Gleanings in Bee-Culture
:

"In starting anew here

California, with no wintering problem to solve, in the adoption of a frame that meets
the requirements both of the bees and of the apiarist, I have
adopted the regular standard Langstroth, and a hive to accommodate 10, and my reasons are
"1. Its convenience in handling, and being nearest
universal.
"2. Its size is as large as we dare to combine the feature of surplus and brood.
"3. Its best adaptation to combs when transferring.
"4.
case of 10 combs filled with honey is sufficient
for the average man to lift, which is quite an item during
the extracting season."
in

:

A

:

" I put into winter quarters 241 colonies in three apiaries, all in single-wall hives.
They were wintered on the
summer stands with no other protection than chaflf in upper
stories, and tight-board fences about the yards. They were
in four sizes of hives on Langstroth frames
:

37 colonies in H-frame hives, winter loss, 8
"
"
"
16
in lt)-frame
"
"
"
156
in 12-frame
"
**
*'
32
in l6-frame
13

AVERAGE

.^^MOUNT OF

8-frame hives

"

BROOD PER COLONY, APRIL
3

111-frame

"

n-frame

3H

'*

5

lo-frame

"

2'j

25.

:

"
"

"
"
"

;

;

frames of brood.
"

York's Honey Almanac is a neat little 32-page pamphespecially gotten up with a view to create a demand for
honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
sample for
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices
a stamp 25 copies for 50 cents 50 for 70 cents 100 for
For 25 cents extra we
$1.25 250 for $2.75 500 for $4.50.
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.

let

"

;

"

"

will be seen by the figures that I had the best success
wintering in the 12-frame hive, which is
favorite size.
"The most of the 8-frame and all of the 10-frame hives
were in the yard where the bees wintered best. I have always had fair success wintering in the 16-frame hive until
last winter.
The previous winter I had 103 colonies all in
large hives, and lost but one colony."

A

;

;

It

my

Bees Breeding in Winter. Dr. Mason said in the BeeKeepers' Review that his bees bred in the cellar, and he believed they were stronger Jan. 21 than when put into the cellar in November, and not a sign of disease.
Mr. Theilmann, in the American Bee-Keeper, thinks this is the first
time any one has claimed that bees were stronger in January than in the preceding November, and hints that there
may be some mistake about it. His own experience is that
bees seldom breed in the cellar in December, and those
which commence breeding in the latter part of January are
pretty sure to have diarrhea before March 1. At one time
he had a remarkably good opportunity to learn the amount
of brood present in January', and relates the following
"About -Jan. 25, 1885, my bee-house, in which were 87
colonies, was burned. Altho the hives were saved, the bees,
with the exception of three colonies, were smothered with
:

Langstroth on the Honey. Bee, revised by the Dadants,
a standard, reliable and tlioroughly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound elegantly.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
arise about bees. We mail it for SI. 25, or club it with the
Bee Journal for a j'ear both for only $2.00.
is

—

Please send us Names of Bee=Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
"Vou can aid much
in nearly every number of this journal.
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.
*--*-•'

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written bj' J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last. Better order at once, if you want a copy
of this song.
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bird open, he found no trace of a bee in any part. Then at
two, when drones were plenty, he tried it again. After
seeing a kingbird capture ten or more bees, he shot it and
found in the first stomach one drone and nothing else, and
in the second stomach fragments of insects, but nothing
Mr. Wright says, "You may shoot
could be classified.
kingbirds all day, and the chances are 16 to 1 that you
won't find a worker, and rarely a drone, in the stomachs of
'

'

the entire lot."

The seeming mystery of so many bees being caught,
and so few found on dissection, is thus explained
:

•'This bird seizes a worker, which he much prefers to a
drone, by the abdomen, giving the bee a few smart rap*
against the perch. He then passes the body of the bee its
entire length transversely between his upper and lower
mandibles, by a peculiar motion of the latter. This is
continued until the juices are thoroly extracted, when he
opens his mouth and drops the useless carcass to the
ground. No wonder, then, that we failed to find workers
But how about the drones ? Well, when
in the stomach.
a drone is seized he is swallowed at once and when several
have been taken into the first stomach the bird sits quietly
on the perch for half an hour, sometimes longer, when by
a few motions of the neck, 'the casting is brought up. This
is about the size and shape of an ordinary pea, and consists
of the hard, indigestible portions of insects."
;

The

State Fair will be held at Springfield this
The list of cash premiums offered on
j'ear, Sept. 25 to 30.
"
bees, honey, etc., are as follows, being "open to the world
for competition
1st. 2nd. 3rd.
Illinois

:

Prm.Prm.Prni.
$20 $15 S5

Display of comb honey
Collection of labeled cases containing 12 or
more pounds of white honey from different
8
5
flowers
Collection of labeled cases containing 12 or
more pounds of amber or dark honey from
different flowers
8 5
Case white clovercomb honey,12 to 24 pounds 4 3
4
3
Case basswood comb honey, 12 to 24 pounds.
4
3
Case amber comb honey, 12 to 24 pounds
20 15
Display extracted honey
Display of honey extracted on the grounds.
5
3
Frame of comb honey for extracting
20 15
Display of candied honey
12 8
Display of beeswax
One-frame observatory hive dark Italian bees 4 3
One-frame observatory hive golden Italian

3

3
2
2
2

10

.532

bees

One-frame observatory hive Carniolan bees.
Honey-vinegar,

making
The judges

W

gallon,

with recipe

2

10
4
2

4
4

3

2

3

2

4

3

1

for

in this lot will be governed by the code of
rules adopted by the Illinois State Bee-Keepers" Association.
Five hundred pounds will receive full score for quantity
Fifty pounds
in displays of comb and extracted honey.
will receive full score for quantity in display of beeswax.

There is a total sum of $268 offered in the above list,
which should call out a good displa}' from the bee-keepers
of Illinois. The State Fair authorities have for several
years allotted a splendid space for the apiarian exhibit, and
have been generous in their cash premium offers. Mr. H.

The Pennsylvania Lines

Less than a
month, Sept. 5, 6 and 7.
month yet, and then there should be assembled the largest convention of beekeepers ever held on this continent.
On the Pennsylvania Lines the round-trip fare from
Chicago will be only $16.45, being one cent a mile each way,
as it is just 822 miles from Chicago to Philadelphia. The
reason of this low rate is the 33rd national encampment of
the Grand Army of the Republic, which meets at Philadelphia Sept. 4 to 9. Tickets will be on sale Sept. 1, 2, 3 and
4,

inclusive.

The editor of the American Bee Journal and Dr. C. C.
Miller expect to go on the Pennsylvania Lines, leaving
Chicago at 3 p.m., Monday, Sept. 4, arriving in Philadelphia the next day about 6 p.m. Now, why cannot a large
company of bee-keepers from the West arrange to go on
that same train ? We will see to it that splendid accommodations are secured for all who will notify us in time that
they will go over the Pennsylvania Lines from Chicago.
Next week we will have more to say in regard to the
In the meantime, if further informatrip to Philadelphia.
tion is desired, write to Mr. H. R. Dering. the affable Assistant

General

Lines, addressing

him

at Chicago,

111.

:

:

A

rare treat was given to the eighth-grade pupils of
the McPherson school last Thursday, when Mr. George W.
York, editor of the American Bee Journal, gave them an
illustrated lecture on bees. The pupils were delighted, and
the way Mr. York described the simple animal was truly
"

wonderful."
Mr. York says his reason for copying the item was to
suggest that bee-keepers in other cities will find the school
children greativ interested in a talk on bees if given a
chance. He had a Langstroth frame of bees in a glass hive,
and gave therefrom a practical illustration of the work of
bees in the hive. That is a grand idea, and ought to be
Mr. York deserves the
carried out wherever possible.
thanks of all for taking the initiative step. The children
were to take notes and print them in their little schoolpaper. "
prent it."

A

chiel's

amang

ye, takin' notes

;

an', faith, he'll

Well, the result of the" takin" notes" is the following,
written by Miss Anna Sundberg— a pupil 15 years of age—
who also drew the pictures that are shown, all of which
appeared in the school's June paper, called " The McPher-

the State should encourage him to do even better by making this year the largest and finest exhibit ever shown.

us a great

the querist evidently used it to mean " colonies." It is a
good thing sometimes for editors to help their correspondents to get things straight.

Passenger Agent of the Pennsylvania

Talking Bees to School Children.— On page 360 we
mentioned having given a bee-talk to the children in the
eighth grade of the McPherson school, who were under the
careful instruction of Mrs. Lane. Referring to this rather
" new thing," Stenog in Gleanings in Bee-Culture oft'ered
this encouraging remark
The following is dipt from the Chicagoan of May 27

son

" Stands " for " Colonies." — In one of the bee-papers
June we find a question askt in regard to "preventing
increase in the number of stands." This would have been
easily answered by advising the purchase or manufacture
A " stand " now means the wooden
of a less number.
frame or foundation upon which the hive proper rests, tho

perhaps

—

:"

BEES.

also

for

is

the greatest railroad system on this continent. It is also the direct route from
Chicago to Philadelphia where the United States Bee-Keepers' Association will
hold its 30th annual convention next

Cater, the superintendent of the apiary department, has
done his best for the interests of bee-keepers ever since
he has had charge of the work. The honey-producers of
J.
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Thursday afternoon Mr. York was

in our

room and

told

interesting things about bees.
There are three kinds of bees, the queen, the workers
and the drones. The queen is long and narrow. She lays
all the eggs in the hive, but never gathers honey nor goes
where the surplus is stored. Her food consists of a finer
quality of honev, called royal jelly.
The worker is like the queen in every way except two.
The first is that the lower part of its body is shorter, and
the second is. that its work is different. It gathers the
honey and pollen, which it stores away in the cells.
The drone is larger and broader than the worker. It
does nothing but eat and sleep.
The pollen is stored in the lower part of the hive, and

many

:

:
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here the queen lays her eggs. One eg-g- is put into each
After the egg has been laid and food put in for the
larva, the workers plaster up the opening of the cell. There
is some diiference in the covering of the cells.
Those of
workers are flat, while the drone-cell caps resemble a mass
of bullets, and the entire queen-cell is different. Her cell
looks like a bag, and is shaped somewhat like a peanut. A
cell.

few days after being

laid each eg-g^ is transformed into a
small, pearly-white larva.
The queen develops in 16 days, the worker in 21, and
the drone in 24.
The workers seldom lay eg^g-s, but when they do only
drones are produced.
Bees will gather honey for several miles around. The
bee flies around the hive several times before it leaves, and

Aug-. 10, 1899.

R.^MBLEK (J. H. Martin), in Gleanings in Bee-Culture,
gives a temperance lesson that is worth repeating. It seems
in his ramblings he was compelled to stay over night at a
hostelr)- that had a saloon attachment.
There must have
been a lively time, for he saj's
:

During the struggle between the men and the beerbottles I made my escape to a barber-shop. Here I found a
congenial artist, and we straightway fell into conversation
upon the hard times and the scarcity of money.
"'Say, stranger,' said he, 'I have just had my eyes
opened about the cause of hard times during this Thanksgiving. We have three saloons here, and each one of them
puts up turkeys for a raffle. The poor laboring men all
rusht in and raffled away their money, some individuals as
much as $5.00, and then getting no turkey and (do you believe it?) the saloons in this little one-horse town cleared
$100 each. I used to do just such things; but a few years
ago l/oinul }>iysel/. Talk about hard times just banish
the saloon and you would see the best times on record.'
'•

;

!

" I fervently said,

'

Amen

!'

"

There would be no hard times in many homes if the
cursed and cursing saloon were banisht. "The saloon
must go " before most of the poverty and suffering of this
world leaves.
* *

*

Mr. R. G. Havvn, of Kittitas Co.. Wash., enquires as to
the " formula for making candy out of honey — not bee-

when

comes back

it

one straight

it

line to its

flies to

a certain height, and then in

home.

CD The drones have no
using

its sting,

rival, if she

stings. The worker dies after
and the queen only uses hers in killing a

has any.

There are about 40,000 bees

a hive, and a strong- colony of bees will store about 100 pounds of honey in a g-ood
season.
When the hive is overcrowded, the queen and a great
many of the workers fly away and settle on the branch of
some tree. This is called swarming, and causes a great
deal of excitement in the hive when it happens.
in

Anna Sundberg.
When

it is

known

was written

that the foregoing

en-

from memory, after hearing the bee-talk, it will be all
the more surprising that "Anna" was able to get the
" story " so nearly correct in every particular. We think
she also did well in making- the two illustrations.
We hope it may all help to encourage others to try the
experiment of taking bees into the school-rooms, and telling the children about their (the bees') wonderful habits
and work.
tirely

candy, but candy for the human candy-eaters." He evidently is not supplied with our Honey Almanac. Among
its many recipes he will find this one — originated by Dr. C.
C. Miller, who vouches for its producing something fine
"

—

Honey

Car.\mei,S. One cup extracted honey of best
cup granulated sugar, 3 tablespoonfuls sweet cream
or milk. Boil to "soft crack," or until it hardens when
flavor, 1

—

dropt into cold water, but not too brittle just so it will
form into a soft ball when taken in the fingers. Pour into
a greast dish, stirring in a teaspoonful extract of vanilla
just before taking off. Let it be |4 or -'4 inch deep in the
dish and as it cools cut in squares, and wrap each square
in parafline paper, such as grocers wrap butter in.
"To make chocolate caramels, add to the foregoing one
tablespoonful of melted chocolate, just before taking off the'
For chocolate caramels it is not
stove, stirring it in well.
so important that the honey be of best quality."
;

* #

The Leahy

# *

know, are among our regnotice in the July Progressive
Bee-Keeper they have this to say about their present season's business, which shows evident satisfaction on their
part
mfg. Co., as

ular yearly advertisers.

all

We

" Business at this date is still good, and we are having
about all we can take care of in ten hours a day. The last
season has been the best in our experience, and our output
was a third larger than ever before. From Dec. 15 until the
last days of June, we ran overtime continualh', part of the
time 22 hours a day, and part IS hours a day. We surely
got all the trade we wanted, and then some more, and we
took pretty good care of it, too, even if it did come nearly
killing us all.
Don't believe we ever want so large a trade
again to fill in so short a space of time."

Mr. Wm. M. Whitney,
July 29

* # # # »

of

Kankakee

Co.,

111.,

wrote us

:

" My bees are booming. I have already taken over 70
pounds from each of some colonies."
# *

Mr.
July 31

E.

» »

Lovesv, of Salt Lake

S.

Co., Utah, wrote

us

Hutchinson, of the Bee-Keepers' Review,
dropt in to see us for about half an hour when in Chicago
on his way home from a two-weeks' trip among Wisconsin
bee-keepers and bee-supply manufacturers. We regretted
that his staj' was necessarily so short. He reports that
there will not be a very large crop of honey in Wisconsin

* * * * *

Freifr.\u

Beki.epsch diedJMarch 29, 1899. She was
the widow of German\''s greatest writer on bee-culture.
Baron v. Berlepsch. She is said to have assisted the Baron
very materiallj' in his literary work. Since he died she has
alwaj's taken active part in the bee-keepers' gatherings.
Dzierzon and Freifrau v. Berlepsch have characterized the
v.

Wanderversamralung for i;many

years.

— American

Bee-

Z.

this year.

:

" In some favored localities the honej'-flow appears to
be all right, but the rule is otherwise this season, ranging
from one-third to two-thirds of a crop."

Keeper.

Editor W.

* #

# *

It Workt Too Well.—" They say that electricity is a
sure antidote for the sting of bees," said the electrical enthusiast."
" Yes, I've tried it," said the student.
"Really? How did it work ?"
" Well, a bee stung me, and it hurt so that I applied the
electricit}'.
After that I went over and sat down in a hornet's nest to see if I couldn't get over the effects of the

cure."
*-•-*

The Premiums offered on page
ing for. Look at them.

508 are well worth work-

:

;
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SWEET CLOVER

Root's Column

And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

We

have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the foUowiuf^ prices, cash with
the order:

GLEANINGS
AT REDUCED

Some time ago meanings
what

publisbt

in Bee-Culture

was pleased

it

to call its

"Roll of Honor." being subscribers who
bad taken that paper ever since its begin-

We

ning, or 2n years.

also

made

a call for

who had taken the American Bee
Journal 25 or more years, and among those
who responded are the following:

We

do not need to tell you about our
journal, for it will speak for itself but
as an extra inducement \ve make the
following- low offers
;

Offer No. A.

Alfalfa Clover

subscription

is

GEORGE

received until January-,

will g-et

your order promptly
6 months for only 2.=; cents.

Offer No. B.
For

$1.00

we

will

send an untested

Friend York —I have been a reader of
the American Bee Journal for 30 years.
Lake Co., 111.
F. Grabbe.
Editor

York—

have taken every number of the old "American Bee Journal"
from its first editor up to its present one.
How many years it would make in all this
time I cannot tell.
The Bee Journal is my old, old friend, and
as long as the beehive can be seen in my
yard the old Bee Journal can be seen in my
I

house.

Our family came to this territory of Wisconsin in 1S40. Our home was near the

Offer No. C.

shore of that beauty of all lakes in the
northwest, "(ireeu Lake."
We were 30
miles from a white man for a number of
years. The Wiunebago Indians told us the
first swarm of bees was seen flying over to
the west only a year or two before we came
then they knew the white man was coming

For $1.00 we will send Gi.e.-^nings in
BbK-CulTure the rest of this year and
all of

next year, that

your subscription

is,

from the time

received until January, 1901. The sooner you take advantage of this offer, the more numbers

you

is

will receive.

Offer No. D.
For 50 cents we will send Gleanings
in BeE-Cui.TURE 6 months beginning
July 1 and Vol. I of Gleanings. This
is for the year 1873.
There are many
interesting things. There are 12 articles on " Starting an Apiary," and
while some of these may not be practical now, there is much valuable information and it gives a good idea of
bee-keeping at that time. Our supply
is limited and of course we cannot continue this offer long.
Old as well as new subscribers may
take advantage of these offers, but all

arrearages on back subscriptions must
first be paid at $1.00 per year.

Michigan

YORK & CO.

W.

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Union Combination 8AW—

for

close by.

My
then

first

came from the

bees

came

bee-tree;

in use the log hive
then the old
next the drawer in the back of the

ripping,

cutting,
mitering. rabhetiiiK. groovn ^. gaining,
scroll - sawing,
boring, edgeu d n g
beading, etc.
cro.ss

-

1

mo

C. P. Daiiant,

Queen worth 75 cts. and Gleanings IN Bkk-Cultuke one year.
Italian

118

-

//

-'r^
.J^ix..

-^^

-

--"^

Seneca Falls Mfg. Co.. 4« Water

(Please

H

A Nil

St.,

,

Foot
A N D-

Power

Ma-

Seneca Falls, S.Y.

mention Bee Journal -when

-writing.

Are not

mil

i

I

Full line

chinery. Send for Catalog A.

1900. If you send in

you

111.

Italians;

Ihevarei. OLDEN

BEES

CARNIOLANS—

and practically a
non-s\vai
^\% di iniufj
Jiiiiif^,
iiuu-Niiiig^mg^
lon-stin^ing strain or
of bees;
oees;
greatt 1honey-eratherers and sure to winter. Tested
Queens,
;ns, each,
.c.^.., $1.00;
*....^.,
o Queens,
v,
v-H^^.i.,, f5.50; 12 Oueens,
_
$9.00.
Everything- guaranteed. IJook gi"i'ing 37
years' experience in ijueen-rearing mailed free.
.

.

HENRY ALLEY,
Wknham, Esskx

24Atf

Please mention Bee Journal

Co..

Mass.

-wheTi. -writing.

llEE-HivES, Sections. Shipping-

Cases — everything used by
Orders

Keepers.

Send

bee-

promptly.

filled

Minnesota BeeKeepers' Supply Mfg. Co., Nicollet
I^^land. Minneapolis, Minn.
ISAtf
for Catalog.

Queens

Italian

;

box, and
new box-hive.

changes with

I

have lived thru

my

all of these
old friend, the honey-bee,

to the present time.
Fond du Lac Co., Wis.

ZS^

R- Dart.

Editor York:— In answer to your call
for old subscribers to the Bee Journal, I
will say that I have paid for and received
all the numbers publisht since December,
1863, and had gotten quite a start on the
road as a bee-keeper before I ever saw a
bee paper, as I had at that time over 100
colonies all in box-hives.
I began bee-keeping in 18.52 with tour colonies, and increast that number so that at
the close of the season of 1857, I had 120 colonies, with two-thirds of them in a starving
condition, on account of a hard frost on the
morning of July 4 of that year. I did not
know they could lie fed, and all were lost
that did not have enough honey to live on.
but that was the last time that I let a colony starve, if I knew they needed help.
In 1859 I had gotten well started again,
when foul brood made its appearance, and
for two years it cost me quite a number of
colonies, and had it not been for "Mysteries
of Bee-Keeping Explained," by the noble
and gifted Quinby, I have no doubt that I
would have quit the business; but. as it

happened, Quinby's book fell into my hands
just in time to save all not too badly ofT, as
he gave the cure for it that has never been
improved on and in all these years since I
have had but one case, and for over 20 years
I have not seen a case, and no foul brood is
known in all this locality where thousands

Reared from the best 3-band honey-gatherers
by Doolittle's method. Prices —45 cents each;

% dozen,
RIVAL.
Addres^

S2.50;

one dozen,

SAFE AR-

54. 5n.

W.J. FOREttMD,
FORT DEPOSIT. ALA.

2SA(.t

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.
[1

ALBINO QUEENS
want the

gelitlest

you want the most
Queens — If you

prolific
l\

Bees— If you want

the best

honey-gatherers you ever saw — try my Albinos.
Warranted Queens. $1.00; Untested, 75 cents.
9A26t
J. D. GIVENS, LlSBON.TEX.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -WTiting.

Comb Foundation
Wholesale and Retail.

W^opking

Wax

I^TO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

DO NOT FAIL
Before placing your order, to send
what you need in

me

a list

o'i

Foundation, Sections,

:

ADDRESS

THE A. L ROOT
MEDINA, OHIO.

CO.

And

other Supplies, and get

will get the best

my

prices.

goods and save money.

trated Catalog Free.

You
Illus-

BEESWAX WANTED.

of colonies are kept.

yaars I have spent my time with
the honey-bee, but now the rheumatism
claims all my time, and in the spring of

For

4t;

if

freight.
are solicited.

Your orders

We

Co.,

soft
$4,00
5.75
5.00
5.00
3,50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

wanted by

read your call

will

251b
$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.7S
2.00

1.25
1.40
1.20
.90

for readers of American Bee Journal for
over 2.5 years, and we respond at once.
have taken the American Bee Journal from
the beginning, and my father began contributing to its pages in November, ISHT. or
over :il years ago. We have also advertised
in its pages for about 30 years.

Hancock

send Glbanings
IN Bke-Culturk from the time your

—We have

Friend YoKK

60c
70c
80c
60c
S5c

Crimson Clover

those

For 25 cents we

lOtb
$1.00

Stfe

Sweet Clever (melilot)
AlsikeClover
White Clover

GUS DSTTMER,

Augusta. Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

-wTltina.

!

!
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DIAMOND POINT
.No. -JllO.

How

i'riii'. .Si.;>(>, PII-.I j>:ii<l.

Mm\ M MmU

Point Fountain Pen at Wliolesale Price.
Secure a
51.5m -^^^^^
.S2.0(»
No. 4310. -Heavy Gold Pen, narrow, 18 kt. Gold Bands
chased barrel
Box filler and directions with each pen. Every pen g-uaranteed for one year, by the raauufacturers.
Readers of the American Bee Journal will be ^iven a discount of 20 percent off above prices, as we have made special arraugremenf^ with the
Diamond Point Pen Co., to grive our patrons this absolutely perfect fountain pen at the wholesale price.
To secure this wholesale discount on the above fountain pens, you must send your orders direct to this office, enclosiu}^ the number of the pcu
<•.••••/
«•«-'»•'*>-=»*
you want, and a postal note or postagre stamps, for the cost of same.
We are offeringr our readers an absolutely perfect fountain pen which, is guaranteed to give entire satisfaction, as the Diamond Point Pen Co.,
fully warrant and g-uarantee them absolutely as represented.
t>
u
If the pen points are not entirely satisfactory thev will be exchang^ed at no extra expense if returned to the office of the Diamond Point Pen Co.,
102 Beekraan Street, New York, N. Y.

No. 2IIO.— 14 kt.

Heavy

to

T.old Peu,

•(^*

•

•

•

Special
Offfr

Premium Pen

Offers.

We

h.

will mail Fountain Pen No. 2110 free as a premium to any
scribers to the American Bee Journal for one year, with $3.00 to

1.

one sending- us THREE
pay for same or

NEW

will mail Fountain Pen No. 4310 free as a premium to any one sending us FIVE
Address.
ers to the American Bee Journal for one year, with $5.00 to pay for same.

We
Offer No. 2.

GEORGE

4.-JIO.- f»r/cc>.

Honey Wanted.
We want to correspond with

parties

who have

small quantities. Address,
source g'athered from, style of packag^e,
quantity offered and price crated and delivered
to sell in larg-e or

it

g'iving-

to

C.

STANLEY & SON,

Faikfieli),

32Atf

Wayne

Co., III.

Please mention Bee Journal -when wTitinj^.

NO
wheD von

STAMP
Jiiat

REQUIRED

exprews vour opinion

that rejiairH

on Piiire Feiic*!'** don' t t-nst luurli. Ever notu-f it?
PA<iK WOVKX WIRK FKN( K( O,. AlUtl AN,MICII.
Please mention Bee Journal -when WTiting.

Greenwood Apiary
For Sale Cheap.
Good location; bee-cellar that holds 300 colonies; bee-house 18x30 feet, two-story. Best of
bee-pasturag^e; bees all for extracted honey, and
have produced in this location X5 barrels honey
in one season. For particulars write to

HERBERT CLUTE.

Greenwood. Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

32A2t

1898 I sold

them

all

to

W.

YORK &

QUEENS! QUEENS! QUEENS!
Untested Italian, 60

cts.

each;

14

dozen,

$3.00.

Satisfaction j:ruaranteed.

LEININGER BROS.
28Etf

Jennings, Ohio.
Journal when writing.
Ft.

Please mention Bee

f\

one man, and

bis first

—

hives to match the size of the swarm
to be hived. I learned early in my experience with bees that large, strong colonies
were the ones that gave me the best returns
for the care I gave them.
Dadant is only one of the thousands of
bee-keepers that use large hives for the production of comb honey as well as extracted.
Now, Friend York, I will stop writing, for
I have already said too much just to tell
you how long I had taken the American
Ira Barber.
Bee Journal.
St. Lawrence Co., N. Y.

subscriber to the " Old Reliable " since ISO",
since which time I have received and read
every number. In all, it makes over 30
years. I have been among bees since my
earliest recollection, with the exception of
two years, our folks having bees when I
was young. When I was 14 years old, father
gave me a swarm. The next year (18.57) I
had one swarm from the old one, and that
fall we came away from York State, so I
sold my two colonies of bees, which were in

straw hives.
In March. 1860, 1 bought a colony in a boxhive, and have kept bees here since that
time, or in all I have had bees 41 years. In
18tj7 I transferred all my bees into movablecomb hives, and have since used such

Golden

For Send ing 2

Italian

Ever

Better than
Am

ever.vthiny needed by
the up-to-date bee-keeper, all groods manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., stiipt to me in car
lots, and sold at their prices.
Send for illusI

prepared to

funii.'^h

trated, 3tj-pag-e Cataloy^

Address,
ITAlVt

FREE.

GEO.

FREMONT,

E.

HILTON,

Xewaysfo

Co..

MICH.

WHEELS
GOOD
MAKE A COOO WAGON.
a wapnn has pood wheels

I'nless

it

Is

electric wheels
areporHl w heels ami they make a wa^on
''the

They are niatle hierb or
wj.lth of tire, to fit any SKein.
eon't fcet loowe, rot or break

]ast iiiilcilnitely.

low,

any

They

down. They lai*talway».CataIog free.
Electric

Editor York:— I have been a regular

!

III.

S-.OO, jtostpulil.

crop was about 8,000 pounds of nearly all
comb honey.
I have always workt for comb honey, and
my first honey-boxes held from 10 to .50
pounds big boxes on big hives, and the
small ones on the small hives, for then 1

Good oner

sub-

subscrib-

CO., 118 MichiQan St., GhicaQO,

made

your depot.

THOS.

NEW

;

Wbeel

Co..

Box 16 Qaiocy*

Untested Italian.

5<'c

Ills.

each;

Tested, il.(K) each. (Jueens
lartre, yellow, and prolific.

QueensHAAG,

Address,
Canton, Ohio,
E. W.
Successor to Theodokk Benueh,

a®- IF

—

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. a'. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

B66-K66D6rs' Ouide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Queen Free

New Subs cribers

TWO NEW

Any one sending; us
SUBSCRIBERS to the Bee Journal for one year
(with S2.00) will receive, as a premium, by mail promptly, a Warranted Golden Italian
Queen=Bee, valued at 75 cents or, send us ONE new subscriber for a year, and 30 cents
more ($1.30 in all), and the queen will be mailed to you.
;

Address,

& CO.,
QEORGE W. YORK
llSOMichigan

Street.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

!
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CHEAP"^^^^
LANDS
Illinois Central R. R. in

Located on the

^^
^^
And

SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS

also located on the

Valley R. R.

in

,,,^
^'^

Yazoo & Mississippi
the famous

YAZOO VALLEY
4>f

Mississippi

— specially

adapted to

SUFFERERS
^^ LUNG ^KIDNEY

ferent bee-papers for a number of years.
I was enthusiastic, and blunders were common. I bought my first Italian queens in

troubles can obtain valuable advice,

addressing

June, 1867.
Success to the American Bee Journal.

Long may

banner wave

its

Carroll Co.,
I

llie

509

wholly. I have tried numerous styles of
hives on a small scale, and later, after a
good trial, discarded all but the one I now
use and prefer. Up to a few years ago I
read all the books on bee-culture pubiisht
in this country, and took as high as Ave dif-

Write

at

^^

34 Central Music Hall, CHICAGO.
Enclose return stamp.

once.

F. A.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing,

Smell.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

have taken the American Bee Journal

Ketoham.

raising- of

The MoNETTE
The wish was exprest by the
American Bee

Soil RicliGsi

World.

tWe

Write for Pamphlets and Maps.

SKENE, Land Commissioner,

Cent. R. R. Co., Park Row,
CHICAGO, ILL.
30A16t
III.

Room

Please mention Bee Journal -when

413,

-writing.

The American
Institute
•res.

of Plirenolo£y,

MkS. ClIAKLOTTK Fow-

EK Wells, incorporated in
opens its next session on
For prospectus
5, lf<9'.>.
send [free on application) to
Sbb,

Sept.

the Secretary, care of

FOWLER
il

&.

WEILS CO.
Xkw York.

St..

lialian Queens
larg-e and yellow all over, warranted purely
imaled, reared by Doolittle's method, Queens by
treturn mail, safe delivery and satisfaction g-uaranteed; have 11 j-ears' experience.
Price of
Queens, 75 cents each; b for S4.00; or $7.1)0 per
dozen. Order quick, as above queens are 3'oung
and will soon be taken. Read testimonials:
ROMKO, Mich., July 10, 1809.
Mk. Quikin— Dear Sir:— The queens you sent
me have turned out the yellowest bees in mv
apiary, are i,'entle to handle, are larg-e and well
markt.
C. C. Chamberlain.
Blocklv, Iowa, July 5, 1899.
Mk. QuiRiN— Dear Sir:~The queens I g-ot of
you last year are g"iviug- g-ood satisfaction, better than some unte-sted queens I paid Si 00 for, to
breeders who sell for no less at any time of ye""

Selected Golden

Yours

the

years or more

NEW

In the year ISTi) or 1871, 1 secured a copy
of a bee-paper pubiisht In Ohio, I think, by
a man by the name of King, and in the
course of that year I learned of the existence of the American Bee Journal, sent for
and obtained a copy, and liked it so well
that I subscribed for it, and have taken it
every year but one since, I think.
David Hall.
Wyoming Co., N, Y.

GEORGE

VV.

YORK & COMPANY.

11?

Michigan

BY RETURN MAIL

Chicago,

St.,

111.

typ^i'i^ ^.^t^.'^I

—reared from Imported Mothers.

Untested,

50 cents; Tested, Jl.lM.

TERRflL BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Go. Tex
l.SAtf

Bro. YoRK:--In answer to your request,
in regard to the number of years I have
taken the American Bee Journal, I would
say that I got my first hive in 1.S7'3, and
subscribed for the American Bee Journal
soon after, so that it must be '3.5 or '2il years,

Friend York:— I
of honor, for all

see

you

call

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Don't Rent

my

knowledge and belief.
to the best of
Thos. Thuklow.
Lancaster Co.. Pa.

ESTABLISH A

for a roll

HOME OF
YOUR OWN

who have taken the Ameri-

can Bee Journal for '3.5 years. I have done
better than that; I have taken it ever since
it was pubiisht by A. M. Spangler & Co.,
35 North (Ith St., Philadelphia. Jan. 1, ISOl,
and I have nearly every number now.
There are a few numbers I have lost in the
mail, and I have neglected to get them. I
have been in the bee-business ever since. I
had the first extractor in this county, and
honey from
extracted
shipt the first
I was the second one to inthis county.
(JOO colohave
over
bees.
I
Italian
troduce

Read "The Corn Belt," a handsome
monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
209

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Basswood Extracted Honey For Sale

Kdwin Bkvin^

truly,

;2.~>

in their names.
In accordance
will make the following state-

ment:

Please nieutiou the Bee Journal.

27.\''t

300

K:iM 21st

Jotirnal for

Queen-Clipping-

Device is a tine thing for use in
catching and clipping- Queens'
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at Sl.OO; or for$1.10we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

editor, that

who had taken

those of subscribers

should send
with that I

FREE, bv

PEIRO,

I

III.

25 years, including this year.
Wayne Co., N. Y.
D. M.

CORN AND HOGS.

E. P.

!

:

Address

all orders to
H. G. QUIRIN, Parkertown, Erie Co., Ohio.
30A16t
Money Order Office, Uellkvu
.Please mention Bee Journal -when -writin

IN

We

ai'e

60-POUND CANS.

prepared to furnish the best

new Bass-wood Ex-

Samtracted Honey, in 6lJ-pound tin cans, at the.se prices
ple for ,8 cents, to cover package and postage one 60-pound
can, at 8 cents a pound; two cans or more, 7^4 cents a
:

;

^

BEE^SUPPLIES,

pound — CASH WITH OHDEK.

T
%

L,ang-.stroth

Hives and everything-

118

f

— in fact everything used by bee-

|*

keepers.

f
§

214fj

Ii
9
•5*

Send

C. H.

W. \AZEBER,
WANTED

EXTRACTED HONEY

Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Honey.

ARE MODELS OF PERFECTION.

stating' quantity, style of
price expected.
Prompt
remittances. References:
Western German liauk
The Brighton
German Bank Co. (both of Cincinnati, O.)

27Atf

—

Please mentiou the Bee Journal.

antic-

YOU WANT THE BEST— thev cost

A

no more.
copy of our Catalog- and Priceiist mailed free upon application.

Factories and Main Office— WATERTOWN,
Branch

Submit a

small sample,

LEWIS COS

This is the verdict of thousands of customers and the acknowledpmedt of competitors.
Our unrivaled tacilities, coupled with 25 years of manufacturing e-xperience, enable us to
ipate and supply every want and need of the bee-keeper, promptly and accurately.

We are now in shape to buy Extracted
in large or small lots.
Parties having- any to offer will do well
sell to us, as Cincinnati is a great
for Extracted

Q. B.

BEEHIVES AND SECTIONS

Honey, either

4packag'e, and

2
W

THE

for our Catalog.

Central Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO,
Successor to
Chas B\ Muth & Son and A. Muth.

fto
market
•J»

Michigan

pertaining^ to .same.

Muth Jars,Muth Honey Extractor

4
+

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Offices

G. B.
515 First Ave., N.E.,

G. B.
19

LEWIS CO.,
Minneapolis,
LEWIS CO.,
-

South Alabama Street,

Don't

fail

-

WISCONSIN.
AGENCIES

and Warerooms:

E.T.ABBOTT,
Minn.

Indianapolis, Ind.

-

WOODMAN,
FRED FOULGER &

L. C.

-

St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

SONS,

-

SMITH'S CASH STORE, San

to mention the Bee Journal

when writing

Og-den, Utah.

Francisco, Cal.

advertisers.

—

—

!
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nies to look after now. and I produced a big
carload of honey in ISOS. I taught my
brother. W. L. Coggshall, how to keep bees,
and was in partnership with him several
years, under the name of Coggshall Bros.
I built the first movable-frame hives in this
section, and have lived to see bee-keeping
advance from almost nothing to what it is
D. H. CooGsnAi.i,.
now.

Tompkins

Y.

Co., N.

names of those who have
been subscribers to the American Bee JourAs you

call for

nal for 25 years or more. I will say that I
in the bee-business in 1S70.
working for and learning from a bee-keeper.
The following year I establisht myself with
bees on shares. That year (1871). if I am
not mistaken, I began taking the American

commenced

Bee Journal, and have taken it ever since.
I have all the numbers since the beginning
of my subscription, but do not have time
now to look up the exact date of commencement.
The Bee Journal has improved much since
you took hold of it. I am not thru learnWm. Muth-Rasmdssen.
ing yet.
Inyo Co.. Calif.
have been a subscriber to the American
Bee Journal, without intermission, since
1870, and have all the numbers from then
I

Jas. Poinde.xter.

to the present time.
McLean Co., 111.

commenced taking it at the beginning of
1870— just 20 years ago — when Samuel Wagner was editor. 1 took it steadily until just
before you took hold of it, when tor reasons you care nothing about. I dropt it, beginning again a few years ago. Now. 1
don't know what years it was 1 was out of
the family, nor just how many years, but I
You see, no one knows
think from 3 to 5.
for certain whether I am on your roll of
I

25-year veterans or not.
With the exception of Mr. Wagner, and
the one who had charge for a short time
after his death. I have enjoyed the personal

acquaintance of all its editors, and have
past a number of pleasant hours in its
sanctums. It is not probable that 1 will
ever again visit it in its own home, but it
will probably be a regular visitor in mine
as long as I live and am able to read it.
What an immense advance has been accomplisht in the methods and results in
bee-keeping since the American Bee Journal

came into my home and how
owe it for my own success in the

first

much

I

1

business is hard to estimate. Hoping the
end of the next 25 years will find you still
at the helm, and its present high character
Very truly yours,
sustained. I am.
Dade Co., Fla.
O. O. Popi'leton.

have taken the American Bee Journal
since January, 1873, or about 27 years.
W. S. Ward.
Albany Co., N. Y.
have taken the American Bee Journal
ever since January. 1873. I have all the
volumes but one up to the present time.
W. C. Wells.
Ontario, Canada.
I

have taken the American Bee Journal
Geo. J. Stray.
about 30 years.
Branch Co., Mich.
I

—

" F.^RM Fences.
The worm, staked-andridered, or post-aud-rail fences that satisfied
our fathers are fast giving- way to wire fences
in all sections of the country, and it has now
come to a point where wire is the only material
oonsiderd by the prog-ressive, up-to-date farmer
when it comes to the fence question.
" Kvery farmer should remember that the
Page Fence, made by the Page Woven Wire
Fence Co., of Adrian. Mich., must not be confounded with the inferior grades of wire fencing
that some adventurers are trying to foist upon
farmers.
It is high up among the standard
fences of the world, and is as cheap as any other
good woven wire fence. Remember, it is made

from hard spring-steel wire, coiled
without twisting, and galvanized, and that two
men can, without previous e.xperience, easily
erect a mile in one day after the posts are set.
There could not be a better fence." — Farm and
entirely

have been a regular reader of the
American Bee Journal since 1871— over 25
years, and am not tired of it yet. 1 have
been a bee-keeper over 60 years. I was
born in 1828—71 years ago. 1 have learned
a good deal about bees, but have not
learned all yet. Some things I know, and
a h^ap of things 1 don^t know.
I

Hunt

W.

Co., Tex.

R.

Graham.

I have taken the American Bee Journal
ever since it was publisht in 1871, by Samuel Wagner, and have about all the back
volumes since 1861, purchast from Thomas
G. Newman. 1 cannot do without the " Old
Reliable." and think it improves as the
years go by. It arrives here on Friday,
and I have never mist receiving a number
in the 27 years that 1 have taken it.
Fayette Co., Pa.
W. L. Kemp.

Fireside.

Send your name and address to the Page
Woven Wire Fence Co., Adrian, Mich., and get
the " Page Fence Age " free for six months. Be
sure to say you saw their advertisement in the
old American Bee Journal.

Wetamplca, Aio,
mention Bee Journal when writing.

*7.

Please

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no

J. A.

it

;

editor

all success.

Rev. John Anderson.

Sprout Brook, Montg-omery Co., N.Y.

or not, but

if 1

don't

1

am

not far behind.

....

If you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be wiihout the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.

Wool

IVIai-ketN a.nd Slieep

has a hobby which

is

the sheep-breeder and

his industry, first. foremost and all the time.
Are you inleresled
Write to-day.
'.'

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO. ILL
Ifvou care to know of its
I
:
pruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper
C*
^W^r^fVltfX
V^aillUl
lll^t.

The

Friend York:— I notice what you say
subscribers who have taken the
American Bee Journal tor 25 years or more.
Idon'tknow whether I belong in the class

VAN DEUSHT^,

FREE FOR A MONTH

Tiverton, Ont.

about

Brood-Frames.

Sole Manufacturer,

Old Reliable.'' I have been
with great profit, as it past from

one editor to another, from Samuel Wagner to the present day. We have it now,
instead of its visits to our homes every
month, coming every week, and instead of
paying two dollars for it, as we did at its
commencement, only pay the small sum of
one dollar for it annually, tho it contains
stores of excellent and interesting reading
connected with everything belonging to
bee-keeping, I hope its course will continue to advance in the future as in the
past. 1 for one feel satisfied with the Journal and wish its pushing and enthusiastic

Satr in

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being- the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

— "The

reading

me send you my 64Catalog for 1899.

pag-e

A/, Kle-nUinst

that I am
the American Bee Journal. 1 have been receiving it
most regularly since July 1. 1S6S. and I can
endorse the expression now often applied
it

Let

BEE-KEEPERS

You are not perhaps aware
among the oldest subscribers to

to

10, 1899.

Bee- Books
SENT POSTPAID BY

George W. York

& Co.

116 Mich. St. Chicago.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary

and Profit, by Thomas O. Newis nicely illustrated, contains 160 pages,
beautifully printed in the highest style of the
art, and bound in cloth, gold-lettered.
Price, in.
cloth, 75 cents; in paper, 50 cents.
for Pleasure

man.— It

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant. This classic in bee-culture has been
entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated. It
treats of evervthin^r relating to bees and beekeeping. No apiarian library is complete without this standard work by Rev. L. L. Langstroth— the Father of American Bee-Culture. I'
has 520 pages, bound n cloth. Price, $1.25.

—

i

Bee=Keepers* Guide, or Manual of the Apif.ry,
by Prof. A. J. Cook, of the Michigan Agricultural College. This book is not only instructive
and helpful as a guide in bee-keeping, but is
interesting and thoroly practical and scientific.
It contains a full delineation of the anatomy and physiology of bees. 460 pages, bound

—

in cloth

and

fully iliustrated.

Price, $1.25.

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.
method by which
the very best of queen-bees are reared in perfect accord with Nature's way.
Bound in cloth
and illustrated. Price, $1.00.

~A

"The Page" Can Withstand Any
Stock Rampages.

I

Au^.

leading Horticultural and AjL^ricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weeklv,
illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

ple copy free.
330

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street,
San Fkancisco. Cal.

Market

-

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and Man\V. Z. Hutchinson.— The author of
work is a practical and entertaining writer.
You should read his book; 90 pages, bound in
paper, and illustrated. Price, 50 cents.

agement, by
this

Rational Bee-Keeping, by Dr. John Dzierzon.
is a translation of his latest Oerman
It has 350 pages, bound ia

— This

book on bee-culture.
paper covers, $l.oei.

Bienen-Kultur, by Thos.

G Newman.— This

is a (lerman translation of the principal portion
of the book called " Bees and Honey.'* 100-page
pamphlet. i*rice, 25 cents.

Bienenzuclit und Honiggewlnnung, nach der
neuesten methode ((Vernian) by J. F. Eggers.
This book gives the latest and most approved
methods of bee-keeping in an easy, comprehensive style, with illustrations to suit the subject.
50 pages, board cover. Price, 50 cents,

Bee-Keeplng for Beginners, by Dr. J. P. H.
Brown, of (ieorgia.- -A practical and condensl
treatise on the honey-bee, giving the best modes
of management in order to secure the most
profit. 110 pages, bound in paper. Price, 50 cts.
Bee-Keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker.

— Revised aud enlarged.

It

details the author's

new system, or how to get the largest ^-ields of
comb or extracted honey." 80 pages, illustrated.
*'

Price, 25 cents.

Apiary Register, by Thomas G. Newman.
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, $1.00;
nies, $1.25.

Dr. Howard's

for UX) colo-

Book on Foul Brood,— Gives the

McEvoy Treatment and

reviews the experi-

ments of others. I'rice, 15 cents.
Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping,
Pierce.— Result of

25

\

b^'

ears' experience.

G. R.
30 cts.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R. Cheshire.— Its Cause anil Prevention. Price, 10 cts.
Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Origin, Development and Cure. Price, 10 cents.
Capons and Caponizing, by Dr. Sawyer, Fanny
Field, and others. Illustrated. All about caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most

money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 20c.
Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the Poultry
Yard aud How to Cure Sick Fowls, by Fanny
Field. — Ever.vthing about Poultry Diseases and
their Cure.

64 pages.

Price, 20 cents.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for Profit, by
Fanny Field.— Tells everything about Poultry
Business.

o4 pages.

Price, 20 cents.

York's Honey Almanac

is

a neat

little

24-page

pamphlet especially gotten up with a view to

Pacific Rural Press,

The

handsomely

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.— A cyclopaedia of 4110 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. Contains
300 engravings. It was written especially for
beginners. Bound in cloth. Price, $1.20.

creating a demand for honey. A very effective
helper in working up a home market for honey.
Prices: A sample for a stamp; 25 copies for 40c;
50 for 60c; 100 for $1.(H^; 250 for$2.25; 500 for $4.00
For 25 cents extra we will print your name and
address on the front page, when ordering 100 or
more copies at these prices.

'
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;
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iJ >te

b

Page

Lyon Mfg. Co.

NEW

I

price for the manufacture of

eig-ht million feet of

lumber, thus

se-

Q«
n-\i^iie>C!
OUppllCS.^,

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by niacliinery, and is absois in the State.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
lutely accurate.
thevare polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

BEST OOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

for Circular and

please mention Bee Journal

when

AND B&ESWflX

ttON&y

|

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

p
^k^/>/»<^/!>*.o'
DeC^rs^CCpetS

curing the best lumber at the lowest

Send

>K >!t >K Mi >li >te >lt Mt Jti Stitt

LONDON, WIS.,

Operates two Sawmills that cut, annually,

this firm to furnish the

>te

CuicAGt), July

1''.—

A

comb honey

little

Is

coining- and the best while iu pouud sectious
bring-s 13 cents; some of it is not properly sealed
and leaks from those few uncapt cells suflficieutly to slain the cases and thus detract from
its value. Amber g-rades, lO'^rll cents, and dark,
"(a,S cents.
Extracted, white, 7(ai^7J^ cents. Amber, 6(^7 cents. Beeswax, 26((t'27 cents, and sells
on arrival.
R. A. Burnett <fe Co.

Kansas

City, July 7.— A small shipmentjof

new comb honey on the market is selling-, at
Good demand. C. C. Clemons & Co.

14(al5c.

New

York, June •>.— Demand g-ood for extracted honey, all kinds, and same finds ready
sale at the following" prices; Fancy, 't(gy~'Ac;
choice, 6((_'6J^c; fair, 5J^(rt^6c; common,"57(&60c per
t^allon.
Some demand for comb honey at from
llf(.M2c for white, and ^(q.lOc for amber. No more
demand for dark. Beeswax dull at from 25fg'27c
per pound, according- to quality.

see the prices on a full line of Supplies,

-writing.

PK-ICES OF

HiLDKETH & SEGELKEN.

«r«l-lnflhiM

BINQHAM

Bingham Perfect Bee-Smokers

BeeSmokor

San Francisco,

Julv 12.— White comb, 10®
amber, 7\4(09c. Extracted, white, 7^®
amber, 6^@7c. Beeswax, 26^4 (^gi27c.
Only moderate quantities are arriving- of
either comb or extracted, with no prospect of
the market being^ heavily burdened with offering-s any time this season.
Business is mostly
of a jobbing- character, and for such transactions the market is firm at the quotations.
10>,^c;

7i^c; lig-ht

Smoke EnRine

(larRest

smoker made)

liarae

I3.(X»;

stove. Doz.
li-iD. stove. Doz.
2-in. stove. Doz.

5.W;

2^fi-iD.

Plain
Little

4-in. etrive. Duz.
in. stove. IJoz.
3-in. stove. Duz.

3^

Doctor

Conqueror

Wonder (weiKht

10 ounces)

...

Honey-Knife

Doz.

Bingham Smokers have

all

9.00;
6.50;
4.75;
4.50;
6.(-»0

each, by mall, $i,50
"

*'

"
"

"
"

i.io
1.00
.90
.70
.60
.80

the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker

its record and pedigree.
FIFTEEN YEAK8 FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the f'onqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with tts
workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer, 1 write for a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
Truly.
January 27, 1897.
W. H. EAGERTT. Cuba. Kansas.

or Knife, look up

BlDKham & Uetbering.
ton Uncupping.
KDife.

T. F. BIN<>tHAITI, Farwell, lUIcblgan.

Carloads
of Bee-

Some

extracted of superior qualitv

Cleveland, July 22.— Fancv white, 13(ttil4c;
No. 1 white, 12(«13c: A No. 1 atnber, lO(a^Uc: No.
amber, 9(ail0c; buckwheat, 8c.
Extracted^
white, 7c; amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.
Boston, Mav 17.— Fancv white,

Sections.

new

Aug-.

4.

— The

honey season Thas

in a moderate way, a few' small lots of
arriving. Extra fancy 1-pound combs, 13(a'
14c; fair to g-tpod, lUol2c; dark, poor, etc., Sto*)o.

Shipping-Cases,

Batterson

Comb Foundation
and KVEKYTHING used

We

in the bee-industrj.

Please mention Bee Journal

:

Wl

u.int the

nimeand address

ot every bee-keeper

We have Drj Kiln, Improved Machinappliances. We make prompt shipment. Write

supply dealers as well as consumers.

ery,40,000 feet of floor space, and all
for Catalo^rs, Quotations, etc.

when

modern

INTER-STATE MFG.

CO.. Hudson, St. Croix Co., Wis.

-writiuK.

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

Seciions, StiiDDinQ-Gases and

Omaha,

We make

a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.
this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
the best for making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young and
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

BASSWOOD in

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
Please mention the Ilee Journal

when

writing".

MARSHFIELD, WISCONSIN.

iu the West. Capacity,
larg-est stock and g-reatest variety of everything- needed in the apiary, assuringBEST g-oods at the lowest prices, and prompt shipment.

Illustrated CataiO£r»

71? fjnfr^^, P'ree,
of either wood or g-alvanized
steel, all sizes, anv form, for all purposes. Price list free.

We

also manufacture

Tanks

"'"^^^

E. KRETCHMER, RED
Please mention Bee Journal when -writinp;.

Please Mention the Bee Jonrn.il

OAK, IOWA.

iSlerSS^

&.

Co.

receipts of

new

demand

is

satisfied.

Peycke Bros.

3 Bee = Supplies. J
^^
^

have the best equipt factory
one carload a day; and carry the

first

Detroit, July 15.— No old honey to quote, aurt
no new offered. Prices are liable to rule hig-lier
as crop is short. The abundance of raiu'will
no doubt heli> the crop of fall honey. Beeswax
in g-ood sup]>ly al 23((V24c. M. H. Hunt & Son.

'.^^

BEE-SUPPLIES!
We

July 18.— Altho

crop Southern honey were recorded early in
June, there has not been any reg-ularity about
them since. A slrag-g-ling- lot of "comb turns up
now and then, and, when qualitv is choice to
fancy, is eagerly pickt up at I4fa'15c. A little
lot of 1898 crop was received a few days ago and
went at 13 cents, quality not above choice. For
extracted there is not such an urg-ent demand,
still, 7;3i« 8c would be obtainable in a small way.
The heavy buyers will hold back until later in
the season, expecting- to purchase on about the
same basis of values as last year. Early shipments of all the comb that can be g-otteii out is
certainly advisable; there will not beany chance
of holding out with present quotations after the
lirsf

B66-K6eDers' Syppiies
The

A

Blake, Scott & Lee.
opened

OUR MOTTO

1254faH3c;

No. 1, ll(n^l2c: No. 1, 10c; lig-ht amber, 9c; buckwheat, Sc. Extracted Florida, white, 7'4fai8c;
light amber, 6l4((t,'7c. Beeswax, 27(ai28c.
The demand for both comb and extracted
honey has settled down to the usual small proportions of summer, and prices quoted would be
shaded some, too, as stocks are a little heavier
than is liked at this season of the year.

Buffalo,

America.

arriving^

2

Hives

in

is

from Monterey County.

.'^5
•^fc

^
if

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.
Pouder's Honey-Jars and everything- used by bee-keepers.
Prompt

Service— low

freig-ht

rate.

Catalog-

free.

Italian

Queens.

4 and 5 banded, not a hybrid the
^ yard. Untested, Tested,
'^ WALTER S. POUDER,
'^
;^5

in

75c;

•

'>^

t^lease

*1.(H1.

512 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

^
S^
^^.

^.

5
^f!

^.

%
^'
^'

mention Bee Journal -when writing.
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OrderEarly
There are indications that the demand

Bee-Keepers' SiiPDlies,

Why

Tlie

Copy

1.

of the

has always given better satisany other.
22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compli-

T. Falconer M!a. Go.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

GWe make

the

when

Send name

writing,

IVI. Jenkins
Portland Seed Co
E. T. Abbott,

Woodman

Nysewander

J.

Co
Reynolds Elevator Co
Inter-State Mfg.

New

:

I

J.

L. C.

Samples of Foundation aud Veil Material, We sell
the best Veils cotton or silk,
following dealers handle our Foundation
Watertown, Wis.
J. Nebel & Son
High Hill, Mo.
Red Oak, Iowa.
G. W. Fassett
Middlebury, Vt.
Wetumpka, Ala.
J. W. Bittenbender
Knoxville, Iowa.
Portland, Oregon.
J. L,. Gray
St. Cloud, Minn.
St. Joseph, Mo.
Pierce Seed and Produce Co
Pueblo, Colo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
F. Foulger & Sons
Ogden, Utah.
Des Moines Iowa
R. H. Schmidt & Co
Sheboygan, Wis.

for our Catalog-,

The

Giiatt-filve

Hudson, Wis.
Pouphkeepsie, N. Y.
L. A.

"Price, $1.25,

A postal sent us with your name for
a Catalog will meet with the greatest
R. H.

C.

H.

Langstroth on the Honev-Bee, Revised.

other

SUPPLIES.
surprise.

Vickery Bros

Watkins Merc handise

SCHMIDT &

CO..

Sheboygan, Wis.

Co., Denver. Colo.

The

Classic in Bee-Culture

by mail.

Beeswax Wanted

-writing.

at all times.

QUEENS

Please mention Bee Journal

Please mention Bee Journal -when

Evans-ville, Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

W. Weber

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

with fence and plain sections, and a
full line of

cnn anvbodv do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIR>WESS,No SAGGINQ, No
LOSS.
PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

in

The

Hampion

What more

it

faction than

Because

G. B. Lewis Co
E. Kretchmer

W.

Please mention Bee Journal

satisfaction.

Ameri-

Address

(20 pag-es) free.

Year

We guarantee

it sell

ments.

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made*
ready Feb.

does

so well ?

will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

1899 Catalog-

Dadant's Foundation.

Year

Because

can Bee-Keeper

^^"^

2211(1

for

SUPPLIES will be very larg-e this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have larg^e facilities for manufacturing' all
kinds of

Aud

Aug-. 10, 1899.

=

chas. dadant & son,
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing,

III.

Smokers, Sections,
Comb Foundation
And III! Apiarian Supplies
rhrsp. Sepd for
E. T. FLANAGAN, BelI«TUIe, Ut-

^^
FUEE
14Aly

C;*talogae.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

M. H.

HUNT & SON,

SELL ROOT'S GOODS at ROOT'S PRICES.

Shipping--Cases and Danz. Cartons are what
von need to display aud ship your houey in.
Send for Catalog.
BELL BRANCH, MiCH
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.
"

Special

.

Summer

School

of Shorthand
For the benefit of Teachers, Students,
and others.
Six Weeks' Course for only $15.00.
Send for Catalog.

C AUy

CARTONS

Eclectic Shorthand Collegfe,
Headquarters of the Cross Eclectic Sj'stem,

51S Ashland

Itlocic,

CHICACiO.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

39Aly

I AEISE
To

the

for

Comb Honey. We

we

sell

:

:

the Ideal and Danz. sections, at regular prices.

A

that

DOOUTTLE...
has concluded to sell
in their season
during 1899, at the following prices
1 Untested Queen ..$1.00
6 Untested Queens.. 4.50
12 Untested Queens 8.0O
1 Tested Queen .... l.SO
3 Tested Queens.... 3.S0
1 select tested queen 2.00
"
" Queens 4.00
3
Select Tested
Queen,

OiJEENS

use a superior grade of cardboard in our Cartons, altho

them as' low as the dark strawboard ones are usually .sold for. We make
$4.50 a M on
these for any size section in quantities of a M or more. Prices
regular size's 5 M, $3.80 a M. Sample mailed free. We furnish Cartons for

say to the readers of

Bee Journal

MFG CO

r
For Apiarian
V;!rS.^MtS'st Omaha. Neb.
Supplies, address L-iJjri^Xl 1 iVlJ/VJ< '^'^M 404 Broadway, E. St. Louis, 111.
Please mention Bee Jottrnal when -writing.

Bee=Veil

by mail, for 35 cents, with silk brussels front. If on receipt you are not satisfied with it, return it and we will refund vour money.
Tested Italian Queens, 90 cents. Catalog of Apiarian Supplies free.
I.

J.

STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, New York.

Honey Wanted

N. Y.

a;;^^^,,^

previous season's rearing-, $3:

E.xtra Selected,

for breeding:, the very
About a pound of Bees in a 2-frame
Nucleus, with anv Queen, $2.00 extra.

best, $3.00.

Circular free, giving full particulars regardAddress,
ing each class of Queens.

Q. M.
11

A26t

npase

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.
jnentio'*

Bee Journal -when writing

If you have honey to dispose of, write us, stating the
kind, quality, quantity, how put up, and the price wanted.
If extracted, kindly send small sample when you write.
Address,

GEORGE W. YORK

<fe

CO

118 Michig-an Street,

,

CHICAGO, ILL.

t

39th YEAR.

CHICAGO,

ILL,

AUGUST

17,

1899,

I

t

No. 33,

Scenes Along the Pennsylvania Lines to Philadelphia.
Sri:

!.

Interesting Information on Pa(;e

THE SUSQUEHANNA NEAR HARRISBURG
4.
THE BLUE JUNIATA

521.

2.

3.

IN

HORSE SHOE CURVE

FROM THE OBSERVATION CAR

5.

THE ALLEGHENIES
OHIO RIVER NEAR PITTSBURGH.
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A

Successful

Way
BV

to Sell Extracted Honey.

E. B.

TYRRELL.

SEND my

promist report of success with my new method
of selling' extracted honey. In selliiig- honey by this
method, I have it put up in Mason quart fruit-cans,
bearing mj' name and address on a highly-colored label,
also another label containing- directions for reliquefying-.
Taking a number of cans so prepared, together with a
sufficient number of circulars (of which I send a sample), I
am' prepared for my canvass.
On reaching my field of action. I distribute the honey
and circulars around to the private houses, leaving a can of
honey and one of each of the circulars, and on the following day, or the day spoken of in the small circular, I again
call and collect what honey is not sold, and the pay for the
So far the plan has workt well, and I have lost no
rest.
cans of hone}-, and I am positive I have made many sales
where otherwise I would not have done so.
Agents being'
The benefits of this plan are as follows
considered bj' the majority as a common nuisance, nearly
'"
"
no on the end of the tongue when anyevery one has
thing is offered for sale by an agent, and the quickest way
to get rid of him is the only thought, while many times, on
But
reflection, people find they wish they had purchast.
this plan gets them from an unexpected quarter, " surprises
the enemy," so to speak, and very few will deny you the
and once in a familj' (espeprivilegfe of leaving the honey
cially where there are children) the temptation to sample is
too great to overcome, and if you have a good article a sale

I

:

Aug-. 17, 1899.

Extracted honey will granulate or become white and
hard in cold weather, and while at first this maj- seem to be
a detriment, it is not, for it can be reduced to its liquid
form again by simply heating it. Place the can or dish
containing the honey you wish liquefied in warm water,
when in a short time the honey will all melt, and will not
granulate ag-ain for a long time, BUT BE SURE AND DO NOT
LET THE w.\TER GET TOO HOT, not hotter than you can
bear j-our hand in, as overheating the honey spoils the
flavor and darkens it. I trj- to have all my honey in the
liquid form when sold, but it may granulate in time after it
is sold, and this is good, in fact the best, proof of its puritj-.
Some prefer it in its candied or granulated form. Honey
should be kept in a warm, drj- place, dry especially, as freezing won't hurt it, but dampness will often cause it to sour.
In conclusion, I wish to say if there is anything 3-ou do
not understand do not be afraid to ask questions, as I am
building up a trade for my honey, and am willing, in fact
wish, to answer all the questions 3'ou will ask me.
If you do not find my honey satisfactory, you need onljdrop me a card and I will call and take back the honey and
refund your money. Is not that fair enoug^h ? My prices
are as follows

One quart, or 3 pounds in a quart Mason
Ten pounds or under, per pound
Thirtj'

pounds

Sixty pounds, or 5 gallons

fruit-jar. 5

35
10
2 75
5 00

By buying 60 pounds you get it as cheap as maple
syrup, or only SI. 00 per gallon. All honej- sold by me (unless sold personally, direct to the consumer) bears my label
containing mj- name and address. Remember, if \-ou want
honej- at an)- time, simply drop me a card, and it will be
promptly delivered at the above prices.
Yours respectfully,
E. B. Tyrrell.

:

is

made.
Again, this sj-stem

many

doubts about its
would not leave it if it
were not the genuine article, and, in fact, you wouldn't.
In practicing this system a strictly high-grade article
must be handled, and you are establishing a future trade in
Genesee Co., Mich.
honey.
dispels
purity, for they reason that you

[The two circulars which Mr. Tyrrell mentions
foreg-oing, read as follows

:

in

the

Editor.]

[Circular jSo.

1.1

TO THE EADY OF THE HOUSE.
Knowing

that when household or other duties are pressyou do not wish to listen to the clatter of an agent,
and not having the time to fully explain what the accompanying circular does, I leave you what I have to sell, together with an explanatory circular, which you will please
read, and I will call again to-morrow, when you can either
return the honey, should j'ou not wish to purchase, or else
the price of the. can, 35 cents. If you will not be at home
on the above day, please leave the honey or cash at one of
Yours for trade.
your neighbors, and oblige,
ing,

E. B. Tyrrell.

______
[Circular No.

2.]

EXTRACTED HONEY.
Produced by

-

-

E. B. Tyrrell.

TO THE PUBLIC.
Extracted honey is simply comb honey minus the comb.
If you take a cake of comb honey, cut off the cappings or
cover to the cells of honey, laj' the cake in the bottom of a
tin-pail, and then swing the pail around in a circle at arm's
length, the hone)- on the side of the cake next to the bottom
Now
of the pail will be thrown out by centrifugal motion.
turn the cake over, repeat the whirling process, and you
have the comb emptied of its honey, and 3-et not destroyed.
This liquid honey left in the pail is extracted honey. In
the production of extracted honey by the bee-keepers, large
combs are used, and the whirling is done by a machine or
extractor, and the emptied combs are replaced in the hive
for the bees to again fill with honey, when they are again
extracted. As more honey can be gotten by this process,
as the bees are saved the exj^ense of building comb you can
readily see why it can be sold cheaper than comb honey,
and j-et be just as good and pure in every respect.

—

It

BY W.

Z.

Care of Honey

AFTER
then

Needs Some Attention.
HUTCHINSON.

honey has been thoroly ripened

in the hive and
future palatableness depends entirely upon the care that it receives.
Too many look
at honey as a simple sweet, like cane-sugar, forgetting that
its flavor, its aroma, its "bouquet," so to speak, are its chief
attraction, not knowing that exposure to the atmosphere
will leave it a flat, stale sweet. The makers of maple syrup
are careful to gather and boil the sap as quickly as possible,
and then immediately seal the syrup. All this is done to
prevent the loss of flavor by exposure to the air.
When first taken from the
It is the same with honey.
hives it has very distinctly the flavor of the flowers from
which it was gathered. Each variety of blossom gives a
distinctive flavor. By tasting of honey, an expert can very
readily tell from what class of blossoms it was gathered.
Sometimes the flavors are really too pronounced, too strong,
when the honey is first gathered. Basswood honey is an
example. In such cases a little exposure to the air may be
an advantage. Thoroly ripened extracted honey should be
at once put into bottles, cans or barrels and sealed up tight,
and then put in a cool place. It will of course soon candy,
or crystallize, but the flavor will be retained indefinitely,
and the honey can be liquefied whenever it is needed for
use.
Care must be exercised in melting the honey, that the
flavor is not injured by the application of too great heat.
Of course the honey will not be burned if it is not heated
hotter than boiling water, but the application of so great a
heat as this rapidly drives off the flavor. Keeping the
package closed and applying a very gentle heat never
above 150 degrees is the better way. Putting up the
honey in such packages as can easily be put into warm
water, makes the liquefying more convenient.
Comb honey is of course already sealed, but not hermetically, unless it has remained on the hive a long time.
Honey has a great affinity for moisture, and if comb honey
is stored in a damp atmosphere, it will absorb the moisture
thru the slightly porous cappings, and become thin and
watery. The bulk of the honey will be so increast that it
will burst the cells and ooze out. The honey may become
so thinned that fermentation will set in. Cold is also detrimental to comb honey, causing it to candy in the cells.
When comb honey is first taken from the hives, it should be
stored in a hot, dry atmosphere. A room in the southwest
corner of a building, where it will become very hot in the
afternoon, is a good place to store comb honey. I know of
one bee-keeper who has a small house of sheet-iron in
is

removed,

—

its

—
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comb honey when taken from the hives.
continues the ripening; process, and if there are
any unsealed cells of honey, the honey in them becomes
which

The

to store his

Adaptability of Bee-Keeping- to the Ministry.

iieat

thicker and riper instead of thinner.
Down cellar is where the ordinary purchaser of comb
honey is almost sure to put it. No place could be more undesirable. Dryness and warmth are the requisites for keeping comb hone)'.
As ordinarily kept, comb honej- will
candy before spring but by keeping it in a warm atmosphere it will not candy, and will really improve with time.
I have now in my possession soine comb honey that was on
exhibition at the World's Fair, and it is still a first-class
article.
It has been kept in a cupboard abjoining the sitting-room. I also know of a bee-keeper who one year kept
over a large crop of comb honey, because the price was so
low. His honey-reom was over a cellar, and the walls were
double, with the spaces filled with sawdust. There was a
stove in the room, and a little lire kept each day, the
amount depending upon the weather. The honey came
thru in good condition, and was sold the next spring at a
considerable advance in price.
Several times in this article the " ripening '" of tinhoney has been mentioned. I will explain that when nectar
is gathered it is thin and watery.
The heat of the hive,
aided by the manipulation.s of the bees, gradually reduces
the nectar to thick, " ripe " honey when it is sealed over.
Some bee-keepers make the mistake of extracting honey before it is thoroly ripened. Such honey never has a fine
;

flavor,

and

is

likely to ferment.

A Canadian View
BY

— Countrv Gentleman.

of Large
C.

and Small Hives.

MITCHELL.

used both large and small hives side by side
20 years, my largest being the D. A. Jones hive,
I nearly
which is 15 inches deep inside, and holds 12 frames running crosswise. It is the same size on top as the S-frame
Heddon hive. My other hive is the Heddon 8-frame Langstroth hive. For many years I have workt and twisted
when reading the hot discussions on this subject, and wondered why every one seemed to have mist the most
important point of all in the large hive, viz that the large
hive will winter more bees. In all those years Mr. Dadant
is the onl)- one I have noticed to even hint such a thing
(until now).
The first season a swarm is put into a large hive it does
not seem very profitable, unless there is a good fall flow, as
it takes more honey to fill up the hive.
But just as sure as
death and taxes, they will carry over more bees, and consequently store more honey. I have often, when unpacking
the first day of May, had to carry a knife and plate and
take off two pounds of new honey under the cloth on top of
the frames, while many of my 8-framers vrould not be full.
How often has Mr. Doolittle said if he could only have
plenty of field-bees at fruit-bloom that he thought he could
:

Now, where

BY HOX. GEO.

E.

HILTON.

HAVE

often wondered why ministers did not engage in
some light work, such as the raising of small fruits and
vegetables, bee-keeping, or some of the health-giving,
mind-resting, yet fascinating pursuits, thereby helping
themselves to a little money aside from that received from
their parishioners, leaving many times a better impression
upon the community in which they live, and at the same
time giving themselves that much needed mental rest.
Every minister is familiar with Virgil and his beautiful
poems, in which he wrote of the bee. Before the world had
a Savior yes, before the Christian era, bee-keeping was
lookt upon as one of the important industries of the Old

I

—

World.

Our dear old Father Langstroth (now gone to his final
reward), after losing his health in the ministry, resorted to
bee-keeping with a hope of receiving a new lease of life.
Bee-keeping at that time was in its infanc)', and carried on
in a very primitive manner.
But his inventive mind and
deep interest in the improvement of the old box-hive, g^ve
us the movable-frame hive that bears his name. For this
alone the bee-keepers of the world owe him a debt of gratitude they can never pay. He was the " Huber of America,"
and his name will be a household word wherever bee-keeping is known. As the result of his efforts, man)- ministers
(whose names I can give) have engaged in bee-keeping in
connection with their ministerial work, and I have often
wondered what could be better adapted to those that have
allowed their minds to delve into any special line of
thought. All know how restful it is to have something that
will divert the mind occasionally
no matter if the study is
just as deep, the change is restful.
Another thing, I think the early and latter part of the
day the better adapted to study and 'thought. As for myself, my best efforts in writing have occurred between three
o'clock in the morning and daylight, when not another
soul about the place was astir, and I think this is true with
many. Now, the only time tliat bees need attention is during pleasant weather, and then only from eight o'clock in
the morning- until four in the afternoon. If a minister
must be in fiis study during these hours, he can usually
arrange his hives facing his study window, so that every
time he raises his eyes for a moment's rest, they will rest
upon the fronts of his hives. And what could be more restful than to watch for a few moments those " tireless little
workers " and " emblems of industry "?
;

HAVE

get a good yield from
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it.

the less in a large hive ? Perhaps it
weighs 75 pounds with a class of honey which I hardly ever
offer for sale— it is always willow and dandelion, andsometimes maple syrup. Red-squirrels have a way of tapping the
twigs and letting the sap evaporate to a fine syrup, and the
bees in good spells of weather find employment.
is

Then, often, we have a gap in the honey-flow for two
weeks, just when there is the most brood— before clover—
when my 8-framers suffer much the worst. Now, what did
this honey cost me ? Not one cent more than the Heddon
8-frame, which hadn't any, and which is often empty by
clover bloom, and which 'has to be filled up with white
clover just the very reverse of what is said on page 202.
No, no, Mr. Hutchinson, the above is not unwarranted
with me. Of course, getting those occasional spring flows
before we dare utipack. makes a difference, but I am tired
of seeing so much of this begging locality for everything
also how much brood we can get from an' 8-frame hive. I
want at least one comb at each side without brood, which
should contain fresh pollen and unsealed stores at all times

—

Many will ask. What will I do with them Sundays ? Or
won't they, the first time I have a funeral to attend or a
marriage ceremony to perform, think it about time to increase and swarm and go to the woods? In reply I will say,
scientific apiculture has overcome these obstacles, and byplacing any of the queen-excluding devices over the entrance, the swarm is safe. This will not prevent their
swarming, but as the queen cannot escape, as soon as the
swarm miss her, they will return to the parent colony, and,
as a rule, will make another effort the nest day. But I
usually save them this trouble b)- g-oing to the hive and removing all the combs with adhering bees, except the comb
I find the queen upon, to a new hive, and fill up this hive
with empt)- combs or frames, well wired and filled with full
sheets of foundation. All the old or field-bees will return
to the parent hive the first time they leave the new hive,
but the nurse-bees, or those less than ten days old, will remain in the new hive and care for the brood and rear a
young queen, and both colonies will build up rapidly. As
the swarming season lasts only about two months, this is
not much trouble. Or, you can manage your bees for extracted honey, and you will not average one swarm froira
ten colonies.
There are manj' other points I could enumerate, but to
those who are apiculturally inclined, I have said enough.
So far as I know, it has proven fascinating, healthful and
profitable..

— Michigan

Farmer.

;

up

to the

main

Density of Nectar in the Flower-Cups.

flow.

BY

I am satisfied I have lost hundreds of dollars
by using
8-frame hives, in 15 years. I will hereafter have almost all
of my bees in 10-frame hives, which will be my last change.
I even find no trouble in getting section honey from
those large hives, but when they cast a swarm I prefer to
put them into an 8-frame hive.
Ontario, Canada.
'

NORTON,

.\.

on page

BATES.

unraveling- the idea of
of nectar in the flower-cups, says
first secreted is of a uniform consis-

MR.different densities
that nectar when
tency. Doubtless true,

B.

403, in

and when God made man he pronounced him not only good, but very good, but how was he
afterwards? Is there not a possibility of nectar changing-

—
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from that state of evenness it was secreted by the flowercup that would bring- about the facts as I have exprest them
in my former communications ?
It is an admitted fact that honey in ripening- thickens
this admitted, it follows log-ically that the honey of the
same cell and at the same time, during its process of ripening-, is of different densities, and if such characterizes
honey in the cell, why is not nectar in the flower-cup subjected to the same changes, admissive of the same characteristics under like circumstances ?
According to the theory that warm air contains more
moisture than cold air, honey kept in a warm, airy depart;

ment gives

moisture

off

the cool air entering a

;

warm

room,

warm hive, where honey is stored, takes up
moisture coming in contact with warm honey it expands,
and takes on moisture. On the other hand, if it is stored
in a cold, damp cellar, the warm air from without, striking
the cold hone)' within, contracts and gives off moisture.
And since honey must become tangible to the air before its
moisture can be absorbed by it and since the atmosphere
cannot penetrate the wax of the cell to be tangible to all
parts at the same time, it follows that the watery or thinner
part of the honey must be drawn to the mouth of the cell,
constituting not only a difference in the density of the
honey of the cell, but leaving the richer of the saccharine
substance at the rear. So attraction as well as gravitation
testifies in behalf of my statement.
And what is true of unripe honey is also true of nectar,
since it is rawer, more easily affected, and admissive of
changes.
The earth's surface at night retains the heat received
from the sun longer than the atmosphere above it the cold
air coming in contact with the warm objects flowers as
well as other things contracts, giving off moisture, pouring it into the flower-cup on top of the nectar, and it will
have to be proven that water is heavier than nectar, or else
we have nectar in that cup not^of a uniform thickness and
sweetness.
Suppose the short-tongue bee can barely reach to the
nectar in the cup without any margin to go on when the
moisture of the atmosphere is poured in on this nectar till
the cup is filled to the reach of the short-tongue bee, and
surplus is stored, what is it ? Sweetened water. Is there
nothing better remaining in the flowers from which this
was stored for a longer-tongue strain ?
I have observed distinctly on many occasions my Italian bees working early in the morning on red clover. If
they are not extracting the sweetened moisture resting on
its nectar, why not work on it as freely at other hours of
the day ?
I cannot exactly understand Mr. Norton's meaning of
the word " far-fetcht," and in conclusion will say his lime
was too much saturated if he places together the proper
measure of parts, he will form a body we call " mortar,"
that compares to fully ripened honey, equal in density and
sweetness.
Franklin Co., Mo.
or better, a
;

4. Do your bee-keepers produce more
comb honey ?

5. What, in your opinion,
crop thruout the country ?

—

;

;

;

The Bee-Business and Prospects
J. S.

in

Utah

us,

:

1.

2.
3.

July

honej'.

sent out the questions found in the enclosed letters,
and received the answers, which explain the situation correctly.
A certain Salt L,ake City bee-keeper wrote a letter
to a bee-paper in which he stated that the loss of bees was
about 10 percent.
Such reports are injurious. Had he
taken pains to ascertain the truth, he certainly would not
have made such a mistake.
J. S. Scott.
I

questions which Mr. Scott sent out read as follows:
the pro.spect for a

honey crop

in

your vicin-

ity this ,sea.son ?
2.
3.

What

was more

it

severe than spring. Geater mortality in winter.
4. Salt Lake County produces more extracted hone)'.
about two-thirds, for an
5. Much less than an average
Sai.t Lake.
estimate.
;

1.

The

2.

I

ter loss,
3.
4.

prospects are very poor.
should judge about 40 percent from
spring dwindling and foul brood.

all

causes

— win-

During spring.
Mostly extracted.

The prospects for a honey
The bee-inspector reports a

crop are very poor.
great deal of foul brood,
some apiaries with every colony diseased. The trouble has
been, dying in winter and letting them get robbed out.
5.

Utah.
1.

Good where the bees are

Crop

good condition.

in

will not be large.
2. From 10 to 100 percent.
Mine is
good many that are left will only build

about 80 percent.
up for winter.

A

Spring.
No. All comb honey.
5. I think the honey crop will be small, for lack of bees
to gather it.
I have 48 colonies left, from 170 taken out of
the house in what I thought was fair condition. It is too
early to be sure, yet where the bees are strong I think they
will do well.
I
I have 35 colonies that will be all right.
have not had any swarms yet. What is the matter that so
many bees have died the past winter and spring ? Mine
did not die they left. I think it was because they could
not get any pollen. I do not think it was cold weather
alone that killed the bees, but the frost killed the flowers
here and the bees left.
Wasatch.
3.
4.

;

1.

Fair, tho rather early to speak.
33 'i percent.

2.

About

3.

Spring.
Extracted.
I am not posted on conditions about the county.

4.

5.

As there was nothing to indicate from what county the
came, we were compelled to leave them unsigned.

last replies

The

the true condition.
The loss in bees here is about SO percent. Those left
are doing but little.
Utah will not have half a crop of

is

About SO percent loss,
Winter killed and weakend so many that

23,

sending you the enclosed letters is that
the facts may be known regarding the condition of the beebusiness and prospects for a honey crop in Utah. The letters are from prominent bee-keepers in fourof the principal
honej' counties in the State, and can be relied upon as to

What

Half to two-thirds crop.
from trustworthy reports.

:

:

1.

Rather poor outlook.

the bee and

My object in

The

the prospect for a honey

in Utali.

SCOTT, of Utah Co., Utah, wrote
MR.in reference
to the present condition of
honey business
Editor York

is

extracted than

The responses received are given here, using as a signature the county from which the replies came rather than
the name of the bee-keeper, as requested by Mr. Scott

;

—

Auff. 17, 1899.

the percent of loss in bees ?
Did greater mortality occur during winter or spring
is

?

" Old Reliable " seen

By

through New and Unreliable Glasses.
"

COaiTATOR."

A MICE-KILUNG BUG.
" Bugs, such as mice," eh? Page 40S. Well, it's fair
strategy to make one kind of bug kill another kind and
they claim to have a bug now that will kill mice.
;

QUEBN-CELLS BUILT BY RECENT

S^VVARM.

Thanks

to Dr. Miller for his suggestion that queen-cells
built by a recent swarm are not rare but common.
Guess
he's right. Page 406.

WELCOME TO HAND-SHAKING GLOVES.
Yes, Dr. Peiro, I'll be good now so kind a reply to an
irreverent, if not irrelevant, racket compels it. Hurrah for
the hand-.shaking gloves
A fellow must be kind-o' good
when he hurrahs for them, must he not ? Page 478.
:

!

NEW-OLD BEE-LITERATURE —LARGE VS. SMALL HIVES.
Mrs. Woodmansee very wisely thinks that many things
which we read carelessly the first time are new when we

—
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read them ag'ain. It is also true that many things a beginner cannot digest will be interesting and nourishing a year
or two later on. Keep your bee-magazines and see how
meaty they will seem on second reading. She made a good
spring observation as she watcht that apiary being overhauled. Eight-framers and sectional hives all very weak
ten-framers much better tens and twelves with big and
extra-deep frames mostly rousers. Something may have to
be done about this if it is a/ways so. Will take some time
Page 418.
to decide whether it is or not.
;

;

ALW.WS WRITINC. WHAT ONE MEANS.
Dr. Miller gets at the root of an important and vexatious matter where he says writers sometimes say something quite different from what they mean. Page 418. As
a sort of corollary of this suffer me to say that few (I suspect) get to be writers of the very highest rank till they
contract a sort of frantic dislike for sentences and clauses
that ran he understood in more than one way. Even if
laziness does say, " Let it go no one will ever misunderstand that" out it has to come.
;

FINE LOT OF BEE-STING REMEDIES.

What

a fine lot of sting remedies C. P. Dadant enumerates on page 419
Some got away, too. I think we may
profitably talk a little more about ruhhiiig as a stingremedy.
Altho pretty sure to make ordinary patients
worse, it is handy, and really excellent, for bee-keepers who
have become two-thirds inured to bee-poison. Remove the
sting instantly, and rub the spot until it burns (with frictional heat) so j'ou can hardly bear anj' more then go on
with what you're at, and avoid thinking of or looking at
the sting at all, and the poison will be so diluted and spread
around as to fail to set up its characteristic action. Pretty
much the same may be said of opening the smoker door
and toasting the spot. That we lose part of our inurement
everj' winter, and gradually recover it when we begin handling bees in spring, is a rather unfamiliar idea to m}- noddle, but quite likely it is right.
I

:

AMMONIA AND CLOSING THE PORES FOR

BEE-STINGS.

Mr. Dadant ventures on the record that the very best
remedy of all is ammonia — external for moderate cases, and
internal also for worse ones. I will venture that the very

,

best remedy is closing the pores of the skin in the vicinity
of the puncture. Sting analogous to a fire, and this remedy
is like shutting the doors and windows.
Hoiv to best close
the pores decidedly depends. If the sting is on clear, level
territory (mostly it isn't) the best way is to put on three or
four inches square of tissue paper with strong mucilage. If
it's near the holes and hummocks of the countenance, smear
a similar extent of space with the thickest honey you can
get, or with any harmless and viscid substance.
Get rid of
the idea that the daub effects any chemical or medical
change, and understand it as merely keeping away part of
the natural supply of oxygen. Page 419.

BEE-STlNG INFORMATION

— "IMPORTANT

IF

TRUE."

Never saw so much bee-sting information in one place
before as in the bee-boil from J. Langer, on page 437. Important if reliable. We can all test this scientist's work at
one point, where he saj-s the poison has a. pleasant aromatic
odor. To be sure, the smell that one person likes another
don't like, but some of us would say unpleasant. A mere
trifle heavier than water.
From 166 to 333 bees carry a
grain of poison. (Looks exaggerated. A grain would be
quite a lot.) The poison proper is not the acid itself, but
dissolved in the acid and precipitated b5' alkali. Then
what earthly use to give ammonia, or other alkali, as a
remedy ? The dried poison is as poison as ever but left in
its natural fluid state, and in a glass tube not sealed, it becomes harmless in about four weeks. Sealed it keeps
longer. Here's richness and wisdom, lots of it if somebody else doesn't come and upset it all. Simmer the above
and Dadant's article well together the resulting elixir well
shaken before being taken.
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samples at Calcutta fermented more or
pretty good evidence.
DOOLLTTLE'S EXPERIENCES.

;

—

—

NEW EDITION OF DK. WATTS' "HIMS."
So according to Dr. Watts (page 419) Apis dorsata build
but one size of cell, and their drones are all reared in
worker-comb. Small edition of Dr. Watts' liims
.'

OPEN-AIR HONEV LIABLE TO FERMENT.

less,

looks like

Doolittle article, page 420, may be summed up in
Don't give a laj'ing queen to a colony that has just
swarmed, unless your rather exceptional location yields a
continuous flow. Tater (without feeling sure) would incline
Don't do it at all makes the swarming worse,
to saj'
which is likely to 15e terribly bad without. Mr. D.'s experience hardly covers that kind of a location, I think. Thanks
for the able way which he has workt up what he has experienced. Hope he will tolerate my good, hearty dissent to his
doctrine, that bees reared during basswood are mostly dead
before fall-flower harvest. Say might be, so far as time
goes, but as midsummer is apt to be largely idle time, more

The

this:

—

:

frequently in first-rate working order.

BEES WORKING ON PEAS

— COWPEAS

?

And W.

T. Lewis, on page 431, we'll nail him to the
record as one who has seen bees work with enthusiasm on
peas. May be he means cowpeas, however, which would
be less remarkable.
DRONE-COMB IN THE SECTIONS.

Three respondents, on page 427, intimate that dronein sections is no harm.
Tater thinks the harm of it
has been greatly exaggerated.

comb

\VHITE vs. BLACK POULTRY.

And Tater wants

to put one of his bugs in the ear of
that poultry-man, page 425, who took to light-colored fowls
because his bees worried the dark ones. Doesn't he know
that standard works on poultry favor that change for an
important and entirely different reason ? Fowls have to be
killed and sold, even if eggs are the main object, and white
ones look and sell better when drest.

PERHAPS A MIX-UP OF FIGURES AS -WELL AS SWARMS.
It's a nice one — that record on page 422, of 548 swarms
from 48 colonies in one year— else a mix-up of figures, or
something. That is over 11 swarms to one count in spring.
As Mr. Dadant (Gleaning-s in Bee-Culture 460) speaks of it
as sez'en per colon}-, probably there has been some slip.

THAT CURIOUS RESULT FROM SCRAPING HIVES.
Just to be contrary, I'll guess that that doubted experience on page 441 was genuine. Bees had been gathering-,
as substitute for propolis, some sticky and very poisonous
paint.

ILLINOIS'

PURE FOOD COMMISSIONER.

Gov. Tanner's reasons for not appointing a dairyman
or bee-man as food commissioner io?/«(/ all right. Must be
thankful that a glucose man or oleo man was not wormed
in

somehow.

Page 440.
SWEET CLOVER HONEY DARK

IS

?

Rather a novel idea to us that sweet clover is a dark
honey still not necessarily an error on the part of that
Kansas official, on page 4-fo. Liable to be blackened by
mixture with road-dust, one would say. And most of us do
not see sweet clover honey unmixt with something else.

—

BAIT FOR HUNTING BEES IN TREES DURING A HONEY-FLOW.
I fear Mr. L. J. Clark, page 446, will not find the bait
that bees will work on zealously while the nectar harvest is

good

—

The

—

—

Ouoth the sagacious little bee.
enough for me"

'•'i'he best is g-ood

and therefore the tempters will tempt in vain. But there
are often periods of a week or more in summer when the
flowers don't •• give down." Watch an apiary till you capture one of these famine spells (when domestic bees are inquisitive, and eager for anything that turns up), then go
for the woods with the usual device of burning comb and
exposing honey. I can see no reason why some success
might not be had in any season when bees will rob.
PUTTING SMOKER-FUEL ON TOP OF THE FIRE.
Mr. C. p. Dadant uses poor smoker-fuel, I plainly see
with first-class fuel it is a very bad plan to put it on top of
the fire burns up too quick. All the same, his talk to beCOGITATOR.
ginners (page 434) is an excellent one.

—

idea that all varieties of bees which build in the

open air trust to aerial evaporation to keep their honey, and
do little to it themselves, is striking, and impresses one as
likely to turn out correct.

That nearly

all of

60 or 70

honev

The Premium
ing

for.

Look

at

offered on page 525
it.

is

well worth work-
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number

of virgin queens in a hive at certain times is the
number of queen-cells
rule rather than the exception.

A

when bees contemplate swarming, and about
first one is capt over the prime swarm issues.
Something like eight days later the first young queen
are started
the time the

and if the bees have it in their plans
no other queen is allowed to issue from
her cell till the issue of a second swarm. It often happens
that when all idea of swarming is given up. all the queens
that are mature enough are allowed to emerge from their
But there will not long be
cells, as in the case you saw.
more than one of them in the hive, for they will fight till
onlv one is left.
emerges from her
to

CONDUCTED BY

DR.

C. C.

MILLER. Marenffo,

(The Questions may be mailed

Bee Journal

III.

or to Dr. Miller
direct, wlien he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail.— Editor.]
to the

swarm

^

office,

Hardly Foul Brood.

— I opened the hive of one of my best colonies yesterday,
andjfound about a dozen dead larv^ about ready to cap over,
some were white, some of natural color, others were all .settled back in the cell. Part were a little ropy, without any
smell to any of them. I opened other hives, and found now
and then a dead larva, probably four or five on some frame.s.
On the frame that had the most dead, a worm that lookt like
a wire-worm crawled out of the comb. It wasn't a mothworm, for it was very slim. I thoug-ht it might have someMinnesot.\.
thing to do with the case.

— Your bees hardlj' have foul brood, but

'~r Answer.
do 'no harm to

it

will

watch the matter closelj'. I don't know what
that worm'may be, and don't know whether it has anything
to do with- the trouble.

A Colony

Do

1.

j'ou

think that

Answer. — It

will

pay me

to

rear queens

?

and explain

How

3.

season
4.

it.

manj' queens do you suppose

I

would

sell in

one

?

How many
What

nuclei should I have
mailing-cag-e is the best ?

?

South Carolin.\.
Answers. — 1. Doubtful that it will pay you to rear
more than enough for your own use, unless you have had a
5.

great deal of experience.
2.

up

Get

Doolittle's

book on queen-rearing and studv

it

in full.

A Number

of Queens and Queen-Cells in a Colony.

had an experience the other day that far surpasses

anything- I ever saw, or anj'thing I ever read, tho I will
confess that my experience with bees has been very limited.
Cl^ In June I discovered a colony of bees in a tree, out in
the woods. Not long ago I cut the tree, and brought home
that part of the trunk that contained the bees. July 21 this
colony swarmed after hiving them, I made an attempt to
find out what caused them to swarm. Upon investigation
I discovered a piece of comb in the trunk of the tree (after
splitting it open), about one foot square, that contained 23
queen-cells and upon further investigation I discovered 10
queens, all alive, that were left in the tree, and I do not
know how many queens are with the colony now. This incident seems to me to be a very remarkable one. It seems
to abolish, and up.set, the theory of but one queen to a
colony.
As I have said, my experience has been very limited,
and this incident may be a usual occurrence. This colony
;

;

had just located in the tree last spring.
Answer. — The rule that only one queen
hive

is

subject to exceptions.

It is

Illinois.
is

suffered in a

not so very unusual to

two queens laying in the hive at the same time, a
mother and a daughter, the mother being about played out.
There are also rare cases in which two queens not related
will be laying in a hive at the same time.
But to find a
find

quite possible that the two frames of

is a very poor one for bee-keepers in this secof Iowa. Spring opened three weeks later than the
average of the past 10 years, but then the continuous warm
weather soon made up for the time lost, the trees blooming
as early, if not earlier than usual, and colonies that had
suffered from the long-continued cold winter did not have
time to build up to take full advantage of it. After fruitbloom the bees were in very good condition, and bj' the
time the -ss'ild cherries bloomed many were so populous that
extra extracting-supers had to be put on to prevent crowding the brood-nest by the honey coming in. This caused
the bees to swarm as early as May 23. and possibly sooner
in other places. The honey-flow, however, was cut short
by heavy rains and storms. Raspberry yielded some basswood failed white clover was winter-killed, yet an abundance of it has grown up, which is promising for nest year.
Basswood and white clover are what we mostly depend upon
for surplus, and golden-rod frequentlv vields a fair crop in.
the fall.
Until now, the bees could use up all they could gather,
and, unless the fall flowers yield suflicient, we shall not
have any surplus this year, and may be compelled to feed
our bees for winter. I would like to ask for advice, in that

This year

tion

;

Probablj' very few the first season. A great many
are selling queens, many of them well known for yeans, and
you would stand rather a poor chance as a stranger.
4. That would depend altogether on the amount of your
business. If you expect to sell 10 a month, you would perhaps need that number of nuclei.
5. Perhaps the Benton cage.
3.

I

is

brood are more than they desire, making it seem too much
as if they were still in their old hive. If you leave them
with no brood or honey they may change their minds.

Feeding for Winter Stores.

Please give the best method you know for queen-rear-

2.

ing-,

it

»

Continually Swarming.

We bought a colony of bees June 4, and about three
weeks ago they swarmed. We caught the queen in the trap,
and that night I gave them two full frames of brood and
two frames already drawn, and filled the rest of the hive
with frames and foundation, and ever since they have been
swarming once and twice a day. We were very particular
in scraping the hive and scalding it out with salt water, so
we put them in another hive and gave them a new bottomboard, and still they are the same. They are carrying a
little pollen in, but we cannot see they are doing much
more. The swarm we got June 4 swarmed again July 23,
OnT.\rio.
and they are working very hard.

Queen-Rearing Questions.
next year

cell,

ftirther.

;

case.

Would you advise feeding sugar syrup, or the cakes recommended by Mr. Abbott ? How would you make these
Iowa County.
cakes, and of what size ?
Answer. — The candy cakes are for winter use, and the
the thing for you to feed while the bees are flying.
Mr. Abbott thinks highly of a cake of candy over
the frames as a matter of security, but I think he would not
want the whole of the winter stores in that shape. Neither
would I feed syrup, strictly speaking, but sugar and water,
Feed equal parts of sugar and
without any cooking.
water, either by measure or by weight. The water may be
hot or cold. Feed in any way that allows the water to drain
down thru the sugar. The Miller feeder is good for this
sort of feeding, and so is the crock-and-plate plan. But the
feeding must be done early enough so that the bees can
properly ripen it. Better get thru witli it as early in September as you can. or even in August.

syrup

is

It is true,

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
You can aid much
in nearly every number of this journal.
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.

Aug.
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with the older kinds there was complaint that when
the bottom starter was thin it would topple over or be
gnawed down by the bees unless the top starter came close
down and there was a fair flow of honey. The A. I. Root
Co. say they can now furnish in quantity the Weed foundation running 18 feet to the pound with fair sidewalls, and
if this will be used by the bees without being gnawed in a
scant flow, and will stand up when used for bottom starters,
there surely ought to be no more trouble about "fish-bone."
tion, for

—

Amount of Wax from Brood=Combs. Editor Holter" F. A. Gemmill
niann savs in the Canadian Bee Journal
says in the Bee-Keepers" Review that the amount of wax he
has been able to secure from a set of 8 Lang-stroth combs
is 3 pounds. I will guarantee I can take 8 Langstroth combs
and g-et 4 pounds of wax from them."
:

—

Surplus Honey in Frames. MeTition is made in the
British Bee Journal of a plan of producing comb honey that
was introduced by R. A. H. Grimshaw. Shallow frames of
foundation are taken to the moors, the frames being- wired.
When it is desired to make use of the long slab of honey on
the table, the wire is dipt from its fastening and drawn out
endwise.

Keeping Comb Honey. — G. W. Demaree says in Barnum's Midland Farmer that he has a few sample boxes of
comb honey two years old with cappings as white and pure
as when taken from the bees, and such honey can be kept
in this condition for an indefinite time if kept in a warm,
dry room. If chunk-honey must be packt in crocks, set the
combs on edge, and when filled within a few inches of the
top, cover

with extracted honey.

Solar Wax=Extracting.— W. R. N.. in the British Bee
Journal, says he has found it advantageous, instead of placing in his solar wax-extractor the material to be melted directly upon the perforated bottom of the tra^', to put first on
this some very thin and cheap cloth, and then when it comes
time to clean out, this cloth can very easily be peeled out
while the heat is present. He thinks well of going still
farther and having only the cloth, then it can be thrown
awav as often as it becomes clogged.

Apis Dorsata.— Here's what Editor Holtermann, of the
Canadian Bee Journal, thinks about it
"I cannot imagitie
that we want a bee which can rear drones and workers in
the .same cells. We can control drones in Apis mellifera
with comb foundation, surely no intelligent and well posted
bee-keeper would go back to the system where he cannot
control drones by using worker-comb foundation. It is well
to investigate, but the more I hear of the bees the lessfavorbly I am imprest with their economic value."
:

The Source of Honey=Dew is discust in an interesting
manner by R. McKnight in the Bee-Keepers' Review. He
greatly disagrees with Prof. Cook, who thinks all honeydew is the production of aphides. The honey-dew seems to
be much the same thing as the nectar of the flower, only
found in a different place. He speaks of the change of material into starch, then into sugar, and then into woody tis.sue,

and says

"From

:

the saccharine stage of digestion comes our

and hoiiey-deiv. The former is in some manner, as
yet unexplained, determined to the flower, while the latter
is the result of the sap-cells, under certain atmospheric conditions, becoming gorged, when a portion of the sweet juice
they contain exudes thru the pores of the leaf and green
shoot, and rests on their surfaces hence our honev-dew."

in the South is a very serious matter,
serious than Northern bee-keepers are likely to
imagine, for in the North it amounts to verj' little. In the
South. Editor Root thinks it may be even worse than foul
brood, two bee-keepers to his knowledge having been driven
out of the business by its ravages. O. O. Poppleton. of
Florida, says in Gleanings in Bee-Culture that he can cure
it, but at the expense of any income from the colony for the
season. In a number of cases Mr. Poppleton has found the
daug-hters of purchast queens to give the disease to their
colonies, altho the colonies of the mothers may have remained healthy. The queens were obtained from reliable
men, and he has no idea that paralysis was suspected by
the sellers, even if it existed.

Bee-Paralysis

much more

Bees Photographt in Glass Hives is the heading of an
Canadian Bee Journal copied from the Buffalo
Courier. It gives a somewhat detailed account of observaarticle in the

.solved

Weed

Foundation.

— C.

Culture, says that after

Davenport, in Gleanings in Beeof his foundation for

making most

years he shall probably bU3- instead of make in the future.
The great difference between the price of wax and foundation is more than oft'set b)' the amount of work in rigging
up, properly purifying the wax and making into foundation.
For bottom starters he has found the Weed much
better than his own, and in one case he gave it a very severe test. He put small, three-cornered starters at the top,
and at the bottom about as narrow starters as could be fastened with a Daisy machine, and not six out of a thousand
failed of being accepted, drawn out, and fastened to the
upper one as soon as it was built down low enough. The
severe point in the test was that this was at a time when
the flow was scant and irregular.
This certainly shows superiority in the Weed founda-

made

(by

is

problems about bees.

'

'

—

Covering for Hive-Roofs. J. A. Green has reported
very favorably as to the use of corrugated sheet-iron over
On this matter a writer in the British Bee
his hive-covers.
" I note that the question of the advisability
Journal says
of using thin zinc as a covering for hive roofs has been
raised both in the Bee Journal and Record. If your correspondents mean a wood-roof covered with zinc laid close
down, and turned in at corners and edges, let me say I
adopted that plan, and mj' experience is that roofs so covered prevent rain entering from the outside, but, owing
probablv to the continual condensation of moisture, these
roofs were always damp inside, altho in my case they have
To avoid this
the usual ventilating- holes fore and aft.
fault, I last summer covered the roofs of two hives with cuttings of corrugated-iron roofing, simply laying them loose
on top and weighting down. In March last both roofs were
:

quite dry.
" If we could get thin galvanized iron (say 24-gauge)
with small corrugations, I think it would answer well, as it
is the want of free circulation of air beneath the zinc that
causes dampness, and this is obviated by the use of corrugated iron."

hoiicy

—

whom

not mentioned), deciding unAmong other things, when a
bee leaves the hive, it passes thru a vestibule where its
weight is accurately determined, " a delicate mechanism"
marks the bee with color, and on its return its weight is
again taken to measure its load. Just how much dependence mav be put in the whole affair may perhaps be judged
from the somewhat amusing statement that one of the
things to be studied is " the curious method by which the
bees are enabled to construct queen-eggs when the regular queen-eggs have been destroyed and there is no resident
queen to lay others." How's that ?
tions to be

—

Drone-Cells vs. Doolittle Cups. Editor Root having
without artificial cups nothing could be done," W. C.
Gathright replies in Gleanings in Bee-Culture
" I have been rearing cells by the Doolittle plan for
three years, in upper and lower stories, with the laying
queen in the hive all the time. I have not made an artificial cell for two years, and would not think of going back
I use strips of drone-comb with the cells cut
to that plan.
down half depth, and place a larva in every other cell. This
gives room to cut them apart. I often get every cell accepted, and as many as 22, tho I destroy all but about 12 or
'2 -inch
I make a frame with top-bar and ends only
IS.
wide, and do not put on a bottom-bar, but put in a bar about
^s square, half way between the bottom and top. This middle bar is to fasten the strips of drone-comb to.
"I next cut ray drone-comb in strips about fs wide and
4 inches long. I use three pieces for each frame. To fasten
them to the bar I use melted wax. I dip each piece into the
wax, first letting the edge of one side touch the wax, when
it is placed on the bar, and it is fixt perfectly solid in a moment. I can fasten a strip of drone-comb in the same time
it would take to fasten one artificial cup."
said. "

:
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This is an age when intel7 to 10 pouiici^.
can be turned into cash, when, as Secretary Coburii
says, "Muscle to win must be lubricated with brains."
D. H. Otis.
Some one ask.s, " Well, what has that to do with beekeeping- "? We answer, everything. Why shouldn't intelligence and brains, when applied to the care of bees and the
production of honey, be equally- successful ?

week instead of
lig-ence

We

feel sorry for the

bee-keeper

who

takes and reads

no paper devoted to bee-culture. He stands right in his
own light, and cannot possibly hope to compete successfully with the bee-keeper who reads and studies, and then
uses his increast intelligence in conducting the apiary.
This is an age when to be able to compete in the struggle
for an existence and subsistence, a man needs to avail himself of every advantage possible, and nothing can be more
helpful in the race for success than a good supply of iTitelligence properly applied.
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The Philadelphia Convention,

to be
Franklin Institute, 15 South 7th Street, between Market
and Chestnut Sts., promises to be the best
ever held by the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, if we may judge by the
excellent program arranged for the occasion.
Also in view of the low railroad
rates guaranteed to every one going to
Philadelphia, Sept. 1 to 4 inclusive, there should be a very
large attendance. The editor of the American Bee Journal
and Dr. C. C. Miller, with other bee-keepers, will go over

held Sept.

5,

6

and

7,

in

the Pennsylvania Lines, beautiful illustrations of

whose

entrancing scenery and elegantly equipt coaches we have
the pleasure of showing on our first page this week. Without doubt the Pennsylvania Lines run thru the finest country for scenic beauty to be found in all the East.
of the Republic holds its 33rd annual
Many bee9, inclusive.
keepers are also old soldiers, and likely members of that
splendid national organization of war veterans; all such,

The Grand Array

" Buckwheaters " and Grading. — An interesting conversation between Editor E. K. Koot and Mr. S. A. Niver

was taken down

and is reproduced in Gleanings
"Buckwheaters," as Mr. Niver calls those
who have large crops of buckwheat honey, as many do in
New York State, have conditions quite different from
others. Bees usually go into winter quarters " loaded clear
to the brim " with buckwheat honey.
From the time of
soft maple in the spring there is always something coming
in. so that if a colony dies in winter its combs of honey are
not needed to supply other colonies, and being extra-ripe
and good may be extracted. Mr. Coggshall extracted 3,000
pounds of such honey from colonies that died the past
in shorthand,

in Bee-Culture.

winter.

Grading was discust, Mr. Niver not agreeing with Mr.
Root that there ought to be a special grade for sections
tilled out clear to the wood.
He thought it would only confuse, the amount being so small, and advised that such
hone}' be eaten at home, altho he thought a section really
nicer that had no honey in the outside row of cells. To g^et

meeting

in Philadelphia, Sept. 4 to

as well as other bee-keepers, should take advantage of the
low rates secured by the G. A. R. people, and be in Phila-

delphia during the week of the Grand Army meeting and
The round-trip rate from
the bee-keepers' convention.
Chicago, over the Pennsylvania Lines, is only $16.45. That
means you will be given a ride of 1,645 miles.
The Grand Army Encampment will be noteworthy in
many ways. It is expected to be the largest ever held. For
the first time since the occurrence of the events which gave
birth to the Grand Army of the Republic, the Stars and
Stripes have again been carried to victory, and the fire of
patriotism again burns with a bright and steady flame

which

will induce

many veterans,

their families

and friends,

annual reunion.
Extensive arrangements are being made for the entertainment of visitors to the City of Brotherly Love on this
occasion, and the exercises will be of unusual interest.
to attend this

sections filled

and sealed clear to the wood requires that the
bees be so crowded that such sections will cost more than

week will be inaugurated by a
Monday, Sept. 4. The grand
on
Veterans
Naval
parade of

the extra price that can be obtained for them.

parade of members of the Grand Army of the Republic will
occur on Tuesday, Sept. 5. On the evening of that day the
reception will be held. The President of the United States,
the Governor of Pennsylvania, the Mayor of the city of
Philadelphia, Admiral Dewey, Gen. Miles, and a long list
of distinguisht statesmen and officers of the Army and
Navy are to be present. The " Dog Watch " of Naval Veterans will be held Wednesday evening, Sept. 6, and on
Thursday evening, Sept. 7, the National Association of

The Honey Season in Canada seems poor as well
line.
The Canadian Bee Journal says

on this side the

as

:

" The Canadian crop has not been all harvested frequent showers may give a good deal of thistle honey, but so
far the clover honey crop has not been up to expectations
conditions seemed to be all favorable, but did not pan out."
:

:

The editor thinks no one need to sacrifice his honey
crop in order to dispose of it.
York's Honey Almanac is a neat little 32-page pamphespecially gotten up with a view to create a demand for
honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written bj- Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
sample for
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices
a stamp 25 copies for 40 cents SO for 70 cents 100 for
For 25 cents extra we
SI. 00; 2S0forS2.25; 500 for S4.00.
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
let

The

festivities of the

Union ex-Prisoners of

War

will hold a camp-fire.

Wednes-

day and Thursday, Sept. 6 and 7, will be given over to reunions of societies and business sessions of the National
organizations. A great Naval Review, the grandest event
of its kind, will take place on the Delaware River, Friday.
Sept.

8.

*-*-*

Sight-seeing side-trips will be the order after the Encampment terminates. Many interesting places will be
found near Philadelphia, where time may be pleasantly and
Valley Forge, famous in the Revoluprofitably spent.
tionary period of the Nation's history, is only a short distance from the city, and at League Island, another near-by
point, may be seen the old-time and the new -war vessels.
Special rates will be made from Philadelphia to Gettysburg.

Langstroth on the Honey = Bee, revised by the Dadants,
is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound eleg-antly.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club itjwith the
Bee Journal for a year both for only $2.00.

Baltimore, Washington, and from Washington to the batAlso to Old Point Comfort, Va.
Virginia.
tle-fields of
Daily excursions to Atlantic City and the famous seashore
resorts along the Atlantic coast are run from Philadelphia
over the Pennsylvania Double Lines to the Sea.
The great Pennsylvania route leads thru interesting-

:

;

;

—

A

;

:
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farming' communities and pretty cities and towns in the
Hoosier and Buckeye States. On nearing Pittsburgh it
skirts the banks of the Ohio River before entering' Union
Station in the center of that citj-. From Pittsburgh the
route passes scenes of industrial activity which have been
likened unto the lieart-tlirobs of America's manufacturing.
Vast iron and coke interests spread out in pleasing panorama as the trains glide onward toward the romantic Allegheny Mountains. The tragic scenes of the flood-swept
Conemaugh Valley liave left their imprint in that historic
vale. Traces of the memorable deluge are noticeable at
and near the rebuilt city of Johnstown. At Cresson the
AUeghenies are crost in the highest point above sea level.
Horseshoe Curve, a marvel of mechanical engineering, is
rounded on the eastern slope of the AUeghenies. The
" Blue Juniata " River is followed through regions of enchanting grandeur. Just west of Harrisburg the Susquehanna River is crost on one of the longest and most substantial railroad bridges in the world. The country between that city and Philadelpliia embraces some of the
finest agricultural sections of America.

The

best trains over the Pennsylvania Lines leave Clii-

Grand Army rates
and 4. We expect to leave
on the 3:00 p.m. train Monday, Sept. 4, which arrives in
Philadelphia the evening of the next day at about 6:00
o'clock. We should be pleased to have any bee-keepers or
others west of Chicago go with us on that train. If you
desire it, we will be glad to make any advance arrangements for you that you may wish, so that you can be sure to
make connections with the train that leaves Chicago at 3:00
•cago daily at 3:00 p.m.

going are in

p.m.. Sept.

effect

and

Sept.

at 11:30 p.m.

1, 2,

3

or on the one starting at 11:30 p.m.

4,

Au<r. 17, 189

and had merely supervised his work. I am confident tha at
cipher would now be standing on the right side of everj'
"$l " he can show. I do not see how any man can write as

much

for the press as he does without a stenographer, to
nothing of the great amount of work he does in his
apiary and on his farm. I am speaking in general terras,
of course, for perhaps Mr. D. knows his own business better than I do."
saj'

* *

*

G. W. Bkodbeck is one of California's best known
bee-keepers. In Gleanings in Bee-Culture for Aug. 1, J. H.
Martin had this to say about Mr. Brodbeck and one of his

Mr.

dogs

"Mr. Brodbeck and

I

have been sort

neighborly and

o'

He moved

his bees into an adjoining
canyon, within easj- visiting distance, with some hopes of
securing a little honey. But his hopes are blasted along
with the rest of us. and I think they are a little blasteder.
for he is not only minus a honey-yield, but minus one of
those bull-terrors. The poor dog fell into a reservoir and
was drowned. It is supposed that the dog, being old and
feeble, and his tail becoming so animated at the sight of
water, it wagged the body into the reservoir."

sociable this season.

* * * * *

PkES. E. Whitcomb, of Saline Co., Nebr., in a letter
dated Aug. 5, says he is going to the Exposition now in
operation at Omaha, " in order to procure Indian dancers
for the Philadelphia meeting." But we should think that
unless Mr. Whitcomb has stiffened up a good deal in his
joints the past year /if could do all the Indian dancing that
the program will call for at Philadelphia. Still, he may
need the presence of a few Indian partners to help get up
his enthusiasm.

Referring to local apiarian matters, Mr. Whitcomb says:
"

The honey crop

is

very light, and with poor prospects

During the early spring we had to hustle
for the future.
against foul brood, but found no case that did not succumb
quickly to the starvation treatment, and have done pretty
well since."
* *

»

Mr. E. W. Brown,

of Erie Co.. N. Y., has been giving
in Gleanings in Bee-Culture something of his experience
with bees. In one issue he also told " how to put energjinto a slow poke of ahorse," which he used for peddling
honey. Mr. Brown, being an electrical expert, and electricity being such a wonderful power these days, it is not
surprising' that he discovered a way in which to apply the current so as to sort of revivify a run-down horse. He explains it thus
:

"

Rev. E. T. Abbott, of Missouri, expects

be at the

to

* * * * *

Mr. Elvert W. Haag, of Stark Co., Ohio, wrote us
S
"Bees did very well here this season."
:

* » * *

Mr. R.

Leahy, of the Leahy Mfg. Co., called on us
last week, when on his way on a business trip thru Wisconsin.
Mr. Leahy reports a most satisfactorv season's beesupph' business. He looks as if he had been overworking
in order to take care of the trade that came his way this
B.

year.

But a

awhile

if

man

business

can stand a good deal of a strain for quite
is

last year was a poor one here as well as
40 colonies, and
in most parts of the country but with
10 not mine, I produced three tons of honey, mostly comb,
in plain sections, and increast to 60 full colonies and 5 weak
ones. Of cour.se, I had a fair fall flow. When I saw all
this honej' coming in I began to wonder how I could dispose
;

Philadelpliia convention.

Aug.

The season

rolling in his direction.

my

of it. Dr. Miller says there are two things that bee-keepers
2.
are most interested in
1. How to get a crop of honey
How to get rid of it. I soon decided how I would get rid of
my crop. I lookt around till I found the best ten-dollar
horse in the county. It had but a single fault it wouldn't
go. It would " whoa " better than any other horse lever
saw. After I bought the horse the former owner said that
Perhaps electricity
it was just a little inclined to be lazy.
would be indicated in this case, I thought and .so one day
I proceeded to attach concealed wires to the harness in such
a way that I could, by pressing a button in the wagon, give
the horse a mild electro-stimulus under its tail from a medical induction-coil run by dry batteries.
This arrangement
proved to be a great success, and it increast the value of
the hor.se 175 percent. I can now overtake and pass anything on the road, to the great astonishment of the people
who know the past record of the horse. One touch of the
button furnishes sufficient ambition for a mile journey. I
now seldom have occasion to touch the button, for the horse
is nearly cured of its loss of ambition.
When I speak it
gives two switches of its tail, and away it goes. I have
made g-ood use of this horse in disposing of my crop and
as I now have an out-apiary four miles away, it will be a
valuable help to me this coming season."
Mr. Brown should get a patent on his method of applying electricity in such a way as to overcome lost ambition
in a horse.
Wonder how it would affect a lazy man, if
properly applied. Try it on well, some other man besides
Hasty, for if he is as quick as his name he doesn't need
:

;

—

;

« #

» *

Mr. a. I. Root expects to spend a week or ten days in
and around Boston, about the 15th to the 25th of this month.
It is during the time of the meeting of the League of
Amercan Wheelmen ir that city. It's just wonderful ho%v
that " 60-years-old boy " gets all over this country. One
time he is in Yellowstone Park, and the next time you hear
from him he is in the city noted for its " larniu' " and

baked beans
A root is generally supposed to be grounded
pretty well, but this Root seems to thrive just as well, or
better, when moving around on top of the ground or water.
!

ZJ

* * * * *

Mr. G. M. DoolittlE and

his work are referred to as
follows bv " Stenog " in Gleanings in Bee-Culture for July
15:
" Writing to Mr. York, Mr. Doolittle says
I am fearfully driven with work now, and I have sore eyes and a
lame back to make work as uncomfortable as possible.' I
have always felt it was a pity that Mr. Doolittle should
spend his useful life in doing his own wofk instead of hiring help. If he had secured help during the last 20 years.
:

'

;

—

electricitv

around him.
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SWEET CLOVER
Root's Column

And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

We

have made arrang-ements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or e.^press, at the following' prices, cash with
the order:
lu the multitude of counsellors there
safety.— ProT. 11-14.

Sweet Clever

WhiteClover

HONEY
WANTED.

Alfalfa Clover

How

to Get Rid of Ants.

— Do

jou know of anythiutr that
destroy ants— soniethtflg' that will annihi-

Query
will
late

Crimson Clover

loo.

them

entirely ?

— A.xON.

—

W.

G. Larrabee No.
Carbolic acid.
J. A. Stone
D. W. Heise— I do not. Who does ?
Dr. C. C. Miller— Bisulphide of carbon.
Prof. A. J. Cook— Yes; bisulphide of carbon.
Mrs. L. Harrison— Pour kerosene in their

—

We

are in the market for both

comb

nests.

C.

and extracted honey.
to offer, let us hear

If

you have any

from vou

60c
70c
80c
60c
S5c

(melilot)

Alsike Clover

AT ONCE

Davenport— No.

Ants never injure

S. T.

Pettit— Yes,

I

I

care to

Give them

do.

1.25
1.40
1.20
.90

wanted by

are solicited.

GEORGE
Michigan

118

stating-

the g-rade,

number

of pounds

what source gath-

of each grade, from

— We

YORK & CO.

W.

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

by return mail, 50 cents each, fo.Ui) per dozen.
Tested, $l.tMi each. I have no 3-banded Oueens
or 3-banded drones in my yard this season.
making' a specialty of rearing- onlv 5-banders.

Am

DANJEL WURTH,
Falmouth, Rush Co., Ind,
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.
33D2t

lots

have had no ex-

Emerson T. Abbott— No.
duce them to ashes.
J.

M.

*&

V

Fire will re-

UNION Combination SAW—
for ripping,
cross - cutting,
mitering, rab-

groov-

tjeting.
1

n

gaining,

g,

scroll

Hambaugh— Coal-oil

-

or carbolic

1

HOW

it

put up.

is

ex-

If

P.

H.

Elwood— Call on Dewey.

They

don't like salt very well.
O. O. Poppleton No, except they are so
situated that hot water can be used.

—

sample by mail.

tracted, send a

G. M. Doolittle— No.

harm with me that

We

I

They do so
have ceast to

them.

Handle

—

Aikin Kerosene emulsion fixes
every one you can hit, but I never get all of
them.
R. L. Taylor I think fire would be as
near what you are seeking as anything
R.

C.

—

Several Carloads

mundane.
E. France — Put them into boiling water,
every last one of them or take a hatchet
and chop their heads off.
Many plans are
J. E. Pond — I do not.
given in the bee-papers, but I have never
had any serious trouble with ants.

Power
CHINERY. 8end

and may be able

to refer

you

to a

buyer

Rev. M.

Mahin— Fire

will do it, but the
not always easy. Salt and
keep them away from the bee-

application
if

we cannot handle

it

ourselves.

water
.

will

tPlease mention

hives.

E Whitcomb— Find their nests and dose
with kerosene. Rub lightly on top of the
See our ad

in this

column'for July

Honey-PackaQes,,,

blanket and on the outside of the hive
where they run.
J. A. Green— Bisulphide of carbon poured
into holes made with a crowbar in the anthill, then covered with a flat stone or brick,
has proven very effectual.
Mrs. J. M. Null— No. That is. that will
destroy them but will not destroy the bees.
Sugar and arsenic mixt together will be
found equally effective in the destruction

square Cans are now
$7.00 per ten boxes instead of $6.00.

Brown— For

practical and general
Bisulphide of carbon, also kerosene, if poured in or over their nests will
destroy them, but are too expensive; and,

Staggered Oval Spokes.

THE A, L ROOT

|BUr ASETTOFITVOURNEWOROLD WAOO.S

CHEAPEST AND BEST

CO,

ay to ptt a low waRon. Any size
wheel, any width tire. Catal. feek.
''Electric

MEDINA, OHIO.

Bee Journal -when writing.

Greenwood Apiary
For Sale Cheap.
Good location; bee-cellar that holds 300 colonies; bee-house lSx3ii feet, two-slory. Best of
bee-pastura^re: bees all for extracted honey, and
have produced in this location X5 barrels honey
in one season.
For particulars write to

HERBERT CLUTE. Greenwood, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal V7hen "writing.

32A2t

Bee-Uives, Sections, ShippingCases — everythini,'' used by beej

5

ir'lease

Orders liUed promptly.

keepir-rs.

Send for Catalojr, Minnesota BeeKeepers' Supply Mfg. Co.. Nic<inet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn. ISAtf

mention Bee Journal when

ALdINU yUttNo
want the

jreutlest

"WTiting.

prolific

Queens-If you

Bees — If you want the best

honey-gratherers you ever

saw^try my Albinos.

Warranted Queens. $1.00; Untested, 75 cents.
9A2fat
J. D. GIVENS, LISBON, Tex.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Comb

Foundation

Wholesale and Retail.

Working Wax.
INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

DO NOT FAIL
Before placing your order, to send
wliat you need in

3f eel Wheels
ADDRES5

Ma-

St.. Seiiera Falls, R.Y.

of both.

A. F.
use, no.

Five-gallon

Watpr

is

.

6th issue for

,

lor Catuint' A.

Sfiifca Falls Mfir. Co., 4«

;

Every Year....

i

hand-

AND

little

fight

sawing,

boring, ed^ed n g
ni o u
beading, etc.
Full line Foot

acid, properly applied.

ered and

if

freitrht.

Your orders

of boiling water.

Mrs. A. J. Barber
perience with ants.

soft
$4.00
5.75
S.OO
5.00
3.50

Prices subject to laarket changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

bees here.

Eugene Secor — No, not that
recommend.

2Sft
$2.2S
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

lOft
$1.00

Sffi

is

Wbeei

Co.,

box

Please mention Bee Journal

16

when

QuIacy^UIs

-writing.

me

a

list

of

Foundation, Sections,
And

other Supplies,

will <^et the best

and get my

goods

trated Catalog Free.

atid

prices.

save money.

You
Illus-

BEESWAX WANTED.

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal w^hen writiae.

!

!
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(^llg^pFARM

LANDS

Located on

^^
And

the Illinois Central K. R. in

SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS

^^

YAZOO VALLEY
— specially

adapted to the

raising of

CORN AND HOGS
Soil RlcDesi
Write

for

& World.

Pamphlets and Maps.

SKENE, Land Commissioner,

E. P,

P.irlc Row, Room 413,
CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

Cent. R. R. Co.,

111.

30A16t

The American
Institute

of Plireiiology,

Pres. ISIks. Charlotte Fow,KK Wklls, incorporated in

opens

Mtjd,

next session on
For prospectus
on applicatioa) to

its

Sept.

5. 18*19.

send

(free

the Secretary, care of

FOWLER &, WELLS CO.
27 East 21st vSt., New York.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

27A'H

300

Italian Queens
larg-e and yellow all over, warranted purely
L^oolitlle's
method, Queens by
mated, reared by

Selected Golden

return mail, safe delivery and satisfaction g-uarPrice of
anteed; have 11 j-ears' experience.
Queens, 75 cents each; 6 for $4.00; or $7.tH> per
dozen. Order quick, as above queens are youngand will soon be taken. Read testimonials:
Romeo, Mich., July 10, 1819.
Mr. Quirin— Dear Sir:— The queens you sent
me have turned out the yellowest bees in my
apiarj-, are gentle to handle, are larg-e and well

markt.

Chamberlain.

C. C.

Blockly, Iowa, July
Mr. Quirin— Dear Sir:— The queens
you
ter

last

year are

again, one cannot always find their homes.
is a large red ant that annoys beekeepers very much along this (Florida)
coast. These ants will sometimes destroy
a good colony of bees in a few nights, or
even in a single night's attack.
C. H. Dibbern— Early in the spring when
the ants appear on the surface is a good
time to destroy them. Dig a hole into their
nests, and pour in 'o pint of gasoline it

There

—

Adrian Getaz — Yes, "Rough on Rats"
mixt with honey will do the job. A wirecloth should be placed so as to prevent the
bees from reaching the "stuff." The ants
can crawl in thru the meshes.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown— It their nests are
under or near the hive use scalding water.
Follow with a thick coat of quick-lime or
tobacco-dust. If your hives have legs, or
set on benches with legs or supports, paint
around these with a solution of corrosive
sublimate, and the ants will not pass over.

Dr. A. B. Mason — Yes. boiling hot water
poured on their nests until completely saturated, or coal-oil. Where a quilt and a
cover are used the ants will frequently do a
"land office business" rearing ants between the quilt and cover. A little lime
sprinkled where they congregate will effectually drive them away.
G. W. Demaree— O, my friend, you ask
too much, unless you will permit me to
suggest dynamite and blow up Old Earth.
Practically, however, you can control the
ants that infest your bee-hives, etc.. by
smearing wet salt in all their lurkingplaces. It is a little trouble, but it pays me
largely for the e.\tra labor.
E. S. Lovesy I confess that I am stalled
on this question. I have used cyanide of
potassium, sulphur, salt-peter, vitriol, carbolic acid, strychnine, arsenic, London purple. Paris green, and many others, and I

Yours

truly,

LUNG °^ KIDNEY

addressing

Write

p^

FREE.

b\

PEIRO,

34 Central Music Hall. CHICAGO.
Enclose return stamp.

at once.

Edwin

Gold

!

G old!

Queens

Leininger Bros' Queens are worth their weig"ht
in g-old; large, prolific, yellow, and lerreat
CLOVER workers. We have secured 112 pounds
of honey per colons" as the result of the past
poor season. Queens from the above strain will
be sent by return mail at 50 cents each; 14 doz..
$2.'W.
Queens wan anted purely mated Italian.
LEININGER BROS.. Ft. Jennings, Ohio.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
33Atf

RED

^IF YOU WANT

THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other publisht, send $L2S
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

Bee-Keepers' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Either >banded. (ioldenor

IMPORTED

from

QUEENS
A

Italian

mothers, 60c each; or 6 for

few fine breeders at SI. 50 each. Give me
a trial and let me surprise von. Satisfaction or
CHAS. H. THIES. Steeleville, 111.
no pay.
33Atf Please mention the American Bee Journal.

:?3.ixl.

me send you my 64Catalog for 1899.
Jen/vins, W&tuiniyUa, Aia*
Let

BEE-KEEPERS
a. A/,

pag-e

millions, yes, many
bushels: but when we come to the scope of
the question a total annihilation of this
pest X have failed to accomplish the desired result. I have heard that there is a

THefl.l.RootGoiiiDany

powder that will destroy them, which
makes them crazy, so that they will kill

Hundred

have not been able
to find it. If any cf our friends can solve
this secret we will treat them like a prince,
it they come our way.

but

—

—

each other, but so far

I

5, 1899.

HAVE ONE OF MV

all

=

Dollar Queens,

have two others front which I
(lueens. The A. I Root Co. say
I

am

rearing-

THE BEST BREEDING QUEENS
they ever had came from my apiary, and so say
5,000 other bee-keepers, and I can produce the
letters backing- up this statement. I have bred

swarming and vicious characteristics
my strain of bees so that they are practically non-swarmers, and as gentle as one could
desire. One Queen, $1.00; two Queens, Sl.SO; six
Queens, $5.00, or ?9.iXl per dozen. Everythingout the

from

than some untested queens I paid $1,00 for, to
who sell for no less at any time of year.
all

FRO.M

troubles can obtain valuable advice.

have destroyed many

breeders

Address

SUFFERERS

—

I g-ot of
satisfaction, bet-

g-iving- g-ood

17. 1899.

will fix 'em.

also located
ed on the Yazoo &
i
Mississippi
Vallev
fan
iv R. R. in the famous

of Mississippi
^issippi

Aug.

Be\'ins.

orders to

ijruaranteed.

H. G. QUIRIN, Parkertown, Erie Co., Ohio.

Money Order Office. Bellevue.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
30A16t

HENRY ALLEY,
\Vi-:nham, P^sskx Co.. M.'^ss.

33.\tf

Good Surplus Honey Crop.

BEE^SUPPLIES,

f

4
f

4

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Langstroth Hives and everj'thing
pertaining- to same.
Muth Jars.Muth Honey Extractor
in fact everything used by beekeepers. Send for our Catalog.

—

C. H.

WEBER,
CINCINNATI,

V\Z.

OHIO,

Central Ave.,
Successor to

f
4

214<)

f

EXTRACTED HONEY

•5-

Ch.is F.

f
4

Muth & Son

now

in shape to buy Kxtr.Tcled
Honey, either in larj^e or small lots.
Parties having any lo offer will do well
to sell to us, as Cincinnati is a jrreat

are

market for E.xtracled Hone.v.

Submit a

small sample, statinir quantity, style of
package, and price expected. Prompt
remittances.

References:

Western German Hank

f

and A. Muth.

WANTED!
We

4

Better than

We

4

German Rank

—

The

Brijrhton
Co. bolh of Cincinnati, 0.;i

•5-

7Atf

Please mention the Bee Journ.il.

had severe winter losses here, but
left built up rapidly, and a
good crop of surplus honey is now being
taken off, principally from sweet clover,
basswood and white clover. We have had
fine rains, and the prospects tor a tall honey
crop are fine. The price of comb honey is

what we had

121.,'

Kankakee.

cents per pound.

Kankakee

Co.,

111.,

Aug.

Am

I

the up-to-date bee-keeper, all goods manufactured by The A. I. Root Co., shipt to me in car

and sold at their prices.
trated, GO-page Catalog FREE.
lots,

Address,

.3.

Ever

prepared to furnish everything- needed by

ITAJTt

GEO.

E.

Send for

illus-

HILTON,

FREMONT, Newaygo Co.. MICH.

Doing Moderately Well.
Bees are doing moderately well here.
They stored some surplus from alfalfa
bloom, but the webworm is fast destroying
both bloom and leaf. The worms are also
destroying katfir corn.
I have a good home market for all the
honey I have produced so far. I am getting 15 cents a section for it. We have had
the wettest July on record.
W. H. Means.
Greenwood Co., Kans., July 31.

Experiencing
For the

first

tiie

First Failure.

time since

I

have become

in-

terested in the management of bees for
practically stampt on
profit, failure is
everything apicultural in this part of Can-

Don't Rent
ESTABLISH A

HOME OF
YOUR OWN

Read "The Corn Belt," a handsome
monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
2og

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

—
Aug.
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Golden

Queen Free

Italian

New

For sending us One
To

any one who

Subscriber.

now

a subscriber to this journal, and Wh08e subscription is paid lO llie
Golden Italian Queen free as a premium for sending us
subscriber for a year, with $1.00 to pa}' for same.

end ot 1899, or beuond,

one new

525

we

is

will mail a

Address

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO.,
CHICAGO,

118 Michig-an Street,

ada. Spring: weather opened favorably, but
unfortunately a large percentage of the
bees had wintered poorly; however, during
fruit and dandelion bloom they began to
build up nicely. The clovers were pretty
much all winterkilled, and what little survived failed to secrete very much nectar
barely enough to keep the bees alive.
Of course, our hopes for a harvest were
built on basswood, which promist well, but
it has come and gone, and we find most of
our supers untoucht. The atmospheric
conditions have been peculiar, inasmuch as
cool weather is concerned. While we have
had abundant rains, yet not too much at
any time; and while the days were sometimes very warm, yet the nights were always cool, and sometimes even cold. This
low temperature at night, I think, is largely
responsible for the light honey-flow.
But notwithstanding my light surplus of
only six pounds on an average per colony,
I am pleased to be able to say that the
pro.=^pects are now good for the bees filling
ap their hives nicely for winter, tor which
we are very thankful indeed. I am also
pleased to say that honey -dew has not made
its appearance thus far.
Swarming was
very light so far as I have learned thruout
the Province.
D. W. Heise.
Ontario. Canada, Aug. 5.

Reared from the best S-baud liotiev-g^atberers
Prices —45 cents each;
b\' Doolittle's method.
SAFE AR}4 dozen, $2.50; one dozen, $4.50.

RIVAL.

111.,

Aug.

Please mention Bee

'3.").

TERRftL BROS. LamDasas, Lamp. Go. Tex

;

Please lueution the IJee Journal.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no

Sair ia

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus

Hooey.
Being' the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. A.

VAN DEUSEN,

Rather Short White Honey Crop.
There is a rather short crop of white
honey this year. It was largely caused by
dry weather. I hope for a good crop from
buckwheat and fall flowers. Many colonies
were weak, owing to severe winter.
Chas. B. Allen.

Oswego

Sole Manufacturer,

Sprout

(SEMI-MONTHLY).
representative modern Farm Paper of the
Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Page

The

departments to every branch of Farming and
Stock-Raising. Plain and Practical — Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neighbors (for
free samples), and we will enter your name for 1
year. (If you have not received your money's
worth at end of 3'ear, we will, upon request, co:itinue the paper to you free of cost another year].

W, M, BAPNUM,
Wainwrljrht
7Dtf

Publisher,
ST. LOUIS. MO.

BuildiiiLf.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Co., N. Y.,

July

26.

Bees Have Done Nothing.

B rook, Montg-omery Co., N.Y.

The Midland Fanner

Bees have done nothing so far. even
worse than last year at this time. I think
in this part of the country we lost fully 75
percent of our bees, and if we do not get a
good fall flow of honey, next winter will
finish

many more

colonies.

I

fed

my

bees

a good deal, a part of the summer.
D. J. Blocuer.

Stephenson Co..

III.,

July

38.

Bees Doing' No Good.
Our bees are doing no good thus far this
summer. We fed about .^12 worth of white
sugar last spring, and have to feed again
to keep the breath ot life in some of the colonies, altho the first of June they were in
the best ot condition. All around us are
many acres of red clover in full bloom just
across the road from our farm is a large
;

of 20 acres of red clover in blossom,
but bees seem to get nothing from it. There
seems to be some white clover, but the most
of it was of thisyear"sgrowtb. and then the
weather did not seem to be quite right
field

IF

YOU CAN'T

find exactly the fence you want, write ns.
can li-y.
we make it, and if we don't,

we

We

think

PA«E WOVKN WIKK FKNCK CO., AI»KIAN. MICH.
Please inentiou Bee Jotirnal when writings

Foul Brood— Careless Bee-Keepers.
Bees free of disease are doing well.
White clover yields finely this year. Alfalfa is cut usually .iust as it is ready for
the bees. Foul brood seems to be driving
the bee-business out of the hands of the
common farmers, as not one in ten will follow the inspector's instructions and clear
their apiaries. An apiary that last year
contained 80 colonies was reduced by foul
brood to i{\ and nearly all ot these were

ournal -when writing,

SO cents; Tested, JI.UO.

is fairly good, tho the bees did not begiu
work in the supers until nearly July. But

tho the crop will be fair there will not be
-enough for home demand, on account of
the greatly diminisht number of colonies.
Bees have not swarmed much on account
of the poor prospects in June, and when
the harvest came it was so sudden that the
bees lent their whole energy to the gathering of it. I have 10 colonies now, an increase of only two new swarms. This is
what is left of .30 put into winter quarters
last fall.
S. H. Herrick.
Winnebago Co., 111., July

J

BEAUTY
BY RETURN MAIL GOLDEN
ITALIAN QUEENS
— reared from I-mi'okted Mothers. Untested,

'

Fairly Good Prospects for Honey.
The prospect tor a honey crop hereabouts

FORT DEPOSIT, ALA.

28A6t

I

7.

FOREHAND,

AdaressW. J.

My bees are doing well. I saved two out
of ten colonies last winter, and now have
six, all working in supers.
I have taken 73
pounds of honey from one colony, and will
get two supers more from the same. Pretty
good, isn't it ?
D. R. Ckall.
Co.,

were shaken into clean hives and
frames, and built up, equalized, and now
we have 24 all on newly-built combs these
bid fair to store enough for winter.
We use a large solar wax-extractor 3x6
feet to melt the combs and honey out of the
frames: even the candied and thick honey
runs when the sun shines direct.
(The
brood and all foulness is cut out first.) The
honey tho somewhat dark is quite good.
The frames and slumgum will be boiled
later, and the wax taken out with hot
water and a press.
We find few bee-keepers who will pay for
bee-papers, and this discourages us in trying to educate them, but we are at home
among tbebees. A. T. Foster (Inspector.)
Boulder Co., Colo., July 2>i.
foul; all

Queens

Italian

Bees Doing Well.

Du Page

ILL.

Honey Wanted.
We want

to correspond with parties who have
to sell in large or small quantities. Address,
giving source gathered from, style of package,
quantit.v offered and price crated and delivered
to your depot.
it

THOS.
32Atf

C.

STANLEY & SON,
F.\IKFIELD,

W.WNE

CO., ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

while

it

was

in blossom.

We

have too many colonies in one place.
I think, and we will unite and reduce the
number as fast as we can. If put up at sale
they bring but about -51.50 to .*2.00 a colony,
and I think it will pay best to unite all
small and dark-colored colonies, and keep
the combs for spring feeding, as

we

they will get some honey yet this

fall.

have now

think

We

140 colonies.
for bees at our out-apiary is very
laborious, and we had to pay from .*10 to §20
for the privilege of keeping them in a man's
orchard, and if they failed to get a crop we
I
felt it worse than when kept at home.

To care

e

!

"
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with bees, but they are very peaceable
about it. I feed at all hours, or when it is
convenient. Feed but once a day, about a
tablespoonf ul to the hive. It is but a little
z^
bother to feed in that way.
Mrs. L. C. Axtell.
Aug.
2.
Warren Co.. 111..

don't know as they fail of a crop any o(tener now that all are at home, than when
kept in two apiaries. But when all are kept
at home we don't feel the failure of a honey
crop as we do when having them away
from home, as we do not need to work with

them much.
As we so often have

honey
crop, it seems to me no one should engage
in bee-keeping without some other industry
a failure of the

Getting Bees into Sections.
As

except in favorable localities.
A few colonies of bees may be
profitably kept along with almost any other
pursuit. It discourages people to keep them
to go along with

it.

I

Aug-. 17, 1899.

the super underneath. This makes room
By cutting out queen-cells
I kept down swarming this season,
and my best colony gave me CO pounds of
clover honey. My colonies are very strong
for the queen.

once

in bees.

think a good deal of the '-Old Reliable.""
A. A. Wenneker.
Montgomery Co., Mo., Aug. 7.

I

have read with interest the discusand small hives, and the likes

Not a Very Good Season.

sions of large

dislikes for the shallow lextractingframe. I will tell you how I manage, mine
with success.
r^3 —
I use the 8-frame dovetail hive. 'and the
shallow frames, for starting the bees in the
sections. I put the shallow frames on as
soon as the bees get crowded in a few days
they will rush the honey up to make room

and

—

alone.

We are feeding now out-of-doors in a
shallow box that holds about 3 pails of
syrup, granulated sugar niixt with water,
and the box has lath nailed together with
little blocks between them to keep the bees
from swamping in the syrup. They will
take that amount up in less than an hour,
and before I can get it all poured in they
begin to come for it; in 5 minutes after
poured in. the box or trough is covered

;

below, then as soon as the flow comes I
raise the super and place the sections unWhen the sections are well started,
der.
extract the frames, and place them back in
the super. Now raise the hive and place

I

have

SO colonies of

bees at present, and

am

getting two shipments per week from
Wisconsin. The season here so far has not
been very good, as we have had too much
rain, but the prospects are good for a fall
flow from asters, Ureweed and Spanishneedle.
I can't get along without the "Old Reliable "
E. C. Nolan.
Midland Co., Mich., July 31.

Not a Good Season.
The season has not been a good one for
bees in this locality. The spring was late,
and there was too much rain in May and

The Novelty Pocket-Knif
A

heavier aud slrouyer kuile than the one

we

offered heretofore.)

Conditions are improving. I bought
one swarm in the spring of 1S9S, captured
another, and bought two more this spring,
and I now have 14 colonies, all doing well,
and some of them busy in the sections.
Chas. W. Wolbert.

June.

Union

Co.. S. Dak..

Aug.

1.

Fair White Honey Crop.

HOWARD

M. MELBEE,

Bees are gathering but little honey now,
tho if we had a rain they would make a
living until buckwheat bloom.
The crop from white clover was fair both

HONEYVILLE, O;
This Cut

is

the Full Size of the

Knife.)

Your ^ame on the Knife.— When ordering-, be sure to say just what name and address you
wish put ou tlie Knife.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a noveltv. The novelty lies in the handle. It is made beautifully
of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underne.atb the celluloid, on one side
of the handle is placed the name and residence of the Subscriber.
The Material enterinsf into this celebr.ited knife is of the very best quality, the blades are
hand-forg-ed out of the very finest Enjjlisb razor-steel, and -ne warrant every blade. The bolsters
are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver
wire; the linings are plate brass: the back spring-s of Sheffield spring^-steel, and the finish of the
handle as described abuve. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.
Why Own the Noveity Knife? I u case a good knife is lost, the chances are the owner will
never recover it; but if ilie Koveltv is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name aud address, would destroy the knife. If tr.Tveling,
and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the Noveltifs, your
PocKET-K^•I^E will serve as an identifier: and in case of death, your relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a present -What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompauvidg cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an e.xact representation of
this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for S1.2S. or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us TUKKK nkw si-rscribeks to the Bee Journal (with Sj.dOI, and we will also send to
each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book. Bees .iXD Honey. We will club the
Novelty Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

Sweet clover is
in quality and quantity.
still in bloom, but bees work on it but little
except in early mornings. H. G. Quirin.
Erie Co., Ohio, Aug. 2.

Bees Have Done Poorly.
This part of the country was visited by a
terrific hail and wind storm July 6, which
took my entire farm crops. My bees have
done very poorly there was no basswood
honey, still the trees bloomed profusely. I
have six colonies of hybrid and black bees.
I intend to get six Italian queens this fall
and Italianize my bees, which I transferred
C. A. Warner.
from the woods.
Kandiyohi Co., Minn., Aug. 2.
;

:

.

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO.,

us Michigan

THE

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

LEWIS COS

a. B.

free

Offices

antic-

PACIFIC

WISCONSIN.

ABBOTT,

Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
L.C. WOODMAN,
FRED FOULGER & SONS, - Ogden, Utah.
SMITH'S CASH STORE, San Francisco, Cal.
E. T.

Market

aud

-

-

-

St.

Please mention Bee journal -when -writing.

Please Mention the Bee Journal lJ|?rtisfrS^

Agricultural

Publislit weekly^

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

RURAL PRESS,

Street.

-

S.\n Francisco, Cal.

Please mention Bee Journal

AQENCIES:

and Warerooms:

G. B. LEWIS CO.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
515 First Ave., N.E.,
G. B. LEWIS CO.,
10 South Alabama Street, - Indianapolis, Ind.

Pacific Rural Press,

ple copy free.
330

upon application.

Factories and Main Office— WATERTOWN,
Branch

The

leading' Horticultural

handsomely

no more.

and Pricelist mailed

If yon care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper—

paper of the Pacific Coast.

This is the verdict of thousands of customers and the acknowledgment of competitors.
Our unrivaled facilities, coupled with 25 years of manufacturing experience, enable us to
ipate and supplv everv want and need of the bee-keeper, promptlv aud accurately.
of our Catalog

—

The

ARE MODELS OF PERFECTION.
YOU WANT THE BEST— they cost

Bees are gradually filling their supers,
but are not doing as well as last year.
Ilere the honey never comes in fast between 3 and 4 pounds a day is the best
I have noticed ou the scales under my best
colony; but our season is a long one, and I
have never failed to get a surplus ranging
from 30 to 200 pounds per colony.
Hall Co., Nebr.. July '29. J. F. Eggers.

California

BEEHIVES AND SECTIONS
A copy

Not Doing as Well as Last Year.

wnen

FREE FOR A MONTH

writing.

.•..

you are iuterosied in Sheep in auy way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.
If

%Vool Markets

and

Slieep

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested V Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO,

ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal "when "WTiting.

!

'
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Basswood Extracted Honey For Sale
IN

I

60-POUND CANS.

>lt j!". >li j*i >ti >ti

ste »«. iti iJtti

HONEY AND BEESWAX

|

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

We

are prepared to furnish the best new Basswood ExSamtracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, at these prices
ple for 8 cents, to cover packag-e and postage one 60-pound
can, at 8 cents a pound two cans or more, 7'^ cents a

>te.

:

;

;

pound — CASH WITH OKDEK.

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &
Michigan

118

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Street,

Chicago, Any. ''.—At thi.s date very little
the market of this
season's yield, and none of it would firrade more
than No. 1; it has sold at lifalS cents, not any
dark or amber offered. Extracted sells readily
at 7(('8c forwhite; amber,6,^-'" "J^^c; dark,6f"(jj.<.
Beeswax, 25(<[ 20c.
R. A. Burnett A Co.

comb honey has come on

Kansas

OUR MOTTO

!

seciions.

snioDWcases

14Cal5c.

amber, lie; No. 1, 10c. E.^tracted in g-ood demand with market firm. Fancy Florida, 7^^c;
choice, b\U"~c; amber, S-^^fL' 6c.
Other Southern, (.5(t?'70c per gallon for choice, and 55(a^60c
for common. No demand for buckwheat honev

and

B66-K66D6rS' SopplieS

dull at 25ig'26c.

Hildketh & Segelken.

a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.
this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
the best for making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young and
thrifty timber is used.
'Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

BASSWOOD in

San Francisco, Aug. 2.— White comb, 11!^@
12f2c;

amber,

Extracted, white,7;2@7'i.

.S(«.40c.

light amber, 6^^^ai7c. Beeswax, 26l^fm27c.
A shipment of 124 cases extracted went forward by Panama steamer this week for New
York. Market is decidedly firm for both comb
and extracted, especially for best qualities.

Stocks are small, both here and in the interior.

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,

Cleveland, Julv 22.— Fancv white, 13@l4c;
No. 1 white, 12Ca!l3c; A No. 1 ainber, lOwllc; No.
amber, 9tolOc; buckwheat, Sc.
Extracted,
white, 7c; amber, 6c; buckwheat, 5c.
A. B. Williams & Co.

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

Please raention the Bee Journal wlu-

Beeswax

al this time.

We make
The

City, Jul3' 7.— A small shipment of

new comb lionej* on the market is selling- at
Good demand. C. C. Clemons & Co.
New York, Aug-. 9.— Old slock is entirely
cleaned up, and K"ood demand now for new crop.
We quote: Fancy white, 13c; No. 1, 12c; fancy

WELL MANUFACTURED STOGK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

2

FI^IOES OF-

^V^w -^w-^w -FW-Fw
llncl-VitA
I

f*W

SINQHAM

Biiigliani Perfect

BeeSxaokar

Smoke Engine (largest smoker made)

Bee-Smokers

stove. Doz.
stove. Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
-i-in. stove. Doz.
2-in. stove. Doz.
4-in.

$13.<.X);

Doctor

aVfe in.

Conqueror

3-in. stove.
2!^-in. stove.

9.00;
6.50;
5.00;
4.75;
4.50;
6.00:

Liarte

Plain
Little

Wonder (weight

10 ounces)

...

Honey-Knife

Doz.

Ilethering-

1

.(

»0

.90
.70
.60
.80

"
"
"

Smoker

loitk up its
FIFTEEN YEARS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror !"> years. I was always pleased with its
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer, I write for a circu-

or Knife,

ton UncappingKnite.

all

l.lo

"
"

the new improvements. Before buying a
record and pedigree.

Bingham Smokers have

BinEham &

each, by mail, $1.50
"

lar,

OP tfO OQ O^ 0*^ O*^

i do not think the t-inch Smoke Engine too large.
Truly,
January 27, 1897.
W. U. EAQERTT, Cuba, Kansas.
T. F. BINGHAITI^ Farwell, Itticblgaa.

Carloads
of Bee-

Hives
Sections,

Comb Foundation
and EVERYTHING used

the bee-industrjr. ^\ e \\ int the name lud addresb ot every bee-keeper
dealers as well as consumers. We have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinerv, 40.000 feet of floor space, and all modern appliances. We make prompt shipment. Write
for Catalo<;s, Quotations, etc.
INTER-STATE MFG. CO.. Hudson, St. Croix Co., Wis.

America.

Blake, Scott & Lee.
Buffalo,

Aug-. 4.— The

honey season has,

in a moderate way, a few' small lots of
new arriving-. Extra fancy 1-pound combs, 13^
14c; fair to good, ll(gfl2c; dark, poor, etc., S(a9c.

opened

Batterson & Co.
Omaha, July IS.— Altho first receipts of nev,crop Southern honey were recorded early in
June, there has not been any regularity about
thera since. A straggling lot of comb turns up
now and then, and, when quality is choice to
fancy, is eagerly pickt up at 14@15c. A little
lot of IS'^S crop was received a few da.vs ago and
went at 13 cents, quality not above choice. For
extracted there is not such an urgent demand,
still, 7J4(aSc would be obtainable in a small way.
The heavy bu.vers will hold back until later iu
the season, expecting to purchase on about the
same basis of values as last year. Early shipments of all the comb that can be gotten out is
certainly advisable; there will not beanj- chance
of holding out with present quotations after the
first demand is satisfied.
Pevcke Bros.
Detroit, July 15. — No old honey to quote, and
no new offered. Prices are liable to rule higher

Shipping-Cases,

in

Boston, Mav 17.— Fancy white, 125^(al3c; A
No. 1, ll(oa2c; No. 1, 10c; lif,'ht amber, 9c; buckwheat, 'Sc. Extracted Florida, white, 7^<faiSc;
lig-ht amber, t)^3((i7c.
Beeswax, 27(a,28c.
The demand for both comb and extracted
honey has settled down to the usual small proportions of summer, and prices quoted would be
shaded some, too, as stocks are a little heavier
than is liked at this season of the year.

iu

We supply

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writlug.

as crop

is

WANTED.— Comb
price, kind,

and

Page b Lyon Mfg. Co.
NEW

lumber, thus

of rain will

Beeswax

honey.

M. H.

Hunt &

Son.

and extracted honey; state

BURNETT &

1(.3

So.

Water

CO.,

St., Chicag<i. 111.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

LONDON, WIS.,

cut, annuall}-, eiffht million feet of

fall

(juantitv.

R. A.
33A13t

Operates two Sawmills that

The abundance

short.

no doubt help tlie crop of
in good supply at 23('? 24c.

se-

3 Bee = Supplies. J
^'
:^
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

^
O __l'^
DCC>^!\.C^pQtS OUpplieSo#»

curing the best lumber at the lowest T5
price for the

manufacture of

Ty

1

.

1"^
•

also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factorv equipt with best machinerv. all combine to enable
PRICES.
this firm to furnish the BEST GOODS AT

They have

THE LOWEST

Send

for Circular and

Don't

fail to

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

mention the Bee Journal when writing advertisers.

^fc

^

^^5

1^
^^
.^
;5
•^
l^^

Pouder's Honey-Jars and everything used by bee-keepers. Prompt
Service— low freight

rate.

Catalog

free.

Italian Queens.
the
and 5 banded, not hvbrid
^yard.
Untested,
Tested,
WALTER S. POUDER,
a

75c;

I

in

Jl.iXi.

512 Mass. Are.,
N in A N A POLi s, India x a

Please mention

.

Bee Journal when

^
^^
^.
^T

J
^^
^.

^.
^*
^^

writing.
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OrdeLEarly
There are indications that the demand for
SUPPLIES will be very larg-e this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have large facilities for manufacturing- all
kinds of

Dadant's Foundation.

Year

Why

does
it

satisfaction.

has always given better satis-

will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

Catalog ready Feb.

can Bee-Keeper

THe W.

[20

1.

Copy

of the

JAMESTOWN,

writing.

nampion

Nysewander

Des Moines Iowa
Hudson, Wis.

Co

W. Bittenbender
L. Gray
Pierce Seed and Produce Co
F. Foulger & Sons
R. H. Schmidt & Co

J.
J.

Vickery Bros
Poughkeepsie, N. Y
Reynolds Elevator Co
C. H. \V. Weber
The L. A. Watkins Merchandise Co., Denver, Colo.

Gliatt-fiive

Knoxville, Iowa.
St. Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo, Colo.

Ogden, Utah.
Sheboygan, Wis.
Evansville, Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

with fence and plain sections, and a
full line of

:

Wetutnpka, Ala.
Portland, Oregon.
St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

M. Jenkins
Portland Seed Co

J.

J.

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sell
the best Veils, cotton or silk.
following dealers handle our Foundation
Watertown, Wis.
J. Nebel &. Son
High Hill, Mo.
Red Oak, Iowa.
G. W. Fassett
Middlebury, Vt.
|

Inter-State Mfg.

make the New

GWe

The

E. T. Abbott,
L. C. Woodman

N.Y.

when

can anvbodr do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS.No SAQQING, No
LOSS.
PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

for our Catalog,

G. B. Lewis Co
E. Kretchmer

T. Falconer MIq. 6o.

Please mention Bee Journal

Send name

Ameri-

Address

pages) free.

What more

other.

in

ments.]

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made*
1899

any

22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compli-

Because

Year

We guarantee

it sell

so well?
faction than

And

1899.

22iid

Because

B66-K66D6rS' SiiDDlles,

Aug

lyangstroth on the Honev-Bee, Revised.

other

SUPPLIES.

The

Classic in Bee-Culture

'Price, $1.25, bj' mail.

A postal sent us with your name for
a Catalog will meet with the greatest
surprise. R. H. SCHMIDT & CO..
Sheboygan, Wis.

Beeswax Wanted

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

at all times.

QUEENS

Please mention Bee Journal

=

chas. dadant & son.
when

Hamilton, Mancock Co.,

-writing.

III.

Smokers. Sections,

Comb

_^^_
FREE
14Aly

^^.^_

Catalogue.

.

Fomjciation

And all Apiarina Supplies
chrap. Send for
B. T. FLANAGAN, ItelleWlle. lU-

Please mention the liee Journal.

M. H.

HUNT & SON,

SELL ROOT'S GOODS at ROOT'S PRICES.

Shipping-Cases and Danz. Cartons are what
von need to display and ship your honev in.

Send for Catalog.
BELL BRANCH, MtCH.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Special

Summer

School

of Sliortliand
For the benefit of Teachers, Students,
and others.
Six Weeks' Course for only $15.00.
Send for Catalog.

"Tf^S.'rlth-s'J.'lomaha.Neb.

V-iV-/#» /^^^ Broadway, E.
Please mention Bee Jotirnal -when writing.

St. Louis,

III.

Shipping=Cases.

Eclectic Sliortliand College,
Headquarters of the Cross Eclectic

FAHY1 iVirVJ*
MFG CO

l^Ei^XX

^.'^nnli^JfT.
Supplies,
address T

.Sj-stem,

518 Ashland Block, CIlK^AGiO.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

39Aly

I AEISE
To

the

Do you want nice, white Shipping--Cases, smooth and accurately made ?
have them, and they cost no more than others charg-e for cases made from
Ours are liiade in Wisconsin, from white basswood, and there are
cull lumber.
none nicer. 12 and 24 sections are the regular sizes, with 2 or 3 inch glass.

We

We

Bee Joukxal

BEES

that

on Lang-stroth frames, preferred, from this vicinity.
Catalog of Apiarian Supplies, etc., free.

DOOLITTLE...
has

concluded to sell
in theirseason

QUEENS

durinsf 1899, at the following" prices

Untested Queen .$1.00
6 Untested Queens.. 4.5<)
12 Untested Queens 8.0O
1 Tested Queen .... 1.50
3.50
3 Tested Queens
1 select tested queen 2.00
1

3

want a quantity of

say to the readers of

I.

J.

STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, New York, N.Y.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writmsr.

.

''

Select

"

Queens

Tested

4.00

Honey Wanted

Any^^.^^

Queen,

previous season's rearing, $3; Extra Selected,
for breeding, the very
About a pound of Bees in a 2-£rame
$2.00 e.ttra.
Queen,
any
Nucleus, with

best, $5.00.

Circular free, givnijr full particulars regardAddress,
ing each class of Queens.

Q, M.
llA26t

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino, Onondaga Co.. N. Y.

Please mentiow. Bee Journal -when writing

of, write us, stating the
and the price \yanted.
up,
how
put
quantity,
kind, quality,
when you write.
small
sample
send
kindly
If extracted,

If

you have honey to dispose

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &
118

Michigan

CO.,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

CHICAGO,

39th YEAR,

ILL,

AUGUST
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than usual, for I did not notice, and do not think, that there
was more gathered last season than there commonly is.
Most, or a great deal, of it was in the bottom of the cells
with honey on top, or I undoubtedly should have noticed in
the case of many colonies that they were short of honey,
and in looking back it appears very strange to me that I
did not think about the matter, anyway but my experience and loss may be the means of saving a loss to others
under similar circumstances.
For the benefit of those without much experience, who
winter their bees in the cellar, I am going to sa)- a few
words, and on account of the great severity of la.st winter,
probably many will put bees into cellars next -(vinter, who
have been wintering them on the summer stands.
In ni)' immediate vicinity not a single colony that was
left out-doors last winter survived, but most of the bees
around here that were wintered out-doors were kept by
farmers, who, when they protected them at all, mostly did
so by throwing straw or cornstalks over and around the
hives but it hardly seems possible to me that bees could
have lived thru last
winter out-doors, even
;

Wintering' Bees in the Cellar.
BY

C.

DAVENPORT.

had a number of colonies starve to death
in the cellar, and many others were nearly or entirely
destitute of honey when the hives were put out. One

LAST

vrinter

I

colony in particular was,

it appears, in the last stage of
starvation. It was medium strong-, but the bees were so
weak that when the hive was put on its stand they made no
On examination, I found there was not a drop
effort to fly.
of honey in the combs. When handling the frames on
which the bees were
clustered, they would
merely raise and flutter their wings a little
in fact they appeared
and acted just like bees

;

if

—

do when

the}-

b_v

the

of packing-, for aside
from the extreme and

long

are

-

continued

spells, there

put three or
four frames of sealed
honey in the hive, then
sprinkled warm, thin
sugar syrup over the
bees, and in a short
time they were lively,
and appeared to be
none the worse because,
the wolf of starvation
had entered their door,
chilled.

protected

most approved method

I

was

coldnot.

from about the middle
of November until the
forepart of April, a
realh' suitable day for

them

to fly.

The time

to put
bees into the cellar depends, of course, upon
the locality. For the
last few years I have
left mine out until the
and from appearances
latter part or Novemstaid with them for
ber, but last fall about
some time.
the 20th of that month
Such a case had
there was
a severe
never before come unstorm, with
extreme
Ipiaiy of Jacob HHJTinaii. Sec pagt ,'_'.
der my observation. I
cold I think I lost, at
suppcsed that when a
a low estimate, SlOO, because my bees were out in it, and
colony starved to death they did so gradually, a few at
after this the majority of mine at least will be put under
a time, but in this case, at least, it appears they took means
ground by the middle of November.
to distribute their stores and shared alike while they lasted,
Some recommend placing long scantling, or 2x4, in the
and all would have succumbed at once or within a very short
I used to pi'actice this plan, but
cellar to set the hives on.
time of each other.
When the hives were put into the cellar I thought that I have found that a much better way is to put an empty
hive or stout box under each tier of hives. When this is
each colony had plenty of stores to last them until they
done, only the colonies in that one tier are disturbed when
were put out in the spring, and for some time after as all
I had taken
a hive is put on or taken off. When long- pieces are used,
eig'^ht-f rame hives weighed 50 pounds or more.
unless great care is taken, the bees in all the hives on them
special pains in the fall to feed, or furnish sealed combs, to
are more or less disturbed when a hive is set on, or removed
colonies in light hives, but there was an excessive amount
in the spring.
of very heavy pollen in nearly all the hives. We had a
For the past two winters I have left the bottom-boards
great drouth here last fall, and brood-rearing stopt earlier
on, and for reasons I will not here take space to explain, I
than I ever knew it to do before. It was probably on this
consider it better to leave them on and raise the body of the
account that three was so much more pollen in tlie combs

—

;
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hive up so as to leave an open space all around under it.
Before commencing' to carry the hives in, I set empty
hives about a foot apart in rows thru the cellar, and level
them up sidewise. but raise one end so that it is about an
inch hig-her than the other. I use a spirit-level for leveling
these stands, for it is an important matter to have them
about level, if the hives are to be tiered six or seven
high, as mine are for if they are not thej' may lean over
so far that in a cellar that has no floor but the ground, one
tier maj- topple over, and its fall throw other tiers over, like
;

a set of nine-pins.
For carrying the hives from the j-ard to the cellar, I
use a carrier that is made so that two hives, or even three,
if thej- are not too heavy, can be carried at once by means
of handles similar to those of a wheel-barrow, that project
out at each end. It requires two men to carry them in this
way, but if the hives are some distance from the cellar it is,
I think, much better to use something of this kind instead
of a wheel-barrow, as with a carrier the bees hardly seem to
know that they are being moved.
On a cloudy day. with the temperature at 40 degrees or
lower, I seldom find it necessary to close a hive-entrance.
After a hive has been put on its stand in the cellar, I raise
it from the bottom-board, which has been loosened a day or
so before a short piece about one-half an inch thick is put
under at each corner, and from some pretty extensive experiments I have made in this line, I am convinced that a
colon}' will winter fully as well with the hive raised
half an inch from the bottom-board all around as it will if
it is raised an inch, or as it will with the bottom-board left
in fact, many of my hives that have strips on
off entirely
the bottom-boards I only raise the thickness of a lath all
around, and have decided that with me it is better than to
have them raised higher. I try, tho, to keep the air in the
cellar pure, and the rows of hives are far enough apart so
that one can walk between them and remove the dead bees
on the bottom-boards, if they accumulate so as to make it
;

;
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the apiary forms a never-failing swarmhowever, but little troubled with swarms,
having only had three last j-ear from 25 colonies.
To distinguish the brood from the honey he touches the
surface of the comb with a chip"of wood, and can tell by
the difference in the feel of the cappings how far the brood

j'ards in front of

catcher.

He

is,

extends.

His plan for uniting colonies, judging the strength of
a colony, introducing queens, etc., are all unique in their
way, while his dodge for finding and killing an old or condemned queen is too good to pass over. He moves the hive,
putting in its place the hive he wishes the bees to go to.
This may contain a caged queen (for requeening) or a weak
colony (as in uniting). He then draws out the back frame
of the old hive, shaking the bees off, and places it in the
new hive. Then he drops into its place a frame full of
sj'rup in the combs.
In a few minutes this is covered with
bees. This he shakes into the new hive. He then takes
out the next comb, shaking off all the bees. This also goes
into the new hive. In a few minutes he drops his frame of
syrup in. leaves it awhile, and when covered with bees
shakes them into the new hive. He does this until he gets
This one, he .says, always has the queen
to the last frame.
on it, and he plunges it, bees, queen and all into hot water.
The bees shaken into the new hive, being gorged with
syrup, are always accepted without trouble.
This bee-keeper has neither veil, smoker nor brush, and
uses his hands to remove the bees from the combs. He
says, quite contentedly, that his bees know him, and would
not sting him because he is blind. He has never heard anything read about bees, nearly all he says and does is from
his own observations.
He does everj-thing in connection
with his bees himself except foundation-making, at which
helps
him
and
his father
extracting, his father's share of
this work being the uncapping.
Australian Bee-Bulletin.

—

necessarj'.
I consider it better to give ventilation enough to keep
the air pure, even if doing so does, to some extent, cause an
uneven temperature. A few colonies in a cellar of considerable size will, in most cases, obtain plenty of air without
any special means being' taken to give ventilation, but in a
cellar that is well filled up with bees, some means should
be taken to admit fresh air at will.
Of the numerous methods I have tried for giving ventilation, I prefer a pipe or tube running from the cellar up
thru the roof, independent of any other pipe or chimney,
with a suitable hood over the top to prevent rain or snow
from running down, and with a damper on the same principle as a damper in a stove-pipe, where it can be most easily
reacht, so that it can be regulated as the weather demands.

Southern Minnesota.

A Switzerland Blind Bee-Keeper.
BY

D.

GRANT.

the Revue Internationale D'Apiculture is a long and
most interesting description of an apiary in Switzerland, with photos of it and its surroundings. It is remarkable for two reasons, first that it is over 3,000 feet
above sea-level, only a few hundred feet below the line of
perpetual snow, and within I'i miles of one of the large
Alpine glaciers with a winter temperature of SO to GO degrees below freezing, and snow on the ground for eight
months of the year; and, second, because the owner and
manager is not only a cripple, but absolutely blind.
This bee-master (for such oil further acquaintance he
proves himself to be) has about 30 hives arranged in two
The other three
tiers on the south side of a large shed.
sides are closed, and a door at each end leads into the back
part of the shed, where spare hives and combs are stored,
and where the operator stands to manipulate his bees. In
winter the spaces between and around the hives are filled
with dry moss, and large shutters close the open part of
the shed.
He keeps a first-cross Carniolan-German bee, and has
found that the first are very given to swarming, while the
cross is nearly a non-swarmer. Italians he has found too
vicious, and not well able to stand the severe winters. He
uses a hive containing seven frames about 11 inches square
comb measurement for the brood-nest, and shallower frames
in the extracting'-supers, of which he has as many as four
on some hives in the photo. He knows when to expect a
swarm by the different noises in the hive, and the piping of
the queens. An old straw-skep inverted on a stake a few

IN

How

I

Started in Bee-Keeping'.
BY

J.

F.

SAUTTER.

July, 1897, father sent three of us bovs to a neighbor's
The day was warm and bright. About
to pick cherries.
three o'clock in the afternoon, while we were in the trees
picking', we heard a strange sound or humming, and on
looking out of the foliage we saw a swarm of bees flying
up the ravine toward us. I do not think there were ever
three boj's that got down from the top of a cherry-tree

IN

quicker than we did.
Just as soon as we were on the ground, I gave the order
to throw sand and gravel in the swarm, which was done
with a will. The air was full of sand and gravel for a minute or two, when the swarm stopt and began to cluster on an
elder-bush. Then a shout went up that would have surprised an Indian.
Now, what were we going to do with them ? The nearest bee-keeper lived about one mile awaj', and after some
arguing one of us volunteered to go after a hive, or see if
we could get one. Luckily, the good neighbor had just one
hive on hand yet a box-hive, which he sold to us for 25

—

cents.

The next thing was to hive the bees. None of us were
very brave with them yet, altho we had had plenty of fights
with bumble-bees on our farm, and ruined manj- a strawhat in the excitement. But these bees we did not understand so well. We had heard father tell how he hived a
swarm for a neighbor once, so we started.
The swarm being clustered on an elder-bush, we were
at a loss to know how to get them off" but this is the way
we did it
We set the box-hive up just about as close as we thought
we were safe, then taking' out our pocket-knives we whittled
the elders off, and gently laid them down in front of the
hive, when, to our delight, the bees began to march into the
;

hive.

had another question to argue — How were
them home ? We had with us a strap long enough
to tie around the hive, and by taking it and a pole we swung
the hive between two of us boys, after closing the entrance
with grass. Getting our strap and pole on, we started for
home. We felt about as good as Joshua and Caleb must
have felt when thej' were coming out of Canaan, only they
had grapes, and we had bees and cherries.
Just as we appeared in the yard at home, father came

Now we

we

to get

in from the barn.
I can yet see the puzzled look on his
face.
He did not know whether to scold or not for bringing
the bees. He did not scold, tho, but told us where we might
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set them, and after getting- them on a stand, and the grass
out of the entrance, we explained how Vfe got them, altho
we had some trouble in doing- it, as we all wanted to talk at
once.
After supper we talkt bees. It would have made a beekeeper smile to hear us. It lasted until bedtime, and after
we were in bed I discovered that I hadcaug-ht the bee-fever,
as I could not sleep, the bees being so much on my mind.
My two brothers did not take the fever, so I bought out
their interests the next day. and then started to get more
information on bee-keeping. I searcht the house for the
back numbers of a farm journal which contained articles
on bee-keeping-. The first one I found was written by Dr.
If
C. C. Miller, and then other articles by George Spitler.
every farmer would read the articles in the farm journals as
I did, I am certain there would be more farmer bee-keepers
that would make bees more of a success.
As my first swarm was cast in July, it did not have
much honey for winter. I did not find anything in the
farm papers about wintering or feeding for winter, so I
askt the neig-hbor bee-keeper how to feed. He told me to
make a syrup of sugar, and drop it down among the bees
on the cluster, which I did when the days were warm enough
for them to fly. Thej' lived until the next spring, then
cast a swarm, and gave some surplus honej'.
In the winter I saw the advertisement of the American
Bee Journal, sent for a sample copy, and mailed my subscription the next day after receiving it. I also got " A B
C of Bee-Culture " and other books on bees, and all the
while the bee-fever is getting more hopeless, as my study
Stark Co., Ohio.
and experience advance.

Secrets of Selling' Honey in the
BY H. D. BURRKLL.

Home

Market.

531

villages and towns often much more. You will find selling:
your own honey difl'erent from selling books or notionsPeople will be glad to see you come. You need not lose one
atom of your dig-nity, if it is of the self-respecting kind. If
any one thinks any less of you for selling honey, providing"
you are polite and respectful, it will be some one whose
opinion is not worth minding. Any one with a little tact
and energy can dispose of 3.000 to 5,000 pounds of good extracted honey at fair prices, at odd times in fall and winter,
when time is not worth much, and much more can be sold,
by devoting more time to it.
Comb honey is not satisfactorily retailed, in my experience. It too easily gets to leaking, and is then mussy and
not attractive. Sell comb honey only by the case, if at all.
Perhaps I may be pardoned for saying, in such an article
as this, that I have for many years kept from SO to 195 colonies of bees, and have produced and sold over 60,000 pounds
of honey, and bougdit and .sold much besides. I write facts
learned in the dear but thoro school of experience, and not

plausible theories.
First, secure a good article of well-ripened extracted
ways
honey, and so care for it that it will remain good.
of doing this differ from the usual ones but I will not take
time now to explain.
When we are ready to sell, if the weather is mild, attach
a sliding faucet to a five-gallon screw-cap tin can of honey ;
place the can on the wagon-seat, the dish to be filled on
platform scales underneath, and weigh out any quantitywanted. It is usually most satisfactory at this time of year
to let the purchaser furnish the dish, then there is no package to pay for or return.
Some writers have advocated selling not less than one
I
dollar's worth when selling honey direct to consumers.
can't agree with them. A small sale often paves the way
to a large one later, and it always pays to be accommodating and obliging but I charge one cent per pound more for
less than a dollar's worth.
In cold weather, when honey will not run readily, I put
up honey in one. two, and four quart tin pails, and charge
extra for the pails. Always, to every package sold, attach
a neatlv-printed label, giving your name and address, and
plain, simple directions for so caring for the honey, that it
may retain its good qualities until used. Dress neatly but
plainly, like a farmer, not like a city man. Have everything neat, clean, and attractive.
Now we are readv. how shall we find buyers? Fill atsmall new tin-pail wi'th honey, and label it. Call at every
house skip none. You will often make sales where yom
" I have some
least expect it. When the door is opened say,
choice honey, please get a spoon and sample it." Right
here is the main point. Get every one, if possible, to taste
your honey. Most people have sweet teeth, and a taste of
good honey puts them in good humor. Be very sure that
the children, if present, have a taste, too. If you don't
know already that parents' hearts are very easily reacht
thru their children, vou will -soon learn it. If a servant or
child goes to consult the housekeeper about buying hc>neysee that the honev-pail and spoon go, too. Twenty-four
people out of 25 would say, " No !" if askt if they wanted
If they taste first, many will buy.
to buv extracted honev.
Many are prejudiced" against extracted honey. Perhaps
some time thev have had a poor article of extracted or
strained hone-s', or, may be, they think the honey is bogus.
I have manv times had" such people taste my honey and say
That is genuine
in a surprised way, "Why, that is good.
What is the price ?"
hone)-.
One lady said to me last fall, "I never buy extracted

My

;

;

HOW

honey crop profitably is becoming
serious problem with most bee-keepers. Not many
years ago it was easy to produce comb honey, ship it
to some commission house in a near-by citj', and realize Hi
Now in many places most of the
to 20 cents a pound for it.
honey-producing timber is gone, and waste lands reclaimed
and cultivated. These causes, with frequent poor seasons,
render the honey crop uncertain and. worst of all. comb
honey in the cities is quoted low.
Formerly I produced comb honey almost exclusively,
and shipt nearly all of it to commission houses. But some
years ago I unexpectedly had about a ton of autumn extracted honey to dispose of. Shipt to a commission house
it would probably have netted
to 5 cents a pound, soiiif
//;«(-. I had never tried peddling- honey, and was very much
.prejudiced against peddlers and peddling
but I wanted
more for that honey. I loaded some of it into the wagon,
put up in convenient packages for retailing, and started,
tho with much trepidation. I knew a few rebuffs would
send that honey to the city for what it would bring. But I
sold honey at nearly every house, over 300 pounds the first
day, and decided that peddling (hone)' atleast) was not such
bad business, after all. Many neig-hbors and acquaintances
who had past bj- frequently for years and seen the sig-n,
• Honey for Sale," but never bought a pound of my honey,
bought freel)- when it was carried to them. And they didn't
buy afterward, either, unless I carried it to them and askt
them to buy.
The ton of honey was soon sold at 8 to 11 cents per
pound, according to quantity wanted, and several thousand
pounds more were bought and sold at a fair profit. Since
that time I have produced mostly extracted honey, alwa3s
retail it mj'self, and am g-etting the same prices now in
to dispose of the

:

-J

;

these times of very low prices that I did ten years ago.
Hone)-, if a good article, will sell itself almost anywhere, if
given a fair chance. I have never found a place, in country
or town, where it would not sell fairly well at any time of
year, tho in the fall is the best time to sell, in my experience, after the bulk of fruit is gone, and the many needs of
the winter .season have not yet taxt the pocket-book.
But I think I hear some one say, " I can't peddle ;" or
' I won't stoop to peddling I" Now, neighbor, stop a minute, and listen.
When I was young and green I tried •' canvassing " for a book. For years after, I had a horror of
peddling. When I came to keep bees, and have honey to
sell, I would not even ask a merchant with whom I traded
regularly, to buy my honey. If any one but a commission
man wanted any of it, he had to ask for it. I am not a natural salesman, a poor talker timid, diffident, and easily
rebuff.
I can, however, sell an average of 100 pounds of
honey a day in any fairly good farming country, and in

—

—

honey. I buv comb, then I know what I am getting."
After she had' been induced to sample the honey she foand
it good, knew it was genuine, bought some, and askt me to
call again.

Don't annov people by urging them to buy when they
want to," and be invariably polite and pleasant
whether they buy or not. You can easily make friends who
Follow the same route
will be glad to see you come again.
every year, and your sales will increase each trip. You
can go" over the s"ame ground as often as once in six weeks,
I have many customers who at first bought
to advantage.

don't

lightly, or not at all,

honey every season.

who now buy 20 to 50 pounds of my
One near-by town of about 2,000 pop-

my honey up to Feb.
seldom have any other
kind in my present location. But there is little buckwheatand the honev is mostly from golden-rod, fireweed, and
One pleased customer will often fincl
Spanish-needle.
5others for you. In this way in one season I sent three
gallon cans of honev to customers in Chicago, at 9 cents per

ulation ha.s used over 1,500 pounds of
1,

and

all

autumn honey,

too.

I

—
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••Can't buy g-enuine
net.
in Cliicag-o I"' they say.
little ridiculous, isn't it ?
Some one will ask if I have
no competition in -sellinff honey.

pound
honey

A

but

Yes,

that

matter

doesn't

much. There is plenty of room,
and customers for all. Make a
reputation for square dealing and
selling a good article, and customers will wait for you. If some
one undersells you, and gets some
of j-our customers, never mind
there is a very large market almost entirely undevelopt.
Think of this matter, brother
bee-keepers. Plan to produce a
crop of good extracted honey
next season, and then get all
there is in it. Don't divide with
transportation companies or middlemen.
A crop of extracted
honey is much surer than a crop
of comb, and, in most localities,
two or three times as great. Ask

a fair price for your honey

(all

a fair price), and
adhere to it. It is much easier to
lower prices in a good year than
If there
to raise them in a poor one.
crop of grain or fruit, every one knows

you can get

is

honey. --Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

Jacob Huffiiij
I

it.

large or small
Not so with

Van Buren

'

.',

BY

G.

Co.. Mich.

:— I .send
EDITOR YORK
Aug.
which
paper for

4,

in a

Vermont County.

W. FASSETT.

lonjr

drouth

in

starved for waxt of poi.lex.
see on page 450, Prof. Cook speaks of some finding

dead brood in hives with plenty of stores. We find it in
hives with plenty of honey, but fail to find pollen in the
hive, and I think it is starved brood, the same as when
Addison Co.. Vt.. -\ug. 8.
there is no honey.

:

June had an indirect resuU on

Mr. Jacob
oni-

Addison

This season has been the worst Mr. Fassett has ever known, and he has
been a bee-keeper since his youth. The five largest bee-keepers in Addison County are J. E. Crane," L. O. Thompson, V. V. Blackmer. R. H.
Holmes, and W. G. Larrabee. Together they own about 2,000 colonies of
bees, or one-third of all owned in the county. Last season over loO tons
of honey were shipt out of Addison County: this year there is not enough
for home demand. In some parts of the county owners for several weeks
have been feeding their bees to keep them from st.arving. Reports of
actual starvation have been received. It is .a notable fact that the worst
season for maple sugar Vermont lias experienced in many years should
be coincident with a like failure in honey-producing.

In addition to the above I would say that our county is
small, and contains quite a variety of soil and climate for
so small a territory. The western part lies on Lake Champlain, and extends east over the range of Green Mountains.
The loss in bees last winter in the mountain towns was
over 50 percent, and in -the towns not over 10 or 15 percent.
The earlj' spring promist fair bees filled their hives with
both honey and brood clover lookt as fine as I ever saw,
but it came on dry, and the clover did not yield honey
enough to keep the bees from starving; only a few beekeepers put on an)' sections. One of the largest bee-keepers
said he put on a few supers to see if the bees would draw
out the foundation. He said they did. /. c. they drew most
of it out of the sections.
;

;

When

the clover failed then all the bee-folks lookt forbasswood bloom for their surplus honey. (We
get verv little fall honey.) Basswood blossomed full, all
the little trees were full of blossoms, and I am at a loss to
know what kind of weather it needs to make basswood
yield nectar. We have a long spell of basswood bloom from
the lowland to the height of the mountains where the basswood grows, and we had all kinds of weather. There came
plenty of rain, but no honey; then cool weather followed
by more hot and dry weather, but no honey in the basswood.
which means a good many dead colonies before next spring.
And not only that, but there will be a good many tons of
sugar fed to keep bees from starving.
to the

It has been a hard season for those that make a practice
of requeening their bees they have had to feed to get the
;

Proceeds.

you a clipping from our local
reads as follows

countj- industry not noted at the time— honey-producinir. (i. W. Fassett.
of this place, who owns UK) colonies of bees, informs us that he will
secure only about 500 pounds of honey this year. He notes the fact tliat
Ij. O. Thompson, wlio last year secured 13 to'.is. will have none tiiis season, and J. E. Crane, who 'marketed 14 tons in 1S')S, will j,ret about 5<'(i
pounds this year. The two latter gentlemen will have to feed their bi-es
until ne.vt spring, and this will require about eij^ht tons of sugar each.

ward

Honey

be;es

NO HOXEV THIS SE.\SON.

The

one season's

bees to build queen-cells, and have also had to feed to get
the bees to rear drones.

I

Poor Apiarian Conditions

hiiilt ivil/i

Huffman and Apiary.

Wisconsin is one of the great honey-producing States
of our country. A few weeks ago we gave a picture of Miss
Pickard's apiary, and this week another. Mr. Huft'man'has
this to say about

The view

it

and his work with the bees

of the bee-)-ard

:

shown here was taken with-

out any preparation whatever, shortly after taking the bees
from their winter quarters. I would have been glad if the
\'iew could have been taken a month later in the season, if
to be placed in the American Bee Journal.
I have been in the bee-business about 25 years, beginning upon a small .scale, and I consider myself as yet an
amateur. I have had successes and also .some small failThere have been years that I have realized more
ures.
clear profit from my bees than oft the farm. Those who
have followed bee-keeping understand that we have occasionally dry seasons, and sometimes those too wet to reaOnly one sca.son in my experience was feedlize a profit.
ing for winter found necessary.
The illustration of the barn will give an idea of my
profit for the year 1885.
In my immediate locality the honey season is much
shorter than it was a few years ago. Basswood, which is
one of the best honey-producers, has been cut off. as the
timber is being cleared away, and farms are everywhere
instead. It has become necessary for bee-keepers to be
ready for the honey sea.son if they expect any surplus as
a recompense for their labor. The prospect for this year is
not so flattering, but considering the hard winter we past
thrit, I am very thankful for present prospects.
Jacob Hcffmax.
Green Co..' Wis.
In further explanation we might add that the year Mr.
Huffman's honey crop paid for his nice barn, 36x40 feet, he
had 140 colonies, which produced 14.000 pounds of extracted
and 6,000 pounds of comb honej', which sold for SI. 280.
In the first picture Mr. Huffman is shown operating a
McCartney section-press and foundation-fastener. The
building at the left is an old house used as a shop, and the
one near the left is an extracting-house located in the center of the apiary.

Wc

had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Huft'tnan

at

an

—
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brood, as well as of adult bees already infected with the
disease, but in the digestive canal alone, a third kind of
bacterium is found, which is without doubt one of the forms
that have been examined by Mr. Cheshire. It is thin, and
frequently extends in filaments. It thrives well in sterilized
veal-broth, and it is therefore comparatively easy to obtain
a supply of perfectly pure specimens for purposes of inocuIn this nutritive element filaments appear in a few
lation.
days, and after staining the fine granular elements of the
formation become apparent owing to the differences in col-

annual convention of the Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers"
"Association held in Madison several years ago. He undoubtedly is a bee-keeper who thoroly understands the business, and a splendid talker at a convention.

Dr. Lortet's

Paper on Foul Brood.

WE

have much pleasure in giving our readers a translation from the Revue Internationale of a paper by
Dr. Lortet, who has for some time been making
experiments and observations upon this disease. There are
manv points quite new, and which throw considerable light

oration.

" In the digestive canal of the adult the bacteria appear
maintain their rod-like shape for a considerable period
perhaps, indeed, always whereas in the digestive canal of
the larva;, probably owing to the influence of albumenoids.
which pass by osmosis thru the walls of this tube, the bacto

;

upon' the subject, and the remedy proposed is simple, and.
wish our readfrom reports, encouragingly effectual.
ers to particularlv note that the naphthol is that known as
naphthol beta, aiid not the ordinary naphthaline. As it is
perfectlv harmless, there is no danger in its application

We

unsalted vealare rapidlv transformed into very fine, virulent
granulations, which invade all the tissues, and soon bring
about the disorganization and rapid putrefaction ot the

teria, as in tlie case of cultivations effected in

broth,

;

larva;.

" The adult bee. on the other hand, even when the foulbrood bacteria have taken possession of its digestive canal,
seems to be able to live for a certain time. It is, however,
none the less apparent, once the infection has taken firm

you were good enough to accord me in the columns of La Revue, I have received from
a number of your readers pieces of foul brood comb, or bees
exhibiting more or less advanced stages of the disease. I
have, therefore, during the last year been abundantly supplied with material for ray researches, and have been enabled to clear up a good many obscure points in connection
with their virulent "affection.'and to formulate a course of
treatment based on careful laboratory experiments.
"As was demonstrated in the contributions by Mr.
Cheshire (Revue, August, 1884) and Dr. Klamann (Revue.
January. 1889), foul brood is in reality produced by rodshaped bacteria which develop rapidly in the brood-cells
and soon die. and produce in putrefying an odor which is
••

Thanks

to the publicity

m

altogether unmistakable.
" Before beginning my observation of foul-brood larva,
either during the disease or after death, and of adult insects
already infected, I turned my attention to perfectly healthy
bees, as well as various other species of hymenoptene, such
as wasps, humble-bees, carpenter-bees, etc. After a patient
and minute course of dissection I have arrived at the following results, which are based on an intimate acquaintance with the X'tiology of the disease
"I. I find that various hymenoptera,-. besides adult
bees, whether healthy or diseased, ini'ariably present, thru
the whole of the lower part of the digestive tube, a very
large number of bacilliform bacteria, which are probably
called upon to perform important, tho at present unknown,
functions in connection with the chemical changes whicli
take place in the food introduced into the digestive canal.
" In the bee, to mention only the species which immediately interest us. whether healthy or disea.sed, as well as
in the' digestive canal of the brood, whether in health, in
disease, or after death, I have invariably discovered two
normal bacilli, the presence of wliich has, without doubt,
led some people astray.
• The more numerous of these bacteria are of a large
rod-like shape, broad, thick, >^hort, and bear a striking resemblance to certain bacteria which are frequently met
with in soft water. They are never arranged in chains, but
propagate themselves by means of binary fission in the
When fully
earl V stages they are often united in couples.
developt the.v become slightly rounded at the extremities,
which swell perceptibly. These bacteria retain very well
the stain communicated by Fuchsin, and after staining the
club-shaped ends show a much darker tint than the central
space of the body. In this state the bacteria present the
same appearance as may be observed in the bacteria of
:

—

;

malignant oedema.

"This species is most easily cultivated, especially in
liquid media, less easily in nutrient Agar-Agar g-lycerine
When injected into the cellular tissue of guineag-elatine.
pigs

it

fails to

—

produce any harmful

effect.

"II. Another normal bacterium is also inably found
It is smaller, thinner,
in the digestive canal of the bee.
and short, its length being only equal to twice its breadth
the extremities, which are shaped
it is not rounded at
almost at right angles. These bacilli do not form chains,
but frequently remain united in pairs tor a long time. In
this state they nearly resemble diplococci. tho perceptibly
more elongated than these latter. In cultivation they often
group themselves into :oo!;ia~a, and in this case arrange
them.selves very regularly. These microbes multiply without difficulty in both solid and liquid media, and take a
strong stain from Fuchsin, or Methyl, or Gentian violets.
" III. Lastly, in the digestive canal of dead or diseased
;

—

The digestive canal, and
hold, that the animal is diseased.
especiallv the surrounding glands, end by being invaded by
an enormous number of the rod-shaped organisms; the insect loses its vivacity, grows languid, and finally perishes
after a more or less protracted interval.
" Virulent granulations cultivated in salt veal-broth, or
on plates of glvcerated Agar- Agar, produce bacillary bacteria, which, when given in food to the larva;, undergo
their turn segmentation into virulent granulations, whereas
the
in the case of the adult bees, they still probably retain
bacillar form for a long time, tho they do not fail in the end
to

cause

death.
culture

its

and transformations of the foul-brood
bacterium cannot take place in the honey, so much is cerStill, I mav mention that in diseasedhives the honey
tain.
and was are always more or less infected on the surface by
bacilli, virulent granulations, excrements, etc.
"I have on several occasions succeeded in reproducing
the whole series of phenomena mentioned above experimenwhich
tally, and have, without difficulty, infected insects
had' been perfectlv healthy and vigorous up to the moment

"The

from
of the experiment". My mind is, therefore, quite free
doubt in the matter. It is the adult bee which is first infected in its digestive canal by a foul-brood bacterium obtained from some unknown source. In feeding the larva it
infects in its turn the digestive tube of this latter, and here,
owing to the action of the albumenoids, the bacillar bacinteria are transformed into virulent granulations, which
vade the tissues and finally bring about the death of ^he
insect.

" Contaminated honev may be a cause of the propagafoultion of foul brood in the sense that, being polluted by
brood bacteria or by virulent granulations, the healthy
adult bee which allows this substance to enter its digestive
canal is rapidlv attackt bv the disease, and will even itself
Experiment
.soon communi'cate the in'fectioii to the brood.
in the
in such cases gives the most convincing results. Still,
case of foul 'brood, as in the case of virulent affections
which attack vertebrate animals, certain individuals seeir
Js
to enjoy exceptional immunity, and resist the infection.
prethis due to previous inoculations, or to some individual
disposition ? This is a point which I am not at present

prepared to decide.
" I had only once an opportunity of examining the
queen of a hive' infected with foul brood, the property of
M. Matthev, of Bassins. The eggs of this insect were
healthv, an'd contained neither bacilli nor virulent granuThe queen herself was perfectly healthy, a point
lations'.
which I was able to place beyond a doubt by means of a
careful post-mortem. I hesitate to draw any conclusion
from this isolated instance, tho I confess that, judging
from the course the di-sease takes, I do not believe that, as
a rule, the malady can be propagated by the rearing of
larva; produced from infected eggs.

"In mv opinion, therefore, it is always the digestive
canal of the nurse-bee which is infected, and it is alwaj-s
by the act of feeding that the adult bee infects the digesthe
tive canal of the larva>, the death of which latter is
speedv result of such inoculation.
•'Therefore, a knowledge of the above facts leads me
to t'le following conclusions
" 1. Tlie bacteria of the third form described, as already
:

—
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shown by Mr. Cheshire, are in effect the true cause of foul
brood. They are the active agents of contagion and of the
propagation of the disease. Numerous laboratory experiments, too long to be described here, prove this beyond the

shadow of a
"

doubt.

Seeing that the foul-brood bacteria must necessarily
kill all brood the digestive canal of which is inoculated by
the act of feeding, it appears to be absolutely useless to endeavor to cure these larva;, as all their tissues are rapidly
invaded by the virulent granulations into which these bacteria resolve themselves. (I employ the word granulations
purposely in preference to the term spores, which is used by
several writers. I cannot bring myself to believe that true
sporulation, similar to that observed under certain conditions in bacteria of anthrax, and in that of blood from
2.

spleen, really takes place in foul brood.)
"3. Adult bees, whose digestive canal is infected by
the foul-brood bacteria, may frequently survive for a considerable period.
Some even, owing to special circumstances, seem to resist the virulent stage of the malady.
must, therefore, direct our efforts to the digestive canal
of the worker-bees, the feeders of the queen, if we desire to
attack at its source the evil which maj- spread with lightning rapidity among the rising generation of larvK, which
is the sole hope of the colon)'.
"IV. The treatment, then, ought to be internal and as
energetic as our little patients are willing to allow. External treatment, by means of fumigations or sprayings of
any kind, are (I do not for one moment deny) also helpful,
since these methods contribute largely to the disinfection
of the hives, combs, and tissues of the bees, etc. It is even
possible, under certain circumstacues, to succeed in diminishing the virulence possest by the bodies of the larva? after
death during the process of desiccation. But I must repeat
that such external treatment can only be useful as an auxiliary, and I greatly question whether it has ever been successful in curing of itself a colony attackt by a well-authenticated case of foul brood.
"The foul brood bacterium seems to be very fastidious
with regard to the conditions of its existence. The media
in which it can be developt are rendered sterile bj' the introduction of infinitesimal quantities of well known antiseptic substances. We are, therefore, justified in supposing that these same substances, if the bees can be made to
absorb them, will prevent the invasion of the digestive
canal and the surrounding parts by the bacillar bacteria,
will destroy those that maj' have already lodged there, and
-will thus prevent the infection from spreading to the brood
in the act of feeding.
" The space at my disposal is too limited to permit of a
detailed description of the numerous experiments which led
jne to fix on an antiseptic of the first rank, introduced some
years back as a valuable antiseptic remedy in the case of
intestinal derangements in man. This substance is naplithol beta, which owes its introduction into general practice
to the valuable researches of M. Bouchard, Professor to the
Faculty of Medicine of Paris. This excellent antiseptic
cannot injure the bees, and they take to it the more readily
as it is not very soluble, and therefore is not easily absorbed by the intestinal walls. Notwithstanding this, even
.when administered in minute quantities c i'., in doses of
0.33 grammes to 1,000 of liquid, it effectually prevents all
fermentation, decomposition, or other changes caused by
the micro-organisms. The media most favorable for the
development of foul-brood bacteria are rendered perfectly
sterile when treated with a proportional quantitv of naph-

Aug.
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with this dose the bees will readilj' take to the sj-rup, which
is in itself a powerful antiseptic.
I need scared)- add that
first-rate hygienic conditions are also necessary if we desire
to give the bees the vitality and recuperative power which
play so important a part in enabling living' organisms to
Dk. LorTET, in
resist the inroads of virulent microbes."
the Bee-Keepers' Record.
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direct,

C. C.

MILLER, Alarengo,

III.

may

when

be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or lo Dr. Miller
he -will answer them here. Please do not ask the

Doctor to send answers by mail.— Editor.]

—

—

thol.

' Lastlj', thanks to experiments made with some full
colonies partly attackt by the malady, which have been
feindly forwarded to me bj' some of my correspondents, I
have ascertained that a syrup medicated by a dose of naphthol in the proportions mentioned above is amply sufficient
to rid foul-broody bees from the parasites contained in the
digestive canal. In cases where the infection has not laid
too strong a hold of the parts surrounding the intestine, the
cure seems to be speedy and complete. Even in captivity
and under very adverse .sanitarj' conditions, the in.sects soon
regain all their old activity and liveliness. The treatment
which I venture to recommend to the serious attention of
apiculturists is as simple and rational as possible
'•In the early spring, before eggs are laid, administer
to the diseased colonies as large quantities as possible of
sugar syrup containing 0.33 of a gramme of naphthol beta.
The naphthol should be first dissolved in one litre of pure
water, with one gramme of alcohol added to facilitate its
solution. The liquid thus obtained is employed in making
the syrup in the usual manner. I am quite certain that
:

Cleaning Drone-Brood Out of Comfts.

A

postal card from M. D.. Andes, of Tennessee, gives a
way of cleaning out drone-brood than to have the
bees do it. I wonder I did not think of it when replying,
for I had tried it years ago and found it successful. Mr.
better

Andes says
Dear Doctor
:

—

I have just read the question of Nebraska and your answer, on page 455. I had a colony this
summer in the same fix as his. After shaking the bees off
in front of another hive, I set the frames up by the side of
the fence where I had about 100 young chickens, and in less
time than it takes to tell it the drones and larv;e were gone,
M. D. Andes.
and combs clean. Just try it, some time.
:

.-"•-^^

Purity of Stoclt.
If an Italian or albino queen gives you from 3 to 5
banded workers and black drones, would you consider such
queens pure and all right ? And in case you had young
queens mated with such drones, wouldn't your bees be hybrids? Wouldn't such drones give you bees that were not
pure ? I am a queen-breeder myself, and claim that if the
drones are black the queens are not pure. This is what I
I sell all queens tested, and if the drones are black
do
But you see, if my queens'
then I replace the queens.
I don't like
mother is all right then I know I am right.
Italian queens that give me black drones, or albinos, either.
:

Al.BINO.

—

AnswivK. If the drones are black. I should not consider
pure the mother from which they came. Not only that, but
I should not consider that the mother of such queen was
pure and purely mated.

Queen Superseded by

a Virgin.

Will a virgin queen introduced in a hive containing a
laying queen ever supersede the laying queen ? Last spring,
while looking over my hives, I found one containing queenAs it was too early for them to swarm, I decided that
cells.
they were superseding their queen. I closed the hive and in
due time I examined them again and found no brood or
eggs, so I gave them a frame of eggs and larva?. A few
days later I examined the frame I had given them, and

found queen-cells.
About the time the young queen should have been laying I introduced a queen that had just emerged from a cell
to supply them with a queen in case theirs had been lo.st on
her wedding-flight. The next time I lookt into the hive I
think was about a week later. I found unsealed larv;e but
no eggs also a young queen showing the marks of fertilization the day before. I watcht her carefully, and in due
Wisconsin.
time she begati to lay.
;

Answer.— Yes, bees will do almost all sorts of things
about accepting or rejecting queens. I do not know that I
ever heard of a committee of five workers entering an adjoining colony and taking home its queen, but almost anything short of that I should be willing to believe. Answer-
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ing your question specifically, it would be nothing- strange
for an introduced virgin to supersede the laying- queen under some circumstances. A virgin just out of the cell will
be tolerated almost anywhere and at almost any time, but
as she grows older she will in most cases be destroyed. If
the old queen, however, is failing-, or if it is about the close
of the honev harvest, the younger
But in the spring-time, when there

may

take possession.
the hive a young
and vigorous queen, you may count on the introduced virgin
being destroyed '^9 times out of 100. Yours was the lOdtli
time.
is

in
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I will have them (the
bees) all on Langstroth frame.s. I should be successful, for
the men around here that put on 80 1-pound boxes in the
spring, hive swarms, and take otf boxes in November, more
or less filled, get from 80 pounds to nothing but there must
be good forage or some would not store so well. Theoretically, I know more than they do, but practically I get no
honey, and the only way I get any profit is by rearing a few
queens that do wonders for others. They generally come
to me to solve the " mysteries," and tell me later I was
right " that's just what they did :" but I want some honey.
used in our family of five, three 60-pound cans last win-

plus honey crop, but next spring,

;

—

We

ter,

Cyprian Bees.
1. Believing you have read the description of Cyprian
bees in Bulletin ISTo. 1, " The Honey Bee," by Frank Benton, I want to ask
Are they in every respect what Wr.
Benton describes them to be ? Is it a true and honest description of the Cyprian bee ?
2. Can you tell where one may get queens of that stock
of bees in their purity, unniist with other bees ?
Tex.
:

—

Answers. 1. Perhaps few are so competent to describe
the different varieties of bees as Mr. Benton, and I know <.f
no reason why he should want to misrepresent.
2. I don't know of any place where you can get pure
Cyprians in this country. Whatever their virtues, they do
not sufficiently overbalance their faults so that bee-keepers
have wanted them. If they were better than other bees,
you may be pretty sure the demand for them would secure
a supply, and there would be plenty advertising pure Cvprians for sale.
Bees

in

Observatory Hive

Queens of United Swarms.

1. I desire to place a frame of bees and queen in an observatory hive for about 6 or 7 days.
I shall take this
frame, etc.. from a full colony. Will it be necessary to
cage the queen when I put her back into her own hive ? or
how shall I manage without risk of losing- her?
2. I united a small after-swarm with a fairh' strong nucleus, putting the former into the hive occupied by the latter.
On examining the combined colony subsequently I
found one of the queens balled and nearly dead. Which
queen would be most likely to be killed under the condi-

tions

Iowa.

Answers. — 1. The probability

that she would be received all right back again, but if she is a valuable queen
it might be well to cage her by way of precaution.
2. If the nucleus and the after-swarm were about equal
in strength, the advantage would be on the side of the nucleus, because they were in their own home and the others
were interlopers. More strongly still would the advantage
be on the side of the nucleus if it had a laying queen, for
the queen of an after-swarm is not a laying queen, and
other things being equal the bees would prefer the laying
is

queen.
*-^»-^

Getting Rid of a Cross Colony, Etc.
1.

May

I

object to your advice in a late

number

of the

American Bee Journal, to leave bees in a hive where the
combs are built criss-cross to the frames ? I have just such
a colony, very strong, and very cross. I dare not put my
hand down to adjust the entrance-blocks, or blow smoke on
them, unless protected by canvas gloves. Now, I want that
queen out, but as I can't get the frames out to find and clip
her, I don't want them to swarm, as there are tall maple
and locust trees all around.
A man might climb for a
swarm, but I lost one last year with a Doolittle queen--a
very large swarm — and I don't want to lose this. I have
transferred several (four) colonies, but this one is too cross.
2. Would it do to put a hive with empty combs or frames
of foundation and move that colony away, then in a few
hours, when aware of their queenless state, give Doolittle
cells, or simply a frame of brood from my breeding queen ?
Then 21 days later move again, treating the fiight-bees the
same empty combs and brood on the old stand. That
vfould weaken it so that I could undertake to transfer, or I
mig-ht g-ive the transferred combs the last time.
By fall I would have three good colonies. I have already one from moving it, that is getting strong, but no
surplus honey. In the spring the old colonj- will be changed
by the new queen, and everything will be lovely, I hope.
3. This is the third year I have lived in hopes of a sur-

—

and wanted more.
hope you will have a successful honey-flow, and build

I

up your colonies

you suffered last winter.
(Mrs.) PENNSYtVANI.A..

to replace the loss

—

Answers. 1. Yes, decidedly you may object to the
plan of leaving that colony of yours to swarm, altho the
But where it is too difficult
rule in general is a good one.
to secure swarms it should not be followed, nor with stock
so objectionable on the score of temper.
2. You are on the right track as to your plan of proWhen you move away
ceeding, with some variation.
old cross-patch, don't wait a few hours before giving a
frame of brOod, for with nothing but empty combs or foundation the bees that go back to the old place )iiay desert.
When you set the hive in place of the one removed, have in
it from the start a frame of brood, and it wouldn't be a bad
thing to have a few young bees with it. for all the bees that
come from the cross colony will be lield-bees, unless j'ou
make the removal at a time of day when young bees from
the old hive are out at play. Neither would a queen-cell be
It isn't neclikeU' to be destroyed if given from the start.
essary to wait three weeks before making a second removal.
Two weeks will do. and 10 days will give quite a supply of
bees if the colony is strong but of course you will have
more bees by waiting three weeks. You say, "In the spring
the old colony will be changed by the new queen," which
.sounds just a little as if you expect the bees themselves to
change the queen by rearing a new one. If the queen is an
old one, she is likely to be superseded this fall (less likely in
the spring), but even if a daughter replaces the old queen,
she is likely to inherit some of her mother's traits. It is
just possible that if you interview the old colony about two
days after moving- it to a new location, you may not find it
so very difficult to handle. The reduction in numbers, none
but young bees being left, and the fact that no honey is being- broug-ht in, may have a tatning effect on the colony
that will make them like another colonj-.
3. There must be some reason why you don't get as
much honey as some of the other bee-keepers that do nothing with their bees, while you manage yours with more intelligence. Isn't it possible that the explanation lies in the
fact that thej- don't meddle with their colonies, and so they
are allowed to be very strong-, while 3-011 weaken 3'ours bj'
drawing from them ? Possibly that isn't the reason I only
throw out the hint.
A private word in your letter makes me say not to worry
.

;

:

that no acknowledgment was made for former replies. Altho it is plea.sant to know that my answers are appreciated,
yet that's what I'm here for. and one of the best ways to
show that your questions are satisfactorily answered is to

send on more.

York's Honey Almanac is a neat little 32-page pamphup with a view to create a demand for
honey amon,g should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.

let

especially gotten

and is devoted to g-eneral information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a veryeffective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices: A sample for
C. C. Miller,

a stamp 25 copies for 40 cents: SO for 70 cents; 100 for
For 25 cents extra we
$1.00 250 for $2.25 500 for §4.00.
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
;

;

;

Please send us Names of Bee=Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for -which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.
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forage-plants. Its rank then is as a useful plant, capable
of increasing fertility of land.
The plant is the
How shall sweet clover be treated
farmer's friend, to be utilized and not to be outlawed. The
plant grows and spreads rapidh'. So do red clover, white
clover, timothy, blue-grass and other forage-plants, but
sweet clover grows where they do not. Its presence indicates lack of condition for the others. Viewed in this way
it is to be treated as preparing unfitted lands for other
crops. It may be mowed a short time before coming int^i
bloom and cured for hay. Stock will thrive upon it if conThe roadsides, if taken when
fined until accustomed to it.
free from dust, may be made almost as profitable as any
other area in clover bj- cutting- the sweet clover and curing
for hay.
If this is regularly attended to while stock is kept
from other lands that it invades, sweet clover will be found
doing always the good work for which it is adapted.
'.'

We

welcome the aid of the farm papers

in

the

eft'ort to

acquaint the agricultural public -ivith the many values of
sweet clover. Some have been foolish enough to call it a
" weed."' Pretty good sort of weed, isn't it ?

many

no honey at all would be
not for the sweet clover. It is not only
the bee-keepers' chief dependence, but the farmer's ever-present and reliable friend. It will pay to cultivate its acquaintance, as well as the plant itself.
In

localities this j-ear

harvested were
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others west of Chicago go with us on that train.

we

will be glad to

desire

it,

ments

for )'OU that yovi

—

—

The Philadelphia Convention,
and

to be

Franklin Institute, 15 South 7th Street, between Market
and Chestnut Sts.. promises to be the best
ever held bj' the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, if we may judge b_v the
excellent program arranged for the occasion.
Also in view of the low railroad
rates guaranteed to every one going- to
Philadelphia, Sept. 1 to 4 inclusive, there should be a verj'
larg-e attendance.
The editor of the American Bee Journal
and Dr. C. C. Miller, with other bee-keepers, will g-o over
held Sept.

.?,

6

7,

the Pennsylvania Lines, beautiful illustrations of

whose

of the Republic holds its 33rd animal

in Philadelphia, Sept. 4 to 9, inclusive.

Many

bee-

keepers are also old soldiers, and likely members of that
splendid national organization of war veterans: all such,
as well as other bee-keepers, should take advantage of the
low rates secured by the G. A. R. people, and be in Philadelphia during the week of the Grand Army meeting and
The round-trip rate from
the bee-keepers' convention.
Chicago, over the Pennsylvania Lines, is only .flh.4.5. That

means you will be given
The best trains over

you

may

wish, so that you can be sure to
the train that leaves Chicago at 3:00
or on the one starting at 11:30 p.m.

p.m.. Sept.

4,

Mr. G. M. Doowtti^E, of Onondaga Co., N. Y., reports,
as follows for the season of 1899, in the Progressive BeeKeeper for August
" Honey crop from basswood short this year. Honey
not all oif, but enough so that I can estimate pretty
closely that the average will be from 40 to 50 pounds of section honey per colony."
# « « « •

Messks. W. E. H.\tterman and Chas. Beck are two
bee-keepers living about ten miles north of Chicago. We
called on them Saturday, Aug. 12. Mr. Hatterman has 22
colonies run for both comb and extracted honey, and Mr.
Beck about 30 colonies for comb honey. He expects to average SO pounds to the colony, and retail it from house to
The principal honey source this year is sweet
house.
Mr. Hatterman thinks he will work for extracted
clover.
honev exclusively hereafter.

Mk. R. F. Hor.TEKiMAXN,

for

many

years editor of the

Canadian Bee Journal, feeling that he has received a
'call " to go into religious work as an evangelist, has severed his editorial connection with that paper, and will " go
wherever there appears to be an open door, to preach the
word of God." He so announces in the August issue of the
Canadian Bee Journal. We wish him abundant success in
his future eft'orts, in a field which likely is not altogether
a new one for him. A man can usually do his best work
along the line to which he feels specially drawn.

in

entrancing scenery and elegantly equipt coaches we had
the pleasure of showing on our first page last week. Without doubt the Pennsylvania Lines run thru the finest country for .scenic beauty to be fou3id in all the East.

The Grand Army

If

make any advance arrange-

make connections with

it

Serenading Swarms with Tin Pans. A correspondent says that the old custom of serenading- swarms with
tin pans originated from an old act of the ISnglish Parliament, giving- a person a right to follow his swarm i^rovided
he rang- a bell, or drummed on a tin pan, to give notice that
he (the owner) was after the bees. This old act was past
something like a thousand years ago, and during the centuries since it is evident that the original purpose of the
drumming was lost sight of, and that subsequent generations came to the conclusion that the serenading induced
a sort of spell on the bees, causing them to cluster so they
could be captured. Glesnings in Bee-Culture.

meeting

:

a ride of 1,645 miles.
the Penns5-lvania Lines leave Chi-

cago daih' at 3;00 p.m. and at 11:30 p.m. Grand Army rates
going are in effect Sept. 1, 2, 3 and 4. We expect to leave
on the 3:00 p.m. train Monday. Sept. 4, which arrives in
Philadelphia the evening of the next daj' at about 6:00
o'clock.
We should be pleased to have anj' bee-keepers or

Cook, of Los Angeles Co., Calif., spent
with us, when on his way back to his
home in the sunset land. We fairly envy tho,se California
bee-keepers in having such a man as Prof. Cook among them.
We wonder if they really appreciate him. We never before
had a good opportunity to get acquainted with him, but
now— well, it was a feast to be with him, and we only regretted his stav was necessarily so short but he had to get
back as soon as possible to take up the farmer's institute
work which mu.st be done before the term opens at Pomona
College, where he is one of the honored instructors. What
a pity he could not stay in the East long enough to attend
the Philadelphia convention, and thus meet many of his old
Pkof. a.

Monday, Aug.

J.

14,

;

friends
* *

Bargains in Incubators.— It is well known to readers
of newspapers that prices generally have been advancingsteadily of late, including those for labor, lumber and
metals' of all kinds. As a result, the prices of all manufactured articles must soon follow suit, including the prices
of incubators and brooders. This simply cannot be helpt
there is no way of getting around it. The Cyphers Incubator Co., Wayland, N. Y., therefore hereby give notice to
interested persons that so soon as their new catalog and
price-list for 1899-1900 is issued (which will be about Nov. 1
to 15) the prices of their incubators and brooders will be increast fully 20 percent. All vrho think favorably of buying
a strictly first-class incubator this fall or next winter will
find it much to their advantage to immediately correspond
with the Cyphers Co., in order to obtain what is wanted at
the present low prices. The fact is that the Cyphers Co. is
in a position, just now, to save a limited number of customers from S7 to $18 net cash, depending on the size of machines bought. For full particulars, address the Cyphers
Incubator Co., Box 50, Wayland, N. Y., not forgetting to
say you saw their advertisement in the American Bee
Journal.
;
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not only keep the brood-combs in good condition, but avoid
faulty ones, and thus conduce to the comfort of handling
workable frames when manipulating our hives."
That is equivalent to saying that in a 10-frame hive no
frame should be suffered to become older than five years.
On this side they would hardly be objected to on account of
age if the)- were five times as old. Why this great difference on the two sides of the water ?

The Dzierzon Theory, savs Deutsche Illustrierte Bienenzeitung-.so far stands as solid a.s a rock, and it will require more proofs than have yet been broug-ht ag-ainst it to
Ijudge it in the least.

—

Bees and Colors
R. Hamlyn-Harris says in the British Bee Journal that scarlet blossoms seem to be entirely
ignored by bees. Blue, violet, and white are their pet colors.
Yellow is less frequently visited, and green is treated
^vith extreme indifference.
Celluloid Quilts seem to be in use in England, according to accounts in the British Bee Journal, giving an impervious covering thru which one can see. Glass\as been
used to a limited extent in England and in this country.
Celluloid is also used for queen-excluders.

" Draper's Barn " is what the new hive on trial by the
Root Co. and .some others is plavfullv called. It is the
same as a 10-franie Langstroth hive, only it is 2',s inches
deeper. Its 10 frames are equivalent in "comb surface to
125+ ordinary frames, and two of the "barns" hold more
than three 8-frame hives.— Gleanings in Bee-Culture.
A,

I,

Putting Bees Out of the Cellar, Mr. Young says, in the
Canadian Bee Journal, he does without paying any attention to where they are placed, and without' putting'
out at
different times. He sa.vs
"I start about 10:30 or 11:00,
and when I get thru you would think they were swarming!
I used to try a few to-day and a few to-mo'rrow.
Those you
let fly to-day. to-morrow are readv to iump on
the other
:

ones."

Rietsche s Uncapping=Fork is highly spoken of in tlie
<ierman bee-journals as a better tool than a knife for uncapping.
ter says

A

writer in Elsass-Lothringischer Bienen-Zueclineedles of the fork slip more easily under the
cappings than the knife-blade there is no teari'ng uneven
and tender combs are easily and quickly operated on the
fork works more. easily and rapidly than the knife,
alid it
costs less.
;^
tlie

:

;

;

"Plumping" is a term used in the British papers, an
explanation of which is kindly sent by Mr, H. Edwards. As
iised by Mr. S. Simmins, colonies in order
are plumpt by
having given to them from other colonies all the brood they
can care for, these other colonies being stimulated to fill
u'p
the places made vacant by the removed brood.
The queens
from -vvhich the brood is taken are thus forced to lav a larger
quantity of eggs, and the colonies upon which " plumping "
is practiced are earlier made ready
for the harvest. The
plumping begins with the strongest colonies.

How Long do Worker-Bees Live? About 45 day.s'in
the working season, says Doolittle, in Gleanings
in "BeeCulture. About June 10, put an Italian queen
in a colony
of blacks, and in 40 days from the time the last black
came out of its cell there will still be many black bees, a be'e
On
the 44th day very few indeed will be left, and in 45
days not
^'^ found in the colony.
^"'^ «
But a bee leaving i"ts cell
the first of October may live eight months, and
in rare
cases nine. The difference in the amount of work
done
makes the difference in the length of life.

—

TraveNStain on Honey
A. J. Wright indignantly denies in Gleaning^s in Bee-Culture that the dirty feet of bees
have anything- to do with travel-stain, or rather he denies
that bees ever have dirtj- feet. He offers this very interesting method of determining whether their feet are dirtj'
Take a board not less than 10 or 12 inches square, tack on it
a piece of clean white paper, and place it before a hive so
that the bees will be compelled to travel over it on entering
and leaving. If placed early enough in the morning and
taken away each night before dew falls, he thinks it will be
as white at the end of a long honey-flow as at the beginning. He thinks travel-stain is due to the neglectful habits
of bee-keepers in not removing- the old bottom-board with
its dirt and litter, and replacing it with a clean one at the
time of putting on sections, as he thinks this dirt is carried
up by the bees and used in the cappings of the sections.
:

Handling Bees Without Smoke.— Miss Gayton, prominent among- the bee-keepers of Eng-land, never uses smoke
in handling bees. Whether one who lias a given amount of
work to do in a given time could always afford to wait for
bees to get in the proper frame of mind for easy manipulation is a question. But in many cases it might be useful to
know how to get along without smoke. Miss Gayton says
in the British Bee Journal
" In 1870 I introduced my first Lig-urian queens, and
was delighted with the gentleness and activity of the Eigurian bee. I have not introduced any Ligurian queens since.
The hybrids proved to be splendid workers, but require cautious handling, as they have not good tempers. I may mention that when manipulating I always don a bee-veil, but
never use smoke, and find that bees are more gentle without it. Sometimes in autumn I use apifuge or a clean wet
cloth over the hive, but I usually trust to letting light in
graduall)' and only keeping a small part of the hive open at
a time, and then, after waiting a few minutes, I g-o gently
and quietly to work, the bees really retiring out of my way.
If, however, anything has made a colony very irritable, I
close it up at once and try another day, as I find if a colon}'
roused it takes a long time for them to become
is thoroly
peaceabU' inclined again. If I can manage to d9 my work
without causing the smell of the sting-poison to be noticed,
I find no difficulty in handling the frames."
Miss Grayton depends upon letting in the light " gradually," and " waiting a few minutes." Adam Grimm practiced somewhat on the same line, but he took no account of
the matter of light, simply " waiting a few minutes " for
the bees to quiet down after being first disturbed, altho that
"few minutes" sometimes was only a few seconds. Possibly the waiting allows the bees time enough to fill themselves with honey, or perhaps to /h\!;i>i filling with honey,
for when a bee once begins filling with honey it is no light
matter that will make it stop.
:

'

'

Langstroth on the Honey. Bee, revised by the Dadants,
a standard, reliable and thorc"ghl)- complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound elegantlj'.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25,- or club it with the
Bee Journal for a year both for onlj- $2.00.
is

—

Age

of Combs. -Leading bee-keepers of England seem
to have a very different opinion from that entertained
in
this country as to the time when brood-combs become
too
old to be desirable. Says the British Bee Journal
" We strongly advise the removal, every spring,
of a
couple of outside combs— choosing the oldest or most faulty
ones, of course^and substituting frames fitted with full
sheets of foundation. Then, after the bees have fairly
started to build out the foundation, the frame may be placed
right in the center of brood-nest without the slightest fear
of chilled brood. By this means we get two new combs
built every season, and by gradually renewingj.the whole

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty .song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical bee-

:

The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last. Better order at once, if you want a copy
keeper.

of this song-.

The Premiums
ing

for.

Look

offered on page 541 are well worth work-

at them.
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SWEET CLOVER

Root's GomiTin

And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

We

have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the fonowing- prices, cash with
the order:
la the

muUitude

of counsellors there
safety.— Prov. 11-14.

i

Sweet Clever

I

melilot}

Alsike Clover

HONEY
WANTED.
We

WhiteClover

Ventilation or Protection in Winter.
Query

loi.

— Is ventilation or protection

sary in winter?
ods.

necesgive one or more meth-

If so,

— Ux.'iH.

are in the market for both

and extracted honey.
to offer, let us hear

stating the grade,

have any

If voii

ATjONCE

from you

number

comb

of pounds

tion.

my

climate
Dr. J. P. H. Brown— In
(Georgia) no extra preparation is necessary.
Space is toe
S. T. Pettit— Yes, to both.
limited to do Justice in these important
cases.

is

what source gath-

ered and

my

both, in

locality.
wariii.

Entrances wide open in a sufficiently
it

put up.

i>

If

ex-

E. Whitcomb Protection is as necessary
1. Cellar-wintering. 2.
to bees as to stock.
Pack on summer stands.

sample by mail.

Hambaugh— Both.

M.

J.

We

This depart-

ment will not give room to methods. Read
some good, standard bee-book.
C H. Dibbern— Yes, sir, in this climate

Handle

and in my opinion a good
the best and cheapest protection

(Illinois) it is,

cellar
of all.

Several Carloads

Every Year....
and may be able
if

to refer

we cannot handle

it

you

to a

buyer

ourselves.

See our ad

in this

column

for July

is

Mrs. L. Harrison— Yes, to both. Protect
from winds, and put some porous material
above the bees, with a chance for the
breath of bees to escape.
W. G. Larrabee— Yes. I use a idoublewalled hive packt with planer-shavings,
and a crate filled with shavings with cloth
bottom to cover all in winter.
O. O. Poppleton— This is also a question
of locality. In loiva I preferred thoroly
well constructed chaft' hives, with good
windbreaks around the apiary.
C.

6th issue for

M-m

Davenport

-It

is

in

my

locality.

I

winter tiiy bees uuder ground, and usually
give them ventilation by means of a pipe
or tube running up thru the roof.
Adrian Getaz -Protection is absolutely
necessary.
So is ventilation.
But this
should not interfere with the wartuth. A
good sized entrance gives all the ventilation needed.
Null— Rather indefinite. Both
Mrs. J
are desirable. Chaff hives answer adtuirably for out-door wintering, or ordinary
hives protected on the same principle as
chaff hives.
Rev. M. Mahin This is a very large
question. Ventilation is certainly necessary in winter in all cliuiates and conditions.
Tlte amount of protection in out-

—

Five-gallon square Cans are now
8.00 per ten boxes instead of $6.00.

YORK & CO.

Untested

/\ r\w\ r^

and v,arieties, to fit any
axle. They last forever. Either
direct or stagger spoke. Can't
breakdown; cin't <lry out no
frpsettlnK of tires. Good in dry weather
as in wet weather. Send for catalog &
Jprices. ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.,
Box f.
QUINCY, ILL.
Please mention Bee Jourp.al ^vhen writmjr.

It.-iUan, 5i)c

each;

Dueeds

Tested. Sl.dOeacli.

E.

8Atf

W. HAAQ, Canton, Ohio,
Successor to Theodokk Bender.
when writing.

Please mention Bee Journal

f^^V^

UNION COMBI-

_

.NATiOiN Saw—
-C^,=—-,-o r
ripping.
_/Zw>^^cross cutting.
—
-^
*S
yV*^
'-' ly^y /
luitering, rab\\3'i,'' L i^'J
\i„''eting.
groov'^^^IMi^i /
S,
n g.
gaming,
>\ ix^'-^'x m\
/
-crull sawing,
/ ,i'|4il /
i.oring, edge-':
1,'f/WF
moulding,
/-="!
/"^^

^-zr'^~
-

\ '-^

^'4

t

-

^,

,'

^v-

.

Ir

^->a
-J^

Heading, etc.

Vftea^^-'

Jf

Seiifia Falls Mis.

IB Water

fi)..

FOOT

Kuli lire

-=^-- .-«^ -^'^ -^
CHINEHY. Send lor Catalog A.

-^

POWER
.St..

MA-

.Sfiieca Falls, li.V.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

I

HAVE

.Til

infallible renicdv that will Kill the

within THREE
person sending

POISON OF BEE-STINQS

minutes afterapplicatioii.

Anv

400,

53 cents to M. Q.. Lock Box'
.Spri.ngFiELi>, Mo., will racei\e this valuable recipe by

return mail.

.>4.\4i

Bee Journal -when

Please mention

"writing.

TTExGiiell^
LAND
in Revimlds Cu., Mi».. for 50 colANL)ERS<_>N. La Vkkgnk. III.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

Ibiiacres
onies. C. J.

34Alt

Bke-Hives, Sections. ShippingCases — everything used by beekeeiiiTs. Orders filled prnTuptly.
Send for Cataloir. Minnesota BeeKeepers' Supply Mfg. Co.. Nicollet
Island. Minnea])olis. Minn. ISAtf
t^lease mention Bee Journal -when writing.

ALdINU yUttNo
want

tlie

jj-euilij^i

prolific Queens-If you
Bees— If you want the best

hone.v-gatherers y<iu ever

saw— try my

Albinos.

Warranted

Queen-;. Sl.OO; Untested. 75 ci-nts.
LISBON, Tex.
J. D.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

GIVENS.

9A26t

Comb Foundation
Wholesale and Retail,

Working

Wax

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

DO NOT FAIL
Before

METAL WHEELS

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

llll^PllV

M

Honeo-PaGkaQes.,.

your order, to send me a
what you need in

placiufj"

list of

Foundation, Sections,

'in all sizes

ADDRESS

And

other Supplies, and

will gret the best gfoods

'

THE A, L ROOT
MEDINA, OHIO.

CO,

if

UlluulldAdSj^sr'™-^'"'^'""'"-'-

well-ventilated cellar.

—

tracted, send a

f\
I

"

Eugene Secor- Yes,

HOW

W.

-i ^irzihl / J!i

trance anywhere.

soft
$4.00
S.7S
5.00
5.00
3.50

are solicited.

Michig-an Street,

not needed.

—

2sm
$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

1.25
1.40
1.20
.90

freiffht.

ortler-^

GEORGE
118

A. h\ Brown— That depends whether you
live in Florida or Utah. Here in Florida it
Prof. A. J. Cook Not protection here in
California, and ventilation only at en-

of eacli grade, from

wanted by

—

necessary in this Mohawk valley (N. Y).
Dr. C. C. Miller— Both necessary, but it
would take all this page to give methods.
G. M. Doolittle— A good sized entrance
for ventilation, and chaff hives for protec-

lOffi

$1.00

Alfalfa Clover
Crimson Clover
Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

Your

E. France Yes, both. A proper answer
would be too long for this department.
P. H. Elwood — The cellar seems to be

5ft

60c
70c
80c
60c
S5c

trated Catalog Free.

i^r^t

my

prices.

and save money.

You
Illus-

BEESWAX WANTED.

I

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writiim.

—
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(^Hg^pPARM

LANDS

Located on the Illinui^ Ceiuia! K. K.

^^
^^
And

SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS

^^

Yazoo *fc Mississippi
Valley R. R. in the famous

YAZOO VALLEY
of Missis>-ippi—
jsis^rippi— Specially
specially adapted to the
raisiiiu"" of

wintering depends
upon climate
For many years I have
not lost a colony that had plenty of stores
and plenty of bees without any protection.
I keep the entrances wide open.
I live in

and the character.

Ricter'H^ World.
SKENE, Land Commissioner,

Cii., Pari; Row, Room 413,
CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Cent. K. K.

111.

30A16t

The American
iDstitiite of Plireiioloe,
Pres. Mrs. Cii.vki.utti- Fo\v,EK Wells, incorporated in
S6<>,

opens

Sept.

its

5, IN''').

next session on
For prospectus

tree on application: to
the Secretary, care of

send

:

& WELLS CO.
East 21st St.. Nbw York.
Please mentiou the Bee Jourual.
FOWLER

27

»S-|F

—

BEE-BOOK

That covers the wnole Apicultural Field

iiiore

completely than any other publisht, send SI. 25
to Prof. a". J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

B66-K66i)6rs' Guide.
tlie

addressing

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Gold

Pond — I always winter bees on the
stands, and I deem ventilation a

Leininger Bros' Queens are worth their weig-ht
larg-e, proli lie, yellow, and great RED
workers. We have secured 112 pounds
of honey per colony as the result of the past
poor season. Queens from the above ?traiu will
be sent by returu mail at 50 cents each; 14 doz.,
Queens warranted purely mated Italian.
S2.'^L'.
LErNINGER BROS., Ft. Jennings, Ohio.
.x^Aif
Please nKMitii.>n the Kee Jourual.

necessity. I allow about '^ inch over the
tops of the frames, covering with a cloth
of some kind and filling over that chaff,
dry leaves, or other absorbent.

Tiiefl.l.Rooi6oiiii)aiiii

Ventilation and compact stores
are ahead of protection.
iniiiMitre.

E.

—

Mrs. A. J. Barber We have tried several
plans for protection on the stands. We
prefer the empty super on top of the broodframes with a sack of sawdust big enough
to till the super laid in. This gives both
protection and ventilation.
We seldom
lose a colony.
D. W. Heise— I like the hive well packt on
the top, and sides if found necessary, but
don't want much protection in the way of
a windbreak. For ventilation I give -Vx-t
orO inches. This applies to outside wintering, of course, which I think the questioner
has reference to.
J. A. Green
I think protection pays.
I
use packing boxes, six or eight inches
larger each way than the hive, filled with
leaves or planer-shavings. The only ventilation 1 care tor is thru an entrance I'^X''.,,
so arranged that it cannot become clogged
by ice or dead bees.

Emerson T. Abbott — I do not bother
much about ventilation. Plenty of food

HAVE UXK OF M\

Hundred
hut

I

many fence en's ads as

yoti u^'-d

week and never two

Jindoufrt everr

Tint

f

\

viui still

k-;dikc.

PAfJiMvovKX nun
Please mention Bee Journal -when

"writing..

Dr. A, B. Mason— No, but both are a
great benefit. My present method is to pile
the hives one on top of another, 4,
or (1
high, without covers or bottom-boards in
the cellar, I use a quilt of enameled cloth,
and place sticks an inch square on top of
each hive to set the next one on, leaving
the cover on the last or top hive,

all (jueens.

—

BEE.SUPPLIES,

\

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

T

Langstroth Hives and everj'thing'
pertainiiiff to same.
Muth Jars.Muth Honey Extractor
in fact everj'thing' used by bee-

—

Send

keepers.

C. H.
214(1

for our Catalog.

W.CINCINNATI,
WEBER,

OHIO,

Central Ave.,

Successor to

Ch.\s F.

A.

Muth.

are

now

in shape t,, buy Extracted
in larye or small lots.

Honey, either

Parties havinf^ any to offer will do well
to sell to tis. as C'incinnati is a f,rreal
market for Extracted Honey. Subtnit a
small sample, stating' quantity, style of
pacUai^e, and price expected.'
Prompt
remittances.

References:

Western (German Hank
(ierinan J'.ankCi. both

— The
(,f

IJrisrhlon
Cincinnati. O.

A.

I

I

am

roaring-

RotJt Co. say

THE BEST BREEDING QUEENS

iTuaranteed.

HENRY ALLEY,

V/kniiam, Esskx Co., Mass.
Please mention Bee Journal -when vrriting,
33Atf

I

Your

HONEY

We

will l>u\ it. no matter
I where yuu are. Address,
_ _ _
'"-iviiig description and price,
SON, FaiHield, III.
34Atf^ THOS. C.
I

STANLEY &

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
w

The MoNETTE Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
wings. ^ We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for

NEW

aj-ear at SI. 00; or forSl.lO we will
mail the Bee Jourual one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,
lis

BEE-KEEPERS

Michigan

!

St.,

Chicago,

111.

Let me send you my 64page Catalog for 1899.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

—

protection

is good, but the bees
ventilation to keep

The bees appear

to

frost proof house,

EXTRACTED HONEY

The

E. S, Lovesy Yes, in all northern localities I believe both are good.
Here (Utah)
surticient

Muth & Sox and

WANTED!
We

this unknown arctic spell tor
this locality, there were 3C consecutive
hours that the temperature did not rise
above the 10" mark below zero. At that
time nobody expected to hear the " buz" of
a bee's wing any more; but the bees lived,

and during

Dollar Queens,

they ever had came from my apiary, and so say
5,tHX) other bee-keepers, and I can produce the
letters backing- up this statement. I have bred
out the swarming and vicious characteristics
from my strain of bees so that they are practically non-swarmers, and as g-enlle as one could
desire. One Oueen, Jl.^'O; two Queens, Sl.MU: six
Queens, $5.00, or S'^.'"* per dozen. Everything-

:")

G. W, Demaree In my locality (Kentucky) I winter bees on thesummer stands.
Plenty of stores, and just let them alone.
The past winter, in February, my apiary
survived eight zero days without a let-up

=

have two others trom which

—

^•^

Gold! Queens

in g'old:

above the cluster, is the
thing. Protection from sudden changes is
an aid to successful wintering Bees in a
cbialir do not/i'ff.vc
they starite. (Dr, Miller,
please take notice).

YOU CAN'T READ

!

CLOVER

in the right place,

Trade.

FREE, bv

DR. PEIRO,

34 Central Music Hall. CHICAGO.
Write at once. Enclose return stamp.

—

YOU WANT THE

Liberal Discounts to

troubles can obtain valuable advice.

summer

Pamphlets and Maps.

for

^KIDNEY

LUNG

Co., Ind.

R. L. Taylor— Yes, ventilation always,
and protection in some climates. Your
question is scarcely intelligible.
If you
mean for bees indoors, I venture a good
cellar and absence of bottom-boards.
J. A. Ktone— In central Illinois we think
it is, as those who did not protect their bees
last winter lost 50 percent of them.
We
put ours into the cellar and ventilated thru
a window by a device that lets in the air
but not the light.

J.

Write

SUFFERERS
FROM

R. C. Aikin— Yes, both.
Protection to
conserve beat, say chaff to absorb it and
hold it. Chaff above, but so that air can
freely pass thru it to cotJijAeUly inrrij off

CORN AND HOGS.
Soil

Ausr. 24, 1899.

door

Henry
in

also located on the

E, P.

!

winter

all

must have
them dry.
right in a

and where there

is

smelter smoke. As a rule, the bees winter
fairly well with a little packing of chaff or
lucern leaves over them, but one end of the
cover should be raised about -'^ of an inch
this will give them ventilation and keep
;

them dry.

BEAUTY
BY RETURN MAIL GOLDEN
ITALIAN QUEENS
— reared from iMroKTi-;!) MoTMKHS, Untested,
50 cents; Tested,

Don't Rent

no

$I,o(i.

ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn Belt," a handsome
monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West,
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
2og

Adams

St.,

Chicago,

TERRflL BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Go. Tex
27Atf

IMease mention

ilie IJee

Journal.

ISAtf

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Please mention Hati Jowcmxi wneii writing.

n

:

Aug.
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How

to

JllO.

Secure a U-tarat Gold

/r/ci-. SI. ',<>, i>,,^lfuii,l.
DiaiiioDfl

Point Fountain Pen at Wtiolesale Price.

?2.00
-^^-l*^^ No. 4310. — Heavy Gold Pen, narrou-. If* Ul. Gold liands
Box filler and directions with each pen. Evor\ pen -ruaranteed for one jcar, by the inamifactiirers.
Readers of the American Bee Journal will be j^iven a discount of 20 percent off above prices, as we have made special iniauye ments witli the
Diamond Point Pen Co., to ffive our patrons this absolutely perfect tdutuaiii pen at the wholesale price.
iilier of tile pen
To secure this wholesale discount on the above fountain pens, ynu must slmuI ycur orders direct to this ofticc. fnclo-^in iS the
Tou want, and a postal note or i)osla^e stamps, for the cost of same.
We are offering- our readers an absolutely perfect fountain pen w hich is <ruaraniocd- to irive entire saiislaciinii. as the DiamoMi Point Pen Co.,
fully warrant and g-uarantee them absolutely as represented.
If the pen points are not entirely satisfactory they will be exchantred at no extra expense if returned to the oltice of the riiainuT!
Pnint Pen Co.,
102 Beekman Street, New York, X. Y.

!No

lo.

-14

He :iv_v

kl.

(lold

Peu, chased barrel

$1.50

II

1

I

Special

Premium Pen

Offers.

We

Offer

i\o. 1.

Offer

Bio. 2.

will mail Fountain Pen No. 211(1 free as a premium to any
scribers to the American Bee Journal for one year, with $.3.00 to

one sending us THREE
pay for same or

NEW

We

will mail Fountain Pen No. 4310 free as a j^remium to any one sendint,'- us FIVE
Address.
ers to the American Bee Journal for one year, with $5.00 to pay for same.

GEORGE, W. YORK & CO..

Xn

NOTICE.
H.

ijL'Il^IX, the

i;.

r..il;uKi-

Hunting Bees

Safe delivery aud satisfaction guaranteel. Mj' Queens are prolific, and the
fbees are excellent workers.

On page

what

Blockly, Iowa, July

g:ot

usually in July), I take sonje
unflnisht sections of light honey for bait.
and three small boxes to catch bees in, I
select a clear spot in the woods near some
flowers where I can obtain bees, I divide
a section into three parts, placing a part in
each box. I then catch a bee in box No. 1,
and place near a section outside, which I
have for them to return to. Next I catch
a bee in box No. 2. and then uncover No. 1.
and so on until I have quite a number of
bees returning, which usually takes about
two hours 1 think that's where some beehunters make a mistake, by not catching
enough bees, and not giving them sufficient
time to return and locate the bait. I And
that they will return to the open section
quicker than going into the boxes.
After they are working nicely on the
bait, I procure my lines, there being some-

of

g-ivinjif

Money

t^rder Oflice. lJi-:i>Li:vt:K.

Either >banded, Kolden or

QUEENS
A

from

IMPORTED

Italian

mothers, tj"c each; or for
breeders at 51.50 each. Give me
a trial and let me surprise vou. Satisfaction or
CHAS. H. THIES. SteelevMIe, 111.
no pay.
33Atf Please mention the Aim-ricin Bee Journal.

tew

of a

this locality

pood satisfaction, better than some untested queens I paid ?I 00 for, to
breeders who sell for no less at any time of year.
Yours truly. Ki>win Bi:vins.
Address all orders to
H. G. QUIRIN, Parkertown, Erie Co., Ohio.
34Ali't

L. J.

liee-bunter myself, and possibly
might help him. It is as follows
After basswood stops blooming (which in

5, 1890.

I

44."),

my way

tne have turned out the yellowest bees in my
apiarj-, are ^--entle to handle, are larg-e and well
*-'. C. Chamberlain.
_marki.

Mr. Quikin— Dear Sir:— The queens

t>

line

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Golden

any one who

Italian

new

Address,

F.A.

\-

CROWELL,

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Uas no

Sair in BriHui-Krames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Belntr the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. A.

VAN DEUSEN,

Sole Manufacturer,

Sprout Brook, Montg'omery Co.» N.Y.

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

you are interested in Sheep in any wa.v
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.
If

n''ool itlarkets and Slieep
has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first. foremost and all the time.
y<Mi imere-ited
Write to-day.

Are

'.'

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Queen Free

One New Subscriber.

now

a suliscriber to this journal, and WilOSe SllbSCriplion i8 paid tO thC
Golden Italian Queen free as a premium for sendinii" us
subscril)er for a year, with $1.00 to pav for same.

end Ol 1899, or beyond,

-one

season. Select Tested Italian Queens.

Granger, Minn.
Please mention Bee Journal wlien writing.

is

or sending us
To

<)1

r litest I'd Italian Queens.

they last.
34Atf

in Trees.

Clark asks for information about hunting wild beps. I am some-

Read testimonials:
f
RoMKO, Mich.. July 10, is'jg.
Mr. QriKiN— Dear Sir:— The queens you sent

year are

111.

5n cen ts." Ever
Queen warranted to grive satisfaction or your
money back. Queens bv return mail as lotiir as

-1.1 It;

iii

4

last

118 MicliiQan St., Ghicaoo,

Queens ^rS!

li.

will be sidd, until further notice,
at 50 cents each, or six for :?2.75. Selecteil
Queens, larye and yellow all over, at 75
cents each; six forS4. Selected Tested,
Queens sent by return mail.
SI. 50 each.

YOU

subscrib-

)»«^^.H,/,^vt,.^^4i^xg^iri£^.^^

niioi!M-l;rei.-.lL>r.

which

f

sub-

i:}10.— Price, SS.OO, jiftstpnttl

600 GOLDEN ITALIAN
QUEENS
WARRANTED PURELY MATED,
-I-

NEW

;

we

is

will mail a

Address

QEORGE W. YORK &

CO.,

118 Miehiffan Street.

CHICAGO.

ILL.

—

—

!

;
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Basswood Extracted Honey For Sale
IN 60-POUND CANS.
We are prepared to furnish the best new Basswood ExSamtracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, at these prices
ple for 8 cents, to cover package and postage one 60-pound
can, at 8'i cents a pound; two cans or more, 8 cents a
:

;

pound — CASH WITH OKDEK.

Address.

GEORGE W. YORK &
118

Michigan

Street.

CO.,

CHICAGO. ILL.

times two or three. 1 then start out to
hunt, leaving the bait where it is.
If I fail to find the tree, I try another line
it I have more than one.
If I should fail
on that. I would then go to the bait, take
away the outside section, and open the
boxes. By this time they will be working
strong enough to enter the boxes. After
quite a number of bees have settled in the
boxes, I close them and move up a short
distance directly on one of the lines. Then I
open the boxes. In this way I get rid of
the bees belonging to the other lines, and
strengthen the line I am following. I sel-

dom

OUR MOTTO

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

;

Sections. SHiDDlifGases and

fail in finding them in this way.
A few points to be remembered Use
nothing but new, light honey for bait;
catch plenty of bees, and give them plenty
of time to return and locate. By this
method, and by hunting their wateringplaces, I usually find a number every season.
John Piddington.
Southern Wisconsin.
:

B66-K66Ders' Soppiies
We make a specialty
The BASSWOOD in

of making the very best Sections on the market.
this part" of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
selected, young and
the best for making the ONE-PIECE
thrifty timber is used.
'Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

HONEY-SECTIONS—

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
Please mention the Bee J<iurnal

when

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

writln<r.

Drouth Lessens Honey Crop.
are thru with our spring and summer

We

crop of honey, having a very good yield
from white clover, hut we had a cool, rainy
spell when the clover was at its best, which,
coupled with the drouth that followed soon
after, made us lose, I think, fully half of
our honey crop; however, I am not grumbling, as there is a good prospect for a fall
crop from aster. The drouth is broken now,

we had a light shower this morning,
which with others we had about a week ago
have brought the aster and other plants out
as

I=>I^IOH3S

•6«%oi?€?%«e

OF-

Perfect Bee-Smokers

Blngliaiii

A-^TID H03>TE3Y-IC3Sri"VES.
Smoke Engine (largest smoker made) 4-m.
Doctor
3H in.
Conqueror
Ijarae
Plain
Little

Wonder

Btove.
stove.
3-in. stove.
2M-in. stove.
2-in. stove.
(weight 10 ounces) ... 2-in. stove.

Honey-Knife

Doz. $13.00; each, by mail, $1.50
"
Doz.
l.lo
9.00;
"
Dt^tz.

Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.

6.50;
5.00;
4.75
4.50;
6.00?

"
"

the new improvements. Before buying a
Bingham Smokers have
or Knife, looli up us record and pedigree.
all

l.OO
.90
.70
.60
.80

"
"

Smoker

FIFTEEN YKAKS FOR A DOLLAR; ONE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror 1.) years. 1 was always pleased with its
workings, but thinking 1 would need a new one this summer, I write for a circular.
I do not think the 4-inch Smuke Engine too large.
Truly,
W. H. EAGERTY, Cuba. Kansas.
January 27, 1897.

Bingham & Hetherington UncappingKnife.

T. F.

BINOHAin, Farwell, nioblgan.

wonderfully.
Mr. Peter Brickey. probably the oldest
bee keeper in this county, was laid to rest
July 20. Mr. Brickey had been an active
bee-keeper in his time.
J.

Anderson

Feels

Wiley Moustjot.

July

Co., Ky..

30.

Much Encouraged.

have been keeping bees five years, and
this is the first time my hives have been
filled.
I have 22 good colonies, and will
probably take off 1,200 pounds — some comb
honey, but mostly extracted. I feel very
I

much encouraged. I like the business, and
I shall give more of my time to it.
E, B. Lan.odos.

Douglas Co,, Minn., Aug.

Carloads
Still

a

Little

8.

Foul Brood.

There are a great many in this countykeeping bees who are not at all informed,

of Bee-

who

Bives
Sections,
Shipping^'Cases,

Comb Foundation

___

the bee-industry. We want the name aiul atldress of every bee-keeper
dealers as well as consumers. We have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery ,40,000 feet of floor space, and all modern appliances. We make prompt shipment. Write
INTEREST ATE MFO. CO., Hudson, St. Croix Co.. Wis.
for Catalog^s, Quotations, etc.

and EVERYTHING usud
in

America.

in

We supply

Please mention Bee Journal "when writiug.

Page b Lyon Mfg. Co.
NEW

LONDON, WIS.,

should take a bee-paper and read up.
This is my first year as inspector, and I
of course have a good deal to learn, I find
the bees in this couuty are in quite good
condition, considering the cold and backward spring we had. We have a little foul
brood, confined to "iw tini of the valley, but
hope soon to have it stampt out. We are
using radical measures, hoping the sooner
to get rid of it. We burn it— bees, hive and
honey.
Owing to the cold, late spring there is
quite a good deal of chilled brood, as we
had it below the freezing point after the
bees had started brood-rearing.
Our comb honey here is fit for a king
the finest in the country and should bring
more than the present price (9 cents.)

—

J. C.

operates two Sawmills that

cut, annually, eight million feet of

lumber, thus se-

curing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

"D__ L^—.^—.—.j^^' Q^..^^l^r^
t5CC^]S.CCpCtS OUppllCS***,
LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most

They have also one of the
improved'machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from pattern.^, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
Send for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

Don't

fail

id

iiieiiti(»ii llie

Bee Journal when writing advcrliscrs.

Mesa

Co.. Colo..

Aug.

Carnahas,

6.

Bees Working on Melon Bloom.
[The following

is

De Larm, of Platte
Hon. G. W. Swink,

a reply to Mr.

Grant
by

Co.. Nebr.. written

of Colorado, who has
had extensive experience with bees and
melon-growing: Editok,]
I don't think your bees would store mucb
honey from the melon blossoms. We don't
consider the yield of honey very much from,
melon bloom, but they get a good deal of
pollen from it. Your bees will store a good
deal of honey from a No. 1 sweet water-

Aug.
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melon, but it will be thin and dark, aud I
never thought it very good to winter bees
on. But the bees would be of great value
to the melon-growers, to fertilize the blossoms so the melons will set. We get
more cantaloupes now than we did before
we bad bees; and the same with water
melons.
G. W. Swink.
Otero Co., Colo.
,-;/

White Honey Crop Short.
The crop

of white honey is very short in
this vicinity this season, but the prospects
are favorable for a good crop of dark

honey.
A.
Sullivan Co., N. Y., Aug. 5.

\V.

Smith.
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those workers were laying to produce drones to fertilize the queen, for I
have no positive proof of it. Altho it does
look doubtful that those would-be queens
would know what their eggs would develop into when they were laying them,
yet that is the conclusion I came to.

]ierJi(ip.'i

I

was

ivry

much

?

Gatheping Some Surplus Honey.

—

—

E. E. H.\STY.

out.

Lucas

Co.. Ohio,

Aug.

7.

AND BEESWAX |

fiONE,y

I

Later. Yesterday {July 29) I examined the hive.
What i/rent changes had
taken place
The young queen had begun
to lay, the laying workers had disappeared,
and no trace of their work left except the
corpse-like pupa? which were dragged from
the cells, and the milky juices being greedily devoured by the bees.
Now. what do
the readers of the Bee Journal think of
such a colony of bees ?

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
Chicago,

10,

Auj,*-.

Beeswax,

ing- well.

Willie
Co.,

paragraph

111..

on page

515,

where

it

July

T.

Stephenson.

comb,

No.

15c;

tracted, white.

1,

14c;

'.I,

;

amber, lie; No. 1, 10c. Extracted in g-ood demaud with market firm. Fancy Florida. 7;4c;
choice, 6'2("7c: amber, S-\iai}c'.
Other Southern, ()5fg,7oc per g-allon for choice, aud 55(n-60c
for common. No demand for buckwheat honev
at this time. Beeswax dull at 25'« 26c.

I

Binder

SO centM.

new

111.

If vou care to know of its
f
:
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Call-

Paper—

Pacific Rural Press,

leading Horticultural and Ag-ricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publish! weekly,

The

handsomely

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

In

arriving.

14c; fair to good,

^ctlllUrillct

The

a moderate way, a few small lots of
Extra fancy 1-pound combs, 13(5
H@12c; dark. poor, etc., 8(fl'9c.
Batterson & Co.
Omaha, Aug. 16.— Still very little doing and
receipts so light that a market price has really
not been establish!. Little lots of choice new
comb are still going at 14/(_^l5c, but a good many
dealers will not touch it at these prices, and in
order to place larger quantities at this time a
considerably lower figure would have to be
made. In the course of another month, when
the weather is cooler and the taste for fruits
more fully satisfied, the demand for honey will
be more general and a more reliable market cau
be quoted. Extracted is slow sale at 7{« 7^3C.

opened

C* fatifrkfniii
fornia's Favorite

Sam-

Peycke Bros.
Detroit, Aug. 19. — There has beeunooiferiugs of new honey and old is fairly well cleaned
up. Fancy white we think would bring 14 cents,
other grades proportionately cheaper. White
extracted, 7'" 8c; uo dark to quote. Beeswax in

good snpplv

ple copv free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cal.
330 Market Street,

WANTED.— Comb

-

price, kind,
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Please mention the Bee Journal Advertisers.

CO.,
Chicago, 111.
writing.

St.,

Please mention Bee Journal

ARE MODELS OF PERFECTION.

Factories and Main Office— WATERTOWN,

and extracted honey: state

and quantitv.

33A13t

BEEHIVES AND SECTIONS
Branch

M. H. Hunt & Son.

at 23(" 24c.

"

R. A.

YOU

12@43c:
Bees-

7c.

so.
Blake, Scott & Lee.
Buffalo, Aug. 4.— The honey season has

W. TORK & CO.

lis Mich. St., Chicago,

1,

would remain

ADDRES8.

«C:0.

lOfollc.

The demand for houey is very light, as is
usual this time of year. While stocks are extremely lig'ht, the old being practically gone,
and no new as yet. Owing to poor crop prospects prices are firm, and it lofiks as if they

Full directions

paid, for 10 cents extra.

Two

16c; A No. 1, 14c; No.
Light amber extracted,

15^«(

No. 2, 10c.
wax, 27c.

ence in book form.
By paying for a year's subscription STKICTLT IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, post-

curred thus:

amber.

1

Williams & Co.

Boston, Aug. IS.— Fancy white comb, 1-pound
sections,

accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Journal can be

had a laying-worker experience in
this summer, that was very
peculiar, and also very interesting. It oc-

fancy amber, 12c; No.
A. B.

will hold one year's numbers
of the American Bee Journal
and will be sent by mail for

We

This

—

Aug-.

Cleveland, Aug. 18. — New honey scarce and
good demand. Fancy white, 15c: No. 1 white,

13(q'l4c;

Wood

our apiary

a. B.

Co.

jobbing- character.

inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-

THE

Clemons &

C. C.

New York, Au^. *).— Old stock is entirely
cleaned up, and ffood demand now for new crop.
We quote: Fancy white, 13c; No. 1, 12c; fancy

in

Laying Worliers with Sealed Cells.

colonies cast a small after-swarm,
one a black and one a beautiful hybrid, but
no queen accompanied the blacks. The
two were hived together. The young queen
became fertilized and laid profusely for
more than a month, but for some reason
she suddenly disappeared, and some of the
nicest queen-cells I ever saw were started.
The strange part of the case was this:
After the cells were sealed, laying workers
made their appearance. As there were few
or no drones in the hive. I thought perhaps
those workers were laying to produce
drones to fertilize the young queen, but, of
course, as the eggs were not laid until after
the queen-cells were sealed, the queen
would perhaps be laying before the drones
hatcht. As I have said before. I thought

1 amber, 12(o 13c.
Examber, 5'2^a6c: dark.

9.
White comb, 11*^@
12^c; amber, 8(gAl0c. Extracted, white,7J<@7"3:;.
lig-ht amber, 6^@7c.
Beeswax, 26'.^#27c.
There is not much offering', either here or at
producing- points. Market is firm at the quotations. Business is of necessity largely of a light

•THIS-*

ture, etc.

Bees reduced from OU colonies to
selling S80 worth '25 colonies froze during the
severe winter, and 9 rousing colonies remain in 3-story lOframe dovetail hives,
full of honey and brood from top to bottom.
A. B, Bates.
Franklin Co., Mo., Aug. IS.

No.

22'a 25c.

HiLDRETH & SeGELKEN.

fifth

surface retains the beat,'' etc. It
should read:
The atmosphere above retains the heat, etc., and the warm atmosphere coming in contact with objects ofithe
earth's surface, contract and give off mois-

ot

25(«'26c.

6(fl:6!^c;

Beeswax,

5@5J4c.

30.

reads,

"The

few consig-nnieuts

R. A. Burnett & Co.
Kansas Citv, Aug. 10.— The receipts of honey
lig-ht, demand fair. We quote: Fancy white

San Francisco,

A Correction and Report.
Kindly correct the mistake in my

—A

CDiub houey received this week, some cases of
fancy in jjlain sections sold at 15 cents, other
lots at 13(u 14 cents, while No. 1 sold at 12(" 13c:
amber grades, \0(a lie; dark, 7fq 9c. Extracted,
while, 7<«' 8c; amber, 6J^f«^7J4c; dark, do. All sell-

!

Massac

«*i. >li iJtti

are

—

Lately the best colonies of bees have been
gathering some surplus and fair quality,
not black stuff like last year. I just bear
that Earl Baker, a young apiarist in the
edge of the city, has been harvesting quite
a lot presumably sweet clover, which is
plenty down there, and scattering this far

jii >W. >ti rft >te >te

surprised also to find the

bees starting cell cups when they had as
nicecells as they could wish. It has been
stated by one of the most prominent beekeepers in the United States, that laying
workers will never appear in a colony that
has brood at the right stage for queen-rearing; this is, however, an exception to that
rule.
But what rule is there that does not

have exceptions

i) >Ji >lt >t»

Roofs Goods at Root's Prices.
Poudek's Honey- Jars aud every- .^
thing used by bee-keepers. Prompt ^^
Service— low freight

Catalog

i^,
^fl

Italian Queens.
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5
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OrdeLEarly
There are indications that the demand
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examine closely the accompanying picture of a diseased
comb, containing all these stages described, taken from a
large apiary where every colony had died with the disease.
TRK.4TMENT OF FOUL BROOD.

The

best time to cure foul brood is during the honeygathering season but. with great care and feeding, it can
be done at other times. First of all, have a clean hive, a
new one is best, but the old hive can be scraped clean, and,
to be sure, I either boil the liive well, or paint it inside with
kerosene oil, set atire, and, when well going, throw in some
water and close the hive tight.
2. In the evening, or when no danger of robber-bees,
exchange the old hive on the stand for a new one. Shake
all the bees into the clean hive
the hive to have some
strips two inches wide of comb foundation on six or eight
frames. I also cage the queen and fasten the cage between
the starters. Close the hive and part of the entrance and
let them alone four days.
3. After four days exchange these frames and starters
for clean frames and sheets of comb foundation. Release
the queen and see that they have feed from this time on,
either from flowers or being fed healthy feed. Honey from
a diseased colony is not safe unless kept boiling and constantlv stirred for at least an hour. All combs from such a
1.

;

Foul Brood— Its
BY

Symptoms and

Cure.

FRANCE.

N. K.

a contag^ious and fatal disease, dreaded
by bee-keepers, as the disease kills the bee
ill the larval age, usuallj' from live to nine days from
the egfg: of the queen-bee. The honey or combs from an in-

brood
FOUL
most of all

is

the germs of disease, and, if left
where bees can g'et to them, will be sure to spread the disease. Never buy or use old combs, hives, bees, queen-bees
or implements from any apiary unless you are certain they
are from healthy bees. Often have I traced the spread of
fected colony contain

the disease to such carelessness.

1.

SYMPTOMS OF FOUI, BROOD.
Colony or swarm of bees appear weak

do not pro-

;

tect the hive-entrance.
2. A part of the brood is
dead, the cappings sunken and
Ragged
of a darker color.
holes soon appear in the cappings.
3. At first the bee shows

brown

streaks,

changing

.

to a

shapeless mass on the lower
side of the cell, in color much
like a

cup of coffee when milk

added. At this stage it will
be sticky or ropy, and if punctured with a stick will draw
out much like warm glue.
4.
There is a peculiar
smell to foul brood in its advanced stage, much like old
glue when heated. In many
cases I have seen the odor was
easily noticed
several rods
is

away.
5.

Old.

diseased

combs

have some cells-with the
sunken cappings, underneath
which there will be in some
this brown, ropy substance

will

;

others will show it dried down
to a black bunch at the front
end of the cell, and still many
other cells will have this dried
down to a very thin scale,
hardly noticeable. But in all
these stages it will stick fast
to the lower side-wall. Please

[This illustratiou and

are talveu from a circular issued by Inspector N. E. France,
the use of Wisconsin bee-keepers. Eiji'tok.I

ai' licle

fol-

—
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colony should be burned in a pit on level ground, so that
any honey or wax not burned will be melted in the bottom
of the pit, to be covered by the earth taken from the pit.
Beeswax, hone?', or refuse of a solar wax-extractor is not
heat enough to kill the germs of foul brood but beeswax
as now made into comb foundation is safe to use. I do not
believe in burning property that can be saved, and know,
by the experience of many, if these directions are carefully
;

followed,

it

will cure foul brood.

PICKLED BROOD
'

——

— SYMPTOMS.

Some seasons pickled brood
cases I have known it to reduce

is very bad, and in a few
large colonies to doubtful
colonies after treatment were in a

hopes, but those same
free from the disease, never showing it since. It
may take as careful handling as if foul brood.
The larval bee shows light-brown spots a little later
the capping, of natural color, has a small pin-hole. The
bee underneath will be round, having a black, dried, hard,
pointed head, often turned up. Chinaman-shoe like. The
skin of the bee is quite tough, and, if punctured, the liquid
portion underneath will run out, somewhat colored, as thin
as water, but never ropj' like foul brood. It has little or
no smell, does not stick to walls of comb, is easily pulled
out, and if the colony is properly cared for in nearly every
case the bees soon remove them all.
Never make your bees use old black combs, or combs
with dead brood left in them, better make them into wax,
and replace with sheets of foundation. If the queen shows
feebleness by putting several eggs in one cell, missing
others, so that the brood is irregular, I should kill her, and
in a week remove all queen-cells from her brood, then introduce a good queen or give a frame of brood with eggs in
Keep all colonies strong.
it from a good colony.
I do not think the most of pickled brood is owing to the
queen, but rather to lack of proper food and heat at stated
times. In most cases I find it from a lack of unsealed
honey and pollen stored near the young brood. There come
times in the spring (between dandelion and white clover
bloom) with no honey coming in, and the old bees eat this
uncapt honey, starving the larval bee at an early age. The
result is, it may be pickled brood, and at a date late enough
they are gathering honey. If a little careful feeding each
day of these shortages is practiced, there will be little or
no pickled brood. Rye flour in early spring often will be
taken as pollen by the bees, if put out-doors in a warm
place. Strong colonies with plenty of good food and j'oung
laying queens seldom have any pickled brood.

month

:

Grant

Honey-Dew a Natural Plant
BY

C.

C.

Co., Wis.

Secretion.

every instance what is written is written from the standpoint that it is an animal secretion. I do not know who is
responsible for the prevailing idea that that is its chief
source somebody said so a good while ago some prominent writer wrote it then, some otherwise well-informed
persons accepted it without any investigation, and publisht
as a fact. So it has found a lodgment in
it to the world
the minds of bee-keepers (or writers on bee-keeping) just as
the comb honey " pleasantry " of a few years ago was acT/if one is no tnore abcepted by the masses of the people.
surd than the other. If all the " bug-juice " articles that
have been written not only by the " small fry," but by
those of much knowledge of the bee-keepers' occupation
were printed in a book, and read by all the people, it would
do inlinitely more to lessen the consumption of honej- than
did the false statements of the scientist when he said that
comb honey could be made by the hand of man. It is no
wonder that so many fall into the error when so man)- of
our prominent writers teach, or admit, that it is no error.
Some of the most voluminous advocates of the theory
of animal secretion have declared that there is no such
thing as "real honey-dew." If there is no such thing as
" real honey-dew," there has been much said upon a visionary subject, and all that has been said of it as an animal
product has not caused a single person to become a consumer of honey. I do as firmly believe that there is real
honey-dew as I believe there is a real Henry Jones. There
may not be a Henry Jones in every community.
I saw honey-dew in the days of my childhood, and lickt
it from the leaves of bushes where it had fallen from its

—

—

Since I have kept bees
honey-dew has not failed a single year.

source above.

—
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Alabama, the

in

is usually in
available as a source of surplus
honey. It comes on time if it comes at all just the same
as the blooming of the trees and plants. The time is fixt
not on a certain day, but at a time when the vegetation arrives at a certain stage of development. The quantity depends upon the condition of the vegetation at that particular stage, which is determined to a great extent by previous
and present meteorological conditions.
What is honey-dew ? It is the material food of the
plant, digested and taken into the circulation of the plant
in greater quantities than is needed by the plant, flowing
out thru the vents provided by Nature as safetj'-valves. So
far as I have been able to observe, this substance is essentially the same, whether exuding from the outlets in the
flowers, upon the stems, or on the surface of the leaves. It
is usually clear as crystal, and that gathered from the
leaves does not partake of the flavor and aroma of the plant
that produces it, but is sometimes contaminated by coming
Fermenin contact and being mixt with other substances.
tation or decomposition, also, sometimes degenerates it into
an unwholesome substance.
The most copious flow of honey-dew I ever saw was in
In early morning and late in
1897.
It was from the pine.
the evening it could be seen dripping from the trees till all
the leaves, and even the bare ground beneath them, were
covered with the nectar. The bees swarmed over the trees,
and the hives were filled as I had never seeti them before.
The honej' was light amber, and of fine flavot, and gave
my customers the best satisfaction of any honey I ever
produced.
While this honey-flow was on, there was scarcely any
honey-dew to be found except from the pine, and everv pine
was dripping with it the small as well as the great. Isolated bushes, overshadowed by trees or other growth, that
were not producing honey-dew at this time, and those stand-

It

sufficient quantity to be

—

—

ing in open spaces away from any overhanging trees, gave
a most favorable opportunity to observe the source of
'Tis true, a few insects could be
this " real honey-dew."
seen with the natural ej'e, and with a powerful glass many
more were seen, but from their diminutive sizes, and insignificant numbers, I would as soon try to believe that the
drop of rain water was secreted by the animals it contains,
as to try to believe that these insects secreted all this honeydew.
Prof. Cook expresses astonishment that so great an
error should find a place in our dictionaries. If he will
carefully read his own evidence in the " Bee-Keepers'
Guide," ISth edition, page 335, and compare it with his
statement in the American Bee Journal of Jan. 12, 1899,
first page, he may be able to give another reason why error

me

sometimes finds

its

way

P.^RSONS.

time to time there appears in the various beeFROM
papers articles on the subject of honey-dew. In nearly

—

Aug.

into good company.
Jefferson Co., Ala.

Value of Sweet Clover for Forage and Honey.
BY H.

R.

BOAKDMAX.

AM

surprised that any bee-keeper of experience, who
has had a reasonable opportunity of observing, should
report sweet clover anything less than a first-class
honey-plant and yet I am aware that there are a few adverse reports coming from very reliable sources.
yes, I think I know from my own exI am quite sure
perience and observations with this plant, extending thru
a period of a dozen years or more that it is unsurpast, and
equaled only by the noted alfalfa; and these convictions
are supported by the opinions of some of the most practical
and reliable bee-men of niy acquaintance.
The last season was the first for several years when
white clover alone yielded me any surplus, and this, too,
with the fields white with its bloom in every direction as
far as bees could fly and yet I should not be warranted in
claiming that white clover was not a good honey-plant. It
has a world-wide reputation that is unimpeachable. If it
were no more abundant than its cousin it would hardly have
gained this enviable reputation certainly not in the last

I

;

—

—

;

—

few years.
I think it has been generally conceded by practical beekeepers that it will not pay to plant for honey alone. This
conclusion is undoubtedly a safe one. We must, then, look
for some other value besides that of honey, in order to
recommend sweet clover as a field crop.
I once supposed, as most people do now, that sweet
clover was entirely worthless as a forage-plant for stock

—
Aug.
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that nothing- would eat it but I have demonstrated to my
own satisfaction that horses, cattle and sheep will not only
learn to eat it, but will thrive upon it, both as pasture and
dried as hay, and that hoijfs are fond of it in the fjreen state.
I saj', they learn to eat it, because most stock have to acquire a taste for it, not takinpf readily to it at first. I g-ave
it a fair trial last summer.
My horses and family cow fed
upon it almost entirely during the dry part of the season.
They became fat and sleek, without the help of grain or
other feed. The milk and butter from the cow showed no
objectionable flavor. The amount of feed furnisht was
something surprising. It has a habit of continually throwing out or renewing its foliage and its bloom also, when
cut or fed back, it keeps it constantlj' fresh. After gaining
a growth of four or five feet in height in dense masses in
my pasture it was fed down entirely, even the coarse stalks,
so that at the close of the season nothing was left.
The
seeding was, of course, destroyed but in my desire to put
to a severe test the feed value of the crop, this was lost
sight of.
Sweet clover, like the alfalfa, sends its great roots deep
down into the hardest, driest soils, thus enabling it to withstand severe drouths as no other plant can. This g-ives it
great value as a fertilizer and growing as it does upon the
hardest, poorest soils, it recommends itself for reclaiming
soils too poor for raising other crops.
It has a habit of
taking possession of vacant lots and roadsides, which has
caused some alarm with those unacquainted with its habits,
fearing it would spread over the fields and prove a pest. I
can assure you it will do no such thing. In all of my acquaintance with it I have never seen it spread into cultivated or occupied fields to any extent. I have been very
reckless with the seed about my own premises and if there
had been any danger in that direction I should have found
it out long ago.
;

;

;

;

;

Some time during the latter part of last summer I made
a trip thru a part of the State where a severe drouth prevailed.
The cattle and sheep lookt gaunt and hungry, and
were roaming over pastures that were dry, scorcht and dead.
Fire had run over the farms here and there, adding still
further to the look of desolation. In places the cows had
been turned into the grooving corn, the only green forage
in sight.
I wondered again and again how it was possible
for the stock to escape entire starvation.
field of sweet
'

A

clover, with its

dark green foliage, would have made a refreshing picture amidst this desolation.
It would have
been more than a picture. It would have supplied a place
where it would have been most heartily welcomed and appreciated in this trying emergency. I think it will recommend itself and come to be appreciated soon in times of
severe drouth.
It makes a slender growth the first year.
It is this crop
that is the most valuable for hay, and cutting it will not
interfere with the second year's growth. The .second year
it grows coarser
blossoms, seeds and dies root and branch.
If cut for hay in the second year it should be cut just as it
is beginning to bloom.
A second crop may be cut late In
the season. It should be well dried, and it requires good
weather to do it in. If cut for seed, it may be thrasht and
hulled with a machine, like red clover, or the seed may be
sovs-n without hulling.
Now don't be induced by the bright picture I have
drawn, to seed your whole farm to sweet clover, for it would
;

am sure. But if you deon a small scale, with an acre or
two, and do it thoroly. I have found it no easy thing to succeed in making it grow as a field crop, and I would advise
sparing no pains in getting it started. When once it gets
possession of the ground it will stay, if allowed to ripen a
late crop of seed.
Sow with winter wheat, or rye in the
spring, the same as other clover.— Gleanings in Bee-Culresult in

an unprofitable

sire to test its value,

do

failure, I

it

Huron

ture.
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Basswood bloomed quite

well, but yielded no honey ;
but not early in the morning as they will

bees workt on

it,

when

honey

yields

it

well.

we have favorable

-weather the rest of the season we
expect to get a fair crop of fall honey. My out-apiary,
which is about five miles from home, is in reach of considerable buckwheat and any quantity of golden-rod. Those
bees are doing better than the ones at home.
If

OUEEX-MOTHKR
I

saw something

observe before in

.\ND

DAUGHTER ON SAME FRAME.

this summer that I never happened to
24 years' experience in keeping bees,

my

and that was an old queen and her devoted daughter, both
on the same frame, and the daughter fertile, too.
I,EVELING SECTION COMBS.

As it may be a help to some
my way of leveling combs

of the novices I will describe
If done in warm weather,
take a pail of cold water (put in a chunk of ice if yon have
it), dip the sections in, or better, put one in as you take one
out, so the comb will get cold and brittle.
Shake most of
the water from them when you take them out, then you can
scrape them down very rapidly with a knife. Another advantage in doing- this is. that should there be any candied
honey in the sections the water will soak it up so that if
the sections are given to the bees at once they can readily
clean it all out. I am seldom able to extract my unfinisht
sections until winter, thus the candied honey in some of
:

them.
ST.^RTING S-WEET CLOVER ON HIGH, SANDY GROUND.

Now I will be very grateful to Dr. Miller, or any other
reader of the " Old Reliable " instructor, if he or she can
tell me how I can get sweet clover started on a high piece of
sandy ground. I have sowed seed on the piece twice, both
times in the spring, once with rye and Alsike clover, and
the result is only a few scattering patches and stalks, but
what there is is verj' thrifty, standing four to seven feet
high.
BASSWOODS DESTROYED BY SUNSCALD .\ND BORERS.
I have set out from 25 to SO basswood trees annually for
the)' usually leaf out all right, but I
several years
lose a great many during the hot months with sunscald and
wrappingborers.
Perhaps
them with paper or cloth would
be an advantage, or even white-washing them but I would
advise
using
tarred
paper,
not
as that would draw and absorb the sun's rays too much.
Well, I have had to stop twice while writing this short
article, and take care of swarms even at this late date
;

;

Aug.

11.

of rain fell this morning, which was much
needed by vegetation. I think it will cause buckwheat to
secrete honey faster, as we get but little from it here when
Waushara Co., Wis., Aug. 11.
very dry.

One inch

Introducing-

Queens— Empty Combs,

trying many ways of introducing queens, have
AFTER
settled upon the following as the easiest and safest unI

der ordinary circumstances
hatching- brood (there need not be
in the cells) and place it in an emptyhive over the queenless bees with a frame the size of the
hive, having wire-cloth nailed to both sides of it between
the two hives. The thickness of the frame is not of much
consequence. I use one about an inch in thickness, and
have u.sed others two or three inches thick. I have introduced a number of queens this way without a loss.
:

Take a frame of
much of the brood left

WHAT TO DO WITH EMPTY COMBS

A Few Wisconsin Notes and Comments.
BY

B.

T.

D.WKNPOKX.

been a reader and lover of
HAVING
can Bee Journal
seventies,

I

the valuable Amerialmost constantly since back in the
thought it about time for me " to arise "

again, like Doolittle's man, and speak.
There is usually about a carload of comb honey produced in this section, but so far there has been but very little gathered this season. Clover bloomed profusely, smelled
very sweet, and was covered with bees, but only a very
small amount was stored from it.

Etc.

BY EDWIN BEVINS.

At the

IN SPRING.

close of the last cold spell of weather in April, I
found myself in about the same condition " Hoosier " was
in as indicated by his question to the senator's answered in
the June 8th issue of the American Bee Journal. Like him
I had about 200 empty combs, and like him I was intending
to work my bees mainly for comb honey.
But the possession of these combs changed my plans somewhat. The answers of the senators came too late to be of much benefit to
me this season, as I had disposed of a part of the combs and
decided on how I would dispose of the rest. But I will here
say that I believe they covered the ground more completely
and satisfactorily than any other patch of ground has recently been covered b_v them in the apicultural field.
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Mr. Abbott, I think, will take it kindly if I question
He tells Hoosier
little with reference to his answer.
Would Mr. Abbott do
to hive swarms on his empty combs.
this if Hoosier's object was to g-et all the white honey pos-

him a

sible in the surplus cases
Mr. Hutchinson, in "

tried hiving'

?

Advanced Bee-Culture," says he
swarms on frames of drawn comb, and gave it

up because he could get better results from hiving on
frames with starters of comb foundation. But conditions
have changed since Mr. Hutchinson wrote. The difference
between a pound of honey and a pound of granulated sugar
has narrowed so much that it is hardly worth while to work
for the greatest possible amount of surplus honey at the
risk of having to feed a portion of it back to the bees in the
shape of granulated sugar.
Would Mr. Abbott use
There is another question
these combs from dead colonies to hive swarms on before
they had been cleaned up by the bees of other colonies ? In
my babj' days of bee-keeping I used some that had not been
cleaned, with disastrous results. But Mr. Abbott, no doubt,
considers that a man who has kept bees long enough to
have 200 frames of comb from colonies that died in winter
knows enough to have them cleaned before hiving swarms
on them. You need not say a word, Mr. Abbott your answer is just as good as that of any of the other senators.
A word as to the way I disposed of my combs I made
beeswax of the crooked ones, and those that were wholly or
:

largely drone-comb. Then I put hives full of the balance
over, or under, as manj' of the strongest colonies in the
When the time arrived to put supers on I took them
j'ard.
away. If any had brood in them I gave most of it to the
colony, leaving enoug-h of the j'oungest for a nucleus, and
either gave the nucleus a queen or allowed it to rear a
queen. Some of these nuclei reared fine-looking queens,
but doubtless some will say that they will not be so longlived as queens reared under other conditions.
There were some colonies in the j-ard too weak to do
much in the sections during the white honey-flow, but likely
Over these
to get strong enough to store some honey later.
I put hives full of combs to be left on to the end of the season. Then I will supersede these lazy or failing queens.
Tlien, I hived swarms on some of the combs as advised
by Mr, Abbott and others. All such work will be done by
the man who wants increase. The man who wants no increase will find ways enough suggested bj- the senators to
help him out of all embarrassment.
It is a significant fact that eight-tenths of ray empty
combs are of the size used in the dovetailed liive. My losses
in hives taking deeper frames were due to the loss of
queens and not to lack of stores. I have bees in some 8frame hives, 12 inches deep, and these have had no attention from me except to spread the brood in some of them,
and put on supers. The hive just mentioned seems to be a
better hive to winter bees in than the 10-frame Langstroth.
I lost some colonies in these in April.
My opinion of the 8 and 10 frame Langstroth hives for
wintering, as esprest in a former article, needs a large revision. Colonies in them which at my second examination
I felt sure had honey enough to carry them to fruit-bloom,
went down at a fearful rate during that last cold spell in
April. If such winters as the last were frequent, I should
abandon the use of such hives, or abandon out-door wintering. It cannot be denied that the frames of these hives are
of a very convenient size to handle. Feeding sugar syrup
to bees is a disagreeable business, but with the Langstroth
frame it becomes a necessity. If I continue to use the 8 and
10 frame Langstroth hives I shall think seriously of providing frames of honej' to be given the bees when needed. To
provide these frames takes from the resources of your own
Therefore, it would seem to be the part of vrisdom
fields.
to get them produced in somebody else's field, or, better
yet, in some field not yet occupied.
IT

WAS

A MEANINGLESS QUESTION.

In ray article on pages 308 and 309, the types raade me
ask a meaningless question. I askt, or intended to ask. if
it would not be well for those who think they must use hives
of standard depth, to make a compromise by using- the 10frarae hive, and contract to 8 frames during the honey-flow.
I was made to ask them if it would not be well to make a
compromise by using the 10-frame hive during the flow.

This would be no compromise at

THE NECTAR

IN

all.

THE FLOWEK-CUPS.

The theory of Mr. Bates that the better portions of the
nectar settle to the bottoms of the flower-cups has received
its death-blow, it .seems to me, at the hands of Mr. Norton.

31, 1899.

will only add that even if this separation were possible, it
would be so slow, and the time for the accumulation of the

I

nectar in sufficient quantity to make a separation possible so
short between the visits of the bees that there cannot possiblv be a separation that will enable the longer-tongued
Italians to store a quality of honey that will be perceptibly
better than that of the shorter-tongued blacks.

Mr. Allen, on page 340, says there is no difference between the honey of Italians, blacks, and Carniolans, when
capt over before extracting. Has he observed any difference at any time, and under any conditions ?
Decatur Co.. Iowa.

Honey for Cash or on Commission— How
by Honeyto Avoid Being- " Taken In

Selling

:

;

Aug.
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Sharks.
BY ERNEST

R.

ROOT.

at
every year, or during the latter part of
NEARLY
least, there are usually quite a number of bee-keepers
it

who complain that they have been unfairly treated by
In some cases, at
commission houses or honey-buj-ers.
His honey
least, the trouble is wholly with the bee-keeper.
is improperly put up, breaks down in transit, and in the
end the commission man is blamed. There are a few expert bee-keepers who know exactly how to put up their
honey, and how to put it on the market without running
But there are many more, in spite of all that has
risks.
been said, who make serious mistakes, greatly to their
financial detriment.
In the first place, let me say that there is a vast difference in the Ifgat responsibility of an actual buyer and a
cominission /loiisc. If you ship your honey to an irresponsible purchaser, and he fails to make you returns, you are
helpless. If lie is worth anything, on the other hand, you
commiscan .sue him for the full amount of your claim.
sion house, on the other hand, if it takes your honey, takes
You will be obliged to pay freight, cartage,
it in trust.
and assume all risk in shipment. If the honey is broken
down in transit, the commission man (if one of the sharpers
or skinflint class) may make out its condition a great deal
worse than it is, sell it at a certain figure, and represent to
you that it sold at a good deal lower figure. He will not
only steal the difference between his actual selling price
and the price represented to you, but will charge up (which
he has a right to do) with freight, drayage, and his 10-percent commission. Altho you may be pretty well satisfied
that he lias actually robbed you, unless you can prove it you
have no recourse in law.
The nicest way to dispose of honey is to sell it for cash
In 30 days" time you will
to a responsible, honorable firm.
get returns for the full amount of your bill. But if the
buyer is irresponsible, and especially if he is dishonest,
look out. I would rather deal with an irresponsible commission hou.se than with an irresponsible buyer. The
former will be compelled to render you some .sort of returns,
while the latter can simply say in effect, " What are you

A

going to do about it ?'" If you sue him you will be running
up attorney fees, without any show of returns but the
commission man must render you some sort of statement,
and remit according to that statement, or go to jail for
having taken your property in trust. He has no right to
;

confiscate

it

;

but, as I stated, he

may make

a false report,

and render you only a small percentage of the actual

amount he received

for the honey.
In the first place, then, investigate the responsibility
of either a commission house or of a buyer, as the case

may

be.

But suppose you get a good offer, and do not really
know the firm, and your banker does not. Or, suppose you
haven't time to write, and that, to all appearances, the firm
is straight, and you desire to close the deal. Ship the honey
to your own name to the point of destination, and attach a
draft (your banker can do this for you) to the bill of lading,
sending both to some bank at the place where the honey is
This bank will, for a very small fee, collect the
shipt.
money, turn over the bill of lading, and the honey to the
actual purcha.ser.
But suppose there is no bank in your vicinity, and you
wish to make yourself safe. Consign your honey as before
to your own name at the point of destination, and then request your agent to express (if you mail it, that relieves the
express company of all liability) the bill of lading to the
agent at the other end of the route. The latter, as agent
for the express company, will collect the money, and deliver

Aug.
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the honey and the
to j-our ag-ent,

of lading-.

bill

Money

when, by paying- a small

forwarded
you can take the

will be

fee,

whole amount of the cash.
:

Look out

for

The concern will be obliged to remit to )'ou according to that report, after deducting freight, drayage and
commission. If you expect to get 15 cents for your honey,
you will probably get in cash somewhere about 4 or 5. This
thing has been done over and over again so much so that
I feel it is necessary to warn our readers thoroly.
Still, again, it is a bad plan to ship to a commission
house, even tho it is quoted at thousands of dollars, and its
honor is above the average, if such house does not make a
speciaify of handling honey. It cannot begin to do as well

deal less.

—

for you as

some

firm that

makes honey

HOMK-M.\DE

a business.

SHIPPING-C.4.SKS.

have several times spoken of the folly of trying- to put
otherwise nice comb honey into poorly constructed or homemade shipping-cases. I know just how our honey-buyers
and commission men regard these poor, miserable, clap-trap
affairs made at the " ordinary planing-mills around home."
A member of a honey firm in Chicago pointed to me a nice
lot of honey put up in home-made cases.
Said he, " If it
had been put up in no-drip shipping-cases of the modern
style, the honey would have brought two cents more per
pound." The cases he pointed to me held 24 sections each.
This would have made a difterence of nearly SO cents per
case, and yet I venture to say tiie penny-wise-and-poundfoolish bee-keeper thought that, because he was saving one
or two cents on the factory-made cases, he vras just so much
I

ahead.

Various commission houses in Albany and New York
Philadelphia and Columbus, emphasized the importance of neat, attractive cases, and in this day of fancy
goods and close competition, it would seem as if it should
be unnecessary to speak of this.

city,

A

PLE.-i

Colonies are selected which were working well at the close
of harvest. A contracted brood-chamber is used, preferably
a half-story hive. Mr. Gi-einer says
'•
Each colony may be given two or three supers of unfinisht sections at one time, and a Miller feeder placed on
top. This, of course, must be kept filled with diluted honey,
which, being kept warm by the heating apparatus, is thus
always in good condition to be taken by the bees. Sometimes I feed at the entrance also- not by an entrance-feeder,
but by piling up at the entrance sections not containing
honey enough to justify me in returning to the hive for finishing. All sealed patches must be unsealed, or scratcht
with an uncapping-comb an instrument that might well
be offered for sale. When the weather is warm enoug^h all
honey will generally be removed from the sections during
the night. In cold nights it does not work so well, and the
bee-keeper must not fail to remove the sections from the entrance early in the morning, or trouble and robbing may be
:

any firm that makes quotations
away above the general market figures. These high prices
are put out as baits. You ship to the house, and as soon as
the honey is in its hands it will report that the " market
has suddenly declined," or that your " honey is of poor
quality,"' or that it was " broken in transit," and after a
little the house will advise you that the honey was sold for.
say, a half what j-ou expected to get for it — may be a good
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FOR THE COM.MISSION MAX.

In the foregoing I may have given the impression that
nearly all commission houses are " up to the tricks of the
trade ;" but that, I am pleased to say, is not the fact. In
several cases we have investigated we found the trouble
was either due to a lack of experience or because the beekeeper himself was desirous of getting the "lion's share."
The dishonesty is not ahvays on the side of the commission man. The difficulties, when they do come up, however,
are mainly those that are the result of inexperience on the
part of the bee-keeper, and ignorance of the ordinary methods of doing business yes, ignorance of the simple principles enunciated above. Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

—
—

—

the result."

—

Black Drops from the Smoker. F. L. Thompson says
the Progressive Bee-Keeper
• Some time ago a questioner in the American Bee
Journal complained that his smoker dropt inky-looking
stuff on his nice white sections when smoking the bees out.
Dr. Miller advised him to clean his smoker. I happened to
in

:

have just cleaned my smoker when I read that, and went
out in the yard and smoked a few hives, and that black stuff
dript around more copiously than I ever knew it to do
before."

Size of Hives. This topic is still to the fore in Gleanings in Bee-Culture. S. A. Niver says that for their buckwheat locality the late Mr. Morton settled upon a 9-frame
hive containing 8 frames and a dummy. Mr. Niver wants
bees to swarm, on this account preferring 8 frames and
Carniolans. so that when buckwheat comes there will be
plenty of bees instead of having the queen crowded out of
the brood-nest by honey stored there earlier. A. N. Draper,
working for extracted hone)-, wants big colonies, and if he
wants to move an apiary in summer to get an extra flow of
honev, it is easier to move a "barn" than two smaller
hives'. With the barns there is no trouble sorting out frames
The queen need not go out of the brood-chamto extract.
ber to lay, and no frame from the brood-chamber ever goes
into the extractor. As a sort of summing^ up, the editor of
Gleanings in Bee-Culture says
:

"

the evidence begins to pile in, pro and con. on this
subject, it seems light is surely breaking. From all that
has been said, if I can interpret correctly from the reports,
it would appear that for northern localities the 8-frame capacity is about the right size when running for comb honey
and it does not matter whether that is in the shape of an 8frame Langstroth or Danzenbaker 10-frame or two Heddon
8-frame brood-chambers, all three being of about the same
For other localities, and particularly in the
capacity.
South, a larger hive seems to be better for the production
of extracted honey. Some think a 10-frame Langstroth is
quite large enough. Others, like Mr. Draper and the Dadants. believe that a 10-frame Ouinby, or what has recently
been introduced as the Draper barn, is the thing.
" It was O. O. Poppleton. one of the most careful and
conservative bee-keepers there is in the whole land one
who has produced honey in Illinois and Florida both by the
ton and by the carload who says that a comb-honey hive
cannot also be a good extracting- one, or something to that
effect that the one designed for liquid honey should have a
large capacity, and that for comb smaller, so that this question of large and small hives, after all. simmers itself down
If there is
to a matter of locality and condition of market.
more money in producing extracted honey, then it is folly
to produce comb
and one should study well his locality,
and then decide on the style of hive.
" It is P. H. Elwood who beg-an with the HetheringtonQuinby, 10 of which frames would make a very large hive,
and now I believe he uses only five or six such frames in
the production of comb honey. These would give an equivalent capacity, if I am not mistaken, of an ordinary 8-frame
Langstroth. On the other hand, the Dadants started with
a Quinby, pure and simple, and they have been producing
extracted honey, and have continued along with the original Ouinbv, y and 10 frames."

As

;

—

—

;

Paste for Labeling Tin. -Put a small quantity of glue
broken in small pieces, enough to cover the bottom of a
tin vessel with sufficient water to cover it
when the glue
has become quite soft fill up to about three inches deep with
vinegar put on the fire to boil, and when all the glue is
dissolved add fiour until it is thick enough to form a paste
not so stiff as to cut it but so that it will just run. This
is said to stick tight to tins, and will not peel oft" in dry
;

;

—

weather.

— Australian

Eee-Keeper.

—

Feeding Back to Finish up'Sections. F. Greiner talks
about it in Gleanings in Bee-Culture. The best time for
such work is when it is hot with hot nights. But his time
for feeding back comes about Sept. 1.
By way of experiment he has built a little bee-house, double-walled and
packt, to hold six colonies. A kerosene lamp holds the temperature at 190°, sometimes not being needed in day-time.

;

ing

The Premiums offered on page 557
for.
Look at them.

are well worth work-

— —
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cance of the experience would be small after all. Guess
remain among the hostiles, and read that editorial on
page 473 some more, until I hear from some other fellow.

I'll

ITALIANS STILL "GRIP" THE M.iJORITY.

On

the question whether to Italianize or not (for honey
alone) the 30 senators at present count out: For keeping
the blacks, 3 for hybrids, 3 on the fence, 2 for Italianizing, 22. Some of us have been- thinking that the Italian
was losing its grip, but this doesn't look like it. Page 459.
;

The

Old Reliable " seen through New and Unreliable Glasses.
By " COGITATOR."

'*

;

;

A CHANCE TO POP INTO POPPY-LORE.
APIS

When Ann

MELLIFERA

HER NAME.

IS

and Horatio went

to be married,
Approachinf.' the altar they luckily tarried

And some one found out that her name was not
"Twas Anna, not Ann, on her baptismal nigrht
Ho's

'Spects
first

found

— Anna

we

I

ri^ht;

I

;

hosanna the chap who
— her name — is not Apis
We've used the wrong name

also shall have to
out that the honey-bee

mellifica, but

Apis

niellifera.

for a good part of a lifetime (without realizing how much
we were losing by it), but let's have it right if it takes a
leg.
Some time about the dawn of the 21st centur\' we'll
get to the end of these abominable, and seerainglj' useless,
changes of scientific names. See Editorial Comments,

page

Dr. Peiro's bees are only like everybody else's bees
when they revel in the poppies, and seemingly- wish they
could devour them completely. Page 461. Here's a notyet-taken chance for somebody to find out something. We
don't expect bees to get very enthusiastic about pollen
and these don't hold still enough to be after
merely
honey; and opium-eaters (at least human opium-eaters) are
languid in their manifestations.

ODOR OF NAPHTHALINE FOR FOUL BROOD.
Odor of naphthaline always present in tlie hive for foul
brood. Worth thinking of for very badly infected locaEditor Cowan, page 468. Does not X-;// anything,
tions.
but prevents development.

456.

A COMMENT ON THE PROGRESSIVE SERMON.
And what shall I saj' about the progress sermon

MISS PICKARD PERHAPS THE PICK OF THE PILE.
suspect Miss Pickard is right, that the latter half of
this century has seen more development of apiculture than
all the centuries gone before.
Many daughters have done
apiculturally but in keeping 111 colonies of bees at an
out-apiarv she rather seems to lead them a lap or two.
I

—

—

Page

4+9.'

THE DADANT QUINTET.

And

the opening picture, page 465, is one of the very
best we have had lately two men who look as if they were
going to smile, and three boj-s, to whom as yet life is too
earnest to smile at. Altho we can't always look very deeply
into boys' hearts by looking at their faces, it looks as if the
Dadants had lawful rights to a quietly proud smile.

—

THE DEAD BROOD MYSTERY.
Tha't California dead brood, ^which isn't foul brood,
quite a recondite mysterj'if Prof. Cook, after several years of experience with it, can't tell for sure whether
it is starvation or not.
I'll say oif hand (like other folks
who don't know what they're talking about) that it isn't starvation. Short rations help it on, or perhaps hinder the
bees from resisting it successfully (same thing in regard to
foul brood exactly), but starvation is not going to kill any
considerable of brood after they are capt over. Page 450.
Hello here seems to be the same thing it) Minnesota.

must be

!

as told on pag^e

518.

rattlesnakes were unusually plenty this j'ear with him.
if there is such a thing as a general rattlesnake
revival.
Here for many years there were none. The local
wise man said ash leaves kept them away. (Plenty not far
distant.) Then again for manj' years, beginning not far
from 1860, rattlesnakes were disagreeably plenty. Then
again for a good many j-ears there were few or none. This
year we have rattlesnakes again.
I

if

wonder

GLUCOSE MIXTURE AND POOR HONEY.
From Herman Moore's excellent essay, page

454,

I

will

" The sale of a pound of
mixture (glucose and something else) has defrauded the
honest apiarist out of the market for ten pounds of genuine
honey." And Tater would add that the apiarist may also
commit the same fraud upon himself by selling a pound of
honey which, altho genuine, is poor.

repeat again this telling sentence

I

truth.

PROGRESSING UPSIDE DOWN.
is again
those young Wisconsin bees,
page 470, have got the Modern Progress and so, of course,
they must stand t'other end up in the cells from what oldfogy young bees do. If their human prototypes could only
get themselves somewhere where they could never gnaw
out — it might not be so well with them, but it would be betYes, here

it

;

:

ter for the rest of us.

A CASE OF OUTSIDE IN THE INSIDE.

My ears prickt up like those of

an interested rabbit, at
and queer new idea of setting frames of
young brood at the outside of the hives. Page 471. Badly
taken in. It means outside in the inside, not in back bethe succulent

side the outside.

QUEENS REARED BY A OUEENLESS COLONY.

ISLAND-REARED QUEENS AND RATTLESN.\KES.
And so Rambler has little inclination toward islandreared queetis. Page 451. I merely wonder why they don't
come in vogue. Or does in-breeding do more harm than
purity can possibly do of good ? And Rambler also speaks
as

of L.

Templin, page 468? Good. But we hear it pretty often,
for one thing. Guess it's mostly so, that when a man can
no longer progress, nor even cheerfully let other people,
One thing he
it's a good thing for Death to come along.
didn't tell us about is the common and pestilent chap who
wants the multiplication-table to progress also — or at least
divers other things which have reacht. or nearly reacht, the
ultimatuiu. We are all in danger of forgetting, in this progressive whirl, that there is any such thing as ultimate
J.

:

MY ENEMY, THE HONEY-BARREL.
must try to be fair with my enemy, the honey-barrel

;

and if Editor Hill, page 458, has shipt several carloads of
honey in cans, and several in barrels, and the cans lost tlie
most by leakage, I'll say it surprises me, and possibly I
ought to be more than surprised — reconstructed. However,
if the leakage on all the lots was but a trifle, the signifi-

Dr. Miller's reasoning, quoted page 471, strikes me as
very good, and also important. That when a full colony
suddenly becomes queenless they will rear a lot of poor
Let them
queens from too-old larva;, but not at first.
sweetly and entirely alone, and they'll come out with a
good queen. Poor ones reared later because at that time
they have only too-old larva;, and they have queens " on
the brain " too much to stop with the first batch.
And the reproof of Dr. Miller for assuming equal standing with one who had reared queens by tVie thousand seems
to me a little too strong. Mr. Hutchinson says he used the
method a year or two. Pin that down, and it might be that
he reared his first year's queens that way, and a few the
second year hardly into the thousands as a beginner in
the queen market and the years are too few. Bees are
versatile creatures, and the conditions under which they
work are variable also, and therefore it takes experience
spread over many years to be anything like sure on such a
question as whether they will start more queen-cells the
second, third and fourth days more than possible that
there is both a red side and a blue side to the shield. A
queen-breeder is apt to rush the season a honey-producer
is more apt to see bees in entirely normal conditions.
Started a little too early, and with colonies not quite strong
enough, and what Mr. Hutchin.son narrates is not far from
what I should expect. I'm not sure of my ground, but have
a decided impression at least, that in a honey-flow, with the
colony tiproariously strong, and multitudes of eggs and
brood in all stages, thev sometimes don't start cells at all
for a day or two— instead of all the first day, as Mr. H. gen-

—

—

—

:

—
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will know in August or early September the character of the stores for winter. In most localities it is so seldom that winter stores are bad that it may be
about as well for the beginner not to trouble his head
about it.
3. Generally there will be a survival of the fittest, bttt
not always. When two young queens fight, the contest is
one of personal strength. Not so when you unite two colonies with laying queens. In such a case it's more a qtiestion of the strength of the two colonies. If you unite with
a fairly strong colony having a poor black queen a weak
tiucleus with a choice Italian queen, you will do well to kill
the black queen at least two or three days before uniting, if
you don't want the Italian killed. Under ordinary- circumstances you may leave the matter to the bees, for the
stronger colony is likely to have the better queen
or perhaps it might better be said that the better queen is likely
to have the stronger colony.

In case the first queen goes out with a swarm,
erallv saw.
it will be another first-day queen just as good that will step
into her shoes, I think. Of course, I'm not advising qitecnhrceders to rear their cells any such way.

BEESWAX

IN A SACK

AN

551

any remedy, but he

" OUGHT-TO-BE."

But you're right, dear prince of York, that beeswax in
a sack ought to be as cheaply carried as the same in a box.
Page 472. Alas, the calmness of a railway magnate when
stung bv " ought-to be(e)s" is g^reater than we-uns can atCOGITATOR.
tain to under the stings of Apis bees
!

;

Sowing Sweet Clover and Cleome.
1.

CONDUCTED BY

DR.

an

C. O. Airj-tER, A/arengo,

III,

sweet clover seed does

it

take to sow half

?

How much

of the cleome, or rock^' mountain beetake to sow half an acre ? I have read that it
should be sowed in the fall. About what month would be
the best ?
3. Can I sow the sweet clover along with the cleome ?
2.

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.]

How much

acre.

plant, does

it

Iowa.

Blacks with a Touch of Yellow

Naming

Answers. — 1. Perhaps

Plants.

A correspondent sends some worker-bees, and asks
whether they are blacks or what. As they differ in appearance from blacks onlj' in showing a very small touch of
yellow, the probability is that they are black with a very
little Italian blood.
A plant is also sent upon which bees were working
freely.
It has peculiar seed-balls, entirely spherical, but I
don't know the plant. It isn't the Chapman honey-plant,
which also has globular balls, but much larger. Please
don't send plants to me for identification, but send them to
Prof. C. L. Walton, 2863 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.,
who will then name them in this journal. C. C. Mir.LKR.

a peck of sweet clover seed
would do well for half an acre. A good deal more than that
would do no harm, and less might do as well. If sown thin
it spreads out, but if sown too thin there is danger that vacancies inay be left where seed misses.
2. I don't know about cleome, and. perhaps some one
who does know will help out.

Management

1.

What makes

this time of year

Bees Hanging Out

Winter Stores

Queens

in Lniting.

1. A cluster forms everj' eve at the entrance of one of
hives. I have rained water, whipt, scolded, etc., yet
they remain there. Is there no danger of their suffocating
those inside ? If so, what is best to do with them ?
2. All the authorities say that for successful wintering
of bees, good, pure honey is one of the great essentials.
Now, how is a beginner to know good from bad, when all
the combs are sealed up in the fall of the year ?
3. I have two weak colonies, and wish to unite them.
In doing so I desire to keep the best queen, but this is what
I don't know, unless it is in the survival of the fittest.
Mj'
inquiry is this
Is the best queen always the winner in the
royal fight ?
New Brunswick.

my

:

—

Answers. 1. If on a hot afternoon you were to come
outside the door to sit in a more comfortable place on a
shady veranda, and some one should turn the hose on you
to drive you in, you wouldn't like it.
Very likelj' the bees
don't like the way you treat them when you try to drive
them in. Don't you worry about that cluster at the door
suffocating the others. They'll manag-e that all right. If
you want to do anything to help them, give more chance
for air to get into the hive by way of a larger entrance. If
you raise the hive and put under each corner a block half
an inch to an inch thick, you will find the cluster at the entrance disappear, not as suddenly as when you rain water
on them, but the effect will be more permanent.
2.

It

isn't

always easy

to

know, but you can make

a

pretty good guess at it. If, as you say, all stores are sealed
up, that's one element strongly in their favor, for thin,
watery honey is not the right thing for winter, even if from
the best sources. There's no law against your breaking
open a few cells and examining the honey. If it's honey
that you think you'd like to eat, you may be pretty sure it's
all right for the bees.
If it's black, disagreeably tasting
stuff, it's likely honej'-dew, and not all right.
But if the
beginner is wise, he'll not wait till the winter stores are all
sealed, for it will be unwise late in the fall to try to apply

Swarming

at

Requeening

Field-Peas

— Overstocking

Water-Melon Juice.

the entrance of a hive turn

yellow at

?

2. How will it do, in swarming-time, to move the old
hive to a new place and set the empty hive on the old stand,
where increase and honey are wanted ? Will the old colony
store enough to winter on ?
3. Do bees get honey from stock peas, that is, fieldpeas ? They work heavy on them.
4. There is something over 400 colonies of bees here
on four miles square. Is that too many for one locality ?
5. Would it be safe to let the bees do their own requeening, or would it be best to do it for them ?
Or will it pro6. Will water-melon juice injure bees ?

duce honey

Tennessee.

?

Answers. — 1.

I might say it is because
I don't know.
not large enough, but that would not be
At certain times, whether
fairly answering the question.
it is from the flowers on which they work, or whether the
color is produced by themselves, they will give a decidedly
j'ellow color to a piece of clean pine with which they come
in contact, especially where they try to g-et thru a crack, or
If an entrance is
where the entrance is rather small.
abundantly large, you are not so likely to see it made yellow.

the entrance

is

The mother colony is likely to
2. The plan is all rig-ht.
have enough for winter, especially as it already had a good
store of provisions when it swarmed.
Either honey or pollen must be g'ot,
3. I think they do.
Watch them when at
or thev would not work on them.
work, and if you find that some of them do not gather pollen you may be sure they are getting honey.
There may, and
4. That depends upon the location.
In some
there may not, be plenty of pasturage for all.
places ten times as many bees would be supported on a
square mile as in others.
5. Unless a great deal of wisdom is u.sed in the matter
it is probably best to leave the matter of requeening to
the bees.
6. The juice of melons is not likely to hurt the bees, but
I don't know the qualitj' of honey that would be stored

from

it.
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he even tas/ed the stuff he sold for honey. He testified to
nothing elsf that showed diligence, small or great. He
showed «(7 diligence. The law requires reasonable di/igenee.
But Justice Hall seemed not to take any notice of this fe;iture of the law, tho he esprest himself, when invited to
taste the stuff bought from Blood for honey, that he had no
it was bogus.
Now, while it would appear

doubt

that the United States BeeKeepers' Association met with rather a discouraging defeat
in its first attempt to enforce an anti-adulteration law, we
are not sure but what a good deal was gained for the cause
Before Justice Hall
of pure honey in Chicago, after all.
rendered his final decision, it was noticed that the honey
adulterators had wisely taken the hint, and there appeared
the additional word "Imitation" on the labels of their
mixture of a good deal of glucose with a little honey, thus
correct!}' renaming it "Imitation Honey."

Besides the above advantage gained, we tliink the adulterators will not find such a great demand for their compound hereafter, as the consuming public were made aware
of the prevalence of the bogus article thru the notices in the
newpapers of the attempt to enforce the anti-adulteration
law of Illinois. For instance, here is what appeared in the
Daily News preceding the trial before Justice Hall:

Bee-Keepers Cause an Arrest.
THEY START TO STAMP OUT HONEY MADE OF GLUCOSE.

The

efforts of the national. State and local bee-keeper>'
associations to stamp out the practice of adulterating liquid

honey with glucose and other substitutes which are cheaper
and more easily secured than the treasured sweetness of
the bee. will assume tangible form on Monday, when Nelson N. Blood, a grocer at 44s West Lake street, will be arraigned before Justice Hall, charged with violating the
pure-food laws.
Blood's arrest was brought about by Secretary H. F.
Moore, of the local association, and ex-President George W.
York of the national organization, and the prosecution will
be conducted by Assistant State's Attorney F. L. Fake. In
the course of an investigation begun last month a small jar
of honey was purchast from the grocer, which, upon being
analyzed, it is claimed, proved to be 90 percent glucose. At
the same time similar purchases were made at other places,
and five other prosecutions will be brought on the same
charge.
The arrest of the West Side grocer was in line with the
present activity of the bee-keepers. It is vie%ved largely as
a test case, and said by them to be important, as one issue
that is sure to come up is the question whether Blood knew
he was selling an adulterated article. It is not claimed that
he did, as his stock was purchast from a jobber, and bore
no label of any kind. At any rate, the bee-keepers assert
that Blood sold adulterated honey in violation of law, and
are going to locate the responsibility. Whether the fight
will be waged against the manufacturers and jobbers the
bee-officials do not state, but such action is in line with
their present activity.

11,

The following was publisht in the Daily
the day after the trial began

News

of July

:

Say Bee-Keepers are After Him.
GKOCEK BI.OOD PROSECUTED ON CHARGE OF SELLING BOGUS
HONEY.
N. N. Blood, a grocer at 448 West Lake street, was on
before Justice Hall yesterday, charged with selling
an imitation of honey. The complainants %vere Herman F.
Moore and George W. York, representing the organized
bee-keepers of America. During the hearing some very
peculiar testimony was secured from the grocer and from
trial

other witnesses.
The first witness was Mr. York, who is the publisher of
the American Bee Journal. His testimony, and also that
of Mr. Moore, who is secretary and treasurer of the Chicago
Bee-Keepers' Association, told of researches in the line of
bogus honey, and especially of the finding of a particular
kind of mixture in Blood's store.
E. N. Eaton, an expert chemist, was then called, and
testified that the mixture in this jar was 90 percent glucose.
After him came Blood, who said he did not know whether it
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was pure honey or not. Nicholas Schmitz, a salesman for
Weber Bros., from whom Blood bought his honey, said that
he was not accustomed to tell his customers whether they
were getting honey or not. If they askt him about it he
told them he did not know.
He did not know whether his
house kept pure honey or the adulterated article. After
hearing these and other witnesses. Justice Hall continued
the case until Friday afternoon.

The Chicago Record

for July 15, contained this inter-

esting item on the subject

Say Honey is Not Genuine.
BEE-KEKPERS CHARGE A GROCER WITH SELLING AN IMITATION PRODUCT.
Justice Hall heard further evidence and a part of the
arguments yesterday in the case of N. N. Blood, the grocer
at 448 West Lake street, who is charged by officers of the
Bee-Keepers' Association with having sold adulterated

honey.

Herman

F. Moore, secretary of the Association, testito produce genuine honey at the
price paid by Blood for the goods. According to Mr. Moore
the grocer should have paid $1.25 or $1.30 for a dozen threequarter pound jars, whereas Blood said that the goods had
cost him 90 cents a dozen. Mr. Moore said
fied that

it

was impossible

:

—

" The retail price set on the honej— in cents a jar was less than any
bee-keeper can afford to sell it for. If I}]ood has any knowledge of the
srrocery business, he oug-hl to know that he could not obtain f,'enuine
honey at 'itt cents a dozen."

Mr. Weber, a
wholesale dealers

member of the firm of Weber Bros., the
who sold the honey to Blood, testified that

the honey was bought as genuine by his house, and that
his clerks were not allowed to misrepresent goods to customers. After hearing part of the argument of Attorney
Fred L. Fake in behalf of the prosecution. Justice Hall adjourned the case to Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. sharp.

The final notice publisht by the Chicago Record, after
Justice Hall rendered his decision, reads as follows
:

Grocer Blood Held Blameless. — In

the case of the
Bee-Keepers' Association against N. N. Blood, a grocer at
448 West Lake street. Justice Hall yesterday held that
Blood was not to blame for selling a substance labeled
"honey." The justice attributed responsibility to the
wholesale grocer from whom the goods were purchast.

A

side-light on the subject of food adulteration

came

out while Mr. Moore and the writer were interviewing
Weber Bros. They very kindly read to us an extract from
a letter they had just written for the guidance of their
salesmen. We were so pleased with the sentiments exprest, that we requested a copy of it, which follows
:

Pure Foods. — We

Chicago, July

10, 1899.

believe the tendency of the buying
public in the future will be in the direction of strictly pure
foods and in our opinion the result of this will undoubtedly prove highly beneficial to the health of the consuming
public, and unquestionably more satisfactory to the jobber,
retailer, and everybody concerned in selling this quality' of
goods. Adulterated articles in the food line are still on the
but we believe it will be to the best interests
market
of all concerned to advocate the purchase of pure foods as
speedily as possible. Unless you know it to be a positive
fact that the article you are selling is absolutely pure, do
not sell it as such. If you are in doubt, make it known that

—

Weber

way.

Bros.

Weber

Bros, wrote the above on
July 10— ///t' i'eiy day that their customer (Blood) had his
There is no doubt at
trial for selling adulterated honey.
It

will be noticed

that

our mind, that this case had a good influence upon
Bros., or they never would have written so strongly
in favor of pure foods.
Why. ;ce couldn't possibly write a
stronger paragraph on the subject. And yet, this same
firm, a few days before, was selling glucose for honey
A'ow they label it "Imitation Honey."
all, in

Weber

I

Where is the bee-keeper who will say that nothing was
gained in the interest of pure honey in this attempt to stop
We contend that the effort
its adulteration in Chicago ?
was worth all it cost, even if defeat was apparently the re-
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What

suit.
It will

pay

needed now, is to " move forward " ag'ain.
keep close after the sellers of adulterated

is

to

honey

We

until they cease entirely to offer the fraudulent stuif.
are in favor of the United States Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion continuing- the

everywhere

good work

;

and we believe bee-keepers

the opportunity to contribute
till every honey adulterator,
and also sellers of the mixture, are put where they can't
will

rejoice in

push this war

their dollars to

defraud innocent consumers.

Aug.

Canada, called on

us,

Aug.

when on

22,

ings in Bee-Culture for Aug.

IS,

editorial in

reads as follows

Glean-

:

" Since our last, reports give a little better showing.
Indeed, it begins to appear as if there were some bee-keepers, and even some States, where a fair crop of hone^' has
Missouri, generallj' speaking, has had a
been secured.
good yield. Wisconsin will have more honey than was at
Northern California has produced quite a
first -expected.
showing of honey. Certain portions of Colorado show a
good vield and many places in the South have had fairly
good flows of honey. But taking everything into consideration, Northern honej-, both comb and extracted, will be
;

a rather scarce article."

»

* *

Mr. Chas. H. Thies, Randolph Co.. 111., with his sister,
made us a very pleasant call, Aug. 23. He is one of the
many reliable queen-breeders whose advertisements are
found in the American Bee Journal, and he deserves all the
success with which he is meeting.

be seen by referring to the market reports, that
honey are stiffening up a little, so that those who

have a crop

this year will be able to get a fair price for

:

Mr. a. T. McKibben,

of Morrison Co., Minn., has sent
us a series of photographs illustrative of his apiarj- and
some of the implements he uses. The pictures are too dim
to eng-rave well or we might use some of them in the Bee
Journal. Mr. McKibben has 195 colonies of bees, but reports "very little honey as j-et."
* * * *

Mr. W. H. Putx.\m, president
Co., of Wisconsin, dropt in

to see

Mfg.

of the Inter-State

us

when

in

Chicago

last

week on a business trip. Mr. Putnam's factory is in a good
lumber district, so they should be able to turn out bee-supin a satisfactory manner. Their advertisement
every issue of the American Bee Journal.

plies

is

in

« * * « *

It will

prices of

way home from

a six-weeks' tour to the Pacific Coast country. Mr. Yeigh
He reports a good
is a very pleasant gentleman to meet.
season's business at their factory this year.

*

The Country's Honey Crop.— An

his

31, 1899.

Mr. Ed Goodrich, of St. Croix Co.,
estimate on the American Bee Journal

places this

AVis.,

:

it.

' Anj-

man

that reads it for one j'ear and doesn't learn
it. is either too wise for this generation, or
too thick-headed to learn. Long may the Bee Journal prosper, and continue to stand in the very front ranks of bee-

something from
Philadelphia Convention Next Week!
j'Oii going to be there ?
The pro-

— Are
gram

is

The railroad rates
The Pennsj-lvania Lines are

a fine one.

are right.

the ones to patronize

near them.

if j'ou

A number

are

anywhere

of bee-keepers

go on the Pennsylvania road from
Chicago, and will get on all along the
way from here to Philadelphia. Dr. C. C.
Miller and other prominent Western bee-keepers, with the
editor of the American Bee Journal, will leave over this
will

road Monday, Sept. 4, at 3 p.m. We want a large number
of bee-keepers to go in that company. It will be a glorious
ride all the way, and we can have a continuous, moving

convention for 27 hours without a break

and

reit

when

— except

to sleep

tired.

The above

literature."
*

»

Mr. D. H. Coggsh.'VLI., of
us Aug. 21, said

Tompkins Co., N.

Y., writing

:

"I expect to be at the Philadelphia convention, Sept. 5,
and 7. I am getting a good flow of buckwheat honey now.
I have seven yards of bees to look after, and it keeps me
busy all the time. My hired hand and I took out 2.300
pounds of honey last Saturday afternoon."

6

* » # * «

of Worcester Co., Mass. wrote
us Aug. 22
" I intend to attend the Philadelphia convention of the
United States Bee-Keepers' Association, next month. The
Old Renice, clear pictures shown on the first page of the
last week, make me wish that I was going to travel
liable
over the route with you. What time does the convention

Mr. Brooks D. Cook,
:

'

'

train arrives in Philadelphia in time for the

of the convention, which is to be held
Tuesday evening, at 7:30 o'clock. Don't forget the place of
meeting is in Franklin Institute, 15 South 7th St., between
Market and Chestnut streets.
And don't forget to go on the Pensylvania Lines if you
want a pleasant and comfortable journey, thru scenerj' that
rivals that of any foreign country.
See page 513 of the
Bee Journal of Aug. 17 for a few samples.
verj' first session

open

?

" I wish you success in your
next month."

and hope

efl'orts,

The convention opens Tuesday evening,

We

will be pleased to see you,
o'clock.
as 500 others.

to

Sept.

meet you
5,

at 7:30

Mr. Brooks, as well

* * * *

.\nd Wife spent a very pleasant three days
(Aug. 15 to 17. inclusive) at Old Salem Chautauqua, Petersburg, 111. The Assembly is only in its second year, and yet
there were present regularly between three and four thousand people. It is located on a loveh- spot, where Abraham
Lincoln spent his young manhood days. Everything on
the place is replete with historic interest, and the program
during the session was all that could be desired. It included
Hon. James Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture Hon. W. J.
Brj-an Dr. P. S. Henson, of Chicago Rev. Z. T. Sweeney,
of Indiana Prof. J. G. Camp, of Georgia, and many others,
besides splendid musical talent. The assembly was in session from Aug. 11 to 22. It is a fine place to rest, and at
the same time be lifted up mentally and morally. Better

Ye Editor

;

;

;

;

Mr. J. O. Grimslky, of Bee Co., Tex., expects to be at
the Philadelphia convention.

go next year

if

you can do

so.

« » « « «

Hon. Geo. E. Hilton, of Newavgo Co., Mich., wrote us
Aug. 21
' I never saw it so dull. The honey crop for Michigan
is practically a failure.
It has been one of the most singu:

lar seasons

I

ever saw."
« « « # «

CD Mr. Henry Yeigh,

secretary of the Goold, Shapley &
Muir Co., bee-keepers' supply manufacturers, ^of Ontario,

Please send us

Names

of

Bee=Keepers who do not now

get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
You can aid much
in nearly every number of this journal.
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.

Aug.
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SWEET CLOVER

Root's Column

Dam. Cartons
We

presume you have received a
if not, send a 2-cent stamp
for one. These are meeting- with considerable favor, and as the price is less

we

look for a large sale.
AVe have, in fact, already ordered 100,000 of this style. We are prepared to
furnish the following sizes
old,

:

I

Button-Bush or Button-Ball.
am sending a flower which grows here

around the river bank, and would like to
know its name, and how good it is for
J. Rookha.
honey.
Jasper Co., Ind.

The plant sent by Mr. Roorda

mon

is the comblltton-bu^h or button-ball, an excel-

lent illustration of which will be found on
page 373 of my " Bee-Keeper's Guide. " It
grows abundantly on low. damp lands in
all our Northern States, aud, like the linden, which blossoms at the same time,
affords a rich harvest-field for the bees,
which they are never slow to occupy. A.

—

Cook.

J.

4'^x4",4:xl 15-16

Mason-Bees and Wasp.

4'4x4;4'xlKs

Editor York: — Under another cover I
send you a queen-cage containing four

4'+s4'4xlK,
•

>]

7-to-foot

4',x4>4:xl>is
4'4X4'q:xl>'2

VsxSxlv,

PRICES.
$

If,,'you

.50

2.25
4.00
17.50
30.00

5000
10000

want your name and address

printed on cartons, add to above prices
7Sc per 500 $1.00 per 1000.
For more than 1000. 50c per 1000 after
the first thousand.
:

30c per 100

;

;

I am anxious to know
something about, and would highly appreciate any information regarding them.
One you will see is almost jet black in
color; two are brown, and the other,
longer than the rest, is of a gray color,
with yellow legs somewhat resembling a

stingless bees, which

4x5x15^

100
500
1000

queen.

found these strange

I

the sunflowers. These
plants that I have noticed
on.

7K

'Jx

BEE-HIVES, SECTIONS
SHIPPING-CASES,
And

all

other Bee-Keepers" Supplies
our Catalog,

listed in

length,

OwiiifT to tbo phenomenal advance in the cost
of raw materials rantring- from ^i' tt» luo percent,
especially on lumber of all kinds, it is impossi-

ble long-er to maintain former prices. New price
prepared which we hope to have
ready by Oct. 1. The advances will rangre from
twenty to thirty percent. Orders received after
Sept. 1 cannot be accepted at old prices. Instead of making- g-radual advances, keeping- pace
with the increase in value of the raw materials
which has taken place during^ the past six or
eig-ht months, we have maintained former prices
until the close of the season. Now we have to
make the advance all at once, and on that account it may appear like a larL''e advance: but
lists are bein*,'

it is

not as

(:r'"eai,

figured in percents, as

t"he

compared with other bees.
Elbert Hats.

Co., Ala.

insects sent

Three are

in the earth.
The
All bees feed young

mason-bees, as they dig
is

also a digger.

on pollen, and have broad, hairy hind legs.
The wasps have slim, smooth hind feet.
The bees feed pollen which they carry on
the legs or hair. The wasps feed their
young on insects. There are no stingless
"bees or wasps in our country, so far as I
know, except they be males. I will speak
more at length on this subject soon. — A. J.
Cook.

"Bee Jones"

the Necromancer.

may

be that to an old offender the
method employed by H. S. Jones, of this
(Cook) eounty. would tie considered matters of every day observation, but to young
and succulent tyros in • apilore " bis management of bees bordered strongly on the
marvelous.
My recent call upon him resulted in
much pleasure and iustructinn. I espied
him under the sheltering brim of a big
straw hat. which the scorching rays of the
sun essayed ineffectually to curl. Squatted
before a hive covereil over with bees as I
never saw before, he there soliloquized in
good round English regarding the peculiar
It

BOTH >X^HOLESALE AND RETAIL

irYoTomD

ad-

vance in materials has been already, and still
higher prices will undoubtedly be reacht on
lumber during- the next six months than those

bm

a

\vni_'i

mtliat had everlast"])^ .vheels

w..uldntit
WOULD
YOU DO IT?
Well liere'sliow
my to do

ruling at the present time.

Lt- til

17

f

ii<>>

.11..

Electric Steel

TIk'V cati'f <lrvn.it

ADDRES5

THE A. L ROOT
MEDINA, OHIO.

CO,

only

by Mr. Hays are not all
bees, one a wasp. The
bees are solitary bees, which may be called

wasp

Withdrawn

the

them working

If you will notice, you can see that the
tongue of these bees is a great deal longer
than those of the blacks or Italians, and by
drawing it out with a small pair of forceps
you can readily see that it is of an enor-

The

iU. iii.

are

on

bees.
iti.
f^\

creatures

;

Cullman

Prices

little

some time ago working on the squash and
pumpkin flowers in my garden also a few

mous

All

And Several Other Clover

^^^^^^n

sample, but

than the

555

A SET OF
une
anil

a

Electric

Hriri

t-ft

Wheels
iM'.se.

hiiirh

one.

Wheel

H.jiid

Co.,

fur catalogue,

Box

16.

it

i

thev

CAN TROT OR BREAK DOWN, l".„'tmake
Any ililft.'! >jnx' u lint waj^'Mii yuu liave we
can lit jt. Wheel,- uf any lieiKl'tandany
uidth of tire. May be the wheels on
your wa^'onare pond. Ifthev are buy
THESE ft"d have two wagnns-ahiw

I

** free.

Ouinc>,

Ills,

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

I

mite

Seeds.

—
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CHEAP^^^^
LANDS
Located on the lUiaois Central R. R.

^^
^^
And

SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS

in

^^

also located on the Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley R. R. in the famous

YAZOO VALLEY
of Mississippi
isissippi

— specially
raisin

<r

adapted lo the

of

CORN AND HOGS.
Soil RicHest

World.

,Se

conduct of this particular swarni. I knew
by the knitted brows of his gentle cotintenance that before bim was a problem even
more abstruse than any Euclid had ever
thought of. But nothing daunted, one view
was apparently clear to him to divide that
myriad of bees into two hives— a thing he
magically proceeded to do in the most nonchalant fashion.
How he dared the peril of that swarming
multitude without veil or other protection
than bis smoker is past my ken, but his
means were certainly and speedily effectual.
Not only with his reasonable Italians did
he thus "dally, but a little later with a
neighbor's dark Germans as well.
His
visit to them was an errand of pillage the
extortion of their coveted supply. Nothing
daunted, he blew a volcanic blast into and
upon them, then with a trusty old chisel
separated the .'uper from the broodchamber, swept the lingering bees with a whisp
of grass, and, presto
he had substituted

—

!

empty

sections for the luscious fat ones,

Now, what manner

SKENE, Land Commissioner,

E, P.

Park Row, Room 413,
CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.
Cent. R. R. Co.,

111.

30A16t

The American
of PlirenoloEy,

Institute
,i.K

Mks. Charlotte FowWells, incorporated in

.So<>,

opens

Pres.

Sept.

its

5. IS'i'i.

next session on
For prospectus

^free on application} to
the Secretary, care of

send

FOWLER

&.

WELLS CO.

27 E.ist 31st St., N'KW YoKK.
Ple.ise mention the Bee Journal.

2TA'*l

FREE FOR A MONTH

re-

filling.

Pamphlets and Maps.

for

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper pnblisht in the United States.
If

Wool marUets and Sheep

of

man

FRO

can breast theire of the winged " beasties "
without flinch or blanching ? Or is he, as
he really seemed, leagued with the abysmal
powers, of reputation old and sulphury
Time was. in good New England, when such
an exhibition of witchcraft would have insured the burning stake, the pillory, or
ducking pond at least. But '3,511 pounds of
choice white honey, with slashens more in
prospect, might incite even a less valiant
person to the trial.
He vouchsafed me a suggestion which I

addressing

34 Central Music Hall. CHICAGO.
Enclose return stamp.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Gold

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAGO.

surreptitiously repeat for the benefit of the
less favored
in bee-wisdom as myself.
Following the question of what I would do
to make a swarm settle where I wanted it
this subtle scion of Eribus, but
the idea
in this life named Jones, actually confided
that if a queen-cell were cut out in May,
and the royal jelly contained in it smeared
upon a convenient branch or fence, that the
truant swarni, smelling this jelly, would
alight upon it, or near it, when an empty

—

—

!

my

ILL.

THE SUCCESS

spinal cord, e'en upon this sultrv day
Cook Co.. III.
Emm'Uee.

of Pjiare Fence is not in (imiht Over r.O(i,0(X) farmers
are usincr it, andtellint: Mn-ir neiirlihors to in*»- it.
i»a*;k uovi:n wmv. fknck co., aimcia>.>im'II.

writings

I

BEE^SUPPLIES,
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

L,ang'stroth Hives

4

and everything-

Leininger Bros' Queens are worth their wetg^bt
and great REI>
CLOVER workers. We have secured 112 pounds
of honey per colony as the result of the past
poor season. Queens from the above strain will
be sent by return mail at 50 cents each; J4 doz.,
S2.'>i>.
Queens warranted purely mated Italian.
LEININGER BROS.. Ft. Jennings. Ohlo.
33Atf
Please mention the Uee Journal,

TtiGfl.l.RooiGoiiiDany
HA\"E ONi: OF

Hundred
but
all

Send

C. H.

for our Catalog.

W.CINCINNATI,
WZEBER,
Successor to

4
f
•J-

4

f
4

the mints,

it

secretes

nectar.

Ch.\s F.

Muth & Son

and A. Muth.

HENRY ALLEY,

WANTED!
We

are

now

in shai)e to buy Extracted
in lari^e or small lots.

Honey, either

Parties havinir any to offer will do well
to sell to us, as Cincinnati is a (.'reat
market for Extracted Honey. Submit a
small sample, slatintr quantity, style of

package, and price expected.
remittances.

Prompt

References:

Western German Hank — The Hrigrhton
German Bank Co. ;both of Cincinnati, O.)

•5-

7Atf

Wknham, Essex Co., Mass.
when -writing.

33Atf

Please mention Bee Journal

Please mention the Bee Jtttniia

HONEY

Your
We

will bu\ it.uo matter
where you are. -Address,.
I
triviiiir description .iild price,
SON, Fairfield, III.
:-4Ait THOS. C. STANLEY
I

&

Please mention Bee Journal -when -WTiting.

The MoNETTE
Device

is

It

on page 3.57 of my " BeeKeeper's Guide." A glance at the admirable figure would have shown Mr. L. at
once what the plant was. Nearly all our
most valuable honey-plants are accurately
illustrated in this book. — A. J. Cook.

Can't Complain of Honey Crop.
Our crop of honey is not as large as last
year's, but we cannot complain.

a

Queen-Clippinif
thing for use itt

fine

and clipping Queens*

catching-

illustrated

We

mail

for 25 cents;

it

FREE
a preONE NEW

or will send it
mium for sending us

.-»s

subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or forSl.lO we wilt
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY.
118

Michigan

Chicago, IIU

St.,

me send you my 64page Catalog for 1899.
A/, tjcn/tins, Wef ampica, Ala*

BEE-KEEPERS

Let

!

Please mention Bee Journal

when

WTitiii&

E P Gbignon.
(

lutagamie Co., Wis., Aug.

17.

A Splendid Honey-Flow.
Ontario is on the whole
much below the average. The rei)orts received by the Department of Agriculture
indicate that the average surplus will not
exceed '25 pounds per colony, whilst many
will require to be fed for winter.

The honey crop

EXTRACTED HONEY

rearing-

THE BEST BREEDING QUEENS

wings.

much

am

they ever had came from my apiary, and so say
5,0(k) other bee-keepers, and I can produce theletters backing up this statement. I have bred
out the swarming and vicious characteristicsfrom my strain of bees so that they are practically non-swarmers, and as gentle as one conld
desire. One Queen, ?l.iX>; two Queens, $1.80; six
Queens, $5.00, or 5'>.i>" per dozen. Everythingguaranteed.

would

OHIO,

2t46 Central Ave.,

Dollar Queens,

have two others from which I
queeus. The A. I Root Co. say

oT,

— in fact everything used by beekeepers.

=

MV

I

Lyons.

pertaining to same.

Muth Jars.Muth Honey Extractor

4

I

*

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

The flower from Wm. Lyons, of Iowa,
motherwort — one of our
is the common
most valuable honey-plants. Like almost
is

•5-

Wm.

have named.
Sioux Co.. Iowa.

all

4

enclose a sample of a plant that

like to

Queens

!

in gold; large, prolitic,3"*illo^v,

Mothep-woFt.

when

Gold

1

of Mephisto
What occultism is
this that so deep, dark and mysterious
secrets remain
yet unexplained ?
The
thought of it maketh the shivers cool

Shades

!

Please mention Bee Journal

!

hive would house them.

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industr.v, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.

FREE, by

PEIRO,

qj^

AVrite at once.

?

I

lUUNG^ KIDNEY

troubles can obtain valuable advice.

that

this,

is

31, 1899.

SUFFERERS

—

and returned to the hive for a fresh
Write

Aug.

Don't Rent

in

In this locality and in a few others, the
flow was good, in fact with me the best I
ever had, averaging fully 130 pounds per
colony,spring count, chiefly from basswood.
Management had a good deal to do with it.
as others in this immediate locality do not
speak of an average of over 50 pounds per
colony, and some even less.
wish to say that I am particularly inI

ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn

Belt," a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
209

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

Please mention Bee Journal •wh.en writing.

—

Aug.
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Golden

any one who

One New Subscriber.

now a subscriber to thivS journal, and WtlOSe subscription is paid tO the
will mail a Golden Italian Queen free as a premium for sending us
subscriber for a year, with Si. 00 to pav for same.
is

we

CTd ol 1899, or beyond,

one new

Queen Free

Italian

For sending us
To

557

& CO.,
QEORQE W. YORKMichigan

Address,

118

The Midland Fanner
SEMI MONTHLY
.

The

representative modern

Farm

I'aper of the

Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Page
departments to every branch of Farming and
Stock-Raising. Plain and Practical— Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neighbors (for
free samples), and we will enter your name for 1
year. (If you have not received your money's
worth at end of year, we will, upon request, continue the paper to you free of cost another year).

W. M. BARNUM,
Wainwright Building,
7Dtf

Publisher,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

debted to an article in one of the May numbers of the Atnerican Bee Journal, from the
pen of C. P. Dadant, for my success: in
fact, I have found the American Bee Journal a valuable help to me in my apicultural
work, and could not now very well dispense
with its weekly visits.

Owing to the short crop, honey is in good
demand, and bringing better prices than
last season.
A. Boomek.
Ontario, Canada, Aug. 19.
Likel.y

I do not think there will be any honey
shipt from here this season. There is nearly
a failure all over southwestern Colorado,

with prospect of a

by return

mail, Sd cents each,

$o.Ui»

per dozen.

Tested, Sl.LK) each. I have no 3-banded Oueens
3-banded drones in my yard this seasmi.
making a specialtv of rearing onlv 5-banders.

Am

Montezuma

33D2t

Falmouth, Rush Co., Ind.
mention Bee Journal when writinK.

—

YOU WANT THE

<»-|F

BEE-BOOK

"That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than anv other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

Mrs. a. J. Barber.
Aug. 11.

Co., Colo..

I bought one colony of bees last spring,
and they swarmed twice, but they have
stored no honey in the sections over the
brood-frames yet, but I think they soon
will, for the flowers are coming into bloom
on the low lands, and wild rice is .lust
coming into flower. W. A. F. Peterson-.
Goodhue Co.. Minn., Aug. 1.5.

4
^>
#

NOTICE.
H. G.

f

which

will be sold, until further notice,
at SO cents each, or si.\- for S3.T5. Selected
Queens, lar<fe and yellow all over, at 75
cents each; six for $4. Selected Tested,
$1.50 each. Queens sent bv return mail.
Safe delivery and satisfaction guaranteed.
Queens are prolific, and the
bees are e.xcellent workers.

My

Read

*
A
w

testimonials:

Romeo, Mich., Julv lu, isig.
Mr. Qt-iRiN— Dear Sir:— The queens you sent
«ne have turned out the yellowest bees in my
apiary, are gentle to handle, are large and well
markt.

C. C.

Cha.mbeklaix.

Blockly, Iowa, Julv 5, 1S99.
Mr. Quiri.x— Dear Sir:— The queens I got of
jou last year are giving good satisfaction, better than some untested queens I paid SI 00 for, to
breeders

who

Address

all

sell for

Yours

no

less at anv time of year.
truly,
Edwin Bevi'ns.

orders to

H. G. QUIRIN, Parkertown, Erie Co., Ohio.
34A10t
Money Order Office, Uellevue.

Please mention Bee Journal

Saw Wanted
-\ddress,

35A2t

when

writing.
cond-

£
!
lur inaU'ing hives.

CHAS. ARNESON.

Tawnev,

FillnH.re Co.,

f^ease mention Bee Journal

when

have

2.")

colonies of bees,

all in

fine con-

I have been reading the valuable American Bee Journal with much interest since I
subscribed, last spring. The reports under
"General Items," from various States, are
especially interesting,
V. H. Fisher,
Grundy Co., Ill,, Aug. 31.

WARRANTED PURELY VATED,

i

I

the Oueen-Iireeder, has

600 GOLDEN ITALIAN
QUEENS.

J.

%
^

OUIKIN,

I

MlN.--'-

rating.

of the Apiary,

— iiY

-

PROF, A,

J.

COOK.

460 Pages 16th 1899 Edition 18th Thousand

Sl'25 postpaid.

A description of the book liere is quite uttnecessary— it is simply the most complete scientific
aud practical bee-book publisht to-day. Fully
illustrated, and all written in the most' fascinating- style. The author is also too well-known to
the whole bee-world to require any introduction.
This loth and latest edition of Prof. Cook's
majrniliceiit book- of 460 payes, in neat and substantial cloth binding^, we propose to GIVE away
to our present subscribers, for the work of g-ettin^
subscribers for the American Bee

NEW

Journal.

Given lor

TWO New

followin<f offer
scribers only, and no

dition. The honey-flow in this locality was
most excellent. I have taken off half a ton
of choice honey (comb and extracted) so
far, mostly from white and sweet clover,
with prospects good for an abundant fall
flow.

l-iberal Discounts to the Trade.

Manual

Or,

The

Excellent Honey-Flow.

Bee-Keepers' Guide.

ILL,

No bee-keeper is fully equipt, or his library
complete, without Thk Bee-Keepers' Guide."

A Beginner's Repopt.

DANIEL WURTH,
Plea,se

rise.

CHICAGO,

THe Be6-K66P6r'§
^ Guides

No Honey Shipt.

and northern New Mexico. We have a fair
crop, and I am selling at s',; and 10 cents
for comb, and seven for extracted now,

•or

Street,

Subscribers.

made to present subpremium is also g^iven to

is

the two NEW subscribers— simply the Bee Journal for one year:

Send us two new si^'bscribers to the Bee
Journal (with :r2.LK;i and we will mail yon a copy
of Prof. Cook's book FREE as a premium.
Prof. Cook's book alone sent for Si. 25, or we club
it with the Bee Journal for a year— both for only
But surely anybody can g-et only
tI.75.
NEW svBSCRiiJERS to "the Bee Journal for a year,
and thus fjet the book as a premium. Let everv
body try for it. Will YOU have one?
.

TWO

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHICAGO. ILL.

lis .Michiiraii St..

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no

Bees Have Done Nothing.

Sag- in

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being- the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

Bees have done nothing here this summer.
We may have to feed some, as it is too dry,
and no nectar in the flowers.
George K. White.
Ontario, Canada. Aug. IT.

J. A.

VAN DE17SEI9,

Sole Manufacturer,

The Spreading Disease.
In regard to what " Minnesota " has to
say, on page .518. of the worm found in
combs which have this bee-disease resembling foul brood, but which it is not, an acquaintance, in trying to clean combs of
this dead brood, found quite a number of
these worms, resembling wire-worms. The
worms were found in the corabs, when
taken from the hive, but the dead brood
had to be removed in order to And them,
i ne Mciivoy treatment for foul brood will
not rid colonies of this disease, as we have

Sprout Brook, Montg-omery Co., N.Y.
Ifj'ou care to know of its
I
;
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper

r^«>lifr*f
Mi'i
^dlllUI llld

The
The

Pacific Rural Press,

leading- Horticultural

paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely

aud

Ag-ricultural

Publisht weekly,

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

ple copy free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Market Street,
S.an Francisco, Cal.
Please mention Bee Journal when -wTiting.
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Basswood Extracted Honey For Sale
IN

60-POUND CANS.

We are prepared to furnish the best new Basswood ExSamtracted Hone}-, in 60-pound tin cans, at these prices
ple for 8 cents, to cover package and postage one 60-pound
cans
or
can, at 8!'2 cents a pound two
more, 8 cents a

Au"-. 31, 1S99.

found by many experiments at different
places. This disease is in many places in the
East, and I hope to get some information
as to the cause and cure, at the Philadelphia convention.
X. J. .Stringham.
New York Co., N. Y.

:

;

;

pound

— CASH WITH OKDEK. Address,
GEORGE W. YORK &
lis

OUR MOTTO

Michigan

Street.

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WELL MANUFACTURED STOGK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

!

Crop Almost a Total Failure.
The honey crop is almost a total failure
here, but I must have the American Bee
Journal, for of course I live in hopes of
better times another year. There has been
plenty of bloom, such as basswood and
clover, but such a dearth of honey, that,
like Dr. Peiro, I have been led to enquire,
' Why was this thusly ?'' but that query is

Crawford

Seciloiis. SHiDDino-Gases and

Mrs. Paul Barrette.
Aug. 16.

unanswered,

still

Co., Wis..

Season a Perfect Failupe.
The honey season in this locality has
There will be no
hnnev for the market from the great honeyb=en a perfect failure.

B66-K66DerS' $UPPll6§
specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
The
the best for making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young and
thrifty timber is used.
'Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

BASSWOOD

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

Please mention the Bee Journal when writing-.

York State.
The bees wintered

belt of

We make a

PK,IOE3S

finely, and were in
the best condition early in tfie season to
handle a big crop, and the weather was
delightful, just wet enough and just dry
enough, to all appearance; but that mysterious cause that keeps the honey from,
flowing was here all thru the season.
Feeding will have to be done largely towinter the bees, unless something unusual

happens.

Bugjuice "

Olf'

is

the only thing bee-keep-

ers can look for to help them out, and that
is very liable to be a failure, like the clover

and basswood.

Bingliani Perfect Bee-Smokers
^iTD h:oi>te3Y-k:n-i"ves.
Doz. $13.00; each, by mail, $1.50
"
Doz.
9.00;
l.lo
"
1.00
Doz.
6.50;
"
.90
Doz5.00;
Ijartre
"
Doz.
4.75;
.70
Plain
"
.60
Doz.
4.50;
Little Wonder
"
6.00r
Doz.
.80
Honey-Knife
Bingham Smokers have all the new improvements. Before buying a Smoker
or Knife, look up its record and pedigree.
Flt'TEEN TEAKS FOR A DOLLAR; OXE-HALF CENT FOR A MONTH.
Dear Sir:— Have used the Conqueror 15 years. I was always pleased with Its
workings, but thinking I would need a new one this summer, I write for a circular. I do not think the 4-inch Smoke Engine too large.
Truly,
\V. H. EAGERTY, Cuba, Kansas.
January 27, 1897.

Smoke Engine (largest smoker made) 4-in.
Doctor
3H in.

Conqueror

;

BinKham &

llethering-

ton UncappiDgKnite.

stove.
stove.
stove.
2^-in. stove.
2-in. stove.
(weight 10 ounces)... 2-in. stove.
3-in.

T. F. BIN<>;HAITI, Farwell,

No one here is afraid of "bugjuice" to
winter bees on; the only fear is that the
"bugs" won't come; but it is very dry
here, and this is the time they put in their
appearance, if the weather is right.
Ira Barber..
St.

Lawrence

Co., N. Y.,

Aug.

11.

Light White Honey Crop.
The white honey crop here is very light.
We may have a fall flow, as rains hav&
•Edwin Bevin.s.
been abundant lately.
Decatur Co., Iowa, Aug. 14.

No Surplus Honey Yet.

nuUlgau.

can't do without a single number of the
American Bee Journal. Bees are beginning to work on fall flowers; no surplus
W. L. McGhee.
yet this summer.
Jackson Co., Ohio.
I

Carloads
of Bee-

Bees Didn't Do Well.
the American Bee Journal ever somuch. I had 20 colonies of bees in the
spring, increast to 81, and have taken otf
nearly 000 pounds of honey. Bees are not
doing very well around here this year.

Hives

I like

Sections,

Shipping-Cases,

u

:,«,.» ''*^

mj"^^*'^-^

Comb Foundation f^^^^^^!B

_

We

and EVERYTHING u^fd

md

want the n iuit
addres-> ul e\er\ bee-keeper
iu the bee industry
have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinin America.
supply dealers as well as consumers.
erv,40,0(X) feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
make prompt shipment. Write
for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.
INTER-STATE MFG. CO., Hudson, St. Croix Co., Wis.

We

Please mention Bee Journal

when

We
We

writing.

Lyon Mfg.
b
NEW LONDON,

Page

Mrs. a. C. Easlt.

Fond du Lac

Co., Wis.,

Aug.

12.

Bees Have Done Well.
Bees have done well enough up to date,
and would have done better if those highway bosses had let sweet clover alone. To
talk it into them not to do so is a thing

Co.

Gustavcs Kettering.

utterly impossible

Will Co.,

Ill

,

Aug.

12.

WIS.,

Operates two Sawmills that cut, annually,
curing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

eig-ht luilUon feet of

lumber, thus

Honey-Yield Promises Well.
se-

T3_ -. .Ti^-- — _^_» C..*..^1j««
£5ee<'lS.eepei*S OUppllCSoM

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinerj', and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinerv. all combine to enable

BEST QOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

Send

Last winter was a very hard one here in
northern Idaho, and most of the fruit was
killed, and a good many colonies of bees
well protected with winterlost, altbo
cases and chaff cushions, I came out in
colonies, which have inthe spring with
The spring was cold and
creast to 58.
backward, but the honey-yield bids fair tobe a very good one.
My bees have access to an apple orchard
of 25 acres sown to red clover, with about
two acres of mignonette near it, and a
border of white clover eight feet wide on
:i."i

two sides
have two

of it.
supers,

On many

Don't

fail

to mention the Bcc Journal

when writing

advertisers.

of

my

and expect they

r'ost all be
Latih Co., Idaho,

J.

filled.

Aug,

7.

hives I
will al-

A. W.vtkins.

—

Aug.

I
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By JACOB BIGGLE

O
H

1— BIGGLE HORSE BOOK
All about Horses— a Common-Sense Treatise, \vith over
Price. 50 Cents
74 illustrations ; a standard work.

2— BIGGLE BERRY BOOK

All about growing Small Fruits— read and learn now;
contains 43 colored lile-like reproductions of all leading
varieties

No.

and

O

3— BIGGLE POULTRY BOOK
about Poultry

All

;

the best Poultry

Book

in existence

!^

;

O

with23 colored lile-Uke reproductions
tells everythiutj^
of all the principal breeds; with 103 other illustrationc.
I'rice, 50 Cents.
;

No.

4— BIGGLE cow BOOK

Hops— Breeding. Feeding, Butchery, Disea.:es. etc. Contains over 80 beautiful hai;"toiies and other engravings. Price, 50 Cents.
The BIGGLE BOOKS are unique.original.usefnl— you never

O

having
—
Every one who keeps a Horse, Cow, Hog or
Chicken, or grows Small Fruits, otight to send right

o

South.

for the

C. C.

Fancy white, 14@15c; No. 1 white, 12«'13c:
fancy amber, lie; No. 1 amber, 10c. Extracted
firm at unchang-ed prices.
Beeswax dull at

HiLDRETH & SeGELKEN.

"The crop has proven exceedinfjly lif^ht. Market is tirm at the quotations, the demand lor
best qualities beinf^ greater at existing rates

than

the supply.

is

13fn'14c:

fancy amber, 12c; No. 1 amber,
A. B. Williams

Boston,
No.

FARM JOURNA

d
!^

your paper, made for you atid not a misfit. It is 22 years
it is the great boiled-dowu. hit-the-nail-on-the-head,
old
quit-after-you-have-said-il, Farm and Household paper in
the world the biggest paper of its size in the United States
of America— having over a million and a-half regular readers.

I—

H

.

—

5

YEARS

BIGGLE BOOKS, and

(remainder of

to auv address U>r
Sample of

the

and

iSog, iqoo, iqoi, 7902

A DOLLAR BILL.

CHAS

i-,

Addrcss.

FARM

J

The Farm Journal and the Bee JournaL
Ullul

Mn

nUi

1

li

Offer No, 2.
(IffpP

Ullul

Wn
nUi

Q
ui

one year and the Monthly Farm Juiirnal lor five
^^ '*' ^"^"^ '^'i** ^'^'^ Jourual for
years as above all for 51.40; the Farm Journal alone is 50 cents a year.
^^'®

Send us ONE new subscriber for the Bee Journal for a year
order the Farm Journal for you for 5 years as a ijremlum.

[at Sl.W,;

and we

TWO

new subscribers for the Bee Journal for the balance of this year at
^^^ ^^"^
cents each, and we will order the Farm Journal for you for Syears as a premium.
we have only

a limited

number

of 5-year

FARM JOURNAL

subscrip-

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 118 Michigan

St.,

tremely light, the old being practically g-one.,
and no new as yet. Owing to poor crop prospects prices are firm, and

would remain

a. B.

Peycke Bros.

WANTED.— Comb and

LEWIS COS
antic-

WANT

and Warerooms:

BURNETT &

163 So.

AQENCIES:
Joseph. Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
FRED FOULGER & SONS, - Ogden, Utah.
SMITH'S CASH STORE, San Francisco, Cal.
-

-

-

Water

CO.,
Chicago,

St.,

111.

1 Bee= Supplies. J
^'

l^
'^
j»
i^5
:^
•

•

r^

Root*s Goods at Root's Prices.

St.

if
^^

^
'.%

•^
1^^

Please mentioii the Bee Jonrual lJl?i-t^iS^«

^^

^

PouDEK's Honey-Jars and everything used by bee-keepers. Prompt ^f;

— low

Service

freight rate.

Catalog

free.

WISCONSIN.

E. T. ABBOTT,
L. C. WOODMAN',

extracted honey: <tate-

and quantity.

33A13t

ARE MODELS OF PERFECTION.

Offices

doing and

little

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

This is the verdict of thousands of customers and the ackuowledtrnieut of competitors.
Our unrivaled facilities, coupled with 25 years of manufacturin;^ experience, enable us to
ipate and supplv everv want and need of the bee-keeper, proniptlv and accurately.
THE BEST^they cost no more.
YOU
A copy of our Catalo^r and Pricelist mailed free upon application.

G. B. LEWIS CO.,
Minueapolis, Minn.
515 First Ave., N.E.,
G. B. LEWIS CO.,
19 South Alabama Street, - Indianapolis, Ind.

tliev

Detroit, Aug. 19.— There has been no offerings of new honey and old is fairly well cleaned
up. Fancy white we think would bring 14 cents,
other grades proportionately cheaper. White
extracted, 7(*'8c; no dark to quote. Beeswax in
good supply at 23(f:_''24c.
M. H. Hunt & Sox.

Chicago, HI.

BEEHIVES AND SECTIONS
Branch

if

receipts so light that a market price has really
not been establisht. Little lots of choice, new
comb are still going at 14f" 15c, but a good many
dealers will not touch it' at these prices, and in
order to place larger quantities at this time a
'considerably lower figure would have to be
made. In the course of another month, when
the weather is cooler and the taste for fruits
more fully satisfied, the demand fur honey will
be more general and a more reliable market can.
be quoted. Extracted is slow sale at 7(awi^c.

price, kind,

Factories and Main Office— WATERTOWN,

looks as

it

Blake, Scott & Eee,

so.

R. A.

THE

Bces-

for honey is very lig-bt, as is
usual this time of year. While stocks are ex-

will

fjO

Better apply soou, as
tions to offer.

12tol3c:

7c.

The demand

()MAH.\, Aug. 16.— Still very

PHILADELPHIA

w

riffOP

1,

wa.x, 27c.

low grades less. Advise
moderate shipments for the present. Some
fancy beeswax wanted at 2X(<i*30c.
Batterson & Co.

JOURNAI^

JENKINS,

A No. 1, 14c; No.
Eight amber extracted,

15f',(16c;

10c.

Co.

18.— Fancy white comb, l-pouud^

Aut,^.

fair to good, 10tol2c;

be sent by mail

FARM JOURNAL and circular describing BIGGLE BOOKS free.

wiL.viFR ATKixsoN

2,

luta lie.

&

Buffalo, Aug. 25.— Receipts of fancy new 1pound combs are very light, Celling at 13f«'14c;

FARM JOURNAL

1903) will

Co.

quote as follows:

BIGGLE BOOKS. The

Is

of the

Clemons &

York, Aug-. 22.— Demand g-ood for new
crop comb honey, esceptiu^^ buckwheat. We

sections,

Any ONE

;G(5j25c.

New

Cleveland, Aug. IS.— New honey scarce and
in good demand. Fancy white, 15c: No. 1 white,

like them— so practical, so sensible. They
East. West, North and
;iu enormous sale

saw anything;

away

Beeswax,

Aug-. 16.— White comb, ll'.^i®
12'Ac; amber, 8(SH0c. Extracted, white, 7J^{§7"^^^
light amber, b52@t7c. Beeswax, 26'2'n'37c.

All about

me

demand

15c;

San Francisco,

5— BJGGLB SWINE BOOK
Just out.

City, Aug. 10.— The receipts of honev
fair. We quote: Fancv whiteNo. 1, 14c; No. 1 amber. 12«' 13c. Extracted, white, 6(g^5^c; amber, 5f2f*i6c: dark.

comb,

25(('20c.

All about Ci-jws and the Dairy Business ; having agrea'sale, contains 8 colored life-like reproductions of eacr
breed, with 132 other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents.

No.

Kansas

are light,

5(S^5J^c.

Price, 50 Cents.

100 otlier illustrations.

Chicago, Aug. l'».— A few consign meui^> ot
received this week, some cases of
fancy in plain sections sold at 15 cents, other
lots at Uf« 14 cents, while No. 1 sold at 12^«'13ci
amber grades, lOf'/llc; dark, 7r«9c. Extracted,
white, 7("8c: amber, 6j4(rt7^c; dark, 6c. All selling well. Beeswax, 25C«'26c.
R. A, Burnett & Co.

comb honey

Library of unequalled yalue— Practical,
Up-to-date, Concise and Comprehensive— Handsomely Printed and Beautifully Ulustraiea,

No.

I

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

A Farm

No.

>k >}t >lt >Ji iJitt

AND BEESWAX

HONE.y

J

BIGGLE

>!i >!/.>J4 >!< >fe rfi

Italian

Oueens.

and 5 banded, not a hvbrid
the
4yard.
Untested,
Tested,
WALTER S. POUDER,
in

7Sc;

$l.<Xt.

512 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

^.
^^

.

§-•
^fl

^.

^

%,
^;

-writing.
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OrdeLEarly
There are indications that the demand

Aufif. 31, 1899.

22u(l

Dadant's Foundation.

Year

SUPPLIES will be very latg-e this season, and
BTcryone should order as early as possible. We
have large facilities for manufacturing- all
kinds of

Why

does

We guarantee

it sell

so well?

satisfaction.

it has always given better satisfaction than any other.
in 22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compli-

Because

B66-K66D6rS' SllDDliCS,
And

will serve our

Year

for

What more can anvbodv do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS," No SAQQINa, No

Because

customers as quickly

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETINQ.

ments..

as possible.

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made.
1899 Catalog-

ready Feb.

can Bee-Keeper

Ttie

Copy

1.

of the

The
Lewis Co
E. Kretchmer
J. M. Jenkins
fi.

W.

T. Falconer MIq. Go.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when WTitine
tlere is the Thing 3;!^,^;f^J'^;;;;:g

B.

L. C.

Woodman

Nvsewander

Inter-State Mfg. Co.

Revnolds Elevator Co

which does away with all umu'CL'ssary work, and in which tlu- bees
will not die in the coldest winter.
for special prices

K. H.

on tjuantitv

SCHMIDT &

CO..

Sheboygan, Wis.

Langstroth on the Honev-Bee, Revised. The Classic
'Price, SI. 25, by mail.

at all times.

QUEENS

Please mention Bee Journal

when

in

Bee-Culture

=

Beeswax Wanted

-writing.

Please mention Bee Journal

Evansville, Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

WINTER-CASE...
Send

Hudson, Wis.
Vickery Bros
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
C. H. W. Weber
L. A. Watkids Merc bandise Co., Denver, Colo.

The

The New Champion

wanted.

:

I

Portland Seed Co
E. T. Abbott,
J.

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material, We sell
the best Veils cotton or silk,
following- dealers handle our Foundation
Watertown, Wis.
High Hill, Mo.
J. Nebel & Son
G. W. Fassett
Middlebury, Vt.
Red Oak, Iowa.
Wetumpka, Ala.
W.
....Knoxville,
J.
Biltenbender
Iowa.
Portland, Oregon.
J. L. Gray
St. Cloud, Minn.
Pierce Seed and Produce Co
St. Joseph, Mo.
Pueblo, Colo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
F. Foulger & Sons
Ogden, Utah.
Des Moines Iowa
R. H. Schmidt & Co
Sheboygan, Wis.

for our Catalog,

Ameri-

Address

(20 pag-esj free.

Send name

chas. dadant & son,
Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

when wriUng

111.

Smokers. Sections,
Comb Foundation
'

tnd all .tpiarian Siipfilies
beHp. Send for
K. T. FLASAtJiN, BellfTllle, Ul

I'UEE Ciilalogue.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

14Aly

M. H.

HUNT & SON,

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

at

ROOT'S PRICES.

Shipping-'Cases and Danz. Cartons are what
von need to displav and ship vour honev in.
feend for Cataloy.
BELL BRANCH. MiCH.
"

when

Please mention Bee Journal

writmE;;.

^shorthands:

it'

THOROLY TAUGHT

BY MAIL.
Trial

Lesson

FAHY MFG CO

!,",
^.mnlPjfaddress
T
Supplies,
J^Et/XTl 1 IVIITVJ* V-(>ta./#f "7!otrrtSstomaha.Neb
'^ Broadway, E. St. Louis, III.
404
Please mention Bee Jotirnal when writing.

Send stamp

FREE

for Catalog.

BEES WANTED!

eclectic Stiorthand Collegfc,
Headquarters of the Cross Eclectic System,

518 Ashland
39Alv

CHICAGO.

Ifilock,

Please mention the Bee Journal.

lAEISE

On Langstroth Frames.
We

have nice Basswood Honey,
per pound.

To say to the readers of
the Bee Journal that

DOOLITTLE...
has

I

concluded

to sell
in llieir season
1899, at the fol-

I.

J.

8 cents

Cans and Kegs, 120 pounds,
Sample for 5 cents.
in

STRING-HAM, 105 Park Place, New York,

N. Y.

OIJEENS

during
lowing prices
1 Untested Queen .$1.00
6 Untested Queens.. 4.50
12 Untested Queens 8.00
1 Tested Queen .... 1.50
3 Tested Queens'
3.50
1 select tested queen 2.00

"f lease

mention Bee Journal when writine

.

"
3
.Select

"

Queens

Tested

4.00

Honey Wanted

Any^
.^^

Queen,

previous season's rearing, $3; Extra Selected,
for breeding, the very
pound
of Bees in a 2-frame
*est, $5.00. About a
Nucleus, with anv Queen, $2.00 extra.

Circular free, giving full particulars regardAddress,
ing each class of Queens.

Q. M.
llA26t

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Flpase raentio"- Bee Journal

when

writing

If you have honey to dispose of, write us, stating the
kind, quality, quantity, how put up, and the price wanted.
If extracted, kindly send small sample when you write.
Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & COCHICAGO, ILL.
,

118

Michigan

Street,

.^<^
•

m

m

a

QEOROE W. YORK,

Editor.

^<<.
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is because the small broodisfs colonies are too small in
the spring-, or rather at the end of the winter.
The prolificness of the queen is not the only thing to be
considered. No matter how many eggs a queen can lay. no
more brood is g^oing- to be reared than the bees can take care
of.
This is especially true in the early part of the season,
when the weather is cool yet, and the brood has to be well
covered by the bees to get the necessary warmth. No brood
will hatch, or rather emerge, until three or four weeks after
the opening of the season, and during that period the
After
strength of the colony will decrease all the time.
that, the amount of brood will increase slowly at first, then
faster and faster until the honej'-flow comes.
Now, it seems evident to me, and my experience has
been in accordance with it, that the amount of brood secured at the opening of the honey-flow depends chiefly upon
the strength of the colony at the opening of the season.
With such colonies as the small broodists have at the opening of the season, only enough brood can be reared to fill
the 8 combs by the opening of the honey-flow. With a colony SO percent stronger in population, SO percent more
brood could be reared 12 combs occupied instead of 8. and
with a population SO percent larger, SO percent more of surplus could be secured.
It seems to me that I see somebody bobbing up with the
question. How do you know that the small broodists winter
only small colonies ?
Well, I know it by their own writings. It is only two
months ago that Mr. Hutchinson said in the Bee-Keepers'
Review that in Michigan a large colony would be almost
sure to rear brood in the winter, and come out practically
worthless in the spring. Mr. Doolittle has said, time and
again, that small colonies (he calls them medium) winter
better than larger ones. Mr. Davenport, in a late number
of Gleanings in Bee-Culture, wrote that whatever was the
strength of the colony in the fall, the spring would find
them very nearh- alike, and it was therefore useless to winter too large colonies. Mr. Heddon contracts his brood-nest
in the summer, and winters onlj' what can occupy one
section of his hive. R. L. Taylor also says the small colonies winter the best.
Supposing the large colonies
The question is now
could be wintered equally well, which would be the best 80
colonies of 12 combs and population in proportion, or 120
colonies of 8 combs, the total population to be the same in
either case ?
The difi^erence may depend upon the nature of the
honey-flow, and might not be very great; but it would undoubtedly be in favor of the large colonies. There would
be onlj' 80 entrances to guard against robbers instead of
120.
It would take less bees to keep up the heat necessary
for 80 brood-nests than 120 smaller ones, on the same principle that it

—

:

—

takes

less

fencingto enclose one field
of

two acres

than

to enc lo s e
fields of one

two

acre each.

When

supers
are to be put
on or taken
off, there
would be only
80 hives to

open and
s ni

ok e,

in-

stead of 120,
and therefore
a saving of

time;

and

probably less

swarming,
and

less danger of starving in case of
a dearth of
honey i n

spring, or inadequate provisions in the
winter.

Director C. P. /)adari/.
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nies can be wintered as well as
small ones in the
North, and in the

cellar,
In

say.

I

cannot

my

lati-

tude, wintering
outside, the large

colonies winter
far better than the
small ones.

Knox Co., Tenn.

Use of QueenExcluders.
BY

C. ]. D.\1).\NT.

R. M. D.

M"

AN-

DES, of Tennessee, wrote

me as follows on
the subject of
queen-excluders
"

:

have just read
your article on page
482. and I am anxious
to know if you use
queen excluders between tbe supers and
the brood - chamber.
I

-

My

10-frame

hives

l^irci-toi- /:.

R. Root.

I

have been running for
comb honey and the 12-frame ones for extracted honey for family use.
My experience in working for comb honey agrees with what you say in
the article referred to. It requires too much work and too much attention
for a person engaged in other business, and I have decided another season
to run all mv hives for extracting. I find the (lueeu will come up into the
extracting-s'uper and will deposit eggs in half or more of the frames, and
altho the brood hatches out by the ehd of the harvest, I find the bees deposit more or less pollen in those combs which the queen has occupied,
and it seems to flavor the honey to some extent. Will the use of excluders prevent the bees from depositing pollen in the supers? and is it a
great obstruction to the bees in passing up or down ?— M. D. Andes.

In reply to the first part of the question, I will say that
the use of excluders will decidedly prevent the putting of
pollen in the supers. First, a bee laden with pollen will
often lose her load in passing thru the meshes of the perforated zinc, but what is of more iinportance is that they
have no desire to place their pollen away from the brood.
It is well known by all practicing bee-keepers that the pollen is always, or nearly always, placed in the brood-combs
or in the outside combs as close to the brood as possible. It
is only when the brood extends clear up to the upper edge
of the frame that there is any tendency at all to put pollen
A queenless colony,
in the sections immediately above it.
which has no brood to rear, might put pollen almost anywhere about the hive, but such a colony is not in a normal
state and not likely to harvest any surplus at all and if it
did, it would only be an exception that would strengthen
the rule, since it is commonly agreed that there is no rule
without exception. So with excluders, there is but little to
fear of pollen out of the brood-combs.
As to the last part of the question, I must say that I am
not in favor of queen-excluders, for the very reason that it
seems to me that they are a very real hindrance to the free
access of bees to the supers. The bees laden with honey
cannot but be hampered by these unnatural obstructions,
and ventilation is also obstructed. And if we judge from
the sales of these excluders when compared with the sale of
other bee-appliances, there is but a very small portion of
the bee-keeping public who use them at all. Yet, if excluders are properly mounted in a honej'-board with a beespace both above and below, it is quite possible that big
crops may be harvested in spite of the hindrance they may
cause. They are certainly not as much of a nuisance as the
Alley queen-trap or the bee-entrance guards, which are
used by some apiarists to prevent swarming. These devices
do prevent swarming, and yet I would not use them on mjown hives, owing to their being so very much in the way of
the worker-bees.
We have tried queen-excluders, but have no use for them
in producing extracted honey. We find that with deepframe hives two inches deeper than the Langstroth the
bees rarelj' go above to breed. It is only in extraordinary
seasons, when the crop is intermittent, altho good, that the
queen accidentally finds her.self crowded up into the supers.
This does not happen with us more than one year in ten.
and the possible loss of time caused by the excluders, besides the trouble of putting them on and taking them off.
;

—

—

—

—
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would not be repaid by the exclusion of a few combs of

pol-

len or brood.

may

however, that not only the shape of the
frames, but the location, and the conditions of the honey
crop may have something' to do with the queen's occupation
of the supers, and for that reason we would not entirely deter Mr. A., or anj' one else, from trying- these excluders if
they find themselves unable to keep the queen in the lower
story but we would urg^e them to use them sparingly until
they find them of actual benefit, and I believe that the experience of a number of seasons will show that it is only accidentally and rarely that the queen will lay in the super
if the lower story furnishes her sufficient breeding-room.
Whatever we do in bee-culture, it is always advisable to
look to the comfort of the bees and to try to keep them, as
nearly as possible, in a manner to give them the g^reatest
possible ease for the gathering of their crop. We must remember that it takes millions of loads of a single bee to fill
It

;

be,

;

a good-sized super, and the results of their industrious toil
will be much greater if we make the work easy for them.
Hancock Co., 111.
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flower to an-

other.

So

the horticul-

cannot

turist

but look upon
the bee as his
friend, a n d
certainly the
horticulturist is a friend
to the bee

and

b

e e

their

-

and

keeper,

inter-

ests should
be mutual.
What, then
is

t

here

to

hinder these

two

V o c a-

tions

from

hand
hand since

going
in

each is helpf u 1 to the
other? They

Bee-Keeping" and Horticulture.
BY HON. GEO.

E.

HILTON.

should at

interests of the bee-keeper and the horticulturist
are mutual. If we are both successful, we are both enthuI need not remind any one who plants trees and
siastic.
grows fruits, of the genuine pleasure that thrills the soul
when Nature responds to his intelligence, thought, and
careful direction. He builds a world in which he himself
He desires no other intoxicant to insure his happilives.
ness. Horticulture is one of the fine arts, and requires the
It is just as impossible for the thoughtskill of a master.
less, brainless man or woman to reach the highest round in
the ladder in propagating fruit or carrying on a successful
apiary, as it is to appreciate success if achieved.

The

But, after all man's skill in planting, after searching
the world over for improved varieties, after propagating,
grafting and hybridizing, he must relj' mainly upon Nature's methods of fructification. The balmy winds of spring
and industrious bees are needed to fertilize the bloom to insure a harvest of fruit. For this purpose, there is no question but that the bee is of great service to the grower of
fruits.
No other insect appears in such vast numbers at
this very important time in the spring when their agency
is so much needed to fertilize the orchards and small fruits.
If the winds, and other insects aside from the bee, were the
only means of carrying the pollen from flower to flower,
how often would perfect fertilization fail from too much or
too little wind during the brief opportunity when the bursting- buds are sighing for the life-giving dust from the

neighboring flowers.
Not only has Nature, in her wisdom, provided the
tempting honey to entice the bee, but the pollen, so essential to the
plant

~

„

(and just as essential to the bee in furnishing the proper
food for its young),
is placed
in close
proximity to the nectar, so

that in getting either, the bee

unwittingly carrying the dust from

least

be

on

the very best
of terms, as
each furnishes

indue e-

mentsfor the
other to live

Director

profit

and

l>r. t

.

C. iMiller.

thereby.
A great deal has been said about bees injuring fruit
some fruit-growers claiming that bees puncture the ripe
grapes, suck the juice and destroy the crop. But from the
physical structure of the bee, this is said to be impossible
by scientific entomologists. It has no jaws like the hornet
it is made to suck, not to bite, and on close observation, and
after repeated experiments, it has been found that where
bees are found helping themselves to ripe fruit, the skins
had been ruptured by the weather, or over-ripeness, or that
hornets, wasps or birds, had first been the infringers. But
after the skin has been broken from any cause, if there is a
scarcity of honey, the bees, ahvays anxious to be doing
something, will endeavor to get their share of the plunder.
Therefore, as regards bees injuring fruit, I, as their attorney, shall claim to the jury that the charge is not proven,
and I believe that to-day the more intelligent class of horticulturists agree with me.

cannot dismiss this subject, which, to the lover
and bees, is a genuine source of delight,
without quoting a few lines from "The Planting^ of the
Apple-Tree," by that venerable sylvan poet, our own Bryant, who saw .so much of future hope and promise as he
sifted the soft mould about its tiny rootlets
I

feel I

of fruits, flowers

:

What

plant we in this apple-tree?
Sweets for a hundred flowery springs
load
the May Wind's restless win^s,
To
When from tlie orchard row he pours
Its fratrrance at our open doors
A world of blossoms for the bee."
^'

Newaygo

Co., Mich.

— Michigan Farmer.

is

flower to flower, or
working out the wise
plans of Providence
as relates to plants,
and catering t o
man's taste at the
same time.
The Creator did
not place the drop of
nectar in the flower

because

it

is

needed

to perfect either the

Director

II'.

Z. Hutchinson.

flower or fruit, but
for no other purpose
than to tempt the
bee to brush its hairy
legs against the anthers, and carry the
golden dust from one

Bee-Keeping' at Experiment Stations and Agricultural Colleges.
BY KEY. EMERSON T. .\BBOTT.
has long been a query in the mind of the writer why
ITmore attention is not paid to apiculture by those who
are interested in the general advancement of agriculMost of our experiment stations and agricultural colleges ignore this industry and utterly fail to recognize the
fact that it is one of the most important of the minor industries of the farm. In addition to the regular curriculum
most of the agricultural colleges have what they call " short
winter courses," during- which time instruction is given on
the practical side of farm life to those who may desire to
attend, but there is seldom anything said about bee-keeping
It is as completely ignored as tho there was
in this course.
no such industry in the land. In our own State (Missouri)
only once in a number of years has anyone been employed
to represent this industry before the .students of the short
ture.
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course.

time

i

t

Since that
has been

completel)' negrlected, as it is in most
other States.

When

the mat-

ter is presented to
those in authority,

the excuse is made
that there is no

money

to

even pay

the board and traveling' expenses of a

competent man

to

present the subject,
yet money is found
to secure teachers
every other
i n
branch of agriculture, and every two
years our legislature is askt to make
large appropriations for the benefit
of the agricultural
school and the exstation.
periment
There is never a
hint of any of it being used for the ad-

Director E)itcrson T. .Ihbott.

vancement of apiculture, notwithstanding the fact that there is a large number of bee-keepers in the State who are taxt to help advance
the interests of other industries. At the present session
the legislature will be askt to appropriate 530,000 to advance
the interests of horticulture, but there is no thought of any
money being used to promote bee-keeping, notwithstanding
the fact that the horticulturist is largely dependent upon
the bee-keepers, or at least the bees, for the perfect development of his fruit.
I would suggest to the bee-keepers of this and other
States that they now begin to make themselves heard with
regard to this matter. Taxation without representation
made some serious trouble a long time ago, and we give due
notice to the powers that be that it will not be our fault if
We herewith begin a
it does not do the same thing again.
campaign in the interest of the proper recognition of apiculture at every experiment station and in ever^- agricultural college of the land, and we ask all editors who believe
that bee-keepers have some rights, to join us in this important work.
There is no rural industry about which people in general have so little practical knowledge, and man}', even of
the graduates of agricultural colleges, could not even tell a
queen from a drone, and most of them are as absolutely ignorant of the interesting and delicate but very important
part which the bees plaj- in the production of perfect fruit
on vine, tree and shrub, as they would have been if they
had been born in the dark ages instead of in the burning
light of the 19th century. Selected.

—

Buchanan

Mating-

Queens
BY

Co.,

Mo.

to Selected Drones.

G. M. DOOI.ITTI.E.

CORRESPONDENT

writes that he has bought two
queens one from an imported mother and one of the
golden variety. Says he is going to rear queens from
one and drones from the other, so that he may secure a direct cross. He further states that there are no other bees
within nearlj' two miles of him, and wishes to know if he
will not be nearly sure of his object under such conditions.
As something similar to this is propounded to me quite
often, I will try to give mj' views thru the columns of the
American Bee Journal so as to gain a little rest from answering this same question over and over so many times.
And it must bean interesting question to many, else I would
not have it askt me so often.
From what I have .seen and heard I believe that drones
have congregating places where they assemble in great
numbers from all over the country for miles around. Such
congregating of drones has always been of interest to me,
and should be of interest to all those who propose, as does
our correspondent, to rear drones from a certain queen, and
queens from another and al.so to all bee-keepers who have

A

—

;

Sept.

ideas regarding the
tain lines.

an}'

7.

1899.

improvement of stock along

cer-

If drones congregate in certain places, it would be but
natural that the queens should be drawn to these places,
and the fact that I once observed something which proved
to mj' mind that the queen, at least, was mated at such a
congregating place, has led me to believe that nearly all
queens meet the drones at such an assembly. And if drones
do thus congregate, and the queens go to this cong'regation,
it must be apparent to all, that where there are any bees in
the woods, or bees kept by farmers within the flying distance of drones, our queens, reared with so much care, will
stand a poor chance of mating one of the desired drones
reared from our petted drone-queen, especially as the colonies kept on the let-alone plan will, as a rule, rear 10 times
as many drones as will the one we are petting.
Where I witnest the mating of a queen was on a high
hill when I was cutting weeds out of a cornfield the forepart of August. On every fine afternoon, from one to three
o'clock, there was such a humming- in the air overhead that
it seemed that a swarm of bees must be going over, and at
but seeing nothing I concluded it was
first I lookt for them
One very hot day, being- tired and
flies of some kind.
warm, I laid down between the rows of corn in the partial
shade to rest, and hearing this swarming noise I thought I
would see if I could not see something. The shade of the
corn helpt me in this, and then I shaded my eyes with va.y
hands and lookt steadily up into the clear sky. After a
little I could see thousands of living creatures shooting in
all directions, and finally I saw a dozen or so of these shooting objects give chase after another till one overtook it,
when the flight was less rapid. The two continued circling
around a few seconds, all the while nearing the ground, till
they final!}' stopt on the tassel of a cornstalk near me. I
immediately jumpt up. but before I reacht the stalk of corn
one of them flew away and the other fell to the ground. I
was quite near when the one flew away, and I was quite
and upon picking up the one that
sure it was a queen-bee
fell to the ground I found it to be a dead drone.
I had now solved the mystery of the humming noise to
the satisfaction of my own mind and when I have since
heard this same humming noise, as I very often do, I have
believed it to be drones in their congregating places. The
fact that this noise is heard only in the early afternoon of
pleasant days also proves that drones congregate, for I
never heard this noise except at this time of day, the same
being just the time the drones are out in full flight. If it
was made by the worker-bees it would be heard in the forenoon as well as in the afternoon.
Another item
;

;

;

bearing on this
subject

the

is

fact, that, prior
to the advent

of the Italian
bee, there was
wh
a
lived near me

man

who had
black

or

i

kept
Ger-

man

bees for
nearly half a
century, while
at

this same

time

another
bee-keeper living four miles
away procured
a

11

Italian

queen, w h e n
they first canuto this country.
H e purchast

this

Italian

queen in July.
and from this

queen

one

stockt

his

whole apiary of
nearly SO colonies,

doing

it

within 6 weeks,
there being no
drones reared
from a n y of

these

Italian

queens

that
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from their mother. According- to Dzierzon. the
young- queens, as well as the mother would all produce Italian drones. As this man who stockt his apiary with Italian
queens took no pains to restrict the rearing of drones, multitudes of such were reared the next season, and, as a reof the queens reared that year by our blacksult, fully
bee bee-keeper gave more or less bees with yellow bands,
as I well know, being called in to see them.
I lived nearly five miles from this same Italian beekeeper, and many of the young queens which I reared
proved to have mated with these same Italian drones, from
This fact has always
the markings of their workers.
proven to my mind that drones not only congregate, but
that bees must be kept more than five miles apart if we
would secure the mating of our queens to the drones which
we rear in the colonies set apart for drone-rearing.
From the above it will be seen that I do not take any
" stock " in the idea that queens are liable to meet the
drones reared for them to so mate, where apiaries are locaOnondaga Co., N.Y.
ted within two miles of each other.
year, nor

'

BY PROF.

1

A.

— Expert Opinion.
J.

COOK.

were sent me by the editor of the
American Bee Journal, with the request that I comphwith the desire of Mr. Roe, of Texas
EiJiroK YoKK
-The enclosed letter I received in reply to a question
following- letters

:

lam

defending- the bees against the
in retrard to bees and pear-bliffht.
efforts of a nurseryman at Alvin, Tex., who recommends spraying- pears
in
bloom,
prevent
spread
of blight. Please inquire
when
in order to
the
would like to know Prof.
into this, and publish in the Bee Journal.
I

Cook's opinion.

Westropp Rok.

Mk. WKSTKum- Ki)K, Esq. —
Dear Sir -You can ascertain

just what the best information on the
blight of pears isby writing to Prof. M. B. Waite, Division of Vegetable
Pathology, United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
He is an extensive pear-grower, and has publisht the best treatment of
anything publisht on pear flowers.
It is well establish! that bees are very instrumental in spreading
pear-blight, especially if the trees are blighting while they are blooming.
If the blight comes after the trees are thru blooming, then the bee cannot
help to spread it. It has been proven that bees visiting the bloom of
blighted trees, and going away to those yet healthy, will carry the germs
to the healthy orchard. This matter of the agency of bees in the spread
of blight is publisht in a short article in one of the Year Books of the
Department, but I am not sure which one.
Trusting that you will get Mr. Waite's bulletin on pear flowers, and
get together all the information possible for your own instruction as well
as others, I beg to remain.
Very sincerely yours,
Frei> VV. M.^li.v,
Entomologist Texas A. and M. College.
:

am much

interested in the letters from Mr. Roe and
Prof. Mally, from Texas, regarding pear-blight, and the
influence of bees in spreading it. I am rather surprised
that Prof. Mally did not speak with authority against all
spraying of fruit-trees with poison while the blossoms are
yet on. I am also glad that he referred Mr. Roe to Prof.
Waite. There is certainly no better authority in this country than Prof. W. in regard to this matter.
It is also a
pleasing fact that with all his knowledge he is an ardent
friend of the honey-bee. and urges that every fruit-grower
sees to it that there are abundant bees in the vicinity of his
orchard.
It is true that pear-blight is one of the most .serious diseases that the orchardist has to contend with. It is probably true that the disease is conveyed by insects visiting
the flowers. This is no more true of bees than of any other
insects. The remedy against such disease is the spraying
of the trees with the copper salts in some convenient mixture- the Bordeaux mixture being favorite I think, tho,
that none of our best authorities in vegetable pathology
recommend the spraying of fruit-trees with this or any
other poison while they are in bloom.
In case of treatment with the Bordeaux mixture the
spraying is done before the blossoms are opened, and again
later in the season. The spraying while yet in bloom is to
be strongly objected to because of this evil effect upon the
bees, and again because there is no use in doing this.
As
a remedy against blight, or other microbe diseases which
are destroyed by a solution of the copper salts, it should be
applied very early, as soon as the buds begin to swell. It is
at this time the disease is most susceptible of treatment.
Suppose we wait till later, and spray the trees while in
bloom, it is probable the treatment is not so eftective, and
tho it might kill the bees it would not do so immediately,
and so would not prevent these insects, or any other nectarloving species, from visiting other bloom and conveying the
germs of this disease. Thus there is no excuse for ever
I

spraying trees with poisonous compounds while the blossoms are yet on the trees.
Mr. Roe may safely follow Prof. Mally's advice, and
get all possible information on this subject.

SPRAYING -WITH THE ARSENITKS.

;

Spraying- Fruit-Trees

nPHK
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this matter of spraying I wish to exgratification that all the entomologists have fallen
into line and now discourage the use of Paris green or London purple in spraying trees while the blossoms are still
hanging. I well remember when I was alone in this posiYears ago I knew of colonies of bees almost depopution.
lated by this arsenic poison. As I have intimated above,
the bees were not at once poisoned, and so were able to
carry the poison to the hive and store it with the honey.
This was fed to the brood, and as a result there was a great
mortality among the brood no less than with the mature
bees. It is not strange that the bees are not at once killed.
The bees do not sip the nectar from the flowers for their
own immediate nourishment, but store it in their honeystomachs to be conveyed to the hive. Thus little if any of
this nectar is absorbed into the blood, and so will not poison
the bees until fed upon later, after it is digested or changed
It might be argued, with no light force, that
to honey.
trees should never be sprayed with poisons while in bloom,
Inlest persons may be poisoned who may eat the honey.
deed, I think there would be great danger of this except
from the fact that bees gather so little honey from the fruitbloom that it is rarely stored for sale, and only used by the
bees. I am not sure that the bees would get enough of the
poison to hurt us, even tho they did store nectar from
sprayed blossoms in the hive. I have reason to believe that
there would not be enough poison in the nectar of the blossoms to do us any perceptible harm yet I think all ot us
would prefer our honey with the Paris green left out.
There is another reason why no one should spray their
trees while yet in blossom. Such spraying is usually done
for the codling-moth, and we now know that the eggs are
not laid on the fruit until the blossoms fall, and do not
also know that the
hatch for some days after this.
wind will remove the poison, and thus to get the best results
from spraj'ing we should not spray until about three weeks
after the trees begin to bloom, or until the blossoms have
all fallen from the trees.
Prof. Waite has performed a most valuable series of
experiments, which show conclusively that we cannot grow
either apples or pears with the best success unless we mix
many of the varieties, and have the presence of bees to perform the important and often necessary work of cross-pol-

While discussing

press

my

;

We

leiiization.

—

There are a few insects— the bud-moths the larv» of
which feed upon the buds. In cases where these insects are
very numerous it may be very well to spray with the arsenites.
And in case of the presence of either the apple or
pear blight it may also be well to use the Bordeaux mixture.
In this case it is found well to combine the two the arsenBut here again the sprayites with the Bordeaux mixture.
ing should antedate the blossoming season, as the budeaters are doing their mischief before the bloom opens.
We see, then, that in all cases spraying should be delayed until after the bloom has fallen from the trees, or else
performed before the trees blossom, and never be applied
while the bloom is on the trees.

—

Los Angeles

Co., Calif.

York's Honey Almanac is a neat little 32-page pamphespecially grotten up with a view to create a demand for
honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
sample for
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices
a stamp 25 copies for 40 cents S(J for 70 cents 100 for
For 25 cents extra we
$1.00; 250 for $2.25; 500 for S4.()0.
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
let

:

;

;

A

;

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.

—
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little more wax out of them with heat and press.
But
no one seeins to come forward with a sa/is/actorv way of removing the refuse cake of propolis, dirt and waste.

get a

GETTING GRANULATED HONEY OUT OF COMBS.
Mr. John Kedrick's liquid

combs (page 488) — what

of the

The "Old Reliable" seen thru New and Unreliable
By E. E. HASTY, Richards, Ohio.

Fermenting, half-made
honey-vinegar, is it not ? And isn't the granulated honey
wasted, except as more vinegar material ? And couldn't
patience raixt with pure water be made to do the job ? But
if the liquid will take out old pollen also, perhaps that may
be worth while, sometimes.

Glasses.

EDITOR root's "unconscious BEAUTY."
When that unco.n.scious beauty's found and cauiriil,
Next catch a man who's wise and knows it not
Then
Send

EASIER RIPENING OF HONEY IN HEAVY-CROP YEARS.

Honey ripens

TIN-P.\N MUSIC

FOR BEES PRETTY

I

our William Tells, and makes our Pocahontas-es
mere young squaws. The trouble here is that the custom
of making- a racket to settle a swarm is certainly many
hundreds of years older than that parliamentarj- act. Virg-il, nearly a thousand years before, speaks of it as well
known, and seems to connect it with the events of Jupiter's
babyhood which would be g-etting- back about as far as
Adam. This much is the best we can say that the law
may have done something to prevent the custom from going
out of use.
TWO YE.\KS TO GERMINATE BASSWOOI) SEED.
It kills oflf

—

As
page

me

to basswood seeds alluded to in the editorial note,
536, a friend of mine with botany on the brain tells

that basswood is only one of several genera of trees that
regularl}' require two years for the germination of their
seeds. Most bee-folks who have planted them gave them
up after one year. Two years gives that under-the-snow
rascal the stump-tailed burrowing inouse extra opportunities to gather them in as winter provender. It is desirable to find some waj' to get on Nature's blind side, and re-

—

isn't

"All kinds of hives but good ones," eh?

it

is heavy.
about the

duce the germinating- period to one year; but tnay-be we
won't succeed. I am trying the trick of picking the seed
from the tree a little before it is ripe and planting it then.
If I find out anything I'll report.

The

condi-

tion of Mrs. Barber's apiary as a bee-feverish beginner.
Page 481. Yes, to 1 he callow judgment trifles seem as
mountains, and mountains seem as trifles, until we get just
such a preposterous collection.

FRANCE'S " TABERNACLE "

COMB-RACK.

.A.ND

—

Mr. France's tent (page 497) is a nice one a regular
Tabernacle to go thru the Wilderness with. Reminds me
of mine, only mine was much smaller rotted down with
age, having been used comparatively few times in its life.
Next I got a folding tent of the Roots and the mice made
it up into nests.
You see, when one g-ets along without a
tent as inucli as he can the remaining cases get fewer and
fewer, until when a time he really needs a tent comes he
hasn't one in working order. Curiously, bees are much
more civilized in their behavior under a tent than outside
but ah, the swelter of it on a hot day
On the picture of the comb-rack I would say, ]Vhen you
have room enough space the combs a little wider than those

—
—

!

are spaced.

DADANT'S HONEY-BARREL

—

HOW TO WATER

the crop

MRS. barber's BARB.4.ROUS HIVE-COLLECTION.

OI,D.

idea (page 537) which explained tlie
orig-in of tin-pan music for bees by an act of the British
Parliament a thousand years ag-o. Alas, what a merciless
thing- truth is, and what a lot of pretty conceits it destroys
brig-ht

—

when

easier in years

Dadant, page 482. Guess that's so— but
first time it has got into print ?

;

a saintl_v priest, that isn't proud.
them to nuptial heaven in a cloud.
let

That was a

draw granulated honey out

to

is it ?

As
duce

— NO

BACK TALK.

Mr. Dadant's

article (page 498), I guess I'll introthe habit of not talking back much to those who reply
to

—

unless there is something that urgently
requires more words. Say, if I succeed in that, won't I be
a shining example to the brethren ?
to afterthinks

A CREDITABLE BEE-TREE-HUNTING SYMPOSIUM.

BEES.

If any one has anj' doubt that apiarists are a versatile
and inventive people let him read the answers to Query 99
(page 491) how to water bees. Out of 30 respondents, 7 are
together in depending upon natural supply only, and 4 advise wooden floats of some sort all the rest are as well

—

;

scattered as the brood of chickens when lightning struck
the old hen. Ten of them present special watering devices
requiring considerable genius to invent.
A. I. Root's
familiar old water-fountain is evidentlj' going on theretired list, as it has but two or three followers.
What I had
previously supposed to be the best was the invention of Dr.
Miller big crock, big coarse cloth over, and chunk of wood
not too rotten, but just rotten enough to soak well, and a
little smaller than the crock, laid on cloth and prest down
in.
But I see the Doctor abandons this in favor of a crock
stuft with simple stovewood.
Perhaps the rotten wood gets
corrupt too soon.
Perchance all wood and cloth devices
may have to go eventually for that and other reasons and
Dr. Mason's crock, with half inch of cappings floating- in it,
may take the cake. All wooden floats are a weariness to
the flesh they learn to sink so soon.

That symposium on

summer, page
Mr. Clark should be satisfied, unless he is a spoilt child of the kind that cries for
the moon. To be out 20 times in one July, atid find bees
ready to meet you every time, is a remarkable experience.
Still to say that they will respond in June, July and August
" as well as any other months of the year," is going a bit
too far. Thanks to Mr. Record for the teaching that oil
anise must be kept outside of the box, and used only as a
scent. Most of us would have blundered there, if left to
ourselves.

PROF. DICKEL VS. DR. DZIERZON.

—

;

bee-tree hunting in

499, is quite a credit to the paper.

I

guess we owe

it

to Prof. Dickel

to

try next season (a

good many of us) the two experiments he suggests, and the
one outlined by Comrade Theilmann, on page 500. One
success on such a line seems to indicate that notwithstanding appearatices the queen did lay some drone-eggs in the
worker-corab, but many successes would rather prove the
contrarj', and send the Dzierzon theory to the shop for repairs.

—

SEX IN BEES AND BEE-WRITERS' CHILDREN.
lecture of Peter Bois on sex in bees, page

That

SOLAR W.\X-EXTRACTORS.

almost silences me.

Too awfully small

for a solar wax-extractor, is a wash490), but the idea of a metal solar, of moderate
plunged in a box of dry sawdust, may be a very valuable idea. For one thing, a single cheap pane of glass
will answer.
For another thing, the whole afl'air can be
set on a lamp-stove for a few minutes at the clo.se of the
day, to make the resultant cake of wax a good one one of
the most difficult points. I am not satisfied with my own
solar too btmgling- — will be more so if I improve it so a
lamp-stove can be put under the wax. I don't think a
double gla.ss pays its keep, except, perhaps, on days when
big clouds float in the sky then the air space holds heat

basin (page

and

Examine

500,

the families of bee editors
their children are all females they

writers, and see if
receive so few checks, you

know

—

!

size,

—

—

;

" till the clouds roll by, Jennie." The refuse cakes of a
solar can be kept for any length of time, if it is desired to

MISS anna's REPORT

Compliments

to

AND PICTURES.

Anna Sundberg, page

505.

Her report

and

series of bee-pictures are extraordinary for a girl of 15.
Still, her drone lacks his characteristic bluntness, and her
queen lacks the characteristic taper. Makers of advertising cuts oft fail on that difficult taper, and make a wooden
spile.

THE KINGBIRD A BEE SQUEEZER AND SUCKER.
The observation on the kingbird — that he usually
squeezes and sucks dry a -worker-bee while holding

it

in his

'
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instead of swallowing- it, seems to reconcile thing^s
and should not be forgotten unless disproved.
Page' SOS.

bill

—

nicely,
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bees they'll look out for that part themselves. Mr. Cowan
says in the " British Bee-Keepers' Guide-Book :" "Naphthaline in balls is generally used two of these split in
half being the proper dose. The pieces are placed on the
floor-board of the hive in the corner farthest from the entrance. The temperature of the hive causes the naphthaline to evaporate, and it must therefore be retiewed as required."
" For convenience of measuring,
3. Mr. Cowan says
procure from a chemist an 8-ounce bottle, markt with 16
divisions of half an ounce. Thus each division will be
equal to one tablespoonful. Put an ounce of naphthol beta
into the bottle and half fill with pure methylated spirit.
;

;

;

until the crystals are dissolved. Then add spirit till
the liquid reaches the fourteenth line on the bottle. The
solution is then ready for use. Each division will contain
one tablespoonful, which is just the right quantity for 10
pounds of sugar. The solution should be stirred into the
syrup while the latter is still hot."

Shake

CONDUCTED EY
/JR. C. C. AllLLER. Alarens-a,

III.

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal oflBce, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail.— Editor.]

Likely a Laying-Worker.

Probably Faulty ttueens.
I received an Italian queen from a queen-breeder who
advertises in the American Bee Journal, about the last of
July. She was successfully introduced in about two days.
I noticed that she laid four or five eggs in one cell all
around the edge of the bottom, but not in the center,
some eggs on the side of the cell and some in the center of
bottom, and sometimes one egg right on the end of another
egg. Where the brood is sealed it shows to be more than
half drone-brood, right among the workers in good workercomb. My neighbor got a queen from the same breeder, at
the same time, and his has all drone-brood in the workercomb. What do you think is the trouble ?
Mich.

Answer. — It

is

queens are at fault,
present in both cases. Re-

to be feared that the

you are sure that the queen is
port the circumstances to thf breeder,
is that he will replace the queens.
if

and the probability

I hived a small after-swarm in July, which has been
building up very slowly. This morning I noticed a number
of dead bees in front of the hive, and on examination I
found a capt queen-cell on one of the combs which puzzled
me, as they must have a queen, as two of the combs had
brood and eggs. The capt brood-cells project like droneSome of the brood
cells, but they seem to be all workers.
ready to emerge from the cells were dead. The eggs in the
cells were laid very irregularly, some cells contained one,
two, and some three eggs. What is the matter with them ?
Wis.
Answer. There is a possibility that a drone-laying

—

it is much more likely that you have a
case of laying-workers. The bees, you say, are all workers.
That's because the brood has not yet begun to hatch. As
soon as the young bees begin to come out of their cells, you
The best thing you can do is to break
will find all drones.
up the colony and distribute the bees and combs to other

queen

is

present, btit

colonies.

MIxt Bees

Colony.

in a

Colony With Laying-Workers.
I had a colony of bees come to nie June 1. being of a
different kind of bees from what our general hybrids are.
They are smaller and slimmer, with very narrow whitishlooking bands around the body
very gentle, and g^ood
workers. About the first of July I gave Ihis and one other
colony Italian queens the one has now nice yellow Italian
young bees, and the one I refer to above has young bees a
little larger and not so slim as the old, with only two yellow bands.
are they not all yellow ?
Illinois.
;

:

Why

—

Answer. The dift'erence in the j'oung bees that emerge
three weeks after the introduction of the new queens is
caused by the difference in the new queens them.selves. If
you refer to the j'Oung bees emerging before that time,
then of course these young queens have nothing to do with
that.
If the two queens were alike in every respect, then
their progeny would be the same, no matter what kind of
bees were in the hive at the time ot their introduction. The
queen that produces workers with only two yellow bands
has probably mated impurely.

We

had a colony that cast a swarm. May 25, 1899, which
in a Simplicity hive. About ten days later we
lookt into the hive and found the colony in first-class condition, with plenty of brood started, and it being just in
the middle of the white clover flow we put on an Ideal super
at once. About Juh' 25 we took oft' Impounds of honey the
colony was at that time in apparent good condition, but we
did not examine the brood-chamber, and yesterday (Aug.
22) we went to the yard to put on supers, when we noticed
that this colony had decreast in population, and on examination of the brood-chamber we found the following condi-

we hived

;

tion

:

Colony queenless, with no eggs, nor larva; in workercells, but an extra amount of drone-comb, and in that we
found plenty of eggs and larv;e in all stages, even some
already capt, and on tha.t dronr-rotiid were seven i/iicoi-ceUs,
two of them already capt, and the others well advanced
with larva? in them. The brood-comb was scatteringly
filled with pollen and honey, but no eggs nor larva'. Please
do not overlook the fact that those queen-cells are built over
Illinois.

iironc-iclls onlj-.

Directions for Use of Naphthaline and Naphthol Beta.

On page

Mr. Cowan, in an article on the treatment
always has naphthaline in the hive,
and that he uses naphthol beta in food for bees.
1. Would there be any evil results from the use of either
of these drugs ?
2. What quantity of naphthaline should be placed in a
hive, and how could it best be kept from the bees ?
3. How much naphthol beta should be used per gallon
•of

467,

foul brood, says he

of food

?

is no foul brood in my apiary, but
quite a bit in this neighborhood, so I wish to guard
against it as much as possible.
Ont.\rio.

At present there

there

is

Answers. — 1.
-across the ocean,
sults.
2.

No

A great many
and

have used them,

I've never seen

special precaution

is

especialljre-

any report of bad

needed

to

keep

it

from the

Answer. — You have
Sometimes

it is

hard

to

a plain case of laying-workers.

say whether laying workers

make

the trouble or a drone-laying queen, but when, as in the
present case, eggs and brood are found in drone-cells and
none in worker-cells, then you may be sure of laying-workers.
The bees seem to know that all is not right, and make
desperate efforts to secure a queen by trying to rear one
from the only kind of brood they have drone-brood but it
is all of no avail, and you will find nothing but drone-brood
in those queen-cells, which will probably die in the cells.
When they are so anxious to have a queen as to try to rear
one from drone-brood, one would think they would be glad
to accept any queen offered them, but with a strange perversity they almost invariably refuse the best queen given,
unless it be a virgin queen that has just emerged from the
The workers are advanced in age, and will die off
cell.
rapidly, so on the whole the best thing you can do is to
break up the colony, giving the bees and combs to other

—

colonies.

—
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face with a sweet realitj-, the product of the bee-keeper
thru the aid of his thousands of busy workers.
desire is
created within those who have never used honey, to sample
the delicious-lookingf sweets, which usually results in a purchase being made, thereby creating- an appetite and a demand which it %vould be difficult to accomplish in any other

A

way.

Now a few words as to the injury that may be done to
the bee-keeping industry b)' unwise practice on the part of
an exhibitor. Knowledge has come to some of us that certain indiscreet honey-producers make the fairs a dumping
g-round for the inferior part of their crops. This practice,
if permitted to be carried on extensively, will certainly tend
to very much injure the reputation as well as materially
lower the price of good honey. Only the very first quality
of honey from the different sources should be permitted for
sale on the grounds of any public fair.
Convention Reports are discust with wisdom by F. L.

Thompson in the Progressive Bee-Keeper. He refers to the
too common error of saying that such and such a topic was
handled in an interesting manner, but that is of no value so
long as the important part— the matter of the discussionis left out.
One trouble is that the secretary has so much
to attend to that it is impossible to give a full and reliable
transcript of the discussions. Some one should be appointed whose duty it is to report the discussions, and to do
nothing else. He should not try to write out in full what is
said, but use catch-words and catch-phrases, always using
a lead-pencil, writing out his notes soon after the meeting.

—

Extracted Honey Tare
According to W. A. H. GilGleanings in Bee-Culture, a vigorous and somewhat effective protest has been raised against the practice
of deducting as tare a number of pounds exceeding the
actual weight of the honey-packages. The actual weight
of the wooden case is usually taken, but some practice deducting 3 pounds for each tin can containing 60 pounds,
when the actual weight is only 2j4 pounds. On the San
Joaquin valley crop (California), estimated at ISO cars, that
makes a difference of 20,000 pounds. Right is right, and
bee-keepers should insist on deduction of actual tare.
strap, in

Good Yierds of Honey.— In an interview with S. A.
Niver, reported in Gleanings in Bee-Culture, he says his
average for five years— a year of almost total failure included—has been between $6.00 and $6.25 per colony. His
best colony, last year, gave 175 finisht sections, which
brought $19.25. He says Mr. Coggshall figured up 116 days'
work during the year 1897, and sold 78,000 pounds of honey,
which Editor Root figures up at $20 a day, if the honey
brought only 3 cents a pound, or $27 at 4 cents a pound.
Now Mr. Coggshall has gone to a sanitarium for treatment
and ifst.
Cogitator will not cogitate any longer for the American Bee Journal. Mr. E. E. Hasty, of Richards, Ohio, will
hereafter furnish the " Afterthoughts." For many years
he reviewed the bee-papers for the Bee-Keepers' Review, so
he has had much experience as a writer on apiarian topics.

We

feel certain that his addition to

our editorial staff will
the readers of the old
American Bee Journal. We fully expect that Mr. Hasty
will equal Cogitator in his " afterthoughting." A fair sample of his work is given in this number.

be welcomed and appreciated by

all

The Philadelphia Convention Report we expect to
begin to publish very soon after the meeting, or just as
soon as Secretary Mason can furnish us with the copy. A
full shorthand report will be taken, so our readers may confidently look forward to a feast, as the program is one of
unusual interest. We can say this with a clear conscience,
as our name is not on the program anywhere.

The Austrai,asian Bee-KeepKR is a new bee-paper
just launcht by Pender Bros., in New South Wales, Australia.
It is a neat publication, and makes a creditable appearance. Mr. W. S. Pender, who was in this country last
winter, is its editor. We wish the " new baby " a successful career.
*

Mr. G. W. Nance,
Aug.

of

*f

Woodbury

Co., Iowa,

wrote us

that on Aug. 7 his honey-house was struck by
lightning- and burned to the g-round, the loss being about
$400, with an insurance of $240 on the house and bee-supplies.
We regret to learn of Mr. Nance's loss, but congratulate him on his good fortune in having had it insured.
21,

#

Mrs. John

summer home
said

# # »

Glessnek, of Chicago, who

J.

in

is

now

at her

Grafton Co., N. H., writing us Aug.

16,

:

" The honey crop is poor here, but the care of bees
grows more fascinating. I received a queen in good condition, and safely introduced her to a colony of Carniolans.
I like the Italians best.
I have my own little way of introducing queens, and ain very successful."

Mr. G. W. Vangundy,

of Uinta Co., Utah, wrote us
13 that his locality would have only two-thirds of a
crop of honey this season. Some time ago we announced
in this column that the firm of E. A. Beers & Co. would
represent the bee-keepers of Uinta County in the marketing
of their honey, but Mr. Vangundy informs us that any one
of the officers of their local bee-keepers' association isabundantly able to attend to the selling of their crop, and
that the association is getting along- very nicely. It is expected that all their members will soon unite with the

Aug.

United States Bee-Keepers' Association.

Just the thing

to do.
*

*

*

Mr. Stenog— the one who furnishes

"^
the " Pickings
Gleanings in Bee-Culture, from their "neighbors'
fields "
wrote this paragraph, referring to some letters in
the American Bee-Keeper

for

—

" Mr. Hill continues his interesting letters from Cuba.
insects of that island lead me to believe that a hybrid
climate like ours, where Jack Zero reigns a good deal of the
time, is preferable to one of perpetual heat."

The

We presume that means Stenog prefers Heaven to the
" other place," where it is said that the " heat " is not only
" perpetual," but hot boiled down.
E. R. Hayes, of Topeka, Kans., seems to deserve a free
advertisement. The following is given in Gleanings in
Bee-Culture, and we are quite willing to " pass his name

along
"

:"

We

regret to be obliged to warn our friends against
sending any honey to E. R- Hayes, of Topeka, Kan., or
trusting him in any way. D. S. Jenkins, of Colorado, sent
him a lot of honey last October. Hayes said, when Mr. J.
offered the honey, " I will send my draft on arrival of
goods." Since then Mr. Jenkins cannot get a word from
him, and we have written to Mr. Hayes twice, the last time
telling him we would publish him unless he made some sort
of answer; and altho we have given him several weeks'
time to make a reply, we cannot get a word from him in
any way, shape or manner. Will the other journals please
pass his name along unless he can be made to talk, or give
some reason why he does nol talk."

We

might also add the name of H. P. Robie, of Sioux

Falls, S. Dak., to the list of those who defraud bee-keepers
by getting honey and refusing to pay for it.

for.

The Premium
Look at it.

offered on page 572

is

well worth work ing
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ments by means of division-boards f urnisht with perforatedzinc.
The ceiitral compartment had a capacity of three
frames, on either side of the frame of cells being a frame
of young larva?.
Preference seems to be given to cells
fastened on a stick as compared with those fastened on the
lower edge of a comb. When a larva is put into a cell,
there is placed at the same time in the cell a bit of royal
about as big as a double-B shot. The jelly should be
of the right age, an ordinary natural queen-cell of two or
three days' growth furnishing jelly for six, and sometimes
for twelve cells.

jelly

A

Bee-Veil Long Enough being askt for in Gleaning^s
in Bee-Culture, Dr. Miller advises sewing- the veil to the

edge of the hat-brim, thus making the veil come down
farther than if fastened around the crown of the hat. The
editor thinks Mr. Coggshall's plan still better. Have a hat
with a very wide brim, and sew the veil to the underside of
the brim, but so far from the edge that the veil will be
shaded from the direct rays of the sun. The sun shining
on the veil makes it especially hard to see thru, the trouble
being greatest early or late in the day when the sun is near
the horizon.

Are the Dark Cappings

of Sections Colored Clear
Dr. Miller are at loggerheads on
Mr. Root says he examined several thouhoney from different parts of the country,
and three-fourths of the so-called travel-stained faces
showed on examination that the stain went clear thru the
capping. But Dr. Miller says he knozcs that a section capt
white as snow becomes dark if left on the hive long enoug-h,
especially in the center of the super, and asks, " Now, don't
you believe the white capping still remains white, with a

Thru?— Editor Root and
this question.
sand pound.s of

dark coating over

it

?"

The Royal Palm as a Honey=PIant Mr. Snyder having called attention, in the Bee-Keepers' Review, to the
fact that Mr. Somerford had reported royal palm as yielding
a surplus, while Mr. Poppleton had reported it as not yielding a surplus, Mr. Poppleton says the difference between
the two is more seeming than real. Mr. Poppleton's experience of two years in Cuba was in what he considered a
largely overstockt locality, 400 or 500 colonies being in the
one apiary. During the time of bloom of royal palm only a
few colonies stored surplus, while Mr. Somerford, in a region less densely stockt, might have found a good surplus

A Trap
it

for

in the

failure.

Virgin Queens and Drone.Comb. -On page 403 of this
journal, C. P. Dadant says that queenless bees to which a
queen-cell is given will build nothing but drone-comb till
their young queen is laying. Critic Taylor says in the BeeKeepers' Review that such is not his experience. He examined a number of nuclei in which eggs were not j-et
hatching, and in one at least there we/e yet no eggs, and
found all the new comb entirely worker. Thinking the
strength of a colony might have something to do with the
case, he put a swarm with a virgin queen in three sections
of the Heddon hive, the swarm being strong enough to
crowd the three sections, and five or six frames in the upper
section were largely devoid of comb. This was in the midst
of a moderate basswood yield, and he says: "Now the
frames mentioned are almost entirely filled with comb, and
not a sign of drone-cell anj-where and the queen is not yet
laying." It will be interesting to discover whether there
maj' not be some difference of conditions not yet fully understood that may account for the difference in observations.
;

stored from the plant.
scribes

Moving Bees Short Distances.— Dr. Mason says in
the Bee-Keepers' Review that when bees are moved several
miles the^- do not return to the old location, not because of
the distance they have been moved, but because of the disturbance in moving. So for 25 j-ears he has made a practice of disturbing bees when moving them only a short distance, after the plan given bj- E. R. Jones, and has never
made a failure till this year. When the Doctor wants to
move bees a short distance, he closes the hives with wirecloth, and if not ready to move them at once, he sets them
in the shade for half a day or longer.
Then he puts a colony on a wheelbarrow, wheels it back and forth on the sidewalk, whose unevenness keeps up a constant jar, till he has
wheeled it 40 rods or more, then puts it where he wants it,
and it stays put. But this j'ear he says the plan was a flat

—

Honey. Loving Bears Editor
American Bee-Keeper

Hill thus de-

:

" It is simply a strong box, about 14 inches deep and 10
inches square, with a number of 3-inch light wire-nails
driven thru and inclined downward from the outside. Then
a piece of comb honey is placed in the bottom, and the ar-

rangement left at some convenient place. The bear, it is
said, will thrust his head to the bottom after the sweet morsel, but when he attempts to withdraw it, he finds he has a
nightcap that persists in being worn thereafter, and the
bee-keeper finds him tumbling about, thus blindfolded,
when he arrives in the morning.
Bees Crossing Larvse for Queens
Dr. Miller and the
editor of the Bee-Keepers' Review are at a dead-lock with
regard to the age at which bees choose larva; for rearing
queens. The former insists that when a queen is removed
the bees choose larva> sufficiently young, but continue to
start cells for several days, and then they use larva? that
are too old, not from choice, but because no younger are
present. He asks Editor Hutchinson to make fresh trial
and report results. This Mr. H. politely declines, but
" Let me tell j'ou just what I do know about this
says
matter. I know from a great number of trials that when
bees are given larva? of all ages from which to rear queens,
that some of the queens are very poor while if given only
eggs, or just-hatcht larvae, all of the queens are good."
:

;

—

Swarms on a Bicycle. I have secured
of bees in sacks, and carried them on a bicj'cle. It
sometimes happens that a farmer will say a swarm of bees
It would
is hanging on a limb a mile or so from the office.
hardly pay to send a man with a horse and buggy but
with a bicycle and cheese-cloth sack I can very soon have
those bees back home and in a hive. The sack should be
carried by the upper end, where it is tied. Before the sack
is tied, however, the bees should be shaken down to the
bottom, and then the string should be secured four or five
inches above the mass of bees. I usually carrj- the sack in
one hand, and guide the bicycle with the other.
year or so ago there appeared an account of how a
very enthusiastic youth, seeing a swarm of bees remote
from his home, was particularly anxious to secure the bees
and take them. What did he do but remove his " pants,"
tie the legs of them together, shake the bees into them, and
rush home ? No mention of the fact is made of hoiv he got
home, or whether he was stung or not, or whether he met
any one on the way but the fact was clearlj' brought out
that the bees were hived, and finally developt into a prosperous colony.
Taking this incident as a cue, I do not see why we cannot use the cheese-cloth sack in the manner I have described. The body of the sack can be slipt clear up over
the cluster of bees as they are hanging on the limb and, if
more convenient, the mouth of the sack can be tied around
the limb so as to make it bee-tight; the limb can be cut,
Carrying

swarms

;

A

;

;

Doolittle Queen-Cells— two dozen of them— make a
full-page illustration in a recent issue of Gleanings in BeeCulture, upon which the bee-keeper would gaze for a long
time. The picture is a fine one, and the cells are fine, of
that kind from which the experienced bee-keeper will confidently expect fine queens. They were reared in a hive of
one story, a laying queen being in the hive all the while.
But the hive was separated into three compartments. The
central compartment was the one in which the cells were
produced, the queen not being allowed in this central compartment, but alternatelj- in either of the two outside compartments, the workers having the free run of the compart-

and our bees brought home

in

triumph.

— Gleanings in

Bee-

Culture.
'^-•-^

Langstroth on the Honey. Bee, revised by the Dadants,
a standard, reliable and very thoroly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound elegantly.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
arise about bees. We mail it for $1.25, or club it with the
Bee Journal for a year both for only $2.00.

is

—

Sept.

7,
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SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

Root's Goimnn

Seeds.

have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the followiutj prices, cash with

We

the order:

la the multitude of counsellors there
safety.— Prov. 11-14.

HONEY
WANTED.
We

comb

are in the market for both

The Style of Hive Preferred.
Query I02.— What make or style of hive aud
super do you prefer?
Prof. A. J.

you have any

wanted by

stating^ the g^rade,

AT ONCE

from you

number

of pounds

of each grade, from what source gath-

ered and

HOW

tracted, send a

it

put up.

is

ex-

If

sample by mail.

.

Cook— LaDgstroth.

GEORGE

Most use

Harrison— Eight-frame Langwith Heddon case. Because it's good

118

Michigan

/\ I
III

Several Carloads

Every Year....
and may be able

to refer

you

to a

buyer

we cannot handle

See our ad

in thi.s

it

(ttie

.\

f.^.nil,

me surprise vou.
CHAS. H. THJES,

a trial and
no pay.
.vlA If

column for July

HoneufaGiiafles,,,
square Cans

are

W. Heise— Langstroth

length,

depth super same. • Why ?" Gives me better results all arouud.
W. G. Larrabee— Langstroth 10-frame
hive, and Id pound slatted-bottom super.
Because I like it the best.
E Whitcomb— Any make with movable
frame. For the reason that about the same
results are attained, with the same care.
J. M. Hambaugh -Ten frame Simplicity,
because it combines more desirable features, in my estimation, here in California.
E France— I prefer a quadruple hive,
with Langstroth frames. There is better
winter protection when wintered out-of-

honey.
Rev. M. Mahin— The one I use, but X cannot describe it here. In several features my
hives and supers are peculiar to myself.
They just suit me.
Eugene Secor— I use the S-frame Langstroth hive with super to match, both the T
and the open frame to support sections.
Separators preferred in all cases.
R. C. Aikin— T super or a compression super without T's or slats, separators to support sections square joint hive as in dove-

-

NATIONSAW—

jy^y /

iLlM^TSi''
L;"!) liSif
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I

'',t\

l,;r^l

''

^i,

J^v-
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-:>->%^
CHINEKV.

.

fo''
cross

-

C^*^-j
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"^ Ml

Yi\\/

•

ripping,
cuttinK,
rab-

groov
KainiDg,

g,

scroll

/

OT^~«
r^/W # li

-

luitertng,

\„>eting,

/

I

l.|\ll

W

V

-

boring,

sawing,

edge-

1 moulding,
etc.
—^^
' heading,
Full line FOOT

Vr^.«4i^^
,,-«=' "^

POWER

Jft

MA-

J>end for Catalog A.

Seneca Fulls

Jlfg. Co.. 46

Water

St.,

Seneca Fulls, »,V.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

I

HAVE an

infallible

remedy that

will kill the

POISON OF BEE-STINQS within THREE

Any

minutes after application.
52 cents

to

M.

Q.,

Lock Box

person sending

400.

Spring-

field, Mo., will receive this valuable recipe by
34A4t
return mail.

yUCCn S price

/^

Balance of season. Select Tested Italian Queens,
Sl.i«': Untested Italian Queens, SO cents. Every
Queen warranted to give satisfaction or your
nuniev back. Queens bv return mail as long as
they

last.

Address,

F.A.

CROWELL,

Granger, Minn.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
,i4Atf

1!ke-Uives. Sectio.ns, Shippingeverything used by beeC.\SES
ceepers. Orders filled promptly.
.Send for Catalog. Minnesota BeeKeepers' Supply Mfg. Co., Nicollet
IsKaiid, Minneapolis, Minn. 18Atf

—

brood-chamber a flattened cube.
Stone— Improved LangstrothSim-

now

A Good Wagon
1 iite»«
beKiii^ M'ith (r(>"tl wheels.
the " IifciN tirv pood tJif wuirori t»

TOV BIY IIIF.
WHEEL
STEEL
ELECTRIC
niad'-toflt any \va>rnn--your wagon

ADDRESS

MEDINA, OHIO.

III.

ONION COMBI-

_JS==p—»

^

Ji~^-^^
^y'*
^=^):T#'-ji-^'

;

because I think it is the easiest to
manipulate and as simple in construction
as I think it possible to make a No. 1 hive.
Mrs. J. M. Null— Foi cofnb honey and
cellar-wintering B. Taylor's, or Heddon's
For out door
divisible, or 8 frame hives.
wintering bees do better in deeper frames.
G. M. Doolittle— My own. Because— because— well, any of the good hives on the
market will give good results if there is
plenty of brain, muscle and push behind
them.
Dr. C. C. Milkr— I don't know, as yet.
bow it may be about some of the new
supers, but as yet I like the T super and
the dovetailed hive. Too long a story to
tell why.
J. A. Green— A modification of the Heddon hive, made by myself (none for sale).
with super containing what are known as

^

.^.7^^.

Quinby

38.00 per ten boxes instead of Kj.OO.

THE A. L ROOT

Steeleville,

Please mention the .^-merican Bee Journal.

plicity.

6th issue for

Five-gallon

Satisfaction or

let

Jas. A.

ourselves.

ILL.

Either Sbanded, liolden or

IMPORTED Italian
r r IVit'
N *™"'
mothers, 60c each; or 6 for
V^UL^LI
breeders at £1.50each. Giveme
leuI

'

tailed;
if

CHICAGO,

-

C kl C

I^

YORK & CO.

W.

Street,

^^--^c^'

O. O. Poppleton— I prefer what is known
as the Long-Ideal hive, with no super.
This is mainly for obtaining extracted

Handle

if

L.

doors.

We

50ft
$4.00
5.75
5.00
5.00
3.50

freight.
are solicited.

;

to offer, let us hear

1.25
1.40
1.20
.90

Alfalfa Clover
Crimson Clover
Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

enough.
D.

60c
70c
80c
60c
S5c

Your orders

Dr. J. P. H. Brown— I use a modification
of the Langstroth hive.
Emerson T. Abbott— The '• St. Joe." Because it is made to suit me.
C. H. Dibhern— 1. The Dibbern. 3. Because it suits iiir better than any other.
stroth.

If

Why ?— Wkst.

it.

Mrs.

and extracted honey.

Sweet Clever (melilot)
AlsikeClover
WhiteClover

2Sft
$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

10ft
fl.OO

5ft

is

a iHllure.

CO,

will

IF

always have

dry out or

rot.

k'^'^'cI

-wheels. Can't

Nolni.se tires.

Any

BY RETURN MAIL Italian queens
—reared from Imported Mothers.

Untested,

50 cents; Tested, $1.00.

TE.f?f?flL
isAtf

BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Go. Tex
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Comb

Foundation

Wholesale and Retail.

VNZorking

W^x

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPEaALTY.

DO NOT FAIL
Before placing your order, to send
what you need iu

me

a

list

of

Foundation, Sections,
other Supplies, and get my prices. You
goods and save money. IllusWANTED.
trated Catalog Free.

And

will get the best

BEESWAX

hfU'lit.finY «i()thtir*- fatalotr free.

ELECtRIC WHEEL CO.

Box

|«

Qll>CV,

ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writiac
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Golden

Italian

any one

New

Subscriber.

who is now a subscriber to this journal, and WhOSe subscription
we will mail a Golden Italian Queen free as a premium for

& CO.,
QEORQE W. YORKMichigan
118

Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturag'e and NectarProducing Plants; the Bee-Ranches and how
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. S1.0i.> per year; 6

' section-holders "—single-tier wide-frames
with tin separator nailed on, without topbar.
I adopted these because I thought
they were best, and I have seen no reason
to change my mind.
J. E. Pond— I prefer the Simplicity Langstroth hive, with \' inch wide super, of a
size that tour will fit a frame 4'4X4 '4x1,'^.
I do not know that there is any great choice
in supers, except they should be of convenient size.
R. L. Taylor— The Heddon. Because with
it I can most conveniently suit the size of
the colony— give a small brood-chamber to
a swarm— and get along with very little
handling of frames, without any offsetting
disadvantage.
v. H. Elwood— The Quinby-Hetherington

months,

hive.

The American Poultry Journal
Dearborn

Alrkllftml
^UUl lia.1

Street, Cjiicagu, III.

'^^^

'^

over a quarter of a

century old and is still g-rowmerit of its own, and

ing: must possess intrinsic
its field must be a valuable

Such

one.

is

the

American Poultry Journal.
Mention the

50 cents a Year.

liee Journal.

The Rural Californian

218

Sanijjle copies, 10 cents.

50 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
North Main Strei't,
Los Am.ki.ks.
•

BARNES' FOOT
'

you sav

it

Cai,.

POWER MACHISERY
Read what

'

J. I.

Pakrnt, of

Charlton, N. Y., says: " We
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter,
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
100 honey racks, 500 broodframes, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a <rreat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do

it with this Saw. It will do all
will." Catalog and price-list free.
W. F. & John Barnes,

Address,

'>95 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.
5Ctf
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Saw Wanted
Address,

1

w.'ini

a '-econd-

S-A.-W
hives.
CHAS. ARNESON.
hand
tor

making

Tawne'i, Fillmore Co., Minn.
35A2t
please mention Bee Journal when writing.

<S-1F

—

sending us

for a vear, with Si. 00 to pay for same.
Address

325

tO the

iS paid

end 0\ 1899, or beuond,

one new subscriber

1899.

7,

Queen Free

For sending us One
To

Sept.

It

is

best

to

move;

best

to

size combs in the super as in the broodnest.
Occasionally. I produce a little comb
honey, using either the T super or section-

BEE-BOOK

That covers the wbole Apicultural

Field more

completely than any other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

AND BROOD
thicks with n-iaihleave tio rfnulri
simple
.utcss.
duruble
iimble and perf«t
perfect ma-.L,
ma-.LiLe i. Ibe

G. W. Demaree— I prefer the modernized
Langstroth hive, with duplicate story for
taking honey with the extractor, and the
T tin support section-cases, for comb honey.
In the Middle and Southern States the lUframe hive is best, while in the North the
Sframe size may be used with good results.

Davenport— Nearly all the frame hives
have in use are made on the same princi-

ple as the dovetailed, because

ir

HATCH:

iliiiit

A

ILLINOIS.
Ma<ie in several convenient

siz'-s,

from SHepgup.

Impervious to sudtlen changCH In teni[terature»
Packed with asbestos and covered with iron. C'ia't shrink or warp,
or burn from lamp explosifiri ursup'-T-heating. Don't bu> ao ucobator or brooder until you pit our free t'ntalncrue.

JONES^ BoxM», STREATOR, ILL*
Please mention Bee Journal -when •writing.

J. H.

I

Your

I

We

I
trivitifr

HONEY

will buy it^no matter
where you are. Address^

description ami price,

MAti TH05.

STANLEY & SON.

C.

FaiHieldJII.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.
•5-

BEE^SUPPLIES,
Root's Goods at Root's Prices,

Langstroth Hives and everything
pertaining to same.
Muth Jars.Muth Honey Extractor
in fact everything used by beekeepers. Send for our Catalog.

—

C. H. WZ.

the handiest, most convenient, and most practical
hive I know of for a single brood-story hive.
I am using various kinds of supers, but am
it is

not satisfied with any of them.
S. T. Pettit
I can answer better by giving the size of frame and number used. If
I were starting again I would make my
hive a little longer than it is. I would
make the frames 1.5 inches long, '.iVj inches
More
deep, and 12 in each hive. Reason
room for supers, and gives long entrance
for ventilation. Many hives now used are

4

f
4
+

f
+

WEBER, 4
CINCINNATI, OHIO,

2146 Central Ave..

Successor to

Ch.\s F.

Muth & Son and

holders with fence separators.

I

ILL.

Und

queens in. because the light floods all parts
and there are no hive-corners for queens to
hide in. I have yet to find a hanging frame
that I can manipulate as quickly.
Mrs. A. J. Barber— Eight-frame dovetailed with section-holders.
For one reason, they are small enough so that they are
not too heavy to handle. I have used them
more than any other, and they seem more
convenient than any other to me.
Dr. A. B. Mason— Langstroth. Because 1
like it better than any other 1 have tried.
I produce extracted honey and use same

C.

YOU WANT THE

CHICAGO,

Street,

WANTED

A.

Muth.

f
4

I

EXTRACTED HONEY

We are now in shape to buy Extracted
Honey, either in larg^e or small lots.
Parties having any to offer will do well
to sell to us, as Cincinnati is a {jreat
market for Extracted Honey. Submit a
small sample, statinp quantity, style of
Prompt
packag'e, and price expected.

References:
Western German Jiank
remittances.

—

German Bank Co.

4
t
•i-

4

The Brighton

•5-

(both of Cincinnati, O.)

f

Please mention the Bee Journal.

—

B66-K66p6rs' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

BEE-KEEPERS

me send you my 64paye Catalog for 1899.
Let

!

:

too small, so

you care to kuow of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Cali-

California!

If

Paper—
Pacific Rural Press,

fornia's Favorite

The
The

leading Horticultural and Ajrricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,

handsomely

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam*

pie copy free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market Street,
San Francisco. Cal.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
-

I

Don't Rent
ESTABLISH A

HOME OF
YOUR OWN

think.

A. F. Brown— For general use the 10frame dovetail white-pine hive, standard
Langstroth size frame, two stories. For
comb honey I would prefer the same number and depth of frames, but would reduce
the length to about 14 inches. I have used
such hives with very satisfactory results.
For comb honey super I have used those
having section-holders, with wood separa-

Read "The Corn Belt," a handsome
monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,

tors.

209

Adrian Getaz— My own, of course. For
description see American Bee Journal of

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

Please mention Bee Journal

when writing

-Sept.

May

The main points are a brood-

G. 1S97.

nest of sufficient

573
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size,

chaff protection for

OUR MOTTO

S TOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

WELL MAN UFACTURED

:

broodnest and supers, against both cold
and excessive heat. I consider essential
that the supers should be protected, so as to
keep them warm during the night and thus
keep comb-building going on, day and
night.
E. S. Lovesy— I use and prefer the LangWith all due modesty I have
stroth hive.
to admit that I like our own make of super
the best it is a super that I adopted three
years ago. Myself, Mr. Bouck, Mr. Dudley,
and many others are using it here now. It
may have been used before, if so I did not
know it. It consists of separators and
double section-holders so arranged as to
completely box in all sections, thus keeping
tbem clean and free from travel-stain.
;

Seciions,

StilDoWcases and

B66-K66D6rS' SUDDli6S
a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.
be
iii this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to
and
the best for making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

We make
The

BASSWOOD

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
Please mention the Bee Journal

when

Gold! Gold! Queens!

A Good Report.
I

began

two

in the spring with three colonies,

and one rather poor. I extracted honey from the two good ones, and
the third one I workt so that I got seven
fair ones,

Leininger Bros' Queens are worth their weig^ht
in <.'(>ld; large, prolific, yellow, and ffreat RED
CLOVER workers. We have secured 112 pounds
of honev per colony as the result of the past
poor season. Queens from the above strain will
be seat by return mail at 50 cents each; H doz.,
$2.'>i>.
Queens warranted purely mated Italian.
LEININGER BROS., Ft. Jennings, Ohio.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
33Atf

small colonies out of it. I got in all 200
pounds of extracted honey, and have now
10 colonies.

Sheboygan Co.,

Wis.,

QUCGRS

aild 566S.
f\(l6l
Now is the time to tret A SELECT TESTED
BREEDINa=QUEEN for il.nO, or U breeders for
510.00. Young- queens and bees, all g-olden beauties, trreat hustlers, handled without smoke, and

sure

winter.

HENRY ALLEY,
Wexh.\m, Esskx

.^.A,5t

Co,, M.iss.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Owing- to the heavy advance,'^

our locality is very
small this year. I have taken only 1,000
pounds of ccmb honey from the carload of
bees (100 colonies) that I brought here in
June, The bees have increast to 17.5 colonies by natural swarming, and are in good
condition for winter. The fatality among
bees in this locality last winter and spring
I think was fully 90 percent, and bee-keepers are discouraged.
I. A. Tkavis.
Wood Co., Wis., Aug. 21.
in

til

NOTICE.

Joseph Mayek.
Aug. 31.

Bee-Keepeps Discouraged.
The honey crop

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

writing-.

obliged

t()

in

raw materials, we are

ADVANCE PRICES ox all our
all prices, wholesale

hereby withdraw
wanting- goods before new catalog
write for quotations.

Q. B.
Please mention Bee Journal

when

and
is

goods, and

Parties
issued will please
retail.

LEWIS

CO.,

WATERTOWN,

-writing

WIS.

Very Poor Season for Bees.

My

bees have stored no honey since Alsike clover bloom, and there is but little
hope of their getting winter stores. Spanish-needle, goldenrod
and boneset our
only show for fall honey are all in bloom,
and I yet have to see the first bee on any of

—

—

it.

Lincoln Co., Mo., Aug.

S.
2S.

W. Smiley.

Carloads
of Bee-

Hives
Sections,

Shipping-Cases,

Comb Foundation
In

page

Hunting Bees in Trees.
giving my way of bee-hunting, on
499. I

my method of
when they cannot be found

failed to give

starting bees

on

go to a place where you
think there are wild bees; build a fire, into
which throw stones, and when they are
heated take to the side of the woods where
the wind will take the smoke into the
woods.
Then take three sticks of wood
about five feet long, and set them up in a
triangular form and place the bait on the
vertex; put the heated stones below the
bait, then drop some honey on the hot
stones, or sugar will do, and the fumes will
attract bees, if there are any in the vicinflowers.

First

ity.
I guarantee this method to catch them
every time.
Samuel Varnes.
Coshocton Co., Ohio.

Too Wet and Too Dry.
am a bee-keeper

Editor YoitK:— I

in a

small way, so

I thought I would join your
throng of writers who have something to
say. Bees are not a success with us this
year. The early part of the season was too
wet, and now it is too dry; even the buckwheat is drying up, without giving the
poor bees half a chance. And as far as

many

of

my

bees are concerned, they will

and EVERVTHiN(in

America.

We

u-sed in

lit-s-- oi every hee-keeper
We wantth^ n nii nxl
consumers We have Dr> Kiln, Improved Machinmodern appliances. We make prompt shipment. Write
INTER-STATE MFG. CO., Hudson, St. Croix Co.. Wis.

the bee-industi\

supply dealers as well

erv, 40,000 feet of floor space, and all
for Catalo<rs, Quotations, etc.

i

1

a-^

Please mention Bee Journal -when writinK.

Page h Lyon Mfg. Co.
NEW

operates

LONDON, WIS.,

t-wo Sa-wmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of

curing- the best lumber at the
price for the manufacture of

lo-svest

lumber, thus

se-

Bee^^Keepers' Supplies^,

They have aLso one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved'machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt -with best machinerv, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
for Circular and .see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

Send

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing

Don't

lail

to mention the Bee Journal

when

writins; advertisers.

e

.
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about foul brood. I have kept bees 20
years, and handled on an average 500 colonies annually, and never had a case; in
fact, I have never seen foul brood.
have had a few cases of paralysis, but can
usually soon cure them by the methods
spoken of in the Bee Journal from time to
time.
J. L. Uandt.
Richardson Co., Nebr., Aug. 24.

to gather in stores from the house,
that they laid by a year or two ago, which
will be given them in a rather thin honey
.syrup put in pans, into which plenty of
clean cobs are thrown (or the bees to stand
upon while sipping the sweet; and they
will soon empty the pans.
It is surprising
how quickly they will do the work.
When it was time for the bees to work in
the spring I had 14 colonies left out of 4.5
wintered over. That was spring dwindling
in earnest, for nearly all left a good quantity of honey in the hives, so they had no
need to starve, tho according to some
writers they might have done so. I now
have 32 colonies.
Mary E. Allen.

have

SUFFERERS
FROM

LUNG

^KIDNEY

troubles can obtain valuable advice,

addressing

FREE,

bv

PEIRO,

pjj

34 Central Music Hall, CHICAGO.
Write at once. Enclose return stamp.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

-writme

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

Manistee Co., Mich

Aug.

,

We

A Canadian's Report.

24.

The MoNETTE Queea-Clippiu^
Device

is

catching*

wings.

a fine thing" for use

and

We

m

clippiug- Queen ^>'
it for 25 cefii>;
as a pre-

mail

FREE
ONE NEW

or will send it
miam for sending^ us
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or for$1.10 we will

mail the Bee Journal one year
Address,

Bees Not Making a Living.
Bees are not making a living around here
this fall.
There is no buckwheat, and
white clover didn't yield any honey to
speak of.
L. J. Bergh.
Dane Co., Wis., Aug. 24.

and the Clipping Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY.
US Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

Bees are doing well. I took off the first
super of buckwheat honey yesterday, making 7.5 pounds for that colony— clover 55
pounds, and buckwheat 20 pounds.

NOTICE.

4
•^
§
1
T
^

QUIRIN,

H. G.

brood-frames and if the weather is hot I
put the sections on. Whatever they get
above their needs I take. I always take

Bees Doing Well.

111.

the Queen-Breeder, has

600 GOLDEN ITALIAN
QUEENS,

L. C.

WARRANTED PURELY MATED,

Bradford Co.. Pa., Aug.

am

well pleased with the Bee Journal,
as I take quite an interest in bees. I had
eight colonies in the spring and now have
16 strong ones.
1 have been
bothered a
little with after swarms.
I have been taking off the queen-cells, and I think they
will give up the notion of swarming now. I
use two story chaff hives with eight brood
frames. I have SUO pounds of honey now.
The way I keep the bees working is to put
all extracting-frames on about the middle
of May. and when they are full I extract
them when about half the honey is sealed
over. The swarms 1 hive on foundation in
I

the queen-cells off the eighth day after the
swarm has issued. My bees are Carniolans and blacks.
P. A. Bark.
Ontario, Canada, Aug. 31.
first

Salsburt.

20.

which

will be sold, until further notice,
at 50 cents each, or six for $2.75. Selected
Queens, large and yellow all over, at 75
cents each; six for $4. Selected Tested,
$1.50 each. Queens sent by return mail.

•J.

f
4

Bees Doing Well.
Prospects in Nebraska.
Our winter

f

got of

mand.
Our best honey-plants were badly winterWhite and red clover and hoarkilled.
hound suffered the most. Basswood. attho
it bloomed profusely, yielded very
little
honey, and our principal dependence for

My Queens are prolific, and the
are excellent workers.
testimonials:
Romeo, Mich., July 10, ISO").
Mr. Quirin— Dear Sir:— The queens you sent
me have turned out the yellowest bees in my
apiary, are gentle to handle, are large and well
teed.

fbees

Read

C C. Chamberlain.
Blockly, Iowa, July 5, 1890.

markt.

Mr. Quirin— Dear Sir:— The queens

I

last year are giving good satisfaction, betthan some untested queens I paid $1 00 for, to
breeders who sell for no less at any time of year.
Yours truly, Edwin Bevins.
Address all orders to
H. G. QUIRIN. Parkertown. Erie Co., Ohio.
34A10t
Money Order Office, Bellevue.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

— heart's-ease — is

you

the

ter

very

fall
run
little yield

bees are doing well, at least they appear so to me. From eight colonies spring
count I have increast to 19. losing three or
four swarms by their decamping
I have
sold some 300 sections of white clover honey
at 15 cents per section, and I expect three
or four hundred more. I have several
styles of hives in use, and three styles of
sections. They all have points of advan-

winter were fully

50 percent, which was about made up by
swarming this season. So far we have bad
but little surplus honey, and will have no
more than enough to supply the home de-

Safe delivery and satisfaction guaran-

•J.

losses last

My

giving

tage and disadvantage. I may give them
some time. There are difficulties that I
may be able to overcome. For instance,
the 4x5x1 ', section gave me lots of annoyance to start with, and I have not entirely
gotten over the idea that they are ij inch
too thin yet. My trouble was to get the

us

on account of the extreme-

ly hot weather.
I

see so

much

said in the Bee Journal

The Novelty Pocket-Knif
A

heavier and stroug"er knife than the one

we

offered heretofore.)

THE SUCCESS

of

Pnire FeniM*

are usint;

it.

is

Over

not in doubt

riOO.iUHi

andtellint; their neighbor.^ U>

farnifre

n*'*- Ii.

r.KJK ffOVK> WIUKFKKCKCO., A1>KI\N )M< II.
Please meiitiou Bee Joarna.1 wtien writings.

HOWARD

LHcAr LANDS
Located on the

^^
^*
Add

Illinois Central R. K. in

SOUTHERN ,.^
'^^
ILLINOIS

also located on the Yazoo & Mississippi
Vallev R. R. in the famous

YAZOO VALLEY
of Mississippi
ssissippi

— specially

adapted to the

raisiiifr of

CORN AND HOGS,

M. MELBEE,

HONEYVILLE, O.
This Cut
Your Name on the
wish put on tlie Knifi^
The Novelty Knife

Knife.

is

the Full Size of the Knife.)

—When ordering-,

be sure to say just what

name and address you

indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the handle. It is made beautifully
of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as g-lass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side
of the handle is placed the name and residence of the Subscriber.
The Material entering into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality; the blades are
hand-foryed out of the very finest Enjrlish razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsit-rs
are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver
wire: the lining's are plate brass: the back spring^s of Sheffield sprinf>'-steel, and the finish of the
handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.
Why Own the Novelty Knife ? Incaseag-ood knife is lost, the chances are the owner will
never reci»ver it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling,
and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the Novdtifs, your
Pocket-Knifk will serve as an identifier; and in case of death, your relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.
How appropriate this knife is for a present What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife having^
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cut pives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an e.xact representation of
this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25. or trive it as a Premium to the
one sending us TiiicKn nkw smsLKiiiKKS to the Bee Journal (with SS.Ooi, and we will also send to
each new name a copy of the Premium Kdition of the book. Bees and Hoxey. We will club the
Xovelt^- Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.
is

!

Soil RlcHest

&

World.

Write for Pamphlets and Maps.
E, P,

SKENE, Land Commissioner,

Cent. R. R. Co., Park Row,
CHICAGO, ILL.
30A16t
111.

Room

41.?,
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GEORGE W. YORK &

CO.,

118 Michig-an Street,
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foundation exactly in the middle, so the
bees would build cells on both sides of the
foundation and cap them over. A full
sheet gave the best filled sections: starters
were good, except scant at the bottom, but
nicely filled if turned over at just the right
time. But I want full sheets, then the cells
are all alike, otherwise the starter will be
worker-cells and the rest of the section is
apt to be drone celli^. and looks coarse.
Sioux Co., Iowa, Aug. 22._ F. W. Hai.l.

Surplus from Alfalfa.

Little

Bees are working for dear life on buckwheat Should we get another rain they
will be fixt for winter stores; otherwise
they will have to be fed. There was very
S. Hakter.
little surplus from alfalfa.

McPherson

Co.,

Time

Kan Aug.
,

23.

to Plant Bulbs.

the season of the year in which
to set out bulbs. Prepare the ground for
them before they are received by having it
dug up to a depth of at least a foot a foot
and a half is better and workt over until
it is mellow," writes Eben E. Rexford in
the September Ladies' Home Journal
Mix with it a liberal quantity of old
rotten manure from the cowyard. or. if
this is not obtainable, use bonemeal in the
proportions of one pound to a square yard
of soil. If the soil is naturally heavy, it is
well to add considerable sand to make it
lighter and more porous. Plant the bulb-;
as soon as possible after they are received,
as they are greatly injured by exposure to
the air. Set tulips and hyacinths six inches
deep, smaller bulbs from four to five inches.
All bulbs should be placed five or six inches
apart, and each kind kept by itself."

"This

is

—

—

Bee= Books

Manual

Or,

of the Apiary,
BY

PPOF. A,

J,

COOK.

& Co. 118

sand— $1 25

Bees and Honey, or Manag^ement of an Apiary
for Pleasure anil Profit, by Thomas G. Newman.— It is nicely illustrated, contaitis 160 pag-es,
beautifully printed in the highest style of the
Price, in
art, and bound in cloth, g-old-lettered.
cloth, 75 cents; in paper, 50 cents.

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee. revised by
Dadant.— This classic in bee-culture has been
entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated. It
treats of everythiu;/ relating- to bees and beekeeping-. No apiarian library is complete without this standard wtirk by Ke\. L. L. Lang'stroth— the Father of American Bee-Cultur.-. P
has 520 p.ig-es, bound in cloth. Price, 51-25.
BeC'Kcepers' Guide, or Manual of the ApViv,
by Prof. A. J. Cook, of the Michig-an Af?riculiural Coll 'ge.— This book is not only instructive
and helpful as a g^uide in bee-keeping^, but is
interesting- and tliondy practical and scientific.
It contains a full delineation of the anatomy and physiology of bees. 460 pag^es, bound
in cloth

and

fully illustrated.

Price, $1.25.

SdentiHc Queen^Rearing^, as Practically Apby G. M. Doolittle.— A method by which

plied,

the very best of queen-bees are reared in perBound in cloth
fect accord with Nature's waj-.

and

illustrated.

Price, $1.00.

Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.— A cyclopedia of 4i.)0 jKig-es, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. Contains
300 engravings. It was written especially for
beginners. Bound in cloth. Price, $1.20.

A B C of

Advanced Bee=>Culture, Its Methods and Managem.Mit, by W. X. Hutchinson.— The author of
this work is a practical and entertaining writer.
You should read his book; 90 pages, bound in
paper, and illustrated. Price, So cents.
Rational Bee-Keeping, by Dr. John Dzierzou.
is a ir.-inslation of his latest (iernian
book on bee-culture. It has 350 pages, bound in

A description of the book here is quite unnecessary— it IS simply the most complete scientific
and practical bee-book ijublisht to-day. Fully
illustrated, and all written in the most fascinating style. The author is also too well-known to
the whole bee-world to require any introduction.
No

bee-keeper is fully equipt, or his library
complete, without The Bee-Keepkks' Guide.

This

and
magnificent book
loth

latest edition of Prof. Cook's
of 400 patres, in neat and substantial cloth binding", we propose to give
to our present subscribers, for the work of getting
subscribers for the American Bee

away

NEW

Journal.

Given tor

TWO New

Subscribers.

The following- offer is made to present subscribers only, and no premium is also griven to
the two NEW subscribers— simply the Bee Journal for one j'ear:
Send us

two new subscribers

to the Bee*

JouriiaUwith $2.(X)),and we will mail vou a copv
of Prof. Cook's book FRKE as a" premium.
Prof. Cook's book alone sent for 51.25, or we club
it with the Bee Journal for a year— both for only
$1.75.
But surely anybody can g-et onlv
NEW subscribers to the Bee Journal for a year,
and thus g-et the book as a premium. Let everv
body try for it. Will YOU have one?

TWO

GEORGE W. YORK
lis .Michi(;.iii St.,

$1.(HI.

Bienen-Kultur, by Thos. G Newman.- This
is a (ierman tratislation of the principal portion
of the book called " Bees and Honey." 100-page
pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

Bienenzucht und Honlggewlnnung, nach der
neuesten metlmde i<ierman) by J. F. Eggers.—
This book gi\es the latest and most apprtived
methods of bee-keeping in an easy, comprehensive style, with illustrations to suit the subject.
50 pages, board cover. Price, 50 cents.

Bee-Keeping for Beginners, by Dr. J. P. H.
Brown, of (ieorgia. -A practical and condenst
on the honey-bee, giving the best modes
of management in order to secure the most
profit. HO pages, bound in paper. Price, 50 cts.
Bee-Keeping for Profit, by Dr. G, L. Tinker.
^Revised and enlarged. It details the autlior*s
*' new system,
or ht.)W to get the largest yields of

postpaid.

6c

CO.

CHICACO, ILL.

Please meatloa Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

|

Mich. St. Chicago.

treatise

460 Pages -16th a899) Edition— 18th Thou-
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George W. York

paper covers,
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Chicago, Aug.

l**.-

comb honey

A

few consignments of

received this week, some cases of
plain sections sold at 15 cents, otherlots at 13''/ 14 cents, while No. 1 sold at 12f"43c;
amber grades, 10(allc; dark, 7ca9c, Extracted,
white, 7('j Sc; amber, 6J^ffl7J4c; dark, be. All selling well. Beeswax, 25(t' 26c.
R, A. BORNKTT & CQ,

fancy

in

Kansas

City, Aug. 10.— The receipts of honey
fair. We quote: Fancy white
No. 1, 14c; No. 1 amber, 12'')'-13c. Extracted, white, 6(o:(i'Ac; amber, 554(ajOc; dark,

demand

are light,

comb,

15c;

Beeswax,

5@5Mc.

22'^'^

25c.

C. C.

Clemons &

quote as follows:

Fancy white,

14(S!l5c;

fancy amber, lie: No.

unchanged

firm at

1

No. 1 white, 12(a*13c;
amber, 10c. Extracted

Beeswax

prices.

Apiary Register, by Thomas G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.

Price, for 50 colonies, $1.00;

for 100 colo-

nies, $1.25.

Dr. Howard's Book on Foul Brood. — Gives the
and reviews the e.xperiments of others. Price, 25 cents.
Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by G. R.

McEvoy Treat men
Pierce.— Result

San Francisco, Aug.

25.— White comb, ll'/^®
amber, .S@l0c. Extracted, white,7!^@7K.
amber. 6,W(s)7c. Beeswax, 26(^27c.
Market is firm at unchanged quotations, wit^
demand fair and offerings light. The last Panr
araa steamer took 312 cases extracted for New
York. The ship Centesima sailed with 349 cases
for Iviverpool; another took 4,000 lbs. beeswax.
12'/4c;

light

Cleveland, Aug. 18. — New honey scarce and
good demand. Fancy white, 15c; No. 1 white,

in

fancy amber,

13(aJl4c;

Boston, Aug.

18.

No. 1 amber.
A. B. Williams

12c;

No.

2,

A No. 1, 14c; No.
Light amber extracted,

10c.

Co.

12(§*13c:
7c.
Bees-

1,

wa.x, 27c.

The demand for honey is very light, as is
usual this time of year. While stocks are ex-,
treraely light, the old being practically gone,
and no new as yet. Owing to poor crop pros*.
pects prices are firm, and it looks as if they
would remain

so.

BtJFFALO, Aug.

25.

Blake, Scott & Lee.
of fancy new 1-

— Receipts

ponnd combs are very

light, selling at 13(a*l4c;

low grades less. Advise
moderate shipments for the present. Some
fancy beeswax wanted at 2S<^30c,
fair to good, 10(gJl2c;

Batterson &

Co.

Omaha, Aug.

16.— Still very little doing and
receipts so light that a market price has really
not been establisht. Little lots of choice new
comb are still going at 14f':rl5c, but a good many
dealers will not touch it at these prices, and in
order to place larger quantities at this time a
considerably lower figure would have to be
made. In the course of another month, when
the weather is cooler and the taste for fruits
more fully satisfied, the demand for honey will
be more general and a more reliable market can
be quoted. Extracted is slow sale at 7(«i7J^^c.

Peycke Bros.
Detroit, Aug. 19. — There has been no offerings of new honey and old is fairly well cleaned
up. Fancy white we think would bring 14 cents,
other grade-i proportionately cheaper. White
extracted, 7'(VSc: no dark to quote. Beeswax in
M. H. Hunt & Son.
good supplj' at 23"' 24c.

I

ol 25 years'

experience.

WANTED.- Comb and
price, kiud,

money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 20c.
Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the Poultry^
Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by Fanny*
Field.— Everything about Poultry Diseases and
64 pages.

Price, 20 cents.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for Profit, by

Fanny Field.— Tells everythingabont Poultry
64 pages.

Price, 20 cents.

York's Honey Almanac

a neat little 24-page
pamphlet especially gotten up with a view to
creating a demand for honey. A very effective
helper in working up a home market for honey.
Prices: A sample for a stamp; 25 copies for 40c;
is

50 for 60c: 100 for $1.00; 250 for$2.25; 500 for $4.im)
For 25 cents extra we will print your name and
address on the front page, when ordering 100 or
more copies at these prices.

extracted honey; state

and quantity.

R. A.

3o cts.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke. —Origin, Development and Cure. Price, 10 cents.
Capons and Caponizing, by Dr. Sawyer, Fanny
Field, and oiheis. Iliustr.aled. All'about caponizing fowls, and tluis how to make the most

Business.

lOCaillc.

&

— Fancy white comb, 1-pouod

sections, 15(('i6c;

33A13t

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R. Cheshire.— Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts.

their Cure.

dull at

HiLDRETH & Segelken.

25<a'26c.

comb

or extracted honey." 80 pages, illustr:nt*d.
Price, 25 cents.

Co.

York, Aug. 22. — Demand good for new
crop comb honey, excepting buckwheat. We

New

BURNETT &

163 So.

Water

CO.,
Chicago,

St.,
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free.
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OrdeLEarly
There are indications that the demand

Sept.

''''

''"'
Year

Dadant's Foundation.

Why

does

B66-K66D6r8' SlIDDllCS,

satisfaction.

it has always given better satisfaction than any other.
in 22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compli-

Catalog ready Feb.
(20

Copy

1.

of the

pages) free.

Ameri-

Address

What more

can anybodv do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS,No SAGGINQ, No
LOSS.
PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

Because

will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made*
1899

ments.

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,
the best Veils, cotton or silk.
dealers handle our Foundation
G. B. Lewis Co
Watertown, Wis.
J. Nebel & Son
r. "•-—13. Oak,
.-,-,. T__..
Kretchmer
Red
E.
Iowa.
G.W. Fassett
Wetumpka, Ala.
J. M. Jenkins
J. W. Bittenbender
Portland Seed Co
Portland, Oregon.
J. L. Gray
St. Joseph, Mo.
E. T. Abbott,
Pierce Seed and Produce Co
Grand Rapids, Mich.
L. C. Woodman
F. Foulger & Sons
J. Nysewander
Des Moines Iowa
R. H. Schmidt & Co
Inter-State Mfg. Co
Hudson, Wis.
Vickery Bros
Reynolds Elevator Co
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
C. H. W. Weber
The L. A. Watkins Merchandise Co., Denver, Colo.

The following

W.

T. Falconer MtQ. Go.
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when wrltlne.
lookmir
nereis the ThinQ>"o""<>!'e
for the last winter
d

The New Chatnpioti
WINTER-CASE...

We

sell

Hill,

Mo.

:

|

..

Tti6

Year

We guarantee

it sell

so well?
Because

can Bee-Keeper

1899.

for

SUPPLIES will be very larg-e this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
liave large facilities for manufacturing all
kinds of

And

7,

High

Middlebury, Vt.
Knoxville, Iowa.
St. Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo, Colo.

Ogden, Utah.
Sheboygan, Wis.
Evansville, Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

which does away with all unnecessary work, and in which the bees
will not die in the coldest winter.
Send f<»r special prices on quanlitv
wanted.
R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, Revised.
Price, $1.25,

The

Classic in Bee-Culture

by mail.

Beeswax Wanted

^

Sheboygan, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

at all times.

QUEENS

Please mention Bee Jotirnal

chas. dadant & son,
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

"writing.

III.

Smokers, Sections,
Comb Foundation
And all Apiarian Siipplif*
fhrap. Send for
K. T. [-LANAGA.S, Bellf tIIIc. Ul-

^
jtalogue.

HAly

Please mention the Bee Journal.

M. H.

HUNT & SON,

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

at ROOT'S PRICES.

Shipping-Cases and Danz. Cartons are what
von need to displav and ship vour hnnev in.

Send

for Catalog.

'

BELL BRANCH, MlCH.
when writing.

Please mention Bee Journal

^SHORTHAND*
THOROLY TAUGHT

BY MAIL.
Trial

Lesson

FREE,

fA
K
LEAHY
MFG,

For Apiarian
T
supplies, address

CO,,

Hlgginsviiie,

Mo.

7or.^oki.*w^">*fe"S't':'i"„\:?ru,.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

BEES WANTED!

Headquarters of the Cross Eclectic System,
Please mention the Bee Journal.

I ARISE

On Langstroth Frames.
We

have nice Basswood Honey,

say to the readers of

Bee Journal

the

^^/^

for Catalog.

518 Ashland Klock^ C'HICAOO.

To

TTl"'/^

Send stamp

Eclectic Sborttiand Collegfe,
39Aly

T l'\7'

per pound.

Cans and Kegs, 20 pounds, 8 cents
Sample for 5 cents.
in

1

that

DOOLITTLE...
concluded to sell
in their season
during 1899, at the following prices
1 Untested Queen
.$1.00
6 Untested Queens.. 4.50
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Rearing-

Queens in Full Colonies— StartingCups by Natural Methods.

ILL,,

SEPTEMBER

Cell-

BY HENRY ALLEY'.
a g'ood many years I have had no trouble in gettinfc
all the cell-cups made that I needed, and in a way most
natural for bees to construct them.
This is the way

FOR
I

do

it

We

will suppose that there are eggs or larva; properly
matured, from which bees will start queen-cells. The rig-ht
age of eggs for this purpose is about 8+ hours, reckoning
from the time the eggs were deposited. Now, there is but
one way to compel bees to start cell-cups, and that is by
making them queenless. My way of preparing bees for this

work

this

is

:

have a box, a duplicate of the regular brood-nest a
full colony occupies, to the bottom of which is nailed wirecloth.
Over this wire, at the ends, are nailed Js-inch cleats
to keep the bottom of the bos above anything it is resting
on, so that the air can be admitted freely at all times. A
frame cover is made, and that also is covered witli wirecloth. AVhen ready for the bees I take the cover of the box
and go to any strong colony in the yard, remove the sections or whatever covers the frames, and place the wire
cover on the hive. Then the bees are smoked at the entrance to drive in as many as possible, and also cause them
to fill their sacs with honey.
I also drum lightly on the
I

Now, to put the bees in such a condition that they
can be brusht from the combs into a box, and not all take
wing, I use a small amount of tobacco-smoke. I will say
plainly that this boxing-up of bees as above cannot be done
without the use of tobacco smoke. If rotten-wood smoke is
hive.

F 1
1

.
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* be started around each egg given them. Let the bees
work on the cell-cups from 36 to 48 hours, after which
^^he5' should be placed in colonies having a queen not

^^t^Sf-han one year

old.

represents another standard frame. Onehalf of this frame is filled with wood, but. unlike the
one described in Fig-. 1. the wood is nailed in the upper half of the frame, and not at the ends, as in No. 1.
as will be seen. One side of the open space is covered
with wirecloth, and two smaller frames are used in
this frame, having- one of their sides covered with
perforated metal firmly nailed to the wood. These
frames are just T'2 inches between the vertical pieces,
and are notcht at the top so the strips of wood to
which the cell-cups are made are held in place. The
cell-cups are removed from frame No. 1, and then
placed in the smaller frames, which are then inserted in frame No. 2, with the open side toward the
wirecloth then the frame is placed in the center of
a powerful colony of bees, and a/jvays between two
frames of brood. The result is, in three daj's more there is
as fine a lot of queen-cells as one ever saw.
Twelve days after the eggs are given the bees, the cells
should be transferred to nuclei, or, what I consider much
better, to a queen-nursery. I feel bound to say that, by this
process, I have produced queens much superior to those
reared under the swarming-impulse.
To the inexperienced this method may seem fussy. All
I can say is that no one can rear queens without doing
much hard, pretty fine and fussy work. There are many
fine points connected with the above that one must get acThese particular
quainted with by actual experience.
points cannot be explained in one short article. Catch on
That is the proper way to do. The
to them by experience.
Fig-. 2

;

There is
cells illustrated were begun and finisht by bees.
nothing artificial about them. Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

—

Essex

Co.,

Mass.

queen does not cluster with them from any cause like dipt
wings, etc., which does not enable her to fly, onlj* in this
case the bees balling the queen, and those very near this
ball which can catch the scent of the queen, stay with her.
If these returning bees are stopt from going home they will
scatter into other hives, and are lost by being killed as intruders. I have had thousands slaughtered b.v their trying
to enter into other hives, and soon learned that it was better to let them go home, than have them killed entirely thru

my

interference.

would hunt out the queen by smoking the
they releast her, when she was caged and
placed between the combs, or hung down from the top-bars
of the frames, when no combs were used in hiving the
swarm. In about half of these cases this satisfied them,
while at other times they would ball the cage, so it would
do little if any good.
but instead of using
I now secure the queen as before
a common round cage I make a large flat one to reach clear
across the frames. Into this I put the queen and lay it on
top of the frames, when the bees can reach her thru the
wirecloth between every frame in the hive, which always
seems to satisfy them. The next morning I let he'r loose

Sometimes

ball of bees

I

till

:

New Swarm

Deserting the Hive and Queen.
BY

G.

M. DOOtlTTLE.

CORRESPONDENT

writes: "Will you please answer the following questions thru the columns of the
American Bee Journal ? I had a swarm come out one
In
It clustered and was hived in the usual manner.
da}'.
the evening the bees slowly swarmed out and went back
into the old hive, leaving a small bunch of bees in the new
hive. These remained six days when they, too, swarmed
out. I found the queen with them. What made the most
of the bees leave their queen and go back ?"'

A

—

Answer. The above is one of the most perplexing
things which occasionally happen in the swarming season
The general cause is that a few strange
in a large apiary.
bees from another swarm or elsewhere go in with the
swarm when they are on the wing or when running into the
hive, and for this reason the queen is balled for safe keeping, or for some other purpose just what. I never could
determine. Others have told me that is was to prevent the
few bees which came in with the swarm, from harming
their mother queen, but for some reason there is a lingering doubt about this in my mind. But as I am not satistied as to the reason, I allow the reason of others to stand
till I can prove them wrong.
Where the queen of the newly-hived swarm is thus
balled, the bees not finding her running about among their
number, seem to think that the}- have lost her, and so return to the old hive, as all bees of a swarm do when the

—

f

I

' '•

3-

SHOWING FRftWe jjRSANCt.'WlT^

and remove the cage.

ROUND PIECES OF

"What

is

\V.\X NK.'VK

HIVE-ENTR.\NCES.

the significaTice of finding in the

morning a

round pieces of dirty-colored wax near the entrance of some hives?"
Answer. — So far as my observation goes, the finding
of such round pieces signifies that drones are hatching out
for,
or, more properly speaking, emerging from their cells
if any one will take the time to examine closelj', he will
find that the drone, when about to emerge from the cell,
bites the cover of the cell entirely oflF by a smooth cut,
while the workers leave only fragments of the cappings of
their cell-coverings when thej' gnaw out. The queen cuts
off the capping to her cell the same as does the drone, except, as a rule, a little piece on one side is left, which often
acts like a hinge to a door, the "door" often closing after
the queen has gone out. Where no such hinge is left, then
the caps to the queen-cells are tumbled out of the hive the
same as are the drone-cappings, but in no case would there
probably be more than four or five caps from queen-cells
out in front of the hive on any one morning.
If the little door thus closes, as is spoken of above, the
lot of little

;

bees often make it fast, so that the inexperienced beekeeper is often deceived into thinking that the queen has
not yet emerged from her cell.
Then, again, it often happens, as soon as the queen has
emerged from her cell, that a worker goes into the cell to
partake of the roj'al jelly left in the cell, after which the
cell-cover flies back, or is pusht back by the ever-traveling
bees, the bees then sticking it fast, when the bee is a prisoner, which has caused manj- to think that the inmate of
the cell was not a queen but a worker hence they call their
colony queenless. sending off for a queen, only to lose her
when they try to introduce her.
It is well to understand all of these little kinks in beeculture, as such an understanding will often pay us largely
;

in dollars

and

cents.

Some suppose

that the round caps spoken of by the
correspondent indicate the uncapping of cells of honej',
either by robber-bees or preparatory to the carrying of the
honey from the outside of the hive to the center thereof;
but this is a mistake, as the cappings from the honey-cells

;
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are gnawed oif in
iorm spoken of.

frag-meiits,

little

and not

in

the round

FLOWERS IN GATHERING HONEV.

VISITING DIFFERENT

" In g-athering- honey, do bees visit different kinds of
flowers on one trip, or gather honey from one kind of
flowers only ?"
Answer. From the fact that bees never bring in pollen of different colors in their pollen-baskets at the same
time, the idea has obtained that they visit only the same
blossoms, or blossoms of the same color, which idea in the
main is correct, or very nearly so. Regarding this point I
will say that, in gathering pollen, I never saw a bee cliaiige
from one kind of flower to another, except on the clovers. I
have seen bees gathering pollen from white, red and Alsike
clover at the same time but those clovers gave the same
colored pollen. When we come to honey I have seen bees

—

;

from a gooseberry-bush to a currant-bush, and from
clover to raspberry bloom, and vice versa. I have also seen
them go from the red variety of raspberry to the black,
•where the different kinds of bushes were planted side by
still, all that does not prove
side, or in alternate rows
that bees gather honey promiscuously, for I do not believe
they do. It will be observed that all of the above, except
from clover to raspberry, were of the same species of
plants, or nearly so. Teasel and bassvfood bloom at the
same time but never, in all of my watching, did I ever
see a bee go from teasel to basswood, or from basswood to
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take the combs and shake part of the bees on the ground,
claiming that the old bees would shake off' and the young
bees would stick to the comb. This seems like a barbarous
action, but, full as the hives seem now, I believe it would
I have adopted the plan with some of my hives with
which I am so well pleased that I think I will follow it gen-

It is to clip the queen's wings, then when
swarm comes out I set a tumbler over the queen, remove the hive to another place, and set an empty hive in its
place, and when the swarm commences to return let the
queen run in with them. Or, after the swarm returns, de-

erally next year.

the

stroy the queen-cells in the parent hive, set it back, empty
the bees out in front of the hive, and let them run back.
I would refer the subjects mentioned in this to Dr.
Miller for any advice he may choose to give me as a guide
Marshall Co., Iowa, Aug. 11.
to the future.

fly

From

the

;

Onondaga

teasel.

Co., N. Y.

Some Experience

of the Present Season.
ARMSTRONG.
HAVE kept bees for nearly 40 j'ears, and have come to
conclusion that there are more surprises in the beeI the
business than in any other in my knowledge. Owing to
a. cranky neighbor I made up my mind a year ago I would
divide my bees and have no more swarming. My bees were
very light in stores last fall, and I fed some of the lightest
of them. When I put them into the cellar I was fearful
that some of them would never come out alive, but luckily
they all pulled thru, and out of the 10 colonies I suppose I
took out about a gallon of dead bees. I had them in confinement 138 days. They all had a little hone}', and some
of them very little. I thought I must feed them a little till
fruit-bloom came, nearly every day, and did so all but two
BY

J. C.

of them.

They gathered up considerable during fruit-bloom, but
I could not see what they were to get after that till basswood came, as the white clover was nearly all killed last
winter, and I had heard it said that the young clover (and
there was an abundance of that) would not afford any honey
the first year.
They had by this time become pretty strong, but from
the outlook
•dividing.

could not think it a good time to commence
But on May 23 they commenced swarming, and
I

took the matter into their own hands and swarmed, and
swarmed. But after basswood was over they seemed to let
up a little, and commenced killing off their drones. But
within the last two or three weeks they have changed their
tactics, and this has been the most lively week with me of
the season. They seem to be gathering as rapidly as at
any time of the season, and from the young clover. They
are booming with bees, send off good-sized swarms, and
some of them r'crj/ large. There has been just enough honey
coming in, in the scarcest time, to keep the queen laying,
"
virith plenty of room to spread herself.
I am all " at sea
now. I thought two weeks ago that swarms that came off
then would have to be fed for winter stores, but I believe
they have now as much as some of them had tliat I put away
last fall.
Still, the)' are stronger in bees than those were,
and of course will require more.
I have lost four swarms, and have doubled my number.
I had one to leave me to-daj'.
It is a question with me
Vfhich to do, hive them iu empty hives, or destroy tlie
queen-cells in the parent hive, and run them back. The
one that came out to-day alighted in a place that it was
difficult to get at, so I concluded to let it go, consoling myself with the thought that most of them would die off before spring, after helping to consume part of their winter
stores. So I put what they would gather from now until
the honey season closes, against what they would eat before they die.
I have often thought of a plan pursued by Mr. Hosmer,
of Minnesota, some years ago. He claimed a quart of bees
as all he wisht to put away into winter quarters, and would

Eg'g'

BY

;

to the Perfect Bee.

H. W. BRICE.

examining a
an egg
ONsmall
white speck standing on end, attacht
cell just after

of the

cell,

and slightly on one

is

laid,

we

to the

find a

base

side of the apex thereof

in this position by a watery, semi-sticky substance
which at this period envelops the whole of the egg. Within
a few moments, however, one of the nurse-bees enters the
head first, of course — and, after a few seconds of accell
tivity, withdraws and hurries away to the next cell to " go
on " as before.
Now, let us examine the cell again, and we find that the
nurse-bee has carefully placed the new laid egg down on its
side, and in its orthodox and proper position at the bottom
of the cell. The egg from this time forward is a matter of
constant care and attention on the part of the nurses, that
are persistently examining it, probably to see how it is
it is fixt

—

" getting on."
On the second day

we find the bees have shifted its
position to an angle of about 35 degrees on the third it is
again moved to a horizontal position, and on the fourth
;

day

it

hatches out.

This brings us to the question. What is the still undevelopt insect to be ? But in any case, whether worker,
drone, or queen, we find the young larva lying in crescent
shape at the bottom of the cell, and here it rests for some
hours almost unnoticed by the bees, and certainly unfed for
12 hours. Then is seen a little transparent food, upon
which the larva almost floats. In 24 to 36 hours the food
first exhibits a slight milky opacity, and becomes more
abundant until about the third or fourth day, during which
time the food is absorbed by the moutli and other portions
of the bodv floating upon it, the larva passing no ejections
whatever.
At the period mentioned and with either
worker or drone larva; what is known as the " weaning
period " occurs, and for a short time no food is supplied.
Then, when nourishment is again necessary, the food is
changed, and the rich nutriment previously given which
appears to me to partake of the nature of " royal jelly " is
discontinued, and honey and partly-digested pollen take its
place.
The worker-larva; are fed on this until the end of
the eighth day, when the cells are capt over, and after the
21st day the insects come forth from the cells perfectly develop!, in the form of brownish-gray little creatures, apparently regarded by the adult workers as hardly belonging
However, in a very short time
to the same community.
the newly-arrived ones are running about the combs,
"
born.
clearly to the " manor
Drone-lar\'a; are fed for one day longer than the workThey
ers, the cells being sealed over about the ninth day.
do not, however, issue as perfect insects until after the 24th
day from the laying of the eggs, both days inclusive.
Bees have the power to prolong the above times, but I
have failed to discover that they can shorten the time occupied in the metamorphosis. They have, however, a marvelous power of lengthening the period, instances having
come under mj* notice where worker-larva; have been kept at
apparently from three to four days old from the egg, until
the eig'hth day, these same cells having been found unsealed on the i2th day. This often happens in queenless

—

—

—

—

colonies.
I have also known drone-Iarvie to remain unsealed for
The protraction
daj's after the generally-accepted period.
of time in sealing the cells is more markt, however, in the

case of queen-rearing. A larva intended for a queen is fed
during the first three days on the same partly-dig^ested food

—
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as the worker and drone larvze, with the important difference that the larva? intended for queens are fed abundantly
with this food from first to last, and are not weaned or
stinted in any way or at any period, thus the usual time for
a queen to develop is 16 days
viz., the eg'g' hatches on the
fourth day larva fed until the eighth day, when an extra
abundant supply of food is g^iven, and the cell is sealed by
the ninth daj' — the perfect queen coming; forth on the 16th
day.
This is generally the case under normal conditions, but
it is not unusual to have whole batches of queens not forthcoming until the 18th and 19th day, sometimes issuing'
nearly all at one time, and sometimes hours after one
another, being almost entirely dependent upon when the
cells were respectively sealed.
This power of controlling the development of their
young, and the many varied circumstances which affect
this question is one of the most absorbing phases of our
craft, and is another portion of scientific bee-keeping upon
which more light is wanted. British Bee Journal.
;

;

—

Running- an Apiary for Extracted Honey.
BY

F.

A.

SNKLL.

quite essential to run a part of my bees for extracted honey, as I have quite a number of customers
about home who wish their honey in this form, and distant customers as well. The lower price at which it is sold
compared with that in the comb, is no doubt the main reason. Another reason with buyers living at a distance is,
the safety with which it can be shipt, and the lower freight
rates charged for transportation. I wish to be in shape to
supply all who want to buy, and can only secure this condition by having a supply of both comb and extracted honey

FIND

it

I

on hand.
It is seldom that any surplus storing-room is needed
here until the opening of white clover bloom, early in June.
The latter part of May or first of June I have all supers in
shape to put on the hives, all being clean, or free from dust,
webs, or litter of any kind.
At the opening of the honey-flow from white and Alsike
clovers, the upper stories for extracting are put on all colonies strong enough to need them. Perhaps in from a few
days to a week later other colonies will need room, which is
given. Bees increase very rapidly at this time of year, and
their streng'th and progress are noted once each week, and
more room given if required by colonies not supplied with
upper stories, until all are given supers.
After work has been well begun in the supers, if the
honey-yield be good, the first stories on the stronger colonies should be raised up and a super with complete empty
combs placed next to the brood-chamber, and the first one
placed at the top. The bees will then have time to complete the first and better ripen the honey before extracting
than when the honey is taken sooner. The bees are not
then crowded, and more and better honey will in a good
"season be secured by thus tiering all strong colonies.
As a rule I do not extract from the combs given later
when taking- the first honey. Very little if any new or thin
honey will be in the top storj' when the extracting is done,
but will be next to the brood-chamber.
In five or six days after giving the second stories I
empty the first ones given, and the same evening, or next
morning after, I place these empty supers under those partially filled on the hives, bringing the latter to the top.
I proceed in the same routine until the close of the sum-

mer

harvest. About one week to ten days later I extract
the honey from all upper stories, and at early evening place
the empty supers on the hives for the bees to clean up and
care for the combs, which are left on the hives until the
close of the honey season, unless the fall flow is so great
that more room is required, in which case the honey is removed and combs returned to the bees.
At the close of fall bloom, or soon after, the extractingsupers are all taken off, the honey thrown from the combs,
and the supers placed at one side of the bee-yard, tiered up,
and the little honey remaining in the combs is cleaned up
by the bees, and mice excluded thus the supers remain
until the next season.
In taking honey from my bees I have practiced the
shaking-oft" and escape plans of ridding the combs of bees
when extracting.
In producing- this honey I use a queen-excluder over the
brood-chamber, which keeps the queen and all brood out of
the supers. When I have a large amount of honey to ex;
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tract, bj- the shaking-off plan, three of us

work

at

it.

One

stands behind the hive with smoker well lighted, with which
the bees are kept under control, and out of the way a
frame of honey from one side the hive is taken out, and the
bees given a little smoke, when the frame is handed to the
second man, who shakes most of the bees off by one or two
quick jerks. The few remaining bees are brusht off with a
brush made from asparagus tops tied in a bunch, which I
like better than those for sale, as I have tried such.
This second man then places the honey in an empty
hive-bod3', which stands on a cart near at hand. The second frame is taken from the hive by man No. 1, and treated
the same as the first. No. 2 frees the comb of bees and
puts it beside the first frame, and so we proceed until the
hive is empty of frames. If the hive is a three story one,
the empty body is removed, bees driven down out of the
way, and the hive closed.
No. 2 wheels the cart to the honey-room door, lifts off"
the hive-body and combs, and places it on a bench in the
honey-room, raised one inch, by strips, from the top of
;

bench proper.
"When extracting from two-story hives, the combs of
honey are taken out and the empty body filled with empty
combs by No. 1 before closing the hive. No. 2 taking a set
of frames empty of honey from the honey-room each time
one is brought in full.
Man No. 3 takes out the first frame, uncaps the sealed
cells, and places it in the extractor; the second and all
other frames in the first hive-body are thus emptied and
placed back ready to be returned to the bees.
While inicapping the combs the frames rest on a rack
at the top of the uncapping-can, the comb or caps droppingbelow into a metal basket made of perforated tin. From
this the honey drains to the bottom of the can.
From the extractor the honey is run into a pail, and
from that poured into a large can covered with a strainercloth, which keeps out all specks of comb, bees, flies, etc.,
if such are present, and the little specks of comb or caps.
always are. The honey from these cans will run out of the
gate at the bottom clear and nice.
Man No. 2 at all times shakes the bees from the combs,
on an alighting-board just in front of the hive-entrance,,
and from which they can run into the hive.
The above method is best practiced during a good
honey-flow. During- a time of scarcity I much prefer the
escape plan, of which I will speak later.
Carroll Co.,

111.

Covering' the Brood-Frames with Paper Duringthe Season of Cold— Is it an Advantag-e
to the Bees?
BY W. W. M'NKAI^.
there

is

one good thing that

IFlight— beautiful light — be

it

I

enjoy above another

it is.

in the heart or " out-doors.'*"

And I believe I never appreciated it more fully than on
Feb. 15, last, when after the clouds had rolled away, the
gentle sunlight again reacht my little apiary and me. The
air became remarkably dry, however, during that time, so
much so that when the mercury was 20 degrees below zero,
and sometimes lower, the cold did not penetrate to one's,
very bones like the damp, chilly air we so often experience
here along the Ohio River.
My bees were in single-walled hives, with the poorest
of stores it had ever been my misfortune for them to have..
As day after day past, and the cold did not abate, I could
not conceal from myself the fact that my watch over the
bees was becoming no less than a death-watch I was hoping against hope, and when the sun did shine, it was a sorrowful sight to see the bees drag.ging themselves out of"
their cold, comfortles-> hive, with swollen bodies. Doomed
they were, as much from discouragement, seemingly, as.
the eft'ects of poor food and the cold.
Of all this, two things stood out very prominently^
namely, that where such extreme cold is, a properly-constructed cellar should be the place for the bees during that
time and that honey-dew such as we had here last year
is not a winter food for bees.
By a lack of warmth-producing elements, it simply overburdens the bee long before the
expected time.
Honey, good, ripe honey, is the food for
bees having- it, I am not afraid of their suffering from,
confinement to the hive by the cold.
The onl}' extra protection I have given the bees of late
years in these hives was several thicknesses of common
newspaper placed directly on the frames, the upper ones.
;

;

;

—
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projecting- far enough over the sides and ends of the hive
so that when the super-cover was on, the large telescope
cover would press the paper down over the hive for three
or four inches, cutting off to a minimum the upward draft.
The frame I use is self-spacing, of the Root-Hoffman
style, tho a little shorter and some deeper than the Langstroth frame. I consider this frame better adapted to the
wants of the bees than the loose, swinging Langstroth
frame, and, since of late the seasons have been so very uncertain as regards the honey crop, I think it best to yield
these little conveniences, some of them at least, to the bees.
Now, do you not see that by closing the space between
the top-bars of the frame and the space between the endbars closed part way down, the space between any two
combs is. to a large extent, a little hive all to itself ? Can
you think of a more convenient way of making the hive
always fit the colony ? Tf all this were no advantage to the
bees,' why did my bees fare better than those of many beeIceepers who winter their bees in the orthodox way that of

—

having an air-chamber over the cluster?
I will venture to say, many colonies of bees that died
last winter did not die o'f starvation, because there was no
honey-(devr) in the hive, but because the temperature within
not. I
the hive was so cold they could not reach it.
say, confine the warmth of the cluster to the frames on

Why

which the bees are

?

You who claim

that it matters not if the heat does escape over into the outside spaces between the combs, even
to the sides and ends of the hive, for it is still within the
hive, and finally returns to the cluster, do you think the
bees recognize the fact ? Do you think you would, if placed

When the air-space or
in a like "situation ? I fear not.
bee-space over the frames is used in connection with a
thick-wall hive, I know of no better death-trap in which to
torture bees, especially when the colony is already numerically weak. They cannot generate sufficient heat to ward
off the cold, and the winter sunshine never penetrates the
icy walls. A thick-wall hive is all right for a large colony,
for they of themselves can keep warm within its walls.
There they remain quiet when the food is right for the
light does not attract them.
The single-wall hive is better down here for weak colothat is,
nies, from the fact that the sun shines frequently
usually— and the hives warm up quickly, tho these frequent
flights the bees take cause the queen to laj' too early, which
also causes her to fall behind at the very time she should
Scioto Co.. Ohio.
be doing her best.

—

—

—

The Advantag'es of House-Apiaries.
BY

A.

H. DUFF.

THINK

that bees would be more generally kept in
houses if those who keep them would try my plan of
management. It is true that quite a number have houseapiaries, and quite a good many of these houses are very
peculiarly constructed, and many of them of old date. It
seems that in the past considerable prejudice existed
against keeping bees in a house, and house-apiaries seemed
to be discarded. I think the feeling originated because of
structures that were not suited to the purpose intended. I
know that some such buildings were very peculiarly and
very expensively built, and filled with all manner of ventiThey were very
lators, slides, shelves, and tiers of hives.
long, narrow buildings, and certainl)- disgusted the writer
with house-apiaries.
I have used two kinds of houses for bees that I like.
One was on a small scale, and the other on a larger one. In
the first place. I consider the expense of such things, and
adopt something that is as cheap as possible, yet something
that will answer the purpose for which it is intended. Perhaps I do not put on quite enough style, but if I cannot
make bees bear their expense and give me a profit that will
pay me for my attention, I will quit the business, and also
stop writing about them.
To get about all the benefit of the house-apiary on a
small scale, we construct a house that will accommodate 10
colonies of bees at about the same expense that it would
small
cost to make 10 chaff hives for these colonies.
house 6 feet wide, 10 feet long, and 7 high, will cleverly
accommodate 10 colonies, and give good working-room, besides leaving at the end ample room for an extractor. By
using two tiers of hives, which is done inmost house-apiBut here I
aries, it would double the number of colonies.
will say, that after trying the plan of two tiers of full colonies in a house, either large or small, I have totally aban<loned it.

I

A
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I do not want full colonies except on the floor, and for
the second tier we can conveniently place nuclei for queenrearing. In these small houses I would only use floor space
enough to set the hives on each side, and have a ground
floor thru the center to stand on while working with them.
In some respects these small houses are preferable to large
ones, as they can be made portable and so arranged in an
apiarj- that bees never become bothered in finding their
way to the hives, as is the case with those long house-apiThe}' are also very convenient to winter in. as loose
aries.
chaff may be well packt about the hives, and the house may
be half filled with it. As a wintering arrangement they
are superior to any chaff hive, and, as I said above, they
are just as cheap, if not cheaper. A house of this kind may
be made and painted nicely at a cost not to exceed SIO, or
one dollar for each hive.
On a large scale I have an ordinary cottage-house of
two rooms, accommodating about 40 colonies, using but one
tier of colonies on the floor, and on the second tier above I
use nuclei for queen-rearing only. This on account of giving more room. I like still better than the small house, and
as for shape and convenience, I prefer an ordinary room or
rooms, in preference to anything else. I set the hives on
an ordinary bottom-board, about four inches from the floor,
setting them back from the wall about three inches, thus
giving working-space, and room for packing in the winter.
Any house of ordinary construction, one that may simply
break the wind and turn the rain a floor is not a necessity
will answer all the purposes of a modern house-apiary.
A building of the size of the above, or larger if required,
and a number of the small houses as described, would be
my ideal apiary.
The advantages of having bees in a house are many.
There is not a day in spring, summer and autumn, but you
can perform any work with them desired. Hives, supers and
fixtures generally, need not be made and painted so as to
stand the outside" weather, which would add to the cost materially.
All of these fixtures will last much longer by
keeping them out of the weather, and will remain in proper
shape that will allow of their adjustment to the proper
Bees are much easier workt with in a house, as they
place.
No bees are flying about
seldom attempt to sting.
when you are at work. No robber-bees bother when you
open the hives. Feeding is a pleasure. In extracting there
are no bees following you around to get a taste. If you
happen to get a few bees inside, darken the windows, and
by thus throwing the rooms in darkness, and with a few
little holes or cracks that will admit the light, the bees will
make for them at once, go out, and in less time than I can
write this they will all be outside. Of course you want beeescapes at the windows, which will ordinarily let them out.
During the honey season, which occurs in the hottest
time, the opening of hives and the handlingof heavy combs
of honey are always done at more or less of risk when out
in the hot sun, and must often be done at quite a distance
from the extractor. In the house, the extractor sets in the
center of the room, and it is but a step or two to the hives,
as they are all about the same distance away, and only
In
a part of the combs need be removed at a time.
queen-rearing, and introducing queens outside, we often
lose valuable queens the queens fly from the combs which
we are handling, and fly away. This does not occur in the
house. There i^s also no" melting down of honey-combs in
excessively hot weather, as in the case of hives out in the
sun. The" advantages of fixing them up for the winter, and
their chances for wintering better, are equally great.— Ag-

—

—

;

Pawnee

ricultural Epitomist.

York's Honey Almanac
let

is

a neat

little

Co.,

Kan.

32-page pamph-

especially gotten up with a view to create a

demand

for

honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking "and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices A sample for
a stamp 25 copies for 40 cents SO for 70 cents 100 for
500 for S4.00. For 25 cents extra we
$1.00 250 for $2.25
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
:

;

;

;

ing

;

;

The Premiums offered on page
Look at them.
for.

587 are well worth work-
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4 frames full of sealed honey.
I thought to fix:
the hives, or bees, like this
Winter stores on one side, and
bees on the other side, then the bees would go towards the
center of the hive, until about January, the coldest time,

were 3 to

:

move towards their stores.
Paoli.
Answer. — Left to themselves, you will probably find
that bees will always do as yours did, and store the honey
they would always

both sides, having the brood-nest in the center. One
would think that bees know their own business best, and
know just where to store their winter stores for safety. But
3'our experience appears to contradict this, and your experience is that of main' others. We must remember, however, that in a state of nature bees don't have their homes
in a hive shaped like yours. The old straw skep of our forefathers comes nearer the mark. In that the stores are not
on both sides, nor all on one side, but above. That's the
best place for winter stores, and if we are building for the
bees alone we will have our brood-chambers shorter, narrower, and deeper. But for our own convenience it is much
better to have them the shape thej' are. You have struck
the right idea in thinking that it is better to have the honeyall at one side, since it cannot be all on top.
Then there
will be no danger that the bees will be stranded on one side
with plenty of stores l3'ing idle on the other side.
at

CONDUCTED BY

^

UR.

C. C.

laiLLER, Marengo,

III.

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.]

Getting Straight Section-Combs

Italians and

Red Clover.

How

I get nice, straight combs, of a uniform
the sections ? Some of my sections of honey
weigh 1' pounds, while others onlj' weigh V of a pound.
2. A neighbor told me he didn't like the Italian bees,
for they were poor honey-gatherers, but good breeders. Is
that a fact ?
3. Is it a fact that there is a strain of Italians, or anj'
kind of honey-bee, that has a proboscis long enough to
gather honey from the large red or mammoth clover?
4. When is the best time to sow Alsike clover seed ?
I
have just seeded '2 an acre, and scattered lots of Alsike
seed around my sloughs. Did I do right ?
Minn.
1.

can

size, built in
i

Answers. — 1. Use the small boxes or sections in comuse, and have separators between them. There will

mon

be a little variation in weight, but no such variation as you
mention.
2. I keep bees entirely for gathering honej'. and I try
to keep them as nearly pure Italians as possible. There
are many others like me.
3. As a rule, hive-bees do not store from red clover, but
sometimes they are known to do so, either because at times
the flower-tubes are shorter than usual, or for some other
reason. There have also been reported strains of Italians
that workt much more on red clover than the average.
.4. Sow Alsike at the
same time red clover seed is sown
in your region. It was very likely a waste of a good part
of the seed to sow in August. If it does not come up till
next spring a good share will be lost.

A Case Where Queens and Bees

Died.

Comb Foundation

in

Section Honey.

Is there any way of producing comb honey without the
thick mid-rib with the use of full sheets of foundation ? T
purchast, last spring, sufficient foundation, supposed to be" extra thin," and filled sections with the same. The results have been perfectly satisfactory with the exception
that a number of my customers complain of the amount of
wax in the honej', and so I seek information, to know if
you, in your experience, have any remedy to suggest. The
use of starters suggests itself, but the product is not as perfect nor as pleasing to the ej-e as the section with the full
sheet of foundation.
Many small bee-keepers in this locality complain of thepoor yield, and no doubt are justified in their complaints,
man)' having nothing to show in the way of surplus from

new swarms.
Answer. — I know

Connecticut.

of nothing better than to use thin or
extra thin foundation. Isn't it just possible that some of
your custoiners are a little hasty or prejudiced in their"
judgment? When extra thin foundation is used in a good
flow of honey, it is somewhat doubtful whether any one
could tell it from the natural product. Indeed, some of the
foundatioti now made has a base that is thinner than the
natural base.
.*"»-*^

About the

came a little boy into
the shop saying the bees were swarming. So I went out
and stood and lookt at them a few minutes, and the bees
began pouring out of another hive, and another, and so on,
till it went as high as seven.
They clustered in regular
form all together. I tried to get them to go into two hives,
but did not make it work. They all wanted to stick to one
hive, altho it was more than full. They appeared to work
all right, as I watcht them for a day or two.
I did not examine them till sometime the first of September, when I
saw that they were very heavy. In November, when I put
them up for winter, on examination I found the hive as full
last of July, 1898, there

as it could conveniently be of good white honey, no signs
of brood, and not a live bee in the hive, and only about a
handful of dead ones. The honey was all capt in g-ood
shape, perhaps IS or 20 cells being filled with pollen. I have
handled bees for 40 years, but never saw the like of this
before.

Minnksot,\.

—

Answer. The queens were all killed, and the bees
stored honey until they died off from old age. No brood
being reared, the combs all remained white. That's about
the whole story.
*-•-

Questions on Brood-Frame Arrangement.

any objection to using the Langstroth-Simbrood-frames if I make my hives so long as to place
the brood-frames just level with the top of the brood-chamber, instead of placing them on top of the rabbets? Will
the wide space that will be left on each end of the frames,
between the end-bars and the end of the hive, do any harm ?
2. How far apart shall I space the brood-frames so as tohave just the right bee-space ? And will not the half of the
spacing that is between the center frames do between the
last frame, that is, the frame nest to the side of the hive?'
or should they all be spaced- alike ?
3. How much honey will a Langstroth-Simplicity broodframe contain when well filled?
4. Which brood-frames are most proof against propolis ?'
1.

Is there

plicity

Are the self-spacing

Can

all

right

?

use the Simplicity brood-frames without anyspacer strip on the bottom-board ? I wish to notch down
the top-bar ;'s only, and let the frames hang loose, if this,
MiNNESOT.4.
will work all right.
5.

I

—

of bees is an unsettled question for me
over SO percent of my bees in chaff hives last

Answers. It isn't easy to understand clearly just what
your questions mean, but it may be said in general that
very many changes and variations of the Langstroth hive
have been made and rejected, and the probability is that
unless you have had a long experience any change you may
make will do more harm than good. But answering your

the place to have the winter stores? Would
it be best above, or on one side, or on both sides of the
cluster ? My bees had plentj' of stores last winter. The
brood-nest was in the center, the bees moved to one side for
food, ate it all up. and then starved, while on the other side

questions as fully as possible
1. I don't know of anything you would gain by having:
the top-bars level with the sides and ends of the hive, and
whatever is placed over the hive would have to be specially
of
adapted to the change. If you have more than "4 or
an inch between the end-bars and the end of the hive, the

all

Position of Winter Stores in the Hive.

The wintering
yet.

I

lost

winter.

Where

:

is

^
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bees will build comb in the space, and that will be in the
way of handling- the frames.
2. Perhaps the majority space their frames IJ'g from
center to center, sltho some prefer I'i. There should be
about the same space between the outside top-bar and the
side of the hive that there is between the top-bars.
3. Perhaps somewhere from S to 7 pounds.
4. It depends upon the kind used whether self-spacinp
frames are all right. The worst frames as to propolis that
I ever used were self-spacing, and those that gave the least
trouble were also self-spacing. If the spacing depends upon
having a large part of the frames come in contact with each
other, then there will be trouble with propolis in a region
where propolis is plenty. The least trouble is with frames
that have very small points of contact, as when common
nails "are used for spacers.
5. Yes, probably most loose-hanging frames have no
spacing strip.
But you can hardly have anything like
exact spacing at the bottom if the frames hang entirely free.

—

Keeping a Caged Queen. Editor Hutchinson, of the
Bee-Keepers' Review, saj's she may be left for days laid at
the entrance of any populous colony during the working
season, and the bees cluster over the cage and care for the
queen just the same as tho she were inside the hive.

—

Wood versus Wire. In the Australian Bee-Bulletin
the question is askt whether splints of wood have been tried
One man says
in place of wiring, and with what results.
he has used the wood with much satisfaction, another intends to try it, the remainder have no experience, and one
of them thinks it " best for poor bee keepers to keep on well
beaten tracks."
Automatically Reversible Honey=Extractors, Editor
Hutchinson, of the Bee-Keepers' Review, found used by
several Wisconsin bee-keepers, but they ignored the automatic feature, stopping themachine and reversing by hand.
The reversing in motion results in a shock which may injure new combs, and it is hard on the muscles of the operator.
The Cowan reversible, as now made with a brake, he
thinks the most desirable extractor on the market.
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each corner, and bend up at right angles the sides and ends.
That makes an open box 6 i^iclies long, 3 inches wide, and
an inch deep. Unravel the wires a little more than half
way down. Remove the queen to be superseded, shake the
bees from the comb on which she was, place the new queen
upon it where there is hatching brood and honey, press the

comb
comb

the unraveled part
and leave -'4.'inch between it and the next comb, so the bees can travel
or as soon thereafter as
all over the cage. In a day or two
the queen has laid some eggs quietly lift off the cage, and
of the cage into the
strikes the surface, put the
veires

till

in the hive,

—

—

all will

be well.

—

Temperature for Brood = Rearing. In Gleanings in BeeCulture G. M. Doolittle gives an interesting account of experiments made with a thermometer to ascertain the proper
temperature for brood-rearing. On a cool nig-ht in May,
when ice as thick as a window-pane formed on water, he
found the lowest point reacht in the brood-nest was 92°.
Repeated experiments with strong and weak colonies never
showed a lovrer temperature of the brood-nest, while some
of the stronger colonies gave a temperature of 95° on nights
On the hottest days he
in which there was some frost.
found a self-registering thermometer showed 98° as the
highest point reacht. So he concludes that whatever favors
holding the temperature somewhere from 92° to 98° is
favorable to brood-rearing. To this end he likes a chaffpackt hive with a metal roof, all painted dark. The hive is
allowed to stand in the sun to get its full benefit till steady
warm weather with large population, when a shade-board
protects against the hot sun.
Sections Sealed Next the Wood have been considered
and in grading comb honey such sections have
taken a higher place. Lately, however, the idea has been
advanced that a section is preferable which has no honey
in the cells next the wood, not having the dauby appearance of one with honey leaking all around when cut out. A
Stray Straw in Gleanings in Bee-Culture says
"Tastes differ. Mr. Niver and other New Yorkers like
to see on a plate a .section of honey that is nice and dry, because no cells are filled next the wood. To me it looks far
more luscious if the cut cells show, and it is surrounded by
some of its own rich gravy."
" When Mr. Niver preTo which Editor Root replies
sented his view I was inclined to think he was right and
now you have presented your notion, I have fiopt again.
There is no denying the fact that a chunk of dripping crystal honey has a sort of lusciousness about it that makes

desirable,

:

:

;

A

chunk of comb swimming in its own
mouth water.
crystal sweetness reminds one strongly of the good old days
gone by, and of how our fathers and grandfathers used to
in its own rich
di.sh ou-t honey in great chunks smeared
one's

'

For Safe Handling

in Shipping,

Editor Hutchinson, of
the Bee-Keepers' Review, says he saw the following printed
in enormous letters and pasted on the tops of crates
:

IS

THE TOP OF THE CRATE, NOT THE BOTTOrvl.
I.En ROUGHLY THERE WII.I, BE n.\M.\GES
CL.MMKD FOR BREAKAGE."

IF H.\XI)-

Mr. Hutchinson thinks something like this on crates of
honey itiighl be heeded by freight-handlers.
PossibU'.
however, it might be heeded as much if a little more in the
way of a request, and not so much in the way of a threat.

Source of Honey=Dew.— John Handel, while admitting
that it is possible that " plants under certain atmospheric
conditions exude a sweet juice from the surface of their
leaves," says that under very careful observation he has
never seen anything- of the kind, and gives the following as
a reason why observers, otherwise careful, have been misled
The spray as ejected by the aphides is so fine that a
slight breeze will carry it quite a distance. It sticks to any
thing with which it comes in contact, and absorbs moisture
to such an extent that a small particle will spread over a
large surface, and still leave a film when it dries.
single
drop may start near the top of a tree, and drip from leaf to
leaf, while wet, and leave a gloss on each loaf.
Bee-Keep:

A

—

ers'

Review.

Safe Introduction of Queens. G. M. Doolitile gives in
American Bee Keeper a plan he has followed many
years with very rarely a failure, which, altho it has been
given before, will bear repetition
Take a piece of wirecloth^S inches long and 5 wide. Cut an inch square out of
the

:

Giving Swarms to Nuclei. — The critic of the Bee-KeepReview. Hon. R. L. Taylor, refers to page 371 of this
journal, where "Doolittle criticises Dr. Miller sharply,"
commends the response of the latter, but says he failed to
reply to one point, " the method of hiving swarms with nuMr. Doolittle gives as the only safe way, the advice
clei."
to set the nucleus on the stand of the swarming colony,
smoke its bees, and as the swarm liegins to return without
its queen, which has been removed, shake the nucleus 12 to
18 inches in front, letting them run in with the swarm.
Without this precaution the bees of the nucleus would, ire
nine cases out of ten, kill the bees of the swarm as fast as
they came back. Mr. Taylor is surprised at this, having
never found it necessary during swarming time to use any
Recently he has had considerable experience
such care.
For certain purposes he had
directly upon this point.
formed a number of nuclei with virgin queens, and says
"The hope of surplus having past, and bees in the
shape of swarms being superabundant, I have dumpt many
in front of these small colonies, without ceremony, and let
them run in. In no case was there any quarreling. In all
my experience in such cases I have onlj- deemed it necessary that the invading bees should be in considerable numbers and without a queen and if of a prime swarm, that the
queen of the nucleus should be fertile."
Then he hints that " locality " may have something to
do with the case. It might be well if Dr. Miller would
break silence on this point long enough to tell us whether
he has had direct experience upon it, and if so, whether his
ers'

"DO NOT TIP OR TURN OVER.
THIS

gravy.' "

:

;

" locality "

man.

is

like that of the

New York

or the

Michigan
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so ably defended by every resource of
it has multiplied in private
ways— individual crimes here and there— until it has networkt the country, and, liaving grown bold on its millions,
feels itself strong enough to combine against the morality
of business and the good name of the nation. There is no
The Congressional
question whatever about the facts.
committee has collected a mass of them. Reputable journals have exposed them time and again. Chemists possess
vast quantities of testimony. Foreign governments have
taken cognizance of the matter to the injury of American
reputation in every corner of the globe. We blame our
friends across the sea for absurd restrictions upon our
trade, and yet we allow as fine a lot of swindlers as ever
lived outside of prison walls to ply their trade unhampered.
From embalmed beef that poisoned the troops to condenst
milk that kills the babies, the whole gamut of criminality
is run.
It is not enough to say (and the statement is perfectly
true) that the great mass of American producers and merchants are honest. The fact which compromises all is the
impunity with which the adulterators are allowed to do
their work, the liberty with which the sellers of adulterated
goods are permitted to cheat the public. It is necessary not
only for the safety of our own people, but for the interests
of trade itself that the honest man fight the dishonest man,
that they free themselves from the charge that they condone the crimes by allowing them, that they use the means
best adapted to the end a stringent national law.
In some of the States there have been measures of one
kind or another in this direction, but they have mainly led
Now the
to much litigation, and the evil has prospered.
time has conie for Congress to act, and the whole moral
sentiment of the country, with the united support of the
press and business office, should aid the measure that is
more necessary to the public health than a quarantine law,
and which is absolutely demanded by our commerce if we
expect to hold our own in the markets of the world.

Never was

now.

cash and counsel.

it

For years

—

Lynn Roby Mekkins.
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amount of

It is also vrell illustrated.
poultrj' information.
Better send for a copy of it, at the same time mentioning
that you saw their advertisement in the American Bee
Journal.

# » * * *

Mr. G. W. Logan, of Camden

Co., N. J., had the honor
of having the Philadelphia Bee-Keepers' Association meet
The principal
at his home Saturday afternoon, Aug. 12.
topic discust was the convention of the United States BeeKeepers' Association in Philadelphia.
#

# * #

Prof. Chas. Hertel, superintendent of schools of St.
Clair Co., 111., had the misfortune to lose a driving horse
Aug. 19. it being stung to death by his bees. He wrote as
follows to Mr. E. T. Flanagan, of the same county, who
forwarded the account to us, saying that it might save some
one else from a similar loss
:

Friend Flanagan — This morning one of my black
driving horses ran away while I was trying to get into the
:

buggy. She ran into the bee-j-ard and upset half a dozen
hives and hung with the buggy to a plum-tree. The bees
soon literally covered the animal. We finally secured her
after she "iiad thrown her.self to the ground. She squealed
in her agony, and was dangerously frantic after we had

We could not quiet her until she was exrescued her.
hausted, when we gave her several doses of whiskey. HowMy son
ever, she died in agony at 10 o'clock this morning.
and myself are nearly sick from the effects of numerous
stings.

In reply to the above, Mr.

Hertel

Chas. Hertel.
Flanagan wrote thus to Prof.

—

If you and Jour help had dasht
Friend Hertel
buckets of cold water at once on the bees and horse, and,
after getting her loose, had continued to pour cold water
over her, in all probability you would have saved her life.
Cold water, when readily accessible, is one of the best
agents in the world to subdue bees when on the rampage,
as in this case. I sj'mpathize with )'ou. Friend H., but
don't forget the cold water next time and don't give any
E. T. Flanagan.
whiskev.
:

;

The Nebraska Bee=lCeepers' Association will hold its
annual meeting at York, Nebr., Sept. 20 and 21, 1899. in
connection with the horticulturists.
are the following

gram

We

notice on the pro-

Address, Nebraska Bee-Keepers' Association— Pres. E.

—

Practical Bee-Culture E. Kretchmer, of Iowa.
Sweet Clover for the Farmer Wm.Stolley, of Nebraska.
Fruit and Bee-Keeping Combined G. M. Whitford, of

—

—

Nebraska.

There

will also be general discussion

of questions of

Of course everybody

interest to all concerned.

is

invited to

Mr. L. D. Stilson, of York, Nebr., is the secretary
of the Nebraska Bee-Keepers' Association, and vf ill be glad
attend.

to furnish

# *

*

a prominent figure
meetings of the International Council of Women,
especially when they are held in London. On such occasions her place the Priory is thrown open to the American delegates and their friends. It was at a tea in the
Priory during the latest London meeting of the Council

Lady Henry SomersET.Is always

at the

:

Whitcomb.

.

anv information.

—

—

that Lady Henry told how she came to devote a large part
of her life to slum work among the children. Lady Henry,
by the way, is almost as well known in this line of effort as
she is in Women's clubs and British temperance work.
"It was this way," she said. " I was moved in that
direction by the rare patience and imagination of one little
boy. His example convinced me that patience was one of
the qualities I needed most, and in seeking it I grew into
that work. I was in a hospital on visiting day, while the
doctors were changing a plaster-cast which held a crippled
boy's limb. The operation was exceedingly painful, I was
told, yet to my surprise the little sufferer neither stirred
nor winced, but made a curious buzzing sound with his
mouth. After the doctors left I said to him
" How could you possibly stand it ?'
" That's nothin',' he answered
why, I just made beBees don't hurt very
lieve that a bee was stingin' me.
much, you know. And I kept buzzin' because I was afraid
:

'

'

•

I'd forget

;

about

its

being a bee

if

I

didn't.'

"—Saturday

Evening Post.

Mr.
29, said

"

have

J.

D. GivENS, of Dallas Co., Tex., writing us Aug.

:

The honey crop
I

is

a total failure here

— not one pound

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical bee-

wrote us

keeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last. Better order at once, if you want a copy
of this song.

taken this season."
* # *,# #

Thompson,

Mr.
Aug. 28
"I have 650 colonies of
L. O.

of Addison

Co., Vt.,

:

plus honey.

This season

is

and not one ounce of surthe worst ever known in Ver-

bees,

mont."
* * * * *

The Reliable Incubator & Brooder

Co., of Ouincy,
one of the most successful concerns in all this counTheir 20th Century Catalog is before us a little over
try.
a year in advance of the appearance of the new century.
But there's nothing like being prompt, j-ou know. This fine
catalog has 160 pages and cover, and contains a wonderful
111., is

—

—

Two Things to Remember. Please don't send to us
for sample copies of other papers— we have only the American Bee Journal at this office. Also, whenever sending us
a copy of a local paper which contains something you wish
us to see, be sure to mark the item in some way.
haven't time to read a whole ne%vBpaperthru in order to find
a small item occupying perhaps an inch or two of space.
are alwavs glad' to receive papers containing anything
that you thiiik might interest us, but we want them markt.

We

We

,
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SWEET CLOVER
Root's Column

And Several Othep Clovep

Seeds.

We

have made arranf^eraetits so that we can
furnish Seed of several of ihe Clovers b,v freight
or express, at the following- prices, cash with
the order:

In the multitude of counsellors there
safety.— Prov. 11-14.

WANTED

Spraying Fruit-TreesWIiile

in

is

Sweet ClcTer(melilot)

Bloom

Query 163.— As the spraying of trees and
bloom has caused much destrucand trreat loss to bee-keepers,

HONEY

vines while in
tion of bees

should an a)?itation be inaugurated for
pression?— Frvitkk.

its

GEORGE
118

Michigan

If.

so,

QUEENS_

Mrs. L. Harrison Yes.
R C. Aikin— Yes, sir-ree.
Mrs. A. J. Barber Yes, decidedly.
Yes, by legislation.
J. M. Hambaugh

particulars

giving full

and

sure to

be

state the lowest price you will
take.

If

you want any part

of

the payment in bee-supplies,

Do not

please state this also.
fail to

is

say from what source

gathered and how it

is

buy

many

good
of

bee

-

it

put up.

is

short as they have a local trade

they want

to hold.

We have se-

cured some nice

lots,

espe-

cially extracted, so write us

you want

to

certainly,

in

if

buy.

YORK & GO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

-

from

IMPORTED

Union Combination Saw—
for rippingv

—

cross

**^inp,

scroll

1

Water

our Column Next Week.

Sf.Y.

I

HAVE an infallible

remedv that

will kill

the

P0I50N OF BEE=STINQS within THREE
Any persou sending^

minutes after application.
52 cents

to

M.

Q.,

400,

Lock Box

Spring-

field, Mo., will receive this valuable recipe by
34A4t
return mail.

price ^^
Select Tested Italian Queens,.
Sl.OO; Untesicd Italian Queens. 50 cents. Every
to
give satisfaction or your
warranted
Uueen
money back. Queens bv return mail as long as-

Balance of

-^ca-^.ui.

thev last.
34Atf

Address, F. A.

CROWELL,

Granger. Minn.
when writing.

Please mention Bee Journal

Bee-Hives, Sections, ShippingCases — everything used by beekeepers.

Orders

filled

promptly.

f*ir Catalog. Minnesota Beekeepers' Supply Mfg. Co., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn. 18Atf

Send

BY RETURN MAIL Italian queens
—reared from Imported Mothers.
50 cents; Tested,

Untested,

$1.(X).

T&RRf\L BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Go. Tex
Please mention the Bee Journal.

ISAtt"

Comb

Foundation
Wax.

DO NOT FAIL

4,000 Pounds
the L;iiarantee>l capacity 'f
It is

tfii^ wa|L,'on.

equipped with

Before placing your order, to send
what you need iu

ELECTRIC STEEL WHEELS
uval
broad tlle^,

ith

It hasrtiik'Ic
'

ADDRESS

'Tie

1"W ilown and eat^y to luml.
mail i-aii load it; saves an exf r.i

of

It'.-^

hiiulincrcorn fodder, etc A
pair of those wheels will make a
new \vai;'ii\ out of your ohi one.
Send fur free catalnpriie and price,'.
iiaiid ill

CO,

me a list

Foundation, Sections,

ilc.
^I)oUes,
Kteel houiuls fviu;! amt

citn^-'L^'^

rear.

MEDINA, OHIO.

Seneca Falls.

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

Edition of the

THE A. L ROOT

St.,

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Wholesale and Retail,

of Bee=Culture
Ready Sept. 15.
for

edge-

CHINEKV. Send for Catalog A.

ABC
Watch

Eawing,

1

FOOT
AND HANDP O \V E R MA-

3LVorking
New

-

Full line

—

—

rab-

proovgaining,,

d i n g
beading, etc.

Seiifca Fails Mf?. Co., I«

has already
been done enough to discourage the practice
by progressive men.
Prof. A. J. Cook Most assuredly. Especially as it would be unwise if there
were no bees to be injured.
Dr J. P. H. Brown— Correct knowledge
of ' the time" to spray should be agitated,
and disseminated among fruit-growers.
G. M. Doolittle— York State has so " agitated " and ' inaugurated " that we have a
strong law against spraying while fruittrees are in bloom.
Emerson T. Abbott Yes, sir As it is an
injury to the fruit as well as the be^'the
fruit-grower should be tauffht^^Wnis as
quickly as possible.
Dr. C. C. Miller— Where have you been
that you haven't known that the agitation
was inaugurated long ago. and many
States have laws for its suppression ?
D. W. Heise Certainly there should be
agitation. Every State and territory in
America should pass 'a law prohibiting the
sprajing of fruit-trees while in bloom.
Eugene Secor Yes, but the sprayer must
be convinced that it does no good to spray
while trees are in bloom, for nine times out
of ten he doesn't care a fig for your bees,
E. Whitcomb— Get in close touch with
your horticulturist, and convince him that
in spraying while in bloom he injures his
prospect for fruit, and loses his time and
material used. Trees cannot be sprayed

cuttiDg.

boring,

mo u

it.

& Son — This

•

raitering,

^^ beting,

—

Chas. Dadant

Italian

mothers, 60c each; or 6 for
breeders at $1.50 each. Give me
me surprise vou. Satisfaction or

line

my

Yes, we should have laws
J. A. Green
that will protect the bees.
O. O. Poppleton— Yes, if that is the best
way to suppress the practice.
C. H. Dibbern Yes, because it is not the
rii/ht time to spray, regardless of the bees.
E. France— If my neighbors sprayed during frnit blossom I would talk to them

about

2.00

for cartage, ii

opinion.

—

keepe rs

us when their crop

Davenport — Most

5.7S
s.oo
5.00
3.50

a trial and let
CHAS. H. THIES, Steeleville, III.
no pay.
33Atf Please mention the American Bee Journal..

—

HONEY
FOR SALE.
A

A few

—
—

C.

write us at once

soft
$4.00

25ft
$2.25
3.00
3,00
2.-5

Either Sbanded. Golden or

—

to sell ?

W.

Street,

P.

Have you any

lOtfe

$1.00

Add 25 cents to your order,
wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

sup-

H. Elwood— Yes.
Adrian Getaz — Yes.

5ft

60c

70c
1.25
Alsike Clover
1.40
80c
White Clover
60c
1.20
Alfalfa Clover
.90
55c
Crimson Clover
Prices subject to market chang-es.

Elecrlc

WheelCo. Box

16,

other Supplies, .iiul t'et my prices. Yott'
the best g"oods and save money. IllusWANTED.
trated Catalog Free.

And
will

g-et

BEESWAX

Quincy,!!!.

GUS DITTMER,
Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writma.

—
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Mm\ GoM

No, 2IIO. — 14

Price. Sl.SO,

•JllO.

How to Secure a
Heavy Gold Peu, chased barrel

587

pc>stpiii<l.

Diamoiifl Point Fountaiu

Pen

at Wliolesale Price.

$2.00
'^•{'•^^ No. 4310.— Heavy Gold Pea, narrow, 18 kt. Gold Bands
Box, filler and directions wilh each pen. Every pen guaranteed for one year, by the niauufaclurers.
Readers of the American Bee Journal will be jjiven a discount of 20 percent off above prices, as we have made special arrangrements with the
Diamond Point Pen Co.. to give our patrons this absolutelv perfect ftmntain pen at the wholesale price.
To secure this wholesale discount on the above fountain pens, \ ou must send your orders direct to this office, enclosing- the number of the pen
you want, and a postal note or ])ostage stamps, for the cost of same.
We are offering our readers an absolutely perfect fountain pen whichjis guaranteed to give entire satisfaction, as the Diamond Point Pen Co.
fully warrant and guarantee them absolutely as represented.
If the pen points are not entirely satisfactory- thev will be exchanged at no extra expense if returned to the office of the Diamond Point Pen Co.,
102 Beekman Street, New York, N. Y.
kt.

$l.5o

*

Special
Offer
Offer

Premium Pen

h.
h.

1.

NEW

will mail Fountain Pen No. 4310 free as a premium to any one sending- us FIVE
Address,
ers to the American Bee Journal for one year, with $5.00 to pay for same.

Farmer
The Midland
(SEMI-MONTHLY],
The representative modern Farm Paper of the
Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Page
departments to every branch of Farming and
Stock-Raising. Plain and Practical Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neighbors (for
free samples), and we will enter your name for 1
year. (If you have not received your money's
worth at end of year, we will, upon request, continue the paper to you free of cost another year).

—

W, M. BARNUM,

Publisher,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Wainwright Building,
7Dtf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

DEC I^CCDCD^

DLL'NLLrLnO

Let me send you my 64page Catalog for 1899.

I
•

AX, xJenliins, WGtxiiiif>J{:at AIb.,

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing,
If vou care to know of its
f
;
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of Cali-

^€ili-fr\»«n
1 n
V'CtlllUl llld

The

NEW

W.

Paper

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,

handsomely illustrated, $2.00 per
ple copy free.

annum.

Sam-

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco. Cal.
330 Market Slreet,
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writina.
-

YORK &

GO., 118 Michioan St., Ghicago,

ESTABLISH A

as horticulturists are finding out that it
does no good to spray till fruit is out of
bloom, and is a great waste of material.

A. F. Brown — Not living in such a locaand not knowing personally the exact
extent of such loss to bee-keepers, I cannot
say what would be juxt to every one con-

HOME OF
YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn

tion,

cerned.

R

L.

Taylor— There

is

no advantage

to

the fruit grower in spraying trees, etc., in
bloom, therefore there should be a law
against doing so with any material poisonous to bees.
W. G. Larrabee- As the spraying of trees
is very beneficial to the trees and fruit I do
not think bee-keepers should try to suppress it, but always advise spraying before

and after bloom.

—

Dr. A. B. Mason No; the agitation has
been "inaugurated." and it ought to attend "strictly to business" till every State
has a law prohibiting spraying while trees
and vines are in bloom.
G. W. Deraaree Bee-culture is a rural

—

pursuit that is as much entitled to protection tiy The laws of tlip* State as is any
other rural iulere^t. There is no use of

Italian

Belt," a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn .Belt,
2og Adams St., Chicago.

Your
I

I

We

HONEY

buy it, no matter
where you are. Address,
will

giving descriptimi and price.
34Atf THOS. C. STANLEY &. SON. Fairfield,

fl

Oral

GliancG

with the cash

lO PURCHASE

174 acres ol land, liouse, barn, huney-house and
l(Hi colonies of beee, situated ou the
in the healthiest
and best climaie <»n earth. Enquire of

EAST

COAST OF FLORIDA,

E, A. MARSH, Oak Hill, Fla,
37Ait
Please mention Bee Journal when writing:.

Queen Free

New

Subscriber.

who is now a subscriber to this journal, and WllOSe SUlJSCriptiOll
we will mail a Golden Italian Queen free as a premium for

pid tO the
sending us

IS

for a year, with Si. 00 to pay for same.
Address,

III.

OR A MAN

end Ot 1899, or beyond,

one new subscriber

ill.

postpo

For sending us One
one

subscrib-

with water when in bloom without injury.
Note how the bloom partially closes to protect the pistil and stigma on approach of a
storm. After blossoms have fallen, and
before the fruit turns down, is the opportune time for spraying.
J. A. Stone— I think it would be useless,

Golden

To any

sub-

;

We
2.

A'o. i.'ilO.—I'ricc: »'J.OO.

fornia's Favorite

one sending us THREE
pay for same or

will mail Fountain Pen No. 2110 free as a premium to any
scribers to the American Bee Journal for one year, with $3.00 to

GEORGt

<J,

Offers.

We

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO.,

118 Miehig-an Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL,

'

!
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" agitation."

Oueens

!

Leinlnger Bros' Queens are worth their weis^ht
larfje, prolific, jellow, aud frreat RED
CL<;)VKK workers. We have secured 112 pounds
of honey per colony as the result of the past
poor season. Queens from the above j-train will
be sent by return mail at 50 cents each; % dnz.,
$2.90.
Queens warranted purely mated Italian.
in g-old;

LEININGER BROS.,

Ft.

OUR MOTTO

:

Breed ing=Queens,

One =Mundred= Dollar

all

as

sent the A. I. Root Co., ready Sept.
Queen, fl.OO; or three Queens, $2.75.

20.

good as

One

I

\Vknham, Esskx Co.. Mass.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.
37A3t

WELL MAN UFACTURED

S TOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

B66-K66Ders' Supplies
The

a specialty of

BASSWOOD

making the very

in this part of

best Sections on

Wisconsin

tlie

the best for making- the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS—
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

selected,

all to

be

young and

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

Please mention the Bee Juunial when writing'.

NOTICE.
Owing
obliged to

raw

to the heavy advances in

materials,

ADVANCE PRICES on all our

we

are

goods, and

hereby withdraw all prices, wholesale and retail. Parties
wanting goods before new catalog is issued will please
write for quotations.

Q. B.

LEWIS

CO.,

WATERTOWN, WIS.

Please niention Bee Journal "when writing

think in the interest of apiculture some
be taken to prevent the practice of so doing, where it exists.
Rev. M. Mahin— There should certainly
be an amount of agitation that will suppress spraying fruit-trees when in bloom.
But I think it is pretty well supprest. It is
very generally understood that spraying
when the tress are in bloom does little if
any good.
S. T. Pettit— We have a law. in Ontario.
Canada, prohibiting the spraying ot fruittrees while in bloom. It is not a law covering Canada, as one writer has stated.
Every State and Province. I think, should
have such a law. But it should not require
much agitation to secure one.
Mrs. J.
Null— Rather a school of instruction as to when it should be done. The
ignorance on this question is without
parallel.
What with the country flooded
with oily-tougued spraying-machine agents,
all intent on turning a penny, the extent of
the evil to be apprehended is incalculable.
E. S. Lovesy— Yes. decidedly. All interested should choroly understand this matter, and not 'go it blind," as many are
now doing. Many have drencht their trees,
not only destroying the bees but destroying the fruit also, by washing the pollen
out of the blossoms, thus throwing their
time and money away, as there are no
moths or eggs present when the trees are in
bloom. While the trees will blossom at a
less temperature than fiO-, the moth will
not hatch at a less temperature than 60,
and if they are hatcht artificially they will
not lay their eggs at a less temperature
than oil degrees. This can he proven by
taking the larva' and hatching them in
Farther
the hot-house in early spring.
south the difference may not be as long,
but here in Utah the trees come into bloom
the last week in April, but no hatcht larvit
are ever around before June 10 to 120. and

M

market.

acknowledged by

is

J. E. Pond— As I do not believe that any
good results come from spraying blossoms,

means should

Sections, StilDDino-Gases and
We make

of the State

I

HENRY ALLEY,

Jennings, Ohio.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

33Atf

The law makers

will generally listen to facts, if intelligent
bee keepers will furnish the facts to tbem.
Uo at it in a business way.

as eggs hati^h in a week, and any one can
find them less than 4S hours later boring
into the fruit, this proves that the eggs are
not laid for five or six weeks after the trees

were

Carloads
of Bee-

—?

in

bloom.

Thus June

is

soon enough

to commence spraying, but to obtain success the spraying must be kept up till about
the first cold storm in September.

>f4i«^

f

h

m>)css^iSi^/!^SS:^S^^m^?^ki^:m'^\^

i

©E^E^£ (}fc^5^$

Sections.
5hlpping:-Cases,

Comb Foundation
aud EVERYTHING used

We

in the bee-iudu.stry.

\\

e

w ant the

ii

inie

iiid

We
We

5\^srr^^mift;^mm

iddress ot e\ery bee keeper

in America.
supply' dealers as well as coiisiuners.
have Dry Kiln, Improved Machiuerv, 40,000 feet of flour space, and all modern appliances.
nml;e prumpl shipment. Write
for Calalogrs, Quotations, etc.
INTER-STATE MFG. CO., Hudson. St. Croix Co.. Wis.

A Good Report.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.
I

Page

Lyon Mfg.
h
NEW LONDON,
cut,

annuaUy,

eig'ht million feet of

O^^
TX'-^^^^^^^'
ti^e.^'jS.^^^CtS

curing- the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

Co.
lumber, thus se-

C..^^ti^<<.

bUppllCS^^,

also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
is in the State.
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. !Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best macliinerv, all combine to enable
PRICES.
this firm to furnish the BEST OOODS AT

They have

THE LOWEST

Send

for CirCUla.r and

21

colonies from 33

the spring, making .~j3 now. and have
taken l.COO pounds of extracted honey,
with about 100 pounds of comb honey. I
used mostly queens for my increase, buying 14 and rearing the rest. There is plenty
of white clover where I live.
I move my bees every fall t(5 the Illinois
bottoms. It is 10 miles. I will move them
next week. I think we will have a good
honey harvest down there this fall, fuse
ventilators when I move the bees to keep
them cool. I move them on a spring-wagon,
frame over
I put a
10 colonies to a load.
the top ot the wagon-bed, and carry 10
without any trouble. I have moved tbem
now for six falls, and never lost a colony.
in

WIS.,

operates two Sawmills that

have an increase of

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing

James Grover.

Brown

Co.,

III..

Aug.

2.

Bees with Cpoolced Combs.
find some substantial way to
handle our bees so that we can get enough
honey and money to pay the printer
Can we not

>

nothing in it this year, surely. Not
that the bees got no honey— they would

There

Doift

fail t(i

mention

llie

Bee Journal when writing advertisers.

is
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simply swarm out when they pleased, and
are gettiog worse every year. I suspect
that I have been breeding up this strain of

DOUBLE THE EQGS

bees!

iiiiiicini^foocl

have made all my increase from colonies that would swarm out by saving all
the queen-cells. 1 am goiug to stop this
way of keeping bees, right now. I want to
rear all my queens from some queen that
does not wane to swarm out — if 1 can breed
it iu. I surely can breed it out.
Here is my way of getting rid of a cross
colony with crooked comb-^. or combs that
cannot be lifted out of the hive: Set an
empty hive on topofihe colony, then go
to some hive and get frames of brood and
put into the empty hive. In or days the
queen will be in the top part. Set the top
one off on a bottom board, and carry it off
to another stand, then kill her, or clip, as
you like. This will answer the question on
page 5li.^). concerning cross colonies. Then
if you want to. let a young queen run into
C. Ckank.
the old hive after 5 days.
Osceola Co., Mich., Aug. 28.

seiurert
U'

I

i'nire

from the same bens If fe'l (iroen Out IIoiic. It i.s not only tUe lu-l
known, lint it also impart'-: viprorftml n institution, which meatiN
tM> Uieak-iii ,vn 0''"!nyiii
ability. M»

and

;

1'^

NEW BONE aUTTER

ht'st machine for preparing all kinds of bone for poultry food. Made in many
o suit anybody's needs. They cui last. One, turn <?ii»y itnd don't <-Ii«ke.
that cut clover fast and ea.sv. Swin^-intf Feed Trays and
EIJ
illutsra ted catalogue.
Sond at once for our
Jaiiu'i Granite Crystal Grit

CUTTERS

!

F, W.

MANN CO., Box

FHKK

77, MiLFORD,

Please mention Bee Journal
-8®-

IF

-i

'-i

MASS.

—

when

writing.

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

That covers the

wtiole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other publi?,ht, send $1.2£
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

THERE'LL COME A TIME
When
liiuli.

ynu'

tie i-d

11

patti'ni

pxuK

;i

liji*.

\\o\v:y

lli>iT Fence.
Our H wire 24 iuch
|ii*«ven very biitisfaclnrw

niKK kknckco., aukian,

when

Please mention Bee Journal

B66-K66P6rs' Guide.

.«k:h.

writing.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

No Honey Because of Drouth.

We

have had a hard time with the bees
year — no honey on account of the
drouth in the spring; however, I think I
1 had 14 colonies to
will come out whole.
begin with, and now have 30. and a little
surplus
— about GUU secover half have some
tions, and about 34 brood frames, with an
increase of 10 colonies. So much for a hard
year. I think all will have a living, as tbey
are gathering a little from cotton bloom.
R H. Hakkey.
Ellis Co., Tex Aug. 29.

BIGGIE

this

CQ

A Farm

Library of unequalled value— Practical.
Up-to-date, Concise and Comprehensive— Handsomely Printed and Beautifully Ulustratca.

By JACOB BIGGLE
No.

Simpson

Co.. Ky.,

Aug.

All about crowing Small Fruits— read and learn now ;
contains 43 colored lile-like reproductions of all leading
varieties and 100 other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents.

about Poultry the best Poultry Book in existence:
with23 colored life-Uke reproductions
tells everything
of all the principal breeds; with luj other illustrations.
All

;

No.

No.

drone

?

The hive was

elo-ed.

awaiting

re-

sults.

Ou Aug.

my

brother and

went to the
hive to investigate. It was about 5 o'clock
in the afternoon, and a queen was soon
found, and with unmistakable signs that copI,

d

5— BIGGLE SWINE BOOK
Just out. All about Hogs— Breeding, Feeding, Butchery, Diseases, etc. Contains over 80 beautiful halftones and other engravings. Price, 50 Cents.

O

The BIGGLE BOOKS are uniqiie,original,useful— you never
saw anything like them— so practical, so sensible. They
are having an enormous sale — East, West, North and
South. Every one who keeps a Horse, Cow. Hog or
Chicken, or grows Small Fruits, ought to send right
away for the BIGGLE BOOKS. The

Old.

was removed I beheld the seven
weeks forgotten queen still alive; and before setting her free the hive was again
overhauled, and no other queen could be
found, neither brood nor eggs.
Then I
pulled the stopper out of the cage, and she
walkt in just as limber and elastic as the
best of queens.
Then the question was. Will she be all
right yet to leave the hive and meet a

W

4— BIGQLE COW BOOK
All about Cows and the Dairy Business ; having a great
sale, contains 8 colored life-like reproductions of eacn
breed, with 132 other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents.

I

cover

\

Price, 50 Cents.

2(i.

have never seen it report^-d in the
American Bee Journal that a virgin queen
was caged for about seven weeks, and after
her liberation was impregnated.
Such
happened in our apiary this summer. 1
will tell how it happened.
The first week iu June a swarm issued
from hive No. T; it was hived, and out of
the parent colony all queen cells were careThis was repeated until all
fully removed.
chances of rearing their own queen were lost,
as I did not want any of that stock. Then
I put a virgin queen in a cage, and jjlaced
her between the frames (this queen emerged
from a cell which I had previously taken
from some other colony) to beset at liberty
in a day or two. but that day or two was
past about seven weeks, as it had slipt my
mind, that a queen was caged in that hive.
Ou July HU 1 said to my brotijer, • I must
look in that hive, for the colony seems to
begetting weaker everyday." When the

o
!^
O

3— BIGGLE POULTRY BOOK

No.

Lambekt.

Queen Fertilized Seven Weelts

2— BIGQLE BERRY BOOK

No.

Here in southern Kentucky the honeyflow did not 'Commence until Aug. 10, and
to day bees are storing honey nicely, but it
is of very poor quality, both in taste and
If the honey-flow lasts 10 or \~) days
color.
longer, good colcnies will store enough to
winter on. and give some surplus. But the
bees seem very much inclined to store
honey in the center brood comb as fast as
the young bees leave their cells. The fieldbees go right about filling the cells with
honey and pollen, which seems as if they
were preparing for winter
B.

CQ

All about Horses— a Common-Sense Treatise, with over
74 illustrations ; a standard work. Price. 50 Cents

Bees Preparing for Winter.

H

o

1— BIQQLE HORSE BOOK

.

O

FARM JOURNAL
your paper, made for you and not a misfit
It is 22 years
old. it is the great boiled-down hit-the-nail-on-the-head,~quit-after-you-have-said-it. Farm and Household paper in
the world— the biggest paper of its size in the United Stales
of America— having over a million and a-half regular readers.

Is

Any ONE
S

YEARS

of the

to a-iv adrirr'ss lor

iqoo, iqoi, Tgo2

the

and

FARM JOURNAL

1903) will

JOURNAL and circular describing BIOOLE BOOKS free.
Address.
FAR.1U JOURPJAI,
PHILADELPHIA

JENKINS.

h

be sent by mail

A DOLLAI? BILL.

Sample ol FARM
WILMIR ATKINSON
CIIAS

BIGGLE BOOKS, and

(remainder of iSqq

i

:^»*.*»^

Journal.
The Farm Journal and the Bes
Monthly

Farm Jtmrnal for fiv&
Bee Juurual fur one year and iliu
SI. 40; the Farm Journal alone is 50 ceuts a year.
Send us ONE new subscriber for the Bee Journal for a year (at Sl.OO,) and we will
Offer No, 2. order the Farm Journal for you for 5 years as a premium.
Or, send TWO new subscribers for the Bee Journal for the balance of this year at
Offer No, 3. 60 ceuts each, and we will order the Farm Journal for you for 5 years as a premium,.
Better apply soon, as we have only a limited number of 5-year FARM JOURNAL subscript

We

Offer No,

1,

tions to offer.

will club the

years

(as

above; all for

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO.. 118 Michigan

St.,

Chicago, HI.

I

when

writing'

Please meutiou the Bee Journal Advertisers.
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Illation

must have taken place tbat very

afternoon.

On Aug. 4 we lookt again, and found a
good many eggs in two of the frames, and
to-day the hive is full of brood and many
young bees hatching.
The general opinion among bee-keepers
is, tbat if a virgin queen does not meet a
drone within 21 days, she is no good. I
wonder what those bee-lights think of this
case a virgin queen caged for seven weeks,

SUFFERERS
FROM

still all

addressing

Write

at

111.,

Aug.

Why We

34 Central Music Hall, CHICAGO.
once. Euclose return stamp.

Please mention Bee Journal -when •writing.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

30.

Blush.

Device

—

formers in every branch of

human thought

Co., Calif.

Flowep-Cups."

Regarding that cogitation on page 487. in
regard to my position on the different
rjualities of nectar in the same flower-cup,
1 wish permission to remark that I wrote so
briefly that I did not have space to say that
lime and silica are sparingly soluble in
water, the latter the more sparingly that,
;

as the subterranean waters flow along thru
the veins and fissures, they contain certain
properties, as CO2 for lime, for example,
which make the minerals more soluble, so
that they are carried in greater quantities
to the surface in sulnliim : tbat the water
there parts with these conditions, and loses
its solvent power, when most of the parti-cles of mineral change to being merely in
SHnpe!i!<iu>i. and are deposited according to
rapidity of flow of the water and rapility
of rate of loss of solvent conditions. But
have not room to enlarge upon it.
And now 1 will confess to our good friend

still I

Cogitalor. that 1 do not 1,-now that "two
contiguous nectar-glands secrete nectar of
exactly the same thinness." But I contidently hdiive that there is no material difference; and I don't believe that Cogitator
knows that there is any difference. Moreover, if a ribbonlike film of nectar xlio'ihl
dry down at one end. as he suggests, it
would be the «;)/»/ end of it that would dry
first, being nearer the air; and. if yesterday's sfcretion should thicken before today's secretions are being poured out. it
would show that bees were not overstockt,
or the nectar would not have remained unfathered; and, besides, from theestablisht
tendency of such things toward solution,
what would hinder the thin nectar just
poured out from dissolving and absorbing
the other ? or. what would binder the
morning dews from doing so ? And why
would this nectar dried down in the flower
be any better as to quality than the same

down

in the hive
this is rather

!

a fanciful theory;
and that is why I called attention to what
seemed to me the weak points in the argument in its favor. It might be well for the
next article in defense of it to specify how
many and what species of flowers positively
I

fancy

Monterey

clipping- Queens'
it for 25 cents;
as a pre-

mail

FREE
mium for sending us ONE NEW
it

subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the CUppiuir Device. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY.
US Michigan

Co., Calif.

St.,

Chicago, IlL

Season Too Wet and Cold.
The season has been too wet and too cold
at
night for bees. Flowers have been
plenty all summer. Alsike is in bloom and
will be until frost: plenty of buckwheat,
fire-weed, golden-rod, etc. Bees work hard

when the weather is pleasant, but the neetar is too thin. This has been the best day
for honey-gathering for some days.
I started last fall with 22 colonies of hybrids, rather dark I lost one colony in the
winter, and one in the spring. I use 10frame chaff hives. The snow drifted over
them, but I left them there all winter. I
fed syrup to the bees in the spring and rye
ground for poUeu. I have increast to 40
colonies. I shall want to Italianize all of
bees as soon as I can.
Oklo Gleason.
Newaygo Co.. Mich., Aug. 16.
;

BEE^SUPPLIES,

I
J

Root's Goods at Root's Prices,

\j
4*

*i*

f
J

—

and

or will send

on the price of honey.
a man who looks below the surface.
the people of his district want to do
themselves proud, they should send him
where such men are badly needed to ConF. G. Smith.
gress.
his recent article

If

"The Nectar

well also to include the mention that boiling honey destroys its flavor, and to say
why this is if not because the flavor is
lighter and more volatile that the sweetening, and further to enter into the exact
dimensions and depths of the drops of nectar in the various flowers. I write with
only the kindest of feelings, tbo I think
that this theory is undoubtedly erroneous
in every respect.
A. Norton.

Queen-Clipping"
a iine thing- for use in

We

wings.

and effort.
I want to shake the hand of Mr. Doolittle
for the bold and manly stand he takes in

He is

is

catching-

1

in

have nectaries that allow honey-bees to sip
the upper part of the nectar but not the
lower portion; and just which of these
species do not give their distinctive flavor
or aroma to the honey by means of a volatile oil tbat is more apt to rise to the top
than to settle to the bottom. It might be

The MoNETTE

Editor York:—! have been a subscriber
to the American Bee Journal for nearly a
year. I will express my appreciation for
your efforts to produce such a sprightly
paper, deserving of the support of every
one interested in bees. The many articles
by veterans in apiculture are especially interesting and instructive to amateurs like
myself.
Altho I am almost past the prime of life.
and too old to learn many new tricks, I
wish you all possible success with the green
wood, i. e., young generation, to simplify
the orthography of the English language.
Never mind ridicule that is the fate of re-

dried

FREE, by

DR. PEIRO,

Bernard W. Hatck.
Co.,

Sonoma

^KIDNEY

right.

I never had a case like it, and never read
of one in the American Bee Journal in my
17 years of bee-keeping.

Adams

LUNG

troubles can obtain valuable advice,

—

and
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Langstroth Hives and everything T
pertaining' to same.
9
MuthJars,Muth Honey Extractor j||
in fact everything used by bee- T
keepers. Send for our Catalog. +

9

—

C. H.

I
•
A
A
*

WEBER,
W.CINCINNATI,
OHIO,

2146 Central Ave.,

Successor to

Chas

F.

Muth &

So?j

and A. Mcth.

WANTED

1

EXTRACTED HONEY

I
4
*I»

We are now in shape to buy Extracted
Honey, either in large or small lots.
Parties having any to offer will do well

f
•
T
A
*

•J*

9
]^
m

small sample, stating quantity, style of
package, and price expected. Prompt
remittances.

References:

Western German Bank

German Bank Co.

—

"J*

The Brighton

(both of Cincinnati, O.)

•$•

k

%
W
"J*

Please mention the Bee Journal.

2TAtf

LANDS
Located on the

^^
^^
And

Illinois Central R. R. in

SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS

,.,^

'^^^

Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley R. R. in the famous

also located on the

YAZOO VALLEY
of Mississippi— specially adapted to the
raising of

CORN AND HOGS,
Soil Ricliesi

A"t

World.

Write for Pamphlets and Maps.
E. P,

A Regular Growl.
The fads

for the modern bee-keeper are
getting too numerous; and if one took up
all the so-called improvements he might
sell large quantities of honey and still have

an empty purse. So many conveniences
are about equal to putting two handles on
a dipper

JA
%

sell to us, as Cincinnati is a great
fto
market for Extracted Honey. Submit a ^

i

my

SKENE, Land Commissioner,

Park Row, K,M>in H.\
CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
in. Cent. R. K. Co.,

—

it

is

more work to operate them
and changing shapes

than they are worth

and

;

sizes of sections so often

is perfectly
exasperating; then the separator must be
toggled over and over, wide and narrow,
short and long.
There is no better general-purpose hive
than the old-fasbioned Langstroth. with its
opening side instead of a division-board,
the extracting-super holding the same size
frames as the brood-chamber, and 2 pound

section supers.
The chaff hive may be very fine for wintering bees out-of doors, but it is altogether
too ponderous for a woman to handle. And
that gable roof t cover has a way of hitching at the corners that is a vexation to the
soul of at least one woman who is usually
in a hurry and don't want to be bothered.
Board blankets, too, are a nuisance unless
a cloth lining is used with them: for my
bees have a way of sticking them down so
tight that a knife or some prying tool must
be used to lift the cover, which usually
comes up with a jerk, and then there is
high tragedy for the next scene.
Much as the plain sections and filled-out
combs are lauded, the sections that are
large enough to allow for the propolis
would please the average housewife best.
It is just as well if • the gravy " does not
make a vast spread till it is needed. "The
gravy!' what a name for a conserve; but
that's man-fashion.
Mat Mai'lb.

Manistee Co., Mich.
Utah.— The Ut;ih Bee-Keepers' Association
win hold their stMni-,innual couventiou in the
City and Couuty iitiildiny. Salt Lake City, Oct.
A lull prof^ram in the in5, at 10 o'clock a.m.
terest of the industry will be presented. All are
invited. Some prominent bee-keepers are expected to be present, and one or more meetings
mav be held at the State Fair.
J. B. Fagg, Secretary.

SOAlot

Please mentioti Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

Illinois.— The

annual meeting of the Northern

Illinois jfcJee-Keepers' Association will be held
at the Court House in Rockford, 111., on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 17 and 18, 1899. All

are cordially invited.
New Milford, 111.

B.

Kknnedv,

Sec.

—
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Bone=Cutters for Poultry=Keepers.— It

a question

anion

.

t,--

is

not

poultry men

succes.sful

591

whether ^reeu cut bone is profitable to feedthat has been establisht long", ^oag ago, and
admits of no doubt. But it is of great importance that the Bone-Cutter selected should be the
best, with all the up-to-date improvements. The
F. W. Mann Co., of Milford, Mass., were the
originators of the bone-cutter, have had the
larg^est experience, and have wonderfully improved their opportunities. They have aUvajs
led, and by surrounding' themselves with the
best brains, skilled workmen and the very best
material, the bone-cutters they offer this season
are better than ever. It was once said not longago by the editor of one of the leading poultry
journals that "Mann's Bone-Cutter was as far
ahead of all others, as an express train is ahead
of a two-horse team." It has been the purpose
of this Company by fair dealing and first-class
goods, to foster such sentiments and to maintain the prestige so long accorded to them.
To avoid the great waste in feeding, they invented and placed on the market their patent
swinging feed-tray. The large sales that followed attest its popularity among the fra-

>i >!i >ti

Bee Books

J

Their clover-cutter has also met a long-felt
want, and has jumpt into great favor. It is
not surprising that it should, as it cuts very
rapidly, very easily, and leaves the clover in the
very best condition for feed. It is an impossibility for a fowl to get crop-bound when this
clover-cutter is used.
Their granite crystal grit possesses qualities
found in no other grit. It is harder, sharper,
cleaner and nu)re economical than any other,
and has already become the standard and leading grit of the country. They have shipt it as
far distant as South Africa, and all over the

United States.
We can heartily recommend this firm to our
readers, assuring them that they will receive
the full value for their money, and that all
goods will be just as represented. They report
a successful business last year, with prospects
for a still greater trade this year. Their success is a just reward for the inventive skill that
has given to the fraternity such valuable aid in
the form of special machinery that has done so
much to make the poultry business a successful
profession. Send for their catalog, and say you
saw their advertisement in the American Bee
Journal.

Georoe W. York

& Co. 118 Mich. St. Chicago.
15c;

and amber,

cloth, 75 cents; in paper, 50 cents.

yet a fair trade

Langstroth on the Honey=Bee. revised by
classic in bee-culture has been
entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and beekeeping. No apiarian library is complete without this standard work by Rev. L. L. Langslroth— the Father of American liee-Culture. I'
has 520 pages, bound in cloth. Price, $1.25.

to extracted

Dadant.— This

in clolh

and

fully illustrated.

R. A.

5(g*5i4c.

"MICHIGAN FARMER"
Will be sent to any address on

trial for

only 15

cents (or 5 for 40 cts. sent to different addresses)
—less than a cent a copj- for a large weekly
national Farm, Stock and Home Magazine. Has
many special features any one alone is worth
the price. Paper will start day order is received
and continue weekly to Jan. 1. Currency or

—

Fancy white, 14@15c; No.
fancy amber, lie; No.

Price, $1.25.

stamps.

Address,

Detroit,

Mich,

[The publishers of the M. F. are perfectly
sponsible; their offer is a bargain. £i>.]

—

Please mention Bee Journal

when

re-

-writing.

NOTICE.

4

OUIKIN,

H. G.

•^

the Oueen-Breeder, has

600 GOLDEN ITALIAN
QUEENS,

f
i
%
;

WARRANIED PURELY MATED,

*J*

at 50 cents each, or six for $2.75. Selected
lartre and yellow all over, at 75

which

will be sold, until further notice,

fyueens,

4
§
-i-

G Newman.— This

I

T

A
A
"

cents each; si.x forS4. Selected Tested,
each. Queens sent bv return mail. A
Safe delivery aud satisfaction g-uaranteed. My Oncens are prolific, and the *^
*}>
bees are excellent workers.
Read testimonials:
y
Romeo, Mich., Julv 10, 1819.
Mr. Quikin— Dear Sir:— The queens vou sent
me have turned out the yellowest bees in my
apiary, are g^entle to handle, are larjre and well
SI. 50

4

%
A

f

markt.

C. C. Chambeklain.
Blockly, Iowa, Julv 5, 1S9').
Mr. Quirin— Dear Sir:— The queens I got of

you

last

year are

(fiving- g-ood

satisfaction, bet-

ter than some untested queens I paid $1 00 for, to
breeders who sell for no less at anv time of year.

Yours

Address

all

Buffalo, Sept. S.— Receipts continue very
light of strictly fancy 1-pound comb, which
sells

Omaha, Aug.

the author's

truly,

Edwj.n- Bevins.

orders to

H. G. QUIRIN, Parkertown, Erie Co., Ohio.
34A10t
Money Order Office, Bellevue.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

for 100 colo-

Howard's Book on Foul Brood. — Gives the
Mclivoy Treatment and reviews the experiments of others. Price, 25 cents.
Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by G. R.
Dr.

25^

years' experience.

33A13t

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Origin,, Development and Cure. I'rice, 10 cents.
Capons and Caponizing, b^- Dr. Sawyer, Fanny
Field, aud others.— Illustrated. All about caponiziug fowls, and thus how to make the most

Price, 20 cents.

Business.

o4 pages.

Price, 20 cents.

York's Honey Almanac

a neat little 24-page
pamphlet especially gotten up with a view to
creating a demand for honey. A very effective
helper in working up a home market for honey.
Prices: A sample fur a stamp: 25 copies for 40c;
is

50 for 60c; 100 for$l.(Nl; 250 for $2.25: 5t>0 for $4.00
For 25 cents extra we will print your name and
address on the front page, when'ordering 100 or
more copies at these prices.

So.

Water

CO..
Chicago.

St,,

111.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

'^^
:i2
.

^_

PouDER's Honey-Jars and everything used by bee-keepers. Prompt

'g»

Service— low freight

C^5

Poultry for Market and Poultry for Profit, by

Fanny Field.— Tells everythingabout Poultry

BURNETT &

1(.3

5 Bee = Supplies. J
*

Field.— Everything about Poultry Diseases an'd
64 pages.

doing aud

and extracted honey; state
and quantity.

R. A.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R. Cheshire.— Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts.

their Cure.

little

WANTED.— Comb
price, kind,

30 cts.

money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 20c.
Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the Poultry
Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by Fannv

16.— Still very

lots

Co.

Peycke Bros.
Detroit, Aug. 19.— There has been no offerings of new honey and old is fairly well cleaned
up. Fancy white we think would bring 14 cents,
other grades proportionately cheaper. White
extracted, 7'('»c; no dark to quote. Beeswax iu
good supply at 23(" 24c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.

Apiary Register, by Thomas G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages ti» a colony. Leather bind-

<_if

occasionally 14c; dark

receipts so light that a market price has really
not been establisht. Eittle lots of choice new
comb are still going at 14(a'15c, but a good manydealers will not touch it at these prices, and in
order to place larger quantities at this lime a
considerably lower figure would have to be
made. In the course of another month, when
the weather is cooler and the taste for fruits
more fully satisfied, the demand for honey will
be more general and a more reliable market can
be quoted. Extracted is slow sale at 7(a7"^c.

to get the largest yields of

ing.
Price, fur 50 colonies, $1.00;
nies, $1.25.

at 12(a>13c,

Batterson &

by Dr. G. L. Tinker.
It details

very well

from 8(naO; low grades less. Few small
can be placed fairly well right along now.

or extracted honey." 80 pages, illiisfated.

Pierce.— Result

12(^«H3c;

Extracted

10c.

Cleveland, Aug. IS.— New honey scarce and
in good demand, l-ancy white, 15c; No. 1 white,
13wl4c; fancy amber, I2c; No. 1 amber. iO(g)llc.
A. B. Williams & Co.
Boston, Sept. 8.— Fancy white comb, l-pound
sections, I6c; A No. 1, 14((tl5c; No. 1, 12(aJ-13!^c;
No. 2, lie. Eight amber extracted, HmS^/ic; amber, none to quote. Beeswa.x, 27c.
Practically no new comb honey has been received as yet, and stocks are steadily being reduced, so that there is really no honey on hand,
with quite a little inquiries. We strongly advise shipments of comb honey to be made as
early as possible.
Blake", Scott & Eee,

Price, 25 cents.

MICHIGAN FARMER,

white,

1

amber,

for Liverpool; another took 4,000 lbs. beeswax.

^ee°Keeping for Beginners, by Dr. J. P. H.
Brown, of Georgia.— A practical' and condenst
treatise on the honey-bee, giving the best modes
of management in order to secure the most
profit. 110 pages, bound in paper. Price, 50 cts.

comb

1

prices.

lair and offerings light. The last Panama steamer took 312 cases extracted for New
York. The ship Centesima sailed with 349cases

Bienenzucht und Honiggewinnung, nach der
neueslen melhdde (German) by J. F. Eggers.
This book gives tlie latest and most approved
methods of bee-lceeping in an easy, comprehensive style, with illustrations to suit the subject.
50 pages, board cover. Price, 50 cents.

Profit,

unchanged

demand

Rational Bee^Keeping, by Dr. John Dzierzon.
is a iranslatiuu of his latest German
It has 350 pages, bound in

how

Co.

12^c; amber, ^S(«)lOc, Extracted, white, 7^^7^.
light amber, b%{qHc. Beeswax, 26(sJ27c.
Market is firm at unchanged quotations, with

book on bee-culture.
paper covers, $1.0t).

or

Clemons &

Beeswax dull at
25(£^''26c.
HiLDRETH 6l SeGELKEN.
San Francisco, Aug. 25.— White comb, 11J^@
lirm at

— This

Bee-Keeping for

22''«'25c.

quote as follows:

Advanced Bee°Cuiture, Its Methods and Management, by W. Z. Uutchinson.— The author of
this work is a practical and entertaining writer.
You should read his book; 90 pages, bound in
paper, and illustrated. Price, 5U cents.

new system,

Beeswax,

C. C.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.— A cyclopaedia of 4()0 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. Contains
300 engravings. It was written especially for
beginners. Bound in cloth. Price, $1.20.

*'

Co.

York, Aug. 22.— Demand good for new
crop comb honey, excepting buckwheat. We

Price, $1.00.

— Revised aud enlarged.

Burnett &

New

Queen-Rearing, as Practically ApM. Doolillle.— A method by which
the very best of queen-bees are reared in perfect accord with Nature's way.
Bound in cloth
illustrated.

being done; this also applies

City, Aug. 10.— The receipts of honey
are light, demand fair. We quote; l^ancy white
comb, 15c; No. 1, 14c; No. 1 amber, 12(sH3c. Extracted, white, tUjitti^c; amber, 5>^(g*0c; dark,

Scientific
plied, by G.

and

is

honey aud beeswax.

Kansas

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or Manual of the Apii-.ry,
J. Cook, of the Michigan Agricultural Collv*ge.— This book is not only instructive
and helpful as a guide In bee-keeping, but is
interesting and thuroly practical and scientific.
It contains a full delineation of the anatomv and phvsiologv of bees. 460 pages, bound

Bienen-Kultur, by Thos.

Weekly

|

Chicago, Sept. 7.— Fancy white comb honey,
No. 1, 13(a'14c; light amber, ll{aH2c; dark
9(« 10c. Extracted, white, 7(o.Sc: amber, 0^(a'7c; dark, 6(mbJ^c. Beeswax, Z5ft_i-2oc.
Consignments ot small lots of comb honey are
becoming more frequent, and while there are
some who will not buy at the prevailing price,

Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G. Newman.— It is nicely illustrated, contains 160 pages,
beautifully printed in the highest style of the
art, and bound in cloth, gold-lettered.
Price, in
for

a German translation of the principal portion
of the book called " liees and Honey." 100-page
pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

17 copies of the

AND BEESWAX

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
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For 15 cents
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rate.

Catalog

free.

Italian Queens.
and S banded,
4yard.
hybrid
the
Untested,
Tested,
WALTER S. POUDER,
not a

75c:

in

$1.(>0.

512 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal
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OrderEarly
There are indications that the demand

Year

Why

SiiDPlles,

TUB W.

Copy

1.

of the

T. Falconer MtQ. Go.

JAMESTOWN,

Year

satisfaction.

has always given better satisany other.
22 years there hare not been any
complaints, but thousands of compli-

Because

What more can auvbodv do? BEAUTY,PURITY, FIRMNESS.No SAQOINO, N»

it

in

Send name for our

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

N. Y.

G. B. LetiisCo
E. Kretchmer
J. M. Jen U ins

J.

Woodman

Nvsewander

Co
Reynolds Elevator Co

Hudson, Wis.
Vickerv Bros
Pouphkeepsie, N. Y
C: H. W. Weber
L. A. Watkins Merchandise Co., Denver, Colo.

Intei--State Mfgr.

tiere is the Thing y°;-.;v^«[e^;'^°'Xf

:

|

Portland Seed Co
E. T. Abbott,
L. C.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writine

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material, We sell
the best Veils, cotton or silk.
following' dealers handle our Foundation
Watertown, Wis.
J. Nebel & Son
Hifrh Hill, Mo.
Red Oak, luwa.
G. W. Fassett
Middlebury, 'Yt.
Wetumpka, Ala.
Knoxville, Iowa.
J. W. Bittenbender
Portland, Oregron.
J. L. Gray
St. Cloud, Minn.
St. Joseph, Mo.
Pierce Seed and Produce Co
Pueblo, Colo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
F. Foulger & Sons
Og'den, Utah.
Des Moines Iowa
R. H. Schmidt & Co
Sheboygran, Wis.

Catalog'.

The

Ameri-

Address

pages] free.

22nd

We guarantee

it sell

ments.

Falcon Sections are the Finest Made*
(20

does

so well?

will serve our customers as quickly
as possible.

Catalog ready Feb.

Fr^-.i^rl^^:^.^

Dadant's Foundation.

faction than

Bee-Keepers'

1899

n»rl».^4V

22ii(l

Because

can Bee-Kkepek

Sept. 14, 1899.

for

SUPPLIES will be very larg-e this season, and
everyone should order as early as possible. We
have large facilities for manufacturings all
kinds of

And

—

'

.

Evansville, Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

The

The New Champion

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

WINTER-CASE...
which does away with all unnecessary work, and in which the bees
will not die in the coldest winter.
Send for special prices on quantity
wanted.
R. H. SCHMIDT & CO..

Sheboygan, Wis.

Langstroth

0:1

the Honey-Bee, Revised.
Price, $1.25,

The

Classic in Bee-Culture

by mail.

=

Beeswax Wanted

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

at all times.

QUEENS

Pleass mention Bee Jovirnal

chas. dadant & son,
when

writing.

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

111.

Smokers, Sections.

Comb Foundat on

And

all

rfar&p.

KKEE
14Aly

Intalogae,

K. T.

Apiarian

8u|ii))lei

Spnd for

FLANAGAN,

BrlletUle,

U<

Please mention the Bee Journal.

M. H.

HUNT & SON,

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

at ROOT'S PRICES.
Shipping-Cases and Danz. Cartons are what
yon need to displav and ship vtjur honey in.
Send for Catalog.
BelL BRANCH, MlCH.
'

•THIS-*

Wood

Binder

will hold one year's
of the AMERiCiN Bee

and

30

^°'^'±Z!^''

numbers
Jourkal

BEES WANTED!

by mail for
Fall directions

will be sent

centra.

LEAHY MFG. CO. "'SS':'^'

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Journal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-

ence in book form.
By paying for a year's subscription STKIOTLT IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, post-

On Langstroth Frames.
We

have nice Basswood Honey,

paid, for 10 cents extra.

per pound.

Cans and Kegs, 120 pounds,
Sample for 5 cents.
in

8 cents

ADDRESS,

« KO. W. VURK & CO.
118 Mich. 8t., Caicago,

111.

I.

J.

STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Please mention Bee Journal "when

^SHORTHAND*
THOROLY TAUGHT

BY MAIL.
Trial

Lesson

—!-> 1111

rKbb*

Send stamp
for Catalog'.

FREE FOR A MONTH

PATENT WIRED

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.
If

%VooI iVIarkets

SHEEP. CHICAGO.

Has no

COfflB

Sag^ in

Thin Flat-Bottom Poundatioa
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus

ILL.

Being- the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. A,

VAN OEUSEX,

Sole Manufacturer,
Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Yr.

Eclectic Shofttiaiid CoIIes:e,
Headquarters of the Cross Eclectic System,

S18 Asliland Itlock, CIIICAUO.
39Aly

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Please

^'^'"'

iflciitioii

(lie

FOUSDATIOR

Brood-Frames.

Honey.

and Sheep

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, iir.st, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND

writing'.

™*'"«

Bee Journal Advertisers.

1

OEORQE W. YORK,

Editor.

*
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39th YEAR,

ILL,
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21,

No, 38,

1899,

ering is not taken off until settled warm weather has come,
and they get the spring protection needed this far north
that the ones in the cellar do not get, and those colonies
wintered out-of-doors packt in chaff are always in better
condition than those wintered in the cellar with no spring
protection after putting them out.
Of course, there are two serious drawbacks to wintering
out-of-doors, and they are the labor involved in packing
them, and the extra brood consumed to keep vip sufficient

Mr. F.

L.

heat.

Murray and His Apiary.

I lost

quite a

number

of colonies in the out-j-ard last

began bee-keeping in the spring of 1892, with four
colonies in S-frame Langstroth portico hives. I was working for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Company as a telegraph operator and station agent the fall of
1891.
A Mr. Reed (from whom I bought the bees) got me
interested in the subject, and I agreed to buy four colonies
from him in the spring, and work up. So in the spring of
1892 I quit the railroad and went home to learn the art and

spring by unavoidable tieglect. About the time in spring
when we had our first warm days, and the entrances should
have been cleaned out, and colonies lookt after, m^- father
died, and it was impossible to get away to attend to them,
so what I lost smothered by not having proper ventilation.
I have always had mj' share of the honey crop in this section of the State (when there was any honey to get). The
crop thruout the State, as nearly as I can learn, is a light

mysteries of bee-keeping.
I increast the four colonies to

one this season.

I

12,

and had 200 pounds of

nice honey in pound sections for my experience that season. I have been working with the bees more or less ever
since.

In the spring of 1892 I also began raising fanC3' pouland find it works very nicely with bee-keeping, for I do
not agree with Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, who says, "Carry
all the eggs in one basket, and carry them no carefully they
will not break." I would prefer to have mine in more than
one, so if one basket gets tipt over I will still have some
left, for the best of us is likely to get tript up some time.
My sister (Mrs.
I have now 160 colonies in two j'ards.
"White) and son Lynn, aged 13, are also greatly interested
in bee-keeping, and give me what help is needed, for, like
"Rambler," I am living in single
blessedness.

try,

The

illustration herewith

a person gets the bee-fever how enthuhe has a love for Nature, for in
becoming a practical bee-keeper, and studying the busy insects he is interested in, and the tlora of the country, it puts
a person more in touch with Nature and the mysteries that
surround us in our daily work than any other pursuit I
know of; for bee-keeping is noble, and is a higher inspiration than any other branch of agriculture.
With our present methods of handling bees, and our
facilities for shipping the honey crop (when we get one), it
is a round of pleasure from taking the bees out in the
spring to putting them away in the fall. I always feel
grateful to the veteran bee-keepers for the services rendered the present generation, for there is no other industry

As

siastic

a rule,

when

he gets over

it, if

shows

part of my home yard, which is run
for comb honey the out-yard is run
I use the 8for extracted honey.
frame dovetailed hive in both yards.
In the out-yard I use three hivebodies, with a queen-excluder between the second and third bodies,
and do all my extracting from the
;

Uiird story.

With

this

method

I

do

not have any swarming to speak of,
and do not visit the out-yard except
to extract, or do any other necessary
work with bees.
The home yard is wintered in a
cellar, built expressly for the bees in
the yard, which winters them as
nearly perfection as they can be wintered in a cellar. The out-yard is
wintered in clamps 16 feet long, each
holding 10 colonies packt in chaff,
which is my favorite way of winter-

ing and springing bees.

The

cov-

Mr. F.

A,

Murray's

Home Apiary — Showing

Bee-Tent, Sivarm-Catcher,

Winfering-Cave,

etc.
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represented by as intelligent a class of men and
are so liberal with their practical ideas and experiments, for, as a rule, there is no improved implement
or method of conducting- an apiary but is given to the beekeeping world as freely as water it is not hidden under a
" half bushel " to make money out of as most other pursuits are conducted. L,ong live the big-hearted, wholesouled bee-keepers they are a class of people we should all
F. L. Murr.^y.
be proud to belong to.
La Fayette Co., Wis.

that

is

women who

—

,

;

Crooked Section-Combs— Difference
BV

in Colonies.

G. M. DOOIJTTI^E.

QUES. — I am

trying to produce section honey without
using separators, and have some bulged or crooked
combs. Some time ago I read the following in a paper
"In the fall, after extracting the honey from the partlyfilled sections, and recasing the sections of empty comb,
no separators being used, the combs are not always perfect
in the sections. When we find one side a little fuller than
:

we put the two full sides together, and the hollowing sides together. No matter if the full sides of the
the other,

when

the bees begin operations the following season they will cut right thru, building out the other sides equally, and the occasional crooked
ones are thus made straight." Is this right? I have it
copied into my diarj-.
Ans. The very admission of both yourself and the
writer quoted, should convince you that the only way to
produce section honey, in the most marketable shape, is to
use separators. When a person admits that occasionally he
has crooked combs by the non-use of separators, I alwaj's
read between the lines that those occasional crooked combs
can be multiplied by ten and not be far out of the way. And
then those occasional crooked combs condemn the use of
any sj'stem which gives an occasional faulty thing, when
there is a system equally good in every way that does not
give a single faultA' section along the line of crooked combs.
But, to the question
I wonder if the writer had ever practiced the plan given,
and, if so, how it could be that his experience was so much
different than mine had been when trying the same plan.
In every case where I ever put two combs in sections, or
brood-combs even, so that they toucht each other, I have
found that the bees alwaj-s left little bridges of comb from
one comb to another, so that, when the combs were pulled
apart, the cappings of one or both combs were broken, thus
setting the honey to running and making the sections in
anything but the best marketable shape, unless put back on
the hives for the bees to recap the cells. And this is not
satisfactory, for in so doing the bees nearly always remove
the honey out of these damaged cells, so that the whole process requires nearly half as long as it does to fill a section
from the start. This causes a great waste of time to the
colony, for they are thus kept fussing over a bad job instead of doing new work.
My plan has been to place any crooked combs I may
chance to have brood-combs or otherwise at the top of a
warm room, on a piece of canvas, until thoroly warmed
thru, when the combs can be bent and straightened to the
perfect satisfaction of the operator. In this way I have a
perfect thing of it; and as the work is performed in the
winter it is much more cheaply done than in having the
bees make a " botch job " of it in the summer.

combs should touch each

other,

—

Sept. 21, 1899.

was at its best. The trouble was I did not have a thoro
knowledge regarding the working force of my bees at all
times, nor of the interior of the hive.
For instance, the colony which I called the best on Ma)IS might become the poorest by July 10, at which time the
honej- harvest arrived. This might be owing to two causes,
one of which would be the failing of their queen, and the
other that the colony would reach its maximum of strength
some time previous to the harvest either of which is sure
to lessen the yield.
I have often noticed that a colony which winters extremelj' well, and goes to breeding rapidly in early spring,
is generally sure to produce less honey than the colony that
begins to breed rapidlj' from 40 to 50 days previous to the
honey harvest. The reason seems to be, that the queen in
such a colony breeds rapidly very early, ceases her prolificness to a very great extent by June 5 to 10, this allowing the bees to put the first honey coming in into the broodcombs, rather than forcing it into the sections, as does the
queen which arrives at her maximum egg-laying at this
time. If this is not the case, the colony becomes demoralized by becoming too strong at this time, and so goes to
loafing around, or, what is worse still, contracts the swarming-mania either of which is against a large yield of section honey. If the bees become over-anxious to swarm, or
the queen ceases to be prolific, so that the bees get the start
of her and store honey to any great extent in the broodchamber during- the first of the honej' harvest, that colony
will not do nearly as well as will one which does nothing of
the kind.
The remedy is to keep the queen on only a few combs
early in the season, or take away a part of her brood to
strengthen weaker colonies till the right time has come,
when her extra powers will rear bees that will come at just
the right time
then coax her to do her level best, and you
will succeed.
At this time give all the combs the hive will
contain, and let her spread herself to her greatest capacity,
then the colony will reach its strongest point just when the
harvest is on, and thus bend every energy at storing in the
sections rather than crowding the queen, or loafing around.

—

—

;

Onondaga

Co.,

N. Y.

:

—

—

DIFFERENCE IN COLONIES AS TO SURPLUS.
— I have noticed for some j-ears back, that, of
many colonies in the spring, which were exactly alike, as
nearly as I could discover, some colonies would give an excellent surplus, while others would give very little or none
at all. Why is this ? Can you tell us in the American Bee
QuES.

Journal ?
Ans.

— Here is a question that used to bother me greatly,
was formerly troubled in the same way but of late
years I have succeeded in making the most of my colonies
which were workt for honey, produce nearly like results
that is, if one colony contains 40,000 bees and produces 100
pounds of honey, I obtain about that amount from every
colony containing a like number of bees while one having
for

1

;

;

;

20,000 bees gives a yield of about 45 pounds, for a small colony will not give quite as large a yield in proportion to its
numbers as a large one. After carefully studying on the
matter I found that colonies I pronounced " exactly alike "
on May IS would not be so at the time the honey harvest

A

Skillful

Canadian Bee-Keeper's System
Reviewed.

BEE-KEEPING,

as an industry, or even as an adjunct to
farming or other occupation, is not as general in a
country so favorable to it as ours as its advantages
would seem to warrant. True, it is an occupation for persons of leisure, but on a farm where the family comprises
several members, a few colonies would be found to give
very little trouble, and furnish an article of food which
would be not only a relish but a healthful daily adjunct of
diet.

Going further, we may state from experience that after
the habits of the bees are commenced to be understood, and
therefore the methods of manipulating them mastered, they
become a source of real interest and pleasure, and if gone
into on an extended and thoro scale, a means of considerable revenue. If one has the qualifications of being cautious, observing, and prompt, bee-keeping can be engaged
in without fear of failure, and to persons who swell up and
become seriou.sly affected with the stings, it maj' be some
comfort to know that after a few stings the system becomes
inoculated against the effects of the poison, when a prod
from an angry bee becomes of little more account than a
mere mosquito-bite.
The manag-ement of an apiary is not a difficult matter,
and needs very little outlay to commence with. One handy
with tools can make the hives and nearly all their attaciiments. True, no matter how full instructions are received,
or how many bee-books are read, many points will have to
be pickt up by experience and observation, so that to succeed in getting the inost from the colonies, observation,
perception and invention play an important part. These
and many other necessary qualifications have assisted the
very successful apiarist and proprietor of "Evergreen
Farm " and bee-yard, Mr. S. T. Pettit, of Elgin County,
who now, at the end of 25 years of studious experience, is
lookt upon by the more advanced bee-keepers of Canada and
the United States as one of the first authorities of apiculture.

On

Jul)' 20

we spent most

of the day with Mr. Pettit.
off the last of this seaTliis will be finisht in a few days, when

who, with his son, %vas busy taking
.son's extracting.
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the fine harvest of fat-comb sections will be removed. By
observation and conversation we g-athered many important
features of Mr. Pettit's sj-stem. which we will endeavor to
g-ive to our readers.
COMB HONKY THE SPECIALTY.
Mr. Pettit, like many advanced bee-keepers, makes a
specialty of comb-honey production. The proportion taken
is largely g-overned by the extent of the swarming, as new
swarms are better suited to comb-honej' production than
those that have come out from winter quarters. This year
(1898) swarming has been under the average, and, as a result, Mr. Pettit has only about one-third of his hives supplied with comb-section supers. The spring is usually commenced with 75 to SO colonies, which come out in vigorous
condition from the cellar.
The hives used are of Mr. Pettit's own invention, having brood-frames 9 inches deep and 143+ inches long, and
extracting-combs 14 inches deep, and of the same length as
the brood-frames. The hives are built to hold 12 frames.
When the bees are first brouglit out in spring they arc confined to the brood-chamber until maple blossom commences.
Shallow supers are then put on, and the brood is spread in
the brood-chamber bj' placing the center frames, which contain most brood, on the outside and exchanging for them
the outside frames, which contain more or less honey. This
is uncapt, so that the bees can readily remove it to the
super, leaving room for^ the queen to lay in these combs
when emptied. This exchanged position of frames is only
safe when the bees are sufficiently numerous and strongs
When clover
to keep the outside frames of brood warm.
honey-flow commences, the strongest colonies are given
comb-supers in place of the shallow supers first put on, but
the others are given extracting-supers 14 inches deep.
Usually two comb-honey supers, each holding 36 sections,
are put on, but when the strength of the colonies and copiousness of honey-flow will warrant it, three supers, or 108
Sometimes the third super is added
sections, are put on.
after the others have become filled, or nearly so.
At the
time of our visit nearly half of the comb-honey-producingcolonies had three supers, which in most cases contained
about 14 ounces of beautiful, well-capt honey per section.

EXTRACTING HONEY.
Mr. Pettit has his own method of taking off extracted
honey. As soon as tlie frames become filled the first time
in the season, the six fullest frames are selected out of each
hive, and the remaining six are shoved to one side, and
empty frames placed in the empty half of the super. The
date and side removed are written on the back of the hive,
and as soon as full and capt the other side is extracted. By
this means the bees are not delaj-ed
work of extracting is facilitated.

moment, and the
is the means
adopted till the last extraction (which was in operation at
the time of our visit), when all the combs are exchanged
for empties. It is remarkable the amount of honey these
bees are made to produce, viz.: from 150 to 160 pounds per
for a

This

colony of extracted hone3'.
Mr. Pettit has an ingenious and simple metiiod of removing the full combs. When it is desired to remove six
frames, as is the custom early in the season, the hive-cloth
is stript off just the width of the six frames, a few puft's of
smoke sends the bees down, when the frames are quickU
lifted out and the empty ones placed in before the bees have
commenced to return. The cloth and cushion are replaced
with very little disturbance to the bees. As the full combs
are lifted out they are each given a shake before the hive,
and then stood up at the back of the hive till the cover is
put on and they are ready to be taken to the extractingroom. The few remaining bees, which by this time feel
lost and lonesome, are swept off with a feather, and all is
over in a very little more than a minute, with no commotion,
no stinging-, and no chance for robbing. The extracting is
done by a large extractor, which handles four frames at
once.

The empty frames

last put

on continue to receive a

honey thruout the remainder of the season

broodrearing iias ceast, about the middle of September, when the
supers are all removed.
This is done thruout the whole
yard as nearly as possible at the same time. Each super is
left uncovered and placed on the ground a few feet in front
of the hive from which it was taken, and which is now
covered with cloth-cushion and hive-cover. This sets the
entire working population in active service, carrving the
honey into the brood-chambers for winter stores.
True, a big commotion is set up, but practically each
swarm is attending to its own case, and no evil results from
robbing or any other cause. About the end of September
little

till
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the hives are examined to see what stores are needed, and
feeding is proceeded with as it is deemed necessary. The
food given consists of four-fifths granulated sugar and onefifth honey.
It is calculated to allow each colony 30 pounds
of stores for the winter months.

SOME NICE POINTS IN MK. PETTIT'S SYSTEM.
know g^enerally how difficult it is to have
outside, either comb or extracting, frames as well filled
Bee-keepers

the
as those in the center of the super.

Mr. Pettit has quite

this difficulty bj' allowing the entrance to extend
clear across the hive, and by raising the front an inch and

overcome

a quarter above the bottom or floor, by a wedge on either
side of the entrance. This allow the bees to enter the hive
the full width, and compels them to walk up the sides or back
of the hive, so that they always fill the outside frames first
instead of last, as is the case with the narrow entrance.
Another means to this end with comb sections is to
create a bee-space between the outside comb sections and
the walls by inserting a perforated divider held out from
the wall by tiny blocks of wood a bee-space wide. This
allows the bees to pass up and down freely, which they do
the same as between the sections, and holds more bees at
the outside of the sections.
Another advantage afforded by the wide and deep entrance is the ventilation and comfort afforded the bees, esUndue swarming is thus prepecially in hot weather.
vented. The extracted-honey hives are ventilated at the
top and at the back, but no top ventilation is given the
comb-honey hives, except for a few days after a new swarm
is hived, when it is necessary to afford them comfort in order to commence their working at an early date. This is
usually permanently closed up on a cool evening when all

have settled down.
Another practice with a newly-hived swarm is to substitute two frames on either side of the brood-chamber for
dummies, so as to contract the brood-chamber and get the
bees working in the sections above. Late in the season six
dummies, or three on eitlier side, are inserted, but it requires the judgment of an experienced bee-master to manipulate these nice points.
Regarding the capture of swarms, Mr. Pettit always
keeps his queens dipt, ,so that they are not able to take
flight with the swarm, but commonly fall on the ground in
front of the hive. She is pickt up and placed in a cage,
which is placed in the entrance of a new hive, which takes
the place of the old one, which is moved about two feet back
and left there about sis days. As soon as the issuing
swarm find their queen is not "with them, they return to the
old stand, but new hive, find their queen, and at once proceed to occupy the hive.
Some of these ingenious methods may be used in general practice, but not a few of the most valued of them
originated with Mr. Pettit, who delights in giving to the
bee-keeping world the benefits of his experience and invenP^armer's Advocate.
tion.

—

RepoFt of the Proceeding's of the 30th Annual
Convention of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, Held at Philadelphia,
Pa., Sept. 5, 6

BY DR.

A.

E.

and

7,

1899.

M.ASON, SEC.

The 30th annual meeting of the United States BeeKeepers' Association was called to order at 7:30 o'clock,
Tuesday evening, Sept. 5, by the President, E. Whitcomb,
of Nebraska.
Mr. Haenle. of Philadelphia, sang a solo, and prayer
was offered by Rev. E. T. Abbott, of Missouri, after which
Mr. John L. Kug-ler read the following paper:
The Fall Honey Crop of Philadelphia.
The subject assigned to me by your secretary, is

the fall

honey crop of Philadelphia. I sought to have this changed
to the fall honey crop of southern Philadelphia, as the flow
which they wish me to tell you about is confined to points

—
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below the thickly built portion of the city, and along the
banks of the Delaware River. It extends on both sides of
the same in the States of Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
Delaware, until the Bay is reacht, and, possibly, further
south. The northern part of Philadelphia has none of this
flow. They denied me this change of title, but as I know
more about the honey crop of southern Philadelphia, I will
confine most of my remarks to that portion.
Our fall honey is very fine in flavor, brig'ht amber in
hue, quite dense, and finds ready sale. It is nearly all extracted, only a little comb honey very little indeed being
produced, and the bee-keeper soon abandons the use of secThis honey comes from the meadows and reclaimed
tions.
ground along the Delaware River.
As to what flowers the larger part of our crop comes
from, we do not agree. We think it is mostly from the

—

—

heart's-ease (commonly called smart-weed), fall asters,
golden-rod, wild cosmos or life-root, queen of meadows,
iron-weed. etc.
We find that our largest crops come when we have a
dry fall preceded by a considerable amount of rain in the

spring and summer months.
We then have clear daj-s for the bees, and the rising
The rain in the
tides keep the plants in perfect bloom.
spring and summer helps the growth of the plants on the
high ground, and when these conditions are combined, our
crops are measured by the quantities of comb we have on
hand, to give them for the storing of the honey.
When I first joined the Philadelphia Bee-Keepers' Association, and told them about our fall flow, I was treated
very kindly bj' them, yet distinctly given to understand
that they thought I had been drawing very largely upon
my imagination. This was the universal opinion of its
members, so that it took me two years to get them to hold
one of their bee-meetings at my apiary, and then only a
few members attended. It was onh- last June that we succeeded in getting our president. Dr. Townsend, at a meeting in our neighborhood, but I will say that after coming,
and seeing for themselves, they have made ample amends
for their want of faith in my statements about our fall flow,
and hence this paper.
We are compelled, like other bee-keepers, to prepare in
advance for our crops, as Mr. Hutchinson says, " The successful bee-keeper gets his colonies in shape the preceding
year," only we are not troubled with swarming and its attendant evils.
Our spring flow is very small, sometimes not enough to
keep the colonies during hot weather, and when we have a
spring crop it is so dark as to be almost valueless, being

and we think the seeds are brought
manner.

that

pay

it is
;

due

but

it is

Our

fall

—

:

sure of a crop.

One of my neighbors, a Mr. Ludwig, has an apiary of
over 100 colonies, and last year he produced 350 gallons of
extracted honey.
I am informed that our brother bee-keepers in points
north of Philadelphia are feeding their colonies, when we
are having one of our large j'ields, and this before the asJ. L. KuGi.ER.
ters on high grounds are in bloom.

On motion of W. A. Selser (Pa.) it was voted that no
person be allowed to speak more than five minutes on any
subject under discussion.
W. A. Selser We are all favored in one thing, that is,
the tide that feeds the rootlets and never fails because the
tide never fails, so that those who live south of Philadelphia
never fail to get a good flow of honey.
A. L. Boyden (Ohio) Very often we get samples of
flowers. I presume our friends can do the same.

—

—

Some samples of honey-producing flowers were exhibited by Prof. Keebler, among which were
Eupatorium purpureum (reddish in color) Joe-Pye or
trumpet-weed, gravel-root, fall or purple boneset, kidneyroot, queen of the meadow.
Eupatorium perfoliatum boneset. common thorowort,
Indian sage.
Collinsonia Canadensis horse-balm, rich-weed, stone-

—

—
—

root.

—

Bidens trichosperma gall fickseed, sunflower.
Vernonia noveboracensis New York iron-weed,

commences about the middle

of August,

to heavy frost, altho the surplus is all in by
the last of September. Yet I have known the bees to bring
in honey as late as November, but in small quantities,
probably from plants protected from frost by the river.
During the fall flow we are unable to get the bees to
build comb in supers or frames above the brood-chamber,
on account of the cool nights this is the reason we all run
for extracted honey. We generally trj' to keep the bees
building comb in May and June, storing the frames that
are not in use in the second, third and even fourth stories.
This keeps them free from moth, and allows them air-space
during the intense heat of summer. When I find a crop of
poplar honey comes in our apiarj', I endeavor to get the
bees to convert this into new combs. In my neighborhood,
in a circuit of two miles, we can count about 350 colonies,
but I do not think that half of them produce fall surplus,
simply from the want of proper management.
Along the banks of our river are vast meadows, mostly
reclaimed on the Pennsylvania side with dykes, etc., and it
is here our bees find pasture, and I think there is many a
river in the States where like pasturage maj- be found that

and extends up

;

now

visited by very few bees.
have secured a few samples of flowers from our meadows, some of which we do not know the names, and I think
a few are of foreign origin. Every year a large number of
vessels arrive in the port of Philadelphia from all parts of
is

I

the world.
ballast,

Quite a number of the flower-seeds come in
is dumpt in the river on the way up,

some of which

—

flat-

tops.

Sonchus oleraceus — annual sow-tliistle, hare's-lettuce,
milky gassel, swiney.

hare-thistle, milkweed,

Prof. Keebler said of course they all belong practically
composite family.

to the

—

Rev. E. T. Abbott I am an amateur botanist. We
have a wild flower in the West, but I have never been able
to

name

it.

—

Prof, Keebler Some express doubts about the name of
this flower, but if I come here to-morrow I will look up the
name for you.
After a song came the following paper by Mr. Fred L.
Craycraft, of Cuba, entitled.
Possibilities and Difficulties of Bee-Keeping in Cuba and
Porto Rico, and ttie Effect of Our New Relations

small colonies, as we find that such do not
rather due to a lack of surplus in May and

crop

our shores in this

—

to

June.

to

I increase my colonies mainly, or. I might say entirely,
by dividing them that is, by taking three or four frames
of brood and giving them either a queen-cell or a j-oung
queen, so the}- can bring in honey to winter on. I find it
advantageous to keep two points in view strong colonies
and plenty of combs, providing they are free from moth
and when these things have been accomplisht, I am almost

.

composed largely of honey from the poplar.
I have kept bees for i4 years, and in that time I have
known only one season when we were troubled with swarming. As a rule — and a fairly safe one with us — a colonj' in
a two-story Simplicity hive will not swarm. I do not wish
you to get a false impression from this statement, and think

Sept. 21. 1899.

Witli these Islands on

Our Honey Markets.

The recent struggle of the Cubans to throw oS' the
Spanish yoke, and which finally culminated thru the intervention of the United States, is still fresh in the memories
of all, and on account of the close commercial relations
which exist between these countries, and the possible annexation of this island, thus adding another star to our
national ensign, has caused people to observe with interest
signs of renewing commercial, agricultural and industrial
activity, which will in time cause a profound impression on
the American people, benefiting many by opening up new
markets for American products, while at the same time
others will seriously feel the competition caused by the introduction of products from these countries into our own
markets.
is one of particular interest to the Amerihoney-producer, since heretofore the production of
honey in this country has been largely in excess of home
consumption, and we know that exportations of honey and
wax from the island have been very large, altho the almost
absolute lack of reliable statistics upon which to base any
calculations as to the future exportations of this article make
it a very difficult matter to form any approximate estimate
of the importance it will bear on our honey markets in the

This question

can

future.

The honey and wax production of Cuba before the war,
which commenced in 1895, was very important in all disthe island, especially in the provinces of Puerto
Principe and Santiago de Cuba. According to the statistics of exportation of Cuba, publisht by the minister if intricts of

sular afl^airs of Spain

:

during 1894 2.433,969 milograms
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(5,354,000 pounds) were
amount 4,300,000 pounds

exported from Cuba. Of this
were shipt to the United States,

but almost all was shipt in transit to European markets,
only a very small percentage entering the American markets.
to the same authority only 1,404,845 kiloThis large
(3,090,000 pounds) were exported in 1895.
falling off in exports is easily explained by the fact that in
February of 1895 the revolution commenced in the eastern

According

grams

provinces, and the writer's own practical experience with
an apiarv of 300 colonies demonstrated that the honey-yield
was considerably under the average caused by the cool
northeast winds which prevailed during the height of the
carapanilla bloom.
With a very few exceptions this must be considered a
natural and spontaneous production, as the bees receive
very little care, the only physical exercise required being
to put
the swarms into empty boxes, and place a
palmetto leaf on top weighted down with a stone. The
mental exertion required in studying up better methods for
their management was considered entirely superfluous.

—

The native

Creole or box-hive consists of a box about
and from 8 to 12 inches square inside, and open
Where lumber is scarce, hollow logs are sawed
off and used in the same way.
The hives are placed in an
almost horizontal position, only being- inclined enough to
keep the water from running in at the entrance or open
4 feet long
at one end.

end.

The old adage, " There's nothing new under the sun,"
strikingly proven in this case, for here it is that reversing is carried to perfection. When a swarui is placed in
one of these long boxes, the bees take up their abode in the
spot most suited to their fancy, generally near the middle,
leaving a vacant space at each end. As the honey-flow
commences the bees naturally build comb and store the
honey in the closed end where it is better protected from
outsiders. The first extracting takes place during the latter part of December, when the board is knockt off the rear
end, and the honey cut and pulled out with long hooks.
After this operation, the hives can be turned around and
the other end closed up, the extraction of the other end
taking place during the latter part of January. Two, and
sometimes three, extractions are made during the season,
besides a " I'impieza," or cleaning up, given the bees in
August or September, when some honey and considerable
wax is taken from them, thus reducing the opportunity for
the moth-worm to get a hold on them.
It can be seen that altho the honey-flow is very bountiful, only a limited amount of honey is obtained on account
of the bees not having any place to store it.
is

Taking into consideration the waste consequent upon
such a crude system in manipulation, I think an average of three gallons of honey per hive to be a conservative
estimate, and if we can place any reliance on the statistics
of honey exported during the economical year of 1894, it
will be seen that it took nearly 160,000 colonies to produce
this

amount.

form anything but conjectures regarding the importance and value of apiculture in Cuba, as the
wave of fire and death which swept across this beautiful
island has almost totally exterminated not only the bees,
but also their owners. The following instances are given
It is difficult to

as examples
From the mayor of the town of Jaruco, 25
" I calculate that 98 percent of the
miles east of Havana
bees in this district have been destro3'ed since the beginning
of the war. There are now only four apiaries consisting of
250 colonies. Colonies in Creole or box-hives yield about
four gallons each, and those in American hives, 16 gallons
each." It will be remembered that this is the place where
the Casanova apiary was located, and which was so ably
:

:

managed by our

late friend, Mr. Osburn, and from which
Mr. Somerford got the banner honey crop of Cuba. Tlianks
to the purifying effects of fire, the foul brood which wrought
such havoc in that apiarj- has been eradicated.
From the town of Candelaria, in the province of Pinar
" Before the war there were five apiaries of over
del Rio
700 colonies each in this district, besides many others of
less number.
There ai'e now only a few scattering colonies
which were saved within the town."
From Amarillas, a town on the south coast of Matanzas
Province: " Before the war there were 10,000 colonies in
this district now only 90."
From the foregoing it can be seen that at least 90 percent of all the bees on the island have disappeared.
Since the first of January, 1899, to July 1, over 600,000
pounds of honey have been exported from Havana of this
:

;

;
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amount over

500,000 pounds have been shipt direct to
France by the firm of Bridat, Mont Ros & Co., who, on account of their dealings and liberal prices, have succeeded in
handling almost the entire crop of honey, thus breaking
up a clique of dealers who formerly put their own prices on
the article and crowded out legitimate competition. During
the two preceding years the same firm exported over 1,500,000 pounds of honey, and large quantities of wax.
There are now in the province of Havana nine modern
apiaries containing about 1,700 colonies, and others are

being started in different parts of the island. The country
around Nuevitas, in the province of Puerto Principe, has
the name of being the finest part of the island for bees, as
large quantities of honey and wax are brought from there
From what the writer has seen of the
in coasting-vessels.
island, there is very little territory where bees do not do
well, unless it is where there are a great manj- sugar-mills,
and the surrounding country is all taken up with sugarcane, and unless the place is overstockt with bees the writer
thinks there are few places where 10 gallons per colony
cannot be obtained.
The price in Havana markets ranges from 40 to SO cents
per gallon, net, the buyer paying the cost of package. The
crop is all handled in hogsheads of from 100 to 105 gallons
each. In anj- good location 300 colonies can be kept without overstocking, and with the exception of during the extracting season, from Dec. 1 to March, one man can care
for two such apiaries, provided they are of easy access.
There are also difficulties to be taken into consideration, but, as all bee-keepers know, man)' of them can be
overcome by the judicious use of that one qualit.y vigilance. One of the main things necessary is to keep the
with young and vigorous queens,
colonies all supplied
thereby freeing them from the ravages oif the moth, so

—

much feared
As there
cept when it

in tropical countries.
is

no time during the 365 days of the year (exwhen the bees cannot get out and find

rains)

something to carry in, they can be increast very rapidly.
During the rainj' season, especially the latter part of September and October, when we are sometimes visited by
storms and rain which last several days, it is necessary
to watch the bees closely, and sometimes feed the weaker
colonies, for the high winds bruise and toss about the nectar-yielding plants so much that there is a scarcity of flowand those which are short of provisions are liable to
succumb before Nature gets back to her usual conditions.
When the rain)' season closes in November, the flowers
begin to give a variety of color to the luxuriant vegetation,
and from then until March there is nothing to do but to
take out honey, as the bees store it so fast that the queens
are kept restricted to the lower story. In March and April
some honey is also extracted, but the queens begin extending their domains, and swarming commences, altho the
swarraing-fever does not get so bad here as it does in the
northern climes.
Last, but not least (altho they are very small), is the
ant problem, which is one of the most important to the
Cuban bee-keeper, especially during the rainy season, for
they take refuge by thousands under and in the hives, and
often cause weak colonies to abscond.
Another important matter to take into consideration
here is the cost of living^, which is at least SO percent more
than in the United States. With the exception of sugar
and tobacco (the staple articles of export) almost everythingnot that the country cannot produce everyis imported
thing needed, but on account of the total destruction of
rural wealth and the depopulation of the country, there is
nothing planted, and what were once productive farms are
now abandoned to weeds and grass. This, of course, is
onlj' a temporary condition which will disappear when the
tide of immigration turns this way.
On Aug. 10, 1899, bee-hives were placed on the free list
of importations, and altho the duty on them was not excessive, this will doubtless give an impetus to the industry.
But even if Cuba does take the lead as a honey-producer,
as long as the duty of 20 cents per gallon remains on extracted honey it will not enter American markets, for while
Europe can pay even 40 cents per gallon, net, in Havana,
Cuban dealers cannot pay 20 cents per gallon duty, freight
and cost of package, and compete with American honey at
60 and 65 cents per gallon.
So far there has been very little comb honey produced
here except for the home market in Havana, which is very
insignificant, as Cubans are not great honey-eaters.
ers,

;

is as white and equal in flavor to
and when comb honey is put in nice

Campanula honey
any

in the world

;

—
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shape by specialists it will undoubtedly win for itself a
name and place in the American markets equal to the finest
of white clover or basswood honey.
Fred Iv. Cr.wcraft.

that uses large quantities of honey.
Mr. Selser We have a baker here in the city that uses
it, also bakers in New York.
'
I. J. Stringham (N. Y.)
I know one firm that ordered
200 tierces of honey (100 tons), and I do not consider that
the locality is well developt. That is the first year that the
;

—

—

I

their legs, then j'ou can count it a honey-plant.
If j'ou see
pollen on their legs, then watch and see if the bees seem to

be sucking nectar as well.

Queen Daughter Varied from Her Mother.

— The

writer of this paper has made a
statement that I cannot ag-ree with. He saj-s as long as
there is a duty of 20 cents per gallon on Cuban honey there
would not be enough honey brought in to hurt our market.
This is incorrect. Cuban honey, when baked in a cake, will
hold moisture longer than American honey. I believe in
calling things by their right name. When the war with
Spain first broke out I was afraid that Cuban honey would
come in faster, and I here saj^ that I consider our new possessions a curse, and I could substantiate what I say. Now,
these are facts we have to face. How we are to solve these
problems I do not know. Another thing the writer says is,
that we might place Cuban honey in two classes. Cuban
honey will never be used extensively in this country on the
table, because it is so dirty. It is packt in, chuckt in, dirt
and all, but when it comes in a cake we don't see the dirt.
Now, I believe we might find a new market among people
who do not use honey.
Mr. Abbott — Permit me to offer one suggestion. The
honey that Mr. Selser refers to as being unfit for table use
is what is used by the natives.
The flavor is fine. The
question is. Is that likely to be shipt North ? I hardly
agree that it is harder to keep bees in winter than in summer.
O. O. Poppleton (Fla.)— That is the fairest and best
article I have ever heard on this subject.
Dr. C. C. Miller (111.)— The statement that this honey is
good only for bakers settled any doubts in my mind, but
when Mr. Selser saj-s one firm used 12 loads, is there not
cause for uneasiness ? That probably is not the onl3' firm
\V. A. Selser

—

New York market

has taken anything in comparison, on
account of the 20 cents duty.
[Continued next week.l
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One of my neighbors, wishing to rear a few queens,
placed a frame of j'oung larva; in a queenless colony, and as
soon as the cell-cups were built, I transferred the frame to
a colony of black bees, they being allowed to complete the
cells, which in due time hatcht and produced j-oung queens,
some of which were nearly black, others very brown, being
decidedly different in color from the mother, which is supposed to be pure Italian and produces beautiful 3-banded
workers. Why did the young queens look so " shady ?"
Were they contaminated by the black nurses?
M.\SS.

—

Answer. It is the rule and not the exception that the
royal daughters of Italian queens vary in appearance from
their mothers and from each other. It is not likely that the
black nurse-bees were in any wa^' responsible, altho some
hold that traits are transmitted bv the nurse-bees.

Queen Superseded.

As I had a queen that was not giving me the returns I
desired, I sent for another, and when I went to remove the
old queen, after smoking at the entrance, I raised the super
and the first thing I saw was the queen on top of the frames,
On raising the
helpless, but she lookt large and prolific.
frames I found eggs and brood in all stages. She died in
about sis hours. In 24 hours several cells were started. The
new queen was accepted at once. What could have been
the matter with the old one ? She was full of eggs.
Missouri.

Answer. — I

don't know. Perhaps nothing more than
old age. It is probabl3- the usual thing that queens are superseded while they are still in apparent vigor and " full of
eggs." Indeed, manj' a queen is superseded when the beekeeper can see no reason for her supersedure, but it may be
that the bees are wiser, and are able to foresee her coming
Remember that in the ordinary course of affairs
failure.
everj' queen is superseded when from two to four years old.

Winter Preparation of Bees, Etc.
I prepare my bees for winter?
man\' pounds of honey should each colony have

1.

What time must

2.

How

for winter

?

3.

When must

4.

Which

I begin feeding for winter?
the cheaper, 20 pounds of extracted honey
or 20 pounds of syrup made of coft'ee A sugar ?
the
5. Must the frames be as they were all summer
most honej' on the sides?
I will
6. Must I examine them during the winter?
leave them on summer stands.
7. How often should bees be examined thru the spring
is

—

CONDUCTED BY

DR.

C C. MILLER. Marengo,

III.

£The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail.

Editor.]

and summer?
8.

What

is a

dovetailed hive

colonv of bees worth in a

(fall aiid

spring)

?

new Langstroth
Tennessee.

Answers. — 1. Preparation

aueen Laying Irregularly—Wild Touch-me-not.
1. I have a 3'oung queen just commencing to lay, and
she lays one. two and three eggs in a cell. Why does she
do that ? Will she be a good queen to keep, or would I
better destroy her and unite the bees with another colony ?
2. I enclose a flower that grows quite plentifully on
the low land around here, and the bees work oti it from
morning till night. Can you tell me its name ? Does it
Indiana.
furnish honey or pollen, or both ?

—

Answers. 1. Don't be in a hurry to kill the queen. It
not unusual for a queen to be a little irregular on first
commencing to lay. Very likely she'll come out all right.
week or so ago I found in one of my hives a comb with no
eggs or brood on one side, but the other side was well supplied with eggs, most cells having more than one ef;g, and
.some having four or five, no other comb having- brood or
eggs. After the eggs hatcht out only one larva was found
ill each cell, and I think the queen will get over her foolis

A

ishness.
2. Wild touch-me-not. I think, but I don't know its value
honey or pollen. If bees work busily on it, you may be
sure it is valuable for one or both. If you see no pollen on

for

gin about Sept.

1,

for winter should really beor even the middle of August in some

places and some seasons, by seeing that the bees have plenty
of stores for winter. Packing or other preparation of that
kind may take place as soon as the weather becomes too
cold to allow the bees to flj' nearlj' everv day.
2. For out-door wintering not less than 30 pounds of

honey.
3. Just as soon as j-ou are satisfied that bees will gather
no more than will supply their daily needs, even if that's
in August.
4. That depends altogether upon the prices you have to
pay. It will take about 14 pounds of sugar to make a syrup
equal to honey, so you can answer the question bj- finding
out which will cost less, 14 pounds of sugar or 20 pounds of
honey.
5. They will do all right just as they are. Farther north
it may be advisable to have the honev all on one side.
do the best you can to have them well supplied
6. No
and tuckt in for winter then let them severely alone till
warm weather comes in spring.
7. There is no one price for all localities. In some places
Consult the
they are worth twice as much as in others.
;

;

prices named at different times in the advertising columns
of this journal, and j-ou will have some idea of the matter.
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stopt a few minutes at a little, old hotel which was there
Washington's time, and no doubt he used to stop there
when he went that way. The drive-waj' for some ten miles
winds along- the beautiful river with its ever changing
scenery of grand old trees, jutting rocks, deep cuts, and

We
in

All united

high ledges.

made a scene long

to be

remem-

original beauty, no one
being allowed to touch a thing, or even to carry off a fern
or other memento of the aged surroundings.
On Saturday, Sept. 9, we spent the day in Atlantic
bered.

Everything

is

kept in

its

It was the first time we had seen the sea, and
City, N. J.
being in such a famous summer resort where thousands of
visitors bathe in the surf, of course we had to don a bathing suit and enjoy it with the rest. We not only got into
the Atlantic Ocean, but some of the Atlantic Ocean got into
It tasted very bitter, too.
us.
In the evening we returned to Philadelphia, and the
next day attended John Wanamaker's Sunday school,

as the greatest in the world. " John " was there,
and about 4,000 more who were regular members of the
school. Mr. W. is the superintendent. It is indeed a most
wonderful Sunday school. Be sure to visit it if you are

known

ever in Philadelphia on Sunday.

It is

located at the corner

and meets at 2:30 p.m.

of 22nd and Bainbridge streets,
was indeed a fitting close to our staj' in the old " City of
It

Brotherly Love."

We

always remember our visit to Philadelphia
and hope some time to be permitted to
go there again, and stay longer.
But next year (don't forget it) the bee-keepers' convention will be held here in Chicago, at the same time as the
Grand Army encampment. Then we want to see the largest gathering of bee-keepers ever known in this country.
with

shall

much

pleasure,

Dr. S. C. Schmucker, of the Department of Biology of
the State Normal School at West Chester, Pa., delivered a
bee-lecture at the Mt. Gretra Chautauqua, July 18. Dr.
Schmucker is an earnest and enthusiastic nature-lover, and
has gained many disciples among teachers in the public
schools, especially for Nature Study. The talk was enThe life history
titled, " A Co-operative Community."
first of the bumble-bee, and then of the carpenters and leafcutters formed an interesting introduction to an account of
the manifold activity of our hive-workers, with their high
social organization.
* * * * *

—

McNay

in .\ " Crow's "-Nest. Rambler, the versatile writer from California for Gleanings in Bee-Culture,
was visited by Mr. F. McNay, of Wisconsin, last winter,
when the latter bee-keeper was " doing " a portion of the
Pacific Coast. It seems they spent a night with a Mr.
Crow, one of California's bee-keepers. Here is the way
Rambler " Crow-ed " about the matter

Mr.

:

"

The uncapping-can handed down by

owner

a former

took the eye of Mr. McNay. It was
merely a rude frame with a gunny-sack attacht to the upper
portion. A slit in the bottom of the sack allowed the attachment of a good-sized dish-pan perforated with many
holes. Mr. McNay said they had no such things in Wisconsin. One of the honey-houses was a substantial affair,
and built of stone. A stone honey-house is a very desirable
building in this country. It is cool in summer, warm in
winter, fire-proof, and riot handy for burglars to break thru

was so novel that

and

it

steal.

"After the honey-business had been discust to a considerable extent, we were shown the adjacent gold-mines.
Mr. Crow's mine was in the course of development but a
neighbor miner had cut a tunnel several hundred feet into
the mountain, and had a large amount of low-grade ore in
Mr. McNay was informed that the mine could be
sight.
purchast for about S40.000. Now. if the mine had been
worth two or three hundred thousand dollars Mr. McNay
would have used a portion of the fortune he has accumulated from the honey-business in Wisconsin, and purchast
the mine but he did not want any cheap $40,000 mine on
;

in

of the world

Paraguay.

— U.

Consul, Hon. John Ruffin,
writing for the American Bee-Keeper, from Ascuncion,
Paraguay, South America, says this about bees in that part

Bees

S.

:

"There are several kinds of wild bees in Paragua.v,
some of which build in subterraneous holes, the rest in hollow trees. Two years ago a colonist made a trial, to improve one of the latter, by gathering them into a proper
If not all,
hive, apparently without satisfactorj' results.
at least some kinds are said to be without a sting-, but one.

a black bee of medium size, attacks the intruder b3' clipping- the hair as if cut with scissors.
"Some years ago a German, von Gulich, introduced the
European bee, and succeeded well, using modern hives according to Dzierzon's method his widow has continued
this industry, and a few colonists followed with more or
less success.
Honey finds ready sale at good prices, likewise the wax, which is used extensively for making candles
;

and matches."

The Flatness of the Honey flarket is attributed by
R. H. Mitchell, in the Country Gentleman, among other
things, to the quality of the honey marketed. It is the
same thing that hurt the cheese market, the effort to increase quantity without regard to quality. " Honey left in
the hive until sealed up by the bees is one thing, but honey
extracted as fast as stored and sealed in a glass package is
quite another."

Langstroth on the Honey. Bee, revised by the Dadants,
a standard, reliable and very thoroly complete work on
bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound eleganth'.
Every reader of the American Bee Journal should have a
cop3' of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions that
mail it for SI. 25, or club it with the
arise about bees.
Bee Journal for a year both for only $2.00.
is

We

ing

—

The Premiums offered on page
for.
Look at them.

606 are well worth work-

;

his hands.

" After our arduous day's work, tired Nature asserted
her rights, and we prepared to go to roost, and Mr. Crow
insisted upon giving up his nest to us. Mr. Crow is not a
I
tall man, and his nest was made according to his needs.
could manage the nest very well but tall Mr. McNay had
to make rafters of his legs,' or poke his knees out in front
or into my ribs, or project his feet out at the foot of the
He managed very well until he dropt asleep, then
nest.
his feet would start right off toward Wisconsin, and hang
out like twin specters in the dim moonlight. Having in
mind the old adage about keeping the head cool and the
feet warm, I was extremely anxious for his welfare, and
anxious to have him return in safety to Los Angeles and
Mrs. McNav.
" To allow a man to expose his bare feet all night, even
in California, is no trifling matter, and the case was more
aggravating when we consider that Mr. McNay was a tenderfoot. Mv only remedy was to give my nest-fellow a
shake, and shout, 'McNay, pull in your feet !' He would
promptly obey every time, and keep right along snoring.
"Mr. Crow had'curled himself up in a cot on the other
side of the cabin, and he soon began a snoring duet with
Mr. McNav. Between the nasal music and the care of my
companioii's feet, I slept hardly a wink during the night.
In the morning Mr. Crow remarkt about my haggard appearance but I knew if I told them the cause of my sleeplessness, they would both contradict me right from the
shoulder, and I suffered in silence."
;

;

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last. Better order at once, if you want a copy
of this song.

—

:

:
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could understand it if there were no differthe bees should do worse with freer communication is beyond me. Is it pure prejudice on the part of
the bees ? [This is indeed a surprise when most of the reports have seemed to be the other way. But in the interest
of fairness and truth, I desire that this item should be as
widely circulated as the items of the other character. If
there is any advantage in a solid separator, such separator
could be used with the plain sections but in that case it
will be a cleated separator. But plain sections with the
same filling are preferred bj' the buyers. I take it that you
yourself are partial to tall sections, from what you say on
page 601, and that you are afraid that you will have to adopt
them. Is it the tallness or the general appearance of the
boxes, or what, that makes j'ou think that way ? Ed.]"

derstand
ence, but

it.

I

why

;

Hoffman Frames seem

be quite popular in Australia.
In the Bee-Bulletin its objections were askt for, and one
thought the spacing- too narrow another objected to the
propolizing- and the difficulty of uncapping witli so wide a
top-bar, but the greater number had no objection.
to

;

Straw for Smoker- Fuel is used by some Wisconsin beekeepers, saj's the Bee-Keepers' Review.
A good fire is
started in the smoker, and then the straw is jammed in. It
burns a long time, and is not so hot as wood. A burning
straw-stack, smouldering for days, suggested the idea to
Mr. N. E. France.
Setting Bees to Work in Shallow Extracting=Frames
before Putting on Sections, is a plan highly commended
in Gleanings in Bee-Culture, but the British Bee Journal
does not think it advisable, as by the use of one or more
bait-sections bees can be induced to work with sufficient
promptness in sections without first using extractingframes.

"Victory Thru Defeat; How the Association Has
Scared the Adulterators in Chicago," are the head-lines of
an editorial in Gleanings in Bee-Culture. The editor quotes
at length the report of the case given in this paper on page
552, takes heart
from the result, and ends by saying
"Hurrah for the Association
Give it your support" with

Introducing Queens.

— Editor

Hutchinson has had

thrust into the comb. There were a few failures because
the cage was put on comb not old and tough enough, and
the bees gnawed under to the queen before the)- were readj'
to accept her.
But most failures came from opening the
hive and looking up the queen in a day or two after she was
releast, to see if she was all right. The disturbance alarmed
the queen, she ran and squealed, and the bees took after her.
Then the next time the hive was opened she might be missing. Mr. Hutchinson is verv emphatic that a colony should
be left entirely undisturbed for several days after the queen
is releast
until she has fully regained her normal condition and is thoroly establisht as queen of the colony.

—

As additional sectirity, W. H. Pridgen proposes leaving
the bees the job of releasing the queen.
Make a hole
thru the comb back of the cage, fill it with candy, and the
bees will do the rest.
to

I

dollars."

is moist enough, and may be cultivated in at the
working of corn, or harrowed in on oats stubble as soon
" It blooms here [Michigan]
as the oats are ofl". He says
the latter part of May, the following year, in time to be followed by corn. At that time it is a great aid to the bees. It

the ground
last

:

is excellent food for all stock, except when dry it is dangerous for horses, as the large heads are liable to become impacted in the stomach."

Foul Brood Cure.— In the Bee-Keepers" Review, Mr.
Taylor refers to the directions for curing foul brood by H.
W. Brice, the British authority, as lately given in this department, the cure involving 24 hours' confinement, re-hiving, re-queening, and feeding medicated syrup daily for
" That should
at least two months. Mr. Taylor then says
please Editor Root in point of safety, but it would be a great
and unnecessary burden, and is neither science nor econo_mj'.
To shake the bees into a hive furnisht with foundation during a honey-flow, keeping all infected combs and
honey strictly from other beea, is just as safe, with onetenth the trouble and expense."
:

—A

—

Wood for Extracted Honey. "The Amerobjecting in Gleanings in Bee-Culture to the
square cans for extracted honey, the editor replies in part
as follows
" It is G. W. York, editor of the American Bee Journal,
who is arguing for square cans asagainst kegs and barrels
but as I agree with him in the main I come in for my share
of your criticisms.
"In the first place, let me say that Mr. York, altho it is
not generally known, handles large quantities of extracted
honey. Indeed, I venture to say that he has had considerably more experience with square cans, and kegs and barrels,
than any dozen average producers all together, and his verdict is emphatically in favor of the tin packages.
" One of your objections to the square cans is the difficulty of getting honey out of them and that, therefore, the
dealer will not sell from them because of that fact. Why,
my dear sir, square cans have honey-gates the same as kegs
and barrels and the matter of convenience in retailing is,
to my notion, far ahead of the leakj- wooden things. Nearly
all of the dealers' catalogs will be found to illustrate a very
neat little honey-gate for square cans, costing 15 cents, or
mailed for three cents extra for postage.
Every user of
square cans should supph- his grocer with one of these
little gates then the operation of drawing a pound, a quart,
or a gallon, is as simple as putting up so much sugar."
Tin versus

Crimson Clover, says R. L. Taylor, in the Bee-Keepe/s' Review, is chiefly valuable as a "catch" crop, should
never be sown in spring, but as early in July or August as

re-

number of customers who have introduced
queens by means of the wire-cloth cage, with the wires
ports from a

Tramp "

ican

:

;

;

;

Do Queenless Bees Start a Succession of Queen=Cells?
" Stra^' Straw" in Gleanings in Bee-Culture is as

follows
" Editor Hutchinson says his bees don't do as mine do.
His start all cells at nearly the same time, and so nearlj' of
an age that they emerge from the cells within the same two
days. As he's a queen-breeder and I'm not, that shook my
confidence in my own observations.
But that veteraii
queen-breeder, Henry Alley, who has reared many more
queens than both of us put together, says I'm right. He
" When I have removed a queen from a colony for
says
the purpose of introducing- another, I find, after waiting
three days, cells nearly ready to cap, while there are others
just started."

York's Honey Almanac

:

:

Fences versus Plain Separators
Gleanings in BeeCulture has the following "Stray Straw :"
" A surprise has met me. A dozen or so supers were
filled with sections, one side old-style sections with plain
separators, the other side with plain sections and fences.
In every ca.se where there was a difference, and I think
there was a difference in every case, in some cases a markt
difference, the difference was in favor of the old style, the
bees beginning sooner and finishing sooner. I don't un-

is

a neat

little

32-page pamph-

especially gotten up with a view to create a demand for
honej- among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices
sample for
a stamp 25 copies for 40 cents 50 for 70 cents 100 for
$1.00 250 for $2.25 500 for S4.00. For 25 cents extra we
will print j'our name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
let

:

;

;

;

A

;

;

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal.
You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.

—
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SWEET CLOVER
Root's Column

And Several Other Clover Seeds.
We have made arranj^^ements so that we can

furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by f reig-ht
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order;

The New Edition

lu the multitude of counsellors there
safety.— Prov. 11-14.

5ft

is

Sweet Clever

Alsike Clover
White Clover
Alfalfa Clover
Crimson Clover
Prices subject to market changes.

-OF THE-

ABC

^^iK

Foul Brood and Pickled Brood.

^^^

:;.

BEE-CULTURE

Now Ready
Before the next issue of American
is out we hope to have the
book in the
new edition of the
hands of those who have had their orders with us so long. The new book

Bee Journal

ABC

many respects, far ahead of
of the previous editions, both in

will be, in

any

typographical appearance and general
subject-matter, for we are now building upon the knowledge and e.xperience
of these latter days, when such wonderful developments have been made
all along the line.
The subjects of "Apiaries" and
-" House-apiaries "'
have been recast.

"Crimson Clover" is anew subject.
The subject of "Bees" has been enlarged to take in Apis dorsala and
other races of bees. "Comb Honej-,"
as well as " Comb Foundation," has
been rewritten from beginning to end,
besides considerably more being added.
The subject of " Hive-making " is enIn the former editions,
tirely recast.
only one hive was described in detail.
This was followed with matter showing how to make hives, sections, etc.,
by pozvt'r machinery. No particular
liive is now described in " Hive-making," and the matter is simmered down
to the processes of cutting up stuff on
foot-power and lig-ht-powerniachiner)-.
As to dimensions, the reader is advised
to send to some manufacturer for a
sample standard hive in flat, and from
the parts of this secure his measurements. "Hives." a,n entirely new subject, contains a description of all the
best ones. Among them may be seen
the old-style Langstroth, the Simplicity, the Dovetailed Langstroth in its
various forms; the Danzenbaker, the
Heddon. the Dadant, and, under this
head, large and small hives. This is
followed by a discussion on doublewalled or winter hives. Various principles are illustrated, all the way from
the loose to the closed-end frame. The
subject of "Hives" is followed b3- three
ne%v subjects, "Honey asa Food."
"Honey Cooking- recipes," and "Honey-

more

peddling."

The new book contains the same
number of pages as the old one, and
will be sold at the same price —$1.20
postpaid
or clubbed with Gle.\nixgs
IN Bee-Cultuke for one year for $1.75.
:

104. — !. Urietly five the location .ind
foul brood. t,Mving- one or more causes.
as to picUled brood.— Colo.

Query
etfect

OF

o"f

The same

H.

Dr.
Prof. A. J.

Brown— No experience.
Cook— I don't understand.

Larrabee— I have had no

G.

experi-

ence with either foul or pickled brood.
C4. M. Doolittle— Get Howard's treatise
on foul brood. Too long for this department.
Dr. C. C. Miller- See back numbers of this
journal, and get Dr. Howard's foul brood
pamphlet.
D.

W. Heise— 1. Leave

brood experts.

this

tor the foul

Read up Dr. Howard on

'2.

pickled brood.

Adrian Getaz— 1. See Dr. Howard's foul
brood book. 2. See American Bee Journal
of Sept. 10, 1S96.
J.

Green— Read the books and articles
There is not room here for

A.

on this subject.

what

is

askt for.

A. Stone— 1 and 3. I have never had
any experience with either, and so know
nothing about them.
A. F. Brown— 1. Thruout the brood-nest.
Effect— destruction of the colony. 2. No
experience with pickled brood.
J.

my

more than SO
C. H. Dibbern— 1. In
years' experience I have never seen a case
personally
know nothing
and
brood,
of foul
about

it.

Aikin— 1. What do you mean by
"location?' It is in the larval brood
I do uot know the cause, exkills them.
cept infection. 2. 1 think I never saw it.
Hamhaugh— 1. Foul brood is a
J. M.
microbe disease, transmitted thru honey
R. C.

infected with the organisms. 2. As to pickled brood, it may happen from various
causes.
E. Whitcomb— Plenty of it in this localBrood dies instead of maturing, genity.
erally while in the chrysalis stage. The
colony soon dies of olJ age. Robber-bees
carry it from infected colonies to stronger
ones. 2. I don't know.
Emerson T. Abbott— I have had no experience with foul brood, and have seen
only one case in all my experience with
In tact, I am glad to be able to say
bees.
that I know but very little about the diseases of bees, from experience.
C.

Davenport— 1.

I

have bad no experi-

ence with foul brood, and sincerely hope I
never will have. 2. Pickled brood severely

METAL WHEEL
and varieties, to fit any
axle. They last forever. Either
direct or stagger spoke. Can't

in all sizes

ADDRESS

bre.ikdown; can't dry out no
resettlDK of tires. Good in dry weather
as in wet weather. Send for catalog
•

THE A. L ROOT

CO,

prices.

MEDINA, OHIO.

Box

ELECTRIC WHEEL
10

25 cents to your order, for cartage,
freight.
solicited.

QUINCY,

&

CO..
ILL.

if

Your orders are
118

Mrs. L. Harrison— Have had no experience with either.
R. L. Taylor— Your question is quite unintelligible to me.
O. O. Poppleton— Have no experience
with either disease.
S. T. Pettit— I don't know enough about
either to write about them.

W.

Add

wanted by

GEORGE

Eugene Seeor— No experience.
Mrs. J. M. Null— No experience.
J. P.

lolb

60c
70c
SOc
60c
55c

(melilot)

W.

Michijjan Street,

YORK & CO.
-

CHICAGO, ILL.

'
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affected most of my colonies one season,
and to a less extent the next; it cured or
disappeared of itself. Various remedies I
tried did not seem to help matters any. I
don't know the location: the effect is to
weaken a colony. I don't know the cause.

AND HARNESS

WALKER CARRIAGES WHOLESALE PRICES
arc

sulil

direct fruui fiiclnrs

iit

Highest quality, finest w<:>rkmanahip and perfect finish, yet at lowest
cost. We ship any style vehicle anywhere for examination and subject
to aptjroval. No matter how far away you are you can do business with
us and save moimy. We make all the vehicles we advertise, also fiiif
harness. Send for our FREE Book of 104 pages. It tells our plan in full.

EDWARD W. WALKER CARRIAGE

CO..

l^ie^bc uiciiiioii lice Ju

OUR MOTTO

:

50 Eighth
ii.li

Wiit^ii

St.,

—

G. W. Demaree There has never been a
case of "foul brood" (so-called) in central
or northern Kentucky, except a few cases
near Cincinnati. O., on the Kentucky side
of the Ohio River, and therefore I have
never seen a case of " foul brood.''

Goshen, Ind.

writiug.

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

Dr. A. B.

brood "

Mason— 1. The

"effect of foul

to depopulate the colony if badly
There is but one cause, and that
is contagion, and the foul brood is located
in the brood, and is caused by foul-broody
honey. 2. I don't know anything about it.
J. E. Pond
2.
I don't know anything
about pickled brood. 1. As to foul brood,
it has been so fully described in works OD
apiculture and the bee-papers of the day,
that I advise the study of the subject from
them. It would require too much space to
give an intelligent answer here.
Rev. M. Mahin— 1. Foul brood is hratril
in the brood-nest of a bee hive, and among
the brood. The effect of it is to kill the
brood and ruin the colony. There is only
one cause — contagion. 2. I do not know
anything about pickled brood, hut I know
more about foul brood than I want to.
P. H. Elwood— 1. The immediate cause is
is

affected.

Sect)ion§. SiiiODinQ-Gases and

—

B66-K66D6rS' SUPPli6§
We make

a specialty of making" tlie very best Sections on the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledg-ed bv all to be
the best for making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young and

The

BASSWOOD

thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog

and Price-List FREE.

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

Please m.entiou the liee Journal when writing.

Q. B.

LEWIS COMPANY,

WATERTO^»'N, WIS,,
CAN FURNISH YOU WITH THE VERY FINEST

Bee= Keepers' Supplies
•>•:•:•

IIT

THE

ATvoR^LP.

•:{•:•

Parties wanting goods before new catalogs is issued will please write]^for
quotations. We want every BEE»KEEPER on our list.
C^~J JT" cid
If you did not receive our catalog last year send us your name and'address
and we will mail you our new catalog as soon as it is ready.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

the bacillus peculiar to the disease. Any
weakness or filth, I suppose, renders bees
less able to throw off or resist the disease.
Dead brood without the bacillus present
does not cause it. 2. Pickled brood in its
earlier stages resembles foul brood. Later
it lacks the ropiness and characteristic odor
of foul brood. One will never run into the
other. Pickled brood is sour; foul brood is
not.

—

—

Mrs. A. J. Barber 1. Location whereever bees have had access to foul-broody
combs or honey. Its effect is to destroy
the brood, thus raining the colony. I have
handled a great many cases of foul brood,
and have come to believe that it is always
caused by bees having infected combs or
honey given them, or by robbing such
combs or honey. In short, it takes foul
brood to start foul brood. 2. I have had no
experience with pickled brood.

—

E S. Lovesy 1. It is a disease of the
brood. The living bees are not affected by
the disease, but when they come in contact
with it they can carry it on their bodies
and introduce it to the larva» of any hive

Carloads
of Bee-

they may enter. The effect is, if it is not
cured it will cause the destruction of the
colony. Under certain conditions the cause

Hives
Sections,

We

and EVERYTHING used

in the bee-industry.
want the ti nn ml t Uln ^s ,.i i-very bee-keeper
in America.
supply dealers as well as consumers
Weiin.eUi\ Kihi, luipixived Machinery,40,000 feet of floor space, and all modern appliances. W^e make prompt shipment. Write
for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.
INTER-STATE MFG. CO., Hutfson. St. Croix Co.. Wis.

We

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

Page

Lyon Mfg.
b
NEW LONDON,
WIS.,

curing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

it

may

strike aijy locality.

Here

in

Utah, as a rule, a handful of equal parts
of salt and
sulphur sprinkled over the
brood, from one to three dressings, will
cure this disease.

^

se-

Bee^Keepers' Supplies*,

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
is in the State.
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absolutelj' accurate.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pitie and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory erjuipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

Please mention Bee Journal -when

lent

m>)ai^^Sf^l^iis^^^^.(=&^-t;sS^^rS^<k

Co.

operates two Sawmills that cut, annualh-, eight million feet of lumber, thus

Send

sometimes thru foul or rotten brood. 2.
Pickled brood with us floats in the atmosphere like typhoid fever; when it is prevais

Shipping-Cases,

Comb Foundation

\srriting

Did Only Fairly Well.
Bees did only fairly well this year— 50 to
80 pounds of comb honey per colony, for
good colonies: in old-fashioned "gums,"
only to 15 pounds per colony.
H. I, McCoT.

Columbia

Co., Ark., Sept,

5.

Have Had a Pleasant Summep.

We

have had a pleasant summer so tar,
and had it been a wet season the crop of
honey would have been immense, for the
weather was just right for nectar-secretion.

Uuii't tail to nicnlion (he

Bee Journal when writing advertisers.

The anxiety

of

the '^many buyers

of

—
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honey is very unusual, proving the scarcity
of honey; and yet prices are not high, considering the shortage in the honey crop.
M. H. Mendlesos.
Ventura Co., Calif., Aug. 23.

Drouth Stopt Gathering.
Bees did fairly well this season. I will
get 2,500 pounds of comb honey from 5.5
colonies, spring count. Tbe present great
drouth has stopt all gathering of honey for
over a month.
Wm. M. Dick.

Ford Co.,

111.,

Sept.

ered

FROM

Bees have done nothing since the middle
They are eating their stores, and
if it keeps on this way we will have to feed
soon.
Fred Robt.
Hall Co., Nebr., Aug. .30.

No Honey This Year.
out in the spring in
all wintered well.

this year.
Bees came
fine shape— 10 colonies,

Write

at

34 Central Music Mall, CHICAGO.
once. Euclose return stamp.

Please mention Bee Journal -when

My bees have not done any good for the
two mouths, because of dry weather.
Last spring they did well. I have gotten
only 10 pounds of honey from seven cololast

nies.
I

could not get along without the Ameri-

Oklahoma Co

Bees

,

The MoNETTE Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1,00; or for f 1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device, Address,

NEW

QEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,
US'

Wake Up Denver

People.

experience with a swarm of bees, which appeared in the Denver Evening Post early
in July:
In

some favored, flowery section on Capi-

a populous beehive, a queenbee was born, and there was a buzz of retol Hill, in

joicing.

—

yelled.

But the bees wouldn't " whoosh.'' There
had been bees since God said, "Let there
be light," and there would be bees when
Patrick Wulsh had ceast to be.
What
cared they for Patrick Walsh ? They didn't
do anything at all, but just piled into that
pretty new hive at every aperture, and Mr.
Walsh moved away at a lively rate.
"There were eight million, nine hundred
and seventy-seven of 'em by actual count.''
said he.

A

little

fuzzy dog saw the people gath-

Chicago,

111.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Langstroth Hives and everything
pertaining to same.
Muth Jars.Muth Honey Extractor
in fact everything used by bee-

—

keepers.

Send

for our Catalog.

C. H.

V\Z.

WZEBER,

2140 Central Ave.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO,

Successor to

Chas

F.

Muth

A:

Sox and A. Muth.

WANTED

Sixteenth Street at a speed impossible to
estimate.
Before anybody could get a
watch on hiiu be was gone.
' I never see sicb a sudden, evanescent
dog in my life.'' said a man who peept from
behind tbe mail-box on the corner.
Then the cars came from four directions.
Every time one past thru the swarm there
were, "Ob. Lordy's." and shrill shrieks,
• We e-e-e!" like that. And still the bees

swarmed.
I'll

are unw in shape to buy Extracted
Honey, either in larg-e or small lots.
Parties having" any to offer will do well
to sell to us, as Cincinnati is a g'reat
market for Extracted Honey. Submit a
small sample, staling' quantity, style of
pacUag"e, and price expected.
Prompt
remittances. References;
Western German iiank
The Brig-hton
German Bank L'o. Iboth of Cincinnati, O.)

—

Please mention the Bee Journal,

CHEAP^^^
LANDS
^^
^^
And

Illinois Central R. R. in

SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS

also located on the

^^

tbe

YAZOO VALLEY
specially adapted to the
of Mississippi—
5sissippi— Specially
raislng^ of

CORN AND HOGS,
Soil

RiGiiGsw^ World.
Write

E, P,

for

of liberty enlightening the

corners.
" It's tbe busiest day we've had in Denver
for 10 year.s," said a man who had made a
run for it from Joslin's Corner to Scholz's
drugstore.
At last somebody got a bucket and substituted it for tbe box. He turned the receptacle bottom upward and hived the
most of them and carried them off, chased
hotly by those remaining outside.
The casualties were S60 cases of feminine
fright, and 13S good, old-fashioned beestings.

commend

us to the

swarm of bees among a lot of
who know nothing about them, and

sight of a

people
this includes the average newspaper reporter who always overworks his imagina-

shown in the fir.-.t two
the foregoing " bee-story."

tion, as is clearly

paragraphs

of'

But then, that

is

fun, which also

makes

usually their part of the
it all the funnier for

who read it. Laughing is
a healthy exercise. That is our excuse for
republishing 'itbis Denver wake-up.
We
trust that all our readers will enjoy it as
much as we have. Editor.
the bee-keepers

1

Just Rolling in the Honey.
Bees are just rolling in the honey. We
are getting one of the best flows we have
bad in four years.
A.J. Freeman.
Neosho Co., Kans., Sept 13.

Bees Did Very Well.
Last winter

I

lost

half of

my

bees,

and

the balance, II) colonies, were in poor condition; I increast them to IT colonies, all
in good condition at present.

Basswood lasted 1.5 days; it never was
better, but there were not bees enough to
care for it. The fall flow seems very good.
Clover didn't yield any nectar. Honey
sells like hot-cakes. I extracted 400 pounds,
and had '24 pounds in sections.
A. F. Krueger.
Washington Co.. Wis., Aug. U.

Pamphlets and Maps.

SKENE, Land Commissioner,

Park Row, Room 413,
CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.
111.

manner

world. That is. be held it up for awhile
and then tbe bees held him up, stampeded
him and be bad to retire.
Meanwhile tbe crowds thickened at the

Yazoo & Mississippi

Vallev R. R. in the famous

little

about bees, and he rusht
out and pickt up the box. " All you have
to do," he called out, cheerily, " is to hold
onto the box till the bees all get in and then
carry 'em off. They're — ob, holy, jumpin'
je-hoshypbat I" he concluded, and dropt
the box and ran.
Later the police were called out. Officer
Hunt took a broom and stood holding it up
all

[For downright fun,

We

Located on the

get 'em out of tbe way," said a

man who knew

!

EXTRACTED HONEY

27Atf

At high noon to-day, the queen attained
her majority, and, in obedience to tbe suggestion of her courtiers, sallied out of the
hive with the entire junior generation at
her heels to find a new home for her clamorous subjects.
The party took a westward course and,
the wind being fair, it went bumming
straight down Sixteenth Street.
At the intersection of Curtis and Sixteenth Streets the queen's courtiers espied
the little yellow truncated pyramid on
which the street car flagman takes his rest.
He was taking it as the bees came along.
•My eyes, if it ain't a hive!" exclaimed
the queen's privy counsellor.
"It is," said the queen, "and a brand
new yellow one. We will camp right here."
And they at once began to do so.
"What the div ? Wow!'' cried Flagman Patrick J. Walsh, as an inquisitive
honey-maker climbed into bis trouser leg
and gave him a pointer to get up
"Whoosh! Shoo away from here!" he

St.,

BEE^SUPPLIES,

G. \V. Mauk.
Okla. T., Sept. !i.

Emma

Michigan

boldly went out to investigate.
"1 don't see nothin' but a few bees,'' said
be to himself, as he went up close to the box
and gave it a sidelong glance. And then
43 bees with one accord lit on him. and such
another " Ki-yi " as he let out had not been
heard since the Fourth. He went down

in

It is all right.

Woodmansee, of Arapahoe
Co., Colo., sends us the following exciting
[Mrs.

-wTitinp..

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

shall not get

Too Dry Weather for Bees.

can Bee Journal.

FREE, by

^^ PEIRO,

addressinj,^

honey
enough to pay for the Bee Journal. It was
too dry here in June, which is our honey
season. Bees are working well now, but
will not store more than enough for winter.
F. D. Ketes.
Hampshire Co., Mass., Sept. 1.
I

^KIDNEY

5.

of July.

have no honey

LUNG

troubles cau obtain valuable advice,

on the four corners watching the

swarm and

SUFFERERS

Bees Doing Nothing.

I

605

Cent. K. R. Co.,

30A16t

No

Surplus— Bees and Grapes.

winter.
I

Please mentiou Bee Joumal
when writing Advertisers.

Fall

There is no 'surplus honey for this fall.
Bees are working on buckwheat and goldenrod, doing their best to lay up a store for
wish some of our scientific bee-keepers

would help me out of a controversy that I
had with a neighbor. He took me into his
grape arbor and showed what the bees had

e

!

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
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Golden

To

any one

Queen Free

Italian

For sending us

Sept. 21, 1899.

OnelNew

Subscriber.

who is now a subscriber to this journal, and WtlOSe subscription
we will mail a Golden Italian Queen free as a premium for

end 0\ 1899, or beijond,

one new subscriber

& CO.,
GEORGE W. YORKMichigan

done with his grapes. I tried to convince
him that the bees had merely carried the
juice away, but did not pluck the grape.
His reply was that be saw with his own
eyes the bee pluck the grape with its mandibles.
I told him I would give him one
dollar a buncti for every one that the bees
would pluck, to be laid in my bee-yard.
F. McBride.
Hardin Co., Ohio, Sept. 17.

Figwort.

the plant specimen which I
enclose. The p'ant grows to a height of
feet; commences bloomnine
five
to
from
ing from the middle of June to the first of
July, and continues till frost. The bees
are continuously at work on the flower of
the plant from daylight till dark.
J.L.Lewis.
Platte Co., Mo.

name

[The plant
will be

is

the

common

figwort,

found illustruted on page

HCiS

which
of

my

It is surely one of
•' Bee-Keeper's Guide."
The flower will
our best honey-plants.
often be fcund full to the brim of nectar.
It is not a showy plant, but as '' handsome
is

that

handsome does,"

it

is

fine.

—A.

J.

Cook.]

Who

I

ILL.

mm

Two

Breeding=Queen5.

One»Hundred=DoUar
g^ood as

The Man

CHICAGO,

Street,

118

Common

paid tO the

sending us

for a year, with SI. 00 to pay for same.
Address.

Please

iS

all

a&

sent the A. I. Koot Co., ready Sept. 20^
fl.OO; ur three Oueens, $2.15.

One Queeu,

Drinks.

HENRY ALLEY,

The Memphis Commercial Appeal says:
"The business world recognizes that no
man who drinks is as good as be would be
Time was when in cerif he never drank.
tain lines of business it was considered
Quite on the contrary
necessary to drink
the case now. Even saloon men prefer
bar-kefrpers who do not drink the liquids
All the fairy tales about the
they sell.
great things people do when under the influence of liquor have been exploded. The
orator who must be intoxicated in order to
make a speech is no longer here, and he
has never been here. The lawyer who cannot plead a case or cite an authority with-

Wenham, Esskx Co., Mass.
when writing.

37A3t

Please mention Bee Journal

is

THE MILK MAID'S DELIGHT
isour 9 wire

(A heavier and stronger kuife than the one

we

offered heretofore.)

Cow

Fen,'e.

It

holils cows.

If you care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
for
send
a sample copy of CaliResources,
or
fornia's Favorite Paper—

California
The

The Novelty Pocket-Knif

inch

.^0

WOVK.V Hlltl': ll-\tK(0.. ADKI IN, .111111.
Please mention Bee Journal when WTiting.

I'XUV.

Pacific Rural Press,

leading- Horticultural and Atrricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,
handsomely illustrated, $2.00 per annum. Sample copy free.

The

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,

San Fk.incisco. C.iL.
Market Street.
Piease mention Bee Journal when writing.

—
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YOU WANT THE

«S-|F

HOWARD

M. MELBEE,

HONEYVILLE, O.
This Cct

is

Your Name on the Knife.— Whea
wish put on the Knile.
The Novelty Knife

completely than ativ otUer publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

the Fcll Size of the Knife.)
ordering-, be sure to saj- just

Bee-Keepers' Guide.

what name and address you

indeed a noveltv. The noveltj- lies in the handle. It is made beautifully
which is as transparent as glass. Underneath the celluloid, on oue side
name and residence of the Subscriber.
blades are
The Material entorinT into lliis celebrated knife is of the very best quality; the he
bolsters
hand-foro-ed out of the very iinest Enirlish razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. 1
silver
German
hardened
rivets
are
The
corrode.
never
rust
or
will
silver,
and
of
German
are made
hnish
ot the
the
and
spring-steel,
wire: the linings are plate brass: the back springs of Sheffield
handle as described ah.ive. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.
Why Own the Novelty Knife? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the ownerwiU
never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of owner, the hnder v. ill return it: otherwise to trv to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. _ If traveling,
and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the Noveltifs, your
Pocicet-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in case of death, your relatives will at once be ap-

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

is

of indestructible celluloid,
of the handle is placed the

prised of the accident.

,j
,,
a mother
What more lasting memento could
IIow appropriate this knife is for a present
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a g-entleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an e.xact representation ol
this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Qet this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for SI. 25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sendini- us TiiKFK nkw srnscRliiF.RS to the Bee Journal (with $3.00), and we will also .send to
each new name a copv of tlie Premium Edition of the book. Bees and Honey. We will club the
Novelty Knife and the Uee Journal for one year, both for 11.90.

BEE-KEEPERS

Let
!

pagre

tJenJcins.

me send vou my 64Catalog for 1899.

Wetumpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

w^riting.

Don't

.

!

ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

"

.

G-KOKGE W. YORK &
118

CO.,

Michigan

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn

^^^" ^"^"'"^
mentioo the Bee Journal Advertisers.

Belt," a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cenls in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
209

Please

BEE-BOOK

That covers the wnole Apicultural Field more

Adams

i^lease

St.,

Chicago.

mention Bee Journal when writing.

—

—
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out spending the night before in a barroom, has gone to visit the pale glimpses
of the moon, and he has always been gone.
The writer who produces a great poem or a
great essay while maudlin, was removed
from this planet before the command,
Let there be light !' was given. The bookkeeper, clerk, mechanic, salesman, artisan,
young or old, is not at his best while under
the iuHuence of liquor, and he is not as
valuable to himself, his employer, or
In the race of life the temperate
society.
man has the best of it; the drinking man
The sober man is always an
is handicapt.
improvement on the drunken man."

SLXT I'OSTPAID BV

George W. York

A

profrram

full

in

beautifully printed

Milford,

bv Prof. A.
ral

practical and scienIt contains a full delineation of the anattific.
omv and phvsiologv of bees. 460 pages, bound
Price, $1.25.
in cloth and fully ilUistraled.
interesting

F.\GG, Secretary.

and

tlioroly

Scientific 0"een=Rearing, as Practically Apmethod by which
plied, bv G. M, Uooliille.—
the very best of queen-bees are reared in perBound in cloth
fect accord with Nature's waj-.
and illustrated. Price, 31.00.

A

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.— A cyclopaedia of 4110 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. Contains
3*-to engravings.
It was written especially for
beginners. IJound in cloth. Price, $1.20.

5 -BaiKlGfl

Advanced Bee^Culture, Its Methods and Man\V. Z. Hutchinson.— The author of
this work is a practical and entertaining writer.
You should read his book; 90 pages, bound in
paper, and illustrated. Price, SO cents.
Ratianal Bee=Keeping-. by Dr. John Dzierzon.

agement, by

I have 30(.> which I will sell at 45 cents each;
for 6; $5.00 per dozen, while they last. I am
breaking- up ttiy nuclei. This will not appear
ag-ain. so if you want Pure s=banded Queens
(tNCK.
cheap, vou iKii] lu-tter order

$2.5tl

AT
Wurih, Falmouth, Rush Co. Ind.

—This

a ir:^^•^Uai<>n of his latest
bt)ok on bee-culunv. Ii has 350 pages,
paper covers, Sl.tH'.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

3SAlt

Price, in

Bee=Keepers* Guide, or Manual of the Api^-ry,
J. Cook, of the Michigan AsrricultuCoU.'ge.— This book is not only instructive
and helpful as a guide in bee-keeping, but is

the in-

QUEENS

Dan'l

G. Newcontains 160 pages,
the highest style of the

Langstroth on the Honey=Bee. revised by
Dadani.— This classic in bee-culture has been
entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and beekeeping. No apiarian library is complete without this standard work by Rev. L- L. Langstroth— the Father of American Bee-Culture. I'
has 520 pages, bound in cloth. Price, SI. 25.

111.

Fine Golden

in

Thomas

and bound in cloiii, gold-lettered.
cloth, 75 cents; in paper, 50 cents.

Illinois.— The annual meeting- of the Northern
Illinois Bee-Keepers' .\ssociatioa will be held
at the Court House in Rockford, III., on Tuesdav and Wciliiesdav, Oct. 17 and IS, IS'W. All
B. Kennedy, Sec.
are cordially invited.

New

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

art,

terest of the industry will be presented. All are
invited. Some prominent bee-keepers are expected to be present, and one or more meetings
may be held at the State Fair.
J. B.

and

German

is

Bienen^Kultur, by Thos.

bound

in

G Newman.— This

a German iranslatiou of the principal portion
of the bnok called " Bees and Honey." 100-page
pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.
is

For 15 cents
17 copies of the

Bleneiizucht und Hon:ggewinnung, nach der
ncuesten meihode :German) by J. F. Eggers.
This book givfs the latest and most approved
methods of bee-keeping in an easy, comprehensive style, with illustrations to suit the subject.
50 pages, board cover. Price, 50 cents.

Weekh-

"MICHIGAN FARMER"
Will be sent to any address on

trial for

for Beginners, by Dr. J. P. H.
of Georgia. -A practical and condenst
giving the best modes
honey-bee,
treatise on the
of management in order to secure the most
paper. Price, 50 cts.
bound
in
prolit. 110 pages,

Bee=Keeping

only 15

Brown,

sent to different addresses)
less than a cent a copy for a large weekly
Farm,
Stock
and Home Magazine. Has
national
many special features any one alone is worth
price.
Paper
will
start day order is received
the
and continue weekly to Jan. 1. Currency or

cents

—

(or 5 for 40 cts.

—

stamps.

Bee-Keeping for

Detroit,

Mich,

[The publishers of the M. P. are perfectly
sponsible; their offer

is

a barg-aiu.

Bee Journal

re-

Ed.]

-wlieTi.

-writing.

Price, 25 cents.

Apiary Register, by Thomas G. Newman.Dev<)tes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 5'' colonies, SL'^'O; for 100 coloDr.

is

Pierce.— Result of

GOLDEN ^
ITALIAN QUEENS
^—
;!:-

:

Of H.

G. Ouirin

as it is getting- late in the season, and soon will
be time to unite nuclei, so order QUICK. All
Queens warranted purely mated, and by return
mail, safe delivery and satisfaction guaranteed.
Price of Queens, 50 cents; six for 52.75; $5.00 per
dozen. Selected Queens, 75 cents each; six for
Selected tested, SI. 50 each. My Queens
S4.00.
are prolific and their bees excellent workers.

orders to

Parkertown, Erie

Money Order

Please mention

when

>\'riting

Office,

Co., Ohio.

Bellevue.

,

Bee Journal
advertisers.

Chicago, Sept. 7.— Fancy white comb houev,
No. 1, 13*«_rl4c; light amber, ll(al2c; dark
')unoc. Extracted, white, 7wSc; amber, 6!^fa7c: dark, 6Cgi6Kc. Beeswax, 2S«i 2oc.
Consignments of small lots of comb honev are
becoming more frequent, and while there' are
some who will not buy at the prevailing price,

15c;

:

'.

i

and amber,

yet a fair trade
to extracted

3

'

R.

cts.

being done; this also applies

is

honey and beeswax.
R, A.

1

|

1

Burnett &

Telopment and Cure. Price, 10 cents.
Capons and Caponizing. by Dr. Sawyer, Fanny
Field, and oiheis. Illustrated. All about caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most

money in poultry-raising. 04 pages. Price, 20c.
Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the Poultry
Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by Fanny
Field. — Everything about Poultry Disease
their Cure. o4 pages. Price, 20 cents.

CiTv, Sept. 14.— The supplvofcomb
honey is very light. Scarcely anv extracted on
the market. We quote fancy 1-pound comb,
14(rtl5c; No. 1, 13f{i-14c; No. 1 amber, 12(SJl3c. Extracted, white, 7c; amber, 5ia,6c; datk, 4:^5c.
Beeswax, 22'«25c.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, Aug. 22.— Demand good for new
crop comb honey, excepting buckwheat. We
quote as follows:
Fancy white, 14(ail5c; No. 1 white, 12"' 13c;
fancy amber, lie; No. 1 amber, 10c. Extracted
firm at unchanged prices.

Beeswax

San Francisco, Aug.
12!^c;

amber,

25.— White comb, 11!^@
Extracted, whiie,7i4(g7-*i.

.'SfmUic.

light amber, tyniqUc. Beeswax, 26to27c.
Market is firm at unchanged quotations, with
demand fair and offerings light. The last Panama steamer took 312 cases e.xtracted for New
York. The ship Centesima sailed with 349 cases
for Liverpool; another took 4,000 lbs. beeswax.

Cleveland, Aug. IS.— New honey scarce aud
good demand. Fancy white, 15c:'No. 1 white,

in

13f<f

14c;

fancy amber,

No. 1 amber. IUkiIIc.
A. B. Williams &. Co.

i2c;

Boston, Sept. S.— Fancy white comb, l-pound
sections. 16c; A No. 1, 14(al5c; No. 1, 12fal3;^c;
No.
ber,

2,

Light amber extracted, S(«8^c; am-

lie.

none

to ([uote.

Beeswax,

27c.

Practically no new comb honey has been received as yet, and stocks are steadily being reduced, so that there is really no honey on hand,
with quite a little inquiries. We strongly advise shipments of comb honey to be made as
early as possible.
Blake', Scott & Lee,

Buffalo, Sept. 16,^— Extra fancy one-pound
sells well at 13(«il4c choice, lKa'12c; dark,
10 cents down, as to grade. Demand much better.
Receipts light.
Batterson Co.

comb

&

Omaha, Aug.

16.— Still very little doing and
receipts so light that a market price has really
not been establisht. Little lots of choice new
comb are still going at 14(al5c, but a good many
dealers will not touch it at these prices, and ia
order to place larger quantities at this time a
considerably lower figure would have to be
made. In the course ot another month, when
the weather is cooler and the taste for fruits
more fully satisfied, the demand for honey will
be more general and a more reliable market can
be quoted. Extracted is slow sale at 7f« 7!4c.

Peycke Bros.
Detroit, Sept. 11. — Honey-producers accustomed to selling in Detroit have hard work to
satisfy local trade. Very little honey in market.
White comb, 14('jl5c; dark, 12f*? 13c. White extracted, 7}3'"8c. No dark w.anted. Beeswax,

M. H. Hunt i Son.

25c.

WANTED.— Comb
price, kind,

and extracted honey
and quantity

K. A.
33A13t

BURNETT

1{j3

^^

So.

Water St

1

Your

I

I

We

CO..
Chicago,
,

111.

HONEY

buy it.nu niitter
where you are. Address^
will

giving description and price,
34Atf THOS. C. STANLEY & SON, Fairfield. III.
Please m,eution Bee Journal when writing.

aud

I>Ki>HivKS, Sections, Shippingeverything used by bee".\SKS
:eepers. Orders filled promptly,
.end for Catalog. Minnesota BeeKeepers' Supply Mfg. Co.. Nicollet
Island. Minneapolis, Minn. 18Atf

—

Price, 2o cents.

is a neat little 24-page
pamf)hlet especially gotten up with a view to
creating a demand for honey. A very effective
helper in working up a home market for honey.
Prices: A sample for a stamp; 25 copies for 40c;
50 for 60c; 100 for Sl.iMl; 250 forS2.25; SOOfor $4.(.i0
For 25 cents extra we will print your name and
address on the front page, when ordering 100 or
more copies at these prices.

dull at

HiLDRETH & SeGELKEN.

25'" 26c.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for Profit, by
Fanny Field.— Tells everything about Poultry
64 pages.

Co.

Kansas

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Origin, De-

York's Honey Almanac

H. Q. QUIRIN,
34A10t

25 years' experience.

]

23(<_'

C,.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R. Cheshire.— Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts.

Business.
all

reviews the experi-

ments of others. Price, 25 cents.
Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by

chance for this

j'our last

Howard's Book on Foul Brood.— Gives the

McKvoy Treatment and

season to get

Address

details the author's

nies, 51.25.

Notice! Friends!
This

It

new s.vstem, or how to get the largest yields of
comb or extracted honey/' 80 pages, illusfated.
'^

MICHIGAN FARMER,
Please mention

by Dr. G. L. Tinker.

Profit,

— Revised and enlarged.

Address,

HONEY AND BEESWAX
|

I

Mich. St. Chicago.

Prolit, by
man.— It is nicelv illustrated,

Utah.— The Utah Bee-Keepers' Association
a.m.

& Co. 116

>M iJi >li >te.>li >!i >!i >iiti

'

Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
for Pleasure

will hold their setni-auuual convention in the
City and County Building-, Salt Lake City, Oct.
at 10 o'clock

>J >t<. >ti >!/. >ti

Bee- Books

Convention Notices.

5,

607

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing'.

COLDEN BEAUTY
BY RETURN WAIL ITALIAN QUEENS

— reared from

Impoktkd Mothers. Untested,

50 cents; Tested,

fl.lXI.

T&RRflL BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Go. Ten
ISAtf

Please menliou the Bee Journal.

—
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Perfect Goods.
Latest Improvements.
Very Reasonable Prices.

Hives, Shipping-Cases
Sections,

''"*

''''
Year

Dadant's Foundation.

Why

does

Because

EVERYTHING A
BEE=KEEPER NEEDS. *»*»»»*

satisfaction.

has always g"iven belter

What more can anvbodv do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS,"No SAQaiNO. No

satis-

any other.

22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliments.

and copy of

"The American Bee-Keeper"— FREE.

it

faction than

Because

Year

We guarantee

it sell

so well?

Extractors, Etc,

Calalo^r

Sept. 21, 1899.

in

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

We

Send name

sell
for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.
The following dealers handle our Foundation
High Hill, Mo.
Watertown, Wis.
J. Nebel & Son
G. B. Lewis Co
Middlebury, Vt.
Red Oak, Iowa.
G. W. Fassett
E. Kretchmer
,

THE

W. T. FflLGONER MFG. CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

The American Bee-Keeper is a live Montlilj,
and has been publisht by us for the past 10
years

—SO cents per year.

when

Please mention Bee Journal
tlere is

-writing.

the Thing you jvere looking?

:

I

Wetumpka, Ala.
Portland, Oreg-on.
St. Joseph, Mo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Jenkins
Portland Seed Co

J. yi.

E. T. Abbott,
L. C. Woodman

^ lor the last winter

The New Champion
WINTER-CASE...
which does away with all unnecessary work, and in which the bees
will not die in the coldest winter.
Send for special prices on quantitv
wanted.
R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

Des Moines Iowa

Nysewander
Inter-State Mfg. Co
Reynolds Elevator Co
J.

W. Bittenbender
L. Gray
Pierce Seed and Produce Co
F. Foulger & Sons
R. H. Schmidt & Co

Kno.xville, Iowa.

J.
J.

St.

Cloud, Minn.
Pueblo, Colo.
Og-den, Utah.

Sheboygan, Wis.

Hudson, Wis.
Vickery Bros
Pouphkeepsie, N. Y.
C. H. W. Weber
The L. A. Watkins Merc handise Co., Denver, Colo.

KvansviUe, Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
The

L,angstroth on the Hotiev-Bee, Revised.
"Price, $1.25,

Classic in Bee-Culture

by mail.

Beeswax Wanted ^

Sheboygan, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

QUEENS

chas. DADANT & SON,

at all times.

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

III.

Smokers, Sections,
Comb Foundation
And

all

rlipap.

FKE£
14Aly

ApinriaD

Supplies

Sfnd fur

UL
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Cutalogae.

M. H.

K. T.

FLANAGAN,

BelleTUIe,

HUNT & SON,

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

at ROOT'S PRICES.

Shipping'-Cases and Danz. Cartons are what
you need to displav and ship vour honev in.

Send for

Catalofr.

'

BELL BRANCH, MiCH.

•THIS*

Wood

Bioder

one year's numbers
American Bee Journal

will hold

of the

and

will be sent

SO cents.

by mail for

Full directions
accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Journal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-

ence in book form.

By paying tor a year's subscription STRICTLY IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, postpaid, for 10 cents extra.

^°^^tdbs^-^p"^^

<>ii:0.

FREE FOR A MONTH

111.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION

....

Has no Sag

you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.

in

Brood-Frames.

If

Wool

and

]?Iiii-lcet!$

Thin Fiat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being- the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

Slieep

the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first. foremost and all the time.
Are jou interested? Write to-day.

has a hobby which

WOOL MARKETS AND

is

SHEEP, CHICAGO.

J. A.

VAN OEIJSEN,

Sole Manufacturer,

ILL.

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.

HONEY

W. YORK & CO.

lis Mich. St., Chicago,

HIQQINSVILLE,
MISSOURI.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing

ADDRESS,

^

LEAHY MFG. CO.

JARS.

1-pound square, $4.70 per gross, with corks S gross, $-1.50 per gross. Labels,
60c per gross $1.00 for 500. We have several styles of Jars for retailing honey.
;

;

CARTONS.
If

8lioi'lliand at Home
JUST THINK OF THIS;
For only S2.00, will mail prepaid, complete book, containing- the simplest,
easiest system of shorthand ever invented.

YOU use these, send for a sample before buying-.

VEILS.
THE BEST, with silk face, 35 cents each 5 for 31.50, postpaid. If not satisfactorv, vou can return.
BASSWOOD EXTRACTED HONEY, in cans, 8'4:c pound. Sample 5 cents.
;

Catalog

free.
J. J.
Please mention Bee Jovirnal -when -wriune.

STRINGHAM,
105

Park Place,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

M. E. HAYMES,
51«i Aslilantl ItlwcU,
39Aly

CIllCAftiU.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

Please Mention

tlie

Bee Jonrnal

IfewSri"^

39th

YEAR,

CHICAGO,

ILL,

SEPTEMBER

28. 1899,

No, 39.

If you want to winter bees out-of-doors, give them a
large hive, and a good deal too much honey is just enough.
If the bees don't use up all the honej' you will get it when

you begin

to extract.

We

use barrels to store our honey in. They are much
the best, easier to handle, and safer.
Grant Co., Wis.

The Home Bee-Yard— Quadruple Hives.
BY

K.

The Honey-Bees Do Not Injure Graoes.

FRANCE.

BY

picture shows a part of our home yard of LangTHIS
stroth hives, made to hold four colonies each. We work

them for extracted honey, 8 frames in a set, 3 tiers
high, making 24 Langstroth frames to each colony. We
could use tliem higher if we wanted to. but we think 3 is
about right.
How do we manage those hives? I will commence in
the spring of the year. When fruit-trees and dandelions
are in blossom we set our hive-tent over one of the hives,
put all the brood into the bottom story, honey into the sec-

ond

empty combs up into the third story, and clip the
more brood than enough to fill the bottom story, we give it to any colony that lacks enough
brood to fill the lower part (8 frames). We aim to have
story,

queen.

If there is

every colony have 8 brood-combs at this time of the year,
and we usually find enough brood in the yard to give all
eight brood -combs, and have
some to make a few new colonies, after going over the yard in
this

C.

P.

D.iD.'i.NT.

heavy grape crop
now on the vines in this
ANOTHER
vicinity, and yet we do not hear the usual
is

complaint
about bees eating grapes. It looks as if the uneducated grape-growers had at last come to the conclusion that
the bee-keepers are right when they assert that bees cannot puncture sound grapes. But such is surely not the
case, and the silence of the grape-growers comes from the
fact that no damage is being done this year, for the very
simple reason that, in this vicinity at least, the weather has
been so dry that the grapes are not bursting, and altho the
honey crop is short in the uplands, the bees have no occasion to

annoy the

horticulturist, for there are

way.

We

don't do anything more
find they are getting
more than a living. If there is
until

we

clover, about

June

we go over

IS

the bees again, see that all have
8 brood-combs, and make new
colonies with the surplus brood-

combs.

Now,
of honey

if

we have

a good flow

from

clover, we will
soon commence to extract, keeping the brood in the lower story,

and extracting from the two upper ones. We watch the honeysources closely, and aim to have
the upper set of combs full at the
close of the basswood honey-flow.
I

used to take

oft'

the third

September or first of
October, and see that the second
stories in

story

was

full of

honey, but the

two

j-ears I have left the
third stories on full of honey, and
find the bees have wintered splendidly in that way. They came
last

thru the winter strong, and no
spring feeding needed to be done.

no damaged

grapes for them to work on. Tlie birds themselves, having a great abundance of wild cherries, of which they are
very fond, do not carrj' on their usual depredations in the
vineyard. It is only when the grapes are being pickt and

Quad IIIpU-

Hii'cs in

J\fr.

Frame's

Home

Bee-Yard.

—

—

—
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prepared for m^ket that a few of the berries are bursted in
handling, and a very few bees maj' be seen about them.
The prejudice among grape-growers in regard to the
bees is very deeply rooted, and will take years to eradicate.
Too many people judge of things by superficial observations, and decide a question by appearances and not by
When grapes are damaged, either by bursting,
facts.
from rains, which send an extra amount of sap in the vine,
or by the inroads of birds thrush, cat-bird, quail, robin,
etc., "the bees take the blame, because they bodily take possession of the damaged fruit in broad daylight and yet
their role is only to save that which would otherwise be lost.
But it is most difficult to convince the vineyardist that they
are not the original causes of the trouble.
I remember being taken to task by an old Frenchman
a very good friend of mine, I must say for keeping so
many bees which were entirely destroying his crop of
grapes, and his hopes of filling his cellar with the nectar
dear to all Frenchmen. He said that if bee-keepers could
not be madQ to see the folly of their ways, a law should be
past forbidding any one from keeping any more than 20
colonies of bees on one farm. "I have studied the matter,"
said he, "and I know exactly how they do. They always
make two holes in a berry, one exactly above the other."
Upon this I protested, and held that it was the quail
that made the two holes with both points of its beak. I even
tried to show him, ard it was plain to any one who was not
entirely prejudiced, that the punctured berries were all on
the same side of the bunch, because the holes had all been
made, probably in the space of a few .seconds, by a bird
that had enough and amused itself, like bad boys in a melon
patch, by plugging what it could not eat. But the bird had
gone, and the bees were there, and it was of no use to try to
defend them, when they were so willing to be seen. So my
arguments, which I considered as conclusive and convincing, only served to make the man angry, and he would not
speak to me for a year or more.

lisht.

We are

Sept. 28, 1899.

very glad to place

Carniolan Bees, Dadant's Lang-stroth, Etc.
BY PROF.

;

But what

is "the

actual physiological position of the
?
The honey-bee has mandibles or

bees in regard to fruit

before our readers at

and grapes has
been referred to of late in these columns. Mr. Dadant is
entirely competent to speak on the subject, being a high
authority on both bees and grapes. Editor.]

—

—

it

this time, especially as the question of bees

THERE

.\.

T.

CUOK.

no doubt that the Italian bee is a very great
favorite with nearly all our American bee-keepers. Its
peaceful habit, energy in gathering, courage to defend
its hive, and ability to get honey from flowers not within
reach of the common bee, have given it a wide and just reputation. I have never had experience with more than one
other variety that was at all comparable with the Italian,
that is with the Syrian.
The Svrian bee was thought by many to be too cross,
but, after a little experience, I found it as easy to manage
the Syrian as the Italian. While I think the Syrian is as
good a bee as the Italian, I was never sure that it had any
is

considerable superiority.
From my reading, I have long had a desire to know
more of the Carniolan bee. Its reputation for amiability,
activity and vigor, and especially its ability to withstand
cold weather, seemed to give it superior excellence indeed,
so far as I know, there is only one disadvantage to this
As overbee, and that is the tendency to over-swarming.
swarming results either from over-crowding of the hive or
some discomfort within the hive, it may, in the hands of
the wise bee-keeper, be no serious objection. If the Carniolan is so prolific that it speedily fills the hive with bees,
and thus leads to swarming, surely that would be a recommendation. If lack of shade and over-heating leads the
bees to leave the hive, then that objection could easily be
;

remedied.

was my

pleasure, during the latter part of last July,
and an exceeding pleasure to visit the
apiary of Mr. Frank Benton. I there saw a large number
of Carniolans from imported queens. As always before,
when I have seen the pure Carniolans, I was very much
pleased with their appearance. Their very large bodies and
light-colored rings, formed by the gray hairs, make them
indeed very attractive.
As I had never had any chance to study them I was of
course interested to investigate their most pronounced
superiority amiability. We went to the hives late in the
evening Mr. Benton said it might as well be in the night
opened the hives with no smoke, and examined them
without any bee-veils. As is well known, bees are often
angered by quick motions or jars. Mr. Benton lifted a
frame half way from the hive and let it drop, and yet there
was no show of anger. He also struck at the bees with his
hand, and blew on them roughly, and j'et there was no
show of resentment. From the size, beauty and amiability
of these bees I am ready to regard them with much favor.
It

to be in the East,

Mandible of Hornet.

Mandible of Honey-Be

jaws, in the form of spoons, working vertically instead of
horizontally, as in animals. These mandibles are horny
and entirely devoid of teeth. They can be used only for
the usual purposes of the hive, to mold the was, build the
combs, and handle and carry out any debris. They can use
them to tear the corolla of blossoms or even leaves, and
they also can tear cloth, by taking hold of imperceptible
protruding threads and pulling them out, one after another,
But the hole that they make in a piece
till a hole is made.
of cloth is ragged and uneven, it is torn, not cut. They have
no sharp, saw-like jaws like those of hornets, and it would
be as impossible for them to bite into the smooth skin of a
fruit as it would be for a man to take a bite out of a smooth
wall.

We

have had as good chances as any one, perhaps, to
make remarks and take observations on this subject, for we
have had both bees and grapes, on a large scale, for 33 years
in this country. We now have a vineyard of 13 acres, with
an expected crop for 1897 of 30 tons of grapes. We have an
apiary of about 90 colonies of bees on the same farm, and
altho we have to be careful, when we crush our grapes to
make wine, not to leave the juice exposed, we can saj- that
we have never been to any real inconvenience by reason of
the bee's love for grape-juice.
So give honor to whom honor is due. The bee is not
the enemy of the horticulturist, but his friend, and I am
glad to say that the better informed horticulturists have
long ago found this out. The others will come to it, but it
may take years to convince them of their mistake. It is a
subject which must be brought before the public at regular
intervals until the truth is taught in our public schools. It
is as necessary to teach this as it is to assert that the earth
turns around the sun, for those are facts which are absolutely positive, and yet cannot be proven by careless and
Hancock Co., 111.
casual observation.

[The foregoing article was sent to us early in Septemand for some unaccountable reason was not pub-

ber, 1897,

—

—

—

—

Mr. Benton than whom there is no better authority
"informs me that they rank with the Italians as honey-producers. He says that the comb is as white as that of the
black bees, as these bees, like the black bees, leave a little
space between the honey and the capping. Mr. Benton acknowledges that thej' do have the swarming instinct a little
more pronounced than the other races, yet he thinks that
this is induced, often, at least, by over-heating in the hive,
and will give no trouble if the hives are properly shaded.
Mr. Benton also told me, a fact of which I was well
assured before, that the pure Carniolan would never have a
show of the yellow bands seen in the yellow races or the
hybrids. In case the yellow does appear there is certainly
some taint of blood, usually Italian.
Prom all my reading, and from what I learned from
Mr. Benton, I believe that the Carniolan bees are well
worthy of trial, especially by those who are timid when
working with bees. I feel myself that I would like to go
into the queen-rearing business, did my duties permit, and
confine my attention to this race of bees.
D.\DANT'S " LA-NGSTROTH ON

THE HONEY-BEE."

While visiting the American Bee Journal office, in
August, the editor put into my hands the fourth edition of
this excellent work.
It divided my attention as I sped
across the country on my homeward journey with the wondrous scenery of the Rocky Mountains. It is certainly a
most admirable book. It called to mj' mind so vividly my

;
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reading' of Latigstroth's marvelous book, and the intense pleasure that I received from reading it.
Many years ago that g-rand man. Mr. Langstroth, spent
a week with me at my home. He told me he wisht to have
his book revised, and askt my advice as to the best person
After thinking the matter over, I
to undertake the task.
suggested Chas. Dadant tt Son. I am very sure that this
book proves that I was not unwarranted in so doing. Mr.
Dadant's wide and able experience enables him to bring the
book up to date, and of course that was all that was needed,
or all that any wise person would have undertaken.
There are a few points that I should call in question,
which I propose at some future time to notice, but they are
none of them material, and I most heartily commend the
book to all readers of the American Bee Journal, and to all
other bee-keepers.
first

CLEOME BEE-PLANTS AND MKSQUITE.

not natural bee-forage the season will be such that introduced plants will fail to yield honey. Whatever the reason may be, the experiment was an entire failure. The anthers at the end of the stamens in the cleome pungens were
green, and the entire flower was very attractive, fully more
so, if anything, than cleome integrifolia.
I also saw abundant mesquite all thru Arizona.
These
plants were not near enough to the railroad for me to see
whether the bees were working on them or not. I believe
that it was past the time of their bloom, tho a few straggling flowers might very likely linger even to August.
is

Co., Calif.

The Bee's Eyesight of Length of Vision.
BY

P.

A. SIOLI.

WOULD

I

to suit the distance quite minutely.
Now, however, everything is a blur, and the eye is slow on changing distances
10 to 15 feet is about as far as I am able distinctly to follow
;

a bee flying away.
So, when Mr. Stipp says it is reported that tests of the
sight of the condor of the Andes shovfed he can .see at a distance of 100 miles, I would like to know how to prove that
there are no glasses to carry the eyesight of man as far as
100 miles, and with a standpoint on ordinary ground, and
with the best instruments, one cannot see further than 30
to 40 miles.
That shows that the above assertion is nothing but exaggeration and imagination, and remains with
the individual faith whether he may believe or not. But
one ought to be slow to take everything for a fact that he
sees in print.
To return to the bees

A bee after loading- up and
taking her homeward flight, certainly is quick as lightning she beats the carrier-pigeon, but she knows her way,
in all probability has traveled it a good many times before
besides she is eager to bring her load home.
Now observe her when she is hunting- for nectar in the
pasture field. She is in no hurry, making no jumps at all,
but easily meandering from one flower to the next, and
when there are no more to visit in that immediate neighborhood, she does not move away in a direct bee-line to find
more flowers of the .same kind, but she scans the ground
foi-ward and backward until her sense has discovered the
smell of sweets on a new liunting ground. That it is the
scent more than anj-thing else which leads the bee on her
searches for honey has been shown clearly by Prof. F.
Plateau, of Geneva, who experimented with a great number
of different honey-yielding flowers, particularly with those

like to reply to (not answer) Mr. Geo. H. Stipp's
question, or desire (see page 781 1898) to know something

—

about the eyesight of the honey-bee. All that we know
about the eyesight or length of vision is about the eye of
the human being, our own genus; that is, where we can
claim to have some knowledge indubitably, because here
our knowledge is not only based on experimental figuring
and investigation by micrometric instruments, etc., but we
are able to acquire some positiveness we have the individual himself to explain and answer questions. Wherever
we cannot do this the result is. in my opinion, quite problematic and mere guess-work.
Now, take the eyesight of the human being as a rule
what great difference do we find in the eyes of different individuals hardly two alike
and how far apart is the
length of vision from the most far to the most near sighted
one ? And is there any possibilitj' of doubt that it is just
the same all thru the animal world, bees included ? So far
as my observation reaches I am sure it is so with horses and

;

of a highly-colored and showy kind, by cutting away their
corona leaves or tubes, without injuring those parts which
secrete the nectar and bees, bumble-bees and butter-flies
were visiting these flowers and getting the honey out of
them after this act of mutilation just as well as before,
hardly making any difference with one or two varieties of
them, where they circled around just as if they did not
know how to attack their crown, tho it was evident that
they had the scent of the honey therein. Even flowers that
hacl been hidden entirely by covering them over with leaves
or brush enjoyed the visit of those insects just as well.
(Bulletins of the Royal Academy of Belg-e.)
But suppose even that it was possible to ascertain the
length of vision of the average bee's eye, it would still leave
the question an open one. whether the bee on her swiftest
flight could discern the objects she is passing by, and overhead. Who will answer for the little bee ? And what good
can it be to us if we know ?
Sonoma Co., Calif.
;

A

—

;

—

;

dogs.
Well, have some entomologist experiment micrometrically with the bee's eyes, trying to find the length of vision
of the species
and after making his observations with
quite a number of bees, say 100 to SCO, he comes to the conclusion that he found what he was searching for, as the
majority of his cases were running the same way but accident happened to furnish him for his experiments nothing but far-sighted bees, or at least the larger amount of
them, and what will be the result of his investigation ?
Soon another of the same fraternity will come out with
an entirely di&erent result, because he had more nearsighted bees to experiment with. Then follows a lengthy
dispute between the two scholars and their adherents, but
from a g-eneral view scientificallj' there is not much value
in all those investigations, as they do not arrive at positive
knowledge without all imagination. " Science sometimes
makes great mistakes," says Dr. Mason. That's true.
In my younger years, having the sight of one eye only,
I could see with distinctness as far as any person was able
to do I could follow the flying bee for at least 100 feet
away, and near by the same the eyesight regulating itself
;

;

;

;

:

—

While coming across the continent on the Santa Fe
road, I was much interested in the bee-plants, and espeCleome integrifolia appeared
cially the ones named above.
abundantly from Denver all thru Colorado, and later
cleome pungens was quite as abundant. The bees were
working on these plants in good numbers in many places.
I pickt blossoms and shook them over paper, when there
was quite a shower of nectar drops. It will be remembered
that I experimented with this plant in Michigan as one of
the most hopeful for bee-pasturage. The result was not at
The difficulty seems to be that when there
all satisfactory.

Los Angeles
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Bee, Chicicen and Skunk Story.
BY \VM. M. WHITNEY'.

promist Editor York to give a bee,
time ago
SOME
chicken and skunk story, and as work in the bee-yard
I

so, here goes.
I can give it now
premise by saying, that while the following- statement was suggested by the St. Louis chicken
stor}', it is not in the least intended to discredit any of the
alleged facts therein, but to give simply my own experience.
I will say, however, that we should be very careful
in making our observations — lest our deductions be errois

not crowding,

Allow me

;

to

neous.

On the farm in Ohio we raised the Barred Plymouth
Rock fowls; and the pure-blooded males, when about half
grown, are quite light-colored in fact, some of them at a
little distance, would be called white.
They had a habit of
;

frequenting the bee-yard, but after awhile the bees concluded their room was better than their company, and drove
them out of tlie yard, " for keeps."
Mephitis Americana also made frequent visits to the
yard. I discovered him by accident, and sought a hidingplace to watch his operations. He always came — or, that
was when I saw him immediatedly after a thunder-shower.
His movements indicated no fear of the bees, for he was all
about the hives, moving in a gentle and quiet manner;
neither disturbing the bees, nor being disturbed by thein.
Hence, the conclusion
Bees dislike light colors, but are
partial to black.
But, hold on a bit. My bees prefer the
society of a skini/c to that of the bloodedest cod; that struts the
yard! Perish the thought! Let us investigate a little

—

:

further.

The ground

in the bee-)'ard, while

being sward,

is

very

and fertile. The chicks found that there were many
grubs and angle-worms there, and commenced scratching
loose

—

—

—
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for them. Well, do you suppose the bees were willing to
have the dirt thrown into their eyes in that way ? Not a
but Mr. Skunk moved about in such a quiet and
bit of it
unassuming manner that he was not in the least molested.
He was there for the same purpose that the chicks
were, but he went about his work in an entirely different
;

manner.
It matters not how white the cock is, nor how long his
pedigree, he cannot go tearing around among the bees without being told not in the most polite manner to please get
out ; while even a skunk, black as the blackest, is permitted
to roam about to his heart's content.
Draw your own conclusions.
Kankakee Co., 111.

—

—
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VALUE OF "HORSE-LIGHTNING."
You're too kind to me on page 522, Mr. York. Mr.
Brown wa>' try his " horse-lightning " current on meat 6
a.m. likewise at 8:15 p.m.
Increases value 175 percent.
D'ye hear ?
GETTING RID OF ANTS.
The difficulty of destroying ants (Question-Box, page
523) is plainly related to the difficulty of cooking a hare.
Locating him may be the worst part of it — and getting hold
of him nearly as bad. Moreover, respondents living in the
South and far West are decidedly fainter than the others

—

—

in their shouts of victorj' if not inclined to wring their
hands in something that looks like agony. Most of us are
bothered by ants a little at times, but not quite enough to

make

us keep our powder dry.

OrT-DOOR FEEDING OK BEES.

On page

Mrs. Axtell's out-door feeding seems to be
one of the most instructive things in the number. To feed
140 colonies effectively in a box of three-pail capacity is
quite a triumph. We think out-door feeding as easy as
rolling off a log until we try it try it a few times, with
failure,

The "Old Reliable" seen thru New and Unreliable

By

E. E.

HASTY,

Glasses.

Richards, Ohio.

ENFORCING ANTI-ADULTERATION LAWS.
no great occasion for lamentation (or objurgagot off without a sentence. The Lord himself once let off a culprit undisputably
guilty of breaking a plain law and for reasons which some
of them apply in this case. Nobody had ever heard of any
attempt to enforce the taw, tho broken daily by a multitude
of offenders, some of them high up in the world. Chicago
offenders have now heard of an attempt to enforce. On a
new case, committed since the attempt at enforcement, the
same justice would not go hunting for an excuse to acquit.
When a justice goes on that sort of a hunt there'll quite
surely be a squirrel in his bag when he gets home.
No,

it's

tion) that the first grocer arrested

—

SELLING HONEY BY LEAVING SAMPLE.

Glad to hear that Comrade Tj'rrell's plan of selling
honey by leaving for inspection a sample jar and circulars
works in his locality. It may be capable of large imitation.
I tested some 3'ears ago a plan of leaving circulars only
circulars promising to call with honey on a certain day. No
good. Our cit}' people have got bej'ond reading circulars
But a short circular left with a jar of
left with them.
honey would probablj' be read in most cases. Page 514.

KEEP HONEY IN A DRY, W.\RM PLACE.
Does not Mr. Hutchinson make a serious slip in his excellent Countrj' Gentleman article (page 514), when he
directs to put a barrel of honey in a cool place ? That
would be taken to mean the cellar by most readers.
won't be FICKLE ANY MORE ON HIVES.
"Ten-frame hives, which will be my last change."

Page

515.

From Daisy

to sweet little Minnie
changed, then to dear Lenore
her to several others
(Not numbering- quite a score).
And now to large-hearted Polly
I

;

From
BUT

I'M

NOT GOING TO CHANGE ANY MORE.

cunningly Miss Minxie Draper-Barnes
when she hears this good resolution

WORKING WITH BEES MORNING AND EVENING.
seems

me that Mr.

Hilton is off the track in intimating that bees never need attention in early morning and at
eventide. Far the most precious portions of the day to the
bee-keeper, I should say. But the bee-keeping minister
don't need to write at eventide I don't believe. For writing, use all the early morn that ever you choose but don't
burn your intellectual candle at both ends, unless you are
sure that it is a very, very long one. Page 515.
It

to

—

quit.

My

—

last

failure

was owing

to the

—

endless succession, till too well plastered and too cold to
fly, then on the ground footing it in the sand till thej'
couldn't walk any more. Reckon her success was partly in
that frame of lath nailed together, partly hot weather, and
most of all in having the bees used to the business.

POINTS ON BEE-HUNTING.
John Piddington's bee-hunting ideas seem good

—

page
on your line. Catch
more bees at the first station. Humor the shy ones by exposing a section outside any box. Prospect your lines a
good way before making any move of the bait.
541.

Don't be

in

such a hurry to move

off

YELLOW AND GREEN FLOWERS AS HONEY-VIELDERS.
That " Britisher," page 538, who in effect brands yellow and green flowers poor honey-yielders, would have to
readjust his rules for this country. Spanish-needle and
golden-rod and Helianthus yield quite a percentage of all
American honey. Mustard and rape and white root and
dandelion are bee-favorites. The most profuse yielding I
ever saw was from j-ellow flowers (tulip tree). Basswood,
our greatest yielder, is a compound of yellow and green
two of the branded colors. Corn and the grasses and
grains, which bees visit very much for pollen, nearly all.
have j'ellow or yellow-green inflorescence. As for scarlet
flowers being never visited bj- bees, I don't even believe he
sees straight for England. Believe I can go to England

and see bees just as wildly enthusiastic over scarlet poppies
as they are here, and catch just as many bees in the red
hollyhocks as he can in the white ones. Hear an impudent

Yankee shouting, Mr. Hamlyn-Harris.
TH.\T UNCAPPING-FORK.

An

uncapping-fork, eh ? Well, some of us are eminent
at working witli a knife and fork, and perhaps we need it to
complete our outfit. And possibly, indeed, it may be a very
valuable addition to work uneven combs. Don't believe it
And most
will whisk off smooth combs like a good knife.
of us will want to " see it go " before taking much stock in

Page

will smile

!

and then

excitement of the bees. More than half of them wouldn't
hold still a second into the honey, and out of it again, in

it.

How

525.

538.

HERE'S A

And

.aS"

TO EX-EDITOR HOLTERMANN.

are to lose, and Christian evangelism is to
gain, one of our editors Mr. Holtermann. Should have
extended my hand and " God bless him "' sooner, only I did
not see the item till just now. Page 537.
so

we

—

ARRANGING HFVES IN THE CELLAR.

cloth without perforated metal
extractor, and then throwing it
been my practice for a long time now. Still I'm not happy.
There seems to be need of side-drainage in addition to bottom-drainage. Perhaps a tilt once in a while, as the beekeeper goes by, will be needed in addition to the side-chan-

Mr. Davenport's opening article, page 529, is a worthy
one. He is rather unique in placing cellar bees six or seven
hives high. Still, as he keeps the lowest ones well up from
the ground, and don't let them topple over, what's the
odds ? And so the out-door colonies in his vicinity last
winter perisht, every one fearful cold, and no good flight
for nearlj' five months. Glad I don't live in Minnesota.
My observation to some extent agrees with his, that bees
(except when from cold the3- cannot move around) share in
true brotherly heroism their last drops of honej', and all
perish at once if it comes to that. But (if I'm right) when
a swarm is shut up in a pit some individuals drop, apparently starving, quite awhile before all are overcome.

nel.

Wonder

;

What W.

EXTRACTING FROM WAX-WASTE.
R. N. thinks well of on page 519

—having
hold his wax waste in the
away when clogged — has

—

if

these are not outsiders that joined the

swarm

—

;
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while it was in the air. Otherwise, perchance ill ventilation, or worry, or old age, may be the true solution.

A BUND BEK-KEEPER'S way OF FINDING A QUBBN.
That blind bee-keeper's method of findinpf the queen
coax nearly all the bees away from her with a comb of
syrup — may prove worth using- by folks not blind, in a fewdesperate cases of a small and shy black queen, got up in
imitation of a squirrel. But a freshly-uncapt comb of new
honey from some other hive would draw better than a comb
of syrup I think. Of course, the thing would have to be
managed so gently that the bees not yet drawn would not
fill

Page

themselves with their own honey.

530.

\ "P.^T" FOR A BOV SWARM-HIVKK.
Sautter was a boy in 1897 he can hardly be a
Methuselah now. Here's a pat for his back. His method
of taking and hiving that swarm well, the oldest of us
couldn't have told him a better one. Page 530.
If J. F.

—

EXTRACED HONEY EARLY.

SEI-LING

Sell extracted honey before the many
have taxt the buyer's pocket-book. Right
that time, Mr. Burrell. Page 531.

needs of the vpin-

ter

)'OU

were

ANOTHER HINT FOR "MRS. PENNSYLVANIA."
Dr. Miller, that was a good hint of yours to Mrs. Pennsylvania. For another hint (seeing she still longs for the
first good super of honey) let her ask that despised vixen of
a queen to tell her children to put it up next season. The
chances are that if left alone they are far the best honeystorers in the yard providing they happen not to swarm.

Page

—

535.
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B. Salyer, Vice-Presdent and Louis Scholl, Secretary
and Treasurer. The next meeting will be held at Hutto,
Williamson Co., Tex., the first Thursday and Friday before

J.

;

the full

moon in July, 1900.
THE HONEY-RKSOURCES OF TEXAS.

Mr. Atchley gave a good talk on this subject. He said
that north Texas was once a good bee-country, but horsemint is cut off now, and cotton is the main honey-plant.
All Texas is a good bee-country, but the south of Texas is
the best in the world. He also said that bee-keeping was
undevelopt in the South that large amounts of honey were
going to waste, and that the people had to be educated and
taught how to keep bees in better ways. Big bee-keepers
of experience could do a lot of good by going around and
teaching the people how to keep bees, advise them to keep
bees as it is more profitable than other pursuits, there being more money in bee-keeping than in raising cotton. It
should be the united efforts of all to push it and teach the
;

producer how to produce honey, by reading bee-literature.
The question once was, how to sell a crop of honey, but it
It is how to produce a crop, as the deis different now.
mand for it is always there. Not long ago the demand for
honey was very small, but now it has increast from 10 to IS
times as much. He said that he could have sold about 30
carloads this year, as the demand is so great, but was unable to furnish it.
Mr. Davidson said that a discussion on the honey-flora
of Texas was not really necessary here, but gave his experience, as he had traveled a good deal over eastern parts of
the State, and found bee-keeping in the most undevelopt
condition, and the bee-keepers uneducated. He also found
fine ranges of basswood in east Texas, but no practical beekeepers, and honey had to go to waste. The demand for
honey with him was so great that he could not supply it.

THE BEST SECTION-HONEY SUPER.
This subject was then handled by O. P. Hyde.

He exhibited a section super generally known as the "Ideal."
The super was of the dimensions of the standard 10-frame
hives, 5-'+ inches deep. In it were seven plain slats lyi.
inches wide, and Y^ inch thick on each rested five tall,
plain sections, filling up the full inside length of the super.
In this he uses the Hyde-Scholl No. 2 separators, which he
then described, first telling how he liked the fence separator so well when it first came out, as he knew it was good.
But he said that his son, and also Eouis Scholl, were
not very well satisfied with the fence, and so they made a
new separator with slats lengthwise like the fence, but instead of cleats across the separator they made an upright
slat with little cleats on the edge of the separator where
the sections come in contact. This gave freer communicabees could go from section to section
tion than the fence
straight thru and diagonally across in every direction. On
account of the upright slat tliere is more free communication, and, besides, it caused bees to fill sections solid to the
wood. He found it the best separator out, and closed by
stating that Mr. Root objected to the Hyde-Scholl separators at first, but wrote several favorable letters lately.
Pres. Jones arose to criticise the above. He liked the
super thought that slatted separators that give free communication straight thru from one row of sections to the
other row did not cause better filled sections believed it
was caused by something else, and would like to find out.
He tliinks full sheets of foundation to come within 's inch
of the section would be best. He prefers a free-communication separator, and said that there was nothing nicer
than a solid section of honey with the comb sealed all over
solid to all sides of the section, and the cappings of the
outside row of cells all around a fraction beyond the surface of the comb. This is greatly in favor of the HydeScholl separator, as the upright slot allowed the bees to
extend the cappings around the outside edge of the comb
just a fraction, which gives it the finest appearance. Mr.
Jones said the Hyde-Scholl separator allowed the bees to
pass all around tlie edges of the sections, which is the cause
of the better filling. The only objection he mentioned was
that the wood-separators were hard to clean of bee-glue.
Otherwise he endorses the use of this separator, and suggested improvements on it if necessary.
O. P. Hyde said that he was glad Mr. Jones tried to
criticise, and thankt him for making a better speech than he
himself. He told Pres. Jones that if he objected to the
Hyde-Scholl wood-separator he should use the H.-S. tin
ones, and he would not have trouble with bee-glue.
Pres. Jones did not mean the H.-S. wood-separators
only, as all wood-separators are hard to clean of bee-glue.
;

Report of the Central Texas Bee-Keepers' Convention, Held at Milano, July 20-21, 1899.
BY LOUIS SCHOLL,

SEC.

The annual convention of the Central Texas Eee-Keepers' Association was held at Milano, Tex., July 20 and 21,
1899.
It was called to order by Pres. Aten at 10 a.m., July
10, and Judge J. B. Newton gave the bee-keepers a cordial
welcome in behalf of the citizens of Milano,
F. L. Aten responded.
There being .some time before dinner, the
in the question-box was taken up.
DO QUEENS LAY IN OUEEN-CELLS
" Is

to

which Mr.

first

question

?

a fact that queens lay in queen-cells already
started, or do the bees move the eggs ?"
Judge Terral said that queens did not lay in queen-cells.
H. H. Hyde had seen evidence that queens did lay in
queen-cells, seeing nothing but eggs at times, also cells
started

it

and no

egg's

in

them

;

later

eggs were found

in

them.
G. F. Davidson confirmed Mr. Hyde's views.
F. L. Aten differed from Judge Terral, confirming tlie
views of Messrs. Hyde and Davidson.
E. J. Atchley's experience is that the queen lays the
eggs bees do not move eggs, neither do bees start cells
over eggs.
L. Scholl said bees do not start cells over eggs. He
Bees first wait till the egg
tried this when rearing queens.
hatches into a larva, and then construct a cell over it.
A vote was called for on the above question, and the
affirmative carried by vote of 4 to 1. the majority in attendance not voting.
'•
Can a fertile queen be introduced without a cage to a
colony with a fertile or unfertile queen, and remain for sev"
eral
;

days?

Mr. Hyde recited a case^where such was done, and Mr.
Atchley confirmed him.
The convention then adjourned till 2 o'clock p.m.

FIRST

DAY— Afternoon

Session.

The election of officers for the ensuing j-ear was first
taken up, and resulted as follows
E. R. Jones, President
:

;

;

;
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He likes the tin ones, and prefers their use if there is no
difference or objection to use tin in supers.
Mr. Atchley spoke most favorably on the H.-S. separators as the best before the bee-keeping world now, and
thinks it will be years before anj' improvement can be
made on them. He advises beginners to start with it, and
that also everybody use some, and give the young inventors
He also thought one-third more honey
fullest recognition.
could be obtained by their use.
PRODUCING COMB AND EXTRACTED HONEY.
The production of comb and extracted honey in the
same hive, to take advantage of short and fast flows, was
discust by H. H. Hyde. He said he had a method with
For illustration, SO colonies are put into winter quarters the fall before
with plenty of honey in the hive-bodies. During the main
which some, perhaps, were already familiar.

honey-flow 30 are run for comb honey, 20 for extracted. See
that all have prolific queens, plentj' of room and honey, and
no queen-excluders. Just before the fast flow he puts the
most capt brood in the lower story, takes the upper story to
hives run for extracted honey, replacing these with combhoney supers on the 30 colonies. He prevents swarming by
cutting out cells. After the flow he takes off the section
supers and replaces with the extracting-supers.
Louis SchoU read a well prepared article on "The Hive
I Use," which was requested to be inserted in regular order
iu this report.

It is

as follows

:

The Hive I Use.
give a description and the measurements of
use, and then the reasons why such a hive was

I will first

the hive
adopted.

I

For several reasons I prefer the Danzenbaker bottomboard and cover. These are of the 10-frame size. The hive
itself is composed of a series of shallow cases, the same as
the standard 5*4 -inch 10-frame supers. These cases are
16x20 inches outside, and only S-4 inches deep, without tinrabbets. Each case holds 10 shallow frames, standard
Langstroth size, but only S;J's inches deep, and of the Hoffman self-spacing style. These shallow cases are used as
brood-chambers as well as for supers when producing extracted honey. The section supers for comb honej' are of
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have his combs built out solid all around to the frame, and
then " gouge " a big hole right thru such combs with a
butcher-knife, to provide a passage-way for the bees ?
Now I like an opening or passage-way for the bees to
go thru, from one comb to another, but I surely prefer
those long ones, lined with wooden sticks, to those ugly
holes right thru the combs.
Well, as I am a shallow-frame advocate, anyway, and
after studj-ing the many advantages which they possess
over the deep Langstroth, I was tempted to try some hives
with shallow frames of the same depth all thru the hive. I
have used, and am still using, supers with shallow frames
on all of my Langstroth-frame hives, and there is where I
learned of their advantages, especially when running for
extracted honey.
As this hive is mostly handled in sections or stories,
the full supers are easily removed, by smoking the bees
thoroly when raising the cover, forcing them down and out
of the full super, when it is then taken off, practically free
from bees, and there is not much brushing to be done. Then,
too, they are more convenient to handle, as they are not so
heavy as the full-depth supers.
The shallow frames are easier to uncap, as one draw of
the knife uncaps one whole side of the comb, while it takes
longer to uncap the deeper frames besides, they are awkward to handle, and more danger of combs breaking out.
Besides, I prefer shallow frames for dividing, uniting,
transferring, queen-rearing, and most other things in the
apiary. There is not much use of handling the frames individually, except in a few instances when looking for the
queen or cells, or when looking for larva? for queen-rearing,
and the like. Otherwise the hive is handled by sections,
and all that is necessary when examining colonies in early
spring, or looking for queen-cells later on, or when examining for honey during the honey season, and such like
things, is to tilt the upper case back, and one can get a full
view of the brood-nest. If there are queen-cells present,
they will generally be found on the bottom edges of the
upper frames.
Then, too, if the queen needs more room during the
breeding season, one of the shallow cases is added, without
the bad result of too much room, as is mostly the case when
;

giving full-depth stories.

The same

the

same size and depth, and take the tall sections, plain
slats, and free-communication separators, generally known

weaker colonies more room for honey.

as the " Ideal " super arrangement. Two of these shallowframe supers are used over a brood-chamber, which makes
it a depth of 11,'. inches.
Twenty frames in both cases have a comb surface
nearly equal to 12 Langstroth frames. This provides a
large brood-nest, and from experience I find it not too large,
not for my localitj-, at least. My reasons for preferring this
When producing
hive and shallow frames are as follows
surplus honey in supers above the brood-frames, especially
when producing comb honey in section supers, I have had
trouble with the bees filling the deep Langstroth frames
with the honej- that ought to go into the sections during a
slow flow, especially along the top edge of the comb above
the brood and after this honey is once sealed, bees are
quite loath to store surplus hone)- above such sealed stores,
causing them to loaf and hang all over the hive. Besides,
the queen was also crowded out, as the bees filled the cells
with honey from which the )'oung bees had just hatcht.
Now mj' question was, how to get that honej' out of
those frames into the sections above. This, of course,
could be done by inverting the brood-chamber, frames and
Besides, I am not
all, but it caused both trouble and labor.
a reversible-frame advocate. It can be accomplisht to a
great extent, tho, by using a divisible brood-chamber hive,
by reversing or exchanging the upper case with the lower
one, which puts the honey in the center of the brood-nest,
where it is then removed by the bees and carried up above
the brood into the section super. Bj- removing this honey
the bees also provide more breeding'-room for their queen.
I think these are some good advantages we have over hives
with very deep frames, such as the Dadant-Quinby. and
also those Draper " barns," so much spoken of in certain
bee-papers.
The "barns" are of the same depth and measurements as my hive, and I cannot see why they compare
them to barns, as I do not find them so. Their advocates
claim larger colonies of bees and better results for their
large combs; object to a division thru the center, of
the brood-nest, and prefer to have their bees brooding
queen's-eggs, larva' and pupa-bees instead of sticks and
empty space.

size, all are

:

;

But why. and for^what reasons does Mr. Danzenbaker

is

true

when giving

Besides the section supers being of the same depth and
interchangeable, and we are not bothered with
hive-bodies and supers of different depths.
The section super for comb honey that I use in connection with this hive, is that known as'the "Ideal." It takes
35

one-pound plain sections 3j-sxSxl'2 inches, which are

supported on plain slats, five sections in a row on each slat,
taking up the full inside length of the super.
The Hyde-Scholl No. 2 separators are used between the
rows of sections and also one each outside next to the wall
of the super, when all is wedged up tight by a followerboard and super-springs in the super. This arrangement I
prefer, mainly for the free communication offered thruout
the whole super. It is the same as the Ideal super just previously described by O. P. Hyde.
My method of manipulation for honey corresponds
nearly with the methods applied by H. H. Hyde, and just
described by him, or what is known as the Barber plan of
producing both comb and extracted honey on the same hive
at one and the same time, which plan I myself also conceived several years ago.
I am well aware that there are many who prefer the
.standard Langstroth frame, but it will be understood that
as I produce both comb and extracted honey on the .same
hive, and at the same time, accounts for my preference for
all interchangeable supers.
Some may think that I have made a radical change,
while I think" I have not, as all these are standard 10-frame
shallow supers, and could be used on regular 10-frame hives
if found unsatisfactory, which they have not done.

Louis

Schoi.1,.

Mr. Davidson said Mr. Scholl's hive and management

comb and

extracted honey is all right, and did not find
necessary to criticise.
Mr. Aday askt Mr. Davidson how he manages to produce comb honey without the use of separators, as he has
had bees build their combs crosswise in all six sections
when used without separators.
Mr. Davidson answered that he did not use separators
and produces fine honey. He is very careful in putting
foundation starters in the sections correctly and straight,
and exactly in the center. Then he puts the supers on
for
it

—
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strong- colonies that can fully occupy the whole super at
once, and during- a big, fast honey-flow.
Pres. Jones says that locality lias a great deal to do
with it. Then there is a difference in colonies of bees to
produce straight combs. During slow flows separators are
absolutely necessary, and they are always advantageous in
producing straight combs.
Mr. Atchley advises the use of separators, as much
honey is ruined by not using them. Beginners need them,
and with them separators are necessary. Then he prefers
to run colonies for extracted honey if not strong enough to
fill the super with bees, and not strong enough to produce

comb honey in sections.
The convention then adjourned

for supper.

[Continued next week.]
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seemed afraid of the bees, getting on the outside frame and
the most of them were not right. One never layed an eg,g,
finally she was not there, and I gave them a frame with
eggs from another colony. Some of the others laid droneeggs, or worker-eggs in worker-comb, anj' way and one all
;

drone-eggs

Now,

I

— that one
am

I killed.

sure there

was something that was

Illinois.

strong.

Answer. — Referring

CONDUCTED BY
r>R. C. C.

AlILLER, Ulareago,

111.

(The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.]

Preparing Bees for Cellar Wintering.
in the habit in the autumn of putting on
colonies a section-case in which I put a burlap
cushion filled with chaft", a Hill's device underneath the
cushion. My colonies are put into the cellar in November
Our house is used only in the summer, and
in this form.
has no fire in it thruout the winter, which is long and
severe. The bees are carried out from the cellar about
April 20. I have had trouble from moldj' combs and hives,
cushions, etc.. gathering dampness. Would you advise me
to continue the use of the cushions, or will there be less
dampness in the hives without them ? I have thought of
filling some of the cushions with mineral-wool, and of putting a quantity of unslackt lime in the cellar, altho the
The dampness comes from the
cellar itself is a dry one.
bees themselves, and a low temperature.
I winter the bees without a bottom board, and cover
them with a cag-e of wire-netting to keep mice out. Any
criticism of this method will be gladly received.
I

top of

have been

my

New Hampshire.
Answer. — I doubt my ability to suggest anything better.
The cushions can hardly do any harm, and may do
good. The lime and mineral-wool plan is at least worth
trying. The main trouble seems to be the coldness of the
and you rather implj' that no one is present in winter
it warmer.
Couldn't you make the cellar warmer
by sufficient banking ? If the house is unoccupied thru the
winter, two or three feet of straw or hay on the floor overhead would make the cellar warmer, but such a suggestion
An
would throw a tidy house-keeper into convulsions.

cellar,

to

keep

—

extra quantity of paper even several thicknesses of newspapers would answer much the same purpose. The paper
could be under or over the carpet.

—

Wtiat Ailed the ttueens?

On page 567, " Mich.'' asks, " What do you think is the,
trouble ?" referring to a queen that would lay drone-eggs.
In reply you do not tell him you say, " It is to be feared
the queens are at fault." Now, we know that, Doctor, without writing to you, but how is the faulty queen produced ?
and what do those queen-breeders do, or not do, to have
;

such ?
Last winter was the worst one I ever went thru. In the
spring I had lots of dead bees, and so great nuinbers of
empty combs that I protected from the moth by placing
them under strong colotiies. That gave the colony unbounded room, and I had no swarms, so I sent to a queenbreeder for IS, and after much delay I got them. I introduced them all right a few went to laving all right, but
;

tiot rig-ht

with that breeder, and he can never sell me another queen,
for he is either a man without principle, or he does not
know his business. So when I saw the question, "What do
you think is the trouble ?" and you did not explain, I thought
perhaps he is not up to the trick of the trade, but no doubt
can find out. So will you please give us the particulars ? It
is some way connected, I think, with rearing large numbers of queens in an upper story, and not having them
question on page 567,
if you knou! that the trouble is with the queen, you know
more ttian I do. It is entirely within the range of possibilities that there may be no queen at all in the case, but laying workers. The only thing to militate against such view
is the implied statement that some of the sealed brood is
worker-brood. But definite length of time is not given, and
it is just possible that the sealed worker-brood may be the
work of a previous queen, or it may possibly have been
given from another colony.
But the probability is that the trouble was with the
queen, and coming to the gist of your question I must
frankly saj' that I don't know what the breeder did, or did
not, that made the trouble. Indeed, I don't know enough
At the
to know whether the breeder was at all at fault.
same time it must be contest that in the large number who
pose as queen-breeders the probability is that a g-ood many,
or at least some of them, don't know their business very
well, and it is even possible that, as in all other lines of
business, there may be one or more that may be properly
clast among the unscrupulous. But the most skillful and
the most conscientious breeder may send out a queen that
he has found to lay all right, and when the purchaser gets
it, it may perform as did the one mentioned.
Without knowing all about the matter. I may mention
two points in the case. There seems to be a change sometimes made by a journey in the mails. A queen that lays
all right in the hands of the breeder, is in some way so
changed by her travels that she lays irregularly or scarcely
at all for the purchaser, sometimes recovering in a short
time, and sometimes not. I once paid a round price for a
queen imported from Italy, and when she got among my
bees she wouldn't lay an egg in the orthodox way. but perFortusisted in sticking them on the sides of the cells.
nately she changed her behavior in a few days, and did excellent work.
As to the other point, a queen is sometimes so maltreated by the bees in a strange colony as to be unfit to do
the work she did before. That may be the case when she
has not been jolted thru the mails, but is likely to be aggravated in the latter case.
It would take more space than can be here afforded to
tell all that must be done, and all that must not be done, to
rear good queens. But I'm not sure that you are making a
straight guess when you lay the trouble to rearing large
numbers of queens in upper stories. No better queens in
the world can be reared than can be reared in the upper
story of a strong colony with a laying queen below. But
you" make a center shot when you add, "and not having
them strong." To have the royal larva; fed in anything
It is
but a strong colony is neither, necessary nor wise.
possible that they are correct who say that a good nucleus
at least it is
-will rear as good queens as a strong colony
possible that they are right under some circumstances but
it costs only such a trifle more to have the work done b3' a
strong colony, that a breeder is hardly bright, no matter
how dishonest he is, if he does not have his queens reared
in a strong colony.
If any one else knows in what way a breeder might be
at fault ill the case, aside from the ordinary rules for rearing good queens, the floor is yielded.
to

the

first

—

—

Please send us Names of Bee=Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending- in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.
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little smoke from the nozzle of your smoker, just enough to
drive the bees from the crack you have made.
Next, pry a little harder with the chisel and slip in tlie
wedge till a crack half an inch wide is made. If the frames
are of the hanging, loose kind, it is barely possible that
some of them may lift up with the super from being glued
to it, or from bur-combs.
If this happens, you can now
catch the chisel between the ends of the frames and the
super, and by a little pry cause them to go back on the rabbets where they belong and if you used a little more smoke
just before you did this, no bees will be caught between the
end of the frames and the rabbet.
Next, lift a little on the super with one hand and push
the wedge up with the other till a crack about an inch wide
is made, when you will blow plenty of smoke over the tops
of the frames and under the supers, this causing nearly all
of the bees to run below or up into the super. Now take
hold of the super with one hand, lifting the back end of it
till it is at an angle of 45 degrees, when the heavy end of
the wedge will cause it to fall to the ground, so you do not
need to touch that any more for this operation.
Now pick up the escape-board with the hand at liberty,
and put it as far under the super as it will go, immediately
lowering the super upon it. Now pick up the chisel and
catch the point under the super, when with a little pry, and
a pull with the other hand, it is slipt square on the escapeboard. Then quickly go to the front end and catch the
point of the chisel under the escape-board, and with a little
pry and pull, the escape-board and its load are over the hive
in the rig-ht position, and you have done the whole thing
with very little ph3'sical exertion, at least not enough but
what the weakest of men or an ordinary woman could do
easily.
The telling of it takes up considerable room on
paper, and makes it appear like quite a job, but if any one
will practice it on a few hives till he becomes somewhat
familiar with it, he will never go back to the old, slow,
laborious way of lifting the super off on something, putting
on the escape-board and then lifting it back again.
;

Rosy=Hued Reports

of

Honey Crops do

not receive

the entire approval of Somnambulist in the Progressive
Bee-Keeper.
In his own inimitable way he inveighs
against " the wholesale inflation of honey crop reports."
One man has a remarkable yield, and that is heralded to

China and intermediate

places, the bee-papers, as if short of

copy, zealously printing and reprinting the story. Then
the ambitious supply-dealer jiarades publicly the great
amount of lumber used, hands employed, etc. When the

bee-keeper suggests an advance in prices the commissionman confronts him with these rosy reports, and he is dumb.
No direct remedy is offered, but a side-thrust given at the
inertia of bee-keepers. Please, dear Somnambulist, tell us
distinctly just what ought to be done.

Rev. E. T. Abbott, of Missouri, called at our

office

way home from the Philadelphia convention, last
day. He took several side trips on both pleasure and
his

on

Fribusi-

ness, after the convention closed.

of

L,.

KreuTzinger.

of this (Cook) county, held his

annual " honey harvest," as he calls it, Aug. 19. A number
of visitors gathered at the main apiary to enjoy watching
taking off the sweets from some 200 colonies of bees,
and witnessing the manipulation of hives, bees, wax, and
honey extracting and packing, and the work of the honeyThe event occurs but once a year, to which Mr.
bee.
Kreutzinger sent about 400 neatly printed invitations with
compliraentarj' tickets of admission to his friends and acquaintances, to which nearly every one responded.
Underneath the rows of shade trees, on benches, the
guests, men, women and children, lookt from a safe point
at the hives being robbed of their sweets, and at the same
time sampling the hone)' offered them in the most liberal
quantities, in conformity with a notice posted in the beeyard, which read thus
" Visitors are cheerfully invited to partake of as much honey as they
:

accustomed to eatin<;r honey in largre quantishould partake moderately at first. Every visitor will be served at
f rotn 4 to 7 o'clock, p.m."

desire; those, however, not
ties,

the table of sweetness

About SO veils were prepared for the occasion for those
desiring to look into the hives while supers were being
taken off, but many of the visitors had to be without them.
Mr. K. exhibited the wonders of the hive to a number of
bee-keepers and men of professional experience in the city,
and also bee-supplies, some of which he received from Germatiy a few weeks previous to this honey harvesting event,

among them being

a papier-mache queen-excluding board
a swarm-bag with self-closer to hive swarms from high
trees a very handy device queen-nurserj', German horsehair veils, Rietsche uncapping-fork (or comb-rake), isolation-oil for foundation press for deep-cell presses, and other
devices of interest.
The hives of bees under the glass in the observatory
building, a golden Italian queen-bee in the original mailing-cag"e, setting up sections and putting in foundation
starters, were the principal objectsof interest to the visitors.
Nearly all of Chicago's leading newspapers made mention of the event, the Evening Post describing the event as
a noveltj' in this industrial world. It also referred to the
history of the honey-bee, the principal objects in view at
the apiary, particularly the two-story bee-house containing
honej', the packing and fumigating rooms, the upper floor
for storage, with the cupola as an observatorj'. The article
closed with this paragraph
"I askt the master of the apiary how he happened to
engage in bee-keeping. He said that in Germany it was the
custom, in fact an unwritten law, that country school-masters should in addition to the profession of teaching follow
the business of forestry, horticulture, or bee-keeping. His
father was a teacher and keeper of bees, and the son naturalh' loves this occupation. He owns three apiaries, the
one visited yielding four tons of comb honey, gathered
from the wild flowers of the prairies. The subject of bees
and bee-keeping is inexhaustible, and I know of no occupation better calculated to develop and foster the Christian
virtues of temperance, patience and industry."

—

;

;

:

We had the pleasure of calling at the apiary towards
evening, just after the crowd had departed. Everything
indicated a very sweet time. Mr. Kreutzinger sells much
honey in this way, the visitors carrying it home with them
He also receives many orders
in cases holding 12 sections.
by mail soon after his annual honey harvest, from those
who were present. It is quite a scheme to get a lot of advertising, tho we don't think we would care to recommend
Generally, to have a crowd aroinid
it on so large a scale.
when removing honey is more of a nuisance than anything
But, as the colored brother said, " Dipperent men hab
else.
dipperent ways."
York's Honey Almanac is a neat little 32-page pamphespecially gotten up with a view to create a demand for
honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
sample for
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices
a stamp; 25 copies for 40 cents; 50 for 70 cents; 100 for
For 25 cents extra we
$1.00; 250 for $2.25; 500 for $4.00.
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
let

* « «

Mk. Wm. M. Whitney,

Mr.

617

Kankakee

Co..

111.,

made an

apiarian exhibit at the county fair held this month. He received first premiums on both comb and extracted honey.
A picture showing himself holding a frame loaded with
bees seemed to capture the crowd.

:

* * « *

The Convention Photograph,

at Philadelphia,

was

taken by Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, of Flint, Mich. It is a
very good one, and Mr. H. will mail a copy of it to any one
sending him 50 cents. The picture shows about 60 of those
that were present at the convention, standing in front of
the Franklin Institute building.

A

*-•-»

The Premiums offered on page
ing for. Look at them.

621 are well worth work-
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of apiaries all over the West proper, it seems high time that
we had .something else written about management than is
applicable to white clover and basswood flows, and that the
unqualified talk about useless consumers' should be given
a rest." Western colonies should continue breeding heavily
for some time after June 10, so as to be ready for that August flow. An additional reason for continually large colonies is that the cool nights make the weaker colonies desert
the outer parts of the supers, working only in the centers.
The habit of Italians, filling up the brood-nest early, Mr. T.
thinks a serious fault for the West, and he seems to have a
leaning toward Palestines, Carniolans, or Carniolan-Italian
hybrids.
'

The Alfalfa Injured.—W. J. Fulton says that in his part
of Kansas there has been too much rain for the alfalfa, a
j'ellow butterfly monopolizes the nectar, and a web-worm
webs the buds and bloom into a knot. So the bees have
done no good since the first of July, and if the third bloom
is no better than the second the honey crop will be almost a
Progressive Bee-Keeper.
failure.

—

How

—

Wax

Rubber Rings Dr. Miller said in a Stray
C. Davenport's plan of waxing- rubber rings to
prevent the leaking of self-sealing cans didn't work in his
"locality" the wax flaked off the rings. Mr. Davenport
says in Gleanings in Bee-Culture that the trouble was in
having the wax too cold. The wax must be boiling, and the
rings just dipt in and instantly withdrawn.
to

Straw that

—

The Best Size of Hive, according to S. P. CuUey in the
Progressive Bee-Keeper, depends upon three things
Your
:

the sort of man you are, and what you want to do.
For a locality subject to drouth no hive will be satisfactory
an 8-frame hive is best where fruit-bloom is plentiful with
a fair flow of clover and a fair fall flow a 10-f rame for two
very strong flows each season and a 12-frame for a strong
flow from March till October.
localitj',

;

;

;

A Winter Flow

of

Honey would seem

at first blush, to

those whose bees are imprisoned 4 or 5 months, to be a very
nice thing. But repliers in the Australian Bee Bulletin
seem in general to think otherwise, and G. R. Harrison says
"After five years' experience of a country where they
often have winter flows. I envy those people who are located
where they have a decent winter so that thej' can shut down
the hives and forget all about the apiary for from 4 to 6
:

months."

—

How Many Bees for Wintering?— To the question as to
how many pounds of bees should be put in a nucleus-box in
order to make a full colony to winter over, Mr. Doolittle replies in Gleanings in Bee-Culture somewhat after the folAbout 5,000 bees make a pound when the
lowing fashion
bees are not filled with honey about 2,500 when the bees
are filled. Three weeks before swarming, 20,000 bees make
:

:

a strong colony, and 40,000 to 50,000 a strong colon}' for
working in sections to the best advantage. A colony good
enough to winter successfully must have 12,000 to 15,000
bees, and these, when well filled with honey, will weigh 5
or 6 pounds.

—

Thick or Thin Winter-Packing. Most of the Wisconsin bee-keepers cellar their bees, but occasionally one in the
R. H.
southern part or near the lake packs out-doors.
Schmidt wintered 45 colonies thus in the last severe winter
with no loss, and attributes his success to the thinness of
the packing and packing-box. The outside case is made of
strips only 's-inch in thickness, and the packing is three
inches. On the other hand, O. O. Poppleton places great
Mr. Schmidt says the thin
stress upon /liick packing.
packing allows the bees to warm up enough for a flight on
warm days but T. F. Bingham says bees with thick pack:

ing "don't have to"

fly.

— Bee-Keepers"

Review.

Advantage of Clipping to the Breeder.— When a custoreceives from H. L. Jones an unsatisfactory queen, he
replaces it and asks the return of the faulty one. On several occasions he has had returned queens with perfect

mer

a year on bees, delivered to the children of our public

wings, when the queens he sent out were dipt, the custoThe editor of
mers not having noticed the difference.
Gleanings in Bee-Culture commends the plan of having
queens dipt before being sent out by the breeder. He says
that every year they have been obliged to replace queens
that he felt morally certain were all right, but probably destroyed by the bees, their places being taken by inferior
queens already in the hives. Clipping would be a check on

schools ?"

that sort of thing.

" Extra Fancy" Honey.— A nameless writer in Gleanings in Bee-Culture sounds a note of alarm. " Extra fancy "
honey has" been quoted by a commission man, and it is
feared that such quotation will only have the efi'ect to bring
down the general price, the extra fancy taking the place of
what was before highest, the price of lower grades falling.
Is there any such danger, especially as the quoting of extra
fancj- was accompanied b3- a rise in price of the same ? The
argument is used that not one bee-keeper in 500 will have
an}' extra fancy, and yet why is that one in 500 not entitled

Fastening Foundation in the Top=Bar. Editor Tipper
says in the Australian Bee-Bulletin
" While in Sydney we saw frames with slits on the underside of the top-bar. sufficiently large to place the edge of
the foundation in, and a slip of wood '4 -inch square and the
length of the underside of the bar, to wedge the same in. It
seemed very convenient and trouble-saving."
Doubtless you would think much more convenient the
plan in use in this country, Mr. Tipper. Make a saw-kerf
wide enough to receive the foundation, then very close beside it another kerf to receive a strip of wood perhaps 1-16
or 's-inch in thickness. You will see that in this case the
wedging strip does not touch the foundation at all, and is
very easily crowded into place.

Bees and Public Schools. The Progressive Bee-Keeper
the American Bee Journal Anna Sundberg's
our talk about bees in the public school, exhope that we may find time to address more

copies from
synopsis of
presses the
schools, and
" Would
York's plan,

to

asks
it not be a good idea for
:

and

see

if

all

we cannot have

of us to follow Bro.
at least one lecture

reward for the superiority of his honey

?

The Time Between the Prime and Second Swarm is
given by Doolittle as nine days. Critic Taylor, in the BeeKeepers' Review, thinks that doesn't apply to his locality.
He kept track of 10 cases, in which one second swarm issued
in 5 days 2 in 7 days 2 in 8 days 4 in 9 days 1 in 10 days.
That makes an average of a little more than 8 days so
there is not so very much difference between them. Possibly Mr. Taylor had in mind that the length of time was not
the same in all cases, and that view is hardly held by Mr.
Doolittle. It might also be added that in some cases the
time is considerably more than 10 days.
;

:

;

;

;

Western Hanipuiation

the title of an article in the
Progressive Bee-Keeper by F. L. Thompson. That sounds
a little novel, for it is perhaps too much the case that instruction for management is given as tho all places were
alike. " With two flows," says Mr. Thompson, "thefirstbeginning June 10 to 15, and the last ending somewhere about
Aug. 20, with a not entirely barren interval of two or three
weeks between them, this being the condition of thousands
is

—

:

—

Selling Honey by the Section. In Gleanings in BeeCulture, " American Tramp " says
Bee-keepers are very foolish to sell their comb honey by
the pound. The proper way is to sell it like the retailers,
by the section. While in Florida I sold all my comb honey
by the section, direct to the retailers. When I first started
in, here is about the way I was met by the grocers
" That's very nice honey how much do you ask for it ?"
:

:

;

"I want 12'4 cents each."
"Well, but they don't weigh a pound."
"I did not say they did."
" But honey-sections are supposed to weigh a pound."
" "Do you sell them by the pound ?"
That generally settled it. There was no more said. My
sections were 4'4x4'4, seven to the foot, and weighed about
13 ounces each. They sold right along side by side at the

same

price with the six-to-the-foot sections.

)

;
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SWEET CLOVER

Root's Column
THE

^^¥

And Several Other Clover

have made arratig^ements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freig-ht
or express, at the following' prices, cash with
the order:

ABC ^^^
OF

Bee=Culture
1899 EDITION.

Xhe Only Cyclopedia on Bees

Questions About Honey-Dew.
I want to ask Mr. C. C. Parsons some
questions about honey dew being a natural

will tell us

beedi-

was

consisting of 10,000 copies,

exhausted some months before the new
one could be gotten out and in the 6
months intervening, something like
1,000 copies of the new work have been
sold, and that even before it was out of
;

This, the latest edition,
the press.
reaches the 67.000 mark, and is in many
respects very much superior to any
previous edition, in typographical appearance and quantity of new subject
matter and general revision of old subjects, as we are now building upon the
knowledge and experience of these latter days, when such wonderful strides
are being made in the arts and sciences.
The entire work contains 475 pages
and nearly as many engravings, a very
large part of wliich belong to the modern half-tone class, showing nature
and art as they really are. Somethinglike 50 new full-page half-tone engravings have been put into the new book,
most of which are printed on what is
known as enamel book paper the finest there is sold.

—

make

the fullest and most up-to-date
bee-book that we have ever gotten out
and the very fact that nearl3' a thousand copies were sold, even before the
edition left the press, goes to show that
the general bee-keeping public apprethis

ciates our efforts in giving something
realh' exhaustive and up-to-date.
No matter if j-ou have an old edition,
3'ou can hardly afford not to have this
new work. While it is. in a sense,
built on the old, it takes in all the latest and most modern ideas and practices known to bee-keeping.
Price, in cloth, 475 pages, gotten up
in cyclopedic form, postpaid, s;l.20 bjfreight or express with other goods,
$1.00 or clubbed with GlE.\ningS IN
Bee-Cui.ti-ke for si. 75.

from

wanted by

25m
$2.25
3.00

1.25
1.40
1.20
.90

GEORGE

YORK & CO.

W.

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

cross - cutting,
mitering, rabbetinti, jifoovn g, K-Hining,
scroll - sawing,
borint:. edge-

more about it in
J. McBride.

i

A.

mo u

d n g
beading, etc.

CHINERY. Send

I
25:

There will be but little surplus honey produced in this portion of California, and a
good many bees have died of starvation. I
have lost about 50 percent of my own during the past two dry years, and I .judge
from conversations with bee keepers that
be fully that proportion lost
thruout the county.
Last spring I made up my mind to let
them get thru as best they could, but later
will

to M. Q., Lock Box 400, SpringMo., will receive this valuable recipe by

cents

FiEi.n,

3SA4t

return mail.

61ET MORE EGGS.
Mil

rishl in Ihe

nu.i.ii.-

whfiifftrsare

with or
machines for
f.nvls.

of the winU-r,

^^|||lh

mostniODf\.

Cut

->^:<.v

'

Comb

Working Wax.
INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

DO NOT FAIL

send

f-.r it.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO. Box

la. Qulocy,

UL

me

Before placing your order, to send
what 3'ou need in

a

list

of

Foundation, Sections,
other Supplies, and

g-et

my

prices.

goods and save mone.v.

You
Illus-

BEESWAX WANTED.
Augusta, Wis.

% Bee= Supplies. ^'
J
^

1^

Roofs Goods at Root's Prices.
Poudek's Honey-Jars and everything used by bee-keepers. Prompt

..^^

Service— low freight

•

rate.

Catalog

^

^I
^.

free.

are made with direct or ntncfftred o^ ol
brouil tirt*, niiy hctelit^ ai.d to fit

catalocrue tells all about

Foundation

Wholesale and Retail.

^^

Steel Wheels
illii'.^rrfitHi

.

GUS DITTiHER,

ELECTRIC

b.^thuiid i^w,-- pn.L-'^.

{<(

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

trated Catalog Free.

expense lor all time
bjc buying a set ot uur

ELEGTRIG HANDY WAGON.

tht- l.-st

turn eanj

will g-et the best

Tht-y <-an't rot. t«» tof>pokeiiaiid
need no tire (»ettin(r- last indefinitely. There
irionly one thini? better, and tbatisan

art

[in'iiurine \-m>-

tust.

sfRATTtiN&OSBORNE

And

YOUR
WAGON
WHEELS

How?

trrc*n

DANDY
•^Tu'JtlPs""
wilhm.l

will have about 300 pounds of honey,
about halt extracted; besides plenty of
stores to winter on
Wm. H. Brooks.
Snohomish Co., Wash,, Sept. 13.

But Little Surplus In Califopnia.

St.. Sfiier a Fiills. K.Y.

HAVE

an infallible remedv that will kill the
POISON OF BEE=STINGS within THREE
minutes after application. Anv jierson sending

I

••iir li>-e

,

Foot

for Catalog A.

Sonera Falls Mfg. Co.. 4« Water

Quite a Poop Season.
This has been quite a poor honey season
— cool and wet all winter and spring, up to
about June 1.5 or 20. Bees built up very
slowly on that account, and most colonies
were quite weak when there was any nectar to gather. There was but little swarming; and out of 12 colonies, spring count,

if
t^

any wnifon.

CO,

i

AND H A NDP O W E R MA-

t*r>oke».

ADDRESS

1

Full line

bees had the swarming fever badly
year. Some of the first swarms
swarmed three times, and some of the old
colonies cast three swarms— two swarms
two months after casting the first. They
have increast from 34 to 10.5 colonies, and
are doing well, with the exception of four
Edward Knoll.
that are queenless.
Ontario, Canada, Sept. 6.

)if >

if

UNION Combination SAW—
lor ripping,

My

1

3.W

freight.
solicited.

Michigan

118

this

there

soft
$4.00
5.75
5.00
5.00
3.50

Your orders are

30 colonies, spring count.

;

MEDINA, OHIO.

loffi

$1.00

Co., N. C,

;

THE A, L ROOT

5ft

60c
70c
80c
60c
55c

2.75
Alfalfa Clover
2.00
Crimson Clover
Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

Bees have done very well here this season.
I have taken 2,500 pounds of honey,
and expect to get about 2.000 pounds more,

The demand for this work has
come so great that the preceding-

pains have been spared to

WhiteClover

(See page .546.
Mr. Parsons, you say that the most copious honey -dew you ever saw was in 1S97,
and it was from the pine, and that it exuded from the leaves. Are you certain
that it was not turpentine' I think you
would better take your ax, go to those
pines and cut notches in them, for you will
get turpentine much faster than your bees
can gather it on the leaves.
Why is it that honey-dew is never on the
under side of the leaves, it it does exude

from them?
I hope you
your next.

(melilot)

Alsike Clover

Bees Did Very Well.

i,ooo Already Sold.

No

Sweet Clever

secretion.

Watauga

tion,

Seeds.

We

Italian

Queens.

.-^

hybrid
S banded, not aTested,
yard. Untested,

^

WALTER

|

•^
:^

-4:

and

75c;

S.

in the

$1.00.

POUDER,

512 Mass. Ave.,
lNDi.\NArui,is, Ini'Iana.

S:
^^
^.

^
^*
^;

—
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Yellow Sweet Clover Seed
We have it at Last
!

have finally succeeded in getting a SMALL quantity of the seed of the YELLOW variety of sweet
This kind blooms from two to four weeks earlier than the common or white variety of sweet clover.
It also grows much shorter, only about two feet in hight.
It is as much visited by the bees as the white,
and usually comes into bloom ahead of white clover and basswood. We offer the seed as a premium

We

clover.

A Quarter

Poiiiid for

Sending One New Subscription.

pound of the seed to a regular paid-up subscriber who sends
subscriber for the American Bee Journal for 1900, with SI. 00. We will also " throw in '" the
balance of 1899 to such new subscriber. Surely, this is a great offer. We have been trying for years to
secure this seed, and finallj' succeeded in getting it. It is new seed, gathered this season by an old personal
friend of ours, so we know it is all right. But we have only a small supply. When nearly out we will

So long as

lasts,

it

we

will mail a quarter

ONE NEW

us

mention

it.

GEORGE W. YORK
1

is

your

chance for this

last

season to

g'el

^ GOLDEN ^
ITALIAN QUEENS
:

Of'H. G. Quirin
it is getting- late in the season, and soon will
be time to unite nuclei, so order QUICK. All
Queens warranted purely mated, and b.v return
mail, safe delivery and satisfaction gruaranteed.
Price of Queens, 50 cents; six for 52.75; $5.00 per
dozen. Selected Queens. 75 cents each; six for
$4.00.
Selected tested, $1.50 each. My Queens
are prolific and their bees excellent workers.

as

Address

all

orders to

H. G. QUIRIN,

I concluded I could not get along without some bees, and fed up what I had left,
and have not lost a colony since. I had
but two swarms out of 40 colonies, but
most of them are now in good condition,
and by dividing up the honey I think they
will have stores enough for winter. Since
the early forage dried up tbey have been
getting their daily "bread and honey"
from the eucalyptus (red gum), and some
colonies are still storing a little surplus
from that source.
P. C. Wiggins.

San Diego

Co., Calif., Sept. U.

Of^ce,

Bellevue.

don't «eL

snironnden
ill.

Seiul

PA*;K WOVK.N

\>v (>;ir
Kahbit l-'fiiL'e.
ti>r C.il.ilii^;ui'.

WIKK IKMK

(M..

They

ADRIAN, MKII.

when

Please inention Bee Journal

writing.,

For 15 cents
17 copies of the

weed was in bloom then, and the bees did
not have a chance to gather much of it.
M, Galloway,
Skagit Co., Wash. Sept. 13.

"MICHIGAN FARMER"
cents

—less

trial for

only 15

(or 5 for 40 cts. sent to different addresses)
than a ceiit a copy for a larg-e weekly

national Farm. Stock aud Home Magazine. Has
many special features— any one alone is worth
the price. Paper will start day order is received
and continue weekly to Jan. 1. Currency or

stamps.

Address,

MICHIGAN FARMER,

Detroit,

Mich.

[The publishers of the M. F. are perfectly
sponsible; their offer

is

a barg-aih.

re-

Ed.]

Please inention Bee Journal when, -writing.

HENRY ALLEY,
Wexiia.m, Essex Co., Mass.
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing,
37A3t

—

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

That covers the wnole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

B66-K66D6rs' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please inemtion Bee

the readers will perhaps be surprised to
know that the very same thing, word for
word, was publi^ht in Gleanings in BeeCulture in the number for August 15, 1888.
To the quotation Prof. Cook added this;
FiiiEND Root:— I heard years ago of the
absurdity that holding one's breath would
exempt him from stings. I thought at once
it was nonsense, but, nevertheless, I put it
to the test. It was one of the most conclusive experiments I ever tried. I think
the bee appreciated the joke, for I got one
of the most painful stings I ever bad.
A,

Jotirnj.!

-when writing.

to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper

California
The
The

If

you care

Pacific Rural Press,

leading- Horticultural

and

paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely

Agricultural
Publisht weekly,

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

ple copy free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cal.
330 Market Street,
Please mention Bee Journal "when wrriting.
-

—

J.

Adrian Getaz.

Cook.

Knox

Co. Tenn,

Weekly

Will be sent to any address on

Mm

TWO

Bees Did Nothing.
Bees did not do anything this season. It
rained almost all of last month. The fire-

"Just Simply Stop Breathing."
On page 294 Is a quotation with the above
title, given by A. P. Raymond.
Some of

YOU CAN'T SHOOT RABBITS
in a field

CO.,

One=Hundred=Dollar Breeding=Queens. all as
^ood as I sent the A. I. Rout Co., ready Sei^t. 20.
One Queen, $1-00; or tliree Queens, $2.75.

4®- IF

Parkertown, Erie Co., Ohio.

Money Order

34A10t

«fe

Michigan street, CHICAaO, ILL.

on

Notice! Friends!
This

18

Don't Rent
ESTABLISH A

Bees and Honey in Utah.

HOME OF

As

far as Utah is concerned, this is certainly an off year, not only as regards the
bee industry but in many other respects.
In Salt Lake and several other counties,
while the winter loss was not very severe
(possibly about 10 percent), the month of
May was a terror it was wet and cold
nearly the entire month. Considerable
fruit was destroyed, and while possibly not
over 2.5 percent of the number of colonies
died, if we take into consideration the weak
condition of those that were left, a few of
which dwindled and died off in June and

—

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn Belt," a handsome
monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
2og

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

Please inention Bee Journal

when

writing.

!
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SUFFERERS
FROM

LUNG

^KIDNEY

troubles can obtain valuable advice, FREE, by
addressing
DR. PEIRO,
34 Central Music Hall, CHICAGO.
ft:^

how

stating- age, sex, occupation,
troubled, post-office address, and enclose

"Write at once,

return stamp for immediate reply.

Please mention Bee Journal

when writing,

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MONETTE Queen-Clipping
Device is a fine thin|? for use in
catching and clippiuu Queens'
wing-s. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or for$1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clippiner Device. Address,

July, it will make the actual loss of bees
Thru the
considerably over 50 percent.
causes named, the bees of a number of our
beekeepers were slow in building up. and
the outlook was anything but flattering for
them.
The honey-flow, as a rule, appeared to be
all right, but this was of little benefit to
the bee-keeper whose bees were not in a
condition to gather it; still, with all our
troubles, some of the bee-keepers who possibly were more favorably located and who
succeeded in building up their bees, said
they were getting as much, and in some instances more, houey per colony than they
did last year. Six or seven places where
I had bees the houey-flow was pretty good,
but if we get many more May months like

\V.

YORK & COMPANY,

118

Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

111.

f
4
f
4
*

CINCINNATI, OHIO,

2146 Central Ave.,

Successor to

Chas

Muth & Son and

F.

WANTED

A.

Muth.

We are now in shape to buy Extracted
Honey, either in large or small lots.
Parties having any to offer will do well
to sell to us, as Cincinnati

Submit a

small sample, stating quantitj-, style of
package, and price expected. Prompt
remittances. References:
Western German liauk
The Brighton

—

German Bank Co.

(both of Cincinnati. O.)

Please mention the Bee Journal

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

If you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.

IVool

Iflai-lceti^

and Sheep

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO,

five

ILL.

World.

SKENE, Land Commissioner,

E. P.

Park Row, Room 41.^,
CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.
111.

Cent. R. K. Co.,

30A10t

tJ.

me send you my 64page Catalog for 1899.
Let

BEE-KEEPERS

!

AT. JTejiJcins,

W^etumjilcat Ala,

Please laention Bee Journal

when

-writing.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no Sag

in

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. A.

VAN DEUSEX,

Sole Manufacturer,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.

new

liy dividing.
I
increast to 10 colonies, and in September I
built a house-apiary r2 feet square, and
moved my 10 colonies into it in November.
They wintered well in it.
This year (IS'.i'.l) I increast my bees to 17
colonies, and they are all in fine condition;
they have stored a good deal of honey.
There is a pretty good honey-flow here at
present from fall flowers and buckwheat.
I find one trouble with my house apiary,
and that is, the young queens seem to disappear. I lost three queens out of one lot
of seven. I think they must get into the

Our Great

,'»"t

Write for Pamphlets and Maps.

Ttie Mississippi

Valley Democrat

AND

Journal of Agriculture,
ST. XjOXJIS, i^o.

kept them from swarming

•5-

7Atf

my

hives.
The first swarm that issued stored surplus
to the amount of 45 pounds. I packt them
on the summer stands for winter, and they
pulled thru, but the spring of 189.S they
died so that they were very weak in numbers, so the first of May 1 commenced to
feed, and I soon had them strong again.
I

this filled

a great

is

market for Extracted Honey.

I

CORN AND HOGS.

;

I

EXTRACTED HONEY

4

YAZOO VALLEY

Soil Rlcliest

Bees in Good Condition.
bees are now in good condition, and I
received in all about l.iOO pounds of honey.
I have increast from 35 colonies to 43.
H. L F. WiTTE.
Hennepin Co Minn., Sept. is.

IsiiT,
In
I contracted the bee-fever in
April I got two colonies in Hubbard hives,
but I did not know how to manage bees except in the old way of letting them swarm
and do as they pleased, and 1 had the beefever so badly that I could not rest. I had
no books, no papers, no person to tell me
anything more about the pursuit thau I
knew myself. I finally got A B C of BeeCulture and some modern hives. When
the hives arrived I commenced to put them
together, and study the book, but the fever
did not get any better in fact it got worse.
One of my colonies cast two swarms, and
then 1 transferred the mother colony into
one of my new hives, and the other colony
cast one swarm. Then I transferred it;

WZEBER,

^^
^^

of Mississippi— specially adapted to the
raising of

My

A Young Bee-Keepers' Experience.

V\Z.

ILLINOIS

also located on the Yazoo & Mississippi
Vallej' R. R. in the famous

we had

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

C. H.

And

Illinois Central R. R. in

SOUTHERN

^^
^^

this year, this county at
rank as a beekeepers' paraE. y. LOVEST.
Salt Lake Co., Utah.

the one

BEE^SUPPLIES,
—

LANDS

Located on the

dise.

.

Lang'stroth Hives and everything'
pertaining to same.
Muth Jars.Muth Honey Extractor
in fact everything used by beeIteepers.
Send for our Catalog.

(^l^g^pPARM

least will not

NEW

GEORGE

621

A wide-awake, practical Western paper for
wide-awake, practical Western farmers, stockraisers, poultry people and fruit-growers, to
learn the science of breeding, feeding and management. Special departments for horses, catNo farmer
tle, hogs, sheep, poultry and dairy.
can afford to do without it.
produand
farmers
It stands for American
It is the leading exponent of agriculture
cers.
chamtime
the
same
as a business, and at the
pion of thf Agricultural States and the producer
Dollar
a
Year.
One
Subscription,
in politics.
ti-ij
Write for Sample Copy.
Please mention Bee Journal -when, writing.

Trial Trio Offer

3 months for only 20 cents,

WE TRIAL OFFER.

fc]

S
^)

NEW subscribers to our list during the next two months,

hence this SPECIAL
of the old American Bee Journal for 20 cents— about a cent and a
half per copy. If
new trial trippers are sent together, they will be received for SO cents,
We would be pleased to have our friendly readers show this trial offer to their bee-keeping- neighbors and
acquaintances, and send us a few new subscribers. You will do both them and us a great favor.
The best part of the Philadelphia Convention Report will appear in those 13 numbers.

want

to

add a

lot

of

It is^l3_copies

THREE

GEORGE

W.

YORK &

CO., 118 MicliiQan St., Ghicago

—

—
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wrong

THE

"WALKER"

NAME
AT WHOL,E$.«L,K

Doolittie, tell me how to remedy this matter? I have two-inch auger-holes thru the
building two feet apart, and I keep the bees
only on the east, south and west sides of
the building. On the north side I have a

amiuation and approval, No finer goods made. Our free book of 104
paces describes the goods and the plan for obtaining them by our
popular method. Send for it today,

EDWARD W. WALKER CARRIAGE

CO.,

Please mention Bee jourua.1

50 Eighth
when

St.,

coIoDies od returnlDg from their
flight.
Will Dr. Miller, or Mr.

wedding

on a Vehicle is a Guarantee of Superior
You can buy Walker Vehicles
Quality.
& Harness Direct from the Manufacturer
PRICES. Shipped anywhere subject to ex-

door and window. This building will hold
33 colonies, and I want to increase next
year to that number, so I want to know
how to prevent this loss of young queens.
J.iMES N. Ale.vander.

Goshen, Ind.

writing

Clearfield Co., Pa., Sept.

OUR MOTTO

:

4.

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

—

Sections. SliiDDiDfl-Gases and

B66-K66D6rS'

SODDlieS^

lu ihe multitude of couusellors there is

We make

a specialty of making- the very best Sections on the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
the best for making- the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young- and
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog- and Price-Eist FREE.

safetv.

BASSWOOD

The

Q. B.

when

ion, or

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

writing-.

LEWIS COMPANY,
WATERTOWN,

WIS,,

wok.XjId.

R. C. Aikiu— By division. It is more convenient I do it when /am ready.
Mrs. L, Harrison— Natural swarming. Because I'm not wiser than the Creator.
W. G, Larrabee Natural swarming.
More ambitious, and nearer Nature's laws.
E. France We iucrease by division, then
we don't have to keep a hand in our outyards.
Mrs. A, J, Barber— By division. Because
increase can be made so much faster by
;

—

-^5••^

i

i

—

division.
I

O. O, Poppleton
prefer what is

—

I

don't like either way.
as the "nucleus

known

method."

[

S. T. Pettit — By natural swarming.
BeI would get more honey in that way,
and better queens,
J. M, Hambaugh— Could I always be on
band, natural swarming.
They seem to

cause

of BeeHives

work with more vim.

Sections,

P. H. Elwood— By division. We couldn't
manage them in s-everal yards if we per-

Shipping-Cases,

Comb Foundation
and EVERYTHING used

^^ l w int the lauiL lu
bee-keeper
a id c b 111
dealers as well as consumers. We have Dry Kiln, Impro\ed Machinery ,40,000 feet of floor space, and all modern appliances. We make prompt shipment. Write
for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.
INTER-STATE MFG. CO., Hudson. St. Croix Co.. Wis.

in

— Neither. My object now
& Son — By division, be—

Parties wanting goods before new catalog is issued will please write for
cr c^D
quotations. We want every BEE=KEEPER on our list.
If you did not receive our catalog last year send us your name'and'address
and we will mail you our new catalog as soon as it is ready.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Carloads

Brown — Natural swarming.

G. M. Doolittie
no increaii€.

Chas. Dadaut
cause we select our breeders.
Prof. A. J. Cook Natural swarming, as
most convenient and profitable.

Bee= Keepers' Supplies
THE

Dr. J. P. H.
is

CAN FURNISH YOU WITH THE VERY FINEST

•:-:• ii>T

Increase by Dividing or Swarming.
Query 105, — Do you prefer increase by divisby natural swarming? Why? Ariz.

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
Please mention the Bee Journal

— Prov. 11-14.

America,

iu the bee-industr\

1

We supply

Please mention Bee Journal

Page

when

Lyon Mfg.
b
NEW LONDON,

Co.

operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

se-

Bee^Keepers' Supplies^

also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-'Hives, Sections, &c., that there
is in the State.
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable
this firm to furnish the BEST UOODS AT
PRICES.

They have

THE LOWEST

Send

for Circular and

Please mention Bee Journal

when

liiil

largely

practice divid-

work, and gives one better
of a yard,
Eugene Secor My study is to ^jcpwh* increase. If more bees are wanted, either
method can be made successful.
J. A. Green— By natural swarming, because I generally waut as little increase as
possible, and keep it down all I can.
D. W. Heise When I desire increase, I
prefer it by natural swarming. Divisions
have not been so satisfactory to me,
Natural swarming.
C. H. Dibbern
If
they don't swarm I do without, as I always
get more swarms than I want, anyway,
Dr, C, C, Miller— I would rather never
It is less

command

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

writing

—

much trouble, and
see a swarm. Too
swarming interferes too much with the
honey crop.
J. M. Null— It depends upon the seaDuring a good bouey-yield I prefer
natural swarming, giving four Langstroth
frames, with sections from the parent col-

Mrs.

son.

ony.
Rev, M, Mahin

to niciilion llio llec Journal vvlion writing advertisers.

—

It I

want much

increase,
I preincrease reduced to

aud have empty combs or foundation,
fer division.

If

I

want

minimum, and want honey, natural
swarming.
The " why " is very plain, 1
can make more colonies, and have them in
a

Don't

Davenport— I

—

WIS.,

price for the manufacture of

C.
ing.

control or

—

writing.

curing the best lumber at the lowest

mitted them to swarm.

!

!
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Convention Notices.

good condition, by dividing. I will get
more honey and less increase by natural
swarming.
The matI prefer dividing.
J. E. Pond
ter will depend largely upon circumstances
and conditions. It seems to me to be an
individual question, and one that each
must decide for himself.
A. F. Brown Natural swarming for best
results in a crop of surplus honey, especially comb honey.
If an attendant cannot be given the bees during the swarming
season, I would prefer dividing.
Dr. A. B. Mason— By natural swarming,
because it is less trouble and secures better
results.
If you don't want increase and
don't know how to prevent swarming, follow the Heddon plan in hiving swarms.
Division, because you can
J. A. Stone
divide more evenly than the bees are apt
to do it, and while dividing you have the

J^ >ti

Utah.— The Utah Bee-Keepers' Association

—

hold their serai-annual convention in the
City and County Uuildingr, Salt Lake City, Oct.
5, at 10 o'clock a.m.
A full prog^ram in the interest of the industry will be presented. All are
invited. Some prominent bee-keepers are expected to be present, and one or more meetings
may be held at the State Fair.
J. B. Fagg. Secretary.
will

—

queen-cells,

may

Illinois.

— The annual

meeting of the Northern

Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
at the Court House in Rockford, 111., on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 17 and IS, 1899. All
are cordtallv invited.
B. Kennedy, Sec.

New

Milford,

Farm For Sale

Dairy

destroy any surplus of
and detect any wrong that

consisting of 235 acres, as good a farm as there
is in Lake Co., 111., located onl.v 26 miles north
of the Chicago court-house, on the old Chicago
and Milwaukee stage-road (or Milwaukee Ave.
now), and l% miles from Prairie View on the
Wisconsin Central railroad. The beautiful Desplaines river runs thru the pasture, besides the
timber land. Also 1'' acres of good timber one
mile northeast of Half Dav, making 254 acres

Abbott — By natural swnrm-

If

in all.

—

The farm

not only a splendid one for dairying, bul is also a good location for bees. There
is white clover, sweet clover, basswood, etc.
The editor of the American Bee Journal has
been on the farm and will confirm every statement concerning its value.
Address, for further particulars, terms, etc.,

R. L. Taylor — By swarming, because I
want colonies as strong as possible for the

production of

comb honey.

If

I

divided

is

J. B. ftYERS, Libertijville, Lake Co.. III.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writiiLC

I

might divide some that wouUl not swarm
at all, and dividing would not prevent
others from swarming, after all.
Adrian Getaz — By division, for two reasons.
1st, because I can increase just what
I want, and when I want.
'Jnd, because

FOR SALE

—

A. O.

SUTTON, Easton, Shiawassee

3'»A2t

Co., Mich.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

?

The Midland Farmer
(SEMI-MONTHLY).

—

The representative modern Farm Paper of the
Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Page
departments to every branch of Farming and
Stock-Raising. Plain and Practical Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of j-our neighbors [for
free samples), and we will enter your name for 1
year. (If you have not received your money's
worth at end of year, we will, upon request, continue the paper to you free of cost another year).

—

overdone; if it is workt just right, and if
you keep your queens laying, and the bees
working, if there is any honey-flow they
will bring it in.

W, M. BARNUM,

For Sale
Apiarv,

OF BEES
in

mostly

Address

Please raention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

dis-

Maple Grovk
3'>Alt

CHOLERA

Ai

Co.

New
1.

York,

white,

Sept. 20.— Fancy white, 15c; No.

13(y;14c;

amber,

lOfolic;
dull at 25@'26c.

fancy amber, ll(g>i2c; No. 1,
buckwheat, 9(atlOc. Beeswax

Demand good for all kinds of comb honey,
sale. Extracted in good demand also,
excepting buckwheat, at unchanged prices.
and ready

HiLDRETH & SeGELKEN.
San Francisco, Aug. 25.— White comb, ll'^iJ®
12J^c; amber, 8(&10c. Extracted, white, 7H@7Klight amber, fi]4(gi7c. Beeswax, 2(>(^2'ic.
The market remains unfavorable to the buying interest, and isJikely to so continue thruout
the season, with supplies of very moderate volume, not only here, but also in the interior.

Cleveland, Aug. 18.— New honej' scarce and
demand. Fancy white, 15c; No. 1 white,

iu good
13^'14c:

fancy amber, 12c; No. 1 amber. lOfallc.
A. B. Williams & Co.

Beeswax,

27c.

New comb honey is coming in very slowly^
showing a general shortage all over the country.
Blake, Scott & Lee.'
Buffalo, Sept. 22.— Receipts of honey ver^'
light indeed. Fancy 1-pound comb, 14(«*14^c;
fair to good, 12(ctl3c; poor, less.

Batterson & Co,
16.— Still very little doing and
receipts so light that a market price has really
not been establisht. Little lots of choice new
comb are still going at 14(<( 15c, but a good many
dealers will not touch it at these prices, and in
order to place larger quantities at this time a
considerably lower figure would have to be
made. In tiie course of another mouth, wlieu
the weather is cooler and the taste for fruits
more fully satisfied, the demand for honey will
be more general and a more reliable market can
be quoted. Extracted is slow sale at ~(a 7'jc.

Omaha, Aug.

Peycke Bros.
Detroit, Sept. 11. — Honey-producers accustomed to selling in Detroit have hard work to
satisfy local trade. Very little honey in market.
White comb, 14@15c; dark, 12ft' 13c." White extracted, I^OtSc. No dark wanted. Beeswax,
23f'_'

-M.

25c.

price, kind,

H.

Hunt &

Son.

extracted honey; state

and quantity.

R. A.
33A13t

BURNETT &

lti3

So.

Water

CO.,
Chicago.

St.,

111.

HONEY

Save Your Hogs.

Your

SURE CURE and

buy it, no matter
where yon are. Address,

PREVENTIVE.

We

have no medicine to sell, but have an effective ri-mctly which will cinrk Hm- [,i\;in-; i.i tin;ind save .your Uos'*- Thi/ diseiise is caused by a germ. This pn-i.ar.iln.n is"i ni.w.'rful anti-.-piic winch <U'*.(ro.vs tlu' a;<*"""»>'^ with, mt injury to the hogs. Th.' iiialrn.ii c.iii I-.- nl,( ntic.l it
any villa-r <h<v ,it th.- v*ts,t of a (Vw reiHs. Any farmer can prepare and applv it. It ii~c.l in tini.-'ia certain i>r<'\**uli ve aufl a sur*' cui-t- f.ir li.>-s m.t to., far -^mmi.-. Full iiironiiat ion «ilh du'-c;

Burnett

R. A.

City, Sept. 14.— The supply of comb
very light. Scarcely anv extracted on
the market. We quote fancv 1-pound comb,
14tol5c; No. 1, I3f»'14c; No. 1 amber, 12® 13c. Extracted, while, 7c; amber, 5(G'6c; dark, 4fgi5c.
Beeswax, 22-'i ZSc.
C. C. Clemons & Co.
is

WANTED.— Comb and

chaff-packt hives

Crossing-, Manistee Co., Mich.

Publisher,

Wainwritrht Buildintr,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
7Dtf

90 COLONIES
-

Good willow-herb

rels, "(a T'^c; amber, ()^A(m7c.
Beeswax, 26c.
The receipts are increasing- and sales are becominju' more frequent. Shipments are comingto hand in g-ood order, and when properly prepared will do so until we gret zero weather, after
which it is liable to crack, and break awav from

Boston, Sept. 21.— Fancy white comb, l-^jouud
sections, 16c; A No. 1, 14(ml5c; No. 1, 13(^13^c;
No. 2, ll(a'12c. White amber extracted, 8@8J4c.

A small place of 11 acres of land, a good house
and barn, with all kinds of fruit. 50 colonies of
bees iu as good a honey locality as there is in
Michigan, the IH'J'i crop of hone3' being 1,600
pounds of extracted from 25 colonies, and increast to 50 colonies. Enquire of

natural swarming occurs at a time of the
year when all the bees are needed to gather
surplus, instead of starting new colonies.
G. W. Demaree If I wanted to increase
my apiary rapidly, I would practice both
the natural and artificial methods of inWhy Because then I would net
crease.
be limited by any iron-jacket rule, and if
Nature was tardy I would go forward and
accomplish my purpose.
E S. Lovesy By division, because with
proper management all colonies can be
kept strong, %vhieh cannot always be done
here by the swarming method. The swarm,
as a rule, is all right, but the old colony is
often a failure. But division must not be

all in good condition.
trict, rang-e unlimited.

Chicago, Sept. 20.— Fancy white comb honey
brings 15c; No. 1, 13@14c; ambers, HKfrl^c; dark,
Extracted, white, in cans, V/2<'l''^c; in bar-

Kansas

bees are properly managed they
gather more honey, if permitted to
swarm in the natural way. If bees, and
not honey, was what I desired, I would
divide them.
desired to attend
E. Whitcomb If I
church on Sunday I would divide, otherwise I consider the natural swarming best.
God arranged that for the bees, and when
we attempt to th wart Nature a cog is pretty
sure to slip somewhere.
ing.
will

>ti J«li >lit4

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

the frames.

111.

to

T.

>te. >li
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exist.

Emerson

I

>ti >M >ti >Ji >Ii >li
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opportunity
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THOS.
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and

will

price,

STANLEY & SON.

FaiHield,

111.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

>

SiSSig "The Ho^, by 15 Specialists" ilrI/S

es information on every phase nf iKig raising and markitni_' h\ ih iiir»t *-minent authorities experienced
hog raisers and packers in the U. S. and Canada. To save th- iiuih-r,. of .lollars annually lost to farmers
through tins plague we d sire to give this book the wide-^t p. ,^-.|ii|,. ih-trihiitioti and at the same time intro».«—..^.... »..»..
..__._.
—
duce *
Americas Great
and
rSer';Vi.^

—

NATIONAL RURAL

.

FAMILY MAGAZINE,

'"-'"
-'known
--- isTI... w«..TiiIt...-iil.
for 4U years
Publisl,e.l weekly, 32 b
each week. Pr.if
ly ilhi^trat".!. Subscription price Sl.OO ppr year. Z

T

-iMi.i

Kural

Tin-

For

Make up a club of 10 and thus assist
foot hold in your neighborhood. Addre^
39A3t

or
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I

LuUi=^^'"PS
I

U

we will send coFor SI.50 we
send lO copies and a

f!*!

stamping out or

Please mention Bee Journal

th.'

when

writing.

Iceepers. Orders filled promptly.
^Send for Catalog. Minnesota BeeKeepers' Supply Mfg. Co., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis. Minn. IsAtf
Please mention Bee Journal when WTitin2>

BEAUTY
BY RETURN MAIL GOLDEN
ITALI.\N QUEENS
— re.irt'd from I.mpoktf.d Mothers. Untested,
SO cents; Tested, SI. DO.

.'>

book, and a year's suscription to the clnb raiser free.
^wine plague from getting
CliicH^^o, III.

preventing:
THK XATIOXAL
KLKAK.

I

matter

pies of each.

I

Of^P Coin
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itaper fi-ee.
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ks on trial price 2oc)
a copy of the above
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(price 25ci to any
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Bee-Uives, Sections, ShippingCases —everything used by bee-

TERFiflL.
ISA If

BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Go.

Tex

Please meutiim the Hee Journ.ll.

Please raeutioa Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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Latest Improvements.
Perfect Goods.
Very Reasonable Prices.

Hives, Shipping-Cases
Sections,

»*««•»

-ADDKKSS-

THE. W. T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
The American Bee-Keeper is a live Monthly,
and has been publish! by us for the past 10
years — 50 cents per 3'ear.
Please mention Bee Journal •when -writrng.
is

the Thing f"" T''"<^ loouingr
^ lor the last winter

The New Champion
WINTER-CASE...
will not die in the coldest winter.
Send for special prices on quantilv

SCHMIDT &

R. H.

'

CO.,

Sheboygan, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal

~

when

writing.

QUEENS

Smokers, Sections.
Comb Foundation
An<I

FHEK
14Aly
'

Apiurina

What more can anybody do? BEAUTY.
PURITY, FIRMNESS, No SAQQINQ, No
LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETINQ.

Send name

for our Catalog,

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material. We sell
the best Veils, cotton or silk.
The following- dealers handle our Foundation
G. B. Lewis Co
Watertown, Wis.
J. Nebel & Son
High Hill, Mo.
E. Kretchmer
Red Oak, Iowa.
(t. W. Fassett
Middleburv, Vt.
J. M. Jenkins..^
Wetumpka, Ala.
J. W. Bittenbender
Knoxville, Iowa.
Portland Seed Co
Portland, Orejron.
J. L. Gray
St. Cloud, Minn.
E. T. Abbott,
St. Joseph, Mo.
Pierce Seed and Produce Co
Pueblo, Colo.
L. C. Woodman
Grand Rapids, Mich.
F. Foulger & Sons
Og-den, Utah.
J. Nysewander
Des Moines Iowa
R. H. Schmidt & Co
Sheboygan, Wis.
Inter-State Mfg. Co
Hudson, Wis.
V.ckery Bros
Evansville, Ind.
Reynolds Elevator Co
Pouprhkeepsie, N. Y.
C. H. W. Weber
Cincinnati, Ohio.
The L. A. Watkins Merchandise Co., Denver, Colo.
:

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, Revised. The Classic
Price, $1.25, by mail.

Bee-Culture—

in

Beeswax Wanted
at all times.
Please mention Bee Journal

chas. dadant & son,
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing.

111.

Supplies

thpap, Spnil for
T. FLANAGAN, BelleTlllc,

K

I'uUlvgue.

ull

has always g-iven better satisany other.
22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliit

in

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

which does away with all unnecessary work, and in which the bees
wanted.

satisfaction.

faction than

Because

S

We guarantee

it sell

ments.

of

'The American Bee-Keeper"— FREE.

Here

does

so well?
Because

EVERYTHINQ A
BEE=KEEPER NEEDS.
and copy

Dadant's Foundation.

Year

Why

Extractors, Etc*

CatalO!^

^"

Sept. 28, 1899.

111'

Please mention the Bee Journal.

M. H.

HUNT & SON,
at

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

ROOT'S PRICES.

Shippingr-Cases and Danz. Cartons are what
you need to displav and ship your honey in.

Send

for Catalog-.

BELL BRANCH. MiCH.

•THIS-*

Wood

^^^^Td^ss^^p'^^^

Binder

LEAHY MFG. CO.
when

Please mention Bee Journal
will hold

of the

and

30

one year's numbers
AMERiCiN Bee Journal

HONEY

will be sent
<;ent.'<.

by mail for
Full directions

accotnpany each Binder. The
issues of the Journal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for reference in book form.
By paying (or a year's subscription STRICTLY IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, post-

;

;

CARTONS.
If

THE BEST, with silk face, 35 cents each 5 for $1.50. postpaid. If not satisfactory, vou can return.
BASSWOOD EXTRACTED HONEY, in cans, 8-4:0 pound. Sample 5 cents.
Catalog free.
J J STRINGHAM,
Please mention Bee Journal when writinE
105 Park Place, NEW YORK N. Y
;

111.

HONEY.
before advance in prices.

cans Pure Alfalfa Clover
.9'/c
Half barrels (300 lbs.) Easswood- '

60-lb.

.

Clover
Full barrels (600

Honey

Wn.
ID Vine

.

9c
lbs.)

you use these, send for a sample before buying.

VEILS.

ADDRESS,

GKO. \V. YORK & CO.

Buy now

JARS.

1-pound square, $4.70 per gross, with corks 5 gross, $4.50 per gross. Labels,
60c per gross $1.00 for 500. We have several styles of Jars for retailing honey.

paid, for 10 cents extra.

118 Mich. St., Chicago,

"'SSI^'r^':'^'

writing.

Pure Amber
T'^c

A. SELSER,
Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

This is a good time
to send in your Bees^vax.
We are paying
• t
J--V
^ ^
upon its receipt.
Now, if you want the money promptly, send us your Beeswax. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,

^
23 cents Cash
^
>K'^
paid
for Beeswax. ^
tor
*
GEORGE W. YORK &
118

^a^^t
CASH —

""-

CO.,

Michigan

Street,

CHICAGO, lEE.

—

J^'f)«(f-(f-f)-(f'(l)-(f-f)-(f"(f-(f-(f'(f-<f-(l)-(f-f)-^^^
CHICAGO,

39th YEAR,

Apiary of Mr.

F. G.

—

Herman, of Berg^en

ILL.,

Co., N. J.

Editor York
This cozy little apiary is located within the limits of a city. There are 60 hives in four rows, all
•of them full of bees at present, but not full of honey.
I am
:

OCTOBER

5,

No, 40,

1899,

not out of fashion in this year of poor crops. The hives
are what is called " light chaff hives ;" they are 21 inches
apart in the rows.
The apiary is covered with tan bark, which keeps all
weeds and grass from growing, and absorbs all the rain,
and is perfectly dry one hour after the sun shines upon it.
The fence around the apiary is a wire one, six feet high,
and is covered with honey-suckles and grape-vines. When
looking at the picture imagine you are facing westward
those tall trees in the background shade the apiary after
3 p.m. which is a pleasant feature to me, as it makes it
more comfortable to work among the bees. You will notice
there is where I
in the middle isle a home-made chair
spend many a plear.ant hour, and the bees hum me to sleep.
I intended to be in
the picture, but while I was getting

Apiary of Mr. F. G. Herman, of Bergen

;

Co.,

N.f.
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things ready for another picture, the photographer snapt
this one.

The

years preceding this year I averaged 100
but this year it
has dropt to about 35 pounds.
Bee-keeping is only a side-issue with me, my daily vocation being "wool finishing;" notwithstanding, with the
help of a bicycle I can be my own salesman and market my
own crop, and occasionally I have to buy more to tide me
over.
F. G. Herman.
Bergen Co., N. J.
four

pounds of honey per colony, spring count

;

^

Oct.

5,

1899.

could go direct from the fields to the boxes, thus saving
them that much of travel and time, for it was too bad to
have them traveling and being jostled and rubbed against
all the way from the lower entrance up thru the crowded
hive in the dark, when they could just as well go right from
the field by daylight to the combs where they were to store
the honey.

However nice and practical this appeared, the coming of
the Italian bee virtually stopt up this upper entrance, for it
was soon found that when there were only black bees
going in and out at the entrance, just before' the Italians
commenced to work in the fields, there were very few if any
black bees in the sections and a look thru the glass showed
these black laborers giving up their loads of honey to the
young Italians upon their return from the fields, allowing
these nimble-footed young ones to run up-stairs with the
honey, taking the shortest and quickest way thej- could,
whether at the top or bottom, front or back end, or right
straight up thru the center.
;

Queen-Excluders— Is their Use Advisable
BY

A

G. M.

CORRESPONDENT

?

DOOLITTLE.

writes

me

that a bee-friend of

no need of using queen-excluders
over the whole top of the hive under the surplus arrangement, but just under the front and back end, putting a
thin board under the center,and thus save laying out so much
money on queen-excluders. And from what he further
writes I judge that he fears that the bees will not work as
well over the board as they would were the whole top of
the hive covered witli the queen-excluding metal. He closes
his letter by saying, " Won't you tell us thru the columns
of the American Bee Journal what you think in the
matter ?"
his thinks there

is

Well, I not only endorse those " fears " of the correspondent, but had he said he knew that bees would not work
over the board as well as they would without it, I should
have endorst it equally quick. To be sure, I have known
bees to go clear around division-boards and up into the cap
of the hive, doing quite a business in this way building
comb and storing honey there, but from close observation I
am satisfied that the more perfect the connection between
the brood department and the surplus arrangement the
more readily the bees start to work, and the quicker the
bees start in the sections the better the results in the number of pounds of honey.
But I think I hear some one say, " If this is so, why do
you recommend excluders at all, for the connection between
the two departments cannot be as perfect with excluders as
without them ?" Very probablj' this is correct, but in reply I would say that it is not the largest number of pounds
of honey that is always the most profitable to the apiarist
for if so, why not do as our fathers used to, hive our bees
in barrels? Elisha Gallup once said that bees would store
as much honey in a barrel or nail-keg as in any of the
modern hives, and I have yet to hear any one dispute the
assertion. Then why not do it?
Ah but honey stored in this way is not in marketable
shape. And honev stored without queen-excluders, especially where very shallow frames are used, is not always in
marketable shape, for thousands of sections have been
spoiled for market by having brood in them where excluders
were not used. I contend that more honey in marketable
shape can be secured by the use of separators and excluders
than can be without them and this is just the reason why
;

I

;

use them.
Our correspondent hints that the reason for not using
the excluding metal, but a board over the center of the
brood-nest, is that the field-bees when returning with their
loads of honey do not go up thru the center of the hive, but
at the ends.
I think this a mistake, for certainly the most
of the hives of our fathers allowed them to go up nowhere
else, and they secured much surplus in that way, my father
taking as much as 75 pounds of comb hone.v from a single
new swarm with a two-inch hole bored in the center of the
top of the hive leading to the surplus department as the
only means of communication between the two.
" If the foreThen our correspondent asks further
going is right, does this theory not hold good concerning
excluders that stand vertical? I am using large frames,
and have much of my honey stored at the sides. Now when
the bees march from the entrance toward the excluders do
they not move along at the bottom of the hive ? and do
they not tlierefore go thru the lower rows of zinc ? If I am
right in this, how many rows would be needed before I used
a thin board from them to the top of the hive ?"
I

:

It is evident that my correspondent, as well as his beefriend, is laboring under the delusion so often taught in the
past, that the bee which gathers a load from the field must
of necessity deposit that load in the surplus receptacles.
For this reason outside entrances were made at the top of
the hive, to be opened when the harvest came, so the bees

Moreover, it was ascertained that, unless there was a
very large yield of honey, these young ones held this honey
in their honey-sacs, or deposited it in the brood-combs right
among the brood, wherever an empt3' cell was found, till it
was sufficiently ripened to be stored in the sections or
placed permanently in the combs.
It is about time that the average bee-keeper comes to
the conclusion that bees have no paths staked out, nor
lawns with " Keep Off the Grass " notices posted up so a&
to guide them in certain directions in which they should go
with their loads of pollen and nectar. The natural instinct
of the bees is to cluster with and about the brood, and deposit their honey above and around it, and the more they
are allowed to conform to this instinct the better will be the
results, only we must guide them enough so that their product will be in the most salable form when brought to a
completion.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Description of a Wisconsin Bee-Cellar.
BY WM. M. BARNES.

.

MY

cellar for wintering bees is 16x20 feet, and 6>< feet
deep. It has a stone wall one foot thick and 3 feet
high, then fiom where the wall rests the cellar is dug

out 3>2 feet deep in yellow clay, and is smaller all around
by one foot than the inside of the wall, thus leaving an offset of one foot all around the cellar.
The sides of the cellar
are left sloping, so that there is no danger of the dirt caving off.
There are two outside doors made of matcht pine, being
two thicknesses of lumber, with a parting strip of oak one
inch thick all around the doors and between the two thicknesses of lumber, thus making a dead-airspace in the doors.
One door shuts even with the inside of the wall, and swings
into the cellar, and the other door swings outward, and is 3
feet from the inside door. The wall at the doors extends
down as far as the bottom of the cellar. The opening at
the top of the doors and between them is covered with a
trap-door, which is covered with galvanized iron. This trapdoor can be raised when the other doors are closed, and
secured, and the space packt full of straw or planer-shavings, if necessary.
From the outside door there is an entrance-way dug,
and in this there is a ventilator 30 feet long, 8x10 inches inside measure, made of 2-inch oak plank. The outside end is
wide open the inside end extending inside of the cellar 3
feet, and the opening is closed with a register.
The upward ventilation is secured by a common 6-inch
stove-pipe, the lower end coming down within 4 feet of the
bottom of the cellar, the upper end extending thru the roof
of the building used for a shop over the cellar, making the
pipe 22 feet long, thus causing plenty of draft.
I now have the wall outside graded with dirt to the top
of the wall, then 10 inches of old sawdust as banking
around the building.
I moved my bees into this cellar Nov. 28, 1898, and kept
a thermometer there. Up to Dec. 14 1 found that the temperature was 41 degrees above zero— a little too cool, still
the bees were quiet, and I thought the temperature might
rise as the cellar dried out, as it was quite new.
I had 96.
colonies in the cellar, and could have put in 50 more without crowding.
I wish the older ones in the bee-business would'Jshovr
;

me my

errors,

and where

my

cellar

may

fail.

Richland Co., Wis.

Oct.

S,
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Sugg-estions on Fall
BY

F.

Work

A.

in the Apiary.

SNELL.

WITH

favorable weather a fall crop of honey is generally secured in most sections of our country.
With
us, the fall honey crop varies much, some years we
have a g-ood one, others only a moderate or light crop. The
apiarist should make due preparation for a fair honey-flow,
and if it comes he is in shape to reap the harvest. This
flow varies as to time of opening, some years the bees will,
with us, begin storing .^ome the latter part of August.
I aim to have a lot of cases in readiness to put on the
hives by the ISth of the month. The unfinisht boxes left
over from the summer are all used, either in filling, or parIn using or about half filling with the
tially, each case.
built combs from summer, the remaining space is filled
with boxes having foundation in each, and the latter are
placed at each side of the cases. A few cases should be at
first placed on the stronger colonies, and these watcht to
see if honey is yet abundant enough for storing surplus,
which can be readily seen thru the observation glass. If
the yield is sufficient, the combs will be drawn or built out,
The comb foundation in the
and honey stored in them.
side boxes will be built out, and the central combs given
such will be pusht toward completion.
I seldom at this time of year give any colony over two
When the honey-flow is moderate, one
ca.ses at one time.
surplus case will suffice. The amount of room given, or
rather needed, can be determined by experience, and must
be governed by the honey-yield at the time. As the cases
are completed they should be removed from the hives so the
capping will not be darkened by the bees traveling over
them, or coating with propolis or darker wax. The bees
should be given new cases if needed, and such all ready to
put on should be made ready in advance.
As the fall flow draws to a close, the surplus-room
should not at this time be more than one case, for at the
close of the summer flow it is desirable to get all the com-

combs we can for sale or use.
As the honey in the fields becomes

less, the bees are
left exposed, for

inclined to rob, and no honey should be
this reason.
At the close of the fall yield all boxes should be removed from the hives and stored in the honey-room. The
fall honey should be kept entirely separate from that
secured in summer, and rackt up the same.
The next work of most importance to be done is the
sorting and crating of the honey. Two grades of fall honey
are generally harvested, and should be crated as such, as a
After the honey is all crated it should be marketed
rule.
as rapidly as one can do so. The honey not .sold by Oct. 10
would better be kept warm by artificial heat, so it will not
assimilate moisture.
The partially-filled combs should be emptied of honey
by means of the honey-extractor, and all boxes and supers
cleaned of propolis. The supers should be filled with boxes
loosely so bees can pass between them, and on warm days
placed out, so that all honey may be gleaned by the bees.
Not a drop should remain in the combs. After all have
been thus cleaned, they should be stored for winter and
next season's use.
All colonies short of honey should be lookt after early
in September, and supplied with enough honey to last until
spring nuclei united or used vcith queenless colonies early
in the fall. This kind of work shoujld at all times be done
;

if

possible.

Where a

comes the bees may be promptly put in. It is very desiraable that the bees have a good flight just before their removal to the cellar, and as soon as the weather is cooler
place them in for winter. This done, and the honey mostly
disposed of, the season's work is about completed.
The author, teacher, and most successful honey-producer of hisday — Moses Quinby— said, " Bee-keepingmeans
work," and this is as much a fact to-day as when uttered
many years ago by Mr. Ouinby. No apiarist can do much
at the business who will not work earnestly and faithfully.
Carroll Co., 111.
We must work to win.

Report of the Proceedings of the 30th Annual
Convention of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association. Held at Philadelphia,
Pa.. Sept. 5. 6

BY DR.

A.

B.

and

[Contiuued from pag-e

ent

7,

1899.

MASON, SEC.
5'>8.1

The following paper by Mr. W. W. Somerford,
froin Texas, was read next

at pres-

:

and Difficulties of Bee-Keeping in Cuba and
Porto Rico, and the Effect of Our New Relations
Witti these Islands on Our Honey Market.

Possibilities

and difficulties — the subjects assigned myand Mr. Craycraft to discuss — are subjects that we both
have had experience in, especialU' the difficulties. The
main one encountered so far is a very serious difficulty, one
that but few of Cuba's modern bee-keepers have escaped.
So plentiful and so scattered is that terrible difficulty that
we have nearly all had a sight and a whiff of it. It is foul
brood, scattered broadcast over the land, Cuba's fair and
Possibilities

plete

early,
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part of the apiary is run for extracted honey it
.should also be removed from the hives at the close of the
honej'-flow, and thrown from the combs, and the supers
stored away for the season.
Not later than Oct. 1 every colonj" should be in good
shape for winter. The cappings secured from extracting
after draining should be soakt and rinst in water, and the
latter put into a barrel to be made into vinegar.
The cappings should be made into wax or put away until next summer, if to be made into wax by the solar extractor.
The apiarist vyho produces considerable honey should
see that his home market is at all times well supplied with
honey, when he is able to do it. He should also seek customers in all directions, and open up new points for sales of
his honey. This requires quite a good deal of time, and is
really a part of his fall work. The fall months, like those
of summer, are busy ones for the extensive bee-keeper.
The bees to be wintered out-of-doors should be packt
during the latter part of October or early in November.
The bees to be wintered in the cellar should be made ready to
place there early in November, so that when rough weather

self

fertile land, " the

bee-keepers' paradise," except for foul

brood.

The

disease is one that some writers seem to think
to but little, yet I have known over $100,000 worth
of bees to dwindle out of existence from its ravages in
Havana Province a/oHC , and I still know of hundreds of
colonies on the same road to sure and certain death, as none
and the afflicted
so far have escaped after contamination
ones have been sold and hauled hither and thither until the
question is with the knowing ones. Where can I locate and
be safe and secure? Where, oh, where? The wisest beekeeper on the island of Cuba would not dare to answer the
question with any certainty or assurance, for, if he did, he
might " get left " as the most of us have. Yes, left without
bees, with onlj' infected hives and experience as future
capital and books (foul brood books) that tell all about how
it can be cured so easily in the hands of the careful and
studious but, then, I liave known men of culture, educated
in the languages, graduates of our best universities, all to
Even common, practical men fail men who have
fail.
given the better part of their lives to bee-keeping fail. Fail
when it comes to curing foul brood, where there is eternal
sunshine and summer and big apiaries. All have failed so
far in Cuba to cure the disease and I consider it the only
great "difficulty " that a bee-keeper has to contend with, or
may have to encounter.
Mr. Craycraft wrote me a few days ago that the leading
bee-keepers of the island had a move on foot, and were
whooping it up, to establish a foul brood law, with an inspector to inspect and condemn all infected apiaries. The
"leading bee-keepers," I will add. that are in the move, are
the ones that foul brood has led out of the business. So the
law, if past, is sure to be effectual, as I understand one of
their number is to be inspector, and will pass the death
sentence where the disease is found. Then, Mr. Craycraft
says, a bee-keeper can keep bees with a certainty of success,
but not until then.
As to possibilities, they are great when it comes to beekeeping and honey-producing in Cuba. It will take time to
I knew a beetell the story as to what can be accomplisht.
keeper to claim 40,000 pounds of fine white honey from ICO

amounts

;

—

;

;

;
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colonies in a single season, and I am sure better reports
will come in the future under our ne%v relations, for Cuba is
I, myself, took, in 90 daj-s. from
.surely a hon^v country.
an even 100 colonies, over 2,000 g-allons of the finest honey
But where is that 100 colonies now ? And
I have ever seen.
All dead.
still another ISO that I used to have in Cuba?
Yes, dead. Doctored to death with foul-brood cures cures
that 7t'o«/(/ «(7/ cure in Cuba. But I will try it again. I
will embark for Cuba in September, as big apiaries under
sheds are fascinating to me until contaminated with
Cuba's contagious •' difficultj-.'' foul brood, or "bacillus
alvei," as Prof. Cheshire. England's great scientist, called it.

—

—

have not been there yet, but my
have, say it is no such a honey country as
Cuba but, of course, it may be better; I do not know.
" The effect of our new relations with these islands on
our honey market " they will have but little, if any, effect
for years to come, and if they do it will be to create a market for fine honey, in many places where none is produced,
and but little consumed at pri'sciil, as is the case in many
parts of the South, where the quality of honey is had, and
the crop uncertain, and consumption amounts to nothing.
In such places thousands of tons of Cuba's fine honey could
But for European buyers, it is not likely
find a market.
that much honey will come into our American markets from
Cuba, as her market is already establisht in Europe, and
has been for more than a century.

As

friends

to Porto Rico, I

who

:

—

\V.

W. SOMERFORD.

The above paper was then
Mr. Selser

—

I

:

—

—

do things there.

— Mr.

Selser

is

nowhere when

New York

gets

The next paper was read by Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, of
Michigan, on
Bee-Keeping as a Profession.

The time was when many industries were represented
one family. Flax and wool were grown, spun and workt
up into cloth and made into clothing. Cows were kept, and
chee.se as well as butter made for home use.
Poultry and a
few colonies of bees added to the comforts of the household.
But there is no need of going into detail every one
knows how people lived 100 years ago. Cheap and rapid
transportation has encouraged the invention of machinery,
in

;

the building of factories, and the classification of labor.
This has brought about specially. No one disputes that
this condition of things is better: by it our comforts are

more than

trebled.

Some industries brancht out as specialties much sooner
than others. Bee-keeping was among the later ones. At
last, however, it has been recognized as an industry of it.self.
How does it compare with other professions ? What
are its advantages and disadvantages ? Can it be depended
upon as a means of livelihood? These are questions that
have come to all of us, and will continue to come to all who
enter our ranks.
I believe it is well understood that bee-keeping is not
an occupation in which we can easily become wealthy. In
the very nature of thing^s it cannot be otherwise. Like the
keeping of poultry, the raising of small fruits, gardening,
and other minor branches of agriculture, the keeping; of
bees in localities adapted to the business can tie depended
upon to furnish their owner a comfortable living but such
fortunes as are amast in merchandising' and manufacturing
can never be hoped for by the bee-keeper.
Fortunately, however, the perfection of a man's happiness bears but little relation to the size of his fortune.
Many a man with the hum of bees over his head, finds happiness sweeter and deeper than ever comes to the merchant
prince with his cares and his thousands. Bee-keeping is an
ennobling pursuit. It keeps a man close to Nature's heart.
It brings out the best that is in him. But can it be depended
upon, year after year, as a means of supporting one's famIn some localities it can in others it cannot. Where
ily
there is only one source of honey, and that an unreliable
one, a man learns, sooner or later, that he cannot depend
upon bees alone.
If a man is to adopt bee-keeping as a profession he
must choose a location pos.sessing at least one unfailing
:

'.

;
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source of honey, or else several sources, some one or more of
which will be quite likely to furnish a crop.
Many who attempt bee-keeping as a specialty, are lacking in business methods. The}' attempt too many makeshifts in the way of hives, implements, buildings, and the
like.
To become a successful professional bee-keeper a man
must first find a proper locality, as I have just explained,
then he must secure the best stock procurable, put up suitable buildings, wintering cellars, if necessary have the
best of hives and implements, and keep a large number of
colonies.
I think many fail in this point.
They keep only
bees enough to bring in an income during a good year, or,
possibly in an average year, and when one poor year follows another, two or three times in succession, want stares
them in the face. Keep bees enough so that when there is
a good year or two, enough money may be made to tide
over the poor seasons that are sure to come. The very fact
that the bees are scattered about in out-apiaries, several
miles apart, adds to the certaintj' of a crop as one localitjoften yields a fair crop while another a few miles away
3-ields nothing.
With a man adapted to the business, a suitable locality,
and the adoptit>n of sound business methods, bee-keeping
will compare favorabl}' with other rural pursuits.
Believing that the mission of a paper is best fulfilled
when it introduces the subject, rather than exhausts it, I
bring mine to a close.
W. Z. Hutchinson.
;

;

—

discust as follows
notice that the people who talk about the

market do so to mock us.
Harry S. Howe I am going to be down there soon, and
shall learn what there is to learn.
S. A. Niver I, too, want to take issue with Mr. Selser.
I have had little experience, and I have compared the honeydew with good honey. Come to York State and see how we
Dr. Miller
after him.

Oct.

Mr. Doolittle I don't like to see time run to waste,
neither do I want to oppose anything that so intelligent a
brain as Mr. Hutchinson's has brought forth. He told us
how agriculture, in many branches, has ceast, and the
masses are not happier. Mr. Hutchinson, I want to say
this, and enforce it by telling a story.
One of those longfaced brethren was riding one day, and came across a
young man walking, and askt him to ride. Presently they
entered a deep wood he thought he was called upon to
speak to the young man about his soul, so he askt him the
question, " Are you prepared to die ?" and the young man
jumpt out and ran away. Now, I want to say to you, that
anything: that kills our happiness is wrong.
:

Mr. Hutchinson— What is your point, Mr. Doolittle ?
Mr. Doolittle The point is, that no people are happier
than when working for a home. And this speculation that
our people have gone into has spoiled our homes. A hungry
dog cannot fight. You may run up a flag, but you cannot

—

force people to respect

—

it.

Mr. Hutchinson When I first went to my present
home, we kept a cow, had a garden, etc., but the work in
the garden came at the same time as the work in the apiary,
so I laid by the cow and the garden.
Dr. Mason —Mr. Doolittle says a poor, hungry dog can't
fight, so he must mean that the dog that is well fed and
sleek can fight the best. Now, that is all right, and I agree
with him. (Several "If not/oo fat.") But what makes
that dog poor ? Is it not his own fault ? In our locality
(and you know localities differ), there are too many who
have not the backbone, or the principle, to make use of the
means at their command, to make home happy, and blame

—

the more fortunate for their success.
W. E. FIower-This reminds me of a storj- of an Irishman. He and his wife quarreled. She said to him, " Look
at the dog and cat.
Did you ever see anything more paceable than that ?" The husband paused and lookt at the
creatures, tlien said, "Jist tie them together tight, and,
faith, I think then they'll fight."
Taxes are so high I do
not want a home. If I am going to spend all my income for
taxes, I am better ofi^ without a home.
Dr. Miller The question is a serious one. If a young
man should ask me to-da}' if bee-keeping is a profression
that pays. I would not dare to say it is as safe as a profession as it was 20 or 40 years ago. I think Mr. Hutchinson
was very wise in putting it that way, that it is not a matter
of dollars and cents. Perhaps I may rest and strengthen
up while following this profession I am a bee-keeper, and
I find time to go fishing.
We get our pleasure as we go
along in our occupation. I am enjoying my bee-keeping.
That is my vocation, and I believe I can enjoy it as a pro-

—

;

fession.

—

Rev. E. T. Abbott You have gotton on my hobby.
This talk about bee-keeping as a specialty all sounds very
well, but I don't think

there

is

a

man

makes his living out of bee-keeping.
else combined with it.
Mr. Doolittle— I do.
Rev. Abbott Where is your farm
Mr. Doolittle— Bees bought it.

—

in

There

?

the
is

room that
something
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Mr. Abbott Do you have no income from the farm ?
Bee-keeping- has only one mission in the United States, and
that is to make the home happier and better. Mr. Hutchinson and I have to sell papers, and it is a fact that bee-keeping will not succeed as a profession in half a dozen States.
But for broken down doctors, and preachers that never
When we talk about a
cow/rf preach, it is a splendid thing-.

we would better keep still.
Mr. Doolittle You will excuse a little personal story.
My father thought so much of
I was brought up a farmer.
me that he wanted to keep me with him. If there is any
young man present, let me say to you, don't be fool enough
I earned $bOO workingto do it.
I bought my father off.
out, for I saw that I could barely make a living from the
farm. I bought some bee-papers I was up in my loft and
I overheard father talking: to a neighbor, and father said,
' I hoped Gilbert would be a farmer, I have even prayed
that he would fail in bee-keeping." The bees have bouglit
everything- that I have. They bought my home, and Mr.
Abbott cannot drop it out, for it is there.
An Attendant I do not own a foot of land, but I have
some bees. The g-entleman said that the place to keep bees
is on the farm.
Mr. Doolittle There are some great facts before us.
and it is well to understand them. In 1877, as a friend of
mine and I went to New York with some honey I told him
that we were getting some cheap rides at six cents per mile.
As we went to Canada afterward, I said, cheap riding at two
cents per mile. But how did you get your money ? With
honey at 9'i cents per pound and I measured that I was
paying six cents per mile in Canada, and I figured that I
was paying nine cents per mile in 1877. The little a man
got 20 years ago is two-thirds less now.
Dr. Miller I want to ask you, Mr, Doolittle, if your
bees have averaged as much in the last 10 years as in other
years ?
Mr, Doolittle Yes, In the first year of my bee-keeping' life I secured 66^2 pounds of honey per colony,
I don't
know as I shall ever see it again. This year was a poor
year, but my bees averaged lvi5 pounds per colony.
After a song bj- Mr. Haenle, which was encored, the
convention adjourned until 9 am. the next day, Sept. b.
livin]^,

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

[Continued ne.\t week.]
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they do crowd out the queen in the brood-chamber it
the bee-keeper's fault for not attending to his business
to extract from the brood-chamber to provide room. Hybrids
also the Carniolans, and they
follow him around all day
are the worst to rob. He has had trouble with neighbors
on account of their robbing. Carniolans are no better than
the common German, and worse to sting. He can't handle

and

if

is all

;

them without smoking" and smoking them. The HolyLands are worse than all, and fight him every time he goes
into the yard. Then his bee-yard grew up in grass, weeds
and horsemint, several feet hig^h, and everj' time he went
into the yard it went :zip, r::ip, and there would be a big
" Yes,

rattlesnake right before him.

straight, old three-banded Italian.
bee for America."
Pres. Jones askt the Judge how
%vith

It's

give me the
sir
the best all around
!

much experience he had

Carniolans.

The Judge somewhat hesitatingly said tliat it was a
long tiine ago, and he believed that they might have been
Carniolans.
H. H. Hyde said there is a diflerence between golden
Italians and Holy-Lands. He likes a direct cross between
a Holy -Land queen and a g-olden drone for honey-gatherers.
F. L. Aten strotigly defended the hybrids as he is not
keeping bees for pleasure he has to depend upon them.
Hybrids hunt honey all the time, while Italians lie around
doing nothing. The Holy-Lands are not so good. Hybrids
are the all-purpose bee. and build nicer combs than any
other bees.
Mr. Atchley said that really we were not discussing the
right subject. When moving bees lately he placed HolyLand, Italian, golden, Carniolan, and other colonies about
in one yard, and at the end of the honey season the HolyLands had about 25 pounds more honey to the colony. The
Holy-Lands arc the bee for quick work and storing honey.
But for all purposes and everybody he recommends the
three-banded Italians.
Pres. Jones said it was a hard thing to answer this
question. The three-banded Italians are good. Some prefer hybrids, and he thinks he would like a hybrid himself.
Carniolans and Italians are the most gentle, and also good
in other qualities,
Messrs. Madeley, Guess and others gave their experience with hybrids, while others did not know.
;

FOUNDATION IN THE BKOOD-CHAMBER.

Report of the Central Texas Bee-Keepers' Convention, Held at Milano, July 20-21, 1899.
BY

I,OUIS

SCHOLL, SEC.

(Continued from pa^e

FIRST

DAY— Evening

—
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Session.

The meeting was called to order at 8:30 p.m., -and on
motioti O. P. Hyde was appointed a committee on program for the next meeting.
BEST R.\CE OK BKKS.
"

What is

the best race of bees for each and every beekeeper to use for all purposes ?"
A. C. Brown gave his experience with Italians and
hybrids. The Holy-Land bees he found to be very g-entle
instead of being stingers. The queens filled the frames
He
full of brood, and they gathered larg-e crops of honey.
prefers the Holy-Lands, if they are like those he had.
B. A. Guess prefers Italians, as they have done well

with him.
Mr. Raven started with blacks, then hybridized, and
prefers them.
Mr. Atchley says that for all purposes the Italians for
many purposes, the Holy-Lands for many thing-s, others.
He has handled Italians for 25 years, and prefers them for
all purposes.
O. P. Hyde had experience with blacks and Italians,
which have some features he does not like. The Holy-Lands
are better, and don't fill the brood-nest with honey like
Italians, which crowd out the queen,
Holy-Lands work
better in supers. For all purposes he prefers the Italians.
J. B. Salyer
Pure Italians goldens.
Jno. Pharr says a third cross between golden and HolyLand is the best honey-gatherer in this country.
G. F. Davidsoti finds the goldens most beautiful, both
for pleasure and business.
He wants no hybrids and
blacks, and has had no experience with Holy-Land and
Carniolan bees.
Judge Terral defended the old three-banded Italian for
all around purposes. D For gentleness they are the best bees.
;

;

—

—

" Shall we use foundation in the brood-chamber, and
how much ?"
H. H. Hyde and Mr. Salver said full sheets all the time.
Under all conditions the best results are with full sheets.
Judge Terral Full sheets during the honey flow slow
flow not.
Mr. Aten said full sheets when he uses it.
;

Mr. Atchley says it is money thrown away during a
slow flow in a fast flow he wants full sheets. It pays to
use full sheets for swarms during- a fast flow, as they need
storage-room. They will build two-thirds drone-comb with
an old queen without full sheets,
Mr. Davidson uses full sheets during a fast flow to prevent large quantities of drone-comb no advantages of full
sheets in sections but best when wiring frames.
O. P. Hyde advocates full sheets for both brood-frames
and sections also for both fast and slow flow, and wired
frames. Bees build all worker-comb with full sheets.
Pres. Jones said that in some times and some instances
full sheets are perfectly useless; in other instances bees
built out full sheets during the slowest flow. He never uses
full sheets for swarms when run for comb honey, as bees
store all the honey below, which he wants in the sections
above. Therefore, he uses starters in the brood-frames of
swarms only circumstances difl'er.
The convention then adjourned till 8 a,m. the next day.
;

;

;

;

;

SECOND DAY— FoKENOON Session.
The convention was again called to order at 8
the following question taken up

a.m.,

and

:

USING FOUNDATION IN THE SECTION.
" Shall

we use starters or full sheets of foundation in
sections?"
Mr. Salyer Yes.
F. J. R. Davenport It depends upon circumstances.
Mr, Guess uses full sheets or none. No complaints
from customers.
Mr. Atchley No.
A. C. Brown Full sheets sometimes. Bait sections are
best to get bees up into the supers.

—

—

—

—
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FASTENING FOUNDATION IN SECTIONS.
" Best method of fastening- foundation in sections."
Pres. Jones spoke on the subject. He told about a fastener he made himself, which was better than the Daisy, as
the latter did not do neat work while the heating plate of
his machine slants to the front, causing the melted wax to
run into the .section, that of the Daisy causes the wax to
run to the back, over the lamp and everything. He has
objections to those already on the market.
Mr. Scholl was requested to show the workings of his
foundation fastener, which was generally endorst.
;

GETTING SECTIONS WELL FILLED.
"How can we get section honey well filled all around ?"
Mr. SchoII- Use the Hyde-Scholl separators, and see.
H. H. Hyde, E. J. Atcliley and others advised using the
Hyde-Scholl separators and full sheets of foundation.
1st, an
O. P. Hyde — There are four things necessary
overflowing colony of bees; 2nd, a good honey-flow; 3rd,

CONDUCTED BY

DK.

C.

C AirZ,Z,BR. A/oreng-o,

111.

(The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
Please do not ask the
direct, when he will answer them here.
Doctor to send answers by mail.— Editor.]

What Causes the Brood

to Die?

:

full sheets of

foundation

;

4th,

Hj'de-SchoU separator.

BEE-PARALYSIS.
"Bee-paralysis; can it be cured ? If so, how?"
Messrs. Davenport, Atchley, the Hydes and others said
they didn't know.
Mr. Brown's experience was given. He described the
bees with the disease. They lookt sleek and shiny, and
swelled up trembled all over, and were generally carried
out by their comrades used salt and water in barrels where
bees got to it about one tablespoonful of salt to a bucket
of water. The first year he did not see any difference, but
the second year it disappeared. He did not know exactly
whether this cured it, or whether it was something else.
Mr. Davidson had but little experience with it. Diseased
bees are sleek and shiny. Don't mistake robber-bees for
them, as the diseased bees are swelled up, and tremble
otherwise they look shiny, like robbers.
Mr. Davenport gave his father's experience. Remedy
Feed
One-half honey and one-half sugar, boil and strain.
to the bees after night.
The disease disappeared.
Pres. Jones had several cases, and tried the following
solution, applied with an atomizer thorolj' saturated all
parts of the hive and combs, and the third day the bees
started to work again and gathered a good crop
Sulpho calcine '.< ounce, salt 2 ounces, dissolved in one
pint of water; add one pound of extracted honey. Mix
thoroly and apply. Remove the diseased colony a few feet,
put a new clean hive in its place, and put the coinbs back
;

;

—

;

In examining the bees in this county, I find in some
places about one-half the sealed brood is dead. No one
here seems to know the cause or any remedy for it. Unless
it can in some way be checkt, it will ruin the bee-industry,
The unhatcht
I think.
It is entirely unlike foul brood.
dead bees are fully-developt in size and all their parts, but
die before hatching, turn a dark color, and dry up in the
cell.
In view of Ihe fact that most of the bees here have
been in-bred for j'ears, and no new blood from any source
introduced, I have been inclined to believe it might be
Colorado.
caused by in-breeding.

Answer. — Continued in-breeding for years might reweakening of constitution, making the bees succumb more readily to any disease, but such a wholesale and
sudden weakening as to make half the brood die in the
sult in a

cell

to

would not be likeh' to occur.
send a sample of the brood

It

to

might be a good plan
Dr. Howard or Mr.

McEvoy.

:

;

:

into

Very Likely Caused by Worms.

What is the matter with my bees ? For a long time
they have been bringing out dead brood from the hive, in
the nymph stage, and also full-grown bees. Indeed, frequently the bees brought out are alive, but when alive they
always have a thin membrane attacht to them on various
parts of their bodies. I have examined the frames, but see
no signs of worms. The colonies are greatly weakened in
Illinois.
consequence of the brood dying.

it.

The next year he weakened

the solution, and on the
day there were still signs of paralysis. After a week
it was gone, and the bees commenced work.
Mr. Brovi-n tried some experiments to see how contagious it was. He hived swarms with colonies having the
disease after the bees all hatcht, and there was no more
fifth

paralysis after that.
Mr. Atchley said that he, long ago, with Dr. Howard,
made several microscopic observations, and found that certain food taken by the bees, without having cleansing
flights, caused them to get a fever, which they then called
"bee- fever."

—

Answer. In spite of your seeing no signs of worms, it
possible that they are the culprits. If you take out a
comb and examine it, yoti may see no silken gallery such
as are" commonly made by wax-worms, indeed no sign
whatever of the presence of'worms, tmless it be that here
and there some fully mature young bees seem to be struggling to get out of the cells, apparently fast there. Pull
out these wriggling bees and you will find at the bottom of
the cell a lively, slender worm about half an inch long. I
think it is ditTerent from the usual wax-worm.
is

Comfis of Pollen— Wood-Bound Zincs.

[Concluded uext week.]

York's Honey Almanac is a neat little 32-page paraphlet especially gotten up with a view to create a demand for
honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices A sample for
a stamp 25 copies for 40 cents SO for 70 cents 100 for
:

;

;

;

For 25 cents extra we
$1.00 250 for $2.25 500 for S4.00.
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
;

;

Please send us Names of Bee=Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.

On examining a 10-frame colony I find in the broodchamber no eggs or larva;; in most of the combs a majority
of the cells are filled from one-third to two-thirds full of
pollen, except a strip at the top, or a patch in one corner,
which contains old capt honey. I find no evidence of
young bees, either. On top of this hive is a ftill-depth extracting-super containing 10 frames of honey. During the

basswood flow the bees filled with honey the upper portion
of these super-combs, which they drew out from full sheets
of foundation
the balance of the combs with brood. Some
four weeks since examination disclosed this brood where I
supposed there was honey. My hives having no honeyboards on, I then procured some Tinker zincs, wood-bound,
and placed them over the brood-chambers, shaking and
brushing all bees below that were in the supers. In the
meantime all this brood has hatcht and bees are filling the
cells thus vacated with honey, but storing none in the
;

brood-chamber.

What

true regarding brood in the super of this colof nearly all my colonies. But since I placed
the zincs over them many colonies seem greatly hampered
about getting into the supers. The wood-bound zincs are
not made right. On one side the frame is elevated above
is

on}- is true

"
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the zinc, on the other side not so whichever side I place
uppermost, the bees, between nianj' frames, are partially or
wholly prevented either from g^etting' out of the brood;

chamber

or into the super.
should be done with the combs of pollen ? I
have other colonies in much the same condition or they
were when queenless, and now that they have queens the
pollen remains. There is little room left for the queen to
deposit eggs, and if honey is stored over the pollen I fear
the combs will not hold enough for winter. Can the bees
be made to clean out this pollen ? and how ?
2. Is there any supply manufacturer who makes a woodbound honey-board with two rows of holes between the
slats, like the Tinker zinc, and raises the frame on both
sides ? If so, who ? It is a disappointment and a nuisance
to buy supplies and have them practically valueless.
1.

What

—

Answers. — 1.

Novice.

rig-htly, yon
have a two-story hive, the "full-depth extracting-super
on top having- frames the same size as those below. The
•queen having gone into the upper story, the bees made that
the brood-chamber, only they dumpt the main portion of
the pollen in the lower story. Either story might be used
as the brood-chamber, only if you use the lower one there is
more pollen than is needed, and if you use the upper one
there is perhaps a scarcity of that article. You can even
up matters by taking part of the combs of honey from the
upper story and putting them in the lower story, where the
queen now is, and putting some of the pollen-laden combs
from below in the upper story. Possibly there is no more

If I

understand the matter

pollen in the hive than the bees will want to use before another honey harvest, and next spring it may be a good thing
to put back in the brood-chamber the pollen that you now
remove. Indeed, if you put it in the upper story next spring,
you will find it gradually disappear from there, altho it may
be better for you to put it in the brood-nest.
Bees use a
very lar;re quantity of pollen for brood-rearing in spring.
The use of a queen-excluder will prevent the same thing
from happening again to some extent, but there will still
be an accumulation of pollen if the colony is queenless, the
plain remedy being to keep the colony supplied with a queen.
2. It is hardly likely that any manufacturer keeps in
stock queen-excluders with a bee-space on both sides, but
any of them would probably make them to order. I cannot
understand what kind of an arrangement you have that
makes it desirable to have a bee-space on both sides of the
excluder. The onlv thing I can think of is that either there
is no space between j'our upper and lower stories, or that
there is a half-space at the top of the lower .story and a halfspace at the bottom of the upper story. In most cases there
is a full bee-space at the upper part of the lower story, and
none at the bottom of the upper story. Then when the excluder is put on with the bee-space uppermost, there is a
bee-space between the excluder and either story. You can
nail little strips on the top of the brood-chamber, so as to
make the proper bee-space there.

Oiuestions on Sweet Clover in Georgia.
I am thinking of sowing some sweet clover seed for beepasturage, and want some information along that line.
When would be the best time to sow in our latitude, this
being about the 33° ?
How much seed per acre on common land that has been
resting a year or two ? and would it be better sown in drills
or broadcast ? Is it best sown in the fall, or spring ? Do
you think it will do well in middle Georgia ? How tall do you
think it will grow here ? How much honey do you think
it will produce to the acre in our latitude?
How much hay
to the acre do you think it would make ? When would be
the best time to cut it ?
Geokgi.\.
Answer. I cannot answer your questions with anj- degree of positiveness, and shall be glad to be corrected by
any Southern bee-keeper of experience with sweet clover.
In some parts of the South it has been reported that sweet
clover does not flourish, but in most places I think it does,
especially in soils where lime is present.
Thirty to hO
pounds of seed may be sown to the acre any time from the
ripening of the seed this fall to the time when other clovers
are sown in spring, success being better assured in the
North, and perhaps as well in the South, if the ground is
packt hard, as by tramping with stock. In your climate it
is likely that there is little or no choice between drill and
broadcast sowing. It will grow all the way from four to
seven feet high, making from a half more to double as much
hay as red clover. Just how much honey an acre of sweet

—
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clover will yield has never been ascertained, and not even
a guess has been offered. Please remember now that I don't
know anything positively about sweet clover in Georgia,
and I trust some good Georgian will set right anything in
which I mav be wrong.

Honey from Colonies that Died.
I had a very fine looking queen in a colony that winand a little over half the brood would be workers in
the spring, and the remainder were drones in worker-cells;
then nearly half would die, some before others, after being
capt, and after remaining a while a small hole would come
But there was no odor from dead brood,
in the capping.
nor was it ropy. I killed the queen and introduced another,
leaving all their comb except one sheet that was quite full
of dead brood, and they have built up to a nice colony, no
more disease showing till this fall. A full colony that
stored two supers of honey got in the same fix, and as there
was but little coming in I preferred it to die rather than
have robbing commenced. There was plenty of honey in
1.

tered,

each hive, so I conclude it was not not pickled brood.
2. Will the combs convey the disease to the next colonies that I give them, as there is considerable honey left in
Virgini.\.
the last one ?
Answer. While there might no harm come from
feeding- that honey to other bees, it may be wise to take no
If the honey is nice, the safer plan will be
risk whatever.
to use it on tlie table, melting it up if that is preferred.

—

How Queens are Superseded.
When bees supersede their queen do they kill her, do
they drive her out. or do the young queens kill her ? I
found an old queen and SO or 100 bees in the grass four or
the queen was an old yellow Italfive rods from any hive
ian that I got last year. I put them into a hive till morning. It was in the evening, about five o'clock, and they
were all gone the next morning. That colony sent out a
second swaim with a young queen. She had led out a first
;

swarm six or eight weeks before.
Answer. — In some cases, at least,
the bees nor the young queen kill the

Iow.\.

seems that neither
old one. Sometimes

it

an old queen will continue to lay for some time after a
royal daughter begins to lay, and in such case I've tried
putting the old queen in a separate hive, but generally she
disappears in a short time, and in at least one case this
summer the old queen seemed bent on getting away from
the bees and leaving the hive. I don't know, but I have
just a little doubt whether the young queen or the workers
ever kill the queen that is superseded.
The queen that you found in the grass with a cluster of
the
bees had probably left the hive with a full swarm
queen for some reason being unable to fly, had crawled
some distance from the hive, and a few of the bees had
found her, the rest returning to the hive.
:

Preparing a Winter-Case for Bees.
to winter my bees in, and would like to
winter more successfully than last winter. I have a number of old 10-frame Langstroth hives which I will discard,
and use the 8-frame dovetailed hive instead. I also have a
Now, I am thinking of taking the
lot of cheap box-lumber.
upper stories of the Langstroth hives and make them
enough higher with this cheap lumber to take in a doveI will also put a
bottom to this
tailed hive with super on.
outside case, on the inside of which I will nail 1-inch strips
for the dovetailed hive to stand on, the same as it stands on
the strips on its own bottom-board then set the hive in the
case, pack with a chaff' cushion on the frames, then pack
the emptj' space around the hive with chaff and over all
Of course, providing a
place the old Langstroth cover.
place of entrance below. In your opinion, how will such a
" trap" work for a winter-case ?
HoosiER.
Answer. If the upper story of your old hive is long
enough to take in the length of a dovetail hive, the plan
may answer very well. You are not likely, however, to
have another so severe a winter during an ordinary lifetime, and it might be well to try side by side at least one or
It may be
two in the old way, and then compare results.
well to remark, in passing, that your chances for successful
out-door wintering- will not be increast by changing from
10 to 8-frame hives.
I

have no cellar

;

—
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and, didn't we talk bees.
subject of amateur photography we
just reveled in. We not only went to the convention together, but we came back together; and on arriving at
Cleveland Mr. Hutchinson took the train with me for
Medina, where he spent with us a little over a day in looking over the bees, visiting Vernon Burt, etc. All this may
seem sentimental to some but it means much to bee-keepers as a whole. If the editors of the leading bee-jourtials
were clashing and pulling against each other, what would
the result be ?
via the

Pennsylvania route;

things and

men

1

The

;

On account of the great dissimilarity in the bee-papers
of this countrj-, there is scarcely any rivalry among them.
It doubtless would pay every bee-keeper to take all of them.
and at least two or three of the best.
There can be no good reason why bee-paper editors who
do what is right should not be on friendly terms. We
count the majority of them among our warmest friends,
and do not hesitate to commend them and their papers
whenever we feel it is deserved, and without expecting any
reciprocation on their part. As a wise man once said, we
expect to travel this way but once, and desire to do all the
good we can as we pass along. Life is too short to spend it
mainly in berating others, no matter how richly they may
deserve it and there is too much of real value to be publisht in the bee-papers to allow the space to be wasted in
;

quarrels

among

those

who should

be friends.
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valuable plant for soiling or for hay. It is a winter annual, the seed being sown any time from the middle of July
It grows thruout the
to late fall in the Southern States.
milder weather in winter, and quickly makes a dense cover
This can be pastured, cut for
to the ground in tlie spring.
hay, or turned under for green manure, or all three, depend-

ing upon conditions.
The seed of crimson clover is larger than that of red or
mammoth clover, and is almost perfectly oval in shape.
The fresh seed is of a bright reddish-yellow color, and has
a high polish. As the seed becomes older the color changes,
to a reddish brown, and eventually the polish is lost, and
the seed has a dull, dark reddish-brown color. Such seed
should never be purchast, as it is too old to grow well.
In general the seed of crimson clover is less liable ta
contain many weed seeds than the seed of other clovers.
It is harvested before most of the weeds have matured their
seed, and being planted in late summer or fall it tends to
choke out what vreeds may come up with the young plants.

Mr. C. H. Lake, of the Maryland Agriculpink comb when working on
the blossoms of crimson clover. Mr. Lake wrote us as follows lately

According

to

tural College, bees produce

:

is said in a recent number of the AmeriBee Journal about the pink comb from Maryland.
When I again go down to the College I will get a specimen
Crimson
It will show for itself.
I produced two years ago.
clover is its origin, and the honey is also crimson, and not
straw color, as claimed by experts, so-called.
C. H. Lake.

note what

I

can

—

Speaking Kind Words. Dr. A. B. Mason, in the BeeKeepers' Review, touches on this subject in these words
:

"

really pity the man or woman that has neither the
inclination nor the ability to say good things of others
I

while they live, not waiting till they are dead. It has been
a source of real enjoyment to me to read the kind words
said of each other by the editors of our bee-journals. I believe there are very few people who do not like to be well
spoken of.
The truthful words, kindly spoken of each
other, encourage to better efforts and better living
May this new era continue to exist, and its influence widen
till it covers the whole earth."

As bee-keepers have so much to do with sweetness, they
"
of all people would naturally be expected to use " honeyed
words. Tho the bee is a worker in sweets, still it has a
sting but to be used only in defense. There are bees, too.
that some people say have had their desire to sting bred out
of them, making them non-stinging. We presume people

—

might be so bred, also — brought up to use kind, pleasant
words. It will pay to cultivate this characteristic, and thus
help to continue the " new era " to which Dr. Mason refers.

Mr. Ch.\S. Dad.\nT, senior partner of Chas. Dadant &
Son, called on us Monday, Sept. 25, when on his way home
from a six-weeks' stay in Wisconsin, where he goes every
fall to escape an attack of the hay-fever in his southern
Tho nearly 82 years of age, Mr. Dadant is
Illinois home.
well and able to enjoy life all right. He reports his firm as
having had a good trade in comb foundation this year,
which we were glad to hear. We always like to know of
our advertisers doing well.
* »

*

to deserve a good deal of
credit for suggesting the use of springs, for holding the
sections in supers. Editor Root, upon being askt who originated them, replies as follows in Gleanings in Bee-Culture

Mr. F. Daxzenb.aker seems

:

New Edition of A B C of Bee.Culture.— We have received a copy of the new (1899) edition of " A B C of BeeCulture," by A. I. Root, and just revised by Ernest R. Root.
It is indeed a fine work, very interesting descriptions of
which have been given on pages 603, 619, and on page 635 of
It is a book that every
this number of the Bee Journal.
bee-keeper should own, ar.d read thoroly. The regular postpaid price is SI. 20, but to all our subscribers who pay any
arrears that may be due, and also $1.00 for the Bee Journal
for 1900 (next year), we will mail a copy of A B C of BeeCulture for only 75 cents, provided the order is received
January 1, next. We make this same offer to all who
have paid their subscriptions to the end of 1899 — send us
$1.75 and we will mail you the book and credit your subscription for 1900. We make the same offers on " Langstroth on the Honey-Bee," revised by Dadant (1899 edition).
before

Crimson Clover
bulletin issued by the

ington

is

thus written about in a recent

Department of Agriculture

at

Wash-

;

The use of crimson cXoyer (Tri/olium incaniatmn) has
increast to such an extent that it is now a standard crop in
many parts of the Southern and Middle States. It is distinguisht by its long head of brilliant scarlet blossoms and
by the great depth to which its roots make their way.
Wherever the winters are not too severe it thrives .and is a

"Those super-springs, as you found
were devised by Mr. Fr. Danzenbaker.

them

He

in the supers,
got the princi-

believe, from Mr. M. H. Mendleson, of California,
who uses a flat steel spring. It is more expensive, and not
as well adapted to the purpose. From .some correspondence
that has come in of late, it seems others have been using
But Mr. Danzenbaker says he was
something similar.
prior in the specific fonn of springs used in his supers."
ple,

I

«

* # #

Hyphen. — Stenog,

the one who has control of
Only
the department of " Pickings" for Gleanings in Bee-Culture, in a recent issue of that paper is found " picking " on
us in this fashion

a

:

"Mr. York prints the name of this journal with a
hyphen in Bee-Culture. Why not use one in American Bee
Journal? Proper names should be printed as the owner
writes them. Surely the hyphen should be omitted in the
case cited."

Whereupon we referred to the Standard Dictionary, and
found that the word " bee-culture " very properly appears
with a hyphen. Strange that Stenog didn't know how to
write the name of the paper to which he usually contributes
The Standard Dictionary is a pretty
so entertainingly.
safe guide to follow, but we wouldn't think of objecting to
so small a matter as an extra hyphen if any one vrishes to
put it between the last two words of the name of our paper.
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Pages.

Do YOU want

a complete work on this
subject ? Look at the foUowinfj taken
B C. You will
from the index to the
notice that this is on one subject only.
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For Business

Following their Uwner to the Grave. 323
Getting them Out of Sections. .78, 79
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47
78, 282
45, 194
173, 177

Comb

47
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the

48
14
318
Hunting
30
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187, 192] 193
Instinct of. vs. Reason
319
In Upper Rooms of Garrets
393
Italian (see Italians)
193
Lack of Compassion
229
'Length of Flight (see Doolittle's
I41st com't)
199
Manner of Ventilating the Hives. .306
Moving
1 99
Necessary to Fertilize Plants. .143, 146
3li8
Need of Water
Number in a Quart
213
Number in Pound
319
Number to Carry Pound of Honey. .319

'

How to Dispose
How Weighed

of

Annoying

'

'

and Milwaukee stage-road (or Milwaukee Ave.
now], and U2 miles from Prairie View on the
Wisconsin Central railroad. The beautiful Desplaines river runs thru the pasture, besides the
timber land. Also 1') acres of good timber one
mile northeast of Half Day, making 254 acres
in all.

The farm is not only a splendid one for dairying, bui is also a good location for bees. There
is white clover, sweet clover, basswood, etc.
The editor of the American Bee Journal has
been on the farm and will confirm every statement concerning its value.
Address, for further particulars, terms,

etc.,

J. B. flYERS, Libertijville, Lake Co., II!.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writine;.

WE'VE NEVER CHANGED.
mi'i^^^mrii^^mi^^ii^ss

C efei^$

There are Ifi <'J'Oss \vii-e«« to the rod on all StandAll horizontal vvres are coilod.
;!rd Pa^^e Fences

Please mention Bee J^ournal -when

-OTritine

FOR SALE
E

Best Honey Crop in Three Years.
The honey crop in this county this year

My

crop
has been the best for three years.
of 3,600 pounds is all sold, mostly extracted,
at 10 to 20 cents. I could have sold a ton

had hnd it.
J. M. Docdna.
Douglas Co.. Minn., Sept. 20.

more

if I

The Bee-Smoker Man's Report
I am making a cellar to winter my bees.
The season has been good
but no one seems to think

A small place of 11 acres of land, a good house
and barn, with all kinds of fruit, 50 colonies of
bees in as good a honey locality as there is in
Michigan, the IS"?*? crop of honey being l,(.on
pounds of extracted from 25 colonies, and in-

it

Co., Mich,
Please mention the Bee Journal.

SUTTON, Easton, Shiawassee

A. O.

3')A2t

I>OiV'T
--tc^

BUY
and

T. F.

Clare Co.. Mich., Sept.

INCUBATOR
before
a

VVe will

eivlngr

It

sen.) the
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It

HEW

PREMIER INCUBATOR 'nirial Thisevidences uur f.-mhin iL So simple a child can
ninit. First prize W'orld'n Fair. Also eoU
mannfartur^-s of Simplirlt; Incubator,
Plani
Cftlftl'iiriie and Poultry Helps 5 cta.

of

ter did.

Al%

puy lor

trlol.

has been up to

the average for honey. My 16 little 11thMay colonies have increast to 93. with
honey enough to winter them, as far as
honey will do that. Of course, my honey
crop is not much, but after I decided not to
increase them more, an effort was made to
get a little section honey for family use,
and I have 318 pounds of nice fall crop.
Last winter reduced the bees in this
region more than one-half, and this winter
will start in with less than '^ that last win-

Enquire of

creast to 50 colonies.

for rearing bees,

'

'

Farm For Sale

morning.

2.55

from the Ej;g
Time of Hatching

'

Rev. M. Mahin— It is very common for
bees to stay out all night. After a rainy
night I have often seen bedraggled and forlorn looking bees come in in the morning.
It you shut a hive up in the evening, at a
time when nectar is plenty, you will be
surprised at the number of bees that will
be clamoring for entrance in the early

19.5

Difference in Color
45, 192, 194
Diseases of.
93
Dispostion to Rob (see Robbing) .... Is
East Indian
45. 4fi

they Build
they Grow

air.

Dairy

consisting- of 235 acres, as g-ood a farm as there
is in Lake Co., 111., located only 26 miles north
of the Chicago court-house, on tbe old Chicag-o

44
363
45

Cvprian

How
How

I have
Davenport— I don't know.
come in from the field very
early, but perhaps they wake up early, or
were unable to sleep at all, and so went out
earlier than the others. I have never seen
any sleeping out in the fields at night, but
it may be some prefer to lie out in the fresh

317
...320
53

.

•

Wbitcomb— (i)uite

1

221
193,

First Flight of
•

E.

g3

Attracted by Color of Flowers
Black
44,
Breeding in Winter
'

frequently when
or pollen from quite a
distance, or when overtaken by a sudden
storm, they seek the friendly protection on
the under side of some leaf, and return
home as soon as opportunity offers.
'

gathering honey

often seen bees

Only Cjclopedla on Bees—
.175

to lose action and stay out over night.
of them recover by morning, and
perish.

C.

1899 EDITION.
'I'hc

some
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On

New Swarms
of

What Age

to

Have
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age

176
176
47
221
47
79
301
301
301
318
of Bees) 5

This

Very Poor Year for Bees.
should have been pleased to have been
with you at the lute bee-convention, but it
was too far tor me to attend. It has been
a very poor year here for bees and honey.
I have lost over one-half of my bees since
spring came some 40 odd colonies and
some of the balance are very weak. I don't
know what the matter is with them. They
fly out and drop down, and never rise
again, but crawl around on the ground and
die.
Bees in this place are nearly all dead.
Mine have plenty of honey.
I

—

Z

Salt

—

~

'Z3

-

Lake

JOSHIA Tekkt.

Co.. Utah. Sept.

17.

Honey

is

in this vicinity

I'm afraid lots of the bees will
this season.
starve the coming winter, but I was lucky
enough to get enough winter stores for
JouN H. Rli'P.
mine.
Washington Co Kans., Sept. 15.

*

ABC

THE A, L ROOT
MEDINA, OHIO.

CO,

as it is getting late id the season, and soon will
be time to unite nuclei, so order QUICK. All
Queens warranted purely mated, and by return
mail, safe delivery and satislaction guaranteed.
Price of Queens, 50 cents; six for 52.75; S5.0U per
dozen. Selected Queens, "5 cents each; six for
Selected tested, SI. 50 each. My Queens
$4.00.
are prolific and their bees excellent workers.

Probably Prairie Clover.
Will you kindly inform me what
name of the enclosed plant is. I enclose

all

orders to

H. Q. QUIRIN,

.

Price, $1.20, postpaid, or clubbed with Gleanings I .vear, 51.75. Specimen pasres of
sent
free on recjuest.

:

—Of H. G. Quikin

Failure.

an entire failure

your last chance for this
season to get

^ GOLDEN ^
ITALIAN QUEENS

Address

Honey an Entire

is

Parkertown, Erie

Co., Ohio.

Money Order Office. Bellevue.
Please mention Bee Jotirnal when writing

34A10t

A QUICK, SHARP CIT

hurts much less than a brui.^iMTiishortear
\h
ith the
KEYSTONE KNIFE

DEHORNIING

the
the

entire top of one plant. It grows about
two feet liigh, and bees are working on it
It grows on land which
in large numbers.

safest,
(ijujck, sli^irp cut.
sidcit Ht ODce. Cannot crash
L

ot dehoi'D^ng
World's Fair.

highest award
for ffte circulars before
.

Cuts from four
braise or tear*

bumaoe method

known.
Write

huying.

A. C. BROSIUS, COCHRANVILLE, PENN.
Please mention Bee Journal when writinz.
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MONEY

BIG

INGREEN
EGGS
CUT BONE

i.s

clover blooQied abundantly and bees did
fairly well on it
It is now past, and the
first crop of Alsike is also cut.
Basswood
seemed to yield some this year, but
bees were out of range of it, so they did
not get the benefit
Our only hope now i»
in the golden rods, which are just now beginning to

1

Mann's New Bone Cutters
Mnnn's

prepare

biiii«.

in the best

way.

<'ut

run

my

Cutten Granite Crystal Crit and Swinging Feed Trays are ailClover
neces.
ary to hiche-t suceess Cash or Installments'' lliustrated eataJ-.L-ne sent Free
JF. -vv. :ai.a.Ka-i<(r co.. Box ^^ aiiuE-oMi, ncA-ssI
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.
t'ii>l.

imi-i

.

I:i«t Ic.nir.

" brightetl, as with touch of

The summer's waning

LEWIS COMPANY,

G. B.

WATERTOWN,

.

to the apiarist to be prepared to gather the
harvest of rich, golden honey, which we
hope they will yield in the sweet bye and

WIS.,

'

THE

'WOR.IL.D.

-^5-^

Parties wanting- goods before new catalog- is issued will please write for
quotations. We want every BEE-KEEPER on our list.
If you did not receive our catalog- last year send us vour name and address
and we will mail you our new catalog- as soon as it is ready.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

23 cents Cash
paid
for Beeswax.
r
• _g

f->

_^

This is a good time
to send in your Bees^^^^^'e are paying

Sjr
xt« "sIc

ens

a

po„nd-

CASH— for

best yel-

^^

;i^

its receipt. Now, if you want the money PROMPTLY, send us your
beesImpure wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, verj' plainly,

low, upon

wax.

GEORGE W. YORK &
118

OUR MOTTO

:

Michigan

WELL MAN UFACTURED

seciions.

CO..

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

——

S TOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

We make

a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.
this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS—selected, young and
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

The

BASSWOOD in

the best for

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
Please mention the Bee Journal when writing-.

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

Y]^^^yf^^^^
Please mention the Bee Journal Advertisers.

Our Great
WE

Co., Minn.,

for

Aug.

4.

probably prairie clover
Kuhnistera [lurpurea or Fetalostemon purpurea of Gray's Botany. The absence ot
leaves makes its certain iJentification impossible.
Yet. with little doubt it is the
above. It extends from Manitoba to Texas,
and west to the Rocky Mountains, but is
not reported west of this range, so far as I
can learn. I have never heard of its being
a bee-plant before, but I should expect it to
[The plant

yield

nectar,

is

from

its

relatives.

We

add a

lot of

Almost No Honey.

flow.
If you
I send you a willowweed plant.
are careful you can unwind the plant without breaking the connections. The plant is
Hekman Ahleks,
12 feet il inches long,
Clatsop Co,, Oreg,, Sept. IT,

[The plant is received, and it is indeed a
long sample. It unwound all right. Thank
you,— Editok,]

Large

vs.

Small Hives.

There is one point in the article by Mr.
Getaz on the above sub.iect. on page .561,
that he ignores. He allows prominence to
the idea that a person who uses an 8-frame
hive never allows the queen to occupy any
more room than is provided by the eight
frames, and in ignoring this expansion
feature it looks as if he were trying to make
a case for the large hive.

When the bees in an S frame hive come
out strong in the spring, as they surely will
it wintered right, it -.vill transpire that in a
short time the bees become so crowded for
room that a super with brood-combs is
added, the bees and the queen immediately
taking possession, and a good queen, such
as all bee-keepers should have, will soon fill

!

only 20 cents,

NEW

TRIAL OFFER.

—

THREE

GEORGE

W.

YORK &

J.

This is the first year that I got almost no
honey. There was altogether too much
rain, and always at the time of a honey-

subscribers to our list during the next two months, hence this SPECIAL
It is 13 copies of the old American Bee Journal for 20 cents
about a cent and a
half per copy. If
new trial trippers are sent together, they will be received for SO cents.
would be pleased to have our friendly readers show this trial oiTer to their bee-keeping neighbors and
acquaintances, and send us a few new subscribers. You will do both them and us a great favor.
The best part of the Philadelphia Convention Rcjiort will appear in those 13 numbers,
to

— A.

Cook.]

Trial TriD Offer

3 months
want

Crow Wing

stiiDoWcases and

Be6-K6eD6rs' supplies

John Atkinson.

bye."

Bee= Keepers' Supplies
IJSr

g-old.

spletidor.

While every blossom seems to hold
A message sweet and tender,"

CAN FURNISH YOU WITH THE VERY FINEST

•:•

1899.

5,

was cleared years ago and
partially
grown up to brush again.
After a cold. wet. backward spring, white

you caD "nly ^etenoui^h of ttiem at the lowest cost.
^olve> the pi ..blem. It doublcH the eee ppodut-t. It makes litiis lay iu the dead ot
vvinterwheti eir^'^are worth money. It keeps the hen laying. It makes chicks grow
ast and mature early, and makes early iayei-s Sf the pullets.
if

Oct.

CO.. 118 Michigan St., Ghicaoo,

111.

!

Oct.
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BEST WHITE

ALFALFA HONEY

t

6o=pound Tin Cans.

In

WHITE ALFALFA EXTRACTED HONEY

VUTE

have been able to secure a quantity of
for the present at these prices, on board cars here in Chicago
cans, in a box, 9)4 cents a pound 4 or more cans. 9 cents a pound.
'^

Sample by mail.
Cash with order

:

;

Owing- to our limited supply of this fine honey, those desiring^

it

ii8

;

offer

60-pound

2

in all cases.

should order promptly.

GEORGE W. YORK &

which we

10 cents

Address,

CO.,

Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

SlSlSMI^SS^@SiSi@@^ISISMl®SiSISi^
Tie Mississippi Valley Democrat

-AND-

Journal of Agriculture,
ST. IjOXJIS,

AdCO.

A wide-awake, practical Western paper for
wide-awake, practical Western farmers, stockraisers, pouUrj- people and fruit-growers, to
learn tbe science of breeding-, feeding- and management. Special departments for horses, cattle, hogs, sheep, poultry and dairy. No farmer
can afford to do without it.
It stands for American farmers and producers. It is the leading exponent of agriculture
as a b:-:siness, and at the same time the champion of the Agi'ioullural Stales and the producer
in politics. Subscription, One Dollar a Year.
tt-if Write for Sample Copy.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

YOU

IF

SEEK UNDOUBTED

IN-

CUBATOR VALUE

perfect application of heat,
pL-rffi;t cODtrnl of moisture, immunity frumlire
by himp eiplo^ion or super-hL-atiog.
the
I"-ffi-ct rft^ul3ti'->n,

buy

ILLINOIS
M

ti.>4ii'l rg^b. Hot air or h'lt w;iier, as
faj'^icity
yinprefer. K^j; ch'-iniber boldfi just wbnt
eay it
<loeA> NaT3t;ry undi.T tj;;,' tray for newly hatched chicks. Before
you buy animiiiial'-r -k brmiJerseadforour free book} *'imnois,*'

J. H,

JONES,

we

Boxll!*,

STREATrF>_ UJ

»/.

me seud you my 64page Catalog for 1899.
Ai, (/on/cfns, ll'ef umpJca, Aia.
Let

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

A Good Wagon
betans with good wheels.

I'nleM

wagon In
Bf'V THE

the wheels ore cood the
n

riilliirc.

IF

YOr

ELECTRICSTEELWHEEL

','

/

mous

Iliads to tit any wat-'nii— yiir wotroii
will always have t'ood wheals. Can't
dry out or rot. Ni)l<ii'se tires. Any
beipht. anv %ndth tirp Cfitalofr free.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.

Box l<;
QLLNCy, ILL.
Pleabe mention Bee Journal when writing.

Wool

^lai-kets stud

Sheep

has a hubby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are yiiu interested ? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND
i'lease

SHEEP, CHICAGO, ru.
mention Bee Journal when writing

Ui cents and the names of 5 neig-hbors,
raise poultry, and we will send you our
20-pafre paper for one year. Regrular
price, 25 cents a year. Sample copy free. Mention American Bee Journal when writing-.

Send

who

monthly

Inland Poultry Journal,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

40Ctf

BARNES' FOOT

Read

The past was

a poor season for bees in
Nebraska; indeed, tbe worst
season for bees since I have kept them, and
that is since ISDI. when 1 started with one
colony. Even that well remembered dry

this part of

season of 1S04 put this 1899 season in the
shade all around, as to surplus honey. This
year I got none, and tbe bees almost have
nothing in their hives, and will have to be
fed during winter and spring until new
honey is coming in from the spring flowers
of lyoo, which I hope will give a big yield
of surplus honey to make up what was lost
in IS'.iy, or what I did not get.
But all the same, tbe old American Bee
Journal will have to visit me every week,
if I live, and health permit?.
H. Hansen.
Co., Nebr.. Sept. 20.

Very Sweet Honey.

once that

it

was produced from feeding

PAKENT,of

I,

vou sav it will." Catalog and price-list free.
Address,
W. F. A John Barnes.
'>'>5 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.
5Ctf
Please mention Bee Journal *whe-:i, -writing.

TlieAiiiericaiiPoultryJoiiraal
Dearborn

Almifrifll
UWUl II<XI

Street,
^^'^^

'^

Chicago,

III.

over a quarter of a

century old and

ing- must possess intrinsic merit
its field must be a valuable one.

of

growown, and

is ^lill

its

Such

is

the

American Poultpy Joupnal.
Mention the Bee Journal.
50 cents a Year.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The Rural Californian
Tells all ab<.iut Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; tlie Paslurag"e and NectarProducing' Plant-s: the Bee-Ranches and how
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells yon all about California
Agriculture and Horticulturi.'. SI. iiO per year; 6

months,

50 cenis.

218 X<irth

Sample

copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
Main .Street.
Los Angeles, Cal.

A SONG or SUCCESS
ni.ik..'

;in'^ther coni)

name

for out

20TH CENTURY

C While

visiting in Michigan last August, i
was entertained at Mr. Hobart Paines'. of
Shiawassee County. For tea we had some
very white comb honey. Mr. Paine produced it himself, and was sure it was from
either white or Alsike clover. I am sure I
never tasted of honey from flowers before
that was so sweet. 1 should have said at

wliat J.

'•'•
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Poor Season for Bees.

Sherman

POWER MACHINERY

Charlton, N. Y., says:
We
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter,
50 chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
ITO honey racks, 500 broodframes, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a trreat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all

cour.se.

FREE FOR A MONTH....
If you are intere-^led in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.

3 Cents Each for Names.

hives.

Mr. Getaz's argument is all
right as between tbe SO colonies in tbe 12comb hive and the 120 in tbe 8-comb. provided we hold them within those limits;
but if we can malie the 1211 equal in the
rearing of bees and tbe production of honey
to 120 in the 12-framei hives, we gain in
several points, ease iu handling the hives,
interchangeal)Ie frames, all frames can be
used in an ordinary extractor. less stores
in wintering,
expansion or contraction
practiced at will.
Yes. Mr. Getaz. give us a chance to f xpand, and we will make as good a showing
as the large hive
J. H. Martin.
Los Angeles I'o.. Calif.

Of

-

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

BEE-KEEPERS

the U'l frames, at least when a 10 frame hive
is used. 1 have bad queens that would more
than fill It'i frames, and as I understand the
respective sizes of the large Dadant and
the 10 frame Langstroth hive, the difference
in comb surface is a little in favor of tbe
latter, and as much brood can be cared for.
But to return to the S frame hive. What
it lacks in tbe brood-frames can be more
than made up in the addition of a third, or
until there is au unlimited room tbe queen
can occupy. Therefore, it is unnecessary
to winter such enormous colonies in enor-

POULTRY BOOK
Itdi-ats with all Ibo!,*; ftul.jecta which t«Dd
io tht poultry bu.sjoess, trest«<l by
"'^''BnsK^^^ the masterful hand of experieDce. Nosubject
neglecled, it hits them all. It's practical ; can be adopted by everybody in the poultry business. Telle about the renowned Reliable
tncnhators and l(rond4»rH, Book sent for 10c to cover poatagi?

^^^^^^^^^loMuccesa

Reliable Incubator

&

Brooder Co., Box

Please mention Bee Journal

B2« Qulncy. HI

when

writinfir

'
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granulated sugar. This was what interested me. I presume thai the bees gathered it very rapidly, so that the transformation into glucose or levulose was not
complete, or as complete as usual. Thus
there was more of the sweeter cane-sugar
than in the usual honey. This was also the
reason why the peculiar honey-flow was so
little to be detected.
A large tableful of
people all noticed the swe*>t character of
the honey, and the very delicate flavor. 1
have tasted honey made from cane-syrup
which was not as sweet, and was more
characterized by the usual honey-flavor

Surreys. Stanhopes. Phaetons, Driving Wagons and
Spring Wagons, Light and Heavy Harness. Sold Direct
to the User by the Maker at Wholesale Prices.

BUGGIES,

P( rfoct in overy detail of naaterial. worJimansLip and flmsli.
Any style
vehicle sent anywhere for examination before purchase. Wherever you
you can buy of us and save nionc}'. We make all the vehicles we
advertise. Larce free book tells our plan in detail. Send for it.
live

-

i.;._

.

EDWARD W. WALKER

CABBIflGE CO.,

50 Eighth
whun

Please mention Bee journal

St.,

Soshen

Ind,

writing.

than was

The Novelty Pocket-Knife
(A heavier and strouger kuile than the one

HOWARD

we

(This Cut

is

M. MELBEEp

wish put on the Knife.
The Novelty Knife

to

Rev. Charles M. Sheldon, author of ''In
His Steps." one of the most widely read
books in the English language, has written
an article which establishes the practicability of the teachings of Christianity as
set torth in hi> book, which have been put
to the test in innumerable religious bodies
the world over. Mr. Sheldon declined to

Knife.)

say just what name and address you

indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the handle. It is made beautifully
which is as transparent as plass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side
name and residence of the Subscriber.
The Material entering- into this celebrated knife is of the verv best quality; the blades afe
hand-forg-ed out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters
are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver
wire; the linings are plate brass: the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the
handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usag-e.
Why Own the Novelty Knife? Incaseag-ood knife is lost, the chances are the owner will
never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling,
and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the Noveltit's, vour
Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in case of death, your relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.
How appropriate this knife is for a present What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us THRKE new si'bscribers to the Bee Journal (with $3.00), and we will also send to
each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book. Bees and Honey. We will club the
Novelty Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

have been away up to

Christianity Practical in Worldly
Affairs ?

Is

is

of indestructible celluloid,
of the handle is placed the

I

Julian. 38 miles from a railroad. This is in
San Diego County, and is in a very fin©
honey region. The honey crop has been
small, but good, and the bees are now in
fine condition.
A. J. Cook,
1.08 Angeles Co.. Calif., Sept. 20.

offered heretofore.)

the Full Size of the

this.

The past week

HONEYVILLE, O.

Vour Name on the Knife.— When ordering, be sure

1899.

5,

write for publication anything relating to
his individual work in applying his teachings of "In His Steps.'' until others were
convinced that those teachings were appliHe has now
cable to everyday afl'airs.
taken up his pen and shown that the quesmay b&
tion, " What Would Christ Do
answered by every Christian, and the precept followed. " Is Christianity Practical
in Worldly Affairs '" will be publisht in

V

the

November

Ladies'

Home

Journal.

!

UkuHoE W. YORK

CO., ll» michigatt St.,

Sc

CHICAGO.

Carloads

Convention Notice.
Illinois.— The annual meeting of the Northern
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
at the Court House in Rockford, 111., on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 17 and 18, 1890. All
are cordially invited.
B. Kennedy, Sec.

New

Milford,

111.

A New Feed Grinder.— The

Wheel

Electric

Company, whose

several line« of goods are
familiar to our readers, are out this season with
a new feed grinder. Their card appears on an-

of Bee-

Any who intend buying a feed
other page.
grinder will please write The Electric Wheel
Company, Quincy, 111., f()r special catalog, and
mention the American Bee Journal.!
l

Hives

.

Sections.

Shipping-Cases,
Comb Foundation

and EVERYTHING used

m

in the bee-indusu
W u
ili
in America.
supply dealers as well as consumeis.
ery,4i>,000 feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.
_\

We

.

.

We ha%e Diy Kiln, Improved MacliinWe make'prompi shipment. Write

INTER-STATE MFG.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

CO., Hudson. St. Croix Co.. Wis.

writing.

Lyon Mfg.
b
NEW LONDON,

Page

Co.

WIS.,

Operates two Sawmills that

cut,

Bee^Keepers' Supplies^

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

Send

Write Mr. Brosius for circulars, prices, etc.,
saying you saw his advertisement in the American Bee Journal.

annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus se-

curing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

this firm to furnish the

i

A Famous Dehorning Knife.— The

advertisement »>f A. C. Brnsius. of i ochranville, Pa.»
makes its first appearance in this issue of our
paper for the new season's business. Our readers will remember this gentleman as being the
manufacturer of the now lamous Dehorning
Knife which has been of such great value to
stockmen everywhere. This is the dehorner
which took highest award at the World's Fair.
It differs from all other devices of its class in
the fact that it cuts evenly from tour sides at
once. This prevents all bruising and crushing
of the horn and constitutes the most humane
way of removing the horns. Then, too, it is a
(juick and safe way for both man aud animal.
.

BEST UOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

for Circular and

•

=':*,

Bee-Hives, Sections, Shipping^ everything used by bee-

Casp:s

Orders tilled pr()mptly.
f'lr Catalog. Minnesota Bee*
Keepers' Supply MIg. Co., Nicollet
Island. Minneapolis, Minn. ISAtf
KeejK-rs.

Semi

a®- IF

—

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

That covers the wnole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other publisht, send $1.2S
A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

to Prof.

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

Bee-Keepers' Guide.
Don't

fail

to

iiieiilioii

\\k

IIci!

Jturnal when writing iulvertisers.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.
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Bee- BOOKS mmv AND BEESWAX

THe B66-Ke6D6r'S

J

sent postpaid bv
Georoe W. York

Manual

Or,

PROE

A.

].

for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G. Newman.— Itis nicelv illustrated, contains 160 pages,
beautifully printed in the highest style of the
Price,
art, and bound in cloth, gold-lettered.
cloih, 75 cents; in paper, 50 cents.

m

COOK,

460 Pages-16th 1899 Edition 18th Thousand— $1 25 postpaid.

—

and
magrnificent bonk

latest edition of Pr<jf. Cook's
of MjO pagfes, in neat and substantial cloth bindingr, we propose to give
to our present subscribers, for the work of g-etting^

loth

NEW

away

subscribers for the American Bee

Journal.

Given \or

TWO New

Subscribers.

The following offer is made to present subscribers only, and no premium is also given to
the two NEW subscribers— simply the Bee Journal for one year:
Send us two new subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with $2.(X)!, and we will mail you a c<^ipy
of Prof. Cook's book FREE as a premium.
Prof. Cook's book alone sent for SI. 25, or we club
it with the Bee Journal for a year — both for only
But surely anybody can get only
$1.75.
new subscribers to the Bee Journal for a year,
and thus g'et the book as a premium. Let every
body try for it. Will YOLJ have one?

TWO

Michijran

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

CHEAP rS
Located on the

^^
^^
And

Illinois Central R. R. in

SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS

^^
^^

World.

30A10t

CHICAQO,

Row, Room

when

413,

writing.

w
T

4
^

convinced.

.

Catalog for the a-^king.
Successor to

F. Muth & Son and A. Muth,
2146-4S Central Ave.,
CINCINNATI, O.
40 Vtf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

»

Chas

S1."0.

Blenen-Kultur. by Thos. G Newman.— This
is a tierman translation of the principal portion
of the book called " Bees and Honey." loO-page
pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.
Bienenzucht und Honiggewinnung, nach der
ncuesten methode (German) by J. F. Eggers.—
This book gives the latest and most approved
methods of bee-keeping in an easy, comprehensive style, with illustrations to suit the subject,
so pages, board cover. Price, 50 cents.

Bee-Keeping for Profit, by Or. G. L. Tinker,
^Revised and enlarged. It details the author's
" new system, tir bow to get the largest yields of
comb or extracted honey." 80 pages, illusfated.

for 100 colo-

Dr. Howard's Book on Foul Brood.— Gives the
McEvoy Treatment and reviews the experiments of others. Price, 25 cents.
Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by G. R.
30 cts.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.- Origin, Development and Cure. Price, 10 cents.
Capons and Caponizing, by Dr. Sawyer, Fanny
Field, and others.— Illustrated. All about caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most

Kansas

City, Sept. 14.— The supply of comb
very light. Scarcely any extracted on
We quote fancv 1-ponnd comb
14«il5c; No. 1, 13(tr,i4c: No. 1 amber, 12(g,'13c. Ex
tracted, white, 7c; amber, 5<g'Uc: daik. 4faiSc.

honey

is

the market.

Beeswax,

New
amber,

22 a 25c.

York,

%vhite,

1,

C. C.

o4 pages.

Price, 20 cents.

York's Honey Almanac

,

a neat little 24-page
pamphlet e^-pecially gotten up with a view to
creating a demand for honey. A very effective
helper in working up a home market for honey.
Prices: A sample for a stamp; 25 copies for 40c;
is

50 for 60c; 100 for $1.00; 250 for$2.25; 500 for 34.00
For 25 cents extra we will print your name and
address on the front page, when ordering l0t> or
more copies at these prices.

*

Co.

Sept. 20.— Fancy

13(u*14c:

lOfo'Uc;

whUe, 15c: No
fancy amber, IKmiic; No. 1,
buckwheat, 9^10c. Beeswax

Hildreth & Segelken.
San Francisco, Aug. 25.— White comb, 11^®
12^^c; amber, 8(a^l0c.
light amber, 654(^^7c.

Extracted, white, 7J4(§i7K»

Beeswax,

26f^27c.

The market remains unfavorable

to the buying interest, and is likely to so continue thruout
the season, with supplies of very moderate volume, not only here, but also in the interior.

Cleveland, Aug. 18. — New honey scarce and
good demand. Fancy white, 15c; No. 1 white,

in

fancy amber, 12c; No. 1 amber. ]0(«)llc.
A. B. Williams & Co.
Albany, Sept. 26.— We quote: Fancy white
I5c;
comb,
No. I white, 13((>14c; mixt, ll(a;l3c;
buckwheat, 10@llc. Extracted, white, siajgc;
mixt, 6j'^(tt>7c; dark, 6. Beeswax, 26Caj28c.

13fc*14c;

M \cDouGAL &
McCuUoch & Co.

Successors to Chas.

Co.

Boston, Sept. 21.— Fancy white comb. 1-pouad
sections, l6c: A No. 1, 14«iil5c; No. 1, 13(&13%c;
No.

2, ll(rt+12c.

Beeswax,

White amber extracted, S^SJ^c,

27c.

New comb honey

is coming in very slowly^
showing a general shortage all over the country,
Blake, Scott & Leb.
Buffalo, Sept. 29.— There are virtually na

arrivals of strictly fancy white comb honey.
The very little arriving is poor, and the best of
it brings 14 cents. We believe extra fancy would
bring l5(e''16 cents, and any grade will sell well
here. If receipts do not increase we may reasonably look for possibly higher prices. There
is a verj' strong demand, quickly taking the
Batterson .i Co.
few arrivals.

Omah.\, Aug. 16.— Still very

little

doing and

receipts so light that a market price has really
not been establisht. Little lots of choice new
comb are still going at 14('il5c, but a good manydealers will not touch it at these prices, and la
order to place larger quantities at this time a
considerably lower figure would have to be
made. In the course of another month, when
the weather is cooler and the taste for fruit&
more fully satisfied, the demand for honey will
be more general and a more reliable market caa
be quoted. Extracted is slow sale at 7<ai7''2C.

Peycke Bros.
Detroit, Sept. 11. — Honey-producers accus->
tomed to selling in Detroit have hard work ta
satisfy local trade. Very little honey in market.
White comb, 14(ail5c; dark, 12(« 13c. White extracted, 7J4(^8c. No dark wanted. Beeswax^
M H. Hunt & Son.
23@25c.

WANTED.— Comb
price, kind,

and extracted honey; state
and quantity.

R. A.
33A13t

BURNETT &

103 So.

Water

CO.,

St.,

Chicago,

111.

WANTED. — Fancy

white comb honey in noState price, kind and
drip shipping-cases.
C,
H. W. Weber.
quantity.
Successor to Chas. Muth & Son and A. Muth^
214o-:s

Central Ave., Cincinn:iti, O.

Your

Poultry for Market and Poultry for Profit, by
Business.

Sz

Demand good for all kinds of comb honey*
and ready sale. Extracted in good demand also,
excepting buckwheat, at unchanged prices.

Fanny Field.— Tells everything about Poultry
]

Clemons

dull at 25(ai26c.

Field.— Everything about Poultry Diseases and
o4 pages.
Price, 20 cents.

honey.

WE carry a complete line of Root's
goods and sell at their .prices. To Parties IN THE South we offer a saving in
freight.
Send us your orders and be

X

is

Chicago, Sept. 2'>.— Fancy white comb honey
brings 15c; No. 1, 13(ail4c; ambers, 10(ail2c; dark,
Extracted, white, in cans, 7^(s*8c; Jiibar-'
rels, 7(Si7;-2c; amber, 6j^@7c.
Beeswax, 26c.
The receipts are incieasing and sales are becoming more frequent. Shipments are coming*
to hand in good order, and when properly prepared will do so until we get zero weather, after
which it is liable to crack, and break away from
the frames.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

9(<i-10c.

their Cure.

Muth's Square Glass Honey Jars are
just the thing you want now to develop
your home market for 3'our extracted

j£

a translation of his latest German
book on bee-culture. It has 350 pages, bound in

—This

money in poultry-raising. 04 pages. Price, 20c.
Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the Poultry
Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by Fanny

Root's Goods.

4 BEE-SUPPLIES Root's Prices.
Langstkoth Hi\ks, Muth's Honey^
V
ExTK.^CTORS, Etc.
T

Advanced Bee-Cutture, Its Methods and Management, by W. Z. Untchinsou.— The author of
this work ts a practical and entertaining writer.
You should read his book; 90 pages, bound in
paper, and illustrated. Price, 50 cents.
Rational Bee=Keeping, by Dr. John Dzierzoa.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R. Cheshire.— lis Cause aad Prevention. Price, 10 cts.

ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal

the very best of queen-bees are reared in perBound in cloth
fect accord with Nature's way.
and illustrated. Price, $1.00.
A B C of Bee=Culture, by A. I. Root.— A cyclop.-edia of 4ii0 pages, describing everything pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. Contains
300 engravings. It was written especially for
beginners. Bound in cloth. Price, $1.20.

Pierce.— Result of 25 years' e.\perieuce.

SKENE, Land Commissioner,
Cent. R. R. Co., Park

bv G. M. Doolittle.— A method by which

ing. Price, for 50 colonies, $1.00;
nies. Si. 25.

Write for Pamphlets and Maps.

111.

Price, 51.25.

Apiary Register, by Thomas G. Newman.Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather bind-

CORN AND HOGS,

E- P.

plied,

fully iliustrated.

Oueen=Rearing, as Practically Ap-

Price, 25 cents.

adapted to the

mmi^t

and

Scientific

Bee-Keeping for Beginners, by Dr. J. P. H.
-A practical and condenst

raif'ing uf

Soil

in cloth

Brown, of Georgia.

YAZOO VALLEY
— specially

omy

contains a full delineation of the anatand physiology of bees. 460 pages, bound
It

treatise on the honey-bee, giving the best modes
of management in order to secure the most
profit. 110 pages, bound in paper. Price, 50 cts.

also located on the Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley R. R. in the famous

of Mississippi

tific.

paper covers,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
lis

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
classic in bee-culture has been
entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated. It
treats 'of everything relating to bees and beekeeping. No apiarian library i-- complete without this standard work by Rev. L. L. Langstroth— the Father of American Bee-Culture. 1'
has 520 pages, bound in cloth. Price, $1.25.
Bee-keepers' Guide, or Manual of the Api?ry,
bv Prof. A. J. Cook, of the Michigan Agricultural ColU'ge.— This book is not only instructive
and helpful as a guide in bee-keeping, but is
interesting and ihoroly practical and scien-

Dadant.— This

A description of the book here is quite unnecessary it IS simply the most complete scientific
and practical bee-book publisht to-day. Fully
illustrated, and all written in the most fascinating' style. The author is also too well-known to
the whole bee-world to require any introduction.
No bee-keeper is fully equipt, or his library
complete, without The Bee-Keepkks' Guide.
This

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

& Co. 118 Mich. St. Chicago.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary

of the Apiary,
BY

S

I

I

We

HONEY

buy it,n(» matter
where you are. Address^
will

rivitii'- description and price,
34Atf THOS. C. STANLEY & SON, Fairfierd,

III.

r.OLDEX BliAUTY

BY RETURN MAIL ITALIAN yUEENa
— reared from Imi'Oktkd Mothers.
511

Untested^

cents; Tested, il.uO.

TERRflL BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Go,

Tex.

Please mention the Bee Journal,

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
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Oct.

Latest Improvements.
Perfect Goods.
Very Reasonable Prices.

Sections,

Dadant's Foundation.

Year

Why

Extractors, Etc,

does

it sell

so well?

EVERYTHING A
BEE=KEEPER NEEDS. **»**»»*
Catalog and copy of

^/)

We guarantee

r's<;

satisfaction.

it has always g-iven better satisfaction than any other.
in 22 years there have not been any

Because

What more can anvbodv do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS, No SAQaiNQ, No

Because

but thousands ol

complaints,
ments.

Year

LOSS.

compli-

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

"The American Bee=Keeper"— FREE.
Send name

THE

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

for our Catalog-,

W. T. FfllcONER MFG. GO.,
JAMESTOWN,

.years^SO cents per

We sell

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

N. Y.

The American Bee-Keeper is
^nd has been publisht by us

1899.

^'^

Hives, Shipping-Cases
•

5,

a live Monthly,
for ihe past lu

j'ear.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing,

were lookiu^^
tiere is the Thing y"^»
r tor the last winter

The New Champiou

Langstrolh

WINTER-CASE...

Ttie Classic in

which does away with all unnecessary work, and in which the bees
will not die in the coldest winter.
Send for special prices on quantitv
'
wanted.
R. H. SCHMIDT & CO..

Sheboygan, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

QUEENS

011

the Honey-Bee, Revised.
Bee-Culture— Price, $1,25, by

Mall.

=

Beeswax Wanted
at all times.

chas. dadant & son,
Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing

III.

Smokers, Sections,
Comb Foundatioa
FKEE

14Aly

An<l all Apiarian Suppliei
rhrB|i.
St^nd for
_
K. T. t'LANAUAN, BfllevUlc, 111'

Culalogue.

Please nientiou the Bee Journal.

M. H.

HUNT & SON,

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

at

ROOT'S PRICES.

Shipping'-Cases and Danz. Cartons are what
yon need to displav and ship vour honev in.

Send

for Catalog^.

'

BelL BRANCH. MiCH.

•THIS-*

Wood
,1

^°-^trss^-^p^'--

BiDder

—SUBSCRIBE FOR THE—

will hold one year's numbers
of the Amekican Bee Journal
and will be sent by mail for
30 cent!4. Full directions

Farmer's

accompany each Binder. The
issues ot the Jouknal can be

.

ence in book form.
By paying for a year's subscription STRICTLY IX ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, post-

Louisville,

Ky*

HOME

Please mention Bee Journal

paid, for 10 cents extra.

HONEY

ADDRESS,

OKO. ^V. VORK & CO.
lis Mich. St., Chicago,

Home Journal,

A practical business paper for the farmer. It treats of farming and stock breeding from both
practical and scientific standpoints. It is the oldsst and best linown agricultural weekly in the
South. If you have anything to sell send us vour advertisement. Every farmer who e.xpects to
mi.x "braitis with muscle" in his business should read this paper. Subscription price, fl. 00 per
JOURNAL, Louisville, Ky.
PARMER'S
year. Sample copy free. Address,

inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-

^

LEAHY MFG. CO. "'MrsSa*:^'

when

writing.

JARS.

1-pound square, $4. TO per pross, witli corks S gross, S4.50 per gross. Labels,
60c per gross $1.00 for SOO. We have several styles of Jars for retailing honey.
;

111.

;

CARTONS.
If

HONEY.
Buy now before advance

in

VEILS.
prices.

.9"2C
cans Pure Alfalfa Clover
Half barrels (300 lbs.) Easswood9c
Clover
Full barrels (600 lbs.) Pure Amber_

60-lb.

.

Honey

Wn.

.

"-'4

THE BEST,

with silk face. 35 cents each

;

If

not sat-

Sample

S cents.

YORK,

N. Y.

5 for $1.50. postpaid.

isfactorv, vou can return.

BASSVVOOD EXTRACTED HONEY,

Catalog

free.

Please mention Bee Journal

I. J.
when wriung.

in cans, 8'4C

pound.

STRINGHAM,
105

Park Place,

NEW

c

A. SELSER,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

10 Vine Street,

vou use these, send for a sample before buying.

"'^^'^

^"^'"^

Please Mention the Bee Journal Advertisers.

QEORGE W. YORK,

Editor

^^•(f-(f-f)-f)'f)-f)-(f-(|)'(f-(f-(f-(|)-(f-f)-f)-(f-(|)-^^^
CHICAGO,

39th YEAR,

ILL,

OCTOBER

12,

No,

1899.

41,

this year than in any year since 1895,
accounted for bj- the unfavorable weather, especially during the clover bloom.
His entire honey crop from the 80 colonies, spring
count, is about 5,000 pounds, 800 of which is comb honey.
As there has been no honey coming in since the middle of
July, the chances are the colonies will all require to be fed
before winter. As will be noticed, the hives appear with
estracting-supers, which are divided from the brood-chamber with queen-bars or queen-excluders.
The building to the right in the background is the
honey-house, where extracting, etc., is done, and honey is
stored until shipt. The other building is a work-shop,
where Mr. Pettit makes all his hives and parts. Beneath
this building is a stone cellar, where the bees are wintered.
It is kept dark, well ventilated, and at a uniform temperature.
The ventilating system is of Mr. Pettit's own invenAt the center of the end of the
tion, and is very unique.
building facing the bee-yard is an outside stairway leading
to the cellar-door.
The door fits tightly, but has a number

swarms per colony
which

Apiary of Mr.

S. T. Pettit,

of Ontario, Canada.

BY A REPORTER FOR THE FARMER
illustration on
THE
Pettit's bee-yard,

S

ADVOCATE.

page represents Mr. S. T.
Elgin county, Ont. as it appeared
on Aug. 9, the day of our visit. The hives are not all
shown, as the camera could not be situated so as to take in
the whole yard to good advantage. Enough is shown, however, to indicate the general order of the yard, the honeyhouse and the work-shop where hives, supplies, etc., are
this

in

Apiary of Mr.

,

S. T. Pettit, oj

Elgin

Co., Out..

made. In round numbers the yard contains 100 colonies,
being an increase of 20 since they were brought out of the
cellar in spring.
Mr. Pettit makes a specialty of

comb honey, and his
bee-yard would look more natural showing the hives with
comb-honey supers, but these were all removed at the end
of the honey-flow about the middle of July. In fact, comparatively little comb honey' was produced this season,
owing to the paucity of new swarms, which Mr. Pettit uses
for comb-honey production. Mr. Pettit received less new

is

Canada.

— (From

tlie

Farmer's

.

Itii-ocate.)

of 2-inch holes covered with wire-screen. Covering the
stairs on a level with the ground is a pair of doors which lie
flat when closed, and it is thru one of these that the ventilator is placed.
It consists of an 8x8 inch square box 20
inches long. This fits perpendicularly in the door, and has
a slide passing thru it, which can be opened or closed, as

appears necessary by the temperature of the cellar. The
top end is covered with wire-screen. Now, in order to exclude the light, an inverted box rests loosely on the top, and
at the bottom end a similar box hangs bottom down.
Both

—
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boxes are about three inches larger than the ventilator,
which they telescope about two inches each. A similar
ventilator is provided for each of the two windows, so that
a free circulation of air is admitted without the possibility
of light entering- the cellar. The temperature of the cellar
is held at from 40 to 42 degrees, which prevents breeding,
and holds the consumption of honey down to a minimum,
and at the same time retains the vitality of the bees to the

Oct. 12, 1899.

tions fitted with foundation in this way the bees fill them
evenly.
11, bee-space of 5/16 inch, created by six blocks numbered 13 on divider number 9. The advantage of this extra
bee-space at the sides of the super is to allow for a double
quantity of bees to keep up necessary animal heat, which
is advantageous to the finishing up and capping the combs
in the sections.

greatest possible degree.
it appears in the engraving
the extracting-supers are to be
removed, the hives weighed, and the bees fed where necessary. Each hive should contain about 30 pounds to commence the winter. About Nov. 17 the bees will be transferred to the cellar, where they will remain till the time arrives to set them out in the spring.
We would draw attention to the proprietor of the apiary
sitting in the shade of the tree in the foreground. He is
wearing his bee-veil attacht to the rim of a straw hat,
drawn tightly from the rim and tuckt under his braces and
drawn tightly across the breast, which holds the veil away
from the face and neck, thus making a sting in those regions impossible. After the photograph was taken, Mr.
Pettit recognized that his trouser legs should have been
tuckt inside his socks, that he would appear like a beekeeper at his work. When the trousers are thus tuckt in
the bees cannot walk up inside to create trouble for themselves and the individual wearing the trousers. We would
also point out the solar wax-extractor sitting in the foreground, near the clump of flowering shrub. It is set on a
pivot, on which it can be revolved to face the sun thruout
the day.

The j'ard was to
until about Sept. 20,

remain as

when

A COMB-HONEY HIVB AND

ITS

ARRANGEMENT.

following the description of Mr. Pettit's hive, some
important points in his system of comb-honey production
will be understood.
1 represents the cover, beneath which is a cushion 2
inches thick, of soft, fine hay, and beneath this is a cottoncloth, of hard, white cotton-duck, which rests on the sections.
2-2 are section supers, one-quarter inch deeper than the
sections used. Mr. Pettit's are 17's inches square, inside
measurement, each holding 36 sections.
3, queen bar or excluder, which covers the brood-chamber, admitting only worker-bees to the supers.
4, brood-chamber.
5, wedges of wood one inch deep in front, graduallj'
tapering to a point at the back. These are used in summer
Bj'

\^

Mm^m^

The Indoor Wintering' of Bees.
BY

C.

P.

DADANT.

allow a stranger to ask j'our opinion or advice in relation to
PLEASE
have in mind to build a
a wintering- place or house for my bees.
I

house with double walls, fi, 8 or lb inches between the outside sidingand inside ceiling-, and fill the space with div sawdust, have a
double floor filled in the same way. Seven feet between lower and upper
floors. I can carpet or cover the upper floor with sawdust. I will be very
glad to have 3'our opinion in the matter. Also, how much space does it
require to place 75 to 100 hives with bees, and the best and most proper
way to ventilate the room ? Any suggestions will be thankfully received.
R. R. Jackson, Allamakee Co., Iowa.
Yours truly,

We
to the

have often heard of bee-houses being used similar
one mentioned in the above enquiry, but have never

seen or tried them ourselves. Any repository in which the
bees may be kept at an even temperature slightly above the
freezing-point may be considered as a safe place to keep
bees over wititer if the place is also dry and quiet, tho the
latter consideratioia is of less importance, as it is evident
that bees do get used to noise and the trepidation which is
common in noisy sports.
The question of proper temperature is by far the most
important in this connection. It often happens that misinformed people try to winter their bees in empty rooms
where the changes of temperature, altho less sudden and extreme than out-of-doors, are still quite great. These attempts have almost invariably proven failures. This is
very easily explained. When the temperature is low, say
below the freezing-point, the bees have to consume a quantity of honey proportionate to the rigor of the weather, in
order to keep up the bodily heat, which, in a healthy colony
should never get below the temperature of the blood. This
consumption of stores necessarily causes their bowels to
become more or less distended with fecal matter according
less if the food be of best quality,
to the qualitj- of the food
more if of dark honey or honey loaded with pollen.
In a natural outdoor wintering the bees will, at the first
warm day, have the necessarj' opportunity to unload their
bowels, but if they are confined in a room they will become
restless and will suffer, and eventually die. On the other
hand, in the same repository, when the temperature is
higher than necessary, they feel the natural instinct to
take flight and also become restless. They often try to
rear brood, and this adds the necessity of securing water,
which adds to their discomfort when in confinement.
If one had but two or three colonies and plenty of leisure, and was so interested in the bees that he would be sure
not to forget them, they might be confined in anj' dark
room, so it was sufficietitly sheltered, and take them out on
warm days. This would of course be much better than outdoor wintering, but it is not possible with a large number
of colonies, owing to the work it would entail, and the fact
that sotne winter days are warm for a few short hours onl)-,
so the colonies that were taken out last, out of a lot of 75,
might not have a fair opportunity to take flight.
In years past we were in the habit of wintering two
of our apiaries indoors in otir home we have a portion of
our cellar partitioned o&' from the main part purposely for
the bees. We have not used it of late because the winters
have not proven injurious. When our bees were in the
cellar, my father, who has a great taste for experiments,
used to go to the bees several times in the week, and at different hours, to ascertain their condition. He invariably
found that they were quiet at a temperature between 40 and
45 degrees, Faiir. Below this point they would show bj'
their hum that a little warmth was needed. Above it they
were also restless, and an occasional bee would stray out of
its hive and fly up to the light brought in.
I remember that an old York State bee-keeper had publicly stated that the bees could stand a very high temperature when in the cellar, provided the moisture in the
air of the cellar was adequate to the rise in temperature.
This he so strenuously maintained in public arguments
that I took pains ,to interview him at a convention, and
found out, to my great surpri.se, that he had no thermometer in his cellar, and was only " guessing" at the temperature mentioned by him.
A thermometer costs but a trifle from 25 to 40 cents

—

;

Pettit

Co»ib-Honey Hive amt Aryangement.

to allow ventilation, and they also raise the front of the
hive so as to induce the bees to go up the side-walls of the

hive and the brood-combs near the back of the hive.
6, floorprojects 3'2 inches in frontof the brood-chamber.
This
7-7, stand of two 6-inch boards and two 7-inch.
rests on bricks, as shown.
8, comb-honey supers, same as 2.
9-9, divider set on two of the sides of the super, as
It is Js-inch thick, and has 's-inch
in position.
holes, thru which the bees pass to the sections.
10, section in position, resting on T tins 12, and against
a divider. The section is filled with light foundation of
good quality, within 3/16 inch of the bottom. With sec-

shown

—

—
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and I strong^ly urge all who wish to winter their bees in a
repository to place one of these instruments in the room.
It matters but little whether the room used is above or
below the surface of the g'round, if the temperature may be
retained at the point I have mentioned. But it seems to me
much more difficult to retain sufficient heat for the purpose
in a room above ground, even in a repository lined with
sawdust in a climate like that of northern Iowa. In a very
hard winter, unless the room contains enough bees to keep
up the heat inside, we all know that the cold will, after
awhile, penetrate a very thick lining of non-conducting'
material. How nearly the temperature may be kept to the
proper degree cannot be assured except by such as have
tried

it.

But

to

my

mind,

and much safer

in a hilly country,

it

would be cheaper

make the repository partly, if not altogether, in the ground. The natural temperature of cellars
is higher than that required by the bees, and it is much
easier to bring in cold air than warm air, unless we fuss
to

with a stove, which would lead to trouble without end. So
very probably a cellar would be best.
I have in mind a cave owned by Mr. Parent, of Benton
Co., Minn., which seems to me to be about as cheap a building as may be had. I understand that in those cold regions
there is but little to fear from dampness during the winter,
because the ground being frozen to a great depth there is
no possible chance for surface water to infiltrate. Thus
they are perfectlj' safe from a danger against which we
must carefully guard in our latitude.
The cave is dug in a gentle slope, closed with a double
door, with a good bed of straw between the doors. Its walls
and roof are entirely of ground boarded up, and the beehouse is placed above it. This kind of a repository is certainly better than a house-cellar, which is often enough out
of the ground to become very cold, and in which one places
all sorts of vegetables that are apt to more or less vitiate the
air.
The bee-cave is made only for the bees, and thej' are
there in perfect quiet.
In another article I will consider the questions of ventilation, of the space required, and of the time most suitable
for the removal of the bees to the repository.

Hancock

Co.,

ing difference of quantily, not quality.
Soon after reading Mr. Bates' reply, I took a small
drop of honey to represent specially thick nectar, a small
bit of candied honey to represent still more fully evaporated nectar, and a little sugar to represent that entirelj'
dried down. Upon these separately I placed small drops of
water no larger than the amounts of sweetening, just laying the water carefully on top with no stirring. In a less
time than dew remains on flowers after it forms, these were
all of evenly uniform densitj', with no layers that were to
be detected by examination. Should thin nectar dry gradually, it would thicken uniformly unless the waxy nature
of the thick product should cause a thick film to adhere at
the sides or edg'es, and thus be held at the top instead of
on the bottom of the thinner portion.
Regarding Mr. Bates' last statement, I will only say
that I have made mortar in my day and am familiar with
it, and that it is not lime in a state of suspension in water,
but water in a state of adsorp/ion in lime, and that it has no
illustrative bearing on the subject.
I don't wisli to make this subject seem too important
and so I will imitate Mr. Bevins by crawling back into mj'
hole and I promise not to speak up again, and to cheerfully give Mr. Bates, "Cogitator," or both, the right to
have the last word if they desire it.
:

Monterey

BY

A.

NOKTON.

remarks upon this subject I did not mention
INMr. A. J. Bates by name, partly to avoid offense by antagonizing him personally. And I would not further
mention the subject, or him personally, but that his reply
on pages 515-16 contains so many mistakes, as it seems to
my humble judgment, and that he has brought out the per
sonal feature so as to make it no object to avoid it.
If Mr. Bates \vill permit me I will call his attention, in
first

a fraternal spirit, to some errors of statement of his in said
His first stateinent I do not really grasp as to
reply.
whether he deals with ripe honey absorbing moisture in the
comb or with thin honey parting with moisture, the thin
part being drawn to the mouth of the cell. I think he overlooks the fact that (whichever way he means) the honey
would never ripen or become entirelj' thin if the thinner
parts did not take from that which is thicker. And the
rapidity of the ripening of honey comes from the great
readiness with which this is done.
The thick honey in the cell would staj' thick with a
thin surface, or the thin honey would remain thin with a
thick surface (not being at the top exactly, but on one side,
from its position in the comb), but that, as .soon as one part
becomes different from the rest, the thicker part is quickly
made into the same consistency as that of the thinner part
by the absorption of part of its sweetness.
Mr. Bates is mistaken in his second statement, for the
earth and most objects upon it g'ive off heat faster than
does the air. Hence the air, %vhere it comes in contact with
cooler objects than itself, has its vapor condenst into dew.
Dew would never form by contact of air with objects
warmer than itself, as he states on page 516. From my remembrance of the structure of red clover blossoms with
their slender, partly-closed tubes, the dew would not form
within them, since dew does not *' fall," as .so many use the
term and it would probablj- not get into the nectaries unless it formed so plentifully over the heads as to flow over
into the tubes of the flowers.
Rain mig-htbeat in and wash
the nectar out but that is a different consideration.
I think the reason why the Italians work more
freely
on the red clover in the morning is that the flowers have
;

;

Co., Calif.

[We think this subject has been sufficiently exhausted
now, so we let the above conclude the discussion. Editor.]

The Dzierzon Non-Sperm Theory a Fallacy.
"

my
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been secreting nectar all night with nothing to deplete it,
while the morning's work leaves the flowers more or less
If any outside moisdestitute, so that bees forsake them.
ture iiappens to have gotten into the flowers, it will have
taken up the same kind of sweetening as that they hold, and
will doubtless be of the same lliickiicss as the rest of the
contents. Even before it has become equally thick, it is
equally good, needing only more evaporation, and involv-

III.

Density of Nectar in Flower-Cups.

I

BY C. THKILMANN.
Beedom Boiled Down," on page 538, we

INlowing

find

the fol-

"The

Dzierzon theory, says Deutsche lUustrierte Bienenzeitung, so far stands as solid as a rock,
and it will require more proofs than have yet been brought
against it, to budge it in the least."
This will probably be the last kick the Dzierzon nonsperm in drone-eggs will make, as many bee-keepers will
(according to Mr. Hasty 's afterthought, on page 566) try the
experiments set forth by Prof. Dickel, and the formula rec:

myself. All who will try it will most surely
be "comrades," as Mr. Hasty suggests.
For myself, with the experiments I had in 1883 with a
swarm, and again with five swarms the past July, I have
gained indisputable facts of the fallacy of the Dzierzon
theory. My formula is so simple and easily performed (see
page 500) that almost anj' bee-keeper can try it and satisfy
himself of its correctness, that bees can and will produce
either sex from eggs laid in worker-cells by a normal queen.
I will give the readers of the American Bee Journal the
experiments I made the past summer with five swarms, to
make sure of what I experienced heretofore.
On July 9 I prepared two swarms for stock colonies,
with starters in frames. July 11 a frame of the above was
taken and given to a swarm just issued and made queenless,
and put on the old stand after the old hive was removed
where they came from. The frame was partly stockt with
eggs in worker cells. The same evening the hive was removed to another stand, but the bees made a big commotion on account of dissatisfaction, and some deserted the
hive, but when put back to their old stand they quieted
down and seemed to be satisfied.
On examination, on the 19th, the frame was destitute
of eggs or larva;, and another frame with eggs was given
immediately; on July 2+ four queen-cells and two drones in
worker-cells were nearly completed, also about 300 workers.
On this day laying-worUers had already started laying
counted nine eggs in a newly-started queen-cell.
No. 2 swarmed July 11, and was treated the same, with
a frame of worker-cells stockt with eggs examined on the
24th there were found nine queens, ten drones, and two
worker-cells, all capt. This swarm also changed stands like
the first.
No. 3 swarmed July 13, and treated the same as No. 2.

ommended by

—

;

—
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and accompanying bees will climb right up on
to the combs. Then I put the hive-cover in
place and go about my business.
If bees are hatching rapidly I do not leave
the frame of wire-cloth between the two hives
more than from 24 to 48 hours. If there should
not be a goodly number of bees hatcht in that
time I would leave it longer as a matter of
precaution, altho I by mo means regard it as a
necessity.
Any one can easily see that the above is
only a roomy way of caging the queen so near
the bees she is intended to serve that when
they are admitted to her presence she is regarded as one of the family. The presence
of the just-hatcht bees and the remaining
brood and the honey help to heighten the illu-

sion, if illusion

found 14 queens, 6 drones, and 300 to 400 worker-cells, all
capt on the 24th.
No. 4 swarmed July 13 a frame of all-worker-cells with
eg'gs was given, and on the 24th I found 22 queens, 20
drones, and probably 2,500 worker-pupa? all sealed and capt.
No. S swarmed July 14, and was treated as those above,
and I found 28 queens, 10 drones, and 800 to 900 workerpupa?, all capt on the 24th. There were no drone-cells on
any of the frames that were g-iven to the swarms.
I would say here that the caged queen should be taken
from the swarm as soon as all the bees have come back to
their old stand and new hive. The hive should not be
moved to another stand, as you will notice by my experiments of swarms Nos. 1 and 2. None except the first had
any laying-workers before they had laying-queens.
I photographt a frame from No. 4, 11 days after it was
given to the swarm. I had to take it 10 miles on a very
I

;

rough road, and
what mutilated.

it

was broken from

the
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frame and some-

BY LOUIS SCHOLL,

We

could get only the view of one side.
After I got home I gave it to the swarm again, but it took
from two to four days longer than the usual time for the
young bees to hatch out.
I send the photograph to the editor of the American
Bee Journal, and hope he will publish it. I also hope that
many bee-keepers will try the experiment nest year, and be
Wabasha Co., Minn.
convinced.

it is.

may

not be necessary, but I vrill saj'
further that the frame between the two hives
should have wire-cloth nailed to both sides of
it, and that there should be no opening thru which a bee
can by anj- possibility get below, or get outside, until releast by the removal of the frame.
Decatur Co., Iowa.
It

[Continued from page

SEC.
630.]

UNITING .\ND DIVIDING COLONIES.

When H. H. Hyde unites colonies, he destroys the queen
of one colony two days previous, then puts most of the
brood in the lower chamber of one, and sets the other body
on top, using tobacco-smoke on the bees. In dividing he
buys new queens, but prefers to rear them for the new
division he divides equally and removes the half with the
old queen to a new location.
Judge Terral does not look for the queen, but divides
equally and puts one in a new location.
;

Introducing- Queens

— More

Explicit Directions.

BY KDWIN BEVINS.

WORKING UP'A HOME MARKET FOR HONEY.

HAVE

I

received the following letter asking for more information about my method of introducing queens
:

On page 547, Mr. Edwin Bevinft tells how to introduce queens. Now
he of course means well, intending to assist the beginner, but how does
he presume a greeuhorn will proceed under his directions? He does not
say where to put the queen.
Two neighbors of mine are trying his method; one has put the queen
alone in the cage between the two hives, and one has placed her with her
retinue on the comb above the cage. Will Mr. Bevins please tell us thru
H. M. J.-iMESox.
the American Bee Journal just how he does it
Riverside Co., Calif.
'.'

No wonder Mr. Jameson asks for more light. I was
very much surprised and chagrined at the way the method
appeared in print on page 547 of the American Bee Journal.
I intended to send a correction sooner, but was prevented
by an illness that took me away to a health resort. Whether
I omitted to write fully, or whether the editor omitted to
print as I wrote, I am unable to say. Anyhow, I will give
the method as I have practiced it, and always with success.
[We printed it exactly as Mr. Bevins had written. Editor.]
When I have a queenless colony, and the weather is
warm enough so that hatching brood in an upper story will
not be chilled, I send for a queen, and when she arrives I
hunt for two frames having hatching brood and some
honey. These frames I place over the queenless bees in an
upper story above the frame of wire-cloth. The frames are
put close to one side of the hive. Then I ptit the cover on
so as to be over the frames and yet leave a space open on
the opposite side of the hive large enough to admit my
hands. Then I remove the tacks that hold the wire covering to the cage at the end opposite the candy, and with the
thumb of the left hand I hold the wire-cloth of the cage in
place until I can place the cage right down on the wirecloth of the frame close to the lower edge of one of the
frames of brood. Then with the fingers of the rig-ht hand
I turn up the loosened end of the cage-cover, and the queen

O. p. Hyde did not have much experience, as he ships
most of his honey. He peddled some around put up in

Mason

jars.

Judge Terral peddles it around, and lets people know he
has honey to sell. They know him as the " bee-man." He
advises working up a reputation and teaching and educating the people about honey. He does not advise to sell a
large quantity to a famih' at one time, as they generallj'
eat too much at first and then tire of honey. He said to put
He weighs it out
it up in small packages was expensive.
into the buyer's bucket.
Mr. Guess has also had trouble by selling too much at a
time, even 50 pounds at once while Messrs. Jones, Hyde,
Davidson and others accommodate their customers with as
much as they ask for. They have sold a whole barrel to a
family at a time, and had no trouble. People know what
honey is, and buy some from them every year.
Mr. Aten ships honey by the carload to Northern markets.
He has drummers along the road who sell by sample.
;

STARTING IN THE BEE-BUSINESS.
Mr. Salyer advises beginners to start on a small scale
with few colonies, study their habits, and read the best literature. Visit and stay with a practical apiarist, also attend bee-keepers' conventions. One year he fed his bees
early to stimulate brood-rearing, andstoptin April he lost
30 colonies b)' starvation, as he reared bees out of season.
He used to put new supers above the full ones instead of
under, when giving bees more room, and other such like
;

things.

A good many disctist this subject. Some advised to stay
with a practical apiarist first, while others advised studying
bee-books and papers first. After a long discussion, and
hearing the opinions of each, it was at last decided that it
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combine

was best

to

apiarist,

and

all

staying with
— practice,
and papers.

practical

reading- books

BEE-KEEPING COMPARED WITH OTHER PURSUITS.
"Is bee-keeping more profitable

in comparison with
other pursuits ?"
Mr. Salver said there was more money in bees for the
capital invested, altho he could make money at other pursuits.

O. P. Hyde gave some of his experience. He made
more money out of bees. He bought a lot of bees for SITS,
and received s!700 worth of honey from that lot the first
year, besides 50 colonies of increase.
Judge Terral said it was not advisable for beginners to
invest much in bees at once, but best for them to start with
very few colonies, and start cheaply by beginning with
swarms or bee-trees.
Mr. Davenport and others prefer to have other pursuits

combined with bee-keeping.
Pres. Jones says that it will pay an experienced person
to buy up several hundred colonies at once, but with the inexperienced it will not do.

BEST

WAY

TO REAR QUEENS.

the most profitable way to rear queens ?"
Mr. Davidson has reared queens by many methods, and
has made failures. He uses a modification of Alley's
•'

What

is

from Doolittle's, with which he
did not succeed. Place an empty comb in the breeder's
Then
hive, and in 3':^ days eggs will be hatcht into larva;'.
deprive one or two colonies of their queens and brood.
Don't leave any brood, and make nuclei with the queens.
Leave these colonies queenless over night, and early the
method, which

is

ures to his one.
H. H. Hyde askt,

—

;

SECOND DAY— Afternoon
BEST

WAY TO

Session.

RE.AR BEST QUEENS.

Mr. Atchley gets good queens out of cells from naturalswarm cells as any other method. Select all the good cells,
all

BUYING GOOD QUEENS.
••Can the honey-producer afford to buy good queens
rather than use the ordinary or poor ones he may have ?"
It was agreed upon by nearly all to buy good queens if
the bee-keeper has no means to rear good ones. He will be
greatly the looser if keeping poor queens, and can't afford
to tolerate them.
The following resolution was read and adopted
:

Resolved. That we, the Central Texas Bee-Keepers'
Association, in session assembled, do hereby extend Mr.
and Mrs. E. R. Jones, and the good people of the city, our
sincere and heartfelt thanks for the hospitable way they have
entertained us during our stay in their city and that this
resolution be incorporated in our minutes.
;

'•

bad ones.

to

COLOR OF HONEY AND COLOR OF COMB.
Does the color of the honey gathered have anything

do with the color of the comb ?"

All said yes.
Pres. Jones related a case of last spring when bees
gathered the darkest kind of honey, almost black, and yet
the comb was very white. It was honey-dew.
Mr. Aten said it was not honey, then. It was '•bugjuice," and the bees did not make the-^vhite comb from it.
" Is it a fact that queens reared from older larvae will
hatch later than queens from one-day-old larva;?" They
hatch first before the time of hatching good queens.

PREVENTION OF SW.^RMING.
the best method to prevent swarming ?"
Provide plenty of room give third and fourth super if
necessary. Can't prevent swarming after the bees get the
••

What is

;

swarming-fever.
Room, shade, and ventilation.
Mr. Brown said
Pres. Jones runs more closely for comb honey, which
taught him that plenty of room for the queen and also in
supers is best. Use a'young queen no other when producing comb honey.
BEES FOLLOWING THE APIARIST AROUND.
:

Why

not give two batches of cells ?
Mr. Davidson The royal jelly will be exhausted.
Mr. Davenport waits for colonies to start cells, then removes the larva;, and puts in larva; from his breeder.
Mr. Atchley says their plans of rearing cells is all right.
He spoke on the Doolittle and Alley plans, also other methods, and cautioned queen-breeders not to go too far, and not
to tear their colonies all to pieces making nuclei out of
them, as that is dangerous. Have only one nucleus to each
colony. Always have plenty of strong colonies to back
you, or you will soon be ruined, so don't make this inistake.
Judge Terral and Pres. Jones endorst strongly what
Mr. Atchley said. A queen-breeder has just so far to go,
and if he leans over just a little when the demand exceeds
his supply, he will g-enerally proceed too far, and is sure to
go down. Mr. Atchley is right about having large colonies
have only one nucleus to each, and if you get
to back you
a dollar out of it, it is just as good as found, as the strong
colony is still there tending to its business. This venturing
too far has ruined many a queen-breeder, as by tearing his
whole apiary to pieces he was left without any bees and no
strong colonies to back him.
Mr. Davidson also spoke on this, and before venturing
too far he returned the money if unable to fill the orders.
Mr. Atchley objects to both going too far or returning
the money. Have plenty of colonies to back you.

and destroy

Have colonies in good
condition with bees of the right age, and plenty of nursebees. Budded cell-cups in the upper story of a strong colony with moderate or good honey-flow gave good results.
He has had queens mated and laying in upper stories without running down liis old colonies. It is a hard matter to
have cells built in upper stories when conditions are not
He can tell bad and defecright, and no honey coming in.
tive cells on the third day, and selects his cells for good
queens.
method of rearing good queens.

different

next morning- get the comb with larv;e, cut it into strips of
one row of cells, destroy every other larva, then dip tlie
other side into melted beeswax, and attach it to the bottom
edge of the comb which has been cut out to give it a rounding bottoiTi. After leaving the cells in these hives for 24
hours, remove them to the top story of strong colonies, with
a comb of unsealed brood on each side, which brings up
nurse-bees to complete the cells. Make nuclei a day before
the cells hatch, and move the cells into strong nuclei when
ready. Close the entrance or the bees will go back. He believes dipping cells is all nonsense, and will cause two fail-
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Large colonies are not really
He reared some of his best
Always attend closely to

necessary to rear good queens.
queens in a little after-swarm.

business.
Pres. Jones prefers a strong colony in a cool spring,
also later in the season, as it can use a larger lot of cells.
Strong colonies are always essential, and none too good at
any time. Select good cells. He tried almost all methods
to rear queens, and prefers Doolittle's cups, also Pridgen's

;

'•
How can you find colonies of bees whose workers follow one around in the apiary ?"
H. H. Hyde watcht the kind of workers and found their
colony, dequeened it. and the trouble stopt.
Mr. Aten and others kill them, as they are only a few
bees from certain colonies.

BROOD-NEST BEFORE THE HONEY-FLOW.
"

How

would you prepare the brood-nest just previous
honey in Jamaica ?"
Mr. Aten has prolific queens lets them lay in all stories
to have lots of hatching bees just previous to the flow, and
the bees fill all cells with honey in upper stories, out of
which the young bees hatch.
O. P. Hyde— Strong colonies and good, prolific queens.
Study your "locality and know just when the flow starts.
Have plenty of hatching bees just before the flow, and let
the queen use all the stories. No queen-excluders. Bees

to honey-flow for extracted

:

fill

every

cell in the

upper stories as soon as the bees hatch

and crowd the queen down.
Mr. Atchley endorses the above plans. Plenty of empty
combs on hand'is as good as money in the bank.
SWEET CLOVER— ITS VALUE, ETC.
out,

A

question was askt

in

regard to sweet clover,

its

value, etc.

Mr. Davenport gave quite a lengthy talk on this subSow in the fall, in September, on unbroken ground.
It grows and sprouts out well. Next September sow another
seeding on same ground, to give a good stand. It has a tall
growth, and stock like it. It requires about IS pounds at
each seeding on good land about 10 pounds. It blooms
very profusely, and a good honey-flow from it lasts from
Mav 10 until frost. It is easily killed out by plowing.
After being cut it runs out suckers and blooms again until

ject.

;

—
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It has somewhat peculiar roots of a knotty character,
resembling well the following- will explain itself
One day Mr. Davenport happened to see some travelers
stopping near his sweet clover field, and a man digging at
some of the bunches. On turning around he said, " They
are very deep."
Mr. Davenport was surprised, and so he askt, "What?"
fall.

—

"Why

:

those goober-peas," %vas the reply.

So it will be seen that, as that man was from Georgia
where he knew all about 'em, sweet clover roots resembled
his peas.

This being the last subject on the program the convention adjourned to meet next year at Hutto, Williamson

may be necessary for you to feed in order that there
may be enough stores for winter.
The white brood carried out was not from foul brood.

one. It

Bees don't carry out brood affected with foul brood, but let
decay in the cell. A bad smell does not necessarily come
from foul brood, for sometimes a very disagreeable smell
will be in a hive for a short time that seems to come from
the stores gathered. While there is a possibility that there
may be foul brood, there is nothing in the statement you
make that may not easily be accounted for without the
it

presence of any disease.

county.

The apiarian exhibit in connection with the meeting
comprised some very useful implements, and fine samples
of honey and wax.
The

list

showed

by the memLouis ScHOLL, Sec.-Treas.

3,524 colonies represented

bers present.
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Late Transferring and Uniting.
1. I have kept bees only the past six months, but if I
have no honey to show, I have gained in experience, as I
have transferred several box-hive colonies and introduced a
queen successfully. One of my neighbors intends to brirnstone a number of this seasoti's first swarms for the honey,
but will give me the bees if I take the honey away.
Is it
too late to build up a good colony from them by feeding ?
2. Would you give them an Italian queen, or wait until

spring

?

Could I put the two or three colonies together ? They
will have to be carried two miles, and perhaps the shaking
lip would keep them from quarreling.
4. How late in the fall could I build up a colony ?
Connecticut.
Answers. 1. If the weather is favorable there is probably time yet to accomplish your purpose.
2. It would be better if the united colony could start in
at the very beginning next spring with an Italian queen,
but there are difficulties in the way. The bees not being on
combs yet, it will be hard for j-ou to look over them to find
the black queen or queens, and after combs are built it will
be pretty late.
3. Unless the colonies are 7'ery strong, you will succeed
better to unite two or three in one, and you are right in
thinking the shaking up of the journey would help to prevent quarreling. Being deprived of all combs will also
prevent quarreling.
4. That depends upon the character of the season.
You
may do the work any time in the fall if there is still left
two or three weeks of weather warm enough for bees to flj'.
Of course, the earlier the better, and the bees should have
3.

—

CONDUCTED BY
JOK. C. O. Mlhl^liK. Afareiigo,

III.

(The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, wheu he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.]

Carrying Out Dead Bees.

What ails my bees ? About a month ago I noticed bees
carrying out what lookt like white wings.
Now early in
the morning I notice, from six hives, the bees carrying out
white dead bees, and even some small live ones with a sort
of white film about the body.
Ohio.

—

Answer. It may be that all the j'oung bees carried
out are those that have been damaged by worms, and it
may be that part of them are young drones in the larval
state that the bees are carrying out because the honey-flow
has ceast. There is nothing alarming in either case, and
the thing to do in order to avoid trouble with worms in the
future is to keep your bees strong and of Italian blood.

Perhaps Only the Poor Season.
I have three colonies this season.
I had four last season, but lost all but one, and I moved it home about '2 mile.
It was in a cracker-box. Last fall I took the top box off and
got 75 pounds of honey in place of the box I put on top onehalf of a painted hive I made, and this spring they went
into it and made four combs nearly the full length, and
workt till the first swarm issued. They then left the top
and did nothing since, and the other two swarms seemed to
fill the bottom of the hive with comb, but don't work in the
top.
I uncovered the cracker-box to-day, and I find no
honey in the cells nor capt. They seem to be starving and
;

working.

Now what

is the matter with them ?
There is a bad
In July I noticed many young bees carried out of the
hive not fully formed. I sometimes think they have foul
brood. Is there nothing that will kill the disease except removing into new hives ? I thought probably they left the
top because I lookt at them once or twice a week. I dislike
moving them so late. I have lookt the journals over, and
read all articles on foul brood.
Iow.\.

odor.

—

Answer. Very likely there is nothing at all the matter except that the season has been poor and the bees have
not gathered enough to fill up with. In the first place, the
original colony began working all right in the upper story.

Then

the two swarms depleted it so much that there were
not bees enough to store above, and the work there was

stopt.

The two swarms have probably been working away

the best they could, but the season has been probably poor,
as it has also been in most localities, and it is asking too
much in a poor season to make three good colonies out of

full

sheets of foundation.

Arrangement for Wintering Bees.
1. What do yoti think of my plan for out-door wintering ? I have 35 colonies. Mj- plan is to take good No. 2
tongue-and-grooved siding or flooring 16 feet long, and as I
keep my bees about 3 inches from the ground, I would shift
them a little day by day until I got them in rows of 10 in a
row, then take the lumber that I just named take some
1x2 inch strips and make the back 30 inches high, the roof
30 inches wide, so that I can take the back and top and front
down in separate divisions smooth the earth off a little,
and let the hives rest on the earth about 2 inches apart, and
leave a space of abotit 4 inches behind the hives and the
back of the shed or box that I put the bees in, and stuff it
in tight behind and between the hives with dry oats-straw.
Then make a front to the little shed all in one piece, so I
can let it down or leave it up, just to suit the weather, but
will not put any straw in front of the hives at all, have
them face the South, and as the hives sit on little inch thick
strips, it leaves the space of 3 inches under the hives to be
packt with straw. By using a lath about two feet long the
straw can be packt around the hives very solidly and neatly.
It will cost me about S15.00 to fix them that way.
The
lumber can be taken down in sections, and put away when
not in use. They will last a long time that way, and be a
short job to ptit them up or down.
2. If made that way would the bees get mixt up if they
were moved a little at a time the way I spoke of ? You see,
I would shut the front of the shed when it is real cold, and
sometimes in the middle of the day, when it warms up a

—

;

and the snow is real dry, I would close it and the
It
bees would not fly to get stuck and die in the snow.
would be almost the same as a chaft' hive, and lots cheaper.
3. Do you think if fixt that way they would breed in
the wrong season on account of the sun shining on the
fronts of the hives ? I would leave the front of the shed or
little,

bos, or whatever you call it, open, except in real bittercold weather.
I would get
I would not pack the bees before Nov. IS.
the hives spaced sooner, but would not put the little shed
Kank.\kee.
around them until that time.

Answer. — 1. Your plan will probably work well, altho
some trouble to move the hives tog-ether and then
get them back again in spring.
2. There might be some mixing up, but hardly enough
to do any harm if the moving is gradual. If one or more
days come when the bees do not fly, then there will be no
use in moving again till the bees fly.
3. It is not likely that any great harm would come from
it
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will be

breeding out of season.

A Queen Lays Two Kinds

kind of hives used by the most successful bee-keepers in
your region, and if you cannot satisfy yourself in this way
you can try two different sizes side by side on a small scale,
and find which succeeds best in your hands. Indeed, this
latter way, altho taking time and trouble, is the more sure
way.
2. I have no means of knowing, but perhaps some beekeeper in your county will give his average in these
columns.
3. Some bee-keepers have succeeded well in Minnesota.
4. They may be piled up to any extent.
5. One super will produce as straight sections as anand the number of
other, providing separators are used
sections does not depend upon the sort of super.
;

of Eggs.

There is a dispute between two bee-keepers. The quesDoes a queen lay different kinds of eggs — queen,
drone and worker — or does she lay the same kind of an egg
Nebkask.\.
in each cell, and the bees do the rest?
tion is

:

—

Answek. A normal queen lays two kinds of eggs, impregnated and unimpregnated. If the egg is impregnated
on its passage thru the duct that leads outward, then it will
produce a worker. If unimpreg-nated it produces a drone. An
impregnated egg may also produce a queen, if properly fed
for that purpose by the nurses. That is according to the
Dzierzon theory, which up to the present time is generally
accepted

among

'Old Reliable" seen thru

By

E. E.

HASTY,

New and

Unreliable Glasses.
Richards, Ohio.

BEES AND PEAR BLIGHT.

bee-keepers.

" Hast thou found me, O mine enemy?" The enemy
has found us this time, it seems and has .secured a scientific
Bees actually guilty of carrying the
certificate of the fact.
blight with them from infected orchards to healthy ones.
Sorry. But what then ? Squirting poison on the bloom
will not kill the bees promptly enough to prevent it at all.
Better squirt at something that needs killing, and do the
job at killing time. Perhaps in time even the scientists
may reflect that bees do not very often visit two orchards
the same day. Page 565.

—

A Method

of Wintering Bees-

On page

500 is an article by D. H. Metcalf, describing
method of wintering bees, but I must confess I
do not understand his system. Can you tell me how his
(in part) his

hives are made, how those storm-doors or entrances are arranged, and in what part of the hive they are located ? If
his system is a success, as represented, will it not be a boon
to the bee-keeping fraternity ? Is it not worth investigating, and giving it a trial ? If you cannot give a full description of the system, perliaps you can induce the author
Ut.\h.
to do so.

—

Answer. I don't know enough about Mr. Metcalf's
plan to reply, and perhaps he will be kind enough to give
the desired information. In reply to your question whether
his system will not be a boon to the bee-keeping fraternity,
I must confess I don't know.
First, because I don't know
just what his system is, and second, because he goes " contrary to the advice of all experts."
Without saying Mr.
Metcalf is not eminently successful in wintering, that
sounds just a little as if all others of experience are wrong
and only Mr. Metcalf is right, and it may be a question
whether Mr. Metcalf's success is because of his leaving the
beaten path of all bee-keepers of experience, or in spite of
it.
Of course there is a possibility that all others are wrong
and Mr. Metcalf right, in which case he is entitled to all
the more credit for blazing a new path.
Size of

Hive— Average Surplus,

Etc.

1. What size of hive will be about the best for this locality, the 8 or 10 frame dovetailed, or wouldn't it be better
to use the 8-frame 1,^4 story for brood, instead of 10-frame

one-story

ony

the average of surplus honey per colin this (Rice) county, or in this State ?

About what

3.

Is

4.

5.

Possibly Dr. Miller's

is

Minnesota good for producing honey ?
Can there be used more Ideal supers than one

at

?

What

super

is

the best for producing straight sec-

and the most of them ?
Minnesota.
Answers. — 1. The best size of hive depends much upon
the man and the management, as also on locality or pasturage. The matter has been pretty fully discust in this and

tions,

other bee-papers lately, occupying many pages.
As you
speak of sections, you probably mean to run for comb honey,
in which case the 8-frame hive may suit your purpose, using
two stories whenever more than eight frames are needed.
But unless you give close attention to the bees, the 10-frame
hive will be better, with less danger of starvation in winter.
The objection to a 1|^ -story hive is the two difi'erent kinds
of frames otherwise you might like it. Try to find out the
;

about watermelon-juice,

reply

page 551, may need a little bit of qualification. I have read
somewhere about watermelons in Italy being largely fed as
a winter supply. If any one has that scheme in mind he
should remember that the winters of Italy and our Northern winters are very different affairs. Success there would
not necessarily mean success here. Better go slow till
American experience in a long, hard winter decides the
matter. It's a seductive scheme for lazy folks, to sell all
the honey, and then make the bees stock up for winter on
late melons, sliced few at a time right where they lie.
STINGLESS or " COOL-TAIL " WASPS.
Scientific item by Prof. Cook, page 555. No stingless
wasps. Thanks. The wasps are a very numerous generation (some of them nocturnal), and most of us did not know
for dead sure what to expect of their little tails. Wish he
had explained whether the phrase, "in our country," meant
that there are some outside, or only that science does not
presume to say yet all that is, or isn't, in central Africa and
central Asia.
And I thirst for more information about
male wasps whether all, many, or only a rare few of them

—

have cool

tails.

?

2.

a time

watermelon-juice for WINTER STORES.

TAR-MAKING SMOKER-FUEL.
we find Dr. Miller's Black-Drop.

No one
admires it, or even prescribes it but Mr. Thompson and
manj' others continue to retail it by the drop around their
otherwise cleanly premises. Business goes right on, even
Dr. Hasty
if you clean the smoker and wash it with tears.
would prescribe a change of fuel. Some fuels are always
daubing things up with fluid tar; some never do anythingof the kind, and some seem to be which and t'other, according to weafner and the circumstances. Pays to have some
fuel in stock that won't make tar.
On page

549,

;

DEEP FRAMES FOR WINTERING.
Significant that Edwin Bevins finds, page 548, that his
colonies on deep frames do not die in winter and leave him
frames of that sort to experiment on. Still, this reviewer
inclines to say, don't be too fast in deciding whether it is
the mere depth of the frame, or the increast size of the
brood-chamber, that causes the good results.
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Geo. Poindexter, $4 2nd, Mr. Shank, of Adams County,
$3 3rd, J. O. Smith & Son, $2.
One-frame observatory hive of golden Italian bees 1st,
2nd, Geo. Poindexter, $3 3rd, Mr.
J. Q. Smith & Son, $4
;

;

—

;

;

Shank, $2.
One-frame observatory hive of Carniolan bees — J. <J.
Smith & Son, 34: 2nd, Geo. Poindexter, $3; 3rd, Chas.

649

seen by any thinking person that any prices we quote are
not for people living in foreign countries.
Again, when you wish us to change your Bee Journal
address on our list, don't fail to write us both j'our new and
old addresses. Otherwise we can't find your name so as to

change the address.

Becker, $2.
Honey-vinegfar, one-half gallon, vrith recipe for making1st, W. Z. Hutchinson, $4
2nd, Jas. A. Stone & Son.
$3 3rd, Geo. Poindexter, $2.

—

;

;

We

mention should be made of the exup by J. y. Smith & Son. In space occupied, in
quality and quantity, and in general attractiveness we have
rarely seen an exhibit of a similar nature to equal it. It
was a pleasure to the judge, when he had finisht his work,
to find that this exhibit had deservedly led in the race for
feel that special

hibit put

the

premiums

offered.

The other
credit to those

:

exhibits were good, and were a

apiarian

who went

Dk. A. B. M.\sox, Secretary of the United States BeeKeepers' Association, writing us Oct. 5, said

to the

effort

and expense

to pre-

pare and place them. All must have served as a silent but
effective educator to those who knew little of the extent
and importance of the industry of bee-keeping in Illinois.

We

hope that next year even more of the bee-keepers
in this State will be found among the exhibitors, and thus
show their appreciation of the efforts of Mr. Cater and the
Fair managers to give apiculture an opportunity to place
its products before the people in a proper manner.
Supt. Cater hopes, another year, to have the apiarian
exhibit on the first floor of the Dome Building instead of
the second floor. He wants the dairy and apiary tog-ether,
which is quite proper in "a land flowing with milk and
honey "—only in this case it would be butter and honey.
The corner of the building now occupied by the Culinary
department would be a splendid location for the Apiary
department, as the light all around it is all that could be
desired. It is to be hoped that Mr. Cater will succeed in
securing it for the bee-keepers. The best place is none too
good for them, you know
!

Friend York

:

—We got home late last Saturday night,

and I with a slight chill nearly all the way from Buffalo,
and have had quite a sufficiency at frequent intervals since.
In spite of the doctor, I sit up a few minutes and then lie
down for a few hours, perhaps, more or less, but am a little
better to-day.
I'm as sorry as you about delayed report, and would not
have had it beg;un so soon if I had supposed we should be
kept from home so long, but it was impossible to do any
I enclose what I have, and am expecting more
better.
every day, and I'll keep you supplied hereafter.

When we got home we found our daughter Flora had
broken her right arm at the time Mr. Abbott was reading
his paper at the convention, but the children hadn't said a
word to us about it until we got home. It was well set, and
is doing well.
Well, I must lie down again, but have a pile of unanswered mail on hand. If Flora had broken the left instead
of the right arm I would not have to write.
Yours

A. B. Mason.

truly,

were very sorry indeed to hear of Dr. Mason's illness and Miss Flora's serious accident. The Doctor's many
friends will regfret to learn of his afflictions, and unite with
us in the hope that both he and his daughter may speedily
recover, and again be as strong as ever.

We

* *

A

Qala Qerman Honey. flarket.— Mr. F. L. Thompson
tells, in the Bee-Keepers' Review, something- about a unique
way they have of marketing honey in Germany. Here is
his report of a certain affair

:

On Aug. 29, 1897, thru the efforts of the Kaerntner
Association, a honey-market was held in the city of
Friesach, in Kaernten. For weeks before, the occasion was
advertised in the local newspapers of the district. The city
was decorated on that day, and about SOO strangers, outside
of the townspeople, came to be entertained. The market
was held in the afternoon, in ten large tents, decorated with
branches of fir, containing long tables spread with white
cloth on which the honey was arranged, mostly in glass. In
some of the tents exhibitions were given by 16 boys and
girls of the public school, in uncapping and extracting
honey, making foundation, and nailing frames. The costs
were reimburst by the sale of souvenirs, such as scarf-pins
representing bees, etc., by young women in country costumes. The sale of honey was a success, altho the prices
were pretty stiff in comparison with the customary ones.
and many orders were taken to be filled later.
The day was closed by a bee-keeper's convention, at
which it was resolved to hold another market the next year

—

!

# » *

Mr. John W. Lyell,
follows, Sept. 25

Washoe

—

Co., Nev., wrote us as

:

" I cannot well do without the American Bee Journal.
has come to be too regular an object of interest on our
center table to miss one now. The honey crop will be below a three-fourths crop as far as heard from, but prices are
unusually low, according to quantity. Quality is excellent."
» # » #

The PettiT Pictures shown

or Our Subscribers. Returning a
copy of the Bee Journal to this office will not secure its discontinuance. If you want your copy stopt, be courteous
enough to write us, enclosing any back dues, and request
that it be discontinued.
Foreign subscribers will please remember that all the
offers we make at any time are only for people living in the
United States, Canada and Mexico. To all other countries
postage is extra not only on the American Bee Journal itIt will thus easily be
self, but on nearly everything else.
Notice.-

of

#

It

at another town.

Special

*

Illinois Stock-Breeders' Association will hold
their annual meeting in the State House at Springfield,
Nov. 14, 15 and 16. This includes the associations devoted
four of them.
to breeding horses, cattle, swine and sheep
A splendid program has been issued, a copy of which may
be had by writing Secretary Fred H. Rankin, Athens, 111.
We notice that Jas. A. Stone, Secretary of the Illinois State
Bee-Keepers' Association, is down to discuss " Sheep-Breeding." Tho quite a sheepman, our good friend doesn't look
a bit sheepish
Low rates on all the railroads to Springfield will be in
force at the time mentioned. Address Secretary Rankin
for any further information you may desire.

The

in

this

number

of the

American Bee Journal are the property of the Farmer's
Advocate, publisht at London, Ont., Canada, one of the
best agricultural periodicals on this continent.
kindly loaned us the two engravings.

They very

*****
of the Central Texas Bee"Dry.
Keepers' Association, writing us Sept. 29, said
Many bees are actually starving to death."
dry, DRY

Mr. E. R. Jones, president

:

1

ing

The Premiums offered on page
for.
Look at them.

655 are well worth work-

—

!
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SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

•i?

^ ^ ^- ^ ^ ^- ^^ ^- ^- ^

Seeds.
^Ji

LjWe have made arrang^ements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following- prices, cash with
the order:
101b
$1.00
1.25
1.40
1.20

5fc

Sweet Clever (white)
AlsikeClover
White Clover

60c
70c
80c
60c
55c

Alfalfa Clover

Crimson Clover

2Sft
$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

.90

soft
$4.00
5.75
5.00
5.00
3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

_

wanted by

i)

freight.
solicited.

Your orders are

GEORGE
Michigan

lis

YORK

W.

Street,

&.

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL

-

UNION CUMBINATiuN Saw—
for rippiDK.
cross

-

beting,

groovBaining,
- sawing,
bonntr, edge(J u 1 d i n g ,
beading, etc.
Full line Foot

i
n K.
!*eroIl

m

AND H A N DP O W E K MA8fni1 fnrCatiilop A.

Senm-a Falls

Mfjj. Co.,

4(i

Water St. Seneca

Falls. N.Y.

Please meTTtjon Ree Journal "when writing.

HAVE

I

an infallible reniedr that will

the

kill

POISON OF BEE-STINGS within THREE

minutes after application.

M.

Anv

person sendint;r

Lock Box"

400.

please mention Bee Journal

when

25 cents

to

Springfield, Mo., will receive this valuable recipe by
Q.,

return mail.

38A4t
writing.

Comb Foundation
Wholesale and Retail.

Working Wax.
DO NOT FAIL
me a

list

of

Foundation, Sections,
And

other Supplies, and get my prices. You
and save money. Illus-

will get the best goods
trated Catalog Tree.

BEESWAX WANTED.

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.
when

-writing.

The Midland Farmer
(SEMMVIONTHLY).
The representative modern Farm Paper of the
Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Pag-e
departments to every branch of Farming- and
Stock-Raising". Plain and Practical— Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neighbors (for
free samples), and we will enter j'our name for 1
year. (If you have not received your mone3''s
worth at end of year, we will, upon request, continue the paper to you free of cost another year).

W. M, BARNUM,

Publisher,
Wainwright Building,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
7Dtf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

DOUBLE THE PROFIT
w

bf HfiMiied

tiuiii ht'iis iii
(irt-fii
K«n<

properly fed.
Cut
best fjiCg producing food wintt-r
ur summer. Nothmire(iuiiIs tlir

DANDY

Inr

bone.
iit im ri y
chirks or ninturf fnuls v

pi'ei'iirint?

tliat
«-nt

ifc

eattUy and

rhokinu.
•

-r

GREEN BONE
CUTTERS
^

both.

<

without dnnKi-r

Hand and puwt-r oinh
Turn easy— cut fast. iilalu^-uf and prices free
&. Osborne, Box 21, Erie, Penna
(

Stratton

nf>ase meiitit»v.

Bee Journal when writing

SUFFERERS
FROM

'((K

^KIDNEY

LUNG

FREE, by

troubles can obtain valuable advice,

DR. PEIRO.

addressing

34 Central Music

Hall,

CHICAGO.

fi-i' Write at once, stating' agre, sex, occupation,
troubled, post-office address, and enclose
return stamp for immediate reply.

how
I>ooIilll«*'s

O-H-Cnpss, according

Please mention Bee Journal -when •writing,

to

an item in Gleanings in Bee -Culture, will
probably be put on the list of beekeepers'
supplies in the near future.

Wliy J^o Honey Ironi <'I«ver.—
Hammond says in Gleanings in Bee-

For 15 cents

D. D.

Culture that no matter how abundant is
the bloom on white clover of the first season's growth, it will yield no nectar till the
growth of the second year.

17 copies of the

^tilla niflerentHiTeis W^anled
S. Chapin, who says in Gleanings in
Bee-Culture that he doesn't want a Draper
"barn" with its 10 frames, but he would
like a hive with S frames of the deeper sort.
This would give him all the advantages of
the ordinary S frame hive, which he likes,
aside from the objection that it contains a
scant supply of stores for winter.

by R.

Rambler''^ Improved

Weekly

"MICHIGAN FARMER"
Will be sent to any address on
cents

— less

(or 5 for 40 cts.

trial for

only 15

sent to different addresses)

than a cent a copy for a larg-e weekly
national Farm, Stock and Home Magazine. Has
many special features — any one alone is worth
the price. Paper will start day order is received
and continue weekly to Jan. 1. Currency or
stamps. Address,

MICHIGAN FARMER,

Detroit,

Mich,

the M. F. are perfectly responsible; their offer is a bargain. ^Ed.]

[The publishers

<>f

Please mention Bee Journal when, -writing.

Iloney-

DR INCUBATORS
^—
^—^^^^^-^^

Klrainei-

is described in Gleanings in
Bee-Culture.
.Simply
cheese-cloth;
but
cheese-cloth soon becomes clogged. So he
provides against this by having cheesecloth 3 yards long and }v,' yard wide, each
end attacht to a roller, somewhat after the
fashion of a window shade on a roller.
When the part in use becomes clogged, it
is rolled up, and a fresh part rolled off from
the other roller, and this is continued till
the whole 3 yards has been used, when the
whole piece can be washt.

in ^Vinter has been

mentioned of late years, but Lebreeht
Wolff speaks of it in highest terms in
Deutsche illustrierte Bztg. No disturbance
thru frequent changes of temperature, no
little

seductive sunbeam entices the bees forth to
their ruin, no disturbance from rats, mice,
etc., no winter's cold severe enough to injure them; quietly they sleep away their
winter's rest, leaving the beekeeper free
from all care regarding them. The view
formerly held, that it is desirable for bees
to have a flight in winter is now generally
given up, says Herr Wolff, a cleansing flight
in December, January, or the first half of
February being highly detrimental to the
bees.

Please mention Bee Journal

liiri

BEEDOM
BOILED DOWN, J}

Bury ins: Bees

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

Before placing your order, to send
what you need in

'€r

cutting,

mnering. rab-

CHINEHY.

;};

Oct. 12, 1899.

slaii^fliter of bees by brimis the beading of an article in a
bee journal in which the writer deplores the continuance of the old custom in
his land by which thousands of colonies are

AL

The;

liavc all the latest ImprovcmentB
and are sold at very low prices and
to please every
111 ttinier.
Send 6c. for our 148 pat;e
r:itn|i.t:ne which contains full desrni'tinns of our extensive line
and tells how to raise poultry
Qaj y
I
1^ Mil' fs:^IuUy. Send for it at once.

GUARANTEED

DES MOINES INC*B CO.

'

Box 78
i>eH UoincHt Iowa.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.
If you care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper

California
The

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural and Ag^ricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,
handsomely illustrated, $2.00 per anuum. Sam-

ple copy free.
330

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street,
San Francisco, Cal.

Market

-

BEE
^
.^
^^
.^
^fe
.^
:^
;

'I'lie

\li

BEST..

-

SXJPFXjIES

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.
Pouder's Honey-Jars and everything- used by bee-keepers. Prompt
Service
free.

512

— low

freig-ht

WALTER

S.

rate.

Catalog-

POUDER,

Mass. Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

£;
^]
^r
^\
^^
^\
^^

!>>tone

German

Please mention Bee Journal

is

somewhat puzzled

to

know whether

shrewd advertising, but
the high character of the journal in which the article appears Deutsche
illustrierte Bienenzeitung as well as the
fact that he claims to ask only the price he
himself pays, which may easily be, since he
asks only $'2 50 for a colony with 16 to '2.5
pounds of honey, guaranteeing safe arrival.
this is a

against

bit of

it is

—

—

.Markets Bare of Honey,

WHy. —

Don't Rent
ESTABLISH A

HOME OF
YOUR OWN

and

I have already spoken of the markets generally being bare of honey, and
that the cause was due to the fact that buyers were not offering enough. Altho I have
spoken of this in this issue, I believe the
matter needs spfrlal emphasis <iijaiti.

Bee-keepers should not be in haste to sell
honey just yet. Honey has advanced
very materially in California and the West

their

writing.

keepers. Orders filled promptly.
Send for Catalog. Minnesota BeeKeepers' Supply Mfg. Co., Nicollet
Island. Minneapolis, Minn. ISAtf

peal to his bee-keeping friends to come to
bis aid by sending him orders for colonies.

One

whwu

Bee-Hives, Sections, ShippingCases — everything used by bee-

and proposes to put a stop to it
by buying up all colonies condemned to the
sulphur pit. Not being able financially to
compass the whole field, he makes an apsacrificed,

Read "The Corn

Belt," a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
2og

Adams

St.,

Chicago.
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Root's Column
TheABCofBee-Ciiltiire
1899 EDITION.

The Only Cyclopedia «n Bees—
475 Pages.
Do you want a complete work on this
subject ? Look at the following taken
from the index to the ABC. You will
notice that this is on one subject only.
Bees

•ti

" Advantages to Fruit-raisiog. 142,146.
219
318

Age

of

5
45
319

Albino

Amount
Anger
•

14

gS

Apis Dorsata

Attachment

'

Carry

of Nectar can

of
to

Home

1

Attracted by Color of Flowers
44,
Black
Breeding in Winter

Bumble
Buying and

231
1<I3,

—

Selling

19.5

317
330
.53

44

Carniolan
Choosing location
Common Indian
Cross

3fi3

....
2.54.

3.55

45, 193
45, 193, 194

Cvprian
DiflFerence in Color
Diseases of
Dispostion to Rob (see

4.5

93

Robbing)

Is

46
41
104
Enemies of
4S
First Flight of
193
Five banded
48
Food of hatching
193
For Business
Following their Owner to the Grave. 333
Getting them Out of Sections. .78, 79
47
Growth of
78, 282
Hanging Out
4.5, 194
Holy-Land

East Indian
Egyptian

45,

.

How
How

they Build
they Grow

"

173, 177

47

from the Egg to the
48
Hatching
"

Time

of

How to Dispose
How Weighed

'

Comb

.

.

.

On Shares
"

s9

.

Disadvantages of

49
254

the Rampage
Playspell of Young

On

2.58

Races

45,

Size of Worker-Cells

Drone
Study of the Habits of
Telescopic Vision of

Time of Hatching
To Get Out of Sections

Weight
'

New Swarms
of

What Age

to

Have

(see

192
176
176
47
231

47
79

Uniting in Fall
Spring
"

;

The

ami

age

301
301
301
318
of Bees) 5

Price, $1.20, postpaid, or clubbed with Gleansent
ings 1 year, $1.75. Specimen pa^es of
free on request.

ABC

THE A, L ROOT
MEDINA, OHIO.

CO,

Farm For Sale

Dairy

consist! ntr of 235 acres, as good a farm as there
is in Lake Co., 111., located only 26 miles north
of the Chicagro court-house, on the old Chicago
and Milwaukee stag-e-road (or Milwaukee Ave.

now), and \% miles from Prairie View on the
Wisconsin Central railroad. The beautiful Desplaines river runs thru the pasture, besides the
timber land. Also l'> acres of good timber one
mile northeast of Half Day, making 254 acres
in all.

The farm is not only a splendid one for dairying, but is also a good location for bees. There
is white clover, sweet clover, basswood, etc.
The editor of the American Bee Journal has
been on the farm and will confirm every statement concerning its value.
Address, for further particulars, terms,

etc.,

Mrs. J. B. flyers, Libertijville, Lake Co. III.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Marooii-Yello-w <(Meslion.

l»ni-e Ilalians.— To the question
askt Mr. Doolittle by Dr. Miller, why it was
that Mr. Doolittle in all these years never
before said that Italians were maroon and
not yellow, Mr. D. starts to make reply in
Gleanings in Bee-Culture, but before reaching the question proper seems to become
switcht off onto a side-track, and never returns to the main line. He refers to the
discussion in the early seventies about the
purity of Italians, when he says it was fully
proven that the Italians are not a pure race.
Then the matter died down, says Mr. Doolittle. who continues:
"But for the past 5 years this matter of
'markings' has again forged to the front,
and the low rumblings of dissatisfaction
first heard have almost reacht the fury of a
storm, and parties are being denounced for
lying about the markings, purity and color
of their bees, and thus an nniinportaiit matter has become an iinpo}ia/d one."
Editor Root replies that they sell $;3,000
to $'S 000 worth of queens every season, this
year more than ever, and if any complaint
has come in to them with regard to the
color matter he does not remember to have
seen it. He says he agrees with Mr. Doolittle that the only way to determine the
purity of Italians is by their markings, and
that " placing bees on a window, before the
light, is an extreme and perhaps unreliable
test for the determination of the purity of
the bees in question."

The Fence That Revolylionized
fences

is

^^m^^cfm
^rr,^m<i

bought one colony of bees last tall they
wintered well, and in the spring I put them
out and kept the cold winds from them, and
also protected them from the hot rays of
the sun. They gave me two good swarms
in June, and as 1 did not want them to
swarm again I took 10 pounds of box-honey
from the super the first of July, so as to
give them room. Sept. 15 I took 30 pounds
more of box-honey from the old colony, and
30 from the first swarm, noue from the second. This is my first experience. I am very
well satisfied. As there are no bees kept
within several miles of me. and there is
plenty of clovers, basswood and golden-rod.
I hope to keep quite a number of colonies
and do well. I followed the Bee Journal's
advice.

Herkimer

in

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

(lOOD

For Sale
Near San
Diejlo, Calif.

RANCH FOR

BEES

and General
FftRMING....
.\

barjrain.

Address,

G. C. GEARN, 864 Fifth St., S.4^^ Diego, Calif.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
40A4t

Notice! Friends!
This

your last chance for this
season to get

is

^ GOLDEN ¥
ITALIAN QUEENS
>

Of H.

G. Quikin

as it is getting late in the season, and soon will
be time to unite nuclei, so order OUICK. All
Queens warranted purely mated, and by return
mail, safe delivery and satisfaction guaranteed.
Price of Queens, 50 cents; six for 52-75; $5.00 per
dozen. Selected Queens, 75 cents each; six for
Selected tested, $1.50 each. My Queens
$4.00.
are prolific and their bees excellent workers.
orders to

all

H. Q. QUIRIN,
Parkertown, Erie

Money Order

34A10t

Co., Ohio.

Bellevue.

Office,

LOTS OF EGGS

Well Satisfied with Results.
I

it has heen immaterial and cunstructiou.

"P-A-G-E" and

srielled

proved and uuproved

Address

.

.

'

Colorado, but it will never find its way
East until our markets advance more than
they have done.
It should be understood that commission
quotations usually stand higher than cash
offers, for the reason that from the former
must be deducted freight and 10 percent
commission but in whichever way the offer
is made, the honey-dealers should understand that they will have to advance some
before they will have much honey to offer.
—Editorial in Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

Annoying

14
318
36
Hunting
Hybrid
187, 193. 193
219
of.
vs.
Reason
Instinct
293
In Upper Rooms of Garrets
193
Italian (see Italians)
339
Lack of Compassion
Length of Flight (see Doolittle's
199
141st com't)
.306
Manner of Ventilating the Hives
199
Moving
Necessary to Fertilize Plants. .143, 146
31i8
Need of Water
213
Number in a Quart
319
Number in Pound
Number to Carry Pound of Honey. .319

of

generally. Extracted that sold in California for 31; cents is now selling for 7. According to the same ratio, comb honey that
sold two years ago at 10 cents in our markets should now bring 20; and yet 13 to 15
is about the top notch of the Eastern marIt the buyer wants honey it appears
ket.
to me he will have to offer more than these
figures. There is evidently much honey in

651

winter, ttununer and all the time.

Properly

feci,

(lireen Cut Bone makes a steady
She will lay double the ecRa.

layer of any hen.

;

CUTTER
MANN'S NEW BONE
cawlerthan any dher

cuUs

and
4

A

it

BiitT, fuHtcr and
break less an<l last

loiiKer.

llj<-v

We make

CUTTER that actunlly
CLOVER
clover — no plaything. Also Mann's Crystal

leut»*
(Jrit

nTi.i

.-^wiD^inE Vevd TrayS.

_ * P. W. MANN CO., Box
Please mention Bee Journal

77

Catalogue Free,
Millord, Mass.

when

writing.

The MississiDpi Valley Democrat

AND

Journal of Agriculture,

Wm. Brown.
Co., N. Y., Sept. 33.

One of the Numerous Asters.
Our bees are rolling in nectar from wild
aster, whenever it is warm enough for them
to work on it. Our first frost came about
a week ago and still it does not seem to
have any effect on the aster, altho we have
had two or three frosts since. I send a
bunch of asters, showing its stalk and
blooms, which I pluckt from a swamp where

A wide-awake, practical Western paper for
wide-awake, practical Western farmers, stockraisers, poultry people and fruit-growers, to
learn the science of breeding, feeding and manSpecial departments for horses, catNo farmer
tle, hogs, sheep, poultry and dairy.
can afford to do without it.

agement.
It

stands for American farmers and produ-

It is the leading exponent of agriculture
as a business, and at the same time the champion of the Agricultural States and the producer
in politics. Subscription, One Dollar a Year.

cers.

«^ Write for Sample Copy.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

—
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on a Vehicle is a Guaiantee of Superior
Quality.
You can buy Walker Vehicles
& Harness Direct Irom the Manufacturer
WHOLIiSALli PKICES. Shipped anywhere subject to esainiuation aud ripproval. No finer goods made. Ovir free book of 104
pages describes the poods and the plan for obtaining them by our
popular nifthoii. Srnd for it today.

THE ii
NAME

AT

Oct. 12, 1899.

the frost was severest. Very little pollen
seems to be gathered from it. It grows two
aud three feet high, and seems to grow as
well on old. wornout. rocky fields as any-

where.

I

consider

a

it

very good honey-

plant, altho its honey does not rank with
white clover. I would like a report on it.
It seems as if I eonld hardly wait for the
to come, estime for the ' Old Reliable
pecially since the beginning of the report
Its brilof tbePhiladelphia convention.
liant pages seem like a new hope, and to
thrill the whole body, which only a bee'

EDWARD W. WALKER CARRIAGE

50 Eighth

CO.,

Please mention Bee Journal

Q. B.

whtn

Goshen, !nd.

St.,

"writinK.

LEWIS COMPANY,
WATERTOWN,

keeper can experience.
J.

Anderson

WIS.,

CAN FURNISH YOU WITH THE VERY FINEST

Bee = Keepers' i^Suppiies

[The asters are so numerous, and the
flowers of so manv are so nearly alike that
it fs somewhat difficult to determine the variety unless one is pretty well up in that
Sometimes leaves are the only disline.
tinguishing features of a dried specimen,
and should always accompany the plant

when
I

Parties wanting- goods before new catalog- is issued will please write for
quotations. We want every BEE»KEEPER on our list.
If you did not receive our catalog last year send us j-our name and address
and we will mail you our new catalog- as soon as it is ready.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

^
23 cents Cash ^i^
paid for Beeswax. ^

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying

23

cents a pound
best yellow, upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money PROMPTI^Y, send us yourbeeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly-,

G-EORG-E W.

YORK &

118

OUR MOTTO

:

Michigan

CASH— for

CO.,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

]

Bees are Like People.
I

ple,

have concluded that bees are

when some

B6e-K66P6rS' SUDDli

like peowill do

do well others

nothing. I have colonies that did not give
me a pound of surplus, and another right
beside it that gave me 28— both good, heavy
What's the trouble ? A change
colonies.
in administration is what is wanted, and I
am putting in Italian queens in those colonies that did nothing.
The season has been bad here, dry and
When I read about those large honey
hot.
records it seems queer when 1 can only get
25 pounds, but I get 2.5 cents for every
H. .\. Fisn.
pouud.
Plymouth Co., Mass., Oct. 3.

A Brief Report.

of making the very best Sections on the market.
this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be

the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected,
thriftv timber is used.
"Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

making

young and

Bees Have Done Nicely.

We

are having it rich this year. Every
one's bees are doing nicely. I will give you
a little idea how mv bees are doing.

Honey taken

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
Please mention the Bee Journal when writing".

will

Poor season. Bees to feed. Not much
honey. Not much money. Looking for a
good season always to be better next year.
Looking for a horseshoe and don't find it.
Like Petroleum V. Nasby's man- do better
J. V. B. Heurick.
after to-morrow.
Hennepin Co., Minn., Sept. 28.

Sections. Sliioplo

the best for

possible.

believe the plant to be Aster piniceus.

The flower is quite common in low thickets
and swamps, and in common with others of
its kind furnishes abundance of good, rich
nectar for fall storage.— C. L. Walton-

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

We make a specialty
The BASSWOOD in

WiLET MOCNT.IOT.

Co.. Ky., Oct. II.

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

ufT.

Sept. 21. colony No.

colony No. 1, 26 Langstroth frames; No. 0.
frames;
15 frames; No 5, '20 frames; No. 1,
and No. 2. 20 frames.
A. E. Smith has bought Mrs. McGarvis'
bees; she bad 40 colonies, and he gave her
'2'.)

Please mention the Bee Jonrnal

Our Great

y^^^-^s
Advertisers.

Trial Trio Offer

3 months for only 20 cents,

WE TRIAL OFFER.

NEW

subscribers to our list during the next two months, hence this SPECIAL
copies of the old American Bee Journal for 20 cents about a cent and a
half per cop}'. If THREE new trial trippers are sent together, they will be received for SO cents.
We would be pleased to have our friendly readers show this trial offer to their bee-keeping neighbors and
acquaintances, and send us a few new subscribers. You will do both them and us a great favor.
The best part of the Philadelphia Convention Report will appear in those 13 numbers.

want

to

add a

lot of

—

It is Li

GEORGE

W.

YORK &

9,

IC Laugstroth frames, and one super on, all
full, ready to be capt over; swarm from

CO., 118 MictiiQan St., Chicago,

111.

'(SlM^MI^I^^^

—

-
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BEST WHITE

ALFALFA HONEY
In

^m
^

6o=pound Tin Cans.

wyE have been able to secure a quantity of WHITE ALFALFA
" for the present at these prices, on board cars here in Chicag-o
:

EXTRACTED HONEY
Sample by mail.
Cash with order

which we

10 cents

;

offer

2 60-pound

in all cases.
cans, in a box, 9}i cents a pound 4 or more cans. 9 cents a pound.
Owing- to our limited supply of this fine honey, those desiring- it should order promptly. Address,
;

GEORGE W. YORK &
ii8

300 pounds in sections, put up in shipping
cases, and all the honey that is ready to
take off. This will nanlse him S3 colonies.
He said if we had two weeks more of nice
weather we would get one more super full.
Posey Co.. Ind.. Sept. 25.
lR.i Nte.

CO.,

Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

BUY THE BEST.
you want the best low down wag-on you
should buy the Electric Handy Wagun. It is
If

the b St because it is made of the best material;
the be^t broad tired Electric Wheels; best seaS(med white hickory a.xles: all other wnud parts
of the best sea-^oned white oak. The trout and

feed tons of sugar to winter the bees; and
bees are not in good shape, the drouth
having kept them from breeding, and so
they are light in bees.
M. F. Cram.
Orange Co., Vt.. Sept. 2.5.

Too Dry for Honey.

Counted on Too Much.
was counting on

I

10.000 to 12.000

Bees have stored no honey here since
July 1.5, on account of its being too dry.

pounds

O W.

of honey, but it did not all rain down, altho I had the platter clean and the right
side up; but I am thankful for what I did
get.

Lots of honey-dew

is

coming

bright and of pleasant flavor.

in

;

it is

shall feed
for winter stores. The bees are breeding like summer time. This I regret, but I cannot help
it.
S. T. Pettit.
Elgin CoT, Ont., Canada. Sept. 21.

a

little

honey and sugar and

risk

it

send a few plants of some kind of clover,
believe.
Kindly say what it is. and
it is of value as a honey plant.
Pierce Co., Wa^h.
G. C. BKirTON.
I

hounds are
which is neater,

trtnn the best ang-le steel,
slroui.fer and in every way belter than wood. Well painted in red and varnisht. E-xtra length of reach and e.xtra long-

rear

Prof. C. L. Walton, 2S63 N. Ashland Ave.,
Chicago. 111., botanist for the American
Bee Journal, replies as follows;

The plant

a clover. Trifolium procumbens. but is not as good a honey-plant as
some other clovers, such as the white, sweet
and Alsike. While not so profitable to cultivate as other honey-plants, yet when
growing wild it may afford good forage
when other supply fails. C. L. Walton.

m.-id«-

standards

supplied without additional cost
requested. This wagon is guaranteed to
carry 4,000 pounds anywhere. Write the Electric Wheel Co., Box id, Quincy, 111., for their

when

new catalog, which fully describes this wagon,
their famous Electric Wheels, and Electric Feed
Cookers. Please nieniiori the Bee Journal.

I

whether

«S-|F

—

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

That covers the wnole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

Bee-Keepers' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

you are interested in Sheep iu any way
you cannot afford to be without tlie best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.
If

Liberal
Since

my

a liberal

Amount

of Fall Honey.

have secured quite
of fall honey, mostly am-

last report I

amount

from golden-rod and Spanish-needle,
the marshes here being yellow with the latter during the latter part of August and
first few days in September.
The hives
also are unusually heavy with stores, and
ber,

the honey,

think,

of the best quality for
wintering purposes.
B. T. Uavenfort.
Waushara Co., Wis., Sept. 23.
I

is

Hapd Year for Vermont Bee-Keepers
This has been a hard year for Vermont
bee-keepers. I started in the spring with
S5 colonies, and now have 00.
I secured
only 1.500 pounds of honey, mostly extracted. Comb honey brings 20 cents as
quick as one dollar will bring another. Beekeepers who last year had 10 to 1.5 tons of
honey have less than one now. and have to

Ark., Sept.

Fag.uv.

20.

Wool

marl£et*>»

has a hobby which

Hall Co.. Nebr., Sept.

25.

Bup-Marig-old.
send a specimen of plant that grows
along the lake shore and swatupy places,
which I wish to have classified and also
named. The bees work on it faithfully.
Chas. Lindberg.
Meeker Co., Minn., Sept. 2S.
|The specimen is Bidens chrysanthemoides, a rather formidable name for such
a modest Hower. The common name is BurMarigold, and belongs to the great composite family.
Prof. Cook says it is replete
with precious nectar and makes the apiarist
jubilant as he watches the bees flood the
hives with the rich and precious honey.
(Bee Keeper's Guide )—C. L. Walton.

and Sheep
is

Don't

the sheep-breeder and

his industry, first. foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO, IU.
Please mention Bee Journal -when

-writing.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MoNETTE Queen-Clippidg
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping- Queens'
wings. We mail tt for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a preraiura for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,
118

have taken no surplus this year, but
have to feed a few of my colonies Last
year 1 had a surplus of 400 pounds from 5
cclonies. This year I have 10 colonies and
have to f eed sonie. This is quite a differeni'e.
Gcstavus Kolls.
1

I

is

—

.

No Surplus and Must Feed.

I

One of the Cloveps.
as

Arkansas Co

Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

111.

'

Worry About

Salaries.

What

salaries are paid in different business callings is a question often askt by
young men. and one which seems to enter
into their deliberations as a qualifying factor as to whether they shall enter certain

trades or professions," writes Edward Bok,
in the September Ladies' Home Journal.
" 1 never could quite see the point of this,
nor the reason for it. What are the salaries which are paid to others, to you or to
me They signify nothing. If the highest
salary paid to the foremost man in a certain profession is $10,000 a year, what does
it prove or signify ?
There is no obstacle
to some one's else going into that same profession and earning $2.5.000. The first step
in going into business is to find out not
which special line is most profitable, but
which line you are most interested in and
'.

:
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are best fitted for. Then drive ahead, and
the salary will take care of itself. When
a young man thinks too much of his salary
it is pretty good proof that he is not of very
superior make. Ability commands income.

1

BIGGLE BOOKS

m

A

Oct. 12, 1899.

But you must start with

Farm Library of unequalled value— Practical,
Up-to-date, Concise and Comprehensive— Handsomely Printed and Beautifully Ulustraied.

o

1— BIGGLE HORSE BOOK
All about Horses— a Common-Sense Treatise, with over
Price. 50 Cents
74 illustrations ; a standard work.

2— BIGGLE BERRY BOOK

No.

O
a

3— HIGGLE POULTRY BOOK
the best Poultry Book in existence
tells everything:
with23 colored life-like reproductions
of all the principal breeds with 103 other illustraiionii.
Price. 50 Cents.
All about Poultry

Connecticut.— The Connecticut Bee-Keepers*
Association will meet at the Capitol at Hartford. Wednesday, Nov. 8, 189*, at 10:30 a.m.
Waterbury, Conn. Mrs. W. C. Riley, Sec.
Illinois.

All about growing Small Fruits— read and learn now ;
contains 43 colored lile-like reproductionsof allleading
varieties and 100 other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents.

No.

not with

Convention Notices.

By JACOB BIGGLE
No.

ability;

salary.''

;

;

— The annual

meeting- of the Northern

Illinois Bee-Keepers" Association will be held
at the Court House in Rockford, III., on Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 17 aud 18, 1S99. All
are cordiallv invited.
B. Kennedy, Sec.

New

Milford,

111.

;

No.

CHEAP rs

4— BiGGLE COW BOOK
All about Cows and the Dairy Business having a great
sale, contains 8 colored life-like reproductions of eacr,
breed, with 132 other illustrations. Price, 50 Cents.
;

No.

5— BIGGLE SWINE BOOK

Located on the

All about Hogs— Breeding. Feeding, ButchContains over 80 beautiful halfery, Disea.:es, etc.
tones and other engravings. Price, 50 Cents.

Illinois Central R. R. in

Just out.

o

The BIGGLE BOOKS are unique.original.useful— you never
saw anything like them— so practical, so sensible. They
are having an enormous sale — East, West, North and
South. Every one who keeps a Horse, Cow. Hog or
Chicken, or grows Small Fruits, ought to send right
away for the BIGGLE BOOKS. The

O

.,,^

^^^
And

YAZOO VALLEY
of Mississippi— specially
raising" of

FARM JOURNAL
BIGGLE BOOKS, and

the

Soli RlcDesi A\ World.

FARM JOURNAL

Write for Pamphlets and Maps,

5 YEARS (remainder of iSqq, looo, igoi, 2902 and 1903) will be sent by mail
to any address fi r A DOLLAI? BILL.
Sample of FARM JOURNAL and circular describing BIGGLE BOOKS free
WTi.-MFR ATKINSON

CHAS

i-

FARM

Address.

SKENE, Land Commissioner,

E. P,

Park Row, Room 413,
CHICAQO, ILL,
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.
111.

JOIIRKAI^

'

Philadelphia

jE.N-KiNS.

Cent. R. R. Co.,

30Al(it

\

The Farm Journal and the Bee JournaL
years

1,

Offer Ho,

above) all for

(as

Send us

ONE

order the

2.

SI. 40;

the

Farm

Journal alone

is

Farm

for the Bee Journal for a .vear (at $1.00,]
Journal for you for 5 years as a premium.

we have only

a limited

number

of 5-year

Has no Sag

FARM JOURNAL

CO., 118 Micliigan

subscrip-

Chicaeo,

St.,

in

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being- the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of anj* foundation made.

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK &

"WTltiiia.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION

Or, send
new subscribers for the Bee Jourual for the balance of this year at
tiO cents each, and we will order the Farm Journal for yuu for 5 years as a premium.

Better applv soon, as
tions to offer.

me send you my 64Catalog for 1899.
Ala,

and we will

TWO

Offer No, 3.

pag-e

!

A/. ^Jenliins, \Vettini%)U:a,

Please mention Bee Journal "when

50 cents a year.

new subscriber

Let

BEE-KEEPERS
«7.

Offer No,

adapted to the

CORN AND HOGS,

your paper, made for you and not a misfit. It is 22 years
old, it IS the great boiled-down hit-the-nail-on-the-head.—
quit-after-you-have-said-it, Farm and Household paper in
the world— the biggest paper of its size in the United Stales
of America— having over a million and a-hall regular readers.

of the

ILLINOIS

also located on the Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley R. R. in the famous

Is

Any ONE

SOUTHERN^,,,
'^'^

111.

J. A.

VAT« DEUSHX,

Sole Manufacturer,

Save Your Hogs.

CHOLERA

SURE CURE

and

PREVENTIVE.

We

have no medicine to sell, but have an effective remedy which will cIh-cI; Ww ra\iiuts i.f tlie
plague and Hav*" yodi* Iio;;n. The disease is caused by a trerm. This prcparatntu is a powprful aiiti^i-|itu- whicli il<>sti-o,VK t\\e^ »;4*i'iikn without injury to the Im;;.-., The iu;itfrial can be uiitaint-d at
any villa;:.' >Un->' at Hit- 4'os» <>»*a t\'W rents. Any farmer can pn-pan' and apply it. If nsed in tinu' is
a c'ci'taiii in-<'\*'iit i\ 4' and a nsiim' rtii-e for hot,'y not too far <,'ohr. Full iiit'oi'iiiatiiiu wiih dirt-ctions arc given in a very n'T'l
which in addili-.n to
LJ
valuable work entitl<-d- ** 8
T\f\0
Kivinf,' fnll drtailsof
I 1
I

Sprout Brook, Montg-omery Co., N.Y^
flease mention Bee Jourual V7hen writing.

k BE[-syppLiEs ^ri^r/s.

W

ExrKACTORS, Etc.
Muth's Square Glass Honey Jars are
ihe tliiu^ you wani now to develop
your home market lor your extracted

J^

honey.

k

Hp
H^

^LhV ICCJp^^IUII^L^
•|*i.t>
Nn^CIRllStS

"^^J

J *^

*^
tins remedy furnishes information on every i)hase of hog raising and marketiriL' bv tin- most eminent authorities experienced
hog raiHers and packers in the U. S. and Canada. To save tin- millions <4 dollars aniuiallv lost to farmers
through this plague we dsire to give this book the widest pos-ible distribntinn atid at the same time intrn(Price 25

cts.. ptistpaul.)

i i

NATIONAL RURAL

^^^lersT.™
for 40 years known
each week.

and

FAMILY MAGAZINE,

paper

The

Kiiral

For

V.i

weeks on trials i>rice 2;Je
and a copy of the above
work (price 25c) to any
>yZOL.stomps
i

,

b UDUI

wo

matter

send 5 copies of each. For Si .SO we
will send lO copies and a
ul. book, and a year's suscripS»l

iT

iu^^i

*;^

T
A
^
T

Wt

troods

carry a complete line of Root's

and

TIES IN

sell at their prices.

To Pak-

THE SocTH wc

offcr a savini? in
(>rders and be
Catalog- for the askinir.

Send us your

freight.

conviuced.

^^TFarm^jouTnal

as Tin- WcmK'i-ii ICiiral. Published weekly. :il!to40 pa^^'os. fresh, up-to-date
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address for only
tion to the club raiser free.
a club of 10 and thus assist In RtarapinK out or preventing' tlie swine platrne from getting a
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You Should
"Watch"

Chicago, Sept. 20.— Fancy white comb honev
brings ISc: No.
9(a'10c.

ambers, Ifwalic; dark.

amber, t'Ma'c.

The

754(a;,Sc;

Beeswax,

in bar26c.

receipts are inci easing and sales are becoming- more frequent. Shipments are coming
to hand in good order, and when properly prepared will do so until we get zero weather, after
which it is liable to crack, and break awaj- from

the frames.

Burnrtt & Co.G

R. A.

Kansas

City, Sept. 14.— The supply of comb
honey is yery light. Scarcely any extracted on
the market. We quote fancy f-pound comb
14m ISc: No. 1, 13(ijil4c; No. 1 aiiiber, 12i«13c. Ex'
tracted, white, 7c; amber, SCatic: dark, 4ftiSc
Beeswax, 22f?'.2Sc.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

New
1,

York,

white,

amber,
dull at

WATCHES we offer here are g-enuine
THE
you have none you will
barg-ains. and

No

fancy amber, ll(aii2c; No. 1.
buckwheat, 9(!SilOc. Beeswax

2S(!y2tic.

Demand good

for all kinds of comb houey,
sale. E.xtracted in good demand also,
excepting buckwheat, at unchanged prices.

you get one of

make a mistake
They are equal to any $15.00

Sept. 20.— Fancy white, ISc;

13(<_'14c;

lOfellc;

and ready

if

not

t, 13(ail4c;

E.xtracled, white, in cans,

rels, ~(01'/ic;

Lest You get "Behind Time."

these.

|

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Yourself

if

AND BEESWAX

HONE.y

I

>tt iJi >tt >ti iJttt

HiLDRETH & SegELKEN.

or $20.00

San Francisco,

watches as time-keepers.

Sept. 27.— White

comb, 11J^@
amber, S@lOc. Extracted, -syhite,7^{57J<.
6J^(gi7c.
Beeswax, 26(a).27c.
Two shipments of e.xlracted haye gone forward to Europe since last issue, the ship Springburn carrying as part cargo 360 cases for LondoTi, and the ship Aristom'ene taking HX) cases

12J4c;

light amber,

No. 146 is a Gentleman's genuine open face
Elgin, Waltham, or Hampden, the movement
nickel-finisht, compensation balance, straight
line escapement, quick train, patent safety pinion, double brace main-spring, Breguet hairThe Case is Silverine with screw front
.spring.
and back, and of good weight, thus making a
perfect, dust-proof watch.
No. 143 is a Lady's genuine Elgin, Waltham
or Hampden, the movement nickel tinisht, 7 jewels, compensation balance, Breguet hair-spring,
with Silverine hunting-case.

for Liyerpool. Market shows the same healthy
tone as previously noted, with stocks of all descriptions of small volume.

Albany,

Oiip oilers

01)

iDesG GeniiliiG

No. 146 we will send prepaid, bj' express, to any address for S7.00 or will
give it free as a premium for sending us 12 new subscribers for the American Bee
Journal for one year at 81.00 each or we will club it with the Bee Journal for
one year both for only $6.50.
No. 143 we will send prepaid, bj' express, to any address for $8.00 or we will
give it free as a premium for sending us 16 new subscribers for the American
Bee Journal for one year at $1.00 each or we will club it with the Bee Journal
for one year both for only $7.50.
We believe we have never offered any premiums to our readers that we
think will give the satisfaction that these watches will. They are not cheap
"clocks." but really valuable watches that will wear well, run all right, and be
worth much more than is paid for them. Here is a chance to make a gift
to some boy, g'irl, young man or young lady.
Everybody ought to have a good
Address,
watch.
W.
CO., 118 Michigan St.,
;

;

—

;

:

—

GEORuE

Page

YORK &

CHICAGO.

Lyo
b
NEW LONDON,

MicDougal &

sections, 16c:
2, ll(flH2c.

A

No.

1,

few arrivals.

B.atterson

Omaha, Aug.

16.— Still very

it "Co.

doing and
receipts so light that a market price has really
not been establisht. Little lots of choice new
comb are still going at 14w ISc, but good many
dealers w\\\ not touch it at these prices, and in
order to place larger quantitie.. at this time a
considerably lower figure would have to be
made. In the cour.se of another month, when
the weather is cooler and the taste for fruits
little

.-i

more fully s.itisfied. the demand for hiuiey will
be more general and a more reliable marK-"et can
be quoted. E.xtracted is slow snle at 7(«? 7'4c.

Peycke Bros.
Detroit, Sept. 11.— Honey-producers accustomed to selling in Detroit have hard work to
siitisfy local trade. Veiv little hone3- in market.
White comb, I4ifl-lSc; dark, 12w 13c. White extracted, 7^r(r8c. No dark wanted. Beeswax.
23(" 25c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.
and extracted honey; state
and quantity.

R. A.

33A13t

WIS.,

THE LOWEST

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

-writing.

13(ai3'4c:

WANTED.— Comb

BURNETT &

163 So.

Water

CO.,

St.,

Chicago,

111.

WANTED. — Fancy

se-

also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factorv equipt with best macliinerv. all combine to enable
PRICES.
this firm to furnish the BEST GOODS AT

Bee Journal -when

1,

arrivals of strictly fancy white comb honey.
The yery little arriving is poor, and the best of
it brings 14 cents. We believe e.xtra fancy would
bring ISrSlh cents, and any grade will sell well
here. If receipts do not increase we mav reasonably look for possibly higher prices. There
is a very strong demand, quickly taking the

while comb houej- in nodrip shipping. cases.
State price, kind and
C. H. W. Weher,
qu intity,
Successor to Chas. Muth &i Son and A. Mulh.
2146-S Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

DeC-^lxeeperS Q..^^ii^^
OlipplieS*M,

for CirCUla.r and

No.

14to.lSc;

White amber extracted, 8@8'4c.

Your

They have

Send

Co.

Co.

New comb lumey is coming in yery slowly,
showing a general shortage all over the country.
Blake, Scott & Lee."
Buffalo, Sept. 29.- There are yirtuallv no

curing the best lumber at the lowest "P-^-^ 't^^^.^.^.i.^'

Please mention

.i

Boston, Sept. 21.— Fancy white comb. 1-pouud

prite, kind,

operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
price for the manufacture of

Fancy white

quote:

Beeswa.x, 27c.

*t*

WATCHES

14-3

We

Successors to Chas. McCulloch

No.
vtr xt#

Sept. 26.—

comb, I5c; No. 1 white, 13(o-14c; mixt, ll(ei'l3c;
buckwheat, lOta'llc. Extracted, white, 8ft'9c:
mixt, 6^(g'7c; dark, o. Beeswax, 26(m28c.

We
15iviii{_' de<i.'

J14A'I

n p! iiiii

THO>

C.

I
.iiid

HONEY

u ill Vmy it. no tnalter
where you are. Address,
price,

STANLEY & SON.

Fairfield,

III.

BY RETURN WAIL ITALIAN beauty
yUEENS
(;oldi-:n

— reared

from Impohtkd Mothkks.

Untested.

5"cent-.: Tested. $LiKl,

TLRRflL BROS. Lampasas. Lamp. Co. Tex
ISAtf

Please meiitiou Ibe IJee Jourual.
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Latest Improvements.
Perfect Goods.
Very Reasonable Prices.

Dadant's Foundation,

Hives, Shipping-Cases

Yea!

Sections,

Why

does
so well?

Extractors, Etc,
EVERYTHINQ A
BEE-KEEPER NEEDS. »*••»**

Because

it

satisfaction.

has always given better

satis-

What more cin anybody do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS, No SAOaiNQ, No

any other.
22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliin

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

ments.

Catalog and copy of

**The American Bee=Keeper"

— FREE.

Send name

THE. W. T. FfllcONER MFG. GO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
The American Bee-Keeper

We guarantee

it sell

faction than

Because

lear

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

for our Catalog,

We

sell

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

a live Monthly,
and has been publisht by us for the past 10
years 50 cents per year.
is

—

Please mention Bee Journal -when writin?,
tlere is the Thing -y*^" ?^^r« looking
- for the last winter

The New Champion
WINTER-CASE...

LaDgstroth on the Hoiiey-Bee, Revised.
The Classic

which does away with all unnecessary work-, and in which the bees
will not die in the coldest winter.
Send for special prices on quantity
'

wanted.

R. H.

SCHMIDT &

CO.,

Sheboygan, Wis.

at all times.

QUEENS

Please mention Bee Journal

ITCC
^^
B
m
l|("^

B^^ ^^^
t

"

|-

L V
^^tf^^^

when

by Mail.

Beeswax Wanted

writing,

Please mention Bee Jotimal

in Bee-Ciilture-Price, $1,25,

=

chas. dadant & son,
when

Hamilton, HancOck Co.,

writing.

III.

Smokers, Sections,
Comb Foundation
*"'J

^"

chr&p.

Supplifi

Apiiirian

ScDd fur

K. T. FLASAGAS, »«llPTlile. UL
UtEK CaUlogae.
14Aly
Please mention the Bee Journal.

M. H.

HUNT & SON,

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

at ROOT'S PRICES.

Shippinp-Cases and Danz. Cartons are what
yon need to display and ship your honey in.

Send

BELL BRANCH, MiCH.

for Catalog-.

THIS-

I

Wood

will hold one year's
of the American Bee

and

30

^°-^tdr.s^-^^'-^

Binder

—SUBSCRIBE FOR THE—

numbers
Journal

Farmer's

by mail for
PiiU directions

will be sent

cents*.

accompany each Binder.

Ky,

South. If you have anything- to sell send us your advertisement. Every farmer who expects to
mix "'brains with muscle'" in his business should read this paper. Subscription price. $l.(-)0 per
FARMER'S HOME JOURNAL, Louisville, Ky.
year. Sample copy free. Address,

Please mention Bee Journal •when -writing.

paid, for 10 cents extra.

HONEY

ADDRESS,

W. YORK & CO.

118 Mich. St., Chicago,

Louisville,

A practical business paper for the farmer. It treats of farming- and stock breeding^ from both
practical and scientific standpoints. It is the oldsst and best knowu agrricultural weekly in the

ence in book form.
By paying for a year's subscription STKICTLT IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, post-

CiBO.

Home Journal,

The

issues of the JonKNAi, can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-

.5:

LEAHY MFG. CO. "'SS^rl^'

JARS.

1-pound square, $4.70 per gross, with corks S gross, $4.50 per gross. Labels,
60c per gross $1.00 for SOO. We have several styles of Jars for retailing honey.
;

111.

;

CART0N5.
If

HONEY.

VEILS.

Buy now before advance in prices.
.9 '4c
60-lb. cans Pure Alfalfa Clover
Half barrels (300 lbs.) Basswood.

Clover
Full barrels (600 lbs.) Pure

Honey

Wn.

vou use these, send for a sample before buying.

.

9c

Amber

THE BEST, with silk face, 35 cents each S for $1.50, postpaid. If not satisfactory, vou can return.
BASSWOOD EXTRACTED HONEY, in cans, S^c pound. Sample 5 cents.
;

Catalog

free.

Please mention Bee Journal

J.

when

J.

STRINGHAM,

-writing.

105

Park Place,

NEW YORK, N.

Y.

'h c

A. SELSER,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

10 Vine Street,

Please Mention the Bee JoiirBai lJl?rtTs1^S^

'^(i)-A-##i)-i)'#(i-^'i)-i)-##(fc-^-#i>-i)-i)-#4-A-(i)-4)'i)'^'
OEORQE W. YORK,

Editor.

m

^
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CHICAGO,

39th YEAR,

ILL,

OCTOBER

19,
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No, 42,

1899,

bee-hives, supers, sections, etc. The other half is used for
a honey-room, where is kept all of his honey, safe from
Hamilton Co.. Ohio.
temptation and robber- bees.

Apiary of Mr. Wm. McLennan, of Hamilton
BV JOHN

K.

Feeding- Bees for Needed Stores— It Pays.
BY C. P. DADAXT.
1>AUANT:— I thauk you very much for your kindness in helpMy bees were near starvation, and I did not
iutr me out last June.

MK.know what

Co., 0.

SCHMIDT.

The picture shown herewith is one of an apiary of 35
colonies, belonging- to Mr. Wm. Mclvennan, of Hamilton
The way in which he became interested in beeCo., Ohio.
culture is very singular, and as it was directly thru' the
American Bee Journal, I resolved to photograph theapiary,
and send it, thinking it might interest the editor as well as
This is how he became interested in bees,
his readers.
as he told me
Several years ago his wife subscribed for the American
Bee Journal. At that time no bees were kept by anyone in
the familv, but they just took the Bee Journal because thev
:

liked

it.

titions, this
lar evening
first.

ever since in wintering, not losing" 3 colonies in the six years
Tofield Lehman.
experience.

successfiiNl

of

my

Fayette Co., Iowa.
I

and

'

One evening, Mr. McLennan finisht reading his evening newspaper, at an earlier
hour than usual, and having
nothing else to read he pickt
up a copy of the American
Bee Journal that was b'iug on
the table. After several repepaper

-

to do. I thought it would cost too much to feed them,
so I a=ikt you if you thoufjrht it would pay. You replied that you
would feed them all they needed even if you had to borrow the money to
do it. So I was encouraged, and bout^ht the sut^ar for feedings, being:
about a Viarrel and a half, which supplied them until the harvest beg'an.
My crop this year was 2,200 pounds of fine honey, while my neig"hbors, who keep as many colonies as I do, g^ot very little from them, and
One of them, who has kept bees for 15 years, had 30
s ime not a pound.
colonies, spring- count, did not feed, and he got only 3 swarms from the
very
little
honey,
and
30,
I had 27 colonies last spring, which I fed just as you directed, and I
took off the 2,500 pounds of honey, and had 35 swarms, besides, which I
think is pretty good for this year.
I have been
I began in 18'^3 with one colony, being 25 years of age.

lost,

can but congratulate Mr. Lehman on his perseverance,
am glad to be able to record that our advice is not
and that we are not the onlv ones who succeed bv

I

became the reguroutine

— nevps-

Bee Journal

after-

wards.
After a short time he began to look forward to Thursday afternoon (the day upon
which the American Bee Journal arrived), and on this dajthe Bee Journal was first and
newspaper came afterwards.
About this time, the second stage of the fever began
to appear.
He wanted the
bees, and it was not long until
he had them.

Last year, Mr. McLennan
bought up all the bees in th'
neighborhood that were foi
sale, and at present
he ithinking about moving hU
bees out into the country and
going into the business.

The person shown in tli'
is Mr. McLennan,

photograph

The building
stable

to the right is

and barn, half of

;i

th'

upper story being used for a
stock-room, where ohe keeps

^ipiary of 3fr.

Wm. MiLeunan^

oj Jlainilion Co., Ohio.
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helping the bees to the
pag-e 404, in the American
see how the matter stood.

last.

If the

reader will refer to
29, he will

millions.
If your colonies are strong in bees and poor in honey, it
of no use to induce them to breed to any extent, therefore
the feed should be given all at one time, or as nearly at one
time as is practicable. Warm feed, given above tlie brood
in Hill feeders or ordinary fruit-can feeders, covered with a
cloth and inverted over the cluster, may be fed very rapidly
to a strong colony. We always invert the feeder previously
over a dish or pan, so that the first flow may come and the
atmospheric pressure prevents further sudden leakage. We
have thus given IS pounds of honey to one colony at one
feed.
We put it on the hive in the evening, when there is
the least danger from robber-bees. If honey is not to be
had readily, we use mostly sugar syrup, but always mix a
third of honey with it.
Colonies which are not very strong in bees may be fed
more slowlj-. While they are taking the food they will
breed more or less, and this will serve to strengthen the
colony for winter. Weak colonies that do not cover the
greater part of their combs would best be warmlj- covered,
or put into the cellar, at the opening of cold weather and
if there is no objection to decreasing the number of colonies
of bees, it may be well to unite two or three into one. In
this case, the best queen should be retained, and the bees
put together, at the same time sprinkling them with sugar
syrup. In order more easily to cause them to unite, some
apiarists scent the syrup with some strong perfume, such
as essence of peppermint, which gives all the bees the same
odor, for it is well known that bees recognize each other bv
the sense of smell, each colony having its own peculiar
scent. The sweet food puts them in good humor, and the
peppermint prevents them from noticing much diff'erence
between the odor of their neighbors and their own. If robbers are kept away, no trouble need be anticipated. The
only objectionable feature to uniting bees from different
hives into one is the returning of some of the old bees to
the former spot, which is almost unavoidable, tho if thev
are drummed and frightened enough to cause them to consider themselves in a swarming condition, they will usually
recognize the new spot readily.
In an apiary where the hives are all of the same pattern as there are usually some rich colonies even in the
poorest seasons these may be caused to help the others by
taking from them whatever they may be able to spare out
of their brood department. But it takes a little discernment to do this feeding properly. If you give a weak colis

;

—

—

ony a heavy comb of honey on one side of its cluster, this
honey may be too remote from the cluster to be of use to
them. It is necessary to examine the hive and put the additional feed in an accessible place, often spreading the
thinly supplied combs apart, to place the heavy combs in
the center. But these must not be too full. A solid comb
of honey would practically split the colony in two, and
might prove injurious, for the bees need empty cells on
which to cluster, the cells of honej' being much colder, and
therefore less advantageous to the cluster.
Is it necessary to state here how much honey is needed
to winter a colony safely ? The amount has been variously
given by different apiarists according to the circumstances
in which their bees were placed, at from 8 to 40 pounds. A
good, middle average is 25 pounds. A colony which has
access to about this amount of honey is in good condition
for winter. It may consume more in spring breeding, but
this

may

" That Big-

Bee Journal for June

Feeding pays when absolutely needed to save the colony, and no one should hesitate if he wishes to succeed. As
the present season has been one of poor crop in many localities, it is quite likely that a number of colonies are now
without sufficient stores for a safe wintering. This should
not be permitted to remain thus. They shouM be fed
bountifully, and, I dare say, it is as sure to pay in the long
run as the feeding above mentioned paid Mr. Lehman.
I have just read Mr. France's article, on page 606, and
I wish to emphasize these words of his:
"If j'ou want to
winter bees out-of-doors give them a large hive, and a good
deal too much honey is just enough." If your bees are short
of stores for winter, I would hardly advise you to give them
" a good deal too much," but be sure and give them plentj'.
It does not pay to let bees starve because of a bad season.
but it pays still less to feed them stingily, and have them
starve after all. So give them all they need. But if you
have had a good crop do not stint the bees, leave them
" a good deal too much," as Mr. France says. It is this
kind of bee-keeping that secures the honey crops for the

be added after winter, without trouble.

Oct. 19, 1899.

Nuisance "—The Alley Trap.
BY HENRY .\LLEY.

one has taken the trouble to inform the readers of
SOME
this paper that the Alley queen-trap
a nuisance

is
in the
rather late in the day for
any one to make such a discovery, as the trap has been in
use some 18 years, and has been praised on all sides by
those who have them in use. The trap can be found in all
countries where an interest is taken in apiculture.
Suppose a little pollen, say one percent of all the bees
collect (and it is not more than that amount), is brusht off
the legs of the bees when they pass thru the metal, does
any one have an idea that that would in any way affect the
prosperity of the colony ? The person who asserts that the
trap is "a nuisance " most likely is one of those bee-keepers
who has not been long in the business, as it seems to me he
would not now attempt to discuss the merits of the trap, as
these same charges, years ago, were brought against it, and
no one took any stock in them and I do not believe they

apiary.

It

seems

to

me

it is

;

now.

will

By actual test, hives side by side in an apiary, those
colonies in the hives on which were traps stored more
honey than those that had no traps. The above test was
made by a man whose apiary is in Georgia, and the facts
were given to the public years ago. All who have tested
the trap have found it one of the greatest labor-saving devices ever used in the apiary.
Yet I have no doubt there are people who think it is
much better and easier to climb into a tree, 30 or more feet
high, on a hot day— say on a day when the temperature is
90 degrees in the shade— for a swarm of bees, rather than
just sit down and see a swarm of bees hive themselves. I
like the latter method much the best.
If bees would not swarm, or, if the pesky things when
they do swarm, would only settle in a convenient place
where they could be hived with as little trouble as they can
be when the trap is used or, if the bees would not swarm
when a fellow is away from home, and not expecting anything of the kind, and slip to the woods'; and, what is still
another bad thing, noT: rear so many useless drones, the
trap could be dispenst with just as well as not.
Now, to pit against all the above-mentioned advantages is the claim that a little of the pollen is knockt off as
the bees pass thru the metal into the hive.
So far as saying bees do not store as much honey when the trap is used,
as colonies do that do not have the trap, that is mere guess;

work.
I

but

I

could say much more of the advantages of the trap,
think the above is all that is needed.

Essex

Co.,

Mass.

Report of the Proceedings of the 30th Annual
Convention of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, Held at Philadelphia,
Pa., Sept. 5, 6

BY DR.

A. B.

and

7.

1899.

MASON, SEC.

[Continued from pape

62'>.]

SECOND DAY— Forenoon

Session.

The forenoon

session of the second day, Sept. 6, was
called to order by Pres. Whitcomb, after which Rev. E. T.
Abbott offered prayer.
A communication from the Farmers' National Congress, to meet in Boston, Mass., stating that our Association was entitled to a delegate, was read by the secretary,
and it was voted to send Mr. E. A. Wander, of Connecticut,
as such delegate.
On motion, the chairman appointed as a committee on
resolutions, Hon. Eugene Secor, Ernest R. Root and Georee
^

W. York.
On motion, it was decided to hold the election of officers
for the coming year as near 3 o'clock in the afternoon as
possible.
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Hon. E. Whitcomb, of Nebraska, then delivered the

ADULTERATION.
Nothing that we have to deal with meets us so squarely
the face at this time as adulteration. Years ago Sena-

following-

President's Annual Address.
Once again we have assembled from the West, North

and the South in this beautiful City of Brotherly Love, in
which American freedom beg-an its flight. In the years
that have rolled along, the busy bee has kept pace with the
iron horse in her course toward the Western sunset, and today she gathers sweet nectar from the flowers that bloom
from every hillside, valley, glen, and far out on the prairies,
and the breezes are wafted to the home of the hone^'-bee
from the shores of the Atlantic, the broad Pacific, and from
the Gulf.

NOT A PROSPEROUS YEAR.
The year now rapidly drawing to a close has not been

a

prosperous one for our chosen avocation, and while a fevr
of us have a goodly supply of the products of the apiary, the
great majority are compelled to report rather light results.
Following an unusually rigorous winter, a spring wet and
cold, with a warm, dry summer, there is little else to expect
save the complaint of light stores.

FOUL BROOD.
It is said that opportunities of some kind present themselves once in a lifetime to every man to this, woman
might be added and to us the subject of foul brood has
been the all-absorbing- topic during the past season. While
this disease has been thoroly discust pro and con, yet when
one comes to tackle it, or to have it attack him, it is quite
another phase of the argument. In my experience with
foul brood this season I have learned that it readily j-ields
to the treatment in which the colony is, compelled to use
what stores they have in their sacs for comb-building, and
that it is not necessary to destroy either hive, frames, or
wax, as these may be so easily and thoroly renovated of all
traces of this disease that in no case has it appeared in the
apiary a second time after treatment.

—

—

RELATION OF BEES TO FLOWERING PLANTS.

in
State (Nebraska), took up the mattor Paddock, of
ter of enacting pure-food laws, but the adulterators rallied
Conto its defeat in such numbers that it failed to pass.

my

gress has again taken up that question, and placed Senator
at the head of a committee whose duties are to make
such investigations as are possible, and to report such laws
as will best meet the cases in question. In a correspondence
with Senator Mason I have pledged him the undivided support of 5,000,000 bee-keepers, and he assures me that of all
the abuses honey appears to have suffered the most, and
that it shall have a prominent position in the Bill which his
committee is to report to the next Congress.

Mason

When I pledged him these 5,000,000 bee-keepers of the
United States in support of a pure-food law, I realized fully
what benefits such a law would bring to these producers,
and would extend to perhaps SO, 0(X), 000 consumers. In order
to make this support felt, we must ask our senators and
representatives in Congress to support this measure; we
must unite ourselves to the organization that will enforce
such a law when enacted, and stand by it to the end.

The opportunity now
make its influence felt

presents itself for this Association
in this direction, but in order to
do so there must be a unity of action, a banding together
with this one idea of success. Differences must be dropt,
especially so far as thej' relate to small things, and to gain
this much-desired end it matters not whether honey is best
South, East or West. The bee-keepers of the United States
are confronted with an army of adulterators who are gradually bringing the product of the apiary into disrepute, and
lessening the demand even for a pure article, for the reason
that suspicion is being cast on every grade, and in many
localities it is even asserted that comb honey is subject
to

These mistaken ideas come mainly from
the adulterators themselves, who desire to induce the public
to believe that they are as good as the very best.
to adulteration.

ADULTERATORS OK HONEY.

The

relation of the honey-bee to flowering plants is a
subject of importance. Experiments made by the Government show the benefits of a thoro cross-fertilization of
plants, especially of their own species. In-breeding was for
a divine purpose forbidden, and in no case is this sooner to
be observed than in plants and fruits. An All-Wise designer placed the nectar beneath the blossom for the sole
purpose of attracting the honey and pollen gatherer thither
for the purpose of cross-fertilization. Nearly all of our
they carry both sexes
fruit blossoms are hermaphrodite
within themselves yet a great many are utterly incapable
of self-fertilization, as in the apple, cherry, strawberry,
and hundreds of others which I might name. In the strawberry, in order to produce a perfect fruit will require the
separate fertilization of from one to three hundred, and the
dark-green masses to be found in almost any dish of strawberries are only evidences of imperfect fertilization. In the

—

—

raspberry and blackberry every little rounded mass has required the visitation of an insect in order for fertilization.
The need of bee-keepers is to g-et into closer touch with
the horticulturistj to convince him that we are his friends,
and that when our bees visit his orchard and vines, not only
we but he receives a benefit directly therefrom. The experience of Senator G. W. Swink, of Otero Co., Colo., as
stated at an informal reception given in the Apiary Building at Omaha, is in itself a whole chapter in favor of the
honey-bee as a fertilizer of both fruit and flower.
In stating his case at that meeting, the Senator said
that as he engaged in the business of melon-growing on the
Arkansas, the crop was unsatisfactory. No blossoms that
came prior to the little prairie sweet-bee produced fruit, the
crop was late, the melons deformed. A friend suggested
that the trouble was in fertilization, and advised the honeybee as a remedy. Advertisements were inserted in Kansas
papers offering a free location, and free board, to the party

who would locate an apiarj' in Swink's melon-fields, and
when I inquired the result, he said, " Why, more than four
times the melons "," and now are located in those vast
melon-fields more than 600 colonies of bees, and the famous
Rocky Ford melons are to be found in every Western market.
They fed the vast throng of people that visited the
Trans-Mis.sissippi for nearly a week last fall, including the
bee-keepers of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association,
who were present on that occasion, while the Indians lugged

melons and danced until this Association was really in danger of being contaminated with the effects of the festive
dance.
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The

suits instituted against the adulterators of

honey

at Chicago, under the pure-food laws of Illinois, have proven
a failure from the fact that the law allowed the venders to

plead that thej' were not aware of the adulteration. The
gun that isn't loaded is the most dangerous of all, and the
bee-keepers of the United States will be compelled to rely
upon national legislation rather than State laws in order
to clean up this great arm)' of adulterators who prey on the
unsuspecting, and, when confronted in their nefarious
work, hide behind some clause in the law to escape punishment by pleading- ignorance. Prof. Eaton, who has analyzed several samples of adulterated honey at Chicago,
states that out of the number analyzed but three were found
to be pure, and the one upon which an action was based
contained glucose almost entirely; not sufficient honey being used for flavoring-. The law, remarkt Mr. Eaton, is
about as good as no law at all, and when " ignorance is
bliss " while engaged in vending beeless honey made from
a cheap sample of glucose, dangerous to health, one of the
most honorable and healthgiving industries of the United
States must suffer. The experience with these adulterators
should nerve the bee-keepers of the United States with a
renewed determination to stand together until these abuses
are stampt out, once for all.

THE BENEFIT OF DEFEAT.
will doubtless grow out of failure some real benethe honey producer, inasmuch as all adulterators will
fully understand that there are lurking in the woods and on
the watch-towers those who are looking after their nefarious practices in deceiving the public, and who seized on
the first opportunity to prosecute them. This will make
them a little more cautious, and more samples will be
branded with what they really contain, and more honey will
be used in compounding adulteration. This is possibly
worth to the Association all that it has cost, if not more.

There

fits to

THE UNITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.
This Association

is

not strong enough to have

its in-

fluence felt as it should be felt. Memberships mean dollars, and dollars mean that which with your outside influence can and will be felt all along the line from Maine to
Oregon, and from the Gulf away up into the British possessions. Every member of this Association ought to constitute himself a committee to secure the membership of his
neighbors and fellow bee-keepers, until every live, wide-

!
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awake man who manipulates the bee has been gathered
and

is

in

member of this Association.
AMALGAMATION AND COMMENDATION.

a

There has perhaps never been room for more than one
national association of bee-keepers, and this Association
was organized at Lincoln, Nebr., with a view of uniting the
whole in one strong association. But for reasons not necessary to state, there were differences which grew wider apart
for a time, and the object for which this organization was
formed in part has failed. I am happy to state that these
differences are fast being dissolved, and that we are looking forward to the time when the two great organizations
will be able to unite for the general good of both, and on a
more elevated plan for bee-keepers, and the punishraeiit of
adulterators secured under such laws as have been past in
the different States and such laws as may hereafter be past.
I take great pleasure in commending to your consideration the zeal and fidelity with which General Manager
Secor has filled his office in this Association, not only during previous years, but during the present one. Secretary
Mason, by his careful painstaking, and general courtesy.
ever alert for the best interests of this Association, is entitled to a liberal share of your commendation, and I assure
j'ou that there is little else to be gotton out of the labors
which have been performed by them, as well as the different members of the Board of Directors, who are likewise
entitled to your commendation.
During the year Rev. E. T. Abbott has taken great interest in the National Pure-Food Congress, and has spent
much time in attendance on the sessions of that organization, and with little expense to this Association. I doubt not
but thru his efi^orts this Association has a standing among
the advocates of pure food second to none in the United
States. Our thanks are due the different members of the
Board of Directors whose universal courtesy has been ever
foremost in advancing the best interests of this Association.
E. Whitcomb.

The

president's address

was followed by the following

paper by Rev. E. T. Abbott, of Missouri, entitled,
Necessity of Pure-Food Legislation from a Bee-Keeper's
Point of View.
I come to you this morning all the way from the Oueen
City of the West to talk to you about a subject in which I
am vitally interested, and I trust I find you in a receptive
frame of mind, to say the least, if not fully aroused to the
importance of the subject.
Perhaps it is not just the thing to discuss the manner
of stating a subject when it is given you by another, but I
want to enter a protest against discussing pure food from
the " stand-point " of any class. There may be special reasons why we, as bee-keepers, should throw our influence in
favor of all such legislation, but all pure-food legislation
should have in view the interests of the masses, and not the
lowering or raising of prices for the benefit of special
It is the interests of the consumers that are to be
classes.
lookt after, and not those of the producers.
What we need is one national pure-food law which will
cover all articles of human consumption for food and mediPerhaps it would be just as well to say human and
cine.
animal consumption. The trouble with pure-food legislation in this country has generally been that those engaged
in special industries have sought to have laws past for their
personal benefit, and the reason urged, in many cases, for

the passage of such laws has been that it would protect and
raise the price of the product in which they are most interested. It is probably not necessary for me to say that I am
opposed to all such legislation. It is vicious and contrary
Fairchild, in his
to the principles of a free government.
Moral Philosophy, says:
tyranny is a government
which is administered for the pleasure or advantage of a
class or of a few in opposition to the interests of the many."
This is true of any law, whether it help a rich corporation
or the so-called "granger."
The tendency to take narrow views of such legislation
is so great that many find it hard to resist it. Two elements
make themselves prominent. Our selfish interests so press
themselves on our brain fiber that we find it hard to resist
the temptation to ask that the legislation be so framed as
to help our industry.
Then, again, egotism is so prominent
in our natures that we are apt to think that nothing is just
as it should be until we have had a hand in making it. The
result is we can see no good in a Bill framed by others,
first, because it does not help " our folks," and second, because we had no hand in making it. As John Stuart Mill

"A
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suggests, we are apt to want men to act as we think they
should, because of our personal feelings in the matter, and
not because it will promote the public good.
The necessity for pure-food legislation is hardly a matEvery man of ordinary intelligence,
ter for discussion.
who has given the subject a moment's thought, knows that
adulteration and false branding is rampant everj-where.
Butter is adulterated, flour is adulterated, sugar is adulterated, tea and coffee are adulterated, honey, thrown out of
the comb, is adulterated, spices are adulterated, syrups are
adulterated, drugs and medicines are adulterated. In fact,
almost everything- we eat and drink is adulterated. Sometimes even the adulterant is adulterated. Chicory is a good
illustration of this, for the man who buvs it to adulterate
coffee is not certain that he himself is not being woefully
imposed upon by having some adulterant of the adulterant
foisted upon him.
In this case he gets beaten at his own
game. Here is a list of the articles which are said to be
used to adulterate chicory. (Before I give the list let me
remark that this Government has laid a duty on chicory so
the people of Nebraska can afford to raise chicory)
" Roasted beans, peas, carrots, parsnips, acorns, horsechestnuts, tan-bark, logwood, and even the livers of animals." And so it comes to pass,
:

" Larger fleas have lesser fleas upon their backs to bite 'em.
And these, again, have smaller fleas, and so ad infinitum."
is open, flagrant, bold, and often defiant.
the crowning crime and shame of the 19th century,
and a matter beside which in importance all others pale into
insignificance. It is more than expansion or anti-expansion it is more than free silver or the gold standard nay,
it is more than anj' other question which confronts the
American people to-day, for it is sapping the moral foundations of justice and equity, and teaching men and women,
who are otherwise disposed to be fair, to wink at deception
and dishonest}-. Surely, it is time to call a halt.
I am a firm believer in the rights of the individual, and
insist that none of his natural rights be curtailed or arbitrarily taken away in the supposed interest of society, but I
am equalU- firm in the conviction that no man has a right
to defraud and deceive his fellow men in the name of liberty.
Coole)' said, " It was the peculiar excellency of the common
law of England that it recognized the worth, and sought
especially to protect the rights and privileges, of the individual man. Arbitrary power and uncontrolled authority
were not recognized in its principles." Legislators should
ever have these foundation principles in mind, and should
see to it that no individual right is infringed upon by the
laws which they enact. So long as an article is not injurious to human health and happiness, the laws of the land
should in no way interfere with its manufacture. The simple fact that the production of an article lowers the price of
or cheapens another article is not a sufficient reason for
throwing legislative restrictions about it. We were told a
few years ago that a " cheap coat " made a " cheap man,"
but surely this is not true of food products. The masses
are interested in cheap foods, and the only thing that I insist upon is that they be sold for what they are, and be not
branded with a He.
Much of the so-called pure-food legislation of the past
has simply been a little "pap " thrown by the cheap-John
politicians to the so-called "grangers" to catch votes, and
the result has been that in many of the States some verj'
foolish laws have been enacted, professedly in the interest
of pure food, but actually in the interest of the party who
introduced the Bill. Tlie farmers were blandly told that
they were entitled to higher prices, and that the so-called
pure-food law would enable them to get them, and they were
thus deluded into shouting and voting for the fellow who
threw them this very thin "pap." Jefferson wrote in 1789,
"The tyranny of the legislatures is the most formidable
dread at present, and will be for many years." In the light
of the acts of this, the year of 1899, we can see that he was
clearly correct.
Take the pure-food law of Illinois as an illustration,
and some of these incongruities will make themselves apparent.
The Food Commissioner, a creation of the last
legislature, is to have for his duty the enforcement of the
laws now existing, or that may hereafter be enacted, regarding the production, manufacture and sale of dairy products or the adulteration of any article of food. Are not
dairy products "articles of food ?" If so, why place them
in contrast with all other articles of food? Self interest
Here is the hand of some one who has more interest in one
class of producers than in all other producers and consumers

Adulteration

It is

;

;

combined.

A

similar so-called pure-food law

was past

in the State
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of Missouri, which makes it a criminal offence to sell any
article intended for human food which contains arsenic,
calomel, bismuth, ammonia or alum a verj' gfood law, perhaps, if it had not been in the interest of some one's baking-powder. The same legislature let a duplicate of the
Brosius pure-food law die in the hands of a committee.
Why did not the Illinois law specify honey or apiarian products ? Simply because the politicians have not felt the
necessity of throwing taffy to the honey-producers as a

—

class.

Let us away with this kind of nonsense; let us have
done with this political jobbery let us enact a national
pure-food law in the interest of the consumer, and not for
the benefit of any class of producers, let them be few or
many. Let us as a nation declare that it is a crime to adulterate, to falsely brand, to sell anything for what it is not.
If this lowers prices, let them go down.
If it raises prices,
let them go up.
Any business that cannot live in the face
of honest competition deserves to die. The honey-producer
has nothing to fear from the competition of any article or
compound that is sold for what it is, and does not carry a
There is great need for education along this
lie on its face.
The moral sense of mankind must be awakened, and
line.
they must be made to feel that to knowingly sell falselybranded or adulterated goods is to commit a crime, morally
I have here an illustration of such criminal
if not legally.
work in the shape of a jar of so-called honey. It is labeled
"Kellogg's Pure White Clover Honey, Medina, O."
I remonstrated with a dealer in our city about selling
adulterated honey. He said it was nothing to him, that he
would sell a man mud if he wanted it. I said, " So would
mud when he askt for honey,"
I, but I would not sell him
neither would I sell him two parts glucose and one of honey
which some unscrupulous mixers had labeled " Kellogg's
Pure Clover Honey," for honey ; for it is not honey, and
the man who labeled it honey knew the label was a lie
when he put it on, if he ever thought enough about what
constitutes a lie to understand the real facts in the case. To
take a man's money for a mixture of glucose and honey
when he asks for honey is obtaining money under false pretenses just as much as it is to give a check on a bank when
one never had any money deposited there. They send men
;

,

to the penitentiary for the latter why should not the same
penalty be inflicted for the former crime ? Will some honest (!) mixer please rise up and explain ?
There seems to me but one way to get at the root of this
;

evil, and that is by a national law making it a criminal
offence to adulterate or misbrand any food or drug in any
territory of the United States and the District of Columbia
for interstate commerce or exportation, and then let each
State pass a law of the same kind to reach the cases within
its own borders. Of course, you understand that the United
States cannot regulate the manipulation and sale of food
and drug products in the various States of the Union, but it
can control the matter in territories for interstate commerce, and when the goods are intended for a foreign

market.

Now, what are the prospects

of such national legisla-

have suggested ? I may say, in a word, that the
outlook for the passage of such a law is very good indeed,
and the most important thing for us as bee-keepers and
citizens of the United States is to see to it that our influence
goes to help forward the work of securing the enactment of
such a law, and that we do not waste any of our energies
on side-issues gotten up to promote the political interests of
tion as

I

some individual.
During the summer I have noticed a good deal said
about Senator Mason and his pure-food committee. The
Senator was reported to have said that great pressure was
being brought to bear on him to get him to stop his investigations, etc. Now, I want to say just here, that I have not
been quite sure that I knew why those investigations were
instituted, or where Senator Mason got the idea that there
would not be any Pure-Food Bill past by the next Congress
unless he drafted one and pusht it thru. What is the use of
wasting time and the people's money to prove the fact of
adulteration ? Why was it necessary to take Prof. Wiley,
the United States chemist, half way across the continent
to tell a committee what he knew about food adulteration ?
He had long before told all he needed to tell on the subject
before an intelligent congress of some of the best citizens
of the country, which congress met in the national capital,
and whose proceedings had been publisht and were accessible to Senator Mason or anybody else. Why should the
work of this body be ignored and a political junketing committee be created to prove the fact that food is adulterated ?
It is like spending money to prove the fact that the sun
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Everyshines, or that water does not naturally run uphill.
body who has given the subject a moment's thought knows
that food and drugs are openly and wickedly adulterated,
and the evidence of it can be found in any village or city of
the United States. The main thing now is, to find a way
to stop it, and I think this way will be found, even tho Senator Mason should stop his fight in order that his son might
draw the fat salary that one of the Chicago papers said he

had been

offered.

We

do not need any new evidence, we do not need any
new Bill, we only need that every lover of truth and common honesty go to work and .see to it that the Pure-Food
Bill which has the endorsement of the National Pure Food
and Drug Congress, and which is known as the " Brosius
Bill,." becomes a law during the session of the next Congress.
This Bill has the endorsement of some of the best men in
the Nation, was carefully considered by the Pure-Food Congress Committee, of which I had the honor to be a member,
and was then endorst by the Congress as a whole, and I do
not think there is anything to be gained by side-tracking
all

of this

work

in

the interest of any man's political aspira-

tions, let him be Democrat, Republican, Populist, or whatnot.
Senator Cockrell, who said, when I
I fully agree with
suggested to him that possibly the Bill contained some
in favor of the
crudities and objectionable features, " I

am

Let us pass it, and make the corrections afterward."
Our enemies would like to see us wrangle over amendments
until the Bill is killed, but I very much mistake the temper
of the men who compose the National Pure Food and Drug
Congress, if there is any wrangling about the matter.
These men are too much in earnest to split hairs about
minor matters once we get the law then we will make the
Bill.

;

corrections.

Now, I want to say a word to the members of the
United States Bee-Keepers' Association and to the public
generally about making this a personal matter^ You may
think you have no interest in the matter, but you have.
Adulteration reaches every home, it blights and withers the
prospects of every honest calling, and is no respecter of
persons. As I said before, it is sapping the foundation
principles of moral order, and every man, woman and child
who believes in common honesty is interested in its suppression. Even the families of the adulterators themselves
cannot escape the ruinous effects of this the crowning crime
of the century. Let us remember then, to use the language
of Mill, " A person may cause evil to others not only by his
actions but by his inaction, and in either case he is justly
accountable to them for the injury."
Emerson Taylor Abbott.
Pres. Whitcomb's address and Mr. Abbott's paper were
then discust.
Mr. Abbott— Honey is two cents higher in Ohio than in
This honey, or imitation of honey, that I reMissouri.

my paper, is made in Kansas City, Mo.
Question— Then do you mean to say that this honey is
not put up by Root ? (Laughter.)
Mr. Abbott— Some people are laboring under a mistake,
and that is, that the United States has nothing to do with

ferred to in

regulating foods. Congress cannot enact a law to prevent
adulteration in Missouri, but as soon as the adulterated
By
article moves out of the State then it can be handled.
the way, I have here copies of the Brosius Pure-Food Bill. I
wish you would come forward and get them later. I wish I
could speak to all the bee-keepers of the United States
about this Bill. You may think that you have nothing to
do with it. but you have. Adulteration reaches in every
part of the United States.
Dr. Miller— There are thousands of people who have
not given the matter a thought. The Pure-Food Congress
has brought the matter before us. One point: I want a
^

law made that will protect the market at Marengo. If I
should make an effort to get legislation that will benefit
only me, it will never be done. If we get anything done it
will not be by legislation for any one point, but it will be
get legislation that will benefit every one.
E. R. Root— It seems to me that there is not very much
to be said about Mr. Abbott's paper, but I want to say that
I endorse what Dr. Miller says, and I am interested in this
" Your sins ;c';// find you out." You know
bottle of honey.
the city where this bottle of adulterated honey was put up,
Mr. Abbott ? Do you wish to give the name of the party ?
Mr. Abbott— Bliss Company.
Mr. Root— Can you prove unquestionably that the Bliss

when we

Company

put this up

Mr. Abbott

—

I

?

can.
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Mr. Root Why do they put Medina on it ?
Mr. Abbott I suppose they take the view that Medina
is a honey center.
Like all ignorant persons, they copy
some one that they think is worth copying-.
Mr. Root I suspect that they were borrowing- the combhoney idea from comb foundation being- made at Medina.
But if there is any law in the countr3' by which that firm
can be prosecuted, and the stigma taken from the Root Co.,

—

—

we

will follow

it

up.

—

I owe a little explanation.
The Pure-Food
initiated by Senator Paddock.
Mr. Brosius then
talkt it up, and that is why it takes his name, and this Bill
was drafted and prepared and turned over to the Senate.
The House committee was ready to report favorablj' on the

Mr. Abbott

Bill

Bill.

was

If

you urge any other

Bill

you are not standing by

the original Bill. If we ask for too much we will not get
anything. We are going to pass this Bill without amendments. I have no objection to Senator Mason passing a
Bill, but Senator Mason's Bill will not be a Pure-Food Bill.
We say, pass the Brosius Bill. I will answer any question that anybody wants to ask. Go home and talk to your
congressmen. I interviewed Mr. Cockrell about the PureFood Bill. He had never read it. I said, "These people
are in favor of this Bill, and if you are not in favor of it off
comes your head." I heard from him the next day, and he
was in favor of it.
Dr. Mason— I %vould like to emphasize what Mr. Abbott
says about waking up our congressmen. I went to our congressman and told him what we wanted, and he proraist to
support the Brosius Bill.
An Attendant Probably he was a small man and was

—

afraid.
Dr.

—

Mason He was a small man, but not afraid. He
understands that his constituents are the " power behind
the throne." He was already in favor of the Bill, but what
I said encouraged him in its support.
Mr. Sglser I want to say that we have a pure-food law
in this State (Pa.), and a good one. I don't know just the
year in which it was past, but four or five years ago.

—
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Probably very few use anything like
would take a good deal of room with no corresponding advantage. One disadvantage would be that any
jar to affect a single hive would jar every hive on the shelf.
I suspect that even the uneasy buzzing of a colony might
be communicated to the other colonies on the shelf, not at
Some tier up their hives in the celall to their advantage.
lar without any bottom-boards. The hives next the ground
are raised so there is a large open space under them, and
they are sufficiently wide apart so the next tier can be properly piled on them.
Each hive of the second tier rests on
two hives of the first tier, one side of the hive resting on
one hive and the other side on another. The space between
hive in

shelves.

the pile.
It

the hives is so large that nearly all the underpart of the
hive is entirely open, giving unlimiled lower ventilation.
Another way is to have deep bottom-boards which leave a
space of two inches under the bottom-bars. A hive is raised
a short distance from the bottom of the cellar, on this is
placed another directly over it, and so on till four or five
hives are in the pile. Each pile is entirely separate from
the other piles, so that if one hive is jarred it can only jar
three or four others. After trying this last plan for a number of years I like it much. The hives are pickt up from
their summer stands and carried in, bottoms and all, and
the same thing when t^ey are carried out.

Supers on First Swarms-Fall Management, Etc.
advisable to place supers on swarms the first
what time should it be done ?
2. When the queen has moved into the extracting-super
and turned it into a brood-chamber, what should be done in
the fall about extracting ?
3. I have noticed on some leaning hives that an oily or
greasy substance exuded from the lower corner. What does
that indicate ?
Utah.
1.

Is

summer?

it

If so, at

Answers. — 1. Most surely it is desirable to put supers
first summer.
If your bees swarm as much
as some bees do, the main part of your surplus will be from
the swarms of the current season. Indeed, a great many
on swarms the

[Continued next week.l

depend almost entirely upon these, counting that the
mother colony will do well enough if it builds up strong for
winter. The swarm is placed on the old stand, the mother
colony close beside it, the latter being removed to a new
stand six or seven days later. That throws a/l the storingbees into the swarm, leaving the mother colony weak.
2. It isn't so much what is to done as what is not to be

CONDUCTED BY

DR.

O. O.

MILLER. Marengo,

III.

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer thera here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. — Editor.]

Losing Young Queens in a House-Apiary.
In reply to J. N. Alexander, page 622, I may suggest
that his trouble in losing young queens in his house-apiarjmay arise from having a dozen entrances on one side of the
building: many of them looking just alike. If he paints the
side of the building in different colors, some white and some
very dark, it will help. If, instead of having the entrances
regularly two feet apart, he should put the entrances in
pairs, say two entrances only six inches apart, then a distance of 3 feet 6 inches, then 6 inches, and so on, that would
help. No danger that there would be confusion with two
entrances only 6 inches apart, if there are only two entrances, for bees know right from left.
It will be very helpful
to plant a tree not far from the building midway of its length
even a post or a board would help.
C. C. Miller.
;

done. And the chief thing in such a case is no/ to leave the
colony without abundant stores for winter. The thing to
be done is to get into one chamber all the frames with
brood, atid the temptation in that case is to take too many
That's on the supposition
of the combs for extracting.
that the frames in the extracting-super are of the same size
as those in the brood-chamber. If the frames in the super
differ in size from those in the brood-cliamber, see that the
queen is in the brood-chamber, and then put a queen-excluder between the two, thus making sure that within three
weeks, at least, there will be no brood in the extractingstory. The better plan is to have the excluder there all
thru the summer, then there will be no danger that the
queen will get out of her proper realm.
3. I don't know, unless it might be pitch from the pine
wood of the hives, or perhaps more likely the bees of the
colony are great on bee-glue, and the overplus runs out on
hot days.
^-^-f

Preparing Bees for Cellaring—ttueen Questions—
Queenless Colony.
1.

stopt

Heretofore, in putting

my

them up carefully so that

bees into the cellar, I have
could not get out while

thej'

being removed, then when they were all in and became
I pulled the stopping out and quietly raised the front
of the hive about an inch. Now comes A. I. Root and recommends lifting- off the bottoms and putting them on scantI have never tried the plan, but would they not in
ling.
lifting them ott" the bottom-boards and then putting them
back in the spring in each case, arouse the bees up and
cause them to flv out, and get scattered and many of them
quiet,

Arranging Hives

in

the Cellar.

read of tiering hives in cellar-wintering. Does that
hive directly on top of another, or are
they on shelves one above another ? In other words, is it
necessary to have them so as to remove the covers, giving
access to the top of the brood- frames for examination ?
I

mean placing one

Pennsylvania.

Answer. —No, probably no one
cellar

and

still

has a chance

to

tiers up his hives in the
remove the cover from each

lost ?
2. I have in the past kept empty supers on my hives in
winter, partly filled with old cloths. Would they do as well
to put the cover right on the body of the hive without the
super ? Would they not be likely to accumulate moisture

—

—
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the hive in that case? I don't like to experiment, but
profit by the experience of others.
3. Would it be safe to destroy all queen-cells on the
eighth day after casting- a swarm and insure a queen ?
4. Is the piping heard before a second or after-swarm
issues, done by a hatcht queen or an unhatcht one ?
5. I have a colony that is queenless and has been so for
over a month, and has a laying worker. If I unite it with
another colony would they be liable to destroy its queen ?
It is not very strong with bees.
I have thought of shaking
its bees out upon the ground and let them look out for themselves, as all my other colonies seem strong enough without
them. Would you think it the proper thing ?
Iowa.
in

would rather

—

Answers. 1. There is not such a great deal to choose
between the two plans. The objection to your plan is that
the bees are stirred up and excited with the shutting in and
the jarring, and it is better to leave them quiet after their
last flight.
If no pains are taken beforehand to raise the
hives from the bottom-boards, the Root plan will find bees
on the bottom-board with strong colonies. If the hives are
raised beforehand, and left raised long enough, the bees
will all be off the bottom-board in the hive.
If the bees are
quietly carried in there is no need of shutting them in the
My hive bottom-boards are two inches deep, so the
hive.
hive is closed at the back and sides, with an entrance two
inches deep the full width of the hive. The bees are carried into the cellar without shutting- in. preferably on a cool
day only a day or so after they have had a flight, and there
is no trouble about their leaving the hive.
2. It may be that they will do a little better with the
cloths if you don't object to the trouble.
3. No
there might be no queen out of the cell till after
the eig-hth day. It would be safe to destroy all cells after
you hear piping.
4. When the first young queen emerges, she travels
about over the combs piping at intervals, making a rather
shrill sound easilv distinguisht from the other noises in the
hive.
In reply the queens yet in their cells emit a coarser
sound, seemingly more hurried in their utterances. This
last is called " quahking," altho it is also called piping.
5. It is now known that not merely one laj-ing worker
;

engaged in mischief, but a large number in the same
hive. If you unite a colony having laying workers with
one having a queen, there is no especial danger that the
queen will be injured. It matters little what you do with
the bees of a weak colony having laying workers. They
are old, and if united with another colony will hardly live
thru the winter. It might be economy to have them die
now, rather than to consume part of the -winter stores beis

fore dying.
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any plant-secretion, and the heavenly feller knows
there ain't neither one. However, it is legitimately to the
point that Mr. Parsons had some honey-dew honey that
gave the best satisfaction to the consumers.
ain't

FOUL BROOD AND PICKLED BROOD.
That frame of foul brood (page 545) is as natural as
death. Mr. France, as an inspector, seems to be free from
dangerous eccentricities of carelessness — a great mercy in
a public officer of that sort. I see he also edges in decidedly
toward the view that pickled brood is a form of starvation.
Say rather that it is a distinct g-erm disease, but a disease
that never does much harm except when (from scarcity of
pollen or something else) the brood arc first in a half-starved
Human beings, after being kept in a halfcondition.
starved condition long enough, die off like flies of pretty
much any epidemic that happens to come along, when few
or none would have died had all been well fed.

A NON-ROASTED

'T.\TER.

Very suggestive is that little editorial good-by to CogiWhat a deft airof " good riddance of you,"
tator, page 569.
which nevertheless keeps clear of actually saying anything
Ah, these edithat the luckless wight could complain of
!

tors

!

Now

then,

low

I feel

compassionate toward the poor

fel-

Why

drop thy foliage or flee.
Poor 'Tater, no man roasted thee?

THIN SECTIONS OF HONEY — SKIN-FLINTY BEE-KEEPERS.
I was almost tempted to laughter by the experience of
F. W. Hall, page 574. The stingy fad of continually pinching the sections thinner is running against a stump. In
too thin a space the bees get all on one side of the foundation and bend it far out of plumb. Then your extra-fancy
honey is nice on one side and bare bones on the other, and
not salable at all. Some bee-men are that skin-flinty that
their souls look just like that on both sides.

HOT STONES FOR BEE-HUNTING.
Honey on hot stones for bee-lure, and same stones
utilized to keep up a warm and fragrant areola around the
Excellent kink in bee-hunting, one
bait and baited bees.
would say if not too laborious. Samuel 'Varner, page 573.

—

PREFERENCE AS TO HIVES.
Of the 30 senators just half favor the Langstroth hive.
But as to the sub-variety — whether the " Sweet little Minnie " or the " Large-hearted Polly"— the more part seem
too bashful to express their affection right out in public.
Minnie has three out-spoken lovers and Polly has four. No
other hive than the Langstroth gets any large following.
Seven of the non-conformist 15 favor hives of their own
devising. Of the whole 30 the T super gets a mention from
super part of the
five, and the section-holders from three
question being ignored by the most. Opening article on
page 561 chances on part of the same topic. Yes, Dr. Getaz,
our colonies are too small in the spring (we Minnie-lovers),
but still you don't grasp our real disease mind so diseased
that we can't believe they would open spring any stronger
if we should go over to Polly.

—

—

The

'^Old Reliable" seen thru

By

E. E.

HASTY,

A SWARM-CARRYING BICYCLIST.

New and

Unreliable Glasses.
Richards, Ohio.

O

thou policemaa, curse thy natal day
Don't see that scorcher— look some other way.
Touch him, as over broken bones he flees.
And he'll let loose on thee his sack of bees.

LEVELING DOWN B.\IT-SECTIONS.
Yet another " t'other way " to level section-combs for
Dip them in ice-water,
baits without the Taylor machine
and scrape them right down with a blunt-ended knife. Guess
it will work all right; and the apparent raggedness of the
:

job probably counts

page

little

or nothing.

B. T. Davenport,

S47.

HORSES AND COWS EATING SWEET CLOVER.
What has been done can be done again — so I guess

if

Mr. Boardman's horses and cow ate the sweet clover, big
stalks and all, other folks' horses and cows might be graduated in the same " 'ology " with proper tuition. Page 546.

THE ORIGIN OF HONEY-DEW.

On page

Mr. C. C. Parsons goes it strong against
" We'uns," the guilty parties.
the '• bug-juice " fellows.
are listening, and letting his stripes have all the redeeming
power they are capable of upon our dirty hides. Powerful
S46,

" curis " how the plant-secretion feller knows there ain't
any " bug-juice," and the " bug-juice " feller knows there

1

Even if he rides en-pajamas by so much the more
won't do to meddle with him. See page 570.
THE PUZZLE BETWEEN DADANT AND TAYLOR.
I

it

That puzzle of Dr. Dadant vs. Dr. Taylor, on page 570,
If the bees merely spare the virgin
would solve thus
:

queen, but in their hearts do not accept her, then they will
build drone-comb or none. If she is heartily accepted they
will build no drone-comb unless they want some for other
reasons. I don't know how it actually is, but I should
rather expect an old colony, beginning to wish to supersede
their queen, to change over from worker-comb to drone.

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
You can aid much
in nearly every number of this journal.
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.
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in Honey = Dealing.
At Philagot their usual share of attention.
Referring- to this, and to the idea exprest by some that a
commission man might win favor by abandoning the commission plan and paying cash, Editor Hutchinson, of the
Bee-Keepers' Review, wisely says

Cash vs. Commission

delphia, commission

men

:

"This

probably true, but it must not be forgotten
that, in the very nature of things, such a dealer could not
afford to pay as high prices as might be secured by the commission man. If a man furnishes his own capital, and
takes the risks of business, he must have pay for it."
is

Dr. Miller, in a " Straj-

Culture, has also a good

Straw " in Gleanings in Beeword for the commission man, as

follows
" Commission men are getting the worst of it nowadays. All right, brethren
bat them over the head all you
like
but wait till a year comes with big crops and no
offers, and you may be glad to have a commission man work
for you. I've seen the same thing in years gone by. A
scarce year brought into the field many purchasers. Then
came a year of plenty, and ivith few exceptions they dropt
right back again into the ranks of commission work, pure
and simple. See if it isn't so again."
:

:

;

comment
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Mme. Modjeska was not only a famous actress, but
also a successful bee-keeper, as per the following item in
the British Bee Journal some time ago
:

"A letter from San Francisco, in the Berlin Tagliche
Rundschau, gives an account of Mme. Modjeska, in her
present character as a California farmer. She has a ranch
at the foot of the Santiago Peak, where she owns large
flocks of sheep, from which she derives a comfortable income, and she includes amongst her stock 500 splendid AnHer great delight, however, is her prosperous
bee-culture, for which she has acquired a vride renown. She
owns over 700 colonies, and the honey is declared in the
neighborhood to be the best in the world. Mme. Modjeska
rises every morning at 5:30, visits her stables and cattlesheds, and makes the round of her bee-hives then she
mounts her horse, which she bestrides after the masculine
fashion, and gallops across her fields to see that everything
She finds the actual shepherding to be
is in proper order.
more laborious, but more pleasant, than the part of the
jeweled and ribboned shepherdess a la Wattcau behind the
footlights."
gora goats.

;

We
bees, but

not know whether the lady
we presume she has not given them

do

still

has her

up.

Perhaps

some of our California subscribers know.

what Dr. Miller

Hon. Eugene Secor, General Manager of the United
States Bee-Keepers' Association, spent Thursday, Oct. 12.

"I'm not one of those who believe that we can dispense
with the services of the commission men just j'et. Indeed,
I do not see how we ever can.
But if we can induce more
of them to do business on cash basis it will do away %Tith
some of the friction we find here and there."

Chicago, when on his way to his Iowa home, from attending the annual meeting of the National Farmers' Congress \vhich met in Boston early this month. Mr. Secor
reports an unusually pleasant time among the historic
things and places in "and near Boston. The farmers' meeting was held in old Faneuil Hall, famous as the gatheringplace of our forefathers when preparing the way for the
freedom of this nation and later again made sacred by the
eloquence of Wendell Phillips and other great orators who
were glad to be permitted " to spend and be spent " in the
cause of freedom for the colored slaves. Then Mr. vSecor
stood on Plymouth Rock, and " shed tears over the graves
of the fathers of our country." He visited the old battlefields of Lexington and Concord, and other places of great
Mr. Secor was a delegate from Iowa, and has now
interest.
attended four meetings of the Congress. Last year it was
held in Texas. We know of few bee-keepers that travel as
extensively as does our General Manager, and who seeming-ly enjoy long railroad trips as much as does he.

Editor Root then adds his

had

to saj'

on the subject

to

:

We can't quite see how a commission man would be a
commission man any longer after he begins to do a cas/i
business. But perhaps Editor Root's " localitj' " differs
from Chicago. We still favor the cash business, and never
expect to handle honey on a commission basis. Does the
A. I. Root Co. handle honey on any other than a cash
basis? If that has been their method for years, why cannot all other dealers do likewise ? We believe thev can.

Mr. George Poindexter, of DeWitt Co., 111., one of
the exhibitors in the apiarian department at the Illinois
State Fair last month, called on us Oct. 7, when visiting
his son and daughter who live in Chicago.
Mr. John H. Martin,
ing us Oct.

7,

said

of Los Angeles Co., Calif., writ-

:

"There was a little sprinkle of rain in the interior yesterday. We are hoping now that we will get wetness, and
a plenty of it, all thru the winter."
Mr. F. L. Thompson, of Colorado, we learn, is making
a tour of Utah, looking up the bee-keepers of that State. He
went toward Salt Lake City on his bicycle until it broke
down on the desert, when he had to finish the journey on
the train. The yield of honey in the region of the above
city was about a quarter of a crop, we understand, and it
was sold at from 10 to 11 cents per pound for comb honey,
andS'i to6'2 cents for extracted.

The Columbia Incuhator

Co., of

Delaware City,

Del.,
Co., of that
understand that the incubator offered by the
place.
Columbia people is one of the very best on the market, and
is " sold on trial," guaranteed perfectly satisfactory in every
respect.
don't know what more can be expected. Better send for a catalog, and mention seeing their advertisement in the American Bee Journal.
is

the successor to the

We

We

Von Culin Incubator

in

;

Mr. John Carson, of Newton Falls, Ohio, aged 65
years, was stung to death by honey-bees. It seems that recently he was afraid of his bees, and burned some sulphur
Into render them harmless while he workt among them.
stead of dazing the insects the fumes of the drug infuriated
them, and they swarmed about his head and face stinging
him in innumerable places. Burning with intense agony
he reeled into his house, fell unconscious upon the floor,
and expired within a short time. He was an old resident.
We alwavs consider it safer to be protected with a veil when
fooling a'round bees. There is scarcely ever any excuse for
not having the face protected as it should be. One of the
best veils costs only 50 cents, and why any one should risk
his life for so small an amount is more than we can understand. A sting on the hand seldom results fatally, but on
the face or head it occasionally does. It pays to be on the
safe side by wearing a good veil when doing anything with
bees that wear stingers.

New Edition of A B C of Bee.Culture.— We have received a copv of the new (1899) edition of " A B C of BeeCulture," by A. I. Root, and just revised by Ernest R. Root.
It is indeed a fine work, very interesting descriptions of
which have been given on pages 603, 619, and on page 635 of
this number of the Bee Journal. It is a book that every
bee-keeper should owti, and read thoroly. The regular postpaid price is 31.20. but to all our subscribers who pay any
arrears that mav be due, and also SI. 00 for the Bee Journal
for 1900 (next year), we will mail a copy of A B C of BeeCulture for on'lv 75 cents, provided the order is received
before Januarv'l, next. We make this same offer to all who
have paid their sub.scriptions to the end of 1899— send us
SI. 75 and we will mail you the book and credit your subscription for 1900. We make the same offers on " Langstroth on the Honev-Bee," revised by Dadant (1899 edition).

!
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SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

BEEDOM
i\
BOILED DOWN, ^

Seeds.
!\\

We

have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freig-ht
or express, at the following- prices, cash with

J}J

the order:
60c
70c
80c
60c

10ft
$1.00
1.25
1.40
1.20

55c

.90

5ft

Sweet Clever (white)
AlsikeClover

White Clover
Alfalfa Clover
Crimson Clover

25ft
$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2-00

soft
$4.00
5.75
5.00
5.00
3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add

25 cents to your order, for cartage,
freight.
Your orders are solicited.

118

Michigan

W.
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YORK & CO.
Union Combi*
NATION Saw—

for ripping,
cross - cutting,
mitering, ral)'leting, groovn g, gaining.
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borinp, edgein o u 1 d i n K
beading, etc.
Full line Foot
I

,

Han dPower MaAND

CHINEKV. Send

for Catalog A.

Seneca Falls Mf?, Co..

4ti

Water

Comb

Senera Falls, N.Y.

St..

Please meTition Bee Journal

when

^

5f^ 8r^

lliiestion

is

^ ^-17'

in the

prac-

"writinK

Foundation

Wholesale and Retail.

WZorking V\Zax
INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

DO NOT FAIL
a list of

Foundation, Sections,
other Supplies, and get my prices. You
and save money. Illustrated Catalog Free.
WANTED.

And

will get the best goods

BEESWAX

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

-WTiting,

Steel Wheels
Staggered Oval Spokes.
BUir

A SET TO

FIT

VOUR NEW OR OLD WACOi

CHEAPEST AND BEST
u-ay to pet a low

Please mention Bee Journal
Tlie MississipDl

when

writing.

Valley Democrat

AND

Journal of Agriculture,
ST. LiOXJIS, i^o.
A wide-awake, practical Western paper for
•wide-awake, practical Western farmers, stockraisers, poultry people and fruit-growers, to
learn the science of breedint;, feeding and management. Special departments for horses, cattle, hogs, sheep, poultry and dairy.
No farmer
can afford to do without it.
It stands for American farmers and producers. It is the leading exponent of agriculture
as a business, and at the same time the champion of the Agricultural States and the producer
in politics. Subscription, One Dollar a Year.
tf^if^'Wrtte for Sample Copy
Please mention Bee Journal

34 Central Music

wn^n

writing.

Hall,

FREE, by

CHICAGO.

it-tf"Write at once, stating age, sex, occupation,
troubled, post-office address, and enclose

how

return stamp for immediate reply.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writings

could

Perhaps Whitcomb and Gerstung
sort of a compromise.

make some

For 15 cents

for IIuKines!».— Editor
aud says very truly: "It we

Root

says,

can get up a rivalry between the queenbreeders of the country, so that they will
strive for btisincss instead of color, we shall
have something that will put dollars into
tbe pockets of beekeepers." Gleanings in

—

Bee-Culture.

A

—

<tM let 'I'iiiie. Stenog says in Glean" Between a very bad
ings in Bee-Culture
season and preparations for the Philadelphia convention, world-changing events in
apiculture are scarce. Old standard subjects, such as wintering, size of hives, etc.,
are thrasht over with some vigor, but
things in general are quite monotonous."
:

Apis Itorsitla.— A

Hollander by the

name

of Verholen, for several years, with
the most tenacious pertinacity, tried in
Java to domesticate the big Indian bee, but
all in vain.
Eighty-seven different colonies were capturei aud hived, but every
single colony deserted their
brood and
honey, and took their departure. Wuerz-

—

burger Wegweiser.
' that requires
placed at the hive-entrance the moment the bees begin to swarm,' as stated,
would, we think, be of no service to beekeepers in this country," says the British
Which raises the que.-tion
Bee Journal.
whether the esteemed editors might not
cliange their minds upon actual trial. Is
not that exactly the B. Taylor swarmcatcher ? and is it not considered to be of
great service by at least some bee-keepers

in

tills

country

"MICHIGAN FARMER"
Will be sent to any address on
cents

— less

for 5 for 40 cts.

trial for onlj' 15

sent to different addresses)

than a cent a copy for a large weekly
national Farm, Stock and Home Magazine. Has
many special features— any one alone is worth
the price. Paper will start day order is received
and continue weekly to Jan. 1. Currency or
stamps. Address,

MICHIGAN FARMER,

Mich,

Detroit,

of the M. F. are perfectly responsible; Iheir offer is a bargain. ^Ed.]
Please mention Bee Journal -wheTv -writing.

[The publishers

Recognizing

ROOM AT THE TOP
i.-^^iiiii

that thtire waa
nx)m at tha
imt au LirdJDary catalogue but the

20th Century Poultry Book.
-

UiLst and

["'ultry queslion.
its (.bsngt-B,
'

missed.

to

ti.^^1

from iht

[bought on the
through all

e^rg

No

tbe market.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
If you care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper—

California
The

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,
handsomely illustrated, $2.CX) per annum. Sample copy free.

330

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street,
San Francisco, Cal,

Market

-

John H. Howard,

in the British Bee Jouradmits that with the old process of dipping, as practiced by some, there is danger
nal,

from foundation made from foul-broody
wax. but with present-day plans there is
none, and closes by saying: "In the interest of the craft, I therefore ask bee keepers to send along their foul brood beeswax,
notifying its source, and we will return it
in foundation, in which it is guaranteed
that foul brood germs no longer exist."

Itee-lliinting; is the topic for considerable discussion in the last number of the
Bee Keepers' Review.
The instructions
are much the same as are generally given,
general
the
idea being to find the direction
the bees take from your bait, setting the
bait farther along in that line until you get
to or past the tree where the bees are. if
necessary setting the bait out of the line
so as to cross-line. With regard to seeing
the bees at the tree. J. D. Beasly says:
"Never examine the body of the tree,
but get the tree top between you and the
sun and simply goze thru it into space. If
you see insects flitting about the branches
you may suspect they are bees; and if they
move regularly, as tho they meant business, you may be sure your suspicions are
correct."
Editor Hutchinson refers to replies made
in the American Bee Journal to the question of L. J. Clark concerning lining bees
in a honey-flow.
He does not seem to have
much faith in the reply that bees will work
on fresh honey during a honey-flow. " Possibly they will if tbe yield is light," says

subject

Written from practicalexperience.
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DR. PEIRO.

addressing

undisputably the most
important and tbe weightiest, says Ger-

to be

me

^" LUNG ^KIDNEY

troubles can obtain valuable advice,

tice o£ bee-culture

"A »S«ariu-4'alcIier

Before placing your order, to send
what 3*ou need in

SUFFERERS

Itre«-«1iiig

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Xlie Hive
stung.

if

wanted by

GEORGE

'rf^-^- ^- ^- ^- ^-

Oct. 19, 1899.

when

^^
^\
^^

-writing.

Bee-Hivks, Sections, ShippingC.\SES —everything used by beeOrders filled promptly.
Minnesota BeeSupply
Mfg. Co., Nicollet
Keepers'
Island, Minneapolis, Minn. ISAtf

keepers.

Send

for C.italog.

Don't Rent
ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn

Belt," a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrattd,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
2og

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

—
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could

make but slight headway hunting bees at a
time when they will not rob; and that is
when there is a good honey-flow." Neither

Root's Goiumn

does he think they can be lined from their
drinking-places along streams of water.
He mentions a brook where the edges of
the stream were fairly swarming with bees
after water at a time when little honey was
gathered; but during a good honey-flow
scarcely a bee could be found near the
brook. He mentions an instance where a
puddle of honey stood tor days on hard clay
soil in front of a hive, and not a bee touchl
it, being busy on basswood.

A ^ew ItaMswood — 'I'ilia
—

I*elio-

I:(ri»i.
The British Bee Journal is enthusiastic, as well it may be, over the discov-

ery of a

"lime"

new
it

is

linden or basswood tree
called in

England— which

about three weeks later than the
linden,

commencing

owing

to scarcity,

but it may be well for bee-keepers to be on
the lookout for Tilia petiolaris.

We must ask our Bee Journal customers to bear with us a little longer.
Our bindery turns out 100 copies of the
ABC each day, but we are still a little
behind on orders. We confidently expect, however, to have ALL orders
filled promptly within a week, or by
the time this notice reaches you. We
are much pleased with the number of
orders we are receiving daily. Last
week we gave you a sample of the
index on Bees. Look at Comb Honey
"
"

"

"
[^

79, 80, 81

85,88,89

cereanti, in

72

Barbor Method of Producing
7,S
Cartons for
85,86
Costing- More to Produce
73
.

W. frame

Doolittle Single-tier
for

.,

„

"

,[

,','

„

J

!."

'..

^

4.

.

73

^
Escapes for
E.\tra Fancy

I'eeding back unfinisht sections
Four-beeway Sections for

in

70

gy

)i{^

Old-fashioned Glass Boxes. 73
'

^^

'n Section Honey-bo.x
'

J
"
„

„
^^

',[

Narrow Sections

I"

^

for

S4
7-1

84, 86, 88,' 90, 91

J'^raping Sections of
80,81,82
Selling at commission houses 90-9"
Selling for Casi
97
gelling in Local Markets
89

^;

"

Separators for

75,77

.S3

"

Size of Sections for

"

Supers for
74 75 77
Tall vs. Square Sections fo'r...' 84

Tienng Up
to Keep
."!

T?

'...'84

for

70
9-,

~-

^'=<^'"'«

7.S. 79,' 80,' 8]',

Unflncsht Sections of

„

i-s.
,_'

89-9'>

Not Counterfeited
Packages for

^^
!'

„
"

73

Marketing

*'

[^

82

E.vtracted

when to Put on Supers
when to Take Sections
Wide Frames for

"

for

.

.

off

77,

84
83
72

to

73

Extracted Honey.

Price, SI. 20 postpaid, or SI. 00

with other goods.
obtained of

if

shipt

This book tnay be

GEORGE W. YORK

&

May

I^ar.y
ot Keeping' <tiieeii!!i.
Stray Straw in Gleanings in Bee-Cul-

—A

ture is as follows:
"A caged queen may be laid at the entrance of any populous colony during the
working season, and the bees will cluster
over the cage and care for the queen just
the same as tho she were inside the hive."
Bee-Keepers' Review. Two years ago I
used a lazier plan than that.
I threw a

—

caged old queen at the foot of an apple-tree
in the middle of the apiary.
A few bees
came and clustered on the cage, as they
often will. Then I threw another old queen
there, and in the course of a few days there
were a dozen or so of them. They stayed
there for weeks, thru rain and shine. An
amusing feature was that, altho the cluster
was never as big as my first, it swarmed
very frequently (of course always returning), sometimes several times in a day.

7.8

7'l

Besides this, there are numerous references to the general subject of Honey

and also

a different role.

Sj
jij

Glass Sections of
oq
Grading- of
86,87,88
"o"" '" fret bees into supers for
How to get the Bees out of Sec- 78
tions of

is reported
Gleanings in Bee-Culture by Dr. Miller.

He says:
"I've read of a wax-worm smaller than
the common kind, and within a week have
seen it in two apiaries. It has no gallery
among the cappings; indeed. I don't know
that it has any gallery. Its presence is indicated by the wriggling of one or more
young bees unable to leave the cell. Pull
out the bee, and at the bottom of the cell is
a worm about '.jinch long, slender and
very lively
A sort of web is fastened to
the young bee."
Two kinds of bee-moths are spoken of
somewhat confusedly in the books, but in
this country, at least in the North, beekeepers have spoken as if there was only
the one kind. The question is whether the
Doctor has made a new acquaintance, or
whether it is only our old friend { ?), f/alleria

:

Comb Honey
"

A Snialloi- Wax- Worm
in

CO.,

or of any large dealer in bee-keepers'
supplies.

Xke

Ori^'iii ot lloney-Uetv. that
ever unsettled problem, is up again in the
Bee-Keepers' Review, J. O. Shearman and
Adrian Getaz taking opposite sides. Mr.
Shearman says it is secreted only after a
rapid growing time is followed by a sudden
change with cool nights, arresting growth
then when the weather gets hot again the
honey-dew disappears. lice or no lice. Mr.
Getaz thinks there has been a failure of
careful investigation on the part of those
who believe in honey dew without lice. To
produce anything like nectar there must be
glands. If you cut into a cow, you will get
blood and not milk the milk can only be
where the glands secrete it. So there may
be an exudation of sap elsewhere than
where there are glands, but it will be sap.
not nectar. A reason for the doubt about
lice in all cases is that the lice may be high
up and at the ends of inaccessible branches.
:

;

THE A, L ROOT
MEDINA, OHIO.

CO,

plaines river runs thru the pasture, besides the
Also l'> acres of good timber one
mile northeast of Half Da.y, making 254 acres

limber land.
in all.

The farm

is not onl.v a splendid one for dairyis also a good location for bees.
There
white clover, sweet clover, basswood, etc.
The editor of the American Bee Journal has
been on the farm and will confirm every statement concerning its value.
Address, for further particulars, terms, etc.,

ing, bui

is

Mrs, J. B. ftyers, Libertyville. Lake Go.

to yield just as the or-

priced, of course,

Farm For Sale

and Milwaukee stage-road 'or Milwaukee Ave.
now), and I's miles from Prairie View on the
Wisconsin Central railroad. The beautiful Des-

is

common

dinary linden ceases, practically doubling
the length of the linden harvest. It is an
exceedingly ornamental tree, annual growth
strong yet pendulous; leaves large, dark
green on the upper surface, silvery below.

High

Dairy

consisting' of 235 acres, as good a farm as there
is in Lake Co., III., located only 26 miles north
of the Chicag-o court-house, on the old Chicago

--

III.

—

!

!

!
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POULTRY LOVING WOMEN,
them are

thousaruls ot

They double

MAKING MO\ r.V

..iit

product by ft-eiling (irccn

tlif efrp

nf

"The aphides are of necessity always at
the top of the trees or of the plants. If
they were scattered all over, the excretions
of the ones above would daub and smother

ItV plta^aiit .-uid prolitable."
lEooe und <iranitr Crystal 4^rlt.

et'v:^.

Cut

MANN' NEWwomanBONE CUTTERS
Mann'S

can work them.
pay big fm- their investment,
F. W. MAN?J CO.,
Send for our free illustrated catalogue.

cut fast,

fine

Please mention Bee Journal

when

the others."

ClOver CuttefS

and ftoeasy that any

end Swinging Feed Trays

fanb or InRtallmentH.
Box T? Mill'ord, Muets.
vrritine

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying

23 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.

33

cents a pound

CASH—for

best yel-

upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money promptly, send us your beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,
low,

GEORGE W. YORK &
118

OUR MOTTO

Michigan

am

CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Street,

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

!

•'A ICad I-ealc" is what E. E. Hasty
in Gleanings in Bee-Culture styles the loss
that he thinks comes from the belief that
prime swarms do not issue before 9 am. nor
after 2 p m. In a large apiary there is such
a general roar thruout the day that the additional noise ot a single swarm is hardly
noticed unless the bee keeper is keenly on
the watch for swarms, and he will not be
keenly on the watch at a time of day when
he believes no swarms will issue.
So he
thinks many a swarm leaves for the woods
before and after the traditional hours for
prime swaniis. Of the last 6 prime swarms
that issued for him. one issued at 9:80 a.m.,
two at 11
two at 3 p m., and one at
4:20 p m. He thinks it a good plan to make
a careful search of trees and other clustering-places once or twice in mid-afternoon,
and again just before dark. Chopping
down some trees and thinning out others
would help to make the searching easier.

seciions, siiiDDiiiQ-Gases and

,

m>)B^^^yi^^smmmii^s^^:^^^t

B66-K66D6rs' Supplies
We make

a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
selected, young and
the best for making the ONE-PIECE
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

The

BASSWOOD

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
Please mention the Bee Journal

when

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

writing.

BEAUTY
BY RETORW WAIL GOLDEN
ITALIAN QUEENS
-reared from

Won by Good Management.

HONEY-SECTIONS—

Imported Mothers. Untested,

50 cents; Tested, $1.00.

BEE-KEEPERS

Let

me send you my 64Catalog for 1899.
Ala*

During the past season

obtained from

colonies, spring count,

Michael Maddex.

pag-e

fvTilcinSt \VGtumi>U:at

I

2. .500 pounds of
extracted honey, and increast to 74 colonies, but by good management I got it, as
honey here is almost a total failure.
Our home of late has been cast into deep
mourning, by the death of "Johnny," a
bright little boy of S years, in which our
hearts and pride rested.

.54

Russell Co.. Out., Sept.

30.

TBRRflL BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Go. Tex
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Please mention Bee Journal

when writm&

THE LOSS OF AN EYE
m
^e Koysione dehorning Knife
inKOruaring. niehcst Award World'FlI Y tM{ ANT>

-terrible calemtty. The tip ot a horn
;
often
tying up cattle. Cut off
does it

'

^,y,s n?cruT
<;
Fnlr.
1,
KI>. « rite
A. C. BROSIUS, COCHRAN VILLE, PENN.
Please mention Bee Jotirnal -when -writing.

'':,";,!;r,y''";*:t^

atoui:ei:ordeb(jni,tivccircuiais. prices, etc.

Poop Season

in

Vepmont.

This has been quite a poor honey season
in Vermont, being hot. cold, wet and dry.
Basswood was no good in Vermont for the
bees this year, and yet I never saw the
trees. little and great, so full of blossoms.

Yellow Sweet Clover Seed
We have it at Last
have finally succeeded in getting a SMALLquantitj- of the seed of the YELLOW variety of sweet
This kind blooms from two to fotir weeks earlier than the common or white variety of sweet clover.
It also grows inuch shorter, only about two feet in hight.
It is as tnuch visited by the bees as the white,
and usually comes into bloom ahead of white clover and basswood. We offer the seed as a premium —

We

clover.

A

(|iiarter

Pound

for Soiidiiig

One New Snhscriplion.

it lasts, we will mail a quarter pound of the seed to a regular paid-up subscriber who sends
subscriber for the American Bee Journal for 1900, with $1.00. We will also " throw in " the
balance of 1899 to such new subscriber. Surely, this is a great offer. We have been trying for years to
secure this seed, and finally succeeded in getting it. It is new seed, gathered this season by an old personal
friend of ours, so we know it is all right. But we have only a small supply. When nearly out we will

So long as

us

m.

ONE NEW

mention

it.

GEORGE

^V

YORK & CO

ii8

.

Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

—
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ALFALFA HONEY
In
wyB have been
"^

6o=pound Tin Cans.

able to secure a quantity of

WHITE ALFALFA EXTRACTED HONEY
Chicago
cents a pound.

for the present at these prices, on board cars here in

cans, in a box, 9'4 cents a

pound

;

more cans,

4 or

Owiner to our limited supply of this

fine

9

honey, those desiring-

Sample by mail
Cash with order

:

it

colonies of bees gave me little over
pounds, a good share of it being fall
honey. The honey is of good flavor and
sells well at a good price.
My bees are in good shape for winter
plenty of honey and bees. Before they go
to the cellar they will have oilcloth under
the frames to keep the bottom-board clean.
In the spring the oilcloth is taken out.
Skunks have been very troublesome this
fall.
I have caught a number, using steel
traps at the front of the hives, hitching the
trap to a long pole, and when caught they
can be carried to the river and drowned.
To keep down increase I have the new
swarm on the old stand with the parent
hive by its side; the third day put all into
the new hive from the old, minus queencells.
1 think I have a better way, and
that is. to hive new swarms in supers filled
with sections and starters, the number of
supers being according to the size of the
swarm.
C. A. Marsh.
.5U

Windsor

U. D.

light.

Sullivan Co., Tenn., Oct.

!

no Incubalor and pay for It licfore
will not
Ki*ln(cit a trial. The 111
sell on trial have no faith in their

m who

machines.

We Hell

tbt-

<

tlebratt'd

facturer^

of

PREMIER

Also sole manu-

INCUBATOR OH TRIAL.
f^linplU-tt>

.

t'otuluKue

and Poultry llt-lpM, Ha.
5 Adams St., Delaware

Columbia lacubator Co»

—

Hawk.

6.

offer

2 60-pound

Address,

CO.,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

tors, and all appliances ready for use; and
this love of order extends to the inside of

the hives as well— every queen is where she
ought to be, every brood-frame where it
will do the most good, sections and supers
always ready and with a man running an
;

City. Del.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

9^\F YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

That covers the wnole Apicultural Field more
completely than anv other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

apiary of Oo colonies as a side-issue this
means not only a good deal of worlj, but
work rightly applied, and in a great measure accounts for his success as a bee-keeper.
In all respects this apiary is one that
might be taken as a model by many of us,
as it shows that a bee-yard can be a thing
of beauty to the eye, and at the same time

show a good, substantial
of the season.
Bergen Co., N. J.

result at the end
Geo. P. Frankard.

B66-K66D6rs' Guide.
Small Honey Crop.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

FREE FOR A MONTH

We

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
yon cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.
If

Co.. Vt., Oct. 11.

A Light Honey Crop.
The honey crop is light here this year^
and the winter stores of colonies will be
very

DON'T TAKE
CHANCES
Buy

;

in all cases.

ii8 Michigan Street,

1,200

which we

10 cents

should order promptly.

GEORGE W. YORK &

My

K

Wool markets and Sheep

had a small crop this year, but bees
are in tine shape for winter. From 34 colonies I inereast to 31, and got about 600
pounds of comb honey. I hope to do better
next season.
Ira Clapper.
White Co., Ind., Oct. 7.

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first. foremost and all the time.
Write today.

Three Kinds of Cleome.

Are you interested?

WOOL MARKETS AHD SHEEP. CHICAGO,

who saw two kinds of clewhile traveling in this Arkansas Valhad observed a little more carefully,
he would have found a (/,,/•,/ variety, Lanceolata graveolens.
James H. Wing
Prowers Co.. Colo.. Oct. 4.
If

III.

Prof. Cook,

ome
ley,

Vepy Poof Season for Bees.
This has been a very poor season here for
bees, about 75 percent of them having died
last winter; then the spring was wet and
cold, so they built up very slowly, and did
not swarm any. I lost only about 2.5 percent, having mine well packt on the summer stands, and they will average about 25
pounds to the colony.
S. J. Maguire.
Benton Co., Iowa, Oct. 4.

LHcAr LANDS
Located on the

^^
And

On page

625

is

SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS

^^

Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley
ley R. R. in the fara
famous

also located
led on the

More About Mr. Hepman's Apiary.

YAZOO VALLEY

an excellent illustration of

Mr. F. G. Herman's apiary, in Bergen Co.,
N. J., but in the accompanying description
his modesty has caused him to leave much
unsaid. Living within a few miles of him
I often have the pleasure of "wheeling"
over to see his beautiful place, which is the
neatest and most orderly of any it has ever
been my good fortune to see.
Cleanliness and regularity are shown in
all directions, the hives all in perfect alignment, every one as level as a spirit-level
can make it, all nicely painted: the ground
without a stone or even a spear of grass in
sight; the honey-house supplied with every
requisite, and everything
in its place;
smoker ready to light, extra veils for visi-

Illinois Central R. R. in

of Mississippi—
isissippi— specially adapted to the
raising of

CORN AND HOGS.

Soil RIcIi6sw«"e World.
Write
E, P.

for

Pamphlets and Maps.

SKENE, Land Commissioner,

Park Row, Room 413,
CHICAQO, ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal -when wTitin&
111.

30A16t

Cent. R. R. Co.,

Queen-Reaplng Experience.
On page (11.5, "Illinois" gets after

Dr.
Miller for not answering "Michigan's"
question to suit him, as he seems to think
the Doctor is holding back the truth to
shield the queen-breeders' rascality. Now,
I will give a little of my experience.
On July 4 I had ICi young queens to
emerge from their cells, all as fine looking
as one could wish to see. They were reared
in a full colony, very strong in bees, as I
made it up purposely, and I did not spare
bees or honey as I wanted good queens.
On about the Sth or 9th day I saw one
queen come in showing signs of being successful in mating, and in a few days she
was laying, but would lay anywhere from
the top to the bottom of the cell, and as I
disliked giving her up I watcht her very
So one day, while holding the
closely.
comb in my hand, I saw her drag off two
eggs on the comb as she was walking along,
apparently without being aware of it. Now
I know this queen was reared in a strong
colony with plenty of honey and pollen, but
she kept on in the same way, about half or

/
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more

brood being capt as dronepincht ber head.
tell the cause of it, but she
simply could not manage the machine it
"just laid itself," and she could not con-

A Feed Cooker for S5.00^

Manv

lultrymen have
ami jinultryiiieii
cnn^j.liT.-<l
th>' price too high.
,

faniiri-s

.

,

,

b.-caus''
not used
ust.nl feed cookers in tlie past h<
thr
To meet this case we have designed t)

tiiey

Now,

^?^:?-

r*^

trol

COOKER AND WATER HEATER.
RELIABLE FEED
cookiiie food for stock or poultry and for beating water

It is

am

Co.

in^

lumber, thus se-

^^.^^^^^

They have also one of the
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

Send

T. B.

Milam

1^
C. ..r'v.^li ao
OCC^'IS.eCpCtS OUppllCS^M
LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
_

sure.

Co.. Tex., Oct.

BowNDS.

4.

The Ontario Association's Meeting.

cut, annually, eight million feet of

curing- the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

—

might have been to blame for
but it was not for the want of bees, I
I

use.

WIS.,

Operates two Sawmills that

I

cannot

One other of this lot of queens came from
the cell on the 11th day from the time the
cells were grafted, and was laying at 10
days of age. I kept her until I had a very
good colony of drones, as fully two-thirds
What is the
of her brood were drones.
matter with me ? They were for my own

for »«caldini; lioss. .Made of best cast iron, with No. 22 galvanized steel boiler. SOtral.
5U pal. size ;?12. and lOfi gal. size ^\f<. burn either wooi' 'r coal
6i:*.e *j.— burns wood only.
RELIABLE INCB. & BROODER CO. Box 2 QUINCY, ILL
buy untU you get our free circulars.
Please mention Bee Journal "when -writing.

Lyon Mfg.
&
NEW LONDON,

I

it.

this,

an ideal means for

Page

of her

brood, so

The executive committee ot the Ontario
Bee-Keepers' Association met in the city of
Ottawa, Ont., Sept. 20, and set the date for
annual meeting for Dec. 5, 6 and 7, 1899,
in the city of Toronto, and has arranged an
It is hoped that a
excellent program.
grand reunion of bee keepers from all parts
of Canada and the United States will be
held there, and all join in the discussions.
No doubt that satisfactory arrangements
can be made with the various railways for
reasonable rates, and all persons interested
in the production or consumption of honey
are hereby cordially invited to attend.
Ontario, Can. Oct. 3. W.J. Brown, Pres.
its

.

Please mention Bee Journal -when WTiting.

Nothing from Clover and Basswood.

LEWIS COMPANY,

Q. B.

WATERTOWN,

WIS,,

CAN FURNISH YOU WITH THE VERY FINEST

Bee= Keepers' Supplies
IInT

the

-WOK-LiID.

How
No. 2IIO.— 14

kt.

Box,

Readers

to

Secure a

of the

Diamond Point Pen

filler

being overtaken suddenly by a heavy
shower, because my best colonies were re-

in numbers quite perceptibly when
the linden bloom was over.
This fall was a little better than the summer; my bees workt quite lively for 3 or 4
weeks.
They brought home enough for
themselves to winter on and a little for
their owner, but nothing to brag about.
Grant Co., Wis.. Oct. 6. Jos. Hentrich.

i.llO.— I'rUi: S-.OD. /.osrp.fi.;

Uiarat GoM

Heavy Gold Peu, chased barrel

their venturing out in the drizzling rain, or

duced

Parties wanting goods before new catalog is issued will please write for
quotations. We want everj' BEE-KEEPER on our list.
If you did not receive our catalog last year send us your name and address
and we will mail you our new catalog as soon as it is ready.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Ao

The white clover promist a good yield of
honey last spring, but, like last year, it
gave us nothing. The linden trees were
full of bloom with honey, but at that time
it rained so much around here that my bees
gathered very little of that. I must have
lost thousands of my bees at that time by

Diamonii Point Fountain Pen at Wholesale Price.

Si. 50

and directions with each peu.

^^-'i'^^

No. 4310.— Heavy Gold Pen, narrow, IS kt. Gold

Bands

$2.00

Every pen g-naranleed for one year, by the manufacturers.

20

percent off above prices, as
American Bee Journal will be g-iven a discount of
Co., to give our patrons this absolutelj- perfect fountain pen at the wholesale price.

we have made

special arrangremeuts with the

To secure this wholesale discount on the above fountain pens, you must send your orders direct to this office, enclosing- the number of the pen
you want, and a postal note or postage stamps, for the cost of same.
We are offering- our readers an absolutely perfect fountain pen which is g'uaranteed to g-ive entire satisfaction, as the Diamond Point Peu Co.
fully warrant and guarantee them absolutely as represented.
If the pen points are not entirely satisfactory they will be exchanged at no extra expense if returned to the office of the Diamond Point Pen Co.,
102 Beekman Street, New York, N. Y.

Special
Affi\l*

IVIA

til l"|
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AflVil*

IVa ^
Ilvt Ui

"11(51

1

v« It
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^'^^ mail

Premium Pen

Offers.

Fountain Pen No. 2110 free as a premium to any one sending us THREE
American Bee Journal for one year, with $3.00 to pay for same or

scribers to the

^^

NEW

sub-

;

w'M mail Fountain Pen No. 4310 free as a premium to any one sending us FIVE NEW subscribAmerican Bee Journal for one year, with $5.00 to pay for same.
Address,

ers to the

GEORGE, W. YORK & CO.,

A'o. -JIIO.

I'rloc, 4*/.i50. pos(p,-i/<;.

118 MlchlQan St., GhicaQO,

111.

—
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Convention Notice.
Connecticut.— The Counecticut Bee-Keepers'
meet at the Capitol at HartWednesday, Nov. s, 189), at 10:30 a.m.
Waterburj, Coou. Mrs. W. C. Rilev, Sec.

Associ.itiou will
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Bee= Books

ford,

& Go. 116

Bees and Honey, it Management of an Apiary
and Profit, by Thomas G. New-

for Pleasure

^Guifle^

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant.— This classic in bee-culture has been
entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and beekeeping. No apiarian library is complete without this standard work by Rev. L. L. Langstroth— the Father of American Bee-Culture. I'
has 520 pages, bound in cloth. Price, $1.25.

BY

PROE

A.

J.

COOK.

460 Pages-16th (1899) Edition— 18th Thoa-

aand— $125

postpaid.

A description of the book here is quite unnecessary it is simply the most complete scientific
and practical bee-book publisht to-day. Fully
illustrated, and all written in the most fascinating" style. The author is also too well-known to
the whole bee-world to require any introduction.
No bee-keeper is fully equipt, or his library
complete, without The Bee-Kkepers' Guide.

—

This 16th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's
mag-nificent book of 460 pag-es, in neat and sub-

we propose to give away
work of getsubscribers for the American Bee

Bee=Keepers' Guide, or Manual of the Api?.ry,
J. Cook, of the Michigan AgricultuCollege.— This book is not only instructive
and helpful as a guide in bee-keeping, but is
interesting and thoroly practical and scientific.
It contains a full delineation of the anatomy and physiology of bees. 460 pages, bound
in cloth and'fully iliusirated.
Price, $1.25.

bv Prof. A.
ral

Scientific Queen-Rearing, as Practically Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.— A method by which
the very best of queen-bees are reared in perBound in cloth
fect accord with Nature's way.

and

illustrated.

Price, $1.00.

Bee-Culture, liy A. I. Root.— A cycloPcedia of 400 pages, describing everything i>ertaining to the care of the honey-bees. Contains
300 engravings. It was written especially for
beginners. Bound in cloth. Price, $1.20.

A B C of

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and ManZ. Uutchinsou.— The author of
work is a practical and entertaining writer.
You should read his book; 90 pages, bound in
paper, and illustrated. Price, 50 cents.

stantial cloth binding-,

agement, by W.

to our present subscribers, for the

this

ting

NEW

Journal.

Given tor
The

TWO New

made to present suband no premium is also griven to

following^ offer

scribers only,

the two

NEW

Subscribers.

is

subscribers— simply the Bee Jour-

nal for one year:

Send us two new subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with $2.0(.l), and we will mail you a copy
of Prof. Cook's book FREE as a premium.
Prof. Cook's book alone sent for SI. 25, or we club
it with the Bee Journal for a year — both for only
$1.75.
But surely anybody can get only
NEW SUBSCRIBERS to the Bee Journal for a year,
and thus get the book as a premium. Let every
body try for it. Will YOU have one ?

TWO

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
US Michigan

CHICAGO, ILL.

St.,

Has no

Sag- in

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flal-Botlom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus

Honey.
usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.
Being- the cleanest

is

VAN dhuse:n,
Sole Manufacturer,

J. A.

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.
Please mention Bee Journal when "writins.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

Rational Bee-Keeping;, by Dr. John Dzierzon.
is a tr.T,nslatiou of his latest German
It has 350 pages, bound in

book on bee-culture.
paper covers, Jl.Ot).

Queen-Clipping'
Device is a fine thing for use iu
catching and clipping Queens'
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,
U» Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

111.

|

Chica(;o. Oct. 7.— We have a strou;^ market
on all (.Tades uf hoiicv, aod while there is no
perceptible advance in prices, thev are well sustained. Fancy (Trades of white comb, 15c;
and
good (jrades, 13<»14c. amber, best grades, 11@
Uc; and off g-rades, 9@'10c. Extracted, choice
m flavor and body, and white color, "^(SSc;
light amber, same ^rade, 7(a'7!^c; off in quality
and in color. Ijftii.Hc; dark and lightbodv, 5fe6c.

Beeswax,

2o(" :>7c.

This is the most active month of the year for
the sale of comb honey in this market. '
K. A. BiKNETT & Co.
Kansas City, Sept. 14.— The supplv of comb
honey is very light. Scarcely anv extracted on
the market. We quote fancy l-pound comb
14to'lSc; No. 1, 13(ul4c; No. 1 ar^lber,
U(ail3c. Ex
traded, white, 7c; amber, SMtJc; daik, 4@5c
Beeswax, ijraJSc.
c. C. Clemons & Co.

New York, Oct. 11.— Good demand for all
grades of comb honey and the same finds ready
sale at following prices:
Fancy white, ISc; No. 1, white, 13Cml4c; amber
llft!'12c;
and buckwheat, lOtollc
Extracted
California white, H'/ic; light amber, TACmSc;
white clover and basswood, 8c: choice Southern, 7(ai7J^c; and common, 70(" 73c gallon. Beeswax

dull at

Hildreth & Segelken.

2ijc.

Cincinnati, Oct. 9.— The demand for hooey,
both comb and extracted, is very good, with
prices much better than a few wee'ks ago.
Fancy comb finds ready saleat lS(g.l6c; darker
grades are hard to sell at any price.
Good demand for all grades of extracted.
White clover and basswood brings 8(a8i^c; amber add Southern at from 6(di7c. Good demand
for beeswax at 36c.
C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth.
We do not handle honey on commission— we
buy for spot cash only.

ight amber,

Blenen-Kultur, by Thos. G Newman.— This
is a (ierman translation of the principal portion
of the book called " Bees and Honej-." 100-page
pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

Bienenzucht und Honiggewlnnung, nach der
neuesten methode (German) by J. F. Eggers.
This book gives the latest and most approved
methods of bee-keeping in an easy, comprehensive style, with illustrations to suit the subject.
SO pages, board cover. Price, 50 cents.

Bee-Keeping for Beginners, by Dr. J. P. H.
of Georgia.— A practical and condenst
treatise on the honey-bee, giving the best modes
of management in order to secure the most
profit. 110 pages, bound in paper. Price, 50 cts.
Bee-Keeping: for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker.
Revised and enlarged. It details the author's
*'
new sj-stem, or how to get the largest yields of
comb or extracted honey." 80 pages, illustrated.

—

Apiary Register, by Thomas G. Newman.
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding. Price, for 50 colonies, $1.00;
nies, $1.25.

Dr. Howard's

for 100 colo-

Book on Foul Brood. — Gives the

McEvoy Treatment and

reviews the experi-

ments of others. Price, 25 cents.
Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by G. R,
Pierce.

— Result of 25 years' experience.

30 cts.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R. Cheshire.— lis Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts.
Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Origin, Development and Cure. Price, 10 cents.
Capons and Caponizing, by Dr. Sawyer, Fanny
Field, and others.— Illustrated. AU'about caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most

money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 20c.
Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the Poultry
Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by Fanny
Field.— Everything about Poultry Diseases and
t.4

pages.

shipments of extracted have gone forEurope since last issue, the ship Springburn carrying as part cargo 360 cases for London, and the ship Aristomene taking 100 cases
for Liverpool. Market shows the same healthy
tone as previously noted, with stocks of all descriptions of small volume.

64 pages.

to

Albany,

Successors to Chas.

Buffalo,

is

a neat

little 24-pafire

pamphlet especially gotten up with a view

to

creating a demand for honey. A very effective
helper in working up a home market for honey.
Prices: A sample fur a stamp; 25 copies for 40c;

SO for 60c; 100 for $1.00; 250 for$2.25; 500 for $4.00
For 25 cents extra we will print your name and
address on the front page, when ordering 100 or
more copies at these prices.

We

Fancy white

quote:

MacDougal &

McCuUoch &

Co.

Co.

Sept. 29.— There are virtually no

arrivals of strictly fancy white comb honey
The very little arriving is poor, and the best of
it brings 14 cents.
believe extra fancy would
bring 15(a'16 cents, and any grade will sell well
here. If receipts do not increase we may reasonably look for possibly higher prices. "There
is a very strong demand, quicklv taking
the
few arrivals.
Batterson & Co.

We

Boston,

Oct. 13.—

We

1,

Fancy No. 1
No. 1, 14(gilSc- No
amber, 7@8c;' am-

quote:

A

white

in cartons, 15(? 16c;
13(gil4c.
E.Ntracted, light

ber, 6?4(n»7Kc.

But little new to note in this market on honey.
The supply still continues to be very short
while the demand is naturally a little lighter,
as the retail trade is not quite up to higher
prices, still with the light stock they must evidently come to it.
Blake, Scott &. Lee.

Omaha, Oct. 14.— The market is now well supplied with new crop honey and trade is taking
hold readily at UidiU'Ac for fancy white in
round lots, with about one cent less for light
amber. Dealers are fully satisfied now that the
crop is light, and not holding back purchasing
any longer for fear of lower prices White extracted, 8c.
Peycke Bros.

WANTED.— Comb and
price, kind,

extracted honey; state

and quantity.

R. A.

Price, 20 cents.

York's Honey Almanac

Sept. 26.—

comb, ISc; No. 1 white, 13(<iil4c: mixt, ll(ai3c'
buckwheat, lOWllc. Extracted, white, 8@9c"
mixt, 6J4(<»7c; dark, 6. Beeswax, 36(Si.28c.

Price, 20 cents.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for Profit, by
Fanny Field.— Tells everything about Poultry
Business.

'

Two

ward

Brown,

their Cure,

The MoNETTE

AND BEESWAX

I flONE.y

—This

Price, 25 cents.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION

>fe: >!i >te.ti

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

man.— It is nicelv illustrated, contains 160 pages,
beautifully printed in the highest style of the
Price, in
art, and bound in cloth, gold-lettered.
cloth, 75 cents; in paper, 50 cents.

of the Apiary,

>to >fe

Mich. St. GhicaQO.

The Bee-Keeper's
Manual

>J >te. >te. >!^ >li >t<: j«li >fe

JiTp- >!«• >JiC >^ >}<: >p- >}«>}«>;< Tp: 7j^ -jjf^

SENT POSTPAID BY

George W. York

Or,

!

33A13t

BURNETT &
Water

163 So.

CO.,

St.,

Chicago,

111.

WANTED.— Fanc3-

white comb honey in nodrip shipping-cases.
State price, kind and
quantity.
C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. Muth & Sou and A. Muth,
2146-8 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.
C 40Att

Your
We

warned
I

34Atf THOS. C.

HONEY

buy it, no matter
where you are. Address,
will

price,

STANLEY & SON,

Fairfield.

III.
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Latest Improvements.

Perfect Goods.

Very Reasonable Prices.

Hives, Shipping-Cases
Sections,
EVERYTHING A
BEE-KEEPER NEEDS.

''''

''''
Year

Dadant's Foundation.

Why

Extractors, Etc,
Catalog-

Oct. 19, 1899.

does

We guarantee

it sell

so well?

,..,,.,,,

Because

it

satisfaction.

has always given better

satis-

What more can anybody do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS, No SAQQINa, No

any other.

faction than

22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Because

and copy of

Year

in

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

"The American Bee-Keeper"— FREE
Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

THE W.

JAMESTOWN,

We

sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

FALCONER MFG. CO.,

T.

N. Y.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

The American Bee-Keeper

is a live Monthly,
and has been publisht by us for the past 10
years— 50 cents a year.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writm?.

Here is t he Thing= y""^^''^ looking
for the last
winter

The New Champion
WINTER-CASE...
which does away with all unnecessary work, and in which the bees
will not die in the coldest winter.
Send for special prices on (quantity
wanted.
R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

Shkroyg.an. Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

QUEENS

LaDgstroth on the Honey-Bee, ReTised.
Bee-Cnltnre-Price, $1.25,

Ttie Classic in

tiy

Mail.

Beeswax Wanted ^^^^^^^^^^^
at ail times.
Please mention Bee Journal

chas. dadant & son.
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing.

III.

Smokers. Sections,
Comb Foundation
_

KKEE
"Please

iiilalogur.

And all Apiarian Suppliea
rh«ap. Send for
K. T. FLANAtiAN, BelleTlUe. lU-

mention Bee Journal wtien writing.

HUNT
& SON,
at ROOT'S PRICES.

M. H.

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

Shipping^-Cases and Dauz. Cartons are what
you need to display and ship vour honey in.

Send

BELL BRANCH^ MiCH.

for Catalog^.

•THIS-*

Wood

^-J^r.!^°s^-^"-

Binder

LEAHY MFG. CO.

"'gsSl^'R".*:^'

—SUBSCRIBE FOR THE—

will hold one year's numbers
of the American Beb JonKNAL
and will be sent by mail for

Farmer's

ao centM. Full directions
accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Jodrnal can be

Home Journal,

Louisville,

Ky*

A practical business paper for the farmer. It treats of farmingr and stock breedings from both
gractical and scientific standpoints. It is the oldsst and best known agricultural weekly in the
outh. If you have anything- to sell send us your advertisement. Every farmer who expects to
mix *' brains with muscle" in his business should read this paper. Subscription price, ll.OO per
JOURNAL, Louisville, Ky.
year. Sample copy free. Address,
FARMER'S
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-

ence in book form.
By paying for a year's subscription STRICTLY IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, post-

HOME

paid, for 10 cents extra.

HONEY

ADDRESS,

CiEO.

W. YORK & CO.

118 Mich. St., Chicago,

111.

1-pound square, $4.70 per
60c per gross $1.00 for 500.
;

Buy now

before advance in prices.
.

Honey

Wn.

lbs.)

;

for wintering bees, include bottom, bodv and gable cover
10 for S5.S0.

.9'ic
cans Pure Alfalfa Clover
Half barrels (300 lbs.) Basswood9c
Clover

Full barrels (600

We

OUTSIDE CASES

HONEY.
60-lb.

JARS.

with corks 5 gross, $4.50 per gross. Labels,
have several stj'les of Jars for retailing honej-.

g-ross,

BASSWOOD EXTRACTED HONEY,
Sample

5 cents.

.

Catalog

free.

Please mention Bee Journal

I.

when

J.

writinR.

Pure Amber

cans and kegs.

— 60 cents each,

8'<

to 9c per pound.

STRINGHAM,
105

Park Place,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

''he

A. SELSER,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

10 Vine Street,

Please Mention

tlie

Bee Jonrnal lJl?rtTs1rS^

X-

'k.(k

1^

lie

<>L-

>Jir

^JJi

->®5

-^>

S''
\!/

QEORQE W. YORK,
•

sr

•U<^x/»l«J
Editor.

»
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»w>^
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it will destroy more or less of the nice white capping-s
which incase our honey.
While in different cities a number of years ago, lookingafter the honey market, I saw sections of honey which had
worms in them as large around as a slate-pencil, and an
inch or more long and altho they had nearly denuded the
honey of the nice white cappiiigs to the cells, still I could
not make some of the grocerymen believe that the worms
lived on the wax, they callingthem "honey-worms." Such
a spectacle soon disgusts customers, and injures the sale of
comb honej' very much.
If, after several examinations, you fail to find such little white, flourlike places, you need be very thankful, and
consider you are favored much above many of our fellow
bee-keepers. If you find these, the next thing is to sulphur your honey, as this is the only known remedy for
these pests, except picking the worms oft" by hand, which is
too slow where there are many of them.
To sulphur, I procure an old kettle and put some ashes
in the bottom of it, so that there will be no danger of fire
resulting from the heat from the coals which are to be
placed therein. When I have the kettle thus prepared I
take it to the honey-room and pour sulphur (which has been
previously weighed) on the coals, to the amount of four
ounces to every 25 cubic feet contained in the room, when
the kettle is quickly pusht under the pile of honey, the same
having been piled on a platform a little off the floor for this
purpose, and the room closed. You will do this thing as
expeditiously as possible or you will be apt to get some of
the fumes intended for the worms, which is not very pleasant, besides depriving the worms of just the amount you
carry off in your lungs.
I now go and look in at the window, to which the few
flies which chance to be in the room will soon come to avoid
the fumes, thus vainly hoping to escape their doom. As
;

soon as I see that the last fly is lifeless, I take out my
watch, and when five minutes have elapst I open the window and the door to the room so the air will carry out the
smoke as soon as possible, for, if allowed to settle on the
combs it will give them a greenish color, which will be
damaging to the sale of it. This same thing will also be
likely to occur if much more sulphur is burned than the
amount given above. It seems to be quite a nice point to
have this matter just right; for if too much is used the
combs are sure to be turned green while if too little is
burned the worms will not be killed.
The above has been arrived at after years of trial and
;

experience.
If

more honey

Oct. 26, 1899.

Foreign Matters

— Uses of

Honey,

BY "STBNOG."
French exchanges show a great amount of work in
collecting information relative to honey and bees. Beekeepers of that country, as well as of Germany, seem tobe closely related to each other thru the numerous associations they have formed. If anew use for honey is found
it is immediately
printed and past around. Mr. J. B.
Leriche, an eminent bee-keeper of France, has the following to say relative to honey and altho some of it is familiar to most of us, it is a good plan to give it to those who
may not have seen it before. I translate it from the Revue

OUR

;

Eclectique, of Paris, one of the best bee-journals printed
"Honey is a healthful, concentrated, easily assimilated
food, offered to man by nature, all prepared, extracted drop
by drop from myriads of flowers. Our ancestors made of
it their favorite food.
They knew no other sweet. Thd introduction of beet-sugar has lessened the use of honey, so
the latter is hardly ever found now except in the home of
the bee-keeper or in certain medicines, or on the table of a
few who know its virtues. We should go back to honey, for
it is well known that this food, without rendering necessary
any insalivation or digestive work on the part of the stomach, excites nervous energy, gives mental force and tone to
the vital functions, and is very beneficial to persons of
sedentary habits or those doing much headwork. All those
who suffer from disorders of the stomach, and who have
difficult or bad digestion, or those subject to constipation,
should use honey daily and after several months they will
find the digestive organs restored to their normal condition.
But the use of it must be daily and prolonged.
" To live long, one should take, every morning, some
hot milk, sweetened with a spoonful of honey, and dip
bread in it. Taken at night, honey favors digestion and
wards off sleeplessness. When Julius Cssar dined with P.
Rumillius, to celebrate the 100th birthday of the latter,
Cssar askt him by what means he had preserved his.
strength of mind and body.
By eating honey," replied the
old Roman.
" But honey is not onh- a good food but a good medicine, curing, without drugs, disorders of the stomach, chest,
and of the voice, such as gastritis, bronchitis, colds, asthma
and grip. The formic acid with which it is impregnated by
the be^s makes of it an antiseptic, purifying the disordered!
mouth and breath. Rheumatism is practically unknown'
among those who eat much honey. But the honey must be
pure and one buying it should be sure of the standing of
the house selling it."
In the same journal Mr. Drappier gives good directions
for wintering, preparations for which he begins in September.
The first thing to be seen to is plenty of food. By
waiting later the cold is liable to prevent the beesfrom uncapping the honey and uncapt honey before
winter easily ferments, and may induce spring dwindling.
One writer says bees can winter only on empty frames but
at the same time their honey should be so placed as to surround the cluster, and as near them as possible. He feeds
from 30 to 40 pounds per colony. Altho bees use but little
food in winter, he gives them enough so he will not have tofeed in spring.
He advises against spring feeding, as it may induce an
abnormal development of brood. The best colonies will be
hived in September on a maximum of 12 frames. Will it
be necessary to remove the empty frames ? Mr. D. says he
does not. Mr. Bonnier has shown that a filled frame is
equal in value to a partition so far as preservation of heat
That is, empty frames, instead of taking
is concerned.
away warmth, tend rather to conserve it. Besides, framesof comb in the hives are better protected in fall, winter, and
spring, against the moth-miller, by the bees running over
them, than the bee-keeper could do it himself. This is for
large colonies. Small ones run all kinds of risks. The existence of drones in a hive in September is presumptive evidence of queenlessness. Hives in the open air should be
well protected on top. All cracks should be plugged up.
Repaint covers, if necessary, so that not a drop of water
can get thru.
These foreign journals give a vast amount of advice to
those who must be beginners in bee-keeping. Every month
has its detailed account of what to do and how to do it. In
this regard they set a good pace for American journals.
It
might be remarkt, too, that the foreign journals draw more
from sources outside of beedom than do those of America ;
and there seems to be a more intimate touch between the
government and the various bee-associations there thani
:

;

'

;

is

brought into the room after the

first

has been sulphured, this is also watcht, and when the marks
of worms are seen on these, the same operation is repeated
again, and so on till we are sure the honey passes from our
honey-house without danger of these pests making an appearance after it has been placed upon the market.
All sections having cells of pollen in should be stored
by themselves, as such combs are almost sure to be infested
with eggs which will soon hatch into larva;, where there is
any trouble from the wax-moth at all.

While on this subject it may not be amiss to say that I
not troubled nearl)' as much with these worms at the
present time as I formerly was. And there are two reasons
There seems to be a
for this, according to my opinion
greater intelligence among the apiarists of to-day, and even
among the small bee-keepers having only two or three colonies, along the line of not leaving combs exposed after the
bees are off them, so as to breed these pests, as was done by
our forefathers. And still more care in the years to come
would nearly, if not quite, free our apiaries of this moth

am

:

difficulty.

Hives of comb left standing in the apiary after the bees
have died from them, as they nearly always used to be, will
give moths by the thousand to be a nuisance in years to
come. Care-taking' by all in this matter will soon bring us
to where no sulphur will have to be used, and such care
should belong to every man, woman and child keeping bees.
The second reason is the one alluded to in the forepart
of this article, namely, the Italian bee. In localities where
only these bees have been kept for a term of years, the
trouble has mainly become a thing of the past. Italians
seem to protect their combs better in some way so that the
eggs do not find a place in the hive, and in localities where
there are no other bees kept, and where no combs are left
exposed after the bees are off them, the need of sulphuring
has become a rarity.

Onondaga

Co., N. Y.

;

;
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We

here.
get some ten French and German bee-journals
here, besides one Spanish and one Italian. The French in
particular are very interesting-. Their printing- is extremely
accurate, an error being- almost unknown, -which remark
applies to all the foreign journals I have seen. Gleanings
in Bee-Culture.

—

Concerning- Bee-Repositories for Winter.
BY

C.

P.

D.^D.\NT.

WAS

just preparing to write an additional article concerning bee-repositories for winter, when I noticed, on
page 626, the article by Wm. M. Barnes, whom I know to
be a practical bee-keeper, and L would suggest that those
readers who are interested in this matter re-read his statement. I do not believe that I would build exactly as he has
done, and as he kindly invites criticism, I will state where I
would suggest changes, but I take notice that he reports
success, and this is sufficient to give his cellar a good point.
As I said before, the proper temperature is the main need,
tho a moderate ventilation and good, dry quarters are also

I

important.
Mr. Barnes very probably had good reasons for building his stone wall only part of the way down. But if I were
building I would build the entire wall of stone, or all of
dirt.
If the spot is dry, and there is no danger of any leak,
a dry earth wall boarded up and left slanting outward to
prevent caving in would certainly be the most economical
and the quickest built. But if there is danger of any moisture, the earthen wall will prove annoying after a few
years. M_v experience with a cellar-wall placed like that of
Mr. Barnes, above the level of the cellar, is that it will, in
the course of a few years, cause the dirt to settle, and will
eventually be deteriorated thereby. So I would say, make
all stone or no stone.
His cellar entrance is good. Double doors, when connecting with the outside, are a necessity.
Mr. B. does not say how the ceiling above is made. It
is probably a double floor with sawdust between the joists.
If the cellar is all made of earth, it would probably be
cheapest also to make the ceiling of earth in a method similar to that used in most of the Western storm-caves, and
commonly used for keeping milk or vegetables. If the frost
can be kept out it will not be difficult to cool the atmosphere of the cave by a little extra ventilation when needed.
A window or two might be made, with double windowframes a foot or more apart, and the space between the two
filled with straw.
It is necessary that the cellar be fixt so
one may readily enter it without disturbing the bees or
causing- much change in the temperature. This is only so
that the bee-keeper may be enabled to ascertain the exact
conditions.
As a rule, our bee-keepers are not over-supplied with
ready cash, and it will very often happen that the cheaper
cellar will be decided upon. But if I were to advise, I would
rather recommend the stone-wall cellar, for two or three
reasons, the most important of which is its durability.
Then a stone wall is more easilj- made rat and mouse proof.
A cellar, dug in cla3', will probably be free from vermin for
a year or two, but in the course of time it will become more

and more unsafe

in this respect.

could not sleep well, winter nights, if I knew that my
bees were housed in a cave or a room in which either mice
or rats cong-ref*ated in any quantity. Their depredations
might not do much harm to the bees directly, but they
would be sure to disturb them more or less, and by this
means cause a greater or less number to become restless
and wander away from the cluster. Combs that were not
covered by the bees would be more or less gnawed by them,
especiallj' if they contained honey, of which mice are very
fond. With a good stone wall, and a well-made double floor
above, it is not difficult to have a rat and mouse proof cellar
if the sills have been carefully laid in a bed of cement. Such
a cellar would last a lifetime.
The cellar or cave need not be large. The hives may
be piled four or five in a tier. We usually take them without bottom or cap. Our hives are all supplied with straw
mats over the frames. In the summer we have an oilcloth
or enamel-cloth between the brood-combs and the straw
mat. In the winter the enamel-cloth is removed, and the
straw mat is laid directly over the frames, and this straw
mat is quite sufficient to separate the hives that are piled
upon one another.
We set the first hive on the floor, or on timbers, for
support, a little above the floor. This first hive has its own
I
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bottom-board, but

is slightly raised, or if the bottom is
nailed fast, as much ventilation is given as the entrance
will allow.
The other hives are then piled on top of this
with only the mats between the different brood-chambers.
In this way a hundred hives may be placed in a verj' small

compass.
The time best suited for removing the bees to the cellar
cannot be given exactly, but only approximately. It must
vary according to the latitude and the weather. In this
latitude the first cold spell, after a warm day, towards the
middle or latter part of November, has always proven the
best. We want a cold day because the bees are less apt to
fly about and worry the operator
and we want this to be
as nearly following a warm day as possible, because on
that warm day the bees have had a chance to empty their
bowels and feel fresh and vet quiet. The longer you wait
after the weather has turned cold the more chance there
;

will be of the bees having begun to eat and load their abdomens with food. When they are once confined in the
proper repository, their consumption is exceedingly limited,
and they can stay month after month without stirring, if

the food that they do consume is of good quality.
The entire winter problem may thus be summed in a
very few words
Have good, healthy food, an even temperature, quietness, and a fair amount of ventilation, and
your bees will come thru in good order in the most rigorous
climate.
Hancock Co., 111.
:

Uniting- Wealc Colonies in the Fall.
BY MORLEY PETTIT.

.

WEAK

or queenless colonies maybe united in such a
way as to make strongs queened ones. There are various conditions which render this necessary.
A colony preparing to swarm builds a number of queenWhen these are within a
cells and rears young queens.
few days of hatching, the swarm issues, accompanied by
the old queen. Of the queens that hatch, the one which
becomes queen of the " parent " colony takes her matingflight

and becomes impregnated.

The parent colony

is left

quite weak by the departing swarm but if this happens in
the honej' season it is soon repopulated by the progeny of
the young queen. If, however, the swarm issues late, very
little breeding is done, and we have a young queen in a
weak colony. Many claim these late queens to be the best
layers for the following- season.
Queenless colonies usually become so during the matcold wind may keep her at home and
ing of the queen.
hinder her mating or prevent her return to the hive if she
does fly out. This, of course, cannot be avoided; but it
points out the necessity of examining every " parent " colony before the end of the breeding-season to be sure it has
a queen. The presence of a laying queen can easily be detected by eggs or very young brood in the middle combs of
the hive.
Again, the young queen returning from her
flight may become confused and enter the wrong hive. To
avoid this, the hives, if uniform and in even rows, should
be interspersed with boxes or other landmarks placed every
fourth or fifth hive, and projecting in front of the row.
When two colonies are to be united, go to them in the
evening and remove half the combs from each. Leave the
fullest and best-formed ones, spacing them to one side of
the hive with a dummy, to separate the last one from the
empty half of the hive. If they both have queens, find and
destroy the poorer or older one. In 24 hours the bees will
have discovered their loss and will be willing to accept a
;

A

new queen.
The following evening carry the queenless colony and
set it beside the other. Open each hive by removing the cloth
or honey-board, using as little smoke as possible, and
sprinkle the bees freely with sweetened water scented
strongly with peppermint. Almost drench them. They fill
themselves with sweet, the peppermint counteracts the distinctive scent, and the bees of two colonies mingle in one
hive without stinging. Some advise smoking at the entrance and jarring before opening to cause them to fill
themselves with honey but this excites the bees and does
more harm than good. Removing the dummies, lift the
combs from the queenless hive and set them, bees and all,
in their original order, in the empty half of the other. The
dummies are used to prevent the bees making a bulging
cluster on the outside comb, which interferes with proper
spacing when the hive is filled. Close the hive and blow a
little smoke in the entrance.
As half the bees in this new hive are on a strange
;

:
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stand, precautions are taken to insure their safe return
when they first fly out in the morning-. An alighting-board
is set on edg-e in front of the entrance.
The bees, being
compelled to go around the ends to get out, discover that
their home is changed, and circle about to locate themselves
before flying awaj'. In spite of this, however, many go
back to their old home and fly about for some time unless
old landmarks are removed as much as possible. If other
hives are near they maj' try to enter them, and probably
meet their death at the entrance but in this case, if an
empty hive be set on the old stand they soon return to their
;

new home.
Uniting weak colonies is done in October when the
hives are being overhauled to insure proper combs, and fed
for winter and spring. By another method, when the bees
of both swarms have been well smeared with the syrup, the
queenless ones are shaken on the alighting-board of the
other and allowed to run in. In this case it may not be
necessary to kill the poorer queen beforehand, as she can
be easily distinguisht and caught on the alighting-board as
the bees spread themselves over it while going in. The
best combs are selected from each to make up the new hive.
The disadvantage of this method is that the strange bees
mix at once with those in the hive, and are more apt to be
stung whereas, by the former method the mingling is verjgradual, and involves less danger. Farmers' Advocate.
Elgin Co., Ont.
;

—
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Report of the General Manager.
have no written report. I did not notice that I was on
the program until a day or two before I left home. I might
say tor the benefit of some, that during the meeting in
Omaha the General Manager was empowered to initiate
measures in some city for the prosecution of the adulterators of honey. After consultation the Board of Directors
concluded to make an effort in Chicago, 111., to secure the
I

conviction of adulterators.
In the first place, we needed a chemist who knew how
to test honey so as to knoiv when it was adulterated, so we
secured the services of a competent one, and gave him samples and let him analyze them. We spent the sum of ten
dollars in analyzing honey. I made a contract with a lawHe had
yer, and he was to take the sole charge of matters.
nothing to do in court except to get witnesses and look
•'
after matters in general.
I thought it was not necessary to make a written report,
as I soon shall make one, but the Association has spent
$200 to enforce the law on adulteration in Chicago. Mr.
York has given quite a full report in the American Bee
Journal, which has been copied in Gleanings in Bee-Culture.
In the American Bee Journal for Aug. 31, there is a
very full report of this case, and I wish to say that Mr.
York cannot be too highly praised for his efforts.
I would like to know how many present read the Bee
Journal let all such raise a hand. [A large majority raised
a hand.] I see so many read it that I will omit reading the
;

report.

Report of the Proceeding's of the 30th Annual
Convention of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, Held at Philadelphia,
Pa., Sept. 5, 6

BY DR.

A. B.

and

7,

I

don't believe there

662.]

is

one in Philadelphia

that adulterates honey, because he must put on the combination. You can find honey put up in g^lass packages and

markt " pure honey."
Mr. Abbott Let me make a suggestion
They do not
sell this honey in Philadelphia, but they ship it to Missouri
or some other State. Every little while we see Philadelphia
honey. It comes from every place.
Dr. Mason If one lives in a congressman's district,
even if you did not support your representative, you have
influence over him, and he is generally glad to please you,
and thus perhaps get another supporter if he can. At any
rate, don't fail to try your power over him.
Some one suggested that a committee of three be appointed to see that Mr. Abbott's paper is publisht in a Philadelphia newspaper, but Mr. Miller, of the Philadelphia
" Altho not
Call, being present, was introduced, and said
a member of this Association, I have been interested in its

—

:

—

:

proceedings, and have tried to have a reporter here, and we
Mr. Abbott's paper. As a matter of
courtesy we would not ask to get ahead of other papers in
the city, but will put the address in tj'pe and furnish
proofs."
Mr. York It is possible that Mr. Miller may be able to
get some of the President's address publisht also.
Dr. Mason It may not be best to have all that is said
publisht. It might do more harm than good.
Mr. Selser City papers are not like country papers. If
they thru courtesj' put any more in, all right.
Dr. Miller There is one thing that I think ought to be
said.
While what Mr. Miller has said is true, I will say
that the press of Philadelphia has shown more courtesy
than has that of any other city in which we ever met.
Mrs. Starr (of the Public Ledger) I wish to say that I
was scolded for not g-ivingmore extended notice. I had but
one program, and so could not scatter them as I might
otherwise have done, and the G. A. R. naturallj' takes more
of our notice.
Dr. Miller When a woman lacks material she makes it.
Hon. Eugene Secor, of Forest City, Iowa, General Manag-er, then made the following verbal report
will be glad to publish

—
—
—
—

—

—

EuGBNE Secor.

— We do not have to do

anything of this kind
There are appointed eight commissioners, I
think, and if you go into any store and try to sell adulterated articles you will get caught up verj' quickly.
Dr. Mason — In Ohio we have a pure-food commissioner
Mr. Selser

in this State.

MASON, SEC.

[Coutiuued from pag-e

—

Mr. Selser

1899.

Mr. York has shown great interest in this matter without any compensation. I don't know how you can compensate him in any other way than by subscribing for the
American Bee Journal.
Mr. York didn't know that I was going to say this, and
I have not been askt to say it.
You can read this report
and see what has been done in Chicago. The money has
not been wasted. Producers label their products correctly,
but adulterators falsify their labels.
I might add that on this matter of adulteration I have
many things to say, but they will go in my annual report.

with a large number of deputies scattered

all over the State,
are watching for adulterated articles. The commissioner does all the prosecuting, and the State pays all expenses, so we have no adulterated honey in Ohio.
E. R. Root I suggest that in prosecuting adulterators
the Board act independently. If any of the members have
I move that the work
anj' suggestions to make, all right.
of prosecution be carried to the fullest extent that the treas-

who

—

ury will admit

of.

Mason — Why not leave the matter to the Directors,
and treat them as we should our congressmen, as our representatives, giving them all the help we can, making such
suggestions as we deem best, but leave all matters to their
Dr.

best judgment, and entirely in their hands.
At this point Mr. York, who had been appointed a member of the committee on resolutions, requested to be excused
from serving, and Pres. Whitcomb appointed W. Z. Hutch-

inson in his place.
Mr. A. I. Root was on the program for an address, but,
being unavoidably absent, Mr. E. R. Root had been requested to occupy his place, and did so in the address which
follows
:

Apicultural Statistics for the United States.
I did not come prepared to present to this convention an
array of statistics. If I had. I would have brought a longer
list
but in view of the fact that I have been askt to take
the subject assigned to my father, who could not be present,
I thought I could do no better than to present to this convention a few figures that have recently come to my knowl;

edge.

By way

of preface, I desire to say that government stahave been very unreliable. For instance. South Carolina has been credited with producing- the largest amount
of honey of any State in the Union. New York and California, on the other hand, have been placed clear at the bottom of the list as honey-producing States. Any bee-keeper
who knows anything about the industrj' knows that such a
statement is as wide of the truth as it possibly can be. California and New York are probably in the lead, while South
tistics

—
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hives, and who atteriipts to put up his honey in the
ordinary modern package.
Some years ago Mr. Newman, then editor of the American Bee Journal, figured that there were 300,000 bee-keepers
in the country, and that there were 10 hives to the bee-keeper,
on an average. This would make an estimate of something
Altho several years have elapst since
like 3,000,000 hives.
then, it is at least true that my estimate of 200,000 bee-keep-

modern

Carolina is probably at the bottom of the list. For years
no one has known just how larg'e our industry is when
measured in dollars and cents, altho a great many guesses
have been made. It has been estimated that there are something like 300,000 bee-keepers. This estimate was based on
the fact that we at one time had a catalog or list of the
names of something like 300,000. Indeed, we have such a
That there are 300,000 people who keep bees is
list now.
probably a conservative figure but that there are 300,000
of what might be called bee-keepers persons who make the
production of honey at least a prominent side-issue is
doubtful. I should saj' a fair estimate of the first class I
have mentioned would be something like 500,000 and of
the latter 200.000— that is, 200,000 actual bee-keepers for in
this list we do not include those who keep one or two colonies in old-fashioned skeps or log-gums.
If there are 200,000 bee-keepers, what is the total output of honey, both comb and extracted, that is annually
produced in the tfnited States ? Up till within recent times
no reliable data have been presented upon which we could
base an estimate. A few years ago I tried to get the manufacturers of bee-keepers' supplies to make a report of the
number of sections annualU' sold within the current year.
While some complied with the request, others, thinking possibh' that some advertising scheme was on foot from which
odious comparisons would be drawn, declined to give the
number of sections they sold. I thought that if we could
get at the actural figure, we could get a very close estimate
of the number of pounds of honey annually produced, providing, however, that this figure would be an average for a
Within the last two or three
series of four or five years.
years, however, we have been enabled to get hold of the
figures, so that I believe I am to-day able to report the number of section honey-boxes actually made in one year. Now,

ers

;

—

and

2,000,000 colonies is quite conservative.
figures that I am able to present to

The only

—

;

[Continued ue.\t week.]

The "Old Reliable" seen thru New and Unreliable

By

of sections

made each year

Glasses.

Richards, Ohio.

hardly need mention
blessed it was to be there;
it's not our intention
(Too much for invention)
To tell you what profits we share.

How

But

We

with honey and placed on the market, will hold
like 's of a pound.
After talking with various
members of this convention between sessions, I am inclined
to place that as a fair estimate. To make even figures,
then, we will estimate that there are 50,000,000 pounds of
comb honey produced annually in the United States. Calling this worth 10 cents a pound, which I believe is conservative, this would make the entire comb-honev product
worth $5,000,000.
But, you will say, some years a good many unused sections are left over. Granted. But there will be, on an
filled

something

average, as many left over from one year as another. While
perhaps three years is not long enough time to reduce the
figures to a good average, yet I should saj' the last three
years, considering that two of them were very poor, would
give us a very conservative figure; so, if anything, the
amount of comb honey annually produced in the United
States is not only worth 55,000,000, but somewhat more.
Just how much more I should not dare to say.
Now, then, if $5,000,000 represents the comb honej- annually produced, how shall we get at the amount for extracted ? This is somewhat more difficult. However, I
think we can safely estimate that, in view of the fact that
extracted honey is produced much more largely in the South
than in the North, and that a g-ood many bee-keepers in the
northern portions of the country produce the liquid article,
it will be fair to assume that there would be just about
twice as much of extracted hone}* produced as of comb.
This would give an aggregate of something like 100,000,000
pounds of extracted every year. Calling this worth 5 cents
a pound, we should have another $5,000,000 a valuation
that I should consider rather conservative than otherwise
for good extracted honej' sells at 5 and 7 cents ordinarily,
and off grades at 3 and 5, while California honey, when it
reaches the markets of Chicago and New York, costs any-

—

A TRIPLET OF " AFTERTHINKS."
Capital editorial idea to clap into the convention number the pictures of the United States' officers and directors.
That Florida bear-trap (or night-cap) I think an excellent idea which ought not to be forgotten. Page 570.
C. P.

Dadant

where from 5 to 6 cents.
I have not ascertained the exact number of bee-hives
made by each manufacturer but I know the product turned
out by one or two of the largest and taking this as a basis
I estimate that something like 200,000 hives are made every
year. Ten years from now there will be at least 2,000,000
;

;

hives in the country. Assuming that a like number has
already been made in all the years gone by, we may estimate that something like 4,000,000 hives will be scattered
thruout the country. .1 say " estimate," for I fear it is
nothing more nor less than a poor guess. Assuming that
there are now 2,000.000 hives and 200,000 bee-keepers, that
would leave 10 hives to each bee-keeper and by a beekeeper, as I have explained. I mean any person who has

is

a

man

after

my own

heart in despisitig

have the entrances trapt up with perforated zinc. But
we Minnie folks have to have it under the extracting-

to

supers.

PREVENT MISMATING.

DIST.\NCE TO

Doolittle's highly important evidence on page 564 is not
new but it is needful for it to be often repeated, so many
high authorities are determined to resist it. Bees do cross
;

at five miles distance,

and

it

is

all

in the queen-breeder's

mind (in most cases) that his queens cannot mismate.
SWARMS DESERTING — VISITING DIFFERENT FLOWERS.
Mr. Doolittle solves with much ability the first of the
problems on page 578. I have thought in such
svcarm failure that it was disgust, and a sense
helplessness to save their queen, rather than a lack
scent, that made the bees go home, all but the few

cases of
of their
of queen

engaged

in hostilities.
And so the adherence of bees to one kind of flower during a trip is not so absolute as we have sometimes thought,
seeing he observed raspberry and clover visited successively.
I think a bee prospecting for honey, and not getting much
anyivhere, visits freely any flowers that may come handy.

Perchance neither clover nor raspberry were yielding very
well when he made this observation.

;

;

HASTY,

We

for the

last three years is somewhere between 50,000,000 and 60,000,000.
will suppose that the sections, on an average,

when

E. E.

'TWOULD STRAIN OUR INVENTION.
Home from the convention

:

The average number

CLJ

you as be-

ing anj'where near accurate is the amount of comb honey
annually produced. All the other figures are based somewhat on this, and are more or less estimated. But I think
we may safely say, by way of recapitulation, that our industry represents an annual product of something like
ERNEST R. ROOT.
$10,000,000 in honey alone.

;

then, for the figures

677

OUEEN-RE.'iRING COMMENTS.

one of the specially eminent queen-rearers
of this continent one of the first half-dozen and therefore
his pictures and article, page 577, deserve the most careful
consideration. He hardly needs to prove to us that we do
not have to make artificial cups, and put in jelly by hand,
and all that sort of thing it's only a matter of convenience
and speed always providing that the artificial methods do
not deteriorate quality. To say 84 hours after laying is
more to the point than 12 hours after hatching, because the
time of laying is easier found. His arrangement of cellholding sticks to slip in and out of suitable notches is admirable. Wonder why he curves the lower surface in such
a long, regular curve. And why is the beeswax to stick
things on with, half resin ? Perhaps pure beeswax is more
inclined to let go. And the man who objects to fine, fussy
work, for him to do there'll alwaj's be coal to shovel and
Mr. Alley

is

—

—

;

—
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ditches to

dig-

— he's out of place at

queen-rearing-.

The

very nearly absolute. Valuable bit of experience. Quite
possibly in manj' cases of aged virgins inborn worthlessness and not age is the real trouble. I believe it has been
i«i/>t'(Vt'a' sometimes that queens emerging late in autumn
became fertile in the spring but I do not remember any
positive case which came near to this one.

re-

markable thing- about the system is that after 48 hours the
young queens are nurst by bees not queenless. I suppose
the proximity of lots of young brood is what is desired,
-while the broodlessness of the starting colony is depressing,
and damaging to the results if the queens stay there too

•

;

"What is home without a baby ?"
RULING BBES TO SAVE THE FOOD.

long.

PUT HIM "IN PICKLE."
He'd know the location of pickled brood.
That " Colo "' man, that " Colo " man.
"Who can sate his inquiring- mood ?
No one can, no one can
Send him down where all pickles are,

On page 579, Mr. Armstrong is right that the bee-business abounds in surprisi'S. Killing part of a colony in the
fall to save the food they would otherwise eat, it will do to
mention as an eccentricitj', but not as a plan to be tolerated. Not only is the danger of losing the colony greatly
increast, but even if they survive the gain is little or nothing. The amount of honey 5,000 bees by themselves would
eat in getting thru is nearly the same as 10,000 would require. If the conditions were very favorable I am not sure
but the 10,000 would sometimes eat less than the 5,000.

"FROM THE EGG

—

war

—

the

—

!

—

—

trial that it is here.

We

the boys. Was also unaware of any distinct
"weaning period." when the change is made from jellylike food to the coarser kind.
May it not be that the food
for the little fellows and the food for the half-grown ones
is prepared by two different sets of nurses (we would incline
to say it iHust be so), and that occasional failure to connect,
rather than any deliberate weaning, is the real state of the
case ? As to the 12-hour initial fast, that seems a little
more reasonable when we remember that chickens need no
food for a long time after hatching. Accepting this author,
there are three distinct kinds of larval food 1st, a transparent fluid 2nd, a milky semi fluid and 3rd, a food containing comminuted pollen-shells or residual matter.

the pickle-jar, to the pickle-jar.

But peace could very quickly restore them we
needn't stop crying "wolf" on that account. But it is
coming to look rather doubtful whether the duty on Cuban
honey will ever be taken off even if Cuba stays American.
Interesting to hear that (contrary to what one would expect) swarming is quite moderate in Cuba not nearly the

Brice, page 579 — "From

one that should not be neglected. I feel surprised by the
statement that the young larva is certainly unfed for 12
hours. I had supposed that bees when feeling in a hurry
for brood, placed food around the eggs a little before they
hatcht. But then I never made minute personal observations. Not making them when I was young and keensighted, they would be troublesome now 'spects I must
leave

To

DUTY ON CUBAN HONEY — MODER.ATE SWARMING.
Ninety percent of the bees of Cuba extinguisht by

TO THE PERFECT BEE."

The article of H. W.
the Egg
to the Perfect Bee " it would take a whole Afterthought to
talk of all its talkable points.
are sometimes told
minute particulars which do not verify when a body tries to
verify them. Hardly want to hint that this is an example,
but still it will do to " watch a little out." Have we not
somewhere photographs of the position of bee-eggs which
hardly tally with what Mr. Brice tells us ? Even granting
that w/iw/ of the items are correct, the paper is a valuable
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Pag-e 596.

WINTERING AND HONEY-STORING — BULGED SECTIONS.
It's a little

disquieting to learn that the colonies which

winter best will not give one so much surplus as those less
fortunate. It would be a relief to say, " Don't believe a
word of it;" but it's Dooliitls that says it (page 594), and
it's not healthy to"conspute" him.
I'll just say it's because he keeps pure Italians and I keep well-bred hybrids.
I think my kind seldom crowd their queens with honey. Put
honey in the brood-chamber often enough, but willing to
take it out again when she wants them to.
Mr. D. shows excellent knowledge of human nature
when he multiplies by ten the "feiv " bulged sections that
the anti-separator folks admit they have.

to

it

jOEsrro]^

:

;

;

EXTRACTING FROM THE UPPER STORY ONLY.
Yes, Mr. Snell (page 580), two stories of extractingcombs, extracting from the upper, but never from the un-

putting the under up above instead — that's the way to
have a prime article. But what are we poor wretches to do
who never have a flow strong enough to justify so big an
outfit ? The Pettit system, given on page 594, answers this
der

—

DR.

C. C.

CONDUCTED BY
ATareng-o,

MILLER.

111,

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail.— Editor.]

Black Drops from the Bee-Smoker.

last question quite well.

THICK -WALLS FOR THE STRONG — THIN FOR THE -WEAK.
Thick-walled hives to winter strong colonies, and thinwalled hives for weak colonies. May be, Mr. McNeal, you
are right for the Ohio River but I doubt the latter part of
it for the Ohio north line.
Page 580.
;

SINGLE TIER OF HIVES IN A HOUSE-APIARY.
Quite likely A. H. Duflf is right' in moving for the total
abolition of the upper range of hives in house-apiaries.
Manifestly an annovance when manipulating the lower
range. The onlj- object seems to be to save half the construction expense. Make the saving by a cheap style of
construction.
Doubling the expense to have the house
" scrumptious," and then halving it again by crowding a
grand nuisance inside, is hardl3' sensible, that's a fact. He
says a convenient painted house can be made for one dollar
a hive with onlj' one range. Page 581.

That

NOT A MAKE-BELIEVE PHILOSOPHER.
boy, page 585, who made believe a bee was

little

from over-estihiating the
bear during an operation, was a

sting-ing him, to keep himself

pain he was required to
philosopher of the first water.

LATE FERTILIZATION OF QUEEN.

The evidence offered by Bernard W. Hayek, page 589,
that a queen was fertilized at seven weeks old, seems to be

Not long ago in reply to a question in this department,
said the remedy for a smoker that let fall inky drops was
F. L. Thompson mentioned this in
to clean the smoker.
the Progressive Bee-Keeper, and said he had just tried his
smoker after a fresh cleaning, and it was more vicious than
ever before in dropping- the black stufl:" but he gave no
I

;

remedy.

There may be a difference in cleaning smokers. If you
clean out the nozzle of the smoker, it will drop worse than
Clean tin is a g-ood non-conductor, so the moisture in
ever.
the hot air conden.ses on the tin surface and runs down in
black drops. When the inside of the nozzle is coated well,
that serves as a non-conductor, and the dropping is not so
bad. The cleaning put, however, to which I referred, was
that lower part under the fire that in most smokers admits
the air to the fire. The little holes there sometimes become
clogged, and when you clear them out so as to make the fire
have a better draft, I think you will find less trouble with
the dropping. It ma)' not make as much difference as I
think, but certainly I do not think cleaning out the nozzle
will help.

Critic Taylor comes to the rescue in the Bee-Keepers'
Review, and says the remedy is dry fuel.
Of course, the
less moisture there is, the less can condense and drop. Why
didn't I saj' so before? Just because I didn't know any
My igfnorance is less excusable because during the
better.
past summer I have used very dry chips from the chip yard
and have had no dropping. But it never occurred to me

—
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that it was because the fuel was so dry and it never occurred to me that a clean nozzle might be worse than a foul
one. I am much indebted to the brethren for straightening
'^
me out.
C. C. Miller.
;

-«-•-#

Ownership of Wild Bees-Best Hive.
1. If I find wild bees in a tree on somebody else's land,
can the owner of the land claim the bees ?
2. What is the best kind of bee-hives ?
Minn.
Answers.— 1. That depends upon your laws, which you
can find out about from some lawyer or justice of the peace.
Very likely you will find that the one that finds the bees
may have some claim on them, but if he cuts down the tree
he is liable for damage.
2. That depends upon circumstances.
If vou follow the
old plan of taking up bees in the fall without ever taking
any surplus from the tops of the hives, then there is probably nothing better than the straw skep made in the shape
of a sugar loaf.
If you have surplus boxes on top, but
never want to open the brood-chamber, then a common boxhive is the thing. Next to the straw-hive it suits the comfort of the bees.
But if you want to investigate the broodchamber at proper times, (and if you are intending to do
very much at bee-keeping you will want to do so), then the
movable-frame hive is best. Of these there are manv kinds,
and there is a difference of opinion as to which "is best.
What may be best for one may not always be best for another.
Probably the most popular hive just now is the
dovetailed, with frames 17Ssx9"s, outside measure. Those
who give close attention to their bees may do with the 8frame hive for others, a larger hive is better.
:
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the inside

?

pack in a case all around the outside with nice,
dry leaves, and there is always lots of snow. Last year
the frost never got into the ground at all, the snow was so
deep. I very much fear brood-rearing will have stopt, but
we expect good weather yet.
Thom.a,s Henry.
I will

Muskoka, Ont.. Sept.

Answer. — It

in Extracting.

bought an extractor from Ontario, and put into it
combs in the Hoifman frame, and
almost all those combs were bent and some broken when
taken out of the honey-extractor. The honey taken from
them was all right, but the combs were in a bad shape. Is
this a common fault with extractors, or is it due to the
weakness of the combs, or what ?
New Brunswick.
I

some

beautiful, straight

—

Answer. One cannot say positivelv without seeing,
but the probability is that the combs were new and tender,
and heavily filled. In such case they may break in any extractor unless great care is used. First turn the extractor
slowly, and empty one side partly. Then empty the second
side, after which complete the first side.
Bees Carrying Water

in

the Fall.

bees store water in the cells in the fall of the year
for winter use ? I see my bees are carrying water from'
the
hens' drinking-dishes.
Massachusetts.

Answer.— Bees

carry much water into the hive, espethe early part of the season when they are breeding heavily, but I have never seen any testimony to the effect that they store it in the cells, it is probably
used to
dilute the honey for consumption.
cially in

Inside Hive

Arrangement for Winter.

have a precious colony of bees that I got from Toronto
and tho I lost about half of them in bringing
them up here, they built up fast, and have kept strong ever
since. They have filled their hive with nice honey for
winter stores, but the end of September brought cold,
wet
weather, and they have taken to fighting the drones that are
big, strong ones, often throwing them oft' with an angry
buzz, and then they bounce back into the hive again. 'l
often feel like helping the workers, but fear I might kill
the queen, and I do not like to kill even a drone. It does
seem strange that one cannot go far into the study of
Nature till he finds the strong oppressing the weak.
However, I do not think the workers use their stings in
fighting their stingless brothers, but meet them honorably
on their own ground, which is another thing to be wonI

last June,

dered

at.

But what I wanted to write about was the construction
of the hive inside for winter. As this is my third attempt
with bees up here, I would like very much to succeed. Our

29.

in

Moving Bees After Dark— Whiskey for Bees.
1. Is it possible to bring a few bees from a neighbor's
apiar)' after dark, so that they fly the next morning to induce robbing from j-our own colonies ?
2. Is whiskey good for bees, if j-ou know how to mis it

with honey

?

If

Inquirer.
you should bring a few bees from your

neighbor's apiary after dark, letting them

fly at will in

the

morning, you would hardly induce robbing thereby. A few
strange bees allowed to enter a hive after dark would stand
a good chance of being killed. If not killed, they might
unite peaceably with the colony, but they would not be
more likely to rob than if they flew to your hives in the
daytime.
2. Whiskey is not good
for bees, neither niixt with
[" Touch not, taste not, handle not,"
honej' nor straight.
is the best way to treat whiskey.
Editor.]

Packing Material for Winter— Late-Reared Queens.
1. Where chaff' is not
obtainable for chaff divisionboards and chaff cushions, what is the best substitute ?
How would dry leaves answer the purpose, wheat bran, dry
sawdust, and oats ? If all of these substitutes are practica-

which

most suitable?
would this style of packing work for cellar-wintering ? Draw down smoothly over the tops of the frames,
and down the outside frame on each side of the brood-nest,
say half way down, three or four thicknesses of newspaper,
first cutting thru each comb four or five fs-inch holes about
four inches below the tops of the frames, leaving' off or
ble,

2.

Do

now

general considered best to leave
given space the same number of frames in winter as in
summer. Those frames filled with honey are better than
empty space, and your arrangement is probably all right,
only with no top ventilation you must be sure to have
plenty below, leaving the full summer entrance.
is

in a

Answers. — 1.

Combs Bent and Broken

—

winters are long six or seven months and the temperature drops as low as 40 degrees below zero during some cold
snaps. I want to put a two-inch dummy filled with chaff
in each side of the second story, and a one-inch dummy in
each side of the first story. That will leave four frames
in the top story and six frames in the bottom.
Should
there not be fewer frames, and more room for clustering ia
winter ?
And if the 10 frames are filled with honey, the four
•dummies with chaff, a quilt on top, and close fitting cover,
with no ventilation on top, do you think that would do for

is

How

using Hill's device, as may be best.
3. If queens hatcht in autumn should not become

ferti-

lized before spring, would it be best to destroy these young
queens in the spring and replace with laying queens, or
await their fertilization ?
Metropolis.

—

Answers. 1. Any of the things you mention might be
used for packing- except probably oats. Dry leaves are excellent.
Perhaps, all things considered, dry planer-shavings are as good as any, especially as they are in most cases
so easily obtainable.
2. I think bees would do well with such packing-, and if
your cellar is all right they will do without any packing and
without any holes in the combs. In a few days my bees
will go into the cellar just as they were on the summer
stands, only there is an entrance two inches deep the width
of the hive, and a space of two inches under the frames.
The papers might be troublesome to the bees, for the3- would
be likely to gnaw them.
3. Some say that a virgin queen may stay in the hive
thru the winter and be fertilized in the spring. Mr. Simmins, the editor of Bee-Chat, says in the most positive
manner that such a thing never takes place that in the
supposed cases the young queens were fertilized in the fall
but did not begin laying till spring. If you have a j'oung
queen that does not lay in the fall, it mig-ht be worth while
to wait in spring till you see the raised cappings of dronebrood in worker-cells before you decide to kill her.
;
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honey without demoralizing the bees, unless one
waited until cool weather." Mr. Taylor thinks this would
be deplorable if true, but he has not found it to be true. He
says, " If all «;;«t'("riiar_)' handling of bees during times of
a dearth of nectar is avoided, all necessary handling with
judicious management may be done without educating the
bees up to the point of making annoying attempts at robbing." He says rapidity is the key, two working better
than one one with smoker and brush, the other to do the
handling, stopping for a time when the bees show undue
excitement. He goes to the other extreme from Mr. Snell,
and says, " As a rule a bee-escape is a nuisance."
Probably there are differences in persons as well as
Mr. Snell might be told that tons upon tons of
localities.
honey were taken before the day of escapes, and without
demoralizing the bees, and that many times in hot weather
a super of honey may stand exposed for hours without
starting robbing. On the other hand, while Mr. Ta_ylor
and other veterans find no use for an escape, to others,
probably to the great majority, it has been a boon.
to take off

—
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Honey for the Complexion. F. L. Thompson, in the
Bee-Keepers' Review, translating from a foreign bee-paper,
gives this
" Herr Maurus says that Roumanian girls often mix
honey with water for washing face and hands, and affirm
that it produces a very fine complexion."
:

Undoubtedly it would work in the same way on the
complexion of our American girls, should any of them require it. Surely, it is an inexpensive remedy.
Getting Bees Ready for Winter.— In the October Progressive Bee-Keeper, G. M. Doolittle gives the following
directions for preparing bees for winter, especially as regards the matter of food
:

Note— The American

Bee Journal adopts the Orthography of the following Rule, recommended bv the joint action of the American Philological Association and the Philological Society of England: — Change
d" or "ed" final to "t" when so pronounced, e.xcept when the "e" affects a preceding sound.

The Advancing Price
wrote us Oct.

honey had

13,

and

this to say

in

of Honey
Rev. E. T. Abbott
reference to the advancing price of

:

noticed what you said in your editorial on page 632,
about the advance in the price of honey. I had been wondering why some one did not make the suggestion that
honey had already advanced, as it has been bringing from
two to three cents more per pound this year than it has for
some time. They are wanting 13?+ cents by the carload,
for Western comb honey delivered here, and I think I could
have bought the same kind of honey last year for 10 cents.
Everything has advanced in price, and honey is no exception to the rule. I feel quite sure that it will continue to
advance until the next honey crop is harvested, and I doubt
very much if it is ever again as low as it has been.
I

Yes, honey is honey, and worth money, this year. We
are glad the price has gone up to something near where it

ought

to be,

and we hope

it

will

remain there.

Of

course,

when

nearly everything else rises in price honey vcould
naturally go up some, too, even if there was a large crop.
But now that it brings a good price, every effort ought to
be made by producers to keep it there. It will help, next
year, to be careful not to rush the whole crop into one city,
and all at the same time. A more even distribution will
help wonderfully to sustain prices. Right here is a place
where the honey-producers themselves can help their own
interests if they really care to do so.

By

the time this number reaches the different readers,
all colonies of bees should be ready for winter, unless in
the most extreme Southern States. Are they thus ready ?
Fearing that some
is the question each should answer.
may not be (from the many letters I receive telling of the
poor season, and that they will be obliged to feed), I am led
to urge any who have not attended to this matter of winter
preparation to do so at once. And I am askt to tell what to
feed where stores are lacking, and the person has not
enough to go around. In such a case I know of nothing
better for winter feeding than the following
:

Take any

copper vessel of suitable size, and
put therein 15 pounds of water, placing the vessel over the
fire until the water boils, when 30 pounds of granulated
sugar is poured in, stirring briskly while slowly pouring,
so that it may not fall in a mass to the bottom of the vessel
and burn it before it is dissolved. Having stirred until all
danger of burning is over, allow it to remain over the fire
until the whole begins to boil again, when the vessel and
contents are set from the fire and five pounds of extracted
honey stirred in. As soon as it is so cool that you can bear
your finger in it, it is readj' for the bees, and can be fed in
any of the many good feeders in use, or you can provide a
feeder by using any pan, basin or can you maj' happen to
have, always using some grass, shavings, corncobs, etc.,
for a float to keep the bees from drowning.
The honey is put in the feed to keep it from turning
back to sugar again, and is the only sure thing to keep thick
sugar syrup in the liquid form that I know of.
tin, iron or

—

A Cure for Prejudice Against Bees. Quite frequently
instances arise where certain neighbors of bee-keepers become jealous, or have some differences of opinion which
cause them to take steps to get the bees out of the neighborhood. In the Agricultural Epitomist of recent date we fitid
the following suggested cure for such prejudice or jealousy
:

Removing Honey Without Bee.Escapes In the BeeKeepers' Review Critic Taylor quotes F. A. Snell as saying,
" Before the invention of the bee-escape there was no way

Writing from Iowa a subscriber objects to a near neighbor's bees, on the ground that they injure his grapes every
year. He thinks that there should be a law to prevent people from keeping bees. This is an old question, and one
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that will probably never be settled, tho it has been pretty
well settled in the minds of the majorit)' of people who
have g'iven the subject serious attention. The majority do
not believe that bees injure fruit, and the majority believe
that bees are of the greatest utility in poUenizing' fruit. We
think that the cure for the belief of our correspondent will
be found in keeping' bees himself.

have noticed that when people who did not like
children, came to have children of their own, they lost their
prejudice against the little people who once worried them so
much. We recommend the cure to the bee-hater. It will
save him lots of worrj', and add to his life. The only place
in which we thought bees were intruders and trespassers
has been in the citj', and even there they did not do much
harm.

We believe the above is a pretty g'ood suggestion, and
well worth trying. Suppose you have a neighbor who obsome unreasonable reason. Just
him interested in bee-keeping and to
own a colony or two. After he has had them a season or
so, and eaten some honey produced on his own place, and
by his own bees, the chances are that he will no longer object to bees, even should he later discontinue keeping them
jects to bees near

some way

him

for

to get

himself.

Honey Shows

in England ate made more of than in
Nearlv everj' number of the British Bee
Journal has some mention of them. A somewhat recent
number of that journal has for its editorial leader, "The

this country.

Final

Honey Shows

for 1899."

Exhibition

Industrial

where $75

at

The

British

Manchester

lasts

and Colonial
four weeks,

in prize_s is off ered bee-keepers with advertisement

cards allowed on the exhibits after judging. A little earlier, at the same place, was held a show in connection with
the Grocery Trades' Exhibition, in which it seems there
was open competition for master grocers only, and nothing
but British honey allowed.

Then

Mr. Frank H. Dkkxei,, of Montrose Co., Colo., sends
us the following clipping, with the remark, " You might
perhaps need it in your business :"
"

Have you paid your subscription this
Perhaps you owe for last year, or several years, or
may be for job work or advertising. Now, you understand,
we don't need money, for we have millions — to get but it
is really an imposition on our part to let people go on carrying our money around when we are so strong and healthy
and abundantly able to bear that burden ourselves. For
this reason we ask everj'body who has any of our money in
his possession to leave it at the office, or send it by mail,
express, freight, or any other old way, just so it gets here.
Silver and gold are heavy, and it would be a matter of lifelong regret if any one should get bow-legged carrj-ing it
around for us."
Well, we don't exactly need the above paragraph, but,
really, we know right where we could put a thousand dollars or so, if some good spirit would move those in arrears
We are quite willing to endure the burden (?)
to send it in.
of taking care of the monev.
year

Good morning.

?

;

We

try in
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is the Grocery Trades Exhibition in London
and perhaps most important of all the Dairy
Show, Oct. 17 to 20. The British Bee Journal earnestly
urged an exhibit at this show from every county in the
kingdom, which it thinks would greatly assist in singling
out the best honej'-districts in the kingdom. The probability is that on this side the water some of the bee-keepers
who are quietly working away in the best honey-districts,
would not care to have those " best honey-dristicts " too

there

in October,

widelv advertised.

«

Editor Leahy, of the Progressive Bee-Keeper, has
this

paragraph in the October issue of his paper

:

" Following the lead of Bro. York, we have obtained
permission from the board of directors of our public schools
We
to address the scholars on the subject of bee-keeping.
will procure a hall that will seat all the children and the
teachers, and each teacher, some afternoon in November,
will bring his or her pupils to this hall where the address
will be delivered."
That's all right with the exception that November may
be a little late to have the bees on exhibition. It helps
much to have the bees before the children when talking
about them and their work in the hive.
* * * * *

Why Not Deal

Direct with the manufacturer when
you can, pay cash for what you buy, and obtain the goods
at wholesale prices — be your own agent ? The Edw. W.
Walker Carriage Co., of Goshen, Ind., manufacture a full
line of vehicles, and sell them direct to the consumer at
wholesale prices. Letters received by them from users of
their goods contain the strongest expressions of satisfaction and endorsement. Their catalog is free, and will be

promptly mailed by addressing Edw. W. Walker Carriage
Always mention the
Co., 50 Eighth St., Goshen, Ind.
American Bee Journal when writing them, if you please.
»

*

— In

the Youth's Companion a
story is told of a lord and a clergyman who were once driving together, and past the city jail. The lord turned to his
companion and jokingly said
" Where would you be, sir, if that jail had its due ?"
Without a second's hesitation his companion smilingly

Sh.arp as a Bee-Sting.

:

responded
" Riding alone,
:

I

fear."
* * # *

—

Mr. Wm. Couse, Secretary of the Ontario Bee-Keepers'
Association, we regret to hear, is suffering from an attack
of typhoid fever. We trust he may soon fully recover.
Rev. E. T. Abbott, of Missouri, writing us Oct. 13, reported the death of his father, Oct. 11, in St. Joseph, Mo., at
the age of 82 years. He had been ill for quite a while, so
the end came not unexpected.

Hon.

J.

M. Hambaugh, of San Diego

Co.,

Calif., re-

While on a Brief Visit to Chicago that busy, up-todate and even ahead-of-time Western Bee-Hive recently,
it was the privilege of our secretary-treasurer, Mr. H. Yeigh,
to shake hands and exchange greetings with Mr. George W.
York, editor and publisher of the American Bee Journal.
Mr. York deserves the success he has gained by hard and
intelligent work. Canadian Bee Journal. Thank you.

—

—

«

»

Dr. C. C. Miller past thru Chicago Oct. 17, on his way
annual meeting of the Illinois Presbyterian Synod at
and called on us for two hours. He reports a combhoney crop of about 6,000 pounds this year, from 140 colonies, spring count, and an increase of about 150 colonies,
thus making his three apiaries total about 300 colonies.
The Doctor is looking well.
to the
Joliet,

ported in the American Bee-Keeper that that State pro-

duced 3,750 pounds of honey in 1870, and 3,500,000 pounds
1876.
A pretty big gain in only six years.

in

Mr. E. M. Storer, a veteran bee-keeper of southern
Georgia, has disposed of his interests there and sailed for
the island of Jamaica, taking a position with the Jamaica
Bee-Supply Co. So reports the American Bee-Keeper.

Please send us Names of Bee=Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us ou
other matters.

:
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Do you want a Good
Market for your Crop of Honey,
BOTH COMB AND EXTRACTED?
We

any quantity, large or small, to better advantage than any other house, for the
following reasons
We deal almost exclusively- in honey, giving it our closest attention all the j'ear round.
We keep ourselves thoroh- posted as to the result of the crops gathered in the honey-producing States.
We are acquainted with the most desirable trade thruout the country, and know exactly what their wants are.
We know, thru our long experience, the different varieties and qualities of honey therefore know what we
are selling, and no fear of selling fancy stock at the price of a third grade.
We handle by far the bulk of all the honey sent to New York, and our volume of business enables us to
make the charges very reasonable.
Why, then, should we not be able to handle your crop to advantage, and do j'ou justice in every respect ?
BUY OUTRIGHT as well, from small lots to carloads,
We handle not only on commission, but
are in position to handle

;

WE

for spot cash.

you prefer to sell your product, write us, stating quantity you have, quality, and how put up, and we will
make you our cash offer.
We shall be glad to correspond with you in reg'ard to your crop, and hope to have the pleasure of hearing
from you soon.

If

HiLDRETH
I20

43A7,

&

SEQELKEN,
NEW YORK

and 122 West Broadway,

mmw,

CITY.

im
Two Wagons

The Midland Fanner

W, M. BARNUM,

Publisher,

The
man who already has a wagon
may have one of these low
fodder, wood, stones, etc.

Cork Bec-Ilivem

have been used

APIARY POSITION WANTED,
by an experienced bee-keeper about 3S years of
age. For particulars, address,
Oeorge W, York & Co., 18 Hich. St.. Chicago, III.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
1

The Mississipi Valley Democrat

AXD

Journal of Agriciilture,
ST. XjOXJIS, i^o.
A wide-awake, practical Western paper for
wide-awake, practical Western farmers, stockpoultry people and fruit-growers, to
learn the science of breeding, feeding and management. Special departments for horses, cattle, hogs, sheep, poultry and dairy.
No farmer
raisers,

to do without it.
stands for American farmers and producers. It is the leading exponent of agriculture
as a business, and at the same time the champion of the Agricultural States and the producer
in politics. Subscription, One Dollar a Year.

can afford
It

-6®"„ Write for Sample Copy
Please mention Bee Journal -whcm writing.

tlie Fall is a
topic in which Mr. Doolittle gives the advice in the Progressive Bee-Keeper to mass
the combs having drone-brood with adhering bees in a pile without a queen. Dr.
Mason, in the Bee-Keepers' Review, thinks
the advice excellent for some localities, but
in his own locality there is no need to be at
so much trouble, where bees gather enough
to keep up brood-rearing till the middle of
October.
is

making trouble

New York

State, according to an article
Gleanings in Bee-Culture, by Capt. J. E.
Hetherington.
but it seems uncertain

in
in

whether it
something

two wagons at one price.
to the Electric wheel Co Box 10, Quincy,
for their catalog, which fully explains
about these and their Electric Handy Wagons,
Electric Feed Cookers, etc.

Write

lieepiii^ l>rones in

I>isease4l Itrood

handy wagons at the small
additional cost for a set of
wheels. These Electric Steel
Wheels, with either direct or
stagger spokes, with broadtaced tire, are made to fit any
axle. You can convert your
old wagon to a low, handy
wagon in a few moments
time. You thus virtually have

to

sotue extent in Europe, and at one time
were spoken of very favorably. According
to late reports in Leipziger Bztg, the cork
bee-hive is a failure. When cemented together as in the walls of the hive, cork is
not a good non-conductor of heat, making
the hive hot in summer. Dampness makes
great ravages, the walls finally tumbling

down.

FLORIDA

Price.

wagon.

—

Wainwrig-ht Building-,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
7Dtf
Please mention the Bee Journal.

One

It is a matter of great convenience and a saving of labor for a farmer to have a low, handy
They save more than half the labor of
loading in hauling manure, hay, grain, corn-

(SEMI-MONTHLY}.
The

representative modern Farm Paper of the
Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Pag^e
departments to every branch of Farming and
Stock-Raisingr. Plain and Practical Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neighbors (for
free samples), and we will enter your name for 1
year. (If you have not received your money's
worth at end of year, we will, upon request, continue the paper to you free of cost another year).

at

is foul brood, pickled brood, or
else.
He says: "On the surface of things, from facts presented, one
might almost conclude three or more diseases existed in the same locality." He is
satisfied that the present disease has not
the distinct characteristics that existed in
the foul brood that raged in the days of his
early bee-keeping in the time of Father
Quinby. The editor says that as nearly as
he can find out this new diseased brood,
while similar to foul brood, lacks the peculiar ropiness and the glue-pot odor, the
odor, when noticeable, being of a sour,

,

111.,

GREEN
BONE
cut

ill!

GUTTERS

kiiiiis t>i i^feii1 lio

adhering ineat "r gristle, irto line poultry
Various sizeswithout choking.

hand

or

power

cotiibined or

t'i>'

iK'th.^^^^ti;

Uun easy and

cut fast,
bone will d»ul>lp the eggs winl^r «ir
SUniimT. He,st winter food known.
Makes Jons and strong layers uiakta
broiler ami dm kliiitr^ grow,
;

St'nJ for

Free Cal nloi^ue,

prices, &c.

^^

jiji\ *.»

«>ruln.

Stratton St Osborne, Box 2i, Erie, Pennl
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MoNETTE Queen-Clippiag"
Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,
118

Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

111.

—
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yeasty,
adds:

Root's Column
-THE-

ABC ^^
-OF-

Bee = Culture.

fermented

character.

He

683
then

"This peculiar disease (pickled brood we
will call it) will go thru an apiary and then
disappear of itself, even when no treatment
is administered.
It seems to be somewhat
contagious; but. like influenza and other
maladies of a like character, it leaves the
patient (the bees) somewhat the worse for
wear."
I'Iniitins' 'I'l-oos tor Honey, according to " Rambler," in the Bee-Keepers'
Review, is not an altogether hopeless enterprise.
Many a hillside has been made barren by the woodman's ax, the springs and
trout-brooks drying up for lack of the trees
to shade them, and where the land is uot
too valuable for other purposes the replanting of trees may again restore the springs
and brooks, with advantage to the soil below. The Government has come to the rescue in California, large tracts of mountain
lands being sei apart as Government Parks.

Queens vs. Qiieen— Dr. Mason says in the Bee-KeepReview that the only thing that makes

Dairy Farm For Sale
consistint^ of 235 acres, as g-ood a farm as there
is in Lake Co., III., located only 26 miles north
of the Chicapo court-house, on the old Chicago

and Milwaukee stage-road (or Milwaukee Ave.
now), and 114 miles from Prairie View on the
Wisconsin Central railroad. The beautiful Desplaines river runs thru the pasture, besides the
Also l'> acres of {^ood timber one
mile northeast of Half Day, raaUing- 254 acres

timber land.
in all.

The farm is not only a splendid one for dairying, but is also a good location for bees. There
white clover, sweet clover, basswood, etc.
The editor of the American Bee Journal has
been on the farm and will confirm every stateis

ment concerning

value.

its

Addre.'^s, for further particulars,

terms,

etc.,

Mrs. J, B. ftijers, Libertyville, Lake Go. 111.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

Clippinis:

COPIES

T,600

EDITION ALREADY SOLD,

1899

(Oct.

17.)

Why does

it

Sell

so fast ?
MANY REASONS

FOR

IT:

'I'rap!<.
ers'

a queen-trap of value

that the presence
of the queen in the trap shows that a swarm
has issued. But even with dipt queens, he
thinks there are certain conditions that
make queen-traps desirable, as when colonies are kept upstairs where the queen
would be injured by falling 10 or 1.5 feet in
case of swarming, or where hives are so
close together that the returning dipt
queen might get into the wrong hive.

Vitality of Foul-Brood OerniK.
—Critic Taylor, of the Bee-Keepers' Review, thinks Editor Root has neglected to
note the experiments of Prof. Harrison, of
Ontario Agricultural College, which experiments smti to support Mr. Root's position
as to the need of long boiling; but says:
" but there is another side, for even scientists must reckon with practical affairs;"
and concludes. " There thus appears, so far,
a considerable interval between practical
results

The only Encyclopedia on Bees.
Not the views of one man, but many.

is

and the

scientist's results.
It refor future investigations to explain

mains
and harmonize these apparent differences."

l»rone-Cell <(tieen-l'ni»s.— H.
See what C. P. Dadant, of Hamilton,
says

111.,

"

We

are glad to see what a large
space you give to the ideas exprest
by us."

Notice the following from a competing publisher
:

"It is the most excellent encyclopedia
on the subject of bees and the manu-

bee-keepers' supplies we
know of, and we heartily recommend
it to any one keeping bees."
R. B. Le.^hy.
facture

of

This book
journal

may

be had from any bee-

from any

larg-e

dealer

in bee-keepers' supplies, or sent

by the

office,

or

publishers' for SI. 20 postpaid, or SI. 00

when

sent by freight or express.

L.

Jones, a queen-breeder of Australia, says
in Gleanings in Bee-Culture that he cannot
imagine how the progressive Yankees, with
their love for labor-saving methods and
short cuts, can prefer the artificially-made
Doolittle cells to the ready-made dronecells which he has been using, which are
just as effective as the Doolittle cups. He
has reared thousands of queens with the
drone-cells and prefers them to dipt cells.
Editor Root replies that with drone-cells
the queen-cells must be started in a queenless colony (in which he is possibly mistaken), and that it requires little labor to
make the Doolittle cups, 1,0U0 being only a
day's work.

H. tj. Jones"
Queens is thus

I>lan ot Clippina:
given in Gleanmgs in

Bee-Culture:
" Grasp the queen by the wings, and place
her on the top of your left fore-finger,
which she will eagerly grasp; then bring
your thumb down on her legs, and you will
have her as securely as it in a vise. There
will be no danger of her legs getting between the scissors, which should be slipt
under the longer wing on only one side.
The whole operation takes but a few seconds, and the queen can be liberated right
on the combs by simply taking the weight
off her legs, and she hardly knows that she
has been interfered with, as her delicate
body has not been toucht."

Whenever You Look
out

c

MEDINA, OHIO.

CO.

tit

Pee

aiiri

-;e(.-uiit\

I'lure
It iiiMir

.'

rack.

HENS LAY BEST
—in fact they Ifiy double the eg^'s winter
ami sumii;er when t'e<l Green Cut Ilwno.

Mann's New Bone Cutters
outRll hard and soft bones, meat, pristle,
&c., fine, fast

and withoutchokingand nin

easy. Clover cut with our Clover Cuttern
helps wonderfully. Mann's lirnniteC'rvstal

Gritand Feed Trays too.

FREK

*_"atalot;ue

W. MANN CO., Box 77. Milford, Mass
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

P.

OUR BEST
COMBINATION
OFFER:

Jk

w<^

THE

Farmer and
American Bee Journal
Prairie

both papers one year to the same or different
addresses for $1.90.

Send

all

orders to

THE PRAIRIE FARMER,
42A4t

166

Adams

St.,

CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal w^hen w^riting.

QCC-^IIDDI ICC Roots

Goods.
Root's Prices.

DLL OUrrLlLO

4

LANGliTKOTII HiVKS, MuTH'S HoNEYEXTRACTORS, EtC.
Muth's Square Glass Honey Jars are
just the thing yon want now to develop
your home market for your e.xtracted
houev.
carry a complete line of Root's
goods and sell at their prices. To Parties IN THE South we offer a saving in
freight.
Send us your orders and be
convinced. Catalog for the asking.

WE

214t)-+S

lAtf

F.

Moth & Son and

Moth,
CINCINNATI, O.

Central Ave.,
Please mention

They have
SS

;-

ate

the

lntef»t

sniti at

\

I

Bee Journal

tlie

^%i

AL

BEST..

improvements

iTv k.w prices

and

CUARANTEEI
^ED tn jitcftseevery
,-nftMiii,T. Srlid
inir
l.i'

r

148

pape

y^l catalutrue which contains full descriptions of our extensive lino
~~ff~~-,Vii
=^
cS J and tells how to raise poultry
Send for it at once.
-^^^.[1
S "i successfully.

^^^^?,

^^^

all

iid

1-al

!

A.

DR INCUBATORS
"" -

I

4

Successor to

Chas

—

THE A, L ROOT

Idf.iof

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., ADRIAN, MICH.
Please mention Bee Joxirnal -when -writinE.

»--

Raiiiltler's Kcale.
Rambler describes in Gleanings in Bee Culture his
scale for weighing hives and bees that he
constructed at an outlay of 10 cents and
some muscle. A platform large enough to
hold the hive is suspended by ropes at one
end of a pole sufficiently strong, stakes being driven in the ground about the place of

wind'iW

r
'

-",

i

,

'

~^

DES MOINES INC»B CO.

Box rs

i>t-n

Moines, Iowa*

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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the hive so the wind will not blow the bees
about too much. At the other end of the
pole is hung a box which is filled with stones
to balance the hive so as to swing as high
as possible. Then the lOcent balance is adjusted to the weight-box, and every pound
of weight shown by the balance means so
much weight of gain in the hive. If loss is
to be shown, then enough stones must be
taken out of the box so the hive shall show
a weight of six or eight pounds.

Getting H nlinisli t ii«ctioii»>
Cleanetl Out. — A Stray Straw in Gleanings in Bee-Culture

This

one of the standard books on
bee-culture, and ought to be in the
is

library of every bee-keeper. It

is

bound

substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pages, being- revised by those
large, practical bee-keepers, so vrell-

known

to all the readers of the

Ameri-

is

of unflnisht sections in
them crosswise, and
the door about Oct. 1. The

cellar, piling

then opened

weather was fine, and it took the bees about
two days to clean them. Combs gnawed a
but not seriously."
Editor Root adds this comment: "This
or a similar method is the only practical
way of emptying out unfinisbt sections.
They may be piled in stackt-up-hives with
a small entrance, or in a dark cellar, where
it takes the bees a little time to find their
way to the honey. If I am not mistatien.
nearly all the largest comb-honey producers
use either one or the other method; but
you will remember that it was opposed
pretty vigorously by some of the leading
lights at Philadelphia, on the ground that
it has a tendency to incite robbers, and
that bees once robbers are always robbers.
We have tried the plan here a good many
times, and I do not see that bees are any
the worse off when it is over with than
when they begin."
little,

^

SUFFERERS

^" LUNG ^KIDNEY

troubles can obtaiu valuable advice,

DR. PEIRO.

addressing

34 Central Music

mTfii^^m^^!^^^^

^^

ofei^^
^€
r^^ ^^
ft

^5" Write

at once, stating- ag-e, sex, occupation,
troubled, post-office address, and enclose
return stamp for immediate reply.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.

i^.

The Most Money
obtainabU:? froui a ^I'^'f'n
amount of feed comes from

cooking

It

it.

makes

ADDRESS,

George W. York
118

Michigan

St.,

-

&

Co.

CHICAGO, ILL.

put into winter quarters 70 colonies, and lost 23 in wintering, two being
queenless. I commenced with 54 colonies
last spring, and increast them by natural
swarming to G7, which are in fine condition
for wintering. I got 3,30(1 pounds of extracted honey, 112 pounds of flnisht sections, and 300 pounds of comb honey not
flnisht, but salable at 10 cents a section.
Honey sells like hot cakes at S cents for
light, and 7 cents for amber extracted;
comb honey, \h cents.
Wm. Seitz.
fall I

Dodge

Co., Wis., Oct. 14.

A Good Deal

of

Swarming.

Bees did very poorly the past summer.
There was no surplus honey. I had five
colonies last spring, and now have IT). One
colony did not swarm at all, and three

all

grain entirely dlge«tible
—none passes through the
animal whole. The best
and cIicnpeHt way to cook
steck food is with a

RELIABLE

FEED
COOKER.

Furnace made of best cast
(Lrray iron with Xo. '23 i;&.\-*
vanized steel boiler.

20 g'allon size S5.00
50 trallon size ?10. and
lOOi^allon size 816. burn either wood or

bums wood only.

coal. Thene will plea^^eyou. '\V rite for
descriptive circulars at once— FREE.

Box

Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co,

Please mention Bee Journal

2.

Qulacy. IlL

when

you care

-writing.

know

of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper—
If

California
The
The

handsomely
copy

ple

and

Ag-ricultural

Publisht weekly,

illustrated, f2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

free.

RURAL PRESS,

PACIFIC
330

to

Pacific Rural Press,

leading- Horticultural

paper of the Pacific Coast.

Market

Street,

-

San Francisco, Cal.

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

Report for the Past Season.

can Bee Journal— Chas. Dadant & Son.
Each subject is clearly and thoroly explained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helpt on the way to
success with bees.
The book we mail for 51.25, or club
it with the American Bee Journal for
one year— both for $2.00. But, as a
SPECIAL OFFER, and only until next
Jan. 1, we will mail this book for only
75 cents provided you send enough in
your Bee Journal subscription to pay
all arrearages and to the end of 1900.
Those having already paid their Bee
Journal subscription to the end of this
year, need send only $1.75 for the book
and the Journal for 1900. This is a
splendid chance to get a grand beebook for a very little money.

by

how

fl®"IF

Last

FREE,

CHICAGO.

Hall,

as follows:

"I put 46 supers
the shop

Oct. 26, 1899.

That covers the wnole Apicultural Field more
completely than anv other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremout, Calif., for his

B66-K66P6rs' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

*,^

^^
1^
^5
i^

Root^s Goods at Root's Prices.
^\
Pouder's Hoxey-Jars and every- ^^^
thing used by bee-keepers. Prompt ^^
Service
free.

'^5

512

— low

freight rate.

WALTER

S.

Catalog"

POUDER,

Mass. Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Please mention Bee Journal

^^
^\
^^

when -wrriting.

swarms

Bee-Uives, Sections, ShippingCases — everythiiig- used by bee-

It

keepers.

I put into the hives with the others.
seems to me that is a good deal of swarming for four colonies.
J. Camp.
Harlan Co., Nebr., Oct. 14.

Bee-Keeplng

Orders filled promptly.
Minnesota BeeSupply
Mfg. Co., Nicollet
Keepers'
Island, Minneapolis, Minn. ISAtf

Send

for Catalog-.

in Chili.

Permit me to say in reply to the article
by Mr. Juan Uupont Lafltte, that while I
find a general idea of Chilian bee-culture
quite clearly conveyed therein, I feel it a
duty to ofl:"er some comments on certain

statements there given.

Owing to the limited time that Mr. D.-L.
has been among us (as it is only some three
years since his arrival in Chili) it is not improbable it is difficult for him to obtain reliable information in regard to all branches
of bee-culture in this country.
He says Italian bees were introduced into
this country in the year 1805, when, in fact,
it was in 1S34, some 25 years before their
introduction into the United States.
So far as my information goes, in the
year ISGo, Mr. Vincente Chuecas owned an
apiary of 040 colonies, 310 being in boxhives,

and

1.50

in

frame hives

of the

German

ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn Belt," a handsome
monthly paper, beautifully illustrattd.
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
209

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.
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the

Best....

Basswood

Extracted Honey...
IN" BA.K,K,EI_jS.

have some very fine WISCONSIN BASSWOOD EXTRACTED HONEY
V V in barrels, each holding 360 pounds of honey, which we offer at 9 cents a
pound, f.o.b. Chicag-o, cash with order. Sample by mail, 10 cents. We can ship

\\TE

Address,

promptly.

GEORGE W. YORK &
OUR MOTTO

;

CO., 118 Mich. St., GhicaQO,

111.

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK-QUiCK SHIPMENTS.

consignment arriving July

first

28,

which consisted of seven colonies. I put all
of the colonies shipt this season on empty
frames with foundation starters one-inch
wide, and they filled their hives for winter.
I have taken 2,700 finisht sections, and
have about 1,300 unfinisbt to extract. My

bees did nothing after Sept. 1, as the
weather was cool and cloudy the most of
the time. We have had fine weather here
so far in October, but nothing for the bees
to do except a little pollen-gathering.

Elmer
Midland

Co., Mich., Oct.

C.

Nolan.

12.

Not One-Fourth of a Crop.

Seciions. sniDDino-Gases and

Bees have not done well here this season.
We will not have one-fourth of a crop. The
spring was too wet and cold, with continued
late rains. We hope for a better season
next year.
G. D. Littoot.
Fierce Co., Wash., Oct. 12.

B66-K66D6rS' SUDDlleS
a specialty of making- the ver)' best Sections on the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
young and
the best for making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS-selected,
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-Eist FREE.

We make
The

BASSWOOD

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

Please mention the Bee Journal when writnifr.

G. B.

Convention Notice.
Connecticut.— The Connecticut Bee-Keepers*
Association will meet at the Capitol at Hartford, Wednesday, Nov. S, 1899, at 10:30 a.m.

Mrs. W.

Waterbury, Conn.

C.

Riley. Sec.

LEWIS COMPANY,
WATERTOWN,

WIS.,

Extracted

CAN FURNISH YOU WITH THE VERY FINEST

Bee= Keepers' Supplies Honey
THE
"W"OK-IjI3.

IN"

Parties wanting goods before new catalog is issued will please writej for
quotations. We want everv BEE-KEEPER on our list.
If you did not receive "our catalog last year send us your name and address
and we will mail you our new catalog as soon as it is ready.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Wanted
ANY KIND OR QUANTITY,
SO LONG AS

IT'S PURE...

Page b Lyon Mfg. Co.
NEW

operates two Sawmills that

LONDON, WIS.,

Ifj'you

lumber, thus

cut, annually, eight million feet of

se-

have any Extracted Honey

for sale, please mail us sample,

how

and

put up, and lowest

curing the best lumber at the lowest

state quantity,

price for the manufacture of

cash price wanted delivered in Chicago.

They have

"D-^ ^iy'-^^^^„^ Qifn-nii/^cDeC'^iS.eepCrS bUppllCS**,,
LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most

also one of the
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and vi'hitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable
PRICES.
this firm to furnish the BEST GOODS AT
full
line of Supplies.
on
a
prices
the
and
see
for Circular
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Address,

118

GEORGE W.YORK & CO.,
St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Michigan

-

THE LOWEST

Send

GOLDEN BEAUTY
BY RETURN MAIL ITALIAN QUEENS
-reared from

Impokted Mothers.

Untested,

SO cents; Tested, JIAKJ.

TE.F?RflL

RANCH FOR

BEES

and

General

For Sale A FARMING....

Near San Diego,

DCC I^CCDCDQ

DLL~^LL^L^O
%J,

me send you my 64Catalog for 1899.
Ala,

I

Let

l

pa^re

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying

23 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.

cents a pound
best yellow, upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money PROMPTLY, send us your beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,

23

CASH—for

GEORG-E W. YORK &
118

Address,
G. C. GEARN, 8(>4 Fifth St., San Diego, Calif.
4<iA4i
Please nieution the Bee Journal.
Calif.

bart^ain.

AI. J'en/f/ns, ll^'etumpka,

BROS. Lampasas. Lamp. Go. Tex
Please mention the Bee Journal.

(;0On

Michigan

CO.,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no

Saj,' in

Brood-Frames.

Flat-Bottom Foundation

Ttiin

Has no Fishbone

in the

Surplus

Honey.
usually workt
Being- the cleanest
the quickest of any foundation made.
is

J. A.

VAN deitse:]k»

Sole Manufacturer,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.
Please mention Bee Jotirnai when writing.

Please ttteMtion Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers,

:
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MARKET QUOTATIONS.
Chicago. Oct. IS.— The market

is

and

active

quotations are obtained.
A little fancy
It.c, but sales are chiefly at 15c for
the best yrade; white, not strictly fancy, bring-s
13. 14 and 15c; amber grades range from 10& 12c,
and dark. 9(rt'10c. Extracted, 7f" Sc for white,
according to body, flavor and package; amber,
~"i"Kc; dark grades, o(m7c. Beeswax, 26((?2"c.
R. A. Bl'rn?;tt &. Co.

"Watch"
Yourseh

full

while sold at

Kansas
honey

City, Oct. lO.— The

is fair,

and supply

demand

for comb
The supply of

light.

extracted is light, and demand good. We quote
No. 1 white comb, 1334^14c; No. 2, 13f«'13'2c;
No. I amber, 13^c; No. 2, 12!^(Sa3c. Extracted,
white, 7('_'7i^c; amber, 6((t'6!^; dark, 5(a-5^c.
Beeswax, 22'«;25c.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

Lest You get "Behind Time."

New
all

Vokk, Oct. 20.— Demand is very g-ood for
grades of comb honey. Receipts are somelight and not up to former years. We

what

iiuote:

we offer here are g-eiiuine
THE WATCHES
you have none you will
and
not
these.

Fancy white,

15 cents; No. 1, white, 13@14c;
and buckwheat, 9(<? lie as to
Extracted remains firm at followingprices: California white, 8i^c; light amber, 8c;
white clover and basswood. 8c; amber, 7J'2C.

amber,

if

barf^-ains,

make a mistake if you get one of
They are equal to any $15.00 or $20.00
146
a Gentleman's genuine open face

No. 146 is
Elgin, Waltham, or

the movement
nickel-finisht, compensation balance, straight
line escapement, quick train, patent safety pin-

Hampden,

double brace main-spring, Breguet hair-

ion,

spring. The Case is Silverine with screw front
and back, and of good weight, thus making a
perfect, dust-proof watch.
No. 143 is a Lady's genuine Elgin, Waltham
or Hampden, the movement nickel finisht, 7 jewels, compensation balance, Breguet hair-spring,
with Silverine hunting-case.
>tS

w

vj-f

;

;

;
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CO., 118 Michigan St.,
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"The Hog, by 15

and

PREVENTIVE.

-.^

t

an

Any fan
111

SURE CURE

ri'iiifiiy \v

riH

IS

CHICAGO.

Save Your Hogs.

CHOLERA

Specialists"

a.lclition to
Kiviiifc'fuU ,l.-tailso£
this rt'iiiedy fiirnisb111

(Price 25 cts., pn;
^^
^
es infnrmatinii nri i-very phase of hog raising and marketing by the nm.^^ niiiient autlmrities. experienced
hog raisers and packers in the U. S. and Canada. To save the luilUons t dollars aniiaall.v Inst tn farmers
through tl lis pla-.'u.- wi- dsire to give tins book the widest jHKsibh' di>tnl)i itiiin and at the same time intrn(

Ser'sxii^

NATIONAL RURAL

and FAMILY

MAOm^HNU,

estFar„,"j„"urna.
for 40 years known as Tlie I'l'eMtcru Rural. Pubhshed weekly, a2 to 4<) pau'es, fresli up-to-date matter
each week. Pn >f iisely ilbistrated. Subscription price $1.00 per year, rs^f^ainpli- paper free.
Tii send The Kiiral 13
SI we will send •> cuweekson trlaUprice25cl
,
n ^
es of each. For *1..?0 we
fl nil flffni-i I'ies
and a copy of the above
'-°'" ""
II
Ml will send lO copies and a
work (price 25c) to any yhl Stamps
ll
nk, .and a year's suscripit^
i^ tj
\# w
wi . l>"o!
\j
Nfidress for onl,r
address
only
tion to the club raiser free.
Make up a club of lu and thus assist In stamping out or preventlnf; the swine plague from getting
toot hold in your neighborhood. Address
XATIUXAL, KL' It AL. Cliicuso, 111.

Of
/Jh
^

THE

prices

Buffalo, Oct. 20.— Supplies of strictly fancy
1-pound combs are lightest for many seasons';
such are held iirmly at 14c; few sales, 15c; No.

from 12c down. We do not notice an.v extracted in market. It is wanted at from 5c to 7c
per pound. Beeswax, from 2S(a30c per pound
for fancy pure yellow.
Batterson & Co.

Albany,

Sept. 26.

— We

]
)

III

—

McCuUoch &

Co.

Co.

We

Boston, Oct. 13.—
quote:
Fancy No. t
white in cartons, 15f"l6c; A No. 1, 14(':('15c; No.
Extracted, light amber, 7'a8c; am1, 13(iil4c.
ber,

(i^4f'.'7'4c.

But little new to note in this market on honey.
Tlie supply still continues to be very short
while the demand is naturally a little lighter,
as the retail trade is not quite up to higher
prices, still with the light stock they must eviBlake, Scott & Lee.
dently come to it.

—

Omaha, Oct. 14. The market is now well supplied with new crop honey and trade is taking
hold readily at 14(« 14J^c for fancy white in
round lots, n-ith about one cent less for light
amber. Dealers are fully satisfied now that the
crop is light, and not holding back purchasinganv longer for fear of lower prices White ex-

Peycke Bros.

tr.acted,'8c.

Detroit, Oct. 18.— Fancy white, 15<e 16c; No.
Demaiid
1, white. 141"" 15c; dark grades, 10(fl 12c.
good and supply light. No extracted in market.
White would sell for 8f" 8Kc. Beeswax, 23C" 24c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.
Cleveland, Oct. IS.^Fancy white, 16c; No.
1 white, 15c; fancy amber, 12(«Jl3c; No. 1 amber,.

White extracted,
Ilfn'.l2c; faucy dark, OfaiOc;
8@8!4c; amber, 7<a;7!2c. A. B.Williams & Co,

WANTED.— Comb
price, kind,

and extracted honey; state
and quantity.

R. A.
33A13t

BURNETT &

163 So.

WANTED. — Fancy

Water

CO..
Chicago,

St.,

III.

white comb houe.v in noprice, kind and

State
drip shipping-cases.
C. H. W.
quantity.

Weber,

Successor to Chas. Muth & Son and A. Muth
2146-8 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O
40Alf

Your

.

'

Fancy white

quote:

MacDougal &

;

—

CiNCiXNATi, Oct. 9.— The demand for honey^
comb and extracted, is very good, with
much better than a few weeks ago.
Fancy comb finds ready sale at 15f«'16c; darker
grades are hard to sell at any price.
Good demand for all grades of extracted.
White clover and basswood brings SfgS^c; amber and Southern at from b<a'7c. Good demand
for beeswax at 26c.
C. H. W. Webek,
Successor to Chas. P. Muth & Son and A. Muth.
We do not handle honey on commission —we
buy for spot cash only.

both

Successors to Chas.

No. 146 we will send prepaid, by express, to anj' address for $7.00 or will
give it free as a premium for sending us 12 new subscribers for the American Bee
Journal for one year at $1.00 each or we will club it with the Bee Journal for
one year both for only $6.50.
No. 143 we will send prepaid, by express, to any address for $8.00 or we will
give it free as a premium for sending us 16 new subscribers for the American
Bee Journal for oiie year at $1.00 each or we will club it with the Bee Journal
for one year both for onl}' $7.50.
We believe we have never offered any premiums to our readers that we
think will give the satisfaction that these watches will. They are not cheap
•'clocks," but really valuable watches that will wear well, run all right, and be
worth much more than is paid for them. Here is a chance to make a gift
to some boy, girl, young man or young lady.
Everybody ought to have a good
Address,
watch.

—

as to quality, from 70c to 75c gallon. Beeswax
quiet at 2o(«i27c.
Hildreth Sl Segelken.

comb, I5c; No. I white, 13(rt'14c; raixt, ll^flSc;
Extracted, white, 8@9c;
buckwheat, lOfellc.
mixt, t)%(q^-7c; dark, 6. Beeswax, 26((? 28c.

WflTGHES

14-3

little trade for extracted buckwheat as yet.
Southern, fancy, 7^c per pound; other grades^

2.

Our Otiers on iDese Genuine

no

,

Very

watches as time-keepers.

ful antisfpiir wliu-li dr-sd-oys t ho
any villayt.- future at tliv roNi <»fii t\

ll((t'12c;

«iuality.

Wanted!

HONEY

We

will buy it, no matter
where you are. Address^

giving description and price,
34Atf THOS. C. STANLEY & SON. Fairfield

111.
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Latest Improvements.

Perfect Goods.

Very Reasonable Prices.

Hives, Shipping-Cases
Sections,

''''

''"'
Year

Dadant's Foundation.

Why

Extractors, Etc,
EVERYTHING A
*»»**«
BEE-KEEPER NEEDS.
and copy of

Catalog-

Oct. 26, 1899.

does

We guarantee

it sell

so well?
Because

it

satisfaction.

has always g-iven better satis-

faction than

Because

Year

any

What more can anybody do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS, No SAQaiNQ, No

other.

22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliin

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETINQ.

ments.

^The American Bee-Keeper"— FREE

Send name

-ADDRESS-

THE W.

T.

FALCONER MFG.

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

The American Bee-Keeper

is

and has been publisht by us
years — 50 cents a year.

Please mention

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
writing.

The New Champion
WINTER-CASE...
which does awav with all unnecessary work, and in which the bees
will not die in the coldest winter.
Send for special prices on quantity

SCHMIDT &

CO.,

Sheboygan, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal

sell

a live Monthly,

Bee Journal when

R. H.

We

for the past 10

."'«,'' Joo.king
HertisjUieJJiino
= J""
for the last winter

wanted.

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

for our Catalog,

CO.,

when

writing.

QUEENS

Langstroth on the Boney-Bee, Revised.
Tlie Classic in

Bee-Cnltnre— Price, $1,25, by

Mail.

Beeswax Wanted ^^^^^^^^^^^
at all times.

chas. dadant & son,
Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

Please mention Bee Journal Txrhen -WTjting.

III.

Smokers, Sections.
Comb Foundation
And all ApiArlsn f^appllei
cheap. Send for
K. T. FLA\ACiAN, BclIcfUIe, lU*

_

tKEECiiUlogue.

"Please

mention Bee Journal "when

M. H.

-WTlting.

& SON,
HUNT
at ROOT'S PRICES.

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

Shipping'-Cases and Danz. Cartons are what
YOU need to displaY and ship Your hoiieY in.
Send for Catalog.
BELL BRANCH. MiCH.

B66-K66Ders
^ Guide*

TI16

Or,

Manual
PFOE

A,

J.

A description of the book here is quite unnecessary it is simply the most complete scientific
and practical bee-book publisht to-day. Fully
illustrated, and all written in the most fascinating' style. The author is also too well-known to
the whole bee-world to requireany introduction.
No bee-keeper is fully equipt, or his library
complete, without The Bee-Keepers' Guide."
This 16th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's
mag"nificent book of 460 pa(?es, in neat and substantial cloth binding-, we propose to give away
to our present subscribers, for the work of t^ctsubscribers for the American Bee
tingJournal.

—

NEW

TWO New

Farmer's

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
lis

Michifau

St.,

CUICAGO,

ILT^.

"'SS'u'r^':"'

ournal "when "WTiting.

Home Journal,

Louisville,

Ky*

a practical business paper for the farmer. It treats of farming' and stock breeding- from both
practical and scientific standpoints. It is the oldsst and best known agricultural weekly in the
South. If you have anything' to sell send us your advertisement. Every farmer who expects to
mix *' brains with muscle " in his business should read this paper. Subscription price, $1.00 per
FARMER'S
JOURNAL. Louisville. Ky.
year. Sample copy free. Address,
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

HOME

HONEY

JARS.

1-pound square, $4.70 per gross, with corks S gross, $4.50 per gross. Labels,
60c per gross $1.00 for 500. We have several styles of Jars for retailing honey.
;

;

Subscribers.

TWO

J

—SUBSCRIBE FOR THE—

OUTSIDE CASES

The

foUowingf offer is made to present subscribers only, and no premium is also griven to
the two NEW subscribers— simply the Bee Journal for one year:
Send us two new subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with S2.00), and we will mail you a copy
of Prof. Cook's book FREE as a premium.
Prof. Cook's book alone sent for $1.25, or we club
it with the Bee Journal for ayear^bolh for only
But surely anybody can g-et only
$1.75.
NEW scnscKiBEKS to the Bee Journal for a year,
and thus g:et the book as a premium. Let everY
body try for it. Will YOU have one ?

LEAHY MFG. CO.

Please mention Bee

COOK,

460 Pages-16th (1899^ Edition~18th Thousand— $1. 25 postpaid.

Given ior

p°'^=s?-^p"^^

of the Apiary,
BY

for wintering bees, include bottom, body and gable cover
10 for $5.50.

BASSWOOD EXTRACTED HONEY,
Sample
Catalog

5 cents.
free.

J.

Please mention Bee Journal

Piciisc

when

Mention

J.

writing.

tlic

—60 cents each,

cans and kegs, 8'^ to 9c per pound.

STRINGHAM,
H^S

Park Place,

Bee Journal

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

IfcTS^^^

GEORGE W. YORK,

39th YEAR,

CHICAGO,

ILL,,

NOVEMBER

CR-AP-HIBAt
Jc-^
St"

Mf.

Wm.

A. Selser

and Family.

years ago there called at this office,
SEVERAL
fortunately

who

left

while un-

we were away, a gentleman from the East
the name of
Wm. A. Selser." We had heard
''

him and regretted our absence from the office, especially
when told by one of our employees that he seemed to be
such a very pleasant man.
About two months before the
Philadelphia convention, when

of

again passing thru Chicago, Mr.
Selser

dropt

in

to

see

us

for

a while, and once more we were
not in, but returned after our
caller had waited a half hour or
so.
He could stay only about an
hour longer, so we put in the
time well in getting acquainted.
But it seemed as if we had always
been friends, and it was with
much regret on our part that we

had
yet

to separate so soon.
And
was to be only a short time

it

until we should meet again, as
Mr. Selser exacted a promise that
when attending the convention
in Philadelphia we would be his

guest.

And so, according to arrangement, at the close of the first
evening's session of the convention, Sept. 5, Mr. Selser called
together those whom he had expected to entertain, and we all
took the 10-mile ride out to the
beautiful suburb of Philadelphia
where he lives. It was perhaps

Editor.

2,

1899,

No, 44,

Wm. A. Selser was born Sept. 22, 1859, in the heart of
the old city of Philadelphia, near the historic Independence
Hall. He attended the common school, and then Philadelphia College, leaving the latter institution on account of
sickness at the beginning of the closing term.
He took
special interest in zoology, particularly insects, which included bees, of course.
Mr. Selser learned the trade of tanner of morocco
leather, but in 1877 entered a firm of fruit importers with
his brother. In 1883 he left the fruit business and formed
a partnership of Selser, Meurer & Co., for the manufacture
of morocco leather. They did a business amounting to
three-quarters of a million dollars a year, and Mr. Selser
kept bees as a pastime.
In 1893, Mr. Selser closed the morocco-leather business
on account of the rascalitj' of others, and embarkt in the
bee and honey business as a specialty, taking the Philadelphia branch of the A. I. Root Co.
in connection therewith.
In 1889 Mr. Selser married
Miss Pauline Hallowell, of Arlington, a daughter of one of the
old Ouaker families of eastern
Pennsylvania, the descendants of
Wm. Penn. Then he built a fine
home at Jenkintown, moved there
the same year, where a bright
little boy was given them to love
for one year, when he was taken
from them by the Giver. Now a
dear little girl of six years is left
to cheer their daily life— Margaretta, whose picture helps to grace
the next page.
She and the
writer became good friends, and
it wasn't the easiest thing to tear
one's self away from such a loving
and lovely child as Margaretta.
Before passing- on, we must
also mention that Mr. Selser's
sister and mother are also in his
family, all being devoted members of the Baptist church. Margaretta's grandma is a sweet old
lady, reminding us not a little of
own dear mother whom it
was our great pleasure to visit

our

when we arrived, and
in (_)hio on our way back from
then met Mr. Selser's charming
Philadelphia.
"
wife, who was
keeping a light
Xow as to Mr. Selser's bee
in the window," as it were, for
and honey business We believe
her beloved and his friends. And
he has the most complete honeymore than that, everything was
bottling works in the world. It
ready for us all to sit down to the
]l'i//iaiii A. Selser.
is located right with his apiary (a
table and partake of a luscious
picture of which was publisht on
water-melon and lemonade before retiring. On one or two
page 599), and perhaps 80 rods from his home. He uses two
evenings peaches and cream were served—and such peaches
sizes of bottles the one-pound and the half-pound, the same
and cream why, our mouth waters even now when we just
shape as the Muth bottle or jar. The honey is put in hot,
think of their deliciousness.
then corkt, sealed air-tight with a special kind of sealingPerhaps before going further we ought to give a few
wax, and then a tinfoil cap put on.
A black label with
personal notes concerning Mr. Sel.ser and his familv.
gilt letters completes the job. and it makes a very attractive
11 o'clock

:

—

—

—
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package,

indeed.

The

one-pound

size retails
for 25 cents, and the
half-pound for 15 cents.
Selser's honey is in great
demand in the cities of

Philadelphia and New
York. Camden, and all
the towns between.
Grocers handle it exclusively,

it

being-

deliv-

them by three
large and elegantly

ered to

and

painted

lettered

honey- wagons, which
are kept going constantly from Sept. 15
until the following May.
The honey for the
season's trade
tled in

is all bot-

one month

— it

— Aug-

requiring 2 4
do the work,
but Mrs. Selser herself
does all the labeling.
Mrs. Selser.
Mr. S. savs she can label
as many bottles in a day as any three other girls, and do it
better. There's a helpmeet that's worth her weight in
well, gold is too common to express it, so we'll let Mr. Selser fix her value.
Mr. Selser bottles only the finest white clover honey
for his best grocery trade, and by adhering strictly to this
ust

hands

rule he has built up an enormous
40,000 pounds a year to supply it.
bottle, isn't

to

demand, taking about
Quite a lot of honey to

it ?

All the honey bought by Mr. Selser is carefully analyzed before using. And he is fixt to do that work, too, as he
owns a polariscope costing S250, a delicate balance or scales
worth $75, and all the paraphernalia of a complete chemical
laboratory. You couldn't fool Mr. Selser on honey. He's
an expert at analyzing it, and can spot any adulteration
every time.
We are glad that Mr. Selser is succeeding in the honeyselling business. He deserves all the success with which he
But what he is doing in Philadelphia, it seems
is meeting.
Of course, it
to us, could be done in almost any large city.
requires lots of energy, continual pushing, familiarity with
bees and honey, and above and beyond all the finest grade
of extracted honey. With the right man, the right methods, and the right honey, we believe success is certain al-

The

most anywhere.

Editor.

Nov.

2,

1899.

could be of service and accomplish what the GenI have not bothered him with the matter, but occasionally I have to pass the correspondence on
to him and advise the complainant accordingly.
During the past year there have been two complaints
about commission men made to me. one of which was satisfactorily adjusted, and the other is still unsettled, but there
is hope of its being adjusted.
Complaint was made to me of probable trouble with a
neighbor who claimed that the bee-keeper's bees were a
great annoyance to him. I referred the matter to General
Manager Secor, and I believe the trouble was averted.
During the time since our convention at Omaha last
year, I have written 192 letters and 114 postal cards regarding matters relating to the Association, at an expense for
postage and stationery of $7.41 express charges and telegram, 60 cents printing programs, $5 total paid out, $13.01.
I received for membership fees since last financial report to General Manager, Dec. 1, 1898, to Sept. 5, 1899, S18 ;
for programs and postage, 40 cents total received, $18.40.
Balance in the hands of the Secretarj', $5.39.
Owing to the kindness and generosity of our friends,
the members of the Philadelphia IJee-Keepers' Association,
we have this nice hall, our beautiful badges, this fine piano
and good music all free of charge, and you can all testify as.
to the thoro and generous manner in which our " inner
man " has been provided for; and having had much correspondence with Mr. Hahman in making arrangements for
this convention, I wish to congratulate the Philadelphiai
association on having so active and efficient a secretary' to
represent and care for its interests and I wish also in the
name of this Association, to thank Mr. W. A. Selser and
Mr. W. E. Flower for efficient services rendered in makingthis convention a pleasant and profitable one.
A. B. M.\soN, Sec:

thought
eral

I

Manager might,

;

;

;

;

;

—

From every hair of my head to the soles of
interested in bee-keeping, and I want to caution every honey-producer to be z'ciy careful about sending
honey to commission men. They can very rightly say that
honey has dropt in price. When you get quotations from
them, and they say the price has dropt, don't be in a hurrj^
to send your honey to them, altho they might be honest.
Mr. Selser

my

feet

I

am

—

E. R. Root You see by the Secretary's report that thisAssociation stands ready to look after the interests of its.
to defend them in their rights Dr. Mason
puts in his " bluster," and that settles it.
Dr. Mason I don't like the way "Ernest " talks about
my bluster. I don't bluster when trying to help our members when they get into trouble. I trj' to write in a brief but
firm manner. I dont threaten. I have one case on hand
now to settle, and the party has promist to settle.
Mr. Niver Referring to Mr. Root's figures, I would
like to carry it a little further.
The average is S33' ^ for
each bee-keeper. I advise that we all go out of the business some bee-keepers may have only one hive.
Mr. Selser Out of 35 bee-keepers I am the only one
who sells honey in Philadelphia.

members, and

;

—
—

;

—

—

Mr. Poppleton I judge that this statement going out
an erroneous idea. If the statement can be separated, I think it would be
a good plan.
Mr. Root These figures
will give

Report of the Proceeding's of the 30th Annual
Convention of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, Held at Philadelphia,
Pa., Sept. 5, 6 and 7, 1899.
BY DR.

A. B. M.\SON, SEC.

[Coutiuued from pa^e

677.]

—

Dr. Mason Figures such as Mr. Root has been giving
us are not uninteresting, as he has intimated. I doubt not
many bee-keepers have often wanted something approximately correct on this verj' subject, and these statistics are
full of interest and meaning, and will give us something to
go by when we want to talk to men in authority, such as
legislators and other officials, and will help us to speak of
the importance of our industry with some degree of accuracy.

The Secretary's Report.

—

Aside from the ordinary work of the
Mr. President
secretary, I have but little to report. When one of our
members gets into trouble with his neighbors, conimission
men, or with " the powers that be " he generally applies to
our General Manager for advice and help, but occasionally
one writes to the Secretary, instead, and where I have
:

—

got from the books. I was
figuring on bee-keepers and
farmers. The only accurate
figures are regarding the
I

sections.

Mr. Abbott

—

I sold ten
goods, and I
judge that not half the
goods went to bee-keepers.
Bee - keepers are scattered
all over the United States.

carloads of

The convention then
adjourned until 1:30 p.m.

— Afternoon Session.
The afternoon session

SECOND DAY.

was called to order
Whitcomb.

bj'

Pres.

As a preface to a paper
written by Vice-Pres. C. A.
Hatch, of Wisconsin, and
read by Mr. York, Dr. Mason
read the following letter
:

Margaretta Selser.

,

I

..

Nov.
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.

Dear Dr. Mason: I have prepared the enclosed article
on honey-eschanges, but after it was prepared the thought
occurred to me that it seemed rather terse and dogmatic in
stj'le, as if coming from one having- " authority to speak."
and as most of those who hear the paper will probably be
entire strangers to me, perhaps a little explanation or showing of my right to speak would not be amiss, but to embody it in the article itself seemed to me rather on the line
of boasting, and I thought it would be better to write you
individually, and then let you offer any prefatoi-y or esplanatorj-

remarks

^-ou see

fit.

My

experience with exchanges has been quite extended
and varied for one person, having been a member of the
Maricopa Co., Ariz., exchange, where I put a crop of 70,000
pounds into the exchange also a member of the California
exchange, with a crop of 28,000 pounds also the Colorado
exchange, of Denver, with a crop of 8,000 pounds, mostly
comb also a local fruit association here in Wisconsin.
So you see I have had opporturities not falling to the
lot of many to know something of the good and bad points
of exchanges. I believe in them thoroly, and these criticisms are not made to destroy confidence, but to help build
on a surer foundation.
C. A. H.\TCH.
:

.

;

;

The following

is

Mr. Hatch's paper, on

Why Bee-Keepers* Exchanges Fail.
Trying to cover too much territory is one of the mistakes most common in organizing bee-keepers" exchanges
;

too much business, as, for instance, buying,
manufacturing, when, perhaps, the whole membership are entirely without experience in any of these

trying to do
selling, and
lines.
It

would be much like a young man grown up and educated in the city, assuming to run a large farm or a farmer's son with no experience trying to run a large commercial establishment.
Practical knowledge comes by practical. experience, and by practical experience only.
Therefore, let us walk before we run, and learn to manage small
affairs before we assume control of larg-e concerns.
Making too many rules and restrictions is another hindrance to success. These may be well enough to catch
rogues, but if your members are not honorable enough to
act in a straightforward, honest business manner, restrictions, penalties, fines, etc., are poor substitutes for business
;

integrity.

The most successful association I ever was a member of
had not even a constitution nor by-laws no officers were
ever formally elected, no salaries paid, and vet it workt well
for years, and is yet working.
True, we "had only five or
six members, and therefore it was more easilv managed
than a larger number would have been. When supplies
were to be bought a consultation was held, and each agreed
to take a given amount, and one acted as purchasing agent,
and actual cost and expenses were promptly paid by the
members.
When a shipment of honey was to be made, one, not
always the same person, acted as shipping agent. Each
man's consignment was markt with his name, and the commission house, if sold on commission, or purchaser, if sold
outright, was sent a list of the shipment, giving owners'
names and amount sent by each, and the pay was sent
direct to each shipper. This plan had two adva"ntages— no
taeasurer was needed, for there was no funds held in common and it made each shipper responsible for his shipment, and his only. Perhaps this plan is not applicable to
;

;

number of shippers and great extent of territory.
One of the elements of success was the fact of our being
near neighbors, so that a consultation of all the members
a large

could be had in a short time, which would be entirely
lacking in a large membership.
Large membership dues are a hindrance rather than a
help, by debarring some that would be desirable members,
but who think they cannot afford the expense. A membership fee large enough to cover cost of preliminary work,
such as necessary printing, etc., and not with an idea of
creating a fund, is all-sufficient, say $1.00.
Having dues like secret societies is much worse. One
society of which I was a member had nearly f300 standing
against its members for unpaid dues. This amount will be
lookt upon by those owing it as so much money wasted, if
called upon to paj- up. And are they not right, for they
have not received an)^ use from the exchange, and therefore why pay any tax for its support ?
Individual responsibility is the main thing in exchanges
—the keystone that holds the whole arch in place— and the
sooner the membership realize the facts that it is an or-
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ganization " of the members, for the members," and that
they are married to it for better or worse, the greater will
be the success.
Members are too apt to put themselves in a hypercritical position, and criticise any and all acts of the executive
board, as if it was their ordained mission to discover something wrong. This of itself creates an atmosphere of suspicion and mistrust, which is anything but helpful to the
objects of the society. The probabilities are that the officers are having a hard enough time of it between the effort
to get fair prices and the exactions of would-be buyers,
without having those who should be their best supporters

turn on them.
Let us be consistent. It is taken for granted that we have
elected our best men for the responsible places, and after
having elected them let us give them our unqiialified support, for even a poor stick well supported may do better
than a fine piece of timber with no support.
Stick together, whatever happens, and success is sure
to be yours in the end.
If a mistake has been made, make
the best of it and try again. Condemn no man except for
dishonesty or criminal neg-lect, and for such the sooner
they are on the outside the better it will be for those left.
Have confidence in your particular exchange. Talk
confidence to others, and see how soon it will be worthy of
your confidence and above all, show that your confidence
is real, by putting all your crop into their hands, and not
create suspicion by holding back part just to see how the
thing works. It is sure to work well if 3'ou support it, and
sure not to if you do not.
Do not be selfish, and want to run everything your way,
but remember others want their way part of the time. Then
after doing all this, do not expect every one you meet to remove his hat and bow down to a member of the Universal
Honey Exchange there are other enterprises in this world,
and perhaps as huge undertakings as yours. And do not
expect to control the universe if you have your say in your
little corner you will do well.
Railroads may be anxious to get your freight to carry
over their road, but will hardly be willing to listen to your
dictation. Rather learn a lesson from them, that a plausible, conciliator}' manner is better than arbitrary measures.
To sum up In starting, do not attempt too much attempt only what you can carry thru. Do not have too many
rules and regulations. Make the fee nominal, or nearly so.
Do not work for profit, but to save expenses only. Be honest, be courteous, be careful, be confident, and, above all,
be faithful to your society.
C. A. Hatch.
;

;

—

—

:

Mason — There

are two other papers in the same
all discust together
" How to
Conduct Successfully a Bee-Keepers' Exchange," by J.
Webster Johnson, of Arizona, and one by Thomas G. Newman, on "Organization Among Bee-Keepers If DesirableWhy and How Best Accomplisht ?"
Dr.

line that

—

might be read and

;

Mr. Johnson's paper was then read by Mrs. Miller, as
follows

:

How

to Conduct Successfully a Bee-Keepers' Exchange.
A bee-keepers" exchange is simply another name for
co-operation among bee-keepers. Bee-keepers are producers,
and the history of business as it is, and has been, shows
that successful co-operative business ventures are not very
numerous, but there are some that are entirely successfui,
showing that when conditions are right, and good business,
judgment is used in conducting the enterprise, co-operation
can be made a success and be very beneficial to those who
are connected with it. Then let us see first what are the
conditions necessary to success.
1st. Co-operative action must be necessarj' in order that
the producers who propose to work together shall be able ta
make their industry pay its best. For instance, a dozen
bee-keepers living near a large town or city where all of
their product can find ready sale at prices as good as could
be obtained in any other market, will find little incentive to
join forces, because each can readily dispose of his crop to
as good an advantage as he could thru a co-operative concern. On the other hand, a number of producers with no
home market of any size, and living so far from other markets that shipments must be made in 'carload lots if the
freight is not to consume the bulk of the proceeds, cannot
only co-operate to their mutual advantage, but really must
do so if they are to obtain the best results, or, in some cases,

any

results at

all.

2nd. Don't attempt to cover too much ground in other
words, co-operation should be undertaken only along those
lines where it is absolutely necessary. When a number of
;
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are working' tog-ether, differences of opinion will arise
as to plans and methods, and rig-ht here is where the dang-er usually lies in co-operation, hence the less the number^
of things that are attempted the less friction there will be."
So I lav it down as a general rule to begin with in conducting a bee-keepers' exchange, have only two main objects,
namely, supplying cans or other packages for the honey,
and marketing the product.
Some might suggest that the exchange should also
furnish the members with their bee-supplies, and in some
places this might be feasible, but here in Arizona we tried
To do anything
it once and did not consider it a success.
in this line, supplies would have to be bought in carload
lots, and, outside of hives, not enough things are wanted
each year to make up a carload. In this valley so many
different kinds of hives are used that it was found impracticable to make up a car. So, as conditions are here, and as
they are in most places where co-operation will be of any
practical benefit to the honey-producers, I believe that an
exchange should only attempt to supply cans and market
the honey.
Wherever there are located a number of honey-producers who, combined, produce honey in sufficient quantities to ship by the carload, I believe that successful cooperation is not only possible, but is really necessary in
order to attain the best results. These producers must, of
course, be located close enough together so that they can
get together occasionally to direct the management, and so
that their honey can be concentrated at some central shipping-point without too much expense. Given these conditions, a successful bee-keepers' exchange is not only possible but necessary.
The advantages to be derived thru co-operation, where
conditions are favorable, are so apparent that I do not deem
it necessary to take the time to set them forth, so I will proceed to give the essential details for such an exchang-e.

men

HOW TO

ORGANIZE.

best form for the organization is probably an incorporation. The articles of incorporation should expressly
provide that onlj' honey-producers are eligible to buy voting stock in the company, and that whenever any stockholder ceases to be actually engaged in the production of
honey his share or shares of stock should not be votable at
any meeting of the company unless it becomes the property
of some honey-producer. This provision keeps the management of the organization in the hands of those who are perThen it should be provided that no
sonally interested.
proxy voting be allowed. This maj' work a hardship occasionally, but in the long run will be best. Those who have
not enough interest to be present when properly notified
should not complain, and my experience and observation in
co-operative organizations show me that it will be best to

The

allow no proxy votes.
To overcome the possibility of " no quorum," it should
be provided that the secretary shall give each member notice by mail several days before the meeting, and where
such notice has been given, five members (or some other
small number) shall be qualified to transact business.

No

considerable amount of working capital is advisable.
needed and, second, becau.se the
ownership of apiaries changes so frequentlj-, and it would
complicate matters very much if each share represented a
considerable cash outlay. The purchase of cans is the only
call for a considerable amount of cash, and for this it is
better to arrange to borrow what is needed than to complicate matters by having a large capitalization. For these reasons the shares of stock should be sold at a low figui-e, say
SI. 00 to $2.00 each, and a person should be entitled to buy
and vole one share for each SO colonies of bees he owns, and
no bee-keeper owning less than 25 colonies should be allowed a voting share in the organization (altho the product
of the small producers should be handled for them when
First, because but little is

;

desired).

so that each member's influence in
exactly in proportion to his interest,
and this I believe to be the correct principle. Where the
" one man, one vote " idea prevails, the man who produces
a couple hundred pounds (and perhaps sells that at home)
has as much influence in the selection of officers and in controlling the business of the exchange as the man who produces ,50,000 pounds. This is not right.
Meetings of the general membership should not be attempted often, as, besides the election of officers, little
should be attempted by the general meeting except to decide upon the general policy and methods of doing the
business. The important officers are the board of directors.

This plan

the

fixes

management

is

it

Nov.

2,

1899.

number, and the secretary-treasurer, who is the business manager. The success of the exchange depends very
largely upon the selection of the proper person for secretary
and manager, as it will be necessary to allow him a good
deal of discretion in conducting the business of the exchange. If the exchange covers a considerable scope of
countrj-, as it will in most cases, the directors will likely
live some distance apart, and if the secretary is required
to get the board together (which will usually take several
days) before he can decide upon what action to take, a satThe board will have
isfactory- business cannot be done.
executive management, but the good judgment of the secretarv must be trusted to a very large extent.
The secretary should be pa'id a fit sum. either percarof
can of honey, or else so much per case, both shipt in
empty, and, filled with honey and sent out, that is, handled
so that his pay will be in proportion to the work done. A
fund for meeting the running expenses of the exchange is
raised by a charge of a few cents per car profit on empty
cans furnisht, and a few cents per car of honey shipt. The
number of cents per car will, of course, have to be regulated
according to how much is paid the secretary, and what the
other expenses are.
In the spring each shipper furnishes the secretary with
an estimate of the number of cases of cans he will need for
the season, if the crop is an average one. Then one or
more cars of cans, according to the prospect for a crop, are
bought and distributed proportionally to the shippers, as,
for instance, if the total of the estimates be 5,000 cans, and
2,500 cases are bought, each one receives 50 percent of his
order, and if the season is a good one more cans are bought
five in

later.

Some pay cash for their cans, but the majority get them
on time, to be paid for out of honey shipt. paying whatever
interest on the deferred payment that the exchange pays.
Those getting cans on time sign a receipt which provides
that the cans remain the property of the exchange until
paid for, and agree to ship honey to pay for them, or pay
the cash by the time the first shipment is made. This enables us to" deliver the cans direct from the car, and so save
all cost of storage, and has been found to be effective
against

loss.

M.-^RKETING

THE HOXEY.

On

the question of marketing honey, there will be differences of opinion as to the best plan, and no set rule can
be laid down, but conditions and circumstances must be
taken into consideration, and good business judgment be
used. Some believe iu selling only for cash, or its equivalent—on sight draft— at the point of shipping. Others believe that more money will be realized where shipments are
made to reliable commission firms on consignment. Personally, I am of the opinion that this latter is the best plan,
There are times when as much can be realize*
g-enerall}'.
by cash sales, but in general it may be said, I think, that
under existing conditions more can be realized by selling
on commission. In decidingthis question we must consider
not only present profit, but a market for future crops. One
thing must be arranged for, no matter what may be the
plan of selling, namely, to manage that all shippers shall
receive the same amount per pound for honey shipt about
the same time. I sometimes ship several cars at or about
the same time, some of which sell more quickly than others,
and some perhaps sell for more per pound than others. In
this case, the first money received is paid prorata to all
shippers, and when all returns are in, the average net price
per pound is found and settlement is made on that basis.
Each shipper's honej' is markt by having his initials
on each case, and as each lot is weighed separately, each
one gets paid for just what he ships.
As my paper is already longer than I expected to make
The opinions set forth are drawn from an
it, I will close.
experience of several years in an association of bee-keepers
here (in Arizona), and I trust that the ideas here brought
before you may be of some value to our fellow bee-keepers
in some places where the conditions are right for co-operated action among honey-producers.
J.

Webster Johnson.

[Continued next week.]

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valtiable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.

:

1

Nov.

2,
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The above are the best yields obtained for one season
and for the whole apiary. The reports are not always explicit, and in some cases it is possible that only a certain
number of the best colonies were taken into consideration.
Very seldom the report says whether it is spring count

Some

Big-

Honey-Yields Tabulated.

or not, but it may be supposeii that it is spring count, at
It seems that 1886 was the
least in the majority of cases.
best year recorded.
To the above I will add the following best yields per
single colony reported, giving the apiarist's name

BY ADRIAN GETAZ.

Somebody

:

Texas— 700

from borsemint.
Doolittle—N. Y. 309 lbs.

following are some of the best honey-yields obtained, taking- in the whole apiary

THE

in

301

lbs.,

chiefly

comb

in 1877.

Paul Viallon— La. 302 lbs.
Jus. Heddon— Mich. 410 lbs.

bnt4H

"

566
ext'd in 1877.
Head— 384 lbs. extracted.
C. Aikin— Iowa. 227 lbs. comb (Obtained by removing the queen,
B. 'laylor— Minn. 263 lbs. comb ithe
colony did nt.it swHrm.)
N. B. Baldwin— Utah. 33ii lbs. ext'd.
(the colony did not swarm
L. C. Root— N.Y. 361 lbs. exld in I.'^70
(Some of L. C. Root's colonies gave

:

G. h.

R

lbs. Kind of honey, alMr. Gre^f?— Arizona. -200 001011168. Vield per colony,
talfii and mesquite.
E. France & Svn— Wisconsin (home-apiary) 61 colonies. Yield per colony (1886)
117 lbs. extracted, basswood and clover.
Chas. Dadant & Son— Illinois. 87 colonies. Yield per colony, 141 lbs. extracted.
Cbas. Dadant& Son— III. 4i;0 colonies. Yield percoly (18^9) 113 lbs. extracted.
Mrs. Axtell— Illinois. 80 colonies. Yield per colony 1882) 217 lbs. comb.
L. C. Root— N. Y. 40 colonies. Yield per colony, 243 lbs. extracted of which
1U2 lbs. per colony in 7 days.)
W. K. Thoojpson-Missonri. 7 colonies. Yield per colony (isgtn 136 lbs. comb.
N. B. Baldwin— Utah. Yield per colony 1890) 200 lbs., mostly extracted.
F. McNay— Wisconsin. 17.'. colonies. Yield per colony 1886) 187 lbs. extracted48.">

i

)

each 200

lbs.

comb

also in

.T.

J.

lH7it.)

J.

1

(

1

Increast to 2;i0 colonies.
B. Brooks— Iowa. 4 colonies. Yield per colony (1886) 150 lbs. comb. Increast
to H colonies,
Yield per colony (1886) 272 lbs. extracted. In.las. Scott— Iowa. 88 colonies.
creast to lOy colonies.
Iowa.
G. D. Black—
50 colonies. Y'ield per colony (18S6) 260 lbs. extracted. Increast to 120 colonies.
A. M. French— Michigan. 2 colonies. Yield per colony (1886) 244 lbs. combIncreast to 7 colonies.
\Vm. Mitlone- Iowa. Yiell per colony, 215 lbs. for the 6 yea'^s (IRSl to I8861
mostly extracted; average yearly increase of 100 percent.
Paul Viallon— Louisiana. Y'ield per colony, 21.H) lbs.
R. Wilkin-California. 416 colonies. Yield per colony (1887) 185 lbs. extracted.
E. France & Son— Wisconsin. (From 12 best colonies,' Yield per colony 1886
164 lbs. extracted.
W. Z. Hutchinson— Mich. 50 colonies. Yield per colony (1886) 140 lbs., nearly all

all

comb

tracted in 1891.
B. Craven— Ohio. 218 lbs. comb.1885
I. Earl-3()x lbs. extracted in 1895.

Vnu-cnt Quinn — 1.50 lbs. in 1888.
Dr. Gallup— Iowa. 75(t lbs. (of which
6o(i lbs. was gathered in 30 days.)
Mr. Hammond -Iowa. 188 lbs.. mostly
comb. (Same apiarist, 267 lbs. ext.)
J.W. Bittenbender— loa. 208 lbs. comb
Frank Coverdale- Iowa. 208 lbs., 5^
comb. y. extracted, in 1886.
L. W. Baldwin— Mo. 150 lbs. comb.

Fennel- Ont. 3(^)0 lbs. comb in 1886.
A. B. Mason- Ohio. 25(.i lbs. extracted
C. C. Miller— 111. 195 lbs. comb.

1

i

lbs.)

O. O. Ponpleton— Iowa. 275 lbs comb.
E. K. Hasty— Ohio. 142 lbs. comb (in
a poor location.)
J.M. Uambaugh— 111. 264 Ibs.ext. 1888
F. li. Snyder— Wis. 7(hj lbs. ext'd 1889
H. l^atbrop- Wis. 225 lbs. comb, 1889
C. W. Dayton— Iowa. 4«2 lbs. ext. li?85
H.(;. Wood— Ala. 172 lbs. comb. 1885
Baldensperger— Palestine. 178 lbs. ex-

*'

Dadant & Son— 111. 450 lbs. extracted
Mrs. Harrison— 111. 20(i lbs. (12 'lbs.
from colonv; 8i» lbs. from swarm.)
Mr. Malev— Nebr. 7i8 lbs. extracted
in 1H82 from Cyprian bees.)
Geo. Beaudry— Can. 215 Ids. ext'd 189k
I

J.

(

e.xtract'^d.

O. O.

;

Poppleton— 7.^ to iiH) colonies.
years he was in Iowa.

Yield per colony, 110 lbs. during the last

;

1(1

M. Long- Missouri. 4 colonies.

Yield per colony (1888) 250 lbs. comb. Increast to 30 colonies.
Ailamson- Utah. 26 colonips. Yield per colony 1888) 1S6 lbs.. ";j extracted
and h:i comb. Increast to 48 colonies.
.Tuhn Blodsett -Missouri. 30 colonies. Yield per colony (18881 193 lbs. comb.
increast to 73 colonies.
L. A..Tuild-IlIino i. 5 colonies. Yield per colony (1888) 228 lbs., mostly comb.
Increast to 2-> i>lonies.
S. I. Freeborn- Wisconsin. 29,nno lbs. extracted and 500 lbs. comb. Avera^'e for
the 4 years ending I8t*6, from 250 to 300 colonies.
Robert Quinn— Iowa. 15(t colonies. Yield per colony (1888) 147 lbs., mostly extracted. Increast to 240 colonies.
U. H Rhodes— Colorado, 35 colonies. Yield per colony (1885) 143 lbs. extractei-1.
Increast to 50 colonies.
(.'. S. Adams— New York.
8 colonies. \ ield per colony f 1885) 200 colonie«.
K.J. leathers- Michigan. 4 co'onies. Yield per colony (I885i 213 lbs., mostly
extracted. Increast to y colonies.
Yield per colony (1885i 156 lbs. exJ. G. BuDdinnter- Michigan. 8 colonies.
traded. Increast to 30 colonies.
36
Yield
per colony, 277 lbs.
1).
Seitz—
New
York.
colonies.
G.
J. B. Case— Florida. (Apiaries moved to follow yield.) Yield per colony is;i.-,
420 lbs. erictracted.
.). B. Case— Florida (home apiary.)
Yield per colony (1895) 300 lbs. extracted.
R. C. Aikin- Iowa. Yield per colony for the last 10 years in Iowa 1851 to itsiii.i
11)0 lbs.
(.For the best year of the above period, 227 lbs.)
.Tohn Haskins— Missouri. Yield per colony (1889) I5(i lbs.
V. H. Y^ounp— Wisconsin. 50 colonies. Yield per colony 1X94) 14(> lbs., mostly
extracted. Increast to 82 colonies.
D. A. Wlieeler— California. 9(Xi colonies. Vield per colony. 133 lbs.
120 colonies. Yield per colony, 2(m> lbs. Reported
H. K. Wilder- California.
3i)i) col-nies.
Yield per colony. 133 lbs.
in I>-H6.
Mr. Segars— Cal'furnia.
140 colonies. Yield per colony, 271 lbs. extracted.
Mr. Oiicrlin— Califurnia.
Emer>un Bros.- (alifMrnia. 3(X) colonies. Yield per colony. 160 Ids.
(The above reports were probably the crop of I8y.i.)

J.

N. G.

(

i

i

1

1

(

1

1

|

1

t

'1

Yield per colony (1884) 662 lbs. Increast to 69.
T. O. Andrew— Calif. 4U colonies. Yield per colony I895i 135 lbs. extracted.
John Fox-California. 140 colonies. Yield per colony, 214 lbs. extracted.
O. E. Harper— California. 74 colonies. Yield per colony (1895)256 lbs. extracted.
Increast to 154 colonies.
E. T. Flanagan— 111. 35 colonies. Yield per colony. 186 lbs. Increast to TO col's.
Mr. Hammond— Iowa. Yield per colony. 127 lbs. comb and extracted.
H. W. Kunk— Illinois. 75 colonies. Yield per colony (1882) 2'i7 lbs.
Eastern Iowa Bee-Keepers'Ass'n.- Average yield (1889) 212 lbs., nearly all comb.
G. B. Taylor.— 45 colonies. Yield per colony, 143 lbs. comb. Increast to 70 col's.
G. M. Doolittle— Ntw York. 69 colonies. Average yield. 167 lbs., mostly comb.
J. Z. Rhodes— 39 colonies. Yield per colony (I895i 154 lbs., Mi comb ^ extracted.
Increast to I5octdonies
A Florida bee-keeper.— 3oo colonies, Yield per colony (1893) lOO lbs. In Mangrove region.
An Australian bee-keeper.— 63 colonies, Yield per colony (1892) 750 lbs. Increast to 120 cdonies.

.1.

P. Israel— Calif.

16 colonies.
i

<

1

1

Another Australian bee-keeper reported in 1895 that one
him 1,250 pounds; another colony, 1,120, and
several others averaged 1,000 pounds. It must be remembered that in Australia bees gather honey almost the
whole year, that is, if the season is good, which is not
always the case, for the same man says that in 1894 he had
only about 75 pounds per colony.
colonj' g"ave

Like the reports for whole apiaries the above give very
few details as to the coiiditions, size of colonies, etc. Mr.
Doolittle gives a detailed report of the 566 pounds of extracted quoted above. The colony was good at the start,
furnisht with all the combs needed, had plenty of honey
during early spring, did not swarm, and the brood was
carefully spread during the proper season. Most likely the
majoritv, if not all of the above yields, were obtained under
ordinary management.
One colonv belonging to Mr. C. Butman (Maine) gave,
in 1882, 340; in 1883, 340; in
in 1881, 310 pounds extracted
in 1885, 360, That 45 pounds for 1884 shows what
1884. 45
a difference exists between the yield for a bad season and a
good season.
Another interesting item is the amount brought in in a
single day, or about, by a single colony during- a good flow
A. I. Root reports 20 pounds in two days {10 pounds per
dav) by an artificial swarm 43 pounds in three days (14'
and in another case 18
per day) during basswood tiow
pounds for a single day. Also a maximum of 10 pounds
per day during white clover flow.
L. C. Root reported 4,103 pounds in seven da^-s by 40
colonies, that is an average of over 14^ pounds per day and
:

^

;

;

per colony.
Mr. Doolittle reported 66 pounds in three days (22 pounds
per day) from basswood.
R.'Shipman. 72 pounds in four days (18 pounds per day)

from Alsike.
Mr. Atchley, 521 pounds in 21 days (nearly 25 pounds
per day) from Alsike.
Mr. Hambaugh reported 63 '^ pounds in six days (10^
per day) and from another colony 86 pounds in nine
days (9U per day), both from Spanish-needle in 1889. That
year from the same source 43 colonies gave him 2,021 in ten
days (nearly 4-V pounds per day). The same 43 colonies
yielded the following year from the same source, 2,033
pounds, the best yield being 73 pounds in five days by a
single colony (nearly 15 pounds per day).
We might also mention the colony of Dr. Gallup referred to above, which gave him 750 pounds during the season, of which 600 pounds were gathered in 30 days, making
an average of 20 pounds per day. Evidently some days
yielded more than 20 pounds, and some others less. The
same remark applies to several of the above figures. For
instance, when Mr. Atchley reports 521 pounds in 20 days it
is not impossible that some days may have brought in even
as much as 35 pounds. All these are maximums, we may say
exceptional yields, as we can see by comparing them with
;

,

the following.

This average honey-yield question was askt in Gleanings in Bee-Culture in 1887, and in the American Bee JournaUn 1888, *' What do you consider an average yield per
colony ?" Also in Gleanings in Bee-Culture in 1889, '* What
has been your average yield ?" Again in 1898, in the American Bee Journal, *' What do you consider an average crop
for the last 25 years ?" Here are the answers
:

comb, 5" lbs. extracted: 1888— 50 to 85 lbs.;
yearly from 350 to 400 colonies during 10 years;

Dadant & Son— Illinois. 18S7— 25

lbs.

lHh9— L'l.tMio to 22.n(H» lbs.
1898— about 5o lbs. extracted.
Mason— Ohio. 1887—60 lbs. extracted.

A. B.

:
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1887— 75 to 100 lbs. comb; 100 to 125 lbs. extracted;
80 lbs. extracted.
1887— &n lbs. comb; 1889— about 100 colonies.
Jas. Heddon- Michigan. 1887—50 lbs. comb, 75 lbs. extracted, and liO percent
increase in number of c-lonies.
O. O. Popnieton— 1>-87, 110 lbs. extracted, in Iowa: 1889-110 lbs., mostly extr'd,
in Iowa; is98— Nut more than 100 lbs., in Fioiida.
R. Wilkin- Calif. 1887- SSlbs.; 1889-75 lbs., mcsliy extracted; about 300colo'8.
Mr. Doolittle— New York. 1887—75 lbs. comb, I5'> lbs. extracted (but is on the
decrease.) 1888—75 lbs. comb; 1889- 801bs.; about 45 colonies, spring count;
1898-75 to 90 lbs.
A.J.Cook (in Michigan the first three answers; in California for the last.)
1887—50 lbs. comb. 75 lbs. excracied; ih'-8— 5o lbs. comb, loo lbs. extracted is
perhais high; I8y9— 75 lbs. until the last 3 years; about 2o colonics. 1898—
about 75 lbs., in California.
C.C.Miller- Illinois. I8s7— 3^^ lbs.; 1889— a little less than 40 lbs.; 200 colonies 1898— from 25 to 30 lbs.
E. France— Wisconsin. 18S7— 103 lbs. extracted for the years 1883-1886 inclusive; 1889— lOO lbs.; several hundred colonies; 1898- about 50 lbs. extracted.
B. E. Hasty- Ohio. 1887— below 20 lbs., in a poor location.

Paul Yiallon— Tjouieiana.
18^8- uu

W.

Z.

lbs.; I8y»

Hutchinson— Michigan.

Mrs. Harrison— Illinois. 1888—25 lbs.
H. D. Cutting— Michigan. 1888- 80 lbs., comb.
J. P. H. Brown- Georgia. 1888-40 lbs.; 1898— 30 lbs.
Eugene Secor-Iowa. 1888— 50 lbs., comb, 100 lbs., extracted; 1898—50 lbs., if
properly managed.
R. L. Taylor— Mich. 1888—35 to 40 lbs. 1898—40 lbs. comb from good colonies.
J. B. Pond— Massachusetts. 1888—50 lbs. is perhaps high.
C. H. Dibbern- Illinois. 1888—40 lbs.; 1898— about40 lbs., himself,
G. W. Demaree— Kentucky. 1888—50 lbs., not counting the last 3 years; 189s—
;

40 to 50 lbs.

M. Harabfuigh— (Illinois for the first answer. California for the last.) 1888•JO lbs., comb, 75 lbs., ext'd
1898— lou lbs. if in the hands of good bee-keepers.
H. K. Bnardman— Ohio. 1889—45 to 50 lbs., leaving out the worst seasons.
P. H. Blwood— New York. 1889-40 to 50 lbs.
A. K. Manum— Vt. 1889— from 500 to i,0(.io colonies; about 18,000 lbs. yearly
from about 350 colonies during the last lo years.
.). A. Green- Illinois.
is89— 45 lbs., comb. 90 lbs .extracted; 1898— 25 lbs.
J. H. Martin— (while yet in the East 1889-40 lbs., extracted, about 150 colonies
J.

;

>

The following correspondents answered only
Lovesy— Utah. 60 to

in 1898

:

W.

G. Larrabee- Vt. 40 lbs.
Jas. A. Stone-lli. 50 lbs.
R. C. Aikin— 40 lbs.
Mrs. J. M.NuIl-Mo. Bo to ino lbs., extracted: 35 tort" lbs., comb.
S. T. Pettit— Ont. 125 lbs. extracted, if properly handled; 75 lbs. corab, if properly handled.
Rev. M. Mahin— Ind. 25 lbs., taking all bee-keepers into consitleration.
D. W. Heise- Ont. G9 lbs. tor himself, but probably only 25 lbs. taking all beekeepers into consideration.

E.

S.

70 lbs.

The first thing- that appears from these fig-nres is how
much lower is the yield now than it was 10 years ago. Why
it is so would take too much space here to discuss, but the
comparison between the 1898 column and the three others
tells the tale at once.

Another point is clearly shown, that is, more honey can
be obtained by working" for extracted than for comb.
The most striking feature is the enormous discrepancy
between the maximum yields and the average yields. For
instance, Mr, Doolittle gives us a maximum of 566 pounds
of extracted and 309 pounds of comb, and in one instance 66
pounds brought in in three days by a single colony, and
then informs us that his average yield is only 80 pounds.
Two causes contribute to the fact. One is the great difference between the colonies composing an apiary this shows
that our methods, or rather practices, of management could
be improved there is no reason why the bad colonies
should not be as good as the best. The other is the difference between the seasons. As an illustration, the following from E. France & Son is striking
;

;

1880- fi.OfXi
1881— 4.000
1882—13.000

lbs.
lbs.
Ihs.

188.3— 22.05y lbs.

1884—31,489

lbs.

18H.5— 30,079 lbs.

1880— lo.ooo

lbs.
188(1- 42.4Ht) Iha.

from 124 coldnies, about 48 lbs. per colony.
from 75 colonies, 54 lbs. per colony; increase

to 157 colonies.

(record loHt): increast to 295 colonies.

from 211 colonies; loo lbs. per colony; (increase not reported.)
from 291 colonies; 109 lbs. per colony.
from 321 colonies; 91 lbs. per colony.
from 50 colonies sold 200 lbs. per colony.
from 396 colonies; lo8 lbs. per colony; increast to 507 colonies.
;

1887— 5,' (IN lbs. irntii 41n colonies; 12 lbs. per colony.
1H,«8— 1I.K24 Ills. Iroin 4:{i colonies; 28 lbs. per colony; increast to 588 colonies.
1889—2(1,070 lbs. Jroiu 531 colonies; 49 lbs. per colony.
1890— 3,125 lbs. from 049 colonies. 4 lbs. per colony; increast to 661 colonies.
1891— 30,0()(_) lbs. from .'">80 colonies: about 52 lbs. per colony.
1892- no surplus. G2i) colonies— fed 14 barrels sugar.
1893— 41,42."> lbs. from 323 c(»lonies; 129 lbs. per colony.
1894— 3,71-10 lbs. frc^m 4_'() coldnies; about 9 lbs. per colony.
1895— no surplus; fed 7 barrels sugar and killed 160 colonies to save feeding.

This from Mr.

Stolljey is

YEAR.
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but I do not think they do. The feeding- is done at a time
•when the bees do not fly very much, nor very far from
home. Besides, I find that my neighbor here is a pretty
g-ood sort of fellow, the same as he was in New York, and if
his bees should benefit slightly by my feed, it is not a
State's-prison ofi'ense. There seems to be a diiference in
locality, even in Cuba.
My three apiaries are in a row along one of the main
government roads. One is three miles north of home, and
the other out-apiary eight miles south. At present the
north apiary Lucado^is getting- no honey. The homeapiary Paula some
and the south apiary Dique is
storing some surplus.
When I came here Senor Ranelo had not visited the
Dique apiary in three months. Upon my first visit I found
one colony which some one had evidently tried to extract,
and gave it up as a bad job. The cover was oflf, and the
top story set crosswise upon the bottom story. Yet there
was brood in both stories and plenty of honey. This 'during the rainy season, and in a large apiary where robberbees are always looking for plunder, shows what bees will
sometimes stand. They were black bees, at that.
There are almost no fences left here, and but a small
share of the houses left standing. Thousands of acres that
were farmed before the war are now used for cattle-ranges.
In many cases it is not even known who owns the land.
Often entire families perisht where they were driven from
the farms into the villages, while the Spaniards spent the
months they were given to get out of Cuba, in destroj'ing
the records of the land transfers. Even the stones used to
record the surveys at the corners of the sections have the inscriptions effaced in many cases.
Everything of value
they could not take away with them seems to have been

—

—
—

—

;

—

wantonly destroyed.
My employer here can read a little English by means of
a grammar and a dictionary. He is a warm personal friend
of Mr. Craycraf t, and when the copy of the American Bee
Journal containing Mr. Craycraft's article read at the Philadelphia convention came to. hand, he wisht to read it. It
was his first attempt at the amended spelling. When I
came in he was tearing his hair and using all sorts of language towards a dictionary which, he said, did not have all
the words in. My knowledge of Spanish was not equal to
the task of explaining how it was that there should be two
waj's of spelling one word.
Senor Ranelo has a Spanish bee-paper which appears to
be pretty good.
Provincia Habana, Cuba, Oct. 10.

It seems to me that the remedy for these evils is very
simple. Nature has been thrown out of balance, and we
must get her back. In order to get her back we must ask
Nature a few questions. Nature says that the shade of the
tree is necessary for the continuous flow of the spring and
how lovingly the willow performs her part and where the
trout-brook winds its way thru the meadow, the clover and
the grasses grow with such vigor, and intertwine from bank
to bank if possible, thus shielding the water from the rays
of the sun, and preventing evaporation. Wherever the land
is not too valuable, these springs and little streams can be
protected by the planting of trees. The willow, locust,
bassvfood and the maple would be agreeable to the beekeeper, and perform the work of making shade. The locust
tree alone would make a rapid growth, and in a few years
the grove could be trimmed out at a profit for wood or fenceposts. The sugar-maple would make fair returns from its
honey and sugar, while the basswood would bear thinning
out within 20 years for its white lumber. Going a little
further, is there not a benefit in the judicious planting- of
trees even where the land is valuable ?
The ten acres planted by Mr. Root was upon poor
ground, but, according to his confession, if he had been as
enthusiastic in forestry as he is in gardening, the result
would have been different in spite of the lack of drainage.
;

;

BY

Honey — Some
J.

H.

the years pass, the tree-top acreage will increase.
The planting of trees for the honej- they will secrete is
and here in California some
a matter of wide application
of our bee-men are alive to its importance.
Here, where so much depends upon the conservation of
the water supply, the government comes to our aid, and has
set off large tracts of our mountain lands into government
parks. Our large timber grows upon these mountains and
but for the timely interference of the government, the
woodman's axe would leave them as barren as a desert.
Associations, with men of wide experience in forestry, are
and when the planting of trees is in
in active operation
progress the bee-man is remembered in the planting of the
eucalyptus. The basswood will grow in California, and a
judicious planting of it in favored locations on the mountains would surely result in benefit.
We hope the time will come when we shall learn to cultivate Nature, as seen in the animal, the tree, the fountain,
the flower and the insect, and there will be harmony among
them all. We have much' to learn, and many questions to
ask of Dame Nature, but she will not fail us if we ask un;

;

;

listen patiently.

— Bee-Keepers' Review.
Los Angeles

MARTIN.

living at the old home in eastern New York I
in daily contact with specimens of such noble
trees as the basswood, sugar-maple and elm
and the
drooping-willow grew to perfection on the old homestead
farm. The public highway ran thru it for a distance of
about 80 rods, and it was once m)' desire to make that 80
rods a beautiful avenue and when opportunity offered I
planted trees, both basswood and maple. Those trees have
been growing for more than 20 years and I have assurances from parties who live near them that there is now a
fine avenue, with but few bees near to gather the honey.
Certainly, a score or more of basswood trees along the roadside would amount to but little for the operations of a large
apiary, but if farmers, could become interested in treeplanting there would be a chance for more bee-keepinglater on.
ideas in relation to tree-planting had been definitely
formulated and settled long before I left the East. Thei'e
is scarcely a farm in the hill country of eastern New York
and the New England States without more or less waste
land upon it. The steep and stony hillside has been denuded
of trere, what little fertility the land possest has been ex;

;

;

My

hausted from repeated croppings, and now it is turned over
to stones and weeds, and called the " back pasture." Upon
this same barren hillside the tree will grow, and in its
thrift will draw moisture to the surface, and perhaps the
long-forgotten spring will come to life again.
I have seen many hillsides that were naturally moist, or
which had a fringe of springs upon their lower edges, made
as dry as a bone from the free use of the woodman's axe.
When the spring fails, the little stream diminishes, the
river a little farther down becomes sluggish, sandbars appear, and navigation ceases all a result from the denuded

—

and

Co., Calif.

Sug'gestions.

WHEN
was

hillsides.

the locust will make a good growth
and produce quite an amount of honey, and, as

The basswood and
in ten years,

selfish!}'

Planting" Trees for
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ABC

of Bee=Culture, just
The New (1899) Edition of
revised, is indeed a fine work, very interesting descriptions
of which have been given on pages 603, 619, and 635. It is a
book every bee-keeper should read thoroly. The regular postpaid price is $1.20, but to all our subscribers who pay any
arrears that may be due, and also 31.00 for the Bee Journal
for 1900 (next year), we will mail a copy of A B C of BeeCulture for only 75 cents, provided the order is received
before January 1, next. We make this sameoft'er to all who
have paid their subscriptions to the end of 1899 send us
$1.75 and we will mail you the book and credit your subscription for 1900. We make the same offers on " Langstroth on the Honey-Bee," revised by Dadant (1899 edition).

—

Yorli's Honey Almanac is a neat little 32-page pamphespecially gotten up with a view to create a demand for
honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
sample for
furnish them, postpaid, at these prices
a stamp 25 copies for 40 cents 50 for 70 cents 100 for
$1.00 250 for $2.25 500 for §4.00. For 25 cents extra we
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
let

We

:

;

;

;

A

;

;

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as the)' last. Better order at once, if you want a copy
of this song.
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here a few years ago, and how the American Bee Journal
helpt to drive out such concerns that were fleecing- bee-keepAnother was Geo. T. Wheadon & Co., said to have
ers.
been backt by Terrill Bros., all of whom are out of the busi-

ness now, having made their "pile," we presume, and also
on account of its getting- " too warm " for them where they
were doing- business.
We are glad that all business is coming more and more
Some one has well
to a cash basis pay cash and get cash.
It's a pretty good
said, ' Pay as you go, or else don't go."
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A German FouUBrood
Mr. N. E. France, the

We

consin.

Circular

has been issued b3Wis-

efficient foul-brood inspector of

presume there are so many German bee-keep-

who are unable to read English that it is
really necessary to " sprechen Deutsch " to them in order
ers in that State

the

more

effectually to destroy the foul disease

among

bees.

—

rule to follow,

if

at all possible.

Prettiest Bee-Yard Yet

Shown

Gleanings in Bee-Culture
shown on page 625 of this journal.
ment and " commend ;"

saj-s in

is

in

what Mr. " Steno^referring to the one

Here

his whole

is

com-

Mr. Thos. Wm. Cowan,
nal, as

Mr. York is introducing pictures more and more into
his excellent journal, and I commend him for it.
On the
first page of his issue for Oct. S is given a view of what I
deem to be the prettiest bee-yard yet shown. It belongs to
F. G. Herman, of New Jersey. It is a veritable little park,
and Rambler's " muse " prompts one to say

editor of the British Bee Jouris living now in CaliforIn a letter received from him dated

most of our readers know,

nia (Monterey County).
Oct. 18, he saj's

;

"We

have been enjoying this place very much, and I
have certainly never been anywhere where the climate is so
agreeable. The thermometer has ranged all the summer

:

I'd like to

And

be a houejp-bee,
around that park;

fiy
I'd visit all

the llowers bright,

my combs by dark.
Thank you, Mr. "Stenog," for your words of commendation, and poetical musing. We are glad to know that you
are able to find occasional "Pickings" in our "Field."
And

fill

Pictures in bee-papers are getting
The great advance in the past few
magazines in this respect has been
single glance at a picture will give

be quite a feature.
years in all classes of
very markt. Often a
one a more clear idea
than a long wordy description. Considering the character
of Gleanings in Bee-Culture pictorially, and his connection
therewith, " Stenog's " opinion may be counted of some
to

value.

Packages for Retailing Extracted Honey.— R.

C. Aikin,

Progressive Bee-Keeper, thinks that lard-pails are
fine for the general trade in extracted honey.
The pails
are piled up and left till the honey is solid as lard, then it is
ready to sell. Editor Doolittle also wants the honey candied, but is enthusiastic over boxes as packages for extracted honey. Five-pound boxes are made of 's stuff, 10pound boxes of '+ stuff (likely those two dimensions should
change places). 25-pound of '2 inch, 50-pound of '4 inch, and
the 100-pound box of itich stuff. The box is coated inside
with paraffine, filled with its proper weight of honey and a
little extra for waste and good measure, a piece of paraflRne
paper is put over and the cover laid on, and when it is candied it is nailed up and is ready for shipment. If a box is
broken there is little loss. Advantages are, cheapness,
solid packing, and a lower freight rate.
in the

J/r. T/ws.

Coica/i's California

Il'in.

Home.

between 55 and 70 degrees, and only last week did we g-et
up to 78 degrees. Mrs. Cowan has been wonderfully well.
and it has done me an immense amount of good.
" I am sending you a photograph of our place here, so
that 3'ou may have some idea of the vegetation. You see
we are surrounded with palms and other tropical or semiit

tropical plants."

We are very glad indeed to know that our good English
friends are enjoying their sojourn in our Western climate,
and among- our people. We hope they will conclude to remain permanently. " Uncle Samuel " will be delighted to
adopt them, and as many more like them as will come over
our " Eastern Pond."
But no wonder Mr. and Mrs. Cowan are well and happy
such a lovely place as is shown in the picture sent us,
and which we take pleasure in showing to our readers. All
it lacks is a few colonies of bees on that beautiful lawn a
few rods west of the mansion.
ill

To Whiten the Neck.— Mr.
ilton Co., Ohio,
" fair sex :"

J. N. Ladenburger, of Hamsends us the following clipping for the

When the neck and throat have become brown or yellow looking they may be whitened by the persistent application every night of the following paste, spread on a soft
rag and wrapt around the neck Honey, one ounce lemonjuice, one teaspoonful
oil of bitter almonds, sis drops;
the whites of two eggs. Add enough fine oatmeal to make
:

;

;

a smooth paste.

The Genesee County Bee=Keepers' Society was organized at Batavia, N. Y., Aug. 31. The officers elected
F. H. Fargo, president

R. R. Pierson, G. W. Young and F. L. Watton Secretary, O. J. Gardner, of West Bethany and treasurer, H. H. Fisher.
We
.wish the new organization all the success possible.
are

:

;

vice-presidents,
;

;

—

Alli.\nce. A four months' subscription
Alliance, the handsome illustrated magazine of animals and pets a neat book containing a charming story of an animals fidelity and showing man's inhumanity to man also an interesting book on the subject
of Humane Education, will be sent free, for 10 cents to
cover the cost of forwarding. The Humane Alliance, 127
East 23rd St., New York, N. Y.

The Humane

to

The Humane

;

:

« « «

Mr. John H. Martin,
ing us Oct.

"We

21,

said

of

Los Angeles

Co., Calif., writ-

:

have had a nice rain, and the fields and the mountain sides begin to respond to the moisture by putting on a
green hue. Judging from the rainfall in tlie past, we are
sure of a bountiful amount of water the coming winter."

:
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Do you want a Good
Market for your Crop of Honey,
BOTH COMB AND EXTRACTED?
We

are in position to handle any quantity-, large or small, to better advantage than any other house, for the

following reasons

:

We deal almost exclusively in honey, giving it our closest attention all the year round.
We keep ourselves thorolj- posted as to the result of the crops gathered in the honey-producing States.
We are acquainted veith the most desirable trade thruout the country, and know exactly what their wants are.
We know, thru our long experience, the different varieties and qualities of honey therefore know what we
;

and no fear of selling fancy stock at the price of a third grade.
handle by far the bulk of all the honey sent to New York, and our volume of business enables ns
are selling,

We

to

make

the charges very reasonable.
Why, then, should we not be able to handle your crop to advantage, and do you justice in every respect ?
BUY OUTRIGHT as well, from small lots to carloads,
We handle not only on commission, but
for spot cash.
If you prefer to sell your product, write us, stating quantity you have, quality, and how put up. and we will

WE

make you our cash

We

offer.

shall be glad to correspond with you in regard to your crop,

from

HiLDRETH
I20

43.^Tt

DOIV'T

tor

We

it

will

it.

So

on

celebrated
trial.

siUif.le

&

Thisevi-

a child can

^^'Sift^-^

Here we Go^Baroalii
For a limited lime (as long as t)ur present
< la.=;ts
we will sell Muth's 2=lb. Square

stoc

Olass Honey-Jars, includintr corks, at the same
price as our 1-lb. Jars, $5.70 per trrnss. This is

They

will g-olike hot-cakes

at these prices, so send in your orders immediately if you want them, and at the same time
don't fureret we are headquarters for the South
in the Bee=SuppIy business, including- Root's
tiaoJs, Langstroth Hives, etc. Catalog- free.

C. H. WZ.

WZEBER,
Muth

Successor to C. F.
Oi: Son,
2146' Central Avenue.
CINCINNATI, O.
40Atf
Please mention the Bee Journal

THe Mississipi Valley Democrat

AND

Journal of Agriculture,
ST.

ILiOXJIS,

HATGHs

of succMs.

-and

IS/LO.

A

wide-awake, practical Western paper for
wide-awake, practical Western farmers, stockraisers, poultry people and fruit-growers, to
learn the science of breeding-, feeding- and mauajjemeut. Special departments for horses, cattle, hog's, sheep, poultry and dairy.
No farmer
can afford to do without it.

stands for American farmers and pri.)ducers. It is the leading- exponent of agriculture
as a business, and at the same time the champion of the Agri cull nral States and the producer
in politics. Subscription, One Dollar a Year.
It

jKb^, Write for Sample Copy
Please mention Bee Journal wiien -writing.

perfe>_t ma'_hiiie

—

Sliade vs.

i^

A

simple,
'

the

iLLlNOBS.
in several convenient sizes,

from 50c[^^up.

sudden ebangcs iu tempcrnture.

P;irked with asbestos andcovereiJ ivilh iron.

C-ia't shrink or warp,
Hon't buy aa iccaour l^'ree t'otfllop-iU'.

8iin><liine. A. Norton,
Gleanings in BeeCuIture, while not dispnting what may be in other places, says
' It has been my experience, the result of
extended observation in various parts

orburn from

among

PATENT WIRED COMB FODiSDATION

in

SL.80.

chicks with machines tiiat leave no doubt

Inipcrviuui^ to

Adams St. Delaware Cltj^Del.
"writiiLi?"

CfTY.

(your

Made

f-.r yv.ii''Ty lloiiii'S etc.. '^5 eta.

Please mention Bee Journal -when

NEW YORK

AND BROOD

HEW

ninil. First prize Worl.J's Fiiir. Also eoU
luanijfactur'^s of Siiupllrlty Incubntor*
Catal.>L'"e snH Poidtry Helps 5 cta.
Clana

a reduction of

have the pleasure of hearing

5EQELKEN,

EEPOM BOILED]
J)OWN«-

jflvlnir It

semUhe

PREMIER INCUBATOR
dtnies our f:i]ihin

IIOLI'MHIA I.NfXlRATOR 10.^

to

and 122 West Broadway,

BUY
AW INCrBATOR
and pay
before
b
trial.

and hope

j'ou soon.

the coast valleys of California, that

bees in the shade are invariably as cross as
can be endured, when the same bees in the
warm sunshine will be tractable. Moreover, the honey will be sealed over in a

lanipeijiiiision orsup'-r-heatinc

tator or brooder urfil

yon

ct-t

H. JONESr, Box:i!*, STREATOR, ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal v.4ien -writing.

tl.

Has no

Sa.g in

thinner or

less ripened state in the shade.
of both conditions is not hard
to seek. Shade, then, is eminently a question of locality.' "

The reason

•

SIia«1e for Hives is considered a
source of profit by the Wilson Bros., of the
Kickapoo Valley, Wisconsin. For two
years they have been making observations
on this point, and they think that shade increases the surplus about one-fifth. Their
idea is that the intense heat upon the walls
of a single-walled hive drives the bees from
the bive to a certain extent upon hot days.
Herbert Clute told me that he secured more
honey from colonies in chail hives than
from those in single-walled hives. I related
these views to
A. Hatch, of Richland
County, Wis., and he took opposite views.
The Wilsons prefer trees for shade. Boxelders grow quickly and make a nice tree.
Bee-Keepers' Review.

C

—

IIung':ti-i:tn ISee.s.— The Banater or
Hungarian bee, says Baron Bela Ambrozic,
occupies an intermediate position between
the Italian and Carniolan in swarming pro-

and also in brood-rearing, and
storage of honey in the brood-chamber.
The colonies do not become weak in a proclivities,

Erood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Flslibone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being- the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of an}' foundation made.

J. A.

VAN OEUSEN,

Scile Manufacturer,
Sprout Brook, Moatgomery Co., N.Y.

Please mention Bee Journal

Dairy

when

-writing

Farm For Sale

consisting- of 235 acres, as good a farm as there
is iu Lake Co., 111., located only 26 miles north
of the Chicag"0 court-house, ou the old Chicago
and Milwaukee siag-e-road (or Milwaukee Ave.

now), and 1% miles from Prairie View ou the
Wisconsin Central railroad. The beautiful Desptaines river runs thru the pasture, besides the
timber l.^nd. Also 10 acres of good timber one
mile northeast ol Half Day, making- 254 acres
in all.

The farm

not only a splendid one for dairygood location for bees. There
sweet clover, basswood, etc.
The editor of the American Bee Journal has
been ou the farm and will confirm every statement concerning its value.
Address, for further particulars, terms, etc.,
is

ing", but is also a
is white clover,

Mrs. J. B. flijers, Libertuville, Lake Co. III.
Please mention Bee Jotarnal -when -writing.

.

i

:

.

—

Nov.

Italians do, while at the
store enough for the future.
Its only faults are its inclination to rob,
and to fly for nectar in bad weather, when
numbers often perish. Since 1873 he has
shipt nearly 0,000 colonies and 8.500 queens
to nearly all the countries of Europe and
America, and from Russia to Illinois. Ohio

longed

flow as

same time they

Rooi's Golumn

and Kentucky, and

-THE-

ABC ^^^

^mr^
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it

has met with great

favor. It is gray, with yellowish abdominal rings and yellowish down, and somewhat slenderer than the Carniolan, and it
has a direct flight, while that of the Carniolan is waving. The best colored examples
are in southern Hungary those from the
mountainous regions are much darker.

SUFFERERS
FROM

34 Central Music

Revised

Please mention Bee Journal -when writint:^

Mim
GHSCKENS
BY STEAM-with
tbe

^

(_)nlY

1889 by

in

one month since

the press, but nearly

DRED COPIES
ican

E. R. Root.

work on

date like the

it

came from

EIGHTEEN HUN =
No

sold.

other Amer-

this subject is kept

up

to

A B C of Bee-Culture.

reversing the
have a
combs when extracting. There are two
combs in each basket, with a sheet of tin
between them. The honey from the inner
comb is thrown against the tin and runs
down just the same as tho it had been
thrown against the inside of the extractingcan. To reverse the combs, a comb in the
basket farthest away isgraspt with the left
hand, and one in the nearest basket by the
right hand, then they are lifted up and
quickly exchanged without any turning
about. The comb from the far basket is put
down in the near basket, and "ice ivrsa. This
obviates any turning around of the combs,
and two are moved at the same time. Mr.
Coggshall prefers to have shallow combs go
into the basket the same way as they hang
in the hive, as they can be reverst with less
motion.— Bee-Keepers' Review.

don, says
"

I

;

must thank you for your kindness

in sending'

me

tion of the

AEC

I

a copy of your

new

edi-

of Bee-Culture, which

have cursorily pursued with great

pleasure.

I

see there

is

new matter introduced

a great deal of
to the advan-

tage of the book.
' Your plan of revising every edition
and eliminating obsolete practices and
appliances is a very good one. and it is
the only way to keep up with the times
because a few years make such a
change in bee-keeping, and those books
written 8 or 10 years ago are, quite obs<jlete.
There are only three books
that I know of that are issued on the
same principle, and these are your
A B C of Bee-Culture, Bertrand's Conduite du Rucher, and my guide-book."
Yours very truly.

Thos.

For sale by
ers'

Supplies.

If sent

all

Wm. Cowan.

dealers in Bee-Keep-

Price, $1.20. postpaid.

with other goods by freight or

express, not prepaid, $1.00.

Clubbed

with Gleanings in Bee-Culture one year
for S1.75. all postpaid.

THE A. L ROOT
MEDINA, OHIO.

CO,

'I'he

Price ot

I*Iaii«

Sections. —

of the arguments in favor of plain sections was that, taking less lumber and labor
than the old style, they would cost less. So
far they have beeu sold at the same price.
There may be jilstiBcation for this on the

ground that a manufacturer who has been
at some pains to introduce them should
have some reward therefor. But one can
hardly see why those who have made no
effort for their introduction, and especially
those who have opposed them, should be
thus rewarded. Yet all alike sell the plain

sections at the same price as the old-style,
being the only ones
the manufacturers
According to
benefited by the change.
however, a
Culture,
Gleanings in Bee
change Is likely to come. The editor snys:

"Since basswood timber, like all other
is advancing so sharply— nearly a
third- it begins to look as if there ought to
be a diflJerence iu price between plain sections and the old-style with bee-ways; for
the latter, taking more timber, and more
labor to make, of necessity cost more....
There will probably not be much dilTerence
in the price the coming season, altho it is
timber,

plain that, when plain sections come more
into popular favor, they will have to be
sold for less money. Our own books show
that they are working that way."

Kcc-Iic<-]>ins' in

Till

Wreeoe. — Glean-

ings in Bee-Culture says that a correspondent of the Revue Eclectique, in writing
from Greece, gives the following:
" From the most remote antiquity, and
even before all civilization, Greece was a
country essentially honey-yielding; and
even down to our times the honey harvest
in Hellenic countries has had a celebrity
that no other rival product has been able
to share; for the abundance and especially

the richness of the flora of certain localities favor in an especial manner this agricultural industry.
" Nevertheless, in spite of the exceptional
situation of Greece, it is to be noted that
the honey-production of that State does
not exceed .5200,000 in value, and this does
not suffice for home consumption. On the
other hand, the celebrated honey of Hymettus. once gathered upon the mountain
of that name, is produced no more. Grecian honey, the superiority of which is due
essentially to its aroma, and to its fine fla-

IIMfiilOR
isful

lids

Lowi.---.t |irii:vil i.st-cla^.s

<

lialcbor

njadt.-,

Gi:«. IH. ST All L,
4to1-'-i S. fith St.. 4^iinry,

of

One

Bim[ilc, [.HTffct. seir-reBulatiin;

EXCELSIOR

Rcversinjr Extracting' - t'oiiihs
<tuickl) .—Messrs. Coggshall and Howe

See what the senior editor of the
British Bee Journal, publisht in Lon-

CHICAGO,

Jfi^^Write at once, stating" a^re, sex, occupation,
troubled, post-office address, and enclose
return stamp for immediate reply.

Bee-Keepers' Review.

Bee Culture.

Hall,

bow

-OF-

=

FREE, by

DR. PEIRO.

addressiu",^

;

rapid method

LUNG ^KIDNEY

troubles can obtain valuable advice,

I'h-asK

meuLRMi

Hil^;

f<

I

III,

uai.

The Rural Californian
Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturag-e and NectarProducing Plants: the Bee-Ranches and bow
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by an expert bee-man. Besides
this the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. SI. 00 per year; 6

mouths,

218 Xorlli

T-^

Sample copies, 10 cents.
THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
Los Anoeles, C..iL.
M.Tin Street.

50 cents.

—
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BEST WHITE

ALFALFA HONEY
In

WE

have been able

6o=pound Tin Cans.

secure a quantity of

to

WHITE ALFALFA EXTRACTED HONEY

for the present at these prices, on board cars here in Chicag'o
cans, in a box, 9^4 cents a pound 4 or more cans, 9 cents a pound.

^yh^ch we offer
Sample by mail. 10 cents 2 60-pound
Cash with order in all cases.

:

;

;

Owing

to our limited supply of this fine honey, those desiring-

it

should order promptly.

GEORGE W. YORK &
ii8

called rin\mntli. or honey of roses. The colonies that produce this honey are situated
in the province of Carystie. in the Eub(_ea
regions which are covered with wild roses,
from which the bees gather honey.

Weekly

17 copies of the

"MICHIGAN FARMER"
Will be sent to any address on

"The honey produced by the juices of
these plants exhales a perfume of roses that
is very markt.
It is sent principally to
Constantinople, where it is sold at a very
high price to Turkish families, who use it
for cooking, and for seasoning their pastry.
Wax is worth from 37 to 4.5 cents a pound. ^'

only 15

trial for

cents (or 5 for 40 cts. sent to different addresses)
—less than a cent a copy for a larg-e weekly
national Farm, Stock and Home Mag-azine. Has
many special features— any one alone is worth
the price. Paper will start day order is received
and continue weekly to Jan. 1. Currency or

stamps.

Address.

MICHIGAN FARMER,

Mich,

Detroit,

[The publishers of the M. F. are perfectly responsible; their offer is a barg-ain.— Ed.]
Please mention Bee Journal -wheTi writing.

UNION COMBINATION Saw—

A
-^^y
/ V
'^
..

•

,

for

ripping.
cross - cuttmii.
miiering, rabbeting, proov-

'ir

^^
***ing,

Kttininn,

scroll

sawing,

-

boring,

mo u

edge-

d n g
beading, etc.
Full line FOOT
i

1

,

AND U A ND-

Power

CHINEHY.

Sen-I

Seneca Falls

!iir ('Htil)iit:

Jits. €».. 46

Insects Fertilizing Ifilossonis. —
In seven localities in Austria, last year, experiments on the fertilizing of fruit-blossoms were conducted according to a concerted plan on a variety of trees and
shrubs, choosing those that had not borne
much the preceding year. In one locality
apple-blossoms covered from insects bloomed one to three days longer than uncovered
ones
pear-blossoms four to five days
longer and plum-blossoms four to six days.
No fruit set on the covered apple-boughs,
and less on the covered pear and plum
boughs than on the uncovered ones, much

St..

Seneca Falls, K.V.

when

-writing.

Foundation

Wholesale and Retail.

Working Wax.
INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

DO NOT FAIL
Before placing^ your order, to send
what you need in

me

a

:

of which fell off prematurely. In another
locality the experiment was tried on an
tr*-e, a pear and a cherry, which
bore fruit in abundance on the uncovered
All the covered blossoms rebranches.
mained in bloom longer, but none developt
except one of the almond blossoms, apparently because it rubbed against the covering, and this withered without a kernel. In
the third locality, twocovered apple boughs
bloomed three days longer than the others,
and no fruit developt, while the uncovered
branches bore in abundance. In the other
four localities the experiments and results
were so similar it is not worth while to

mention them particularly. The whole
forms a convincing proof that insect aid is
necessary to the fruit industry. — Bee-Keepers' Review.

list of

BEESWAX

GUS DITTMER,

Augusta, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

LANDS

Located on tho

SOUTHERN

^^
^^
And

Illiuois Ceutral R. R. in

^^

ILLINOIS

also located on the Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley R. R. in the famous

YAZOO VALLEY
of Mississippi—^specially adapted to the
raising- of

CORN AND HOGS,

Soil Ricliesi

t'h^

World.

Write for Pamphlets and Maps.
E. P,

SKENE, Land Commissioner,

Cent. R. R. Co., P.irl( Row,
CHICAGO, ILL.
30Alt.t
111.

I nlcse
with p.iod wheels.
the wheels nre Brood the wngon In
a lalliire. IF YOV III Y TilK

hetrlns

ELECTRIC STEEL WHEEL

iiiail^tnilt Hiiv wHir.iTi-yi'iir wa-^-on
will alwav^ have ^ri"»t whrt-ls. Can't
'

Any
r-n. Nn l.K.se tires.
heitrht, anv wi<ltlitir<' (^'atalojr free.

dry out or

EUECtRIC WHEEL CO.

tttJLNOy, ILL.
Box 16
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Room

413,

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing,

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
vou cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.
If

%Vool Itlarkets an«l Sheep
has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first. foremost and all the time.
Are Tou interested? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAGO,

ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal v/hen writing.

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

We

have made arraiiifements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the foUowiiif^ prices, cash with
the order:

A Good Wagon

Foundation, Sections,
Ajid other Supplies, and jret my prices. You
will get the best goods and save money. IllusWANTED.
trated Catalog Free.

(^HE^pFARM

;

almond

A.

Water

Please me?jtion Bee Journal

Comb

Ma-

CO.,

Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

vor and nutritive properties, sells in Athens
at from 37 to 4.5 cents a pound.
There is also another kind of honey

For 15 cents

Address,

sm

Sweet Clever (while)
While Clover

60c
80c
60c
5Sc

10ft
$1.00
1.40
1.20

Alfalfa Clover
.90
Crimson Clover
Prices subject to market changes.

Add

25 cents to
freight.

25ft
$2.25
3.00
2.75
2.00

soft
$4.00
5,00
5.00
3.50

your order, for cartage,

if

wanted by

Your orders

are solicited.

GEORGE
118

Michigan

W.

Street,

YORK & CO.
-

CHICAGO, ILL.

Nov.

2,

—
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HOW MANY EGGS

s»s?>a^T^:g^teg
.In

^..ll

^',

c^

No tnatlfr, you wjl) izet L«ictf rts many it yni feeii the h.Ti.'! Greon tilt BoDC. It <
the ces ptodiiet in every In^tunoe. It niakci* hen« lay In cold weather /^

I'

<toiil)k-->

mANN'S NEW BONE CUTTERS
hrij

\'

I

-.-s :ire

worth the most money.

makes early and loug layers

It

of the pullets,

'

maketll^ In.-n business sure and prnfltitble. Mann's Clover
entirely of ir.™ ninl steel.
Mann's Swinping Feed Tray
tiiehen that wants to scratch or rr.ost in the 'rouKU—pr-virn^ wa^tc. Mann's
Cranite Crystal Crlt Is all Crit-""dirt fash orin~w.iiTii..iit«. iiiii~trntc,i

"h.-iit nil." Tliey

Cutter made

A Conqueror.
Noble

is

'ic;it.

be whose moral strensjth

.

Of appetite and

Best....

sin,

WP:

:)iiiplly.
I

r

f
f

Preparing for Winter Report.
I am packing my bees for winter.
I take

is

Allen Co., Kans., Oct.

Ifi.

POULTRY BOOM>

nee ic conducting; the lar^eft pure biood poultry plsnt in the i^ountry. Treats ineidenl;illy ^
newest and hest things ahout the world fa^ll^ua KflinMo IncntiatarH and Kroiidfri.
to anybody for 10c to cover puiitage.
Reliablelac.& BrooderCo..Box B-2 Quiacy.lll.

THE FARM HOME,
SPRINGFIELD,

ILL.

A

good, live, up-to-date journal for the practical American farmer.
Special departments for horses, cattle, sheep, hog-s, poultry and dairy interests.

Subscription, $1.00 a Year....
Send for Sample Copy....
Please mention Bee Journal -when vn-iting.

44Ctf

If you care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper

The

short in this locality

had not been for sweet clover
the bees could not have liveJ thru the summer, but by its help we got a small .surplus,
say 10 pounds per colony.
O. H. Lasu.
it it

111.

on the poultry business in this eouiitr\ .-^^^
way drawn from years of ripe ex-;^

very latest, up-to-iiate

*®-IF

California

Short Honey Crop.
in fact,

t

CO., 118 Mich. St., Chicago,

the

s Bt

;

The honey crop

YORK &

The 20IfiGlNTlRY
authority
1

Oct. 23.

W.

treats the entire subject in a masterful

It

III.,

Address,

GEORGE

Co., Tenn., Oct. 17.

Co.,

writing.

have some very fine WISCONSIN BASSWOOD EXTRACTED H(.)NEY
in barrels, each holdinfr 3t)0 pounds of honey, which we offer at 9 cents a
pound, f.o.b. Chicag-o, cash with order. Samjile by mail. 10 cents. We can ship

Bees have been booming on asters for the
past two weeks
They will have plenty o£
stores to winter on, and I think some to
spare. The early honey crop was very
short, but of fine quality. J. S. Wokley.

Logan

MILFORD, MASS.

IN" S-A-I^R^BIjS.

Demoresl's Magfazine.

the slats out of one super, leaving the lower
super with the section slats in put in the
canvas mat or thin boards over the section
slats, then fill the two supers with dry
leaves. I have always wintered my bees
on the summer stands, and my loss has
never exceeded 5 percent. My crop this
year has been fair, about 3,300 pounds from
02 colonies, spring count. I doubled back
all my after July swarms, which leaves all
colonies strong, and hives full of winter
stores.
J. Q. Smith.

77

when

Extracted Honey

Basswood

Plenty of Stores for Winter.

Maury

MAMM CO. Box

Please mention Bee Journal

He flings hope's stately portals wide.
And bids the lost come in.
Rose Haktavick Thorpe,
in

F. W.

atai .i.ue free.

Beats down the walls of wronfr.
Whose honest manhood uplifts man,
Whose life is like a song;
The brave and steadfast conqueror

The

Pacific Rural Press,

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other publisht, send $1.25

and

Agricultural
Publisht weekly,
handsomely illustrated, $2.00 per annum. Samleading- Horticultural

to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

paper of the Pacific Coast.
ple

copy

330

Market

YOU WANT THE

=^ BEE-BOOK
B66-K66p6rs' Guide.

free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street,
San Francisco, Cal.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

-

Last Winter a Severe One.
that all small bee-keepers were
wiped out of existence during the long and
extremely cold weather we had last winter.
In fact, I saw only one man at our fair who
said he saved any of his bees. I exhibited
three colonies of bees in observatory hives,
and I believe I am safe in saying that hundreds of people askt me it I had any bees
to sell. It seemed that nearly every one
who had lost his bees was not discouraged,
but wanted to begin again. It seemed to be
the universal answer to a question of mine
that I would put to a stranger who would
come along and look at my bees, "Have
you bees at home ?" '-No; I did have until
they died last winter."
I

find

" Are those bees for sale, or will you sell
a colony or two to commence with

me

again ?"
There are no

large beekeepers in this
vicinity; in fact. I am the largest. I think,
in our county, having a little over 100 colonies.
Chauncey Reynolds.
Sandusky Co., Ohio, Oct. 16.

Bee-Keeping
The

fatality

in

Minnesota.

among

the bees in this part
of the country last winter almost discouraged most of those engaged in the business.
Some lost all of their bees, while some were
more fortunate, yet fully
percent died
last winter and during the spring.
I
put 39 colonies into winter quarters,
and had 34 to start with in the spring. 1
have just doubled my number of colonies,
and have taken over 3,000 pounds of comb
honey, and my bees are seemingly in good
condition for winter.
Now, I would like some one to explain
the reason why so many lost their bees—

M

The Novelty Pocket-Knife
,A heavier and stronger kuite than the one

HOWARD

we

offered heretofore.)

M. MELBEE,

HONEYVILLE, O.
(This Cut

is

Your Name on the Knife.— When
wish put on the Knife.
The Novelty Knife

the Full Size of the

Knife.)

ordering:, be sure to say just

what name and address you

is
The novelty lies in the handle. It is made beautifully
of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as plass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side
of the handle is placed the name and residence of the Subscriber.
The Alaterial entering- into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality; the blades afe
hand-forg:ed out of the very finest Eng^lish razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsttirs
are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver
wire; the linin^-^s are plate brass; the back spring's of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the
handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.
Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the owner will
never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder v/ill return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling,
and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the Noveltips, your
Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in case of death, your relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.
How appropriate this knife is for a present What more lasting memento could a mother
jrive to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us tiikee new stesckibers to the Bee Journal (with $3.00), and we will also send to
each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book. Bees and Honey. We will club the
Novelty Knife and the Bee Journal for one 3'ear, both for $1.90.

indeed a novelty.

1

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 118 Michigan

St.,

CHICAGO.

—

!
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be sefured from grain Ted to live t;tnik if it is lOi.k'-d. It is
easily diKi-Mttd'aad aHMimilatcd by the animal stoma'jli.

FEED COOHERS

cook feed in the qui<'kestand best way and with the least amount of tuel.
Made ei' cast iron, lined with steel. Boilers made of heavy galvanized
steel, made in V-i sizes. Capacity from i?* to 100 prals. Strong, weii made
and will last indetinitely. Order before the cold weather catches you.

Electric Wheel Co.,

Please mention Bee journal

BY RETURN

f6, puincy,
writing.

GOLDEN BEAUTY

MA.IL ITALIAN QUEENS

—reared from Imported Mothers.

Untested,

SO cents; Tested, 11.00.

TERRflL BROS. Lampasas, Lamp. Go.

OUR MOTTO

:

me send vou my 64BEE-KEEPERS patre Catalog for 1899.
/exiicins, XVetumpJca, Ata,
J.
Let

M

Tex
Please mention Bee Journal "when writina-

Please mention the Bee Journal.

ISAtf

Box

when

WELL MANOFAGTUREO STOCK-IJUICK SHIPMENTS.

Seciions, StiiDDino-Gases and

B66-K66D6rS' SliPPll6§
We make

a specialty of making- the very best Sections on the market.
iii this part of Wisconsin is acknowledg-ed by all to be
selected, young and
the best for making the ONE-PIECE
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog- and Price-List FREE.

The

BASSWOOD

HONEY-SECTIONS—

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
MARSHFIELD, WISCONSIN.

Please meiftion the Bee Journal when \Yriting

Q. B.

LEWIS COMPANY,
WATERTOWN,

WIS,,

CAN FURNISH YOU WITH THE VERY FINEST

TUB

I am selling for 12' j cents per section, seven
to the toot, regardless of color. I have no

dark buckwheat honey, and

-WOR,L.D.

Parties -wanting- goods before new catalog is issued will please write for
quotations. We want every BEE=KEEPER on our list.
If you did not receive our catalog last j-ear send us j-our name and address
and we will mail you our new catalog as soon as it is ready.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

gram

LONDON, WIS.,

more

due time.
E. B. Huffman, Prcs.
Co., Minn., Oct. 23.

Results of the Past Season.
In the fall of 1S98 I had 2S colonies of
bees, all in fair condition, but not equally
well supjilied with honey. On Dec. 26 I put
them into the cellar, but they became restless in about a month, so I took them out
and placed them on the summer stands Feb.
20, 1890. the first day warm enough for bees
to fly. However, it turned cold again, and
remained so for a long time, so that when
fairly opened, they had dwindled
to 1.5 colonies, but they did well until
All the
fruit-trees were done blooming.

down

was winter killed, and not much
basswood around here, so they were idle all
summer, and I did not get an ounce of
•>vhite honey; but about the middle of August they waked up. and made up for the
lost time, the honey-flow lasting until about
the middle of September.
I got 1,2.36 pounds of extracted, and about
30 pounds of comb honey, and increast them
to 25 colonies, mostly by dividing, and they
are now all in fine condition, and well supFked Bechlt.
plied with honey.
Poweshiek Co.. Iowa, Oct. 22.
clover

Conventloti Notices.
Minnesota. — The Minnesota Bee-Keepers" Asits llth annual meeting at

sociation will hold

operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus securing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

in

Winona

Page b Lyon Mfg. Co.
NEW

find

I

people prefer the amber honey than the
white, therefore 1 sell all for the same price,
and I see no reason why amber honey is
not worth as much as white. I see no reason to say that white is better than amber,
or that amber is better than white, as it is
a matter of taste. 8ome prefer a sweet
apple, while others prefer a sour one. I see
that white honey is quoted higher than
dark, yet I find just as many prefer the
dark.
The Southern Minnesota Bee-Keepers"
Association will meet in Winona the first
Tuesday after the third Saturday in January, 1900. All interested are invited to
attend. There will be notice of the pro-

spring

Bee= Keepers' Supplies
liisr

1899.

that were considered good bee-men.
and had made a success of beekeeping for
years, and last winter lost all of their bees,
while men that were not considered any
better had fairly good luck. One thing I
noticed was, that most of those that lost
most of their bees, what they bad left were
very weak, and stored but little honey, and
the swarms that they cast were mostly
small, which went to show that what were
left were very weak.
As to the price of honey, I would say that

more

clrl'J-irrrS^^i^e;^

2,

men

OUBLE THE FOOD VALUE

D
...ELECTRIC

Nov.

the Court House in Minneapolis,

and Thursday, Nov.

,^

and

Wednesday

9, IS'W.

"West, Pres., Hastiu<?s, Minn.
Dk. L. D. Leon.^rd, Sec, Minneapolis.
J. P.

Bee^Keepers' Supplies^,.

LARGEST FACTORIES

and the latest and most
They have also one of the
improved machinerj' for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is ab.sois in the State.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Bass-wood is used, and
lutely accurate.
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
Send for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

—

That "irrepressible'" Colorado
Colorado.
State Bee Keepers" Association will hold their
annual convention Nov. 27, 2H and 29, in the
Stale House, Denver, beginning- at 10 a.m. As
usual, the State A^ricultiiral CoUei^ewill assist

Every one should come loaded with ideas
and subjects for discussion; those who cannot
us.

corae should write soon to the secretary or the
president and tell us what are the particular

needs of your locality. The members will be
the proi^ram we know from experience that
you will make a very lively convention. Cotue
everybody there is sure to be " a hot time iti
R. C. Aikin, Pres.,
the old lo'wu.""
Loveland, Colo,
F. R.4UCHFUSS, Sec,

—

—

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying
23 cents a pound

23 cents Cash
paid for Beeswax.

CASH— for

best yel-

low, upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money pkompTly, send us your beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE W. YORK &
US Michigan

CO.,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

bo.x 378,

^
!^
J^5

1^
"^5
;C
-^5

Denver, Colo.

BE3E-SXJI=>FI_jIES

&

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.
^\
Pouder's Honky-J aks aud every- s*^
thing- used by bee-keepers. Prompt ^,

Service
*ree.

512

— low

frei^-Iit

WALTER

5.

rate.

Catalog-

POUDER,

Mass. Ave.. Indianapolis, Ind.

^fcf

^.
^^

Nov.

2,
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of the most intersaw last summer was
Buckbee Seed Farm at Rockford, 111,
A visit to these farms and an iusight into the
methods employed to produce perfect seeds,

A Great Seed Farm.— One

estiug- sights the writer

the great

give one a ready understanding- of why the
Buckbee business has grown to such great proportions. In the tirst place the greatest care is
exercised in g-iowing- the seeds, everything f)OSsible being- done to insure seeds possessing
vigor and vitality. The seeds are grown under
Mr. Buckbee's supervision on farms located at
the extremes of the country from Michigan to
California, at whatever point experience has
shown that the best seed of that particular kind
can be produced. At the trial farms at Rockford these seeds ure carefully tested— first by a
germination test which must develop at least 92
percent of the seed or they are discarded as not
up to the Buckbee standard. After this they
are given a practical field test. The writer saw

ground upon which experiments
were being made. No new variety is ever advertised or sold by the Buckbees until after it
has been tested three j-ears. It is in this way,
by being absolutely certain that everything
which leaves the seedhouse is exactly as repre1,500 plats of

sented, that the immense trade of the Buckbee
firm has been built up. It is a striking object
lesson in business honor. As bee-keepers are
users of seeds of various kinds, this paragraph
will be of interest. Always mention the American Bee Journal when writing to advertisers.
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Bee- Books

WK HAVE

IT

AT LAST

!

We have finally succeeded in getting a sriall
quantity of the seed of the yellow variety of
sweet clover. This kind blooms from two to
four weeks earlier than the common or white
variety of sweet clover. It also grows much
shorter, only about two feet in hight. It is as
much visited by the bees as the white, and usually comes into bloom ahead of while clover
and basswood. We offer the seed as a premium

George W. York

—

Langstroth on the Honey=Bee, revised by
Dadant.^This classic in bee-culture has been
entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and beekeepiTig. No apiarian library is complete wiihout this standard work by Rev. L. L. LaiiLfstroth— the Father of American Bee-Culture. P
has 5^0 pages, bound in cloth. Price, $1.25.
Bee-Keepers' Guide, or Manual of the Api? ry,
J. CooU, of the Michigan Agricultubook is not only instructive
and helpful as a guide in bee-keeping, but is
interesting and thoroly practical and scientific.
It contains a full delineation of the anatomy and physiology of bees. 460 pages, bound
ral C(dl,*<re.— This

in cloth

and

fully illustrated.

Price, $1.25.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHICAliO, ILL.

lis Michifrail Street,

OUR BEST
COMBINATION
OFFER:

^^^
=^=

THE

Farmer and
American Bee Journal
Prairie

both papers one year to the same or different
addresses for $1.90.

Send

all

A B C of

Bee=Culture, by A. I. Root.— A cyclopages, describing everything percare of the honey-bees. Contains
300 engravings. It was written especially for
beginners. Bound in cloth. Price, §1.20.
predia of
taining to

4(;0

tlie

Advanced Bee^Culture,

42A4t

Its

Methods and Man-

—

\V. Z. Hutchinson.
The author of
a practical and entertaining writer.
You shi'uld read his book; 90 pages, bound in
paper, and illustrated. Price, So cents.

ageniLMii,

this

umk

by
is

Rational Bee=Keep]ng,
is a tr.-inslalion
It

b.v

Dr. John Dzierznn.

i^if

his latest

166

Adams

St.,

CHICAQO.

German

has 350 pages, bound

Bienen-Kultur, by Thos.

in

G Newman.— This

is a (iennan translation of the principal portion
of the book called " Bees and Honey.'* luO-page
pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

Bienenzticht und Honiggewinnung, nach der
neuesten methode (German) by J. F. Eggers.^
book gives the latest and most approved
methods of bee-keeping in an easy, comprehensive style, with illustrations to suit the subject.
50 pages, board cover. Price, 50 cents.
Tliis

Bee-Keeping for Beginners, by Dr. J. P. H.
Blown, uf Gfurgia. - A practical and condenst
treatise on the honey-bee, giving the best modes
of management in order to secure the most
profit. UO pages, bound in paper. Price, 50 cts.
Bee-Keepin? for

Profit,

—Revised and enlarged.

by Dr. G. L. Tinker.

the author's
"new system, or hnw to get the largest yields of
comb or extracted honey." SO pages, illustrated.
It "details

Price, 25 cents.

Apiary Register, by Thomas G. Newman.Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding. Price, for 50 colonies, £1.00;
nies. Si. 25.

for 100 colo-

Dr. Howard's Book on Foul Brood.— Gives the
TreatTiient and reviews the experiments of others. Price, ZS cents.
Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by G. R,

McEvoy

Pierce. — Result of 25 years' experience.

orders to

THE PRAIRIE FARMER,

30 cts.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R. Cheshire. --lis Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts.
Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Origin, De-

ESTABLISH A

Read "The Corn Belt," a handsome
monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
209

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

New
all

Vork, Oct. 20.— Demand is very good for
grades of comb honey. Receipts are somelight and not up to former years. We

what

quote:

Fancy white, IS cents; No. 1, white, 13@14c;
amber, lU*12c; and buckwheat, 9<B'11c as to
quality. Extracted remains Arm at following
prices: California white, H>^c; light amber, 8c;
white clover and basswood, 8c; amber, 7^c.
Very little trade for extracted buckwheat as vet.
Southern, fancy, 7J^c per pound; other grades,
as to quality, from 70c to 75c gallon. Beeswax
quiet at 26(L"2"c.
Hildreth' & Segelken.
Cincinnati, Oct. 9.— The demand for honev,
both comb and extracted, is very good, with
prices much better than a few weeks ago.
Fancy comb finds ready saleat 15r«'16c; darker
grades are hard to sell at any price.
Good demand for all grades of extracted.
White clover and basswood brings S(o HUc; amber and Southern at from 6(a'7c. Good demand
for beeswax at 26c.
C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth.
We do not handle hone^v on commission— we
buy for spot cash only.

Buffalo, Oct. 20.— Supplies of strictly fancy
1-pound combs are lightest for many seasons;
such are held firmly at 14c; few sales, ISc; No.

from 12c down. We do not notice an3- extracted in market. It is wanted at from 5c to 7c
per pound. Beeswax, from 28(g'30c per pound
for fancy pure yellow.
Batterson & Co.
2,

Albany, Sept. 26.— We quote: Fancy white
comb, ISc; No. 1 while, 13(!i''14c; mixt, ll@13c;
buckwheat, lOfmllc. Extracted, white, 8@9c;
mixt, b%((^7c; dark, 6. Beeswax, 26rai2Sc.

MacDougal &

McCuUoch &

Successors to Chas.

Boston,

Oct. 13.—

We

Co.

Co.

Fancy No.

quote:

A

1

in cartons, 15C<'l6c;
No. 1, 14faa'5c; No.
13(ail4c.
Extracted, light amber, 7((i'Sc;
ber, b%tQ'-l^-2C.
to note in this market on honey.
But little
supply still continues to be very short

white

am-

1,

new

The

while the demand

is naturally a little lighter,
as the retail trade is not quite up to higher
prices, still with the light stock they must evidently come to it.
Blake, Scott & Leb.

Omaha, Oct. 14.^The market is now well supplied with new crop honey and trade is taking
hold readily at 14(n:l43^c for fancy white in
round lots, with about one cent less for light
amber. -Dealers are fully satisfied now that the
crop is light, and not holding back purchasing
any longer for fear of lower prices White exPeycke Bros.
tracted, Sc.
Detroit, Oct. 18.— Fancy white, ISf'! 16c; No.
DemantJ
1, white. 14((' ISc; dark grades, lOi" 12c.
good and supply light. No extracted in market.
White would sell for 8(^SJ^c. Beeswax, 23W'24c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.

and Cure. Price, 10 cents.
Capons and Caponizing, bv Dr. Sawyer, Fanny
Field, and oUiei s.--Illuslraied. All about capouizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in puuUry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 20c.

Cleveland, Oct. IS. Fancy white, 16c; No.
white, 15c: fanc3' amber, 12(«'13c; No. 1 amber,
fancy dark, 9(3*10c: While extracted,
S(g~85^c; amber, 7(ai7Hc. A. B.Williams & Co.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the Poultry
Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by Fannv
Field. — Everything about Poultry Diseases and

price, kind,

velupiiienl

HOME OF
YOUR OWN

Kansas Citv, Oct. 19.— The demand for comb
honey is fair, and supply light. The supply of
extracted is light, and demand good. We quote
No. 1 white comb, 13J4(a'.l4c; No. 2, 13«'13Sc:
No. 1 amber, 13%c; No. 2, 12!'3((ol3c. Extracted,
wliite, 7(«'-7J^c; amber, 6(oi6j^; dark, 5((i'5^c.
Beeswax, 22v'«'25c.
C. C. Clemons & Col

,

Scientific Oueen=Rearing, as Practically Applied, by G. M. Uoi. little.
method by which
the very best of queen-bees are reared in perfect acconl with Nature's way.
Bound in cloth
and illustrated. Price, SI. 00.

book on bee-cuUure.
paper covers, Jl.oo.

NEW

Chicago, Oct. 18.— The market is active and
full quotations are obtained.
A little fancy
white sold at loc, but sales are chiefly at 15c for
the best grade; white, not strictly fancy, brings
13, 14 and 15c; amber grades range from 10(q 12c,
and dark, 9(gl0c. Extracted, Ti" 8c for white,
according to body, flavor and package; amber,
T('J>~J^c; dark grades, bCgiTc.
Beeswa.x, 26(S2Tc.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

by Prof. A.

— This

us ONE
subscriber for the
American Bee Journal for 1900, with Sl.W. We
will also " throw in " the balance of IS'59 to such
new subscriber. Surely, this is a great offer.
We have been trying for years to secure this
seed, and finally succeeded in getting it. It is
new seed, gathered this season by an old personal friend of ours, so we know it is all right.
But we have only a small sui^ply. When nearly
out we win nieniioii it.

HON&y AND BEESWAX |

I

Mich. St. Chicago.

Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G. Newman. It is nicely illustrated, contains 160 pages,
beautifully printed in the highest style of the
Price, in
art, and bound in cloth, gold-lettered.
cloth, 75 cents; in paper, 50 cents.

So long as it lasts, we will mail a quarter
pound of the seed to a legular paid-up subscri-

who sends

>li >!<. >Ii >te. >Ai >!i >ti >ti >titi

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

& Co. 118

A QUARTER POUND FOR SENDING
ONE NEW SUBSCRIPTION.
ber

:si>i.

»ENT POSTPAID SV

—A

Yellow Sweet Clover Seed

>J >ti >li

their Cure.

04 pages.

Price, 20 cents.

Poultry for Market and Poultrv for Profit, bv
Fanny Field.— Tells evervthing'about Poultry
Business.

04 pages.

Price, 20 cents.

York's Honey Almanac

is a neat little 24-page
pamphlet especially gotten up with a view to
creating a demand for honey. A very effective
helper in working up a home market for honev.
Prices: A sample for a stamp: 25 copies for 4iic;

50 for 60c; 100 for Sl.'iO; 250 forS2.25; 500 for $4.i_>0
For 25 cents extra we will print your name and
address on the front page, when ordering 100 or
more copies at these prices.

—

1

lKa'12c:

WANTED.— Comb and
33A13t

extracted honey; state

and quantitv.

R. A.

BURNETT &

163 So.

Water

CO..

St..

Chicago,

111.

WANTED.— Fancy

white comb honey in noState price, kind and
drip shipping-cases.
C. H. W. Weber,
quantity.
Successor to Chas. Muth A Son and A. Muth
4iiAtf

2146 8 Central Ave., Cincinnati,

Your
We
I

O

HONEY

buy it, no matter
where you are. Address,
will

giving description and price,
34Alf THOS. C. STANLEY & SON, Fairfield

III.
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Perfect Goods.

Very Reasonable Prices.

Hives, Shipping-Cases
Sections,

fm Dadant's Foundation.
Why

Extractors, Etc,
EVERYTHING A
„„.„,,
BEE=KEEPER NEEDS.

does

Because

it

satisfaction.

has always given better

faction than

"The American Bee=Keeper"

JAMESTOWN,

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

FREE
Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Catalog:,

FflLGONER MFG. GO.,
N. Y.

The American Bee-Keeper

What more can anybody do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS.'No SAQQINQ, No

in

Send name for our
T.

satis-

any other.

22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Catalog and copy uf

THE W.

We guarantee

it sell

so well?
Because

Year

We

sell

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

a live Monthly,
and has been publisht by us for the past 10
years 50 cents a year.
is

—

Please mention Bee Journal

when

-wTiting,

y'^".^^''^
tlereis t he Thi ng
^-

loou-intr

lur the last winter

The New Chattipioti
WINTER-CASE,..

The Classic

which does away with all unnecessary work, and in which the bees
will not die in the coldest winter.
Send for special prices on t[uantity

wanted.

R. H.

SCHMIDT &

CO.,

Sheboygan. Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal

when

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, Revised.

writing.

QUEENS

in

Bee-Ciiltnre— Price, $1,25,

liy

Mail.

Beeswax Wanted ^^^^^^^^^^^
at all times.
Please mention Bee Journal

&

chas. dadant
when

son,

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

-writing.

III.

Smokers, Sections,
Comb Foundation
FKEK
"Please

An<l all .\piariaD f^uppUpi
chrap. Send for
B. T, FLANAGAN, BellfTille, III'

Catalogue.

mention Bee Journal

when

HUNT &

M. H.

writing.

SON,

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

at ROOT'S PRICES.
Shipping'-Cases and Danz. Cartons are what
Tou need to display and ship your honey in.

"Send for Cataloi^.

'

BELL BRANCH. MiCH.

Please mention Bee Journal -when w^ritinp.

SI

^°^^±^^^^^

LEAHY MFG. CO.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

"'SS".'r\':'^'

writing.

—SUBSCRIBE FOR THE—

I SiDoKer...
WILL APPEAR
NEXT WEEK...

i
'

\

Farmer's

Home Journal,

A

Little Better

than

"Perfect."

^
|

HOME

when

wTiting.

HONEY=JARS.
1-pound square, $4.70 per gross, with corks 5 gross, $4.50 per gross. Labels,
60c per gross $1.00 for SCO. We have several styles of Jars for retailing honey.
;

;

OUTSIDE CASES
5

T. F.

BINGHAM,

cJ

Farwell, Mich.

for wintering bees, include bottom, body and gable cover
10 for $S."50.

BASSWOOD EXTRACTED HONEY,
Sample

5 cents.
Catalog free.

Please mention Bee Journal

Please tueutiou Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

Ky,

A practical business paper for the farmer. It treats of farming and stock breeding from both
practical and scientific standpoints. It is the oldsst and best known agricultural weekly in the
South. If you have anything to sell send us your advertisement. Every farmer who expects to
mix " brains with muscle " in his business should read this iiaper. Subscription price, $1.00 per
JOURNAL, Louisville. Ky.
FARMER'S
year. Sample copy free. Address,
Please mention Bee Journal

^
I

Louisville,

J.

when

J.

writinp,

— 60 cents each,

cans and kegs, 8 u to 9c per pound.

STRINGHAM,
105

Park Place.

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

when writing
Please Meutioii the Bee Journal Advertisers.

'

i-i)-(i-i)-i>-i)'(i-&-(i''(i-i)«i)-i)-i>-(i-4)«i>-(i-(i-(i-i)-#i)'i)-&
GEORGE W. YORK,

Editor.

#

SC<>

•

•

->^>

^•(f-<f-<l)-f)'(f-(f-(l)'(f-(f-f)-f)'(f'(f'f)-(f-(f-f)-f)-^^
CHICAGO,

39th YEAR,

ILL,,

NOVEMBER

No, 45,

1899,

9,

duct distributed judiciously all over the country. Such a
society would be a reliable barometer of the market, and
the safe-guard of the pursuit. It could grade the product,
g-uarantee the purity of the out-put, and destroy the nefarious business of adulteration. A central honey-depot could
be maintained in the metropolitan cities, to which producers
could ship with safety, and receive prompt returns to the
annihilation of fraudulent commission houses.

—

Report of the Proceedings of the 30th Annual
Convention of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, Held at Philadelphia,
Pa„ Sept. 5, 6 and 7, 1899.
BV DR.

MASON, SEC.

A. B.

[Coutiuued from pag-e

The

secretary then read Mr.

Organization

I

692.]

Newman's

paper, entitled.

Among Bee-Keepers If Desirable, Why,
and How Best Accomplisht.

This theme was assigned to me
will briefly give my views upon it.

bj'

your secretary, and

Is organization desirable ?
Most assuredly. For the
past 20 years I have advocated it, and in 1877 I addrest this
association at some length on the subject, presenting a constitution and by-laws which were adopted, but, unfortunately, on account of general apathy they were never put

into practical operation.

WHY ORGANIZE ?
Because the secret of success is to inauage the honey
market. This is far more important than to successfully
manage the apiaries, much as that is to be desired. To sell
the product to secure the highest cash price, and to be

—

HOW
The

—

Our National government

— a union of States — suggests

the

Each bee-keeperworthy of
name should unite with a

county or district association
this should

with

;

a
State organization, and that
in turn should be represented
in a national association.
If
we had this kind of organization we could ascertain the
yield, and control the honey
market, set a uniform price
for the crop, and have the proaffiliate

"
t

ftHTilflBB^I

i^'*'

T§ Sl^HB'lil^-

yy^

TO ACCOMPLISH

IT.

successful attempt to organize for protection
was the formation of the National Bee-Keepers' Union,
which has given the pursuit a standing in court, and now,
after 15 years of existence, compels the respect even of the
enemies of the pursuit and defends bee-keepers in their
rights for " unity is strength."
Since that your society has resolved itself into a similar
organization, and as it seems unwise to perpetuate two of
first

BENEFITS OF ORGANIZATION.

the benefits to accrue from a
perfect organization. If dismembered, the individual
States, acting independently,
might clash and antagonize,
but, when united, the result is
strength, stability and harmonious action, compelling respect and securing to all the
enjoyraent of their rights and
privileges. So with apiarists,
their only chance for success,
strength and permanence lies
in organized efforts, unity of
purpose, and concert of action.

—

sure of the proceeds of the crop when sold these are essenThe)' are in
tial, and tower above all other considerations.
fact " the key to success 1"
Perfect organization will accomplish this when nothing
else will. Neither honej' nor any other product will sell
itself, but unity of action, brains and push, will do it.

;

:

:
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has been proposed to amalgamate them into one.
no doubt desirable, and I hope that it may be accomplisht, for one strong and united society is more potent
than a dozen weak ones. If all are disposed to be fair and
just, and treat the members of both organizations with due
consideration, I think the time has arrived when the "marriage ' may be consummated, and arrangements for the
"wedding feast" may safely be made. The "wooing"
may have been somewhat discouraging at tiroes, but that is
The courageous "suitor" often wins the
not' unusual.
bride after many a repulse and several lovers' quarrels, and
such,

This

it

is

may

be no exception.
As the presidents of both societies are to be present at
j'our meeting, they might agree upon the details for " the
marriage settlement," by selecting one of the constitutions
and bv-laws, including a name for the amalgamated organization, or arrange something entirely new, including
a nomination for officers then upon both societies adopting such and electing the same officers, the uniting will
have been accomplisht without friction, and the new organization be ready to begin the new century, and soon become a powerful factor in promoting the interests of apithis case

—

arists in America.

PERSON.4L.

As you are all aware, I have devoted many years of my
time and energies to the interests of the pursuit of apiculWhat has been accomplisht is a matter of record. All
ture.
apicultural societies are alike near to my heart, and have
my best wishes for permanent success. Now, on account
of declining years, many business cares, and prolonged indif.position, I desire to retire from active service, hoping to
have earned the respect and confidence of every apiarist. If
the snows of many winters have whitened my brow, a
blooming rose is at my heart, and an olive-branch in ray
Yours fraternally,
hand.
Thom.\s G. Newm.\n.
San Francisco, Calif.

—
—

Mr. Selser I think the most practical discussion on
this subject is to get the modus operandi.
Dr. Mason Having been intimately connected with the
organization of the National Bee-Keepers' Union and of
the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, and knowing
all the hard things that have appeared in the bee-papers
about the amalgamation of the two organizations, I am
glad that the union of the two seems read}- for accomplish-

ment.

Some, if not all of you, as well as the members of both
organizations who are not here, may be glad to know what
has been done towards bring^ing about this result, so I will,
Some of you
in as brief a manner as possible, explain it.
know that at the meeting of the North American Bee-Keepin
Toronto,
Canada,
in
measures
1895,
were
ers' Society
adopted with a view to the amalgamation of that society
Bee-Keepers'
Union.
A committee of
and the National
seven, with Thomas G. Newman as chairman, was apmature
some
plan
for
such
amalg-amation
pointed to
and
present it at the next meeting of the society. The commitagree
upon
a
plan,
but
a
plan
was
prepared
tee failed to
and adopted at the meeting at Omaha, tho the National
refused
adopt
Union
to
it.
Since
Bee-Keepers'
then repeated efforts have been made to secure the union of the
but
without
success.
two organizations,
In March last, in writing Mr. Thomas G. Newman.
General Manager of the National Bee-Keepers' Union, in
regard to preparing a paper for this convention, I suggested
the desirability of the union of the two organizations, and
that if he agreed with me as to its desirability, it would be
a nice thing for him and myself, as we had been leaders in
their organization, if we could evolve some plan for their
union and present it to this convention as a surprise, and
recommend its adoption by both organizations.
In Mr. Newman's reply, of March 14, he wrote me in
part as follows
:

I

I

am

am

willing' to

not

now desirous

do

all

of

you are aware.

my

strength will allow for the pursuit

fame or hoaor^— have had both

am

to

my

heart's

greatly interested in a thoro ortranizaray aim for many years. I hope it
may be accomplisht. even if I do not witness it. The National Bee-Keepers' Union was an effort in that direction, and it has for 15 years been a
power for good— an apicultural rock oi defense.
cnnieiit, as

tion for bee-keepers.

I

That has been

Nov.

are well aware that during the past 15 or 20 years I have often brougbc
this matter of organization among bee-keepers up before the conventions,
and advocated a thoro, representative organization, but the great distances in our country, and the many drawbacks, have prevented its ac-

complishment. Now we must take another tack and present it in another
way, to accomplish this purpose. I will endeavor to outline that way in
my paper, and will give you my best thoughts on the subiect. " Let bygones be bv-gones." We must grapple wiih the pulsating thought of

PRESENT AGE.

the

I wish you v^'ould kindly forward me a copy of your constitution and
by-laws as amended at your last meeting, so that I may carefully examine the same, and if I tind any desirable change can be made I will
mention the matter, so that it may be acted upon at the Philadelphia
convention. As you suggest, 1 will give my views to the convention on

amalgamation.

And again on

April 13 Mr.

Newman

wrote

then again on April 1 he wrote
Your cordial letter of March 22 came several days ago, and would
have been answered sooner, but I was unable lo do so
Your explanation of the condition of things is quite satisfactory, and
heartily wish that I could be present at the Philadelphia convention. I
that I would enjoy it very much, for notwith- landing the many
harsh words that have cropt out during the past few years, I know that
great cordiality exi'.ts among bee-keepers, and that they appreciate he
work done for the pursuit by the National Bee-Keepers' Union
You
I

know

l

:

letter of April 6 came duly, and its contents are noted. I appreciate most fully its cordiality and general tone, and
glad to be able

Your

am

many expressions of affectionate remembrances when
we have workt together during the many years of the past.
I accept the amendment of my subject, making it now " Organization

to reciprocate the

Among Bee-Keepers— If

Desirable,

Why

and

How

Best Accomplisht,"

and as soon as

I can find time, and have sufficient energv tn put into it, I
will give the matter thoro study. Meanwhile, I am very glad to accept
your kind ofTer for "maturing the plan" for amalgama'ion. and to have
everything arranged in advance for the convention to act upon.
I think that the constitution of th» United States' Association contains all the essential features of the •' National " with some improvements, and if you find it equal to the necessities of the case, let IT be
adopted. If you find any amendments desirable, let it be amended accordingly. All I would ask is the adoption of the name. "National BeeKeepers' Union," and would not ask that did I not think it desirable as
well as essential to success. Let the united wisdom of those present
determine everything else.
cannot afford to lose the prestige of the

We

"National" carried with its name.
As to officers, efficient ones who will work are t'-'e only ones,
worthy of the honors. Let such be chosen for the amalgamated organization, and I will then arrange all the officers there selected as "a
ticket" to be voted upon at our annual election, and will advise our members to vote

it

as a whole.

As I will not be able to be present at the convention in body, you may
counron my being there in spirit
You are right in saying that it
t.\kes time to mature any good plan, and as there are several months
to intervene, there will of course be time to do it right, and I know that
you will exercise great skill in the matter. You may count on my
hearty co-operation and assistance at

all limes.

Ajgain on Aug. 21 he wrote as follows
Your letter with copy of the program came to hand this mornit>g^
just as I was about to mail to you mv paper for the convention, which 1
now enclose in this letter. The subject is a very important one, but I

have given only a few hints concerning the lines to be pursued to achieve
it for the master minds who will be present at the convention to fill in the details, and thus put flesh upon the skeleton that I

success, leaving
present.

should like to be present and assist in arranging the details, but as
impossible I must be cimtent. If all will work together for the
good, and are willing to sacrifice some of their own feelings or
prejudices, considerable good will result. If there is a dispcsilion to be
fair and reasonable you may depend upon my working in harmony with
you and others to bring about the desired results.
While I am sorry that you did not have time to prepire the constitution, etc., still I have the utmost confidence in yf>ur ability to make the
same as nearly right as possible. I have no axe to griiipl. " I ask neither
dictatum nor position, all I want is the " greatest good to the greatest
number." I have had honors innumerable, and worr's of praise forth©
work accomplisht from all over the country concerning my management
of the National Bee-Keepers* Union for the past IS years, and it is pleasant to have my work appreciated, but that was not the object before me
as an incentive in attaining such great results.
The constitution and by-laws which you will prepare, I know in advance, will receive my entire approbation, and. if I were present we woul(i
work together to bring about something that would make the bee-keepers
I

that

is

common

of

America proud.
I

hope that you

member me

may have

a very pleasant convention.

Please re-

to all old friends.

As Mr. Newman had in substance said that he would
be satisfied with what I might prepare to present to this,
convention, and, being very busy, I had neglected to prepare anything, but immediately on receipt of the above letter on the 25th, I set to work to prepare such admendments
to our present constitution as seemed desirable and necessary for the union of the National Bee-Keepers' Union and
the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, so as to send
them to Mr. Newman and get hiscriticismsand suggestions
in time for this convention, asking him to direct his reply
to me here. His reply was handed me here during our last
evening's session, and is as follows
:

Mv Dear

Dr.

Mason:— Yours

of the 2tith, from Toledo, is just received, and I reply immediately so that you may get it at the couventioa.
I have read the amended constitution carefully, and heartily approve
every part of it. The two blanks that you have left would be very properly filled, as you have penciled, for tlie directors should be nine. The
term of office would be better for three years than one. and to have an
election each \ ear to give the membership a chance to vote for one-thiid
of them would be advisable, I think.
As to the " declining" of one to make the nine, I hope you will allow
ME to decline a position on the board of directors not that I would
desire to shirk any duty, but I have too much to do for my physical
strength. 1 shall be pleased at any time to render advice, or do anythingin my power to assist in the management. .As I have had IS years' experience, something may come up upon which I coula give valuable information or advice. This plan would leave out every possible cause for fric*'
tion. for there are some, of course, who <lo not like me, for I have "convictions," and will STATE them, and you know that a man who has na
enemies is not of much force or good in this pushing world. I shall
be well satisfied in any event, and will help to bring the consolidatiotv
to a successful issue by every means in my power.
;

And

9, 1899'.

—
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One other Ihiutr \ rnifjht menI see that yon h.-ive adopted the uame."Naiional Bee-Keepers' Union ;' of couise. because
of the history and acliievement
of the old Union, but I never liked
the word Union.
It has been
abused so much all over the
country by beinir altacht to lawlessness and intrifjtie. so that if
the majority of those present at
the Philadelphia convention
should prefer the word Association, it will receive ray hearty
approval.
tion.

One more

I see you
constituprefer to have
yours first, as it sluuild be, ^s
you are there present to present
It is your worlc, and you are
it.
entitled to the credit. I simply
heartily approve of the work you
have done, joining with y<iu in
presenting it. therefore please
transpose the names.
Now. with the heartiest wishes for concord .and earnest and
active work, with the blessings
of united and hainionious labors,
and with kindest retrards to all
who are present, to deliberate
upon the best means of accomplishinjr the wr)rk before the convention, I remain,
Fraternally yours.
Tho.mas G. XiLtv:\iAN.

have

point.
to this

.ittaclit

tion our

names.

I

Altho I believe Mr. Newjust what he
said, whatever we do here

man meant

"will receive my entire approbation," stiil tliis last
letter was a thoro surprise
to me.
at first sug-g-ested to
Mr. Newman the name of
the new org-anization be

J\'o.

oj the l-xh ibit {/lA-ti-iU'/cit Iloiicy and Beeswax) oJ J (J. i,initk
See page 64S.
at the Illinois State Fa ir, at Springfield, Sept. 2^ to jo, /Sp^.

^.—Soulh Halj

I

"The

National Bee-Keepers'

Union," because we could not afford

to lose the influence
carries with it. I also corresponded with the
leading- officers of both organizations, and two others of our
leaders regarding the name. All except Mr. Newman and
one other that I corresponded with are here to-day, and all
except two were in favor of the old name. One of the two
didn't care what was done, and the other didn't like the
word "Union," preferring "Association" instead. For
my own part, I prefer the name " Association " to that of
" Union " for the reasons given by Mr. Newman, and now
that he. as the representative of the " Union." has said that
"if the majority of those present at the Philadelphia convention should prefer the word Association, it will receive
my hearty approval," it seems that all points of disagreement are settled, and nothing remains to be done but for
the members of both organizations to express their approval
of what has been done and of the proposed constitution,
which, in behalf of Mr. Newman and for myself, I now pro-

that

name

pose as follows

—

Keepers' Association.

ARTICLE

II.— Objects.
be to promote the interests of bee-keepers to protect and defend its members in their lawful
rights
and to enforce laws against the adulteration of
honey.
ARTICLE III.— Membership.
Sec. 1. Any person who is in accord with the purpose
and aim of this Association may become a member by the
payment of one dollar annually to the General Manager or
Secretary; and said membership shall expire at the end of
one year from the time of said payment, except as provided
in Section 10 of Article V of this Constitution.
Any person
may become an honorary member by a two-thirds vote of
all the members present at any annual meeting of this

;

;

;

Jan.

1,

1901.

—

Sec. 3. The President, Vice-President and Secretary
shall be elected annually by ballot by a majority vote of
the members present at the animal meeting of the Association.

Sec.

4.

;

—

Association.
Sec. 2. Whenever a local bee-keepers' association shall
decide to unite with this association as a body, it will be received upon payment by the local secretary of SO cents per
member per annum, providing that the local association's
membership dues are at least SI. 00.

—

ARTICLE IV.— Officers.

—

Sec. 1. The officers of this Association shall be a
President, a Vice-President, a Secretary, and a Board of

— The

President, Vice-President and Secretary

shall assume office on the first day of January succeeding
their election, and shall constitute the Executive Commit-

Sec.

S.

— The General Manager and

the Board of Direc-

tors to succeed those whose term of office expires each year,
shall be elected by ballot during the month of December of
each year by a majority vote of the members votings and
the Board of Directors shall prescribe how all votes of the
members shall be taken.
:

ARTICLE v.— Duties

Its objects shall

;

& Son,

Directors, which shall consist of a General Manager and
12 Directors, whose term of office shall be for four years, or
until their successors are elected and qualified, except as
provided in Sec. 2 of this Article.
Sec. 2,— E. Whitcomb, W. Z. Hutchinson and A. I. Root
shall be directors until Jan. 1, 1901
J. M. Hambaugh, Dr.
C. C. Miller and C. P. Dadant shall be directors until Jan.
Thomas G. Newman, G. M. Doolittle and \V. F.
1, 1902
Marks shall be diiectors until Jan. 1, 1903 and E. R. Root,
P. H. Elwood and E. T. Abbott shall be directors until Jan.
Hon. Eugene Secor shall be General Manager until
1, 1904.

tee.

:

The Amended Constitution.
ARTICLE I.— Name.
This organization shall be known as the National Bee-

.

of Officers.

—

Sec. 1. President It shall be the duty of the President
to preside at the annual meeting of the Association, and to
perform such other duties as may devolve upon the presiding- officer.

—

—

Sec. 2.
Vice-President In the absence of the President the Vice-President shall perform the duties of President.

Sec. i. —Secretary- li shall be the duty of the Secretary
keep a record of the proceedings of the annual meeting;
to receive membership fees
to furnish the General Manager with the names and post-office addresses of those who
to

;

become members, whenever requested of him to make a
report at the annual meeting of the Association, and, whenever requested to do so by the Board of Directors, of all
moneys received and paid out by him since the last annual
meeting: to pay to the Treasurer of the Association all
moneys left in his hands after paying the expenses of the
annual meeting and to perform such other duties as may
be required of him by the Association and he shall receive
such sum for his services as may be granted by the Board
of Directors.
Sec. 4, General Manage>---The General Manager shall
:

:

;

1
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be Secretarj' of the Board of Directors and Treasurer of
this Association
he shall receive membership fees, g-iving
a receipt therefor he shall keep a list of the names of
members with their post-office addresses he shall notify
each member of the time of the expiration of his membership at least 30 days before said membership expires, and
ask for a renewal of said membership.
Sec. S. Whenever one or more amendments of this
Constitution have been proposed as provided in Article IX,
it shall be the duty of the General Manag'er to submit the
proposed amendment or amendments to a vote of the members at the time of the next annual election of officers for
adoption or rejection.
Skc. 6. At the time of sending the ballots to the members for the annual election, the General Manager shall also
send to each member a list of the names of all members,
and an itemized statement of all receipts and expenditures
of the funds of the Association by the Board of Directors,
and a report of the work done by said Board of Directors.
Sec. 7. The General Manager shall give a bond in
such amount, and with such conditions as may be required
and approved by the Board of Directors, for the faithful
performance of his duties, and perform such other services
as may be required of him by the Board of Directors or by
;

;

;

—

—

.

—

1899.

Constitution is adopted, shall be members of this Association until such time as said membership will cease in the
Union or Association to which they belong at the time of
the adoption of this Constitution.
Thomas G. Newman,
D
J I
^'-''^''^''^
*>'/ A. B.Mason.
J.

\

— Can we not discuss each section as we go
Doolittle — don't see why this Constitution as read

Mr. Root
thru

?

Mr.

I

not good enough witli the exception of changing the
name Union to Association.
Mr. Abbott One of the things seems to be that the
National Union is swallowing up the Association. I made
up my mind when the first sentence was read that I would
stand here until Gabriel's trumpet sounds to fight for the
Association. But it seems to me that the friends can see
neither is being swallowed up.
Dr. Mason It seems to me that there is no swallowing
is

—

—

up.

— Wh)- do they want the voting on our side
Dr. Mason — Both societies vote in December.
Mr. York — This Constitution is not for us to adopt now,
Mr. Wander

first ?

but simply to consider and recommend for adoption.
Dr. Miller Let us have clear and full knowledge of the
meaning of the matter before us. We need to have full information.

—

The

Directors shall pay tlie General
Manager such sum for his services as said Board may deem
proper, but not to exceed 20 percent of the receipts of the
Association.
Sec. 9. The said Board shall choose its own chairman,
and shall meet at such time and place as it may decide upon,
and shall determine what course shall be taken by the
Association upon any matter presented to it for consideration, that does not conflict with this Constitution
and
cause such extra but equal assessments to be made on each
member as may become necessary, giving the reason to
each member why such assessment is required provided
that not more than one assessment shall be made in any
one year, and not to an amount exceeding the annual membership fee, without a majority vote of all the members of
the Association.
Sec. 10. Any member refusing or neglecting to pay
said assessment as required by the Board of Directors shall
forfeit his membership, and liis right to become a member
of the Association for one year after said assessment becomes due.
8.

9,

— The Board of

this Constitution.

Sec.

Nov.

;

;

—

ARTICLE VI.— Funds.
The funds

of

any purpose that

this

Association

may

— No one can tell you what will mean.
tell that.
Mr. Stone — do not clearly understand. Suppose we
vote this, we have elected our officers.
Dr. Mason — The directors are named here. Provision
Dr. Mason
future will

be

used

for

Board of Directors maj' consider for
members, and for the advancement of the

the interest of its
pursuit of bee-culture.

VII.— Vacancies.

Any vacancy

occurring in the Board of Directors majbe filled by the Executive Committee and any vacancy
occurring in the Executive Committee shall be filled bj- the

it

I

the members of both old boards on
also adding W. F. Marks and P. H.
Elwood, of New York, as new members.
Mr. Root Even if we were not marrying these associations, it seems to me that the Board of Directors, which
consisted of six, was a little too small. This proposition
provides for 12 directors.
Mr. Selser As I understand it, otir members vote in
is

made for putting
new board, and

all

the

—

—

December.
with it ?

If

zve

cannot vote upon

it

now.

whv

bother

—

Dr. Mason Our Constitution requires that notice of
any proposed amendment shall be given at an annual meet-

can be voted on bj- the members of this Assoin discussing the matter here is, so
that if we see fit, we may recommend the adoption of the
amendments by the members; just giving the matter our
endorsement.
Mr. Doolittle There has been some friction, and I
think if this goes to the Pacific Coast that we are united, it
ing before

ciation,

tlie

ARTICLE

—

it

and the object

—

will help us.

On motion it was voted that this convention recommend
the adoption of the proposed amended Constitution.

;

Board of Directors.

ARTICLE
This Association shall
time and place as shall be
Committee, who shall give
bee-periodicals of the time

VIII.— Meetings.
hold annual meetings at such
agreed upon by the Executive
at least 60 days' notice in the
and place of meeting.

ARTICLE IX.— Amendments.
This Constitution may be amended by a majority vote
members, provided notice of said amendment has
been given at a previous meeting.
of all the

ARTICLE

— The above

X.

proposed amendments to the Constitution of the National Bee-Keepers' Association are made
with the expectation that they will be adopted by the members of both organizations for the purpose of uniting them
into one, but should the members of the National Bee-Keepers' Union reject the above proposed Constitution, then the
vote of the members of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association shall be null and void.
Sec. 2. Should this proposed Constitution be adopted
bj' the above-named organizations, such disposition shall
be made of the moneys and other properties of the two organizations as shall be agreed upon by the Advisory Board
of the National Bee-Keepers' Union and the Board of Directors of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association.
Sec. 3. All those who are members of the National
Bee-Keepers' Union, and those who are members of the
United States Bee-Keepers' Association at the time this
Skc.

1.

—

—

W. L. Coggshall, of Tompkins Co., N. Y., on being
askt his opinion on a certain subject, said he could " operate
bees better than talk."
Thad. H. Stevens How many colonies have you, Mr.
gshall ?

—

Mr. Coggshall— 1,300.
Mr. Keeler What kind of bees have you ?
Mr. Coggshall Italians.
Mr. Keeler Do you keep them at a distance from your
dwelling-house ?
Mr. Coggshall If it is more convenient.
E. R. Root Do they sting as they did when I was there?
Mr. Coggshall No, the bees wanted to give you a touch
of their ability in that line of business, and tlie boys stirred
them up for your special benefit.
Mr. Howe In extracting honey the last record we made
was 1,400 pounds in l'^' hours.
E. R. Root I don't know what a record is in that line,
and I want to know if any one has a better record. How do
you handle the combs ?
Mr. Howe We put the combs in the extractor just as
they hang in the hives, and when one side is extracted we
take one comb in the left hand and one in the right and
change places with them without turning them, and you
can see it is very quickly done.
Dr. Mason Who uncaps the honey?
Mr. Howe We do the extracting before the honey is
capt.
By having everything convenient we can do it in'a
very short time.
Pres. Whitcorab What do you do with the honey afterwards ?

—
—
—
—
—
—

—
—

—

—
—

—

;

I
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Mr. Howe— Sell it.
Mr. Hershiser My opinion of extracted honey is that it
sent out in very bad shape. Sweet clover honey is very

—

is

extracted before it is sealed over.
Root— Mr. Cog-gshall claims to have no one at his
out-apiaries. How does he take care of them ?
Mr. Coggshall Large hives are of vital importance.
Mr. Root How do you put up your honey ?
Mr. Coggshall— In kegs. To put it in cans would take
one extra hand.
O. O. Poppleton— In a warm climate, in extracting
honey, we have the frames put in the extractor as they hang
In Cuba we used to run
in the hive, instead of on the end.
two hands at $8 a month during the time we were engaged
We have extracted as high as 2,000 pounds
in extracting.
My tank was so arranged that we could tell
in one day.
just how much there was in it.
Mr. Coggshall— One thing I want to speak of is the importance of getting the bees off the combs. We go to one
end of a row of hives, raise the oilcloth, puff in a little
smoke, and the bees will go down if you give the end of the
oilcloth a little shake up and down for a minute or half a
minute. The motion makes a suction.
F. Danzenbaker— I have noticed that when it was warm
the bees would get up motion. Just give them a little
thin

if

Mr.

—

—

smoke.
Dr. Miller- Suppose you use no oilcloth, do you think it
worth while to have the cloth ?
Mr. Coggshall — Certainly.
Mr. Root By using the suction motion the result was,
most of the bees would drop.
Pres. Whitcomb— I think it is a dangerous thing to let
it go out that we sell honey extracted without capping.
A sample of honey extracted before capping was shown.
Pres. Whitcomb This is not honey it is nectar.
Mr. Root— This honey ran 12 pounds to the gallon.
Nebraska is the only State that will produce honey that
weighs 13 pounds to the gallon.
Mr. Selser— Mr. President, I think the matter that you
spoke of should be well aired.
Put the honey in the sun to ripen. It is a fact, and I
am sorry, that honey is extracted before it is ripe. It is not
honey it is nectar. Honey, as far as weight is concerned,
depends largely upon the temperature to which it has been
exposed. I do not think the impression should go out that
honey is not ripened. I would like to ask Mr. Best what his

—

—

—

;

experience is.
Mr. Best If honey is not well capt it will not keep in
our locality, but if it is capt it will keep.
Mr. Hershiser I think it is easy to tell if honey is fit to
extract. Just turn the comb over, and if the honey falls
out it is not ripe, and should not be extracted.
R. B. Chipman I think I have handled honey as much

—

—

—

Localities differ. Honey that
has soured the quickest with me is honey that has not been
capt. The only right way to handle honey is to put it in
cans and never handle in any other way. Did the president
test accurately the honey that weighed 13 pounds ?
Heart"s-ease honey that was
Pres. Whitcomb Yes.
exhibited at the World's Fair has not yet granulated. I
man in Canada said Cuban
took it home in November.
honey should weigh 13 pounds. I take it that honey is ripe,
under ordinary conditions, that weighs more than 11 pounds.
Mr. Selser All honey is 23.5 percent water. The weight
of honey depends upon the amount of water in it.
The convention then adjourned until 7;30 p.m.

as any one

who

extracts.

—

A

—

ICcntinued next week.]

York's Honey Almanac
let

is

a neat

little

32-page pamph-

especially gotten up with a view to create a

demand

for

honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices A sample for
a stamp 25 copies for 40 cents SO for 70 cents 100 for
500 for $4.00. For 25 cents extra we
$1.00; 250 for $2.25
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
:

;

;

;

;

ing

The Premiums offered on page
for.
Look at them.

719 are well worth work-

How

to Prepare the Bees for Winter.
BY

A

M. DOOLITTLE.

G.

CORRESPONDENT

wants

to

know when

it is

best to

prepare his bees for winter, and thinks it will be better
to wait till the brood is out of the way in November, at
which time he can fix them up and feed them so that they
can carry the food right into the center of the brood-nest
where the brood has lately hatcht. I have been writing
some of late on this subject, but as the questions still come
in, it may be well to say a few words more along the line of
getting the bees ready for winter.
To the above I would say, don't on any account wait
till cold weather comes before fixing the bees for winter,
for, if you do, winter will be almost sure to come and find
your bees not ready for it. Years ago I used to think that
the middle of November was time enough to look after the
winter necessities of the bees, but when that time came
something would occur so that I would think that waiting a
few more days would do no harm, and so I kept putting it
off' and putting it off till I was caught by snow and freezing
cold weather, and, as I write, I remember about writing an
article telling how I had equalized the stores of certain colonies when the mercury was near zero, considering that I
had accomplisht quite a feat in doing it. Well, the next
spring found me mourning the loss of many bees, and, upon
asking, I received advice from that great writerof yore—
Elisha Gallup— telling me that the months of August and
September were the ones in which bees should be gotten
ready for winter. After profiting by this advice for many
years, I am sure he was right, and more especially so where
the bees have not stores enough to carry them thru to the
next honev harvest.
If there is one item above another, having great importance in the wintering problem, it is the securing of the
winter stores near and about the cluster of bees in time for
them to settle down into that quiescent state so conducive
to good wintering, prior to the middle of October, in the
more northern localities.
To arrange these stores properly and seal them requires
warm weather; hence all will see the fallacy of putting off
caring for them till cold weather arrives, as is the thought
exprest bv our correspondent.

To be' sure that all have the desired amount of stores,
there is only one certain way to do, and that is to open the
hives and take out each frame and weigh it, after having
shaken the bees off'. Next weigh a frame of empty comb,
or several of them, so as to know the average weight, which,
when deducted from the weight of those in the hive, will
give the weight of honey, note being made in all cases of
the amount of pollen the combs contain, their age, etc.,
and the necessary allowance being made accordingly.
Not long ago I saw it advised to put into an empty hive
the number of combs used in wintering, and weigh the hive
so arranged, when the hives in the apiary were to be
weighed, the amount of the other deducted, and if there
was 20 pounds left above this deduction there would be sufficient stores in that hive for wintering on the summer
stands, and if there was 15 pounds it would do very well for
cellar-%vintering. No one could make any mistake in calling such a method a careless procedure, and one which
would tend toward making wintering a failure. Hives subject to the weather weigh more than dry hives do that are
colonies of bees difliable to be taken from the store-room
fer very much as to size and weight old combs weigh
double that of new ones combs from a colony which was
queenless for some time during the summer will often contain pollen to one-half of the amount allowed for cellarwintering; hence these and other factors make that method
of procedure little better than guesswork.
Again, the amount named is too little by far, were this
If after going over a hive and weighall available stores.
ing each comb as I have given above, I find that there is 25
pounds of actual stores, I call that hive or colony all right
for winter. If less, it must be fed the deficiency; if more,
it can spare some to help another colony which is lacking
in that amount. In this way the whole apiary should be
;

;

;

—

:
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gone over, equalizing and feeding, if it is required, until
all have the requisite 25 pounds.
But I hear some one say, " It would be a fearful job to
shake the bees off from everj- comb in a colony- and weigh
each comb separately." Well, so it would be if done with
each colony, yet I think it would pay in the long run, even
then but you will have to do this with only two or three till
you get the right conception of just how much honey there
is in each frame, by simply lifting it from the hive and
looking at it. when you can count off the number of pounds
almost to a certainty, and do it as rapidly as you can handle
the frames. However, you will have to weigh a few if 3'ou
have never practiced this plan, to give you the necessary
training required, after which you can count off" combs of
honey so as to rarely vary more than a pound or two, and
when the apiary is thus gone over there is a certainty about
it which always gives success, besides we can say we positively know in this matter, which is a great satisfaction, to

Nov.

1899.

ings over the hive in a super, and close the half-inch space
with a wedge at the front to keep the wind and mice out ?
We have no 30 degrees below zero to contend with,
nothing but dampness, and bees generally have a good
flight every three or four weeks all winter.
I have now 38
colonies in good condition as far as stores are concerned.

Snohomish

;

say the

9,

Co.,

Wash.

Answer. — Probably

the packing you speak of will be
all right, but from what you say I have just a little suspicion that your bees do not have a sufficiently large entrance. With too small an entrance in a damp climate, you
will be sure of moldy combs and more than the proper
amount of dead bees. The trouble becomes aggravated in
the course of the winter bj- the clogging of the entrance
with dead bees. Let the full entrance be given as in summer, and see that the dead bees are cleaned from it every

few weeks.

least.

But another letter before me asks for my plan of making winter food where there are not stores enough for wintering in the whole yard, after equalizing. I have given
my formula several times of late, but as I have had several
calls for it during the past two weeks, I will briefly give it
again
In a vessel of sufficient size put in 15 pounds of water.
Set over the fire till it boils, then stir in 30 pounds of granulated sugar. Allow the whole to boil again, sot from the
fire and stir in 5 pounds of extracted honev.
When cool
enough it is ready for feeding, and gives about 50 pounds
of feed, which

is

fully equal if not superior to the best

honey.

Another writes, " Is not tartaric acid or vinegar as
good for keeping the syrup from crystallizing as the
honey ?" My answer to this is no. There is nothing 1
ever tried which will equal honey, and I would have the
honey, even if I had to send into another State for it, and
pay more than it was worth in the market, at that.
But still another writes me, " I am fraid of getting foul
brood with the honey." To my mind, there need be no
fears on this score, for, were you to be unfortunate enough
to get foul-broody honey it would not carrj' the disease to
j'our bees if none of it was secured by them in any other
in the food, for, according to all of my experience
of the past, the boiling syrup will scald the honey sufficiently so as to kill all germs of foul brood, if the food is
made as I have given.
I regret to know that there must be such a general
wholesale feeding in many portions of our country this fall,
on account of the poorness of the season of 1899.

Hive-Ventilation in the Cellar.

My

hive-bottoms are nailed on solid, and cellar is damp,
winter stands only a few degrees above freezing.
Do you think it would be best to raise the hive-covers? I
did so last winter, and now I read that if the bees are cold
they will use more honey, and my bees have gathered but
little this season and will need all they have to tide them
over until honey comes nest year.
Minnesota.

and

in

Answer. — Whether
down tight or not in the

the hive-covers should be sealed
depends upon how much ventilation there is below. The bees must have air somewhere.
Thej' may be sealed up tight at the bottom if there is enough
ventilation at the top. and vice versa. If the hive is open
below to the extent of having an entrance of 12 square
inches, or anywhere from that to being entirely open on all
four sides below, there need be tio ventilation at the top. If
the entrance be only equivalent to six square inches or less,
and especially if part of this entrance be clogged with dead
bees, then it is better there be some ventilation above. But
much less ventilation is needed where it is given both above
and below. An eighth-inch crack at the top will be enough.

way than

Onondaga,

Co., N. Y.

cellar

Management of Swarms.
1. I want to get about 25 colonies of bees next year, and
can get them only by catching the swarms. One bee-keeper
here keeps about 45 colonies, and I will get all the swarms
he will have. But I want to get all the surplus I can the

year, so I will put two or three swarms together, that
put an after-swarm with the first or prime swarm, but
I don't know what to do with the queens, which one to leave
in the hive, the one in the prime swarm, or the one in the
after-swarm.
If it is best to leave the one in the prime
swarm, how can I get the one in the after-swarm the easi-

same
is,

est

way

?

Will not the bees swarm out if the laying queen stays
in the hive, when the hive is so filled with bees ?
3. Can I unite the after-swarm with the first swarm
right after issuing, or will it be better to wait a few hours ?
4. How much room at a time should I give to each of
the colonies consisting of two or three swarms ? Will a 2story 8-frame dovetail hive do ? That is, one story and
2.

CONDUCTED BY

DR.

C.

C miLLUR. Alarenga,

III.

[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will auswer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.]

Moldy Combs

in

the Spring.

have kept bees for three years and each spring my
my bees weak. Two years ago,
out of 7 colonies only one gave either swarms or surplus.
Lrast winter I wintered 12 colonies with but one lost, leaving me 11, and from them I got about 25 pounds per colony,
not allowing them to swarm.
In the American Bee Journal for Oct. 5, it speaks of
preparing a winter-case for bees, which started me to thinking. I have several old hives and I find by knocking out
the front end my hives will sit inside of these big hives
with ><-inch space around three sides. The hives have porticos with a second storj' that telescopes over the main hive.
Our winters are very wet with but little stmshine. Bees
winter much better in trees than in hives. How will it do
if I iJut my hives inside and put a cushion of planer- shavI

combs are very moldy and

two supers.
5. About what might be the average number of swarms
per day from 45 colonies ?
Rice Co., Minn.

—

Answers. 1. Your intention being to unite two or
more swarms in one hive so as to have a very strong colony,
probably your best plan will be to unite two prime swarms
that come out within a few days of each other, and unite
two or more second swarms issuing near together. Let the
bees settle which queen they will retain.
There will be a chance that a swarm may be thrown
2.
off, but not much more of a chance than with a single
strong swarm.
3. As alread)' mentioned, it will be better not to unite
the second swarm with its prime swarm, for the two will be
a week to 10 days apart, but unite two prime swarms that
come nearer together, and two or more after-swarms that
come near together.
4. An 8-frame hive with two supers will be enough for
a large colony, but if these are crowded with bees and they
seem to need more room, by all means give it.
5. The number of swarms issuing from 45 colonies will
vary greatly, according to season, size of hives, and character of bees. In a very poor season, not a single swarm

—
Nov.

9,

—

—

;
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With large
issue, no matter what the size of hive.
hives such as the Dadants use they do not have more than
two colonies out of 45 to swarm in a whole season. With
bees inclined to swarm, kept in 8-f rame hives, with the right
kind of a season, there may be from one to ten swarms a
day thru a period of two to six weeks.
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How

beautiful is solitude
Kind o' startles us to be told we
are looking at a spot inside city limits. You're one of
"dose happj' bee-mans," Mr. Herman. All the g'round is
covered thick with tan-bark. Splendid except that I should
fear that in some desperate drouth a lurking spark from the
smoker might send the whole thing up in a blaze. Or is
spent tan, on the ground, always fire-proof ?
A little
ashamed to confess that I don't know. I do know that I
hate weeds, and don't like grass much better neither do I
love the amount of hoeing that I have to do in my apiary.
1

—

—

BEE-ZINC

— "MAKING"

HONEY.

on page 626, evidently doesn't think much of
excluders that only go part waj-. Hits me. All my extracting-supers have more than half the bottom covered
with plain tin. I do not thini; that I lose materially by it
but I am hardly prepared to prove it. He is probably right
about the case in hand, which had the center closed. I have
a strip of perforated metal clear across the center, and
plain tin strips on the two sides. Doolittle is right, also, in
sailing in some more into the stubborn nonsense that bees
want a path direct from the flower to the surplus cells. It
is nearer the truth to saj', with the unenlightened public,
" Bees waX't' honey," than to say they merely lug it home
and dump it like stovewood into a wood-box.
Doolittle,

The

''Old Reliable" seen thru

By

E. E.

HASTY,

New and

Unreliable Glasses.
Richards, Ohio.

TIME BETWEEN THE PRIME AND THE SECOND SWARM.

On page 618 we have Critic Tajlor's record of ten second
swarms, the day-intervals after the prime being 5, 7, 7, 8,
Beats me one day in having a five-day in8, 9, 9, 9, 9, 10.
terval but I beat him " all hollow " in the other direction.
He must remember that one year's records (or even a few
years' records) are quite insufficient. In this respect one
year differs greatly from another even in the same yard.
Presumably localities and strains of bees differ widely also
must do so if the eight-day period some writers cling to
{a little bit fanatically it seems to me) is even tolerably correct.
With me more swarms issue at 13-days' interval than
at 8 — that is, they did up to my last counting-spot six years
ago. At that time I went laboriously over the whole of my
past records and found 299 recorded intervals. And this is
the way they show up
;

—

:

At

6 days

3

At
At
At
At
At

7

days
days
days
days
days

6
32
48
46
48

8
9
10
11

At
At
At
At
At
At

12
13
14
15
16
17

days
days
days
days
days
days

9
4

—

is

quite a variation from the once-a-week-and-oft-betweentimes method that is more frequently recommended and
both vary some from the whenever-you-feel-like-it method
of the bee-feverish beginner. Page 609.

—

THE BEE-GRAPE QUESTION.
Anent the bee-grape question, ably handled by

—

—

—

beautiful, dutiful, houeyful bee

I

That you don't puncture grrapes I may yet have to see;
But I'll show any court in this " bloomin countree,"
That you puncture rae.
TH.AT BEAUTIFUL APIARY.

A

beautiful picture and beautiful apiary is that shown
on the first page of Oct. 5 honey record beautiful, too. We
say at once. How beautiful is art, Ho.v beautiful is nature.

—

cellar-doors

inch of dead air space within each door, and three feet of
dead air between the two doors.

FOUL BROOD IN CUB.4..
we do from W. W. Somerford, page 627,
that all men and methods fail to cure foul brood in Cuba.
With endless summer and infection everywhere, scientist
and anti-scientist, doctor and faith-healer, alike "get left "
Sad

to hear, as

— without

bees.

BLAMING THE BEES FOR RATTLESNAKES.
Judge Terral, page 629, is rather extreme in blaming
the Holy-Land bees for the rattlesnakes in his apiary.
Good example of the wa^- a legal man can " soc et tuum "
when he undertakes. (Snakes came because the weeds were
tall, and weeds were tall because the bees considered their
land too holy to have hoeing or mowing there.)
PINK COMB AND CRIMSON CLOVER.
That pink comb from crimson clover, eh ? — and pink
honey, ditto. Let's keep that in mind till we can disprove
Page 635.
it — or prove it.

BEES THAT "WON'T GO HOME TILL MORNING."
In the Question-Box, page 634, Utah strikes a fresh and
breezy sort of question whether bees ever stay out all
night
Where is my wandering- bee to-nigrht,

—

C. P.

Dadant, page 609, I would suggest that denying too niueli
often has the effect to confirm our grape-raising friends in
their opinion that all our talk is special pleading and nonsense. Let us be careful about that. It is beyond denial
that when a man not inured to stings wants to pick grapes
it is a miserable nuisance to have the "bunches covered with
bees. A few kindly expressions of regret will go farther
than a ton of argument just then. What does he care the
man with one eye closed, and hands swollen too stiff for
service whether (theoretically) bees can puncture grapes
or not ? We'll only set him to breaking commandments by
the evasion of non-evadable facts. The proofs we have to
offer have their application, yet they really don't cover the
whole ground more's the pity. We cannot answer him
when he sings
O thou

SOUND ON CELLAR-DOORS.
Wm. M. Barnes is sound on

unwise as that one was.

;

THE ONCE-FOR-ALL M.\NIPUL.ATION.
Comrade France's once-for-all spring manipulation

626,

SOME PRAYERS WISELY' UNANSWERED.
Unanswered prayer. It seems, page 629, that the father
of Mr. Doolittle prayed that he might fail with his bees. I
suspect that a vast number of unanswered prayers are as

39
34
24
6

Generally speaking, the more reluctant bees are to
swarm, the shorter the interval will be and the worse the
swarm-fever rages that is to say, the less preparation there
is at the first swarming
the longer it will be before they
€an swarm again. If they swarm without any preparation
at all, and then hold the young queens prisoners in the cells
a day or two, we get a 17-day period, as above.

—

On page

"Where

is

my

wanderingf bee?

My

heart overflows,
And 1 love her she knows.

Where

is

mv wandering

bee?

Most of the senators are prompt and sure

in the affirma" the conany case.
Probably true that they newer prefer a lodging on a leaf to a
lodging at home but they will deliberately go to the woods
when it will certainly be so dark that they dislike to fly before they can get a load and return. One of the unexplained mysteries of the bee is why at eve the change from
readiness to fly, to great reluctance to fly, comes on so suddenly get hundreds of bees on your clothes, and find it
almost impossible to get them off, if you don't look a little
out.
I once had a case where many bees were robbing a

—

Half-a-dozen have doubts else a fit of
tive.
Mr. Green says not intentionally in
trairies. "
;

—

As
in the house where they had found some plunder.
the light began to fade many dozens of them got together
with
evident
intent to spend the
in a corner of the room
night there, altho their hives vrere only a few rods away. I
the
cheapest
way to get rid of
till
eve
as
had let them alone
them and was disgusted to find that I had to go to work

room

—

and put them

out.
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"The Reformed

Spelling" is the caption of an article
by E. B. Thornton, in which

in Gleaning-s in Bee-Culture,

Mr. Thornton makes a strong plea for a better spelling-,
quoting from the editor of the Independent, as follows
:

The

editor of the Independent puts the matter in its
true light when he says that the whole matter is one that
"properly belongs to the societies for the prevention of
cruelty to children." "The weariness, the tears, the blotted copybooks, the nervous strain we put on our children,
"
are our shame "
are often told that our children are far more backward than the children of other languages.
How can it be otherwise ? The time that we
waste in learning to read and spell, a German or Spanish
or Italian child can give to his arithmetic and geography."
"Many more children could go to the high
school and to college if their years and their patience had
not been exhausted in useless labor at the very threshold of

We

713

Root seems to be in accord with this, providing the class be
not to large, but draws the line at a class so comprehensive
as that composed of a portion of the words ending in ed.
YI& i\\\\\'^& past for passed does not save enough type, but
program for programme &oe^. If our e.steemed friend will
take the trouble to count, he will find that the saving is the
same in each case just two letters saved in each. But
surely he cannot think that the saving of type is the chief
thing. If an increase of type will more faithfully represent
the sounds uttered, by all means let us have more type instead of less. Fortunately, the better spelling takes less
letters.
When a word is pronounced past there is no more
sense in having two spellings for two meanings than there

—

is in

having- ten spellings for the ten

meanings of the word

cat.

learning."

Pitman tried for SO years to make a complete job of it
on a thoroly phonetic basis, and he accomplisht little more
than to call attention (not always favorable) to the subject.
American reformers in the meantime have brought forward
not less than a dozen different systems, but no one would
adopt them. The trouble with them all is that they are too
.good. They go too far. The only advance that has ever
been made on this line has been made by the step-by-step
method a word, or a class of words at a time.

—

Mr. Thornton pleads for the spelling recommended by
the National Educational Association in the following list

Program (programme)

tho (though) altho (although);
thoro (thorough) thorofare (thoroughfare) thru (through);
thruout (throughout)
catalog (catalogue)
prolog (prologue) decalog (decalogue) demagog (demagogue) pedagog (pedagogue).
;

;

J. Cook, of Eos Angeles Co., Calif., writingsaid
are having fine rains, and all Southern California

34,

"We

:

smiles."
* #

;

;

;

;

Prof. A.
us Oct.

;

;

;

Editor E. R. Root offers this footnote to Mr. Thornton's

Mr. W.

» *

Craig is for the present acting as editor of
the Canadian Bee Journal, and is doing well. Mr. Holtermann, the former editor, we presume is devoting his time
J.

to evangelistic

work.
* * * * *

article

Personally, we (the Root Co.) approve of the changes
suggested by the National Educational Association but
we do not know whether our readers would sanction it or
not.
For an experiment we will lay the matter before
them that is, we should like postal-card votes on the matter.
All those who fail to vote, we shall assume have no
preferences one way or the other, so that a majority of
those who do vote either for or against may decide.
These changes are very moderate, and are not such as
would shock the average reader. I have always felt, however, that to spell the word past for passed, and carry out
this rule all thru was perhaps going a little too far, because it includes such a very large class of words, and
really saves but little in the way of type but when, for instance, we can omit ug/i from the words though, although,
through, thorougli/are, etc., hc from catalog, decalog, etc.,
and me from program, then we are making a step in advance, and about as big a one as would seem to us wise for
us to take. We have already begun it by spelling pi-ograniDie program, catalogue catalog, and none of our readers
have interposed or objected. Now, will they if we go one
step further ? I feel that we can hardly -be in sympathy
with the movement for shorter spelling without at least
putting that sympathy into tangible form.
;

Dr. C. C. Miller attended the semi-annual meeting of
the Chicago Bee-Keepers' Association, Thursday, Nov. 2,
A good convention is always assured
at the Briggs House.
in advance when it is known the Doctor is to be present.
*

# #

;

;

The spelling reformers will no doubt be glad to see this
admission, as they will probably call it, that the reform is
coming, and that leading publications do not want to be
left too much in the rear.
But if it is to be left to a popular vote, it is not at all certain that any reform will ever be
made. Reforms do not come in that waj'. Reformers are
in the minority, not in the majority.
If the matter had
been left to the popular vote, we probably would still be
writing as many now living did in their earlier days, Atlantick, Pacifick, or as they still do in England, honour,
labour, candour. If a vote had been taken by postal-card
ballots, it is not at all certain that Gleanings in Bee-Culture
would to-day be -vixWX-n^ program, catalog. It is a case of
disease.
The taste of the public in the matter of spelling
is vitiated and needs doctoring, and doctors do not always
take a vote of their patients as to remedies.
Mr. Thornton thinks the reform should not be wholesale, but " a word or a class of words at a time."
Editor

"Mrs. Hutchinson has been home about

six weeks.

I

mention this that our friends may rejoice with us." Soreads an editorial paragraph in the last number of the BeeAll will be glad to learn that Mrs,.
Keepers' Review.
Hutchinson is again able to be at home.
* #

»

Mr. F. A. Snell. of Carroll Co.,
last week, and attended the meeting-

111.,

was

in

Chicago

of the Chicago BeeKeepers' Association. Mr. S. is one of the oldest bee-keepers in the State, having had bees 40 years. He now has
over 80 colonies. He is also a contributor to several of the
bee-papers, as well as to farm papers.
*

#

*

Rev. E. T. Abbott was here last week to appear with
us before the meeting of the sub-committee of the Western
Classification Committee, as we two were appointed a committee at Philadelphia to make an effort to get certain concessions on freight rates. The full meeting of the railroad
committee was to meet in Milwaukee Nov. 7. We hope to
be able to announce nest week the result of the effort on
the part of the committee appointed in the interest of rates.
of bee-supplies.

of

*****

Lady Henry SomesET, the noted temperance worker,
England, like many other sensible as well as titled peo-

Her ladyship,
in encouraging bee-keeping.
after giving particulars of the various branches of work
carried on at her Industrial Farm Colony, at Reigate, goes
on to say this recently in the London Daily Mail
ple, believes

"We

believe in work; but we believe that it should be
varied, and as far as possible in the open air. Last year,
in the 300-foot glass houses we grew a g-ood crop of toma-_
toes.
All the pruning and picking was done by the women.
"The bees, however, are really our most successful
venture. They have already repaid the whole of the original outlay, and given a profit as well. This season the
eight hives yielded 300 pounds of honey, and the colonies
were increast by swarms from 8 to 11, so that next season
we ought to gain a very good profit, if the season is.
favoraljle."

:
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Do you want a Good
Market for your Crop of Honey,
BOTH COMB AND EXTRACTED?
We

any quantity, large or small, to better advantage than any other house, for the
following reasons
We deal almost exclusively in honey, giving it our closest attention all the year round.
We keep ourselves thoroly posted as to the result of the crops gathered in the honey-producing States.
We are acquainted with the most desirable trade thruout the country, and know exactly what their wants are.
We know, thru our long experience, the different varieties and qualities of honey therefore know what we
are selling, and no fear of selling fancy stock at the price of a third grade.
We handle by far the bulk of all the honey sent to New York, and our volume of business enables us to
make the charges very reasonable.
Why, then, should we not be able to handle your crop to advantage, and do you justice in every respect ?
BUY OUTRIGHT as well, from small lots to carloads,
We handle not only on commission, but
are in position to handle

;

WE

for spot cash.

you prefer to sell your product, write us, stating quantity you have, quality, and how put up, and we will
make you our cash offer.
We shall be glad to correspond with you in regard to your crop, and hope to have the pleasure of hearing
from you soon.
If

HiLDRETH
43A7t

&
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Yellow Sweet Clover Seed

HAVE A WORKING CAPITAL.
iii:i!ies Ih^: l.t-sl

WE HAVE

norkini: capitLii.

Mann's New Bone Cutters
bouc Id the
waj. Ask anybody

sF.

best and moit i-conoinifor testimony. Cnsli or
Also maDufacturc ''lover
nnd Feed Triiy.
CatalogLe Free.
CO. Box 77 Milford, Mass.

Comb

Foundation

jin-fiarc thi'

cal

on

Ifistnllin^nU.

i'liltcrs

W. MANN
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Wholesale and Retail.

Working

Before placing your order, to send
what you need in

me

a

list of

Foundation, Sections,
And

other Supplies, and get my prices. You
and save money. Illustrated Catalog Free.
WANTED.
will get the best ^oods

BEESWAX
DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

DOUBLE THE PROFIT
i\

In

liropei Iv ft.')
<;r*'t-ii
bestfu'k' iiri'ilm-iiiu'
I

sunuiitT,

4ut
i

"

I'lr in-fparint;
I'ut jn
that I'hicks or iitutiiro fo
eat it fUHlly and withuut (longer of
chokintt. Hand and piiwor (oiibtnod.^
or both. Turn easy— cut fast. Catiilo^iue

4t

are found in

Le

Rucher Beige mentions a school-book in
which the readers are told that the queen
has no sting
Nature did not wish that she
!

should be cruel, or that she should exercise
a vengeance that would cost her too dear,
so she gave ber no weapon to use in anger!

Worms.

number

of idle

combs from worms.

He

then packt in a large tub all the combs it
would hold, put two queen-excluders on,
and two flat stones over all, then filled with
water. A day later he threw out the water
with an extractor, and found the worms
dead. Then he dried the combs in a warm
room. British Bee Journal.

—

Close (Spacing; to Secure M'ork-

er-Comb

has been strongly advocated,

and A. Norton reports in Gleanings in BeeCulture his experiments in that direction.

He says:
" To make the experiment a fair one, the
conditions should not be made such as to
insure worker-combs, even with wider
frames; so I did not keep the colony reduced to few frames at a time, as practiced
by Mr. Doolittle when getting worker-comb
built but I gave them all at one time to the
colony, and then left matters to take their

IT

AT LAST

\

We have finally succeeded in yetting' a small
quantity of the seed of the yellow variety of
sweet clover. This kind blooms from tn'o to
four weeks earlier than the common or white
variety of sweet clover. It also g^rows much
shorter, only about two feet in hi(;rht. It is as
much visited by the bees as the white, and usually comes into bloom ahead of while clover
and basswood. We offer the seed as a premium,

A QUARTER POUND FOR SENDING

ONE NEW SUBSCRIPTION.

So long- as it lasts, we will mail a quarter
pound of the seed to a leg'ular paid-up subscri-

who sends

ber

us

ONE NEW

subscriber for the

American Bee Journal for I'JOO, with Sl.iX). We
will also " throw in " the balance of l-S'Ji to such
new subscriber. Surely, this is a great offer.

We

seed,

new

have been tryiuff for years to secure this
and finally succeeded in getting- it. It is
seed, gathered this season by an old per-

sonal friend of ours, so we know
But we have only a small supply.
out

we

118

Michigan

will

mention

it is

all right.

When

nearly

it.

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Streei,

OUR BEST
COMBINATION
OFFER:
THE

Farmer and
American Bee Journal
Prairie

;

i

Niilli

own

DANDY bone
''li^Mr

Stratton

About Kees

A

DO NOT FAIL

or

Ei-rors

boolis in other countries as well as this.

Itatli for Wax—Mr. L.
Glasspole tried carbolic acid, chloride of
lime, and camphor, in vain, to protect a

V\Zax.

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

GUS

CITY.

mmmmmmmmmmmm

Shecan double her pmductioi] of ecfTS if assisted
,a lillle.
(I'reen Cut Hone and niiinnN Grnrtlte
Crjstiil <Jrlt

NEW YORK

and 122 West Broadway,

I20

and prices free

Osborne, Box 21, Erie, Penna

course.
The frames were clampt
tightly together with thumbscrews, so there
was no possibility of there being more than
II4 inches from center to center.
The bees
were halt-blood Carniolan and golden Italian.
From the worker-cell starters in part

both papers one year to the same or different
addresses for $1.00.

Send

all

orders to

THE

PRfllRIE FARMER,
166 Adams St.. CHICAGO.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.
42A4t
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of the frames they built about half or more
than half o£ drone-cells. From one such
starter they built a solid sheet of dronecomb, filling the frame. From about half
the starters they built nice worker-comb,
but in two such combs I found large i|uantities of drone-brood in worker-cells, tho
the queen was a vigorous one. as shown by
her record before, and also since upon being
shaken with the bees into a hive with all

Root's Goluinn
THE
ABC"' Bee=CuIture

A) *v

FROM

JSC

next

year

where

to

find

a

iKiPWrite at once, stating" ag^e, sex, occupation,
troubled, post-office address, and enclose
return stamp for immediate reply.

how

Please mention Bee Journal -when

See what W. Z. Hutchinson, editor of the BeeKeepers' Review, says:

A BC

of

Bee>CuIture.

If there is any book on bee-keeping
of \vhich bee-keepers have reason to be
proud, it is Roofs ABC of Bee-Culture.
I am reminded of this by the receipt of
a copy of the latest edition, which is
just out. There is probably no firm in
the whole wide world possessing- the
facilities and advantages of The A. I.
Root Co. for getting out a work of this
kind. It has plenty of capital and a
thoroly equipt printing--office.
More
than this, there is an experience of more
than 'i of a century in actual, practical bee-keeping. More than any one
else, an editor has an opportunity for
being fully informed regarding the
actual state of the industry which his
journal represents. Thousands of letters from all parts of the country pass
under his eyes each year. In order that
the best possible advantage might be
taken of the knowledge thus secured.
The Root Co. have been to the expense
of keeping the book standing in type.
As often as new discoveries or changes
are made, a corresponding change is
made in the subject matter of the ABC.
By this method the last issue of the
book is up to date. It cannot be otherwise than that the edition just out is
decidedly the superior of any previous
editions. I might go into details, but
the advertisement on the back cover of
the Review has saved me that trouble.
I can as thoroly endorse that advertisement as tho I had written it myself as
an editorial notice. When a beginner
writes and asks me what book he better
l)Uy, I unhesitatingly tell him, "Root's
of Bee-Culture,"— and I have a
book of my own to sell,

ABC

W.

Z. Hutchinson,
Editor Bee-Kfepem'

Jiettiew,

The A B C of Bee-Culture can be had
of any of the leading booksellers, or
of many agricultural
and horticultural journals also of any
bee-journal publisher or dealer in beekeepers' supplies. If more convenient
send your order direct to us.
Price,
^1.20 postpaid, or this book with Gleanings in Bee-Culture one j'ear for SI. 75,
postpaid.

the publishers

;

TUG

fl. I.

Root

-writine,,

HATCH CHICKENS
,BV STEAM-wiiiithfi

EXCELsVoRliMioR
Low'.^L

queen as a

prii-fil

lsl-cla-3 halcticr iiiadi;,

<;i:o. II.
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to

•'•-*

1

KTAiii,,
Kt..OiiInpy, in.

S.fitli

Please mention the Bee Journal.
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breeder, if she is all right otherwise. The
editor thinks this a good point in favor of

numbering

LUNG °^ KIDNEY

troubles cau obtaiu valuable advice, FREE, by
addressingDR. PEIRO,
34 Central Music Hall, CHICAGO.

Ii4'e]>ins: 1'i-uoU of tlie Sto<-lt.—
Dr MUier recommends in Gleanings in BeeCulture the practice of marking in pencil
on one of the sections of a super when taking it off. the number of the colony from
which it was taken. • Then when you find
a super of greasy-looking sections you
know where to replace a queen nextspriug."
He might have added that when you Bud a
super of extra-white sections, you will know

from the

Press.

SUFFERERS

worker-comb. Hence I conclude that I'jineh spacing is not to be depended upon to
insure all worker-comb."

Revised in 1899,
Just

715

The Mississippi Valley Democrat

hives.

AND

!^ele<'lion in lErceding' is a thing
that is in the hands not only ot the skillful
breeder, but to a large extent also in the
hands of the average bee-keeper with half
a dozen colonies. If be encourages breeding from colonies that show best results

Journal of Agriculture,
ST. I-iOXJIS, i^o.

with fewest faults, improvement will follow. A writer, in Le Kueher Beige says:
" If the common race had been maintained
in its purity by a severe selection, there
would have been no need to import bees of
And yet. it the foreign
foreign races."
race is better, its introduction might be a

A wide-awake, practical Western paper for
wide-awake, practical Western farmers, stockraisers, poultry people and fruit-growers, to
learn the science of breeding-, feeding and maaafjrement. Special departments for horses, cattle, hog^s, sheep, poultry and dairy.
No farmer
can afford to do without it.

stands for American farmers and produ-

It

good thing.

It is the leading- exponent of ag-riculture
as a business, and at the same time the champion of the Ag-ricultural States and the producer
Subscription, One Dollar a Year.
in politics.

cers.

—

iflolliM in Hives. In the British Bee
Journal. L. Glasspole says he has had great
trouble with moths, adding, " A strong colony of bees can generally take care of their
own combs, but they will only take care of
the combs they cover, and one superfluous
comb will sometimes prove a veritable nursery for the pest." This may sound a little
strange to many American bee-keepers,
who find a strong colony not only able to
protect all the combs it covers, but twice as
many idle combs besides. Quite likely the
difference' is in the bees, black bees being
preferred in England, while Italians lead

.e^^Write lor Sample Copy
Please mention Bee Journal wficn -writing.

BiG
^^-=~^^-

have the

'U

SWONEY
IN PC UL TRY
liyiit Ivlrul sinl

knnw

iiow to handle it. The h. t-t kind and
best uaj-tumal.enioiii\ \\iihthem

tli«
,s

I.IJ

111

a,

fully, |l„.„.,„l

,1

9l;iBi[uotb

i>ur

*'"—"i fp„|,|.y' gyljj *

Telliall aboiii 3U vBiicliirs oi U.i- Is, and Iheir
trektmtDt in health and dibe^sr; ]>]aD»- for
loullry houses, recipe^ trt^atingalldiseaBes.utc,

Gives loMc^t prEces op Elock. SentlorlS(\,

here.

'John Bauscher. Jr., Boir

lieeping' Itees in 4'Iaiiips has not
been much spoken of lately, altho Dr. L. C.

42Kl5t

J. Hetherington have pracyears successfully.
Editor
Hutchinson has lately visited Mr. Hetherington, and gives in the Bee^Keepers' Review two views of his clamps. The clamps
hold 7 or S colonies each, having two (eet
of length for each hive, three feet wide,
four feet high in front, and three feet high
at back. Planer shavings are used for packing. The packing is left till time to put on

94. Freeport. Ul.

Mention the American Bee Journal.

Whiting and O.

ticed

it

for

One
hixs

Trial of

always prnveii

ifw

PAGE FENCE

merits.

It Uists

po hmtr.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., ADRIAN, MICH.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

and the hives are left in clamp all
the year round. The bees are well shaded.
lie out very little in hot weather, and are
not driven out of the supers in cool nights;
but the hives are not handled so conveniently as when sitting singly in the yard,
and more queens are lost.
sections,

UNION COMBINATION SAW—
for ripping,
cross - cutting,
mitering, rabtieiing, groovn g. Ettining,
I

ticiotl

Celluloid Kee-Veil. — The reason
why I was led to the study of bee-veils was
that the ordinary fine silk net that is used
in ordinary bee-veils is so fragile that it
breaks open in spots and allows the bees to
enter.
I have purchast such netting at
stores that was, 1 was going to say, rotten,
and I guess that is about as good a term as
any to express the quality. A bee-keeper
in almost any country is liable to get his
head against a bush or a limb of a tree, and
every bee keeper knows how handily a twig
will catch into a veil and rend it. Then, a

sawing,

edge-

moulding,
bt^adine,
Full line

chinery. Send

for Catalog A.
Water St.. Seneca Falls,

Sfin^ca Fails Mfir. Co.. 4«

Please mention Bee Journal

.

.g^

;^

etc.

KOOT

AND H A NDp o w B R Ma-

when

silk veil is

thing used b^- bee-keepers.
Service— low freig-ht rate.

.^

free.

The

."^

WALTER

512 Mass. Ave.,

S.

Bf.V.

-writing.

Ruui's Goods at Root's Prices.
PouDER's Honey-Jars and everyPrompt

.^^
.•^

worth from .50 to 7.5 cents, and is
of such value that it ought to last longer.
veil I present has an old material for
the back, and a new material for the front
at least I have never heard of its being
used tor this purpose. It is very thin, very

-

boring,

Catalog

POUDER,

Indianapolis, Ind.

^]
^^
^\
^^
^\
^i^

—
Go.,

Medina, 0.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.
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ALFALFA
In

*

9,

1899.

"ftt

6o=pound Tin Cans.

WyE have been able to secure a quantity of WHITE ALFALFA EXTRACTED HONEY which we offer
f^
^l '' for the present at these prices, on board cars here in Chicag-o Sample b3' mail. 10 cents 2 60-pound
:

cans, in a box, 9'2 cents a

pound

;

;

Cash with order

more cans. 9 cents a pound.

4 or

Owing- to our limited supply of this fine honey, those desiring

should order promptly.

it

GEORGE W. YORK &
ii8

consisting' of 235 acres, a^ g-ood a farm as there
is in Lake Co., 111., located onlv 26 miles north
of the Chicag-o court-house, on the old Chicago

and Milwaukee stage-road (or Milwaukee Ave.
now), and \14 miles from Prairie View on the
Wisconsin Central railroad. The beautiful Desplaines river runs thru the pasture, besides the
timber land. Also 1V» acres of good timber one
mile northeast of Half Day, making- 254 acres
in all.

The farm

not only a splendid one for dairyThere
ing-, bui is also a good location for bees.
is white clover, sweet clover, basswood, etc.
The editor of the American Bee Journal has
been on the farm and will confirm every statement concerning its value.
is

Address, for further particulars, terms,

Mrs. J. B. ftyers,

Liberiyville,

etc.,

Lake Go.

III.

SURE HATCH SNCUBAIOR^
Truet.ML'i Kxm^.
It i.^LiiaiJcNu
to hatch aDilduesb.itx;li.
excess heating in center of
egechamber. Entirely autoEoatlc.

the veil is aliout 12 cents and when
the bachelor bee keeper has plenty of leisure the making of it becomes a pleasure.
When I first donned the thing I thought I
should not like it; but now after a few
weeks" use 1 am more and more in love with
it.
There is but little reflection from the
bright surface into the eyes, and the reflection bothers only when the sun is not
shining. The mosquito-netting, besides being cheap, is of large mesh, and allows a
free circulation of air. The color also adds
to the comfort.— Rambler, in Gleanings in
Bee Culture.

rial for

EBrooders H^^fj
If
sreperf-'cl. Let ua make jou "j
your 13
pHcfts laid down at
-'
btatlnn.
Our Catillojue IS H
chock full of prai'ticil Po.i1tf
io FRFE.
PenH
try mform:*liin.
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<j>elling' Itees

Clean Out

to

MecfionM

^^
And

SOUTHERN
ILLINOIS

^^

Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley
ley R. R. in the fam
famous

ted on the
also located

YAZOO VALLEY
of Mississippi
iisissippi

— specially adapted

to the

raisinj;r <jf

CORN AND HOGS,

I'n-

thus discust in a

is

Stray Straw in Gleanings in Bee-Culture;
" You can take partly filled sections and
place them in the upper story of a colony
and the bees below, if you give them time
enough, will empty them out and store in
the brood-combs
(Gleanings. 724 ) For
that phrase, 'if you give
them time enough,' should be strongly italicized, making the time generally not less

this
for

SURc HATCH INCUBATOi? COMPANY.

it

now.
S"*
Clav Ceoter. Nebr.

THIS-

'locality'

than six months. I've had heaps and heaps
of experience on that point, with large
numbers of supers, extending over years,
with all sorts of insinuating devices, and I
must humbly confess that I think I never
got a single super cleaned out when allowing only one colony access to it. If any one
has succeeded, I'll be effusively thankful
for the trick. "

Wood

Binder

will hold

and

Illinois Central R. R. in

;

'

y

!

of the

LANDS

Located on the

Soil Ricnesi

i'h\

World.

Write for Pamphlets and Maps.

;

Hundreds

K^',

(^Hg^pPARM

'

'

Common Sense

s

CO.,

I

transparent celluloid as transparent as
glass; very light, and quite flexible; and a
large piece of it that will enable the wearer
to see in every direction costs about 8 cents.
The celluloid is attacbt to common white
mosquito-netting. The total cost of mate-

iiiii!.lit

Address,

Michigan Street, CHICAQO, ILL.

—

Dairy Farm For Sale

in all cases.

one year's numbers
American Bee Journal

will Ue sent

by mail for
Full directions
each Binder. The

30 ceatM.
accompany

issues of the

Journal can be

inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for reference in book form.
By paying for a year's subscription STRICTLY IN ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, postpaid, for 10 cents extra.

Editor Root adds
above paragraph:

footnote to the
have had bees
empty out partly filled sections in the upper story; but it sometimes took two
months, and that is the reason why I put in
the qualifying clause.
if you give them
time enough.' Taking it all in all, the beekeeper had better not fool away his time
and that of the colony in any such way as
this; better far better pile the sections
up in the cellar and let all the bees rob them
out slowly."
this

"We
'

—

—

ADDRESS,
118 Mich. St., Coicago,

Cent. R. R.

30A16t

FREE FOR A MONTH....
If you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.

Wool

^larket!^

and

HATCHING
^ CAN

IN 10

DAYSi

)uM heanimproveiiiciitou the

iJyB^
^

lliiit
'

le

with

li.

It

11 Kit

less atl^^ution

made.
It il«*s
and bas all
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111.

(.uii'tdo

it.

it
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i

than any i

bet-ause

late

J

We J

furnish an 1> t'l: ltAT(»l{
will huteh all hat.hable egge,

<lo it

iiiil

WE

it is

•

improvi^- i

^n],! at a k'lv price ami guaran- X
Catiilo^ue Id 5 lanKua|;<'i«, 6clfi.
J
CO.. Itox 78, m-« niolneb, la.

|

Slieep

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write tivdav.
WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAGO. ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

Seeds,

We

hare made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:
Sft

J^wl

VOKK & CO.

C.i., r.-irk Row, Room 413,
CHICAGO, ILL,
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing
111.

Sweet Clever (white)

old «uv. but

GKO. W.

SKENE, Land Commissioner,

E. P.

60c
80c
60c
S5c

White Clover
Alfalfa Clover

Crimson Clover

lOtb
$1.00
1.40
1.20
.90

25ft
$2.25
3.00
2.75
2.00

soft
$4.00
5.00

5.0a
3.50-

Prices subject to market changfes.

Add

25 cents to
freight.

your order, for cartage,

if

wanted by

Your orders are

solicited.

GEORGE
118

Michigan

W.

Street,

YORK & CO.
-

CHICAGO,

ILI*.
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FEED MILL

this mill

tomeettbt

at,-

mnnil ot tht patrons ot the
famouHEIetlrip (iood^ toi
til at afair price.
a good
a dirert grioder and
It
absoilisoT wastfs no powIn
useless
andexptnsive
er

m

It"

gtariDjrs.
Cuts, crushes
ainlgrlndaearcorn.and all
BDiali era IDS single or mix-

Grateful for a Small Yield.

AdjaslaMf—crlnfg ciarse or

»d.

prices eree.

cannot report a very large yield for the
past year — ahout 2 000 poiimis from 50 colonies.
Still I am very grateful for that, as
many in tbis vicinity have not enough
honey to spread on their cakes a half a
G. H. Lincoln.
dozen mornings.
Clark Co., Wis., Oct. 28.
I

ELECTKU: >YHEELrO

Box

Circulars and

low.

16, Quincv.

when

111.

writinir

vou care to know of its
^-nli-frvfrt 11 f
^dlllUnilct
;
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper—
If

Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,
handsomely illustrated, $2.00 per annum. Samleadint,'

ple copy free.

I started last spring with 4 colonies two

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,

which swarmed once, one swarmed twice,
and one did not swarm at all. The one that

<3f

San Francisco, Cal.
Market Street,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

330

did not swarm gave me a-i pounds of nice
white honey, which I sold for 20 cents per
pound; the other 3 old colonies gave no
surplus except one gave 8 pounds; 2 of this

PATENT WIRED COMB FODHDATION
Has no Sag in Brood-Frames.
Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus

year's swarms gave me b\ pounds surplus,
so in all I got 113 pounds of surplus honey.
The reason I sold some of this honey is because 1 am aiming to make the bees pay
their own expenses, for hives, etc., so that
if I happen to lose them it will be no finan-

Honev.
Beinp the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. A.

cial loss.

VAN DEUSEN,

Sole Manufacturer,
Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

my

second year, and I am well
satisfied so far.
I have not heard of any
one near here that got any surplus this
year. I now have 10 colonies in good conLewis Lamkin.
dition for winter.
Woodbury Co., Iowa, Oct. 24.

The Midland Fanner
(SEMI-MONTHLY).

Bees Did But

representative modern Farm Paper of the
Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Paiffe

The

Little.

Bees have done but little here this season
on account of the weather. I was noticing
to-day that the clover on the roadside has
started more than I thought it had, making
the prospects for a clover flow next year
very good. After a poor season foUowmg
a severe winter bees haven't made much of

a

stir this season.

E. B.

Uenesee Co., Mich., Oct.

Not a Good Place for Bees.

them with honey.

I

ble

Publisher,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Wainwright Building-,
Please mention the Bee Journal.
"Dtf

don't believe this locality will be a successful bee-country. My bees seemed to do
well in the early part of the season, I had
3 new swarms from 4 colonies; one colony
cast 2 swarms, all early and strong ones.
They did well until about the middle of
July, then they killed oil' all drones, and today they have considerable honey. They
built large, handsome combs, but did not
fill

Stock-Raisine.

W, M, BARNUM,

I

get to

to every branch of Farming- and
Plain and Practical— Seasonaand Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of j'our ueig-hbors (for
free samples), and we will enter your name for 1
year. (If you have not received your moue.v's
worth at end of year, \ve will, upon request, continue the paper to you fret* uf c<.ist another year],

departments

Tykhell.

28.

may have

eS-IF

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the w&ole Apicultural Field more
completely than anv other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

B66-K66D6rs' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

to

acquaintance in Boone County, and he says
they have a good crop of honey this year.
They have plenty ot white clover and buckwheat.
I am going to change my business to
farming, with bees, chickens and fruit. I

want to locate in a good place for bees.
Oklahoma is the best place for fruit I have
ever seen. The winters are mild. Bees can
be left out all winter on the

Oklahoma

Pacific Rural Press,

The

Results of the Past Season.

is

Ptiits-

Please mention Bee Journal

The

This

fine,

feed a little, but this may not be in any
fault of the country. I believe where while
clover exists it would be much more favorable for success. I imagine Missouri is a
more successful State for bees. I have an

summer stands.
G. W. Mack.

Co., O. T., Oct. 23.

Honey Crop Poop.
The honey crop was very poor here the
past season. I got 300 pounds ot comb
honey from 38 colonies, spring count, and
had TOO pounds
colonies, spring
count, and increast to 30. 1 lost two in the
winter. Late swarms will have to he fed
Josei'H Bethke.
for winter.
Sauk Co., Wis., Oct. 34.
increast to
of

.5B.

Last year

comb honey from

I

U

Very Poor Honey Crop.
The honey crop was a very poor one with
me this year— an average of 10 pounds to
the colony, spring count, and I will have to
feed some for winter. It was caused by
bad management, and the freeze last February. I find it as important to flowers as
to the bees, if you wish to make a success.
I have experimented with several kinds of
bees, and I find them similar to the human
race— the dark or hybrids prove to be the
best workers in the heat. An Italian queen
fertilized by a native drone is my preference. I have two colonies of Adels, and
they hold up well to three out of four of
their recommendations— breeding, gentleness and non swarming but for honey "no
good," or they have proven so with me. I
will give them one more trial, and, if they
fail, off comes the queens' heads.

—

Washington

L.
Co., Ala., Oct.

W. McRae.
3.5.

Tiering Hives in the Cellar— Report.
I notice some inquiry lately about the
manner of tiering hives in the cellar. The
"Sage of Marengo " doesn't seem to have
"caught on" yet to the best way to tier

hives without bottoms. His objections to
Pennsylvania's shelves (see page 063) all
hold good in regard to the way be says to

them.
Just pile them up the same as the Doctor
does, and it you have a common bottomtier

Mml

How to Secure a
Heavy Gold Pen, chased barrel

Gold Diamonfl Poiat Foiinlaiu Pen at Wliolesale Price.
51.50
No. 4310.— Heavy Gold Pen, narrow, 18 kt. Gold Bands
$2.00
and directions with each pen. Every pen g-uaranteed for one year, by the manufacturers.
Readers of the American Bee Journal will be piven a discount of 20 percent off above prices, as we have made special arrang-eraents with the
Diamond Point Pen Co., to g^ive our patrons this absolutely perfect fountain pen at the wholesale price.
To secure this wholesale discount on the above fountain pens, you must send your orders direct to this office, enclosing- the number of the pea
you want, and a postal note or postage stamps, for the cost of same.
We are ofleriug^ our readers an absolutely perfect fountain pen which is g^uarauteed to give entire satisfaction, as the Diamond Point Pen Co.
fullv warrant and guarantee them absolutely as represented.
If the pen points are not entirely satisfactory they will be exchanged at no extra expense if returned to the office of the Diamond Point Pen Co.,
102 Beekman Street, New York, N. Y^

No

,,o__14 kt.

Box,

filler

Premium Pen

Special
Offer ^0.

1.

NEW

sub-

;

"VVe will

Offer No. 2.

Offers.

"We will mail Fountain Pen No. 2110 free as a premium to any one sending us THREE
scribers to the American Bee Journal for one year, with S3. 00 to pay for same or

NEW

mail Fountain Pen No. 4310 free as a premium to any one sending- us FIVE
Address,
American Bee Journal for one year, with S5.00 to pay for same.

subscrib-

ers to the

GEOt^GE, W.

YORK &

PDIAMOND POINT^^
Ao.

-JllO.

I'rlcc; ^l.ao,

postpaid.

CO., 118 MictiiQan St., Ghicago,

ill.

—
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board, put

FOR A GOOD

FEED

value in this class of live st'^^ 1:
> i"^P>'"?sent
V appliances. Best cast iron furnace witli larere
Boilers ma-le of best No. 22 galvanized si
[ surface.
-can't rust, tarnish or poison and discolor food.
C 20 gal. size $5.
50 gal. size S12. and limgal. size Si 6.
The small size
wood onlj- ; the larger sizes burn
^
both wood or coaL Don't buy until you get our free circular;
(
[

Reliable Incubator and Brooder

iJo.

Box

2

(

:

No Surplus Honey.

Sections. SHiODino-Gases and

HONEY-SECTIONS—

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
Best....

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

Extracted Honey...

Basswood

b-a.i^k.eXjS.
fine WISCONSIN BASSWOOD EXTRACTED HONEY
iisr

\\TE have some very
^ »
in barrels, each htjlding 300 pounds of honey, which we offer at 9 cents a
pound, f.o.b Chicaj^o, cash with order. Sample by mail, 10 cents. We can ship
promptly.
Address,

GEORGE

G. B.

W.

YORK &

CO., 118 Mich. St., GtiicaQO,

111.

LEWIS COMPANY,
WATERTOWN,

WIS.,

CAN FURNISH YOU WITH THE VERY FINEST

Bee = Keepers' Supplies
11^

THE

-WOK-LID.

Parties wanting goods before new catalog is issued will please write for
quotations. We want every BEE=KEEPER on our list.
If you did not receive our catalog last year send us your name and address
atid we will inail you our new catalog as soon as it is ready.

Page
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NEW LONDON,

Operates two Sawmills that

cut, annually, eight million feet of

Every one should come loaded with ideasand subjects for discussion; those who cannot
come should write so<m to the secretary or the
president and tell us what aie the particular
needs of your locality. The members will be
the program— we know fiom experience that
us.

make a very lively convention. Come
is su'e to be " a hot time in
the old town."
R. C. Aikix, Pres.,
F. KArcHFUSS, Sec,
Loveland, Colo,
box 378, Denver, Colo.

j'ou will

everyhody^lhere

Better

Farm Poultry.

Intelligent interest in fine poultry is becoming more general from year to year. Evidence
of this is the markt improvement of the Poultry
Press and the attention paid to the subject by
the more freneral farm papers.
_2
No small credit for this is due to the breeders
of poultry who have for years advertised their
stock, maintained exhibits and contributed in
many wavs to arousing and stimulating the attention of the public at large. One of the names
familiar to readers of the A meriian Bee Journal
is John Bauscher, Jr.. of Freeport. III., whose
card appears in another column. Mr. Bauscher
has an immense establishment and makes a
specialty of Farm-Bred Stock. Republishes a
very complete and expensively prepared man.

ual at a merely nominal price and solicits correspondence. Intending purchasers will do well
tn write him before buying, always mentioning
the American Bee Journal wlien writing.

Farm Wagon Economy.

C-'l'

The economy

of this proposition is not all
the very reasonable price of the wayon
itself, but in the great amount of labor it will
save, and its great durability-.
The Electric
in

Co.,

who make

this" Electric

Handy

lumber, thus se-

T3__ L^-.^—.^.^...h' Q...^^L^r^

Dee-^KeeperS OUpplieS*«,

BEST UOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

^
23 cents Cash ^i^
_
J ^
^
paid for Beeswax. *
'*

'**

Wairon and the now famous Electric Wheels,
have s Ived the problem of a successful and
durable low-down watron at a reasonable price.
This wapon is composed of
the best material thruout
while hickory axles, steel
wheels, steel hounds, etc.;
truaranteed to carry 4,W0 lbs.
Tliese Electric Steel
aie made to fit any

Wheels
wagon,

and make

practicailj- a new
wnt.'-on out of the old one.
Tliev can be had in any he'trht
desired, and any width of tire
up to H inches. With an ej<tra
set of these wheels a farmer

This

is a good time
send in your Beeswax. We are paving

to

?i,r?o?="Ai

upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money promptly, send us your beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.. 118 MICHIGAN Street. CHICAGO. ILL.
low,

usual, the State Agricultural College will assist

Wheel

for Circular and

r^k

annual convention Nov. 27, 28 and 29, in the
State House, Denver, beginning at 10 a.m. As-

WIS.,

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
lutely accurate.
they are poli-sht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factorv equipt Vfith best machinery, all combine to enable

•

—

Colorado.
That " irrepressible " Colorado
State Bee Keepers' Association will hold their

found

price for the manufacture of

Send

Minnesota. — The Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Assnciaiion will hold its 11th annual meeiing at
the Court House in Minreapnlis, Wednesday
and Thursday, Dec. 6 and 7, is'J').
J. P. West, Pres., Hastings, Minn.
Dr. L. D. Leonard, Sec, Miuneapolis.

Lyon Mfg. Co.

curing the best lumber at the lowest

this firm to furnish the

started one year ago with ;^5 colonie*
and now have 110. and the past has been a,
dry seas-on— no surplus from even the best
apiaries in this neighborhood.
W. A. Johnson.
Los Angeles Co.. Calif.. Oct. '20.
I

of making the very best Sections on the market.
this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
selected, young and
the best for making the ONE-PIECE
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

Please mention the Bee Journal when writin^r.

1

;

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK-QUICK SHIPMtNTS.

We make a specialty
The BASSWOOD in

My report for the past season is. 40 colospring count.
.SOU pounds comb
honey. lOO pounds of extracted, and increast to fi5 colonies which shows a rather
poor year, but we have just bad a splendid
rain and are expecting a " bier crop " next.
year.
E. S. Miles.
Crawford Co.. Iowa. Oct. 27.
nies,

Juincy, lii.iL

Please mention Bee journal "whun writing.

OUR MOTTO

or 3-inch strips under each

to raise

low.

bums

COOKER

1899.

it that much from the hive beTo get tbem off the bottom you must
pry them up a little '4 inch or so) a day or
two before cellaring, and take a pretty cool
day to carry tbem in. Have your cellar as
dark as jou can see to work in, and handle
them extra carefully.

end

FEED COOKERS
IiH;
^ly^ vB OlilR^LIABLE
unequaled
V VX^
V
V^^ H «
^^
hcarnu
^^^

13.<

9,

can interchange them with
and have a hifrh or low-dowo
Write for catalojr of the full

his regular wheels

wagon

at

will.

"Electric Line" to Electric Wheel Co., Box
Ouincy, 111. Mention the Bee Journal.

16,

:

Nov.
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A' >te

Chicago. Oct. 18.~The market

and

active

the best grade; white, not strictly fancy, brings.

and 15c; amber grades range from 10{ail2c,
and dark, 9ia idc. Extracted, 7(" Sc for white,
according to body, flavor and package; amber,
7(a7J4c; dark grades, 0'(t7c. Keeswax, 26f«'2'7c.
13, 14

Burnett &

K. A.

Co.

Kansas

City, Oct. 1'). -The demand for comb
houey is fair, and supply light. The supply of
extracted is light, and demand good. We quote
No. 1 white comb, 13i4ral4c; No. 2, IStoUIsc;
Nn. 1 amber. 13'.ic; No. 2, 12'^(«.tl3c. Extracted,
while, 7(<(7!4c: amber, 6(«i6}^: dark, 5(ai5'.^c.,
Beeswax, 22'0'25c.
C. C. Clemons & Co,

Behind Time.

New
what

Fancy white,

watches as time-keepers.

146
a Gentleman's genuine open face
Elg'in, Waltham, or Hampden, the movement
nickel-finisht, compensation Ijalance. straight
line escapement, quick train, patent .safety pinion, double brace main-spring-, Breguet hairspring. The Case is Silverine with screw front
and back, and of good weight, thus making a
perfect, dust-proof watch.

No. 146

is

a Lady's genuine Elgin, Waltham
the movement nickel finisht, 7 jewels, compensation balance, Breguet hair-spring,
with Silverine hunting-case.

No. 143

or

to

We

former years.

No.

15 cents;

white, 13@14c;
amber, IK-i I2c; and buckwheat, 9(0llc as to
quality. Extracted remains firm at following
prices: California white, SJ^c: light amber, 8c;
white clover and bass\vood, Sc; amber, 7'/2C.
Very little trade for extracted buckwheat as yet.
Southern, fancy, 7^c per pound; other grades,
as to quality, from 70c to 75c gallon. Beeswax
quiet at 20((^21c.
Hildreth & Segelken.
1,

,

make a mistake if you fret one of
They are equal to any $15.00 or $20.00

^^i^^

and not up

light

quote;

j'ou

if

20. — Demand is very good for
comb honey. Receipts are some-

Vork, Oct.

grades of

all

WATCHES we offer here are g-enuitie
THE
will
you have none
barg'ains, and
these.

is

full quotations are obtained.
A little fancywhite sold at loc. but sales are chiefly at ISc for

^K^
not

Jii >tt .rfi >l4ti

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Yourself
Lest You get

Jte.

HONEY AND BEESWAX l

I

You Should
"Watch"

>!4 ^l*. Jte >!<. Jit rfi

is

Hampden,

Cincinnati, Oct, 9.— The demand for honey,
comb and extracted, is very good, withmuch better than a few weeks ago.
Fancy comb finds ready sale at 15tol6c; darker
grades are hard to '*ell at any price.
Hood demand for all grades of extracted.
White clover and basswood brings Sr«j8S^c: amber and Southern at from (>^ij7c. Oood demand'
for beeswax at 2tic.
C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth.
We do not handle houey on commission— we
buy for spot cash onl.v.
both

prices

Buffalo. Oct. 20.— Supplies of strictly fancy
1-pound combs are lightest for many seasons;
such are held firmly at 14c: few sales, 15c: No.

from 12c down. We do not notice any extracted in market. It is wanted at from 5c to 7c
per pound. Beeswax, from 2Sfai3;lc per pound
for fancy pure yellow.
Batterson & Co.
2,

Our Oilers on

liiese

Genuine

H^@

San Francisco, Oct. 25.— White comb.
amber, 8(gH0c. Extracted. white,7''ifa7X..
light amber, 6H(g*7c, amber. Sfe^SJ^c; Beeswax,
1214c;

WflTGHES

14-3

26a27c.

No. 146 we will send prepaid, by express, to any address for S6.00 or will
give it free as a premium for sending us 12 new subscribers for the American Bee
Journal for one year at iEl.OO each or we will club it with the Bee Journal for
one year both for only $6.50.
No. 143 we will send prepaid, by express, to any address for S7.00 or we will
give it free as a premium for sending us 15 nevp subscribers for the American
Bee Journal for one year at $1.00 each or we will club it with the Bee Journal
for one year both for only $7.50.
We believe we have never offered any premiums to our readers that we
think will give the satisfaction that these watches will. They are not cheap
"clocks," but really valuable watches that will wear well, run all right, and be
worth much more than is paid for them. Here is a chance to make a gift
to some boy, girl, young man or young lady.
Everybody ought to have a good
watch.
Address,
;

—

;

;

;

—

GEORUE W. YORK &

CO., 118 Michigan

St.,

CHICAGO.

Boston, Oct. 13.— We quote:

A

white
1,

in cartons, 15f"16c;
13'a'14c.
Extracted, light

ber,

Fancy No. 1
No. 1, 14{a>]5c; No.
amber, 7(«'8c; am-

ti!'4f<?7?'^c.

But

new

market on honey.
continues to be very short
is naturally a little lighter,
as the retail trade is not quite up to higher
prices, still with the light stock- they must evidently come to it.
Blake, Scott & Leb.
little

The supply

to note in this

still

while the demand

—

Omaha,

Oct. 14. The market is now well supnew crop honey and trade is taking
readily at 14@14!^c for fancy white in
round lots, with about one cent less f. r light
amber. Dealers are fully satisfied now that the
crop is light, and not bidding back purchasing
any longer for fear of lower prices White exPeycke Bros.
tracted, 8c.
plied with

hold

Detroit, Oct. 18.— Fancy white, 15((?']6c: No.
white. 14fa\15c; dark grades, 10(fl:12c. Demand)
and supply light. No extracted in market.
White would sell for 8(" SJ^c. Beeswax, 23(1' 24c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.
1,

g<iod

BEE-KEEPERS

Let
!

me send vou my 64Catalog for 1899.

pag-e

Cleveland, Oct. 18.— Fancy white, 16c; No.
white, 15c; fancy amber, 12fs^l3c; No. 1 amber,
fancy dark. 9(rtil0c: White extracted,'
8^8Hc; amber, 7(^7!4c. A. B.Williams & Co.
1

4 BEE-SUPPLIES
f**"

^j,

ihing you want

home market

£

for

now

ESTABLISH A

develop
your extracted

honey.

WE

carry a complete line of Root's

goods and sell at their prices. To Parties IN THE South we offer a saving in
freight.
Send us your orders and be
convinced. Catalog for the asking.

Chas. F.

Muth & Son

HOME OF

YOUR OWN

lu

Successor to

*

Don't Rent

L.ANGSTKUTH HiVKS, MuTH'S HO-NEVEXTKACTOKS, £tC.
Muth's 5quare Glass Honey-Jars are

the
fjusi
your

^
^
4
^

^t^^.

and A. Muth,

2146^8 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
40Atf
Please mention the Bee Journal

Read "The Corn Belt," a handsome
monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
2og

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

llCail2c;

WANTED.— Comb and
price, kind,

33Al3t

BURNETT &

103 So.

Water

CO.,
Chicago,

St.,

WANTED.— Fancy white comb honey
State
drip shipping-cases.
C. H. W.
quantity.

price,

Weber,

III.

in no-

kind andt

Successor to Chas. Muth & Son and A. Muth
2146-8 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O
40Atf

Your
I

•

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

extracted honey; state-

and quantity.

R. A.

We

HONEY

buy it, no matter
where you are. Address,
will

giving descripli u and price,
,NLEV
EY & SON, Fairfield
34Atf THOS. C. STAN

III..
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Perfect Qoods.

Latest Improvements.

Nov.

22lld

n^rl...^*'^

Hives, Shipping-Cases

Year

Dadant's Foundation.

Why

Extractors, Etc,
EVERYTHING A
.„„.,„
BEEKEEPER NEEDS.
Catalo'jT

aud copy of

does

1899.

IM

t^^*w^A^\\^w^

Very Reasonable Prices.

Sections,

9,

Year

We guarantee

it sell

so well?

satisfaction.

has always given better satisfaction than any other.
Because In 22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliments.

What morj can anybody do? BEAUTY,
PUk.. i, FIRMNESS.No SAaQINQ, No

Because

it

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETINQ.

«*The American Bee=Keeper'*— FREE

Send name for our Catalog, Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

A I> K i: s s
IJ

THE W.

T.

JAMESTOWN,

We

sell

the best Veils, cotton or silk.

FALCONER MFG. CO.,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

N. Y.

The Americau Bee-Keeper

is a live Monthly,
and has been publisht by us for the past 10

jears— 50 cents a year.
Please mention Bee Journal

when

i

-writin?.

tiereis the Thin g >;^--^;^^i';;;;;;;-^

Langstrolh on

The New Champion
WINTER-CASE...

Tlie Classic in

which does away with all unnecessary work, and' in which the bees
will not die in the coldest winter.
Send for special prices on quantity
wanted.
R. H. SCHMIDT & CO..

Shebovc.an, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

BEES

QUEENS

Honey-Bee, Revised.

llie

Bee-Ciilture-Frice, $1,25,

tiy

Mail,

Beeswax Wanted ^^^^^^^^^^
at all times.

chas. dadant & son,
Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

Please mention Bee Jotirnal -when writing.

III.

Smokers, Sections.
Comb Foundation

Ami all Apiarian Supplies
rhrap. SPDd for
K. T. FLANA(JAN, BelletUI*, Ul

^.

W^^r

'

FKEE

(^utalugue.
(\itmoBiie.

^lease mention Bee Journal

M. H.

when

vTTitinrr.

& SON,
HUNT ROOT'S
PRICES.

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

at

Shipping-Cases and Danz. CartDiis are what
you need to display and ship vour honey in.

Send

BELL BRANCH. MICH.
when writinf.

for Catalog'.

Please mention Bee Journal

fS I ^°^^'±L^'^"

LEAHY MFG. CO.

Please mention Bee Journal

I Smolier...
»»

^-S

HIQQINSVILLE,
MISSOURI.

when writme

—SUBSCRIBE FOR THE—

|

Farmer's

Home Journal,

Louisville,

Ky,

^;

BeeSjnoker

A practical business paper for the farmer. It treats of farming- and stock breeding from both
practical aud scientific standpoints. It is the oldsst and best known at^rricultural weekly in the
South. If vou have anvthiny to sell send us your advertisement. Every farmer who expects to
mix "brains with muscle" in his business should read ihis paper. Subscription price, $1.W per
JOURNAL. Louisville, Ky.
FARMER'S
year. Sample copy free. Address,
Please mention Bee Journal "when "WTiting.

HOME

'-^

A

Little Better

than

^

HONEY=JARS.
1-pound square, $4.70 per gross, with corks S gross, $4.50 per gross. Labels,
60c per gross $1.00 for 500. We have several styles of Jars for retailing honey.
;

;

OUTSIDE CASES
5

T. F.

r^
:2
r^

For circular,

.^^

BINGHAM,

Farwell, Mich.,
^ivin^r lull information and prices.

J
^
^^'.
^^-

for wintering bees, include bottom, body and gable cover
10 for $5. So.

BASSWOOD EXTRACTED HONEY,
Sample
Catalog

5 cents.
free.

Please mention Bee Journal

Please raeutlou Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

I. J.
when writme

Please Meotioii

liie

— 60 cents each,

cans and kegs, 8^ to 9c per pound.

STRINGHAM,
1^)5

Park Place,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

Bee Journal iJl^nTsIri"^

v<%;»lSiJ»l«;«l

0^'^'^*^*^'^'^'^'^'^'^'^'^*^'(^'^'^'^'^'^'^'^ |Kf>(|)-'
CHICAGO,

39th YEAR,

«

js

ILL,

NOVEMBER

a'^«*

G.

W.

Bell,

iJi-C
,>^~'.
":^' ^;^£r%-.|-._-

*

BELL

was born in Pennsylvania March 12,1860.
father was a farmer and lumberman, so "G. W."
the farm in summer and lumbered in the
He taught two terms of
spring-, going to school in winter.
school, and in the spring of 1883 he entered the mercantile
business, in which he continued until last fall.
The spring of 1884 he married Miss Mamie Newcomer,
and their family now consists of the seven boys shown in
'R.

M' His
workt on

Mr. G. W.

Bell, of

CkaiJuiJ

the picture. When all of those little " Bells " get to " ringing " what a time the)- must have in that home
Mr. Bell was appointed postmaster at his place in ClearHe was instrumental in having the
field County in 1883.
post-office establisht, and held the position for nine years.
During that time he was twice elected justice of the peace,
has been tax-collector four years, school director, and auditor in fact, he has been in office since 1884, and came withMr.
in 24 votes of being elected to the State Legislature.
Bell doesn't look like a politician, either. We have had the
pleasure of meeting him at several conventions, the last
time at Philadelphia, in September last.
He commenced to keep bees in 1888, getting two colonies, and has been very successful, considering that his
locality is not overcrowded with good nectar-yielding plants.
Still, he has succeeded in getting more honey per colony
than any of his neighbors. He has Italian bees, and tries
to keep them pure, introducing new queens every season.
The past season he increast his apiary from 59 colonies to
98, and took 2,700 pounds of honey.
Mr. Bell and his boys had just come in from the corn-

—

His Boys and Bees.
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along-, and as the
the apiary just as
are twins, 5 years
old the next one is the youngest, 3,'/i years the next, the
fourth, 10 years old next, the fifth, 8 years old next, the
sixth, 12 years old and the one on his knees is the oldest,
being IS years of age. Mr. Bell informs us that none of
his boys are afraid of the bees. Should he be able to make
bee-keepers of all those boys, what a large number of outapiaries thev could manage. In case they should ever decide to do this, they would need to go West to the large
alfalfa regions where there is plenty of room for both boys

when the photographer happened
was in a hurry, they all went into
they were. The two boys at the right

field

latter

;

;

;

The

bees.

Editor.

16, 1899i

And from

that trying time to the present
Old Glory's been always in sight
And the eagle still screams 'bove the rattle
Of musketry, " Fight for God fight 1"
",

1

AN APOLOGY.

;

;

and

Nov.

But as this is a bee-men's convention,
Not held on the Fourth of July,

And as my subject is better adapted
To blowing j-our follies sky-high.
Than

waving the national banner,
my task — and sigh
For I'm thinking you'd rather hear something
Of new things — of something to try.
I

to

return to

In the place of reviewing old skeletons
From wrecks of the days going by
And it's pleasanter to feed you with taffy
Than to witness your faces awry
But the example of George the Immortal
Points straight to the truth that's why
I am giving you doses of tansy
Instead of all candy and pie.

—

BEE-KEEPERS EXCEL.

Report of the Proceedings of the 30th Annual
Convention of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, Held at Philadelphia,

and

Pa., Sept. 5, 6

BY DR.

A. B.
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[Continued from pagre

YANKEE GENIUS.
Yankee's an experimenter.
As most of you here understand
He has breathed the pure ozone of freedom
So long in this limitless land.
And been wooed by the goddess Invention
live

;

method

is

scanned.

What

appliance, machine, apparatus.
Or anything heretofore planned.
Is quite perfect till the light of his genius
Shines thru the "American brand ?"
The Dead Sea of unworkt opportunity
Recedes when he raises his hand
!

his father.

Believing himself the grantee

Of the brains of the last generation.
The pride of the family tree.
He is anxious to show his kinsmen —
the good folks yet to be

The paved highway to fame and to fortune.
Which others, before, failed to see.
THE PROOF.
Hence the shelves of the Government office,
Where models of patents are kept.
Are the wonder of every beholder
That into the building has stept

it.
;

—

!

:

THE SELF-HIVEK.
The contrivance

is called a Self-Hiver;
exceedingly plain
T'is intended to fool Mrs. Queenly
And all her worshiping train.
Some fine morning they plan for a frolic
And nothing their zeal can restrain
But our genius, without pressing a button,

Its object

;

"

:

Now

I've got 'em, I've g^ot 'em, I've got 'em,.
I'm sure they will bring me much gain !"
But just how they enrichthis exchecquer
I've waited for answer, in vain.
(Would you get the most eggs from a turkey?"
Just humor her whims, in the main.)

THE NON-SVVARMER.
There's another ingenious invention.
First cousin to that just described
With an itching to try something novel
How easy is error imbibed
!

A

non-swarmer is lovely in theory.
But over its grave is inscribed
"Here lies one that was born in a hurrj-.
:

They convince the observant on-looker
That Yankee inventors ne'er slept.
PATENTS ON YOUTH.

They have patented every

in

Stands by and repeats this refrain

Not content with the ways of

all

when

the great things they can do
For the novice behind a bee-smoker
Is burning with " try," thru and thru.
" There is room at the top " thus hemusesi
" And /'// give the world moreen a cue
In the art of improving the fixtures
And methods in use hitherto."
And until he has hatcht a new theory
He heeds not the warning curfew
But just wait here's a child of his genius.
Laboriously born, take a view

INSPIRED.

And

resist the temptation,

To show

Fads, Fancies and Follies in the Apicultural World.

Till every old

There is something so strangely bewitching
About the bee-business that few

Can
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After the general discussion Hon. EugeneSecor read the
following paper on

A

Now, if Yankees in general are smart enough
To give us so much that is new.
Pray, what might be expected from bee-men
The cream of the whole blessed crew ?

And

died without clergy

— proscribed."

REVERSIBLE HIVES.

idea.

Yes, every conceivable thing,
From a mammoth steam thresher and stacker
To the tiniest baby-swing
And I'm waiting, impatient, for patents
On )'oiitli and perpetual Spring
For these thin, wintry locksare embarrassing
When bees 'round my cranium sing;
And we're loth to resign the ambitions
Which flowery young manhood did bring.
;

—

;

!

MOTH-PROOF HIVES.

IN PARENTHESES.

By the waj', this proud eagle of Freedom
Has not been confined in its flight
To inventional vauntings and soarings
To lead this old world to the light.
He once crackt an old bell in this city
Proclaiming the reign of the right

Please reverse the old dial of j-our memorySome half a score years, more or less
Does the hive with that recently vronderful
Reversible feature impress
The bee-keeper of this day as useful
And needful to compass success ?
Does the man that gets honey now use it ?
Don't all in a chorus say yes
The reversible function is obsolete.
If this one's permitted to g-uess.

;

Hid away in some store-room or garret.
Mayhap, when not looking, you'll find
A reminder of times when some peddler

Grew fat till his face fairly shined,
As he traveled from farmstead to farmstead!
Unloading his hive — and his mind

———
Nov.
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With a

silvery tongue which for smoothness
Beat lightning and tallow combined.
Simple farmers who knew none but box-hives

Were

DEKP-CBI,I<

'Tis not

—

The first principle of starting in business
The joy of beholding- things grow.

THE BUREAU HIVE.

That

old saw about having our pitchers out
catch the first nectarine flow
Needs revising when combs made to order
Shall fill every hive in the row.
Mrs. Bee may yet lose her employment
If matters keep going on so
For, but one further step is now needed
To save her the trips to and fro
From the hive to the orchard and pasture
Where blossoms so temptingly blow.
When the next budding genius shall enter
The domain of Beedom and throw
In our laps a machine that's a capper.
The cake of the bee-man is dough.

In the dimness of past recollections
I see such a beautiful hive.
The deft work of a cabinet-maker.

doubt

FOUNDATION.

For both men and women, I trow
funny that ready-made jackets
For young baby bees are the " go ;"
To expect the young nurses to make them
In this day and age is too slow.
Hence a recent fad out is foundation
With cells so deep bees do not know

ripe for a deal of his kind.

—
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In this era of ready-made clothing

Clever agents for moth-killing patents
Were welcomed and cidered and dined
In the coveted days of the by gones
When wax-worms and others were blind.
Now. perhaps all such folly is ancient,
But liisVry is always behind.

No

—

To

— he alone could contrive

Such a lot of nice drawers and compartments.
In which the bee-farmer could dive
For the sweets of the fragrant white clover
When company staid after five.
But the plaguey old bees are so stupid

;

THE CRITICS.
The departments for critics appearing
In journals devoted to bees.
an idea that some of us writers
Don't relish as we do green peas
For it frightens us out of our senses,
And makes us feel weak in the knees.
The great need of bee-keepers is grammar .^
They need it at least if they'd please
The dear critics, for they admit Miller
By only the narrowest squeeze
And if 2c<e should misplace a capital,
Or fail, just once, to cross our t's.
We should look for the sting of the critics.
Who feast on such fool things as these.
I have found that it's easier than preaching.
To pick up the parson, when he's
Is

;

Got more sermons, and

better, in his noddle

Than all of his critic trustees.
But it seems as tho styte's more important
Than facts, with some people one sees.
So

I

give you this timid injunction
critics take snuff, let all snee:e.
:

When

CONCLUSION.
you with multiplied mention
Of follies and fads new and old
There are others which might be included.
Requiring a volume to hold.
I might speak of mora prescnt-6.a.y theories
The worth of whicli time will unfold.
But I hate to bury a bab}'

But

Hon. Eugene Secor.

I tire

;

They chink all the cracks, and deprive
That poor grang-er of all reputation

—

For piety while he's alive
For if anything sticks like propolis.
Old habits will stick and will drive
;

Before

Till the last mortal grip of our nature
Lets go— like the drawers in that hive.

My

There is something within us that's longing
For what is unknown and unseen,

And we hope for a prosperous
No matter what yesterday's

future
been.
Don't the things which elude our endeavors
Appear most alluring in sheen ?
'Tis the grass just outside of the pasture
That's greener and sweeter, I ween.
Just at present we're gazing toward sunrise.
Where Apis dorsata is queen.
And so great is our love for the latter
The golden Italian looks mean.
We are bound to have her of the Orient,

Tho Dewey's whole fleet lies between.
And we have to confine her, when gotten.

!

it I

;

happen

Eugene Secor.

—
—

Dr. Miller In this discussion I move that the speakers
be limited to 15 minutes. (Laughter.)
Mr. Abbott I think this paper should not be past by
without discussion, and it reminds me of a man who had
not time to pray, so he had a parson write a prayer, and
then he would point to it and say, ." O Lord, them's my sen-

timents."

At
which

this point a recess of 10 minutes
was voted to proceed with

was taken,

after

it

THE ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
Dr. Mason— I suggest that we vote for president, vicepresident and secretary at the same time, and on one ballot.

The suggestion was agreed

!

Since the failure of bees that are stingless
We'll never again be so green
Give away your old, poky Italians
And court the young Miss Philippine
!

thoroly cold

to miss it
own knell will likely be "knolled;"
So I leave this rich subject for future
Embalming by spirits more bold.

APIS DORSATA.

With tether, or Page's wire-screen.
There will be no more use for old Bombus
Red clover'll be suckt slick and clean
By that wonderful Apis tlorsata
Get ready your honey-machine

it is

And, besides,

,

to.

Dr. Mason— I nominate Ernest R. Root, of Ohio, for
president and L. D. Stilson, of Nebraska, for secretary.
W. Z. Hutchinson was also nominated for president, aiid
G. M. Doolittle for vice-president.
On motion it was voted that the secretary be instructed
to cast the ballot of the convention for Mr. Doolittle for
vice-president, which the secretary did.
Mr. Stone and Mr. Hershiser were appointed as tellers.
;
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Mr. Abbott I don't believe in trading- off a horse that
has been tested and found faithful, sol nominate Dr. Mason
for secretary.
The ballot resulted in the choice of E. R.
dent, and Dr. A. B. Mason for secretary.

Root for

presi-

COMMITTEES ON HONEY, FREIGHT RATES, AND THE APIARIAN
EXHIBIT AT THE PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION.
Pres. Whttcomb — I have been requested to appoint a
committee of three to pass on the honey that is on exhibition, and I will appoint Messrs. Hutchinson, Selser and
Doolittle as such committee.

Abbott — I would like to have a committee on
on bee-keepers' supplies appointed by this
convention. There is in the West a class of bee-smokers
that have alwaj's been shipt as first-class. Just before I
came away I shipt smokers, and the freig-ht was high.
There is no reason why bee-men should pay fivst-class for
tinware. I would like to have the question brought up. I
am going before the classification committee when I go
back, and I would like to have the influence of the Association. I have always shipt hives nested, and I suppose I have
saved bee-keepers a good many dollars. That is a matter
that I think the Association ought to take up before the
Western Classification Committee. I have been looking
the matter up, and it seems to me that it can be properly
presented.
The Western Classification Committee has
raised the classification so that there is S'i cents put upon
the consumer. Now the consumer is interested. I am not
selfish about this, but I would like to see something done in
Mr.

freight

rates

the matter.

—

Mr. Root I would like to amend that matter, and have
Mr. Abbott appointed as a committee of one. He knows all
about the matter, and if he has the influence of the Association, he can do a great deal.
Mr. Abbott and Mr. York were appointed as such committee.

—

Mr. Danzenbaker Mr. Abbott speaks about hives being
Take a 10-frame hive that has a super and you can
put in another hive, and turn the body of the super and you
can get in another hive. It takes no more room, and the
bodies are nested into each other. I advise people to do
this and save SO percent on freight.
A letter from the Pan-American Exposition, to be held
in Buffalo, N. Y., in 1901, was read, requesting the Association to appoint a committee of three which shall be advisory
to the committee there, who shall have in charge the apiarian exhibit. After some discussion, on motion of Dr.
Mason, the president was instructed to appoint a committee
of five. Messrs. E. R. Root, of Ohio, W. F. Marks, of NewYork, George W. York, of Illinois, W. A. Selser, of Pennsylvania, and O. L. Hershiser, of New York, were appointed
as such committee.
SECOND DAY— Evening Session.
The evening session was called to order bj' Pres. Whitcomb, and was opened with a song, -'The Hum of the Bees
in the Apple-Tree Bloom," sung by Dr. Miller, after which
came a paper by W. A. Selser, entitled.
nested.

The Products of the Honey-Bee— Wax, Propolis and
Honey.
your worlh3' secretary wrote asking me to read a
replied that I would, and he could select any subject

When

paper I
that he desired. He said he preferred me to select the subafter choosing my subject as above, he replied by
ject
saying he had put me down for that subject, but he desired
me to say all I could about marketing of honey, and was
sorry I had not selected that subject, but that now it had
been assigned to another, who he thought was not quite as
familiar with the large cities in the Eastern market as I
was, and I would present an entirely new phase of it in
other words, he wisht me" to read a paper on marketing
and selling honey under another heading. I say this as an
explanation that if I dwell more at length on some phases of
marketing honey than I do on my title subject, you will understand why I do not stick to my subject.
For some reason
First, then, the products of the bee.
the word pollen was inserted by mistake for wax pollen is
a product of a flower only produced by Nature to further
the race, and produces fruit, but used by the bee to dilute
;

;

;

call "bee-bread" to feed the
bees. Beeswax is solely the product of the honeybee it is at first liquid, derived from the blood by cell
action, and then transuding the structureless membrane
and assumes the slight form of a scale.
The abdomen of a worker-bee is arranged in six dorsal
and six ventral inelastic plates which may move upon each

honey and make what we

young
;

Nov. 16 1899.

other, because they are united by delicate membranes, giving to the whole the arrangement of the tucks of a child's
dress.
These membranous glands are as smooth as glass, and

present a flat surface from which the fluid wax is distributed and instantly cooling becomes flaky. There are eight
of these cooling-dishes on the abdomen of the worker-bee.
Any one taking up a bee during the honey-gathering season, and examining it under a glass, can see these scale
formations.
Original beeswax on being supplied to the glands is
pure white, but we cannot get it in this condition for mostly
it is slightly varnisht by propolis, wliich takes the hue of
the flower the bee is working on. We can bring it back to
its original color by lenses under the direct rays of the sun,
and is much .sought for by the drug-trade, and brings from
20 to 25 cents a pound more than the other beeswax.
Propolis is used by the bees as a cement and a varnish
in the new comb.
The cell-walls are varnisht by it, which
makes them stronger. It is gathered and carried in pollenbaskets as is pollen, and is thinned down by the bees themselves.
It is taken from the leaf-buds of various shrubs
and trees, such as poplar, alder, beech, willow, fir, and
others. It is hardly necessary to add that it is a great nuisance to the practical bee-keeper, sticking to the fingers,
and varnisht over all his nice, polisht sections.
Honey is the desideratum of the bee-keeper, if not the
bee itself. Honey is evaporated nectar converted from
cane-sugar into a grape-sugarlike substance by the bees, in
their honey-pouch, by mising- a saliva provided by Nature
for that purpose, and then deposited in the cell.
Bees cannot make honey out of granulated sugar, nor
can they make it out of any other artificial, sweetened
syrups. While an article so fed might be mixt with the
bee-saliva, yet it is not honey unless it is the nectar provided by the plant-life. Nectar is the fluid which flows at
the time of the plant's fertilization, and is of a peculiar
chemical property, and cannot be made artificially under
any conditions. Chemical analysis has reacht the stage in
which the slightest percentage of artificial adulteration of
honey can be detected.
When the nectar is so mixt by the bees and deposited in
the cell, it is thin like water, and is 25 percent solids, and
when evaporated by the bees it is 75 percent solids. This is
done b_v a very rapid action of the bees' wings, and so
quickly that honey extracted that is gathered in the morning and left in the hive over night, is much heavier than
that gathered and extracted in the afternoon of the same
day. Many large extracted-honey producers mark their
packages " morning honey " and " afternoon honey."
When honey has reacht the degree above noted, the
bees cap it over and then it is pronounced right for the market.
I hardly dare more than touch upon these things, for
I fear I will get into a very ocean of thought and development that would occupj' one of your entire sessions, if
not the entire time of the convention, so I pass quickly on
to some of the phases of marketing honey.
First, the man himself, the bee-keeper or salesman.
How shall he achieve success ? How can he sell his product
to the best advantage ?
Not every man can be a successful
salesman it is a gift. I am now presuming he is marketing his own product, but there are certain characteristics
that he must have at least a share of if he is to succeed.
One is honesty. Why, you start at once to say, " Do you
question such a thing?" I reply by saying that after
spending 20 years of my life as a salesman, and coming in
contact with the men of almost every nation, I find that
misrepresentation and falsehood are the ground-work upon
which a large percentage of salesmen trj' to build up their
business. It often succeeds for awhile, but eventually it is

—

bound

to fall.

yours is light basswood honey, don't call it white
clover. If your honey has 10 percent of sugar syrup to
keep it from granulating, don't call it pure. (Don't feed
your bees on sugar to build up on in the spring, after you
put on the supers or top story). If your honej- is carried
over from last season, don't say it is the new crop. If
you sell to two stores near together, don't tell one he is the
only store you " sell to in this vicinity." It is not good
policy to mention to any customer the other customers you
sell to, or the amount.
First, it is an unkind thing to eapose your friend's business and, second, if it is an extralarge amount you have sold him, the other grocer will at
once doubt your assertion anj-waj'.
Again, don't believe all your customers tell you, for
many things are said in a half-serious tone to get you to
drop in price, and they really don't mean to tell j-ou a direct
If

;

;

Nov.
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falsehood. For instance, when you show your
of fancy white clover, and say you ask 16
find he will reply to j'ou very often, " I can buy
nice honey at 11 cents ;" but he doesn't tell you
buckwheat or some other honey much inferior in

comb

customer a
cents, you
some very

desired a tin package is much preferable. These are sold
very larg-ely in 6 and 13 pounds.
The largest consumers of honey are the manufacturers.

that it is
quality.

used by brewers who buy it in barrels, and tobacco
manufacturers, as well as biscuit-bakers. One singular
thing about the biscuit trade is that there is no honey produced in this country that keeps the freshness and moisture
of the cake as well as Cuban and Porto Rico honey.
Large
lots of Porto Rico honey have been imported into the
United States this summer, but, on account of the scarcity
of other honeys, it has brought a good price. As tills is to
be embodied in a paper by another person, I will only say
that our new possessions, to my way of thinking, are going
to do a great harm to the bee-keeper.
While many things I have said in this paper are, no
doubt, stale news to quite a few, there may be some here
for whom I have dropt some thoughts that may be a benefit.
If I have accomplisht this, I shall feel fully repaid.
W. A. Selser.

Again, you must make a study of human nature. Some
customers you can slap on the back and say, " How are you,
old fellow ?" Others would be shockt at such proceedings,
and order you out of the store. Here is a great secret of
the salesman who studies his customer, and learns his personality and caters to it by so doing he can often secure a
buyer that will not leave him for either cheaper prices or
better quality, and this is the trade that is worth having.
Remember honey is a luxury, not a necessity. If your
customer is busy, don't bother him. If he likes a joke, tell
him one. If he likes a little history about bees, give it to
him. If he is fond of honej- on his own table, present him
a jar or comb with your compliments, and then be honest
with yourself. There is an old saying that if a man tells
a lie repeatedly, in time he himself will honestly believe
;

that

it is

We

the truth.

become very much blast by what honey we produce

ourselves
but because we may produce white clover or
other honej' it does not make it for that reason alone
the best goods. The man from Florida says mangrove
or palmetto is the best in the world in Califoriiia. the sage
in the Carolinas, the ti-ti
Maryland, the blue thistle Colorado, Utah and Arizona, alfalfa New York, basswood
Pennsylvania, the clover
Delaware, sniartweed and
heartsease; Michigan and Wisconsin, willow-herb and
so on.
Now you ask me who is to be a judge to decide what
hone.y is the best honey produced by this country to-day,
represented by this session. While I realize that cultivated
taste has largely to do with a man's judgment of which is
the best, the only way to decide is by popular judgment,
and not from any locality. Having traveled very extensively over the United States and made this a special subject of study, I would not question for a moment the popular verdict, which is for white clover and I will say that if
you took one man from every State in the Union and sent
him samples of all the honeys from the different States that
I have mentioned
let him be a man who does not use tobacco or liquor in any form (as tobacco and liquor both destroy the nerves of taste in the tongue and gums), and let
him be a man who is in no way interested in the honeybusiness, and if three-fourths of them don't decide that
white clover is the best then I don't know anything about
it
but I have tried it so often, and know the territory, and
the verdict has always been the same.
Another condition that the producer of honey has to
deal with is what is called the cut-throat competition of
grocery-stores in our large cities. I believe in honest competition, and especially where the purchaser demands lower
prices.
Take for instance, a comb of honey. A grocer will
not sell one more comb in a year at 17 cents than he would
at 19, nor would he sell one more comb at 21 cents than he
would at 23 cents. Your wife and family, or my wife and
family, visiting the stores to make their purchases do not
demand lower prices on honey, mainly for the reason that
honey goes further than almost any other article of food
purchast, and being a luxury, and considered a delicacy, a
few cents in price makes no difference.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

Now we

see every year a large firm here on a prominent street that fills their window full of comb honey. It
is of inferior quality, but a very fair appearance.
They do
this every year, sometimes in August or early in September, and mark it at a price below which any other honest
grocer can buy white clover honej' and sell it at a profit.
What is the result of this action ? It immediately fixes the
market for the others to follow, if they will, and in many
cases the purchaser is the sufferer by the storekeeper being
compelled to buy inferior goods to compete with his neighbor's prices.
If the purchaser demanded the low prices I would have
nothing to say, but when the dealer uses honey as a
"leader," and then makes it up on his teas, coffees and
other articles, then the honey-purchasers are the sufferers.
And now, no doubt, you are anxious to know what packages are the best to put honej- up in. I have been surprised,
time and time again, to know the difference there is in different localities on this subject. One city 25 miles from
another city will handle entirely different kinds of package. I would say that a large-mouth glass package is the
best, and one that can be sold at popular prices holding one
pound of honey, and less where over a pound of honey is
;
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It is

—

Mr. Abbott Can honey be considered a luxury ? It is
not a luxury at my table if we don't have it, my wife
would feel the effects of it. I think we make a mistake
when we teach that it is a luxury. I think it ought to be
emphasized that it is a necessi/y. In almost any market
you can get two pounds of honey for what a pound of butter
would cost. If 3'ou can have but one, you would better let the
Jersey butter go. It is all a matter of taste. I do think we
should stop this talk about honey being a luxury.
Pres. Whitcomb I agree with Mr. Abbott. I believe
one pound of honey is worth more than two pounds of pork
or SO cents worth of patent medicine. Kidney disease is
benefited by the use of honey. Children are liable to this
disease, and honey will be of great benefit to them.
Dr. Mason (I have had it revealed to me why Pres.
Whitcomb and Mr. Abbott were so sleepy this afternoon.
They have not been having honey to eat since they left
home !) There is something more in this, it seems to me.
In our localit)' extracted honey is not a luxury, but comb
honey is. I cannot sell comb honey, but I can sell extracted
honey, but I would not sell my butter three pounds for 25
cents, tho I do sell my honey at 10 cents a pound, or three
pounds for 25 cents. Our president says a pound of honey
is worth more than SO cents worth of patent medicine.
Well, that depends upon the medicine. Some medicines are
worth more than their weight in gold in curing disease.
Pres. Whitcomb I did not say that. I said it would be
worth more than patent medicine.
Dr. Mason Now you are further off. You say I sell
honey too cheap. I wish Mr. Doolittle were here to help
me. There is one thing in which I agree with Mr. Selser.
I have had charge of many exhibits of honey and other
foods that require tasting in judging, and I never choose a
man as judge who uses tobacco, or tea and coffee, if I can
help it. Don't take a man who smells of tobacco and nicotine, and try to sell him honey by tasting it.
He can't tell
a good thing by its taste.
Pres. Whitcomb Mr. Selser, what do the manufacturers pay for the poorer grades of honey for baking ?
Mr. Selser Five cents a pound.
Pres. Whitcomb Now, why not take this honey and
put it on the table ?
Mr. Abbott About 16 years ago my health failed me.
My voice failed me entirely. I said I would be all right in
a short time, and my brothers said, " Yes, he will be all
right." I knew what they meant. I went out West to die.
A man askt me, by accident, if I didn't want to go into the
honey-business. I began to produce and eat it, and presently my voice came back, and I could stand up two hours
and speak.
Dr. Miller I have been trying to find out what you
mean by the luxury business. Take two articles to sell,
and tell people that one is a necessity and one is a luxury.
Which one will they take first ? There need be no conflict,
because in a sense honey is a luxury and it is a necessity.
I am not sure that we are making a mistake by calling it a
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

luxury.

—

don't belieye it will make a particle of
wish to dissent from one thing in the
paper, and that is that you can sell as much honey at 19
cents as at 17 cents per pound. It is not down to hard-pan.
When Mr. Doolittle tells of selling honey at a certain price,

Mr. Niver

difference.

But

I

I

how much was wheat

?

—

Mr. Danzen baker I differ from Mr. Selser in some
things, but I agree with him in part. Not every one can
produce honey some people are afraid of the stings. There
;

are people

who buy

it

to eat,

and as medicine.

It is

getting

:
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Washington to eat honey. L<et it be
announced that the President eats honey and you will sell
plenty of it. Those who eat honey are better for it. Dr.
Mason says he likes honey better than butter.
Dr. Mason I beg pardon, but I didn't mean just that.
Both are needed at our house, but altho I like honey, I feel
sure if one — honey or butter — had to be banisht, honey
would have to go. Mr. Danzenbaker has been telling of
his success in selling honey in Washington, and I have
been wondering if people didn't buy honey of him for the
same reason that they buy of me sometimes — to get rid
to be fashionable in

—

Nov.

16, L899.

A picture of comb honey was shown, of which Mr.
Flower said he was proud. A display on the screen of
clover, white sage, goldenrod, basswood. Rocky Mountain
bee-plant, poplar blossom (which produces rich but dark
honey) ended the illustrations.
[Continued next week.]

of me.

Next W. E. Flower, vice-president of the Philadelphia
Bee-Keepers' Association, gave an address on

Source of the Honey-Supply In and Around Philadelphia.
Mr. Flower's address was illustrated bj' a large number
of stereopticon views, and no report can be g'iven that
would present an adequate conception of the views shown,
and of the wit and humor that seemed so readily to flow
from Mr. Flower's tongue, often convulsing the large audience with laughter, and at some of his sallies that seemed
to be unintentionally made, it took the venerable president
and other staid members some time to work off, in handclapping and laughter, their stored-up surplus of appreciation of Mr. Flower's witty hits in describing some of the

views.

view shown was a life-like picture of Father
After a few deserved words of praise of the
original of the picture, Mr. Flower said, " Now, in imagination, we will take the trolley and go to the home of Mr.
Selser, and take a look at his apiary, a picture of which I
show you. Mr. Selser never uses a veil or gloves when
working with bees in the winter time. [Laughter.] His
neighbors say he is trying to get a cross between bees and
lightning-bugs. They said nothing about his feet, which
may be compared in size to those of a man who complained
when a horse stept upon his foot, and a by-stander remarkt,

The

first

Langstroth.

—

"

The horse must step somcii'licrc."
The next view was of Mr. Flower's

My wife said I ought
and got my other clothes. I
were not my other clothes."
said, "

apiary.

Mr. Flower

to have gone into the house
told her people could see these

The next picture was of Mr. Hare's apiary, who reports
a yield of about 40 pounds per colony this j'ear.
Several views of Germantown apiaries were shown, one
of which, belonging to Mr. Melon, was located on the houseroof.
Some of the bees have to go miles for honey.
Referring to another picture, Mr. Flower said

:

"This

a view of the apiary of John Connor, of New Jersey.
Some fellow got stung in the rear I mean some fellow in
the rear got stung."
' The next picture is that of Uncle Rastus, who does
not believe in the modern methods, a fact that his apiarjwell illustrates."
" This is the apiary of Mr. Geo. Burwell, and this is
Mr. Hahman's. I want to say right here that no one has
done more to make this meeting a success than Mr. Hahman.
"This is a view of Mr. Kugler's apiary. He gave a
ver3'' good idea of the honey-plants around Philadelphia in
his paper last evening. Mr. Kugler has a wonderful dog.
She is longer in the morning than at night, for he lets her
out in the morning and at night he takes her in again."
[Laughter.] In answer to a question, Mr. Flower said, " I
am like Dr. Mason when I don't know a thing I say so."
Dr. Mason Dr. Miller, you mean.
Views were given showing an extractor, how a beginner keeps bees, using veil, gloves, etc. Mr. Flower then
showed, by means of a picture how the bee-moth destroys
the comb, saying that Langstroth compared the work of
the moth to sin.
A student once gave the following definition of a crab
"A crab is a red fish, and he walks back%vard." His pro" The crab is not a fish, it is not red, and it
fessor said
does not walk backward. With these slight inaccuracies
your definition is correct." Mr. Selser's paper is the same.
Pollen is not the product of the bee propolis is not the
product of the bee wax is the product of the bee.
Next came pictures of the bee, showing the difference
between the queen, worker and drone, also one showing the
growth of tlie bee from the egg to the fully developt bee.
Some people say bees destroy grapes. Mr. Flower contends that they do not until after the skin of the grape is
broken, and said he had never found any one who would
say that the bee is really the aggressor.
There was no danger of ancient honey being adulterated, because there were no glucose factories.
is

—

;

—

:

:

;

;

Some

California Statistics— First Introduction
of Foul Brood— A Word of Warning'.
BY HON. T. M. H.\MB.\UGH.
the year 1856 Messrs. Buck and Appleton, of San Jose,
INCalif., placed upon the market 400 pounds of honey,
which sold at from $1.50 to S2.00 per pound. This was
the first honey placed upon the market, of which we have
any record, west of the Rocky Mountains, and vras certainly
the initiative of the traffic that has done a great deal toward
making- California famous, for California sage honey has
acquired a reputation in the markets of the world of the
highest character, and the most astute of the pioneers of
this industry is Mr. John Harbison, of San Diego County,
to whom we are indebted for most of the information given
Mr. Harbison is not only a pioneer in the bee-industry,
us.
but also that of horticulture. An early day writer says
" Durirg the fall and winter of 1855, and again in the
fall of 1856, he (Mr. Harbison) made large importations of
:

the choicest fruit-trees from the most celebrated nurseries
From these importations was started that
in the East.
great series of orchards which line the banks of the Sacra-

mento River and adjacent countrj'."

A

former letter covers the period from this date up to
giving Mr. Harbison's experience in the introduction
of the " Honey-Bee Upon the Pacific Coast."
In the year 1857 Mr. Harbison invented the section
honey-box, an invention which has done more for the advancement of comb-honey production than any other discovery in bee-keeping. For this he was granted a patent
Jan. 4, 1859. At the California State Fair held at Marysville in September, 1858, Mr. Harbison exhibited the first
section-box honey. His fields of labor were largely confined to the region of Sacramento utitil the year 1869. In
the fall of that year a partnership was formed between him
and a Mr. R. G. Clark, for the purpose of introducing bees
110 colonies from Mr. Harbison's
into San Diego County
apiaries in Sacramento being landed in San Diego on the
morning of Nov. 28, being the first bees of which we have
Other importations
anj' record introdticed into the county.
soon followed, and tlie partnership continued for four years.
The great success attending the enterprise, and the
world-wide fame of their San Diego County honey soon
attracted the notice of bee-keepers and farmers from all
parts of the United States. Many came here, took up land,
establisht homes, and embarkt in the bee-keeping pursuit,
with other rural industries.
Mr. Harbison kindly gave me the following figures relative to the success of the firm of Harbison & Clark
1859,

;

:

pounds of comb honey
in 1871, 17,000
pounds. There were no other producers up to this date in
San Diego Countv. In 1872,30,000 pounds, all comb honey
In

1870,

3,750

;

;

over 60,000 pounds.
In the )'ear 1873 tlie firm shipt the first carload of honey
overland by railroad to Chicago, which was sold at 27 cents
per pound wholesale.
The following years. 1874 and 1875, being off years, Mr.
Harbison was unable to furnish data. Emigration was also
coming in, and the choice bee-ranches were fast giving way
before the ax, grubbing-hoe and plow, and the onward
travel of the hungry fruit-and-grain ranchmen have relegated the bee-men to the canyons and undesirable locations,
there to make the best of their unfortunate conditions. Mr.
H. adds
" By this time the country had been settled up, and a
very large proportion of the honey-producing vegetation
cleaned off, thus destroying the bee-pasture, consequently
bee-keeping has steadily declined, and only in the rougher
1873,

—
Nov

:an bee journal

.16, 1899.

isolated districts where
apiaries are now found."

and

The following statistics
Chamber of Commerce, which

any considerable number of
have from the San Diego

I

a record of the number of
carloads of honey shipt from that point, and does not include small shipments and honey shipt from other points in
the county in carload lots
and in 1898, 10
1895, 75 carloads
1896, 15
1897, 85
carloads.
Thus you will see, notwithstanding the obstacles
thrown in the way of the honey-producers of San Diego
County, our output is no small factor in the commercial
world. It must be borne in mind that the seasons of 1896
and 1898 were extremely dry seasons, and " but little honey
is

:

;

;

;

produced."

The first foul brood (according to Mr. Harbison) was introduced by a man by the name of Wheaton, in a large
shipment of bees purchast from M. Ouinby in the fall of
1858.
They were located in the vicinty of Sacramento (this
State).
The disease was prevalent in the Mohawk Valley
State of New York, and elsewhere in the Eastern States,
but was wholly unknown at that date west of the Allegheny
Mountains. Mr. Harbison says
" Wheaton opened up his diseased bees within one-half
mile of one of my apiaries near Sacramento. The consequence was, that over one-half of my apiary contracted the
disease by robbing honej' from the diseased colonies. I used
heroic treatment, burning up bees, hives, honey and all.
Colonies may have the disease for one, two or more years
befor dying out entirely, a condition that should not be tolerated. I know that when the disease once gets establisht
it will be almost impossible to wholly eradicate it, but by
constant care and heroic treatment it can be kept down so
as not to cause serious loss, otherwise it will spread all over
the country wherever bees maj- be kept, and also to those
:

in rocks, trees, etc."

That the disease

is still

prevalent in California there

is

no question, and in the county adjoining that of our own
as to whether or not it has as yet shown its cloven foot in
San Diego County I am not sure, but yesterday I was informed of 300 colonies that had recently been cremated,
with the exception of 30. and that it was still prevalent,
tho heroic measures were being taken to eradicate it from
;

the region.

As foul brood inspector of San Diego Count3' I would
say to all bee-keepers
Be ever on the alert, and should
the hydra-headed monster show up, give him no quarters.
California statutes know of no remedy but annihilation by
fire, and it behooves every bee-keeper in the land to /;>i07U
that it is not tolerated in the community and he who is so
care-for-nothing as to let his bees remain uncared for, with
the disease lurking among them, is nursing an adder with
which to sting his neighbors. Let this be your warning.
:

;

San Diego

Co., Calif., Oct. 13.
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edge of the case it might easily be that no satisfactory answer could be given. One of the puzzling things in beekeeping, especially to the beginner,

is

the fact that

it

often

happens that two colonies sitting side by side, having the
same field in which to operate, to all appearance equal in
every respect, should be so unlike in the results shown in
the surplus apartment.
Even altho no positive answer may be given to the
question, it may be profitable to give some of the conditions
that might exist to account for a difference in the amount
stored by two colonies.

There may have been a decided difference in the
strength of the two colonies. Other things being equal,
the strong colony would outstrip the other in storing. If a
colony of 50,000 bees stores a given amount, it by no rtieans
follows that a colony half as strong will lay up half the
number of pounds of surplus. The smaller colony will store
much less in proportion to its numbers, and in a j'ear when
the stronger colony stores only a small amount the weaker
cannot be counted on to store anything.
Some
There is a diiference in the character of bees.
seem to be more vigorous than others, and more industrious.
So there may be two colonies side by side, equal in numbers, but so different in industry that one stores much less
than the other. And in this connection it must be noted
that when a colony has stored only a pound of surplus in
its super while another has stored 20, it by no means follows that the latter has done 20 times as much gathering as
the former. It has not even gathered twice as much, but
only about a third more. For it is estimated that it takes
about 60 pounds a year for each colony for its own consumption. Very likely that is putting it too low, for it is
hard to tell just'how niuch is consumed each day by the colony during the summer season, but it is very likely much
greater during the summer activity than during the semitorpor of winter. And as a colony often consumes 30 pounds

May, it may consume much more
But putting it at 60 pounds for the
year's supplies, the colony which has stored a pound of surplus has gathered 61 pounds, while the one which has stored
20 pounds has gathered 80 pounds. So there need not to be
such a great deal of difference in the diligence of two colonies to allow the one to store 10 or 20 pounds while the other
honey from October
from May to October.

of

to

stores nothing.

There may be a difference in the laying of two queens,
one laying more than the other, or beginning to lay earlier
than the other, thus making a difference in the strength of
the two colonies.

Swarming may make a difference. Other things being
equal, a colony of bees in the North that never thinks of
swarming is likely to outstrip one that divides its forces
by swarming.
Altho two colonies may stand side by side, one may not
It may happen
forage on the same ground as the other.
that in an apiarv where nearly all are gathering dark honey,
one or more of the colonies may be storing light honey. In
such case it is not hard to believe that the amounts stored

mav

be unequal.

for the difference. Suppose one hive has nothing but worker-comb, while the other
has the equivalent of two combs having drone-cells. A lot
of drones is reared by the one colony, which not only
gather nothing but consume a lot, while the same space is
used by the other in rearing workers that add to the stores.
These are some of the things that may operate singly
or together to account for the difference in the amount of
honey found in the supers of two colonies standing side by
side, and the list is by no means exhausted.

The brood-combs may account

CONDUCTED BY
r>R. C. C.

MILLER, Alarengo,

111.

may

be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.]

CThe Questions

York's Honey Almanac is a neat little 32-page pamphgotten up with a view to create a demand for
honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pages, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking "and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices A sample for

let especially

What Caused

the Difference in Results Between
Two Colonies?

Can you give me any information regarding a colony
of bees that have failed to store honey the past summer ?
Another colony by its side say about 20 feet away— stored
some, not as much as usual, still enough for their own winThe month of
ter consumption, and a little for my use.

—

June

vras very dry here.

New

Answek. — Without knowing more about

Jersey.

the case it
say why one colony should give no
surplus while another only a few feet distant should store
more than enough for its own use. Even with full knowl-

would be impossible

:

a stamp 25 copies for 40 cents 50 for 70 cents 100 for
$1.00 250 for $2.25 500 for $4.00. For 25 cents extra we
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
;

;

;

;

;

to

ing

The Premiums offered on page
Look at them.
for.

733 are well worth work-
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with honey made at least one meal each day, other food
and honey at the other meal or
two, in order to make the proper variety. Some days he
ate a pound of honey a day, averaging-, week in and week
being- eaten with the bread

pound a day.

out, a third of a

Progressive Bee=Keeping
ture " is a standing

— Root's

monument

"

ABC

of Bee-Cul-

the progressiveness of

Mr. O.

bee-keeping. It is literally a s/a?iding monument, for it is
kept standing in type, each edition being brought up to
date.
Think of 67,000 volumes of this book being printed
That is something of a monument to the intelligence and
progressiveness of bee-keepers. It is estimated that there
are about 300,000 bee-keepers in the country. According to
that, about one in four has a copy of the " A B C." Does
one farmer in four own a SI. 20 book devoted entirely to

on us Nov.

to

I

farming?

Docs one

C. Fitts, a bee-keeper of
when in Chicago.

Gleanings in Bee-Culture.
its readers as to whether it should adopt certain reforms
in spelling, and has received quite a number of responses
favoring the reform, with only one dissenting vote. M.
" At first I was opposed to the changes,
D. Andes wrote
but after reading the American Bee Journal for a time I
rather like it. " Gleanings will be welcomed as a companion to help make people like what is good for them.
of

:

Nov.

1,

F. a. Gkmmii,!,, of Ontario,
said

Canada, writing us

:

"We had a fair season in our locality, but a poor season
generally in Canada."
Mr. Gemmill is the assistant official inspector of apiaries in the Province of Ontario, so he has exceptional opportunity to learn of the general honey crop.

# »

of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is
the new bee-keeper's song words by Hon.

the name of
—
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is
thoug-ht by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can

furnish a single copy of

it

*

fast coming to the front as
a honey-producing State. A German paper speaks of it as
the California or Eldorado of bees. It enjoys a favored
climate, greatly simplifying wintering. Bee-keepers in
that country are ably represented by El Apicultor Chilena
(The Chilean Bee-Keeperl, edited by Juan Dupont-Lafitte, a
man who is fully abreast with all that is going on in beedom. Chile might be represented by a green ribbon an
inch wide and a yard long, its real length being about
With the Andes Mountains on the east and
2,600 miles.
ocean on the west it enjoys a fine climate for bees. Their
summer is, of course, our winter. Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

Hum

postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies

we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
NCw yearly subscription to the American

Or,

orn-

called

* * * # *

Mr.

The Republic

sending us

111.,

Mr. Geo. W. Collins, of Larimer Co., Colo., called on
us last week. He reports a good crop of honey in his
He expects now to locate in
locality the past season.
Sonoma Co., Calif. Mr. C. said one bee-keeper in a town
of about 2,000 population in Larimer Co., Colo., has a local
trade that requires 40.000 pounds of extracted honey anThe bee-keeper referred to has five
nually to supply it.
apiaries, and sells his hone.v at 6 cents a pound at his home,
the customers bringing their pails or other vessels to get
the honey in. But 6 cents a pound is " away down " thia
year.

likely to get

a foot-hold in
It called for a postal-card ballot

for 25 cents.

Co.,

in ten ?

Reformed Spelling seems

" The

Kane

4,

of Chile

is

—

Bee Journal.

» * * # *

Hon. Eugene Secor, General Manager of the UnitedStates Bee-Keepers' Association, will attend the next meeting of the Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Association, to be held
in the court house at Minneapolis, Wednesday and Thursday, Dec. 6 and 7, 1899. He will speak on "The AdulteraThe
tion of Extracted Honey, and Ho%v to Prevent It."
latter part of this subject is just what bee-keepers in many
places have long been wanting"- to know. We hope Mr.
Secor has a successful method, for 'tis said, "An ounce of
prcveniioyi is worth a pound of cure." Then there's no.
place on earth, we believe, where there is such large opportunity for applying a method for the prevention of the
adulteration of honey as right here in Chicag-o. We would

The Largest Linden

in the World, as Editor Root
Gleanings in Bee-Culture. It is in
Linwood Park, 30 miles west of Cleveland. Ohio, and is
truly a monster. It is eight feet in diameter, and inside
there is a hollow in which there is room for six or eight

thinks, is pictured in

people.

Bee.lnspection in Tulare Co., Calif.— Josiah Gregg,
bee-inspector for Tulare Co., Calif., in his last report to the
supervisors, gave information of wide interest. He was
appointed for 25 days, and this is his summary of work for
IS days in

March and

days

10

the Pacific Rural Press

welcome with open arms both Mr. Secor and
scheme — if the latter isn't patented

September, as reported in
In March he found and destroyed

:

in

according to law, three cases of foul brood.
he reports as follows

In

* * * * *

September

Mr. W. a. Pryal,
ing us Nov.

:

" I have inspected all the apiaries that were known to
have foul brood at any time, and all bees within a radius of
two miles of all infected apiaries, and have failed to find a
single case of foul brood and I have reason to believe that
the disease of foul brood has been entirely eliminated from
the count}- of Tulare. During my last term of 10 days I
have inspected 1,182 colonies, an average of about 118'per

day.
' I find by a review of all my reports for three years,
that in the year 1897 I caused to be destroyed 28 cases of
foul brood
in the year 1898. 16 cases, and in the j'ear 1899
three cases, a total for my administration of three years of
47 cases of foul brood.

said

San Francisco

Co., Calif., writ^

:

"I presume you have already been informed of the
glorious fall rains we have had the grass is now g'-reen
everywhere, and the air is balmy and delicious. The October rainfall was the greatest ever recorded for that month
in California.
"Recently I embraced the opportunity to make a
friendly call upon Mr. Thomas G. Newman, and I was surprised to find that he can see with difficulty. He volunteered the statement that his eyesight is getting so bad
that he is almost blind. He attributes it to nervousness
he having head-troubles very much. I should say that in
this latter affliction he is not altogether unlike the late
Father Langstroth. I am very sorry for Mr. Newman's
misfortune, and I trust he will soon recover his sight. He
states that he hopes to take a vacation soon and spend some
time in the mountains recuperating."
We had received a letter from Mr. Newman a few days,
before hearing"- from Mr. Pryal, in which was mentioned the
affected eyesight. Surely, all will regret to learn of Mr.
Newman's affliction, and hope for speedy and full recovery.

—

;

is fast assuming an
enviable position
the most prominent industries of the county of
Tulare. In the year 1898 five carloads were shipt from the
county, and during 1899 10 carloads will be shipt, being
about 130 tons, all extracted honey. There has been but
little comb honey produced, probably enough to supply the

"Apiculture

among

markets."

4,

of

:

;

local

his prevention

!

1
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Do you want a Good
Market for your Crop of Honey,
BOTH COMB AND EXTRACTED?
We

any quantity, large or small, to better advantage than any other house, for the
following reasons
We deal almost exclusively in honey, giving it our closest attention all the year round.
We keep ourselves thoroly posted as to the result of the crops gathered in the honey-producing States.
We are acquainted with the most desirable trade thruout the country, and know exactly what their wants are.
We know, thru our long experience, the different varieties and qualities of honey therefore know what we
are selling, and no fear of selling fancy stock at the price of a third grade.
We handle by far the bulk of all the honey sent to New York, and our volume of business enables us to
make the charges very reasonable.
Why, then, should we not be able to handle your crop to advantage, and do you justice in every respect ?
BUY OUTRIGHT as well, from small lots to carloads,
We handle not only on commission, but
are in position to handle
:

;

WE

for spot cash.

you prefer to sell your product, write us, stating quantity' you have, qualitj", and how put up, and we will
make you our cash offer.
We shall be glad to correspond with you in reg'ard to your crop, and hope to have the pleasure of hearing
from you soon.

If

&
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— W.

Woodley,

in

the British Bee Journal, speaks in not the
most flattering terms of the way some
things are done in England, and says:
' Sections ought to be so carefully graded
that every section in the dozen or gross is
as nearly equal in quality and close approximation of weight as possible.
This will
have to be done it we are going to make
progress. Many American bee-keepers use
mechanical cleaners for preparing their
sections for market and adopt the no-drip
cases' for transit. This arrangement prevents any drip of honey from a broken
section damaging the layers below. I have
written on this subject frequently, and the
more I inquire into the matter the more
convinced am I that we Britishers are much
behind in preparing our commodities for
market; possibly necessity was the mother
that brought forth the 'inventions for improving these things elsewhere, but the
fact remains that they have stolen a long
march on us in these things, and, in consequence, command the best market prices
for their painstaking labors."
'

'

'

And

other Supplies, and

will get the best goods

i^et

my

prices.

and save money.
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Feed Cookers

Huve money and produce

Ma^ie of best cast iron
wiih steel linings boiler marie of ei Ira hfavy
palvanized steel. Capacity 25 ^• liJO gallons.
;

I»rices in Oerniaiij'.— Altho we
may envy German bee-keepers the prices
they get for honey, when it comes to livestock we would hardly be satisfied with
some of their prices. In Gravenhorsfs

As

DO NOT FAIL
Before

duvc

queens after Sept,

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

It

It la

better romiltw.

Bienenzeitung,
Burgdorf advertises
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heather swarms at t'»3 cents to .^l.UO. according to weight and strength, and laying

Retail.
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See Olliers.— W, Woodley,

in the British Bee Journal, tells family secrets about marketing honey, as follows:

and price free.
Boi lo.Qalncy.Ill.

Co,,

Yellow Sweet Clover Seed
WE HAVE IT AT LAST
We have finally succeeded in getting a
!

small

quantity of the seed of the yellow variety of
sweet clover. This kind blooms from two to
four weeks earlier than the common or white
variety of sweet clover. It also grows much
shorter, only about two feet in higlit. It is as
much visited by the bees as the white, and usually comes into bloom ahead of white clover
and basswood. We offer the seed as a premium

A QUARTER POUND FOR SENDING

ONE NEW SUBSCRIPTION.

So long as it lasts, we will mail a quarter
pound of the seed to a legular paid-up subscriber

who sends

us

ONE NEW

subscriber for the

American Bee Journal for 1900, with $1.00. We
will also " throw in " the balance of IH^IO to such
new subscriber. Surely, this is a great offer.

We

have been trying for years to secure this
and finally succeeded in getting it. It is
seed, gathered this season by an old per-

seed,

new

sonal friend of ours, so we know
Hut we have only a small supply.
out we will mentit>ii it.

it is

all right.

When

nearly

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHIC.M'.O, ILL.

lis Michifran Street,

DON'T TAKE CHANCES

I

Kiij no Inriibntor nn<l pn; Tor It l)t>for«
will not
Kiilnif It II triHl. Tlu> (Inn
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Root's Column

All

my

731

sections are carefully graded,

and clean a.s bands and care can make tbem.
Those of the finest quality and color (white
clover and sainfoin), well filled and sealed
(except cells next to the woodwork), with
combs built out and attaeht to the wood of
the section such form our first grade or 'se-

SUFFERERS

^^ LUNG °" KIDNEY

;

troubles can obtain valuable advice,

lected quality.' These we glaze in lace paper and pay carriaj^e to London or other
places of about equal distance at 10s. per
dozen; the next, or second grade, at lis.;
and all below that we just s-ell for what

they are worth

Home

Tlie

OF THE

as seen thru the

Camera.

you are not a subscriber

If

in

Bee-Culture,

we

to

Glean =

will

witli

pleasure send you free a copy of our

double number which will be issued

Nov.

15.

This will contain 8

of illustrations of our apiary

full

pages

and views

of our factory, inside and out. To those

who have never
ment

visited our establish-

this will be a rare trea1.

only condition
request

Tlie

that you send j'our

is

promptly and mention

the

American Bee Journal. Absolutely no
and the more applications we

charg-e

receive the better

number you

this

more

we

shall like

will find a

it.

In

dozen or

special offers for our bee-keeping

friends, but these will not be given in
"this

column you must send for sample

copy.

Watch

to

—

Please mention Bee Journal -when

^^i

say Nov. ISth issue.

for our ad. in

this coluttiu next week.

THE A. L ROOT
MEDINA, OHIO.

CO,

-writing;.

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM-withth»

Biinplc, perffct, aelf-regulatini;

EXCELSIOR

INCUBATOR

Tliousands in fiucceBsfuI ojienuion,
Lowt'st j.riced Ist-clasa hatcLer mudi;.

GKO.

KTAIIL,

II.
fiHi Kt..<)iitnoy. III.

4(oia'.* S.

<tiieen-Cells

!^tai-tetl

Koyal Jelly. — There

Please mention the Bee Journal.

44A26t

^Villioiit

has been some dispute as to whether it was the shape of the
cell or the royal jelly put in with the larva
that determined the bees to rear a queen.
W. C Gathright says in Gleanings in BeeCulture:
"I have made many experiments, giving
royal jelly to one batch of cells and another
batch beside them without any; and if
there is anything I am sure of about beekeeping it is that it does not make one particle of difference whether you put in the
royal jelly or not, either in artificial cups
or drone-cells.
Any one who wishes to
prove this can go and examine the cellcups, as I have often done, two or three
times after putting in the royal jelly and
the larva?, and they will find the royal jelly
lickt out clean. I have examined them thus
dozens of times, and never have found a
single instance where the bees would leave
the feed which I put into the cell.
Even
when every cell was accepted they have always removed the feed which I had put in,
and then commenced to feed the larviv to
suit themselves."

Tlie fflisslssiDDi

Valley Democrat

AND

Journal of Agriculture,
ST. L.OXJIS, i^o.
A

wide-awake, practical Western paper for
wide-awake, practical Western farmers, stockraisers, poultry people and f ruit-g-rowers, to
learn the science of breeding-, feeding- and ra,auSpecial departments for horses, catsheep, poultry and dairy. No farmer
can afford to do without it.
It stands for American farmers and producers. It is the leadinjj exponent of ag-riculture
as a business, and at the same ti me the champion of the Ag^ri cultural States and the producer
in politics. Subscription, One Dollar a Year.
a<j:enient.
tle, hog^s.

il^ Write for Sample Cop>
Please mention Bee Journal "wnt^n writing.

B

Farm.—

Itet's on tlie
If there are no
bees within two miles of your farm, it
would pay you to buy one or more colonies
and keep them, even tho you should never
take an ounce of honey from them. You
need them to fertilize flowers of different
kinds.
Fruits especially.
It at the time
your apple-trees are in bloom it is so cold
and wet that bees do not fly, you need not
count on much of a crop of apples. If you
look hastily at an apple blossom, you might
not think bees are needed to carry pollen to
the right place, for are not stamens and
pistils on one and the same flower
And
will not the pollen fall of itself from the
stamen upr'n the pistil
Ah, yes, but
watch closely, and you'll see that Dame
Nature has provided against such close
breeding. The stamens and the pistils do
not mature at the same time
8o when the
jiistil is in a receptive condition, some outside agency is needed to bring the pollen
from elsewhere, and this work is chiefly
done by the denizens of the hive. Besides,
there is more vigor in the fruit if the pollen
is brought from some other plant or tree.

in
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—sent for

15c.

94,Freeport,lll.

CAN'T USE
Fences. It takes sijecially
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!*:»ffe
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UOVIN

FUNCK C<).,AI>ltUN,HICH.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
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cutting,
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'leting,

National Stockman.
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Kfooveainlng,

scrull • sawing,
borintr, edge-

mo

Ooolillle I'lan of ISeurin^

queenless bees; others say they can get a
larger number started by first giving them
to queenless bees.
Here is the plan of W.
C. Gathright, as given in Gleanings in BeeCulture:
"About getting them accepted in colonies having a laying queen, I have had
them accepted in upper stories, but it is
very uncertain about the number they accept— generally very few; sometimes only
one; so to make sure of getting enough I
have them started in queenless hives. I can

t;uiiie&Dd

Mfiition the American Bee Journal.

ramiiinn wirn in

!

'I'lie

j

\\itlli$..'5

5'John Bauscher, Jr.. Box

?

<tiientN, as practiced by Mr. Doolittle
himself, requires no queenless bees, the
cells being started from the beginning in a
story over an excluder, with a laying queen
beneath. Some say they cannot get the
cells started without first giving tbem to

Uur lowls are all
Send for our
Itarnhow

>i);<irouK.

Maiiiniolh anm.al ponln
I'

and
never
and lowest

»^tcht. It

lead in quality

We havetue

mm

(.u.'-t^init'rs

iiis

tukcN every prize In

'.

;

Be sure

:flt7r*Write at once, statinj;r ag-e, sex, occupation,
troubled, post-office address, and enclose
return stamp for immediate reply.

how

painstaking labors. How many Americans
take such pains in marketing ? and how
many get 31 cents each for sections, and
l.'i^i cents for culls ?

Honey-Bees

ings

34 Central Music Hall, CHICAQO.

say 7s. Bd. toS.s. per dozen.
rarely have an inquiry for unglazed
sections; and 'glazing' means a big job
with our two large apiaries; but it pays."
And that's the bold Britisher that was
talking about American bee-keepers commanding the best market prices for their

We

FREE, by

DR. PEIRO.

addressing

n 1 d i n g
beading, etc.
Full line FOOT

CHINEHV. Send
Hemr/A Falls

,

AND H A N DP O W E R Malor Catalog A.

Blftf.

Co..

44j

Walter St.. Senfca Falls. S.Y.

Please merition Bee Journal -when -writiuK.
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BEE -SXJF»FILiIE3S &

Root's Goods at Roofs Prices.
^J.
PouDER's Honey-Jars and every- »;
by bee-keepers. Prompt ^]

.^^

thtng^ used
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Service
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^^

free.

512

— low

freigrht
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WALTER

rate.
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Mass. Ave., Indianapoi-is, Ind.
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BEST WHITE
^
^^

ALFALFA HOSEY i
In

6o=pound Tin Cans.

have been able to secure a quantity of WHITE ALFALFA
for the present at these prices, on board cars here in Chicago

vyrE
''

:

EXTRACTED HONEY

which we offer
Sample by mail, 10 cents 2 60-pound
Cash with order in all cases.
;

cans, in a box, 9}4 cents a pound 4 or more cans, 9 cents a pound.
Owing' to our limited supply of this fine honey, those desiring- it should order promptly.
;

GEORGE W. YORK &
ii8

CO.,

Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

tbis and still not have any queenless
hives in the apiary. A few hours to half a
day before giving tbe cells I remove the
upper story from my cell-building colony,
and place it on a bottom-board, then put a
cover on tbe brood-chamber, and set it
aside with entrance turned around; then
tbe upper story is placed on the stand.
Thus you Fee I have a colony made queenless ready to start the cells; tben when the
cells are well started, which will tie in a few
hours, the brood-chamber is put back on
the stand, and the upper story, having the

do

Dairy

Farm For Sale

consisting- of 235 acres, as yood a farm as there
is in Lake Co., 111., located only 26 miles north
of the Chicag-o court-house, on the old Chicago

and Milwaukee stage-road (or Milwaukee Ave.
now), and {% miles from Prairie View on the
Wisconsin Central railroad. The beautiful Desplaines river runs thru the pasture, besides the
timber land. Also 1*"' acres of good timber one
mile northeast of Half Day, making- 254 acres
in all.

The farm is not only a splendid one for dairying, bui is also a good location for bees. There
is white clover, sweet clover, basswood, etc.
The editor of the American Bee Journal has
been on the farm and will confirm every statement concerning its value.
Address, for further particulars, terms,

—

Mrs. J. B, flyers,
4®- IF

Libertijville,

etc.,

Lake Go.

III.

YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

cells,

is

lifted

off

its

bottom-board and

placed back on tbe brood-chamber, having,
of course, a queen-excluder between."

Tlie

Now York

{oe.|>i!«ease

Editor Root says this about it;
" I have just leceived a letter from Bacteriologist Howard, of Texas, in which be
says be has examined, microscopically
several specimens of affected brood sent
from New York, and that »<»» of them are
foul brood, or in any way related to that

an entirely new malady,

That covers the wbole Apicultural Field more

disease.

completely than any other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

fering from pickled brood. Dr. Howard is
not ready yet to make a complete report,
but will do so later for Gleanings in BeeCulture. In tbe meantime it is of tbe highest importance that thebee keepers of York
State know the result of the experiments
thus far. as it may save burning of colonies, and possibly of whole apiaries, for
what is supposed to be foul brood, but
which is not that disease at all. Tbe fact
that this new malady is in many ca?es reported to disappear of itself a thing that
real UariJIns altvi never does rather confirms Dr. Howard's diagnosis. In tbe meantime, bee-keepers of New York are to tie
congratulated that at least sut/tc of tbe affected brood is not tbe dreaded foul brood."

Bee-Keepers' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

THIS'

Wood
I-

Binder

one year's numbers
Amekican Bee Journal

will bold

of tbe

and

will

Lie

20 cents.

sent by mail for
Full directions

accompany each Binder. Tbe
issues of tbe Jouhnal can be
inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-

ence in book form.
By paying for a year's subscription STKICTLT IN ADVANCE
tbis Binder will be sent, postpaid, for 10 cents extra.

ADDRESS.

CJKO. ^V. VOICK & CO.
US Mich. St., Chicago, 111.

It is

GOOD
WHEELS
MAKE A
COOD WAGON.

Unle^sa watron has

I8ol>I>oi--Be«"».
Editor Hutchinson
says, in the Bee-Keepers' Review, there is
no doubt bees can learn things, and they
learn to follow tbe bee-keeper about the
yard when be is opening hives. They also
learn, when a bee enters the hive with
booty, to start for the place where they
have known sweets to have been exposed
previously.
One summer, when rearing
queens, be put out daily a batch of honied
cappings. The bees soon learned where to
go. and within a few minutes after being
taken out the can of cappings would be
" roaring full " of bees. " They would grub
away for an hour or more, and then gradually dwindle down to a few dozen. Even
while they were at their busiest, I could go
out in the apiary and open hives with no
more trouble than usual." He very prop-

^v!l^f-l- It

t''"""'(l

la

"the uELECTRtC
^"^hVeVs
hi.
are
uml
iimkt- a v\at:oa
(-'I'M.

last
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1-.

I

iii'l(.'tliiitL'ly.

made tuj-'b or

Tht-y art-

low, any width of tire, to fit any skein.
Tliey ffln't (cet looHe, rot or break

down. Tbey loHtulways-Catalogfree.
Wheel

Electric

f^lpase mentio'^

Boy

Co..

16 Qulocy,

Ills.

Bee Journal when writins

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.
If

n^ool ITIarkets

and

Slieep

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the timeAre you interested? Write to-day.
WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO, ILL.
Flease mention Bee Journal whea writing,

dif-

—
—

—

Address,

c?P^in.
INCUBATORS
Out
OUR BEST.
(Style «itly,

WarninUd to la.st Ten Years without reand to out-liateh duiing thrte trialB
anvoth.>r inciibalor— bar none; THIS
pairs

OR

YOtIC nON'EY BACK.

Itull'- for busiiiesft
Ifi-pace Illustrated circu-

— suld on honor.

lar and pri.e listFIStK. Poultry Manual
and CataloLHie No. GO (It'-O-paseG. Sxlltn.)
ake mnney with PoiiHry and Incubators'' sent
BUmps-wnrthdollorn. Address nearest office.

REGULATING
StLf-VtNllUiTiNG'

entitled,

"How

postpaid for 15

to
eta.

OVPHEPS INCUBATOR.CO.,
„
Isooton, olaBS.
Wiiyliiiid. N. Y.

Clilcngo, 111.

Please mention Bee Journal wlien writing.

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

We have made arrangements so that we cao
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following- prices, cash with
the order:
Sweet Clever (white)

White Clover
Alfalfa Clover

Crimson Clover

5ffi

lOfc

25ft

50ft

60c
80c
60c
55c

$1.00

$2.25
3.00
2.75
2.00

$4.00
5.00
5.00
3.50

1.40
1.20
.90

Prices subject to market changes.

Add

25 cents to
freight.

your order,

for cartage,

if

wanted by

Your orders

are solicited.

GEORGE
lis

Michigan

Please

W.

YORK & CO.

Street,

ineiitioii

-

CHICAGO. ILL.

Bee Journal

when writing advertisers.
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erly inveighs against the practice of shutting up a hive or carrying it into the cellar
when robbers are found working at it, for
being enraged at not finding what they expect they pounce upon adjoining colonies,
whereas it they had been allowed to clean
out the hive they were at they would gradually have quieted down without further

Extracted

Honey

trouble.

733

LanQstroiti

Tll6H0I16l!B6e

^a«g.«gi^/gSS^iSiOJ!g^£ai{!^gi^^^

Wanted

Revised by Dadant— 1899 Edition.

©%Egfi:#Si^$
This

n^sr/J^^mfi'/^ii^it<;m

ANY KIND OR QUANTITY,
SO LONG AS IT'S PURE...
you have any Extracted Honey
for sale, please mail us sample, and
state quantity, how put up, and lowest
cash price wanted delivered in Chicag'o.
If

Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CHICAGO,

118 Michigan St..

ILL.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no

Sag" in

Brood-Frames.

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus

Honey.
Being- the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

VAN DHUSBX,

J. A.

Sole Manufacturer,

Sprout Brook, Montg-omery Co., N.Y,
If vou care to know of its
f
I
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper^

r^a
lifr^t-ni ii
WctlllUrillct

The
The

Pacific Rural Press,

leading Horticultural

and

paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely

Aj,'-ricultural

Publisht weekly,

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

ple copy free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Market Street,
San Francisco, Cal.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
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Bee=SuppIies!

I

|

Imli.-itia.

1

^
A
*;,

A

•

tiickv.

West Virginia, Ken-

MUTH'S SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,
LANGSTROTH BtE-HIVES, ETC.
Lowest Freight Rates in the
Send for Catalog.

C

2146-48 Central Ave.,

40Atf

countrj-.

Muth

T
m
t
T

A Good Suggestion.
The past was not a good season in this lohoney — only a half crop, and that
dark and only fairly palatable. I have some
very fine white clover honey two years old,

cality for

which
pound.

ready sale for at 1.5 cents per
Bee-keepers act unwisely by rushing their honey into market when honey is
plentiful, and get low prices.
Keep it in
good condition for "off years," like the
present, and get good prices, and keep up
your trade.
Kobt. B. Woodward.
Perry Co., Ohio. Nov. 1.

A: S'.jn,

CINCINNATI,

O.

I

find

Bee-Keeping

in

He Had
Mr. A.

I.

"Tobacco Heart."

tiie

Root for years has been trying

to get those addicted to the use of tobacco
to give it up. On being informed that two

who had done
less

had returned to the usehabit, he wrote the follow-

so

and harmful

i

hope and pray that they may change
and for the sake of health, if
nothing more, give up the weed after all.
Let me tell you a little story— something
that happened right here on our premises,
I

their minds,

and you may

tell

the story to your two

friends.

ESTABLISH A

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn

Belt," a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
2og

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

Please mention Bee Journal

The man who files our saws, Mr. Albert
A. Herkner, has been for many years in
poor health. He consulted different doctors.
One called it stone in the gall-bladder, or something like that another, heartdisease, and I guess they did not know exactly what did ail him. He kept having his
bad spells every little while for two or three
years. Finally, some time in the summer,
be had to give up work entirely, and it was
talkt around among his friends that he
probably never would do another day's
work for The A. I. Root Co., or for anybody
else, for that matter, in this world.
We all
felt sad about it. and a new saw-filer was
installed. But he greatly needed a little instruction, especially in regard to using the
saw-filing machine, by Mr. Herkner himself, and we accordingly askt Mr. H. if he
;

HOME OF

when

writing.

over 500 pages, being- revised by those
large, practical

knowii to

all

bee-keepers, so wellthe readers of the Ameri-

—

ing for Gleanings in Bee-Culture:

Please mention the Bee Journal

library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains

Nevada.

4
*

one of the standard books on
and oug-ht to be in the

This has been a very poor year here for
honey, most bee-keepers realizing a light
crop, 24 sections per colony being a fair
average. Prices were rather low, ranging
from si.jtotl'i. cents, some choice white
bringing 10 cents. I was more favored,
having produced GO pounds per colony, and
I got III cents a pound for all of it.
I also
have the honor of having cased the finest
lot of honey that was loaded at this point.
It is not necessary to say that the '-Old
Reliable " has been my authority, and will
be so long as I can raise the *' necessary "
to procure it.
When we can procure the
experience of such able manipulators as
Doolittle, the Dadants and others, at AlOU
per year, I think it money wisely invested.
My bees are flying every day not a case
of robbing this fall— and they have gone
into winter quarters in fine condition.
Some bee-keepers here take no paper at
all. and do not want any, and I can see the
"benefit" they derive, most of them not
haviug produced enough honey this season
to pay for supplies and smoker-fuel.
Reno Co., Nev., Nov. 4. Jno. W.Lyell.

,t.
t

H. "W. •WEBER,,

Successor to C. F.

gT

T

Illinois,

and the South.

is

bee-culture,

We .Tie ilistribuforsf.ir ROOT'S GOODS %
y AT
THEIR PRICES fur southern Ohio, T

.J.

on...

can Bee Journal

— Chas. Dadant &

Each subject

clearly

is

Son.

and thoroly ex-

plained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helpt on the way to
success with bees.

The book we mail

for $1.25, or club
with the American Bee Journal for
one year— both for S2.00. But, -as a
SPECIAL OFFER, and only until next
Jan. 1, we will mail this book for only
75 cents provided you send enough on
your Bee Journal subscription to pay
all arrearages and to the end of 1900.
Those having already paid their Bee
Journal subscription to the end of this
year, need send only $1.75 for the book
and the Journal for 1900. This is a
splendid chance to get a grand beebook for a very little money.
it

.\DDRESS,

George W. York
118

Michigan

St.,

-

&

Co.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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LOTS OF ECCiS MEANS LOTS OF MOHEY.

If

ynucan double the

e^'^'S

could not get

ynu double the niMnev, OreenCut

will double the ect; product.

secured, easv

It is easily

lioiie is thf "iily thl^^; wliicli
to prepan.- ami feed and is ^lieap.

MANN'S NEW BONE CUTTERS

are the dillrrciirr b.-twci-n pnitit and I..SS in the poultry business. I'lit One. fuAt und eafiy.
Hann'a C'lo>er I utters, tlrsnlte UrjBtal tirll and Swlnclne Feed Trajs make the
7 MlLFOKl), MASS.
busmess piohtable. Catalogue free.
F. W. MAJiN CO., Box
.

OUR MOTTO

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

;

a specialty of making the very best Sections on the market.
this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
selected, young and
the best for making the ONE-PIECE
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

We make

BASSWOOD in

HONEY-SECTIONS—

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
when

Please tnention the Bee Journal

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

writing.

to the factory

long-

enough to tell the new man something
about the new work.
One day I was greatly surprised to see
him on the street, looking fairly well. I
stopt ray buggy, and askt him to get in and
ride. Then I began to ask him what doctor
or what means had been used that be should
be so much better. What do you think he
?
Why, it is the old story. His last
doctor was sensible enough to tell him that,
in his opinion, it was the tvbncco he used
that was killing him. and that be would
have to make his choice and do it soon to
go on with his tobacco, just as he was.
doing, and dw, or give it up and live.
The doctor told him he had tobacco heart,

said

—

Seciions. StilDDlifGases and

The

down

16, 1899.

and the announcement waked him up somewhat. He said if tlud was the case he would
stop then and there and stop mtirdy. Hedid stop and gained so rapidly that in two
or three days he was out on the street, and
has been at work a good deal of the tim&
for 10 hours a day for several weeks. He
says he has a terrible fight with the old
habit, but physically he is gaining strength
every day. He seems glad to talk about it,
and to tell his friends his experience, and
has given me permission to tell it here in
print.

Best....

Basswood

Extracted Honey...
irr BA-R-K-BLiS.

WE

have some very fine WISCONSIN BASSWOOD EXTRACTED HONEY
in barrels, each holdinp 360 pounds of honey, which we offer at 9 cent5 a
pound, f.o.b Chicago, cash with order. Sample by mail, 10 cents. We can ship
Address,

promptly.

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 118 Mich. St., GtiicaQO,

III.

LEWIS COMPANY,

Q. B.

WATERTOWN,

A particular friend of mine, who takes
care of my teeth, in speaking of Mr. Herkner's case, said he too had quit the use of
tobacco in all shapes. He said he was getting to a point in life where he needed all
the nerves there were to be had that is, in
order to do his difficult and intricate work
as it ought to be done and be had satisfied
himself that tobacco saps the nerves of life
more than any other one thing.
Well, there afe several more right around
here who are getting very rapidly to this

—

—

it is a matter of life and
No doctor can do anything for any
man when tobacco is killing that man. un-

very point, where
death.

he gives up its use and our best physicians are asking their patients, " Which
will you dp— use tobacco, and die, or give it
less

WIS.,

CAN FURNISH YOU WITH THE VERY FINEST

;

up and

Supplies
Bee= Keepers'
THE
"WOI^I-iD.

IlSr

Parties wanting goods before new catalog is issued will please write for
quotations. We want every BEE=KEEPER on our list.
If you did not receive our catalog last year send us your name and address
and we "will mail you our new catalog as soon as it is ready.
fl

CENTURY CATALOGUE,

J

U

cleaner and healthier.

No Surplus Honey.

_^

will t*ach yr,u
you U^n ye!.n,to i.^arn. An-ongolhtr ^S^TOTJ' |S*f;
frrifti [he pra.-ti.-al ei^.erience of Dihers what it would take
itbidRS it trilsabuul the laUst improvements in the world tamoua Reliable Inciibut<»r(»
J|!>^?ffi
BrooderB. Sent for 10c to pay postage. Sellable IdC.
2
Qulocy.lll.Mik;^!^'.^
Bfdr.Co.Box

&

und

B

RoOT.

I.

been able to comprehend

why any one who desires to be clean and
healthy should want to use filthy tobacco
in any form. Tobacco contains a poison,
and must naturally, to a more or less extent, be injurious to those who indulge in
its use.
Better let it alone, and be both

PRACTICAL POULTRY BOOK ^"gj^

cuban'>nt-.Bmrk.te.>ur20th

A.

//i)e.i"'

We never have

Cold days have commenced to make their
appearance here. My bees are all in their
winter quarters on the summer stands.
Last winter I lost all but 3 colonies not on
account of the cold weather, but the snow-

^*^%|

;

Page

Lyon Mfg.
b
NEW LONDON,

Co.

drifts

cut, annually, eight million feet of

curing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

lumber, thus

se-

TJ. _ ,TX"«.«<^«*.o' Q< ttx^Me^a
OUpplieS^M

DeC/'IS.eeperS

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
lutely accurate.
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory enuipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
Send for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

24 cents Cash ^
We
f
« msivsT-u
paid for Beeswax. 4•

low,

wax.

*

t~~%

'*' ''^

The

past season I increast the to S colonies.
Besides all the honey they gathered. I had
to give them .Vi pounds of sugar to supply
them for the winter. Using all the honey
for the bees I had not a bit left for myself.
I hope to have iietter luck this winter, and
wish the best success to the American Bee
Chas. Duclos.
Journal.
Saginaw Co., Mich., Nov. 0.
'A

WIS.,

Operates two Sawmills that

would block up the entrances.

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax.
are paying

upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money pkomptly, send us your beesImpure wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.. 118 MICHIGAN Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

Common
Prof. A.

Elater op Spring Beetle.
Cook :— I mail you a queer in-

J.

name of which I cannot fiud. No
one around here knows anything about it.
sect, the

sent it to the office of the American Bee
Journal, but Mr. York advised me to send
When it was alive, and when
it to you.
taken between the thumb and finger, it
would thump its head upon the table. It
was not as black as now. It was found under the bark of an old tree.
I

De Kalb

Co.,

[The insect
beetles.
les,

as

is

111.

Joseph Mason.

one of the

common

Elater

These are often called spring beettheir back they will

when placed on

spring up, often several inches, and strike

on their

feet.

They do this by means of a
arrangement on the

peculiar spring-pole

—
Nov.
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underside of their thorax. They belong to
the family Elateridfe, of which there are
many species in our country, which ranp^e

from the Pacific to the Atlantic, and from
Canada to the Gulf. The tire fly of Cuba
Of course it
also belongs to this family.
should be " fire-beetle " and not " firefly."
These beetles produce a large amount of
light— enough, it is said, to light a room
where there are enough of them. I have
heard it said the ladies wear them in nets
on their heads for this purpose. The grubs
of some of these beetles are the so-called
"wire-worms'* which often do immense
damage, eating off the roots of corn, grain
and other plants. Here in Southern California they do immense damage in the alfalfa fields and in the deciduous fruit orchards. Some of the beetles are very large.
The gruhs feed on rotten wood. The grubs
of one of these large beetles are often found
in the decaying wood of apple-trees. The
beetle of this species has large eye like spots
on its thorax, and is a very markt insect.
While some of the wire-worms are among
our worst enemies, most of these beetles, I
think, do little harm.— A. J. Cook]

Convention Notices.

Bee- Books
George W.York

Minnesota. — The Minnesota Bee-Keepers' As-

Bees and Honey, or Manag-ement of an Apiary
and Profit, by Thomas G. Newman.— It is nicely illustrated, contains 160 pages,

in the highest style of the
art, and bound in cloth, gold-lettered.
Price, in
cloth, 75 cents; in paper, 50 cents.

beautifully printed

Lang:stroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant. This cla^^sic in bee-culture has been
entirely re-written, and is fully illustrated. It
treats of everyihiny relating to bees and beekeeping. No apiarian library i^ complete without this standard
by Rev. L. L. Langstroth— the Father of American Bee-Culture. I',
has 520 pages, bound in cloth. Price, $1.25.

—

wmk

Bee-Keepers* Guide, or Manual of the Apiary,
by Prof. A. J. Cook, of the Michigan Agricultural Coll.'ge.— This buok is not only instructive
and helpful as a gude in bee-keeping, but is
interesting and ilioroly practical and scientific.
It C'Mitains a full delineation of the anatomy and physiology of bees. 460 pages, bound
in cloth and fully ilinsirated.
Price, SI. 25.

Queen-Rearing, as Practically ApM. Doolittle.— A method by which

the very best of queen-bees are reared in perfect accord with Nature's wa^-.
Bound in cloth
Price, $1.00.

iUu>.trated.

of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.
cyclop:edia of MO pages, dt-scribing" everything' pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. Contains

—

Columbia's Success.

We

wish to let our friends know of our latest
success. We took both first and second premiums at the Illinois State Fair, Springfield, 111.,
Sept. 25 to 30, 18'W: also first premium at Macoupin Co. Fair, Carlinville, 111., Oct. 3 to l., 1V'I9.
Our premium notification reads: " As a token
of highest excellence and the best exhibit at
the Fair." H. C. Clark, Sec'y. Columbia Incubator Co., Delaware City, Dela.

—

was written especially

It

Bound

beginners.

in cloth.

for

Price, $1.20.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and Manby \V. X. Hutchinson.— The author of
is a practical and entertaining writer.
You should read his book; 90 pages, bound in
paper, and illustrated. Price, 50 cents.

ageni,.'ni.

this wiH'k

Rational Bee-Keeping, bj' Dr. John Dzierzon.
is a tr.TiisIation of his latest German
on bee-cuUure. li has 350 pag^es, bound in
paper covers, Sl.OL'.

— This
b.Mi'v*

—

B'enen-'Kultur, by Thos. G Newman. This
is a dei man translation of the principal portion
of the booli called " Bees and Honey." loO-page
pamphlet. Price, 25 cents.

B'enenzucht und Hon'ggewinnung, nach der
ncue>liMi niethode liletnian) by J. V. Eggers.
Tliis book gives the latest and most approved
methods of bee-ket-ping in an easy, comprehensive style, with illustrations to suit the subject.
50 Paiges, board cover. Price, 50 cents.

Bee-keeping for Beginners, by Dr. J. P. H.
of (ieorgia.- A practical and condenst
treatise on the honey-bee, giving the best modes
of management in order to secure the most
profit. 110 pages, bound in paper. Price, 50 cts.

Brown,

Bee-Keepin? for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker.
—Revised and enlarged. It details the author's

HCC
I^Ff Pf P^
DLL'IXLLrLnO
*7.

f
•

me send you my 64page Catalog for 1899.
Vl'ettunpka, .Aia.
Let

A/, ,7oji/i/Ds,

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing.

QEORQE W. YORK & COMPANY,
liy

Mich igan

St..

Chicago,

111.

Uee-Ueepersi' Pliotu;;rapli We
have now on hand a limited number of excellent photographs of prominent bee-keepers a number of pictures on one card. The

—

likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 121 on the other.

We

send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 131 kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
will

" faces " for their money.
the Bee Journal office.

new system, or how to get the largest yields of
or e.\iracied honey." 80 pages, illustrated.
Price, 25 cents.
Apiary Register, by Thomas G. Newman.
Devotes two pages to a cr)lony. Leather bind-

Dr. Howard's

NEW

Send orders

to

Chicago, Nov. 7.— There is a firm tone in all
kinds of honey, even buckwheat sells easier
than of yore. 16c is obtainable for the best
white comb which we class as fancy, and 15c for
No. 1 grade; stained and off grades of white,
I3(aJ14c; amber, 10fa!l2c: and dark to buckwheat^
'*'" 10c.
Extracted white clover and basswood,
S(fl')c; amber, Tki.Sc; dark, 6(aJ7c.
Beeswax, 27c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
Cincinnati, Nov. 7.— There

for 100 colo-

Book on Foul Brood.— Gives the
reviews the experi-

ments of others. Price, 25 cents.
Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by G. R,
Pierce.

— Result

ol 25 years' experience.

30 cts.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R. Cheshire.— lis Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts.
Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Origin, Development and Cure. l*rice, 10 cents.
Capons and Caponizing, by Dr. Sawyer, Fanny
Field, and others. — Illustrated. All about caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most

money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 20c.
Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the Poultry
Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, bv Fanny
Field.— Everything about Poultry Diseases and
their Cure.

o4 pages.

City, Nov. 9.— We quote No. 1 white
No. 2, 13(rtH3^c; No. 1 amber,
2, 12@13c.
Extracted, white, iji
f'l^Sc:
amber, 7<a-7J^c; dark, 5'-(av6c. Beeswax.
20(fli22c.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

Kansas

comb,

13J^(a'14c;

IMa^UYzc: No.

New
all

Vork, Oct. 20.— Demand is very good for
grades of comb honey. Receipts are somelig-ht and not up to former years.
We-

what

quote:

Fancy white, 15 cents; No. 1, white, 130il4c;
ll(«'12c; and buckwheat, 9(allc, as to
quality. Extracted remains Arm at following
prices: California white, 8J^c; light amber, 8c;
white clover and basswood, 8c; amber, 7'^c.
Very little trade for extracted buckwheat as yet.
Southern, fancy, 7J4c per pound; other grades,
as to quality, from 70c to 75c gallon. Beeswax
quiet at 26@27c.
Hildreth & Segelken.
Buffalo, Nov. 6.— Actual supplies in Buffalo
are smallest for several seasons at this date.
Strictly fancy 1-lb. comb, active, 15c; No. 1 and
choice. 13(a''14c; dark, buckwheat, etc., 8((wl.2c, aSto grade. Beeswax, 27(g^28c. Batterson & Co.

San Francisco, Oct. 25.— White comb, lll^@
12^c; amber, Sto loc Extracted. whiie.7H(&'7^,
light amber, 6H''S*Tc; amber, 5(aiSJ^c; Beeswax,
26(gi27c.

Boston, Nov. 7.— We quote as follows: Fancy
A No. 1, 15c; No. 1, 13('fl'.l4c; buck-.

white, 16c;

wheat will not
amber, 7(&8c.

sell in this city.

64 pages.

Price, 2o cents.

York's Honey Almanac

is

a neat

little

24-page

pamphlet especially gotten up with a view

to
very efTective

are pleased to note that our market continues in splendid condition. While the supply
is light, yet, owing to the high prices, it seems
to be quite equal to the demand. Later on when
the trade realizes the shortage more thoroly the
demand undoubtedly will be much better.
"

Blake, Scott & Leb.

—

Albany, Nov. 10. We quote: Fancy white
comb, 15c; No. 1 white, 13(«44c; mixt, il(5il3c;
buckwheat, 10(<_f lie. Extracted, white, 8@9c;
mixt, 6^2(*7c; dark, 6. Beeswax, 36f«i'28c.

MacDougal &
& Co.

Co.

Successors to Chas. McCulloch

—

Omaha, Oct. 14. The market is now well supplied with new crop honey and trade is taking
hold readily at 14fgl4^c for fancy white ia
round lots, with about one cent less for light
amber. Dealers are fully satisfied now that th&
crop is light, and not holding back purchasing
any longer for fear of lower prices While extracted, Sc.
Peycke Bros.
Detroit, Oct. 18.— Fancy white, 15'"l6c: No.
white. 14(" 15c; dark grades, lO't? 12c. Demand
good and sui)ply light. No extracted in market.
White would sell for 8((<;8J^c. Beeswax. 23(a'.24c.
M. H. Hunt Si Son.
1,

1

Cleveland, Oct. IS.^Fancy white, 16c; No,
white, 15c; fancy amber, 12i«13c; No. 1 amber,
fancy dark, 9{a>l0c; White extracted,
amber, 7(a7f4c. A. B.Williams & Co.

ll(^12c;
8(gi8Mc;

WANTED.— Comb
price, kind,

and extracted honey;
and quantity.

R. A.
33A13t

BURNETT &

163 So.

Water

state-

CO.,

St.,

Chicago,

111.

WANTED.— Extracted honey all kinds; mail
sample and jjrice expected delivered at Cincinnati. I pay spot cash on dehverv.
C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. Mnth & Son and A. Muth,.
2140 48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.
40Atf

creating a demand for honey. A
helper in working up a home market "for honev.
Prices: A sample for a stamp; 25 copies for 4<»c;

50 for 60c; 100 for$l.()0; 250 for$2.25; 500 for $4.(.»0
For 25 cents extra we will print your name and

address on the front page, when ordering 100 or

more copies

Extracted, light

We

Price, 20 cents.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for Profit, by
Fanny Field.— Tells everything about Poultry
Business.

a good demand;

is

for all kinds of extracted honev.
White clover
sell at 8@854c; amber and Southern, 6(a7c, according to quality and package.
Fancy comb honey' in no-drip' shipping-cases
sells at 15'.(cl6c; darker grades hard to sell at
any price. Beeswax, 2oc.
C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth.

and basswood

*'

McK\ oy Treatment and

The MoNETTE Queen-Clipping
Device isafiaething' for use in
catching' and clipping Queens'
We mail it for 25 cents;
\vin(js.
or will send it FREE as a preniiura for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
aj-ear at $1.00; or forfl.lOwe will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

comb

ing,
i'rice, for 5J colonies, Jl. 00;
nies, $1.25.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free..,.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
|

I

amber,

—A

A BC

300 engravings.

—

Colorado.
That "irrepressible" Colorado
State Bee Keepers' Association will hold its
annual convention Nov. 27, 28 and 29, in the
State House, Denver, beginnin^"^ at 10 a.m. As
usual, the State Ag^ricultural Colle^'ewill assist
us. Every one should come loaded with ideas
and subjects for discussion; those who cannot
come should write soon to the secretary or the
president and tell us what are the particular
needs of your locality. The members will be
the program we know from experience that
you will make a very lively conveation. Come
every bod.v^there is sure to be " a hot time in
the old town."
R. C. Aikin, Pres.,
F. Rauchfuss, Sec,
Loveland, Colo,
box 378, Denver, Colo.

>li >J^. >!i >li >!i >li >li j«li >Ii >ti >Jit4

& Co. 116 Mich. St. Chicago.

for Pleasure

and

>3 >ti

POSTPAID SV

toEisT

Scientific
plied, by G.

sociation will hold its 11th annual meetiufir at
the Court House in Minneapolis, Wednesday
and Thursday, Dec. 6 and 7, 1S14.
J. P. West, Pres., Hasting-s. Minn.
Dr. L. D. Leonard, Sec, Minneapolis.

735

at these prices.

Your
I

I

We

HONEY

will bu\- it, no matter
are. Address^
price,
SON, Fairfield UK

where you

giving description and
34Atf THOS. C. STANLEY

&
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Perfect Goods.
Latest Improvements.
Very Reasonable Prices.

Hives, Shipping-Cases
Sections,
EVERYTHING A
BEE-KEEPER NEEDS.
Catalog-

n^ri^.^4'^

Year

Dadant's Foundation.

r/...r.ri^4:^.^

it has always ^iven better satisfaction than any other.
In 22 years there have not been any

Because

complaints,
ments..

Year

satisfaction.
What more

can anybody do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS, No SAOQINO. No
LOSS.

Because

and copy of

tM

We guarantee

it sell

so well ?

.»»,,,,,-

16, 1899.

22ud

Why does

Extractors, Etc,

Nov.

but

thousands of compli-

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETINQ.

*'The American Bee=Keeper**— FREE

Send name

A DDK ESS

THE W.

FALCONER MFG.

T.

JAMESTOWN.

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

for our Catalog^,

GO,,

N. Y.

We

sell

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

a live Monthly,
and has been publisht by us for the past lU
^ears— 50 cents a year.

The American Bee-Keeper

Please mention

is

Bee Journal when

-writing.

nereis the Thin g >;^^;^J^;;;:/^

on the Honey-Bee, Revised.

LiiDgstrolli

The New Champion

WINTER-CASE...

Tlie Classic in

which does away with all unnecessarv work, and in which the bees
will not d'ie in the coldest winter.
Send for special prices on quantity
wanted.
R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,

Sheboygan. Wis.

Please mention Bee Journa l

when

writing.

QUEENS

Bee-Cnlture-Price, $1,25,

liy

Mail.

=

Beeswax Wanted
at all times.
Please mention Bee Journal

chas. dadant & son,
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing.

III.

Smokers, Sections.
Comb Foundation

^
FKEE
»^lease

,\nd all
chrsii.

K. T.

Catalogue.

Apiarian

BellerUle. Ul

mention Bee Journal wHen

M. H.

Supi»liei

Send for

tLASAGAN,

wntiTifi.

& SON,
HUNT ROOT'S
PRICES.

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

at

Shipping--Cases and Danz. Cartons are what
vou need to display and ship vour honey in.
Send for Catalog.
BELL BRANCH, MlCH.
Please mention Bee Journal when wriunfr.

I'S

I

^^'•^trss'-^^'^^

LEAHY MFG. CO.

Please mentioit Bee J ournal

I Smoker...

I

binoham

HIGGINSVILLE,
MISSOURI.

when writme

—SUBSCRIBE FOR THE—

Farmer's

Home Journal,

Louisville,

Ky,

Bee Smoker

A practical business paper for the farmer. It treats of farming and stock breeding from both
practical and scientific standpoints. It is the oldest and best known agricultural weekly in the
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in

which

I

had been led up to

am

to-day as to the subject of ventilation of beehives, and in so thinking it came to me that it might not
amiss
to
tell the readers of the American Bee Journal
be
I

something about

An Apiary and Bee-Keeping

in South Dakota.
BY JAMES M. HOBBS.

BEE-KEEPING

in our new State is also a new industrj-.
illustration herewith represents
summer and
winter home-apiary atid this is the eighth year I have
wintered
bees as shown in the picture, and with good
results.
I work for comb honey only, and use IJi-story, 8- frame
Langstroth hives.
The honey-flow this year was not as good as in previous years, as I got only about 45 pounds per colony on an

my

The

my

fall count.
Some colonies produced as high as
130 pounds of comb honey. We usually get SO to 75 pounds
on the average. Our principal flow is from sweet clover,
which is abundant here also alfalfa.
My method of increase of colonies is natural swarming.
I have no dipt queens.
I have practiced this method for 20
years, and I will say that I have had only o/if swarm to abscond in all that time, and for eight years no swarm has
settled over four feet from the ground. I could sit in a
chair and hive them. At some future time I will describe
my method.
Yankton Co., S. Dak., Oct. 17.

average,

;

Bee-Hive Ventilation During- the Winter Months.
BY

AS

G. M.

DOOLITTLE.

am

fixing the bee-hives these days (the forepart of
November), as to the matter of covering over and
around the frames, ray mind chanced to wander over
I

HoMc-.lpiary of Mr. James M.

I

it.

Among many pleasant recollections, the bees are ever
foremost, and at 10 years of age I was an anxious watcher
of these little creatures, of which father had from 20 to 40
colonies, according as the seasons vcere good or poor. These
were kept in what was then known as the " Weeks patent
hive," a hive which had the bottom-board attacht to it with
wire hooks and staples, and with a button so arranged that,
for winter, the bottom was allowed to hang suspended an
inch below the hive, while in summer the button was so
turned as to bring the bottom-board tight to the bottom of
the hive, except the entrance. With this hive father had
poor success wintering bees, while a neighbor wintered his
safely with a hive closed tight at the bottom and a two-inch
auger-hole at the top. This success of the neighbor, and
father's poor success, caused him to fasten the bottomboards of the Weeks hive in winter, or rather leave them
during the winter just as they were in summer, while the
holes in the top, thru which the bees had access to the surplus apartment, were opened, and the surplus chamber was
fliled with some old garments, carpets, hay or straw, or
something of the kind, just what came most handy. Fixt
in this way we had very little trouble in wintering the bees
thereafter.
The recollection of this matter caused me to believe
that " upward ventilation," as it is often termed, was the
proper kind of ventilation to give, when the bees were wintered on the summer stands.

Soon after this, nearly all the bees in these parts died
of that dread disease, foul brood, and no more were kept in
the family until the year 1869, when I purchast two colonies,
thus laying the foundation of my present apiary.

At that time (18b9) there were plenty of bees kept all
about here in box-hives, very many of which were raised on
half-inch blocks at the bottom all around, that being something similar to the old method of ventilation of the Weeks

llobbs, of Yankton Co., South I)al;ota.
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and quite iiearlj' representing- the rim one inch deep
recommended by some of the writers of a decade or so ago.
But I adopted the plan of " upward ventilation," as it was

hive,

then termed, altho I now look at it as practically no ventilation at all, in the sense of a draft of air, unless we can
call it ventilation which we enjoy when sleeping- under our
warm comforters on a cold winter's night.
Soon after I commenced to use this upward-ventilation
plan, as it was termed, there came a series of winters in
which the bos-hive men lost all the bees they had, while I
met with scarcely any loss, and the bees in the woods
seemed to be as numerous as ever. This set me to studying
again, and bj- looking at the bees in their natural home in
the hollow tree, I found that the hollow was composed of
partly decayed wood, especially above the combs. Thus, in
winter, the moisture from the bees passes into the decayed
wood which surrounds them, and is expelled each summer
by the heat. In this we had something pointing toward
the porous covering which many of our best apiarists have
used for years with such good success, and also toward the
chaff hives used of late years with equally good success.
With these chaff hives, and the slow change of air taking
place thru the chaff or sawdust cushions, we have something even better than the home Nature provided for the
bee and with hives so arranged there need be very little
provision for ventilation at the bottom, for, should the entrance become obstructed with snow, ice, or dead bees, so
that all air is cut off' from the bottom, the bees can secure
all the ventilation they require thru the chaff sides and
cushion from above, thus passing nicely along- until a
warm spell occurs, when they can clear their doorway.
After years of experience with chaff hives, used in connection with sawdust cushions over the top of the broodchamber, I have become convinced that there is nothing
better along the line of hives for wintering bees on the
summer stands than this, and I would hereby ask every
reader of the American Bee Journal who is at all skeptical
on this point to prepare ten colonies in chaff hives with
sawdust cushions as above, taking ten others as nearly like
them as possible (except that they be left in ordinary hives
with lower ventilation), and see if all skepticism does not
vanish at the end of three or four j'ears. I even use these
chaff hives with sawdust cushions to quite an extent for
cellar-wintering, and think that they have an advantage
even there.
In connection with ventilation thru porous covering,
some think that, as all the moisture is carried off, the bees
need water given them to keep them in a healthy condition but I feel that such is wholly unnecessary, for the
reason that I believe it a bad plan for the bees to breed
much if anj' before the middle of March to the middle of
April, according to the season and the locality, and bees
need no water in the winter season except for breeding
purposes. Colonies which commence breeding to any great
extent earlier than this are not as good, as a rule, on the
first of June as those of the same strength as to. number of
bees that do not commence to rear brood before the first of
;

;

April.

To

avoid too early brood-rearing it is a great help
in chaff along this line
for the sun's
rays will not arouse the bees to activity, such activity causing brood-rearing every time it shines on them for a little
while during the middle of the day when the air is cool
otherwise. This early breeding causes a much greater consumption of honey and a far greater loss of bees without a
corresponding benefit. When it comes steady warm weather
two bees are reared for one old one lost, while in early
spring or late winter two old bees are lost to where one
young bee is reared; hence anything that causes early
breeding becomes a loss to us both in bees and in stores.
Only as we look after all of these items which have a
direct bearing on our pursuit, can we expect to become the
most efficient in our calling in life.
Onondaga Co., N. Y.

where they are packt

the

;

" The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is
name of the new bee-keeper's song — words by Hon.

Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is
thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one neiv yearly subscription to the American

Bee Journal

at $1.00.

Report of the Proceeding's of the 30th Annual
Convention of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, Held at Philadelphia,
Pa., Sept. 5, 6
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York, then delivered the

The Possibilities of Bee-Keeping.
There are some who think we have arrived

at all the
possibilities of bee-keeping, but I do not think so.
I am
going to prepare what I have to say by reading to you out
of God's Holy Word. I will read from the book of Revelation, the 1st chapter, from the 9th to the 19th verse
also
from the 3rd chapter, 7th to 13th verse. I am not going to
preach a sermon to you to-night, but as something to guide
our thoughts I desire to take a text of three words found in
the 8th verse of the 3rd chapter "
little strength."
As John goes back in thought he sees the Son of Man
stilling the waves, healing the sick and raising the dead.
He now sees more power in Him than when on earth, and as
he sees the power he hears Him saying, " Behold. I have set
;

—

A

before thee an open door because thou hast a

little

strength."

this was meant in a spiritual sense, but I do not
shall be much out of place if I apply it to bee-keep-

Of course,
think

I

All powi-r covaes, from Cod, and
bees without that power.
I am reminded of a Scotch girl.
mountainous pass where occasionally
This girl was imprest to build a bridge
ing.

we could not keep

There was a high
a man went down.
over it. She went
out among the people, and the result was that a bridge was
built.
The people were so rejoiced that they wanted to
name it after her; but she said, " No If you must name it,
call it 'God and Us.'
God gave the power and we carried
out His purpose." In this nation, whence comes all this
power ? We see railroads and electric cars going in all
directions the telegraph, telephone, etc. Whence came
the power that brought these about ? Does such power
come to heathen nations? No.' it comes from God to
Christian nations.
Now, bring it down to the bee; if we have " a little
strength " to grasp that idea, " God with us," there is set
before us " an open door," and we can accomplish much
with the bee. If I have a little strength the promise is to
me. Do I wish to be a Dr. Miller, Mason, Root, Hutchinson, Elwood?
The "little strength," with "the open
door," may enable me to equ^l if not excel them.
There is a story of a little boy who saw some apples,
but they were out of his reach. A little further on he saw
a larger boy, but he could not quite reach them so the
smaller boy climbed upon his shoulders, and then he could
reach them. "If at first you don't succeed, try, tryagain." A large block of granite was put up for sale one
Michael Angelo was at the sale. He thought he
day.
would buy it. It sold for an enormous sum, but Angelo
took it. Some one askt him, "Why did you pay so much ?"
His reply was, " I saw an angel in the block, and I am going
to liberate it."
He did so, and became famous for " the
angel " in statuary.
Have you tried to understand your locality, and failed?
If you do not understand your locality you fail of the best
success. When you see your bees coming in with pollen in
the spring, follow the bees. Then when a load of honey
comes in follow it to its source. The bee-keeper must follow his pursuit to perfection. I told the following story at
the National convention in Canada
Henry Clay wanted the presidency. He came to an old
friend and said to him, " Are you going to help me now ?"
The answer was, " No you failed >iie once."
Clay saw he was not going to make anything by that,
so he said, "John, do you remember the old days ?" John
" Do you remember the old gun?" "Yes."
said, "Yes."
" Did the gun ever fail you,
(It was an old flintlock.)
John ?" " Yes, it failed me once when I needed it most."
" What did you do? Throw it away?" " No, I pickt the
!

;

;

:

;

—
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and tried again." " Can you not try nie again, John ?"
"Yes, I will pick the flint and try you again." We must
pick the flint and try again if we fail.
Do we want strong colonies with no swarming and
much comb honey ? There are those here who do not believe we can have strong colonies and much honey without
swarming. I believe we shall yet have these things because
some have " a little strength" to work in that direction.
Now, there is no such thing as failure, if we have " a little
strength," because there is set before us " an open door."
I love to read Jeremiah, in the 18th chapter.
When he
was about to get discouraged God sent him down to the
potter's house. He saw the potter molding the clay, and
just as the potter had it all molded it dropt and went all to
pieces.
Jeremiah thought it was ruined, but the potter
gathered up the pieces of clay and molded it again into a
perfect vessel fit for the Master's use. Have you tried rearing queens and failed ? What are you going to do? Are
you going to give it up ?
The queen that cannot be
"brought to time " in breeding is not the queen for me. I
have been working to bring queens to perfection by giving
the maximum number of bees just at the time of the honey
flint

harvest.
I am requested to tell the anecdote I told at the Buffalo
convention of this association two years ago. A certain
darkey often went to market, but one time it was different
his wife went with him this time.
He cried at the top of
his voice, " 'T.\TOES, 'TATOES, 'TATOKS!" His wife said,
"Keep still, darling, you will wake all the people up." He
said to her, " That is what I want to do;" and again he
cried, " 'Tatoks, 'TaToes, 'tatoes !" That is what ive want
to do wake bee-keepers up about securing a large force of
bees in time for the harvest.
Do you wish to know about putting on and taking off
sections, doing it at just the right time ? Then use " a little strength " along that line.
When we entered the bee-keeping ranks we pledged ourselves by thus entering to do our best. Some may not believe we did so. I am reminded of our great ocean steamers.
In the middle of the Atlantic one of the stokers was askt,

—

"Are the other stokers all working? Is the vessel going
right ?" He answered, " I am not the captain, but by taking this place

I pledged myself to do the best I could.
I am
captain of this shovel." He did his part faithfully, and the
vessel landed safely in Liverpool.
Have you tried wintering bees and failed ? During the
winter of 1881-82 three-fourths of all the bees in the United
States died. There has been progress in wintering since
then, and yet we are not perfect. August is the time to
prepare bees for winter. See that each colony has a good
queen, bees and food enough. If you wait until December,
and then write to Dr. Miller or Dr. Mason about preparing
your bees for winter, you will be something like the old
preacher whose wife said to him one cold Sunday, " Had
you not better put on a thicker pair of pants ?" The pair
he put on had hung away all summer in the attic, and the
wasps had built a nest in the roomy part of them. After
getting into the pulpit he commenced to read the 103rd
" Bless the Lord oh my soul
Psalm
oh, what a sting
Bless the Lord oh my soul, and forget not all his benefits
Ge-whit-aker,what a sting
I'll tell you what it is, brethren, the word of the Lord is in my mouth, but the devil's
in these breeches."
If we put off preparing for winter until December the
word of the Lord may be in our mouths, but failure will be
ours.
There is no time for sitting around listening to idle
'

:

'

—

'

I

'

—

!

gossip.
sailing vessel was stranded off the coast of South
America a signal of distress was run up, and a steamer saw
" Water, /;ri/i zt'a/cr, " was
it and askt what was needed.
the reply. " Do you not know you are at the mouth of the
Amazon ? Let down your buckets and you will find plenty."
My friends, we are always in the Amazon of bee-keeping
let down your buckets and dip the fresh water up.
Moses saw the burning bush and put his shoes from off
his feet. There are many burning bushes about the beekeeping pursuit, but he only sees who "puts the shoes
from off his feet." After seeing the possibilities we are to
go out and tell it to the world, for there are no possibilities
in selfishness.
Biddy said to Pat one morning, "Go and kill the rooster." He came to the door with it under his arm, took it by
the head, gave it a few twists, and sent it floundering into
the kitchen with the blood spurting about.
"Pat, didn't I tell you to kill the rooster?" yelled
Biddy. "Faith," said Pat, " it's dead, but it don't know

A

;

;

it."

The

selfish

person

may go

floundering about, but

is
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dead to the possibilities of apiculture. The first thing for
us to do after learning something useful is to go out and
tell it to the world.
There are no possibilities of a useful
thing: dying with ourselves because we only wisht to profit
by it. We are to spend ourselves for others if we would attain to the highest possibilities, as such expending will
react on us.
You remember the old metaphor,
"

There was a man,

The more he

g-ave

his neighbors thouj^ht Uini

mad.

away the more he had."

And so it is with us, if we try to make the apicultural
world better for our having lived in it. The Good Book
says, "

there

is

There

is that scattereth and yet increaseth
and
that withholdeth more than is meet, but it tendeth
;

to poverty."

Every time we tell a thing the possibilities are greater
thru the reflex action that comes to us, and so by thus telling we keep on g:rowing to the highest possibilities.
It is said that Capt. Cook, when he sailed around the
world, planted English flowers at every place he landed,
and so he has, thru these flowers, been growing ever since.
No, no, brothers and sisters, bee-keeping is not ours.
We may think we have the right to hug things up and keep
them ourselves, but it is not so. Apiculture of to-day is
what it is because of those who came before us.
Two monkeys discover an apple below a high bank in
the water, with the limb of a tree overhanging. They climb
the tree the first attaches himself to the limb, and the second attaches himself to the first monkey, but they are too
short.
A third came, but still they could not reach it.
Along came the fourth, and taking in the situation ran up
the tree, over the limb, and down the three suspended monkeys and reacht the apple. Will any bee-keeper present
tell me that the apple belonged to the fourth monkey ? The
apiarists of the past are the " mother breasts " that furnisht
the nourishment for the possibilities of the present. The
thought of yesterday is but the inspiration of to-day. He
onh' lives wisely who lives for the possibilities of the future
possibilities to generations yet unborn. Others of us instead of being selfish are telling things that we don't know
we get a little bee-keeping go out and write for the papers
and make lots of noise.
;

—

;

—

An old darkey was plodding and splashing homeward
thru a midnight thunderstorm. The winds were blowing,
and the rain was sheeting down. Every other moment a
flash of lightning slasht the heavens briefly like a knife of
fire.
Then followed the thunders, rolling crash on crash,
as if the very roots of the hills were being torn from their
home in the ages. The lightning would last but a second,
and then leave the poor old darkey in blacker night than
ever.
But the thunders were incessant their rollings were
without end. At last the old darkey became frightened,
and, following a thundrous peal of unusual horror, he
plumpt down on his knees in the mud and began to pray,
" Oh Lord," he cried, " far be it from one so humble as I
to tell Thee thy business.
But if it's all the same to Thee,
an' doan't pester Thee or change too much Thy infinite
plans, couldn't this storm be managed to give us a leetle
less noise an' a leetle mo' light ? Amen !"
And so let us, when we do anything, do it for the purpose of disseminating light, not to make a noise.
Again, others of us work with no definite object in
view. We should work and toil for a purpose. John Chinaman was hacking away on a stick, and a neighbor askt
him, " What are you making, John ?" He replied, " It may
be a god or it may be a bedstead, for all I know." We experiment so loosely that, at the finish, if askt the result, we
can only reply, "It may be a god or it may be a bedstead,
for all I know." Let us work so perfectly that iNe knotv
what we are doing, so that we maj' hear the Master say,
"Because thou hast a little strength I have set before
thee 'an open door.' "
;

!

'

'

Mind has not graspt the possibilities which are before
us if we work with the " little strength " we have. Let us
not deceive ourselves. This " little strength " must be used
intelligently, and for the good of the whole not for just
711 c, if " behold, I have set before thee an open door " of possibilities is to be realized.
Understanding it, are vou ready
to venture? \i &o. X.h<i possibilities are for you. ' There is
no chance of a failure. The power is with our "little
strength." The accomplishments of the past are nothing
to what there is in store for the apicultural world if we but
enter the "open door." Will we do it?
A certain explorer, with his guide, was traveling up the
Alps. They came to a certain place where the explorer
could see no place to stop. The guide swung himself into a
crevice of the rock and put out his hand seeing it the ex-

—

;

—

—
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plorer said, " If the

hand fail I fall into the abyss below.
Xot to go forward will lose to me the sights for which I
came." Assuringly the guide said, "That hand never lost
a man."
I have
I fear I have not made this as plain as I might.
but fear I have failed thru my inability to express
myself, but to him that hath "a little strength" the Master
saith, "He that sliutteth and no man openeth, and He that
openeth and no man shutteth," "because thou hast
" a little strength, behold / have set before thee an open
door, and no man can shut it."
In conclusion, allow me to say that that hand that allpowerful hand of the Master coupled with our hands having a little apicultural strength "that hand never lost a
man .'"
G. M. Doowttle.

tried,

—

— —

Following the address by Mr. Doolittle, Prof. H. W.
Wiley, chief chemist for the United States Department of
Agriculture, Washington, D. C, spoke as follows on

Food Value of Honey— Its Adulteration and Analyses.
A great poet, as well as one who had a keen insight into
laws of nature, said, about one hundred years
ago, in language which I shall venture to translate
tlie scientific

*'

He who knows not all that has happened
In three thousand j-ears, will never
See the light nor have experience
Even should he live forever."

This statement of Goethe is true, also, in matters connected with honey.
It seems to me, therefore, in discussing the subject of
honey as a food, that it would be wise to go back over the
pages of history and see what uses were made of this substance during the past three thousand years, or even longer.
If you will indulg-e me, therefore, I will preface what I have
to say by a few extracts taken from historical pages, relating to honey and its uses. We ought to know what has
been done in three thousand years, but I do not propose to
take three thousand minutes to tell you.
Early History. The tribes of men that live solely, or
almost so, on flesh use neither salt nor sweets. The transition from flesh-eating to plant-eating in the early history
of all nations is attended with the consumption of salt and
sweets. The word sweet is common to all dominant languages. In Sanscrit it first occurs, thousands of years old,
as svadu, to make sweet ydus, Greek snovis, Latin, etc.
The use of honey in early historical times was connected
with religious rites, chiefly because the fermented honeywater was supposed to contain a spirit powerful, and needing to be propitiated.
Wine or beer made from honey was known in the earliest historical times, known in Sanskrit as niadhn, and in
Greek as »ieu, and in German as ineth.
Bee-culture was unknown to many early nations which
valued wild honey. It is evident that Homer would have
mentioned bee-culture had it been known to the Greeks in
his time. Homer frequently mentions honey and its uses,
but never suggests that men have anything to do with its
production. Homer, in the 9th book of the Odyssej', calls
wine the " the red honey of the grape." A " land full of
honey " to the ancient writers did not mean the ideal land
full of milk and honey, but a wilderness where the bees
workt undisturbed in accumulating their stores.
While some attempts were made before the Christian
era to increase the production of honey by man's aid, no
true system of bee-culture can be said to have existed 2,000
years ago. This is plainly evident from a perusal of that
book of the Georgics devoted by Virgil to bees and honej*.
During Pliny's life (died 79, A. D.) men learned to build
rude hives, and even placed in them windows of isinglass in
order to watch the bees at their work. Pliny had some remarkable ideas in regard to the propagation of bees. He
states that if the carcasses of j'oung steers be covered with
dung, Nature will change a portion of the steer's body into
bees. (Book XI.) This idea probably arose from the fable
of Aristous, the first bee-keeper who helpt to compass the
death of Eurydice. He was punisht for this by having
taken from him all his bees. He was advised by Proteus
He was
to supplicate the gods in a sacrifice of bullocks.
delighted to see arise from their carcasses a new supply of

—

;

bees.
Aristotle,

;

who lived 350 years B. C, states that the
bees make the wax, but gather the honey from Heaven
dew. Even up to the time of Virgil, and after, the ancient
writers had no notion of the existence of sugar in flowers,
but the honey gathered by the bees was supposed to be a
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direct gift of Heaven, or, as Virgil describes it, " That gift
of Heaven, ethereal honey."
The use of honej' in baking is mentioned in the 7th
century B. C. At the time of Aristophones the use of honey
(444 B. C.)
in the bakeries of Athens was quite common.
The Athenian honey was very costly. Aristophones says,
"I beg thee, friend, use some other honey, spare the Attic
which costs four crowns.'"
Xenophon mentions a poisonous honey which made
many of his soldiers ill. Investigations in late years, of
honeys produced in the locality described bj' Xenophon,
show that this poisonous principle is derived from the Jimson-weed (Datura stramoniun), of whose flowers the bees
are very fond.
In Rome in the earliest times honey was very costly,
and it was used onlj' in religious ceremonies and as a mediIt
It was supposed to have valuable healing powers.
cine.
was only about 170 B. C. that it became cheap enough to be
•

used in baking.
In Caesar's time honey was used to a considerable exVejanus, a bee-keeper near Falerimer, is said by
Varro to have sold annually 10,000 sesterces worth (S6S0) of
honej' from a flower-garden of about one acre in extent.
His bees probably poacht on his neighbors" preserves.
During the empire, honey merchants and bakers were
found in all parts of Rome, and poultry intended for the
rich were fattened on honey and ground cereals.
During this period, also, the preservation of fruits in
honey was first practiced, and the foundations of a great
modern industry laid. The preserving power of honey,
however, was not discovered bj' the Romans, for Herodotus,
who lived nearly 500 B. C, says that dead bodies in Eastern countries were preserved from decay by honey and wax.
It is said that the body of Agesipolis, king of Sparta,
was preserved and sent home in this manner.
The Egyptians fed their sacred animals, e. g., the crocodile, goose-flesh and honey-cakes, and pictures more than
4,000 years old of bees have been found in Egyptian
antiquities. It seems probable, therefore, that the Egyptians were the first to gather honey.
Especially as a medicine honey was largely used in
Egypt. In an old Egyptian writing, at least 1500 B. C,
tent.

have been found numerous recipes for remedies
honey plays the most important part.
Hippocrates,

the

celebrated

in

which

Grecian physician,

who

lived 450 B. C, describes many remedies in which honey
was the chief ingredient, and ascribed to it remarkable
curative properties. An ancient fable recites that in thankfulness the bees constructed a hive on his grave, and that
honey of miraculous healing properties was produced therein.

Deraocritus, who was contemporarj' with Hippocrates,
lived to be more than a hundred years old, when
askt how to attain so green an old age, replied, " Honey
within, oil without."
Many curious theories were developt in respect of the
curative powers of honey and wine not perhaps any more
absurd than many of the so-called medical theories in vogue
at the present time.
Macrobius, 400 A. D., explained the healing power of
the mixture by saying that the old wine by reason of its
moist nature was warming, while the honey, by reason of
Pliny, on the other hand,
its dry nature, was cooling.
ascribed the good effects to the property of honey which
prevents decay.
The early Christian era saw a great impulse given to
the production of honey. The souls of the- dead were represented as flying to Heaven in the form of bees. Honey became of more general use, and the wax was made into candles for religious uses. The discovery of paraffine has rendered less effective the old Christian legend that God blest
the bees as they were sent from Paradise, and that as a consequence no mass should be said without beeswax candles.

and who

—

Bee-culture spread with great rapidity over Europe durfirst millennium of the Christian era.
In Spain
honey became an article of export in the early centuries.
The tithes of the church were paid in honey in many places.
In Saxony honey and honey-bees were so abundant that a
fire in Messina was extinguisht with honey-bees in lOlS.
Nuremberg, however, seems to have been the chief center
of the German bee-industry. In Russia, Poland and Lithuania immense quantities of honey were produced at this
time. A king of one of the Russian provinces was said to
have given to the poor honey and honey-wine, while he
himself lived on mare's milk.
In the old Indian writings honey is frequently mentioned. The new-bcirn child was welcomed with a religious
ceremonial in which honey was the chief material em-

ing the

—
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ployed, and the first artificial food of the infant was composed of honey and sourinilk.
In taking honey from a hive the sacred books of the
far East prescribed great care, in order that the hive be not
injured. The wanton destruction of a hive was regarded
as a heinous sin, and one of the 88,000 hells which are conveniently provided in the theology of Brahma and Buddha
was set aside especially for sinners of that class.
The cultivation of the sugar-cane, which became generally- known at the time of the Crusades, and the discovery
of beet-sugar, 150 years ago, have made artificial sweets so
cheap that bee-culture no longer, as it did in the middle
centuries, controls the market for sweets, and few bee-hives
are now found in the European countries where they were
abundant 1,000 orSOO years ago.
When we regard honey as food, of course we recognize
that it occupies the same position as sugar or any other
soluble carbohydrate.
I have been much interested in what I have heard to-night
about honey as a food, especially in the comparisons made
between honey and butter. I have not time to give the
analyses of honey in comparison with other food, as I had
intended. While honey may supply the place of starch or

Fii.iii

Prof.

(

,

l.Miuii;:

H. W.

-

in

I;,

I

-Ciillure.

Wiley.

butter in the animal economy, it cannot supply the place of
protein. Therefore, honey and meat cannot be compared
as articles of diet, since they belong to entirely difi^erent
classes of foods. Man can live by bread alone, altho the
Good Book says he cannot.
Honey can supply heat and support energy, but it cannot nourish tissues containing nitrogen, without the help
of some other kinds of nourishment, as, for instance, eggs,
beans, lean meat, milk and bread.
It is very properly said that honey is one of the most
easily digested foods of any class. If we eat starch it must
first be converted into sugar before it undergoes the final
processes of digestion. While starch is just as nourishing'
as honey, it must first undergo this preliminary fermentation before it becomes useful as a food.
A soldier mvist have something to eat on the march,
something concentrated and quickly assimilable. While
he is not nourisht by sugar alone, yet sugar or honey
furnishes a condenst emergency ration of the greatest
value.

Among rice-eating nations, the Chinese and Japanese,
for instance, can endure long working hours without
fatigue. This shows that a food very rich in carbohj-drate
can support muscular vigor.
The pusher of the jinriksha will go longer distances
than many a flesh-eating laborer could possibly cover. Rice
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a nourishing food, because it sujiplies carbohydrates.
is a food of a similar kind.
I will admit that to many people honey is a luxury. We
can buy sugar that contains no water for five cents a pound.
Honey contains water we do not care to pay for water,
which is not regarded as a food of commercial importance.
Sugar has made sweets so cheap that honey is iiot in so
great demand as formerly, and yet honey is so cheap that it
can no longer be regarded as a luxury.
When I was a young man, and trying to get a little
education, I was anxious to get into Switzerland, not so
much to get learning, but to get honey. But what I got
there was American glucose. I didn't .see a bee-hive while
If you have a varietj' of bees that can make honey
there.
out of snow, take them to Switzerland they would find
there an inexhaustible suppl)' of the raw material.
what an
It is surprising what a rich country we have
amount of luxuries we have
Most of us can afford to have
honey for breakfast, and we would all be healthier if we
would eat more honey and less meat at our matutinal meals.
It is a rare thing to find honey on a hotel table, and if
you do, it's glucose
I will dwell only a few minutes on the third part of my
subject, and that is the adulteration of honey. I can add
nothing to the remarks that have been made on this subject, but it is an important one.
If we could stop the adulterations there would be no trouble in getting a good price
for our honey, and people would eat far greater quantities
of it did they feel certain that it was genuine.
I believe in
I do not believe in prohibition of any kind.
man being a free moral agent. If Mary Walker wants to
wear trousers, let her wear them. Some one in the Good
Book said, "If meat make my brother to offend, I will eat
no flesh while the world standeth." I would not go so far
as that, but if we are to be total abstainers it should be
voluntarily, and not at the mandate of the law. We all
have the same rights in what we should wear, eat and drink.
Butter has no more right in the market than oleomargarine, but oleomargarine has no right on the market as
butter. If I were going on a distant journey I would take
oleomargarine, for it is harder than butter, and would keep
better.
But when I buy butter I don't want to buy oleomargarine. When I buy honey I don't want to buy glucose.
I have heard speeches against food adulterations that
have done more harm than good, because of their intemperate statements. I was once askt, "What is the extent
of the adulterations of food?" I answered, " It is difficult
to give the exact figures, but I think at some time or other,
and in some country or other, about 90 percent of all human
But the actual existing
foods have been adulterated.
amount of adulteration is probably less than five percent."
Well, the newspapers reported that Dr. Wiley had stated
that 90 peixent of all foods on the market were adulterated.
Well, that alleged statement was "sweeter than honey " to
Germany and France. It was copied in all the trade and
agrarian journals of those countries as a reason for excluding American food products from their markets. On any
other subject extravagant statements do more harm than
good.
I hope to see the day when we shall have a national
law and State laws, regulating the manufacture and sale of
when concealed adulterations of food
adulterated foods
products will be a criminal offence, and the " little
strength " we have now in that direction be grown into a
national power, protecting industry and securing honest
markets for its fruits. In the present condition of affairs
one cannot be certain of the composition of the many attractive dishes a well-spread table offers him. He hesitates
before partaking of the feast, no matter how tempting the
scene may be. The one question he propounds to himself
has been well put by the poet who pertinently asks
is

Honey

—

;

—

!

!

;

"I

We

WONDER WHAT'S

IN IT."

a table delightfully spread.
teemiu*? with jr<i<>d thing's to eat,
daintily finj^er the cream-timed bread

sit at

And
And

Just needing to make it complete
A film of the butter so yellow and sweet,
Well suited to make every minute
A dream of delight; and yet, while we eat,
We cannot help asking, " What's in it ?"
this bread contains alum and chalk.
Or sawdust chopt up very fine
Or gypsum in powder, about which they talk.
Terra alba just out of the mine.

O maybe

;

And

our faith in this butter

is

apt to be weak,

—

•
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develop one sex just as well as the other of the same egg,
then the proportion of 20 drones to 2,500 workers looks curious for a case where drones are earnestly desired. It would
look more like it to see 500 drones or more.

it,

Annatto's so yellow and beef fat so sleek

O

Nov.

is in it.

be certain you know what is in it,
'Tis a question in place every minute.
Oh how happy I'd be could only I see,
"With certainty, all that is in it.
!

I

—

The pepper, perhaps, contains cocoanut shells.
And the mustard is cotton-seed meal
The coffee, in sooth, of baked chicory smells.
And the terrapin tastes like roast veal.
The wine which you drink never heard of a grape,
;

But of tannin and coal-tar is made.
And you could not be certain, except for their shape.
That the eggs b^- a chicken were laid.
And the salad which bears such an innocent look.

And

whispers of fields that are green,
germs, each armed with a hook
To grapple with liver and spleen.
No matter how tired, and hungry, and drj-;
The banquet how fine; don't begin it
Till you think of the past, and the future, and sigh,
"0 1 wonder, I wonder what's in it."
Is covered with

And the preacher who prates of the glory that
On the saints, and asks, " Have you seen it ?"
And tells you how hot it will be for the sot

waits

—

And
The

the sinner, at last does he mean it?
political boss who asks for your vote.
And promises not to forget it.
When landed at last in a place of some note,
Don't you think you'll surely regret it?
And the maid of your choice, with the heavenly voice.
Whom you've loved for a mouth, if not longer.
Perhaps has said " Yes," and it's time to rejoice.

And

foster the faith that grows stronger.
But that true heart, so dear, O you tremble with
And doubt when you struggle to win it
And now that it's yours, I beg do not jeer.
When I ask, " Are you certain what's in it?"

fear.

;

H. W. Wiley.

The convention then

adjotirned until 9:30 a.m. the next

day.
[Continued

ne.xt

MR. PETTIT'S APIARY.
Mr. Pettit's apiary, which opens out No. 41, looks like
business business first and beauty second not business
first and beauty never thought of, as some apiaries appear.
It evidently belongs to the close-order class of apiaries —
worrisome to the whim of groupists and open-door fplks,
who shiver when they contemplate the chance of a youngqueen's gettirlg bewildered and lost. But Mr. P. and his
clan would shiver the rather at walking a quarter-mile with
a load when a few rods would answer as well.

—

A KINK IN RETAILING HONEY.
About the very important matter of working up a
line. Judge Terral, of the Central Texas convention,

retail
offers

— still

Don't seek
I guess he's right.
one customer the first time j-ou go
round. They'll eat too much, get sick of honey, the unattractive remnant with ilies and things in it will lie round
time out of mind (just like any other unattractive remnant),
and they'll never buy of )'ou again, because, forsooth, they
" have some honey." (Page 644.)

an unusual suggestion

to sell a I'ery large lot to

WHITE COMB FROM DARK HONEY.
Mr. Aten is not to be wondered at for the indignation
with -vs-hich he denies that ill-tasting, black-insect secretion
can be elaborated into delicate white comb, beautifully
capt.
One would think not, indeed yet he is almost certainly wrong. Sorr)'. If he was oial)- right, the scamps
who spoil markets by pushing off such stuff would have less
success. (Page 645.)
THE TRAP OF APICULTURE.
McLennan's apiary is also one of the close-order kind,
but seems to have alternated colors to help bees and queens
locate home good thing as far as it goes. Wonder what it
clampt secis he's got oti the top of so manj' of the hives
tions all ready to go on, I guess. Captivating story, the
;

—

—

was captivated and forced to be a bee-keeper. Apiand man he's a mouse if he don't want to
be caught he'd best not monkey round much.

waj' he

cultttre is a trap,

;

FALL FEEDING OF BEES.
guess we can get pretty general agreement upon the
saying of C. P. Dadant, page 658, that in the matter of colonies short of stores in the fall, the worst policy of all is to
feed stingily, and have them starve to death, after all. And
With good stores of their
I would add this much further

week.]

I

:

collection, and left entirely alone, bees will sometimes
squeeze thru alive with not more than five or six pounds.
Feed them two or three pounds more, and keep them in a
flurry a week or so doing it, and I presume the result would
be less live colonies in the spring. Good idea of his about
atmospheric feeders. First invert them over a pan till all
that will readily run out has flowed, then put them over the
bees.

own

1

ae " uld Keliattle " seen thru

By

E. E.

HASTY,

New and

Unreliable Glasses.
Richards, Ohio.

FREE BOARD .-iND MUSKMELON HONEY.
That was a remarkable offer Pres. Whitcomb

PURE-FOOD LEGISLATION.

A

grandly notable paper deeply concerning- all mankind, and on a subject outrankt by very few possible topics,
is E. T. Abbott's paper on pure-food legislation.
Even if it
isn't quite true that it outranks " expansion " and " currency," that indication of the writer's enthusiasm can
easily be forgiven. No harm to remember, however, tliat
legislation on expansion and currency is practically selfenforcing in most cases, while the best imaginable purefood law safely on the books would only be one short step.
Enforcement would be the long step. All honor to Mr.
Abbott foi his right stand for the principle " benefits yor
all," and no sly favors or tricks.
Our own people have not
been in the past quite clear-skirted of tricks. To get legis-

—

what seemed

be a pure-food law, but
which would turn out to be a law
prevent selling under
its own name, or even producing, sugar-honey, was a trick
in high repute during the sugar-honey flurry.
(Page 660.)
lative bodies to pass

to
to

MR. THBILMANN AND THE DICKEL THEORY.
In Comrade Theilmann's experiments, page 643, wliere
he continually g^ets a few drones hard to account for, there
is another explanation possible besides the one he is steering- for.
It may be that queens often lay an unfecundated
egg- (machine drops stitches) in ordinary laying, and that
these are seldom noticed because tisually the bees leave
them to perish instead of developing them. If the bees can

— free board

tells of,

the apiarist that would bring his
apiary to the melon-fields— but let us see, let us see Columbus and Joliet have offers out not dissimilar in that one respect.
With muskmelons rai.sed by the square mile we
ought to be told just what sort of honey muskmelon honey

page 659

to

I

is.

I

thirst to

know.

THE WICKED .ADULTERATORS.

And

so the adulterators themselves spread the idea that
nearlj' all honey is adulterated, the same (and for the same
reason) that "green goods" men spread the report that
nearly all paper money is counterfeit. Page 659.

"

NEAR HIVE-ENTRANCES AND QUEENS.
of losing a j'oung qtieen when two

No danger

hives

have entrances six inches apart, if there are only two."
(Dr. Miller, 662.)
I would have hesitated to put it quite as
strong as that but maybe it's right. You know when a
young queen comes home, the bees (it has been said) sometimes incline to worry her a little. Might she not in the
excitement of the occasion pull away, take wing again, and
so get on the wrong door-step, finally ?
;

SECTION-CLEANING MACHINES— " REST IN

PE.4.CE."

Yes, yes, those section-cleaning machines our Boss inWhere are they,
quires after in editorial note, page 664
indeed? The racket thev made was like unto the racket of
!

—
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—

and lasted about as long. Well, perhaps the
lapboard and queer old knife that have done service so long^
constitute, after all, a very fair section-cleaning machine.
a chari-vari

THE WHOLE-HOGGISH COMMISSION MAN.
Sometimes

it's best to throw an old, soiled blanket over
repulsive phases of human nature, and just say nothing
would be inclined on some account to do so for that commission man on page 664, but the quiet, confirmed, cheerful,
business whole-hoggishness %vith which he makes a forced
sale of two barrels of honey at two cents a pound is bringing sadness into too many humble and worthy homes.
What does he care ? He's all right, as long as the two cents
covers commission and expenses. Guess we had better
tlow a trumpet before him, and keep blowing it till even his
brazen cheek begins to blush.

QUEENS BRED FOR BUSINESS.
queens for business rather than for color.
Page 666. (Some may have heard that remark casually
dropt before.) But if the breeders ever do, it will be a hard
time for those little George Washingtons who cannot tell a
yes, breed

—

hard, anyhow, for those Jim Need-Washingtons who
don't like to have lies told to "em. On the whole, it's rather
nice for a man to be able to see at once that he has got just
what he sent for and these wise mentors would rob us of

lie

;

this bliss.

A TRIPLET OF AFTERTHINKS.
Dr. Miller's dozen cages of discarded old queens, lying
in a pile out in the shade, bathed in a volunteer ladies' aid
society, for instance and swarming and going back to the
cages again once or twice every day, is unique enough to
make a fellow smile (and think) if he is not too much bored.

—

—

Page

667.
like the

temper of Mr. Bownds, page 669, who tells of
the bad queens he reared for his own use, and then adds,
" What's the matter with me ?" Rathermore Christian-like
than flinging too-angry pot-hooks at somebody else.
Hold on, Mr. Prankard
We " won't believe fish-story,
too," if you don't quit telling us that every queen is where
she ought to be, in that beautiful Herman apiary. Page 669.
1

!

CONDUCTED BY
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[The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail.— Editor.]

A Beginner's
1.

honey
2.

3.

How

do you

tell

whether or not the hive

is full

—

The honey taken

is from the surplus apartment, and if
be extracted, then you can lift out the combs and
see whether they are full. If it is comb, all you need to do
is to uncover the top and see whether the sections of honey
it is

to

are sealed over.
2. Extracted honey is generally taken from time to
time as often as enough combs are filled and sufficiently
Some do not wait for the honey to be sealed, but it
sealed.
is considered better practice to wait until at least two-thirds
of the cells are sealed. In such case the honey is thicker
and riper. Some of the best bee-keepers do not extract till
the close of the honey harvest, having a sufficient number
of extracting-combs to allow extra stories to be added as
often as needed.
While it is true tliat for extracted honey it is all the
better to leave it on the hive till the close of the season, the
same does not hold true for comb honey. The honey may
be thicker and richer, but comb honey sells to a large extent on looks, and the whiter it is the better. If left on the
hive after it is sealed, the comb gradually becomes darkened, so it is taken oft' as soon as a super full of sections is
sealed over, with perhaps the exception of the corner sections, for if you wait till these are entirely sealed the middle sections will generally become darketied.
3. From what has been said you will see that in some
cases all the surplus honey is taken, and in other cases only
part.
As a rule, however, all the surplus honey is removed
from the hive at the close of the honey harvest.
4.' Yes, each colony must have a queen of its own, so as
You might
to lay eggs enough to keep up the population.
do with only one queen for several colonies by moving her
in rotation from one hive to another, but this would be
hard on the queen, and the colonies could not be kept
strong. The plan is not advised.
5. Formerly there was an annual pruning of the combs,
the lower portions of the combs being cut away, and wax
was also obtained when colonies were " taken up " or brimstoned. Neither of these plans is now followed in this
country, and wax is only obtained from the melting up of
defective or broken combs, or of drone-coinb, and from the
cappings of extracting-combs. You will hardl)' need to
take any wax for six months or more to come, and will
have plenty of time to study up the minutia; of the matter
before that time in your text-book. If you start in next
spring with 14 or 15 colonies and with no particular knowledge about bees, it is quite possible that by the spring of
1901 you maj' have the brood-combs of 14 or 15 colonies to
melt up into beeswax. Perhaps you may do well to start
with a smaller number, increasing j'our number as you get

»

Ventilation of Hives.

of

Mr. C. P. Dadant, on page 675, says, in telling how he
places his hives in the cellar
" We usually take them without cap. or bottom. Our
.In the summer we
hives are all supplied with straw mats.
have an enamel cloth between the brood-combs and the
straw mat. In the winter the enamel cloth is removed and
the mat is laid directly over the frames, and this straw mat
is quite sufficient to separate the hives that are piled one
:

?

Suppose one starts with 14 or 15 colonies of bees,
must there be a queen in each hive ?
5. How do you get the wax, and how is it purified ?
California.
Answers. Before answering your questions, let me
advise you in the strongest terms, if you have any thought
of starting in the bee-business in the spring, to get one or
more text-books on bees and make a thoro study of the
matter. It is perhaps not putting it too strongly to say
that for every colony you start with you can aft'ord to pay
a dollar for a test-book, rather than to do without. If you
start with 14 or 15 colonies, the careful study of a good
4.

—

may

easily make a difference of S14.00 or S15.00 iti
advice can hardl)' be made too emphatic, get
a good text-book and study it. Now to j'our questions
1. With the old-fashioned skeps or box-hives, the common way to decide as to the amount of honey in a hive was
to heft it.
Every pound of honey, of course, adds just so
much to the weight, and by lifting the hive you can gain
some idea as to the weight of its contents. You may do
results.

—

—

.« •

?

text-book

the same way with hives of a more modern pattern, but
there are better ways. Nearly all modern hives perhaps
have movable combs,
it is better to say all modern hives
and you can take out the combs and see how full they are.
But you must understand that there are two different apartments that may be in a hive the brood apartment, and the
surplus apartment. Generally no honey is taken from the
brood apartment, and it is not very important to know how
much honey is in it, only before winter or at such times as
bees are gathering nothing-, for if the brood-combs should
become entirely empty of honey there might be starvation.

experience.

Questions.

When do you take out the honey ?
Do you take out all the honey at once
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The

:

.

upon another."
I have puzzled

my

head not a

.

little to

know how

his

Iowa.

hives are ventilated.

—

Answer. In the summer-time enamel cloth under the
straw mats prevents the bees from propolizing the mats,
and when the enamel cloth is removed there is plenty of
ventilation thru the mats. Even if a hive with a bottomboard should be set over the mat, the mat is of such thickness that the air from the hive can escape laterally. Unless
the entrance of the hive is quite small, very little vipward
ventilation

is

needed. Indeed,

my

hives,

when

in the cellar,

have no upward ventilation, but the wood covers are glued
on tight, just as they were on their summer stands. But
the entrance

is large,

12x2 inches.
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furniture-makers. Since there has been such a sharp advance in the price of lumber, especially of pine, basswood
has been used by planinfj-mills for regular house-buildingpurposes. It is still cheaper than pine and contractors, in
order to meet old tigures, have been compelled to take a
cheaper lumber, with the result that bass%vood has been
taken. Some of the most extensive lumbermen say they
can see in our northern forests only about ten years' more
supply of this favorite timber. The basswood areas are
g-etting to be more and more scarce, with the result that
section-lumber will have in time to be of some other less

745

A

we give it up.
bee-paper can hardly compete with the
excellent story-papers of the present day but as " fillers "
stories may be a necessity for some bee-papers.

—

;

desirable timber.
" But perhaps )'ou may ask why supply-manufacturers
use this valuable timber when it is so much needed for
honey. For the simple reason that the furniture-makers
and planing-mills will use it if we do not. What care they
for the bee-keeper who desires to produce honey ?"

"The Question-Box is approved by Stenog, in Gleanings in Bee-Culture," says the Bee-Keepers' Review, "even
if the answers are contradictory."
But Editor Hutchinson
thinks the contradictory answers give but little light if
plain " yes " and " no " without any reasons.

Editor Eeahy spoke that time without thinking. There
many of our best bee-keepers who have written essays for conventions, to dub their productions as " fillers,"
in the sense meant by Mr. Leahy.
But in the best sense of
the word they are like a big, wholesome dinner to a hungry
are too

man — a genuine

" filler"

and

satisfier.

Root is cautioned by one of his lady friends
Schuyler who writes him thus, as reported in
Gleanings in Bee-Culture
Mr. a.

— Mrs.

F.

I.

—

I.

:

Tin vs. Wood for Honey=Pacltages.— In Gleanings in
Bee-Culture for Nov. 1, Editor Root has this to say in reply
to a contributor who seems to disfavor quite strongly the
use of tin honey-packages
:

" Perhaps the kegs are more convenient for you at your
end of the line but our experience is that nearly all kegs
and barrels of honey, by the time they get to Medina, are
leaking slightly, and some of them badly. Our honey-man,
Mr. Boyden, is completely disgusted with these wooden
packages.
On the other hand, he says honey in square
cans holding 60 pounds usually comes thru in good order,
and is much more convenient to sell again, because the
packages are smaller, and the honey can be sold in large or
small lots.
"There is no doubt at all that kegs are much more convenient for the producer but they are a great nuisance to
the average buyer; and in many cases it is the producer
who has to pay for the leakage. He in turn becomes disgusted with his honey-man, as he naturally thinks he has
misrepresented."
;

"Dkar Bro. Root: — I am

glad you have quit sending
for patent medicine, and taking it to see whether it is good
for anj'thing, as I do not think it your duty to become a
martyr for the benefit of your readers."

That is a timely caution for Mr. Root, for we understand
that some of the " patent medicine " sent out is about 90
percent whiskey, and labeled " Bitters," so as to evade prohibition laws in certain States. It beats all how some men
will lie in order to make a dollar.
Money is the ruination
of many a man. Some will even give their very souls, including their hope of immortality, for only a few paltry
dollars. The "Almighty Dollar" is getting to be altogether
too mighty.
* *

*

Francis Joseph, emperor of Austria, has an apiary
in his private garden, not far from the windows of his palace, for convenience in observation. The government gives

;

Right you
to ship liquid

are, Mr. Root.
Wooden barrels are too risky
honey in and they hold too large a quantity
;

many

users of honey, unless for large concerns who can
take a carload for bakery purposes and then even ihey prefer to handle it in tin cans.
We notice that scarcely any bee-supply dealer lists
wooden barrels nowadays. Why ? Because the handy and
safer tin can is rapidly replacing the risky " wooden tubs "
for

;

for shipping honey.

" Fillers " In Bee=Papers.— Editor Leahy, of the Progressive Bee-Keeper, has this " compliment " for conven.
tion essays
" It always lookt to me that the only importance that
could be attacht to bee-convention essaj's was for " fillers,"
as the ground covered by those essays is practically exhausted thru the bee-journals by the same writers before
written for said conventions."
:

As

the

American Bee Journal publishes more conven-

tion essays or papers than all the rest of the bee-papers
combined, of course the suggestion of using "fillers" strikes

us the heaviest. But that is all right. We can stand it admirably'. Just see what a fine " filler " Prof. Wiley's convention paper is, in this number, and the one by Mr. Doolittle, who is also an editor of the Progressive Bee-Keeper.
Then turn back, and look at Mr. Craycraft's essay on beekeeping in Cuba and Porto Rico Mr. Abbott's on pure-food
legislation; and others that mig-ht be named. Prett)' fine
" fillers," aren't they?
;

Then

turn to the Progressive Bee-Keeper for November,

and look at the " story " it
that number. Talk about "

is

running

fillers I"

— five

pages of

If that isn't a

"

it

in

filler."

about $12,000 a year for the purpose of developing scientific
apiculture. It is worthy of note on the part of the various
European governments, that they favor in ever3' way men
of talent, rich or poor, not only in bee-culture, but in all the
arts and sciences. Even Russia, beginning with Peter
the Great, has offered every inducement for artists and artisans to go there to live. The result is, that St. Petersburg
is now probably the finest capital in Europe, while less
than 200 years ago its site was a dreary bog. The king of
Bavaria appropriates annually about $8,000 to promote
scientific bee-keeping.
Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

—

The Thanksgiving Number of the Saturday Evening
Post, in its stories, poems, pictures and general articles,
will be the most attractive number of the magazine yet
issued. In this number Robert W. Chambers has a seasonable out-of-door story, entitled " The Hunter " the romance
of a poacher's pretty daughter. Other features are Edwin
Markham's latest poem, " The Lyric Seer ;" " An Electrical
Transaction " a Tale of the Transvaal War by Robert
Barr "At Dawn," by Octave Thanet, and " The Minister's Henhouse," a droll storj' by C. B. Loomis.
Two notable articles in this number are "Lincoln as Candidate and
President," by his old friend and political ally. Colonel A.
K. McClure, and "OurNew Prosperity," by Frank A. Vanderlip, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury.
The Thanksgiving number of the Saturday Evening Post will be on
all news-stands Nov. 23, at 5 cents a copy.
If not convenient to get it there, address the publishers, Curtis Publishing Co., Philadelphia, Pa., enclosing the amount.

—

:

—

;

Please send us Names of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal.
You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.
*-»-».^

The Premiums ofi'ered on page
ing for. Look at them.

749 are well worth work-

A

!
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Do you want a Good
Market for your Crop of Honey,
^/^\^

BOTH COMB AND EXTRACTED?
We

are in position to handle
following- reasons:

any quantity,

largfe or small, to better

advantag-e than any other house, for the

We deal almost exclusively in honey, giving- it our closest attention all the year round.
We keep ourselves thoroly posted as to the result of the crops g-athered in the honey-producing States.
We are acquainted -with the most desirable trade thruout the countrj', and know exactly what their wants are.
We know, thru our long experience, the different varieties and qualities of honey therefore know what we
",

are selling-,

and no fear of

selling fancy stock at the price of a third grade.

handle by far the bulk of all the honey sent to New York, and our volume of business enables us to
make the charges very reasonable.
Why, then, should we not be able to handle your crop to advantag-e, and do you justice in every respect ?
BUY OUTRIGHT as well, from small lots to carloads,
We handle not only on commission, but

We

WE

for spot cash.

you prefer to sell your product, write us, stating quantitj' you have, qualitj', and how put up, and we will
make you our cash offer.
We shall be glad to correspond with you in regard to your crop, and hope to have the pleasure of hearing
from you soon.

If

HiLDRETH
I20

&

5EQELKEN,
NEW YORK

and 122 West Broadway,

BUY THE BEST.

CITY.

The Midland Fanner

If you want the best low down wafjon you
should buy the Electric Handy Wag-on. It is
the best because it is made of the best material;
the best broad tired Electric Wheels; best seasoned white hickory axles; all other wood parts
of the best seasoned white oak. The front and

(SEMI-MONTHLY).
representative modern Farm Paper of the
Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Page
departments to every branch of Farming and
Stock-Raising. Plain and Practical Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neighbors (for
free samples), and we will enter your name for 1
year. (If 3'ou have not received .vour money's
worth at end of year, we will, upon request, continue the i)apertoyou free of cost another year).

The

—

tVariiiins'

rear hounds are made from the best ang-le steel,
which is neater, strong'er and in every w 33' better than wood. Well painted in red and varnisht. Extra length of reach and extra longstandards supplied without additional cost
when requested. This wagon is guaranteed to
carry 4,000 pounds anywhere. Write the Electric

Wheel

Co.,

Box

16,

Quincy,

111.,

for their

('ellur!>
>vilU OilSlovos is al! right, apcording to the BeeKeepers' Review, providing there is provision for carrying out the foul gases without having them mingle with the air of the
cellar.
The editor once heated his office in
the fall with an oil-stove, but had to t^uit it
on account of headache.
There was no
chimney to carry off the vitiated air. In
cold spells he had warmed his cellar with

and found it to work all right.
But he had a hood over the oil-stove conan

oil-stove,

nected with

the stovepipe
above by means of a S'.f inch

in the
tin-pipe.

room

new

catalog, which fully describes tlais wagon,
their famous Electric Wheels^and Electric Feed
Cookers. Please mention the Bee Journal.

Gloving' Ifees

on a Wag-on. —

beginner asking in the National rstoekmau
about moving Ltees on a wagon, is answered

Glass Hiiiiey-Jai'S
We

have two

sizes of clear, flint-t^lass Jars,

No. 1 holding- a scant pound of honey, with an
opal or while top held on with a screw metal
band under which is a rubber to prevent leakaj^e.
No. 2 is a rather tall flint-g-lass jar with
tin screw-cap. holding- ^4 pound of honey. Both
are excellent for retail hone.v-paclcag-es, and
are put up in single gross lots. The prices are
per gross, f.o.b. Chicago, for the No. 1 jars, $5.25;
for the No. 2. S-t.25.
We can fill orders promptly for these jars.
They give e.vcellent satisfaction, we know, for
we have used the same jars for several years.
118

GEORGE
W. YORK & CO.
Street,
CHICAI.O,

Michigan

ILL.

me send you my 64page Catalog for 1899.
A/, ^JenUins, \l'et tLmp/fa, Attx,

BEE-KEEPERS
«/.

-

Let

!

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

iu part as follows:

Just what is the best way to fasten the
bees in without fastening the air out, depends somewhat on the kind of hive. If it
is a box hive, the hive may be turned tipside down and wire cloth fastened over the
entire opening of the bottom that is now
the top. and the hive may be carried in this
inverted position. Be sure that you don't
lay a hive ou its side; the combs would almost be sure to break down.
Better prepare your hive for movmg at a tiiue when
bees are not flying, in the morning or
evening. Ou a cool day when bees do not fly
all day, the preparation may be made at
any time of day. Give the bees just enough
smoke to keep them in the hive till you get
tbem fastened in.
" If the bees are in a movable comb hive,
carry them right side up. If the entrance
large enough to amount to six square
i.s
inches or more, and if the day is too cool

W, M. BARNUM,

Publisher,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Please mention the Bee Journal.

Wainwright Building,
7Dtf

HENS LAY BESK,,

— in fact tlipy lay double the et,rp:s winter
anilsumi er wlicn fe<l Orccn I'lit Ituiie.

fcLss

m

'

il?/T

Mann's Hew Bone Cutters
all hani niui soft brines, meat, pil-Ile,
&o., line, fast and witli'iutcliokingaini luii

out

easy. Clover cut with our Clover t'utter»
helps wonderfully. Mann'sGraniteCrv^tal
Gritand FeedTraystoo. Catalot^ue FREE.

W. MANN CO,, Box 77. Milford,
Pleasd iiieiition Bee Journal

F.

Mass.<

when

-writing

SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover

Seeds.

We

have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
the order:
Sib

Sweet Clever (white)

60c
80c
60c
5Sc

White Clover

lOtb
$1.00
1.40
1.20

25tb
$2.25
3.00
2.75
2.00

50ft
$4.00
5.00
5.00
3.50

Alfalfa Clover
Crimson Clover
.90
Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

wanted by

are solicited.

GEORGE
118

if

freight.

Your orders
Michigan

W.

Street,

YORK & CO.
-

CHICAGO,

ILI«.

Nov.
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Roors Goiomn

for bees to fly, say down to 40-- or thereabouts, all that is necessary is to close the
It the day is
entrance with wire-cloth.
warm or the entrance small, it is better to
take off the cover of the hive and put wirecloth in its place.
"If you can have yourchoice just as well,
it may be better to take a day when the

thermometer stands somewhere from

SUFFERERS

^^ LUNG ^KIDNEY

troubles can obtain valuable advice,

34 Central Music

down

to SS*-'. or even a little lower, tor on
such a day if some of the bees should get
out they will not be likely to sting the

WE
RECEIVED
REQUESTS

flSrWrite at once, stating- age, sex, occupation,
troubled, post-office address, and enclose
return stamp for immediate replj-.

Please mention Bee Journal -when •WTiting,

<)iieen-Reariiig is discust in Australasian Bee Keeper by H. L. Jones, the
man said to have the largest queen-rearing
He says a
establishment 'in Australia.
large percent of cells will be accepted and
workt out in an upper story over a strong
colony in a honey-flow, otherwise there
must be steady, judicious feeding, and it is
then better to have the cells started in
strong, queenless colonies, two days later

HATCH CHICKENS
BY STEAM-wlthth.

einjple, perfect, self-rcculatinj;

EXCELSIOR INCMMIOR
I

+4 A 2' it

putting them in an upper story between

GLEANINCS
BEE-

of brood in all stages, this
brood having been put in the upper story
a day or two previously. He has been
fairly successful in getting cells accepted
without royal jelly, but better with it.
Altho the bees remove all the jelly given,
A
it seems to act as a suggestion to them.
hot knife is needed to cut the cells apart,
nucleus
at the
and if a cell is given to a
same time its queen is removed, a cell-pro-

at once.

mention

?

We
the

Sample pages
ture free

if

If not,

Have you

send your request

send a copy free

if

you

American Bee Journal.
of our

ABC

of Bee-Cul-

you have never seen

fiih St..

Oiilnoy.

iiee

III.

Journal.

Democrat

ST. LOXJIS,

l^dlO.

wide-awake, practical Western paper for
wide-awake, practical Western farmers, stockpoultry people and fruit-growers, to
learn the science of breeding, feeding and manSpecial departments for horses, catNo farmer
tle, hugs, sheep, poultry and dairy.
can afford to do without it.
raisers,

agement.
in

Gleanings in

It stands for American farmers and produIt is the leading exponent of agriculture
as a business, and at the same time the champion of the Agricultural Slates and the producer
in politics. Subscription, One Dollar a Year.

cers.

iVW Write

lor

Sample Cop>

UITO BARS
^ns one day, but
I'crmanf'ut hennery.

Union Combination Saw—
I o r
cross

rippiOK.
cuttinE,

i

n

eaininKi

n,

scroll - sawing,
borintr. edge-

mo u

1

d

i

bt-ading.
Kuii line

Power

CHtVEUV. Send
SeiiH-ii

for Catalog A.
Fiilh BUir. rn.. 4t; Water St.. Spii^ra

n g

it.

Getting

BSe*"*

Out ol"»<-o«ions

is

by F. Greiner iu the American
Bee-Keeper:
" There are probably but few up-to-date
bee-keepers who do not find the escape a
very fine thing. I consi,ler it indispensaBut after all I have been obliged to
ble.
give up iis use un th^' hive when renjoving
honey (comb or section houey) ajtrr thr
thu.. discust

/uniei/ aeasoii

foratiug or

over,

h'i

bltiufi

on 'trnntut of imr hfrsinr

the

f<it>i>ii>tjti.

When honey

^ B

Ma-

Falls. N.Y.

.^
"^5
,

.^

free.

CO,

S,

POUDER,

Indianapolis, Ind.

^\
^fc'

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

:

—

^

Please mention Bee Journal wheii "writing-

does work
When the bees leave a super full of
honey they take with them, each and every
one, a full load of honey. During the honey
flow most bees have their honey i-acs filled.
Besides, plenty of unsealed lioney is in
reach they do not find it necessary to unBut after
cap any honey to get their fill
honey-secreiioD hds >ro[,t conditions are remust
force'the
bees ruit of a
verst and one
full super very quickly or the cappings will
suffer.
I practi,-e the following method:
••
honey board or
I first remove the cover

WALTER

512 Mass. Ave..

."^

is stili coming iu everytiiing works lovely
and that is natural enough. Let us see how
it

E S UFFLjIES

E3
Rni.t's Goods at Root's Prices.
^]
Poudek's Honey-Jaks and every- ^k^
thing used by bee-keepers. Prompt ^\
Catalog ^^
Servi ce^low freight rate.

;^
f^

The MoNETTE

Queen-Clipping-

Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
.--iil>scribf r to the Bee Journal for
a year ai il.no; or forSl.lO we will
iniil the Bee Journal one year
V-'lipi liiiL' Device.
Address,

NEW

-dnil

t

11.-

YORK & COMPANY.
lie*

Michigan

St.,

,

etc.

Foot

hand-

AND

13.83 ounces."

averaged

-

miterinti. rabbeting, proov*

You cannot

give the absolute weight of
section of a given size, for one year it
But I can
wiil be heavier thau another.
give the relative weights of 3 kinds of sections for this year: 5ti7(> beewav 4I4XI",,
averaged 14 94 ounces; 44'2 plain .5x4'4 xl '.4
averaged IS S'2 ounces; 34.t plain 4i4x4'4X-

Pasre Poultry

U<»VKN niUKFKNCKCO., ADUIAN,MICH.
Please mention Bee Journal when "W-nting.

rA<ii:

;

MEDINA, OHIO.

1^.

A

"

THE A, L ROOT

laa

Please mention the

week's

seen a copy of Nov. 15 Gleanings in

Bee-Culture

GKO.

to

any

1>,J

?

114

?'

ugh
'•

ad. in last

Tliouaaiiils in auccessfnl o)ierrnirm.
[iriced Isl-cla^s hatclier luadi;
II. STAIII,,

Lowest

Journal of Agriculture,

catalog of words ending in if and iii/h. I'll
try to bear it manfully, even tho it does
sometimes jolt me in reading. But. say:
won't it leave the word rather short if you
drop the final iiijli from the interjection

15,

"

AND

'•Sometimes it happens that, by some
means, some nice sections of honey have
their faces so daubed as to be almost
spoiled. Put a super of such sections over
a hive and take away as soon as the bees
have had time to' lick off the daub.
" I never used a sheet of cloth, as mentioned by Capt. J. E. Hetherington, to
cover honey cases in a car, but last week I
used newspapers, tacking them lightly on
the cases. The cloth has the advantage that
Perhaps better than
it is all in one piece.
either would be manilla paper pasted to-

"

FOR NOV,

I
ft

Ttie Mlssissipiii Valley

gether.
" Mr. Editor, if you think it for the general good to have your program arranged
to shorten up the spelling thrnout the whole

CULTURE

A
I

two frames

Four Stray Straws

945 COPIES

,..

Cfrf-iilarg free.
Si.-iid fi,.. fur

]

Bee-Culture read as follows:

American Bee Journal

CHICAQO.

how

tector is used. With larv;t of the right age,
the queens hatch in a little more than 11
days, and begin laying 10 or 11 days later.

FOR

Did YOU read our

Hall,

horses."

HAVE

IN

FREE, by

DR. PEIRO,

addressing

4.5'-^

Chicago, IlL

e
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BEST WHITE

ALFALFA HONEY
6o=pound Tin Cans.

In
wrE have been
'''

WHITE ALFALFA EXTRACTED HONEY

able to secure a quantity of

for the present at these prices, on board cars here in

Chicago

which we offer
Sample by mail. 10 cents 2 60-pound
Cash with order in all cases.

:

;

cans, in a box, 9^4 cents a pound 4 or more cans, 9 cents a pound.
Owing to our limited supply of this fine honey, those desiring it should order promptly.
;

GEORGE W. YORK &
ii8

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION

~~"a-^i
""^^

l

Honey.
Being the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. A.

J

low

Sole

itpli-eH

ai

>i

cuiiriin-

teed lo pleaoe every ciistotiii'r.s.Ti(l
** fPiiti* for our iMpace catalogue,

i

-J

/p

L^&'

whkiicoDlaiDS full acnt-rl pi

loll

of our psleiisive Hue aoil tells

how

poultry

laciibator Co.,

Box

78,

Please mention Bee Journal

wuccess-

Des Moines,

when

FREE FOR A MONTH

la.

writing,

....

you are interested in Sheep in any way
you canuot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.
It

That covers the wnolc Apicultural Field more
completely than anv other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

Wool

IViarKetN a.n<l Nlieep
has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder aud
his industry, first. foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.

B66-K66P6rs' Guide.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAGO,

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

|i

Plans lor poultry aud brooder houses.

Des Moines

BEE-BOOK

u at vt-ry

'-(-I

i'ully.

YOU WANT THE

f
ui

rnlse

DEUSEN,
VAN
Manufacturer,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.

4®- IF

SI h^v./.tlltbe blest iir,i,rGv.n,tiiI.s.ur.,>olil

;^^.>

Address,

CO.,

Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

_:rm^nT iKcubaters

Has no Sap i" Brood-Frames.
Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus

t

ILL.

quilt— using some smolse: then I lay a wet
or damp sheet over the super to be removed next I grasp the sheet near the center on one side of the hive lift it up slightly,
;

poke the nozzle of the smoker under

it

and

give smoke plentifully, at the same time
flapping the sheet. This procedure forces
the smoke into all the spaces between the
sections and drives the bees down quicker
than any other method I have ever tried.
I learned this of Mr. Coggshall of lightning
fame.
As soon as I think the bees are
nearly all out. I snati h the super off and
give it two or three vigorous shakes which
will dislodge the few bees that may have
remained. It is a simple method and does
not take nearly as long as it takes to tell.
The escape-board is now brought into use.
The bee-freed supers are stackt up in piles
with one escape under it and one on top of
each. At dusk the supers are wheeled to
the honey-house. The Porter escape is not
well suited for use on a stack any cone escape, letting in direct light, works very
;

The Novelty Pocket-Knif
;A heaviiT and stronger knile than the one

HOWARD

we

offered heretofore.

M. MELBEE,

is

the Fcll Size of the Knife.)

Your Name
wish put on the Knife.
The Novelty Knife

It is made beautifully
is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the handle.
celluloid, on one side
of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath the
Subscriber.
of the handle is placed the name and residence of the
the blades are
very
best
quality;
the
The Material entering- into this celebrated knife is of
bolsters
hand-forged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. 1 he
Gentian stiver
hardened
rivets
are
The
are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode.
spring-steel, and the tinisli of the
Sheffield
of
springs
the
back
brass:
pUate
linings
are
the
wire:
handle as described .above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.
will
Own the Novelty Knife? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the owner
v ill renever recover it: but if the Noveltv is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder
trnveling,
If
knife.
would
destroy
the
turn it: otherwise to trv to destrov'the name and address,
Noveltifs, your
and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the
Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in case of death, your relatives will at once be ap-

Why

,^
_ .1,
How appropriate this knife is for a present What more lasting memento con d a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife having
^
the name of the recipient on one side?
.
, ^^
^
.
The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this beautiful knife, as the "Novelty" must be seen to be appreciated.
to the
How to Get this Valuable Knife. -We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premiumsend
to
one sending us three new srnscKinERS to the Bee Journal (with *3.m)) and we will also
the
club
We
will
bonk.
Bees
a.nd
Honey.
tlie
F.ditioii
of
each new name a copy of the Premium
Novelty Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for »1.90.
.

!

GEORQE

W.

YORK & CO.

11b nniCHIGAN ST.

Xlic l.,on;; -Ideal Hive has some attention in Australian Bee-Bulletin. "Loyalstone" says:
" Just a word regarding this my favorite
hive. I don't ask bee-keepers to adopt it; I
gave my experience with it and will have
no other hive. 1 find that 2U frames are
quite sufficient for a bee-keeper who knows
and only suggested putting
another box on top. for bee-keepers who
cannot devote proper time in the honey
season to attend to their bees. It requires
a good deal of experience to work this hive

on the Knife.— When ordering, be sure to say just what name and address you

prised of the accident.

better."

his business,

HONEYVILLE, O.
(This Cot

much

CHICAGO,

ILL.

properly,"
On the other band, says " Australian Yankee:" ' Let me give a little experience that
The bees
I had with them last season:
built up splendidly in them, the queens occupying 2U frames, and the hives packt with
bees (a novice with them would have been
jubilant, but I bad seen the same thing before), but not a move towards storing surplus honey, only a little along the top-bars
I
extracted this out; the
of the frames.
bees slowly tilled them to about the same
amount. At the same time the bees in 8frame hives were filling their extractingsupers about every 10 days, thus more than
doubling the ones in the long ideals. Well,
1 stood It as long as I could, and then I put
the bees that were in the long-ideals into Sframe hives, using a queen excluder, when,
presto.' they went to work storing surplus
as quii'kly as the others. This was not one
hive only, but all the long-ideals I have.
I have now cut them all down to 8 frames."
The conclusions of the editor are
"The
long-ideal bive is a non-swarming hive, es'

:

—
Nov.
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SURE HATCH INCUBATOR COMPANV, Clay Center. Nebr
Please mention Bee Jouma'' wheD writing.
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if empty frames be kept near the
entrance. Bemg so large, as a rule, they
will not need to be extracted from more
than once in a season. In those two items
there are great gains to the bee keeper.
But the large box is an expense, probably
no more so than two 8 or 10 frame hives.
And there is an awkwardness in handling
them, the sideways leaning to take a frame
For several mentioned reasons a few
out.
long-ideal hives are an advantage in any
apiary, and very useful for out-apiaries."

pecially

iitm^^mii^itis^nom^

©E^E^|2#5^

Retail.

Working Wax.

^^»^ss^^)^^i^ji^y/{^j^f^^ia

list of

Grand

Foundation, Sections,
other Supplies, and g-et my prices. You
will get the best goods and save money. Illustrated Catalog- Free.
WANTED.

And

BEESWAX
DITTMER, Augusta, Wis.

GUS

GREEN
BONE
ailhenjii;

meal

or gristle, irto

tme

f.f.iLitrv

/'^'>^^'/^^

l.i.i.i

// ';'hJ^^{\

^vithout choking.
Various sizcM—
^
haii-l
cr power conibiDed or both
Ruu easy an«l cut fast. Green i.inThA^I_;J

^^^^'

l>ni)e tvtll

Bumuif-r.

l-'ii-: :iii<t

an. I ilu-.^liu^'s

grow.
prices,

iJ;l.

,i^^

* Osborne. Box 2.. F'io^Penn!

Bee=Suppl!es!

We are distributors for ROOT'S GOODS
Y AT
THEIR PRICES for southern Ohio, f

.5.

Indiana, Illinois, West Virginia, Kentucky, and the South.

1

f MUTH'S SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,
LANGSTROTH BEE-HIVES, ETC.
J
*j*

k

I
f

Lowest Freight Rates in the country.
Send for Catalog.

C

Traver.se'Co., Mich., Nov.

H. "W. -WEIBEK,,

Successor to C. F. Muxji A: Son,
31-)6-»S Central Ave.,
CINCINNATI, O.
40Atf
Please mention the Bee Journal

t
T
X
2

I
^
"

to

ecnre a

us

ONE NEW

subscriber for the

American Bee Journal for 1900, with 31.00. We
will also " throw in '* the balance of 1899 to such
new subscriber. Surely, this is a great offer.
have been trying for years to secure this
and finally succeeded in getting it. It is
seed, gathered this season by an old per-

sonal friend of ours, so we know
But we have only a small supply.
out we will tnention it.

it is

all right.

When nearly

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
CUIC.-\GO, ILL.

118 Michi^'aii Street,

Crop Almost a Total Failure.
The honey crop was almost a total failure here. Bees secured enough to winter
on, provided we cellar them in good shape;

Don't

but the colonies are very light in bees this
fall, owing to the queens not working durWe need
ing the August dearth of honey.
not be surprised if SO to 7.5 percent of the
bees perish where wintered on the summer
stands without extra protection.
F. KiNGSLET.
Thayer Co., Nebr., Nov. 1.

ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn Belt," a handsome
monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,

this

season, considering that it has been a poor
one for our warm-hearted pets, taking the
State as a whole. The spring was backward and cool here with plenty of wind.
My bees wintered finely, and came out
strong in numbers, but they just held their
own until June, when the clover bloom

and wet weather came with it.
About June 1.5 good weather came, and

came,

with it the swarmiug-fever, and swarm
they would out of empty supers and almost
empty hives. Still, 1 secured SOU pounds of

209

Adams

Chicago.

St.,

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
If you care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
for
a sample copy of Calior Resources, send
fornia's Favorite Paper

{"

fiiifnfrtia
Ilia
\^tXlHUl

The

I

i

Pacific Rural Press,

The leading

Horticultural

Agricultural
Publisht weekly,

and

paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

best quality, from 1.5
colonies, spring count, and increast to 30,
besides having two large swarms take

ple

copy

330

Market

Horace Greeley's advice and " go west." I
attempted to go with them, but as I am
obliged to wear a No. 10 coarse, leather
boot, at times, 1 was unable to persuade

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

comb honey

A'o. i.'ilO.

How

who sends

ber

S.

Bees Did Fairly Well.
The bees have used me fairly well

sirona layers; luakca

Frte tainlnicue,

Stratton

I

"

ONE NEW SUBSCRIPTION.

'

1

Makes

I'lr

-

,.^

''^^
"i

(loulile tlif eggs winter ur
eat winter food knowit.

br(i:l'.T

^edil

- '"-

have bad very good success with my
bees. I lost two colonies last winter, had
three left, and have 10 now, and got about
Hannah E. Hess.
7.5 pounds of honey.
I

a

1

So long as it lasts, we will mail a quarter
pound of the seed to a legular paid-up subscri-

new

Satisfied with tiie Results.

me

AT LAST

We

We

DO NOT FAIL

IT

finally succeeded in getting- a small
quantity of the seed of the yellow variety of
sweet clover. This kind blooms from two to
four weeks earlier than the common or white
variety of sweet clover. It also grows much
It is as
sViorter, only about two feet in hight.
much visited by the bees as the white, and usually comes into bloom ahead of white clover
offer the seed as a premium
and basswood.

have

seed,

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY.

Before placing' your order, to send
what vou need in

WE HAVE
We

A QUARTER POUND FOR SENDING

Foundation

Wholesale and

Yellow Sweet Clover Seed

U-lm\

of the

free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
San Francisco, Cal.
Street,
-

J^ricc. S1?.00. postpalf/

Gold Diamonil Point Fountain Pen at Wliolesale Price.
No. 4310.— Heavy Gold Pen. narrow, IS kt. Gold Bands
SI. 50

$2.00
kt. Heavy Gold Pen, chased barrel
Box, filler and directions with each pen. Every pen guaranteed for one year, by the manufacturers.
Readers of the American Bee Journal will be given a discount of '20 percent off above prices, as we have made special arrangements with the
Diamond Point Pen Co., to give our patrons this absolutely perfect fountain pen at the wholesale price.
To secure this wholesale discount on the above fountain pens, you must send your orders direct to this office, enclosing the number of the pea
you want, and a postal note or postage stamps, for the cost of same.
We are offering our readers an absolutely perfect fountain pen which is guaranteed to give entire satisfaction, as the Diamond Point Pen Co.
fully warrant and guarantee them absolutely as represented.
If the pen points are not entirely satisfactory they will be exchanged at no extra expense if returned to the office of the Diamond Point Pen Co.,
102 Beekman Street, New York, N. Y.

No. 2110.— 14

Special

Premium Pen

Offers.
THREE NEW

We
Offer

h.

1.

Offer

h.

2.

will mail Fountaiti Pen Xo. 2110 free as a premium to any one sending- us
scribers to the American Bee Jotirnal for one year, -with S3.b0 to pay for same
with the American Bee Journal for one year both for $2.00.

—

;

or

we

NEW

will mail Fountain Pen No. 4310 free as a premium to any one sending- us FIVE
ers to the American Bee Journal for one year, with S5.00 to pay for same or we will club
Address,
American Bee Journal for one year both for $2.50.

We

;

—

GEORGE, W. YORK & CO.,

2Vo. SllO.—frlcye, S1.50,

postpaid.

sub-

will club

it

it

subscribwith the

118 MichiQan St., ChicaQO,

111.
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tbem

to travel as fast as the emigrants
wisht to, so they whispered a fond farewell
about a half mile from the apiary. They
neglected to let me know where they settled, hut I understand they staked out a
claim near Chicago, in order to be near a
central market, thus saving transportation

for $5.00
A Feed Cooker
m

Many farmers and

have

pmilti'vii

>

tiiL'h.

usfd feed cickers In tn-' p.i>t lnM-.ui-f
this case we have desi^ne<i the

iii>t

iht-y

To meet

RELIABLE FEED COOKER AND WATER HEATER.

charges. They may be able to compete
with those glucose fellows.
O. B Gkiffin.

an ideal means for cooUiiiff food for stock or poultry and for heating water jj
for scalding hogs. Wade of best cast iron, with No. "2 cah'anized steel l)niler. 2U tral.
r coal. x-j.. . -j -^^
6170 So.— burns wood onlv. 5U fjah size $12. and 10(1 gal. size $1(1. burn either wonc
buy until you get our free circulars.
RELIABLE INCB. & BROODER CO. Box 2 QUINCV. ILL-L
It is

Aroostook Co., Maine, Nov.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Best....

Basswood

Extracted Honey...
I3Sr

B.A.I^K.E3XjS.

WE

have some very fine WISCONSIN BASSWOOD EXTRACTED HONEY
in barrels, each holdiny 360 pounds of honey, which we offer at Q cent^ a
pound, f.o.b. Chicag"o, cash with order. Sample by mail, 10 cents. We can ship
Address,
promptly.

GEORGE
OUR MOTTO

:

W.

YORK &

CO., 118 Mich. St., Ghicaoo,

111.

S TOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

WELL MAN UFACTURED

seGiioiis, SiiiDDiifGases and

Season Almost an Utter Failure.
I have a small apiary consisting of 23
colonies which gave me about 27.5 pounds of
comb and extracted honey the past season,
with no swarms. Special pains were taken
in nursing them continually I fed them up
this fall with 'd7n pounds of granulated
sugar, reducing it to a thick syrup, and
added about 30 pounds of extracted honey
to the whole; adding this to the more or
less storage the colonies already bad, they
must be in good condition for winter.
For almost utter failures of honey crops,
the seasons of ISPS and IS'J!) surpast anything of the kind known in the history of
northwestern Ohio. No one thinks of fallfeeding their colonies here. Having failed
two seasons in succession, I am still intensely interested in bee-culture. We hope
for better things next year.
;

Wood

We make

a specialty of making- the very best Sections on the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
selected, young and
the best for making the ONE-PIECE
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-Eist FREE.

The

BASSWOOD

HONEY-SECTIONS—

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,

Q. B.

LEWIS COMPANY,
WATERTOWN,

WIS.,

CAN FURNISH YOU WITH THE VERY FINEST

Supplies
Bee= Keepers'
TKCE
Iisr

-W-OR,ILiP.

Parties wanting goods before new catalog is issued will please write for
quotations. We want every BEE-KEEPER on our list.
If you did not receive our catalog last year send us your name and address
and we will mail j'ou our new catalog as soon as it is ready.

Page b Lyon
NEW

operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

se-

.^^^' Q^^.^^i^r>
OUpplieS«#,
DCe^KeeperS
If^.-.....—

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved'machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory enuipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

Send

^
24
^r cents Cash
*v^« «.^^^4^
paid
Beeswax,
TT «^^^. ^i-'
r'***** for

'*'i.jJi.

t^s
to

is a good time
send in your Bees-

afcenlTpS"^

CASH— for

best yel-

upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money promptly, send us your beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,
GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 MICHIGAN Street. CHICAGO, ILL.
low,

Nov.

1.5.

Origin of Honey-Dew.
American Bee Journal of August
31 appeared an article on honeydew. by C.
C. Parsons, which ought to be publisht in
all the bee-papers of the United States.
It
In the

the first time that I have noticed or read
anything on honey-dew from what I consider a right standpoint.
It is true, as Mr. Parsons says, that the
consumption of honey has been lessened by
the publication of papers in which honeydew was called " bug-juice." or the secretion of insects. Is it not strange that the
human mind will cling so strongly to error,
especially in the case of honey-dew, when
the truth would be more pleasing and profitable ? This is a field in which the "great
lights " of the bee-keeping fraternity are
invited to enter and investigate.
The
animal secretion of honey-dew is not the

only erroneous idea that has found its way
into good company. The sap of all plants
contains sugar; starch is also perhaps always present in growing plants, and as
starch is convertible into sugar the formation of sugar is probably more rapid at certain times than can be utilized or absorbed
into wood fibre, and fiows out thru the
pores of the plant in the shape of honeydew. This, however, is a subject of scientific investigation, which has nothing to do
with the flow of sugar-water or honey-dew
out of the leaves of plants a fact which is
well authenticated, and which almost any
one can observe if he wishes to.
Nemaha Co., Nebr.
E. H. Gabcs.

—

LONDON, WIS.,

curing the best lumber at the lowest 'D_-.
price for the manufacture of

M. N. Simon.
Co., Ohio.

is

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

Please mention the Bee Journal when writing

10.

Honey-Yield

in S. E. Minnesota.

In line with the big honey-yields tabulated on page 1393. I give the following;
In about 20 years' bee-keeping experience
in Fillmore Co.. Minn., my average per
colony, spring count, has been about 100
pounds of extracted honey. My largest
yield was in ISSG. with a bunch of 1,5 colonies; condition in spring, average; yield
per colony. 400 pounds of extracted honey.
The yield of honey was not phenomenal at
any time, but continuous during the entire
summer. The first extracting was towards
the latter part of May; last extracting
Aug. 'I'.K after which they filled up for winInereast the 1.5 to -iO colonies. The
ter.
yield of the same bees for the next year
was 200 pounds per colony for the lot.

My

next best yield was a lot of 16 colonies, in average coudition. in the spring of
1890, placed on a farm about nine miles
from the place of the first and best yield.

The yield per colony for the summer

of

Nov.
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was202}o pounds of extracted honey.
and increast "to 40 colonies. From these

Convention Notice.

1896,

bees in the spring of 1S97 I sold 10 colonies
at .^t) (10 per colony, and the yield of balance
was HO pounds to the coloHy. in a poor year
for this locality, and increast to about 50
In the spring of 1S9S

I

Mlnnesota.^Tlie Minnesota Bee-Keepers' As-

sold 35 colonies

and from the remainder secured 1.200 pounds of honey, with 80
colonies of bees on band in the fall.
My average for my whole lot of bees in
lS9(j was 166 pounds to the colony, spring
Last winter

my

all

two

bee-cellars but

all

The past season was the
experience in this country.
M. V. Facey.
FUlmore Co.. Minn.

to 280 colonies.

worst in

my

nal

when

writintr tn them.

THE MOST

A LITERARY GEM

AND BEESWAX

tiONEY

|

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

The Sure Hatch Incubator Co., of Clay Center,
Nebr., are carryiiit,-' thetr udvertisement for the
new season's business in these columns. We
request our subscribers to read it. These people
have not been in the incubator business as long
as some others of our advertisers in this line,
but the high quality of their machines is attested
by the success they have made. It is generally
supposed that a man or a machine is most successful away from home. If home success is a
recommendation, and we believe it is, then the
Sure Hatch people have many reasons for congratulation, as their machines are used very extensively in their own county and State. Read
the advertisement and then write them; they
may have just exactly what you want. Please
don't forg-et to mention the American Bee Jour-

were wet, but in one.
on account of this and their poor condition
in the fall. I lost 170 colonies.
Of the 120
colonies left. I got about 4.000 pounds of
honey, and from 14 which I bought I got
about 1.000 pounds, being only about 5,000
pounds from 134 colonies, with an increase

and

>tt >ti >K ite. j*i sJi >t4 Jte >t< jJi ili >te ti

J

-S200.

count.
froze badly,

i)

sociation will bold its 11th annual meeting- at
the Court House in Minneapolis, Wednesdav
and Thursday, Dec. 6 and 7, IS'W.
J. P. West, Pres., Hastings, Minn.
Dr. L. D. Leonard, Sec, Minneapolis.

colonies.

from them f or
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Chicago, Nov. 7.— There is a firm tone iu all
kinds of houey, even buckwheat sells easier
than of yore. 16c is obtainable for the best
white comb which we class as fancy, and I5c for
No. 1 grade; stained and off grades of white,
13{al4c; amber, 10(ail2c: and darlc to buckwheat,
9(a!lOc.
Extracted white clover and basswood,
8@9c; araber, "(giSc; dark, (jf«7c. Beeswax, 27c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
Cincinnati, Nov. 7.— There

Fancy comb houey

demand

no-drip shippiny-cases

in

&

City, Nov. 9.— We quote No. 1 white
comb, 13^(aH4c; No. 2, 13@13J^c; No. 1 amber,
13i'a3'/^c; No. 2, 12@1.3c.
Extracted, white, 1%
''Sc; amber, 7@7^c; dark, S^&'bc. Beeswax,
2'n'>:2Zc.
C. C. Clemons &. Co.

Kansas

New
all

Vork,

g-rades of

what

"

ag^ood

sells atl5fg'16c; darker g-rades hard to sell at
any price. Beeswax, 26c.
C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth
Son and A. Muth.

'

ENGAGING BOOK
EVER WRITTEN

is

for all kinds of extracted honey. White clover
and basswood sell at S@8^c; amber and Southern, 0fm7c, according- to qualit3- and package.

lig'ht

Oct. 20.— Demand is very g-ood for
comb honey. Receipts are some-

and not up

to

former years.

quote:

Fancy white,

We

No. 1, white, 13@14c;
amber, ll(fi'12c; and buckwheat, 9(«'llc , as to
(luality. Extracted remains Arm at followingprices: California white, M^c; lig^ht amber. 8c;
white clover and basswood, Sc;' amber, 7Hc.
15 cents;

Very little trade for extracted buckwheat as yet.
Southern, fancy, 7^c per pound; other grrades,
as to quality, from 70c to 75c grallon. Beeswax

Hildreth'

q uiet at 2b(ai27c.

& Segelken.

Buffalo, Nov. 6.— Actual supplies

in

Buffala

are smallest for several seasons at this date.

NEWS

A BOOK

AND aOSSlP OP A NEW BOOK ON THE BIBLE

FOR WHICH

The book is about to appear and on its title page in collaboration as authors
names of that most popular of all wnters. IAN MACLAREN (Rev
"• *'• WMARTOH, D.D.. the great Evangelist, and
^.""S/.Vf'.TJ'
»';?SV'"„:!'iJ
J.
WILLIAM BUCL,
Pn.D.t one of the most prominent and popular \/riter^ on

THE WORLD
HAS WAITED

are found the

must be the book ivhich trails to
of unmatchable talents.
IT IS A MASTERbring our readers when we tell them that after
the most industrious and earnest negotiations with
of a syndicate which has secured the entire fir^t
edition for distribution among their subscribers, not as a means of winning
profits,
but to encourage the people to become regular readers, because
of the unusual
pnvileges which are offered regular patrons.
"s creation such a combination
PIECE— and it is good news we
the most persistent endeavor and
the Publishers, this paper is one

ITS PLACE

EVERY
CHRISTIAN
IS IN

The book

HOME

la

entitled

tobe

"

THE QOLDEN MORNINO,"

made lemis whereby

WE ARE

IN POSITION

READERS AT A GREAT REDUCTION.

IT WILL
BIND THE BIBLEl

CLOSER
TO THE people!

TO EXERT
A POWERFUL

NOTHING
LIKE IT
Ever Before

WRITTEN

it

was intended

TO OFFER

IT

REALITY THE BIBLE

IN STORY
arranged so as lo
assure a perfect understanding of
OF
even by
htlle children.
All ambiguous and obscure phrases and descriptions have been
put into language which makes them clear as noon-day. The historic events
have
been arranged in their proper order, and the story is made continuous and
of
absorbing interest throughout.
Poetical description so freely used in the Bible,
and the many Parables, have all received analysis and now appear as plainly
told
tales which need no interpreter or explanation.
IT IS IN

I

THE GREATEST

FORM

ALL BOOKS

It will be of highest value to the young, as from a few readings
they will •
get such an understanding of Bible truths and promises from this
book, that it
would require years for them to gather through Bible reading or study
Indeed
one of the chief claims of
ftORNINQ" to universal popularity'
IS that the children will learn to reverence and love the Bible
and to accept its
teachings through reading this charmingly written story.

"THE QOLDEN

oo.r.^o,,*'*^
READERS
who
limited.

READY TO DISTRIBUTE THIS GRAND BOOK AHONG OUR
should order at ouce, as our portion of the introductory edition
is
are as follows, WITH POSTAGC PREPAID:

The pnces

BOUND IN EXTRA FINE CLOTH, BEAUTIFUL GOLD AND
COLORED STAMPING
.
.
.
SUPERB HALF MOROCCO, WITH BURNISHED RED
.

$2.75
$3.75

THE BOOK WILL NOT BE ON SALE IN BOOK-STOREH, AND SHOULD BE
meM THE OFFICE OP THIS PUBLICATION. EACH ORDER WILL BE
PLACED ON FILE ON ITS ARRIVAL AND PILLED IN THE ORDER RECEIVED
BECACSE OF THE EXTKEMELT NARROW MARGIN OP PROFIT. CASH WILL BE
EXPECTED WITH EACH ORDER. SHOULD THE BOOK BE UNSATISFACTORY
WHEN RECEITED AND EXAMINED, IT M4V BE RETirRNED
AND THE MONEY
WILL BE CHEERFULLY REFUNDED.
ORDisBED

NOT
TO BE HAD
-INBOOK ,
.V

/^OB^

Mi—wiwini—iIMF iimm iimuBniiMiiiiiiiiiH
I

AtJdress,

UN

San Francisco, Nov. 8.— White comb, 115^@

I

12'2c; amber, 8(aiiac.
light amber, 7(§i7J4c;

GEORGE W. YORK

Iflicliiguu SI.,

-

Extracted, white, 7^4(»8c.

amber,

Boston, Nov.

A

white, 16c;

7.

Fancy

13(o^l4c;

buck-

Extracted,

lig-ht

1,

We

are pleased to note that our market continues iu splendid condition. While the supply
is lig-ht, yet, owing- to the high prices, it seems
to be quite equal to the demand. Later on when
the trade realizes the shortag-e more thoroly the
demand undoubtedly will be much better.

Blake, Scott & Lee.
Albany, Nov. 10.— We quote:

Fancy white

comb, 15c; No. 1 white, 13#14c; raixt, ll(ntl3c;
buckwheat, lOfff'llc. Extracted, white, 8^9c;
mixt, 6j^(a47c; dark, 6. Beeswax, 26(<?l28c.

MacDougal &
& Co.

Co.

Successors to Chas. McCulloch

Omaha, Oct. 14.— The market is now well supplied with new crop honey and trade is takinghold readily at 14(g'14J4c for fancy white in
round lots, with about one cent less for lig-ht
amber. Dealers are fully satisfied now that the
crop

any

is lig-ht,

and not holding back purchasiuglower prices. White exPeycke Bros.

long^er for fear of

tracted, 8c.

Detroit, Oct. 18.— Fancy white, 15^gl6c; No.
white, 14(<fl5c: dark g-rades, 10f'rl2c. Demand
and supply light. No extracted in market.
White would sell for 8(«8Kc. Beeswax, 23i'^24c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.
1,

g-ood

Cleveland, Oct. 18.- Fancy white, 16c; No.
white, 15c; fancy amber, 12f^fi'13c; No. 1 amber,
fancy dark, 9(nJ10c; White extracted,
S^'S^ac; amber, 7(ai7J^e. A. B.Williams & Co.
1

liro'12c;

WANTED.— Comb
price, kind,

and extracted houey; state
and quantitv.

R. A.

r"
33A13t

BURNETT &

163 So.

Water

WANTED.— Extracted

CO.,
Chicago,

St.,

honey

all

111.

kinds; mail
at Cincin-

sample and price expected delivered
I pay spot cash on deliverv.
nati.

C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. Muth & Son and A. Muth,
2146-48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.
40Atf

Your
I

g-iving-

advertisers.

No.

15c;

1,

-will not sell in thiscitj-.
amber, 7(a'yc.

&c CO.
t'HICAijiO, II.I>

when writing

Beeswax,

—We quote as follows:

No.

wheat

I

Please mention the American Bee Journal

5(<j55^c;

26*a*27c.

TO OUR

It contains nearly 800 pages and over
Soo superb illustrations.
It is printed with clear type- on coated paper, and is
bound in beautifully illuminated covers, with gold and colored stamping.

Hundreds of artistic end accurate pictures have been used to embellish its
pages and 6x in the mind of reader or student the scenes so graphically described.
No book of a religious nature has ever been -so sumptuously illustrated. This
feature alone costing an enormous sum of money, as wery drawing
was made
especially for this work.

SURE

INFLUENCE
FOR GOOD

and while

a fs.oo book, and has everything about it— authorship, illustrations,
paper
printing and binding- to warrant that price, we have, after many
objections and

refusals,

t

K
1

A MASTERPIECE INDEED

Bibhcjil subjects.

5T

IT IS

have been

current in book and Christian circles everywhere for some months
In its
authorship was to be combined the superb talents and literary abilities
of
three of the greatest lights in the world of religious hterature.

Strictly fancy l-lb. comb, active, 15c; No. 1 and
choice. 13fa>14c; dark, buckwheat, etc., S(ttil2c, as
to grade. Beeswax, 27^28c. Batterson & Co.

34Atf

We

HONEY

will buy it, no matter
where you are. Address,

description and price,

THOS.

C.

STANLEY & SON,

Fairfield Ilk
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Latest Improvements.

Nov.

23, 1899.

Perfect Goods.

Very Reasonable Prices.

22ud

nr.rl»ri4'^

Hives, Shipping-Cases

Year

Dadant's Foundation.

Sections,

Why does

Extractors, Etc,
EVERYTHING A
BEE-KEEPER NEEDS.

r^..r.rl»4;^.^

Because

it

satisfaction.

has always g-iven better

faction than

any

satis-

What more

can anybody do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS, No SAQOINQ. No
LOSS.

other.

22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Because

Catalog and copy of

Year

We guarantee

it sell

so well?

»##«###«

22Dd

in

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETINQ.

**The American Bee=Keeper"— FREE

Send name for our

-ADIJRKSS-

TfiE W. T.

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Catalog-,

FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN,

N. V.

The American Bee-Keeper
:and has been publisht
years— 50 cents a year.

is

by us

We

sell

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

a live Monthly,
for the past 10

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.
tiereis the Thing

^^t ^e L^! wJi"?

The New Champion
WINTER-CASE...

Tlie Classic iu

which does away with all unnecessary work, and in which the bees
will not die in the coldest winter.
Send for special prices on quantity

Please mention

SCHMIDT &

R. M.

wanted.

CO.,

Sheboygan, Wis.

Bee Jotimal when

~~

Langstrolh on the Hoiiey-Bee, Revised.

wijiting.

QUEENS

Bee-Culture -Price, $1.25,

liy

Mail.

Beeswax Wanted
at all times.
Please mention Bee Journal

=

chas. dadant & son,
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing

III.

Smokers, Sections.

Comb Foundat

^

AdiI all
chfB|>.

.4|>i;trian

K. T. FLA.NAliAN, BelleTUIe,

t'KEE OatAlogne.

mention Bee Journal wnen

^-•lease

HUNT &

M. H.

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

.^T

on

Suiipliea

Send for

U^

WTitinfT.

SON,

ROOT'S PRICES.

Shippingf-Cases and Dauz. Cart(jns are what
you need to display and ship vour honey in.
Send for Catalog^.
BELL BRANCH, MICH.
Please mention Bee Journal when wrritinc'

§1
i Smoker...

'^'''^T^^^''

LEAHY MFG. CO.

Please mention Bee Jotirnal

when

HIGQINSVILLE,
MISSOURI.

writingr

—SUBSCRIBE FOR THE—

I
Farmer's

Home Journal,

Louisville,

Ky,

A practical business paper for the farmer. It treats of farming- and stock breeding from both
Practical and scientific standpoints. It is the oldest and best known agricultural weekly in the
outh. If you have anything to sell send us your advertisement. Every farmer who expects to
mix ** brains with muscle " in his business should read this paper. Subscription price, iil.OO per
JOURNAL, Louisville. Ky.
FARMER'S
year. Sample copy free. Address,

HOME

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

12

I

A

Little Better

than

" Perfect."

^
|

honey=jars.
1-pound square, $4.70 per
60c per gross $1.00 for 500.
;

g^ross, witii

We

corks

;

S gross, $4.50 per gross. Labels,

have several styles of Jars for retailing honey.

OUTSIDE CASES
BINGHAM,

$
5

T. F.

^5

For Circular,

^fc

Farwell, Mich.,
giving- full informatiou and prices.

;

for wintering bees, include bottom, body and gable cover
10 for $5.50.

— 60 cents each,

'•

BASSWOOD EXTRACTED HONEY,
'

,

Sample
Catalog

S cents.
free.

Please mention Bee Journal

Please ttieutiou Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

cans and kegs, 8;4 to 9c per pound.

STRINGHAM,

J. J.
when writme.

105

Park Place,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

Please Meotion the Bee Journal iJl^rtTSr^"^

^i)-(i-i>-i)4-i)'#(i-4)'(i-i)"i)-i)4-(§-i)'i)'i>«(i-i)4-&-(i-i)4-^^

#
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When

the swarm is
we exchange

(or perhaps we wait until the
the places of the swarm and the old
hive. If supers were on they are now put on the swarm,
with an additional one, if necessary.
The half entrance
thru which the swarm entered is then closed, and the other
half opened. The trap is now taken off. All the old bees
that leave the old hive the next day will not go back, but
will unite with the swarm.
There are many ways of managing- the colony in the
old hive. Some nuclei can be made, or all the bees can be
run in with the swarm, and the combs given to some colony
being workt for extracted honey, or the old hive can be depleted of its bees by simplj' closing one half-entrance, and
opening the other, alternately, every 5 or 6 daj's the bees
not being able to get back by the way they came out, will
go into the next hive (perhaps this plan would not work
during a dearth of honey ;) or, the old hive can be moved on
the fifth or sixth day, and form another colony.
When examining any particular hive, the shutter in
front is let down to admit light. The front of the house is
composed of 5 shutters. When the bees are inclined to rob,
and we wish to examine a hive, we do not open the shutter,
but lift the supers off, and set them on an empty hive alongside, and the brood-chamber is carried to near the window
which has a screen running up about 6 inches outside, allowing the bees to escape but not return the sash is hung,
and when necessary is pusht up, the bees leaving the glass
and escaping at the top of the screen.
When fixing the hives for winter, 2-inch rims are put
underneath, the entrance being at the upper edge, thereby
preventing the dead bees from stopping it up during the
winter. The oilcloths are left on as in summer. I have
discarded upward absorbents.
Empty hives are put between each colony to fill up, and a light lattice partition
about 2;2 feet high is adjusted behind the hives, and dry
I generally use pads made of
leaves are then stuff in.
about SO thicknesses of newspaper next to each hive, and
like the idea.
In the spring the lattice is lifted out and fastened up to
the roof, out of the way, and the leaves filled into bags for
Packing and unpacking- in the house can be
next time.
done in the evening, on a wet day, or whenever convenient.
The hives are aboutl2 inches above ground, and wliere
formerly I had to shovel snow very often during the winter, the last two years I did not have any of that -svork to do,
but merely see, once or twice, that the entrances were not
blockt up.
Hard-coal ashes are spread about 3 inches deep in front
of the building, so that grass does not grow over the
igjaf--entrances.
If I were building another bee-house I would, perhaps,
not put up as expensive a one, but would build a sort of
lean-to shape, and batten the sides, covering the roof with
felt paper.
The materials of my bee-hovtse cost about $15, and I did
the work in my spare moments.
If I were keeping 50. 100, or more, colonies, I would like
to have them in bee-houses, about 20 hives to a house.
By
not having more than 5 colonies in a row, and by planting
shrubs
in
front,
besides
having
the niches different
a few
colors, I do not think there would be as much dang-er of
being
lost,
and
the
bees
confusing
queens
their hives, as in
the average apiary, where usually all the hives look alike.

evening),

all in

;

;

Nova

Scotia.
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subject, and which our editor had kept so long that I had
entirely forgotten having written it. I must say that the
additional experience which I have gained in the' course of
two years, since that article was written, serves only to
strengthen me in my views as exprest not only in that article, but in many other articles and essays on this subject
read before farmers' institutes, horticultural meetings,
high-school classes, and bee-keepers' associations at different times.
And concerning the possibility of people getting stung by the bees on damaged grapes, I must sav that
altho we have a vineyard of large size, arid emplov all sorts
of people— men, women and children— to pick the grapes,
we have not, in our mind, a single instance of any one
getting stung, tho it is quite probable that some careless
people may get stung on the fingers if thev grab a bunch
of grapes by the handful when bees are upon" it.
But it is well known that bees, when away from home,
do not sting unless absolutely molested, and therefore the
danger from stings to the grape-pickers is so remote as not

worth a thought.
But it is of great importance

to be

to remove prejudices of
kind, especially as they are based upon what are
thought to be facts by the uninformed. The average grapegrower, when he sees bees in his vineyard, does not stop to
investigate what is the original cause of the depredation,
but simply charges it to the bee-keeper's pet. If he knew
to a certainty the limit of their depredation, and that he
must look elsewhere for the original and only true cause of
his loss, his feelings, even if he carelessly caused a bee to
sting him, would be altogether different from what they
are under ordinary circumstances when he thinks himself

this

wronged by some other man's

profit.

The proof

that bees do not, cannot, injure sound fruit,
is easily made, but it takes some experimenting to do it,
and very few people will take the pains to satisfy themselves.
But a teaching of this fact in our public'schools
will make the matter right, sooner or later. It is much
more difficult to demonstrate that the earth turns around
the sun, and yet this fact has been so thoroly taught that
no one is found among even the most illiterate in our civilized countries who doubts it.
But are there not many other things which some of our
farmers believe as gospel truth which are yet just as false
as the supposition that bees puncture grapes ? What about
the belief that wheat changes to cheat or chess, under certain circumstances ? I was even told by a very nice and
comparatively well educated farmer, that he would agree
to change wheat to cheat, and the latter to timothv in the
space of three or four years. His method was to cut the
joint of the stem during the winter so as to weaken the
plant. I referred him to Gray's Botanv which ranges the
two plants as entirely different species of the order graminacs, so they could no more be raised from each other
than rye could be raised from oats. But to no purpose.
These beliefs come from superficial observation. A thing
is taken for granted which a thoro experiment would disprove.
There are many other such erroneous beliefs. Did not
our ancestors believe that the divining-rod could find not
only water, but treasure, and even thieves and murderers?
And I have no doubt that even to-day some successful golddiggers could be found who would assert that their lucky
find was guided by a willow twig !,
Hancock Co., 111.
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Amalgamation — The Bees-and-Grape Question.
BY

HAVE

C.

P.

I

I

just read the

am

Purposes— The South

Afri-

can Honey-Bird.

DADANT.

American Bee Journal for Nov. 9,
exceedingly happy to see that steps are beingtaken to merge our two bee-keepers' associations into
one, and that in all probability the amalgamation will be
This is a step in the right direction. In these
effected.
days of trusts and trades-unions the men who go their single way in the world are lonely indeed, and if in union there
is strength, we can only gain by a thoro and compact adhesion to one another. Let us then all unite our best efforts
to make this amalgamation successful, even if some of us
must give up some of our own ideas, or theories, for the
common good.
In the same number of the Journal, I notice a remark
by Mr. Hasty concerning the feelings of a man who is no
bee-keeper and has to pick grapes when they are covered
with bees, owing to the stings he may have to withstand.
This remark is made concerning the article from me on this
and

Propolis for Grafting-

BY S. A. DEACON.
what use is the enormous quantity of propolis put
which the thousands of bee-keepers in the United States
produce ? It must, if carefully collected, amount to
some tons. I ask this question because, in looking over
some old numbers of the American Bee Journal, I happened on an enquiry for a recipe for grafting-wax, and

TO

which,

think, Dr. Miller answered. (Of course, the Docpretty well everything, only vou mustn't ask him
anything about bees !) Beeswax, resin, and, I think, whaleoil, was the formula given.
Now, I have done a good deal of grafting the past 30
years, and have never yet found anything to come up to
propolis, and as long as that is to be had I would never
think of using anything else. Propolis is always accumulating with me, for it is as carefully collected as wax, and
every year there is a demand on the store for grafting purtor

I

knows

Nov.

poses.
ply and
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With 70 colonies of bees and a 6-acre orchard, supdemand are about equal. Of course, the propolis

has to be rendered plastic by warming- over the tire before
using:, when, by keeping- the lump against your breast, it
will remain soft any length of time.
There is no better grafting- material than propolis, and
if orchardists were aware of that fact there should be a
good demand for it at a price that would make it pay to
collect.

Some time ago a contributor to the American Bee Journal suggested that I might tell something about the interesting habits of the Indicator miliar, or South African
honey-bird. I complied, and mentioned that the curious
little critter is as likely to lead one into danger as to a beenest, and told how that one had once led me, and that when
unarmed, into a narrow, rocky defile, and right on to the
fresh tracks of a large tiger. He would have" brought me,
probably, on to the beast hinself had my practiced eye not
caught sight of the " spoor," and had Inot, with anything
but gracious words, refused to follow him farther. Sometimes they will lead one to a cobra, or to a sleeping puflfadder.
I refer to the subject again because the other day one
of these birds led me a long dance after him in the boiling
sun, and just when by his excited antics I concluded I was
near mj' reward, and my mouth was beginning to water for
honey, the little rascal showed me, lying prone in the shade
of a bush, the malodorous form of a drunken hottentot
Upon mentioning this to a neighbor he told me that one of
these birds once led him to a buck, taking a siesta on the
shady side of a bush and that upon another occasion he
followed one a long distance, to be shown a little bundle of
recently bought store-goods tied up in a white handkerchief, and which some one had dropt.
They attract one's
attention by fluttering on the ground just in front of one,
then going ahead and repeating it.
A Boer neighbor of mine always shoots them when he
gets the chance. He is a great' honey-hunter, and complains that while he can track bees to' their rocky nests
without these birds' aid, the little beggars are always showing other people nests of whose existence and with whose
locality he alone would otherwise be acquainted.
South Africa.
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muted into honey without the intervention of the busy bee,
it follows as a natural consequence that we are still dependent upon the bees to carry out this important work. This,
then, being the case, it follows that our prime object in
spring management should be the securing of a large working force of the proper age before the main honey harvest
opens. If, then, we agree on this point (and I feel confident there can be but one opinion in regard to it), it al.so
follows that this important object in spring management
can only be secured at the "expense of honey."
My paper is before an intelligent body of practical beekeepers, who are cognizant of the fact tliat tho a hive may
be well filled with bees that have come thru the winter
safely, and tho there may be a lO-doUar queen in that hive
yes, and tho every other requirement has been successfully met— yet, if there is not a continual supply of honey
and larval food, slow progress in brood-rearing must be
made in that hive. Not only is it enough to know\\\dLt there
is a sufficiency of food, but we should also know that it is in
a proper condition, and in a convenient position.
There are invariably days in early spring-time, and
sometimes several in succession, when the bees are unable
to gather from the outside
and if at such timts there

—

;

I

;

Report of the Proceeding's of the 30th Annual
Convention of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, Held at Philadelphia,
Pa., Sept. 5, 6

BY DR.

and

7,

[Continued from pafje

742.]

Session.

The forenoon

session of the third day was called to
order by Pres. "Whitcomb, and Dr. Mason offered prayer.
The following paper on "Bees or Honey Which, in
Spring Management?" by Mr. D. W. Heise,' of Ontario,
Canada, was first on the morning's program

—

:

to

IV.

Heise.

should be considerable brood in the hive (in different stages
of development), I would consider even a liberal quantity of
sealed honey in the hive as being in a very improper condition for the most profitable advancement in brood-rearing.

A. B. M.\SON, SEC.

THIRD DAY— Forenoon

Mr. D.

1899.

Bees or Honey Which, in Spring Management ?
If I were allowed to construe the above title according
m)' own ideas, I would have it read as follows
Should
:

the bee-keeper's spring management be along the line of
securing a large force of bees at the " expense of honey,"
ot vice versa? If this, then, is a proper interpretation of
the title, I would unhesitatingly answer, BEES, BEES,
FIRST, LAST, and all the TIME. It would be just as consistent for the dairyman to expect the production of a large
quantity of butter without first securing the cows, and the
poultryman eggs without first having the fowls, as that the
bee-keeper could expect a large crop of surplus honey without first securing a large force of workers to gather the
nectar from the flowers.
Knowing, as we do, that the inventive genius of man
has not yet devised any means by which the nectar can be
extracted from tne blossoms, stored in our hives, and trans-

Experienced bee-keepers know well the difference in a
where the supply of liquid honey surrounding the
brood has been continuous, and one where famine has at
times existed even with sealed honey in the hive. In the
former the larv;e will be found a pearly white, and fairly
swimming in the food that has been supplied them while
in the latter the brood will be found destitute of food, of a
colon)'

;

deathly yellow color, and destined to develop into a sickly
and short-lived generation, if indeed they ever mature, and
will be found of very little value as honej'-gatherers.
Manj' experiments have been conducted b_v men of extensive apicultural knowledge, with the object in view of
stimulating the queen to greater activity in egg-production
early in the season and various have been the methods
that have been outlined for the accomplishment of this
object.
But, so far as my limited observations have
directed me, I am forced to the conclusion that any manipulation of the brood-chamber that will cause the bees to
move their honey from place to place, will liring greater results in that direction than anything that has come to my
notice.
And the uncapping of honey, when such exists in
the hive, is, to my mind, one of the very best methods
that can be adopted for the enforcement of that object.
It is of course clear to the mind of every bee-keeper
;
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worthy of the name, that there are a g-reat many requirements that must be met for the greatest possible advancement in brood-rearing, apart from keeping up the food supply. But I have a tirm conviction that there are a great
number of honey-producers who could so vastly improve on
their spring' manag'ement in this direction, that the difference in results when the main honey harvest arrives would
be obviously apparent to even the most skeptical.
I would, then, not only advocate the uncapping of
honey that may be in the brood-chamber, but I would go
further, and say that any bee-keeper who is alive to his own
interest, and that of his bees, should always be in such a
position that he could at any time supply his colonies with
combs of sealed honey (outside of a division-board) after
brood-rearing has once commenced, and the sealed honey
has been exhausted, or when the bees are prevented from any
cause whatever from bringing in a sufficient supply from
the fields for the encouragement of the extension of the
brood-nest.

Yes, I am persuaded to go still further, and say that in
opinion I would consider it prudence on the part of
the honey-producers if they would so manage as to have the
dark and inferior honey (a certain amount of which most
localities furnish before the white flow sets in) stored in
frames of such a size that they could be inserted in the
brood-chamber early in the spring of the following year
(first uncapping them), for the encouragement of broodrearing-.
By this management we not only keep an article
off the market which will always have a tendenc}' to injure
the reputation of g^ood honey, but we utilize it ourselves,
and actually trade it off for bees early in the season, the
great advantage of which I am sure no one will for a moment question. By this method we are also able to keep a
considerable number of partly worn-out workers in the
hive, where they are of immense value in keeping'- up the
required temperature during unpropitious weather, when
their lives would be endangered by wandering out, and yet
brood-rearing goes on apace.
There is one important point that I wish to refer to, and
it is this
Any manipulation in the hive that has for its
object the moving of honey by the bees will likely carry
with it the spreading- of brood to some extent an operation
which the novice will always do. well to fig-ht shy of, and
one which even the expert will only attempt with caution
and the exercise of good judgment but if it is discreetly
entered into, and judiciously carried out, it will result in a
manifest advantage to the colony, and the ultimate fattening- of the purse of the operator.
D. W. Heise.

my

:

—

;

Mr. Abbott — There is one idea that Mr. Heise did not
emphasize very much, and that is, that an abundance of
honey in the hive does not indicate success. A good way
to encourage breeding in the spring is to uncap some of the
sealed honey in the hive. In some localities it would be
disastrous to do so. Even the robins sometimes make mistakes. You see that our Canadian friend has been watching these things. Bees can uncap hone.v, but it is more
than many suppose. They will not work readily
on honey that is not uncapt. They will go to work outside
It shows that they have a dislike to doing it, or it is
first.
hard work for them to do it. I believe it paj-s in the West
If a horse has
to see that the bees have plenty of honey.
plenty of feed upstairs, but has no one to give it to him,
what good does it do him ? This idea struck me very
difficult

forcibly.

Mr. Niver

— We would like to hear from Mr.

the buckwheat country.

me.

Uncapping honey

is

Howe, from
too slow for

—

Mr. Howe We have no trouble with uncapping honey.
In the spring: we set out hives with honey that is capt, and
the bees take care of it. Of course, in a spring like last
spring, it was a little difficult. Ordinarily, we have not so

much work.
G. W. Bell — When honey

is

fed in this way, the stronger

colonies get the most.

—

Mr. Abbott Do you have no flow at all in the early
spring ?
Mr. Bell Ask Mr. Howe if his neighbors' bees get any

—
of the honey so fed
Mr. Niver — presume
Dr. Mason — believe
?

they do.
I
Mr. Abbott is right in his idea
about the bees uncapping honey, and Mr. Howe is right, too.
We do not want to spare honey for the neighbors' bees.
Mr. Niver We have another practice. Instead of putting- honey in the hive we use supers, and put the honey we
wish to feed in them.
I

—
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—

Mr. Hershiser I like Mr. Niver's method of stimulating bees better than Mr. Howe's. I don't like to have bees
get into the habit of carrying honey away from hives. It
teaches them a bad habit.
Mr. Howe As to teaching bees a bad habit, I think it
teaches them a good habit.
Pres. Whitcomb Do you think the worker-bees ever
go to work gathering nectar from flowers after they have
find that they are just like other
learned to rob ?
I
thieves. They don't do anything else but steal. We have

—

—

to set a trap

and catch them

—

off.

Mr. Howe I have never had a bit of trouble. We leave
a hive standing there, and when they see that it is empty,
they go away satisfied.
Pres. Whitcomb I have no record of a bee reformingafter learning to steal.
Mr. Bell I got a queen from Ohio, and her colony did
nothing else but rob as long as the queen lived. When she
died I was glad of it.
Mr. Abbott Let me give an illustration. These large
bee-keepers find it hard to know what they lose and what
thev gain. Thev don't miss it. So it is with Western corngrowers. That is, there are large and small agencies. A
little while before I came away a colony got to robbing. My
wife said, " What is the matter?" I went out and found
we had accidentally left a comb of honey out. I found what
the matter was.
G. B. Hurley I would be afraid of work like that. I
lost a colony of bees just in that way.
Mr. Coggshall How, much more is a frame of brood
worth than a frame of honey ?
Mr. Hershiser What do you do with brood ?
Mr. Hutchinson He wants to trade honey for brood.
Pres. Whitcomb I fail to see the advantages in teaching bees to rob.
Mr. Hutchinson Won't it have a stimulating effect,
going out and bringing in honey ?
Pres. Whitcomb — No.
Dr. Mason I believe it will have a stimulating effect.
Mr. Hershiser How do you know a robber-bee ?
Pres. Whitcomb By it's sleek appearance. It has worn

—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—

—

—

off the hairs.
J. H. M. Cook

—

—

It seems to me that we make a sort of
mistake. When we put a comb of honey in the hive it does
not teach bees to rob, and it is not robbing. When we feed
them they get it in thelegitinrate way. If there were a few
bees in there then they might fight, and be taught to fig-ht
and rob. I think it is far better to take out the comb. I
would rather have a large increase of brood than to have
pounds of unused honey in the hive in the spring.
Pres. Whitcomb But when they take the honey they
will go to work and tear the comb down.
Mr. Howe About separating brood, suppose you separate brood and it comes a cold night. With our method a
cold night does not affect it.
Dr. Mason It does not follow that bees will tear comb
down when they take the honey. If the combs of honey
are in a hive so closed that but a few bees can go in and out
at a time, the combs will not be torn, but if they have free
access to them, thej' are quite sure to injure them badly.
Mr. Hershiser I think it is a very unwise plan to uncap the comb and set it on the outside.
suppose every intelligent bee-keeper
Dr. Mason I
would agree with you there.
Mr. Cook You should use judgment.
Mr. Danzenbaker I have listened to the remarks with
a great deal of interest. I think the young man is right,
and Mr. Coggshall is right. About uncapping, the bees in
the neighborhood smell the honey. I merely take a knife
and press it on the comb. Such honey is like capital in a
bank. In this altitude queens do not begin laying until the
middle of March. In feeding bees in the spring, feed unsealed stores. If they have honey in the hive they will use
it.
I succeeded in having the first swarms in this neighborhood. Mr. Todd had 100 colonies, and fed back honey and
I don't want to feed bees until plums
lost 90 of them.
bloom. I alwaj'S want a warm day to feed in.
Mr. Wander How can you do it -vfhen the hive is

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

crowded

?

—

Mr. Doolittle I want to say just a word about putting
in such a hive.
DotiH do it. Don't do anything;
that colony is good enough. My good brother from Kansas
These two are sleek and fat. I
is in a starving condition.

honey

want to help that brother. These that are sleek and fat
don't need the help. It teaches them bad habits. But
about putting that frame of honey in the certer of the brood
I don't care how cold it is if it doesn't la.st over 48 hours.

—

—
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Just as quick as the knife is put in tliat honey what happens ? The whole colony is active. At the end of that time,
if it does not continue more than 48 hours, you have roused
the activity of the bees. You want to do it at the rifjht
time. Nothing booms along- your business like doing- the
right thitig in the right place and at the right time.
Dr. Mason Why not let that strong colony do a little
more and get a little stronger ? Now, if Mr. Doolittle takes
a little bigger suit of clotlies than other people, why not
If he fills his clothes full, and they
let him have them ?
show they are not large enoug-h for comfort, why not let
him have larger ones? I believe in expansion. Feed the
strong colonies if it will make them still stronger. I never
saw a colony too strong during the honey-flow.
Mr. Doolittle If I have everything I need, is it necessary for me to have more? Bees are like men they are
grasping. The more they have, the more they want. You
know which colony needs the feeding. You are the better
judge.
Dr. Mason Mr. Doolittle is making just such statements as we see in the bee-papers. We are talking about
those that do not have all they need. If bees are like men
if one colony is brighter, more active and energetic than
others, and requires more room and more food why not
furnish such colonies witli what they need? We are workThe beeing- for best results, and we want strong colonies.
keeper's motto is, "Keep all colonies strong," and the
stronger the better for honey gathering.
Mr. Coggshall— Mr. Howe is like Mr. Doolittle. When
they have no breakfast they want their dinner. So it is

—

—

—

—

—

with bees.
Mr. Cook It makes no difference if we can transfer a
little brood
we want eggs. It is stimulating brood-rearing, but, of course, it must be done when the weather is
warm. We get the bees, and then we can distribute them

—

evenly.
Pres.
cussing.

—

Whitcomb — That

Mr. Cook

—

I

is

not the point

we were

dis-

don't care where we get the brood. We can
colonies with brood from the strong

weak

•strengthen the
ones.

;

—

Mr. Abbott Take a knife and cut off the cappings.
Mr. Doolittle I don't believe you do.
Mr. Cook I have not been bothered with the honey
running when I have shaved off the cappings.
Mr. Doolittle That is, candied solid, I suppose.
Mr. Cook— No.
Mr. Abbott I have been shaving for years. We don't
roll them to Ohio in the sand.
Dr. Mason Probably you don't have the " sand."

—

—

—
—

—
Mr. Abbott — We have plenty of " sand."
Mr. Doolittle — What do you do about exposing honej'
Mr. Root — Say " " when you ask that, Mr. Doolittle.
Mr. Hutchinson — The bees will uncap
quickly enough

[Laughter.]

?

I

it

you have it out-of-doors. Fussing with this in a largpe
way is no fun.
Mr. Doolittle There is another point that has not been
toucht. I have tried oiit-door feeding for stimulating- purposes, and I have become disgusted with it. I fully agree
with the president, that if a bee takes evaporated honey
that bee will forever be on the go for more. I am a little
fellow by the name of Doolittle. I carry a box around for
my 2bO or 270 pounds to rest upon, and a colony of bees
will follow me around for weeks for the honey they smell
on that box. When Mr. Hutchinson has filled up with beefsteak he doesn't want much more right away. When you
find dollars you will think you can keep finding them and
you won't stop to pick up pennies.
Dr. Mason Feeding in this way does not induce robbing with me. I don't believe the bees know that it is robbing. They have to fight if they rob. Localities differ.
New York robber-bees that have gone out to Ohio may be
robbers there as they were in New York.
Mr. Hershiser Do you find it pays to feed ?
Dr. Mason Yes, sir. I don't want it to go out that I
recommend putting a frame of honey in the middle of a
weak colony.
At the close of the above discussion Mr. Danzenbaker
read a paper on
if

—

—
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white honey can be had where bees can be wintered safely
on the summer stands in box-hives, where hives and flying
bees are sheltered from cold or violent winds on dry
ground, sloping southeastward, that the morning sun may
shine in the entrances of the hives.
The second is large, healthy American-bred. pure-Italian queens, without trace or taint of Cyprian, Holy Land
or Carniolan stock in their composition of gentle, docile
disposition, safe to handle, and not over a j'ear old; that
they may crowd the brood-frames full of eggs without overswarming, forcing the bees to store their surplus in sections.
The third is a double or thick wall, tight, dry, warm
hive, consisting of separate hive-bodies and supers, for
tiering up to any size desired; to be used on loose hivebottoms that can be easily cleaned, and afford ample ventilation beneath the brood-frames, the full width at front and
rear of the same.
The bodies should be wide enough to hold 10 broodframes. Innodeeper than these can bees build natural combs
without the cells stretching out of shape, resulting in
sagged, bulging, corrugated or scallopt edges at the bottom
where worker-bees are reared.
The last but not least consideration in securing comb
honey is strong colonies of bees, old enough to collect the
honey at hand. While a small colony of bees in warm
weather may fill a small box solid with honey, a larger colony will do much more, proportionately, as they can maintain sufficient heat in the supers to work continuously day
and night from first to finish. Sufficient heat has much to
do with success or failure in the production of comb honey,
as it is as impossible for bees to produce and work wax into
cells in cold supers as it would be for their owners to fasten
dry stamps on paper. When bait-combs are used in weak
colonies, bees may cluster on a few sections, and finish
them by forming a wall of bees about them to create suffi;

;

cient heat.
I have always produced comb honey, and I find that
two supers, protected by wrapping up or with an outside
case, are as good as three unprotected, and I have never yet
seen a super so warm (where the outside air was up in the
nineties, in Virginia, North Carolina and Soutli Florida),
but that the first tinisht and handsomest sections were
always in tlie center of the super, and extending outward

just in proportion to the strength of the colonies. Sufficient heat has more to do with success or failure than any
single tiling in the production of comb honey. When we
consider that the heat of brood-nest and supers must be
maintained continuously in the nineties, we realize the importance of retaining it as much as possible, and the bees
instinctively seal air-tight each crack or crevice at the top
or sides of their hives to prevent the loss of warm air.
Hence, there is a limit, according to the strength of the
colony, to the space that can be given them in brood-rearing, lest there should be loss of time, and space filled with
excess of pollen, or combs deserted to the wax-moth.
Forty of the strongest colonies of pure Italians I have
seen this season wintered safely last winter out-doors in
nine closed-end reversible-frame two-story hives, 7 inches
deep, with flat covers "s inch thick, left as sealed down
solid by the bees, with 'dry cork -dust cushions over the
cover, -with a cap 6 inches deep telescoped over the same.
They had plenty of honey, and by swapping and evening
up as needed, most of them had three bodies filled with
brood and bees ready for clover and basswood. Many of the
frames were solid slabs of brood from top to bottom. By
shaking most of the bees on one story of brood frames they
crowded into the supers and began drawing foundation at
once. With no signs of loafing they went to work with the
vim of new swarms. The surplus brood was set aside with
bees enough to care for it to hatch out and re-inforce the
colonies with the supers, when it would do them the most

good.

The Best Method of Comb-Honey Production, With
Latest Hive Improvements.

The largest possible yields of comb honey can be had
from single colonies by breeding all the bees possible in
two stories before the full flow begins, then contracting the
brood-nest one-half and reversing one set of frames to force
all the bees of a strong colony into one body and super
the latter to be raised up when the bees commence sealing
the first cells, and putting on an empty super of sections,
with full sheets of foundation in the same beneath them.
It is worse than labor lost to put on sections before the
bees are strong enough to fill them, or before the honeyflow begins, with the mistaken idea that they are getting

This is an important topic, especially for beginners.
Space will only permit the merest mention of the essentials
of the best method in the order of their importance
The first is a good field where a full and steady flow of

used to them. In a full flow they may refuse to start if the
brood-frames are clogged with sealed honey at the top
above the brood.
But they can be started at once by exchanging a part

—

—

:
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of their full frames for dry combs in the center of the
brood-nest, or, better still, by breaking the capping-s of the
honey and turning it bottom side up where reversible broodframes are used.
If a flow begins where hives set in couples, and neither
colony alone is strong enough to work in supers, the working force of the two may be united and set to work at once,
and the extra brood given to other colonies.
When colonies are working in supers during a honeyflow whole supers of young bees and sections can be given
to weaker colonies that will start them working with a rush
to finish

them.

When some

supers have sections partly filled with unsealed honey, part of them may be used as starters for other
supers.
When a strong colony begins to cap the first set of sections they can be raised up and a second set put under
them, when tlie bees will finish them up while starting in
the lower sections but, if raised too soon, they will not be
finisht properlj'. It is safer to crowd all the time, even at
the risk of liaving a few idle bees.
All queens should be dipt when working for comb
honey, as the best possible condition for comb honey is just
suited to swarming. When eggs are seen in queen-cells,
swarming can be controlled by removing two-thirds of the
brood, and giving dry combs or empty frames with starters
only. The extra brood-combs may be exchanged for inferior or drone-combs.
By this plan swarming can be absolutely controlled.
;

THE LATEST HIVE IMPROVEMENTS.
The woeful waste of bees the past winter has shown
more conclusively than anj-thing

I can say the decided advantage of closed-end brood-frames, with their combs extending solid to the end-bars, making each comb a compart-

ment similar
tion
see,

to

combs

in box-hives.

By personal observa-

and correspondence from Northern New York. TennesTexas and Florida, I find closed-end frames have win-

tered bees safer than the open-end frames. When protected
with an outer case they have equalled chaif-packt and box
hives, even where the cold was 30 degrees below zero. Why
should we have hanging frames so handy to handle if they
lose half the bees in wintering, so as to be utterly worthless
for comb honey ?
I have devised a method of supporting brood-frames
from the center of the end-bars on solid cleats, that add to
the thickness of the hive-wall, and afford a reliable beeescape, free of cost, that can be utilized if desired.
In working for comb honey I prefer a larg-e brood-nest,
like the Dadants, for fall, winter and spring, for keeping and breeding up strong colonies till the harvest.
But I don't like their large frames, as I used them
eight years in the first hives I ever owned. I prefer tlie
large frame, divided horizontally, about 7 inches deep, that
I can contract the brood-space one-half in putting on the
supers at the beginning of the honey-flow, when it is most
desirable to utilize the bees for surplus rather than in rearing bees to be needless consumers after the harvest.
I prefer a 10-frame body thaj: can be contracted to 8frames, by placing a solid slab of sealed honey in a closedend frame on either side, which allows of bees clustering
over it to send up heat in the sections above them. I have
used one-half-pound sections, two-pound sections, and
frames 6 inches deep by 12 inches wide for comb honej-,
with and without separators also the so-called Standard
4'4x4j4 thick sections in wide frames and T supers. I never
liked any of the three, and I rejoice that I have lived to
this hour to say that they have had their day, and the tall
4x5 inch, thinner, plain sections have come at last, and are
here to staj', and the sooner the Standard bee-writers and
supply dealers get themselves in line with this sober, solemn fact the better they are going to feel about it.
I regret exceedingly that some of my good freinds are
advocating short-weight, ten-penny sections, which can
only help the supply manufacturer and the wholesale commission man, who are pushing these small sections, while
the producer and consumer will have to pay the piper. In
my market the pound sections sell the best, and they can
be sold wholesale by the piece by producers that know their
business. I have never had to sell my own honej' by
weight. It requires extra-good seasons to get the smaller
sections filled properly, as bees will not work well in a
limited space, and the smaller the surface the worse the unsealed cells look, and the grocer will insist on buying them
by weight to sell by the piece. As it requires the same
handling, and costs as much, for the small sections and
foundation, they cost the producer relatively more than the
;

1
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larger sections, and the sooner producer and consumer call
a halt on this small-section folly the better for all concerned.
All 4x5 inch sections made by the A. I. Root Co. for the
Danzenbaker supers are full J-g-inch thick, which gives
more strength and firmness to the sections when folded.
No one will use a thinner section after trying them.
The fence separators for the section supers are one of
the best improvements that has been brought out recently,
altho recommended and used by the late B. Taylor, of Minnesota, 10 or more years ago. The nearer nothing a separator can be the better, if it keeps the queen out of the
supers, and the sections straight and uniform in weight.
The fences fill the bill fully, and they are bound to "fence
in " the whole bee-keeping fraternity, and thej', too, are
hereto staj', altho some of the " big 'uns " did an awful
amount of hard and high kicking at the venturesome fellows who felt pretty hard hit at the time, but are gettingready now to say, " I told j'ou so at first."
One of the best among the latest hive improvements is
the section-holder, forming a divisible honey-board or topless wide-frame, covering three sides of the sections. The
edges are covered with the fence cleats, hence they come
out as clean as new, ready for the shipping-cases.
The tempered wire springs that are now used in supers,
made by the A. I. Root Co., are a valuable improvement
over wedges, as thej' are always in place with a perpetual
pressure. The three-piece Danzenbaker cover and bottom
will be further improved for the coming season, and are
decidedly the best made.
The Danzenbaker hives combine the best features in
other hives, with the latest improvements already described.
F. D.\XZENB.\KER.

Mr. Abbott
this,

come

but

I

— I did think I would not say anything about

want

to give

This

some

facts.

a big country.

These things have

Away out West

there
a lot of stock that I want to sell there is little sale for
it.
Liast j-ear we put in a large stock of supers. I don't
believe there is in Missouri 25 percent of closed-end hives.
I am astonisht to hear that the section-holder is a modern
improvement.
Twenty-three years ago I bought it and
threw it away. I don't know any bee-keeper in Missouri
near me who uses it. Some localities use it. When I went
to Missouri, 16 years ago, Mr. Armstrong, of Illinois, had a
fence separator. (By the way, I have a stock of fence separators to sell.) Mr. Armstrong's separator was the best
separator I ever used, but I don't see the need of puttiilg
separators in bee-hives. You can put in the sections and
give plenty of room. Bees don't like to be disturbed. Men
come to nie and aslv for advice about separators I say they
are useless. For Mr. Danzenbaker it may be all right, but
for the majority it is useless. I have in my possession 5,000
pounds of honey, not a single pound of which was produced
with separators. You can sell "chunk honey" to good
to stay.

is

is

;

—

advantage. People will smack their lips and saj', "That
chunk honey is good."
Question — How do you ship that kind of honej' ?
Mr. Abbott — I don't ship it. Sell your honey at home.
Mr. Stone — I would like to give Mr. Abbott some idea
about tlie proportion of honey that he would have left on
hand if produced without separators. At the World's Fair,
out of 2,300 pounds brought us, about 20 pounds of that produced without separators was fit to ship and sell.
Dr. Mason — Mr. Danzenbaker says, " Why have standing frames if it makes the bees die in winter ?" It doesn't.
Don't make that style of statements. Standing frames don^t

make bees

die in winter.

—

Mr. Danzenbaker A gentleman talkt to me about my
hive. I askt him, " Did you ever use that hive ?" He said
"No." I sold him that kind of frame, and he found fault
because the frames were open. I sold him a Root hive.
This man got 50 hives, and he got SO the year before colonies on the open frames all wintered safely. Twenty-three
colonies on the closed ones died. They are the only ones
that I have heard of. He wintered them in Hoffman hives.
In closed-end frames there is no circulation around the hive.
Dr. Mason I understand that Mr. Root has wintered
bees in Danzenbaker hives, and 50 percent of the bees died.
Is that a fact, Mr. Root ?
Mr. Root— It is.
Dr. Mason But he only had two colonies, and one died.
[Laughter.]
;

—

—

[Continued next week.]
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which

I

have had some trouble

rendering

in

The

my

beeswax

this

oftener I boil it the darker it gets, and when I
put it in the molds it cracks, is hollow in the center, and
sticks to the sides, altho the pans are greast. What is the
fall.

matter with

California.
probably always the case that the
oftener you boil beeswax the darker it gets, and one way to
avoid hav.ing it so dark is not to boil it so often. There is
no need of repeated boilings. You will do well to try a solar wax-extractor.
With the glorious sunshine you have in
California there is no trouble about getting heat enough.
The vessel in which you boil it may have something to do
witli darkening it.
Cooling slowly will help against cracking.
The larger the body of wax, the slower the cooling.
A lot of water in the vessel with the was will be much the
same as a larger quantity of wax. It may be made to cool
more slowly by covering close while cooling, or by putting
it in the oven of the stove, with a low tire, letting- the fire
it ?

Answer.

die out,
cold.

—

It

is

and not removing the wax

Starting witli Bees

till

the stove

is

entirely

Transferring, Etc.

am

reading the American Bee Journal with great inam glad the editor adopts the new orthography.
It shows he believes in progression all around.
The good
fello%Tship manifested by bee-keepers with each other makes
I

terest.

me

I

company.
have caught the bee-fever. I had S colonies in Langstroth hives, the combs, I presume, being somewhat crooked.
Being a novice, I did not start them right. I had 6 colonies
given me. They were in old boxes and weighed from S3 to
to 94 pounds each.
Thev did nothing for their owners, of
course, because they had no care.
I moved them home
lately.
One colony I had boxt tight for three miles, still
the bees are alive. I moved them about 12 miles and they
like the

probable that not many were lost in the haulwhich case you need have no particular anxiety

it is

ing, in

Trouble in Rendering Beeswax.
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about the queen. In case of smothering, starvation, etc.,
she is among the last to succumb. You will do well not to
try to find whether the queen is all right at this time of
year, when no brood is likely to be present, but wait till
brood is present next spring, and then if any colony has no
brood at a time when you find brood in all other hives, you
may judge that no queen is present.
2. You will probably do well, especially if you have not
had much experience, to wait for the bees to swarm. As
you are anxious for increase, let the colonj- swarm as many
times as it will, setting the swarms on new stands and
leaving the old hive untoucht till 21 days after the yfri/
swarm, %vhen you can transfer according to the instructions
in your text-book.
A safer plan will be to set the swarm
on the stand of the old colony, putting the old colony close
beside the swarm, a week later moving the old colony to a
new stand. But this way would give you only one new colony for each old one. It would give you more honey than
the first way, however.
As you are not at home to hive swarms, it may be that
your plan might suit you better, providing the old hive is
not too large. If the comb is not built clear down in the
old hive, cut off the lower part of the hive that contains no
comb. If that cuts away some empty comb at the lower
part it will do no harm. Don't put an escape between the
two stories. That might result in starving the brood
above. The bees will not use the lower hive till the upper
one is crowded, so the less spare room there is above the
sooner will they build below. Wait till you find brood, or
at least eggs, in the lower hive, and then you can set the
old hive on a new stand. It will be better to have full
sheets of foundation than starters, for in the latter case
you would have too much drone-comb.
3. Yes, you may have it five years ahead.
If it gets
dusty the bees can clean it off.
4. You cannot keep queens on hand very satisfactorily
unless you have at least a nucleus for each queen.
5. It is somewhat doubtful whether you could make use
of such bees so late in the year without having franjes of
honey for them still, you might give them frames of
candy as described in your text-book.
:

I

seem

to

be

all right.

How

—

;

want

as large an increase as possible, and I want to introduce good queens. I am handicapt too much at present to
make a success. I have to depend on my neighbors to
hive the swarms for me. I am working at the State penitentiary, and can only go home on Sundavs and nights.
My wife is afraid of bees. It seems to me I could just place
an old hive of bees on top of a new hive with starters and
stop up the vacant places. After a few days or weeks place
a bee-escape between them, and when thev all have gone below take off the old hive. If the queen did not go below, so
much the better; I could then introduce a new queen or,
if a part of the bees did not go below, I could then divide.
We have moderate winters here and do not need to house
;

our bees.
3. Can I have starters in hives a month or two, all
ready ? Would they become too dusty or harmed in any
other way ?
4. Can I buy and keep on hand a dozen or more queen"bees. a month or longer, ahead of time, so as to be sure of a
good queen in an emergency? On account of freight, etc.,
hives will cost me considerable, and I believe I can make

them cheaper.
5. There are several persons

in this part of the country
destroy their bees for the honey. I don't suppose
there is any way of saving the bees at this time of the year,
is there ?
Washington.

who

Answers. — You say the bees seem

1.

Is the

2.

How

honey

wax-moth poisonous

can

I

kill

the

?

a colony of bees and not spoil the

?

How can I get the extracting-frames cleaned out so
that they can be stored away for winter ?
Minn.
3.

can I tell if the queen is alive or not ? I had a
terrible time moving them. The rotten hives had holes all
over them, and I was stung over a hundred times, and was
advised seriously by friends to give it up but never not I.
I washt in soda and salt, and used ammonia, and the
stings
amounted to nothing.
2. How and when can I transfer the bees—
after they
swarm or before ? and about what time in the spring? I
1.

Wax-Moth— Killing a Colony Without Injuring
Honey— Extracting-Frames.

to

be

all right,

from

—

Answers. l. The wax-moth is not poisonous, it has
no sting, and you need have no fear of its biting you. The
only danger from it is the danger of damage done to the
combs

bj'

its

larva,

the

wax-worm.

When

in

sufficient

numbers, these worms will destroy the combs of a colony
in a short time.

The usual way, and perhaps as good a way as any,
brimstone the bees. There may be some danger of
discoloring the combs of honey, but these are not generally
of virg-in whiteness in the brood-cliamber. and you will
hardly notice any discoloration made by the brimstone.
You may get what honey there is in the brood-chamber
without first killing the bees, by drumming out the bees if
a box-hive is in the case, and if it is a movable-comb hive
all you have to do is to take out the frames and brush off
the bees. Nowadays ver3' few bee-keepers kill bees design2.

is to

edly, altho there may be exceptional cases in which it is
profitable to destroy the bees. With the careful study of a
good test-book, you will probably find plans by which you
will do better than to kill bees.
3. Pile up the supers of extracting-frames some rods
distant from the apiarj', and give the bees free access to
them. That is the best, and probably the only way in
which you can have the work thoroly done. Lately, however, it was advised by one of the best European journals
the Revue Internationale not to have the combs cleaned
out after the season of extracting was over, but after the
last extracting to put them away in their dauby condition.
It was said that they will keep in good condition so, and
when given to the bees the following season they would be
more prompt in filling them. A question might arise, however, whether there would not be danger that honey stored
in such combs would not granulate more quickly, as the
granules in the cells might favor granulation.

—
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hill

and

finally into the cracks

between the two

boards."

The Cowan extractor has its inside work made lighter
at the same time stronger. The reels of the two-frame
'Cowan instead of being made of several pieces riveted together will be made of one piece.
and

—

Grading Honey a Hatter of Locality. Notwithstanding the effort to establish a system of grading to apply to
the whole country, various methods of grading are in
operation, and it seems that not only may each buyer or
seller establish his own system of grading, but may also
change it from year to year. The following by F. L.

Thompson,

in the Progressive Bee-Keeper, is to the point

"The buyer
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to the literature and history of the bee, and the author has
carefully sifted for her purpose the writings of the Hindus
of Egypt and the East, of Greece and Italy, of Christian
and medi;eval times. One is amazed at the largeness of
the role which the bee has played in the thought of ancient
peoples. Other chapters treat of curious customs and beliefs in connection with bees, and the state of bee-culture at
the present.
The postpaid price of this captivating book is fl.SO or
we will club it with the Bee Journal for one year both for
onlj' $2.25
or we will mail it free as a premium to any one
sending us four nerv subscribers to the Bee Journal with
It is'an intensely interesting volume, and should be
$4.00.
in the library of every bee-keeper who wishes to know all
there is known about the bee both in ancient and modern
times. It would make a fine Holiday gift.
;

—

;

:

year made a distinction between white
and amber honey, and paid less for the latter this year he
dropt that standard entirely, and called all white comb No.
In fact, the color of
1. and stained or water-colored No. 2.
the cappings seemed to be almost the onU' thing determining the grade. We have no dark honey. Then, too, he
even put sections in the first grade that were not quite
finisht, providing the comb was white, in flat opposition to
the Colorado grading rules. Color of cappings is something
very difficult to describe, and the onlj' way is to have sample sections to go by."
last

;

Bees in War.— Mr. W. C. Wells, of Ontario, Canada,
writing for the Canadian Bee Journal, gives his experience
with a peddler and a colony of bees in a little " war " of his

Speaking of the Sklser F.\mily, the editor of Gleanings in Bee-Culture quotes from this journal an item about
Mrs. Selser as an expert honey-bottle labeler, and then savs :
"It is a little risky to say something nice of another
man's wife; but I will say this much: Those of us who
had the honor and privilege of being entertained at Mr.
Selser's home, realized that his better half is not only a
queen in a bee-keeper's home, but a royal entertainer."
'

own

:

We have heard so much about bees being used in war
for the transmission of letters, etc., that your readers may
be interested in hearing of a true story as to the use of bees
in

war.

A

Dutch peddler and I had quite a time. He was buying old brass and rubber shoes. I wanted to sell him some
brass, and when it was weighed out it came to 75 cents.
Then he wanted to pay me in truck out of his pack. I told
him I wanted cash. He said he did not paj- cash, but I said
he could not have it unless he paid cash. Then he offered
me 40 cents, then SO cents, and I finally said I would not let
it go at any price.
Then he wanted 50 cents pay for his
time, to which I objected. He said he would not leave until
he got his pay, and he would charge $3 per day for what
time he stayed. I ordered him out of the house, but he said
he would not go until I paid him, and he said he would
thrash me, and he used very abusive language for half an
hour.
Well, I did not know how to get him out, as he was a
big, stout man, and I nearly 73 years old, I was no match
for him. All at once I thought of trying if the bees could
persuade him to leave. Quick as thought I stept out of the
back door and snatcht up a hive of bees and brought them
in.
I opened the hive and took out a frame of bees, and in
less than no time the peddler was tearing down the road,
and I after him with the bees, but he was too quick for me.
I have laught every time I think of that scene
it was
;

my

first fight,

and

I

came

off victorious.

" The Honey»nakers."

— In

*

Miss "Flody," the young lady who was Mr. J. A,
Golden's expert assistant the past few years in his work
with the bees, was married Oct. 29, 1899, to Mr. Wm. McConnell, a highly esteemed young dry goods merchant. Our
readers will remember " Fl'ody " as the one shown in the
American Bee Journal as the operator of a section-cleaning
machine.
V\ e
'Tis said, " Where there's a Will there's away."
wish her and her "Will " a long and happy xcay thru life.
* # »

;

synonym of sweetness unsurpast.
The Vedic poets sang of honey and the dawn at the
same moment, and all the succeeding generations of India
have chanted honey and the bee into their mythologies,
their religions and their loves. The philosophers and poets
of Greece immortalized the bee. The Latin writers studied
it not only for its usefulness as a honey-producer, but also
for its unique character for industrj', its skill as a builder,
and for its wonderful sagacity in social organization.

These and many more interesting facts are tol<l us by
Margaret Warner Morley in her new book, " The HoneyMakers." The author first treats of the structure and habits of the bee, and then of its place in song and homily.
Nearly one-half of the volume of over 400 pages is given up

*

Dr. a. B. M.\sox, of Lucas Co., Ohio, writing us Nov.
18,

said

:

" We've had a splendid warm autumn, and it is still
warm. Last night we put our bees into the cellar, with the
thermometer at 50 degrees, and when I got up this morning
it was 54 degrees, and now at 10:30 a.m. it is 65 degrees."
In the same letter. Dr. M. said that he and Mrs. Mason
were that day celebrating their 41st wedding anniversary,
and the Doctor's 66th birthday, with a nice dinner, and
wisht we could be there, too. We appreciated the invitation, even if it was received several days after the event
took place. But as the Doctor exprest his regret for the

delay in inviting us, we'll forgive him this time if he'll
proniise not to do it again. We wish both Mrs. and Dr. M.
many happy returns of the " two days in one."

ancient times the bee was

an important factor in the everyday life of the family, because honey then played the same large part in the housewife's economy that sugar does now. Literature is filled
with the honey-bee and its incomparable gift, which appears now as ambrosia, now as nectar and always as the

'

# # * * *

The C.\n.\di.\n Bee Journal has for some time had
no name as editor at its mast-head, but has now secured W.
There has been some discussion as to
J. Craig as editor.
whether the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association should not
obtain full control of the journal, but its members are
divided in their opinions. Whatever may be the performance of Mr. Craig as editor, here's a part of his salutatory
that has a good ring to it
:

"We

want our bee-keeping friends to understand right
now that the Canadian Bee Journal will be largely what
they make it.
" Some one has spoken about taking the journal out of
the hands of people having axes to grind.' Mr. Yeigh has
replied on behalf of the company. As for the editor, he
hasn't got an axe,' and would at this juncture suggest a
wholsesale burying of axes, hatchets, and everything of the
a long
sort, and let us begin at the coming convention
pull, and a strong pull, and a pull altogether.'
'

•

'

—

!

:
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Do you want a Good
Market for your Crop of Honey,
BOTH COMB AND EXTRACTED?
We

any quantity, large or small, to better advantage than any other house, for the
following reasons
We deal almost exclusively in honey, giving it our closest attention all the j'ear round.
We keep ourselves thoroly posted as to the result of the crops gathered in the honey-producing States.
We are acquainted with the most desirable trade thruout the country, and know exactly what their wants are.
We know, thru our long experience, the diilerent varieties and qualities of honej' therefore know what we
are selling, and no fear of selling fancy stock at the price of a third grade.
We handle by far the bulk of all the honey sent to New York, atid our volume of business enables us to
make the charges very reasonable.
Why, then, should we not be able to handle your crop to advantage, and do you justice in every respect ?
BUY OUTRIGHT as well, from small lots to carloads,
We handle not only on commission, but
for spot cash.
If you prefer to sell your product, write us, stating quantity you have, quality, and how put up, and we will
make you our cash offer.
We shall be glad to correspond with you in regard to your crop, and hope to have the pleasure of hearing
are in position to handle

;

WE

from you soon.

HiLDRETH
I20

43A7t

&

SEGELKEN,
NEW YORK

and 122 West Broadway,

CITY.

SMIililiilliiliiii^KiiilfiiiHiiHliliMliliKli^

SWEET CLOVER

3teei Wheels

And Several Other Clover

Staggered Oval Spokes.

^

BUY A SET TO

f IT

have made arranerements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with

VOUR NEW OR OLD WACOS

CHEAPEST AND BEST
ay to

pi't

a

Inu-

wheel, any width
''Electric

Hheei

wapon.

Box

Co.,

Any

the order:

size

Catal. FREffi

tire.

l6

Quiocy.lllt

Please in'^ntion Bee Journal -when writing.

In .'\ailing' Pruines^, if tbey are inclined to split, dip the ends a short time in
hot water.
This will not only prevent
splitting, but the moisture will rust the
nails

and make them hold more

firmly.

Sft

Sweet Clever (white)
AlsikeClover
WhiteClover

Glass Honey- Jars

Alfalfa Clover

-

BEE-KEEPERS

ILL.

Let me send you my 64page Catalog for 1899.

!

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writing

:^^t\Hm wAijjiea
POULTRY
-;;;>:./!;are ntruiiir, vfKoroiiH,
hfulthy iiiui M ill hieeUliealth.v ^itui-k.
All thestnck wei'hipistiiriii bred. \\ e

Urge-t juir.- l.-e.i r.o"ltry farm in thi'
^or hwtst. Our mtnitnoiri poultry trniiie ex-

hiive the
I.l.ln-

nil

IIIPVFV
t"4plioul.

»nil

HUH

HDW

I'tlll.Tlir.

Wi.rlh ^:

John Bauscber,

42E13t

t^lla

Jr.,

,,

'10

Sl^KK

Ile-t ».,.! larL'tat

ImlHentj.ostpainfur

Bos

IlltJ

9i, Precport,

IJ.c.

III.

Mention the American Bee Journal.

Foul

Iti-ood

by

l>fiig'!« finds no great favor in this country, altho reports of cures thereby find
place from time to time in foreign journals.

In
ly

10ft
$1.00
1.25
1.40
1.20
.90

25ft
$2.25
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.00

50ft
$4.00
5.75
5.00
5.00
3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

Xlie <'iire ot

We have two sizes of clear, fliot-g^lass Jars,
No. 1 holdiiiM- a scant pound of honej, with au
opal or white top held on with a screw metal
band under which is a rubber to prevent leakage. No. 2 is a rather tall flint-<rlass jar with
tin screw-cap, holding- ?i pound of honey. Both
are excellent for retail honej-packat^es, and
are put up in single g-ross lots. The prices are
per gross, f.o.b.Chicag-o, for the No. 1 jars, $5-25;
for the No. 2, $4.25.
We can fill orders promptly for these jar«.
They give excellent satisfaction, we know, for
"we have used the same jars for several years.

60c
70c
80c
60c
55c

Crimson Clover

Centralblatt.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan Street,
CHICAGO,

Seeds.

We

wanted by

are solicited.

GEORGE
lis

if

frei^rht.

Your orders
Michigan

W.

Street,

YORK & CO.
-

CHICAGO, ILL.

Revue Internationale one writer strong-

commends the use of formaline, while
in mild cases by
using smoke alone. He smokes the infected colony three times a week, blowing
30 to 50 blasts of smoke into the hive.

fiOdD FENCE!

another elaiuis success

Make.s K""<1 neiglibors. Why iiu
botli M lieii you can make the ht

A

Oiillcl tor I't'i-inenlefl Ilonv.t.
Fowls, the man who got up so
many cookmg recipes, says that honey

KITSELMAN BROTHERS,

— Chalon

partly fermented is the very best for cooking purposes.
lu.leed, some bakers endeavor to get their honey into a ferment
before they use it. Here is a hint for beekeepers who may have honey on hand
otherwise good "but a little fermented.
There is hardlj- a doubt that many a baking concern will take honey fermented,
even in large lots.— Gleanings.

SiiiiiiiiUMon

Foul

ItrootI

S.

Sim-

mins, editor of the English journal BeeCbat, asserts that under normal conditions,
except when swarming, or when frightened
so as to fill up on honey, a bee from a colony affected with foul brood going from its
own hive to a hive with a healthy colony,
never carries tlit disease with it. In proof of

.t loi

20 to 35 Cents a Rod.

little iniiuiry into tlie merits of our I
syt^teiii t'f teiicinj^ will repay you liandsbmely. Write tu-dav fi^T free (_'atak>K-

Box
4.sEl3t

!j(

l-'^S

Ulflgfvnu-. Iniilann,

I'.

8. A.

j

Meutioii the Aiiiericau Bee Journal.

Bee=SuppIies!

4

We are distributors for ROOT'S GOODS f
AT THEIR PRICES for southern Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, West Virg^inia, Keiiand the South.

tuclvV,

I

MUTH'S SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,
LANGSrROTH BfcE-HIVES, ETC.
Lowest

Freiixht Kates in the countrj-.
Send for Catalog'.

4
Successor to C. F. Muth & Son,
2146-48 Central Aye., CINCINNATI, O.
40Atf
Please mention the Bee Jouri al

f

Nov.
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Stinging Rovenge.

" The Value of Illustrations."
This

generally conceded that Coloone of the leading honey-producing' States, and the opinions of its
bee-keepers should have weight alike
with bee-editors and supply-dealers.
Realizing this, Editor E. R. Root is
now attending the annual Colorado
Bee-Keepers' Convention, at Denver,
to become
better acquainted with
the Western bee-keepers
and their
methods. The readers of Gleanings in
Bee-Culture will get the benefit of this
It

is

rado

the subject of an editorial in

is

a recent issue of Gleanings in Bee-Cul-

is

ture, in

"

We

this sentence:

which appears

realize the fact that

it

takes time

and where we can give intorunation by pictures, we will illustrate
to read,

regardless of expense."
In the

same number that contained

the above, there was also the illustration

shown herewith, which Gleanings has

forthcoming issues. He has with
him, of course, his camera, so as to
present to our subscribers views of the
West as he saw them. The first inin

We

kindly loaned us for this occasion.

two reasons, viz:
the genuine amusement which
wanted

stallment of these writings may be expected in our Dec. ISth issue.

for

1st,

for

it

will

it

furnish our readers; and, 3nd, that

we

might give a sample of the class of pictures some excellent papers use to save

Otlier

Leading Bee-Keepers.

the lime of their readers, for doesn't Edi-

would take to read

—

the vast

about the exciting

amount

o£ boiled-down infor-

mation these graphic pictures furnish in
to small a space!

in Bee-Cul-

.

ABC

.

lieg Editor Root's pardon for the above,
but it seemed too good a chance to get
off a harmless joke on him to let it pass

.

.

--

_i .^

ittr uiir

For One Dollar Only.
American Agriculturist, with Almanac.
Orange Judd f'armer, with Almanac.
N. E. Homestead, with Almanac.
Northwestern Ag'riculturist.

American Poultry- Journal.
Keliable Poultry Journal.
Ag^ricultural lipitomist.

farm and

i-'ireside.

Poultry Monthly.
Poultry Keep^ir. ^J

._

'

Farm
Farm

Journal.
Poultry.

Gleaning's and your choice of the following:

Practical Farmer.
Michig-an Farmer.

Prairie Farmer.

Ohio Farmer.

For $1.25— Gleaning's and Rural New Yorker.
For $1.30— Gleanings and National StocUinaii.
For $1.50— Gleanings and Cosmopolitan or ivicClure's Magazine or American
i
Garden. ._Z1
_J
i__:T)
For $2.00— Gleanings and -Country Gentleman.
For $2.50— Gleanings and Review of Reviews.

dl

__^

1

New subscribers also are entitled to
these rates.

but remember, we don't advise the
" stinging revenge " kind.

he took a strong colony that was
badly diseased and put it on the stand of a
colony that was not strong but was
healthy, putting the healthy colony on the
stand of the diseased one. Altho most of
the bet-s from the diseased colony entered
the healthy one, this latter remained perBut he emphasizes the
fectly healthy.
fact that in this experiment the bees were
not first smoked or in any way intimidated.
this

— Leon

Dufour. in L'Apiculteur. makes a
plea for large hives and plenty of surplus
room on a ground that is perhaps not always considered. The more the nectar can
be spread out in the combs the more rapid

can evaporation take place. If a strong
colony has only two combs in which to
store, those two combs may hold more than
can be stored in a day; but evaporation
would take place more rapidly if the same
plunder were distributed over ten combs,
and the bees thus aided in their work.

ft.

I.

ROOT

GO..

MEDINA, OHIO.

A SONG or SUCCESS
^_^3^.Ahfe^=:,^w"iiM

^I^^EP
,^v^a

mfili'-

,'iiioihfr

poml name for our

SOTH CENTURY

^V:s'¥r POULTRY

inflection In ltro«-«Iing: seems to be
getting unusual attention nowadays in the
Bee-Keepers' Review, and this time it is
selection for quality rather than for color.
Editor Hutchinson quotes Dr. Miller as
if

we mark on each super

the

number of the colony from which it was
taken, we may know where to replace next
spring a queen whose workers produced

BOOK

deals with all thoae Biihjecla which tend
the poultry business, treated by
masterful bund of experieoce. Noeubject
It's practical ; can be adopted by everythen all
b s nes«. Tells about the renowned Reliablo
Hcxik sent for 10c to cover posUire
Brooder
I

iceeEii in

.

tht
Tifflectfl
n the I
l
It rul itors and

I

I

Reliable locubator

&

Comb

Brooder Co., Box

B2« Quincy.

IIB.

Foundation

Wholesale and Retail.

V\^orking WZax.
INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY

DO NOT FAIL
Before placing- your order, to send
what you need in

saying that

THE,

him

]jiQ(j

Room I^eeded tor Kvaporalion.

For One Dollar and Ten Cents.

willingness to let

have "sweet revenge" on us, we will
say that he can at any time return in

lixpiraiiuii of iheir

Gleaaiug's and your cUoice^of the loUowiny

To show our

by.

subscribers lo represent subconsiderable
time, we
scription, which saves u-s
offer the loUowing- rates for Gleaninjrs one .year
and a year's subscription to any ol the tollowing^ papers at prices mentioned.

aa iiiuuut^meiu

new before the

— We presume we really ought to

p S

— new
"

CIubbing^Rates.

I

"busts'

things this illustration shows at a glance
—or say seven glances! Then, consider

subscriber. .$ .15
"
"
6
..
.25
1 j'ear
old or new subscriberj.
1.00
" with
1
of Bee-Culture.
1.75
trial

"

^^^^

all

if it

o£ the time it

Just think

;

months'

/vs

use them, no matter

will

the bank!

non-reversible extractor, with which
Mr. W. L. Coggshall and his " lightning operators " have made such phenomenal records. Special features of
Dec. ISth issue will be given in this

3

takes time to read?'

he also says that

shalls, David and W. L,.
In this article will be a discussion of the 4-frame

ture are

it

where thnj can
and,
" give information by pictures," they

contained a biographical sketch of the
most extensive bee-keeper in the world,
Capt. J. E. Hetherington. This is followed in Dec. 1st issue by biographical
sketches, with portraits, of the Cogg-

column next week.
Our rates for Gleanings

Root say "

tor

Gleanings in Bee-Culture Oct. ISth

me

a

list

of

Foundation, Sections,
And

other Supplies, and gel

will get the best

prices.

You
Illus-

BEESWAX WANTED.
DITTMER, Augusta, Wis

trated Catalog Free.

GUS

my

goods and save money.
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BEST WHITE

ALFALFA HONEY
6o=pound Tin Cans.

In

WE

have been able

to

WHITE ALFALFA EXTRACTED HONEY

secure a quantity of

for the present at these prices, on board cars here in

Chicago

which we offer
Sample by mail. 10 cents 2 60-pound
Cash with order iu all cases.
;

:

cents a pound 4 or more cans, 9 cents a pound.
Owing- to our limited supply of this fine honejs those desiring it should order promptly.

cans, in a box,

9'/i

;

GEORGE W. YORK &
iiS

numbers having more

profitable

work

to

do.

I'acking' for 4>iil-l>ooi* WinterioST- — A good many questions are askt by
our subscribers as to what kind of packing
We foris best for out-door wintering.
merly thought there was nothing equal to
good dry wheat chaff. While this is tierbaps
the best.it is not always available. We have
used with equally good results common
shavings, such as one can get at the planing
mill.

Dry

forest leaves,

IIoney-I*a<'l<ase!< are again discust
Gleanmgs. "Ttie American Tramp"
pleads the cause of kegs. The boney-gates
that may be had with tin cans he considers
practically useless, for the honey, if of
proper thickness, will be too slow in running out. An objection to the tin can is
that unless thoroly cleaned and dried as
soon as empty, the little honey left in it
will turn black and leave a peculiar scent
that cannot be removed. What he thinks
would make the best package is a woodfiber or paper package, with no staves or
hoops, but all in one piece. The editor replies that while kegs may be more convenient for the seller, tin cans are better tor the
buyer. He approves of the wood-fiber or
paper package if it could be found at a sufprice.

Doulitllc

'K;rWrite at once, stating ag-e, sex, occupation,
troubled, post-office address, and enclose
return stamp for immediate reply.

how

Please mention Bee Journal -when

•writing:

4'ell-ltiiil<liiig'.

—A

pic-

ture appears in Gleanings showing queenfrom which the queens had emerged.
They were the product of W. H. Pridgen.
In one case the whole IS cells were completed by black bees over a young queen;
in the other case li) of the 18 were completed over an old three-banded queen
mated with a golden drone. June 21 be
gave to bees without unsealed brood a
comb of eggs with not more than half a
dozen larvse with food around them to be

The next day many larva" were
abundantly supplied with milk. At 10 a.m.

that day, from combs over an excluder
having brood in all stages, he shook the
bees into a hive with combs of pollen and
unsealed honey, confining them with a
screen. About 3 p.m. the prepared cups
were given, and the next morning they
were put in upper stories over laying
queens (over excluders), and the queenless
bees allowed to return to their home. He
cannot get fine cells with larva; much over
one day old. His best queens emerge in
11'.2 to 12 days.
For the first day, queenless bees will do as much at feeding and
cell-building as will be done over an excluder in two days, but in the home stretch
the bees over the excluder are ahead.

Foul Iti-oo«I Cui-etl tVitlioiit.
C'oii>l>!«.
In Bee-Ubat,
Editor Simmius reports the case of a colony with a native queen which was badly
diseased with foul brood, and says:
"At the tuiddle of a warm day the hive

—

I>eslr«j'ins'

DOES YOUR FENCE SAG

?

Contfaction and expaneioa are
then try ours.
provided for in I'siue Fences.
VXtiK WOVKN WmV. KKN{'K<<»,. AimUN.Mini.

scientifically

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing,

^
^.

;^ BE3E!- S XJPPXjIBS
*_^
Root's Goods at Root's Prices.
-^ Pouder's Honev-Jars and everyused by bee-keepers. Prompt
thing
[^
'•^ Service— low freight rate. Catalog
'.•^
WALTER S. POUDER,
free.
-^*

=;i2

Mass.

.\

^;
^,
»;
^.
^fc;

ve., lNr>l.^NAP(ii.is. Inij.

was lightly smoked and the queen removed,
so that she might be left in a clean hive on
the old stand, with foundation in the
frames, to collect the flying bees. They
were given one frame of healthy capt
brood as well, while the original hive of
combs was removed to some distance. The
young bees in the latter were without a
fertile queen for some three weeks, iiy
which time they had a Carniolan laying,
from a queen-cell given them. In the interval, honey coming in rapidly, the whole
of the diseased matter was cleaned out by
the young bees and after the young queen
started laying everything continued so satisfactory and perfectly clean that another
division of the colony was made in July.
The first swarm continued to build up
nicely, and no sign of disease was at any
time evident. Turning a diseased colony
into three strong and healthy colonies was
certainly better than destruction.
•* This is only one example of
others that
were treated in precisely the same way,
making healthy increase instead of destroying the original; but it must be borne in
mind that no bees were shaken from the
combs, the whole hive was removed with
as little disturbance as possible, the operations were carried out with the colonies before they were allowed to become seriou.sly
depopulated the time was favorable for
swarming and rapid honey-gathering; last;

when

Please mention Bee Journal

DON'T ni\
nnd
__JE?"Z'!2SI

AlV

JF^^STPl,
l^S.^^,
Ife"

will

clvlnff It
It
B,ii,Hbec.lel.rat«M

KEW

PREMIER INCUBATOR
del,, ea

Ti,nit.
tf

We

writing.

IXCIBATOK
n
before

pay for

triol.

"""i^l.

piB.v,.

f.-iiih in iU So m,n,,le a child Can
Also Bolt
Firsi prize Worl.l'fl Fair.

au,

niiinofactur-s of Simplicity Incubator,
Plana
Cataloirie «n<i Pmittrv Helps 5 cts.

*••*"

eta.
fT I'oii'lrv ll",i«eBeu-..
Adams St. Delaware Clt7,DeU
COLVUlilA INCl'BATOR tO.5
'^.^

Please mention Bee Journal

cells

seen.

troubles can obtaiu valuable advice, FREE, by
addressingDR. PEIRO.
34 Central Music Hall. CHICAGO.

enough of them
Sawdust and clo-

in

low

LUNG °" KIDNEY

if

are used, are also. good.
ver chaff make a packing material a little
heavy, and is liable to become pretty damp
in the spring, and too moist for the cluster.
The best packing material is that which is
loose enough so the air can pass thru it,
carrying with it the moisture.— Gleanings.

ficiently

SUFFERERS
FROM

CO.,

Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

greasy looking sections, and thinks there
are other points that might well be lookt
after. Dr. Whiting found a colony that built
but little brace-comb. Requeening his apiary from the queen of this colony, he was
practically rid of the brace-comb nuisance.
Mr. H. thinks this the right kind of work for
those with few colonies: those with large

Address,

when

writing.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....
The MoNETTE

Queen-Clippinff

Device is a fine thing for use in
catching and clipping Queens'
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or for $1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,

NEW

QEORQE W. YORK & COMPANY,
118

Michigan

St.,

Chicago, IlL

;

ly,

but almost more important than

all,

there remains the fact that the diseased

combs were covered with none but young
bees, and these, being queenless for a
period, cleaned out every vestige of the
disease before the young queen again made
up a brood-nest.
" Make a note of this last fact in big cap-

Nov.
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we have never known bees
(with a virgin queon), when fairly numerous, to refuse to clear out ail evidence of
disease during the active season of honeygathering."
ital letters, for

LanosMH

on...

T116fl0ll6UB66
is

one of the standard bpoks on
and ought to be in the

library of every bee-keeper. It is bound
substantially in cloth, and contains
over 500 pag'es. being revised by those
bee-keepers, so well-

large, practical

known

to all the readers of the

Ameri-

1

Cal&tug

^%EiyL" f^M
A Good Report

for 1899.

tlie

Journal of Agriculture,

giving nearly
KlU pounds of nice white honey per colony.
That was about all I got, for the drouth
and heavy early frosts finisht the fall flow,
the bees getting hardly "enough to winter
on. My crop is H 000 pounds from 35 colonies, and increasing to
I. D. Bartlett.
Charlevoix Co., Mich., Nov. 30.
lost time,

ST. ILiOXJIS, i^o.
A wide-awake, practical Western paper for
wide-awake, practical Western farmers, stockpoultry pe<iple and fruit-growers, to
learn ibe science of breedin<^, feeding and manSpecial departments for horses, cattle, hogs, sheep, poultry and dairy.
No farmer
can afford to do without it.
raisers,

agement.

stands for Anferican farmers and produ-

It

It is the leading exponent of agriculture
as a business, and at the same time the champion of the Agricultural States and the producer
in politics.
Subscription, One Dollar a Year.

cers.

ifS^

Write for Sample Copy

Union Combination Saw—
for ripping,

Lost All Last Winter.
I lost all ray bees last winter—
colonies
— and got about 200 pounds of hone^' from
two colonies that I bought in the spring,
and inereast them to ten. I did not get
any surplus honey the past fall. But 1 am

cross - cuttiriK,
miiering, rabbeting, gn.ovn g, gaining,

I'.l

not discouraged, as

I like

i

scroll

m

to handle bees.

CHIN'ERY.

Spnera Falls

This has iieen a

MT:.'.

make

T. L.

and thoroly

ex-

plained, so that by following the instructions of this book one cannot fail
to be wonderfully helpt on the
success with bees.

The book we mail

way

to

for $1.25, or club

it with the American Bee Journal for
one year— both for $2.00. But, as a
SPECIAL OFFER, and only until next
Jan. 1, we will mail this book for only
75 cents provided you send enough on
your Bee Journal subscription to pay
all arrearages and to the end of 1900.
Those having alreadj' paid their Bee
Journal subscription to the end of this
year, need send only $1.75 for the book
and the Journal for 1900. This is a
splendid chance to get a grand beebook for a very little money.

POWEHS.

I'.l.

5-

George W. York
118

Michigan

St.

Somerset Co.. Pa.. Nov.

J. S.
20.

&

Co.

and

Binder

one year's numbers

American Bee Journal

will be sent

by mail for

centM. Pull directions
accompany each Binder. The
issues of the Journal can be
a<>

inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for refer-

ence in book form.
By paying for a year's sub•scriptiou strictly in advance
this Binder will be sent, postpaid, for 10 cents extra.

ADDRESS,

Hartzell.

«EO. ^V. YORK & CO.
lis Mich. St., Chicago, lU.

Three Successive Failures.

My

honey crop was a sad failure for I89T,
and 1809 — three short crops in succession-only tJOO pounds of comb honey and
100 pounds of extracted from 75 colonies.
First it was too wet and then too dry.
D. F. Blighton.
Fulton Co., N. Y.. Nov. 16.
1S9S

A

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no

my

first

very readily.
I started with one colony, and bought
three swarms in May and June, inereast
them to eight, and got ITO pounds of comb

Brood-Frames.

J. A.

VAN DEUSET^,

Sole Manufacturer,
Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co,, N.Y.

season as a bee-keeper,

and I like the business very much, but I
would not care to keep bees (if I could)
without the American Bee Journal. 1 take

Satr in

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

First Season's Experience.

This was

from heartsease— no clover or basswood
honey. Nice comb honey brought 15 cents

CHICAGO, ILL.

of the

stores without feeding. I am hoping for
the prosperity of the apiarist in lOOO. following in the wake of prosperity of other
industries thruout our land, and wish the
Editor of the American Bee Journal a
pleasant closiug of ISO'.I, and a busy and
prosperous entry of 1900, soon to be ushered
in.

Wood
will hold

Failure is the one word in use among
bee-keepers thruout this section in regard
to the product from the apiary, and by far
the poorest season ever known. However,
we are blest by our bees having winter

five other papers (not all bee-papers), but I
like the Bee Journal the best.
There was a fair fall crop of honey here

ADDRESS,

Senera Falls, ».Y.

•THIS-*

Poorest Season Known.

— Chas. Dadant & Son.

St..

a success of the business.

Alleghany Co., N. Y., Nov.

clearly

Water

locality,

Culture, to

is

To.. 4«

in

having taken but six pounds
from 11 colonies, but I did not have to feed
any. This is my second year in bee-keeping and 1 hope, with the help of the American Bee Journal, and the A B C of Bee-

Each subject

,

Foot

AND HANDP O W B R MA-

Send for Catalog A.

A Poor Year
my

sawinK,

1

Full line

20.

for Honey.
poor year for honey

-

boring, e d g eo u d i n g
beading, etc.

R. H. Bergfei.d.

Hardin Co., Iowa, Nov.

Kee Journal.

Misslssipi Valley Democrat
.\ND

Tlie

The past season opened with the best of
prospects, and the bees were making preparations for swarming, when
behold! a
heavy frost killed the blossoms, and set
back swarming — the bees killing off every
drone. But when Alsike clover opened,
they made up for

Please mention

44A2')t

.">tj.

can Bee Journal

Incubator

Hatche.s the larctst [n^r cent, of
fertile e^rgs at thw luwcst cust.
<;E0. II. STAJ:U
Oulney, III-

j

T/',!^{,^mm

"bee-culture,

with theperfect, selfreRulating, o w c ^ t
cliiss hatcher — the

tirst

EXCELSIOR
I11U3.

k^^a«g^5»g^5^s>i^Sfe;^a^i;e^^g^\^^jg

Revised by Dadant— 1899 Edition.
This

U
ATf^U
nAlun
pricod

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

If you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.

Wool

Murlcetj^ sind !$lieep

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first. foremost and all the time.
Are vou interested? Write tu-dav.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO,

ILL

=
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honey, in

HOW TO GET THE MOST EGQS
the question that c"u\ nnts tlie puiiltryi
winter when etri:r^ ftre ^fii cc- ami liit^h in pi

is

-;olved the proUlein to th

prtparedU,

entire ^atistai'ti'

ir

mil.
.vu.

I'aili' iilarly

Kxpfi
inii pii

:-iicci.i
.

tliis

tr

till

p>-'

hav.

Tliey feed the h.

MANN'S NEW BONE GUTTER
CO-

when

An

"writing.

!

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

—

nal.
I have a new machiue to fold sections.
I
set it on the table, and can fold them as
fast as I can handle them no breaking.
Darke Co., Ohio, Nov. IS.
H. Black.

Seciions. SlilDDino-Gases and

B66-K66D6rS'

—

SUDDri6S=

a specialty of making- the very best Sections on the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
The
the best for making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young and

We make

BASSWOOD

thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog

and Price-List FREE.

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
Please mentioti the Bee Journal

G. B.

when

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

writing-.

LEWIS COMPANY,
WATERTOWN,

Old Bee-Keepep.

have been more or

less in the bee-business since 1S49. In moving several times!
sold my bees, but now I have a new supply
again. I cannot afford to stay out of the
bee-business, nor do without the Bee JourI

OUR MOTTO

The bees

sections, 3J^x5.

if 8-frame hives
enough.
I was just going to ask a question, but
upon picking up the Bee Journal of March
9, 1SS9, I found Dr. Miller bad answered it.
Geo a. Oiimeut.
Dubuque Co., Iowa, Nov. 20.

will hold

and thereby pet double the epjxs. Cut all kiiitU of bone and adherini-' went and
rriPtlefa«t. tine and euwy an.i without chokinp-. Add MANN'S CLOVER CUTTERS
Vinnn'A Granltp OthIhI Orit iinil Kwinclna Feerf i'riiytaiid you i-an't help
Write ihiw for our FUKK illu-.trated oaraloL'iie
.lit *iu-i-eo<l.
i5«x
r*. aaixxjjs'on.x?, iMj^x-Ss.
':f-"W". IMC -A- ]v IV

please mention Bee Journal

tall

30, 1899.

have plenty for winter,

poultrv

i.-J

Nov.

WIS,,

CAN FURNISH YOU WITH THE VERY FINEST

Supplies
Bee = Keepers'
m THE
^TyOR-LiD.

Hard On California Bee-Keepers.

We

California bee-keepers have a hard
it.
have had two seasons of
and the coming season is not promising. We have lost all our
work and 50 percent of the bees, and have
the expense of feeding the balance. Last
season they stored a little surplus houey,
but it will take all that, and perhaps more,
to carry them thru the winter. I estimate
that by the time the next season opens,
taking in the last two seasons. 70 percent
of the bees in Southern California will have
perisht.
We bee-keepers had to hustle
around to get other jobs In order to make a
living
C. B. ScnKOCK.
Riverside Co., Calif., Nov. 14.

We

time of

failure in succession,

Bees in the Cellar.
The American Bee Journal

is

all

right.

We

have just put all our bees into the celWe had three inches of snow yesterday morning, but each one of our hives has
a good-sized cover over all to keep off the
sun and storm, so they were just as dry as
Miss Myba Sntdek.
before the storm.
Ulster Co., N. Y., Nov. l(i.
lar.

Parties wanting goods before new catalog is issued will please write for
quotations. We want every BEE=KEEPER on our list.
If you did not receive our catalog last year send us your name and address
and we will mail you our new catalog as soon as it is ready.

M ^F^F
a K,

•FUBT
t fiC^ niC
X
*»jr fl,l9
a nKi t.V'iSmX

-*e"<l>Ie calamity. The tip of a Lorn
tTing up cattle. Out oil
often docs it

m
DEHORNING Knife: SSS, n°?crS
t:^"::^^^ \ll Koyslone
WorlilV Fiilr. Fl I.V <MM!A\TKF.1>. Wnte

innorunring;. Illgheat Ananl
_
A.
at once tor aesiiriptive circulars, prices, etc
.

I

C. BROSIUS, COCHRANVILUE,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

PENN.

More than Enough for Wintering.
My bees brought in honey during Sep-

—

tember and October
honey from white
sweet clover and buckwheat, enough for
wintering and for family use.

CONKAD
Jefferson Co., Wis., Nov.

Page

Lyon Mfg.
b
NEW LONDON,

Co.

cut, annually, eight million feet of

curing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

lumber, thus se-

Bee^Keepers' Supplies^

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they "are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinerv, all combine to enable
PRICES.
this firm to furnish the BEST GOODS AT THE

LOWEST

Send

for Circular

and see the prices on a

24 cents Cash
paid
m-^-^-^*^ TT
f***^* for Beeswax.
««-»«

w«.^s..

full line of Supplies.

is a good time
send in your Bees-

This

V

to

^rcenTsTpS"^

CASH— for

best yel-

you want the money promptly, send us your beeslow, upon
wax. Impure wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,
GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 MICHIGAN Street. CHICAGO, ILL.
its receipt.

Now,

No Honey This Year.
Our bees

WIS.,

operates two Sawmills that

DlI'PKL.

18.

if

Please mention the Bee Journal iJCtTJiri"'^

did not produce any honey this
season, and a great many colonies were entirely lost in August; they are mostly all
very light in bees to go into winter.
J. V. HiNCHMAN, M. D.
Thayer Co., Nebr., Nov. 15.

Euphorbia— Is It a New Plant?
A neighbor of mine recently called my
attention to the honey-producing qualities
of a plant called " Euphorbia," which his
wife was raising for the seed, which she
sells to florists, as it is a very ornamental
plant and will remain fresh for a long time
if kept moist; some branches, with flowers,
that I broke off about four weeks ago and
placed in water continued to yield honey
for a whole week, and are yet fresh and
green.
The flowers are very peculiar. Thert
are no petals, but the leaves which surround them are either entirely or partly
colored a bright red. The first appearance
of a flower is a small knob about the size of
a grain of wheat, on the side of which is
attacht an oval-shaped cup in which the
nectar is secreted. At the end of the knob
appear the stamens and pistils, and later,
a pod attacht to a short stem and containing three seeds. When ripe, the pod bursts,
and throws the seeds sometimes a rod or
two. The bees revel on the blossoms from
morning till night, and in this locality

—
Nov.

—
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Convention Notice.

from July till frost, which usually comes
about the last of November.
The plant seems to be easily raised, and
is almost as succulent as cabbage, being
greedily eaten by cows and other animals.
It seems, at present, to be very rare, and I
thought it would be well to bring it to the
notice of bee-keepers, as it seems quite
likely to prove valuable as a honey-plant,

sociation will hold its 11th annual meeting- at
the Court House in Minneapolis, Wednesday
and Thursday, Dec. 6 and 7, 1S9').

especially in the tSouth, as well as useful
for other purposes.

<S-|F

further knowledge of this plant,

I,

T.

THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than anv other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

Liberal Discounts to ttie Trade.
If you care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper

W. Livingston.

California!

Co., Ga., Nov. 13.

should be pleased to publish any
further information concerning the plant
mentioned by Mr. Livingston. Kditor.]

[We

The
The

Pacific Rural Press,

leading Horticultural

and

paper of the Pacific Coast.

handsomely

Chicago, Nov. 24.— There is a firm tone in all
kinds of honey, even buckwheat sells easier
than of yore. 16c is obtainable for the best
white comb which we class as fancy, and 15c for
No. 1 grade; stained and off grades of white,
13(gil4c; amber, 10@12c: and dark to buckwheat,
9(oaOc. Extracted white clover and basswood,
8((i*9c; amber, 7(fii8c; dark, 6(ai7c.
Beeswax, 27c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

Ag-ricultural

annum.

330

tent of all its products. In order to make the
most of farm possibilities, it is necessary to
have modern machinery, not only in the g'rainfield, in the barn, and in the house, but also in

Sam-

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street,
San Francisco, Gal.

Market

a good

demand

Fancy comb honey in no-drip shipping-cases
sells atl5(aH6c; darker grades hard to sell at
any price. Beeswax, 26c.
C. H. W. Webek,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth.

City, Nov. 9.— We quote No. 1 white
No. 2, 13(oil3Hc; No. 1 amber,
No. 2, 12f(«13c. Extracted, white, 7^
d'Sc: amber, 7(g,i7J^c; dark, 5l4(a'0c. Beeswax,

Kansas

corab, 13!^tol4c:

Publisht weekly,

Illustrated, $2.00 per

is

for all kinds of extracted honey. White clover
sell at 8(nJS!^c; amber and Southern, 6(flt7c, according to quality and package.

and basswood

13(a'l334c;
2L)(ai22c.

-

C. C.

New

ple copy free.

The Successful Carying On of the modern
farm requires the utilization to the fullest ex-

all

and not up

light

Co.

very good for
Receipts are some-

grades of comb honey.

what

Clemons &

i'oRK, Oct. 20.— Demand
to

is

We

former years.

quote:

Fancy white,
amber,

No.

15 cents;

and

ll((/12c;

white, 13@14c;
buckwheat, 9(rt41c as to
1,

,

Arm

Extracted remains

(luality.

the poultry department. Here we tind incubators to have become a necessitj'. and the only
question which the farmer now asks is as to the
machine which will do him the best service at
the most reasonable price. In this connection
we wish to mention the Successful Incubators
and Brooders made by the Des Moines Incubator Co of Des Moines, Iowa, whose advertisement will be found in another column of this
paper. Brooders of all sizes are also made and
sold at reasonable prices. The new 1900 catalog: which has just been issued is a very complete afEair in all its departments. It describes
and illustrates every machine sold by this company, and does it so well that the buyer can
make his selection with almost the same certainty as if he had the machines before him. It
also contains the usual proportion of valuable
poultry reading-. We advise every reader of
It costs
cents. Adthis paper to send for it.
dress the Des Moines Incubator Co
box 73,
Des Moines, Iowa, and kindly mention the

at following

prices:

California white, 8J^c; light amber, 8c;
white clover and basswood, 8c; amber, 7i^c.
Very little trade for extracted buckwheat as yet.
Southern, fancy, 7J^c per pound; other grades,
as to quality, from 70c to 75c gallon. Beeswax
quiet at 26(tii27c.
Hildreth & Segelken.

ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

,

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn Belt," a handsome
monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
209

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

Buffalo, Nov. 6.— Actual supplies in Buffalo
are smallest for several seasons at this date.
Strictly fancy 1-lb. comb, active, 15c; No. 1 and
choice, 13(«i'14c; dark, buckwheat, etc., S(«>12c, as
to grade. Beeswax, 27(a'28c. Batterson & Co.

San Francisco, Nov. 8.— White comb,
12'4c; amber, 8(d:l0c.
light amber. 7(m7J^c;

The Novelty Pocket-Knife
[A heavier and stronyfer Uuiie than the one we offered heretofore.)

5(«t5Hc;

Beeswax,

.

Boston, Nov. 7.— We quote as follows: Fancy
A No. 1, 15c; No. 1, 13(Sa4c; buck-

white, I6c;

will not sell in this city. Extracted, light

amber,

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

ordering-.

115^@
Extracted, white, 7!4(a3c.

amber.

20 (^ 27c.

wheat

,

American Bee Journal when

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Cincinnati, Nov. 7.— There

Bee-Keepers' Guide.

for one.

would like to hear from him thru the
American Bee Journal.

Sumter

YOU WANT

>ti ite ili >li jlitt

HONEY AND BEESWAX |

I

J. P. West, Pres., Hastings, Minn.
Dr. L. D. Leonard, Sec, Minneapolis.

—

—

i) >ti Jtt >te Jte. >t< >li >!4

Minnesota.— The Minnesota Bee-Keepers' As-

neighbor informs me that there are
two varieties of euphorbia the red and
the white he has the red. The red is at
present quite costly, about $10 a pound.
and not much to be had at that price. I
think that only a few of the florists keep it
or know of it. If any one else has any

My

767

We

~(g;Sc.

are pleased to note that our market continues in splendid condition. While the supply
is light, yet, owing to the high prices, it seems
to be quite equal to the demand. Later on when
the trade realizes the shortage more thorolj the
demand undoubtedly will be much better.

Blake, Scott & Lkb,
Albany, Nov. 10.— We quote: Fancy white
comb, I5c; No. 1 white, 13^14c; mixt, ll(SH3c;
buckwheat, 10f«illc. Extracted, white, 8fn^9c;
mixt, 6^/3(aj7c; dark, 6. Beeswax, 26to28c.

MacDougal &
& Co.

Co.

Successors to Chas. McCulloch

Omaha, Nov.

IS.— The November trade has
been as good as was exand shows a falling off from October.
It seems that the somewhat higher prices this
fall are affecting the consumptive demand to
some extent, still the warm weather yet pre-

up

to the present not

pected,

HOWARD

M. MELBEE,

vailing in this part of the country may also be
partly responsible for it. While trade has been
light, prices have been well maintained, nobody
being burdened with stock to such an amount
as to become oppressive.

HONEYVILLE, O.
(This Cut

is

Your Name on the Knife.— "When
wish put on the Knife.
The Novelty Knife

the Full Size of the Knife.)
ordering-, be sure to

say just what name and address you

indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the handle. It is made beautifully
which is as transparent as plass. Underneath the celluloid^ on one side
name and residence of the Subscriber.
The Material entering' into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality; the blades are
hand-forg-ed out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters
are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver
wire; the lining^s are plate brass: the back spring's of Sheffield spring'-steel, and the finish of the
handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usag-e.
Why Own the Novelty Knife? Incaseag-ood knife is lost, the chances are the owner will
never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder v,-ill return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling,
and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the Noveltifts, your
Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in case of death, your relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.
How appropriate this knife is for a present What more lasting- memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanyiuir cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us THREE new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with $3.tX)), and we will also send to
each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book. Bees and Honey. We will club the
Novelty Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for f 1.90.
is

of indestructible celluloid,
of the handle is placed the

I

I

Fancy white still going at 14(qil4%c, and light
amber i cent less. Extracted, white. Huj ^^<c.

Peycke Bros.
Detroit, Oct. IS.— Fancy white, 15(« 16c; No,
dark
14@15c;
grades,
10(a>12c.
1, white,
Demand
good and supply light. No extracted in market.
White would sell for8(S>8J^c. Beeswax, 23"'^2'^c,
M. H. Hunt & Son.

WANTED.— Comb and
price, kind,

BURNETT &

163 So.

33A13t

extracted honey: state

and quantity.

R. A.

Water

CO.,

St.,

Chicago,

111.

WANTED.— Extracted honey all kinds; mail
sample and price expected delivered at CincinI pay spot cash on delivery.
nati.
C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. Muth & Son and A. Muth.
2146-48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.
40Atf
_

1

GEORGE W. YORK &

CO., 118 Mich. St., Chicago,

111.]

Your

warned!

We

HONEY

will buy it, no matter
where you are. Address,

giving description and price,
34Atf THOS. C.STANLEY & SON, Fairfield

III.
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Latest Improvements.

Nov.

30, 1899.

Perfect Goods.

Very Reasonable Prices.

Hives, Shipping-Cases
Sections,

Dadant's Foundation.

lea!

Why

Extractors, Etc,

does

We guarantee

it sell

so well?

EVERYTHING A
*..,,..
BEE-KEEPER NEEDS.
Catalog and copy of

satisfaction.

it
has always g-iven better satisfaction than anj- other.
in 22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compli-

Because

more can anybody do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS,'No SAQGINQ, No
LOSS.
PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.
Wh.-it

Because

ments.

**The American Bee=Keeper'*— FREE

Send name

.AllDRESS

THE W.

T.

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material,
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

for our Catalog',

FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN,

We

seU

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

N. Y.

The American Bee-Keeper

Year

a live Monthly,
ani has been publisht by us for the past 10
years— 50 cents a year.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
is

tiere is the Thing >;^",-;f[^^;-^;;;;;^

Tlie Classic In Bee-Ciiltiire-Price,

which dues away with all uunecessarv work, and in which the bees
will not die in the coldest winter.
Send for special prices on quaniitv

SCHMIDT &

R. H.

wanted.

on the Honey-Bee, Revised.

Langsti'otli

The New Champion
WINTER-CASE...

CO.,

Sheboygan, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

QUEENS

$1,25,

liy

Mail.

Beeswax Wanted ^^^^^^^^^
at all times.
Please mention Bee Journal

chas. dadant & son,
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing.

III.

Smokers. Sections,

Comb Foundation

^
'

mention

Apiarian

nil

Sup|ilie»

Send for
K. T. FLA.NAUAS, BellerUIe,

FKKELiHalogue.

'-'lease

And

fhfai'.

liee Journal

wncn

U^

wtit.iti,^.

& SON,
HUNT ROOT'S
PRICES.

M. H.

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

.4T

Shipping--Capes and Daiiz. Cartons are what
TOu need lo displav and ship vour honey in.

Send

for Catalojf.

'

BELL BRANCH, MiCH.

Please mention Bee Jovirnal -when writinc'.

'Si

^""•^'fdrss'-^"^^

Please mention Bee Journal

I Smoker...

I

B'NOHAM

Bee Smoker

HIGQINSVILLE,
MISSOURI.

LEAHY MFG. CO.
when

vn-iline

—SUBSCRIBE FOR THE—

Farmer's

Home Journal,

Louisville,

Ky,

j

a practical business paper for the farmer. It treats of farrainq- and stock breeding from both
practical and scientific standpoints. It is the oldest and best known agricultural weekly in the
South. If you have anything- to sell send us your advertisement. Every farmer who expects to
mix -'brains with muscle" in his business should read this paper. Subscription price, *1.LK1 per
JOURNAL, Louisville. Ky.
FARMER'S
year. Sample copy free. Address,
Please mention Bee Jotirnal when writing.

HOME

'^

:l

A

Little Better

than

"Perfect."

^
I

HONEY=JARS.
1-pound square, S4.70 per gross, with corks 5 gross, $4.50 per gross. Labels,
60c per gross $1.00 for 500. We have several styles of Jars for retailing honey.
;

;

OUTSIDE CASES

Address,

i^

^
^5
*^

T. F.

BINGHAM,

Farwell, Mich.,
For Circulnr,
atioii

i^iving" full

and

inform-

^
^
'

prices.

for wintering bees, include bottom, body and gable cover
10 for £5.50.

BASSWOOD EXTRACTED HONEY,
Sample
Catalog

5 cents.
free.

Please mention Bee Journal

Please raeatiou Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

J.

when

J.

writlne.

cans and kegs,

—60 cents each,

S'/z

to 9c per pound.

STRINGHAM,
105

Park Place,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

when writing
Please Mention the Bee Journal Advertisers.

CHICAGO,

39th YEAR.

A Nebraska Apiary and

ILL,

Its " Boss.'"

picture of my spiary sent herewith was taken
THE
the foreg'round, with hat
June. The "oldniaii "
in

one hand and smoker in the other,

last
in
(that's I).

the Boss
the corner of the
shop and honey-house. The low shed building at the right
in the background is where I store bees for winter. It
fronts south, and holds one row of hives. I set the hives
about three inches apart, and pack short hay or straw all
around and over them. The front is closed, all except three
inches at the bottom.
In preparing for winter I first take the sections out of
the supers, and have boards cut to fit down on the broodframes, nail cleats on the ends of the bottom for a bee-space
above the frames, and bore 15 to 20 holes thru the board for
ventilation, and for moisture to pass thru. I pack the super
with a chafl'-cushion, pieces of old quilts, or anything of
the kind at hand, and have no trouble with bees freezing.
The trees shown are cherry, crab-apple and apricot.
There is a large orchard west and north of the )'ard, and
dwelling and other buildings south and east. The picture

The corner of

the building- to the right

]Mr. I.

is

DECEMBER

7,

1899

No, 49,

does not show all the hives, several being hid by the shrub
on the left.
My bees increast from 13 colonies, spring count, to 32,
by natural swarming. During fruit-bloom and first crop
of alfalfa the^' did well. The second crop of alfalfa was
spoiled by the cabbage butterfly, and dry, windy weather
almost ruined the fall pasture, so I will have but little honey
to sell this year. It is selling at 12'2 cents per section.
I should have stated that all but the hive in front stand
The picture was
in three rows, running north and south.
taken from the southeast.
I hope for a better season nest year, and the continued
"
I. H. Page.
prosperity of the " Old Reliable."
Thayer Co., Nebr.

is

H. Page and

The Outdoor Wintering of Bees.
BY

F.

A. SNELI..

winter our bees with any great degree of certainty
good protection must be given in our Northern States.
In mild winters like we have had the few years past,
bees will winter with some degree of success, but the wise
bee-keeper will trust to no such way of doing business, as it
is very risky, and more food will be consumed than when
the bees are kept warm and comfortable at all times, which
can only be the case when the bees are well packt with
some warm material, as wheat, oat, buckwheat, or clover
When thus packt with any of
chafi^, or planer-shavings.
them on all sides, and on top, with a little upward ventilation given to the hives, the bees should winter well, where
good stores are at hand, and a good supply of young bees

TO

his Apiary, in

Thayer County, Nebraska.
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are reared in the early fall so the colonies are composed
larg'ely of bees reared during September and early October.
For many years I hav-ie packt about 40 colonies each
Of course, different methods
fall to winter out-of-doors.
have been tried with varied successes and failures. The
new ways were tried with a few colonies only, as I have
held fast in the main to that which had proven good, vmtil
I found something which proved better after a trial of at
least three winters, knowing that one winter only is a very
slight test of any method.
One experiment made some 25 years ago with three colonies proved a perfect failure, as the bees all perisht before

the following season, if it should prove a fair one. With
40 colonies in the spring, and a good season, the number
could be increast to 80 or 100 by fall, and some little surplus

warm

styles.

spring weather came.
said with much truth that we often learn more
from our failures than from our successes. I know this
was a good lesson to me, and has been kept well in my mind
ever since.
I have a shed 80 feet in length, 2'i in width, and 2'2
high at the eaves. Posts are set 8 feet apart, to which the

honey secured, with good management.
During mild winters the flights had by the outdoor bees
are pleasing, and,

if

the stores are not very good, quite

beneficial.
I have used, on a small scale, chaff hives for wintering,
but on the whole I do not like them. These hives are unhandy to work with in summer, and the packing becomes
damp, and, too, seems to furnish a place for ants and their
nests. However, I have not tried the later patterns or

Carroll Co.,

111.

It is

joists are fastened.
The front and
back are of shiplap lumber, so fastened as to exclude all
storms. The roof is made of wide boards of good quality,
which should be kept well painted to exclude all storms.
These roof-boards, as well as front and back boards, are 16
feet long, running lengthwise of the bee-shed or house, as
one pleases to style it.
rack made of 16 feet fence-boards with cross-pieces
4 feet apart, into which nails are driven thru the fenceboards, afford strong stands upon which the colonies stand
During summer I have a row of hives
during winter.
standing about two feet from this shed and in front of it.
The shed or bee-house faces the south, so the bees ma3' get
the benefit of the sun when flying from their hives during
winter.
In placing the bees for winter, the front and roof are
easily removed. The chaff packing is thrown over onto the
roof at the north side of the shed. The hives are then set
on the rack in the shed, a few at a time, or all, as preferred
bv the apiarist. I usually put in one length, and then
fasten on the front to the shed next pack the chaff in front,
frame covered
between, and at the back of the hives.
with wire-screen is placed on top of the brood-chamber over
the top-bars, and chaff packt on top of the hives and solid
up to the roof of the house, which is then placed on for winter, excluding all storms.
The next length of the house is then filled, setting the
hives near the shed back of where they were during the
summer, and bring other hives from any near-by part of the
yard to fill up all the available space in the house. The
work is continued until the space is filled, and closed up for
winter.
passage-way is given the bees over the top-bars, under the screen the latter excludes all mice, and permits
the moisture from the bees to pass off, leaving the hives
and combs dry, and at the same time retaining the heat of
the bees mostly within the hives. Too much importance
cannot be put on keeping the bees, hives, combs and food
dry and warm during winter.
An entrance-way is given the bees to and from the hive
by placing a piece of '2 or 1 inch board the width of the
hive in length, and 4 inches in width, nailed to is-inch
strips 4 inches long, and laying these pieces of boards flat
at the hive-entrance with the cleats down. The packing at
the front of the hives rests on top of these, and the bees
pass under in going out or in.
The width of entrance to the hive can be varied to suit
the wishes of each bee-keeper. I am not fully decided as to
just what is the best width, but for strong colonies I think
6 to 8 inches in width by jj-inch deep is about right. I
have tried widths from IJ'i inches to full width of my hives,
which is 15 inches in the clear.
Such a house as here described, with good, careful packing, I think can only be surpast by a good, dry cellar, in
any Northern winter or cold climate, for safe wintering
of bees.
During winter at least, the hives should tip forward so
as to run off the moisture if any accumulates on the hive-

front,

back and roof

A

;

A

A

;

bottom.

The

hive-covers are left off during winter with ray
bees, either in the cellar or out-of-

There are some advantages that may accrue from wintering a part of our bees in the cellar and a part outside.
Should our house burn down during winter, and our bees
be all stored in the house-cellar, we would meet with the
loss of all our bees, when, if a part are packt outside, they
would probably be spared, and a nice start could be made

Hundred-Dollar Queens "--Historical.
BY HENRY DIDWELL.

April day, some j-ears ago, sent
ONE
stroth S25 for one Italian queen, and

Rev. L,. X,. Langwhile I was waiting for her arrival I removed a German queen from one
of my strongest colonies, and the drone-comb from all the
others, replacing it with worker-comb.
The queen arrived by express about May 10, costing
$3.75 for charges.
I introduced her into the queenless colony, and in the course of one month her worker-brood appeared in great numbers, and some ten days later drones
appeared about the time I first found eggs in the queenThese queen-cells I removed, replacing them with
cells.
cup-cells from the other hives, and gave the cells with eggs
in, one to each of the strongest colonies, first removing the
queen the day before and subsequently destroying all the
other cells. I also removed the drone-combs as fast as the
queen laid in them, and put them into the strongest colonies
to mature, replacing them with drone-comb.
With all my
care I found some drones of the brown variety in a number
of hives, but I have this to relate, that the young queens
were more apt to mate with a similar drone to those in her
I

—

hive.

From the Langstroth queen
sold her in August for $20.

I

reared 302 queens, and

The 3'ellow bees did twice as well as the brown ones on
account of their superiority, which was principally due to
their greater prolificness, the yellow queens laying 4,000 to
5,000 eggs a day in the working season, while the brown
queens laid about 2,000 and I had to double the capacity of
the hives the yellow queens were in by giving them an additional story, which the.v occupied with brood. This enabled the yellow bees to reproduce themselves so that the
young queens were as good as the mother queen, and this is
the secret of getting and preserving SlOO queens.
A mile south of where I lived was a long lake, '4 mile
wide, beyond which the brown bees could not be found, but
the yellow bees flew across and brought back some 2,000
pounds of thistle honey the first season I g-ot them, and I
was satisfied that they doubled my j-ield of honey. To
avoid in-breeding, I offered Mr. Langstroth $100 for another
queen as good as the one he had sent me, but I subsequently' learned that Nature had provided a remedy to oft'set the evil effects of in-breeding, by feeding the males and
females different kinds of food to grow them apart, so they
could be bred together.
My yellow bees were very uniform in color, but I noticed an occasional bee more clear and transparent than the
others, and it occurred to me that if I could get queens
from these eggs they would be more yellow, and after three
years of careful selection I got rid of the brown on the end
of the queen, but, unfortunately, in wintering my bees in
trenches, in Minnesota, a gopher got in and filled the
trench with dirt, and I lost what I had gained there. I have
been trying the same experiment here, and have succeeded
in producing, the past season, three queens purely mated,
;

all

the

methods of wintering
doors.

"

Sedgwick

yellow.

Co.,

Kan.

" The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is
name of the new bee-keeper's song— words by Hon.

Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is
thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a "hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us o?!C ne?u yearly subscription to the American

Bee Journal

at $1.00.

—
Dec.
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the jarring that breaks the comb.

is ripe.

It is

put in before

it

—

Mr. Stone I am sure my honey was ripe, as some
frames were put upside down, and the honey didn't run out.
It moistens, or something.
Mr. Cook I understand that if the bees put it there it
won't run out.
Mr. Danzenbaker Not if you turn it just a little.
Mr. Hahman I would like to ask Mr. Cook a question.

—

—

—

Report of the Proceeding's of the 30th Annual
Convention of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, Held at Philadelphia,
Pa., Sept. 5, 6

BY DR.

A. B.

and

7,

1899.

Pres. Whitcomb then g-ave the following explanation
" In some remarks made at the Omaha convention relative to the influence of climate on honey, I was slig^htly
misquoted, as these remarks were only intended to compare
the effects of climate on the kinds of honey produced in our
own climate, and not to contrast our own honey with that
produced in Texas. Florida, and other Southern States. I
said that takingf white clover, forinstance, we were not able
to compete in richness, density, and flavor with Minnesota,
Wisconsin, northern New York and Canada. In our own
State we have found that the best premiums are taken by
the more northern counties, while in heartsease honey they
were not able to compete with our own locality. I have
been a newspaper man for more than 20 j-ears, and know
what a controversy thru the press means, and have foreborne making- this explanation until this time in order to do
full justice to the bee-keepers of the South, whose product I
am little acquainted with, and whom I recognize as producing fine honey of their class, and which we could not hope
to produce, or even make a comparison with any other produced anywhere. I am not at all surprised that these remarks, going out as they did, should be resented, but trust
that my explanation will be received in the kindly spirit in
:

it is

made."
until 1:30 p.m.

THIRD DAY Afternoon

Session.

The afternoon

session was called to order by Pres.
Whitcomb, and after singing the " Convention Song " and
" The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom," the discussion of Mr. Danzenbaker's paper was resumed.

the hive discussion continued.

—

Dr. Miller It is a little easy for us to make general
statements that are hardly warranted. Mr. Abbott is generous with his ridicule. We want the masses, and I am of
the mass. Perhaps it is a matter of locality'. I have tried
producing section honey without separators. I would like
to dispense with the expense, but it costs too much to dispense with them. Mr. Danzenbaker says it is not wise to
use hanging frames when we lose half the bees with them.
I think sometimes it is a great advantage to have the hang-ing frames if we could use them without loss but I cannot
afford the loss. I don't lose half my bees, tho. These separate statements about this case and that case do no good.
Mr. Danzenbaker How many did you lose last winter ?
Dr. Miller About half. I have two Danzenbaker hives,
and the rest have open-end frames part of them are Hoffman frames, and I wish they were in other frames. The
two colonies in Danzenbaker hives were strong.
Mr. Hershiser I have had a little experience with the
Danzenbaker hive, perhaps more than some of you. I lost
more bees last winter in double-walled hives than in the
Danzenbaker single-walled hive. The objection I have is
the bother of tinkering hives.
Mr. Coggshall I have no closed-end frames. They are
:

—

—

;

—

—

hanging frames.
Mr. Stone — I would like to ask Mr. Daftzenbaker a question.
I have never used closed-end frames, but in turning
all

the hives, won't they

Mr. Danzenbaker

all

run out?

— Just

reverse the sections and leave
honey is ripe, then turn them back
again. Bees get ahead of us sometimes.
Mr. Cook — To manipulate bees to the best advantage,
use the reversible frames. I like the reversible frames for
honey production. The best way to stimulate brood-rearing
is by reversing.
The honey will not run out. In shipping

them there

until the

know

—

—

Answer — No.

758.]

INFI,UENCE OF CLIMATE ON HONEY.

The convention then adjourned

all

verse doesn't

MASON, SEC.

[Continued from page

which

that bees build right side up. When we reit stand the brood on its head, so to speak ?
Mr. Cook When bees build cells they build them at
right angles, or nearly so.
Dr. Miller When you reverse that will it trouble the
queen about brood-rearing with that slant to it ?

We

—

Pres. Whitcomb I believe Mr. Danzenbaker's hive is
as good as anybod3''s hive. I have no choice. I believe
when Father Langstroth invented his hive it was as nearly
perfect as could be.
Mr. Poppleton We want a different hive. I understand that this discusson is limited to comb honey.
Dr. Miller Do you mean to saj' that a hive that is used
for comb honey is not as good for extracted honey ?
Mr. Poppleton I do. Anything that is manufactured
for a special purpose is better for that purpose than what is
made for general purposes. I also think that we have different temperaments, and can do best with different implements. My experience is, that the long hive, single-story,
is the best.
Dr. Miller I believe that, perhaps, is the thought of a
good many, and I don't believe that we can impress that too
strongly on our manufacturers. They tell us, " You want
a hive that will do for extracted honey, for some time 3'ou
may want to use it for extracted honey," and in that way
they have held my nose down to the grindstone. I am glad
Mr. Poppleton is here.
Mr. Best Isn't there something in the bees? I have
supers for comb honey and supers for extracted honey, and
I could see no difference. Both hives were filled with honey.
Dr. Miller What kind of honey was it ?

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

Mr. Best— White.
Mr. Stone Put on two section supers.
Dr. Miller— I don't believe he extracts from the broodnest. There is just as much distinction between these sections even tho thej- are up and down.
Jas. McNeill How large are Mr. Poppleton's frames ?
Mr. Poppleton My frames are 12 inches square, inside
measure hives are 36 inches long, 13 deep, and 13 '4 wide,
This is the standard size I use, but
all inside measure.
have in use others of difl'erent lengths, both shorter and

—

—

;

longer.

—

Mr. McNeill Are they separated by a brood-chamber ?
Mr. Poppleton No. When I use a single super I can
keep far better control over a colony then when working
with the double brood-chamber. If they are rearing young
queens I know it.
Mr. Coggshall While that might do down South, it
would not do everywhere.
Mr. Poppleton I used it in Iowa 20 years.
Mr. Coggshall With the double brood-chamber there is
plenty of room for them to go down. I can tell bj' the looks
of the extracting-combs if the colonies are queenless. The
drone-comb will be more polisht than when the colony has

—

—
—
—

a queen. If there are little cups, and these are polisht out,
they are queenless.
Dr. Miller There is a great deal in Mr. Coggshall's
argument, but we must not forget that we are not all over
stands almost alone he is
the world. Mr. Poppleton
almost a crank but if he were in Germany he would be
doing like everybody else. It is all right for Mr. Poppleton, but it would be a bad plan for us.
Mr. Niver Mr. Poppleton has 100 colonies, and he

—

;

;

—

wants each one to do its best. Mr. Coggshall has 1,300, and
he wants to get the most speed.
Mr. Danzenbaker — In Florida a double brood-chamber
hive would be best on its side.
Mr. Stone — I believe locality makes no difference. I
use 10-frame hives, and I notice that they don't have honey
enough to fill the outside frames. If I should keep on extracting, I don't believe they would ever fill the hive. I
don't keep bees to see how much I can get from them. I do
it

for fun.

—

Mr. Danzenbaker Did I understand the member to say
that he doesn't put the sections on until the brood-chambers
are full ?
Mr. Stone No, I don't put them on.

—

—
;
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Mr. Danzenbaker That is where you make a mistake.
you put your sections on the very day the swarm goes in,
the same hour if possible, you will get more honey. Fifteen
years ago I bought some honey for SO cents, and paid 40
cents for some other. I get 20 cents now.
A paper by Mr. P. H. Elwood, of New York, was read
If

Can and Ought Bee-Keepers to Control the Honey

Market ?
would seem

be an easy matter for bee-keepers to
control the price of honey when nearly all the honey produced is sold by commission men. Each producer can
easily instruct his merchant as to the price he wishes his
goods sold at, but unless there be co-operation in fixing the
price he will not be much benefited by so doing. If he
alone attempts to fix a price above the average, his goods
will remain unsold. If, however, all producers unite on a
fixt or uniform price, the result will be entirely different.
It is this uniting that is the difficult part.
In nearly all kinds of business co-operation has been
successful except among the agricultural classes. It is
difficult to see

to

why an

intelligent class of

men cannot

figure

out the cost of producing a pound of honey, and add a reasonable profit thereto for a selling price. We all know that
a large crop can be produced more cheaply per pound than
a small one, therefore the first step is to ascertain the
amount produced and its location in the country. Then a
committee of producers and middlemen can fix a price below which it is not desirable to sell.
Establishing the price of hone}- is now largely the work
of a few individuals, and too little attention is paid to the
I happen to know that the efforts of one
size of the crop.
man (Mr. Segelketi) last fall very materially raised the
price of fancy comb honey, which was scarce. It was not
proposed that this scarcity should affect the opening prices
of honey. By so doing the wholesaler would reap the principal profit of this scarcity, instead of the one legitimately
entitled to it the producer.
It may be said that it will be diffcult to establish a price
for the many sizes and styles of packages oifered. A minimum price would strike an average grade, and no objection
would be raised to an advanced price for a particularly desirable or fashionable package, of which the supply may
not be equal to the present demand. It is safe to say, however, that with a full supply of the various shapes and
styles of the one-pound package of comb honey, there will
not be much difference in price when attractively put up.
I do :iot see what objection can be raised to an arrangement of the kind proposed which is wholly advisory and not
compulsory. Its fairness and merits would secure its genWhile carrying with it the idea of g-iving a
eral adoption.
living profit to the producer, it would also benefit the consumer by some svipervision over the distribution of the crop,
thus preventing a glut in some markets, as at present,
while a scarcity exists in others.
We can learn something from the fruit-growers as to
organization, but the task before us is simple, as our goods
are not perishable. The present crop will market itself,
but with a full crop thru the country co-operation between
bee-keepers and middlemen will become imperatively necessary in order to maintain living prices.
P. H. Elwood.

—

Mr. Selser— I am sorry that the paper is so short, for I
thought it would be one of the most interesting. The great
trouble in marketing honey is shipping honey to the commission man. Mr. Wood vras here yesterday. Mr. Segelken was also here. There is one gentleman here that .sold
him part of his crop at a fair price, and it never went to

New
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—

Mr. Poppleton Mr. Root is right, but I sell to commismen when I can get more than in any other way. I
sell both ways, in every waj-.
Mr. Selser Does not the responsibility of the man
make a difference ? But some men worth half a million are
not fit to sell honey.
Mr. Abbott I am glad Mr. Selser has said what he has,
for I think that the whole commission system is a humbug.
He might as well ask you to loan him the goods as. to ask
You cannot do
j'ou to send him the goods on commission.
for others as well as you can do for yourself. My wife and
She staid at
I never both leave home at the same time.
home this time. A gentleman came into our place the
other day and askt my wife what we paid for hone}'. She
sion

—

—

next, entitled.

It
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York, but to Pittsburg.

When

there

is

any

fine honej'

around Philadelphia I hear of it, and I try to keep myself
in touch with the honey market so that I can quote prices.
I went down to the market and saw honey that had been
sold for 10 cents that was worth 15 cents. The fact was
that the commission man knew no more about honey than
a cat. I want to emphasize this to every bee-man, not to
ship honey on commission. I think there is no other one
thing that does so much to bring- down prices. They would
not pay wy price. It hurts me, of course, and it hurts the
producer more than it does me.
Mr. Root I think Mr. Selser's mistake is that there are
two classes of commission merchants. We do buj- honey,
but sometimes after we have bought honey it goes down in
If we had it on comprice, and we have it on our hands.
mission we would not have lost so much. It depends upon
who the commission men are, and upon who the buyer is.

—

said " ll'i cents." He said that the man across the street
told him we paid only 9 cents. My wife is not given to
ridicule as I am, but in this case she said the man across
the street lied. The man came to me. He had left honey
with this man, Mr. Willman, but he liad plenty of hone}' on
hand, and began to kick about the price. I didn't know the
man, but I told him my price, and he told Mr. Willman the
honey was sold, and I was glad to handle it, for there were
men waiting to buy at 14 cents a pound. In this case the
commission man lost money. It was a little batch, so he
didn't lose much, perhaps S2.00. I haven't sold the honey
yet, for I believe it is best to hold onto honey, for honey
But it is a mistake to
will be honey before bees fly again.
send honey to this, that and the other man. I pay people
for honey before I see it, and sell goods for cash. I always
get the money, or they don't get the goods. I do business
on a cash basis.
Mr. Selser There is only one trouble with Mr. Abbott
he lives in the West, and we want him in Philadelphia.

—

Cannot you come on here ?
Mr. Abbott — I would spoil your business. [Laughter.]
Mr. Selser — There is no demand for honey now. If
those persons who are pushing honey on the market would
wait 30 days, honey would advance. There is not very much
call for honey in September, but if you will wait until October or November you will get better prices.
Mr. York We have honey commission men in Chicago
not as many as we used to have, however — and I agree
with Mr. Abbott in one thing, and that is, that I get cash
and pay cash. I don't always pay when I get the honey,
for people know that I will pay for it just as soon as it is
But the price is agreed upon before the honey is shipt
sold.
A commission man
to me, so there is never any trouble.
said the price of honey was 13 cents per pound. When askt
"
No." There was no honey on
if he had honey, he said

—

—

the market. What did he know about the price? One of
the Chicago commission men is in Colorado buying all the
honey he can get his hands on. I knew of one place where
there were five carloads that they were holding for better
prices.

Dr. Miller

— Before you

hang

all

the commission

men

I

I believe I have a right to
to say one word for them.
hire a man to sell honey for me if I don't want to sell it myThat is all there is to the commission business. The
self.
honey is mine until it is sold if the commission man does
not pay me, I can jail him for it. There have been years

want

;

couldn't sell one pound of honey, and those were the
I considered the commission man my friend.
If
you sell it to a rascal who cheats you out of your price, it is
no worse than to sell to a man who will not pay after he has
the honey. I remember one year, when honey was very
scarce, the commission men bought it up and had it on their
hands. But who sets the price? The commission men.
They put the price in the bee-papers. They set the price
for us, and I think we ought to say to the commission men,
" You are wronging us." I have said it in papers, and j'0«
ought to say it at every opportunity. Suppose you sent
honey to a coinmission merchant who quotes 8 cents a
pound. When he sends returns he sends 9 cents. You are
pleased, but his quotation has helpt to lower the market.

when

I

years

when

The commission men put honey down

for one reason and
another. Once in awhile one will put it away up. Ouotations are not as they ought to be.
Mr. Selser The price of honey is fixt by one thing

—
Dr. Miller — Not always.
Mr. Selser — quote Philadelphia and New York, for I
think they are the biggest markets in the United States.
Dr. Miller — have seen Mr. Selser's quotations, and
supply and demand.
I

I

I

have thought, ''Is that man a rascal?" His prices are
nearly always above others.
Mr. Selser You can watch my quotations. If honey is

—

Dec

16 cents I quote 15 cents. The one cent is allowed for commission, but I do not handle honey on commission.
Dr. Miller That is the point upon which we need instruction. If honey is quoted 13 and 14 cents, I understand
that that quotation means that we will gret 13 and 1+ cents,
less the commission, frei<clit, etc.
Pres. Whitcomb Freig-ht and cartage must come out,
leaving- about 10 cents. If what Mr. Selsersaysis true, then
we have been fooling ourselves out of one cent a pound. The
bee-men in the country don't know what they will get for
their honey. There has been a good deal said about commission men. I have many friends among them, but they
do not handle honey. If you go to a doUar-and-a-half hotel
you don't expect to find a four-dollar hotel. If we want the
best class of honey we go to the producer. The commission
man never will do justice to honey, for he often handles a

—

—

poor article.
Mr. Danzenbaker

—

have been a farmer, and when I
had no trouble in getting a g-ood
price.
I sent a sample of beeswax to a dealer, and he offered me 27"; cents per pound. I kept back ten pounds of
the was because I thought it was not good enough. He
sent me 28 cents — one-half cent more than I expected. I
know a commission man who bought comb honey, and as
he didn't want to bother with it, it was allowed toget dusty,
and a man came along and paid 8 cents for it. I sometimes
let commission men sell honey for me.
If I have honeythat is a little " off " I don't want people to know it is mine,
so I take it to a commission man and I set the price.
Mr. Hershiser — I think Mr. Danzenbaker is right.
When I leave honey with a commission man I set the price.
This year I left honey witli a commission man, and he was
offered S cents for it. I said I would not sell honey for 5
cents, so he gave the man my address and I sold it to him
for 7 cents. The bee-keeper knows what the net price
would be it is only necessary for him to set the price.
Mr. York One reason why I do not believe in the com-

had anything

;

to sell

I

I

—

mission business is the great temptation to be dishonest
when doing business that way. It is too great for many

commission men to resist.
Mr. Niver— I was down on the Elk Street market in
Buifalo, and I saw some very nice clover honey there. I
askt the man in charge the price.
He said " 12 cents." I
told him honey was scarce this year, and this was worth IS
cents. He said no, honey was not worth more than 12 cents.
His name is Townsend, and he quotes prices in Gleanings
in Bee-Culture.

—

mj' business.

Mr. Hershiser
tle short,

— Commission

men

especially to honey-men.

to be too hard on

am

governed by supply and demand. When I went to colmy professor taught me that a thing was worth only
what it would bring-. If I start out and fix a price for comb
honey, and I see that there is a great deal of comb honey in
the market, and it will not bring what I have quoted it at, I
lege

it for a lower price.
Mr. Hutchinson It seems to me that the simplest way
We
is for the commission men to quote the price of honey.
know what freight will cost. How does he know just what
it will bring ?
Mr. Danzenbaker When I see his quotation I know
what he will paj-.
Mr. Selser Mr. Danzenbaker is correct, and yet he is
I
not. I don't g-o to the commission man to buy honey.

offer

—

—

—

from the producers.
Dr. Miller I am inclined to believe that Mr. Selser is
incorrect about what other firms' quotations mean. Some

g-et it

—

would make

mistake

this

:

There

is

no commission

to

come

out of his, while with others there would be commission.
There ought to be some way that we could be sure. I ought
Here are
to know before I write what the commission is.
two points equally distant from me. and I ought to know if
there is a difference in commission. I believe there of ten is.
Mr. Wander Why would it not be a good idea to have
a committee, and let that committee be the editors of honey
quotations in the bee-papers and knowing all about it they
can intluenee prices.
Pres. Whitcomb The scheme is to quote large prices.
Mr. Root I think we as editors might do a great deal.
Awhile ago I wrote an article about this, and if you noticed
the price advanced in a very sliort time. In reg-ard to commission, there was one time when commission men charged
10 percent.
Mr. Abbott Did you ever have this trouble, where commission men quote prices when they have no honey ?
Mr. York A commission man in Chicago said that no
man can do business there on a S-percent commission.
Mr. Hutchinson Do you suppose the 5-percent men
would allow their names to be used ?
Mr. York I think not. Ten percent is about right.
F. G. Herman Mr. York, can't they make a limit in
the price of honev on commisssion ?
Mr. York— Yes.

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Mr. Root We ought to know if honey is scarce.
Mr. Hershiser It is about one-third of a crop this year.
At this point Mr. York proposed the following amend-

—

ment

—

Mr. Hershiser I was down there on the market after
Mr. Niver was there, and he was selling it for 12 '2 cents.
Mr. Root There is one thing that the bee-papers can
do they can refuse to quote commission prices. We don't
want to be hasty, but it will perhaps be best to limit quotations to a cash basis.
Mr. Niver— Mr. Townsend told me that it was none of

—

ni
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them

if

they show

are apt to speak a litI don't think we ought
a disposition to be hon-

In Pittsburg the markets are a little higher than anywhere else, because the honey-flora is scarce around there.
Dr. Mason Is a man honest when he sells honey that
Mr. Niver says is worth 15 cents for 12 cents ?
Mr. Hershiser— I think so. I don't believe in assailing
a man's honesty.
Mr. Niver— I don't wish to assail Mr. Townsend's honesty, for I know the man, but I thought he was a little short.
He had no right to say it was none of my business.
Mr. York Batterson i& Co. were lately quoting beeswax at 30 cents a pound. I wrote them, offering- them some
fine wax at 28 cents
they then offered 26 cents delivered in
Buffalo
Of course, I didn't ship any to them. This overquoting of the market ought to be stopt also the taking of
over 10 percent commission.
Mr. Poppleton— I don't like Mr. Selser's quotations. He
should quote the selling price.
Mr. Danzenbaker I could sell honey to one man for
only 15 cents, but quotations fixt it at 16 cents. Whenever
I have found a commission man that didn't know prices, I
bought the honey he had, and kept up the price.
Dr. Mason If I were selling honey thru commission
men I'd like Mr. Selser's way. Then we know just what we
est.

—

—

to the constitution of the Association, and after thoro
discussion it was recommendc/d for adoption
:

a local bee-keepers' association shall decide to unite with
this association as a body, it will be received upon payment by the local
secretary- of 50 cents per member per annum, providini^ that the local
association's membership dues are at least SI. 00.

Whenever

Mr. Howe thought the local secretaries had enough to
do without added work.

There was a rambling discussion as to the benefits of
membership in this Association at this point that the reporter failed to get, but it was proven to the satisfaction of
all present that membership in the Association is a practical benefit.

— Membership a practical benefit.
— A year ago the Red Cross Society were

Dr. Miller

Mr. York

is

doing

in Cuba.
They wanted a dollar a piece from
dollar.
It
individuals to carry on their work. I paid
didn't help me. but I was not sorrj' I paid the dollar, for it
helpt others. If membership in this Association helps to
relief

work

my

prevent adulteration, won't it pay ? This world is awfully
The average person, I am sorry to say, seems to
selfish.
want to get 75 cents worth for an investment of 25 cents.
[Continued ne.vt week.]

;

!

;

—

—

will get.

York's Honey Almanac is a neat little 32-page pamphup -with a view to create a demand for
honey among should-be consumers. Aside from the Almanac pag'es, the forepart of the pamphlet was written by Dr.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a hoine market for honey.
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices A sample for
let especially g-otten

:

a stamp

25 copies for 40 cents 50 for 70 cents 100 for
500 for $4.00. For 25 cents extra we
$1.00 250 for S2.25
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
;

—

Mr. Selser In regard to these quotations, Mr. Poppleton has hinted at a very good point, and that is, that it costs
a great deal more to send honey from Florida than from
New York. Who fixes the price of honey? When I quote
honey I don't go to commission men to find out prices. I

ing

;

;

;

;

The Premiums offered on page
for.
Look at them.

782 are well worth work-

—
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Good thing to have one anchor to hold on to, in
room of drifting on an endless sea of guesses. The fact
that something over 50,000,000 sections per year are used on
the average is the anchor — and the pseudo-statistics of the
States and the nation are the " false lights on the shore."
statistics.

Coming down

to guesses, his guess that 500,000 people own
bees (one or more colonies), and that 200,000 people take
some practical interest in their bees this is a fair and luminous guess, and will do to lean on a little till we have

—

The "Old Reliable" seen thru New and Unreliable
By E. E. HASTY, Richards, Ohio.

Glasses.

something

better.

TEMPTINGLY BEAUTIFUL GIRLS.
Now

see tlie winter of our (bachelors') disconteut
Made worser hy tlie plau of York.

THAT CITY-.\PIARY PICTURE.

And now we have

a city apiary in which we can actually
some houses — which doesn't try to look like "a lodge in
some vast wilderness " (lodg-e itself left out). Pleasant to
see the skill with which Mr. Horstmann makes the best of
see

his apiary. Capital idea is that of his to have something
esthetic than stones on his hives.
Shade-boards must
be weighted, and a big flower-pot has the requisite weight,
sure enough. But in case very precious plants were so exposed, and in case a regular "jimniycane " should come
along, might there not be a sad wreck, and lamentations
from one side of the house ? An armj'-pan full of dirt
makes a good weight, and will not break but I was disgusted to find I could not plant phloxes and things in them
and have them thrive too much oxide of iron soon permeates the soil. Page 673.

more

—

—

SULPHURING COMB HONEY FOR WAX-WORMS.
is so eminent and excellent in almost

Mr. Doolittle

all

that pertains to apiculture that it is almost pleasant to be
able to throw a stone at him once in awhile. His method
of killing worms in section-honev. page 674 well, he makes
it work, and others probably can if they're canny.
But he
surely could, if he tried, get up a less idiotic way of burning the sulphur. When a big lot of sulphur is dumpt on
some coals several things happen. A large fraction of the
sulphur melts, runs down among the ashes, and thenceforth
does neither good nor harm. Anot'ner large portion, instead of burning, changes to pure vapor of sulphur, rises,
encounters cool air, and changes back to the solid form again
as extremely minute particles of sulphur mixt in the air
like smoke.
This is capable of doing harm, and not capable
of doing much good. I take it. Another portion of the sulphur is imperfectly burned, and becomes vapor of sulphurous acid. This is what we want and if we only knew .some
way to get this and nothing else we'd be happy. Not quite
positive, but I do not think this alone would damage the
looks of comb honey, even if it was somewhat in excess.
Lastly, another portion of the sulphur is perfectly
burned, and becomes vapor of sulphuric acid. Wish I was
better posted as to the effect of sulphuric-acid vapor. My
impression is that it does both good and harm pretty freely
that is, quite destructive to animal life, and also cjuite
damaging to the appearance of surfaces with which it
comes in contact. Hot fire and abundant supply of air are
understood to favor the formation of this latter kind of
vapor. Who'll help us out of the wilderness? If any of
you has a honey-room 10x10 feet, and eight feet high, Mr.
D's. formula would call for eight pounds of sulphur evidently enormously more than there is any sense in using.
Say, try one pound of sulphur mixt with seven pounds of
ashes, and burn it over a bellows draft.

—

;

—

—

"ROOM" WITH HONEY-E.ATING PEOPLE?
Rheumatism practicall}' unknown among those who
much honey," eh ? I am not sure that I like such a

DOES RHEUMATISM
"

eat
flippant

way of saying things which would be immensely
important if true. I am heartily in favor of fiulijig out
about several such things; but proclaiming them in an unqualified way just now may impress the general public with
the idea that we don't care very much what we say. Page
674.

THE SWEET-TOOTHT MICE.
think Mr. Dadant in error, page 675, where he saj-s
mice are verj' fond of honey only try to eat it when very
near starvation, would be the way I should say it. They
are fond of bees and also gnaw combs because fond of
gnawing things up on general principles. But then, besides the world's universal mouse, there are several American species more or less, prevalent. Some of these latter
may have a sweet tooth, for aught I know.
I

—

—

NOT "ROOTLESS" GUESSES ON
Ernest Root gets

what we would be

API.\RI.\N STATISTICS.

to business well
g'lad to know, the

in

his estimate of

United States honey

Editorial note, page 680. He's just going to make the
more beautiful and tempting than they are now by
washing their faces with honoy. Stop him, somebody ? [If
Mr. Hasty will just be slow about letting the girls in his
neghborhood see that item on page 680, he'll not need to
call for anybody to stop us.
But perhaps Mr. H. is waiting
for the perfectly beautiful girl. If so, he might furnish the
honey to some nice girl neighbor, and trj' it on. Editor.]
girls

GETTING CRISSCROSS NEIGHBORS TO KEEP BEES.
Get your cross-grained neighbor to keep a few bees
himself, and he'll cease to rage and pitch so against your
bees.
Page 680. Guess that's so — but it strikes one at first
like the mouse-plan of putting a bell on the cat — rather difficult of execution.
Still, perhaps with sufficient craft and
patience it might be done. Inoculate him now and again
with small doses of the wonders of bee-lore. B^'-and-bj'
when a late after-swarm of very small value alights on his
tree, tell him you'll give them to him, and also hive them in
a box or keg for him. If he takes this bait of yours, converse with him frequently abovit his bees. Got him sure, if
he shows signs of wanting them fed up to winter over, instead of " taking them up " and realizing on their slender
stock of honey. Even
get him next year.

if

he decides to take them up, you'll

RAMBLER'S DIME SCALES.
which a common 10-cent
spring balance is made to weigh the daiU' gains of a hive,
is well worth remembering.
(Balance the hive with pole
and stones, and then attach the spring balance so as to
Those

scales of Rambler's, in

take the ndditio/ial weight of the day's gathering.)

Page 683.

A GOOD BUSINESS NAME.
What a/rieiidly face is that of William A. Selser, that
opens in No. 4+
And how suggestive the name is " Sell,
sir 1"
It's one-third of the business to produce honey, and
Ax'o-thirds to sell it. This pleasant friend not only sells his
own honey, but also that of a great many brethren who are
a little lame on the mercantile two-thirds. Did you ever reflect what an amazing lot of people have names germane,
somehow or other, to their business? Partly runs in the
blood (names originally bestowed on account of business)
and partly just the reverse (the suggestions of the name
turning the bearer's thoughts in that direction) and partly,
of course, by chance. This countj- has an undertaker
named Coffin, and another and prominent one named Couldwell.
The leading d^-namite dealer (Toledo) is named Rummel. The Cincinnati mercantile firm of Ketchum & Cheatham is oft bespoken as an example and a multitude of
illustrations meet us at every turn.

—

1

;

BEE-KEEPERS' EXCHANGES.
commenting on the paper " Why Bee-Keepers'
Exchanges Fail." perhaps I might as well wait until I can
comment on "Why Bee-Keepers' Exchanges Succeed."
However, it seems that in some places they do succeed to a

As

to

— verj- like the boy succeeded in catching the
woodchuck, because they must : no one man being able to
get just his own honej' alone disposed of at the distant market without having charges eat it all up. Page 691.
certain extent

THOSE BRAGGING HONEY-YIELD TABULATIONS.
tabulation of the honey-brag, by Mr. Adrian Getaz,
Better mark it
is a very unusual and remarkable paper.
and keep it where it can be got at for reference. But how
are we going to manage it, anywhow, to believe that Dr.
Gallup got 750 pounds, and Mr. Snyder 700, and Mr. Maley
718, and Mr. Doolittle 566— and still harbor a private notion

The

that those Australians fib about their larger figures, runto 1,250 ? Page 693.
"LIGHTNING HARRY" IN CUBA— HOW(E)'S THAT?
And so our lightning Harry — Harry Howe — has got to
Cuba and is running three apiaries there. And^they have

ning up

,

—
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" location "

there allee same as here.
His three apiaries do
not run alike, the on a line only 11 miles long-. Pag-e 694.

HONEY FROM

WHD

ROSES.

the " upper ten " in Constantinople are pampered,
it seems, with a honey gathered in a region of wild roses,
and very conspicuously flavored therewith. Would like to
be a '• Constant 10" long enough to get one taste of tliat

Page

ment bees use when

left to themselves. Others say they use
In the cases I have examined, the bees seemed to have
impartial, sometimes using a spacing nearer one
measurement, atid sometimes nearer the other. But mj' observation has been somewhat limited.
Counting broodcomb J's-inch thick, the actual distance between two combs
with I'j inch spacing would be about 25 percent more than
with l^^s spacing, and if the bees are packt just as densely
in one case as in the other, a colony with bees enough to
cover 7 combs with IS spacing could cover 9 with lis spacing.
Very likely there is an advantage in that at least at
times. But it is just possible that in early spring it might
be a disadvantage to have so few bees between two adjacent
combs, for too few could not generate sufficient heat. On
the whole, it is possible that one spacing may be about as
good as the other.
Ifs.

been

And

hone}'.
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FLOWERS WAITING FOR INSECT VISITS.
How curious are Nature's ways — in that flowers,

—

effect-

ively covered from insect visits, remain in bloom several
days the longer for it, waitiigfor them. Hard to be an antibee skeptic in the face of such evidence as that
Page 700.
;

Honey at the Cape of Good Hope.
Can you give me any

statistics

concerning the export

honey at the Cape of Good Hope ? If not,
me where such information can be secured ?
Rob Roy.

or importation of

can you

tell

—

Answer. I'm sorry to say I can neither give the information nor say where it can be secured. Possibly this
may meet the eye of some one who can tell.

CONDUCTED BY

DR.

C. C.

MII^LER, Marongo,

III.

{The Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.]

A "finess" Wanted.
The question I am about to ask is one to which, it seems
me, you can very reasonably reply by saying, " I don't
know." Nevertheless, I am going to ask you for )'our
"guess," because I believe your guess will be worth more
than mine.
Along towards the last of July I began feeding a strong
colony of bees with a view to making it swarm, as I wanted
a few queen-cells. On Aug. 6 I examined and found no
cells started, so I took out the frame on which was the old
queen, and continued the feeding.
The colony swarmed
Aug. 21, and, of course, the swarm had a virgin queen. It
occurred to me along in September to examine the hive of
the swarm, but I could find no evidences of the presence of
a queen. I made a few more examinations during September, with the same result, and concluded that I should have
to buy a queen for the swarm.
Before doing this, I made
another examination and found a queen on one of the
combs, but there were no signs of brood to be seen. The last
examination. I think, was in the early days of October.
It seetns to me that the queen should have been fertilized before the end of August, and that she should have
been laying early in September.
There was no lack of
drones, and the honey-flow was quite good all thru the lastnamed month. I am puzzled to know whether I have a ferfertile queen in the hive or not
and, if not, why not ?
to

A Beginner's Questions.
1. How can I start with queen-bees ?
Will I have to
have other bees to feed them ? I saw queens advertised in
my paper at S2.00 each. I am thinking of getting some.
2. Could I rear bees in the same neighborhood with

other bee-keepers ?
3. What is a nucleus

Answers. — 1.

Subscriber.

?

A

queen can start alone without any
other bees, construct a nest and build up a colony, if she is
a bumble-bee queen, but not if she is of the hive-bee sort.
A queen of the latter kind is utterly worthless without a
force of workers. So far as feeding is concerned, she might
feed herself, altho that wouldn't do so well; but she
wouldn't know a thing about building combs, she couldn't
tend baby or clean house, and she would be chilled to death
in a temperature that would be just comfortable with a
family of workers around her. If you will watch the advertising pages of this journal, you will find queens advertised for less than S3. 00 in the spring, unless you want
something special for a breeder.
2. Yes, you can rear bees in the same neighborhood in
which other bees are kept, unless others already have all
the bees the territory will bear, in which case it would be
bad for them and you to add any more, and you ought to
find some locality where there is less danger of overstocking.
3. There's about the same difference between a nucleus
and a full colony as there is between a little boy and a fullgrown man. With only bees enough for one or two combs,
it's a nucleus.
By all means get a good test-book on bee-

keeping.

Proper Spacing of Brood-Frames.
If you were going to use the <Juinby frame spaced with
nails the same as you do your Langstroth frames, and winter the bees on the summer stands, which would j'ou use,
I mean, of course, from center to
IJ's or I'j inch spacing ?
center. Do you consider the 1'^ -inch spacing any better
than the l,^s for wintering out-of-doors?
Penn.

Answer. — I would use

the

same distance from center

to center, no matter what the means of spacing. But if you
insist upon knowing whether l;'s or 1'; from center to center is best, I must confess I don't know.
Nearly all hives

made nowadays

made with measurements favoring the
Yet some whose opinions are entitled to reare

spacing.
spect refuse to follow the crowd, and stick to the 1 '2 spacing. In favor of the lyz it is said that that is the measurel^s

;

Iow.\.

Answer. — I "guess"

that the queen is no good and
never will be any better. I don't know why. Barely possible it is a ph3'sical deformity- that is not discernible to the
naked eye. On the other hand, it is possible that the queen
is all right, especially if no honey was coming in after the
time she ought to have been laj-ing, say Sept. 1.
Some
queens stop laying earlv much earlier than others and
the same thing that would make a young queen stop laying
Sept. 1 mig-ht keep a young queen from beginning to lay.
By way of keeping up your hope till next spring, here
are three cases given in a French bee-journal, L'Apiculteur:
1. July 26, 1897, I took the queen from nucleus No. 1.

—

Altho

I

kept watch from Aug.

—

25, I

found no laying

till

Sept. 13, when I found one egg. This single egg was destroyed, and the laying ceast. Jan. 20 I took away the
queen, and the comb on which I found her had workerbrood in all stages.
2.

took the queen from nucleus No. 3.
28, but never saw any laying.
Feb.
visited this nucleus, and the first frame I took

July

29. 1897, I

Kept watch from Aug.
26, 1898, I

out had worker-brood of all ages.
3. July 27, 1897, I took the queen from nucleus No.

4.

I

found no eggs till Sept. 13. when I found about 60. Sept.
22 eggs were still present, more than one in some cells, but
they never hatcht, and were destroyed by the bees. Feb.
26, 1898, I took away the queen, and one comb had brood in
all stages.
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should be as does the producer, and also knows the market
value of honej- in his cit^-.

We should say, never ship any but the finest grades of
honey to a city market. Sell the inferior kinds at home, or
give them away, but don"t expect to g-et the price of the
best for the poor grades. Or, first send a true sample of
the honey you wish to sell.
When we examined the lot of honey referred to above,
we really felt sorry for the dealer who had agreed to buy it.
Some bee-keepers have much to learn yet about honey.
What they think is the finest often turns out to be a very
common or poor grade when compared with other shipments
of honey. But the only way to learn some things is to get
it by experience, even if it does seem to come high in that
•

—

—

To Our Foreign Subscribers This paragraph is for
those of our subscribers outside of the United States, Canada and Mexico. It ought not to be necessarv to announce
it, but it seems that we must again repeat tliat
any offers
we make anywhere, do not apply to bee-keepers located in
any country outside of the three above named. This should
be self-evident on account of the extra postage to foreign
countries. Whenever we receive a«v mone.y from foreign
countries (except Canada and Mexico) we just apply it all
on subscription, and will stop sending the Bee Journal to
such when the time paid for expires.
We trust this notice will be read by those foreign subscribers who have sent us money on our offers of queens,
books, etc., in connection with the Bee Journal. We simply
mail the Bee Journal to such for the amount thev send, and
make no other response.

Mr. CH.4.S. C. MiixKR, son of Dr. C. C. Miller, has recently been promoted to be clerk of the Inspector General at
Havana, Cuba. He was in the Government War office at
Washington previous to the appointment to his new position in Cuba. We wish " Charlie " every success wherever
he

may

be.
# #

#

Mk. Wm. a. Pkv.\i„ of San Francisco Co., Calif., wrote
us as follows, Nov. 22, about a great rain California has
just been blest with

give us a great crop of grain, fruits, etc., nest year. Of
course the honey crop is not guaranteed altog-ether by the
copiousness of the rainfall the atmospheric condition of
the weather at the time the flowers are in bloom has much
to do with the flow of nectar.
Then, if there should be
foggy weather at such time, the amount of honey gathered
will be materially affected thereby.
But, as I have intimated, we are in a fair way to count on a big crop of honey
thruout the State the coming year."
;

*

Mr.
20,

:

## *

#

E. R. Harris, of Ontario, Canada, writing us Nov.

had this

to say

:

"In renewing my subscription to your estimable American Bee Journal, let me say that I have found great pleasure as well as profit in the peiusal of its pages, and so long
as I keep bees, and the Bee Journal maintains its present
high standard of excellence, so long will

Thank

Color of Honey
Wm. Muth-Rasmussen complains in
Gleanings in Bee-Culture that many bee-keepers do not
classify their honey as to the color of the honey itself. A
section of honey is judged merely bv the outside appearance. In a room in which the light' enters by only one
window, hold the section up between the window and the
eye, and thus looking ////// the section you can classify it
as to color. If the light enters at any "other but the one
place, the color of the honey can be seen only indistinctly.
Mr. Muth-Rasmussen suggests having samples of various
shades in small vials, these to be used as standards bv
which to classify honey. The editor thinks the candying
would interfere with the usefulness of such samples," and
hints that colored cards might be used instead, such cards
not costing more than a cent apiece. It is earnestly to be
hoped that Editor Root will not let the matter rest till such
cards are produced. Even if they should not fully answer
their purpose, it would be much to have something as a
standard of color. At present, one man calls white what
another calls amber, and perhaps the majoritv have no
clearly defined idea as to different shades. By"all means,
Mr. Root, give us the color-cards.
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j-ou,

Mr. Harris.

We

I

be a subscriber."'

hope you will always keep

bees.
* # *

Editor W. M. B.\rnum, of Baruum's Midland Farmer,
has this paragraph in a recent issue of his paper
:

"

The probability of the early adoption of the new phomethod of spelling by the University of Chicago will,

netic
are sure, meet with tlie heartj' approval of Editor York,
of the American Bee Journal. It is a move in the right
direction, and we shall take it up ourselves at some future

we

time."

We would like to suggest to Mr. Barnum that if the
spelling reform " is a move in the right direction," he'd
better not wait until " some future time " to get a '•'move on
him " like that. " Noiu is the accepted time," etc.
* # *

#

Thk Michigan State Convention. —We

have received
the following from Hon. Geo. E. Hilton, about the next
meeting of the Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Association
:

Friend York

:

—

I

have just returned from Thompson-

ville, Michigan, the place of holding the next State beekeepers' convention, which occurs Jan. 1 and 2, 1900. This
will give us the advantage of the holiday rates on all railroads, and I have secured a rate of 75 cents per day at all
three of the hotels. We have the Maccabees hall free of
charge. This bids fair to be the largest convention held in
the State in many years. Either Mr. J. T. Calvert or Mr.
Ernest R. Root will be there, and other noted bee-keepers.
Geo. E. Huton, Pies.

We

would like to urge every bee-keeper who can possibly attend this convention to be present. Michig-an beekeepers always have a good convention, whether the attendance be large or small. But the next meeting ought to
be a big one.

—

Nicotine Poison. Dr. Peiro, the experienced Chicago
physician, writes us as follows
:

"I

am

interested in Mr. A. I. Root's illustration regarding his friend's tobacco habit, as given on page 733. Mr.
Herkner's experience is simply that of thousands of others
who, thru ignorance or willfulness (generally the latter),
persist in the use of one of our most virulent narcotic
poisons.
"For twenty years, and more, I have urged upon patients
the absolute necessity of permanentU' quitting the use of
tobacco in any form, to maintain or recover their health.
Most have an excuse, however, ready and potent to annihiThe way some roll their eyes in abject
late all arguments.
consternation, and vow their utter inability to forego making smoke-stacks of themselves, with pipes or cigars,
makes me blush for the sex I represent.

"Such utter despair at the very thoug-ht of really having
to stop the use of the loud-smelling weed is indeed pitiful,
as indicating the complete lack of manly determination.
lads, barely entered apprentices in the noxious experiment, affect the most doleful sorrow at the suggested
abstinence. They bewail the fate that requires so soulIndeed, life could be but an intolertorturing sacrifice
able burden without tobacco.
'O no-o I couldn't live

Young

1

!

"

We

have just past thru a great rainstorm. While we
were not in need of it, it has been of untold benefit, as it
assures us of a sufficient rainfall for the remainder of the
season. There is not the least doubt but we shall have
plenty of rain at intervals during the winter and spring to

doncherknow
"I wonder what the progeny of such weaklings will be ?
Or will Nature come to the rescue to prevent moral degeneracy ? If not, the common clam will far eclipse them in
without

it

;

I'd die,

intelligence. "

I'

!

:
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Do you want a Good
Market for your Crop of Honey,
BOTH COMB AND EXTRACTED?
We

I

are in position to handle any quantity, large or small, to better advantage than any other house, for the

•

|
j

following- reasons

We deal almost exclusively in honey, giving it our closest attention all the year round.
We keep ourselves thoroly posted as to the result of the crops gathered in the honey-producing States.
We are acquainted with the most desirable trade thruout the country, and know exactly what their wants are.
We know, thru our long experience, the different varieties and qualities of honey therefore know what we

I
f
I
I

|
^
|
1

;

and no fear of selling fancy stock
handle by far the bulk of all the honey sent to
are selling,

I

We

at the price of a third grade.

|
%
|

New York, and our volume of business enables us to
the charges very reasonable.
Why, then, should we not be able to handle your crop to advantage, and do you justice in every respect ?
BUY OUTRIGHT as well, from small lots to carloads,
We handle not only on commission, but
for spot cash.
If you prefer to sell j-our product, write us, stating quantity you have, qualitj-, and how put up, and we will

I

make

I
f

J

WE

I
f
t

make you our cash

J

We

t

f
t
|

offer.

I

shall be glad to correspond with

you

in regard to

your crop, and hope to have the pleasure of hearing

|

from you soon.

J

&WestSEQELKEN,
NEW YORK

HiLDRETH
I20

43A7t

|

and 122

CITY.

Broadway,

|

I

IK
ir V£%ll
lU'V

SEEK UNDOUBTED

SWEET CLOVER

IN-

CU8AT0R VALUB

ect rctjulatiiTi, perfect application of heat,
r-i.tcontrol of moisture, immunity frum fir«
itirip eipli">siun or super-heatiDf;, Ijuy

And Several Other Clover

tho

s=u'
K^
lOlLEBOS

Sonprefer.

ILLINOIS

Capa.-ily

:-'<}

V-

-Inli

t^-'s.

Hot

air or

Egrg c-humbi-r holds ju8t whiit

wc

JONES, BoxnJt, STREATOR, ?kl=.
Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

J. H.

Glass Honey -Jars
We

have two

sizes of clear

fliut-g-iass Jars,

No. 1 holding a scant pound of honey, with an
opal or white top held on with a screw metal
baiid under which is a rubber to prevent leakNo. 2 is a rather tall flint-ylass jar with
aj^re.
tin screw-cap, holdiuf^ -'i pound of honey. Both
are excellent for retail honey-packag-es, and
are put up in sinarle gross lots. The prices are
per g'ross,f.o.b. Chicago, for the No. 1 jars, $5.25;
for the No. 2, S4.25.
We can fill orders promptly for these jars.
They give excellent f^atisfaclion, we know, for
we have used the same jars tor several years.

GEORGE
lis

Michigan

W.

Street,

YORK & CO.
-

CHICA(>0, ILL.

Let me send you my 64!
page Catalog for 1899.
Jenlcins, il^'etunapka, Ala*

BEE-KEEPERS
%J,

AX,

Please mention Bee Journal

when

-writing.

CYPHERS.
INCUBATORS'"'
One Ktjio Only.
OUR BEST.

Warr.ttiUjd to last Tpn Yfnrs withoiil tepa're and to out-li&tch duiiiig three trlala
anv other infiit.ator— har none; THIS lilt

lljUPPlXDl^V

1 moisture
6* SelfRtGUUATING

,

Saf-VENllL«IKGl
entitled,

"How

postpaid tor
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l.TCta, in
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and Catah-Lfie No. 60 nfiO-pafics. 8xllm.)
le money wHh Poultry and iDcubators'" sent
RtampH-^rortlidolinni. Address nearest ol9ce.

CYPHERS INCUBATOR
111.

ChlcnffO,

Wuylunil, N. V.

have made arraiig-ements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with

hot w;iler, as
say It

oe». Nursery uoiier i-X'n ^^^V f"^ newly hatched chicks, Uefore
you bay an incubator or bruuder send for our free book, ''Illinois."

CO.,

Boston. Mobb.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Seeds.

We

the order:

Supers lor Winter.— " Australian
Yankee"

has

for years, for wintering,
tried, side by side with chaff hives and
hives with cushions on, hives with supers
left on, and the latter colonies come best
thru the winter. Australian Bee-Bulletin.

—

Xlie Importance ot YoungQueens is urged by Editor Simmins. He
Cowan was among thje first to inupon their necessity, bis practice being
to keep them two whole seasons.
But Mr.
Simmins has never seen the queen that
under high pressure would do as good work

says Mr.
sist

the second as the first season. They both
agree that home-reared queens are best.
As Mr. Simmins is a queen-breeder, that
probably means queens reared in England
as against imported queens. Bee-Chat.

—

Worms and

in the cells at

some time, and surely no

bee-

keeper would ever put on the market a sirin which the queen has laid or pollen
has been stored !— Australian Bee-Keeper.
That may be all right in Australia, but
on this side of the globe lots and lots of
worms have been found in sections where
no particle of pollen ever had been. Neither
lion

would a single cell of pollen disqualify a
section for market if the section were all
right in other respects.

I^ong' lloiling- of Foul-ltroody
Iloney I^ol :>'ecessarj-. — Harry S.
Howe thinks there must have been some
mistake made by scientists

in

demanding
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!.«

Sft
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$2.25
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3.00
2.75
2.00
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Crimson Clover
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Prices subject to market changes.
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if
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—In my experience wax-moth will never
touch comb unless pollen has been deposited
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generally concoded that Coloone of the leading honey-producing States, and the opinions of its
bee-keepers should have weight alike
It

is

is

with bee-editors and supply-dealers.
Realizing this, Editor E. R. Root is
now attending the annual Colorado
Bee-Keepers' Convention, at Denver,
to become
better acquainted with
the Western bee-keepers and their
methods. The readers of Gleanings in
Bee-Culture will get the benefit of this
in forthcoming issues.
He has with
him, of course, his camera, so as to
present to our subscribers views of the
West as he saw them. The first installment of these writings may be expected in our Dec. 15th issue.

Other Leading- Bee-Keepers.
Gleanings

in Bee-Culture

Oct. 15th
<:ontained a biographical sketch of the
most extensive bee-keeperin the world,

Capt.

J.

E. Hetherington.

This

is fol-

lowed

in Dec. 1st issue by biographical
sketches, with portraits, of the Coggshalls, David and W. L. In this article will be a discussion of the 4-frame

non-reversible extractor, with which
Mr. W. L. Coggshall and his " lightning operators " have made such phenomenal records. Special features of
Dec. 15th issue will be given in this
colvimn next week.
Our rates for Gleanings in Bee-Culture are
:

-3

months'

6

"

1

year

1

"

trial

"

— new
"

subscriber. .$ .15
"
..
.25

— old or new subscriber
with

....

ABC of Bee-Culture.

.

1.00
1.75

Clubbing Rates.
iis

au .uuuLemeiu lor jur subscribers to

re-

uew before the expiraiio i of their present subscription, which saves us considerable time, we
offer the foUowiug" rates for Gleanings one year
aad a year's subscripiiun to any ol the lollowiug" papers at prices mentioned.

For One Dollar Only.

G leaning's and your choice of the following'
i_

American Agriculturist, with Almanac.
Orange Judd Farmer, with Almanac.
N. E. Homestead, with Almanac.
Northwestern Agriculturist.
American Poultry Journal.
Keliable Poultry Journal.
Agricultural Epitomist.

Farm and

Fireside.

Farm

Poultry Monthly.
Poultry Keeper.

long boiling.
He made experiments
under tbe eye of Dr. Moore, of Cornell
University, one of the World's best authorities upon the colon group, and found that
between 10 and 1.5 minutes of actual boiling
so

Bee-Keeping- in Colorado.
rado

779

Journal.
l^arm Poultry.

the spores as well as the vegetation
stage of Jj'iciUiis nhri. and a temperature of
150'' F. for several hours would kill them.
Sunlight is almost surely fatal to all bacteria that do not normally live in it.— BeeKeepers' Review.
killed

BOOK
en Feetl
Gookingm

Ilw^v I><>e<^ I li e i^iieen - Wet
Water"." seeing she never leaves the hive
when mating or swarming, is askt in the
Australian Bee-Bulleiin. The answers are

U'e are sending out to all interested parties
vlio ask for it. a very entertaining and inpinictive little book on this subject. It deals
with all phases of the subject— the cost, adMjiilncci* and profit of tlie practice.
Incidentally it tells about the

not of the most direct kind, but say. " Bees
supply the queen's needs." or something to
that effect, the one who most nearly meets
the question squarely, saying, "The workers supply her with food and drink." If
this Boiler might be allowed a guess at the
answer, he would say that the queen is a
total abstainer, never drinking even water,
there being always enough water in the
food given by the bees to avoid the necessity ot taking water clear.

Heaxling'

OH

S«ariiiliiig'.— O.

wliii'h are
1111*1 Ihietl

Practical Farmer.
Michigan Farmer.

Prairie Farmer.

Ohio Farmer.

For $1.25— Gleanings and Rural New Yorker,
sji.^o— Gleanings and National Stockman.
hor^Ji. 50— Gleanings and Cosmopolitan or mc_ Clare's Magazine or American
'' Garden.
For^$2.oo^Gleaning3 and Country Gentleman.
For $2.50— Gleanings and Review of Reviews.

New subscribers also are entitled to
these rates.

THE

fl.

I.

ROOT

GO.,

MEDINA, OHIO.

I

made "{best

with

cf*"? iron fo-tinpi*

with bmlersuf

i»tccl pUitCf*.

|

txira rjuality cfulviiiitz.etl (»tecl. Sn made
they require lenf fuel niid hent quicker
than all others. Made in three stylen and
live »*Izc8, from t;5 to lOi) frallons capacity.
Heavy stock—can fill orders insslantly. Write.

ELECTRIC

WHEEL

CO., Box

16, Quincy,

III.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

The American Poultry Journal
3::;5

Dearborn

Street,

Chicago, III.

over a quarter of a
ceatury old and is still ^row-

;> I
Alr^ll
«JUU1ftl
llctl

'^^i^.t

is

ingf must possess intrinsic merit
its field must be a valuable one.

'

BARNES' FOOT

'

you say

is

and

tbe

POWER MACHI8ERY

it

J. I.

Parent, of

Charlton, N. Y., says: " We
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter,
5o chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
liK)
honey racks, 500 broodI rames, 2,000 honey boxes, and
a irreat deal of other work.
This winter we have double
the amount of bee-hives, etc.,
to make, and we expect to do
it with this Saw. It will do all

will." Catalotr and price-list free.
W. F. A: John Barnes,

Address,

''''5

5Ctf

Ruby

St.,

Please mention Bee Journal

;]

swarms.

Editor Hutchinson thinks the article by
Mr. Getaz is so " sensible and fair " that he
copies it, reserving, however, the right to
think that even if it be true that as much
honey prr rumb can be secured with the
larger hive, there are reasons why Northern bee-keepers might prefer the smaller
hive, the system of management being
such that a small, readily movable hive is
desirable, such a hive being especially de-

Such

American Poultry Journal.

Read what

that the smaller the hive, within reasonable bounds, the stronger the colony in proportion to the amount of room. He is especially surprised that Mr. Getaz should
think there would be less swarming from
the larger hives. He thinks it must inevitably be greater, as he counts a large population the principal factor in the produc-

of its own,

Mention the Bee Journal.
50 cents a Year.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

I.,arse ts. ^niall 4'oloiiieM. —
Critic Taylor comments in the Bee-Keepers' Review upon the article of Adrian
Getaz, (American Bee Journal, page.'iOS),
and thinks Mr. Getaz in error in assuming
that a colony in a 12-trame hive would
average ,50 percent stronger than one in an
His experience teaches him
S frame hive.

Rockford. III.
writinE

when

Cents Each for Names.

Seud 10 cents and tliL^ names of 5 neig^hbors,
raise poultry, and we will .send you our
Tuontlilv 20-pag-e paper for one year. Regular
price. 25 cents a year. Sample copy free. Mention American liee Journal when writing.

who

Inland Poultry Journal,
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
when writing.

40Ctf

flease mention Bee Journal

The Rural CaHfornian

ISees Out ot Scetions. —
The following from the National Stockman
advice
for those who have no Porter
is good
Ciiottiiis'

Cleanings and your choice of the following

i

J.

Hetherington gives his plan in the BeeWhen the swarming
Keepers' Review.
season arrives, he drives the bees from the
hives
them
in a new hive on the
hive, and
old stand, putting on supers. The old hive
is put on a new stand and given a queenFive
cell, or, preferably, a laying ijueen.
such driven swarms last season gave him
fiO pounds of honey each, while the old colonies gave 00, 00, and less. When the harvest is over, he puts a queen-excluder over
the old hive, sets the driven swarm over it,
leaves it two or three days, then smokes
down most of the bees into the lower hive,
and kills the upper queen. The plan saves
watching for swarms, secures a good yield,
and leaves the colonies with young queens.

tion of

I

I

ELECTRIC
FEED COOKERS

sirable for cellar-wintering.

For One Dollar and Ten Cents.

A
FREE

yi,..

bee-escapes, or have not time to wait for it:
Take a piece of cotton cloth large enough
to cover the super and hang down two or
more inches on each of its four sides when
finisht.
On two opposite sides nail pieces
of lath about as long as the super, and in
the hem of the other two sides put buckshot
to weigh it down. You have now what is
robber-cloth,' which is very concalled a
venient to cover up frames of honey or
brood when robbers are troublesome, for
you can take it off or throw it on with one
hand while holding a frame of honey in tbe
other. To complete it as a bee-escape, make
a pyramidal wigwam of wire-cloth with a
hole at the top big enough so you can
thrust your finger into it, cut a three-cornered hole in the center of your robbercloth and sew your wigwam onto it.
'

A

Tells all about Bees in California. The yields
and Price of Honey; the Pasturage and NectarProducing Plants: the Bee-Ranches and how
they are conducted. In fact the entire field is
fully covered by au e.xpert bee-man. Besides
this'the paper also tells you all about California
Agriculture and Horticulture. 51.00 per year; 6

mouths,
21S

50 cents.

Sample

copies, 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
North'Main Street, - Los A.ngkles,

C.lL.

A SONG OF SUCCESS
voi.lil

mat.' aii.ilhiT ea.~\

n;.,,..- Ii.r

uur

20rH GENJURV

ss^q POULTRY BOOM

"^^^T^*^ '' deals with all ihos* suhjfcta which tend
:^-^^to success in thi! poultry business, Irealed by
''^'^'
the masterful band ot experience. NusiibJLLt
neelerted, ithit-s them all. It's iiractical; can be adnpled by ex.Tybasirn-s'i, Trlla about tbe renosvneJ Rpti.nlilp
puullrv
biMiy in the
Book Bent f"r I"c t« cci^er (>astairi!
Iiiriibntors iind Krnodprs
P?. O"'"'-" * '.
Brooder Co., Rot
Re'if^ble Incubator
^

&
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.
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BEST WHITE

t

ALFALFA HOTKEY
In

-•

6o=pound Tin Cans.

VUTE

WHITE ALFALFA EXTRACTED

have been able to secure a quantity of
HONEY which we offer
for the present at these prices, on board cars here in Chicago
Sample by mail. 10 cents 2 60-pound
cans, in a box, 9}^ cents a pound 4 or more cans, 9 cents a pound. Cash with order in all cases.
Owing- to our limited supply of this fine honey, those desiring- it should order promptly. Address,

"

:

;

;

GEORGE W. YORK &

The Midland Farmer
iSEMI-MONTHLY;.
modern Farm Paper

The

of the
Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Page
departments to every branch of Farming' and
Stock-Raising. Plain and Practical— Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents, silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neighbors (for
free samples), and we will enter your name for 1
year. (If you have not received your money's

representative

at end of 3'ear, we will, upon request, continue the paper to you free of cost another year).

worth

W, M, BARNUM,
Wainwright

Buildin-r,

Publisher,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Please meiUion the Hee Journal.

7Dtf

SURE HA TCH INCUBA TOR.
Truetoit^ tiame. Icismaiie
to hatch aD'ldoeshilch. No
excess heating in center of

egschamber. Entirely autoHundreds in us^.
matic.
Common Sense Broftders
are perf.'ct. Let us lualce you
prices

laid

down

Send

tor

it

r

HATCH INCIJBATOK COMPANY, Clav Center. Nebr.
Please mention Bee Journal -when Ti^riting.

SlIRh

Farm Wagon Economy.
The economy
found
itself,

of this proposition is not all

in the very reasonable price of the
but in the jrreat amount of labor

save, and

its

have the sides of your tent,
from the lower corner to the top. 11)
to 12 inches. From one of the three lower
corners to the next will be the same measure. Pile your supers of sections one on
top of the oth( r, then throw the escape over
the top, and the bees will be all out in 3 or
that

size is to

is

best not to make the piles
more than 10 supers high, altho I.t high
works pretty well. Five is still better than
ten.
Of course, the larger part of the bees
are smoked down into the hive before the

4 hours.

It

is

supers are taken off."

^
^^^^^^^
#Si^$
^^mm^€
^^EI^^
A Good Oregon

your

at

Our

Catalojrue is
Chocllful! nfpractieil Pont,
ll
i. FRF.E.
try mi.irmii™,

btation.

good

great durability.

The

wagon

will
Electric
it

Electric
who make this Electric Handv
the now famous Electric Wheels,
have solved the problem of a successful and
durable low-down wagon at a reasonable price.
Co.,

Wagon and

This wagon

composed of
the best material thruout—
is

white hickory axles, steel
wheels, steel hounds, etc.;
guaranteed to carry 4,iilX) lbs.

These Electric Steel Wheels
are made to fit any wagon,
and make practically a new
wagon out of the old one.
They can be had in any height
desired, and any width of tire
up to 8 inches. With an extra
wheels a farmer
can interchange them with
his regular wheels and have a high or low-down
wagon at will. Write for catalog of the full
" Electric Line " fo Electric Wheel Co., Box 10,
Quincy, 111. Mention the Bee Journal.
set of these

obtainable from a priven
aniountof feedcomepfrom

cooking

It

It.

makts

all

rfii

_J S

\

grain entirely dlge>>l)l»lc
—none passes tbroii^'h \\i<.-

animal

^-hole.

The

,'

•

T,

-c^S-

[
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lu-'tfr^^^'i-'.^^ij?

and oheapcftl

^vav to,
etuckfoodi.-^ villia
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RELIABLEl

FEED
COOKER.

Furnace made of best oastJJ
gray iron with No. i!:J t:al-*
vanized steel boiler. SUpallon size f.'i.OO—
burns wood only. 60 palk'u size $1'J. and
IflOpallon size $16. burn either wuod or
coal. Tlieoe will pleaHcyoii. Wi-ite for

descriptive circulars at once— FRKE.
Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co. Box
Ir'lease

i

^

2, Quincy, IlL
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"wtieu -wTiting.

First

Premiums

meritxon
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Report.

Last spring I started with 12 colonies in
poor condition, and we had a cold, wet
spring. I bad 22 swarms, lost 3. and increast to 24. I doubled up some, and got
020 pounds of comb honey, halt white. One
colony produced 142 pounds, and another
103. They are black bees, and didn't swarm.
My bees are mostly blacks, and some
crosses.
Bees are in good condition. Our
main crop is from poison-oak.
M. W. Pruner.
Douglas Co., Oreg., Nov. 31.

A Very Poof

Wheel

CO.,

Awarded

to the

PKAIIMi: STATE

lNC'UI5ATOK.<-;uarai!f.-ed1oop.Tale
in any climate. Send for catnlogne.
PlUIKie STATE I\ri HATUK O. Homrr ilv.Pn.
(

(

Please mention the Bee Journal.

^
.^
;^5

.^
;^5
.^
f^

SE3E3-

SXJFFXjIES

Roofs Goods at Root's Prices.
Poddek's Honey- Jars and everything^ used by bee-keepers. Prompt
Service— low
free.

freit^ht
S,

WALTER

SU Mass.

Catalog"

rate.

POUDER,

Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

&
^\

^^
^'
^^
^.
^J^

Season.

I have 60 coloDJes of Italian bees, and in
splendid condition for winter. My crop of
honey was l.OOO pounds of comb honey. It
was a very poor season, with a cold and
wet spring.
G. P Utendorfek.
Sibley Co., Minn.. Nov. 23.

~-

Likes the Golden Method.
Bees have done nicely this year.
Golden method is all right. Last fall

The
I

put

No Trouble

it

in use.

PACJK IVOVKX WIUK FKM'KCO., ADUIAX, MICH.
Please mention Bee Journal when wTiting.

12 colonies in winter quarters. I sold 2 colonies last spring, and from the 10 remaining I secured fioo sections of nice honey
which I sold at 12' j cents each. I increast
to U) colonies, holding back swarming as

USELESS GEARS
In this

mill

to

absorb aod n-ast« power.

U IB a blniple, direct ^lader, of large capacity
requirt-s siiiatl jiower.

much as I could by the Heddon method.
The only colony which I managed according to the Golden method filled 112 sections;
and the best colony by the other method
produced 73 sections. I think if a person
can rspend all his time with the bees, and
does not care for increase, the Golden

Show

to

the excellencies of Pjitre Fence if ynu put
The use of an article <lec'i<len its mei"li«.

ELECTRIC
crushes

cuLs,

ear

com and

and

The

\^^

ami

{^riuds

all

tini&II

gr a D , convprliTii; the
whole into fine or coare
I

M^l^ •hpdermnH 'or air«oi| mill nl a
Hrrol^" frw Flcdrlr Wheel Co. Km IC.qnInrv.ni,

foafl

acwirdlneto viia<itm-'n'

ndr

prlee.

Please mention Bee Journal "when -writing.
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method

comb honey

is

all

right.

SUFFERERS
^^' LUNG ^KIDNEY
troubles can obtain valuable advice,

DR. PEIRO.

^iddressiug-

for producing
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34 Central Music Hall,

FREE, by
CHICAGO.

I have built a shed to hold .50 colonies,
and moved all my bees into it. I have discovered that it is too wet in this part of
Washington to keep the bees outside on the
ground.
A. F. Fluckigek.
Lewis Co., Wash., Oct. 27.

iMfWrite at once, statiugra^e. sex, occupation,
troubled, post-office address, and enclose
return stamp fcjr immediate reply.

bow

Poop Year for Bees.

My

;

bees did well the past season. I had
11
colonies in the spring and have 10 now.
From five I took 3,5 gallons of white clover
extracted honey, and when the season
ended I reared queens and divided colonies,
as I did not have a swarm during the season. It was a poor year for bees. Honey
is scarce and no one has any to sell but myself. I am wintering half of my colonies on
the summer stands and the rest in the

Strong, Healihy CMaSes[
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,
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Because cur reaiilator uevcr fails to kttp
the lu'nt j«*'t riclit. Ctttnlofrue
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pLiultry raisers.
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Please mention Bee Journal

cellar.

RATOR

CO., y
Moioes, la. r

when

C. J.

Wayne

Co., Ohio,

Nov.

Yoder.

7.

writine,

Yellow Sweet Clover Seed
WE HAVE

The honey crop

county

shorter
103 colonies

3vno.

A wide-awake, practical Western paper for
wide-awake, practical Western farmers, stockpoultry people and f rutt-friowers, to
learu the science of breeding-, feeding and manSpecial departments for horses, cattle, hog^s. sheep, poultry and dairy.
No farmer
can afford to do without it.
It stands for American farmers and producers. It is the leadiny exponent of agrriculture
as a business, and at the same time the champion of the Agricultural States and the producer
in politics. Subscription, One Dollar a Year.

is

for many years.
My
stored a little over 4 tons of surplus, which
I sold for
cents a pound, all in a lump. I
look for a good honey crop next year. We
have had 3 inches of rain in the last two
months. Wild flowers are in bloom, and
bees are gathering some honey.

than

Journal of Agriculture,
ST. L.OXJIS,

in this

Tulare Co.,

Calif.,

Nov.

IT.

Dan Clubb.

raisers,

Favopable Conditions

J^£"

Write for Sample Copy

in Utah.

While we have had an off year in Utah
this year, some bee-keepers' bees have
fairly boomed, while others have done little
or nothing. Fersona'lly, I cannot complain.

ONE NEW SUBSCRIPTION.
i

ber

BY

STEAM-witiiihe

BiiiJi.li>,

["Tr.Ti, seir-ffCulatiDg

EXCELSIOR

I

I

j

NCUBATOR

Tliousaiids ill succeasfiil oi.erntinn.
Loivt^t iiriced Ist-clavw haicLer luadc.

OLO.

to

ir. STAIII,,
I
TJ-> p. fldi ^t..0iilncy. III. n

Please mention the Bee Journal.
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Wood

will also "

will hold one year's numbers
of the American Bee Journal
and will be sent by mail for

30 ceuts.

We

in " the

We

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
US

cnicA(;o, ILL.

Michii,'aii SlTL-ct,

DOUBLE THE PROFIT
ciui

lir si'i.'uit.'il

iirf..i.f
I»-.'^t

tur

fri'iii
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in wiiilcrif

Crt-fii t'lil lioiui.r.Miiiriri;: l-ii',i \\ nili.-i'

[Iv le.l

-v-

i.s

t.lu-

prt'iKiriiii^ bone. Cut lUfre;' so
chi<-l;s or inattne fowls can*,
it fo-slly and nithout dan^-cr nl

that

chokinc Hand and power onihiiiini.^
or both. Turn easy— cut fast. Catiilot^ue and prices free

Stratton

&.

Osborne, Box 21,

Erie,

inserted as soon as they are
read, and preserved for reference in book form.
By paying for a year's subscription STRICTLY IS ADVANCE
this Binder will be sent, postpaid, for 10 cents extra.

ADDRESS,

CJKO. *V. YORK & CO.
US Mich. St., Chicago, 111.

Wholesale and Retail.

Wax.

\AZorking

DO NOT FAIL

commenced

the past season with 25 cologood ones, and one very
weak. I increast to 30 colonies, partly by
division and partly by natural swarming,
and got an average of .50 pounds of comb
honey per colony, spring count, which I
have sold at home for 12',j cents a pound.
I have never shipt any honey off to market
I peddle it in the towns, and get the cash
for it; as honey is scarce there is no trouble
nies. 24

being

it.

I have my bees packt for winter, with
plenty of stores.
I always winter them
outdoors packt in leaves and fine straw,
and they winter safely. It is nice and warm
here, and raining today. The clovers are
nice and green, and plenty of them, too.
We look for a crop next year.
Page Co., Iowa, Nov. 22. Jerry Scott.

Before placing your order, to send
what you need in

If j'ou are interested in Sheep in any w-ay
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United Slates.

fVool IVlarkels and Slieep
has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first. foremost and all the lime.
Are you intere-^ted? Write today.

SHEEP, CHICAGO,

ILL.

me

a

list of

Foundation, Sections,
other Supplies, and get my prices. You
goods and save money. Illus-

And

will get the best

trated Catalog Frea.

BEESWAX WANTED;
Augusta, Wis

GUS DITTMER,

Union combination Saw—

for ripping,
cross - cutting,
mitering, rabbeling, groOTgaining,
n.
i

Kcrull

mo

Cleaning Up Unflnisht Sections.
On page TIG I noticed an item about getting bees to clean up unflnisht sections by
putting them in a single super. The writer

wants to know if any one has been successby so doing. 1 had some uuSnisht secand put them in a super and then
placed them on a hive, and the bees cleaned
out part of the honey. Then I put them on
another hive and they were soon flnisht,
not leaving a single cell that was not
cleaned out nicely, and it was not over a

-

sawing,

boring, edgeu d n g
beading, etc.
Full line Foot

ANO
Henna

Falls

.Mfir.

Co., 46

Water

I

i

UAND-

Power

CHINERY. Send for Catalog A

ma-

St,, .Spiipra Falls, il.Y,

ful

tions

week in being done.
I have 10 colonies but got surplus honey
from only four the past season.
As the
spring was late and dry I got but little
white honey. The most of the honey was

FREE FOR A MONTH....

Penna

Comb Foundation

Full directions

accompany each Binder. The
issues of the JonRSAL can be

WOOL MARKETS AND

throw

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY

to sell

Binder

ONE NEW

subscriber for the
for 1900, with SI. 00.
balance of IS')') to such
new subscriber. Surely, this is a great offer.
have been trying for years to secure this
seed, and finally succeeded in getting it. It is
new seed, gathered this season by an old personal friend of ours, so we know it is all right,
liut we have only a small su]>ply. When nearly
(.mt we will uieiUion it.
us

Repopt fpom Southwestepn Iowa.
I

i

y

who sends

American Bee Journal

We are having beautiful fall weather,
and while some of the bees are weak the
conditions as a whole appear to be favorable.
E S. LovEsr.
Salt Lake Co., Utah, Nov. 24.

HATCH CHlOKENSi

!

So long as it lasts, we will mail a ijuarter
pound of the seed to a egular paid-up subscri-

eat

agement.

AT LAST

A QUARTER POUND FOR SENDING

Shoptep Crop than fop Yeaps.
Valley Democrat
AN'D

Tlie Mississippi

IT

We have finally succeeded in g-ettin<j a small
quantity of ihe seed of the yellow variety of
sweet clover. This kind blooms from two to
four weeks earlier than the common or white
variety of sweet clover. It also grows much
shorter, only about two feet in hifjht. It is as
much visited by the bees as the white, and usually comes inlo bloom ahead of white clover
and basswood. We offer the seed as a premium

gathered in the fall. On account of much
rainy weather during the season bees had a
poor chance to gather honey, but all except two colonies seemed to have honey. I
had so much to do that I could not give
them necessary care.
I will winter my bees as I did last winter
as it was very successful, even as cold as it
was then. I will put the same boxes on. I

ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn

Belt," a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrattd.
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
209

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

e
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read in an article that bees should not see
sunlight in the winter; then my plan of
last winter, of setting a wide board in front
to keep snow from stopping the entrance,
will answer two purposes keep out the
also the sunshine.

the

A
1

Nevermore, when day

Cups

of white

and purple wine.

Smile, smile on, thou faithless summer,

To forget thine early comer.

3 years,

Say.

Had

if

thou hadst first departed.
still been merry hearted

she

Iipy
fl.

'

J

.

^
^'T

Wiser than the sages wist;
Earth has one less optimist.
in

Century.

[Mr. Peter Westrum, of Hamilton Co..
Iowa, kindly sent us the above poem.—

^^

20th
S.

.

RELIABLE INCUBATOR

& BROODER

,

f Ihe rest it IflU about the':^
Us<-i all over the U.-^^V^,^
ut lU^ loeuver postagej &c.

AND BROODERS.
ri:Lt-i].il

^^^^7^

CO., Box

B 2f Quincy,
Please mention Bee Journal wntrii writing.

Ula.^^Mf

The Novelty Pocket-Knif
(A heavier and strong^er knife than the one

HOWARD

we

12,

program

the

in-

On Wednesday,

Dec.

13,

among

the various

numbers on the program are these;

—

General

discussion "What have we learned the past
season about bee-keeping?" "Most economical way to change queens, and best method of
introducing them?" by W. G. Larrabee. "Are
bees as capable of improvement as horses, cattle, or other animals or birds under domestica"Is it desirable for
tion ?" by J. E. Crane.
honey-producers to adopt the Doolittle method

products.

CENTURY POULTRY BOOK.
i...

111.

There will be exhibits of fruit and of beeThese will be displayed in the assembly room. Experiment Station building,
where the meetings are held. Everyone is
strongly urged to bring something for these exhibits. The Central Vermont and the Rutland
railroads have signified their willingness to
grant the usual convention rates t>f one and onethird fare for round trip. Consult your station
agrent before buying your ticket. Burlington

,

nopoullir subject untouih';d, h'.s pr
improvements in the world fam.>us RELIABLE INCUBATORS
any imiuirLT oa
and in 51 forei^ countries. We mail Iht; l)unl;

holidays. The State Horticultural Society and
the State Teachers' Institute hold their annual
nieetiuf^s at the same time, and all at the State
House, so that it will be a great inducement for
a good attendance. We expect to have a fine
program for the occasion, and a good time, as
bee-keepers always do when they get together.
J as. A. Stone, Sec.
Come, evervbodv!

periment Station apiary the past season," by
Cassius R. Peck. "Best method of disposing'
of the honej' crop in years of plenty," by Geo.
W. Fassett. "Can the swarming impulse be
bred out?" by H. L. Leonard.

iust hnw to prnm.'..]. Wdfii ttip f.nir.^c.is iimppwl -j^
out ti;rYOUbyntlifrM-.t.jxp..Ti..-iii-e. Wht-ii vou aiL- 1<. 1.1 ju:rt what
t'xioaiul iu.w to do du it. and what not to do. All thi-e thin^',-^
'^Sfc
fii'-' <'oinp!etely covei't-d by tlic master hand of experience in .jur ",-"''',1^'. ..^

lat4>st

hare

"Best
of queen-rearing?" by R.H.Holmes.
method of building up colonies in the spring,"
by O. J. Lowrey. "Report on work done at Ex-

Editor.]

It leaves

Illi-

Association

"How

-E
—

committee of the

Bee-Keepers'

Tuesday evening, Dec.

Be it meetness or unmeetness.
Thou didst garner up life's sweetness.

^^wrap-J(OK when vou know
T^^^f^.
"^"1

Sec.

cludes, "Bees, flowers and fruits," (with stereopticon), by Prof. L. R. Jones, Vermont Experto begin bee-keepiment Station; and
ing," by R. H. Holmes.

Will pronounce thine elegy:

Oct. 12.

Taylor,

Vermont.— The Vermont Bee-Keepers' Asso-

thee, little bee,

—Alice Lena Cole,

E.

ciation and the Vermont Horticultural Society
will meet in Burlington, Dec. 12 and 13.

the boughs in rapture swinging
Gleefully the birds are singing.

who mourn

— The executive

State

Bradfordton,
?

On
I.

Ruth

chatig"ed the date of the ninth annual meeting'
to Dec. 26 and 27, 18')9. It is understood that all
the railroads will make half rates during^ the

From the jonquil's golden chalice,
And the lily's ivory palace,
And the violets' divine

E. E. Wilson.

C.

nois

.

beginning with blacks. Last spring I got a
golden Italian queen and also two .5banded
queens, and they are all doing well. I now
have 2.5 colonies in Sframe hives. The
weight of one frame of honey was 10 pounds,
which would make SO pounds to the colony,
and this has been a bad season here for
honey, altho this is the best country in the
world for bees.
The way 1 manage swarming is to take
the old hive away and put the new one in
its place. I take one frame, with the queen,
out of the old hive and put it into the new,
letting the bees in the old hive rear a new
queen. I think I can, from one good laying
queen, rear a hundred during the season.
Co., N.

Illinois.

Shall she sail in search of treasure:
is gone.
Home shall hie her galleon

Short Experience with Bees.

Swain

ted to attend.
Bellona, N. Y.

rio
will

star.

Nevermore across the azure

fill

have been keeping bees about

Without compass, without

not

a

ing to

meeting' of the OntaCounty, N. Y., Bee-Keepers' Association
be held in Canandaigua, Dec. 14 and 15,
IS'i''.
All interested in bees or lionev are invi-

had
had

number of hives last winter expectthem with bees, so I will not need
to make any this winter.
Sarah J. Griffith.
Cumberland Co., N. J., Nov. 13.

made

New York.— The annual

Dead amid the dewy clover
Lies a bonny little rover.
Who could shape her course afar,

and

had only four swarms last season,
two of them left. That seemed to be
style around here, if the beekeeper did
see them as soon as they came out; so I
I
an increase of only two colonies.
I

1899.

7,

Couveutioii' Notices.

The!Dead Bee.

—

snow and

Dee.

offered heretofore.)

has several excellent hotels. Hotel headquarters will be at the Van Ness House, where the
usual reduced rates will be granted. Everybody
Ladies are esis cordially invited to attend.
pecially welcome. It is believed that any one
who will come will find the meetings interestM. F. Ckam, Sec.
ing.
West Brookfield, Vt.

Qneen-Clipping
Device Free,...

M. MELBEE,

The MoNETTE

HONEYVILL.E, O.

Queen-Clipping'

a fine thing for use in
catching- and clipping- Queens'
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or for$1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clipping Device. Address,
Device

is

NEW

(This Cut

is

the Fdll Size of the

Knife.)

Your Name on the Knife.— When ordering-, be sure to say just what name and address you
wish put on the Knife.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the handle. It is made beautifully
of indestructible celluloid, -nhicli is as transparent as ijlass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side
of the handle is placed the name and residence of the Subscriber.

The Material enterinjr into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality; the blades are
hand-forged out of the very finest Eng-lish razor-steel, and -ne warrant every Ijlade. The bolsters
are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver
wire: the lininsrs are plate brass: the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the
handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.
Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the owner will
never recover it: but if the Noveltv is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder will return it: otherwise to trv to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling,
and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the NoveltifjS, y.iur
Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier: and in case of death, your relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.
How appropriate this knife is for a present What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife havmg
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey au exact representation of
this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25^ or give it as a Premium tn the
one sending us THREE new subscribers to the Bee JournaWwith 43.011), and we will also send to
each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book. Bees and Honey. We will club the
Novelty Knife and the Bee Journal for one 3'ear, both for $1.90.

Why

GEORGE

YORK & COMPANY,

\V,
11?

Michigan

St.,

Chicago,

III*

350 Colonies

For Sal6
They produced
last

vear over

of BEES in the
best location in

COLORADO,
40,000 IDs. ot Honey

Address,

BEE-KEEPER,
Ili-:i/rA.

box

406,

CoLMKArio.

'.

GEORGE W. YORK
Don't

fail

Sc

CO., 118 Mich.

to mention the Bee Journal

St.,

Chicago,

III.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has no Sag in Brood-Frames.
Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey.
Being the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. A.

VAN OEUSEN,

Sole Manufacturer,

when wiitiug

advertisers.

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co.,N.y.
Please mention Bee Journal when wTitinz.

Dec.

7,

—

—

!
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THE FARM HOME,
SPRINGFIELD,

>i rft jte. it<. ite. >tt

y^y^K

ILL.

|
y^y^y^i^y^y^ y^Kypi y$Ky^y^^
MARKET QUOTATIONS,

A

good, live, up-to-date journal for the practical American farmer.
Special departments for horses, cattle, sheep, hogs, poultry and dairy interests.

Send for Sample

Subscpiption, $1.00 a Year....
Please mention Bee Journal

44Ctt

OUR MOTTO

when

Copy....

writiug.

WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

!

AND BEESWAX

flONEY

I

>ti >t4 >te >t«: >ii >ii iJiti

Chicago, Nov. 24.— There is a firm tone in all
kinds of honey, even buckwheat sells easier
than of yore. ' 16c is obtainable for the best
white comb which we class as fancy, and 15c for
No. 1 g-rade; stained and off g-rades of white,
1>( 14c; amber, 10(rt'12c: and dark to buckwheat,
10c.
Extracted white clover and basswood,
y(a'9c; amber, 7f«'Sc; dark, oCoiTc.
Beeswax, 2~c.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
'•'O'

Cincinnati, Nov. ".—There is a g-ood demand
for all kinds of extracted honev. White clover
sell at 8(n'8J4c; amber and Southern, 6(o 7c, according- to qualitj' and packagfe.

Sections. SlilDDiiiQ-Gases and

and basswood

Fancy comb honey

B6e-K66Ders' Supplies
We make
The

BASSWOOD

the best for

i'n

&

the very best Sections on the market.
this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be

a specialty of

making

making the ONE-PIECE

thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog

HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young

and

and Price-List FREE.

City, Nov. 9.— We quote No. 1 white
comb, 13J^(gl4c; No. 2, 13(fia3^c; No. 1 amber,
ISlrtJUJ^c; No. 2, 12(ai3c.
Extracted, white, 7}4
(f_''8c:
amber, 7(«7Mc; dark, 5^^i<> 6c. Beeswax,
20@22c.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

Kansas

New
all

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,

Vork, Oct. 20.— Demand

^'rades of

what

MARSHFIELD, WISCONSIN.

Please mention the Bee Journal when writing'.

no-drip shipping^-cases

in

sells at 15f!i^l6c; darker g-rades hard to sell at
any price. Beeswax, 26c.
C. H. W, Weber,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth
Son and A. Muth

is very ^ood for
are someformer years. We

comb honey. Receipts

and not up

lig-hl

to

quote:

Fancy white, 15 cents; No. 1, white, 13@14c;
U(<til2c; and buckwheat, 9^illc , as to
quality. Extracted remains firm at followingprices: California white, 8J^c; light amber, 8c;
white clover and basswood, 8c; amber, T^c.
Very little trade for extracted buckwheat as vet.
Southern, fancy, 7f4c per pound; other igrades,
as to quality, from 70c to 75c g:allon. Beeswax
quiet at 26{gi27c.
Hildreth & Segelken.
amber,

Q. B.

LEWI5 COMPANY,
WATERTOWN,

WIS.,

CAN FURNISH YOU WITH THE VERY FINEST

Bee = Keepers'
Supplies
th:e

Cleveland, Dec. 1.— Fancy white, 16f" 17c;
No. 1 white, 15(s^l6c; No. 1 amber, 13rml4c; No. 2
amber, 12^13c; buckwheat, 9(a»10c. White extracted, 8@9c.
A. B.Williams & Co.

Parties wanting goods before new catalog is issued will please write for
quotations. We want every BEE-KEEPER on our list.
If you did not receive our catalog last year send us your name and address
and we will mail j'ou our new catalog as soon as it is ready.
Please mention Bee Journal -whc^n writing.

26^27c.

'wor,il.d.

iisT

care to know of its
Fruits, Flowers, Climate
or Resources, send for a sample copy of California's Favorite Paper
If 3'ou

California
The

Pacific Rural Press,

leading- Horticultural and Atrricultural
paper of the Pacific Coa^t. Publisbt weekly,
handsomely illustrated, $12.00 per annum. Sample copy free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
Street,
San Francisco, Cal.

Market

THE

=^ BEE-BOOK

Boston, Nov. 7.— We quote as follows: Fancy

-

completely than any other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Clareraont, Calif., for his

B66-K66P6rs' Guide.

A

white, loc;

wheat will not
amber, 7(a*8c.

No.

1, 15c; No. 1, 13fa'l4c; bucksell in this city. Extracted, lig-ht

We are pleased to note that our market continues in splendid condition. While the supply
is light, yet, owing to the high prices, it seems
to be quite equal to the demand. Later on when
the trade realizes the shortage more thoroly
the
'
demand undoubtedly will be much better.
Blake, Scott & lyEB.
Albany, Nov. 10.— We quote: Fancy white

That covers the wnole Apicultural Field more

The

330

^IF YOU WANT

San Francisco, Nov. 22.— White comb, 11J4@
12^c; amber, 8(ailOc. Extracted, white, 7'2CaSc.
light amber, 7((i'7J^c; amber, 5(«'5Kc; Beeswax,

comb, 15c; No. 1 white, 13f« 14c; mixt. Il(ail3c;
buckwheat, lOfallc. Extracted, white, 8"{ni9c;
mixt, 6^2f«^7c; dark, 6. Beeswax, 26''a'28c.

MacDougal &

Co.

McCuUoch & Co.
Omaha, Nov. 18.— The November trade has
Successors to Chas.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

up

Page

Lyon Mfg.
b
NEW LONDON,

It

Co.

WIS.,

Operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
curing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

se-

Bee^Keepers* Supplies^

also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
is in the State.
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best niachinerv. all combine to enable
PRICES.
this firm to furnish the BEST GOODS AT

They have

THE LOWEST

Send

for Circular and

wax.

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying
24 cents a pound

CASH—for

W.

YORK &

i

cent less.

Extracted, white,

8(fl8J^c.

Peycke Bros.
Detroit, Oct. 18.— Fancy white, 15(5'16c; No.
1, white, 14(al5c; dark grades, 10(l'12c.
Demand
good and supply light. No extracted in market.
White would sell for 8<'iSJ^c. Beeswax, 23'«'24c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.

WANTED.— Comb and
price, kind,

33A20t

extracted honey; state

and quantity.

R. A.

BURNETT &

163 So.

Water

CO.,
Chicago,

St.,

III.

CO.. 118 Michigan Street.

WANTED.— Extracted honey all kinds: mail
sample and price expected delivered at Cincinnati. 1 pav spot cash on delivery.
C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. Muth & Son and A. Muth.
2146-48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.
40Atf

Your

best yel-

upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money promptly, send us your beesImpure wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,

GEORGE

amber

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

24 cents Cash f
paid for Beeswax. %
low,

to the present not been as good as was exand shows a falling off from October.
seems that tlie somewhat higher prices this
fall are affecting the consumptive demand to
some extent, still the warm weather yet prevailing in this part of the country may also be
partly responsible for it. While trade'has been
light, prices have been well maintained, nobody
being burdened with stock to such an amount
as to become oppressive.
Fancy white still going at 14f«'14^c, and light

pected,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

I
I

We

HONEY

will buy it, no matter
where you are. Address,

giving di'scription and price,
34Atf THOS. C. STANLEY & SON, Fairfield
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Latest Improvements.

Perfect Goods.

Very Reasonable Prices.

Hives, Shipping-Cases
Sections,

Extractors, Etc,
everythinq a
#»#*#»
bee-keeper needs.
Catalo'.' atul

copy vi

*»The American Bee=Keeper"— FREE

THE W.

T.

FflLGONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

The American Bee-Keeper

a live Monthly,

is

and has been publish! bj' us
years— 50 cents a 3'ear.
Please mention Bee Journal
tiereis the Thing

for the past 10

when

"writin?.

;^-^;^J°g;;-;^

The New Champioa
WINTER-CASE...
which does away with all unnecessary work, and in which the bees
will not die in the coldest winter.
Send for special prices on quantity
wanted.
R. H. bCHMIDT & CO.,
SHEEovxiAN, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

QUEENS

Smokers. Sections.

Comb Fouudaton

all .\piari&D Supplies
ch»ap. SpHd for
B. T. FLANAGAN, BelleTUIe. Ui
Journal -when -writiTi?!.

And

^^
'

FKEE

Catalogue.

Please mention Bee

M. H.

HUNT &

SON,

SELL ROOT'S GOODS at ROOT'S PRICES.

Shipping-Cases and Dauz. Cartims are what
j-ou need to displav and sliip vour honev in.

Send

for Catalog.

'

BELL BRANCH. MiCH.
when WTitinc;-

Please mention Bee Journal

SI
I Smoker...

I

binqham

BeeSmoker

^
I
^

A

Little Better
*'

than

Perfect."

g^

I

Dec.

7,

1899.
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QEORQE W. YORK,

Editor.

m

m

CHICAGO,

39th YEAR,

ILL,
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14,
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No, 50.

clover-fields.
Nothing but time will tell
which one will survive.
Wild aster has several peculiarities which are worth
mentioning, and one is very apt to deceive, making one
think there are two varieties when in fact there is really
only one. When the plant first begins to bloom the flowers
are white, but after blooming for some time — I cannot tell
how long, but probably depending upon the condition of the
weather the flowers change to a purple, which makes one
think that there are two different varieties blooming together. This I thought was the case, but on closer investigation, when selecting specimens for my illustration, I
found some plants with the two different colored flowers on
the same stem, and when observing the same plants some
time afterwards I found all the white flowers had disappeared, and the plants now had a profuse bloom of the
purple flowers.
This change be-

ment upon the

—

Wild or Bee Aster and Some of
BY JOHN

R.

Its Peculiarities.

SCHMIDT.

years ago, while studying the
SEVERAL
ing plants of this section of Ohio, my

honey-producattention

was

called to a plant which of late is rapidly forging its waj'
to the front, and now promises to be quite a friend of the
bee-keeper in this locality,
esthose who have
pecially
with
colonies light in stores at the close
of the main flow, which is derived

from that well-known and muchabused sweet clover.
This plant, as will be seen from
the photograph, is the wild or beeaster, as it is sometimes called, and
probably better known to some bee-

At first it could only be
small patches scattered
along the roadsides and waste lands,
but now it can be found almost
everywhere, more or less, and seems
to be well establisht and spreading
keepers.

seen

in

rapidly.

Wild aster begins to bloom late
in August about the same time as
the goldenrod, but, unlike it, it continues to bloom until late in October, sometimes lasting until the

—

middle of November, when it is
usually killed by heavy frosts. At
this writing (Nov. 15) there are still
a few blossoms to be seen in the

more sheltered

localities.

Sweet clover and wild aster live
and thrive on the same ground, and
vigorous growths of each can often

'•x^m.r-.

came more rapid as the season

ad-

vanced, and in a few weeks not a
white flower could be seen.
As to the quality of the honey
from wild aster, it is hard to say
anything definite at present, but it
seems to be of a rich, dark amber,
and of very good flavor. When the
honey is being ripened a very
strong, peculiar odor is emitted from
the hives, which can unquestionably be recognized at a great distance from them, on a calm, sultry
daj', usually within 300 feet of the
hives. This odor makes its appearance at the very beginning of the
bloom, almost before the presence
of the flower is discovered, and lasts
until it ceases to bloom. The flower
itself is almost odorless, and entirely unlike that which is emitted
from the hives. The bees work vigorously upon the blossoms, and even
after being confined by cool weather
they take to this plant as soon as
the weather permits them to do
so again.
Section honey will never be obtained here from this source, as the

flow comes too late, and the weather
be seen intermixt, the wild aster
is alwaj's against it.
The growth
starting to bloom when the last
of wild aster seems to depend very
blossoms of the sweet clover fail,
much upon the soil, as in some lomaking a field of continuous bloom
calities the plant is just the oppoWild or Bet- Asler
from June until the end of October.
site from what it is
in others.
Probably I would better explain
more definitely as to the two plants growing on the same
Often it can be seen covering large stretches of land, with
ground.
I do not know how long the)' would prosper if
plants which are short and stubby, of a very uniform hight,
sown together, or would I advise anyone to do such a thing,
and rarely exceeding one foot while in others this same
plant often exceeds 5 feet in hight, and has numerous small
but this is just exactly what it amounts to here on the waste
lands, both trying to crowd each other out, and each holdbranches on the top of a tall, slender stem, very much like
Hamilton Co., Ohio.
ing its own. The sweet clover being a biennial, gives the
the golden-rod.
*-•-*other an advantage in growth everj' other year, and probaSee Premiums offered on pages 795, 796, 797 and 798.
bly this accounts for its rapid increase and steady encroach;
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The Coal-Tar Products— Naptha Beta,
BY PROF.

A.

J.

Etc.

COOK.

received the following- letter from the editor of
the American Bee Journal, with request for a reply

THE DZIERZON THEORY.
The present outcry against the Dzierzon Theory makes

:

—

Editor York: I am very much interested in all you cau publish
Do you think if naptharegard to naptha beta and naphthaline.
line were put into hives of healthy colonies in early sprinf^, and kept
there durinjr the robbing- season, that the g-erms of foul brood that would
be brought from other infected hives would be kept from spreading in
the healthy colonies until the bee-keeper would discover it, and have an
opportunity to cure it while strong in bees?
If this "drug will retard the disease so that it can be discovered and
treated while a colony is strong, I can see how_ it can be of much service
to those who producehonev in foul-brood localities.
Geo. E. Dudley.
Salt Lake Co., Utah.
in

German chemists in the last few years
obtaining the great number of coal-tar
products has been of great importance, and is far from the
least of the invaluable services for which we are indebted
to the savants of that great country.
Mr. Dudley wishes to know more of naptha beta and
naphthaline. These are carbonaceous substances, or hydrocarbons. The chemical formula is Cio H OH. This one is
also known as naphtholium isonaphthol, and naphthol.
The crystals are white, and are insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol. They are derived from crude petroleum, and
are most important in the arts.
The Tyrian purple used to be so expensive that only
the richest could possess fabrics thus colored or dyed. Today the poorest can rejoice in the richest purple. The aniline dyes are so rich that their beauty is only matcht by
their cheapness. The variety of these colors is beyond beThey are not only used to color various fabrics, as
lief.
woolen, cotton and silk goods, but they are of extensive use
Various tnicrobes are distinguisht by
in microscopic work.
their readiness to stain with these coal-tar products. Indeed, three of the most important stains used in studying
bacteria are fuchsin, gentian violet and methylene blue.
Another one, eosin, is used in histology as much as any
stain, and is of inestimable value in developing cell-strucThe work

of the

me

think of the once clamor regarding impregnation of the
in confinement.
So many had done it. They spoke
positively, and no ifs were tolerated but the most of us
couldn't effect it. We did not believe they had. The outcry soon subsided. What bee-keeper of long experience had
not had ample proof regarding this parthenogenesis in the
production of male bees?
Virgin layers, superannuated
queens, laying workers, all speak authoritatively on the
question. Drone-larva? never developt into workers in my
apiary, nor the reverse. Have they really in any apiary ?

queen

;

Los Angeles

in developing- or

ture.

The

coal-tar or petroleum products are also

much used

manufacture of perfumes. They are also used as
Lest some may not fully
antiseptics and disinfectants.
understand the exact sig-nificance of these terms, I will define them.
A disinfectant kills or destroys the germs. It has been
proven that disinfectants must come in contact with the

in the

bacteria to be effective.
An antiseptic prevents the development and growth of
the germs. It may not destroy them. A disinfectant is of
necessity an antiseptic. The reverse is, of course, not
necessarily true.
A germicide is a substance that kills the germs it is
both a disinfectant and an antiseptic.
The naphthaline hydrocarbons are powerful disinfectants, and so are germicides, and of course antiseptics.
Heat is one of the best germicides, and so of course a powerNest to heat the substances in question
ful disinfectant.
rank high. They are among the carbolic-acid compounds,
and are very much used.
As stated above, the disinfectant must come in immediate contact with the bacteria to be destroyed. It would
seem, then, that the mere presence of naphthaline in the
hive might not be enough. All these products are more or
less volatile, and in case enough of the material volatilized
to reach and kill all the germs, then the work would be done
by placing the substance in the hives. But naphthaline is
very obnoxious to insects. We use it to keep the dermestes
and other cabinet pests from our collections of insects. I
should fear that in case we placed enough in the hive so
that the emanations were fatal to the foul-brood germs, we
should drive the bees away, or, perchance, kill them. It
would be more sure to give the bees the material in their
It
food. This is the recommendation, as I understand it.
is found that enough may be fed to destroy the bacteria,
and vet not injure the bees.
The old method to destroy this disease has been so
thoroly tried that we may rely on its virtue. In case foul
brood is about us, and we fear the infection, then to feed
beta naphthol in quantities harmless to the bees and yet
If, as
sufficient to kill the bacilli, would doubtless be wise.
is claitned, 33 grains to 1,000 grains of liquid, or one in 3.000
It is
is strong enough, surely it could not injure the bees.
to be hoped that the .spores are as susceptible as are the
Thus, bee-keepers may well be inter
bacilli themselves.
ested in this beta naphthol. Stained by a related product

—

14, 1899.

the bacillus of foul brood shows its presence, while the
naphtholium itself is a germicide that bids fair to rid our
apiaries of this worst malady that atHictsthem.

HAVE

I

Dec.

Queen-Excluders

— Their
BY

H. H.

Co., Calif.

Merits and Demerits.
HYDE.

SEE

that Mr. Doolittle advises the use of queen-excludon page 626 but I cannot agree with him. Their
only merit is in queen-rearing, and here I find great use
for them. Also, they are a good thing where the beekeeper has only one flow of honey, but for the majority who
have two or more flows queen-excluders are not only a tiuisance, but reduce the crop of honey from one-third to onehalf.
My reasons are as follows
1st. They retard brood-rearing-.
To gather honey it
requires bees the more in one hive the better the results.
instance,
For
a queen-excluder is placed in the hive and the
queen confined to one brood-chamber at the beginning of
the honey-flow, as it was not needed before, as that hive
did not need it because it did not have enough brood the
season before.
But, to return the queen having^ only one story for
brood, either comes out with (what I call) a small swarm, or
remains to be crowded out. The colonies become weak and
in no shape to get any flows of honey later
and right here
let me say that many bee-keepers don't suppose they have
a later crop of honey just because their bees are in no shape
to gather it.
Now for the other side Imagine a colony has been
strong all the year, and is strong when it goes into winter
quarters with plenty of honey and young bees. Such a
colony comes thru in fine shape, and by March 1 brood-rearing commences in earnest, and by April 1 the bottom story
is full of bees and brood
the bees and queen are allowed to
occupy the next story for brood, it having been left on with

I

ers,

;

:

—

;

:

;

in it all winter.
Now, isn't it plain that these bees,
reared now, are the ones to catch the honey-flow from May
When this flow comes they go to piling in
1 to June 15 ?
honey with a rush the queen is allowed to go where she
pleases, and honey is extracted wherever it is found. You
may say this will result in a poor article of hone)', but I
say it will not, as it is not necessary to extract from combs
containing young larvae. (An expert can extract without
injuring young larvae.)
You may say this course will result in a lot of useless
consumers. Not so. We wish brood-rearing pusht until
Aug. IS, at least, to get the flow from July IS until frost.
With queen-excluders our colonies will be so weakened that
they would not store any surplus during this last flow.

honey

;

Williamson

A

Visit to a

Co., Tex,

Cuban Apiary.

BY HARRY HOWE.

AM just back

from a visit which Walter Somerford, Fred
Somerford, and m3'self, paid to a Cuban apiary. This is
located two or three miles from the coast, and about IS
miles from Havana. About the time we turned off from the
good stone road it began to rain. The red clay soil here
makes the worst mud I ever tried to ride a wheel thru. It
was not long before we left our wheels by the roadside and
went on foot.
The apiar)' when we got to it was under the shade of
a fine old grove of trees. Everything was as clean and
neat around it as possible. The whole space occupied by
the bees was kept clear of leaves and weeds. The whole

I

—

—

aspect of the place showed that the owner was a man who
tried to have things right.
The hives were about five feet long and one foot square.
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They were laid very nearly level upon
scantlings 18 inches from the ground. The posts which
supported these frames were set in cement. This bed of
cement was turned up in a ridge on the out edge, making a
sort of basin a foot across, in the middle of which the post
arose from an island of cement. The basin was filled with
water. The frames for the support of the hives were all
painted with tar.
The rows were perfectly straight and regular, and were
exactly the same distance apart thru the apiary. One could
sight over the corners of the hives in any direction and find
them all in line. Take it all together, it was one of the
handsomest apiaries I ever saw.
The owner, Senor Manuel Ouerido, said that he fixt
them up so as to keep out the ants. He had lost a good
many colonies lately, and thought the ants were to blame.
Upon further enquiry it turned out that he had lost 125 colonies the past summer. Man^' of those left did not seem
They had an air of not caring what
to be in good shape.
became of them. These and various other symptoms led us
to ask the owner if he knew about foul brood, but he said
he had never heard of it.
Of course we did not dig into the bees to see for ourselves, but later on, when we get a foul-brood inspector, he
open at both ends.

will.

There were about 200 colonies still in working order.
Senor Querido showed us his extractor, which was a
sort of reversible affair, and took the honey out of the
combs both sides at once. As the honey is taken from the
hives it is placed in open baskets. These are set over a big
trough made from a hollow tree and fixt so the honey will
run into a big cask. Then the combs in the baskets are
all masht fine with a big masher, and the honey allowed to
drain out.
To get the honey out of the hive he uses a long iron rod
with a sort of chisel on one end and a sharp-edged hook on
the otlier.

The wax product in Cuba is large. One firm has a
regular trade of 10,000 pounds a month.
One of the problems here for the foul-brood inspector
will be how to treat the colonies in box-hives.
Province of Habana, Cuba, Nov.

10.

Straw Mats— How Made and Used.
BY

C. P.

DADANT.

page 743, I see that the question is askt as to how we
can have ventilation in- our hives if we pile them on top
of one another in the cellar, with a straw mat between
them. The question would naturally arise in the mind of
any one who does not know how our hives are made, and
Dr. Miller's explanation is not quite sufficient to remove

ON

the doubt.
The hives that we use are made with an extension
downward on three sides of the bottom-board, that is, on all
sides but the front, so that, when the bottom is removed,
the hive extends about 1)4 ;inches below the bottom of the
frames. This extension is intended to shed all moisture on
the back and sides, and to make a better joint of the body
with the bottom.
As a matter of course, when our hives are piled in the
cellar, on top of one another, this projection below gives a
sufficient distance between the bottom of the frames and
the straw mat of the next hive below to insure a very plentiBut the straw mat itself is very porous,
ful ventilation.
and a good ventilating implement, and I wish to say a few
things in its favor. I do not know of any one outside of
our own disciples, except the late Chas. F. Muth, who used
the straw mat in this country. Yet it is the most unanimous verdict of all who have tried it that it is a very useful,
a very inexpensive, and a very durable implement.

America is renowned for her enterprise, for the readiness with which she takes hold of any implement or any
improvement which is brought to her by her many immigrants from all parts of the world, and it is held justly, I
believe, that it is this readiness of adaptability, together
with the many and various customs and ideas brought over
from all parts of the world, which make America's progress
so markt. Yet there are a few things in which America's
progress has been slow. It took a quarter of a century to
show our Western farmer, or business man, that his dyspeptic feeling was caused by the incessant repetition of fried
bacon and hot biscuits three times per day. A good, palatable stew was despised, and pork, beef, mutton, chicken,
rabbit, duck, etc., were fried, fried, fried much to the dam-

—
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age of the American stomach, and of the quality of some of
the dishes. " You can't work your French dishes on me,
Mr. Dadant," said a young Hoosier housekeeper to me " I
can't go your liver and kidneys, and cow-bag and tripe, and
those little minnies with castor-oil on 'em " (French sar" No, sir-ree !"
dines).
Well, the world is moving, and we can now eat " canard
aux navets " and " gigot a Tail " in American homes, even
here in the West, and the best of it is that the people think
;

it is

good.

Beg pardon, Mr.
this

way.

Let

me

Editor,

I

did not

mean

was straw mats

see, it

I

to run off in

was talking

about.
Well, I believe it ought to be with the straw mats as
with the cooking, our Americans ought to try them, and I'll

warrant they
I

call

grass (put

will think

them good.

strazv mats, but we make
" slu," Mr. Editor), because

them
it

them of sloughis stronger and
mats made of g'ood
it

but I believe
rye-straw would be better.
The mat over the oilcloth in the summer keeps the heat
In the winter, if placed
off better than a two-inch plank.
right over the bees, it absorbs moisture, allows it to pass
thru without letting the heat escape. If it gets wet thru a
leak in the hive-top it readily dries up, does not rot like the
material of a chaff or sawdust cushion, and the bees do not
eat any holes into it as they do in the material of which
chaff cushion is made. Yet, I am free to acknowledge
that the latter is a little better than the straw mat, fits better over the frames, and keeps the heat and the cold off in
But we have discarded the chaff
fully as good a fashion.
and sawdust cushions for the very reason that, unless they
were made of very heavy material, the bees would soon pick
them full of holes and change them into a nuisance.
The only drawback I can see to the straw mat is the
difficulty of fitting it over the frames when the hive is
made, like many hives of the present day, with the super
or cover fitting exactly over the body. Our hives are all
made with a telescope cap, which gives us much more surface at the top, and the irregularities of a straw mat are not
in the way.
Some'of our old European bee-keepers use straw-mats,
not only in the hive, but around it, as a winter shelter. An
old French bee-keeper living but a few miles from us, who
had been a market-gardener in the vicinity of Paris in his
younger days, had made a number of straw mats two feet
in width, and some 5 feet long, with which he wrapt each
of his hives at the opening of winter, leaving but a narrow
opening in front for air and sunshine. During the summer
he kept the mats piled up in a shed with wood ashes sprinkHe said that this kept out the mice, as
led between them.
the fine ash-dust was unpleasant to them.
In Europe they protect not only bees, but hothouse
roofs, chicken-coops and trees in espaliers, early vegetables
and hotbed plants, with straw mats of all sorts and sizes.
easier handled than straw

;

Hancock

Co.,

111.

Success in Wintering' Bees on Deep Frames.
BY EDWIN BEVINS.
HASTY, in "The Afterthought," on page 647,

MR.seems to think that

some of my success in wintering
bees on frames deeper than the Langstroth may be
due, or partly due, to the increast size of the broodchambers instead of being altogether due to the increast depth of the frames. When I take into consideration
the fact that I have used for several years quite a number
of these hives with the deep frames, and that these hives
have been of varying capacities—some taking 8, some 9,
and some 10 frames—I think I can form a tolerably good
judgment with regard to the cause for the better wintering
of the bees. I use some hives 12 inches deep, taking 8
frames the same as the Eangtroth-Simplicity and dovetailed, and have never lost a colony that was wintered in
one of them, on account of a deficiency of stores.
If any one has kept bees long in hives of this size, he
cannot have failed to observe that there is always, at the
approach of winter, a good deal more honey above the space
in the combs devoted to brood-rearing than there is in
combs of the Langstroth depth. While the space used for
brood is about equal in both kinds of frames, the honey between the upper edges of the brood-cells and the top-bars
of the frames will be about two inches wider in the deep
frames than it will be found in the Langstroth frames.
It seems to me that this increast amount of honey cuts
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more of a figure

in the matter of successful wintering than
additional room in the brood-chamber.
The Lang-stroth hive is 9'2 inches deep. The hives
which I use, and which I am comparing- with the Langstroth, are 12 inches deep, both taking 8 frames. The
deeper hive has about 540 cubic inches of space more than
the shallower one, and this space is largely taken up by the
additional amount of hone)' which the hive contains above
that which is contained in the smaller hives. Just how
much credit is due the remaining additional space for the
successful wintering of the bees I leave each one to judge
for himself. I give the credit to the honey, and not to the
space.
If added size of brood-chamber, aside from its use as
storage-room for added stores, contributes anything to the
successful wintering of bees, it seems that many who use
deeper hives than the Langstroth have not found it out.
Their practice is to contract the brood-chamber to correspond with the size of the brood-nest.
Decatur Co., Iowa, Oct. 31.

does the

Why

little

the Widely Differing- Views of Apiarian

Writers ?
BY DR.

C. C.

MILLER.

PARTLY

for lack of time, and partly because I wanted
to make further investigation, I have not sooner replied to some things said some time ago by my good
friend, G. M. Doolittle.
rather common question for beginners to ask is
is it that such widely diflfering
views are given in the bee-papers by diiferent writers ?" I
think there are at least three reasons for diiference of
views
Difference in localitj-, difference in bees, and errors
of opinion. I don't know just how much each of these
figures in the differences between Mr. Doolittle and myself,
but I am sure we are both after the truth.
:

A
"Why

:

RECEIVING CRITICISM KINDLY.

And

that reminds me of a question Mr. Doolittle asks
me on page 484
" Does not the Master enjoin on his followers that they
have grace given them from on high to receive kindly any
criticism, or anything else, no matter whether given in the
?"
spirit of kindness or not
I don't know whether I can give the exactly correct answer to that question. My idea of receiving kindly is that
when I receive anything kindly from any one I am thankful to him for it.
If a man tries to kill me, I don't think I
ought to try to kill him in return (unless it might be to save
my own life), but I wouldn't feel under any special obligation to offer him a resolution of thanks for his murderous
attempt. Neither do I think I am expected to have exactly
the same feeling toward one who shows up my faults with
the sole object of humiliating me, as toward one who with
a spirit of kindness wants to show me the truth. At any
rate, I hope there will never be anything but a spirit of
:

kindness between

us,

Mr. Doolittle.

HIVING A

SWARM WITH

A NUCLEUS.

371 Mr. Doolittle speaks of hiving a swarm
with a nucleus, and says
"There is only one waj' which I know of without having many bees killed and making a general muss of it all
around ;" and that way is to have all the queens with dipt
"wings, and when a swarm issues to set the old hive in place
>of the nucleus, setting the nucleus on the old stand, after
first smoking its bees so as to get them to fill themselves
with honey; then when the swarm begins to return, to
shake the bees and queen of the nucleus on the ground a
foot to 18 inches from the hive, and all will unite peaceably.
" If you do not take these precautions," says he, " the bees
in the nucleus would kill the bees from the swarm as fast as
they came back, in nine cases out of ter."
I read that with some degree of surprise, having many
times united a swarm with a nucleus in a simpler manner,
When a swarm issues take the old hive from
as follows
the stand, disposing of its queen in any way thought best
set the nucleus on the stand whence came the swarm, and
In other words, I did not take the
let the bees do the rest.
precaution to shake the bees off" the nucleus on the ground.
Before moving the nucleus I always gave it a little smoke
to keep the bees from stinging me. I had never noticed the
bees fighting, but as I had not given the matter very close
attention, and this was only June 15, I thought I would
watch carefully, in case I had the opportunity, during the

On page

:

'

rest of the season.
I had the opportunity in four different
cases in the month of July, but could see no fighting whatever.
I do not understand why it is that in nine cases out
of ten the entire swarm should be killed for Mr. Doolittle,
and none at all for me. Hon. R. L. Taylor's experience
agrees with mine.

On

;

the

METHODS OF MAKING NUCLEI.
same page (371) Mr. Doolittle says four quarts
not make a good nucleus, that is, the bees will

of bees will
not stay unless precautions are taken, but that one quart
will make a good nucleus if the bees are imprisoned 48
hours and fed, or if brought from an out-apiary and imprisoned 24 hours. If I should take four quarts of bees
without any precaution, and put them on a frame of brood
and one of honey, I think enough would remain to make a
fair nucleus, but as I have not actually tried for years taking bees from a hive with a laying queen to form a nucleus,
I am not positive about it.
It may be that the kind of
brood has something to do in the case. But I am very positive I would not take the trouble to imprison bees to form
nuclei.
If I take two frames of brood with adhering bees
from a queenless colony and put them in an empty hive,
plenty of bees will remain to make a good nucleus. I have
formed nuclei by the hundred in this manner. If I have no
queenless colony, it is easier to make one queenless than to
imprison the bees. I think it is W. W. Somerford who says
his bees will desert the nucleus, and he thinks the difference
is in the kind of bees.

SWARM WITH A NUCLEUS.
wants me to tell where I got
from
if " Iowa " hived a swarm
with a nucleus, he would " lose a queen by the operation."
Mr. Doolittle, I didn't get it from your article, and you
would never have thought so if you had had time to give
the matter proper attention. But you wrote it in July,
when, no doubt, the bees were making heavy demands on
your time. I had no reference to your plan. I was trying
to show that he did not mean to hive a swarm in a nucleus,
and said //he did so he would lose a queen, and we have no
right to suppose he had your plan in mind, else why should
j'ou give him the plan afterward ?
I think that very often such misunderstandings occur
from the fact that one person has one thing strongly in
LOSING A QUEEN BY HR'ING A

On page

484, Mr. Doolittle
his article the idea that

mind, the other another, each supposing the other is looking from the same standpoint. You had yourplan strongly
in mind, and I was thinking only from "Iowa's" standpoint.
McHe'nrv Co., 111., Nov. 28.

Report of the Proceeding's of the 30th Annual
Convention of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, Held at Philadelphia,
Pa., Sept. 5, 6

'

:

Dec. 14 1899.

BY DR.

A. B.

and

[Continued from pa^e

Sec.

Mason then read

7,

1899.

MASON, SEC.
773.J

the following paper by Mr. N. E.

France, of Wisconsin, on

Foul Brood— Its Detection and Eradication.
Most bee-keepers who care enough about the welfare of
their bees to attend bee-keepers' conventions, and carefully
stud)' their books and publications on modern bee-culture,
almost without exception know how to detect and eradicate
this dreaded and contagious disease.
Often I find practical bee-keepers who are so busy with
their many duties, and not having paid attention'to the
valuable articles written on foul brood in their papers on
bee-culture, think their bees are all right, but because they
did not do as well as in former years attribute it to bad luck
or poor seasons. Upon my examination of such apiaries I
find, to their surprise, foul brood in several hives.
Again, so often I am askt if foul brood is near their
apiary, and if I answer no they release all care or fear, and
do not inform themselves so as to be able to detect it should
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it ever appear. I have
cured cases of foul
brood in Wisconsin
that were imported to
our State from some
of the most distant
States in the Union.
While speaking- on
this subject I wish to
call attention to the
great need of national laws, or at least
that each State have
a law on this subject
that will provide for

its

eradication.

As

Wisconsin

State inspector of apiaries I
feel as if I were, so to
speak, one of the
great United States
colony of bee-keepers, and by the united
efforts of my sister
States, this disease
could be stampt out.
As it now is I often
get discouraged when
I find new cases that

E. France.

were just imported
from other
States.
For the health and prosperity of mankind we have laws in
each State to quarantine and properly care for all contagious diseases even laws to provide for experienced veterinary surgeons to examine any diseased farm stock, and
prescribe what to do. If this is just and right, why not
have laws that will protect our bees, the sales from which
form the support of a multitude of people ?
Many times have I found hives with diseased combs in
them containing honey, the bees dead from foul brood, and
bees from other apiaries taking home the disease. Now
Wisconsin bee-keepers have legal protection, and compel
such parties either to cure the disease or burn it. From the
good that several State laws have done for bee-keepers is it
not time we all join hands and secure such laws as will proiV.

;

tect our life support ?

Any one who has carefully read the many articles from
Cowan's British Bee Journal, or even the many American
writers, such as Dr. Howard's pamphlet, McEvoy's annual
reports, and Mr. R. L. Taylor's experiments, will certainly
know how to detect and eradicate foul brood.
N. E. Fr.\nce.
Dr.

Mason — I have had a good deal of experience with
Twenty years ago the present month we moved

strained, treated to a solution of salicylic acid, and fed to
the bees, and there has not been a sign of foul brood in our
apiary since. I don't believe the frames were in the boiling
water (and wax) to exceed two or three minutes just long
enough for the combs to melt and the hives were not
boiled to exceed five minutes.
In boiling the honey I
took pains to have it all boil by dipping up the boiling
honey and pouring- it on the sides of the boiler, and so
washing down into the boiling honey any that might be on
the sides above that which was boiling and this constant
dipping kept the honey from boiling over.
see much in
the bee-papers about boiling foul-broody honey for tvpo or
three hours, or even longer, and Dr. Miller, here, is one of
those who advises long boiling. I believe the trouble comes
from not being careful and particular enough in the boiling perhaps paying no attention to that which may be on
the sides of the boiler, above what is boiling. I believe
that to boil foul-broody honey, regardless of the tiine the
boiling is continued, will cure the disease. Some of my
colonies were a rotten mass of foul brood, but my first attempt at curing it was a complete success. In boiling the

increast to about 80, with only three or four badly affected,
and not until the winter of 1893-94 did I learn how to cure
the disease. At the beginning of the next season I extracted the honey from all tlie combs that had no brood in
them. I shook the bees from all the good colonies into
clean hives and gave them starters. The combs with brood
in them were given to weak colonies, adding one, two, or
three stories, as seemed best. These storied colonies were
made queenless and left 21 days for all the brood to hatch,
then treated as the others had been, to clean hives with
starters.
Each of these colonies had reared a queen which
commenced laying a few days after they were placed in
the clean hives. I then extracted the honey from the broodcombs in the storied hives. As soon as I had extracted the
honey from the first combs containing no brood, they were
thrown, frames and all, into a caldron kettle of boiling
water, and the frames were removed as soon as the comb
was melted. The same treatment was given the frames
and combs from the storied hives. All the hives were afterward boiled in the same kettle. The first honey extracted
was boiled and fed back to the bees. The honey extracted
from the combs in the storied hives was so thick with the
foul brood matter as to make it ropy, so that when beingpoured from one receptacle to another it was difficult to
keep it from all going together. This was also boiled.

—

—

;

We

—

hives and frames I took great pains when handling anything that was or mig-ht be foul-broody, not to touch anything with my hands, or anj'thing else used in handling
foul-broody things, until they had been disinfected with
salicylic-acid solution. It seems to me that where there
has been a failure when boiling has been resorted to, there
must have been a lack of care somewhere. A careless person has no business to attempt to cure foul brood, for he
will surely fail. With me a solution of salicylic acid and
borax is as sure a cure for foul brood as is boiling, Mr.
France, in his paper, advises burning as a cure, and within
a few lines says, " I don't believe in burning honey." I
am in full accord with his last statement. I don't believe
it is necessary to burn anything in connection with curing
the disease, and still I have no doubt but with some who
keep bees, and have diseased honey and brood, the safest
way is to make a bonfire of all contaminated things bees,
combs, honey and hives and the best time to make the
bonfire is at night, -when the bees are at home.
Mr. Root I would like to ask Dr. Mason how many colonies he treated at one time.
Dr. Mason I think I was three days (having a bov to
help) in treating about 80 colonies.
Mr. Root How much honey did you boil ?
Dr. Mason I think about 50 gallons. The bees were in
bad shape, some of the colonies having very little honey,
and none of them very much.
Mr. Root That might do for a small bee-keeper, but
with a large apiary we recommend to burn the cases and
burn the combs.
Dr. Mason would likely be careful.
There are two stages the spore form and the bacilli. I
don't know which form your bees had. If they had the
spore form you could probably cure it by boiling.

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

—

Dr.

foul brood.

from the southern part of Ohio to Toledo, and the following spring added to our apiary by buying eight or ten colonies of bees, and with them got foul brood in two or three
colonies, as I afterwards learned to my sorrow. During
the summer of 1880, I noticed when passing some of the
hives, a peculiar odor, which I afterwards learned was foul
brood. In the next three years the number of colonies had
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Mason — I

don't

know

the difference between spore

Of course, we expect people will be thoro in
I tried some experiments.
Some one recommended
this.
spraying the combs with a salicylic-acid solution, but it
proved a failure. When I was thru extracting: that foulbroody honey I closed the extractor, and it was not opened
and

bacilli.

last month, when being in need of an extra extook that one to pieces as much as possible and
gave it a thoro washing with salicylic-acid solution, and I
have no fears of foul brood from using that extractor.
Dr. Miller Dr. Mason has quoted me as saying that we
should boil a long time. I am a mere parrot. Some say a
long' time
others, a short time
but to be safe I believe in
doing it thoroly. I am on the fence.
Mr. Root I am clear off the fence.
Mr. Cook Dr. Mason spoke of something being ropy.
Does that affect the honey ?
Dr. Mason No.

again until
tractor

I

—

;

;

—
—
—
Howe —

Mr.
I have been at work in this matter of dealing with foul-broody honey for months. I have boiled it
long and short, but I have never had the spores grow after
IS minutes boiling.
After 7 minutes boiling it may grow
again. When I finally closed up my work in the laboratory
I had a whole lot of all sorts of things, and put everything
in the steam bath. Everything was dead
15 minutes will
;

the germs if boiled, or at boiling heat.
Pres. Whitcomb I have not done much else this summer but hustle with foul brood. When I was absent it g-ot
started.
We haven't lost a single case. It must be treated
when other bees are not flying. We extracted the honey
and put the frames in boilers and boiled them, then put
them out to cool. In boiling honey I don't think any one
will ever leave the cover on the boiler very long, for it will

kill

—

—

;
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boil over, and the more you stir it the more it will boil. The
boiling- point depends upon the altitude.
are 2,000 feet
above the sea now, and the boiling- point is not as high as
in lower altitudes.

We

—

Mr. Howe I took about 200 samples, but the lowest
temperature was 225 deg-rees, the highest 235. Our altitude
is about 900 feet.
Mr. Root What was the temperature ?
Mr. Howe I think 228 degrees was the average. It is
a good deal of fun to experiment.
Pres. Whitconib I tried boiling on the kitchen range.
That is how I lost my hair. [Laughter.] Temperature has
a good deal to do with it, but if it is thoroly done I don't
think you will have any more trouble. When we left home
our hives were full of honey.
Mr. Abbott — I would like to ask Mr. Whitcomb if he
doesn't think there is danger of the foul brood appearing
yet ? Has a long enough time past to show ?
Pres. Whitcomb We have examined them very careI unfully, and there are no indications of any disease.
derstand that foul brood grows very rapidly will appear in
a few hours after infection. But I find that in examining
them closely young bees are hatching, and no signs of foul

—
—

—

—

—

brood.

—

Mr. Abbott The reason I askt the question was, I had
never had much to do with foul brood, and I am glad of it.
I knew a man whose bees were troubled with it, and he came
to me for advice. I told him that the best thing he could
do was to build a fire around the infected hives. But that
lookt wasteful to him, and he came down several times and
thought he had everything all right, but it would crop out
again. It reminded me of a storj' of a Philadelphia doctor
that my father used to tell about. He wanted to see a noted
doctor, and said to a man, "Can you tell me where Dr.
" Ye-es-s-s-sir. he 1-1-1-li-lives ri-right up
Jones lives?"
there." " Is that the noted doctor who cures stuttering?"
"Ye-ye-yes s-sir, he c-c-cu-cu-cured me!"
[Laughter.]
Burning cures foul brood.
Mr. Root My experience is that a few bees will go
back. I was speaking about it to Mr. Howe. He is too
bashful to speak about it. Some will not be careful enough
in treating the disease. The IS minutes boiling is not too
long. If the boiling is carried on carefully for 15 minutes
perhaps that will be enough.
Pres. Whitcomb Do you think the spores exist in was?
Mr. Root I don't know. We have since been sending

C.WSE OF WINTER LOSS OF BEES.

—

out a circular recommending the McEvoy treatment. It requires very careful handling.
Kerosene treatment is good,
but the bees object to it.
Mr. Hutchinson Did you ever try to put the bees on
full sheets of foundation, Mr. Whitcomb ?
Pres. Whitcomb No.
Mr. Hershiser How many batches did you treat at a
time ?
Pres. Whitcomb Sometimes as manj' as 35. Some of
the neighbors' bees had it, and we put them into our hives
and brought them home and treated them there.
Dr. Mason I found that I could treat foul brood and
I have fed
let the bees go into the fields at the same time.
foul-broody honey that had been treated with salicylic acid
and cured the disease. Mr. Howe says 15 minutes boiling
is enough.
He is a practical man. He does not sit down
and let things run themselves.
Mr. Hershiser I thought my bees had foul brood the
past summer. It didn't prove to be foul brood, but I think
that with care in treating it, it can be eradicated.

—

—
—
—

— What,

your opinion, was the cause of the
Ans. Poor grade of
honey and the extreme cold.
Mr. Highbarger, who was successful in wintering, said
"Give plenty of ventilation, use loose-bottomed hives with
cleats on the underside, which are reverst in winter to give
more space at the entrance."
Mr. France extracts all dark honey, and feeds only

QuES.

among

mortality

in

bees last winter?

—

:

white.
PL.^IN SECTIONS

AND FENCE SEPARATORS.

Some

liked the plain sections and fence separators,
while others were of the opinion that thej' were fads gotten
up by dealers.

BEE-SMOKERS — GETTING RID OF ANTS.

—

QuES. Which is the best smoker?
Mr. Highbarger said the Bingham. Mr. France thinks
the Crane the best, but as it is pretty expensive he recomthe Cornell. He also cautioned against the use of
tobacco in the smoker, as it has been known to taint the
honey.
QuES. What is the best method of getting rid of ants
in the apiary ? Ans.
Kerosene or camphor rubbed around
the edge of the hives, or bi-sulphide of carbon put in their

mends

—

—

nests.

BEE-STING

REMEDY —OWNERSHIP OF ABSCONDING SWARMS
TAXING BEES.

—
—

QuES. What is the best remedy for bee-stings ? Ans.
Whiskey, in severe cases.
yuES. If a swarm leaves j'our premises and alights in
an adjoining lot, can )'0U remove your bees ? Ans. Agreed
that you could.
QuES. Are bees taxt in Illinois ? Ans. Not generally,
but most thought it a question which the assessor in each

—

—

—

—

town decided for himself.

—

—

Dec. 14, 1899.

EXHIBIT OF APIARIAN PHOTOGRAPHS.
Mr. France showed several hundred photographs of
prominent bee-keepers of Wisconsin, among them several
ladies.
Miss Candler and Mrs. Pickard were both successful in the business, and Mrs. Pickard had about 50,000

pounds of extracted honey last year. He also showed a
sample of foul-brood comb. Mr. France has treated 4,000
colonies for this disease in the three years he has been State
inspector of apiaries.
resolution was unanimously adopted recommending
to bee-keepers Geo. R. McCartnej-'s combined foundation
fastener and section press.
The following officers were elected, and the meeting- ad-

A

journed

till next year
President, S. H. Herrick
vice-president, J. Stewart
secretary, B. Kennedy and treasurer, O. J, Cummings.
B. Kennedy, ^^r.:

;

;

—

—

[Continued next week.]

Report of the Northern Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Convention.
The annual meeting of the Northern Illinois Bee-Keepwas held in Rockford. Oct. 17 and IS, 1899.
The convention was called to order with about 25 members
ers' Association

present, and the report showed 950 colonies of bees in the
spring, with 1,150 colonies at the present time, and about
22,578 pounds of honey produced, most of which has been
sold at 15 cents per pound for comb honey.

The program

for the day opened by a song from the
daughters of the president, Mr. S. H. Herrick, also one
from Mr. N. E. France, of Wisconsin.
After the address by Pres. Herrick ([uestions were in
order, among those askt and answered being the following
:

Pete — '" No, ma'am, I don't like bees. Nearly got
Miss Abbey — " What a honej'-bee?"
Pete— "No. Lynching bee." — Collier's Weekly.

killed

by one once.'

I

ing

The Premiums offered on page
for.
Look at them.

796 are well worth work-

—
Dec.
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to leave the bottom-board the year round with the deep
side uppermost, and in summer put in a sort of false bottom
After trying some of these for two
to fill up the space.
is

j'ears, I feel quite

favorably inclined toward them.

will do well to make no change in your
especially if those same plans have been successful
I think I would leave the entire Sx^s
in previous winters.
entrance open.
2.

Perhaps you

plans,

-^-^-^

House-Apiaries.
CONDUCTED BY
C. O. XIIT^I^ER. Marenga,

DR.

1.

111.

Are house-apiaries any better than out-door apiaries?

Would it do to have bees in an upper story of a
when the lower part is used for something else ?

2.

may

be mailed to the Bee Journal office, or to Dr. Miller
direct, when he will answer them here. Please do not ask the
Doctor to send answers by mail. Editor.]

(Tlie Questions

ing

3.

How

do you arrange for the entrances

build-

Mo.

?

Answers. — 1. There are

Trouble

witti

Wood

Splints in Foundation.

I tried a few frames with wood splints to prevent
ging- of foundation. In some of tiie frames, especially

sag'-

some

shallow extracting-frames, the foundation bulged out between the splints. It did this before being put on the hive.
It did not seem to sag, but to swell out as a piece of wood
would do when wet. I had the foundation cold when putting it in the frames in order to handle it more easily, and
warm weather may have caused it to expand. Can you tell
me how to prevent this trouble ? I like the plan with this
exception.
North Carolin.\.

Answer. — Your

questioti beats me. I hardly think that
foundation expands sufficiently to be noticed when it is
heated. It may, of course, stretch, but in that case it doesn't
shrink back again when it gets cold. Yoti say the expanding was greater in the shallow frames, and one would have
expected the opposite. Possibly some one else can help out.

a few bee-keepers who value
house-apiaries highly atid are successful with them. Others
prefer hives in the open air.
2. Bees may be kept successfully in the upper story of
a building while the lower story is occupied. That is, they
may be successfully kept thru the summer, but in most
cases the wintering would not be so successful.
canal of any kind may be made that will allow the
3.
bees to pass freely from the hive to the outer air, but will
not allow any bees to get from the hive inside the building.

A

Starting in Bee-Keeping.

As

1.
2.
?.

Would you advise using Washington red cedar as a
material for hive-making ? Without considering the cost,
do yoti think it would in any way prevent moths ? Of
<;ourse, I know there is no excuse for a practical bee-keeper
having moths in his apiary. I am a youtig bee-keeper, 17
years of age, and this is ray second year. I have 34 colonies.
Last winter was verj' severe, but I did not lose a colony. I got about 30U pounds of comb honey this season,
which was poor for the number of colonies.
Wash.

Answer. — If I am not mistaken, Wasliingtoti red cedar
same lumber as that of which shingles are made and
brought to this part of the countrj-, and I know of no reason
why it would not be all right for bee-hives. I know noth-

is the

its efficacy in keeping out moths, but I should
have no faith in it. There is a popular notion that furs and
woolens put in cedar chests are safe froin clothes moths,
but bee-moths are not the same, and it is doubtful whether
cedar wood is anj' better than other wood for keeping out
any kind of moths. Any chest will keep out moths if it is
moth-tight and the stuffs are put in free from moths.

ing as to

intend to start in the bee-business some time be-

What kind of bees should I get ?
Where are the best places to get them ?
How many colonies should I get to start with

?

better get them now, or wait till spring ?
5. What kind of hives would I better get ?
my home is on the
I have lived here about a month
banks of the Black River. I know of no one near here who
keeps bees, and I think from the surrounding orchards and
timber lands that it would be a good place for them.
4.

Red Cedar for Hive-Making.

I

tween now and next spring, I would like to ask a few quesI wish
tions, as I have had no experience with bees as yet.
to produce comb honey exclusivel}-.

Would

I

;

Michigan.

Answers. — 1. Probably nothing

will be better

than to

black bees are plenty around you, you will
be likely in a short time to have mostly crosses or hybrids,
but they will render a good account of themselves.
2. Before time to get them, you will find plenty of reliable dealers represented in the advertising columns of this
journal. If you already have bees and desire to get a queen
or queens to improve 3'our stock, then it doesn't tiiatter
much whether you get from near or far, the postage
being the same, altho the preference should be given to one
not too far off. But if you want to get a full colony of bees,
then it makes a great difference, for express charges are
enormous when bees are shipt a great distance, so, other
things being equal, the nearest place is the best.
3. Better not start with more than two.
The risk
4. Don't think of getting them before spring.
of wintering will then be over.
not because
5. Perhaps the 8 or 10 frame dovetailed
necessarily better than everything else, but because good,
and, being among the most common in use, easil)' obtained.

get Italians.

If

;

Questions on Wintering Bees.
1. A friend of mine says he heard j'ou say at a bee-convention that you used a two-inch rim made of /s-inch lumber under each hive for dead bees and rubbish to fall into
during the winter months. Do you still consider it a good
thing for either the cellar or out-door wintering ?
2. I use the Dadant hive, and my bees are in extra-fine
condition at present. The tops of the brood-frames are
covered with old carpet nicely fitted on and glued tight with
propolis. I expect to winter thein on the summer stands.
I live in a sheltered place, btit will set a row of corn-fodder
on the north side. Do you advise any change ? If so, in
what way ? Would it be better to leave the hive-entrance
open, or partly closed ? The entrances to the hives are
8x>^ inches.
Il.LlNOlS.

Answers. ^1. Most decidedly. I think it a good thing
in the cellar to have a two-inch space under the bottombars.
Perhaps it would not be so good out-doors.
If the bees wouldn't build down into it, I'd be glad
to leave the two-inch space summer as well as winter. But
they will build into that space, so I have practiced reversing
the bottom-boards for summer. The latest plan, however.

Wlien

is it

Best to

Move Queen-Cells?

When is the best time to move a queen-cell so as not to
Wisconsin.
injure the queen ?
Answer. Your question probably refers to the age of
the occupant of the cell, for the time of day makes no difference, except that the cell should not be handled at a time
when there is datiger of chilling the young queen. With
sufficiently careful handling there is no danger at an)' stage
of the queeti's growth, but if the cell should be dropt at a
certain stage there might be a deficient leg or wing. The
worst time would probably be soon after sealing, and the
nearer maturitj- after that time the less danger.

—

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last. Better order at once, if j'OU want a copy
of this song.
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field

of strawberry-plants,

I

grew only buttons, and

my

on the crop was several hundred dollars. During the
blossoming period it rained most of the time, so there were
only a few days of sunshine when the bees could work in
them. There were no bees kept very near the field, and I
have reason to believe that the cause of the imperfect pollenization of the blossoms was that there were not enough
bees to do the work in the few days that the sun shone
when the plants were in blossom. It is evident that twice
the number of bees would have fertilized twice the number
of blossoms in the same time, and therefore it would have
been profitable for me to have had more bees in the field.
I made the mistake of depending upon the bees kept by a
neighbor living a considerable distance from me, when I
should have kept a few hives on my farm. More bees
would have been working in the field, more blossoms would
have been pollenized, and the result would have been larger
loss

of the farm for their hired man. He generally has a garden and lot, and if the proprietor does not wish to keep
bees, it might be quite an incentive to the hired man if he
or his family were allowed to make some money from a
small number of colonies. The bees would be a benefit to
the land-owner, especially if he were growing fruit.
Start with one or two good colonies, but do not have
scrubs or cross, malicious hybrids. Good, thorobred stock
pays just as well in the bee-yard as in the poultry-yard or
cow-stable.

We want to emphasize the suggestion that the children
be encouraged to "take to bees." Many of them will be
wonderfully pleased to have one or more colonies all their
own, and manage them alone as far as possible. It will
pay to interest the children in a way that will help to keep
in the country, instead of their crowding into the unhealthy cities with their awful competition in all lines pf

them

berries.

Experiments have shown that

the blossoms of pistillate varieties are covered so that bees or insects cannot get
to them, they will bear no fruit.
From the experience
of a rainy season we learn the importance of having plenty
of bees close at hand to do as much as possible when the
sun shines.
Last year some orchards on farms where
there was a large apiary, bore good crops of fruit, and other
orchards in the vicinity bore no fruit, which seems to prove
that the bees are needed for the orchard as well as for the
strawberries. W. H. Jenkins."
if

—

work and business.
Begin this winter to interest the boys and the girls in
bees, and when spring comes again, give each a colony of
bees, or something else, to manage as their own, and thus
let them learn how to plan and carry on business early in
Of course, they will often need your helpful counsel
life.
and wise advice, and you will greatly enjoy giving them
all

—

Bee.Journals for Bee.Keepers, In the Canadian Bee
Journal Mr. J. D. Evans gives his ideas as to what a good
bee-journal should be. Three specifications
:

"

should strictly exclude from its columns all reports of big crops they are seldom true, and always misleading." (Rather tough on the veracity of bee-keepers.)
1.

It

;

"

should honestly publish failures." (Is the truth
a failure, and supprest when one
has success ?)
3. Reports of conventions " should not be printed in
full, but only a synopsis containing' the practical points
brought out." (But " there are others," Mr. Evans, who
consider the very best feature of the Canadian Bee Journal
its full convention reports.)
2.
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It

to be told

when one has

Mr. Evans further says
"Ihnow of no journal pubour interests. If the publishers of beepapers are not induced to boom the professio:'. in order to
have more customers to whom they may sell supplies, or
from whom they may buy cheap honey, the desire for a
larger field from which they may secure subscribers produces the same result, but would we be any better if the
Canadian Bee Journal came under the control of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association ?
I am afraid not.
I doubt
whetlier we could agree as to what should be inserted

they

may

require.

believe fully in the boys and girls, and want to enter a strong plea that they be started in business for themselves while under the care and direction of blessed home

We

influences.

A Record for Extracting is given by Harry Howe in
Gleanings in Bee-Culture. He and three others of W. E.
Coggshall's hands (one of them Mr. Coggshall's youngest
son, weighing 70 pounds) extracted 1,400 pounds in 75 minutes more than 1,100 pounds an hour. At another time a
boy and a man extracted 2,500 pounds in a day. But the
best record is 900 pounds an hour for two men.

—

:

lisht entirely in

Hon. Eugene Secor, of Winnebago Co., Iowa, refirst snow of the season " Nov. 30— Thanks-

ported "the
giving day.

therein."

* «

In Germany, where a large proportion of the bee-journals are run by bee-keepers' associations, they do not seem
to differ from the bee-journals of this country in this re-

be that they do a little more toward urgingbee-keeping for all. Whether the climate of Canada differs
greatly from that of Germany in this respect may never
be certainly known, unless the Ontario association should
become the publisher of a bee-journal.

gard, unless

it

*

"Shorter Spelling."— Stenog says
Bee-Culture
" Dr.

in

Gleanings

in

:

If I
a shorter spelling, but adds
this new-fangld way I'm sure I'd make a failur
/"
calls it 'od.' But that spells oarf. He means aZ/rf

Mason favors

:

'

were to try
of

He

it.'

That those two men cannot agree as to the spelling of
" odd " seems odd. Must be a matter of locality
!

* * *

Mr. G. M. DoouttlE, of
us as follows Dec. 4

*

Onondago

Co., N. Y., wrote

:

Start the Children in Bee= Keeping. —In the Country
Gentleman of recent date we find the following paragraphs
written by L. W. Eighty, of Adams Co., Pa., which we
particularly wish parents to read

:

Parents make a big mistake when they keep their children dependent until they are full grown. Give that 10year-old boy a pen of pure-bred fowls, and the 13-year-old
girl two colonies of pure Italian bees, and buy the products
Sell them the feed
at market price and pay them in cash.
and supplies, and you will be astonisht at the business talent they will develop. Nearly always one member of the
family will take a delight in the bees, and undertake to
manage them.
Manj' farmers have a pleasant little home at one end

"

I

have been badly crippled with rheumatism for the

last three or four weeks, so I have not been able to take the
intended rest by hunting and tramping. Then a week or
left shoulder out of joint, and have
10 days ago I threw

my

what'the doctor calls a 'dislocated shoulder.' He comforts
me by saying- 'it is nothing serious, but may be quite annoying.' But the annoy in g part ykd'/i quite seriousat times."

Mr. Doolittle seems to have been somewhat unfortunate
with his bones the past year. We believe he broke one or
"
two ribs awhile ago, and now he has been " striking out
too hard, we presume, " over the left," and has to .suffer the
consequences. It seems to us that a " big, fat boy " like
Mr. Doolittle, ought to go slow, and take better care of
himself.

!

'
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ALFALFA HONEY
In
VU7-E have been able

"

Owing

to secure a quantity of

cents a pound

9^-2

;

4 or

WHITE ALFALFA EXTRACTED HONEY

more cans.

Chicago

Sample by mail
Cash with order

:

9 cents a pound.

to our limited supply of this fine honey, those desiring

it

offer

2 60-pound

;

in all cases.

Address,

CO.,
CHICAGO.

ii8 Michigan Street.

ILL.

BiG MOMEY
POULTRY

BUY THE

„w,,u.^.
ii/i

which we

10 cents

should order promptly.

GEORGE W. YORK &

BEST.
ciD
If you want the best low-down wagron you
should buy the Electric Handy Wag-on. It is
the best because it is made of the best material;
the best broad-tired Electric Wheels; best seasoned white hickory axles: all other wood parts
of the best seasoned white oak. The front and

^

6o=pound Tin Cans.

for the present at these prices, on board cars here in

cans, in a box,

14, 1899.

vEEDOM BOILED]

IN

if

and know
The best kind and
^aytomakeDioiiey viththem

have the

viiu

how

to handle

th.-t)est
IS

in

t->l.J

liglit Iciiid

it.

fully iiluftratt^il

3.,1

Mammoth

f>ur

a»....»i

FflUltrV UUIUB,
GuidS
TUUHIJ

Tellsail about 30 vBrktiesot ! « lb, ana their
treattiitnt in health and disease
plane for
['fiiiliry houses, recipes treatinpalldiseasea.etc.
;

>on*t Put Oft Putting Kcvs in
the cellar, says Editor Hutchinson. Leaving the bees out till severe weather, is far
from desirable. For several years he has
cellared his bees about Nov. 20. This year
he put eight colonies in a clamp the 2n(l of
to tell how they
spring. If they all die, Mr.
Hutchinson, it will hardly prove that Nov.
3 is too early, for some very warm weather
has been since that date this year, and a
long spell of warm weather may be harder

lowebt prices on 5tocli. bentlor

tii\f B

bo Bauscber.

-4El3t

Jr.,

Boz

16C-.

94, Freeport.

UL

Mention the A mericau Bee Journal.

November, and promises
rear hounds are made from the best angrle steel,
which is neater, stronger and in every way better than wood. Well painted in red and varaisht. Extra leng^th of reach and extra long
standards supplied without additional cost
when requested. This wagon is guaranteed to
carry 4,000 pounds anywhere. Write the Electric Wheel Co., Box 16, Quincy. 111., for their
new catalog, which fully describes this wagon,
their famous Electric Wheels,and Electric Feed

Cookers.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

ttnr«,^(Nene

Better

make
is

a good incubator
put into tlie new

NONE BETTER
INCUBATOR.

Tlie simplest iiirubfttor

Works

—&

J

.aJ<
S

made.

Themoat honclly <.'onptruflf«l.

Built

to last.

Lowest prU-ed i-ooil
tnnobtne on the ninrket. Send 'icstarnpfor cat.alo;jrne.

Perteotly.
......>.j.

Hawkeye Incubator Co..

*,Newton,!a.

'='ox

come out next

on them than freezing weather.

whose occupations

to be at

home when

Xo Start

(ilass
We

Boney-Jai's

have two

sizes Of clear

flint-glass Jars,

No. 1 holding a scant pound of honey, with an
opal or while top held on with a screw metal
band under which is a rubber to prevent leakage. No. 2 is a rather tall flint-glass jar with
tin screw-cap, holding H pound of honey. Both
are excellent for retail honey-packages, and
are put up in single gross lots. The prices are
per gross, f.o.b. Chicago, for the No. 1 jars, $5.25;
for the No. 2, $4.25.
We can fill orders promptly for these jars.
They give excellent satisfaction, we know, for
we have used the same jars for several years.

GEORGE
lis

Michigan

W.

Street,

YORK & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

-

DON'T TAKE CHANCES!
Buy no

Incnb^itcir nr<l jiaj for It l.i'fwre
will not
giving It fv trlftl. ThL' 111 ni
sell on trial have no faith in tlieir

mftchines

who

U'espll the celebrated

PREMIER

INCUBATOR OH TRIAL Also sol. maDur>f
Imp kit.v. Cntalocue
and Poultry lli-IpM, f»<*.
S Adams St.. Delaware City.Del.
Columbia lacubstorCo^
facturers

!>^

I

mechan-

will not permit them
the bees swarm. With
the trap the bee-keeper easily finds the
queen of the colony that has swarmed, and
he knows tvluiirf .she cunte. By the use of
traps he has not lost a swarm or a queen
in ten years.
ics

Iteess

in Section!!!

in des-

perate cases, some might like to try the
plan given by A. J. Wright, in Gleanings
in Bee-Culture;
' When you are ready for section work,
cage the queen, giving enough Good
candy to last two or three days. Put on
your super of sections with bait, if convenOn top of this super place an empty
ient.
one, in which put the caged queen. The
bees will begin work in the sections at uiu-e,
and will keep at it as long as there is nectar
coming in. The empty super and cage
should, of course, be removed as soon as the

queen

is

Root's Goods at Roofs Prices.
^,
Fodder's Honey-Jars and every- ^"^
by bee-keepers. Prompt ^,

thing- used

Service— low'
free.

512

f^5

iJiieen-Xraps are strongly commended in Bee-Keepers' Review by W. E.
Flower, the man who gave the magic-lantern lecture at the Philadelphia convention.
Especially does he think them desirable for
that large class of bee-keepers, lawyers,
ministers, doctors, merchants and

.^
;^
,^
^^
.^

rate.

freif^'ht

WALTER

^r
^,
^^

Catalog:

POUDER,

S.

Mass. Ave.. Indi.-\napolis, Ind.

How Would YouALLLike

KINDS of
farm fence that woiibl turn
Trv ours. Spnd for CataloL'ue.
pa«;k wovkn hikkfk>€kco., AintiAN, Mien.

to hiive a

stock?

Please mention Bee journal -when -writing.

*

Bee=Supplies!
WearedistribuKirs

ROOT'S GOODS

for

AT THEIR PRICES lorsoutheru Ohio.

I
f

Indiana, Illinois, West Virginia, Kentucky, and the Soutli.

NIUTH'S SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,
LANGSTROTH BEE-HIVES, ETC.
Lowest Freight Rates in the country.
Send for Catalog".

f

4
Successor to C. F. Muth it Son,
2U6-4S Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
Please mention the Bee Journal
-W.'Vtf

f

liberated."

SMESGMH

liOcalitieiii l>iUer as to Pollen.—
R. C. Aikin says in the Progressive Bee-

Vm'i ucv 1
cost Iruiii

Keeper:
Alfalfa yields almost no pollen whatever, and during the honey-flows here there
is very little pollen gathered or to be had.
To have combs overloaded with pollen is a
thing I have never known in my present
1 sometimes
think I would have
field.
much more rapid breeding in the spring if

how

to

ffii.-e.
Oi.l

to

make
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Root's Column
Bee-Keeping- in Colorado.
The

editor of Gleanings in Bee-CulMr. E. R. Root, has just returned
from the Denver Bee-Keepers' Convention, and reports that he has secured some 50 views of Colorado scenes,
ture,

apiaries,

homes

of the bee-keepers, etc.

Many

of these will find place on the
pages of Gleanings in Bee-Culture

during the coming year.

Prize Pictures.
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there was more pollen in the hives. I have
seen many a colony that did not seem to
have an available cell of pollen. I feed
much chop to my bees every spring in
Iowa they would not be coaxt to use it. In
my location pollen-bearing plants are
•

—

'

scarce, pollen in sections is never thought
of, and does not occur.
The flora is changing, and what applied a few years ago does

not now."
$!iiiiall

vs. I^ars'e IliveM lV>i-

Honey.— In

Comb

Gleanings in Bee-Culture D.
N. Ritchey. of Licking Co Ohio, makes a
strong plea for small hives. He cites the
case of a man who has very large hives,
and they swarm and give surplus only once
in 5 or (J years.
Only once in 1.5 years have
the large swarms from these hives gathered
enough stores to last them thru the winter.
In a foot-note the editor says
' In a word, the size of the brood-chamber
depends largely upon the locality, and, secondarily, upon the bee-keeper's peculiar
notions. From the mass of evidence that
has tteen produced. I believe large hives are
not practical in some localities, in the same
way that small ones are not adapted for
others. Manufacturers might as well give
up the notion that bee-keepers can be driven
like a flock of sheep over one road
the
road denominated the S-frame Langstroth
hive pure and simple.
The proof of the
pudding is in the eating; and where large
hives give big results in dollars and cents,
it is folly to talk small hives; but when the
small hives will outstrip the big ones, as
seems to be the case in your locality, it is
penny wise and pound foolish to discard
small for large hives."

Yellow Sweet Clover Seed
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have been trying- for years to secure this
and finally succeeded in g-etting- it. It is
new seed, g-athered this season by an old per-

seed,

sonal friend of ours, so we know
But we have only a small supply.
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out

will

mention

it

is all rig-fat.

When
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Comb Foundation

Are Rol»I>er"Ilees Koltlter!* lor
Life ?— The general belief is that when a
as an iiiuucenieiii lor
new before the expiratio

1

shorter, only about two feet in higrht. It is as
much visited by the bees as the white, and usucomes into bloom ahead of while clover
and basswood.
offer the seed as a premium

.

bee once becomes a robber it never returns
to honest ways. Harry Howe, in Gleanings
in Bee-Culture, is inclined to discredit this
general belief. On his late arrival in Cuba
he saw robbers thicker and more aggressive than he had ever seen them at the
North. In the hot afternoons, about the
only bees to be seen flying were those shiny
black fellows— perhaps professional robbers.
A walk thru the fields showed but
few bees on the blossoms, but of those that
were there a good many were those identical "robbers," with their
shiny black
dress.
Pretty strong proof that they were
willing to work for a living if they could
get a job. He further says:
"Another point I should like the advocates of the once a robber always a robber idea to explain. What becomes of
them when a honey-How commences suddenly, as it often does, from basswood. for
instance ? One day the robbers may follow
one around the apiary by the hundred,
pitching into every hive that is opened. In
a day or two basswood is out. and one can
leave honey anywhere in the yard, and not
a bee will look at it."

AT LAST

ally

—

In Gleanings of Dec. 15 we expect to
give pictures of the two best-looking
editors in all beedom. (Gleanings rep-

IT

tinally succeeded in g'ettingf a small
quantity of the seed of the yellow variety of
sweet clover. This kii»d blooms from two to
four weeks earlier than the common or white
variety of sweet clover. It also g:rows much

have

Wholesale and Retail.
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'riie ;>"ew
IIee-l>>!>>ea<>>e, or
the disease now prevailing among the bees
of that State, is thus clearly described by
the bee-inspector, N. D. West, in Gleanings
in Bee-Culture:
"
have. I think, more than one kind
of disease on the ground, and yet there
seems to be a tracing from what I have
called pickled brood, all the way along
from bad to worse, and in difl'erent stages,

We

For $1.25 — Gleanings and Rural New Yorker.
$i.3o~Gleanings and National Stockman.
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until at last

so closely resemt)les foul
to draw the line bethe genuine foul brood,
altho some of the dead brood will be found
at times to be flattened down into the cell,
ami will be about the color of white glue,

brood that
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edge-

borinff,

mo u

I
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i

n g

beading, etc.
Full line
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it is difficult
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Don't Rent
ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

and will, when a toothpick is placed in it,
draw out from its cell from '2 t" t of an
inch. But you have to hold the toothpick
with an object in view, and try to get it to
string out or it will not follow the toothpick at all. Some of this becomes coffeecolored, and is rotten in the cell, and will
string out some, but it will not break and
spring back like rubber; neither do the
combs, when held close to the nose, give off
that offensive and sickening odor that I get
from what I call the old-time fouli brood.

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn

Belt," a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
2og

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

—
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hive, when opened, or a comb held
close to one's nose, will give a kind of sour
smell, or odor; but one of these coffee-colored, rotten brood, when removed from the
cell and held close to the nose, will have a
sort of rotten smell <'iily. But take a hive
full of brood, three-fourths of it good brood
and one-fourth of it bad brood, as descrilied
above, and place it on top of a pretty good
swarm to batch place a queen-excluding
zinc between the hives, and keep the queen

The
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(A heavier and, stronger knife than the one

we

offered heretofore.)

;

HOWARD
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handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.
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never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of owner, the finder v;ill return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling,
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How appropriate this knife is for a present What more lasting memento could a mother
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the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
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one sending us three new subscribers to the Bee Journal (with $3.00)", and we will also send to
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Novelty Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.
is

of indestructible celluloid,
of the handle is placed the
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G-EORGE W. YORK &
118 Michigan

CO.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Street,

Tiie Mississippi

below, and in due time the brood above the
excluder will all be hatcht out, and all of
the bad brood will be cleaned out of the
combs, and no more trace of the bad brood
is seen in these hives that season.
This has
been my own experience in my own apiaries this season, and these colonies in the
lower hives were slightly affected, as well
as the brood placed on top of the colonies."

•COREDTO DEATH

Valley Democrat
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practically disappear.''

brood.

Pacific Rural Press,

paper of the Pacific Coast.

may

Editor Root makes out a pretty clear
case that the New York disease is not foul

California

It

York State, is
disease that is making so much trouble, resulting already in the destruction of hundreds of colonies, is one disease in various
degrees of severity, or several diseases.
There is no doubt that foul brood does not
in all cases show the same degree of virulence, and the belief has been advanced
that where the disease has prevailed for
some time the bees acquire a certain degree of immunity. In any case, some remarks that Mr. West makes in Gleanings
in Bee-Culture, about the disease that is
troubling New Yorkers, seem to apply
equally well to foul brood. A strong colony, especially one strong with young bees,
makes a better stand against the diseasethan a weak one. The flow of honey is
important.
The disease seems, to a certain extent, to ebb and flow with the flow
of honey. A good flow of honey seems to
lessen the amount of diseased brood, which
again becomes more plentiful when the
flow is over*. There seems to be an advantage in large hives with an extra supply of

;
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cers.
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Cure ot

West, of New
puzzled to know whether the

honey always in sight.
Mr. West says: " 1 do have some fears
that this malady may clean us all out of
bees but I have faith, and hope that, if we
reach a good honey season, this dreaded

KEYSTONE KNIFE
DEHORNING
paia than any
Journal of Agriculture, causes
made. Cuts on
once— dean
less

('ondilions Favoring'

Foul Brood.— Inspector
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330 Market Street,
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SWEET CLOVER
And Several Other Clover Seeds.
We have made arraiij^ements so that we can

furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the followinjr prices, cash with
the order:
Sft

White Clover
Alfalfa Clover

Crimson Clover
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1.40
1.20
.90

2Sft
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sort
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6.2S
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5.00
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If you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without tlie best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.

CHICAGO, ILL.

colonies in good shape, and one a little on
the weak list.
bad no frost after April
17, and everything seemed to bloom profusely, but the bees didn't seem to accumulate as they should, so they didn't begin to
swarm until July 1, and I didn't get but 4
swarms, making an even 40 colonies. I obtained 937 very wtU filled sections, or 26
per colony, spring count, which I sold
readily at home for 12', cents per section.
They were well filled, many weighing one
pound and one or two ounces. I think the
whole crop would hold out to one pound to
the section.
Iha Shocket.
Randolph Co., W. Va., Dec. 1.

We

Wool marketM and Sheep
has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO, ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal whfn writing.
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YORK & CO.
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class hatcher

s

Hatches the largest per cent, of
fertile

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.
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7Sc
80c
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first

EXCELSIOR

VAN DEVSEIV,
Sole Manufacturer,

J. A.

Sweet Clever (white)
AlsikeClover

1

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

Results of the Past Season.
commenced the summer of 1S!I9 with 35

A Kansas Report.
send you a photograph of my apiary.
You will notice that part of the hives are
under a shed, packt for winter. All the
hives face the south. I have 22 colonies. I
leave the super on with the quilt on top of
the brood-frames, then a chaff cushion over
the quilt. At the back of the hives is a
space of one 'foot packt firmly with fine
hay; also packt the same between the
hives. On top of the hives I have large
I

—
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chaff cushions later on I will put hay on
top of the cushions.
My bees did well for this part of the
country, considering the season. I sold
about TOO pounds of comb honey near home
at r2}.< cents per pound, leaving a balance
of 7.5 pounds for home use. I used both the
tall and the square plain sections with
fence separators.

797

^^^

;

I came to Kansas two years ago from
Nebraska, having sold all my bees before
leaving. I purchast four colonies here, and
inereast by natural swarming to 10. Last
winter being pretty severe on the bees, I
lost five colonies. I now have 32 colonies.
A short distance south of my bee-yard is a
-field of 100 acres of alfalfa; west are SO
acres more. I have also some of the Rocky
mountain bee-plant near, and many fruitfrees set out in the yard, such as cherries,
apples, pears, peaches and apricots, and
along the west side currant bushes.
I wish to say that if I had not read the
American Bee Journal long before I kept
bees I do not know that I should have
handled or kept them at all.
C. H. Pettengell.
Phillips Co., Kans., Nov. 9.

[The photograph of Mr. Pettengell's api-

ary was received, but it was not clear
enough to make a good engraving. Ed

f\G00DWAT6tl
Free for 8

New Subscribers
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bargain. The watch would make a fine gift.
it
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Report for the Past Season.
came thru

winter with 27 colonies,
having lost but one; these increast to 35,
fcesides producing over 3 000 pounds of surU. P. Beakpsley.
plus honey.
Polk Co., Oreg., Nov. 22.
I

Buckwheat Helps Him

pounds of honey from

spring count.

Grand

:

WELL MAN UFACTURED

S TOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.

A.

Isle Co., Vt.,

Nov.

1'44

Seciions. SUlDDino-Gases and

Out.

This has been one of the worst years for
iDees in Vermont that I ever knew, but
buckwheat came to my rescue, and the bees
have plenty to winter on, and gave me
3, .500

OUR MOTTO

last

colonies,

W. Dakbv.

24.

a .specialty of making- the very best Sections on the market.
iii this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
the best for making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young and
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-List FREE.

We make
The

BASSWOOD

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
Results of the Past Season.

Please mention the Bee Juurrial when writing".

My

eight colonies of bees, spring count,
increast to 16, and I extracted 250 pounds
of honey of a dark color.
I like the Bee Journal and take the time

to read

F. B.
Co., Kan., Nov. 22.

all of it.

McPherson

What About Mesquite?

John Lefler.
Co., Calif.

Bees Did Little This Year.
Bees did little the past season in this part
of the country, and 1 fear they have gone
into winter quarters rather poor.
Polk Co., Tenn., Nov. 23. M. T. Fonrs.

WATERTOWN,

This is my second year of bee-keeping.
Last year I had to feed 3 colonies out of 4.
Last spring I started with 4, and one
cast a large swarm July 10. I lost the old
colony thru a misbred queen, but the 3 colonies surprised me, for I got 00 pounds of
white and about 170 pounds of amber
honey from them, and 10 to 12 pounds from

new swarm

;

besides this the brood-

chambers were entirely
Rock Co., Wis.

filled.

Chas. Luebke.

A Fairly Good Season.
This has been a fairly good year for beeI had some over
keepers in Missouri.
3,000 pounds of honey the past season—

WIS.,

CAN FURNISH YOU WITH THE VERY FINEST

Bee= Keepers' Supplies
Parties wanting goods before new catalog is issued will please write for
quotations. We want every BEE-KEEPER on our list.
If j'ou did not receive our catalog last year send us your name and address
and we will mail you our new catalog as soon as it is ready.
Please mention Bee Journal '^iinn -wrriting.

Lyon Mfg.
b
NEW LONDON,

Page

Co.

WIS.,

His Colonies Surprised Him.

the

LEWIS COMPANY,

Wedel.

Will some southwestern subscriber tell us
Journal
all
thru the American Bee
about the mesquite as a honey-plant, time
of blooming, duration of flow, and amount
of honey per colony an apiary will average
from it, in an ordinary season ?

San Bernardino

Q. B.

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

operates two Sawmills that

cut, annually, eight million feet of

curing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

'L-^__._.-kj«_'
D__
bee^KCeperS
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se-
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They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved'machineryfor the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, bj- machinery, and is absois in the State.
lutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinerv, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
Send for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

Don't
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mostly white clover — 3.000 pounds of comb
and the balance extracted. The demand
has been good, and so the honey is mostly
sold.
I have .5.5 colonie,^ in good condition
on the summer stands. I have lost only
two colonies in nine years in wintering.
I want to thank you for the American
Bee Journal.
May it live long to do
good.
H. C. MiDDLETON.
Dekalb Co., Mo., Nov. 32.

Another Poop Honey-Year.
This has been another poor year with the
bee-keepers in this part of the State, as
bees have not accumulated enough to eat
since June 3. and the loss in queens has
been quite heavy. I lost 17 in swarmingtime, and bought only 7. I have 42 colonies, and bought one
barrel of sugar
weighing 370 pounds, paying $19.73, and in
10 days three-fourths was carried into the
brood chambers.
J. H. Allen.
Nansemond Co., Va., Nov. 29.

A Good Year

for^Bees.

This was a very good year for bees here.
I had 33 colonies, spring count, increast to
CO colonies, and got I.UOU pounds of comb
honey and 3.000 pounds of extracted. I
so'd all or my honey in the home market
comb at 10 and V2K{ cents per pound, and
extracted. 9 and 10 cents. I will send a
photograph of
apple-orchard apiary of
60 colonies, showing about two-thirds of
the colonies.
Johm N. Michael.
Caldwell Co., Mo., Dec. 1.

my

[Mr. Michael has a very nice apiary, but
the photograph was not clear enough to
make a good engraving,;else we would re-

produce

it.

Editor.]

Poor Year Bute Fair Crop.
This year has been poor for honey. Some
of the bee-keepers got none, but I got 700

pounds of nice comb honey from 15 colonies, spring count, and 5 prime swarms, by
what I learned from the Bee Journal.
[O. F. Arnold.
C~_lli

Chenango

I

Co., N. Y., Dec.

4.

The Bee Journal Suits Him.
am more than pleased with the Ameri-

can Bee Journal. I cannot do without it,
and I can't see how any other bee-keeper
can deny himself so much good bee-reading

and valuable information, when

it

is

so

cheap

—

only one dollar. I have 300 colonies of bees. The American Bee Journal is
teacher, and the main cause of
success in bee-keeping.
Isaac Hays.
Yakima Co., Wash., Nov. 39.

my

my

Has Been Successful.
have been a bee-keeper for 10 years,
starting with two colonies of bees, and now
I have 55.
I have had splendid success.
Wm. Decker.
Nodaway Co.. Mo., Nov. 36.
I

Too Much Rain for Bees.
have received but little honey from my
bees this year— about 1,000 pounds from 109
colonies, and stores enough for winter. We
have had too much rain nearly all spring,
summer and fall.
T. H. Waale.
Clarke Co., Wash., Nov. 39.
I

Dec.

14, 1899.

The Hawkeye incubator Co., of Newton, Iowa,
is one of the younger concerns, full of vim and
enterprise, manufacturing incubators.
They
make very broad claims for their None Better
Incubator, claims which we believe the machine and the company can make gocd. They
are making a special claim for simplicity and
durability points which every purchaser will
readily appreciate.
They send their catalog
free.
Write them for it, and say you saw their
advertisement in the American Bee Journal.

—

Illinois. — The executive committee of the Illinois State
Bee-Keepers' Association have
changed the date of the ninth annual meeting
to Dec. 26 and 2", 1819. It is understood that all

the railroads will make half rates during the
holidays. The State Horticultural Society and
the State Teachers' Institute hold their annual
meetings at the same time, and all at the State
House, so that it will be a great inducement for
a good attendance. We e.xpect to have a fine
program for the occasion, and a good time, as
bee-keepers always do when they get together.
Come, ever.vbody!
Latek. Since the insertion of the previous
notice the railroads, thru the Western Passenger Association, have refused to make a single
fare rate for the round trip, but made the rate
of one fare and a third for the round trip. If
any one when purchasing a ticket is refused the
one-third rate for the round trip, he must demand a certificate showing that he paid full
fare coming, and together with the Horticultural Society we expect to have much more than
100 in attendance, and thereby get the above-

—

Bees Hardly Paid this Year.
Bees have hardly paid this year. I have
handled bees for the last 30 years, but this
has been the poorest year for honey I ever
had. I handled this year about 100 colonies of bees, and got about 3,000 pounds of
extracted and about 500 of comb honey. I
had only four new swarms this year. My
bees are all packt for winter, and have
plenty of honey to winter on, altbo they
are very light in bees, not having bred up
in the fall.
W. W. Taylor.

Ottawa

Co., Ohio, Dec.

4.

His Bees Did Fairly Well.

We

are having Florida weather now, and
the bees are enjoying it. Yesterday they
carried pollen. My bees are in good shape
for winter. I have them on the summer
stands. We had a short honey harvest last
summer, altho I did fairly well. I got 1,000

pounds of comb honey and over 600 pounds
of extracted, from 43 colonies, and have it
all sold at 15 and 16 cents per pound, in
L. A. Hammond.
Washington, D. C.
Washington Co., Md., Dec. 4.
The Des Moines Incubator Co. — .\s an evidence of the universal interest taken iu artificial
incubation, and the confidence which the whole
world places in American-made incubators, we
refer to an order recently received by the Des
Moines Incubator Co., of Des Moines, Iowa,
thru their New York agents, for a shipment of
14 machines to f;ro to parties in Sydney, Australia. Better send to them for their attractive
catalog, and see the ^'ood thingrs they have to
Always mention the American Bee Jouroffer.
nal

when

.Vo

writing, please.

i:ll(>.

I'riL't-.

named

rate.

Bradfordton,

111.

Jas. A. Stone, Sec.

Michigan.— The annual meeting

of the Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held at Thompsonville, Benzie Co., Jan. 1 and 2,
1900. There will be reduced rates on all railroads, and a special rate has been secured at all
the hotels there at 75 cents per day. There will
be an e.xhibition of the famous willow-herb
honey, also of all the leading supplies used in
the apiary, and latest improved implements.
At least two, and perhaps three, of the A. I. Root
family will be present, and other noted men.
Everything indicates the largest meeting held
in years.
The subjects discust will be those
nearest the heart of the bee-keeper, so come prepared to give your views, in exchange for the

views of others. It will more than repay you
for all the time and expense to attend.
Fremont, Mich.
Geo. E. Hilton, Pres.

New York.— The 34th semi-annual meeting of
the Seneca County Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held in K. O. T. M. Hall, at Romulus,
N. Y., on Tuesday, Dec. 19, 1899, at 10 o'clock
a.m. Among the subjects and those to discuss
them are these: " Comb vs. Extracted Honey
for Profit," J. C. Howard, followed bv H. L.
Lyke. " Why I Quit the Bee-Business," B. D..
Scott, Fred S. Emeus, J. F. Hunt and Natt
Sutton. Prospecls for next season, H.McLallan.
Frank Benton, of Washington, D.C., .Assistant
Entomologist U. S. Department of Agriculture,
will be present and address the meeting at this,
time, and take part in the discussions.
Romulus, N. Y.
C. B. Howard, Sec.

S'J.OO. T«>stpiil<l

How: to Secure

a 14-karat Gold Diamonil Point Fountain Pen at Wliolesale Price.
$1.50
No. 4310.— Heavy Gold Pen, narrow, 18 kl. Gold Bands.
No, 2IIO.— 14 kt. Heavy Gold Pen, chased barrel
.$2.00Box, filler and directions with each pen. Every pen g-uaranleed for one year, by the manufacturers.
Readers of the American Bee Journal will be ^iven a discount of 20 percent off above prices, as we have made special arranpements with the
Diamond Point Pen Co., to g-ive our patrons this absolutely perfect founlain pen at the wholesale price.
To secure this wholesale discount on the above fountain pens, you must send your orders direct to this office, enclosing- the number of the pen^
you want, and a postal note or postage stamps, for the cost of same.
We are offerings our readers an absolutely perfect fountain pen which is g^uaranteed to g^ive entire satisfaction, as the Diamond Point Pen Co.
fully warrant and f^uarautee them absolutely as represented.
If the pen points are not entirely satisfactory they will be exchanged at no extra expense if returned to the office of the Diamond Point Pen Co.
102 Beekman Street, New York, N. Y.
'

Special

Premium Pen

Offers.

We

Offer No.

1.

will mail Fountain Pen No. 2110 free as a premium to any one sending
scribers to the American Bee Journal for one j'ear, with $3.00 to pay for
with the American Bee Journal for one year both for $2.00.

—

Bio. 2.

THREE NEW
will

subclub it

NEW siib.scrib-

We
Offer

us

same; or we

will mail Fountain Pen No. 4310 free as a premium to any one sending us FIVE
ers to the American Bee Journal for one year, with $5.00 to pay for .same or we will club
American Bee Journal for one year- both for $2.50.
Address,
;

GEORGE. W. YORK & CO.,

Mo.

•JllO.—l'rifi.; Sl-HO,

poslpaiU.

it

with the

118 MichiQan St., Ghicaoo,

III.

'

Dec.

—

^IF YOU WANT

SUFFERERS
FROM

LUNG ^KIDNEY
FREE,

troubles cau obtain valuable advice,

DR. PEIRO.

addressing

34 Central Music

Hall,

in

BEE-BOOK

sti >!i >te >li >te sli >lt >te >Ji >li >ti iltti

AND BEESWAX

ttONE.y

I

|

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

CHICAGO.

B66-K66p6rs' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

nrr I^CCDCDC

Premiums

DLU-NLLrLnO

Awarded to the PKAIKIE STATE
I N('UUAT<Uf.Ouiirantped to operate

J. AT.

any ilimate. Send lor catalopne.
8TATK IXlllA init U. Homer nij.Pi,.

riCAIRIE

»S

completely than any other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

by

«ffl-Write at once, stating ag-e, sex, occupation,
troubled, post-office address, and enclose
return stamp for immediate reply.

First

THE

That covers the wBole Apicultural Field more

how

310

799

AMERICAN BEE JOUENAL.

14, 1899.

I

me send vou my 64page Catalog for 1899.
Let

Jenkins, Wetampka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal

(

when

-writing.

Chicago, Nov. :!4.— There is a firm tone in all
kiiids of honey, even buckwheat sells easier
thau of yore. 16c is obtaiuable for the best
white comb which we class as fancy, and I5c for
No. 1 grade; stained and off grades of white,
13@14c; amber, 10(«'12c; and dark to buckwheat,
10c.
E.vtracted white clover and basswood,
Beeswax, 27c.
S(s'*)c; amber, 7«j He; dark, 6(^7c.
9((;'

R.

A.Burnett &

Cincinnati, Nov. 7.— There

a good

is

Co,

demand

White clover
amber and South-

for all kinds of extracted honey.

and basswood

Cash '
24 cents
r^
^
paid for Beeswax. ^
•

This is a good time
to send in your Beeswax. We are paying

'*"•

1

?isr,rSVeT

upon its receipt. Now, if you want the money promptly, send us your beeswax. Impure wax not taken at any price. Address as follows, very plainly,
GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

low,

ern,

Fancy

sells at ISfgylbc; darker grades hard to sell at
any price. Beeswax, 26c.
C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth

City, Nov. 9.— We quote No. 1 white
No. 2, U(M3l4c; No. 1 amber,
No. 2, 12(Sil3c. Extracted, white, 7'A
(Si8c; amber, 7(at7J^c; dark, 5^Aig>bc.
Beeswax,
20@22c.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

Kansas

comb,

13J^(gil4c;

13<g)l3%c;

New

THE MOST

A LITERARY

ENGAGING BOOK
EVER WRITTEN

GEIVi

BY IAN MACLAREN
REV.
J.

H.M.WHARTON, DD.

WILLIAM BUEL,

NEW5

A BOOK
I_XX

—

EVERY!

CHRISTIAN

"THE GOLDEN MORNING,"

The book Is entitled
and while it was intended
to be a $5.00 book, and has everything about it authorship, illustrations, paper,
printing and binding— to warrant that price, we have, after many objections and

HOME

—

H3

made tenns whereby WE ARE IN POSITION TO OFFER IT TO OUR
READERS AT A QREAT REDUCTION. It conUins nearly 800 pages and over
refusals,

IT WILL
BIND THE BIBLEI
I

TO EXERT

A POWERFUL

LIKE IT
Ever Before

W RITTE N
NOT
HAD
-IN^ BOOK ,

TO

BE.

Fancy white,

20.

— Demand

THE

THE GREATEST

FORM
ALL BOOKS

I

It will be of highest value to the young, as from a few readings, they will *
get such an understanding of Bible truths and promises from this book, that it
would require years for them to gather through Bible reading or study. Indeed,
one of the chief claims of
to univereal popularity,
is that the children will learn to reverence and love the Bible and to accept ita
teachings through reading this charmingly written story.

"THE GOLDEN nORNING"

WE ARE READY TO DISTRIBUTE THIS GRAND BOOK AHONQ OUR
READERS who should order at ouce, aa our portion of the introductory edition i&
limited.
The prices are as foUows. WITH POSTA<ie PREPAID:
BOUND IN EXTRA FINE CLOTH, BEAUTIFUL GOLD AND
COLORED STAMPING
$2.75
SUPERB HALF MOROCCO. WITH BURNISHED RED
EDGES
$3.75
^
THE BOOK WILL NOT BE ON SALE IN BOOR-STORBfi, AND BUOOLD BB
ORDS^RED FROM THE OFFICE OF THIS FUBLICATION. EACH ORDER WILL BE
PLACED ON PILE ON ITS ARRIVAL ANp FILLED IN THE ORDER RECEIVED.
BECACSE OF THE EXTBEMELT NARROW MARGIN OF PBOFIT. CASH WILL BE
F,XPECTED WIT H EACH ORDER. SHOULD THE BOOK BE UNSATISFACTORY
WHEN RECEIVED AND EXAMINF.n. IT MA.Y BE RETUBNED AND THE MONET
.

.

as to quality, from 70c to 75c gallon. Beeswax
quiet at 2b(gi27c.
Hildketh <& Segelken,

Cleveland, Dec. 1.— Fancv white, 16C'*17c;
No. 1 white, 15@16c; No. 1 amber, 13faa4c; No. 2
amber, 12ffl^l3c; buckwheat, 9irtil0c. White exA.

UN

& CO.
GEORGE W. YORK
CHICAUO,

JUifhigan

B.Williams & Co.

San Francisco, Nov.
UJ-sc;

amber,

8(o;10c.

light amber, 7(g!'7^c;

22.— White comb, 11^@
Extracted, white, 7J^^(aSc.
amber, 5(«>5^c; Beeswax,'

26fG»27c.

Boston, Dec. 8.— We quote as follows: Fancy

A

white, loc;

No.

1,

No.

15c;

1,

buck-

13fa''14c:

wheat will not sell in this city. Extracted, light
amber, 7(«'8c.
There is very little now to report in the line
of our honey market. The retail trade are loath
to pay the higher prices and are buying in a
verv small way, still the demand is fully equal
Blake, Scott &"Lek.
to the supply.

Albany, Nov. 10. — We quote: Fancy white
comb, 15c; No. 1 white, 13(a*14c; raixt, ll(wl3c;
buckwheat, 10((f'llc. Extracted, white, 8(rt9c;
mixt, 6H(^"c; dark, 6. Beeswax, 26('j'28c.

MacDougal &
& Co.

Co.

Successors to Chas. McCulloch

Omaha, Nov. 18.— The November trade has
up to the present not been as good as was expected, and shows a falling off from October.
It seems that the somewhat higher prices this
fall are affecting the consumptive demand to
some extent, still the warm weather yet prevailing in this part of the country may also be
partly responsible for it. While trade has been
light^ prices have been well maintained, nobody
being burdened with stock to such an amount
as to become oppressive.
Fancy white still going at 14wl4^^c, and light
amber 1 cent less. Extracted, white, 8((_' 8^^c.

Peycke Bros.

Detroit, Oct.

— Fancy white, 15<(plC>c:

No.
white, 14{gl5c; dark grades, 10fa'12c. Demand
good and supply light. No extracted in market.
White would sell forSfS^SJ^c. Beeswax, 23(ai24c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.
18.

1,

WANTED.— Comb and
price, kind,

33A20t

extracted honey; state

and quantitv.

R. A.

BURNETT &

lt.3

So.

Water

CO.,

St.,

Chicago,

111.

.

WILL BE CHEEBFULLT RSFCNDED

Addre.s,

We

former years.

15 cents;

,

500 superb illustrations.
It is printed with clear type-on coated paper, 'a,nd ta
in beautifully illuminated covers, with gold and colored stampmg.

IT 15 IN REALITY
BIBLE IN STORY
arranged so as to
assure a perfect understanding of
OF
even by
little children.
All ambiguous and obscure phrases and descriptions have been
put into language which makes them clear as noon-dajr. The historic events have
been arranged in their proper order, and the story is made continuous and of
absorbing interest throughout
Poetical description so freely used in the Bible,
and the many Parables, have all received analysis and now appear as plainly told
tales which need no interpreter or explanation.

is very good for
Receipts are some-

to

No. 1, white, 13(ail4c;
amber, ll'<'12c; aud buckwheat, 9@llc as to
quality. Extracted remains Arm at following
prices: California white, 8!^c; light amber, 8c;
white chiver and basswood, 8c; amber, 7^c.
Very little trade for extracted buckwheat as yet.
Southern, fancy, 7'.^c per pound; other grades,

bound

Hundreds of artistic and accurate pictures have been used to embellish its
pages and 6x in the mind of reader or student the scenes so graphically described.
No book of a religious nature has ever been ro sumptuously illustrated. This
feature alone costing an enormous sum of money, as every drawing was made
especially for this work.

SURE

>C
NOTHING

Oct.

quote:

are found the

ITS PLACE

INFLUENCE
FOR GOOD

York,

grades of comb honey.

what light and not up

have been

The book is about to appear and on ita title page in collaboration as authors
names of that most papular of all writers. IAN MACLAREN (Rev.
John Watson), together with M. M. WHARTON, D.D., the great Evangelist, and'
J. WILLIAM BUEL, Ph.D., one of the most prominent and popular writers on
Biblical subjects.
A MASTERPIECE INDEED must be the book which (Jails to
its creation such a combination of unmatchable talents.
IT IS A MASTER*
PIECE and it is good news we bring our readers when we tell them that after
the most persistent endeavor and the most industrious and earnest negotiations with
the Publishers, this paper is one of a syndicate which has secured the entire first
edition for distribution among their subscribers, not aa a means of winning profits*
but to encourage the people to become regular readers, because of the unusual
privileges which are oSered regular patrons.

THE WORLD
HAS WAITED

IT IS

AND QOSSIP OP A NEW BOOK QN THE BIBLE

current in book and Christian circles everywhere for some months. In ita
authorship was to be combioed the superb talents and literary abilities of
three of lie greatest lights in the world of religious literature.

FOR WHICH

CLOSER
TO THE PEOPLE

Hi''

all

tracted, StoOc.

JLA.

IS IN

eoiQ

''The

Ph.D.

sell at 8@83'sc;

according- to quality and package.
comb honey in no-drip shii^ping-cases

b(a^7c,

St.,

-

II, I.

WANTED.— Extracted honey all kinds; mail
sample and price expected delivered at Cincinnati, I pay spot cash on delivery.
C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. Muth & Son and A. Muth.
2146-48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

4/.)Atf

Your HONEY
We
Waniefl!and where youbuy noAddress,
will

it,

matter

are.

price,

givfng description
S+Atf THOS. C. STANLEY

& SON,

Fairfield

111.

'
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Latest Improvements.
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Perfect Goods.

Very Reasonable Prices.

^^"^

Hives, Shipping-Cases
Sections,

and copy

Year

Why

Extractors, Etc,
EVERYTHING A
«#****
BEE'KEEPER NEEDS.
Catalo^r

Dadant's Foundation.
does

We guarantee

it sell

so well?

satisfaction.

has always g-iven better satisany other.
Because in 22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compli-

What more can anybody do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS,No SAQQINa. No

Because

it

faction than

of

Year

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

ments.

^*The American Bee=Keeper"— FREE

Send name

THE W.

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

for our Catalog,

FflLGONER MFG. CO.,

T.

JAMESTOWN,

N. Y.

We

sell

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

The Araericau Bee-Keeper is a live Monthly,
^nd has been publisht by us for the past 10
ji'ears—SO cents a year.

Please mention

Bee Journal when

writing.

j^""^ looking
t^MlsMeThing-T'^"
= for the last winter

The New Champion
WINTER-CASE...

Tlie Classic in

which does away with all unnecessary work, and in which the bees
will not die in the coldest winter.
Send for special prices on quantitv
'

SCHMIDT &

R. H.

wanted.

CO.,

Sheboygan, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal

when

LaDgstroth on

tlie

Bee-Culture— Price, $1.25,

QUEENS

liy

Mail.

Beeswax Wanted ^^^^^^^^^^^
at all times.

w^riting.

Honey-Bee, Revised.

Please mention Bee Journal

cha5. dadant & son,
when

Hamilton, HancOck Co.,

•writing,

III.

Smokers, Sections,
Comb Foundation
And

_
hREE CaUloeiw.
"Please

tt.

Apiarian Huppllei

all

eli«ap.

T.

S^Bd for

FLANAGAN,

BfilleTUle, lU-

mention Bee Journal when

HUNT &

M. H.

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

at

writinj^.

SON,

ROOT'S PRICES.

Shipping--Cases and Danz. Cartons are what
you need to display and ship vour honev in.

Send

BELL BRANCH. MiCH.
when writinc-

for Catalogr.

Please mention Bee Journal

si
I Smoker... ^I
*

^^

,

^
^

^^.

BirMt-lnKMW
BtftiQMAM

BeeSmoksr

•

For Apiarian
T T"
Supplies, address,

/^/~\

A
H JCVr^
LbAHY
MrG. CO,
T I'KT

Higginsville, Ho,
'''''

{f^ijstffiivi,"'"'''''Please mention Bee Journal -when WTitine.

—SUBSCRIBE FOR THE—

Farmer's

Home Journal,

Louisville,

Ky,

•

A practical business paper for the farmer. It treats of farming and stock breeding- from both,
practical and scientific standpoints. It Is the oldest and best known agrricultural weekly in the
South. If you have anything to sell send us your advertisement. Every farmer who expects to
mix '* brains with muscle " in his business should read this paper. Subscription price, |l.00 per
JOURNAL, Louisville. Ky.
year. Sample copy free. Address,
FARMER'S
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

HOME

5

I

A

Little Better
*'

Perfect."

"^
•
•

^
^

;^^

^
I

honey=jars.
1-pound square, $4.70 per gross, with corks 5 gross, $4,50 per gross. Labels,
60c per gross $1.00 for 500. We have several styles of Jars for retailing honey.
;

;

^
^

than

OUTSIDE CASES

Address,

T. F.

BINGHAM,

Farwell, Mich.,
For Circular,

^'iviuj:,^ full
.itiou aiul prices.

inform-

^
^
^,
5^
^.

for wintering bees, include bottom, bodv and gable cover
10 for $5.50.

BASSWOOD EXTRACTED HONEY,
Sample
Catalog

5 cents.
free.

Please mention Bee Journal

J.

when

J.

—60 cents each,

cans and kegs, 8j4 to 9c per pound.

STRINGHAM,

writing.

105

Park Place,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

Please tueutiou Bee Journal

when writing Advertisers.

Please Mentiou

tlie

Bee Journal I^l^nTsfrS^

—

^
39th YEAR.

CHICAGO,

ILL,

DECEMBER

21,

^

1899

home apiary

—

^

^

^"

No,

of 22 colonies in the back

ofmy

lot,

51,

which

is

—

very small only SO by 90 feet yet I think that 30 colonies
could be managed on this small space of ground. My apiary
is located on the west and
north sides
on the south
(which is not shown) is my poultry-yard, where I keep several varieties of poultry, as bees and poultry are my pleasure. Here I spend all my leisure time in looking after them.
My home apiary is chiefly managed for rearing queens
and producing comb honey. The past season I tried the
;

A Bee-Fever

that Resulted in
BY W. H. HBIM.

Two

FIND

Apiaries.

apiculture a very pleasant and instructive as well
as profitable business in connection with my other
duties, as I am employed by a candy manufacturingcompany. It may seem very strange to get the bee-fever
in a candy factory, but it is a fact, and I am going- to tell
how it happened. June 20, 1894, there came a run-a-way
swarm Of bees to our candy factory. A large walnut tree
is standing in front of the building, on
which clustered this swarm of bees. It
was about 4 o'clock in the afternoon, and
at 5 o'clock the factory whistle blew not
to give an alarm of fire, but simph' to
quit work. I then got a small bos ready,
and up the walnut tree I went 35 feet after
that swarm of bees, without bee-veil or
gloves and with a pocket-knife I cut off
the limb on which the swarm of bees had
clustered, put the bees into the box, and
took it to my home. The next day out
came the swarm, not being satisfied with
the small box. I then got a Simplicity
hive from a bee-keeper, and successfully

I

plain sections, also the 3jsxSxl'2, or the Ideal super, and
find a good sale for honey in these sections.
My honey
crop was very light, as it was a very poor season in this
vicinit}'.

My

out-apiary

—

located about 8 miles from here on
has 32 colonies, and is managed for
both comb and extracted honey. My father, who has been
a bee-keeper for about 40 years, is still interested in beekeeping. I am sorry that he was not working in the apiary
when I took this picture. I give him the credit for man-

my

father's farm.

is

It

—

;

hived them.
Then followed what you maj' call a
genuine case of bee-fever, and I am sorry
to say that the fever is as bad as ever.
Picture No. 1 shows what is now my

No.

2— Mr.

W. H. Heim's Out- Apiary.

aging it for me. It faces the south,
near an apple orchard a splendid locality to build up a large apiary.
Lj-coming Co., Pa.

—

No.

How

1.

The Bee-Hive.
Most Out of

to Get the

It.

BY "OLD GRIMES."

No.

/.

Home Apiary

of Mr. W. H. Heim, of Lycoming

Co., Pa.

BEE-HIVE

under the popular understanding of the term, is a box
made of boards, the dimensions,
size and shape, are according to the
fancy, genius or peculiar ideas of the
builder. The common box-hive had its
day, and tho there are but few of them

A

—

'
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now in use, they are in evidence in some portions of the
Questions on the Dickel Theory Answered
country.
most
To get the
out of a hive of whatever construction,
BV C. THEII.MAXX.
it is necessary to select for it g-ood material, and the chief
received the following letter from Editor York
factors are durability, saving in strength in handling, and
'
with the request that I answer it
time in manipulation. In the portion of the country where
pine
the writer lives,
is the best lumber for the purpose, but
Mr Editor:-! would like to ask Mr. Theilmatm a question or two
it seems to me that cedar would be an excellent lumber on
^'"'°"^- ^ """"^ ""'""'""^ ^''°'" "' '""^ am asking fo?
fnformatlou
of
its
lightness,
account
but, whatever lumber is used, that
^'^' Theilmanu claim that the queeu lays but one kind
free
from
of eggs,
which is light,
knots, easily workt, and not easy
nn^?r^,
and
the bees make whatever se.x they desire therefrom?
to split or warp, should be selected. Inch lumber should be
they cannot hatch a queen from egsfs in drone-comb, or If so, how ilit
from a drone'''•'''°^""'°'"''!.'' "'^^^
used, or inch lumber drest on both sides.
How does he account for a m">='=i»
queea
" °f
^rn'JL''Hf
turning
drone-layer
as some do in old age ?
I have seen hives made of one-half inch lumber, but
The fact that he thought those eggs he gave to the nueenless
they cannot be durable on account of the small holdingswarms were all what were called " worker "^ggs, because
he had
worker-comb, does not prove (to my mind; that they were
place for the nails; so to get the most out of a hive it should
all fertilized or
°"^" "'=,=' '^'""^^ '" -^^"^ ''"'» »" from worker
"?"
be strongly put together. The dovetailed feature of late
7Z^'^^,-^'^-f
,^u^ IS no regular
foundation, if there
drone-comb in
hives. With me
years seems to be superseding all other methods of manunew swarms often rear drones almost, if not quite,the
as plentifully as befacture, and the chief recommendation is strength of cor*?" '"fofmation, not trying to " arguf v," so turn on
ner. That is all very true, but it requires special machinery
a
Mialt^^rTv'l^,
little
more light, please.
F S ™"-ES.
Mrii-a
^'
to manufacture them, and the feature is very good for the
Crawford Co., Iowa.
manufaturers of supplies, for it throws the trade all upon
The experiments made last Julv are described on pages
their special machinery but a hive quite as good can be
made on a common circular saw by halving out the ends of oOO and 6+3. Mr. Miles and those who are interested can
there find the information askt, and thus save
reprintinothe side-pieces and setting the ends into the rabbet so made,
the main points about the Dickel-Dzierzon Theorv
and nailing both ways. A hive made in thisway will stand
which"
with me, IS no more theory, but solid facts proven by
actual
the stress of hard usage and inclement weather quite as
experiments.
well as the dovetailed hive. I have seen quite as many corMr. Miles asks if I " claim the queen lays but one kind
ners of the dovetailed hive warpt out of place as I have the
of eggs, and the bees make whatever sex they
desire therehalved corner but then, the dovetailed hive has come to
from ? If so, how is it they cannot hatch a queen from
stay, and I am not disposed to find fault with it.
eggs in drone-comb, or from drone-laving-worker egt^s
If the outside of the hive is well made, the interior
How does he account for queens turning drone-layers" as
should receive the same attention. I have seen many hives
some do tn old age "? Then Mr. M. says
•'
The fact that
made with very flimsy frames, altho when the comb is built he thought those eggs he gave
to the queenless swarms
in the frame it has a certain strength, but will hold its
were all what are commonly called worker-eggs, because
he
shape better when being filled if made strong.
had worker-comb, does not prove that they were all fertiIn nailing a hive there is a mistake many times made
lized or worker eggs," etc.
in being careless in the driving of the nails. Nails should
I will answer the last first by saying
that the vitality
be driven more or less "toeing," for a nail driven in with
of old queens is exhausted, and some of the eggs
do not
the grain of the wood will draw out more easilj' then if put
contain the generating fluid or sperm in sufficient quantity
in a little across the grain. Then, a careless driving of the
to generate, and therefore are superseded by the
workers.
nail will result sometimes in its breaking out at the point,
Young drone-laying queens are not fertilized, and
splitting a portion off the board and weakening that portherefore lay unfertilized eggs which produce drones
only
tion of the hive. An inexperienced person should not be
the same is true of laying-workers, but neither
of the two
allowed to nail hives it is better to pay a little extra and
has any generative power-their eggs will produce
drones,
have the work well done.
but such drones will produce nothing. We have a
similar
Then, to get the most out of a hive with comfort and
case in the mule, which you all know.
profit to the operator, it should have as few parts as possiI claim that all the higher class of
ble.
There is a positive loss where a number of parts have
animals have to be
mated in order to have, or receive by that, the generating
to be removed in order to get into the interior of the hive.
Some even go so far as to claim the manipulation of hives power. Is it, not absurd to claim that drone-eggs (so-called)
have no sperm, nevertheless the bee is one of 'the most ininstead of frames. There may be some advantages in that
telligent animals we have ? My experiments
plan, but it is largely a matter of education, and in accordprove clearly
that bees can make either sex from what are called
ance with the tastes of the operator.
workerTo get the most out of a bee-hive it should have a well- eggs, laid by a normal queen, and Prof. Dickel's experimade telescoping cover, and sitting over at least three ments show that he produced workers and queens from
what are called drone-eggs, taken from drone-combs. Who
inches. It makes but little difference whether the top is
can dispute his claims ?
gable or flat, provided the roof is not too steep. This cover
What is a normal queen ? It is a queen which is pershould telescope not only over the super, but over any porfectly mated, and can perform all the duties ascribed
tion of the hive.
to her
As to the matter of hand-holes or cleats for the hand- with perfect offspring.
Mr. Miles says that his swarms often rear drones
ling of hives, that is a mere matter of taste. Something
almost, if not quite, as plentifully as before swarmincr
should be provided, but the simplest and the most out-of"I
have experimented with the same thing, but I never saw
the-way is the hand-hole.
a
To get the most out of the bottom of the hive it should swarm yet, of the many hundreds which I have examined
that reared drones from eggs laid the first five or
be elevated a little from the ground, and about as simple
six days
after swarming, even with queens three to four years
and effective a stand as can be made is a half brick edr'-eold
and if any bee-keeper did see such I would like to'have him';
wise under each corner, and as a preventive of moisture
report it.
and rot the grass and weeds should be kept down sprinkOne of the two stock colonies from which the swarms
ling with strong brine is a very good remedy.
To get years of service out of a hive it should be were supplied did not build anv drone-comb at all, and the
other built a small batch about two weeks after swarming
painted. I am aware that in some quarters the contrary is
but the queen did not lay any eggs in it, and it was
advised, but the parties who advise are so much in the
partly
filled
with honey. Both queens were from last year's rearminority that their views are worth but little attention.
ing,
prolific and apparently perfect.
The experience of a great number for many years is the
Wabasha Co., Minn.
safest to follow, and that is overwhelming!)' in favor of
paint. If it is a good thing for the dvpelling, and the barn,
[The following article is from a practical bee-keeper
and the pig-sty, it is as good for the hive. To be sure, a
and writer on bee-topics from Texas— Mr. L. Stachelhaunail now and then in a warpt corner of the hive will tide it
sen. Editor.]
along, so a nail in a warpt clapboard on the house will
DZIERZON vs. DICKEL.
save paint. From experienee I know that a continued nailing of the corners will result in split corners, for an unOn page 643 my old friend, Mr. C. Theilmann, tells of
painted board falls into the habit of checking more than
.some observations and experiments which he thinks
can
half-way thru the surface. By all means paint your hives,
prove that Dzierzon's Theory is not correct, while
Mr.
then you can get something out of the hive in making it
Dickel's is.
Observations like those described bv Mr!
please the eye. White paint and a white hive amid the
Theilmann I made many times, aud many years ago, but
foliage of the grounds is one of the pleasures that will folthey do not prove anything against Dzierzon's Theory.
low many a youth when he leaves the houie.
If we look at the photograph on page 644,
we Will see

HAVE

I
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;
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many empty cells are between the capt brood. This is
always a sign that something- is wrong. Probably the
queen that laid the eggs was worn out, and in this condition laid some unimpregnated eggs in worker-cells. Many
times we see on a brood-comb a few cells with higher cappings containing drone-pupit. I always note these colonies
Sometimes
for changing the queen as soon as possible.
even young queens will lay some drone-eggs in workerAll this
cells at first, and will get all right afterwards.
was known long ago, and Herr von Berlepsch mentioned it
in his book, second edition, page 98, about 30 years ago.
Besides this, laying workers cause many mistakes in this
respect, especially in Egyptian and Cyprian colonies we
can observe that a fertile queen and laying-workers are in
the same hive at the same time. So we see these observations can be explained without difficulty.
About the many experiments Mr. Dickel made and recommended, it must be said that they do not prove anything.
Scientific authorities have lately proven that Mr. Dickel's
theory is a fallac5- and not Mr. Dzierzon's.
Fleischman, professor of zoology at the University of
Erlangen. says it is simply impossible that a worker-larva
can be changed to a drone — something Mr. Dickel asserts
because drone and worker larvaa can be easily distinguisht by microscopic analyses as soon as the.v leave the
eggs. Prof. Blochmann ha^ analyzed, by the aid of modern
technic, drone and worker eggs, and proven that, without
doubt, the latter is impregnated while the first is not.
Against the scientific proof nothing can be said, and
nobody would mention Dickel's theory any more if Mr.
Dickel were not the editor of a bee-paper, and does most of
that

D. St.\chelhausen'.

the talking himself.

Bexar

Co., Tex.

[So far as the American Bee Journal is concerned this
will close the discussion of the Dickel Theory for the present.
Editor.]

—

Larvae for Queen-Rearing- For What Ag-e
the Bees Show a Preference ?
BY DR. C. C. MILLER.
page 725 of
ONprest
the

Do

Gleanings in Bee-Culture for 1898

I

ex-

common

notion that, when a
queen was suddenly removed from a colony, the bees
were in such haste to rear a successor that they would select
Earnest protests
larva; too old, was a mistaken notion.
came from those whose opinions were entitled to respect,
and some views were attributed to me that I did not hold.
On page 427 of this year I defined my position more ex"Please watch what bees
plicitly, and on page 494 said
do when the queen is taken away, and see if they make the
mistake of choosing larvae more than three days old, for
queen-rearing."
I made the same request publicU' and
privately elsewhere. I don't know that any one paid any
attention to it, and I don't know that I blame such for, so
far as I know, I stood alone in opposing a view in which all
the rest were agreed.
Upon one point in dispute, however, I did not stand enI said queenless bees start queen-cells when
tirely alone.
first made queenless, and continue to start queen-cells for
several days. Mr. Hutchinson said his bees started all their
cells at nearly the same time, and so nearly of an age that
the young queens emerged not more than two days apart.
Henry Alley said his experience agreed with mine upon
belief that the

:

;

this point.

Having askt others to make fresh observations, it was
only fair that I should do so myself. It might be I had not
been careful enough in previous observations. So I took
the matter in dispute to the bees, and took careful notes of
their testimony. The important thing- was to know somewhat positivelj' the age of the eggs or larvs used, and the
time at which the queen-cells were started.
To No. 84 I gave successively frames of empty comb,
noting the time at which a comb was given as well as the
time it was taken awaj'. I was not as successful as I should
have liked in getting the queen to lay promptly in the
combs given. In one case no eggs were laid in the prescribed comb after 24 hours' waiting. The probability is,
that in all cases the eggs were laid in the last rather than
the first part of the time in which the queen had the comb.
That is, if I gave the comb on one day at noon and took it
away the next day at noon, very likely most or all the eggs
were laid during the latter half of the 24 hours. The crowd
of other work upon me will account for the irregular hours
at which the work was done.

803

Allow me to name the different combs by the first five
They were given to and taken
letters of the alphabet.
from No. 84 as follows
Comb <7, given June 28, 10 a.m.; taken June 29, 12 m.
Comb />, given June 29, 12 m.; taken June 30, 2 p.m.
:

Comb
Comb
Comb

given July 1, 4 p.m.; taken July 3, 10 a.m.
given July 3, 10 a.m.; taken July 4, 10 a.m.
e. given July 4, 10 a.m.; taken July S, 10 a.m.
Each of these combs, when it was taken from No. 84,
was put in an upper story of No. 54 over an excluder. No.
54 was a tolerably strong colony with a laying queen. The
combs were merely put in this upper story for safe-keeping,
the bees taking- good care of the eggs and larva;.
July 5, at 4 p.m., I took from No. 54 its queen and aU
its combs of brood except the five combs for experiment.
July 6, at 10;30 a.m., I examined to see if any progress
had been made. The colony had now been queenless 18
hours 30 minutes, and I found queen-cells started, but not
c,

</,

where I expected.
a had no queen-cell, neither were any started on
Counting that the egg hatches three da3's after
it later.
it is laid, the youngest larva in comb a must have been at
this time about 3 days 22'j hours old, or 22'2 hours too old
for a good queen, if the scientists are right in telling us
that the worker-larva? are weaned at three days old.
Comb d had two queen-cells started on it. The oldest
larva in this comb must have been not more than 3 days
22' 2 hours old, and the youngest not less than 2 days 20j^
entirely

Comb

hours

old.

Two of them had hoods
r had eight queen-cells.
built over them, the rest only showed the cells enlarged and
an extra amount of pap. No larva in this comb could have
been more than one day IS'i hours old. The youngest
were probably not more than 24^2 hours old.
On the other combs I found no queen-cells.
Comb

I very much regret that nothing more precise can be
said about the cellson comb 6. I cannot prove positively
that the two cells started on it may not have contained
To make this possible, howlarva; 3 days 22'; hours old.
ever, the queen must have commenced laying in this comb
the minute it was put in hive 84, while the probability is
that she did not begin laying there for some hours afterward. Moreover, the cells were started at least some little
time before the observation was made, so something must
be deducted from their age at starting, on that score. Besides, the fact that four times as many cells were started on
comb, (- as on comb l>, the larva> in c being less than two days
old, hardly looks as if they would /rt/cr the oldest larvs in h
while at the same time they preferred anything so much
younger as the larva? in c But I must leave others to form
their own judgment.
If the bees had askt my advice in the matter they prob-

ably would have done somewhat differenth'. I should have
said to them, " So long as a larva is only three days old, it's
and as you're in a hurry for another
all right for a queen
queen you'd better start all your cells on comb 6." But
thev didn't ask my advice.
July 7, 4 p.m. Three more queen-cells on comb b.
These were started from larva? 2 days 20;< hours old, or
;

No cells were started on comb b at any later time.
Comb ( has 16 cells, two of them being emptied of their
contents. No larva in this comb could have been more

older.

than three days old at the time of this observation.
No queen-cells on combs (/ and e.
July 8, 4 p.m. Comb;- has another cell, making 15 on
it (not counting the two that were emptied).
Comb (/ has its first cell started over a larva that was
less than 2 days 6 hours old.
July 10, 11:30 a.m. No additional cells on comb c.
Comb (/ three has additional cells, these having been
started over larva? less than 4 days V,i hours old, and they
might have been not more than 30 hours old.
July 11. 8 a.m. Comb c has 17 cells. If there is no mistake in "previous observations, the two additional cells on
this comb must have been built over larva? at least 4 days
That would surely be taking too old larvas
1!2 hours old.
when younger were present. There is a bare possibility
that these two cells were overlookt before, and were now
more easily seen when sealed. But I give it just as I find it
in the notes taken more than two months ago.
Comb (/ has six cells, the last two started over larva:
less than 4 days 22 hours old, and possibly not more than
3 davs I'i hours old.
July 12. 9 a.m. Comb d has 8 cells, the last two started
over larviv less than 5 days 23 hours old, and possibly not
more than 3 davs 22 hours old.
Comb f has three cells, the first it has had. These cells

—
;;
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were started over larva; less than 4 days 23 hours
possibly not more than 2 days 22 hours old.

old,

and

additional cells on any but comb c,
the last three being- started over
larv* less than 5 days 20 hours old, and possibly not more

July

13,

6 a.m.

which has now 6

No

cells,

than 3 days 23 hours old.
This closes the testimony of the bees, no

cells

being

started later. In some respects it is not exactly what I desired and intended the bees should give, but they are to
blame for that and not I. I know very well that this is only
a single case, and that the next case might be different, for
" bees never do any thing invariably ;" but let us see what
conclusions may be reacht from the testimony given.
first place, it certainly is not proven by the testigiven that bees made queenless are in such haste to
rear a queen that they at once select larva; too old for the
purpose. Moreover, I have had the matter in mind thruout
the season, and in every case the cells first started were
over larvae that were very small. If any one has accepted
the challenge thrown out bj- me to prove that bees at once
selected too old larva\ I hope he will report at once.
It is certainly very clear that in this case, at least, the
bees did not start all their cells within about 48 hours" time,
as Mr. Hutchinson says his do. The first cells were started
before July 6, 10:30 a.m. The last cells were started after
July 12, 9 a.m. From that it is easily seen that the time
from the first to the last cells started was six days lacking
It was that much at least, and it may have been
lj4 hours.
more. Henry Alle}''s experience agrees in this.

In the

mony

While the bees at first select larva; sufficiently young
good queens, they afterward use some that are too old,
continuing to start cells when larva; of proper age are no
longer present. Editor Hutchinson says his bees build cells

Dec. 21, 1899.

But I said that I still believe that the bees left to themselves would not rear for the queen-breeder as good queens
as when reared by the Doolittle method. By the latter a
decided preference is given b^' Doolittle and his followers
for the rearing of cells under the swarming or supersedure
impulse. Under such circumstances the cells are more lavishly supplied with the royal food than queens reared from
the cells made by the bees.
Referring to Mr. Hutchinson's statement that bees build
most of their cells within 48 hours" time, my experience
says there is a great difference in bees. Holy Lands and
Syrians will start 25 to 30 cells within a few hours and
after once being started they seem disinclined to start other
Black bees will do most of their
cells on succeeding days.
cell-starting within 48 hours, and Italians and hybrids, especially the former, will extend the period almost up to the
limit of available larva; that can be possibly used for the
rearing of queens.
There will be very markt exceptions to the statement
above; but when I was doing all the queen-rearing myself
I was imprest over and over with the general truth of it.
Kditor.] Gleanings in Bee-Culture.
;

—

for

that he calls " fool-cells," because the5' are so insignificant
and poor, and he does not know how to account for them.
If

he will observe with sufficient care,

I

think he will find

that they are nothing more nor less than cells started over
too old larva;, probably after larva' of proper age were no
longer present.
I must not evade the observation that, something more
than SV-z days after the removal of the queen, the bees
started cells over too old larva; when younger larva; were
present. I might say that sometimes bees hold eggs without hatching for more than three days (Dzierzon says two
weeks), but I will not press that.
Until some one brings forward some proof to the contrary', I feel safe in saying that when bees are made queenless they are not in such haste to rear a new queen that they
select too old larva;, and that there is no error in selecting
during the first five days of queenlessness. If the combs
with the cells be taken within the first five days, and put in
the upper story of a colony having a laying queen there
will be no too old larva; in the case. If left with the queenless bees till larva; of proper age are no longer present, they
will build cells over too old larva; what Mr. Hutchinson
McHenry Co., 111., Sept 29.
calls " fool-cells."

—

[This discussion started originally from my saying, or
from some one else saying, that Doolittle-reared queens
were to be preferred, because if the bees were left to themselves they would take larv;e too old; and hence queens
reared by Nature's method would not average as well as
those reared by the Doolittle plan. While I still believe
the statement is correct, yet the main prop to support it has

been knockt out.
and when any one
I am always open to conviction
produces evidence of this kind right from the hive, I cannot see it is any weakness or lowering of dignity to acknowledge my error. It appears then, that if bees have a
choice between old and young larv;v, they will select not
those which are three days old, as is generally supposed,
but those which are just hatcht out, or somewhere about 24
hours old. By the Doolittle method it has been our custom
generally to select just-hatcht larv;e and in so doing we
have been in exact accord with Nature for the bees seem
to say, if their preference is any gauge, that the one-day
;

;

;

limit

is

the best.

have read over the experiments very carefullj', and if
the Doctor conducted them exactly as he says (and we have
no reason for doubting his statement), then he has a pretty
strong clincher on his opponents. Until I received this
communication I was inclined to believe he was worsted in
the argument but, thanks to his persistency (a quality that
seems to be verj' markt in his make-up), he has not only
proved himself right, but has given queen-breeders a valuable pointer as to the proper age of larva; to be preferred
I

;

for queen-rearing.

Report of the Proceedings of the 30th Annual
Convention of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, Held at Philadelphia,
Pa., Sept. 5, 6

BY DR.

and
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New York,

then read the

fol-

Out-Apiaries for Extracted Honey.

By mistake this paper was announced as
comb hone}'. As a matter of fact I produce but

relating to
little

comb

two apiaries being run for it. My opinion is that to produce comb honey to the best advantage it
is necessary to see the bees oftener than I can see my outhone}', only part of

apiaries.

My first out-apiary was establisht in 1878. Now I have
ranging from one-half mile to 20 miles from home, the
average distance being 10 miles.
This season my help consisted of Harry Howe, when he
was not looking after his own bees, Harry Bever, and one
man during the extracting season only, with my own two
boys, 12 and IS years old.
My loss was rather heavy last winter, which leaves me
about 1,300 colonies in the 14 apiaries. These apiaries are
scattered irregularly around, south, east and west of home
my brother with his 600 colonies and several smaller lots
occupying the remaining territory.
14

My

apiaries are located with

more regard

to pasturage

from buckwheat than from any other consideration.
My system of operation is to make just as few motions
as possible to do just as little teaming as possible; in
short, to have as little friction as possible. Each operation
has been studied carefully to see how to do it with the least
;

motions, while the existing conditions of each location
have been workt out with equal care to reduce the work to
the lowest limit consistent with the best results. Nothing
is done for the looks of it, or because others do it that way.
Utility not looks, honey not fun, results not theory, is the
plan. It takes time to have the hives in straight rows, and
the bees gather no more honey in that way. It takes money
to have the latest thing in hives and fixtures, and there is
nothing but satisfaction to be gotten out of them.
The extracting season is not the time that the work is
done that secures the results. That is only the harvest
the time to begin to prepare for a crop is at the last emptying in the fall, when one must see that there are plenty of
stores to last until honey comes again. Then careful packing, and all that is implied in the wintering problem, comes
in.

The amount

of bees

and their distance from home com-

Dec.
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pels outdoor wintering-. Then the spring- work, making increase, keeping down the swarming-fever, all require careful treatment.

crop is gathered first. It is for this work
necessary to employ skilled and experienced help.
Almost any one can work the extractor not at record
speed, perhaps, but fast enough while only an experienced
man can tell at a glance what to do with a case of swarming-fever, or, in fact, even to recognize the sj'mptoms.
Speaking of help, I have about stopt employing local
help.
No sooner do such get to be good for something than
they start in the bee-business for themselves, and my territory is already badly overstockt, there being about 2,000
colonies of bees in the Fall Creek valley, where my best

The honey

that

it is

;

;

apiaries are located.
Now as to management In the spring I usuallj' go
around and clean out the hive-entrances and take out dead
colonies. The entrances are contracted to one inch at this
time; this is usually about the time of the first flight in the
spring.
Then about May 1 I go around and put out a little honey
from the dead colonies to one side of the apiarj'. The next
visit would be to put out the bees about the last of fruitbloom. At this time the bur-combs are scraped oft' the topbars and enameled cloth put on in place of the carpets.
:

About ten days later start queen-cells for increase. The
nuclei which are made at this time are each supplied with a
capt queen-cell. From this time on I visit the bees every
8 or 10 days to give the nuclei brood from strong colonies,
until the increase is in good condition for the white honey
harvest, which begins with us about July 4, and lasts two
weeks.

Buckwheat commences
until Sept.

to yield

about Aug-.

and

S,

lasts

1.

The extracting-combs are then stored in the honeyhouse and spaced loosely, so that the bees can get in to
clean

them

out.

begin to pack the bees about Oct. 1. It usually takes
two men 10 or 12 days to put up the 1,300 colonies. My bees
are all packt in sawdust, and about 700 are in sawdust packing or chaff hives.
Each apiary has a bee-house 12x16 feet, extractor and
smoker, store-combs for honey, hives in fact, everything
that is needed in any apiary, even to matches.
W. L,. COGGSH.^LL.
I

—

Mr. Selser

—

I

would

like to ask

Mr. Coggshall

if

he win-

ters his bees outdoors.

—
—
—
—

Mr. Coggshall Always.
Mr. Selser What do you do when snow is 10 feet high ?
Mr. Coggshall The bees are all right.
Dr. Mason Does the color of combs have any influence
on the color of honey ?
Answer by some one I don't see any difference I have
combs that I have used several years for extracting.
Pres. Whitcomb Doctor, do you wish to establish that
wax is soluble in water ?
Dr. Mason I am not trying to establish anything I
am trying to learn something. I have been so convinced
the past season that the color of the comb does have something to do with the color of honey, that I think I shall use
only such combs in the future for producing extracted
honey as have not had brood reared in them.
Pres. Whitcomb Mr. Coggshall, how do you clean out

—

—

—

;

—

combs

after j'ou get thru extracting ?
Mr. Coggshall Let the bees do the cleaning. I generally come awav.
[Laughter.]
Pres. Whitcomb Is it not a better time to go visiting
than to receive visitors ?
Mr. Hershiser I understand that you lost bees last winter.
Last winter I had bees under snow-drifts. In another
place I had 50 colonies.
experience is that snow-drifts,
if too deep, are destructive.

the

—

—

—

My

Mr. Coggshall — They
when covered with snow.

cannot get a cleansing flight

— There is a difference in colonies. I had
Chautauqua hives, and I packt them in sawdust,
packt them in so I knew they would winter, but they didn't.
D. H. Coggshall — I had colonies in two-story hives, one
below and one above. Those were what I lost. The others
went thru all right.
J. H. M. Cook — In small hives will there not be some
Mr. Hershiser

some

in

nuclei ?
Dr.

Mason — Not

—
—

necessarily.

Mr. Cook How late will bees lay in the fall ?
Mr. Coggshall They are laying now. [Sept.
Mr. Cook But how late will they lay ?

—
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Mr. Coggshall

— After September.

Mason — We have got

into this matter of wintering.
Last winter my bees were well supplied with what I thought
was a poor grade of honej'-dew, and I was afraid of heavy
loss in wintering, but I never had better success.
Mr. Coggshall Did they have cleansing flights?
Dr. Mason No they wintered in the cellar.
D. H. Coggshall— I had old combs. One man who workt
Dr.

—

—

;

me thinks just as Dr. Mason does, that old combs color
honey, but I never saw any trouble.
Dr. Mason My experience is that where honey is extracted from combs where brood has been reared several or
many times, the honey will be slightly colored.
for

—

A sample of honey was shown b)' Dr. Mason.
Mr. Stone I had an experience that proved to
isfaction that dust will discolor honey.

my sat—
Dr. Mason — Our dust is light-colored.
Mr. Stone — Can you tell by the color about honey-dew ?

—

Dr. Mason No for sometimes honey-dew is of a light
color and of rather pleasant flavor at other times it has a
very dark color, and of such bad flavor that no one can
eat it.
;

;

HONEY FROM

S-WEBT CXOVER.

extracted sweet clover honey was on exhibition
bj' Dr. Mason, and Pres. Whitcomb said, " I would like to
wager my reputation as a bee-keeper that that honey is 40
percent white clover."
I won't bet with you for so small a wager.
.Dr. Mason
That sample is almost pure sweet clover honey.
Mr. Abbott There is not any clear sweet clover honey
gathered in Nebraska, and that is why Mr. Whitcomb has
never seen it.
Dr. Mason I have sweet clover honey at home that is
just as clear and nice as any honey can be, and I have
another like this sample that is a little colored by a mixture
of dark honey.
Mr. Selser I would like to substantiate the president's
statement that there is 40 percent of soraeting else in that
honey. I have tasted the honey. I have written an article
and sent it to the bee-papers about it, and that was the last
I have
I think sweet clover is a curse.
I have heard of it.
written to all the farmers and told them to root it up.
Mr. Abbott Why is it a curse ?
Mr. Selser Because the honey is enough to make a dog-

Some

—
—
—

—

—
—
sick.
Mr. Abbott — You mean

it ma.ke& you sick.
don't care what Mr. Selser thinks, any
more than he cares what /think. I i:ii02v that sweet clover
honey is a first-class honey, if properly ripened. I am a
judge of sweet clover honey my bees are within reach of
acres and acres of sweet clover, and I get more honey from
it than from all other sources put together, but enough dark
honey is sometimes gathered at the same time to color it. I
know enough about sweet clover to know it is noi a curse,
either for honey or by the roadside. It is a blessing to the
farmer.
Mr. Abbott I can go to any market in the United
States and get as much for sweet clover honey as for any
kind.
Mr. Selser— Not in Philadelphia.
Mr. Abbott— Yes, sir, in Philadelphia and New York.
The trouble with me is that I don't get enough of it.
Dr. Mason Just a few days ago a lady friend was at
our house to dinner. We hardly ever put comb honey on
the table, but seldom have a meal without having extracted
honey, but that day we had a section of pure sweet clover
honey on the table, and she said it was as nice honey as she
had ever eaten, and we all said it was nice.
Mr. Selser What I said was a little strong, for I wanted
but to me it is " off." It is a delicate
to get up a discussion
grade of honey. There is a class of people that cannot eat
anything strong, and they will throw it back again. If
there is any strong- taste they will throw it back to me.
Sweet clover has been a curse to me, and I have tried to
have it pulled up.
Dr. Mason Were you speaking of extracted honej' or

Dr.

Mason— I

;

—

—

—

;

—
Mr. Selser — Extracted.

comb honey

?

Dr. Mason— It probably was not ripe, and when unripened it has a strange, green, unpleasant flavor, and that
is probably the kind Mr. Selser has been getting, and when
in that condition it is not fit to eat.
The convention then adjourned until 7:30 p.m.
Concluded next week.)

7.]

" Honey Calendar"

in place of the

Almanac — Seep.
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and too little dignity in a paper of this kind. (Coals of fire
on his head, for putting us critics among the humbugs.)
And some of his couplets have a force and inclination to
stick which seem to speak of permanence e. g.:
"

With

a silvery tongfue

which

for

smoothness

Beats lightning- and tallow combined."

Or

one

this

" Would you get the most eggs from a turkey.
Just humor her whims, in the main."

The " Old

New and

Reliable " seen thru

By

E. E.

Unreliable Glasses.
Richards, Ohio.

HASTV,

BAD BUSINESS GROUNDWORK — PORTO RICAN HONEY.
What a sad sentence is that of W. A. Selser, on page
724:
"Misrepresentation and falsehood are the groundwork upon which a large percentage of salesmen try to

STOP EXTRACTING UNCAPT HONEY.

No doubt

there is some iincapt honey that is sound and
keep and certainly there is some capt honey that will
ferment and spoil but not enough in volume of either kind
that it oug-ht to prevent a pretty strict enforcement of the
general rules. The man who says some unsealed honey is
ripe is simply pushing a special plea to excuse liimself in
doing wrong.
Some farmers are willing to liave tlieir
hickory-nuts taken without asking. Some ladies do not
object to having tobacco-smoke drifted in tlieir faces. Some
individuals will not take a contagious disease, no matter

—

will

—

how

carelessly the germs are scattered around. The point
is, that decent and well-meaning people do not act upon
these exceptional cases, but upon the general rules. And
the general rule is (and this general is a senior Major General, too) that uncapt honey is not fit to put on the market.
Immense damage is done the honey market, and great
wrong is done the honest producer, by those who cheaply
produce tons of half-ripened stuff not fit to be sold at all.
Thej- want the price set by the man who put in the work
necessarj- to produce a good article, and then they want to
float their article off without putting in the work.
By the
way, is there an3' one who will knozvingly buy a barrel of
this unripe stuff except the man ivho intends to mi.v tzvot/iirds g'tucose zvi'tti it, a.nd so make it keep?
The convention, as reported on page 709, did something in the way of
rebuking this evil, but they were not half hot enough.

GETTING THE .\MOUNT OF WINTER STORES.

—

chamber don't hold like those in the super and empty
combs from the super don't weigh like those from the brood;

chamber.

DROWNING WAX-WORMS IN COMBS.
Wax- worms, when they get big, are very hard to kill
by the ordinarj' method. For a small number of combs I
judge that Mr. Glasspole's method, given on page 714.
would be excellent. Drown them — drown them thoroly, till
they are dead, dead, dead. Then throw out the water with
the extractor, and dry the combs in warm air. Who knows
how long combs can be kept full of water without damage,
as a preventive against eggs hatching ?

THAT CELLULOID

VEIL.

—

Rambler's celluloid veil (page 715) well, I opine it will
have quite a tussle of it to get general recognition and currency. Nevertheless, perhaps it may have a legitimate
place.

SEXTUPLETS

—A

"NO NONSENSE"

honey unripe, and get it to the
United States market without having it spoil on his hands.
If that's it, it may be decidedly a blessing in disguise to us
to have some of our heavy fellows rudely kickt out of their
bad habits by competition from our new island.
tropical climate) extract his

TH.\T

And

so

it is

NEW "NEW YORK
the

BEE-DISEASE."

New

York bee-disease that we are to
Can hardly say, " Thanks," or even

make room for next.
" Thanks awfully." The genesis

of new diseases, affecting
beast and plant and insect, is one of the wonderful
things of this wonderful universe we live in. These troublesome novelties seem to come around very much more frequentl}' than they used to. It is even soberly suggested
that germs come to us as dust from the planetary spaces
which develop on reaching earth, and go into business each
according to his kind. On the whole, I'd sooner lay it to
the transportation of germs from one part of the world to
another said transportation stirring up variation, atid
variation etiabling them to take a new habitat, and open up
a new business to-wit, a new disease. Dr. Howard is good
authority and if he saj's the new mephitis the York-Staters
have under the floor of their back shed is not pickled-brood,

man and

—

Mr. Doolittle, in his excellent wintering article, page
709, gets after one plan with a sharp stick, which rather
seems to me to be good enough the plan, not the stick no,
plan good enough, and stick too good. This refers to the
plan of weighing each hive in the gross, first knowing what
the weight of emptj' hive, combs and bees ought to be. Is
there much more danger of figuring wrongly by this plan
than there is of guessing too large by the plan which he
recommends? Anent the matter of how much winter stores
is really on hand, I think a great lot of bee-folks say, " My
bees have 20 pounds " (or more) when really they have only
14. .In fact, an 8-frame brood-nest containing 14 pounds of
actual honey looks pretty well filled. Frames in the brood-

—

build up their business." And the pity of it is that no man
can deny it. If it were only untrue how pleasant it would
be for a critic to cuff his ears.
Mr. Selser gives a portentous fact where he tells us that
Porto Rico is already shipping us honey, and that the
bakers have already found out that it decidedly excels all
American extracted in power to keep a cake moist. Now I
have a sneaking suspicion that all there is to that alleged
fact is that the Porto Rican producer cannot (owing to the

API.ARY.

—

;

Page 732.
SOMETHING FOR QUEEN-BREEDERS.
An enormous bug in the ear, W. C. Gathright proceeds

probably

it's so.

page 731. I'm not a queenpronounce judgment, but if it
is true that bees always remove all the royal jelly given to
selected larva;, the professionals ought to have found it out
long ago. If the bees do this they most likely do it roughly,
doing the tender queen-elect no particular good in the
to give the queen-breeders,
breeder, and not qualified to

process.

CHE.\P GERM.\N BEES AND QUEENS.
Those mentioned on page 730 are not so very far away
from what we would be willing to duplicate, after all. The
time of the year, and the hit-or-miss kind of stock that they
are, are facts to be considered.
Fall swarms, such as would
require three united to be first-class for wintering, are not
so very cheap at 63 cents (no combs or stores probably), and
the two extra queens, which we tisually waste, can be found
and caged for 25 cents each.

CARLOAD OF HONEY AT

27

CENTS A POUND.

A

carload of honey sold in Chicago for 27 cents a pound
wholesale
Suited to make a fellow feel like Virgil's hungrj- wolf listening to the bleat of lambs.
And it was only a
matter of 26 years ago. Page 726.
1

WHY DIFFERENCE

IN GOOD COLONIES

?

ness in the half-tone is responsible for that impression.
the apiary ? Why, that seems to be the ordinary apiary of the '• no nonsense " sort unless you call comfortable
shade for the heated bee-man to work in, a varietj' of "nonsense."

Dr. Miller, having but one question to answer, page
727, gives tis an excellent and pretty exhaustive view of the
reasons whj- one colony gives surplus and another none
In my apiary I pretty
to the puzzlement of the beginner.
nearly always assume that a swarm escaped when I didn't
see them, if a colony fails to store when other similar ones
give surplus.
R.\INV OCTOBER IN CALIFORNIA.

SOME ENDURING POETRY.
Almost afraid I shall not do justice to Mr. Secor's poem,
page 722. It is a good one. As a poet he knows unusually
well how to avoid the two opposite evils of too much dignity

Perhaps my nose for superlatives is longer than it
ought to be at any rate I see with interest that California
has just had the rainiest October of its history. Not very
common to have any rain in October, I take it. Page 729.

Do they have
field
721.

And

.sextuplets in place of twins in old Clear-

Looks like it in that apiary picture on pag'e
Perhaps the arrangement and a slight lack of clear-

Countj'

?

—

—
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under the ground. The south side was a double wall with
between the walls, and about a foot apart. I kept an
oil stove in it the coldest spells, and aimed to keep it at about
45 degrees.
My hive bottom-boards were on tight, with the
entrance space wide open.
My hives are the improved
Langstroth with loose bottoms, with an inch block under
each corner.
I have changed my house so it is good and dry, and can
not freeze, with an underground spout 36 feet long and 6
inches square, with a couple of elbows and a 6-inch pipe
overhead, and 18 inches of fine, dry manure mixt with a
little dry earth.
If I don't have success in wintering this
time, I will have to give up, which I don't like to do, as I
have many fixtures, and would like to try to make a success
of bee-keeping, as I am the only man this side of Fargo
North D.\kot.a.
that has bees, that I know of now.
dirt

CONDUCTED BY
C. O. AIII^LER. Marengo,

UR.

III.

White Coating on Coml) Honey.
have been keeping bees for two years, and have lots to
I notice now that my comb honey has a white
coating on the surface, that is, on the capping. Is it mold
or anything that would be injurious to the health of one
I

learn yet.

Pennsylvania.
same boat with you in having lots
to learn yet, and I suspect we'll keep company for some
years to come. But I've learned not to have any fear of
that whitish substance that comes upon the surface of comb
honey. It looks a little like mold, and possibly is somewhat
in that line, but it doesn't seem to affect the taste, and I
never knew it to hurt the honey for the use of either man
eating

it ?

Answer. — I'm

in the

or bee.

Management of Swarms.
I practice natural swarming, hiving the swarm back on
the old stand, moving the parent colony to a new location,
and sometimes give the swarm part of the brood from the
parent colony, sometimes not. The reason for giving part
of the brood is to keep the colony strong until they have
time to rear tield-workers. Do you think giving part of the
brood is a good plan ? What age brood, and how much,
would you use ?
Kansas.

—

Answer. Now look here, don't you think it's a little
rough in you to ask me how a thing will turn out in which
you have had direct experience yourself ? Instead of your
asking me, I ought to ask you about it, for you've had more
experience than I in that line.
Practice is better than
theory, and my opinion would be largely theoretical. But
if you'll promise to tell how you come out, I'll agree to do
my best at theorizing. You promise, do you ? AH right,
then here's what I think
In this region, and in any region where the bulk of the
surplus is gained in a comparatively short time somewhat
:

early in the season, a colony that will be content to store
honey without ever thinking of swarming at all is the one
that gives the best yields. Swarming divides the forces,
and that is just the thing we don't want. When a colony
swarms, if you give it back all its brood, that will leave it
stronger for the future than if you give it no brood. But if
you give back its brood it will keep on swarming, so that
will not do. The question is, how much can you give back

without having it swarm ? Perhaps you can tell something
about that from your past experience. Try two or three
frames, and if they don't offer to swarm you can try more
with the next swarm. Take off queen-cells from the frames
you give. The older the brood the sooner the help gained,
so it will be well to give combs consisting as much as posIn actual practice this may not turn
sible of sealed brood.
out to be as good as it looks on paper, so watch closely and

report results.

—

Answer. Unless there is a chimney of some kind directly over the blaze to carry off the smoke and foul gases,
an oil-stove should never be allowed in a place where bees
are confined. The impurities contaminating the air may
be worse than the cold.
With good stores in a dry place at about 45 degrees,
there ought to be no such trouble as you mention, unless
the entrances of the hives become clogged, or unless the
fumes of the oil-stove make trouble. With an inch block
under each corner it seems there ought to be no trouble
about clogging, still it may be well to keep the matter in
mind and make sure that there is abundant space for the
One place, however, you say the
air to get into the hive.
bottoms were on tight, and it is quite possible the entrances
were clogged.
*-•-*.

Extractors and Extracting-Frames.

Does the Cowan extractor take combs of different

1.

sizes

?

2. Would you advise using the full-depth Langstroth
frames, or the shallow estracting-frames, for extracting?
3. Should the shallow extracting-frame be wired ?
South Carolin.a.
Answers. 1. The Cowan extractor is made with pockets of different sizes
for Langstroth frames, comb-pockets
another with pockets for frames not more than
9J8 inches
11 inches deep another for frames not more than 12 inches
Of course, any of
deep and another for larger frames.
these would take frames of smaller size.
2. The Dadants and others who produce extracted honey
in large quantities think it desirable to have shallow frames
for extracting. Other advantages more than balance the
advantage the larger frames have in being- used sometimes
in the brood-chamber.
an especial advan3. They are stronger when wired
tag-e while new.

—

:

;

;

:

;

York's Honey Calendar for 1900 is a 16-page pamphgotten up to create a demand for honey among
The forepart was written bj' Dr.
should-be consumers.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
A sample
We furnish them, postpaid, at these prices

let especially

:

50 for 50 cents 100 for 90
25 copies for 30 cents
For 25 cents extra we
cents 250 for $2.00 500 for $3.50.
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.
free

;

;

;

;

;

" The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is
name of the new bee-keeper's song — words by Hon.
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is
the

About Wintering Bees.
and have not been successful with them. When I examine them in the spring, the
comb is moldy at the bottom, and has lots of dead bees. It
takes them till about July 1 to recruit up again. I put into
winter quarters last fall 29 colonies, and came out with 28
in the spring, and there were so few bees that they dwindled
down to almost nothing in the spring, which caused me to
double up all I could, and left me, with the increase, only
26 colonies at this time, and they are good and strong, with
I

have had bees for

4 years,

plenty of stores.
I

go a good deal by the bee-books and bee-papers, and
judgment, according to my locality.
I wintered

my own
them

last winter against a hillside, in

a shed three sides

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written bj' Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us ofie new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.
for 25 cents.

.*-•-.

Names

of Bee-Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.

Please send us

:
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The sweat will mingle with the
ruined.
honey, thinning it so it will sour. The commission man is
supposed to know all this, while your local grocer may be
utterly ignorant of it."

Editor.

will also be

'

'

As we read the above paragraph we were reminded that
several years ago one of our local grocers, in the summertime, told us that the comb honey he had was leaking, or
the honej' was running out of the comb, terribU-. When
we askt him where he kept it, he replied, " In the refrigeraof

tor,
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—

ignorant grocers are about the goods they handle.
we can hardly blame them much for not knowingbetter concerning honey.
They need to be fo/d many

things, and will always receive it kindly, when it is done in
the right way.
Of course, the grocer referred to above
never will put honey into a refrigerator again. He knows
better now.

Australian Honey. Yields. — The Australasian BeeKeeper reports that in 1898 Frank Curr's bees began storing in August, and continued seven months until March,
1899 (remember that their summer is at the same time as

our winter). He started with 120 colonies, increast to 145,
and took 47,000 pounds of honey nearly 400 pounds per

—

colony.

—

How riany Hours a Day Do Bees Work? Perhaps a
goodly number would answer, that in a busy season a bee
works about 24 hours a daj'. If Prof. C. F. Hodge has made
no mistake in his observations, reported in Gleanings in
Bee-Culture, bees at least some of them don't even work
on the eight-hour system. He markt bees with colors,
watcht them from daylight to dark, and says, "No single
bee that I watcht ever workt more than 3^ hours a day."
In one case he saw a worker crawl into a cell and watcht her
remain there lying quietly on her back for nearly five
hours, and asks whether she was asleep or resting.
The noney=Bee

The rierriest Christmas of your life we wish to each
and every one of our readers— and many returns of the
merry day to all.
" Old Qrimes

So said the old poem, but by
that another " Old
Grimes "' has taken his place. Probably the latter is a sou
or grandson of the former. But no matter, the present
" Old Grimes " is a bee-keeper, and a good one, too. He
proposes to tell in ten or more articles " How to Get the
Best Out of" the hive, a colony of bees, an apiary, a
is

dead."
it

will be seen

—

smoker, a honey-house, a honey-extractor, a honey-knife, a
queen-excluding honey-board, and our helpers.
Possibly there may be more than the ten articles.
There are two on " How to Get the Most Out of an Apiarv."
This series of articles will be worth many times a single
year's subscription to the

one of the

warm

yet,

—

—

referring to page 801

outside, these

How

And

III.

SAMPLE COPY FREE.

|^|^

course, for

days."

American Bee Journal.

The

first

which appears this week, will be followed
by the others in regular weekly succession. Don't fail to
read them carefully.
series,

Comb Honey in Cold Weather is the heading of a
timely item in Gleanings in Bee-Culture, which reads as
follows
" Be sure to warn the groceryman, or any one else who
handles your honey, to keep that in the comb, at least, in
warm, dry rooms. A room subject to freezing temperature
should never be used for the storage of comb honey. Freezing cracks the cappings, and wheti the room warms up
again it will sweat like a pitcher of cold water on a svimmer's day. Unsealed comb honey receiving such treatment

in

American History.

—The

earliest

mention of honey in America, so far as considerable research discloses to the writer, is in Irving's account of DeSoto's wanderings. While the adventurer was at the village
of Ichicha, in June, 1540, his men found a quantity of bears'
grease preserved in pods, likewise oil made from the walnut,
and a pot of honey. The latter they had not before seen,
nor did they ever again meet with it during their wanderings.

Some have
Florida

inferred from this that the honey-bee was in
period, and that it was indigenous to

at this

America. But this does not follow first, because the village in which the honej" was found was located in the countrj' since known as northern Georgia, or perhaps northern
Alabama, and not in Florida second, the honey mentioned
was very possibly the product of the bumble-bee, which was
a native, and very widely scattered.
;

;

Nevertheless, the honey-bee was probablj: introduced
settlers in Florida at least at a later period,
says the Scientific American, for Bartram, who explored
the country in 1773, mentions honey and beeswax as articles
of barter among the Indians. He speaks of honej- in so
many places in his book that it must have been quite common, and therefore could not have been the product of the
bumble-bee, whose store of honey is very scant. Bartram
was told by a physician that there were few or no bees west
of the peninsula of Florida, and but one hive in Mobile,

by the Spanish

which latter had been brought from Europe. Traders had
also informed him that there were none in west Florida.

At this period the honey-bee was common all along theeastern shore of the country, from Nova Scotia southward.
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The

fact that it was not found in the interior is good evidence that the insect was not a native of America. Otherwise, natural swarming- would have distributed it thruout
tlie land long- before the arrival of the white man.

Jonathan Carver, an Englishman, explored Wisconsin
and the adjacent territory in 1766-67, and in his book publisht soon after he mentions the common insects. The
honey-bee

is

not

among them, but the bumble-bee is re" The bees of America principall)'

ferred to as follows

:

lodge their honey in the earth, to secure it from the ravages
of the bears, who are remarkably fond of it."

The honey-bee was first noticed by white men in Kentucky in 1780, in New York in 1793, and west of the Mississippi in 1787.

—

Again the " Sting=Trowel Theory." Mr. J. J. OchsSauk Co., Wis., when renewing his subscription for
1900, enclosed the following which he dipt from the Octoner, of

ber number of the Normal Instructor
publisht in the State of New York

—a

teacher's paper

:

THB STING

IS

USBFUL.

treated w-hile a colony is strong. I can see how it can be of much service
to those who produce honey in foul-brood localities.
Geo. E. Dudi,ev.
Salt Lake Co., Utah.

—

Ansiver. During the time that napthaline is in a hive
the vapor given off, while not killing the bacilli, arrests their
therefore, as suggested, it would preincrease of growth
vent the infection from spreading in healthy colonies. It
is. however, safer to have a couple of balls of napthaline
split in halves in the hives at all times.
;

Monterey

It

many

Wm. Cowan.

the drugs mentioned
above, but from considerable experience with the u.se of
salicylic and carbolic acids I should not rely on the plan
proposed. Syrup medicated with salicylic acid fed to the
bees of any infected colony will prevent the spread of the
disease (not cure it) in that colony, as well as to healthy
colonies from diseased ones so fed. Possibly the drugs
mentioned might do so, too, but as I have tried the other I
should prefer that if I were in a case where I wisht to prevent the development of the disease for the time being at
every cost, feeding during " the robbing season." But the
development of the disease is not usually so rapid that one
who is acquainted with its characteristics will not discover
it before the colony becomes weak, if he is on the lookout
for it, going thru each colony three or four times during
R. L. Tayi.or.
the season.

Lapeer

to us only harmful and disagreeable may
prove to have uses of which we know nothing.

will be a surprise to

Thos.

Co., Calif.,

Answer. — I have never

What seems
sometimes

809

tried

Co., Mich.

to learn that, after all, the

most important function of the bee's sting is not its stinging. I have long been convinced that the bees put the
finishing touches on their cell-work by the dextrous use of
their stings and during this final finishing stage of the
process of honey-making the bees inject a minute portion
of formic acid into the honey. This is in reality the poison
of their sting. This formic acid gives to the honey its
peculiar flavor, and also imparts to it its keeping qualities.
The sting is really an exquisitely-contrived little trowel,
with which the bee finishes off and caps the cells when they
are filled brimful with honey. While doing this the formic
acid passes from the poison-bag, exudes, drop by drop, from
tlie point of the sting, and the beautiful work is finisht.
May it not be, perhaps, that one of the purposes of life's
stings is to give a greater zest and flavor to its honey ?

u/e®

;

Altho no quotation marks appear in the clipping as it
appears in the Normal Instructor, those who are familiar
with the literature of a few years ago will recognize the
second and larger paragraph as something very like the
words of the Rev. W. F. Ciarke. Probably no wilder theory
as to bees was ever imagii-ied, nor one with less foundation.
The only reason for the belief of Mr. Clarke that the sting
of the bee was used as a trowel, and that poison was dropt
from the bee's sting into the honey, was the one given in
the clipping, "I have long been convinced." What conMany a bee-keeper has
vinced him he never divulged.
watcht bees working wax, but no one has ever said he saw
the sting used for that purpose. No one ever said he saw
poison drop from the sting into the honey. Mr. Clarke
never said he had seen such a thing he only said he was
"convinced." It would be to his credit if he should now
say he had no foundation for his conviction, seeing that the
sting-trowel theory seems again coming to light.
;

Naptha Beta and Napthaline for Foul Brood. On
page 786 appeared a reply to the following from Mr. Dudley.
We should also have publisht at the same time the
opinions of Thos. Wm. Cowan, editor of the British Bee
Journal, and Hon. R. L. Taylor, both of whom were kind
enough to respond to our request, but their replies were
overlookt and found too late to appear with Prof. Cook's.
Here is Mr. Dudley's question
Editor York: — I am very much interested in all yuu can publish
:

Do \-ou think if napthato naptha beta and naphthaline.
ill regard
line were put into hives of healthy colonies in early sprinjjr, and kept
there durint.'- the robbing season, that the germs of foul brood that would
be brought from other infected hives would be kept from spreading in
the healthy colonies until the bee-keeper would discover it, and have an
opportunity to cure it while strong in bees?
If this drug will retard the disease so that it can be discovered and

Mr. Chas.

D.\d.\nT,

writing us Dec.

We

hope he

is all

reported the

12,

was suffering with

illness of his son C. P., vrho

bronchitis.

right again now.
» * # * *

The Canadian Bee Journai, for December

is

a

number, containing 16 pictures of leading Canadian bee-keepers, chiefly officers and directors of the Ontapictorial
rio

Bee-Keepers' Association.

It

is

very pleasant to look

upon the faces of those whose names are familiar
read the Canadian Bee Journal.

to all

who

« # * * *

Mr. T. F. Bingh.\m, of Clare Co., Mich., wrote us as
follows, Dec. 13
" Everything looks well for a great honey-year. Today is almost the only freezing daylight we have had.
bees don't know that the wind blew yesterday, or that the
No snow."
air is freezing.
:

My

»

«

Niver — the New York State bee-keeper and
honey-salesman who it was said had a tongue that workt on
Mr.

S. a.

—dropt

in very une.xpectedly to see us one
He's a "jolly boy," even if he has a daughB3of age.
tei- somewhere near a quarter of a century
the way, the daughter is to be wedded this very week, we
(Congratulations all around.) Mr. Niver lived in
believe.
Chicago the five years just preceding 1890.

a central pivot

day

last

week.

* »

Ernest Wynne Hoyden is the name of the latest arMaster Ernest Wynne was
rival among the A. I. Root Co.
born to Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Boyden, Nov. 2. 1899.
Hutchinson, when announcing the event, said

Editor

:

" Mr. Boyden is the Michigan young man wlio went
down to Medina a few years ago, became one of the business managers for the A. I. Root Co., won the heart and
hand of Constance Root, or Blue Eyes.' as Mr. Root used
to call her, has since become one of the partners in the
company — and now has a boy, as well as the rest of them."
'

We extend our congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Boyden,
as well as to all the rest of the " Rootvillians." upon the
arrival of " Ernest No. 2." May he emulate the " E(a)rnestness" and other virtues of his honored uncle.
ing

The Premiums offered on page
Look at them.
for.

814 are well worth work-
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^^ry Raising on tlie Farm"

Poultry and Incubators on the Farm." "Feedingr Specially*
for tVgs." "Raisintr Broilers for Market." Successful Egr'
Farmingr," "Capnns for Profit," "The Pekin Duck Industry,'
a few of the many ^ood tJilnir^ contained incur

&c., are

^mmP

20IH CENTURY POllTRY

BOCK.«

frpiiijlj'^hed.Arni'n^ other thiEgiiHr'.ativllLi^ latest
It b undL'aiably the best work of ila charactL
ubiilors and Urooder-* whicn are used all over the
unprovements m the world famous Relial>]<
UnitedStates andin 51 foreign countri
'
Quincy.lll.
Sent aoywhere on receipt of 10c '{o°T^^:,M\iWe\K\3.&BmierCo.Sox

b2

<tiiem

-

Cell*.

Sealed

Ilet«-eeii

If i'00<l are better cared for than between
two combs of unsealed brood, and more
bees are found clustered over sealed than
unsealed brood. Bee-Keepers' Review.

—

l>ooIittIe's

Best
White

Honey

Alfalfa

Uivision

In 60-pound Tin Cans.

We

have been able to secure a quautilj of White Alfalfa Extracted Honey which we offer for the present at tb^e prices,
on board cars here in Chicag-o: Sample by mail, 10 cents; two
60-pouud cans, in a box, 9]4 cents a pound; four or more cans,
Cash with order in all cases.
9 cents a pound.

I. Oiling' 4(iieen<<

Owing' to our limited supply of this fine honey, those desirit should order promptly.
Address,

ing-

YORK & CO.

118

Michigan St.. CHICAGO,

ILL.

UlilililiKliiiilliliiil!

The Midland Fanner
(SEMI-MONTHLY).
The representative modern Farm Paper

of the
Central and Southern Mississippi Valley. Page
departments to every branch of Farming and
Stock-Raising. Plain and Practical — Seasonable and Sensible. Send 25 cents,- silver or twocent stamps, and a list of your neighbors (for
free samples), and we will enter your name for 1
year. (Ifj'ouhave not received your money's
worth at end of year, we will, upon request, continue the paper to you free of cost another year}.

Ciolden

DOES ANY PERSON DISPUTE
that l"aKe Feiioe is a ^rood fence? Manv eay it 1m
the liewt. \Vf make all styles and heights.

PAGE WOVKN niKKFEXCi:CO.,AI>KIA>,MICn.
Please mention Bee Jotirnal when -WTiting,
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First

Premiums

to the PRAIRIE STATE
NCDRATOU. Guaranteed to operate

Awarded

Publisher,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Wainwright Buildirif,
Please nieiitiou the Bee Journal.
7Dtf

I

ill any climate.
Send f or catalocue.
FKAIRIE STATE INCIIUTOR CO. Homor ilj.pi,.
(

results.

A^li

Oreen Cut Hone
anybody that has tried it.

fci
I

ri-^ht.

Itcutafnst, fine

tiirii4 eaio\

.

3C'T,OVKIt ClT'l'KIJS that are not mei e t"V3 bnt will cut.
Jeud for FKEE catalogue.
F.W, MAN20 CO.,

^^^^

and Five-Itanded Bees.

M. Doolittle says in Gleanings in BeeCulture that some of the very yellow bees
in this country are of Cyprian origin, but
nearly all the very yellow bees of Italian
blood came originally from Joseph M.
Brooks, of Indiana. By some the word
"golden" is applied to bees a little yellower than the five-banded, but the two
terms " golden " and " five-banded " are in
general used indiscriminately. Altho Mr.
Doolittle does not say so. he has probably
done more than anyone else to disseminate
a strain of golden Italians combining
beauty with other good qualities.

^Tax

the kind that are sure to hatch and^
which will prod tu-e healthy <-hl<-l.«°'
that will live and piow and al-i>
berallytotheheus will prmluce exa'^tly thuse CS^I
"
"- ttv^tiiii.iny will coirnbdrato what we say.

si.:es

to suit evervbod"

Also Grit, Feed Trav?, A-'c.
77. Milford, aiosR-

Bos

A GOOD

-

n'orms

Kating:

Dried

Ai»i»I«'S.— The report of the Secretary of

MANN'S NEW
BONE Many
GUTTER
and

prepares it just

in Supers. — Wm.

Please mention the Bee Journal.

FERTILE E&&S}.
double the etrpcrop.

Hoard

Muth-Rasmussen. in Gleanings in Bee-Culture, says that altho he finds no brood in his
sections it is not uncommon to find a queen
in the supers.
As a result, when a super is
taken from a hive there is danger that a
queen may be lost. So when he removes
a super he tacks on it a piece af section
with the number of the colony on it. If
he finds a queen in the super, the number
tells him where to return the queen.

— G.

W, M. BARNUM,

-

Feetler is enthusiastically endorst for
stimulative feeding by the two leading beekeepers where Gleanings in Bee-Culture is
manufactured. Simple to use. gets the heat
of the cluster so that bees will use it any
time, and its use does not start robbing.

m^m

Agriculture, Western Australia, includes
a report from the biologist, R. Helms, says
the Australian Bee-Bulletin. " Mr. Helms'
report speaks of the increasing number of
wax-moths in apiaries where bees are kept
unsuitable boxes.
in
Speaking of the
small wax-moth, he says 'It does not entirely depend upon wax-comb for its propagation, which, however, it prefers to anything else. Its larv;i? can also develop
upon dried fruits and milling refuse. Dried
apples are also invaded by these larvse.'

Foul

brood

Australia.

is

very

common

Bee-paralysis

is

also

Western
met with."

in

To Prevent Hees Onawing^

Quilts. — A

Free for 8

New Subscribers

The watch offered here is a splendid time-keeper, and
warranted to give excellent satisfaction. It is an openface, stem wind and stem set,
YORK STANDARD
MOVEMENT, in a silverine case with screw front and

NEW

back, and of good weight, thus making a perfect, dustproof watch.
We offer this watch, prepaid, for only S3. 50; or we club
it with the Bee Journal for one year
both for S4; or we will
send it FREE as a premium for only 8
subscribers
to the Bee Journal for a year (with $8,001. This is indeed a
bargain. The watch would make a tine gift.

—

writer in Gleanings in BeeCulture says:
••
For years past I have used waxt cloths
over brood-frames. The bees propolize the
spaces between the frames quite liberally,
and ofttimes manage to insert a good deal
of the stufl" between the cloth and the topbars. Once in a while I remove the cloths
and run a hot laundry-iron over them, thus
diffusing the propolis over and thru them.
Prior to this operation the bees are somewhat disposed to gnaw the cloth, but never
after.
Now, I have a number of these
cloths that have been in use several years.
They are as dark or black as any broodcomb I ever saw."

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK &
us Michigan

Please mention the Bee Jonriial

St.,

CO.,

CHICAGO,

ILL,.

I^l^nT^r?^

Introdncing- <(ueens

l»y Imaging:
tlie Si<le of a Conil> was
by
Editor Hutchinson. R.
recommended
A. Lapsley complained in Gleanings in
Bee-Culture that the plan had failed with
him. Mr. Hutchinson says in the BeeKeepers' Review that he sent out several
hundred queens with instruction for that
sort of introduction, and almost without
exception the failures were like that of Mr.

Against

—
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Lapsley the bees dug under and liberated
the queen before they were ready to accept
her. The trouble was just the one complained of by Mr. Lapsley, sufliciently explicit instructions had not been given, Jlr.
Hutchinson never thinking that any one
would cage the queen against a new comb
"The comb selected
of liimt'ij. He says:
should be old, tough brood-comb, and filled
with just-hatching brood instead of sealed
honey. If a few of the cells contain unsealed honey, no harm is done in fact, it
seems to me better." And the bee-keeper
must not stir things up by looking in a day
or two to see if the queen is " all right."

Root's Golumn
Reading' for
1900.
This

is

—

the lime

when beekeepers select
year

'f

heir readinganother vear.
I

ABC

of'

for

The
Bee-CuN

Low

Honeytiniiiiltling; at
Prices seems to he as common in AustraA writer in the
lia as in this country.
Australian Bee-Bulletin says:

ture will furnish
> ou profitable and
interesting'
readK' for a long- time.
11]
tells

It

all

about

raanag-ement
the apiary thrulut the j'ear, the

the
'

'f

methods
i)y

pursued

leading-

bee-

and

keepers,

the

lifferent hives in
use.
Better send
lor the book at

Dnce. If vou wish,
we will send you sample pa^es.
Sold by all dealers in bee-keepers' supplies, or
sent by the publishers for $l.:;o, postpaid. We
will furnish you Gleaniugrs iu Bee-Culture one
year with the book for Si. 75, postpaid.
By the way, Gleaniug-s in Bee-Culture has 050
pag-es in a year, and has averaged this for the
past 10 years, yet the price is onlv SI. 00 a vear.
If you have not seen a copv latelv', send for our
December 15th issue which contains the PRIZE
PICTURES, as well as the photographs of Editors York and Hutchinson. This contains our
annual index which will show vou the scope of
Gleanings articles during- the year. It also contains the index of contributors and the illustrations of the year. That the index might not
crowd our reading--matter we g-ive lt> pagres
extra. In this issue we give an illustration and
description
of the DANZENBAKER
HIVE
for 1900.
If you want a copy of this issue you must ask
for it at once, as we have only a few to spare.

"I can't for the life of me see how prices
are going to rise without one-half of the
bee-keepers go out of the business. The
best thing in connection with the honeybusiness is the supply-trade, viz., hives and
fixings,
and queen-rearing. Goodness
knows, hives and fixings are cheap enough,
but even at the low price they are at it
scarcely pays to buy them. I don't know
any business more unsatisfactory to dispose of than bees and hives. One simply
cannot sell a well-appointed apiary at any

Yellow Sweet Clover Seed
WE HAVE

IT

AT LAST

A QUARTER POUND FOR SENDING
ONE NEW SUBSCRIPTION.
So longr as it lasts, we will mail a quarter
pou,nd of the seed to a leg-ular paid-up subscriber who sends us ONE
subscriber for the

NEW

American Bee Journal for 190<\ with SI. 00. We
will also *' throw in " the balance of 1899 to such
new subscriber. Surely, this is a great offer.
We have been trying for years to secure this
seed, and finally succeeded in getting- it. It is
new seed, gathered this season by an old personal friend of ours, so we know
But we have only a small supply.
out

we

lis

Michu'au

will

mention

CHIC.\GO, ILL,

street.

Fe.d is fi:tl t- i\-^
isbuTDed ujf tosu[i[)ly

more

are

easily frightened so as to

gnaw

cappings than are Italians.

;u imiil

tc^tiomy.

iiucriial heat.

If

It
it is

healed (cooKed) before it grous icto the animal's stomach it eavto that much fuel (feed).

Electric
Review, defends them
against the accusations of F. Greiner. Mr.
Greiner is right in saying bees will bite the
cappings if much smoke is used or if they
are greatly alarmed. But Mr. Hutchinson
thinks there is no need of that with the escapes. After the flow is over, he chooses
the middle of a warm afternoon to put the
escapes in place, doing the work gently,
and has no trouble. It is just possible that
the two gentleman may find a difference on
account of difference in bees. The blacks

all right.

When nearly

&:^"SAVE FEED.
,_^,

I»o Poi-lei-

in the Bee-Keepers'

it is

it.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.

price.''

Escapes Plaice Kees
tile Cappings ? — Editor Hutchinson,

\

We have finally succeeded in g-etting- a small
quantity of the seed of the yellow" variety of
sweet clover. This kind blooms from two to
four weeks earlier than the common or white
variety of sweet clover. It also grows much
shorter, only about two feet in hight. It is as
much visited by the bees as the white, and usually comes into bloom ahead of white clover
and basswood. We offer the seed as a premium

.

.

n^Hltf

J-y

f

|[

Feed Cookers

««ve t'ei'd. «nve nn»ney and produce
bettiT results. Made- of best cast iron

with steel
if^jl i^nij
Jir'^-jiU^ galvanized
'*

Electric

; boiler made of extra heavy
steel.
Capacity '.'5 to lOo gallons.
riniilar and jmice free.

I

inir>gs

Wbeel Co.. Box I^.Quiocy.III.

Please mention Bee Journal

when

writine.

Comb Foundation
Wholesale and Retail.

Wax

Working

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY

Clubbing Rates.
AS an iaiiucement lor
new before the expiratio

3ur subscribers to reof their present subscription, which saves us considerable time, we
offer the following rates for Gleanings one year
and a year's subscription to any of the following papers at prices mentioned.'
1

For One Dollar Only.
Gleanings and

.vour choice ol the following:

American Agriculturist, with Almanac.
Orange Judd Farmer, with Almanac.
N. E. Homestead, with Almanac.
Northwestern Agriculturist.
American Poultry Journal.
Reliable Poultry- journal.
Agricultural Epitomist.

Farm and

Fireside.

Farm
Farm

Poultry Monthly.
Poultry Keeper.

Journal.
Poultrv.

For One Dollar and Ten Cents.
Gleanings and your choice of the following:
Practical Farmer.

Prairie Farmer.

Michigan Farmer.

Ohio Farmer.

For $1.25— Gleanings and Rural New Yorker.
$1.30— Gleanings and National Stockman.
$i.50^Gleanings and Cosmopolitan or ivlc-

J-or

Clure's

Magazine

or

American

Garden.

For $2.00— Gleanings and Country Gentleman.
For $2.50— Gleanings and Review of Reviews.

New

stibscribers also are entitled to
these rates.

editor of Gleanings in BeeCulture intimated that "cross and snappy"
bees were likely to be the kind to roll in
the honey. Whereupon D. B. Lynch reports a colony of hustlers that are remarkable for their gentle disposition. He says:
"No one has ever been stung by her bees,
and the hive has been opened repeatedly in

wind (do you know what Dakota wind is ?)
without smoke or veil. I send you a photo
of my little daughter, two years and nine
months old, with a frame of them. Notice
the bee on her forehead. She knows they
will not hurt her.
She has often been
stung, but not by that colony; and if any
one has 'cross and snappy' bees that can
beat them hustling, please quote prices. I

am

'I'lie

^'e«

York Honey

—Mr. Segelkeu says in the Bee-Keepers' Review and Gleanings in Bee-Culture that he
quoted as saying that the New York
market finds no trouble in disposing of 00.000.000 pounds of honey annually.
While
he admits that New York is the great honey
market of the country, yet he says no such
amount could be handled iu any one year
not by one firm nor by half a dozen. He
says he may have said that G.OOO.UOO pounds
was the amount, and this would come
is

MEDINA, OHIO.

other Supplies, and

will g-et the best groods
trated Catalojr Free.

port.

— In

most places bees can get pollen from
natural sources in spring; but sometimes,
and in some places, it is a scarce article,
and then, according to G. M. Doolittle, the

list

of

g^et

tuy prices.

and save money.

You
Illus-

BEESWAX WANTED.
Augusta, Wis

Please mention Bee Journal

when

-WTiting.

INCUBATOR
SATISFACTIOM.
That

what we sell.

is

We

doD't want yi.'ur money it we
can'l satisfvyou wiih thenew

E

—

n

yThe None Better

BETTER

INCUBATOR.

Ihe skni-lest, must ^co"urKs
Domical. the most duralilp and tht lowest jiriced
Perfci'llv.
.Ji
incubaior made. Only btsl matenal D8ed. Don't
Sent for 'Ic, stamp.
boy UQtU yon have eiamineil our ratalo^e
i;-

hdwkeye Incubator Co., Box A, Newton, la.

ESTABLISH A

HOME OF

All told,

he estimates that the New York market
handles from 7.000,000 to 8.000,000 pounds
of honey annually.— Gleanings in Bee-Cul-

a

GUS DITTMER,

nearer to the actual amount sold; but this
would include only all domestic honey, not
counting the large consignments of foreign

honey that come thru that

me

Foundation, Sections,
And

iUarket.

Feeding- (Substitutes for Pollen.

CO,

Before placing your order, to send
what you need in

open to conviction."

ture.

THE A. L ROOT

DO NOT FAIL

Gentle Itees Xliat Ai-e Hustlers.— The

YOUR OWN
Read "The Corn

Belt," a

handsome

monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
209

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

e

—

!
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bee-keeper can get a lot of fun to the square
inch by feeding a substitute. He says in
the Progressive Bee-Keeper:
" I had such a season once, and the bees-

The Novelty Pocket-Knif
(A heavier aud strouyer kuife than the oue

HOWARD

we

and I improved it by my making a shallow
box about 10 feet long aud 4 feet \vide,^
placing the same in a sheltered sunny nook,
and pouring into it some very finely ground
horse feed' (corn and oats ground tosome very fine
gether), together with
planer shavings, and about half as much
fine wheat flour as there was of the horse
feed.
A little piece of comb and some
scraps of propolis were put on some live
coals, and the dish containing both set in
the center of the shallow box, with a few
drops of honey scattered about over the
contents. An hour later that sunny nook'
was a sight to behold, and one of the most
merry, pleasant things I ever was allowed
to hear and see. The air was full of dusty
white bees just above the box, packing the
contents from the box in their pollenbaskets, while twice as many more were
rolling about amongst the bits of shavings,
oat-hulls, etc., in such a way that no one
could look on the sight without having
every bit of 'blues' they had ever experienced driven from them. Nothing in the

offered heretofore.)

M. MELBEE,

HONEYVILLE, O.
(This Cut

the Full Size of the Knife.)

is

Your Name on the Knife.— When ordering, be sure
wish, put

'

what name and address you

to say just

on the Kuife.

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the handle. It is made beautifully
of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as g-lass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side
of the handle is placed the name and residence of the Subscriber.
The Material entering- into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality; the blades are
hand-for«red out of the very finest Engrlish razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters
are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver
wire; the liniut^s are plate brass; the ba'ck springs of Sheffield spring--steel, and the finish of the
handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.
Why Own the Novelty Knife? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the owner will
never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of owner, the finderwill re-

bee line ever attracted visitors as did this,

If traveling,
it; otherwise to try to destroy'the name and address, would destroy the knife.
and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the Novelties, your
Pocket-Knife will serve as an identifier; and in case of death, 3-our relatives will at once be ap-

turn

and the children just went wild with glee,
and delight while watching the bees 'cut
up their antics 'in and over that box of

prised of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a present "What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or a lady to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on oue side?
The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representation of
this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

feed."

I

We send
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(

postpaid for SI. 25, or give it as aPremium to the
one sending us THREE new strscrtrers to the Bee Journal (with $3.00), and we will also send to
each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book, Bees and Honey. We will club the
Novelty Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for 51.90.

How

to Get this Valuable Knife.—

it
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learn the science of breeding, feeding and management. Special departments for horses, cattle, hogs, sheep, poultry and dairy.
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A wide-awake, practical Western paper for
wide-awake, practical Western farmers, stockraisers, poultry people and fruit-growers, to
can

do without

ful.
I purchast four colonies in 8-frame
dovetailed hives, and have increast to nine,
which are in fair condition for wintering,
and also secured 31.5 pounds of comb and
extracted honey. There was a fair honeyflow from June 15 till July 15. from white
clover and basswood, tho but very little
A. A. Febrieb.
late honey.
Ontario, Canada, Dec. 4.
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First Season Fairly Successful.
The past season was my first in the beebusiness, and I think I was fairly success-

it.

stands for American farmers and produIt is the leading exponent of agriculture
as a business, aud at the same time the champion of the Agricultural States and the producer
in politics. Subscription, One Dollar a Year.
It

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.

QL'I^CY, ILL.
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36 mention

Bee Journal when

have made arrangements so that we can
furnish Seed of several of the Clovers by freight
or express, at the following prices, cash with
soft
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as follows: 22 colo-

12 cents for white,
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10 for dark.
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This Winter Can't be the Worst.

ts.
.
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80c
6Dc
S5c
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report for 1899

nies, spring count, increast to 33, and got
about 600 pounds of comb honey. I can't
complain, considering the year, which was
too cold and wet in the spring. I sold my
white honey for 16 and 18 cents, and the
dark for 14 cents a pound. Small crop, but
got good prices, which generally are about

itlH

^-If^^J.rriaile rigtit

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Yr
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I

Sole Manufacturer,
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Small Crop But Good Prices.

My

Falls, ».V.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

A good flight of bees Dec. 10, with mostly
mild weather to date, seems to shorten the
season so that the winter cannot well be
one of the worst ones now. E. E. Hasty.
Lucas

Co., Ohio, Dec. 13.

Euphorbia— Probably Not New.
A correspondent of the valuable Bee
Journal asks information about a species
of euphorbia that he thinks secretes a large
amount of nectar. It is a little uncertain
to which species of Euphorbia Mr. Livingston refers, as the eminent botanist. Dr.
Gray, describes 'i'i species in the United
States; while Prof. Wood, in his botany,
describes 37 species. Mr. Livingston says
the species that furnishes nectar freely has
no petals, but the leaves (meaning probably what botanists call a corolla-like involucre) are either entirely or partly colored a bright red. Now, I find only one
species of euphorbia described by Dr. Gray
that has a colored, leafy involucre; this is
named hypercifolia. Dr. Gray says that
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unequaled value in this class of live stM,k
Best cast iron furnace with larg'elicat i/

V
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surface. Boilers made of best No. 22 galvanized st
—can't rust, tarnish or poison and discolor food.
,

gal. size $5.
The small size

^21)
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appendages of the involucre entire either large and white, or
smaller and sometimes red.
If I am right in supposing that Mr. Livingston's plant is tbe same as the sort described by Dr. Gray, that has sometimes a
colored involucre, the other variety having
a white involucre should secrete as much
nectar as the red, and doubtless does in
Georgia and Florida but both sorts may
secrete no nectar in the Northern States.
Indeed, the white variety is quite common
in this State, but I have never known the
bees to resort to it for stores.
Inference: Not best for beekeepers to
invest much for seed of E. hypercifolia.
this species has the

k appliances.
[

) '"'t'l

50 gal. size SIC.

and

Kio gal. size §16.

burns wood only; the larger sizes burn
wood or coaL Don't buy until you grt our free

wUlJrKEI\ ^Reliable Incubator and Brooder

Ro. Box

Quincy,

2,
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LEWIS COMPANY,

Q. B.

WATERTOWN,

WIS.,

Cook

CAN FURNISH YOU WITH THE VERY FINEST

Supplies
Bee = Keepers'
THE
'WOR.I.jP.

I>T

Parties wantingf goods before new catalog is issued will please write for
quotations. We want every BEE-KEEPER on our list.
If you did not receive our catalog last )-ear send us your name and address
and we will mail you our new catalog as soon as it is ready.
Ple.ase mention Bee Journal when ^^riting.
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WELL MANUFACTURED STOCK-QUICK SHIPMENTS.
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BeG-K66D6rs' Syppil6§
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The BASSWOOD in

of making the very best Sections on the market.
this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
the best for making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young and
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-Eist FREE.

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,
Please mention the Bee Journal
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has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested? Write ti>day.

h
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tft 1

lst-cln>!i
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hatcher lundc.
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Please mention the Hee Journal.

Lyon Mfg. Co.
LONDON, WIS.,

•Operates two Sawmills that cut, annually', eight million feet of lumber, thus se-

curing the best lumber at the lowest
price for the manufacture of

Bee^Keepers' Supplies*

also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee=Hives, Sections, &c., that there
is in the State.
The material is cut from patterns, liy niachiner)-, and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable
this firm to furnish the BEST GOODS AT
PRICES.

They have

THE LOWEST

Send

for Circular and

Don't

fail to

No Honey the Past Season.

season.

The American Bee Journal is always a
welcome visitor; I drop all the rest till I
have read it.
George W. Shearer.
Stark Co., Ohio. Dec.

11.

Promises Well for Next Season.
There was no honey shipt from

this place
this year. The loss of bees is variously
estimated from 3.5 to .50 percent for this
county. I lost 51 out of 1S4 colonies, mostly
from becoming queenless during our long,
dry summer, but everything promises well
for next year.
We are having plenty of
rain,
J, A, Gerelds,
Uvalde Co,, Tex., Dec. 0.

Two Good Honey
We

Seasons.

had a good honey season

and also

last

year

secured 3,200 pounds
of comb honey, I put my bees into the cellar Dee, 4, the temperature being 46 degrees till last Friday, and since then it is 50
degrees: but last night the wind changed
to the north, and we have rain this morning, but I think it will soon change to
snow,
Wm, Dl'escher.
Brown Co,, Wis., Dec, 11,
this year.

I

are having two spring seasons here

in California for 1899. The whole country
is rich in verdure, and tbe weather all that
could be askt for in May, No frost yet this
winter, and promises are full for a great
yield of honey next spring and summer,
A, B. SUEARER.
San Luis Obispo Co,, Calif,, Nov. 28.

STEAM-withtlie

Gitnple. perfect, self-regulating

iVIarkets an<l Slieep

Page

W

Clay Center. Nebr

....

you are iuterested in Sheep in any way
you canuot afford to be without tlie best
Sheep Paper publisht iu the United States.

•WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP. CHICAGO,

Heffkon.

Most of my bees froze last winter, but I
have at present 14 colonies in pretty good
shape. There was no honey here the last

We

.tn.i it

i/reat reLiilnntv.

If

Wool

D. S.

111.

Prospects Good for Next Year.

INCUBATOR

is Jesi^iiriit

Co..

efrga

SURE HATCH

SURH HATCH INCUBATOR COMPANY.

FREE FOR A MONTH

613

see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

mention tlieBee Journal when vvritins advertisers.

"Several" Kinds of Euphorbia.
On page
phorbia—Is

760

is

a short letter about " Eu-

New

Plant '" The descripnot sufficient tor anyone to identify
the plant mentioned by Mr, Livingston as
euphorbia, as it is one out of 000 species,
some very common and others confined to
tropical regions. Some are very poisonous, and many have a milky juice. Could
Mr, Livingston give a fuller description of
the plant, or give the specific name ?
Two euphorbias grow wild here, and
there are several species cultivated in gardens,
Tnos, Wm, Co\van,
Monterey Co,, Calif,, Dec, 4,
tion

It

a

is

Why We

Blush— Fair Honey Crop.
Mr, Ed;tor: — I appreciate your enterprise and backbone in making and keeping
the American Bee Journal strictly a beekeeper's paper, with no Ji/litif/ except the
kind that fills every reader with information that makes them better calculated to
make their profession a success. Those
convention talks and papers are all right.

Stay with them.

Honey in this locality was a fair crop
and of good quality. I bought and shipt
east about 25 tons, and the returns were
very satisfactory, and the purchasers well

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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I have been buying and shipping honey for several years,
and in the past I have had trouble to get
the producers to put up their goods in
marketable condition. They are improving, and I have hopes that the standard
will be raised so that every bee-keeper will
put up his goods so that the whole case will
compare favorably with the row behind
the glass, and honesty prevail among packers.
N. J. COOLET.

satisfied with the goods.

Inyo Co.,

Nov.

Calif.,

30.

Rain Means Honey in 1900.

We
date
1900.

have had

We

15 to 20 inches of rainfall to
This means honey in

winter.

this

have just placed

200 nuclei in

5.50

colonies

winter quarters

— all

and

strong

and heavy with honey.
O. P.

Hyde &

Williamson Co.. Tex., Dec.

out ill effect, and can tell when they are
too warm as soon as I enter the cellar,
without referring to the thermometer
I have no desire to
I keep hanging near.
dispute the eStditions as stated by the
writers who say it will not do to winter
bees in the cellar with bottoms on the hives
unless there is a wide, deep entrance, but

want to call their attention to the fact
that in some other places other men may

just

do differently, and do right.
Our bees winter on amber honey, as we
have no other here, and X never weighed
any that weighed over 12 pounds per gallon, and ours granulates about March after
gathered. I think you will say that it
cannot be the extra quality of the honey
that makes the difference, but we think our
honey quite good.
If my bees ever die off by the wholesale,
it is

I'll

Son.

promptly

Gage

11.

The season has been fair here. I took,
from 40 colonies, spring count. 1„300 pounds
of comb honey and 1,000 pounds of extracted, with an increase of 30, and 200
extracting-combs

Cayuga

think

Jas. R.
Co., N. Y., Dec. 7.

it

all

Nov.

J.

B.

Dann.

34.

other conditions at their best,

is

safe side.— C. C. Miller.]

built.

will be

unnecessary to refer to

any particular place for the statement that
will not do at all to winter bees in the
cellar with bottom-boards on the hives, unless there is a wide, deep entrance, for it is
repeated in some form or other so often
that it seems out of reason for anyone to
doubt it. But I wish to say, in as few
words as possible, how I winter
bees,
which will show that conditions are not the
it

my

same everywhere.

My hive-bottoms are all nailed on, and
are never taken off. The entrance is onehalf inch by the full width of the hive.
There is nothing over the bees except a
board cover when they are taken into the
cellar, and that stuck on tight.
I have wintered my bees in the housecellar since 189.3, and have wintered over
100 colonies the last three winters without
the loss of a single colony in all that time,
nor have 1 ever lost a colony in the cellar.

The combs are never damp or moldy, and
bees keep their hives as clean and
sweet as in summer, carrying out all dead
bees and dropping them on the cellar bottom. I visit them with a light often, withthe

Michigan.— The annual meeting- of the MichBee-Keepers' Association will be
if,^aa State
held at Thompsonville, Benzie Co., Jan. 1 and 2,
There will be reduced rates on all rail1900.
roads, and a special rate has been secured at all
the hotels there at 75 cents per day. There will
be an exhibition of the famous willow-herb
honey, also of all the leading supplies used in
the apiary, and latest improved implements.
At least two, and perhaps three, of the .A-.I.Root
family will be present, and other noted men.
Everything indicates the largest meeting held
in years. The subjects discust will be those
nearest the heart of the bee-keeper, so come prepared to give your views, in exchange for the
views of others. It will more than repay you
for all the time and expense to attend.
Geo. E. Hilton, Pres.
Fj-emont, Mich.
N. E. Ohio, N.

to'Secnre a

W. Pa.— The Northeastern Ohio

and N. W. Pennsylvania Bee-Keepers' Association will hold their l'>th annual convention at
Andover, Ohio, in Chapman's Hall, Jan. 17 and
Boarding rates of Sl.OO per day have
IS, lOOti.
been secured for those attending the convention. All bee-keepers invited. Send to the Secretary for programs.

Illinois. — The executive committee of the Illinois State
Bee-Keepers' Association have
changed the date of the ninth annual meeting
to Dec. 26 and 27, 1899.
It is understood that all

the railroads will make half rates during the
holidays. The State Horticultural Society and
the State Teachers' Institute hold their annual
meetings at the same time, and all at the State
House, so that it will be a great inducement for
a good attendance. We expect to have a fine
program for the occasion, and a good time, as
bee-keepers always do when they get together.

Come, everybody
Later. — Since the insertion of the previous
notice the railroads, thru the Western Passenger Association, have refused to make a single
I

fare rate for the round trip, but

Among

the subjects to be discust

are

the

made the

rate

of one fare and a third for the round trip. If
any one when purchasing a ticket is refused the
one-third rate for the round trip, he must demand a certificate showing that he paid full
fare coming, and together with the Horticultural Society we expect to have much more than
100 in attendance, and thereb.v get the aboverate.

Jas. A. Stone, Sec.

111.
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Spring and Early Summer Management of
Bees," by Mrs. C. J. Cornwell; " Is it Desirable
to Prevent Swarming?" by O. O. Belden; "Best
and Cheapest Method of Producing Comb
*'

Mm\

as

Cyphers Sncubatoi*
any

—anil

it's

mn hint.

other
the Vit^t, Ovit hstch
16 pace circulnr free. S^ndloctB.

in stjimps for

$4,000 book
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Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Bee=Supplies

4

!

We are distributors for ROOT'S GOODS f
AT THEIR PRICES for southern Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, West Virginia, Kentucky, and the South.

tnUTH'S SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,
LANGSTROTH BEE-HIVES, ETC.
Lowest Freight Rates in the country.
Send for Catalog.

4

f
4

following:

A'o. 4.'J10.

Hot

operation to Improve the Market and Increase
the Price of Honey," by Geo. Spitler; " Preparing Bees for Winter," by R. D. Reynolds;
" Bees as Pollenizers of the Blossoms," by Ed.
Jollv; and '• Making Our Association More
Useful."
Franklin. Pa.
Ed Jollev, Sec.

Bradfordtou,

Convention Notices.

21, 1899.

Honey," by M. E. Mason; "Full Sheets or
Starters." by C. H. Coon; " Advantages of Producing Extracted Honey," by B. W. Peck; "Co-

named

Conklin.

Wintering- Bees in the Cellar.
I

you know.

no reason why a colony might not
winter finely in a cellar with entrance only
one half inch deep in any locality. Again,
they might not, and it is well to be on the
there

Season.

let

Co., Nebr..

[With

A Fair

Dec.

Successor to C. F. Muth & Son,
2146-48 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
Please mention the Bee Journal.
40Atf
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Point Fountain Pen at Wliolesale Price.
barrel
No. 4310.— Heavv Gold Feu, narrow, 1,S kt. Gold Bands
S1.50
$> OO
and directions with each pen. Every pen guaranteed for one vear, bv the manufacturers.
American
Bee
Journal
will
given
be
discount
the
a
of
of
percent
off above prices, as we have made special arrangements with the
Readers
20
Diamond Point Pen Co., to give our patrons this absolutely perfect fountain pen at the wholesale price.
To secure this wholesale discount on the above fountain pens, you must send your orders direct to this office, enclosing the number of the pet»
you want, and a postal note or posta{;re stamps, for the cost of same.
We are offering our readers an absolutely perfect fountain pen which is guaranteed to give entire satisfaction, as the Diamond Point Pen Co.
fully warrant and guarantee them absolutely as represented.
If the pen points are not entirely satisfactory they will be exchanged at no extra expense if returned to the office of the Diamond Point Pen Co
'
leekman Street, New York, N. Y.
102 Beekn

No. 2 no.— 14

kt.

Solil Diainonil

Heavy Gold Pen, chased
Box,

filler

special

Premium Pen

Offers.

We
Offer No.

1.

THREE NEW

will mail Fountain Pen No. 2Hll free as a premium to any one sending- us
scribers to the American Bee Journal for one year, with S3.00 to pay for same
with the American Bee Journal for one year both for S2.00.

—

We
Offer No. 2.

;

or

we

sub-

will club it

NEW subscrib-

will mail Fountain Pen No. 4310 free as a premium to any one sending- us FIVE
ers to the American Bee Journal for one year, with $5.00 to pay for same or we will club
American Bee Journal for one year both for S3.S0.
Address.
;

—

GEORGE

-Vo.

W.

YORK &

2110.— 7»r/ce, S1.50, poslpnUl.

it

with the

CO., 118 Michigan St., Ghicaoo,

N
Dec.

!

:
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Glass Honey -Jars

SUFFERERS
FROM

LUNG ^KIDNEY

troubles can obtain valuable advice,

DR. PEIRO.

addressing

34 Central Music

Hall,

FREE, by
CHICAGO.

flSTWrite at once, stating- atre. sex, occupation,
how troubled, post-office address, and enclose
return stamp for immediate reply.

Please mention Bee Journal,

when

writing.

YOU WANT THE

—= BEE-BOOK

<S"IF

We have two sizes of clear flidt-jrlass Jars,
No. 1 holdirif; a scant pound of honey, with an
opal or white top held on with a screw metal
baud under which is a rubber to prevent leal<No. 2 is a rather tall flint-glass jar with
ag-e.
tin screw-cap. holding- K pound of honey. Both
are excellent for retail honey-packag-es, and
are put up in single ^ross lots. The prices are
per gross, f.o.b. Chicago, for the No.l jars, $5.25;
for the No. 2, 54.25.
We

can

orders promptly for these jars.

fill

They give excellent satisfaction, we know, for
we have used the same jars for several years.

GEORGE
118

Michigan

YORK & CO.

W.

Street.

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

tlie

J, AI.

!

REV.
J.

H. M.

when

writing.
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EW3 AND

OOSSBP OP A

NEW

BOOK ON THE BIBLE

The book is about to appear and oq its title page in collaboration as authors
names of that most popular of all writers, IAN MACLAREN {Rev.
John Watson), together with M= AV. WHARTON, D.D., the preat Evangelist, and
J. WILLIAM BOEL, Pb.D.t one of the most prominent and popular writers on
Biblical subjects.
A MASTERPIECE INDEED must be the book which tfalls to
creation such a combination of mimatchable talents.
IT IS A
PIECE and it is good news we bring our readers when we tell them that after
the most persistent endeavor and the most industrious and earnest neEOliations with
the Publishers, this paper is one of a syndicate which has secured the entire first
edition for distribution among their subscribers, not as a means of winning profits*
but to encourage the people to become regular readers, because of the unusual
privileges which are offered reg:ular patrons.

MASTER-

its

—

ITS PLACE

EVERY
CHRISTIAN
IS IN

"THE GOLDEN

The book is entitled
MORNING." and while it was intended
to be a %%.oo book, and has everything about it authorship, illustrations, paper,
printing and binding— to warrant that price, we have, after many objections and

HOME

refusals,

made tenns whereby

WE ARE

—

IN POSITION

READERS AT A GREAT REDUCTION.

IT WILL
BIND THE BIBLEI

CLOSER
TO THE PEOPLE
IT IS

I

>

NOTHING
LIKE IT
Ever Before

WRITTEN

TO OUR

IT 15 IN

REALITY THE BIBLE

STORY FORM arranged
THE GREATEST OF ALL BOOKS
IN

so as

to,

assure a perfect understanding of
even by
little children.
All ambiguous and obscure phrases and descriptions have been
put into language which makes them clear as noon-day. The historic events have
been arranged in their proper order, and the story is made continuous nnd of
absorbing interest throughout.
Poetical description so freely used in the Bible,
find the many Parables, have all received analysb and now appear as plainly told
tales which need no interpreter or explanation.
lages
^'o

TO EXERT

<

IT

^

A POWERFUL

>

TO OFFER

It contains nearly 8oo pages and over
500 superb illustrations.
It is printed with clear type-on coated paper, and is
bound in beautifully illuminated covers, with gold and colored stamping.

Hundreds of artistic and accurate pictures have been used to embellish its
and fis in the mind of reader or student the scenes so graphically described.
book of a religious nature has ever been so sumptuously illustrated.
Thia
feature alone costing an enormous sum of money, as every drawing was mada
especially for this work.

SURE

INFLUENCE
FOR GOOD

have been

current in book and Christian circles everywhere for some months
In its
authorship was to be combined the superb talents and literary abilities of
three of the greatest lights in the world of religious literature.
are found the

<

I

Cincinnati, Dec.

7.

—There

is

a good

demand

for all kinds of extracted houej. White clover
and basswood sell at 8@85^c; amber and Southern, 6((< 7c, according- to quality and package.

Fancy ccnib honey

in

no-drip shipping-cases

Muth & Son and

A.

Muth

Kansas City,

quality. Extracted remains firm at following'
prices: California white, '^%c\ light amber, 8c;
white clover and basswood. 8c; amber, 1%c..
Very little trade for extracted buckwheat as yet.
Southern, fancy, 7J^c per pound; other grades,
as to quality, from 70c to 75c gallon. Beeswax
quiet at 2o@27c.
Hildketh' & Segelken.

Cleveland, Dec. 1.— Fancv white, 16@l7c;
No. 1 white, 15@]6c; No. 1 amber, 13@l4c; No. 2
amber, 12^fTil3c; buckwheat, 9(flj'10c. White exA. B.Williams & Co.
tracted, S(at9c.

WILLIAifl BilEL, Ph.D.

THE WORLD
HAS WAITED

ber; bioflc

—

IVIOST 1
ENGAGING BOOK
EVER WRITTEN

D.D.

5T3
A BOOK I
FOR WHICH

grades of white, 12wl4c; ambers,10faa2c.
Extracted, SfaiOc for faticy white; Vfgsc for amf<jr dark grades.
Receipts are larg*er and the demand is not as
grood as it has been; most of the retailers have
laid in a supply to carry them over the Christmas time.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

16c; off

Dec. 9.— We quote No. 1 white
comb, 13M(tt\l4c; No. 2, Ufs'UJ^c; No.l amber,
13@13^c; No. 2, 12@13c. Extracted, white, 1%
(ai8c; amber, 7(o)'7}^c; dark, SJ^fa^bc.
Beeswax,
20(a;.22c.
C. C. Clemons & Co.
10.
New|Yokk Dec.
Demandjis very g'ood for
all grades of comb honey.
Receipts are somewhat light and not up to former years. We
quote:
Fancy white, 15 cents; No. 1, white, 13@14c;
amber, ll('('12c; and buckwheat, 9@llc., as to

MACLAREN
WHARTON,

MARKET QUOTATIONS.
Chicago, Dec. i:i.— We iiuote best white comb
at 15c; an occasioual small lot of fancy sells at

Successor to Chas. P.

Please mention Bee Journal

Trade.

A LITERARY
IAN

\

pagre

THE

BY

AND BEESWAX

\ tiON&y

Let

me send you my 64Catalog for 1899.
tJenJcins, \l''e turn pica, Ala,

BEE-KEEPERS

B66-K66P6rs' Guide.
Liberal Discounts to

Mott >ti >lit4

sells all5i'/l(>c: darker grades hard to sell at
any price. Ueeswax, 26c. C. H. W. Weber,

That covers the wnole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other publisht, send $1.25
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

>te

It will be of highest value to the young, aa from a few readings, they will*
get such an understanding of Bible truths and promises from this book, that it
would require years for them to gather throuch Bible reading or study. Indeed,
one of the chief claims of
GOLDEN flORNINO" to universal popularity,
is that the children will learn to reverence and love the Bible and to accept its
teachings through reading this charmingly written story.
,

"THE

WE ARE READY TO DISTRIBUTE THIS GRAND BOOK AHONG OUR
READERS who should order at ouce, as our portion of the introductory edition id
limited.
The prices are as follows. WITH POSTAGE PREP^MD
BOUND IN EXTRA FINE CLOTH. BEAUTIFUL GOLD AND
COLORED STAMPING
$2.75
SUPERB HALF MOROCCO, WITH BURNISHED RED
EDOeS .
$3.75
THE BOOK WILL NOT BE OH SALE IN BOOK-STOREtl, AND 8HOCLD BK
ORDERED FROBf THE OFFICE OF THIS FUBLICATION. BACH ORDER WILL BE
PLACED ON PILE ON ITS ARRIVAL AND FILLED IN THE ORDER RECEITED.
BECAUSE OF THE EXTREMELt NARROW MARGIN OF PROFIT. CASH WILL BE
EXPECTED WITH EACH ORDER. BHOULD THE BOOK BE UNSATISFACTORY
WHEN RECEITED AND EXAMINED. IT UAT BE BETUBNED AND TQK MONEY

WILL BE CHEERTCLLY lUEFUNDED.

Address.

& CO.
GEORQE W. YORK
«'H»C'A«,iO,

llw nicliigan

St.,

-

San Francisco,

Dec. 0.— White comb,

26^'27c.

Values are being maintained at previous range
with stocks light of all descriptions. It is doubtful if live carloads of honey could now be secured in the whole State. Shipments by sea the
jjast week were over 30i} cases, the major portion being destined for New York.

Boston, Dec.

A

white, 16c;

wheat

8.

— We quote as follows:

No.

15c;

1,

Fancy

13i^n'14c;

buck-

amber, 7(«'Sc.
There is very little now to report in the line
of our honey market. The retail trade are loath
to pay the higher prices and are buying in a
verv small way, still the demand is fully equal

Blake, Scott & Lee.

to the supply.

Albany, Dec.

10.

— We

Fancj' white

quote:

comb, 15c; No. 1 white, 13(a,^14c; mixt, il(ml3c;
buckwheat, 10fa*/llc. Extracted, white, 8@/9c;
mixt, 6>2(<y7c; dark, 6. Beeswax, 26(§j,28c.

MacDodgal &

Co.

McCuUoch & Co.
11. — The November trade has

Successors to Chas.

Omaha,

Dec.

to the present not been as g'ood as was expected, and shows a falling off from October.
It seems that the somewhat higher prices this
fall are affecting- the consumptive demand to
some extent, still the warm weather yet prevailing in this part of the country- may also be
partly responsible for it. While trade has been
light^ prices have been well maintained, nobody

up

being burdened with stock to such an amount
as to become oppressive.

Fancy white still going at 14(al4J^c, and light
amber i cent less. Extracted, white, 8(a'8}-$c.

Peycke Bros.
Detroit, Dec. 11.— Fancy white, ISfy-lbc; No.
white, 14('fl'15c; dark grades, 10fal2c. Demand
good and supply light. No extracted in market.
White would sell for 3(g'SJ^c. Beeswax, 23i'T24c.
M. H. Hunt & Sox.
1,

WANTED.— Comb
price, kind,

and extracted honey; state
and quantity.

R. A.

BURNETT &

163 So.

33A20t

Water

WANTED.— Extracted

CO.,

St.,

honey

Chicago,

111.

kinds; mail
sample and price expected delivered at Cincinnati. 1 pay spot cash on deliverv.
C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. Muth i Son and A. Muth,
2146-4S Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.
40Atf
all

Your

11,1,.

HONEY

We will buy it,no

matter
are. Address,
giving description and price,
34Atf THOS. C. STANLEY & SON, Fairfield III.
_

wuou wjitiug aavmnsoin.

No.l,

will not sell in this city. Extracted, light

I

Please mentioa cue Aiuericau Bee Juiirnal

11H@

amber, 8#l0c. Extracted, white, 7M(si8c.
light amber, 7(m7^c; amber. 5(G^5J^c; Beeswax,
\2}Ac\

_

_

•

where you
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Perfect Goods.

Very Reasonable Prices.

Hives, Shipping-Cases
Sections,

Why

Extractors, Etc,
EVERYTHING A
BEE=KEEPER NEEDS.

*

*#

does

We guarantee

it sell

so well?

*, « # *

Because

it

satisfaction.

has always given better

satis-

What more

can anvbodv do?
BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS.'No SAOaiNQ, No
LOSS.
PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

any other.

faction than

22 years there have not been any
complaints, but thousands of compliments.

Because

Catalog and copy of
**

OadaHt's Foundation, fm

Year

in

The American Bee=Keeper"- FREE
Send name

-ADDRESS-

THE W.

FALCONER MFG.

T.

JAMESTOWN,

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.
the best Veils, cotton or silk.

for our Catalog-,

CO.,

N. Y.

We

sell

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

TheAiuericau Bee-Keeper is a live Monthly,
and has been publisht by us for the past 10
years— 50 ceuts a year.
Please mention Bee Journal -when "writin?.
-1"",;^^^^ looidu^
tiereis the T hing
= for the last wmter

The New Champion

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, Revised.

WINTER-CASE—

Tlie Classic in

Bee-Culture— Price, $1.25,

liy

Mail.

which does away with all uunecessary work, and in which the bees
will not die in the coldest winter.
Send for special prices on quantity

R. H.

wanted.

SCHMIDT &

CO.,

Sheboygan, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal

Wf^

H
FKEE
''lease

M^
n

Smokers,

^^.
""^B

L ^
— ^—

at all times.
Please mention Bee Journal

-

chas. dadant & son,
when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

-WTiting,

III.

Sectiauto.

Comb Foundation

^°^

Apiarian

'^"

ehpap.

K. T.

C*tal«gue.

Supplies

8fnd for

FLANAGAN,

Bell^TUle, tU-

mention Bee Journal wtien

HUNT &

M. H.

-writing.

IS
V

nfflw^

when

Beeswax Wanted

writinjr,

SON,

GOODS

at ROOT'S PRICES.
Shipping'-Cases aud Danz. Cartous are what
vou need to display and ship vour hoiiev in.
Send for Catalog.
BELL BRANCH. MiCH.
Please mention Bee Journal when writmj'.
SEL-L ROOT'S

"

^^VI/\t/\iAlAlAl>\l/\l/\ii\lAl/<^^

•

••

^.

lup^g-^ress,

LEAHY MFG. CO, SSBS"—Please mention Bee Journal -when "writinp

iSinoKers
'l$

DROP NO *MNKY SPOTS"

—SUBSCRIBE FOR THE—

I

Farmer's

§^

eiNOHAM

Home Journal,

Louisville,

Ky,

A practical business paper for the farmer. It treats of farming and stock breeding from both
practical and scientific standpoints. It is the oldest and best known agricultur.al weekly in the
South. If Tou have anything to sell send us your advertisement. Every farmer who expects to
mi.x "braitis with muscle " in his business should read this paper. Subscription price, $1.00 per
JOURNAL, Louisville, Ky.
FARMER'S
year. Sample copy free. Address,
Please mention Bee Jotirnal when writing.

Bee Smoker

HOME

^S

?
^

A

Little Better

than

" Perfect.''
iJi

^
|
«^

Address,

T. F.

BINGHAM,

Farwell, Mich.,
For Circular,

g-iving- full

atiou aud prices.

inform-

^
^
^^
^.

honey=jars.
1-pound square, $4.70 per gross, with corks S gross, $4.50 per gross. Labels,
60c per gross $1.00 for 500. We have several styles of Jars for retailing honey.
;

;

COMB FOUNDATION.
We

manufacture quantities of

and you should have our

If a dealer,

Catalog

free.

I.

when

writin?.

J.

price, before

buy-

send for wholesale price.

ALFALFA AND BASSWOOD EXTRACTED HONEY,
Sample, 5 cents.

Please mention Bee Journal

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

this,

ing for the coming year.

9"< cents

a pound.

STRINGHAM,
105

Park Place,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

Please Mention the Bee Jonrnal lJl?rtTsfr^«

6^-i)-(i-i)-(i-(i-i)'#^-(i'(i-##A-i)-&-i)'(i-(i«(i-(i)«(i«i)'&'(i)-i>-^^
QEORGE W. YORK,

Editor.

•
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•

•
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Report of the Proceeding's of the 30th Annual
Convention of the United States Bee-Keepers' Association, Held at Philadelphia,
Pa., Sept. 5, 6

BY DR.

A. B.

and

7,

same thought and experiment as applied

1899.

MASON, SEC.

[Continued from page

805.]

THIRD DAY— Evening

stroth's masterful work he who was the father of bee-keeping, whose name shall endure for all time.
In viewing bee-keeping from its practical side, there
are only a few minor considerations which do not also apply
to the professional's view for its betterment.
One of the points which has quite a future, and has not
received the thoughtful, fostering care and impetus it deserves, is the production of beeswax. The commercial value
of beeswax has been rather overlookt by bee-keepers. The
persistency with which this product of the bee has been
adulterated in commerce, and the untiring efforts put forth
by chemists to find a substitute for it, as used in industrial
arts, are conclusive, tho negative proof of its value.
If the

Session.

session was called to order by Pres. Whitcomb, and Dr. Miller sang- "Dot Happy Bee-Man," after
which a paper was read by Mr. F. Hahman, secretary of
the Philadelphia Bee-Keepers' Association, on " Our Pursuit as Viewed by an Amateur."
Those in attendance on the sessions of the convention
had become so well acquainted with Mr. Hahman in his
untiring efforts to provide for the comfort of the delegates,
that when he stept forward to read his paper, he was greeted
with most hearty applause by every one present, to which
he, in a humorous way, responded by saying, " I am glad
you applauded before I read my paper," inferring that no

The evening

applause would be accorded him at its close.
Mr. Hahman I wish to state here that I did not write
this paper to-day. I wrote it last week, and I want to say
that Mr. Selser, in his paper, did mention beeswax as a product of the bee, but he pretty nearly forgot it. I was also
pleased to hear last evening that away in the time past
hives were used. Long before they used glass isinglass
was used. The amateur breeds bees for beauty.

—

Our Pursuit as Viewed by an Amateur.
is one side of apiculture which has not been exploited in our bee-periodicals to the extent which has obtained in the race for perfection, as viewed by the professional bee-keeper, and yet a great part of our devotees are
of the amateur class men and women who keep bees
chiefly for pleasure and study, and only incidentally to produce honey. That this class of bee-keepers view our pursuit somewhat differently from the man in pursuit of dollars and cents must be obvious.
The amateur is not tied down to make his living, either
partially or wholly, from the management of his colonies,
and follows the fad, if we may so term it, mainly for the
pleasure, recreation, instructive study and genuine enjoyment which the keeping of a limited number of colonies
affords. It will thus be seen that the keeping of a few colonies of bees offers many inducements to him who looks
after them, and, unlike other hobbies, is scarcely ever a
drain on his purse, on the contrary it frequently augments

There

—

the same.

Bee-keeping appeals to the amateur, first, in the study
of the insect in a scientific capacity, its anatomy and object
and function or natural history. It is superfluous for me to
enter into details of a study, which has been so carefully
and ably elucidated in Frank Cheshire's great work, but
the enjoyment derived by every bee-keeper from the investigation of the marvellous structure of our bee, and the
adaptability of all its organs to the uses for which they are
intended is a never-ceasing source of enlightenment of the
sublime in creation. The entertainments of microscopical
observation of our Philadelphia Bee-Keepers' Association
during the winter months, I feel safe in saying have been
an enjoyment as well as instruction to its members, for
there is sufficient zest in the pursuit of this study, in determiring the status of a few of the organs of our pets, which,
despite the careful observation and investigation of scientists, seem to baffle scrutiny in determining their exact and
positive service. Another side-light of the natural history
of bees is their unconscious labor in the fertilization of
flowers, making a rather pleasant study of their habits in
spring and summer time.
Fully as instructive and enjoyable is the study and observation of the interior economy of the hive perhaps I
may add that it is the chief attraction holding the amateur
steadfast in the rank of the bee-keeping fraternity. Nowhere has the fascination of this part of bee-keeping been
exprest in more beauteous language than in Rev. Lang;

to increasing the
production of honey per colony were applied to the production of beeswax, I believe the possibility of managing apiaries for this product alone would result therefrom.
The decadence of the observatory hive is something
which the amateurs should rectify. It is strange that this
hive should have almost disappeared from our supply manufacturers' catalogs. There ought to be no well-regulated
apiary, whether it is a professional's or amateur's, without
at least one of these hives. Its very name is prophetic. By
its use much knowledge of the habits of bees can be obtained which never can be acquired in any other way,
notably the action of the bees in comb-building and the
elaboration of wax.
The breeding of queens has reacht a point where the
requirements of professional and amateur seem to diverge
hereafter. It now appears that the professional bee-keeper
will want queens strictly for business only
the keen competition in producing honey for the market has made this
an imperative necessity, and a correct one also. Not so
with the amateur he wants bees for beauty, a few pounds
of honey more or less does not dim his vision— he wants
fine-looking bees. We all know that the beautiful fivebanded golden Italians, and the gentle and handsome albino
variety, do not embody what might be called the acme of
honey-gatherers, but I think all of my fellow-members have
noted, at some of our local gatherings during the summertime, the pride with which the owner of these handsome
bees has exhibited them, and the longing look cast their
way by those less fortunate in possessing their equal.
We of the amateur class are with few exceptions fond of
bees presenting a beautiful appearance, and the queenbreeder must not lose sight of this fact in catering to the
wants of this large class of bee-keepers in the future.
The improvement of our stock is of vital importance,
and the improvement attained up to date is truly marvellous, considering pranks which Nature plays on us in the
fertilization of queens.
In the breeding of animals and plants man's superior
knowledge and skill have wrought vronderful changes in
adapting both to his uses and profit. He has, for instance,
produced horses for speed, and horses for draft purposes,
which differ as widely in appearance as they do in the uses
for which they are intended, both kinds having been produced by careful selection of adaptable breeding-stock. In
the matter of cattle, numerous breeds have been developt,
and as regards fowl, the different strains and varieties are
almost too numerous to mention.
In the vegetable kingdom the improvement attained by
the horticulturist from the fertilization of flowers and the
raising of seedlings, resulting from the skill of his selection
of parentage has been truly startling, and vastly surpasses
the changes produced in the animal kingdom. A comparison between our cultivated flowers, fruits and vegetables,
with their progenitors, growing in their native habitat, will
exhibit changes which are not easy of comprehension, and
seem doubtful of veracity to the beholder.
With facts thus accomplisht by careful selection and
breeding, the possibilities of improving our strains of bees
would be a foregone conclusion, provided the apiarist were
able to control the mating of queens and the selection of
individual drones for that purpose. We are aware how the
workers in one colony are not all alike, and the queens produced from one mother do not resemble each other exactly ;
so do the drones of a colony differ in many essentials, and I
believe more so than do the workers. If it were possible to
select the breeding-drones, not as a body, but individuallj',
it would not be long before we would have bees with longer
tongues, bees with greater wing-power, and bees better
adapted to withstand atmospheric changes of temperature.
This problem ought to be, must be, and in all probability
will be, solved at some future date.
With the present uncertain practice of selecting the drones of one colony as a
body, in the hope that they will constitute the stock for
;

;

Dec.
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breeding purposes, it appears to me that the drones are
judged too much by the merits of their sister workers. It
must be borne in mind that the drones of a colony seem to
be the product of a previous generation, and the characteristics of the colony from which the queen has sprung is the
one to look to for a guide of the collective value of her
drones. How many queen-breeders keep any such record ?
In the rapid interchange of breedingI think but few.
mothers tliru the mails, what guide have we of her parentage, or, rather, of her fraternal comparisons, of which her
drones appear to be a reproduction ? I can safely answer,
not much to boast of we work considerably in the dark
but we must seek the light, and endeavor to improve our
understanding, and progress will crown our efforts whether
;

we

;

are professional or amateur bee-keepers.
F.

Hahman.

—

Mr. Selser I would like to say that this question of
controlling bees and improving the stock is an important
one. I was struck when going to Mr. Hahman's house to
see black bees, and when I left the neighborhood I made up
my mind that he owned about all the yellow bees in the
neighborhood I askt him how he managed it with so many
black bees around him. He said he kept a large number of
;

—

Mr. Abbott I most heartily agree with the committee
about the entertainment. I have never attended a convention anywhere where I felt so much at home as I have here.
Every effort has been put forth for our comfort, and those
efforts have proved a success.
Dr. Mason I wish to emphasize the resolutions. I don't
think we can speak too highly of our entertainers. I
thought those fellows in" the " wild and woolly West " did
everything up in grand style, and they most certainly did
well in providing for the comfort of the delegates who attended the conventions at Lincoln and Omaha, but if there
were not any of them here, I should say the Philadelphia
bee-keepers had "knockt the socks clean off of them." As
Dr. Miller says, each year we can do better.
Pres. Whitcomb Remembering the two meetings that
have been held in Nebraska, I realize how hard Mr. Hahman

—

—

and others here have workt.
again in Chicago in 1900.

—
—
—

—

;

trust that

we

will

all

meet

A. B. Mason, Sec.

The Proceeding's of the Utah Bee-Keepers'
Convention.

Mason — What methods have been proposed by
which we can control this matter of fertilization ? In the

;

I

The convention then adjourned.

drones.
Dr.

Bee-Keepers' Review there appears a method that .seems to
be very practical. Confine the drones you want to use, and
the queens you want fertilized, and put them in the cellar
until the time other drones are thru flying for the day then
let free the drones and queens you have confined, and the
probabilities are that the queens will be fertilized by the
confined drones.
Mr. Stone Why not use drone-traps ?
Dr. Mason They don't confine the neighbor's drones.
Mr. Stone I want to mention another matter, and perhaps I can get a little light. In our State (111.) we need a
foul-brood law, and I believe it was the amateur bee-keepers
that defeated it. We greatly need such a law.
The amateur bee-keeper, in the sense of
J. H. M. Cook
this paper, is one who studies the habits and work of the
bee but the careless farmer who keeps a few bees is the
one who does the damage.
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REPORTED BY GEO.

E.

DUDLEY.

The Utah Bee-Keepers' Association met Nov. 24, 1899,
in Salt Lake City, with Pres. E. S. Lovesy in the chair, and
Geo. E. Dudley was appointed secretary pro tern.
The first subject for consideration was the loss of bees
during summer, by the bees crawling about outside of the
hives and dying in great numbers. Mr. Cornwall reported
that he had this trouble among his bees every year, beginning about the middle of August, and lasting about six
weeks. It seemed to be the judgment of several present
that the smoke from the smelters caused this trouble. So
far no remedy had been found that would relieve this difficulty.

The wintering

of bees

gave several illustrations
tilation in winter.

If

was nest

Mr. Lovesy
must have ven-

discust.

in proof that bees

they are sealed down air-tight they

would sweat, the bees and combs be damp, the air would become foul, and this would make the bees too weak to seek
their stores they would thus die of starvation. He said
he found this to be the case every spring, while bees that
had sufficient ventilation usually lived.
Foul and pickled brood was next considered. Mr. Hone
gave his experience with pickled brood. He used salt and
sulphur as a remedy, and cured the trouble. He thinks the
dairy business is injuring the bee-industry by feeding
the sweet clover and other flowering plants off the land.
Mr. Hone also related some of his experience vs'ith foul
brood. He spoke of cleaning the hives thoroly, and not
giving them the chance to become foul.
Mr. Schach said that he had cured pickled brood by a
free use of dry slackt lime and salt, scattering all thru the
hive. He said it cleansed and purified the bees, and kept
;

President-elect E. R. Root gave notice that the next
annual meeting of the Association will be held in Chicago,
the time of the meeting to be given later, but will be during
the G. A. R. encampment.
Mr. Secor, chairman of the Committee on Resolutions,
presented the report of the committee as follows
:

REPORT OF THB COMMITTEE ON RBSOI,UTIONS.

Whereas,

It

has pleased the Ruler of the Universe to

remove one of our loved and honored members from his
earthly activity therefore, be it
Resolved, That in the death of our brother, Miles Morton, of New York, the industry of bee-keeping has sustained
the loss of an active and capable honey-producer, a master
mechanic, and an honest man of high character.
Resolved., That the labors of George W. York, editor of
the American Bee Journal, in the prosecutions for the adulteration of honey, are appreciated \>y this Association, and
we bespeak for his journal the hearty support of all beekeepers, as a partial remuneration for his disinterested
field of

;

services.

Resolved, That the thanks of this Association are due,
and they are hereby heartily tendered to the Philadelphia
Bee-Keepers' Association for the uniform kindness and
courtesy shown to our members during this convention, and
especially for the unceasing activity and kindness of W. A.
Selser and F. Hahman, of the Entertainment Committee,
in looking after our

comfort while

in

this beautiful city.

The Philadelphia Bee-Keepers' Association has confirmed
and emphasized the fact that we are in the " City of Brotherly Love."
The services of Mrs. Wilber W. Miller, who has so ably
read the papers before this convention, are hereby acknowledged. She has given this Association great pleasure, and
we desire to express our thanks.
Miss Hohrlein, of St. Louis, who has so skillfully
played the accompaniments to the songs sung, is entitled
to grateful acknowledgements.

Eugene Secor,

j

E. R. Root,

W.

Commi/tee.

Hutchinson,
The resolutions were approved by a rising
Z.

)

vote.

down

disease.

Mr. Lovesy, in giving his experience with foul brood,
opened up a new field for investigation. He said that in
localities where foul or pickled brood was prevalent he had
examined many apparently healthy colonies, with no sign
of any disease about them other than sometimes a few or
more cells of the brood showed a wrong or back presentaHe said that later they turned out either foul or picktion.
led brood if left alone. He gave it as his opinion that the
larva; were alteady diseased, and in their agency turned
over with their heads in the bottom of the cells, and died in
that position, as it was impossible for them to hatch out.
He said it was easier to treat the disease at this stage than
to wait for further development.
Secretary Fagg said that twice this season he had
caught the bees killing their old queen, and concluded that
the subject of requeeniug could be left to the bees.
Mr. Bangitor said that last j'ear he had 35 colonies, increast to 82, and took off 10,000 pounds of honey but this
year from the 82 colonies he got only 700 pounds, while
some of them died thru the winter and spring. He believed
that many of his bees were poisoned by spraying with
;

Paris-green.

Mr. Hone said a weak colony having a queen could be
placed over a strong colony and they would not kill each
other, but would live and build up by the upper colony receiving heat from the lower.
All present favored the sale of comb honey by the case
instead of by weight.

:

—

;
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In his address delivered at the meeting, Pres. Lovesy
said
" As far as the bee-industry is concerned, this has been
a peculiar season, and in many parts of the State it has
been anything but a profitable one for the bee-keepers
while in some localities the winter losses were not so severe,
the wet, cold, backward spring was very destructive, some
bee-keepers suffering heavily, and even those bees that were
left were so reduced that while many of them built up. and
some of them did very well, others lingered along, and some
of them died off thru the summer. But it is pleasant to
note that in the south and southeast parts of the State, as
also in parts of the southwest, the conditions have been
more favorable. Some bee-keepers in those localities inform me that their bees never did as well before as they
have this year. I have received reports from different parts
of the State, ranging all the way from nothing up to 282!<
pounds per colony, spring count.
While a few have reported a scant honey-flow, many have reported that it has
been abundant thus the fault, as a rule, where success was
not obtained, seems to have been climatic conditions, and a
lack of strong colonies to collect the flow of honey the
principal cause of these conditions being the unusually
severe weather in the month of May in the north, and in
some portions of the central part of the State. As a rule, the
honey crop is excellent in quality, and the prices are fair,
with a good demand.

so necessary in these cases that the queen-breeder, if he
does not altogether ignore the drone factor, relegates it to
the background. The future queen-breeder, or the breeder
who wishes to compete for the prize of a hundred-dollar
queen, must give more attention to the drone, and I guarantee that those colonies of bees that have made phenomenal records were made so from a chance combination of
desirable traits. The bee-keeper who desires to get the
most from his colony should continually bear in mind that
he should leave nothing to chance.
In order to rear good queens I have no further advice
than to refer the reader to the books bearing upon that subject, and I regret I cannot refer to a treatise upon dronerearing, for in the Grimes family it is held in equal importance, and it seems that the only point neglected in this age
of progress is the mating of queen and drone thru contin-

"I have received many complaints in regard to the
fruit-spraying. We had hoped that this question was settled for all time, but, like Banquo's ghost, it bobs up again.
There are more wild theories advanced in regard to this
matter than there are about any other subject. It would be
very gratifying if some plan could be adopted to remedy this
matter effectually."

not amount to much unless conditions are exceptionally
favorable. The wintering of bees in our cold climate is far
from a certainty, and the problem still vexes a great majority of the fraternity.
The Grimes family have settled several points in this line to their own satisfaction, and one of
the chiefest is an abundance yes, a superabundance of
good honey for wintering.

:

;

and the energies of the breeder are centered upon the easier
problem surrounding the queen.
Not only should queens be reared from colonies showing markt desirable traits, but they should be mated to
drones not kin, and showing desirable traits. Isolation is

ued selection and isolation.
Having a good strain of bees, the next requisite for
their welfare is a generous master. As a rule, a colony of
bees that have been robbed by a penurious owner until trfey
have barely enough stores to last them until spring, will

—

—

Another factor is a cellar of even temperature and a
cellar in porous soil is better than one in clay or hardpan the latter can be made healthful by digging it deep,
and filling in a foot or more of the bottom with stones and
providing ample drainage. In order to winter successfully
every time, give the bees plenty of ventilation under the
brood-chamber, and ample space for all dead bees to drop
free from the combs.
rim at least two inches in depth,
;

;

A

with several ventilating holes in it covered with wirecloth,
should be placed between the bottom-board and brood-

No.

2.—A Colony of Bees— How
Out of

to

Make the Most

It.

BY "oi,D GRIMES."

WILL

I

suppose in this instance that the bee-keeper de-

sires to

make

as

much advancement

as possible and to

keep abreast of the times. When I was a boy and lived
at Old Grimes' homestead, the box-hive was used exclusively, and I have no doubt my grandfather. Old Grimes,
could have written a volume upon the benefits of said hive
over the earlier straw-skep or the hollow-log.

But the Grimes family have now moved out more into
the center of our Nation, and the progress of bee-culture
has moved along also to a more improved management,
and tho, like my grandfather, I am called Old Grimes, I
have not learned all there is about bee-keeping there is
enough left to the business to keep the younger generation
busy improving for a long time.
In article No. 1 the reader has learned that to get the
most out of a bee-hive it must be of good material and well
made, and the same terms can be applied to the bees that
occupy it.
My long experience teaches me that to have a colony
do its very best in 1900 I must commence to prepare it in
this year 1899. A first requisite is a vigorous race of bees,
and for an all-pui-pose bee I would recommend the Italian.
The Carniolan race has within the past few years gained
many advocates, but the test of further time will be neces-

—

sary to allow

it

to equal the Italian, if

it

ever does.

In order to get the most out of a colony there is a general consensus in the fraternity of bee-keepers that the
prosperity of the colony is centered in the queen from my
own, and the experience of my ancestors, that is all very
true, but before the advent of queen-breeding the drone
held an equal if not a superior place in the eyes of the
apiarist. And why not ? In the rearing of a superior race
of horses the selection is in the male line, the same in
the rearing of all other animals, the same in poultry and
other feathered tribes. But in bee-culture the breeding
from a superior strain of males is a more difficult problem,
;

chamber for this purpose.
There should be no upward ventilation loose covers,
mats, quilts and cushions have been the cause of the death
of more bees than any other cause in wintering, and to
hold the heat more effectually in the hive, an even-fitting
honey-board should be used, and over this a telescope cover.
The hive-covers of the day are for the most part cheap
and flimsy, and the flimsiest of all are those made of many
;

pieces.
A cover that merely rests upon the top of the hive
with nothing to hold it in position except as the bees glue

not worthy the name of cover, and by some is rightly
termed a ' lid." The long and the short of it is that a
cover covers, and a lid does not cover. A lid may answer
when the weather is warm and the colony strong, for they
are in a condition to close quickly the openings if broken,
it, is

but in cool weather, or when a super is added, or when a.
colony is in medium or weak condition, a lid is always
loose, and the vitality of the colony in the form of heat is
constantly wasting.
The old adage in reference to the preservation of health
in a person
"Keep the feet warm and the head cool"
should be reverst in the case of a colony of bees. The
cover should cover not only during the winter months, but
after the bees are put out upon the summer stand it is more
necessary that the upward ventilation should be closed. At
this time it is with a colony of bees as with a steam engine
if the engineer sends the steam from boiler to engine
thru a defective pipe, he will not get much out of his engine. This principle holds good even in cool nights in the
hight of honey-gathering, and in any climate, and on this
account I call for a radical change in cover construction.
A colony of bees that comes out in the spring with a
whoop and a hurrah is a source of pleasure to the generous
master, and it requires but little attention this should be
given at proper intervals in order to get that old, dark
honey, with which the outside combs are filled, manufac-

—

—

;

tured into brood. This is easiest done by uncapping a
inserting it in the center of the brood-nest but
please exercise caution here, for more harm than good is
oftentimes done. Never interfere thus violently with the
broodnest until there are five or six frames in which there
is hatching brood.
When the brood-chamber is brimful of
bees, put on a half-story extracting-super.
I prefer these

comb and

;

—
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many reasons. It takes less heat to
bees g-et to work in them earlier the increase
is g-radual and keeps pace with the increase of bees
the
bees will not leave them during- cool nights this is especially the case when a coz'cr is used. If there is dark honey
gathered from willows or apple-bloom it is stored here, and
this, too, can be converted into brood
give the queen unlimited room until clover is in blossom.
I am now ready to try to get the most out of my colony,
but as that operation merges so closely into more than one
colony, and having occupied much space in getting up to
this point, I shall ask the reader to consider the next article,
where I will tell how I get the most out of an apiary.
half-storj' supers for

warm them

;

;

:

—

;

Painted or Unpainted Hives— Which?
BY

PROBABLY

in

few

bees will be able to work in white hives, when, on account
of the heat, they would be driven out of unpainted or dark
painted ones.
Linseed oil, white lead and zinc make a good white
paint. It is expensive, tho, and is far from being as dvirable as some of the cheaper kinds of paints, but there is
not, so far as I know, anything besides white lead that will
give a pure white color.
A great saving can be made, however, by using and
first painting hives well with linseed oil and anj- of the
mineral ochres. These are of dift'erent colors, but the color
does not, I think, matter, as I believe they are all the same
thing but my actual experience has been with what is
known to the trade as " red ochre." This can be procured
at nearh- all places where paint is sold.
It is verj- cheap,
and makes a mucli better and more durable body mist with
linseed oil than white lead and zinc does, and is not, after
;

it is

C.

DAVENPORT.

if

any other pursuits are there so

dry, at all offensive to bees.

The painted

many

conflicting opinions held as there are in beeThere is a
great difference of opinion. One of the oldest and most
successful bee-keepers in this State, and a man whose opinion I hold in great respect, is Mr. Theilmann, who is a
strong advocate of unpainted hives, and claims that they
will last as long or longer than painted ones, but ni)' experience has been directly opposite to his. With me, unpainted
hives last only a few years before the wood begins to check,
warp and decay; while I have some painted hives that
have been in use bj^ myself and others for about 20 years,
and they are to-day apparently in nearly as good condition
as when new and last season I had to discard some unpainted ones that had only been made eight years, both
the painted and unpainted ones having been used under the
same conditions, and usually set in the same yard.

keeping in the matter of painting hives.

;

Strange as it may seem at first thought, I have found
that the locality makes a great difference about the durability or length of time a hive will last, and even one mile
may make a great difference in this respect. Mj' present
location is a very hard one on hives. It is in a sort of opening between two high hills to the south and north a few
rods to the west is a very sandy and much-traveled road,
and during dry times, when the wind is in the west, as it is
much of the time, dust and sand raised by passing teams
floats over the yard and settles on the hives, and if there
are any cracks in a hive where it can find lodgment, it
greatly hastens decay, for the pine dust from sand is very
destructive to lumber, as is sand itself.
Probably all know, for instance, that a fence-post set in
sandy ground will not last nearly as long as it will in clay
or black soil besides, this yard being- on very low ground,
the hives are covered with profuse dews at night, and are
subject to the glaring sun during the daytime, which makes
:

hives I spoke of as being used 20 years,
were painted with this kind of paint, and the paint itself is
on most of them in good condition yet, and I believe this
paint preserves the wood much better than white lead does.
After hives are well painted with this kind of paint that is
thoroly dried, they can be painted with white lead and
changed to a snow-white color with but small expense comparatively, all cracks, as well the pores of the wood, being
filled with the cheaper paint, it takes but a small amount to

cover them again. The white paint adheres well to this
ochre paint better, in fact, I believe, than it does to the
wood itself. I think that it was 11 years ago that on some
of these red hives I painted large numbers with white paint
that can still be read rods away.
To obtain the best results with white lead, whether it is
used alone or in connection with this ochre paint, I have
found that it pays to mix some zinc with it. When the lead
alone is used it will last but a short time before it begins to
" chalk," as painters say that is, it flakes and rubs off like
;

;

whitewash does.
I have heard

it said that if lumber were saturated or
soakt in a strong solution of lime water it would last much
longer. Three years ago I slackt some fresh lime in a bar-

and after the solution had settled I dipt off the clear
and soakt a few new unpainted hives in it. While
time has not been sufficient to prove whether the lumber
will last much longer. I found that hives so treated were
not offensive to bees, and I have never observed any mothworms incrusted on the under side of these bottom-boards,
as I have many times found on both painted and unpainted
Southern Minnesota.
ones.
rel,

liquid

Bees and Their Feathered Foes.

;

it

much harder on them than

if

they were on high ground

and shaded.
I have had many unpainted hives in
badly, twist and check in one season, and
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this yard

warp

do not believe
painted or unpainted hives will last here much more than
half as long as they would in other places but a short distance away, where I have had yards located.
No less an authority than Mr. Doolittle, and, I believe.
Dr. Miller also, claims that bees do better in unpainted
hives, for they say that the moisture generated by the bees
can escape thru the pores of unpainted lutnber. I have
used painted and unpainted hives ever since I have kept
bees, and have never been able to observe any difference
I

whatever in this respect. I have some hives all parts of
which are well painted, both inside and outside, and bees do
just as well in them as in hives not painted at all, so far as
I can see.
But it is far from my intention to dispute what
either of these men sa3-, tho, if I did, I am aware that it
would not matter, as the opinion of either one of them is as
it should be- -of more weight than that of any number like
myself would be.

The only way I can account for the difference in our
experiences is that there must be less, or a different kind
of. propolis gathered in their locality from what there is in
mine, for here, after a hive has been in use some time, the
inside is smoothed and coated over with propolis of such a
character that it will hold vrater as well as a tin dish, so
there is no chance for moisture to escape thru the wood if
the hives are not painted.
Unless they are kept well shaded during warm weather,
white is the best color to paint hives, for without shade
during hot weather, when honey may be yielding freely.

BY

H. L. JUNKS.

EDITOR YORK

:-On page 450, Prof. Cook mentions that
he would like to know how birds manage the stings
when they kill worker-bees. I enclose a clipping showI would like Prof.
ing how some of them manage here.
Cook's comments thereon, as it seems almost incredible that
birds can be stung thus with impunity.
Queensland, Australia.

H. L. Jones.

[The clipping referred toby Mr. Jones is an article writby himself and publisht in the May, 1899, issue of the
Editor.]
Australian Bee-Bulletin, reading as follows

ten

:

In writing on this subject,
sire

to

draw information from

do so as much from a deothers, as to throw any new
I

We

have undoubtedly a good
light on the subject myself.
deal yet to learn in this direction. In looking up the writings of various authors in other countries, I find that a
large number of different kinds of birds are included in the
list of " Enemies of Bees," but as I may have something
further to say about this later on, I will confine mj'self in
this article only to birds that have come under mj- own observation.
The rapacious little martins were the first to introduce
themselves to my notice as having a partiality for a beeyes, our comdiet, and after them came along the magpie

—

mon, innocent-looking magpie.

In 1889,

I

first

observed

these at their mischievous tricks, and they came in numbers, too, selected a hive apiece, and gobbled up the bees as
Sometimes they caught the bees on
if to the manner born.
the wing, but in most cases snapt them up as they alighted
at the entrance. They carried on in this despicable manner
for more than a month, but certainly didn't have it all their

—

a
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own way,
fully less

I

as in the

meantime

their

numbers grew beauti-

— thanks to a reliable shot-gun.

The g'reen oriole has, however, the honor of beingf the
greatest gourmand in this line that I have j-et encountered,
and its capacity for stowing away bees and s/ings is simpljmarvellous. To secure its prey, it sometimes settles on a
hive and catches the bees as they fly home at other times
it darts from some convenient perch and takes the bee on
the wing but its most favorite plan is to locate itself in a
fruit-tree and either snatch up a bee as it alights on a blosIn one of these
som, or as it flies from flower to flower.
little friends that I shot and made a post-mortem examination upon, I found IS stings in the stomach, sticking into
the lining of it, just like pins in a pin-cushion, some of
:

;

them being very firmlj' implanted and imbedded almost up
Another bird had no fewer than 27 stings imto the head.
bedded in its alimentary canal, and also one sting with its
poison-sac attacht sticking loosely in its throat at the base
of the tongue. I sent on the head and stomach of one of
these birds to Mr. H. Tryon, our Government Entomologist,
and herewith append his report
"The bird from which the head was derived that you
submitted for examination on July 28, is an example of the
green oriole (Oriolus viridis), a not uncommon denizen of
Brisbane district, especially during the winter months. The
portion of its alimentary canal, that you also left for inspection, contained, as you surmised, numerous bee-stings
(seven of these were identified by me) that had partly penetrated and were still fixt in its mucous and muscular wall.
There also occurred upon the inner lining of the viscus, and
upon the bird's tongue also, several hairs that had been
derived from the body of a bee. The special features presented by these hairs and stings, when considered together,
yielded undoubted evidence that they were derived from
honey-bees upon which the bird had fed. The green oriole
is well known as being one of those birds that are both frugivorous and insectivorous. It feeds upon figs, mulberries,
loquats, various berries, and upon insects generally. I am
not aware that it has ever been previously noted, that it includes the honey-bee in its dietary."
Does it not seem an extraordinary thing that birds
should be endowed with an immunity from the poison of a
bee-sting, when one sting has been known to be sufficient
to cause the death of a human being ? Some writers, however, maintain that birds eat only drones, others that they
extract the sting first, or else swallow the heads only, but
these are certainly mistaken, as I have proved times out of
:
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nies during winter, and one colony queenless in late fall I
doubled up. The product of honey from 57 colonies, spring
count, in round numbers was 384 completed sections an
average of not quite 7 sections per colony, and very many
light weights, therefore a very meager amount to make
comparison of the Golden and general plan and you know
the demoralizing effect on the bee-keeper of having to
record failure. Truly, they come too often, in this section

—

;

of country, at least.
I have been engaged in the business of keeping bees
since 1890, and can say truthfully that during the nine
years I have not known one that the average yield from
spring count of colonies was SO pounds.
In 1894 I had 39 colonies, spring count, and the yield
for that season was 1,500 pounds, which was the best I ever
had, taking number of colonies into account, and the product was very superior in quality to any produced before or
since.
That season one colony produced 112 completed sections of honey, and the colony on scales, during basswood
bloom, gained in one day nine pounds, but that for one day
only, proving the best ever known in my experience.

My purpose has been, and is at present, to go out of the
bee-keeping business, but thus far I must record failure in
owing to my inability to get away from home
winter to dispose of my equipment. And to my great
surprise now, I was induced by a proffer made me, to purchase 19 colonies more only a short time since, and now
record in the yard 85 colonies, which I will endeavor to dispose of during the winter and if failure is to be inscribed
in this also, I will certainly emigrate to some more favored
this, also,

last

;

locality.

Owing

to the

meager amount of honey secured, the

sea-

in

son now closed will not compare results of the Golden and
general plans in its production, but I will saj' that colonies
in Golden hives are much the best supplied with stores for
winter, and now I have 52 colonies on the Golden plan.
Last winter was the severest ever known here, the thermometer indicating' as low as 26 degrees below zero.
Our friend and critic, Mr. R. L. Taylor, criticized and
somewhat doubted my statements concerning the report I
made of honey poduced by the Golden and general plans in
the season of 1898, and as I winter my bees on the summer
stands I intend giving my experience with this very vital
problem in this and many sections of our country, and
would request the worthy critic named to explain, if possible, thru the columns of the American Bee Journal, "the
why " of the difference or cause of success and failure.
Of 40 colonies wintered in Golden hives, the loss was
none of 20 colonies wintered on the general plan, the loss
was 3. By the general plan I mean hives with empty
supers on, and cushions of chaff in same, or colonies in
winter-cases packt with chaff, and cushions on top. Will
Mr. Taylor state which of the two plans he would consider
preferable, from the experience as stated ?
I have been noticing lately hints of $100 for a queenbee certainly a very generous offer, but if all the qualities
stated are embodied in said queen, the amount would in my
estimation be a mere pittance for her. However, here is an
excellent opportunity for some of our noted queen-breeders
to undertake to win the prize (if such it could be called)
mean the $100. The queen I fully recognize would be a
great prize.
Now, when the queen spoken of is produced, I will take
it upon myself to add $100 more for her, conditionallj'
if all queens reared from the celebrated one mentioned produce bees that are equally good in disposition and gathering
honey.
My experience has proven to me beyond doubt, that
there is as much difference in queens and their progeny,
altho reared from the same mother-queen, as there is in a
family of children from the same parents. No two are of
the same temperament or energy, and no two will show
equally in prosperity with the same surroundings or in the
same locality. Careful observation has imprest this indelibly on my mind, and I will freely pay a handsome bonus
to any one engaged in keeping bees, say of ten or more
colonies, where each colony stores an equal amount of
honey. This being unknown and impossible, can we reasonably expect the much-talkt of queen to be brought into
existence? Once produced, she would certainly be worthy
a palace or crown yes, both. And if I could by any means
be informed in regard to time and place, I would certainly
attend the ceremonies, and, if necessary, pay an admittance

I

fee.

number.
In regard to the martins, altho they have paid repeated
my apiaries, they have never caused much loss, as
on account of a very accommodating habit they possess of
perching together in a row, their destruction is easily accomplisht. The magpies, however, are among our most valuable insectivorous birds, and I therefore always put up
with a good deal from them before resorting to violent
measures, in fact it is now several years since I destroyed
one, but the gluttonous little oriole is inexorably outlawed
and therefore shot on sight, every time.
In conclusion I will mention that I have lookt up scores
of works, right back as far as 1691, and while most of them
accuse certain birds of eating bees, not one writer seems to
have made the discovery that the stings may be swallowed
with impunity, and may even pierce the walls of the stomach and yet to all appearance have no injurious effect upon
the bird.
H. L. Jones.
visits to
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year ago I wrote an article for the excellent American Bee Journal and the fraternity of bee-keepers
report of the product of honey from my apiary and my
experience with the Golden system of managing bees for
the production of comb honey. Now that the season of
1899 has closed, and with its closing I can but record in

ONE

—

FAILURE,

fitted to make up
I am in no way
any plan for the production of honey.
The spring of 1899 opened apparently favorable, bees
building up rapidly, and were in prime condition forgathering nectar from all sources from which we expect surplus
honey stored in sections in this part of country. Poplar,
white clover, basswood, sumac and buckwheat all appeared

large type,

an account relative

to

prime condition, but failed to yield the sweets desired.
do not think I ever witnest as dense growth, or as much
bloom on white clover in these parts, but all of no avail.
I entered the season with 57 colonies, having lost 3 colo-

;

—

—

—

In conclusion, I will say that last winter's losses of bees
to bee-keepers in these parts varied from 3 to 100 percent,
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the easy, don't care, go-as-you-please bee-keepers suffering^
the severest punishment for their carelessness.
Experience is said to be a good teacher, but whilst this is true it
is rather expensive at times.
Another maxim is, "Whatever is worth doing is worth doing well." The latter is
most applicable to bee-keepers, especially now. Those who
have neglected preparing their bees for the winter's storms
should make haste and use the greatest care possible.

Somerset Co., Pa., Nov.

Packing-, Grading-

BY
(Read

before
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and
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J.

20.

Marlceting- Honey.

has been much discussion on packing honey, ocTHERE
casioned by an article by Mr. Doolittle, in Gleanings
in Bee-Culture, in 1898, in which he upheld that it was
not dishonest to face cases with white honey and put inferior or dark honey in the body of the case, when sent to
commission houses. He was " roasted " on all sides for his
views, and letters were sent to commission houses thruout
the country by the American Bee Journal asking their
views. The unanimous verdict was that the bee-keeper got
the worst of the deal in every instance when the goods were

Mr. York summed up

their merits.

the whole proposition in these words
"To face comb honey for market
:

wrong every time

for us to consider is

what constitutes

"facing." S. T. Fish & Co. instructed me, in repacking
honey, to put none but honey of a certain grade in a case,
but in putting sections next the glass to put the best and
most perfect side out. I believe that facing to that extent
is justified and desirable.
Peycke Bros, condemn the practice of some producers, of putting good honey on the face
but insisting upon slipping in a few imperfectly filled sections, thus placing the whole shipment under suspicion.

Producers who put up their goods in this manner not only
injure their own reputation but that of every producer in
their vicinity.

A traveling-man a few days ago told me that on a visit
to Bishop the past fall he was shown some beautiful apples
by a rancher who had them for sale. Altho apples were
plentiful at his home they were inferior to those exhibited,
and thinking that it would be a treat to his family and
friends, he ordered a box, and on his arrival home praised
in extravagant terms Inyo apples, and the exhibit he would
soon make of them. You can perhaps imagine his disgust
upon opening the box he had paid a fancy price for, with
freight added, to find all but the top layer hardly fit for hogfeed. That box might have sold SO others had it been honestly packt, but under the circumstances it may head off
many a prospective purchaser.
Hotel keepers at Hawthorne told

eggs at Omaha because they were
those from Inyo.

me they bought

better'

their

and fresher than

you desire

to

sell

to

:

good deal of room for improvement, particularly in the
proper grading. As long as your people insist on putting
even a few sections of inferior honey in the No. 1 cases,
they will always be regarded with suspicion, and they will
never be able to make a good, outright sale. .. .Another
season j'our people will find that they will have to send
their honey into market on its merits, and it will behoove
to be very particular in their grading."]
In conclusion, I will add that I believe it pays to clean
carefully all honey intended for market; carefully grade
and pack in 24-pound section-cases, with wrapping-paper
over and under the honey in the cases. Don't use old newspapers. The ink blackens the wood and gives the sections
a dirty appearance. Don't put in sections not well filled
the extractor is a good place for them. Don't put in sections unless well fastened to at least three sides and fully
capt over. Don't put in honey you would refuse to buy if
ofifered to you over the counter; and, finally, don't :iail
down the cover with spikes '4 -inch brads are large
;

—

enough.

Endeavor to get the reputation that some honey producers in Utah have, of whom a certain commission firm
speaks as follows
"We do not even have to bother about inspecting with
them. They know just what we want and know that they
will get their money just as soon as their bill of lading gets
into our possession. We have shipt five carloads of comb
honey from one point this season without having to go
near there, and they are the prettiest goods put up anywhere in the United States."
What wovtld be the worth of a reputation like that to
the bee-keepers of Owens Valley ? It would mean a sure
market every season for all the first-class goods we could
produce.
There is no fault with the locality. We can produce as
fine honey as any place on earth. The trouble lies wholly
in the manipulation and the methods adopted in cleaning,
grading and packing for market. Eet us strive for the
reputation, and guard it jealously when obtained.
Inyo Co., Calif., Jan. 25, 1899.
York's Honey Calendar for 1900 is a 16-page pamphespecially gotten up to create a demand for honey among
The forepart was written by Dr.
should-be consumers.
C. C. Miller, and is devoted to general information concerning honey. The latter part consists of recipes for use in
cooking and as a medicine. It will be found to be a very
effective helper in working up a home market for honey.
sample
furnish them, postpaid, at these prices
50 for 50 cents 100 for 90
free 25 copies for 30 cents
For 25 cents extra we
cents 250 for $2.00 500 for $3.50.
will print your name and address on the front page, when
ordering 100 or more copies at these prices.

let

We

first-class goods.
When people
place their coin, confidence and consignments in our hands,
they have reason to expect an honest deal, and if they fail
to get it they will look elsewhere in making their purchases.
In buying honey last fall I was compelled to insist on
some honey being repackt and graded, and to reject some
altogether, because of inferior honey being put in that
should have been kept for home use and extraction and
still, in one car, upon arrival at destination, there were
•over 300 cases leaky, mostly caused by defective sections.
Last year there was a shortage in many localities and
buyers were not very particular, and the fact of Eastern
parties sending their coin here and buying the honey at our
doors was accountable in a measure to the short crop in the
East. I, as their buyer, tried to impress upon the people
here the importance of sending only first-class goods, and
thus gain a reputation that would be of benefit to us in the
future. One of our business men, who doubted the possibility of making arrangements for a cash sale of our honey,
when the deal was consummated said, " It's a godsend to
our people, but they don't know it."
I have some letters from Peycke Bros, in answer to
letters written them by me, asking their opinion as to
cases, grading, shipping, different varieties of sections,
prices, etc., which I think will be of interest to you all, and
perhaps will enable you more fully to understand their

A

:

;

;

;

we ever expect to obtain a ready and regular market
our products we must stop selling cider-apples, rotten
If

for

if

them.
[These letters are too lengthy for publication, but from
" In regard to the quality of
them the following is taken
honey, on the whole we find it much better than we have
had from there in previous years. Still, there is quite a

:

is

and everywhere."

The question

wants and needs the coming season

them

COOLEY.

Inyo County Bee- Keepers" Association,
of California.)

examined and sold on

823

;

;

eggs and refuse honey as

;

" The Hum of the Bees in the Apple-Tree Bloom " is
name of the new bee-keeper's song— words by Hon.
Eugene Secor and music by Dr. C. C. Miller. This is
the

thought by some to be the best bee-song yet written by Mr.
Secor and Dr. Miller. It is, indeed, a " hummer." We can
furnish a single copy of it postpaid, for 10 cents, or 3 copies
for 25 cents. Or, we will mail a half-dozen copies of it for
sending us one new yearly subscription to the American
Bee Journal at $1.00.
'*-•-*'

Please send us Names of Bee»Keepers who do not now
get the American Bee Journal, and we will send them sample copies. Then you can very likely afterward get their
subscriptions, for which work we offer valuable premiums
in nearly every number of this journal. You can aid much
by sending in the names and addresses when writing us on
other matters.

^

*

»

*

Queenie Jeanette is the title of a pretty song in sheet
music size, written by J. C. Wallenmeyer, a musical beekeeper. The regular price is 40 cents, but to close out the
copies we have left, we will mail them at 20 cents each, as
long as they last. Better order at once, if you want a copy
of this song.
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.

,

Daisy fo^mdat ion -fastener..,.

231

Clipping queens
42. 199.324,487,618, 6.S3
6«3
tripping queens vs. queen-traps
230
Closed-end vs. loose hanging frames
150
Closed-end vs. open-end frames
20, 151,340,635. 6.50
Clover
2^)0
Cluster shrunk with the cold
7H6
Coal-tar products

Alabama

535

440

73ii

life of bees.

39
3f>7

Dadant-l.,angstroth hive

and son

J.

W.

Murrav.

Cuttiniroutdrone-comb
Cyclopean bees
Cyprian bees

343

579, 678

166
26*5

321,

426
155

579
345
49

1

.

>
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826

Langstroth monument fund
24 "^OO
Large colonies
Large frames vs. two-story hives
Large hives
2, 42, 58, 122, 138, 191, 202, 266,
Large vs. small colonies
Large vs. small hives... 90, 118. 122, 186,210 '2i8

649. 7a

<Serman honey market
Getting bees out uf a house

1^3.

'

77.'
bees <.ut ni sections
bees started in the sections. 361, 375.42J, 7;)4
a >>
bees to builJ cumb
y">'
bees to work over wax
74
frames dlled with broud
6a<t. 74*
Getting; one's neiKhb-T to keep bees
7i
Getting queens early
3o
39. itU,
Getiin.; sections well tilled
'22S. 324
Getting the public to eat honey
42
Getting wax out of combs
374
Giving swarms comb or foundation
5*^3
Giving swarms to nuclei
393, 487, 55h
Glucose
WJ
Golden bees

Getting
GettinK
GettiDK
Ge'iinK
Getiing

I9a, 11*H, 203. 346
Good colony in early

794
74,276,408. 803
679
245
Laying of queens
42 lV»6 118
Laying workers
243,299,406,453,4^6,543, 567
Leisure of bee-keepers
5' 4
'.".'..'.'.*
Leveling combs
.71 547. 663
.'.'."...'.
Light-colored wax
10
!
Light honey from the wax-extractor.....".'
138
Light-weight sections
!!.".*.*.'."
Linden tree
729
.".'.*."!.'.'.'!.'.' ."42
Liquefying honey
154
Local honey-market— improving....'. ...'...."'.'
149
Locations for beekeeping
2lH,23i 466
Locust vs. basswood honey
406
Longevity of bees
.'.'.'."
Long-ideal hive
227''
Losing queens
^6 "'
][]]
Loss of bees by Are
'.".
Low prices for honey
Lumber for sections

Late-reared queens
Law and honey-prices

780
i»^

409,521, 7Hl
Grading honey
Granulaiiun of honey
7. 38, 101,212, 246,488, 566
232
Great Britain's honey imports
181, 294,325,341.342.434, 53H

•-

-"'-*

331, 421. 47t

Han

.shaking
Hanginf.' foundation the other
Hauling bees

way

25i>

3-1

Hau ting honey

3''.

Heating wax

Heddon

Hive-entrances
:(.-)".

^^^

551.710

Man who
Man who

lo
61

—

H4»ney-bee— by Krank Benton

More wax and

^os

Moving

Naptha

Narrow

it'^-

631
-'^

2i3
ilH,2.5".

....72. 74,82. 233. 35ij. 37^,

4.%3. 4.5K. 473, 497.

Honey-plants
59S. 61

550. 697 728
74. .)40. 470, 52

',

:^**7.

7Ht, 776
551, 555. 57o.

66M

635,651.653

HI 2,

1.

;i-'4

52o
315

Honey-niufQns
Honey-, acnages

Honey-recipes

60

Hi'iiey-shown in England

6•^l

Honey

statistics
8. 138.226, 312,344.424.554.
774
4 616. 676. 693. 726
36
Honey stitred by foul-broody colony

6mi
697

H'lney straiurr
Hmiey to whiten the neck
Jloney-vinegar
Himey wa--hing out

3.i

p

3^"
42

llorse-tiair veils
H" se- near bees

4' 17

—

2fi2, 4.53, .'02. .5><1, 67>'. 754, 791
House-apiaries
5h
U»>w lung bees live on honev ihey can carry
8 8
How many hours a day do bees wora?

Huni red-dollar queens

Hung^irian bees
Hun ing bees

77

445. 499, 517. 541,

brood law
Pure-Kood Association

Illinois foul
IlIiiHiis

83.

5ti6.
8i».

',

146. 2*»o. 2""

72

illino 8 pure-fodd bill

2h5. 4

instate Fair
Inimuniiy from foul brood
Imported vs hume-bred qu-'ens

5

Illin

liiipdriing

391

4m
l'<6

214. 2->9. 266, 327, 403. 483. 622

Infrease

Inducing bees to work ov<*r wax
Influence of climate on honey.
Injuring the hnney-markel
Insect pests in

Cub

35')

771
632,
114

t

7.«.

In-'Hcts fertilizing blo^is'inis

—

wonder what

s

m

it

!.'."!!!!!"!
,

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

Judging a colony by external Bymptoms

475
406

Jijmbled-up combs

Keeping a record
Keeping bees goodriatured...
Ket^ping hffs in rhunps

163

234

01 hives, ...

Keeping down iiM-reasc
Keeping drones in the fall....
Keeping queens
Keeping track of the stock...

,

Killing another's bees
Killing bees to save food

,

Kind words

6H7
715
215
H7H
6:i3

.348. 373. 450, 504
.

183

.'.'..'.'.'.137'

226

'.".'.*.'.*.'.'.""

247, 327

boney

7.''

2o, 1 54, 257', 4 13
25.38,70. lOl. 150, 167,183]

5H6
617

.!!

..

325
440

000

t>yt>

•—243

39Q
534

.'..*.*.....

.

^^

339,343,421*. 486

387

Nicotine poison

375
184

99
769
184

106

^gq 453
788

198, 370. 391, 4l'8',"483i

Numoer of bees in a pint
Number of colonies in one apiary
Number of colonies to a load

134

."isV 181
*..,..'

151

Queens dying
Queens piping
Queens reared by a queenless
Queens— value of
Queen-traps
Queen-twins

532
7
colony!!!!!!!!!!!!! 550
42. 170, 196
170.658, 794

Qu'itB

!.!!!! '!!!!!i7!',

Racesof bees
Red-bug not bed-bug

" 490
359

One-pie<e vs. nailed sections
Ontario inspector's report
Organization among bee-keepers

.".

275

;....!!!

705
243
804

[

4-)2

165

Out-apiaries
Out-apiaries for extracted honey
Out-apiaries vs. bt-es on shares

148
260, 551

Overstocking a locality with bees

Packing material for winter
Painted hives
Painted or unpainted hives— which?
Painting queens
Parthenogenesis
Passage under the hive
Paste for labeling tin
Peppermint honey

679 764
9^1' 502
....".'

'

821

330 421
266
'

'.'..'.'.

163
!.'.'.*.".".*.'

549

'..'.'.'.!*.*.'.".

Philadelphia Bee-Keepers' Association.'.'..'.*..'.".
Philadelphia's' Old Honey-Man"
Pickled brood..,,
84.545,603,
Placing hives
Plain sections
10. 12,25,29, nn.iis!
Planting bulbs
Planting lor honey ....274,340,435,437,473,683.
"

-Plumping"

233
'97
663
•j'i

699
5-5
695
53H
437

'

135

Porto Rican honey
Poultry in the apiary
Prayer for the niglit-tirae (poem)
Prejudrce against bees
Preparing bees for winter
598,

21

1,

291

hh(»,

774

]4<^

spelling

168.

709
4h4
42,
87
2"2

Preparing honey for market
Preserving comb against bee-moths
Preserving fruits in wax
Preserving fruils with honey
221,292. 349,
Preserving the aroma of honey
Preventing a swarm from scattering
Preventing bees from gnawing quilts
Prevention of after-swarms
71, 134,374.
Prevention of robbing
74. 85, 187,
Prevention of swarming
7. 42, 74. 117, 124.154,
,

60. 308,329,344. 389.

-,i

.'

3.-)9.

Robbing
Rocky .Mountain bee-plant
551
Roll of honor
507
Rubber-rings dipt in hot beeswax
487, 618
Running an apiary for comb-honey
357,595, 642
Running an apiary for extracted-honey
580
Salting bees
Salt to kill grass

116
!

Sand-vetch

Sawdust in double-walled hives
Scale for weighing hives and bees
Scolding bees
Scraping hives
Scraping sections

!*!

Prices of honey

Producing comb honey
Products of the honey-bee
Progeny of a queen
Prolidc queens

9,

278,407,

7.'>7

724
467
202, 213
42, 106,225,258, 7.54
lS4,2ie, 539

21

138
42,

232
810
.583

Sealing btit'les
Sectifinal hives
Sect (.in-cleaners

!.!!!!!!

10

58
26.30,293,388, 437
!.

21

Sections

us, 247, 250
between stcjries of brood-combs. 298
Sections with and without separators
,39, 266
Secti(^in-8upers

Securing the whitest sections
Selection in breeding
Sf If-hivers
/
Self-spacing frames
Separating swarms
Separating wax from honey
tteparator and non-separator honey
Separato^cleaner
Separators
Seventeen orominent Canadians
Shad-- for hives

234
715, 763

263
71
117

438
471

25
154

345
87,246, 490,

.,

Shade

vs. sunshine
Shallow-framed hives
Shipping bees
Shipping beeswax

314
632
472
549
8,289,548,583, 776
2I,

8,

Shipping-cases
Shipping honey
Shortened top-bars
S.ngle-wall vs. duuble-wall hives
Size of hives
50. 151.282,359,549,
Slatte i-separators for inset-sections
Small bee with the hive-bees
Small hives
Smoker-fuel ....'
10,31,517,602,632,
Smoking bees
154,
Snow at hive-entrances
South African honey-bird

Southern honey

Sowing clovers

:i02

Spraying laws
Spring beetles
Spring feeding
Sprin.'

70,

117

754

767
415
163.246,342,422, 791
341

185, 215, 216, 234. 259, 261.
565,
186.

586
344
734
52, 117,282, 298
147,180,292, 360
211
7

management
in

154

647
438

21,39,87, 551

Space for q ueens
Spacing brood-frames
Splints f-'T foundation
Spores and bacilli
Spraying
54. 62,
1,

391

35
647
90
438

56, 140

of bees
the apiary

Stapli'-spHcrd tr;itnes
Starters in the hrood-frames
Starting bees in sections
Starting with bees

471, 645
195,249, 364, 473. K|n

408
470

683. 774
^02, 291
441, 517

Script nil.' lioiii'v-cake
Sealr.l brood
Seiiknl sections

Spring work

361. 422, 437

105

1

164, 178, 298,

bee-stings

282
13h

77Q
659
312
212

680
314
822
729
84,119,215! 551
©99
244, 324
451
86
260
!!!!!
356
151, 257, 732, 795

.

421

810
375
257

153
791

15,27,87.183,582

489
713^
Relation of bees to flowering plants..'...".*.'."....
Relative cost of comb and extracted honey
Reliquefying honey
Removing grease from cloth
!!!!!!!!
Removing honey from the hives
488, 498, 504,
566 ....
6 6.

2H(

615, 631, 662,

3Q
538
629

!'!!!!!!!!!

Red-cedar for hive-making
Ked-clover

Section-honey over old brood-combs

Odor irritating bees
Old combs of honey
One hive-story or two

786
439

311. 356, 422. 471, 602, 662
Queen-rearing....42. 58. 81.213, 215, 291,306.311,
314, 339, 358, 372.423,435,453.471, 518, 577,
64o. 669. 677
731,803
Queen-rearing— frame used in
i
Queens
49, 156. 167, 250, 298, 31 1, 330. 338. 375,
388. 3.SH, 407. 423,436.437,438,502, 518, 535,
547. 567. 598, 615
679,770

Rheumatism cured by

777

Nuclei

101, 106. 167, 198,327,
626,

471, 562

Queen m the supers
Queen less colonies

Rietsche foundation-press
Robber-block
Robbers robbing themselves

.'376,'4o7l 811

No-bee-way sections
Notre Dame hive

Queen-excluders

609
467 806
20
194, 458. 518, 570, 73l!764!79i,' 810

Ri'iing hogs'-backs

643
202
".'.732,'
795 806
.'.24h' 344

New York bee-disease
New York foul-brood law
New York honey market

Queen-ceils

330

762

sections

Quadruple hives
Queen-breeders
Queen-cages

715

786, 809
550, 567. 809

National Bee-Keepers' Union
25, 120, ise,
National Pure Food and Drug Congress
Nebraska apiary and its boss
Nebraska State Fair and Exposition
Nectar in tlower-cups
403.487, 515,548.596!
Nectar secretion

Propolis
Protection for bees

Purity of stock
Putting bees into the cellar
Putting un supers and sections
Putting up extractedhoney

5.56

154

,

bet^.

231. 291. 314. 339. 357.

8.
.

Italians

Rendering beeswax
Report for the season of 1899
Republic of Chile
Requepning
Reversing extracting-combs

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'

679.68(1...,

186

King-birds destroying bees
Kreutzinger's honey-harvest

.

i

j^og

.Tapanese bees

Keepiiii: imgs out

.

4MI5

49o

Pure

Reform
823
555
677
315
343

Pollen. .. .198, 250. 285. 314, 357, 421, 502. 630, 778!
794
fill
Pollen in the extracting-super
343
Porter bee-escapes and honey cappings
8I1

311
7il

122.

807
6IH
606
249

RIO
417
582
fs.=jfi

(poem)

brood

'470,

Poison of honey-bees
Poisonous plants

Inspecti' g bees in 0»<Iifornia
In'^pecting queens in tht^ qvieen-rells
Intruducing queens. .7. 1H„'. 25 '. 2'iH, 324.3''6, 37.5,
43:i, 43-<. 4.56. 547. .''iH3. 602. 644
Introduction of honey-bees into California
374. 40t,
Italian bees
229,
Italiani'ing
Italians vs. blacks... 19,34. 134,293,340,343.45!',
Italians vs. in brids
7.
I

->

6I-

5.

queens

Izal for foul

•

6m9
573. 612. 669
33

bees.

324',

Napthaline

1"4

Honey leaflets
Honey market

74

348. 421, 476, 570

1

Honey from colonies that died
H'tney harvest and its signs
Honey-houses

,

Nailed sections
Nailing frames

,

Hon'-y for nervouwness
Honey for the complexion

less

Motherwort
Moth-worms

i"-'2

506
)loney-.carameIs
Honey carried from the brood-nest into the sec90
tions
39i
medicine
Hon y cough
39
Honey crop
Honev-dew
17,30.44,82,98. 104, 177. 193,213.
:74. 291.307, 315. 332,333, 357, 36H, 407,
2IS
791
5 9. 546. 5S3. 6t>3. 667
4
374,405,5-3 h7
Honey-extractors
:^7^i
Honev for cakes and confectionery
( '.

,

242,

Moldy combs

45ti

Amenca-i history

in

H'»ne'y-b arJs-wooii-zinc vs. plain sheei-zinc...

.

Miller feeder
Mixt bees in a colony

H

Honev-bee

,

792

ve-ten t

H

!

'.'.'

drinks

Mason-bees and wasps
Mating of queens
42,
May (poem)
Melted -down combs
Mice in hives
Michigan foul-brood law
Michigan laws on bee-keeping
Milkweed honey

"^2

497
K2
20,
Hivc-t.H.i
'>2. 359, 7^h
HiviKg 8 warms
209. 2^1. 3"8. 343, Q'J
Hu(Tii;in frames
294,3^8, 6ii
Holding the breath to prevent slings
1' 6
lie man n hive-cover
3(2
Honi-y a cure lor small-pox
19
HoiieV as a fat-producer
72**
20.i.
*
HB
iu4,
nf as food and
medi'^ine
i

of bees.. 145, 147, 148, 218,230^

;_

228
711

.

43, 107. 132, 2'2i"2l'6,' 226,
290. 296.4<j7.472,514. 531, 548. 612, 618. 760,

263

the apiary

.

succeeds
Marketinghoney..23.

452
26, 104,310,374. 477

?

.

,

Manipulation of hives

4S6

422

in pairs in

Management

21

Hive-stands

H

Making honey
Making one's own supplies

3i'7

74, 90, 213, 261, 253, 263, 324.

Hive lor beginners
Hive I use
Hive or man— which
Hives
Hives

Maintaining a certain number of colonies.

4

1

-42

hive

Hermaphrodite bees
Hive-bottoms and supers
Hive construction
.327.

!..,'.'.!

Publishing post-office addresses
Pure-food bill
Pure-food commissioner for IllinolB.
Pure-food legislation

28, 1899.

'."'

.".'.'

11 8. '266.

HandlinEbees
Handling honey

438
343
503
458

Larvffi

33, 66, 97,

spring

281

292. 394. 422, 515, 516, 561, 636, 779

<

Golden oomb-honey management.... 4,

Dec.

Stimulative feeding
Stingiest bees
Sting-trowel theory
Storing syrup
Straightening brood-combs
Strrtight section-combs
Straw hives

Straw mats
Stray queens
Strong colonies

174
122. 145,

298
758
199,423, 810
109, 193

809
134

-

355
582
21

^

787
26
186,266, 471

"

Dec.
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Strong vs. weak culonies
Slyleof hives
Successsul bee-keeperB

234

Sulphuring comb Imney

774

52')

Bummer wurk

373
in tbe apiary
'199
Suuer-covers
Superseilini; the queen
438, 534. 598, 631
Supers on tl rat swarms
fi62
Swarm-i atcher
666
Swarming
U9. 193, 199, 202,210, 333, 378, 437,
438.518.537
551. 711

Swarm ing-device

58
202

Swarming-pole

Swarms
Swarms deserting the hive
Swarms from dipt queens
Sweet

263, 439
405, 578, 677

167

clover.... 22.58, 113. 117. 138, 188,218,291,

321, 382, 437,456,502,517,536, 546, 547, 5.il,
631
645. 712

Sweet-tootht mice

774

Taking bees from the cellar

538
360, 505,618, 824
19,9'>, 205, 266
405, 487
790
583
154. 167.202,

Talking bees to school-children
Tall sections

Tar-smell on foundation
Taxing bees
Temperature for brood-rearing
Temperature of cellars
Temper.hurdiness and beauty of bees
Ten-trame hives
Thick sections
Thin sect H ins of honey
Threading instead of wiring foundation
Tin cans vs. barrels for honey
233,372,453.

568
663
186

602, 776

45s, 473

To bace o heart

732

Transferring bees

87, 134, 135, 151, 167, 183.
646, 758

470
Trap for honey-loving bears
295, 374, 439, 441,

Trav

52
119
""

570
538
99
279,327, 458

1(6, iy3. 2 8, 262, 282,330,391.423,

l-sfain

1

Trees producing honey and pollen
T supers

T supers vs. pattern slate
tin^
Two queens in a hive

7
87
134,311,490, 547
146

T

Two-story brood-nest

Uncapping box
Uncapping fork
Uncapt honey

25
538. 612
482, 806

Unflnisht sections .34, 151.277,357.648.684.716, 781
United States Bee-Keepers' Association
4, 26.

Abbott, Rev. E.

Arn.ild.O. F. 79H

T

99, 564

Agave Americana,

or CentuO' plant

273
(>25

of Jacob Huffman
of S. T. Pettit
of Wm. A. Selser
of Wm. McL.ennan
Axteli, Mrs. L. C

Barber, Flake
rs. A. J
Barber,

M

Bees at work building^ comb
Bee-shed of Thos. Wickersham
Brown, Dr. J. P. H
Comb- foundation implements
Comb on the Dickel theory
Cowan's California home
Dadaut, Chas
Dadant, C. P
Dadant, Henry C
Dadant, Louis C
Dadant, Maurice M

Unsealed brood
Uses of honey
Using combs of granulated honey
Using hives and combs where bees died

193

502
674, 774

311
279.
388, 631

295, 327

Using musty hives

119

Utah

yield
Value of illustrations
Varieties ot bees

1(1

762
193,

Ventilation
10.
Virgin queens and drone-comb
Virility of drones

Watering bees

Watermelon

juice

1

570

Wax-wo-ms
ti72.

714, 7.59.

227,291
90
407,4lo,413, 470,471,630,667.
8o6, 810
774, 778

colonies
in place of division-boards

291. 311

4H6

Weed-foundation
Weight of colonies

2H4. 519

6
hu

4"

Well-tilled >ections

Wel's system

19s
406. 615

ailed the bees?

Whiskey tor bees
White clover

679
258
hot
679

.White coating on comb honey
Wild bees
Wild or bee-aster
Winter apiarian work

785
51,
58
631

Winter-case for bees

Winter consumption of stores
Winter flight s tor bees
Winter flow of honey
Wintering arrangement
Wintering b ea
7. 18.29, 35.
14't,

3>!I.

266, 4ri8
1.12,

225
b'lft

15
42. 117, 122. 14-

I8i',

769,778.787
in
in

791. 807
215, -JM

a garret

the cellar
309. 52y. 612.626
Wintering device

Wintering on honey-dew
Winterlofscs

Winter paciiing
Winter stores
5H2, 647

52,66,84, ill.
662. 814

3K9
157
226, 430, 500, 584, 79(J

90. 1I7, 225, 2Hn, 407, 518, 5-I,
792,
and frames
lui.

Wired-foundation
Wisconsin statistics

Wood-bound

4

545
497
789
498
145
49
417
561
755

Harbison, J. S
Hatch, C. A

W

Hive-body, bottom-board, supers and queen33
34
593
737

cag-e

Hive-cover and feed receptacle
apiary of F. L. Murray
apiary of Jas. M. Hobbs
apiarv of W. H. Heim

Home
Home
Home

Honey

exhibit of J. Q.
nois State Fair

Wm.

801

Smith & Sea at

H.,

673
753
257
532
563
17
35

313
6lo
610
561

Wm

6

Miller.'Dr. C. C
19, 563
Nearly killed by a bee
790
Notre Danie bee-hive and wintering device.. 36'J
Oglesby, J.
423
Old home of the Linswik sisters
354
Out-apiary of W. H. Heim
Sol
Pettit comb-honey hi ve and arrangement..
642
.

449

3M
5iK>

433
577, 578

179

5bZ
241
513
504, 723
690

Selser, Margaretta
Selser, Mrs.
A
Selser,
A

Wm.

(.90

689

Seventeen prominent Canadian bee-keepers. 337
Stinging revenge
763
387
Sting of bee

Wm

113
321
71
161
469
177
65
817
97
561
289
785
741
211
209

Sweet clover
Tavlor comb-leveler
Taylor, R. L
L. J

Theilmann, C
Top ot hive and bottom of super
United States Bee-Keepers' Association

View of the Golden hive
Whitcomb, E

F

Wilcox, Pres.

Wild or bee-aster

W

Wiley, Prof. H.
Yucca bee-brush

806
375

Yucca plant

47 1 ,
,

5H3
216
538
714
72
778
167
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Stevens, O, TL i;i
Stewart. J. G. 222

iTii-thods

158,

350
Travis. 1. A. 413. 573
Travis. L. L. Ill
Trimberger, John, 278
Tubbs. G. F. 299
Turnbull. John. 92
Tuttle. VV. H.47
Tyrell. E. B. H 8.514. 717

Unterbrink. John. 188
Utendorler, G. P. 780

Van Blaricum. O. 46
Van Dyke. Frank. !)3
Vangundy, G. W. 235
Varnes. Samuel. 499. 573
E 495

W

Virgin.
Vogt, N.

H.47

Wanle. T. H. 79^
Wallenmever. J. C. 155

WaUon. C. L. 412.6.52.653
Ward. W. S. 5in

Warner.
Watkins

C. A. 125. 526
J.

A.

.5.58

Watts. L-C. 172
Waynian. L. 493
Weber Bros. 553
Wedel. F. B 797
Weis. Oporee. 107
Wells, W. C. 510
Wenneker. A. A. .526
Westcott. L. O. 253
Wheeler. E. r. 3(V>
vvheeler. Geo. S 125
Whinple, Ed2ar B. 127
Whipple. W. W. 413
Whitcnmb. E. 660
Whitcomb. G^o. 174

244
.3.55.

4R0. 611

Wickersham, Thos. 485
WiKgins,

F. C. 59.

620

Wil ox, C. 3«9
Wilcox. F. 289
Wilev. Prof. H. W. 742

W.

13^
Williams. B. O. 15
Will.'D.

Williams. Mrs. Mate.3^2
Williams. Rufus. 157.428
Williams. W. W. 46
Wil«nn. A. (4.309
Wils-n. P C.3I

Wilson E.

M".

7«2

Wilson. G W. 290
Wilson, H. P. 212
Wils'^n.H.T. .301
Wiltz. Albert. 283
Wing. James H. 669
Wirih, Jacob. 269. 415
Witte. H. L. F. 62!
Wolbert. Cha". W. 526
Woodard.T. R. 126
Woodmansee, Mrs. Em-

ma.

41 s

Woodward, Robt.
WorlPy.

J. S.

71

B. 733

I

Worthen, Edmund,

15

Wortman. A.

los
Wright. E. R. 236

Vandell, A. R. 139
Veaton. W. S. 445

Yentsch. F. C. 251
Yoder. C.J. 22 '.781

Vonng. J. M. 1.56
Young, Joshua. 462
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Sold by all dealers in bee-keepers' supplies, or
sent by the publishers for $1.20, postpaid. We
will furnish you Gleauing-s in Bee-Culture one
year with the book for $1.75, postpaid.
By the way. Gleaning-s in Bee-Culture has 950
pag-es in a year, and has averag-ed this for the
past 10 3-ears, yet the price is only SI. 00 a year.
If j'ou have not seen a copy latel.v, send for our
December 15th issue which contains the PRIZE
PICTURES, as well as the photographs of Editors York and Hutchinson. This contains our
annual index which will show you the scope of
Gleaniug-s articles during- the j-ear. It also contains the index of contributors and the illustrations of the year. That the index mig^ht not
crowd our reading--matter we give 16 pages
extra. In this issue we give an illustration and
description
of the DANZENBAKER
HIVE
for 1900.
If

for

you want a copy of this issue you must ask
at once, as we have only a few to spare.

it

Clubbing Rates.
an inducement

lor 3ur subscribers to renew before the expiratio 1 of their present subscription, which saves us considerable time, we
offer the following- rates for Gleanings one year
and a year's subscription to any of the following papers at prices mentioned.
rt.s

Whitebread. Paul. 78
White. Geo. K. .5.57
White. Henry. 412
Whitmer. Elder Daniel.

Whitmore. Fred E. 1.59
Whitnev. Wm. M. 35.

all

;.

I'

509

274,

1.55

29,

Bee-Cul=

the
nianag"ement
'1 the apiary thrui)iit
the year, the

701

Thurlow, Thos.

of

tells

It

1911

396

Ira. 316.

ABC

ture will furnish
ou prolitable and
interesting'
reading- for a long: time.
>

451

Thompson, Andrew

Thurston, L. D. 77
Tichenor J. H. 265, 355
Ttchenor. Josie M. 222.

Shorkey,

bceselect
their reading- for
another vear. The

802

Tbiel. Loui's, 81

the time

when

keepers

Teague. M. S. 2.53
Templin. Rev. L. J. 468
Terry, Josbua, 635
Theilmann, C. 29. 73,158,

"The Rambler,"

is

of year

Taylor, C. E. 1.58
Taylor. R. L. 24, 162, 809
Taylor, W. W.798

Ristler, M. J. 29
Robinson. N. A. & M. M.

Shirk. B. P.

Reading- for
1900.

1.55

Stuart. Dr. fi>\ 78
Sturtevant. E. H. 189, 332

Thompson, B. A. 159
Thompson. F. L. hh, ]n:j
Thompson, Levels E. 2')
Thompson. Sr.. W. A.142
Thorpe, Rose Hartwick.

Rozeli. A.

Root's Column

Stoufler, S. U. 31
Stiiw. Mrs. N. L. 358

Rennert, G. 254
••
Reporter." 133,146. 165
Kevnolds.Chauncev,701
Reynolds. R. i). mm
Rice. Cornelius L. 299
Richardson. N, 47
Rickard. M. M. 91
Riker. Geo. W. 191

Roby. Fred. 45. 605
Roe. Westropp, 565
Roorda. J. 555
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For One Dpilar Only.
Gleaniug-s and your choice of the following-;

American Agriculturist, with Almanac.
Orange Judd Farmer, with Almanac.
N. E. Homestead, with Almanac.
Northwestern Agriculturist.

American Poultry Journal.
Reliable Poultry Journal.
Ag^ricultural Epitomist.

Farm and

Fireside.

Poultry Monthly.
Poultry Keeper.

Farm Journal.
Farm Poultry.

For One Dollar and Ten Cents.
Gleaning-s and your choice of the followiug-:

Practical Farmer.
Michig-an Farmer.

Prairie Farmer.

Ohio Farmer.

For $1.25— Gleaniug-s and Rural New Yorker.
$i-30 — Gleaning-s and National Stockman.
hor $1.50—^Gleanings and Cosmopolitan or McClure's Magraziue or American
Garden.
For $2.00— (rleanings and Country Gentleman.
For $2.50— Gleanings and Reviewof Reviews.

New

stibscribers also are entitled to

these rates.

47H

Pennel. Mrs. F. C. 91
Perry, A. A. 5it
Peterson. W. A. F. 557
Pettengeli, <\ H. -.97
Pettit. Morley. h75
Pettit, S. T. 66. 477. 653
Pickard, Ada L. 450
Piddington, John. 542
Pierson, Jnseuh A. 268
Pipkin, J. P. 60

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.

THE A, L ROOT
MEDINA, OHIO.

CO,

e
Dec.

—
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Convention Notices.

fl

GOOD WAT6H

New York.— The annual meeting uf the New
York State Association of Bee-Keepers' Societies will be held in the parlors of the Kirkwood,
at Getteva, N. Y'.. Jan. 10, I'KK), at 11 o'clock a.m.
All bee-keepers' societies in the State are
hereby notified and recjuested to send delegates.
An urgent invitation to attend is also extended
to evervbodv interested in apiculture.
Chap'inville, N. Y.
W. F. Marks, Pres.

Free

New Subscribers

8

for

The watch offered here is a splendid time-keeper, and
warranted to g'ive excellent satisfaction. It is au opeuYORK STANDARD
face. stem wind and stem set,
MOVEMENT, in a silverine case with screw front and
back, and of g-ood weig^ht, thus making a perfect, dustproof watch.
We offer this watch, prepaid, for only 53.50; or we club
it with the Bee Journal for one year— both for $4; or we will
send it FREE as a premium for only 8 NEW subscribers
to the Bee Journal for a 3'ear (with $8.00;. This is indeed a
bargain. The watch would make a fine g-ift.

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & CO
us MKHir.AX

St.,

,

CHICAC.O, ILL.

146

OUR MOTTO

:

S TOCK-QUiCK SHIPMENTS.

WELL MAN UFACTURED

N. E. Ohio. N. W. Pa.— The Northeastern Ohio
and N. W. Pennsylvania Bee-Keepers' Association will hold their I'Hh annual convention at
Andover, Oliio, in Chapman's Hall, Jan. 17 and
Boarding rates of $1.00 per day have
18, l'>00.
been secured for those attending the convention.
All bee-keepers invited. Send to the Secretary for programs.
Franklin, Pa.
Ed Jolley, Sec.

Michigan.— The annual meeting of the Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held at Thompsonville, Benzie Co., Jan. 1 and 2,
1900. There will be reduced rates on all railroads, and a special rate has been secured at all
the hotels there at 75 cents per day. There will
be an exhibition of the famous willow-herb
honey, also of all the leading supplies used in
the apiary, and latest improved implements.
At least two, and perhaps three, of the A. I. Root
family will be present, and other noted men.
Everything indicates the largest meeting held
in years.
The subjects discust will be those
nearest the heart of the bee-keeper, so come prepared to give your views, in exchange for the
views of others. It will more than repay you
for all the time and expense to attend.
Geo. E. Hilton, Pres.
Fremont, Mich.

Secilons. SHiDDino-Gases and
Nene Better
ryiliing necesssuiy to

B66-K66Ders' Supplies

ake a good incubator
put into the new

We make

a specialty of making" the very best Sections on the market.
in this part of Wisconsin is acknowledged by all to be
the best for making the ONE-PIECE HONEY-SECTIONS— selected, young and
thrifty timber is used.
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price-Eist FREE.

The

NONE BETTER

BASSWOOD

Marshfield Manufacturing Company,

INCUBATOR.
Thf

Hawkeye Incubator Co., Box
Please mention Bee Journal

/^o
1 if rkf*n I o
^aillUrilld

The Novelty Pocket-Knif
[A heavier and stronger knife than the one

we

offered heretofore.}

in<iibat'"'r

hoiie-llj t-ont-triK-tefl.
-*** Built to I;i.st.
I-owfsit prued cootl
Perfectly.
iiiiicliine on the isinrket. Send •!<-. stamp for cataloiriie.

MARSHFIELD. WISCONSIN.

Please mention the Bee Journal when writing-.

tiiniplest

a made. Themost

Works

A, Newton, la.

when

writing.

If you care to know of its
Fmits, Flowers, Climate
sample copy of Cali-

f
:

or Resources, send for a
fornia's Favorite Paper

The

Pacific Rural Press,

The

leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Publisht weekly,

handsomely
ple

copy

illustrated, $2.00 per

annum.

Sam-

free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS.
330 Market Street,
San Francisco, Cal.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.
•

HOWARD

M. MELBEE,

310 First Premiums
Awarded to the PRAIKIE STATE
INCUBATOR. Gnaranteed to operate

HONEYVILLE, O.
(This Cut

is

,

the Full Size of the Knife.)

Your Name on the Knife. — When ordering-, be sure
wish put on the Knife.
The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty

to

in any climate. Striii f or catalogne.
FKAIRIK STATE IMIHATOR CO. Homer llj.pji.
(

Please mention the Bee Journal.

4'iA17t

say just what name and address you

lies in the handle. It is made beautifully
of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as g-lass. Underneath the celluloid, on one side
of the handle is placed the name and residence of the Subscriber.
The Material entering- into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality; the blades are
band-forg-ed out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The bolsters
are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened German silver
wire; the linings are plate brass; the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and the finish of the
handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.
Why Own the Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are the owner will
never recover it: but if ihe Novelty is lost, having name and address of owner, the tinder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the knife. If traveling,
and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one of the_ Noveltifts, your
Pocket-Knife v.'ill serve as an identifier; and in case of death, your relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.
How appropriate this knife is for a present What more lasting memento could a mother
give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother, or .a lady to a gentleman, the knife having
the name of the recipient on one side?
The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an e.xact representation of
this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.
How to Get this Valuable Knife.— We send it postpaid for $1.25, or give it as a Premium to the
one sending us three new subscribers to the Bee Journal fwith $3.tXi), and we will also send to
each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book. Bees and Honey. We will club the
Novelty Knife and the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

YOU ARE WAITING

IF

to find a better fence than the Patce yon
sit down, for yoiiMI ffet awful tired.

\\H\h:y

Highest Price

1

GEORG-E W. YORK & CO.
:i8

Michigan

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

had betteU

H IKK FKNCE C'0.,ADUIAX,S1ICH«
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

VXUK

3

in tlio winter

Bone
d

\>r'

bv.

ivli

^R EOGS
Ciri_'i'ii

Cut

Mann's New Bone Cutter

akes Eieiis lay at anv time. It doubles the egg product,
ninnn's OranUc Crystnl Grit, KJIover Cutter and Swing*
Ing Feed Tray menn hen comfort and hen profit. Catalop-ne free.
77, Mllford,
F.

W^ MANN CO. Box

Mass.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing advertisers.
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LEWIS COMPANY,

Q. B.

WATERTOWN,

Dec.

Bee= Books

WIS.,

ijENr POSTPAID

CAN FURNISH YOU WITH THE VERY FINEST

Supplies
Bee= Keepers'
THE "WOI^rjD.
II-T

Parties vranting g^oods before new catalog is issued will please write for
quotations. We want every BEE-KEEPER on our list.
If you did not receive our catalog last year send us your name and address
and we will mail you our new catalog as soon as it is ready.
Please mention Bee Journal wii.r^n writing.

George W. York

Langstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
classic in bee-culture has been
re-written, and is fully illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and beekeeping. No apiarian library is complete without this standard work bv Kev. L. L. Langstroth— the Father of Amer'ican Bee-Culture. U
has 520 pages, bound in cloth. Price, Si. 25.

Dadani.— This

Bee=Keepers' Guide, or Manual of the Api?ry,
J. Co.iU, of the Michigan AgricultuColL-tre.
This book is not only insijuctive
and helpful as a gu de in bee-keeping, but is
interesting and th imly practical and scientific.
It c intaias a fall delineation of the anatomy and physiology of bees. 460 pages, bound

Honey

Alfalfa

ia cloth

—

pliv'd.

have been able to secure a quautity of White Alfalfa ExHoney whicb we offer for the present at ihwse prices,
on board cars here in Chicag-o: Sample by mail, 10 cents; two
(j(>-pound cans, in a box, ')% cents a pound; four or more cans,
Cash with order in all cases.
9 cents a pound.

and

CHICAGO.

Price, $1.25,

Price, SI. 00.

by A. I. Root.— A cyclopredia of 40 pages, describing everything pertaining to the caie of the honey-bees. Contains
300 engravings. It was written especially for
beginners. Bound in cloth. Price, $1.20.

Owing' to our limited supply of this fine honey, those desirAddress,
it should order promptly.

118 Michigan St.,

illustrated.

A BC

ing-

YORK & CO.

fully illustrated.

Oueen=Rearing, as Practically Apby G. M. Uuolittle.— .\ method by which
ic

the very best of queen-bees are reared in perfect accorJ with Nature's wa3'.
Bound in cloth

We

tracted

W.

and

Sc'entJ

In 60-pound Tin Cans.

GEORGE

3V

Mich. St. Gtiicago.

entirely'

ral

Best

& Co. 116

Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
for Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas G. Newman.— Ii is nicely illustrated, contains 160 pages,
beautifully printed in the highest style of the
art, and bound in cloth, gold-lettered.
Price, in
cloih, 75 cents; in paper, 50 cents.

by Prof. A.

While
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of Bee-Culture,

Advanced Bee=Culture,

ILL.

age m

Its

Methods and Man-

mi t, by W. '/.. Hutchinson.- The author of
this w ork is a practical and entertaining writer.
You sh.'uld read his book; 90 pages, bound ia
paper, and illustrated. Price, So cents.

Ratianal Bee=Keeping, by Pr. John Uzierzoa.
is a irnnslation of his latest tlermao
It has 35J pages, bound in

— This

book on bee-cuUuie.
paper covei>, SI.

U
A TO II with the perfect, eelfIIH I bn reguluting, lowest
priced

first

class

EXCELSIOR

hatcher— tht-

Incubator

Hatches the larcfst ppr cent, of
fertile

GEO.
44A.V.t

P

II.

epgs at the lowest cust.
Qulney, HI.

STAIIL,

lease mention the Bee Jou

FREE FOR A MONTH

....

If you are interested in Sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
Sheep Paper publisht in the United States.

'*'.

120 ^gfor Sale
All in 10-frame, two-story comb-houev hives,

and strong, with plenty of stores. Price, oulv
$235 cash, per colony. They can remain here
till fruit-bloom.
Write quick if you want them,
as I am groing- to sell AT ONCE on account of
my ag'e and broken health.
I also have a Barnes^ foot-power saw for $20,
and a Cowan e.xtractor, nearly new; also many

other things,

S2Alt

Wool Markets and Sheep

wanted. Address,

WALKER, Clarksville. Mo.

Queen-Clipping
Device Free....

has a hobby which is the sheep-breeder and
his industry, first, foremost and all the time.
Are you interested ? Write to-day.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP, CHICAGO,

if

J. E.

a fine thing for use in
catching- and clipping- Queens'
wings. We mail it for 25 cents;
or will send it FREE as a premium for sending us ONE
subscriber to the Bee Journal for
a year at $1.00; or for$1.10 we will
mail the Bee Journal one year
and the Clippintj Device. Address,

Device

DOX'T Bl'V AX

IXCtllSA'l'OIt

auA puy tor It before elvlng It n
We will sen. tbe celebrated NEW
triul.
I

PREMIER INCUBATOR
dcni.es

ninit.

•jiir

f.iiih

Caiftlotriie ar"!

COLraiBU IKrUBlTOR

il.

So

on iriaU
sirrif.Ie

Thisevi.

a child can

WorM'n K;iir. Also fioli
of Simplicity Incubator*
Poultry Hel|'3 Seta.
Plana

Firat prb.e

nianiifflctur--<)
ff>r

in

Pnu'try
l'0.5

I

loimcB etc..
Adams St.

'JS eta.

Delaware

Clf T.Oel.

is

NEW

GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

118

Michigan

St.,

G Newman,— This

is a (iei iiian translation ot the principal portion
of the book called ''Bees and Honey." 100-page
pamphlet, l*i ice, 25 cents,

Benenzucht und Hon'ggewinnung, nach der
nietliode ((Sennan' by J. i-\ Eggers.—
This book gives the latest and most approved
methods of bee-kfeping in an easy, comprehenncue.-5ten

sive style, with illustrations to suit the subject,
50 pages, board cover. Price, 50 cents.

Bee=Keeping for Beginners, by Dr. J. P. H.
Brown, o.f Georgia. — A practical and.condcnst
on the huuey-bee. giving the best modes
of Mianagenient in order to secure the most
profit. UO pages, bound in paper. Price, 50 els.
treatise

Bee-Keepinir for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker.
—Revised and enlarged. It details the autlior's
**
new system, or how to get the largest yields of

The MoNETTE Queen-Clipping

ILL.

Benen=ivuUur, by Thos.

Chicago, IlL

comb

or extracted honey." 80 pages, iUusfated.

Price, 25 cents.

Apiary Register, by Thomas G. Newman.
Devotes twt) pages to a colony. Leather binding. Price, for 5J colonies, $1.00;
nies, SI. 25.

Dr. Howard's

for KK) colo-

Book on Foul Brood.— Gives the

McKvuy Treatment and reviews the experiments of others. Price, 25 cents.
Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng, by G. R.
Pierce.

— Result of 25 years' experience.

30 cts.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R. Cheshire.— lis Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts.

Page

b
NEW LONDON,

curing the best lumber at the lowest TJ _

Capons and Caponizing, by Dr. Sawyer, Fanny
Field, and others.- Illustrated. AH about capouizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 20c.

WIS.,

operates two Sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
price for the manufacture of

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Origin, Development and Cure. Price, 10 cents.

Lyon Mfg. Co.
se-

— •._.--.^_*

_. L^
O. ^.^^l^r^
DCC^lS^CCipQtS OUppllCSox

They have also one of the LARGEST FACTORIES and the latest and most
improved machinery for the manufacture of Bee-Hives, Sections, &c., that there
The material is cut from patterns, by machinery, and is absois in the State.
For Sections, the clearest and whitest Basswood is used, and
lutely accurate.
they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best machinery, all combine to enable

BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
for Circular and see the prices on a full line of Supplies.

this firm to furnish the

Send

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the Poultry
Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by Fanny
Field.— Everything about Poultry Diseases and
their Cure.

64 pages.

Price, 20 cents.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for Profit, by
Fanny Field.— Tells everythiugabout Poultry
Business.

o4 pages.

Price, 20 cents.

York's Honey Almanac

is a neat little 24-page
pamjihlet especially gotten up with a view to
creating a demand for honey. A very effective
helper in working up a home market "for honey.
Prices: A sample for a stamp; 25 copies for 40c;

50 for 60c; 100 for $l.tX); 250 for$2.25; SOtt for $4.0Q
For 25 cents extra we will print your name ana
address on the front page, when ordering 100 or
more copies at these prices.

Dec.
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flGff'Write at once, stating- aye, sex, occupation,
how troubled, post-office address, and enclose

return stamp for immediate reply.

when

they

wheeN
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|
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MARKET QUOTATIONS.

I

Chicago, Dec. li— We quote best white comb
at 15c: au occasional small lot of fancy sells at
16c: off grades of white, 12'Lt'14c; ambers, 10f«'12c.

|.;s

IntJlnna. C.

Kl.ltr.^lllc.

S.

A.

E.vtracted, Scgi'ic for fancy white; 7(ai8c for^araber: 6(fi^7c for dark grades.
Receipts are larger and the demand is not as
good as it has been; most of the retailers have
laid in a supply to carry them over the Christmas time.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

Mention the American Bee Journal.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices"(vn
Pouder's Honey-Jars and everyby bee-keepers. Prompt

^^

thing" used

^

Service

^
^-

freight rate.
Catalog
free.
S. POUDER,
512 Mass. Ave.» Indianapolis, Ind.

;^^

Cincinnati, Dec. 7.— There

WALTER

Electric

Wheel

Co..

Bo?

16 Quiacy. His.

JuLliii^i WiL-^xi >v.iciug.

when

,,.SieCK WINS

writing.

Ihe

Sagr in

firiecs.

W'ehavel-e laijitsi. pure bred pnultrj'
the Norlhwe t
ur lowls aie all

1

VAN DEUSEN,
Sole Manufacturer,

cubtouu-rs and

bis

i>f

every prize in Mght. Itnex-r
We lead in quahty and lowest

in

Maiiuiio

Brood-Frames.

hain.3

tiikerfi
t'ullM.

«trone»

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOB
Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus
Honey,
Being- the cleanest is usually workt
the quickest of any foundation made.

writing.

AISGHER'S...

l.tr..

Has no

when

Please mention Bee Journal

ill

Please mention Bee Journal

1

make

«,

bi'ulthj
ill

am

aii'i

nl

roue.
Send fot our
,uide and leain how
$.15— sentfur 15c.

>ii:(

|"...

^

•

lil^motir}. "W

.

alj

S'John Bauscher. Jr.. Box

24El3t

94. Freeport.IlL

Mention the A nierican Bee Journal.

Comb

J. A.

J
» We are distributors for
AT

ROOT'S GOODS

THEIR PRICES for southern Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, West Virginia, Kentucky, and the South.

J,

4

MUTH'S SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,
LANGSTROTH BEE-HIVES, ETC.

f"^

^
4
X
"

Lowest Freight Rates in the country.
Send for Catalog".

C

H.

W.

-WEBE3K,,

Successor to C. F. Muth A Sox,
2146-48 Central Ave., CINCINNATI, O.
40Atf
Please mention the Bee Journal

—

Foundation

tracted, 8(a9c.

|
T
^
^
m

amber,

A

No.

1, ISc; No. 1, 13m 14c: bucksell in this citj-. Extracted, light

7(a'8c.

There is very little now to report in the line
of our honey market. The retail trade are loath
to pay the higher prices and are buying in a

demand is fiillv equal
Blake, Scott ALeb.
Albany, Dec. 10.— We quote: Fancy white

verv small way,

DO NOT FAIL

*

Before placing- your order, to send
what you need in

the

still

me

a

list of

comb, ISc; No. 1 white, ISitoWc: mixt, ll@13c;
buckwheat, 10@llc. Extracted, white, 8@9c;
mixt, 6M(S*"c; dark, 6. Beeswax, 26to23c.

MacDougal &

Co.

McCuUoch & Co.
11.— The November trade has

Successors to Chas.
*j.

Foundation, Sections,

Omaha,

i

|
^
"

And

other Supplies, and get my prices. You
goods and save money. Illus-

will get the best

trated Catalog Free.

BEESWAX WANTED.
Augusta, Wis

GUS DITTMER,

,

Union combination Saw—
for rippiUK,

—

croas - cutting.
mitering, rab

<©

\

\^ beting,

groov

n g, eaining.
- eawing,
borine, edgeu d n g
beading, etc.
Full line FOOT
i

scroll

mo

B66-K66D6rs' Guide.

]

i

,

AND H A N

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

CHINERV. Send for Catalog A.
Seneca Falls mg. Co.. 46 Water St.,

POWK R

8(0

8^c.

Peycke Bros.
Detroit, Dec. 11.— Fancy white, lSfnl6c; No.
white, 14(al5c: dark grades, 10(<i 12c. Demand
good and supply light. No extracted in market.
White would sell for 8(5:8i^c. Beeswax, 2ofe24c.
M. H. Hunt & Son.
1,

WANTED.— Comb and

extracted honey; state

and quantity.

R. A.

BURNETT &

163 So.

Water

CO.,
Chicago,

St.,

111.

C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. Muth & Son and A. Muth.
40Atf
2146-48 Central Ave., Cincinnati, O.

ESTABLISH A

Your

HOME OF

raisers,

YOUR OWN

I

_

_

Read "The Corn Belt," a handsome
monthly paper, beautifully illustrated,
containing exact and truthful information about farm lands in the West.
Send 25 cents in postage stamps for a
year's subscription to The Corn Belt,
209

writiatL

E.xtracted, white,

WANTED.— Extracted honey all kinds: mail
sample and price expected delivered at Cincinnati. I paj- spot cash on delivery.

A wide-awake, practical Western paper for
wide-awake, practical Western farmers, stock-

the leading e.^ponent of agriculture
as a business, and at the same time the champion of the Agricultural States and the producer
in politics. Subscription, One Dollar a Year.

cent less.

33A20t

IklO.

It is

1

price, kind,

Journal of Agriculture,

can afford lo do without it.
It stands for American farmers and produ-

amber

Seneca Falls, S.Y.

AND

poultry people and fruit-growers, to
learn the science of breeding, feeding and management. Special departments for horses, cattle, hogs, sheep, poultry and dairy.
No farmer

Dec.

up to the present not been as good as was expected, and shows a falling off from October.
It seems that the somewhat higher prices this
fall are affecting the consumptive demand to
some extent, still the warm weather yet prevailing in this part of the country may also be
partly responsible for it. While trade has been
light, prices have been well maintained, nobody
being burdened with stock to such an amount
as to become oppressive.
Fancy white still going at 14@il4J^c, and light

D-

Ma-

The Mississippi Valley Democrat

when

B.Williams & Co.

to the supply.

BEE-BOOK

«S- Write for Sample Copy
Please mention Bee Journal

A.

Boston, Dec. 8.— We quote as follows: Fancy-

INTO FOUNDATION FOR CASH A SPECIALTY

completely than any other publisht, send $1.2S
to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif., for his

cers.

Fancy white, IS cents; No. 1, white, 13@14c;
U(<tl2c: and buckwheat, 9(ailc , as to
quality. E.xtracted remains firm at following
prices: California white, S'Ac; light amber, 8c;
white clover and basswood, 8c: amber, 7^c.
Very little trade for extracted buckwheat as vet.
Southern, fancy, 7J^c per pound: other grades,
as to quality, from 70c to 7Sc gallon. Beeswax
quiet at 26(ai27c.
Hildreth & Segelken.
amber,

white, 16c:

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more

ST. LiOXJIS,

quote:

wheat win not

YOU WANT THE

«S-|F

Dec. 10.— Demand is very good for
grades of comb honey. Receipts are somelight and not up to former years. We

what

Wholesale and Retail.

W^orkJng VX^ax
!

New York
all

Cleveland, Dec. 1.— Fancy white, 16®l7c;
No. 1 white, 15(31]6c: No. 1 amber, 13@14c: No. 2
amber, 12@13c; buckwheat, 9(gil0c. White ex-

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N.Y.

Bee=Supplies

13!4(gii4c:

UlqiW/ic: No.

me send you tny 64pag-e Catalog for 1899,

!

demand

City, Dec. 9.— We quote No. 1 white
No. 2, 13(sil35<c; No. 1 amber,
2, 12@13c.
Extracted, white, "iji
(g'Sc: amber, 1(g)li4c; dark, S54fe'6c.
Beeswax,
20&122C.
C. C. Clemons & Co.

comb,

Let

BEE-KEEPERS

a good

Kansas

fon'tiret loORe. rot or breiik

down. They labial wajs-Cata log free.

Pledge iUentlUll Bee

is

for all kinds of extracted honey. White clover
sell at HltvS]4c; amber and Southern, 6(g"c, according to quality and package.
Fancy comb honey in no-drip' shipping-cases
sells at 15(3 16c: darker grades hard to sell at
any price. Beeswa.x, 26c.
C. H. W. Weber,
Successor to Chas. F. Muth & Son and A. Muth

and basswood

<^,
5?^^•

— low

;^^

kt a

I

'£-;

•^^^

They are iiiaiie hi^h or
any width of tire, to fit any skein.

BEESllPPLIES!

•^

.""^

it la

last iiuif finitely.

They

Free Catalupne

nei^Iibors.

how

HON&y AND BEESWAX |

I

KITSELMAN BROTHERS,
F.nx

I

^THE ELECTRICmaWHEELS
arejTiioii wiieelsarni
wa^oD
low.

good sleep and

to make 100 Stvles at the
of the wire- \\ fite to-day.

..lie

f.lhritj

let I
I

The

i^asatisfac

[

ni.iki-^ y.i.id

artiuti

will

on his crops.

tHtten

sti'i'k

KITSELMAN FENCE
toiv
It insures

writing.

WHEELS
GOOD
MAKE A OOOD WAGON.
Unless a wapon has enad

a poor fence that

biiyinK-

vmir

troubles can obtain valuable advice, FREE, by
addressingDR. PEIRO.
34 Central Music Hall. CHICAGO.

Please mention Bee Journal

NEIGHBORl

I

^^ LUNG ^KIDNEY

» >te >li >fe iJt >te Jte >il Jte >K Mi Mi itits

YOUR

19T ftOB

SUFFERERS

831

Adams

St.,

Chicago.

friving-

_

•

We

HONEY

will buy it, no matter
where you are. Address,

description and price,

^Aif THOS.

C.

Goiiii)

STANLEY & SON,

Honey_

Fairfield

m.

For Sale
Fancy White

Clover and
Basswood in 2-1-section cases. Stored in Oshkosh
and Chicago. O. J. Angus & Co.. Oshkosh, Wis.
52AXt
Please mention the Bee Journal.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

832
Latest Improvements.

Dec.

28, 1899.

Pertect Goods.

Very Reasonable Prices.

Hives, Shipping-Cases
Sections,

Why

*»

Extractors, Etc,
EVERYTHING A
BEE=KEEPER NEEDS.
CatalojJT

and copy

Dadant's Foundation.

lea!

does

We guarantee

it sell

so well?
Because

it

satisfaction.

has always g-iven better satis-

any

faction than

Because

What more can anybody do? BEAUTY,
PURITY, FIRMNESS.No SAGGINQ, No

o'ther.

22 years there have not been any
complaint.s, but thousands of compli-

uf

Year

in

LOSS.

PATENT WEED PROCESS SHEETING.

ments.

**The American Bee=Keeper'*— FREE

Send name for our

-ADDRESS-

THE W.

FALCONER MFG.

T.

JAMESTOWN,

the best Veils, cotton or

N. Y.

The American Bee-Keeper

is

Samples of Foundation and Veil Material.

Catalog-,

CO.,

We

sell

silk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

a live Monthly,

and has been publisht by us for the past 10
years— 50 cents a year.
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing,
tiereisthe Thing
=

•yo",^^''^ looking
for the last winter

The New Champion
WINTER-CASE...
will not die in the coldest winter.
Send for special prices on quantity

R. H.

SCHMIDT &

Tlie Classic in

.

which does away with all unnecessary work, and in which the bees
wanted.

Langstrotli on the Hoiiey-Bee, Revised.

CO.,

Sheboygan, Wis.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Bee-Ciilture-Price, *$1

liy

Mail.

Beeswax Wanted ^^^^^^^^^^^
at all times.

chas. dadant & son,

"

QUEENS

,25,

Please mention Bee Journal

when

Hamilton, Hancock Co.,

writing.

III.

Smokers, Sections,
Comb Foundation
And :ill .^piarlao Supplies
che&p. Seod for
K. T. FLANAGAN, BellftUle, Ul-

^^
KKEK

(dialogue.

^lease mention Bee Journal TvHen -writing.

HUNT &

M. H.

SELL ROOT'S GOODS

at

SON,

KOOT'S PRICES.

Shippinj^-Cases aud Daiiz. Cartons are what
vou need to display and ship vour honey in.
Send for Catalog.
BELL BRANCH, MlCH.

Please mention Bee Journal -when wTitinEr.

ISp^ei^ress,

LEAHY MFG. CO,

SIBS^—

^''-

Please mention Bee Journal "when -writine

i
r$

—SUBSCRIBE FOR THE—

SmoKers" I
DROP NO "INKY SPOTS" §^
eiNOHAM

Farmer's

Home Journal,

Louisville,

Ky,

A practical business paper for the farmer. It treats of farming and stock breeding from both
practical and scientific standpoints. It is the oldest and best known agricultural weekly in the
South. If you have anything to sell send us your advertisement. Every farmer who expects to
mi.v '* brains with muscle " in his business should read this paper. Subscription price, $1.00 per
JOURNAL, LouUville, Ky.
FARMER'S
year. Sample copy free. Address,

Bee3mokar

HOME

Please mention Bee Journal

:.S

It
=^

A

Little Better
'*

than

Perfect."

^

&
f

<
t^
'•

T. F.

BINGHAM,

Farwell, Mich.,
For Circular,

g^iving- full

ation aud prices.

HONEY=JARS.
;

;

COMB FOUNDATION.

inform-

We
J;

^

^^

manufacture quantities of
inif for

the

coming

this, and you should have our price, before
If a dealer, send for wholesale price.

ALFALFA AND BASSWOOD EXTRACTED HONEY,
Sample, 5 cents.

Catalog free.
I.

please mention Bee Journal

buy-

year.

<^.

Please mention Bee Journal
when writing Advertisers.

writing.

1-pound square, S4.70 per gross, with corks 5 gross, $4.50 per g^ross. Labels,
60c per gross $1.00 for 500. We have several styles of Jars for retailing honey.

5:

Address,

when

when

writinp.

J.

9'4 cents a

pound.

STRINGHAM,
105

Park Place,

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

Please Mentiou the Bee Journal I^I?rtTs1rS«

